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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NMSU Hotline" <hotline@nmsu.edu>
Wed, 4 Apr 2018 09:53:50 -0600 (MDT)
[Campus-news] NMSU Hotline -- April 4, 2018
<campus-news@nmsu.edu>

April 4, 2018

Safety tip: Beware of hawks on campus
The SwainsonÂ’
s hawks have returned to NMSU. There is a
nesting pair at the Golf Course, and another pair that makes its
home to the north of Rentfrow Hall. The pair on campus is
aggressive and is serious about keeping perceived threats way
from its nest.
Pedestrians should be particularly careful when travelling
through the area between Regents Row and Rentfrow Hall.
Strategies include using an umbrella or simply avoiding the area altogether. We have had injuries as far away as
Hadley Hall, however, and the first injury of the season was reported to the Health Center Tuesday. The hawks do
seem somewhat guilty of profiling and have dive-bombed a greater percentage of folks with red hair than might be
expected. In any event, these hawks are not just a bird, and it can hurt.

Campus Announcements

Submit Hotline Announcement

Career Services to host events today
Career Services will be hosting Walk-In Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. (no appointment needed) to assist
students with any of their immediate or long-term needs. Our staff can assist students with career exploration, coop/internship opportunities, resume, cover letter/personal statement, job search, on and off campus employment,
interviewing skills, career fair readiness, networking skills and LinkedIn/social media presence. If you are unable
to attend please contact Career Services to set up an appointment, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday at
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careers@nmsu.edu or 575-646-1631.
Career Services will also be hosting Cooperative Education and Internship Orientation today from 3 to 4 p.m. Did
you know that once you hit sophomore status, you are eligible for co-ops/internships? Did you know that all you
need is a brief orientation at our office to help get you started? Orientations take about 45 minutes to 1 hour and
are held at Career Services, Room 224. Once you participate a student will then be coded as co-op active and you
are eligible to start applying for jobs. If you are currently participating in a co-op/internship, experiential learning,
and/or practicum we still want to know about it. Email us at coop@nmsu.edu to report your experiential learning.
For more information please contact salinasm@nmsu.edu or Career Services at 575-646-1631.

Chemistry and biochemistry department colloquium to be held Thursday
A Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry Colloquium by Elena Jabubikova, from the NCSU Chemistry
Department, will be held at 11:45 a.m. Thursday, April 5, in Chemistry Building, Room 153. The talk is titled Â“
Iron Chromophores with a Twist: Toward Controlling the Intersystem Crossing in Fe(II)-polypyridines.Â”
For more information call 575-646-2505.

Cellulose Nanomaterials seminar set for Thursday
Ronald C. Sabo, research materials engineer at the USDA Forest Service Forest Products Laboratory in Madison,
Wisconsin, will present a seminar titled: Production and Application of Cellulose Nanomaterials. His lecture will
be held at 4 p.m. Thursday, April 5, in Gerald Thomas Hall, Room 194. The seminar is sponsored by the
Department of Industrial Engineering and the USDA Grants Wheels of Change and I-DISCOVER. It is free and
open to all.
This presentation will provide an introduction to and overview of the unique properties, production and
applications of cellulose nanomaterials and nanocomposites derived from wood. The enormous potential of these
materials, as well as some of the associated challenges, will be also be addressed with an emphasis on ongoing
research at the Forest Products Laboratory.
Sabo is currently focusing on next generation composites using sustainable forest resources. He holds a bachelorÂ’
s
of engineering from Vanderbilt University and a doctorate from the University of Florida in chemical engineering.
His primary area of research emphasizes producing and evaluating novel composites produced from natural fibers
that have been processed and modified into nanoparticles and nanofibers with unique physical and mechanical
properties. Sabo also has research activities aimed at developing "green" composites using biodegradable, bioderived or recycled materials.
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NMSU-Alamogordo to co-host Take Back the Night event Saturday
NMSU-Alamogordo will co-host the 12th annual Take Back the Night Alamogordo March & Rally Saturday,
April 7, at the Tays Center, 2400 N. Scenic Dr. in Alamogordo.
Doors open at 6 p.m. This event is free, open to the public and is a family-friendly event.
The Take Back the Night Alamogordo annual March and Rally is a peaceful and family friendly event with guest
speakers, exhibitors from the community, free T-shirts (for the first 200 people) door prizes, events for kids and
more.
For more information visit Take Back the Night Alamogordo's Facebook page or email
tbtnalamogordo@gmail.com.
Take Back the Night is an international event and non-profit organization with the mission of ending sexual,
relationship and domestic violence in all forms. Hundreds of events are held in more than 30 countries annually.
Events often include marches, rallies and vigils intended as a protest and direct action against rape and other forms
of sexual, relationship and domestic violence.
Please join Take Back the Night Alamogordo and NMSU-A Saturday, April 7, as they Take Back the Night. With
every step taken together, another step is taken toward ending domestic violence and sexual assault in our
community.

Financial Wellness Fair: Planning Your Financial Future offered next week
The Student Success Center, Red to Green Money Management Program is hosting a Financial Wellness Fair, Â“
Planning Your Financial FutureÂ”
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday, April 11, at Corbett Center Student Union,
first floor.
Pre-Fair Workshops will take place in Corbett Center Student Union, Room 129 (Otero Room)
10 to 11 a.m. Tuesday, April 10-Planning for your retirement: Life Insurance
2 to 3 p.m. Tuesday, April 10-Homeownership Ins and Outs
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. Wednesday, April 11-Keys to Buying a Car
For more information, please contact the Student Success Center at 575-646-3136 or at
https://ssc.nmsu.edu/financial-wellness-fair/.

President's Associates Ball is set for April 21
Support life-changing President's Associates student scholarships and enjoy an evening in "Old Aggie-wood,"
dancing to the sounds of a 20-piece band (VuVat Productions Big Band) with an exciting live and silent auction.
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Seating is limited.
Black tie preferred or dress in your favorite Hollywood attire.
The ball will take place at 6:30 p.m. Saturday, April 21, at the Las Cruces Convention Center Ballroom, 680 E.
University Ave. Make your table reservation by Friday, April 6, by calling 575-646-1106 or emailing
nohemip@nmsu.edu.

KRWG-FM 2018 spring membership drive
Spring is in the air and itÂ’
s time for KRWG-FMÂ’
s Membership Drive. Through Saturday, April 7, KRWG-FM is
reaching out to you, our faithful listeners, to become listener members who support the station you rely on. Enjoy
our community guests on-air starting today throughout the week with hosts Anthony Moreno on Morning Edition,
Edmundo Resendez on Here and Now, Leora Zeitlin on Intermezzo, Fred Martino on All Things Considered, and
Emily Guerra on Fiesta.
Invest in the station you turn to everyday for news, music and entertainment. Call 888-922-5794 or go online at
http://krwg.org to make a pledge. Thank you.

LGBT+ Faculty Group to host discussion April 11
Please join us for a discussion of developments in data science that provide us with potential insights into LGBTQ
gender and sexuality. This discussion, "Vanishing Closets: Developments in the Science of Sexuality," is
coordinated by the NMSU LGBTQ+ Faculty Group, but all students and community members are welcome to
attend and learn more about this fascinating topic. The discussion will be held at 12 p.m. Wednesday, April 11, at
LGBT+ Programs, Garcia Hall, Room 146. Bring your own lunch.

NMSU Alumni Association awards up for grabs
The NMSU Alumni Association is seeking nominations for the 2018 Distinguished Alumni Awards and James F.
Cole Memorial Award for Service.
One Distinguished Alumni award will be presented to a recipient from each of the following academic colleges College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences; College of Arts and Sciences; College of
Business; College of Education; College of Engineering; and College of Health and Social Services - and one
award will be presented to a James F. Cole Memorial Award recipient during Homecoming 2018 (date to be
announced).
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To learn more and to submit a nomination, please visit https://advancing.nmsu.edu/alumniawardsandprograms.

NMSU Board of Regents to hold special meeting April 6
The Board of Regents of New Mexico State University will hold a special meeting at 9 a.m. Friday, April 6, in the
Regents Room of the Educational Services Building on the NMSU Las Cruces Campus.
In compliance with the Open Meetings Act, copies of the agenda will be made available at NMSUÂ’
s Zuhl Library
on the Las Cruces campus at least 72 hours prior to the meeting and accessible on the public university website at
https://regents.nmsu.edu/agenda/.
Please contact the Office of the Board of Regents at 575-646-5997 if you need additional information. The
meeting will be available by webcast through the link at https://panopto.nmsu.edu/bor/.
http://newscenter.nmsu.edu/Articles/view/13043/nmsu-board-of-regents-to-hold-multiple-meetings-april-6

TO SUBMIT INFORMATION for possible inclusion in NMSU Hotline, email University Communications at
hotline@nmsu.edu with a short title of your news on the subject line, details in the body of the message and a contact
name and phone number. If you want the item to appear on a certain day, please specify which day and submit the item
at least two days in advance. Earlier submissions are encouraged.
TO SUBSCRIBE OR UNSUBSCRIBE to NMSU Hotline, go to
https://mailman.nmsu.edu/mailman/listinfo/campus-news and follow the prompts.
TO REVIEW HOTLINE GUIDELINES, please visit our guidelines page.
© 2013 New Mexico State University Board of Regents
NMSU — All about Discovery!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Sally Marquez" <sally@nmact.org>
Wed, 21 Mar 2018 08:17:11 -0600 (MDT)
[NMAA AD's] Sound check
<ads@nmact.org>, <spirit@nmact.org>

Attachments:Spirit_Coach_Info.doc (167.63k)

Due to the UNM Women advancing in the WNIT and hosting a game on Thursday night, we will NOT be able to have a sound check for coaches. Please refer to the Coaches Information #2,
19-24 for information about music.
We will make sure the music is set up properly with the speakers on the floor prior to competition. I do not foresee any issues if #19-24 is adhered to.
We will see all of you on Friday.
Sally
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Sally Marquez" <sally@nmact.org>
Wed, 21 Mar 2018 08:17:11 -0600 (MDT)
[NMAA Spirit] Sound check
<ads@nmact.org>, <spirit@nmact.org>

Attachments:Spirit_Coach_Info.doc (167.63k)

Due to the UNM Women advancing in the WNIT and hosting a game on Thursday night, we will NOT be able to have a sound check for coaches. Please refer to the Coaches Information #2,
19-24 for information about music.
We will make sure the music is set up properly with the speakers on the floor prior to competition. I do not foresee any issues if #19-24 is adhered to.
We will see all of you on Friday.
Sally
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Joe Butler" <joeb@nmact.org>
Mon, 9 Apr 2018 09:35:02 -0600 (MDT)
[NMAA tennis] Team Rosters
<tennis@nmact.org>

Tennis Coaches,
Please note that team rosters for all schools are due to me no later than
this coming Sunday, April 15....also tax deadline!!. Follow the following
instructions to complete your team rosters.
1. Log onto the NMAA Tennis site at www.nmact.org
2. Click "Sports"
3. Click "Spring Sports--Tennis"
4. Under "Resources--Important Documents" click "Tennis Team Roster Form"
5. Complete the roster form by listing your singles players from 1-12 and
doubles teams from 1-6. Remember that singles players and doubles teams must
be ranked in order from strongest to weakest. You must be able to defend
those rankings if a stacking protest is filed. Click "submit" when you are
finished.
6. If you have an odd number of players please list these in the doubles
section under "alternates". These will be considered an available substitute
under the doubles substitution rules.
7. Please make sure to list all head and assistant coaches who are properly
licensed and approved by your school district. This form will determine
which coaches are issued coaching badges.
8. SCHOOLS WITH FEWER THAN 6 PLAYERS AND THEREFORE INELIGIBLE FOR
CONSIDERATION FOR A STATE TEAM SPOT SHOULD STILL COMPLETE THE FORM BY
INCLUDING ALL COACHES NAMES ON THE FORM.
Feel free to call me if you have questions.

Joe Butler, Assistant Director
New Mexico Activities Association
505-923-3275 (work)
505-917-0618 (cell)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"John Sandstrom" <jsand713@ad.nmsu.edu>
Tue, 6 Feb 2018 09:26:48 -0700 (MST)
[NMLA] FW: APPLY NOW: ALA's Sara Jaffarian Award for Outstanding Humanities Programming
"nmlamembership@mailman.nmsu.edu" <nmlamembership@mailman.nmsu.edu>

Attachments:image002.png (16.29k) image001.jpg (49.35k)

Something for the school librarians.
John
Dr. John Sandstrom, MLIS, MPA
Associate Professor/Acquisitions Librarian
New Mexico State University Library
POBox 30006/MSC 3475
Las Cruces, NM 88003
575-646-8093 (work)
575-646-7477 (Fax)
From: alacro-l-request@lists.ala.org [mailto:alacro-l-request@lists.ala.org] On Behalf Of Don Wood
Sent: Tuesday, February 06, 2018 8:06 AM
To: alacro-l@lists.ala.org
Subject: [alacro-l] APPLY NOW: ALA's Sara Jaffarian Award for Outstanding Humanities Programming

The ALA Public Programs Office has invited school libraries to apply for a $5,000 award recognizing outstanding humanities programming in kindergarten through eighth grade.
Nominations for the 2018 Sara Jaffarian School Library Program Award for Exemplary Humanities Programming will be accepted until May 4, 2018. Applications, award guidelines and a list of
previous winners are available at www.ala.org/jaffarian.
K-8 school librarians have until May 4 to apply for ALA's Sara Jaffarian School Library Program Award.
School libraries, public or private, that serve K-8 students are eligible. Nominated programs must have taken place during the current school year (2017-18). Programs that are still in progress as of the
award deadline are eligible, and libraries are encouraged to self-nominate.
Eligible humanities programs may be focused in many subject areas, including social studies, poetry, drama, art, music, language arts, foreign language and culture. Programs should focus on broadening
perspectives and helping students understand the world and their place in it. They should be initiated and coordinated by the school librarian and exemplify the role of the library program in advancing
the overall educational goals of the school.
Recent Jaffarian Award-winners have included:
Everybody Has a Story, a program that taught third-graders about cultural and historic preservation both locally and globally.
Greensboro Sit-In Exhibit, an exhibition about a well-known protest of the civil rights movement developed by students at Friends Seminary (New York, N.Y.)
The R.O.A.D. (Research, Observe, Analyze, Discover) I Travel, a genealogy program for eighth-graders at Perry Meridian Middle School (Indianapolis, Ind.)
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Named after the late Sara Jaffarian, a school librarian and longtime ALA member, ALA’s Jaffarian Award was established in 2006 to recognize and promote excellence in humanities programming in
elementary and middle-school libraries. It is presented annually by the ALA Public Programs Office in cooperation with the American Association of School Librarians (AASL).
The award is selected annually by a committee comprising members of the ALA Public and Cultural Programs Advisory Committee (PCPAC), AASL and the Association for Library Services to
Children (ALSC).
Funding for the Jaffarian Award is provided by ALA’s Cultural Communities Fund (CCF) . In 2003, a challenge grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities kick-started a campaign to secure
the future of libraries as cultural destinations within the community. Since then, CCF has grown to more than $1.9 million, serving libraries as they serve their communities through the highest quality
arts and humanities programs. To contribute to CCF, visit www.ala.org/ccf.

Don Wood
Program Officer
Chapter Relations Office
American Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, IL 60611
dwood@ala.org
1-800-545-2433, ext. 2429; 312-280-2429
312-280-4392 (fax)
Find Your Answers about ALA Chapters
“Example is not the main thing in influencing others. It is the only thing.”—Albert Schweitzer
“ One child, one teacher, one book, and one pen, can change the world.”— Malala Yousafzai
“How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world.”—Anne Frank

If you no longer wish to receive information via this e-list, here are the instructions on how to unsubscribe:
UNSUBSCRIBE INSTRUCTIONS:
* Go to http://lists.ala.org/sympa/info/alacro-l
* Log in on this page; first time users will need to get a password by following instructions
* Choose Unsubscribe from the left-hand column and follow instructions
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Dollar Shave Club Offer" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Wed, 24 Jan 2018 12:49:16 -0700 (MST)
66% off Dollar Shave Club Starter Set
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

The DSC Starter Kit: now 66% off!

TRY IT Now!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Patagonia" <reply@email.patagonia.com>
Wed, 31 Jan 2018 10:24:29 -0700 (MST)
2017 was a big year for activism. And we showed up in a big way.
<ron.arrington@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Check out our environmental and social initiatives year in review.

Environmental +
Social Initiatives 2017
page 1 of 4
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At a time when our political system has failed to deliver for our
planet, it’s up to businesses like ours to create positive change.
Our planet depends on activism, and this moment demands it. As
our friend Brock Evans is fond of saying, “Endless pressure,
endlessly applied.”

Watch the Video

Read the Digital Booklet
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We Took to
the Streets
by Rose Marcario, CEO

“2017 was a big year for activism. And we showed up in a big
way. We took to the streets in record numbers. We got the word
out with our signs and posts and videos. We flooded the inboxes
and voicemails of elected officials at all levels of government. We
petitioned, boycotted and divested. We doubled down on our
commitment to the protection of wild places and climate action.”

Read the Story

PHOTOS: (Top) Environmental + Social Initiatives 2017 recaps our company efforts over the past year and includes a
list of all current Patagonia grant recipients. TEE SMITH (Bottom) Tens of thousands protest the Trump
administration’s assault on the environment at the People’s Climate March in Washington, D.C. ASTRID RIECKEN
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Men’s

Web Specials

Women’s

Patagonia Provisions

Kids’ & Babies

Patagonia Books

Packs & Gear

Gift Cards

Sport

Our Blog

Climbing
Ski/Snowboarding
Surfing
Fly Fishing
Trail Running
Mountain Biking

Footprint Chronicles

Worn Wear

Ironclad Guarantee

1% for the Planet

Visit Us

Patagonia Customer Service: 800.638.6464
8550 White Fir St, Reno, NV 89523 | Contact Us

Email Preferences
Set your gender, locale and frequency so we can send you emails that matter.
Unsubscribe | Update My Preferences

*Free Shipping details: If your order meets or exceeds the amount advertised on the website, you qualify for free ground
shipping. Choose the FREE delivery option (up to 10 business days) at checkout or over the phone at 800-638-6464. This
offer is valid for orders shipped to addresses in the United States and all U.S. Territories only, not valid for international orders.
The free shipping option is not valid for gift cards, Patagonia Outlet stores, wetsuits, surfboards, or with Pro, Team and Group
Sales.
This email was sent to ron.arrington@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
© 2018 Patagonia, Inc.
View on web
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From:

"Josh Nelson, CREDO Action" <act@credoaction.com>

Sent Date:

Wed, 25 Apr 2018 07:17:32 -0600 (MDT)

Subject:

A greedy Trump donor is suing the National Park Service

To:

"Landreth Patrice" <patrice.landreth@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Yosemite hotels belong to the American people, not a billionaire Trump donor
Tell Delaware North Chairman Jeremy Jacobs:
"Yosemite's Wawona Hotel and Ahwahnee Hotel were built in the 1800s and 1920s, respectively, and belong to the American people, not a private corporation. Drop your frivolous lawsuit against the National
Park Service."
Add your name:

Dear Landreth,
When you think of Yosemite, you might imagine majestic waterfalls, ancient Sequoias and stunning cliffs. But you might not think about a greedy Trump donor suing the National Park
Service (NPS) for $51 million.
That's exactly what Yosemite is facing.1 Billionaire Jeremy Jacobs, the chairman of the concessions company Delaware North that recently lost its $2 billion contract in Yosemite, is suing the
NPS for tens of millions of dollars to turn over naming rights of two iconic and beloved landmarks in the park, the Wawona and Ahwahnee Hotels.
These hotels and their historic names belong to the American people and should not be held hostage by a bitter billionaire. We must speak out now and stand up for Yosemite.
Tell Delaware North Chairman Jeremy Jacobs: Drop your lawsuit against the National Park Service.
For 20 years, Delaware North had a contract to run concessions, lodging and food in Yosemite but recently lost its bid to renew to a competitor. In an act of spite, Delaware North sued the government in federal court for
$51.2 million for breach of contract and violations of its intellectual property pertaining to the Wawona and Ahwahnee Hotels, claiming it owns the rights to these names. The NPS has temporarily covered the names of the
hotels as litigation continues.
It's absolutely absurd, but it's not surprising: Delaware North's billionaire Chairman Jeremy Jacobs – who has been called a "bully and a jerk" – and his family have a long history of greed and shady dealings. 2
They strong-arm lawmakers with political donations – including over $165,000 to Donald Trump – to benefit their bottom line, secure tax breaks and grease the political wheels where their companies operate. 3,4,5,6
HuffPost reports that Jacobs could profit from the repeal of the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program, as Immigration and Customs Enforcement opened an office in the same building as Delaware North's
headquarters and hired "a former US Attorney who had just led the largest workplace immigration raid during the Obama administration."7
And some are even speculating that Jacobs could use the millions from his Yosemite lawsuit to sign a new player for the Boston Bruins, the NHL hockey team that he owns.8
Suing the NPS for millions to profit off the names of these two historic and iconic hotels is just another example of Jacobs' greedy, out-of-touch ways. We must pressure him to drop this ridiculous lawsuit and give back to
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the American public what is rightfully theirs.
Tell Delaware North Chairman Jeremy Jacobs: Drop your lawsuit against the National Park Service.
https://act.credoaction.com/sign/yosemite_lawsuit?t=7&akid=28282%2E12772310%2E2wrQFR
Thanks for all you do.
Josh Nelson, Co-Director
CREDO Action from Working Assets
Add your name:

References:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Megan Woolhouse and Janelle Nanos, "Iconic names at Yosemite are subject of $51 million trademark battle," The Boston Globe, Jan. 16, 2016.
Sean Gentille, "Jeremy Jacobs spent $625K on horse crusade before NHL lockout," Sporting News, March 26, 2013.
Neil A. Lewis, "THE 1992 CAMPAIGN: Campaign Finances; Being Governor Helps Clinton Raise Money at Home," The New York Times, April 27, 1992.
Frank Phillips, "Jacobs family, owner of TD Garden and Bruins, gives $13,000 to Walsh," The Boston Globe, April 26, 2017.
Matt Ufford, "Boston Bruins owner Jeremy Jacobs is awful," SB Nation, March 26, 2013.
Gin Armstrong and Derek Seidman, "Immigration Protest Targets Concessions Magnate & Trump Donor Jeremy Jacobs," LittleSis, Sept. 8, 2017.
Donald Cohen, "Ending DACA Means More Profit For These Corporations," HuffPost, Sept. 13, 2017.
Paul Altmeyer, "Boston Bruins Owner Jeremy Jacobs Suing Yosemite," Causeway Crowd, Jan. 15, 2016.

Share on Facebook
Post to your wall
Tweet this
Post to Twitter

© 2018 CREDO. All rights reserved.

This email was sent to patrice.landreth@carlsbad.k12.nm.us.

To change your email or mailing address, please click here: https://act.credoaction.com/me/update/?t=23&akid=28282%2E12772310%2E2wrQFR

To unsubscribe, please visit our subscription management page at: http://act.credoaction.com/cms/unsubscribe/unsubscribe/?t=25&akid=28282%2E12772310%2E2wrQFR
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Fri, 26 Jan 2018 20:47:11 -0700 (MST)
ABDO BY SERIES
"Darlene Shelton" <Darlene.Shelton@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD DESERT WILLOW ABDO GO BOND JAN 18 BY SERIES.xlsm (9.91 MB)

Darlene
Please note some are not AR

Coye
Coye Duncan
OPAL BOOZ & ASSOCIATES
abookworm@suddenlink.net
1 888 293 8795 cell
1 877 299 3744
“We know you have a choice in choosing your books.. we appreciate you choosing us.”
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Mon, 29 Jan 2018 05:58:39 -0700 (MST)
abdo free books
"Juhree Cope" <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD MONTERRERY ABDO SPRING 18 FREE BOOKS FOR PO.xlsm (9.68 MB)

From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Sunday, January 28, 2018 10:18 PM
To: 'Juhree Cope' <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: TOTALS AND ABDO WITH FREE BOOKS
THANK YOU.. if you need any changes just let me know
Coye
From: Juhree Cope [mailto:Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Sunday, January 28, 2018 6:11 PM
To: Coye Duncan <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: Re: TOTALS
Please take off any of the other Where’s Waldo books. It does not matter which one.
Thanks,
Juhree
Sent from my iPad
On Jan 26, 2018, at 9:04 PM, Coye Duncan <abookworm@suddenlink.net> wrote:
Juhree
I am so sorry.. I put the wrong amount for Jappleseed.. I have taken off The Great Picture Hunt..but need one more book..I am still over
Coye

From: Juhree Cope [mailto:Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2018 3:49 PM
To: Coye Duncan <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: RE: totals and Jappleseed
Thank you!!!
Please take off Where’s Waldo: The Great Picture Hunt.
page 1 of 2
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From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Juhree Cope <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: totals and Jappleseed
THANK YOU I will send these in alphabetical order after we make a little adjustment.. it is just easier for you to see what you have.
I am over by $18.05
One reason on
Abdo Black Lagoon set 4 has 10 books instead of 6
Just tell me what book to take off and I will..can be from any list.. just close to $18..
From: Juhree Cope [mailto:Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 10:08 AM
To: Coye DUNCAN <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: Go Bond quotes

Good morning,
Here is the list that I need official quotes for. I have included a sub list also.
Cathey is requesting that the quotes list the books in alphabetical order by title with the ISBN number. And your company order number.
There is not a big rush. The orders are due to her by Feb. 23 and we have to receive them by April 6.
My total budget is $2636.
Thanks,
Juhree
<CARLSBAD MONTERREY TOTALS JAN 18 (002).xlsx>
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Linda Schinnerer" <Linda.schinnerer@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 26 Jan 2018 14:22:34 -0700 (MST)
ABDO GO BOND ORDER
"Lorie Mitchell" <Lorie.Mitchell@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:ABDO GO BOND SPRING 2018.xlsm (4.88 MB) ABDO GO BOND SPRING 2018 PURCHASE ORDER REQUEST.xlsx (19.03k)

Ok, let’s try this and see if this is correct and if so, I’ll send the other two Monday.
Thanks
Linda
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Fri, 26 Jan 2018 14:28:01 -0700 (MST)
ABDO
"Juhree Cope" <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD MONTERRERY ENSLOW JAN 18.xlsm (1,006.21k)

THIS CAME BACK..TOO BIG THIS IS JUST ABDO
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2018 2:43 PM
To: 'Juhree Cope' <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: ENSLOW AND ABDO

From: Juhree Cope [mailto:Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 10:08 AM
To: Coye DUNCAN <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: Go Bond quotes

Good morning,
Here is the list that I need official quotes for. I have included a sub list also.
Cathey is requesting that the quotes list the books in alphabetical order by title with the ISBN number. And your company order number.
There is not a big rush. The orders are due to her by Feb. 23 and we have to receive them by April 6.
My total budget is $2636.
Thanks,
Juhree
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Thu, 25 Jan 2018 21:00:23 -0700 (MST)
ABDO
"Linda Schinnerer" <Linda.schinnerer@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD ECEC ABDO FALL 2017 FOR GO BOND.xlsm (4.89 MB)

Linda
Enjoyed visiting with you today.. attached is your Abdo order with free books as 00.00
Let me know if you need anything else
Thanks

Coye
Coye Duncan
OPAL BOOZ & ASSOCIATES
abookworm@suddenlink.net
1 888 293 8795 cell
1 877 299 3744
“We know you have a choice in choosing your books.. we appreciate you choosing us.”
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"HISTORY | This Day In History" <tdih@emails.history.com>
Sat, 3 Feb 2018 04:03:14 -0700 (MST)
ADV: 2005: Gonzales becomes first Hispanic U.S. attorney general
"bess.rusk@carlsbad.k12.nm.us" <bess.rusk@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

FEB
3

THIS DAY IN HISTORY

2005
Gonzales becomes first Hispanic U.S. attorney general

On February 3, 2005, Alberto Gonzales won Senate confirmation as the nation's first Hispanic
attorney general despite protests over his record on torture. The Senate approved his
nomination on a largely party-line vote of 60-36, reflecting a split between Republicans and
Democrats over whether the... read more »

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

1781
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Greene crosses the Yadkin with Kosciusko's boats »

AUTOMOTIVE

2006

"World's Fastest Indian" makes U.S. debut »

CIVIL WAR

1865

Hampton Roads Conference »

COLD WAR

1950

Klaus Fuchs arrested for passing atomic bomb information to Soviets »

CRIME

1780

Early American mass murder changes common perceptions of crime »

DISASTER

1998

Marine jet severs ski-lift cable in Italy »

GENERAL INTEREST

1924

Woodrow Wilson dies »
1953

Cousteau publishes The Silent World »
1959

The day the music died »
1966

Lunik 9 soft-lands on lunar surface »
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1994

Clinton ends Vietnam trade embargo »

HOLLYWOOD

1989

John Cassavetes dies »

LITERARY

1820

Keats falls deathly ill »

MUSIC

1959

The Music dies in an Iowa cornfield »

OLD WEST

1889

Belle Starr murdered in Oklahoma »

PRESIDENTIAL

1994

Clinton ends trade embargo of Vietnam »

SPORTS

2002

New England Patriots win first Super Bowl »
2008

New York Giants upset New England Patriots in Super Bowl XLII »

VIETNAM WAR

1955

Diem institutes limited agrarian reforms »
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1970

Senate Foreign Relations Committee opens hearings »

WORLD WAR I

1917

U.S. breaks diplomatic relations with Germany »

WORLD WAR II

1944

U.S. troops capture the Marshall Islands »

SHOWS

VIDEOS

SCHEDULE

TOPICS

Subscribe | Update Profile | Contact Us
This is a promotional email from HISTORY and A+E Networks.
You received this message because bess.rusk@carlsbad.k12.nm.us is subscribed to This Day In History email
updates. If you DO NOT wish to receive these emails please UNSUBSCRIBE.
Having trouble viewing this message? View the web version.
To ensure delivery to your inbox (not junk folders) and view images, please add us to your address book or safe/white
list.
© 2018 A&E Television Networks, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Email Marketing, 235 E 45th Street, New York, NY 10017
Corporate Information | TV Parental Guidelines | Careers | Terms of Use | Privacy Policy | Copyright Policy | Ad
Sales | Ad Choices
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:
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"Book Riot YA" <hello@bookriot.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 09:04:23 -0700 (MST)
ADV: A Blast From The YA Past: YA Reads From 10, 20, 30, and 40 years ago
<lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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FEB 12, 2018

Hey YA Readers!
Let’s take a trip down memory lane this week.
page 2 of 7
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“What’s Up in YA?” is sponsored by

The Hazel Wood by Melissa Albert.

Seventeen-year-old Alice and her mother have spent most of Alice’s life on the road, always a step ahead of the bad luck biting at their heels. But when
Alice’s grandmother, the reclusive author of a book of pitch-dark fairy tales, dies on her estate, the Hazel Wood, Alice learns how bad her luck can really get…
____________________
I don’t know about you, but I always love a good look through the big, popular books from years past. They tell us a lot about reading culture, the ups and
downs in trends, and simply how much a particular area of reading has grown.
Here’s a look at three big titles from the last 10, 20, 30, and 40 years. I know I’ve said it before, but it is worth repeating: you’re going to be feeling old at the
first titles. And that’s okay.
Descriptions are pulled from Amazon, simply because I haven’t read all (or most!) of these titles. Titles were compiled from a range of sources, from my own
memory (2008 wasn’t that long ago), the Best Books lists from YALSA, Goodreads, and more. I’ve stuck with books which were first in a series, so there are
certainly some big titles not included below.
As might also be noted, some of these titles could easily be categorized as middle grade more than young adult, but because of the crossover appeal, I’ve
included them. Likewise, this list is quite white. It is with no doubt, though, that in 10 years when readers look back at what 2018 held in YA books, top titles
will be far more inclusive.

Popular YA in 2008
The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins

In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. Long ago the districts
waged war on the Capitol and were defeated. As part of the surrender terms, each district agreed to send one boy and one girl to appear in an annual
televised event called, “The Hunger Games,” a fight to the death on live TV. Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen, who lives alone with her mother and younger
sister, regards it as a death sentence when she is forced to represent her district in the Games. The terrain, rules, and level of audience participation may
change but one thing is constant: kill or be killed.
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The Knife of Never Letting Go by Patrick Ness

Todd Hewitt is the only boy in a town of men. Ever since the settlers were infected with the Noise germ, Todd can hear everything the men think, and they
hear everything he thinks. Todd is just a month away from becoming a man, but in the midst of the cacophony, he knows that the town is hiding something
from him — something so awful Todd is forced to flee with only his dog, whose simple, loyal voice he hears too. With hostile men from the town in pursuit, the
two stumble upon a strange and eerily silent creature: a girl. Who is she? Why wasn’t she killed by the germ like all the females on New World? Propelled by
Todd’s gritty narration, readers are in for a white-knuckle journey in which a boy on the cusp of manhood must unlearn everything he knows in order to figure
out who he truly is.
Paper Towns by John Green

When Margo Roth Spiegelman beckons Quentin Jacobsen in the middle of the night—dressed like a ninja and plotting an ingenious campaign of
revenge—he follows her. Margo’s always planned extravagantly, and, until now, she’s always planned solo. After a lifetime of loving Margo from afar, things
are finally looking up for Q . . . until day breaks and she has vanished. Always an enigma, Margo has now become a mystery. But there are clues. And they’re
for Q.

Popular YA in 1998

If You Come Softly by Jacqueline Woodson

Both Elisha (Ellie) and Jeremiah (Miah) attend Percy Academy, a private school where neither quite fits in. Ellie is wrestling with family demons, and Miah is
one of the few African American students. The two of them find each other, and fall in love — but they are hesitant to share their newfound happiness with
their friends and families, who will not understand. At the end, life makes the brutal choice for them.
Singing The Dogstar Blues by by Alison Goodman
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Seventeen-year-old Joss is a rebel, and a student of time travel at the prestigious Centre for Neo-Historical Studies. This year, for the first time, the Centre
has an alien student: Mavkel, from the planet Choria. And Mavkel has chosen Joss, of all people, as his roommate and study partner. Then Mavkel gets sick.
Joss quickly realizes that his will to live is draining away. The only way she can help Mavkel is by breaking the Centre’s strictest rules – and that means going
back in time to change history.
The Skin I’m In by Sharon G. Flake

Miss Saunders, whose skin is blotched with a rare skin condition, serves as a mirror to Maleeka Madison’s struggle against the burden of low self-esteem that
many black girls face when they’re darker skinned. Miss Saunders is tough and through this, Maleeka learns to stand up to tough-talking Charlese.

Popular YA in 1988

The Devil’s Arithmetic by Jane Yolen

Hannah is tired of holiday gatheringsâˆ’all her family ever talks about is the past. In fact, it seems to her that’ s what they do every Jewish holiday. But this
year’ s Passover Seder will be differentâˆ’Hannah will be mysteriously transported into the past . . . and only she knows the unspeakable horrors that await.
On The Devil’s Court by Peter Deuker

What would you give to be your school’s superstar? After reading Dr. Faustus, Joe considers the merits of selling his soul to the devil. Suddenly, he finds
himself changing from a lousy basketball player and a C student to the star athlete he always dreamed he could be. Even though he isn’t sure if he actually
made a deal with the devil, he can’t help but enjoy the benefits that come with his newfound abilities. But is achieving his dreams worth what he may have
given up?
style="height:auto;max-width:560px;float:left;margin: 0 20px 20px 0;" />Spellbound by Christopher Pike
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In the wake of Karen Holly’s tragic death, many people believe that her boyfriend, Jason, is responsible, and when Jason takes a new girlfriend, newcomer
Cindy, she and her friends must return to the scene of Karen’s murder.

Popular YA in 1978
Beauty by Robin McKinley

A strange imprisonment Beauty has never liked her nickname. She is thin and awkward; it is her two sisters who are the beautiful ones. But what she lacks in
looks, she can perhaps make up for in courage. When her father comes home with the tale of an enchanted castle in the forest and the terrible promise he
had to make to the Beast who lives there, Beauty knows she must go to the castle, a prisoner of her own free will. Her father protests that he will not let her
go, but she answers, “Cannot a Beast be tamed?” Robin McKinley’s beloved telling illuminates the unusual love story of a most unlikely couple: Beauty and
the Beast.
Happy Endings Are All Alike by Sandra Scoppettone

It’s their last summer before college, and Jaret and Peggy have fallen deeply in love. They exchange love letters, have pet names, and spend hours alone in
their special clearing in the woods. For once, life is perfect. But Jaret and Peggy live in Gardener’s Point, a small town a hundred miles from New York City,
and a place where girls only date boys. In Gardener’s Point, being different isn’t easy—but nothing could prepare them for the danger that lies ahead.
Killing Mr. Griffin by Lois Duncan

Mr. Griffin is the strictest teacher at Del Norte High, with a penchant for endless projects and humiliating his students. Even straight-A student Susan can’t
believe how mean he is to the charismatic Mark Kinney. So when her crush asks Susan to help a group of students teach a lesson of their own, she goes
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along. After all, it’s a harmless prank, right?
But things don’t go according to plan. When one “accident” leads to another, people begin to die. Susan and her friends must face the awful truth: one of
them is a killer.
____________________
Thanks for hanging out and we’ll see you around here next week for even more YA talk and fun
–Kelly Jensen, @veronikellymars
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABQJournal" <webmaster@abqjournal.com>
Tue, 6 Feb 2018 15:06:07 -0700 (MST)
ADV: ABQJournal - Popular daily headlines for Tuesday
<kelli.barta@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

AlbuquerqueJournal

February 6, 2018

Popular daily headlines for Tuesday

Road-rage incident near Pojoaque leaves bullet
in man's head
SANTA FE - A 40-year-old man who lives in Santa Fe and works in Los
Alamos was shot in the head during a road-rage incident…
Read More »

Man taken to UNMH after standoff
Around 1 a.m. Monday, Albuquerque police officers
wrapped up a 13-hour standoff over Interstate 40, when
they eventually convinced a suicidal man not to jump…
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Read More »

20-year-old man pleads guilty in
fatal shooting
A 20-year-old man pleaded guilty Tuesday to seconddegree murder in a deadly shooting at the Wells Park
Community Center in 2016. According to police, Damien…
Read More »

City's 10 Commandments
monument, King event draw
complaints
HOBBS, N.M. — Some civil liberties advocates are
concerned about a Ten Commandments monument in a
New Mexico city hall and the city's sponsorship of…
Read More »

APD: Man injured after jumping
from Candelaria overpass
A man jumped from the overpass at Candelaria onto
northbound Pan American Freeway Tuesday afternoon,
injuring himself, according to police. Officer Simon
Drobik, a spokesman…
Read More »

www.ABQJournal.com
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You received this email because you signed up for Albuquerque Journal news alerts.
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From: "BostonGlobe.com" <newsletters@bostonglobe.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 07:40:48 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: BREAKING: Trump signs bipartisan bill to end government shutdown
To: <carol.parr@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View this email in your browser

Trump signs bipartisan bill to end government shutdown
A brief government shutdown ended early Friday morning after the House narrowly voted to support a massive bipartisan two-year budget deal that stands to add hundreds of billions of dollars in federal spending on the
military, domestic programs, and disaster relief.
The 240-to-186 House vote came just after 5 a.m., about three hours after the Senate cleared the legislation on a vote of 71 to 28, with wide bipartisan support.
President Trump tweeted that he signed the bill shortly before 9 a.m.
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To read the full story, visit BostonGlobe.com.
More coverage:
A quiet protest of the spending bill, a loud chorus of senators ready to move on
Senator Rand Paul holds up vote on budget deal

View all Boston Globe newsletters

You received this message because you signed up for Breaking News Alerts.
Copyright © 2018 The Boston Globe, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
The Boston Globe
1 Exchange Place Suite 201
Boston, MA 02109-2132
Add us to your address book
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 1 Feb 2018 10:02:14 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Celebrate Black History Month!
<carla.gamlin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Read All About It
Honor Black History throughout the month of February. Empower your readers by helping them
understand not only the struggles people of color have had, but also the successes black women and
men have achieved throughout our history.
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In this title, readers learn about mathematician Katherine Johnson from her early
career as a human computer to her work putting the first man into space, the first
man into orbit, and the first man on the moon.
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Civil Rights Sit-Ins discusses how the United States' history of slavery and
segregation led people to make a change, how the sit-ins began to make
businesses available to all, and how the protests changed American law.
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Black Lives Matter examines the police shootings that fueled the movement, the
events that led up to racial tensions in the United States, and the goals the
movement has set for the future.
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Hidden Human Computers discusses how black women made critical
contributions to NASA by performing calculations that made it possible for the
nation's astronauts to fly into space and return safely to Earth.

â˜…
STARRED REVIEW â˜…
Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA
from Essential Library, an imprint of the Abdo Publishing division
"For students wanting to know more about the African American female NASA workers depicted in the
movie Hidden Figures, there's just such a volume in the Hidden Heroes series. An essential purchase
for STEM collections."
-- Booklist, April 2017
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Race plays a significant role in shaping women of color's experience with sexism.
Sexism and Race looks at the history of sexism women of color have endured,
current issues, and steps to eliminate sexist practices.
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Race in America examines race and racism in America today and throughout US
history, encouraging readers to form their own opinions and enter today's
conversations about these issues.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 1 Feb 2018 10:02:25 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Celebrate Black History Month!
<lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Read All About It
Honor Black History throughout the month of February. Empower your readers by helping them
understand not only the struggles people of color have had, but also the successes black women and
men have achieved throughout our history.
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In this title, readers learn about mathematician Katherine Johnson from her early
career as a human computer to her work putting the first man into space, the first
man into orbit, and the first man on the moon.
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Civil Rights Sit-Ins discusses how the United States' history of slavery and
segregation led people to make a change, how the sit-ins began to make
businesses available to all, and how the protests changed American law.
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Black Lives Matter examines the police shootings that fueled the movement, the
events that led up to racial tensions in the United States, and the goals the
movement has set for the future.
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Hidden Human Computers discusses how black women made critical
contributions to NASA by performing calculations that made it possible for the
nation's astronauts to fly into space and return safely to Earth.

â˜…
STARRED REVIEW â˜…
Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA
from Essential Library, an imprint of the Abdo Publishing division
"For students wanting to know more about the African American female NASA workers depicted in the
movie Hidden Figures, there's just such a volume in the Hidden Heroes series. An essential purchase
for STEM collections."
-- Booklist, April 2017
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Race plays a significant role in shaping women of color's experience with sexism.
Sexism and Race looks at the history of sexism women of color have endured,
current issues, and steps to eliminate sexist practices.
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Race in America examines race and racism in America today and throughout US
history, encouraging readers to form their own opinions and enter today's
conversations about these issues.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 1 Feb 2018 10:02:28 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Celebrate Black History Month!
<juhree.cope@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Read All About It
Honor Black History throughout the month of February. Empower your readers by helping them
understand not only the struggles people of color have had, but also the successes black women and
men have achieved throughout our history.
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In this title, readers learn about mathematician Katherine Johnson from her early
career as a human computer to her work putting the first man into space, the first
man into orbit, and the first man on the moon.
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Civil Rights Sit-Ins discusses how the United States' history of slavery and
segregation led people to make a change, how the sit-ins began to make
businesses available to all, and how the protests changed American law.
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Black Lives Matter examines the police shootings that fueled the movement, the
events that led up to racial tensions in the United States, and the goals the
movement has set for the future.
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Hidden Human Computers discusses how black women made critical
contributions to NASA by performing calculations that made it possible for the
nation's astronauts to fly into space and return safely to Earth.

â˜…
STARRED REVIEW â˜…
Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA
from Essential Library, an imprint of the Abdo Publishing division
"For students wanting to know more about the African American female NASA workers depicted in the
movie Hidden Figures, there's just such a volume in the Hidden Heroes series. An essential purchase
for STEM collections."
-- Booklist, April 2017
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Race plays a significant role in shaping women of color's experience with sexism.
Sexism and Race looks at the history of sexism women of color have endured,
current issues, and steps to eliminate sexist practices.
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Race in America examines race and racism in America today and throughout US
history, encouraging readers to form their own opinions and enter today's
conversations about these issues.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 1 Feb 2018 10:02:27 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Celebrate Black History Month!
<teresa.garcia@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Read All About It
Honor Black History throughout the month of February. Empower your readers by helping them
understand not only the struggles people of color have had, but also the successes black women and
men have achieved throughout our history.
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In this title, readers learn about mathematician Katherine Johnson from her early
career as a human computer to her work putting the first man into space, the first
man into orbit, and the first man on the moon.
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Civil Rights Sit-Ins discusses how the United States' history of slavery and
segregation led people to make a change, how the sit-ins began to make
businesses available to all, and how the protests changed American law.
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Black Lives Matter examines the police shootings that fueled the movement, the
events that led up to racial tensions in the United States, and the goals the
movement has set for the future.
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Hidden Human Computers discusses how black women made critical
contributions to NASA by performing calculations that made it possible for the
nation's astronauts to fly into space and return safely to Earth.

â˜…
STARRED REVIEW â˜…
Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA
from Essential Library, an imprint of the Abdo Publishing division
"For students wanting to know more about the African American female NASA workers depicted in the
movie Hidden Figures, there's just such a volume in the Hidden Heroes series. An essential purchase
for STEM collections."
-- Booklist, April 2017
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Race plays a significant role in shaping women of color's experience with sexism.
Sexism and Race looks at the history of sexism women of color have endured,
current issues, and steps to eliminate sexist practices.
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Race in America examines race and racism in America today and throughout US
history, encouraging readers to form their own opinions and enter today's
conversations about these issues.
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Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 1 Feb 2018 10:02:18 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Celebrate Black History Month!
<linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Read All About It
Honor Black History throughout the month of February. Empower your readers by helping them
understand not only the struggles people of color have had, but also the successes black women and
men have achieved throughout our history.
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In this title, readers learn about mathematician Katherine Johnson from her early
career as a human computer to her work putting the first man into space, the first
man into orbit, and the first man on the moon.
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Civil Rights Sit-Ins discusses how the United States' history of slavery and
segregation led people to make a change, how the sit-ins began to make
businesses available to all, and how the protests changed American law.
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Black Lives Matter examines the police shootings that fueled the movement, the
events that led up to racial tensions in the United States, and the goals the
movement has set for the future.
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Hidden Human Computers discusses how black women made critical
contributions to NASA by performing calculations that made it possible for the
nation's astronauts to fly into space and return safely to Earth.

â˜…
STARRED REVIEW â˜…
Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA
from Essential Library, an imprint of the Abdo Publishing division
"For students wanting to know more about the African American female NASA workers depicted in the
movie Hidden Figures, there's just such a volume in the Hidden Heroes series. An essential purchase
for STEM collections."
-- Booklist, April 2017
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Race plays a significant role in shaping women of color's experience with sexism.
Sexism and Race looks at the history of sexism women of color have endured,
current issues, and steps to eliminate sexist practices.
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Race in America examines race and racism in America today and throughout US
history, encouraging readers to form their own opinions and enter today's
conversations about these issues.
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From: "Cathie Patin" <cpatin@nigp.org>
Sent Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 07:47:58 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Crystal, 3 New Practical & Engaging Courses Coming Your Way...
To: "Crystal Hernandez" <crystal.hernandez@carlsbadschools.net>

Click here to view this message in a browser window.

Don't Miss These Upcoming Learning Opportunities
Developing & Managing RFPs
Online Course | February 15 - April 12

CPPB Prep
Online Course | February 28 - April 11

Fundamentals of Leadership & Management
Online Course | March 8 - May 3

3 New Engaging Courses
Coming your way - face-to-face courses
on these trending topics - FEMA, Financial Analysis, and
Solutions to Procurement Challenges.

How well do you know your contract terms?
Take this interactive quiz and find out. Test
your contract knowledge this month.

Global Best Practice
page 1 of 2
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Protests - understanding the reasons
that contribute to filing a protest.

Agency Accreditation - Congrats!
Sound Transit, Washington earned NIGP's
top award The Pareto Award and
the Regional Municipality of Peel, Ontario achieved the OA4
award.

Contract Administration Community
Did you know this community is on Nsite? J
oin the discussion today - you may want to
share your contract terminology.

Copyright © 2018 NIGP
Our address is 2411 Dulles Corner Park, Suite 350, Herndon, VA 20171
If you do not wish to receive future email, click here.
(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 25 Jan 2018 10:02:31 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Discover Hip-Hop's Best and Brightest!
<teresa.garcia@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Read All About It
Discover some of hip-hop's best and brightest names! Hip-Hop Artists highlights six prominent artists in
the industry and how their music has made a mark, both inside and beyond the music.
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Readers learn about Chance's early life, inspiration to pursue music, and successes as a
hip-hop artist. With striking photographs and thought-provoking sidebars, the book
brings to life his faith, fatherhood, activism, and Chicago pride.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of Drake. Readers learn about
Drake's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist, bringing to life his acting
career, relationship with Rihanna, and love for hometown Toronto.
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Readers learn about Future's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist. With
striking photographs and thought-provoking sidebars, the book brings to life Future's
work ethic, musical style, and upcoming projects.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of J. Cole. Readers learn about
J. Cole's early life, and successes as a hip-hop artist, exploring his academic drive,
relationship with his mom, and charity work.
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Readers learn about Kanye West's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist.
With striking photographs and sidebars, the book explores West's relationship with his mom,
his striking self-confidence, and groundbreaking music videos.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of Kendrick Lamar.
Readers learn about his early life, inspiration to pursue music, and successes as a
hip-hop artist, bringing to life Lamar's protest music, musical influences, and
social justice work.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 25 Jan 2018 10:02:10 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Discover Hip-Hop's Best and Brightest!
<carla.gamlin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Read All About It
Discover some of hip-hop's best and brightest names! Hip-Hop Artists highlights six prominent artists in
the industry and how their music has made a mark, both inside and beyond the music.
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Readers learn about Chance's early life, inspiration to pursue music, and successes as a
hip-hop artist. With striking photographs and thought-provoking sidebars, the book
brings to life his faith, fatherhood, activism, and Chicago pride.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of Drake. Readers learn about
Drake's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist, bringing to life his acting
career, relationship with Rihanna, and love for hometown Toronto.
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Readers learn about Future's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist. With
striking photographs and thought-provoking sidebars, the book brings to life Future's
work ethic, musical style, and upcoming projects.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of J. Cole. Readers learn about
J. Cole's early life, and successes as a hip-hop artist, exploring his academic drive,
relationship with his mom, and charity work.
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Readers learn about Kanye West's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist.
With striking photographs and sidebars, the book explores West's relationship with his mom,
his striking self-confidence, and groundbreaking music videos.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of Kendrick Lamar.
Readers learn about his early life, inspiration to pursue music, and successes as a
hip-hop artist, bringing to life Lamar's protest music, musical influences, and
social justice work.
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Read All About It
Discover some of hip-hop's best and brightest names! Hip-Hop Artists highlights six prominent artists in
the industry and how their music has made a mark, both inside and beyond the music.
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Readers learn about Chance's early life, inspiration to pursue music, and successes as a
hip-hop artist. With striking photographs and thought-provoking sidebars, the book
brings to life his faith, fatherhood, activism, and Chicago pride.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of Drake. Readers learn about
Drake's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist, bringing to life his acting
career, relationship with Rihanna, and love for hometown Toronto.
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Readers learn about Future's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist. With
striking photographs and thought-provoking sidebars, the book brings to life Future's
work ethic, musical style, and upcoming projects.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of J. Cole. Readers learn about
J. Cole's early life, and successes as a hip-hop artist, exploring his academic drive,
relationship with his mom, and charity work.
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Readers learn about Kanye West's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist.
With striking photographs and sidebars, the book explores West's relationship with his mom,
his striking self-confidence, and groundbreaking music videos.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of Kendrick Lamar.
Readers learn about his early life, inspiration to pursue music, and successes as a
hip-hop artist, bringing to life Lamar's protest music, musical influences, and
social justice work.
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the industry and how their music has made a mark, both inside and beyond the music.
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Readers learn about Chance's early life, inspiration to pursue music, and successes as a
hip-hop artist. With striking photographs and thought-provoking sidebars, the book
brings to life his faith, fatherhood, activism, and Chicago pride.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of Drake. Readers learn about
Drake's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist, bringing to life his acting
career, relationship with Rihanna, and love for hometown Toronto.
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Readers learn about Future's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist. With
striking photographs and thought-provoking sidebars, the book brings to life Future's
work ethic, musical style, and upcoming projects.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of J. Cole. Readers learn about
J. Cole's early life, and successes as a hip-hop artist, exploring his academic drive,
relationship with his mom, and charity work.
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Readers learn about Kanye West's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist.
With striking photographs and sidebars, the book explores West's relationship with his mom,
his striking self-confidence, and groundbreaking music videos.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of Kendrick Lamar.
Readers learn about his early life, inspiration to pursue music, and successes as a
hip-hop artist, bringing to life Lamar's protest music, musical influences, and
social justice work.
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Readers learn about Chance's early life, inspiration to pursue music, and successes as a
hip-hop artist. With striking photographs and thought-provoking sidebars, the book
brings to life his faith, fatherhood, activism, and Chicago pride.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of Drake. Readers learn about
Drake's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist, bringing to life his acting
career, relationship with Rihanna, and love for hometown Toronto.
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Readers learn about Future's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist. With
striking photographs and thought-provoking sidebars, the book brings to life Future's
work ethic, musical style, and upcoming projects.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of J. Cole. Readers learn about
J. Cole's early life, and successes as a hip-hop artist, exploring his academic drive,
relationship with his mom, and charity work.
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Readers learn about Kanye West's early life, inspiration, and successes as a hip-hop artist.
With striking photographs and sidebars, the book explores West's relationship with his mom,
his striking self-confidence, and groundbreaking music videos.
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This biography highlights the life and accomplishments of Kendrick Lamar.
Readers learn about his early life, inspiration to pursue music, and successes as a
hip-hop artist, bringing to life Lamar's protest music, musical influences, and
social justice work.
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ADV: Don’t Miss the Debut Novel that Peter Heller calls, “Witty and psychologically astute…could not be more timely.”
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To view this email as a web page, go here.

You say you want a revolution?

Librarians, you're pre-approved to
download instantly! Just press
Read Now and sign in to gain
immediate access.

On Sale May 1, 2018

“A coming-of-age story set in the age of Reagan and Bush,
Heather Abel’s wonderful novel asks a question that’s more
relevant now than ever: Amid the maddening news of the world,
how do you go about living an authentic life? Perceptive, funny,
and utterly original, The Optimistic Decade is a book for anyone
who’s navigated the twin crises of idealism and youth.”
—Nathan Hill, author of The Nix
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Framed by the oil shale bust and the real estate boom, by protests against Reagan and against the
Gulf War, The Optimistic Decade takes us into the lives of five unforgettable characters, and is a
sweeping novel about idealism, love, class, and a piece of land that changes everyone who lives on
it.
There is Caleb Silver, the beloved founder of the back-to-the-land camp Llamalo, who is determined
to teach others to live simply. There are the ranchers, Don and son Donnie, who gave up their land
to Caleb, having run out of options after Exxon came and went and left them bankrupt. There is
Rebecca Silver, determined to become an activist like her father and undone by the spell of Llamalo
and new love; and there is David, a teenager who has turned Llamalo into his personal religion. But
situated on a plateau in the heart of the Rockies, Llamalo proves that it might outlast anyone’s
heady plans for it, from the earliest Native American settlers to the latest lovers of the land.
Like Meg Wolitzer’s The Interestings, Heather Abel’s novel is a brilliant exploration of the bloom
and fade of idealism and how it forever changes one’s life. Or so we think.

Please consider for the LibraryReads list (nominations due February 20th)
Algonquin Books
is a division of Workman Publishing

This email was sent to: lorie@cmslibraries.com
This email was sent by:
NetGalley
44 Merrimac St Newburyport, MA
01950 US

We respect your right to privacy - view our policy

Manage Subscriptions | Update Profile | One-Click Unsubscribe
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Trump approves steep tariffs on solar panels, washing
machines
Washington (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, US trade officials announced
Monday. The move was quickly decried by the solar
industry, which said the tariffs would create a "crisis"
and cost thousands of US jobs and billions in
investment without helping domestic suppliers meet
rising demand. US Trade Representa ... more

USA: Framatome to acquire Instrumentation and Control
nuclear business of Schneider Electric
Paris, France (SPX) Jan 19, 2018 - Framatome has announced an agreement with
Schneider Electric to acquire its nuclear automation
business. The two companies recently signed an
asset purchase agreement that outlines the terms of
the sale, which is expected to close before the end of
the first quarter of 2018. The acquisition expands
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Framatome's instrumentation and control (I and C)
offerings. These systems are the central n ... more

Start-up nation: Macron's France lures US, UK tech
Paris (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - France was an unlikely choice of location for Mark Heath's
new start-up, given that the American's mastery of the
French language is, by his own cheerful admission,
"atrocious". But the fast-talking New Yorker is among
a growing crowd of British and American
entrepreneurs drawn to France by an optimistic mood
under President Emmanuel Macron and political
worries at home. "Every man has t ... more

Radioactivity from oil and gas wastewater persists in
Pennsylvania stream sediments
Durham NC (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - More than seven years after Pennsylvania officials
requested that the disposal of radium-laden fracking
wastewater into surface waters be restricted, a new
Duke University study finds that high levels of
radioactivity persist in stream sediments at three
disposal sites. The contamination is coming from the
disposal of conventional, or non-fracked, oil and gas
wastewater, which, under curre ... more
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Scientists unveil world's most powerful tractor beam
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - For the first time, scientists have developed a tractor
beam capable for levitating objects larger than an
acoustic wavelength. Scientists believe the
breakthrough could pave the way for tractor beams
powerful enough to levitate humans. Until now, larger
objects trapped in acoustic tractor beams proved
unstable. Acoustic waves tend to transfer some of
their rotational energy to objects, ... more

Request for Expression of Interest (EOI)
Pre-Qualification of Transaction Advisory Firms Enquiry #
LED/222/Service Consultant/17
1. Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas Company
Limited (SSGC), the two gas utility companies operating in Pakistan, as
procuring organization intend to engage the service of a Transaction Advisory
(TA) Firm for Structural Reforms converting the present gas transmission and
distribution arrangement in the Country into four province-wise gas distribution
companies and one nation-wide gas Transmission Company.
2. The scope of the Transaction Advisory Firm will include but not limited to
suggesting detailed Transaction implementation Strategy and Roadmap with the
minimum required changes to the organizational arrangements, corporate
policies, and HR dispensation prevailing in SNGPL and SSGC. Transaction
Advisory Firm will be responsible to execute all necessary Legal and
Commercial arrangements including post-unbundling support. It is envisioned
that a consulting firm, having extensive experience of carrying out
comprehensive gas sector reforms will deploy several highly qualified and
experienced experts for Due diligence of Technical, HR, legal, Financial and
Regulatory assignments with vast experience from the industry. The consulting
firm will bring in specialized technical experts during project period as per project
requirement to enhance the implementation capacity. The Transaction Advisory
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Firm will be responsible for end to end process as a single lead by looking after
the legal and commercial processes required for demerger/ incorporation /
merger of new entities including issuances of necessary regulatory licenses and
completion of all formalities for existing and new setups. Detailed scope of work
expected from the Transaction Advisor and evaluation criteria for the
prequalification process are set out in the EOI documents.
3. Through this advertisement, Expression of Interest (EOI) is invited for the
prequalification of The Consultant Firms having requisite experience in the
matter. In case of local consulting firms they must be duly registered with
Income Tax and Sales tax department(s) and are on Active Taxpayers List of
the Federal Board of Revenue and possess valid professional tax clearance
certificate. Foreign consulting firms will be subject to local tax laws and
regulations as applicable from time to time.
4. The Consulting firms may associate to enhance their qualifications. The
Association" may take the form of either joint venture or sub-consultancy
(mention clearly). After short listing through a separate tender enquiry, the
Transaction Advisory firm will be asked to submit a detailed technical and
financial proposal pursuant to quality and cost based method under single stage
two envelope basis in accordance with the procedures as set out in PPRA
Rules, 2004 and Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulation 2010.
5. Expression of Interest (EOI) documents, (containing detailed terms and
conditions, etc. are available with General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern
Gas Pipelines Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan and / or General
Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited, St - 4 B Block 14,
Sir Shah Suleman Road, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Karachi, Pakistan. Price of the EOI
documents is Rs. 10,000/6. A pre bid meeting will be arranged to deliberate modalities of the assignment
at 11 AM, January 31, 2018, at Sui Southern Gas Company Head Office,
Karachi Interested parties will be required to purchase Expression of Interest
(EOI) documents and submit their queries by January 29, 2018 through email at
the following address:
i) gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk
ii) ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
7. The EOI, prepared in accordance with the given instructions, must reach in
the office of General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern Gas Pipelines
Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan on or before February 19, 2018 by 3
PM and same will be opened at 4 PM. No EOI will be accepted if submitted at
SSGC's office.
8. No profile(s) will be entertained after the time prescribed for submission as
mentioned hereinabove in clause 7 and if submitted after the prescribed time the
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same shall be rejected and returned.
9. This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at and on SNGPL and
SSGC website as and respectively.
This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at www.ppra.org.pk and
on SNGPL & SSGC website as www.sngpl.com.pk and www.ssgc.com.pk
respectively.
General Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited,
Tender Room, CRD Building, Ground Floor
SSGC Head Office Complex, Karachi
Phone No: 0092-2199021024
Fax No: 0092-2199231583
Email: ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
General manager (Procurement),
Sui Northern Gas Pipe Lines Limited,
21-Kashmir Road, Lahore
Phone No: 0092-4299201226
Fax No: 0092-4299201275
Email: gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk

Virtual reality goes magnetic
Dresden, Germany (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - The recent success of Pokemon GO made many
people very familiar with the concept of "augmented
reality": computer-generated perception blends into
the real and virtual worlds. So far, these apps have
largely used optical methods for motion detection.
Physicists at the German Helmholtz-Zentrum
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) working together with
colleagues at the Leibniz Institute for Solid State and
... more

Method uses DNA, nanoparticles and lithography to make
optically active structures
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Northwestern University researchers have developed a
first-of-its-kind technique for creating entirely new
classes of optical materials and devices that could
lead to light bending and cloaking devices - news to
make the ears of Star Trek's Spock perk up. Using
DNA as a key tool, the interdisciplinary team took gold
nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes and
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arranged them in two and t ... more

A Russian scientist improved nanofluids for solar power
plants
Krasnoyarsk, Russia (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - An associate of Siberian Federal University
(SFU) teamed up with his foreign colleagues to
increase the efficiency of the heat transfer medium
used in solar power plants. The results of the study
were published in Renewable Energy journal. Solar
power generation is an area of alternative energy that
uses solar radiation to produce energy. Its advantage
lies in the fact that sunlight is a r ... more

Using crumpled graphene balls to make better batteries
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Lithium metal-based batteries have the potential to turn
the battery industry upside down. With the
theoretically ultra-high capacity of lithium metal used
by itself, this new type of battery could power
everything from personal devices to cars. "In current
batteries, lithium is usually atomically distributed in
another material such as graphite or silicon in the
anode," explains Northwest ... more
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Chinese, Russians shore up Middle East tourism
Madrid (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Chinese and Russian visitors boosted Middle Eastern
tourism last year following a 2016 slump as
Europeans gave the area a wide berth on security
fears, according to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO). The Mideast region as a whole drew 58
million foreign tourists in 2017 - a 4.8 percent rise on
the previous year - the Madrid-based WTO said in its
latest figures released midweek. Jih ... more

Trump angers China, South Korea with new trade tariffs
Washington (AFP) Jan 23, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, triggering an outcry in China
and South Korea and even protests at home. Seoul
said Tuesday it planned to take the issue to the World
Trade Organization while Beijing expressed "strong
dissatisfaction". "Together with other WTO members,
China will resolutely defend ... more

S. Korea's Chinese tourist slump endures despite pledges
Seoul (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - Chinese tourist numbers to South Korea continued to
decline in December, figures showed Monday, even
though Beijing and Seoul pledged to improve relations
strained by a US missile defence system. Seoul and
Washington installed the powerful THAAD (Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense) system in the South last
year to guard against threats from nuclear-armed
North Korea. Beijing saw it as a ... more

Wintershall confirms Libyan oil production restart
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - German energy company Wintershall said it was able
to restart production from a license area in Libya,
which the government said was closed illegally. A
spokesman for the company said production resumed
from the C96 license area, part of the As-Sarah field,
during the weekend. Production was closed in
November following pressure from a municipality that
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complained the national oil compa ... more

Oil prices flat at market open, even after talk of extended
OPEC action
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Word over the weekend of yet another possible
extension to OPEC's balancing act was offset
somewhat by gains in Libya, leaving oil prices even
on Monday. Members of a committee monitoring
compliance with the effort by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries to erase the surplus of
oil on the market met during the weekend in Oman to
discuss the impacts. Oil prices so far this y ... more

Lundin Petroleum revises reserve outlook higher
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - An estimate of the reserves in the Edvard Grieg oil field
off the coast of Norway boosted the recovery outlook
by almost 50 percent, Lundin Petroleum said. Lundin
said Monday its total proved plus probable - known in
the industry as 2P reserves - were 726 million barrels
of oil equivalent as of Dec. 31. Total 2P reserves as of
Dec. 31 reflected an increase of 45.8 million boe, or
abou ... more
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Kurdish oil production expectations high
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Kurdish oil player Gulf Keystone Petroleum said it
wants to set up a commercial framework necessary to
boost gross production by as much as 70 percent.
The company, issuing guidance ahead of its full-year
2017 report, said its production expectations were
met last year and it was looking to stimulate output
from the high end of its guidance for 2018 to around
55,000 barrels of oil per d ... more

Iraq to sign gas deal with US firm for southern field
Baghdad (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Iraq will on Monday sign a memorandum of
understanding with American energy company Orion
to tap gas at an oil field in the south of the country,
the petroleum ministry said. The Nahr Bin Omar field,
situated in the hydrocarbon-rich Basra province, is
currently producing 40,000 barrels of oil a day, but
only a small part of the gas from the field is being
exploited. Iraq is looking to ... more

Oil slick off China coast trebles in size
Beijing (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - The spill from a sunken Iranian tanker off China's east
coast has more than trebled in size, just over a week
after the ship sank in a ball of flames. Authorities
spotted three oil slicks with a total surface area of 332
square kilometres (128 square miles), compared to
101 square kilometres reported on Wednesday, the
State Oceanic Administration said in a statement late
Sunday. The Sanc ... more
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ADVERTISEMENT
+ A Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison Report
Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison The Temperflow? uses a patent pending technology that allows
body heat to ventilate out the mattress, while cooler air can flow back into the mattress.
See www.Temperflow.com for more information about how their technology works. Or
read our comparison report on two different memory foam mattress products.
+ Buy a Temperflow? bed today and sleep better tonight!

Space Media Network is a publisher of
daily trade news for the space,
defense, environment and energy
industry sectors
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2017 Advertising Kit Available Here
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January 23, 2018

Trump approves steep tariffs on solar panels, washing
machines
Washington (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, US trade officials announced
Monday. The move was quickly decried by the solar
industry, which said the tariffs would create a "crisis"
and cost thousands of US jobs and billions in
investment without helping domestic suppliers meet
rising demand. US Trade Representa ... more

USA: Framatome to acquire Instrumentation and Control
nuclear business of Schneider Electric
Paris, France (SPX) Jan 19, 2018 - Framatome has announced an agreement with
Schneider Electric to acquire its nuclear automation
business. The two companies recently signed an
asset purchase agreement that outlines the terms of
the sale, which is expected to close before the end of
the first quarter of 2018. The acquisition expands
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Framatome's instrumentation and control (I and C)
offerings. These systems are the central n ... more

Start-up nation: Macron's France lures US, UK tech
Paris (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - France was an unlikely choice of location for Mark Heath's
new start-up, given that the American's mastery of the
French language is, by his own cheerful admission,
"atrocious". But the fast-talking New Yorker is among
a growing crowd of British and American
entrepreneurs drawn to France by an optimistic mood
under President Emmanuel Macron and political
worries at home. "Every man has t ... more

Radioactivity from oil and gas wastewater persists in
Pennsylvania stream sediments
Durham NC (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - More than seven years after Pennsylvania officials
requested that the disposal of radium-laden fracking
wastewater into surface waters be restricted, a new
Duke University study finds that high levels of
radioactivity persist in stream sediments at three
disposal sites. The contamination is coming from the
disposal of conventional, or non-fracked, oil and gas
wastewater, which, under curre ... more
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Scientists unveil world's most powerful tractor beam
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - For the first time, scientists have developed a tractor
beam capable for levitating objects larger than an
acoustic wavelength. Scientists believe the
breakthrough could pave the way for tractor beams
powerful enough to levitate humans. Until now, larger
objects trapped in acoustic tractor beams proved
unstable. Acoustic waves tend to transfer some of
their rotational energy to objects, ... more

Request for Expression of Interest (EOI)
Pre-Qualification of Transaction Advisory Firms Enquiry #
LED/222/Service Consultant/17
1. Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas Company
Limited (SSGC), the two gas utility companies operating in Pakistan, as
procuring organization intend to engage the service of a Transaction Advisory
(TA) Firm for Structural Reforms converting the present gas transmission and
distribution arrangement in the Country into four province-wise gas distribution
companies and one nation-wide gas Transmission Company.
2. The scope of the Transaction Advisory Firm will include but not limited to
suggesting detailed Transaction implementation Strategy and Roadmap with the
minimum required changes to the organizational arrangements, corporate
policies, and HR dispensation prevailing in SNGPL and SSGC. Transaction
Advisory Firm will be responsible to execute all necessary Legal and
Commercial arrangements including post-unbundling support. It is envisioned
that a consulting firm, having extensive experience of carrying out
comprehensive gas sector reforms will deploy several highly qualified and
experienced experts for Due diligence of Technical, HR, legal, Financial and
Regulatory assignments with vast experience from the industry. The consulting
firm will bring in specialized technical experts during project period as per project
requirement to enhance the implementation capacity. The Transaction Advisory
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Firm will be responsible for end to end process as a single lead by looking after
the legal and commercial processes required for demerger/ incorporation /
merger of new entities including issuances of necessary regulatory licenses and
completion of all formalities for existing and new setups. Detailed scope of work
expected from the Transaction Advisor and evaluation criteria for the
prequalification process are set out in the EOI documents.
3. Through this advertisement, Expression of Interest (EOI) is invited for the
prequalification of The Consultant Firms having requisite experience in the
matter. In case of local consulting firms they must be duly registered with
Income Tax and Sales tax department(s) and are on Active Taxpayers List of
the Federal Board of Revenue and possess valid professional tax clearance
certificate. Foreign consulting firms will be subject to local tax laws and
regulations as applicable from time to time.
4. The Consulting firms may associate to enhance their qualifications. The
Association" may take the form of either joint venture or sub-consultancy
(mention clearly). After short listing through a separate tender enquiry, the
Transaction Advisory firm will be asked to submit a detailed technical and
financial proposal pursuant to quality and cost based method under single stage
two envelope basis in accordance with the procedures as set out in PPRA
Rules, 2004 and Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulation 2010.
5. Expression of Interest (EOI) documents, (containing detailed terms and
conditions, etc. are available with General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern
Gas Pipelines Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan and / or General
Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited, St - 4 B Block 14,
Sir Shah Suleman Road, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Karachi, Pakistan. Price of the EOI
documents is Rs. 10,000/6. A pre bid meeting will be arranged to deliberate modalities of the assignment
at 11 AM, January 31, 2018, at Sui Southern Gas Company Head Office,
Karachi Interested parties will be required to purchase Expression of Interest
(EOI) documents and submit their queries by January 29, 2018 through email at
the following address:
i) gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk
ii) ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
7. The EOI, prepared in accordance with the given instructions, must reach in
the office of General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern Gas Pipelines
Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan on or before February 19, 2018 by 3
PM and same will be opened at 4 PM. No EOI will be accepted if submitted at
SSGC's office.
8. No profile(s) will be entertained after the time prescribed for submission as
mentioned hereinabove in clause 7 and if submitted after the prescribed time the
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same shall be rejected and returned.
9. This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at and on SNGPL and
SSGC website as and respectively.
This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at www.ppra.org.pk and
on SNGPL & SSGC website as www.sngpl.com.pk and www.ssgc.com.pk
respectively.
General Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited,
Tender Room, CRD Building, Ground Floor
SSGC Head Office Complex, Karachi
Phone No: 0092-2199021024
Fax No: 0092-2199231583
Email: ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
General manager (Procurement),
Sui Northern Gas Pipe Lines Limited,
21-Kashmir Road, Lahore
Phone No: 0092-4299201226
Fax No: 0092-4299201275
Email: gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk

Virtual reality goes magnetic
Dresden, Germany (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - The recent success of Pokemon GO made many
people very familiar with the concept of "augmented
reality": computer-generated perception blends into
the real and virtual worlds. So far, these apps have
largely used optical methods for motion detection.
Physicists at the German Helmholtz-Zentrum
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) working together with
colleagues at the Leibniz Institute for Solid State and
... more

Method uses DNA, nanoparticles and lithography to make
optically active structures
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Northwestern University researchers have developed a
first-of-its-kind technique for creating entirely new
classes of optical materials and devices that could
lead to light bending and cloaking devices - news to
make the ears of Star Trek's Spock perk up. Using
DNA as a key tool, the interdisciplinary team took gold
nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes and
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arranged them in two and t ... more

A Russian scientist improved nanofluids for solar power
plants
Krasnoyarsk, Russia (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - An associate of Siberian Federal University
(SFU) teamed up with his foreign colleagues to
increase the efficiency of the heat transfer medium
used in solar power plants. The results of the study
were published in Renewable Energy journal. Solar
power generation is an area of alternative energy that
uses solar radiation to produce energy. Its advantage
lies in the fact that sunlight is a r ... more

Using crumpled graphene balls to make better batteries
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Lithium metal-based batteries have the potential to turn
the battery industry upside down. With the
theoretically ultra-high capacity of lithium metal used
by itself, this new type of battery could power
everything from personal devices to cars. "In current
batteries, lithium is usually atomically distributed in
another material such as graphite or silicon in the
anode," explains Northwest ... more
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Chinese, Russians shore up Middle East tourism
Madrid (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Chinese and Russian visitors boosted Middle Eastern
tourism last year following a 2016 slump as
Europeans gave the area a wide berth on security
fears, according to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO). The Mideast region as a whole drew 58
million foreign tourists in 2017 - a 4.8 percent rise on
the previous year - the Madrid-based WTO said in its
latest figures released midweek. Jih ... more

Trump angers China, South Korea with new trade tariffs
Washington (AFP) Jan 23, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, triggering an outcry in China
and South Korea and even protests at home. Seoul
said Tuesday it planned to take the issue to the World
Trade Organization while Beijing expressed "strong
dissatisfaction". "Together with other WTO members,
China will resolutely defend ... more

S. Korea's Chinese tourist slump endures despite pledges
Seoul (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - Chinese tourist numbers to South Korea continued to
decline in December, figures showed Monday, even
though Beijing and Seoul pledged to improve relations
strained by a US missile defence system. Seoul and
Washington installed the powerful THAAD (Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense) system in the South last
year to guard against threats from nuclear-armed
North Korea. Beijing saw it as a ... more

Wintershall confirms Libyan oil production restart
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - German energy company Wintershall said it was able
to restart production from a license area in Libya,
which the government said was closed illegally. A
spokesman for the company said production resumed
from the C96 license area, part of the As-Sarah field,
during the weekend. Production was closed in
November following pressure from a municipality that
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complained the national oil compa ... more

Oil prices flat at market open, even after talk of extended
OPEC action
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Word over the weekend of yet another possible
extension to OPEC's balancing act was offset
somewhat by gains in Libya, leaving oil prices even
on Monday. Members of a committee monitoring
compliance with the effort by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries to erase the surplus of
oil on the market met during the weekend in Oman to
discuss the impacts. Oil prices so far this y ... more

Lundin Petroleum revises reserve outlook higher
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - An estimate of the reserves in the Edvard Grieg oil field
off the coast of Norway boosted the recovery outlook
by almost 50 percent, Lundin Petroleum said. Lundin
said Monday its total proved plus probable - known in
the industry as 2P reserves - were 726 million barrels
of oil equivalent as of Dec. 31. Total 2P reserves as of
Dec. 31 reflected an increase of 45.8 million boe, or
abou ... more
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Kurdish oil production expectations high
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Kurdish oil player Gulf Keystone Petroleum said it
wants to set up a commercial framework necessary to
boost gross production by as much as 70 percent.
The company, issuing guidance ahead of its full-year
2017 report, said its production expectations were
met last year and it was looking to stimulate output
from the high end of its guidance for 2018 to around
55,000 barrels of oil per d ... more

Iraq to sign gas deal with US firm for southern field
Baghdad (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Iraq will on Monday sign a memorandum of
understanding with American energy company Orion
to tap gas at an oil field in the south of the country,
the petroleum ministry said. The Nahr Bin Omar field,
situated in the hydrocarbon-rich Basra province, is
currently producing 40,000 barrels of oil a day, but
only a small part of the gas from the field is being
exploited. Iraq is looking to ... more

Oil slick off China coast trebles in size
Beijing (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - The spill from a sunken Iranian tanker off China's east
coast has more than trebled in size, just over a week
after the ship sank in a ball of flames. Authorities
spotted three oil slicks with a total surface area of 332
square kilometres (128 square miles), compared to
101 square kilometres reported on Wednesday, the
State Oceanic Administration said in a statement late
Sunday. The Sanc ... more
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ADVERTISEMENT
+ A Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison Report
Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison The Temperflow? uses a patent pending technology that allows
body heat to ventilate out the mattress, while cooler air can flow back into the mattress.
See www.Temperflow.com for more information about how their technology works. Or
read our comparison report on two different memory foam mattress products.
+ Buy a Temperflow? bed today and sleep better tonight!
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"Energy-Daily.com" <energy-daily@energy-daily.com>
Mon, 29 Jan 2018 09:02:50 -0700 (MST)
ADV: EnergyDaily - Jan 29, 2018 - China wind turbine-maker guilty of stealing US trade secrets; Scotland sets up $83 million low-carbon fund
<ford.stone@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

January 23, 2018

Trump approves steep tariffs on solar panels, washing
machines
Washington (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, US trade officials announced
Monday. The move was quickly decried by the solar
industry, which said the tariffs would create a "crisis"
and cost thousands of US jobs and billions in
investment without helping domestic suppliers meet
rising demand. US Trade Representa ... more

USA: Framatome to acquire Instrumentation and Control
nuclear business of Schneider Electric
Paris, France (SPX) Jan 19, 2018 - Framatome has announced an agreement with
Schneider Electric to acquire its nuclear automation
business. The two companies recently signed an
asset purchase agreement that outlines the terms of
the sale, which is expected to close before the end of
the first quarter of 2018. The acquisition expands
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Framatome's instrumentation and control (I and C)
offerings. These systems are the central n ... more

Start-up nation: Macron's France lures US, UK tech
Paris (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - France was an unlikely choice of location for Mark Heath's
new start-up, given that the American's mastery of the
French language is, by his own cheerful admission,
"atrocious". But the fast-talking New Yorker is among
a growing crowd of British and American
entrepreneurs drawn to France by an optimistic mood
under President Emmanuel Macron and political
worries at home. "Every man has t ... more

Radioactivity from oil and gas wastewater persists in
Pennsylvania stream sediments
Durham NC (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - More than seven years after Pennsylvania officials
requested that the disposal of radium-laden fracking
wastewater into surface waters be restricted, a new
Duke University study finds that high levels of
radioactivity persist in stream sediments at three
disposal sites. The contamination is coming from the
disposal of conventional, or non-fracked, oil and gas
wastewater, which, under curre ... more
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Scientists unveil world's most powerful tractor beam
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - For the first time, scientists have developed a tractor
beam capable for levitating objects larger than an
acoustic wavelength. Scientists believe the
breakthrough could pave the way for tractor beams
powerful enough to levitate humans. Until now, larger
objects trapped in acoustic tractor beams proved
unstable. Acoustic waves tend to transfer some of
their rotational energy to objects, ... more

Request for Expression of Interest (EOI)
Pre-Qualification of Transaction Advisory Firms Enquiry #
LED/222/Service Consultant/17
1. Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas Company
Limited (SSGC), the two gas utility companies operating in Pakistan, as
procuring organization intend to engage the service of a Transaction Advisory
(TA) Firm for Structural Reforms converting the present gas transmission and
distribution arrangement in the Country into four province-wise gas distribution
companies and one nation-wide gas Transmission Company.
2. The scope of the Transaction Advisory Firm will include but not limited to
suggesting detailed Transaction implementation Strategy and Roadmap with the
minimum required changes to the organizational arrangements, corporate
policies, and HR dispensation prevailing in SNGPL and SSGC. Transaction
Advisory Firm will be responsible to execute all necessary Legal and
Commercial arrangements including post-unbundling support. It is envisioned
that a consulting firm, having extensive experience of carrying out
comprehensive gas sector reforms will deploy several highly qualified and
experienced experts for Due diligence of Technical, HR, legal, Financial and
Regulatory assignments with vast experience from the industry. The consulting
firm will bring in specialized technical experts during project period as per project
requirement to enhance the implementation capacity. The Transaction Advisory
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Firm will be responsible for end to end process as a single lead by looking after
the legal and commercial processes required for demerger/ incorporation /
merger of new entities including issuances of necessary regulatory licenses and
completion of all formalities for existing and new setups. Detailed scope of work
expected from the Transaction Advisor and evaluation criteria for the
prequalification process are set out in the EOI documents.
3. Through this advertisement, Expression of Interest (EOI) is invited for the
prequalification of The Consultant Firms having requisite experience in the
matter. In case of local consulting firms they must be duly registered with
Income Tax and Sales tax department(s) and are on Active Taxpayers List of
the Federal Board of Revenue and possess valid professional tax clearance
certificate. Foreign consulting firms will be subject to local tax laws and
regulations as applicable from time to time.
4. The Consulting firms may associate to enhance their qualifications. The
Association" may take the form of either joint venture or sub-consultancy
(mention clearly). After short listing through a separate tender enquiry, the
Transaction Advisory firm will be asked to submit a detailed technical and
financial proposal pursuant to quality and cost based method under single stage
two envelope basis in accordance with the procedures as set out in PPRA
Rules, 2004 and Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulation 2010.
5. Expression of Interest (EOI) documents, (containing detailed terms and
conditions, etc. are available with General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern
Gas Pipelines Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan and / or General
Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited, St - 4 B Block 14,
Sir Shah Suleman Road, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Karachi, Pakistan. Price of the EOI
documents is Rs. 10,000/6. A pre bid meeting will be arranged to deliberate modalities of the assignment
at 11 AM, January 31, 2018, at Sui Southern Gas Company Head Office,
Karachi Interested parties will be required to purchase Expression of Interest
(EOI) documents and submit their queries by January 29, 2018 through email at
the following address:
i) gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk
ii) ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
7. The EOI, prepared in accordance with the given instructions, must reach in
the office of General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern Gas Pipelines
Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan on or before February 19, 2018 by 3
PM and same will be opened at 4 PM. No EOI will be accepted if submitted at
SSGC's office.
8. No profile(s) will be entertained after the time prescribed for submission as
mentioned hereinabove in clause 7 and if submitted after the prescribed time the
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same shall be rejected and returned.
9. This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at and on SNGPL and
SSGC website as and respectively.
This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at www.ppra.org.pk and
on SNGPL & SSGC website as www.sngpl.com.pk and www.ssgc.com.pk
respectively.
General Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited,
Tender Room, CRD Building, Ground Floor
SSGC Head Office Complex, Karachi
Phone No: 0092-2199021024
Fax No: 0092-2199231583
Email: ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
General manager (Procurement),
Sui Northern Gas Pipe Lines Limited,
21-Kashmir Road, Lahore
Phone No: 0092-4299201226
Fax No: 0092-4299201275
Email: gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk

Virtual reality goes magnetic
Dresden, Germany (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - The recent success of Pokemon GO made many
people very familiar with the concept of "augmented
reality": computer-generated perception blends into
the real and virtual worlds. So far, these apps have
largely used optical methods for motion detection.
Physicists at the German Helmholtz-Zentrum
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) working together with
colleagues at the Leibniz Institute for Solid State and
... more

Method uses DNA, nanoparticles and lithography to make
optically active structures
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Northwestern University researchers have developed a
first-of-its-kind technique for creating entirely new
classes of optical materials and devices that could
lead to light bending and cloaking devices - news to
make the ears of Star Trek's Spock perk up. Using
DNA as a key tool, the interdisciplinary team took gold
nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes and
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arranged them in two and t ... more

A Russian scientist improved nanofluids for solar power
plants
Krasnoyarsk, Russia (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - An associate of Siberian Federal University
(SFU) teamed up with his foreign colleagues to
increase the efficiency of the heat transfer medium
used in solar power plants. The results of the study
were published in Renewable Energy journal. Solar
power generation is an area of alternative energy that
uses solar radiation to produce energy. Its advantage
lies in the fact that sunlight is a r ... more

Using crumpled graphene balls to make better batteries
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Lithium metal-based batteries have the potential to turn
the battery industry upside down. With the
theoretically ultra-high capacity of lithium metal used
by itself, this new type of battery could power
everything from personal devices to cars. "In current
batteries, lithium is usually atomically distributed in
another material such as graphite or silicon in the
anode," explains Northwest ... more
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Chinese, Russians shore up Middle East tourism
Madrid (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Chinese and Russian visitors boosted Middle Eastern
tourism last year following a 2016 slump as
Europeans gave the area a wide berth on security
fears, according to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO). The Mideast region as a whole drew 58
million foreign tourists in 2017 - a 4.8 percent rise on
the previous year - the Madrid-based WTO said in its
latest figures released midweek. Jih ... more

Trump angers China, South Korea with new trade tariffs
Washington (AFP) Jan 23, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, triggering an outcry in China
and South Korea and even protests at home. Seoul
said Tuesday it planned to take the issue to the World
Trade Organization while Beijing expressed "strong
dissatisfaction". "Together with other WTO members,
China will resolutely defend ... more

S. Korea's Chinese tourist slump endures despite pledges
Seoul (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - Chinese tourist numbers to South Korea continued to
decline in December, figures showed Monday, even
though Beijing and Seoul pledged to improve relations
strained by a US missile defence system. Seoul and
Washington installed the powerful THAAD (Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense) system in the South last
year to guard against threats from nuclear-armed
North Korea. Beijing saw it as a ... more

Wintershall confirms Libyan oil production restart
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - German energy company Wintershall said it was able
to restart production from a license area in Libya,
which the government said was closed illegally. A
spokesman for the company said production resumed
from the C96 license area, part of the As-Sarah field,
during the weekend. Production was closed in
November following pressure from a municipality that
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complained the national oil compa ... more

Oil prices flat at market open, even after talk of extended
OPEC action
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Word over the weekend of yet another possible
extension to OPEC's balancing act was offset
somewhat by gains in Libya, leaving oil prices even
on Monday. Members of a committee monitoring
compliance with the effort by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries to erase the surplus of
oil on the market met during the weekend in Oman to
discuss the impacts. Oil prices so far this y ... more

Lundin Petroleum revises reserve outlook higher
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - An estimate of the reserves in the Edvard Grieg oil field
off the coast of Norway boosted the recovery outlook
by almost 50 percent, Lundin Petroleum said. Lundin
said Monday its total proved plus probable - known in
the industry as 2P reserves - were 726 million barrels
of oil equivalent as of Dec. 31. Total 2P reserves as of
Dec. 31 reflected an increase of 45.8 million boe, or
abou ... more
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Kurdish oil production expectations high
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Kurdish oil player Gulf Keystone Petroleum said it
wants to set up a commercial framework necessary to
boost gross production by as much as 70 percent.
The company, issuing guidance ahead of its full-year
2017 report, said its production expectations were
met last year and it was looking to stimulate output
from the high end of its guidance for 2018 to around
55,000 barrels of oil per d ... more

Iraq to sign gas deal with US firm for southern field
Baghdad (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Iraq will on Monday sign a memorandum of
understanding with American energy company Orion
to tap gas at an oil field in the south of the country,
the petroleum ministry said. The Nahr Bin Omar field,
situated in the hydrocarbon-rich Basra province, is
currently producing 40,000 barrels of oil a day, but
only a small part of the gas from the field is being
exploited. Iraq is looking to ... more

Oil slick off China coast trebles in size
Beijing (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - The spill from a sunken Iranian tanker off China's east
coast has more than trebled in size, just over a week
after the ship sank in a ball of flames. Authorities
spotted three oil slicks with a total surface area of 332
square kilometres (128 square miles), compared to
101 square kilometres reported on Wednesday, the
State Oceanic Administration said in a statement late
Sunday. The Sanc ... more
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Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison The Temperflow? uses a patent pending technology that allows
body heat to ventilate out the mattress, while cooler air can flow back into the mattress.
See www.Temperflow.com for more information about how their technology works. Or
read our comparison report on two different memory foam mattress products.
+ Buy a Temperflow? bed today and sleep better tonight!
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January 23, 2018

Trump approves steep tariffs on solar panels, washing
machines
Washington (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, US trade officials announced
Monday. The move was quickly decried by the solar
industry, which said the tariffs would create a "crisis"
and cost thousands of US jobs and billions in
investment without helping domestic suppliers meet
rising demand. US Trade Representa ... more

USA: Framatome to acquire Instrumentation and Control
nuclear business of Schneider Electric
Paris, France (SPX) Jan 19, 2018 - Framatome has announced an agreement with
Schneider Electric to acquire its nuclear automation
business. The two companies recently signed an
asset purchase agreement that outlines the terms of
the sale, which is expected to close before the end of
the first quarter of 2018. The acquisition expands
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Framatome's instrumentation and control (I and C)
offerings. These systems are the central n ... more

Start-up nation: Macron's France lures US, UK tech
Paris (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - France was an unlikely choice of location for Mark Heath's
new start-up, given that the American's mastery of the
French language is, by his own cheerful admission,
"atrocious". But the fast-talking New Yorker is among
a growing crowd of British and American
entrepreneurs drawn to France by an optimistic mood
under President Emmanuel Macron and political
worries at home. "Every man has t ... more

Radioactivity from oil and gas wastewater persists in
Pennsylvania stream sediments
Durham NC (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - More than seven years after Pennsylvania officials
requested that the disposal of radium-laden fracking
wastewater into surface waters be restricted, a new
Duke University study finds that high levels of
radioactivity persist in stream sediments at three
disposal sites. The contamination is coming from the
disposal of conventional, or non-fracked, oil and gas
wastewater, which, under curre ... more
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Scientists unveil world's most powerful tractor beam
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - For the first time, scientists have developed a tractor
beam capable for levitating objects larger than an
acoustic wavelength. Scientists believe the
breakthrough could pave the way for tractor beams
powerful enough to levitate humans. Until now, larger
objects trapped in acoustic tractor beams proved
unstable. Acoustic waves tend to transfer some of
their rotational energy to objects, ... more

Request for Expression of Interest (EOI)
Pre-Qualification of Transaction Advisory Firms Enquiry #
LED/222/Service Consultant/17
1. Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas Company
Limited (SSGC), the two gas utility companies operating in Pakistan, as
procuring organization intend to engage the service of a Transaction Advisory
(TA) Firm for Structural Reforms converting the present gas transmission and
distribution arrangement in the Country into four province-wise gas distribution
companies and one nation-wide gas Transmission Company.
2. The scope of the Transaction Advisory Firm will include but not limited to
suggesting detailed Transaction implementation Strategy and Roadmap with the
minimum required changes to the organizational arrangements, corporate
policies, and HR dispensation prevailing in SNGPL and SSGC. Transaction
Advisory Firm will be responsible to execute all necessary Legal and
Commercial arrangements including post-unbundling support. It is envisioned
that a consulting firm, having extensive experience of carrying out
comprehensive gas sector reforms will deploy several highly qualified and
experienced experts for Due diligence of Technical, HR, legal, Financial and
Regulatory assignments with vast experience from the industry. The consulting
firm will bring in specialized technical experts during project period as per project
requirement to enhance the implementation capacity. The Transaction Advisory
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Firm will be responsible for end to end process as a single lead by looking after
the legal and commercial processes required for demerger/ incorporation /
merger of new entities including issuances of necessary regulatory licenses and
completion of all formalities for existing and new setups. Detailed scope of work
expected from the Transaction Advisor and evaluation criteria for the
prequalification process are set out in the EOI documents.
3. Through this advertisement, Expression of Interest (EOI) is invited for the
prequalification of The Consultant Firms having requisite experience in the
matter. In case of local consulting firms they must be duly registered with
Income Tax and Sales tax department(s) and are on Active Taxpayers List of
the Federal Board of Revenue and possess valid professional tax clearance
certificate. Foreign consulting firms will be subject to local tax laws and
regulations as applicable from time to time.
4. The Consulting firms may associate to enhance their qualifications. The
Association" may take the form of either joint venture or sub-consultancy
(mention clearly). After short listing through a separate tender enquiry, the
Transaction Advisory firm will be asked to submit a detailed technical and
financial proposal pursuant to quality and cost based method under single stage
two envelope basis in accordance with the procedures as set out in PPRA
Rules, 2004 and Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulation 2010.
5. Expression of Interest (EOI) documents, (containing detailed terms and
conditions, etc. are available with General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern
Gas Pipelines Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan and / or General
Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited, St - 4 B Block 14,
Sir Shah Suleman Road, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Karachi, Pakistan. Price of the EOI
documents is Rs. 10,000/6. A pre bid meeting will be arranged to deliberate modalities of the assignment
at 11 AM, January 31, 2018, at Sui Southern Gas Company Head Office,
Karachi Interested parties will be required to purchase Expression of Interest
(EOI) documents and submit their queries by January 29, 2018 through email at
the following address:
i) gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk
ii) ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
7. The EOI, prepared in accordance with the given instructions, must reach in
the office of General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern Gas Pipelines
Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan on or before February 19, 2018 by 3
PM and same will be opened at 4 PM. No EOI will be accepted if submitted at
SSGC's office.
8. No profile(s) will be entertained after the time prescribed for submission as
mentioned hereinabove in clause 7 and if submitted after the prescribed time the
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same shall be rejected and returned.
9. This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at and on SNGPL and
SSGC website as and respectively.
This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at www.ppra.org.pk and
on SNGPL & SSGC website as www.sngpl.com.pk and www.ssgc.com.pk
respectively.
General Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited,
Tender Room, CRD Building, Ground Floor
SSGC Head Office Complex, Karachi
Phone No: 0092-2199021024
Fax No: 0092-2199231583
Email: ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
General manager (Procurement),
Sui Northern Gas Pipe Lines Limited,
21-Kashmir Road, Lahore
Phone No: 0092-4299201226
Fax No: 0092-4299201275
Email: gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk

Virtual reality goes magnetic
Dresden, Germany (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - The recent success of Pokemon GO made many
people very familiar with the concept of "augmented
reality": computer-generated perception blends into
the real and virtual worlds. So far, these apps have
largely used optical methods for motion detection.
Physicists at the German Helmholtz-Zentrum
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) working together with
colleagues at the Leibniz Institute for Solid State and
... more

Method uses DNA, nanoparticles and lithography to make
optically active structures
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Northwestern University researchers have developed a
first-of-its-kind technique for creating entirely new
classes of optical materials and devices that could
lead to light bending and cloaking devices - news to
make the ears of Star Trek's Spock perk up. Using
DNA as a key tool, the interdisciplinary team took gold
nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes and
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arranged them in two and t ... more

A Russian scientist improved nanofluids for solar power
plants
Krasnoyarsk, Russia (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - An associate of Siberian Federal University
(SFU) teamed up with his foreign colleagues to
increase the efficiency of the heat transfer medium
used in solar power plants. The results of the study
were published in Renewable Energy journal. Solar
power generation is an area of alternative energy that
uses solar radiation to produce energy. Its advantage
lies in the fact that sunlight is a r ... more

Using crumpled graphene balls to make better batteries
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Lithium metal-based batteries have the potential to turn
the battery industry upside down. With the
theoretically ultra-high capacity of lithium metal used
by itself, this new type of battery could power
everything from personal devices to cars. "In current
batteries, lithium is usually atomically distributed in
another material such as graphite or silicon in the
anode," explains Northwest ... more
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Chinese, Russians shore up Middle East tourism
Madrid (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Chinese and Russian visitors boosted Middle Eastern
tourism last year following a 2016 slump as
Europeans gave the area a wide berth on security
fears, according to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO). The Mideast region as a whole drew 58
million foreign tourists in 2017 - a 4.8 percent rise on
the previous year - the Madrid-based WTO said in its
latest figures released midweek. Jih ... more

Trump angers China, South Korea with new trade tariffs
Washington (AFP) Jan 23, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, triggering an outcry in China
and South Korea and even protests at home. Seoul
said Tuesday it planned to take the issue to the World
Trade Organization while Beijing expressed "strong
dissatisfaction". "Together with other WTO members,
China will resolutely defend ... more

S. Korea's Chinese tourist slump endures despite pledges
Seoul (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - Chinese tourist numbers to South Korea continued to
decline in December, figures showed Monday, even
though Beijing and Seoul pledged to improve relations
strained by a US missile defence system. Seoul and
Washington installed the powerful THAAD (Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense) system in the South last
year to guard against threats from nuclear-armed
North Korea. Beijing saw it as a ... more

Wintershall confirms Libyan oil production restart
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - German energy company Wintershall said it was able
to restart production from a license area in Libya,
which the government said was closed illegally. A
spokesman for the company said production resumed
from the C96 license area, part of the As-Sarah field,
during the weekend. Production was closed in
November following pressure from a municipality that
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complained the national oil compa ... more

Oil prices flat at market open, even after talk of extended
OPEC action
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Word over the weekend of yet another possible
extension to OPEC's balancing act was offset
somewhat by gains in Libya, leaving oil prices even
on Monday. Members of a committee monitoring
compliance with the effort by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries to erase the surplus of
oil on the market met during the weekend in Oman to
discuss the impacts. Oil prices so far this y ... more

Lundin Petroleum revises reserve outlook higher
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - An estimate of the reserves in the Edvard Grieg oil field
off the coast of Norway boosted the recovery outlook
by almost 50 percent, Lundin Petroleum said. Lundin
said Monday its total proved plus probable - known in
the industry as 2P reserves - were 726 million barrels
of oil equivalent as of Dec. 31. Total 2P reserves as of
Dec. 31 reflected an increase of 45.8 million boe, or
abou ... more
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Kurdish oil production expectations high
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Kurdish oil player Gulf Keystone Petroleum said it
wants to set up a commercial framework necessary to
boost gross production by as much as 70 percent.
The company, issuing guidance ahead of its full-year
2017 report, said its production expectations were
met last year and it was looking to stimulate output
from the high end of its guidance for 2018 to around
55,000 barrels of oil per d ... more

Iraq to sign gas deal with US firm for southern field
Baghdad (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Iraq will on Monday sign a memorandum of
understanding with American energy company Orion
to tap gas at an oil field in the south of the country,
the petroleum ministry said. The Nahr Bin Omar field,
situated in the hydrocarbon-rich Basra province, is
currently producing 40,000 barrels of oil a day, but
only a small part of the gas from the field is being
exploited. Iraq is looking to ... more

Oil slick off China coast trebles in size
Beijing (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - The spill from a sunken Iranian tanker off China's east
coast has more than trebled in size, just over a week
after the ship sank in a ball of flames. Authorities
spotted three oil slicks with a total surface area of 332
square kilometres (128 square miles), compared to
101 square kilometres reported on Wednesday, the
State Oceanic Administration said in a statement late
Sunday. The Sanc ... more
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ADVERTISEMENT
+ A Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison Report
Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison The Temperflow? uses a patent pending technology that allows
body heat to ventilate out the mattress, while cooler air can flow back into the mattress.
See www.Temperflow.com for more information about how their technology works. Or
read our comparison report on two different memory foam mattress products.
+ Buy a Temperflow? bed today and sleep better tonight!
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daily trade news for the space,
defense, environment and energy
industry sectors
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Energy-Daily.com" <energy-daily@energy-daily.com>
Tue, 23 Jan 2018 10:04:19 -0700 (MST)
ADV: EnergyDaily - Jan 23, 2018 - Trump approves steep tariffs on solar panels, washing machines; Start-up nation: Macron's France lures US, UK tech
<ford.stone@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

January 23, 2018

Trump approves steep tariffs on solar panels, washing
machines
Washington (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, US trade officials announced
Monday. The move was quickly decried by the solar
industry, which said the tariffs would create a "crisis"
and cost thousands of US jobs and billions in
investment without helping domestic suppliers meet
rising demand. US Trade Representa ... more

USA: Framatome to acquire Instrumentation and Control
nuclear business of Schneider Electric
Paris, France (SPX) Jan 19, 2018 - Framatome has announced an agreement with
Schneider Electric to acquire its nuclear automation
business. The two companies recently signed an
asset purchase agreement that outlines the terms of
the sale, which is expected to close before the end of
the first quarter of 2018. The acquisition expands
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Framatome's instrumentation and control (I and C)
offerings. These systems are the central n ... more

Start-up nation: Macron's France lures US, UK tech
Paris (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - France was an unlikely choice of location for Mark Heath's
new start-up, given that the American's mastery of the
French language is, by his own cheerful admission,
"atrocious". But the fast-talking New Yorker is among
a growing crowd of British and American
entrepreneurs drawn to France by an optimistic mood
under President Emmanuel Macron and political
worries at home. "Every man has t ... more

Radioactivity from oil and gas wastewater persists in
Pennsylvania stream sediments
Durham NC (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - More than seven years after Pennsylvania officials
requested that the disposal of radium-laden fracking
wastewater into surface waters be restricted, a new
Duke University study finds that high levels of
radioactivity persist in stream sediments at three
disposal sites. The contamination is coming from the
disposal of conventional, or non-fracked, oil and gas
wastewater, which, under curre ... more
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Scientists unveil world's most powerful tractor beam
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - For the first time, scientists have developed a tractor
beam capable for levitating objects larger than an
acoustic wavelength. Scientists believe the
breakthrough could pave the way for tractor beams
powerful enough to levitate humans. Until now, larger
objects trapped in acoustic tractor beams proved
unstable. Acoustic waves tend to transfer some of
their rotational energy to objects, ... more

Request for Expression of Interest (EOI)
Pre-Qualification of Transaction Advisory Firms Enquiry #
LED/222/Service Consultant/17
1. Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas Company
Limited (SSGC), the two gas utility companies operating in Pakistan, as
procuring organization intend to engage the service of a Transaction Advisory
(TA) Firm for Structural Reforms converting the present gas transmission and
distribution arrangement in the Country into four province-wise gas distribution
companies and one nation-wide gas Transmission Company.
2. The scope of the Transaction Advisory Firm will include but not limited to
suggesting detailed Transaction implementation Strategy and Roadmap with the
minimum required changes to the organizational arrangements, corporate
policies, and HR dispensation prevailing in SNGPL and SSGC. Transaction
Advisory Firm will be responsible to execute all necessary Legal and
Commercial arrangements including post-unbundling support. It is envisioned
that a consulting firm, having extensive experience of carrying out
comprehensive gas sector reforms will deploy several highly qualified and
experienced experts for Due diligence of Technical, HR, legal, Financial and
Regulatory assignments with vast experience from the industry. The consulting
firm will bring in specialized technical experts during project period as per project
requirement to enhance the implementation capacity. The Transaction Advisory
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Firm will be responsible for end to end process as a single lead by looking after
the legal and commercial processes required for demerger/ incorporation /
merger of new entities including issuances of necessary regulatory licenses and
completion of all formalities for existing and new setups. Detailed scope of work
expected from the Transaction Advisor and evaluation criteria for the
prequalification process are set out in the EOI documents.
3. Through this advertisement, Expression of Interest (EOI) is invited for the
prequalification of The Consultant Firms having requisite experience in the
matter. In case of local consulting firms they must be duly registered with
Income Tax and Sales tax department(s) and are on Active Taxpayers List of
the Federal Board of Revenue and possess valid professional tax clearance
certificate. Foreign consulting firms will be subject to local tax laws and
regulations as applicable from time to time.
4. The Consulting firms may associate to enhance their qualifications. The
Association" may take the form of either joint venture or sub-consultancy
(mention clearly). After short listing through a separate tender enquiry, the
Transaction Advisory firm will be asked to submit a detailed technical and
financial proposal pursuant to quality and cost based method under single stage
two envelope basis in accordance with the procedures as set out in PPRA
Rules, 2004 and Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulation 2010.
5. Expression of Interest (EOI) documents, (containing detailed terms and
conditions, etc. are available with General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern
Gas Pipelines Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan and / or General
Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited, St - 4 B Block 14,
Sir Shah Suleman Road, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Karachi, Pakistan. Price of the EOI
documents is Rs. 10,000/6. A pre bid meeting will be arranged to deliberate modalities of the assignment
at 11 AM, January 31, 2018, at Sui Southern Gas Company Head Office,
Karachi Interested parties will be required to purchase Expression of Interest
(EOI) documents and submit their queries by January 29, 2018 through email at
the following address:
i) gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk
ii) ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
7. The EOI, prepared in accordance with the given instructions, must reach in
the office of General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern Gas Pipelines
Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan on or before February 19, 2018 by 3
PM and same will be opened at 4 PM. No EOI will be accepted if submitted at
SSGC's office.
8. No profile(s) will be entertained after the time prescribed for submission as
mentioned hereinabove in clause 7 and if submitted after the prescribed time the
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same shall be rejected and returned.
9. This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at and on SNGPL and
SSGC website as and respectively.
This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at www.ppra.org.pk and
on SNGPL & SSGC website as www.sngpl.com.pk and www.ssgc.com.pk
respectively.
General Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited,
Tender Room, CRD Building, Ground Floor
SSGC Head Office Complex, Karachi
Phone No: 0092-2199021024
Fax No: 0092-2199231583
Email: ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
General manager (Procurement),
Sui Northern Gas Pipe Lines Limited,
21-Kashmir Road, Lahore
Phone No: 0092-4299201226
Fax No: 0092-4299201275
Email: gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk

Virtual reality goes magnetic
Dresden, Germany (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - The recent success of Pokemon GO made many
people very familiar with the concept of "augmented
reality": computer-generated perception blends into
the real and virtual worlds. So far, these apps have
largely used optical methods for motion detection.
Physicists at the German Helmholtz-Zentrum
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) working together with
colleagues at the Leibniz Institute for Solid State and
... more

Method uses DNA, nanoparticles and lithography to make
optically active structures
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Northwestern University researchers have developed a
first-of-its-kind technique for creating entirely new
classes of optical materials and devices that could
lead to light bending and cloaking devices - news to
make the ears of Star Trek's Spock perk up. Using
DNA as a key tool, the interdisciplinary team took gold
nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes and
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arranged them in two and t ... more

A Russian scientist improved nanofluids for solar power
plants
Krasnoyarsk, Russia (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - An associate of Siberian Federal University
(SFU) teamed up with his foreign colleagues to
increase the efficiency of the heat transfer medium
used in solar power plants. The results of the study
were published in Renewable Energy journal. Solar
power generation is an area of alternative energy that
uses solar radiation to produce energy. Its advantage
lies in the fact that sunlight is a r ... more

Using crumpled graphene balls to make better batteries
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Lithium metal-based batteries have the potential to turn
the battery industry upside down. With the
theoretically ultra-high capacity of lithium metal used
by itself, this new type of battery could power
everything from personal devices to cars. "In current
batteries, lithium is usually atomically distributed in
another material such as graphite or silicon in the
anode," explains Northwest ... more
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Chinese, Russians shore up Middle East tourism
Madrid (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Chinese and Russian visitors boosted Middle Eastern
tourism last year following a 2016 slump as
Europeans gave the area a wide berth on security
fears, according to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO). The Mideast region as a whole drew 58
million foreign tourists in 2017 - a 4.8 percent rise on
the previous year - the Madrid-based WTO said in its
latest figures released midweek. Jih ... more

Trump angers China, South Korea with new trade tariffs
Washington (AFP) Jan 23, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, triggering an outcry in China
and South Korea and even protests at home. Seoul
said Tuesday it planned to take the issue to the World
Trade Organization while Beijing expressed "strong
dissatisfaction". "Together with other WTO members,
China will resolutely defend ... more

S. Korea's Chinese tourist slump endures despite pledges
Seoul (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - Chinese tourist numbers to South Korea continued to
decline in December, figures showed Monday, even
though Beijing and Seoul pledged to improve relations
strained by a US missile defence system. Seoul and
Washington installed the powerful THAAD (Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense) system in the South last
year to guard against threats from nuclear-armed
North Korea. Beijing saw it as a ... more

Wintershall confirms Libyan oil production restart
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - German energy company Wintershall said it was able
to restart production from a license area in Libya,
which the government said was closed illegally. A
spokesman for the company said production resumed
from the C96 license area, part of the As-Sarah field,
during the weekend. Production was closed in
November following pressure from a municipality that
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complained the national oil compa ... more

Oil prices flat at market open, even after talk of extended
OPEC action
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Word over the weekend of yet another possible
extension to OPEC's balancing act was offset
somewhat by gains in Libya, leaving oil prices even
on Monday. Members of a committee monitoring
compliance with the effort by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries to erase the surplus of
oil on the market met during the weekend in Oman to
discuss the impacts. Oil prices so far this y ... more

Lundin Petroleum revises reserve outlook higher
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - An estimate of the reserves in the Edvard Grieg oil field
off the coast of Norway boosted the recovery outlook
by almost 50 percent, Lundin Petroleum said. Lundin
said Monday its total proved plus probable - known in
the industry as 2P reserves - were 726 million barrels
of oil equivalent as of Dec. 31. Total 2P reserves as of
Dec. 31 reflected an increase of 45.8 million boe, or
abou ... more
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Kurdish oil production expectations high
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Kurdish oil player Gulf Keystone Petroleum said it
wants to set up a commercial framework necessary to
boost gross production by as much as 70 percent.
The company, issuing guidance ahead of its full-year
2017 report, said its production expectations were
met last year and it was looking to stimulate output
from the high end of its guidance for 2018 to around
55,000 barrels of oil per d ... more

Iraq to sign gas deal with US firm for southern field
Baghdad (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Iraq will on Monday sign a memorandum of
understanding with American energy company Orion
to tap gas at an oil field in the south of the country,
the petroleum ministry said. The Nahr Bin Omar field,
situated in the hydrocarbon-rich Basra province, is
currently producing 40,000 barrels of oil a day, but
only a small part of the gas from the field is being
exploited. Iraq is looking to ... more

Oil slick off China coast trebles in size
Beijing (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - The spill from a sunken Iranian tanker off China's east
coast has more than trebled in size, just over a week
after the ship sank in a ball of flames. Authorities
spotted three oil slicks with a total surface area of 332
square kilometres (128 square miles), compared to
101 square kilometres reported on Wednesday, the
State Oceanic Administration said in a statement late
Sunday. The Sanc ... more
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+ A Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison Report
Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison The Temperflow? uses a patent pending technology that allows
body heat to ventilate out the mattress, while cooler air can flow back into the mattress.
See www.Temperflow.com for more information about how their technology works. Or
read our comparison report on two different memory foam mattress products.
+ Buy a Temperflow? bed today and sleep better tonight!
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"Energy-Daily.com" <energy-daily@energy-daily.com>
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ADV: EnergyDaily - Jan 24, 2018 - New fuel cell technology runs on solid carbon; Quantum control; Could AI compromise better than humans
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January 23, 2018

Trump approves steep tariffs on solar panels, washing
machines
Washington (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, US trade officials announced
Monday. The move was quickly decried by the solar
industry, which said the tariffs would create a "crisis"
and cost thousands of US jobs and billions in
investment without helping domestic suppliers meet
rising demand. US Trade Representa ... more

USA: Framatome to acquire Instrumentation and Control
nuclear business of Schneider Electric
Paris, France (SPX) Jan 19, 2018 - Framatome has announced an agreement with
Schneider Electric to acquire its nuclear automation
business. The two companies recently signed an
asset purchase agreement that outlines the terms of
the sale, which is expected to close before the end of
the first quarter of 2018. The acquisition expands
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Framatome's instrumentation and control (I and C)
offerings. These systems are the central n ... more

Start-up nation: Macron's France lures US, UK tech
Paris (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - France was an unlikely choice of location for Mark Heath's
new start-up, given that the American's mastery of the
French language is, by his own cheerful admission,
"atrocious". But the fast-talking New Yorker is among
a growing crowd of British and American
entrepreneurs drawn to France by an optimistic mood
under President Emmanuel Macron and political
worries at home. "Every man has t ... more

Radioactivity from oil and gas wastewater persists in
Pennsylvania stream sediments
Durham NC (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - More than seven years after Pennsylvania officials
requested that the disposal of radium-laden fracking
wastewater into surface waters be restricted, a new
Duke University study finds that high levels of
radioactivity persist in stream sediments at three
disposal sites. The contamination is coming from the
disposal of conventional, or non-fracked, oil and gas
wastewater, which, under curre ... more
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Scientists unveil world's most powerful tractor beam
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - For the first time, scientists have developed a tractor
beam capable for levitating objects larger than an
acoustic wavelength. Scientists believe the
breakthrough could pave the way for tractor beams
powerful enough to levitate humans. Until now, larger
objects trapped in acoustic tractor beams proved
unstable. Acoustic waves tend to transfer some of
their rotational energy to objects, ... more

Request for Expression of Interest (EOI)
Pre-Qualification of Transaction Advisory Firms Enquiry #
LED/222/Service Consultant/17
1. Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas Company
Limited (SSGC), the two gas utility companies operating in Pakistan, as
procuring organization intend to engage the service of a Transaction Advisory
(TA) Firm for Structural Reforms converting the present gas transmission and
distribution arrangement in the Country into four province-wise gas distribution
companies and one nation-wide gas Transmission Company.
2. The scope of the Transaction Advisory Firm will include but not limited to
suggesting detailed Transaction implementation Strategy and Roadmap with the
minimum required changes to the organizational arrangements, corporate
policies, and HR dispensation prevailing in SNGPL and SSGC. Transaction
Advisory Firm will be responsible to execute all necessary Legal and
Commercial arrangements including post-unbundling support. It is envisioned
that a consulting firm, having extensive experience of carrying out
comprehensive gas sector reforms will deploy several highly qualified and
experienced experts for Due diligence of Technical, HR, legal, Financial and
Regulatory assignments with vast experience from the industry. The consulting
firm will bring in specialized technical experts during project period as per project
requirement to enhance the implementation capacity. The Transaction Advisory
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Firm will be responsible for end to end process as a single lead by looking after
the legal and commercial processes required for demerger/ incorporation /
merger of new entities including issuances of necessary regulatory licenses and
completion of all formalities for existing and new setups. Detailed scope of work
expected from the Transaction Advisor and evaluation criteria for the
prequalification process are set out in the EOI documents.
3. Through this advertisement, Expression of Interest (EOI) is invited for the
prequalification of The Consultant Firms having requisite experience in the
matter. In case of local consulting firms they must be duly registered with
Income Tax and Sales tax department(s) and are on Active Taxpayers List of
the Federal Board of Revenue and possess valid professional tax clearance
certificate. Foreign consulting firms will be subject to local tax laws and
regulations as applicable from time to time.
4. The Consulting firms may associate to enhance their qualifications. The
Association" may take the form of either joint venture or sub-consultancy
(mention clearly). After short listing through a separate tender enquiry, the
Transaction Advisory firm will be asked to submit a detailed technical and
financial proposal pursuant to quality and cost based method under single stage
two envelope basis in accordance with the procedures as set out in PPRA
Rules, 2004 and Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulation 2010.
5. Expression of Interest (EOI) documents, (containing detailed terms and
conditions, etc. are available with General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern
Gas Pipelines Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan and / or General
Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited, St - 4 B Block 14,
Sir Shah Suleman Road, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Karachi, Pakistan. Price of the EOI
documents is Rs. 10,000/6. A pre bid meeting will be arranged to deliberate modalities of the assignment
at 11 AM, January 31, 2018, at Sui Southern Gas Company Head Office,
Karachi Interested parties will be required to purchase Expression of Interest
(EOI) documents and submit their queries by January 29, 2018 through email at
the following address:
i) gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk
ii) ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
7. The EOI, prepared in accordance with the given instructions, must reach in
the office of General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern Gas Pipelines
Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan on or before February 19, 2018 by 3
PM and same will be opened at 4 PM. No EOI will be accepted if submitted at
SSGC's office.
8. No profile(s) will be entertained after the time prescribed for submission as
mentioned hereinabove in clause 7 and if submitted after the prescribed time the
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same shall be rejected and returned.
9. This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at and on SNGPL and
SSGC website as and respectively.
This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at www.ppra.org.pk and
on SNGPL & SSGC website as www.sngpl.com.pk and www.ssgc.com.pk
respectively.
General Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited,
Tender Room, CRD Building, Ground Floor
SSGC Head Office Complex, Karachi
Phone No: 0092-2199021024
Fax No: 0092-2199231583
Email: ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
General manager (Procurement),
Sui Northern Gas Pipe Lines Limited,
21-Kashmir Road, Lahore
Phone No: 0092-4299201226
Fax No: 0092-4299201275
Email: gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk

Virtual reality goes magnetic
Dresden, Germany (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - The recent success of Pokemon GO made many
people very familiar with the concept of "augmented
reality": computer-generated perception blends into
the real and virtual worlds. So far, these apps have
largely used optical methods for motion detection.
Physicists at the German Helmholtz-Zentrum
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) working together with
colleagues at the Leibniz Institute for Solid State and
... more

Method uses DNA, nanoparticles and lithography to make
optically active structures
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Northwestern University researchers have developed a
first-of-its-kind technique for creating entirely new
classes of optical materials and devices that could
lead to light bending and cloaking devices - news to
make the ears of Star Trek's Spock perk up. Using
DNA as a key tool, the interdisciplinary team took gold
nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes and
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arranged them in two and t ... more

A Russian scientist improved nanofluids for solar power
plants
Krasnoyarsk, Russia (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - An associate of Siberian Federal University
(SFU) teamed up with his foreign colleagues to
increase the efficiency of the heat transfer medium
used in solar power plants. The results of the study
were published in Renewable Energy journal. Solar
power generation is an area of alternative energy that
uses solar radiation to produce energy. Its advantage
lies in the fact that sunlight is a r ... more

Using crumpled graphene balls to make better batteries
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Lithium metal-based batteries have the potential to turn
the battery industry upside down. With the
theoretically ultra-high capacity of lithium metal used
by itself, this new type of battery could power
everything from personal devices to cars. "In current
batteries, lithium is usually atomically distributed in
another material such as graphite or silicon in the
anode," explains Northwest ... more
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Chinese, Russians shore up Middle East tourism
Madrid (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Chinese and Russian visitors boosted Middle Eastern
tourism last year following a 2016 slump as
Europeans gave the area a wide berth on security
fears, according to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO). The Mideast region as a whole drew 58
million foreign tourists in 2017 - a 4.8 percent rise on
the previous year - the Madrid-based WTO said in its
latest figures released midweek. Jih ... more

Trump angers China, South Korea with new trade tariffs
Washington (AFP) Jan 23, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, triggering an outcry in China
and South Korea and even protests at home. Seoul
said Tuesday it planned to take the issue to the World
Trade Organization while Beijing expressed "strong
dissatisfaction". "Together with other WTO members,
China will resolutely defend ... more

S. Korea's Chinese tourist slump endures despite pledges
Seoul (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - Chinese tourist numbers to South Korea continued to
decline in December, figures showed Monday, even
though Beijing and Seoul pledged to improve relations
strained by a US missile defence system. Seoul and
Washington installed the powerful THAAD (Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense) system in the South last
year to guard against threats from nuclear-armed
North Korea. Beijing saw it as a ... more

Wintershall confirms Libyan oil production restart
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - German energy company Wintershall said it was able
to restart production from a license area in Libya,
which the government said was closed illegally. A
spokesman for the company said production resumed
from the C96 license area, part of the As-Sarah field,
during the weekend. Production was closed in
November following pressure from a municipality that
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complained the national oil compa ... more

Oil prices flat at market open, even after talk of extended
OPEC action
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Word over the weekend of yet another possible
extension to OPEC's balancing act was offset
somewhat by gains in Libya, leaving oil prices even
on Monday. Members of a committee monitoring
compliance with the effort by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries to erase the surplus of
oil on the market met during the weekend in Oman to
discuss the impacts. Oil prices so far this y ... more

Lundin Petroleum revises reserve outlook higher
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - An estimate of the reserves in the Edvard Grieg oil field
off the coast of Norway boosted the recovery outlook
by almost 50 percent, Lundin Petroleum said. Lundin
said Monday its total proved plus probable - known in
the industry as 2P reserves - were 726 million barrels
of oil equivalent as of Dec. 31. Total 2P reserves as of
Dec. 31 reflected an increase of 45.8 million boe, or
abou ... more
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Kurdish oil production expectations high
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Kurdish oil player Gulf Keystone Petroleum said it
wants to set up a commercial framework necessary to
boost gross production by as much as 70 percent.
The company, issuing guidance ahead of its full-year
2017 report, said its production expectations were
met last year and it was looking to stimulate output
from the high end of its guidance for 2018 to around
55,000 barrels of oil per d ... more

Iraq to sign gas deal with US firm for southern field
Baghdad (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Iraq will on Monday sign a memorandum of
understanding with American energy company Orion
to tap gas at an oil field in the south of the country,
the petroleum ministry said. The Nahr Bin Omar field,
situated in the hydrocarbon-rich Basra province, is
currently producing 40,000 barrels of oil a day, but
only a small part of the gas from the field is being
exploited. Iraq is looking to ... more

Oil slick off China coast trebles in size
Beijing (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - The spill from a sunken Iranian tanker off China's east
coast has more than trebled in size, just over a week
after the ship sank in a ball of flames. Authorities
spotted three oil slicks with a total surface area of 332
square kilometres (128 square miles), compared to
101 square kilometres reported on Wednesday, the
State Oceanic Administration said in a statement late
Sunday. The Sanc ... more
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ADVERTISEMENT
+ A Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison Report
Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison The Temperflow? uses a patent pending technology that allows
body heat to ventilate out the mattress, while cooler air can flow back into the mattress.
See www.Temperflow.com for more information about how their technology works. Or
read our comparison report on two different memory foam mattress products.
+ Buy a Temperflow? bed today and sleep better tonight!

Space Media Network is a publisher of
daily trade news for the space,
defense, environment and energy
industry sectors
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Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Energy-Daily.com" <energy-daily@energy-daily.com>
Thu, 25 Jan 2018 09:03:48 -0700 (MST)
ADV: EnergyDaily - Jan 25, 2018 - New method for synthesizing novel magnetic material; Feedback enhances brainwave control of a novel hand-exoskeleton
<ford.stone@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

January 23, 2018

Trump approves steep tariffs on solar panels, washing
machines
Washington (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, US trade officials announced
Monday. The move was quickly decried by the solar
industry, which said the tariffs would create a "crisis"
and cost thousands of US jobs and billions in
investment without helping domestic suppliers meet
rising demand. US Trade Representa ... more

USA: Framatome to acquire Instrumentation and Control
nuclear business of Schneider Electric
Paris, France (SPX) Jan 19, 2018 - Framatome has announced an agreement with
Schneider Electric to acquire its nuclear automation
business. The two companies recently signed an
asset purchase agreement that outlines the terms of
the sale, which is expected to close before the end of
the first quarter of 2018. The acquisition expands
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Framatome's instrumentation and control (I and C)
offerings. These systems are the central n ... more

Start-up nation: Macron's France lures US, UK tech
Paris (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - France was an unlikely choice of location for Mark Heath's
new start-up, given that the American's mastery of the
French language is, by his own cheerful admission,
"atrocious". But the fast-talking New Yorker is among
a growing crowd of British and American
entrepreneurs drawn to France by an optimistic mood
under President Emmanuel Macron and political
worries at home. "Every man has t ... more

Radioactivity from oil and gas wastewater persists in
Pennsylvania stream sediments
Durham NC (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - More than seven years after Pennsylvania officials
requested that the disposal of radium-laden fracking
wastewater into surface waters be restricted, a new
Duke University study finds that high levels of
radioactivity persist in stream sediments at three
disposal sites. The contamination is coming from the
disposal of conventional, or non-fracked, oil and gas
wastewater, which, under curre ... more
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Scientists unveil world's most powerful tractor beam
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - For the first time, scientists have developed a tractor
beam capable for levitating objects larger than an
acoustic wavelength. Scientists believe the
breakthrough could pave the way for tractor beams
powerful enough to levitate humans. Until now, larger
objects trapped in acoustic tractor beams proved
unstable. Acoustic waves tend to transfer some of
their rotational energy to objects, ... more

Request for Expression of Interest (EOI)
Pre-Qualification of Transaction Advisory Firms Enquiry #
LED/222/Service Consultant/17
1. Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas Company
Limited (SSGC), the two gas utility companies operating in Pakistan, as
procuring organization intend to engage the service of a Transaction Advisory
(TA) Firm for Structural Reforms converting the present gas transmission and
distribution arrangement in the Country into four province-wise gas distribution
companies and one nation-wide gas Transmission Company.
2. The scope of the Transaction Advisory Firm will include but not limited to
suggesting detailed Transaction implementation Strategy and Roadmap with the
minimum required changes to the organizational arrangements, corporate
policies, and HR dispensation prevailing in SNGPL and SSGC. Transaction
Advisory Firm will be responsible to execute all necessary Legal and
Commercial arrangements including post-unbundling support. It is envisioned
that a consulting firm, having extensive experience of carrying out
comprehensive gas sector reforms will deploy several highly qualified and
experienced experts for Due diligence of Technical, HR, legal, Financial and
Regulatory assignments with vast experience from the industry. The consulting
firm will bring in specialized technical experts during project period as per project
requirement to enhance the implementation capacity. The Transaction Advisory
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Firm will be responsible for end to end process as a single lead by looking after
the legal and commercial processes required for demerger/ incorporation /
merger of new entities including issuances of necessary regulatory licenses and
completion of all formalities for existing and new setups. Detailed scope of work
expected from the Transaction Advisor and evaluation criteria for the
prequalification process are set out in the EOI documents.
3. Through this advertisement, Expression of Interest (EOI) is invited for the
prequalification of The Consultant Firms having requisite experience in the
matter. In case of local consulting firms they must be duly registered with
Income Tax and Sales tax department(s) and are on Active Taxpayers List of
the Federal Board of Revenue and possess valid professional tax clearance
certificate. Foreign consulting firms will be subject to local tax laws and
regulations as applicable from time to time.
4. The Consulting firms may associate to enhance their qualifications. The
Association" may take the form of either joint venture or sub-consultancy
(mention clearly). After short listing through a separate tender enquiry, the
Transaction Advisory firm will be asked to submit a detailed technical and
financial proposal pursuant to quality and cost based method under single stage
two envelope basis in accordance with the procedures as set out in PPRA
Rules, 2004 and Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulation 2010.
5. Expression of Interest (EOI) documents, (containing detailed terms and
conditions, etc. are available with General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern
Gas Pipelines Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan and / or General
Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited, St - 4 B Block 14,
Sir Shah Suleman Road, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Karachi, Pakistan. Price of the EOI
documents is Rs. 10,000/6. A pre bid meeting will be arranged to deliberate modalities of the assignment
at 11 AM, January 31, 2018, at Sui Southern Gas Company Head Office,
Karachi Interested parties will be required to purchase Expression of Interest
(EOI) documents and submit their queries by January 29, 2018 through email at
the following address:
i) gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk
ii) ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
7. The EOI, prepared in accordance with the given instructions, must reach in
the office of General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern Gas Pipelines
Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan on or before February 19, 2018 by 3
PM and same will be opened at 4 PM. No EOI will be accepted if submitted at
SSGC's office.
8. No profile(s) will be entertained after the time prescribed for submission as
mentioned hereinabove in clause 7 and if submitted after the prescribed time the
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same shall be rejected and returned.
9. This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at and on SNGPL and
SSGC website as and respectively.
This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at www.ppra.org.pk and
on SNGPL & SSGC website as www.sngpl.com.pk and www.ssgc.com.pk
respectively.
General Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited,
Tender Room, CRD Building, Ground Floor
SSGC Head Office Complex, Karachi
Phone No: 0092-2199021024
Fax No: 0092-2199231583
Email: ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
General manager (Procurement),
Sui Northern Gas Pipe Lines Limited,
21-Kashmir Road, Lahore
Phone No: 0092-4299201226
Fax No: 0092-4299201275
Email: gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk

Virtual reality goes magnetic
Dresden, Germany (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - The recent success of Pokemon GO made many
people very familiar with the concept of "augmented
reality": computer-generated perception blends into
the real and virtual worlds. So far, these apps have
largely used optical methods for motion detection.
Physicists at the German Helmholtz-Zentrum
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) working together with
colleagues at the Leibniz Institute for Solid State and
... more

Method uses DNA, nanoparticles and lithography to make
optically active structures
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Northwestern University researchers have developed a
first-of-its-kind technique for creating entirely new
classes of optical materials and devices that could
lead to light bending and cloaking devices - news to
make the ears of Star Trek's Spock perk up. Using
DNA as a key tool, the interdisciplinary team took gold
nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes and
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arranged them in two and t ... more

A Russian scientist improved nanofluids for solar power
plants
Krasnoyarsk, Russia (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - An associate of Siberian Federal University
(SFU) teamed up with his foreign colleagues to
increase the efficiency of the heat transfer medium
used in solar power plants. The results of the study
were published in Renewable Energy journal. Solar
power generation is an area of alternative energy that
uses solar radiation to produce energy. Its advantage
lies in the fact that sunlight is a r ... more

Using crumpled graphene balls to make better batteries
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Lithium metal-based batteries have the potential to turn
the battery industry upside down. With the
theoretically ultra-high capacity of lithium metal used
by itself, this new type of battery could power
everything from personal devices to cars. "In current
batteries, lithium is usually atomically distributed in
another material such as graphite or silicon in the
anode," explains Northwest ... more
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Chinese, Russians shore up Middle East tourism
Madrid (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Chinese and Russian visitors boosted Middle Eastern
tourism last year following a 2016 slump as
Europeans gave the area a wide berth on security
fears, according to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO). The Mideast region as a whole drew 58
million foreign tourists in 2017 - a 4.8 percent rise on
the previous year - the Madrid-based WTO said in its
latest figures released midweek. Jih ... more

Trump angers China, South Korea with new trade tariffs
Washington (AFP) Jan 23, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, triggering an outcry in China
and South Korea and even protests at home. Seoul
said Tuesday it planned to take the issue to the World
Trade Organization while Beijing expressed "strong
dissatisfaction". "Together with other WTO members,
China will resolutely defend ... more

S. Korea's Chinese tourist slump endures despite pledges
Seoul (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - Chinese tourist numbers to South Korea continued to
decline in December, figures showed Monday, even
though Beijing and Seoul pledged to improve relations
strained by a US missile defence system. Seoul and
Washington installed the powerful THAAD (Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense) system in the South last
year to guard against threats from nuclear-armed
North Korea. Beijing saw it as a ... more

Wintershall confirms Libyan oil production restart
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - German energy company Wintershall said it was able
to restart production from a license area in Libya,
which the government said was closed illegally. A
spokesman for the company said production resumed
from the C96 license area, part of the As-Sarah field,
during the weekend. Production was closed in
November following pressure from a municipality that
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complained the national oil compa ... more

Oil prices flat at market open, even after talk of extended
OPEC action
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Word over the weekend of yet another possible
extension to OPEC's balancing act was offset
somewhat by gains in Libya, leaving oil prices even
on Monday. Members of a committee monitoring
compliance with the effort by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries to erase the surplus of
oil on the market met during the weekend in Oman to
discuss the impacts. Oil prices so far this y ... more

Lundin Petroleum revises reserve outlook higher
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - An estimate of the reserves in the Edvard Grieg oil field
off the coast of Norway boosted the recovery outlook
by almost 50 percent, Lundin Petroleum said. Lundin
said Monday its total proved plus probable - known in
the industry as 2P reserves - were 726 million barrels
of oil equivalent as of Dec. 31. Total 2P reserves as of
Dec. 31 reflected an increase of 45.8 million boe, or
abou ... more
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Kurdish oil production expectations high
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Kurdish oil player Gulf Keystone Petroleum said it
wants to set up a commercial framework necessary to
boost gross production by as much as 70 percent.
The company, issuing guidance ahead of its full-year
2017 report, said its production expectations were
met last year and it was looking to stimulate output
from the high end of its guidance for 2018 to around
55,000 barrels of oil per d ... more

Iraq to sign gas deal with US firm for southern field
Baghdad (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Iraq will on Monday sign a memorandum of
understanding with American energy company Orion
to tap gas at an oil field in the south of the country,
the petroleum ministry said. The Nahr Bin Omar field,
situated in the hydrocarbon-rich Basra province, is
currently producing 40,000 barrels of oil a day, but
only a small part of the gas from the field is being
exploited. Iraq is looking to ... more

Oil slick off China coast trebles in size
Beijing (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - The spill from a sunken Iranian tanker off China's east
coast has more than trebled in size, just over a week
after the ship sank in a ball of flames. Authorities
spotted three oil slicks with a total surface area of 332
square kilometres (128 square miles), compared to
101 square kilometres reported on Wednesday, the
State Oceanic Administration said in a statement late
Sunday. The Sanc ... more
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+ A Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison Report
Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison The Temperflow? uses a patent pending technology that allows
body heat to ventilate out the mattress, while cooler air can flow back into the mattress.
See www.Temperflow.com for more information about how their technology works. Or
read our comparison report on two different memory foam mattress products.
+ Buy a Temperflow? bed today and sleep better tonight!
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"Energy-Daily.com" <energy-daily@energy-daily.com>
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ADV: EnergyDaily - Jan 26, 2018 - Scientists achieve high power with new smaller laser; Carbon nanotubes devices may have a limit to how nano they can be
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January 23, 2018

Trump approves steep tariffs on solar panels, washing
machines
Washington (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, US trade officials announced
Monday. The move was quickly decried by the solar
industry, which said the tariffs would create a "crisis"
and cost thousands of US jobs and billions in
investment without helping domestic suppliers meet
rising demand. US Trade Representa ... more

USA: Framatome to acquire Instrumentation and Control
nuclear business of Schneider Electric
Paris, France (SPX) Jan 19, 2018 - Framatome has announced an agreement with
Schneider Electric to acquire its nuclear automation
business. The two companies recently signed an
asset purchase agreement that outlines the terms of
the sale, which is expected to close before the end of
the first quarter of 2018. The acquisition expands
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Framatome's instrumentation and control (I and C)
offerings. These systems are the central n ... more

Start-up nation: Macron's France lures US, UK tech
Paris (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - France was an unlikely choice of location for Mark Heath's
new start-up, given that the American's mastery of the
French language is, by his own cheerful admission,
"atrocious". But the fast-talking New Yorker is among
a growing crowd of British and American
entrepreneurs drawn to France by an optimistic mood
under President Emmanuel Macron and political
worries at home. "Every man has t ... more

Radioactivity from oil and gas wastewater persists in
Pennsylvania stream sediments
Durham NC (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - More than seven years after Pennsylvania officials
requested that the disposal of radium-laden fracking
wastewater into surface waters be restricted, a new
Duke University study finds that high levels of
radioactivity persist in stream sediments at three
disposal sites. The contamination is coming from the
disposal of conventional, or non-fracked, oil and gas
wastewater, which, under curre ... more
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Scientists unveil world's most powerful tractor beam
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - For the first time, scientists have developed a tractor
beam capable for levitating objects larger than an
acoustic wavelength. Scientists believe the
breakthrough could pave the way for tractor beams
powerful enough to levitate humans. Until now, larger
objects trapped in acoustic tractor beams proved
unstable. Acoustic waves tend to transfer some of
their rotational energy to objects, ... more

Request for Expression of Interest (EOI)
Pre-Qualification of Transaction Advisory Firms Enquiry #
LED/222/Service Consultant/17
1. Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas Company
Limited (SSGC), the two gas utility companies operating in Pakistan, as
procuring organization intend to engage the service of a Transaction Advisory
(TA) Firm for Structural Reforms converting the present gas transmission and
distribution arrangement in the Country into four province-wise gas distribution
companies and one nation-wide gas Transmission Company.
2. The scope of the Transaction Advisory Firm will include but not limited to
suggesting detailed Transaction implementation Strategy and Roadmap with the
minimum required changes to the organizational arrangements, corporate
policies, and HR dispensation prevailing in SNGPL and SSGC. Transaction
Advisory Firm will be responsible to execute all necessary Legal and
Commercial arrangements including post-unbundling support. It is envisioned
that a consulting firm, having extensive experience of carrying out
comprehensive gas sector reforms will deploy several highly qualified and
experienced experts for Due diligence of Technical, HR, legal, Financial and
Regulatory assignments with vast experience from the industry. The consulting
firm will bring in specialized technical experts during project period as per project
requirement to enhance the implementation capacity. The Transaction Advisory
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Firm will be responsible for end to end process as a single lead by looking after
the legal and commercial processes required for demerger/ incorporation /
merger of new entities including issuances of necessary regulatory licenses and
completion of all formalities for existing and new setups. Detailed scope of work
expected from the Transaction Advisor and evaluation criteria for the
prequalification process are set out in the EOI documents.
3. Through this advertisement, Expression of Interest (EOI) is invited for the
prequalification of The Consultant Firms having requisite experience in the
matter. In case of local consulting firms they must be duly registered with
Income Tax and Sales tax department(s) and are on Active Taxpayers List of
the Federal Board of Revenue and possess valid professional tax clearance
certificate. Foreign consulting firms will be subject to local tax laws and
regulations as applicable from time to time.
4. The Consulting firms may associate to enhance their qualifications. The
Association" may take the form of either joint venture or sub-consultancy
(mention clearly). After short listing through a separate tender enquiry, the
Transaction Advisory firm will be asked to submit a detailed technical and
financial proposal pursuant to quality and cost based method under single stage
two envelope basis in accordance with the procedures as set out in PPRA
Rules, 2004 and Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulation 2010.
5. Expression of Interest (EOI) documents, (containing detailed terms and
conditions, etc. are available with General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern
Gas Pipelines Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan and / or General
Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited, St - 4 B Block 14,
Sir Shah Suleman Road, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Karachi, Pakistan. Price of the EOI
documents is Rs. 10,000/6. A pre bid meeting will be arranged to deliberate modalities of the assignment
at 11 AM, January 31, 2018, at Sui Southern Gas Company Head Office,
Karachi Interested parties will be required to purchase Expression of Interest
(EOI) documents and submit their queries by January 29, 2018 through email at
the following address:
i) gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk
ii) ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
7. The EOI, prepared in accordance with the given instructions, must reach in
the office of General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern Gas Pipelines
Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan on or before February 19, 2018 by 3
PM and same will be opened at 4 PM. No EOI will be accepted if submitted at
SSGC's office.
8. No profile(s) will be entertained after the time prescribed for submission as
mentioned hereinabove in clause 7 and if submitted after the prescribed time the
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same shall be rejected and returned.
9. This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at and on SNGPL and
SSGC website as and respectively.
This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at www.ppra.org.pk and
on SNGPL & SSGC website as www.sngpl.com.pk and www.ssgc.com.pk
respectively.
General Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited,
Tender Room, CRD Building, Ground Floor
SSGC Head Office Complex, Karachi
Phone No: 0092-2199021024
Fax No: 0092-2199231583
Email: ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
General manager (Procurement),
Sui Northern Gas Pipe Lines Limited,
21-Kashmir Road, Lahore
Phone No: 0092-4299201226
Fax No: 0092-4299201275
Email: gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk

Virtual reality goes magnetic
Dresden, Germany (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - The recent success of Pokemon GO made many
people very familiar with the concept of "augmented
reality": computer-generated perception blends into
the real and virtual worlds. So far, these apps have
largely used optical methods for motion detection.
Physicists at the German Helmholtz-Zentrum
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) working together with
colleagues at the Leibniz Institute for Solid State and
... more

Method uses DNA, nanoparticles and lithography to make
optically active structures
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Northwestern University researchers have developed a
first-of-its-kind technique for creating entirely new
classes of optical materials and devices that could
lead to light bending and cloaking devices - news to
make the ears of Star Trek's Spock perk up. Using
DNA as a key tool, the interdisciplinary team took gold
nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes and
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arranged them in two and t ... more

A Russian scientist improved nanofluids for solar power
plants
Krasnoyarsk, Russia (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - An associate of Siberian Federal University
(SFU) teamed up with his foreign colleagues to
increase the efficiency of the heat transfer medium
used in solar power plants. The results of the study
were published in Renewable Energy journal. Solar
power generation is an area of alternative energy that
uses solar radiation to produce energy. Its advantage
lies in the fact that sunlight is a r ... more

Using crumpled graphene balls to make better batteries
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Lithium metal-based batteries have the potential to turn
the battery industry upside down. With the
theoretically ultra-high capacity of lithium metal used
by itself, this new type of battery could power
everything from personal devices to cars. "In current
batteries, lithium is usually atomically distributed in
another material such as graphite or silicon in the
anode," explains Northwest ... more
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Chinese, Russians shore up Middle East tourism
Madrid (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Chinese and Russian visitors boosted Middle Eastern
tourism last year following a 2016 slump as
Europeans gave the area a wide berth on security
fears, according to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO). The Mideast region as a whole drew 58
million foreign tourists in 2017 - a 4.8 percent rise on
the previous year - the Madrid-based WTO said in its
latest figures released midweek. Jih ... more

Trump angers China, South Korea with new trade tariffs
Washington (AFP) Jan 23, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, triggering an outcry in China
and South Korea and even protests at home. Seoul
said Tuesday it planned to take the issue to the World
Trade Organization while Beijing expressed "strong
dissatisfaction". "Together with other WTO members,
China will resolutely defend ... more

S. Korea's Chinese tourist slump endures despite pledges
Seoul (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - Chinese tourist numbers to South Korea continued to
decline in December, figures showed Monday, even
though Beijing and Seoul pledged to improve relations
strained by a US missile defence system. Seoul and
Washington installed the powerful THAAD (Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense) system in the South last
year to guard against threats from nuclear-armed
North Korea. Beijing saw it as a ... more

Wintershall confirms Libyan oil production restart
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - German energy company Wintershall said it was able
to restart production from a license area in Libya,
which the government said was closed illegally. A
spokesman for the company said production resumed
from the C96 license area, part of the As-Sarah field,
during the weekend. Production was closed in
November following pressure from a municipality that
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complained the national oil compa ... more

Oil prices flat at market open, even after talk of extended
OPEC action
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Word over the weekend of yet another possible
extension to OPEC's balancing act was offset
somewhat by gains in Libya, leaving oil prices even
on Monday. Members of a committee monitoring
compliance with the effort by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries to erase the surplus of
oil on the market met during the weekend in Oman to
discuss the impacts. Oil prices so far this y ... more

Lundin Petroleum revises reserve outlook higher
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - An estimate of the reserves in the Edvard Grieg oil field
off the coast of Norway boosted the recovery outlook
by almost 50 percent, Lundin Petroleum said. Lundin
said Monday its total proved plus probable - known in
the industry as 2P reserves - were 726 million barrels
of oil equivalent as of Dec. 31. Total 2P reserves as of
Dec. 31 reflected an increase of 45.8 million boe, or
abou ... more
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Kurdish oil production expectations high
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Kurdish oil player Gulf Keystone Petroleum said it
wants to set up a commercial framework necessary to
boost gross production by as much as 70 percent.
The company, issuing guidance ahead of its full-year
2017 report, said its production expectations were
met last year and it was looking to stimulate output
from the high end of its guidance for 2018 to around
55,000 barrels of oil per d ... more

Iraq to sign gas deal with US firm for southern field
Baghdad (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Iraq will on Monday sign a memorandum of
understanding with American energy company Orion
to tap gas at an oil field in the south of the country,
the petroleum ministry said. The Nahr Bin Omar field,
situated in the hydrocarbon-rich Basra province, is
currently producing 40,000 barrels of oil a day, but
only a small part of the gas from the field is being
exploited. Iraq is looking to ... more

Oil slick off China coast trebles in size
Beijing (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - The spill from a sunken Iranian tanker off China's east
coast has more than trebled in size, just over a week
after the ship sank in a ball of flames. Authorities
spotted three oil slicks with a total surface area of 332
square kilometres (128 square miles), compared to
101 square kilometres reported on Wednesday, the
State Oceanic Administration said in a statement late
Sunday. The Sanc ... more
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ADVERTISEMENT
+ A Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison Report
Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison The Temperflow? uses a patent pending technology that allows
body heat to ventilate out the mattress, while cooler air can flow back into the mattress.
See www.Temperflow.com for more information about how their technology works. Or
read our comparison report on two different memory foam mattress products.
+ Buy a Temperflow? bed today and sleep better tonight!

Space Media Network is a publisher of
daily trade news for the space,
defense, environment and energy
industry sectors
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To:

"Energy-Daily.com" <energy-daily@energy-daily.com>
Tue, 30 Jan 2018 09:03:36 -0700 (MST)
ADV: EnergyDaily - Jan 30, 2018 - Russia infrastructure spying could cause total chaos: UK Govt; Quantum race for silicon quantum chip accelerates
<ford.stone@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

January 23, 2018

Trump approves steep tariffs on solar panels, washing
machines
Washington (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, US trade officials announced
Monday. The move was quickly decried by the solar
industry, which said the tariffs would create a "crisis"
and cost thousands of US jobs and billions in
investment without helping domestic suppliers meet
rising demand. US Trade Representa ... more

USA: Framatome to acquire Instrumentation and Control
nuclear business of Schneider Electric
Paris, France (SPX) Jan 19, 2018 - Framatome has announced an agreement with
Schneider Electric to acquire its nuclear automation
business. The two companies recently signed an
asset purchase agreement that outlines the terms of
the sale, which is expected to close before the end of
the first quarter of 2018. The acquisition expands
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Framatome's instrumentation and control (I and C)
offerings. These systems are the central n ... more

Start-up nation: Macron's France lures US, UK tech
Paris (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - France was an unlikely choice of location for Mark Heath's
new start-up, given that the American's mastery of the
French language is, by his own cheerful admission,
"atrocious". But the fast-talking New Yorker is among
a growing crowd of British and American
entrepreneurs drawn to France by an optimistic mood
under President Emmanuel Macron and political
worries at home. "Every man has t ... more

Radioactivity from oil and gas wastewater persists in
Pennsylvania stream sediments
Durham NC (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - More than seven years after Pennsylvania officials
requested that the disposal of radium-laden fracking
wastewater into surface waters be restricted, a new
Duke University study finds that high levels of
radioactivity persist in stream sediments at three
disposal sites. The contamination is coming from the
disposal of conventional, or non-fracked, oil and gas
wastewater, which, under curre ... more
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Scientists unveil world's most powerful tractor beam
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - For the first time, scientists have developed a tractor
beam capable for levitating objects larger than an
acoustic wavelength. Scientists believe the
breakthrough could pave the way for tractor beams
powerful enough to levitate humans. Until now, larger
objects trapped in acoustic tractor beams proved
unstable. Acoustic waves tend to transfer some of
their rotational energy to objects, ... more

Request for Expression of Interest (EOI)
Pre-Qualification of Transaction Advisory Firms Enquiry #
LED/222/Service Consultant/17
1. Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas Company
Limited (SSGC), the two gas utility companies operating in Pakistan, as
procuring organization intend to engage the service of a Transaction Advisory
(TA) Firm for Structural Reforms converting the present gas transmission and
distribution arrangement in the Country into four province-wise gas distribution
companies and one nation-wide gas Transmission Company.
2. The scope of the Transaction Advisory Firm will include but not limited to
suggesting detailed Transaction implementation Strategy and Roadmap with the
minimum required changes to the organizational arrangements, corporate
policies, and HR dispensation prevailing in SNGPL and SSGC. Transaction
Advisory Firm will be responsible to execute all necessary Legal and
Commercial arrangements including post-unbundling support. It is envisioned
that a consulting firm, having extensive experience of carrying out
comprehensive gas sector reforms will deploy several highly qualified and
experienced experts for Due diligence of Technical, HR, legal, Financial and
Regulatory assignments with vast experience from the industry. The consulting
firm will bring in specialized technical experts during project period as per project
requirement to enhance the implementation capacity. The Transaction Advisory
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Firm will be responsible for end to end process as a single lead by looking after
the legal and commercial processes required for demerger/ incorporation /
merger of new entities including issuances of necessary regulatory licenses and
completion of all formalities for existing and new setups. Detailed scope of work
expected from the Transaction Advisor and evaluation criteria for the
prequalification process are set out in the EOI documents.
3. Through this advertisement, Expression of Interest (EOI) is invited for the
prequalification of The Consultant Firms having requisite experience in the
matter. In case of local consulting firms they must be duly registered with
Income Tax and Sales tax department(s) and are on Active Taxpayers List of
the Federal Board of Revenue and possess valid professional tax clearance
certificate. Foreign consulting firms will be subject to local tax laws and
regulations as applicable from time to time.
4. The Consulting firms may associate to enhance their qualifications. The
Association" may take the form of either joint venture or sub-consultancy
(mention clearly). After short listing through a separate tender enquiry, the
Transaction Advisory firm will be asked to submit a detailed technical and
financial proposal pursuant to quality and cost based method under single stage
two envelope basis in accordance with the procedures as set out in PPRA
Rules, 2004 and Procurement of Consultancy Services Regulation 2010.
5. Expression of Interest (EOI) documents, (containing detailed terms and
conditions, etc. are available with General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern
Gas Pipelines Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan and / or General
Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited, St - 4 B Block 14,
Sir Shah Suleman Road, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Karachi, Pakistan. Price of the EOI
documents is Rs. 10,000/6. A pre bid meeting will be arranged to deliberate modalities of the assignment
at 11 AM, January 31, 2018, at Sui Southern Gas Company Head Office,
Karachi Interested parties will be required to purchase Expression of Interest
(EOI) documents and submit their queries by January 29, 2018 through email at
the following address:
i) gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk
ii) ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
7. The EOI, prepared in accordance with the given instructions, must reach in
the office of General Manager (Procurement) Sui Northern Gas Pipelines
Limited, 21 Kashmir Road, Lahore Pakistan on or before February 19, 2018 by 3
PM and same will be opened at 4 PM. No EOI will be accepted if submitted at
SSGC's office.
8. No profile(s) will be entertained after the time prescribed for submission as
mentioned hereinabove in clause 7 and if submitted after the prescribed time the
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same shall be rejected and returned.
9. This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at and on SNGPL and
SSGC website as and respectively.
This advertisement is also available on PPRA web site at www.ppra.org.pk and
on SNGPL & SSGC website as www.sngpl.com.pk and www.ssgc.com.pk
respectively.
General Manager (Procurement) Sui Southern Gas Company Limited,
Tender Room, CRD Building, Ground Floor
SSGC Head Office Complex, Karachi
Phone No: 0092-2199021024
Fax No: 0092-2199231583
Email: ali.khan@ssgc.com.pk
General manager (Procurement),
Sui Northern Gas Pipe Lines Limited,
21-Kashmir Road, Lahore
Phone No: 0092-4299201226
Fax No: 0092-4299201275
Email: gmpurchase@sngpl.com.pk

Virtual reality goes magnetic
Dresden, Germany (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - The recent success of Pokemon GO made many
people very familiar with the concept of "augmented
reality": computer-generated perception blends into
the real and virtual worlds. So far, these apps have
largely used optical methods for motion detection.
Physicists at the German Helmholtz-Zentrum
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) working together with
colleagues at the Leibniz Institute for Solid State and
... more

Method uses DNA, nanoparticles and lithography to make
optically active structures
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Northwestern University researchers have developed a
first-of-its-kind technique for creating entirely new
classes of optical materials and devices that could
lead to light bending and cloaking devices - news to
make the ears of Star Trek's Spock perk up. Using
DNA as a key tool, the interdisciplinary team took gold
nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes and
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arranged them in two and t ... more

A Russian scientist improved nanofluids for solar power
plants
Krasnoyarsk, Russia (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - An associate of Siberian Federal University
(SFU) teamed up with his foreign colleagues to
increase the efficiency of the heat transfer medium
used in solar power plants. The results of the study
were published in Renewable Energy journal. Solar
power generation is an area of alternative energy that
uses solar radiation to produce energy. Its advantage
lies in the fact that sunlight is a r ... more

Using crumpled graphene balls to make better batteries
Chicago IL (SPX) Jan 23, 2018 - Lithium metal-based batteries have the potential to turn
the battery industry upside down. With the
theoretically ultra-high capacity of lithium metal used
by itself, this new type of battery could power
everything from personal devices to cars. "In current
batteries, lithium is usually atomically distributed in
another material such as graphite or silicon in the
anode," explains Northwest ... more
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Chinese, Russians shore up Middle East tourism
Madrid (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Chinese and Russian visitors boosted Middle Eastern
tourism last year following a 2016 slump as
Europeans gave the area a wide berth on security
fears, according to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO). The Mideast region as a whole drew 58
million foreign tourists in 2017 - a 4.8 percent rise on
the previous year - the Madrid-based WTO said in its
latest figures released midweek. Jih ... more

Trump angers China, South Korea with new trade tariffs
Washington (AFP) Jan 23, 2018 - President Donald Trump has approved steep tariffs on
imports of solar panels and washing machines to
protect US producers, triggering an outcry in China
and South Korea and even protests at home. Seoul
said Tuesday it planned to take the issue to the World
Trade Organization while Beijing expressed "strong
dissatisfaction". "Together with other WTO members,
China will resolutely defend ... more

S. Korea's Chinese tourist slump endures despite pledges
Seoul (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - Chinese tourist numbers to South Korea continued to
decline in December, figures showed Monday, even
though Beijing and Seoul pledged to improve relations
strained by a US missile defence system. Seoul and
Washington installed the powerful THAAD (Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense) system in the South last
year to guard against threats from nuclear-armed
North Korea. Beijing saw it as a ... more

Wintershall confirms Libyan oil production restart
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - German energy company Wintershall said it was able
to restart production from a license area in Libya,
which the government said was closed illegally. A
spokesman for the company said production resumed
from the C96 license area, part of the As-Sarah field,
during the weekend. Production was closed in
November following pressure from a municipality that
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complained the national oil compa ... more

Oil prices flat at market open, even after talk of extended
OPEC action
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Word over the weekend of yet another possible
extension to OPEC's balancing act was offset
somewhat by gains in Libya, leaving oil prices even
on Monday. Members of a committee monitoring
compliance with the effort by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries to erase the surplus of
oil on the market met during the weekend in Oman to
discuss the impacts. Oil prices so far this y ... more

Lundin Petroleum revises reserve outlook higher
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - An estimate of the reserves in the Edvard Grieg oil field
off the coast of Norway boosted the recovery outlook
by almost 50 percent, Lundin Petroleum said. Lundin
said Monday its total proved plus probable - known in
the industry as 2P reserves - were 726 million barrels
of oil equivalent as of Dec. 31. Total 2P reserves as of
Dec. 31 reflected an increase of 45.8 million boe, or
abou ... more
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Kurdish oil production expectations high
Washington (UPI) Jan 22, 2018 - Kurdish oil player Gulf Keystone Petroleum said it
wants to set up a commercial framework necessary to
boost gross production by as much as 70 percent.
The company, issuing guidance ahead of its full-year
2017 report, said its production expectations were
met last year and it was looking to stimulate output
from the high end of its guidance for 2018 to around
55,000 barrels of oil per d ... more

Iraq to sign gas deal with US firm for southern field
Baghdad (AFP) Jan 21, 2018 - Iraq will on Monday sign a memorandum of
understanding with American energy company Orion
to tap gas at an oil field in the south of the country,
the petroleum ministry said. The Nahr Bin Omar field,
situated in the hydrocarbon-rich Basra province, is
currently producing 40,000 barrels of oil a day, but
only a small part of the gas from the field is being
exploited. Iraq is looking to ... more

Oil slick off China coast trebles in size
Beijing (AFP) Jan 22, 2018 - The spill from a sunken Iranian tanker off China's east
coast has more than trebled in size, just over a week
after the ship sank in a ball of flames. Authorities
spotted three oil slicks with a total surface area of 332
square kilometres (128 square miles), compared to
101 square kilometres reported on Wednesday, the
State Oceanic Administration said in a statement late
Sunday. The Sanc ... more
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ADVERTISEMENT
+ A Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison Report
Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison The Temperflow? uses a patent pending technology that allows
body heat to ventilate out the mattress, while cooler air can flow back into the mattress.
See www.Temperflow.com for more information about how their technology works. Or
read our comparison report on two different memory foam mattress products.
+ Buy a Temperflow? bed today and sleep better tonight!

Space Media Network is a publisher of
daily trade news for the space,
defense, environment and energy
industry sectors
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From: "Kids Discover" <noreply@kidsdiscover.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 06:33:53 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Engaging Resources for Teaching Black History Month
To: <paula.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

February is African American History Month!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

ONLINE

APPS

PRINT

BLOG

Black History Month is here!
Honor the achievements of African Americans this month with these engaging
classroom activities and reading resources. Students will dive into units on Civil
Rights, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks, and Jackie Robinson, learning about
these iconic heroes as well as lesser-known historical figures.

Civil Rights
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Our unit on the Civil Rights movement introduces kids to the protests, violence, and
political upheaval that marked this period and continue to be relevant today. Topics
include Defining Civil Rights, The Rise of Segregation, Heroes of the Movement, and
more. This Unit is also available in Print.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on Civil Rights
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest about the history of the Civil
Rights movement. These activities integrate Social
Studies, Music, Art, and Language Arts.

MLK JR. UNIT
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. believed positive words and nonviolent actions could
change the world. He preached love and inspired millions of people all across the
country, and the world. Learn about King’s life and vision in our Unit here. For
those who prefer print, you can purchase it here.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on MLK Jr.
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest in MLK Jr. These activities
integrate Social Studies, Geography, Art, and Language
Arts.

JACKIE ROBINSON UNIT
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Jackie Robinson made history on April 15, 1947. That day, he became the first
African American to play major league baseball in the twentieth century. Learn about
the the groundbreaking life of baseball hero Jackie Robinson, from his early days in
Georgia to his star turn as a Brooklyn Dodger. Find our Print Title on Jackie
Robinson here.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on Jackie Robinson
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest in Jackie Robinson. These
activities integrate Math, Sports, Music, Social Studies,
Art, and Language Arts.

FREE ROSA PARKS MINI UNIT
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Rosa Parks had endured prejudice, bigotry, and injustice all her life. She knew this
was unfair, and was determined to make a change. Learn about Parks’ early
experiences and demonstrations with our free Topics Living in a World of
Segregation and The Montgomery Bus Boycott.

192 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10016
http://www.kidsdiscover.com

STAY CONNECTED

Copyright © 2018. All Rights Reserved.
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From: "Kids Discover" <noreply@kidsdiscover.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 07:31:13 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Engaging Resources for Teaching Black History Month
To: <michael.stokum@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

February is African American History Month!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

ONLINE

APPS

PRINT

BLOG

Black History Month is here!
Honor the achievements of African Americans this month with these engaging
classroom activities and reading resources. Students will dive into units on Civil
Rights, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks, and Jackie Robinson, learning about
these iconic heroes as well as lesser-known historical figures.

Civil Rights
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Our unit on the Civil Rights movement introduces kids to the protests, violence, and
political upheaval that marked this period and continue to be relevant today. Topics
include Defining Civil Rights, The Rise of Segregation, Heroes of the Movement, and
more. This Unit is also available in Print.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on Civil Rights
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest about the history of the Civil
Rights movement. These activities integrate Social
Studies, Music, Art, and Language Arts.

MLK JR. UNIT
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. believed positive words and nonviolent actions could
change the world. He preached love and inspired millions of people all across the
country, and the world. Learn about King’s life and vision in our Unit here. For
those who prefer print, you can purchase it here.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on MLK Jr.
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest in MLK Jr. These activities
integrate Social Studies, Geography, Art, and Language
Arts.

JACKIE ROBINSON UNIT
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Jackie Robinson made history on April 15, 1947. That day, he became the first
African American to play major league baseball in the twentieth century. Learn about
the the groundbreaking life of baseball hero Jackie Robinson, from his early days in
Georgia to his star turn as a Brooklyn Dodger. Find our Print Title on Jackie
Robinson here.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on Jackie Robinson
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest in Jackie Robinson. These
activities integrate Math, Sports, Music, Social Studies,
Art, and Language Arts.

FREE ROSA PARKS MINI UNIT
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Rosa Parks had endured prejudice, bigotry, and injustice all her life. She knew this
was unfair, and was determined to make a change. Learn about Parks’ early
experiences and demonstrations with our free Topics Living in a World of
Segregation and The Montgomery Bus Boycott.

192 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10016
http://www.kidsdiscover.com

STAY CONNECTED

Copyright © 2018. All Rights Reserved.
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From: "Kids Discover" <noreply@kidsdiscover.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 05:46:11 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Engaging Resources for Teaching Black History Month
To: <carla.gamlin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

February is African American History Month!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

ONLINE

APPS

PRINT

BLOG

Black History Month is here!
Honor the achievements of African Americans this month with these engaging
classroom activities and reading resources. Students will dive into units on Civil
Rights, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks, and Jackie Robinson, learning about
these iconic heroes as well as lesser-known historical figures.

Civil Rights
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Our unit on the Civil Rights movement introduces kids to the protests, violence, and
political upheaval that marked this period and continue to be relevant today. Topics
include Defining Civil Rights, The Rise of Segregation, Heroes of the Movement, and
more. This Unit is also available in Print.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on Civil Rights
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest about the history of the Civil
Rights movement. These activities integrate Social
Studies, Music, Art, and Language Arts.

MLK JR. UNIT
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. believed positive words and nonviolent actions could
change the world. He preached love and inspired millions of people all across the
country, and the world. Learn about King’s life and vision in our Unit here. For
those who prefer print, you can purchase it here.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on MLK Jr.
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest in MLK Jr. These activities
integrate Social Studies, Geography, Art, and Language
Arts.

JACKIE ROBINSON UNIT
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Jackie Robinson made history on April 15, 1947. That day, he became the first
African American to play major league baseball in the twentieth century. Learn about
the the groundbreaking life of baseball hero Jackie Robinson, from his early days in
Georgia to his star turn as a Brooklyn Dodger. Find our Print Title on Jackie
Robinson here.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on Jackie Robinson
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest in Jackie Robinson. These
activities integrate Math, Sports, Music, Social Studies,
Art, and Language Arts.

FREE ROSA PARKS MINI UNIT
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Rosa Parks had endured prejudice, bigotry, and injustice all her life. She knew this
was unfair, and was determined to make a change. Learn about Parks’ early
experiences and demonstrations with our free Topics Living in a World of
Segregation and The Montgomery Bus Boycott.

192 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10016
http://www.kidsdiscover.com

STAY CONNECTED

Copyright © 2018. All Rights Reserved.
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From: "Kids Discover" <noreply@kidsdiscover.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 06:34:06 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Engaging Resources for Teaching Black History Month
To: <martha.mirelessoto@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

February is African American History Month!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

ONLINE

APPS

PRINT

BLOG

Black History Month is here!
Honor the achievements of African Americans this month with these engaging
classroom activities and reading resources. Students will dive into units on Civil
Rights, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks, and Jackie Robinson, learning about
these iconic heroes as well as lesser-known historical figures.

Civil Rights
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Our unit on the Civil Rights movement introduces kids to the protests, violence, and
political upheaval that marked this period and continue to be relevant today. Topics
include Defining Civil Rights, The Rise of Segregation, Heroes of the Movement, and
more. This Unit is also available in Print.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on Civil Rights
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest about the history of the Civil
Rights movement. These activities integrate Social
Studies, Music, Art, and Language Arts.

MLK JR. UNIT
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. believed positive words and nonviolent actions could
change the world. He preached love and inspired millions of people all across the
country, and the world. Learn about King’s life and vision in our Unit here. For
those who prefer print, you can purchase it here.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on MLK Jr.
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest in MLK Jr. These activities
integrate Social Studies, Geography, Art, and Language
Arts.

JACKIE ROBINSON UNIT
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Jackie Robinson made history on April 15, 1947. That day, he became the first
African American to play major league baseball in the twentieth century. Learn about
the the groundbreaking life of baseball hero Jackie Robinson, from his early days in
Georgia to his star turn as a Brooklyn Dodger. Find our Print Title on Jackie
Robinson here.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on Jackie Robinson
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest in Jackie Robinson. These
activities integrate Math, Sports, Music, Social Studies,
Art, and Language Arts.

FREE ROSA PARKS MINI UNIT
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Rosa Parks had endured prejudice, bigotry, and injustice all her life. She knew this
was unfair, and was determined to make a change. Learn about Parks’ early
experiences and demonstrations with our free Topics Living in a World of
Segregation and The Montgomery Bus Boycott.

192 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10016
http://www.kidsdiscover.com

STAY CONNECTED

Copyright © 2018. All Rights Reserved.
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From: "Kids Discover" <noreply@kidsdiscover.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 06:32:33 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Engaging Resources for Teaching Black History Month
To: <annamarie.fiala@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

February is African American History Month!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

ONLINE

APPS

PRINT

BLOG

Black History Month is here!
Honor the achievements of African Americans this month with these engaging
classroom activities and reading resources. Students will dive into units on Civil
Rights, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks, and Jackie Robinson, learning about
these iconic heroes as well as lesser-known historical figures.

Civil Rights
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Our unit on the Civil Rights movement introduces kids to the protests, violence, and
political upheaval that marked this period and continue to be relevant today. Topics
include Defining Civil Rights, The Rise of Segregation, Heroes of the Movement, and
more. This Unit is also available in Print.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on Civil Rights
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest about the history of the Civil
Rights movement. These activities integrate Social
Studies, Music, Art, and Language Arts.

MLK JR. UNIT
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. believed positive words and nonviolent actions could
change the world. He preached love and inspired millions of people all across the
country, and the world. Learn about King’s life and vision in our Unit here. For
those who prefer print, you can purchase it here.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on MLK Jr.
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest in MLK Jr. These activities
integrate Social Studies, Geography, Art, and Language
Arts.

JACKIE ROBINSON UNIT
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Jackie Robinson made history on April 15, 1947. That day, he became the first
African American to play major league baseball in the twentieth century. Learn about
the the groundbreaking life of baseball hero Jackie Robinson, from his early days in
Georgia to his star turn as a Brooklyn Dodger. Find our Print Title on Jackie
Robinson here.
Free Cross-Curricular Activities on Jackie Robinson
Have students try these activities to expand their
knowledge and interest in Jackie Robinson. These
activities integrate Math, Sports, Music, Social Studies,
Art, and Language Arts.

FREE ROSA PARKS MINI UNIT
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Rosa Parks had endured prejudice, bigotry, and injustice all her life. She knew this
was unfair, and was determined to make a change. Learn about Parks’ early
experiences and demonstrations with our free Topics Living in a World of
Segregation and The Montgomery Bus Boycott.

192 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10016
http://www.kidsdiscover.com

STAY CONNECTED

Copyright © 2018. All Rights Reserved.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"AccuRadio" <updates@accuradio.com>
Fri, 2 Feb 2018 11:16:35 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Halftime stars and football anthems for Sunday's game
<roxy.espinoza@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

APPS

FAQ

CONTACT US

IT'S LIKE A BOWL OF SUPER CHANNELS
GET FIRED UP FOR FOOTBALL!
Hey Superb Owl fans!
After our search for superb owl-related music came up empty, we thought
we'd share some channels that'll get you and your crowd pumped up before
(and after) Sunday's big game, including a channel featuring legendary
halftime performers. Enjoy the game!
—All your rowdy friends at AccuRadio

HALFTIME HEADLINERS
A Bowl of Super musical acts and songs that
have rocked the halftime show

» TUNE IN

MARCHING BANDS & FIGHT
SONGS
You love a parade! Big horns and drums to
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charge you up

» TUNE IN

FRIDAY NIGHT TAILGATE
COUNTRY
Music for some Friday night spirit!

» TUNE IN

ACCURADIO CELEBRATES BLACK
HISTORY MONTH
SHOWCASING LEGENDARY ARTISTRY

BLACK AMERICAN #1s

BLACK MUSIC'S
LEGENDARY LABELS

JAZZ AND THE BLACK
EXPERIENCE

#1 Billboard Hot 100 hits
from African American

The enduring music of

Spirituals, protest songs,

artists of the past 50 years

Motown, Stax, Philadelphia

and music that highlights the

International, and Vee-Jay

African roots of Jazz

» TUNE IN
» TUNE IN

» TUNE IN

Find our entire lineup of music channels on AccuRadio.com.
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DOWNLOAD OUR APPS
iOS
Android
Sonos
Roku

Coming Soon:
Alexa
Google Home

Share this email:

Manage your preferences | Opt out using TrueRemove®
Got this as a forward? Sign up to receive our future emails.
View this email online.

10 West Hubbard Street Suite 5W
Chicago, IL | 60654 US
This email was sent to roxy.espinoza@carlsbad.k12.nm.us.
To continue receiving our emails, add us to your address book.
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support@accuradio.com

From: "TED Talks Daily" <no_reply@ted.com>
Sent Date: Sun, 11 Feb 2018 07:41:19 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: How protest is redefining democracy around the world
To: <bess.rusk@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Watch and share today’s TED Talk. View it in your browser.

FEBRUARY 11, 2018

NEW ON TED.COM

How protest is redefining democracy around the world

10:15 minutes · TEDGlobal 2017

The democratic process is messy, complicated and often inefficient -- but
across Africa, activists are redefining democracy by putting protest at its
center. In an illuminating talk, political scientist Zachariah Mampilly gives us a
primer on the current wave of protests reshaping countries like Tunisia,
Malawi and Zimbabwe -- and explains how this form of political dissension
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expands our political imaginations beyond what we're told is possible.
Watch now »

PLAYLIST OF THE DAY

How to be your own advocate
If you don't fight for yourself, who will? Watch »
8 talks · Total run time 1:52:47

NEW ON IDEAS.TED.COM

Why we need to call out casual racism

We can’t have an honest reckoning about race until we start to recognize all
the ways in which privilege and prejudice creep into our lives, says author and
digital strategist Luvvie Ajayi.
Read more »
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Join us on Facebook

Follow us @TEDTalks

You are receiving this email because you've subscribed to our mailing list.
You might also like our weekly emails, compiling all the week’s TED Talks in one handy mailing.
Copyright © 2018 TED, All rights reserved.
You're receiving the TED Talks daily email because you subscribed to it on TED.com. (Was this forwarded by a friend? You
can sign up here: http://www.ted.com/newsletter )
Our mailing address is:
TED
330 Hudson Street
11th Floor
New York, NY 10013
Add us to your address book
unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences view email in browser
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Innovative Educators" <mail@innovativeducators.org>
Thu, 18 Jan 2018 09:09:28 -0700 (MST)
ADV: How To Legally Balance Free Speech & Safe Spaces On Campus
<lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Innovative Educators
___________________________________________
How To Legally Balance Free Speech & Safe Spaces
On Campus
Wednesday, February 7 ~ 3:00-4:00pm (Eastern)
Get More Info!

Key Takeaway
This webinar is designed to assist student affairs professionals to understand their rights
and responsibilities when it comes to managing free speech and expression on campus.
This webinar also reviews the speech practices at the University of Central Florida, a
68,000 student campus that hosts hundreds of speeches and protests every year.
Overview
The debate between the need for safe spaces versus the right to free expression has
reached third rail status. To take a position at all between unfettered speech and
immediate appeals to emotional safety is an invitation to cut short your career. It has not
always been that way. College campuses have a rich history of speech interactions that
were uncomfortable. This webinar will chronicle the history of campus speech protections
and examine one campus' efforts to help safe spaces and free expression coexist without
the imperative everyone play nice.
Objectives
Explore a history of free speech and expression on the American college campus
Understanding the legal framework and ethical responsibility for universities to
support and provide avenues for free speech and expression while providing a safe
learning environment
Study a meta-analysis of current free speech and expression policies currently
supported at higher education institutions
Critique the guidelines on how to manage and encourage free expression and
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support students who may be impacted by speech content
Learn best practices for staff related to on campuses interactions with protestors
and concerned students
Free Resources
CIRCLE - The Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning &
Engagement
The Chilling Effect of Fear at America's Colleges
Click Here To View All Of Our Free Resources!

You Might Also Be Interested In
Minors On Campus: Maintaining Safety & Minimizing Risk

Recruiting Gen Z Students:
How To Leverage Technology & Utilize Performance Measures
(2-Part Workshop)
Student Self-Advocacy:
Four Critical Areas To Help Students Help Themselves

View our calendar of events!

Innovative Educators
P: 303.955.0415 | F: 866.508.0860 | support@ieinfo.org | innovativeeducators.org
Stay Connected

Innovative Educators, 3277 Carbon PL, Boulder, CO 80301
SafeUnsubscribe™lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by mail@innovativeducators.org in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 10:01:56 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Introducing the Duchess Harris Collection!
<juhree.cope@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Introducing the Duchess Harris Collection, a compelling line of books providing
scholarly expertise with collegiate perspectives for mid- and high-level grades.
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Many of today's enduring differences between the female and male experience are still
not widely obvious. This series examines the gender-based biases ensconced in the
American way of life and invites readers to form their own opinions.
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This series examines the freedoms and values that Americans hold dear, including their
historical importance and their application. The series critically examines these ideals,
while encouraging readers to think critically about them too.
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The news media and its function in US society have become major topics of conversation
and debate. This series examines several key issues in modern news and gives readers tips
on how to view the media through a more informed lens.
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From protesting taxation without representation to resisting racial bias in the justice
system, these movements have been influential in writing US history. This series covers
influential protests through American history.
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Hidden Human Computers discusses how black women made critical contributions to
NASA by performing calculations that made it possible for the nation's astronauts to fly
into space and return safely to Earth.

â˜…
STARRED REVIEW â˜…
Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA
from Essential Library, an imprint of the Abdo Publishing division
"For students wanting to know more about the African American female NASA workers depicted in the
movie Hidden Figures, there's just such a volume in the Hidden Heroes series. An essential purchase
for STEM collections."
-- Booklist, April 2017
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Black Lives Matter covers the shootings that touched off passionate protests, the work of
activists to bring about a more just legal system, and the tensions in US society that these
events have brought to light.
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Race and Policing examines recent incidents of minorities being mistreated or dying in
police custody, delving into the historical institutions and exploring what police the
communities they serve are doing to improve communication and relationships.
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ABDO, P.O. Box 398166, Minneapolis, MN 55439
SafeUnsubscribe™juhree.cope@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by pabdo@abdopublishing.com in collaboration with
Try it free today
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 10:01:51 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Introducing the Duchess Harris Collection!
<carla.gamlin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Introducing the Duchess Harris Collection, a compelling line of books providing
scholarly expertise with collegiate perspectives for mid- and high-level grades.
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Many of today's enduring differences between the female and male experience are still
not widely obvious. This series examines the gender-based biases ensconced in the
American way of life and invites readers to form their own opinions.
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This series examines the freedoms and values that Americans hold dear, including their
historical importance and their application. The series critically examines these ideals,
while encouraging readers to think critically about them too.
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The news media and its function in US society have become major topics of conversation
and debate. This series examines several key issues in modern news and gives readers tips
on how to view the media through a more informed lens.
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From protesting taxation without representation to resisting racial bias in the justice
system, these movements have been influential in writing US history. This series covers
influential protests through American history.
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Hidden Human Computers discusses how black women made critical contributions to
NASA by performing calculations that made it possible for the nation's astronauts to fly
into space and return safely to Earth.

â˜…
STARRED REVIEW â˜…
Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA
from Essential Library, an imprint of the Abdo Publishing division
"For students wanting to know more about the African American female NASA workers depicted in the
movie Hidden Figures, there's just such a volume in the Hidden Heroes series. An essential purchase
for STEM collections."
-- Booklist, April 2017
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Black Lives Matter covers the shootings that touched off passionate protests, the work of
activists to bring about a more just legal system, and the tensions in US society that these
events have brought to light.
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Race and Policing examines recent incidents of minorities being mistreated or dying in
police custody, delving into the historical institutions and exploring what police the
communities they serve are doing to improve communication and relationships.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 10:02:15 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Introducing the Duchess Harris Collection!
<teresa.garcia@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Introducing the Duchess Harris Collection, a compelling line of books providing
scholarly expertise with collegiate perspectives for mid- and high-level grades.
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Many of today's enduring differences between the female and male experience are still
not widely obvious. This series examines the gender-based biases ensconced in the
American way of life and invites readers to form their own opinions.
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This series examines the freedoms and values that Americans hold dear, including their
historical importance and their application. The series critically examines these ideals,
while encouraging readers to think critically about them too.
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The news media and its function in US society have become major topics of conversation
and debate. This series examines several key issues in modern news and gives readers tips
on how to view the media through a more informed lens.
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From protesting taxation without representation to resisting racial bias in the justice
system, these movements have been influential in writing US history. This series covers
influential protests through American history.
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Hidden Human Computers discusses how black women made critical contributions to
NASA by performing calculations that made it possible for the nation's astronauts to fly
into space and return safely to Earth.

â˜…
STARRED REVIEW â˜…
Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA
from Essential Library, an imprint of the Abdo Publishing division
"For students wanting to know more about the African American female NASA workers depicted in the
movie Hidden Figures, there's just such a volume in the Hidden Heroes series. An essential purchase
for STEM collections."
-- Booklist, April 2017
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Black Lives Matter covers the shootings that touched off passionate protests, the work of
activists to bring about a more just legal system, and the tensions in US society that these
events have brought to light.
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Race and Policing examines recent incidents of minorities being mistreated or dying in
police custody, delving into the historical institutions and exploring what police the
communities they serve are doing to improve communication and relationships.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 10:01:53 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Introducing the Duchess Harris Collection!
<linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Introducing the Duchess Harris Collection, a compelling line of books providing
scholarly expertise with collegiate perspectives for mid- and high-level grades.
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Many of today's enduring differences between the female and male experience are still
not widely obvious. This series examines the gender-based biases ensconced in the
American way of life and invites readers to form their own opinions.
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This series examines the freedoms and values that Americans hold dear, including their
historical importance and their application. The series critically examines these ideals,
while encouraging readers to think critically about them too.
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The news media and its function in US society have become major topics of conversation
and debate. This series examines several key issues in modern news and gives readers tips
on how to view the media through a more informed lens.
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From protesting taxation without representation to resisting racial bias in the justice
system, these movements have been influential in writing US history. This series covers
influential protests through American history.
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Hidden Human Computers discusses how black women made critical contributions to
NASA by performing calculations that made it possible for the nation's astronauts to fly
into space and return safely to Earth.

â˜…
STARRED REVIEW â˜…
Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA
from Essential Library, an imprint of the Abdo Publishing division
"For students wanting to know more about the African American female NASA workers depicted in the
movie Hidden Figures, there's just such a volume in the Hidden Heroes series. An essential purchase
for STEM collections."
-- Booklist, April 2017
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Black Lives Matter covers the shootings that touched off passionate protests, the work of
activists to bring about a more just legal system, and the tensions in US society that these
events have brought to light.
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Race and Policing examines recent incidents of minorities being mistreated or dying in
police custody, delving into the historical institutions and exploring what police the
communities they serve are doing to improve communication and relationships.
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Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ABDO" <pabdo@abdopublishing.com>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 10:02:02 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Introducing the Duchess Harris Collection!
<lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it via a web browser.

Introducing the Duchess Harris Collection, a compelling line of books providing
scholarly expertise with collegiate perspectives for mid- and high-level grades.
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Many of today's enduring differences between the female and male experience are still
not widely obvious. This series examines the gender-based biases ensconced in the
American way of life and invites readers to form their own opinions.
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This series examines the freedoms and values that Americans hold dear, including their
historical importance and their application. The series critically examines these ideals,
while encouraging readers to think critically about them too.
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The news media and its function in US society have become major topics of conversation
and debate. This series examines several key issues in modern news and gives readers tips
on how to view the media through a more informed lens.
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From protesting taxation without representation to resisting racial bias in the justice
system, these movements have been influential in writing US history. This series covers
influential protests through American history.
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Hidden Human Computers discusses how black women made critical contributions to
NASA by performing calculations that made it possible for the nation's astronauts to fly
into space and return safely to Earth.

â˜…
STARRED REVIEW â˜…
Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA
from Essential Library, an imprint of the Abdo Publishing division
"For students wanting to know more about the African American female NASA workers depicted in the
movie Hidden Figures, there's just such a volume in the Hidden Heroes series. An essential purchase
for STEM collections."
-- Booklist, April 2017
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Black Lives Matter covers the shootings that touched off passionate protests, the work of
activists to bring about a more just legal system, and the tensions in US society that these
events have brought to light.
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Race and Policing examines recent incidents of minorities being mistreated or dying in
police custody, delving into the historical institutions and exploring what police the
communities they serve are doing to improve communication and relationships.
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From: "Cathie Patin" <cpatin@nigp.org>
Sent Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 06:50:48 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Laura, 3 New Practical & Engaging Courses Coming Your Way...
To: "Laura Garcia" <laura.garcia@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Click here to view this message in a browser window.

Don't Miss These Upcoming Learning Opportunities
Developing & Managing RFPs
Online Course | February 15 - April 12

CPPB Prep
Online Course | February 28 - April 11

Fundamentals of Leadership & Management
Online Course | March 8 - May 3

3 New Engaging Courses
Coming your way - face-to-face courses
on these trending topics - FEMA, Financial Analysis, and
Solutions to Procurement Challenges.

How well do you know your contract terms?
Take this interactive quiz and find out. Test
your contract knowledge this month.

Global Best Practice
page 1 of 2
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Protests - understanding the reasons
that contribute to filing a protest.

Agency Accreditation - Congrats!
Sound Transit, Washington earned NIGP's
top award The Pareto Award and
the Regional Municipality of Peel, Ontario achieved the OA4
award.

Contract Administration Community
Did you know this community is on Nsite? J
oin the discussion today - you may want to
share your contract terminology.

Copyright © 2018 NIGP
Our address is 2411 Dulles Corner Park, Suite 350, Herndon, VA 20171
If you do not wish to receive future email, click here.
(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.)
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From: "Europe Comics Library News" <contact@europecomics.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 23 Jan 2018 05:43:04 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Library Edition: Our Brand New Newsletter
To: <lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View in browser

Dearest Librarians & Educators,
If you're reading this then we met at ALA
Annual/LibCon Live, which means you like
comics, which means that we like you.
Despite our young age, our catalog
counts 500 titles in English and digital format.
More than 50 have already been licensed in the
US and will soon be in print. We select our titles
from the catalogs of established
European publishers with large backlists and
numerous new releases.
We do our best to bring you a rich and
diverse array of stories, genres and styles. And
we'd be delighted to hear from you as
any feedback is valuable to us (just reply to this
message). Also, do get in touch if you need any
reading PDFs, and find our books on OverDrive
and soon Hoopla.
Last but not least, we wish you a New
Year filled with comics-hungry patrons!
The Europe Comics Team
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5 FEMALE CHARACTERS COMBATTING
STEREOTYPES
Discover five women and their unwillingness to accept the role society has
given them. Unconventional in their own way, or living much ahead of their
time, they all try as much as they can to break free of social norms and
restrictions.
Read more
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INTL HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE DAY:
THE READING LIST
January 27 is International Holocaust Remembrance Day. To commemorate
this day we’ve put together a Jewish Interest reading list.
Read more
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BIOGRAPHY / 17+

FANTASY / 7+

This is an autobiographical tale
in which Michel Kichka goes
back over the significant
moments of a childhood, an

There are some things that a
child should never have to
endure, but life can be cruel
sometimes. Clara is only seven
years old when she loses her

adolescence, and a life
overshadowed by the Holocaust,
from Belgium to The Promised
Land, from nightmares to funny
anecdotes, moments of joy...

MORE

NetGalley

ADVENTURE / 15+

mother to cancer. Before she
passes away, Clara’s mother
gives her a doll from the days of
her own childhood. Clara
doesn’t particularly like the doll
at first, but it’ll prove to be a
precious ally, accompanying little
Clara along the rough road of
grief and mourning, through all
its...

MORE

NetGalley

ADVENTURE / 17+

Bob Morane is back! This
thrilling reboot from Lombard
reintroduces the heroic soldier
and all his classic associates in a
new, present-day world. The
whip-smart, physically skilled,
and drop-dead gorgeous Morane
has volunteered for a
peacekeeping mission to
Nigeria, where his conscience
page 4 of 9
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Parlay is the French king of a
dying island tribe and the father
of the sublime Armande. He’s
selling his pearls, a fortune

runs him afoul of his
commanding officers and puts
some very important people in
his debt. Eventually...

MORE

REQUEST PDF

BIOGRAPY/DRAMA
/ 17+

collected from his island’s
lagoon. The wealthiest traders in
the Solomon Islands have been
invited to the auction, except for
David Grief, the Englishman the
natives call the Son of the Sun.
Come hell or high
water—probably both—Grief
will be there. And he isn’t
coming for the pearls ...

MORE

REQUEST PDF

FANTASY / 12+

Mexico, August 1923. Edward
Weston has just abandoned his
wife and children and joined his
mistress Tina Modotti. Daughter
of Italian emigrants, Tina started
out on a career as a Hollywood
actress before discovering a
passion for photography, in
Edward’s wake. In Mexico, the
lovers soon discover that
page 5 of 9
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One day, Harmony wakes up in
an unfamiliar basement having
completely lost her memory. All
she now knows of the world is

revolution goes hand in hand
with artistic expression...

MORE

REQUEST PDF

MEMOIRE / 12+

the name of her “host,” the
mysterious voices in her head
and a newly discovered talent for
telekinesis. She’s going to have
to get her memory back pretty
quickly in order to face the
dangers that await her. There
are so many unanswered
questions, and the fight has only
just begun…

MORE

REQUEST PDF

HIST. FICTION /
12+

Haytham al-Aswad is a young
boy like any other, growing up in
the Syrian town of Deera: he
plays soccer, hangs out with his
friends, and is studying for an
upcoming test. But when the
revolution breaks out and people
take to the streets to protest the
brutal regime of Bashar alAssad, Haytham suddenly goes
from kicking the ball to dodging
bullets. His activist father is
forced into exile, and the rest...
page 6 of 9
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A little boy tries to kiss a little girl.
No big deal. The little girl gets
away and sends the little boy
packing. Nothing more than an

MORE

REQUEST PDF

ADVENTURE / 12+

anecdote amongst many others
of any normal childhood. But if
this event takes place at school
in a Socialist republic,half way
through a propaganda movie,
years before the wall is even...

MORE

REQUEST PDF

HIST. FICTION /
ADULT

It all starts in a school
playground, and then it moves to
a classroom, where Larcenet’s
superb graphic camera zooms in
on two ten-year-old kids: Gildas
and Martina. The pair of them
are ever so slightly obsessed
with Sci-fi. To the extent they
think they’re surrounded by
robots and aliens. As far as
they’re concerned, their entire
world is made up of false
appearances, and they’re soon
to be the victims of a huge...
page 7 of 9
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A real dive into the heart of 17thcentury Paris, this story takes us
into the daily life of Vincent de
Paul, a devoted churchman, in
search of the truth. Accompanied
by young Antoine, Father
Vincent travels the
neighborhoods of the city,

MORE

NetGalley

pleading his case with the richest
of the rich and helping the poor.
He takes in Manon, a 15-yearold orphan who is...

MORE

REQUEST PDF

GIANT

Author Mikaël talks about his latest graphic novel set in 1920s New York.
REQUEST PDF
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This email was sent to contact@europecomics.com
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
15-27 rue Moussorgski, Paris 75018, France
contact@europecomics.com
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Goodreads" <no-reply@mail.goodreads.com>
Sat, 27 Jan 2018 07:12:51 -0700 (MST)
ADV: New discussions from YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
"lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us" <lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Mrs.,
You have 224 new posts from 49 discussions on goodreads.

Summary
Topics from YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
(49 topics with new posts)

Topics From YA Buddy Readers' Corner
â™¥
YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Everless by Sara
Holland --> Starting 15th Jan" (3 new posts)
message by Maddison

XD not short enough

message by Bookbuyer

Jan 26, 2018
01:05AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
01:25AM

Maddison wrote: "XD not short enough"
Nope. :P
page 1 of 53
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reply to this post

message by Maddison

XD

Jan 26, 2018
01:38AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Ghosted By J.M.
Darhower - Restarting January 21st 2018" (1 new post)
message by Beatrice

Chapter 2 - 4 [spoilers removed]

Jan 26, 2018
01:55AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "What is everyone
reading?!" (1 new post)
message by Minx

Jan 26, 2018
04:24AM

JJ wrote: "Hello all,
I am new to the group but anxious to get to know you all. I am less
than three weeks from having my first baby (if it is on time...for the
love of God be on time) and preparing my Kindl..."
heyyy ! i am reading ember in the ashes :) sooooo good ! : )

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Espresso (M)
- Reviews" (1 new post)
message by Abbie

Team Espresso:

__________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
__________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Skye______|__28___|___36____|___64
Carolyn___|___0___|___15____|___15
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Jan 26, 2018
05:46AM

reply to this post

Hannah____|___0___|___50____|___50
Abby______|__15___|___29____|___44
Kaleigh___|___0___|___10____|___10
Susan_____|___0___|____8____|____8
Team______|__43___|__148____|__191

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Free or Cheap
Ebooks" (1 new post)
message by Vanessa

free now on amazon

Jan 26, 2018
05:50AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Anyone interested
in swapping books with other young adults?" (1 new post)
message by Emma

Jan 26, 2018
05:52AM

Hi Everyone
I have a new group on facebook called ‘children’s and teen’s book
swap’ which will allow parents of young children and young adults
to swap books with others of their age.

reply to this post

At the moment the swaps are currently only taking place in the UK
and US but I would like to branch out to other countries if there are
enough members.
If this is something that might interest you please follow the link to
check it out:
https://m.facebook.com/groups/8356822...
If anyone has any questions please feel free to send me a message :)

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Solo - review" (2 new
posts)
message by Yesha
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Jan 26, 2018

03:22AM

Category: new to me author/ Less than 100 ratings
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 461 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3...
message by Abbie

Solo Scores:

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
05:54AM

reply to this post

____________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
____________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Rae_________|___4___|___50____|___54
Rachel______|___0___|___22____|___22
Yesha_______|___0___|___16____|___16
Jennifer____|___0___|____8____|____8
Shav________|___0___|____5____|____5
Alina_______|___0___|____4____|____4

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Shatter Me Series
By Tahereh Mafi - Restarting January 15th 2018" (1 new
post)
message by Aly

Christine wrote: "Finished
I was really looking forward to join the hype of this series. I wasn't
expecting to be disappointed. I'm not sure if I'll be reading the
second book."

Jan 26, 2018
06:55AM

reply to this post

I think it gets better, but if you really didn't like the premise I'm not
sure you'll like the others. I feel like Juliette has some growth and
gets somewhat less annoying.

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "The Hate U Give
by Angie Thomas - Restarting January 2nd 2018" (10 new
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posts)
message by Aly

Chapters 1-6 [spoilers removed] This book is so good. It's
paced well and narrated so I feel very much a part of the story.
message by Aly

Chapters 7-9 [spoilers removed]

message by Aly

Chapters 10-15 [spoilers removed]

message by Aly

Chapters 16-21 [spoilers removed]

message by Heather

I’m still reading it I just haven’t updated in awhile

message by â•¤Leelynn

Aly you're breezing through this book!
message by Aly

The end! [spoilers removed] This book was stunning. Starr
was a great main character and made the story feel real, like you are
in these situations. It had such an impact on me and opened my eyes
page 5 of 53
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Jan 26, 2018
07:13AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
07:25AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
07:31AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
07:37AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
07:38AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
07:39AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
07:47AM

reply to this post

further to these injustices happening now in our country. I think
everyone should read this book.
message by Aly

Haha. I actually finished yesterday and I didn't know there
was a buddy read. Sorry to blow up the thread with posts.
I did absolutely love this book though.
message by Aly

Cinthia wrote: "Chapter 23!! I had to share this part it is
hilarious! “Okay. Why do some black people give their kids odd
names? I mean, look at you guys’ names. They’re not normal.”

Jan 26, 2018
07:56AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
07:57AM

reply to this post

“My name normal,” DeVante s..."
Haha yes loved that part!
message by â•¤Leelynn

Oh my gosh Aly don't apologize! I loved reading your
thoughts :)

Jan 26, 2018
08:17AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Love, Hate &
Other Filters By Samira Ahmed - Starting January 21st
2018" (7 new posts)
message by Fuzaila

Hello! I am here too!
message by Fuzaila

â•¤Leelynn wrote: "Chapter 1
[spoilers removed]"
I am Indian Muslim teen (almost) so I am kinda expecting to see
myself in Maya's shoes. But I havent been in America so that's
page 6 of 53
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Jan 26, 2018
06:36AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
06:39AM

reply to this post

something I'll have to discover here lol ? ? The first chapter felt a lot
like When Dimple Met Rishi though, I'm not sure if that's good or
bad
message by â•¤Leelynn

I haven't read When Dimple Met Rishi yet but I want to. I
heard that this book is a more serious When Dimple Met Rishi. I
haven't gotten to the serious part yet, but I know it's going to
happen.
message by Fuzaila

â•¤Leelynn wrote: "Chapter 8
[spoilers removed]

Jan 26, 2018
07:07AM

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
07:13AM

reply to this post

How are you doing with the book so far?"
Tbh I was annoyed this book was spoiling so many other books too.
I mean I get it, most people might have read LoTR but I haven't.
And there was another book which they discuss, I forgot it already. I
skipped those parts. Didnt want spoilers to ruin my life. Precisely
why I didn't read the synopsis either. So now I have to look out for
the crime ? ?
message by â•¤Leelynn

Fuzaila wrote: "â•¤Leelynn wrote: "Chapter 8
[spoilers removed]

Jan 26, 2018
07:41AM

reply to this post

How are you doing with the book so far?"
Tbh I was annoyed this book was spoiling so many other books too.
I mean I get it, most people might have r..."
I didn't read LoTR but I watched the movie so that's how I knew
about that scene. I forget which other book you're talking about, but
I get what you mean.
message by Fuzaila

â•¤Leelynn wrote: "Fuzaila wrote: "â•¤Leelynn wrote:
"Chapter 8
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Jan 26, 2018
08:17AM

reply to this post

[spoilers removed]
How are you doing with the book so far?"
Tbh I was annoyed this book was spoiling so many other books too.
I mean I get it, most peo..."
Yeah, I think it was a movie. Not a book.
message by Fuzaila

Chapter 10. [spoilers removed]

Jan 26, 2018
08:19AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "You know a book
is bad when....." (1 new post)
message by Osaze

Omar wrote: "You know a book is bad when it doesn't take
you away from reality...."

Jan 26, 2018
10:31AM

reply to this post

This is so true

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Still house Lake by
Rachel Caine starting January 14th 2018" (8 new posts)
message by Karen

Book two up to ch6. Explosive start. Admire her bravery
but can’t understand it.
message by Karen

Book two up to ch8. My skin is crawling!
message by Karen
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Jan 26, 2018
02:13AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
08:11AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018

08:32AM
Book two up to ch12. My...real nasty stuff. A lot of
planning has gone into this. There’s no way Gwen can challenge
this, is there?
message by Karen

Book two up to ch19. Now he’s manipulating the kids it is
sinister. Can’t imagine having these videos placed in front of you.
message by Karen

Book two up to ch24. Though we knew it was coming, I
like that it didn’t quite go as expected. Still dislike the way the kids
are used here.
message by Karen

Finished book two. Explosive stuff. Some horrific events
here, and too many close calls. Book three? Can’t Gwen just have a
happy ending?
message by Velina

I should be able to start it tomorrow, sorry for the delay.

message by Karen

No worries, Velina, I’ll try and respond to your comments.

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
11:47AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
12:08PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
12:31PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
12:36PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
12:48PM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Pretty Girls by
Karin Slaughter --> Starting January 9th, 2018" (1 new post)
message by Keyona
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Jan 26, 2018
12:49PM

Finished[spoilers removed]
reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "The Storm Siren
trilogy by Mary Weber - Restarting January 19th 2018"
(7 new posts)
message by Andrea

Finished [spoilers removed]
message by Andrea

Ch. 10 [spoilers removed]

Jan 26, 2018
10:15AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
11:49AM

reply to this post

Ch. 16 [spoilers removed]
message by Velina

Wow Andrea you just breezed through the series. Did you
have a readathon or sth ? ? ?
message by Andrea

No I can't do readathons :( but when I work in the lab I have
a lot of time to listen to audiobooks!
message by Andrea

Ch. 24 [spoilers removed]
message by Heather
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Jan 26, 2018
12:38PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
01:33PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
01:37PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
01:38PM

Starting the first audiobook soon!

message by Andrea

Yay!

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
01:40PM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Ready Player One
by Ernest Cline -> Restarting January 19th 2018" (1 new
post)
message by Aly

Chapters 22-24 [spoilers removed]

Jan 26, 2018
01:44PM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Lair Of Dreams,
by Libba Bray - Restarting January 10th 2018" (3 new posts)
message by Michelle

Jan 26, 2018
01:33PM

Carolina wrote: "20%
"

reply to this post

Agree 100000% with everything you just said.
message by Michelle

23%
[spoilers removed]
message by Michelle
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Jan 26, 2018
01:52PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
02:12PM

Carolina wrote: "26%"
[spoilers removed]

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Americano
(F) - Reviews" (1 new post)
message by Nadia

Category: New Author
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Buddy: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
Pages: 659 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1...

Jan 26, 2018
06:27PM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Introduce Yourself
Here! :)" (2 new posts)
message by Katie

Hello everybody!
My name's Katie and soon to be 20. I'm a full time student studying
Criminal Justice and work part time at the college I attend. As an
early New Years Resolution, I decided I wanted to read more often
and read what I enjoy (though I'm not limited to YA - just a great
genre). Juggling school, work, and reading may be difficult but I
hope to read at least one book a month between my busy schedule!

Jan 26, 2018
02:30PM

reply to this post

So happy to be a part of the group and hope to communicate with
you all often!
message by Minnie
Hello, my name is Minnie and I'm from Washington(state).
This year I have made it my goal to read lots of books and get into
the habit after such a long time. So I have joined a bunch of groups
in Goodreads, entered many challenges, and plan on participating in
a couple buddy reads because it will all motivate me.
Apart from reading, I love music(listening and playing/creating),
page 12 of 53
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Jan 26, 2018
07:13PM

reply to this post

baking(sweets), laughing(a lot), writing(usually), and parenthesis(as
seen in this intro).
And traveling, of course. How could I forget? But it is one of those
things that I can't do much at the moment since I am still a teenager
who can't sustain herself completely just yet. So for now I'll read.

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Read My Review
(and 'like' it if you like it â˜º
)" (1 new post)
message by Minnie

Jan 26, 2018
08:06PM

I have made it a goal to write reviews for the books I read. Not
everytime, but more often.
My reviews are random and everywhere but I do hope in getting
better at expressing my feelings and opinions better on paper (and
the web).
_____________________________________________________

reply to this post

So here are my two reviews of this year:
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone - Here
Never Let Me Go - Here
_____________________________________________________
Though I wouldn't recommend reading my review for the latter,
unless you read the book, since there are major spoilers.
I do mark spoilers though, so don't worry.

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: " The Darkest
Minds (The Darkest Minds #1) by Alexandra Bracken Restarting January 9th 2018" (1 new post)
message by Michelle

Jan 26, 2018
09:08PM

Effing end TT.TT :
[spoilers removed]It reminded me of the ending of my favourite YA
series TT.TT /
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reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "The Heart of
Dread Series By Melissa de la Cruz ---> Starting January
20th 2018" (4 new posts)
message by Cindee

I am 179 pages into
I have gotten through 2 parts of
story it is pretty interesting so far. I still like the characters they are
well developed it has been a bit of time since the last book in the
story's timeline they are very well written. I like the story it is well
paced and well written and pretty action packed,
message by Cindee

I am 225 pages into this book it keeps getting better and
better the further I get this story is well written. The meet back up of
our two main characters Wes and Nat was a little frosty and now
they are running for their lives going straight from one dangerous
situation to another even worse. I really like it so far it has been
action packed from the start to now.
message by Cindee

I am 243 pages into this book almost finished it is so very
interesting I am on the last part of the book and [spoilers removed] I
really love the story it just gets better and better will be reading the
next book tomorrow.
message by Cindee

I have finished this book it was really good and well written
I was on the edge of my seat from start to finish. Even with the
ending, it went out with a bang and that really makes me want to
read the next book as soon as possible. I loved everything about it
hopefully the last book is as good as this one.

Jan 26, 2018
08:16PM

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
09:29PM

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
09:44PM

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
09:52PM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "You Were Here by
Gian Sardar --> Starting January 23rd, 2018" (1 new post)
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message by Maddison

Jan 27, 2018
12:10AM

Finished!
That ending [spoilers removed]
This was also kind of a confusing audio because of the 5 POVs, as
well as the 2 different time periods (past and present). The change in
the narrators voice was the only hint at who was narrating, and it
really didn't make clear what time period each person was in.
This book was honestly a book about [spoilers removed] It didn't
make sense why that was the focus. It was horrible! I know seeing
the different POVs around the issue was interesting, but still stupid.
Eva [spoilers removed]
Claire [spoilers removed]
William [spoilers removed]
Abby [spoilers removed]
Rick [spoilers removed]

reply to this post

I really did enjoy this book, incredibly pleased with the focus I put
in as well :p It all made sense. I have lots of driving to thank for that
haha.

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Wintersong By S.
Jae-Jones - Restarting February 16th 2018" (1 new post)
message by Maddison

I am also joining in :D

Jan 27, 2018
12:14AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Vacuum
(M)- Reviews" (4 new posts)
message by Maddison

pretty sure there could be a longer edition for acotar?
message by Heather
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Jan 26, 2018
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reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
02:33PM

Category: New Author
Buddy: no
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 400
message by Michelle

Category: New author
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Buddy: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
Pages: 934 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3...
message by Maddison

Category: New author
Pages: 378
Buddy: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
09:18PM

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
12:24AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "A Man Called Ove
--> Starting 27th Jan" (1 new post)
message by Maddison

A grumpy yet loveable man finds his solitary world
turned on its head when a boisterous young family moves in
next door.
Meet Ove. He's a curmudgeon, the kind of man who points at
people he dislikes as if they were burglars caught outside his
bedroom window. He has staunch principles, strict routines, and
a short fuse. People call him the bitter neighbor from hell, but
must Ove be bitter just because he doesn't walk around with a
smile plastered to his face all the time?
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Jan 27, 2018
12:32AM

reply to this post

Behind the cranky exterior there is a story and a sadness. So
when one November morning a chatty young couple with two
chatty young daughters move in next door and accidentally
flatten Ove's mailbox, it is the lead-in to a comical and
heartwarming tale of unkempt cats, unexpected friendship, and
the ancient art of backing up a U-Haul. All of which will change
one cranky old man and a local residents' association to their
very foundations.

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Beautiful Bastard
#1: Beautiful Bastard by Christina Lauren --> Starting
1st Feb" (1 new post)
message by Maddison

An ambitious intern. A perfectionist executive. And a
whole lot of name calling.

Jan 27, 2018
12:35AM

reply to this post

Whip-smart, hardworking, and on her way to an MBA, Chloe
Mills has only one problem: her boss, Bennett Ryan. He's
exacting, blunt, inconsiderate—and completely irresistible. A
Beautiful Bastard.
Bennett has returned to Chicago from France to take a vital role
in his family's massive media business. He never expected that
the assistant who'd been helping him from abroad was the
gorgeous, innocently provocative—completely
infuriating—creature he now has to see every day. Despite the
rumors, he's never been one for a workplace hookup. But
Chloe's so tempting he's willing to bend the rules—or outright
smash them—if it means he can have her. All over the office.
As their appetites for one another increase to a breaking point,
Bennett and Chloe must decide exactly what they're willing to
lose in order to win each other.
Originally only available online as The Office by tby789 — and
garnering over 2 million reads on fanfiction sites — Beautiful
Bastard has been extensively updated for re-release.

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Percolated Reviews (S) " (3 new posts)
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message by Abbie

Team Percolated:

Jan 26, 2018
05:42AM

reply to this post

____________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
____________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Karen_______|__21___|___83____|__104
Katherine___|___0___|____9____|____9
Rebecca_____|___0___|___55____|___55
Jenn________|__38___|___49____|___87
Emily_______|___3___|___10____|___13
Megan_______|___0___|____9____|____9
Team________|__62___|__215____|__277

message by Karen

Category: a new book (published)
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Buddy read: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
Pages: 348 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3...
message by Abbie

Team Percolated:

____________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
____________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Karen_______|__24___|___86____|__110
Katherine___|___0___|____9____|____9
Rebecca_____|___0___|___55____|___55
Jenn________|__38___|___49____|___87
Emily_______|___3___|___10____|___13
Megan_______|___0___|____9____|____9
Team________|__65___|__218____|__283
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Jan 26, 2018
12:55PM

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
01:52AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: " Red Rising (Red
Rising Saga #1) by Pierce Brown - Restarting January
25th 2018" (4 new posts)
message by Jenn

Chapters 27-31: [spoilers removed]

message by Jenn

Chapters 32-36: [spoilers removed]

message by Jenn

Finished: [spoilers removed]

message by Ananya

Hello! I'll be joining this :)

Jan 26, 2018
11:06PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
11:35PM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
12:29AM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
01:56AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team French Press
(S) - Reviews" (3 new posts)
message by Abbie

Team French Press:

__________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
__________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Ashleigh__|___7___|___36____|___43
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Jan 26, 2018
06:04AM

reply to this post

Andrea____|_108___|__115____|__223
Wolf______|__20___|___76____|___96
Gillian___|__27___|___32____|___59
Sharon____|__17___|___37____|___54
Jackie____|___9___|___26____|___35
Team______|_188___|__322____|__510

message by Andrea

Category: New Series
Status Updates: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Buddy Read: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
Pages: 368 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/2...
message by Abbie

Team French Press:

Jan 26, 2018
10:21AM

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
01:57AM

reply to this post

__________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
__________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Ashleigh__|___7___|___36____|___43
Andrea____|_111___|__118____|__229
Wolf______|__20___|___76____|___96
Gillian___|__27___|___32____|___59
Sharon____|__17___|___37____|___54
Jackie____|___9___|___26____|___35
Team______|_191___|__325____|__516

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Filtered Reviews (s)" (10 new posts)
message by Abbie

Team Filtered:
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Jan 26, 2018
05:27AM

reply to this post

__________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
__________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Alaina_____|__18___|__232.5__|__250.5
Cindee_____|___8___|___92____|__100
Bayan______|__14___|___14____|___28
Cinthia____|__34___|___42____|___76
Felicia____|___0___|___26.5__|___26.5
Team_______|__74___|__407____|__481

message by Abbie

Felicia wrote: "
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 273 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3...
Buddy: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/......"

Jan 26, 2018
05:27AM

reply to this post

I can't count the buddy for this as it didn't take place in our group.
message by Alaina

Category: new author
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 380 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/2...

Jan 26, 2018
05:40AM

reply to this post

Category: new author
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 536 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1...

Category: new author
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 384 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1...
message by Felicia
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Jan 26, 2018
06:12AM

Abbie wrote: "Felicia wrote: "
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 273 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3...
Buddy: https://www.goodreads.com/to..."

reply to this post

Sorry, just copy and pasted. I was supposed to take that out. My bad.
:D
message by Felicia

Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 228 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3...
Category: Read a book published in 2017
message by Cinthia

I didn’ t get any points ? ?
message by Cindee

Category:read a new-to-you series(read first book recently so it
counts right)
Review:https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Buddy Read:https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
Pages:304 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/2...
(hopefully this counts)I wanted to post because I did a buddy read of
it if it does not count just delete it
message by Abbie

Jan 26, 2018
01:24PM

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
05:03PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
10:06PM

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
02:00AM

Cinthia wrote: "I didn’ t get any points ? ? "
Sorry! I think I added them to Cindee's by mistake. I'll change it. :)
message by Abbie
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reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018

02:07AM

Team Filtered:

reply to this post

__________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
__________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Alaina_____|__18___|__243.5__|__261.5
Cindee_____|__11___|___92____|__103
Bayan______|__14___|___14____|___28
Cinthia____|__34___|___45____|___79
Felicia____|___0___|___28.5__|___28.5
Team_______|__77___|__423____|__500

message by Abbie

Cindee wrote: "
Category:read a new-to-you series(read first book recently so it
counts right)
Review:https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Buddy Read:https://www.goodreads.c..."

Jan 27, 2018
02:08AM

reply to this post

Yes, it counts. If you started the series this month then you can
count the whole series. :)

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Iced (M) Review" (4 new posts)
message by Quirks

Category: new author
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 299
message by Abbie
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Jan 26, 2018
04:06AM

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
05:35AM

Team Iced:

reply to this post

__________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
__________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Leah______|___0___|___24____|___24
Cheyenne__|___0___|___11____|___11
Britt_____|___0___|___10____|___10
Quirks____|__11___|___27____|___38
Bookbuyer_|__17___|___30____|___47
Vanessa___|__15___|___22____|___37
CP________|___4___|___27____|___31
Coreen____|___0___|___22____|___22
Team______|__47___|__173____|__220

message by Leah

Category: Read a new-to-you series.
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 500 - Murder Simply Brewed: An Amish Village Mystery
message by Abbie

Team Iced:

Jan 26, 2018
09:12PM

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
02:13AM

reply to this post

__________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
__________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Leah______|___0___|___29____|___29
Cheyenne__|___0___|___11____|___11
Britt_____|___0___|___10____|___10
Quirks____|__11___|___27____|___38
Bookbuyer_|__17___|___30____|___47
Vanessa___|__15___|___22____|___37
CP________|___4___|___27____|___31
Coreen____|___0___|___22____|___22
Team______|__47___|__178____|__225

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Cold Brew
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(M) - Chat" (5 new posts)
message by Beatrice

Happy weekend lovelies! I'm 102 pages in Roomies and
18% done with Ghosted. Both are buddy reads :)
message by Dannii

Happy weekend to you, too. I'm doing the 24in48 readathon
so hoping to blast through my tbr pile over the nest two days :)

Jan 26, 2018
04:43PM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
01:20AM

reply to this post

My plans are to read all the books I already said I would this week,
haha. Fingers crossed I can get to some of these as all are BRs:

message by Beatrice

Good luck on the readathon, Dannii! Hope all is well with
you and happy reading ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? I'm sure you're gonna knock
those books out ? ? ? ?
message by Beatrice

Just in case I didn't show up for a day or two, I'm gonna
post my reviews before the month ends. Got an advisory from the
internet provider there'll be an intermittent signal for upgrading. It'll
start tomorrow until the 30th ? ?
message by Dannii

Thanks, Beatrice. Happy reading to you, too! And no
worries, I hope your internet gets sorted for you, quickly :)

Jan 27, 2018
01:37AM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
01:38AM

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
02:14AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Mocha
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Reviews (F)" (4 new posts)
message by Keyona

Category: new author
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Buddy Read: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
Pages: 688 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/2...
message by Adriana

Category - New to You Author
Updates: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 416
message by Kirsty

Category: New to you author
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 496 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/8...
message by Abbie

Team Mocha:

____________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
____________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Bode________|___0___|___15____|___15
Keyona______|__17___|___26____|___43
Adriana_____|___0___|___13____|___13
CallMeSensei|___0___|___10____|___10
K___________|___0___|___10____|___10
Kirsty______|___0___|___31____|___31
Aly_________|___0___|____3____|____3
Team________|__17___|__108____|__125
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Jan 26, 2018
12:50PM

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
12:56PM

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
02:00AM

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
02:19AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Animal Farm By
George Orwell - Restarting January 19th 2018" (3 new posts)
message by Maica

Jan 27, 2018
02:22AM

Chapter 7
[spoilers removed]

message by Maica

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
02:23AM

Chapter 9
[spoilers removed]

message by Maica

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
02:24AM

Chapter 10
[spoilers removed]

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Macchiato
Reviews (F)" (1 new post)
message by Maica

Category: New to me author
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 288 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/2...
Buddy: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...

Jan 27, 2018
02:29AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "January 2018
Buddy Reads" (3 new posts)
message by Abbie
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Jan 26, 2018
05:09AM

Added;
reply to this post

https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...

https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
message by Maddison

A Man Called Ove for today
https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
message by Abbie

Jan 27, 2018
12:36AM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
02:33AM

Added;
reply to this post

https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Anyone want to be
GoodReads friends? " (6 new posts)
message by Minx
hi hi i neeeed more bookworm pals!! :) i am a proud
bookworm!! :) Hi all ! :)
I am Laura from England. a PROUD BOOKWORM! :)
I loveeeeeeee reading books I read every single day :)
I am also a youtuber, on my vlog channel - minxlaura123's wacky
world .. i do lots of book related vids :) hauls / reviews etc!
I love shopping.. esp. for books clothes make up!
I love bookstagram on instagram -- minxlaura123 on instagram :)
message by Niki
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Jan 26, 2018
04:34AM

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018

08:05AM
Hey Everyone,
It feels strange asking this to random people. But i need to find like
minded people who just love reading like i do! I love seeing what
everybody is reading and i could really use some tips and advice on
new books so it would be nice to ask all of you!
So add me if you love books and just fun chats. I'm open to
anything!
message by mooseinspaceâ˜†â˜½

Hey everyone! Name's Miriah, and I'd love to have more
friends on here! I'm super nice and chill (I'm a Hufflepuff!) so feel
free to add me!
message by Minnie

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
08:16AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
07:48PM

Well this is a bit weird. I feel like I'm advertising myself. I
wouldn't usually do this but alas I would love to have some
Goodreads friends.
Ok. To start of I am a teenager from Washington (state). Somethings
I love are music, writing, and baking. My goal this year is to read
more and get into the habit again.

reply to this post

Being Goodreads friends we could talk books(obviously). I also do
love book recommendations and reading reviews. If it is apart of my
favorite genres (YA, chick-lit, dystopia) I will most likely add toread.
So if we have similar interests, it would be great if we could be
friends.
_____________________________________________________
(This does sound like an ad though.)
:)
message by Chits

sure!!
message by Helena
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Jan 27, 2018
02:55AM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
03:09AM

if y'all want you can all add me too. i feel pretty lonely with
4 friends where only one is very active yikes haha

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Tycoon by Katy
Evans - Starting February 10th 2018" (1 new post)
message by Beatrice

He wasn’t always this rich. This hot. This difficult.
Aaric Christos was a guy who protected me. Wanted me. Maybe
even loved me.
That man is gone.
In his place is the most powerful real estate tycoon in the city.
He’s a cold, ruthless, aggressive businessman.
The only one who can save me and my startup from ruin.
It takes every ounce of courage to put my pride aside and ask for his
help.
I didn’t expect him to offer it easily.
And he doesn’t.
Instead, he vets me harder than he’s vetted anyone.
Don’t invest in what you don’t know, he says.
He's assessing every piece of me, to the point I've never felt so bare.
I yearn for the boy I once knew, whose touch once craved me.
Putting it all on the line will be worth it, I tell myself.
Until I realize—too late—that some risks are not worth taking.

Jan 27, 2018
03:18AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "February
Valentines Challenge 2018" (5 new posts)
message by Bookbuyer

Jan 27, 2018
03:06AM

Just wondering, will you have time to make teams today
Sarah? ^-^
reply to this post
message by Velina
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Jan 27, 2018
03:09AM

@bookbuyer, you seem to be very excited for the teams ? ?
message by Bookbuyer

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
03:13AM

Velina wrote: "@bookbuyer, you seem to be very excited for
the teams ? ? "
Favorite time of the month. As soon as it gets close to a week before
the next month I start checking Goodreads every hour. I love
making the threads for my team. ^-^
message by Bookbuyer

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
03:15AM

Plus my teammates tend to be most chatty those first few days
and I can also find out if I have chatty teammates for the month. ^-^
reply to this post
message by Velina

I am excited as well , first time doing serious so I don't
know what types of people are in those teams. Well, we can only
wait and see ? ? ? ? ? ? â™€
ï¸•

Jan 27, 2018
03:18AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Sex, Not Love by
Vi Keeland - Starting February 6th 2018" (1 new post)
message by Beatrice

Jan 27, 2018
03:20AM

My relationship with Hunter Delucia started backwards.
We met at a wedding—him sitting on the groom’s side, me sitting
on the bride’s. Stealing glances at each other throughout the night,
there was no denying an intense, mutual attraction.
I caught the bouquet; he caught the garter. Hunter held me tightly
while we danced and suggested we explore the chemistry sparking
between us. His blunt, dirty mouth should’ve turned me off. But for
some crazy reason, it had the opposite effect on me.
We ended up back in my hotel room. The next morning, I headed
home to New York leaving him behind in California with the wrong
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reply to this post

number.
I thought about him often, but after my last relationship, I’d sworn
off of charming, cocky, gorgeous-as-sin men. A year later, Hunter
and I met again at the birth of our friends’ baby. Our attraction
hadn't dulled one bit. After a whirlwind trip, he demanded a real
phone number this time. So I left him with my mother’s—she
could scare away any man with her talks of babies and
marriage—and flew back home.
I’d thought it was funny, until the following week when he rang the
bell at Mom’s house for Sunday night dinner. The crazy, gorgeous
man had won over my mother and taken an eight-week assignment
in my city. He proposed we spend that time screwing each other out
of our systems.
Eight weeks of mind-blowing sex with no strings attached? What
did I have to lose?
Nothing, I thought.
It’s just sex, not love.
But you know what they say about the best laid plans…

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "WANTED :
Reading Buddies" (36 new posts)
message by Fuzaila

Jan 26, 2018
01:58AM

Beatrice wrote: "Anyone for February?
reply to this post
(series)

(series)

"

I can read By Your Side anytime
message by Beatrice

Jan 26, 2018
02:02AM

Fuzaila wrote: "Beatrice wrote: "Anyone for February?
reply to this post
(series)

(series) [bookcover:Sex, Not

Love|3..."
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Can we read it on February 2nd?
message by Vanessa

Jan 26, 2018
03:33AM

Bookbuyer wrote: "I'll do Roar! ^-^"
Awesome! What day in February works best for you? =]

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
03:48AM

message by Bookbuyer
I can do the 13th. :)

reply to this post
message by Vanessa

Jan 26, 2018
03:50AM

Bookbuyer wrote: "I can do the 13th. :)"
Works for me! I'll go request a thread. =D
message by Fuzaila

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
04:14AM

Beatrice wrote: "Fuzaila wrote: "Beatrice wrote: "Anyone
for February?

(series)

reply to this post

(series) [bookcover..."

Yeah I'm up for it!
message by Bookbuyer

Jan 26, 2018
04:16AM

Vanessa wrote: "Bookbuyer wrote: "I can do the 13th. :)"
Works for me! I'll go request a thread. =D"
Thanks. :)
message by Quirks
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reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
04:36AM

@Bookbuyer I'm up for Frozen Tides and the next two.
message by Minx

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
04:39AM

Natalie wrote: "Anyone up for these in February?

[bookcover:Hea..."
omg i loved the blue bloods series read ages ago was GREAT!!
message by Bookbuyer

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
04:43AM

Quirks wrote: "@Bookbuyer I'm up for Frozen Tides and the
next two."
I think you mean Vanessa. I just replied to her comment. ^-^
message by Vanessa

@Quirks - I am the one that originally posted for Frozen
Tides and the next two books. When would you like to read them?
=]
message by Minx

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
04:43AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
04:44AM

Bookbuyer wrote: "Quirks wrote: "@Bookbuyer I'm up for
Frozen Tides and the next two."
I think you mean Vanessa. I just replied to her comment. ^-^"
blushes* sorry .. i feel an idiot now :(
message by Bookbuyer

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
04:47AM

Minx wrote: "Bookbuyer wrote: "Quirks wrote: "@Bookbuyer
I'm up for Frozen Tides and the next two."
I think you mean Vanessa. I just replied to her comment. ^-^"
blushes* sorry .. i feel an idiot now :("

reply to this post

@Minx lol. No I was talking to Quirks. I think I'll have to add @
now. :P
message by Velina
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Jan 26, 2018
05:28AM

Did someone want to read
seeing it in someone's post.

in February? I remember
reply to this post

message by Judy

Jan 26, 2018
06:18AM

Tayla wrote: "february (pm is easier)
reply to this post
[bookcover:The Becoming of Noah
Shaw|..."
So I have read all the TOG series minus the novellas, so I am game
to read the Assassin's Blade novellas with you. When were you
thinking about starting that one?
message by Fuzaila

Velina wrote: "Did someone want to read
February? I remember seeing it in someone's post."

Jan 26, 2018
06:24AM

in
reply to this post

Hey Velina the BR for Roomies is active now, I think
message by Beatrice

@ Fuzaila - Here's the thread for By Your Side by Kasie
West https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
message by Fuzaila

Beatrice wrote: "@ Fuzaila - Here's the thread for By Your
Side by Kasie West https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/..."

Jan 26, 2018
06:48AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
07:06AM

reply to this post

Thanks Beatrice! I am excited already!
message by Quirks

@Vanessa Sorry, I was going through the thread quickly
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Jan 26, 2018
10:09AM

and mixed it up. As for the books, I'm free whenever. No plans so
far.

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
11:07AM

message by Vanessa

@Quirks - No worries. Would it be okay to start them on
the 1st?

reply to this post

message by Maddison

Jan 26, 2018
11:13AM

before 28th and

before end of month,
reply to this post

anyone?
message by Andréa

Jan 26, 2018
11:28AM

Beatrice wrote: "Anyone for February?
reply to this post
(series)

(series)

"

@Beatrice I'm in for Sex, Not Love and Tycoon :)
Jan 26, 2018
07:45PM

message by Quirks

@Vanessa Sure!
message by Maddison

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
12:39AM

Would anyone be interested in reading either
reply to this post

or

end of next month/start of March?

I'm unsure if which boxed set to buy from BookDepository, so first
person to either decide for me or to say yes to a br is the decider XD
message by Bookbuyer
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Jan 27, 2018

12:44AM
Maddison wrote: "Would anyone be interested in reading

either

or

end of next month/start of Ma..."

reply to this post

There's a BR for Court of Thorns on the 12th and I'd be willing to
continue the series. :)
Jan 27, 2018
12:55AM

message by Maddison

Nope not going on already-planned BRs haha. Want some
new interest.

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
12:57AM

message by Bookbuyer
Maddison wrote: "Nope not going on already-planned BRs
haha. Want some new interest."
KK. ^-^

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
12:58AM

message by Maddison

Yeah haha thanks though!

reply to this post

message by Beatrice

Jan 27, 2018
01:25AM

Andréa wrote: "Beatrice wrote: "Anyone for February?
reply to this post
(series)

(series) [bookcover:Sex, Not

Love|3..."
What dates do you prefer to read it? I'm free except on February
2nd.
message by Bookbuyer
Maddison wrote: "Yeah haha thanks though!"
NP. ^-^
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Jan 27, 2018
01:26AM

reply to this post
message by Beatrice

Jan 27, 2018
01:52AM

Anyone for February?
reply to this post

Series:

Jan 27, 2018
02:22AM

message by Quirks

@Beatrice I'm reading Song of David right now if you
wanna join.
message by Andréa

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
02:46AM

Beatrice wrote: "Andréa wrote: "Beatrice wrote: "Anyone
for February?

(series)

reply to this post

(series) [bookcover:..."

And I don't have anything yet in February so what do you think of
the 6th for Sex, Not Love and the 10th for Tycoon ?
message by Beatrice

Jan 27, 2018
03:10AM

Andréa wrote: "Beatrice wrote: "Andréa wrote: "Beatrice
wrote: "Anyone for February?

(series)
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reply to this post

That's okay to me. I'll set up the thread :)
message by Beatrice

Jan 27, 2018
03:11AM

Quirks wrote: "@Beatrice I'm reading Song of David right
now if you wanna join."

reply to this post

As much as I want to join you, I can't. I'm full this month :(
message by Beatrice

Jan 27, 2018
03:22AM

@ Andrea - Here's the thread for
https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...

:
reply to this post

: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "February 2018
Buddy Reads" (5 new posts)
message by Vanessa

Could we please get

Jan 26, 2018
03:58AM

for the 13th? Thanks!
reply to this post

https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
message by Sierra

Can we have

Jan 26, 2018
06:25AM

(trilogy) for Feb 16th please
reply to this post

https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
message by Beatrice

Can you add
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reply to this post
https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
message by Maddison

Beautiful Bastard from 1st Feb
https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
message by Beatrice

Can you add
on the 10th?
https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...

Jan 27, 2018
12:36AM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
03:25AM

reply to this post

on the 6th? https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "IT'S KIND OF A
FUNNY STORY by Ned Vizzini — Restarting January
27th 2018" (2 new posts)
message by Christine

Starting 1-12
[spoilers removed]
message by Christine

Chapter 18
[spoilers removed]

Jan 26, 2018
05:10PM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
04:42AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Cold Brew
(M) - Reviews" (10 new posts)
message by Dannii
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Jan 26, 2018
02:02AM

Category: Read a new-to-you series
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Buddy read: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
Pages: 400 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/2...

reply to this post

message by Abbie

Jan 26, 2018
05:19AM

Team Cold Brew:

reply to this post

__________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
__________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Beatrice__|__12___|___25____|___37
Dannii____|__36___|___70____|__106
Carolina__|__21___|___29____|___50
Fuzaila___|__27___|___32____|___59
Kaya______|___0___|____6____|____6
Aly_______|___9___|___26____|___35
Julianne__|___0___|____7____|____7
Shae______|__14___|___14____|___28
Team______|_119___|__209____|__328

message by Abbie

Fuzaila wrote: "Aly wrote: "
Category: New book (2017)
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 464 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3...-..."

Jan 26, 2018
05:20AM

reply to this post

I've added the points for the 500 page edition, So if you want to
leave 4 comments on the buddy, just post the link here and i'll add
the extra 5 points. :)
message by Aly

Abbie wrote: "Fuzaila wrote: "Aly wrote: "
Category: New book (2017)
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Jan 26, 2018
06:55AM

reply to this post

Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages: 464 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/32..."
Yes I will. Thank you!
message by Aly

https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
Here are my posts on the buddy read. Thanks for the help!
message by Fuzaila

Jan 26, 2018
07:55AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
08:35AM

New Author
reply to this post

Review https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages - 316 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/2...

Review - https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages - 220
Total - 316 + 220 = 536 pages
-----------------------------

Review https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages - 184

Review https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages 94
New book (2017)
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Review - https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Pages - 70

Pages - 258
Review - https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Total - 184 + 94 + 70 + 258 = 606 pages
Overall points - 5 + 6 = 11 points
message by Sarah

Fuzalia, can you link me to the page count for 'I Kissed A
Girl In My Class'? I can only find the 112 page edition. And I'm
afraid I can't count 'The Sun and Her Flowers' at the moment, as the
minimum page count for poetry is 300 pages. If you read more
poetry then you can repost the reviews at the same time so that we
can count them.
message by Sarah

Jan 27, 2018
01:40AM

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
01:41AM

Team Cold Brew:
reply to this post
__________|_Buddy_|__Points_|__Total
__________|_Reads_|__Earned_|
Beatrice__|__12___|___25____|___37
Dannii____|__36___|___70____|__106
Carolina__|__21___|___29____|___50
Fuzaila___|__27___|___38____|___65
Kaya______|___0___|____6____|____6
Aly_______|__13___|___26____|___39
Julianne__|___0___|____7____|____7
Shae______|__14___|___14____|___28
Team______|_123___|__215____|__338
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message by Beatrice

Sarah wrote: "Fuzalia, can you link me to the page count
for 'I Kissed A Girl In My Class'? I can only find the 112 page
edition. And I'm afraid I can't count 'The Sun and Her Flowers' at
the moment, as the mini..."

Jan 27, 2018
01:44AM

reply to this post

I Kissed A Girl in My Class (Smashwords edition) - 220 pages
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3...
message by Dannii

Category: Read a new-to-you series
Review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...
Buddy read: https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/...
Pages: 456 https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3...

Jan 27, 2018
04:42AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Bad Sister by Sam
Carrington - Starting January 26th 2017" (1 new post)
message by Dannii

Velina wrote: "Oh my goodness, THANK YOU! I am wayyy
too occupied with other BRs as I fell behind schedule due to the big
number of BRs. Probably gonna start around then as well."

Jan 27, 2018
04:56AM

reply to this post

That is lucky! I am really looking forward to this one and the author
just commented on my photo on Instagram so I am legally obliged
to read this book this weekend, haha!

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Roomies by
Christina Lauren -- Starting January 25th 2018" (2 new
posts)
message by Beatrice

Chapter 4 - 8 [spoilers removed]
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Jan 26, 2018
01:50AM

reply to this post
message by Beatrice

Chapter 9 - 14 [spoilers removed]

Jan 27, 2018
05:00AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Team Vacuum (M)
chat" (36 new posts)
message by Maddison

Jan 26, 2018
01:10AM

Yeah still up for that one rachmi :)
dammit Michelle that's so strange how there's no 600+ edition!

reply to this post

I'm avoiding a cockroach family tonight so I don't have my laptop to
update xD I'm finishing up my audio now and going to try and
finally finish up bloody queen of the tearling. it's taking so long!!! I
was planning on finishing it way before yesterday and then for sure
yesterday and then for sure today and I still have 80pg to go! So
frustrated!
message by Heather

I’m waking up for my day of housework and reading
message by Minx
Heather wrote: "I’m waking up for my day of housework and
reading"
i did the house work yesterday :) reading alot all weekend planned
as doing the 24in48 read a thon : )
message by Heather

I have work the rest of the weekend so today and Tuesday
I’m going to try to power through them
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Jan 26, 2018
04:23AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
04:28AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
04:29AM

reply to this post

message by Minx
Heather wrote: "I have work the rest of the weekend so today
and Tuesday I’m going to try to power through them"
ah cool cool !
message by Velina

I am going to try a 12 or 24hr readathon, it is going to be
my first ? ? Any advice?
message by Heather

Jan 26, 2018
04:32AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
05:12AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
05:19AM

Take breaks when needed Velina!
Do you know if we can count plays? I’m reading Othello and it’s
475 pages in my edition
message by Velina

It is a book, so I think we can
message by Heather

Bad news is: I can’t count ACOMAF because it doesn’t fit
any of the categories.

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
05:25AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
05:30AM

reply to this post

Good news is: I have 2 graphic novels I can post and a poetry book
or two that I’m reading I didn’t know we could count this month.
message by Heather

I also have a 9 hour and 34 minute audiobook that will
count for the challenge that I will be listening to before the end of
the month.
message by siobhan
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Jan 26, 2018
05:39AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
05:51AM

im going to a con this weekend. im selling at it so the last
two weeks were mental getting ready for it. as im selling i should
have loads of time inbetween games to read! im bringing a book and
kindle with me just incase
message by Heather

I will have another review up by tonight because I’m
listening to A Madness So Discreet and I’m already 100 pages into
it.
message by Maddison

Got another review going up when I get home but Dannii's
really pushing her team up :/
message by Heather

I plan to kick some tail the last week of the challenge
because I have at least 4 books I can post
message by Heather

Give me a couple hours and I will post the review for A
Madness So Discreet
message by Maddison

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
09:34AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
11:20AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
11:28AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
11:43AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
01:31PM

sweet! I'll have us another 20 points I believe today.
I have a buddy with rachmi that I think I'll start today. unfortunately
my physicals I don't think will be buddies :/ I have to read them for
other challenges
message by Heather
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reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
01:35PM

I’m starting Side Effects May Vary now and I expect to be
finished by Sunday
message by Maddison

perfect!
message by Michelle

I'm for sure finishing The Darkest Minds today. I found a
900+ version (https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3...) do you
think it'll count or is it waaay too inflated? If not, the highest I could
find is once again just 500+
(https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/2...)
message by Heather

Use the 900+ page version
message by Maddison

if it doesn't work they'll tell you. But you still won't get 9
points the max you can get is 6
message by Heather

If I’m running fever like I am now in the morning I will be
staying home from work and reading another book or two a day
tomorrow while Calvin works so we will see what happens! Right
now I will be staying home to read
message by Michelle

Review for The Darkest Minds is up.
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reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
01:38PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
01:38PM

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
01:40PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
03:30PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
06:35PM

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
09:22PM

I'm now going to focus on reading The Unbecoming of Mara Dyer
& listening/reading Lair of Dreams, since they both have brs. (:
message by Maddison

@Heather: Hope you're feeling alright! Is it bad I hope
you're feeling bad but still okay enough to stay home and read? :p

reply to this post

Jan 26, 2018
10:20PM

reply to this post

@Michelle: Perfect, thank you!
I'm going to update for my buddy after my cold shower. It's too
bloody hot. And then I'll finish Queen of the Tearling and update for
that too.
message by Michelle

Jan 26, 2018
10:31PM

reply to this post

I've had a great reading week lately :B & I'm so proud of my
tracking skills... Sorry, I just wanted to share 'em :D
Have any of you have ever tracked your daily reading?
message by Maddison

I don't know how that chart works XD What do all of the
numbers mean?
message by Maddison

And Rachmi I know I said I'd start Bright Ideas Bookstore
today, but I'm going to listen to another audio first. Will still listen
to it this month though.
message by Michelle
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Jan 26, 2018
10:36PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
10:40PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
10:45PM

Maddison wrote: "I don't know how that chart works XD
What do all of the numbers mean?"

reply to this post

Lol I guess I should've thought of that xD
The list goes:
book-date-total book pages-page I start reading that day-last page I
read that day-goal-pages read of that book-pages left in book-pages
left in goal (the negative numbers mean I read waay past my goal
:D)
I've been making spreadsheet for everything lately... not really sure
why xD
message by Maddison

Jan 26, 2018
11:51PM

That's a really good idea! Making me want to do one too
XD
message by Maddison

So I just made dinner. Now to update and then do what I
said I would XD Even though I just want to play games. Maybe I
will XD Reading can be for tomorrow before work.
message by Maddison

Oh man it returned itself because it must've been over the
due date. So I'll hope to get it back this month, otherwise next
month.
message by Rachmi

Maddison wrote: "And Rachmi I know I said I'd start Bright
Ideas Bookstore today, but I'm going to listen to another audio first.
Will still listen to it this month though."
That's okay Maddison. I haven't started too. I wanted to read
yesterday but something came up and now I don't have time until
tonight. So hopefully I can do it later at night.
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reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
11:51PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
11:55PM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
12:05AM

reply to this post

message by Maddison

Jan 27, 2018
12:16AM

Alright hopefully :D I've still got 2 more audios to read this
month.
message by Maddison

My next 2 audios are buddies, which is a good thing.
Should both only still get us 6 points each though.
message by Velina

I just want to say , I'm reeeally sorry I've been slacking
lately ? ? Yesterday I couldn't start my readathon but I started it 3
hours ago, just taking a little break and am almost done with Blue
lily, lily blue and am going to try my best throughout however hours
I can. I am hoping for a 12-20 hour readathon so we shall we. I had
a great night's sleep so I expect good results ? ? ? ?
message by Heather

I’m feeling okay enough to go to work today but I only
work 6 hours and will have the rest of the afternoon to read Side
Effects May Vary. I will definitely have it finished and hopefully
one or two more!

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
12:28AM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
03:18AM

reply to this post

Jan 27, 2018
04:04AM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Vassa in the Night
by Sarah Porter/ Start Date January 26 2018" (5 new posts)
message by Jasmine

Jan 26, 2018
07:35AM

Today is the day! Super excited!!!!!!!!
reply to this post
message by Cassondra
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Jan 26, 2018
02:03PM

Chapter 1 [spoilers removed]

message by Cassondra

I'm happy to BR with you guys!

message by Jasmine
Cassondra wrote: "I'm happy to BR with you guys!"
Yay! Glad you are going to read with us! I agree. I see this as a
Cinderella story for sure.

message by Aly

Chapters 1-5 [spoilers removed]

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
02:05PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
02:52PM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
03:50PM

reply to this post

YA Buddy Readers' Corner â™¥
topic: "Twisted Tales
Series by Liz Brazwell--Starting with A Whole New
World on January 23rd " (8 new posts)
message by Dannii

3/4 of A Whole New World: [spoilers removed]

message by Dannii

4/4 of A Whole New World: [spoilers removed]

message by Dannii
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Jan 26, 2018
01:33AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
01:37AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
02:07AM

Moving on to Once Upon a Dream

message by Dannii

1/4 of Once Upon a Dream: [spoilers removed]

message by Dannii

2/4 of Once Upon a Dream: [spoilers removed]

message by Dannii

3/4 of Once Upon a Dream: [spoilers removed]

message by Dannii

3/4 of Once Upon a Dream: [spoilers removed]

message by Dannii

Moving straight on to As Old As Time

Want to control which emails you receive from Goodreads? Go to
your email preferences
This email was sent by request to lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us.
© 2018 Goodreads Inc
188 Spear Street, 3rd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105
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reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
03:28AM

reply to this post
Jan 26, 2018
06:20AM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
02:31AM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
04:15AM

reply to this post
Jan 27, 2018
04:53AM

reply to this post

From: "Laura Paskus, NM Political Report" <editor@nmpoliticalreport.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 25 Jan 2018 08:03:58 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: NM Environment Review: Copper Flat mine, Dunn’s demand, Los Alamos fee and more
To: <kim.arrington@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View this email in your browser

See all our environment stories at NM Political Report here

Earlier this month, we wrote about a proposed copper mine near Hillsboro.
In 2015, the U.S. Bureau of Land Management released a draft
Environmental Impact Statement for how the New Mexico Copper
Corporation’s proposed open pit mine, mill, waste rock pile, stockpile and
other facilities might affect things like local wildlife, water supplies and
vegetation. Many local residents and downstream farmers as well as New
Mexico’s two U.S. senators pointed out problems with the analysis. At
that time, the New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission also said that the
BLM didn’t adequately consider the project’s impacts on New Mexico’s
ability to meet its Rio Grande water delivery requirements to Texas. (A big
deal since New Mexico is currently being sued by Texas in the U.S.
Supreme Court over those water deliveries.)
page 1 of 5
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Martinez says she won't
be part of border wall
'distraction' with 'low-level
legislators'
by the Santa Fe New Mexican

Now, the BLM has announced it is moving forward with a Final EIS for the
Copper Flat Mine Project, and it will not issue a Supplemental EIS to
address those other issues. According to the federal agency, the Final EIS
and the agency’s final decision on the mine is scheduled for the summer
of 2018.
There’s no shortage of other environment news around the state, and
reporters around the region are keeping busy following everything from the
border wall to brine wells.

Martinez on Wednesday told El
Paso-based KVIA-TV that the
Democrats' bill will not be heard.
"I will not be an impediment, and I
will not be part of the distraction with
these low-level legislators in this
state," she said.
Read more...
Photo: Andy Lyman

On Monday, the Trump administration waived compliance with
environmental laws for construction of a new border wall and associated
roads near Santa Teresa. In 2005, Congress gave the the ability to waive
laws for border construction. According to the story in the El Paso Times:
The waiver by U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen is for the construction of new bollard
fencing to replace existing vehicle barriers along the border.
Environmentalists said they are concerned about the
department's waiver of more than 30 laws and regulations
intended to protect clean water, endangered wildlife and public
lands.

According to a story in the Carlsbad Current-Argus, State Land
Commissioner Aubrey Dunn is challenging a bill in the New Mexico State
Legislature that would send $2 million a year from the Oil and Gas
Reclamation Fund to remediate the brine well in Carlsbad.
That area is in danger of collapsing, due to previous oil drilling activities.
But the company that was responsible has moved on, leaving
responsibility for the sinkhole to the state and local communities.
Dunn said the reclamation fund wasn’t meant for such projects, but
should be used to plug abandoned wells on State Trust Land. He also
asked Gov. Susana Martinez and New Mexico Energy, Minerals and
Natural Resources Secretary Kenneth McQueen to stop issuing new
drilling permits until the state adopts a five year plan for plugging and
page 2 of 5
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Dems push to end cap on
film industry rebates,
GOP wary
by Andrew Oxford, the Santa Fe
New Mexican
The state currently allows television
producers and filmmakers to receive
tax rebates on qualified expenses
for projects shot in New Mexico. For
instance, a filmmaker who spends
$10 million in the state can qualify
for a rebate of $2.5 million. Longrunning television shows can get a
slightly bigger rebate.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Antonio
"Moe" Maestas, a Democrat from
Albuquerque, argued to the House
Labor and Economic Development
Committee that removing the $50
million cap and allowing film
companies to claim more in rebates

reclaiming about 600 abandoned wells. According to the story:
In his letter, Dunn wrote that he would speak to state
lawmakers about his concerns specifically for using the Oil and
Gas Reclamation fund to remediate the Carlsbad Brine Well.
“Diverting money from the Oil and Gas Reclamation Fund to
remediate the Carlsbad brine well would reduce the money
available for the originally intended purpose, which has not
been achieved,” Dunn wrote.

Over on his website, journalist Jonathan Thompson mapped out 1,300 oil
and gas field spills or releases that occured in New Mexico in 2017. You
can see that map here. (Or the interactive version here.) Thompson also
writes:
More striking is what spill stats don’t include: Methane lost and
emitted during day-to-day oil and gas operations and via
venting, flaring, and undetected leaks, which has reached as
much as 3 billion cubic feet per month in the past. When a
crash in oil prices in late 2014 sent the drill rigs back to
storage, venting and flaring volumes dropped considerably.
Still, in 2016, they averaged a whopping 531 million cubic feet
per month, representing a substantial loss of royalty and tax
revenue as well as a serious air pollution and climate altering
problem. Volumes started to increase again in 2016, when
drilling kicked back up. The Obama administration’s methane
waste rule would have helped keep this in check by addressing
emissions from flaring, venting and leaks. But Interior Secretary
Ryan Zinke put that rule on hold, intending to ultimately kill it.
As an aside, I am looking forward to reading Thompson’s book, Lost
Souls: The Science, Politics, and Greed Behind the Gold King Mine
Disaster, which publishes next month.
In other news, Steve Terrell covers the New Mexico political angle on the
resignation of 10 of 12 members of the U.S. Department of the Interior’s
National Park Service Advisory Board. And the Albuquerque Journal’s
Maddy Hayden wrote about Sen. Martin Heinrich’s recent questioning of
page 3 of 5
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in a year would provide greater
financial certainty for production
companies.
Read more...
Photo: Tamara podolchak/CC via
Wikimedia Commons

John Henderson, who was nominated for assistant secretary of the Air
Force for Installations, Environment, and Energy. In response to questions
about cleanup of the jet fuel spill at Kirtland Air Force Base, Henderson
said:
“If confirmed, with regard to Kirtland specifically and any other
of these issues with emerging contaminants and cleaning up
former defense sites the Air Force may be responsible for, you
have my commitment to be personally involved in those
processes and to ensure we have relationships based on trust
with the members of this committee and … our partners in our
community.”
Both the Albuquerque Journal and the Santa Fe New Mexican covered the
loss of millions of dollars in performance bonuses at Los Alamos National
Laboratory due to safety lapses and management problems. But, as
Rebecca Moss reported, the privately-operated lab still received $44.6
million in bonuses from the National Nuclear Security Administration.
In his story, Mark Oswald noted:
The fee letter also provided new details of the shipping
problems. NNSA had previously disclosed only that “nuclear
materials” had been shipped. The new letter says three
plutonium shipments were sent by air on two separate aircraft.
The shipments were in “Type B” containers, the letter says. A
DOE document posted online say this type of package is used
to transport materials “that would present a radiation hazard to
the public or the environment if there were a major release.”
The heavy packages provide shielding against radiation and
“can range from small containers to those weighing over 100
tons.”

To read the lab’s performance reviews back to Fiscal Year 2006,
visit:
https://nnsa.energy.gov/aboutus/ouroperations/apm/perfevals/lanlperfevals
-Laura Paskus
page 4 of 5
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From: "Laura Paskus, NM Political Report" <editor@nmpoliticalreport.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 25 Jan 2018 08:03:57 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: NM Environment Review: Copper Flat mine, Dunn’s demand, Los Alamos fee and more
To: <grahamr@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View this email in your browser

See all our environment stories at NM Political Report here

Earlier this month, we wrote about a proposed copper mine near Hillsboro.
In 2015, the U.S. Bureau of Land Management released a draft
Environmental Impact Statement for how the New Mexico Copper
Corporation’s proposed open pit mine, mill, waste rock pile, stockpile and
other facilities might affect things like local wildlife, water supplies and
vegetation. Many local residents and downstream farmers as well as New
Mexico’s two U.S. senators pointed out problems with the analysis. At
that time, the New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission also said that the
BLM didn’t adequately consider the project’s impacts on New Mexico’s
ability to meet its Rio Grande water delivery requirements to Texas. (A big
deal since New Mexico is currently being sued by Texas in the U.S.
Supreme Court over those water deliveries.)
page 1 of 5
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Martinez says she won't
be part of border wall
'distraction' with 'low-level
legislators'
by the Santa Fe New Mexican

Now, the BLM has announced it is moving forward with a Final EIS for the
Copper Flat Mine Project, and it will not issue a Supplemental EIS to
address those other issues. According to the federal agency, the Final EIS
and the agency’s final decision on the mine is scheduled for the summer
of 2018.
There’s no shortage of other environment news around the state, and
reporters around the region are keeping busy following everything from the
border wall to brine wells.

Martinez on Wednesday told El
Paso-based KVIA-TV that the
Democrats' bill will not be heard.
"I will not be an impediment, and I
will not be part of the distraction with
these low-level legislators in this
state," she said.
Read more...
Photo: Andy Lyman

On Monday, the Trump administration waived compliance with
environmental laws for construction of a new border wall and associated
roads near Santa Teresa. In 2005, Congress gave the the ability to waive
laws for border construction. According to the story in the El Paso Times:
The waiver by U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen is for the construction of new bollard
fencing to replace existing vehicle barriers along the border.
Environmentalists said they are concerned about the
department's waiver of more than 30 laws and regulations
intended to protect clean water, endangered wildlife and public
lands.

According to a story in the Carlsbad Current-Argus, State Land
Commissioner Aubrey Dunn is challenging a bill in the New Mexico State
Legislature that would send $2 million a year from the Oil and Gas
Reclamation Fund to remediate the brine well in Carlsbad.
That area is in danger of collapsing, due to previous oil drilling activities.
But the company that was responsible has moved on, leaving
responsibility for the sinkhole to the state and local communities.
Dunn said the reclamation fund wasn’t meant for such projects, but
should be used to plug abandoned wells on State Trust Land. He also
asked Gov. Susana Martinez and New Mexico Energy, Minerals and
Natural Resources Secretary Kenneth McQueen to stop issuing new
drilling permits until the state adopts a five year plan for plugging and
page 2 of 5
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Dems push to end cap on
film industry rebates,
GOP wary
by Andrew Oxford, the Santa Fe
New Mexican
The state currently allows television
producers and filmmakers to receive
tax rebates on qualified expenses
for projects shot in New Mexico. For
instance, a filmmaker who spends
$10 million in the state can qualify
for a rebate of $2.5 million. Longrunning television shows can get a
slightly bigger rebate.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Antonio
"Moe" Maestas, a Democrat from
Albuquerque, argued to the House
Labor and Economic Development
Committee that removing the $50
million cap and allowing film
companies to claim more in rebates

reclaiming about 600 abandoned wells. According to the story:
In his letter, Dunn wrote that he would speak to state
lawmakers about his concerns specifically for using the Oil and
Gas Reclamation fund to remediate the Carlsbad Brine Well.
“Diverting money from the Oil and Gas Reclamation Fund to
remediate the Carlsbad brine well would reduce the money
available for the originally intended purpose, which has not
been achieved,” Dunn wrote.

Over on his website, journalist Jonathan Thompson mapped out 1,300 oil
and gas field spills or releases that occured in New Mexico in 2017. You
can see that map here. (Or the interactive version here.) Thompson also
writes:
More striking is what spill stats don’t include: Methane lost and
emitted during day-to-day oil and gas operations and via
venting, flaring, and undetected leaks, which has reached as
much as 3 billion cubic feet per month in the past. When a
crash in oil prices in late 2014 sent the drill rigs back to
storage, venting and flaring volumes dropped considerably.
Still, in 2016, they averaged a whopping 531 million cubic feet
per month, representing a substantial loss of royalty and tax
revenue as well as a serious air pollution and climate altering
problem. Volumes started to increase again in 2016, when
drilling kicked back up. The Obama administration’s methane
waste rule would have helped keep this in check by addressing
emissions from flaring, venting and leaks. But Interior Secretary
Ryan Zinke put that rule on hold, intending to ultimately kill it.
As an aside, I am looking forward to reading Thompson’s book, Lost
Souls: The Science, Politics, and Greed Behind the Gold King Mine
Disaster, which publishes next month.
In other news, Steve Terrell covers the New Mexico political angle on the
resignation of 10 of 12 members of the U.S. Department of the Interior’s
National Park Service Advisory Board. And the Albuquerque Journal’s
Maddy Hayden wrote about Sen. Martin Heinrich’s recent questioning of
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in a year would provide greater
financial certainty for production
companies.
Read more...
Photo: Tamara podolchak/CC via
Wikimedia Commons

John Henderson, who was nominated for assistant secretary of the Air
Force for Installations, Environment, and Energy. In response to questions
about cleanup of the jet fuel spill at Kirtland Air Force Base, Henderson
said:
“If confirmed, with regard to Kirtland specifically and any other
of these issues with emerging contaminants and cleaning up
former defense sites the Air Force may be responsible for, you
have my commitment to be personally involved in those
processes and to ensure we have relationships based on trust
with the members of this committee and … our partners in our
community.”
Both the Albuquerque Journal and the Santa Fe New Mexican covered the
loss of millions of dollars in performance bonuses at Los Alamos National
Laboratory due to safety lapses and management problems. But, as
Rebecca Moss reported, the privately-operated lab still received $44.6
million in bonuses from the National Nuclear Security Administration.
In his story, Mark Oswald noted:
The fee letter also provided new details of the shipping
problems. NNSA had previously disclosed only that “nuclear
materials” had been shipped. The new letter says three
plutonium shipments were sent by air on two separate aircraft.
The shipments were in “Type B” containers, the letter says. A
DOE document posted online say this type of package is used
to transport materials “that would present a radiation hazard to
the public or the environment if there were a major release.”
The heavy packages provide shielding against radiation and
“can range from small containers to those weighing over 100
tons.”

To read the lab’s performance reviews back to Fiscal Year 2006,
visit:
https://nnsa.energy.gov/aboutus/ouroperations/apm/perfevals/lanlperfevals
-Laura Paskus
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From: "Laura Paskus, NM Political Report" <editor@nmpoliticalreport.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 18 Jan 2018 08:03:31 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: NM Environment Review: Look at the Permian Basin, coal ash news and more
To: <grahamr@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View this email in your browser

See all our environment stories at NM Political Report here

As the legislative session kicks off,
don’t expect many bills related to
the environment. (Though we will
have stories on those coming up
soon.) This year’s 30-day session
focuses on the state budget. Any
other issues require that Gov.
Susana Martinez place them on the
call.
But there’s plenty happening around
the state when it comes to energy,
regulations and climate.
page 1 of 8
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‘Orphaned’ oil and gas
wells are on the rise
by Joshua Zaffos, High Country
News
Orphaned wells are more likely than
properly plugged “abandoned”
wells to leak pollutants, including

The Santa Fe Reporter’s cover story
this week focuses on oil drilling and
development in the Permian Basin.
As Elizabeth Miller writes:
Between July 2016 and
July 2017, the number of
oil rigs working in the
Permian Basin jumped
from 172 to 379,
according to the Baker
Hughes Rig Count. The
way Carlsbad Mayor Dale
Janway describes it, it
sounds like they've
stepped up from the farm
team. "The majors" have
arrived: XTO Energy,
Chevron, Occidental
Petroleum, Anadarko,
Devon Energy, Apache,
Santo Petroleum, EOG
Resources. Carlsbad,
which sits atop the basin,
is stretching to meet the
demands of becoming, by
some projections, the
new Bakken
Formation—taking the
title from oil fields that
have been lit up with so
many flares that, from
space, it looks like that
part of North Dakota now
houses a city.

methane gas, which can
contaminate groundwater and even
trigger explosions. So it’s troubling
that the number of such wells in the
West has soared. A downturn in
energy prices starting back in 2008
has led energy companies to orphan
thousands of wells across Colorado,
New Mexico and Wyoming. States
are struggling even to tally them, let
alone remediate them.
Read more...
Photo: Laura Paskus

NM's Senators won't
back spending bill without
DACA fix
by Matthew Reichbach
In a statement, he added the effort
“only spreads chaos once again.”
Heinrich voted for a short-term
spending bill in December, that
extended the deadline to this Friday.
...
U.S. Sen. Tom Udall called the bill
“irresponsible.”

Read more...

And the cost of addressing a
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sinkhole in Carlsbad keeps rising.
According to an Associated Press
story, it’s now up to more than $40
million.
That area is in danger of collapsing,
due to previous oil drilling activities.
The company has since moved on,
leaving behind responsibility for the
sinkhole, too. Last year, the New
Mexico Legislature allocated money
toward a study to prevent its
collapse. But local officials continue
to balk at having to contribute toward
the cleanup, saying the state should
be responsible.
The U.S. Department of Energy
announced this week that the Pueblo
of Picuris in northern New Mexico
has completed a community solar
program that offsets 100 percent of
the cost of energy used by tribal
buildings and homes on Picuris.
This week, PNM accepted the
state’s order on a proposed rate
increase. According to a story from
Steve Terrell at the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the electric utility said “it
would agree to the order but only if
regulators allow PNM to have
ratepayers pick up the tab for about
half of of the money the company
spent on improving the aging coalfired Four Corners Power Plant in
northwestern New Mexico.” Read
the entire story here.
page 3 of 8
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Lawmakers race to pass
nursing compact, but
concerns remain
by Andrew Oxford, Santa Fe New
Mexican
Some legislators described
themselves as feeling backed into a
corner -- fearful of what missing the
looming deadline might mean for
patients and hospitals but unsure of
whether the state is well-served by
the compact in the first place.
New Mexico has been part of a
compact since 2004 with two dozen
other states, including many of its
neighbors.
Read more...
Photo: Gabriela Campos/Santa Fe New Mexican

In High Country News, Josh Zaffos
writes about the problem of
orphaned oiland gas wells. His story,
reprinted in NM Political Report
today, focuses on Colorado, but
holds lessons for New Mexico as
well:
Orphaned wells are more
likely than properly
plugged “abandoned”
wells to leak pollutants,
including methane gas,
which can contaminate
groundwater and even
trigger explosions. So it’s
troubling that the number
of such wells in the West
has soared. A downturn
in energy prices starting
back in 2008 has led
energy companies to
orphan thousands of
wells across Colorado,
New Mexico and
Wyoming. States are
struggling even to tally
them, let alone remediate
them.
The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency didn’t mention it on their
website nor issue a press release.
But on Tuesday, the agency
proposed approving Oklahoma’s
plan to regulate the disposal of coal
ash.
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Last May, EPA told states it was
working on guidance for state
programs to allow “flexibility” in
permits for the disposal of coal
combustion residuals, a byproduct
from coal-fired power plants, which is
also called “coal ash.” At that time,
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt,
former Attorney General of
Oklahoma, sent a letter to states:
EPA continues to support
the environmentally
sound recycling of coal
ash. Through the
authority granted by
Congress in the WIIN Act,
EPA is issuing this
guidance to promotethe
swift submission and
review of state permit
programs, make state
and federal management
of coal ash more
consistent, and place
enforcement in the hands
of state regulators –
those who best know the
needs of local
communities.
The EPA’s January 16 notice in the
Federal Register says the agency
will take public comment on its
proposed approval for 45 days.
According to a story in Inside EPA
(subscription required):
page 5 of 8
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How stakeholders
respond to the proposed
approval for Oklahoma,
including potential legal
threats from
environmental groups,
will also test the agency's
use of its controversial
guidance setting up a
structure for reviewing
states' permit
applications, which the
agency crafted after
deciding that WIIN [2016
Water Infrastructure
Improvements for the
Nation Act] did not
require any new
regulations to govern
those reviews. Instead,
the agency is applying
statutory requirements
and existing rules that
govern approvals of
states' waste permitting
programs.
The story also notes that approval of
Oklahoma’s plan “may set a marker
for other states by suggesting swift
approval if the plans adhere closely
to the requirements in EPA's
program.”
Currently, the only coal ash facility in
the state that falls under the New
Mexico Environment Department’s
page 6 of 8
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jurisdiction is at the Escalante
Generating Station near Prewitt.
Coal ash from the San Juan
Generating Station is redeposited
into the mine and the Four Corners
Power Plant is on the Navajo Nation.
Last week we reported on Texas v.
New Mexico & Colorado, a case
before the U.S. Supreme Court. The
audio is now available of the oral
arguments justices heard from the
U.S. government, Texas, Colorado
and New Mexico. It’s online here.
Lastly, climate change hit the
commercial air waves in New Mexico
last week. On January 11, KOB ran a
story titled, “New Mexico could be
on the forefront for climate change.”
It’s a story the station could have
(should have) run a decade ago. But
it’s better late than never to see
climate coverage finally hit television
screens. And if you follow the
station’s chief meteorologist, Jorge
Torres, on Twitter, you’ll know he
takes the issue seriously.
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From: "Laura Paskus, NM Political Report" <editor@nmpoliticalreport.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 18 Jan 2018 08:03:31 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: NM Environment Review: Look at the Permian Basin, coal ash news and more
To: <kim.arrington@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View this email in your browser

See all our environment stories at NM Political Report here

As the legislative session kicks off,
don’t expect many bills related to
the environment. (Though we will
have stories on those coming up
soon.) This year’s 30-day session
focuses on the state budget. Any
other issues require that Gov.
Susana Martinez place them on the
call.
But there’s plenty happening around
the state when it comes to energy,
regulations and climate.
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‘Orphaned’ oil and gas
wells are on the rise
by Joshua Zaffos, High Country
News
Orphaned wells are more likely than
properly plugged “abandoned”
wells to leak pollutants, including

The Santa Fe Reporter’s cover story
this week focuses on oil drilling and
development in the Permian Basin.
As Elizabeth Miller writes:
Between July 2016 and
July 2017, the number of
oil rigs working in the
Permian Basin jumped
from 172 to 379,
according to the Baker
Hughes Rig Count. The
way Carlsbad Mayor Dale
Janway describes it, it
sounds like they've
stepped up from the farm
team. "The majors" have
arrived: XTO Energy,
Chevron, Occidental
Petroleum, Anadarko,
Devon Energy, Apache,
Santo Petroleum, EOG
Resources. Carlsbad,
which sits atop the basin,
is stretching to meet the
demands of becoming, by
some projections, the
new Bakken
Formation—taking the
title from oil fields that
have been lit up with so
many flares that, from
space, it looks like that
part of North Dakota now
houses a city.

methane gas, which can
contaminate groundwater and even
trigger explosions. So it’s troubling
that the number of such wells in the
West has soared. A downturn in
energy prices starting back in 2008
has led energy companies to orphan
thousands of wells across Colorado,
New Mexico and Wyoming. States
are struggling even to tally them, let
alone remediate them.
Read more...
Photo: Laura Paskus

NM's Senators won't
back spending bill without
DACA fix
by Matthew Reichbach
In a statement, he added the effort
“only spreads chaos once again.”
Heinrich voted for a short-term
spending bill in December, that
extended the deadline to this Friday.
...
U.S. Sen. Tom Udall called the bill
“irresponsible.”

Read more...

And the cost of addressing a
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sinkhole in Carlsbad keeps rising.
According to an Associated Press
story, it’s now up to more than $40
million.
That area is in danger of collapsing,
due to previous oil drilling activities.
The company has since moved on,
leaving behind responsibility for the
sinkhole, too. Last year, the New
Mexico Legislature allocated money
toward a study to prevent its
collapse. But local officials continue
to balk at having to contribute toward
the cleanup, saying the state should
be responsible.
The U.S. Department of Energy
announced this week that the Pueblo
of Picuris in northern New Mexico
has completed a community solar
program that offsets 100 percent of
the cost of energy used by tribal
buildings and homes on Picuris.
This week, PNM accepted the
state’s order on a proposed rate
increase. According to a story from
Steve Terrell at the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the electric utility said “it
would agree to the order but only if
regulators allow PNM to have
ratepayers pick up the tab for about
half of of the money the company
spent on improving the aging coalfired Four Corners Power Plant in
northwestern New Mexico.” Read
the entire story here.
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Lawmakers race to pass
nursing compact, but
concerns remain
by Andrew Oxford, Santa Fe New
Mexican
Some legislators described
themselves as feeling backed into a
corner -- fearful of what missing the
looming deadline might mean for
patients and hospitals but unsure of
whether the state is well-served by
the compact in the first place.
New Mexico has been part of a
compact since 2004 with two dozen
other states, including many of its
neighbors.
Read more...
Photo: Gabriela Campos/Santa Fe New Mexican

In High Country News, Josh Zaffos
writes about the problem of
orphaned oiland gas wells. His story,
reprinted in NM Political Report
today, focuses on Colorado, but
holds lessons for New Mexico as
well:
Orphaned wells are more
likely than properly
plugged “abandoned”
wells to leak pollutants,
including methane gas,
which can contaminate
groundwater and even
trigger explosions. So it’s
troubling that the number
of such wells in the West
has soared. A downturn
in energy prices starting
back in 2008 has led
energy companies to
orphan thousands of
wells across Colorado,
New Mexico and
Wyoming. States are
struggling even to tally
them, let alone remediate
them.
The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency didn’t mention it on their
website nor issue a press release.
But on Tuesday, the agency
proposed approving Oklahoma’s
plan to regulate the disposal of coal
ash.
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Last May, EPA told states it was
working on guidance for state
programs to allow “flexibility” in
permits for the disposal of coal
combustion residuals, a byproduct
from coal-fired power plants, which is
also called “coal ash.” At that time,
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt,
former Attorney General of
Oklahoma, sent a letter to states:
EPA continues to support
the environmentally
sound recycling of coal
ash. Through the
authority granted by
Congress in the WIIN Act,
EPA is issuing this
guidance to promotethe
swift submission and
review of state permit
programs, make state
and federal management
of coal ash more
consistent, and place
enforcement in the hands
of state regulators –
those who best know the
needs of local
communities.
The EPA’s January 16 notice in the
Federal Register says the agency
will take public comment on its
proposed approval for 45 days.
According to a story in Inside EPA
(subscription required):
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How stakeholders
respond to the proposed
approval for Oklahoma,
including potential legal
threats from
environmental groups,
will also test the agency's
use of its controversial
guidance setting up a
structure for reviewing
states' permit
applications, which the
agency crafted after
deciding that WIIN [2016
Water Infrastructure
Improvements for the
Nation Act] did not
require any new
regulations to govern
those reviews. Instead,
the agency is applying
statutory requirements
and existing rules that
govern approvals of
states' waste permitting
programs.
The story also notes that approval of
Oklahoma’s plan “may set a marker
for other states by suggesting swift
approval if the plans adhere closely
to the requirements in EPA's
program.”
Currently, the only coal ash facility in
the state that falls under the New
Mexico Environment Department’s
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jurisdiction is at the Escalante
Generating Station near Prewitt.
Coal ash from the San Juan
Generating Station is redeposited
into the mine and the Four Corners
Power Plant is on the Navajo Nation.
Last week we reported on Texas v.
New Mexico & Colorado, a case
before the U.S. Supreme Court. The
audio is now available of the oral
arguments justices heard from the
U.S. government, Texas, Colorado
and New Mexico. It’s online here.
Lastly, climate change hit the
commercial air waves in New Mexico
last week. On January 11, KOB ran a
story titled, “New Mexico could be
on the forefront for climate change.”
It’s a story the station could have
(should have) run a decade ago. But
it’s better late than never to see
climate coverage finally hit television
screens. And if you follow the
station’s chief meteorologist, Jorge
Torres, on Twitter, you’ll know he
takes the issue seriously.
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From: "CREDO Mobile" <credo.service@credomobile.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 30 Jan 2018 11:04:54 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Our Favorite Posters from the Women's March
To: <patrice.landreth@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View In Browser

JAN 30, 2018

Our Favorite Posters from
the 2018 Women's March
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Any doubts as to whether the momentum of last year’s historic Women’s
March could be sustained were decidedly silenced the weekend of January
20, 2018.
Women across the country, and even across the globe, marched in protest
against Trump and his dangerous, racist agenda of his authoritarian regime
We’re inspired by the creative and powerful signs from the marches
throughout the country. Here are our personal favorite photos from the
Women’s March in San Francisco.
CONTINUE READING >
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offer code: 328765
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Shop Plans

Check Coverage

* Offer available only to new CREDO Mobile customers and subject to credit qualification. Subject to the terms of our
Customer Agreement and Retail Installment Contract. Offer cannot be combined with any other offers. With Installment
Plan, 24 months of payments on new phone required unless customer chooses an early upgrade subject to the terms of the
Installment Plan. Activation fee of $36 per line applies. Rates do not include applicable taxes and surcharges or
international charges. Sales tax is charged at time of sale or on your first bill. California customers: Sales tax is calculated
on the full retail price of the device, not the discounted price. $20 monthly device financing discount applies to smartphone
purchases through Installment Plan; discount available on active accounts in good standing and expires with enrollment in
a new 2-year service agreement. 50% off talk and text is a 24 month discount of $10/month off your already discounted
Installment Plan smartphone line fees, and $15/month on basic phone line fees. Shared data plan required. Data discount
applies to monthly data plan fee only and excludes overage. Discount will appear on your bill for the first 24 months of your
CREDO service. Contract buyout credit: We will credit your CREDO Mobile account (up to $350 per line, up to 5 lines) after
you send us the contract buyout credit form, with proof of your prior carrier's termination fee charges or equipment charges;
to be eligible you must stay enrolled with CREDO Mobile for more than 30 days and we must receive your contract buyout
documentation within 6 months of enrollment. We will also credit your CREDO Mobile account (up to $300 for each device
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Energy-Daily.com" <energy-daily@energy-daily.com>
Sat, 3 Feb 2018 14:05:03 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Resending: - EnergyDaily - Feb 02, 2018 - Fusion, Solar, Internet, Oil&Gas - 20 new reports
<ford.stone@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

February 02, 2018

Model predicts scenarios for energy generation using nuclear
fusion
Sao Paulo, Brazil (SPX) Feb 02, 2018 - Nuclear fusion, for the controlled and regular
generation of electric power by converting hydrogen
into helium and reproducing on a small scale what
happens in our Sun (as well as other stars), is one of
the foremost technological promises for the decades
ahead. Designed to reach parameters beyond the
ones previously obtained in laboratory experiments,
the reactor prototype called ITER - " ... more

Solar heat could make power and water for Namibia
Paris (SPX) Feb 02, 2018 - Seawater desalination can be integrated into a solar thermal
energy plant using a variety of desalination
technologies. Is solar-driven multi-effect distillation a
financially feasible solution for water-stressed
Namibia? A research study from Stellenbosch
University finds that a 100 MW concentrated solar
power (CSP) plant adapted to also "co-generate"
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water via multi-effect distillation ( ... more

Kyocera TCL Solar completes 21MW solar plant on
repurposed land
Tokyo, Japan (SPX) Feb 02, 2018 - Kyocera Corporation and Tokyo Century Corporation
report that Kyocera TCL Solar LLC has completed
construction of a 21.1 megawatt (MW) utility-scale
solar power plant in Hagi City, Yamaguchi Prefecture,
Japan. 78,144 Kyocera solar modules were installed
on approximately 1km2 of land originally planned for
the construction of an industrial waste disposal facility
which was abandoned, then repurpo ... more

Off Grid Energy to launch new Hybrid Power Unit at 2018
Executive Hire Show
Rugby, UK (SPX) Jan 29, 2018 - Off Grid Energy, leading manufacturer of power
solutions for the construction, marine and automotive
industries, is set to launch its new Universal Hybrid
Power Unit at this year's Executive Hire Show (EHS),
taking place February 7-8 in Coventry. The gridtogo
Ingenium Series reduces generator running hours and
allows for the use of smaller generators, which result
in significant improvemen ... more
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Octopus completes refinancing of subsidy free Italian solar
projects
London, UK (SPX) Feb 02, 2018 - Octopus Investments ("Octopus"), part of the Octopus
Group and the largest commercial solar investor in
Europe, has completed the refinancing of 5 solar
projects with 64MW of generation capacity near to
Montalto di Castro in the Lazio region of Italy. The
23m euros financing package has been provided by
MPS Capital Services Banca per le Imprese (MPSCS)
and represents a new landmark deal fo ... more

Wynn resorts in Las Vegas makes solar power commitment
Washington (UPI) Jan 29, 2018 - The Wynn resort in Las Vegas agreed to use solar
power to meet 75 percent of its peak demand, the
largest commitment in the city, an operator said.
Wynn Las Vegas and Enel Green Power North
America, a subsidiary of Italian energy company Enel,
signed a power purchase agreement to buy energy
from a planned 27 megawatt solar facility. The new
plant is under construction next to a hybrid f ... more

Google parent hit by higher costs, names new chairman
San Francisco (AFP) Feb 2, 2018 - Google parent company Alphabet on Thursday
reported a quarterly loss to set aside funds to pay
taxes on repatriated profits, and named a new
chairman to replace outgoing Eric Schmidt. Shares in
Alphabet slid 2.3 percent in after-hours trade on the
results, highlighting concerns about rising costs for
the online giant and profits weaker than expected.
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Alphabet reported a loss of $3 billio ... more

Facebook booming even as time spent on it drops
San Francisco (AFP) Feb 1, 2018 - Facebook on Wednesday reported a big jump in
profits even though people are spending less time on
the world's biggest social network. The company said
its priority is to encourage personal interaction among
users, rather than simply boost the number of hours
they spend on Facebook. Co-founder Mark
Zuckerberg said changes enacted by Facebook cut
time spent on the site by some 50 million h ... more

Alibaba net profit soars 35% as Singles Day pays off
Beijing (AFP) Feb 1, 2018 - Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba Thursday posted a 35
percent surge in net profit in the third quarter, fuelled
by a record-breaking sales bonanza during its annual
Singles Day shopping festival. The company said
profit jumped to 24.1 billion yuan ($3.7 billion)
between October and December, compared to 17.9
billion yuan in the same quarter in 2016. Alibaba runs
an annual promotion on No ... more
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Airbnb rules out 2018 share offering, shakes up ranks
San Francisco (AFP) Feb 1, 2018 - Homesharing giant Airbnb said Thursday it won't
launch a share offering in 2018 as it announced key
changes in its leadership team. Airbnb, one of the
most valuable venture-backed startups and a leader
in the so-called "sharing economy," announced that
chief financial officer Laurence Tosi is leaving and
appointed Belinda Johnson to the position of chief
operating officer. The shakeup wi ... more

Xi wants 'new level' of China-Britain ties as May visits
Beijing (AFP) Feb 1, 2018 - Chinese President Xi Jinping told British Prime Minister
Theresa May on Thursday that their countries should
take trade ties to "a new level" as London scouts the
globe for fresh partnerships after its contentious EU
exit. Hounded by Brexit rows at home, May is seeking
to deepen trade relations with the world's second
largest economy as Britain prepares to leave the
European Union next year. ... more

Tesla cars to have own motor racing competition
New York (AFP) Feb 1, 2018 - Tesla electric cars, which have a passionate following
around the world, will soon have their own racing
competition, a global sports organizer said on
Thursday. Electric GT Holdings said the Federation
Internationale de l'Automobile (FIA), motor sports'
governing body, has approved circuit races for the
Tesla Model S P100D. "The Championship is the first
all-electric circuit race series ... more

Royal Dutch Shell sees big profits, but lower cash flow
Washington (UPI) Feb 1, 2018 - Looking ahead to first quarter 2018 performance, Royal
Dutch Shell said exploration and production earnings
may be impacted by divestments. Shell on Thursday
reported earnings attributable to shareholders in the
fourth quarter was $3.1 billion, about triple the level
from the same period in 2016. That metric for the third
quarter, however, was closer to $3.7 billion. Shell is
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sti ... more

Method of petroleum extraction based on injections of
nanosized metal oxide colloids
Kazan, Russia (SPX) Feb 02, 2018 - Sergey Sitnov, Senior Research Associate of the
Laboratory, is one of the seven 2017 Russian
Presidential Grant winners from KFU. His work at the
laboratory focuses on finding ways to increase
efficiency of high-viscosity oil extraction with various
catalytic systems. Since beginning in 2013, these
studies have already shown noticeable results - new
methods of catalytic agents synthesizing ... more

Offshore Asia-Pacific not prepared for decommissioning
Washington (UPI) Feb 1, 2018 - Hundreds of Asia-Pacific fields could stop production in
the next decade and the industry is unprepared to
handle the decommissioning task, analysis finds.
Analysis from consultant group Wood Mackenzie
finds it could cost more than $100 billion to take down
the estimated 2,600 platforms and 35,000 wells
expected to be decommissioned, a "mammoth task"
that regional players might not be a ... more
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Oil prices shrug off U.S. record
Washington (UPI) Feb 1, 2018 - Crude oil prices shot back toward the $70 mark early
Thursday after reports of a drain in gasoline
inventories as traders shrugged off big U.S. oil gains.
Crude oil prices seeped into negative territory early
Wednesday amid expectations of a build in U.S.
crude oil inventories. Investors have been wary that a
bullish tone to 2018 so far would bring shale oil
drillers back into play, and ... more

Lundin Petroleum posts income and production gains
Washington (UPI) Feb 1, 2018 - Already expecting gains from one of Norway's biggest
offshore fields, Lundin Petroleum said its full-year
production last year improved by nearly 50 percent.
Lundin, primarily a Norwegian oil and gas company,
reported earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation
and amortization, a proxy for net income, for the
fourth quarter of $429.8 billion, a year-on-year
improvement of 55 percent. ... more

Dutch farmers protest fracking as govt set to cut gas output
The Hague (AFP) Feb 1, 2018 - The Dutch government Thursday appeared poised to
meet demands to halve production at Europe's
biggest gas field, as dozens of farmers mounted
tractors to protest damaging earthquakes in the
region. Economics Minister Eric Wiebes said he
wanted to cut output in the northern Groningen gas
field "as soon as possible" to a new recommended
level of 12 billion cubic metres. But first he said h ...

more
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ADVERTISEMENT
+ A Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison Report
Tempur-Pedic Mattress Comparison The Temperflow? uses a patent pending technology that allows
body heat to ventilate out the mattress, while cooler air can flow back into the mattress.
See www.Temperflow.com for more information about how their technology works. Or
read our comparison report on two different memory foam mattress products.
+ Buy a Temperflow? bed today and sleep better tonight!

Space Media Network is a publisher of
daily trade news for the space,
defense, environment and energy
industry sectors
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2017 Advertising Kit Available Here
SpaceDaily.com SpaceWar.com TerraDaily.com EnergyDaily.com BiofuelDaily.com GPSDaily.com
IndoDaily.com InternDaily.com MarsDaily.com MoonDaily.com NanoDaily.com NuclearPowerDaily.com
RadarDaily.com RoboDaily.com OilGasDaily.com RussoDaily.com SaturnDaily.com SeedDaily.com
SinoDaily.com SkyNightly.com SolarDaily.com SpaceMart.com Space-Travel.com WindDaily.com

This email was sent to ford.stone@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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From: "Bullfrog Films" <cheryl@bullfrogfilms.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 1 Feb 2018 09:01:42 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Sacred Cod, from Bullfrog Films
To: <lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Purchase the DVD
Exclusively at Bullfrog Films
65 minutes
SDH Captioned
Visit our site for further details.
Grade Levels:
10 - 12
College
Adults
US Release Date: 2017

SACRED COD
For centuries, New England fishermen brought home cod by the tens of tons in the holds
of their boats. It was a commodity with a burgeoning market and a seemingly endless
supply. Fishermen lived and often died on these cold waters and passed their boats and
businesses on to family members for generations. The skills involved were many and
difficult, making commercial fishing a continual challenge someone could be proud to
attempt and which few completely mastered. The fishing community was legion, highly
competitive, and tightly knit.
But one day the cod began to grow scarce and the NOAA, seeking to keep the valued
species from extinction, began to tighten its regulations — a move that brought howls of
protest from the fishermen whose lives livelihoods were threatened. But the cod didn't
replenish as hoped, and now, decades later, only 200 fishermen remain who work the
famous Gulf of Maine.
Will the profession of cod fishing come to an end in our lifetime? The few who remain are
locked in a battle with government scientists, insisting that the fish are out there and can
sustain their industry. The battle between science and small, environmentally dependent
business takes many forms these days, and Sacred Cod is a documentary that
knowledgeably observes this facet of the conflict with sympathy and deep affection for a
way of life that may soon be over.
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Purchase now on DVD from Bullfrog Films.

Call or email us to request free streamed previews.
800/543-3764 (US only) or 610/779-8226
Subjects
American Studies
Biodiversity
Climate Change/Global Warming
Conservation
Economics
Environment
Fisheries
Geography
Government
History
Labor and Work Issues
Local Economies
Marine Biology
Oceans and Coasts
Sociology
Sustainability

"A powerful, beautiful film that shows the multifaceted aspects
of the fishery for this iconic species...The lessons in this
documentary extend well beyond the focal region and
species. It illustrates how our traditions and life choices color
our perspective and collide with what is determined by
scientists, managers and policy makers."
Dr. Robert Steneck, Professor of Marine Sciences, University
of Maine

Read more reviews here.

Bullfrog Films | PO Box 149, Oley, PA 19547 bullfrogfilms.com
Unsubscribe lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by cheryl@bullfrogfilms.com
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From: "NM Political Report" <editor@nmpoliticalreport.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 08:07:29 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: "State moves to update oil and gas permits, while on the federal level, BLM cuts public protest period" and other top NM stories
To: "Kim" <kim.arrington@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

The Morning Report from The NM Political Report
View this email in your browser

All politics. All New Mexico.
A not-for-profit 501(c)3 news project supported by readers, not ads.

Featured Story
State moves to update oil and gas permits, while on the federal level, BLM cuts public protest period
By Laura Paskus, Feb 09, 2018 12:05 am
The New Mexico Environment Department’s (NMED) Air Quality Bureau will host a hearing on Monday about proposed changes to construction permits for oil and gas
facilities. The process kicked off in the summer of 2016, and the public comment period closed at the end of January. According to the department, the general construction
permit codifies air protection rules for industry to “streamline the application process and to provide consistency in the oversight process.”
The issue is the latest in a line of moves that environmental groups say reverse protections for people and natural resources.
Continue reading State moves to update oil and gas permits, while on the federal level, BLM cuts public protest period at The NM Political Report.

All politics. All New Mexico.
A not-for-profit 501(c)3 news project supported by readers, not ads.
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The big public land
sell-out
Opinion, High Country
News, Feb 02, 2018
10:45 am

No ads. No subscriptions.
We're a non-profit news outlet. That means we're
in it for the news, not big profits.
Our content is free to read, supported by readers
who believe New Mexico benefits from a better
understanding of the people and policies
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impacting our lives.

News Outlets: Republish Our Stories
Our stories are available to the public free of charge. Republication is strongly encouraged, with proper attribution to the New Mexico Political Report. Learn more about our news sharing policies.

Copyright © 2018 New Mexico Political Report, All rights reserved.
How easy is this?! Now you'll get New Mexico's top political news stories of the day in your inbox every weekday morning around 7 am. Now you'll be the most informed politico in your neighborhood. Good job!
Our mailing address is:
New Mexico Political Report
625 Silver Ave SW Ste 320
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list

Donate

No ads. No subscriptions.
We're a non-profit news outlet. That means we're
in it for the news, not big profits.
Our content is free to read, supported by readers
who believe New Mexico benefits from a better
understanding of the people and policies
impacting our lives.
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News Outlets: Republish Our Stories
Our stories are available to the public free of charge. Republication is strongly encouraged, with proper attribution to the New Mexico Political Report. Learn more about our news sharing policies.

Copyright © 2018 New Mexico Political Report, All rights reserved.
How easy is this?! Now you'll get New Mexico's top political news stories of the day in your inbox every weekday morning around 7 am. Now you'll be the most informed politico in your neighborhood. Good job!
Our mailing address is:
New Mexico Political Report
625 Silver Ave SW Ste 320
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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From: "NM Political Report" <editor@nmpoliticalreport.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 08:08:45 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: "State moves to update oil and gas permits, while on the federal level, BLM cuts public protest period" and other top NM stories
To: "RHONDA" <grahamr@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

The Morning Report from The NM Political Report
View this email in your browser

All politics. All New Mexico.
A not-for-profit 501(c)3 news project supported by readers, not ads.

Featured Story
State moves to update oil and gas permits, while on the federal level, BLM cuts public protest period
By Laura Paskus, Feb 09, 2018 12:05 am
The New Mexico Environment Department’s (NMED) Air Quality Bureau will host a hearing on Monday about proposed changes to construction permits for oil and gas
facilities. The process kicked off in the summer of 2016, and the public comment period closed at the end of January. According to the department, the general construction
permit codifies air protection rules for industry to “streamline the application process and to provide consistency in the oversight process.”
The issue is the latest in a line of moves that environmental groups say reverse protections for people and natural resources.
Continue reading State moves to update oil and gas permits, while on the federal level, BLM cuts public protest period at The NM Political Report.

All politics. All New Mexico.
A not-for-profit 501(c)3 news project supported by readers, not ads.
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who believe New Mexico benefits from a better
understanding of the people and policies
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Our stories are available to the public free of charge. Republication is strongly encouraged, with proper attribution to the New Mexico Political Report. Learn more about our news sharing policies.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Accomplished Teacher by SmartBrief" <nbpts@smartbrief.com>
Fri, 26 Jan 2018 11:37:33 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Teacher uses travels to engage students online
<jesse.fuentes@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

How to model assertive communication skills | Teacher uses travels to engage students online | NYC 4th-graders write op-ed about NFL protests

Created for jesse.fuentes@carlsbad.k12.nm.us | Web Version

January 26, 2018

News
about
teaching
and
education
excellence

SIGN UP â‹…
FORWARD

TOP STORY

How to model assertive communication skills
What is assertive communication and what does it look like in schools? In this blog post,
Kristin Stuart Valdes, senior program manager at Morningside Center for Teaching Social
Responsibility, offers ways to build such skills.
Edutopia online (1/25)
(Pixabay)

Shake up your writing instruction. In Renew! literacy specialist Shawna
Coppola provides a framework for rethinking how we teach the writing
process, the tools we use, how we assess student writing, and our roles as
writing teachers. A provocative, inspiring, and motivating read. Preview
the entire book!
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ADVERTISEMENT

FOCUS ON PRACTICE

Teacher uses travels to engage students online
Students at a Wisconsin school developed their research, literacy and geography skills by
following their teacher's trip to Israel online. Teacher Carmen Fluker posted pictures and
geography questions during her 12-day trip on Google Classroom to quiz her students.
Beloit Daily News (Wis.) (1/24)
(Pixabay)

NYC 4th-graders write op-ed about NFL protests
Fourth-grade students in a New York City school recently wrote an opinion article -- with the help of Lauren Sandler
of the OpEd Project -- about the national anthem protests by National Football League players. In the essay, the
students express their group opinion about the actions of the football players.
The Washington Post (tiered subscription model) (1/26)

Other News
Calif. 11th-graders set history to music, stage KPCC-FM (Los Angeles) (1/25)
How to organize a Socratic seminar Teaching Channel (1/25)

Making science stick
Hands-on learning in the science classroom sets objects and concepts
within a real-world context. Students connect theory to experience and
learning sticks. Get more insights on effective science instruction from the
Smithsonian's Carol O'Donnell in this SmartFocus on Hands-on
Science.
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ADVERTISEMENT

SCHOOLS TODAY

Attrition increases among special-education teachers
Attrition among special-education teachers has risen over the past decade to a ratio of 17 students per specialeducation teacher in 2016, compared with 14 students per teacher in 2006, according to the Education Week
Research Center. Research shows various reasons for this trend, some of which -- such as the need for earlycareer mentors -- is within school leaders' control.
Education Week (tiered subscription model) (1/24)

DEVELOPING LEADERS

PD workshops led by Ariz. teachers
Several school districts in Arizona recently offered workshops led by teachers during a professional-development
day. A school librarian demonstrated how to incorporate science, technology, engineering, art and math into
lessons and a high-school teacher offered tips on using a lesson-sharing website and PowerPoint software.
Mohave Valley Daily News (Bullhead City, Ariz.) (1/23)

Other News
Michelle Obama calls to congratulate nation's top school counselor The Washington Post (tiered
subscription model) (1/25)
POLICY NEWS

Trump DACA plan includes path to citizenship
President Donald Trump has announced a plan to expand the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals program and include a path to citizenship for those enrolled in the
program. Some, however, say the plan has too many strings attached.
Reuters (1/25), Education Week (tiered subscription model) (1/25)
Trump (Win McNamee/Getty
Images)

NATIONAL BOARD UPDATE

Can creativity be taught?
Are you creative, left-brained, right-brained, asks Amber Chandler, NBCT, in this blog post. "Most people are quick
to answer these questions without truly understanding the nature of creativity," she writes. "In the classroom, this
page 3 of 5
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lack of concrete knowledge about creativity can severely limit both our teaching and our students' learning.
Students' self-perceptions are so often simply a regurgitation of what their parents have decided about them, or
worse, an analysis of themselves based on internet quizzes and polls." Read on.

National Board certification -- Value for leadership
Carol Skiba, NBCT, shares how the journey through National Board Certification can open doors for teacher
leadership. Watch the video.

Learn more about NBPTS:

NBPTS Homepage | About Us | Become a Candidate
Newsroom | For NBCTs

EDITOR'S NOTE

And the Educators' Choice Content Award goes to ...
The SmartBrief Education team each year celebrates educator voice with the annual
Educator's Choice Content Award. Meet this year's winners, Kerry Gallagher and Brian
Sztabnik. Read more.

(Pixabay)

A man is likely to mind his own business when it is worth minding. When it is not, he takes his
mind off his own meaningless affairs by minding other people's business.
Eric Hoffer,
writer and social critic

Sign Up
SmartBrief offers 200+ newsletters
Advertise
Learn more about the SmartBrief audience
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Subscriber Tools:

Contact Us:

Manage Subscriptions
Update Your Profile
Unsubscribe
Send Feedback
Archive
Search

Advertising - Tom Sikes
Jobs Contact - jobhelp@smartbrief.com
Editor - Trigie Ealey
Contributing Editor - Erin Cunningham

Mailing Address:
SmartBrief, Inc.®, 555 11th ST NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20004
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Pam Renfrow" <contact@eb.com>
Mon, 22 Jan 2018 07:07:39 -0700 (MST)
ADV: The Women’s March in context: activities for your classroom
<carla.gamlin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Your district is taking a free, extended trial of Britannica ImageQuest. Access over 3 million images today!

The current tide of women-led protests follows a
historic tradition of women's movements in America.
To make this trending topic relevant for your students,
try these activities we designed using
ImageQuest photos as primary sources.
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Elementary Level
Explore women's suffrage at the turn of the 20th century.

Middle Level
page 2 of 4
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Explore women in the workforce and feminism after enfranchisement.

High Level
How did the civil rights movement influence the women's liberation
movement? Explore how they intersected.

Bring lesson plans, assignments, and projects to life.
Access over 3 million images for students and educators.

Safe. Curriculum-focused. Rights-Cleared.
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800.621.3900

contact@eb.com

© 2018 Encyclopædia Britannica Inc.

Unsubscribe
Change Mailing Preference
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Pam Renfrow" <contact@eb.com>
Mon, 22 Jan 2018 07:08:06 -0700 (MST)
ADV: The Women’s March in context: activities for your classroom
<anita.hitchens@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Your district is taking a free, extended trial of Britannica ImageQuest. Access over 3 million images today!

The current tide of women-led protests follows a
historic tradition of women's movements in America.
To make this trending topic relevant for your students,
try these activities we designed using
ImageQuest photos as primary sources.
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Elementary Level
Explore women's suffrage at the turn of the 20th century.

Middle Level
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Explore women in the workforce and feminism after enfranchisement.

High Level
How did the civil rights movement influence the women's liberation
movement? Explore how they intersected.

Bring lesson plans, assignments, and projects to life.
Access over 3 million images for students and educators.

Safe. Curriculum-focused. Rights-Cleared.
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800.621.3900

contact@eb.com

© 2018 Encyclopædia Britannica Inc.
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Change Mailing Preference
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Pam Renfrow" <contact@eb.com>
Mon, 22 Jan 2018 07:07:46 -0700 (MST)
ADV: The Women’s March in context: activities for your classroom
<lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Your district is taking a free, extended trial of Britannica ImageQuest. Access over 3 million images today!

The current tide of women-led protests follows a
historic tradition of women's movements in America.
To make this trending topic relevant for your students,
try these activities we designed using
ImageQuest photos as primary sources.
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Elementary Level
Explore women's suffrage at the turn of the 20th century.

Middle Level
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Explore women in the workforce and feminism after enfranchisement.

High Level
How did the civil rights movement influence the women's liberation
movement? Explore how they intersected.

Bring lesson plans, assignments, and projects to life.
Access over 3 million images for students and educators.

Safe. Curriculum-focused. Rights-Cleared.
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800.621.3900

contact@eb.com

© 2018 Encyclopædia Britannica Inc.
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Change Mailing Preference
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From: "Colson Center for Christian Worldview" <colsoncenter@colsoncenter.org>
Sent Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 08:37:22 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Today's BreakPoint: America’s Reversal on Gay “Marriage”
To: <ron.arrington@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Colson Center

BREAKPOINT DAILY
FEBRUARY 12, 2018

America’s Reversal on Gay
“Marriage”
WHAT REALLY HAPPENED?
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LISTEN TO TODAY'S
COMMENTARY

SUBSCRIBE TO BREAKPOINT
DAILY

The fight over same-sex “marriage” already seems
like a distant memory. But the way it was fought is
the mother of all worldview lessons.

JOHN STONESTREET
WITH
G. SHANE MORRIS

According to recent surveys, Americans—especially younger
generations—are more supportive of gay “marriage” than ever
before. One Gallup poll revealed that a strong majority—64
percent—approve of the rights invented and bestowed on
same-sex couples by the Supreme Court in the Obergefell
decision.

And the Barna Group recently reported that teenagers today are
at least twice as likely as American adults to identify as LGBT.
All of this, despite the fact that in 2011, a vast majority of U.S. states had defined
marriage as the union of one man and one woman. How could it be that, in just the next
four years, state after state would strike down those marriage amendments, public
opinion would shift by ten points and finally, in 2015, the Obergefell decision would
make everything official?
At least part of the answer is found in how entertainment reshaped our collective
imaginations. From “Will and Grace,” to “Glee,” to “Modern Family,” Hollywood
spent years, and millions, portraying homosexuality as funny, normal, natural, and even
wholesome.
Around the same time, in another sphere of culture, politicians like Barack Obama and
Hillary Clinton “evolved” on the issue, and their base—which was already largely progay—responded with a fast and radical leftward swing.
In a cultural moment, political liberals went from tolerating disagreement on marriage
to demonizing anyone who still affirmed “one-man-one-woman,” as bigoted, hateful,
homophobes.
Business, too, played a major role in this shift. The success of the Human Rights
Campaign in pressuring companies to actively promote LGBT causes is, well,
incredible. And government leadership in state after state, with rare exceptions like
page 2 of 6
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North Carolina, caved to the corporate financial leverages that were being threatened
against them.
But decades before all that happened in entertainment, politics, and business, there was
something else that made same-sex “marriage” basically inevitable: the formal divorce
of marriage and procreation.
As University of Texas sociologist Mark Regnerus has convincingly argued, “the pill”
alone was enough to sever the link between sex and procreation, changing how
Americans thought about love and marriage. No longer did those two things necessarily
lead to that “baby in the baby carriage.” Protestants, evangelicals, and the Catholic
laity mostly accepted that change without a peep of protest.
The divorce of marriage and procreation led to all kinds of unintended consequences.
Marriage was popularly transformed from being a nest for children to being an
expression of adult feelings. And once it was no longer “about the children,” “no-fault
divorce” legally redefine marriage in the law.
Fast forward a few decades, removing any remaining stigmas on sexual behavior, and
then terms like “husband and wife,” “mother” and “father,” and ultimately, “male
and female” lost their defining power. Same-sex unions were then just a very short step
away.

Which brings us to today and the news that an up-and-coming generation may be the
most pro-LGBT in history. Those of us who believe in God’s design for sex face a
daunting task. Reversing Obergefell and rebuilding the shattered consensus on natural
marriage won’t happen quickly. But here’s what we can do…
First, we can help our children understand what went wrong, especially the wrong ideas
about sex, marriage, happiness, and procreation that permeate our society. Second, we
can help them know what’s right about God’s design for marriage, sex, and
procreation.
page 3 of 6
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But remember, this battle was lost, not by argument, but in the imagination. And so we
must embody God’s design in our marriages and in our communities.
And finally, we should repent of the ways in which we embraced the deadly wrong
ideas of this social revolution.

Subscribe to the BreakPoint podcast wherever you download your apps.
ADD BREAKPOINT TO ITUNES

NEXT STEPS
America’s Reversal on Gay “ Marriage”: What Really Happened?
John has called believers to repent from a casual acceptance of the sexual
revolution’s ideology, and has encouraged us to embody God’s design in our
own marriages. Teach your children the truth for marriage, sex, and procreation,
and be an example in your families and communities.

Find a BreakPoint radio station in your area–Click here.

RESOURCES
Get Ready, Youth Group Leaders: Teens Twice as Likely to Identify as Atheist or
LGBT
Kate Shellnutt | Christianity Today | January 23, 2018
In U.S., More Adults Identifying as LGBT
Gallup News | January 11, 2017
Same-Sex Marriage: A Thoughtful Approach to God's Design for Marriage
John Stonestreet, Josh McDowell | Baker Publishing | July 2014
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JOIN THE PRAYER MOVEMENT FOR LIFE!
An Invitation to Pray and Engage
Many people wish the abortion debate would just go away. They’re tired of the controversy and
name-calling played out almost daily on social media. They’re turned off by harsh rhetoric and
careless labels, not to mention constant political bickering. Perhaps you feel this way. You have
a heart for the unborn, but have yet to act on your pro-life sentiments. You want to do something,
but see only two options — pick a fight or avoid the issue in polite company! But there’s a third
option—pray and engage. And get others to join in! What began two years ago as “21 Days of
Prayer for Life” is now a global, year-round movement. You can download this year’s “21 Days
of Prayer for Life” here, but by downloading the app, you will get prayer prompts every day this
year (except Sundays). Become a part of this vital movement to help end abortion.

Download 21 Days of Prayer for Life!
And share it with others

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Is this email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.
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This email was sent to ron.arrington@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
why did I get this?

unsubscribe from this list

update subscription preferences

Colson Center · 44180 Riverside Parkway · Lansdowne, VA 20176 · USA
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From: "Student News Daily" <answers@studentnewsdaily.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2018 03:18:46 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Tuesday's World Events 02/06 - Iran, Egypt and Venezuela
To: <Noni.Kneeland@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

StudentNewsDaily.com
Tuesday's World Events articles are separated into three posts,
with one in place of today's Daily News Article.
Tuesday's World Events - 02/06/18
Iran, Egypt and Venezuela
IRAN: Women protest mandatory hijab (headscarf) law
EGYPT: "ISIS has done so many horrible things in Egypt. I’m not sure the average
Egyptian will be more upset about" cooperation with Israel.
VENEZUELA: Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro must restore his country's
constitution and hold free and fair elections.
(View Tuesday's World Events Articles and Questions at StudentNewsDaily.com)
ANSWERS:
Tuesday’s World News #1 – IRAN
1. ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN (official name)
a) capital: Tehran
b) location/the countries that share its borders: Middle East, bordering the Gulf of
Oman, the Persian Gulf, and the Caspian Sea, between Iraq and Pakistan; border
countries: Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Iraq, Pakistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan
c) religious breakdown: Muslim (official) 99.4% (Shia 90-95%, Sunni 5-10%), other
(includes Zoroastrian, Jewish, and Christian) 0.3%, unspecified 0.4% (2011 est.)
d) type of government: theocratic republic
e) chief of state: Supreme Leader Ali Hoseini-Khamenei (since June 4, 1989); head
of government: President Hasan Fereidun Rohani (since 2013)
f) population: 82,021,564 (July 2017 est.)
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2. For IRAN:
a) who - Police in Iran
what - have arrested 29 women who were waving their headscarves to protest the
Islamic government's law which forces women to wear them at all times in public
where - in Iran
when - recently
b) How does the Islamic Republic’s law require women to dress?
Iran's Islamic law, imposed after the 1979 Islamic revolution, requires women to
cover their hair and wear long, loose-fitting clothes in public.
c) Read the “Background” and watch the videos below. What 2 or 3 adjectives
would you use to describe the women in Iran who are risking fines and prison to
stand up for their right to choose? Explain your answer.
Opinion question. Answers vary.
____________________
Tuesday’s World News #2 – EGYPT
1. EGYPT (Arab Republic of Egypt)
a) capital: Cairo
b) location/the countries that share its borders: Northern Africa, bordering the
Mediterranean Sea, between Libya and the Gaza Strip, and the Red Sea north of
Sudan, and includes the Asian Sinai Peninsula; border countries: Gaza Strip, Israel,
Libya, Sudan
c) the religious breakdown of the population: Muslim (predominantly Sunni) 90%,
Christian (majority Coptic Orthodox, other Christians include Armenian Apostolic,
Catholic, Maronite, Orthodox, and Anglican) 10% (2015 est.)
d) the type of government: presidential republic
e) the chief of state (and head of government if different): President Abdel Fattah alSisi (since June 8, 2014); head of government: Prime Minister Sherif Ismail (since
September 12, 2015)
f) the population: 97,041,072 (July 2017 est.)
2. For EGYPT:
a) who - two former senior U.S. officials
what - said that unmarked Israeli warplanes and helicopters have carried out dozens
of covert attacks against the Islamic State and other terrorist groups
where - inside the Egyptian Sinai
when - in recent years
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b) Why is Israel helping Egypt?
Israel is helping Egypt because they are concerned about the spread of Islamic
terrorists; they don’t want them to gain ground; since Egypt is not able to destroy the
Islamists on their own, and it appears that no other surrounding Arab country can
and/or will do so, Israel must; it is in their own national security interest.
c) Why do you think President Sisi has to keep Israel’s involvement a secret?
President Sisi has to keep Israel’s involvement a secret because it is believed that
Egyptian citizens would be angry; Egypt and other Arab countries would rather see
Israel destroyed than work with them.
d) Do you think Prime Minister Netanyahu has kept the missions classified for the
same reason? Explain your answer.
No, it doesn’t appear that Israelis have the same overall animosity toward
Egyptians. It generally seems that they would prefer to just live their lives peacefully
in their own country; they are not filled with the same type of hatred for their Muslim
neighbors; the media oftentimes reports on Palestinians and others who believe
Israel has no right to exist as a nation. It’s possible that many Muslims feel the same
but would not be popular to voice that belief publicly.
____________________
Tuesday’s World News #3 – VENEZUELA
1. VENEZUELA (Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela)
a) capital: Caracas
b) location/the countries that share its borders: Northern South America, bordering
the Caribbean Sea and the North Atlantic Ocean, between Colombia and Guyana;
border countries: Brazil, Colombia, Guyana
c) the religious breakdown of the population: nominally Roman Catholic 96%,
Protestant 2%, other 2%
d) the type of government: federal presidential republic
e) the chief of state: President Nicolas Maduro
f) the population: 31,304,016 (July 2017 est.)
2. For VENEZUELA:
a) who - the Trump administration
what - is considering cutting off Venezuela's crude oil exports
where - between Venezuela and the U.S.
when - it is currently being considered
b) Why is the U.S. considering these latest sanctions? Be specific.
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The U.S. considering these latest sanctions as a way to raise the pressure on
socialist President Maduro to restore his country’s constitution and hold free and fair
elections. “The situation is becoming quite dire in Venezuela,” Secretary Tillerson
said. He also said that the administration was considering the effect of sanctions on
the Venezuelan people — and whether they would quickly produce the desired
result. “Because not doing anything to bring this to an end is also asking the
Venezuelan people to suffer for a much longer time,” he said.
c) Do you support U.S. and EU efforts to use sanctions to persuade President
Maduro to restore freedom in Venezuela? Explain your answer.
Opinion question. Answers vary.
d) Ask a parent the same question. Compare your answers.
Answers vary.

Have your found our resources useful? If so, please donate
today :)

DONATE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
VIEW PREVIOUS ARTICLES & QUESTIONS:
You may access our previous articles and questions through our Archive Page. (On
the StudentNewsDaily.com home page - on the top menu - look for "Archives")
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From: "Student News Daily" <answers@studentnewsdaily.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2018 03:19:40 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Tuesday's World Events 02/06 - Iran, Egypt and Venezuela
To: <charlin.hernandez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

StudentNewsDaily.com
Tuesday's World Events articles are separated into three posts,
with one in place of today's Daily News Article.
Tuesday's World Events - 02/06/18
Iran, Egypt and Venezuela
IRAN: Women protest mandatory hijab (headscarf) law
EGYPT: "ISIS has done so many horrible things in Egypt. I’m not sure the average
Egyptian will be more upset about" cooperation with Israel.
VENEZUELA: Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro must restore his country's
constitution and hold free and fair elections.
(View Tuesday's World Events Articles and Questions at StudentNewsDaily.com)
ANSWERS:
Tuesday’s World News #1 – IRAN
1. ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN (official name)
a) capital: Tehran
b) location/the countries that share its borders: Middle East, bordering the Gulf of
Oman, the Persian Gulf, and the Caspian Sea, between Iraq and Pakistan; border
countries: Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Iraq, Pakistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan
c) religious breakdown: Muslim (official) 99.4% (Shia 90-95%, Sunni 5-10%), other
(includes Zoroastrian, Jewish, and Christian) 0.3%, unspecified 0.4% (2011 est.)
d) type of government: theocratic republic
e) chief of state: Supreme Leader Ali Hoseini-Khamenei (since June 4, 1989); head
of government: President Hasan Fereidun Rohani (since 2013)
f) population: 82,021,564 (July 2017 est.)
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2. For IRAN:
a) who - Police in Iran
what - have arrested 29 women who were waving their headscarves to protest the
Islamic government's law which forces women to wear them at all times in public
where - in Iran
when - recently
b) How does the Islamic Republic’s law require women to dress?
Iran's Islamic law, imposed after the 1979 Islamic revolution, requires women to
cover their hair and wear long, loose-fitting clothes in public.
c) Read the “Background” and watch the videos below. What 2 or 3 adjectives
would you use to describe the women in Iran who are risking fines and prison to
stand up for their right to choose? Explain your answer.
Opinion question. Answers vary.
____________________
Tuesday’s World News #2 – EGYPT
1. EGYPT (Arab Republic of Egypt)
a) capital: Cairo
b) location/the countries that share its borders: Northern Africa, bordering the
Mediterranean Sea, between Libya and the Gaza Strip, and the Red Sea north of
Sudan, and includes the Asian Sinai Peninsula; border countries: Gaza Strip, Israel,
Libya, Sudan
c) the religious breakdown of the population: Muslim (predominantly Sunni) 90%,
Christian (majority Coptic Orthodox, other Christians include Armenian Apostolic,
Catholic, Maronite, Orthodox, and Anglican) 10% (2015 est.)
d) the type of government: presidential republic
e) the chief of state (and head of government if different): President Abdel Fattah alSisi (since June 8, 2014); head of government: Prime Minister Sherif Ismail (since
September 12, 2015)
f) the population: 97,041,072 (July 2017 est.)
2. For EGYPT:
a) who - two former senior U.S. officials
what - said that unmarked Israeli warplanes and helicopters have carried out dozens
of covert attacks against the Islamic State and other terrorist groups
where - inside the Egyptian Sinai
when - in recent years
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b) Why is Israel helping Egypt?
Israel is helping Egypt because they are concerned about the spread of Islamic
terrorists; they don’t want them to gain ground; since Egypt is not able to destroy the
Islamists on their own, and it appears that no other surrounding Arab country can
and/or will do so, Israel must; it is in their own national security interest.
c) Why do you think President Sisi has to keep Israel’s involvement a secret?
President Sisi has to keep Israel’s involvement a secret because it is believed that
Egyptian citizens would be angry; Egypt and other Arab countries would rather see
Israel destroyed than work with them.
d) Do you think Prime Minister Netanyahu has kept the missions classified for the
same reason? Explain your answer.
No, it doesn’t appear that Israelis have the same overall animosity toward
Egyptians. It generally seems that they would prefer to just live their lives peacefully
in their own country; they are not filled with the same type of hatred for their Muslim
neighbors; the media oftentimes reports on Palestinians and others who believe
Israel has no right to exist as a nation. It’s possible that many Muslims feel the same
but would not be popular to voice that belief publicly.
____________________
Tuesday’s World News #3 – VENEZUELA
1. VENEZUELA (Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela)
a) capital: Caracas
b) location/the countries that share its borders: Northern South America, bordering
the Caribbean Sea and the North Atlantic Ocean, between Colombia and Guyana;
border countries: Brazil, Colombia, Guyana
c) the religious breakdown of the population: nominally Roman Catholic 96%,
Protestant 2%, other 2%
d) the type of government: federal presidential republic
e) the chief of state: President Nicolas Maduro
f) the population: 31,304,016 (July 2017 est.)
2. For VENEZUELA:
a) who - the Trump administration
what - is considering cutting off Venezuela's crude oil exports
where - between Venezuela and the U.S.
when - it is currently being considered
b) Why is the U.S. considering these latest sanctions? Be specific.
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The U.S. considering these latest sanctions as a way to raise the pressure on
socialist President Maduro to restore his country’s constitution and hold free and fair
elections. “The situation is becoming quite dire in Venezuela,” Secretary Tillerson
said. He also said that the administration was considering the effect of sanctions on
the Venezuelan people — and whether they would quickly produce the desired
result. “Because not doing anything to bring this to an end is also asking the
Venezuelan people to suffer for a much longer time,” he said.
c) Do you support U.S. and EU efforts to use sanctions to persuade President
Maduro to restore freedom in Venezuela? Explain your answer.
Opinion question. Answers vary.
d) Ask a parent the same question. Compare your answers.
Answers vary.

Have your found our resources useful? If so, please donate
today :)

DONATE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
VIEW PREVIOUS ARTICLES & QUESTIONS:
You may access our previous articles and questions through our Archive Page. (On
the StudentNewsDaily.com home page - on the top menu - look for "Archives")
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NM GSA Network" <chris@santafemc.org>
Mon, 5 Feb 2018 14:21:41 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Upcoming Day of Action Alert!!
<amber.bojorquez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

#FreeOurFolks

#FreeOurFolks #GSADay4RJ
GSA Day for Racial Justice
(#GSADay4RJ) is happening Feb.
23rd!
The National Youth Council has come
up with an exciting campaign we would
like to invite YOU to participate in.
#FreeOurFolks is meant to create
dialogue around the ways prison
systems affect all of us, but especially
our queer and trans youth of color.
Incarceration, detainment and
deportations will continue to
disproportionately impact queer and
trans youth of color until these
conversations are had.
National Youth Council's vision is to
have works of visual art, poetry, stories,
Click for more info on #GSADay4RJ
and photos of youth holding signs with
messages around these institutions and their impacts.

From National Youth Council:
"The Art prompt is: How free do you want detained and incarcerated trans and queer youth of color to be?
#FreeOurFolks
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From that, youth are "free" to imagine how free they want their peers to be through poetry, paintings,
drawings, sculptures, small constructed pieces, selfies with Trans-Queer Incarceration stats, photos, short
stories, sketches/ doodles, short performances, etc, plus much more. The definition of art is very flexible
and open. We want to be inclusive of people's ideas of art and self-perceived talent or creativity "levels."

If you're interested in participating, either as an individual, or as an entire GSA Club, contact
Chris at chris@santafemc.org to get signed up for more information and resources.
--Our website is currently getting a much needed makeover. We'll let you know when it's
launched, but for now, either contact Chris or stay up to date on our Facebook while we
switch things over.

PFLAG Scholarship
PFLAG Santa Fe is giving out $1,000 scholarships to LGBTQ folks in New Mexico! The
deadline is in April, so click here to begin your application. Students up to age 35
are eligible for this scholarship, and one award for an outstanding straight ally may be
available.

Click here to register your GSA and be added to our directory!
Register Your GSA

Peer Helpers Camp Feb 17-18
In just a few weeks we will be hosting a
camp focused on self care, healing, and
how to help friends going through difficult
times. Activities will include discussions
and activities around suicide prevention,
active listening, personal strengths, and
will also include a high ropes course!
We're also planning on doing yoga, art,
and a show and tell of personal objects
from home. If you've been feeling burnt
out, this is the camp for you!
RSVP is required so we can get an
appropriate amount of food. If you'd like
more information, contact Chris Allers and
chris@santafemc.org or check out the
Facebook event here.
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Albuquerque GSA Leadership Training
Whether you're a veteran
GSA leader, or still trying to
learn the ropes, you're
welcome to join us on
March 3rd for a GSA
Leadership Training.
Not only is this one of our
only day-long events, but
it's the only one that takes
place in Albuquerque! This
will include presentations
led by our Youth Council, a
FREE packet of tips for
running a successful GSA,
lunch, and ideas for
icebreaker games to use
with your group!
You're welcome to have up
to 3 members from your
school attend this training!
RSVP here, or email chris@santafemc.org for more information.

Advocacy Camp A Summary
During January, NM GSA
Network held its annual
Advocacy Camp,
focusing on upcoming
legislation and teaching
young folks how to
engage in the political
system as a form of
activism. This is one
participant's reflection
on the event:

"Too often, people focus very heavily on the overt, public forms of
activism that we're often familiar with, like addressing people's
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various aggressions, protesting loud in the streets, and directly
teaching people about social justice. Of course all of these factors
are so important to what activists do, but there's a whole other side
to activism that is often forgotten: advocating on the side of
legislation. After all, legislation has finalized some very pivotal social
justice changes in United States history, such as increased voting
rights, outlawing of racial segregation, nationwide legalization of
same-gender marriage, and so many others. Though each of these
changes were preceded by much more public acts of protest and
demonstration by brave activists, they all had to come to fruition
through legislation. Thus, at Advocacy Camp 2018, my experience
learning about how it works, how to navigate it, and how important it
truly is was absolutely incredible.

Learning about how to enact change at such a level within our
legislative system was rather eye-opening. The processes behind
legislation are probably the most complex aspects, but in the
learning environment that Advocacy Camp creates, it was easy to
ask questions whenever something felt beyond my understanding. I
was surprised to learn just how open the legislative experience
actually is to people in the general public, such as the ability to sit in
on most hearings in the House, Senate, and committees whenever
you may please, as well as make your voice heard in those spaces
if you get the chance! It can all seem so intimidating and distant
from us, but there is also so many ways that anyone can get
involved further, whether that simply be working at a voting location
or contacting a legislator, to assisting a campaign or even running
yourself! Additionally, meeting the Secretary of State, Maggie
Toulouse Oliver, during our visit to the Roundhouse in Santa Fe was
a really great experience and helped people in political positions,
such as herself, feel much more "human" rather than the
inaccessible beings they may seem like sometimes. What I learned
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really grounded the entire concept of legislation altogether, making it
feel way more tangible.
All in all, my experience at Advocacy Camp in 2018 was so
amazingly positive. I feel so much more informed about the
legislative process than I ever did prior, and thanks to my entire
experience I feel rather inspired and better prepared to get involved
in more political matters in my own spaces, specifically at my place
of learning, the University of New Mexico. I'm excited to utilize what I
learned in the future!"
--NMGSAN Youth Council Member

Chris Allers| NM GSA Network| 505-660-7540| Email | Website

STAY CONNECTED:

, PO Box 449, Tesuque, NM 87574
SafeUnsubscribe™amber.bojorquez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by chris@santafemc.org in collaboration with
Try it free today
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From: "Cathie Patin" <cpatin@nigp.org>
Sent Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 07:47:58 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Ursulita, 3 New Practical & Engaging Courses Coming Your Way...
To: "Ursulita Vigil" <ursulita.vigil@carlsbadschools.net>

Click here to view this message in a browser window.

Don't Miss These Upcoming Learning Opportunities
Developing & Managing RFPs
Online Course | February 15 - April 12

CPPB Prep
Online Course | February 28 - April 11

Fundamentals of Leadership & Management
Online Course | March 8 - May 3

3 New Engaging Courses
Coming your way - face-to-face courses
on these trending topics - FEMA, Financial Analysis, and
Solutions to Procurement Challenges.

How well do you know your contract terms?
Take this interactive quiz and find out. Test
your contract knowledge this month.

Global Best Practice
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Protests - understanding the reasons
that contribute to filing a protest.

Agency Accreditation - Congrats!
Sound Transit, Washington earned NIGP's
top award The Pareto Award and
the Regional Municipality of Peel, Ontario achieved the OA4
award.

Contract Administration Community
Did you know this community is on Nsite? J
oin the discussion today - you may want to
share your contract terminology.

Copyright © 2018 NIGP
Our address is 2411 Dulles Corner Park, Suite 350, Herndon, VA 20171
If you do not wish to receive future email, click here.
(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.)
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From: "BostonGlobe.com" <newsletters@bostonglobe.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 22 Jan 2018 08:25:16 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: Weekend recap: Shaughnessy on the Patriots' comeback, Elizabeth Warren’s Native American problem, and more
To: <carol.parr@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View this email in your browser

Weekend recap: Shaughnessy on the Patriots' comeback, Elizabeth Warren’s Native American problem , and more
Still catching up from the weekend? Here are three stories you may have missed.
Dan Shaughnessy on the Patriots' latest great comeback: If you’ve been paying attention all these years, you knew there was never any doubt. These are the Patriots, and there’s always a great comeback on deck. It
doesn’t matter if the Patriots trail, 28-3, in the Super Bowl, or look beaten when the other team is ready to score a certain game-winning touchdown from 1 yard out. It certainly doesn’t matter if the Patriots are trailing the
surprising Jacksonville Jaguars, 20-10, with less than nine minutes to play in an AFC Championship game.
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Read the full story.
Complete Patriots coverage
Elizabeth Warren’s Native American problem goes beyond politics: There’s a ghost haunting Elizabeth Warren as she ramps up for a possible 2020 presidential bid and a reelection campaign in Massachusetts this
year: her enduring and undocumented claims of Native American ancestry. Warren says now, as she has from the first days of her public life, that she based her assertions on family lore, on her reasonable trust in what she
was told about her ancestry as a child. “I know who I am,” she said in a recent interview with the Globe. But that self-awareness may not be enough, as her political ambitions blossom. Read the full story.
A year after the first Women’s March, what’s changed? : On Jan. 21, 2017, millions of women took to the streets to protest the inauguration of a president who had boasted of sexual assault. What came next was a
head-spinning period of upheaval in women’s lives, a roller coaster ride of ups and downs, joy and rage, humiliation and vindication. A year later, women know this for certain: America can hear them now. Read the full
story.
View all Boston Globe newsletters

You received this message because you signed up for Breaking News Alerts.
Copyright © 2018 The Boston Globe, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
The Boston Globe
1 Exchange Place Suite 201
Boston, MA 02109-2132
Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list
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From: "Meetings Today" <newsletters@meetingstoday.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 30 Jan 2018 14:09:08 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ADV: What 'Fake News' Can Teach You About Event Marketing
To: <carol.mcalister@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Add @MeetingsToday.com to your address book or safe senders list. Learn how
Trouble viewing this email? View in browser

01.30.18
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video | webinars

| editions |

blog | live events | subscribe

FEATUREDBLOGPOST
What 'Fake News' Can Teach You About Event Marketing
Everyone is talking about fake news. What it is, how prevalent it is and who is or is not responsible for it. Fake news is a
scourge. It causes societal disruption. It is also wildly popular. MORE

INDUSTRYNEWS
SPIN Demands Equal Commissions in
Marriott Petition
SPIN, the Senior Professionals Industry Network, initiated a
petition in protest of what it... MORE

Trump's Infrastructure Plan Hits Early
Roadblock (via Bloomberg)
Top Democrats are questioning President Donald Trump's
infrastructure plan even before it's... MORE

FOOD&BEVERAGE
The Buzz in Stockholm Is Craft Beer With Less Buzz (via N.Y. Times)
To understand the rigidity — and some would say absurdity — of Sweden's alcohol laws, step inside a Systembolaget, a
government-run liquor store, on a... MORE
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The Humble Ascent of Oat Milk (via N.Y. Times)
When did finding something to put in your coffee get so complicated? For the lactose-intolerant or merely dairy-averse,
there are more alternatives to... MORE
FEATURED CONTENT
SPONSORED CONTENT

January 2018 Digital Edition
Plan to be inspired here.
Located off Highway 101 between Los Angeles and Santa
Barbara, Ventura County Coast is a string of communities
offering 200,000 square feet of conference space and meeting
rooms and more than 5,000 guest rooms. It also offers 22 miles
of beaches, historic downtowns, award-winning wineries, 2
harbors, luxury shopping and farm-to-table restaurants. From
workshops to wine hour and everything in between, Ventura
County Coast is sure to be your most inspirational meeting
location.

In our first cover story of the new year, Meetings Today Chief
Content Director Tyler Davidson profiles Landry's Tilman J.
Fertitta, chronicling the rise of Fertitta Entertainment that
presides over Landry's restaurants, numerous hotels and
casinos and even an NBA franchise. Many a planner has
considered a venue that falls under the Fertitta umbrella.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE ISSUE.

LEARN MORE

TRENDINGNOW
On the Scene: Port Douglas and the Great Barrier Reef
In my more than 25 years covering the travel trade industry, I've been on some pretty luxe trips, from safaris in Africa and
vast temple complexes in... MORE

Connecticut's Venues and Services Make It a Meetings Standout
Last October, the Connecticut Convention & Sports Bureau (CTCSB), the state's official meetings and sports event sales
and marketing organization, presented its... MORE
Copyright © 2018 Stamats Meetings Media, Inc. All rights reserved.
Never miss an update. Subscribe to Meetings Today NewsWire
Meetings Today
615 Fifth Street SE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52401
800.553.8878, Ext. 5020
If you wish to opt-out from receiving the Meetings Today NewsWire newsletter please click the following link to unsubscribe: MeetingsTodayNewsWireNewsletter.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Constitution.com" <mail@constitution.com>
Sun, 4 Feb 2018 14:11:07 -0700 (MST)
ADV: Will NFL players kneel for national anthem tonight?
<nolan.autry@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

The sponsorship below reflects the opinions & representations of the advertiser, & not necessarily the opinion of Constitution.
Unsubscribe | View in Browser

In 1991, Whitney Houston sang her unforgettable rendition of
The Star Spangled Banner for Super Bowl XXV. Patriotism was at an all-time in
America because we were at war in Iraq.
Fast forward 27 years to Super Bowl LII, where the Philadelphia Eagles will challenge
the New England Patriots for the championship. Thanks to the Left, our country is more
politically and racially divided than ever before.
Will players kneel tonight during the national anthem?
If there are protests, NBC has already stated that they will turn the camera’s on
kneeling players disrespecting our nation and those who gave their lives to ensure our
freedom.
Where does that leave patriotic Americans like you? Will you watch the Super Bowl?
Whatever you decide, we’ve provided the following “I Stand” resources at a 50%
discount for you to proudly display your patriotism.

"I Stand" Bumper Sticker
(10" x 3")
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Only $2.47!
$5.00

Men and women have risked and even given their lives so that we can live in the
greatest nation in history. Sadly, NFL athletes have chosen to dishonor the very nation
that has given them so much opportunity, fame, and fortune. In response, NFL ratings
are plummeting as more players refuse to stand for the national anthem.
NFL players may kneel, but I stand because they stood for me.
Get this new American-made bumper sticker (10" x 3") and show your fellow
Americans where you stand. Continue Reading...

"I STAND because they stood for me" T-Shirt
â˜… â˜…
Triple
â˜…
American-Made Guarantee!â˜… â˜… â˜…
Made in the USA | Printed in the USA | USA-Made Machinery
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NFL ratings are plummeting as more players refuse to stand for the national anthem.
It’s hard to believe that a nation that has given these players the opportunity to achieve
so much is so easily disrespected.
Even worse, consider the men and women who have laid down their lives so that these
athletes could live in a relatively safe country and enjoy their fame and fortune. I stand
because they stood for me. Continue Reading...

"Those Who Stand For Me" T-Shirt
â˜… â˜…
Triple
â˜…
American-Made Guarantee!â˜… â˜… â˜…
Made in the USA | Printed in the USA | USA-Made Machinery
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We all know someone who has put their life at risk for us: a grandfather who served in
the Pacific Theater during WWII, an uncle who served during the Cuban missile crisis, a
father who served in Vietnam, or a brother who served in Iraq. No matter when or
where, countless men and women have put their lives in mortal danger to ensure that
we remain safe here at home.
Is it asking too much that we stand proud with our hand over our heart during the
national anthem or the pledge of allegiance? No. It's the very least we can do. If you
agree, then wear this new American-made shirt with pride:
I Stand Behind Those Who Stand For Me. Continue Reading...

"STAND UP" American Coffee
Ships with free "I STAND" sticker
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â˜… â˜…
All American
â˜…
Coffee â˜…
â˜… â˜…
Roasted in Dallas, Georgia

Extreme left-wing ideology has crept in to every part of America like a virus. Even the
NFL, one of America's most celebrated sports, has been infected!
What's the solution? A shot of robust American coffee coursing through your redblooded conservative veins. Order a 16 oz bag today
and get a free "I Stand" 10" x 3" weatherproof
bumper sticker!
Not only is this some of the most powerful coffee you’ll ever taste, it’s also not made
by an ultra-liberal company like most other coffee companies. In fact, it’s made by
fellow conservatives just like you, here in the heart of Georgia. Secede from liberal
coffee companies and Stand Up for America! Continue Reading...

#45 BLEND COFFEE
All other coffees are FIRED! Finally, a bold American blend in honor of our 45th President,
Donald J. Trump.
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*** BONUS: Will ship with a Free "I Love Trump" Sticker for a limited time***
#45 Blend is intentionally mixed and roasted to be bold, just
like our 45th President. It begins with a refreshing balance of
the best beans from Central America and Africa, and ends
with a flavor only roasting in America can provide.
The idea of the #45 Blend was somewhat daunting. We
wanted a coffee dedicated to American ideals. We wanted a
drink worthy of our current President as well as our Founding Fathers; a drink we’d
gladly brew in the great American tradition of consuming coffee—going all the way
back to the Boston Tea Party. Continue Reading...

"Americans Are Dreamers Too" T-Shirt
â˜… â˜…
Triple
â˜…
American-Made Guarantee!â˜… â˜… â˜…
Made in the USA | Printed in the USA | USA-Made Machinery
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President Trump delivered a new slogan while discussing immigration at Tuesday
night’s State of the Union.
“Americans are dreamers too.”
“Tonight, I am extending an open hand to work with members of both parties —
Democrats and Republicans — to protect our citizens of every background, color,
religion, and creed,” POTUS stated. “My duty, and the sacred duty of every elected
official in this chamber, is to defend Americans — to protect their safety, their families,
their communities, and their right to the American Dream.”

"My Idea of Group Therapy" T-Shirt
â˜… â˜…
Triple
â˜…
American-Made Guarantee!â˜… â˜… â˜…
Made in the USA | Printed in the USA | USA-Made Machinery
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Every Snowflake has a therapist and they likely need one, to help them through the
confusing emotions of having to acknowledge that our President is actually also THEIR
President, even if they don't like it. In a country where law-abiding citizens are
guaranteed freedoms like owning guns, shooting deer, and enjoying a cigar, they need
a safe place to cry it out.

"Is Donald Trump Your President" T-Shirt
â˜… â˜…
Triple
â˜…
American-Made Guarantee!â˜… â˜… â˜…
Made in the USA | Printed in the USA | USA-Made Machinery
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Obviously, liberals can be easily confused by elections. As compassionate
conservatives, we've created a simple flow chart to break it down for them. Help point
lost liberals to the truth with this new educational t-shirt. We've dumbed down for even
the most simple-minded snowflake.

?? Chocolate Ammunition ??
Made from pure milk chocolate, these deliciously dangerous chocolate bullets will be sure to put
a smile on your face- or anothers! Valentine’s Day is right around the corner.

Each mini re-usable chocolate ammo can contains 20 rounds of chocolate bullets.
Modeled after the MK2 Fragmentation Hand Grenade, this delicious milk chocolate
hand grenade is a more peaceful way to resolve any conflict. The classic wood
crate design of the tin makes the chocolate hand grenade a collectors item. The tin
is reusable, stackable and able to be locked.
Game Bird Hunting at its finest is depicted in our Chocolate Peanut Butter filled
Shotgun Shells Collector Tin. Now hunting season can be anytime as you sit back,
relax and enjoy the taste of milk chocolate and peanut butter packed into the
realistic shape of a 12 gauge shotgun shell.
Continue Reading...
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New: "This is Not A Gun Free Zone" (10 x 3)
â˜…
Proudly made in the USA â˜…

"This is not a gun free zone" 10" x 3" weatherproof bumper sticker!
Continue Reading...

"American Gun Flag" T-Shirt
â˜… â˜…
Triple
â˜…
American-Made Guarantee!â˜… â˜… â˜…
Made in the USA | Printed in the USA | USA-Made Machinery

God made America great. Guns and Donald Trump keep it that way.
This new stylized American flag t-shirt pays homage to our great Second Amendment
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with bullet holes for stars and rifles for stripes!

New: Donald Trump $100 Bill (Gold Foil Plated)
This beautiful collectors item honors our 45th President, Donald Trump, on a $100 bill.

New: "Liberty or Death" License Plate (6 x 12)
â˜…
Proudly made in the USA â˜…
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Makes a great gift for the firearms enthusiast in your life. 6" x 12" Individually shrinkwrapped.
Continue Reading...

New: "If This Flag Offends You" (12-Inch Metal Sign)
â˜…
Proudly made in the USA â˜…
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12" aluminum metal circular parking sign. This item has a flat surface which is perfect
for engraving or applying vinyl lettering to it. Made of the highest quality aluminum for a
weather resistant finish. It is lightweight & durable. Pre-drilled holes for quick and easy
mounting. Add a ribbon, wire or string to instantly personalize your sign. Individually
shrink-wrapped.
If This Flag Offends You I Will Help You Pack
Continue Reading...

New: Grenade Lighter
A great accessory to Vallorani Cigars, our founder’s luxury cigar line!

Notice: the gas inside lighter must be released before shipping because the couriers
prohibit parcel contained any gas. You need to add gas to the lighter before using it.
The lighter can be used repeatedly by adding gas.
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Size: 4.8cn X 2.8cm
Continue Reading...

New: "I Believe in God & Guns" (Metal Sign)
â˜…
Proudly made in the USA â˜…

9" x 12" High gloss metal parking sign. Made of the highest quality aluminum for a
weather resistant finish. It is lightweight & durable. Pre-drilled holes for quick and easy
mounting. Add a ribbon, wire or string to instantly personalize your sign.
I Believe in God & Guns - Trespass & You Will Meet Both
Continue Reading...

New: "Group Therapy" License Plate
â˜…
Proudly made in the USA â˜…
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Every Snowflake has a therapist and they likely need one,to help them through the
confusing emotions of having to acknowledge that our President is actually also THEIR
President, even if they don't like it. In a country where law-abiding citizens are
guaranteed freedoms like owning guns, shooting deer, and enjoying a cigar, they need
a safe place to cry it out.
Well, here's MY idea of Group Therapy. Nothing a little target practice at the range can't
cure.
6" x 12" Individually shrink-wrapped.
Continue Reading...

New: "Don't Tread on Me" Tumbler
â˜…
YETI-Style â˜…
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Display your beliefs with our Don't Tread on Me tumbler. Similar to a "Yeti" type of mug,
it features double-wall vacuum insulation with a clear lid. The mug has a narrower
bottom to fit most standard cup holders and is 2X heat & cold resistant compared to a
normal travel mug. The tumbler is 6 7/8" high and is BPA and lead free. The mug is not
recommended for dishwashers, hand wash only. Our engraving process ensures clear,
crisp lines that wont peel or fade.
Continue Reading...

New: Rural Americana Lighted Canvas
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What a unique item! This rural Americana canvas piece features a "Betsy Ross" flag
from our original 13 colonies, painted onto a barn door. The window features a lantern
that actually lights up! This would make an excellent addition to any room's decor, and
makes an excellent gift.
Features:
Dimensions: 18 X 16 X 1 inches
Actual Material: Canvas
Continue Reading...

?? Shotgun Shell Coasters
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?? Shotgun Shell Mousepad

A Super Fun set of 4 12 Gauge Shotgun Shell Coasters! These cork back coasters look
incredibly realistic and have a super glossy finish. Get them in a silver or brass finish!
This super fun Mouse Pad measures 7.5" round - It has a soft polyester fabric front with
a thick durable no-slip 1/4" black rubber backing! It comes in silver or brass finish as
seen in the picture gallery! Continue Reading...

Please Note: All sale pricing and discount codes are eligible for new orders and cannot be applied to previously placed orders or orders
placed after expiration dates have expired. Unless otherwise specified, special pricing expires three days after original date of
advertisement. In order to process shipments as quickly as possible and to ensure accuracy, orders submitted separately cannot be
combined nor additional items added once submitted. Orders receiving free shipping will ship via our choice of shipping method. Free
Shipping offers apply to the 48 U.S. contiguous states and will not apply to HI/AK/ International orders unless otherwise specified. Please
review our Shipping and Return policies prior to placing order, as submitting your order indicates agreement to all stated information
provided in these policies. Utilizing our convenient website, available 24/7, allows payment via credit/debit card, or Paypal. Please submit
your order fully through our webstore and verify accuracy to ensure correct addressing and processing. Thank you for your support! Your
business is valued and appreciated. We look forward to providing an exceptional experience. Please share any concern or suggestion you
may have for us through the Contact Form on our website.
© 2017 Constitution
Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.

Track this popular series in
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Elementary
Dear Girl,
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Paris Rosenthal
RL 2.0 IL P-2
From the New York Times bestselling author of
I Wish You More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her
daughter Paris Rosenthal comes the heartwarming
and inspiring Dear Girl,
Dear Girl, is a remarkable love letter written for the special girl in your life.
Through Amy and Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great just the way she
is--whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has a face full of freckles,
or dances on table tops. Encourages girls to always be themselves and to love
who they are--inside and out.

Middle School
Sky Full Of Stars
by Linda Williams Jackson
RL 4 IL 5-9
After the murder of Emmett Till, thirteen-year-old
Rose is struggling with her decision to stay in
Mississippi. Torn between the opinions of Shorty, a
boy who wants to meet violence with violence, and
Hallelujah, her best friend who believes in the power
of peaceful protests, Rose is scared of the mounting
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racial tension and is starting to lose hope. But when
Rose helps Aunt Ruthie start her own business, she begins to see how she
can make a difference in her community. Life might be easier in the North, but
Mississippi is home and that's worth fighting for. Mid-century Mississippi comes
alive in this sequel to Midnight Without A Moon.

High School
Nexus (Zeroes)
by Scott Westerfeld
RL 5.0 IL 9-12
After the shocking conclusion to Swarm, the zeroes
are scattered, on the run, and desperate. They're up
against challenges from within and from the world
around them, and one thing is certain--an epic
showdown is guaranteed.
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Teaching February
Happy February! This month we’re spotlighting President's Day Weekend in a free
webinar. Register now to learn how to support 21st-century research skills in your
classroom using Kids Discover Online.
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We hope you have a great month! Below, find some timely resources to liven up
your lessons this February. As always, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and Pinterest for updates on daily free topics and other teaching inspiration!
February is African American History Month

ï¿¼
Use this month to pay tribute to the generations of African Americans who’ ve
struggled against adversity to achieve great things and shape our nation. Introduce
young learners to Civil Rights, and the protests, violence, and political upheaval that
marked this period and continue to be relevant today. Topics include Defining Civil
Rights, The Rise of Segregation, Heroes of the Movement, and more. In addition, we
have featured units on revolutionary icons Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks,
and Jackie Robinson.
Looking for Print? Find our Print Title on Civil Rights here.
Use these Curricular Activities to Teach About Civil Rights.
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Also check out our new unit on Postwar Change and Growth, which highlights some
of the moments in American history leading up to the civil rights movement. Students
will learn about notable figures such as Booker T. Washington, Senator Hiram R.
Revels, Representative Joseph Rainey, and more.
Find our Print Title on Postwar Change and Growth here.
February 5th - Constitution of Mexico Day
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This official holiday celebrates the anniversary of Mexico’s current constitution,
which was put into place in 1917. For kids interested in our Southern neighbors, our
print issue on Mexico leads readers through the country’s long and complicated
history of powerful empires, Spanish rule, and eventually, total independence in
1821.
February 12th - Abraham Lincoln's Birthday

Happy Birthday Honest Abe! Teach kids about Lincoln with this unit, which describes
this leader's childhood, presidency, and legacy. Popular topics include Slavery Splits
the Nation and The Civil War.
Use these Games and Activities to Teach about The Civil War.
Looking for Print? Check out our Lincoln Print Title.

February 14th - Valentine’s Day
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ï¿¼
Did you know the Heart is the only organ in the body with its own international
holiday? Ever since the Middle Ages, sweethearts have swapped cards, candies,
and flowers every February 14. Learn about the origins of this special day with our
topic Valentine’s Day .
Our unit on the Heart is also available in print!
Download The Human Heart Infographic, now found on Kids Discover Online!
February 16th - Chinese New Year
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Happy Year of the Dog! In our online unit on Ancient China, kids will read about the
major dynasties of the Empire and find out what life was like for everyone on the
ladder of Chinese society. The topic Celebrating the Chinese New Year teaches
them about the many festivals that enliven Chinese life, and about the colorful
Chinese lunar calendar.
Use these Games and Activities to Teach About Ancient China.
Find our Print Title on Ancient China here.
Check out our new Print Title on China’s Empires here .

February 19th - President’s Day
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ï¿¼
Celebrate the legacies of U.S. Presidents by taking a tour of our capital,
Washington, D.C.. Kids will learn about its history, monuments, and notable figures.
For kids interested in our most iconic leaders, our unit on Lincoln tells the story of the
Great Emancipator. In George Washington, kids will learn about a humble, modest,
and kind man, who probably didn’t strike many as a great military hero.
Looking for print? Find our George Washington Print Title here.
Also, check out our Lincoln Print Title here.
And use these Cross-Curricular Activities to Teach about Washington D.C.

February 21st - Mother Language Day
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ï¿¼
Where did language come from? And where is it going? These questions and more
are answered in our Unit Language, which investigates theories about how humans
learned to speak, how languages have developed over time, and the process by
which new words are born, old ones fade out, and others change meaning.
Our unit on Language is also available as a Print Title!

February 27th - National Polar Bear Day
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ï¿¼
In our topic Alaska, kids will read about the beloved fuzzy Polar Bear and other
arctic animals. Now listed as “threatened” under the U.S. Endangered Species Act,
the polar bear was the first species added to the list because of the risk posed by
global warming.
Students can learn more in our free unit on Endangered Species.
On the Blog: How I Use Social Media in my Classroom
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Do you use social media in your classroom? Here are some safe ways to connect
your class on Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat, by 7th-grade teacher Mari
Venturino. This post includes a link to her Social Media Contract template that you
can print and share with your students and their parents before experimenting with
social media in your classroom!
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Teaching February
Happy February! This month we’re spotlighting President's Day Weekend in a free
webinar. Register now to learn how to support 21st-century research skills in your
classroom using Kids Discover Online.
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ACQUIRED BY FIREARMS POLICY COALITION
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We hope you have a great month! Below, find some timely resources to liven up
your lessons this February. As always, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and Pinterest for updates on daily free topics and other teaching inspiration!
February is African American History Month

ï¿¼
Use this month to pay tribute to the generations of African Americans who’ ve
struggled against adversity to achieve great things and shape our nation. Introduce
young learners to Civil Rights, and the protests, violence, and political upheaval that
marked this period and continue to be relevant today. Topics include Defining Civil
Rights, The Rise of Segregation, Heroes of the Movement, and more. In addition, we
have featured units on revolutionary icons Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks,
and Jackie Robinson.
Looking for Print? Find our Print Title on Civil Rights here.
Use these Curricular Activities to Teach About Civil Rights.
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Also check out our new unit on Postwar Change and Growth, which highlights some
of the moments in American history leading up to the civil rights movement. Students
will learn about notable figures such as Booker T. Washington, Senator Hiram R.
Revels, Representative Joseph Rainey, and more.
Find our Print Title on Postwar Change and Growth here.
February 5th - Constitution of Mexico Day
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This official holiday celebrates the anniversary of Mexico’s current constitution,
which was put into place in 1917. For kids interested in our Southern neighbors, our
print issue on Mexico leads readers through the country’s long and complicated
history of powerful empires, Spanish rule, and eventually, total independence in
1821.
February 12th - Abraham Lincoln's Birthday

Happy Birthday Honest Abe! Teach kids about Lincoln with this unit, which describes
this leader's childhood, presidency, and legacy. Popular topics include Slavery Splits
the Nation and The Civil War.
Use these Games and Activities to Teach about The Civil War.
Looking for Print? Check out our Lincoln Print Title.

February 14th - Valentine’s Day
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ï¿¼
Did you know the Heart is the only organ in the body with its own international
holiday? Ever since the Middle Ages, sweethearts have swapped cards, candies,
and flowers every February 14. Learn about the origins of this special day with our
topic Valentine’s Day .
Our unit on the Heart is also available in print!
Download The Human Heart Infographic, now found on Kids Discover Online!
February 16th - Chinese New Year
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Happy Year of the Dog! In our online unit on Ancient China, kids will read about the
major dynasties of the Empire and find out what life was like for everyone on the
ladder of Chinese society. The topic Celebrating the Chinese New Year teaches
them about the many festivals that enliven Chinese life, and about the colorful
Chinese lunar calendar.
Use these Games and Activities to Teach About Ancient China.
Find our Print Title on Ancient China here.
Check out our new Print Title on China’s Empires here .

February 19th - President’s Day
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ï¿¼
Celebrate the legacies of U.S. Presidents by taking a tour of our capital,
Washington, D.C.. Kids will learn about its history, monuments, and notable figures.
For kids interested in our most iconic leaders, our unit on Lincoln tells the story of the
Great Emancipator. In George Washington, kids will learn about a humble, modest,
and kind man, who probably didn’t strike many as a great military hero.
Looking for print? Find our George Washington Print Title here.
Also, check out our Lincoln Print Title here.
And use these Cross-Curricular Activities to Teach about Washington D.C.

February 21st - Mother Language Day
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ï¿¼
Where did language come from? And where is it going? These questions and more
are answered in our Unit Language, which investigates theories about how humans
learned to speak, how languages have developed over time, and the process by
which new words are born, old ones fade out, and others change meaning.
Our unit on Language is also available as a Print Title!

February 27th - National Polar Bear Day
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ï¿¼
In our topic Alaska, kids will read about the beloved fuzzy Polar Bear and other
arctic animals. Now listed as “threatened” under the U.S. Endangered Species Act,
the polar bear was the first species added to the list because of the risk posed by
global warming.
Students can learn more in our free unit on Endangered Species.
On the Blog: How I Use Social Media in my Classroom
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Do you use social media in your classroom? Here are some safe ways to connect
your class on Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat, by 7th-grade teacher Mari
Venturino. This post includes a link to her Social Media Contract template that you
can print and share with your students and their parents before experimenting with
social media in your classroom!
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Teaching February
Happy February! This month we’re spotlighting President's Day Weekend in a free
webinar. Register now to learn how to support 21st-century research skills in your
classroom using Kids Discover Online.
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ACQUIRED BY FIREARMS POLICY COALITION
AND FIREARMS POLICY FOUNDATION

We hope you have a great month! Below, find some timely resources to liven up
your lessons this February. As always, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and Pinterest for updates on daily free topics and other teaching inspiration!
February is African American History Month

ï¿¼
Use this month to pay tribute to the generations of African Americans who’ ve
struggled against adversity to achieve great things and shape our nation. Introduce
young learners to Civil Rights, and the protests, violence, and political upheaval that
marked this period and continue to be relevant today. Topics include Defining Civil
Rights, The Rise of Segregation, Heroes of the Movement, and more. In addition, we
have featured units on revolutionary icons Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks,
and Jackie Robinson.
Looking for Print? Find our Print Title on Civil Rights here.
Use these Curricular Activities to Teach About Civil Rights.
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Also check out our new unit on Postwar Change and Growth, which highlights some
of the moments in American history leading up to the civil rights movement. Students
will learn about notable figures such as Booker T. Washington, Senator Hiram R.
Revels, Representative Joseph Rainey, and more.
Find our Print Title on Postwar Change and Growth here.
February 5th - Constitution of Mexico Day
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This official holiday celebrates the anniversary of Mexico’s current constitution,
which was put into place in 1917. For kids interested in our Southern neighbors, our
print issue on Mexico leads readers through the country’s long and complicated
history of powerful empires, Spanish rule, and eventually, total independence in
1821.
February 12th - Abraham Lincoln's Birthday

Happy Birthday Honest Abe! Teach kids about Lincoln with this unit, which describes
this leader's childhood, presidency, and legacy. Popular topics include Slavery Splits
the Nation and The Civil War.
Use these Games and Activities to Teach about The Civil War.
Looking for Print? Check out our Lincoln Print Title.

February 14th - Valentine’s Day
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ï¿¼
Did you know the Heart is the only organ in the body with its own international
holiday? Ever since the Middle Ages, sweethearts have swapped cards, candies,
and flowers every February 14. Learn about the origins of this special day with our
topic Valentine’s Day .
Our unit on the Heart is also available in print!
Download The Human Heart Infographic, now found on Kids Discover Online!
February 16th - Chinese New Year
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Happy Year of the Dog! In our online unit on Ancient China, kids will read about the
major dynasties of the Empire and find out what life was like for everyone on the
ladder of Chinese society. The topic Celebrating the Chinese New Year teaches
them about the many festivals that enliven Chinese life, and about the colorful
Chinese lunar calendar.
Use these Games and Activities to Teach About Ancient China.
Find our Print Title on Ancient China here.
Check out our new Print Title on China’s Empires here .

February 19th - President’s Day
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ï¿¼
Celebrate the legacies of U.S. Presidents by taking a tour of our capital,
Washington, D.C.. Kids will learn about its history, monuments, and notable figures.
For kids interested in our most iconic leaders, our unit on Lincoln tells the story of the
Great Emancipator. In George Washington, kids will learn about a humble, modest,
and kind man, who probably didn’t strike many as a great military hero.
Looking for print? Find our George Washington Print Title here.
Also, check out our Lincoln Print Title here.
And use these Cross-Curricular Activities to Teach about Washington D.C.

February 21st - Mother Language Day
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ï¿¼
Where did language come from? And where is it going? These questions and more
are answered in our Unit Language, which investigates theories about how humans
learned to speak, how languages have developed over time, and the process by
which new words are born, old ones fade out, and others change meaning.
Our unit on Language is also available as a Print Title!

February 27th - National Polar Bear Day
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ï¿¼
In our topic Alaska, kids will read about the beloved fuzzy Polar Bear and other
arctic animals. Now listed as “threatened” under the U.S. Endangered Species Act,
the polar bear was the first species added to the list because of the risk posed by
global warming.
Students can learn more in our free unit on Endangered Species.
On the Blog: How I Use Social Media in my Classroom
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Do you use social media in your classroom? Here are some safe ways to connect
your class on Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat, by 7th-grade teacher Mari
Venturino. This post includes a link to her Social Media Contract template that you
can print and share with your students and their parents before experimenting with
social media in your classroom!
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Teaching February
Happy February! This month we’re spotlighting President's Day Weekend in a free
webinar. Register now to learn how to support 21st-century research skills in your
classroom using Kids Discover Online.
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ACQUIRED BY FIREARMS POLICY COALITION
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We hope you have a great month! Below, find some timely resources to liven up
your lessons this February. As always, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and Pinterest for updates on daily free topics and other teaching inspiration!
February is African American History Month

ï¿¼
Use this month to pay tribute to the generations of African Americans who’ ve
struggled against adversity to achieve great things and shape our nation. Introduce
young learners to Civil Rights, and the protests, violence, and political upheaval that
marked this period and continue to be relevant today. Topics include Defining Civil
Rights, The Rise of Segregation, Heroes of the Movement, and more. In addition, we
have featured units on revolutionary icons Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks,
and Jackie Robinson.
Looking for Print? Find our Print Title on Civil Rights here.
Use these Curricular Activities to Teach About Civil Rights.
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Also check out our new unit on Postwar Change and Growth, which highlights some
of the moments in American history leading up to the civil rights movement. Students
will learn about notable figures such as Booker T. Washington, Senator Hiram R.
Revels, Representative Joseph Rainey, and more.
Find our Print Title on Postwar Change and Growth here.
February 5th - Constitution of Mexico Day
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This official holiday celebrates the anniversary of Mexico’s current constitution,
which was put into place in 1917. For kids interested in our Southern neighbors, our
print issue on Mexico leads readers through the country’s long and complicated
history of powerful empires, Spanish rule, and eventually, total independence in
1821.
February 12th - Abraham Lincoln's Birthday

Happy Birthday Honest Abe! Teach kids about Lincoln with this unit, which describes
this leader's childhood, presidency, and legacy. Popular topics include Slavery Splits
the Nation and The Civil War.
Use these Games and Activities to Teach about The Civil War.
Looking for Print? Check out our Lincoln Print Title.

February 14th - Valentine’s Day
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ï¿¼
Did you know the Heart is the only organ in the body with its own international
holiday? Ever since the Middle Ages, sweethearts have swapped cards, candies,
and flowers every February 14. Learn about the origins of this special day with our
topic Valentine’s Day .
Our unit on the Heart is also available in print!
Download The Human Heart Infographic, now found on Kids Discover Online!
February 16th - Chinese New Year
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Happy Year of the Dog! In our online unit on Ancient China, kids will read about the
major dynasties of the Empire and find out what life was like for everyone on the
ladder of Chinese society. The topic Celebrating the Chinese New Year teaches
them about the many festivals that enliven Chinese life, and about the colorful
Chinese lunar calendar.
Use these Games and Activities to Teach About Ancient China.
Find our Print Title on Ancient China here.
Check out our new Print Title on China’s Empires here .

February 19th - President’s Day
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ï¿¼
Celebrate the legacies of U.S. Presidents by taking a tour of our capital,
Washington, D.C.. Kids will learn about its history, monuments, and notable figures.
For kids interested in our most iconic leaders, our unit on Lincoln tells the story of the
Great Emancipator. In George Washington, kids will learn about a humble, modest,
and kind man, who probably didn’t strike many as a great military hero.
Looking for print? Find our George Washington Print Title here.
Also, check out our Lincoln Print Title here.
And use these Cross-Curricular Activities to Teach about Washington D.C.

February 21st - Mother Language Day
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ï¿¼
Where did language come from? And where is it going? These questions and more
are answered in our Unit Language, which investigates theories about how humans
learned to speak, how languages have developed over time, and the process by
which new words are born, old ones fade out, and others change meaning.
Our unit on Language is also available as a Print Title!

February 27th - National Polar Bear Day
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ï¿¼
In our topic Alaska, kids will read about the beloved fuzzy Polar Bear and other
arctic animals. Now listed as “threatened” under the U.S. Endangered Species Act,
the polar bear was the first species added to the list because of the risk posed by
global warming.
Students can learn more in our free unit on Endangered Species.
On the Blog: How I Use Social Media in my Classroom
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Do you use social media in your classroom? Here are some safe ways to connect
your class on Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat, by 7th-grade teacher Mari
Venturino. This post includes a link to her Social Media Contract template that you
can print and share with your students and their parents before experimenting with
social media in your classroom!
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Teaching February
Happy February! This month we’re spotlighting President's Day Weekend in a free
webinar. Register now to learn how to support 21st-century research skills in your
classroom using Kids Discover Online.
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ACQUIRED BY FIREARMS POLICY COALITION
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We hope you have a great month! Below, find some timely resources to liven up
your lessons this February. As always, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and Pinterest for updates on daily free topics and other teaching inspiration!
February is African American History Month

ï¿¼
Use this month to pay tribute to the generations of African Americans who’ ve
struggled against adversity to achieve great things and shape our nation. Introduce
young learners to Civil Rights, and the protests, violence, and political upheaval that
marked this period and continue to be relevant today. Topics include Defining Civil
Rights, The Rise of Segregation, Heroes of the Movement, and more. In addition, we
have featured units on revolutionary icons Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks,
and Jackie Robinson.
Looking for Print? Find our Print Title on Civil Rights here.
Use these Curricular Activities to Teach About Civil Rights.
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Also check out our new unit on Postwar Change and Growth, which highlights some
of the moments in American history leading up to the civil rights movement. Students
will learn about notable figures such as Booker T. Washington, Senator Hiram R.
Revels, Representative Joseph Rainey, and more.
Find our Print Title on Postwar Change and Growth here.
February 5th - Constitution of Mexico Day
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This official holiday celebrates the anniversary of Mexico’s current constitution,
which was put into place in 1917. For kids interested in our Southern neighbors, our
print issue on Mexico leads readers through the country’s long and complicated
history of powerful empires, Spanish rule, and eventually, total independence in
1821.
February 12th - Abraham Lincoln's Birthday

Happy Birthday Honest Abe! Teach kids about Lincoln with this unit, which describes
this leader's childhood, presidency, and legacy. Popular topics include Slavery Splits
the Nation and The Civil War.
Use these Games and Activities to Teach about The Civil War.
Looking for Print? Check out our Lincoln Print Title.

February 14th - Valentine’s Day
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ï¿¼
Did you know the Heart is the only organ in the body with its own international
holiday? Ever since the Middle Ages, sweethearts have swapped cards, candies,
and flowers every February 14. Learn about the origins of this special day with our
topic Valentine’s Day .
Our unit on the Heart is also available in print!
Download The Human Heart Infographic, now found on Kids Discover Online!
February 16th - Chinese New Year
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Happy Year of the Dog! In our online unit on Ancient China, kids will read about the
major dynasties of the Empire and find out what life was like for everyone on the
ladder of Chinese society. The topic Celebrating the Chinese New Year teaches
them about the many festivals that enliven Chinese life, and about the colorful
Chinese lunar calendar.
Use these Games and Activities to Teach About Ancient China.
Find our Print Title on Ancient China here.
Check out our new Print Title on China’s Empires here .

February 19th - President’s Day
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ï¿¼
Celebrate the legacies of U.S. Presidents by taking a tour of our capital,
Washington, D.C.. Kids will learn about its history, monuments, and notable figures.
For kids interested in our most iconic leaders, our unit on Lincoln tells the story of the
Great Emancipator. In George Washington, kids will learn about a humble, modest,
and kind man, who probably didn’t strike many as a great military hero.
Looking for print? Find our George Washington Print Title here.
Also, check out our Lincoln Print Title here.
And use these Cross-Curricular Activities to Teach about Washington D.C.

February 21st - Mother Language Day
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ï¿¼
Where did language come from? And where is it going? These questions and more
are answered in our Unit Language, which investigates theories about how humans
learned to speak, how languages have developed over time, and the process by
which new words are born, old ones fade out, and others change meaning.
Our unit on Language is also available as a Print Title!

February 27th - National Polar Bear Day
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ï¿¼
In our topic Alaska, kids will read about the beloved fuzzy Polar Bear and other
arctic animals. Now listed as “threatened” under the U.S. Endangered Species Act,
the polar bear was the first species added to the list because of the risk posed by
global warming.
Students can learn more in our free unit on Endangered Species.
On the Blog: How I Use Social Media in my Classroom
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Do you use social media in your classroom? Here are some safe ways to connect
your class on Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat, by 7th-grade teacher Mari
Venturino. This post includes a link to her Social Media Contract template that you
can print and share with your students and their parents before experimenting with
social media in your classroom!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Rotor & Wing International" <eletters@email.rotorandwing.com>
Fri, 16 Feb 2018 06:05:17 -0700 (MST)
Airbus Helicopters' New CEO is Bruno Even, Safran Helicopter Engines’ CEO
<lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Featured Story

Airbus Helicopters' New CEO is Bruno
Even, Safran Helicopter Engines’ CEO
Airbus Helicopters is replacing its experienced, French,
helicopter CEO with another experienced, French,
helicopter CEO. The company announced Wednesday
Guillaume Faury’s successor is Bruno Even, CEO of
Safran Helicopter Engines.…
Read more
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Advertise with us

The Rotorcraft Collective Podcast
Discussing key trends and expanding coverage of R&WI's intelligent business and operational insight. Catch up on
the latest episode today.
Learn more at rotorandwing.com/podcasts.
Advertise with us

Sikorsky Protests USAF Huey
Replacement Competition, Citing Unfair
RFP
The U.S. Air Force is currently in the source selection
phase of its Bell Helicopter UH-1N replacement
contract. Interested in the contract for up to 84
helicopters are Sikorsky with…
Read more

VIDEO: Let's Discuss Public Opinion on
Flying Cars
I was emailed a study by the University of Michigan's
Michael Sivak and Brandon Schoettle this week called,
"A Survey of Public Opinion About Flying Cars." It was
published in…
Read more

Advertise with us

Catch up on the latest R&WI issue.
The January 2018 issue highlights some of 2017's major developments and looks ahead at what's in store for
2018.
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Subscribe to the magazine here.
Advertise with us

ATEC Submits First ITEP Proposal to the
US Army for T900
The Honeywell/Pratt & Whitney joint venture, Advanced
Turbine Engine Company (ATEC), has submitted the
first of two proposals to the U.S. Army for the Improved
Turbine Engine Program (ITEP). The…
Read more

Robinson Offers Wire Strike Provisions
for R66
Robinson Helicopter Co.’s R66 can now protect itself
from wire-strike. The manufacturer announced it has
added provisions, FAA-certificated, for bolt-on
installation of Magellan Aerospace’s wire strike
protection system. The protection…
Read more

From Around the Web
Trump Budgets for 74 Military Rotorcraft, But Army Focuses Elsewhere

Advertise with us

Career Center

Do you have comments on the rotorcraft industry or recent articles and viewpoints we’ve published? Email us!
RECEIVE ALERTS | MEDIA KIT | CONTACT
Rotor & Wing International | Rotor & Wing International Advertising Opportunities
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From: "American Library Association" <aldirect@ala.org>
Sent Date: Tue, 6 Mar 2018 11:48:47 -0700 (MST)
Subject: AL Direct 3/6/2018: Cinema, comics, firearms
To: <lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Data literacy fosters YA innovation.
View this email in your browser.

American Library Association • March 6, 2018

For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
RSS feed.

Engaging civic-minded teens
Terra Dankowski writes: “Fake news. Alternative
facts. To be a library professional in 2017 meant
you were never far from these terms. But what
about data literacy? Did librarians tackle charts and
graphs as much as headlines? And what about
teens, who are often overlooked in the context of civic and voter preparedness?
Increasingly, librarians are addressing these questions by bringing statistical education to
young adults—and they’re using massive collections of open civic datasets to teach these
lessons.”...
American Libraries feature, Mar./Apr.

Newsmaker: Emilio Estevez
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Emilio Estevez (right) is no stranger to the library world. Thirty-three
years after portraying one of five teens sentenced to Saturday
detention in a school library in the 1985 teen classic The Breakfast
Club, Estevez steps behind the camera to write, direct, and star in The
Public, about a group of homeless people who seek refuge in
Cincinnati’s downtown public library during a bitterly cold Midwestern
winter evening. A staunch library advocate, Estevez spoke with
American Libraries about the film, its origin, and his connection to libraries....
American Libraries Trend, Mar./Apr.

Dewey Decibel podcast: Saving lost cinema
In Episode 23, Dewey Decibel looks at two
organizations working to preserve films and other
moving-image media. First, Steve Zalusky, from the
ALA Public Awareness Office, reports from the
Mostly Lost film workshop at LC’s Packard
Campus for Audio-Visual Conservation in Culpeper,
Virginia. Then Dewey Decibel host Phil Morehart talks to AJ Lawrence about the Great
Migration Home Movie Project, a program that digitizes home movies documenting the
African-American experience....
AL: The Scoop, Mar. 5; June 22, 2017

Comics, education, and advocacy
Amie Wright writes: “Emerald City Comic Con, held
March 1–4 in Seattle, expanded its programming
this year to include a full day of professional
development for librarians and educators,
cosponsored by ALA and several publishers at Seattle Public Library’s Central Library.
Creating a community of practice for librarians and educators around comics collection,
education, and advocacy was a major theme of the program.”...
AL: The Scoop, Mar. 6

House releases Dear Appropriator letters
Kevin Maher writes: “The campaign to save over
$210 million in library funding begins this week in
page 2 of 8
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the House of Representatives with the release of
two Dear Appropriator letters for both LSTA and
IAL. Our activity starts on the heels of the White House budget proposal for FY2019, which
recommends the elimination of most federal library funding. Library advocates need to
contact their representatives this week and ask them to sign both letters by the March 19
deadline.”...
District Dispatch, Feb. 12, Mar. 6

Ajit Pai criticized for overhaul of Lifeline
Jon Brodkin writes: “FCC Chairman Ajit Pai can
usually count on support from broadband industry
lobbyists and conservative think tanks each time he
announces a new policy. But Pai’s proposal to limit broadband choices for poor people
who rely on a telecom subsidy program is coming under fire from all directions. Pai wants a
major overhaul of Lifeline, a federal program that lets poor people use a $9.25 monthly
household subsidy to buy internet or phone service.”...
Ars Technica, Mar. 5

Your guide to the 2018 ALA elections
As ALA gears up for its 2018 elections, an
electronic election guide is once again available to
help inform members about the candidates and the
election process. Your Guide to the 2018 ALA
Elections (PDF file) contains general information
about the ALA presidency, biographical information about the two presidential candidates
and 75 Council candidates, and information on two ballot measures: a membership dues
adjustment and educational requirements for the ALA executive director....
Office of ALA Governance, Mar. 5

Florida: Librarians can be armed, but teachers can’t
Most classroom teachers would be unable to carry
firearms under the bill passed March 5 by the
Florida Senate in response to the Marjory
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Stoneman Douglas High School shooting. With
Gov. Rick Scott against arming teachers and the
legislative black caucus having united against the
idea, the senate amended its bill to exclude classroom teachers from participating.
Librarians, media specialists, advisers, and teachers who do not teach exclusively (like
coaches) would still be able to carry firearms....
Broward County (Fla.) Sun-Sentinel, Mar. 5; New York Times, Mar. 5

What is access without equity?
Nicole Umayam writes: “Many of the tribal libraries
that I visit in Arizona serve as culture keepers of
language and records. This role is crucial, as most
of the 194 indigenous languages in North America,
including many in the Southwest, are categorized
as severely or critically endangered. In the
endangered language context, collections are not merely materials but spaces for cultural
reclamation through engagement with the records. And libraries must take a
comprehensive approach to digital inclusion.”...
American Libraries column, Mar./Apr.

Classified presidential records move to D.C.
The National Archives said March 1 that it will gather tens of
millions of pages of classified historical records from presidential
libraries around the country and will bring them to Washington,
D.C., for declassification review. “It is important to stress that
this change in physical location of the records is temporary and
that the records will be returned to the Presidential Libraries as they are declassified,”
wrote NARA Chief Operating Officer William J. Bosanko....
Secrecy News: Federation of American Scientists, Mar. 5

Librarian-turned-journalist moves to NBC News
David Beard writes: “Earlier in this decade, Brandy Zadrozny (right)
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had been happy in Vermont, baking pies, cross-country skiing,
working at the Burlington Public Library, handling the reference desk
at Champlain College. That is, until she wasn’t. And journalism is
grateful. On March 2, the librarian-turned-senior researcher and writer
announced she was leaving The Daily Beast after five years and
moving to NBC News as a national reporter. Zadrozny is one of
several news librarians and researchers who have made the difference on big stories.”...
Poynter, Mar. 4

IMLS names finalists for National Medal
The Institute of Museum and Library Services on March 5
announced 29 finalists, 14 of them libraries, for the 2018 National
Medal for Museum and Library Service. The medal is the nation’s
highest honor given to museums and libraries for community
service. Over the past 24 years, the award has celebrated 182
institutions that demonstrated extraordinary and innovative
approaches to public service. National Medal winners will be
announced later this spring....
Institute of Museum and Library Services, Mar. 5

It’s Women’s History Month
During the entire month of March, the ALA
Committee on the Status of Women in Librarianship
will recognize and celebrate women’s
achievements with Women’s History Month. The
celebration traces its origins back to March 8, 1857, when women from New York City
factories staged a protest over working conditions. In 1981, Congress designated the
second week of March as National Women’s History Week and in 1987 expanded it to a
month-long observance....
ALA Office for Diversity, Literacy, and Outreach Services, Mar. 2

UC Merced digitizes a century of ag records
An ongoing effort to collect, digitally preserve, and
share 100 years of historical records by the
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University of California Cooperative Extension has
earned the UC Merced Library a grant of $308,900
by the National Historical Publications and Records
Commission. The work, “A Century of Impact: Documenting the Work of the Cooperative
Extension in California’s Counties,” is especially relevant to the San Joaquin Valley, said
Emily Lin, UC Merced Library’s head of digital curation and scholarship....
University of California Merced Newsroom, Jan. 29

Yale reexamines its Vinland map
New techniques could reveal information about Yale
University’s Vinland Map, a purportedly 15thcentury world map with a precolumbian depiction of
“Vinland,” a section of North America’s coastline
explored by the Norse. Reflectance transformation
imaging is part of a new analysis of the map underway at Yale’s Institute for the
Preservation of Cultural Heritage laboratories to better understand its material composition.
In May, the map will go on exhibit for the first time in more than 50 years at the Mystic
Seaport museum....
Yale News, Feb. 28

10 great fantasy series from around the world
S. Zainab Williams writes: “I can’t possibly visit all of the countless
places on my travel list in this lifetime, but that doesn’t mean I’m barred
from exploring distant locales altogether. If I’m going to travel by flight of
imagination, why not choose destinations that exist far beyond reality’s
reach? If you’re planning an extended stay in a magical, faraway,
somewhat familiar country, you’ve come to the right list. Here are some
fantasy series inspired by places around the world.”...
Book Riot, Mar. 6

Geeky stuff is non-inclusive
Chris Bourg, director of libraries at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, recently
argued that to make tech workplaces more inclusive
and welcoming to women, employees should ditch
Star Trek posters and other geeky stuff cluttering
office walls. “Those kinds of things reinforce the stereotypes about who does tech; and
that stereotype is the male nerd stereotype,” she said. Bourg made the comments during
her keynote address to the code{4}lib conference in Washington, D.C., on February 14....
page 6 of 8
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The College Fix, Mar. 5; Feral Librarian, Feb. 14

The 101 best free Chrome extensions
Eric Griffith writes: “Chrome’s library of extras,
found at the Chrome Web Store, has rivaled
Firefox’s for years. Also, the store has add-ons to
provide quick access to just about every web app
imaginable. Rather than have you stumble blindly
through the Chrome Web Store to find the best,
we’ve compiled a list of 101 you should consider. Most extensions work across operating
systems, so you can try them on any desktop platform. And all of these extensions are
free; there’s no harm in giving them a try.”...
PC Magazine, Mar. 2
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From: "American Library Association" <aldirect@ala.org>
Sent Date: Tue, 20 Mar 2018 11:32:14 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: AL Direct 3/20/2018: Theft, Facebook, finance
To: <lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

We’ve all been there.
View this email in your browser.

American Library Association • March 20, 2018

For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
RSS feed.

Conducting effective difficult conversations
Catherine B. Soehner and Ann Darling write: “At some point in our work
life, we all must confront that most dreaded situation: the difficult
conversation. There are numerous examples from all rungs of the
organizational ladder. We might find people who are not fulfilling the
requirements of their positions, who are regularly negative, who bully
people, or who are frequently late for their shift. As a leader, you must
have difficult conversations with these people to address, and hopefully
remedy, these behaviors.”...
American Libraries feature, Mar./Apr.

Rare book theft from Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
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Valuable atlases, maps, and large-plate books have
been stolen from the rare books room of the
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh. The theft of 314
items was discovered last April when an appraisal
for insurance purposes began of the rare materials
in the Oliver Room. Among the missing books is a
first edition of Isaac Newton’s Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (1687) and a
first edition of Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations (1776). The Allegheny County District
Attorney’s Office is investigating....
Pittsburgh (Pa.) Post-Gazette, Mar. 19

Texas faculty protest removal of fine arts books
On March 19, the University of Texas at Austin
Faculty Council adopted a resolution objecting to
the further removal of books, journals, and other
materials from the Fine Arts Library. In an unusually
packed meeting, faculty and students lined up to
oppose previous decisions to remove the materials
and to describe how their research or ability to complete assignments has been stymied by
the move. They claim UT officials have essentially dismantled the fine arts library and
expressed concern that the remaining collection is in jeopardy....
Austin (Tex.) American-Statesman, Mar. 19; The Daily Texan, Mar. 19

Vancouver library prohibits staff from giving naloxone
Libraries across Canada have long served as
valuable spaces for homeless persons, offering
respite from the outdoors, books and internet
access, and a space to rest or socialize. As
overdose deaths began to soar several years ago,
fueled by the arrival of illicit fentanyl, many libraries
responded by introducing new overdose policies such as voluntary naloxone training. But
at Vancouver (B.C.) Public Library, workers are prohibited from administering the drug,
even if they have sought out training on their own....
Toronto Globe and Mail, Mar. 16

Untangling the Facebook privacy mess
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Will Oremus writes: “A scientist-turned-political
operative reportedly hoodwinked Facebook users
into giving up personal data on both themselves
and all their friends for research purposes, then
used it to develop psychographic profiles on tens of
millions of voters—which in turn may have helped
the Trump campaign manipulate its way to a historic victory. But there was no data breach
and Facebook’s security wasn’t compromised, then why isn’t it just Cambridge Analytica
that’s in the barrel this week? It’s partly because the stakes in this particular data scandal
are so high.”...
Slate, Mar. 20; The Guardian (UK), Mar. 17; New York Times, Mar. 17

How to manipulate Facebook and Twitter
Rachel Metz writes: “Billions of us count on social
networks to help us keep in touch with friends and
family, to get the latest news, and to share silly
memes. But as we’re increasingly learning, this
connectivity comes at a price. So what can you do if
you feel that Facebook and Twitter are taking advantage of you? Fight back, of course.
Here are some ways to do that right now.”...
MIT Technology Review, Mar. 20

OCLC introduces Wise for public libraries
OCLC has introduced Wise, a community
engagement system for US public libraries. A
proven solution used by more than 75% of public
libraries in the Netherlands, Wise integrates tools
for increasing community engagement with the
functions of library management. A marketing component simplifies the creation and
distribution of more personalized and targeted communications—helping improve current
customer relationships and build new connections with the wider community....
OCLC, Mar. 19

To meet or not to meet? That is not the question
Angela Rathmel writes: “A day in the life of a
librarian involves a lot of meetings, am I right?
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Particularly, as the type-casting goes, academic
librarians. We all complain about this. We all wish
we had more time and fewer meetings. So why
haven’t we solved this? What would we measure in
order to do so? An article about what Google has learned from its research on effective
teams came across my feed recently. It showed that psychological safety is the quality
most indicative of effective teams.”...
ACRLog, Mar. 19; Business Insider, Feb. 3; Re:Work

IFLA’s Global Vision Report Summary released
IFLA’s Global Vision Report Summary launched March 19 at the IFLA
President’s Meeting in Barcelona, Spain, providing insights into the
views of over 31,000 participants from 213 countries across all seven
continents. The top 10 highlights and opportunities that now shape the
second phase of the IFLA Global Vision discussion include the findings
that libraries are deeply committed to core roles in supporting literacy,
learning, and reading; and are eager to work more collaboratively in
developing strong partnerships....
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions, Mar. 19

Study shows worldwide lack of financial literacy
Adults need some basic financial skills in order to
thrive in the world, but a study (Word file) conducted
by Cambridge University and University College
London found that many lack this knowledge. The
situation is so bad, in fact, that the study authors
are calling for policy intervention to improve
financial literacy. The study analyzed data from a test that was administered in 2011 to
more than 100,000 participants across 31 countries. The top performers were residents of
Estonia, Finland, Japan, Singapore, and Austria. Least successful were adults in Turkey,
Chile, Israel, Italy, Spain, and England....
TreeHugger, Mar. 19; Money Smart Week
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How to locate bills a US legislator has sponsored
Robert Brammer writes: “One of the questions we
are frequently asked is how to locate a bill or
amendment that a member of Congress has
sponsored or cosponsored. There are a few ways to
do this on Congress.gov. First, locate a member you
are interested in and open their member profile page. Next, you can use the filters on the
left-hand side of the screen to narrow down your results. You can also use the House and
Senate Sponsors and Cosponsors Browse Page.”...
In Custodia Legis, Mar. 19

10 historical fantasy novels by women
Margaret Kingsbury writes: “I love both historical fiction and fantasy, so
books that combine both are like honey. While it seems like these genres
should be quite different—since one is based in fact and the other
completely fictional—I actually find them to be quite similar in feel. Both
require a massive amount of world building, both have immersive settings
that become as much a character as the protagonists, and both require a
lot of research. Here are 10 of my favorites by women authors.”...
Book Riot, Mar. 20
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From: "American Library Association" <aldirect@ala.org>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 12:02:08 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: AL Direct 3/30/2018: Security, climate, harassment
To: <lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

School librarians win a victory in Washington State.
View this email in your browser.

American Library Association • March 30, 2018

For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
RSS feed.

Victory for Washington State school libraries
The Washington Library Association is celebrating
Gov. Jay Inslee’s signing of SB 6362 on March 21,
which added a line item to the bill with an allocation
of $20 per student statewide specifically for library
materials. The line item is being heralded as an
important addition to the McCleary school funding order that the legislature passed in
January that allocated another $1.2 billion for K–12 education. WLA Executive Director
Kate Laughlin said this means “school libraries now have a place from which to negotiate
in the future.”...
I Love Libraries, Mar. 29; Washington Library Association

Sustainability Task Force online forums
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In 2016–2017, the ALA Executive Board appointed
a Special Task Force on Sustainability, charged
with developing recommendations for implementing
sustainable practices by ALA, the profession, libraries, and the communities they serve.
The task force will hold a series of online forums, April 16–30, that will target certain
populations and a general forum for those who have not had an opportunity to contribute.
Attendance at each forum will be capped at 100....
Office of ALA Governance, Mar. 28

Money Smart Week, April 21–28
During the week of April 21–28, more than 1,000 of
our nation’s libraries will be participating in Money
Smart Week. Library events will focus on such
diverse financial issues as first-time home buying,
obtaining renovation loans, preparing a personal
spending plan, the property tax appeal process, evaluating financial aid packages,
choosing the proper Medicare plan, and the basics of wills and trusts. Libraries are also
offering programs that week on options for tax-free savings and charitable tax strategies....
Public Awareness Office, Mar. 27

Congress to fund an OER textbook pilot program
Three times since 2013, members in both houses of
Congress have introduced the Affordable College
Textbook Act, which would create a federal program
to fund the creation of open educational resources on a nationwide scale. Each time, that
bill has faltered in committee. Meanwhile, advocates tried for a one-time appropriation for
OER funding in the annual federal budget. Last week’s omnibus appropriations bill
included $5 million for a pilot program of creating and expanding OER textbooks that will
save students money....
Inside Higher Ed, Mar. 28

Security staff in K–12 public schools
The use of school-based security personnel not
only affects the level of reported school crime, it
may also affect the school environment. For
example, the presence of security staff may be
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associated with schools’ reporting of crime
incidents, and with staff and students’ perceptions of the school environment. Schools
employ different types of security staff, and the responsibilities of these security staff vary.
Understanding the roles and responsibilities of school security staff provides important
context for evaluating school crime and safety....
National Center for Educational Statistics, Mar.

CRS reports and climate change
Arianna Skibell writes: “Last week, Congress
included a provision in its omnibus spending
package requiring the Congressional Research
Service to make its reports open to the general
public, not just Capitol Hill. CRS is already taking
heat from an inside-the-Beltway circle of current and former employees who argue that in
an effort to dodge partisan politics and scorn, the agency fails to provide objective, expert,
and reliable analysis to lawmakers, often in the realm of climate science.”...
E&E News, Mar. 27

Guantánamo prison library policy censored
Carol Rosenberg writes: “The US military took
more than four years to process a Freedom of
Information Act request for a copy of the
Guantánamo guidelines for censoring prison library
material—and censored the guidelines when it
processed the request. The paperwork the military
released appeared to leave out three pages of the prison’s procedure for handling the
Quran. The Miami Herald sought the November 27, 2013, document in a December 10,
2013, FOIA request. The US Southern Command apparently released the document, with
redactions, on March 21, 2018, but didn’t put it in the mail for five more days.”...
Miami Herald, Mar. 28

Not your grandmother’s free speech
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Tara Lane Bowman writes: “Protest placards have
come a long way since the days when signs
beseeched readers to elect a candidate in an
upcoming election (‘I Like Ike’). The act of carrying
a sign is a First Amendment right that engages any
literate bystander. It would be enough to carry a message that states exactly what it is that
a protester stands for or against. However, the Women’s Marches show that modern
protests require more than physical presence and traditional signs of dissent.”...
Intellectual Freedom Blog, Mar. 28

Publishing industry confronts sexual harassment
Alexandra Alter writes: “The list of prominent authors mired in
harassment scandals has grown in recent months, and now includes
best-selling children’s book authors, prominent political journalists, and
a National Book Award-winning novelist. As allegations of sexual
harassment sweep through the publishing industry—resulting in
canceled book deals, boycotts by bookstores, and expulsions from
writers’ conferences—publishers, agents, and editors are grappling
with how to tackle the issue.”...
New York Times, Mar. 27

The public internet option
As the FCC in the Trump era dismantles vital rules protecting net
neutrality and users’ privacy, Americans need an internet provider that
they can trust and is accountable to the public, not profits. Municipal
governments can provide this by offering broadband service
themselves and implementing the net neutrality and privacy protections
that are no longer required of private companies by federal policies.
The internet has become a crucial utility, yet quality broadband service
in the US is far from universal....
American Civil Liberties Union, Mar. 29

Bookmobiles are still a thing
Jen Fifield writes: “In 1995, there were nearly 1,000
bookmobiles operating across the United States. Now
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there are fewer than 650. Despite the decline, their
services remain vital, especially in rural areas where
people often live far from their library branch and have
limited internet access. Bookmobiles help close this
gap by creating a traveling branch, said Michael Swendrowski, a board member of the
Association of Bookmobile and Outreach Services and owner of Specialty Vehicle
Services, which helps libraries design bookmobiles.”...
Stateline, Mar. 28

How to evaluate a scientific paper
John Timmer writes: “Last night, a fellow editor
emailed me a link to yet another study purporting to
show that cellphone use could be associated with
cancer. This one was worth looking at in more
detail, however, because it purported to see an
increase in a specific cancer. A quick glance at the
study identified significant issues with its primary conclusion. So we thought we’d describe
how we went about evaluating the paper, since it could help more people identify similar
issues in the future.”...
Ars Technica, Mar. 23

Is April Fools’ Day funny anymore?
Daniel Funke writes: “On April Fools’ Day, real news
organizations used to publish fake news. The Madison Capital
Times reported in 1933 that the dome had toppled off the
Wisconsin statehouse. In 1977, The Guardian published a
lengthy travel feature story on the fictional San Serriffe islands.
PC Magazine covered a fake bill banning the use of the internet
while drunk in 1994. But in 2018, April Fools’ Day feels different.
With that in mind, what could this year’s biggest April Fools’ Day
hoax possibly be?”...
Poynter, Mar. 30; Madison (Wis.) Capital Times, Apr. 1, 2013; The Guardian (UK), Mar. 31,
2017; Museum of Hoaxes; The Onion, Mar. 16
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It’s time for an RSS revival
Brian Barrett writes: “The modern web contains no
shortage of horrors, from ubiquitous ad trackers to
all-consuming platforms to YouTube comments.
Unfortunately, there’s no panacea for what ails this
internet we’ve built. But anyone weary of black-box algorithms controlling what you see
online at least has a respite, one that’s been there all along but has often gone ignored.
Tired of Twitter? Facebook fatigued? It’s time to head back to RSS.”...
Wired, Mar. 30

Video creation tools for making tutorials
Daniella Smith writes: “At first, creating tutorial
videos was hard for me because I wanted them to
be professional. Eventually, I gravitated towards
letting students present the tutorials. I did this
because I learned that some of the students were
charismatic and the other students loved to watch them. Today, I don’t bother with a fancy
studio to create and share videos. Here are some of the ways that I create and post
videos. Most of the time, I keep it simple and limit the tools because I need to work fast.”...
Knowledge Quest blog, Mar. 29

12 of the best horror comics
Steph Auteri writes: “While part of the terror of reading a horror novel is
the way in which your imagination interacts with the text, there is
something special about an artfully rendered full moon swallowing up the
sky, or a beautifully drawn phantom creepy-crawling its way up
someone’s body as they sleep. Working together, writer and artist create
something that brings horror to a whole new level. So which are the 12
best horror comics to start with?”...
Book Riot, Mar. 29

AL Direct is a free electronic newsletter emailed every Tuesday and Friday to
personal members of the American Library Association.
Editor, AL Direct: George M. Eberhart, geberhart@ala.org
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From: "Joe Guillen" <jguillen@nmsba.org>
Sent Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2018 13:46:29 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Appointment of NMSBA Policy Review Committee
"Ron Singleton" <Ron.Singleton@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Priscilla Manuelito (Gallup-McKinley)" <priscellabmanuelito@yahoo.com>, "Mary Mascarenas
(Penasco)" <mtm@q.com>, "Christine Ludi (West Las Vegas)" <cmludi@live.com>, "Barbara Petersen (Albuquerque)" <Petersen_b@aps.edu>, "Tom Humble
To:
(Logan)" <unionjack161@yahoo.com>, "Dymorie Maker (Lovington)" <dymoriemaker@lovingtonschools.net>, "Lance Wright (Cloudcroft)"
<lance.wright@cmsbears.org>, "Ralph Toy Sepulveda (Cobre)" <r.sepulv23@gmail.com>

Attachments:image002.jpg (4.84k) NMSBA Policies 2017-2018.doc (663k) NMSBA Constitution & Bylaws 2017-18.doc (682.84k)

NMSBA Policy Review Committee Members
I am pleased to inform you that NMSBA President Ramon Montano has appointed you to serve on the NMSBA Policy Review Committee. The Committee, which will be chaired by Ron Singleton,
Immediate Past President, will meet during the summer to review the NMSBA Constitution, Bylaws, and Policies and make recommendations to the Board of Directors and if appropriate bring
forward recommendations to be presented at the 2018 Delegate Assembly.
In order to cut down on travel, we are scheduling all meetings in conjunction with already scheduled NMSA conferences. Accordingly, the first meeting of the Policy Review Committee will be held
9:00 a.m. Thursday, June 7, 2018 prior to the NMSBA School Law Conference at the Hotel Albuquerque. The second meeting will be held Thursday, July 12, 2018 prior to the NMSBA Leadership
Retreat in Taos, New Mexico. And if necessary, we will meet again in conjunction with the NMSBA Legislative/Resolutions Committee in late September or early October.
I am attaching copies of the current NMSBA Constitution and Bylaws and Policies for review at your leisure. I will begin working on updates necessary to bring these documents up to date and will
forward my recommendations to you along with formal notice well before our first meeting.
Congratulations on your appointment! We look forward to working with you on this important assignment.
Joe Guillen
Executive Director
New Mexico School Boards Association
(505) 983-5041 office
(505) 470-3967 cell
jguillen@nmsba.org

I Am…New Mexico Public Schools!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"College of Fine Arts, UT Austin" <cofadean@austin.utexas.edu>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 09:02:26 -0600 (MDT)
April 2018 Alumni Newsletter
<ken.miller@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View this email in a web page

Historic $15 million gift
helps ensure Longhorn
Band's future
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Texas Performing Arts
receives $500,000 grant
from Andrew Mellon
Foundation

Students build
animatronic raptor suits
in independent course for
the play Enron

UT Art History Professor
challenges longstanding
ideas about Aztec Sun
Stone
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Doreen Lorenzo named
as one of Texas
Monthly's "15 Innovators
Reshaping Texas"

The Sarah and Ernest
Butler School of Music to
host Philadelphia-based
composer and 2018-2019
Eddie Medora King Award
recipient Jennifer Higdon

Read more news from the College of Fine Arts, Butler School of Music, Department of
Art and Art History, School of Design and Creative Technologies, Department of
Theatre and Dance, Texas Performing Arts and Landmarks Public Arts program.

Eddie Lopez's (B.A., Music Studies, 2008) company, Perform America-TX, sponsored the Butler School of
Music alumni gathering at the 2018 Texas Music Educators Association (TMEA) conference in San Antonio.
Lopez also pledged the Edward R. Lopez Endowed Scholarship in Music in 2017 for undergraduate UT music
majors.
Jarrod Beck (M.F.A., Studio Art, 2007) is the artist-in-residence for the Moody Center for the Arts at Rice
University through April 2018. His piece Origin, 135 degrees was commissioned by Rice Public Art.
Laurel Shear (M.F.A., Studio Art, 2015) gained gallery representation with Fort Gansevoort in New York.
Will Davis (M.F.A., Directing, 2013), American Theater Company's artistic director, was listed in New City
Stage's "Players 2018: The Fifty People Who Really Perform for Chicago."
James Ogden (M.F.A., Theatre Design and Technology, 2014) was interviewed by American Theatre for
his set design work for the production Angels in America.
Julia Lorenz-Olson (B.A., Theatre and Dance, 2008) and Philip Olson (B.A., Theatre and Dance, 2007)
host a new PBS web series called "Two Cents." The weekly series about personal finance for millennials and
Gen Z airs on Facebook Watch.
Michelle Flanagan (B.A., Theatre and Dance, 2010) and Smaranda Luna (M.F.A, Theatre, 2010) wrote, coproduced and starred in the new web series Patti and Marina, which was named an official selection of the
2017 Dances with Films Festival and a semi-finalist in the 2017 Austin Film Festival.
Dr. Mary Ellen Cavitt (Ph.D., Music Education, 1998) was recently promoted from Professor of Music
Education and Associate Dean of the College of Fine Arts and Communication to Assistant Vice President for
Academic Services at Texas State University in San Marcos, Texas.
Andrew Aaron Valdez (B.F.A. in Theatre Studies, 2017) has joined the Cleveland Public Theater as the
New Play Associate. His work is centered on highlighting underrepresented communities and immersive
theater set in unconventional spaces.
Natalia Anciso (B.A., Studio Art, 2008) displayed work for INTO ACTION, a pop-up group exhibition in
January in Los Angeles.
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Kathryn St. Clair (B.F.A., Studio Art, 1993) was selected to show work in the group exhibition "Color
Emotion" which ran through Feb. 23 at Art Works Downtown in San Rafael, California.
Gabrielle Reisman (M.F.A., Playwriting, 2013) shares the top prize of Clubbed Thumb's Biennial
Commission with fellow playwright Angela Hanks.
Isaac Gomez's (B.A., Theatre and Dance, 2013) one-woman show, The Way She Spoke: A DocuMythology, starring Karen Rodriguez (B.A., Theatre and Dance, 2013) and directed by Rudy Ramirez
(M.A., 2012), ran in January at Austin's Vortex Theatre.
Jonas Criscoe (B.F.A., Studio Art, 2006) presented work in "Call & Respond," a two-person exhibition at
ICOSA Collective in Austin from Jan. 13 to Feb. 3.
Veronica Boccardo (B.F.A., Dance, 2017) performed with the Allegro Ballet of Houston Academy for The
Nutcracker. She also serves as instructor for pre-ballet and Ballet I classes.
Leah Dyjak (M.F.A., Studio Art, 2015) has accepted a position as Assistant Professor of Video and
Photography at Winthrop University in Rock Hill, South Carolina.
Felicia Fitzpatrick (B.A., Theatre and Dance 2014) has completed the first season of "Call & Response," a
podcast that explores the intersection between blackness and the performing arts.

The University of Texas at Austin
No. 1 University Station
Austin, Texas 78713
If you wish to be removed from this group's mailing list, click here.
If you wish to unsubscribe from all University of Texas at Austin email, click here.
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From: "Patheos - Best of Patheos" <communications@mail.patheos.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 23 Jan 2018 14:03:37 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Are We on the Right or Wrong Side of History?
To: "Friend" <gary.giddens@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View Web Version

Best of Patheos
There Must Be a Right and Wrong Side of History

I am acrimonious right now. I have been in a debate this afternoon with a couple of readers of an article I wrote
last week...
by Shane Phipps | EMPATHY MINING

Read more

Mississippi Bill Would Force Teachers to Recite the Ten
Commandments Every Day
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State Rep. Credell Calhoun thinks students in Mississippi need more religion to begin their school day.
by Hemant Mehta | FRIENDLY ATHEIST

Read more

John Piper and His Practice of Pride
page 2 of 6
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Yesterday, as John Piper released a blog post that explained why women should not have teaching positions in
seminary, I sat in a classroom in...
by Kerry Connelly | JERSEYGIRL, JESUS

Read more

Veterans Say the NFL Censored its Ad against the
Players' Kneeling Protests

Uh oh -- did the NFL do it again?
by Mark Meckler | MARK MECKLER

Read more
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How Children are Led Astray into the Sin of “Biblical
Literalism”

This page from a children's Bible, which a friend shared on Facebook, seems to me a perfect illustration of the
distortion that so-called "biblical literalists"...
by James F. McGrath | RELIGION PROF: THE BLOG OF JAMES F. MCGRATH

Read more
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An Open Letter to My Fellow Evangelicals about Trump

Jesus was a citizen of a “sh*thole country” if there ever was one.
by Roger E. Olson | ROGER E. OLSON

Read more

MORE

Patheos Columns
The Rule and the Raven
Aestheism
Nature’s Path
Laughing in Disbelief
Faith Voters for Hillary
Living Tao with Ilchi Lee

You May Like
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SHARE THIS EMAIL

©2018 PATHEOS, INC
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
PRIVACY POLICY

Click here to unsubscribe from the Best of Patheos newsletter.
To update the emails you receive from Patheos, please visit our Subscription Center.

2037 Laskin Road Virginia Beach, VA 23454
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From: "Domingo Garcia" <delma@dgley.com>
Sent Date: Sat, 14 Apr 2018 07:01:02 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Arizona Leaders Say Adelante Con Domingo!
To: <laura.garcia@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Arizona Sun Rises on Domingo Garcia as
State Leaders Endorse LULAC National
President Campaign

REAL ENDORSEMENTS, REAL ISSUES, REAL LEADERSHIP!

My listening tour took me to the front lines of our civil rights
struggle in Phoenix, Arizona. The visit with my LULAC Brothers
and Sisters brought back memories of our past civil rights battles.
1) The freedom buses we took to Arizona in 2010 to picket
Governor Brewer’s home and protest at Sheriff Arpaio’s offices,
with over 100 Tejanos supporting our Raza in Arizona.
2) My involvement with local community leaders to recall
Republican State Senator Russell Pearce, the Author of the,
“show me your papers" bill and other anti-Latino legislation. He
became the first State Senator to be recalled in American history.
We proved bigots can be defeated. I was in Phoenix that election
night and saw firsthand the tears in many abuelitas’ eyes when
La Victoria came. I will never forget it. We united and defeated
racism on November 8th, 2011.
3) Also, I am proud to have donated more than $125,000 to
help defeat the most racist Sheriff in modern American history
when Joe Arpaio was defeated in 2016.
That is why I am humbled and pleased to share that virtually
every Latino/Latina elected official and most LULAC members in
Arizona have endorsed our Adelante! Campaign. As your LULAC
National President, I pledge to you I will continue to fight for
those with no voice, the vulnerable, Dreamers, new immigrant
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Americans, and the working families of America and Puerto Rico.
Con ganas todo se puede!
¡Hasta la Victoria!
Sincerely,
Domingo Garcia
Candidate for LULAC National President

Congressman Ruben Gallego

ï»¿
“ Domingo was with me at the
front lines to recall State Senator
Russell Pearce. Domingo stood
with us when few national leaders
did. Now Arizona stands with
Domingo!”

A new generation of Latino
Leaders in Arizona!

Domingo endorsed by Arizona
State Senator Juan Mendez and
State Representatives Athena
Salman, Rebecca Rios, and Isela
Blanc.
Domingo endorsed by LULAC
V.P of the Farwest David
Hernandez, Arizona State
Director Richard Estrada,
Phoenix City Councilman Michael
Nowakowski, and Past Arizona
State Director Rev. John Mireles.

Cónsul de México en Phoenix
Claudia Franco

ï»¿
Domingo listened to the
concerns of Arizona Mexican
Consul Claudia Franco. She
expressed concern about the wall
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and troops on the border.

Domingo listening to LULAC
members from Arizona at the Latino
Arts Center.

3rd Stop in Domingo's Listening Tour!

To stay connected with Domingo and the campaign,
follow and like on Facebook HERE and on Twitter H
ERE.
Click here to endorse Domingo Garcia for LULAC National President

#AdelanteConDomingo • #AdelanteConDomingo • #AdelanteConDomingo

LULAC@dgley.com
www.adelantecondomingo.org

LULAC 102 | 400 S. Zang Blvd. Suite 600, Dallas, TX 75208
Unsubscribe laura.garcia@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by delma@dgley.com in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Wed, 4 Apr 2018 05:28:46 -0600 (MDT)
Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding
<ron.singleton@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Ron Singleton

April 4, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third Day.
ABC World News Tonight (4/3, story 8, 0:15, Llamas) reported there is “no end in sight for the teacher protests in
Oklahoma. Hundreds of teachers at the state capital...again today meeting with legislators, asking for more funding
for their schools. Many schools across the state have canceled classes again [Wednesday], the third day of the
action.” The CBS Evening News (4/3, story 5, 2:05, Glor) reported Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin signed a bill Tuesday
“giving teacher support staff, like teacher aides and janitors, a $1,250 raise. Last week, she signed a measure giving
teachers $6,000 pay raise, but added only added an additional $50 million to school funding. Teachers were asking
for $200 million more.” On NBC Nightly News (4/3, story 6, 2:05, Holt), Gabe Gutierrez said, “The governor says that
the legislature has already passed an average 16 percent increase for teachers, and the state can only do what its
budget allows.”
USA Today (4/3, White, Jansen, Network) reports that teachers in Oklahoma City “continued to rally Tuesday,
shuttering many schools for a second day to demand higher pay and education funding, in an effort that also recently
engulfed West Virginia, Kentucky and Arizona.” The piece reports that Oklahoma City Public Schools said classes
will also be canceled on Wednesday, quoting a district statement saying, “We are hopeful that our legislators will
continue working this afternoon toward a solution, but we wanted to make this decision as early as possible to give
our families adequate time to plan.”
Reuters (4/3) reports Oklahoma teachers staged “boisterous rallies in front of lawmakers and clos[ed] hundreds
of public schools across the state as they demanded higher pay and more money for education in the latest U.S. labor
action by educators. ... Teachers, parents and students staged sympathy rallies around the state and some 70 public
school districts were forced to suspend classes on Tuesday.”
The AP (4/3) reports that “rowdy teachers” in Oklahoma City were part of “a rebellion of educators in
Republican-led states across the country,” saying that “rowdy teachers booed lawmakers when the Oklahoma House
adjourned. House officials initially called on state troopers to clear the gallery of protesting teachers but later backed
off. Education advocates filled the Capitol to capacity, and troopers limited access to the building.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/3) reports that the protests come “on the heels of a pay raise for teachers signed
by Republican Gov. Mary Fallin last week, which increased teachers’ pay by 15 to 18 percent. But protesting
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educators and school employees said they need more from the state after years of struggling with outdated textbooks,
broken desks and shorter school weeks in the absence of desperately needed funding.” Also reporting are the Tulsa
(OK) World (4/3), PBS NewsHour (4/3), Fox Business (4/3), the Huffington Post (4/3, Jamieson), TIME (4/3), and the
Washington Examiner (4/3, Higgins).

Analyses: Teacher Activism Seen As Opposition To GOP Austerity. The AP (4/3) reports that the
ongoing “teacher rebellions” in GOP-led states “has put Republicans on the defensive, forcing them to walk a fine
line in the months before midterm elections between placating constituents who are angry over education cuts and
conservative supporters who want a smaller government and low taxes.” The piece reports Republicans in Oklahoma
last week “broke with the party orthodoxy and endorsed hundreds of millions of dollars in tax increases to fund public
schools and give teachers a raise of 15 to 18 percent.” The piece reports that while the movement first came to
prominence in West Virginia, Oklahoma has become “the epicenter of the revolt.”
The Christian Science Monitor (4/3) reports the “teacher walkouts in Republican-run states...has cast a national
spotlight on their tax-and-spend priorities amid growing public disquiet over funding for education and other public
services.” The piece reports teacher “activism in red states is challenging the tenets of Republican governance in
which austerity for public employees is bracketed with tax breaks for private business.”
The New York Times (4/3, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports details of the protests in various states,
saying “the states in question, whose legislatures are dominated by the Republican Party, have pursued years of tax
cuts and cuts to public services. Teachers, parents and students have noticed the impact of budget cuts on the
classroom, whether it is a four-day school week in rural Oklahoma or canceled drama classes in Tulsa. When
educators saw West Virginia teachers win a raise last month after a daring strike, they realized more radical tactics
might work in their states, too.” The Washington Post (4/3, Strauss) reports walkouts and protests are happening “in
states that have seen the country’s deepest funding cuts for public education by Republican legislators, including
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Arizona.”
Oklahoma Legislator Vows To Vote Against Funding Measures Inspired By Walkouts. The Hill (4/3,
Thomsen) reports Oklahoma state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R) “is vowing to vote against any measures that fund public
education in response to the state’s days-long teachers strike.” McDugle “said that he had voted in favor of
education funding measures last year, but that he didn’t believe the striking teachers were acting as good role
models for their students.”
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/3) reports McDugle “took to Facebook Live with his frustrations on Tuesday. He has
since deleted the post.” The piece quotes him saying, “I’m not voting for another stinking measure when they’re
acting the way they’re acting. ... You’re losing support of people who supported you all year long. Now you’re going
to come here and act like this after you got a raise?”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress Toward ESSA Implementation.
Education Week (4/4) runs a package of stories titled “ESSA on the Runway” which “analyzes the state of ESSA
implementation on the eve of the law’s operational debut, from teaching and testing to the political pain points that
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may shape just how successful that rollout proves to be. This report takes a multifaceted look at just how ready those
states, districts, and schools are to bringing ESSA’s changes in for a successful landing when the law goes into full
effect for the 2018-19 school year.” Topics include how the law is moving from “policy to practice (4/4),” The
difficulty states are facing in meeting the requirement to back up school improvement efforts with research (4/4), new
school assessment metrics (4/4), and most states’ failure to avail themselves of testing flexibility (4/4) under the law.

Louisiana, New Hampshire, Puerto Rico Apply To Take Part In ESSA Testing Pilot.
Education Week (4/3) reports ED has announced that Louisiana, New Hampshire, and Puerto Rico “have officially
submitted applications for the Every Student Succeeds Act’s Innovative Assessment pilot.” The piece reports that
several states, “including biggies like New York,” originally expressed interest in applying for the program, which
“allows states to try out new forms of testing in a handful of districts, with the goal of eventually taking them
statewide.” However, most “ended up deciding against it.” The piece surmises that many states backed out because
the program “has clear rules that don’t make participation easy.” Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor) reports
Louisiana announced this week “that it had submitted a proposal” which “would allow five local systems to try out a
‘streamlined English and social studies assessment.’”

ED, Interior At Odds Over $1.6 Million In Funding For BIE Schools.
Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke
“are clashing over $1.6 million in federal funds meant to help administer Bureau of Indian Education schools.” Zinke,
in a letter to DeVos, “charges that the Education Department appears to be acting ‘not in the best interests of our
students’ by withholding the funds” and “questions the Education Department’s legal authority for holding back the
money. The Title I administrative funding was withheld by Education when the bureau did not meet an Oct. 2 deadline
to appoint members to a negotiated rulemaking committee, according to a letter from Jason Botel, an Education
official, also obtained by POLITICO.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding.
The Payson (AZ) Roundup (4/3) reports that an estimated 2,500 teachers and their supporters rallied outside the
Arizona state Capitol last week to demand a 20 percent pay increase “and a restoration to the inflation-adjusted, perstudent funding levels in 2008, prior to the recession.” In an attempt “to head off the issue,” state lawmakers passed
and Gov. Doug Ducey “swiftly signed” into law a measure “extend a half-cent sales tax surcharge set to expire in
2020.” Previously, state voters approved “the half a penny per $1 spent, which generates $600 million for
education.” Ducey has “said the state can’t afford a 20 percent raise for teachers,” but his budget calls for a one
percent pay raise for the upcoming fiscal year.
The White Mountain (AZ) Independent (4/3) also reports on the rally and notes that Ducey has also “promised to
eventually restore funds that the state has failed to pay schools for things like books, computers and school buses, a
move he said should free local districts to use more of their existing funds for pay hikes.” Nonetheless, “that is
proving too little for members of the newly formed Arizona Educators United who say that there is no reason teacher
pay here should be at or near the bottom of the nation.” The Independent says because the group is currently “trying
to gauge support, both among teachers and the community at large,” it is unclear “how quickly teachers expect
action – and what they will do if they are ignored.” The dispute “comes as the most recent data from the National
Education Association put average pay in Arizona at $47,218, a figure the association said ranked 43rd in the
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country.”

Florida Education Association Warns Teachers To Eschew Illegal Walkouts.
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (4/3) reports some teachers in Florida are wondering whether they should follow the
example of teachers “in other states...walkout out over low pay this week.” However, the Florida Education
Association is warning that such an action in Florida “is against the law.” The Times quotes a statement from the
group saying, “the activist options for teachers and education staff professionals are somewhat limited. Walking off
the job or reporting to work late is not an appropriate action and it comes with harsh consequences. It is important for
all FEA members to follow the law.”

Walkout Unlikely In Tennessee.
The Tennessean (4/3) reports that a teacher walkout in Tennessee is “unlikely, but not out of the realm of possibility.
That’s because there are numerous issues at play that make a Tennessee teacher strike doubtful.” The piece cites
Gov. Bill Haslam’s approval of significant teacher raises, an ample teacher retirement fund, and laws against strikes
in the state.

New York City Program Seeks To Diversify Teacher Workforce.
Diverse Education (4/3, Pennamon) profiles NYC Men Teach, a teacher recruitment and retention program launched
by the Young Men’s Initiative (YMI) “in January 2015 and backed by a $16-million pledge from Mayor Bill de Blasio”
that “is actively working to diversify the teacher workforce to reflect the city’s diverse student population.” The
program “is in its third and final year of a strategic plan to recruit, support and retain 1,000 more Black, Hispanic and
Asian male teachers in the city’s classrooms.” Currently, men of color account for only 8.3 percent of the city’s
teacher workforce, “a stark contrast to the majority of students that come from various cultural backgrounds.” Boston
University Peter Paul Assistant Professor Dr. Travis Bristol, the program’s primary researcher, said men of color
often face challenges in the teacher pipeline that “include coming from ‘historically marginalized and disenfranchised
schools,’” hiring practice biases, school placement, and disproportionate teacher state-certification exam passage
rates.

Audit Finds Detroit District Has Outdated Curriculum Inconsistent With State Standards.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (4/3, Einhorn) reports an audit conducted last fall of Detroit’s main school district has “found
that students here have been set up to fail” by virtue of the district’s outdated curriculum, which often does not align
with the state’s learning standards. And while the “district plans to spend between $1 million and $3 million in the
coming year to” update its materials, “curriculum experts” say the situation is not unique to Detroit. In fact,
“hundreds – possibly thousands – of districts across the country...are using textbooks and educational materials that
are not aligned to state standards,” and because “most districts don’t do curriculum audits,” many are unaware that
their materials may be lacking.

A Primer On Visible Trends, Initiatives In K-12 Education.
In a perspective piece for the “On Parenting” feature of the Washington Post’s (4/3) Lifestyle section, freelance
writer and illustrator James Paterson writes “a primer about some of the most visible initiatives and trends in K-12
education.” These include: prioritizing “a trauma-informed approach” to helping students recover from “bullying and
violent incidents,” adopting “restorative justice practices for disciplinary infractions,” shifting toward “learnercentered and personalized approaches” to teaching, implementing “new methods of assessing students,”
introducing project-based learning, “reversing lecture and homework time,” adopting flexible seating techniques, and
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overworked school counselors teaching new problem-solving skills to students.

Bogue Chitto Robotics Team Raising Money For FIRST Tech Challenge.
The Brookhaven (MS) Daily Leader (4/3, Campbell) reports the Bogue Chitto Technocats, Bogue Chitto High
School’s robotics team, are trying “to raise more than $5,000 in two weeks to get to the FIRST Tech Challenge world
championship,” a four-day, invitation-only event held in Houston that sees “the best of the best in robotics competing
against each other.”

Indiana Looking For High School Students To Join Governor’s “STEM Team.”
The AP (4/3) reports, “The state of Indiana is accepting nominations for high school students to be named to Gov.
Eric Holcomb’s 2018 ‘STEM Team,’” which “recognizes four high school students for accomplishments in science,
technology, engineering and math.” Winners, which will be announced in May, “receive a $1,000 college
scholarships and a commemorative letterman jacket.”

Michigan Prepares To Host FIRST Championship In April.
The Detroit News (4/2, Chambers) reports on preparations in Michigan for the FIRST Championship, which will take
place from April 25-29 and will see “tens of thousands of students from across the world descend on Detroit” to
“battle robots on a playing field.” The article focuses mainly on the state’s robotics teams, of which there are 508
comprised of 15,240 students.

Minnesota’s ESSA Plan To Designate Opt-Out Students As “Not Proficient.”
The St. Paul (MN) Pioneer Press (4/3) reports Minnesota’s “new plan under the federal Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA) will count every student who misses the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments as ‘not proficient,’ except
in rare cases of a medical exemption.” In past years, thousands of Minnesota students have opted out of the
standardized math and reading assessments. Therefore, the change “could mean a small number of schools will be
targeted for state support – at the expense of truly low-performing schools – simply because parents and students
refused the test.” As such, the move “is drawing criticism from both detractors and supporters of standardized
testing.” State Education Department spokesman Josh Collins, however, “said Minnesota had no choice but to
measure proficiency this way.” The Pioneer Press adds that “because the state’s new school accountability uses
multiple factors to identify struggling schools,” it is unlikely that a high opt-out school will get “much state attention.”

OPERATIONS
Philadelphia School District To Invest $20 Million In Classroom Renovations.
Philly (PA) (4/3) reports that to prepare “for a return to local control,” Philadelphia School District is planning to
“spend $20 million on updating primary grade classrooms in 11 city schools next school year.” The proposed cash
infusion “would improve its budget picture considerably, bringing the district’s long-term spending plan into structural
balance.” PSD superintendent William R. Hite, Jr. has said he intends “to invest in areas he thinks will move the
district forward,” like early literacy – his “signature focus.” Hite said Tuesday that allocating funds to classroom
modernization advances that goal. Philly notes that Hite’s comments “came at a time when Mayor Kenney has
proposed nearly $1 billion in new money for the district over five years, a sum that would require a property tax
increase – a hard sell with some on City Council.”
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West Virginia Governor Appoints New State School Building Authority Head.
The AP (4/3) reports West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice “appointed former schools superintendent David L. Roach as
executive director of the West Virginia School Building Authority.” He will replace Frank “Bucky” Blackwell, who
“submitted his resignation recently but hadn’t previously made it public.” According to the AP, the WVSBA “uses
state general revenue, bond proceeds and lottery money to fund school construction and renovation projects.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
The Baltimore Sun (4/3, Bowie) reports the Baltimore County school board on Tuesday “approved a $140 million
technology contract...that would expand its four-year-old technology initiative into its high schools.” The county
currently “provide[s] every student with a free laptop to use at school and for the older students to take home.” The
contract would, in its first year, replace teachers’ four-year-old laptops with new ones and “expand the laptops to
every high schooler.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas Senate Leadership Says Education Funding Bill Will Not Proceed Before Vote On
Constitutional Amendment.
The AP (4/3, Hanna) reports that “two top Republicans” in the Kansas state legislature, Senate President Susan
Wagle and Majority Leader Jim Denning, “brought action on education funding to a halt” with their demand that the
state first curtail the power of courts to issue rulings on what does and does not constitute adequate funding for
schools. Wagle and Denning’s demand comes “after significant progress had been made” on education funding, the
state House having passed a funding bill providing “roughly a $520 million increase in education funding over five
years,” and the Senate having moved forward “a bill that would phase in a $274 million increase over five years.”
The AP (4/3) reports in another story that “a coalition of Kansas business and agricultural groups is proposing a
constitutional amendment that would give the Legislature sole authority to decide education funding levels, as the
Legislature struggles to satisfy a state Supreme Court order to spend more on schools.” The Kansas Coalition for
Fair Funding has proposed an amendment to the state constitution that “would remove the state courts’ role in
deciding what constitutes suitable education funding.”
The Kansas City (MO) Star (4/3, Woodall, Shorman) reports with additional coverage of the Senate roadblock to
debating funding. The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (4/3, Smith) reports about the passage of the House education
funding bill. The Capital-Journal says state “lawmakers face an April 30 deadline to present a plan with adequate
funding to the Kansas Supreme Court.” The Hays (KS) Daily News (4/3, Smith) reports with similar coverage.

Analysis: Educating Funding Increase Reflects Alabama’s Economic Recovery, Shifting
Priorities.
In an analysis, Alabama Live (4/3) says the 2019 budget that Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey signed on Monday allocates an
additional $216 million in education spending, “bringing the total to $6.63 billion, making it the largest education
budget since 2008, the year considered as the high-water mark for education funding in Alabama.” The budget
allocates $18.5 million to the voluntary, nationally-recognized First Class Pre-K program; increases overall K-12
funding by $146 million for a total $4.6 billion; and increases higher education funding by $42 million for a total $1.7
billion. It also grants a 2.5 percent pay raise to education employees and allocates additional funds to “ongoing
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teacher training.” According to Alabama Live, the budget not only reflects how the state’s “economy is recovering
after the recession,” but also highlights how “public education has grown increasingly important to Alabama
lawmakers in recent years.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Students Bristle At Clear Backpacks.
USA Today (4/3, May) reports many students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas high school “don’t support a new
requirement to carry only clear backpacks.” Some students “see it as an invasion of privacy, and some say it’s not
the change that’s needed to ensure school safety.”
The Huffington Post (4/3, Mosbergen) reports the students “were met with a slew of new security measures”
when they returned to school Monday, “including a widely resented policy: mandatory clear backpacks for everyone.”
Students “were quick to express their disdain for their new accessory. Junior Cameron Kasky stuffed his backpack
with tampons on Tuesday to protest what students have called an invasion of privacy.”
TIME (4/3) reports “many students, some of whom have become leaders in a nationwide effort to achieve gun
control reform, weren’t impressed with the policy.” Some students “took to social media to make further calls for
regulating guns instead of teenagers’ property. Some simply had a laugh at the effort.”

Ducey Submits Draft School Safety Plan.
The Arizona Capitol Times (4/3) reports about the draft of Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey’s plan to improve school safety,
which “includes requirements for a new Center for School Training, active shooter training for school resource officers
and more opportunities for schools to work with local law enforcement and for DPS to put AZPOST certified officers
on school grounds.”

Virginia House Democrats Organize Task Force To Probe Gun Violence, School Safety.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (4/3, Mattingly) reports Virginia House Democrats on Tuesday announced the
formation of the “Safe Virginia Initiative” task force “to investigate school safety and gun violence in the state.” The
group “will host meetings through October across the state,” during which “the task force plans to garner public
input” on gun control and school safety. The AP (4/3, Davison) also reports on the announcement.

Detroit Career School Joins Project Green Light Crime Prevention Program.
The Detroit Free Press (4/3, Higgins) reports Randolph Career and Technical Education Center has become the first
school to join Detroit’s Project Green Light crime prevention program, which has a total of 300 locations across the
city. Joining through a partnership between the Detroit Public Schools Community District, “the mayor’s office of
workforce development, Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation and several private funders,” Randolph has
committed to installing 23 cameras – paid for by Detroit Employment Solutions – that will monitor the school grounds
in real time.

State, Local Authorities Gather To Discuss “Alarming Uptick” In Michigan School Threats.
WDIV-TV Detroit (4/3, Bartkowiak, Spruill) reports an “alarming uptick in school social media threats prompted a
harsh message from prosecutors” who gathered with local law enforcement on Tuesday “to discuss tackling school
threats across Michigan.” Those present, including US Attorney Matthew Schneider, “stressed serious charges
including 20-year felonies will be sought against anyone suspected of making a threat of violence against a school.”
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School Safety Measures Continue To Move Ahead In Maryland General Assembly.
WTOP-FM Washington (4/3, Ryan) reports on the progress of “a variety of school safety measures” under review by
Maryland lawmakers, including one bill that would require schools to make security upgrades and another that “would
require elementary and middle schools to have armed resource officers.” State Sen. Steve Waugh, a Republican,
“said he’s optimistic that all the provisions – in one form or another – will pass the General Assembly before the
session ends next Monday.”

New Idaho Law Imposes Stiffer Penalties For School Security Threats.
The Twin Falls (ID) Times-News (4/3, Wootton-Greener) reports House Bill 665, which Idaho Gov. C.L. “Butch” Otter
signed into law on March 23, has imposed stiffer penalties for school security threats. Under the new law, which is
“already in effect” due to an emergency clause, threatening a school is “now a misdemeanor” if it “disrupts school
activities” and is “a felony offense if a person who makes a threat has a firearm or other deadly weapons.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Segment Considers Canada’s System For Integrating Immigrant Children To Public Schools.
In a video segment for PBS NewsHour’s (4/3) weekly series “Making the Grade,” special correspondent Kavitha
Cardoza of Education Week discusses the public school integration process for children of new immigrants to
Canada. These children generally “do as well as native-born children within three years of arriving,” due to a
combination of language and academic support, celebration of their home cultures, “strong social services and
healthy education funding.”

Vancouver Public Schools Launches Pilot Coding Program For Special Ed Students.
The Clark County (WA) Columbian (4/2, Gillespie) reports on the “pilot computer science program” Vancouver Public
Schools has launched “for students in structured communication programs and structured learning centers,” or, in
other words, students who “demonstrate developmental delays in social awareness, communication skills and
appropriate social behavior.” Last year, the district “received a $5,000 grant from the Office of Superintendent of
Public Instruction” and “a matching $5,000” donation from the Foundation for Vancouver Public Schools, which
together helped “to pay for training for teachers, purchase iPads for kindergarten through second-grade classrooms,
and buy robots the students can program to move around their classrooms.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As Protests Gain Momentum.
• OCR Concludes Discrimination Probe Into Cedar Rapids District.
• Amazon To Invest $50 Million Into CS Education.
• Study: Large For-Profit Charter Chain Boosts Student Achievement In Michigan.
• NCES Data Show More US Schools Allowing Cellphones.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

April 4, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third Day.
ABC World News Tonight (4/3, story 8, 0:15, Llamas) reported there is “no end in sight for the teacher protests in
Oklahoma. Hundreds of teachers at the state capital...again today meeting with legislators, asking for more funding
for their schools. Many schools across the state have canceled classes again [Wednesday], the third day of the
action.” The CBS Evening News (4/3, story 5, 2:05, Glor) reported Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin signed a bill Tuesday
“giving teacher support staff, like teacher aides and janitors, a $1,250 raise. Last week, she signed a measure giving
teachers $6,000 pay raise, but added only added an additional $50 million to school funding. Teachers were asking
for $200 million more.” On NBC Nightly News (4/3, story 6, 2:05, Holt), Gabe Gutierrez said, “The governor says that
the legislature has already passed an average 16 percent increase for teachers, and the state can only do what its
budget allows.”
USA Today (4/3, White, Jansen, Network) reports that teachers in Oklahoma City “continued to rally Tuesday,
shuttering many schools for a second day to demand higher pay and education funding, in an effort that also recently
engulfed West Virginia, Kentucky and Arizona.” The piece reports that Oklahoma City Public Schools said classes
will also be canceled on Wednesday, quoting a district statement saying, “We are hopeful that our legislators will
continue working this afternoon toward a solution, but we wanted to make this decision as early as possible to give
our families adequate time to plan.”
Reuters (4/3) reports Oklahoma teachers staged “boisterous rallies in front of lawmakers and clos[ed] hundreds
of public schools across the state as they demanded higher pay and more money for education in the latest U.S. labor
action by educators. ... Teachers, parents and students staged sympathy rallies around the state and some 70 public
school districts were forced to suspend classes on Tuesday.”
The AP (4/3) reports that “rowdy teachers” in Oklahoma City were part of “a rebellion of educators in
Republican-led states across the country,” saying that “rowdy teachers booed lawmakers when the Oklahoma House
adjourned. House officials initially called on state troopers to clear the gallery of protesting teachers but later backed
off. Education advocates filled the Capitol to capacity, and troopers limited access to the building.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/3) reports that the protests come “on the heels of a pay raise for teachers signed
by Republican Gov. Mary Fallin last week, which increased teachers’ pay by 15 to 18 percent. But protesting
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educators and school employees said they need more from the state after years of struggling with outdated textbooks,
broken desks and shorter school weeks in the absence of desperately needed funding.” Also reporting are the Tulsa
(OK) World (4/3), PBS NewsHour (4/3), Fox Business (4/3), the Huffington Post (4/3, Jamieson), TIME (4/3), and the
Washington Examiner (4/3, Higgins).

Analyses: Teacher Activism Seen As Opposition To GOP Austerity. The AP (4/3) reports that the
ongoing “teacher rebellions” in GOP-led states “has put Republicans on the defensive, forcing them to walk a fine
line in the months before midterm elections between placating constituents who are angry over education cuts and
conservative supporters who want a smaller government and low taxes.” The piece reports Republicans in Oklahoma
last week “broke with the party orthodoxy and endorsed hundreds of millions of dollars in tax increases to fund public
schools and give teachers a raise of 15 to 18 percent.” The piece reports that while the movement first came to
prominence in West Virginia, Oklahoma has become “the epicenter of the revolt.”
The Christian Science Monitor (4/3) reports the “teacher walkouts in Republican-run states...has cast a national
spotlight on their tax-and-spend priorities amid growing public disquiet over funding for education and other public
services.” The piece reports teacher “activism in red states is challenging the tenets of Republican governance in
which austerity for public employees is bracketed with tax breaks for private business.”
The New York Times (4/3, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports details of the protests in various states,
saying “the states in question, whose legislatures are dominated by the Republican Party, have pursued years of tax
cuts and cuts to public services. Teachers, parents and students have noticed the impact of budget cuts on the
classroom, whether it is a four-day school week in rural Oklahoma or canceled drama classes in Tulsa. When
educators saw West Virginia teachers win a raise last month after a daring strike, they realized more radical tactics
might work in their states, too.” The Washington Post (4/3, Strauss) reports walkouts and protests are happening “in
states that have seen the country’s deepest funding cuts for public education by Republican legislators, including
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Arizona.”
Oklahoma Legislator Vows To Vote Against Funding Measures Inspired By Walkouts. The Hill (4/3,
Thomsen) reports Oklahoma state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R) “is vowing to vote against any measures that fund public
education in response to the state’s days-long teachers strike.” McDugle “said that he had voted in favor of
education funding measures last year, but that he didn’t believe the striking teachers were acting as good role
models for their students.”
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/3) reports McDugle “took to Facebook Live with his frustrations on Tuesday. He has
since deleted the post.” The piece quotes him saying, “I’m not voting for another stinking measure when they’re
acting the way they’re acting. ... You’re losing support of people who supported you all year long. Now you’re going
to come here and act like this after you got a raise?”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress Toward ESSA Implementation.
Education Week (4/4) runs a package of stories titled “ESSA on the Runway” which “analyzes the state of ESSA
implementation on the eve of the law’s operational debut, from teaching and testing to the political pain points that
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may shape just how successful that rollout proves to be. This report takes a multifaceted look at just how ready those
states, districts, and schools are to bringing ESSA’s changes in for a successful landing when the law goes into full
effect for the 2018-19 school year.” Topics include how the law is moving from “policy to practice (4/4),” The
difficulty states are facing in meeting the requirement to back up school improvement efforts with research (4/4), new
school assessment metrics (4/4), and most states’ failure to avail themselves of testing flexibility (4/4) under the law.

Louisiana, New Hampshire, Puerto Rico Apply To Take Part In ESSA Testing Pilot.
Education Week (4/3) reports ED has announced that Louisiana, New Hampshire, and Puerto Rico “have officially
submitted applications for the Every Student Succeeds Act’s Innovative Assessment pilot.” The piece reports that
several states, “including biggies like New York,” originally expressed interest in applying for the program, which
“allows states to try out new forms of testing in a handful of districts, with the goal of eventually taking them
statewide.” However, most “ended up deciding against it.” The piece surmises that many states backed out because
the program “has clear rules that don’t make participation easy.” Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor) reports
Louisiana announced this week “that it had submitted a proposal” which “would allow five local systems to try out a
‘streamlined English and social studies assessment.’”

ED, Interior At Odds Over $1.6 Million In Funding For BIE Schools.
Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke
“are clashing over $1.6 million in federal funds meant to help administer Bureau of Indian Education schools.” Zinke,
in a letter to DeVos, “charges that the Education Department appears to be acting ‘not in the best interests of our
students’ by withholding the funds” and “questions the Education Department’s legal authority for holding back the
money. The Title I administrative funding was withheld by Education when the bureau did not meet an Oct. 2 deadline
to appoint members to a negotiated rulemaking committee, according to a letter from Jason Botel, an Education
official, also obtained by POLITICO.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding.
The Payson (AZ) Roundup (4/3) reports that an estimated 2,500 teachers and their supporters rallied outside the
Arizona state Capitol last week to demand a 20 percent pay increase “and a restoration to the inflation-adjusted, perstudent funding levels in 2008, prior to the recession.” In an attempt “to head off the issue,” state lawmakers passed
and Gov. Doug Ducey “swiftly signed” into law a measure “extend a half-cent sales tax surcharge set to expire in
2020.” Previously, state voters approved “the half a penny per $1 spent, which generates $600 million for
education.” Ducey has “said the state can’t afford a 20 percent raise for teachers,” but his budget calls for a one
percent pay raise for the upcoming fiscal year.
The White Mountain (AZ) Independent (4/3) also reports on the rally and notes that Ducey has also “promised to
eventually restore funds that the state has failed to pay schools for things like books, computers and school buses, a
move he said should free local districts to use more of their existing funds for pay hikes.” Nonetheless, “that is
proving too little for members of the newly formed Arizona Educators United who say that there is no reason teacher
pay here should be at or near the bottom of the nation.” The Independent says because the group is currently “trying
to gauge support, both among teachers and the community at large,” it is unclear “how quickly teachers expect
action – and what they will do if they are ignored.” The dispute “comes as the most recent data from the National
Education Association put average pay in Arizona at $47,218, a figure the association said ranked 43rd in the
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country.”

Florida Education Association Warns Teachers To Eschew Illegal Walkouts.
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (4/3) reports some teachers in Florida are wondering whether they should follow the
example of teachers “in other states...walkout out over low pay this week.” However, the Florida Education
Association is warning that such an action in Florida “is against the law.” The Times quotes a statement from the
group saying, “the activist options for teachers and education staff professionals are somewhat limited. Walking off
the job or reporting to work late is not an appropriate action and it comes with harsh consequences. It is important for
all FEA members to follow the law.”

Walkout Unlikely In Tennessee.
The Tennessean (4/3) reports that a teacher walkout in Tennessee is “unlikely, but not out of the realm of possibility.
That’s because there are numerous issues at play that make a Tennessee teacher strike doubtful.” The piece cites
Gov. Bill Haslam’s approval of significant teacher raises, an ample teacher retirement fund, and laws against strikes
in the state.

New York City Program Seeks To Diversify Teacher Workforce.
Diverse Education (4/3, Pennamon) profiles NYC Men Teach, a teacher recruitment and retention program launched
by the Young Men’s Initiative (YMI) “in January 2015 and backed by a $16-million pledge from Mayor Bill de Blasio”
that “is actively working to diversify the teacher workforce to reflect the city’s diverse student population.” The
program “is in its third and final year of a strategic plan to recruit, support and retain 1,000 more Black, Hispanic and
Asian male teachers in the city’s classrooms.” Currently, men of color account for only 8.3 percent of the city’s
teacher workforce, “a stark contrast to the majority of students that come from various cultural backgrounds.” Boston
University Peter Paul Assistant Professor Dr. Travis Bristol, the program’s primary researcher, said men of color
often face challenges in the teacher pipeline that “include coming from ‘historically marginalized and disenfranchised
schools,’” hiring practice biases, school placement, and disproportionate teacher state-certification exam passage
rates.

Audit Finds Detroit District Has Outdated Curriculum Inconsistent With State Standards.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (4/3, Einhorn) reports an audit conducted last fall of Detroit’s main school district has “found
that students here have been set up to fail” by virtue of the district’s outdated curriculum, which often does not align
with the state’s learning standards. And while the “district plans to spend between $1 million and $3 million in the
coming year to” update its materials, “curriculum experts” say the situation is not unique to Detroit. In fact,
“hundreds – possibly thousands – of districts across the country...are using textbooks and educational materials that
are not aligned to state standards,” and because “most districts don’t do curriculum audits,” many are unaware that
their materials may be lacking.

A Primer On Visible Trends, Initiatives In K-12 Education.
In a perspective piece for the “On Parenting” feature of the Washington Post’s (4/3) Lifestyle section, freelance
writer and illustrator James Paterson writes “a primer about some of the most visible initiatives and trends in K-12
education.” These include: prioritizing “a trauma-informed approach” to helping students recover from “bullying and
violent incidents,” adopting “restorative justice practices for disciplinary infractions,” shifting toward “learnercentered and personalized approaches” to teaching, implementing “new methods of assessing students,”
introducing project-based learning, “reversing lecture and homework time,” adopting flexible seating techniques, and
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overworked school counselors teaching new problem-solving skills to students.

Bogue Chitto Robotics Team Raising Money For FIRST Tech Challenge.
The Brookhaven (MS) Daily Leader (4/3, Campbell) reports the Bogue Chitto Technocats, Bogue Chitto High
School’s robotics team, are trying “to raise more than $5,000 in two weeks to get to the FIRST Tech Challenge world
championship,” a four-day, invitation-only event held in Houston that sees “the best of the best in robotics competing
against each other.”

Indiana Looking For High School Students To Join Governor’s “STEM Team.”
The AP (4/3) reports, “The state of Indiana is accepting nominations for high school students to be named to Gov.
Eric Holcomb’s 2018 ‘STEM Team,’” which “recognizes four high school students for accomplishments in science,
technology, engineering and math.” Winners, which will be announced in May, “receive a $1,000 college
scholarships and a commemorative letterman jacket.”

Michigan Prepares To Host FIRST Championship In April.
The Detroit News (4/2, Chambers) reports on preparations in Michigan for the FIRST Championship, which will take
place from April 25-29 and will see “tens of thousands of students from across the world descend on Detroit” to
“battle robots on a playing field.” The article focuses mainly on the state’s robotics teams, of which there are 508
comprised of 15,240 students.

Minnesota’s ESSA Plan To Designate Opt-Out Students As “Not Proficient.”
The St. Paul (MN) Pioneer Press (4/3) reports Minnesota’s “new plan under the federal Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA) will count every student who misses the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments as ‘not proficient,’ except
in rare cases of a medical exemption.” In past years, thousands of Minnesota students have opted out of the
standardized math and reading assessments. Therefore, the change “could mean a small number of schools will be
targeted for state support – at the expense of truly low-performing schools – simply because parents and students
refused the test.” As such, the move “is drawing criticism from both detractors and supporters of standardized
testing.” State Education Department spokesman Josh Collins, however, “said Minnesota had no choice but to
measure proficiency this way.” The Pioneer Press adds that “because the state’s new school accountability uses
multiple factors to identify struggling schools,” it is unlikely that a high opt-out school will get “much state attention.”

OPERATIONS
Philadelphia School District To Invest $20 Million In Classroom Renovations.
Philly (PA) (4/3) reports that to prepare “for a return to local control,” Philadelphia School District is planning to
“spend $20 million on updating primary grade classrooms in 11 city schools next school year.” The proposed cash
infusion “would improve its budget picture considerably, bringing the district’s long-term spending plan into structural
balance.” PSD superintendent William R. Hite, Jr. has said he intends “to invest in areas he thinks will move the
district forward,” like early literacy – his “signature focus.” Hite said Tuesday that allocating funds to classroom
modernization advances that goal. Philly notes that Hite’s comments “came at a time when Mayor Kenney has
proposed nearly $1 billion in new money for the district over five years, a sum that would require a property tax
increase – a hard sell with some on City Council.”
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West Virginia Governor Appoints New State School Building Authority Head.
The AP (4/3) reports West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice “appointed former schools superintendent David L. Roach as
executive director of the West Virginia School Building Authority.” He will replace Frank “Bucky” Blackwell, who
“submitted his resignation recently but hadn’t previously made it public.” According to the AP, the WVSBA “uses
state general revenue, bond proceeds and lottery money to fund school construction and renovation projects.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
The Baltimore Sun (4/3, Bowie) reports the Baltimore County school board on Tuesday “approved a $140 million
technology contract...that would expand its four-year-old technology initiative into its high schools.” The county
currently “provide[s] every student with a free laptop to use at school and for the older students to take home.” The
contract would, in its first year, replace teachers’ four-year-old laptops with new ones and “expand the laptops to
every high schooler.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas Senate Leadership Says Education Funding Bill Will Not Proceed Before Vote On
Constitutional Amendment.
The AP (4/3, Hanna) reports that “two top Republicans” in the Kansas state legislature, Senate President Susan
Wagle and Majority Leader Jim Denning, “brought action on education funding to a halt” with their demand that the
state first curtail the power of courts to issue rulings on what does and does not constitute adequate funding for
schools. Wagle and Denning’s demand comes “after significant progress had been made” on education funding, the
state House having passed a funding bill providing “roughly a $520 million increase in education funding over five
years,” and the Senate having moved forward “a bill that would phase in a $274 million increase over five years.”
The AP (4/3) reports in another story that “a coalition of Kansas business and agricultural groups is proposing a
constitutional amendment that would give the Legislature sole authority to decide education funding levels, as the
Legislature struggles to satisfy a state Supreme Court order to spend more on schools.” The Kansas Coalition for
Fair Funding has proposed an amendment to the state constitution that “would remove the state courts’ role in
deciding what constitutes suitable education funding.”
The Kansas City (MO) Star (4/3, Woodall, Shorman) reports with additional coverage of the Senate roadblock to
debating funding. The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (4/3, Smith) reports about the passage of the House education
funding bill. The Capital-Journal says state “lawmakers face an April 30 deadline to present a plan with adequate
funding to the Kansas Supreme Court.” The Hays (KS) Daily News (4/3, Smith) reports with similar coverage.

Analysis: Educating Funding Increase Reflects Alabama’s Economic Recovery, Shifting
Priorities.
In an analysis, Alabama Live (4/3) says the 2019 budget that Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey signed on Monday allocates an
additional $216 million in education spending, “bringing the total to $6.63 billion, making it the largest education
budget since 2008, the year considered as the high-water mark for education funding in Alabama.” The budget
allocates $18.5 million to the voluntary, nationally-recognized First Class Pre-K program; increases overall K-12
funding by $146 million for a total $4.6 billion; and increases higher education funding by $42 million for a total $1.7
billion. It also grants a 2.5 percent pay raise to education employees and allocates additional funds to “ongoing
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teacher training.” According to Alabama Live, the budget not only reflects how the state’s “economy is recovering
after the recession,” but also highlights how “public education has grown increasingly important to Alabama
lawmakers in recent years.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Students Bristle At Clear Backpacks.
USA Today (4/3, May) reports many students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas high school “don’t support a new
requirement to carry only clear backpacks.” Some students “see it as an invasion of privacy, and some say it’s not
the change that’s needed to ensure school safety.”
The Huffington Post (4/3, Mosbergen) reports the students “were met with a slew of new security measures”
when they returned to school Monday, “including a widely resented policy: mandatory clear backpacks for everyone.”
Students “were quick to express their disdain for their new accessory. Junior Cameron Kasky stuffed his backpack
with tampons on Tuesday to protest what students have called an invasion of privacy.”
TIME (4/3) reports “many students, some of whom have become leaders in a nationwide effort to achieve gun
control reform, weren’t impressed with the policy.” Some students “took to social media to make further calls for
regulating guns instead of teenagers’ property. Some simply had a laugh at the effort.”

Ducey Submits Draft School Safety Plan.
The Arizona Capitol Times (4/3) reports about the draft of Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey’s plan to improve school safety,
which “includes requirements for a new Center for School Training, active shooter training for school resource officers
and more opportunities for schools to work with local law enforcement and for DPS to put AZPOST certified officers
on school grounds.”

Virginia House Democrats Organize Task Force To Probe Gun Violence, School Safety.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (4/3, Mattingly) reports Virginia House Democrats on Tuesday announced the
formation of the “Safe Virginia Initiative” task force “to investigate school safety and gun violence in the state.” The
group “will host meetings through October across the state,” during which “the task force plans to garner public
input” on gun control and school safety. The AP (4/3, Davison) also reports on the announcement.

Detroit Career School Joins Project Green Light Crime Prevention Program.
The Detroit Free Press (4/3, Higgins) reports Randolph Career and Technical Education Center has become the first
school to join Detroit’s Project Green Light crime prevention program, which has a total of 300 locations across the
city. Joining through a partnership between the Detroit Public Schools Community District, “the mayor’s office of
workforce development, Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation and several private funders,” Randolph has
committed to installing 23 cameras – paid for by Detroit Employment Solutions – that will monitor the school grounds
in real time.

State, Local Authorities Gather To Discuss “Alarming Uptick” In Michigan School Threats.
WDIV-TV Detroit (4/3, Bartkowiak, Spruill) reports an “alarming uptick in school social media threats prompted a
harsh message from prosecutors” who gathered with local law enforcement on Tuesday “to discuss tackling school
threats across Michigan.” Those present, including US Attorney Matthew Schneider, “stressed serious charges
including 20-year felonies will be sought against anyone suspected of making a threat of violence against a school.”
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School Safety Measures Continue To Move Ahead In Maryland General Assembly.
WTOP-FM Washington (4/3, Ryan) reports on the progress of “a variety of school safety measures” under review by
Maryland lawmakers, including one bill that would require schools to make security upgrades and another that “would
require elementary and middle schools to have armed resource officers.” State Sen. Steve Waugh, a Republican,
“said he’s optimistic that all the provisions – in one form or another – will pass the General Assembly before the
session ends next Monday.”

New Idaho Law Imposes Stiffer Penalties For School Security Threats.
The Twin Falls (ID) Times-News (4/3, Wootton-Greener) reports House Bill 665, which Idaho Gov. C.L. “Butch” Otter
signed into law on March 23, has imposed stiffer penalties for school security threats. Under the new law, which is
“already in effect” due to an emergency clause, threatening a school is “now a misdemeanor” if it “disrupts school
activities” and is “a felony offense if a person who makes a threat has a firearm or other deadly weapons.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Segment Considers Canada’s System For Integrating Immigrant Children To Public Schools.
In a video segment for PBS NewsHour’s (4/3) weekly series “Making the Grade,” special correspondent Kavitha
Cardoza of Education Week discusses the public school integration process for children of new immigrants to
Canada. These children generally “do as well as native-born children within three years of arriving,” due to a
combination of language and academic support, celebration of their home cultures, “strong social services and
healthy education funding.”

Vancouver Public Schools Launches Pilot Coding Program For Special Ed Students.
The Clark County (WA) Columbian (4/2, Gillespie) reports on the “pilot computer science program” Vancouver Public
Schools has launched “for students in structured communication programs and structured learning centers,” or, in
other words, students who “demonstrate developmental delays in social awareness, communication skills and
appropriate social behavior.” Last year, the district “received a $5,000 grant from the Office of Superintendent of
Public Instruction” and “a matching $5,000” donation from the Foundation for Vancouver Public Schools, which
together helped “to pay for training for teachers, purchase iPads for kindergarten through second-grade classrooms,
and buy robots the students can program to move around their classrooms.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As Protests Gain Momentum.
• OCR Concludes Discrimination Probe Into Cedar Rapids District.
• Amazon To Invest $50 Million Into CS Education.
• Study: Large For-Profit Charter Chain Boosts Student Achievement In Michigan.
• NCES Data Show More US Schools Allowing Cellphones.
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Good morning David Shoup

April 4, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third Day.
ABC World News Tonight (4/3, story 8, 0:15, Llamas) reported there is “no end in sight for the teacher protests in
Oklahoma. Hundreds of teachers at the state capital...again today meeting with legislators, asking for more funding
for their schools. Many schools across the state have canceled classes again [Wednesday], the third day of the
action.” The CBS Evening News (4/3, story 5, 2:05, Glor) reported Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin signed a bill Tuesday
“giving teacher support staff, like teacher aides and janitors, a $1,250 raise. Last week, she signed a measure giving
teachers $6,000 pay raise, but added only added an additional $50 million to school funding. Teachers were asking
for $200 million more.” On NBC Nightly News (4/3, story 6, 2:05, Holt), Gabe Gutierrez said, “The governor says that
the legislature has already passed an average 16 percent increase for teachers, and the state can only do what its
budget allows.”
USA Today (4/3, White, Jansen, Network) reports that teachers in Oklahoma City “continued to rally Tuesday,
shuttering many schools for a second day to demand higher pay and education funding, in an effort that also recently
engulfed West Virginia, Kentucky and Arizona.” The piece reports that Oklahoma City Public Schools said classes
will also be canceled on Wednesday, quoting a district statement saying, “We are hopeful that our legislators will
continue working this afternoon toward a solution, but we wanted to make this decision as early as possible to give
our families adequate time to plan.”
Reuters (4/3) reports Oklahoma teachers staged “boisterous rallies in front of lawmakers and clos[ed] hundreds
of public schools across the state as they demanded higher pay and more money for education in the latest U.S. labor
action by educators. ... Teachers, parents and students staged sympathy rallies around the state and some 70 public
school districts were forced to suspend classes on Tuesday.”
The AP (4/3) reports that “rowdy teachers” in Oklahoma City were part of “a rebellion of educators in
Republican-led states across the country,” saying that “rowdy teachers booed lawmakers when the Oklahoma House
adjourned. House officials initially called on state troopers to clear the gallery of protesting teachers but later backed
off. Education advocates filled the Capitol to capacity, and troopers limited access to the building.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/3) reports that the protests come “on the heels of a pay raise for teachers signed
by Republican Gov. Mary Fallin last week, which increased teachers’ pay by 15 to 18 percent. But protesting
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educators and school employees said they need more from the state after years of struggling with outdated textbooks,
broken desks and shorter school weeks in the absence of desperately needed funding.” Also reporting are the Tulsa
(OK) World (4/3), PBS NewsHour (4/3), Fox Business (4/3), the Huffington Post (4/3, Jamieson), TIME (4/3), and the
Washington Examiner (4/3, Higgins).

Analyses: Teacher Activism Seen As Opposition To GOP Austerity. The AP (4/3) reports that the
ongoing “teacher rebellions” in GOP-led states “has put Republicans on the defensive, forcing them to walk a fine
line in the months before midterm elections between placating constituents who are angry over education cuts and
conservative supporters who want a smaller government and low taxes.” The piece reports Republicans in Oklahoma
last week “broke with the party orthodoxy and endorsed hundreds of millions of dollars in tax increases to fund public
schools and give teachers a raise of 15 to 18 percent.” The piece reports that while the movement first came to
prominence in West Virginia, Oklahoma has become “the epicenter of the revolt.”
The Christian Science Monitor (4/3) reports the “teacher walkouts in Republican-run states...has cast a national
spotlight on their tax-and-spend priorities amid growing public disquiet over funding for education and other public
services.” The piece reports teacher “activism in red states is challenging the tenets of Republican governance in
which austerity for public employees is bracketed with tax breaks for private business.”
The New York Times (4/3, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports details of the protests in various states,
saying “the states in question, whose legislatures are dominated by the Republican Party, have pursued years of tax
cuts and cuts to public services. Teachers, parents and students have noticed the impact of budget cuts on the
classroom, whether it is a four-day school week in rural Oklahoma or canceled drama classes in Tulsa. When
educators saw West Virginia teachers win a raise last month after a daring strike, they realized more radical tactics
might work in their states, too.” The Washington Post (4/3, Strauss) reports walkouts and protests are happening “in
states that have seen the country’s deepest funding cuts for public education by Republican legislators, including
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Arizona.”
Oklahoma Legislator Vows To Vote Against Funding Measures Inspired By Walkouts. The Hill (4/3,
Thomsen) reports Oklahoma state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R) “is vowing to vote against any measures that fund public
education in response to the state’s days-long teachers strike.” McDugle “said that he had voted in favor of
education funding measures last year, but that he didn’t believe the striking teachers were acting as good role
models for their students.”
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/3) reports McDugle “took to Facebook Live with his frustrations on Tuesday. He has
since deleted the post.” The piece quotes him saying, “I’m not voting for another stinking measure when they’re
acting the way they’re acting. ... You’re losing support of people who supported you all year long. Now you’re going
to come here and act like this after you got a raise?”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress Toward ESSA Implementation.
Education Week (4/4) runs a package of stories titled “ESSA on the Runway” which “analyzes the state of ESSA
implementation on the eve of the law’s operational debut, from teaching and testing to the political pain points that
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may shape just how successful that rollout proves to be. This report takes a multifaceted look at just how ready those
states, districts, and schools are to bringing ESSA’s changes in for a successful landing when the law goes into full
effect for the 2018-19 school year.” Topics include how the law is moving from “policy to practice (4/4),” The
difficulty states are facing in meeting the requirement to back up school improvement efforts with research (4/4), new
school assessment metrics (4/4), and most states’ failure to avail themselves of testing flexibility (4/4) under the law.

Louisiana, New Hampshire, Puerto Rico Apply To Take Part In ESSA Testing Pilot.
Education Week (4/3) reports ED has announced that Louisiana, New Hampshire, and Puerto Rico “have officially
submitted applications for the Every Student Succeeds Act’s Innovative Assessment pilot.” The piece reports that
several states, “including biggies like New York,” originally expressed interest in applying for the program, which
“allows states to try out new forms of testing in a handful of districts, with the goal of eventually taking them
statewide.” However, most “ended up deciding against it.” The piece surmises that many states backed out because
the program “has clear rules that don’t make participation easy.” Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor) reports
Louisiana announced this week “that it had submitted a proposal” which “would allow five local systems to try out a
‘streamlined English and social studies assessment.’”

ED, Interior At Odds Over $1.6 Million In Funding For BIE Schools.
Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke
“are clashing over $1.6 million in federal funds meant to help administer Bureau of Indian Education schools.” Zinke,
in a letter to DeVos, “charges that the Education Department appears to be acting ‘not in the best interests of our
students’ by withholding the funds” and “questions the Education Department’s legal authority for holding back the
money. The Title I administrative funding was withheld by Education when the bureau did not meet an Oct. 2 deadline
to appoint members to a negotiated rulemaking committee, according to a letter from Jason Botel, an Education
official, also obtained by POLITICO.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding.
The Payson (AZ) Roundup (4/3) reports that an estimated 2,500 teachers and their supporters rallied outside the
Arizona state Capitol last week to demand a 20 percent pay increase “and a restoration to the inflation-adjusted, perstudent funding levels in 2008, prior to the recession.” In an attempt “to head off the issue,” state lawmakers passed
and Gov. Doug Ducey “swiftly signed” into law a measure “extend a half-cent sales tax surcharge set to expire in
2020.” Previously, state voters approved “the half a penny per $1 spent, which generates $600 million for
education.” Ducey has “said the state can’t afford a 20 percent raise for teachers,” but his budget calls for a one
percent pay raise for the upcoming fiscal year.
The White Mountain (AZ) Independent (4/3) also reports on the rally and notes that Ducey has also “promised to
eventually restore funds that the state has failed to pay schools for things like books, computers and school buses, a
move he said should free local districts to use more of their existing funds for pay hikes.” Nonetheless, “that is
proving too little for members of the newly formed Arizona Educators United who say that there is no reason teacher
pay here should be at or near the bottom of the nation.” The Independent says because the group is currently “trying
to gauge support, both among teachers and the community at large,” it is unclear “how quickly teachers expect
action – and what they will do if they are ignored.” The dispute “comes as the most recent data from the National
Education Association put average pay in Arizona at $47,218, a figure the association said ranked 43rd in the
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country.”

Florida Education Association Warns Teachers To Eschew Illegal Walkouts.
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (4/3) reports some teachers in Florida are wondering whether they should follow the
example of teachers “in other states...walkout out over low pay this week.” However, the Florida Education
Association is warning that such an action in Florida “is against the law.” The Times quotes a statement from the
group saying, “the activist options for teachers and education staff professionals are somewhat limited. Walking off
the job or reporting to work late is not an appropriate action and it comes with harsh consequences. It is important for
all FEA members to follow the law.”

Walkout Unlikely In Tennessee.
The Tennessean (4/3) reports that a teacher walkout in Tennessee is “unlikely, but not out of the realm of possibility.
That’s because there are numerous issues at play that make a Tennessee teacher strike doubtful.” The piece cites
Gov. Bill Haslam’s approval of significant teacher raises, an ample teacher retirement fund, and laws against strikes
in the state.

New York City Program Seeks To Diversify Teacher Workforce.
Diverse Education (4/3, Pennamon) profiles NYC Men Teach, a teacher recruitment and retention program launched
by the Young Men’s Initiative (YMI) “in January 2015 and backed by a $16-million pledge from Mayor Bill de Blasio”
that “is actively working to diversify the teacher workforce to reflect the city’s diverse student population.” The
program “is in its third and final year of a strategic plan to recruit, support and retain 1,000 more Black, Hispanic and
Asian male teachers in the city’s classrooms.” Currently, men of color account for only 8.3 percent of the city’s
teacher workforce, “a stark contrast to the majority of students that come from various cultural backgrounds.” Boston
University Peter Paul Assistant Professor Dr. Travis Bristol, the program’s primary researcher, said men of color
often face challenges in the teacher pipeline that “include coming from ‘historically marginalized and disenfranchised
schools,’” hiring practice biases, school placement, and disproportionate teacher state-certification exam passage
rates.

Audit Finds Detroit District Has Outdated Curriculum Inconsistent With State Standards.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (4/3, Einhorn) reports an audit conducted last fall of Detroit’s main school district has “found
that students here have been set up to fail” by virtue of the district’s outdated curriculum, which often does not align
with the state’s learning standards. And while the “district plans to spend between $1 million and $3 million in the
coming year to” update its materials, “curriculum experts” say the situation is not unique to Detroit. In fact,
“hundreds – possibly thousands – of districts across the country...are using textbooks and educational materials that
are not aligned to state standards,” and because “most districts don’t do curriculum audits,” many are unaware that
their materials may be lacking.

A Primer On Visible Trends, Initiatives In K-12 Education.
In a perspective piece for the “On Parenting” feature of the Washington Post’s (4/3) Lifestyle section, freelance
writer and illustrator James Paterson writes “a primer about some of the most visible initiatives and trends in K-12
education.” These include: prioritizing “a trauma-informed approach” to helping students recover from “bullying and
violent incidents,” adopting “restorative justice practices for disciplinary infractions,” shifting toward “learnercentered and personalized approaches” to teaching, implementing “new methods of assessing students,”
introducing project-based learning, “reversing lecture and homework time,” adopting flexible seating techniques, and
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overworked school counselors teaching new problem-solving skills to students.

Bogue Chitto Robotics Team Raising Money For FIRST Tech Challenge.
The Brookhaven (MS) Daily Leader (4/3, Campbell) reports the Bogue Chitto Technocats, Bogue Chitto High
School’s robotics team, are trying “to raise more than $5,000 in two weeks to get to the FIRST Tech Challenge world
championship,” a four-day, invitation-only event held in Houston that sees “the best of the best in robotics competing
against each other.”

Indiana Looking For High School Students To Join Governor’s “STEM Team.”
The AP (4/3) reports, “The state of Indiana is accepting nominations for high school students to be named to Gov.
Eric Holcomb’s 2018 ‘STEM Team,’” which “recognizes four high school students for accomplishments in science,
technology, engineering and math.” Winners, which will be announced in May, “receive a $1,000 college
scholarships and a commemorative letterman jacket.”

Michigan Prepares To Host FIRST Championship In April.
The Detroit News (4/2, Chambers) reports on preparations in Michigan for the FIRST Championship, which will take
place from April 25-29 and will see “tens of thousands of students from across the world descend on Detroit” to
“battle robots on a playing field.” The article focuses mainly on the state’s robotics teams, of which there are 508
comprised of 15,240 students.

Minnesota’s ESSA Plan To Designate Opt-Out Students As “Not Proficient.”
The St. Paul (MN) Pioneer Press (4/3) reports Minnesota’s “new plan under the federal Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA) will count every student who misses the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments as ‘not proficient,’ except
in rare cases of a medical exemption.” In past years, thousands of Minnesota students have opted out of the
standardized math and reading assessments. Therefore, the change “could mean a small number of schools will be
targeted for state support – at the expense of truly low-performing schools – simply because parents and students
refused the test.” As such, the move “is drawing criticism from both detractors and supporters of standardized
testing.” State Education Department spokesman Josh Collins, however, “said Minnesota had no choice but to
measure proficiency this way.” The Pioneer Press adds that “because the state’s new school accountability uses
multiple factors to identify struggling schools,” it is unlikely that a high opt-out school will get “much state attention.”

OPERATIONS
Philadelphia School District To Invest $20 Million In Classroom Renovations.
Philly (PA) (4/3) reports that to prepare “for a return to local control,” Philadelphia School District is planning to
“spend $20 million on updating primary grade classrooms in 11 city schools next school year.” The proposed cash
infusion “would improve its budget picture considerably, bringing the district’s long-term spending plan into structural
balance.” PSD superintendent William R. Hite, Jr. has said he intends “to invest in areas he thinks will move the
district forward,” like early literacy – his “signature focus.” Hite said Tuesday that allocating funds to classroom
modernization advances that goal. Philly notes that Hite’s comments “came at a time when Mayor Kenney has
proposed nearly $1 billion in new money for the district over five years, a sum that would require a property tax
increase – a hard sell with some on City Council.”
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West Virginia Governor Appoints New State School Building Authority Head.
The AP (4/3) reports West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice “appointed former schools superintendent David L. Roach as
executive director of the West Virginia School Building Authority.” He will replace Frank “Bucky” Blackwell, who
“submitted his resignation recently but hadn’t previously made it public.” According to the AP, the WVSBA “uses
state general revenue, bond proceeds and lottery money to fund school construction and renovation projects.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
The Baltimore Sun (4/3, Bowie) reports the Baltimore County school board on Tuesday “approved a $140 million
technology contract...that would expand its four-year-old technology initiative into its high schools.” The county
currently “provide[s] every student with a free laptop to use at school and for the older students to take home.” The
contract would, in its first year, replace teachers’ four-year-old laptops with new ones and “expand the laptops to
every high schooler.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas Senate Leadership Says Education Funding Bill Will Not Proceed Before Vote On
Constitutional Amendment.
The AP (4/3, Hanna) reports that “two top Republicans” in the Kansas state legislature, Senate President Susan
Wagle and Majority Leader Jim Denning, “brought action on education funding to a halt” with their demand that the
state first curtail the power of courts to issue rulings on what does and does not constitute adequate funding for
schools. Wagle and Denning’s demand comes “after significant progress had been made” on education funding, the
state House having passed a funding bill providing “roughly a $520 million increase in education funding over five
years,” and the Senate having moved forward “a bill that would phase in a $274 million increase over five years.”
The AP (4/3) reports in another story that “a coalition of Kansas business and agricultural groups is proposing a
constitutional amendment that would give the Legislature sole authority to decide education funding levels, as the
Legislature struggles to satisfy a state Supreme Court order to spend more on schools.” The Kansas Coalition for
Fair Funding has proposed an amendment to the state constitution that “would remove the state courts’ role in
deciding what constitutes suitable education funding.”
The Kansas City (MO) Star (4/3, Woodall, Shorman) reports with additional coverage of the Senate roadblock to
debating funding. The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (4/3, Smith) reports about the passage of the House education
funding bill. The Capital-Journal says state “lawmakers face an April 30 deadline to present a plan with adequate
funding to the Kansas Supreme Court.” The Hays (KS) Daily News (4/3, Smith) reports with similar coverage.

Analysis: Educating Funding Increase Reflects Alabama’s Economic Recovery, Shifting
Priorities.
In an analysis, Alabama Live (4/3) says the 2019 budget that Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey signed on Monday allocates an
additional $216 million in education spending, “bringing the total to $6.63 billion, making it the largest education
budget since 2008, the year considered as the high-water mark for education funding in Alabama.” The budget
allocates $18.5 million to the voluntary, nationally-recognized First Class Pre-K program; increases overall K-12
funding by $146 million for a total $4.6 billion; and increases higher education funding by $42 million for a total $1.7
billion. It also grants a 2.5 percent pay raise to education employees and allocates additional funds to “ongoing
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teacher training.” According to Alabama Live, the budget not only reflects how the state’s “economy is recovering
after the recession,” but also highlights how “public education has grown increasingly important to Alabama
lawmakers in recent years.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Students Bristle At Clear Backpacks.
USA Today (4/3, May) reports many students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas high school “don’t support a new
requirement to carry only clear backpacks.” Some students “see it as an invasion of privacy, and some say it’s not
the change that’s needed to ensure school safety.”
The Huffington Post (4/3, Mosbergen) reports the students “were met with a slew of new security measures”
when they returned to school Monday, “including a widely resented policy: mandatory clear backpacks for everyone.”
Students “were quick to express their disdain for their new accessory. Junior Cameron Kasky stuffed his backpack
with tampons on Tuesday to protest what students have called an invasion of privacy.”
TIME (4/3) reports “many students, some of whom have become leaders in a nationwide effort to achieve gun
control reform, weren’t impressed with the policy.” Some students “took to social media to make further calls for
regulating guns instead of teenagers’ property. Some simply had a laugh at the effort.”

Ducey Submits Draft School Safety Plan.
The Arizona Capitol Times (4/3) reports about the draft of Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey’s plan to improve school safety,
which “includes requirements for a new Center for School Training, active shooter training for school resource officers
and more opportunities for schools to work with local law enforcement and for DPS to put AZPOST certified officers
on school grounds.”

Virginia House Democrats Organize Task Force To Probe Gun Violence, School Safety.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (4/3, Mattingly) reports Virginia House Democrats on Tuesday announced the
formation of the “Safe Virginia Initiative” task force “to investigate school safety and gun violence in the state.” The
group “will host meetings through October across the state,” during which “the task force plans to garner public
input” on gun control and school safety. The AP (4/3, Davison) also reports on the announcement.

Detroit Career School Joins Project Green Light Crime Prevention Program.
The Detroit Free Press (4/3, Higgins) reports Randolph Career and Technical Education Center has become the first
school to join Detroit’s Project Green Light crime prevention program, which has a total of 300 locations across the
city. Joining through a partnership between the Detroit Public Schools Community District, “the mayor’s office of
workforce development, Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation and several private funders,” Randolph has
committed to installing 23 cameras – paid for by Detroit Employment Solutions – that will monitor the school grounds
in real time.

State, Local Authorities Gather To Discuss “Alarming Uptick” In Michigan School Threats.
WDIV-TV Detroit (4/3, Bartkowiak, Spruill) reports an “alarming uptick in school social media threats prompted a
harsh message from prosecutors” who gathered with local law enforcement on Tuesday “to discuss tackling school
threats across Michigan.” Those present, including US Attorney Matthew Schneider, “stressed serious charges
including 20-year felonies will be sought against anyone suspected of making a threat of violence against a school.”
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School Safety Measures Continue To Move Ahead In Maryland General Assembly.
WTOP-FM Washington (4/3, Ryan) reports on the progress of “a variety of school safety measures” under review by
Maryland lawmakers, including one bill that would require schools to make security upgrades and another that “would
require elementary and middle schools to have armed resource officers.” State Sen. Steve Waugh, a Republican,
“said he’s optimistic that all the provisions – in one form or another – will pass the General Assembly before the
session ends next Monday.”

New Idaho Law Imposes Stiffer Penalties For School Security Threats.
The Twin Falls (ID) Times-News (4/3, Wootton-Greener) reports House Bill 665, which Idaho Gov. C.L. “Butch” Otter
signed into law on March 23, has imposed stiffer penalties for school security threats. Under the new law, which is
“already in effect” due to an emergency clause, threatening a school is “now a misdemeanor” if it “disrupts school
activities” and is “a felony offense if a person who makes a threat has a firearm or other deadly weapons.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Segment Considers Canada’s System For Integrating Immigrant Children To Public Schools.
In a video segment for PBS NewsHour’s (4/3) weekly series “Making the Grade,” special correspondent Kavitha
Cardoza of Education Week discusses the public school integration process for children of new immigrants to
Canada. These children generally “do as well as native-born children within three years of arriving,” due to a
combination of language and academic support, celebration of their home cultures, “strong social services and
healthy education funding.”

Vancouver Public Schools Launches Pilot Coding Program For Special Ed Students.
The Clark County (WA) Columbian (4/2, Gillespie) reports on the “pilot computer science program” Vancouver Public
Schools has launched “for students in structured communication programs and structured learning centers,” or, in
other words, students who “demonstrate developmental delays in social awareness, communication skills and
appropriate social behavior.” Last year, the district “received a $5,000 grant from the Office of Superintendent of
Public Instruction” and “a matching $5,000” donation from the Foundation for Vancouver Public Schools, which
together helped “to pay for training for teachers, purchase iPads for kindergarten through second-grade classrooms,
and buy robots the students can program to move around their classrooms.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As Protests Gain Momentum.
• OCR Concludes Discrimination Probe Into Cedar Rapids District.
• Amazon To Invest $50 Million Into CS Education.
• Study: Large For-Profit Charter Chain Boosts Student Achievement In Michigan.
• NCES Data Show More US Schools Allowing Cellphones.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

April 4, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third Day.
ABC World News Tonight (4/3, story 8, 0:15, Llamas) reported there is “no end in sight for the teacher protests in
Oklahoma. Hundreds of teachers at the state capital...again today meeting with legislators, asking for more funding
for their schools. Many schools across the state have canceled classes again [Wednesday], the third day of the
action.” The CBS Evening News (4/3, story 5, 2:05, Glor) reported Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin signed a bill Tuesday
“giving teacher support staff, like teacher aides and janitors, a $1,250 raise. Last week, she signed a measure giving
teachers $6,000 pay raise, but added only added an additional $50 million to school funding. Teachers were asking
for $200 million more.” On NBC Nightly News (4/3, story 6, 2:05, Holt), Gabe Gutierrez said, “The governor says that
the legislature has already passed an average 16 percent increase for teachers, and the state can only do what its
budget allows.”
USA Today (4/3, White, Jansen, Network) reports that teachers in Oklahoma City “continued to rally Tuesday,
shuttering many schools for a second day to demand higher pay and education funding, in an effort that also recently
engulfed West Virginia, Kentucky and Arizona.” The piece reports that Oklahoma City Public Schools said classes
will also be canceled on Wednesday, quoting a district statement saying, “We are hopeful that our legislators will
continue working this afternoon toward a solution, but we wanted to make this decision as early as possible to give
our families adequate time to plan.”
Reuters (4/3) reports Oklahoma teachers staged “boisterous rallies in front of lawmakers and clos[ed] hundreds
of public schools across the state as they demanded higher pay and more money for education in the latest U.S. labor
action by educators. ... Teachers, parents and students staged sympathy rallies around the state and some 70 public
school districts were forced to suspend classes on Tuesday.”
The AP (4/3) reports that “rowdy teachers” in Oklahoma City were part of “a rebellion of educators in
Republican-led states across the country,” saying that “rowdy teachers booed lawmakers when the Oklahoma House
adjourned. House officials initially called on state troopers to clear the gallery of protesting teachers but later backed
off. Education advocates filled the Capitol to capacity, and troopers limited access to the building.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/3) reports that the protests come “on the heels of a pay raise for teachers signed
by Republican Gov. Mary Fallin last week, which increased teachers’ pay by 15 to 18 percent. But protesting
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educators and school employees said they need more from the state after years of struggling with outdated textbooks,
broken desks and shorter school weeks in the absence of desperately needed funding.” Also reporting are the Tulsa
(OK) World (4/3), PBS NewsHour (4/3), Fox Business (4/3), the Huffington Post (4/3, Jamieson), TIME (4/3), and the
Washington Examiner (4/3, Higgins).

Analyses: Teacher Activism Seen As Opposition To GOP Austerity. The AP (4/3) reports that the
ongoing “teacher rebellions” in GOP-led states “has put Republicans on the defensive, forcing them to walk a fine
line in the months before midterm elections between placating constituents who are angry over education cuts and
conservative supporters who want a smaller government and low taxes.” The piece reports Republicans in Oklahoma
last week “broke with the party orthodoxy and endorsed hundreds of millions of dollars in tax increases to fund public
schools and give teachers a raise of 15 to 18 percent.” The piece reports that while the movement first came to
prominence in West Virginia, Oklahoma has become “the epicenter of the revolt.”
The Christian Science Monitor (4/3) reports the “teacher walkouts in Republican-run states...has cast a national
spotlight on their tax-and-spend priorities amid growing public disquiet over funding for education and other public
services.” The piece reports teacher “activism in red states is challenging the tenets of Republican governance in
which austerity for public employees is bracketed with tax breaks for private business.”
The New York Times (4/3, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports details of the protests in various states,
saying “the states in question, whose legislatures are dominated by the Republican Party, have pursued years of tax
cuts and cuts to public services. Teachers, parents and students have noticed the impact of budget cuts on the
classroom, whether it is a four-day school week in rural Oklahoma or canceled drama classes in Tulsa. When
educators saw West Virginia teachers win a raise last month after a daring strike, they realized more radical tactics
might work in their states, too.” The Washington Post (4/3, Strauss) reports walkouts and protests are happening “in
states that have seen the country’s deepest funding cuts for public education by Republican legislators, including
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Arizona.”
Oklahoma Legislator Vows To Vote Against Funding Measures Inspired By Walkouts. The Hill (4/3,
Thomsen) reports Oklahoma state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R) “is vowing to vote against any measures that fund public
education in response to the state’s days-long teachers strike.” McDugle “said that he had voted in favor of
education funding measures last year, but that he didn’t believe the striking teachers were acting as good role
models for their students.”
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/3) reports McDugle “took to Facebook Live with his frustrations on Tuesday. He has
since deleted the post.” The piece quotes him saying, “I’m not voting for another stinking measure when they’re
acting the way they’re acting. ... You’re losing support of people who supported you all year long. Now you’re going
to come here and act like this after you got a raise?”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress Toward ESSA Implementation.
Education Week (4/4) runs a package of stories titled “ESSA on the Runway” which “analyzes the state of ESSA
implementation on the eve of the law’s operational debut, from teaching and testing to the political pain points that
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may shape just how successful that rollout proves to be. This report takes a multifaceted look at just how ready those
states, districts, and schools are to bringing ESSA’s changes in for a successful landing when the law goes into full
effect for the 2018-19 school year.” Topics include how the law is moving from “policy to practice (4/4),” The
difficulty states are facing in meeting the requirement to back up school improvement efforts with research (4/4), new
school assessment metrics (4/4), and most states’ failure to avail themselves of testing flexibility (4/4) under the law.

Louisiana, New Hampshire, Puerto Rico Apply To Take Part In ESSA Testing Pilot.
Education Week (4/3) reports ED has announced that Louisiana, New Hampshire, and Puerto Rico “have officially
submitted applications for the Every Student Succeeds Act’s Innovative Assessment pilot.” The piece reports that
several states, “including biggies like New York,” originally expressed interest in applying for the program, which
“allows states to try out new forms of testing in a handful of districts, with the goal of eventually taking them
statewide.” However, most “ended up deciding against it.” The piece surmises that many states backed out because
the program “has clear rules that don’t make participation easy.” Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor) reports
Louisiana announced this week “that it had submitted a proposal” which “would allow five local systems to try out a
‘streamlined English and social studies assessment.’”

ED, Interior At Odds Over $1.6 Million In Funding For BIE Schools.
Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke
“are clashing over $1.6 million in federal funds meant to help administer Bureau of Indian Education schools.” Zinke,
in a letter to DeVos, “charges that the Education Department appears to be acting ‘not in the best interests of our
students’ by withholding the funds” and “questions the Education Department’s legal authority for holding back the
money. The Title I administrative funding was withheld by Education when the bureau did not meet an Oct. 2 deadline
to appoint members to a negotiated rulemaking committee, according to a letter from Jason Botel, an Education
official, also obtained by POLITICO.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding.
The Payson (AZ) Roundup (4/3) reports that an estimated 2,500 teachers and their supporters rallied outside the
Arizona state Capitol last week to demand a 20 percent pay increase “and a restoration to the inflation-adjusted, perstudent funding levels in 2008, prior to the recession.” In an attempt “to head off the issue,” state lawmakers passed
and Gov. Doug Ducey “swiftly signed” into law a measure “extend a half-cent sales tax surcharge set to expire in
2020.” Previously, state voters approved “the half a penny per $1 spent, which generates $600 million for
education.” Ducey has “said the state can’t afford a 20 percent raise for teachers,” but his budget calls for a one
percent pay raise for the upcoming fiscal year.
The White Mountain (AZ) Independent (4/3) also reports on the rally and notes that Ducey has also “promised to
eventually restore funds that the state has failed to pay schools for things like books, computers and school buses, a
move he said should free local districts to use more of their existing funds for pay hikes.” Nonetheless, “that is
proving too little for members of the newly formed Arizona Educators United who say that there is no reason teacher
pay here should be at or near the bottom of the nation.” The Independent says because the group is currently “trying
to gauge support, both among teachers and the community at large,” it is unclear “how quickly teachers expect
action – and what they will do if they are ignored.” The dispute “comes as the most recent data from the National
Education Association put average pay in Arizona at $47,218, a figure the association said ranked 43rd in the
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country.”

Florida Education Association Warns Teachers To Eschew Illegal Walkouts.
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (4/3) reports some teachers in Florida are wondering whether they should follow the
example of teachers “in other states...walkout out over low pay this week.” However, the Florida Education
Association is warning that such an action in Florida “is against the law.” The Times quotes a statement from the
group saying, “the activist options for teachers and education staff professionals are somewhat limited. Walking off
the job or reporting to work late is not an appropriate action and it comes with harsh consequences. It is important for
all FEA members to follow the law.”

Walkout Unlikely In Tennessee.
The Tennessean (4/3) reports that a teacher walkout in Tennessee is “unlikely, but not out of the realm of possibility.
That’s because there are numerous issues at play that make a Tennessee teacher strike doubtful.” The piece cites
Gov. Bill Haslam’s approval of significant teacher raises, an ample teacher retirement fund, and laws against strikes
in the state.

New York City Program Seeks To Diversify Teacher Workforce.
Diverse Education (4/3, Pennamon) profiles NYC Men Teach, a teacher recruitment and retention program launched
by the Young Men’s Initiative (YMI) “in January 2015 and backed by a $16-million pledge from Mayor Bill de Blasio”
that “is actively working to diversify the teacher workforce to reflect the city’s diverse student population.” The
program “is in its third and final year of a strategic plan to recruit, support and retain 1,000 more Black, Hispanic and
Asian male teachers in the city’s classrooms.” Currently, men of color account for only 8.3 percent of the city’s
teacher workforce, “a stark contrast to the majority of students that come from various cultural backgrounds.” Boston
University Peter Paul Assistant Professor Dr. Travis Bristol, the program’s primary researcher, said men of color
often face challenges in the teacher pipeline that “include coming from ‘historically marginalized and disenfranchised
schools,’” hiring practice biases, school placement, and disproportionate teacher state-certification exam passage
rates.

Audit Finds Detroit District Has Outdated Curriculum Inconsistent With State Standards.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (4/3, Einhorn) reports an audit conducted last fall of Detroit’s main school district has “found
that students here have been set up to fail” by virtue of the district’s outdated curriculum, which often does not align
with the state’s learning standards. And while the “district plans to spend between $1 million and $3 million in the
coming year to” update its materials, “curriculum experts” say the situation is not unique to Detroit. In fact,
“hundreds – possibly thousands – of districts across the country...are using textbooks and educational materials that
are not aligned to state standards,” and because “most districts don’t do curriculum audits,” many are unaware that
their materials may be lacking.

A Primer On Visible Trends, Initiatives In K-12 Education.
In a perspective piece for the “On Parenting” feature of the Washington Post’s (4/3) Lifestyle section, freelance
writer and illustrator James Paterson writes “a primer about some of the most visible initiatives and trends in K-12
education.” These include: prioritizing “a trauma-informed approach” to helping students recover from “bullying and
violent incidents,” adopting “restorative justice practices for disciplinary infractions,” shifting toward “learnercentered and personalized approaches” to teaching, implementing “new methods of assessing students,”
introducing project-based learning, “reversing lecture and homework time,” adopting flexible seating techniques, and
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overworked school counselors teaching new problem-solving skills to students.

Bogue Chitto Robotics Team Raising Money For FIRST Tech Challenge.
The Brookhaven (MS) Daily Leader (4/3, Campbell) reports the Bogue Chitto Technocats, Bogue Chitto High
School’s robotics team, are trying “to raise more than $5,000 in two weeks to get to the FIRST Tech Challenge world
championship,” a four-day, invitation-only event held in Houston that sees “the best of the best in robotics competing
against each other.”

Indiana Looking For High School Students To Join Governor’s “STEM Team.”
The AP (4/3) reports, “The state of Indiana is accepting nominations for high school students to be named to Gov.
Eric Holcomb’s 2018 ‘STEM Team,’” which “recognizes four high school students for accomplishments in science,
technology, engineering and math.” Winners, which will be announced in May, “receive a $1,000 college
scholarships and a commemorative letterman jacket.”

Michigan Prepares To Host FIRST Championship In April.
The Detroit News (4/2, Chambers) reports on preparations in Michigan for the FIRST Championship, which will take
place from April 25-29 and will see “tens of thousands of students from across the world descend on Detroit” to
“battle robots on a playing field.” The article focuses mainly on the state’s robotics teams, of which there are 508
comprised of 15,240 students.

Minnesota’s ESSA Plan To Designate Opt-Out Students As “Not Proficient.”
The St. Paul (MN) Pioneer Press (4/3) reports Minnesota’s “new plan under the federal Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA) will count every student who misses the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments as ‘not proficient,’ except
in rare cases of a medical exemption.” In past years, thousands of Minnesota students have opted out of the
standardized math and reading assessments. Therefore, the change “could mean a small number of schools will be
targeted for state support – at the expense of truly low-performing schools – simply because parents and students
refused the test.” As such, the move “is drawing criticism from both detractors and supporters of standardized
testing.” State Education Department spokesman Josh Collins, however, “said Minnesota had no choice but to
measure proficiency this way.” The Pioneer Press adds that “because the state’s new school accountability uses
multiple factors to identify struggling schools,” it is unlikely that a high opt-out school will get “much state attention.”

OPERATIONS
Philadelphia School District To Invest $20 Million In Classroom Renovations.
Philly (PA) (4/3) reports that to prepare “for a return to local control,” Philadelphia School District is planning to
“spend $20 million on updating primary grade classrooms in 11 city schools next school year.” The proposed cash
infusion “would improve its budget picture considerably, bringing the district’s long-term spending plan into structural
balance.” PSD superintendent William R. Hite, Jr. has said he intends “to invest in areas he thinks will move the
district forward,” like early literacy – his “signature focus.” Hite said Tuesday that allocating funds to classroom
modernization advances that goal. Philly notes that Hite’s comments “came at a time when Mayor Kenney has
proposed nearly $1 billion in new money for the district over five years, a sum that would require a property tax
increase – a hard sell with some on City Council.”
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West Virginia Governor Appoints New State School Building Authority Head.
The AP (4/3) reports West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice “appointed former schools superintendent David L. Roach as
executive director of the West Virginia School Building Authority.” He will replace Frank “Bucky” Blackwell, who
“submitted his resignation recently but hadn’t previously made it public.” According to the AP, the WVSBA “uses
state general revenue, bond proceeds and lottery money to fund school construction and renovation projects.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
The Baltimore Sun (4/3, Bowie) reports the Baltimore County school board on Tuesday “approved a $140 million
technology contract...that would expand its four-year-old technology initiative into its high schools.” The county
currently “provide[s] every student with a free laptop to use at school and for the older students to take home.” The
contract would, in its first year, replace teachers’ four-year-old laptops with new ones and “expand the laptops to
every high schooler.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas Senate Leadership Says Education Funding Bill Will Not Proceed Before Vote On
Constitutional Amendment.
The AP (4/3, Hanna) reports that “two top Republicans” in the Kansas state legislature, Senate President Susan
Wagle and Majority Leader Jim Denning, “brought action on education funding to a halt” with their demand that the
state first curtail the power of courts to issue rulings on what does and does not constitute adequate funding for
schools. Wagle and Denning’s demand comes “after significant progress had been made” on education funding, the
state House having passed a funding bill providing “roughly a $520 million increase in education funding over five
years,” and the Senate having moved forward “a bill that would phase in a $274 million increase over five years.”
The AP (4/3) reports in another story that “a coalition of Kansas business and agricultural groups is proposing a
constitutional amendment that would give the Legislature sole authority to decide education funding levels, as the
Legislature struggles to satisfy a state Supreme Court order to spend more on schools.” The Kansas Coalition for
Fair Funding has proposed an amendment to the state constitution that “would remove the state courts’ role in
deciding what constitutes suitable education funding.”
The Kansas City (MO) Star (4/3, Woodall, Shorman) reports with additional coverage of the Senate roadblock to
debating funding. The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (4/3, Smith) reports about the passage of the House education
funding bill. The Capital-Journal says state “lawmakers face an April 30 deadline to present a plan with adequate
funding to the Kansas Supreme Court.” The Hays (KS) Daily News (4/3, Smith) reports with similar coverage.

Analysis: Educating Funding Increase Reflects Alabama’s Economic Recovery, Shifting
Priorities.
In an analysis, Alabama Live (4/3) says the 2019 budget that Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey signed on Monday allocates an
additional $216 million in education spending, “bringing the total to $6.63 billion, making it the largest education
budget since 2008, the year considered as the high-water mark for education funding in Alabama.” The budget
allocates $18.5 million to the voluntary, nationally-recognized First Class Pre-K program; increases overall K-12
funding by $146 million for a total $4.6 billion; and increases higher education funding by $42 million for a total $1.7
billion. It also grants a 2.5 percent pay raise to education employees and allocates additional funds to “ongoing
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teacher training.” According to Alabama Live, the budget not only reflects how the state’s “economy is recovering
after the recession,” but also highlights how “public education has grown increasingly important to Alabama
lawmakers in recent years.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Students Bristle At Clear Backpacks.
USA Today (4/3, May) reports many students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas high school “don’t support a new
requirement to carry only clear backpacks.” Some students “see it as an invasion of privacy, and some say it’s not
the change that’s needed to ensure school safety.”
The Huffington Post (4/3, Mosbergen) reports the students “were met with a slew of new security measures”
when they returned to school Monday, “including a widely resented policy: mandatory clear backpacks for everyone.”
Students “were quick to express their disdain for their new accessory. Junior Cameron Kasky stuffed his backpack
with tampons on Tuesday to protest what students have called an invasion of privacy.”
TIME (4/3) reports “many students, some of whom have become leaders in a nationwide effort to achieve gun
control reform, weren’t impressed with the policy.” Some students “took to social media to make further calls for
regulating guns instead of teenagers’ property. Some simply had a laugh at the effort.”

Ducey Submits Draft School Safety Plan.
The Arizona Capitol Times (4/3) reports about the draft of Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey’s plan to improve school safety,
which “includes requirements for a new Center for School Training, active shooter training for school resource officers
and more opportunities for schools to work with local law enforcement and for DPS to put AZPOST certified officers
on school grounds.”

Virginia House Democrats Organize Task Force To Probe Gun Violence, School Safety.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (4/3, Mattingly) reports Virginia House Democrats on Tuesday announced the
formation of the “Safe Virginia Initiative” task force “to investigate school safety and gun violence in the state.” The
group “will host meetings through October across the state,” during which “the task force plans to garner public
input” on gun control and school safety. The AP (4/3, Davison) also reports on the announcement.

Detroit Career School Joins Project Green Light Crime Prevention Program.
The Detroit Free Press (4/3, Higgins) reports Randolph Career and Technical Education Center has become the first
school to join Detroit’s Project Green Light crime prevention program, which has a total of 300 locations across the
city. Joining through a partnership between the Detroit Public Schools Community District, “the mayor’s office of
workforce development, Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation and several private funders,” Randolph has
committed to installing 23 cameras – paid for by Detroit Employment Solutions – that will monitor the school grounds
in real time.

State, Local Authorities Gather To Discuss “Alarming Uptick” In Michigan School Threats.
WDIV-TV Detroit (4/3, Bartkowiak, Spruill) reports an “alarming uptick in school social media threats prompted a
harsh message from prosecutors” who gathered with local law enforcement on Tuesday “to discuss tackling school
threats across Michigan.” Those present, including US Attorney Matthew Schneider, “stressed serious charges
including 20-year felonies will be sought against anyone suspected of making a threat of violence against a school.”
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School Safety Measures Continue To Move Ahead In Maryland General Assembly.
WTOP-FM Washington (4/3, Ryan) reports on the progress of “a variety of school safety measures” under review by
Maryland lawmakers, including one bill that would require schools to make security upgrades and another that “would
require elementary and middle schools to have armed resource officers.” State Sen. Steve Waugh, a Republican,
“said he’s optimistic that all the provisions – in one form or another – will pass the General Assembly before the
session ends next Monday.”

New Idaho Law Imposes Stiffer Penalties For School Security Threats.
The Twin Falls (ID) Times-News (4/3, Wootton-Greener) reports House Bill 665, which Idaho Gov. C.L. “Butch” Otter
signed into law on March 23, has imposed stiffer penalties for school security threats. Under the new law, which is
“already in effect” due to an emergency clause, threatening a school is “now a misdemeanor” if it “disrupts school
activities” and is “a felony offense if a person who makes a threat has a firearm or other deadly weapons.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Segment Considers Canada’s System For Integrating Immigrant Children To Public Schools.
In a video segment for PBS NewsHour’s (4/3) weekly series “Making the Grade,” special correspondent Kavitha
Cardoza of Education Week discusses the public school integration process for children of new immigrants to
Canada. These children generally “do as well as native-born children within three years of arriving,” due to a
combination of language and academic support, celebration of their home cultures, “strong social services and
healthy education funding.”

Vancouver Public Schools Launches Pilot Coding Program For Special Ed Students.
The Clark County (WA) Columbian (4/2, Gillespie) reports on the “pilot computer science program” Vancouver Public
Schools has launched “for students in structured communication programs and structured learning centers,” or, in
other words, students who “demonstrate developmental delays in social awareness, communication skills and
appropriate social behavior.” Last year, the district “received a $5,000 grant from the Office of Superintendent of
Public Instruction” and “a matching $5,000” donation from the Foundation for Vancouver Public Schools, which
together helped “to pay for training for teachers, purchase iPads for kindergarten through second-grade classrooms,
and buy robots the students can program to move around their classrooms.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As Protests Gain Momentum.
• OCR Concludes Discrimination Probe Into Cedar Rapids District.
• Amazon To Invest $50 Million Into CS Education.
• Study: Large For-Profit Charter Chain Boosts Student Achievement In Michigan.
• NCES Data Show More US Schools Allowing Cellphones.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

April 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Arizona, Colorado Teachers Set To Begin Walkouts.
The Arizona Republic (4/25) reports teachers in Arizona are making preparations for a
“mass teacher walkout” on Thursday. On Wednesday, “thousands of Arizona
educators and supporters” took part in protests to make “their final public stand” before
the walkout. “For the hundreds of educators who lined the street, it was one part protest,
one part mutual acknowledgment that years of frustration and weeks of action were
about to explode.”
Education Week (4/25) reports Arizona teachers “will walk out on Thursday in the
first-ever statewide strike to press for higher salaries and school funding.” The walkout
follows “three days of school ‘walk-ins’ this week. Walk-ins are meant to be a
nondisruptive way for parents and community members to join educators before or after
school hours to show their support.” Gov. Doug Ducey (R) “has said he will urge the
state legislature to pass a 20 percent pay raise for teachers,” but educators are
“skeptical of the plan, questioning where the money will come from.” Echoing this
concern, the state PTA has withdrawn support. “However, the Arizona School Boards
Association and the Association of School Business Officials still support the plan.”
Education Week (4/25) reports “tens of thousands” of Arizona and Colorado
teachers are expected to “walk out of their classrooms and head to the state capitols”
on Thursday. Says Arizona Education Association President Joe Thomas, “I know that it
sounds like it’s almost incredulous that anyone would ask for that much of a raise, but
we’re just trying to get competitive salaries. A 20 percent raise still has us beneath the
national average.”
The Denver Post (4/25) reports that in Colorado, “thousands of teachers from
mostly Front Range school districts” in Colorado “are expected to march to the state
Capitol” on Thursday and Friday “to demand more state funding for schools and a fix
for the state’s pension plan for public employees.”
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Arizona Republic: Ducey Plan Would Require New Revenue Stream. An
Arizona Republic (4/23) editorial explores the factors that have led Arizona teachers to
“a breaking point,” citing data from a new Education Resource Strategies report which
show that the state’s “investment in K-12 has been behind nationally since 1990.” The
editors say that polling shows widespread public support for Ducey’s plan to give
teachers a 20% raise, but add that “teachers who began this movement are correct in voicing strong concerns about
how this will be financed in future years. Ducey’s plan does not create a dedicated funding source for what would be
a significant increase in state spending.” The paper concedes that Ducey’s plan could serve as a “stopgap,” but
argues that “in the long run, Arizona will need new revenue to sustain the promised raises and the other necessary
investments in our schools.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Stakeholders Address Chronic Absenteeism, Discipline Practices Under ESSA.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that district officials and education advocates took part in a Brookings Institution
forum on “expanded accountability under the Every Student Succeeds Act.” Attendees said that “as more states
rate schools based on how many of their students are chronically absent, policymakers must consider harsh
discipline practices, an issue at the fore in education circles as the Education Department considers whether to
revoke federal guidance on disparate discipline.” The Seventy Four adds that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
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“has held several ‘listening sessions’ as she considers removing a 2014 guidance document that urged schools to
limit exclusionary discipline, like suspensions and expulsions, and reminded district leaders that disparate discipline
outcomes based on race could be a violation of federal law.”

Civil Rights Data Collection Could Affect DeVos School Discipline Decision.
Politico Morning Education (4/25, Wermund) reports on the potential impact of the release this week of ED’s Civil
Rights Data Collection on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ decision over whether to “scrap Obama-era school
discipline guidance.” The data make “clear that big disparities remain in the way students are treated in the nation’s
schools.” Politico says the report “shows that black students and those with disabilities are suspended and arrested
far more often than their peers – just as DeVos is mulling whether to scrap policies meant to combat those
problems.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Research Explores Preschool “Fade Out.”
Education Week (4/25) reports that early childhood education research has shown that the academic improvements
attributable to pre-K education fade in the ensuing years. “Two new studies have tackled the topic of early-education
‘fadeout’” and reached “similar conclusions: For positive benefits to last, early-childhood programs have to be of
high quality and can’t be seen as a one-shot inoculation that will sustain children throughout their academic
careers.”

Students From Around Globe Converge On Detroit For FIRST Robotics Competition.
The Detroit News (4/25) reports students from around the world gathered in Detroit in Wednesday for the first day of
the FIRST Robotics Competition. “More than 15,000 students on 700 teams from 37 countries are fighting for
bragging rights for the best robot and inventions in competitions through Saturday.” The News quotes FIRST
President Donald Bossi saying, “We’re a friendly version of TV’s Battle Bots. We are a competition, but it’s not that
head-to-head-I-need-to-beat-you type of thing.” Students take part in robotics and technology challenges.

Houston Students Selected For National Rocketry Competition.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Stuckey) reports students at Harmony Science Academy in Houston, along with 100
other teams from around the US, have been selected to compete in the 16th annual Team America Rocketry
Challenge, which “aims to encourage students to enter Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields by
having middle and high school students design, build and fly rockets.”

Teachers At First Unionized DC Charter School Rally To Protest High Consultant Spending.
The Washington Post (4/25, Stein) reports that teachers at Chavez Prep Middle, “the first DC charter school to
unionize,” are “taking to the streets of a D.C. neighborhood to press their case that the school is spending millions of
dollars on consultants while cutting core classroom positions.” The Post characterizes the protest as “a rare battle
between teachers and administrators at a charter school.” Teachers, who voted in June to be represented by the
American Federation of Teachers, “say the administration’s spending is hurting students, who predominantly come
from low-income, Hispanic families.”
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OPERATIONS
Houston Officials Reject Plan To Give Control Of Struggling Schools To Outside Groups.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Carpenter) reports Houston ISD leaders announced Wednesday that the district “will
not turn over control of their 10 longest-struggling schools to any outside organizations...a decision that shifts
enormous power over HISD’s future to the Texas Education Agency.” The decision likely “means HISD must
receive accountability or sanctions waivers from TEA Commissioner Mike Morath for the district to avoid forced
campus closures or a state takeover.” District officials “sought to stave off potential sanctions by giving control over
the 10 schools to a charter school outfit, Energized For STEM Academy Inc., but district leaders nixed that
recommendation Wednesday.”
The AP (4/25) reports district leaders “backed off a plan to have a charter school operator take over 10 lowperforming campuses following a contentious school board meeting during which two people were arrested, including
one woman who was dragged away by officers.” The plan to turn the struggling schools over to charter operators
“has been heavily criticized by many parents, teachers and others who say it would unfairly target students in
majority African-American and Hispanic neighborhoods.”

Baltimore County Negotiating With Teachers To Increase Length Of High School Day After
Snow Days.
The Baltimore Sun (4/25) reports that Baltimore County education officials are negotiating with teachers “to add more
instructional time per day to the high school schedule, following a decision by the state school board to exempt the
county this year from the law that requires students to be in class for a certain number of hours each year.” The state
BOE “ruled Tuesday that the county’s high schoolers won’t have to make up eight hours of instructional time they
lost this year to bad weather, on the condition that the county rework its high school schedule to lengthen the time
students are in class each day.” Without the waiver, the school system would will have to extend the high school year
by one day, to June 18.

School Support Staff Struggle To Get By On Meager Salaries.
The Washington Post (4/24, Balingit) reports on the low salaries paid to teacher aides, secretaries, cafeteria workers,
bus drivers, and building maintenance workers in US schools, noting that “many qualify for public benefits: food
stamps to feed their families, Pell Grants to attend college and Medicaid for their children’s medical care. They
struggle to survive on $20,000 a year – or less – even as they assume duties usually assigned to better-paid
colleagues.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Education Tech Trends Expected To Dominate Coming Year.
THE Journal (4/25) reports on a number of emerging education technology trends, such as virtual reality, projectbased learning, makerspaces, a growing focus on computational thinking, and the protection of student data privacy,
which are “evolving in new ways that we believe will dominate education conversations for the rest of the year.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
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State Data On How Well High Schools Prepare Students For College Lacking.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that only nine states gather and report data on how well students from specific high
schools do in college, and only two “publish full information on whether students from specific high schools go on to
graduate from postsecondary education.” The Seventy Four quotes nonprofit education data group GreatSchools
Chief Strategy Officer Samantha Brown Olivieri saying, “A clear reason is that [states are] not federally mandated to
publish this data. But more and more states are seeing their role as the data steward – not just one of compliance,
but one of transparency, and they’re using data to inform improvement rather than as just a form of reporting for
accountability.” The article adds that ESSA “requires states to report how many graduates from individual high
schools enroll in postsecondary education, but it doesn’t mandate states to follow those students through college
and see how they perform once they’re there, and whether they ultimately earn a degree.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York Mayor Announces Plan To Equalize School Funding.
The New York Times (4/25, Harris, Subscription Publication) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio announced
Wednesday a $125 million boost in public school funding, but his statement “was overshadowed by Mr. de Blasio’s
suggestion, in response to questions from reporters, that the number of sexual harassment allegations at the
education department was inflated because of a ‘hyper complaint dynamic’ at the department.” De Blasio spoke
about “what he described as a culture of complaint-filing.” The Times says the school funding boost “was intended
to narrow the substantial gaps between how much money schools in the city receive. At the announcement, Mr. de
Blasio repeatedly criticized Albany for failing to fund schools sufficiently, and said the city was stepping up where the
state was not.”
Chalkbeat (4/25) reports the funding boost “means that all city schools will soon receive at least 90 percent of
the money they are supposed to get under the city’s funding formula.” De Blasio said the supplement “will allow 854
schools to spend more on things like literacy specialists, tutoring, supplies, and technology.” However, Chalkbeat
reports, “many schools will still not reach the level the city considers fully funded.” Principals have complained that
short of this goal, “the neediest schools will struggle to afford crucial services, such as additional academic programs
or after-school classes.”

Missouri Senate, House Pass Rival School Funding Boost Measures.
The AP (4/25, Ballentine) reports that on Wednesday the Missouri state Senate passed “a budget proposal that
would give more money to public K-12 schools in the upcoming fiscal year, but not as much as recommended by their
House colleagues.” The Senate plan “would give $48 million more in core school funding in the fiscal year that
begins in July.” The plan passed by the House gives $50 million more and would meet “funding goals outlined in
state law.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Wisconsin AG Urges Districts To Apply For School Security Grants.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (4/25) reports Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel, speaking at a school in
Madison on Wednesday, “said the state will use $30 million in grants to ensure that by fall all Wisconsin schools are
using a single secure entrance and other basic safeguards.” Schimel “said by mid-June he wants to award the first
round of school safety grants, which could go to thousands of public and private schools.” Said Schimel, “We need
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to get every school to a baseline. Our hope is that we can get the grant (awards) to schools in time to have
construction happen over the summer.”
The Wisconsin State Journal (4/25, Beck) reports Schimel was speaking at St. Dennis School in Madison, which
“has a small sign that directs visitors to register at the school office, and not much else. Some of the entryway’s
glass is shatterproof, there are security cameras in the front hallway, but nobody’s guarding the door.” The school’s
administrators “hope that will change this year through $100 million in school safety grants lawmakers approved
earlier this year.” Schimel “announced the start of the grant application process at the school Wednesday – urging
all public and private schools to apply for a grant to ensure students in their buildings have at least ‘baseline’
measures in place to prevent school violence.” The AP (4/24) reports Schimel “said Wednesday that he’ll work to
give a share of new safety grants to every school that applies, but buildings that need basic security upgrades will be
a priority.”

Florida Senators Push Bill To Expand Secret Service Threat Center To Prevent School
Shootings.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/25) reports Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) and Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) have introduced
legislation “to expand the U.S. Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center” as part of an effort to prevent
school shootings. Rubio released a statement saying, “To prevent future tragedies like Parkland, a multi-pronged
approach is needed to ensure that threats do not fall through the cracks. By providing funding to the National Threat
Assessment Center, top-notch research to stop school violence will help prevent future tragedies,” Rubio said in a
statement.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• ED Civil Rights Data Collection Shows Growing Racial Disparities In School Discipline.
• House Democrats: Efforts To Use Federal Funding For Military School Choice Could Derail NDAA.
• New Mexico State Lawmakers Criticize School Retention Plan.
• School Districts Struggle To Use Data For Improvement.
• Schools Grapple With How To Protect Student Privacy On Facebook.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

April 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Arizona, Colorado Teachers Set To Begin Walkouts.
The Arizona Republic (4/25) reports teachers in Arizona are making preparations for a
“mass teacher walkout” on Thursday. On Wednesday, “thousands of Arizona
educators and supporters” took part in protests to make “their final public stand” before
the walkout. “For the hundreds of educators who lined the street, it was one part protest,
one part mutual acknowledgment that years of frustration and weeks of action were
about to explode.”
Education Week (4/25) reports Arizona teachers “will walk out on Thursday in the
first-ever statewide strike to press for higher salaries and school funding.” The walkout
follows “three days of school ‘walk-ins’ this week. Walk-ins are meant to be a
nondisruptive way for parents and community members to join educators before or after
school hours to show their support.” Gov. Doug Ducey (R) “has said he will urge the
state legislature to pass a 20 percent pay raise for teachers,” but educators are
“skeptical of the plan, questioning where the money will come from.” Echoing this
concern, the state PTA has withdrawn support. “However, the Arizona School Boards
Association and the Association of School Business Officials still support the plan.”
Education Week (4/25) reports “tens of thousands” of Arizona and Colorado
teachers are expected to “walk out of their classrooms and head to the state capitols”
on Thursday. Says Arizona Education Association President Joe Thomas, “I know that it
sounds like it’s almost incredulous that anyone would ask for that much of a raise, but
we’re just trying to get competitive salaries. A 20 percent raise still has us beneath the
national average.”
The Denver Post (4/25) reports that in Colorado, “thousands of teachers from
mostly Front Range school districts” in Colorado “are expected to march to the state
Capitol” on Thursday and Friday “to demand more state funding for schools and a fix
for the state’s pension plan for public employees.”
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Arizona Republic: Ducey Plan Would Require New Revenue Stream. An
Arizona Republic (4/23) editorial explores the factors that have led Arizona teachers to
“a breaking point,” citing data from a new Education Resource Strategies report which
show that the state’s “investment in K-12 has been behind nationally since 1990.” The
editors say that polling shows widespread public support for Ducey’s plan to give
teachers a 20% raise, but add that “teachers who began this movement are correct in voicing strong concerns about
how this will be financed in future years. Ducey’s plan does not create a dedicated funding source for what would be
a significant increase in state spending.” The paper concedes that Ducey’s plan could serve as a “stopgap,” but
argues that “in the long run, Arizona will need new revenue to sustain the promised raises and the other necessary
investments in our schools.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Stakeholders Address Chronic Absenteeism, Discipline Practices Under ESSA.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that district officials and education advocates took part in a Brookings Institution
forum on “expanded accountability under the Every Student Succeeds Act.” Attendees said that “as more states
rate schools based on how many of their students are chronically absent, policymakers must consider harsh
discipline practices, an issue at the fore in education circles as the Education Department considers whether to
revoke federal guidance on disparate discipline.” The Seventy Four adds that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
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“has held several ‘listening sessions’ as she considers removing a 2014 guidance document that urged schools to
limit exclusionary discipline, like suspensions and expulsions, and reminded district leaders that disparate discipline
outcomes based on race could be a violation of federal law.”

Civil Rights Data Collection Could Affect DeVos School Discipline Decision.
Politico Morning Education (4/25, Wermund) reports on the potential impact of the release this week of ED’s Civil
Rights Data Collection on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ decision over whether to “scrap Obama-era school
discipline guidance.” The data make “clear that big disparities remain in the way students are treated in the nation’s
schools.” Politico says the report “shows that black students and those with disabilities are suspended and arrested
far more often than their peers – just as DeVos is mulling whether to scrap policies meant to combat those
problems.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Research Explores Preschool “Fade Out.”
Education Week (4/25) reports that early childhood education research has shown that the academic improvements
attributable to pre-K education fade in the ensuing years. “Two new studies have tackled the topic of early-education
‘fadeout’” and reached “similar conclusions: For positive benefits to last, early-childhood programs have to be of
high quality and can’t be seen as a one-shot inoculation that will sustain children throughout their academic
careers.”

Students From Around Globe Converge On Detroit For FIRST Robotics Competition.
The Detroit News (4/25) reports students from around the world gathered in Detroit in Wednesday for the first day of
the FIRST Robotics Competition. “More than 15,000 students on 700 teams from 37 countries are fighting for
bragging rights for the best robot and inventions in competitions through Saturday.” The News quotes FIRST
President Donald Bossi saying, “We’re a friendly version of TV’s Battle Bots. We are a competition, but it’s not that
head-to-head-I-need-to-beat-you type of thing.” Students take part in robotics and technology challenges.

Houston Students Selected For National Rocketry Competition.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Stuckey) reports students at Harmony Science Academy in Houston, along with 100
other teams from around the US, have been selected to compete in the 16th annual Team America Rocketry
Challenge, which “aims to encourage students to enter Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields by
having middle and high school students design, build and fly rockets.”

Teachers At First Unionized DC Charter School Rally To Protest High Consultant Spending.
The Washington Post (4/25, Stein) reports that teachers at Chavez Prep Middle, “the first DC charter school to
unionize,” are “taking to the streets of a D.C. neighborhood to press their case that the school is spending millions of
dollars on consultants while cutting core classroom positions.” The Post characterizes the protest as “a rare battle
between teachers and administrators at a charter school.” Teachers, who voted in June to be represented by the
American Federation of Teachers, “say the administration’s spending is hurting students, who predominantly come
from low-income, Hispanic families.”
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OPERATIONS
Houston Officials Reject Plan To Give Control Of Struggling Schools To Outside Groups.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Carpenter) reports Houston ISD leaders announced Wednesday that the district “will
not turn over control of their 10 longest-struggling schools to any outside organizations...a decision that shifts
enormous power over HISD’s future to the Texas Education Agency.” The decision likely “means HISD must
receive accountability or sanctions waivers from TEA Commissioner Mike Morath for the district to avoid forced
campus closures or a state takeover.” District officials “sought to stave off potential sanctions by giving control over
the 10 schools to a charter school outfit, Energized For STEM Academy Inc., but district leaders nixed that
recommendation Wednesday.”
The AP (4/25) reports district leaders “backed off a plan to have a charter school operator take over 10 lowperforming campuses following a contentious school board meeting during which two people were arrested, including
one woman who was dragged away by officers.” The plan to turn the struggling schools over to charter operators
“has been heavily criticized by many parents, teachers and others who say it would unfairly target students in
majority African-American and Hispanic neighborhoods.”

Baltimore County Negotiating With Teachers To Increase Length Of High School Day After
Snow Days.
The Baltimore Sun (4/25) reports that Baltimore County education officials are negotiating with teachers “to add more
instructional time per day to the high school schedule, following a decision by the state school board to exempt the
county this year from the law that requires students to be in class for a certain number of hours each year.” The state
BOE “ruled Tuesday that the county’s high schoolers won’t have to make up eight hours of instructional time they
lost this year to bad weather, on the condition that the county rework its high school schedule to lengthen the time
students are in class each day.” Without the waiver, the school system would will have to extend the high school year
by one day, to June 18.

School Support Staff Struggle To Get By On Meager Salaries.
The Washington Post (4/24, Balingit) reports on the low salaries paid to teacher aides, secretaries, cafeteria workers,
bus drivers, and building maintenance workers in US schools, noting that “many qualify for public benefits: food
stamps to feed their families, Pell Grants to attend college and Medicaid for their children’s medical care. They
struggle to survive on $20,000 a year – or less – even as they assume duties usually assigned to better-paid
colleagues.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Education Tech Trends Expected To Dominate Coming Year.
THE Journal (4/25) reports on a number of emerging education technology trends, such as virtual reality, projectbased learning, makerspaces, a growing focus on computational thinking, and the protection of student data privacy,
which are “evolving in new ways that we believe will dominate education conversations for the rest of the year.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
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State Data On How Well High Schools Prepare Students For College Lacking.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that only nine states gather and report data on how well students from specific high
schools do in college, and only two “publish full information on whether students from specific high schools go on to
graduate from postsecondary education.” The Seventy Four quotes nonprofit education data group GreatSchools
Chief Strategy Officer Samantha Brown Olivieri saying, “A clear reason is that [states are] not federally mandated to
publish this data. But more and more states are seeing their role as the data steward – not just one of compliance,
but one of transparency, and they’re using data to inform improvement rather than as just a form of reporting for
accountability.” The article adds that ESSA “requires states to report how many graduates from individual high
schools enroll in postsecondary education, but it doesn’t mandate states to follow those students through college
and see how they perform once they’re there, and whether they ultimately earn a degree.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York Mayor Announces Plan To Equalize School Funding.
The New York Times (4/25, Harris, Subscription Publication) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio announced
Wednesday a $125 million boost in public school funding, but his statement “was overshadowed by Mr. de Blasio’s
suggestion, in response to questions from reporters, that the number of sexual harassment allegations at the
education department was inflated because of a ‘hyper complaint dynamic’ at the department.” De Blasio spoke
about “what he described as a culture of complaint-filing.” The Times says the school funding boost “was intended
to narrow the substantial gaps between how much money schools in the city receive. At the announcement, Mr. de
Blasio repeatedly criticized Albany for failing to fund schools sufficiently, and said the city was stepping up where the
state was not.”
Chalkbeat (4/25) reports the funding boost “means that all city schools will soon receive at least 90 percent of
the money they are supposed to get under the city’s funding formula.” De Blasio said the supplement “will allow 854
schools to spend more on things like literacy specialists, tutoring, supplies, and technology.” However, Chalkbeat
reports, “many schools will still not reach the level the city considers fully funded.” Principals have complained that
short of this goal, “the neediest schools will struggle to afford crucial services, such as additional academic programs
or after-school classes.”

Missouri Senate, House Pass Rival School Funding Boost Measures.
The AP (4/25, Ballentine) reports that on Wednesday the Missouri state Senate passed “a budget proposal that
would give more money to public K-12 schools in the upcoming fiscal year, but not as much as recommended by their
House colleagues.” The Senate plan “would give $48 million more in core school funding in the fiscal year that
begins in July.” The plan passed by the House gives $50 million more and would meet “funding goals outlined in
state law.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Wisconsin AG Urges Districts To Apply For School Security Grants.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (4/25) reports Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel, speaking at a school in
Madison on Wednesday, “said the state will use $30 million in grants to ensure that by fall all Wisconsin schools are
using a single secure entrance and other basic safeguards.” Schimel “said by mid-June he wants to award the first
round of school safety grants, which could go to thousands of public and private schools.” Said Schimel, “We need
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to get every school to a baseline. Our hope is that we can get the grant (awards) to schools in time to have
construction happen over the summer.”
The Wisconsin State Journal (4/25, Beck) reports Schimel was speaking at St. Dennis School in Madison, which
“has a small sign that directs visitors to register at the school office, and not much else. Some of the entryway’s
glass is shatterproof, there are security cameras in the front hallway, but nobody’s guarding the door.” The school’s
administrators “hope that will change this year through $100 million in school safety grants lawmakers approved
earlier this year.” Schimel “announced the start of the grant application process at the school Wednesday – urging
all public and private schools to apply for a grant to ensure students in their buildings have at least ‘baseline’
measures in place to prevent school violence.” The AP (4/24) reports Schimel “said Wednesday that he’ll work to
give a share of new safety grants to every school that applies, but buildings that need basic security upgrades will be
a priority.”

Florida Senators Push Bill To Expand Secret Service Threat Center To Prevent School
Shootings.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/25) reports Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) and Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) have introduced
legislation “to expand the U.S. Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center” as part of an effort to prevent
school shootings. Rubio released a statement saying, “To prevent future tragedies like Parkland, a multi-pronged
approach is needed to ensure that threats do not fall through the cracks. By providing funding to the National Threat
Assessment Center, top-notch research to stop school violence will help prevent future tragedies,” Rubio said in a
statement.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• ED Civil Rights Data Collection Shows Growing Racial Disparities In School Discipline.
• House Democrats: Efforts To Use Federal Funding For Military School Choice Could Derail NDAA.
• New Mexico State Lawmakers Criticize School Retention Plan.
• School Districts Struggle To Use Data For Improvement.
• Schools Grapple With How To Protect Student Privacy On Facebook.
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Good morning Simon Rubio

April 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Arizona, Colorado Teachers Set To Begin Walkouts.
The Arizona Republic (4/25) reports teachers in Arizona are making preparations for a
“mass teacher walkout” on Thursday. On Wednesday, “thousands of Arizona
educators and supporters” took part in protests to make “their final public stand” before
the walkout. “For the hundreds of educators who lined the street, it was one part protest,
one part mutual acknowledgment that years of frustration and weeks of action were
about to explode.”
Education Week (4/25) reports Arizona teachers “will walk out on Thursday in the
first-ever statewide strike to press for higher salaries and school funding.” The walkout
follows “three days of school ‘walk-ins’ this week. Walk-ins are meant to be a
nondisruptive way for parents and community members to join educators before or after
school hours to show their support.” Gov. Doug Ducey (R) “has said he will urge the
state legislature to pass a 20 percent pay raise for teachers,” but educators are
“skeptical of the plan, questioning where the money will come from.” Echoing this
concern, the state PTA has withdrawn support. “However, the Arizona School Boards
Association and the Association of School Business Officials still support the plan.”
Education Week (4/25) reports “tens of thousands” of Arizona and Colorado
teachers are expected to “walk out of their classrooms and head to the state capitols”
on Thursday. Says Arizona Education Association President Joe Thomas, “I know that it
sounds like it’s almost incredulous that anyone would ask for that much of a raise, but
we’re just trying to get competitive salaries. A 20 percent raise still has us beneath the
national average.”
The Denver Post (4/25) reports that in Colorado, “thousands of teachers from
mostly Front Range school districts” in Colorado “are expected to march to the state
Capitol” on Thursday and Friday “to demand more state funding for schools and a fix
for the state’s pension plan for public employees.”
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Arizona Republic: Ducey Plan Would Require New Revenue Stream. An
Arizona Republic (4/23) editorial explores the factors that have led Arizona teachers to
“a breaking point,” citing data from a new Education Resource Strategies report which
show that the state’s “investment in K-12 has been behind nationally since 1990.” The
editors say that polling shows widespread public support for Ducey’s plan to give
teachers a 20% raise, but add that “teachers who began this movement are correct in voicing strong concerns about
how this will be financed in future years. Ducey’s plan does not create a dedicated funding source for what would be
a significant increase in state spending.” The paper concedes that Ducey’s plan could serve as a “stopgap,” but
argues that “in the long run, Arizona will need new revenue to sustain the promised raises and the other necessary
investments in our schools.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Stakeholders Address Chronic Absenteeism, Discipline Practices Under ESSA.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that district officials and education advocates took part in a Brookings Institution
forum on “expanded accountability under the Every Student Succeeds Act.” Attendees said that “as more states
rate schools based on how many of their students are chronically absent, policymakers must consider harsh
discipline practices, an issue at the fore in education circles as the Education Department considers whether to
revoke federal guidance on disparate discipline.” The Seventy Four adds that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
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“has held several ‘listening sessions’ as she considers removing a 2014 guidance document that urged schools to
limit exclusionary discipline, like suspensions and expulsions, and reminded district leaders that disparate discipline
outcomes based on race could be a violation of federal law.”

Civil Rights Data Collection Could Affect DeVos School Discipline Decision.
Politico Morning Education (4/25, Wermund) reports on the potential impact of the release this week of ED’s Civil
Rights Data Collection on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ decision over whether to “scrap Obama-era school
discipline guidance.” The data make “clear that big disparities remain in the way students are treated in the nation’s
schools.” Politico says the report “shows that black students and those with disabilities are suspended and arrested
far more often than their peers – just as DeVos is mulling whether to scrap policies meant to combat those
problems.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Research Explores Preschool “Fade Out.”
Education Week (4/25) reports that early childhood education research has shown that the academic improvements
attributable to pre-K education fade in the ensuing years. “Two new studies have tackled the topic of early-education
‘fadeout’” and reached “similar conclusions: For positive benefits to last, early-childhood programs have to be of
high quality and can’t be seen as a one-shot inoculation that will sustain children throughout their academic
careers.”

Students From Around Globe Converge On Detroit For FIRST Robotics Competition.
The Detroit News (4/25) reports students from around the world gathered in Detroit in Wednesday for the first day of
the FIRST Robotics Competition. “More than 15,000 students on 700 teams from 37 countries are fighting for
bragging rights for the best robot and inventions in competitions through Saturday.” The News quotes FIRST
President Donald Bossi saying, “We’re a friendly version of TV’s Battle Bots. We are a competition, but it’s not that
head-to-head-I-need-to-beat-you type of thing.” Students take part in robotics and technology challenges.

Houston Students Selected For National Rocketry Competition.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Stuckey) reports students at Harmony Science Academy in Houston, along with 100
other teams from around the US, have been selected to compete in the 16th annual Team America Rocketry
Challenge, which “aims to encourage students to enter Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields by
having middle and high school students design, build and fly rockets.”

Teachers At First Unionized DC Charter School Rally To Protest High Consultant Spending.
The Washington Post (4/25, Stein) reports that teachers at Chavez Prep Middle, “the first DC charter school to
unionize,” are “taking to the streets of a D.C. neighborhood to press their case that the school is spending millions of
dollars on consultants while cutting core classroom positions.” The Post characterizes the protest as “a rare battle
between teachers and administrators at a charter school.” Teachers, who voted in June to be represented by the
American Federation of Teachers, “say the administration’s spending is hurting students, who predominantly come
from low-income, Hispanic families.”
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OPERATIONS
Houston Officials Reject Plan To Give Control Of Struggling Schools To Outside Groups.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Carpenter) reports Houston ISD leaders announced Wednesday that the district “will
not turn over control of their 10 longest-struggling schools to any outside organizations...a decision that shifts
enormous power over HISD’s future to the Texas Education Agency.” The decision likely “means HISD must
receive accountability or sanctions waivers from TEA Commissioner Mike Morath for the district to avoid forced
campus closures or a state takeover.” District officials “sought to stave off potential sanctions by giving control over
the 10 schools to a charter school outfit, Energized For STEM Academy Inc., but district leaders nixed that
recommendation Wednesday.”
The AP (4/25) reports district leaders “backed off a plan to have a charter school operator take over 10 lowperforming campuses following a contentious school board meeting during which two people were arrested, including
one woman who was dragged away by officers.” The plan to turn the struggling schools over to charter operators
“has been heavily criticized by many parents, teachers and others who say it would unfairly target students in
majority African-American and Hispanic neighborhoods.”

Baltimore County Negotiating With Teachers To Increase Length Of High School Day After
Snow Days.
The Baltimore Sun (4/25) reports that Baltimore County education officials are negotiating with teachers “to add more
instructional time per day to the high school schedule, following a decision by the state school board to exempt the
county this year from the law that requires students to be in class for a certain number of hours each year.” The state
BOE “ruled Tuesday that the county’s high schoolers won’t have to make up eight hours of instructional time they
lost this year to bad weather, on the condition that the county rework its high school schedule to lengthen the time
students are in class each day.” Without the waiver, the school system would will have to extend the high school year
by one day, to June 18.

School Support Staff Struggle To Get By On Meager Salaries.
The Washington Post (4/24, Balingit) reports on the low salaries paid to teacher aides, secretaries, cafeteria workers,
bus drivers, and building maintenance workers in US schools, noting that “many qualify for public benefits: food
stamps to feed their families, Pell Grants to attend college and Medicaid for their children’s medical care. They
struggle to survive on $20,000 a year – or less – even as they assume duties usually assigned to better-paid
colleagues.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Education Tech Trends Expected To Dominate Coming Year.
THE Journal (4/25) reports on a number of emerging education technology trends, such as virtual reality, projectbased learning, makerspaces, a growing focus on computational thinking, and the protection of student data privacy,
which are “evolving in new ways that we believe will dominate education conversations for the rest of the year.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
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State Data On How Well High Schools Prepare Students For College Lacking.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that only nine states gather and report data on how well students from specific high
schools do in college, and only two “publish full information on whether students from specific high schools go on to
graduate from postsecondary education.” The Seventy Four quotes nonprofit education data group GreatSchools
Chief Strategy Officer Samantha Brown Olivieri saying, “A clear reason is that [states are] not federally mandated to
publish this data. But more and more states are seeing their role as the data steward – not just one of compliance,
but one of transparency, and they’re using data to inform improvement rather than as just a form of reporting for
accountability.” The article adds that ESSA “requires states to report how many graduates from individual high
schools enroll in postsecondary education, but it doesn’t mandate states to follow those students through college
and see how they perform once they’re there, and whether they ultimately earn a degree.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York Mayor Announces Plan To Equalize School Funding.
The New York Times (4/25, Harris, Subscription Publication) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio announced
Wednesday a $125 million boost in public school funding, but his statement “was overshadowed by Mr. de Blasio’s
suggestion, in response to questions from reporters, that the number of sexual harassment allegations at the
education department was inflated because of a ‘hyper complaint dynamic’ at the department.” De Blasio spoke
about “what he described as a culture of complaint-filing.” The Times says the school funding boost “was intended
to narrow the substantial gaps between how much money schools in the city receive. At the announcement, Mr. de
Blasio repeatedly criticized Albany for failing to fund schools sufficiently, and said the city was stepping up where the
state was not.”
Chalkbeat (4/25) reports the funding boost “means that all city schools will soon receive at least 90 percent of
the money they are supposed to get under the city’s funding formula.” De Blasio said the supplement “will allow 854
schools to spend more on things like literacy specialists, tutoring, supplies, and technology.” However, Chalkbeat
reports, “many schools will still not reach the level the city considers fully funded.” Principals have complained that
short of this goal, “the neediest schools will struggle to afford crucial services, such as additional academic programs
or after-school classes.”

Missouri Senate, House Pass Rival School Funding Boost Measures.
The AP (4/25, Ballentine) reports that on Wednesday the Missouri state Senate passed “a budget proposal that
would give more money to public K-12 schools in the upcoming fiscal year, but not as much as recommended by their
House colleagues.” The Senate plan “would give $48 million more in core school funding in the fiscal year that
begins in July.” The plan passed by the House gives $50 million more and would meet “funding goals outlined in
state law.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Wisconsin AG Urges Districts To Apply For School Security Grants.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (4/25) reports Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel, speaking at a school in
Madison on Wednesday, “said the state will use $30 million in grants to ensure that by fall all Wisconsin schools are
using a single secure entrance and other basic safeguards.” Schimel “said by mid-June he wants to award the first
round of school safety grants, which could go to thousands of public and private schools.” Said Schimel, “We need
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to get every school to a baseline. Our hope is that we can get the grant (awards) to schools in time to have
construction happen over the summer.”
The Wisconsin State Journal (4/25, Beck) reports Schimel was speaking at St. Dennis School in Madison, which
“has a small sign that directs visitors to register at the school office, and not much else. Some of the entryway’s
glass is shatterproof, there are security cameras in the front hallway, but nobody’s guarding the door.” The school’s
administrators “hope that will change this year through $100 million in school safety grants lawmakers approved
earlier this year.” Schimel “announced the start of the grant application process at the school Wednesday – urging
all public and private schools to apply for a grant to ensure students in their buildings have at least ‘baseline’
measures in place to prevent school violence.” The AP (4/24) reports Schimel “said Wednesday that he’ll work to
give a share of new safety grants to every school that applies, but buildings that need basic security upgrades will be
a priority.”

Florida Senators Push Bill To Expand Secret Service Threat Center To Prevent School
Shootings.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/25) reports Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) and Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) have introduced
legislation “to expand the U.S. Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center” as part of an effort to prevent
school shootings. Rubio released a statement saying, “To prevent future tragedies like Parkland, a multi-pronged
approach is needed to ensure that threats do not fall through the cracks. By providing funding to the National Threat
Assessment Center, top-notch research to stop school violence will help prevent future tragedies,” Rubio said in a
statement.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• ED Civil Rights Data Collection Shows Growing Racial Disparities In School Discipline.
• House Democrats: Efforts To Use Federal Funding For Military School Choice Could Derail NDAA.
• New Mexico State Lawmakers Criticize School Retention Plan.
• School Districts Struggle To Use Data For Improvement.
• Schools Grapple With How To Protect Student Privacy On Facebook.
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Good morning Abel Montoya

April 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Arizona, Colorado Teachers Set To Begin Walkouts.
The Arizona Republic (4/25) reports teachers in Arizona are making preparations for a
“mass teacher walkout” on Thursday. On Wednesday, “thousands of Arizona
educators and supporters” took part in protests to make “their final public stand” before
the walkout. “For the hundreds of educators who lined the street, it was one part protest,
one part mutual acknowledgment that years of frustration and weeks of action were
about to explode.”
Education Week (4/25) reports Arizona teachers “will walk out on Thursday in the
first-ever statewide strike to press for higher salaries and school funding.” The walkout
follows “three days of school ‘walk-ins’ this week. Walk-ins are meant to be a
nondisruptive way for parents and community members to join educators before or after
school hours to show their support.” Gov. Doug Ducey (R) “has said he will urge the
state legislature to pass a 20 percent pay raise for teachers,” but educators are
“skeptical of the plan, questioning where the money will come from.” Echoing this
concern, the state PTA has withdrawn support. “However, the Arizona School Boards
Association and the Association of School Business Officials still support the plan.”
Education Week (4/25) reports “tens of thousands” of Arizona and Colorado
teachers are expected to “walk out of their classrooms and head to the state capitols”
on Thursday. Says Arizona Education Association President Joe Thomas, “I know that it
sounds like it’s almost incredulous that anyone would ask for that much of a raise, but
we’re just trying to get competitive salaries. A 20 percent raise still has us beneath the
national average.”
The Denver Post (4/25) reports that in Colorado, “thousands of teachers from
mostly Front Range school districts” in Colorado “are expected to march to the state
Capitol” on Thursday and Friday “to demand more state funding for schools and a fix
for the state’s pension plan for public employees.”
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Arizona Republic: Ducey Plan Would Require New Revenue Stream. An
Arizona Republic (4/23) editorial explores the factors that have led Arizona teachers to
“a breaking point,” citing data from a new Education Resource Strategies report which
show that the state’s “investment in K-12 has been behind nationally since 1990.” The
editors say that polling shows widespread public support for Ducey’s plan to give
teachers a 20% raise, but add that “teachers who began this movement are correct in voicing strong concerns about
how this will be financed in future years. Ducey’s plan does not create a dedicated funding source for what would be
a significant increase in state spending.” The paper concedes that Ducey’s plan could serve as a “stopgap,” but
argues that “in the long run, Arizona will need new revenue to sustain the promised raises and the other necessary
investments in our schools.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Stakeholders Address Chronic Absenteeism, Discipline Practices Under ESSA.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that district officials and education advocates took part in a Brookings Institution
forum on “expanded accountability under the Every Student Succeeds Act.” Attendees said that “as more states
rate schools based on how many of their students are chronically absent, policymakers must consider harsh
discipline practices, an issue at the fore in education circles as the Education Department considers whether to
revoke federal guidance on disparate discipline.” The Seventy Four adds that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
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“has held several ‘listening sessions’ as she considers removing a 2014 guidance document that urged schools to
limit exclusionary discipline, like suspensions and expulsions, and reminded district leaders that disparate discipline
outcomes based on race could be a violation of federal law.”

Civil Rights Data Collection Could Affect DeVos School Discipline Decision.
Politico Morning Education (4/25, Wermund) reports on the potential impact of the release this week of ED’s Civil
Rights Data Collection on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ decision over whether to “scrap Obama-era school
discipline guidance.” The data make “clear that big disparities remain in the way students are treated in the nation’s
schools.” Politico says the report “shows that black students and those with disabilities are suspended and arrested
far more often than their peers – just as DeVos is mulling whether to scrap policies meant to combat those
problems.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Research Explores Preschool “Fade Out.”
Education Week (4/25) reports that early childhood education research has shown that the academic improvements
attributable to pre-K education fade in the ensuing years. “Two new studies have tackled the topic of early-education
‘fadeout’” and reached “similar conclusions: For positive benefits to last, early-childhood programs have to be of
high quality and can’t be seen as a one-shot inoculation that will sustain children throughout their academic
careers.”

Students From Around Globe Converge On Detroit For FIRST Robotics Competition.
The Detroit News (4/25) reports students from around the world gathered in Detroit in Wednesday for the first day of
the FIRST Robotics Competition. “More than 15,000 students on 700 teams from 37 countries are fighting for
bragging rights for the best robot and inventions in competitions through Saturday.” The News quotes FIRST
President Donald Bossi saying, “We’re a friendly version of TV’s Battle Bots. We are a competition, but it’s not that
head-to-head-I-need-to-beat-you type of thing.” Students take part in robotics and technology challenges.

Houston Students Selected For National Rocketry Competition.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Stuckey) reports students at Harmony Science Academy in Houston, along with 100
other teams from around the US, have been selected to compete in the 16th annual Team America Rocketry
Challenge, which “aims to encourage students to enter Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields by
having middle and high school students design, build and fly rockets.”

Teachers At First Unionized DC Charter School Rally To Protest High Consultant Spending.
The Washington Post (4/25, Stein) reports that teachers at Chavez Prep Middle, “the first DC charter school to
unionize,” are “taking to the streets of a D.C. neighborhood to press their case that the school is spending millions of
dollars on consultants while cutting core classroom positions.” The Post characterizes the protest as “a rare battle
between teachers and administrators at a charter school.” Teachers, who voted in June to be represented by the
American Federation of Teachers, “say the administration’s spending is hurting students, who predominantly come
from low-income, Hispanic families.”
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OPERATIONS
Houston Officials Reject Plan To Give Control Of Struggling Schools To Outside Groups.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Carpenter) reports Houston ISD leaders announced Wednesday that the district “will
not turn over control of their 10 longest-struggling schools to any outside organizations...a decision that shifts
enormous power over HISD’s future to the Texas Education Agency.” The decision likely “means HISD must
receive accountability or sanctions waivers from TEA Commissioner Mike Morath for the district to avoid forced
campus closures or a state takeover.” District officials “sought to stave off potential sanctions by giving control over
the 10 schools to a charter school outfit, Energized For STEM Academy Inc., but district leaders nixed that
recommendation Wednesday.”
The AP (4/25) reports district leaders “backed off a plan to have a charter school operator take over 10 lowperforming campuses following a contentious school board meeting during which two people were arrested, including
one woman who was dragged away by officers.” The plan to turn the struggling schools over to charter operators
“has been heavily criticized by many parents, teachers and others who say it would unfairly target students in
majority African-American and Hispanic neighborhoods.”

Baltimore County Negotiating With Teachers To Increase Length Of High School Day After
Snow Days.
The Baltimore Sun (4/25) reports that Baltimore County education officials are negotiating with teachers “to add more
instructional time per day to the high school schedule, following a decision by the state school board to exempt the
county this year from the law that requires students to be in class for a certain number of hours each year.” The state
BOE “ruled Tuesday that the county’s high schoolers won’t have to make up eight hours of instructional time they
lost this year to bad weather, on the condition that the county rework its high school schedule to lengthen the time
students are in class each day.” Without the waiver, the school system would will have to extend the high school year
by one day, to June 18.

School Support Staff Struggle To Get By On Meager Salaries.
The Washington Post (4/24, Balingit) reports on the low salaries paid to teacher aides, secretaries, cafeteria workers,
bus drivers, and building maintenance workers in US schools, noting that “many qualify for public benefits: food
stamps to feed their families, Pell Grants to attend college and Medicaid for their children’s medical care. They
struggle to survive on $20,000 a year – or less – even as they assume duties usually assigned to better-paid
colleagues.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Education Tech Trends Expected To Dominate Coming Year.
THE Journal (4/25) reports on a number of emerging education technology trends, such as virtual reality, projectbased learning, makerspaces, a growing focus on computational thinking, and the protection of student data privacy,
which are “evolving in new ways that we believe will dominate education conversations for the rest of the year.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
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State Data On How Well High Schools Prepare Students For College Lacking.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that only nine states gather and report data on how well students from specific high
schools do in college, and only two “publish full information on whether students from specific high schools go on to
graduate from postsecondary education.” The Seventy Four quotes nonprofit education data group GreatSchools
Chief Strategy Officer Samantha Brown Olivieri saying, “A clear reason is that [states are] not federally mandated to
publish this data. But more and more states are seeing their role as the data steward – not just one of compliance,
but one of transparency, and they’re using data to inform improvement rather than as just a form of reporting for
accountability.” The article adds that ESSA “requires states to report how many graduates from individual high
schools enroll in postsecondary education, but it doesn’t mandate states to follow those students through college
and see how they perform once they’re there, and whether they ultimately earn a degree.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York Mayor Announces Plan To Equalize School Funding.
The New York Times (4/25, Harris, Subscription Publication) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio announced
Wednesday a $125 million boost in public school funding, but his statement “was overshadowed by Mr. de Blasio’s
suggestion, in response to questions from reporters, that the number of sexual harassment allegations at the
education department was inflated because of a ‘hyper complaint dynamic’ at the department.” De Blasio spoke
about “what he described as a culture of complaint-filing.” The Times says the school funding boost “was intended
to narrow the substantial gaps between how much money schools in the city receive. At the announcement, Mr. de
Blasio repeatedly criticized Albany for failing to fund schools sufficiently, and said the city was stepping up where the
state was not.”
Chalkbeat (4/25) reports the funding boost “means that all city schools will soon receive at least 90 percent of
the money they are supposed to get under the city’s funding formula.” De Blasio said the supplement “will allow 854
schools to spend more on things like literacy specialists, tutoring, supplies, and technology.” However, Chalkbeat
reports, “many schools will still not reach the level the city considers fully funded.” Principals have complained that
short of this goal, “the neediest schools will struggle to afford crucial services, such as additional academic programs
or after-school classes.”

Missouri Senate, House Pass Rival School Funding Boost Measures.
The AP (4/25, Ballentine) reports that on Wednesday the Missouri state Senate passed “a budget proposal that
would give more money to public K-12 schools in the upcoming fiscal year, but not as much as recommended by their
House colleagues.” The Senate plan “would give $48 million more in core school funding in the fiscal year that
begins in July.” The plan passed by the House gives $50 million more and would meet “funding goals outlined in
state law.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Wisconsin AG Urges Districts To Apply For School Security Grants.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (4/25) reports Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel, speaking at a school in
Madison on Wednesday, “said the state will use $30 million in grants to ensure that by fall all Wisconsin schools are
using a single secure entrance and other basic safeguards.” Schimel “said by mid-June he wants to award the first
round of school safety grants, which could go to thousands of public and private schools.” Said Schimel, “We need
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to get every school to a baseline. Our hope is that we can get the grant (awards) to schools in time to have
construction happen over the summer.”
The Wisconsin State Journal (4/25, Beck) reports Schimel was speaking at St. Dennis School in Madison, which
“has a small sign that directs visitors to register at the school office, and not much else. Some of the entryway’s
glass is shatterproof, there are security cameras in the front hallway, but nobody’s guarding the door.” The school’s
administrators “hope that will change this year through $100 million in school safety grants lawmakers approved
earlier this year.” Schimel “announced the start of the grant application process at the school Wednesday – urging
all public and private schools to apply for a grant to ensure students in their buildings have at least ‘baseline’
measures in place to prevent school violence.” The AP (4/24) reports Schimel “said Wednesday that he’ll work to
give a share of new safety grants to every school that applies, but buildings that need basic security upgrades will be
a priority.”

Florida Senators Push Bill To Expand Secret Service Threat Center To Prevent School
Shootings.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/25) reports Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) and Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) have introduced
legislation “to expand the U.S. Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center” as part of an effort to prevent
school shootings. Rubio released a statement saying, “To prevent future tragedies like Parkland, a multi-pronged
approach is needed to ensure that threats do not fall through the cracks. By providing funding to the National Threat
Assessment Center, top-notch research to stop school violence will help prevent future tragedies,” Rubio said in a
statement.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• ED Civil Rights Data Collection Shows Growing Racial Disparities In School Discipline.
• House Democrats: Efforts To Use Federal Funding For Military School Choice Could Derail NDAA.
• New Mexico State Lawmakers Criticize School Retention Plan.
• School Districts Struggle To Use Data For Improvement.
• Schools Grapple With How To Protect Student Privacy On Facebook.
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Good morning David Shoup

April 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Arizona, Colorado Teachers Set To Begin Walkouts.
The Arizona Republic (4/25) reports teachers in Arizona are making preparations for a
“mass teacher walkout” on Thursday. On Wednesday, “thousands of Arizona
educators and supporters” took part in protests to make “their final public stand” before
the walkout. “For the hundreds of educators who lined the street, it was one part protest,
one part mutual acknowledgment that years of frustration and weeks of action were
about to explode.”
Education Week (4/25) reports Arizona teachers “will walk out on Thursday in the
first-ever statewide strike to press for higher salaries and school funding.” The walkout
follows “three days of school ‘walk-ins’ this week. Walk-ins are meant to be a
nondisruptive way for parents and community members to join educators before or after
school hours to show their support.” Gov. Doug Ducey (R) “has said he will urge the
state legislature to pass a 20 percent pay raise for teachers,” but educators are
“skeptical of the plan, questioning where the money will come from.” Echoing this
concern, the state PTA has withdrawn support. “However, the Arizona School Boards
Association and the Association of School Business Officials still support the plan.”
Education Week (4/25) reports “tens of thousands” of Arizona and Colorado
teachers are expected to “walk out of their classrooms and head to the state capitols”
on Thursday. Says Arizona Education Association President Joe Thomas, “I know that it
sounds like it’s almost incredulous that anyone would ask for that much of a raise, but
we’re just trying to get competitive salaries. A 20 percent raise still has us beneath the
national average.”
The Denver Post (4/25) reports that in Colorado, “thousands of teachers from
mostly Front Range school districts” in Colorado “are expected to march to the state
Capitol” on Thursday and Friday “to demand more state funding for schools and a fix
for the state’s pension plan for public employees.”
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Arizona Republic: Ducey Plan Would Require New Revenue Stream. An
Arizona Republic (4/23) editorial explores the factors that have led Arizona teachers to
“a breaking point,” citing data from a new Education Resource Strategies report which
show that the state’s “investment in K-12 has been behind nationally since 1990.” The
editors say that polling shows widespread public support for Ducey’s plan to give
teachers a 20% raise, but add that “teachers who began this movement are correct in voicing strong concerns about
how this will be financed in future years. Ducey’s plan does not create a dedicated funding source for what would be
a significant increase in state spending.” The paper concedes that Ducey’s plan could serve as a “stopgap,” but
argues that “in the long run, Arizona will need new revenue to sustain the promised raises and the other necessary
investments in our schools.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Stakeholders Address Chronic Absenteeism, Discipline Practices Under ESSA.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that district officials and education advocates took part in a Brookings Institution
forum on “expanded accountability under the Every Student Succeeds Act.” Attendees said that “as more states
rate schools based on how many of their students are chronically absent, policymakers must consider harsh
discipline practices, an issue at the fore in education circles as the Education Department considers whether to
revoke federal guidance on disparate discipline.” The Seventy Four adds that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
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“has held several ‘listening sessions’ as she considers removing a 2014 guidance document that urged schools to
limit exclusionary discipline, like suspensions and expulsions, and reminded district leaders that disparate discipline
outcomes based on race could be a violation of federal law.”

Civil Rights Data Collection Could Affect DeVos School Discipline Decision.
Politico Morning Education (4/25, Wermund) reports on the potential impact of the release this week of ED’s Civil
Rights Data Collection on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ decision over whether to “scrap Obama-era school
discipline guidance.” The data make “clear that big disparities remain in the way students are treated in the nation’s
schools.” Politico says the report “shows that black students and those with disabilities are suspended and arrested
far more often than their peers – just as DeVos is mulling whether to scrap policies meant to combat those
problems.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Research Explores Preschool “Fade Out.”
Education Week (4/25) reports that early childhood education research has shown that the academic improvements
attributable to pre-K education fade in the ensuing years. “Two new studies have tackled the topic of early-education
‘fadeout’” and reached “similar conclusions: For positive benefits to last, early-childhood programs have to be of
high quality and can’t be seen as a one-shot inoculation that will sustain children throughout their academic
careers.”

Students From Around Globe Converge On Detroit For FIRST Robotics Competition.
The Detroit News (4/25) reports students from around the world gathered in Detroit in Wednesday for the first day of
the FIRST Robotics Competition. “More than 15,000 students on 700 teams from 37 countries are fighting for
bragging rights for the best robot and inventions in competitions through Saturday.” The News quotes FIRST
President Donald Bossi saying, “We’re a friendly version of TV’s Battle Bots. We are a competition, but it’s not that
head-to-head-I-need-to-beat-you type of thing.” Students take part in robotics and technology challenges.

Houston Students Selected For National Rocketry Competition.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Stuckey) reports students at Harmony Science Academy in Houston, along with 100
other teams from around the US, have been selected to compete in the 16th annual Team America Rocketry
Challenge, which “aims to encourage students to enter Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields by
having middle and high school students design, build and fly rockets.”

Teachers At First Unionized DC Charter School Rally To Protest High Consultant Spending.
The Washington Post (4/25, Stein) reports that teachers at Chavez Prep Middle, “the first DC charter school to
unionize,” are “taking to the streets of a D.C. neighborhood to press their case that the school is spending millions of
dollars on consultants while cutting core classroom positions.” The Post characterizes the protest as “a rare battle
between teachers and administrators at a charter school.” Teachers, who voted in June to be represented by the
American Federation of Teachers, “say the administration’s spending is hurting students, who predominantly come
from low-income, Hispanic families.”
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OPERATIONS
Houston Officials Reject Plan To Give Control Of Struggling Schools To Outside Groups.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Carpenter) reports Houston ISD leaders announced Wednesday that the district “will
not turn over control of their 10 longest-struggling schools to any outside organizations...a decision that shifts
enormous power over HISD’s future to the Texas Education Agency.” The decision likely “means HISD must
receive accountability or sanctions waivers from TEA Commissioner Mike Morath for the district to avoid forced
campus closures or a state takeover.” District officials “sought to stave off potential sanctions by giving control over
the 10 schools to a charter school outfit, Energized For STEM Academy Inc., but district leaders nixed that
recommendation Wednesday.”
The AP (4/25) reports district leaders “backed off a plan to have a charter school operator take over 10 lowperforming campuses following a contentious school board meeting during which two people were arrested, including
one woman who was dragged away by officers.” The plan to turn the struggling schools over to charter operators
“has been heavily criticized by many parents, teachers and others who say it would unfairly target students in
majority African-American and Hispanic neighborhoods.”

Baltimore County Negotiating With Teachers To Increase Length Of High School Day After
Snow Days.
The Baltimore Sun (4/25) reports that Baltimore County education officials are negotiating with teachers “to add more
instructional time per day to the high school schedule, following a decision by the state school board to exempt the
county this year from the law that requires students to be in class for a certain number of hours each year.” The state
BOE “ruled Tuesday that the county’s high schoolers won’t have to make up eight hours of instructional time they
lost this year to bad weather, on the condition that the county rework its high school schedule to lengthen the time
students are in class each day.” Without the waiver, the school system would will have to extend the high school year
by one day, to June 18.

School Support Staff Struggle To Get By On Meager Salaries.
The Washington Post (4/24, Balingit) reports on the low salaries paid to teacher aides, secretaries, cafeteria workers,
bus drivers, and building maintenance workers in US schools, noting that “many qualify for public benefits: food
stamps to feed their families, Pell Grants to attend college and Medicaid for their children’s medical care. They
struggle to survive on $20,000 a year – or less – even as they assume duties usually assigned to better-paid
colleagues.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Education Tech Trends Expected To Dominate Coming Year.
THE Journal (4/25) reports on a number of emerging education technology trends, such as virtual reality, projectbased learning, makerspaces, a growing focus on computational thinking, and the protection of student data privacy,
which are “evolving in new ways that we believe will dominate education conversations for the rest of the year.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
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State Data On How Well High Schools Prepare Students For College Lacking.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that only nine states gather and report data on how well students from specific high
schools do in college, and only two “publish full information on whether students from specific high schools go on to
graduate from postsecondary education.” The Seventy Four quotes nonprofit education data group GreatSchools
Chief Strategy Officer Samantha Brown Olivieri saying, “A clear reason is that [states are] not federally mandated to
publish this data. But more and more states are seeing their role as the data steward – not just one of compliance,
but one of transparency, and they’re using data to inform improvement rather than as just a form of reporting for
accountability.” The article adds that ESSA “requires states to report how many graduates from individual high
schools enroll in postsecondary education, but it doesn’t mandate states to follow those students through college
and see how they perform once they’re there, and whether they ultimately earn a degree.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York Mayor Announces Plan To Equalize School Funding.
The New York Times (4/25, Harris, Subscription Publication) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio announced
Wednesday a $125 million boost in public school funding, but his statement “was overshadowed by Mr. de Blasio’s
suggestion, in response to questions from reporters, that the number of sexual harassment allegations at the
education department was inflated because of a ‘hyper complaint dynamic’ at the department.” De Blasio spoke
about “what he described as a culture of complaint-filing.” The Times says the school funding boost “was intended
to narrow the substantial gaps between how much money schools in the city receive. At the announcement, Mr. de
Blasio repeatedly criticized Albany for failing to fund schools sufficiently, and said the city was stepping up where the
state was not.”
Chalkbeat (4/25) reports the funding boost “means that all city schools will soon receive at least 90 percent of
the money they are supposed to get under the city’s funding formula.” De Blasio said the supplement “will allow 854
schools to spend more on things like literacy specialists, tutoring, supplies, and technology.” However, Chalkbeat
reports, “many schools will still not reach the level the city considers fully funded.” Principals have complained that
short of this goal, “the neediest schools will struggle to afford crucial services, such as additional academic programs
or after-school classes.”

Missouri Senate, House Pass Rival School Funding Boost Measures.
The AP (4/25, Ballentine) reports that on Wednesday the Missouri state Senate passed “a budget proposal that
would give more money to public K-12 schools in the upcoming fiscal year, but not as much as recommended by their
House colleagues.” The Senate plan “would give $48 million more in core school funding in the fiscal year that
begins in July.” The plan passed by the House gives $50 million more and would meet “funding goals outlined in
state law.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Wisconsin AG Urges Districts To Apply For School Security Grants.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (4/25) reports Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel, speaking at a school in
Madison on Wednesday, “said the state will use $30 million in grants to ensure that by fall all Wisconsin schools are
using a single secure entrance and other basic safeguards.” Schimel “said by mid-June he wants to award the first
round of school safety grants, which could go to thousands of public and private schools.” Said Schimel, “We need
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to get every school to a baseline. Our hope is that we can get the grant (awards) to schools in time to have
construction happen over the summer.”
The Wisconsin State Journal (4/25, Beck) reports Schimel was speaking at St. Dennis School in Madison, which
“has a small sign that directs visitors to register at the school office, and not much else. Some of the entryway’s
glass is shatterproof, there are security cameras in the front hallway, but nobody’s guarding the door.” The school’s
administrators “hope that will change this year through $100 million in school safety grants lawmakers approved
earlier this year.” Schimel “announced the start of the grant application process at the school Wednesday – urging
all public and private schools to apply for a grant to ensure students in their buildings have at least ‘baseline’
measures in place to prevent school violence.” The AP (4/24) reports Schimel “said Wednesday that he’ll work to
give a share of new safety grants to every school that applies, but buildings that need basic security upgrades will be
a priority.”

Florida Senators Push Bill To Expand Secret Service Threat Center To Prevent School
Shootings.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/25) reports Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) and Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) have introduced
legislation “to expand the U.S. Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center” as part of an effort to prevent
school shootings. Rubio released a statement saying, “To prevent future tragedies like Parkland, a multi-pronged
approach is needed to ensure that threats do not fall through the cracks. By providing funding to the National Threat
Assessment Center, top-notch research to stop school violence will help prevent future tragedies,” Rubio said in a
statement.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• ED Civil Rights Data Collection Shows Growing Racial Disparities In School Discipline.
• House Democrats: Efforts To Use Federal Funding For Military School Choice Could Derail NDAA.
• New Mexico State Lawmakers Criticize School Retention Plan.
• School Districts Struggle To Use Data For Improvement.
• Schools Grapple With How To Protect Student Privacy On Facebook.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

April 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Arizona, Colorado Teachers Set To Begin Walkouts.
The Arizona Republic (4/25) reports teachers in Arizona are making preparations for a
“mass teacher walkout” on Thursday. On Wednesday, “thousands of Arizona
educators and supporters” took part in protests to make “their final public stand” before
the walkout. “For the hundreds of educators who lined the street, it was one part protest,
one part mutual acknowledgment that years of frustration and weeks of action were
about to explode.”
Education Week (4/25) reports Arizona teachers “will walk out on Thursday in the
first-ever statewide strike to press for higher salaries and school funding.” The walkout
follows “three days of school ‘walk-ins’ this week. Walk-ins are meant to be a
nondisruptive way for parents and community members to join educators before or after
school hours to show their support.” Gov. Doug Ducey (R) “has said he will urge the
state legislature to pass a 20 percent pay raise for teachers,” but educators are
“skeptical of the plan, questioning where the money will come from.” Echoing this
concern, the state PTA has withdrawn support. “However, the Arizona School Boards
Association and the Association of School Business Officials still support the plan.”
Education Week (4/25) reports “tens of thousands” of Arizona and Colorado
teachers are expected to “walk out of their classrooms and head to the state capitols”
on Thursday. Says Arizona Education Association President Joe Thomas, “I know that it
sounds like it’s almost incredulous that anyone would ask for that much of a raise, but
we’re just trying to get competitive salaries. A 20 percent raise still has us beneath the
national average.”
The Denver Post (4/25) reports that in Colorado, “thousands of teachers from
mostly Front Range school districts” in Colorado “are expected to march to the state
Capitol” on Thursday and Friday “to demand more state funding for schools and a fix
for the state’s pension plan for public employees.”
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Arizona Republic: Ducey Plan Would Require New Revenue Stream. An
Arizona Republic (4/23) editorial explores the factors that have led Arizona teachers to
“a breaking point,” citing data from a new Education Resource Strategies report which
show that the state’s “investment in K-12 has been behind nationally since 1990.” The
editors say that polling shows widespread public support for Ducey’s plan to give
teachers a 20% raise, but add that “teachers who began this movement are correct in voicing strong concerns about
how this will be financed in future years. Ducey’s plan does not create a dedicated funding source for what would be
a significant increase in state spending.” The paper concedes that Ducey’s plan could serve as a “stopgap,” but
argues that “in the long run, Arizona will need new revenue to sustain the promised raises and the other necessary
investments in our schools.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Stakeholders Address Chronic Absenteeism, Discipline Practices Under ESSA.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that district officials and education advocates took part in a Brookings Institution
forum on “expanded accountability under the Every Student Succeeds Act.” Attendees said that “as more states
rate schools based on how many of their students are chronically absent, policymakers must consider harsh
discipline practices, an issue at the fore in education circles as the Education Department considers whether to
revoke federal guidance on disparate discipline.” The Seventy Four adds that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
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“has held several ‘listening sessions’ as she considers removing a 2014 guidance document that urged schools to
limit exclusionary discipline, like suspensions and expulsions, and reminded district leaders that disparate discipline
outcomes based on race could be a violation of federal law.”

Civil Rights Data Collection Could Affect DeVos School Discipline Decision.
Politico Morning Education (4/25, Wermund) reports on the potential impact of the release this week of ED’s Civil
Rights Data Collection on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ decision over whether to “scrap Obama-era school
discipline guidance.” The data make “clear that big disparities remain in the way students are treated in the nation’s
schools.” Politico says the report “shows that black students and those with disabilities are suspended and arrested
far more often than their peers – just as DeVos is mulling whether to scrap policies meant to combat those
problems.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Research Explores Preschool “Fade Out.”
Education Week (4/25) reports that early childhood education research has shown that the academic improvements
attributable to pre-K education fade in the ensuing years. “Two new studies have tackled the topic of early-education
‘fadeout’” and reached “similar conclusions: For positive benefits to last, early-childhood programs have to be of
high quality and can’t be seen as a one-shot inoculation that will sustain children throughout their academic
careers.”

Students From Around Globe Converge On Detroit For FIRST Robotics Competition.
The Detroit News (4/25) reports students from around the world gathered in Detroit in Wednesday for the first day of
the FIRST Robotics Competition. “More than 15,000 students on 700 teams from 37 countries are fighting for
bragging rights for the best robot and inventions in competitions through Saturday.” The News quotes FIRST
President Donald Bossi saying, “We’re a friendly version of TV’s Battle Bots. We are a competition, but it’s not that
head-to-head-I-need-to-beat-you type of thing.” Students take part in robotics and technology challenges.

Houston Students Selected For National Rocketry Competition.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Stuckey) reports students at Harmony Science Academy in Houston, along with 100
other teams from around the US, have been selected to compete in the 16th annual Team America Rocketry
Challenge, which “aims to encourage students to enter Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields by
having middle and high school students design, build and fly rockets.”

Teachers At First Unionized DC Charter School Rally To Protest High Consultant Spending.
The Washington Post (4/25, Stein) reports that teachers at Chavez Prep Middle, “the first DC charter school to
unionize,” are “taking to the streets of a D.C. neighborhood to press their case that the school is spending millions of
dollars on consultants while cutting core classroom positions.” The Post characterizes the protest as “a rare battle
between teachers and administrators at a charter school.” Teachers, who voted in June to be represented by the
American Federation of Teachers, “say the administration’s spending is hurting students, who predominantly come
from low-income, Hispanic families.”
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OPERATIONS
Houston Officials Reject Plan To Give Control Of Struggling Schools To Outside Groups.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Carpenter) reports Houston ISD leaders announced Wednesday that the district “will
not turn over control of their 10 longest-struggling schools to any outside organizations...a decision that shifts
enormous power over HISD’s future to the Texas Education Agency.” The decision likely “means HISD must
receive accountability or sanctions waivers from TEA Commissioner Mike Morath for the district to avoid forced
campus closures or a state takeover.” District officials “sought to stave off potential sanctions by giving control over
the 10 schools to a charter school outfit, Energized For STEM Academy Inc., but district leaders nixed that
recommendation Wednesday.”
The AP (4/25) reports district leaders “backed off a plan to have a charter school operator take over 10 lowperforming campuses following a contentious school board meeting during which two people were arrested, including
one woman who was dragged away by officers.” The plan to turn the struggling schools over to charter operators
“has been heavily criticized by many parents, teachers and others who say it would unfairly target students in
majority African-American and Hispanic neighborhoods.”

Baltimore County Negotiating With Teachers To Increase Length Of High School Day After
Snow Days.
The Baltimore Sun (4/25) reports that Baltimore County education officials are negotiating with teachers “to add more
instructional time per day to the high school schedule, following a decision by the state school board to exempt the
county this year from the law that requires students to be in class for a certain number of hours each year.” The state
BOE “ruled Tuesday that the county’s high schoolers won’t have to make up eight hours of instructional time they
lost this year to bad weather, on the condition that the county rework its high school schedule to lengthen the time
students are in class each day.” Without the waiver, the school system would will have to extend the high school year
by one day, to June 18.

School Support Staff Struggle To Get By On Meager Salaries.
The Washington Post (4/24, Balingit) reports on the low salaries paid to teacher aides, secretaries, cafeteria workers,
bus drivers, and building maintenance workers in US schools, noting that “many qualify for public benefits: food
stamps to feed their families, Pell Grants to attend college and Medicaid for their children’s medical care. They
struggle to survive on $20,000 a year – or less – even as they assume duties usually assigned to better-paid
colleagues.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Education Tech Trends Expected To Dominate Coming Year.
THE Journal (4/25) reports on a number of emerging education technology trends, such as virtual reality, projectbased learning, makerspaces, a growing focus on computational thinking, and the protection of student data privacy,
which are “evolving in new ways that we believe will dominate education conversations for the rest of the year.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
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State Data On How Well High Schools Prepare Students For College Lacking.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that only nine states gather and report data on how well students from specific high
schools do in college, and only two “publish full information on whether students from specific high schools go on to
graduate from postsecondary education.” The Seventy Four quotes nonprofit education data group GreatSchools
Chief Strategy Officer Samantha Brown Olivieri saying, “A clear reason is that [states are] not federally mandated to
publish this data. But more and more states are seeing their role as the data steward – not just one of compliance,
but one of transparency, and they’re using data to inform improvement rather than as just a form of reporting for
accountability.” The article adds that ESSA “requires states to report how many graduates from individual high
schools enroll in postsecondary education, but it doesn’t mandate states to follow those students through college
and see how they perform once they’re there, and whether they ultimately earn a degree.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York Mayor Announces Plan To Equalize School Funding.
The New York Times (4/25, Harris, Subscription Publication) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio announced
Wednesday a $125 million boost in public school funding, but his statement “was overshadowed by Mr. de Blasio’s
suggestion, in response to questions from reporters, that the number of sexual harassment allegations at the
education department was inflated because of a ‘hyper complaint dynamic’ at the department.” De Blasio spoke
about “what he described as a culture of complaint-filing.” The Times says the school funding boost “was intended
to narrow the substantial gaps between how much money schools in the city receive. At the announcement, Mr. de
Blasio repeatedly criticized Albany for failing to fund schools sufficiently, and said the city was stepping up where the
state was not.”
Chalkbeat (4/25) reports the funding boost “means that all city schools will soon receive at least 90 percent of
the money they are supposed to get under the city’s funding formula.” De Blasio said the supplement “will allow 854
schools to spend more on things like literacy specialists, tutoring, supplies, and technology.” However, Chalkbeat
reports, “many schools will still not reach the level the city considers fully funded.” Principals have complained that
short of this goal, “the neediest schools will struggle to afford crucial services, such as additional academic programs
or after-school classes.”

Missouri Senate, House Pass Rival School Funding Boost Measures.
The AP (4/25, Ballentine) reports that on Wednesday the Missouri state Senate passed “a budget proposal that
would give more money to public K-12 schools in the upcoming fiscal year, but not as much as recommended by their
House colleagues.” The Senate plan “would give $48 million more in core school funding in the fiscal year that
begins in July.” The plan passed by the House gives $50 million more and would meet “funding goals outlined in
state law.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Wisconsin AG Urges Districts To Apply For School Security Grants.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (4/25) reports Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel, speaking at a school in
Madison on Wednesday, “said the state will use $30 million in grants to ensure that by fall all Wisconsin schools are
using a single secure entrance and other basic safeguards.” Schimel “said by mid-June he wants to award the first
round of school safety grants, which could go to thousands of public and private schools.” Said Schimel, “We need
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to get every school to a baseline. Our hope is that we can get the grant (awards) to schools in time to have
construction happen over the summer.”
The Wisconsin State Journal (4/25, Beck) reports Schimel was speaking at St. Dennis School in Madison, which
“has a small sign that directs visitors to register at the school office, and not much else. Some of the entryway’s
glass is shatterproof, there are security cameras in the front hallway, but nobody’s guarding the door.” The school’s
administrators “hope that will change this year through $100 million in school safety grants lawmakers approved
earlier this year.” Schimel “announced the start of the grant application process at the school Wednesday – urging
all public and private schools to apply for a grant to ensure students in their buildings have at least ‘baseline’
measures in place to prevent school violence.” The AP (4/24) reports Schimel “said Wednesday that he’ll work to
give a share of new safety grants to every school that applies, but buildings that need basic security upgrades will be
a priority.”

Florida Senators Push Bill To Expand Secret Service Threat Center To Prevent School
Shootings.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/25) reports Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) and Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) have introduced
legislation “to expand the U.S. Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center” as part of an effort to prevent
school shootings. Rubio released a statement saying, “To prevent future tragedies like Parkland, a multi-pronged
approach is needed to ensure that threats do not fall through the cracks. By providing funding to the National Threat
Assessment Center, top-notch research to stop school violence will help prevent future tragedies,” Rubio said in a
statement.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• ED Civil Rights Data Collection Shows Growing Racial Disparities In School Discipline.
• House Democrats: Efforts To Use Federal Funding For Military School Choice Could Derail NDAA.
• New Mexico State Lawmakers Criticize School Retention Plan.
• School Districts Struggle To Use Data For Improvement.
• Schools Grapple With How To Protect Student Privacy On Facebook.
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Good morning Andrew Harris

April 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Arizona, Colorado Teachers Set To Begin Walkouts.
The Arizona Republic (4/25) reports teachers in Arizona are making preparations for a
“mass teacher walkout” on Thursday. On Wednesday, “thousands of Arizona
educators and supporters” took part in protests to make “their final public stand” before
the walkout. “For the hundreds of educators who lined the street, it was one part protest,
one part mutual acknowledgment that years of frustration and weeks of action were
about to explode.”
Education Week (4/25) reports Arizona teachers “will walk out on Thursday in the
first-ever statewide strike to press for higher salaries and school funding.” The walkout
follows “three days of school ‘walk-ins’ this week. Walk-ins are meant to be a
nondisruptive way for parents and community members to join educators before or after
school hours to show their support.” Gov. Doug Ducey (R) “has said he will urge the
state legislature to pass a 20 percent pay raise for teachers,” but educators are
“skeptical of the plan, questioning where the money will come from.” Echoing this
concern, the state PTA has withdrawn support. “However, the Arizona School Boards
Association and the Association of School Business Officials still support the plan.”
Education Week (4/25) reports “tens of thousands” of Arizona and Colorado
teachers are expected to “walk out of their classrooms and head to the state capitols”
on Thursday. Says Arizona Education Association President Joe Thomas, “I know that it
sounds like it’s almost incredulous that anyone would ask for that much of a raise, but
we’re just trying to get competitive salaries. A 20 percent raise still has us beneath the
national average.”
The Denver Post (4/25) reports that in Colorado, “thousands of teachers from
mostly Front Range school districts” in Colorado “are expected to march to the state
Capitol” on Thursday and Friday “to demand more state funding for schools and a fix
for the state’s pension plan for public employees.”
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Arizona Republic: Ducey Plan Would Require New Revenue Stream. An
Arizona Republic (4/23) editorial explores the factors that have led Arizona teachers to
“a breaking point,” citing data from a new Education Resource Strategies report which
show that the state’s “investment in K-12 has been behind nationally since 1990.” The
editors say that polling shows widespread public support for Ducey’s plan to give
teachers a 20% raise, but add that “teachers who began this movement are correct in voicing strong concerns about
how this will be financed in future years. Ducey’s plan does not create a dedicated funding source for what would be
a significant increase in state spending.” The paper concedes that Ducey’s plan could serve as a “stopgap,” but
argues that “in the long run, Arizona will need new revenue to sustain the promised raises and the other necessary
investments in our schools.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Education Stakeholders Address Chronic Absenteeism, Discipline Practices Under ESSA.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that district officials and education advocates took part in a Brookings Institution
forum on “expanded accountability under the Every Student Succeeds Act.” Attendees said that “as more states
rate schools based on how many of their students are chronically absent, policymakers must consider harsh
discipline practices, an issue at the fore in education circles as the Education Department considers whether to
revoke federal guidance on disparate discipline.” The Seventy Four adds that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
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“has held several ‘listening sessions’ as she considers removing a 2014 guidance document that urged schools to
limit exclusionary discipline, like suspensions and expulsions, and reminded district leaders that disparate discipline
outcomes based on race could be a violation of federal law.”

Civil Rights Data Collection Could Affect DeVos School Discipline Decision.
Politico Morning Education (4/25, Wermund) reports on the potential impact of the release this week of ED’s Civil
Rights Data Collection on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ decision over whether to “scrap Obama-era school
discipline guidance.” The data make “clear that big disparities remain in the way students are treated in the nation’s
schools.” Politico says the report “shows that black students and those with disabilities are suspended and arrested
far more often than their peers – just as DeVos is mulling whether to scrap policies meant to combat those
problems.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Research Explores Preschool “Fade Out.”
Education Week (4/25) reports that early childhood education research has shown that the academic improvements
attributable to pre-K education fade in the ensuing years. “Two new studies have tackled the topic of early-education
‘fadeout’” and reached “similar conclusions: For positive benefits to last, early-childhood programs have to be of
high quality and can’t be seen as a one-shot inoculation that will sustain children throughout their academic
careers.”

Students From Around Globe Converge On Detroit For FIRST Robotics Competition.
The Detroit News (4/25) reports students from around the world gathered in Detroit in Wednesday for the first day of
the FIRST Robotics Competition. “More than 15,000 students on 700 teams from 37 countries are fighting for
bragging rights for the best robot and inventions in competitions through Saturday.” The News quotes FIRST
President Donald Bossi saying, “We’re a friendly version of TV’s Battle Bots. We are a competition, but it’s not that
head-to-head-I-need-to-beat-you type of thing.” Students take part in robotics and technology challenges.

Houston Students Selected For National Rocketry Competition.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Stuckey) reports students at Harmony Science Academy in Houston, along with 100
other teams from around the US, have been selected to compete in the 16th annual Team America Rocketry
Challenge, which “aims to encourage students to enter Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields by
having middle and high school students design, build and fly rockets.”

Teachers At First Unionized DC Charter School Rally To Protest High Consultant Spending.
The Washington Post (4/25, Stein) reports that teachers at Chavez Prep Middle, “the first DC charter school to
unionize,” are “taking to the streets of a D.C. neighborhood to press their case that the school is spending millions of
dollars on consultants while cutting core classroom positions.” The Post characterizes the protest as “a rare battle
between teachers and administrators at a charter school.” Teachers, who voted in June to be represented by the
American Federation of Teachers, “say the administration’s spending is hurting students, who predominantly come
from low-income, Hispanic families.”
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OPERATIONS
Houston Officials Reject Plan To Give Control Of Struggling Schools To Outside Groups.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Carpenter) reports Houston ISD leaders announced Wednesday that the district “will
not turn over control of their 10 longest-struggling schools to any outside organizations...a decision that shifts
enormous power over HISD’s future to the Texas Education Agency.” The decision likely “means HISD must
receive accountability or sanctions waivers from TEA Commissioner Mike Morath for the district to avoid forced
campus closures or a state takeover.” District officials “sought to stave off potential sanctions by giving control over
the 10 schools to a charter school outfit, Energized For STEM Academy Inc., but district leaders nixed that
recommendation Wednesday.”
The AP (4/25) reports district leaders “backed off a plan to have a charter school operator take over 10 lowperforming campuses following a contentious school board meeting during which two people were arrested, including
one woman who was dragged away by officers.” The plan to turn the struggling schools over to charter operators
“has been heavily criticized by many parents, teachers and others who say it would unfairly target students in
majority African-American and Hispanic neighborhoods.”

Baltimore County Negotiating With Teachers To Increase Length Of High School Day After
Snow Days.
The Baltimore Sun (4/25) reports that Baltimore County education officials are negotiating with teachers “to add more
instructional time per day to the high school schedule, following a decision by the state school board to exempt the
county this year from the law that requires students to be in class for a certain number of hours each year.” The state
BOE “ruled Tuesday that the county’s high schoolers won’t have to make up eight hours of instructional time they
lost this year to bad weather, on the condition that the county rework its high school schedule to lengthen the time
students are in class each day.” Without the waiver, the school system would will have to extend the high school year
by one day, to June 18.

School Support Staff Struggle To Get By On Meager Salaries.
The Washington Post (4/24, Balingit) reports on the low salaries paid to teacher aides, secretaries, cafeteria workers,
bus drivers, and building maintenance workers in US schools, noting that “many qualify for public benefits: food
stamps to feed their families, Pell Grants to attend college and Medicaid for their children’s medical care. They
struggle to survive on $20,000 a year – or less – even as they assume duties usually assigned to better-paid
colleagues.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Education Tech Trends Expected To Dominate Coming Year.
THE Journal (4/25) reports on a number of emerging education technology trends, such as virtual reality, projectbased learning, makerspaces, a growing focus on computational thinking, and the protection of student data privacy,
which are “evolving in new ways that we believe will dominate education conversations for the rest of the year.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
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State Data On How Well High Schools Prepare Students For College Lacking.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that only nine states gather and report data on how well students from specific high
schools do in college, and only two “publish full information on whether students from specific high schools go on to
graduate from postsecondary education.” The Seventy Four quotes nonprofit education data group GreatSchools
Chief Strategy Officer Samantha Brown Olivieri saying, “A clear reason is that [states are] not federally mandated to
publish this data. But more and more states are seeing their role as the data steward – not just one of compliance,
but one of transparency, and they’re using data to inform improvement rather than as just a form of reporting for
accountability.” The article adds that ESSA “requires states to report how many graduates from individual high
schools enroll in postsecondary education, but it doesn’t mandate states to follow those students through college
and see how they perform once they’re there, and whether they ultimately earn a degree.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York Mayor Announces Plan To Equalize School Funding.
The New York Times (4/25, Harris, Subscription Publication) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio announced
Wednesday a $125 million boost in public school funding, but his statement “was overshadowed by Mr. de Blasio’s
suggestion, in response to questions from reporters, that the number of sexual harassment allegations at the
education department was inflated because of a ‘hyper complaint dynamic’ at the department.” De Blasio spoke
about “what he described as a culture of complaint-filing.” The Times says the school funding boost “was intended
to narrow the substantial gaps between how much money schools in the city receive. At the announcement, Mr. de
Blasio repeatedly criticized Albany for failing to fund schools sufficiently, and said the city was stepping up where the
state was not.”
Chalkbeat (4/25) reports the funding boost “means that all city schools will soon receive at least 90 percent of
the money they are supposed to get under the city’s funding formula.” De Blasio said the supplement “will allow 854
schools to spend more on things like literacy specialists, tutoring, supplies, and technology.” However, Chalkbeat
reports, “many schools will still not reach the level the city considers fully funded.” Principals have complained that
short of this goal, “the neediest schools will struggle to afford crucial services, such as additional academic programs
or after-school classes.”

Missouri Senate, House Pass Rival School Funding Boost Measures.
The AP (4/25, Ballentine) reports that on Wednesday the Missouri state Senate passed “a budget proposal that
would give more money to public K-12 schools in the upcoming fiscal year, but not as much as recommended by their
House colleagues.” The Senate plan “would give $48 million more in core school funding in the fiscal year that
begins in July.” The plan passed by the House gives $50 million more and would meet “funding goals outlined in
state law.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Wisconsin AG Urges Districts To Apply For School Security Grants.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (4/25) reports Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel, speaking at a school in
Madison on Wednesday, “said the state will use $30 million in grants to ensure that by fall all Wisconsin schools are
using a single secure entrance and other basic safeguards.” Schimel “said by mid-June he wants to award the first
round of school safety grants, which could go to thousands of public and private schools.” Said Schimel, “We need
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to get every school to a baseline. Our hope is that we can get the grant (awards) to schools in time to have
construction happen over the summer.”
The Wisconsin State Journal (4/25, Beck) reports Schimel was speaking at St. Dennis School in Madison, which
“has a small sign that directs visitors to register at the school office, and not much else. Some of the entryway’s
glass is shatterproof, there are security cameras in the front hallway, but nobody’s guarding the door.” The school’s
administrators “hope that will change this year through $100 million in school safety grants lawmakers approved
earlier this year.” Schimel “announced the start of the grant application process at the school Wednesday – urging
all public and private schools to apply for a grant to ensure students in their buildings have at least ‘baseline’
measures in place to prevent school violence.” The AP (4/24) reports Schimel “said Wednesday that he’ll work to
give a share of new safety grants to every school that applies, but buildings that need basic security upgrades will be
a priority.”

Florida Senators Push Bill To Expand Secret Service Threat Center To Prevent School
Shootings.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/25) reports Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) and Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) have introduced
legislation “to expand the U.S. Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center” as part of an effort to prevent
school shootings. Rubio released a statement saying, “To prevent future tragedies like Parkland, a multi-pronged
approach is needed to ensure that threats do not fall through the cracks. By providing funding to the National Threat
Assessment Center, top-notch research to stop school violence will help prevent future tragedies,” Rubio said in a
statement.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• ED Civil Rights Data Collection Shows Growing Racial Disparities In School Discipline.
• House Democrats: Efforts To Use Federal Funding For Military School Choice Could Derail NDAA.
• New Mexico State Lawmakers Criticize School Retention Plan.
• School Districts Struggle To Use Data For Improvement.
• Schools Grapple With How To Protect Student Privacy On Facebook.
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Good morning David Shoup

March 21, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
First Lady Hosts White House Cyberbullying Summit.
The AP (3/20, Superville) reports First Lady Melania Trump hosted executives from major
online and social media companies to discuss cyberbullying and Internet safety at the White
House on Tuesday. The meeting was expected to be attended by Amazon, Snap, Facebook,
Google, and Twitter, as well as the Internet Association.
NBC Nightly News (3/20, story 8, 1:35, Jackson) was the only major network newscast to
report the story last night, indicating that the President is “no stranger to prolific personal
attacks online. The New York Times logging a list of the 425 people, places, and things Donald
Trump has trashed on Twitter, from allies and enemies to celebrities and corporations. Insults
like ‘fake’ and ‘failing’ and ‘Frankenstein’.” NBC went on to interview Stephen Balkam of
the Family Online Safety Institute, and asked him whether it was “mixed messaging” to have
the First Lady push “this online philosophy when her husband is practicing a different kind of
philosophy online.” Said Balkam, “You know what was impressive? She addressed it right up
front.”
Politico (3/20, Lima) reports that during the meeting, the First Lady, “wife of one of the
most prolific Twitter agitators, acknowledged criticism of her stance against cyberbullying.”
The Washington Times (3/20, Boyer) quotes the First Lady as saying, “I am well aware that
people are skeptical of me discussing the topic. ... I have been criticized for my commitment to
tackling this issue, and I know that will continue, but it will not stop me from doing what I know
is right.” She also said, “I am here with one goal: helping children and our next generation.”
Katie Rogers, in a New York Times (3/20, Subscription Publication) piece titled “Melania
Trump Wants to End Online Bullying. Her Husband Doesn’t Help,” writes that “Mrs. Trump’s
efforts often clash with the president’s longtime habit of using social media to insult people,”
and adds that “so far, Mrs. Trump is working on this initiative independently of her husband.
On Tuesday, President Trump had already attacked Democrats.” The AP (3/20, Superville)
also covers this story.
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POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Testifies About Budget, Discusses Safety Commission Before House Panel.
The New York Times (3/20, Green, Subscription Publication) reports Education Secretary DeVos was scheduled to
go before a House panel Tuesday “to defend her agency’s budget, including a sweeping overhaul of the Education
Department that has strained relations within her agency and with Congress — and defies the White House’s
budget office.” The Times says that in recent weeks, DeVos has “clashed fiercely with department staff members
over the plan, which they say she tried to withhold from Congress as she imposed on the department what they call
an illegal collective bargaining agreement.” DeVos will testify today before the House Appropriations Committee,
“whose staff was told a week ago that her office had withheld vital information from it regarding the department’s
budget for the fiscal year.” According to the Times, the budget request calls for “a 5 percent spending cut, eliminates
dozens of programs and pitches a $1 billion school choice proposal.”
In a subsequent article, the New York Times (3/20, Green, Subscription Publication) reports that DeVos fielded
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questions about her department’s “budget request for the fiscal year that begins in October.” While DeVos said,
“This budget is about students,” Democrats “disagreed that the budget would benefit all students — especially
minorities.” Rep. Barbara Lee said the budget is a “slap in the face” for minority students and told DeVos, “Your
head is in the sand about racial bias and racial discrimination. ... You just don’t care about civil rights of black and
brown children. This is horrible.”
The AP (3/20) reports DeVos “faced tough questions from House Democrats on Tuesday on gun control, racial
bias and civil rights as she sought to defend funding cuts for her agency.” DeVos also “unveiled some details of a
federal commission on school safety that she will be chairing. The commission, formed after the Florida high school
shooting in which 17 people were killed, will comprise herself as well as the heads of the Homeland Security, Health
and Human Services and Justice departments.” An ED spokesperson “later added that the panel will also involve
students, teachers, law enforcement and mental health professionals as experts.” The Washington Post (3/20,
Balingit) reports DeVos “faced sharp criticism Tuesday over her proposed budget, which seeks to eliminate money
that schools use to support student mental health — a move that has come under scrutiny following the Florida
school shooting.” The piece reports members “signaled they would probably reject many of the proposed cuts in
DeVos’s budget, as they did last year.”
Education Week (3/20) reports DeVos “sparred with House Democrats over the Trump administration’s
proposed budget’s support for private school choice, and its cuts to programs related to civil rights, safety, and afterschool.” DeVos said the budget plan “would maintain its support for disadvantaged students, while also attempting
to ensure greater opportunities for them through a new, $1 billion school choice program. She also highlighted $200
million in funds for science, technology, engineering, and math education, made available through the current
Education Innovation and Research program, as well as level funding for the Title I program focused on
disadvantaged students ($14.9 billion), as well as for special education ($12.8 billion).”
NPR (3/20) reports Republicans on the panel “were more supportive, praising DeVos for her efforts to shrink the
size of the federal bureaucracy, her support for charter schools and vouchers, and for her stance that states should
decide whether teachers should carry guns.” DeVos said the budget proposal “has two main goals: first, to make the
department more efficient by doing more with less, and, second, to reduce the federal footprint on state and local
school reform.” Also reporting are The Hill (3/20, Elis), MLive (MI) (3/20), CBS News (3/20), Politico (3/20,
Wermund), and the New York Daily News (3/20).

House Lawmakers Debate Obama-Era School Discipline Guidance.
Education Week (3/20) reports that a House Judiciary subcommittee held a hearing on school safety Tuesday that
focused largely on “an Obama administration directive with the aim of driving down disproportionately high school
discipline rates for black and Latino students.” The ED and DOJ joint guidance, issued in 2014, “includes a call for
schools to ensure that they are not involving law enforcement in routine disciplinary issues. It also put schools on
notice that they may be in violation of civil rights laws if their disciplinary policies lead to disparately high discipline
rates for students of color, even if those policies were written without discriminatory intent.” Republicans on the panel
“asked Wednesday whether the accused shooter, 19-year-old Nikolas Cruz, should have been arrested at Stoneman
Douglas when he was a student there.” The piece notes that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “has said she is
reviewing” the guidance.

Report Aims To Help Michigan Improve Lagging Outcomes.
MLive (MI) (3/20, McVicar) discusses “a new report released today by Business Leaders for Michigan” which puts
forth “a host of recommendations” on improving “Michigan’s lagging educational outcomes” and “details the
challenges facing Michigan’s K-12 schools.” The article says “turning those strategies into real, sustained action”
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will be “key” for helping struggling parents and students across the state.

TEACHING & LEARNING
Study: Young Children Increasingly See Scientists As Women.
The Washington Post (3/20, Guarino) reports on a “landmark study” published by social scientist David Chambers in
1983. “During the late 1960s and the 1970s, teachers asked nearly 5,000 children to draw a scientist,” and only 28
of the drawings – all done by girls – featured female scientists. However, this appears to be changing, the Post
reports, saying Northwestern University psychology grad student David Miller “and his Northwestern colleagues
reviewed 78 draw-a-scientist studies completed after Chamber’s report. After 1980, 3 in 10 students drew women as
scientists. Younger children, young girls in particular, were the most likely to sketch female scientists, according to the
report published Tuesday in the journal Child Development.” CNN (3/20, Criss) reports Miller said the shift is “a
reflection of both more women in science and more female scientists being represented in the media and popular
culture.” Newsweek (3/20, Hignett) also covers this story.

Michigan Elementary School’s After School Robotic Club Highlighted.
The Oscoda (MI) Press (3/20) reported on Richardson Elementary School’s after school LEGO Robotics Club. Most
of the club members who were interviewed “said they wanted to join because they like creating with LEGOs and
were interested in learning how to program computers.” Polly Masterson, the club’s instructor, “said robotics club
activities all relate to STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) components and combining them with
problem solving and teamwork is preparing youth for the future.” According to the Oscoda Press, the club’s first
LEGO kit was paid by a FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) grant.

California Girls Learn STEM Skills In Femineer Program.
The San Diego Union-Tribune (3/20) reports Ramona High School is one of 41 K-12 schools in the country
participating in Femineers, a program “created and funded by Cal Poly Pomona’s College of Engineering in 2013 to
inspire additional females to pursue science, technology, engineering and math, or STEM, in their education and
career.” The program offers students “project-based learning, female engineering student mentors, and
opportunities to visit Cal Poly Pomona.”

California High School Students Rally For Support Ahead Of VEX Robotics Competition.
The Fairfield (CA) Daily Republic (3/20) reports members of the robotics team at Armijo High School in California are
rallying “for community support as the team returns to the VEX Robotics Competition April 25-28 in Louisville,
Kentucky,” which is expected to attract at least 500 teams from more than 30 countries. The Armijo team launched a
GoFundMe campaign in hopes of raising $5,000; as of Tuesday, the team secured $1,635. The Daily Republic says
many of the Armijo robotics team members “discovered their interest in robotics prior to high school” through Lego
Mindstorms. Notably, junior Marc Lejano “has applied to the Air Force Academy in hopes of doing product
development when he graduates in 2019.” The Daily Republic notes the team is headed by Dianne Halsey, an
engineering teacher who “attended aviation college and worked as an aircraft mechanic.”

Indiana Will Take Two Years To End ISTEP.
The Indianapolis Star (3/20, Herron) reports that “it looks like” the ISTEP test in Indiana “will hang around for
another two years.” Although state lawmakers adopted legislation “to switch to a college entrance exam,” the final
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version of the bill adopted “included a two-year waiting period to move to the new test.”

Duke Study Finds SNAP Assistance Linked To Improved Test Performance.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (3/20, Downey) reports on a study released Tuesday by Duke University “relating
student performance on tests to when low-income families get” the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP). The study, which “examined data for 148,000 public school children receiving SNAP,” found that when a
family “received their SNAP, benefit influenced test performance.” The article provides detail on the study’s
findings.

Portland Press Herald Contributor: Maine Should Repeal Proficiency-based Diploma Law.
Maine State Representative Heidi Sampson argues in a special in the Portland (ME) Press Herald (3/20) that
“schools across Maine are rushing to implement proficiency-based education in the mistaken belief that it is their only
option to comply with the proficiency-based diploma law,” which in fact “does not require that any particular system
be used to attain or evaluate proficiency.” Sampson describes the history of the law, arguing that “Maine’s public
education system has been manipulated to force an agenda without engaging parents, teachers, and students in the
process,” and asserts that current proposals before the legislature “will not suddenly fix the unfixable.” Therefore,
“the Legislature should repeal the entire proficiency-based diploma law, which would return the decision-making
process to the local school districts.”

Oklahoma State DOE Requests Probe Into Alleged Grades, Attendance Tampering.
The AP (3/20) reports the Oklahoma State Department of Education issued a news release on Tuesday announcing
“that it asked the state Bureau of Investigation for assistance after finding ‘unexpectedly high levels’ of grade
changes from October through January” in the Chickasha Public Schools district. The state DOE released a report
alleging that “there is evidence of tampering with both grades and attendance records,” although a spokeswoman for
the state agency, Deana Silk, said the reasons behind the alleged tampering are unknown. In a news release, state
Superintendent Joy Hofmeister stressed the need to investigate the allegations, which she described as “extremely
troubling.”

Oklahoma Teachers Could Be Next To Stage Statewide Walkout.
The New York Times (3/20, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports that the recent statewide walkout by West
Virginia teachers over pay “looks like the potential beginning of a red-state rebellion.” In Arizona, teachers have
conducted a series of demonstrations demanding higher pa, and in Kentucky, teachers have “organized rallies to
protest proposed cuts to their pensions.” In Oklahoma, “where teachers have not had a raise from the state in a
decade, they have vowed to go on strike on April 2 if the Legislature does not act to increase pay and education
budgets.”

Kentucky Teachers Demonstrate Against Proposed Pension Cuts.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (3/20, Yetter) says that “as the debate over Kentucky’s underfunded public
pension system rages in Frankfort, Kentucky’s teachers...say it’s important to remind the public that their pensions
are critical because they don’t get Social Security most retirees depend on.” That is why those teachers “have
flooded the state Capitol in growing numbers.” The article quotes teachers explaining why they oppose the proposed
cuts.

Study Finds High Proportion Of Teachers Experiencing Assaults Do Not Report.
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Education Week (3/20, Will) reports on a study published in the journal Social Psychology of Education which
surveyed 2,505 K-12 teachers across the country “who had experienced an incident of violence at school.” The
study “found that some teachers who were victimized also didn’t tell their family...or their colleagues.” The article
cites findings of past research on the effects of teachers experiencing violence at school.

South Carolina Looks To Extend Teacher Retention Program.
Columbia (SC) State (3/20, Schechter) says school districts and state agencies in South Carolina “fear the end of”
the Teacher Employee Retention Investment (TERI), which will soon expire. On Wednesday, a state Senate Finance
panel “will take up a proposal...to head off the feared exodus of veteran educators from S.C. schools.” The article
provides detail on the views of those apprehensive about the end of the program.

OPERATIONS
Baltimore School Board Votes Not To Allow Extra Vacation Days.
The Baltimore Sun (3/20, Bowie) reports that the Maryland State School Board voted Tuesday against allowing the
city of Baltimore “to have one fewer school day than the 180 required by law.” Although “some board members
chastised the city for not planning ahead and building fewer vacation days into its calendar” due to snowstorms, state
school board members “were unconvinced.” Baltimore schools CEO Sonja Santelises wrote in a letter to state
School Superintendent Karen Salmon that opening on certain holidays, as some have advocated, would result in
“understaffed buildings and an increase in the budget for substitute teachers.”

Baltimore Sun: BCPS Can No Longer Be Trusted.
The Baltimore Sun (3/19) editorializes that “the curtain has been drawn back exposing a web of deceit” by Baltimore
County Public Schools, after an unqualified superintendent was allowed to serve and did not follow the Maryland
State Department of Education’s mission or properly pilot the STAT program, among other concerns. The editors
write, “We need and deserve a full-fledged independent audit,” not the audit BCPS is now proposing “that is limited
in scope” and “mostly cherry picks contracts that were bid out rather than focusing on the no-bid variety.” The
editors argue that such “bad governance is criminal.”

Four New Members Join Richmond Superintendent’s Cabinet.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/20, Mattingly) reports that the Richmond School Board on Monday night
approved the hiring of four members of Superintendent Jason Kamras’ cabinet. The article provides detail on the
new cabinet members and the work they will have before them when they assume their positions.

DIGITAL LEARNING
School Officials Urged To Use Educational Data To Improve Districts.
Education Week (3/21) reports on the push to use educational data to help improve school districts. Experts claim the
current education system’s data infrastructure, “built in response to the federal No Child Left Behind Law and
focused primarily on holding schools accountable, looms as a significant barrier.” Educational data experts say
schools should focus on implementing improvement strategies “more methodically, but learning much more about
them as they happen.” The ideal process would “entail identifying the problem schools want to fix; developing a
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theory about how to improve it; and then helping the people closest to the problem...to develop measures of day-today progress that are aligned to that theory.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Eastern Kentucky Teachers Plan Protest Over Proposed Pension Plan Changes.
“More than a half-dozen school districts in eastern Kentucky postponed classes Wednesday to enable teachers and
staff to attend” a rally at the state Capitol “in support of education funding” and against proposed pension plan
changes, the AP (3/20) reports. Gov. Matt Bevin is attempting to “revive a stalled bill to overhaul the state’s public
pension plans,” and his “sales pitch angered many teachers, who bristled at his recent remark that teachers
opposing pension changes were ‘ignorant’ and ‘throwing a temper tantrum.’” Hundreds of educators rallied earlier
this month “as the GOP-led Senate decided not to vote on the pension bill,” and Wednesday’s event “could be
bigger, if a late-season storm” does not interfere. The AP says the “showdown” comes “amid growing unrest
among public educators nationwide, led by thousands of West Virginia teachers who walked off the job and swarmed
their Capitol for nine days earlier this year to secure a 5 percent pay raise.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Armed Officer Kills School Shooter In Maryland, Prevents Potential Massacre.
USA Today (3/20, Bacon) reports that a gunman “opened fire Tuesday at a high school in southern Maryland,
injuring two students before an armed school resources officer intervened, authorities said.”
All three networks covered the story. NBC Nightly News (3/20, story 2, 2:20, Haake) reported that “police say
17-year-old Austin Wyatt Rollins fired a handgun at 16-year-old Jaelynn Willey,” with whom “police believe” he “had
a prior relationship.” A 14-year-old boy was also shot. However, “within seconds, the school’s only resource officer
engaged the shooter. The teen and SWAT-trained officer fired their weapons almost simultaneously. The entire
incident over in less than a minute with Rollins dead and the officer, Deputy First Class Blaine Gaskill, hailed as a
hero.” The CBS Evening News (3/20, story 2, 2:00, Glor) showed Tim Cameron, the St. Mary’s County Sheriff,
saying, “No question that his actions, his quick and immediate actions potentially saved a great number of lives.”
ABC World News Tonight (3/20, story 2, 2:50, Moton) said the shooting “comes during a national call to action
to make schools safer, and days before thousands are expected in Washington, D.C. for the March for Our Lives
rally, in response to the Parkland, Florida school massacre.”
The Washington Post (3/20, Hedgpeth) reports two other students – a male and a female – were injured in the
shooting in a hallway at Great Mills High School. WRC-TV Washington (3/20) reports the injured female student “is in
critical condition,” and the male student is “in stable condition.”
The Washington Times (3/20, Persons) reports that Sheriff Cameron “identified Austin Wyatt Rollins as the
shooter at Great Mills High School.” Cameron “said Rollins died after Deputy First Class Blaine Gaskill, a school
resource officer and a member of the SWAT team, fired at him.” The Times adds, “agents with the FBI and the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives joined deputies at Great Mills High School as students endured
a lengthy lockdown, cowering inside classrooms and a locker room while officers worked to make sure there were no
more threats on campus.”
The New York Times (3/20, Cochrane, Bidgood, Subscription Publication) reports that “the shooting here comes
amid renewed urgency in the nation’s debate over gun control, with demonstrators around the country planning a
nationwide march this weekend,” and “it is likely to draw further attention to the role of armed personnel in schools,
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which has been widely discussed after surveillance video showed that a sheriff’s deputy posted at the school in
Parkland did not go inside a building to engage the gunman during that shooting, an apparent violation of protocol.”
The AP (3/20, Barakat, Holland) reports that Sen. Ben Cardin (D-MD) “said at a minimum, universal background
checks and a ban on assault-style weapons are needed. He said he believes momentum is building for reform, fueled
by student activism.” Maryland’s Senate “joined the House on Monday night to ban bump stocks, which enable a
semi-automatic rifle to mimic a fully automatic weapon,” and “teachers’ union leaders issued statements Tuesday
saying more policies must be changed nationwide to keep schools safe.” Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R) “accused
the Democrat-led legislature of failing to take action on ‘one of the most aggressive school safety plans in the
country.’” Also reporting are Reuters (3/20), the Baltimore Sun (3/20), The Seventy Four (3/20), and Politico (3/20,
Hefling, Leonor).

Tennessee Governor Makes Proposal For School Safety.
The Knoxville (TN) News Sentinel (3/21, Ebert, Gonzales) reports Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam “recommended
Tuesday spending $30 million to help improve school safety.” Haslam’s recommendations included $25 million “in
one-time, nonrecurring funds, and an additional $5.2 million he said would be dedicated to recurring school safety
grants.”
According to the AP (3/20, Mattise), the Administration says the governor’s proposal “will be spread among
mental health, law enforcement safety, and education.” The article quotes Haslam as saying in regards to what
exactly will be funded: “I think it’s open, everything from school resource officers, to physical improvements in the
schools, to video monitors, to better alert notifications to law enforcement, but also for students to be able to notify
people that, hey, there’s somebody that’s of concern here.” The Chattanooga (TN) Times Free Press (3/20)
provides similar coverage.
House Advances Legislation To Arm Teachers. The Tennessean (3/20, Gonzales) reports that a House
Bill “to arm some Tennessee teachers” passed the House Civil Justice Committee on Tuesday “on an 8-3 vote,”
and “will next move to a House education committee for consideration.” The bill, which “would give school boards
and school directors the power to adopt a policy allowing select school staff to carry a concealed firearm on school
property,” will “next move to a House education committee for consideration.”

Stoneman Douglas Removes Three Students, State Increases School Entry Guards.
WPLG-TV Miami (3/20, Torres) reports that the sheriff’s office in Broward County, Florida “removed three students
from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Tuesday.” The article says two of the students “were arrested for
bringing weapons to school and a third was hospitalized over concerning posts on social media.” Gov. Rick Scott
sent a letter to Sheriff Scott Israel and to Superintendent Robert Runcie in response, “offering help from the Florida
Highway Patrol at the school’s security entry;” Israel said late Tuesday that “he would accept the governor’s offer.”

Kentucky Students Gather At State Capitol To Call For Student Safety.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (3/20, McLaren) reports that “about 150 Kentucky students converged Tuesday
evening on the State Capitol to fight for student safety.” The students were taking part in a rally “organized by the
Prichard Committee Student Voice Team.” The article adds that “earlier in the day, about 100 students from around
the commonwealth held a “teach-in” at the Capitol annex building.”

Wisconsin State Senate Passes $100 Million School Safety Plan.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (3/20) reports the Wisconsin state Senate, in a 28-4 vote on Tuesday, approved
Gov. Scott Walker’s school safety package, sending the measure “to the Assembly for potential action as soon as
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Thursday.” The Journal Sentinel notes that the state Senate approved the school safety package “just hours after a
student gunman in Maryland opened fire at a school, wounding two students and dying after an exchange of shots
with a police officer at the school.” While the vote was bipartisan, the floor debate over the bill, which would allocate
“$100 million to improve school safety,” was “sharply divided, with Democrats saying the bill didn’t go far enough.”
Republican state senators ultimately “rejected Democratic efforts” to strengthen gun control laws, and they also
dropped “a Walker-backed requirement that parents be notified about cases of bullying within 48 hours.”
Noting that the state Senate version of the school safety package “closely mirrored Walker’s proposals,” the
AP (3/20) reports that the version removed specific “references to the money being able to pay for armed guards,
which was included in Walker’s bill.” The state Senate version also omitted “a provision allowing schools to share
surveillance footage with law enforcement.” Meanwhile, Democratic state lawmakers “and other advocates have
said Walker’s proposal doesn’t get to the root of the problem – increasing gun control.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Denver Parents Concerned Budget Reorganization Will Disrupt Students With Special Needs.
Chalkbeat Colorado (3/20) reports Denver parents of students with special needs expressed concern that an
“impending reorganization of the school district’s special education department” will result in cuts in the number of
special education teachers and paraprofessionals. District officials “insist the reorganization does not cut
paraprofessional or teacher support,” and that the reorganization “meant to increase the number of adults working
inside schools – a change they said will benefit all students, not just those with special needs.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Texas Education Agency Releases Latest Draft Of Remedial Special Education Plan.
• Philadelphia Inquirer Criticizes ED’s Plan To Toss School Discipline Racial Disparity Guidelines.
• Ivanka Trump Promotes Infrastructure Plan In Visit To High-Tech Iowa School.
• New York City Turnaround Schools See Increase In Applications.
• Kansas State Lawmakers Balk At Cost Projections In School Funding Report.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

March 21, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
First Lady Hosts White House Cyberbullying Summit.
The AP (3/20, Superville) reports First Lady Melania Trump hosted executives from major
online and social media companies to discuss cyberbullying and Internet safety at the White
House on Tuesday. The meeting was expected to be attended by Amazon, Snap, Facebook,
Google, and Twitter, as well as the Internet Association.
NBC Nightly News (3/20, story 8, 1:35, Jackson) was the only major network newscast to
report the story last night, indicating that the President is “no stranger to prolific personal
attacks online. The New York Times logging a list of the 425 people, places, and things Donald
Trump has trashed on Twitter, from allies and enemies to celebrities and corporations. Insults
like ‘fake’ and ‘failing’ and ‘Frankenstein’.” NBC went on to interview Stephen Balkam of
the Family Online Safety Institute, and asked him whether it was “mixed messaging” to have
the First Lady push “this online philosophy when her husband is practicing a different kind of
philosophy online.” Said Balkam, “You know what was impressive? She addressed it right up
front.”
Politico (3/20, Lima) reports that during the meeting, the First Lady, “wife of one of the
most prolific Twitter agitators, acknowledged criticism of her stance against cyberbullying.”
The Washington Times (3/20, Boyer) quotes the First Lady as saying, “I am well aware that
people are skeptical of me discussing the topic. ... I have been criticized for my commitment to
tackling this issue, and I know that will continue, but it will not stop me from doing what I know
is right.” She also said, “I am here with one goal: helping children and our next generation.”
Katie Rogers, in a New York Times (3/20, Subscription Publication) piece titled “Melania
Trump Wants to End Online Bullying. Her Husband Doesn’t Help,” writes that “Mrs. Trump’s
efforts often clash with the president’s longtime habit of using social media to insult people,”
and adds that “so far, Mrs. Trump is working on this initiative independently of her husband.
On Tuesday, President Trump had already attacked Democrats.” The AP (3/20, Superville)
also covers this story.
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POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Testifies About Budget, Discusses Safety Commission Before House Panel.
The New York Times (3/20, Green, Subscription Publication) reports Education Secretary DeVos was scheduled to
go before a House panel Tuesday “to defend her agency’s budget, including a sweeping overhaul of the Education
Department that has strained relations within her agency and with Congress — and defies the White House’s
budget office.” The Times says that in recent weeks, DeVos has “clashed fiercely with department staff members
over the plan, which they say she tried to withhold from Congress as she imposed on the department what they call
an illegal collective bargaining agreement.” DeVos will testify today before the House Appropriations Committee,
“whose staff was told a week ago that her office had withheld vital information from it regarding the department’s
budget for the fiscal year.” According to the Times, the budget request calls for “a 5 percent spending cut, eliminates
dozens of programs and pitches a $1 billion school choice proposal.”
In a subsequent article, the New York Times (3/20, Green, Subscription Publication) reports that DeVos fielded
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questions about her department’s “budget request for the fiscal year that begins in October.” While DeVos said,
“This budget is about students,” Democrats “disagreed that the budget would benefit all students — especially
minorities.” Rep. Barbara Lee said the budget is a “slap in the face” for minority students and told DeVos, “Your
head is in the sand about racial bias and racial discrimination. ... You just don’t care about civil rights of black and
brown children. This is horrible.”
The AP (3/20) reports DeVos “faced tough questions from House Democrats on Tuesday on gun control, racial
bias and civil rights as she sought to defend funding cuts for her agency.” DeVos also “unveiled some details of a
federal commission on school safety that she will be chairing. The commission, formed after the Florida high school
shooting in which 17 people were killed, will comprise herself as well as the heads of the Homeland Security, Health
and Human Services and Justice departments.” An ED spokesperson “later added that the panel will also involve
students, teachers, law enforcement and mental health professionals as experts.” The Washington Post (3/20,
Balingit) reports DeVos “faced sharp criticism Tuesday over her proposed budget, which seeks to eliminate money
that schools use to support student mental health — a move that has come under scrutiny following the Florida
school shooting.” The piece reports members “signaled they would probably reject many of the proposed cuts in
DeVos’s budget, as they did last year.”
Education Week (3/20) reports DeVos “sparred with House Democrats over the Trump administration’s
proposed budget’s support for private school choice, and its cuts to programs related to civil rights, safety, and afterschool.” DeVos said the budget plan “would maintain its support for disadvantaged students, while also attempting
to ensure greater opportunities for them through a new, $1 billion school choice program. She also highlighted $200
million in funds for science, technology, engineering, and math education, made available through the current
Education Innovation and Research program, as well as level funding for the Title I program focused on
disadvantaged students ($14.9 billion), as well as for special education ($12.8 billion).”
NPR (3/20) reports Republicans on the panel “were more supportive, praising DeVos for her efforts to shrink the
size of the federal bureaucracy, her support for charter schools and vouchers, and for her stance that states should
decide whether teachers should carry guns.” DeVos said the budget proposal “has two main goals: first, to make the
department more efficient by doing more with less, and, second, to reduce the federal footprint on state and local
school reform.” Also reporting are The Hill (3/20, Elis), MLive (MI) (3/20), CBS News (3/20), Politico (3/20,
Wermund), and the New York Daily News (3/20).

House Lawmakers Debate Obama-Era School Discipline Guidance.
Education Week (3/20) reports that a House Judiciary subcommittee held a hearing on school safety Tuesday that
focused largely on “an Obama administration directive with the aim of driving down disproportionately high school
discipline rates for black and Latino students.” The ED and DOJ joint guidance, issued in 2014, “includes a call for
schools to ensure that they are not involving law enforcement in routine disciplinary issues. It also put schools on
notice that they may be in violation of civil rights laws if their disciplinary policies lead to disparately high discipline
rates for students of color, even if those policies were written without discriminatory intent.” Republicans on the panel
“asked Wednesday whether the accused shooter, 19-year-old Nikolas Cruz, should have been arrested at Stoneman
Douglas when he was a student there.” The piece notes that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “has said she is
reviewing” the guidance.

Report Aims To Help Michigan Improve Lagging Outcomes.
MLive (MI) (3/20, McVicar) discusses “a new report released today by Business Leaders for Michigan” which puts
forth “a host of recommendations” on improving “Michigan’s lagging educational outcomes” and “details the
challenges facing Michigan’s K-12 schools.” The article says “turning those strategies into real, sustained action”
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will be “key” for helping struggling parents and students across the state.

TEACHING & LEARNING
Study: Young Children Increasingly See Scientists As Women.
The Washington Post (3/20, Guarino) reports on a “landmark study” published by social scientist David Chambers in
1983. “During the late 1960s and the 1970s, teachers asked nearly 5,000 children to draw a scientist,” and only 28
of the drawings – all done by girls – featured female scientists. However, this appears to be changing, the Post
reports, saying Northwestern University psychology grad student David Miller “and his Northwestern colleagues
reviewed 78 draw-a-scientist studies completed after Chamber’s report. After 1980, 3 in 10 students drew women as
scientists. Younger children, young girls in particular, were the most likely to sketch female scientists, according to the
report published Tuesday in the journal Child Development.” CNN (3/20, Criss) reports Miller said the shift is “a
reflection of both more women in science and more female scientists being represented in the media and popular
culture.” Newsweek (3/20, Hignett) also covers this story.

Michigan Elementary School’s After School Robotic Club Highlighted.
The Oscoda (MI) Press (3/20) reported on Richardson Elementary School’s after school LEGO Robotics Club. Most
of the club members who were interviewed “said they wanted to join because they like creating with LEGOs and
were interested in learning how to program computers.” Polly Masterson, the club’s instructor, “said robotics club
activities all relate to STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) components and combining them with
problem solving and teamwork is preparing youth for the future.” According to the Oscoda Press, the club’s first
LEGO kit was paid by a FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) grant.

California Girls Learn STEM Skills In Femineer Program.
The San Diego Union-Tribune (3/20) reports Ramona High School is one of 41 K-12 schools in the country
participating in Femineers, a program “created and funded by Cal Poly Pomona’s College of Engineering in 2013 to
inspire additional females to pursue science, technology, engineering and math, or STEM, in their education and
career.” The program offers students “project-based learning, female engineering student mentors, and
opportunities to visit Cal Poly Pomona.”

California High School Students Rally For Support Ahead Of VEX Robotics Competition.
The Fairfield (CA) Daily Republic (3/20) reports members of the robotics team at Armijo High School in California are
rallying “for community support as the team returns to the VEX Robotics Competition April 25-28 in Louisville,
Kentucky,” which is expected to attract at least 500 teams from more than 30 countries. The Armijo team launched a
GoFundMe campaign in hopes of raising $5,000; as of Tuesday, the team secured $1,635. The Daily Republic says
many of the Armijo robotics team members “discovered their interest in robotics prior to high school” through Lego
Mindstorms. Notably, junior Marc Lejano “has applied to the Air Force Academy in hopes of doing product
development when he graduates in 2019.” The Daily Republic notes the team is headed by Dianne Halsey, an
engineering teacher who “attended aviation college and worked as an aircraft mechanic.”

Indiana Will Take Two Years To End ISTEP.
The Indianapolis Star (3/20, Herron) reports that “it looks like” the ISTEP test in Indiana “will hang around for
another two years.” Although state lawmakers adopted legislation “to switch to a college entrance exam,” the final
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version of the bill adopted “included a two-year waiting period to move to the new test.”

Duke Study Finds SNAP Assistance Linked To Improved Test Performance.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (3/20, Downey) reports on a study released Tuesday by Duke University “relating
student performance on tests to when low-income families get” the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP). The study, which “examined data for 148,000 public school children receiving SNAP,” found that when a
family “received their SNAP, benefit influenced test performance.” The article provides detail on the study’s
findings.

Portland Press Herald Contributor: Maine Should Repeal Proficiency-based Diploma Law.
Maine State Representative Heidi Sampson argues in a special in the Portland (ME) Press Herald (3/20) that
“schools across Maine are rushing to implement proficiency-based education in the mistaken belief that it is their only
option to comply with the proficiency-based diploma law,” which in fact “does not require that any particular system
be used to attain or evaluate proficiency.” Sampson describes the history of the law, arguing that “Maine’s public
education system has been manipulated to force an agenda without engaging parents, teachers, and students in the
process,” and asserts that current proposals before the legislature “will not suddenly fix the unfixable.” Therefore,
“the Legislature should repeal the entire proficiency-based diploma law, which would return the decision-making
process to the local school districts.”

Oklahoma State DOE Requests Probe Into Alleged Grades, Attendance Tampering.
The AP (3/20) reports the Oklahoma State Department of Education issued a news release on Tuesday announcing
“that it asked the state Bureau of Investigation for assistance after finding ‘unexpectedly high levels’ of grade
changes from October through January” in the Chickasha Public Schools district. The state DOE released a report
alleging that “there is evidence of tampering with both grades and attendance records,” although a spokeswoman for
the state agency, Deana Silk, said the reasons behind the alleged tampering are unknown. In a news release, state
Superintendent Joy Hofmeister stressed the need to investigate the allegations, which she described as “extremely
troubling.”

Oklahoma Teachers Could Be Next To Stage Statewide Walkout.
The New York Times (3/20, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports that the recent statewide walkout by West
Virginia teachers over pay “looks like the potential beginning of a red-state rebellion.” In Arizona, teachers have
conducted a series of demonstrations demanding higher pa, and in Kentucky, teachers have “organized rallies to
protest proposed cuts to their pensions.” In Oklahoma, “where teachers have not had a raise from the state in a
decade, they have vowed to go on strike on April 2 if the Legislature does not act to increase pay and education
budgets.”

Kentucky Teachers Demonstrate Against Proposed Pension Cuts.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (3/20, Yetter) says that “as the debate over Kentucky’s underfunded public
pension system rages in Frankfort, Kentucky’s teachers...say it’s important to remind the public that their pensions
are critical because they don’t get Social Security most retirees depend on.” That is why those teachers “have
flooded the state Capitol in growing numbers.” The article quotes teachers explaining why they oppose the proposed
cuts.

Study Finds High Proportion Of Teachers Experiencing Assaults Do Not Report.
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Education Week (3/20, Will) reports on a study published in the journal Social Psychology of Education which
surveyed 2,505 K-12 teachers across the country “who had experienced an incident of violence at school.” The
study “found that some teachers who were victimized also didn’t tell their family...or their colleagues.” The article
cites findings of past research on the effects of teachers experiencing violence at school.

South Carolina Looks To Extend Teacher Retention Program.
Columbia (SC) State (3/20, Schechter) says school districts and state agencies in South Carolina “fear the end of”
the Teacher Employee Retention Investment (TERI), which will soon expire. On Wednesday, a state Senate Finance
panel “will take up a proposal...to head off the feared exodus of veteran educators from S.C. schools.” The article
provides detail on the views of those apprehensive about the end of the program.

OPERATIONS
Baltimore School Board Votes Not To Allow Extra Vacation Days.
The Baltimore Sun (3/20, Bowie) reports that the Maryland State School Board voted Tuesday against allowing the
city of Baltimore “to have one fewer school day than the 180 required by law.” Although “some board members
chastised the city for not planning ahead and building fewer vacation days into its calendar” due to snowstorms, state
school board members “were unconvinced.” Baltimore schools CEO Sonja Santelises wrote in a letter to state
School Superintendent Karen Salmon that opening on certain holidays, as some have advocated, would result in
“understaffed buildings and an increase in the budget for substitute teachers.”

Baltimore Sun: BCPS Can No Longer Be Trusted.
The Baltimore Sun (3/19) editorializes that “the curtain has been drawn back exposing a web of deceit” by Baltimore
County Public Schools, after an unqualified superintendent was allowed to serve and did not follow the Maryland
State Department of Education’s mission or properly pilot the STAT program, among other concerns. The editors
write, “We need and deserve a full-fledged independent audit,” not the audit BCPS is now proposing “that is limited
in scope” and “mostly cherry picks contracts that were bid out rather than focusing on the no-bid variety.” The
editors argue that such “bad governance is criminal.”

Four New Members Join Richmond Superintendent’s Cabinet.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/20, Mattingly) reports that the Richmond School Board on Monday night
approved the hiring of four members of Superintendent Jason Kamras’ cabinet. The article provides detail on the
new cabinet members and the work they will have before them when they assume their positions.

DIGITAL LEARNING
School Officials Urged To Use Educational Data To Improve Districts.
Education Week (3/21) reports on the push to use educational data to help improve school districts. Experts claim the
current education system’s data infrastructure, “built in response to the federal No Child Left Behind Law and
focused primarily on holding schools accountable, looms as a significant barrier.” Educational data experts say
schools should focus on implementing improvement strategies “more methodically, but learning much more about
them as they happen.” The ideal process would “entail identifying the problem schools want to fix; developing a
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theory about how to improve it; and then helping the people closest to the problem...to develop measures of day-today progress that are aligned to that theory.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Eastern Kentucky Teachers Plan Protest Over Proposed Pension Plan Changes.
“More than a half-dozen school districts in eastern Kentucky postponed classes Wednesday to enable teachers and
staff to attend” a rally at the state Capitol “in support of education funding” and against proposed pension plan
changes, the AP (3/20) reports. Gov. Matt Bevin is attempting to “revive a stalled bill to overhaul the state’s public
pension plans,” and his “sales pitch angered many teachers, who bristled at his recent remark that teachers
opposing pension changes were ‘ignorant’ and ‘throwing a temper tantrum.’” Hundreds of educators rallied earlier
this month “as the GOP-led Senate decided not to vote on the pension bill,” and Wednesday’s event “could be
bigger, if a late-season storm” does not interfere. The AP says the “showdown” comes “amid growing unrest
among public educators nationwide, led by thousands of West Virginia teachers who walked off the job and swarmed
their Capitol for nine days earlier this year to secure a 5 percent pay raise.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Armed Officer Kills School Shooter In Maryland, Prevents Potential Massacre.
USA Today (3/20, Bacon) reports that a gunman “opened fire Tuesday at a high school in southern Maryland,
injuring two students before an armed school resources officer intervened, authorities said.”
All three networks covered the story. NBC Nightly News (3/20, story 2, 2:20, Haake) reported that “police say
17-year-old Austin Wyatt Rollins fired a handgun at 16-year-old Jaelynn Willey,” with whom “police believe” he “had
a prior relationship.” A 14-year-old boy was also shot. However, “within seconds, the school’s only resource officer
engaged the shooter. The teen and SWAT-trained officer fired their weapons almost simultaneously. The entire
incident over in less than a minute with Rollins dead and the officer, Deputy First Class Blaine Gaskill, hailed as a
hero.” The CBS Evening News (3/20, story 2, 2:00, Glor) showed Tim Cameron, the St. Mary’s County Sheriff,
saying, “No question that his actions, his quick and immediate actions potentially saved a great number of lives.”
ABC World News Tonight (3/20, story 2, 2:50, Moton) said the shooting “comes during a national call to action
to make schools safer, and days before thousands are expected in Washington, D.C. for the March for Our Lives
rally, in response to the Parkland, Florida school massacre.”
The Washington Post (3/20, Hedgpeth) reports two other students – a male and a female – were injured in the
shooting in a hallway at Great Mills High School. WRC-TV Washington (3/20) reports the injured female student “is in
critical condition,” and the male student is “in stable condition.”
The Washington Times (3/20, Persons) reports that Sheriff Cameron “identified Austin Wyatt Rollins as the
shooter at Great Mills High School.” Cameron “said Rollins died after Deputy First Class Blaine Gaskill, a school
resource officer and a member of the SWAT team, fired at him.” The Times adds, “agents with the FBI and the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives joined deputies at Great Mills High School as students endured
a lengthy lockdown, cowering inside classrooms and a locker room while officers worked to make sure there were no
more threats on campus.”
The New York Times (3/20, Cochrane, Bidgood, Subscription Publication) reports that “the shooting here comes
amid renewed urgency in the nation’s debate over gun control, with demonstrators around the country planning a
nationwide march this weekend,” and “it is likely to draw further attention to the role of armed personnel in schools,
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which has been widely discussed after surveillance video showed that a sheriff’s deputy posted at the school in
Parkland did not go inside a building to engage the gunman during that shooting, an apparent violation of protocol.”
The AP (3/20, Barakat, Holland) reports that Sen. Ben Cardin (D-MD) “said at a minimum, universal background
checks and a ban on assault-style weapons are needed. He said he believes momentum is building for reform, fueled
by student activism.” Maryland’s Senate “joined the House on Monday night to ban bump stocks, which enable a
semi-automatic rifle to mimic a fully automatic weapon,” and “teachers’ union leaders issued statements Tuesday
saying more policies must be changed nationwide to keep schools safe.” Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R) “accused
the Democrat-led legislature of failing to take action on ‘one of the most aggressive school safety plans in the
country.’” Also reporting are Reuters (3/20), the Baltimore Sun (3/20), The Seventy Four (3/20), and Politico (3/20,
Hefling, Leonor).

Tennessee Governor Makes Proposal For School Safety.
The Knoxville (TN) News Sentinel (3/21, Ebert, Gonzales) reports Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam “recommended
Tuesday spending $30 million to help improve school safety.” Haslam’s recommendations included $25 million “in
one-time, nonrecurring funds, and an additional $5.2 million he said would be dedicated to recurring school safety
grants.”
According to the AP (3/20, Mattise), the Administration says the governor’s proposal “will be spread among
mental health, law enforcement safety, and education.” The article quotes Haslam as saying in regards to what
exactly will be funded: “I think it’s open, everything from school resource officers, to physical improvements in the
schools, to video monitors, to better alert notifications to law enforcement, but also for students to be able to notify
people that, hey, there’s somebody that’s of concern here.” The Chattanooga (TN) Times Free Press (3/20)
provides similar coverage.
House Advances Legislation To Arm Teachers. The Tennessean (3/20, Gonzales) reports that a House
Bill “to arm some Tennessee teachers” passed the House Civil Justice Committee on Tuesday “on an 8-3 vote,”
and “will next move to a House education committee for consideration.” The bill, which “would give school boards
and school directors the power to adopt a policy allowing select school staff to carry a concealed firearm on school
property,” will “next move to a House education committee for consideration.”

Stoneman Douglas Removes Three Students, State Increases School Entry Guards.
WPLG-TV Miami (3/20, Torres) reports that the sheriff’s office in Broward County, Florida “removed three students
from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Tuesday.” The article says two of the students “were arrested for
bringing weapons to school and a third was hospitalized over concerning posts on social media.” Gov. Rick Scott
sent a letter to Sheriff Scott Israel and to Superintendent Robert Runcie in response, “offering help from the Florida
Highway Patrol at the school’s security entry;” Israel said late Tuesday that “he would accept the governor’s offer.”

Kentucky Students Gather At State Capitol To Call For Student Safety.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (3/20, McLaren) reports that “about 150 Kentucky students converged Tuesday
evening on the State Capitol to fight for student safety.” The students were taking part in a rally “organized by the
Prichard Committee Student Voice Team.” The article adds that “earlier in the day, about 100 students from around
the commonwealth held a “teach-in” at the Capitol annex building.”

Wisconsin State Senate Passes $100 Million School Safety Plan.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (3/20) reports the Wisconsin state Senate, in a 28-4 vote on Tuesday, approved
Gov. Scott Walker’s school safety package, sending the measure “to the Assembly for potential action as soon as
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Thursday.” The Journal Sentinel notes that the state Senate approved the school safety package “just hours after a
student gunman in Maryland opened fire at a school, wounding two students and dying after an exchange of shots
with a police officer at the school.” While the vote was bipartisan, the floor debate over the bill, which would allocate
“$100 million to improve school safety,” was “sharply divided, with Democrats saying the bill didn’t go far enough.”
Republican state senators ultimately “rejected Democratic efforts” to strengthen gun control laws, and they also
dropped “a Walker-backed requirement that parents be notified about cases of bullying within 48 hours.”
Noting that the state Senate version of the school safety package “closely mirrored Walker’s proposals,” the
AP (3/20) reports that the version removed specific “references to the money being able to pay for armed guards,
which was included in Walker’s bill.” The state Senate version also omitted “a provision allowing schools to share
surveillance footage with law enforcement.” Meanwhile, Democratic state lawmakers “and other advocates have
said Walker’s proposal doesn’t get to the root of the problem – increasing gun control.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Denver Parents Concerned Budget Reorganization Will Disrupt Students With Special Needs.
Chalkbeat Colorado (3/20) reports Denver parents of students with special needs expressed concern that an
“impending reorganization of the school district’s special education department” will result in cuts in the number of
special education teachers and paraprofessionals. District officials “insist the reorganization does not cut
paraprofessional or teacher support,” and that the reorganization “meant to increase the number of adults working
inside schools – a change they said will benefit all students, not just those with special needs.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Texas Education Agency Releases Latest Draft Of Remedial Special Education Plan.
• Philadelphia Inquirer Criticizes ED’s Plan To Toss School Discipline Racial Disparity Guidelines.
• Ivanka Trump Promotes Infrastructure Plan In Visit To High-Tech Iowa School.
• New York City Turnaround Schools See Increase In Applications.
• Kansas State Lawmakers Balk At Cost Projections In School Funding Report.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

March 21, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
First Lady Hosts White House Cyberbullying Summit.
The AP (3/20, Superville) reports First Lady Melania Trump hosted executives from major
online and social media companies to discuss cyberbullying and Internet safety at the White
House on Tuesday. The meeting was expected to be attended by Amazon, Snap, Facebook,
Google, and Twitter, as well as the Internet Association.
NBC Nightly News (3/20, story 8, 1:35, Jackson) was the only major network newscast to
report the story last night, indicating that the President is “no stranger to prolific personal
attacks online. The New York Times logging a list of the 425 people, places, and things Donald
Trump has trashed on Twitter, from allies and enemies to celebrities and corporations. Insults
like ‘fake’ and ‘failing’ and ‘Frankenstein’.” NBC went on to interview Stephen Balkam of
the Family Online Safety Institute, and asked him whether it was “mixed messaging” to have
the First Lady push “this online philosophy when her husband is practicing a different kind of
philosophy online.” Said Balkam, “You know what was impressive? She addressed it right up
front.”
Politico (3/20, Lima) reports that during the meeting, the First Lady, “wife of one of the
most prolific Twitter agitators, acknowledged criticism of her stance against cyberbullying.”
The Washington Times (3/20, Boyer) quotes the First Lady as saying, “I am well aware that
people are skeptical of me discussing the topic. ... I have been criticized for my commitment to
tackling this issue, and I know that will continue, but it will not stop me from doing what I know
is right.” She also said, “I am here with one goal: helping children and our next generation.”
Katie Rogers, in a New York Times (3/20, Subscription Publication) piece titled “Melania
Trump Wants to End Online Bullying. Her Husband Doesn’t Help,” writes that “Mrs. Trump’s
efforts often clash with the president’s longtime habit of using social media to insult people,”
and adds that “so far, Mrs. Trump is working on this initiative independently of her husband.
On Tuesday, President Trump had already attacked Democrats.” The AP (3/20, Superville)
also covers this story.
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POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Testifies About Budget, Discusses Safety Commission Before House Panel.
The New York Times (3/20, Green, Subscription Publication) reports Education Secretary DeVos was scheduled to
go before a House panel Tuesday “to defend her agency’s budget, including a sweeping overhaul of the Education
Department that has strained relations within her agency and with Congress — and defies the White House’s
budget office.” The Times says that in recent weeks, DeVos has “clashed fiercely with department staff members
over the plan, which they say she tried to withhold from Congress as she imposed on the department what they call
an illegal collective bargaining agreement.” DeVos will testify today before the House Appropriations Committee,
“whose staff was told a week ago that her office had withheld vital information from it regarding the department’s
budget for the fiscal year.” According to the Times, the budget request calls for “a 5 percent spending cut, eliminates
dozens of programs and pitches a $1 billion school choice proposal.”
In a subsequent article, the New York Times (3/20, Green, Subscription Publication) reports that DeVos fielded
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questions about her department’s “budget request for the fiscal year that begins in October.” While DeVos said,
“This budget is about students,” Democrats “disagreed that the budget would benefit all students — especially
minorities.” Rep. Barbara Lee said the budget is a “slap in the face” for minority students and told DeVos, “Your
head is in the sand about racial bias and racial discrimination. ... You just don’t care about civil rights of black and
brown children. This is horrible.”
The AP (3/20) reports DeVos “faced tough questions from House Democrats on Tuesday on gun control, racial
bias and civil rights as she sought to defend funding cuts for her agency.” DeVos also “unveiled some details of a
federal commission on school safety that she will be chairing. The commission, formed after the Florida high school
shooting in which 17 people were killed, will comprise herself as well as the heads of the Homeland Security, Health
and Human Services and Justice departments.” An ED spokesperson “later added that the panel will also involve
students, teachers, law enforcement and mental health professionals as experts.” The Washington Post (3/20,
Balingit) reports DeVos “faced sharp criticism Tuesday over her proposed budget, which seeks to eliminate money
that schools use to support student mental health — a move that has come under scrutiny following the Florida
school shooting.” The piece reports members “signaled they would probably reject many of the proposed cuts in
DeVos’s budget, as they did last year.”
Education Week (3/20) reports DeVos “sparred with House Democrats over the Trump administration’s
proposed budget’s support for private school choice, and its cuts to programs related to civil rights, safety, and afterschool.” DeVos said the budget plan “would maintain its support for disadvantaged students, while also attempting
to ensure greater opportunities for them through a new, $1 billion school choice program. She also highlighted $200
million in funds for science, technology, engineering, and math education, made available through the current
Education Innovation and Research program, as well as level funding for the Title I program focused on
disadvantaged students ($14.9 billion), as well as for special education ($12.8 billion).”
NPR (3/20) reports Republicans on the panel “were more supportive, praising DeVos for her efforts to shrink the
size of the federal bureaucracy, her support for charter schools and vouchers, and for her stance that states should
decide whether teachers should carry guns.” DeVos said the budget proposal “has two main goals: first, to make the
department more efficient by doing more with less, and, second, to reduce the federal footprint on state and local
school reform.” Also reporting are The Hill (3/20, Elis), MLive (MI) (3/20), CBS News (3/20), Politico (3/20,
Wermund), and the New York Daily News (3/20).

House Lawmakers Debate Obama-Era School Discipline Guidance.
Education Week (3/20) reports that a House Judiciary subcommittee held a hearing on school safety Tuesday that
focused largely on “an Obama administration directive with the aim of driving down disproportionately high school
discipline rates for black and Latino students.” The ED and DOJ joint guidance, issued in 2014, “includes a call for
schools to ensure that they are not involving law enforcement in routine disciplinary issues. It also put schools on
notice that they may be in violation of civil rights laws if their disciplinary policies lead to disparately high discipline
rates for students of color, even if those policies were written without discriminatory intent.” Republicans on the panel
“asked Wednesday whether the accused shooter, 19-year-old Nikolas Cruz, should have been arrested at Stoneman
Douglas when he was a student there.” The piece notes that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “has said she is
reviewing” the guidance.

Report Aims To Help Michigan Improve Lagging Outcomes.
MLive (MI) (3/20, McVicar) discusses “a new report released today by Business Leaders for Michigan” which puts
forth “a host of recommendations” on improving “Michigan’s lagging educational outcomes” and “details the
challenges facing Michigan’s K-12 schools.” The article says “turning those strategies into real, sustained action”
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will be “key” for helping struggling parents and students across the state.

TEACHING & LEARNING
Study: Young Children Increasingly See Scientists As Women.
The Washington Post (3/20, Guarino) reports on a “landmark study” published by social scientist David Chambers in
1983. “During the late 1960s and the 1970s, teachers asked nearly 5,000 children to draw a scientist,” and only 28
of the drawings – all done by girls – featured female scientists. However, this appears to be changing, the Post
reports, saying Northwestern University psychology grad student David Miller “and his Northwestern colleagues
reviewed 78 draw-a-scientist studies completed after Chamber’s report. After 1980, 3 in 10 students drew women as
scientists. Younger children, young girls in particular, were the most likely to sketch female scientists, according to the
report published Tuesday in the journal Child Development.” CNN (3/20, Criss) reports Miller said the shift is “a
reflection of both more women in science and more female scientists being represented in the media and popular
culture.” Newsweek (3/20, Hignett) also covers this story.

Michigan Elementary School’s After School Robotic Club Highlighted.
The Oscoda (MI) Press (3/20) reported on Richardson Elementary School’s after school LEGO Robotics Club. Most
of the club members who were interviewed “said they wanted to join because they like creating with LEGOs and
were interested in learning how to program computers.” Polly Masterson, the club’s instructor, “said robotics club
activities all relate to STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) components and combining them with
problem solving and teamwork is preparing youth for the future.” According to the Oscoda Press, the club’s first
LEGO kit was paid by a FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) grant.

California Girls Learn STEM Skills In Femineer Program.
The San Diego Union-Tribune (3/20) reports Ramona High School is one of 41 K-12 schools in the country
participating in Femineers, a program “created and funded by Cal Poly Pomona’s College of Engineering in 2013 to
inspire additional females to pursue science, technology, engineering and math, or STEM, in their education and
career.” The program offers students “project-based learning, female engineering student mentors, and
opportunities to visit Cal Poly Pomona.”

California High School Students Rally For Support Ahead Of VEX Robotics Competition.
The Fairfield (CA) Daily Republic (3/20) reports members of the robotics team at Armijo High School in California are
rallying “for community support as the team returns to the VEX Robotics Competition April 25-28 in Louisville,
Kentucky,” which is expected to attract at least 500 teams from more than 30 countries. The Armijo team launched a
GoFundMe campaign in hopes of raising $5,000; as of Tuesday, the team secured $1,635. The Daily Republic says
many of the Armijo robotics team members “discovered their interest in robotics prior to high school” through Lego
Mindstorms. Notably, junior Marc Lejano “has applied to the Air Force Academy in hopes of doing product
development when he graduates in 2019.” The Daily Republic notes the team is headed by Dianne Halsey, an
engineering teacher who “attended aviation college and worked as an aircraft mechanic.”

Indiana Will Take Two Years To End ISTEP.
The Indianapolis Star (3/20, Herron) reports that “it looks like” the ISTEP test in Indiana “will hang around for
another two years.” Although state lawmakers adopted legislation “to switch to a college entrance exam,” the final
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version of the bill adopted “included a two-year waiting period to move to the new test.”

Duke Study Finds SNAP Assistance Linked To Improved Test Performance.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (3/20, Downey) reports on a study released Tuesday by Duke University “relating
student performance on tests to when low-income families get” the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP). The study, which “examined data for 148,000 public school children receiving SNAP,” found that when a
family “received their SNAP, benefit influenced test performance.” The article provides detail on the study’s
findings.

Portland Press Herald Contributor: Maine Should Repeal Proficiency-based Diploma Law.
Maine State Representative Heidi Sampson argues in a special in the Portland (ME) Press Herald (3/20) that
“schools across Maine are rushing to implement proficiency-based education in the mistaken belief that it is their only
option to comply with the proficiency-based diploma law,” which in fact “does not require that any particular system
be used to attain or evaluate proficiency.” Sampson describes the history of the law, arguing that “Maine’s public
education system has been manipulated to force an agenda without engaging parents, teachers, and students in the
process,” and asserts that current proposals before the legislature “will not suddenly fix the unfixable.” Therefore,
“the Legislature should repeal the entire proficiency-based diploma law, which would return the decision-making
process to the local school districts.”

Oklahoma State DOE Requests Probe Into Alleged Grades, Attendance Tampering.
The AP (3/20) reports the Oklahoma State Department of Education issued a news release on Tuesday announcing
“that it asked the state Bureau of Investigation for assistance after finding ‘unexpectedly high levels’ of grade
changes from October through January” in the Chickasha Public Schools district. The state DOE released a report
alleging that “there is evidence of tampering with both grades and attendance records,” although a spokeswoman for
the state agency, Deana Silk, said the reasons behind the alleged tampering are unknown. In a news release, state
Superintendent Joy Hofmeister stressed the need to investigate the allegations, which she described as “extremely
troubling.”

Oklahoma Teachers Could Be Next To Stage Statewide Walkout.
The New York Times (3/20, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports that the recent statewide walkout by West
Virginia teachers over pay “looks like the potential beginning of a red-state rebellion.” In Arizona, teachers have
conducted a series of demonstrations demanding higher pa, and in Kentucky, teachers have “organized rallies to
protest proposed cuts to their pensions.” In Oklahoma, “where teachers have not had a raise from the state in a
decade, they have vowed to go on strike on April 2 if the Legislature does not act to increase pay and education
budgets.”

Kentucky Teachers Demonstrate Against Proposed Pension Cuts.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (3/20, Yetter) says that “as the debate over Kentucky’s underfunded public
pension system rages in Frankfort, Kentucky’s teachers...say it’s important to remind the public that their pensions
are critical because they don’t get Social Security most retirees depend on.” That is why those teachers “have
flooded the state Capitol in growing numbers.” The article quotes teachers explaining why they oppose the proposed
cuts.

Study Finds High Proportion Of Teachers Experiencing Assaults Do Not Report.
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Education Week (3/20, Will) reports on a study published in the journal Social Psychology of Education which
surveyed 2,505 K-12 teachers across the country “who had experienced an incident of violence at school.” The
study “found that some teachers who were victimized also didn’t tell their family...or their colleagues.” The article
cites findings of past research on the effects of teachers experiencing violence at school.

South Carolina Looks To Extend Teacher Retention Program.
Columbia (SC) State (3/20, Schechter) says school districts and state agencies in South Carolina “fear the end of”
the Teacher Employee Retention Investment (TERI), which will soon expire. On Wednesday, a state Senate Finance
panel “will take up a proposal...to head off the feared exodus of veteran educators from S.C. schools.” The article
provides detail on the views of those apprehensive about the end of the program.

OPERATIONS
Baltimore School Board Votes Not To Allow Extra Vacation Days.
The Baltimore Sun (3/20, Bowie) reports that the Maryland State School Board voted Tuesday against allowing the
city of Baltimore “to have one fewer school day than the 180 required by law.” Although “some board members
chastised the city for not planning ahead and building fewer vacation days into its calendar” due to snowstorms, state
school board members “were unconvinced.” Baltimore schools CEO Sonja Santelises wrote in a letter to state
School Superintendent Karen Salmon that opening on certain holidays, as some have advocated, would result in
“understaffed buildings and an increase in the budget for substitute teachers.”

Baltimore Sun: BCPS Can No Longer Be Trusted.
The Baltimore Sun (3/19) editorializes that “the curtain has been drawn back exposing a web of deceit” by Baltimore
County Public Schools, after an unqualified superintendent was allowed to serve and did not follow the Maryland
State Department of Education’s mission or properly pilot the STAT program, among other concerns. The editors
write, “We need and deserve a full-fledged independent audit,” not the audit BCPS is now proposing “that is limited
in scope” and “mostly cherry picks contracts that were bid out rather than focusing on the no-bid variety.” The
editors argue that such “bad governance is criminal.”

Four New Members Join Richmond Superintendent’s Cabinet.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/20, Mattingly) reports that the Richmond School Board on Monday night
approved the hiring of four members of Superintendent Jason Kamras’ cabinet. The article provides detail on the
new cabinet members and the work they will have before them when they assume their positions.

DIGITAL LEARNING
School Officials Urged To Use Educational Data To Improve Districts.
Education Week (3/21) reports on the push to use educational data to help improve school districts. Experts claim the
current education system’s data infrastructure, “built in response to the federal No Child Left Behind Law and
focused primarily on holding schools accountable, looms as a significant barrier.” Educational data experts say
schools should focus on implementing improvement strategies “more methodically, but learning much more about
them as they happen.” The ideal process would “entail identifying the problem schools want to fix; developing a
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theory about how to improve it; and then helping the people closest to the problem...to develop measures of day-today progress that are aligned to that theory.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Eastern Kentucky Teachers Plan Protest Over Proposed Pension Plan Changes.
“More than a half-dozen school districts in eastern Kentucky postponed classes Wednesday to enable teachers and
staff to attend” a rally at the state Capitol “in support of education funding” and against proposed pension plan
changes, the AP (3/20) reports. Gov. Matt Bevin is attempting to “revive a stalled bill to overhaul the state’s public
pension plans,” and his “sales pitch angered many teachers, who bristled at his recent remark that teachers
opposing pension changes were ‘ignorant’ and ‘throwing a temper tantrum.’” Hundreds of educators rallied earlier
this month “as the GOP-led Senate decided not to vote on the pension bill,” and Wednesday’s event “could be
bigger, if a late-season storm” does not interfere. The AP says the “showdown” comes “amid growing unrest
among public educators nationwide, led by thousands of West Virginia teachers who walked off the job and swarmed
their Capitol for nine days earlier this year to secure a 5 percent pay raise.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Armed Officer Kills School Shooter In Maryland, Prevents Potential Massacre.
USA Today (3/20, Bacon) reports that a gunman “opened fire Tuesday at a high school in southern Maryland,
injuring two students before an armed school resources officer intervened, authorities said.”
All three networks covered the story. NBC Nightly News (3/20, story 2, 2:20, Haake) reported that “police say
17-year-old Austin Wyatt Rollins fired a handgun at 16-year-old Jaelynn Willey,” with whom “police believe” he “had
a prior relationship.” A 14-year-old boy was also shot. However, “within seconds, the school’s only resource officer
engaged the shooter. The teen and SWAT-trained officer fired their weapons almost simultaneously. The entire
incident over in less than a minute with Rollins dead and the officer, Deputy First Class Blaine Gaskill, hailed as a
hero.” The CBS Evening News (3/20, story 2, 2:00, Glor) showed Tim Cameron, the St. Mary’s County Sheriff,
saying, “No question that his actions, his quick and immediate actions potentially saved a great number of lives.”
ABC World News Tonight (3/20, story 2, 2:50, Moton) said the shooting “comes during a national call to action
to make schools safer, and days before thousands are expected in Washington, D.C. for the March for Our Lives
rally, in response to the Parkland, Florida school massacre.”
The Washington Post (3/20, Hedgpeth) reports two other students – a male and a female – were injured in the
shooting in a hallway at Great Mills High School. WRC-TV Washington (3/20) reports the injured female student “is in
critical condition,” and the male student is “in stable condition.”
The Washington Times (3/20, Persons) reports that Sheriff Cameron “identified Austin Wyatt Rollins as the
shooter at Great Mills High School.” Cameron “said Rollins died after Deputy First Class Blaine Gaskill, a school
resource officer and a member of the SWAT team, fired at him.” The Times adds, “agents with the FBI and the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives joined deputies at Great Mills High School as students endured
a lengthy lockdown, cowering inside classrooms and a locker room while officers worked to make sure there were no
more threats on campus.”
The New York Times (3/20, Cochrane, Bidgood, Subscription Publication) reports that “the shooting here comes
amid renewed urgency in the nation’s debate over gun control, with demonstrators around the country planning a
nationwide march this weekend,” and “it is likely to draw further attention to the role of armed personnel in schools,
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which has been widely discussed after surveillance video showed that a sheriff’s deputy posted at the school in
Parkland did not go inside a building to engage the gunman during that shooting, an apparent violation of protocol.”
The AP (3/20, Barakat, Holland) reports that Sen. Ben Cardin (D-MD) “said at a minimum, universal background
checks and a ban on assault-style weapons are needed. He said he believes momentum is building for reform, fueled
by student activism.” Maryland’s Senate “joined the House on Monday night to ban bump stocks, which enable a
semi-automatic rifle to mimic a fully automatic weapon,” and “teachers’ union leaders issued statements Tuesday
saying more policies must be changed nationwide to keep schools safe.” Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R) “accused
the Democrat-led legislature of failing to take action on ‘one of the most aggressive school safety plans in the
country.’” Also reporting are Reuters (3/20), the Baltimore Sun (3/20), The Seventy Four (3/20), and Politico (3/20,
Hefling, Leonor).

Tennessee Governor Makes Proposal For School Safety.
The Knoxville (TN) News Sentinel (3/21, Ebert, Gonzales) reports Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam “recommended
Tuesday spending $30 million to help improve school safety.” Haslam’s recommendations included $25 million “in
one-time, nonrecurring funds, and an additional $5.2 million he said would be dedicated to recurring school safety
grants.”
According to the AP (3/20, Mattise), the Administration says the governor’s proposal “will be spread among
mental health, law enforcement safety, and education.” The article quotes Haslam as saying in regards to what
exactly will be funded: “I think it’s open, everything from school resource officers, to physical improvements in the
schools, to video monitors, to better alert notifications to law enforcement, but also for students to be able to notify
people that, hey, there’s somebody that’s of concern here.” The Chattanooga (TN) Times Free Press (3/20)
provides similar coverage.
House Advances Legislation To Arm Teachers. The Tennessean (3/20, Gonzales) reports that a House
Bill “to arm some Tennessee teachers” passed the House Civil Justice Committee on Tuesday “on an 8-3 vote,”
and “will next move to a House education committee for consideration.” The bill, which “would give school boards
and school directors the power to adopt a policy allowing select school staff to carry a concealed firearm on school
property,” will “next move to a House education committee for consideration.”

Stoneman Douglas Removes Three Students, State Increases School Entry Guards.
WPLG-TV Miami (3/20, Torres) reports that the sheriff’s office in Broward County, Florida “removed three students
from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Tuesday.” The article says two of the students “were arrested for
bringing weapons to school and a third was hospitalized over concerning posts on social media.” Gov. Rick Scott
sent a letter to Sheriff Scott Israel and to Superintendent Robert Runcie in response, “offering help from the Florida
Highway Patrol at the school’s security entry;” Israel said late Tuesday that “he would accept the governor’s offer.”

Kentucky Students Gather At State Capitol To Call For Student Safety.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (3/20, McLaren) reports that “about 150 Kentucky students converged Tuesday
evening on the State Capitol to fight for student safety.” The students were taking part in a rally “organized by the
Prichard Committee Student Voice Team.” The article adds that “earlier in the day, about 100 students from around
the commonwealth held a “teach-in” at the Capitol annex building.”

Wisconsin State Senate Passes $100 Million School Safety Plan.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (3/20) reports the Wisconsin state Senate, in a 28-4 vote on Tuesday, approved
Gov. Scott Walker’s school safety package, sending the measure “to the Assembly for potential action as soon as
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Thursday.” The Journal Sentinel notes that the state Senate approved the school safety package “just hours after a
student gunman in Maryland opened fire at a school, wounding two students and dying after an exchange of shots
with a police officer at the school.” While the vote was bipartisan, the floor debate over the bill, which would allocate
“$100 million to improve school safety,” was “sharply divided, with Democrats saying the bill didn’t go far enough.”
Republican state senators ultimately “rejected Democratic efforts” to strengthen gun control laws, and they also
dropped “a Walker-backed requirement that parents be notified about cases of bullying within 48 hours.”
Noting that the state Senate version of the school safety package “closely mirrored Walker’s proposals,” the
AP (3/20) reports that the version removed specific “references to the money being able to pay for armed guards,
which was included in Walker’s bill.” The state Senate version also omitted “a provision allowing schools to share
surveillance footage with law enforcement.” Meanwhile, Democratic state lawmakers “and other advocates have
said Walker’s proposal doesn’t get to the root of the problem – increasing gun control.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Denver Parents Concerned Budget Reorganization Will Disrupt Students With Special Needs.
Chalkbeat Colorado (3/20) reports Denver parents of students with special needs expressed concern that an
“impending reorganization of the school district’s special education department” will result in cuts in the number of
special education teachers and paraprofessionals. District officials “insist the reorganization does not cut
paraprofessional or teacher support,” and that the reorganization “meant to increase the number of adults working
inside schools – a change they said will benefit all students, not just those with special needs.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Texas Education Agency Releases Latest Draft Of Remedial Special Education Plan.
• Philadelphia Inquirer Criticizes ED’s Plan To Toss School Discipline Racial Disparity Guidelines.
• Ivanka Trump Promotes Infrastructure Plan In Visit To High-Tech Iowa School.
• New York City Turnaround Schools See Increase In Applications.
• Kansas State Lawmakers Balk At Cost Projections In School Funding Report.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Wednesday, February 28, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers
To Return To Class Thursday.
The Washington Post (2/27, Larimer) reports West Virginia Gov.
Jim Justice announced a deal to end a statewide teachers strike
on Tuesday. The deal, which includes a 5% raise, clears the way
for teachers to return to the classroom on Thursday, “with
Wednesday serving as a ‘cooling off day.’” The strike impacted
over 277,000 students and shuttered schools in all 55 of the
state’s counties, and was “sparked by concerns about pay and
benefits.”
Reuters (2/27) reports the deal to end the four-day strike
came “after thousands of teachers and their backers descended
on the state capitol in Charleston demanding better benefits and a
hike in wages now near the bottom among U.S. teachers.” The
strike began “on Thursday after Justice signed legislation to give teachers and state police a 2 percent raise.”
The Seventy Four (2/27, Fay) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos weighed in on the strike earlier in the
day, “saying that good teachers ‘deserve better pay’ but students should not miss school due to adult
disagreements. In a series of tweets, she also called on ‘both sides’ to negotiate a compromise soon.” Also
reporting are NBC News (2/28), Newsweek (2/27, Swaak), and USA Today (2/27, Bacon).

Graduation Rates Among Disadvantaged Students In New Mexico Rise.
The Ruidoso (NM) News (2/27) reports that New Mexico’s “high school graduation rate remains at an all-time high”
of 71 percent. In addition, “since 2011, graduation rates have improved significantly for the state’s Hispanic, AfricanAmerican, disabled, and low-income students.” Gov. Susana Martinez said when she announced the achievements
on Friday, “New Mexico’s students continue to show that when we hold them to high standards, they rise to the
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occasion.”

Michigan’s Career Pathways Alliance Raises Controversy.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (2/27, VanHulle) reports the Career Pathways Alliance in Michigan which seeks to “unite
business leaders and educators around ways to increase Michigan’s talent pool” by “recruiting new career-tech
teachers directly from the private sector.” The state, particularly through a House bill that “would allow career-tech
teachers to teach with no requirement that they obtain a teaching credential within a set number of years,” is also
aiming to address a teacher shortage, but the Michigan Education Association, which represents teachers, “views
the bill as ‘a dilution of the teaching profession.’”

Teachers Voice Frustration Ahead Of Next Court Case Against Teachers’ Unions.
Education Week (2/27, Will) reports teachers Ryan Yohn, Bruce Aster, and Brian Miller spoke to reporters at the
Center for Individual Rights on Tuesday to express their “frustration at feeling voiceless and powerless under the
union’s current structure” and discuss Yohn v. California Teachers Association, a “case that could potentially
hammer teachers’ unions.” The gathering came just a day after Supreme Court justices heard arguments in the
Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) case, which “charges that
public-employee unions in 22 states shouldn’t be allowed to charge ‘agency’ or ‘fair-share’ fees to workers who
choose not to join but who are still represented in collective bargaining.” Education Week says the Yohn case,
“which is currently on hold pending a decision in Janus,” goes “one step further,” arguing that “teachers should
have to affirmatively opt into the union – not opt out.”

Indiana Lawmakers Revive Proposal To Let Districts Hire More Unlicensed Teachers.
Chalkbeat (2/27, Cavazos) reports Indiana lawmakers “revived” on Tuesday “a controversial proposal to allow
district schools to hire up to 10 percent unlicensed teachers,” as the legislators “said they wanted to address
teaching shortages by allowing traditional public schools to have similar flexibility in hiring as charter schools.”
Republican Rep. Bob Behning, chairman of the House Education Committee, reintroduced the measure through an
amendment to Senate Bill 387, which “now also includes provisions to allow districts to give certain teachers extra
pay and change teacher pay scales.”

Opinion: NES Basic Skills Exams Reinforce Structures Of Social Stratification.
Dr. Nicholas D. Hartlep, an assistant professor and coordinator of the Early Childhood and Elementary School
Programs in the School of Urban Education at Metropolitan State University, and Dr. René Antrop-González, the
school’s dean, write an op-ed in Diverse Education (2/27) arguing the NES Basic Skills tests “reinforce manmade
structures of social stratification that consist of exalting the worldviews of Whites, English-dominant speakers and
economically privileged Christians at the top of the social order.” The authors lament the fact that the “successful
completion of college-level courses does not exempt [students] from having to take the NES Basic Skills exams for
entry or teacher licensure,” and argue the “arduous” process of applying for extended time on the NES tests for
non-native English speakers is “nothing more than a modern day ‘poll tax’ comprised of having to navigate hurdles
that pre-service teachers from privileged identities are not asked and expected to jump over.”

Idaho Lawmakers Question Loan Forgiveness Bill For Rural Teachers.
The AP (2/27) reports “a handful of Idaho lawmakers say they have too many objections to a proposal” that would
grant “$3,000 in student loan forgiveness a year for four years” to “up to 500 eligible teachers who work in rural
schools.” The House Education Committee sent HB 504 to the full House on Tuesday to be amended, “citing
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concerns about taking money out of the general fund to pay for loans.”

Report: States Need Better Data Collection To Address Teacher Shortages.
Arizona Public Media (2/27, O'Gara) reports the National Council on Teacher Quality believes a number of states,
including Arizona “aren’t doing enough to collect and connect data – in particular, data on teacher preparation
programs,” and that doing so could help to address issues with “teacher recruitment and retainment.” The council
recently published a report that “asks if a state collects and maintains public data about its teacher preparation
programs, whether and to what extent that data is matched to school district hiring needs, and if the state offers
guidance on high-need certification areas.” Without sufficient data in that regard, the council contends, “there are big
gaps in the information needed to guide state-level policy decisions, and districts are deprived of a ‘powerful lever’
to incentivize certification in certain subjects.”

Report Finds Ohio Among Top States For Equitable Distribution Of School Funds.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (2/27, Gilchrist) says a national report released Tuesday by the nonprofit policy group
The Education Trust found that Ohio “does better than almost all other states in directing school funding to poor and
minority students.” Ohio Office of Budget and Management Spokesman John Charlton said, “A lot of the things that
the Kasich administration has tried to do ... is to direct funds to areas of the most need.” The article provides further
detail on the report’s analysis.

Report: In Most States, Poorest Districts Receive Less Funding Than Wealthier Districts.
U.S. News & World Report (2/27) reports The Education Trust released a report Tuesday that “shine[s] a spotlight on
funding gaps that plague the country’s public education system.” While those funding gaps “vary significantly” from
state to state, the poorest districts in more than half of states “do not receive funding to address their students’
increased needs,” with Illinois, Missouri, New York, and Alabama ranked “among the worst.” The “silver lining,”
however, “is that the situation seems to be improving, albeit slightly,” according to The Education Trust’s previous
examination in 2015. The trend could even “continue given the number of states rethinking their school funding
formulas in an attempt to make their education finance systems more equitable, especially for school districts that
serve lots of students in need of extra supports, such as poor students, students with disabilities and those learning
English.”

Kentucky State Lawmakers Say Budget Proposal Includes Additional Education Funding
Revenue Sources.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (2/27) reports Kentucky state House Democratic Whip Dennis Keene and state
Rep. Kelly Flood “said they were among a group of Democrats given an advance briefing late Tuesday afternoon on
the budget plan of the majority Republicans” that “they were told House Republicans will propose to come up with
additional money through a 50-cent increase in Kentucky’s 60-cent per pack cigarette tax and a new tax of 25 cents
per dosage of opioid drugs.” The revenue from those tax increases, according to the two state lawmakers, “would
allow the budget to increase funding for the main public school program known as Support Education Excellence in
Kentucky as well as restore at least some of the cut that Gov. Matt Bevin’s proposed budget would have made in
funding to school districts for student transportation.” According to Keene, however, “It’s not all crystal clear. ... The
briefing lasted about an hour and we weren’t given anything in writing.”

Colorado Grass-Roots Movement Seeks Ballot Initiative On New Funding Formula.
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The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (2/27) reports a local Colorado branch of “the bipartisan grass-roots movement Great
Schools Thriving Communities launched its petition drive to place Initiative 93,” aimed at replacing “the 1994
education funding formula often maligned as unfair and outdated,” before voters this year. Thus far, “171 of the
state’s 178 superintendents are behind the initiative, with the seven holdouts mostly from rural districts.” If “placed
on the ballot for potential voter approval” and passed by a 55 percent margin, it “would amend the state constitution
to increase taxes $1.6 billion annually, with that money placed into a Public Education Fund and earmarked for
preschool through high school education.” The initiative is “designed to work in conjunction with” a bill that “would
amend the state constitution to create a new school funding distribution formula – if and when money become
available.” The Chieftain notes the new funding formula emphasizes “full-day kindergarten, special education,
English language learners and gift/talented students.”

Iowa State Governor Receives Education Funding Bill.
The AP (2/27) reports Iowa’s Republican-controlled state Senate voted Monday in favor of “a bill that will provide a 1
percent increase, or about $32 million in new spending, toward Iowa’s roughly $3.2 billion education budget” for the
next school year. The measure was sent to Gov. Kim Reynolds, as the Republican-controlled state House already
“approved the same legislation earlier this month.” A separate bill to include an additional $14 million in one-time
funds “was approved in a separate bill,” and it, too, “heads to Reynolds.” Some teachers warned “the funding
boost won’t be enough to cover rising costs and will force budget cuts,” although Republican state lawmakers “say
they’re prioritizing education amid ongoing budget constraints.” The AP notes that for weeks, state lawmakers
“were at odds,” especially on the issue of “whether to include additional money for transportation and per-pupil
inequity spending.” Some educators warned the education funding measure

Researchers: School Shootings Have Been Declining Since Early 1990s.
The Washington Times (2/27, Boyer) reports that “despite the horror of the high school massacre in Florida, US
schools overall are safer today than they were in the early 1990s, and there is not an epidemic of such shootings, a
new academic study is reporting.” According to “researchers at Northeastern University...mass school shootings are
extremely rare,” and “shootings involving students have been declining since the 1990s.” Back then, say the
researchers, “four times as many children were killed in schools.” The Times adds “the researchers used data
collected by USA Today, the FBI’s Supplementary Homicide Report, Congressional Research Service, Gun Violence
Archive, Stanford Geospatial Center and Stanford Libraries, Mother Jones, Everytown for Gun Safety, and a New
York City Police Department report on active shooters.”

School Security Sees Widespread Changes Since
Columbine.
USA Today (2/27, Toppo) reports on the changes to school
security in districts across the country in the wake of the
Columbine massacre, noting that schools now require such
measures as keycard entry, video surveillance, and other
measures. In 1999, “just 19% of schools said they used security
cameras to monitor buildings. By the 2013-14 school year, 75%
had the devices up and running.”

Baltimore Sun School Security Investigation Yields
Mixed Results.
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The Baltimore Sun (2/27) reports that Baltimore Sun Media Group
reporters were sent to 18 Baltimore-area schools on Monday “to experience security protocols in the wake of the
Parkland” massacre. “Local journalists went to elementary, middle and high schools in the city and surrounding
counties Monday to determine whether the systems’ protocols match the reality.” A number of schools “allowed a
reporter inside without requiring verbal identification before entering. Some schools did not ask for a driver’s license
at the front desk. A few had unlocked front doors.”

Secret Service School Shootings Study Discussed.
Jeff Daniels writes in The Conversation (US) (2/27, Daniels) that “what often gets overlooked in the conversation” on
preventing school shootings “is research on the subject that has already been done,” including a major study from
the Secret Service. Daniels says, “Following the publication of the Secret Service study on school shootings, my
research on averted school shootings found that schools that prevented a shooting had done some of the things
recommended by the Secret Service. The case in Florida shows that many of these recommendations were followed
and people spoke up when they saw something wrong. The issue is whether authorities need more power to
intervene once they have been made aware of a potential threat, or whether they just need to do a better job with the
power they already have.”

Anti-Government Militia Calls On Members To Defend Schools.
The Washington Post (2/27, Eltagouri) reports Stewart Rhodes, “leader of an extremist anti-government group” the
Oath Keepers, “ has a solution to stop school shootings: Send every school in the country a former police officer or
military veteran, armed with an assault rifle, to defend students.” Rhodes is “calling on the tens of thousands of
members of his far-right militia group to work unpaid, rotating shifts at schools at all levels, including colleges.”

Indianapolis Student Brings Legal Challenge To District Over Bathroom Use.
USA Today (2/27, Hussein, Star) reports that a high school junior in the Evansville Vanderburgh School Corp. in
Indiana who “is noted as female on his birth certificate but identifies as male” is saying that “he is being unlawfully
discriminated against after a request to use the bathroom of his choosing was denied by school officials.” The article
says the complaint follows a federal appeals court ruling last May “in favor of a transgender student who challenged
a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage,” and the suicide of an Evansville student whose
family “said he was a target of bullying because of his sexual identity.”
The Indianapolis Star (2/27) reports the district “is facing a legal challenge to its policy on transgender students’
use of bathrooms,” noting that the complaint “comes after a federal appeals court in May ruled in favor of a
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transgender student who challenged a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage.”

Commentary: Teaching Social And Emotional Learning Can Prevent School Bullying.
In a piece for U.S. News & World Report (2/27), Ulrich Boser, senior fellow at the Center for American Progress,
writes that “a growing body of research shows that schools can prevent bullying” by “helping students develop
social-emotional skills.” However, this “can be challenging for some schools. For one, school leaders are under
significant pressure to improve academic progress, and so many schools neglect the social and emotional side of
learning. Plus, social-emotional skills may seem a little vague, and so educators do not get much guidance on what to
teach or even how to teach it.”

New Jersey Students Protest Teacher’s Suspension Over School Safety Comments.
The Hill (2/27, Thomsen) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog that hundreds of students on Tuesday walked out of
Cherry Hill East High School in Camden County, New Jersey “to protest the suspension of” AP history teacher
Timothy Locke “over comments he made sharing concerns about the possibility of a school shooting.” In addition,
students held a protest in the school auditorium on Tuesday and 500 have signed a petition supporting the teacher.

New York’s Gov. Cuomo, Sen. DeFrancisco Debate School Spending.
The New York Post (2/27, Conley) reports Sen. John DeFrancisco, “GOP gubernatorial hopeful” for New York,
“blasted Gov. Cuomo on Tuesday, saying he failed to release most of $2 billion in school funding, some of which
could be used for safety measures.” In response, Cuomo’s administration explained the funds, which “voters
approved through a bond act nearly four years ago,” can only be made available to schools after they apply for the
money. “The state regularly processes applications and only has 10 outstanding before the review board that Cuomo
controls, his office said,” and “both sides agree only $400 million has been spent.”

Melania Trump Launches Initiative To Promote Well-Being Of US Children.
The San Jose (CA) Mercury News (2/27, Ross) reports first lady Melania Trump on Monday gave “a speech on
kindness, compassion and positive social media habits that may or may not be consequential to her husband’s
administration and to her own legacy.” The speech was part of Mrs. Trump’s announcement of “an initiative to
promote ‘the well-being’ of America’s children – an effort that she says will involve ‘promoting values such as
encouragement, kindness, compassion, and respect in our children.’” The article also speculates as to the
motivation behind the first lady’s speech.

FROM NASSP
NASSP Membership Protects Your Entire Family
Mortality is never pleasant to think about, yet something everyone must plan for. Should the unexpected
occur, NASSP will ease your family’s burden with $5,000 of accidental death coverage. This
complimentary, automatic benefit for individual and institutional NASSP members is provided through
Minnesota Life, an affiliate of Securian Financial Group, Inc., an NASSP partner since 1934. Visit
www.lifebenefits.com/NASSP and click on the Automatic Accidental Death tab for more information about
how NASSP protects you.
Discounted Group Term Life Insurance Exclusively for NASSP Members
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Forty-three percent of Americans say they would feel a financial impact within six months of a primary
wage earner’s death. To provide additional protection for its members and their families, NASSP has
negotiated an exclusive group term life insurance plan featuring discounted rates for individual and
institutional members. This coverage can provide supplemental protection for a member’s family in
addition to any policies provided by an employing school or district. Member spouses are also eligible for
coverage under the same attractive rate structure. Learn more by visiting www.lifebenefits.com/NASSP.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress, Trump
To Unveil School Safety Proposals This Week.
Media coverage of the aftermath of the deadly school shooting in
Parkland, Florida casts Republicans as unwilling to move forward
with gun control legislation despite strong pressure from student
activists and public opinion in general. With legislative avenues
seemingly stalled on Capitol Hill, Politico (2/27, Lima) reports,
“White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said
Tuesday the...administration will reveal which policy proposals it
supports on school safety by the end of the week,” but already
“mentioned two measures the White House supports, including
the ‘Fix NICS’ bill spearheaded by” Senate Majority Whip John
Cornyn. The Hill (2/27, Fabian) reports Sanders also “sought to
push back on speculation that [President] Trump is backing
away” from proposals to “to raise the age limit to buy the type of high-powered rifle used in the Parkland...shooting,”
telling reporters, “The president still supports raising the age limit to 21 for the purchase of certain firearms.” Under
the headline “Congress Looks For More Clarity From Trump As It Weighs Response To Florida School Shootings,”
however, the Washington Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis) illustrates lawmakers’ confusion about Trump’s stances by
reporting that Sen. Pat Roberts “believes” the President “has backed off his call on raising the minimum age for rifle
purchases.”
At any rate, Reuters (2/27, Cornwell, Cowan) points out, House GOP leaders “said on Tuesday that they would
not raise the minimum age for gun buyers, in a sign that one of...Trump’s proposals likely will not get far on Capitol
Hill.” Presidential counselor Kellyanne Conway reiterated on Fox News’ Special Report (2/27) that Trump “supports
increasing the age perhaps for possession of some firearms. He certainly supports fixing NICS, the background
checks. He has also talked about mental health. He’s talked about how he wants to make it more difficult for people
who shouldn’t have firearms to have them, but easier for those who should and should be allowed to carry them
under the Second Amendment to do so. ... It’s a complex issue. ... But this is a President, like he did on immigration,
on energy policy, on taxes, he is bringing both parties and both chambers into the White House or he is going to them
and he is working the phones and he is talking to them about what’s possible. In the end, Congress will need to act
and the President will sign into law something that is reasonable, common sense that gets us closer to keeping
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school children safe.”
Another Politico (2/27, Schor, Woellert) story indicates “lawmakers from both parties, including some of the
Democrats’ strongest gun-control advocates, are planning to meet with...Trump Wednesday.” Politico adds that
Cornyn and his “Fix NICS” co-sponsor Sen. Chris Murphy “are both expected to attend,” as are Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, “chief author of legislation banning assault weapons and other control bills,” and Sen. Joe Manchin, “who
crafted a background-check expansion plan with Sen. Pat Toomey.” The Washington Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis)
reports that “in advance of the bipartisan gun summit at the White House on Wednesday, lawmakers are searching
for signals from the administration,” though “there is also an open question in Congress over how much Trump will
actually affect the debate, with some Senate leaders pushing for more guidance from the president given his
continuing focus on the shootings, while other top senators are skeptical that any guidance from the mercurial
president – such as during the stalemate on immigration – will ultimately matter much.”
For now, the AP (2/27, Mascaro, Daly) reports, Speaker Ryan “showed little interest Tuesday in some of the
stricter gun proposals being floated by...Trump or bipartisan coalitions in Congress,” and “Senate Republicans
pushed” the Fix NICS bill, “a more modest measure to boost the existing background check system with new
penalties and incentives.” ABC World News Tonight (2/27, story 6, 1:50, Muir) said reported, “Florida students on
Capitol Hill are pressing lawmakers to act on guns, but...their calls are falling flat.” Speaker Ryan was shown saying,
“We shouldn’t be banning guns for law-abiding citizens. We should be focusing on making sure that citizens who
should not get guns in the first place don’t get those guns.” ABC added that Fix NICS is “stalled in the Senate and
likely would not have stopped the Florida shooter.” ABC added that “as recently as Saturday, the President has
called to raise the minimum age to purchase rifles,” but “there is no legislation in the works.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/27, Bender, Subscription Publication) reports that legislators from both parties are
looking for some indication from Trump as to what kinds of gun control measures he is likely to support. Meanwhile,
Trump has invited members of Congress who represent Parkland, Florida and Newtown, Connecticut – both the sites
of deadly school shootings – to the White House on Wednesday.
Florida House, Senate Committees Approve Bills To Arm Teachers. The AP (2/27, Kennedy, Farrington,
Anderson) reports “family members of people killed in a South Florida school shooting gave emotional testimony
Tuesday during a legislative hearing to discuss passing a bill that would allow for armed teachers and raise the age
limit to buy rifles.” A House committee “approved the bill that would raise the minimum age to buy rifles from 18 to
21 and creates a three-day waiting period for all gun purchase.” The measure “would also create a program that
allows teachers who receive law enforcement training and are deputized by the local sheriff’s office to carry
concealed weapons in the classroom if also approved by the school district.”
The Miami Herald (2/27, Bousquet) reports a Florida Senate approved a similar – but not identical – measure.
Whereas the House bill would “train teachers to carry guns in class under the direction of local law enforcement – if
superintendents or the school board approve,” the Senate Appropriations Committee would require “that both the
sheriff and school district officials in a county agree to the program before it can be adopted.” The South Florida Sun
Sentinel (2/27, Sweeney, Fleshler) notes “Gov. Rick Scott doesn’t support the part of the plan that would allow
teachers to carry firearms, though he has not said whether its inclusion would mean a veto.” The New York Times
(2/27, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) points out that “it was unclear” whether Scott “would accept a proposal
from lawmakers to arm school personnel other than teachers, such as athletic coaches who sometimes double as
security monitors. He declined to clarify his position in a news conference in the Miami suburb of Doral on Tuesday.”
The Washington Post (2/28, Strauss) also reports.
Michigan House Bill To Allow Gun Training For Teachers Who Volunteer For It. The Detroit Free Press (2/27,
Gray) reports that a bill “being developed” by two Republicans in the Michigan House would allow teachers to be
armed. State Rep. Jim Runestad “will schedule hearings this spring on a bill that he’s drafting that will allow school
districts to provide access to guns in locked, undisclosed locations in school buildings to teachers who volunteer and
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who are trained in firearm use.” The teachers “would have to go through 80 hours of training on how to shoot a gun,
gun safety, how to engage with an active shooter and tactics to de-escalate a dangerous situation.” The guns “would
be hidden in locked compartments that would only be accessible through the thumbprint of approved school
employees.”
Alabama Legislature Considers Armed Volunteers In Schools. Alabama Live (2/27) reports that under a bill
being considered in the Alabama legislature, “any trained school employee or citizen volunteer could join an armed
security force in Alabama schools.” The bill would expand on a local ordinance under which “school principals can
request a volunteer armed security force.” The AP (2/27) also covers this story.
Mississippi Legislators Propose Letting Teachers Carry Guns. The AP (2/27) reports that a proposal in the
Mississippi state Senate would “give schools the options of arming teachers in an effort to prevent future school
shootings.” The legislation “would let school boards set up safety programs that would include letting teachers and
other school employees with special training carry concealed guns.”
Bevin, Abbott Weigh In On Trump Proposal To Arm Certain Teachers. Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin, asked on Fox
News’ Fox & Friends (2/27) about the President’s suggestion that some teachers be armed in the schools, said, “I
think on a voluntary basis, purely volitional, I think it’s a very good idea and worthy of being considered. I think
teachers who are willing should go through an extensive training far above and beyond what it takes to be a conceal
carry gun owner. Should go through a battery of psychiatric tests to ensure they are mentally able. ... But it shouldn’t
just be teachers, it should be available to administrators. Custodians, coaches, anyone inside that school on a
voluntary basis, I think we would be foolish not to consider that as a possibility.”
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott said on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (2/27), “It is important to understand that not one
size fits all when it comes to the approach to address this issue. Texas is maybe different than Washington State.
Even parts of Texas are different than other parts of Texas but in Texas we do have a robust program of allowing but
not requiring teachers to be authorized to carry guns in schools. Not just teachers, it could be coaches or
administrators or others. That is called our School Marshall program. Where people, persons who work in schools,
will be authorized to carry. Sometimes it will be notified in front of a school, when a school puts up a billboard saying
that teachers are armed. Don’t harm any kid on this campus. Other times it is more concealed.”
USA Today (2/27) editorializes that “few educators have any desire to wield firearms or be responsible for going
into combat with heavily armed intruders. Even police officers with years of training still have doubts – and make
mistakes – during critical moments at crime scenes.” Jerome R. Corsi, “author of Killing the Deep State: The Fight to
Save President Trump,” writes in USA Today (2/27) that “arming all teachers and school staff is no solution in
situations where teachers and staff feel fully committed to dealing with educational issues,” but “in cases where
teachers and school staff are predisposed to be comfortable with concealed carry, as could well be the case with
military veterans or retired law enforcement who make education their second career, allowing them the right to carry
weapons provides the possibility of a near instant response. A would-be school shooter can be neutralized before
schoolchildren are senselessly murdered.”
Cruz Neighbor Says She “Begged” Police To Take Action, Was Told Cruz Was No “Immediate Threat.” The
Washington Times (2/27, Persons) reports “a former neighbor of Nikolas Cruz...said she ‘begged’ police to act
regarding his disturbing behavior and threatening social media posts, CNN reported Tuesday.” Joelle Guarino told
CNN her son “showed her multiple posts on social media from Mr. Cruz, including one of an AR-15 and another
about shooting up a school.” Guarino said that at her request, “a police officer came to her home” and told her
“there was nothing he could do.” Said Guarino, “I begged him, and he basically told me that it was not an immediate
threat. He couldn’t do anything, is what he told me.”
The Washington Post (2/27) editorializes that “it is not quite right to say that...Cruz...fell through the cracks. The
truth is even more unsettling,” as “many people” had been “alerted to Mr. Cruz’s troubling behavior,” including
“school officials, police, state social services workers and friends” who “sought to intervene and help.” To the Post,
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“their failure underscores just how difficult it is to deal with mental illness.” At any rate, “the law enforcement
agencies that interacted with this suspect – or should have, as was the case with the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
which completely botched a detailed tip — must...face a reckoning,” but “when all those reviews are completed, this
much will remain true: There will always be an element of human error and unpredictability in these difficult cases.”
The Post concludes that “that is why an additional reform is so logical: banning weapons of war.”
Teachers, Counselors Hoped Alternative School Would Address Cruz’s Mental Health Issues. USA Today (2/27,
Murphy, Perez) reports “teachers and counselors at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School hoped a transfer to an
alternative school would provide mental health services for...Cruz after his behavior and discipline problems
increased in 2016.” Broward County Superintendent Robert Runcie “said Cruz’s situation at Douglas had
deteriorated so much so that his counselors and teachers decided to refer him out of the school in early 2017,”
hoping “he would return to Cross Creek School, an alternative program with smaller classes and a more
comprehensive offering of mental health services.” Said Runcie, “He declined. ... When a kid turns 18, we can’t
force an adult to receive those services.”
Hurricane-Proof Glass Windows May Have Prevented Additional Carnage. NBC Nightly News (2/27, story 3,
1:50, Holt) reported that it “has learned shooting suspect Nicolas Cruz may have had more plans to unleash more
carnage inside his former high school. At the time he dropped his AR-15, he still had five fully loaded magazines, one
marked with a swastika.” The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 3, 1:20, Glor) also reported “more people could have
been injured or killed.” Cruz “began firing in the first and second floors of the freshman building, he continued to
make his way up. And that is where investigators believe he planned on using a third-floor stairwell as a vantage point
to shoot at students. Sources say Cruz attempted to create a sniper’s nest by shooting out a glass window, firing 16
rounds into the glass,” but “the hurricane-proof glass appeared to have stopped it from shattering.”
Marjory Stoneman Douglas Students Return To School Today. The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 4, 2:25,
Glor) reported students were to “return to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School” this morning “for the first time
since the shooting. They will have a half day of classes tomorrow.” CBS (Diaz) added “grief counselors will be in
every classroom that’s missing a student who passed away.” The Miami Herald (2/27, Herrera) and Washington
Post (2/27, Balingit), among other news outlets, also report on the students’ return to school.
Texas Civil Rights Groups Criticize Plans To Punish Student Protesters. The AP (2/27) reports the civil rights
advocacy groups Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights Project, and Texas Appleseed “have warned a Houston-area
school district superintendent that his threat to punish students who disrupt classes to protest current gun laws may
violate their constitutional free-speech rights.” The groups “sent a letter to Needville school district Superintendent
Curtis Rhodes that expressed their concern over Rhodes’ threat. Texas ACLU staff attorney Kali Cohn said school
administrators can’t censor political speech nor punish students more harshly for missing school to participate in
political protest than they would for any other unexcused absence.”

ADVERTISER SUPPLIED CONTENT
Cultivating A Growth Mindset.
A growth mindset is the belief that one can overcome any obstacle if they are willing to work hard. Using simple
techniques, educators can cultivate a growth mindset in students helping to close achievement gaps.

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
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The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (2/26, Brasch) reports a spokesman for the ACT said Monday that 220 tests taken at
Lassiter High School in Marietta on Jan. 6 are missing in the FedEx system. ACT spokesman Ed Colby said, “It’s a
terrible situation. It’s a very unfortunate situation for these students. We’re doing everything we can to locate that
package.” He said students, facing college application deadlines, took the test against on Saturday for free. Colby
also said students were refunded for their tests. A FedEx spokesman also told the AJC: “FedEx understands how
important these test results are to the students and their families. We are conducting a thorough search for this
shipment and continue to work very closely with ACT on this matter.”
WSB-TV Atlanta (GA) Atlanta (2/26) and International Business Times (2/27, Madappa) also cover this story.

HIGHER EDUCATION
ED Clery Official Enlists Students’ Aid In Michigan State University Investigation.
MLive (MI) (2/27) reports ED investigators on Monday “urged Michigan State University students to share information
with them on the culture surrounding sexual assault, campus safety and crime reporting.” The piece quotes James
Moore, compliance manager with ED’s Clery Act Compliance Division, saying, “The way these things work, the only
way you get to the bottom of it, is if the people who are closest to the situation and who are impacted the most by it
help us. You can talk to all the administrators till we are blue in the face.” Moore’s team “met with students at an
event hosted by the university’s undergraduate student government. The department is reviewing whether MSU
violated the Clery Act, a federal law requiring colleges and universities to maintain and disclose campus crime
statistics and security information.”

University Of Alaska Opens All-Gender Restroom.
Diverse Education (2/27) reports the University of Alaska’s Fairbanks campus has opened an all-gender restroom in
its engineering building. The facility “features private, lockable stalls in an inclusive and genderless manner.
University spokeswoman Marmian Grimes said inclusive restrooms have been in the works for a while.”

UC Expands Online Learning Program For High School Students.
The Davis (CA) Enterprise (2/27) says the University of California announced “a major expansion” of its online
learning program last week. The program, called UC Scout, is meant “to provide California high school students with
free access to the courses they need to be eligible and competitive for admission into college,” and has now “added
and improved dozens of free online courses.” UC President Janet Napolitano said, “This program is a critical tool to
bolster college eligibility among California students, particularly those who attend schools with limited resources...We
are grateful for the state’s support of UC Scout and hope even more students will take advantage of the
opportunities afforded by this easily accessible program.”

Utah House Committee Passes Bill Defining Free Speech On Campus.
The Deseret (UT) News (2/27, Romboy) reports that the Utah House of Representatives “endorsed a bill Tuesday
attempting to strike a balance between protected and unprotected speech on college campuses in Utah,” moving the
bill to a vote on the House floor. The bill “would put into law free speech standards established by the U.S. Supreme
Court.” However, Utah Board of Regents assistant commissioner for policy and planning Geoff Landward “told the
committee the standard in the bill conflicts with U.S. Department of Education guidelines for free speech on college
campuses.”
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• West Virginia Teacher Strike Expected To Continue Tuesday.
• Trump Floats Improved Mental Health Care, Says He May Have Confronted Parkland Shooter Unarmed.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Wednesday, February 28, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers
To Return To Class Thursday.
The Washington Post (2/27, Larimer) reports West Virginia Gov.
Jim Justice announced a deal to end a statewide teachers strike
on Tuesday. The deal, which includes a 5% raise, clears the way
for teachers to return to the classroom on Thursday, “with
Wednesday serving as a ‘cooling off day.’” The strike impacted
over 277,000 students and shuttered schools in all 55 of the
state’s counties, and was “sparked by concerns about pay and
benefits.”
Reuters (2/27) reports the deal to end the four-day strike
came “after thousands of teachers and their backers descended
on the state capitol in Charleston demanding better benefits and a
hike in wages now near the bottom among U.S. teachers.” The
strike began “on Thursday after Justice signed legislation to give teachers and state police a 2 percent raise.”
The Seventy Four (2/27, Fay) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos weighed in on the strike earlier in the
day, “saying that good teachers ‘deserve better pay’ but students should not miss school due to adult
disagreements. In a series of tweets, she also called on ‘both sides’ to negotiate a compromise soon.” Also
reporting are NBC News (2/28), Newsweek (2/27, Swaak), and USA Today (2/27, Bacon).

Graduation Rates Among Disadvantaged Students In New Mexico Rise.
The Ruidoso (NM) News (2/27) reports that New Mexico’s “high school graduation rate remains at an all-time high”
of 71 percent. In addition, “since 2011, graduation rates have improved significantly for the state’s Hispanic, AfricanAmerican, disabled, and low-income students.” Gov. Susana Martinez said when she announced the achievements
on Friday, “New Mexico’s students continue to show that when we hold them to high standards, they rise to the
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occasion.”

Michigan’s Career Pathways Alliance Raises Controversy.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (2/27, VanHulle) reports the Career Pathways Alliance in Michigan which seeks to “unite
business leaders and educators around ways to increase Michigan’s talent pool” by “recruiting new career-tech
teachers directly from the private sector.” The state, particularly through a House bill that “would allow career-tech
teachers to teach with no requirement that they obtain a teaching credential within a set number of years,” is also
aiming to address a teacher shortage, but the Michigan Education Association, which represents teachers, “views
the bill as ‘a dilution of the teaching profession.’”

Teachers Voice Frustration Ahead Of Next Court Case Against Teachers’ Unions.
Education Week (2/27, Will) reports teachers Ryan Yohn, Bruce Aster, and Brian Miller spoke to reporters at the
Center for Individual Rights on Tuesday to express their “frustration at feeling voiceless and powerless under the
union’s current structure” and discuss Yohn v. California Teachers Association, a “case that could potentially
hammer teachers’ unions.” The gathering came just a day after Supreme Court justices heard arguments in the
Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) case, which “charges that
public-employee unions in 22 states shouldn’t be allowed to charge ‘agency’ or ‘fair-share’ fees to workers who
choose not to join but who are still represented in collective bargaining.” Education Week says the Yohn case,
“which is currently on hold pending a decision in Janus,” goes “one step further,” arguing that “teachers should
have to affirmatively opt into the union – not opt out.”

Indiana Lawmakers Revive Proposal To Let Districts Hire More Unlicensed Teachers.
Chalkbeat (2/27, Cavazos) reports Indiana lawmakers “revived” on Tuesday “a controversial proposal to allow
district schools to hire up to 10 percent unlicensed teachers,” as the legislators “said they wanted to address
teaching shortages by allowing traditional public schools to have similar flexibility in hiring as charter schools.”
Republican Rep. Bob Behning, chairman of the House Education Committee, reintroduced the measure through an
amendment to Senate Bill 387, which “now also includes provisions to allow districts to give certain teachers extra
pay and change teacher pay scales.”

Opinion: NES Basic Skills Exams Reinforce Structures Of Social Stratification.
Dr. Nicholas D. Hartlep, an assistant professor and coordinator of the Early Childhood and Elementary School
Programs in the School of Urban Education at Metropolitan State University, and Dr. René Antrop-González, the
school’s dean, write an op-ed in Diverse Education (2/27) arguing the NES Basic Skills tests “reinforce manmade
structures of social stratification that consist of exalting the worldviews of Whites, English-dominant speakers and
economically privileged Christians at the top of the social order.” The authors lament the fact that the “successful
completion of college-level courses does not exempt [students] from having to take the NES Basic Skills exams for
entry or teacher licensure,” and argue the “arduous” process of applying for extended time on the NES tests for
non-native English speakers is “nothing more than a modern day ‘poll tax’ comprised of having to navigate hurdles
that pre-service teachers from privileged identities are not asked and expected to jump over.”

Idaho Lawmakers Question Loan Forgiveness Bill For Rural Teachers.
The AP (2/27) reports “a handful of Idaho lawmakers say they have too many objections to a proposal” that would
grant “$3,000 in student loan forgiveness a year for four years” to “up to 500 eligible teachers who work in rural
schools.” The House Education Committee sent HB 504 to the full House on Tuesday to be amended, “citing
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concerns about taking money out of the general fund to pay for loans.”

Report: States Need Better Data Collection To Address Teacher Shortages.
Arizona Public Media (2/27, O'Gara) reports the National Council on Teacher Quality believes a number of states,
including Arizona “aren’t doing enough to collect and connect data – in particular, data on teacher preparation
programs,” and that doing so could help to address issues with “teacher recruitment and retainment.” The council
recently published a report that “asks if a state collects and maintains public data about its teacher preparation
programs, whether and to what extent that data is matched to school district hiring needs, and if the state offers
guidance on high-need certification areas.” Without sufficient data in that regard, the council contends, “there are big
gaps in the information needed to guide state-level policy decisions, and districts are deprived of a ‘powerful lever’
to incentivize certification in certain subjects.”

Report Finds Ohio Among Top States For Equitable Distribution Of School Funds.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (2/27, Gilchrist) says a national report released Tuesday by the nonprofit policy group
The Education Trust found that Ohio “does better than almost all other states in directing school funding to poor and
minority students.” Ohio Office of Budget and Management Spokesman John Charlton said, “A lot of the things that
the Kasich administration has tried to do ... is to direct funds to areas of the most need.” The article provides further
detail on the report’s analysis.

Report: In Most States, Poorest Districts Receive Less Funding Than Wealthier Districts.
U.S. News & World Report (2/27) reports The Education Trust released a report Tuesday that “shine[s] a spotlight on
funding gaps that plague the country’s public education system.” While those funding gaps “vary significantly” from
state to state, the poorest districts in more than half of states “do not receive funding to address their students’
increased needs,” with Illinois, Missouri, New York, and Alabama ranked “among the worst.” The “silver lining,”
however, “is that the situation seems to be improving, albeit slightly,” according to The Education Trust’s previous
examination in 2015. The trend could even “continue given the number of states rethinking their school funding
formulas in an attempt to make their education finance systems more equitable, especially for school districts that
serve lots of students in need of extra supports, such as poor students, students with disabilities and those learning
English.”

Kentucky State Lawmakers Say Budget Proposal Includes Additional Education Funding
Revenue Sources.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (2/27) reports Kentucky state House Democratic Whip Dennis Keene and state
Rep. Kelly Flood “said they were among a group of Democrats given an advance briefing late Tuesday afternoon on
the budget plan of the majority Republicans” that “they were told House Republicans will propose to come up with
additional money through a 50-cent increase in Kentucky’s 60-cent per pack cigarette tax and a new tax of 25 cents
per dosage of opioid drugs.” The revenue from those tax increases, according to the two state lawmakers, “would
allow the budget to increase funding for the main public school program known as Support Education Excellence in
Kentucky as well as restore at least some of the cut that Gov. Matt Bevin’s proposed budget would have made in
funding to school districts for student transportation.” According to Keene, however, “It’s not all crystal clear. ... The
briefing lasted about an hour and we weren’t given anything in writing.”

Colorado Grass-Roots Movement Seeks Ballot Initiative On New Funding Formula.
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The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (2/27) reports a local Colorado branch of “the bipartisan grass-roots movement Great
Schools Thriving Communities launched its petition drive to place Initiative 93,” aimed at replacing “the 1994
education funding formula often maligned as unfair and outdated,” before voters this year. Thus far, “171 of the
state’s 178 superintendents are behind the initiative, with the seven holdouts mostly from rural districts.” If “placed
on the ballot for potential voter approval” and passed by a 55 percent margin, it “would amend the state constitution
to increase taxes $1.6 billion annually, with that money placed into a Public Education Fund and earmarked for
preschool through high school education.” The initiative is “designed to work in conjunction with” a bill that “would
amend the state constitution to create a new school funding distribution formula – if and when money become
available.” The Chieftain notes the new funding formula emphasizes “full-day kindergarten, special education,
English language learners and gift/talented students.”

Iowa State Governor Receives Education Funding Bill.
The AP (2/27) reports Iowa’s Republican-controlled state Senate voted Monday in favor of “a bill that will provide a 1
percent increase, or about $32 million in new spending, toward Iowa’s roughly $3.2 billion education budget” for the
next school year. The measure was sent to Gov. Kim Reynolds, as the Republican-controlled state House already
“approved the same legislation earlier this month.” A separate bill to include an additional $14 million in one-time
funds “was approved in a separate bill,” and it, too, “heads to Reynolds.” Some teachers warned “the funding
boost won’t be enough to cover rising costs and will force budget cuts,” although Republican state lawmakers “say
they’re prioritizing education amid ongoing budget constraints.” The AP notes that for weeks, state lawmakers
“were at odds,” especially on the issue of “whether to include additional money for transportation and per-pupil
inequity spending.” Some educators warned the education funding measure

Researchers: School Shootings Have Been Declining Since Early 1990s.
The Washington Times (2/27, Boyer) reports that “despite the horror of the high school massacre in Florida, US
schools overall are safer today than they were in the early 1990s, and there is not an epidemic of such shootings, a
new academic study is reporting.” According to “researchers at Northeastern University...mass school shootings are
extremely rare,” and “shootings involving students have been declining since the 1990s.” Back then, say the
researchers, “four times as many children were killed in schools.” The Times adds “the researchers used data
collected by USA Today, the FBI’s Supplementary Homicide Report, Congressional Research Service, Gun Violence
Archive, Stanford Geospatial Center and Stanford Libraries, Mother Jones, Everytown for Gun Safety, and a New
York City Police Department report on active shooters.”

School Security Sees Widespread Changes Since
Columbine.
USA Today (2/27, Toppo) reports on the changes to school
security in districts across the country in the wake of the
Columbine massacre, noting that schools now require such
measures as keycard entry, video surveillance, and other
measures. In 1999, “just 19% of schools said they used security
cameras to monitor buildings. By the 2013-14 school year, 75%
had the devices up and running.”

Baltimore Sun School Security Investigation Yields
Mixed Results.
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The Baltimore Sun (2/27) reports that Baltimore Sun Media Group
reporters were sent to 18 Baltimore-area schools on Monday “to experience security protocols in the wake of the
Parkland” massacre. “Local journalists went to elementary, middle and high schools in the city and surrounding
counties Monday to determine whether the systems’ protocols match the reality.” A number of schools “allowed a
reporter inside without requiring verbal identification before entering. Some schools did not ask for a driver’s license
at the front desk. A few had unlocked front doors.”

Secret Service School Shootings Study Discussed.
Jeff Daniels writes in The Conversation (US) (2/27, Daniels) that “what often gets overlooked in the conversation” on
preventing school shootings “is research on the subject that has already been done,” including a major study from
the Secret Service. Daniels says, “Following the publication of the Secret Service study on school shootings, my
research on averted school shootings found that schools that prevented a shooting had done some of the things
recommended by the Secret Service. The case in Florida shows that many of these recommendations were followed
and people spoke up when they saw something wrong. The issue is whether authorities need more power to
intervene once they have been made aware of a potential threat, or whether they just need to do a better job with the
power they already have.”

Anti-Government Militia Calls On Members To Defend Schools.
The Washington Post (2/27, Eltagouri) reports Stewart Rhodes, “leader of an extremist anti-government group” the
Oath Keepers, “ has a solution to stop school shootings: Send every school in the country a former police officer or
military veteran, armed with an assault rifle, to defend students.” Rhodes is “calling on the tens of thousands of
members of his far-right militia group to work unpaid, rotating shifts at schools at all levels, including colleges.”

Indianapolis Student Brings Legal Challenge To District Over Bathroom Use.
USA Today (2/27, Hussein, Star) reports that a high school junior in the Evansville Vanderburgh School Corp. in
Indiana who “is noted as female on his birth certificate but identifies as male” is saying that “he is being unlawfully
discriminated against after a request to use the bathroom of his choosing was denied by school officials.” The article
says the complaint follows a federal appeals court ruling last May “in favor of a transgender student who challenged
a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage,” and the suicide of an Evansville student whose
family “said he was a target of bullying because of his sexual identity.”
The Indianapolis Star (2/27) reports the district “is facing a legal challenge to its policy on transgender students’
use of bathrooms,” noting that the complaint “comes after a federal appeals court in May ruled in favor of a
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transgender student who challenged a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage.”

Commentary: Teaching Social And Emotional Learning Can Prevent School Bullying.
In a piece for U.S. News & World Report (2/27), Ulrich Boser, senior fellow at the Center for American Progress,
writes that “a growing body of research shows that schools can prevent bullying” by “helping students develop
social-emotional skills.” However, this “can be challenging for some schools. For one, school leaders are under
significant pressure to improve academic progress, and so many schools neglect the social and emotional side of
learning. Plus, social-emotional skills may seem a little vague, and so educators do not get much guidance on what to
teach or even how to teach it.”

New Jersey Students Protest Teacher’s Suspension Over School Safety Comments.
The Hill (2/27, Thomsen) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog that hundreds of students on Tuesday walked out of
Cherry Hill East High School in Camden County, New Jersey “to protest the suspension of” AP history teacher
Timothy Locke “over comments he made sharing concerns about the possibility of a school shooting.” In addition,
students held a protest in the school auditorium on Tuesday and 500 have signed a petition supporting the teacher.

New York’s Gov. Cuomo, Sen. DeFrancisco Debate School Spending.
The New York Post (2/27, Conley) reports Sen. John DeFrancisco, “GOP gubernatorial hopeful” for New York,
“blasted Gov. Cuomo on Tuesday, saying he failed to release most of $2 billion in school funding, some of which
could be used for safety measures.” In response, Cuomo’s administration explained the funds, which “voters
approved through a bond act nearly four years ago,” can only be made available to schools after they apply for the
money. “The state regularly processes applications and only has 10 outstanding before the review board that Cuomo
controls, his office said,” and “both sides agree only $400 million has been spent.”

Melania Trump Launches Initiative To Promote Well-Being Of US Children.
The San Jose (CA) Mercury News (2/27, Ross) reports first lady Melania Trump on Monday gave “a speech on
kindness, compassion and positive social media habits that may or may not be consequential to her husband’s
administration and to her own legacy.” The speech was part of Mrs. Trump’s announcement of “an initiative to
promote ‘the well-being’ of America’s children – an effort that she says will involve ‘promoting values such as
encouragement, kindness, compassion, and respect in our children.’” The article also speculates as to the
motivation behind the first lady’s speech.

FROM NASSP
NASSP Membership Protects Your Entire Family
Mortality is never pleasant to think about, yet something everyone must plan for. Should the unexpected
occur, NASSP will ease your family’s burden with $5,000 of accidental death coverage. This
complimentary, automatic benefit for individual and institutional NASSP members is provided through
Minnesota Life, an affiliate of Securian Financial Group, Inc., an NASSP partner since 1934. Visit
www.lifebenefits.com/NASSP and click on the Automatic Accidental Death tab for more information about
how NASSP protects you.
Discounted Group Term Life Insurance Exclusively for NASSP Members
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Forty-three percent of Americans say they would feel a financial impact within six months of a primary
wage earner’s death. To provide additional protection for its members and their families, NASSP has
negotiated an exclusive group term life insurance plan featuring discounted rates for individual and
institutional members. This coverage can provide supplemental protection for a member’s family in
addition to any policies provided by an employing school or district. Member spouses are also eligible for
coverage under the same attractive rate structure. Learn more by visiting www.lifebenefits.com/NASSP.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress, Trump
To Unveil School Safety Proposals This Week.
Media coverage of the aftermath of the deadly school shooting in
Parkland, Florida casts Republicans as unwilling to move forward
with gun control legislation despite strong pressure from student
activists and public opinion in general. With legislative avenues
seemingly stalled on Capitol Hill, Politico (2/27, Lima) reports,
“White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said
Tuesday the...administration will reveal which policy proposals it
supports on school safety by the end of the week,” but already
“mentioned two measures the White House supports, including
the ‘Fix NICS’ bill spearheaded by” Senate Majority Whip John
Cornyn. The Hill (2/27, Fabian) reports Sanders also “sought to
push back on speculation that [President] Trump is backing
away” from proposals to “to raise the age limit to buy the type of high-powered rifle used in the Parkland...shooting,”
telling reporters, “The president still supports raising the age limit to 21 for the purchase of certain firearms.” Under
the headline “Congress Looks For More Clarity From Trump As It Weighs Response To Florida School Shootings,”
however, the Washington Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis) illustrates lawmakers’ confusion about Trump’s stances by
reporting that Sen. Pat Roberts “believes” the President “has backed off his call on raising the minimum age for rifle
purchases.”
At any rate, Reuters (2/27, Cornwell, Cowan) points out, House GOP leaders “said on Tuesday that they would
not raise the minimum age for gun buyers, in a sign that one of...Trump’s proposals likely will not get far on Capitol
Hill.” Presidential counselor Kellyanne Conway reiterated on Fox News’ Special Report (2/27) that Trump “supports
increasing the age perhaps for possession of some firearms. He certainly supports fixing NICS, the background
checks. He has also talked about mental health. He’s talked about how he wants to make it more difficult for people
who shouldn’t have firearms to have them, but easier for those who should and should be allowed to carry them
under the Second Amendment to do so. ... It’s a complex issue. ... But this is a President, like he did on immigration,
on energy policy, on taxes, he is bringing both parties and both chambers into the White House or he is going to them
and he is working the phones and he is talking to them about what’s possible. In the end, Congress will need to act
and the President will sign into law something that is reasonable, common sense that gets us closer to keeping
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school children safe.”
Another Politico (2/27, Schor, Woellert) story indicates “lawmakers from both parties, including some of the
Democrats’ strongest gun-control advocates, are planning to meet with...Trump Wednesday.” Politico adds that
Cornyn and his “Fix NICS” co-sponsor Sen. Chris Murphy “are both expected to attend,” as are Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, “chief author of legislation banning assault weapons and other control bills,” and Sen. Joe Manchin, “who
crafted a background-check expansion plan with Sen. Pat Toomey.” The Washington Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis)
reports that “in advance of the bipartisan gun summit at the White House on Wednesday, lawmakers are searching
for signals from the administration,” though “there is also an open question in Congress over how much Trump will
actually affect the debate, with some Senate leaders pushing for more guidance from the president given his
continuing focus on the shootings, while other top senators are skeptical that any guidance from the mercurial
president – such as during the stalemate on immigration – will ultimately matter much.”
For now, the AP (2/27, Mascaro, Daly) reports, Speaker Ryan “showed little interest Tuesday in some of the
stricter gun proposals being floated by...Trump or bipartisan coalitions in Congress,” and “Senate Republicans
pushed” the Fix NICS bill, “a more modest measure to boost the existing background check system with new
penalties and incentives.” ABC World News Tonight (2/27, story 6, 1:50, Muir) said reported, “Florida students on
Capitol Hill are pressing lawmakers to act on guns, but...their calls are falling flat.” Speaker Ryan was shown saying,
“We shouldn’t be banning guns for law-abiding citizens. We should be focusing on making sure that citizens who
should not get guns in the first place don’t get those guns.” ABC added that Fix NICS is “stalled in the Senate and
likely would not have stopped the Florida shooter.” ABC added that “as recently as Saturday, the President has
called to raise the minimum age to purchase rifles,” but “there is no legislation in the works.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/27, Bender, Subscription Publication) reports that legislators from both parties are
looking for some indication from Trump as to what kinds of gun control measures he is likely to support. Meanwhile,
Trump has invited members of Congress who represent Parkland, Florida and Newtown, Connecticut – both the sites
of deadly school shootings – to the White House on Wednesday.
Florida House, Senate Committees Approve Bills To Arm Teachers. The AP (2/27, Kennedy, Farrington,
Anderson) reports “family members of people killed in a South Florida school shooting gave emotional testimony
Tuesday during a legislative hearing to discuss passing a bill that would allow for armed teachers and raise the age
limit to buy rifles.” A House committee “approved the bill that would raise the minimum age to buy rifles from 18 to
21 and creates a three-day waiting period for all gun purchase.” The measure “would also create a program that
allows teachers who receive law enforcement training and are deputized by the local sheriff’s office to carry
concealed weapons in the classroom if also approved by the school district.”
The Miami Herald (2/27, Bousquet) reports a Florida Senate approved a similar – but not identical – measure.
Whereas the House bill would “train teachers to carry guns in class under the direction of local law enforcement – if
superintendents or the school board approve,” the Senate Appropriations Committee would require “that both the
sheriff and school district officials in a county agree to the program before it can be adopted.” The South Florida Sun
Sentinel (2/27, Sweeney, Fleshler) notes “Gov. Rick Scott doesn’t support the part of the plan that would allow
teachers to carry firearms, though he has not said whether its inclusion would mean a veto.” The New York Times
(2/27, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) points out that “it was unclear” whether Scott “would accept a proposal
from lawmakers to arm school personnel other than teachers, such as athletic coaches who sometimes double as
security monitors. He declined to clarify his position in a news conference in the Miami suburb of Doral on Tuesday.”
The Washington Post (2/28, Strauss) also reports.
Michigan House Bill To Allow Gun Training For Teachers Who Volunteer For It. The Detroit Free Press (2/27,
Gray) reports that a bill “being developed” by two Republicans in the Michigan House would allow teachers to be
armed. State Rep. Jim Runestad “will schedule hearings this spring on a bill that he’s drafting that will allow school
districts to provide access to guns in locked, undisclosed locations in school buildings to teachers who volunteer and
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who are trained in firearm use.” The teachers “would have to go through 80 hours of training on how to shoot a gun,
gun safety, how to engage with an active shooter and tactics to de-escalate a dangerous situation.” The guns “would
be hidden in locked compartments that would only be accessible through the thumbprint of approved school
employees.”
Alabama Legislature Considers Armed Volunteers In Schools. Alabama Live (2/27) reports that under a bill
being considered in the Alabama legislature, “any trained school employee or citizen volunteer could join an armed
security force in Alabama schools.” The bill would expand on a local ordinance under which “school principals can
request a volunteer armed security force.” The AP (2/27) also covers this story.
Mississippi Legislators Propose Letting Teachers Carry Guns. The AP (2/27) reports that a proposal in the
Mississippi state Senate would “give schools the options of arming teachers in an effort to prevent future school
shootings.” The legislation “would let school boards set up safety programs that would include letting teachers and
other school employees with special training carry concealed guns.”
Bevin, Abbott Weigh In On Trump Proposal To Arm Certain Teachers. Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin, asked on Fox
News’ Fox & Friends (2/27) about the President’s suggestion that some teachers be armed in the schools, said, “I
think on a voluntary basis, purely volitional, I think it’s a very good idea and worthy of being considered. I think
teachers who are willing should go through an extensive training far above and beyond what it takes to be a conceal
carry gun owner. Should go through a battery of psychiatric tests to ensure they are mentally able. ... But it shouldn’t
just be teachers, it should be available to administrators. Custodians, coaches, anyone inside that school on a
voluntary basis, I think we would be foolish not to consider that as a possibility.”
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott said on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (2/27), “It is important to understand that not one
size fits all when it comes to the approach to address this issue. Texas is maybe different than Washington State.
Even parts of Texas are different than other parts of Texas but in Texas we do have a robust program of allowing but
not requiring teachers to be authorized to carry guns in schools. Not just teachers, it could be coaches or
administrators or others. That is called our School Marshall program. Where people, persons who work in schools,
will be authorized to carry. Sometimes it will be notified in front of a school, when a school puts up a billboard saying
that teachers are armed. Don’t harm any kid on this campus. Other times it is more concealed.”
USA Today (2/27) editorializes that “few educators have any desire to wield firearms or be responsible for going
into combat with heavily armed intruders. Even police officers with years of training still have doubts – and make
mistakes – during critical moments at crime scenes.” Jerome R. Corsi, “author of Killing the Deep State: The Fight to
Save President Trump,” writes in USA Today (2/27) that “arming all teachers and school staff is no solution in
situations where teachers and staff feel fully committed to dealing with educational issues,” but “in cases where
teachers and school staff are predisposed to be comfortable with concealed carry, as could well be the case with
military veterans or retired law enforcement who make education their second career, allowing them the right to carry
weapons provides the possibility of a near instant response. A would-be school shooter can be neutralized before
schoolchildren are senselessly murdered.”
Cruz Neighbor Says She “Begged” Police To Take Action, Was Told Cruz Was No “Immediate Threat.” The
Washington Times (2/27, Persons) reports “a former neighbor of Nikolas Cruz...said she ‘begged’ police to act
regarding his disturbing behavior and threatening social media posts, CNN reported Tuesday.” Joelle Guarino told
CNN her son “showed her multiple posts on social media from Mr. Cruz, including one of an AR-15 and another
about shooting up a school.” Guarino said that at her request, “a police officer came to her home” and told her
“there was nothing he could do.” Said Guarino, “I begged him, and he basically told me that it was not an immediate
threat. He couldn’t do anything, is what he told me.”
The Washington Post (2/27) editorializes that “it is not quite right to say that...Cruz...fell through the cracks. The
truth is even more unsettling,” as “many people” had been “alerted to Mr. Cruz’s troubling behavior,” including
“school officials, police, state social services workers and friends” who “sought to intervene and help.” To the Post,
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“their failure underscores just how difficult it is to deal with mental illness.” At any rate, “the law enforcement
agencies that interacted with this suspect – or should have, as was the case with the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
which completely botched a detailed tip — must...face a reckoning,” but “when all those reviews are completed, this
much will remain true: There will always be an element of human error and unpredictability in these difficult cases.”
The Post concludes that “that is why an additional reform is so logical: banning weapons of war.”
Teachers, Counselors Hoped Alternative School Would Address Cruz’s Mental Health Issues. USA Today (2/27,
Murphy, Perez) reports “teachers and counselors at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School hoped a transfer to an
alternative school would provide mental health services for...Cruz after his behavior and discipline problems
increased in 2016.” Broward County Superintendent Robert Runcie “said Cruz’s situation at Douglas had
deteriorated so much so that his counselors and teachers decided to refer him out of the school in early 2017,”
hoping “he would return to Cross Creek School, an alternative program with smaller classes and a more
comprehensive offering of mental health services.” Said Runcie, “He declined. ... When a kid turns 18, we can’t
force an adult to receive those services.”
Hurricane-Proof Glass Windows May Have Prevented Additional Carnage. NBC Nightly News (2/27, story 3,
1:50, Holt) reported that it “has learned shooting suspect Nicolas Cruz may have had more plans to unleash more
carnage inside his former high school. At the time he dropped his AR-15, he still had five fully loaded magazines, one
marked with a swastika.” The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 3, 1:20, Glor) also reported “more people could have
been injured or killed.” Cruz “began firing in the first and second floors of the freshman building, he continued to
make his way up. And that is where investigators believe he planned on using a third-floor stairwell as a vantage point
to shoot at students. Sources say Cruz attempted to create a sniper’s nest by shooting out a glass window, firing 16
rounds into the glass,” but “the hurricane-proof glass appeared to have stopped it from shattering.”
Marjory Stoneman Douglas Students Return To School Today. The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 4, 2:25,
Glor) reported students were to “return to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School” this morning “for the first time
since the shooting. They will have a half day of classes tomorrow.” CBS (Diaz) added “grief counselors will be in
every classroom that’s missing a student who passed away.” The Miami Herald (2/27, Herrera) and Washington
Post (2/27, Balingit), among other news outlets, also report on the students’ return to school.
Texas Civil Rights Groups Criticize Plans To Punish Student Protesters. The AP (2/27) reports the civil rights
advocacy groups Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights Project, and Texas Appleseed “have warned a Houston-area
school district superintendent that his threat to punish students who disrupt classes to protest current gun laws may
violate their constitutional free-speech rights.” The groups “sent a letter to Needville school district Superintendent
Curtis Rhodes that expressed their concern over Rhodes’ threat. Texas ACLU staff attorney Kali Cohn said school
administrators can’t censor political speech nor punish students more harshly for missing school to participate in
political protest than they would for any other unexcused absence.”

ADVERTISER SUPPLIED CONTENT
Cultivating A Growth Mindset.
A growth mindset is the belief that one can overcome any obstacle if they are willing to work hard. Using simple
techniques, educators can cultivate a growth mindset in students helping to close achievement gaps.

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
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The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (2/26, Brasch) reports a spokesman for the ACT said Monday that 220 tests taken at
Lassiter High School in Marietta on Jan. 6 are missing in the FedEx system. ACT spokesman Ed Colby said, “It’s a
terrible situation. It’s a very unfortunate situation for these students. We’re doing everything we can to locate that
package.” He said students, facing college application deadlines, took the test against on Saturday for free. Colby
also said students were refunded for their tests. A FedEx spokesman also told the AJC: “FedEx understands how
important these test results are to the students and their families. We are conducting a thorough search for this
shipment and continue to work very closely with ACT on this matter.”
WSB-TV Atlanta (GA) Atlanta (2/26) and International Business Times (2/27, Madappa) also cover this story.

HIGHER EDUCATION
ED Clery Official Enlists Students’ Aid In Michigan State University Investigation.
MLive (MI) (2/27) reports ED investigators on Monday “urged Michigan State University students to share information
with them on the culture surrounding sexual assault, campus safety and crime reporting.” The piece quotes James
Moore, compliance manager with ED’s Clery Act Compliance Division, saying, “The way these things work, the only
way you get to the bottom of it, is if the people who are closest to the situation and who are impacted the most by it
help us. You can talk to all the administrators till we are blue in the face.” Moore’s team “met with students at an
event hosted by the university’s undergraduate student government. The department is reviewing whether MSU
violated the Clery Act, a federal law requiring colleges and universities to maintain and disclose campus crime
statistics and security information.”

University Of Alaska Opens All-Gender Restroom.
Diverse Education (2/27) reports the University of Alaska’s Fairbanks campus has opened an all-gender restroom in
its engineering building. The facility “features private, lockable stalls in an inclusive and genderless manner.
University spokeswoman Marmian Grimes said inclusive restrooms have been in the works for a while.”

UC Expands Online Learning Program For High School Students.
The Davis (CA) Enterprise (2/27) says the University of California announced “a major expansion” of its online
learning program last week. The program, called UC Scout, is meant “to provide California high school students with
free access to the courses they need to be eligible and competitive for admission into college,” and has now “added
and improved dozens of free online courses.” UC President Janet Napolitano said, “This program is a critical tool to
bolster college eligibility among California students, particularly those who attend schools with limited resources...We
are grateful for the state’s support of UC Scout and hope even more students will take advantage of the
opportunities afforded by this easily accessible program.”

Utah House Committee Passes Bill Defining Free Speech On Campus.
The Deseret (UT) News (2/27, Romboy) reports that the Utah House of Representatives “endorsed a bill Tuesday
attempting to strike a balance between protected and unprotected speech on college campuses in Utah,” moving the
bill to a vote on the House floor. The bill “would put into law free speech standards established by the U.S. Supreme
Court.” However, Utah Board of Regents assistant commissioner for policy and planning Geoff Landward “told the
committee the standard in the bill conflicts with U.S. Department of Education guidelines for free speech on college
campuses.”
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TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Expected To Continue Tuesday.
• Trump Floats Improved Mental Health Care, Says He May Have Confronted Parkland Shooter Unarmed.
• Author Discusses New Book On Impact Of Technology On Children.
• ED Launches Title IX Investigation Into Michigan State Sex Abuse Case.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Mon, 29 Jan 2018 19:12:56 -0700 (MST)
Assessment for JF Attached
"Mark Hamel" <Mark.Hamel@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Joseanjel Fuentes FIE 1-28-18.doc (120.42k)

Hi Mr. Hamel,
Here is a signed copy of the speech-language evaluation I did for JF. If you have questions or need anything else, please let me know.
Regards,
Katherine
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Mon, 26 Feb 2018 20:57:34 -0700 (MST)
Assessment for Joe A
"katherine.skarphol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us" <katherine.skarphol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Joe Armendariz FIE 1-17-18.doc (120.42k)

Hi,
Please see attached.
Regards,
Katherine
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Mercedes Keller" <Mercedes.Keller@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 27 Feb 2018 20:40:14 -0700 (MST)
assignments
"Mercedes Keller" <Mercedes.Keller@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:sophomore speech.docx (17.15k) week6slidesbeingaprincipal.docx (23.5k) EAD-501-CriticalEventReflection (3)W6.docx (61.64k) CRITICAL EVENT REFLECTION.docx
(19.53k)

print winnie speech
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018 05:59:01 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Basketball's Bracket Busters; School desegregation hero dies; Bunny stars in children's book
To: "Mandy Morgan" <mandy.morgan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 29, 2018

Daily News
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SPORTS

Surprising Loyola-Chicago bids to repeat school's 1963
magic
Assign Article Now
WAR & PEACE

Linda Brown, central figure in
school segregation case, dies
Assign Article

ARTS

Vice president's pet bunny is star of
new children's book
Assign Article
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WAR & PEACE

Police killing of unarmed black man
sparks protests, demand for action
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
U.S. HISTORY

10 things you should know about
Brown v. Board of Education
Assign Article

SCIENCE & MATH

Endangered Species: The grizzly
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bear
Assign Article

Max6

Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
ARTS

Vice president's pet bunny is star of
new children's book
Assign Article

SCIENCE & MATH

Endangered Species: The grizzly
bear
Assign Article
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Most Assigned By Teachers...
KIDS

Don't forget black women, young
speaker urges at March for Our
Lives
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
OPINION

Opinion: We must look for answers
about UFOs
Assign Article
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018 06:07:04 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Basketball's Bracket Busters; School desegregation hero dies; Bunny stars in children's book
To: "Louriz H.Soto" <louri.soto@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 29, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018 06:07:03 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Basketball's Bracket Busters; School desegregation hero dies; Bunny stars in children's book
To: "Traci Burns" <traci.burns@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 29, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018 06:19:02 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Basketball's Bracket Busters; School desegregation hero dies; Bunny stars in children's book
To: "Sharla Autry" <sharla.autry@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 29, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018 06:03:26 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Basketball's Bracket Busters; School desegregation hero dies; Bunny stars in children's book
To: "Amy Hollis" <amy.hollis@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 29, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018 06:12:23 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Basketball's Bracket Busters; School desegregation hero dies; Bunny stars in children's book
To: "Victoria Gonzales" <victoria.gonzales@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 29, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018 06:04:34 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Basketball's Bracket Busters; School desegregation hero dies; Bunny stars in children's book
To: "teresa naggs" <teresa.naggs@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 29, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018 06:04:09 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Basketball's Bracket Busters; School desegregation hero dies; Bunny stars in children's book
To: "Paula Spencer" <paula.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 29, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018 05:14:08 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Basketball's Bracket Busters; School desegregation hero dies; Bunny stars in children's book
To: "Rosemary Carrasco" <rosemary.carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 29, 2018

Daily News
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Carlsbad Current-Argus Customer Service" <noreply@currentargus.com>
Mon, 19 Mar 2018 14:49:56 -0600 (MDT)
Behind the Story: When local news goes national
<murillot@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

An exclusive members-only newsletter

Last week, thousands of students nationwide staged walkouts at their
schools in protest over gun violence. That headline is true to what happened
and, whatever your political stance, is powerful on a national and
international level.

But what did you see when you looked out the window? How did - or didn't this act of protest matter to your community?

Could it be that your middle-schooler in Scottsdale, Ariz., was
page 1 of 4
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suspended for protesting, along with 39 others? Or that you couldn't find
any media coverage from what happened in Greenville County, N.C.,
because the media was banned from covering it?

There are a lot of reasons to care about the news, and a lot of vantages
from which the news can be understood. The USA TODAY NETWORK,
composed of USA TODAY and more than 100 local markets (likely the
reason you're getting this newsletter - hi new subscribers!), is exactly
positioned to cover stories that matter on both a local and national level.

"Our coverage was so comprehensive and representative of the entire
country, I felt very proud to be a part of it," says Holly Moore, Manager of
Network Engagement. "We had reporters in the Florida school where it all
started and reporters covering schools where students chose to not
participate. We were at the Capitol and the West Coast. The USA TODAY
Network has such a diverse footprint, we really shine when the story is
everywhere."

To get the full story required planning. Moore started by asking editors to
share their plans so they could all be organized in one place. From there,
she analyzed what collaboration could happen, and got strategizing -- for
everything from impactful image galleries to reporting to a rolling
Instagram story takeover.

"The list of people involved is super long. We have editors at each of our
110 news sites, social media editors, interactive storytelling teams, video
producers. It takes a village to tell a story across the country.
Communication varies by group, most of it is through email, but there are
also calls, video conferencing and Slack conversations," Moore says.

One of the places where everything came together was the main news
article on USATODAY.com, which was reported with help from more than
60 feeds from cities across the U.S. and a contributor byline including 17
people.

To make that happen, USA TODAY Breaking News Reporter Christal Hayes
page 2 of 4
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made sure the story went live right in the morning and would be updated
throughout the day. She used feeds from around the USA TODAY
NETWORK to get voices and color from students, teachers and school
administrators on the protests and how schools were handling the events.
(Oh yeah, and she also reported in person from Washington, D.C.)

Hayes says there's a shift when reporting versus putting together a national
story.

"If an officer is killed, we add in how many others have been killed this year
and why this time is different, if a bridge collapses, we look at other big
disasters over the years and infrastructure as a national issue," she says.
"You have to take a step back from the breaking news aspect, and try to
include some context and some bigger-picture themes."

And ultimately, Hayes says, "You have to think and write for your audience
and ask yourself why does this matter, what's different about this and how
can I make both someone living in New York City and rural Indiana care
about this."

Behind the Story is a bi-weekly exclusive subscriber newsletter giving you a
peek into how the USA TODAY NETWORK's biggest stories come together.

Want to see more collaboration? Check out the 1968 project, capturing the
year that transformed the USA.

Discover your member benefits
As a subscriber, you're automatically a member! See highlights
of being part of the Carlsbad Current-Argus community.
View your member guide

This message has been sent from a mailbox that cannot receive replies. We're happy to help you with any questions or
concerns you have regarding your account or a promotional offer. Please contact us directly at
CarlsbadCurrentArgus@gannett.com or call 866-990-2635.
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View in Browser | Get Help | Feedback | Unsubscribe | Privacy | Terms
620 S Main St
Carlsbad, NM 88220
USA
© Carlsbad Current-Argus, PART OF THE USA TODAY NETWORK
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Liam Nyikos" <liam.nyikos@carlsbadnmschools.com>
Wed, 21 Feb 2018 19:18:45 -0700 (MST)
Bellwork 2/21/18
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Bellwork.pdf (55.1k)

page 1 of 1
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Morgan Brannan" <morgan.brannan@carlsbadnmschools.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 12:03:54 -0700 (MST)
Bellwork- Indian Removal Act
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Indian Removal Act.pdf (34.27k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Heba Hamedi" <heba.hamedi@carlsbadnmschools.com>
Thu, 22 Feb 2018 09:48:56 -0700 (MST)
Bellwork
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Bellwork-Is America a Land of Opportunity .pdf (70.59k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Mon, 16 Apr 2018 05:28:47 -0600 (MDT)
Bevin Apologizes For Friday Comments About Teacher Protests
<ron.singleton@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Ron Singleton

April 16, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Bevin Apologizes For Friday Comments About
Teacher Protests.
The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/15, Spears) reports
Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin “apologized Sunday for saying that
teacher protests probably led to the sexual assault of children.”
The governor’s “comments on Friday had led House lawmakers
from both parties to pass resolutions condemning the remarks.”
Bevin said on YouTube and Twitter, “I hurt a lot of people. ... I
apologize for those who have been hurt by the things that were
said. ... It is my responsibility to represent you, not only when I’m
speaking to you but also when I’m speaking on your behalf. It is
not my intent to hurt anyone...but to help us all move forward. We
need each other. We’re in this together.”
The AP (4/15) reports that “on Friday, Bevin’s explosive
comments were part of his statement criticizing teachers for leaving work to protest at the Capitol.,” and came
“shortly after Republican lawmakers voted to override his vetoes of an operating budget that included increased
spending for public education with the help of an accompanying tax increase.”
The Washington Post (4/14, Horton) reports on Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin’s recent feud with teachers groups
“amid educator protests across the country fueled by claims of low pay and underfunded school systems.” Bevin told
reporters on Friday evening, following a statewide protest staged by teachers that day, “I guarantee you somewhere
in Kentucky today, a child was sexually assaulted that was left at home because there was nobody there to watch
them...I guarantee you somewhere today, a child was physically harmed or ingested poison because they were left
alone because a single parent didn’t have any money to take care of them.” However, the article says his remarks
“did not appear to explain how or why teachers could be held accountable for what occurs among students outside
the classroom, and he did not provide evidence of any crimes that were committed.” Also reporting are Reuters
(4/15), NPR (4/15, Van Sant), TIME (4/14), and BuzzFeed (4/14).
page 1 of 7
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POLITICS & POLICY
ED Secretaries Gather To Weigh In On
Anniversary Of “A Nation At Risk.”
The Seventy Four (4/13) reports that seven former
secretaries of education “assembled at the Ronald Reagan
Building and International Trade Center in Washington,
D.C., to mark the 35th anniversary of the landmark ‘A
Nation at Risk’ report.” The article says the former
secretaries “came to honor the now-famous Reagan-era
call to combat ‘the rising tide of mediocrity’ that gave rise
to the school reform movement, and to measure the
progress made since 1983.” The gathering took place as
“test scores released Tuesday from the most recent
National Assessment of Educational Progress continued a
decade-long lull, with only marginal improvement in eighthgrade reading.” The piece quotes Education Secretary
Betsy DeVos saying, “Overall, we are still a nation at risk, and I would say even greater risk today.” The Seventy
Four adds, “But a number of her predecessors were more emphatic, lamenting a current lack of collective will to
tackle the nation’s pressing problems in education.”

Colorado Democrats Reject Democrats For Education Reform.
The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (4/15, Meltzer) reports Colorado Democratic state assembly delegates “sent a clear
message to the state chapter of Democrats for Education Reform: You don’t have a place in our party.” The head of
the organization was booed and “delegates voted overwhelmingly Saturday to call for the organization to no longer
use ‘Democrats’ in its name.” Th move “revealed a growing divide among party activists and establishment
politicians on education policy.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Many Teachers Must Work Second Jobs To Make Ends Meet.
The AP (4/15) reports according to ED survey data, “18 percent of teachers work jobs outside school, supplementing
the average full-time teacher salary of $55,100 by an average of $5,100.” The piece says these data “help explain
the outrage behind the teacher revolts in states including West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky.” The piece
includes stories of four teachers who “describe how they balance the extra hours with their day jobs and family
responsibilities.”

Unions, Democrats Seek To Capitalize On Collective Actions By Educators.
Reuters (4/14, Brandes) reports on collective actions being staged by teachers and parents in Oklahoma, West
Virginia, Kentucky, and Arizona who “say years of budget reductions have decimated public school systems in favor
of tax cuts.” Reuters adds that “protests in those Republican-dominated states have encouraged teachers unions
and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral victories.”
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Politics Played Complicated Role In Oklahoma Teacher Walkouts.
The Oklahoman (4/15) reports the Oklahoma teacher walkouts took place in a state “with one of the most
conservative legislatures in the nation, where anti-union legislation has, at times, found wide support. But the Capitol
was filled last week with thousands of teachers who had followed the call of the Oklahoma Education Association, the
state’s largest teachers union, demanding more school funding.” The piece says that “for some, it was a push back
on conservative politics,” but adds, “to call the teacher walkout an anti-Republican demonstration could ignore the
fact that most teachers are registered Republicans, according to a 2016 comparison of teacher licenses and voter
registration, conducted by Sooner Poll.”

Oregon Districts Mostly Untouched By Teacher Shortage.
The Bend (OR) Bulletin (4/16) reports that amid nationwide reports of teacher shortages, “school districts in Central
Oregon have really only felt the pinch of a teacher shortage when trying to fill positions for math, science and special
education classes.” According to Redmond School District Director of Human Resources Lynn Anderson, area
“districts have been co-hosting the Central Oregon Education Job Fair since 2013, and the ability to bring hundreds
of educators to Central Oregon has been beneficial for all districts. ... The job fair encourages coordination between
districts that helps résumés get into the right hands and positions filled, though a handful of positions remain tougher
to fill.”

Arkansas Teachers Less Diverse Than Student Populations.
The Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette (4/15) reports according to data from the Arkansas Department of
Education, “teachers in Northwest Arkansas are overwhelmingly white and non-Hispanic, pushing some school
districts to reach out to applicants with Hispanic, Pacific Islander and other backgrounds.” While area districts have
rising numbers of minority students, “certified teachers in all four districts, meanwhile, are 90 percent non-Hispanic
white.” Local educators and students say “teachers of all demographic groups can be competent and make
meaningful connections with students. But years of research have found minority students benefit from having
teachers who look like them and diverse teachers can benefit the entire student body.”

Teachers Across Country Seeking Legislative Office To Push For Funding.
Reuters (4/14) profiles Oklahoma high school physics teacher Craig Hoxie, who has filed to run for the state House
this fall, quoting him saying, “A week ago, I would have told you I wasn’t going to do it. There is a funding crisis with
all public services in our state.” Reuters describes the recent wave of “collective actions” in which teachers have
sought “higher wages and education spending” and says “protests in those Republican-dominated states have
encouraged teachers unions and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral
victories.”

Colorado Teachers To Lobby Legislature For Funding Monday.
The Denver Post (4/13) reports that on Monday, “hundreds of Colorado teachers are expected to descend on the
state Capitol...to demand changes in school funding and to lobby for higher teacher pay, mirroring similar efforts in
Oklahoma and West Virginia.” The district in Englewood has canceled classes “as more than 150 teachers in that
district plan to walk out of classes and take their concerns about school funding to the Capitol in support of the
Colorado Education Association’s Lobby Day.” Union members “are expected to meet with legislators in the
morning and then appear before the House Finance Committee at 1:30 p.m. for a hearing discussing efforts to pay
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down the Public Employee’s Retirement Association’s unfunded liability.”
this story.

The Hill (4/15, Savransky) also covers

Florida Robotics Team Qualifies For World Competition.
The Naples (FL) Daily News (4/6) reports that Mia Sciacqua, a student at Village School in Naples, Florida, “was
helping her mom distribute bikes and emergency supplies in Everglades City after Hurricane Irma when she saw a
need for an easy way to remove water from flooded homes without using electricity. ... Mia took the problem back to
her robotics team members, many of whom were learning about Greek culture in their social studies class, and the
group came up with the idea to repurpose Archimedes’ Screw.” The team’s idea “to use the apparatus to clear out
homes helped the team earn a direct invitation to the FIRST Robotics elementary and middle school international
competition, thus bypassing the state competition.”

Utah School Partnering On Stackable Credential Pathway For Aerospace And Manufacturing.
The St. George (UT) News (4/15) reports Iron County School District, Southwest Technical College, Southern Utah
University, and MSC Aerospace will collaborate on “a stackable credential pathway for students to quickly move into
the high paying aerospace and manufacturing industry.” Those students who finish the Southwest Aerospace
Manufacturing Strategic Workforce Initiative can “go into the workforce upon graduation from high school or”
continue their education at Southwest Technical College or SUU. Dr. Richard Cozzens, associate professor in the
Department of Engineering and Technology at SUU and the principal investigator for the initiative, “said he sees the
initiative as an opportunity to assist high school counselors, teachers and parents in guiding students to the
appropriate educational credential.”

Pennsylvania Students Present To School Board On Advantages Of STEM Projects.
The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (4/15, Beneviat) reports Hampton High School, Pennsylvania, students presented to
the school board “on the advantages of STEM and STEAM-related projects at the school, including how they can use
what they learn to solve real-life problems.” The Tribune-Reviews focuses on how the students helped their
classmate, TJ Wilson, who is missing an arm, “by creating a wearable device at the school that will help him play
trumpet better.”

Colorado School Holds Girls In STEM Conference.
The Grand Junction (CO) Daily Sentinel (4/15, Langford) reports West Middle School in Colorado held its first-ever
Girls in STEM conference. The Saturday program, which drew 55 students, “focused on solving problems in the
community, from air quality to the Colorado River ecosystem,” and included a makerspace “equipped with supplies
for girls to build their solutions.”

Small Minnesota School Excels At Robotics Competitions.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (4/15, Reinan) reports Greenbush Middle River High School in Minnesota, which has
an enrollment of 135, “regularly takes on the biggest schools in the state and the nation – and beats them”; the
school “won the 2016 state robotics title, finished second a year ago and soon will make its fourth trip in five years to
the world championship tournament, where it has ranked as high as second.” The Star Tribune notes, “Many of
Minnesota’s top teams are from rural areas”; Amy Doherty, who oversees robotics for the Minnesota State High
School League said, “There is a definite advantage to having kids who have grown up as tinkerers.” Meanwhile,
“corporate Minnesota is well aware of” this and “many of the state’s best-known companies...offer significant
support to First Robotics, the nonprofit that oversees a monthslong schedule of tournaments leading up to the world
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championship.”

Blogger: Standardized Testing’s Effect On Curriculum Inhibits Reading Comprehension.
Contributor Natalie Wexler, in a blog on Forbes (4/15), writes that one reason American students haven’t improved
on standardized reading test scores “is that by putting so much emphasis on reading tests, we’ve been undermining
our own efforts.” Mandated standardized testing has “a huge impact on instruction.” While schools seek to teach
and tests seek to measure “reading comprehension skills,” Wexler argues, “there’s no such thing.” Instead,
readers’ understanding of a text “depends primarily on how much knowledge and vocabulary they already have
relating to the specific topic at hand,” and No Child Left Behind’s “emphasis on reading and math has ended up
pushing almost everything else out of the curriculum” – the subjects that would actually boost comprehension.

OPERATIONS
Authors Call For Schedules To Support Curricular Needs.
Author Jill Berkowicz and Ann Myers, in the “Leadership 360” blog of Education Week (4/15), write that school
schedules “take on a life of their own. They determine things they ought not and get blamed for things as if they
weren’t created by those in schools.” They can determine students’ course options and teachers’ assignments.
Berkowicz and Myers call for schedules to “be developed to support the curricular needs of the teaching and learning
not the other way around,” concluding, “changing schedules and teaching assignments should be the ongoing work
of shifting the way teaching and learning takes place.”

Majority Of Chicago Public Schools Don’t Have Enough Candidates For Local School Council.
The Chicago Sun-Times (4/15, FitzPatrick, Ali) reports that more than half of Chicago Public School “will have at
least one empty seat after” electing Local School Council members, as 57 percent of CPS schools “don’t have
enough candidates to fill the 12 positions on a typical LSC.” CPS spokesman Michael Passman said the agency, in
the Sun-Times’ words, “recruited potential members by hanging signs at schools and in City Hall, putting ads on 10
billboards citywide and in community newspapers, and presenting at community events.”

Missouri School District Pleased With Four-Day Schedule.
The Columbia (MO) Daily Tribune (4/15, McKinney) reports, “School superintendents in Harrisburg and other Central
Missouri districts” currently on a four-day schedule give the schedule “favorable reviews.” Harrisburg School District
Superintendent Steve Combs said the four-day schedule saves the district $75,000 a year due to savings on
transportation, utilities, and hourly support staff. Additionally, some teachers find the schedule attractive. He also
“said annual surveys always show support from parents surpassing 90 percent.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
College Recruitment Visits Focus On Richer, Whiter High Schools, Study Finds.
Writing in the New York Times (4/13, Salazar, Subscription Publication), Ozan Jaquette, an assistant professor at the
University of California, Los Angeles, and Karina Salazar, a doctoral candidate at the University of Arizona, state that
an analysis of 150 US college and university recruiting trips has found that “high schools that were visited for
recruiting events tended to be whiter and wealthier than schools that were not visited.” University at Buffalo
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researcher Meagan Holland found that such visits “aren’t merely an indicator of each college’s priorities; they also
influence where students — and particularly first-generation students — apply and enroll,” and that “many smart
kids from less affluent backgrounds are sensitive to ‘feeling wanted,’ often attending colleges that took the time to
visit.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kentucky Lawmakers Override Tax Increase Veto As Teachers Rally At Capitol.
The AP (4/13, Schreiner, Beam) reports that Kentucky lawmakers “voted Friday to override the Republican
governor’s veto of a more than $480 million tax increase” intended to fund public educations initiatives, as
“thousands of teachers rallied inside and outside the Capitol.” The AP reports that “the rally took on a festival-like
atmosphere in Kentucky as some teachers sat in lawn chairs or sprawled out on blankets,” while “Crosby Stills,
Nash and Young’s hit ‘Teach Your Children’ bellowed from the loud speakers.” The House voted 57-40 to override
ta veto of the tax increase intended to fund the increase in spending, “and 66-28 to override the veto of the budget,”
with Senate President Robert Stivers casting the decisive vote “in a dramatic moment.”
NBC Nightly News (4/13, story 9, 0:20, Holt) provided similar coverage in a brief broadcast.

SAFETY & SECURITY
Hiring More Psychologists And Guidance Counselors Could Help Deter School Violence,
Experts Say.
The AP (4/10, Robertson) reports experts testified before the North Carolina House school safety committee that
“hiring more psychologists and guidance counselors would help school officials identify students with mental health
challenges sooner and deter serious violence.” Tim Hardin, the president-elect of the North Carolina School
Counselor Association, and Heather Lynch Boling, the president of the North Carolina School Psychology
Association, both testified before the committee about the need for additional staffing to help students in need.

Schools Face Uptick In Threats After Parkland.
NPR (4/14, Lombardo) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, “there have been almost 1,500 threats to
schools across the country. And those numbers are likely under-reported, according to the group that tracks them, the
Educator’s School Safety Network.” The piece reports that UVA school violence expert Dewey Cornell says that
“it’s not uncommon for school threats to rise after high-profile school shootings,” quoting him saying, “Many
students are stimulated to make threats that are pranks or expressions of anger with no serious intent to carry them
out.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVoss: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of Stagnant Test Scores.
• Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
• Experts Say Changing Economy Requires High Schools To Adjust Approach.
• New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
• States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
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Good morning David Shoup

April 16, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Bevin Apologizes For Friday Comments About
Teacher Protests.
The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/15, Spears) reports
Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin “apologized Sunday for saying that
teacher protests probably led to the sexual assault of children.”
The governor’s “comments on Friday had led House lawmakers
from both parties to pass resolutions condemning the remarks.”
Bevin said on YouTube and Twitter, “I hurt a lot of people. ... I
apologize for those who have been hurt by the things that were
said. ... It is my responsibility to represent you, not only when I’m
speaking to you but also when I’m speaking on your behalf. It is
not my intent to hurt anyone...but to help us all move forward. We
need each other. We’re in this together.”
The AP (4/15) reports that “on Friday, Bevin’s explosive
comments were part of his statement criticizing teachers for leaving work to protest at the Capitol.,” and came
“shortly after Republican lawmakers voted to override his vetoes of an operating budget that included increased
spending for public education with the help of an accompanying tax increase.”
The Washington Post (4/14, Horton) reports on Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin’s recent feud with teachers groups
“amid educator protests across the country fueled by claims of low pay and underfunded school systems.” Bevin told
reporters on Friday evening, following a statewide protest staged by teachers that day, “I guarantee you somewhere
in Kentucky today, a child was sexually assaulted that was left at home because there was nobody there to watch
them...I guarantee you somewhere today, a child was physically harmed or ingested poison because they were left
alone because a single parent didn’t have any money to take care of them.” However, the article says his remarks
“did not appear to explain how or why teachers could be held accountable for what occurs among students outside
the classroom, and he did not provide evidence of any crimes that were committed.” Also reporting are Reuters
(4/15), NPR (4/15, Van Sant), TIME (4/14), and BuzzFeed (4/14).
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POLITICS & POLICY
ED Secretaries Gather To Weigh In On
Anniversary Of “A Nation At Risk.”
The Seventy Four (4/13) reports that seven former
secretaries of education “assembled at the Ronald Reagan
Building and International Trade Center in Washington,
D.C., to mark the 35th anniversary of the landmark ‘A
Nation at Risk’ report.” The article says the former
secretaries “came to honor the now-famous Reagan-era
call to combat ‘the rising tide of mediocrity’ that gave rise
to the school reform movement, and to measure the
progress made since 1983.” The gathering took place as
“test scores released Tuesday from the most recent
National Assessment of Educational Progress continued a
decade-long lull, with only marginal improvement in eighthgrade reading.” The piece quotes Education Secretary
Betsy DeVos saying, “Overall, we are still a nation at risk, and I would say even greater risk today.” The Seventy
Four adds, “But a number of her predecessors were more emphatic, lamenting a current lack of collective will to
tackle the nation’s pressing problems in education.”

Colorado Democrats Reject Democrats For Education Reform.
The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (4/15, Meltzer) reports Colorado Democratic state assembly delegates “sent a clear
message to the state chapter of Democrats for Education Reform: You don’t have a place in our party.” The head of
the organization was booed and “delegates voted overwhelmingly Saturday to call for the organization to no longer
use ‘Democrats’ in its name.” Th move “revealed a growing divide among party activists and establishment
politicians on education policy.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Many Teachers Must Work Second Jobs To Make Ends Meet.
The AP (4/15) reports according to ED survey data, “18 percent of teachers work jobs outside school, supplementing
the average full-time teacher salary of $55,100 by an average of $5,100.” The piece says these data “help explain
the outrage behind the teacher revolts in states including West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky.” The piece
includes stories of four teachers who “describe how they balance the extra hours with their day jobs and family
responsibilities.”

Unions, Democrats Seek To Capitalize On Collective Actions By Educators.
Reuters (4/14, Brandes) reports on collective actions being staged by teachers and parents in Oklahoma, West
Virginia, Kentucky, and Arizona who “say years of budget reductions have decimated public school systems in favor
of tax cuts.” Reuters adds that “protests in those Republican-dominated states have encouraged teachers unions
and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral victories.”
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Politics Played Complicated Role In Oklahoma Teacher Walkouts.
The Oklahoman (4/15) reports the Oklahoma teacher walkouts took place in a state “with one of the most
conservative legislatures in the nation, where anti-union legislation has, at times, found wide support. But the Capitol
was filled last week with thousands of teachers who had followed the call of the Oklahoma Education Association, the
state’s largest teachers union, demanding more school funding.” The piece says that “for some, it was a push back
on conservative politics,” but adds, “to call the teacher walkout an anti-Republican demonstration could ignore the
fact that most teachers are registered Republicans, according to a 2016 comparison of teacher licenses and voter
registration, conducted by Sooner Poll.”

Oregon Districts Mostly Untouched By Teacher Shortage.
The Bend (OR) Bulletin (4/16) reports that amid nationwide reports of teacher shortages, “school districts in Central
Oregon have really only felt the pinch of a teacher shortage when trying to fill positions for math, science and special
education classes.” According to Redmond School District Director of Human Resources Lynn Anderson, area
“districts have been co-hosting the Central Oregon Education Job Fair since 2013, and the ability to bring hundreds
of educators to Central Oregon has been beneficial for all districts. ... The job fair encourages coordination between
districts that helps résumés get into the right hands and positions filled, though a handful of positions remain tougher
to fill.”

Arkansas Teachers Less Diverse Than Student Populations.
The Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette (4/15) reports according to data from the Arkansas Department of
Education, “teachers in Northwest Arkansas are overwhelmingly white and non-Hispanic, pushing some school
districts to reach out to applicants with Hispanic, Pacific Islander and other backgrounds.” While area districts have
rising numbers of minority students, “certified teachers in all four districts, meanwhile, are 90 percent non-Hispanic
white.” Local educators and students say “teachers of all demographic groups can be competent and make
meaningful connections with students. But years of research have found minority students benefit from having
teachers who look like them and diverse teachers can benefit the entire student body.”

Teachers Across Country Seeking Legislative Office To Push For Funding.
Reuters (4/14) profiles Oklahoma high school physics teacher Craig Hoxie, who has filed to run for the state House
this fall, quoting him saying, “A week ago, I would have told you I wasn’t going to do it. There is a funding crisis with
all public services in our state.” Reuters describes the recent wave of “collective actions” in which teachers have
sought “higher wages and education spending” and says “protests in those Republican-dominated states have
encouraged teachers unions and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral
victories.”

Colorado Teachers To Lobby Legislature For Funding Monday.
The Denver Post (4/13) reports that on Monday, “hundreds of Colorado teachers are expected to descend on the
state Capitol...to demand changes in school funding and to lobby for higher teacher pay, mirroring similar efforts in
Oklahoma and West Virginia.” The district in Englewood has canceled classes “as more than 150 teachers in that
district plan to walk out of classes and take their concerns about school funding to the Capitol in support of the
Colorado Education Association’s Lobby Day.” Union members “are expected to meet with legislators in the
morning and then appear before the House Finance Committee at 1:30 p.m. for a hearing discussing efforts to pay
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down the Public Employee’s Retirement Association’s unfunded liability.”
this story.

The Hill (4/15, Savransky) also covers

Florida Robotics Team Qualifies For World Competition.
The Naples (FL) Daily News (4/6) reports that Mia Sciacqua, a student at Village School in Naples, Florida, “was
helping her mom distribute bikes and emergency supplies in Everglades City after Hurricane Irma when she saw a
need for an easy way to remove water from flooded homes without using electricity. ... Mia took the problem back to
her robotics team members, many of whom were learning about Greek culture in their social studies class, and the
group came up with the idea to repurpose Archimedes’ Screw.” The team’s idea “to use the apparatus to clear out
homes helped the team earn a direct invitation to the FIRST Robotics elementary and middle school international
competition, thus bypassing the state competition.”

Utah School Partnering On Stackable Credential Pathway For Aerospace And Manufacturing.
The St. George (UT) News (4/15) reports Iron County School District, Southwest Technical College, Southern Utah
University, and MSC Aerospace will collaborate on “a stackable credential pathway for students to quickly move into
the high paying aerospace and manufacturing industry.” Those students who finish the Southwest Aerospace
Manufacturing Strategic Workforce Initiative can “go into the workforce upon graduation from high school or”
continue their education at Southwest Technical College or SUU. Dr. Richard Cozzens, associate professor in the
Department of Engineering and Technology at SUU and the principal investigator for the initiative, “said he sees the
initiative as an opportunity to assist high school counselors, teachers and parents in guiding students to the
appropriate educational credential.”

Pennsylvania Students Present To School Board On Advantages Of STEM Projects.
The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (4/15, Beneviat) reports Hampton High School, Pennsylvania, students presented to
the school board “on the advantages of STEM and STEAM-related projects at the school, including how they can use
what they learn to solve real-life problems.” The Tribune-Reviews focuses on how the students helped their
classmate, TJ Wilson, who is missing an arm, “by creating a wearable device at the school that will help him play
trumpet better.”

Colorado School Holds Girls In STEM Conference.
The Grand Junction (CO) Daily Sentinel (4/15, Langford) reports West Middle School in Colorado held its first-ever
Girls in STEM conference. The Saturday program, which drew 55 students, “focused on solving problems in the
community, from air quality to the Colorado River ecosystem,” and included a makerspace “equipped with supplies
for girls to build their solutions.”

Small Minnesota School Excels At Robotics Competitions.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (4/15, Reinan) reports Greenbush Middle River High School in Minnesota, which has
an enrollment of 135, “regularly takes on the biggest schools in the state and the nation – and beats them”; the
school “won the 2016 state robotics title, finished second a year ago and soon will make its fourth trip in five years to
the world championship tournament, where it has ranked as high as second.” The Star Tribune notes, “Many of
Minnesota’s top teams are from rural areas”; Amy Doherty, who oversees robotics for the Minnesota State High
School League said, “There is a definite advantage to having kids who have grown up as tinkerers.” Meanwhile,
“corporate Minnesota is well aware of” this and “many of the state’s best-known companies...offer significant
support to First Robotics, the nonprofit that oversees a monthslong schedule of tournaments leading up to the world
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championship.”

Blogger: Standardized Testing’s Effect On Curriculum Inhibits Reading Comprehension.
Contributor Natalie Wexler, in a blog on Forbes (4/15), writes that one reason American students haven’t improved
on standardized reading test scores “is that by putting so much emphasis on reading tests, we’ve been undermining
our own efforts.” Mandated standardized testing has “a huge impact on instruction.” While schools seek to teach
and tests seek to measure “reading comprehension skills,” Wexler argues, “there’s no such thing.” Instead,
readers’ understanding of a text “depends primarily on how much knowledge and vocabulary they already have
relating to the specific topic at hand,” and No Child Left Behind’s “emphasis on reading and math has ended up
pushing almost everything else out of the curriculum” – the subjects that would actually boost comprehension.

OPERATIONS
Authors Call For Schedules To Support Curricular Needs.
Author Jill Berkowicz and Ann Myers, in the “Leadership 360” blog of Education Week (4/15), write that school
schedules “take on a life of their own. They determine things they ought not and get blamed for things as if they
weren’t created by those in schools.” They can determine students’ course options and teachers’ assignments.
Berkowicz and Myers call for schedules to “be developed to support the curricular needs of the teaching and learning
not the other way around,” concluding, “changing schedules and teaching assignments should be the ongoing work
of shifting the way teaching and learning takes place.”

Majority Of Chicago Public Schools Don’t Have Enough Candidates For Local School Council.
The Chicago Sun-Times (4/15, FitzPatrick, Ali) reports that more than half of Chicago Public School “will have at
least one empty seat after” electing Local School Council members, as 57 percent of CPS schools “don’t have
enough candidates to fill the 12 positions on a typical LSC.” CPS spokesman Michael Passman said the agency, in
the Sun-Times’ words, “recruited potential members by hanging signs at schools and in City Hall, putting ads on 10
billboards citywide and in community newspapers, and presenting at community events.”

Missouri School District Pleased With Four-Day Schedule.
The Columbia (MO) Daily Tribune (4/15, McKinney) reports, “School superintendents in Harrisburg and other Central
Missouri districts” currently on a four-day schedule give the schedule “favorable reviews.” Harrisburg School District
Superintendent Steve Combs said the four-day schedule saves the district $75,000 a year due to savings on
transportation, utilities, and hourly support staff. Additionally, some teachers find the schedule attractive. He also
“said annual surveys always show support from parents surpassing 90 percent.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
College Recruitment Visits Focus On Richer, Whiter High Schools, Study Finds.
Writing in the New York Times (4/13, Salazar, Subscription Publication), Ozan Jaquette, an assistant professor at the
University of California, Los Angeles, and Karina Salazar, a doctoral candidate at the University of Arizona, state that
an analysis of 150 US college and university recruiting trips has found that “high schools that were visited for
recruiting events tended to be whiter and wealthier than schools that were not visited.” University at Buffalo
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researcher Meagan Holland found that such visits “aren’t merely an indicator of each college’s priorities; they also
influence where students — and particularly first-generation students — apply and enroll,” and that “many smart
kids from less affluent backgrounds are sensitive to ‘feeling wanted,’ often attending colleges that took the time to
visit.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kentucky Lawmakers Override Tax Increase Veto As Teachers Rally At Capitol.
The AP (4/13, Schreiner, Beam) reports that Kentucky lawmakers “voted Friday to override the Republican
governor’s veto of a more than $480 million tax increase” intended to fund public educations initiatives, as
“thousands of teachers rallied inside and outside the Capitol.” The AP reports that “the rally took on a festival-like
atmosphere in Kentucky as some teachers sat in lawn chairs or sprawled out on blankets,” while “Crosby Stills,
Nash and Young’s hit ‘Teach Your Children’ bellowed from the loud speakers.” The House voted 57-40 to override
ta veto of the tax increase intended to fund the increase in spending, “and 66-28 to override the veto of the budget,”
with Senate President Robert Stivers casting the decisive vote “in a dramatic moment.”
NBC Nightly News (4/13, story 9, 0:20, Holt) provided similar coverage in a brief broadcast.

SAFETY & SECURITY
Hiring More Psychologists And Guidance Counselors Could Help Deter School Violence,
Experts Say.
The AP (4/10, Robertson) reports experts testified before the North Carolina House school safety committee that
“hiring more psychologists and guidance counselors would help school officials identify students with mental health
challenges sooner and deter serious violence.” Tim Hardin, the president-elect of the North Carolina School
Counselor Association, and Heather Lynch Boling, the president of the North Carolina School Psychology
Association, both testified before the committee about the need for additional staffing to help students in need.

Schools Face Uptick In Threats After Parkland.
NPR (4/14, Lombardo) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, “there have been almost 1,500 threats to
schools across the country. And those numbers are likely under-reported, according to the group that tracks them, the
Educator’s School Safety Network.” The piece reports that UVA school violence expert Dewey Cornell says that
“it’s not uncommon for school threats to rise after high-profile school shootings,” quoting him saying, “Many
students are stimulated to make threats that are pranks or expressions of anger with no serious intent to carry them
out.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVoss: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of Stagnant Test Scores.
• Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
• Experts Say Changing Economy Requires High Schools To Adjust Approach.
• New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
• States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Monday, April 16, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Bevin Apologizes For Friday Comments About Teacher
Protests.
The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/15, Spears) reports Kentucky Gov.
Matt Bevin “apologized Sunday for saying that teacher protests probably
led to the sexual assault of children.” The governor’s “comments on
Friday had led House lawmakers from both parties to pass resolutions
condemning the remarks.” Bevin said on YouTube and Twitter, “I hurt a
lot of people. ... I apologize for those who have been hurt by the things
that were said. ... It is my responsibility to represent you, not only when
I’m speaking to you but also when I’m speaking on your behalf. It is not
my intent to hurt anyone...but to help us all move forward. We need each
other. We’re in this together.”
The AP (4/15) reports that “on Friday, Bevin’s explosive comments
were part of his statement criticizing teachers for leaving work to protest
at the Capitol.,” and came “shortly after Republican lawmakers voted to override his vetoes of an operating budget
that included increased spending for public education with the help of an accompanying tax increase.”
The Washington Post (4/14, Horton) reports on Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin’s recent feud with teachers groups
“amid educator protests across the country fueled by claims of low pay and underfunded school systems.” Bevin told
reporters on Friday evening, following a statewide protest staged by teachers that day, “I guarantee you somewhere
in Kentucky today, a child was sexually assaulted that was left at home because there was nobody there to watch
them...I guarantee you somewhere today, a child was physically harmed or ingested poison because they were left
alone because a single parent didn’t have any money to take care of them.” However, the article says his remarks
“did not appear to explain how or why teachers could be held accountable for what occurs among students outside
the classroom, and he did not provide evidence of any crimes that were committed.” Also reporting are Reuters
(4/15), NPR (4/15, Van Sant), TIME (4/14), and BuzzFeed (4/14).
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Many Teachers Must Work Second Jobs To Make Ends Meet.
The AP (4/15) reports according to ED survey data, “18 percent of teachers work jobs outside school, supplementing
the average full-time teacher salary of $55,100 by an average of $5,100.” The piece says these data “help explain
the outrage behind the teacher revolts in states including West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky.” The piece
includes stories of four teachers who “describe how they balance the extra hours with their day jobs and family
responsibilities.”

Unions, Democrats Seek To Capitalize On Collective Actions By Educators.
Reuters (4/14, Brandes) reports on collective actions being staged by teachers and parents in Oklahoma, West
Virginia, Kentucky, and Arizona who “say years of budget reductions have decimated public school systems in favor
of tax cuts.” Reuters adds that “protests in those Republican-dominated states have encouraged teachers unions
and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral victories.”

Politics Played Complicated Role In Oklahoma Teacher Walkouts.
The Oklahoman (4/15) reports the Oklahoma teacher walkouts took place in a state “with one of the most
conservative legislatures in the nation, where anti-union legislation has, at times, found wide support. But the Capitol
was filled last week with thousands of teachers who had followed the call of the Oklahoma Education Association, the
state’s largest teachers union, demanding more school funding.” The piece says that “for some, it was a push back
on conservative politics,” but adds, “to call the teacher walkout an anti-Republican demonstration could ignore the
fact that most teachers are registered Republicans, according to a 2016 comparison of teacher licenses and voter
registration, conducted by Sooner Poll.”

Oregon Districts Mostly Untouched By Teacher Shortage.
The Bend (OR) Bulletin (4/16) reports that amid nationwide reports of teacher shortages, “school districts in Central
Oregon have really only felt the pinch of a teacher shortage when trying to fill positions for math, science and special
education classes.” According to Redmond School District Director of Human Resources Lynn Anderson, area
“districts have been co-hosting the Central Oregon Education Job Fair since 2013, and the ability to bring hundreds
of educators to Central Oregon has been beneficial for all districts. ... The job fair encourages coordination between
districts that helps résumés get into the right hands and positions filled, though a handful of positions remain tougher
to fill.”

Arkansas Teachers Less Diverse Than Student Populations.
The Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette (4/15) reports according to data from the Arkansas Department of
Education, “teachers in Northwest Arkansas are overwhelmingly white and non-Hispanic, pushing some school
districts to reach out to applicants with Hispanic, Pacific Islander and other backgrounds.” While area districts have
rising numbers of minority students, “certified teachers in all four districts, meanwhile, are 90 percent non-Hispanic
white.” Local educators and students say “teachers of all demographic groups can be competent and make
meaningful connections with students. But years of research have found minority students benefit from having
teachers who look like them and diverse teachers can benefit the entire student body.”

Teachers Across Country Seeking Legislative Office To Push For Funding.
Reuters (4/14) profiles Oklahoma high school physics teacher Craig Hoxie, who has filed to run for the state House
this fall, quoting him saying, “A week ago, I would have told you I wasn’t going to do it. There is a funding crisis with
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all public services in our state.” Reuters describes the recent wave of “collective actions” in which teachers have
sought “higher wages and education spending” and says “protests in those Republican-dominated states have
encouraged teachers unions and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral
victories.”

Colorado Teachers To Lobby Legislature For Funding Monday.
The Denver Post (4/13) reports that on Monday, “hundreds of Colorado teachers are expected to descend on the
state Capitol...to demand changes in school funding and to lobby for higher teacher pay, mirroring similar efforts in
Oklahoma and West Virginia.” The district in Englewood has canceled classes “as more than 150 teachers in that
district plan to walk out of classes and take their concerns about school funding to the Capitol in support of the
Colorado Education Association’s Lobby Day.” Union members “are expected to meet with legislators in the
morning and then appear before the House Finance Committee at 1:30 p.m. for a hearing discussing efforts to pay
down the Public Employee’s Retirement Association’s unfunded liability.” The Hill (4/15, Savransky) also covers
this story.

Florida Robotics Team Qualifies For World Competition.
The Naples (FL) Daily News (4/6) reports that Mia Sciacqua, a student at Village School in Naples, Florida, “was
helping her mom distribute bikes and emergency supplies in Everglades City after Hurricane Irma when she saw a
need for an easy way to remove water from flooded homes without using electricity. ... Mia took the problem back to
her robotics team members, many of whom were learning about Greek culture in their social studies class, and the
group came up with the idea to repurpose Archimedes’ Screw.” The team’s idea “to use the apparatus to clear out
homes helped the team earn a direct invitation to the FIRST Robotics elementary and middle school international
competition, thus bypassing the state competition.”

Utah School Partnering On Stackable Credential Pathway For Aerospace And Manufacturing.
The St. George (UT) News (4/15) reports Iron County School District, Southwest Technical College, Southern Utah
University, and MSC Aerospace will collaborate on “a stackable credential pathway for students to quickly move into
the high paying aerospace and manufacturing industry.” Those students who finish the Southwest Aerospace
Manufacturing Strategic Workforce Initiative can “go into the workforce upon graduation from high school or”
continue their education at Southwest Technical College or SUU. Dr. Richard Cozzens, associate professor in the
Department of Engineering and Technology at SUU and the principal investigator for the initiative, “said he sees the
initiative as an opportunity to assist high school counselors, teachers and parents in guiding students to the
appropriate educational credential.”

Pennsylvania Students Present To School Board On Advantages Of STEM Projects.
The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (4/15, Beneviat) reports Hampton High School, Pennsylvania, students presented to
the school board “on the advantages of STEM and STEAM-related projects at the school, including how they can use
what they learn to solve real-life problems.” The Tribune-Reviews focuses on how the students helped their
classmate, TJ Wilson, who is missing an arm, “by creating a wearable device at the school that will help him play
trumpet better.”

Colorado School Holds Girls In STEM Conference.
The Grand Junction (CO) Daily Sentinel (4/15, Langford) reports West Middle School in Colorado held its first-ever
Girls in STEM conference. The Saturday program, which drew 55 students, “focused on solving problems in the
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community, from air quality to the Colorado River ecosystem,” and included a makerspace “equipped with supplies
for girls to build their solutions.”

Small Minnesota School Excels At Robotics Competitions.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (4/15, Reinan) reports Greenbush Middle River High School in Minnesota, which has
an enrollment of 135, “regularly takes on the biggest schools in the state and the nation – and beats them”; the
school “won the 2016 state robotics title, finished second a year ago and soon will make its fourth trip in five years to
the world championship tournament, where it has ranked as high as second.” The Star Tribune notes, “Many of
Minnesota’s top teams are from rural areas”; Amy Doherty, who oversees robotics for the Minnesota State High
School League said, “There is a definite advantage to having kids who have grown up as tinkerers.” Meanwhile,
“corporate Minnesota is well aware of” this and “many of the state’s best-known companies...offer significant
support to First Robotics, the nonprofit that oversees a monthslong schedule of tournaments leading up to the world
championship.”

Blogger: Standardized Testing’s Effect On Curriculum Inhibits Reading Comprehension.
Contributor Natalie Wexler, in a blog on Forbes (4/15), writes that one reason American students haven’t improved
on standardized reading test scores “is that by putting so much emphasis on reading tests, we’ve been undermining
our own efforts.” Mandated standardized testing has “a huge impact on instruction.” While schools seek to teach
and tests seek to measure “reading comprehension skills,” Wexler argues, “there’s no such thing.” Instead,
readers’ understanding of a text “depends primarily on how much knowledge and vocabulary they already have
relating to the specific topic at hand,” and No Child Left Behind’s “emphasis on reading and math has ended up
pushing almost everything else out of the curriculum” – the subjects that would actually boost comprehension.

Hiring More Psychologists And Guidance Counselors Could Help Deter School Violence,
Experts Say.
The AP (4/10, Robertson) reports experts testified before the North Carolina House school safety committee that
“hiring more psychologists and guidance counselors would help school officials identify students with mental health
challenges sooner and deter serious violence.” Tim Hardin, the president-elect of the North Carolina School
Counselor Association, and Heather Lynch Boling, the president of the North Carolina School Psychology
Association, both testified before the committee about the need for additional staffing to help students in need.

Schools Face Uptick In Threats After Parkland.
NPR (4/14, Lombardo) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, “there have been almost 1,500 threats to
schools across the country. And those numbers are likely under-reported, according to the group that tracks them, the
Educator’s School Safety Network.” The piece reports that UVA school violence expert Dewey Cornell says that
“it’s not uncommon for school threats to rise after high-profile school shootings,” quoting him saying, “Many
students are stimulated to make threats that are pranks or expressions of anger with no serious intent to carry them
out.”

FROM NASSP
Your Legislators Need to Hear From You Today
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Take a moment today to urge your representatives to support measures that will prevent school shootings
and gun violence. The NASSP Policy & Advocacy Center has posted an action alert through which you
can contact your members of Congress to let them know—as they consider legislation in the coming
weeks and months—that you support common-sense solutions to prevent school shootings and reduce
violence. Access the action alert and further amplify the message by posting on social media using
#NotOneMore and #PrincipalsAdvocate.
How Will You Celebrate Your Student Leaders?
It’s National Student Leadership Week (NSLW), an annual celebration to spotlight the critical role student
leaders play in improving climate and culture in the school and community. The national office of
NASSP’s student programs—National Student Council, National Honor Society, and National Junior
Honor Society—has sponsored NSLW since 1972. This year’s theme is “Make Your Mark on the World:
Dream. Lead. Serve.” All month long, we are accepting entries from schools vying for $250 micro-grants
to help fund a “dream” service project. To enter, schools post a creative pitch for a project to social
media using #OurDream18.
Complete contest details, as well as other ideas and resources to celebrate NSLW, can be found
on www.NatStuCo.org/nslw, www.nhs.us/nslw, or www.njhs.us/nslw.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
ED Secretaries Gather To Weigh In On Anniversary Of “A Nation At Risk.”
The Seventy Four (4/13) reports that seven former secretaries of education “assembled at the Ronald Reagan
Building and International Trade Center in Washington, D.C., to mark the 35th anniversary of the landmark ‘A Nation
at Risk’ report.” The article says the former secretaries “came to honor the now-famous Reagan-era call to combat
‘the rising tide of mediocrity’ that gave rise to the school reform movement, and to measure the progress made
since 1983.” The gathering took place as “test scores released Tuesday from the most recent National Assessment
of Educational Progress continued a decade-long lull, with only marginal improvement in eighth-grade reading.” The
piece quotes Education Secretary Betsy DeVos saying, “Overall, we are still a nation at risk, and I would say even
greater risk today.” The Seventy Four adds, “But a number of her predecessors were more emphatic, lamenting a
current lack of collective will to tackle the nation’s pressing problems in education.”

Colorado Democrats Reject Democrats For Education Reform.
The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (4/15, Meltzer) reports Colorado Democratic state assembly delegates “sent a clear
message to the state chapter of Democrats for Education Reform: You don’t have a place in our party.” The head of
the organization was booed and “delegates voted overwhelmingly Saturday to call for the organization to no longer
use ‘Democrats’ in its name.” Th move “revealed a growing divide among party activists and establishment
politicians on education policy.”
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COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
College Recruitment Visits Focus On Richer, Whiter High Schools, Study Finds.
Writing in the New York Times (4/13, Salazar, Subscription Publication), Ozan Jaquette, an assistant professor at the
University of California, Los Angeles, and Karina Salazar, a doctoral candidate at the University of Arizona, state that
an analysis of 150 US college and university recruiting trips has found that “high schools that were visited for
recruiting events tended to be whiter and wealthier than schools that were not visited.” University at Buffalo
researcher Meagan Holland found that such visits “aren’t merely an indicator of each college’s priorities; they also
influence where students — and particularly first-generation students — apply and enroll,” and that “many smart
kids from less affluent backgrounds are sensitive to ‘feeling wanted,’ often attending colleges that took the time to
visit.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Montana State Launches New Program For Students With Intellectual Disabilities.
The AP (4/14) reports that Montana State University is “launching a program offering new opportunity and hope to
students with disabilities.” The piece notes that “for years Montana students with Down syndrome and intellectual
disabilities” have gone “from having a federally guaranteed free public education, to virtually nothing” when they
graduate from high school. “They go from being surrounded by peers and teachers all day, to being largely isolated.”
The AP reports the program’s goal “is not to earn a bachelor’s degree, but to let students audit classes, participate
in college clubs and activities, get experience in job internships and build a more independent life.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVos: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of Stagnant Test Scores.
• Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
• New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
• States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
• Study: Students At Many For-Profit Colleges Can’t Secure Decent Jobs After Graduation Or Pay Student
Debt.

Editor's Note
In Friday's Principal's Update, a headline contained a typo. The headline should have read "DeVos: US Cannot 'Spend Our Way'
Out of Stagnant Test Scores." We regret the error.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

April 16, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Bevin Apologizes For Friday Comments About
Teacher Protests.
The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/15, Spears) reports
Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin “apologized Sunday for saying that
teacher protests probably led to the sexual assault of children.”
The governor’s “comments on Friday had led House lawmakers
from both parties to pass resolutions condemning the remarks.”
Bevin said on YouTube and Twitter, “I hurt a lot of people. ... I
apologize for those who have been hurt by the things that were
said. ... It is my responsibility to represent you, not only when I’m
speaking to you but also when I’m speaking on your behalf. It is
not my intent to hurt anyone...but to help us all move forward. We
need each other. We’re in this together.”
The AP (4/15) reports that “on Friday, Bevin’s explosive
comments were part of his statement criticizing teachers for leaving work to protest at the Capitol.,” and came
“shortly after Republican lawmakers voted to override his vetoes of an operating budget that included increased
spending for public education with the help of an accompanying tax increase.”
The Washington Post (4/14, Horton) reports on Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin’s recent feud with teachers groups
“amid educator protests across the country fueled by claims of low pay and underfunded school systems.” Bevin told
reporters on Friday evening, following a statewide protest staged by teachers that day, “I guarantee you somewhere
in Kentucky today, a child was sexually assaulted that was left at home because there was nobody there to watch
them...I guarantee you somewhere today, a child was physically harmed or ingested poison because they were left
alone because a single parent didn’t have any money to take care of them.” However, the article says his remarks
“did not appear to explain how or why teachers could be held accountable for what occurs among students outside
the classroom, and he did not provide evidence of any crimes that were committed.” Also reporting are Reuters
(4/15), NPR (4/15, Van Sant), TIME (4/14), and BuzzFeed (4/14).
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POLITICS & POLICY
ED Secretaries Gather To Weigh In On
Anniversary Of “A Nation At Risk.”
The Seventy Four (4/13) reports that seven former
secretaries of education “assembled at the Ronald Reagan
Building and International Trade Center in Washington,
D.C., to mark the 35th anniversary of the landmark ‘A
Nation at Risk’ report.” The article says the former
secretaries “came to honor the now-famous Reagan-era
call to combat ‘the rising tide of mediocrity’ that gave rise
to the school reform movement, and to measure the
progress made since 1983.” The gathering took place as
“test scores released Tuesday from the most recent
National Assessment of Educational Progress continued a
decade-long lull, with only marginal improvement in eighthgrade reading.” The piece quotes Education Secretary
Betsy DeVos saying, “Overall, we are still a nation at risk, and I would say even greater risk today.” The Seventy
Four adds, “But a number of her predecessors were more emphatic, lamenting a current lack of collective will to
tackle the nation’s pressing problems in education.”

Colorado Democrats Reject Democrats For Education Reform.
The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (4/15, Meltzer) reports Colorado Democratic state assembly delegates “sent a clear
message to the state chapter of Democrats for Education Reform: You don’t have a place in our party.” The head of
the organization was booed and “delegates voted overwhelmingly Saturday to call for the organization to no longer
use ‘Democrats’ in its name.” Th move “revealed a growing divide among party activists and establishment
politicians on education policy.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Many Teachers Must Work Second Jobs To Make Ends Meet.
The AP (4/15) reports according to ED survey data, “18 percent of teachers work jobs outside school, supplementing
the average full-time teacher salary of $55,100 by an average of $5,100.” The piece says these data “help explain
the outrage behind the teacher revolts in states including West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky.” The piece
includes stories of four teachers who “describe how they balance the extra hours with their day jobs and family
responsibilities.”

Unions, Democrats Seek To Capitalize On Collective Actions By Educators.
Reuters (4/14, Brandes) reports on collective actions being staged by teachers and parents in Oklahoma, West
Virginia, Kentucky, and Arizona who “say years of budget reductions have decimated public school systems in favor
of tax cuts.” Reuters adds that “protests in those Republican-dominated states have encouraged teachers unions
and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral victories.”
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Politics Played Complicated Role In Oklahoma Teacher Walkouts.
The Oklahoman (4/15) reports the Oklahoma teacher walkouts took place in a state “with one of the most
conservative legislatures in the nation, where anti-union legislation has, at times, found wide support. But the Capitol
was filled last week with thousands of teachers who had followed the call of the Oklahoma Education Association, the
state’s largest teachers union, demanding more school funding.” The piece says that “for some, it was a push back
on conservative politics,” but adds, “to call the teacher walkout an anti-Republican demonstration could ignore the
fact that most teachers are registered Republicans, according to a 2016 comparison of teacher licenses and voter
registration, conducted by Sooner Poll.”

Oregon Districts Mostly Untouched By Teacher Shortage.
The Bend (OR) Bulletin (4/16) reports that amid nationwide reports of teacher shortages, “school districts in Central
Oregon have really only felt the pinch of a teacher shortage when trying to fill positions for math, science and special
education classes.” According to Redmond School District Director of Human Resources Lynn Anderson, area
“districts have been co-hosting the Central Oregon Education Job Fair since 2013, and the ability to bring hundreds
of educators to Central Oregon has been beneficial for all districts. ... The job fair encourages coordination between
districts that helps résumés get into the right hands and positions filled, though a handful of positions remain tougher
to fill.”

Arkansas Teachers Less Diverse Than Student Populations.
The Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette (4/15) reports according to data from the Arkansas Department of
Education, “teachers in Northwest Arkansas are overwhelmingly white and non-Hispanic, pushing some school
districts to reach out to applicants with Hispanic, Pacific Islander and other backgrounds.” While area districts have
rising numbers of minority students, “certified teachers in all four districts, meanwhile, are 90 percent non-Hispanic
white.” Local educators and students say “teachers of all demographic groups can be competent and make
meaningful connections with students. But years of research have found minority students benefit from having
teachers who look like them and diverse teachers can benefit the entire student body.”

Teachers Across Country Seeking Legislative Office To Push For Funding.
Reuters (4/14) profiles Oklahoma high school physics teacher Craig Hoxie, who has filed to run for the state House
this fall, quoting him saying, “A week ago, I would have told you I wasn’t going to do it. There is a funding crisis with
all public services in our state.” Reuters describes the recent wave of “collective actions” in which teachers have
sought “higher wages and education spending” and says “protests in those Republican-dominated states have
encouraged teachers unions and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral
victories.”

Colorado Teachers To Lobby Legislature For Funding Monday.
The Denver Post (4/13) reports that on Monday, “hundreds of Colorado teachers are expected to descend on the
state Capitol...to demand changes in school funding and to lobby for higher teacher pay, mirroring similar efforts in
Oklahoma and West Virginia.” The district in Englewood has canceled classes “as more than 150 teachers in that
district plan to walk out of classes and take their concerns about school funding to the Capitol in support of the
Colorado Education Association’s Lobby Day.” Union members “are expected to meet with legislators in the
morning and then appear before the House Finance Committee at 1:30 p.m. for a hearing discussing efforts to pay
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down the Public Employee’s Retirement Association’s unfunded liability.”
this story.

The Hill (4/15, Savransky) also covers

Florida Robotics Team Qualifies For World Competition.
The Naples (FL) Daily News (4/6) reports that Mia Sciacqua, a student at Village School in Naples, Florida, “was
helping her mom distribute bikes and emergency supplies in Everglades City after Hurricane Irma when she saw a
need for an easy way to remove water from flooded homes without using electricity. ... Mia took the problem back to
her robotics team members, many of whom were learning about Greek culture in their social studies class, and the
group came up with the idea to repurpose Archimedes’ Screw.” The team’s idea “to use the apparatus to clear out
homes helped the team earn a direct invitation to the FIRST Robotics elementary and middle school international
competition, thus bypassing the state competition.”

Utah School Partnering On Stackable Credential Pathway For Aerospace And Manufacturing.
The St. George (UT) News (4/15) reports Iron County School District, Southwest Technical College, Southern Utah
University, and MSC Aerospace will collaborate on “a stackable credential pathway for students to quickly move into
the high paying aerospace and manufacturing industry.” Those students who finish the Southwest Aerospace
Manufacturing Strategic Workforce Initiative can “go into the workforce upon graduation from high school or”
continue their education at Southwest Technical College or SUU. Dr. Richard Cozzens, associate professor in the
Department of Engineering and Technology at SUU and the principal investigator for the initiative, “said he sees the
initiative as an opportunity to assist high school counselors, teachers and parents in guiding students to the
appropriate educational credential.”

Pennsylvania Students Present To School Board On Advantages Of STEM Projects.
The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (4/15, Beneviat) reports Hampton High School, Pennsylvania, students presented to
the school board “on the advantages of STEM and STEAM-related projects at the school, including how they can use
what they learn to solve real-life problems.” The Tribune-Reviews focuses on how the students helped their
classmate, TJ Wilson, who is missing an arm, “by creating a wearable device at the school that will help him play
trumpet better.”

Colorado School Holds Girls In STEM Conference.
The Grand Junction (CO) Daily Sentinel (4/15, Langford) reports West Middle School in Colorado held its first-ever
Girls in STEM conference. The Saturday program, which drew 55 students, “focused on solving problems in the
community, from air quality to the Colorado River ecosystem,” and included a makerspace “equipped with supplies
for girls to build their solutions.”

Small Minnesota School Excels At Robotics Competitions.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (4/15, Reinan) reports Greenbush Middle River High School in Minnesota, which has
an enrollment of 135, “regularly takes on the biggest schools in the state and the nation – and beats them”; the
school “won the 2016 state robotics title, finished second a year ago and soon will make its fourth trip in five years to
the world championship tournament, where it has ranked as high as second.” The Star Tribune notes, “Many of
Minnesota’s top teams are from rural areas”; Amy Doherty, who oversees robotics for the Minnesota State High
School League said, “There is a definite advantage to having kids who have grown up as tinkerers.” Meanwhile,
“corporate Minnesota is well aware of” this and “many of the state’s best-known companies...offer significant
support to First Robotics, the nonprofit that oversees a monthslong schedule of tournaments leading up to the world
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championship.”

Blogger: Standardized Testing’s Effect On Curriculum Inhibits Reading Comprehension.
Contributor Natalie Wexler, in a blog on Forbes (4/15), writes that one reason American students haven’t improved
on standardized reading test scores “is that by putting so much emphasis on reading tests, we’ve been undermining
our own efforts.” Mandated standardized testing has “a huge impact on instruction.” While schools seek to teach
and tests seek to measure “reading comprehension skills,” Wexler argues, “there’s no such thing.” Instead,
readers’ understanding of a text “depends primarily on how much knowledge and vocabulary they already have
relating to the specific topic at hand,” and No Child Left Behind’s “emphasis on reading and math has ended up
pushing almost everything else out of the curriculum” – the subjects that would actually boost comprehension.

OPERATIONS
Authors Call For Schedules To Support Curricular Needs.
Author Jill Berkowicz and Ann Myers, in the “Leadership 360” blog of Education Week (4/15), write that school
schedules “take on a life of their own. They determine things they ought not and get blamed for things as if they
weren’t created by those in schools.” They can determine students’ course options and teachers’ assignments.
Berkowicz and Myers call for schedules to “be developed to support the curricular needs of the teaching and learning
not the other way around,” concluding, “changing schedules and teaching assignments should be the ongoing work
of shifting the way teaching and learning takes place.”

Majority Of Chicago Public Schools Don’t Have Enough Candidates For Local School Council.
The Chicago Sun-Times (4/15, FitzPatrick, Ali) reports that more than half of Chicago Public School “will have at
least one empty seat after” electing Local School Council members, as 57 percent of CPS schools “don’t have
enough candidates to fill the 12 positions on a typical LSC.” CPS spokesman Michael Passman said the agency, in
the Sun-Times’ words, “recruited potential members by hanging signs at schools and in City Hall, putting ads on 10
billboards citywide and in community newspapers, and presenting at community events.”

Missouri School District Pleased With Four-Day Schedule.
The Columbia (MO) Daily Tribune (4/15, McKinney) reports, “School superintendents in Harrisburg and other Central
Missouri districts” currently on a four-day schedule give the schedule “favorable reviews.” Harrisburg School District
Superintendent Steve Combs said the four-day schedule saves the district $75,000 a year due to savings on
transportation, utilities, and hourly support staff. Additionally, some teachers find the schedule attractive. He also
“said annual surveys always show support from parents surpassing 90 percent.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
College Recruitment Visits Focus On Richer, Whiter High Schools, Study Finds.
Writing in the New York Times (4/13, Salazar, Subscription Publication), Ozan Jaquette, an assistant professor at the
University of California, Los Angeles, and Karina Salazar, a doctoral candidate at the University of Arizona, state that
an analysis of 150 US college and university recruiting trips has found that “high schools that were visited for
recruiting events tended to be whiter and wealthier than schools that were not visited.” University at Buffalo
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researcher Meagan Holland found that such visits “aren’t merely an indicator of each college’s priorities; they also
influence where students — and particularly first-generation students — apply and enroll,” and that “many smart
kids from less affluent backgrounds are sensitive to ‘feeling wanted,’ often attending colleges that took the time to
visit.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kentucky Lawmakers Override Tax Increase Veto As Teachers Rally At Capitol.
The AP (4/13, Schreiner, Beam) reports that Kentucky lawmakers “voted Friday to override the Republican
governor’s veto of a more than $480 million tax increase” intended to fund public educations initiatives, as
“thousands of teachers rallied inside and outside the Capitol.” The AP reports that “the rally took on a festival-like
atmosphere in Kentucky as some teachers sat in lawn chairs or sprawled out on blankets,” while “Crosby Stills,
Nash and Young’s hit ‘Teach Your Children’ bellowed from the loud speakers.” The House voted 57-40 to override
ta veto of the tax increase intended to fund the increase in spending, “and 66-28 to override the veto of the budget,”
with Senate President Robert Stivers casting the decisive vote “in a dramatic moment.”
NBC Nightly News (4/13, story 9, 0:20, Holt) provided similar coverage in a brief broadcast.

SAFETY & SECURITY
Hiring More Psychologists And Guidance Counselors Could Help Deter School Violence,
Experts Say.
The AP (4/10, Robertson) reports experts testified before the North Carolina House school safety committee that
“hiring more psychologists and guidance counselors would help school officials identify students with mental health
challenges sooner and deter serious violence.” Tim Hardin, the president-elect of the North Carolina School
Counselor Association, and Heather Lynch Boling, the president of the North Carolina School Psychology
Association, both testified before the committee about the need for additional staffing to help students in need.

Schools Face Uptick In Threats After Parkland.
NPR (4/14, Lombardo) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, “there have been almost 1,500 threats to
schools across the country. And those numbers are likely under-reported, according to the group that tracks them, the
Educator’s School Safety Network.” The piece reports that UVA school violence expert Dewey Cornell says that
“it’s not uncommon for school threats to rise after high-profile school shootings,” quoting him saying, “Many
students are stimulated to make threats that are pranks or expressions of anger with no serious intent to carry them
out.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVoss: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of Stagnant Test Scores.
• Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
• Experts Say Changing Economy Requires High Schools To Adjust Approach.
• New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
• States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

April 16, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Bevin Apologizes For Friday Comments About
Teacher Protests.
The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/15, Spears) reports
Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin “apologized Sunday for saying that
teacher protests probably led to the sexual assault of children.”
The governor’s “comments on Friday had led House lawmakers
from both parties to pass resolutions condemning the remarks.”
Bevin said on YouTube and Twitter, “I hurt a lot of people. ... I
apologize for those who have been hurt by the things that were
said. ... It is my responsibility to represent you, not only when I’m
speaking to you but also when I’m speaking on your behalf. It is
not my intent to hurt anyone...but to help us all move forward. We
need each other. We’re in this together.”
The AP (4/15) reports that “on Friday, Bevin’s explosive
comments were part of his statement criticizing teachers for leaving work to protest at the Capitol.,” and came
“shortly after Republican lawmakers voted to override his vetoes of an operating budget that included increased
spending for public education with the help of an accompanying tax increase.”
The Washington Post (4/14, Horton) reports on Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin’s recent feud with teachers groups
“amid educator protests across the country fueled by claims of low pay and underfunded school systems.” Bevin told
reporters on Friday evening, following a statewide protest staged by teachers that day, “I guarantee you somewhere
in Kentucky today, a child was sexually assaulted that was left at home because there was nobody there to watch
them...I guarantee you somewhere today, a child was physically harmed or ingested poison because they were left
alone because a single parent didn’t have any money to take care of them.” However, the article says his remarks
“did not appear to explain how or why teachers could be held accountable for what occurs among students outside
the classroom, and he did not provide evidence of any crimes that were committed.” Also reporting are Reuters
(4/15), NPR (4/15, Van Sant), TIME (4/14), and BuzzFeed (4/14).
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POLITICS & POLICY
ED Secretaries Gather To Weigh In On
Anniversary Of “A Nation At Risk.”
The Seventy Four (4/13) reports that seven former
secretaries of education “assembled at the Ronald Reagan
Building and International Trade Center in Washington,
D.C., to mark the 35th anniversary of the landmark ‘A
Nation at Risk’ report.” The article says the former
secretaries “came to honor the now-famous Reagan-era
call to combat ‘the rising tide of mediocrity’ that gave rise
to the school reform movement, and to measure the
progress made since 1983.” The gathering took place as
“test scores released Tuesday from the most recent
National Assessment of Educational Progress continued a
decade-long lull, with only marginal improvement in eighthgrade reading.” The piece quotes Education Secretary
Betsy DeVos saying, “Overall, we are still a nation at risk, and I would say even greater risk today.” The Seventy
Four adds, “But a number of her predecessors were more emphatic, lamenting a current lack of collective will to
tackle the nation’s pressing problems in education.”

Colorado Democrats Reject Democrats For Education Reform.
The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (4/15, Meltzer) reports Colorado Democratic state assembly delegates “sent a clear
message to the state chapter of Democrats for Education Reform: You don’t have a place in our party.” The head of
the organization was booed and “delegates voted overwhelmingly Saturday to call for the organization to no longer
use ‘Democrats’ in its name.” Th move “revealed a growing divide among party activists and establishment
politicians on education policy.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Many Teachers Must Work Second Jobs To Make Ends Meet.
The AP (4/15) reports according to ED survey data, “18 percent of teachers work jobs outside school, supplementing
the average full-time teacher salary of $55,100 by an average of $5,100.” The piece says these data “help explain
the outrage behind the teacher revolts in states including West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky.” The piece
includes stories of four teachers who “describe how they balance the extra hours with their day jobs and family
responsibilities.”

Unions, Democrats Seek To Capitalize On Collective Actions By Educators.
Reuters (4/14, Brandes) reports on collective actions being staged by teachers and parents in Oklahoma, West
Virginia, Kentucky, and Arizona who “say years of budget reductions have decimated public school systems in favor
of tax cuts.” Reuters adds that “protests in those Republican-dominated states have encouraged teachers unions
and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral victories.”
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Politics Played Complicated Role In Oklahoma Teacher Walkouts.
The Oklahoman (4/15) reports the Oklahoma teacher walkouts took place in a state “with one of the most
conservative legislatures in the nation, where anti-union legislation has, at times, found wide support. But the Capitol
was filled last week with thousands of teachers who had followed the call of the Oklahoma Education Association, the
state’s largest teachers union, demanding more school funding.” The piece says that “for some, it was a push back
on conservative politics,” but adds, “to call the teacher walkout an anti-Republican demonstration could ignore the
fact that most teachers are registered Republicans, according to a 2016 comparison of teacher licenses and voter
registration, conducted by Sooner Poll.”

Oregon Districts Mostly Untouched By Teacher Shortage.
The Bend (OR) Bulletin (4/16) reports that amid nationwide reports of teacher shortages, “school districts in Central
Oregon have really only felt the pinch of a teacher shortage when trying to fill positions for math, science and special
education classes.” According to Redmond School District Director of Human Resources Lynn Anderson, area
“districts have been co-hosting the Central Oregon Education Job Fair since 2013, and the ability to bring hundreds
of educators to Central Oregon has been beneficial for all districts. ... The job fair encourages coordination between
districts that helps résumés get into the right hands and positions filled, though a handful of positions remain tougher
to fill.”

Arkansas Teachers Less Diverse Than Student Populations.
The Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette (4/15) reports according to data from the Arkansas Department of
Education, “teachers in Northwest Arkansas are overwhelmingly white and non-Hispanic, pushing some school
districts to reach out to applicants with Hispanic, Pacific Islander and other backgrounds.” While area districts have
rising numbers of minority students, “certified teachers in all four districts, meanwhile, are 90 percent non-Hispanic
white.” Local educators and students say “teachers of all demographic groups can be competent and make
meaningful connections with students. But years of research have found minority students benefit from having
teachers who look like them and diverse teachers can benefit the entire student body.”

Teachers Across Country Seeking Legislative Office To Push For Funding.
Reuters (4/14) profiles Oklahoma high school physics teacher Craig Hoxie, who has filed to run for the state House
this fall, quoting him saying, “A week ago, I would have told you I wasn’t going to do it. There is a funding crisis with
all public services in our state.” Reuters describes the recent wave of “collective actions” in which teachers have
sought “higher wages and education spending” and says “protests in those Republican-dominated states have
encouraged teachers unions and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral
victories.”

Colorado Teachers To Lobby Legislature For Funding Monday.
The Denver Post (4/13) reports that on Monday, “hundreds of Colorado teachers are expected to descend on the
state Capitol...to demand changes in school funding and to lobby for higher teacher pay, mirroring similar efforts in
Oklahoma and West Virginia.” The district in Englewood has canceled classes “as more than 150 teachers in that
district plan to walk out of classes and take their concerns about school funding to the Capitol in support of the
Colorado Education Association’s Lobby Day.” Union members “are expected to meet with legislators in the
morning and then appear before the House Finance Committee at 1:30 p.m. for a hearing discussing efforts to pay
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down the Public Employee’s Retirement Association’s unfunded liability.”
this story.

The Hill (4/15, Savransky) also covers

Florida Robotics Team Qualifies For World Competition.
The Naples (FL) Daily News (4/6) reports that Mia Sciacqua, a student at Village School in Naples, Florida, “was
helping her mom distribute bikes and emergency supplies in Everglades City after Hurricane Irma when she saw a
need for an easy way to remove water from flooded homes without using electricity. ... Mia took the problem back to
her robotics team members, many of whom were learning about Greek culture in their social studies class, and the
group came up with the idea to repurpose Archimedes’ Screw.” The team’s idea “to use the apparatus to clear out
homes helped the team earn a direct invitation to the FIRST Robotics elementary and middle school international
competition, thus bypassing the state competition.”

Utah School Partnering On Stackable Credential Pathway For Aerospace And Manufacturing.
The St. George (UT) News (4/15) reports Iron County School District, Southwest Technical College, Southern Utah
University, and MSC Aerospace will collaborate on “a stackable credential pathway for students to quickly move into
the high paying aerospace and manufacturing industry.” Those students who finish the Southwest Aerospace
Manufacturing Strategic Workforce Initiative can “go into the workforce upon graduation from high school or”
continue their education at Southwest Technical College or SUU. Dr. Richard Cozzens, associate professor in the
Department of Engineering and Technology at SUU and the principal investigator for the initiative, “said he sees the
initiative as an opportunity to assist high school counselors, teachers and parents in guiding students to the
appropriate educational credential.”

Pennsylvania Students Present To School Board On Advantages Of STEM Projects.
The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (4/15, Beneviat) reports Hampton High School, Pennsylvania, students presented to
the school board “on the advantages of STEM and STEAM-related projects at the school, including how they can use
what they learn to solve real-life problems.” The Tribune-Reviews focuses on how the students helped their
classmate, TJ Wilson, who is missing an arm, “by creating a wearable device at the school that will help him play
trumpet better.”

Colorado School Holds Girls In STEM Conference.
The Grand Junction (CO) Daily Sentinel (4/15, Langford) reports West Middle School in Colorado held its first-ever
Girls in STEM conference. The Saturday program, which drew 55 students, “focused on solving problems in the
community, from air quality to the Colorado River ecosystem,” and included a makerspace “equipped with supplies
for girls to build their solutions.”

Small Minnesota School Excels At Robotics Competitions.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (4/15, Reinan) reports Greenbush Middle River High School in Minnesota, which has
an enrollment of 135, “regularly takes on the biggest schools in the state and the nation – and beats them”; the
school “won the 2016 state robotics title, finished second a year ago and soon will make its fourth trip in five years to
the world championship tournament, where it has ranked as high as second.” The Star Tribune notes, “Many of
Minnesota’s top teams are from rural areas”; Amy Doherty, who oversees robotics for the Minnesota State High
School League said, “There is a definite advantage to having kids who have grown up as tinkerers.” Meanwhile,
“corporate Minnesota is well aware of” this and “many of the state’s best-known companies...offer significant
support to First Robotics, the nonprofit that oversees a monthslong schedule of tournaments leading up to the world
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championship.”

Blogger: Standardized Testing’s Effect On Curriculum Inhibits Reading Comprehension.
Contributor Natalie Wexler, in a blog on Forbes (4/15), writes that one reason American students haven’t improved
on standardized reading test scores “is that by putting so much emphasis on reading tests, we’ve been undermining
our own efforts.” Mandated standardized testing has “a huge impact on instruction.” While schools seek to teach
and tests seek to measure “reading comprehension skills,” Wexler argues, “there’s no such thing.” Instead,
readers’ understanding of a text “depends primarily on how much knowledge and vocabulary they already have
relating to the specific topic at hand,” and No Child Left Behind’s “emphasis on reading and math has ended up
pushing almost everything else out of the curriculum” – the subjects that would actually boost comprehension.

OPERATIONS
Authors Call For Schedules To Support Curricular Needs.
Author Jill Berkowicz and Ann Myers, in the “Leadership 360” blog of Education Week (4/15), write that school
schedules “take on a life of their own. They determine things they ought not and get blamed for things as if they
weren’t created by those in schools.” They can determine students’ course options and teachers’ assignments.
Berkowicz and Myers call for schedules to “be developed to support the curricular needs of the teaching and learning
not the other way around,” concluding, “changing schedules and teaching assignments should be the ongoing work
of shifting the way teaching and learning takes place.”

Majority Of Chicago Public Schools Don’t Have Enough Candidates For Local School Council.
The Chicago Sun-Times (4/15, FitzPatrick, Ali) reports that more than half of Chicago Public School “will have at
least one empty seat after” electing Local School Council members, as 57 percent of CPS schools “don’t have
enough candidates to fill the 12 positions on a typical LSC.” CPS spokesman Michael Passman said the agency, in
the Sun-Times’ words, “recruited potential members by hanging signs at schools and in City Hall, putting ads on 10
billboards citywide and in community newspapers, and presenting at community events.”

Missouri School District Pleased With Four-Day Schedule.
The Columbia (MO) Daily Tribune (4/15, McKinney) reports, “School superintendents in Harrisburg and other Central
Missouri districts” currently on a four-day schedule give the schedule “favorable reviews.” Harrisburg School District
Superintendent Steve Combs said the four-day schedule saves the district $75,000 a year due to savings on
transportation, utilities, and hourly support staff. Additionally, some teachers find the schedule attractive. He also
“said annual surveys always show support from parents surpassing 90 percent.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
College Recruitment Visits Focus On Richer, Whiter High Schools, Study Finds.
Writing in the New York Times (4/13, Salazar, Subscription Publication), Ozan Jaquette, an assistant professor at the
University of California, Los Angeles, and Karina Salazar, a doctoral candidate at the University of Arizona, state that
an analysis of 150 US college and university recruiting trips has found that “high schools that were visited for
recruiting events tended to be whiter and wealthier than schools that were not visited.” University at Buffalo
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researcher Meagan Holland found that such visits “aren’t merely an indicator of each college’s priorities; they also
influence where students — and particularly first-generation students — apply and enroll,” and that “many smart
kids from less affluent backgrounds are sensitive to ‘feeling wanted,’ often attending colleges that took the time to
visit.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kentucky Lawmakers Override Tax Increase Veto As Teachers Rally At Capitol.
The AP (4/13, Schreiner, Beam) reports that Kentucky lawmakers “voted Friday to override the Republican
governor’s veto of a more than $480 million tax increase” intended to fund public educations initiatives, as
“thousands of teachers rallied inside and outside the Capitol.” The AP reports that “the rally took on a festival-like
atmosphere in Kentucky as some teachers sat in lawn chairs or sprawled out on blankets,” while “Crosby Stills,
Nash and Young’s hit ‘Teach Your Children’ bellowed from the loud speakers.” The House voted 57-40 to override
ta veto of the tax increase intended to fund the increase in spending, “and 66-28 to override the veto of the budget,”
with Senate President Robert Stivers casting the decisive vote “in a dramatic moment.”
NBC Nightly News (4/13, story 9, 0:20, Holt) provided similar coverage in a brief broadcast.

SAFETY & SECURITY
Hiring More Psychologists And Guidance Counselors Could Help Deter School Violence,
Experts Say.
The AP (4/10, Robertson) reports experts testified before the North Carolina House school safety committee that
“hiring more psychologists and guidance counselors would help school officials identify students with mental health
challenges sooner and deter serious violence.” Tim Hardin, the president-elect of the North Carolina School
Counselor Association, and Heather Lynch Boling, the president of the North Carolina School Psychology
Association, both testified before the committee about the need for additional staffing to help students in need.

Schools Face Uptick In Threats After Parkland.
NPR (4/14, Lombardo) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, “there have been almost 1,500 threats to
schools across the country. And those numbers are likely under-reported, according to the group that tracks them, the
Educator’s School Safety Network.” The piece reports that UVA school violence expert Dewey Cornell says that
“it’s not uncommon for school threats to rise after high-profile school shootings,” quoting him saying, “Many
students are stimulated to make threats that are pranks or expressions of anger with no serious intent to carry them
out.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVoss: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of Stagnant Test Scores.
• Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
• Experts Say Changing Economy Requires High Schools To Adjust Approach.
• New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
• States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Monday, April 16, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Bevin Apologizes For Friday Comments About Teacher
Protests.
The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/15, Spears) reports Kentucky Gov.
Matt Bevin “apologized Sunday for saying that teacher protests probably
led to the sexual assault of children.” The governor’s “comments on
Friday had led House lawmakers from both parties to pass resolutions
condemning the remarks.” Bevin said on YouTube and Twitter, “I hurt a
lot of people. ... I apologize for those who have been hurt by the things
that were said. ... It is my responsibility to represent you, not only when
I’m speaking to you but also when I’m speaking on your behalf. It is not
my intent to hurt anyone...but to help us all move forward. We need each
other. We’re in this together.”
The AP (4/15) reports that “on Friday, Bevin’s explosive comments
were part of his statement criticizing teachers for leaving work to protest
at the Capitol.,” and came “shortly after Republican lawmakers voted to override his vetoes of an operating budget
that included increased spending for public education with the help of an accompanying tax increase.”
The Washington Post (4/14, Horton) reports on Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin’s recent feud with teachers groups
“amid educator protests across the country fueled by claims of low pay and underfunded school systems.” Bevin told
reporters on Friday evening, following a statewide protest staged by teachers that day, “I guarantee you somewhere
in Kentucky today, a child was sexually assaulted that was left at home because there was nobody there to watch
them...I guarantee you somewhere today, a child was physically harmed or ingested poison because they were left
alone because a single parent didn’t have any money to take care of them.” However, the article says his remarks
“did not appear to explain how or why teachers could be held accountable for what occurs among students outside
the classroom, and he did not provide evidence of any crimes that were committed.” Also reporting are Reuters
(4/15), NPR (4/15, Van Sant), TIME (4/14), and BuzzFeed (4/14).
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Many Teachers Must Work Second Jobs To Make Ends Meet.
The AP (4/15) reports according to ED survey data, “18 percent of teachers work jobs outside school, supplementing
the average full-time teacher salary of $55,100 by an average of $5,100.” The piece says these data “help explain
the outrage behind the teacher revolts in states including West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky.” The piece
includes stories of four teachers who “describe how they balance the extra hours with their day jobs and family
responsibilities.”

Unions, Democrats Seek To Capitalize On Collective Actions By Educators.
Reuters (4/14, Brandes) reports on collective actions being staged by teachers and parents in Oklahoma, West
Virginia, Kentucky, and Arizona who “say years of budget reductions have decimated public school systems in favor
of tax cuts.” Reuters adds that “protests in those Republican-dominated states have encouraged teachers unions
and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral victories.”

Politics Played Complicated Role In Oklahoma Teacher Walkouts.
The Oklahoman (4/15) reports the Oklahoma teacher walkouts took place in a state “with one of the most
conservative legislatures in the nation, where anti-union legislation has, at times, found wide support. But the Capitol
was filled last week with thousands of teachers who had followed the call of the Oklahoma Education Association, the
state’s largest teachers union, demanding more school funding.” The piece says that “for some, it was a push back
on conservative politics,” but adds, “to call the teacher walkout an anti-Republican demonstration could ignore the
fact that most teachers are registered Republicans, according to a 2016 comparison of teacher licenses and voter
registration, conducted by Sooner Poll.”

Oregon Districts Mostly Untouched By Teacher Shortage.
The Bend (OR) Bulletin (4/16) reports that amid nationwide reports of teacher shortages, “school districts in Central
Oregon have really only felt the pinch of a teacher shortage when trying to fill positions for math, science and special
education classes.” According to Redmond School District Director of Human Resources Lynn Anderson, area
“districts have been co-hosting the Central Oregon Education Job Fair since 2013, and the ability to bring hundreds
of educators to Central Oregon has been beneficial for all districts. ... The job fair encourages coordination between
districts that helps résumés get into the right hands and positions filled, though a handful of positions remain tougher
to fill.”

Arkansas Teachers Less Diverse Than Student Populations.
The Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette (4/15) reports according to data from the Arkansas Department of
Education, “teachers in Northwest Arkansas are overwhelmingly white and non-Hispanic, pushing some school
districts to reach out to applicants with Hispanic, Pacific Islander and other backgrounds.” While area districts have
rising numbers of minority students, “certified teachers in all four districts, meanwhile, are 90 percent non-Hispanic
white.” Local educators and students say “teachers of all demographic groups can be competent and make
meaningful connections with students. But years of research have found minority students benefit from having
teachers who look like them and diverse teachers can benefit the entire student body.”

Teachers Across Country Seeking Legislative Office To Push For Funding.
Reuters (4/14) profiles Oklahoma high school physics teacher Craig Hoxie, who has filed to run for the state House
this fall, quoting him saying, “A week ago, I would have told you I wasn’t going to do it. There is a funding crisis with
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all public services in our state.” Reuters describes the recent wave of “collective actions” in which teachers have
sought “higher wages and education spending” and says “protests in those Republican-dominated states have
encouraged teachers unions and Democratic candidates who will try to capitalize on the outrage to score electoral
victories.”

Colorado Teachers To Lobby Legislature For Funding Monday.
The Denver Post (4/13) reports that on Monday, “hundreds of Colorado teachers are expected to descend on the
state Capitol...to demand changes in school funding and to lobby for higher teacher pay, mirroring similar efforts in
Oklahoma and West Virginia.” The district in Englewood has canceled classes “as more than 150 teachers in that
district plan to walk out of classes and take their concerns about school funding to the Capitol in support of the
Colorado Education Association’s Lobby Day.” Union members “are expected to meet with legislators in the
morning and then appear before the House Finance Committee at 1:30 p.m. for a hearing discussing efforts to pay
down the Public Employee’s Retirement Association’s unfunded liability.” The Hill (4/15, Savransky) also covers
this story.

Florida Robotics Team Qualifies For World Competition.
The Naples (FL) Daily News (4/6) reports that Mia Sciacqua, a student at Village School in Naples, Florida, “was
helping her mom distribute bikes and emergency supplies in Everglades City after Hurricane Irma when she saw a
need for an easy way to remove water from flooded homes without using electricity. ... Mia took the problem back to
her robotics team members, many of whom were learning about Greek culture in their social studies class, and the
group came up with the idea to repurpose Archimedes’ Screw.” The team’s idea “to use the apparatus to clear out
homes helped the team earn a direct invitation to the FIRST Robotics elementary and middle school international
competition, thus bypassing the state competition.”

Utah School Partnering On Stackable Credential Pathway For Aerospace And Manufacturing.
The St. George (UT) News (4/15) reports Iron County School District, Southwest Technical College, Southern Utah
University, and MSC Aerospace will collaborate on “a stackable credential pathway for students to quickly move into
the high paying aerospace and manufacturing industry.” Those students who finish the Southwest Aerospace
Manufacturing Strategic Workforce Initiative can “go into the workforce upon graduation from high school or”
continue their education at Southwest Technical College or SUU. Dr. Richard Cozzens, associate professor in the
Department of Engineering and Technology at SUU and the principal investigator for the initiative, “said he sees the
initiative as an opportunity to assist high school counselors, teachers and parents in guiding students to the
appropriate educational credential.”

Pennsylvania Students Present To School Board On Advantages Of STEM Projects.
The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (4/15, Beneviat) reports Hampton High School, Pennsylvania, students presented to
the school board “on the advantages of STEM and STEAM-related projects at the school, including how they can use
what they learn to solve real-life problems.” The Tribune-Reviews focuses on how the students helped their
classmate, TJ Wilson, who is missing an arm, “by creating a wearable device at the school that will help him play
trumpet better.”

Colorado School Holds Girls In STEM Conference.
The Grand Junction (CO) Daily Sentinel (4/15, Langford) reports West Middle School in Colorado held its first-ever
Girls in STEM conference. The Saturday program, which drew 55 students, “focused on solving problems in the
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community, from air quality to the Colorado River ecosystem,” and included a makerspace “equipped with supplies
for girls to build their solutions.”

Small Minnesota School Excels At Robotics Competitions.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (4/15, Reinan) reports Greenbush Middle River High School in Minnesota, which has
an enrollment of 135, “regularly takes on the biggest schools in the state and the nation – and beats them”; the
school “won the 2016 state robotics title, finished second a year ago and soon will make its fourth trip in five years to
the world championship tournament, where it has ranked as high as second.” The Star Tribune notes, “Many of
Minnesota’s top teams are from rural areas”; Amy Doherty, who oversees robotics for the Minnesota State High
School League said, “There is a definite advantage to having kids who have grown up as tinkerers.” Meanwhile,
“corporate Minnesota is well aware of” this and “many of the state’s best-known companies...offer significant
support to First Robotics, the nonprofit that oversees a monthslong schedule of tournaments leading up to the world
championship.”

Blogger: Standardized Testing’s Effect On Curriculum Inhibits Reading Comprehension.
Contributor Natalie Wexler, in a blog on Forbes (4/15), writes that one reason American students haven’t improved
on standardized reading test scores “is that by putting so much emphasis on reading tests, we’ve been undermining
our own efforts.” Mandated standardized testing has “a huge impact on instruction.” While schools seek to teach
and tests seek to measure “reading comprehension skills,” Wexler argues, “there’s no such thing.” Instead,
readers’ understanding of a text “depends primarily on how much knowledge and vocabulary they already have
relating to the specific topic at hand,” and No Child Left Behind’s “emphasis on reading and math has ended up
pushing almost everything else out of the curriculum” – the subjects that would actually boost comprehension.

Hiring More Psychologists And Guidance Counselors Could Help Deter School Violence,
Experts Say.
The AP (4/10, Robertson) reports experts testified before the North Carolina House school safety committee that
“hiring more psychologists and guidance counselors would help school officials identify students with mental health
challenges sooner and deter serious violence.” Tim Hardin, the president-elect of the North Carolina School
Counselor Association, and Heather Lynch Boling, the president of the North Carolina School Psychology
Association, both testified before the committee about the need for additional staffing to help students in need.

Schools Face Uptick In Threats After Parkland.
NPR (4/14, Lombardo) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, “there have been almost 1,500 threats to
schools across the country. And those numbers are likely under-reported, according to the group that tracks them, the
Educator’s School Safety Network.” The piece reports that UVA school violence expert Dewey Cornell says that
“it’s not uncommon for school threats to rise after high-profile school shootings,” quoting him saying, “Many
students are stimulated to make threats that are pranks or expressions of anger with no serious intent to carry them
out.”

FROM NASSP
Your Legislators Need to Hear From You Today
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Take a moment today to urge your representatives to support measures that will prevent school shootings
and gun violence. The NASSP Policy & Advocacy Center has posted an action alert through which you
can contact your members of Congress to let them know—as they consider legislation in the coming
weeks and months—that you support common-sense solutions to prevent school shootings and reduce
violence. Access the action alert and further amplify the message by posting on social media using
#NotOneMore and #PrincipalsAdvocate.
How Will You Celebrate Your Student Leaders?
It’s National Student Leadership Week (NSLW), an annual celebration to spotlight the critical role student
leaders play in improving climate and culture in the school and community. The national office of
NASSP’s student programs—National Student Council, National Honor Society, and National Junior
Honor Society—has sponsored NSLW since 1972. This year’s theme is “Make Your Mark on the World:
Dream. Lead. Serve.” All month long, we are accepting entries from schools vying for $250 micro-grants
to help fund a “dream” service project. To enter, schools post a creative pitch for a project to social
media using #OurDream18.
Complete contest details, as well as other ideas and resources to celebrate NSLW, can be found
on www.NatStuCo.org/nslw, www.nhs.us/nslw, or www.njhs.us/nslw.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
ED Secretaries Gather To Weigh In On Anniversary Of “A Nation At Risk.”
The Seventy Four (4/13) reports that seven former secretaries of education “assembled at the Ronald Reagan
Building and International Trade Center in Washington, D.C., to mark the 35th anniversary of the landmark ‘A Nation
at Risk’ report.” The article says the former secretaries “came to honor the now-famous Reagan-era call to combat
‘the rising tide of mediocrity’ that gave rise to the school reform movement, and to measure the progress made
since 1983.” The gathering took place as “test scores released Tuesday from the most recent National Assessment
of Educational Progress continued a decade-long lull, with only marginal improvement in eighth-grade reading.” The
piece quotes Education Secretary Betsy DeVos saying, “Overall, we are still a nation at risk, and I would say even
greater risk today.” The Seventy Four adds, “But a number of her predecessors were more emphatic, lamenting a
current lack of collective will to tackle the nation’s pressing problems in education.”

Colorado Democrats Reject Democrats For Education Reform.
The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (4/15, Meltzer) reports Colorado Democratic state assembly delegates “sent a clear
message to the state chapter of Democrats for Education Reform: You don’t have a place in our party.” The head of
the organization was booed and “delegates voted overwhelmingly Saturday to call for the organization to no longer
use ‘Democrats’ in its name.” Th move “revealed a growing divide among party activists and establishment
politicians on education policy.”
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COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
College Recruitment Visits Focus On Richer, Whiter High Schools, Study Finds.
Writing in the New York Times (4/13, Salazar, Subscription Publication), Ozan Jaquette, an assistant professor at the
University of California, Los Angeles, and Karina Salazar, a doctoral candidate at the University of Arizona, state that
an analysis of 150 US college and university recruiting trips has found that “high schools that were visited for
recruiting events tended to be whiter and wealthier than schools that were not visited.” University at Buffalo
researcher Meagan Holland found that such visits “aren’t merely an indicator of each college’s priorities; they also
influence where students — and particularly first-generation students — apply and enroll,” and that “many smart
kids from less affluent backgrounds are sensitive to ‘feeling wanted,’ often attending colleges that took the time to
visit.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Montana State Launches New Program For Students With Intellectual Disabilities.
The AP (4/14) reports that Montana State University is “launching a program offering new opportunity and hope to
students with disabilities.” The piece notes that “for years Montana students with Down syndrome and intellectual
disabilities” have gone “from having a federally guaranteed free public education, to virtually nothing” when they
graduate from high school. “They go from being surrounded by peers and teachers all day, to being largely isolated.”
The AP reports the program’s goal “is not to earn a bachelor’s degree, but to let students audit classes, participate
in college clubs and activities, get experience in job internships and build a more independent life.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVos: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of Stagnant Test Scores.
• Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
• New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
• States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
• Study: Students At Many For-Profit Colleges Can’t Secure Decent Jobs After Graduation Or Pay Student
Debt.

Editor's Note
In Friday's Principal's Update, a headline contained a typo. The headline should have read "DeVos: US Cannot 'Spend Our Way'
Out of Stagnant Test Scores." We regret the error.

Subscriber Tools
• Change Email Address
• Send Feedback
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 13 Mar 2018 09:51:49 -0600 (MDT)
Bids
"Lisa Rhoades" <Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-05 Fresh Produce.xlsx (678.04k) Bid Food Services - 2017-2018-05 Fresh Produce.docx (249.57k) Bid Food Service-2017-2018-03 Dairy.docx (245.43k)
Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-02 Non Food.xlsx (24.38k) Bid Food Service-2017-2018-02 Non Food.docx (244.71k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-01 Food.xlsx (94.36k) Bid Food
Service-2017-2018-01 Food.docx (249.01k)

Brenda Cureton
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
Food Service Secretary/Bookkeeper
408 N. Canyon St.
Carlsbad, NM 88220
(575) 234-3300 ext. 1020
(575) 234-3366 fax
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ZyGenX" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Tue, 30 Jan 2018 08:35:54 -0700 (MST)
Bigger Penis, Great Sex @ no cost!
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Brenda.galindo, You may never fit in her backdoor again
Tell us where to send your 30 day trial
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"ZyGenX" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Tue, 30 Jan 2018 07:24:43 -0700 (MST)
Bigger Penis, Great Sex @ no cost!
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Brenda.galindo, You may never fit in her backdoor again
Tell us where to send your 30 day trial
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Bitcoin Invitation" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Sun, 21 Jan 2018 21:16:56 -0700 (MST)
Bitcoin Invitation: Brenda.galindo,
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Brenda.galindo,Your Bitcoin Invitation Pending,

Get Started Now!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 26 Mar 2018 15:54:57 -0600 (MDT)
Bread Bid
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Bid 2017-2018-FS-04-Bread.doc (323.63k)

Hi Alex,
Here is the updated Bread Bid.
Thanks,

Brenda Cureton
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
Food Service Secretary/Bookkeeper
408 N. Canyon St.
Carlsbad, NM 88220
(575) 234-3300 ext. 1020
(575) 234-3366 fax
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 13 Mar 2018 14:32:43 -0600 (MDT)
Bread
"Lisa Rhoades" <Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:FOOD SERVICE-BREAD.doc (320.21k)

Brenda Cureton
Food Service
Central Office ext 1020
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Lisa Rhoades" <Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 13 Mar 2018 09:28:36 -0600 (MDT)
Bread
"Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:FOOD SERVICE-BREAD.doc (318.84k)

Lisa Rhoades
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
Food Service Secretary
408 N. Canyon
Carlsbad, NM 88220
575-234-3300 ext. 1040
Fax 575-234-3366
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

page 1 of 1

"Diabetes Discoveries" <michele.perez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Wed, 21 Feb 2018 09:09:33 -0700 (MST)
Breakthrough discovery...attacks the root cause of Type 2 Diabetes.
<michele.perez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

page 1 of 1

"Diabetes Discoveries" <michele.perez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Wed, 21 Feb 2018 09:51:54 -0700 (MST)
Breakthrough discovery...attacks the root cause of Type 2 Diabetes.
<michele.perez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

page 1 of 1

"Diabetes Discoveries" <michele.perez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Wed, 21 Feb 2018 10:16:09 -0700 (MST)
Breakthrough discovery...attacks the root cause of Type 2 Diabetes.
<michele.perez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Free Trial" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Sun, 21 Jan 2018 22:50:38 -0700 (MST)
Brenda.galindo, A STRONGER, THICKER MEMBER - FREE TRIAL, 100% GUARANTEED
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

adult film star reveals EASY trick to get a rock hard cock

Get Your FREE TRIAL Now!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Soothe Away Arthritis" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Tue, 23 Jan 2018 15:00:37 -0700 (MST)
Brenda.galindo, FREE - Chronic Pain Analysis
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

FREE 30 second quiz reveals your #1 Arthritis Pain Problem

Get FREE Analysis Now!
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Brenda.galindo, No Diet or Exercise AND Still Lose Weight
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Diets Making You Sick/This Little Pill Burns Fat
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"Treat Toenail Fungus" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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Brittle, crumbly or ragged nails? You MUST watch this video!
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

The Fungal Nuker Secret Is Here

Watch Video Now!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Treat Toenail Fungus" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Sun, 21 Jan 2018 19:09:44 -0700 (MST)
Brittle, crumbly or ragged nails? You MUST watch this video!
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

The Fungal Nuker Secret Is Here

Watch Video Now!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Best of MSN" <BestofMSN@email2.microsoft.com>
Fri, 5 Jan 2018 07:34:59 -0700 (MST)
Broke man who sold blanket for $1.5M has new woes, plus more on MSN
<james.johns@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

MSN is your place for news | Click here to open in browser

Broke man who sold $1.5M blanket has new woes
Loren Krytzer was scraping by until he became a millionaire overnight, but now he's
facing new challenges and family drama. CNBC on MSN

How male actors
will protest sexual
harassment at
Golden Globes

Hello Giggles on MSN

Biggest winners
and losers from
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2017 NFL season

Sportsnaut on MSN

Woman shared same photo twice
to make a powerful point

No Balance Transfer Fees + 0%
APR Until 2019 With This Card

INSIDER on MSN

See the top-rated card

.

Sponsored by NextAdvisor

MSN Must-Read:
Nurse commutes
2,600 miles to
work in Oakland.
Is he nuts?

SF Gate on MSN

The USA's most
underrated tourist
attraction in all 50
states
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Easyvoyage on MSN

Big Golden Globes winner the
year you were born

181 in a 75: Fastest speeding
tickets in Texas in 2017

Stacker on MSN

The Drive on MSN

Here's what to
expect in all-SEC
national title game

Sports Illustrated on MSN

100 movies you
need to see in your
lifetime
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INSIDER on MSN

News

Sports

Money

Lifestyle

Entertainment

Autos

Video

Health & Fitness

Food & Drink

Travel

Weather

Microsoft Store

Microsoft respects your privacy. Review our online Privacy Statement.
To set your contact preferences for Microsoft communications, click here. These settings will not affect any mandatory
service communications that are considered part of certain Microsoft services.
Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 9 Jan 2018 05:23:35 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Brrr, it's too cold for school; North Korea's Olympic decision; Global warming's cold spells
To: "teresa naggs" <teresa.naggs@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 09, 2018

Daily News
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LAW

School officials differ on when it's too cold for class
Assign Article Now
WAR & PEACE

Analysis: Why it matters that North
Korea plans to go to the Olympics
Assign Article

SCIENCE

If it's called global warming, why is
it so cold now?
Assign Article
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WAR & PEACE

Upset by protests, Iran restricts
access to Instagram, Telegram
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
WORLD HISTORY

Geography of the Middle East, an
ancient and modern crossroads
Assign Article

WORLD HISTORY

Technology and innovation in the
Middle East
Assign Article
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Assign Article

ARTS & CULTURE

The Renaissance: Rebirth of art
and culture in Europe
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Italy
Assign Article

Max6
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Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
SCIENCE

If it's called global warming, why is
it so cold now?
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Italy
Assign Article

Most Assigned By Teachers...
OPINION

Opinion: Bullying is still generally
page 5 of 7
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accepted or defended in kids sports
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
HEALTH

Action video game may be used to
treat people with ADHD
Assign Article

Download Newsela and
access articles anywhere
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Email

Newsela
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 9 Jan 2018 05:26:01 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Brrr, it's too cold for school; North Korea's Olympic decision; Global warming's cold spells
To: "Brenda Lopez" <brenda.lopez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 09, 2018

Daily News

page 1 of 7
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LAW

School officials differ on when it's too cold for class
Assign Article Now
WAR & PEACE

Analysis: Why it matters that North
Korea plans to go to the Olympics
Assign Article

SCIENCE

If it's called global warming, why is
it so cold now?
Assign Article
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WAR & PEACE

Upset by protests, Iran restricts
access to Instagram, Telegram
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
WORLD HISTORY

Geography of the Middle East, an
ancient and modern crossroads
Assign Article

WORLD HISTORY

Technology and innovation in the
Middle East
Assign Article
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ARTS & CULTURE

The Renaissance: Rebirth of art
and culture in Europe
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Italy
Assign Article
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Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
SCIENCE

If it's called global warming, why is
it so cold now?
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Italy
Assign Article

Most Assigned By Teachers...
OPINION

Opinion: Bullying is still generally
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accepted or defended in kids sports
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
HEALTH

Action video game may be used to
treat people with ADHD
Assign Article

Download Newsela and
access articles anywhere
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 9 Jan 2018 05:34:18 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Brrr, it's too cold for school; North Korea's Olympic decision; Global warming's cold spells
To: "Amy Hollis" <amy.hollis@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 09, 2018

Daily News
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LAW

School officials differ on when it's too cold for class
Assign Article Now
WAR & PEACE

Analysis: Why it matters that North
Korea plans to go to the Olympics
Assign Article

SCIENCE

If it's called global warming, why is
it so cold now?
Assign Article
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WAR & PEACE

Upset by protests, Iran restricts
access to Instagram, Telegram
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
WORLD HISTORY

Geography of the Middle East, an
ancient and modern crossroads
Assign Article

WORLD HISTORY

Technology and innovation in the
Middle East
Assign Article
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The Renaissance: Rebirth of art
and culture in Europe
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Italy
Assign Article
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Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
SCIENCE

If it's called global warming, why is
it so cold now?
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Italy
Assign Article
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OPINION

Opinion: Bullying is still generally
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accepted or defended in kids sports
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
HEALTH

Action video game may be used to
treat people with ADHD
Assign Article

Download Newsela and
access articles anywhere
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 9 Jan 2018 05:23:05 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Brrr, it's too cold for school; North Korea's Olympic decision; Global warming's cold spells
To: "Paula Spencer" <paula.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 09, 2018

Daily News
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LAW

School officials differ on when it's too cold for class
Assign Article Now
WAR & PEACE

Analysis: Why it matters that North
Korea plans to go to the Olympics
Assign Article

SCIENCE

If it's called global warming, why is
it so cold now?
Assign Article
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WAR & PEACE

Upset by protests, Iran restricts
access to Instagram, Telegram
Assign Article
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New Additions
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Technology and innovation in the
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Download Newsela and
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 9 Jan 2018 05:21:25 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Brrr, it's too cold for school; North Korea's Olympic decision; Global warming's cold spells
To: "Mandy Morgan" <mandy.morgan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 09, 2018

Daily News
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School officials differ on when it's too cold for class
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Analysis: Why it matters that North
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 9 Jan 2018 05:32:21 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Brrr, it's too cold for school; North Korea's Olympic decision; Global warming's cold spells
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Subject: Brrr, it's too cold for school; North Korea's Olympic decision; Global warming's cold spells
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 9 Jan 2018 05:19:23 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Brrr, it's too cold for school; North Korea's Olympic decision; Global warming's cold spells
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 9 Jan 2018 05:23:13 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Brrr, it's too cold for school; North Korea's Olympic decision; Global warming's cold spells
To: "Louriz H.Soto" <louri.soto@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 9 Feb 2018 10:15:17 -0700 (MST)
Carlsbad Municipal Schools - RFP 2017-2018-5 Wireless Access Points
"pvigil@itconnectinc.com" <pvigil@itconnectinc.com>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)

Hi Nicole,
Attached Carlsbad Municipal Schools RFP for Wireless Access Points. If interested, please send back the Acknowledgement of Receipt Form by 2/19/2018 and submit the proposal by 3/8/2018. If
you have any question, please email me all your questions by 2/26/18.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance/CPO
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 9 Feb 2018 10:06:48 -0700 (MST)
Carlsbad Municipal Schools - RFP 2017-2018-5 Wireless Access Points
"nicole@ardham.com" <nicole@ardham.com>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)

Hi Nicole,
Attached Carlsbad Municipal Schools RFP for Wireless Access Points. If interested, please send back the Acknowledgement of Receipt Form by 2/19/2018 and submit the proposal by 3/8/2018. If
you have any question, please email me all your questions by 2/26/18.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance/CPO
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 9 Feb 2018 10:11:34 -0700 (MST)
Carlsbad Municipal Schools - RFP 2017-2018-5 Wireless Access Points
"josh@comnet.us" <josh@comnet.us>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)

Hi Joshua,
Attached Carlsbad Municipal Schools RFP for Wireless Access Points. If interested, please send back the Acknowledgement of Receipt Form by 2/19/2018 and submit the proposal by 3/8/2018. If
you have any question, please email me all your questions by 2/26/18.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance/CPO
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 9 Feb 2018 10:26:01 -0700 (MST)
Carlsbad Municipal Schools - RFR 2017-2018-5 Wireless Access Points
"info365@aerohive.com" <info365@aerohive.com>, "ccarr@aerohive.com" <ccarr@aerohive.com>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)

Hi,
Attached Carlsbad Municipal Schools RFP for Wireless Access Points. If interested, please send back the Acknowledgement of Receipt Form by 2/19/2018 and submit the proposal by 3/8/2018. If
you have any question, please email me all your questions by 2/26/18.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance/CPO
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 9 Feb 2018 10:33:21 -0700 (MST)
Carlsbad Municipal Schools - RFR 2017-2018-5 Wireless Access Points
"kevocon@cdwg.com" <kevocon@cdwg.com>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)

Hi,
Attached Carlsbad Municipal Schools RFP for Wireless Access Points. If interested, please send back the Acknowledgement of Receipt Form by 2/19/2018 and submit the proposal by 3/8/2018. If
you have any question, please email me all your questions by 2/26/18.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance/CPO
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Brenda.galindo" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Wed, 24 Jan 2018 15:45:56 -0700 (MST)
Casino Slot Jackpot Hack Revealed
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Casino Jackpot Hack Revealed
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 06:06:59 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Census citizenship Q draws protest; Le burger madness in France; Puerto Rico still recovering
To: "Louriz H.Soto" <louri.soto@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 30, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 05:14:31 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Census citizenship Q draws protest; Le burger madness in France; Puerto Rico still recovering
To: "Rosemary Carrasco" <rosemary.carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 30, 2018
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 06:03:28 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Census citizenship Q draws protest; Le burger madness in France; Puerto Rico still recovering
To: "Amy Hollis" <amy.hollis@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 05:59:30 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Census citizenship Q draws protest; Le burger madness in France; Puerto Rico still recovering
To: "Mandy Morgan" <mandy.morgan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
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Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 06:07:45 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Census citizenship Q draws protest; Le burger madness in France; Puerto Rico still recovering
To: "Traci Burns" <traci.burns@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 30, 2018
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 06:12:34 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Census citizenship Q draws protest; Le burger madness in France; Puerto Rico still recovering
To: "Victoria Gonzales" <victoria.gonzales@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 30, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 06:04:22 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Census citizenship Q draws protest; Le burger madness in France; Puerto Rico still recovering
To: "Paula Spencer" <paula.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 30, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 06:04:30 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Census citizenship Q draws protest; Le burger madness in France; Puerto Rico still recovering
To: "teresa naggs" <teresa.naggs@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 06:19:20 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Census citizenship Q draws protest; Le burger madness in France; Puerto Rico still recovering
To: "Sharla Autry" <sharla.autry@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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March 30, 2018
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Rebecca Simenson" <rebecca@ces.org>
Mon, 26 Feb 2018 13:57:08 -0700 (MST)
CES Contract Information
"Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image003.jpg (8.68k) 2018 CES General T-C WW.PDF (3.4 MB) COLI Greer 11-1-18.pdf (1.6 MB) COLI WW Construction 5-1-18.pdf (29.08k) CES JOC General Terms&Conditions
Greer.pdf (18.06k) CES JOC General Terms and Conditions.pdf (589.1k)

Crystal,
Attached are the T-Cs for RFP 2018-003. I’ve also included the signed acceptance of those terms from both WW Construction and Greer Construction.
Included are also the Certificates of Liability Insurance.

Rebecca Simenson
Procurement Assistant
Cooperative Educational Services
4216 Balloon Park Rd NE; Abq, NM 87109
phone: 505-344-5470 Ext116
direct fax: 505-715-5827
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Drew Robinson" <Drew.Robinson@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 26 Apr 2018 08:49:31 -0600 (MDT)
Civics-End-Of-Course.pptx
"Drew Robinson" <Drew.Robinson@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Civics-End-Of-Course.pptx (1.75 MB)
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From: "FSD Update" <admin@e.foodservicedirector.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2018 06:01:24 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Compass named top global innovator
To: <kennie.ryan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

VIEW IN BROWSER

February 21, 2018

Compass named a top
company for innovation
The foodservice vendor was listed alongside Starbucks,
Apple and others in a just-released roundup of innovation
leaders.

READ MORE

FSO OF THE MONTH

Fueling hard work and hard play
Sponsored by Hormel Foodservice
Pro Athlete Inc. tops its list of perks with free food.

page 1 of 3
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NEWS

UW students protest new mandatory
meal plan
Around 100 students demonstrated at a dining hall on campus.

FEATURED PRODUCT

Rolls and Buns with a Twist
Upscale your carrier game to renew interest in menu staples with Soft
Pretzel buns and Rolls! Soft Pretzel buns grew 61% on restaurant
menus between 2013 and 2017. Try our new Labriola brand pretzel
buns as well as cheese topped, and salt and pepper topped options.
Sponsored By

NEWS

University’s new saute station proves
popular with students
Dining services added burners due to high demand.
page 2 of 3
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FSD MAGAZINE |

ABOUT US

|

CONTACT US

|

ADVERTISE

– Online subscription assistance:
onlinesupport@winsightmedia.com
– Editorial inquiries: Lindsay Holley
– Advertising inquiries: Bill Anderson

All of the releases provided are protected by copyright and
other applicable laws, treaties, conventions. All
reproduction, other than for an individual user's reference,
is prohibited without prior written consent.

To ensure delivery, please add
admin@e.foodservicedirector.com to your address book,
safe sender or whitelist.

To view our privacy policy, click here

To unsubscribe, click here

RESTAURANT BUSINESS
CONVENIENCE STORE PRODUCTS

|
|

FOODSERVICE DIRECTOR
TECHNOMIC

|

|

CSP

WINSIGHT GROCERY BUSINESS

300 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 1600 | Chicago, IL 60606 | 312-876-0004
Contact Us | © Winsight, LLC. 2018
FoodService Director
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From: "FSD Update" <admin@e.foodservicedirector.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2018 06:01:04 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Compass named top global innovator
To: <lyman.graham@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

VIEW IN BROWSER

February 21, 2018

Compass named a top
company for innovation
The foodservice vendor was listed alongside Starbucks,
Apple and others in a just-released roundup of innovation
leaders.

READ MORE

FSO OF THE MONTH

Fueling hard work and hard play
Sponsored by Hormel Foodservice
Pro Athlete Inc. tops its list of perks with free food.
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buns as well as cheese topped, and salt and pepper topped options.
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Dining services added burners due to high demand.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NMSDA" <newmexicospeechanddebate@gmail.com>
Sat, 3 Mar 2018 09:56:44 -0700 (MST)
Congress Legislation
"NMSDA Members" <nmsda-members@googlegroups.com>

Attachments:2018 NM District Congress Packet.pdf (622.86k) 2018 NM District Congress Packet.docx (535.1k)

Hello Coaches,
I have attached pdf and Word formats of the District Congress Packet. Please look over the packet and make sure that I did not leave your school's legislation out!
Let me know by Monday if I am missing anything. If I did, I will send out a new version by Monday.
Thanks!
Trey
---You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "NMSDA Members" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to nmsda-members+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/nmsda-members/4fc57052-c780-477b-9dfe-e33d5f1b35b6%40googlegroups.com.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"April Chairez" <April.Chairez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 26 Feb 2018 09:34:53 -0700 (MST)
Const
"April Chairez" <April.Chairez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Constitution Level 5-6 NM-1.docx (12.1 MB)

April Chairez
Bilingual Teacher-Desert Willow
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NYTimes.com" <nytdirect@nytimes.com>
Mon, 19 Feb 2018 09:52:01 -0700 (MST)
Cooking: Recipes for a Day Off
<gavin.mack@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View in Browser

Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book.

Zachary Zavislak for The New York Times; Food Stylist: Brian Preston-Campbell; Prop Stylist: Meghan Guthrie.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2018

Recipes for a Day Off
SAM SIFTON

Good morning. It is Presidents’ Day and, for some of us, that fact comes just in time, after weeks of February grimness, always heading off to work in the dark, heading home in the same,
going to the store, cooking and eating and cleaning and walking the dog, then pitchpoling into bed only to explore the house cautiously a few hours later, wondering: Which one of us is sick
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today?
I hope you’re reading this letter under the covers, or curled up on a couch, or standing in the kitchen waiting for the stock to simmer (so you can make pho) or the oven to heat (so you can bake
a cake).
I hope you will take time today to cook something, anyway, to make food as protest against the weather, the darkness, the flu, to cook against the endless delays on the train, the bus, the
expressway, to rise up against February itself.
So maybe some Yucatán shrimp for lunch? Peel and eat at your table, wearing shorts, no shoes, just as if you were just in from some time on a fishing boat, right outside of Delacroix?
Or you could fire up the broiler, pretend it’s a grill, make some barbecued chicken, cornbread flecked with corn, a little coleslaw, some potato salad and frozen fudge pops for dessert, make like
it’s August already, and you’re corny as Kansas.
It doesn’t have to be summer food. You could make a towering high Russian salmon pie today, if you like. You could attempt a chic Parisian cheeseburger, a griddled riff on steak tartare. You
could make apple butter. You could make pasta with lemon and herbs.
Here’s what I’m thinking. I’d like to make this

Guinness pie, and serve it with buttered peas, and watch the Olympics and get to bed early and hope against hope that tomorrow goes well or at

any rate uneventfully, 51 days into 2018.
Many more recipes to cook today, this week, whenever you like are on NYT Cooking. Go look around and see what grabs your interest, then save the recipes to your recipe box, and organize
them into folders as you like. You can share them and rate them and leave notes on them, for yourself or others, to let folks know what shortcuts you’ve taken or emendations you’ve made.
Though if anything goes wrong along the way, and you run into trouble with a particular recipe or with the technology we use to power the site and apps, please reach out for help. We’re at
cookingcare@nytimes.com. We’ll get back to you.
Now, some distance from suet but close to the Bordeaux and packet of Camels, today is the birthday of the poet Frederick Seidel. He is 82. Here’s “ February 30th.”
Rare for me to miss the release of an Alex Berenson thriller by two whole weeks, but I was delighted to see his new one, “ The Deceivers,” show up in my feed over the weekend. That’s going
to be a few nice evenings of adrenalized pleasure reading, right there.
And here’s a simple truth I’ve been meaning to say for the better part of a year: “ Lucky Peach Presents 101 Easy Asian Recipes” is an excellent, excellent cookbook. That is all. See you on
Wednesday.
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Rikki Snyder for The New York Times

Turkey Pho
SAMIN NOSRAT

About 1 hour, 6 servings

ADVERTISEMENT
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Zachary Zavislak for The New York Times

Yucatan Shrimp
SAM SIFTON

20 minutes, 4 servings

Ambrosia Cake
MELISSA CLARK

3 hours, 12 servings
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Danny Ghitis for The New York Times

Pasta With Lemon, Herbs and Ricotta Salata
AMANDA HESSER

20 minutes, 4 servings

Jim Wilson/The New York Times

Apple Butter
ALISON ROMAN

3 to 5 hours, depending on method, About 4 cups

ADVERTISEMENT
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FOLLOW US:

Facebook |

@nytfood |

Pinterest

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes Cooking newsletter.
Unsubscribe | Manage Subscriptions | Change Your E-mail | Privacy Policy | Contact | Advertise
Copyright 2018 | The New York Times Company | NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018
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From: "Compassion International" <ciinfo@compassion-intl.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 25 Apr 2018 09:14:46 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Crisis Alert: Please pray for Nicaragua
To: <carol.mcalister@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Protests in Nicaragua cause multiple Compassion programs to cease normal operations.

Dear CAROL,
Last week, protests began across Nicaragua in response to the government’s
Social Security reform. Government officials have since reversed course on the
proposal, but citizens in Nicaragua are continuing to hold organized
demonstrations to demand the resignation of President Daniel Ortega. In
several instances, the clashes between protesters and riot police have turned
violent.
As a safety precaution for children and staff members, several Compassion
programs in Nicaragua have halted or
reduced program activities. Normal
activities will resume as soon as the
situation stabilizes.
During this time of unrest, we ask you
to pray with us for children and their
families in Nicaragua. Please join us in
praying for:
Safety for children who live close
to areas where violence has
broken out.
Peace for children who are afraid to leave their homes.
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A quick resolution to the unrest that has spread across the region.
Thank you for your continued prayers and your heart for children in poverty.
Your brother in Christ,

Rich Van Eaton
Sponsor and Donor Relations Director
Compassion International

View this message in your browser.
To ensure delivery directly to your inbox please add ciinfo@compassion-intl.com to your address book.
Unsubscribe / Manage Your Email Interests
Sponsor/Donor Number: 07866475
Compassion International is one of the world’s largest and fastest growing Christian child development organizations. Since 1952,
Compassion’s revolutionary approach, through one-to-one sponsorship, has touched the lives of more than 2.5 million children.
Christ Centered, Child Focused, Church Based and Committed to Integrity
Compassion and Compassion International are Registered Trademarks of Compassion International, Inc.
Compassion International
12290 Voyager Parkway, Colorado Springs, CO, 80921 US | (800) 336-7676
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Ford Stone" <Ford.Stone@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 6 Feb 2018 13:49:51 -0700 (MST)
CulturalCollapseTheory.pdf
"ford-stone@bajabb.com" <ford-stone@bajabb.com>

Attachments:CulturalCollapseTheory.pdf (117.28k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Joanna May" <Joanna.May@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 29 Jan 2018 14:50:59 -0700 (MST)
Curriculum map
"Marta Donaghe" <Marta.Donaghe@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:US History Curriculum Map.docx (161.78k)

Good Afternoon:
We were denied a sub on a Friday. There simply isn't a budget for it. If we can find time on a Monday or Wednesday he has offered us Penny for half a day. I'm not sure it will work
out as those are dual credit days. Lets brainstorm....
Attached is the US History template.
Joanna
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"edWeb" <message@edweb.net>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 22:02:03 -0600 (MDT)
Daily Digest from Amazing Resources for Educators at edWeb.net
"Lorie Mitchell" <lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

You are receiving this digest of activity because you are a member of the edWeb community Amazing Resources for Educators.

Youth in Front
A new posting from Susan Hahn (Big Deal Media)
Educators from Harvard University Graduate School of Education (HGSE),
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Teaching Systems Lab, and the
instructional design firm Fresh Cognate have created Youth in Front, a new hub
of learning-oriented resources and multimedia assets for young activists and
educators interested in making their voices heard—particularly those who are
stepping into activism for the first time, as well as for educators who are
responding to action in their schools and communities.

Youth in Front offers two distinct portals: one for students and one for educators.
For students, the content covers topic areas such as how to organize a protest,
how to avoid getting into trouble, and how to get adults on their side. For
teachers, the content addresses questions about how they can support students
within the policies and procedures of their schools and districts, how they can be
allies, and what happens after the day of action. HGSE will share resources for
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young people, educators and district leaders, and parents via its social channels.
As the team continues to build up resources and content, students will be able to
engage with Youth in Front via Snapchat, Instagram, and Twitter. Allied
organizations such as Teaching Tolerance, Facing History and Ourselves, and
Generation Citizen have contributed key resources.
Looking for more amazing resources? Download the fall 2017 Big Deal Book of
Technology for K–12 Educators.

To reply to the message, go to https://www.edweb.net/.5aa70b6b

Change your email notifications. You can customize your email notifications for each community you are a member of to receive an immediate notification, a daily digest, a weekly
digest, or stop all email notifications completely. Go to My Settings then select 'Change My Email Notifications'. Questions? Contact support@edweb.net.
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 15 Mar 2018 04:20:10 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: A bottle of red, a bottle of white
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

MARCH 15, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while prepping for a long lunch full of basketball

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Will arrange to return the pets to them as soon as possible" - United Airlines, after accidentally sending a dog that was going to Missouri...to Japan. Woof.

MAYDAY
The Story
UK Prime Minister Theresa May just told 23 Russians to pack their bags and go.
Why?
Earlier this month, a Russian former spy living in the UK and his daughter were poisoned with a rare nerve agent created decades ago by Russia. May pointed the finger
at the Kremlin, and asked them to explain themselves. The Kremlin says 'wasn't us.'
What happened then?
May didn't buy it. Yesterday, she expelled 23 Russian diplomats that she says are spies, and deleted Moscow's phone number. Also, she says Prince George will no
longer be attending the World Cup this summer in Russia. That'll show 'em.
What are people saying?
Supporters are cheering the biggest expulsion of Russians from the UK in decades. Critics were hoping to see May hit Russia where it really hurts - like the wallets of the
oligarchs living it up in London. US Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley says the US "stands in absolute solidarity" with the UK and agrees Russia totally did it.
How's Russia taking it?
Not well. Russia says 'we didn't do it.' It called these latest moves "unacceptable, unjustified and shortsighted." But don't go anywhere - Russia says it'll respond with
action soon.
theSkimm
The Kremlin's prob not stressing about all this. Theresa May's relationships with the EU and President Trump are on the rocks - and it's unclear how far either will go to
back her up in punishing Russia.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you need to take time to yourself...
Walk it out. Yesterday, thousands of students walked out of their schools to protest gun violence in the US. The protest came one month after a gunman killed 17 people
at a high school in Parkland, FL. Some TV networks including MTV, BET, and Comedy Central hit pause on their programs in solidarity. The #NeverAgain movement
wants to see things like reforms to background checks and bans on assault weapons. So far, that hasn't picked up much support in Congress. But yesterday, the House
did pass a bipartisan bill to up federal funding for schools to help them prevent gun violence. It would put money toward training officials to identify warning signs and
improving schools' coordination with law enforcement. It's off to the Senate now.

What to say when you can't find a new show to watch...
Ready to settle. So is Elizabeth Holmes - the founder and CEO of Theranos - who was charged with massive fraud. Theranos is the Silicon Valley startup that promised a
cheaper, faster, less painful way to take and analyze blood tests. It was once valued at $9 billion. And Holmes was once called the health tech's Steve Jobs. Turns out,
no. A few years ago, the WSJ reported that Theranos wasn't actually using its hyped-up tech for most of its tests - and when it did, it didn't seem to work that well. And
the company wasn't being open about that. Now she's agreed to write the gov a big check and not lead a public company for a few years. Seems like the least she can
do.

What to say when your boss wants to chat...
Am I getting fired? Yesterday, it came out that a division of the FBI is recommending that Deputy Director Andrew McCabe get fired. Days before he's set to resign. The
beef: The DOJ was looking into McCabe's alleged decision to let FBI officials speak to the press about the Clinton investigation. And decided he wasn't entirely honest
when asked about. So a disciplinary office of the FBI is recommending he get shown the door. Now, Attorney General Jeff Sessions has to decide whether to cut him
loose before his last day on Sunday. If he does, it means McCabe may have to say goodbye to his pension check after nearly 22 years at the bureau. In other shake-up
news, President Trump got himself a new top economic adviser. Say hello to Larry Kudlow, a conservative analyst you might've seen on TV who's pro-free-trade but open
to being tough on China.

What to say when you haven't been to the gym in months...
Time to call it quits. Yesterday, Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte said he's pulling his country out of the International Criminal Court (ICC). For years, Duterte's been
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carrying out a brutal war on drugs in the Philippines that's killed thousands of people. Last month, the ICC said it's looking into accusations that he and his gov committed
crimes against humanity. At first, Duterte said he'd cooperate. Then, a top human rights commissioner at the UN - which is also looking into human rights abuses in the
Philippines - said Duterte should be psychiatrically evaluated. Duterte didn't take it well. He's now accusing the international community of bias and saying 'bye.' Won't
change much - the ICC could still put him on trial.

What to say when your childhood friend shares a #TBT...
Here's a new one: Toys "R" Us.

BALLS
March is full of madness. The tournament starts at 12:15pm ET today with Oklahoma v Rhode Island. Psst...make sure you fill out your bracket by then. Here's one
name to know before the games kick off:
Trae Young: College basketball's Steph Curry. The freshman point guard plays for Oklahoma. Even though the team had a rough end to the regular season and is a no.
10 seed, all eyes are on Young to see if he can bring it today.
Our Sports Calendar is here to get you through the Madness. It will give you the big and important games to watch so you don't have to watch all of them. And we're
giving you things to celebrate for downloading theSkimm App. Today you can win an Apple Watch, three SoulCycle classes, and $500 to Adidas. Get ballsy. And to
yesterday's winner: check your inbox.
* All you have to do is download theSkimm app to your iPhone (Android, we're coming for you soon), OR get someone else to try it by using your referral link. That's it. You'll be entered to win.
* Already have the app? Already entered to win
* Here's your referral link.
* Questions? Answers.

SKIMM LIFE
For when the 'skills' section of your resume needs a refresh...
Get classy. As in classes. These ones in marketing, design, photography, and more will have you feeling ready to get down to business. Bonus: Skimm'rs get two
months free. Get schooled here.*
page 4 of 5
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For when you miss your mom...
Send her our interview with Hoda Kotb. We talked adoption, her new book, and her new (history-making) job. We also sipped tequila. Watch here.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Go shawty, it's your birthday
Kaia Haney CA, Grace King PA, Kellen Clarke PA, *Elizabeth Segran MA, *Jennifer Bertram MN, *Molly Frane MO, *Sarah Peck NY, *Natalie Piepsny IL, *Kelley Ekert NJ, *Cameron Jones NC, *Mary Hurston Zuelke AL,
*Stephanie Elliott CA, *Courtney Jamison TX, *Whitney Medlin TX, *Farah Jooma MA, *Melissa Rider MI, *Mary Babiarz NY, Mary Colvin PA, Stephanie Sylvere Rosen FL, Debbie Karl OR, Rachel K Shook IN, Ayn Wisler NY,
Dan Tumarkin FL, Kimberely Hall Cheng NY, Michael Scott PA, Kelsey Noonan NC, Hannah Swerdloff NY, Frances Cassiday-Maloney MN, Ellis Diment TX, Linda Heitkamp CA, Lydia Kim NY, Rebecca Williamson CA, Ann
Ryals AL, Meg Coleman MA, Theresa Gaffney NY, Molly Haggerty VA, Christine Green MA, Morgan Staley TX, Chris Richards MD, Lorena Lama FL, Sean Corley Burke NJ, Laura Levy NJ, Alyssa Sanders DC, Linda Joy Walder
SC, Brittany Lafaille SC, Cherry Thomas CA, Alicia Mistry CA, Kate Martin AL, Jillian Spayde GA, Bridget Cirone NV, Tonya Hetland MN, Rachel Weil IL, Jenny Davidzenka CA, Amanda Gabrielle Chafin FL, Yaela Halper, Helen
Rail CT, Stephanie Hansen KS, Deirdre Stafford DE, Valerie M Ricardi NH, Stepheny Bousquet-Smith MA, Jane McDonald CO, Roxanne Waling SC, Niki Kurek MA, Jennifer Luedke VA, Kristin Davis DE, Chris Patterson NC,
Marin Davis WA, Fiona Parfrey, Kirsten Johansson CA, Josh Brupbacher NJ, Cindy Scally MA, Jaye Press FL, Abby Peller MD, Danielle Davies NJ, Ravikiran Rajagopal CT, Taylor Schillace CO, Adina Wasserman FL

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 15 Mar 2018 04:40:13 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: A bottle of red, a bottle of white
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>

MARCH 15, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while prepping for a long lunch full of basketball

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Will arrange to return the pets to them as soon as possible" - United Airlines, after accidentally sending a dog that was going to Missouri...to Japan. Woof.

MAYDAY
The Story
UK Prime Minister Theresa May just told 23 Russians to pack their bags and go.
Why?
Earlier this month, a Russian former spy living in the UK and his daughter were poisoned with a rare nerve agent created decades ago by Russia. May pointed the finger
at the Kremlin, and asked them to explain themselves. The Kremlin says 'wasn't us.'
What happened then?
May didn't buy it. Yesterday, she expelled 23 Russian diplomats that she says are spies, and deleted Moscow's phone number. Also, she says Prince George will no
longer be attending the World Cup this summer in Russia. That'll show 'em.
What are people saying?
Supporters are cheering the biggest expulsion of Russians from the UK in decades. Critics were hoping to see May hit Russia where it really hurts - like the wallets of the
oligarchs living it up in London. US Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley says the US "stands in absolute solidarity" with the UK and agrees Russia totally did it.
How's Russia taking it?
Not well. Russia says 'we didn't do it.' It called these latest moves "unacceptable, unjustified and shortsighted." But don't go anywhere - Russia says it'll respond with
action soon.
theSkimm
The Kremlin's prob not stressing about all this. Theresa May's relationships with the EU and President Trump are on the rocks - and it's unclear how far either will go to
back her up in punishing Russia.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you need to take time to yourself...
Walk it out. Yesterday, thousands of students walked out of their schools to protest gun violence in the US. The protest came one month after a gunman killed 17 people
at a high school in Parkland, FL. Some TV networks including MTV, BET, and Comedy Central hit pause on their programs in solidarity. The #NeverAgain movement
wants to see things like reforms to background checks and bans on assault weapons. So far, that hasn't picked up much support in Congress. But yesterday, the House
did pass a bipartisan bill to up federal funding for schools to help them prevent gun violence. It would put money toward training officials to identify warning signs and
improving schools' coordination with law enforcement. It's off to the Senate now.

What to say when you can't find a new show to watch...
Ready to settle. So is Elizabeth Holmes - the founder and CEO of Theranos - who was charged with massive fraud. Theranos is the Silicon Valley startup that promised a
cheaper, faster, less painful way to take and analyze blood tests. It was once valued at $9 billion. And Holmes was once called the health tech's Steve Jobs. Turns out,
no. A few years ago, the WSJ reported that Theranos wasn't actually using its hyped-up tech for most of its tests - and when it did, it didn't seem to work that well. And
the company wasn't being open about that. Now she's agreed to write the gov a big check and not lead a public company for a few years. Seems like the least she can
do.

What to say when your boss wants to chat...
Am I getting fired? Yesterday, it came out that a division of the FBI is recommending that Deputy Director Andrew McCabe get fired. Days before he's set to resign. The
beef: The DOJ was looking into McCabe's alleged decision to let FBI officials speak to the press about the Clinton investigation. And decided he wasn't entirely honest
when asked about. So a disciplinary office of the FBI is recommending he get shown the door. Now, Attorney General Jeff Sessions has to decide whether to cut him
loose before his last day on Sunday. If he does, it means McCabe may have to say goodbye to his pension check after nearly 22 years at the bureau. In other shake-up
news, President Trump got himself a new top economic adviser. Say hello to Larry Kudlow, a conservative analyst you might've seen on TV who's pro-free-trade but open
to being tough on China.

What to say when you haven't been to the gym in months...
Time to call it quits. Yesterday, Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte said he's pulling his country out of the International Criminal Court (ICC). For years, Duterte's been
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carrying out a brutal war on drugs in the Philippines that's killed thousands of people. Last month, the ICC said it's looking into accusations that he and his gov committed
crimes against humanity. At first, Duterte said he'd cooperate. Then, a top human rights commissioner at the UN - which is also looking into human rights abuses in the
Philippines - said Duterte should be psychiatrically evaluated. Duterte didn't take it well. He's now accusing the international community of bias and saying 'bye.' Won't
change much - the ICC could still put him on trial.

What to say when your childhood friend shares a #TBT...
Here's a new one: Toys "R" Us.

BALLS
March is full of madness. The tournament starts at 12:15pm ET today with Oklahoma v Rhode Island. Psst...make sure you fill out your bracket by then. Here's one
name to know before the games kick off:
Trae Young: College basketball's Steph Curry. The freshman point guard plays for Oklahoma. Even though the team had a rough end to the regular season and is a no.
10 seed, all eyes are on Young to see if he can bring it today.
Our Sports Calendar is here to get you through the Madness. It will give you the big and important games to watch so you don't have to watch all of them. And we're
giving you things to celebrate for downloading theSkimm App. Today you can win an Apple Watch, three SoulCycle classes, and $500 to Adidas. Get ballsy. And to
yesterday's winner: check your inbox.
* All you have to do is download theSkimm app to your iPhone (Android, we're coming for you soon), OR get someone else to try it by using your referral link. That's it. You'll be entered to win.
* Already have the app? Already entered to win
* Here's your referral link.
* Questions? Answers.

SKIMM LIFE
For when the 'skills' section of your resume needs a refresh...
Get classy. As in classes. These ones in marketing, design, photography, and more will have you feeling ready to get down to business. Bonus: Skimm'rs get two
months free. Get schooled here.*
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For when you miss your mom...
Send her our interview with Hoda Kotb. We talked adoption, her new book, and her new (history-making) job. We also sipped tequila. Watch here.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Go shawty, it's your birthday
Kaia Haney CA, Grace King PA, Kellen Clarke PA, *Elizabeth Segran MA, *Jennifer Bertram MN, *Molly Frane MO, *Sarah Peck NY, *Natalie Piepsny IL, *Kelley Ekert NJ, *Cameron Jones NC, *Mary Hurston Zuelke AL,
*Stephanie Elliott CA, *Courtney Jamison TX, *Whitney Medlin TX, *Farah Jooma MA, *Melissa Rider MI, *Mary Babiarz NY, Mary Colvin PA, Stephanie Sylvere Rosen FL, Debbie Karl OR, Rachel K Shook IN, Ayn Wisler NY,
Dan Tumarkin FL, Kimberely Hall Cheng NY, Michael Scott PA, Kelsey Noonan NC, Hannah Swerdloff NY, Frances Cassiday-Maloney MN, Ellis Diment TX, Linda Heitkamp CA, Lydia Kim NY, Rebecca Williamson CA, Ann
Ryals AL, Meg Coleman MA, Theresa Gaffney NY, Molly Haggerty VA, Christine Green MA, Morgan Staley TX, Chris Richards MD, Lorena Lama FL, Sean Corley Burke NJ, Laura Levy NJ, Alyssa Sanders DC, Linda Joy Walder
SC, Brittany Lafaille SC, Cherry Thomas CA, Alicia Mistry CA, Kate Martin AL, Jillian Spayde GA, Bridget Cirone NV, Tonya Hetland MN, Rachel Weil IL, Jenny Davidzenka CA, Amanda Gabrielle Chafin FL, Yaela Halper, Helen
Rail CT, Stephanie Hansen KS, Deirdre Stafford DE, Valerie M Ricardi NH, Stepheny Bousquet-Smith MA, Jane McDonald CO, Roxanne Waling SC, Niki Kurek MA, Jennifer Luedke VA, Kristin Davis DE, Chris Patterson NC,
Marin Davis WA, Fiona Parfrey, Kirsten Johansson CA, Josh Brupbacher NJ, Cindy Scally MA, Jaye Press FL, Abby Peller MD, Danielle Davies NJ, Ravikiran Rajagopal CT, Taylor Schillace CO, Adina Wasserman FL

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 15 Mar 2018 04:27:10 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: A bottle of red, a bottle of white
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>

MARCH 15, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while prepping for a long lunch full of basketball

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Will arrange to return the pets to them as soon as possible" - United Airlines, after accidentally sending a dog that was going to Missouri...to Japan. Woof.

MAYDAY
The Story
UK Prime Minister Theresa May just told 23 Russians to pack their bags and go.
Why?
Earlier this month, a Russian former spy living in the UK and his daughter were poisoned with a rare nerve agent created decades ago by Russia. May pointed the finger
at the Kremlin, and asked them to explain themselves. The Kremlin says 'wasn't us.'
What happened then?
May didn't buy it. Yesterday, she expelled 23 Russian diplomats that she says are spies, and deleted Moscow's phone number. Also, she says Prince George will no
longer be attending the World Cup this summer in Russia. That'll show 'em.
What are people saying?
Supporters are cheering the biggest expulsion of Russians from the UK in decades. Critics were hoping to see May hit Russia where it really hurts - like the wallets of the
oligarchs living it up in London. US Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley says the US "stands in absolute solidarity" with the UK and agrees Russia totally did it.
How's Russia taking it?
Not well. Russia says 'we didn't do it.' It called these latest moves "unacceptable, unjustified and shortsighted." But don't go anywhere - Russia says it'll respond with
action soon.
theSkimm
The Kremlin's prob not stressing about all this. Theresa May's relationships with the EU and President Trump are on the rocks - and it's unclear how far either will go to
back her up in punishing Russia.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you need to take time to yourself...
Walk it out. Yesterday, thousands of students walked out of their schools to protest gun violence in the US. The protest came one month after a gunman killed 17 people
at a high school in Parkland, FL. Some TV networks including MTV, BET, and Comedy Central hit pause on their programs in solidarity. The #NeverAgain movement
wants to see things like reforms to background checks and bans on assault weapons. So far, that hasn't picked up much support in Congress. But yesterday, the House
did pass a bipartisan bill to up federal funding for schools to help them prevent gun violence. It would put money toward training officials to identify warning signs and
improving schools' coordination with law enforcement. It's off to the Senate now.

What to say when you can't find a new show to watch...
Ready to settle. So is Elizabeth Holmes - the founder and CEO of Theranos - who was charged with massive fraud. Theranos is the Silicon Valley startup that promised a
cheaper, faster, less painful way to take and analyze blood tests. It was once valued at $9 billion. And Holmes was once called the health tech's Steve Jobs. Turns out,
no. A few years ago, the WSJ reported that Theranos wasn't actually using its hyped-up tech for most of its tests - and when it did, it didn't seem to work that well. And
the company wasn't being open about that. Now she's agreed to write the gov a big check and not lead a public company for a few years. Seems like the least she can
do.

What to say when your boss wants to chat...
Am I getting fired? Yesterday, it came out that a division of the FBI is recommending that Deputy Director Andrew McCabe get fired. Days before he's set to resign. The
beef: The DOJ was looking into McCabe's alleged decision to let FBI officials speak to the press about the Clinton investigation. And decided he wasn't entirely honest
when asked about. So a disciplinary office of the FBI is recommending he get shown the door. Now, Attorney General Jeff Sessions has to decide whether to cut him
loose before his last day on Sunday. If he does, it means McCabe may have to say goodbye to his pension check after nearly 22 years at the bureau. In other shake-up
news, President Trump got himself a new top economic adviser. Say hello to Larry Kudlow, a conservative analyst you might've seen on TV who's pro-free-trade but open
to being tough on China.

What to say when you haven't been to the gym in months...
Time to call it quits. Yesterday, Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte said he's pulling his country out of the International Criminal Court (ICC). For years, Duterte's been
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carrying out a brutal war on drugs in the Philippines that's killed thousands of people. Last month, the ICC said it's looking into accusations that he and his gov committed
crimes against humanity. At first, Duterte said he'd cooperate. Then, a top human rights commissioner at the UN - which is also looking into human rights abuses in the
Philippines - said Duterte should be psychiatrically evaluated. Duterte didn't take it well. He's now accusing the international community of bias and saying 'bye.' Won't
change much - the ICC could still put him on trial.

What to say when your childhood friend shares a #TBT...
Here's a new one: Toys "R" Us.

BALLS
March is full of madness. The tournament starts at 12:15pm ET today with Oklahoma v Rhode Island. Psst...make sure you fill out your bracket by then. Here's one
name to know before the games kick off:
Trae Young: College basketball's Steph Curry. The freshman point guard plays for Oklahoma. Even though the team had a rough end to the regular season and is a no.
10 seed, all eyes are on Young to see if he can bring it today.
Our Sports Calendar is here to get you through the Madness. It will give you the big and important games to watch so you don't have to watch all of them. And we're
giving you things to celebrate for downloading theSkimm App. Today you can win an Apple Watch, three SoulCycle classes, and $500 to Adidas. Get ballsy. And to
yesterday's winner: check your inbox.
* All you have to do is download theSkimm app to your iPhone (Android, we're coming for you soon), OR get someone else to try it by using your referral link. That's it. You'll be entered to win.
* Already have the app? Already entered to win
* Here's your referral link.
* Questions? Answers.

SKIMM LIFE
For when the 'skills' section of your resume needs a refresh...
Get classy. As in classes. These ones in marketing, design, photography, and more will have you feeling ready to get down to business. Bonus: Skimm'rs get two
months free. Get schooled here.*
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For when you miss your mom...
Send her our interview with Hoda Kotb. We talked adoption, her new book, and her new (history-making) job. We also sipped tequila. Watch here.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Go shawty, it's your birthday
Kaia Haney CA, Grace King PA, Kellen Clarke PA, *Elizabeth Segran MA, *Jennifer Bertram MN, *Molly Frane MO, *Sarah Peck NY, *Natalie Piepsny IL, *Kelley Ekert NJ, *Cameron Jones NC, *Mary Hurston Zuelke AL,
*Stephanie Elliott CA, *Courtney Jamison TX, *Whitney Medlin TX, *Farah Jooma MA, *Melissa Rider MI, *Mary Babiarz NY, Mary Colvin PA, Stephanie Sylvere Rosen FL, Debbie Karl OR, Rachel K Shook IN, Ayn Wisler NY,
Dan Tumarkin FL, Kimberely Hall Cheng NY, Michael Scott PA, Kelsey Noonan NC, Hannah Swerdloff NY, Frances Cassiday-Maloney MN, Ellis Diment TX, Linda Heitkamp CA, Lydia Kim NY, Rebecca Williamson CA, Ann
Ryals AL, Meg Coleman MA, Theresa Gaffney NY, Molly Haggerty VA, Christine Green MA, Morgan Staley TX, Chris Richards MD, Lorena Lama FL, Sean Corley Burke NJ, Laura Levy NJ, Alyssa Sanders DC, Linda Joy Walder
SC, Brittany Lafaille SC, Cherry Thomas CA, Alicia Mistry CA, Kate Martin AL, Jillian Spayde GA, Bridget Cirone NV, Tonya Hetland MN, Rachel Weil IL, Jenny Davidzenka CA, Amanda Gabrielle Chafin FL, Yaela Halper, Helen
Rail CT, Stephanie Hansen KS, Deirdre Stafford DE, Valerie M Ricardi NH, Stepheny Bousquet-Smith MA, Jane McDonald CO, Roxanne Waling SC, Niki Kurek MA, Jennifer Luedke VA, Kristin Davis DE, Chris Patterson NC,
Marin Davis WA, Fiona Parfrey, Kirsten Johansson CA, Josh Brupbacher NJ, Cindy Scally MA, Jaye Press FL, Abby Peller MD, Danielle Davies NJ, Ravikiran Rajagopal CT, Taylor Schillace CO, Adina Wasserman FL

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 24 Apr 2018 04:37:55 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Everybody just pretend to be normal
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

APRIL 24, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while guessing the royal baby name

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Peaceful mood for the meeting" - South Korea stopped blasting K-Pop at the border ahead of its meeting with North Korea. And the award for good neighbor goes
to...

TORONTO
The Story
Yesterday, a driver ran into a crowd on a busy street in Toronto - killing 10 and injuring 15.
What happened?
The attack happened during lunchtime on Yonge Street - a main street in Toronto. Police say the driver - a 25-year-old Canadian man - appears to have driven into the
crowd deliberately. The driver is in custody and due in court today. And police are still investigating. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau called the attack "tragic and
senseless."
theSkimm
Authorities say this doesn't appear to be terrorism-related. But it's still reminding people of similar attacks in places like Nice, Berlin, London, and Barcelona.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your family likes your new SO...
Seal of approval. Yesterday, a Senate committee voted to recommend CIA Director Mike Pompeo as secretary of state. He's President Trump's pick to replace Rex
Tillerson. The committee was expected to vote 'nay.' But after some down-to-the-wire drama, it gave him a lukewarm thumbs up. The rest of the Senate is expected to
vote this week to give him the official go-ahead. This process has been more partisan than ever, at a time when the US is facing a major diplomatic talk with North Korea.
In other news on Capitol Hill, the Senate has postponed the confirmation hearing for Ronny Jackson - Trump's personal doctor and pick to head the Department of
Veterans Affairs. Lawmakers are concerned about his qualifications and allegations of improper behavior. Jackson would be replacing David Shulkin, who Trump kicked
out last month.
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What people are watching...
George HW Bush. Yesterday, a family spokesman said the former president was hospitalized for an infection that spread to his blood, but that it looks like he's
recovering. Last week, his wife - former first lady Barbara Bush - died at age 92. He was admitted to the hospital the day after attending her funeral over the weekend.
Bush has a form of Parkinson's disease. And has been hospitalized multiple times over the past few years for things like pneumonia and respiratory problems.

What people are talking about...
Armenia. Yesterday, the country's prime minister Serzh Sargsyan resigned after less than a week on the job. Sargsyan served two five-year terms as president and
couldn't get reelected. Because, term limits. In 2015, voters approved a constitutional change that moved a lot of powers from the president to the prime minister.
Sargsyan denied wanting the PM position...until recently. This month, he finished his second term as prez. Then got parliamentary approval to rule as PM. Cue protests
saying 'this feels like a power grab.' Now, Sargsyan is saying 'oops nvm.' And resigned. The previous PM is stepping back in for now. In other protest news, the US is
pulling some of its embassy staff and their families out of Nicaragua after days of deadly protests there.

What to say when you hear J Cole broke streaming records...
Play it again, while the EU hits 'pause.' Yesterday, the European Commission announced an investigation into Apple's planned acquisition of Shazam. Apple Music has
been working to catch up to other music-streaming services (cough, Spotify). Late last year, the Fruit said it was looking to buy British company Shazam for possibly $400
million. Now, European regulators are saying they're concerned that this would limit competition with Apple's rivals (cough, cough, Spotify). The EU has until later this
year to decide whether to block or approve the deal.

What to say when your co-worker says they're expecting...
Congrats. Also, royal baby no. 3 is here. And his big sis made history.
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SKIMM PICKS
For when your puffy coat is still here...
Why can't I quit you? This will help. We've got five days at Playa del Carmen with you and a plus one. Plus meals, drinks, airfare, etc. Spring into summer here.
For when you want a drink for dessert...
You can have both. This negroni sorbet is the perfect spring nightcap.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is making carrot cake. Share theSkimm with your friend who bakes up a storm.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Put your party pants on
Skimm Brother Peter Zakin CA, theSkimm's Steve Moncada NY, Shibani Menezes UK, Lauren Blackburn NY, Lance Gellman NJ, Adam Gross NY, Bethany Dixon NY, *Julie Tran MA, *Lily Herman CT, *Elizabeth Trent GA,
*Paige Eberding RI, *Liana Montes PA, *Emily Butterfield MI, *Kyle Boyd MA, *Linde Pirtle NV, *Rosa Mejia TX, *Darcey Dinh FL, *Kristin Smith MN, *Sarah Albright DC, *Cynthia Leon PA, *Ellen Barlow IN, *Elizabeth
Bradshaw MN, *Feliz Padilla CA, *Andrea Xu CA, *Talia Marcus, *Lauren Belkin NY, Macall Virnig WA, *Alizah Kramer NY, *Jordyn Brewton TX, *Gabbi Bowyer WV, *Jennifer Rose NC, Olivia Baudais CAN, Yekaterina
Sapozhnina NY, Alyssa Morales TX, Brita DeSefano CO, Katrina Sharpe NY, Rachael Spero NY, Katrine Herrick NC, Susie Rawlins FL, Natalie Powell GA, Pamela Pickens CA, Samantha Moore VA, Renee Sigman OH, Lori
Keenan IL, Nicolette Spaccavento, Katie Christensen OR, Ragda McAfee FL, Katie Neuberger MN, Taylor Darnell TX, Casey Grooms TN, Andrew Christy IL, Jim Berry TX, Katelyn Thomas TN, Kelly Lennon DC, Nicole Comer
CO, Ann Kelso CA, Cindy Clements-Morabito OH, Kimberly Sutton TN, Anne Kerr NJ, Samantha Brenneman PA, Erin Boedeker IN, Lauren Doerner KY, Becky Gerhardus OR, Kaitlin Snively IA, Megan Wasserman CA,
Jeanette Birkeland CA, Katie Dillon PA, John Botz NC, Sophie Frane MO, Chandler Jones VA, Tina Donovan MI, Lindsay Wilcox, Laura Adriansen GA, Beth Tantillo NY, Kendel Richards TX, Heather Summe-Aleksinas NY,
Meena Beniwal WA, Angela Morgan OH, Laura Arasmith Wilson TX, Ellen Reed IL, Amy Allison TX, Kayla Parshall MI, Melanie Brook NY, Phyllis Dupret FL, Linda Armstrong CA, Kate Stephens MN, Alyssa Schneider WI,
Michelle Hier MI, Mary Dang NY

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 24 Apr 2018 04:29:09 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Everybody just pretend to be normal
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>

APRIL 24, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while guessing the royal baby name

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Peaceful mood for the meeting" - South Korea stopped blasting K-Pop at the border ahead of its meeting with North Korea. And the award for good neighbor goes
to...

TORONTO
The Story
Yesterday, a driver ran into a crowd on a busy street in Toronto - killing 10 and injuring 15.
What happened?
The attack happened during lunchtime on Yonge Street - a main street in Toronto. Police say the driver - a 25-year-old Canadian man - appears to have driven into the
crowd deliberately. The driver is in custody and due in court today. And police are still investigating. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau called the attack "tragic and
senseless."
theSkimm
Authorities say this doesn't appear to be terrorism-related. But it's still reminding people of similar attacks in places like Nice, Berlin, London, and Barcelona.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your family likes your new SO...
Seal of approval. Yesterday, a Senate committee voted to recommend CIA Director Mike Pompeo as secretary of state. He's President Trump's pick to replace Rex
Tillerson. The committee was expected to vote 'nay.' But after some down-to-the-wire drama, it gave him a lukewarm thumbs up. The rest of the Senate is expected to
vote this week to give him the official go-ahead. This process has been more partisan than ever, at a time when the US is facing a major diplomatic talk with North Korea.
In other news on Capitol Hill, the Senate has postponed the confirmation hearing for Ronny Jackson - Trump's personal doctor and pick to head the Department of
Veterans Affairs. Lawmakers are concerned about his qualifications and allegations of improper behavior. Jackson would be replacing David Shulkin, who Trump kicked
out last month.
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What people are watching...
George HW Bush. Yesterday, a family spokesman said the former president was hospitalized for an infection that spread to his blood, but that it looks like he's
recovering. Last week, his wife - former first lady Barbara Bush - died at age 92. He was admitted to the hospital the day after attending her funeral over the weekend.
Bush has a form of Parkinson's disease. And has been hospitalized multiple times over the past few years for things like pneumonia and respiratory problems.

What people are talking about...
Armenia. Yesterday, the country's prime minister Serzh Sargsyan resigned after less than a week on the job. Sargsyan served two five-year terms as president and
couldn't get reelected. Because, term limits. In 2015, voters approved a constitutional change that moved a lot of powers from the president to the prime minister.
Sargsyan denied wanting the PM position...until recently. This month, he finished his second term as prez. Then got parliamentary approval to rule as PM. Cue protests
saying 'this feels like a power grab.' Now, Sargsyan is saying 'oops nvm.' And resigned. The previous PM is stepping back in for now. In other protest news, the US is
pulling some of its embassy staff and their families out of Nicaragua after days of deadly protests there.

What to say when you hear J Cole broke streaming records...
Play it again, while the EU hits 'pause.' Yesterday, the European Commission announced an investigation into Apple's planned acquisition of Shazam. Apple Music has
been working to catch up to other music-streaming services (cough, Spotify). Late last year, the Fruit said it was looking to buy British company Shazam for possibly $400
million. Now, European regulators are saying they're concerned that this would limit competition with Apple's rivals (cough, cough, Spotify). The EU has until later this
year to decide whether to block or approve the deal.

What to say when your co-worker says they're expecting...
Congrats. Also, royal baby no. 3 is here. And his big sis made history.
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SKIMM PICKS
For when your puffy coat is still here...
Why can't I quit you? This will help. We've got five days at Playa del Carmen with you and a plus one. Plus meals, drinks, airfare, etc. Spring into summer here.
For when you want a drink for dessert...
You can have both. This negroni sorbet is the perfect spring nightcap.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is making carrot cake. Share theSkimm with your friend who bakes up a storm.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Put your party pants on
Skimm Brother Peter Zakin CA, theSkimm's Steve Moncada NY, Shibani Menezes UK, Lauren Blackburn NY, Lance Gellman NJ, Adam Gross NY, Bethany Dixon NY, *Julie Tran MA, *Lily Herman CT, *Elizabeth Trent GA,
*Paige Eberding RI, *Liana Montes PA, *Emily Butterfield MI, *Kyle Boyd MA, *Linde Pirtle NV, *Rosa Mejia TX, *Darcey Dinh FL, *Kristin Smith MN, *Sarah Albright DC, *Cynthia Leon PA, *Ellen Barlow IN, *Elizabeth
Bradshaw MN, *Feliz Padilla CA, *Andrea Xu CA, *Talia Marcus, *Lauren Belkin NY, Macall Virnig WA, *Alizah Kramer NY, *Jordyn Brewton TX, *Gabbi Bowyer WV, *Jennifer Rose NC, Olivia Baudais CAN, Yekaterina
Sapozhnina NY, Alyssa Morales TX, Brita DeSefano CO, Katrina Sharpe NY, Rachael Spero NY, Katrine Herrick NC, Susie Rawlins FL, Natalie Powell GA, Pamela Pickens CA, Samantha Moore VA, Renee Sigman OH, Lori
Keenan IL, Nicolette Spaccavento, Katie Christensen OR, Ragda McAfee FL, Katie Neuberger MN, Taylor Darnell TX, Casey Grooms TN, Andrew Christy IL, Jim Berry TX, Katelyn Thomas TN, Kelly Lennon DC, Nicole Comer
CO, Ann Kelso CA, Cindy Clements-Morabito OH, Kimberly Sutton TN, Anne Kerr NJ, Samantha Brenneman PA, Erin Boedeker IN, Lauren Doerner KY, Becky Gerhardus OR, Kaitlin Snively IA, Megan Wasserman CA,
Jeanette Birkeland CA, Katie Dillon PA, John Botz NC, Sophie Frane MO, Chandler Jones VA, Tina Donovan MI, Lindsay Wilcox, Laura Adriansen GA, Beth Tantillo NY, Kendel Richards TX, Heather Summe-Aleksinas NY,
Meena Beniwal WA, Angela Morgan OH, Laura Arasmith Wilson TX, Ellen Reed IL, Amy Allison TX, Kayla Parshall MI, Melanie Brook NY, Phyllis Dupret FL, Linda Armstrong CA, Kate Stephens MN, Alyssa Schneider WI,
Michelle Hier MI, Mary Dang NY

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
page 4 of 5
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 24 Apr 2018 04:41:58 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Everybody just pretend to be normal
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>

APRIL 24, 2018
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Skimm'd while guessing the royal baby name

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Peaceful mood for the meeting" - South Korea stopped blasting K-Pop at the border ahead of its meeting with North Korea. And the award for good neighbor goes
to...

TORONTO
The Story
Yesterday, a driver ran into a crowd on a busy street in Toronto - killing 10 and injuring 15.
What happened?
The attack happened during lunchtime on Yonge Street - a main street in Toronto. Police say the driver - a 25-year-old Canadian man - appears to have driven into the
crowd deliberately. The driver is in custody and due in court today. And police are still investigating. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau called the attack "tragic and
senseless."
theSkimm
Authorities say this doesn't appear to be terrorism-related. But it's still reminding people of similar attacks in places like Nice, Berlin, London, and Barcelona.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your family likes your new SO...
Seal of approval. Yesterday, a Senate committee voted to recommend CIA Director Mike Pompeo as secretary of state. He's President Trump's pick to replace Rex
Tillerson. The committee was expected to vote 'nay.' But after some down-to-the-wire drama, it gave him a lukewarm thumbs up. The rest of the Senate is expected to
vote this week to give him the official go-ahead. This process has been more partisan than ever, at a time when the US is facing a major diplomatic talk with North Korea.
In other news on Capitol Hill, the Senate has postponed the confirmation hearing for Ronny Jackson - Trump's personal doctor and pick to head the Department of
Veterans Affairs. Lawmakers are concerned about his qualifications and allegations of improper behavior. Jackson would be replacing David Shulkin, who Trump kicked
out last month.
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What people are watching...
George HW Bush. Yesterday, a family spokesman said the former president was hospitalized for an infection that spread to his blood, but that it looks like he's
recovering. Last week, his wife - former first lady Barbara Bush - died at age 92. He was admitted to the hospital the day after attending her funeral over the weekend.
Bush has a form of Parkinson's disease. And has been hospitalized multiple times over the past few years for things like pneumonia and respiratory problems.

What people are talking about...
Armenia. Yesterday, the country's prime minister Serzh Sargsyan resigned after less than a week on the job. Sargsyan served two five-year terms as president and
couldn't get reelected. Because, term limits. In 2015, voters approved a constitutional change that moved a lot of powers from the president to the prime minister.
Sargsyan denied wanting the PM position...until recently. This month, he finished his second term as prez. Then got parliamentary approval to rule as PM. Cue protests
saying 'this feels like a power grab.' Now, Sargsyan is saying 'oops nvm.' And resigned. The previous PM is stepping back in for now. In other protest news, the US is
pulling some of its embassy staff and their families out of Nicaragua after days of deadly protests there.

What to say when you hear J Cole broke streaming records...
Play it again, while the EU hits 'pause.' Yesterday, the European Commission announced an investigation into Apple's planned acquisition of Shazam. Apple Music has
been working to catch up to other music-streaming services (cough, Spotify). Late last year, the Fruit said it was looking to buy British company Shazam for possibly $400
million. Now, European regulators are saying they're concerned that this would limit competition with Apple's rivals (cough, cough, Spotify). The EU has until later this
year to decide whether to block or approve the deal.

What to say when your co-worker says they're expecting...
Congrats. Also, royal baby no. 3 is here. And his big sis made history.
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SKIMM PICKS
For when your puffy coat is still here...
Why can't I quit you? This will help. We've got five days at Playa del Carmen with you and a plus one. Plus meals, drinks, airfare, etc. Spring into summer here.
For when you want a drink for dessert...
You can have both. This negroni sorbet is the perfect spring nightcap.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is making carrot cake. Share theSkimm with your friend who bakes up a storm.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Put your party pants on
Skimm Brother Peter Zakin CA, theSkimm's Steve Moncada NY, Shibani Menezes UK, Lauren Blackburn NY, Lance Gellman NJ, Adam Gross NY, Bethany Dixon NY, *Julie Tran MA, *Lily Herman CT, *Elizabeth Trent GA,
*Paige Eberding RI, *Liana Montes PA, *Emily Butterfield MI, *Kyle Boyd MA, *Linde Pirtle NV, *Rosa Mejia TX, *Darcey Dinh FL, *Kristin Smith MN, *Sarah Albright DC, *Cynthia Leon PA, *Ellen Barlow IN, *Elizabeth
Bradshaw MN, *Feliz Padilla CA, *Andrea Xu CA, *Talia Marcus, *Lauren Belkin NY, Macall Virnig WA, *Alizah Kramer NY, *Jordyn Brewton TX, *Gabbi Bowyer WV, *Jennifer Rose NC, Olivia Baudais CAN, Yekaterina
Sapozhnina NY, Alyssa Morales TX, Brita DeSefano CO, Katrina Sharpe NY, Rachael Spero NY, Katrine Herrick NC, Susie Rawlins FL, Natalie Powell GA, Pamela Pickens CA, Samantha Moore VA, Renee Sigman OH, Lori
Keenan IL, Nicolette Spaccavento, Katie Christensen OR, Ragda McAfee FL, Katie Neuberger MN, Taylor Darnell TX, Casey Grooms TN, Andrew Christy IL, Jim Berry TX, Katelyn Thomas TN, Kelly Lennon DC, Nicole Comer
CO, Ann Kelso CA, Cindy Clements-Morabito OH, Kimberly Sutton TN, Anne Kerr NJ, Samantha Brenneman PA, Erin Boedeker IN, Lauren Doerner KY, Becky Gerhardus OR, Kaitlin Snively IA, Megan Wasserman CA,
Jeanette Birkeland CA, Katie Dillon PA, John Botz NC, Sophie Frane MO, Chandler Jones VA, Tina Donovan MI, Lindsay Wilcox, Laura Adriansen GA, Beth Tantillo NY, Kendel Richards TX, Heather Summe-Aleksinas NY,
Meena Beniwal WA, Angela Morgan OH, Laura Arasmith Wilson TX, Ellen Reed IL, Amy Allison TX, Kayla Parshall MI, Melanie Brook NY, Phyllis Dupret FL, Linda Armstrong CA, Kate Stephens MN, Alyssa Schneider WI,
Michelle Hier MI, Mary Dang NY
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2018 04:33:11 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: I don't go looking for trouble
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while syncing our cals with the big primary elections

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Ladies always get shy in front of me" - Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson on why he's impressed with a fan's promposal. I'm not blushing you're blushing.

THINGS HAPPENING FAR AWAY
Nicaragua
The Story
Yesterday, Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega scrapped changes to the social security system after at least 25 people were killed in anti-government protests.
Tell me more.
Last week, Ortega announced he wanted to increase what workers are paying into social security...but cut down on what retirees are getting in return. That set off
nationwide protests, with accusations of some rioting and looting. The police cracked down hard, apparently using tear gas and shooting protesters. One journalist
covering the protests was shot and killed. Yesterday, Ortega said he's canceling the planned changes.
theSkimm
Nicaragua's social security system could run out of cash as early as next year. This problem will come back sooner rather than later.

Afghanistan
The Story
Yesterday, a suicide bomber killed at least 57 people and injured more than 100 at a voter registration center in Kabul.
Tell me more.
For years, Afghanistan's parliamentary elections have been delayed. They're finally scheduled to happen in October. Voter registration kicked off earlier this month, but
not that many people have showed up. That might be because there have been attacks on the registration centers. Like this latest one in the country's capital. ISIS
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claimed responsibility.
Anything else?
Another bomb detonated in northern Afghanistan near another registration center, killing at least five people. No one has claimed responsibility.
theSkimm
These attacks are threatening Afghanistan's already-fragile democracy.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear Mitt Romney's still trying to get a GOP nomination...
In it for the long haul. Yesterday, former NYC Mayor Michael Bloomberg said he'd write a $4.5 million check to help the US keep its commitment to the Paris climate
agreement. Back in 2015, almost every single country on the planet agreed on a joint plan to fight global warming. Last year, President Trump said he's pulling the US out
of the deal. He said the agreement unfairly restricts the US's coal industry but gives China a pass. Now, Bloomberg's saying he'll fill the funding gap from the US
withdrawing. He's hoping Trump will change his mind, stay in the Paris agreement, and foot the bill next year.

What to say to your friend with the tropical house playlist...
Still thinking about this. On Friday, Avicii was found dead while on vacation in Oman. He was 28. It's unclear how the Swedish DJ - whose real name was Tim Bergling died. But authorities have ruled out anything criminal. You know Avicii for "Levels" and "Wake Me Up" and on and on. He made EDM more mainstream, and became one
of the world's biggest DJs in the process. But Avicii dealt with mental and physical health struggles, including anxiety and pancreatitis, which he blamed on heavy
drinking. Two years ago, he stopped performing live music to focus on his health. RIP.

What to say while watching the "Westworld" premiere...
I choose to see the beauty. French President Emmanuel Macron wants the US to see the beauty in the Iran nuclear deal. Back in 2015, the US and several other
countries shook on a deal to get Iran's nuclear program in check. But President Trump thinks the deal needs edits and has threatened to pull out altogether. Today,
Macron's coming to Washington, DC. On the agenda: trying to keep the deal intact. Guess who's paying attention? North Korea. Over the weekend, the country said it
was ending its missile and nuclear tests - and shutting down its testing site. North Korean leader Kim Jong Un's prepping to meet with Trump in the next couple of weeks
and potentially talk about dropping the country's nuclear program.
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What to say when the door greeter asks if you're on the list...
Sure am. But the long-nosed bat isn't anymore. It just got off the endangered species list. For decades, it was threatened by people in the US and Mexico messing with its
favorite food source: agave. That's until one guy worked hard to save the bats by getting tequila farmers to agree to let the bats feed on a portion of the agave plants
used for their tequila production. Last week, the bat was taken off of the US endangered species list. It's the first bat species to do so. Cheers.

What to say while watching the Kensington Palace Twitter feed...
Looks like Pippa's next.

SKIMM MORE
Last year, the FCC voted to repeal net neutrality. Today, that repeal officially begins. If you need a refresher on what this debate is, and why it's so important, we've
Skimm'd it for you.

SKIMM PICKS
For when your friend says they're going to skip the polls this year...
No Excuses. It's an election year, and a lot happens before the November midterms. We made you a calendar so you know when all the major primaries are happening,
and more about the candidates on the ballot. And we're making it free for all Skimm'rs. Get it here.
PS: Our cals are normally part of our paid app, which will have even more elections coverage leading up to midterms. If you want to stay on top of it all, make sure you
get the app here.
For when it's your birthday...
Cry if you want to. Or sleep. Casper's got a birthday this week too. And is celebrating with these mattresses, which have extra support for your back so you get a good
snooze and wake up feeling ready to paaaarty. Kristen Wiig style. Bonus: Just for today Skimm'rs get a special discount off the price tag. Party like it's your birthday and
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get in on it here.*
For when you find a $20 bill...
Is there a catch here? Not always. Skimm A's favorite way to get some extra cash money - Ebates - seems almost too good to be true. It's not. You get cash back at
thousands of retailers when you shop. Yes, really. Get into it here.*
*PS This is a sponsored post

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is putting on our sunglasses. Share theSkimm with your friend who's got a couple of pairs.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Go shawty, it's your birthday
*Tiya Nandi NY, *Alana Muller KS, *Rachel Kimmich KS, *Jenn D'Agostino CT, *Katherine Craven DC, *Stephanie Weiner DC, *David Moxlow MI, *Darcie David CO, *Anna Fagan TX, *Hena Vora GA, *Jamie Cooper FL, *Alexia
Sikora DC, *Sherry Lin TX, *Meg Fagan OH, *Marilyn Buresh NE, *Michelle Meador OR, *Karoline Kinjorski MI, *Melanie Foster MI, *Jocelyn Salvador TX, *Mary Kate McCurdy NY, *Allyson Savin DC, *Bri Gaston-Bell IN, *Clare
Schober WI, *Nicole Hauptman PA, *Tessa Meland IN, *Suzanna Seargeant TX, *Rory McKenzie TX, *Genny Tankosich PA, *Kaitlyn Skinner TX, *Clare Sanchez LA, *Missi Martin TN, *Leah Farkas NY, *Amy Ludwig NC,
*Megan Caruso IL, *Sarah Tambling CA, *Kimberly Conner NY, *Jennifer Stubbs PA, *Shanthi Appelo TN, *Erica Tetsworth CA, *Aimee Slavensky CA, *Kristine Mitchell MN, *Jodi Clark ID, Sally Zemmol NY, Bo Moore GA,
Katie Kooser IL, Avery Bedics PA, Laura Jones OH, Caitlin Chamberlain DC, Dotti O'Donnell PA, Alyssa Pena TX, Ryan Spoon CT, Angi Evert GA, Zehal Shroff GA, Roxanna Sikavi WA, Johanna Gawronski IL, Paul Crowther
CA, Annie Schmid IL, Lori Obel PA, Sarah Little AR, Annie Fox UK, Haley Horaney CA, Madeline Johnson NY, Thomas Countz NY, Joy Horton KY, Lisa McGrain IL, Susan Norris PA, Kristen Nichols-Cooper SC, Lynn FieldKarsh CA, Diandra D'Amico NY, Maryann Sowell NJ, Shelly Alexander KS, Morgan Hennessy NY, Robin Nelson FL, Siana Adrian MN, Michelle Wallace NC, Hilary Welter IN, Audrey Sutton TX, Sarah Cadman PA, Isabel
Lindsay NY, Sarah Elizabeth Cleveland AL, Cathy Richardson IN, Raven Lewis MS, Buffy Zwirner CA, Caroline Galbraith MA, Tom Kalisky CA, Dana Libov NY, Kara Delenick MD, Howard Weinstein FL, Brett Wagner CA,
Mirriam Barazangi TX, Jackie Moore NY, Kristin McCormack NY, Linda Musumeci NY, Stephanie Lawrence TX, Hannah Ludy GA, Nikki Smith OK, Jackie Freiberg PA, Hilarie Blaney OK, Laura Neitz NY, Lauren Meyer TX,
Rachel Price IL, Alice Brewer MO, Brian Anthis TN, Erin Nordquist Miller CA, Sandy Brewer FL, Gail Wodowski MI, Connie Spong-Brandys IL, Eby Harvey TX, Jessica Darpino NY, Jacklyn Romaka NY, Lauren Jacob IL, Peter
Siegel GA, Mary Shanahan IL, Breanne Gibson ON, Rachel Batson CA, Kim Lieb IL, Jane Wolfson MA, Gina Johnson-Higgins KY, Nancy Hawley WA, Hannah Butler OH, Marla Levinson MA, Alexandra Pioggia SC, Macy
Hannan MI, Kayleigh Bush CA, Kelsey Hirsch MA, Jaime Gelman NY, Kim Nicholl PA, Bobbi Rini FL, Mindy Pedersen WI, Chelsea Rowley MI, Stephanie Jacobs IL, Mitch Colleran NY, Katie Fallon MA, Holly Crisson FL,
Melissa Clark WV, Vanessa Henry TX, Susan Loh NY, Sara Dart MI, Diane Patricia Redman-Heath, Monica Weimer NJ, Erin Malone TX, Margaret Kurtz NY, Christen Ryan IN, Annie Lillquist NY, Heather Ragsdale TX, Rebeca
Sandel NH, Victoria Celis TX, Samantha Collingsworth TX, Emma Holland MN, Cheryl Bethe HI, Samantha Perez NY
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2018 04:45:11 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: I don't go looking for trouble
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while syncing our cals with the big primary elections

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Ladies always get shy in front of me" - Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson on why he's impressed with a fan's promposal. I'm not blushing you're blushing.

THINGS HAPPENING FAR AWAY
Nicaragua
The Story
Yesterday, Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega scrapped changes to the social security system after at least 25 people were killed in anti-government protests.
Tell me more.
Last week, Ortega announced he wanted to increase what workers are paying into social security...but cut down on what retirees are getting in return. That set off
nationwide protests, with accusations of some rioting and looting. The police cracked down hard, apparently using tear gas and shooting protesters. One journalist
covering the protests was shot and killed. Yesterday, Ortega said he's canceling the planned changes.
theSkimm
Nicaragua's social security system could run out of cash as early as next year. This problem will come back sooner rather than later.

Afghanistan
The Story
Yesterday, a suicide bomber killed at least 57 people and injured more than 100 at a voter registration center in Kabul.
Tell me more.
For years, Afghanistan's parliamentary elections have been delayed. They're finally scheduled to happen in October. Voter registration kicked off earlier this month, but
not that many people have showed up. That might be because there have been attacks on the registration centers. Like this latest one in the country's capital. ISIS
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claimed responsibility.
Anything else?
Another bomb detonated in northern Afghanistan near another registration center, killing at least five people. No one has claimed responsibility.
theSkimm
These attacks are threatening Afghanistan's already-fragile democracy.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear Mitt Romney's still trying to get a GOP nomination...
In it for the long haul. Yesterday, former NYC Mayor Michael Bloomberg said he'd write a $4.5 million check to help the US keep its commitment to the Paris climate
agreement. Back in 2015, almost every single country on the planet agreed on a joint plan to fight global warming. Last year, President Trump said he's pulling the US out
of the deal. He said the agreement unfairly restricts the US's coal industry but gives China a pass. Now, Bloomberg's saying he'll fill the funding gap from the US
withdrawing. He's hoping Trump will change his mind, stay in the Paris agreement, and foot the bill next year.

What to say to your friend with the tropical house playlist...
Still thinking about this. On Friday, Avicii was found dead while on vacation in Oman. He was 28. It's unclear how the Swedish DJ - whose real name was Tim Bergling died. But authorities have ruled out anything criminal. You know Avicii for "Levels" and "Wake Me Up" and on and on. He made EDM more mainstream, and became one
of the world's biggest DJs in the process. But Avicii dealt with mental and physical health struggles, including anxiety and pancreatitis, which he blamed on heavy
drinking. Two years ago, he stopped performing live music to focus on his health. RIP.

What to say while watching the "Westworld" premiere...
I choose to see the beauty. French President Emmanuel Macron wants the US to see the beauty in the Iran nuclear deal. Back in 2015, the US and several other
countries shook on a deal to get Iran's nuclear program in check. But President Trump thinks the deal needs edits and has threatened to pull out altogether. Today,
Macron's coming to Washington, DC. On the agenda: trying to keep the deal intact. Guess who's paying attention? North Korea. Over the weekend, the country said it
was ending its missile and nuclear tests - and shutting down its testing site. North Korean leader Kim Jong Un's prepping to meet with Trump in the next couple of weeks
and potentially talk about dropping the country's nuclear program.
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What to say when the door greeter asks if you're on the list...
Sure am. But the long-nosed bat isn't anymore. It just got off the endangered species list. For decades, it was threatened by people in the US and Mexico messing with its
favorite food source: agave. That's until one guy worked hard to save the bats by getting tequila farmers to agree to let the bats feed on a portion of the agave plants
used for their tequila production. Last week, the bat was taken off of the US endangered species list. It's the first bat species to do so. Cheers.

What to say while watching the Kensington Palace Twitter feed...
Looks like Pippa's next.

SKIMM MORE
Last year, the FCC voted to repeal net neutrality. Today, that repeal officially begins. If you need a refresher on what this debate is, and why it's so important, we've
Skimm'd it for you.

SKIMM PICKS
For when your friend says they're going to skip the polls this year...
No Excuses. It's an election year, and a lot happens before the November midterms. We made you a calendar so you know when all the major primaries are happening,
and more about the candidates on the ballot. And we're making it free for all Skimm'rs. Get it here.
PS: Our cals are normally part of our paid app, which will have even more elections coverage leading up to midterms. If you want to stay on top of it all, make sure you
get the app here.
For when it's your birthday...
Cry if you want to. Or sleep. Casper's got a birthday this week too. And is celebrating with these mattresses, which have extra support for your back so you get a good
snooze and wake up feeling ready to paaaarty. Kristen Wiig style. Bonus: Just for today Skimm'rs get a special discount off the price tag. Party like it's your birthday and
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get in on it here.*
For when you find a $20 bill...
Is there a catch here? Not always. Skimm A's favorite way to get some extra cash money - Ebates - seems almost too good to be true. It's not. You get cash back at
thousands of retailers when you shop. Yes, really. Get into it here.*
*PS This is a sponsored post

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is putting on our sunglasses. Share theSkimm with your friend who's got a couple of pairs.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Go shawty, it's your birthday
*Tiya Nandi NY, *Alana Muller KS, *Rachel Kimmich KS, *Jenn D'Agostino CT, *Katherine Craven DC, *Stephanie Weiner DC, *David Moxlow MI, *Darcie David CO, *Anna Fagan TX, *Hena Vora GA, *Jamie Cooper FL, *Alexia
Sikora DC, *Sherry Lin TX, *Meg Fagan OH, *Marilyn Buresh NE, *Michelle Meador OR, *Karoline Kinjorski MI, *Melanie Foster MI, *Jocelyn Salvador TX, *Mary Kate McCurdy NY, *Allyson Savin DC, *Bri Gaston-Bell IN, *Clare
Schober WI, *Nicole Hauptman PA, *Tessa Meland IN, *Suzanna Seargeant TX, *Rory McKenzie TX, *Genny Tankosich PA, *Kaitlyn Skinner TX, *Clare Sanchez LA, *Missi Martin TN, *Leah Farkas NY, *Amy Ludwig NC,
*Megan Caruso IL, *Sarah Tambling CA, *Kimberly Conner NY, *Jennifer Stubbs PA, *Shanthi Appelo TN, *Erica Tetsworth CA, *Aimee Slavensky CA, *Kristine Mitchell MN, *Jodi Clark ID, Sally Zemmol NY, Bo Moore GA,
Katie Kooser IL, Avery Bedics PA, Laura Jones OH, Caitlin Chamberlain DC, Dotti O'Donnell PA, Alyssa Pena TX, Ryan Spoon CT, Angi Evert GA, Zehal Shroff GA, Roxanna Sikavi WA, Johanna Gawronski IL, Paul Crowther
CA, Annie Schmid IL, Lori Obel PA, Sarah Little AR, Annie Fox UK, Haley Horaney CA, Madeline Johnson NY, Thomas Countz NY, Joy Horton KY, Lisa McGrain IL, Susan Norris PA, Kristen Nichols-Cooper SC, Lynn FieldKarsh CA, Diandra D'Amico NY, Maryann Sowell NJ, Shelly Alexander KS, Morgan Hennessy NY, Robin Nelson FL, Siana Adrian MN, Michelle Wallace NC, Hilary Welter IN, Audrey Sutton TX, Sarah Cadman PA, Isabel
Lindsay NY, Sarah Elizabeth Cleveland AL, Cathy Richardson IN, Raven Lewis MS, Buffy Zwirner CA, Caroline Galbraith MA, Tom Kalisky CA, Dana Libov NY, Kara Delenick MD, Howard Weinstein FL, Brett Wagner CA,
Mirriam Barazangi TX, Jackie Moore NY, Kristin McCormack NY, Linda Musumeci NY, Stephanie Lawrence TX, Hannah Ludy GA, Nikki Smith OK, Jackie Freiberg PA, Hilarie Blaney OK, Laura Neitz NY, Lauren Meyer TX,
Rachel Price IL, Alice Brewer MO, Brian Anthis TN, Erin Nordquist Miller CA, Sandy Brewer FL, Gail Wodowski MI, Connie Spong-Brandys IL, Eby Harvey TX, Jessica Darpino NY, Jacklyn Romaka NY, Lauren Jacob IL, Peter
Siegel GA, Mary Shanahan IL, Breanne Gibson ON, Rachel Batson CA, Kim Lieb IL, Jane Wolfson MA, Gina Johnson-Higgins KY, Nancy Hawley WA, Hannah Butler OH, Marla Levinson MA, Alexandra Pioggia SC, Macy
Hannan MI, Kayleigh Bush CA, Kelsey Hirsch MA, Jaime Gelman NY, Kim Nicholl PA, Bobbi Rini FL, Mindy Pedersen WI, Chelsea Rowley MI, Stephanie Jacobs IL, Mitch Colleran NY, Katie Fallon MA, Holly Crisson FL,
Melissa Clark WV, Vanessa Henry TX, Susan Loh NY, Sara Dart MI, Diane Patricia Redman-Heath, Monica Weimer NJ, Erin Malone TX, Margaret Kurtz NY, Christen Ryan IN, Annie Lillquist NY, Heather Ragsdale TX, Rebeca
Sandel NH, Victoria Celis TX, Samantha Collingsworth TX, Emma Holland MN, Cheryl Bethe HI, Samantha Perez NY
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while syncing our cals with the big primary elections

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Ladies always get shy in front of me" - Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson on why he's impressed with a fan's promposal. I'm not blushing you're blushing.

THINGS HAPPENING FAR AWAY
Nicaragua
The Story
Yesterday, Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega scrapped changes to the social security system after at least 25 people were killed in anti-government protests.
Tell me more.
Last week, Ortega announced he wanted to increase what workers are paying into social security...but cut down on what retirees are getting in return. That set off
nationwide protests, with accusations of some rioting and looting. The police cracked down hard, apparently using tear gas and shooting protesters. One journalist
covering the protests was shot and killed. Yesterday, Ortega said he's canceling the planned changes.
theSkimm
Nicaragua's social security system could run out of cash as early as next year. This problem will come back sooner rather than later.

Afghanistan
The Story
Yesterday, a suicide bomber killed at least 57 people and injured more than 100 at a voter registration center in Kabul.
Tell me more.
For years, Afghanistan's parliamentary elections have been delayed. They're finally scheduled to happen in October. Voter registration kicked off earlier this month, but
not that many people have showed up. That might be because there have been attacks on the registration centers. Like this latest one in the country's capital. ISIS
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claimed responsibility.
Anything else?
Another bomb detonated in northern Afghanistan near another registration center, killing at least five people. No one has claimed responsibility.
theSkimm
These attacks are threatening Afghanistan's already-fragile democracy.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear Mitt Romney's still trying to get a GOP nomination...
In it for the long haul. Yesterday, former NYC Mayor Michael Bloomberg said he'd write a $4.5 million check to help the US keep its commitment to the Paris climate
agreement. Back in 2015, almost every single country on the planet agreed on a joint plan to fight global warming. Last year, President Trump said he's pulling the US out
of the deal. He said the agreement unfairly restricts the US's coal industry but gives China a pass. Now, Bloomberg's saying he'll fill the funding gap from the US
withdrawing. He's hoping Trump will change his mind, stay in the Paris agreement, and foot the bill next year.

What to say to your friend with the tropical house playlist...
Still thinking about this. On Friday, Avicii was found dead while on vacation in Oman. He was 28. It's unclear how the Swedish DJ - whose real name was Tim Bergling died. But authorities have ruled out anything criminal. You know Avicii for "Levels" and "Wake Me Up" and on and on. He made EDM more mainstream, and became one
of the world's biggest DJs in the process. But Avicii dealt with mental and physical health struggles, including anxiety and pancreatitis, which he blamed on heavy
drinking. Two years ago, he stopped performing live music to focus on his health. RIP.

What to say while watching the "Westworld" premiere...
I choose to see the beauty. French President Emmanuel Macron wants the US to see the beauty in the Iran nuclear deal. Back in 2015, the US and several other
countries shook on a deal to get Iran's nuclear program in check. But President Trump thinks the deal needs edits and has threatened to pull out altogether. Today,
Macron's coming to Washington, DC. On the agenda: trying to keep the deal intact. Guess who's paying attention? North Korea. Over the weekend, the country said it
was ending its missile and nuclear tests - and shutting down its testing site. North Korean leader Kim Jong Un's prepping to meet with Trump in the next couple of weeks
and potentially talk about dropping the country's nuclear program.
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What to say when the door greeter asks if you're on the list...
Sure am. But the long-nosed bat isn't anymore. It just got off the endangered species list. For decades, it was threatened by people in the US and Mexico messing with its
favorite food source: agave. That's until one guy worked hard to save the bats by getting tequila farmers to agree to let the bats feed on a portion of the agave plants
used for their tequila production. Last week, the bat was taken off of the US endangered species list. It's the first bat species to do so. Cheers.

What to say while watching the Kensington Palace Twitter feed...
Looks like Pippa's next.

SKIMM MORE
Last year, the FCC voted to repeal net neutrality. Today, that repeal officially begins. If you need a refresher on what this debate is, and why it's so important, we've
Skimm'd it for you.

SKIMM PICKS
For when your friend says they're going to skip the polls this year...
No Excuses. It's an election year, and a lot happens before the November midterms. We made you a calendar so you know when all the major primaries are happening,
and more about the candidates on the ballot. And we're making it free for all Skimm'rs. Get it here.
PS: Our cals are normally part of our paid app, which will have even more elections coverage leading up to midterms. If you want to stay on top of it all, make sure you
get the app here.
For when it's your birthday...
Cry if you want to. Or sleep. Casper's got a birthday this week too. And is celebrating with these mattresses, which have extra support for your back so you get a good
snooze and wake up feeling ready to paaaarty. Kristen Wiig style. Bonus: Just for today Skimm'rs get a special discount off the price tag. Party like it's your birthday and
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get in on it here.*
For when you find a $20 bill...
Is there a catch here? Not always. Skimm A's favorite way to get some extra cash money - Ebates - seems almost too good to be true. It's not. You get cash back at
thousands of retailers when you shop. Yes, really. Get into it here.*
*PS This is a sponsored post

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is putting on our sunglasses. Share theSkimm with your friend who's got a couple of pairs.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Go shawty, it's your birthday
*Tiya Nandi NY, *Alana Muller KS, *Rachel Kimmich KS, *Jenn D'Agostino CT, *Katherine Craven DC, *Stephanie Weiner DC, *David Moxlow MI, *Darcie David CO, *Anna Fagan TX, *Hena Vora GA, *Jamie Cooper FL, *Alexia
Sikora DC, *Sherry Lin TX, *Meg Fagan OH, *Marilyn Buresh NE, *Michelle Meador OR, *Karoline Kinjorski MI, *Melanie Foster MI, *Jocelyn Salvador TX, *Mary Kate McCurdy NY, *Allyson Savin DC, *Bri Gaston-Bell IN, *Clare
Schober WI, *Nicole Hauptman PA, *Tessa Meland IN, *Suzanna Seargeant TX, *Rory McKenzie TX, *Genny Tankosich PA, *Kaitlyn Skinner TX, *Clare Sanchez LA, *Missi Martin TN, *Leah Farkas NY, *Amy Ludwig NC,
*Megan Caruso IL, *Sarah Tambling CA, *Kimberly Conner NY, *Jennifer Stubbs PA, *Shanthi Appelo TN, *Erica Tetsworth CA, *Aimee Slavensky CA, *Kristine Mitchell MN, *Jodi Clark ID, Sally Zemmol NY, Bo Moore GA,
Katie Kooser IL, Avery Bedics PA, Laura Jones OH, Caitlin Chamberlain DC, Dotti O'Donnell PA, Alyssa Pena TX, Ryan Spoon CT, Angi Evert GA, Zehal Shroff GA, Roxanna Sikavi WA, Johanna Gawronski IL, Paul Crowther
CA, Annie Schmid IL, Lori Obel PA, Sarah Little AR, Annie Fox UK, Haley Horaney CA, Madeline Johnson NY, Thomas Countz NY, Joy Horton KY, Lisa McGrain IL, Susan Norris PA, Kristen Nichols-Cooper SC, Lynn FieldKarsh CA, Diandra D'Amico NY, Maryann Sowell NJ, Shelly Alexander KS, Morgan Hennessy NY, Robin Nelson FL, Siana Adrian MN, Michelle Wallace NC, Hilary Welter IN, Audrey Sutton TX, Sarah Cadman PA, Isabel
Lindsay NY, Sarah Elizabeth Cleveland AL, Cathy Richardson IN, Raven Lewis MS, Buffy Zwirner CA, Caroline Galbraith MA, Tom Kalisky CA, Dana Libov NY, Kara Delenick MD, Howard Weinstein FL, Brett Wagner CA,
Mirriam Barazangi TX, Jackie Moore NY, Kristin McCormack NY, Linda Musumeci NY, Stephanie Lawrence TX, Hannah Ludy GA, Nikki Smith OK, Jackie Freiberg PA, Hilarie Blaney OK, Laura Neitz NY, Lauren Meyer TX,
Rachel Price IL, Alice Brewer MO, Brian Anthis TN, Erin Nordquist Miller CA, Sandy Brewer FL, Gail Wodowski MI, Connie Spong-Brandys IL, Eby Harvey TX, Jessica Darpino NY, Jacklyn Romaka NY, Lauren Jacob IL, Peter
Siegel GA, Mary Shanahan IL, Breanne Gibson ON, Rachel Batson CA, Kim Lieb IL, Jane Wolfson MA, Gina Johnson-Higgins KY, Nancy Hawley WA, Hannah Butler OH, Marla Levinson MA, Alexandra Pioggia SC, Macy
Hannan MI, Kayleigh Bush CA, Kelsey Hirsch MA, Jaime Gelman NY, Kim Nicholl PA, Bobbi Rini FL, Mindy Pedersen WI, Chelsea Rowley MI, Stephanie Jacobs IL, Mitch Colleran NY, Katie Fallon MA, Holly Crisson FL,
Melissa Clark WV, Vanessa Henry TX, Susan Loh NY, Sara Dart MI, Diane Patricia Redman-Heath, Monica Weimer NJ, Erin Malone TX, Margaret Kurtz NY, Christen Ryan IN, Annie Lillquist NY, Heather Ragsdale TX, Rebeca
Sandel NH, Victoria Celis TX, Samantha Collingsworth TX, Emma Holland MN, Cheryl Bethe HI, Samantha Perez NY
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 04:45:35 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: I invented Post-Its
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>

APRIL 2, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while crashing on the basics of doing our taxes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Excellent communication skills" - A requirement for the lifeguard position at a nudist campground. It's all about maintaining eye contact.

SACRAMENTO
The Story
Protests continue over the death of Stephon Clark.
Back up.
Last month, police officers in Sacramento, CA killed the 22-year-old black man in his grandma's backyard while responding to a call about someone breaking into car
windows. At first, police said Clark had been facing them when they opened fire, and that they thought he had a gun in his hands. It was an iPhone. After the shooting,
both officers put their body cams on mute before the footage ends. On Friday, a private autopsy requested by the Clark family was released. The results show he was
shot eight times - mostly in the back. This contradicts official police reports.
What's happening now?
For days, protesters have been calling for police reform, and for the officers involved to be fired. Also...over the weekend at a vigil in Sacramento, a woman was hit by a
sheriff's car - which appears to drive away after. Sacramento police say they are investigating.
Anything else?
On Friday, the Baton Rouge Police Department fired one of the officers who shot and killed Alton Sterling in 2016 for violating use-of-force rules. And released more
footage of the incident that shows the officer threatening to shoot Sterling seconds into the encounter. Interesting timing, since last week Louisiana officials said they
would not charge the officers involved.
theSkimm
Clark's death, and the disturbing new details about the circumstances that led to Sterling's death, are bringing up all-too-familiar questions about race and policing in
America.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear about the Chinese space station that just hit earth...
Saw it coming. Just like these tariffs. Today, China's imposing tariffs on more than 120 US products, including pork, dried fruit, and wine. Last month, the Trump
administration hit pretty much all the countries with steel and aluminum tariffs. The goal being to protect US workers in these industries from foreign competition. Critics
said this could turn into a trade war - but President Trump doesn't seem worried. Later last month he told China, 'I'm not done with you.' He accused China of unfairly
getting access to US intellectual property. And said he's planning to hit China with major tariffs on things like their tech industry. China isn't down. Yesterday, they said
they were raising these tariffs - worth $3 billion - in response to the US's steel and aluminum tariffs. But they haven't responded to the threat of the tech tariffs - worth
around $50 billion. Now, they want the US to negotiate so we can all keep trading like we used to. TBD how that works out.

What to say when you see the Sinclair news anchors video...
Tuning out. But tuning into March Madness. Last night, Notre Dame beat Mississippi State and nabbed the school's second women's basketball championship. All thanks
to guard Arike Ogunbowale's last-second three. The Irish were down for most of the game. MS State's star center Teaira McCowan was dominating. Until everything was
all tied up and Ogunbowale pulled off a buzzer beater. Again. Tonight, the final two men's teams take the court. It's No. 3 Michigan v No. 1 Villanova. Michigan crushed
Loyola-Chicago's Cinderella dreams to get here. Sorry, Sister Jean. Villanova dribbled circles around Kansas - and set a record for number of three-pointers in the Final
Four. Now the Wildcats are hoping for their second championship in three seasons. Alley-oop there it is.
PS: Don't miss the final game. Our app gives you a heads up when big events like this are going down. Get it here.

What to say to your friend who needs a new wedding guest outfit...
Maybe avoid Saks. Yesterday, a cybersecurity firm said Saks Fifth Avenue and Lord & Taylor - which are owned by the same company - were hacked. And that the
hackers stole more than five million credit and debit card numbers. It gets worse: they also started selling some of them online. They apparently pulled it off by installing a
certain software in cash register systems. Looks like it only affected people who bought things in stores, not online. But don't worry, it's not like it's been happening for
almost a full year. Oh wait.
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What people are talking about...
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Over the weekend, a massive protest along the border of Gaza turned violent. Gaza is a Palestinian-held territory that Israel's blockaded
for years. Palestinians planned this protest for the next six weeks to call on Israel to lift the blockade and let them return to homes on Israel's side that they say are theirs.
Israel says some protesters got rowdy and threw rocks and Molotov cocktails. Israeli forces used tear gas and gunfire in response, killing at least 15 Palestinians and
injuring more than 1,400. It was the deadliest day in the conflict in years. Now the EU and UN are calling for an investigation. Israel's saying 'not necessary.' And that its
military mostly shot at members of Hamas, an Islamist militant group that runs Gaza.

What to say when everyone's raving about "Jesus Christ Superstar Live"...
Good stuff. Just like Environmental Protection Agency head Scott Pruitt's sweet condo deal.

This year, theSkimm is going deep on topics you told us you wanted more of. Like your health (see here. More to come). And now, your finances. Meet, Skimm Money.
This week is all about taxes because that due date is only weeks away. And there's a lot you need to hand over to The Man.
First up, the basics. Tax Day is different this year. So update your cal, and say hello to April 17. Here's what's on your to-do list for that day:
File your tax return: April 17 is the last day to do it. For many people, you're submitting a 1040: your way to settle with the gov who needs to Venmo who, and how
much. If you need to hit snooze, file this guy. You'll have six more months to do it - clock starts now.
Contribute to an IRA: April 17 is also the last day to get as much as you can into an IRA for 2017 - a way to save for retirement and push off paying some taxes. Even if
you have a 401(k), people like IRAs because they often have more investment choices. But reminder: you have to let it sit. You often can't touch that money for
years...unless you wanna pay a fine.
Pay estimated taxes for 2018: If you're self-employed, you have to pay the gov your first round of estimated taxes for 2018. Too. Much. Fun.
- That's not all. We Skimm'd the dates and forms you need to get to filing.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you can't concentrate on your bracket and work at the same time...
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Multitasking is hard. Sleep on it. These Casper mattresses will give you the zzzz's you need for a more productive day. Balls in the air, handled. Plus, Skimm'rs get
something big off the price tag. Get it here.*
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
It's peak madness. Tonight someone cuts down a net and does a lap to "One Shining Moment." And you can still win just for getting someone to sign up for the Daily
Skimm. Every person you sign up is an entry to win. Today's prize is $500 to Adidas, an Apple Watch, and three SoulCycle classes. Score. And to last week's winner,
check your inbox. Questions? Answers.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Balloons for you
Andrew Labovitz GA, Fred Barbara IL, Donald Dwares FL, Michael Zinner FL, Ron Stocknopf Ben-Zeev FL, Mike PatellaPA, Carey Pepper NY, Cameron Carpenter TN, Janice Sin NY, Caroline Breed NY,*Meg Montecalvo FL,
*Sophie De Lancie CA, *Heidi Sandell MN, *Jessica Jackson GA, *Wynne Henderson TX, *Heidi Langan CT, *Ashlee Valletta CA, *Amanda Sarbey UF, *Morgan Liu CA, *Tucker Roberts, *Claire Ritten IL, *DeLinda Parker TX,
*Arielle Schwartz, *Ann Ellis GA, *Rachael Bedell IA, *Joo Hyun Ha NY, *Stacy Yam, *Hillary Hafke CA, *Lauren Keating NY, *Meghan Ebbert PA, *Margaret Mary Stephany IL, *Cyndi Briggs NC,Al Gore DC,*Chelsea Kennedy
WA, *Sarah Beth Romanik PA, *Spencer Cutler NY, *Meghana Jayam PA, *Abdurrahman Darvesh GA, *Bethany Parent MO, *Kati Kenney WV, *Katherine Ponce TX, *Meg D'Incecco NY, *Mckenzie Halling WI, *Weisblatt TX,
*Alexandra Montano WA, *Lauren Mazzei DC, *Tori Frecentese CO, *Kristin Obermeyer CA, *Emily Avellana IL, *Shannon Maanum WI, *Connor Killion CA, *Alicia Kenny MI, *Pearl Bayda CAN, *Alexandra Sonnenblick CO,
Christopher Meloni, *Leslie Shelton AK, *Alena Mazotas CT, *Katie Schroeder NM, *Brianna LaBrecque NY, *Tina Fleming MI, *Erica McMenamin CO, *Samantha Cooper MD, *Alexandra Nuzhdin NY, *Erin Young IA, *Debran
O'Neil TX, *Alexa Graziolli IL, *Janine Sparks CA, *Miesha Swensen WA, *Emily Curl GA, *Jessica Fox PA, *Beth Kerrick KY, *Simret Aklilu MD, *Anelisa Fergus CT, *Jane Randel NJ, *Stacie Echelbarger WA, *Macy
Wauligman OH, *Meaghan Paschall CA, *Andrea Brea NY, *Jessica Vest, *Maddie Colosimo UT, *Nikki Hughes SC, *Elizabeth Olsem IA, *Kathleen Krilanovich FL, *Taylor Searels AL, *Taylor Adams IL, Carlie Mack TX, Karen
Pereira MD, Shannon Tuohy, Trudy Hovland CAN, Jennifer Hulit NJ, Susan Merschman IA, Patrick Shields NY, Margaret Link CA, Molly Montgomery PA, Jess Rezac MO, Laura Hobbs CT, Natalie Fielder TX, Maureen Gilroy
PA, Paige Brody MD, Cori Futrovsky SC, Cate Szabo FL, Kathlyne Wagner MD, Leigh Nelson OH, Susan Schachter MA, Vickie Soffer MD, Patti Keegan CT, Karin McDowell IL, Jean Cooley VA, Marianne Markey UK, Amy
Melnikoff FL, Cathryn Hamilton IN, Aleah James GA, Rosie Conway IL, Jamie Segal NY, Richard DeCoster FL, Judson Farrell NE, Elisa Edelberg NY, Katie Oppenheimer CO, Katy Connealy Weber DC, Tracey Grimm, Kate
Dougherty IL, Brittany Adams, Nicole Lavella CA, Kelly Haywood LA, Virginia Maddrey SC, April Lo MD, Kali Falvo SC, Theresa Watts CA, Al Williams NC, Lindsay Fisher MA, Roget Lerner NY, Isabel De Lara MX, Maeve
Flanagan MO, Manuel Kopelowitz FL, Christine Bissinger IA, Ilene Cranin NY, Bradley Ross CA, Caroline Lobo GA, Sarah Millard CO, Mary Fran Weber VA, Carey Pepper NY, Valerie Harvey FL, Chanel Edens FL, Courtney
Goodloe VA, Sheila Bishoff MD, Karen Alvarez AL, Jill McGriff FL, Jen Luty CT, Becky Fitzsimmons PA, Kyra Matsil NY, Chelsea Weed CAN, Heather Freitag NJ, Jen Jyraffe Acker NY, Adam Erickson GA, Miranda Tang CA,
Alyssa Baker VA, Elle Harris CA, Laurel Donahoo MS, Jennifer Baggett GA, Julianne Skoner PA, Kira Brandman NY, Kerry Takahashi NY, Jeanne Hammerstrom OH, Ruth Snedeker TX, Trish Lindler TN, Mark D'Agostino DC,
Leanna Range MS, Jamie-Lee Green MO, Brianna Barnes NY, Constance Williamson KY, Alexia Sikora DC, Whitney Campbell TX, Jessica Block OK, Jordana Kaminetsky NY, Ali Greenberg PA, Danielle Ruggia NJ, MacKenzie
Harris IN, Candice Cobuzzi, Melissa Berger CA, Brooke Semenza NY, Kate Ranney PA, Lauren Ennett MN, Diana Vining NC, Tracie Dickerson OK, Jen Shields PA, Cali Jo Kiel TX, Ryan Wendt TX, Travis Odom IN, Jake
Gottsegen FL, Liv Golden NY, Carla Storey TX, Jen Tolin VA, Lesley Ridge PA, Samantha Sparks WI, Yelena Ryabenkiy FL, Gabrielle Giles SC, Lauren Pendergast NJ, Mary Hill VA, Jen Velasquez FL, Lauren Bentley PA, Nikki
Hughes SC, Joseph Smith TN, Deborah Parker NC, Abbey Carter IA, Claudia Frankel NJ, Jordan Luguerre OR, Jose Maria Rivas TX, David Grout NY, Christina Snyder GA, Sarah Wickman CO, Mark Soderberg IL, Amy Rider
VA, Sue Langley NC, Emily Crowder UT, Debbie Stern MI, Melissa Lekus CA, Nicole Sanders TX, Julie McCormack MA, Victoria Behnen KS, Reid Kersey GA, Kyle Schuerger NY, Anne Kern, Tania Eslava, Erin Stafford MI,
Bruno Simoes DC, Fred Barbara IL, Kate Lindstrom NE, Natalie Bratsch OR
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 04:23:53 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: I invented Post-Its
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

APRIL 2, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while crashing on the basics of doing our taxes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Excellent communication skills" - A requirement for the lifeguard position at a nudist campground. It's all about maintaining eye contact.

SACRAMENTO
The Story
Protests continue over the death of Stephon Clark.
Back up.
Last month, police officers in Sacramento, CA killed the 22-year-old black man in his grandma's backyard while responding to a call about someone breaking into car
windows. At first, police said Clark had been facing them when they opened fire, and that they thought he had a gun in his hands. It was an iPhone. After the shooting,
both officers put their body cams on mute before the footage ends. On Friday, a private autopsy requested by the Clark family was released. The results show he was
shot eight times - mostly in the back. This contradicts official police reports.
What's happening now?
For days, protesters have been calling for police reform, and for the officers involved to be fired. Also...over the weekend at a vigil in Sacramento, a woman was hit by a
sheriff's car - which appears to drive away after. Sacramento police say they are investigating.
Anything else?
On Friday, the Baton Rouge Police Department fired one of the officers who shot and killed Alton Sterling in 2016 for violating use-of-force rules. And released more
footage of the incident that shows the officer threatening to shoot Sterling seconds into the encounter. Interesting timing, since last week Louisiana officials said they
would not charge the officers involved.
theSkimm
Clark's death, and the disturbing new details about the circumstances that led to Sterling's death, are bringing up all-too-familiar questions about race and policing in
America.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear about the Chinese space station that just hit earth...
Saw it coming. Just like these tariffs. Today, China's imposing tariffs on more than 120 US products, including pork, dried fruit, and wine. Last month, the Trump
administration hit pretty much all the countries with steel and aluminum tariffs. The goal being to protect US workers in these industries from foreign competition. Critics
said this could turn into a trade war - but President Trump doesn't seem worried. Later last month he told China, 'I'm not done with you.' He accused China of unfairly
getting access to US intellectual property. And said he's planning to hit China with major tariffs on things like their tech industry. China isn't down. Yesterday, they said
they were raising these tariffs - worth $3 billion - in response to the US's steel and aluminum tariffs. But they haven't responded to the threat of the tech tariffs - worth
around $50 billion. Now, they want the US to negotiate so we can all keep trading like we used to. TBD how that works out.

What to say when you see the Sinclair news anchors video...
Tuning out. But tuning into March Madness. Last night, Notre Dame beat Mississippi State and nabbed the school's second women's basketball championship. All thanks
to guard Arike Ogunbowale's last-second three. The Irish were down for most of the game. MS State's star center Teaira McCowan was dominating. Until everything was
all tied up and Ogunbowale pulled off a buzzer beater. Again. Tonight, the final two men's teams take the court. It's No. 3 Michigan v No. 1 Villanova. Michigan crushed
Loyola-Chicago's Cinderella dreams to get here. Sorry, Sister Jean. Villanova dribbled circles around Kansas - and set a record for number of three-pointers in the Final
Four. Now the Wildcats are hoping for their second championship in three seasons. Alley-oop there it is.
PS: Don't miss the final game. Our app gives you a heads up when big events like this are going down. Get it here.

What to say to your friend who needs a new wedding guest outfit...
Maybe avoid Saks. Yesterday, a cybersecurity firm said Saks Fifth Avenue and Lord & Taylor - which are owned by the same company - were hacked. And that the
hackers stole more than five million credit and debit card numbers. It gets worse: they also started selling some of them online. They apparently pulled it off by installing a
certain software in cash register systems. Looks like it only affected people who bought things in stores, not online. But don't worry, it's not like it's been happening for
almost a full year. Oh wait.
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What people are talking about...
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Over the weekend, a massive protest along the border of Gaza turned violent. Gaza is a Palestinian-held territory that Israel's blockaded
for years. Palestinians planned this protest for the next six weeks to call on Israel to lift the blockade and let them return to homes on Israel's side that they say are theirs.
Israel says some protesters got rowdy and threw rocks and Molotov cocktails. Israeli forces used tear gas and gunfire in response, killing at least 15 Palestinians and
injuring more than 1,400. It was the deadliest day in the conflict in years. Now the EU and UN are calling for an investigation. Israel's saying 'not necessary.' And that its
military mostly shot at members of Hamas, an Islamist militant group that runs Gaza.

What to say when everyone's raving about "Jesus Christ Superstar Live"...
Good stuff. Just like Environmental Protection Agency head Scott Pruitt's sweet condo deal.

This year, theSkimm is going deep on topics you told us you wanted more of. Like your health (see here. More to come). And now, your finances. Meet, Skimm Money.
This week is all about taxes because that due date is only weeks away. And there's a lot you need to hand over to The Man.
First up, the basics. Tax Day is different this year. So update your cal, and say hello to April 17. Here's what's on your to-do list for that day:
File your tax return: April 17 is the last day to do it. For many people, you're submitting a 1040: your way to settle with the gov who needs to Venmo who, and how
much. If you need to hit snooze, file this guy. You'll have six more months to do it - clock starts now.
Contribute to an IRA: April 17 is also the last day to get as much as you can into an IRA for 2017 - a way to save for retirement and push off paying some taxes. Even if
you have a 401(k), people like IRAs because they often have more investment choices. But reminder: you have to let it sit. You often can't touch that money for
years...unless you wanna pay a fine.
Pay estimated taxes for 2018: If you're self-employed, you have to pay the gov your first round of estimated taxes for 2018. Too. Much. Fun.
- That's not all. We Skimm'd the dates and forms you need to get to filing.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you can't concentrate on your bracket and work at the same time...
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Multitasking is hard. Sleep on it. These Casper mattresses will give you the zzzz's you need for a more productive day. Balls in the air, handled. Plus, Skimm'rs get
something big off the price tag. Get it here.*
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
It's peak madness. Tonight someone cuts down a net and does a lap to "One Shining Moment." And you can still win just for getting someone to sign up for the Daily
Skimm. Every person you sign up is an entry to win. Today's prize is $500 to Adidas, an Apple Watch, and three SoulCycle classes. Score. And to last week's winner,
check your inbox. Questions? Answers.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Balloons for you
Andrew Labovitz GA, Fred Barbara IL, Donald Dwares FL, Michael Zinner FL, Ron Stocknopf Ben-Zeev FL, Mike PatellaPA, Carey Pepper NY, Cameron Carpenter TN, Janice Sin NY, Caroline Breed NY,*Meg Montecalvo FL,
*Sophie De Lancie CA, *Heidi Sandell MN, *Jessica Jackson GA, *Wynne Henderson TX, *Heidi Langan CT, *Ashlee Valletta CA, *Amanda Sarbey UF, *Morgan Liu CA, *Tucker Roberts, *Claire Ritten IL, *DeLinda Parker TX,
*Arielle Schwartz, *Ann Ellis GA, *Rachael Bedell IA, *Joo Hyun Ha NY, *Stacy Yam, *Hillary Hafke CA, *Lauren Keating NY, *Meghan Ebbert PA, *Margaret Mary Stephany IL, *Cyndi Briggs NC,Al Gore DC,*Chelsea Kennedy
WA, *Sarah Beth Romanik PA, *Spencer Cutler NY, *Meghana Jayam PA, *Abdurrahman Darvesh GA, *Bethany Parent MO, *Kati Kenney WV, *Katherine Ponce TX, *Meg D'Incecco NY, *Mckenzie Halling WI, *Weisblatt TX,
*Alexandra Montano WA, *Lauren Mazzei DC, *Tori Frecentese CO, *Kristin Obermeyer CA, *Emily Avellana IL, *Shannon Maanum WI, *Connor Killion CA, *Alicia Kenny MI, *Pearl Bayda CAN, *Alexandra Sonnenblick CO,
Christopher Meloni, *Leslie Shelton AK, *Alena Mazotas CT, *Katie Schroeder NM, *Brianna LaBrecque NY, *Tina Fleming MI, *Erica McMenamin CO, *Samantha Cooper MD, *Alexandra Nuzhdin NY, *Erin Young IA, *Debran
O'Neil TX, *Alexa Graziolli IL, *Janine Sparks CA, *Miesha Swensen WA, *Emily Curl GA, *Jessica Fox PA, *Beth Kerrick KY, *Simret Aklilu MD, *Anelisa Fergus CT, *Jane Randel NJ, *Stacie Echelbarger WA, *Macy
Wauligman OH, *Meaghan Paschall CA, *Andrea Brea NY, *Jessica Vest, *Maddie Colosimo UT, *Nikki Hughes SC, *Elizabeth Olsem IA, *Kathleen Krilanovich FL, *Taylor Searels AL, *Taylor Adams IL, Carlie Mack TX, Karen
Pereira MD, Shannon Tuohy, Trudy Hovland CAN, Jennifer Hulit NJ, Susan Merschman IA, Patrick Shields NY, Margaret Link CA, Molly Montgomery PA, Jess Rezac MO, Laura Hobbs CT, Natalie Fielder TX, Maureen Gilroy
PA, Paige Brody MD, Cori Futrovsky SC, Cate Szabo FL, Kathlyne Wagner MD, Leigh Nelson OH, Susan Schachter MA, Vickie Soffer MD, Patti Keegan CT, Karin McDowell IL, Jean Cooley VA, Marianne Markey UK, Amy
Melnikoff FL, Cathryn Hamilton IN, Aleah James GA, Rosie Conway IL, Jamie Segal NY, Richard DeCoster FL, Judson Farrell NE, Elisa Edelberg NY, Katie Oppenheimer CO, Katy Connealy Weber DC, Tracey Grimm, Kate
Dougherty IL, Brittany Adams, Nicole Lavella CA, Kelly Haywood LA, Virginia Maddrey SC, April Lo MD, Kali Falvo SC, Theresa Watts CA, Al Williams NC, Lindsay Fisher MA, Roget Lerner NY, Isabel De Lara MX, Maeve
Flanagan MO, Manuel Kopelowitz FL, Christine Bissinger IA, Ilene Cranin NY, Bradley Ross CA, Caroline Lobo GA, Sarah Millard CO, Mary Fran Weber VA, Carey Pepper NY, Valerie Harvey FL, Chanel Edens FL, Courtney
Goodloe VA, Sheila Bishoff MD, Karen Alvarez AL, Jill McGriff FL, Jen Luty CT, Becky Fitzsimmons PA, Kyra Matsil NY, Chelsea Weed CAN, Heather Freitag NJ, Jen Jyraffe Acker NY, Adam Erickson GA, Miranda Tang CA,
Alyssa Baker VA, Elle Harris CA, Laurel Donahoo MS, Jennifer Baggett GA, Julianne Skoner PA, Kira Brandman NY, Kerry Takahashi NY, Jeanne Hammerstrom OH, Ruth Snedeker TX, Trish Lindler TN, Mark D'Agostino DC,
Leanna Range MS, Jamie-Lee Green MO, Brianna Barnes NY, Constance Williamson KY, Alexia Sikora DC, Whitney Campbell TX, Jessica Block OK, Jordana Kaminetsky NY, Ali Greenberg PA, Danielle Ruggia NJ, MacKenzie
Harris IN, Candice Cobuzzi, Melissa Berger CA, Brooke Semenza NY, Kate Ranney PA, Lauren Ennett MN, Diana Vining NC, Tracie Dickerson OK, Jen Shields PA, Cali Jo Kiel TX, Ryan Wendt TX, Travis Odom IN, Jake
Gottsegen FL, Liv Golden NY, Carla Storey TX, Jen Tolin VA, Lesley Ridge PA, Samantha Sparks WI, Yelena Ryabenkiy FL, Gabrielle Giles SC, Lauren Pendergast NJ, Mary Hill VA, Jen Velasquez FL, Lauren Bentley PA, Nikki
Hughes SC, Joseph Smith TN, Deborah Parker NC, Abbey Carter IA, Claudia Frankel NJ, Jordan Luguerre OR, Jose Maria Rivas TX, David Grout NY, Christina Snyder GA, Sarah Wickman CO, Mark Soderberg IL, Amy Rider
VA, Sue Langley NC, Emily Crowder UT, Debbie Stern MI, Melissa Lekus CA, Nicole Sanders TX, Julie McCormack MA, Victoria Behnen KS, Reid Kersey GA, Kyle Schuerger NY, Anne Kern, Tania Eslava, Erin Stafford MI,
Bruno Simoes DC, Fred Barbara IL, Kate Lindstrom NE, Natalie Bratsch OR
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Subject: Daily Skimm: I invented Post-Its
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while crashing on the basics of doing our taxes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Excellent communication skills" - A requirement for the lifeguard position at a nudist campground. It's all about maintaining eye contact.

SACRAMENTO
The Story
Protests continue over the death of Stephon Clark.
Back up.
Last month, police officers in Sacramento, CA killed the 22-year-old black man in his grandma's backyard while responding to a call about someone breaking into car
windows. At first, police said Clark had been facing them when they opened fire, and that they thought he had a gun in his hands. It was an iPhone. After the shooting,
both officers put their body cams on mute before the footage ends. On Friday, a private autopsy requested by the Clark family was released. The results show he was
shot eight times - mostly in the back. This contradicts official police reports.
What's happening now?
For days, protesters have been calling for police reform, and for the officers involved to be fired. Also...over the weekend at a vigil in Sacramento, a woman was hit by a
sheriff's car - which appears to drive away after. Sacramento police say they are investigating.
Anything else?
On Friday, the Baton Rouge Police Department fired one of the officers who shot and killed Alton Sterling in 2016 for violating use-of-force rules. And released more
footage of the incident that shows the officer threatening to shoot Sterling seconds into the encounter. Interesting timing, since last week Louisiana officials said they
would not charge the officers involved.
theSkimm
Clark's death, and the disturbing new details about the circumstances that led to Sterling's death, are bringing up all-too-familiar questions about race and policing in
America.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear about the Chinese space station that just hit earth...
Saw it coming. Just like these tariffs. Today, China's imposing tariffs on more than 120 US products, including pork, dried fruit, and wine. Last month, the Trump
administration hit pretty much all the countries with steel and aluminum tariffs. The goal being to protect US workers in these industries from foreign competition. Critics
said this could turn into a trade war - but President Trump doesn't seem worried. Later last month he told China, 'I'm not done with you.' He accused China of unfairly
getting access to US intellectual property. And said he's planning to hit China with major tariffs on things like their tech industry. China isn't down. Yesterday, they said
they were raising these tariffs - worth $3 billion - in response to the US's steel and aluminum tariffs. But they haven't responded to the threat of the tech tariffs - worth
around $50 billion. Now, they want the US to negotiate so we can all keep trading like we used to. TBD how that works out.

What to say when you see the Sinclair news anchors video...
Tuning out. But tuning into March Madness. Last night, Notre Dame beat Mississippi State and nabbed the school's second women's basketball championship. All thanks
to guard Arike Ogunbowale's last-second three. The Irish were down for most of the game. MS State's star center Teaira McCowan was dominating. Until everything was
all tied up and Ogunbowale pulled off a buzzer beater. Again. Tonight, the final two men's teams take the court. It's No. 3 Michigan v No. 1 Villanova. Michigan crushed
Loyola-Chicago's Cinderella dreams to get here. Sorry, Sister Jean. Villanova dribbled circles around Kansas - and set a record for number of three-pointers in the Final
Four. Now the Wildcats are hoping for their second championship in three seasons. Alley-oop there it is.
PS: Don't miss the final game. Our app gives you a heads up when big events like this are going down. Get it here.

What to say to your friend who needs a new wedding guest outfit...
Maybe avoid Saks. Yesterday, a cybersecurity firm said Saks Fifth Avenue and Lord & Taylor - which are owned by the same company - were hacked. And that the
hackers stole more than five million credit and debit card numbers. It gets worse: they also started selling some of them online. They apparently pulled it off by installing a
certain software in cash register systems. Looks like it only affected people who bought things in stores, not online. But don't worry, it's not like it's been happening for
almost a full year. Oh wait.
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What people are talking about...
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Over the weekend, a massive protest along the border of Gaza turned violent. Gaza is a Palestinian-held territory that Israel's blockaded
for years. Palestinians planned this protest for the next six weeks to call on Israel to lift the blockade and let them return to homes on Israel's side that they say are theirs.
Israel says some protesters got rowdy and threw rocks and Molotov cocktails. Israeli forces used tear gas and gunfire in response, killing at least 15 Palestinians and
injuring more than 1,400. It was the deadliest day in the conflict in years. Now the EU and UN are calling for an investigation. Israel's saying 'not necessary.' And that its
military mostly shot at members of Hamas, an Islamist militant group that runs Gaza.

What to say when everyone's raving about "Jesus Christ Superstar Live"...
Good stuff. Just like Environmental Protection Agency head Scott Pruitt's sweet condo deal.

This year, theSkimm is going deep on topics you told us you wanted more of. Like your health (see here. More to come). And now, your finances. Meet, Skimm Money.
This week is all about taxes because that due date is only weeks away. And there's a lot you need to hand over to The Man.
First up, the basics. Tax Day is different this year. So update your cal, and say hello to April 17. Here's what's on your to-do list for that day:
File your tax return: April 17 is the last day to do it. For many people, you're submitting a 1040: your way to settle with the gov who needs to Venmo who, and how
much. If you need to hit snooze, file this guy. You'll have six more months to do it - clock starts now.
Contribute to an IRA: April 17 is also the last day to get as much as you can into an IRA for 2017 - a way to save for retirement and push off paying some taxes. Even if
you have a 401(k), people like IRAs because they often have more investment choices. But reminder: you have to let it sit. You often can't touch that money for
years...unless you wanna pay a fine.
Pay estimated taxes for 2018: If you're self-employed, you have to pay the gov your first round of estimated taxes for 2018. Too. Much. Fun.
- That's not all. We Skimm'd the dates and forms you need to get to filing.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you can't concentrate on your bracket and work at the same time...
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Multitasking is hard. Sleep on it. These Casper mattresses will give you the zzzz's you need for a more productive day. Balls in the air, handled. Plus, Skimm'rs get
something big off the price tag. Get it here.*
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
It's peak madness. Tonight someone cuts down a net and does a lap to "One Shining Moment." And you can still win just for getting someone to sign up for the Daily
Skimm. Every person you sign up is an entry to win. Today's prize is $500 to Adidas, an Apple Watch, and three SoulCycle classes. Score. And to last week's winner,
check your inbox. Questions? Answers.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Balloons for you
Andrew Labovitz GA, Fred Barbara IL, Donald Dwares FL, Michael Zinner FL, Ron Stocknopf Ben-Zeev FL, Mike PatellaPA, Carey Pepper NY, Cameron Carpenter TN, Janice Sin NY, Caroline Breed NY,*Meg Montecalvo FL,
*Sophie De Lancie CA, *Heidi Sandell MN, *Jessica Jackson GA, *Wynne Henderson TX, *Heidi Langan CT, *Ashlee Valletta CA, *Amanda Sarbey UF, *Morgan Liu CA, *Tucker Roberts, *Claire Ritten IL, *DeLinda Parker TX,
*Arielle Schwartz, *Ann Ellis GA, *Rachael Bedell IA, *Joo Hyun Ha NY, *Stacy Yam, *Hillary Hafke CA, *Lauren Keating NY, *Meghan Ebbert PA, *Margaret Mary Stephany IL, *Cyndi Briggs NC,Al Gore DC,*Chelsea Kennedy
WA, *Sarah Beth Romanik PA, *Spencer Cutler NY, *Meghana Jayam PA, *Abdurrahman Darvesh GA, *Bethany Parent MO, *Kati Kenney WV, *Katherine Ponce TX, *Meg D'Incecco NY, *Mckenzie Halling WI, *Weisblatt TX,
*Alexandra Montano WA, *Lauren Mazzei DC, *Tori Frecentese CO, *Kristin Obermeyer CA, *Emily Avellana IL, *Shannon Maanum WI, *Connor Killion CA, *Alicia Kenny MI, *Pearl Bayda CAN, *Alexandra Sonnenblick CO,
Christopher Meloni, *Leslie Shelton AK, *Alena Mazotas CT, *Katie Schroeder NM, *Brianna LaBrecque NY, *Tina Fleming MI, *Erica McMenamin CO, *Samantha Cooper MD, *Alexandra Nuzhdin NY, *Erin Young IA, *Debran
O'Neil TX, *Alexa Graziolli IL, *Janine Sparks CA, *Miesha Swensen WA, *Emily Curl GA, *Jessica Fox PA, *Beth Kerrick KY, *Simret Aklilu MD, *Anelisa Fergus CT, *Jane Randel NJ, *Stacie Echelbarger WA, *Macy
Wauligman OH, *Meaghan Paschall CA, *Andrea Brea NY, *Jessica Vest, *Maddie Colosimo UT, *Nikki Hughes SC, *Elizabeth Olsem IA, *Kathleen Krilanovich FL, *Taylor Searels AL, *Taylor Adams IL, Carlie Mack TX, Karen
Pereira MD, Shannon Tuohy, Trudy Hovland CAN, Jennifer Hulit NJ, Susan Merschman IA, Patrick Shields NY, Margaret Link CA, Molly Montgomery PA, Jess Rezac MO, Laura Hobbs CT, Natalie Fielder TX, Maureen Gilroy
PA, Paige Brody MD, Cori Futrovsky SC, Cate Szabo FL, Kathlyne Wagner MD, Leigh Nelson OH, Susan Schachter MA, Vickie Soffer MD, Patti Keegan CT, Karin McDowell IL, Jean Cooley VA, Marianne Markey UK, Amy
Melnikoff FL, Cathryn Hamilton IN, Aleah James GA, Rosie Conway IL, Jamie Segal NY, Richard DeCoster FL, Judson Farrell NE, Elisa Edelberg NY, Katie Oppenheimer CO, Katy Connealy Weber DC, Tracey Grimm, Kate
Dougherty IL, Brittany Adams, Nicole Lavella CA, Kelly Haywood LA, Virginia Maddrey SC, April Lo MD, Kali Falvo SC, Theresa Watts CA, Al Williams NC, Lindsay Fisher MA, Roget Lerner NY, Isabel De Lara MX, Maeve
Flanagan MO, Manuel Kopelowitz FL, Christine Bissinger IA, Ilene Cranin NY, Bradley Ross CA, Caroline Lobo GA, Sarah Millard CO, Mary Fran Weber VA, Carey Pepper NY, Valerie Harvey FL, Chanel Edens FL, Courtney
Goodloe VA, Sheila Bishoff MD, Karen Alvarez AL, Jill McGriff FL, Jen Luty CT, Becky Fitzsimmons PA, Kyra Matsil NY, Chelsea Weed CAN, Heather Freitag NJ, Jen Jyraffe Acker NY, Adam Erickson GA, Miranda Tang CA,
Alyssa Baker VA, Elle Harris CA, Laurel Donahoo MS, Jennifer Baggett GA, Julianne Skoner PA, Kira Brandman NY, Kerry Takahashi NY, Jeanne Hammerstrom OH, Ruth Snedeker TX, Trish Lindler TN, Mark D'Agostino DC,
Leanna Range MS, Jamie-Lee Green MO, Brianna Barnes NY, Constance Williamson KY, Alexia Sikora DC, Whitney Campbell TX, Jessica Block OK, Jordana Kaminetsky NY, Ali Greenberg PA, Danielle Ruggia NJ, MacKenzie
Harris IN, Candice Cobuzzi, Melissa Berger CA, Brooke Semenza NY, Kate Ranney PA, Lauren Ennett MN, Diana Vining NC, Tracie Dickerson OK, Jen Shields PA, Cali Jo Kiel TX, Ryan Wendt TX, Travis Odom IN, Jake
Gottsegen FL, Liv Golden NY, Carla Storey TX, Jen Tolin VA, Lesley Ridge PA, Samantha Sparks WI, Yelena Ryabenkiy FL, Gabrielle Giles SC, Lauren Pendergast NJ, Mary Hill VA, Jen Velasquez FL, Lauren Bentley PA, Nikki
Hughes SC, Joseph Smith TN, Deborah Parker NC, Abbey Carter IA, Claudia Frankel NJ, Jordan Luguerre OR, Jose Maria Rivas TX, David Grout NY, Christina Snyder GA, Sarah Wickman CO, Mark Soderberg IL, Amy Rider
VA, Sue Langley NC, Emily Crowder UT, Debbie Stern MI, Melissa Lekus CA, Nicole Sanders TX, Julie McCormack MA, Victoria Behnen KS, Reid Kersey GA, Kyle Schuerger NY, Anne Kern, Tania Eslava, Erin Stafford MI,
Bruno Simoes DC, Fred Barbara IL, Kate Lindstrom NE, Natalie Bratsch OR
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2018 04:46:14 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: I make money moves
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd with coffee and this refresher on how to do our taxes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Deeply moved" - Kim Jong Un, feeling emotional after watching a performance by a South Korean K-pop group.

THINGS CRUNCHING THE NUMBERS
Teachers
The Story
Yesterday, thousands of teachers across Kentucky and Oklahoma turned out to protest for better compensation and education funding, forcing schools to close across
the two states.
theSkimm
These massive protests come after West Virginia teachers successfully protested for higher pay earlier this year. Arizona might be next.

Investors
The Story
The stock market had a rough case of the Mondays. There was President Trump's days-long tweetstorm about Amazon, which added to investor fears that tech co's are
headed for more gov regulation. Meanwhile, China's newly announced tariffs on some US goods didn't help things.
theSkimm
The stock market has been on the rise lately. But concerns about rising interest rates, a potential trade war, and growing distrust in tech suggests there might be more
turbulence to come. Making it an interesting time for Spotify to make its IPO debut today.
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DOJ
The Story
Attorney General Jeff Sessions wants immigration judges - who decide whether or not to deport people - to be evaluated on how quickly they process cases.
theSkimm
The DOJ says it's time to clear through a backlog of hundreds of thousands of cases. Critics say it rushes deportation decisions into what could be a matter of minutes.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you finish putting together an Ikea dresser...
Cue "One Shining Moment." Last night, No 1 Villanova crushed No 3 Michigan to become the March Madness champs. It caps off a preeetty wonky tournament overall.
This is 'Nova's second title in three years. Most of the headlines you'll see are about Donte DiVincenzo, who scored 31 points and was named Most Outstanding Player.

What people are talking about...
Winnie Madikizela-Mandela. Yesterday, she died in Johannesburg, South Africa at age 81 after being sick for a long time. She was the second wife of South Africa's first
black president, Nelson Mandela. While Mandela was in prison for almost three decades, she was the face of the country's anti-apartheid movement, earning the
nickname "Mother of the Nation." During that time, she was arrested and spent more than a year in solitary confinement. She was also once convicted of ordering the
kidnapping of four boys - one of whom ended up dead. She and Mandela separated soon after his release from prison, and divorced a few years later. She stayed in the
political world, becoming a member of parliament and once serving as deputy minister of arts, culture, science and technology.

What to say when you hear your co-worker fighting with their SO...
Grindr's getting heat, too. The gay dating app has reportedly been sharing its users' HIV statuses with two outside companies. As well as...the last date users got tested,
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their GPS data, phone ID, and email. The data was shared with Apptimize and Localytics, which help optimize apps. First, Grindr said this was just to make the app better
to use, and that it's taking good care of all your private info. Now, Grindr is saying 'we'll make some changes.' Meanwhile, a recent lawsuit claims CVS exposed the HIV
status of thousands of Ohio customers. Last year, the company mailed letters to customers that participated in the state's drug assistance program. Problem: it
apparently put the customers' HIV status right above their name and mailing address...where family members, roommates, and strangers could potentially see it.

What to say when you hear Anna Wintour might be leaving Vogue...
Nothing is safe anymore, not even Jenna Dewan and Channing Tatum.

What to say when you remember the Tide Pod challenge...
Somehow it gets worse. Meet condom snorting.

You've asked us to Skimm the things closer to your lives...like your personal finances. So this week is about getting you ready for Tax Day. No more putting it off.
And no more calling your family for help. You got this.
Yesterday, we covered the dates you need to know. Today, we're getting into the terms you'll see on the docs...
Deductions: Think of them like tax discounts. There are two types the gov offers - standard or itemized. But you can only choose one. Time to do the math and pick the
one that saves you more cash money...
Standard: If you choose this one, you get a flat-rate discount based mainly on your relationship status, like being single (the mini discount) or married (heyyy $$$).
Itemized: This is where you try to pick up all the deductions you can. Hold on to receipts for things like giving to charity, large medical expenses, unreimbursed work
expenses, or having to pay mortgage or real estate taxes on your home. If your itemized deductions come out to more than the standard deduction, you could end up
saving a lot of dolla bills.
- Don't worry, there are more terms here. Isn't saving money fun?
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- Speaking of money...Chrissy Metz from "This Is Us" is dishing out the tips to make your cash flow groooooow. Watch here.

SKIMM LIFE
For when the zeroes on your student loans aren't going away...
I demand a re-do. Refinancing your loans might be the best way to start saying 'bye' to them for good. Credible does the shopping for you. It offers you personalized
options to get on the right track, helping reduce the cost of those loans. Oh and it's completely free to use. Here's how to get it done.*
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is recovering from March Madness. Share theSkimm with your friend whose bracket somehow won their office pool.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Treat yo'self.
Hunter Grosvenor VT, Kirsten Desjardins MA, *Tali Ness-Cohn IL, *Tai Williams MA, *Victoria LaRosa NY, *Claire Erickson MN, *Etienne Valeyre FR, *Melanie Beil MI, *Sam Koch IN, *Ashley Fry CA, *Reve Tithof Steere IL,
*Soojee Chung, *Joanna Pisanski CA, *Krystal Clark VA, *Rachel Johnson TN, *Sean McGoey VA, *Megan Mulrain NC, *Callie Kidwell KY, *Madison Perry TX, *Abigail Michel LA, *Shelby Terry NC, *Lindsay Bullis CA,
*Summer Melson TX, Lynette Iverson CA, Karen Gobetz PA, Whitney Williams CT, Preethy Early CAN, Eugene Hangley FL, Joanna Schneider WI, Chris DeMoss Goodman CO, Molly Ramsey FL, Sarah Moon CA, Tiffany
Gerard NY, Stefanie Scheer Young NY, Stephan Brezinsky NY, Muriel Ortiz TX, Merry Banks CA, Rachel Becton NC, Andrea Wheaton CAN, Leslie Lopez TX, Angela Bower GA, Emily Silman NC, Pam Bremmer FL, Aya Issa
NY, Rachel Good CA, Alison Krawczyk NY, Isabelle Hastings NY, Lexi Medberry IA, Kris Callender PA, Catherine Delsandro Walsh VA, Alaina Samra NJ, Brian Brister NY, Claire Thone MN, Katherine Reckman CO, Erica
Jackey NY, Danielle Scalise DC, Nichole Santoro IL, Natalie Waltz CA, Casey OConnor MA, Benjamin Kramer-Roach, Laura Hernandez TX, Peter Singer TX, Arleen Robinson KC MO, Abby Dillinger-Lee WA, Ann Wendroff CA,
Nancy Vance AZ, Kellyn Battrell WA, Julia Wedgle MA
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2018 04:22:35 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: I make money moves
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd with coffee and this refresher on how to do our taxes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Deeply moved" - Kim Jong Un, feeling emotional after watching a performance by a South Korean K-pop group.

THINGS CRUNCHING THE NUMBERS
Teachers
The Story
Yesterday, thousands of teachers across Kentucky and Oklahoma turned out to protest for better compensation and education funding, forcing schools to close across
the two states.
theSkimm
These massive protests come after West Virginia teachers successfully protested for higher pay earlier this year. Arizona might be next.

Investors
The Story
The stock market had a rough case of the Mondays. There was President Trump's days-long tweetstorm about Amazon, which added to investor fears that tech co's are
headed for more gov regulation. Meanwhile, China's newly announced tariffs on some US goods didn't help things.
theSkimm
The stock market has been on the rise lately. But concerns about rising interest rates, a potential trade war, and growing distrust in tech suggests there might be more
turbulence to come. Making it an interesting time for Spotify to make its IPO debut today.
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DOJ
The Story
Attorney General Jeff Sessions wants immigration judges - who decide whether or not to deport people - to be evaluated on how quickly they process cases.
theSkimm
The DOJ says it's time to clear through a backlog of hundreds of thousands of cases. Critics say it rushes deportation decisions into what could be a matter of minutes.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you finish putting together an Ikea dresser...
Cue "One Shining Moment." Last night, No 1 Villanova crushed No 3 Michigan to become the March Madness champs. It caps off a preeetty wonky tournament overall.
This is 'Nova's second title in three years. Most of the headlines you'll see are about Donte DiVincenzo, who scored 31 points and was named Most Outstanding Player.

What people are talking about...
Winnie Madikizela-Mandela. Yesterday, she died in Johannesburg, South Africa at age 81 after being sick for a long time. She was the second wife of South Africa's first
black president, Nelson Mandela. While Mandela was in prison for almost three decades, she was the face of the country's anti-apartheid movement, earning the
nickname "Mother of the Nation." During that time, she was arrested and spent more than a year in solitary confinement. She was also once convicted of ordering the
kidnapping of four boys - one of whom ended up dead. She and Mandela separated soon after his release from prison, and divorced a few years later. She stayed in the
political world, becoming a member of parliament and once serving as deputy minister of arts, culture, science and technology.

What to say when you hear your co-worker fighting with their SO...
Grindr's getting heat, too. The gay dating app has reportedly been sharing its users' HIV statuses with two outside companies. As well as...the last date users got tested,
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their GPS data, phone ID, and email. The data was shared with Apptimize and Localytics, which help optimize apps. First, Grindr said this was just to make the app better
to use, and that it's taking good care of all your private info. Now, Grindr is saying 'we'll make some changes.' Meanwhile, a recent lawsuit claims CVS exposed the HIV
status of thousands of Ohio customers. Last year, the company mailed letters to customers that participated in the state's drug assistance program. Problem: it
apparently put the customers' HIV status right above their name and mailing address...where family members, roommates, and strangers could potentially see it.

What to say when you hear Anna Wintour might be leaving Vogue...
Nothing is safe anymore, not even Jenna Dewan and Channing Tatum.

What to say when you remember the Tide Pod challenge...
Somehow it gets worse. Meet condom snorting.

You've asked us to Skimm the things closer to your lives...like your personal finances. So this week is about getting you ready for Tax Day. No more putting it off.
And no more calling your family for help. You got this.
Yesterday, we covered the dates you need to know. Today, we're getting into the terms you'll see on the docs...
Deductions: Think of them like tax discounts. There are two types the gov offers - standard or itemized. But you can only choose one. Time to do the math and pick the
one that saves you more cash money...
Standard: If you choose this one, you get a flat-rate discount based mainly on your relationship status, like being single (the mini discount) or married (heyyy $$$).
Itemized: This is where you try to pick up all the deductions you can. Hold on to receipts for things like giving to charity, large medical expenses, unreimbursed work
expenses, or having to pay mortgage or real estate taxes on your home. If your itemized deductions come out to more than the standard deduction, you could end up
saving a lot of dolla bills.
- Don't worry, there are more terms here. Isn't saving money fun?
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- Speaking of money...Chrissy Metz from "This Is Us" is dishing out the tips to make your cash flow groooooow. Watch here.

SKIMM LIFE
For when the zeroes on your student loans aren't going away...
I demand a re-do. Refinancing your loans might be the best way to start saying 'bye' to them for good. Credible does the shopping for you. It offers you personalized
options to get on the right track, helping reduce the cost of those loans. Oh and it's completely free to use. Here's how to get it done.*
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is recovering from March Madness. Share theSkimm with your friend whose bracket somehow won their office pool.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Treat yo'self.
Hunter Grosvenor VT, Kirsten Desjardins MA, *Tali Ness-Cohn IL, *Tai Williams MA, *Victoria LaRosa NY, *Claire Erickson MN, *Etienne Valeyre FR, *Melanie Beil MI, *Sam Koch IN, *Ashley Fry CA, *Reve Tithof Steere IL,
*Soojee Chung, *Joanna Pisanski CA, *Krystal Clark VA, *Rachel Johnson TN, *Sean McGoey VA, *Megan Mulrain NC, *Callie Kidwell KY, *Madison Perry TX, *Abigail Michel LA, *Shelby Terry NC, *Lindsay Bullis CA,
*Summer Melson TX, Lynette Iverson CA, Karen Gobetz PA, Whitney Williams CT, Preethy Early CAN, Eugene Hangley FL, Joanna Schneider WI, Chris DeMoss Goodman CO, Molly Ramsey FL, Sarah Moon CA, Tiffany
Gerard NY, Stefanie Scheer Young NY, Stephan Brezinsky NY, Muriel Ortiz TX, Merry Banks CA, Rachel Becton NC, Andrea Wheaton CAN, Leslie Lopez TX, Angela Bower GA, Emily Silman NC, Pam Bremmer FL, Aya Issa
NY, Rachel Good CA, Alison Krawczyk NY, Isabelle Hastings NY, Lexi Medberry IA, Kris Callender PA, Catherine Delsandro Walsh VA, Alaina Samra NJ, Brian Brister NY, Claire Thone MN, Katherine Reckman CO, Erica
Jackey NY, Danielle Scalise DC, Nichole Santoro IL, Natalie Waltz CA, Casey OConnor MA, Benjamin Kramer-Roach, Laura Hernandez TX, Peter Singer TX, Arleen Robinson KC MO, Abby Dillinger-Lee WA, Ann Wendroff CA,
Nancy Vance AZ, Kellyn Battrell WA, Julia Wedgle MA

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2018 04:30:25 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: I make money moves
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>

APRIL 3, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd with coffee and this refresher on how to do our taxes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Deeply moved" - Kim Jong Un, feeling emotional after watching a performance by a South Korean K-pop group.

THINGS CRUNCHING THE NUMBERS
Teachers
The Story
Yesterday, thousands of teachers across Kentucky and Oklahoma turned out to protest for better compensation and education funding, forcing schools to close across
the two states.
theSkimm
These massive protests come after West Virginia teachers successfully protested for higher pay earlier this year. Arizona might be next.

Investors
The Story
The stock market had a rough case of the Mondays. There was President Trump's days-long tweetstorm about Amazon, which added to investor fears that tech co's are
headed for more gov regulation. Meanwhile, China's newly announced tariffs on some US goods didn't help things.
theSkimm
The stock market has been on the rise lately. But concerns about rising interest rates, a potential trade war, and growing distrust in tech suggests there might be more
turbulence to come. Making it an interesting time for Spotify to make its IPO debut today.
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DOJ
The Story
Attorney General Jeff Sessions wants immigration judges - who decide whether or not to deport people - to be evaluated on how quickly they process cases.
theSkimm
The DOJ says it's time to clear through a backlog of hundreds of thousands of cases. Critics say it rushes deportation decisions into what could be a matter of minutes.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you finish putting together an Ikea dresser...
Cue "One Shining Moment." Last night, No 1 Villanova crushed No 3 Michigan to become the March Madness champs. It caps off a preeetty wonky tournament overall.
This is 'Nova's second title in three years. Most of the headlines you'll see are about Donte DiVincenzo, who scored 31 points and was named Most Outstanding Player.

What people are talking about...
Winnie Madikizela-Mandela. Yesterday, she died in Johannesburg, South Africa at age 81 after being sick for a long time. She was the second wife of South Africa's first
black president, Nelson Mandela. While Mandela was in prison for almost three decades, she was the face of the country's anti-apartheid movement, earning the
nickname "Mother of the Nation." During that time, she was arrested and spent more than a year in solitary confinement. She was also once convicted of ordering the
kidnapping of four boys - one of whom ended up dead. She and Mandela separated soon after his release from prison, and divorced a few years later. She stayed in the
political world, becoming a member of parliament and once serving as deputy minister of arts, culture, science and technology.

What to say when you hear your co-worker fighting with their SO...
Grindr's getting heat, too. The gay dating app has reportedly been sharing its users' HIV statuses with two outside companies. As well as...the last date users got tested,
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their GPS data, phone ID, and email. The data was shared with Apptimize and Localytics, which help optimize apps. First, Grindr said this was just to make the app better
to use, and that it's taking good care of all your private info. Now, Grindr is saying 'we'll make some changes.' Meanwhile, a recent lawsuit claims CVS exposed the HIV
status of thousands of Ohio customers. Last year, the company mailed letters to customers that participated in the state's drug assistance program. Problem: it
apparently put the customers' HIV status right above their name and mailing address...where family members, roommates, and strangers could potentially see it.

What to say when you hear Anna Wintour might be leaving Vogue...
Nothing is safe anymore, not even Jenna Dewan and Channing Tatum.

What to say when you remember the Tide Pod challenge...
Somehow it gets worse. Meet condom snorting.

You've asked us to Skimm the things closer to your lives...like your personal finances. So this week is about getting you ready for Tax Day. No more putting it off.
And no more calling your family for help. You got this.
Yesterday, we covered the dates you need to know. Today, we're getting into the terms you'll see on the docs...
Deductions: Think of them like tax discounts. There are two types the gov offers - standard or itemized. But you can only choose one. Time to do the math and pick the
one that saves you more cash money...
Standard: If you choose this one, you get a flat-rate discount based mainly on your relationship status, like being single (the mini discount) or married (heyyy $$$).
Itemized: This is where you try to pick up all the deductions you can. Hold on to receipts for things like giving to charity, large medical expenses, unreimbursed work
expenses, or having to pay mortgage or real estate taxes on your home. If your itemized deductions come out to more than the standard deduction, you could end up
saving a lot of dolla bills.
- Don't worry, there are more terms here. Isn't saving money fun?
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- Speaking of money...Chrissy Metz from "This Is Us" is dishing out the tips to make your cash flow groooooow. Watch here.

SKIMM LIFE
For when the zeroes on your student loans aren't going away...
I demand a re-do. Refinancing your loans might be the best way to start saying 'bye' to them for good. Credible does the shopping for you. It offers you personalized
options to get on the right track, helping reduce the cost of those loans. Oh and it's completely free to use. Here's how to get it done.*
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is recovering from March Madness. Share theSkimm with your friend whose bracket somehow won their office pool.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Treat yo'self.
Hunter Grosvenor VT, Kirsten Desjardins MA, *Tali Ness-Cohn IL, *Tai Williams MA, *Victoria LaRosa NY, *Claire Erickson MN, *Etienne Valeyre FR, *Melanie Beil MI, *Sam Koch IN, *Ashley Fry CA, *Reve Tithof Steere IL,
*Soojee Chung, *Joanna Pisanski CA, *Krystal Clark VA, *Rachel Johnson TN, *Sean McGoey VA, *Megan Mulrain NC, *Callie Kidwell KY, *Madison Perry TX, *Abigail Michel LA, *Shelby Terry NC, *Lindsay Bullis CA,
*Summer Melson TX, Lynette Iverson CA, Karen Gobetz PA, Whitney Williams CT, Preethy Early CAN, Eugene Hangley FL, Joanna Schneider WI, Chris DeMoss Goodman CO, Molly Ramsey FL, Sarah Moon CA, Tiffany
Gerard NY, Stefanie Scheer Young NY, Stephan Brezinsky NY, Muriel Ortiz TX, Merry Banks CA, Rachel Becton NC, Andrea Wheaton CAN, Leslie Lopez TX, Angela Bower GA, Emily Silman NC, Pam Bremmer FL, Aya Issa
NY, Rachel Good CA, Alison Krawczyk NY, Isabelle Hastings NY, Lexi Medberry IA, Kris Callender PA, Catherine Delsandro Walsh VA, Alaina Samra NJ, Brian Brister NY, Claire Thone MN, Katherine Reckman CO, Erica
Jackey NY, Danielle Scalise DC, Nichole Santoro IL, Natalie Waltz CA, Casey OConnor MA, Benjamin Kramer-Roach, Laura Hernandez TX, Peter Singer TX, Arleen Robinson KC MO, Abby Dillinger-Lee WA, Ann Wendroff CA,
Nancy Vance AZ, Kellyn Battrell WA, Julia Wedgle MA
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2018 04:21:48 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: I'm hip, I surf the web
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

FEBRUARY 6, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while pretending we're athletic

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Size is perceived to matter" - A bagpipe veteran, talking about the size of bagpipe bands. Bet that's not how you thought that sentence would end.

DOW'D THIS HAPPEN
The Story
The Dow Jones had a worse Monday than you.
I know what the Dow is, but I want to hear you say it.
It takes the stock prices from 30 major companies and averages them into one number. People often use that number as a clue for how the stock market is doing.
So what happened?
For months, the Dow's been on a major high. It set a record last month, and President Trump's been taking the credit. Then things started dipping. On Friday, the Dow
took a dive. Then yesterday, it dropped more than 1,100 points. As in: the worst single-day point decline in its history.
Why?
No one knows for sure. But there are ideas. Some of them have to do with the fact that the economy is on the up (think: higher pay, lower unemployment). The problem:
when that happens it can lead to inflation, which can lead to the Federal Reserve raising interests rates. Investors kryptonite. Even the threat of it makes them say 'this is
my nightmare,' and hide their cash. Or it could be something else entirely. Isn't the stock market fun?
Why should I care?
Because if you invest for retirement, this could potentially affect your fund. But heads up the Dow is known to go up and down in the short-term while rising in the longterm. So some people are telling investors planning for the long-term to chill the eff out.
theSkimm
Trump's been using the Dow as a way to humblebrag about his presidency. Not always the best move, because the Dow can be volatile. Case, meet point.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when no one agrees with your dinner suggestion...
Overruled. Today, Hong Kong's top court overruled prison sentences for three pro-democracy activists. Hong Kong is officially part of China but kinda does its own thing.
Back in 2014, Beijing said it was going to limit Hong Kong's elections. This led to months of protests - called the Umbrella Movement - which these activists helped lead.
They were arrested, and given fairly light sentences. But Hong Kong's gov - which is stacked with China supporters - said 'not good enough' and state prosecutors
appealed. The activists got six to eight months in prison. Human rights groups have given Hong Kong a lot of side eye for the way it's handled the case. Now Hong
Kong's top court is saying 'nvm' to the prison sentences. The court still said that future offenders could get stricter punishment.

What to say when something seems a little too familiar...
Déjà vu? Yesterday, the House Intelligence Committee voted to release a memo from Dems that reportedly fills in the missing gaps of last week's memo. Refresher: last
week, the GOP released a memo that was supposed to break the internet. It accused the FBI and Justice Dept of anti-Trump bias in their investigation into whether the
Trump campaign helped Russia meddle in the presidential election. The FBI said the GOP memo is inaccurate and asked President Trump not to make it public. Trump
said 'give the people what they want' and released it anyway. He says it "totally vindicates" him in the Russia investigation. Now, the Dems are saying 'we have a memo
too.' This one reportedly backs how the FBI and DOJ have conducted their investigation. Yesterday, the House Intel Committee said 'sure, release it.' Now, it goes to
Trump's desk. He has until Friday to decide whether it should come out.

What to say to your friend who's more of a Niles than a Frasier...
Did you hear about this? Last night, it came out that actor John Mahoney died at age 77. He played Martin Crane, the dad on "Frasier," for 11 seasons. You also know
him for movies like "Moonstruck" and "Say Anything," and he won a Tony Award back in the '80s. Mahoney's manager says he died in hospice care over the weekend.
RIP.

What to say when you're planning a road trip...
Pull out the maps. Yesterday, the Supreme Court denied a request from Pennsylvania Republicans to block a ruling that says their congressional maps need to be
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redrawn. Years ago, Republicans drew a congressional district map that gave them more political power. A few weeks ago, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled that
the map violated the state's Constitution. Because, gerrymandering. Aka when lawmakers redraw electoral maps to benefit their party. The GOP was crossing its fingers
that the Supreme Court would let them keep the maps the way they are. The answer was 'nope.' Now, legislators need to submit a revised map by the end of the week.
This could mean Democrats could potentially pick up some Republican-held seats in this year's midterm elections.

What to say when you hear Newsweek is in chaos...
Quentin Tarantino is also trying to keep his career afloat.

What to say when you hear about 'lady-friendly' Doritos...
Well then. There's a chemical used to cook McDonald's fries that might be 'sir-friendly.'

I SAID BRRR
It's gold in here. The Olympics start this week and theSkimm App has a lot of exclusive stuff for you...
Calendar...as in you'll know when to watch the important Olympic events and they'll update in real time so you get all the info. Because you don't want to miss a
thing.
Skimm Notes...as in you'll get daily audio breakdowns about important Olympics topics. In 10 minutes or less. Think: the Olympic Village, the South Korea-North
Korea relationship, doping, and more.
Get the app now, because the first month's free. And if you start your trial today, you could win a medal in dressing like an Olympian. Think: $500 towards Nike and
another $500 towards a gym of your choice, or something else. A massive pizza order works. Plus, you'll also get a FitBit to werk it. Oh and to yesterday's winner, check
your inbox.
* To enter all you have to do is download the app and start a free trial. If you already have it you're entered to win. Get additional entries by sharing theSkimm App with your friends using your unique link. Every person you sign up is an entry
to win.
* Questions? Answers.
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THING TO KNOW

LMGTFY:
Let me Google that for you. As in when your coworker asks you something they could easily search for themselves... e.g. "Is it going to rain?" Heads up: the Big G's not
just about the search box. It also has this service that's basically a one-stop shop for everything in your home (think: Target, Walmart, Costco). Bonus: Skimm'rs get
something extra off their first order.

SKIMM LIFE
For when the delivery guy knows your name...
Get friendly with your cutting board instead. HelloFresh's meal kit delivery service will help you channel your inner Julia Child. And it tastes good too. Oh, and Skimm'rs
get an exclusive deal on their first box. Get Started.*
For when you're looking to up your karma points...
Skimm'r of the Week Jeff Blumenfeld (Boulder, Colorado) has an idea or two. The Himalayan Stove Project (HSP) works to preserve the Himalayan environment and
improve people's health in the region. They donate and distribute fuel-efficient stoves which help reduce pollution. Help out here.
*PS This is sponsored.

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Go shawty.
Jamie Penn NY, Rohini Menezes NY, *Robert Baker CT, *Billy Wallace CO, *Abby Regan MA, *Mary Huttlinger OH, *Sarah Collins CA, *Morgan Wilson TX, *Brynne Deppas OH, *Sarah Coursey Jones KY, *Stacey Buell IL,
*Leah Steinig IL, *Kaleigh Mangiarelli MA, *Chelsea Stonerock FL, *Rich Costello, *Meg Bannerman CA, *Amber Carter OR, *Veronica Molina NY, *Stella Karadimas NC, *Jessica McGee MA, *BryAnn Roth OH, *Hannah
Hoffman MN, *Sarah Moore VA, *Tanisha Kipling, *Andrea Meislin CA, *Mindy Arbaugh TX, Noah Blum LA, Bev Sinbelian UT, Katherine Zhou NC, Johanna Silbersack NC, Calvin Blissett NY, Sandy Brunicardi CA, Alyson
Prosky MA, Julia Liguori DC, Edie Surratt NC, Martha Wright DC, Rachel Webman DC, Erika Giovinazzi NJ, Mary Beth Sprague TX, Stella Karadimas NC, Ellie Feinerman CA, Tara Nehme, Irwin Shapiro MI, Rachel Akin NC,
Elizabeth Bernal MA, Jessica Johnson GA, Belle Hernandez CA, Erin Eimerman IL, Lacy McMahon NC, Cassidhe Walker OK, Robin Dudasik FL, Karina Demirchyan CA, Emma Semerad TX, Karie Falck MD, Oren Friedman,
Jessica McGee MA, Natalie Corcino FL, Matt Buckles OK, Gina Preziosi AZ, Janel Wildermuth MO, Haley Hegarty, Harley Bartles ME, Allison Levy TX, Elizabeth Hoffman NY, Jesse Brattain FL, Sarah Post NY, BJ Scanlon NY,
Sarah Goldstein Post NY, Lynne Kelso Lesky MI, Brittany Donowho DC, Madison Moore GA, Victoria Allen TN

Skimm'd something we missed?
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 26 Mar 2018 04:30:32 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Legen...wait for it...dary
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>

MARCH 26, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while turning off notifications

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"A guy walked up on me and said to me, 'Leave Trump alone. Forget the story'" - Stormy Daniels during her "60 Minutes" interview about her alleged affair with the
President.

ON THE MARCH
The Story
On Saturday, hundreds of thousands of people rallied for gun control.
Give me the numbers.
At least 200,000 people are estimated to have attended the March for Our Lives rally in DC. And there were over 800 other marches around the world.
What else should I know?
Emma González knows the power of silence. 11-year-old Naomi Wadler urged everyone to remember black women who've died from gun violence. And the
granddaughter of MLK Jr dreams of "a gun-free world." Next week, marks 50 years since he was killed by gun violence.
What's next?
The midterm elections. Organizers reportedly registered at least 4,000 people to vote. They're calling for things like a ban on assault-style rifles and universal background
checks. And electing politicians who want the same. Opponents say 'what about Second Amendment rights?'
Anything else?
Last night, it came out that Remington - one of the largest and oldest gun manufacturers in the US - filed for bankruptcy. The company says it's because of a drop in
sales last year.
theSkimm
In just a few weeks, a group of 17- and 18-year-olds mobilized one of the biggest student-led protests in DC since the Vietnam War.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you finally deep clean your apartment...
Just call me Cinderella. This weekend, 11th seed Loyola-Chicago beat Kansas State to go to the Final Four. They've tied for the record for the lowest seed to ever make
it that far. Also, Kansas knocked out Duke in OT. And Michigan and 'Nova are still in it to win it. Meanwhile, the women's Elite Eight wraps today. All eyes are on which
teams join Louisville and Mississippi State in the Final Four.
PS: Our App lets you know when and how to watch all the March Madness games. Slam dunk.

What to say when you wear white before Memorial Day...
Feeling rebellious. Just like Catalonia. That's the semi-autonomous region in Spain that includes Barcelona. Last fall, it voted to break up with Spain. Spain said 'no you
don't.' It fired the regional government and told Catalans to vote in a new one. They did...but voted in more separatist representatives. Not what Spain was hoping for.
Since then, many separatist leaders have been arrested for rebellion. And Catalonia's separatist former prez - Carles Puigdemont - went into exile. Last week, Spain's
Supreme Court said more than two dozen Catalan leaders should be put on trial. They issued arrest warrants, including for Puigdemont. Yesterday, he was arrested in
Germany. Thousands of people in Catalonia protested - and more than 50 people have reportedly been injured in clashes. Puigdemont is expected in a German court
today. Meanwhile, Egypt is heading to the polls. They're expected to vote in sitting prez Abdel Fattah el-Sisi by a landslide.

What to say when you're navigating and your phone dies...
I can hack this. On Friday, the Justice Department charged nine Iranians for allegedly hacking and stealing data from almost 200 US universities, companies, and
government agencies. The nine men worked for a company called Mabna Institute, which the US claims worked to help Iranians steal scientific research. The stolen US
research - which the DOJ says is worth more than $3 billion - was then allegedly passed on to Iran's army or sold for profit. The DOJ says this is one of the biggest statesponsored hacking attacks they've ever prosecuted. The alleged hackers are based in Iran and probably won't face trial. But it'll be tough for them to travel.

What to say when your coworker finds a new lunch buddy...
Am I on the outs? On Friday, President Trump announced new policies for transgender troops. Last summer, a ban on trans people serving openly in the military was
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supposed to be lifted. But the Trump administration hit the brakes. Instead, it banned trans troops from serving AND said the US would no longer fund sex reassignment
surgeries for troops. Cue lawsuits. Courts ruled that the ban was probably unconstitutional, and that the military had to start accepting trans recruits earlier this year. So
the Trump admin went with a different tactic. This new ban's on transgender troops who require surgery or other major medical treatments. And the thousands of
estimated trans people currently serving could be required to serve according to their gender assigned at birth. TBD how the courts will treat this latest announcement.

What to say when you see those Facebook apology ads...
Sending to voicemail.

THING TO KNOW

Ringxiety
When you think your phone is ringing or vibrating. And it's not. Turns out this means you shouldn't be left to your own (mobile) devices. Ringxiety is bad news for your
sleep and ability to get sh*t done. The cure? Start by turning off your notifications. Here's how to ease ringxiety and other stress issues.

SKIMM LIFE
For your friend who wants to go out on a Tuesday...
Or you can just go wild with this plan. If you join T-Mobile, Tuesday is a new reason to celebrate. Think: things like free streaming movies, restaurant discounts, gift
cards, and more. Going up on a Tuesday. Get into it here.*
For when you want to talk to lawmakers...
Resistbot's got your back.
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
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Surprise: Skimm HQ is very competitive. And right now, we're all about the Madness. This week, we're giving you gifts - just for getting someone to sign up for the Daily
Skimm. Every signup is an entry to win. Today's winner gets an Apple TV to stream the games and a 65" Samsung TV to go with it. Hoop, there it is. Questions?
Answers.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Blow out the candles
Harrison Bergman FL, Sheetal Pandya CA, Pete Strome NY, Mia Mologousis IL,*Allison Payton IN, *Megan Wagner MI, *Haley Nigg TX, *Molly Gottschalk NE, *Lisa Schlosberg NY, *Katie Foley TX, *Cara Prescott MN, *Renee
Dittmar MI, *Jaime Trisler MO, *Chelsea Insprucker IL, *Ashley Hilton CA, *Kristin Tirocchi MD, *Meredith Luckett AL, *Erin Magee CA, *Victoria Garofalo GA, *Mia Alicata NY, *Massiel Ullsmith IL, *Katherine Hunsaker TN,
*Beth Brinkman TX, *Emily Halstead GA, *Anne Miskewitch IL, *Jennifer Ohlson CA, *Becca Bedford CA, *Sarah Cahn NJ, *Katie O'Connor WI, *Anne Mullins NY, *Jena Andreu PA, *Rachael Mazzone CT, *Heidi Verticchio IL,
*Angela Roberts TX, *Erin Valle GA, *Melissa Weyn NY, *Divya Sukumar NY, *Shannon Delany, *Allison Jones CA, *Hannah Lassiter CA, *Jocelyn Shoemake CA, *Carly Snyder NY, *Angela Plicht AZ, *Kristiane Schmidt MI,
*Cori Anderson MI, Sarah Jessica Parker NY, *Rachel Munzer CT, *Melissa Thompson IL, *Elizabeth Galbavy FL, *Emily Schultz TX, *Taryn Coghill MN, *Anna Lehner IL, *Jenn Jones TX, *Rebekah McMillan MD, *Stephanie
Puglisi NJ, *Leiya Kenney CO, *Daley Henson AL, *Candace Jones NY, Alexa Steinberg CA, Joan Chintz CA, Emma Webster MN, Mary Alice Dinerman CA, Shirley Thompson NY, April Walsh NC, Priscilla Seaborg OR, Kathy
Green CT, Miranda Marty TX, Jenny Anderson AZ, Sophia Haase NY, Jordanna Lutz MI, Anna Dickerson WY, Meaghan Kahler CA, Isaac Graber TN, Dona Schaitkin NY, Linda Singer NY, Tamanna Karim NY, Jenn Etheridge
CA, Tori Spence OR, Kimberly Arbaugh OH, Gretchen Newmark OR, Jeni Gardner CA, Meredith Chehardy LA, Shana Cawley GA, Aimee Gaspari IL, Mallory Karp AK, Alex Giannelli CT, Maggie Angel IL, Samantha Bowen NY,
Olivia Platt NJ, Katy O'Neill NJ, Jodie Fox FL, Lauren Mazlin NY, Meghan McDonald NC, Lindy Whitlock DC, Estelle Fabulous NY, Chelsea Spatz PA, Lincoln Chafee RI, Bill Phelan IL, Christina Avino PA, Megan Fitzpatrick WI,
Lynda Smith PA, Lauren Martin WA, Jan Johnson FL, Ashley Gras NY, Karen Greenberg PA, Virginia Wright IL, Dayna Sheinberg OH, Ali Chetkof NY, David Clark AL, Joanna Hawley NY, Emma Eldred WI, Liz Vestal IA, Kirstin
Klein CO, Corinne Tam OH, Lindsey Follis MD, Nancy Wilson OH, Spencer Higgins AZ, Amanda Hoffman WI, Alyssa Kleinman NY, Maddie Rabe OH, Peter Rosenbaum, Stephanie Yarboro NC, Janell Dixon OH, Laura Cosenza
MA, Marissa Eisele CA, Mallory Harmon CA, Jill Ellis KY, Emily Horne OH, Katharine Cromley DE, Amy Gold MA, Sherri McCullen CA, Léonie Pelletier CAN, Karen Gulick MO, Adrienne Mehl VA, Colleen Williams WI, Emily
Akil OH, Ashley White VA, Jennifer Kashani CA, Becky Sanders NY, Danielle Ryan MA, Nicolette Zimmerman NY, Erin Burke PA, Erin Kharazi WI, Rowan Metzner CA, Laura Siegrist IL, Missoura Goldberg VA, Karen Bate VA,
Matthew Finucane NJ, Rachel Zuckerman NY, Marisa Liles TX, Samantha Nowak OH, Jesse Sutherland MI, Erika DeVriendt IL, Eva Van Wyk IA, Candace Jones NY, Chelsea Parker MN, James Dotoli FL, Seffie Wilkinson WI

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 26 Mar 2018 04:22:13 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Legen...wait for it...dary
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

MARCH 26, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while turning off notifications

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"A guy walked up on me and said to me, 'Leave Trump alone. Forget the story'" - Stormy Daniels during her "60 Minutes" interview about her alleged affair with the
President.

ON THE MARCH
The Story
On Saturday, hundreds of thousands of people rallied for gun control.
Give me the numbers.
At least 200,000 people are estimated to have attended the March for Our Lives rally in DC. And there were over 800 other marches around the world.
What else should I know?
Emma González knows the power of silence. 11-year-old Naomi Wadler urged everyone to remember black women who've died from gun violence. And the
granddaughter of MLK Jr dreams of "a gun-free world." Next week, marks 50 years since he was killed by gun violence.
What's next?
The midterm elections. Organizers reportedly registered at least 4,000 people to vote. They're calling for things like a ban on assault-style rifles and universal background
checks. And electing politicians who want the same. Opponents say 'what about Second Amendment rights?'
Anything else?
Last night, it came out that Remington - one of the largest and oldest gun manufacturers in the US - filed for bankruptcy. The company says it's because of a drop in
sales last year.
theSkimm
In just a few weeks, a group of 17- and 18-year-olds mobilized one of the biggest student-led protests in DC since the Vietnam War.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you finally deep clean your apartment...
Just call me Cinderella. This weekend, 11th seed Loyola-Chicago beat Kansas State to go to the Final Four. They've tied for the record for the lowest seed to ever make
it that far. Also, Kansas knocked out Duke in OT. And Michigan and 'Nova are still in it to win it. Meanwhile, the women's Elite Eight wraps today. All eyes are on which
teams join Louisville and Mississippi State in the Final Four.
PS: Our App lets you know when and how to watch all the March Madness games. Slam dunk.

What to say when you wear white before Memorial Day...
Feeling rebellious. Just like Catalonia. That's the semi-autonomous region in Spain that includes Barcelona. Last fall, it voted to break up with Spain. Spain said 'no you
don't.' It fired the regional government and told Catalans to vote in a new one. They did...but voted in more separatist representatives. Not what Spain was hoping for.
Since then, many separatist leaders have been arrested for rebellion. And Catalonia's separatist former prez - Carles Puigdemont - went into exile. Last week, Spain's
Supreme Court said more than two dozen Catalan leaders should be put on trial. They issued arrest warrants, including for Puigdemont. Yesterday, he was arrested in
Germany. Thousands of people in Catalonia protested - and more than 50 people have reportedly been injured in clashes. Puigdemont is expected in a German court
today. Meanwhile, Egypt is heading to the polls. They're expected to vote in sitting prez Abdel Fattah el-Sisi by a landslide.

What to say when you're navigating and your phone dies...
I can hack this. On Friday, the Justice Department charged nine Iranians for allegedly hacking and stealing data from almost 200 US universities, companies, and
government agencies. The nine men worked for a company called Mabna Institute, which the US claims worked to help Iranians steal scientific research. The stolen US
research - which the DOJ says is worth more than $3 billion - was then allegedly passed on to Iran's army or sold for profit. The DOJ says this is one of the biggest statesponsored hacking attacks they've ever prosecuted. The alleged hackers are based in Iran and probably won't face trial. But it'll be tough for them to travel.

What to say when your coworker finds a new lunch buddy...
Am I on the outs? On Friday, President Trump announced new policies for transgender troops. Last summer, a ban on trans people serving openly in the military was
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supposed to be lifted. But the Trump administration hit the brakes. Instead, it banned trans troops from serving AND said the US would no longer fund sex reassignment
surgeries for troops. Cue lawsuits. Courts ruled that the ban was probably unconstitutional, and that the military had to start accepting trans recruits earlier this year. So
the Trump admin went with a different tactic. This new ban's on transgender troops who require surgery or other major medical treatments. And the thousands of
estimated trans people currently serving could be required to serve according to their gender assigned at birth. TBD how the courts will treat this latest announcement.

What to say when you see those Facebook apology ads...
Sending to voicemail.

THING TO KNOW

Ringxiety
When you think your phone is ringing or vibrating. And it's not. Turns out this means you shouldn't be left to your own (mobile) devices. Ringxiety is bad news for your
sleep and ability to get sh*t done. The cure? Start by turning off your notifications. Here's how to ease ringxiety and other stress issues.

SKIMM LIFE
For your friend who wants to go out on a Tuesday...
Or you can just go wild with this plan. If you join T-Mobile, Tuesday is a new reason to celebrate. Think: things like free streaming movies, restaurant discounts, gift
cards, and more. Going up on a Tuesday. Get into it here.*
For when you want to talk to lawmakers...
Resistbot's got your back.
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
page 4 of 5
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Surprise: Skimm HQ is very competitive. And right now, we're all about the Madness. This week, we're giving you gifts - just for getting someone to sign up for the Daily
Skimm. Every signup is an entry to win. Today's winner gets an Apple TV to stream the games and a 65" Samsung TV to go with it. Hoop, there it is. Questions?
Answers.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Blow out the candles
Harrison Bergman FL, Sheetal Pandya CA, Pete Strome NY, Mia Mologousis IL,*Allison Payton IN, *Megan Wagner MI, *Haley Nigg TX, *Molly Gottschalk NE, *Lisa Schlosberg NY, *Katie Foley TX, *Cara Prescott MN, *Renee
Dittmar MI, *Jaime Trisler MO, *Chelsea Insprucker IL, *Ashley Hilton CA, *Kristin Tirocchi MD, *Meredith Luckett AL, *Erin Magee CA, *Victoria Garofalo GA, *Mia Alicata NY, *Massiel Ullsmith IL, *Katherine Hunsaker TN,
*Beth Brinkman TX, *Emily Halstead GA, *Anne Miskewitch IL, *Jennifer Ohlson CA, *Becca Bedford CA, *Sarah Cahn NJ, *Katie O'Connor WI, *Anne Mullins NY, *Jena Andreu PA, *Rachael Mazzone CT, *Heidi Verticchio IL,
*Angela Roberts TX, *Erin Valle GA, *Melissa Weyn NY, *Divya Sukumar NY, *Shannon Delany, *Allison Jones CA, *Hannah Lassiter CA, *Jocelyn Shoemake CA, *Carly Snyder NY, *Angela Plicht AZ, *Kristiane Schmidt MI,
*Cori Anderson MI, Sarah Jessica Parker NY, *Rachel Munzer CT, *Melissa Thompson IL, *Elizabeth Galbavy FL, *Emily Schultz TX, *Taryn Coghill MN, *Anna Lehner IL, *Jenn Jones TX, *Rebekah McMillan MD, *Stephanie
Puglisi NJ, *Leiya Kenney CO, *Daley Henson AL, *Candace Jones NY, Alexa Steinberg CA, Joan Chintz CA, Emma Webster MN, Mary Alice Dinerman CA, Shirley Thompson NY, April Walsh NC, Priscilla Seaborg OR, Kathy
Green CT, Miranda Marty TX, Jenny Anderson AZ, Sophia Haase NY, Jordanna Lutz MI, Anna Dickerson WY, Meaghan Kahler CA, Isaac Graber TN, Dona Schaitkin NY, Linda Singer NY, Tamanna Karim NY, Jenn Etheridge
CA, Tori Spence OR, Kimberly Arbaugh OH, Gretchen Newmark OR, Jeni Gardner CA, Meredith Chehardy LA, Shana Cawley GA, Aimee Gaspari IL, Mallory Karp AK, Alex Giannelli CT, Maggie Angel IL, Samantha Bowen NY,
Olivia Platt NJ, Katy O'Neill NJ, Jodie Fox FL, Lauren Mazlin NY, Meghan McDonald NC, Lindy Whitlock DC, Estelle Fabulous NY, Chelsea Spatz PA, Lincoln Chafee RI, Bill Phelan IL, Christina Avino PA, Megan Fitzpatrick WI,
Lynda Smith PA, Lauren Martin WA, Jan Johnson FL, Ashley Gras NY, Karen Greenberg PA, Virginia Wright IL, Dayna Sheinberg OH, Ali Chetkof NY, David Clark AL, Joanna Hawley NY, Emma Eldred WI, Liz Vestal IA, Kirstin
Klein CO, Corinne Tam OH, Lindsey Follis MD, Nancy Wilson OH, Spencer Higgins AZ, Amanda Hoffman WI, Alyssa Kleinman NY, Maddie Rabe OH, Peter Rosenbaum, Stephanie Yarboro NC, Janell Dixon OH, Laura Cosenza
MA, Marissa Eisele CA, Mallory Harmon CA, Jill Ellis KY, Emily Horne OH, Katharine Cromley DE, Amy Gold MA, Sherri McCullen CA, Léonie Pelletier CAN, Karen Gulick MO, Adrienne Mehl VA, Colleen Williams WI, Emily
Akil OH, Ashley White VA, Jennifer Kashani CA, Becky Sanders NY, Danielle Ryan MA, Nicolette Zimmerman NY, Erin Burke PA, Erin Kharazi WI, Rowan Metzner CA, Laura Siegrist IL, Missoura Goldberg VA, Karen Bate VA,
Matthew Finucane NJ, Rachel Zuckerman NY, Marisa Liles TX, Samantha Nowak OH, Jesse Sutherland MI, Erika DeVriendt IL, Eva Van Wyk IA, Candace Jones NY, Chelsea Parker MN, James Dotoli FL, Seffie Wilkinson WI

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 26 Mar 2018 04:44:57 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Legen...wait for it...dary
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>

MARCH 26, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while turning off notifications

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"A guy walked up on me and said to me, 'Leave Trump alone. Forget the story'" - Stormy Daniels during her "60 Minutes" interview about her alleged affair with the
President.

ON THE MARCH
The Story
On Saturday, hundreds of thousands of people rallied for gun control.
Give me the numbers.
At least 200,000 people are estimated to have attended the March for Our Lives rally in DC. And there were over 800 other marches around the world.
What else should I know?
Emma González knows the power of silence. 11-year-old Naomi Wadler urged everyone to remember black women who've died from gun violence. And the
granddaughter of MLK Jr dreams of "a gun-free world." Next week, marks 50 years since he was killed by gun violence.
What's next?
The midterm elections. Organizers reportedly registered at least 4,000 people to vote. They're calling for things like a ban on assault-style rifles and universal background
checks. And electing politicians who want the same. Opponents say 'what about Second Amendment rights?'
Anything else?
Last night, it came out that Remington - one of the largest and oldest gun manufacturers in the US - filed for bankruptcy. The company says it's because of a drop in
sales last year.
theSkimm
In just a few weeks, a group of 17- and 18-year-olds mobilized one of the biggest student-led protests in DC since the Vietnam War.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you finally deep clean your apartment...
Just call me Cinderella. This weekend, 11th seed Loyola-Chicago beat Kansas State to go to the Final Four. They've tied for the record for the lowest seed to ever make
it that far. Also, Kansas knocked out Duke in OT. And Michigan and 'Nova are still in it to win it. Meanwhile, the women's Elite Eight wraps today. All eyes are on which
teams join Louisville and Mississippi State in the Final Four.
PS: Our App lets you know when and how to watch all the March Madness games. Slam dunk.

What to say when you wear white before Memorial Day...
Feeling rebellious. Just like Catalonia. That's the semi-autonomous region in Spain that includes Barcelona. Last fall, it voted to break up with Spain. Spain said 'no you
don't.' It fired the regional government and told Catalans to vote in a new one. They did...but voted in more separatist representatives. Not what Spain was hoping for.
Since then, many separatist leaders have been arrested for rebellion. And Catalonia's separatist former prez - Carles Puigdemont - went into exile. Last week, Spain's
Supreme Court said more than two dozen Catalan leaders should be put on trial. They issued arrest warrants, including for Puigdemont. Yesterday, he was arrested in
Germany. Thousands of people in Catalonia protested - and more than 50 people have reportedly been injured in clashes. Puigdemont is expected in a German court
today. Meanwhile, Egypt is heading to the polls. They're expected to vote in sitting prez Abdel Fattah el-Sisi by a landslide.

What to say when you're navigating and your phone dies...
I can hack this. On Friday, the Justice Department charged nine Iranians for allegedly hacking and stealing data from almost 200 US universities, companies, and
government agencies. The nine men worked for a company called Mabna Institute, which the US claims worked to help Iranians steal scientific research. The stolen US
research - which the DOJ says is worth more than $3 billion - was then allegedly passed on to Iran's army or sold for profit. The DOJ says this is one of the biggest statesponsored hacking attacks they've ever prosecuted. The alleged hackers are based in Iran and probably won't face trial. But it'll be tough for them to travel.

What to say when your coworker finds a new lunch buddy...
Am I on the outs? On Friday, President Trump announced new policies for transgender troops. Last summer, a ban on trans people serving openly in the military was
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supposed to be lifted. But the Trump administration hit the brakes. Instead, it banned trans troops from serving AND said the US would no longer fund sex reassignment
surgeries for troops. Cue lawsuits. Courts ruled that the ban was probably unconstitutional, and that the military had to start accepting trans recruits earlier this year. So
the Trump admin went with a different tactic. This new ban's on transgender troops who require surgery or other major medical treatments. And the thousands of
estimated trans people currently serving could be required to serve according to their gender assigned at birth. TBD how the courts will treat this latest announcement.

What to say when you see those Facebook apology ads...
Sending to voicemail.

THING TO KNOW

Ringxiety
When you think your phone is ringing or vibrating. And it's not. Turns out this means you shouldn't be left to your own (mobile) devices. Ringxiety is bad news for your
sleep and ability to get sh*t done. The cure? Start by turning off your notifications. Here's how to ease ringxiety and other stress issues.

SKIMM LIFE
For your friend who wants to go out on a Tuesday...
Or you can just go wild with this plan. If you join T-Mobile, Tuesday is a new reason to celebrate. Think: things like free streaming movies, restaurant discounts, gift
cards, and more. Going up on a Tuesday. Get into it here.*
For when you want to talk to lawmakers...
Resistbot's got your back.
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
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Surprise: Skimm HQ is very competitive. And right now, we're all about the Madness. This week, we're giving you gifts - just for getting someone to sign up for the Daily
Skimm. Every signup is an entry to win. Today's winner gets an Apple TV to stream the games and a 65" Samsung TV to go with it. Hoop, there it is. Questions?
Answers.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Blow out the candles
Harrison Bergman FL, Sheetal Pandya CA, Pete Strome NY, Mia Mologousis IL,*Allison Payton IN, *Megan Wagner MI, *Haley Nigg TX, *Molly Gottschalk NE, *Lisa Schlosberg NY, *Katie Foley TX, *Cara Prescott MN, *Renee
Dittmar MI, *Jaime Trisler MO, *Chelsea Insprucker IL, *Ashley Hilton CA, *Kristin Tirocchi MD, *Meredith Luckett AL, *Erin Magee CA, *Victoria Garofalo GA, *Mia Alicata NY, *Massiel Ullsmith IL, *Katherine Hunsaker TN,
*Beth Brinkman TX, *Emily Halstead GA, *Anne Miskewitch IL, *Jennifer Ohlson CA, *Becca Bedford CA, *Sarah Cahn NJ, *Katie O'Connor WI, *Anne Mullins NY, *Jena Andreu PA, *Rachael Mazzone CT, *Heidi Verticchio IL,
*Angela Roberts TX, *Erin Valle GA, *Melissa Weyn NY, *Divya Sukumar NY, *Shannon Delany, *Allison Jones CA, *Hannah Lassiter CA, *Jocelyn Shoemake CA, *Carly Snyder NY, *Angela Plicht AZ, *Kristiane Schmidt MI,
*Cori Anderson MI, Sarah Jessica Parker NY, *Rachel Munzer CT, *Melissa Thompson IL, *Elizabeth Galbavy FL, *Emily Schultz TX, *Taryn Coghill MN, *Anna Lehner IL, *Jenn Jones TX, *Rebekah McMillan MD, *Stephanie
Puglisi NJ, *Leiya Kenney CO, *Daley Henson AL, *Candace Jones NY, Alexa Steinberg CA, Joan Chintz CA, Emma Webster MN, Mary Alice Dinerman CA, Shirley Thompson NY, April Walsh NC, Priscilla Seaborg OR, Kathy
Green CT, Miranda Marty TX, Jenny Anderson AZ, Sophia Haase NY, Jordanna Lutz MI, Anna Dickerson WY, Meaghan Kahler CA, Isaac Graber TN, Dona Schaitkin NY, Linda Singer NY, Tamanna Karim NY, Jenn Etheridge
CA, Tori Spence OR, Kimberly Arbaugh OH, Gretchen Newmark OR, Jeni Gardner CA, Meredith Chehardy LA, Shana Cawley GA, Aimee Gaspari IL, Mallory Karp AK, Alex Giannelli CT, Maggie Angel IL, Samantha Bowen NY,
Olivia Platt NJ, Katy O'Neill NJ, Jodie Fox FL, Lauren Mazlin NY, Meghan McDonald NC, Lindy Whitlock DC, Estelle Fabulous NY, Chelsea Spatz PA, Lincoln Chafee RI, Bill Phelan IL, Christina Avino PA, Megan Fitzpatrick WI,
Lynda Smith PA, Lauren Martin WA, Jan Johnson FL, Ashley Gras NY, Karen Greenberg PA, Virginia Wright IL, Dayna Sheinberg OH, Ali Chetkof NY, David Clark AL, Joanna Hawley NY, Emma Eldred WI, Liz Vestal IA, Kirstin
Klein CO, Corinne Tam OH, Lindsey Follis MD, Nancy Wilson OH, Spencer Higgins AZ, Amanda Hoffman WI, Alyssa Kleinman NY, Maddie Rabe OH, Peter Rosenbaum, Stephanie Yarboro NC, Janell Dixon OH, Laura Cosenza
MA, Marissa Eisele CA, Mallory Harmon CA, Jill Ellis KY, Emily Horne OH, Katharine Cromley DE, Amy Gold MA, Sherri McCullen CA, Léonie Pelletier CAN, Karen Gulick MO, Adrienne Mehl VA, Colleen Williams WI, Emily
Akil OH, Ashley White VA, Jennifer Kashani CA, Becky Sanders NY, Danielle Ryan MA, Nicolette Zimmerman NY, Erin Burke PA, Erin Kharazi WI, Rowan Metzner CA, Laura Siegrist IL, Missoura Goldberg VA, Karen Bate VA,
Matthew Finucane NJ, Rachel Zuckerman NY, Marisa Liles TX, Samantha Nowak OH, Jesse Sutherland MI, Erika DeVriendt IL, Eva Van Wyk IA, Candace Jones NY, Chelsea Parker MN, James Dotoli FL, Seffie Wilkinson WI

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 25 Jan 2018 05:07:46 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Let's get rich and buy everybody nice sweaters
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

JANUARY 25, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

We had a tech glitch, sorry if you got a duplicate this AM. It's early.

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I'm so proud of me" - 50 Cent, who forgot he had bitcoin. It's apparently now worth more than $7.5 million. Still making cents of it.

SEE YOU NEVER
The Story
Larry Nassar is going to prison for a long time.
10 seconds. Remind me.
Nassar was the team doctor for USA Gymnastics for decades. Back in 2016, a woman filed a criminal complaint against him, saying he sexually abused her as a
teenager. Since then, more than 150 women have come forward with similar stories. Many are athletes, including US Olympic gymnasts. Last year, Nassar pleaded guilty
to several counts of sexual assault. Over the past week, almost all of his victims let him have it at his sentencing hearing.
What's the latest?
Judge Aquilina (your new fave) sentenced him to 40 to 175 years in prison. That's on top of 60 years he already got on child porn charges. And next week he's up for
more sentencing for other charges.
Now what?
USA Gymnastics faces a reckoning over how and why Nassar was able to assault so many athletes under its watch for decades. Three board members resigned this
week. The US Olympic Committee is calling on the remaining members to clear their desks. Several companies have pulled out as sponsors. And the NCAA said it's
investigating Michigan State, where Nassar also worked and treated athletes. Michigan State's president resigned.
theSkimm
When one man can abuse more than 150 girls for decades, the problem runs very deep. The women are getting justice, but this isn't the last you'll hear of this.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
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What people are watching...
Italy. This morning, a train derailed and crashed near Milan, killing at least three people and seriously injuring at least 10 more, with dozens more slightly injured. The
details of how this happened are still being investigated.

What to say before the movie starts...
Here come the teasers. President Trump's going to reveal the details of an immigration plan next week. This could end months of questions over what happens to
Dreamers, the hundreds of thousands of undocumented immigrants who were brought to the US as kids. Last year, Trump made moves to end the program and kicked
the issue to Congress. Congress hasn't settled on a fix. The gov shut down for a few days over it. Now, it's back. But Democrats are pushing for an immigration deal,
ASAP. Yesterday, Trump said he's a man with a plan. And that plan is to give Dreamers a pathway to citizenship, as long as it comes with funding for his border wall.
Then the White House said 'scratch that' and clarified that the citizenship idea was still just a "discussion point." K then.

What to say when a co-worker asks about your ex...
It's complicated. Protests have been breaking out in India over a Bollywood movie that's set to come out there today. The movie is about a legendary Hindu queen who
kills herself to avoid getting captured by a Muslim ruler. India is mostly Hindu, and there's a history of persecution against the country's Muslim minority. Protesters are
angry about a rumored romantic scene between the queen and the Muslim. The filmmakers say there isn't one. But protesters have been vandalizing movie theaters,
reportedly setting fires, and hundreds of women have reportedly petitioned the government asking for permission to commit suicide over the movie. The filmmakers
already had to delay the movie's release because of threats. Now the protests are ramping up again. Today, police are sending out extra security to theaters. Fandaaang-though.

What to say when you need to be reimbursed...
Getting the receipts. Yesterday, the Justice Dept put sanctuary cities, states, and counties on notice, demanding that they hand over proof that they're complying with
federal immigration laws. Or else face a subpoena. Sanctuary cities like NYC, San Francisco, and Chicago generally refuse to hand over undocumented immigrants to
the feds. The Trump admin has been going after these places as part of its tougher immigration stance. Last year, President Trump issued an executive order denying
them federal grant money unless they fall in line. Some of the cities sued, and a judge blocked the order. Now the DOJ is clapping back. Yesterday, several Democratic
mayors responded by pulling out of a White House meeting on infrastructure.
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What to say when the friends you set up hit it off...
My work here is done. Cecile Richards is stepping down as president of Planned Parenthood. She's been the face of the reproductive health provider for more than a
decade. Meaning, she's had more than one public scuffle with conservative groups and lawmakers who've tried to cut the org's federal funding. It's unclear why she's
leaving now.

What to say when you hear about the TV salaries spreadsheet...
Wonder what Olivia Pope and Annalise Keating are getting paid for the crossover.

What to say when you hear Meryl is moving to Monterey...
Murphy Brown is coming to the small screen too.

THING TO KNOW

Occlusal
The surface of the tooth that's used for chewing. The "O" can also stand for "one at a time." As in, you're supposed to brush each occlusal surface individually, to get to
the hard-to-reach spots. This electric toothbrush helps get it done. Happy mouth, happy life.

SKIMM LIFE
SKIMM FAVES | TOGETHER WITH

For when you're too cold to run errands...
Bring the shopping to your door. That means outfits too. This personalized box is HQ's fave way to get dressed in the AM.
page 4 of 6
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SKIMM TO GO

For when you need a cocktail...
We see your cocktail and raise you a cocktail on a boat. How does a week-long Caribbean cruise sound? Plus wine and other gifts. Yes please. Enter here.
For when you need a minute...
This app will remind you to do it every day.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ misses the long weekends. Share theSkimm with your friend who's burning through their OOOs.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party time.
Barb Stuczynski OH, *Paula McLeod IL, *Betsy Sachs PA, *Olivia Luther MN, *Autumn Sample CA, *Ally Jetter NC, *Alecia Patterson NC, *McKenna Kaser OH, *Hilary Towle MA, *Allison Fraas IL, *Mallory Evans FL, *Hollis
Lehv NY, *Leanna Meiser PA, *Christina Yu IL, *Morgan Gundrum MA, *Amanda Pelar MD, *Alexandra Penkava NY, *Taryn McLaughlin GA, *Savannah Forster, *Kirsten Walley MA, *Cindy Adams CA, *Kristen Kalkin CA,
Carrie Fitzgerald IL, Drena Grinstead FL, Bryna Herskowitz TX, Laura Glatz IN, Stella Athanas IL, Clare Louie CA, Gabby Daidone NJ, Lisa Baranker NJ, Marguerite Horikawa NY, Rachel Weber CA, Kevin Gibson PA, Evan
Rome NY, Susan Niedermeyer WI, Vicki Barrett, Katie Schiavi DC, Nealy Stiles NY, Joni Winkler CO, Rachel Solomon CA, Sara Kratovil NY, Natalie Meyers, Rachel Tynan FL, Avalon Esposito CT, Grace Pierce OK, Sarah
Vargas CA, Krysta Loftis MI, Matthew Mudd IN, Megan Lindley NC, Sarah Chimino NY, Jamie Taylor-Dave TX, Marilyn Porter TX, Christie Meno NY, Katie Dahlander TX, Julie Adelman OR, Kristen Gray PA, Brooke Scruggs,
Carrie Coffee NY, Bea Dizon NY, Suzan Sherburn TX, Sandra Sisson Anderson VA, Jessica Rickhaus CAN, Jennifer Kay Ryder TN, Wendy Walker TX

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
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Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 04:40:50 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Mission one I'ma put this on
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

APRIL 16, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while taking the best concert pics

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Gary" - Prince William's old nickname for the Queen. We have questions.

THINGS IN TRUMP'S TWITTER FEED
Comey
The Story
Former FBI Director James Comey has a new book. And last night ABC aired the first of many, many promo interviews.
How'd we get here again?
Last year, President Trump abruptly fired Comey, who was leading the FBI's Trump-Russia investigation. Trump later said he had "this Russia thing" on the mind at the
time. That and more raised questions as to whether Trump obstructed justice. Questions that special counsel Robert Mueller is now trying to answer.
What's Comey saying now?
In an interview that aired last night, he said "it's possible" Trump is compromised by the Russians. That there's "certainly some evidence" that he obstructed justice. That
he is "morally unfit to be president." In lots of weekend tweets, Trump called Comey a "slimeball" who has told "many lies."
theSkimm
What Comey has to say isn't just about the he-said-he-said with Trump. It's also testimony that Mueller is using as he decides whether he thinks Trump committed an
impeachable offense.

Syria
page 2 of 6
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The Story
Days after President Trump announced airstrikes on Syria, Syrian President Assad is apparently in a "good mood."
What's going on?
Last week, dozens of Syrian civilians were killed in a suspected chemical weapons attack. Assad's forces are believed to be behind it. On Friday, Trump announced a
coordinated missile attack with the UK and France on Syrian chemical weapons facilities. UN Ambassador Nikki Haley says the US is "locked and loaded" if Assad uses
these weapons again.
How are people reacting?
Some on both sides of the aisle say Trump was right to show that the US won't tolerate chemical weapons. But many are wondering what the larger US strategy is in
Syria. Earlier this month, Trump was saying he wanted out altogether. Now, apparently not.
theSkimm
It's unlikely that this weekend's missile attack will change the situation on the ground in Syria. Case in point: reports of Assad's "good mood" while meeting with officials
from Russia (Syria's top ally) yesterday.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What people are talking about...
Barbara Bush. A family spokesman says the former first lady is in "failing health," and has decided she doesn't want to seek further treatment. Bush is at the head of one
of the country's biggest political dynasties. She was the first lady, and the mother of another president. In the past year, she's been in and out of the hospital. Now, the
92-year-old is focusing on "comfort care."

What to say to your friend who can't survive without coffee...
Heard about this? Starbucks is in the spotlight after two black men were arrested at a Philadelphia store. Last week, the two men asked to use the bathroom, but an
employee said no because they hadn't bought anything. Police say an employee called 911 after the men refused to leave. When they arrived, the men were walked out
in handcuffs. The men's attorney later said they were waiting for someone for a business meeting. Starbucks CEO offered "our deepest apologies" to the two men, and
says the company is reviewing what happened. Yesterday, protesters gathered in Philadelphia and plan to do so again today.

What people are watching...
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India, where people are protesting recent attacks on young girls. In 2012, a fatal gang rape of a young woman led to mass protests. That led India to strengthen its laws
about violence against women. But it's still a huge problem. Last week, a lawmaker from India's ruling party was arrested in connection to the rape of a teenager that
happened last year. That case, and the separate case of the rape and murder of an eight-year-old girl, have brought people back to the streets to accuse authorities of
failing to protect women. Over the weekend, another person connected to the teenager's rape was arrested.

What to say when you break your fourth pair of sunglasses...
Another one bites the dust. Over the weekend, Martin Sorrell - the CEO of the world's largest advertising agency - resigned after an internal investigation into claims of
"personal misconduct." He denies the allegations. Sorrell is an advertising industry giant. He transformed a manufacturing company called Wire and Plastic Products into
a worldwide ad agency called WPP that now has 200,000 employees in over 100 countries. He was apparently facing a longer investigation into allegations against him if
he didn't step down.

What to say when you see your friend's #Beychella story...
Still not over it.

THING TO KNOW

Dual aperture
Photography speak for 'double the fun.' Aperture refers to the opening in a camera through which light passes. Dual aperture means that the camera can switch between
two aperture modes depending on whether it's low light vs bright light. The Samsung Galaxy S9 is the first phone to have dual aperture. Ever. So you'll never stumble
into some bad lighting like Cher Horowitz. Check it out here.

SKIMM PICKS
For when your takeout bill is climbing...
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Meat the solution. Yes, meat. This market delivers fresh, high-quality meat and seafood right to you for a fresh meal. It's environmentally friendly and won't break the
bank. Especially since we're giving you 25% off. Dinner is served.*
For when you'd rather work horizontally...
Pillow, plz. Skimm HQ got a serious upgrade thanks in part to Hayneedle. Take a look at all the goods...and then go give your office or home the same treatment without
breaking the bank. Worth it.*
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

NOTE FROM HQ
Today's Skimm is dedicated to Skimm Mom Gabrielle Weisberg. A true Chicagoan, she was a beautiful force of energy who lit up any room and whose own
entrepreneurial instincts and deal-making skills helped pave the way for her daughter to co-found this brand. She was also theSkimm's best Skimm'bassador and could
often be found wearing head to toe Skimm swag and signing people up. Please take a second and consider giving back to an organization close to Gabrielle's heart that
raises money for lung cancer.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is ready for the work week. Share theSkimm with your coworker who's always in a good mood on Monday mornings.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Birthday suit on.
theSkimm co-founder Carly Zakin NY, Charles Tisch NY, Natalie Kutrumanes IL, LK Pierotti TX, Sonia Evans IL, Kamey Butler CA, Samantha Herscher IL, Patrique Denize NY, *Jess Haugen MN, *Paige Friedlander NY,
*Kimberlee Gensler IL, *Pablo Hargis CO, *Courtney Williams ND, *Lee Wilson KY, *Megan Holman WI, *Jessica Turner IL, *Monica Watt MI, *Jack Boudreaux GA, *Darlene Rudkin CA, *Amber Nowell OH, *Wendy Lam GA,
*Josie Tossa VA, *Alicia Abbaspour CT, *Ameera Ahmadieh MD, *Sarah Mernin DC, *Ashley Allen TX, *Jan Cao IL, *Dominique Groll CA, *Melissa Levine NJ, *Allyson Chan OH, *Lesly Keiran CA, *Markelle Prince AZ, *Mansi
Patel FL, *Ashley Armstrong NY, *Hannah Shores IL, *Falynne Knight AZ, *Brittany Battista MA, *Donna Bowker CAN, *Kandice San Miguel TX, *Abby Lausch PA, *Bridget Bertuzzi NJ, *Alyssa Boruff IA, *Emily Sapier NC,
Bridgette Fossel NY, Chelsea Gattung GA, Betsy Odland NY, Christina Baker NY, Kimberly Purdie MS, Molly Larrick TX, Mike Lewis IL, Rosemary Roberson VA, Alexandra Ellis NY, Jama Creswell TN, Edna Rutledge NY, Kurt
Stadelman FL, James Dwyer FL, Michaella Baker IL, Fatadin Hussen CAN, Liz Ballard GA, Benjie Tucholski AZ, Molly Hicks CA, Jenny Hinz IN, Ryan Jackson IL, Monica Stewart TX, Caitlin Wood MD, Lauren Clark DE, Libby
Wright IN, Jami Friedman PA, Dee Finn CAN, Monica Schmidt WA, Gulbahar Okuyan DC, Zara Juillerat UT, Michelle Nahas CT, Erica Dreyer, Denise Burton PA, Tom Doherty MA, Bailey Frazier TX, Gabriela Carvalho CA, Lynn
McConchie Connors, Becky Sotsky NY, Michele Floam MD, Krista Thogersen CO, Mandy Parker MI, Sami Ben Hassine NC, Cindy Zhou DC, Jennifer Gu IL, Tara Ryals KY, Sara Young CA, Alex Plaia NY, Lyndsey Cargile CA,
Sarah Berkley IL, Elizabeth Kay CA, Shelbie Dashiell VA, Darcy Horn PA, Jodie McCarthy TN, Stefanie Cohen NY, Beth Ann Wells MD, Renee Pigeon PA, Melissa Edmiston VA, Nicole De La Roca FL, Carley Strader IL, Isabel
Berbert GA, Lashelle Chapman VA, Allie Hurst TN, Suzie Baer FL, Lucy Keller IN, Olivia Cohen TN, Chelsea Atwood UT, Suzie McMurray IL, Betsy Davis AL, Barbara Harris FL, Bernice Gollhardt NJ, Laura Bosco DC, Leah
Peterson WI, Susan Fulgieri NJ, Gillian Christian NY, Brie Wolf NJ, Priya Mercado CA, Courtney Ergen CO, Scott Fitzpatrick KY, Nadine Osman NY, Rachel Keane PA, Anu Singh NY, Noha Sahnoune TX, Maureen Bauerle FL,
Jessica Tolman CA, Colleen Flanigan NY, Kiki Peterlin CA, Machayla Fortin CO, Jess Lewis IL, Joelle Rose NY, Ann-Charlotte Wade IA, Deavyn Schumacher MI, Frannie Franc FL, Macks Schmeidler MO, Caroline Weatherford
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CO, Elayne Goldman MA, JoAnne Richmond AZ, Sue Tremblay AB, Erryca Robicheaux MD, Brooke Tsu NY, Heather van der Hoop CAN, Sarah Levy GA, Lynsey Damiano VA, Megan McCourt NY, Holly Black AZ, Brooke
McAndrew OH, Ashley Ellis NJ, Carolyn Conrad NY, Kaitlyn O'Neil Legge NY

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 04:44:37 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Mission one I'ma put this on
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>

APRIL 16, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while taking the best concert pics

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Gary" - Prince William's old nickname for the Queen. We have questions.

THINGS IN TRUMP'S TWITTER FEED
Comey
The Story
Former FBI Director James Comey has a new book. And last night ABC aired the first of many, many promo interviews.
How'd we get here again?
Last year, President Trump abruptly fired Comey, who was leading the FBI's Trump-Russia investigation. Trump later said he had "this Russia thing" on the mind at the
time. That and more raised questions as to whether Trump obstructed justice. Questions that special counsel Robert Mueller is now trying to answer.
What's Comey saying now?
In an interview that aired last night, he said "it's possible" Trump is compromised by the Russians. That there's "certainly some evidence" that he obstructed justice. That
he is "morally unfit to be president." In lots of weekend tweets, Trump called Comey a "slimeball" who has told "many lies."
theSkimm
What Comey has to say isn't just about the he-said-he-said with Trump. It's also testimony that Mueller is using as he decides whether he thinks Trump committed an
impeachable offense.

Syria
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The Story
Days after President Trump announced airstrikes on Syria, Syrian President Assad is apparently in a "good mood."
What's going on?
Last week, dozens of Syrian civilians were killed in a suspected chemical weapons attack. Assad's forces are believed to be behind it. On Friday, Trump announced a
coordinated missile attack with the UK and France on Syrian chemical weapons facilities. UN Ambassador Nikki Haley says the US is "locked and loaded" if Assad uses
these weapons again.
How are people reacting?
Some on both sides of the aisle say Trump was right to show that the US won't tolerate chemical weapons. But many are wondering what the larger US strategy is in
Syria. Earlier this month, Trump was saying he wanted out altogether. Now, apparently not.
theSkimm
It's unlikely that this weekend's missile attack will change the situation on the ground in Syria. Case in point: reports of Assad's "good mood" while meeting with officials
from Russia (Syria's top ally) yesterday.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What people are talking about...
Barbara Bush. A family spokesman says the former first lady is in "failing health," and has decided she doesn't want to seek further treatment. Bush is at the head of one
of the country's biggest political dynasties. She was the first lady, and the mother of another president. In the past year, she's been in and out of the hospital. Now, the
92-year-old is focusing on "comfort care."

What to say to your friend who can't survive without coffee...
Heard about this? Starbucks is in the spotlight after two black men were arrested at a Philadelphia store. Last week, the two men asked to use the bathroom, but an
employee said no because they hadn't bought anything. Police say an employee called 911 after the men refused to leave. When they arrived, the men were walked out
in handcuffs. The men's attorney later said they were waiting for someone for a business meeting. Starbucks CEO offered "our deepest apologies" to the two men, and
says the company is reviewing what happened. Yesterday, protesters gathered in Philadelphia and plan to do so again today.

What people are watching...
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India, where people are protesting recent attacks on young girls. In 2012, a fatal gang rape of a young woman led to mass protests. That led India to strengthen its laws
about violence against women. But it's still a huge problem. Last week, a lawmaker from India's ruling party was arrested in connection to the rape of a teenager that
happened last year. That case, and the separate case of the rape and murder of an eight-year-old girl, have brought people back to the streets to accuse authorities of
failing to protect women. Over the weekend, another person connected to the teenager's rape was arrested.

What to say when you break your fourth pair of sunglasses...
Another one bites the dust. Over the weekend, Martin Sorrell - the CEO of the world's largest advertising agency - resigned after an internal investigation into claims of
"personal misconduct." He denies the allegations. Sorrell is an advertising industry giant. He transformed a manufacturing company called Wire and Plastic Products into
a worldwide ad agency called WPP that now has 200,000 employees in over 100 countries. He was apparently facing a longer investigation into allegations against him if
he didn't step down.

What to say when you see your friend's #Beychella story...
Still not over it.

THING TO KNOW

Dual aperture
Photography speak for 'double the fun.' Aperture refers to the opening in a camera through which light passes. Dual aperture means that the camera can switch between
two aperture modes depending on whether it's low light vs bright light. The Samsung Galaxy S9 is the first phone to have dual aperture. Ever. So you'll never stumble
into some bad lighting like Cher Horowitz. Check it out here.

SKIMM PICKS
For when your takeout bill is climbing...
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ACQUIRED BY FIREARMS POLICY COALITION
AND FIREARMS POLICY FOUNDATION

Meat the solution. Yes, meat. This market delivers fresh, high-quality meat and seafood right to you for a fresh meal. It's environmentally friendly and won't break the
bank. Especially since we're giving you 25% off. Dinner is served.*
For when you'd rather work horizontally...
Pillow, plz. Skimm HQ got a serious upgrade thanks in part to Hayneedle. Take a look at all the goods...and then go give your office or home the same treatment without
breaking the bank. Worth it.*
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

NOTE FROM HQ
Today's Skimm is dedicated to Skimm Mom Gabrielle Weisberg. A true Chicagoan, she was a beautiful force of energy who lit up any room and whose own
entrepreneurial instincts and deal-making skills helped pave the way for her daughter to co-found this brand. She was also theSkimm's best Skimm'bassador and could
often be found wearing head to toe Skimm swag and signing people up. Please take a second and consider giving back to an organization close to Gabrielle's heart that
raises money for lung cancer.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is ready for the work week. Share theSkimm with your coworker who's always in a good mood on Monday mornings.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Birthday suit on.
theSkimm co-founder Carly Zakin NY, Charles Tisch NY, Natalie Kutrumanes IL, LK Pierotti TX, Sonia Evans IL, Kamey Butler CA, Samantha Herscher IL, Patrique Denize NY, *Jess Haugen MN, *Paige Friedlander NY,
*Kimberlee Gensler IL, *Pablo Hargis CO, *Courtney Williams ND, *Lee Wilson KY, *Megan Holman WI, *Jessica Turner IL, *Monica Watt MI, *Jack Boudreaux GA, *Darlene Rudkin CA, *Amber Nowell OH, *Wendy Lam GA,
*Josie Tossa VA, *Alicia Abbaspour CT, *Ameera Ahmadieh MD, *Sarah Mernin DC, *Ashley Allen TX, *Jan Cao IL, *Dominique Groll CA, *Melissa Levine NJ, *Allyson Chan OH, *Lesly Keiran CA, *Markelle Prince AZ, *Mansi
Patel FL, *Ashley Armstrong NY, *Hannah Shores IL, *Falynne Knight AZ, *Brittany Battista MA, *Donna Bowker CAN, *Kandice San Miguel TX, *Abby Lausch PA, *Bridget Bertuzzi NJ, *Alyssa Boruff IA, *Emily Sapier NC,
Bridgette Fossel NY, Chelsea Gattung GA, Betsy Odland NY, Christina Baker NY, Kimberly Purdie MS, Molly Larrick TX, Mike Lewis IL, Rosemary Roberson VA, Alexandra Ellis NY, Jama Creswell TN, Edna Rutledge NY, Kurt
Stadelman FL, James Dwyer FL, Michaella Baker IL, Fatadin Hussen CAN, Liz Ballard GA, Benjie Tucholski AZ, Molly Hicks CA, Jenny Hinz IN, Ryan Jackson IL, Monica Stewart TX, Caitlin Wood MD, Lauren Clark DE, Libby
Wright IN, Jami Friedman PA, Dee Finn CAN, Monica Schmidt WA, Gulbahar Okuyan DC, Zara Juillerat UT, Michelle Nahas CT, Erica Dreyer, Denise Burton PA, Tom Doherty MA, Bailey Frazier TX, Gabriela Carvalho CA, Lynn
McConchie Connors, Becky Sotsky NY, Michele Floam MD, Krista Thogersen CO, Mandy Parker MI, Sami Ben Hassine NC, Cindy Zhou DC, Jennifer Gu IL, Tara Ryals KY, Sara Young CA, Alex Plaia NY, Lyndsey Cargile CA,
Sarah Berkley IL, Elizabeth Kay CA, Shelbie Dashiell VA, Darcy Horn PA, Jodie McCarthy TN, Stefanie Cohen NY, Beth Ann Wells MD, Renee Pigeon PA, Melissa Edmiston VA, Nicole De La Roca FL, Carley Strader IL, Isabel
Berbert GA, Lashelle Chapman VA, Allie Hurst TN, Suzie Baer FL, Lucy Keller IN, Olivia Cohen TN, Chelsea Atwood UT, Suzie McMurray IL, Betsy Davis AL, Barbara Harris FL, Bernice Gollhardt NJ, Laura Bosco DC, Leah
Peterson WI, Susan Fulgieri NJ, Gillian Christian NY, Brie Wolf NJ, Priya Mercado CA, Courtney Ergen CO, Scott Fitzpatrick KY, Nadine Osman NY, Rachel Keane PA, Anu Singh NY, Noha Sahnoune TX, Maureen Bauerle FL,
Jessica Tolman CA, Colleen Flanigan NY, Kiki Peterlin CA, Machayla Fortin CO, Jess Lewis IL, Joelle Rose NY, Ann-Charlotte Wade IA, Deavyn Schumacher MI, Frannie Franc FL, Macks Schmeidler MO, Caroline Weatherford
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CO, Elayne Goldman MA, JoAnne Richmond AZ, Sue Tremblay AB, Erryca Robicheaux MD, Brooke Tsu NY, Heather van der Hoop CAN, Sarah Levy GA, Lynsey Damiano VA, Megan McCourt NY, Holly Black AZ, Brooke
McAndrew OH, Ashley Ellis NJ, Carolyn Conrad NY, Kaitlyn O'Neil Legge NY

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 04:30:02 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Mission one I'ma put this on
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while taking the best concert pics

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Gary" - Prince William's old nickname for the Queen. We have questions.

THINGS IN TRUMP'S TWITTER FEED
Comey
The Story
Former FBI Director James Comey has a new book. And last night ABC aired the first of many, many promo interviews.
How'd we get here again?
Last year, President Trump abruptly fired Comey, who was leading the FBI's Trump-Russia investigation. Trump later said he had "this Russia thing" on the mind at the
time. That and more raised questions as to whether Trump obstructed justice. Questions that special counsel Robert Mueller is now trying to answer.
What's Comey saying now?
In an interview that aired last night, he said "it's possible" Trump is compromised by the Russians. That there's "certainly some evidence" that he obstructed justice. That
he is "morally unfit to be president." In lots of weekend tweets, Trump called Comey a "slimeball" who has told "many lies."
theSkimm
What Comey has to say isn't just about the he-said-he-said with Trump. It's also testimony that Mueller is using as he decides whether he thinks Trump committed an
impeachable offense.

Syria
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The Story
Days after President Trump announced airstrikes on Syria, Syrian President Assad is apparently in a "good mood."
What's going on?
Last week, dozens of Syrian civilians were killed in a suspected chemical weapons attack. Assad's forces are believed to be behind it. On Friday, Trump announced a
coordinated missile attack with the UK and France on Syrian chemical weapons facilities. UN Ambassador Nikki Haley says the US is "locked and loaded" if Assad uses
these weapons again.
How are people reacting?
Some on both sides of the aisle say Trump was right to show that the US won't tolerate chemical weapons. But many are wondering what the larger US strategy is in
Syria. Earlier this month, Trump was saying he wanted out altogether. Now, apparently not.
theSkimm
It's unlikely that this weekend's missile attack will change the situation on the ground in Syria. Case in point: reports of Assad's "good mood" while meeting with officials
from Russia (Syria's top ally) yesterday.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What people are talking about...
Barbara Bush. A family spokesman says the former first lady is in "failing health," and has decided she doesn't want to seek further treatment. Bush is at the head of one
of the country's biggest political dynasties. She was the first lady, and the mother of another president. In the past year, she's been in and out of the hospital. Now, the
92-year-old is focusing on "comfort care."

What to say to your friend who can't survive without coffee...
Heard about this? Starbucks is in the spotlight after two black men were arrested at a Philadelphia store. Last week, the two men asked to use the bathroom, but an
employee said no because they hadn't bought anything. Police say an employee called 911 after the men refused to leave. When they arrived, the men were walked out
in handcuffs. The men's attorney later said they were waiting for someone for a business meeting. Starbucks CEO offered "our deepest apologies" to the two men, and
says the company is reviewing what happened. Yesterday, protesters gathered in Philadelphia and plan to do so again today.

What people are watching...
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India, where people are protesting recent attacks on young girls. In 2012, a fatal gang rape of a young woman led to mass protests. That led India to strengthen its laws
about violence against women. But it's still a huge problem. Last week, a lawmaker from India's ruling party was arrested in connection to the rape of a teenager that
happened last year. That case, and the separate case of the rape and murder of an eight-year-old girl, have brought people back to the streets to accuse authorities of
failing to protect women. Over the weekend, another person connected to the teenager's rape was arrested.

What to say when you break your fourth pair of sunglasses...
Another one bites the dust. Over the weekend, Martin Sorrell - the CEO of the world's largest advertising agency - resigned after an internal investigation into claims of
"personal misconduct." He denies the allegations. Sorrell is an advertising industry giant. He transformed a manufacturing company called Wire and Plastic Products into
a worldwide ad agency called WPP that now has 200,000 employees in over 100 countries. He was apparently facing a longer investigation into allegations against him if
he didn't step down.

What to say when you see your friend's #Beychella story...
Still not over it.

THING TO KNOW

Dual aperture
Photography speak for 'double the fun.' Aperture refers to the opening in a camera through which light passes. Dual aperture means that the camera can switch between
two aperture modes depending on whether it's low light vs bright light. The Samsung Galaxy S9 is the first phone to have dual aperture. Ever. So you'll never stumble
into some bad lighting like Cher Horowitz. Check it out here.

SKIMM PICKS
For when your takeout bill is climbing...
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Meat the solution. Yes, meat. This market delivers fresh, high-quality meat and seafood right to you for a fresh meal. It's environmentally friendly and won't break the
bank. Especially since we're giving you 25% off. Dinner is served.*
For when you'd rather work horizontally...
Pillow, plz. Skimm HQ got a serious upgrade thanks in part to Hayneedle. Take a look at all the goods...and then go give your office or home the same treatment without
breaking the bank. Worth it.*
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

NOTE FROM HQ
Today's Skimm is dedicated to Skimm Mom Gabrielle Weisberg. A true Chicagoan, she was a beautiful force of energy who lit up any room and whose own
entrepreneurial instincts and deal-making skills helped pave the way for her daughter to co-found this brand. She was also theSkimm's best Skimm'bassador and could
often be found wearing head to toe Skimm swag and signing people up. Please take a second and consider giving back to an organization close to Gabrielle's heart that
raises money for lung cancer.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is ready for the work week. Share theSkimm with your coworker who's always in a good mood on Monday mornings.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Birthday suit on.
theSkimm co-founder Carly Zakin NY, Charles Tisch NY, Natalie Kutrumanes IL, LK Pierotti TX, Sonia Evans IL, Kamey Butler CA, Samantha Herscher IL, Patrique Denize NY, *Jess Haugen MN, *Paige Friedlander NY,
*Kimberlee Gensler IL, *Pablo Hargis CO, *Courtney Williams ND, *Lee Wilson KY, *Megan Holman WI, *Jessica Turner IL, *Monica Watt MI, *Jack Boudreaux GA, *Darlene Rudkin CA, *Amber Nowell OH, *Wendy Lam GA,
*Josie Tossa VA, *Alicia Abbaspour CT, *Ameera Ahmadieh MD, *Sarah Mernin DC, *Ashley Allen TX, *Jan Cao IL, *Dominique Groll CA, *Melissa Levine NJ, *Allyson Chan OH, *Lesly Keiran CA, *Markelle Prince AZ, *Mansi
Patel FL, *Ashley Armstrong NY, *Hannah Shores IL, *Falynne Knight AZ, *Brittany Battista MA, *Donna Bowker CAN, *Kandice San Miguel TX, *Abby Lausch PA, *Bridget Bertuzzi NJ, *Alyssa Boruff IA, *Emily Sapier NC,
Bridgette Fossel NY, Chelsea Gattung GA, Betsy Odland NY, Christina Baker NY, Kimberly Purdie MS, Molly Larrick TX, Mike Lewis IL, Rosemary Roberson VA, Alexandra Ellis NY, Jama Creswell TN, Edna Rutledge NY, Kurt
Stadelman FL, James Dwyer FL, Michaella Baker IL, Fatadin Hussen CAN, Liz Ballard GA, Benjie Tucholski AZ, Molly Hicks CA, Jenny Hinz IN, Ryan Jackson IL, Monica Stewart TX, Caitlin Wood MD, Lauren Clark DE, Libby
Wright IN, Jami Friedman PA, Dee Finn CAN, Monica Schmidt WA, Gulbahar Okuyan DC, Zara Juillerat UT, Michelle Nahas CT, Erica Dreyer, Denise Burton PA, Tom Doherty MA, Bailey Frazier TX, Gabriela Carvalho CA, Lynn
McConchie Connors, Becky Sotsky NY, Michele Floam MD, Krista Thogersen CO, Mandy Parker MI, Sami Ben Hassine NC, Cindy Zhou DC, Jennifer Gu IL, Tara Ryals KY, Sara Young CA, Alex Plaia NY, Lyndsey Cargile CA,
Sarah Berkley IL, Elizabeth Kay CA, Shelbie Dashiell VA, Darcy Horn PA, Jodie McCarthy TN, Stefanie Cohen NY, Beth Ann Wells MD, Renee Pigeon PA, Melissa Edmiston VA, Nicole De La Roca FL, Carley Strader IL, Isabel
Berbert GA, Lashelle Chapman VA, Allie Hurst TN, Suzie Baer FL, Lucy Keller IN, Olivia Cohen TN, Chelsea Atwood UT, Suzie McMurray IL, Betsy Davis AL, Barbara Harris FL, Bernice Gollhardt NJ, Laura Bosco DC, Leah
Peterson WI, Susan Fulgieri NJ, Gillian Christian NY, Brie Wolf NJ, Priya Mercado CA, Courtney Ergen CO, Scott Fitzpatrick KY, Nadine Osman NY, Rachel Keane PA, Anu Singh NY, Noha Sahnoune TX, Maureen Bauerle FL,
Jessica Tolman CA, Colleen Flanigan NY, Kiki Peterlin CA, Machayla Fortin CO, Jess Lewis IL, Joelle Rose NY, Ann-Charlotte Wade IA, Deavyn Schumacher MI, Frannie Franc FL, Macks Schmeidler MO, Caroline Weatherford
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CO, Elayne Goldman MA, JoAnne Richmond AZ, Sue Tremblay AB, Erryca Robicheaux MD, Brooke Tsu NY, Heather van der Hoop CAN, Sarah Levy GA, Lynsey Damiano VA, Megan McCourt NY, Holly Black AZ, Brooke
McAndrew OH, Ashley Ellis NJ, Carolyn Conrad NY, Kaitlyn O'Neil Legge NY

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 29 Jan 2018 04:20:19 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Nobody has ever quoted me back to me before
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

JANUARY 29, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd with James Corden and leftover Chinese food

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Still drooling over a handbag" - Madonna, posting a pic of herself with her Louis Vuitton bag. While topless. She's a material girl.

PUTIN ON THE PRESSURE
The Story
This weekend, thousands of Russians across the country protested the upcoming presidential election.
What's this about?
These protests were organized by opposition leader Alexei Navalny - a major critic of Russian President Vladimir Putin. The Kremlin's been trying to silence him in hopes
of avoiding another mass uprising like the one that happened during the last presidential election. Navalny planned to run for president, but was convicted last year on
charges that conveniently disqualified him from the process. Now, he's calling on his supporters to boycott March's election, which he says is rigged. And saying that the
gov cherry-picked other candidates to make the whole thing seem legit.
What's the latest?
Navalny was arrested - and later released. And his supporters came out to protest in cities all over the country. Even in places that were below-freezing.
theSkimm
It was a young crowd at this weekend's protests, and some don't know Russia without Putin in office. With Navalny leading the anti-gov charge, his supporters will
probably hit the streets again before the March election.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What people are watching...
Afghanistan. This morning, suicide bombers and gunmen attacked a military academy in Kabul and killed at least 11 soldiers. ISIS claimed responsibility. It's part of a
string of attacks there, including this weekend's suicide car bombing at a police checkpoint that killed more than 100 people. The Taliban claimed responsibility for that
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attack. These attacks aren't unusual at this point in Afghanistan, but this recent wave has many people concerned about the Afghan gov's failure to keep people safe.

What to say when someone tries to cut you in line...
Sit down, be humble. That hours-long concert you watched last night was the Grammys. Bruno Mars cleaned up with six awards - including Album of the Year. Kendrick
Lamar and Kesha delivered the performances of the night. Kendrick beat out Jay-Z for best rap album, but gave a shoutout to Jay for prez. It wasn't Jay's only political
moment yesterday. Blue Ivy had to remind her parents to be cool. Camila Cabello was there for the Dreamers. And many stars wore white roses in support of the Time's
Up movement against sexual misconduct.

What to say when you move into a new apartment...
IKEA run? Over the weekend, the company's founder Ingvar Kamprad died at 91 years old. The business mogul started the Swedish company when he was 17. He came
up with flat-pack furniture, which, as we learned in college, has people setting up their own furniture or cry trying. He's known for being frugal with his billions. And for his
membership in a Swedish pro-Nazi movement in the '40s. He later said sörry. Now, IKEA has more than 400 locations around the world, and brings in billions of dollars
every year. Plus, those meatballs.

What to say when you have a bad hand...
I'm out. Over the weekend, billionaire casino mogul Steve Wynn stepped down from his position as finance chairman of the Republican National Committee. Last week, a
report came out about dozens of people accusing Wynn of things like pressuring the casino's spa and salon employees to have sex and demanding massages while he
was naked. Now, some are calling on the RNC to give his money back. Meanwhile, former presidential candidate Hillary Clinton got backlash after a report came out that
she ignored sexual harassment accusations against one of her advisers. This was during her 2008 presidential campaign. The adviser reportedly didn't deny the
accusations. Hillary said she was "dismayed."

What to say when you hear Tiger Woods is back...
Roger Federer and Caroline Wozniacki are feeling pretty good, too. Both took home the singles titles for the Australian Open. It was Federer's 20th. Not bad.
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THING TO KNOW
Travel Frog
The app taking over China. It's basically just a frog leaving you to travel the world and live its best life. Yes, that's a Tamagotchi flashback you're having.

SKIMM LIFE
SKIMM TO GO

For when you browse for apartments while procrastinating...
First thing's first. This renters insurance is jargon-free, inexpensive, and will have you feeling v responsible. Adulting, handled.*
For when your friend's stopping by and you're out of beer...
Mull this over.
For when you're easing into the work week...
This new James Blake track gets you.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is feeling musical. Share theSkimm with your friend who's in charge of the pregame playlist.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
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* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party pants on.
theSkimm's Katie Brown NY, theSkimm's Annie Bryan NY, Helene Rasmussen FL, Roz 'Mimi' Weitzen NY, Oprah Winfrey CA, *Meagan Cook IL, *Sammi Keehan SC, *Jessica Nicole Johnson CA, *Allison Sorenson FL,
*Zipporah Francis VA, *Rona Jin MI, *Julie Wang CA, *Sami Polerecky IL, *Jenna Resnick DE, *Jennifer D'Erasmo NY, *Jennifer Jones PA, *Catherine Attewell MO, *Samantha Ramos TX, Erica Broder MA, Vicky Blooston MD,
Erica Quenville CA, Emily Silverman NY, Thalia Nakouzi NY, Caity Sprague MA, Michael Widlitz PA, Cino Adelson MN, Stephen Antoni RI, Catherine Perez AL, Hannah Casey OR, Tasha Bock NH, Kevin Stephan OH, Haley
Graham NJ, Katelyn Connor NY, Angela Thurman TX, Sherri Zirlin IL, Toye Oyewole TX, Taylor Castle NY, Keri Pearlson TX, Shawn Barr WV, Colleen Morgan IL, Emily Britt PA, Wilma Banks LA, Annie Liang NJ, Ahiza Garcia
NY, Michelle Imbrogno CT, Katelyn Connor NY, Zoë Angelopulo CA, Molly Andler WI, Giselle Perez NY, Linda Fleming IL, Brianne Morell TX, Sarah Gan KY, Ora Weinbach NY, Alyssa Bergman NY, Reba Sanchez-Carpintero
TX, Rema Mounayer MI, Tracy Lin IL, Jacklyn Humphrey IL, Tiffany Williams NY, Genevieve Malkin VA, Elizabeth Crites TX, Leah Pearlman IL, Lizzie Peroni MA, Kate Geraghty CA, Kindra Kernes CA, Natasha Galperin NV,
Rachel Cisto NJ, Michelle Imbrogno Miller, Sherri Zirlin IL, Erica Steele FL, Kathleen Booth CA, Alicia Brown NY, Diane Baltes MN, Tiffany Williams VA, Leanne O'Neil IN, Alix Angelopulo CA, DJ Lohrey CA

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 8 Jan 2018 04:26:57 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Oh, hi Mark
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

JANUARY 8, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while getting excited about 2018

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I am absolutely furious" - Ashley Wagner, who placed fourth in the US Figure Skating Championships. And juuust missed making the Olympic team. She can still
skate better than you.

WO(MEN) IN BLACK
The Story
The Golden Globes had a new vibe this year.
Why?
Because the Globes are usually Oscar's weirder drunk cousin. But this year was about something bigger. Everyone put on their LBDs in solidarity with people who have
been victims of sexual abuse. And to toast Time's Up - Hollywood's new initiative to get victims of sexual harassment in low-income jobs legal help, and push antiharassment legislation. Then, Oprah showed up.
I'm listening...
She was on stage to accept the Cecil B DeMille Award (aka lifetime achievement). Her speech had everyone wondering if they were watching a preview of Oprah 2020.
As the first black woman to take home the award, she honored the past - like the late civil rights hero Recy Taylor. And made us hopeful for the future - when no one has
to say #MeToo. She got a standing O.
What am I adding to my watch list?
On the big screen, "Lady Bird" and "Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri." On the little screen, "Big Little Lies," "The Handmaid's Tale," and "The Marvelous Mrs
Maisel." If you didn't have Hulu or Amazon, now you do.
Anything else?
Sterling K Brown is the first black man to win best actor in a TV drama for "This Is Us." Natalie Portman and Barbra Streisand directed shade. James Franco was a mic
hog. Frances McDormand had swagger. People said 'hi, Tonya.' And Mariah's still looking for her tea.
theSkimm
This was the first, major awards show since the national reckoning over sexual harassment. And while last night was a glitzy celebration, it was also a call to action to
never let this happen again.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear the Cleveland Browns held a parade for their losing season...
Not a winless weekend for other NFL teams. The Tennessee Titans are still in the playoffs after upsetting the Kansas City Chiefs with a comeback (and a crazy
touchdown) in the second half of the game. The Atlanta Falcons are closer to another chance at the Super Bowl after beating the Los Angeles Rams. The Jacksonville
Jaguars won against the Buffalo Bills - who haven't been in a playoffs game since the '90s - after being tied up in the first half. And the New Orleans Saints had their
prayers answered after the Carolina Panthers fell short in a nail-biting last quarter. If this weekend's games weren't enough football for you, 'Bama and Georgia are facing
off in the College Football Playoff National Championship game tonight. Use it as an excuse to pretend you're still in college.
PS: We Skimm'd the College Football Playoff for you here.

What to say when you figure out the crossword...
I'm a genius. President Trump says he's one too. Last week, a book dropped about the Trump White House, and Trump didn't come off too well. The author said "100
percent of the people around" the prez questioned whether he was fit for office. Trump clapped back, saying the author is a "total loser" who "made up stories." And then
called himself a "stable genius." In the book, former White House official and current Breitbart chairman Steve Bannon is quoted describing a meeting Donald Trump Jr
and others had with Russians as "treasonous." Now, he's saying 'is it too late now to say sorry?' Meanwhile, White House aide Stephen Miller defended Trump's honor in
a TV interview that got very intense.

What people are talking about...
Myanmar. Yesterday, a Rohingya rebel group claimed responsibility for an attack last week on government forces. Rohingya: a Muslim minority group that's been
discriminated against in Myanmar for years. Last year, the same Rohingya militant group pushed back with an attack on gov forces. The government responded by
violently cracking down on the Rohingya. More than 600,000 Rohingya fled to neighboring Bangladesh to escape the violence. Now, the militant group is pushing back
again, saying it had to defend the Rohingya against "state-sponsored terrorism."
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What to say when your friend starts drama on the group chat...
Banned. This weekend, Iran said it's banning teaching English in elementary schools. Because learning English too early could lead to a "cultural invasion." Reminder:
Iranian officials aren't exactly big fans of the US. And during the country's recent protests, its Supreme Leader accused foreign "enemies" of stirring up trouble. Some
Iranian officials pointed fingers at countries like the US and Britain in particular. English is usually taught in middle schools in Iran, but apparently the gov now thinks it's
too much for the kids.

What to say to your friend who likes siggi's yogurt...
But do you 'aime' siggi's?

THING TO KNOW
Raw water
The newest Silicon Valley trend for people that want to go au naturel. Aka drink water that hasn't been filtered or treated. Only problem, it's also a pretty good way to get
E. coli. So, there's that.

SKIMM LIFE

SKIMM TO GO

For when the only exercise you've done over the holidays is unwrapping presents...
No sweat. This fitness app is the answer. It has trainers and playlists to make working out a good time. Because exercise gives you endorphins and endorphins make
you happy.*
Psst...Want more ways to start the new year off right? Here you go.
For when you missed Seth Meyers's monologue...
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Never again. Our app notifies you when events like the Golden Globes are coming - before your news feed lets you know you missed it. We'll even give you a 15-minute
warning if you want. Get it here.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is in hibernation mode. Share theSkimm with your friend who spent the weekend Netflix and chilling.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party time.
Madeline Tamagni DC, Candace Arnold IL, Megan Mairs FL, *Brooke Safferman CT, *Tiffany Mast MD, *Kendalyn Grayson CA, *Kathy Hord CA, *Ryan Boyd SC, *Maria Bugge NY, *Noa Efron NJ, *Sarah Messenger PA, *Piia
Aarma HI, *Tracy Mastrangelo TX, *Kristen Jones TN, *Ashley Infantino GA, *Krystin Schambach IL, *Jayne Garofalo OH, *Tori Knoerzer MA, *Keturah Phillips AK, *Aliza Ali GA *Neda Bencun IL, *Kendalyn Grayson CA,
*Claire Biggs LA, *Kerry Kincade CA, *Carly Cooke NC, *Shari Kenney LA, *Alison O'Connor Sutherland CO, *Sarah Fagler FL, *Erin Murray NH, *Samara Carranza OR, *Terri Chapman TN, Blue Ivy Carter CA, Morgan Gibson
AL, Jennifer James OR, Amanda Skoner PA, Jonathan Stieber NY, Leah Gay NY, Lee Wolf IL, Lillie Zakin NY, Makenna Magarity VA, Rand Paul KY, Kim Dushinski CO, Marisol Cooper NY, Monica Pacello Blazic CT, Katie
Couric NY, Noel Abood OH, Rachel Henry PA, Dorothy Beattie KS, Lauren Thedford TX, Kelly Hultgren NY, Alissa Field PA, Leigh Anne Koehler NE, Valerie Katz NJ, Linda Whitney HI, Cindy Weddington TX, Caroline Edwards
MA, Abby Fieldhouse KY, Alyssa Wisnieski IL, LaNell Martibdale TX, Maggie Shatz MA, Jose Castillo TX, James Molloy NJ, Jess Kleman PA, Cathy Oakes TN, Greer Swiston MA, Whitney Sunseri PA, Kehinde Adewunmi CA,
Ella Shlonsky OH, Cara Gurney GA, Aash Srinivas CA, Neda Bencun IL, Melissa McTighe MA, Magda Dziewiecka CAN, Aashika Srinivas CA, Colleen Chilson NY, JT Sellman PA, Christie Bender MI, Jaclyn Palomo MI, Amanda
Black TX, Jenna Richards NY, Jessica Johnson KY, Opare Densua DC, Allie Burton GA, Ann Harrison OK, Julie Bollinger CA, Shelby Lewandoski GA, Samantha Lee Pokrajac NY, Kate Sullivan TN, Natalie Alexander CA,
Becca Henthorne FL, Aki Damme, Janel Welty MD, Terri Chapman TN, Kara Keene IL

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 04:44:40 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Say that to my face, you limp noodle
To: <diana.fesmire@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

FEBRUARY 27, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while figuring out how to get free pancakes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I wouldn't know what to do" - Oprah apparently doesn't know how to pump her own gas. Wish we could say the same.

THINGS ON THE SUPREME RADAR
DACA
The Story
The Supreme Court is staying out of the fight over DACA.
Tell me more.
DACA is the Obama-era program that protects hundreds of thousands of undocumented immigrants brought to the US as kids from deportation. Last year, the Trump
administration moved to get rid of the program, giving Congress until next week to find a fix. Cue the lawsuits to keep it in place. Last month, a federal judge ruled that
DACA can stay for now. The Trump administration appealed. And asked the Supreme Court to step in. But yesterday, the Supremes said 'we'll pass.'
theSkimm
Now, DACA can stay while it goes back to the lower courts. This could all go out the window if Congress comes up with a plan. But it doesn't look like that's happening
anytime soon.

Unions
The Story
The Supremes will decide whether all public-sector workers have to pay union fees.
Tell me more.
Back in the '70s, the Supreme Court ruled that it's up to the states to decide whether public sector workers who don't join a union still have to pay dues. Unions say these
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requirements make sure there aren't any 'free riders' getting the benefits without paying up. Critics say workers shouldn't be forced to pay for something they disagree
with.
Why are we hearing about this now?
An Illinois public sector worker sued the state, saying that forcing non-members to pay fees to unions whose views they may not share violates his free speech rights.
Now, the Supremes are hearing the case and it could affect millions of workers in dozens of states.
theSkimm
The Supremes heard a similar case in 2016, but the court was split on the issue while then-President Obama's Supreme Court nomination was held up by the Senate.
Now, President Trump's appointee Neil Gorsuch is on the bench and he'll cast the deciding vote.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your coworker trash talks you to your boss...
Won't stand for this. Thousands of teachers in West Virginia are expected to shut down schools in their fourth day of protests today. Teachers there are almost the lowest
paid on average in the country. Last week, the state passed a law that would up their salary 4% in the next few years. But teachers said 'not good enough.' And that they
want better salaries and better health care ASAP. So teachers from every school across the state didn't show up to work on Thursday. Or Friday. Or Monday. The
walkouts have impacted more than a quarter of a million students. But the governor's expected to meet with teachers around the state on all this. TBD on how that all
goes.

What to say when some Georgia Republicans want to kill a tax break for Delta...
Taking sides. Yesterday, a federal appeals court decided that companies can't fire employees for being gay. In 2010, a skydiving instructor filed a lawsuit for allegedly
being fired after telling a client he was gay. Now, the court's taking the instructor's side. The judges say he's protected under Title VII - part of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
that says employers can't discriminate based on things like race, religion, or sex. And that sexual orientation falls under sex. Unclear if the employer will appeal to the
Supremes. Meanwhile, yesterday it came out that the first transgender recruit joined the US military. This comes as the Pentagon missed its Feb 21 deadline to release
details on its transgender military ban.

What to say when you get cut off in a meeting...
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Not finished yet. Yesterday, more details came out about allegations against Ryan Seacrest. Last year, his former stylist at E! accused Seacrest of sexual misconduct.
Seacrest denied the allegations and said he'd cooperate in the investigation. Earlier this month, E! said after looking into it that there was "insufficient evidence to support
the claims." Now, a media report dropped additional info. The woman reportedly alleges she dealt with years of sexual abuse by Seacrest including that he groped her
and rubbed against her in his underwear multiple times. Her employment reportedly ended shortly after discussing the situation with HR execs in 2013.

What to say when you have the winter blues...
You might want to see a doctor about that. Some doctors are recommending that people older than 12 years old get checked for depression at least once a year. Only
about half of all young people who have depression are diagnosed before they become adults. And this comes at a time where suicide rates are really high among teens.
Some of the goals with these new guidelines are to help get rid of the stigma around mental health and help diagnose people who have depression at a younger age.

What to say when Iceland's feeling the heat...
Rome could use some of that.

THING TO KNOW
Avo box
The trendy new way of proposing. People are putting engagement rings inside avocados. Where the pit usually is. Yes, we've officially reached peak millennial.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you're getting a head start on spring cleaning...
Clean out that room. Then fill it up with new clothes, jewelry, sunglasses, makeup, and a looot more. This sends you all the fashion pieces you need for the season.
Right to your doorstep. Plus Skimm'rs get a discount off their first box. Cha-ching. Get into it here.*
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For when you're on a health kick...
Our Skimm'r of the Week Racine Tucker-Hamilton (Washington, DC) has your back. And heart. She works at WomenHeart - a coalition that teaches people about
heart disease and advocates for women living with or at risk of the disease. That's 48 million women. Learn more here.
PS: We'll be featuring a Skimm'r of the Week every week. And at the end of 2018, we'll pick our Skimm'r of the Year. Everyone's in the running. Have someone you want
us to consider? Tell us.
For when you're into crime novels...
Watch "Babylon Berlin." Skimm HQ is binge-watching it. Think: Cabaret, crime, and '20s glam. It's as crazy as it sounds in the best ways.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM QUESTION
ICYMI, the Oscar's are coming up. Here's what we're thinking: guess the movie our subject line is from. At the end of the week, if you get 4 out of 5 correct, you could
win $1,000. One guess per day. Because rules. Congrats to everyone who guessed correctly yesterday. Wedding Crashers FTW.
Which of your childhood faves is today's subject line from?
Shrek

Mulan

Space Jam

Toy Story

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is carbo-loading. Share theSkimm with your friend who makes the best spaghetti and meatballs.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=08e8d0bf

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
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* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party time.
Todd Glickman IL, Alex Dilorio OH, Hiba Hashim NJ, William Mack NY,*Kalli Scherlis AL, *Laura Dale CA, *Nina Vascotto NY, *Alisha Wieckmann VA, *Brittany Sakowitz TX, *Taylor Chesnut TN, *Shannon Pratt OH, *Elizabeth
Fenner TX, *Jay Patel, *Hailee Kessler NJ, *Livi Farber MD, *Kalie Manke MN, *Marjolein Zelinsky GA, *Kayla Smith IL, *Andrea Cable PA, *Riley Angarella CA, *Chrissy Smith NJ, *Elizabeth Walls KS, *Marissa Lannacone,
*Lara Cooley NY, *Nadia Prinz CT, *Heidi Shenk OH, *Sarah Baker UK, *Sophie Hoegh NY, *Andrea Carelli OH, *Laura Logan VA, Brenda McBride PA, Zoë Eagan AR, Ed Vick FL, Natalie Davis TX, Dale Oberst Hopmans CA,
Kelsey Wessels DC, Tia Malkin-Fontecchio PA, Tricia Handza PA, Marjo Zelinsky GA, Kristin Malhotra OH, Jon Saelinger NY, Daniel Urdaneta NY, Madison Ellis VA, Syzanne Snider CO, Eshcol Curl OH, Joanne Hunter CT,
Fatima B. Khan NY, Carl Tinkham PA, Kara Romano Brick NY, Ann Hart Steele CA, Carolyn Becic OR, Jenna Marcucci NY, Kate Ricca NY, Deborah Whitman AL, Jo Ann Wright MD, Chelsea Aaron FL, Cate McRitchie LA,
Daniel Ting TX, Jean Warwick ID, Sonia Sakhrani NY, Kristin Herrel TX, Alyssa Siano NY, Catherine Smith AL, Mary Ann Benedetti SC, Jade Yaa Kankam-Nantwi, Lindsey-Rae Ackerman CA, Caitlyn E Jurica TX, Kevin Studer
IL, Kelsey McGillis NY, Elizabeth Walls, Kristi Mathis MI, Sara Beisel NY, Marley Leitner IL, Meg Wilson SC, Kara Grossman NY, Karen Brohard CA, Ava Lillian NY, Caroline Davis GA, Dawn Wood IL, Joanna Meng CA, Jessica
Clavijo WI, Diana Sweeney WA, Suzanne Snider CO, Carol Ann Bettini, Christine Nieves Rodriguez, Madison Koogler TX, Shauntelé Patterson NJ, Kimberly Currier, Tracy Parker TX

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 04:44:58 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Say that to my face, you limp noodle
To: <andrea.moore@carlsbadschools.net>

FEBRUARY 27, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while figuring out how to get free pancakes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I wouldn't know what to do" - Oprah apparently doesn't know how to pump her own gas. Wish we could say the same.

THINGS ON THE SUPREME RADAR
DACA
The Story
The Supreme Court is staying out of the fight over DACA.
Tell me more.
DACA is the Obama-era program that protects hundreds of thousands of undocumented immigrants brought to the US as kids from deportation. Last year, the Trump
administration moved to get rid of the program, giving Congress until next week to find a fix. Cue the lawsuits to keep it in place. Last month, a federal judge ruled that
DACA can stay for now. The Trump administration appealed. And asked the Supreme Court to step in. But yesterday, the Supremes said 'we'll pass.'
theSkimm
Now, DACA can stay while it goes back to the lower courts. This could all go out the window if Congress comes up with a plan. But it doesn't look like that's happening
anytime soon.

Unions
The Story
The Supremes will decide whether all public-sector workers have to pay union fees.
Tell me more.
Back in the '70s, the Supreme Court ruled that it's up to the states to decide whether public sector workers who don't join a union still have to pay dues. Unions say these
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requirements make sure there aren't any 'free riders' getting the benefits without paying up. Critics say workers shouldn't be forced to pay for something they disagree
with.
Why are we hearing about this now?
An Illinois public sector worker sued the state, saying that forcing non-members to pay fees to unions whose views they may not share violates his free speech rights.
Now, the Supremes are hearing the case and it could affect millions of workers in dozens of states.
theSkimm
The Supremes heard a similar case in 2016, but the court was split on the issue while then-President Obama's Supreme Court nomination was held up by the Senate.
Now, President Trump's appointee Neil Gorsuch is on the bench and he'll cast the deciding vote.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your coworker trash talks you to your boss...
Won't stand for this. Thousands of teachers in West Virginia are expected to shut down schools in their fourth day of protests today. Teachers there are almost the lowest
paid on average in the country. Last week, the state passed a law that would up their salary 4% in the next few years. But teachers said 'not good enough.' And that they
want better salaries and better health care ASAP. So teachers from every school across the state didn't show up to work on Thursday. Or Friday. Or Monday. The
walkouts have impacted more than a quarter of a million students. But the governor's expected to meet with teachers around the state on all this. TBD on how that all
goes.

What to say when some Georgia Republicans want to kill a tax break for Delta...
Taking sides. Yesterday, a federal appeals court decided that companies can't fire employees for being gay. In 2010, a skydiving instructor filed a lawsuit for allegedly
being fired after telling a client he was gay. Now, the court's taking the instructor's side. The judges say he's protected under Title VII - part of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
that says employers can't discriminate based on things like race, religion, or sex. And that sexual orientation falls under sex. Unclear if the employer will appeal to the
Supremes. Meanwhile, yesterday it came out that the first transgender recruit joined the US military. This comes as the Pentagon missed its Feb 21 deadline to release
details on its transgender military ban.

What to say when you get cut off in a meeting...
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Not finished yet. Yesterday, more details came out about allegations against Ryan Seacrest. Last year, his former stylist at E! accused Seacrest of sexual misconduct.
Seacrest denied the allegations and said he'd cooperate in the investigation. Earlier this month, E! said after looking into it that there was "insufficient evidence to support
the claims." Now, a media report dropped additional info. The woman reportedly alleges she dealt with years of sexual abuse by Seacrest including that he groped her
and rubbed against her in his underwear multiple times. Her employment reportedly ended shortly after discussing the situation with HR execs in 2013.

What to say when you have the winter blues...
You might want to see a doctor about that. Some doctors are recommending that people older than 12 years old get checked for depression at least once a year. Only
about half of all young people who have depression are diagnosed before they become adults. And this comes at a time where suicide rates are really high among teens.
Some of the goals with these new guidelines are to help get rid of the stigma around mental health and help diagnose people who have depression at a younger age.

What to say when Iceland's feeling the heat...
Rome could use some of that.

THING TO KNOW
Avo box
The trendy new way of proposing. People are putting engagement rings inside avocados. Where the pit usually is. Yes, we've officially reached peak millennial.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you're getting a head start on spring cleaning...
Clean out that room. Then fill it up with new clothes, jewelry, sunglasses, makeup, and a looot more. This sends you all the fashion pieces you need for the season.
Right to your doorstep. Plus Skimm'rs get a discount off their first box. Cha-ching. Get into it here.*
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For when you're on a health kick...
Our Skimm'r of the Week Racine Tucker-Hamilton (Washington, DC) has your back. And heart. She works at WomenHeart - a coalition that teaches people about
heart disease and advocates for women living with or at risk of the disease. That's 48 million women. Learn more here.
PS: We'll be featuring a Skimm'r of the Week every week. And at the end of 2018, we'll pick our Skimm'r of the Year. Everyone's in the running. Have someone you want
us to consider? Tell us.
For when you're into crime novels...
Watch "Babylon Berlin." Skimm HQ is binge-watching it. Think: Cabaret, crime, and '20s glam. It's as crazy as it sounds in the best ways.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM QUESTION
ICYMI, the Oscar's are coming up. Here's what we're thinking: guess the movie our subject line is from. At the end of the week, if you get 4 out of 5 correct, you could
win $1,000. One guess per day. Because rules. Congrats to everyone who guessed correctly yesterday. Wedding Crashers FTW.
Which of your childhood faves is today's subject line from?
Shrek

Mulan

Space Jam

Toy Story

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is carbo-loading. Share theSkimm with your friend who makes the best spaghetti and meatballs.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=66b321ea

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
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* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party time.
Todd Glickman IL, Alex Dilorio OH, Hiba Hashim NJ, William Mack NY,*Kalli Scherlis AL, *Laura Dale CA, *Nina Vascotto NY, *Alisha Wieckmann VA, *Brittany Sakowitz TX, *Taylor Chesnut TN, *Shannon Pratt OH, *Elizabeth
Fenner TX, *Jay Patel, *Hailee Kessler NJ, *Livi Farber MD, *Kalie Manke MN, *Marjolein Zelinsky GA, *Kayla Smith IL, *Andrea Cable PA, *Riley Angarella CA, *Chrissy Smith NJ, *Elizabeth Walls KS, *Marissa Lannacone,
*Lara Cooley NY, *Nadia Prinz CT, *Heidi Shenk OH, *Sarah Baker UK, *Sophie Hoegh NY, *Andrea Carelli OH, *Laura Logan VA, Brenda McBride PA, Zoë Eagan AR, Ed Vick FL, Natalie Davis TX, Dale Oberst Hopmans CA,
Kelsey Wessels DC, Tia Malkin-Fontecchio PA, Tricia Handza PA, Marjo Zelinsky GA, Kristin Malhotra OH, Jon Saelinger NY, Daniel Urdaneta NY, Madison Ellis VA, Syzanne Snider CO, Eshcol Curl OH, Joanne Hunter CT,
Fatima B. Khan NY, Carl Tinkham PA, Kara Romano Brick NY, Ann Hart Steele CA, Carolyn Becic OR, Jenna Marcucci NY, Kate Ricca NY, Deborah Whitman AL, Jo Ann Wright MD, Chelsea Aaron FL, Cate McRitchie LA,
Daniel Ting TX, Jean Warwick ID, Sonia Sakhrani NY, Kristin Herrel TX, Alyssa Siano NY, Catherine Smith AL, Mary Ann Benedetti SC, Jade Yaa Kankam-Nantwi, Lindsey-Rae Ackerman CA, Caitlyn E Jurica TX, Kevin Studer
IL, Kelsey McGillis NY, Elizabeth Walls, Kristi Mathis MI, Sara Beisel NY, Marley Leitner IL, Meg Wilson SC, Kara Grossman NY, Karen Brohard CA, Ava Lillian NY, Caroline Davis GA, Dawn Wood IL, Joanna Meng CA, Jessica
Clavijo WI, Diana Sweeney WA, Suzanne Snider CO, Carol Ann Bettini, Christine Nieves Rodriguez, Madison Koogler TX, Shauntelé Patterson NJ, Kimberly Currier, Tracy Parker TX

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 04:30:56 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Say that to my face, you limp noodle
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>

FEBRUARY 27, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while figuring out how to get free pancakes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I wouldn't know what to do" - Oprah apparently doesn't know how to pump her own gas. Wish we could say the same.

THINGS ON THE SUPREME RADAR
DACA
The Story
The Supreme Court is staying out of the fight over DACA.
Tell me more.
DACA is the Obama-era program that protects hundreds of thousands of undocumented immigrants brought to the US as kids from deportation. Last year, the Trump
administration moved to get rid of the program, giving Congress until next week to find a fix. Cue the lawsuits to keep it in place. Last month, a federal judge ruled that
DACA can stay for now. The Trump administration appealed. And asked the Supreme Court to step in. But yesterday, the Supremes said 'we'll pass.'
theSkimm
Now, DACA can stay while it goes back to the lower courts. This could all go out the window if Congress comes up with a plan. But it doesn't look like that's happening
anytime soon.

Unions
The Story
The Supremes will decide whether all public-sector workers have to pay union fees.
Tell me more.
Back in the '70s, the Supreme Court ruled that it's up to the states to decide whether public sector workers who don't join a union still have to pay dues. Unions say these
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requirements make sure there aren't any 'free riders' getting the benefits without paying up. Critics say workers shouldn't be forced to pay for something they disagree
with.
Why are we hearing about this now?
An Illinois public sector worker sued the state, saying that forcing non-members to pay fees to unions whose views they may not share violates his free speech rights.
Now, the Supremes are hearing the case and it could affect millions of workers in dozens of states.
theSkimm
The Supremes heard a similar case in 2016, but the court was split on the issue while then-President Obama's Supreme Court nomination was held up by the Senate.
Now, President Trump's appointee Neil Gorsuch is on the bench and he'll cast the deciding vote.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your coworker trash talks you to your boss...
Won't stand for this. Thousands of teachers in West Virginia are expected to shut down schools in their fourth day of protests today. Teachers there are almost the lowest
paid on average in the country. Last week, the state passed a law that would up their salary 4% in the next few years. But teachers said 'not good enough.' And that they
want better salaries and better health care ASAP. So teachers from every school across the state didn't show up to work on Thursday. Or Friday. Or Monday. The
walkouts have impacted more than a quarter of a million students. But the governor's expected to meet with teachers around the state on all this. TBD on how that all
goes.

What to say when some Georgia Republicans want to kill a tax break for Delta...
Taking sides. Yesterday, a federal appeals court decided that companies can't fire employees for being gay. In 2010, a skydiving instructor filed a lawsuit for allegedly
being fired after telling a client he was gay. Now, the court's taking the instructor's side. The judges say he's protected under Title VII - part of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
that says employers can't discriminate based on things like race, religion, or sex. And that sexual orientation falls under sex. Unclear if the employer will appeal to the
Supremes. Meanwhile, yesterday it came out that the first transgender recruit joined the US military. This comes as the Pentagon missed its Feb 21 deadline to release
details on its transgender military ban.

What to say when you get cut off in a meeting...
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Not finished yet. Yesterday, more details came out about allegations against Ryan Seacrest. Last year, his former stylist at E! accused Seacrest of sexual misconduct.
Seacrest denied the allegations and said he'd cooperate in the investigation. Earlier this month, E! said after looking into it that there was "insufficient evidence to support
the claims." Now, a media report dropped additional info. The woman reportedly alleges she dealt with years of sexual abuse by Seacrest including that he groped her
and rubbed against her in his underwear multiple times. Her employment reportedly ended shortly after discussing the situation with HR execs in 2013.

What to say when you have the winter blues...
You might want to see a doctor about that. Some doctors are recommending that people older than 12 years old get checked for depression at least once a year. Only
about half of all young people who have depression are diagnosed before they become adults. And this comes at a time where suicide rates are really high among teens.
Some of the goals with these new guidelines are to help get rid of the stigma around mental health and help diagnose people who have depression at a younger age.

What to say when Iceland's feeling the heat...
Rome could use some of that.

THING TO KNOW
Avo box
The trendy new way of proposing. People are putting engagement rings inside avocados. Where the pit usually is. Yes, we've officially reached peak millennial.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you're getting a head start on spring cleaning...
Clean out that room. Then fill it up with new clothes, jewelry, sunglasses, makeup, and a looot more. This sends you all the fashion pieces you need for the season.
Right to your doorstep. Plus Skimm'rs get a discount off their first box. Cha-ching. Get into it here.*
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For when you're on a health kick...
Our Skimm'r of the Week Racine Tucker-Hamilton (Washington, DC) has your back. And heart. She works at WomenHeart - a coalition that teaches people about
heart disease and advocates for women living with or at risk of the disease. That's 48 million women. Learn more here.
PS: We'll be featuring a Skimm'r of the Week every week. And at the end of 2018, we'll pick our Skimm'r of the Year. Everyone's in the running. Have someone you want
us to consider? Tell us.
For when you're into crime novels...
Watch "Babylon Berlin." Skimm HQ is binge-watching it. Think: Cabaret, crime, and '20s glam. It's as crazy as it sounds in the best ways.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM QUESTION
ICYMI, the Oscar's are coming up. Here's what we're thinking: guess the movie our subject line is from. At the end of the week, if you get 4 out of 5 correct, you could
win $1,000. One guess per day. Because rules. Congrats to everyone who guessed correctly yesterday. Wedding Crashers FTW.
Which of your childhood faves is today's subject line from?
Shrek

Mulan

Space Jam

Toy Story

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is carbo-loading. Share theSkimm with your friend who makes the best spaghetti and meatballs.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
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* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party time.
Todd Glickman IL, Alex Dilorio OH, Hiba Hashim NJ, William Mack NY,*Kalli Scherlis AL, *Laura Dale CA, *Nina Vascotto NY, *Alisha Wieckmann VA, *Brittany Sakowitz TX, *Taylor Chesnut TN, *Shannon Pratt OH, *Elizabeth
Fenner TX, *Jay Patel, *Hailee Kessler NJ, *Livi Farber MD, *Kalie Manke MN, *Marjolein Zelinsky GA, *Kayla Smith IL, *Andrea Cable PA, *Riley Angarella CA, *Chrissy Smith NJ, *Elizabeth Walls KS, *Marissa Lannacone,
*Lara Cooley NY, *Nadia Prinz CT, *Heidi Shenk OH, *Sarah Baker UK, *Sophie Hoegh NY, *Andrea Carelli OH, *Laura Logan VA, Brenda McBride PA, Zoë Eagan AR, Ed Vick FL, Natalie Davis TX, Dale Oberst Hopmans CA,
Kelsey Wessels DC, Tia Malkin-Fontecchio PA, Tricia Handza PA, Marjo Zelinsky GA, Kristin Malhotra OH, Jon Saelinger NY, Daniel Urdaneta NY, Madison Ellis VA, Syzanne Snider CO, Eshcol Curl OH, Joanne Hunter CT,
Fatima B. Khan NY, Carl Tinkham PA, Kara Romano Brick NY, Ann Hart Steele CA, Carolyn Becic OR, Jenna Marcucci NY, Kate Ricca NY, Deborah Whitman AL, Jo Ann Wright MD, Chelsea Aaron FL, Cate McRitchie LA,
Daniel Ting TX, Jean Warwick ID, Sonia Sakhrani NY, Kristin Herrel TX, Alyssa Siano NY, Catherine Smith AL, Mary Ann Benedetti SC, Jade Yaa Kankam-Nantwi, Lindsey-Rae Ackerman CA, Caitlyn E Jurica TX, Kevin Studer
IL, Kelsey McGillis NY, Elizabeth Walls, Kristi Mathis MI, Sara Beisel NY, Marley Leitner IL, Meg Wilson SC, Kara Grossman NY, Karen Brohard CA, Ava Lillian NY, Caroline Davis GA, Dawn Wood IL, Joanna Meng CA, Jessica
Clavijo WI, Diana Sweeney WA, Suzanne Snider CO, Carol Ann Bettini, Christine Nieves Rodriguez, Madison Koogler TX, Shauntelé Patterson NJ, Kimberly Currier, Tracy Parker TX

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 04:44:47 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Say that to my face, you limp noodle
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>

FEBRUARY 27, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while figuring out how to get free pancakes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I wouldn't know what to do" - Oprah apparently doesn't know how to pump her own gas. Wish we could say the same.

THINGS ON THE SUPREME RADAR
DACA
The Story
The Supreme Court is staying out of the fight over DACA.
Tell me more.
DACA is the Obama-era program that protects hundreds of thousands of undocumented immigrants brought to the US as kids from deportation. Last year, the Trump
administration moved to get rid of the program, giving Congress until next week to find a fix. Cue the lawsuits to keep it in place. Last month, a federal judge ruled that
DACA can stay for now. The Trump administration appealed. And asked the Supreme Court to step in. But yesterday, the Supremes said 'we'll pass.'
theSkimm
Now, DACA can stay while it goes back to the lower courts. This could all go out the window if Congress comes up with a plan. But it doesn't look like that's happening
anytime soon.

Unions
The Story
The Supremes will decide whether all public-sector workers have to pay union fees.
Tell me more.
Back in the '70s, the Supreme Court ruled that it's up to the states to decide whether public sector workers who don't join a union still have to pay dues. Unions say these
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requirements make sure there aren't any 'free riders' getting the benefits without paying up. Critics say workers shouldn't be forced to pay for something they disagree
with.
Why are we hearing about this now?
An Illinois public sector worker sued the state, saying that forcing non-members to pay fees to unions whose views they may not share violates his free speech rights.
Now, the Supremes are hearing the case and it could affect millions of workers in dozens of states.
theSkimm
The Supremes heard a similar case in 2016, but the court was split on the issue while then-President Obama's Supreme Court nomination was held up by the Senate.
Now, President Trump's appointee Neil Gorsuch is on the bench and he'll cast the deciding vote.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your coworker trash talks you to your boss...
Won't stand for this. Thousands of teachers in West Virginia are expected to shut down schools in their fourth day of protests today. Teachers there are almost the lowest
paid on average in the country. Last week, the state passed a law that would up their salary 4% in the next few years. But teachers said 'not good enough.' And that they
want better salaries and better health care ASAP. So teachers from every school across the state didn't show up to work on Thursday. Or Friday. Or Monday. The
walkouts have impacted more than a quarter of a million students. But the governor's expected to meet with teachers around the state on all this. TBD on how that all
goes.

What to say when some Georgia Republicans want to kill a tax break for Delta...
Taking sides. Yesterday, a federal appeals court decided that companies can't fire employees for being gay. In 2010, a skydiving instructor filed a lawsuit for allegedly
being fired after telling a client he was gay. Now, the court's taking the instructor's side. The judges say he's protected under Title VII - part of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
that says employers can't discriminate based on things like race, religion, or sex. And that sexual orientation falls under sex. Unclear if the employer will appeal to the
Supremes. Meanwhile, yesterday it came out that the first transgender recruit joined the US military. This comes as the Pentagon missed its Feb 21 deadline to release
details on its transgender military ban.

What to say when you get cut off in a meeting...
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Not finished yet. Yesterday, more details came out about allegations against Ryan Seacrest. Last year, his former stylist at E! accused Seacrest of sexual misconduct.
Seacrest denied the allegations and said he'd cooperate in the investigation. Earlier this month, E! said after looking into it that there was "insufficient evidence to support
the claims." Now, a media report dropped additional info. The woman reportedly alleges she dealt with years of sexual abuse by Seacrest including that he groped her
and rubbed against her in his underwear multiple times. Her employment reportedly ended shortly after discussing the situation with HR execs in 2013.

What to say when you have the winter blues...
You might want to see a doctor about that. Some doctors are recommending that people older than 12 years old get checked for depression at least once a year. Only
about half of all young people who have depression are diagnosed before they become adults. And this comes at a time where suicide rates are really high among teens.
Some of the goals with these new guidelines are to help get rid of the stigma around mental health and help diagnose people who have depression at a younger age.

What to say when Iceland's feeling the heat...
Rome could use some of that.

THING TO KNOW
Avo box
The trendy new way of proposing. People are putting engagement rings inside avocados. Where the pit usually is. Yes, we've officially reached peak millennial.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you're getting a head start on spring cleaning...
Clean out that room. Then fill it up with new clothes, jewelry, sunglasses, makeup, and a looot more. This sends you all the fashion pieces you need for the season.
Right to your doorstep. Plus Skimm'rs get a discount off their first box. Cha-ching. Get into it here.*
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For when you're on a health kick...
Our Skimm'r of the Week Racine Tucker-Hamilton (Washington, DC) has your back. And heart. She works at WomenHeart - a coalition that teaches people about
heart disease and advocates for women living with or at risk of the disease. That's 48 million women. Learn more here.
PS: We'll be featuring a Skimm'r of the Week every week. And at the end of 2018, we'll pick our Skimm'r of the Year. Everyone's in the running. Have someone you want
us to consider? Tell us.
For when you're into crime novels...
Watch "Babylon Berlin." Skimm HQ is binge-watching it. Think: Cabaret, crime, and '20s glam. It's as crazy as it sounds in the best ways.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM QUESTION
ICYMI, the Oscar's are coming up. Here's what we're thinking: guess the movie our subject line is from. At the end of the week, if you get 4 out of 5 correct, you could
win $1,000. One guess per day. Because rules. Congrats to everyone who guessed correctly yesterday. Wedding Crashers FTW.
Which of your childhood faves is today's subject line from?
Shrek

Mulan

Space Jam

Toy Story

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is carbo-loading. Share theSkimm with your friend who makes the best spaghetti and meatballs.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
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* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party time.
Todd Glickman IL, Alex Dilorio OH, Hiba Hashim NJ, William Mack NY,*Kalli Scherlis AL, *Laura Dale CA, *Nina Vascotto NY, *Alisha Wieckmann VA, *Brittany Sakowitz TX, *Taylor Chesnut TN, *Shannon Pratt OH, *Elizabeth
Fenner TX, *Jay Patel, *Hailee Kessler NJ, *Livi Farber MD, *Kalie Manke MN, *Marjolein Zelinsky GA, *Kayla Smith IL, *Andrea Cable PA, *Riley Angarella CA, *Chrissy Smith NJ, *Elizabeth Walls KS, *Marissa Lannacone,
*Lara Cooley NY, *Nadia Prinz CT, *Heidi Shenk OH, *Sarah Baker UK, *Sophie Hoegh NY, *Andrea Carelli OH, *Laura Logan VA, Brenda McBride PA, Zoë Eagan AR, Ed Vick FL, Natalie Davis TX, Dale Oberst Hopmans CA,
Kelsey Wessels DC, Tia Malkin-Fontecchio PA, Tricia Handza PA, Marjo Zelinsky GA, Kristin Malhotra OH, Jon Saelinger NY, Daniel Urdaneta NY, Madison Ellis VA, Syzanne Snider CO, Eshcol Curl OH, Joanne Hunter CT,
Fatima B. Khan NY, Carl Tinkham PA, Kara Romano Brick NY, Ann Hart Steele CA, Carolyn Becic OR, Jenna Marcucci NY, Kate Ricca NY, Deborah Whitman AL, Jo Ann Wright MD, Chelsea Aaron FL, Cate McRitchie LA,
Daniel Ting TX, Jean Warwick ID, Sonia Sakhrani NY, Kristin Herrel TX, Alyssa Siano NY, Catherine Smith AL, Mary Ann Benedetti SC, Jade Yaa Kankam-Nantwi, Lindsey-Rae Ackerman CA, Caitlyn E Jurica TX, Kevin Studer
IL, Kelsey McGillis NY, Elizabeth Walls, Kristi Mathis MI, Sara Beisel NY, Marley Leitner IL, Meg Wilson SC, Kara Grossman NY, Karen Brohard CA, Ava Lillian NY, Caroline Davis GA, Dawn Wood IL, Joanna Meng CA, Jessica
Clavijo WI, Diana Sweeney WA, Suzanne Snider CO, Carol Ann Bettini, Christine Nieves Rodriguez, Madison Koogler TX, Shauntelé Patterson NJ, Kimberly Currier, Tracy Parker TX

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 04:23:23 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Say that to my face, you limp noodle
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while figuring out how to get free pancakes

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I wouldn't know what to do" - Oprah apparently doesn't know how to pump her own gas. Wish we could say the same.

THINGS ON THE SUPREME RADAR
DACA
The Story
The Supreme Court is staying out of the fight over DACA.
Tell me more.
DACA is the Obama-era program that protects hundreds of thousands of undocumented immigrants brought to the US as kids from deportation. Last year, the Trump
administration moved to get rid of the program, giving Congress until next week to find a fix. Cue the lawsuits to keep it in place. Last month, a federal judge ruled that
DACA can stay for now. The Trump administration appealed. And asked the Supreme Court to step in. But yesterday, the Supremes said 'we'll pass.'
theSkimm
Now, DACA can stay while it goes back to the lower courts. This could all go out the window if Congress comes up with a plan. But it doesn't look like that's happening
anytime soon.

Unions
The Story
The Supremes will decide whether all public-sector workers have to pay union fees.
Tell me more.
Back in the '70s, the Supreme Court ruled that it's up to the states to decide whether public sector workers who don't join a union still have to pay dues. Unions say these
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requirements make sure there aren't any 'free riders' getting the benefits without paying up. Critics say workers shouldn't be forced to pay for something they disagree
with.
Why are we hearing about this now?
An Illinois public sector worker sued the state, saying that forcing non-members to pay fees to unions whose views they may not share violates his free speech rights.
Now, the Supremes are hearing the case and it could affect millions of workers in dozens of states.
theSkimm
The Supremes heard a similar case in 2016, but the court was split on the issue while then-President Obama's Supreme Court nomination was held up by the Senate.
Now, President Trump's appointee Neil Gorsuch is on the bench and he'll cast the deciding vote.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your coworker trash talks you to your boss...
Won't stand for this. Thousands of teachers in West Virginia are expected to shut down schools in their fourth day of protests today. Teachers there are almost the lowest
paid on average in the country. Last week, the state passed a law that would up their salary 4% in the next few years. But teachers said 'not good enough.' And that they
want better salaries and better health care ASAP. So teachers from every school across the state didn't show up to work on Thursday. Or Friday. Or Monday. The
walkouts have impacted more than a quarter of a million students. But the governor's expected to meet with teachers around the state on all this. TBD on how that all
goes.

What to say when some Georgia Republicans want to kill a tax break for Delta...
Taking sides. Yesterday, a federal appeals court decided that companies can't fire employees for being gay. In 2010, a skydiving instructor filed a lawsuit for allegedly
being fired after telling a client he was gay. Now, the court's taking the instructor's side. The judges say he's protected under Title VII - part of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
that says employers can't discriminate based on things like race, religion, or sex. And that sexual orientation falls under sex. Unclear if the employer will appeal to the
Supremes. Meanwhile, yesterday it came out that the first transgender recruit joined the US military. This comes as the Pentagon missed its Feb 21 deadline to release
details on its transgender military ban.

What to say when you get cut off in a meeting...
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Not finished yet. Yesterday, more details came out about allegations against Ryan Seacrest. Last year, his former stylist at E! accused Seacrest of sexual misconduct.
Seacrest denied the allegations and said he'd cooperate in the investigation. Earlier this month, E! said after looking into it that there was "insufficient evidence to support
the claims." Now, a media report dropped additional info. The woman reportedly alleges she dealt with years of sexual abuse by Seacrest including that he groped her
and rubbed against her in his underwear multiple times. Her employment reportedly ended shortly after discussing the situation with HR execs in 2013.

What to say when you have the winter blues...
You might want to see a doctor about that. Some doctors are recommending that people older than 12 years old get checked for depression at least once a year. Only
about half of all young people who have depression are diagnosed before they become adults. And this comes at a time where suicide rates are really high among teens.
Some of the goals with these new guidelines are to help get rid of the stigma around mental health and help diagnose people who have depression at a younger age.

What to say when Iceland's feeling the heat...
Rome could use some of that.

THING TO KNOW
Avo box
The trendy new way of proposing. People are putting engagement rings inside avocados. Where the pit usually is. Yes, we've officially reached peak millennial.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you're getting a head start on spring cleaning...
Clean out that room. Then fill it up with new clothes, jewelry, sunglasses, makeup, and a looot more. This sends you all the fashion pieces you need for the season.
Right to your doorstep. Plus Skimm'rs get a discount off their first box. Cha-ching. Get into it here.*
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For when you're on a health kick...
Our Skimm'r of the Week Racine Tucker-Hamilton (Washington, DC) has your back. And heart. She works at WomenHeart - a coalition that teaches people about
heart disease and advocates for women living with or at risk of the disease. That's 48 million women. Learn more here.
PS: We'll be featuring a Skimm'r of the Week every week. And at the end of 2018, we'll pick our Skimm'r of the Year. Everyone's in the running. Have someone you want
us to consider? Tell us.
For when you're into crime novels...
Watch "Babylon Berlin." Skimm HQ is binge-watching it. Think: Cabaret, crime, and '20s glam. It's as crazy as it sounds in the best ways.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM QUESTION
ICYMI, the Oscar's are coming up. Here's what we're thinking: guess the movie our subject line is from. At the end of the week, if you get 4 out of 5 correct, you could
win $1,000. One guess per day. Because rules. Congrats to everyone who guessed correctly yesterday. Wedding Crashers FTW.
Which of your childhood faves is today's subject line from?
Shrek

Mulan

Space Jam

Toy Story

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is carbo-loading. Share theSkimm with your friend who makes the best spaghetti and meatballs.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
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* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party time.
Todd Glickman IL, Alex Dilorio OH, Hiba Hashim NJ, William Mack NY,*Kalli Scherlis AL, *Laura Dale CA, *Nina Vascotto NY, *Alisha Wieckmann VA, *Brittany Sakowitz TX, *Taylor Chesnut TN, *Shannon Pratt OH, *Elizabeth
Fenner TX, *Jay Patel, *Hailee Kessler NJ, *Livi Farber MD, *Kalie Manke MN, *Marjolein Zelinsky GA, *Kayla Smith IL, *Andrea Cable PA, *Riley Angarella CA, *Chrissy Smith NJ, *Elizabeth Walls KS, *Marissa Lannacone,
*Lara Cooley NY, *Nadia Prinz CT, *Heidi Shenk OH, *Sarah Baker UK, *Sophie Hoegh NY, *Andrea Carelli OH, *Laura Logan VA, Brenda McBride PA, Zoë Eagan AR, Ed Vick FL, Natalie Davis TX, Dale Oberst Hopmans CA,
Kelsey Wessels DC, Tia Malkin-Fontecchio PA, Tricia Handza PA, Marjo Zelinsky GA, Kristin Malhotra OH, Jon Saelinger NY, Daniel Urdaneta NY, Madison Ellis VA, Syzanne Snider CO, Eshcol Curl OH, Joanne Hunter CT,
Fatima B. Khan NY, Carl Tinkham PA, Kara Romano Brick NY, Ann Hart Steele CA, Carolyn Becic OR, Jenna Marcucci NY, Kate Ricca NY, Deborah Whitman AL, Jo Ann Wright MD, Chelsea Aaron FL, Cate McRitchie LA,
Daniel Ting TX, Jean Warwick ID, Sonia Sakhrani NY, Kristin Herrel TX, Alyssa Siano NY, Catherine Smith AL, Mary Ann Benedetti SC, Jade Yaa Kankam-Nantwi, Lindsey-Rae Ackerman CA, Caitlyn E Jurica TX, Kevin Studer
IL, Kelsey McGillis NY, Elizabeth Walls, Kristi Mathis MI, Sara Beisel NY, Marley Leitner IL, Meg Wilson SC, Kara Grossman NY, Karen Brohard CA, Ava Lillian NY, Caroline Davis GA, Dawn Wood IL, Joanna Meng CA, Jessica
Clavijo WI, Diana Sweeney WA, Suzanne Snider CO, Carol Ann Bettini, Christine Nieves Rodriguez, Madison Koogler TX, Shauntelé Patterson NJ, Kimberly Currier, Tracy Parker TX

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 3 Jan 2018 04:20:39 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Smoother than a fresh jar of Skippy
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

JANUARY 3, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd in flannel

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Thought this would be good for your Uber appt's" - A grandma who gave her Uber-driving grandchild a planner. Safe to say she doesn't have the app.

GOT A LOTTA ENEMIES
The Story
Iran's supreme leader is blaming "enemies" for the country's biggest protests in almost a decade.
Catch me up.
Protests there started last week, and have quickly spread. At least 21 people have been killed in clashes with security forces. Hundreds of others have been arrested.
And could possibly face the death penalty. The gov also put some limits on social media.
Why is this happening?
Because Iran's economy is struggling and a lot of people are out of work. Many hoped the sanctions lifted as part of the Iran nuclear deal would change that. It didn't.
Now, the country's supreme leader thinks "enemies of Iran" are to blame for the unrest.
Who are these "enemies"?
He didn't name names. But some Iranian officials blame countries like the US and Saudi Arabia - Iran's Mideast rival. President Trump tweeted support for the protesters
and said the US is watching for human rights violations.
theSkimm
The last time Iran saw protests like this was in 2009. Then-President Obama had a pretty muted response, saying he didn't want it to look like the US was meddling in
Iran. Almost 10 years later, it looks like Trump is doing the opposite.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
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What to say when you hear Hoda's replacing Matt Lauer on "Today"...
New year, new beginnings. Yesterday, Utah's 83-year-old senator Orrin Hatch said he's retiring this year. He's the longest-serving Republican senator. He helped write
and pass the GOP tax bill and co-wrote the Children's Health Insurance Program. Now, his senate seat is up for grabs this year. Making people wonder if Mitt Romney who's been vocally anti-Trump - will run for the seat. Hatch has said Mittens is "perfect" and that he'd retire if someone "outstanding" like him ran for his seat.

What to say when your New Year's resolution is to be nicer...
Just like North Korea. Earlier this week, leader Kim Jong Un said that he wants a "peaceful resolution" with South Korea and that he is "open to dialogue." To which South
Korea said 'great' and sent out a calendar invite. The South is eager to patch things up before hosting the Olympics next month. The North pre-gamed possible talks by
reopening a border hotline for the first time in nearly two years. But the US says it won't take talks seriously unless the North reigns in its nuke program. Then Trump
tweeted about how big his nuclear button is. Happy New Year.

What to say when you hear Iceland is requiring equal pay...
Hollywood is doing its part, too. A group of women in entertainment - including Shonda and Reese - are launching an anti-harassment initiative called Time's Up. The
plan: set up a legal fund to help low-earning women who are the victims of sexual misconduct. Propose anti-harassment legislation and policies. And spread the 'wear all
black to the Golden Globes' trend. The initiative is getting some early thumbs up for trying to help people beyond, well...the rich and famous.

What to say when you hear the new Coachella lineup...
How did I miss this? Something you can't miss: it's cold AF in the US. And it will continue all week. This record-breaking cold is thanks in large part to a wave of arctic air
that's decided to hang out here for a bit. This week, you'll keep hearing phrases like 'bomb cyclone,' 'winter hurricane,' and - an oldie but a goodie - 'polar vortex.' It's
breaking records from the East Coast to the Midwest and 12 people have died so far. Heads up that some cities - like NYC and DC - are guaranteeing shelter in these
situations. If you see someone who is homeless at night, here's how you can help.

What to say when your coworker is going overboard at happy hour...
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Careful you don't spill all the work secrets.

THING TO KNOW
Hiberdating
When your friend goes MIA because they just got a new SO. Six more weeks of rescheduling drinks I guess.

SKIMM LIFE

SKIMM TO GO

For when you can't stop listening to investigative podcasts...
This one's good - but very dark. It's about the Heaven's Gate cult. And why 39 members committed a mass suicide back in the '90s. Bum bum bum.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ'rs are ready for 2018. Share theSkimm with your friend whose resolution is to stay on top of the news this year.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Pop the confetti.
theSkimm's Kaitlyn Jankowski NY, Gwendolyn Parker TX, Harriet Cohen NJ, Nick Sharma NY, Stefano Moncada NY, Bianca Francois NJ, Grady Foley CA, *Becca Schild NJ, *Rebecca Hardin NC, *Cheryl Ford OK, *Daryl Phill
WA, *Natalie MacMillan CAN, *Kristy Malley CT, *Disha Sharma NC, *L. Jay LaRoche, *Melece Meservy UT, *Claire Porter, *Kristyn Bertrams OH, *Maggie Biggs TN, *Margaret Blackwell NC, *Janell Oudenhoven WI,
*Samantha Hooper CA, *Kate Mimlitz OH, *Barbara Grobicki IL, Beth Stoneburner KS, Catherine Bridges GA, Segolene Dewey NY, Madison Wedan MN, Erica Romain NC, Kristi Daniel MI, Rachel Lowry NY, Simone Wu DC,
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Hannah Alter NY, Matt Grosdidier KS, Jill Toscano NY, Bella St. Amant LA, Chelsea Papish CA, Lisa Smith NC, Kelly Moore KY, Madeline Martie TN, Ari Mendelow NJ, Jody Akers OH, Paris Magaziner DC, Loren Frasco PA,
Alex Do NY, Betty Moyer OR, Merika Childers FL, Heather Figs Hasson CA, Gail Maxwell CA, Mindy Klein KY, Dee DeLorenzo MA, Antonia Sparano CA, Tara Cadet NJ, Bridget Burke NY, Mary Charlotte Buck MA, Allison
Blackwell NC, Sabrina Thomas MD, Mariska Hagarty, Kate Lechner CA, Laurel Bandiero NC, Kathleen Dwyer IL, Jessica Wright VA, Paris Tyson NY, Jen Nguyen WA, Patricia Rice CA, Angie Kim NY, Lauran Goldberg TX,
Lauren Ross IL, Gretchen Nash PA, Lena McAfee PA, Kelli Cooper CT, Julia Rosenblum CT, Matt Whitaker MA, Matt Hanley CA, Kathryn Pierce CT, Lisa Pinion IL, Shannon Carroll CA, Miranda Wood TX, Michele Kerr PA,
Rebecca Forbes Wank WI, Dick Pelley TN, Judith Booher NV, Glenda Davis, Toni Amelung IL, Turna Mete NY, Rai Cornell TX, Amanda Koch WI, Sarah Tran TX, Lily Levine CA, Sandra Dee FL, Samantha Garcia, Lance
Berryman TX

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Mar 2018 04:40:33 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Take the cannoli
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>

MARCH 5, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd from the red carpet

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I want to apologize for running a little late, as Jared could not get through security" - President Trump at a DC dinner over the weekend. He's got jokes.

STATUE OF LIMITATIONS
The Story
Last night, Jimmy Kimmel hosted the Oscars and got right down to business.
What do you mean?
He tried to keep it short. He set the record straight about Envelopegate. He called out Harvey Weinstein. And the agents that messed up Michelle Williams' paycheck.
Also, you can thank Mike Pence for "Call Me By Your Name."
Who won?
The fish movie. "The Shape of Water" took home best picture and best director. Gary Oldman aka Winston Churchill got his first trophy. Frances McDormand had the
speech of the night. Allison Janney did it all by herself. Sam Rockwell thanked anyone who's ever looked at a billboard. Jordan Peele got a little love. Oh, and Kobe
Bryant has an Oscar now.
Who won the red carpet?
Rita Moreno brought the '60s back. Ashley Judd and Mira Sorvino had each other's backs. Tiffany Haddish paid homage to Eritrea. Timothée Chalamet had a moment
with Matthew McConaughey. Everyone from Wakanda.
Who didn't?
Ryan Seacrest.
What else happened?
Bonnie and Clyde got it right this time. J-Law and Jodie Foster took over for Casey Affleck. Lupita Nyong'o and Kumail Nanjiani repped the Dreamers. Daniela Vega
made history. And Kimmel and some cool kids crashed an actual movie.
theSkimm
The Oscars used to be #SoWhite, and put Harvey Weinstein front and center. But now Time's Up - and the Oscars are trying to step it up.
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PS: We were on the red carpet last night. Still recovering. Here's what happened

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear South Korean officials are sitting down with North Korea's Kim Jong Un...
Not the only countries shaking things up. Yesterday, Italians headed to the polls. The country's politics are badly fragmented. Late last year, President Sergio Mattarella
dissolved parliament to open the way for a national election for the first time in five years. Voters in the country are unhappy over things like the economy, migrants, and
the electoral system. Which is why two groups picked up serious support: an anti-establishment party and a conservative bloc that includes anti-immigrant, far-right
parties. Now, it's looking like the conservative bloc will pick up the most seats, leading to a hung parliament. Italy, the EU's third-largest economy, has been politically
unstable for a long time - looking like that will continue. In other news, Angela Merkel can stay on as Germany's chancellor. Yesterday, she got the coalition support she
needed to keep doing her thing.

What to say when you hear about London's women's march...
Standing up. Just like West Virginia's teachers. The state's public school teachers are still on strike. Last month, the governor signed legislation to give them a 4% salary
bump over the next few years. The teachers wanted more. So they decided to not show up to work in protest. Last week, the governor negotiated with the teachers to
give them a 5% raise this year. But it was up to state lawmakers to make it official. The House signed off. This weekend, the Senate agreed - but only to a 4% increase.
The teachers say that won't cut it. Now, West Virginia's public schools are heading into their eighth day without them.

What to say when you hear Bill Cosby's having his day in court...
This could be big. So could these new details about special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation. He's reportedly looking into whether the UAE tried to buy influence
over the Trump campaign. His investigators have reportedly questioned a Lebanese-American businessman with ties to UAE leadership. Apparently, this man has
regularly visited the White House. And now Mueller's team seems to be looking into whether the Emiratis bought political influence by helping finance Trump's
presidential campaign. It seems that Mueller's investigation - focusing on contacts between President Trump's campaign and Russia - is growing. Speaking of, reports
came out yesterday suggesting Mueller is closing in on Trump's inner circle. They got hold of a subpoena that asked a witness to turn over communications with Trump
and several of his advisers.
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What to say when your friend and her SO start fighting in front of you...
Get me out of this situation. Companies are reportedly pulling ads from Alex Jones' YouTube channel. He's the conspiracy theorist behind InfoWars known for saying
things like 9/11 was an inside job and the Sandy Hook shooting was staged. Not the type of content brands usually like to advertise on. Last week, Jones got flak for
spreading fake news after he claimed Parkland, FL student activists were just actors. But YouTube didn't take down his channel. Now, companies are reportedly taking a
hard look at their ad process with YouTube to make sure this doesn't happen again.

What to say when you hear Khloe Kardashian is having a girl...
Wonder if it'll make Monica, Phoebe, and Rachel's group text.

THING TO KNOW
Shaquem Griffin
The linebacker who made waves at the NFL Combine this weekend. That's where rookies show off their skills to teams before next month's draft. Griffin ran a 40-yard
dash in 4.38 seconds. And can bench press 225lbs. Also, he only has one hand. Top that.

SKIMM LIFE
For when your birth control alarm goes off...
Ever wondered about the pill's backstory? Pop in your earbuds - here's your Skimm Notes on the history of the birth control pill. Btw, in 2018 we'll be Skimm'ng some
areas of women's health. We're starting with reproductive health this week - stay tuned for that, and much more later this year.

SKIMM QUESTION
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Thanks for playing last week. Congrats to Tiffani Lewis-Lockhart (Brighton, MA) for knowing your movies and taking home the $1,000. Drinks on you.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is recovering from the Oscars. Share theSkimm with your friend who claims they guessed Best Picture right.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Bring out the party hats.
Kevin Sachs NY, Stephanie Schein, *Katie Garrett OR, *Jess Gooding SC, *Heather Thompson IL, *Melanie Nettler MA, *Mimi Najmabadi CA, *Ashley Kurten NY, *Julia Ingersoll CA, *Jessica Hale AZ, *Annie McQuaid, *Olivia
Miller VA, *Kelsey Dickinson CA, *Rishika Pandey GA, *Adrienne Rea FL, *Amanda Vazquez CA, *Amber Rary AL, *Mauricio de Leon, *Maria Galvis FL, *Aaron Caffarel LA, *Suzy Newton, *Ashley Watson IN, *Kristy Klug NC,
*Jenna McCarron NV, *Ally Johnson FL, *Allyson Minster NV, *Hannah Owens NY, *Amy Morgan MI, *Sarah Wagner NJ, *Gina Bornarth VA, *Chloe Thomas BC, *Lucy Wallace VA, *Ruby Wortis MA, *Sarah Shea OR, *Leslie
Abbott TX, *Yocelyn Elizondo TX, *Hannah Cole DC, Mia Silverio DC, Katelyn Zam OH, Trish Hoffman CA, Michael Maxon TN, Kaitlynn Grady NY, Judy Mann AL, Jennifer Nordmark NY, Lisa Colvin LA, Lauren Woodring PA,
Jessica Kavanagh MD, Catherine Michel IL, Tobías Valdez, Ashley Reddick OH, Amy Eskola CO, Ann Johnson NE, Abby Karasick PA, Jodi Fliss CA, Kira Krieger Senders NY, Lisa Case CA, Nick Day LA, Christina Bates NV,
Jessica Knight IL, Korey Edwards OH, Lynne Rosenkoff GA, Marissa Piazza, Jenny Thornton MN, Carly Samek OH, Jan Spieczny AZ, Stephanie Schein, Esther Rubin NY, Sarah Baucom NC, Linz Haft FL, Whitney Ferrell NY,
Amelia F, Mariam Khan DC, Meredith Mohr TX, Elmira Weston SC, Ted Heeps PA, Nicole Marquand LA, Indira Ycaza NC, Jackie Ghosen NY, Samantha Hollack PA, Frankie Craider OH, Abby Bartlett WI, Meredith Slavin NY,
Eva Underwood CA, Maxine Yeager PA, Caroline Hatano MA, Gracelyn Bateman NY, Kim Fairman ID, Lynne Heffley CA, Julia Sprague CAN, Olivia Sprague CAN, Sue Killam LA, Meredith Rockwell Kenyon TX, Dave Leonard
NY, Lori Dersi OH, Paula Costello CAN, Lizzie Boylan Burke NJ, Krista Richards Mann CT, Katie Brown NC, Keith Hall SC, Hayley Henley TX, Karly Miller AL, Sasha Simmons AZ, Diana Egan NY, Dan Behrens MN, Aubree
Groff MO, Becky Hlidek MA, Tia Di Salvo MA, Caroline Hill NY, Kelly Jensen MD, Tammy Todd NJ, Evan Derrow MD, Whitney Franklin KS, Ren Kane OH, Adam Herndon TX, Julie Bell TX, Kristen Ridge CA, Elizabeth
Wakefield KY, Kelcey George NM, Jayna Nance TX, Kimberly Rill CA, Emily Lutz NE, Quentin Kakuda CO

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Mar 2018 04:28:31 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: Take the cannoli
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>

MARCH 5, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd from the red carpet

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I want to apologize for running a little late, as Jared could not get through security" - President Trump at a DC dinner over the weekend. He's got jokes.

STATUE OF LIMITATIONS
The Story
Last night, Jimmy Kimmel hosted the Oscars and got right down to business.
What do you mean?
He tried to keep it short. He set the record straight about Envelopegate. He called out Harvey Weinstein. And the agents that messed up Michelle Williams' paycheck.
Also, you can thank Mike Pence for "Call Me By Your Name."
Who won?
The fish movie. "The Shape of Water" took home best picture and best director. Gary Oldman aka Winston Churchill got his first trophy. Frances McDormand had the
speech of the night. Allison Janney did it all by herself. Sam Rockwell thanked anyone who's ever looked at a billboard. Jordan Peele got a little love. Oh, and Kobe
Bryant has an Oscar now.
Who won the red carpet?
Rita Moreno brought the '60s back. Ashley Judd and Mira Sorvino had each other's backs. Tiffany Haddish paid homage to Eritrea. Timothée Chalamet had a moment
with Matthew McConaughey. Everyone from Wakanda.
Who didn't?
Ryan Seacrest.
What else happened?
Bonnie and Clyde got it right this time. J-Law and Jodie Foster took over for Casey Affleck. Lupita Nyong'o and Kumail Nanjiani repped the Dreamers. Daniela Vega
made history. And Kimmel and some cool kids crashed an actual movie.
theSkimm
The Oscars used to be #SoWhite, and put Harvey Weinstein front and center. But now Time's Up - and the Oscars are trying to step it up.
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PS: We were on the red carpet last night. Still recovering. Here's what happened

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear South Korean officials are sitting down with North Korea's Kim Jong Un...
Not the only countries shaking things up. Yesterday, Italians headed to the polls. The country's politics are badly fragmented. Late last year, President Sergio Mattarella
dissolved parliament to open the way for a national election for the first time in five years. Voters in the country are unhappy over things like the economy, migrants, and
the electoral system. Which is why two groups picked up serious support: an anti-establishment party and a conservative bloc that includes anti-immigrant, far-right
parties. Now, it's looking like the conservative bloc will pick up the most seats, leading to a hung parliament. Italy, the EU's third-largest economy, has been politically
unstable for a long time - looking like that will continue. In other news, Angela Merkel can stay on as Germany's chancellor. Yesterday, she got the coalition support she
needed to keep doing her thing.

What to say when you hear about London's women's march...
Standing up. Just like West Virginia's teachers. The state's public school teachers are still on strike. Last month, the governor signed legislation to give them a 4% salary
bump over the next few years. The teachers wanted more. So they decided to not show up to work in protest. Last week, the governor negotiated with the teachers to
give them a 5% raise this year. But it was up to state lawmakers to make it official. The House signed off. This weekend, the Senate agreed - but only to a 4% increase.
The teachers say that won't cut it. Now, West Virginia's public schools are heading into their eighth day without them.

What to say when you hear Bill Cosby's having his day in court...
This could be big. So could these new details about special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation. He's reportedly looking into whether the UAE tried to buy influence
over the Trump campaign. His investigators have reportedly questioned a Lebanese-American businessman with ties to UAE leadership. Apparently, this man has
regularly visited the White House. And now Mueller's team seems to be looking into whether the Emiratis bought political influence by helping finance Trump's
presidential campaign. It seems that Mueller's investigation - focusing on contacts between President Trump's campaign and Russia - is growing. Speaking of, reports
came out yesterday suggesting Mueller is closing in on Trump's inner circle. They got hold of a subpoena that asked a witness to turn over communications with Trump
and several of his advisers.
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What to say when your friend and her SO start fighting in front of you...
Get me out of this situation. Companies are reportedly pulling ads from Alex Jones' YouTube channel. He's the conspiracy theorist behind InfoWars known for saying
things like 9/11 was an inside job and the Sandy Hook shooting was staged. Not the type of content brands usually like to advertise on. Last week, Jones got flak for
spreading fake news after he claimed Parkland, FL student activists were just actors. But YouTube didn't take down his channel. Now, companies are reportedly taking a
hard look at their ad process with YouTube to make sure this doesn't happen again.

What to say when you hear Khloe Kardashian is having a girl...
Wonder if it'll make Monica, Phoebe, and Rachel's group text.

THING TO KNOW
Shaquem Griffin
The linebacker who made waves at the NFL Combine this weekend. That's where rookies show off their skills to teams before next month's draft. Griffin ran a 40-yard
dash in 4.38 seconds. And can bench press 225lbs. Also, he only has one hand. Top that.

SKIMM LIFE
For when your birth control alarm goes off...
Ever wondered about the pill's backstory? Pop in your earbuds - here's your Skimm Notes on the history of the birth control pill. Btw, in 2018 we'll be Skimm'ng some
areas of women's health. We're starting with reproductive health this week - stay tuned for that, and much more later this year.

SKIMM QUESTION
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Thanks for playing last week. Congrats to Tiffani Lewis-Lockhart (Brighton, MA) for knowing your movies and taking home the $1,000. Drinks on you.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is recovering from the Oscars. Share theSkimm with your friend who claims they guessed Best Picture right.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Bring out the party hats.
Kevin Sachs NY, Stephanie Schein, *Katie Garrett OR, *Jess Gooding SC, *Heather Thompson IL, *Melanie Nettler MA, *Mimi Najmabadi CA, *Ashley Kurten NY, *Julia Ingersoll CA, *Jessica Hale AZ, *Annie McQuaid, *Olivia
Miller VA, *Kelsey Dickinson CA, *Rishika Pandey GA, *Adrienne Rea FL, *Amanda Vazquez CA, *Amber Rary AL, *Mauricio de Leon, *Maria Galvis FL, *Aaron Caffarel LA, *Suzy Newton, *Ashley Watson IN, *Kristy Klug NC,
*Jenna McCarron NV, *Ally Johnson FL, *Allyson Minster NV, *Hannah Owens NY, *Amy Morgan MI, *Sarah Wagner NJ, *Gina Bornarth VA, *Chloe Thomas BC, *Lucy Wallace VA, *Ruby Wortis MA, *Sarah Shea OR, *Leslie
Abbott TX, *Yocelyn Elizondo TX, *Hannah Cole DC, Mia Silverio DC, Katelyn Zam OH, Trish Hoffman CA, Michael Maxon TN, Kaitlynn Grady NY, Judy Mann AL, Jennifer Nordmark NY, Lisa Colvin LA, Lauren Woodring PA,
Jessica Kavanagh MD, Catherine Michel IL, Tobías Valdez, Ashley Reddick OH, Amy Eskola CO, Ann Johnson NE, Abby Karasick PA, Jodi Fliss CA, Kira Krieger Senders NY, Lisa Case CA, Nick Day LA, Christina Bates NV,
Jessica Knight IL, Korey Edwards OH, Lynne Rosenkoff GA, Marissa Piazza, Jenny Thornton MN, Carly Samek OH, Jan Spieczny AZ, Stephanie Schein, Esther Rubin NY, Sarah Baucom NC, Linz Haft FL, Whitney Ferrell NY,
Amelia F, Mariam Khan DC, Meredith Mohr TX, Elmira Weston SC, Ted Heeps PA, Nicole Marquand LA, Indira Ycaza NC, Jackie Ghosen NY, Samantha Hollack PA, Frankie Craider OH, Abby Bartlett WI, Meredith Slavin NY,
Eva Underwood CA, Maxine Yeager PA, Caroline Hatano MA, Gracelyn Bateman NY, Kim Fairman ID, Lynne Heffley CA, Julia Sprague CAN, Olivia Sprague CAN, Sue Killam LA, Meredith Rockwell Kenyon TX, Dave Leonard
NY, Lori Dersi OH, Paula Costello CAN, Lizzie Boylan Burke NJ, Krista Richards Mann CT, Katie Brown NC, Keith Hall SC, Hayley Henley TX, Karly Miller AL, Sasha Simmons AZ, Diana Egan NY, Dan Behrens MN, Aubree
Groff MO, Becky Hlidek MA, Tia Di Salvo MA, Caroline Hill NY, Kelly Jensen MD, Tammy Todd NJ, Evan Derrow MD, Whitney Franklin KS, Ren Kane OH, Adam Herndon TX, Julie Bell TX, Kristen Ridge CA, Elizabeth
Wakefield KY, Kelcey George NM, Jayna Nance TX, Kimberly Rill CA, Emily Lutz NE, Quentin Kakuda CO
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd from the red carpet

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I want to apologize for running a little late, as Jared could not get through security" - President Trump at a DC dinner over the weekend. He's got jokes.

STATUE OF LIMITATIONS
The Story
Last night, Jimmy Kimmel hosted the Oscars and got right down to business.
What do you mean?
He tried to keep it short. He set the record straight about Envelopegate. He called out Harvey Weinstein. And the agents that messed up Michelle Williams' paycheck.
Also, you can thank Mike Pence for "Call Me By Your Name."
Who won?
The fish movie. "The Shape of Water" took home best picture and best director. Gary Oldman aka Winston Churchill got his first trophy. Frances McDormand had the
speech of the night. Allison Janney did it all by herself. Sam Rockwell thanked anyone who's ever looked at a billboard. Jordan Peele got a little love. Oh, and Kobe
Bryant has an Oscar now.
Who won the red carpet?
Rita Moreno brought the '60s back. Ashley Judd and Mira Sorvino had each other's backs. Tiffany Haddish paid homage to Eritrea. Timothée Chalamet had a moment
with Matthew McConaughey. Everyone from Wakanda.
Who didn't?
Ryan Seacrest.
What else happened?
Bonnie and Clyde got it right this time. J-Law and Jodie Foster took over for Casey Affleck. Lupita Nyong'o and Kumail Nanjiani repped the Dreamers. Daniela Vega
made history. And Kimmel and some cool kids crashed an actual movie.
theSkimm
The Oscars used to be #SoWhite, and put Harvey Weinstein front and center. But now Time's Up - and the Oscars are trying to step it up.
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PS: We were on the red carpet last night. Still recovering. Here's what happened

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear South Korean officials are sitting down with North Korea's Kim Jong Un...
Not the only countries shaking things up. Yesterday, Italians headed to the polls. The country's politics are badly fragmented. Late last year, President Sergio Mattarella
dissolved parliament to open the way for a national election for the first time in five years. Voters in the country are unhappy over things like the economy, migrants, and
the electoral system. Which is why two groups picked up serious support: an anti-establishment party and a conservative bloc that includes anti-immigrant, far-right
parties. Now, it's looking like the conservative bloc will pick up the most seats, leading to a hung parliament. Italy, the EU's third-largest economy, has been politically
unstable for a long time - looking like that will continue. In other news, Angela Merkel can stay on as Germany's chancellor. Yesterday, she got the coalition support she
needed to keep doing her thing.

What to say when you hear about London's women's march...
Standing up. Just like West Virginia's teachers. The state's public school teachers are still on strike. Last month, the governor signed legislation to give them a 4% salary
bump over the next few years. The teachers wanted more. So they decided to not show up to work in protest. Last week, the governor negotiated with the teachers to
give them a 5% raise this year. But it was up to state lawmakers to make it official. The House signed off. This weekend, the Senate agreed - but only to a 4% increase.
The teachers say that won't cut it. Now, West Virginia's public schools are heading into their eighth day without them.

What to say when you hear Bill Cosby's having his day in court...
This could be big. So could these new details about special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation. He's reportedly looking into whether the UAE tried to buy influence
over the Trump campaign. His investigators have reportedly questioned a Lebanese-American businessman with ties to UAE leadership. Apparently, this man has
regularly visited the White House. And now Mueller's team seems to be looking into whether the Emiratis bought political influence by helping finance Trump's
presidential campaign. It seems that Mueller's investigation - focusing on contacts between President Trump's campaign and Russia - is growing. Speaking of, reports
came out yesterday suggesting Mueller is closing in on Trump's inner circle. They got hold of a subpoena that asked a witness to turn over communications with Trump
and several of his advisers.
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What to say when your friend and her SO start fighting in front of you...
Get me out of this situation. Companies are reportedly pulling ads from Alex Jones' YouTube channel. He's the conspiracy theorist behind InfoWars known for saying
things like 9/11 was an inside job and the Sandy Hook shooting was staged. Not the type of content brands usually like to advertise on. Last week, Jones got flak for
spreading fake news after he claimed Parkland, FL student activists were just actors. But YouTube didn't take down his channel. Now, companies are reportedly taking a
hard look at their ad process with YouTube to make sure this doesn't happen again.

What to say when you hear Khloe Kardashian is having a girl...
Wonder if it'll make Monica, Phoebe, and Rachel's group text.

THING TO KNOW
Shaquem Griffin
The linebacker who made waves at the NFL Combine this weekend. That's where rookies show off their skills to teams before next month's draft. Griffin ran a 40-yard
dash in 4.38 seconds. And can bench press 225lbs. Also, he only has one hand. Top that.

SKIMM LIFE
For when your birth control alarm goes off...
Ever wondered about the pill's backstory? Pop in your earbuds - here's your Skimm Notes on the history of the birth control pill. Btw, in 2018 we'll be Skimm'ng some
areas of women's health. We're starting with reproductive health this week - stay tuned for that, and much more later this year.

SKIMM QUESTION
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Thanks for playing last week. Congrats to Tiffani Lewis-Lockhart (Brighton, MA) for knowing your movies and taking home the $1,000. Drinks on you.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is recovering from the Oscars. Share theSkimm with your friend who claims they guessed Best Picture right.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=66b321ea

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Bring out the party hats.
Kevin Sachs NY, Stephanie Schein, *Katie Garrett OR, *Jess Gooding SC, *Heather Thompson IL, *Melanie Nettler MA, *Mimi Najmabadi CA, *Ashley Kurten NY, *Julia Ingersoll CA, *Jessica Hale AZ, *Annie McQuaid, *Olivia
Miller VA, *Kelsey Dickinson CA, *Rishika Pandey GA, *Adrienne Rea FL, *Amanda Vazquez CA, *Amber Rary AL, *Mauricio de Leon, *Maria Galvis FL, *Aaron Caffarel LA, *Suzy Newton, *Ashley Watson IN, *Kristy Klug NC,
*Jenna McCarron NV, *Ally Johnson FL, *Allyson Minster NV, *Hannah Owens NY, *Amy Morgan MI, *Sarah Wagner NJ, *Gina Bornarth VA, *Chloe Thomas BC, *Lucy Wallace VA, *Ruby Wortis MA, *Sarah Shea OR, *Leslie
Abbott TX, *Yocelyn Elizondo TX, *Hannah Cole DC, Mia Silverio DC, Katelyn Zam OH, Trish Hoffman CA, Michael Maxon TN, Kaitlynn Grady NY, Judy Mann AL, Jennifer Nordmark NY, Lisa Colvin LA, Lauren Woodring PA,
Jessica Kavanagh MD, Catherine Michel IL, Tobías Valdez, Ashley Reddick OH, Amy Eskola CO, Ann Johnson NE, Abby Karasick PA, Jodi Fliss CA, Kira Krieger Senders NY, Lisa Case CA, Nick Day LA, Christina Bates NV,
Jessica Knight IL, Korey Edwards OH, Lynne Rosenkoff GA, Marissa Piazza, Jenny Thornton MN, Carly Samek OH, Jan Spieczny AZ, Stephanie Schein, Esther Rubin NY, Sarah Baucom NC, Linz Haft FL, Whitney Ferrell NY,
Amelia F, Mariam Khan DC, Meredith Mohr TX, Elmira Weston SC, Ted Heeps PA, Nicole Marquand LA, Indira Ycaza NC, Jackie Ghosen NY, Samantha Hollack PA, Frankie Craider OH, Abby Bartlett WI, Meredith Slavin NY,
Eva Underwood CA, Maxine Yeager PA, Caroline Hatano MA, Gracelyn Bateman NY, Kim Fairman ID, Lynne Heffley CA, Julia Sprague CAN, Olivia Sprague CAN, Sue Killam LA, Meredith Rockwell Kenyon TX, Dave Leonard
NY, Lori Dersi OH, Paula Costello CAN, Lizzie Boylan Burke NJ, Krista Richards Mann CT, Katie Brown NC, Keith Hall SC, Hayley Henley TX, Karly Miller AL, Sasha Simmons AZ, Diana Egan NY, Dan Behrens MN, Aubree
Groff MO, Becky Hlidek MA, Tia Di Salvo MA, Caroline Hill NY, Kelly Jensen MD, Tammy Todd NJ, Evan Derrow MD, Whitney Franklin KS, Ren Kane OH, Adam Herndon TX, Julie Bell TX, Kristen Ridge CA, Elizabeth
Wakefield KY, Kelcey George NM, Jayna Nance TX, Kimberly Rill CA, Emily Lutz NE, Quentin Kakuda CO
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Skimm'd from the red carpet

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I want to apologize for running a little late, as Jared could not get through security" - President Trump at a DC dinner over the weekend. He's got jokes.

STATUE OF LIMITATIONS
The Story
Last night, Jimmy Kimmel hosted the Oscars and got right down to business.
What do you mean?
He tried to keep it short. He set the record straight about Envelopegate. He called out Harvey Weinstein. And the agents that messed up Michelle Williams' paycheck.
Also, you can thank Mike Pence for "Call Me By Your Name."
Who won?
The fish movie. "The Shape of Water" took home best picture and best director. Gary Oldman aka Winston Churchill got his first trophy. Frances McDormand had the
speech of the night. Allison Janney did it all by herself. Sam Rockwell thanked anyone who's ever looked at a billboard. Jordan Peele got a little love. Oh, and Kobe
Bryant has an Oscar now.
Who won the red carpet?
Rita Moreno brought the '60s back. Ashley Judd and Mira Sorvino had each other's backs. Tiffany Haddish paid homage to Eritrea. Timothée Chalamet had a moment
with Matthew McConaughey. Everyone from Wakanda.
Who didn't?
Ryan Seacrest.
What else happened?
Bonnie and Clyde got it right this time. J-Law and Jodie Foster took over for Casey Affleck. Lupita Nyong'o and Kumail Nanjiani repped the Dreamers. Daniela Vega
made history. And Kimmel and some cool kids crashed an actual movie.
theSkimm
The Oscars used to be #SoWhite, and put Harvey Weinstein front and center. But now Time's Up - and the Oscars are trying to step it up.
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PS: We were on the red carpet last night. Still recovering. Here's what happened

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear South Korean officials are sitting down with North Korea's Kim Jong Un...
Not the only countries shaking things up. Yesterday, Italians headed to the polls. The country's politics are badly fragmented. Late last year, President Sergio Mattarella
dissolved parliament to open the way for a national election for the first time in five years. Voters in the country are unhappy over things like the economy, migrants, and
the electoral system. Which is why two groups picked up serious support: an anti-establishment party and a conservative bloc that includes anti-immigrant, far-right
parties. Now, it's looking like the conservative bloc will pick up the most seats, leading to a hung parliament. Italy, the EU's third-largest economy, has been politically
unstable for a long time - looking like that will continue. In other news, Angela Merkel can stay on as Germany's chancellor. Yesterday, she got the coalition support she
needed to keep doing her thing.

What to say when you hear about London's women's march...
Standing up. Just like West Virginia's teachers. The state's public school teachers are still on strike. Last month, the governor signed legislation to give them a 4% salary
bump over the next few years. The teachers wanted more. So they decided to not show up to work in protest. Last week, the governor negotiated with the teachers to
give them a 5% raise this year. But it was up to state lawmakers to make it official. The House signed off. This weekend, the Senate agreed - but only to a 4% increase.
The teachers say that won't cut it. Now, West Virginia's public schools are heading into their eighth day without them.

What to say when you hear Bill Cosby's having his day in court...
This could be big. So could these new details about special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation. He's reportedly looking into whether the UAE tried to buy influence
over the Trump campaign. His investigators have reportedly questioned a Lebanese-American businessman with ties to UAE leadership. Apparently, this man has
regularly visited the White House. And now Mueller's team seems to be looking into whether the Emiratis bought political influence by helping finance Trump's
presidential campaign. It seems that Mueller's investigation - focusing on contacts between President Trump's campaign and Russia - is growing. Speaking of, reports
came out yesterday suggesting Mueller is closing in on Trump's inner circle. They got hold of a subpoena that asked a witness to turn over communications with Trump
and several of his advisers.
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What to say when your friend and her SO start fighting in front of you...
Get me out of this situation. Companies are reportedly pulling ads from Alex Jones' YouTube channel. He's the conspiracy theorist behind InfoWars known for saying
things like 9/11 was an inside job and the Sandy Hook shooting was staged. Not the type of content brands usually like to advertise on. Last week, Jones got flak for
spreading fake news after he claimed Parkland, FL student activists were just actors. But YouTube didn't take down his channel. Now, companies are reportedly taking a
hard look at their ad process with YouTube to make sure this doesn't happen again.

What to say when you hear Khloe Kardashian is having a girl...
Wonder if it'll make Monica, Phoebe, and Rachel's group text.

THING TO KNOW
Shaquem Griffin
The linebacker who made waves at the NFL Combine this weekend. That's where rookies show off their skills to teams before next month's draft. Griffin ran a 40-yard
dash in 4.38 seconds. And can bench press 225lbs. Also, he only has one hand. Top that.

SKIMM LIFE
For when your birth control alarm goes off...
Ever wondered about the pill's backstory? Pop in your earbuds - here's your Skimm Notes on the history of the birth control pill. Btw, in 2018 we'll be Skimm'ng some
areas of women's health. We're starting with reproductive health this week - stay tuned for that, and much more later this year.

SKIMM QUESTION
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Thanks for playing last week. Congrats to Tiffani Lewis-Lockhart (Brighton, MA) for knowing your movies and taking home the $1,000. Drinks on you.

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is recovering from the Oscars. Share theSkimm with your friend who claims they guessed Best Picture right.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Bring out the party hats.
Kevin Sachs NY, Stephanie Schein, *Katie Garrett OR, *Jess Gooding SC, *Heather Thompson IL, *Melanie Nettler MA, *Mimi Najmabadi CA, *Ashley Kurten NY, *Julia Ingersoll CA, *Jessica Hale AZ, *Annie McQuaid, *Olivia
Miller VA, *Kelsey Dickinson CA, *Rishika Pandey GA, *Adrienne Rea FL, *Amanda Vazquez CA, *Amber Rary AL, *Mauricio de Leon, *Maria Galvis FL, *Aaron Caffarel LA, *Suzy Newton, *Ashley Watson IN, *Kristy Klug NC,
*Jenna McCarron NV, *Ally Johnson FL, *Allyson Minster NV, *Hannah Owens NY, *Amy Morgan MI, *Sarah Wagner NJ, *Gina Bornarth VA, *Chloe Thomas BC, *Lucy Wallace VA, *Ruby Wortis MA, *Sarah Shea OR, *Leslie
Abbott TX, *Yocelyn Elizondo TX, *Hannah Cole DC, Mia Silverio DC, Katelyn Zam OH, Trish Hoffman CA, Michael Maxon TN, Kaitlynn Grady NY, Judy Mann AL, Jennifer Nordmark NY, Lisa Colvin LA, Lauren Woodring PA,
Jessica Kavanagh MD, Catherine Michel IL, Tobías Valdez, Ashley Reddick OH, Amy Eskola CO, Ann Johnson NE, Abby Karasick PA, Jodi Fliss CA, Kira Krieger Senders NY, Lisa Case CA, Nick Day LA, Christina Bates NV,
Jessica Knight IL, Korey Edwards OH, Lynne Rosenkoff GA, Marissa Piazza, Jenny Thornton MN, Carly Samek OH, Jan Spieczny AZ, Stephanie Schein, Esther Rubin NY, Sarah Baucom NC, Linz Haft FL, Whitney Ferrell NY,
Amelia F, Mariam Khan DC, Meredith Mohr TX, Elmira Weston SC, Ted Heeps PA, Nicole Marquand LA, Indira Ycaza NC, Jackie Ghosen NY, Samantha Hollack PA, Frankie Craider OH, Abby Bartlett WI, Meredith Slavin NY,
Eva Underwood CA, Maxine Yeager PA, Caroline Hatano MA, Gracelyn Bateman NY, Kim Fairman ID, Lynne Heffley CA, Julia Sprague CAN, Olivia Sprague CAN, Sue Killam LA, Meredith Rockwell Kenyon TX, Dave Leonard
NY, Lori Dersi OH, Paula Costello CAN, Lizzie Boylan Burke NJ, Krista Richards Mann CT, Katie Brown NC, Keith Hall SC, Hayley Henley TX, Karly Miller AL, Sasha Simmons AZ, Diana Egan NY, Dan Behrens MN, Aubree
Groff MO, Becky Hlidek MA, Tia Di Salvo MA, Caroline Hill NY, Kelly Jensen MD, Tammy Todd NJ, Evan Derrow MD, Whitney Franklin KS, Ren Kane OH, Adam Herndon TX, Julie Bell TX, Kristen Ridge CA, Elizabeth
Wakefield KY, Kelcey George NM, Jayna Nance TX, Kimberly Rill CA, Emily Lutz NE, Quentin Kakuda CO
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 23 Mar 2018 04:23:11 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: TGIF
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while binging a zomcom

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"It's part of the drama" - A CBS producer on why the network shows kids crying during March Madness. Reeeeal nice.

THINGS RAISING THE STAKES
National Security Adviser
The Story
President Trump is making some staffing changes. Again.
What's going on?
Last night, he said he's swapping out National Security Adviser HR McMaster for John Bolton. McMaster - a three-star general - was seen as a moderating force over
Trump's national security team. But they didn't always click on things - like the Iran nuclear deal or what to do in Afghanistan. This comes weeks after rumors started he
was next in the Trump admin to get the boot. And days after it was leaked Trump ignored the national security memo that read "DO NOT CONGRATULATE" Russian
President Putin on his re-election win. Details.
So...who is John Bolton?
He's a Fox News contributor known for some pretty aggressive foreign policy opinions. Like that the US should help overthrow the Iranian regime. And preemptively
attack North Korea. He also had a short run as UN ambassador under George W Bush. But resigned after a year because the Senate refused to confirm his appointment.
theSkimm
These are just some of the people that have either been fired or resigned in recent weeks: FBI deputy director, communications director, top economic adviser, secretary
of state, Trump's top attorney...and now, national security adviser.
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China
The Story
China is threatening to hit back at the US - hard - with some new tariffs.
What's going on?
Yesterday, Trump said he's ready to impose tariffs on up to $60 billion in Chinese products coming to the US. Everything from your shoes to your electronics could get
more expensive as a result. Trump's also planning to block Chinese companies from investing in American technology.
Why now?
This is all in response to a government investigation that found that China stole US technology and trade secrets.
What are people saying?
Supporters say it's time for America to defend itself against unfair trade deals. Critics say this could start a trade war. The Dow said 'I'm scared.' And China says 'we'll
raise you one.' It's now threatening to retaliate with tariffs on 128 US products. The biggest potential target...soybeans.
theSkimm
If a US-China trade war kicks off, workers in all areas from farming to tech could feel the effects of it. And chances are you might feel it in your wallet too.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you finish a project right before the deadline...
We did it. Congress just passed a $1.3 trillion spending bill, working to avoid a government shutdown. For months, lawmakers have been passing short-term bills to put a
band-aid on the issue. But now they finally have a bill to keep the gov going through the end of September - when they have to do this song and dance all over again.
The bill is more than 2,000 pages long. And includes billions of dollars for the Pentagon, the opioid crisis, and infrastructure projects. It lets the CDC study gun
violence...something Congress hasn't give the thumbs up to in decades. What's not included: a DACA fix. And the billions of dollars President Trump wanted for his
border wall - though he still more than $1 billion to get the wall started. Now, it's on to President Trump's desk, who's expected to sign it.

What to say when your co-worker asks what you're up to this weekend...
This may be on your radar. Tomorrow is March for Our Lives, where people in DC and around the world are rallying for stricter gun control legislation. The protest was
planned by surviving students from last month's high school shooting in Parkland, FL. As many as 500,000 people could attend the rally in DC. And there more than 800
events happening worldwide. We talked to Emma González and David Hogg - two students behind the movement - ahead of the march. Watch some of our interview
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here.

Who people are talking about...
Stephon Clark. Earlier this week, the 22-year-old black man was killed when police fired about 20 shots at him while he was in his grandparents' backyard. Police in
Sacramento, CA were responding to a 911 call reporting a man in a hoodie breaking car windows. They spotted Clark and moved in on him. The officers say they shot
him because they thought he had a gun. It was an iPhone. A couple days later, body camera and helicopter footage were released. Before the body camera footage
ends, one of the officers says "Hey mute" and then there's silence. The incident is under investigation and the officers involved are on paid administrative leave.

What to say when you're in a spring cleaning mood...
So is Best Buy. The nation's largest consumer electronics retailer will stop selling Huawei products over the next few weeks. The Chinese company is the world's thirdlargest smartphone maker. Earlier this year, US intelligence agencies warned that the Chinese gov could use Huawei products to spy on Americans. Not good since
Huawei was trying to make it in the US market. Now, Best Buy is keeping them on the struggle bus. BTW, Amazon has a patent for a drone that understands screaming
and flailing arms. So, yeah.

What to say to your friend who hasn't broken Lent yet...
Crushing it. Just like Loyola-Chicago.

What to say when you can't figure something out...
Don't worry, Clarissa is back to explain it all again.
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SKIMM LIFE
For when your parents say they're bored in the suburbs...
Not all suburbs are a snooze. Meet "Santa Clarita Diet." Season 2 is baaack today. Sheila Hammond (aka Drew Barrymore) still has some v questionable habits. And her
hubby Joel is still by her side. You can watch here on Netflix, or add it to your queue for later.*
For when you wake up before the alarm...
It's a miracle. But this really is. "Anatomy of a Miracle" by Jonathan Miles is a novel that reads like a true story. It's about a US veteran whose paralysis from the War in
Afghanistan is miraculously cured. Cue a media frenzy and you finishing this story in days. Get into it here.
Want more reads to stay inside with until it gets warmer? Here are our favorite Skimm Reads of the year (so far).
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is here for National Puppy Day. Share theSkimm with your friend who has the cutest pup.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. You Go, Glen Coco
Karyn Beckley WA, Amy Heller Shapiro FL, Joe Marchese NY, theSkimm's Maxwell Watson NY, Barbara Israel IL, Finnley Monte CT, *Rebecca Ortiz TX, *Savanna Williams PA, *Shannan Mockler CA, *Taylor Cannon OK,
*Becca Saran DC, *Leigh Ingram SC, *Maria Stevener VA, *Adenna Davis CA, *Lindsey Winter FL, *Brooke Van Poppelen TX, *Angela Fontana NV, *Brittany Ellis-Schmidt DC, *Gillian McMahon Ireland, *Karen Ross NJ,
*Camille Scanga MD, *Nick Rossano SC, *Tamara Jenkins Poland, *Elyse Curtis ME, *Emma Casagrande CT, *Sue Samiljan NJ, *Jan Risher LA, *Osman Zuberi MI, *Samara Postuma MN, *Kristina Hipolito VA, Ben Higgins CO,
*Michelle Johnson MN, *Alexandra Sasser AL, *Christina Schnettler AZ, *Kate Fallon VA, *Katie O'Brien Gozart WA, *Amanda Waller CA, *Luz Bautista TX, *Eric Zapfe IL, *Scott Heisel OH, *Sandy Sweitzer NC, *Kathe Lynom
MO, *Laurel McKinney GA, *Anna Merrens NY, *Michele Gazica, *Kate Wills LA, *Grace Kim UK, *Natalie Weaver OR, *Patricia Frederickson GA, *Kyle Ellis NC, Leah Kashar NY, Alicia Demers CT, Meghan Burke IL, Katherine
Redington PA, Lyssa Peloquin IL, Savannah Weeks GA, Karen Leuschel CO, Susan Gurvey IL, Robin Shaver Brown NM, Christine Belskey CA, Nynoshka Poobalan PA, Kaitlin Brandt MA, Marley Brackelmanns-Puig NJ, Mrs.
Mickey Mac TX, Jennifer Couzins NH, Lauren Barbiero NY, Christina Churchill NC, Karen Pettinelli PA, Amanda Bowes DC, Grace Kelly NY, Dawn Grandstaff OH, Gina Scarver OH, Caitlin Knipper NY, Leila Malekzadeh CA,
Jennifer Hageman OH, Holli Thompson VA, Brooke Cunningham CO, Aimee Creed, Janine Herron ON, Jenna Trosie MA, Grace Gray NY, Steve Levine PA, Becky McNichols IN, Olivia Whiting MA, Jenny Suggitt IL, Jessica
Idell NJ, Kate Jayne NY, Sarah Averbuch AL, Lynn Vicchio VA, Lisa Hurwitz Peretz NY, Lisa Matsil NY, Dante Orlando MA, Maureen OToole Purcell CA, Natalie Matous TX, Melissa Flanjack FL, Elaina Helbeck NY, Juliette
Swersky NY, Cheryl Morrison TN, Alli Sedler MA, Lindsey Chetkof NY, Liz Medina NY, Deborah Ellick MD, Maureen Hamilton FL, Nicholas Rossano SC, Terri Levy ON, Nicole Fleming RI, Tanya Labrador VA, Aubrey Nathan
NJ, Marci Toomey FL, Kaitlyn Evins TX, Paola Conery NY, Chloé Miller IL, Owen Averbuch AL, Alexandria Cremer ND, Kit Meyers NY, Cristina Sanchez NY, Megan Manders MN, Jill Euchner NC, Sheila Nutis Cutler PA, Mihir
Gulati NY, Salina Millen NC, Mia Ruggiano GA, Gloria Seo MD, Brigid Lanigan IL, Sarah Williams NJ, Lisa Weinbaum CA, Elizabeth Roetger VA, Allison Toth MI, Satara Dickey PA, Kirsten Fargas CA, Kelly Dutcher MI, Verna
Abante CA, Donald T Cole WA, Elizabeth Moffet CA, Eleanor Thome OH, Susan Cain, Alex Goudy MA, Deirdre Fenlon NY, Cassie Biron England, Keith Zona CO, Shital Patel IL, Christina Engelbart CA, Emily Cosentino CA,
Jordan Klee PA, Abby Grafchik GA, Dicha Perez CA, Rebecca Francis TX, Leslee Mahoney MN, Carri Edmiston VA, Caitlin Smith TX, Sammie Brooks VA, Gina Groseclose LA
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 23 Mar 2018 04:32:28 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: TGIF
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>

MARCH 23, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while binging a zomcom

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"It's part of the drama" - A CBS producer on why the network shows kids crying during March Madness. Reeeeal nice.

THINGS RAISING THE STAKES
National Security Adviser
The Story
President Trump is making some staffing changes. Again.
What's going on?
Last night, he said he's swapping out National Security Adviser HR McMaster for John Bolton. McMaster - a three-star general - was seen as a moderating force over
Trump's national security team. But they didn't always click on things - like the Iran nuclear deal or what to do in Afghanistan. This comes weeks after rumors started he
was next in the Trump admin to get the boot. And days after it was leaked Trump ignored the national security memo that read "DO NOT CONGRATULATE" Russian
President Putin on his re-election win. Details.
So...who is John Bolton?
He's a Fox News contributor known for some pretty aggressive foreign policy opinions. Like that the US should help overthrow the Iranian regime. And preemptively
attack North Korea. He also had a short run as UN ambassador under George W Bush. But resigned after a year because the Senate refused to confirm his appointment.
theSkimm
These are just some of the people that have either been fired or resigned in recent weeks: FBI deputy director, communications director, top economic adviser, secretary
of state, Trump's top attorney...and now, national security adviser.
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China
The Story
China is threatening to hit back at the US - hard - with some new tariffs.
What's going on?
Yesterday, Trump said he's ready to impose tariffs on up to $60 billion in Chinese products coming to the US. Everything from your shoes to your electronics could get
more expensive as a result. Trump's also planning to block Chinese companies from investing in American technology.
Why now?
This is all in response to a government investigation that found that China stole US technology and trade secrets.
What are people saying?
Supporters say it's time for America to defend itself against unfair trade deals. Critics say this could start a trade war. The Dow said 'I'm scared.' And China says 'we'll
raise you one.' It's now threatening to retaliate with tariffs on 128 US products. The biggest potential target...soybeans.
theSkimm
If a US-China trade war kicks off, workers in all areas from farming to tech could feel the effects of it. And chances are you might feel it in your wallet too.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you finish a project right before the deadline...
We did it. Congress just passed a $1.3 trillion spending bill, working to avoid a government shutdown. For months, lawmakers have been passing short-term bills to put a
band-aid on the issue. But now they finally have a bill to keep the gov going through the end of September - when they have to do this song and dance all over again.
The bill is more than 2,000 pages long. And includes billions of dollars for the Pentagon, the opioid crisis, and infrastructure projects. It lets the CDC study gun
violence...something Congress hasn't give the thumbs up to in decades. What's not included: a DACA fix. And the billions of dollars President Trump wanted for his
border wall - though he still more than $1 billion to get the wall started. Now, it's on to President Trump's desk, who's expected to sign it.

What to say when your co-worker asks what you're up to this weekend...
This may be on your radar. Tomorrow is March for Our Lives, where people in DC and around the world are rallying for stricter gun control legislation. The protest was
planned by surviving students from last month's high school shooting in Parkland, FL. As many as 500,000 people could attend the rally in DC. And there more than 800
events happening worldwide. We talked to Emma González and David Hogg - two students behind the movement - ahead of the march. Watch some of our interview
page 3 of 6
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here.

Who people are talking about...
Stephon Clark. Earlier this week, the 22-year-old black man was killed when police fired about 20 shots at him while he was in his grandparents' backyard. Police in
Sacramento, CA were responding to a 911 call reporting a man in a hoodie breaking car windows. They spotted Clark and moved in on him. The officers say they shot
him because they thought he had a gun. It was an iPhone. A couple days later, body camera and helicopter footage were released. Before the body camera footage
ends, one of the officers says "Hey mute" and then there's silence. The incident is under investigation and the officers involved are on paid administrative leave.

What to say when you're in a spring cleaning mood...
So is Best Buy. The nation's largest consumer electronics retailer will stop selling Huawei products over the next few weeks. The Chinese company is the world's thirdlargest smartphone maker. Earlier this year, US intelligence agencies warned that the Chinese gov could use Huawei products to spy on Americans. Not good since
Huawei was trying to make it in the US market. Now, Best Buy is keeping them on the struggle bus. BTW, Amazon has a patent for a drone that understands screaming
and flailing arms. So, yeah.

What to say to your friend who hasn't broken Lent yet...
Crushing it. Just like Loyola-Chicago.

What to say when you can't figure something out...
Don't worry, Clarissa is back to explain it all again.
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SKIMM LIFE
For when your parents say they're bored in the suburbs...
Not all suburbs are a snooze. Meet "Santa Clarita Diet." Season 2 is baaack today. Sheila Hammond (aka Drew Barrymore) still has some v questionable habits. And her
hubby Joel is still by her side. You can watch here on Netflix, or add it to your queue for later.*
For when you wake up before the alarm...
It's a miracle. But this really is. "Anatomy of a Miracle" by Jonathan Miles is a novel that reads like a true story. It's about a US veteran whose paralysis from the War in
Afghanistan is miraculously cured. Cue a media frenzy and you finishing this story in days. Get into it here.
Want more reads to stay inside with until it gets warmer? Here are our favorite Skimm Reads of the year (so far).
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is here for National Puppy Day. Share theSkimm with your friend who has the cutest pup.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. You Go, Glen Coco
Karyn Beckley WA, Amy Heller Shapiro FL, Joe Marchese NY, theSkimm's Maxwell Watson NY, Barbara Israel IL, Finnley Monte CT, *Rebecca Ortiz TX, *Savanna Williams PA, *Shannan Mockler CA, *Taylor Cannon OK,
*Becca Saran DC, *Leigh Ingram SC, *Maria Stevener VA, *Adenna Davis CA, *Lindsey Winter FL, *Brooke Van Poppelen TX, *Angela Fontana NV, *Brittany Ellis-Schmidt DC, *Gillian McMahon Ireland, *Karen Ross NJ,
*Camille Scanga MD, *Nick Rossano SC, *Tamara Jenkins Poland, *Elyse Curtis ME, *Emma Casagrande CT, *Sue Samiljan NJ, *Jan Risher LA, *Osman Zuberi MI, *Samara Postuma MN, *Kristina Hipolito VA, Ben Higgins CO,
*Michelle Johnson MN, *Alexandra Sasser AL, *Christina Schnettler AZ, *Kate Fallon VA, *Katie O'Brien Gozart WA, *Amanda Waller CA, *Luz Bautista TX, *Eric Zapfe IL, *Scott Heisel OH, *Sandy Sweitzer NC, *Kathe Lynom
MO, *Laurel McKinney GA, *Anna Merrens NY, *Michele Gazica, *Kate Wills LA, *Grace Kim UK, *Natalie Weaver OR, *Patricia Frederickson GA, *Kyle Ellis NC, Leah Kashar NY, Alicia Demers CT, Meghan Burke IL, Katherine
Redington PA, Lyssa Peloquin IL, Savannah Weeks GA, Karen Leuschel CO, Susan Gurvey IL, Robin Shaver Brown NM, Christine Belskey CA, Nynoshka Poobalan PA, Kaitlin Brandt MA, Marley Brackelmanns-Puig NJ, Mrs.
Mickey Mac TX, Jennifer Couzins NH, Lauren Barbiero NY, Christina Churchill NC, Karen Pettinelli PA, Amanda Bowes DC, Grace Kelly NY, Dawn Grandstaff OH, Gina Scarver OH, Caitlin Knipper NY, Leila Malekzadeh CA,
Jennifer Hageman OH, Holli Thompson VA, Brooke Cunningham CO, Aimee Creed, Janine Herron ON, Jenna Trosie MA, Grace Gray NY, Steve Levine PA, Becky McNichols IN, Olivia Whiting MA, Jenny Suggitt IL, Jessica
Idell NJ, Kate Jayne NY, Sarah Averbuch AL, Lynn Vicchio VA, Lisa Hurwitz Peretz NY, Lisa Matsil NY, Dante Orlando MA, Maureen OToole Purcell CA, Natalie Matous TX, Melissa Flanjack FL, Elaina Helbeck NY, Juliette
Swersky NY, Cheryl Morrison TN, Alli Sedler MA, Lindsey Chetkof NY, Liz Medina NY, Deborah Ellick MD, Maureen Hamilton FL, Nicholas Rossano SC, Terri Levy ON, Nicole Fleming RI, Tanya Labrador VA, Aubrey Nathan
NJ, Marci Toomey FL, Kaitlyn Evins TX, Paola Conery NY, Chloé Miller IL, Owen Averbuch AL, Alexandria Cremer ND, Kit Meyers NY, Cristina Sanchez NY, Megan Manders MN, Jill Euchner NC, Sheila Nutis Cutler PA, Mihir
Gulati NY, Salina Millen NC, Mia Ruggiano GA, Gloria Seo MD, Brigid Lanigan IL, Sarah Williams NJ, Lisa Weinbaum CA, Elizabeth Roetger VA, Allison Toth MI, Satara Dickey PA, Kirsten Fargas CA, Kelly Dutcher MI, Verna
Abante CA, Donald T Cole WA, Elizabeth Moffet CA, Eleanor Thome OH, Susan Cain, Alex Goudy MA, Deirdre Fenlon NY, Cassie Biron England, Keith Zona CO, Shital Patel IL, Christina Engelbart CA, Emily Cosentino CA,
Jordan Klee PA, Abby Grafchik GA, Dicha Perez CA, Rebecca Francis TX, Leslee Mahoney MN, Carri Edmiston VA, Caitlin Smith TX, Sammie Brooks VA, Gina Groseclose LA
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 23 Mar 2018 04:50:21 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: TGIF
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>

MARCH 23, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while binging a zomcom

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"It's part of the drama" - A CBS producer on why the network shows kids crying during March Madness. Reeeeal nice.

THINGS RAISING THE STAKES
National Security Adviser
The Story
President Trump is making some staffing changes. Again.
What's going on?
Last night, he said he's swapping out National Security Adviser HR McMaster for John Bolton. McMaster - a three-star general - was seen as a moderating force over
Trump's national security team. But they didn't always click on things - like the Iran nuclear deal or what to do in Afghanistan. This comes weeks after rumors started he
was next in the Trump admin to get the boot. And days after it was leaked Trump ignored the national security memo that read "DO NOT CONGRATULATE" Russian
President Putin on his re-election win. Details.
So...who is John Bolton?
He's a Fox News contributor known for some pretty aggressive foreign policy opinions. Like that the US should help overthrow the Iranian regime. And preemptively
attack North Korea. He also had a short run as UN ambassador under George W Bush. But resigned after a year because the Senate refused to confirm his appointment.
theSkimm
These are just some of the people that have either been fired or resigned in recent weeks: FBI deputy director, communications director, top economic adviser, secretary
of state, Trump's top attorney...and now, national security adviser.
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China
The Story
China is threatening to hit back at the US - hard - with some new tariffs.
What's going on?
Yesterday, Trump said he's ready to impose tariffs on up to $60 billion in Chinese products coming to the US. Everything from your shoes to your electronics could get
more expensive as a result. Trump's also planning to block Chinese companies from investing in American technology.
Why now?
This is all in response to a government investigation that found that China stole US technology and trade secrets.
What are people saying?
Supporters say it's time for America to defend itself against unfair trade deals. Critics say this could start a trade war. The Dow said 'I'm scared.' And China says 'we'll
raise you one.' It's now threatening to retaliate with tariffs on 128 US products. The biggest potential target...soybeans.
theSkimm
If a US-China trade war kicks off, workers in all areas from farming to tech could feel the effects of it. And chances are you might feel it in your wallet too.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you finish a project right before the deadline...
We did it. Congress just passed a $1.3 trillion spending bill, working to avoid a government shutdown. For months, lawmakers have been passing short-term bills to put a
band-aid on the issue. But now they finally have a bill to keep the gov going through the end of September - when they have to do this song and dance all over again.
The bill is more than 2,000 pages long. And includes billions of dollars for the Pentagon, the opioid crisis, and infrastructure projects. It lets the CDC study gun
violence...something Congress hasn't give the thumbs up to in decades. What's not included: a DACA fix. And the billions of dollars President Trump wanted for his
border wall - though he still more than $1 billion to get the wall started. Now, it's on to President Trump's desk, who's expected to sign it.

What to say when your co-worker asks what you're up to this weekend...
This may be on your radar. Tomorrow is March for Our Lives, where people in DC and around the world are rallying for stricter gun control legislation. The protest was
planned by surviving students from last month's high school shooting in Parkland, FL. As many as 500,000 people could attend the rally in DC. And there more than 800
events happening worldwide. We talked to Emma González and David Hogg - two students behind the movement - ahead of the march. Watch some of our interview
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here.

Who people are talking about...
Stephon Clark. Earlier this week, the 22-year-old black man was killed when police fired about 20 shots at him while he was in his grandparents' backyard. Police in
Sacramento, CA were responding to a 911 call reporting a man in a hoodie breaking car windows. They spotted Clark and moved in on him. The officers say they shot
him because they thought he had a gun. It was an iPhone. A couple days later, body camera and helicopter footage were released. Before the body camera footage
ends, one of the officers says "Hey mute" and then there's silence. The incident is under investigation and the officers involved are on paid administrative leave.

What to say when you're in a spring cleaning mood...
So is Best Buy. The nation's largest consumer electronics retailer will stop selling Huawei products over the next few weeks. The Chinese company is the world's thirdlargest smartphone maker. Earlier this year, US intelligence agencies warned that the Chinese gov could use Huawei products to spy on Americans. Not good since
Huawei was trying to make it in the US market. Now, Best Buy is keeping them on the struggle bus. BTW, Amazon has a patent for a drone that understands screaming
and flailing arms. So, yeah.

What to say to your friend who hasn't broken Lent yet...
Crushing it. Just like Loyola-Chicago.

What to say when you can't figure something out...
Don't worry, Clarissa is back to explain it all again.
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SKIMM LIFE
For when your parents say they're bored in the suburbs...
Not all suburbs are a snooze. Meet "Santa Clarita Diet." Season 2 is baaack today. Sheila Hammond (aka Drew Barrymore) still has some v questionable habits. And her
hubby Joel is still by her side. You can watch here on Netflix, or add it to your queue for later.*
For when you wake up before the alarm...
It's a miracle. But this really is. "Anatomy of a Miracle" by Jonathan Miles is a novel that reads like a true story. It's about a US veteran whose paralysis from the War in
Afghanistan is miraculously cured. Cue a media frenzy and you finishing this story in days. Get into it here.
Want more reads to stay inside with until it gets warmer? Here are our favorite Skimm Reads of the year (so far).
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is here for National Puppy Day. Share theSkimm with your friend who has the cutest pup.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. You Go, Glen Coco
Karyn Beckley WA, Amy Heller Shapiro FL, Joe Marchese NY, theSkimm's Maxwell Watson NY, Barbara Israel IL, Finnley Monte CT, *Rebecca Ortiz TX, *Savanna Williams PA, *Shannan Mockler CA, *Taylor Cannon OK,
*Becca Saran DC, *Leigh Ingram SC, *Maria Stevener VA, *Adenna Davis CA, *Lindsey Winter FL, *Brooke Van Poppelen TX, *Angela Fontana NV, *Brittany Ellis-Schmidt DC, *Gillian McMahon Ireland, *Karen Ross NJ,
*Camille Scanga MD, *Nick Rossano SC, *Tamara Jenkins Poland, *Elyse Curtis ME, *Emma Casagrande CT, *Sue Samiljan NJ, *Jan Risher LA, *Osman Zuberi MI, *Samara Postuma MN, *Kristina Hipolito VA, Ben Higgins CO,
*Michelle Johnson MN, *Alexandra Sasser AL, *Christina Schnettler AZ, *Kate Fallon VA, *Katie O'Brien Gozart WA, *Amanda Waller CA, *Luz Bautista TX, *Eric Zapfe IL, *Scott Heisel OH, *Sandy Sweitzer NC, *Kathe Lynom
MO, *Laurel McKinney GA, *Anna Merrens NY, *Michele Gazica, *Kate Wills LA, *Grace Kim UK, *Natalie Weaver OR, *Patricia Frederickson GA, *Kyle Ellis NC, Leah Kashar NY, Alicia Demers CT, Meghan Burke IL, Katherine
Redington PA, Lyssa Peloquin IL, Savannah Weeks GA, Karen Leuschel CO, Susan Gurvey IL, Robin Shaver Brown NM, Christine Belskey CA, Nynoshka Poobalan PA, Kaitlin Brandt MA, Marley Brackelmanns-Puig NJ, Mrs.
Mickey Mac TX, Jennifer Couzins NH, Lauren Barbiero NY, Christina Churchill NC, Karen Pettinelli PA, Amanda Bowes DC, Grace Kelly NY, Dawn Grandstaff OH, Gina Scarver OH, Caitlin Knipper NY, Leila Malekzadeh CA,
Jennifer Hageman OH, Holli Thompson VA, Brooke Cunningham CO, Aimee Creed, Janine Herron ON, Jenna Trosie MA, Grace Gray NY, Steve Levine PA, Becky McNichols IN, Olivia Whiting MA, Jenny Suggitt IL, Jessica
Idell NJ, Kate Jayne NY, Sarah Averbuch AL, Lynn Vicchio VA, Lisa Hurwitz Peretz NY, Lisa Matsil NY, Dante Orlando MA, Maureen OToole Purcell CA, Natalie Matous TX, Melissa Flanjack FL, Elaina Helbeck NY, Juliette
Swersky NY, Cheryl Morrison TN, Alli Sedler MA, Lindsey Chetkof NY, Liz Medina NY, Deborah Ellick MD, Maureen Hamilton FL, Nicholas Rossano SC, Terri Levy ON, Nicole Fleming RI, Tanya Labrador VA, Aubrey Nathan
NJ, Marci Toomey FL, Kaitlyn Evins TX, Paola Conery NY, Chloé Miller IL, Owen Averbuch AL, Alexandria Cremer ND, Kit Meyers NY, Cristina Sanchez NY, Megan Manders MN, Jill Euchner NC, Sheila Nutis Cutler PA, Mihir
Gulati NY, Salina Millen NC, Mia Ruggiano GA, Gloria Seo MD, Brigid Lanigan IL, Sarah Williams NJ, Lisa Weinbaum CA, Elizabeth Roetger VA, Allison Toth MI, Satara Dickey PA, Kirsten Fargas CA, Kelly Dutcher MI, Verna
Abante CA, Donald T Cole WA, Elizabeth Moffet CA, Eleanor Thome OH, Susan Cain, Alex Goudy MA, Deirdre Fenlon NY, Cassie Biron England, Keith Zona CO, Shital Patel IL, Christina Engelbart CA, Emily Cosentino CA,
Jordan Klee PA, Abby Grafchik GA, Dicha Perez CA, Rebecca Francis TX, Leslee Mahoney MN, Carri Edmiston VA, Caitlin Smith TX, Sammie Brooks VA, Gina Groseclose LA
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 11 Jan 2018 04:20:37 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Daily Skimm: That caviar is a garnish
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

JANUARY 11, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd on the right side of the bed

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"It was issued in error" - The Pentagon, retracting a memo with some low-key Star Wars references. Jokes they must not have.

ON ICE
The Story
Yesterday, US immigration agents raided 7-Elevens across the country.
What's going on?
As part of the Trump administration's crackdown on undocumented workers, nearly 100 stores were raided and 21 people were arrested. The operation targeted the
people hiring these workers. And it was the administration's biggest crackdown on them yet.
Is this a new thing?
Nope. There were a lot of these under the Bush admin targeting undocumented workers. The Obama admin quietly focused on auditing thousands of businesses through
"silent raids." Back in 2013, ICE arrested several 7-Eleven owners and managers who allegedly employed undocumented immigrants under stolen identities. That raid led
to yesterday's operation.
What happens now?
Employers have to prove that their workers are in the US legally. The workers could be deported and the owners could be charged or fined. This comes as Trump is
trying to get a bipartisan immigration plan to his desk that would protect DACA and build a border wall.
theSkimm
ICE has said to expect more of these business crackdowns. And it's not just targeting big companies - smaller ones are also at risk.

REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when you hear how NYC is handling climate change...
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California might want to get in on that. Mudslides in California have now killed at least 17 people. And more than a dozen are missing. Scientists say the recent California
wildfires are attributed to climate change - and the aftermath of those fires helped cause these mudslides. That's because when soil is burnt, it can't absorb as much
water. So when heavy rain fell earlier this week, it triggered loose mud to slide down and uproot things like trees and rocks. And it brought rivers of mud several feet high
along with it. The mudslides are hitting residential areas in and around Montecito - this is why you've seen videos from people like Oprah on your news feed. Rescue
efforts are still happening.

What to say when you're ready to leave the party...
I'm out. Rep. Darrell Issa (R-CA) said he's not running for re-election this year. Issa made his name as the head of the House Oversight Committee during the Obama
years. He's the one who launched investigations into Operation "Fast and Furious" and the Benghazi embassy attack. In the past, Issa had indicated he was planning to
defend his seat in a race that was supposed to be pretty competitive. Looks like he's not down for that anymore. Add his name to the 30 other Republicans leaving the
House. Eyes are on the numbers, because Democrats need 24 seats to get the gavel back.

What to say when you realize it's only Thursday...
Not happy. Yesterday, Tunisians protested for the third night in a row. Earlier this week, protests broke out over things like rising gas prices and higher taxes. Reminder:
the Arab Spring started in Tunisia a little more than seven years ago as a protest against government corruption. That spread to protests around the Middle East and
North Africa. Tunisia kicked out its old leader in '11. Fast forward to now, and this government's been trying to get a hold of its debt by doing things like raising taxes. It
hasn't gone over well. One protester's been killed, dozens of police officers were wounded, and Molotov cocktails were thrown at a Jewish school.

What to say when the price of bitcoin takes a deep dive...
Just like Michelle Williams' salary. SAG-AFTRA - the union that represents actors and others in the entertainment and media industries - is looking into whether Williams
was paid A LOT less than her co-star Mark Wahlberg. Earlier this week, a report came out saying Wahlberg got paid $1.5 million for reshoots after Kevin Spacey was
replaced in the film. And Michelle Williams got...less than $1,000. Now SAG-AFTRA is saying 'something seems off here' and looking into whether her union contract was
violated.
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THING TO KNOW
Micro-cheating
Cheating, but not really. Like when you try to look good for someone you know you'll run into...that isn't your SO. Or creep on their Instagram. At least it's not macrocheating.

SKIMM LIFE
SKIMM FAVES | TOGETHER WITH

For when you keep wearing the same thing as your coworkers...
Time to mix things up. This personalized box of clothes gets delivered right to you. You only keep and pay for what you like. Bonus: you'll get free styling haalp if you
sign up here.

SKIMM TO GO

For when you spent too much on holiday presents...
Work it out. As in this financial planning service treats saving cash money like a good workout. Because having a six-pack of cash is better than having abs.*
For when you're sold on the "Black Panther" trailer...
Better pre-order. Like, yesterday. "Black Panther" had the biggest first day of pre-sale tickets of any Marvel movie ever.
*PS This is an affiliate partner, which means if you purchase or sign up theSkimm may get something in return. Thanks.

SKIMM SHARE

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718
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SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Pop bottles.
*Nicole Pitchford MI, *Jill Roberts CA, *Terri Daughenbaugh NC, *Gail Choate FL, *Valerie Jarvis MA, *Jennifer Pyun NY, *Addie Diradoorian CA, *Maria Moss GA, *Sarah Robertson CA, *Leslie Chunta TX, *Camille Smith IL,
*Rachel Miles GA, *Matt Lara KS, *Dana Sobh MI, *Karen Eisengruber TN, Trenton Clark AUS, Aaron Kessler CA, Carolyn Tisch Blodgett NY, Gerald W McEntee, Mary Bandouan NY, Aaron Riggs IA, Andrea Wikenheiser CA,
Madelynn Vandenbrock OH, Alex DiPaola MD, Gail Marion ON, Deena Dolce NJ, Laura Leeds CA, Joann Morrow FL, Lauren Fitzpatrick MI, Misha Hooda FL, Julia Dacy IL, Lane Gaillard OK, Stephanie Vasiloff WA, Paula
Hanninen MN, Katie Coats CA, Rebecca Kann NY, Jacquelyn Coster LA, Dayna Hood TN, Rachel Kirsch TN, Clare Geyer CA, Carly Tabak CA, Halley Stennes AL, Amanda Dugger WA, Kelly Bloom CA, Emma Trim NY, Lisa
Stenger IL, Jacki Coster LA, Jennifer Hamilton GA, Susan Lydon SC, Becki Mckee SC, Janice Aragona-Hollingsworth NJ, Hayley Banyai-Becker CO, Paige Hazzan NY, Aili Espigh DC, Jackie Standorf FL

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 26 Apr 2018 04:30:25 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: That must be Nigel with the brie
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>

APRIL 26, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while shopping this sale

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Cry closet" - An actual place at the University of Utah's library for students to release their stress. What happens in the cry closet, stays in the cry closet.

GERMANY
The Story
Yesterday, thousands of Germans turned out to protest anti-Semitism.
What's going on?
There's been a huge number of anti-Semitic incidents in Germany lately. Last year, authorities documented more than 1,400 - that's almost four a day. It's part of a rising
trend of anti-Semitism across Europe. Thousands of Jews have left the continent. Last year, an anti-Muslim and anti-Semitic party was elected to German Parliament.
And German Chancellor Merkel says that Arab refugees are also bringing "a different type of anti-Semitism" into the country.
What's this protest about?
Last week, an Arab-Israeli man wearing a kippa (a Jewish cap) was assaulted. He wasn't Jewish, but was trying to prove his friend wrong for saying it wasn't safe to wear
Jewish clothing in public. A man repeatedly hit him with a belt, yelling "Jew." A video of the attack went viral.
Anything else?
Earlier this month, a German rap duo promising to "make another Holocaust" won the country's top music prize...on Holocaust Remembrance Day. Yesterday, after
significant outcry, Germany announced it was ending the award.
theSkimm
Yesterday was a major show of solidarity - and reportedly the biggest display of people wearing kippas in Germany since before World War II.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say to your friend who just read Michelle McNamara's book...
Coincidence? Yesterday, California officials announced they arrested a suspected serial killer known as the Golden State Killer. He is allegedly responsible for at least 12
killings, at least 45 rapes, and more than 120 burglaries in the state of California in the '70s and '80s. Now, decades after the crimes, authorities are saying 'we got him' thanks to DNA evidence. They found the suspect near Sacramento and identified him as a 72-year-old former police officer. He was fired in the late '70s after he allegedly
stole a hammer and a can of dog repellent - around the time when the attacks were happening. He faces capital murder charges. Don't worry, HBO already has its
pencils sharpened. Meanwhile, the case is bringing up rape kits - and why it's important for police to actually process them.

What to say when you get your tax refund...
Going straight to rent. Yesterday, HUD Secretary Ben Carson proposed upping the amount that low-income families pay for rent. Under his plan, the poorest families
could have to pay triple what they're paying now. And get rid of deductions that lower their rent contribution. Carson says the current system is unsustainable and that
these changes will encourage people to find better-paying jobs. Now, the proposal heads to Congress. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt is also on his way there. Today,
he's answering Qs about all those ethics concerns you've been hearing about. He apparently plans to blame his staff. Classy. Meanwhile, President Trump's longtime
lawyer Michael Cohen has a Stormy update. In 2016, Cohen paid porn star Stormy Daniels to keep quiet on an alleged affair with Trump. And had her sign an NDA. This
month, the FBI raided Cohen's home, office, and hotel room - and took some papers. Now, Cohen's pleading the Fifth - aka invoking his right not to incriminate himself.
Look who's suddenly hush hush.

What to say when you update your Gmail...
Big changes. Yesterday, an NCAA commission released a report proposing some changes to college basketball. The FBI has been investigating bribery and fraud in the
sport. Ten people were arrested, including an official at Adidas and coaches at several schools. The NCAA formed a commission - led by former Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice - to propose rule changes to college basketball. Now they're saying 'ready.' Rice and friends are recommending stronger punishments for people that
violate NCAA rules. And that the NBA should end their "one-and-done" rule. Meaning: people who want to go pro often go to college for a year before dropping out.
That's because the current age to be eligible for the NBA draft is 19-years-old. Their solution: open it up to 18-year-olds, so people can enter straight after high school.
The NCAA hopes to put these new ideas into practice by August.

What to say to your friend who's worried there's no "Planet B"...
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Are we going the way of the giant sloth? Scientists found that ancient humans in North America probably hunted and fought giant sloths. And we actually mean giant.
They apparently were more than eight feet tall and had long claws. Rawr. They roamed around the Earth until around 11,000 years ago. Fossilized footprints found in
New Mexico showed human footprints inside the paw prints of a giant sloth. Scientists say it means the human probably stalked and fought the sloth. Most scientists
believe humans' actions eventually led to their extinction. Sorry, Kristen Bell.

What to say when you're told to be quiet...
I still have things to say. So does Kanye.

What to say when you hear "Double Dare" is coming back...
Could be a nice breath of fresh air after "The Handmaid's Tale."

THING TO KNOW
Perennial
A plant that comes back every year. Also, a much nicer term for someone who's rocking the gray hair. It's the word former Sec of State Madeleine Albright taught us.
Watch her explain it here.

SKIMM PICKS
For when your wine preference is 'the second cheapest bottle on the menu'...
Educate me, plz. Not talking a dry sommelier manual. Talking one of our fave Skimm Reads, the bestselling book "Sweetbitter" by Stephanie Danler. The TV show
comes out in a little over a week, and it'll have you feeling hungry-slash-thirsty. It's about a 20-something working as a server at a top NYC restaurant. Add a lot of coworker drama and descriptions of oysters and there's nothing to wine about. Get into it here.*
For when you're tired from spring cleaning...
I see you, bed. This Casper mattress is the best way to get those zzzzs. It's the comfiest one in the game and Skimm'rs get something off the price tag. Cue a mid-spring
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night's dream.*
For when you want new spring clothes...
Warm up to this. Madewell is taking 15% off pretty much their entire site for Skimm'rs only. Skimm HQ is kinda sorta freaking out. April purchases bring May wardrobes.
Get it here.*
*This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is getting ready for wedding season. Share theSkimm with your friend who's a bridesmaid in three weddings this summer.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party on.
*Brett Estenoz TN, *Jeff Berkwits CA, *Kyndra Countryman AZ, *Julia Kehoe SC, *Toby Tyler SC, *Dianna Hunter IL, *Rosanna Hale NC, *Jennifer Wilder NC, *Ashley Foley RI, *Kelsi Harden MI, *Esha Shukla NY, *Amanda
Green FL, *Emily Ahlbum FL, *Lauren Curto OH, *Brett Elizabeth Estenoz TN, *Melody Emerson NC, *Kristen Robinson WI, *Ali Rhodes MA, *Tracy Jabbal BE, *Kim Thomas RI, *Katie Steketee NY, *Danielle Tanner CA,
*James Shobear VA, *Laura Bauman IA, Stefanie Schmidt NV, Austin Conger MS, Ellie Stephens UK, Blakely Allen TX, Susan Keyes FL, Anastasia Erbe DC, Gayle Hoffman, Edward Corbus CO, Ruby Grewal CAN, Barbara
Hoffmann NY, Ellen Renee Adams VA, Haley Park NY, Laura Matar NY, Porsche Blakey PA, Nancy Foresman MI, Ashley McGowan, Will Souders NJ, Josh Mark, Lindsay McLaren TX, Michele Klatch NY, Susan Whitley GA,
Mimi Clement CT, Allison Averbuch GA, Jessica Wen MD, Bethney Bonilla, Rick Kahen IL, Hillary Petersen FL, Melanie Lambertsen ON, Nadine Shurland VA, Jill Burya NY, Lacey Kiriakou CA, Justin Bibb OH, Marci Levine
KY, Tresa Sanders GA, Casey Fritz CO, Gavriella Seftel NY, Carrie O'Donovan PA, Ann Pisacano, Eleanor Hawkins MA, Kelli Kaufmann FL, Courtney Corcoran TN, Nancy Ariosa MD

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 26 Apr 2018 04:46:13 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: That must be Nigel with the brie
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>

APRIL 26, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while shopping this sale

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Cry closet" - An actual place at the University of Utah's library for students to release their stress. What happens in the cry closet, stays in the cry closet.

GERMANY
The Story
Yesterday, thousands of Germans turned out to protest anti-Semitism.
What's going on?
There's been a huge number of anti-Semitic incidents in Germany lately. Last year, authorities documented more than 1,400 - that's almost four a day. It's part of a rising
trend of anti-Semitism across Europe. Thousands of Jews have left the continent. Last year, an anti-Muslim and anti-Semitic party was elected to German Parliament.
And German Chancellor Merkel says that Arab refugees are also bringing "a different type of anti-Semitism" into the country.
What's this protest about?
Last week, an Arab-Israeli man wearing a kippa (a Jewish cap) was assaulted. He wasn't Jewish, but was trying to prove his friend wrong for saying it wasn't safe to wear
Jewish clothing in public. A man repeatedly hit him with a belt, yelling "Jew." A video of the attack went viral.
Anything else?
Earlier this month, a German rap duo promising to "make another Holocaust" won the country's top music prize...on Holocaust Remembrance Day. Yesterday, after
significant outcry, Germany announced it was ending the award.
theSkimm
Yesterday was a major show of solidarity - and reportedly the biggest display of people wearing kippas in Germany since before World War II.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say to your friend who just read Michelle McNamara's book...
Coincidence? Yesterday, California officials announced they arrested a suspected serial killer known as the Golden State Killer. He is allegedly responsible for at least 12
killings, at least 45 rapes, and more than 120 burglaries in the state of California in the '70s and '80s. Now, decades after the crimes, authorities are saying 'we got him' thanks to DNA evidence. They found the suspect near Sacramento and identified him as a 72-year-old former police officer. He was fired in the late '70s after he allegedly
stole a hammer and a can of dog repellent - around the time when the attacks were happening. He faces capital murder charges. Don't worry, HBO already has its
pencils sharpened. Meanwhile, the case is bringing up rape kits - and why it's important for police to actually process them.

What to say when you get your tax refund...
Going straight to rent. Yesterday, HUD Secretary Ben Carson proposed upping the amount that low-income families pay for rent. Under his plan, the poorest families
could have to pay triple what they're paying now. And get rid of deductions that lower their rent contribution. Carson says the current system is unsustainable and that
these changes will encourage people to find better-paying jobs. Now, the proposal heads to Congress. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt is also on his way there. Today,
he's answering Qs about all those ethics concerns you've been hearing about. He apparently plans to blame his staff. Classy. Meanwhile, President Trump's longtime
lawyer Michael Cohen has a Stormy update. In 2016, Cohen paid porn star Stormy Daniels to keep quiet on an alleged affair with Trump. And had her sign an NDA. This
month, the FBI raided Cohen's home, office, and hotel room - and took some papers. Now, Cohen's pleading the Fifth - aka invoking his right not to incriminate himself.
Look who's suddenly hush hush.

What to say when you update your Gmail...
Big changes. Yesterday, an NCAA commission released a report proposing some changes to college basketball. The FBI has been investigating bribery and fraud in the
sport. Ten people were arrested, including an official at Adidas and coaches at several schools. The NCAA formed a commission - led by former Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice - to propose rule changes to college basketball. Now they're saying 'ready.' Rice and friends are recommending stronger punishments for people that
violate NCAA rules. And that the NBA should end their "one-and-done" rule. Meaning: people who want to go pro often go to college for a year before dropping out.
That's because the current age to be eligible for the NBA draft is 19-years-old. Their solution: open it up to 18-year-olds, so people can enter straight after high school.
The NCAA hopes to put these new ideas into practice by August.

What to say to your friend who's worried there's no "Planet B"...
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Are we going the way of the giant sloth? Scientists found that ancient humans in North America probably hunted and fought giant sloths. And we actually mean giant.
They apparently were more than eight feet tall and had long claws. Rawr. They roamed around the Earth until around 11,000 years ago. Fossilized footprints found in
New Mexico showed human footprints inside the paw prints of a giant sloth. Scientists say it means the human probably stalked and fought the sloth. Most scientists
believe humans' actions eventually led to their extinction. Sorry, Kristen Bell.

What to say when you're told to be quiet...
I still have things to say. So does Kanye.

What to say when you hear "Double Dare" is coming back...
Could be a nice breath of fresh air after "The Handmaid's Tale."

THING TO KNOW
Perennial
A plant that comes back every year. Also, a much nicer term for someone who's rocking the gray hair. It's the word former Sec of State Madeleine Albright taught us.
Watch her explain it here.

SKIMM PICKS
For when your wine preference is 'the second cheapest bottle on the menu'...
Educate me, plz. Not talking a dry sommelier manual. Talking one of our fave Skimm Reads, the bestselling book "Sweetbitter" by Stephanie Danler. The TV show
comes out in a little over a week, and it'll have you feeling hungry-slash-thirsty. It's about a 20-something working as a server at a top NYC restaurant. Add a lot of coworker drama and descriptions of oysters and there's nothing to wine about. Get into it here.*
For when you're tired from spring cleaning...
I see you, bed. This Casper mattress is the best way to get those zzzzs. It's the comfiest one in the game and Skimm'rs get something off the price tag. Cue a mid-spring
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night's dream.*
For when you want new spring clothes...
Warm up to this. Madewell is taking 15% off pretty much their entire site for Skimm'rs only. Skimm HQ is kinda sorta freaking out. April purchases bring May wardrobes.
Get it here.*
*This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is getting ready for wedding season. Share theSkimm with your friend who's a bridesmaid in three weddings this summer.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party on.
*Brett Estenoz TN, *Jeff Berkwits CA, *Kyndra Countryman AZ, *Julia Kehoe SC, *Toby Tyler SC, *Dianna Hunter IL, *Rosanna Hale NC, *Jennifer Wilder NC, *Ashley Foley RI, *Kelsi Harden MI, *Esha Shukla NY, *Amanda
Green FL, *Emily Ahlbum FL, *Lauren Curto OH, *Brett Elizabeth Estenoz TN, *Melody Emerson NC, *Kristen Robinson WI, *Ali Rhodes MA, *Tracy Jabbal BE, *Kim Thomas RI, *Katie Steketee NY, *Danielle Tanner CA,
*James Shobear VA, *Laura Bauman IA, Stefanie Schmidt NV, Austin Conger MS, Ellie Stephens UK, Blakely Allen TX, Susan Keyes FL, Anastasia Erbe DC, Gayle Hoffman, Edward Corbus CO, Ruby Grewal CAN, Barbara
Hoffmann NY, Ellen Renee Adams VA, Haley Park NY, Laura Matar NY, Porsche Blakey PA, Nancy Foresman MI, Ashley McGowan, Will Souders NJ, Josh Mark, Lindsay McLaren TX, Michele Klatch NY, Susan Whitley GA,
Mimi Clement CT, Allison Averbuch GA, Jessica Wen MD, Bethney Bonilla, Rick Kahen IL, Hillary Petersen FL, Melanie Lambertsen ON, Nadine Shurland VA, Jill Burya NY, Lacey Kiriakou CA, Justin Bibb OH, Marci Levine
KY, Tresa Sanders GA, Casey Fritz CO, Gavriella Seftel NY, Carrie O'Donovan PA, Ann Pisacano, Eleanor Hawkins MA, Kelli Kaufmann FL, Courtney Corcoran TN, Nancy Ariosa MD

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 26 Apr 2018 04:42:53 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: That must be Nigel with the brie
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

APRIL 26, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while shopping this sale

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Cry closet" - An actual place at the University of Utah's library for students to release their stress. What happens in the cry closet, stays in the cry closet.

GERMANY
The Story
Yesterday, thousands of Germans turned out to protest anti-Semitism.
What's going on?
There's been a huge number of anti-Semitic incidents in Germany lately. Last year, authorities documented more than 1,400 - that's almost four a day. It's part of a rising
trend of anti-Semitism across Europe. Thousands of Jews have left the continent. Last year, an anti-Muslim and anti-Semitic party was elected to German Parliament.
And German Chancellor Merkel says that Arab refugees are also bringing "a different type of anti-Semitism" into the country.
What's this protest about?
Last week, an Arab-Israeli man wearing a kippa (a Jewish cap) was assaulted. He wasn't Jewish, but was trying to prove his friend wrong for saying it wasn't safe to wear
Jewish clothing in public. A man repeatedly hit him with a belt, yelling "Jew." A video of the attack went viral.
Anything else?
Earlier this month, a German rap duo promising to "make another Holocaust" won the country's top music prize...on Holocaust Remembrance Day. Yesterday, after
significant outcry, Germany announced it was ending the award.
theSkimm
Yesterday was a major show of solidarity - and reportedly the biggest display of people wearing kippas in Germany since before World War II.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say to your friend who just read Michelle McNamara's book...
Coincidence? Yesterday, California officials announced they arrested a suspected serial killer known as the Golden State Killer. He is allegedly responsible for at least 12
killings, at least 45 rapes, and more than 120 burglaries in the state of California in the '70s and '80s. Now, decades after the crimes, authorities are saying 'we got him' thanks to DNA evidence. They found the suspect near Sacramento and identified him as a 72-year-old former police officer. He was fired in the late '70s after he allegedly
stole a hammer and a can of dog repellent - around the time when the attacks were happening. He faces capital murder charges. Don't worry, HBO already has its
pencils sharpened. Meanwhile, the case is bringing up rape kits - and why it's important for police to actually process them.

What to say when you get your tax refund...
Going straight to rent. Yesterday, HUD Secretary Ben Carson proposed upping the amount that low-income families pay for rent. Under his plan, the poorest families
could have to pay triple what they're paying now. And get rid of deductions that lower their rent contribution. Carson says the current system is unsustainable and that
these changes will encourage people to find better-paying jobs. Now, the proposal heads to Congress. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt is also on his way there. Today,
he's answering Qs about all those ethics concerns you've been hearing about. He apparently plans to blame his staff. Classy. Meanwhile, President Trump's longtime
lawyer Michael Cohen has a Stormy update. In 2016, Cohen paid porn star Stormy Daniels to keep quiet on an alleged affair with Trump. And had her sign an NDA. This
month, the FBI raided Cohen's home, office, and hotel room - and took some papers. Now, Cohen's pleading the Fifth - aka invoking his right not to incriminate himself.
Look who's suddenly hush hush.

What to say when you update your Gmail...
Big changes. Yesterday, an NCAA commission released a report proposing some changes to college basketball. The FBI has been investigating bribery and fraud in the
sport. Ten people were arrested, including an official at Adidas and coaches at several schools. The NCAA formed a commission - led by former Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice - to propose rule changes to college basketball. Now they're saying 'ready.' Rice and friends are recommending stronger punishments for people that
violate NCAA rules. And that the NBA should end their "one-and-done" rule. Meaning: people who want to go pro often go to college for a year before dropping out.
That's because the current age to be eligible for the NBA draft is 19-years-old. Their solution: open it up to 18-year-olds, so people can enter straight after high school.
The NCAA hopes to put these new ideas into practice by August.

What to say to your friend who's worried there's no "Planet B"...
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Are we going the way of the giant sloth? Scientists found that ancient humans in North America probably hunted and fought giant sloths. And we actually mean giant.
They apparently were more than eight feet tall and had long claws. Rawr. They roamed around the Earth until around 11,000 years ago. Fossilized footprints found in
New Mexico showed human footprints inside the paw prints of a giant sloth. Scientists say it means the human probably stalked and fought the sloth. Most scientists
believe humans' actions eventually led to their extinction. Sorry, Kristen Bell.

What to say when you're told to be quiet...
I still have things to say. So does Kanye.

What to say when you hear "Double Dare" is coming back...
Could be a nice breath of fresh air after "The Handmaid's Tale."

THING TO KNOW
Perennial
A plant that comes back every year. Also, a much nicer term for someone who's rocking the gray hair. It's the word former Sec of State Madeleine Albright taught us.
Watch her explain it here.

SKIMM PICKS
For when your wine preference is 'the second cheapest bottle on the menu'...
Educate me, plz. Not talking a dry sommelier manual. Talking one of our fave Skimm Reads, the bestselling book "Sweetbitter" by Stephanie Danler. The TV show
comes out in a little over a week, and it'll have you feeling hungry-slash-thirsty. It's about a 20-something working as a server at a top NYC restaurant. Add a lot of coworker drama and descriptions of oysters and there's nothing to wine about. Get into it here.*
For when you're tired from spring cleaning...
I see you, bed. This Casper mattress is the best way to get those zzzzs. It's the comfiest one in the game and Skimm'rs get something off the price tag. Cue a mid-spring
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night's dream.*
For when you want new spring clothes...
Warm up to this. Madewell is taking 15% off pretty much their entire site for Skimm'rs only. Skimm HQ is kinda sorta freaking out. April purchases bring May wardrobes.
Get it here.*
*This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
Skimm HQ is getting ready for wedding season. Share theSkimm with your friend who's a bridesmaid in three weddings this summer.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Party on.
*Brett Estenoz TN, *Jeff Berkwits CA, *Kyndra Countryman AZ, *Julia Kehoe SC, *Toby Tyler SC, *Dianna Hunter IL, *Rosanna Hale NC, *Jennifer Wilder NC, *Ashley Foley RI, *Kelsi Harden MI, *Esha Shukla NY, *Amanda
Green FL, *Emily Ahlbum FL, *Lauren Curto OH, *Brett Elizabeth Estenoz TN, *Melody Emerson NC, *Kristen Robinson WI, *Ali Rhodes MA, *Tracy Jabbal BE, *Kim Thomas RI, *Katie Steketee NY, *Danielle Tanner CA,
*James Shobear VA, *Laura Bauman IA, Stefanie Schmidt NV, Austin Conger MS, Ellie Stephens UK, Blakely Allen TX, Susan Keyes FL, Anastasia Erbe DC, Gayle Hoffman, Edward Corbus CO, Ruby Grewal CAN, Barbara
Hoffmann NY, Ellen Renee Adams VA, Haley Park NY, Laura Matar NY, Porsche Blakey PA, Nancy Foresman MI, Ashley McGowan, Will Souders NJ, Josh Mark, Lindsay McLaren TX, Michele Klatch NY, Susan Whitley GA,
Mimi Clement CT, Allison Averbuch GA, Jessica Wen MD, Bethney Bonilla, Rick Kahen IL, Hillary Petersen FL, Melanie Lambertsen ON, Nadine Shurland VA, Jill Burya NY, Lacey Kiriakou CA, Justin Bibb OH, Marci Levine
KY, Tresa Sanders GA, Casey Fritz CO, Gavriella Seftel NY, Carrie O'Donovan PA, Ann Pisacano, Eleanor Hawkins MA, Kelli Kaufmann FL, Courtney Corcoran TN, Nancy Ariosa MD

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 25 Apr 2018 04:42:50 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: We were all rooting for you
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd with a colorful view

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Repetitive, self-contradictory, sententious, foolish" - GQ, explaining why the Bible is on its list of books you don't have to read. Bold move.

TRANSPARENT
The Story
Yesterday, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt proposed a rule that would seriously change how the EPA makes decisions.
Tell me more.
This new rule would prevent the EPA from using scientific studies where the underlying data is not available to the public. Seems straightforward. It's not.
What do critics say?
That this would make decades of studies on things like the health impact of air pollution and pesticides unusable. That's because in many of those studies, researchers
had confidentiality agreements with their subjects. Meaning the underlying data is not available to the public.
What do supporters say?
That this will help transparency. If Americans have access to the data, they'll have more trust in the EPA's decisions.
So...Scott Pruitt?
Still here. Pruitt's been under fire since it came out that he used America's credit card on first-class plane tickets, had a sweet condo rental from an energy lobbyist's wife,
and ordered a $43,000 soundproof phone booth. Btw, he's going to be answering some Qs from Congress this week.
theSkimm
This move will likely cut back on government regulation for things like carbon emissions. The fossil fuel industry and some conservatives are saying 'finally.' But
environmental groups are saying 'not cool at all.' The public has 30 days to submit comments on the rule before it goes into effect.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What people are watching...
DACA. Yesterday, a federal judge ruled that the Trump administration has to start accepting new DACA applications. DACA: the Obama-era program that protects
hundreds of thousands of young undocumented immigrants from being deported. Trump said he wanted to get rid of DACA. Then changed his mind. Then started
phasing out the program - and gave Congress a deadline to save it. Spoiler alert: Congress didn't save it. Meanwhile, two judges ruled against the Trump admin's
decision to end the program. Yesterday, a third judge said 'same.' And is giving the admin 90 days to try and change his mind. Otherwise, he says it's time to process
new applications.

What to say the next time you visit your doctor...
How 'bout I review your records this time? President Trump's pick to lead the Department of Veterans Affairs is in the hot seat. Trump recommended White House doctor
Ronny Jackson for the job. This week, Senators postponed Jackson's confirmation hearing...indefinitely. Now we know why. There have been allegations that Jackson
was an abusive boss. And that he drank on the job and over-prescribed drugs. Yikes. Yesterday, Trump said he wouldn't blame Jackson if he didn't want to face the
"ugly" confirmation process. Many took this as his way of giving Jackson an easy out. But then the White House said 'jk we love Jackson.' And called his record as White
House doctor "impeccable." Signals, crossed.

What to say to your friend who has a "Free Meek Mill" shirt...
Wish, granted. Yesterday, Meek Mill was released from prison. Years ago, the rapper was convicted on gun and drug charges. He served a few months in prison and
was put on probation. Last year, he violated his probation and was sentenced to two to four years in prison. Fans and musicians called for his release, and said the judge
gave him an unreasonably long sentence. Now, Pennsylvania's Supreme Court ordered his release on bail. That's because one of the officers who was a witness in his
original case had "credibility issues." Mill plans to fight to overturn his conviction. And fight for other people of color whose cases might be getting the same treatment.
Until then, you can find him front row at the 76ers' game.

What people are talking about...
Mexico. Yesterday, authorities gave an update about three film students who went missing. It wasn't good. Last month, they disappeared in Jalisco, a part of Mexico with
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a ton of gang violence. Thousands of people protested, with hashtags like "it's not three, it's all of us." That's because this is not an isolated incident - the students are
part of thousands of people who've gone missing there in recent years. And many have called out the Mexican gov for not doing enough to solve those crimes (like with
the 2014 disappearance of over 40 students). Now, after major protests for the students' safe return, authorities shared the bad news. They said it looks like a gang
confused them with rival gang members. And that the students were likely kidnapped, tortured, and killed. They gave gruesome details.

What to say when you can't stop looking at Melania's hat...
Amazon can deliver it to you...in your trunk.

THING TO KNOW

Colorant
Paint's version of an espresso. It's a shot of concentrated color that can be added to paints to change their depth or shade. Here's how to find the color that's juuuust
right.
*PS: Today's purple Daily Skimm is thanks to Skimm'bassadors. They voted on their fave color and picked "Passionate Purple SW 6981." Their aura is purple.

SKIMM PICKS
For when you're online shopping in a meeting...
Sneaky. You can get even sneakier with this secret weapon: Ebates. It has a browser extension that lets you get cash back when you shop. Bonus: makes it easier to
justify that pair of shoes. Here you go.*
For your friend who thinks a 'runway' only refers to planes...
OG supermodel Tyra Banks is here to help. Watch here to see her Skimm modeling terms and teach you how to smize.
For when you want to make a difference...
Skimm'r of the Week Meg VanDeusen has an idea. She works at Shanti Bhavan, a school in India that gives kids opportunities to succeed and become leaders
through education. Learn more and donate here.
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*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Go shawty, it's your birthday
Megan Patel IL, Alan Shain MA, *Jordan Jacomo VA, *Dena Davidson IN, *Hannah Swanson AL, *Kristine Shaughnessy MN, *Alexis Meyer TX, *Alex Patti DC, *Ana Jones AL, *Kacie Baon OH, *Ashley Gore OH, *Julia Skorcz
VA, *Tiffany Garner AR, *Lindsey Giaquinto MN, *Kateri Budo OH, *Emily Glanton MA, *Hannah Riffle IN, *Courtney Lauer MO, Hank Azaria NY, *Annie Duran NY, *Caitlin Chin CT, *Olivia Poulos OR, *Gina McGarey MI, *Sheila
Myrum SD, Janet Cappel OH, Megan McConkey MI, Lauren Bertucci FL, Rachel Franz CO, Charlie Ferb FL, Palmer Castrodale VA, Linda Straight FL, Jenna Witry IL, Ashley Carlson IL, Marika Maya TX, Julie Sokol-Greenlinger
NY, Jordan Karnes RI, Robin Brown TN, Elda Polena MA, Kelly Lansing IL, Christina Thomas MA, Colleen Barsanti VA, Beth Allen FL, Max Grant CA, Lance Gellman NJ, Thomas Sciachitano, Traci Wilk NJ, Lorraine Kinslow
PA, Eliza Swedenborg DC, Julie Schoettley MO, Katie Pierce NY, Robin DeWees TX, Jaclyn Baack MI, Asra Husain IL, Rachel Wilkerson PA, Brianna Tibett VT, Lauren Hannaford TN, Kendall Treiber IL, Shannon O'Malley GA,
Caroline Clouse NY, Steve Wade CA, Renae Lipke MI, Samantha Mennie KY, Rebecca Black CAN, Theresa Cox MD, Gina Marcocci PA, Alexandra Reuter CO, Caroline Roberts CA, Cassondra Hard TN, Alyson Marie NC, Janie
Cornwell IL, Elizabeth Wendler MO, Maria Goen TX, Patti Peebles CA, Michaela Countryman TX, Lina Steadman IL

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 25 Apr 2018 04:38:10 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: We were all rooting for you
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

APRIL 25, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd with a colorful view

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Repetitive, self-contradictory, sententious, foolish" - GQ, explaining why the Bible is on its list of books you don't have to read. Bold move.

TRANSPARENT
The Story
Yesterday, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt proposed a rule that would seriously change how the EPA makes decisions.
Tell me more.
This new rule would prevent the EPA from using scientific studies where the underlying data is not available to the public. Seems straightforward. It's not.
What do critics say?
That this would make decades of studies on things like the health impact of air pollution and pesticides unusable. That's because in many of those studies, researchers
had confidentiality agreements with their subjects. Meaning the underlying data is not available to the public.
What do supporters say?
That this will help transparency. If Americans have access to the data, they'll have more trust in the EPA's decisions.
So...Scott Pruitt?
Still here. Pruitt's been under fire since it came out that he used America's credit card on first-class plane tickets, had a sweet condo rental from an energy lobbyist's wife,
and ordered a $43,000 soundproof phone booth. Btw, he's going to be answering some Qs from Congress this week.
theSkimm
This move will likely cut back on government regulation for things like carbon emissions. The fossil fuel industry and some conservatives are saying 'finally.' But
environmental groups are saying 'not cool at all.' The public has 30 days to submit comments on the rule before it goes into effect.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What people are watching...
DACA. Yesterday, a federal judge ruled that the Trump administration has to start accepting new DACA applications. DACA: the Obama-era program that protects
hundreds of thousands of young undocumented immigrants from being deported. Trump said he wanted to get rid of DACA. Then changed his mind. Then started
phasing out the program - and gave Congress a deadline to save it. Spoiler alert: Congress didn't save it. Meanwhile, two judges ruled against the Trump admin's
decision to end the program. Yesterday, a third judge said 'same.' And is giving the admin 90 days to try and change his mind. Otherwise, he says it's time to process
new applications.

What to say the next time you visit your doctor...
How 'bout I review your records this time? President Trump's pick to lead the Department of Veterans Affairs is in the hot seat. Trump recommended White House doctor
Ronny Jackson for the job. This week, Senators postponed Jackson's confirmation hearing...indefinitely. Now we know why. There have been allegations that Jackson
was an abusive boss. And that he drank on the job and over-prescribed drugs. Yikes. Yesterday, Trump said he wouldn't blame Jackson if he didn't want to face the
"ugly" confirmation process. Many took this as his way of giving Jackson an easy out. But then the White House said 'jk we love Jackson.' And called his record as White
House doctor "impeccable." Signals, crossed.

What to say to your friend who has a "Free Meek Mill" shirt...
Wish, granted. Yesterday, Meek Mill was released from prison. Years ago, the rapper was convicted on gun and drug charges. He served a few months in prison and
was put on probation. Last year, he violated his probation and was sentenced to two to four years in prison. Fans and musicians called for his release, and said the judge
gave him an unreasonably long sentence. Now, Pennsylvania's Supreme Court ordered his release on bail. That's because one of the officers who was a witness in his
original case had "credibility issues." Mill plans to fight to overturn his conviction. And fight for other people of color whose cases might be getting the same treatment.
Until then, you can find him front row at the 76ers' game.

What people are talking about...
Mexico. Yesterday, authorities gave an update about three film students who went missing. It wasn't good. Last month, they disappeared in Jalisco, a part of Mexico with
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a ton of gang violence. Thousands of people protested, with hashtags like "it's not three, it's all of us." That's because this is not an isolated incident - the students are
part of thousands of people who've gone missing there in recent years. And many have called out the Mexican gov for not doing enough to solve those crimes (like with
the 2014 disappearance of over 40 students). Now, after major protests for the students' safe return, authorities shared the bad news. They said it looks like a gang
confused them with rival gang members. And that the students were likely kidnapped, tortured, and killed. They gave gruesome details.

What to say when you can't stop looking at Melania's hat...
Amazon can deliver it to you...in your trunk.

THING TO KNOW

Colorant
Paint's version of an espresso. It's a shot of concentrated color that can be added to paints to change their depth or shade. Here's how to find the color that's juuuust
right.
*PS: Today's purple Daily Skimm is thanks to Skimm'bassadors. They voted on their fave color and picked "Passionate Purple SW 6981." Their aura is purple.

SKIMM PICKS
For when you're online shopping in a meeting...
Sneaky. You can get even sneakier with this secret weapon: Ebates. It has a browser extension that lets you get cash back when you shop. Bonus: makes it easier to
justify that pair of shoes. Here you go.*
For your friend who thinks a 'runway' only refers to planes...
OG supermodel Tyra Banks is here to help. Watch here to see her Skimm modeling terms and teach you how to smize.
For when you want to make a difference...
Skimm'r of the Week Meg VanDeusen has an idea. She works at Shanti Bhavan, a school in India that gives kids opportunities to succeed and become leaders
through education. Learn more and donate here.
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*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Go shawty, it's your birthday
Megan Patel IL, Alan Shain MA, *Jordan Jacomo VA, *Dena Davidson IN, *Hannah Swanson AL, *Kristine Shaughnessy MN, *Alexis Meyer TX, *Alex Patti DC, *Ana Jones AL, *Kacie Baon OH, *Ashley Gore OH, *Julia Skorcz
VA, *Tiffany Garner AR, *Lindsey Giaquinto MN, *Kateri Budo OH, *Emily Glanton MA, *Hannah Riffle IN, *Courtney Lauer MO, Hank Azaria NY, *Annie Duran NY, *Caitlin Chin CT, *Olivia Poulos OR, *Gina McGarey MI, *Sheila
Myrum SD, Janet Cappel OH, Megan McConkey MI, Lauren Bertucci FL, Rachel Franz CO, Charlie Ferb FL, Palmer Castrodale VA, Linda Straight FL, Jenna Witry IL, Ashley Carlson IL, Marika Maya TX, Julie Sokol-Greenlinger
NY, Jordan Karnes RI, Robin Brown TN, Elda Polena MA, Kelly Lansing IL, Christina Thomas MA, Colleen Barsanti VA, Beth Allen FL, Max Grant CA, Lance Gellman NJ, Thomas Sciachitano, Traci Wilk NJ, Lorraine Kinslow
PA, Eliza Swedenborg DC, Julie Schoettley MO, Katie Pierce NY, Robin DeWees TX, Jaclyn Baack MI, Asra Husain IL, Rachel Wilkerson PA, Brianna Tibett VT, Lauren Hannaford TN, Kendall Treiber IL, Shannon O'Malley GA,
Caroline Clouse NY, Steve Wade CA, Renae Lipke MI, Samantha Mennie KY, Rebecca Black CAN, Theresa Cox MD, Gina Marcocci PA, Alexandra Reuter CO, Caroline Roberts CA, Cassondra Hard TN, Alyson Marie NC, Janie
Cornwell IL, Elizabeth Wendler MO, Maria Goen TX, Patti Peebles CA, Michaela Countryman TX, Lina Steadman IL

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 25 Apr 2018 04:28:09 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: We were all rooting for you
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>

APRIL 25, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd with a colorful view

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Repetitive, self-contradictory, sententious, foolish" - GQ, explaining why the Bible is on its list of books you don't have to read. Bold move.

TRANSPARENT
The Story
Yesterday, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt proposed a rule that would seriously change how the EPA makes decisions.
Tell me more.
This new rule would prevent the EPA from using scientific studies where the underlying data is not available to the public. Seems straightforward. It's not.
What do critics say?
That this would make decades of studies on things like the health impact of air pollution and pesticides unusable. That's because in many of those studies, researchers
had confidentiality agreements with their subjects. Meaning the underlying data is not available to the public.
What do supporters say?
That this will help transparency. If Americans have access to the data, they'll have more trust in the EPA's decisions.
So...Scott Pruitt?
Still here. Pruitt's been under fire since it came out that he used America's credit card on first-class plane tickets, had a sweet condo rental from an energy lobbyist's wife,
and ordered a $43,000 soundproof phone booth. Btw, he's going to be answering some Qs from Congress this week.
theSkimm
This move will likely cut back on government regulation for things like carbon emissions. The fossil fuel industry and some conservatives are saying 'finally.' But
environmental groups are saying 'not cool at all.' The public has 30 days to submit comments on the rule before it goes into effect.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What people are watching...
DACA. Yesterday, a federal judge ruled that the Trump administration has to start accepting new DACA applications. DACA: the Obama-era program that protects
hundreds of thousands of young undocumented immigrants from being deported. Trump said he wanted to get rid of DACA. Then changed his mind. Then started
phasing out the program - and gave Congress a deadline to save it. Spoiler alert: Congress didn't save it. Meanwhile, two judges ruled against the Trump admin's
decision to end the program. Yesterday, a third judge said 'same.' And is giving the admin 90 days to try and change his mind. Otherwise, he says it's time to process
new applications.

What to say the next time you visit your doctor...
How 'bout I review your records this time? President Trump's pick to lead the Department of Veterans Affairs is in the hot seat. Trump recommended White House doctor
Ronny Jackson for the job. This week, Senators postponed Jackson's confirmation hearing...indefinitely. Now we know why. There have been allegations that Jackson
was an abusive boss. And that he drank on the job and over-prescribed drugs. Yikes. Yesterday, Trump said he wouldn't blame Jackson if he didn't want to face the
"ugly" confirmation process. Many took this as his way of giving Jackson an easy out. But then the White House said 'jk we love Jackson.' And called his record as White
House doctor "impeccable." Signals, crossed.

What to say to your friend who has a "Free Meek Mill" shirt...
Wish, granted. Yesterday, Meek Mill was released from prison. Years ago, the rapper was convicted on gun and drug charges. He served a few months in prison and
was put on probation. Last year, he violated his probation and was sentenced to two to four years in prison. Fans and musicians called for his release, and said the judge
gave him an unreasonably long sentence. Now, Pennsylvania's Supreme Court ordered his release on bail. That's because one of the officers who was a witness in his
original case had "credibility issues." Mill plans to fight to overturn his conviction. And fight for other people of color whose cases might be getting the same treatment.
Until then, you can find him front row at the 76ers' game.

What people are talking about...
Mexico. Yesterday, authorities gave an update about three film students who went missing. It wasn't good. Last month, they disappeared in Jalisco, a part of Mexico with
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a ton of gang violence. Thousands of people protested, with hashtags like "it's not three, it's all of us." That's because this is not an isolated incident - the students are
part of thousands of people who've gone missing there in recent years. And many have called out the Mexican gov for not doing enough to solve those crimes (like with
the 2014 disappearance of over 40 students). Now, after major protests for the students' safe return, authorities shared the bad news. They said it looks like a gang
confused them with rival gang members. And that the students were likely kidnapped, tortured, and killed. They gave gruesome details.

What to say when you can't stop looking at Melania's hat...
Amazon can deliver it to you...in your trunk.

THING TO KNOW

Colorant
Paint's version of an espresso. It's a shot of concentrated color that can be added to paints to change their depth or shade. Here's how to find the color that's juuuust
right.
*PS: Today's purple Daily Skimm is thanks to Skimm'bassadors. They voted on their fave color and picked "Passionate Purple SW 6981." Their aura is purple.

SKIMM PICKS
For when you're online shopping in a meeting...
Sneaky. You can get even sneakier with this secret weapon: Ebates. It has a browser extension that lets you get cash back when you shop. Bonus: makes it easier to
justify that pair of shoes. Here you go.*
For your friend who thinks a 'runway' only refers to planes...
OG supermodel Tyra Banks is here to help. Watch here to see her Skimm modeling terms and teach you how to smize.
For when you want to make a difference...
Skimm'r of the Week Meg VanDeusen has an idea. She works at Shanti Bhavan, a school in India that gives kids opportunities to succeed and become leaders
through education. Learn more and donate here.
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*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Go shawty, it's your birthday
Megan Patel IL, Alan Shain MA, *Jordan Jacomo VA, *Dena Davidson IN, *Hannah Swanson AL, *Kristine Shaughnessy MN, *Alexis Meyer TX, *Alex Patti DC, *Ana Jones AL, *Kacie Baon OH, *Ashley Gore OH, *Julia Skorcz
VA, *Tiffany Garner AR, *Lindsey Giaquinto MN, *Kateri Budo OH, *Emily Glanton MA, *Hannah Riffle IN, *Courtney Lauer MO, Hank Azaria NY, *Annie Duran NY, *Caitlin Chin CT, *Olivia Poulos OR, *Gina McGarey MI, *Sheila
Myrum SD, Janet Cappel OH, Megan McConkey MI, Lauren Bertucci FL, Rachel Franz CO, Charlie Ferb FL, Palmer Castrodale VA, Linda Straight FL, Jenna Witry IL, Ashley Carlson IL, Marika Maya TX, Julie Sokol-Greenlinger
NY, Jordan Karnes RI, Robin Brown TN, Elda Polena MA, Kelly Lansing IL, Christina Thomas MA, Colleen Barsanti VA, Beth Allen FL, Max Grant CA, Lance Gellman NJ, Thomas Sciachitano, Traci Wilk NJ, Lorraine Kinslow
PA, Eliza Swedenborg DC, Julie Schoettley MO, Katie Pierce NY, Robin DeWees TX, Jaclyn Baack MI, Asra Husain IL, Rachel Wilkerson PA, Brianna Tibett VT, Lauren Hannaford TN, Kendall Treiber IL, Shannon O'Malley GA,
Caroline Clouse NY, Steve Wade CA, Renae Lipke MI, Samantha Mennie KY, Rebecca Black CAN, Theresa Cox MD, Gina Marcocci PA, Alexandra Reuter CO, Caroline Roberts CA, Cassondra Hard TN, Alyson Marie NC, Janie
Cornwell IL, Elizabeth Wendler MO, Maria Goen TX, Patti Peebles CA, Michaela Countryman TX, Lina Steadman IL

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 28 Mar 2018 04:27:37 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: You are an outfit repeater
To: <wendy.christiansen@carlsbadschools.net>

MARCH 28, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while feeling relaxed

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Free-range parenting" - Utah passed a law that makes it legal for kids to do things like walk to school on their own. Very retro.

CAN'T MAKE CENSUS OF THIS
The Story
A lot of people are pretty worked up about the 2020 census.
Give me some background.
Every 10 years, the US government collects data from the whole country. It's a huge effort. And it's hugely important - the census determines how many seats each state
gets in the House. And how federal funding should be divided. And where things like schools and hospitals should be built.
What's happening now?
Earlier this week, the Trump admin said it was adding an extra Q to the 2020 census. It will ask respondents whether they are US citizens. This hasn't been part of the
census since 1950.
Supporters say...
That this question is basic and makes sense. They said this was in response to a DOJ request for help enforcing a law that protects minorities' voting rights.
And critics say...
That the question could scare off undocumented immigrants and their family members from filling out the census. And if people aren't counted, this could impact a lot of
things. See: above.
What's next?
California has already sued. Several other states and civil rights groups are getting ready to lawyer up as well.
theSkimm
The 2020 census will affect state congressional districts for the 2022 midterm elections and the electoral college for 2024.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your SO tries to surprise you on your birthday...
I'm shocked. Yesterday, it came out that yes, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un did go to China. And that he may be willing to put down some of the country's nukes.
Earlier this week, the Internet was convinced Kim was in China, based on photos and video of a green train, among other hints. Turns out, the Internet was right.
Yesterday, Chinese state media confirmed Kim met with Chinese President Xi Jinping. And that Kim is willing to cool it with the nuclear tests if the US and South Korea
respond with "goodwill." TBD was he means by that. This is Kim's first known trip outside of North Korea since becoming its leader. Timing is key, since Kim's supposed
to meet up with Trump sometime soon.

What people are talking about...
Alton Sterling. Yesterday, Louisiana's attorney general said there won't be charges against the two officers involved in his death. Back in 2016, two white police officers
responded to a 911 call about a black man in a red shirt being threatening with a gun. They confronted Sterling, who fit the description. Witness video shows a police
officer telling Sterling to get on the ground. When he didn't, the officers tackled him and pinned him to the ground. Someone yelled, "he's got a gun!" One of the officers
shot at Sterling multiple times, killing him. The shooting came a day before another high-profile police shooting, and led to protests around the country. Last year, the
Justice Department decided not to charge the officers, saying they acted reasonably given the circumstances. Yesterday, Louisiana's attorney general said 'same' - since
authorities found a gun on Sterling and they say he resisted orders. Meanwhile, California is looking into the death of Stephon Clark, an unarmed black man who was
killed by police earlier this month in his grandma's backyard in Sacramento. Police said they thought he was carrying a gun - it was a cellphone.

What to say when you rally to go to your friend's party...
I need to make an appearance. Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg does, too. He's planning to testify before Congress, about that time 50 million Facebook users unknowingly
had their personal data shared with a political consulting firm. Lawmakers want Zuckerberg to show his face(book) and explain. In other tech news, Apple's making a
cheaper and more education-friendly iPad to compete with Microsoft and Google, which have been dominating the ed-tech space. Meanwhile, Alphabet's Waymo showed
off a new driverless all-electric Jaguar. It's planning to roll out 20,000 of these by 2022. Rawr.
PS: GV (formerly Google Ventures) is a minority investor in theSkimm.
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What to say when a co-worker creeps up behind your desk...
Didn't see ya there. Same for these people who apparently lived in the Amazon - not that one, the rainforest. For years, people thought that much of the rainforest was
uninhabited. But in recent years, people found these weird "Signs"-like shapes there. Archaeologists used satellite images to learn more. Yesterday, they said they found
dozens of forgotten settlements where up to a million people could've lived from 1250 to 1500 CE. These include roads, canals, and land that could've been used for
farming. Big deal, since it could tell us something about the human impact on the rainforests.

THING TO KNOW

Pink noise
White noise's chill cousin. It's a mix of high and low frequency that sounds more balanced and au naturale than white noise. It's good for putting you to sleep quickly, so
you can get more done during the day. Want more tips to own your day and night? Here you go.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you're up late working on a project...
Pour it up, pour it up. Our latest obsession: Girl Scout Cookie™ inspired flavors from Dunkin' Donuts. Meaning allll the Thin Mints® Coffee you want. But it takes more
than some good coffee to grow a B. Just ask Sara Blakely - the founder of Spanx and an inspiration to us since day one. Today, she's on our podcast, Skimm'd from the
Couch, talking about how she went from selling fax machines to appearing on "Oprah." You'll want to listen, please and spanx you. Get in on it here.*
For when you go down the rabbit hole on IFLS...
The power of science. Our Skimm'r of the Week Saniya Waghray gets it. She's a founding board member of BSTEM, which helps young women up their STEM skills.
Learn more here.
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
Game time. Today for sharing the Daily Skimm and getting someone to signup you could win the perfect party...for yourself. Read: Bose noise canceling headphones
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and $500 to book a flight and use your new headphones. Have questions? We have answers. And to yesterday's winner, check your inbox.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=beab3542

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Hammer time.
Adam Heller NY, Alexandra Vojdany NY, *Ashlee Johnson MS, *Alicia Ju NY, *Flo Martinez MD, *Sophia Menick CO, *Mary Catherine Burns MO, *Kari Hall SD, *Melanie Metting TX, *Sarah McConnell TX, *Madalynn Lauria NY,
*Rachel Reznick CA, *Carly James IL, *Jessica Webb MA, *Bianca Anderson CO, *Hannah Sunderman NE, *Lara McGuire FL, *Jessie Fowler MO, *Tyler Niggel NC, *Megan Biese WI, *Nathalie De Los Santos NY, *Ashley Gildin
NY, *Katie Epstein MA, *Kara Crowell TX, *Stacy Townes WA, Lenora Efird NC, Pamela Vannah NH, Barb Ritter PA, Teresa Whitley AR, Jo Becker PA, Tamar Shiller OH, Alex Pizzutillo PA, Molly Cordle GA, Corinne Kayal FL,
Bridget Sweeney MA, Lauren O'Connor OH, Bella Grace Finck VA, Marcia Moger NY, Tate Bennett DC, Lyndsey Lewis TX, Janet Duni NJ, Jennifer Winkler WV, Mary Beth Evans CA, Danya Snowsky PA, Kristen Cannon VA,
Maddison Zulak GA, Shari Badioli NY, Melodie Ketcham SC, Marty Oldfield-Maser NY, Lauren Romeo CT, Erika Watts MO, Healy Marroy LA, Vanessa Yates NY, Denny Smythe NY, Noelle Fallacara NJ, Alicja Szczepanik IL,
Bree Hester MA, Jessica Mathey UK, Erika Gudnason, Debbie Ross PA, Matthew Wielkotz NJ, Gonzalo Suarez MX, Libby Kushma UT, Laura Piche CAN, Stephanie Goldman NJ

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 28 Mar 2018 04:21:17 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: You are an outfit repeater
To: <denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

MARCH 28, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while feeling relaxed

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Free-range parenting" - Utah passed a law that makes it legal for kids to do things like walk to school on their own. Very retro.

CAN'T MAKE CENSUS OF THIS
The Story
A lot of people are pretty worked up about the 2020 census.
Give me some background.
Every 10 years, the US government collects data from the whole country. It's a huge effort. And it's hugely important - the census determines how many seats each state
gets in the House. And how federal funding should be divided. And where things like schools and hospitals should be built.
What's happening now?
Earlier this week, the Trump admin said it was adding an extra Q to the 2020 census. It will ask respondents whether they are US citizens. This hasn't been part of the
census since 1950.
Supporters say...
That this question is basic and makes sense. They said this was in response to a DOJ request for help enforcing a law that protects minorities' voting rights.
And critics say...
That the question could scare off undocumented immigrants and their family members from filling out the census. And if people aren't counted, this could impact a lot of
things. See: above.
What's next?
California has already sued. Several other states and civil rights groups are getting ready to lawyer up as well.
theSkimm
The 2020 census will affect state congressional districts for the 2022 midterm elections and the electoral college for 2024.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your SO tries to surprise you on your birthday...
I'm shocked. Yesterday, it came out that yes, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un did go to China. And that he may be willing to put down some of the country's nukes.
Earlier this week, the Internet was convinced Kim was in China, based on photos and video of a green train, among other hints. Turns out, the Internet was right.
Yesterday, Chinese state media confirmed Kim met with Chinese President Xi Jinping. And that Kim is willing to cool it with the nuclear tests if the US and South Korea
respond with "goodwill." TBD was he means by that. This is Kim's first known trip outside of North Korea since becoming its leader. Timing is key, since Kim's supposed
to meet up with Trump sometime soon.

What people are talking about...
Alton Sterling. Yesterday, Louisiana's attorney general said there won't be charges against the two officers involved in his death. Back in 2016, two white police officers
responded to a 911 call about a black man in a red shirt being threatening with a gun. They confronted Sterling, who fit the description. Witness video shows a police
officer telling Sterling to get on the ground. When he didn't, the officers tackled him and pinned him to the ground. Someone yelled, "he's got a gun!" One of the officers
shot at Sterling multiple times, killing him. The shooting came a day before another high-profile police shooting, and led to protests around the country. Last year, the
Justice Department decided not to charge the officers, saying they acted reasonably given the circumstances. Yesterday, Louisiana's attorney general said 'same' - since
authorities found a gun on Sterling and they say he resisted orders. Meanwhile, California is looking into the death of Stephon Clark, an unarmed black man who was
killed by police earlier this month in his grandma's backyard in Sacramento. Police said they thought he was carrying a gun - it was a cellphone.

What to say when you rally to go to your friend's party...
I need to make an appearance. Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg does, too. He's planning to testify before Congress, about that time 50 million Facebook users unknowingly
had their personal data shared with a political consulting firm. Lawmakers want Zuckerberg to show his face(book) and explain. In other tech news, Apple's making a
cheaper and more education-friendly iPad to compete with Microsoft and Google, which have been dominating the ed-tech space. Meanwhile, Alphabet's Waymo showed
off a new driverless all-electric Jaguar. It's planning to roll out 20,000 of these by 2022. Rawr.
PS: GV (formerly Google Ventures) is a minority investor in theSkimm.
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What to say when a co-worker creeps up behind your desk...
Didn't see ya there. Same for these people who apparently lived in the Amazon - not that one, the rainforest. For years, people thought that much of the rainforest was
uninhabited. But in recent years, people found these weird "Signs"-like shapes there. Archaeologists used satellite images to learn more. Yesterday, they said they found
dozens of forgotten settlements where up to a million people could've lived from 1250 to 1500 CE. These include roads, canals, and land that could've been used for
farming. Big deal, since it could tell us something about the human impact on the rainforests.

THING TO KNOW

Pink noise
White noise's chill cousin. It's a mix of high and low frequency that sounds more balanced and au naturale than white noise. It's good for putting you to sleep quickly, so
you can get more done during the day. Want more tips to own your day and night? Here you go.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you're up late working on a project...
Pour it up, pour it up. Our latest obsession: Girl Scout Cookie™ inspired flavors from Dunkin' Donuts. Meaning allll the Thin Mints® Coffee you want. But it takes more
than some good coffee to grow a B. Just ask Sara Blakely - the founder of Spanx and an inspiration to us since day one. Today, she's on our podcast, Skimm'd from the
Couch, talking about how she went from selling fax machines to appearing on "Oprah." You'll want to listen, please and spanx you. Get in on it here.*
For when you go down the rabbit hole on IFLS...
The power of science. Our Skimm'r of the Week Saniya Waghray gets it. She's a founding board member of BSTEM, which helps young women up their STEM skills.
Learn more here.
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
Game time. Today for sharing the Daily Skimm and getting someone to signup you could win the perfect party...for yourself. Read: Bose noise canceling headphones
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and $500 to book a flight and use your new headphones. Have questions? We have answers. And to yesterday's winner, check your inbox.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=be9fa718

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Hammer time.
Adam Heller NY, Alexandra Vojdany NY, *Ashlee Johnson MS, *Alicia Ju NY, *Flo Martinez MD, *Sophia Menick CO, *Mary Catherine Burns MO, *Kari Hall SD, *Melanie Metting TX, *Sarah McConnell TX, *Madalynn Lauria NY,
*Rachel Reznick CA, *Carly James IL, *Jessica Webb MA, *Bianca Anderson CO, *Hannah Sunderman NE, *Lara McGuire FL, *Jessie Fowler MO, *Tyler Niggel NC, *Megan Biese WI, *Nathalie De Los Santos NY, *Ashley Gildin
NY, *Katie Epstein MA, *Kara Crowell TX, *Stacy Townes WA, Lenora Efird NC, Pamela Vannah NH, Barb Ritter PA, Teresa Whitley AR, Jo Becker PA, Tamar Shiller OH, Alex Pizzutillo PA, Molly Cordle GA, Corinne Kayal FL,
Bridget Sweeney MA, Lauren O'Connor OH, Bella Grace Finck VA, Marcia Moger NY, Tate Bennett DC, Lyndsey Lewis TX, Janet Duni NJ, Jennifer Winkler WV, Mary Beth Evans CA, Danya Snowsky PA, Kristen Cannon VA,
Maddison Zulak GA, Shari Badioli NY, Melodie Ketcham SC, Marty Oldfield-Maser NY, Lauren Romeo CT, Erika Watts MO, Healy Marroy LA, Vanessa Yates NY, Denny Smythe NY, Noelle Fallacara NJ, Alicja Szczepanik IL,
Bree Hester MA, Jessica Mathey UK, Erika Gudnason, Debbie Ross PA, Matthew Wielkotz NJ, Gonzalo Suarez MX, Libby Kushma UT, Laura Piche CAN, Stephanie Goldman NJ

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "theSkimm" <dailyskimm@morning7.theskimm.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 28 Mar 2018 04:41:51 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Daily Skimm: You are an outfit repeater
To: <lisa.clouthier@carlsbadschools.net>

MARCH 28, 2018
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READ IN BROWSER

Skimm'd while feeling relaxed

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Free-range parenting" - Utah passed a law that makes it legal for kids to do things like walk to school on their own. Very retro.

CAN'T MAKE CENSUS OF THIS
The Story
A lot of people are pretty worked up about the 2020 census.
Give me some background.
Every 10 years, the US government collects data from the whole country. It's a huge effort. And it's hugely important - the census determines how many seats each state
gets in the House. And how federal funding should be divided. And where things like schools and hospitals should be built.
What's happening now?
Earlier this week, the Trump admin said it was adding an extra Q to the 2020 census. It will ask respondents whether they are US citizens. This hasn't been part of the
census since 1950.
Supporters say...
That this question is basic and makes sense. They said this was in response to a DOJ request for help enforcing a law that protects minorities' voting rights.
And critics say...
That the question could scare off undocumented immigrants and their family members from filling out the census. And if people aren't counted, this could impact a lot of
things. See: above.
What's next?
California has already sued. Several other states and civil rights groups are getting ready to lawyer up as well.
theSkimm
The 2020 census will affect state congressional districts for the 2022 midterm elections and the electoral college for 2024.
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REPEAT AFTER ME...
What to say when your SO tries to surprise you on your birthday...
I'm shocked. Yesterday, it came out that yes, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un did go to China. And that he may be willing to put down some of the country's nukes.
Earlier this week, the Internet was convinced Kim was in China, based on photos and video of a green train, among other hints. Turns out, the Internet was right.
Yesterday, Chinese state media confirmed Kim met with Chinese President Xi Jinping. And that Kim is willing to cool it with the nuclear tests if the US and South Korea
respond with "goodwill." TBD was he means by that. This is Kim's first known trip outside of North Korea since becoming its leader. Timing is key, since Kim's supposed
to meet up with Trump sometime soon.

What people are talking about...
Alton Sterling. Yesterday, Louisiana's attorney general said there won't be charges against the two officers involved in his death. Back in 2016, two white police officers
responded to a 911 call about a black man in a red shirt being threatening with a gun. They confronted Sterling, who fit the description. Witness video shows a police
officer telling Sterling to get on the ground. When he didn't, the officers tackled him and pinned him to the ground. Someone yelled, "he's got a gun!" One of the officers
shot at Sterling multiple times, killing him. The shooting came a day before another high-profile police shooting, and led to protests around the country. Last year, the
Justice Department decided not to charge the officers, saying they acted reasonably given the circumstances. Yesterday, Louisiana's attorney general said 'same' - since
authorities found a gun on Sterling and they say he resisted orders. Meanwhile, California is looking into the death of Stephon Clark, an unarmed black man who was
killed by police earlier this month in his grandma's backyard in Sacramento. Police said they thought he was carrying a gun - it was a cellphone.

What to say when you rally to go to your friend's party...
I need to make an appearance. Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg does, too. He's planning to testify before Congress, about that time 50 million Facebook users unknowingly
had their personal data shared with a political consulting firm. Lawmakers want Zuckerberg to show his face(book) and explain. In other tech news, Apple's making a
cheaper and more education-friendly iPad to compete with Microsoft and Google, which have been dominating the ed-tech space. Meanwhile, Alphabet's Waymo showed
off a new driverless all-electric Jaguar. It's planning to roll out 20,000 of these by 2022. Rawr.
PS: GV (formerly Google Ventures) is a minority investor in theSkimm.
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What to say when a co-worker creeps up behind your desk...
Didn't see ya there. Same for these people who apparently lived in the Amazon - not that one, the rainforest. For years, people thought that much of the rainforest was
uninhabited. But in recent years, people found these weird "Signs"-like shapes there. Archaeologists used satellite images to learn more. Yesterday, they said they found
dozens of forgotten settlements where up to a million people could've lived from 1250 to 1500 CE. These include roads, canals, and land that could've been used for
farming. Big deal, since it could tell us something about the human impact on the rainforests.

THING TO KNOW

Pink noise
White noise's chill cousin. It's a mix of high and low frequency that sounds more balanced and au naturale than white noise. It's good for putting you to sleep quickly, so
you can get more done during the day. Want more tips to own your day and night? Here you go.

SKIMM LIFE
For when you're up late working on a project...
Pour it up, pour it up. Our latest obsession: Girl Scout Cookie™ inspired flavors from Dunkin' Donuts. Meaning allll the Thin Mints® Coffee you want. But it takes more
than some good coffee to grow a B. Just ask Sara Blakely - the founder of Spanx and an inspiration to us since day one. Today, she's on our podcast, Skimm'd from the
Couch, talking about how she went from selling fax machines to appearing on "Oprah." You'll want to listen, please and spanx you. Get in on it here.*
For when you go down the rabbit hole on IFLS...
The power of science. Our Skimm'r of the Week Saniya Waghray gets it. She's a founding board member of BSTEM, which helps young women up their STEM skills.
Learn more here.
*PS This is a sponsored section

SKIMM SHARE
Game time. Today for sharing the Daily Skimm and getting someone to signup you could win the perfect party...for yourself. Read: Bose noise canceling headphones
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and $500 to book a flight and use your new headphones. Have questions? We have answers. And to yesterday's winner, check your inbox.

Or use this referral link theskimm.com/?r=440af4a5

SKIMM BIRTHDAYS
* indicates Skimm'bassador. Hammer time.
Adam Heller NY, Alexandra Vojdany NY, *Ashlee Johnson MS, *Alicia Ju NY, *Flo Martinez MD, *Sophia Menick CO, *Mary Catherine Burns MO, *Kari Hall SD, *Melanie Metting TX, *Sarah McConnell TX, *Madalynn Lauria NY,
*Rachel Reznick CA, *Carly James IL, *Jessica Webb MA, *Bianca Anderson CO, *Hannah Sunderman NE, *Lara McGuire FL, *Jessie Fowler MO, *Tyler Niggel NC, *Megan Biese WI, *Nathalie De Los Santos NY, *Ashley Gildin
NY, *Katie Epstein MA, *Kara Crowell TX, *Stacy Townes WA, Lenora Efird NC, Pamela Vannah NH, Barb Ritter PA, Teresa Whitley AR, Jo Becker PA, Tamar Shiller OH, Alex Pizzutillo PA, Molly Cordle GA, Corinne Kayal FL,
Bridget Sweeney MA, Lauren O'Connor OH, Bella Grace Finck VA, Marcia Moger NY, Tate Bennett DC, Lyndsey Lewis TX, Janet Duni NJ, Jennifer Winkler WV, Mary Beth Evans CA, Danya Snowsky PA, Kristen Cannon VA,
Maddison Zulak GA, Shari Badioli NY, Melodie Ketcham SC, Marty Oldfield-Maser NY, Lauren Romeo CT, Erika Watts MO, Healy Marroy LA, Vanessa Yates NY, Denny Smythe NY, Noelle Fallacara NJ, Alicja Szczepanik IL,
Bree Hester MA, Jessica Mathey UK, Erika Gudnason, Debbie Ross PA, Matthew Wielkotz NJ, Gonzalo Suarez MX, Libby Kushma UT, Laura Piche CAN, Stephanie Goldman NJ

Skimm'd something we missed?
skimmthis@theSkimm.com

Issues?
help@theSkimm.com
Copyright (c) 2018 theSkimm, All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
theSkimm Inc. 50 West 23rd Street, Suite 5B
New York, NY, 10010, United States
Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 05:18:13 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Deadly mudslides in Calif.; Women's figure skating team set; A search for surviving condors
To: "Cindy Henderson" <cindy.henderson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 12, 2018

Daily News
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SCIENCE

After wildfires, Southern California hit by massive
mudslides
Assign Article Now
SPORTS

Meet the U.S. women's figure
skating Olympic team
Assign Article

SCIENCE

Scientists search for surviving
condors after wildfire
Assign Article
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ARTS

Actresses wear black to Golden
Globes to protest abuse of women
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
U.S. HISTORY

Singer, actor, activist Belafonte
recalls King's "I Have a Dream"
speech
Assign Article

SCIENCE & MATH

What causes landslides and
mudslides?
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Assign Article

U.S. HISTORY

Ann Gregory, the woman who
shattered racist and sexist barriers
in golf
Assign Article

U.S. HISTORY

Essay: Martin Luther King Jr., a
timely leader
Assign Article
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Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
SCIENCE

Scientists search for surviving
condors after wildfire
Assign Article

U.S. HISTORY

Essay: Martin Luther King Jr., a
timely leader
Assign Article

Most Assigned By Teachers...
LAW

Salvadoran immigrants fear being
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forced back to a dangerous country
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
ARTS

Opinion: Logan Paul should not
have posted video about suicide
Assign Article

Download Newsela and
access articles anywhere
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 05:24:15 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Deadly mudslides in Calif.; Women's figure skating team set; A search for surviving condors
To: "teresa naggs" <teresa.naggs@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 12, 2018

Daily News
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SCIENCE

After wildfires, Southern California hit by massive
mudslides
Assign Article Now
SPORTS

Meet the U.S. women's figure
skating Olympic team
Assign Article

SCIENCE

Scientists search for surviving
condors after wildfire
Assign Article
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ARTS

Actresses wear black to Golden
Globes to protest abuse of women
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
U.S. HISTORY

Singer, actor, activist Belafonte
recalls King's "I Have a Dream"
speech
Assign Article

SCIENCE & MATH

What causes landslides and
mudslides?
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Assign Article

U.S. HISTORY

Ann Gregory, the woman who
shattered racist and sexist barriers
in golf
Assign Article

U.S. HISTORY

Essay: Martin Luther King Jr., a
timely leader
Assign Article
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Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
SCIENCE

Scientists search for surviving
condors after wildfire
Assign Article

U.S. HISTORY

Essay: Martin Luther King Jr., a
timely leader
Assign Article

Most Assigned By Teachers...
LAW

Salvadoran immigrants fear being
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forced back to a dangerous country
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
ARTS

Opinion: Logan Paul should not
have posted video about suicide
Assign Article

Download Newsela and
access articles anywhere
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 05:23:31 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Deadly mudslides in Calif.; Women's figure skating team set; A search for surviving condors
To: "Michelle Fierro" <Michelle.Fierro@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 12, 2018

Daily News
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SCIENCE

After wildfires, Southern California hit by massive
mudslides
Assign Article Now
SPORTS

Meet the U.S. women's figure
skating Olympic team
Assign Article

SCIENCE

Scientists search for surviving
condors after wildfire
Assign Article
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ARTS

Actresses wear black to Golden
Globes to protest abuse of women
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
U.S. HISTORY

Singer, actor, activist Belafonte
recalls King's "I Have a Dream"
speech
Assign Article

SCIENCE & MATH

What causes landslides and
mudslides?
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Assign Article

U.S. HISTORY

Ann Gregory, the woman who
shattered racist and sexist barriers
in golf
Assign Article

U.S. HISTORY

Essay: Martin Luther King Jr., a
timely leader
Assign Article
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Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
SCIENCE

Scientists search for surviving
condors after wildfire
Assign Article

U.S. HISTORY

Essay: Martin Luther King Jr., a
timely leader
Assign Article

Most Assigned By Teachers...
LAW

Salvadoran immigrants fear being
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forced back to a dangerous country
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
ARTS

Opinion: Logan Paul should not
have posted video about suicide
Assign Article

Download Newsela and
access articles anywhere
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 05:22:52 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Deadly mudslides in Calif.; Women's figure skating team set; A search for surviving condors
To: "Paula Spencer" <paula.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 12, 2018

Daily News
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SCIENCE

After wildfires, Southern California hit by massive
mudslides
Assign Article Now
SPORTS

Meet the U.S. women's figure
skating Olympic team
Assign Article

SCIENCE

Scientists search for surviving
condors after wildfire
Assign Article
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ARTS

Actresses wear black to Golden
Globes to protest abuse of women
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 05:20:48 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Deadly mudslides in Calif.; Women's figure skating team set; A search for surviving condors
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 05:28:41 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Deadly mudslides in Calif.; Women's figure skating team set; A search for surviving condors
To: "Brenda Lopez" <brenda.lopez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 05:31:52 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Deadly mudslides in Calif.; Women's figure skating team set; A search for surviving condors
To: "Amy Hollis" <amy.hollis@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 05:18:51 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Deadly mudslides in Calif.; Women's figure skating team set; A search for surviving condors
To: "Louriz H.Soto" <louri.soto@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 05:22:57 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Deadly mudslides in Calif.; Women's figure skating team set; A search for surviving condors
To: "Mandy Morgan" <mandy.morgan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 05:22:54 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Deadly mudslides in Calif.; Women's figure skating team set; A search for surviving condors
To: "Louriz H.Soto" <louri.soto@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Tony F. Ortiz" <tony@ortiz-zamora.com>
Wed, 14 Feb 2018 15:46:44 -0700 (MST)
Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest.docx (16.46k)

Greg,
I am attaching a letter for your signature to the IRS. It needs to be emailed or faxed TOMORROW.
You will notice that I am proposing that at this time that you attach 1) a completed form 14764, and 2) copies of the employees “Employee Enrollment Applications” that demonstrate their refusal
of coverage.
The most important thing is that the initial response be submitted on time. From there, we can supplement additional documentation if they request it. I think it makes the most sense to focus on
the documents that we believe decide this issue, rather than sending multiple documents that may or may not help.
Please let me know your thoughts.
Best regards,
Tony
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 05:36:28 -0600 (MDT)
DeVos Meets With DOD Officials To Discuss School Choice For Military Children
<greg.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Greg Rodriguez

April 23, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Students Stage Walkouts On Columbine
Anniversary To Protest Against Gun Violence.
The Washington Post (4/20, Lang, Heim, Rozsa) reports
“several hundred students left their schools Friday morning
and staged a vigil outside the White House” as part of
nationwide walkouts “calling for an end to gun violence on
the 19th anniversary of the school shooting in Columbine,
Colo., an event that marked the start of an era of deadly
school rampages.” The Post adds the walkouts “signaled
the resolve of students who continue to demand action on
gun control measures and to remember victims of school
shootings, including the 17 killed at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High in Florida.” However, the Post says “the
events Friday were more muted, missing some of the
adrenaline and exuberance that had propelled hundreds of
thousands of students through the previous protests.”
NBC Nightly News’ (4/20, story 5, 1:55, Holt) Gabe Gutierrez said “from Atlanta to Philadelphia to Chicago,”
students engaged in “another wave of powerful protests,” which the Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hobbs, Brody,
Subscription Publication) says also included demonstrations in New York City.
The New York Times (4/20, Times, Subscription Publication) says that the rallies were “the third nationally
organized student protest in the two months” since the Parkland shooting, but on the CBS Evening News (4/20, story
5, 2:05, Glor), Jericka Duncan acknowledged Florida and Vermont are the only states that “strengthened gun
legislation” since February, and “at the federal level, not much has changed.”
Meanwhile, ABC World News Tonight’s (4/20, story 4, 1:35, Muir) Steve Osunsami reported “students at Forest
High School in Central Florida were just about to join their peers across the country walking out of school to protest
gun violence, when the issue hit home. Just after 8:30 a.m. police say that 19-year-old Sky Bouche, who didn’t
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attend classes here, managed to get into the main building with a gun and opened fire on a 17-year-old student.”
Osunsami added “police report that the student who was shot did not suffer any life-threatening wounds.” The
Washington Post (4/20, Wootson) reports Sheriff Billy Woods “said the shooter – a 19-year-old who was not a
student – was taken into custody and “offered no resistance” to responding officers. Investigators haven’t released
the man’s identity or given details about his suspected motive.”

Broward Deputies To Hold “No Confidence” Vote In Sheriff Next Week Over Parkland Shooting.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/20, O'Matz) reports “upset with Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel, members of a
union of rank-and-file deputies will vote electronically over the next week on whether they have faith in his
leadership.” According to the Sun Sentinel, “the so-called ‘no confidence’ vote, slated to begin tonight, is a first for
the office.”

After Parkland, Gun Control Advocates Embrace Voter Registration In Bid To Enact Policy
Changes. The Washington Post (4/21, Zezima) reports “the massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
February sparked a renewed interest in gun control,” and leaders of the movement are now “hoping the momentum
from the March for Our Lives movement will lead to a more enduring next phase: getting young people to the voting
booth in November, an effort to change not just policy in Washington, but the people who set it.” The Post says
groups nationwide have begun “hosting voter drives at high schools and colleges, including during widespread
school walkouts on Friday, the anniversary of the 1999 massacre at Colorado’s Columbine High School.”
Texas Sixth-Grader Struck, Killed By Car During Gun Violence Walkout. The Dallas Morning News
(4/22, Branham) reports an 11-year-old Texas sixth-grader “was hit by a car and killed when he attempted to walk
across a highway” after leaving school “during national student walkouts Friday.” The student “was struck while
leaving Parkland Middle School in El Paso during the walkout, but he was not participating in it, Ysleta Independent
School District Superintendent Xavier De La Torre said at a news conference.”
El Paso (TX) Times (4/21, Borunda) reports that De La Torre “said the boy was with a group of about 12 to 15
students who used the National School Walkout as a way to leave Parkland Middle to go to a park.”

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Meets With DOD Officials To Discuss School Choice For Military Children.
Education Week (4/20) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “met with Pentagon officials Thursday to talk
about...extending school choice to the children of military personnel.” The piece says that Impact Aid districts are
concerned that “the Trump administration is planning to put its muscle behind a bill sponsored by Rep. Jim Banks, RInd., and Sens. Ben Sasse, R-Neb., and Tim Scott, R-S.C.” However, DeVos “has not endorsed the bill publicly, and
she did not discuss it or any other specific proposals in the meeting. Instead, they talked about school choice for
military personnel more generally, a department official said.”
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports DeVos “is broadly supportive of school choice for military
families and in particular has backed the notion of providing them with education savings accounts, which families
can use to help pay for private school tuition, tutoring services, online courses and more.” The piece reports the
Banks bill “would do just that, drawing on dollars through the Impact Aid program as a funding stream. But DeVos
hasn’t publicly endorsed that specific proposal. And while she met with Department of Defense officials this week –
stoking concerns that she’s hoping to garner support for such a plan – specific legislation wasn’t discussed at the
meeting, an Education Department official told Morning Education.”

Spellings Addresses State Of Leadership, Bipartisanship In Education Reform.
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports on an interview with UNC President and former Education
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Secretary Margaret Spellings, who said she thinks there is a “leadership vacuum” in the education reform
movement. The piece quotes Spellings saying, “I’m just observing that when we make progress and when we’re
coming together and doing bipartisan things, there’s a cast of characters across the political spectrum that work
together and put some skin in the game and their necks on the line or whatever metaphor you want to use and we
move the needle. So, in my case, during the No Child Left Behind era, that’s Michael Bloomberg and Jeb Bush and
George W. Bush and [former North Carolina] Gov. [Jim] Hunt and Michelle Rhee and Joel Klein and Kevin Johnson
and Wendy Kopp — a cast of characters that was pretty significant, and I’m hard-pressed to name who those folks
are now.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Texas School Apologizes After Students Asked To Identify Benefits Of Slavery.
The AP (4/21) reports Great Hearts Monte Vista, a charter school San Antonio, “apologized after a teacher asked
students in an eighth grade American history class to list the positive and negative aspects of slavery.” According to
the AP, the teacher “who distributed the worksheet titled ‘The Life of Slaves: A Balanced View’ was placed on leave
and the school said it would audit the textbook associated with the lesson, said Aaron Kindel, the superintendent of
Great Hearts Texas, which operates 28 public charter schools in Texas and Arizona.” In a statement, Kindel said,
“To be clear, there is no debate about slavery. It is immoral and a crime against humanity.” The AP adds that “Scott
Overland, a spokesman for Pearson, which published the textbook, said the company didn’t create and doesn’t
endorse the worksheet assigned to the students, KENS-TV reported.”

Commentary Urges Retired STEM Professionals To Go Into Teaching.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (4/22, Subscription Publication), Marc Freedman, founder and CEO of
Encore.org and chairman of the Generation to Generation campaign, writes about Now Teach, a program started by
British business columnist Lucy Kellaway, who retired to go into teaching math. In the US, Hollywood film executive
Sherry Lansing has founded the EnCorps STEM Teachers Program, which recruits experienced STEM professionals
to teach in California schools. Freedman praises the concept of STEM professionals teaching.

Ohio Program Encourages Teachers To Help Students Learn To Avoid Opioid Abuse.
The Washington Post (4/20, Schaaff) reports a “controversial” Ohio plan “is taking the fight against the opioid
epidemic into the classroom with a new style of drug-abuse-prevention education.” The plan “features lessons that
begin in kindergarten. Instead of relying on scare tactics about drug use or campaigns that recite facts about drugs’
toll on the body, teachers are encouraged to discuss real-life situations and ways to deal with them and to build the
social and emotional skills that experts say can reduce the risk of substance abuse.”

FIRST World Championship Highlights Robotics Program’s Growing Popularity In Michigan.
Under the headline “The Robots Are Coming – Really,” Crain’s Detroit Business (4/22, Livengood) reports “more
than 35,000 students, parents and team coaches” will convene Wednesday “at Ford Field and Cobo Center” in
Detroit for the FIRST Robotics World Championship. The event “has turned robot-building into a team sport in high
schools across Michigan,” and this week’s event “and spotlight on Detroit underscores the growing popularity of an
extracurricular activity seen by many potential employers as a critical way to expose students to careers in science,
technology, engineering and math.” The FIRST program “has created a pipeline of young talent that companies like
DTE, General Motors Co. and Magna Seating have been tapping in recent years for engineering, problem-solving,
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teamwork and communications skills.”

Omaha-Area Coding Camp Seeks To Inspire Girls To Pursue STEM.
The Omaha (NE) World-Herald (4/21) reported that on Saturday, ACI Worldwide hosted its fourth annual Coding for
Girls Camp for Omaha-area middle school girls. In remarks to “a room full of 17 young girls,” ACI Worldwide senior
vice president Shelly Ahlers “talked about her experiences as a woman in a technological career” and “discussed
how her computer science experience landed her a job at ACI right out of college.” ACI Worldwide senior recruiter
Sampy Gajre “said she hopes that coding camps can start to change those numbers by inspiring young girls to see
themselves as coders and future technological leaders.” Gajre explained, “We hope to catch them early on, before
they build any stereotypes about (science, technology, engineering and math-related) fields.”

Summer Course Aims To Address Iowa’s Construction Workforce Shortage.
The AP (4/22) reports the Home Builders Association is hoping to mitigate the impact of Iowa’s construction worker
shortage by “reviving what used to be an annual activity in Iowa City Community School District: building a house
with students.” HBA partnered “with Kirkwood Community College to offer a summer course where students help
construct a house,” and “HBA members have also committed to funding the cost for students in ICCSD who want to
take the class and get the college credit.” Participating students “will shadow McCreedy Ruth Construction while
building a group home with Reach for Your Potential, a nonprofit that provides homes for adults with disabilities.”
ICCSD board member Phil Hemingway, “who pushed for the program,” said that a similar program that ended over
funding concerns “was considered a model program for home-building in high schools across the state.” Amid an
agricultural worker shortage, he successfully advocated for agricultural education courses that will allow students to
participate in FFA.

North Dakota State University “Cyber-Range” Class Profiled.
The AP (4/21) profiled Terry Traylor, “a major in the U.S. Marine Corps” who teaches “at North Dakota State
University in Fargo as an unpaid volunteer with the NDSU Institute for Cyber Security Education and Research.”
Traylor is “excited to bring some of the skills honed in the military to an academic setting where he works with
associate professor Jeremy Straub to blend knowledge and know how.” He explained, “Normally to get this type of
training you have to go to one of the military’s post-graduate schools.” The AP says Traylor’s classroom is not
typical, “it’s a cyber-range, a place where students can attack computer networks and fend off attacks from hackers
in a controlled environment.” A growing number of American universities, including Metropolitan State University,
“are building these cyber-rangers.” MSU is the first university in Minnesota to offer a cyber-range, and it “is also
developing MN Cyber, a place where professionals can get top-level cybersecurity training.”

Higher Education Expert: Workforce Needs More Graduates With Communications Skills, Not
STEM Skills.
In a piece for the Washington Post (4/20, Selingo), higher education author Jeffrey J. Selingo acknowledged the need
for college graduates with degrees in “software programming or artificial intelligence, or anything to do with the
STEM fields (science, technology, engineering and math).” While those “skills are still desired by employers,”
Selingo wrote, “a skill far more in demand is the ability to communicate.” A LinkedIn analysis, for example, “found a
shortage of 1.4 million people with communications skills compared with a deficit of 472,000 with software
development skills.” Still, Selingo argued, the American “education system – especially beginning in middle and high
schools when teaching to the test tends to crowd out the project-based and play-based learning of elementary
schools – rarely emphasizes development of the soft skills.”
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AP Analysis: Mississippi Task Force To Determine Purpose Of Standardized Testing.
An AP (4/22) analysis says “a new testing task force that Mississippi state Superintendent Carey Wright announced
last week” will determine “how many and what kinds of tests students are taking at the state and district levels,
recommend ways to ‘streamline’ testing and recommend best practices.” The AP says that state “leaders might do
well to first question what those tests are supposed to accomplish,” like “how a school or district is doing corporately,
how a student is doing,” or something else. A recent Mississippi First study found “students in some low-performing
schools may spend so much time getting ready for high-stakes state tests that teachers don’t teach new material for
a significant portion of the school year.” Meanwhile, state Rep. Tom Miles is leading efforts to replace standardized
high school tests with the ACT exam, which opponents say would not “measure what Mississippi students are
required to learn, especially in history and biology.”

Arizona Teachers To Go On Strike Next Week.
The Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports Arizona educators voted late Thursday to
go on strike next week. They are demanding a 20 percent pay raise and an increase in state education funding. The
New York Times (4/20, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) says that “the spread of the protests to Arizona from
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky, all Republican-dominated states with weak public sector unions, signaled the
depth of frustration from teachers and parents over years of education budget cuts.” The Times adds “the vote in
Arizona followed weeks of protest across the state and promises from the governor to raise salaries.”

Study: No Link Between Arizona District Administrative Spending, Teacher Pay.
The Arizona Daily Star (4/22) reports that as Arizona state policymakers consider responding to teacher protests,
“some conservatives and their allies have pointed to bloated administration costs as a reason teachers in Arizona
have among the worst pay in the nation.” However, “an Arizona Center for Investigative Reporting analysis of school
district spending data compiled by the Arizona Auditor General’s Office shows no correlation between how much a
school district spends on administration and how it pays its teachers.”

Data Show Largest Level Of Teacher Dissension Since 1993.
The Wall Street Journal (4/22, Gillers, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports that the US is seeing the greatest
level of teacher protest since 1993, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics data on large work stoppages. While
strikes have often taken place over the years, most have been at the local or school district level; this year’s massive
state-level teacher strikes are unusual. So far, there have been major actions in Arizona, Kentucky, Oklahoma, and
West Virginia.

Oklahoma Education Association President Calls Walkout A Victory.
The Oklahoman (4/22) reports that Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest announced on April 12
that “her organization was calling for an end to a teacher walkout,” which began nearly two weeks earlier “to
advocate for more education funding.” She “claimed a victory” but “struggled to answer media questions about why
the walkout had lasted as long as it did and why the organization was giving in now.” State lawmakers accused OEA
“of moving the goalposts on its demands and extending the walkout too long,” and some educators “responded to
their call for an end by dropping their membership.” Priest, however, maintained that 300 new members signed up in
the last month. “While there are various views on how successful the walkout was, the past few weeks represented a
heightened level of advocacy from teachers,” the Oklahoman says, adding that the “moment embodied both the
power and limitations a teachers union can have in attempting to corral a grassroots movement.”
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Alaska’s Displaced Teacher System Draws Criticism.
The AP (4/21) reported on Alaska’s so-called “pink slip season,” when teachers are laid off – a decision that
“attracts most of the attention when education loyalists argue for funding” – or involuntarily transferred, or
“‘displaced.” Affected teachers are “generally are the latest hired, said Tim Parker, president of the National
Education Association-Alaska Chapter,” meaning they “could get lost in the ‘last-hired-first fired’ criteria,”
according to critics. The method for reassigning displaced teachers “occurs in tight budget years, after dozens of pink
slips were sent out and student needs shift.” Parker “said the bid process for acquiring a teacher might pit one
principal against another principal who both want the same teacher, so using the term ‘bid’ to describe the process
isn’t inaccurate.” Yet, the AP says, it is unclear what “kind of bargaining they do to get the credentialed teacher they
want.” Teachers who have been displaced multiple times also expressed to the AP the uncertainties, frustrations,
and lack of clarity in the process.

Colorado State Lawmakers Weigh Bill To Punish Teachers Who Go On Strike.
On its website, KMGH-TV Denver (4/22) reports that ahead of a planned teacher walkout, Colorado state senators
introduced a bill that would prohibit such strikes “by authorizing school districts to seek an injunction from district
court.” Teachers who fail to comply could be held in contempt of court, fined, and imprisoned for “up to six months in
county jail.” Additionally, the measure would direct “school districts to fire teachers on the spot without a proper
hearing if they’re found in contempt of court and also bans public school teachers from getting paid ‘for any day
which the public school teacher participates in a strike.’” Colorado is currently “underfunding schools by more than
$800 million each year, and the teacher shortage and education budget shortage are hitting rural schools hardest.”
While some additional funds have been allocated to pay down the figure, Democratic state lawmakers “have argued
it’s not enough.”

OPERATIONS
Indiana Legislature Considering Plan To Expand State Takeover Of Troubled Districts.
Chalkbeat (4/20) reports Republican leaders in the Indiana legislature are “planning to re-introduce a controversial
plan to expand state takeover of the Gary and Muncie school districts” next month. The bill’s supporters say it would
“give control of Muncie schools to Ball State University and strip power from the Gary school board,” and that it
“creates opportunities for both districts to get on the right track after years of poor decision-making around finances.”
However, “Democrats strongly oppose the takeovers.”

New York District Ramps Up Attendance Efforts.
The Schenectady (NY) Daily Gazette (4/22) reports on efforts by educators in Schenectady, New York to encourage
improved attendance, including recognizing students with perfect attendance, and posting “daily attendance on the
school’s electronic marquee outside. It is a public statement of how well, or poorly, the school community is doing at
getting kids to class.”

Houston District Trustees Slated To Vote On Controversial Partnership Proposal.
The Houston Chronicle (4/22, Carpenter) reports Houston Independent School District’s “long-awaited proposal” to
“temporarily surrender control over 10 of its lowest-performing schools” has received “mixed reviews” ahead of a
vote Tuesday. Houston Federation of Teachers president Zeph Capo “blasted the proposal to allow Energized For
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STEM Academy to run all 10 schools as ill-conceived and hastily arranged, saying he has ‘no confidence that this is
in the best interest of children.’” He “added that residents and local education advocates, including his union,
haven’t had enough time to vet Energized For STEM Academy for possible improper ties to for-profit entities or other
conflicts of interest.” Board of Trustees president Rhonda Skillern-Jones, meanwhile, “defended the arrangement as
‘the best choice of all the bad choices’ available to HISD, which faces forced campus closures or a state takeover of
its locally elected school board without a partnership.” The Chronicle says it is unclear whether the trustees will vote
in favor of the proposal.

Independent Watchdog Poised To Rebuild Trust In Scandal-Afflicted DC Public Schools.
The Washington Post (4/22, Stein) reports DC Council member Mary Cheh “introduced legislation that would
establish” an independent research advisory board “focused on education data and rebuilding trust in the District’s
public schools” as “they emerge from a torrent of scandals.” Her “proposal follows a city-commissioned report
released this year that found one in three D.C. high school graduates in 2017 did not meet city requirements to earn
their diplomas.” According to Cheh, “if the board she is proposing had existed, it would have flagged inconsistencies
between poor student attendance rates and rising graduation numbers.” Most council members “endorsed the
legislation,” so there will be “enough votes to pass the legislation and override a potential mayoral veto.”
EmpowerK12 executive director Josh Boots “said the creation of a research watchdog is promising, but he thinks it
needs to focus on smaller tasks.” The proposed “audit of 20 years of data, he said, could be a colossal and
unproductive task.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
School Shooter Apologizes For Wounding Student.
The Washington Post (4/21, Phillips) reports that as Sky Bouche, 19, “was being taken to jail that Friday evening,
hours after authorities said he drove to a high school in Ocala, Fla., carrying a shotgun hidden in a guitar case” and
“shot one round from his sawed-off shotgun through a classroom door, injuring one student, investigators said,”
Bouche told reporters that he was “sorry” to the wounded Forest High School student. The Post says that according
to the Marion County Sheriff’s Office, “Bouche is facing several charges, including terrorism, aggravated assault
with a firearm and possession of a firearm on school property.” The Post adds “Bouche, in a jailhouse interview with
the Ocala Star Banner, said that he bought the shotgun without a background check from a private seller online a
week after the Parkland massacre. Shooting, he said, was his only way out of a violent home life.”
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Good morning Ron Singleton

April 23, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Students Stage Walkouts On Columbine
Anniversary To Protest Against Gun Violence.
The Washington Post (4/20, Lang, Heim, Rozsa) reports
“several hundred students left their schools Friday morning
and staged a vigil outside the White House” as part of
nationwide walkouts “calling for an end to gun violence on
the 19th anniversary of the school shooting in Columbine,
Colo., an event that marked the start of an era of deadly
school rampages.” The Post adds the walkouts “signaled
the resolve of students who continue to demand action on
gun control measures and to remember victims of school
shootings, including the 17 killed at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High in Florida.” However, the Post says “the
events Friday were more muted, missing some of the
adrenaline and exuberance that had propelled hundreds of
thousands of students through the previous protests.”
NBC Nightly News’ (4/20, story 5, 1:55, Holt) Gabe Gutierrez said “from Atlanta to Philadelphia to Chicago,”
students engaged in “another wave of powerful protests,” which the Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hobbs, Brody,
Subscription Publication) says also included demonstrations in New York City.
The New York Times (4/20, Times, Subscription Publication) says that the rallies were “the third nationally
organized student protest in the two months” since the Parkland shooting, but on the CBS Evening News (4/20, story
5, 2:05, Glor), Jericka Duncan acknowledged Florida and Vermont are the only states that “strengthened gun
legislation” since February, and “at the federal level, not much has changed.”
Meanwhile, ABC World News Tonight’s (4/20, story 4, 1:35, Muir) Steve Osunsami reported “students at Forest
High School in Central Florida were just about to join their peers across the country walking out of school to protest
gun violence, when the issue hit home. Just after 8:30 a.m. police say that 19-year-old Sky Bouche, who didn’t
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attend classes here, managed to get into the main building with a gun and opened fire on a 17-year-old student.”
Osunsami added “police report that the student who was shot did not suffer any life-threatening wounds.” The
Washington Post (4/20, Wootson) reports Sheriff Billy Woods “said the shooter – a 19-year-old who was not a
student – was taken into custody and “offered no resistance” to responding officers. Investigators haven’t released
the man’s identity or given details about his suspected motive.”

Broward Deputies To Hold “No Confidence” Vote In Sheriff Next Week Over Parkland Shooting.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/20, O'Matz) reports “upset with Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel, members of a
union of rank-and-file deputies will vote electronically over the next week on whether they have faith in his
leadership.” According to the Sun Sentinel, “the so-called ‘no confidence’ vote, slated to begin tonight, is a first for
the office.”

After Parkland, Gun Control Advocates Embrace Voter Registration In Bid To Enact Policy
Changes. The Washington Post (4/21, Zezima) reports “the massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
February sparked a renewed interest in gun control,” and leaders of the movement are now “hoping the momentum
from the March for Our Lives movement will lead to a more enduring next phase: getting young people to the voting
booth in November, an effort to change not just policy in Washington, but the people who set it.” The Post says
groups nationwide have begun “hosting voter drives at high schools and colleges, including during widespread
school walkouts on Friday, the anniversary of the 1999 massacre at Colorado’s Columbine High School.”
Texas Sixth-Grader Struck, Killed By Car During Gun Violence Walkout. The Dallas Morning News
(4/22, Branham) reports an 11-year-old Texas sixth-grader “was hit by a car and killed when he attempted to walk
across a highway” after leaving school “during national student walkouts Friday.” The student “was struck while
leaving Parkland Middle School in El Paso during the walkout, but he was not participating in it, Ysleta Independent
School District Superintendent Xavier De La Torre said at a news conference.”
El Paso (TX) Times (4/21, Borunda) reports that De La Torre “said the boy was with a group of about 12 to 15
students who used the National School Walkout as a way to leave Parkland Middle to go to a park.”

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Meets With DOD Officials To Discuss School Choice For Military Children.
Education Week (4/20) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “met with Pentagon officials Thursday to talk
about...extending school choice to the children of military personnel.” The piece says that Impact Aid districts are
concerned that “the Trump administration is planning to put its muscle behind a bill sponsored by Rep. Jim Banks, RInd., and Sens. Ben Sasse, R-Neb., and Tim Scott, R-S.C.” However, DeVos “has not endorsed the bill publicly, and
she did not discuss it or any other specific proposals in the meeting. Instead, they talked about school choice for
military personnel more generally, a department official said.”
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports DeVos “is broadly supportive of school choice for military
families and in particular has backed the notion of providing them with education savings accounts, which families
can use to help pay for private school tuition, tutoring services, online courses and more.” The piece reports the
Banks bill “would do just that, drawing on dollars through the Impact Aid program as a funding stream. But DeVos
hasn’t publicly endorsed that specific proposal. And while she met with Department of Defense officials this week –
stoking concerns that she’s hoping to garner support for such a plan – specific legislation wasn’t discussed at the
meeting, an Education Department official told Morning Education.”

Spellings Addresses State Of Leadership, Bipartisanship In Education Reform.
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports on an interview with UNC President and former Education
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Secretary Margaret Spellings, who said she thinks there is a “leadership vacuum” in the education reform
movement. The piece quotes Spellings saying, “I’m just observing that when we make progress and when we’re
coming together and doing bipartisan things, there’s a cast of characters across the political spectrum that work
together and put some skin in the game and their necks on the line or whatever metaphor you want to use and we
move the needle. So, in my case, during the No Child Left Behind era, that’s Michael Bloomberg and Jeb Bush and
George W. Bush and [former North Carolina] Gov. [Jim] Hunt and Michelle Rhee and Joel Klein and Kevin Johnson
and Wendy Kopp — a cast of characters that was pretty significant, and I’m hard-pressed to name who those folks
are now.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Texas School Apologizes After Students Asked To Identify Benefits Of Slavery.
The AP (4/21) reports Great Hearts Monte Vista, a charter school San Antonio, “apologized after a teacher asked
students in an eighth grade American history class to list the positive and negative aspects of slavery.” According to
the AP, the teacher “who distributed the worksheet titled ‘The Life of Slaves: A Balanced View’ was placed on leave
and the school said it would audit the textbook associated with the lesson, said Aaron Kindel, the superintendent of
Great Hearts Texas, which operates 28 public charter schools in Texas and Arizona.” In a statement, Kindel said,
“To be clear, there is no debate about slavery. It is immoral and a crime against humanity.” The AP adds that “Scott
Overland, a spokesman for Pearson, which published the textbook, said the company didn’t create and doesn’t
endorse the worksheet assigned to the students, KENS-TV reported.”

Commentary Urges Retired STEM Professionals To Go Into Teaching.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (4/22, Subscription Publication), Marc Freedman, founder and CEO of
Encore.org and chairman of the Generation to Generation campaign, writes about Now Teach, a program started by
British business columnist Lucy Kellaway, who retired to go into teaching math. In the US, Hollywood film executive
Sherry Lansing has founded the EnCorps STEM Teachers Program, which recruits experienced STEM professionals
to teach in California schools. Freedman praises the concept of STEM professionals teaching.

Ohio Program Encourages Teachers To Help Students Learn To Avoid Opioid Abuse.
The Washington Post (4/20, Schaaff) reports a “controversial” Ohio plan “is taking the fight against the opioid
epidemic into the classroom with a new style of drug-abuse-prevention education.” The plan “features lessons that
begin in kindergarten. Instead of relying on scare tactics about drug use or campaigns that recite facts about drugs’
toll on the body, teachers are encouraged to discuss real-life situations and ways to deal with them and to build the
social and emotional skills that experts say can reduce the risk of substance abuse.”

FIRST World Championship Highlights Robotics Program’s Growing Popularity In Michigan.
Under the headline “The Robots Are Coming – Really,” Crain’s Detroit Business (4/22, Livengood) reports “more
than 35,000 students, parents and team coaches” will convene Wednesday “at Ford Field and Cobo Center” in
Detroit for the FIRST Robotics World Championship. The event “has turned robot-building into a team sport in high
schools across Michigan,” and this week’s event “and spotlight on Detroit underscores the growing popularity of an
extracurricular activity seen by many potential employers as a critical way to expose students to careers in science,
technology, engineering and math.” The FIRST program “has created a pipeline of young talent that companies like
DTE, General Motors Co. and Magna Seating have been tapping in recent years for engineering, problem-solving,
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teamwork and communications skills.”

Omaha-Area Coding Camp Seeks To Inspire Girls To Pursue STEM.
The Omaha (NE) World-Herald (4/21) reported that on Saturday, ACI Worldwide hosted its fourth annual Coding for
Girls Camp for Omaha-area middle school girls. In remarks to “a room full of 17 young girls,” ACI Worldwide senior
vice president Shelly Ahlers “talked about her experiences as a woman in a technological career” and “discussed
how her computer science experience landed her a job at ACI right out of college.” ACI Worldwide senior recruiter
Sampy Gajre “said she hopes that coding camps can start to change those numbers by inspiring young girls to see
themselves as coders and future technological leaders.” Gajre explained, “We hope to catch them early on, before
they build any stereotypes about (science, technology, engineering and math-related) fields.”

Summer Course Aims To Address Iowa’s Construction Workforce Shortage.
The AP (4/22) reports the Home Builders Association is hoping to mitigate the impact of Iowa’s construction worker
shortage by “reviving what used to be an annual activity in Iowa City Community School District: building a house
with students.” HBA partnered “with Kirkwood Community College to offer a summer course where students help
construct a house,” and “HBA members have also committed to funding the cost for students in ICCSD who want to
take the class and get the college credit.” Participating students “will shadow McCreedy Ruth Construction while
building a group home with Reach for Your Potential, a nonprofit that provides homes for adults with disabilities.”
ICCSD board member Phil Hemingway, “who pushed for the program,” said that a similar program that ended over
funding concerns “was considered a model program for home-building in high schools across the state.” Amid an
agricultural worker shortage, he successfully advocated for agricultural education courses that will allow students to
participate in FFA.

North Dakota State University “Cyber-Range” Class Profiled.
The AP (4/21) profiled Terry Traylor, “a major in the U.S. Marine Corps” who teaches “at North Dakota State
University in Fargo as an unpaid volunteer with the NDSU Institute for Cyber Security Education and Research.”
Traylor is “excited to bring some of the skills honed in the military to an academic setting where he works with
associate professor Jeremy Straub to blend knowledge and know how.” He explained, “Normally to get this type of
training you have to go to one of the military’s post-graduate schools.” The AP says Traylor’s classroom is not
typical, “it’s a cyber-range, a place where students can attack computer networks and fend off attacks from hackers
in a controlled environment.” A growing number of American universities, including Metropolitan State University,
“are building these cyber-rangers.” MSU is the first university in Minnesota to offer a cyber-range, and it “is also
developing MN Cyber, a place where professionals can get top-level cybersecurity training.”

Higher Education Expert: Workforce Needs More Graduates With Communications Skills, Not
STEM Skills.
In a piece for the Washington Post (4/20, Selingo), higher education author Jeffrey J. Selingo acknowledged the need
for college graduates with degrees in “software programming or artificial intelligence, or anything to do with the
STEM fields (science, technology, engineering and math).” While those “skills are still desired by employers,”
Selingo wrote, “a skill far more in demand is the ability to communicate.” A LinkedIn analysis, for example, “found a
shortage of 1.4 million people with communications skills compared with a deficit of 472,000 with software
development skills.” Still, Selingo argued, the American “education system – especially beginning in middle and high
schools when teaching to the test tends to crowd out the project-based and play-based learning of elementary
schools – rarely emphasizes development of the soft skills.”
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AP Analysis: Mississippi Task Force To Determine Purpose Of Standardized Testing.
An AP (4/22) analysis says “a new testing task force that Mississippi state Superintendent Carey Wright announced
last week” will determine “how many and what kinds of tests students are taking at the state and district levels,
recommend ways to ‘streamline’ testing and recommend best practices.” The AP says that state “leaders might do
well to first question what those tests are supposed to accomplish,” like “how a school or district is doing corporately,
how a student is doing,” or something else. A recent Mississippi First study found “students in some low-performing
schools may spend so much time getting ready for high-stakes state tests that teachers don’t teach new material for
a significant portion of the school year.” Meanwhile, state Rep. Tom Miles is leading efforts to replace standardized
high school tests with the ACT exam, which opponents say would not “measure what Mississippi students are
required to learn, especially in history and biology.”

Arizona Teachers To Go On Strike Next Week.
The Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports Arizona educators voted late Thursday to
go on strike next week. They are demanding a 20 percent pay raise and an increase in state education funding. The
New York Times (4/20, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) says that “the spread of the protests to Arizona from
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky, all Republican-dominated states with weak public sector unions, signaled the
depth of frustration from teachers and parents over years of education budget cuts.” The Times adds “the vote in
Arizona followed weeks of protest across the state and promises from the governor to raise salaries.”

Study: No Link Between Arizona District Administrative Spending, Teacher Pay.
The Arizona Daily Star (4/22) reports that as Arizona state policymakers consider responding to teacher protests,
“some conservatives and their allies have pointed to bloated administration costs as a reason teachers in Arizona
have among the worst pay in the nation.” However, “an Arizona Center for Investigative Reporting analysis of school
district spending data compiled by the Arizona Auditor General’s Office shows no correlation between how much a
school district spends on administration and how it pays its teachers.”

Data Show Largest Level Of Teacher Dissension Since 1993.
The Wall Street Journal (4/22, Gillers, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports that the US is seeing the greatest
level of teacher protest since 1993, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics data on large work stoppages. While
strikes have often taken place over the years, most have been at the local or school district level; this year’s massive
state-level teacher strikes are unusual. So far, there have been major actions in Arizona, Kentucky, Oklahoma, and
West Virginia.

Oklahoma Education Association President Calls Walkout A Victory.
The Oklahoman (4/22) reports that Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest announced on April 12
that “her organization was calling for an end to a teacher walkout,” which began nearly two weeks earlier “to
advocate for more education funding.” She “claimed a victory” but “struggled to answer media questions about why
the walkout had lasted as long as it did and why the organization was giving in now.” State lawmakers accused OEA
“of moving the goalposts on its demands and extending the walkout too long,” and some educators “responded to
their call for an end by dropping their membership.” Priest, however, maintained that 300 new members signed up in
the last month. “While there are various views on how successful the walkout was, the past few weeks represented a
heightened level of advocacy from teachers,” the Oklahoman says, adding that the “moment embodied both the
power and limitations a teachers union can have in attempting to corral a grassroots movement.”
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Alaska’s Displaced Teacher System Draws Criticism.
The AP (4/21) reported on Alaska’s so-called “pink slip season,” when teachers are laid off – a decision that
“attracts most of the attention when education loyalists argue for funding” – or involuntarily transferred, or
“‘displaced.” Affected teachers are “generally are the latest hired, said Tim Parker, president of the National
Education Association-Alaska Chapter,” meaning they “could get lost in the ‘last-hired-first fired’ criteria,”
according to critics. The method for reassigning displaced teachers “occurs in tight budget years, after dozens of pink
slips were sent out and student needs shift.” Parker “said the bid process for acquiring a teacher might pit one
principal against another principal who both want the same teacher, so using the term ‘bid’ to describe the process
isn’t inaccurate.” Yet, the AP says, it is unclear what “kind of bargaining they do to get the credentialed teacher they
want.” Teachers who have been displaced multiple times also expressed to the AP the uncertainties, frustrations,
and lack of clarity in the process.

Colorado State Lawmakers Weigh Bill To Punish Teachers Who Go On Strike.
On its website, KMGH-TV Denver (4/22) reports that ahead of a planned teacher walkout, Colorado state senators
introduced a bill that would prohibit such strikes “by authorizing school districts to seek an injunction from district
court.” Teachers who fail to comply could be held in contempt of court, fined, and imprisoned for “up to six months in
county jail.” Additionally, the measure would direct “school districts to fire teachers on the spot without a proper
hearing if they’re found in contempt of court and also bans public school teachers from getting paid ‘for any day
which the public school teacher participates in a strike.’” Colorado is currently “underfunding schools by more than
$800 million each year, and the teacher shortage and education budget shortage are hitting rural schools hardest.”
While some additional funds have been allocated to pay down the figure, Democratic state lawmakers “have argued
it’s not enough.”

OPERATIONS
Indiana Legislature Considering Plan To Expand State Takeover Of Troubled Districts.
Chalkbeat (4/20) reports Republican leaders in the Indiana legislature are “planning to re-introduce a controversial
plan to expand state takeover of the Gary and Muncie school districts” next month. The bill’s supporters say it would
“give control of Muncie schools to Ball State University and strip power from the Gary school board,” and that it
“creates opportunities for both districts to get on the right track after years of poor decision-making around finances.”
However, “Democrats strongly oppose the takeovers.”

New York District Ramps Up Attendance Efforts.
The Schenectady (NY) Daily Gazette (4/22) reports on efforts by educators in Schenectady, New York to encourage
improved attendance, including recognizing students with perfect attendance, and posting “daily attendance on the
school’s electronic marquee outside. It is a public statement of how well, or poorly, the school community is doing at
getting kids to class.”

Houston District Trustees Slated To Vote On Controversial Partnership Proposal.
The Houston Chronicle (4/22, Carpenter) reports Houston Independent School District’s “long-awaited proposal” to
“temporarily surrender control over 10 of its lowest-performing schools” has received “mixed reviews” ahead of a
vote Tuesday. Houston Federation of Teachers president Zeph Capo “blasted the proposal to allow Energized For
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STEM Academy to run all 10 schools as ill-conceived and hastily arranged, saying he has ‘no confidence that this is
in the best interest of children.’” He “added that residents and local education advocates, including his union,
haven’t had enough time to vet Energized For STEM Academy for possible improper ties to for-profit entities or other
conflicts of interest.” Board of Trustees president Rhonda Skillern-Jones, meanwhile, “defended the arrangement as
‘the best choice of all the bad choices’ available to HISD, which faces forced campus closures or a state takeover of
its locally elected school board without a partnership.” The Chronicle says it is unclear whether the trustees will vote
in favor of the proposal.

Independent Watchdog Poised To Rebuild Trust In Scandal-Afflicted DC Public Schools.
The Washington Post (4/22, Stein) reports DC Council member Mary Cheh “introduced legislation that would
establish” an independent research advisory board “focused on education data and rebuilding trust in the District’s
public schools” as “they emerge from a torrent of scandals.” Her “proposal follows a city-commissioned report
released this year that found one in three D.C. high school graduates in 2017 did not meet city requirements to earn
their diplomas.” According to Cheh, “if the board she is proposing had existed, it would have flagged inconsistencies
between poor student attendance rates and rising graduation numbers.” Most council members “endorsed the
legislation,” so there will be “enough votes to pass the legislation and override a potential mayoral veto.”
EmpowerK12 executive director Josh Boots “said the creation of a research watchdog is promising, but he thinks it
needs to focus on smaller tasks.” The proposed “audit of 20 years of data, he said, could be a colossal and
unproductive task.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
School Shooter Apologizes For Wounding Student.
The Washington Post (4/21, Phillips) reports that as Sky Bouche, 19, “was being taken to jail that Friday evening,
hours after authorities said he drove to a high school in Ocala, Fla., carrying a shotgun hidden in a guitar case” and
“shot one round from his sawed-off shotgun through a classroom door, injuring one student, investigators said,”
Bouche told reporters that he was “sorry” to the wounded Forest High School student. The Post says that according
to the Marion County Sheriff’s Office, “Bouche is facing several charges, including terrorism, aggravated assault
with a firearm and possession of a firearm on school property.” The Post adds “Bouche, in a jailhouse interview with
the Ocala Star Banner, said that he bought the shotgun without a background check from a private seller online a
week after the Parkland massacre. Shooting, he said, was his only way out of a violent home life.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Baltimore Teachers Concerned Online Testing Contributes To Achievement Gaps.
• Commentary: Rolling Back Obama Discipline Guidance Could Increase Anti-LGBT Discrimination.
• Newark Working On Upgrading CTE Programs.
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• Kansas AG Presents School Funding Bill To State Supreme Court.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

April 23, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Students Stage Walkouts On Columbine
Anniversary To Protest Against Gun Violence.
The Washington Post (4/20, Lang, Heim, Rozsa) reports
“several hundred students left their schools Friday morning
and staged a vigil outside the White House” as part of
nationwide walkouts “calling for an end to gun violence on
the 19th anniversary of the school shooting in Columbine,
Colo., an event that marked the start of an era of deadly
school rampages.” The Post adds the walkouts “signaled
the resolve of students who continue to demand action on
gun control measures and to remember victims of school
shootings, including the 17 killed at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High in Florida.” However, the Post says “the
events Friday were more muted, missing some of the
adrenaline and exuberance that had propelled hundreds of
thousands of students through the previous protests.”
NBC Nightly News’ (4/20, story 5, 1:55, Holt) Gabe Gutierrez said “from Atlanta to Philadelphia to Chicago,”
students engaged in “another wave of powerful protests,” which the Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hobbs, Brody,
Subscription Publication) says also included demonstrations in New York City.
The New York Times (4/20, Times, Subscription Publication) says that the rallies were “the third nationally
organized student protest in the two months” since the Parkland shooting, but on the CBS Evening News (4/20, story
5, 2:05, Glor), Jericka Duncan acknowledged Florida and Vermont are the only states that “strengthened gun
legislation” since February, and “at the federal level, not much has changed.”
Meanwhile, ABC World News Tonight’s (4/20, story 4, 1:35, Muir) Steve Osunsami reported “students at Forest
High School in Central Florida were just about to join their peers across the country walking out of school to protest
gun violence, when the issue hit home. Just after 8:30 a.m. police say that 19-year-old Sky Bouche, who didn’t
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attend classes here, managed to get into the main building with a gun and opened fire on a 17-year-old student.”
Osunsami added “police report that the student who was shot did not suffer any life-threatening wounds.” The
Washington Post (4/20, Wootson) reports Sheriff Billy Woods “said the shooter – a 19-year-old who was not a
student – was taken into custody and “offered no resistance” to responding officers. Investigators haven’t released
the man’s identity or given details about his suspected motive.”

Broward Deputies To Hold “No Confidence” Vote In Sheriff Next Week Over Parkland Shooting.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/20, O'Matz) reports “upset with Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel, members of a
union of rank-and-file deputies will vote electronically over the next week on whether they have faith in his
leadership.” According to the Sun Sentinel, “the so-called ‘no confidence’ vote, slated to begin tonight, is a first for
the office.”

After Parkland, Gun Control Advocates Embrace Voter Registration In Bid To Enact Policy
Changes. The Washington Post (4/21, Zezima) reports “the massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
February sparked a renewed interest in gun control,” and leaders of the movement are now “hoping the momentum
from the March for Our Lives movement will lead to a more enduring next phase: getting young people to the voting
booth in November, an effort to change not just policy in Washington, but the people who set it.” The Post says
groups nationwide have begun “hosting voter drives at high schools and colleges, including during widespread
school walkouts on Friday, the anniversary of the 1999 massacre at Colorado’s Columbine High School.”
Texas Sixth-Grader Struck, Killed By Car During Gun Violence Walkout. The Dallas Morning News
(4/22, Branham) reports an 11-year-old Texas sixth-grader “was hit by a car and killed when he attempted to walk
across a highway” after leaving school “during national student walkouts Friday.” The student “was struck while
leaving Parkland Middle School in El Paso during the walkout, but he was not participating in it, Ysleta Independent
School District Superintendent Xavier De La Torre said at a news conference.”
El Paso (TX) Times (4/21, Borunda) reports that De La Torre “said the boy was with a group of about 12 to 15
students who used the National School Walkout as a way to leave Parkland Middle to go to a park.”

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Meets With DOD Officials To Discuss School Choice For Military Children.
Education Week (4/20) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “met with Pentagon officials Thursday to talk
about...extending school choice to the children of military personnel.” The piece says that Impact Aid districts are
concerned that “the Trump administration is planning to put its muscle behind a bill sponsored by Rep. Jim Banks, RInd., and Sens. Ben Sasse, R-Neb., and Tim Scott, R-S.C.” However, DeVos “has not endorsed the bill publicly, and
she did not discuss it or any other specific proposals in the meeting. Instead, they talked about school choice for
military personnel more generally, a department official said.”
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports DeVos “is broadly supportive of school choice for military
families and in particular has backed the notion of providing them with education savings accounts, which families
can use to help pay for private school tuition, tutoring services, online courses and more.” The piece reports the
Banks bill “would do just that, drawing on dollars through the Impact Aid program as a funding stream. But DeVos
hasn’t publicly endorsed that specific proposal. And while she met with Department of Defense officials this week –
stoking concerns that she’s hoping to garner support for such a plan – specific legislation wasn’t discussed at the
meeting, an Education Department official told Morning Education.”

Spellings Addresses State Of Leadership, Bipartisanship In Education Reform.
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports on an interview with UNC President and former Education
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Secretary Margaret Spellings, who said she thinks there is a “leadership vacuum” in the education reform
movement. The piece quotes Spellings saying, “I’m just observing that when we make progress and when we’re
coming together and doing bipartisan things, there’s a cast of characters across the political spectrum that work
together and put some skin in the game and their necks on the line or whatever metaphor you want to use and we
move the needle. So, in my case, during the No Child Left Behind era, that’s Michael Bloomberg and Jeb Bush and
George W. Bush and [former North Carolina] Gov. [Jim] Hunt and Michelle Rhee and Joel Klein and Kevin Johnson
and Wendy Kopp — a cast of characters that was pretty significant, and I’m hard-pressed to name who those folks
are now.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Texas School Apologizes After Students Asked To Identify Benefits Of Slavery.
The AP (4/21) reports Great Hearts Monte Vista, a charter school San Antonio, “apologized after a teacher asked
students in an eighth grade American history class to list the positive and negative aspects of slavery.” According to
the AP, the teacher “who distributed the worksheet titled ‘The Life of Slaves: A Balanced View’ was placed on leave
and the school said it would audit the textbook associated with the lesson, said Aaron Kindel, the superintendent of
Great Hearts Texas, which operates 28 public charter schools in Texas and Arizona.” In a statement, Kindel said,
“To be clear, there is no debate about slavery. It is immoral and a crime against humanity.” The AP adds that “Scott
Overland, a spokesman for Pearson, which published the textbook, said the company didn’t create and doesn’t
endorse the worksheet assigned to the students, KENS-TV reported.”

Commentary Urges Retired STEM Professionals To Go Into Teaching.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (4/22, Subscription Publication), Marc Freedman, founder and CEO of
Encore.org and chairman of the Generation to Generation campaign, writes about Now Teach, a program started by
British business columnist Lucy Kellaway, who retired to go into teaching math. In the US, Hollywood film executive
Sherry Lansing has founded the EnCorps STEM Teachers Program, which recruits experienced STEM professionals
to teach in California schools. Freedman praises the concept of STEM professionals teaching.

Ohio Program Encourages Teachers To Help Students Learn To Avoid Opioid Abuse.
The Washington Post (4/20, Schaaff) reports a “controversial” Ohio plan “is taking the fight against the opioid
epidemic into the classroom with a new style of drug-abuse-prevention education.” The plan “features lessons that
begin in kindergarten. Instead of relying on scare tactics about drug use or campaigns that recite facts about drugs’
toll on the body, teachers are encouraged to discuss real-life situations and ways to deal with them and to build the
social and emotional skills that experts say can reduce the risk of substance abuse.”

FIRST World Championship Highlights Robotics Program’s Growing Popularity In Michigan.
Under the headline “The Robots Are Coming – Really,” Crain’s Detroit Business (4/22, Livengood) reports “more
than 35,000 students, parents and team coaches” will convene Wednesday “at Ford Field and Cobo Center” in
Detroit for the FIRST Robotics World Championship. The event “has turned robot-building into a team sport in high
schools across Michigan,” and this week’s event “and spotlight on Detroit underscores the growing popularity of an
extracurricular activity seen by many potential employers as a critical way to expose students to careers in science,
technology, engineering and math.” The FIRST program “has created a pipeline of young talent that companies like
DTE, General Motors Co. and Magna Seating have been tapping in recent years for engineering, problem-solving,
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teamwork and communications skills.”

Omaha-Area Coding Camp Seeks To Inspire Girls To Pursue STEM.
The Omaha (NE) World-Herald (4/21) reported that on Saturday, ACI Worldwide hosted its fourth annual Coding for
Girls Camp for Omaha-area middle school girls. In remarks to “a room full of 17 young girls,” ACI Worldwide senior
vice president Shelly Ahlers “talked about her experiences as a woman in a technological career” and “discussed
how her computer science experience landed her a job at ACI right out of college.” ACI Worldwide senior recruiter
Sampy Gajre “said she hopes that coding camps can start to change those numbers by inspiring young girls to see
themselves as coders and future technological leaders.” Gajre explained, “We hope to catch them early on, before
they build any stereotypes about (science, technology, engineering and math-related) fields.”

Summer Course Aims To Address Iowa’s Construction Workforce Shortage.
The AP (4/22) reports the Home Builders Association is hoping to mitigate the impact of Iowa’s construction worker
shortage by “reviving what used to be an annual activity in Iowa City Community School District: building a house
with students.” HBA partnered “with Kirkwood Community College to offer a summer course where students help
construct a house,” and “HBA members have also committed to funding the cost for students in ICCSD who want to
take the class and get the college credit.” Participating students “will shadow McCreedy Ruth Construction while
building a group home with Reach for Your Potential, a nonprofit that provides homes for adults with disabilities.”
ICCSD board member Phil Hemingway, “who pushed for the program,” said that a similar program that ended over
funding concerns “was considered a model program for home-building in high schools across the state.” Amid an
agricultural worker shortage, he successfully advocated for agricultural education courses that will allow students to
participate in FFA.

North Dakota State University “Cyber-Range” Class Profiled.
The AP (4/21) profiled Terry Traylor, “a major in the U.S. Marine Corps” who teaches “at North Dakota State
University in Fargo as an unpaid volunteer with the NDSU Institute for Cyber Security Education and Research.”
Traylor is “excited to bring some of the skills honed in the military to an academic setting where he works with
associate professor Jeremy Straub to blend knowledge and know how.” He explained, “Normally to get this type of
training you have to go to one of the military’s post-graduate schools.” The AP says Traylor’s classroom is not
typical, “it’s a cyber-range, a place where students can attack computer networks and fend off attacks from hackers
in a controlled environment.” A growing number of American universities, including Metropolitan State University,
“are building these cyber-rangers.” MSU is the first university in Minnesota to offer a cyber-range, and it “is also
developing MN Cyber, a place where professionals can get top-level cybersecurity training.”

Higher Education Expert: Workforce Needs More Graduates With Communications Skills, Not
STEM Skills.
In a piece for the Washington Post (4/20, Selingo), higher education author Jeffrey J. Selingo acknowledged the need
for college graduates with degrees in “software programming or artificial intelligence, or anything to do with the
STEM fields (science, technology, engineering and math).” While those “skills are still desired by employers,”
Selingo wrote, “a skill far more in demand is the ability to communicate.” A LinkedIn analysis, for example, “found a
shortage of 1.4 million people with communications skills compared with a deficit of 472,000 with software
development skills.” Still, Selingo argued, the American “education system – especially beginning in middle and high
schools when teaching to the test tends to crowd out the project-based and play-based learning of elementary
schools – rarely emphasizes development of the soft skills.”
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AP Analysis: Mississippi Task Force To Determine Purpose Of Standardized Testing.
An AP (4/22) analysis says “a new testing task force that Mississippi state Superintendent Carey Wright announced
last week” will determine “how many and what kinds of tests students are taking at the state and district levels,
recommend ways to ‘streamline’ testing and recommend best practices.” The AP says that state “leaders might do
well to first question what those tests are supposed to accomplish,” like “how a school or district is doing corporately,
how a student is doing,” or something else. A recent Mississippi First study found “students in some low-performing
schools may spend so much time getting ready for high-stakes state tests that teachers don’t teach new material for
a significant portion of the school year.” Meanwhile, state Rep. Tom Miles is leading efforts to replace standardized
high school tests with the ACT exam, which opponents say would not “measure what Mississippi students are
required to learn, especially in history and biology.”

Arizona Teachers To Go On Strike Next Week.
The Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports Arizona educators voted late Thursday to
go on strike next week. They are demanding a 20 percent pay raise and an increase in state education funding. The
New York Times (4/20, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) says that “the spread of the protests to Arizona from
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky, all Republican-dominated states with weak public sector unions, signaled the
depth of frustration from teachers and parents over years of education budget cuts.” The Times adds “the vote in
Arizona followed weeks of protest across the state and promises from the governor to raise salaries.”

Study: No Link Between Arizona District Administrative Spending, Teacher Pay.
The Arizona Daily Star (4/22) reports that as Arizona state policymakers consider responding to teacher protests,
“some conservatives and their allies have pointed to bloated administration costs as a reason teachers in Arizona
have among the worst pay in the nation.” However, “an Arizona Center for Investigative Reporting analysis of school
district spending data compiled by the Arizona Auditor General’s Office shows no correlation between how much a
school district spends on administration and how it pays its teachers.”

Data Show Largest Level Of Teacher Dissension Since 1993.
The Wall Street Journal (4/22, Gillers, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports that the US is seeing the greatest
level of teacher protest since 1993, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics data on large work stoppages. While
strikes have often taken place over the years, most have been at the local or school district level; this year’s massive
state-level teacher strikes are unusual. So far, there have been major actions in Arizona, Kentucky, Oklahoma, and
West Virginia.

Oklahoma Education Association President Calls Walkout A Victory.
The Oklahoman (4/22) reports that Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest announced on April 12
that “her organization was calling for an end to a teacher walkout,” which began nearly two weeks earlier “to
advocate for more education funding.” She “claimed a victory” but “struggled to answer media questions about why
the walkout had lasted as long as it did and why the organization was giving in now.” State lawmakers accused OEA
“of moving the goalposts on its demands and extending the walkout too long,” and some educators “responded to
their call for an end by dropping their membership.” Priest, however, maintained that 300 new members signed up in
the last month. “While there are various views on how successful the walkout was, the past few weeks represented a
heightened level of advocacy from teachers,” the Oklahoman says, adding that the “moment embodied both the
power and limitations a teachers union can have in attempting to corral a grassroots movement.”
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Alaska’s Displaced Teacher System Draws Criticism.
The AP (4/21) reported on Alaska’s so-called “pink slip season,” when teachers are laid off – a decision that
“attracts most of the attention when education loyalists argue for funding” – or involuntarily transferred, or
“‘displaced.” Affected teachers are “generally are the latest hired, said Tim Parker, president of the National
Education Association-Alaska Chapter,” meaning they “could get lost in the ‘last-hired-first fired’ criteria,”
according to critics. The method for reassigning displaced teachers “occurs in tight budget years, after dozens of pink
slips were sent out and student needs shift.” Parker “said the bid process for acquiring a teacher might pit one
principal against another principal who both want the same teacher, so using the term ‘bid’ to describe the process
isn’t inaccurate.” Yet, the AP says, it is unclear what “kind of bargaining they do to get the credentialed teacher they
want.” Teachers who have been displaced multiple times also expressed to the AP the uncertainties, frustrations,
and lack of clarity in the process.

Colorado State Lawmakers Weigh Bill To Punish Teachers Who Go On Strike.
On its website, KMGH-TV Denver (4/22) reports that ahead of a planned teacher walkout, Colorado state senators
introduced a bill that would prohibit such strikes “by authorizing school districts to seek an injunction from district
court.” Teachers who fail to comply could be held in contempt of court, fined, and imprisoned for “up to six months in
county jail.” Additionally, the measure would direct “school districts to fire teachers on the spot without a proper
hearing if they’re found in contempt of court and also bans public school teachers from getting paid ‘for any day
which the public school teacher participates in a strike.’” Colorado is currently “underfunding schools by more than
$800 million each year, and the teacher shortage and education budget shortage are hitting rural schools hardest.”
While some additional funds have been allocated to pay down the figure, Democratic state lawmakers “have argued
it’s not enough.”

OPERATIONS
Indiana Legislature Considering Plan To Expand State Takeover Of Troubled Districts.
Chalkbeat (4/20) reports Republican leaders in the Indiana legislature are “planning to re-introduce a controversial
plan to expand state takeover of the Gary and Muncie school districts” next month. The bill’s supporters say it would
“give control of Muncie schools to Ball State University and strip power from the Gary school board,” and that it
“creates opportunities for both districts to get on the right track after years of poor decision-making around finances.”
However, “Democrats strongly oppose the takeovers.”

New York District Ramps Up Attendance Efforts.
The Schenectady (NY) Daily Gazette (4/22) reports on efforts by educators in Schenectady, New York to encourage
improved attendance, including recognizing students with perfect attendance, and posting “daily attendance on the
school’s electronic marquee outside. It is a public statement of how well, or poorly, the school community is doing at
getting kids to class.”

Houston District Trustees Slated To Vote On Controversial Partnership Proposal.
The Houston Chronicle (4/22, Carpenter) reports Houston Independent School District’s “long-awaited proposal” to
“temporarily surrender control over 10 of its lowest-performing schools” has received “mixed reviews” ahead of a
vote Tuesday. Houston Federation of Teachers president Zeph Capo “blasted the proposal to allow Energized For
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STEM Academy to run all 10 schools as ill-conceived and hastily arranged, saying he has ‘no confidence that this is
in the best interest of children.’” He “added that residents and local education advocates, including his union,
haven’t had enough time to vet Energized For STEM Academy for possible improper ties to for-profit entities or other
conflicts of interest.” Board of Trustees president Rhonda Skillern-Jones, meanwhile, “defended the arrangement as
‘the best choice of all the bad choices’ available to HISD, which faces forced campus closures or a state takeover of
its locally elected school board without a partnership.” The Chronicle says it is unclear whether the trustees will vote
in favor of the proposal.

Independent Watchdog Poised To Rebuild Trust In Scandal-Afflicted DC Public Schools.
The Washington Post (4/22, Stein) reports DC Council member Mary Cheh “introduced legislation that would
establish” an independent research advisory board “focused on education data and rebuilding trust in the District’s
public schools” as “they emerge from a torrent of scandals.” Her “proposal follows a city-commissioned report
released this year that found one in three D.C. high school graduates in 2017 did not meet city requirements to earn
their diplomas.” According to Cheh, “if the board she is proposing had existed, it would have flagged inconsistencies
between poor student attendance rates and rising graduation numbers.” Most council members “endorsed the
legislation,” so there will be “enough votes to pass the legislation and override a potential mayoral veto.”
EmpowerK12 executive director Josh Boots “said the creation of a research watchdog is promising, but he thinks it
needs to focus on smaller tasks.” The proposed “audit of 20 years of data, he said, could be a colossal and
unproductive task.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
School Shooter Apologizes For Wounding Student.
The Washington Post (4/21, Phillips) reports that as Sky Bouche, 19, “was being taken to jail that Friday evening,
hours after authorities said he drove to a high school in Ocala, Fla., carrying a shotgun hidden in a guitar case” and
“shot one round from his sawed-off shotgun through a classroom door, injuring one student, investigators said,”
Bouche told reporters that he was “sorry” to the wounded Forest High School student. The Post says that according
to the Marion County Sheriff’s Office, “Bouche is facing several charges, including terrorism, aggravated assault
with a firearm and possession of a firearm on school property.” The Post adds “Bouche, in a jailhouse interview with
the Ocala Star Banner, said that he bought the shotgun without a background check from a private seller online a
week after the Parkland massacre. Shooting, he said, was his only way out of a violent home life.”
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• Baltimore Teachers Concerned Online Testing Contributes To Achievement Gaps.
• Commentary: Rolling Back Obama Discipline Guidance Could Increase Anti-LGBT Discrimination.
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Good morning David Shoup

April 23, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Students Stage Walkouts On Columbine
Anniversary To Protest Against Gun Violence.
The Washington Post (4/20, Lang, Heim, Rozsa) reports
“several hundred students left their schools Friday morning
and staged a vigil outside the White House” as part of
nationwide walkouts “calling for an end to gun violence on
the 19th anniversary of the school shooting in Columbine,
Colo., an event that marked the start of an era of deadly
school rampages.” The Post adds the walkouts “signaled
the resolve of students who continue to demand action on
gun control measures and to remember victims of school
shootings, including the 17 killed at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High in Florida.” However, the Post says “the
events Friday were more muted, missing some of the
adrenaline and exuberance that had propelled hundreds of
thousands of students through the previous protests.”
NBC Nightly News’ (4/20, story 5, 1:55, Holt) Gabe Gutierrez said “from Atlanta to Philadelphia to Chicago,”
students engaged in “another wave of powerful protests,” which the Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hobbs, Brody,
Subscription Publication) says also included demonstrations in New York City.
The New York Times (4/20, Times, Subscription Publication) says that the rallies were “the third nationally
organized student protest in the two months” since the Parkland shooting, but on the CBS Evening News (4/20, story
5, 2:05, Glor), Jericka Duncan acknowledged Florida and Vermont are the only states that “strengthened gun
legislation” since February, and “at the federal level, not much has changed.”
Meanwhile, ABC World News Tonight’s (4/20, story 4, 1:35, Muir) Steve Osunsami reported “students at Forest
High School in Central Florida were just about to join their peers across the country walking out of school to protest
gun violence, when the issue hit home. Just after 8:30 a.m. police say that 19-year-old Sky Bouche, who didn’t
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attend classes here, managed to get into the main building with a gun and opened fire on a 17-year-old student.”
Osunsami added “police report that the student who was shot did not suffer any life-threatening wounds.” The
Washington Post (4/20, Wootson) reports Sheriff Billy Woods “said the shooter – a 19-year-old who was not a
student – was taken into custody and “offered no resistance” to responding officers. Investigators haven’t released
the man’s identity or given details about his suspected motive.”

Broward Deputies To Hold “No Confidence” Vote In Sheriff Next Week Over Parkland Shooting.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/20, O'Matz) reports “upset with Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel, members of a
union of rank-and-file deputies will vote electronically over the next week on whether they have faith in his
leadership.” According to the Sun Sentinel, “the so-called ‘no confidence’ vote, slated to begin tonight, is a first for
the office.”

After Parkland, Gun Control Advocates Embrace Voter Registration In Bid To Enact Policy
Changes. The Washington Post (4/21, Zezima) reports “the massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
February sparked a renewed interest in gun control,” and leaders of the movement are now “hoping the momentum
from the March for Our Lives movement will lead to a more enduring next phase: getting young people to the voting
booth in November, an effort to change not just policy in Washington, but the people who set it.” The Post says
groups nationwide have begun “hosting voter drives at high schools and colleges, including during widespread
school walkouts on Friday, the anniversary of the 1999 massacre at Colorado’s Columbine High School.”
Texas Sixth-Grader Struck, Killed By Car During Gun Violence Walkout. The Dallas Morning News
(4/22, Branham) reports an 11-year-old Texas sixth-grader “was hit by a car and killed when he attempted to walk
across a highway” after leaving school “during national student walkouts Friday.” The student “was struck while
leaving Parkland Middle School in El Paso during the walkout, but he was not participating in it, Ysleta Independent
School District Superintendent Xavier De La Torre said at a news conference.”
El Paso (TX) Times (4/21, Borunda) reports that De La Torre “said the boy was with a group of about 12 to 15
students who used the National School Walkout as a way to leave Parkland Middle to go to a park.”

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Meets With DOD Officials To Discuss School Choice For Military Children.
Education Week (4/20) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “met with Pentagon officials Thursday to talk
about...extending school choice to the children of military personnel.” The piece says that Impact Aid districts are
concerned that “the Trump administration is planning to put its muscle behind a bill sponsored by Rep. Jim Banks, RInd., and Sens. Ben Sasse, R-Neb., and Tim Scott, R-S.C.” However, DeVos “has not endorsed the bill publicly, and
she did not discuss it or any other specific proposals in the meeting. Instead, they talked about school choice for
military personnel more generally, a department official said.”
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports DeVos “is broadly supportive of school choice for military
families and in particular has backed the notion of providing them with education savings accounts, which families
can use to help pay for private school tuition, tutoring services, online courses and more.” The piece reports the
Banks bill “would do just that, drawing on dollars through the Impact Aid program as a funding stream. But DeVos
hasn’t publicly endorsed that specific proposal. And while she met with Department of Defense officials this week –
stoking concerns that she’s hoping to garner support for such a plan – specific legislation wasn’t discussed at the
meeting, an Education Department official told Morning Education.”

Spellings Addresses State Of Leadership, Bipartisanship In Education Reform.
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports on an interview with UNC President and former Education
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Secretary Margaret Spellings, who said she thinks there is a “leadership vacuum” in the education reform
movement. The piece quotes Spellings saying, “I’m just observing that when we make progress and when we’re
coming together and doing bipartisan things, there’s a cast of characters across the political spectrum that work
together and put some skin in the game and their necks on the line or whatever metaphor you want to use and we
move the needle. So, in my case, during the No Child Left Behind era, that’s Michael Bloomberg and Jeb Bush and
George W. Bush and [former North Carolina] Gov. [Jim] Hunt and Michelle Rhee and Joel Klein and Kevin Johnson
and Wendy Kopp — a cast of characters that was pretty significant, and I’m hard-pressed to name who those folks
are now.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Texas School Apologizes After Students Asked To Identify Benefits Of Slavery.
The AP (4/21) reports Great Hearts Monte Vista, a charter school San Antonio, “apologized after a teacher asked
students in an eighth grade American history class to list the positive and negative aspects of slavery.” According to
the AP, the teacher “who distributed the worksheet titled ‘The Life of Slaves: A Balanced View’ was placed on leave
and the school said it would audit the textbook associated with the lesson, said Aaron Kindel, the superintendent of
Great Hearts Texas, which operates 28 public charter schools in Texas and Arizona.” In a statement, Kindel said,
“To be clear, there is no debate about slavery. It is immoral and a crime against humanity.” The AP adds that “Scott
Overland, a spokesman for Pearson, which published the textbook, said the company didn’t create and doesn’t
endorse the worksheet assigned to the students, KENS-TV reported.”

Commentary Urges Retired STEM Professionals To Go Into Teaching.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (4/22, Subscription Publication), Marc Freedman, founder and CEO of
Encore.org and chairman of the Generation to Generation campaign, writes about Now Teach, a program started by
British business columnist Lucy Kellaway, who retired to go into teaching math. In the US, Hollywood film executive
Sherry Lansing has founded the EnCorps STEM Teachers Program, which recruits experienced STEM professionals
to teach in California schools. Freedman praises the concept of STEM professionals teaching.

Ohio Program Encourages Teachers To Help Students Learn To Avoid Opioid Abuse.
The Washington Post (4/20, Schaaff) reports a “controversial” Ohio plan “is taking the fight against the opioid
epidemic into the classroom with a new style of drug-abuse-prevention education.” The plan “features lessons that
begin in kindergarten. Instead of relying on scare tactics about drug use or campaigns that recite facts about drugs’
toll on the body, teachers are encouraged to discuss real-life situations and ways to deal with them and to build the
social and emotional skills that experts say can reduce the risk of substance abuse.”

FIRST World Championship Highlights Robotics Program’s Growing Popularity In Michigan.
Under the headline “The Robots Are Coming – Really,” Crain’s Detroit Business (4/22, Livengood) reports “more
than 35,000 students, parents and team coaches” will convene Wednesday “at Ford Field and Cobo Center” in
Detroit for the FIRST Robotics World Championship. The event “has turned robot-building into a team sport in high
schools across Michigan,” and this week’s event “and spotlight on Detroit underscores the growing popularity of an
extracurricular activity seen by many potential employers as a critical way to expose students to careers in science,
technology, engineering and math.” The FIRST program “has created a pipeline of young talent that companies like
DTE, General Motors Co. and Magna Seating have been tapping in recent years for engineering, problem-solving,
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teamwork and communications skills.”

Omaha-Area Coding Camp Seeks To Inspire Girls To Pursue STEM.
The Omaha (NE) World-Herald (4/21) reported that on Saturday, ACI Worldwide hosted its fourth annual Coding for
Girls Camp for Omaha-area middle school girls. In remarks to “a room full of 17 young girls,” ACI Worldwide senior
vice president Shelly Ahlers “talked about her experiences as a woman in a technological career” and “discussed
how her computer science experience landed her a job at ACI right out of college.” ACI Worldwide senior recruiter
Sampy Gajre “said she hopes that coding camps can start to change those numbers by inspiring young girls to see
themselves as coders and future technological leaders.” Gajre explained, “We hope to catch them early on, before
they build any stereotypes about (science, technology, engineering and math-related) fields.”

Summer Course Aims To Address Iowa’s Construction Workforce Shortage.
The AP (4/22) reports the Home Builders Association is hoping to mitigate the impact of Iowa’s construction worker
shortage by “reviving what used to be an annual activity in Iowa City Community School District: building a house
with students.” HBA partnered “with Kirkwood Community College to offer a summer course where students help
construct a house,” and “HBA members have also committed to funding the cost for students in ICCSD who want to
take the class and get the college credit.” Participating students “will shadow McCreedy Ruth Construction while
building a group home with Reach for Your Potential, a nonprofit that provides homes for adults with disabilities.”
ICCSD board member Phil Hemingway, “who pushed for the program,” said that a similar program that ended over
funding concerns “was considered a model program for home-building in high schools across the state.” Amid an
agricultural worker shortage, he successfully advocated for agricultural education courses that will allow students to
participate in FFA.

North Dakota State University “Cyber-Range” Class Profiled.
The AP (4/21) profiled Terry Traylor, “a major in the U.S. Marine Corps” who teaches “at North Dakota State
University in Fargo as an unpaid volunteer with the NDSU Institute for Cyber Security Education and Research.”
Traylor is “excited to bring some of the skills honed in the military to an academic setting where he works with
associate professor Jeremy Straub to blend knowledge and know how.” He explained, “Normally to get this type of
training you have to go to one of the military’s post-graduate schools.” The AP says Traylor’s classroom is not
typical, “it’s a cyber-range, a place where students can attack computer networks and fend off attacks from hackers
in a controlled environment.” A growing number of American universities, including Metropolitan State University,
“are building these cyber-rangers.” MSU is the first university in Minnesota to offer a cyber-range, and it “is also
developing MN Cyber, a place where professionals can get top-level cybersecurity training.”

Higher Education Expert: Workforce Needs More Graduates With Communications Skills, Not
STEM Skills.
In a piece for the Washington Post (4/20, Selingo), higher education author Jeffrey J. Selingo acknowledged the need
for college graduates with degrees in “software programming or artificial intelligence, or anything to do with the
STEM fields (science, technology, engineering and math).” While those “skills are still desired by employers,”
Selingo wrote, “a skill far more in demand is the ability to communicate.” A LinkedIn analysis, for example, “found a
shortage of 1.4 million people with communications skills compared with a deficit of 472,000 with software
development skills.” Still, Selingo argued, the American “education system – especially beginning in middle and high
schools when teaching to the test tends to crowd out the project-based and play-based learning of elementary
schools – rarely emphasizes development of the soft skills.”
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AP Analysis: Mississippi Task Force To Determine Purpose Of Standardized Testing.
An AP (4/22) analysis says “a new testing task force that Mississippi state Superintendent Carey Wright announced
last week” will determine “how many and what kinds of tests students are taking at the state and district levels,
recommend ways to ‘streamline’ testing and recommend best practices.” The AP says that state “leaders might do
well to first question what those tests are supposed to accomplish,” like “how a school or district is doing corporately,
how a student is doing,” or something else. A recent Mississippi First study found “students in some low-performing
schools may spend so much time getting ready for high-stakes state tests that teachers don’t teach new material for
a significant portion of the school year.” Meanwhile, state Rep. Tom Miles is leading efforts to replace standardized
high school tests with the ACT exam, which opponents say would not “measure what Mississippi students are
required to learn, especially in history and biology.”

Arizona Teachers To Go On Strike Next Week.
The Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports Arizona educators voted late Thursday to
go on strike next week. They are demanding a 20 percent pay raise and an increase in state education funding. The
New York Times (4/20, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) says that “the spread of the protests to Arizona from
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky, all Republican-dominated states with weak public sector unions, signaled the
depth of frustration from teachers and parents over years of education budget cuts.” The Times adds “the vote in
Arizona followed weeks of protest across the state and promises from the governor to raise salaries.”

Study: No Link Between Arizona District Administrative Spending, Teacher Pay.
The Arizona Daily Star (4/22) reports that as Arizona state policymakers consider responding to teacher protests,
“some conservatives and their allies have pointed to bloated administration costs as a reason teachers in Arizona
have among the worst pay in the nation.” However, “an Arizona Center for Investigative Reporting analysis of school
district spending data compiled by the Arizona Auditor General’s Office shows no correlation between how much a
school district spends on administration and how it pays its teachers.”

Data Show Largest Level Of Teacher Dissension Since 1993.
The Wall Street Journal (4/22, Gillers, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports that the US is seeing the greatest
level of teacher protest since 1993, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics data on large work stoppages. While
strikes have often taken place over the years, most have been at the local or school district level; this year’s massive
state-level teacher strikes are unusual. So far, there have been major actions in Arizona, Kentucky, Oklahoma, and
West Virginia.

Oklahoma Education Association President Calls Walkout A Victory.
The Oklahoman (4/22) reports that Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest announced on April 12
that “her organization was calling for an end to a teacher walkout,” which began nearly two weeks earlier “to
advocate for more education funding.” She “claimed a victory” but “struggled to answer media questions about why
the walkout had lasted as long as it did and why the organization was giving in now.” State lawmakers accused OEA
“of moving the goalposts on its demands and extending the walkout too long,” and some educators “responded to
their call for an end by dropping their membership.” Priest, however, maintained that 300 new members signed up in
the last month. “While there are various views on how successful the walkout was, the past few weeks represented a
heightened level of advocacy from teachers,” the Oklahoman says, adding that the “moment embodied both the
power and limitations a teachers union can have in attempting to corral a grassroots movement.”
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Alaska’s Displaced Teacher System Draws Criticism.
The AP (4/21) reported on Alaska’s so-called “pink slip season,” when teachers are laid off – a decision that
“attracts most of the attention when education loyalists argue for funding” – or involuntarily transferred, or
“‘displaced.” Affected teachers are “generally are the latest hired, said Tim Parker, president of the National
Education Association-Alaska Chapter,” meaning they “could get lost in the ‘last-hired-first fired’ criteria,”
according to critics. The method for reassigning displaced teachers “occurs in tight budget years, after dozens of pink
slips were sent out and student needs shift.” Parker “said the bid process for acquiring a teacher might pit one
principal against another principal who both want the same teacher, so using the term ‘bid’ to describe the process
isn’t inaccurate.” Yet, the AP says, it is unclear what “kind of bargaining they do to get the credentialed teacher they
want.” Teachers who have been displaced multiple times also expressed to the AP the uncertainties, frustrations,
and lack of clarity in the process.

Colorado State Lawmakers Weigh Bill To Punish Teachers Who Go On Strike.
On its website, KMGH-TV Denver (4/22) reports that ahead of a planned teacher walkout, Colorado state senators
introduced a bill that would prohibit such strikes “by authorizing school districts to seek an injunction from district
court.” Teachers who fail to comply could be held in contempt of court, fined, and imprisoned for “up to six months in
county jail.” Additionally, the measure would direct “school districts to fire teachers on the spot without a proper
hearing if they’re found in contempt of court and also bans public school teachers from getting paid ‘for any day
which the public school teacher participates in a strike.’” Colorado is currently “underfunding schools by more than
$800 million each year, and the teacher shortage and education budget shortage are hitting rural schools hardest.”
While some additional funds have been allocated to pay down the figure, Democratic state lawmakers “have argued
it’s not enough.”

OPERATIONS
Indiana Legislature Considering Plan To Expand State Takeover Of Troubled Districts.
Chalkbeat (4/20) reports Republican leaders in the Indiana legislature are “planning to re-introduce a controversial
plan to expand state takeover of the Gary and Muncie school districts” next month. The bill’s supporters say it would
“give control of Muncie schools to Ball State University and strip power from the Gary school board,” and that it
“creates opportunities for both districts to get on the right track after years of poor decision-making around finances.”
However, “Democrats strongly oppose the takeovers.”

New York District Ramps Up Attendance Efforts.
The Schenectady (NY) Daily Gazette (4/22) reports on efforts by educators in Schenectady, New York to encourage
improved attendance, including recognizing students with perfect attendance, and posting “daily attendance on the
school’s electronic marquee outside. It is a public statement of how well, or poorly, the school community is doing at
getting kids to class.”

Houston District Trustees Slated To Vote On Controversial Partnership Proposal.
The Houston Chronicle (4/22, Carpenter) reports Houston Independent School District’s “long-awaited proposal” to
“temporarily surrender control over 10 of its lowest-performing schools” has received “mixed reviews” ahead of a
vote Tuesday. Houston Federation of Teachers president Zeph Capo “blasted the proposal to allow Energized For
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STEM Academy to run all 10 schools as ill-conceived and hastily arranged, saying he has ‘no confidence that this is
in the best interest of children.’” He “added that residents and local education advocates, including his union,
haven’t had enough time to vet Energized For STEM Academy for possible improper ties to for-profit entities or other
conflicts of interest.” Board of Trustees president Rhonda Skillern-Jones, meanwhile, “defended the arrangement as
‘the best choice of all the bad choices’ available to HISD, which faces forced campus closures or a state takeover of
its locally elected school board without a partnership.” The Chronicle says it is unclear whether the trustees will vote
in favor of the proposal.

Independent Watchdog Poised To Rebuild Trust In Scandal-Afflicted DC Public Schools.
The Washington Post (4/22, Stein) reports DC Council member Mary Cheh “introduced legislation that would
establish” an independent research advisory board “focused on education data and rebuilding trust in the District’s
public schools” as “they emerge from a torrent of scandals.” Her “proposal follows a city-commissioned report
released this year that found one in three D.C. high school graduates in 2017 did not meet city requirements to earn
their diplomas.” According to Cheh, “if the board she is proposing had existed, it would have flagged inconsistencies
between poor student attendance rates and rising graduation numbers.” Most council members “endorsed the
legislation,” so there will be “enough votes to pass the legislation and override a potential mayoral veto.”
EmpowerK12 executive director Josh Boots “said the creation of a research watchdog is promising, but he thinks it
needs to focus on smaller tasks.” The proposed “audit of 20 years of data, he said, could be a colossal and
unproductive task.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
School Shooter Apologizes For Wounding Student.
The Washington Post (4/21, Phillips) reports that as Sky Bouche, 19, “was being taken to jail that Friday evening,
hours after authorities said he drove to a high school in Ocala, Fla., carrying a shotgun hidden in a guitar case” and
“shot one round from his sawed-off shotgun through a classroom door, injuring one student, investigators said,”
Bouche told reporters that he was “sorry” to the wounded Forest High School student. The Post says that according
to the Marion County Sheriff’s Office, “Bouche is facing several charges, including terrorism, aggravated assault
with a firearm and possession of a firearm on school property.” The Post adds “Bouche, in a jailhouse interview with
the Ocala Star Banner, said that he bought the shotgun without a background check from a private seller online a
week after the Parkland massacre. Shooting, he said, was his only way out of a violent home life.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Baltimore Teachers Concerned Online Testing Contributes To Achievement Gaps.
• Commentary: Rolling Back Obama Discipline Guidance Could Increase Anti-LGBT Discrimination.
• Newark Working On Upgrading CTE Programs.
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• Kansas AG Presents School Funding Bill To State Supreme Court.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

March 12, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DeVos To Chair School Safety Panel As Trump
Releases School Safety Plan.
NBC Nightly News (3/11, story 2, 0:50, O'Donnell) reported last
night that the White House was “beginning to roll out a range of
school safety ideas,” with “aides” saying “the President will
support states and lawmakers who will begin to improve law
enforcement information sharing for the background check
system – but that does not mean expanding those who are
included in the checks.” NBC added that plan would also include
asking “states to raise gun purchase age requirements for certain
weapons,” but the Washington Post (3/11, Rucker) later reported
the White House “vowed to help provide ‘rigorous firearms
training’ to some schoolteachers and formally endorsed a bill to
tighten the federal background checks system, but it backed
off...Trump’s earlier call to raise the minimum age to purchase some guns.” Instead, “officials” said “the president
is establishing a Federal Commission on School Safety, to be chaired by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos, that will
explore possible solutions, such as the age requirement for purchases.” DeVos “characterized the administration’s
efforts as ‘a pragmatic plan to dramatically increase school safety,’” while “pressed by reporters about the apparent
backtracking” of raising the minimum age to purchase rifles, “a senior administration official said the age issue was
‘a state-based discussion right now’ and would be explored by DeVos’s commission.”
The AP (3/11, Colvin) reports DeVos’ commission will study raising the age to purchase assault weapons “as
well as a long list of others topics, as part of a longer-term look at school safety and violence.” The piece quotes
DeVos saying, “Today we are announcing meaningful actions, steps that can be taken right away to help protect
students.” The AP adds DeVos “said that ‘far too often, the focus’ after such tragedies ‘has been only on the most
contentious fights, the things that have divided people and sent them into their entrenched corners.’ She described
the plan as ‘pragmatic.’”
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The Washington Times (3/11, Boyer) reports that while the provision is not part of the plan, “Trump still supports
raising the age limit for purchasing long guns from 18 to 21.”

DeVos: Armed School Staff Should Be Option For States, Districts. In a segment on CBS’ 60 Minutes
(3/11), DeVos was asked if teachers should have guns in the classroom. DeVos said, “That should be an option for
states and communities to consider. And I hesitate to think of, like, my first-grade teacher, Mrs. Zorhoff. I couldn’t
ever imagine her having a gun and being trained in that way. But for those who are capable, this is one solution that
can and should be considered. But, no one size fits all. Every state and every community is going to address this
issue in a different way.”
The Hill (3/9, Greenwood) reports Education Secretary DeVos in an interview with CBS’s “60 Minutes” that is
set to air on Sunday “said that states should consider arming teachers as a way to protect school campuses from
shooters.” DeVos asserted “that not all teachers should carry firearms, but ‘for those who are capable this is one
solution that can and should be considered.’” DeVos added, “Every state and every community is going to address
this issue in a different way.” The Washington Times (3/11, Richardson) runs a story noting DeVos’ comments.

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Makes Case For School Choice.
CBS’ 60 Minutes (3/11) reported that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos wanted the job “so she could promote
school choice, offering parents options other than traditional public schools, where 90 percent of kids go.” DeVos
“has proposed massive cuts in public education funding, and wants to shift billions to alternative players like private,
parochial and charter schools.” DeVos: “We have invested billions and billions and billions of dollars from the federal
level, and we have seen zero results.” Reminded that “test scores have gone up over the last 25 years,” DeVos
said, “Well actually, test scores vis-à-vis the rest of the world have not gone up. And we have continued to be middle
of the pack at best.” DeVos added, “Any family that has the economic means and the power to make choices is
doing so for their children. ... I am fighting for the parents who don’t have those choices. We need all parents to have
those choices.”
The Washington Examiner (3/11, Lim) says DeVos “struggled to answer questions regarding school choice, her
signature policy and admitted she had not ‘intentionally’ toured ‘underperforming’ schools during her tenure.”
DeVos said, “Well, in places where there have been, where there is, a lot of choice that’s been introduced – Florida,
for example – the studies show that when there’s a large number of students that opt to go to a different school or
different schools, the traditional public schools actually, the results get better as well.” The Examiner adds that
DeVos “could not explain why public schools in her home state of Michigan had not improved when funding had
been diverted elsewhere.” DeVos said, “I don’t know. Overall, I can’t say overall that they have all gotten better. ...
I hesitate to talk about all schools in general because schools are made up of individual students attending them.”
She added that she had “not intentionally visited schools that are underperforming.”

West Virginia Lawmakers Pass Bill To Eliminate Department Of Education And Arts.
The Hill (3/10, Bowden) reports West Virginia lawmakers on Saturday voted along partisan lines “to dismantle the
state’s Department of Education and the Arts just days after the longest teachers’ strike in the state’s history
ended.” The Hill says Democrats opposed the bill, which “they say will destroy public funding for the arts in the
state.” The Hill adds that “among other provisions, the bill would eliminate the position of state Secretary of
Education and the Arts, which is currently held by Gayle Manchin, wife of Sen. Joe Manchin.”
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TEACHING & LEARNING
Oklahoma Braces For Possible State-Wide Teacher Walkout.
The Oklahoman (3/11) recalls a teacher strike “over low school funding and teacher pay” that was organized by the
Oklahoma Education Association in 1990, and says after a “four-day showdown,” the state Legislature approved “a
series of tax increases that sent new money to teacher salaries and school budgets, along with establishing a variety
of education reforms.” Nearly three decades later, “Oklahoma educators again face funding and pay challenges that
have teachers threatening an April 2 walkout if lawmakers fail to provide more than $800 million in new funding for
public schools and state employees next fiscal year.” The Oklahoman outlines “key differences” in the strike
teachers are preparing for this April and the one in 1990, and examines the “unique challenges, along with unique
opportunities,” presented by the latest walkout.
In a separate piece, the Oklahoman (3/11, Willert) reports Oklahoma City Public Schools spokeswoman Beth
Harrison said if state lawmakers do not approve the new funding and at least 520 of the 2,600 teachers in the district
walk out, then OCPS would be compelled to close its doors to students. Harrison explained that “we don’t have
enough substitutes to ensure there are enough adults in the building to be sure that we have a safe environment for
students.” That outcome “could mean hardship for parents who work and can’t afford day care or rely on nutrition
provided by schools.” In the meantime, OCPS “and other metro-area districts are working on contingency plans in
the event of a walkout.” Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy also “announced Friday that it is working with
community leaders from across the state to compile a list of organizations that will provide child care and meals
during the planned walkout.”

Massachusetts High School Awarded STEM Grant.
The Lowell (MA) Sun (3/11) reports Nashoba Valley Technical High School was awarded a $20,000 Project Lead the
Way grant “to offer high-quality science, technology, engineering and math programs.” It is one of 73 schools in
Massachusetts to receive the grant, “which is supported by the administration of Gov. Charlie Baker and Lt. Gov.
Karyn Polito, as well as the One8 Foundation and Mass STEM Hub.” Nashoba Tech is planning to “use the grant to
strengthen its existing Programming and Web technical programming by incorporating Project Lead the Way
Computer Science.” It will also use the funds to “support teacher professional development and the purchase of
materials and equipment that will be used in the hands-on, activity-, project- and problem-based courses.”

“Robo Moms” Discuss Involvement In Students’ After-School Robotics Activities.
The AP (3/11, Hammerschlag) reports after-school robotics activities have “been credited with drawing children to
science and technology fields; mothers tell of little ones staying up into the early morning hours programming and
building robots.” VEX Robotics and other companies “have cashed in on the trend, selling assembly kits and
organizing regional competitions.” The AP interviews several mothers of robotics students, with one mother saying
she is like a soccer mom, but with more demanding duties. Other so-called “robo moms” told the AP “that in
addition to encouraging their children to pursue careers in science and technology, robotics has taught them time
management skills and how to solve problems under pressure; they have learned how to be leaders but also how to
work as a team.”

Nebraska To Implement Computer-Adaptive Assessments This Spring.
The Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/11) reports the Nebraska state Department of Education is replacing the Nebraska
State Accountability (NeSA) assessments with the new, computer-adaptive Nebraska Student-Centered Assessment
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System (NSCAS) tests during the spring testing season, which begins on March 19. The use of computer-adaptive
math and English language arts questions is a first for Nebraska, and it constitutes the “latest attempt to find a testing
system” that “complies with state and federal testing mandates without burdening students and teachers with
excessive testing.” State assessment director Valorie Foy said the new format may challenge high-performing
students, but “engages our struggling learners, who may have more trouble encountering those very, very difficult
test items and may be more frustrated and thus engage in the test less.” The test results, which may not be released
until this fall, “will still be used for accountability, including the identification of low-performing schools for assistance
and intervention.”

OPERATIONS
WPost A1: DC School Scandals Show Focus On Data Sidelined Education.
In a front-page article, the Washington Post (3/10, A1, Brown, Strauss, Stein) reports that “in the decade after the city
dissolved its elected local school board and turned management of the schools over to the mayor, [Michelle] Rhee
and her successor, Kaya Henderson, created a system that demanded ever-higher accomplishments,” but “with only
weak oversight from the D.C. Council and other city education agencies...there was no strong check on any impulse
to gloss over shortcomings and pump up numbers.” According to the Post, while Rhee had promised to focus on
data to determine accountability, “a cascade of D.C. school scandals in recent months has shown that data can
sometimes mislead.” The Post adds “the revelations – coupled with the resignation of the chancellor after his own
personal scandal and, separately, allegations of enrollment fraud at one of the city’s most sought-after selective high
schools – have shattered the simple narrative of success.”

Virginia District Overhauls Curriculum To Close Racial Barriers To Gifted Classes.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/10) reported Chesterfield County Public Schools introduced a curriculum
across 39 schools designed to “break down barriers that have prevented students of color from enrolling in gifted
classes.” During the 2016-17 school year, white students accounted for about 54 percent of the district’s student
population, but 82 percent of gifted class enrollment, according to a report prepared by a district equity committee.
That same year, “African-American students were 27 percent of the total population, but represented 8 percent of
gifted enrollment,” and “Latino students were 15 percent of the student population, but 4 percent of the gifted
enrollment.” ED’s Office of Civil Rights found that in 2013, the gaps “existed in nearly the same form” in
Chesterfield and many neighborhood districts. The equity report, meanwhile, cited another study that attributed the
issue to “many advantages that white students have due to the material advantages available to them.”

North Dakota District Classrooms Face Anticipated Overcapacity.
The AP (3/11) reports Madan Public Schools in central North Dakota is anticipating an enrollment increase by more
than 500 students over the next five years. The “projections indicate student numbers could overwhelm classroom
capacity,” something MPS superintendent Mike Bitz called “a big concern.” The school board is now reviewing
options. Bitz said building an addition to the high school, which “is expected to be over capacity by 150 students,”
may not be possible because of the existing building’s age. While another elementary school could be constructed,
school board president Tim Rector “says officials want to be careful to avoid overbuilding.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
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Alaska Elementary School Experiments With “Screen-Free” Week.
The AP (3/10, Sorensen) reported Nikiski North Star Elementary School in Alaska conducted an experiment, dubbed
“Nikiski North Star Unplugged,” in which students were “screen-free” for a week. Principal Margaret Gilman said the
experiment was launched in hopes of granting students an opportunity to compare learning experiences with and
without technology, and overall, it was well received by the students. Gilman also “said she was excited to see how
behavior changed without screens, since students would have to be more hands-on and vocal about what they were
learning.” In fact, many students “said that they found themselves learning more, getting more work done and
remembering more of what they were taught in the classroom.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Investigations Seek Answers About Parkland, Florida School Shooting.
The Washington Post (3/8, Berman) reports, “there are many unanswered questions about how law enforcement
officials handled warnings about the suspected attacker and the way they responded to the Feb. 14 massacre” at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. There are also “numerous ongoing inquiries from local,
state and federal officials.” The Post adds, “authorities have acknowledged receiving multiple warnings about
Nikolas Cruz,” 19, and that has “prompted intense scrutiny of how law enforcement officials handled the red flags.”
FBI acting deputy director David Bowdich, has “acknowledge[d] that the bureau made a mistake by not investigating
a January warning that Cruz could ‘get into a school and just shoot the place up.’” The Post adds, “The FBI is still
reviewing its handling of” two tips related to Cruz. Fox News (3/9, Diaz) reports on the question of “how the FBI unit
that received a tip about the potential shooter in early January failed to pass it along.” Fox adds, “Bowdich admitted
in a March 6 briefing that ‘the caller provided sufficient information to the tip line for the FBI to launch a probe.’”

School Resource Officer Radioed Shots Coming From Inside Building. The AP (3/9, Spencer, Pane)
reports, “the school’s armed resource officer radioed that shots were coming from the freshman building, but he
advised officers to stay back – a seeming failure to follow widely established guidelines to immediately confront the
attacker in active shooter situations.” The AP adds that the radio message indicates “he almost immediately realized
gunshots were being fired inside” the school. The AP also reports, “Broward County Sheriff’s Office mass shooting
guidelines required him to enter the building and kill or stop the gunman.”
Mother Of Student Calls FBI About Threats Posted On Facebook. The AP (3/9) reports Rebecca
Boldrick, mother of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student David Hogg, who “has been an outspoken
advocate for stricter gun laws,” said that “she contacted the FBI this week because threats against her family have
continued to appear on Facebook.” She said that “her husband is a former FBI agent and carries a gun at all times.”
Lawyer Expects To File More Suits On Behalf Of Victims. USA Today (3/11, Bacon) reports Lawyer Alex
Arreaza “who filed notice of a lawsuit on behalf of a student shot five times” at the school, “says he expects to be
filing legal papers for more families of victims soon.” Arreaza said that “evidence increasingly reveals mistakes by
the Broward County Sheriff’s Office and school district leading up to the” attack. USA adds, “Arreaza pointed to
dozens of incidents involving Cruz and law enforcement” and said that “more...should have been done.”
Former Agent Faults FBI For Response To Warnings. Kenneth Strange, Jr., who was with the FBI as a
member of the Joint Terrorism Task Force in Newark, New Jersey and as Special Agent in Charge of the Department
of Justice Office of Inspector General in Los Angeles, writes in The Hill (3/9, Strange, Jr.), that Nikolas Cruz “is the
one who purchased the weapons” and “murdered 17 people and injured 14 others.” Strange also writes that “the
community did its part” in reporting that Cruz “was a clear and present danger”, but “I give a failing grade to local
law enforcement” and to the FBI, because someone “called the FBI to warn that Cruz was unraveling and posed an
immediate threat” but that “message apparently sat on the Hotline queue in West Virginia instead of making its way
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back to Florida and the FBI Field Office in Miami.”

NRA Files Lawsuit After Scott Signs Florida Gun Control Law.
The New York Times (3/9, A1, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) in a front-page article reports that Florida Gov. Rick
Scott on Friday signed into law “requirements to raise the minimum age and waiting period to purchase a gun.” The
Times calls the law “the most aggressive action on gun control taken in the state in many years.” Scott also spoke to
a group of families “who had traveled to the State Capitol” from Parkland, Florida, and “called parents and
classmates of the slain students his inspiration.” He also “praised them for helping persuade lawmakers to pass
legislation, even if neither they nor him agreed with all of its provisions.”
The Wall Street Journal (3/9, Campo-Flores, Subscription Publication) reports that Scott said he weighed in his
decision whether the legislation would improve school safety, whether it would provide more funding for mental-health
treatment, and whether it would keep guns away from individuals who should not have access to them. Scott said,
“The answer to all three is yes,” adding, “That is why I’m signing the legislation today.” The
Washington Post (3/9,
Scherer) reports that Scott also said after the signing, “I am going to do what I think are common sense solutions...I
think this is the beginning. There is now going to be a real conversation about how we make our schools safe.” The
Post adds that Scott, “who is moving toward a U.S. Senate bid against Democratic incumbent Bill Nelson, was critical
of the inaction in Washington.” However, the Post states that “shortly after Scott signed the law, the NRA filed suit in
federal court to block raising the minimum age for purchasing long guns, arguing that the change violates the
constitutional rights of 18-, 19- and 20-year-olds.”
In an analysis, the Washington Post (3/10, Phillips) also examines whether Scott’s “new views on gun control
[will] be a political pro or con” as he prepares to run for Senate.
The CBS Evening News (3/9, story 5, 0:25, Glor) and NBC Nightly News (3/9, story 7, 0:25, Holt) broadcasts
provided similar coverage in brief reports.

Students Planning New Walkouts Over Gun Violence.
The Washington Post (3/10, Heim, Truong, George) reports that “for the second time in a month, students and
school leaders in the Washington region are preparing for a school walkout to protest gun violence.” In addition,
“many more” students “are expected to join actions on their campuses coordinated with school administrators.” The
Post says school districts in the area “are seeking a middle ground that acknowledges and supports students
engaged in protests while ensuring rules are followed and students remain safe.”
The AP (3/11) reports administrators at schools across the country are “scrambling to perform a delicate
balancing act: How to let thousands of students exercise their First Amendment rights while not disrupting school and
not pulling administrators into the raging debate over gun control. ... Some have taken a hard line, promising to
suspend students who walk out, while others are using a softer approach, working with students to set up places on
campus where they can remember the victims of the Florida shooting and express their views about school safety
and gun control.”
Elementary Schools Plan Student Walkout. The Wall Street Journal (3/10, Brody, Subscription
Publication) reports elementary schools are planning a nationwide student walkout on March 14 in the name of
student safety, to last 17 minutes in honor of each victim of the Parkland, Florida shooting last month. The Journal
says schools are struggling to find ways to address the event with such young children.

Brady Campaign Releases Curriculum To Facilitate Student Protests.
USA Today (3/10, Gaudiano) reports the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence is “offering a school curriculum”
to address next week’s planned student walkouts. “The gun-control group’s 10-page guide is written to help school
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officials address gun violence as students across the country plan to participate in protests on Wednesday, the onemonth anniversary of the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Fla.” Brady officials
“describe the guide as ‘neutral and nonpartisan’ in a letter to principals, teachers or school administrators, noting
that it proposes no particular policy solutions.” However, National Rifle Association spokesman Andrew Arulanandam
“called it a ‘political white paper on gun control’ that he said does nothing to keep students safe.”

Stoneman Douglas Junior Visited White House During Washington, DC Tour.
The Washington Post (3/9, Zak) reports on Stoneman Douglas junior Kyle Kashuv’s trip to Washington, DC this
week, where had meetings with “five senators, the Speaker of the House, the counselor to the president, and then a
special surprise at the White House.” The Post says Kashuv is “fiercely fixated on the middle ground” on the issue
of gun control. During his meeting with President Trump, which was “over in five minutes,” Trump “asked about his
classmates” and Kashuv “talked about his app idea.”

Indiana Governor Requests Funds For School Security Grants.
The Indianapolis Star (3/9, Herron, Cook) reports that Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb “is asking the Indiana legislature
for an extra $5 million for school security grants.” Holcomb “requested the additional money for the Indiana Secured
School Safety Fund, which provides matching grants to schools to hire school resource officers and purchase
equipment to bolster school security.” The Star says the request is “the first major move the state has taken toward
bolstering safety in schools since” the shooting in Parkland, Florida.

AP Analysis Finds NRA Has Increased Grants To Schools.
An AP (3/9, Binkley, Hoyer) analysis of the National Rifle Association’s public tax records shows that the NRA “has
dramatically increased its funding to schools in recent years amid a national debate over guns and school violence.”
The article provides further detail on the analysis, and says that few schools “say they plan to give up the money in
the aftermath of the latest mass shooting.”

Parkland Students Turn Grief Into Song.
The AP (3/10) reports that a few days after the Parkland massacre, Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School students
Sawyer Garrity and Andrea Peña began collaborating on a song they called “Shine” as a method of expressing their
grief. Soon after, “Sawyer and Andrea were standing on a stage at the BB&T Center performing the song live in front
of 7,000 people. They were the closing act for CNN’s Town Hall Meeting on the shooting. Millions of viewers were
tuned in.”

Kansas Republicans’ School Safety Plan Draws Criticism.
The AP (3/10, Hanna, Writer) reports a bill “to mandate safety standards for schools and provide state funds to
school districts for training and security upgrades” floated by Republicans in the Kansas legislature is facing criticism
from “educators and other legislators” who “say the new spending is not enough and argue that the House GOP
leaders who drafted the plan are ducking a core issue by not proposing gun control measures.”

Florida Governor Signs Bill Giving Vouchers To Bullied Students.
The AP (3/11, Fineout) reports Florida Gov. Rick Scott (R) on Sunday signed a bill to “create the nation’s first ever
private school voucher program for bullied students.” The sweeping legislation also “requires all Florida schools to
display the words ‘In God We Trust’ on school grounds and that Florida teacher union must go through a
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recertification process if membership levels fall beneath a certain threshold.”

Study: Many Teachers Fail To Report Student Attacks.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (3/11) reports Ohio State University Department of Educational Studies chairman Eric
Anderman led a nationwide study that found nearly one in five teachers who were physically or verbally attacked by
students declined to notify school administrators, and one in four said “they didn’t even tell family members.” The
study, published online by the journal Social Psychology of Education on Tuesday, specifically examined “how
teachers react to attacks: whether their emotional response and what they feel is to blame for the violence influences
the way the attack is ultimately handled.” The National Education Association and American Federation of Teachers
urged their members to respond. Of the nearly 3,500 teachers who did, 2,505 from 48 states reported incidents.
Since student attacks and how they are handled can influence whether teachers “ultimately stay in the profession,”
school leaders “might reflect on whether they create the conditions and policies under which teachers aren’t coming
forward with information, the study said.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Ohio Parents Compel District To Change Reading Instruction Methods.
NPR’s (3/11) “NPR Ed” reports that parents were frustrated with Upper Arlington Schools’ failure to address the
needs of their children with dyslexia, so they filed a complaint with the Ohio state Department of Education in 2011.
The state DOE “found the Upper Arlington Schools in violation of the law when it came to promptly and properly
identifying students with learning disabilities and finding them eligible for special education services,” and ordered the
district “to train teachers and staff on how to identify and evaluate students with learning disabilities.” Upper
Arlington also changed the way it taught reading. It was using a “whole language” approach, which erroneously
assumes that reading “is a natural process” and is particularly difficult for children with dyslexia. In its transition to “a
phonics-based approach that explicitly and systematically teaches them how letters represent sounds to form words
on the page,” Upper Arlington had to retrain teachers who “learned whole language-based methods in their teacherpreparation programs.”
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Good morning David Shoup

March 12, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DeVos To Chair School Safety Panel As Trump
Releases School Safety Plan.
NBC Nightly News (3/11, story 2, 0:50, O'Donnell) reported last
night that the White House was “beginning to roll out a range of
school safety ideas,” with “aides” saying “the President will
support states and lawmakers who will begin to improve law
enforcement information sharing for the background check
system – but that does not mean expanding those who are
included in the checks.” NBC added that plan would also include
asking “states to raise gun purchase age requirements for certain
weapons,” but the Washington Post (3/11, Rucker) later reported
the White House “vowed to help provide ‘rigorous firearms
training’ to some schoolteachers and formally endorsed a bill to
tighten the federal background checks system, but it backed
off...Trump’s earlier call to raise the minimum age to purchase some guns.” Instead, “officials” said “the president
is establishing a Federal Commission on School Safety, to be chaired by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos, that will
explore possible solutions, such as the age requirement for purchases.” DeVos “characterized the administration’s
efforts as ‘a pragmatic plan to dramatically increase school safety,’” while “pressed by reporters about the apparent
backtracking” of raising the minimum age to purchase rifles, “a senior administration official said the age issue was
‘a state-based discussion right now’ and would be explored by DeVos’s commission.”
The AP (3/11, Colvin) reports DeVos’ commission will study raising the age to purchase assault weapons “as
well as a long list of others topics, as part of a longer-term look at school safety and violence.” The piece quotes
DeVos saying, “Today we are announcing meaningful actions, steps that can be taken right away to help protect
students.” The AP adds DeVos “said that ‘far too often, the focus’ after such tragedies ‘has been only on the most
contentious fights, the things that have divided people and sent them into their entrenched corners.’ She described
the plan as ‘pragmatic.’”
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The Washington Times (3/11, Boyer) reports that while the provision is not part of the plan, “Trump still supports
raising the age limit for purchasing long guns from 18 to 21.”

DeVos: Armed School Staff Should Be Option For States, Districts. In a segment on CBS’ 60 Minutes
(3/11), DeVos was asked if teachers should have guns in the classroom. DeVos said, “That should be an option for
states and communities to consider. And I hesitate to think of, like, my first-grade teacher, Mrs. Zorhoff. I couldn’t
ever imagine her having a gun and being trained in that way. But for those who are capable, this is one solution that
can and should be considered. But, no one size fits all. Every state and every community is going to address this
issue in a different way.”
The Hill (3/9, Greenwood) reports Education Secretary DeVos in an interview with CBS’s “60 Minutes” that is
set to air on Sunday “said that states should consider arming teachers as a way to protect school campuses from
shooters.” DeVos asserted “that not all teachers should carry firearms, but ‘for those who are capable this is one
solution that can and should be considered.’” DeVos added, “Every state and every community is going to address
this issue in a different way.” The Washington Times (3/11, Richardson) runs a story noting DeVos’ comments.

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Makes Case For School Choice.
CBS’ 60 Minutes (3/11) reported that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos wanted the job “so she could promote
school choice, offering parents options other than traditional public schools, where 90 percent of kids go.” DeVos
“has proposed massive cuts in public education funding, and wants to shift billions to alternative players like private,
parochial and charter schools.” DeVos: “We have invested billions and billions and billions of dollars from the federal
level, and we have seen zero results.” Reminded that “test scores have gone up over the last 25 years,” DeVos
said, “Well actually, test scores vis-à-vis the rest of the world have not gone up. And we have continued to be middle
of the pack at best.” DeVos added, “Any family that has the economic means and the power to make choices is
doing so for their children. ... I am fighting for the parents who don’t have those choices. We need all parents to have
those choices.”
The Washington Examiner (3/11, Lim) says DeVos “struggled to answer questions regarding school choice, her
signature policy and admitted she had not ‘intentionally’ toured ‘underperforming’ schools during her tenure.”
DeVos said, “Well, in places where there have been, where there is, a lot of choice that’s been introduced – Florida,
for example – the studies show that when there’s a large number of students that opt to go to a different school or
different schools, the traditional public schools actually, the results get better as well.” The Examiner adds that
DeVos “could not explain why public schools in her home state of Michigan had not improved when funding had
been diverted elsewhere.” DeVos said, “I don’t know. Overall, I can’t say overall that they have all gotten better. ...
I hesitate to talk about all schools in general because schools are made up of individual students attending them.”
She added that she had “not intentionally visited schools that are underperforming.”

West Virginia Lawmakers Pass Bill To Eliminate Department Of Education And Arts.
The Hill (3/10, Bowden) reports West Virginia lawmakers on Saturday voted along partisan lines “to dismantle the
state’s Department of Education and the Arts just days after the longest teachers’ strike in the state’s history
ended.” The Hill says Democrats opposed the bill, which “they say will destroy public funding for the arts in the
state.” The Hill adds that “among other provisions, the bill would eliminate the position of state Secretary of
Education and the Arts, which is currently held by Gayle Manchin, wife of Sen. Joe Manchin.”
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TEACHING & LEARNING
Oklahoma Braces For Possible State-Wide Teacher Walkout.
The Oklahoman (3/11) recalls a teacher strike “over low school funding and teacher pay” that was organized by the
Oklahoma Education Association in 1990, and says after a “four-day showdown,” the state Legislature approved “a
series of tax increases that sent new money to teacher salaries and school budgets, along with establishing a variety
of education reforms.” Nearly three decades later, “Oklahoma educators again face funding and pay challenges that
have teachers threatening an April 2 walkout if lawmakers fail to provide more than $800 million in new funding for
public schools and state employees next fiscal year.” The Oklahoman outlines “key differences” in the strike
teachers are preparing for this April and the one in 1990, and examines the “unique challenges, along with unique
opportunities,” presented by the latest walkout.
In a separate piece, the Oklahoman (3/11, Willert) reports Oklahoma City Public Schools spokeswoman Beth
Harrison said if state lawmakers do not approve the new funding and at least 520 of the 2,600 teachers in the district
walk out, then OCPS would be compelled to close its doors to students. Harrison explained that “we don’t have
enough substitutes to ensure there are enough adults in the building to be sure that we have a safe environment for
students.” That outcome “could mean hardship for parents who work and can’t afford day care or rely on nutrition
provided by schools.” In the meantime, OCPS “and other metro-area districts are working on contingency plans in
the event of a walkout.” Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy also “announced Friday that it is working with
community leaders from across the state to compile a list of organizations that will provide child care and meals
during the planned walkout.”

Massachusetts High School Awarded STEM Grant.
The Lowell (MA) Sun (3/11) reports Nashoba Valley Technical High School was awarded a $20,000 Project Lead the
Way grant “to offer high-quality science, technology, engineering and math programs.” It is one of 73 schools in
Massachusetts to receive the grant, “which is supported by the administration of Gov. Charlie Baker and Lt. Gov.
Karyn Polito, as well as the One8 Foundation and Mass STEM Hub.” Nashoba Tech is planning to “use the grant to
strengthen its existing Programming and Web technical programming by incorporating Project Lead the Way
Computer Science.” It will also use the funds to “support teacher professional development and the purchase of
materials and equipment that will be used in the hands-on, activity-, project- and problem-based courses.”

“Robo Moms” Discuss Involvement In Students’ After-School Robotics Activities.
The AP (3/11, Hammerschlag) reports after-school robotics activities have “been credited with drawing children to
science and technology fields; mothers tell of little ones staying up into the early morning hours programming and
building robots.” VEX Robotics and other companies “have cashed in on the trend, selling assembly kits and
organizing regional competitions.” The AP interviews several mothers of robotics students, with one mother saying
she is like a soccer mom, but with more demanding duties. Other so-called “robo moms” told the AP “that in
addition to encouraging their children to pursue careers in science and technology, robotics has taught them time
management skills and how to solve problems under pressure; they have learned how to be leaders but also how to
work as a team.”

Nebraska To Implement Computer-Adaptive Assessments This Spring.
The Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/11) reports the Nebraska state Department of Education is replacing the Nebraska
State Accountability (NeSA) assessments with the new, computer-adaptive Nebraska Student-Centered Assessment
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System (NSCAS) tests during the spring testing season, which begins on March 19. The use of computer-adaptive
math and English language arts questions is a first for Nebraska, and it constitutes the “latest attempt to find a testing
system” that “complies with state and federal testing mandates without burdening students and teachers with
excessive testing.” State assessment director Valorie Foy said the new format may challenge high-performing
students, but “engages our struggling learners, who may have more trouble encountering those very, very difficult
test items and may be more frustrated and thus engage in the test less.” The test results, which may not be released
until this fall, “will still be used for accountability, including the identification of low-performing schools for assistance
and intervention.”

OPERATIONS
WPost A1: DC School Scandals Show Focus On Data Sidelined Education.
In a front-page article, the Washington Post (3/10, A1, Brown, Strauss, Stein) reports that “in the decade after the city
dissolved its elected local school board and turned management of the schools over to the mayor, [Michelle] Rhee
and her successor, Kaya Henderson, created a system that demanded ever-higher accomplishments,” but “with only
weak oversight from the D.C. Council and other city education agencies...there was no strong check on any impulse
to gloss over shortcomings and pump up numbers.” According to the Post, while Rhee had promised to focus on
data to determine accountability, “a cascade of D.C. school scandals in recent months has shown that data can
sometimes mislead.” The Post adds “the revelations – coupled with the resignation of the chancellor after his own
personal scandal and, separately, allegations of enrollment fraud at one of the city’s most sought-after selective high
schools – have shattered the simple narrative of success.”

Virginia District Overhauls Curriculum To Close Racial Barriers To Gifted Classes.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/10) reported Chesterfield County Public Schools introduced a curriculum
across 39 schools designed to “break down barriers that have prevented students of color from enrolling in gifted
classes.” During the 2016-17 school year, white students accounted for about 54 percent of the district’s student
population, but 82 percent of gifted class enrollment, according to a report prepared by a district equity committee.
That same year, “African-American students were 27 percent of the total population, but represented 8 percent of
gifted enrollment,” and “Latino students were 15 percent of the student population, but 4 percent of the gifted
enrollment.” ED’s Office of Civil Rights found that in 2013, the gaps “existed in nearly the same form” in
Chesterfield and many neighborhood districts. The equity report, meanwhile, cited another study that attributed the
issue to “many advantages that white students have due to the material advantages available to them.”

North Dakota District Classrooms Face Anticipated Overcapacity.
The AP (3/11) reports Madan Public Schools in central North Dakota is anticipating an enrollment increase by more
than 500 students over the next five years. The “projections indicate student numbers could overwhelm classroom
capacity,” something MPS superintendent Mike Bitz called “a big concern.” The school board is now reviewing
options. Bitz said building an addition to the high school, which “is expected to be over capacity by 150 students,”
may not be possible because of the existing building’s age. While another elementary school could be constructed,
school board president Tim Rector “says officials want to be careful to avoid overbuilding.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
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Alaska Elementary School Experiments With “Screen-Free” Week.
The AP (3/10, Sorensen) reported Nikiski North Star Elementary School in Alaska conducted an experiment, dubbed
“Nikiski North Star Unplugged,” in which students were “screen-free” for a week. Principal Margaret Gilman said the
experiment was launched in hopes of granting students an opportunity to compare learning experiences with and
without technology, and overall, it was well received by the students. Gilman also “said she was excited to see how
behavior changed without screens, since students would have to be more hands-on and vocal about what they were
learning.” In fact, many students “said that they found themselves learning more, getting more work done and
remembering more of what they were taught in the classroom.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Investigations Seek Answers About Parkland, Florida School Shooting.
The Washington Post (3/8, Berman) reports, “there are many unanswered questions about how law enforcement
officials handled warnings about the suspected attacker and the way they responded to the Feb. 14 massacre” at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. There are also “numerous ongoing inquiries from local,
state and federal officials.” The Post adds, “authorities have acknowledged receiving multiple warnings about
Nikolas Cruz,” 19, and that has “prompted intense scrutiny of how law enforcement officials handled the red flags.”
FBI acting deputy director David Bowdich, has “acknowledge[d] that the bureau made a mistake by not investigating
a January warning that Cruz could ‘get into a school and just shoot the place up.’” The Post adds, “The FBI is still
reviewing its handling of” two tips related to Cruz. Fox News (3/9, Diaz) reports on the question of “how the FBI unit
that received a tip about the potential shooter in early January failed to pass it along.” Fox adds, “Bowdich admitted
in a March 6 briefing that ‘the caller provided sufficient information to the tip line for the FBI to launch a probe.’”

School Resource Officer Radioed Shots Coming From Inside Building. The AP (3/9, Spencer, Pane)
reports, “the school’s armed resource officer radioed that shots were coming from the freshman building, but he
advised officers to stay back – a seeming failure to follow widely established guidelines to immediately confront the
attacker in active shooter situations.” The AP adds that the radio message indicates “he almost immediately realized
gunshots were being fired inside” the school. The AP also reports, “Broward County Sheriff’s Office mass shooting
guidelines required him to enter the building and kill or stop the gunman.”
Mother Of Student Calls FBI About Threats Posted On Facebook. The AP (3/9) reports Rebecca
Boldrick, mother of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student David Hogg, who “has been an outspoken
advocate for stricter gun laws,” said that “she contacted the FBI this week because threats against her family have
continued to appear on Facebook.” She said that “her husband is a former FBI agent and carries a gun at all times.”
Lawyer Expects To File More Suits On Behalf Of Victims. USA Today (3/11, Bacon) reports Lawyer Alex
Arreaza “who filed notice of a lawsuit on behalf of a student shot five times” at the school, “says he expects to be
filing legal papers for more families of victims soon.” Arreaza said that “evidence increasingly reveals mistakes by
the Broward County Sheriff’s Office and school district leading up to the” attack. USA adds, “Arreaza pointed to
dozens of incidents involving Cruz and law enforcement” and said that “more...should have been done.”
Former Agent Faults FBI For Response To Warnings. Kenneth Strange, Jr., who was with the FBI as a
member of the Joint Terrorism Task Force in Newark, New Jersey and as Special Agent in Charge of the Department
of Justice Office of Inspector General in Los Angeles, writes in The Hill (3/9, Strange, Jr.), that Nikolas Cruz “is the
one who purchased the weapons” and “murdered 17 people and injured 14 others.” Strange also writes that “the
community did its part” in reporting that Cruz “was a clear and present danger”, but “I give a failing grade to local
law enforcement” and to the FBI, because someone “called the FBI to warn that Cruz was unraveling and posed an
immediate threat” but that “message apparently sat on the Hotline queue in West Virginia instead of making its way
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back to Florida and the FBI Field Office in Miami.”

NRA Files Lawsuit After Scott Signs Florida Gun Control Law.
The New York Times (3/9, A1, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) in a front-page article reports that Florida Gov. Rick
Scott on Friday signed into law “requirements to raise the minimum age and waiting period to purchase a gun.” The
Times calls the law “the most aggressive action on gun control taken in the state in many years.” Scott also spoke to
a group of families “who had traveled to the State Capitol” from Parkland, Florida, and “called parents and
classmates of the slain students his inspiration.” He also “praised them for helping persuade lawmakers to pass
legislation, even if neither they nor him agreed with all of its provisions.”
The Wall Street Journal (3/9, Campo-Flores, Subscription Publication) reports that Scott said he weighed in his
decision whether the legislation would improve school safety, whether it would provide more funding for mental-health
treatment, and whether it would keep guns away from individuals who should not have access to them. Scott said,
“The answer to all three is yes,” adding, “That is why I’m signing the legislation today.” The
Washington Post (3/9,
Scherer) reports that Scott also said after the signing, “I am going to do what I think are common sense solutions...I
think this is the beginning. There is now going to be a real conversation about how we make our schools safe.” The
Post adds that Scott, “who is moving toward a U.S. Senate bid against Democratic incumbent Bill Nelson, was critical
of the inaction in Washington.” However, the Post states that “shortly after Scott signed the law, the NRA filed suit in
federal court to block raising the minimum age for purchasing long guns, arguing that the change violates the
constitutional rights of 18-, 19- and 20-year-olds.”
In an analysis, the Washington Post (3/10, Phillips) also examines whether Scott’s “new views on gun control
[will] be a political pro or con” as he prepares to run for Senate.
The CBS Evening News (3/9, story 5, 0:25, Glor) and NBC Nightly News (3/9, story 7, 0:25, Holt) broadcasts
provided similar coverage in brief reports.

Students Planning New Walkouts Over Gun Violence.
The Washington Post (3/10, Heim, Truong, George) reports that “for the second time in a month, students and
school leaders in the Washington region are preparing for a school walkout to protest gun violence.” In addition,
“many more” students “are expected to join actions on their campuses coordinated with school administrators.” The
Post says school districts in the area “are seeking a middle ground that acknowledges and supports students
engaged in protests while ensuring rules are followed and students remain safe.”
The AP (3/11) reports administrators at schools across the country are “scrambling to perform a delicate
balancing act: How to let thousands of students exercise their First Amendment rights while not disrupting school and
not pulling administrators into the raging debate over gun control. ... Some have taken a hard line, promising to
suspend students who walk out, while others are using a softer approach, working with students to set up places on
campus where they can remember the victims of the Florida shooting and express their views about school safety
and gun control.”
Elementary Schools Plan Student Walkout. The Wall Street Journal (3/10, Brody, Subscription
Publication) reports elementary schools are planning a nationwide student walkout on March 14 in the name of
student safety, to last 17 minutes in honor of each victim of the Parkland, Florida shooting last month. The Journal
says schools are struggling to find ways to address the event with such young children.

Brady Campaign Releases Curriculum To Facilitate Student Protests.
USA Today (3/10, Gaudiano) reports the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence is “offering a school curriculum”
to address next week’s planned student walkouts. “The gun-control group’s 10-page guide is written to help school
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officials address gun violence as students across the country plan to participate in protests on Wednesday, the onemonth anniversary of the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Fla.” Brady officials
“describe the guide as ‘neutral and nonpartisan’ in a letter to principals, teachers or school administrators, noting
that it proposes no particular policy solutions.” However, National Rifle Association spokesman Andrew Arulanandam
“called it a ‘political white paper on gun control’ that he said does nothing to keep students safe.”

Stoneman Douglas Junior Visited White House During Washington, DC Tour.
The Washington Post (3/9, Zak) reports on Stoneman Douglas junior Kyle Kashuv’s trip to Washington, DC this
week, where had meetings with “five senators, the Speaker of the House, the counselor to the president, and then a
special surprise at the White House.” The Post says Kashuv is “fiercely fixated on the middle ground” on the issue
of gun control. During his meeting with President Trump, which was “over in five minutes,” Trump “asked about his
classmates” and Kashuv “talked about his app idea.”

Indiana Governor Requests Funds For School Security Grants.
The Indianapolis Star (3/9, Herron, Cook) reports that Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb “is asking the Indiana legislature
for an extra $5 million for school security grants.” Holcomb “requested the additional money for the Indiana Secured
School Safety Fund, which provides matching grants to schools to hire school resource officers and purchase
equipment to bolster school security.” The Star says the request is “the first major move the state has taken toward
bolstering safety in schools since” the shooting in Parkland, Florida.

AP Analysis Finds NRA Has Increased Grants To Schools.
An AP (3/9, Binkley, Hoyer) analysis of the National Rifle Association’s public tax records shows that the NRA “has
dramatically increased its funding to schools in recent years amid a national debate over guns and school violence.”
The article provides further detail on the analysis, and says that few schools “say they plan to give up the money in
the aftermath of the latest mass shooting.”

Parkland Students Turn Grief Into Song.
The AP (3/10) reports that a few days after the Parkland massacre, Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School students
Sawyer Garrity and Andrea Peña began collaborating on a song they called “Shine” as a method of expressing their
grief. Soon after, “Sawyer and Andrea were standing on a stage at the BB&T Center performing the song live in front
of 7,000 people. They were the closing act for CNN’s Town Hall Meeting on the shooting. Millions of viewers were
tuned in.”

Kansas Republicans’ School Safety Plan Draws Criticism.
The AP (3/10, Hanna, Writer) reports a bill “to mandate safety standards for schools and provide state funds to
school districts for training and security upgrades” floated by Republicans in the Kansas legislature is facing criticism
from “educators and other legislators” who “say the new spending is not enough and argue that the House GOP
leaders who drafted the plan are ducking a core issue by not proposing gun control measures.”

Florida Governor Signs Bill Giving Vouchers To Bullied Students.
The AP (3/11, Fineout) reports Florida Gov. Rick Scott (R) on Sunday signed a bill to “create the nation’s first ever
private school voucher program for bullied students.” The sweeping legislation also “requires all Florida schools to
display the words ‘In God We Trust’ on school grounds and that Florida teacher union must go through a
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recertification process if membership levels fall beneath a certain threshold.”

Study: Many Teachers Fail To Report Student Attacks.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (3/11) reports Ohio State University Department of Educational Studies chairman Eric
Anderman led a nationwide study that found nearly one in five teachers who were physically or verbally attacked by
students declined to notify school administrators, and one in four said “they didn’t even tell family members.” The
study, published online by the journal Social Psychology of Education on Tuesday, specifically examined “how
teachers react to attacks: whether their emotional response and what they feel is to blame for the violence influences
the way the attack is ultimately handled.” The National Education Association and American Federation of Teachers
urged their members to respond. Of the nearly 3,500 teachers who did, 2,505 from 48 states reported incidents.
Since student attacks and how they are handled can influence whether teachers “ultimately stay in the profession,”
school leaders “might reflect on whether they create the conditions and policies under which teachers aren’t coming
forward with information, the study said.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Ohio Parents Compel District To Change Reading Instruction Methods.
NPR’s (3/11) “NPR Ed” reports that parents were frustrated with Upper Arlington Schools’ failure to address the
needs of their children with dyslexia, so they filed a complaint with the Ohio state Department of Education in 2011.
The state DOE “found the Upper Arlington Schools in violation of the law when it came to promptly and properly
identifying students with learning disabilities and finding them eligible for special education services,” and ordered the
district “to train teachers and staff on how to identify and evaluate students with learning disabilities.” Upper
Arlington also changed the way it taught reading. It was using a “whole language” approach, which erroneously
assumes that reading “is a natural process” and is particularly difficult for children with dyslexia. In its transition to “a
phonics-based approach that explicitly and systematically teaches them how letters represent sounds to form words
on the page,” Upper Arlington had to retrain teachers who “learned whole language-based methods in their teacherpreparation programs.”
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• Former Baltimore County Superintendent Pleads Guilty To Perjury.
• California Officials Say They’re Nearing Compromise With ED Over ESSA Plan.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

March 12, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DeVos To Chair School Safety Panel As Trump
Releases School Safety Plan.
NBC Nightly News (3/11, story 2, 0:50, O'Donnell) reported last
night that the White House was “beginning to roll out a range of
school safety ideas,” with “aides” saying “the President will
support states and lawmakers who will begin to improve law
enforcement information sharing for the background check
system – but that does not mean expanding those who are
included in the checks.” NBC added that plan would also include
asking “states to raise gun purchase age requirements for certain
weapons,” but the Washington Post (3/11, Rucker) later reported
the White House “vowed to help provide ‘rigorous firearms
training’ to some schoolteachers and formally endorsed a bill to
tighten the federal background checks system, but it backed
off...Trump’s earlier call to raise the minimum age to purchase some guns.” Instead, “officials” said “the president
is establishing a Federal Commission on School Safety, to be chaired by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos, that will
explore possible solutions, such as the age requirement for purchases.” DeVos “characterized the administration’s
efforts as ‘a pragmatic plan to dramatically increase school safety,’” while “pressed by reporters about the apparent
backtracking” of raising the minimum age to purchase rifles, “a senior administration official said the age issue was
‘a state-based discussion right now’ and would be explored by DeVos’s commission.”
The AP (3/11, Colvin) reports DeVos’ commission will study raising the age to purchase assault weapons “as
well as a long list of others topics, as part of a longer-term look at school safety and violence.” The piece quotes
DeVos saying, “Today we are announcing meaningful actions, steps that can be taken right away to help protect
students.” The AP adds DeVos “said that ‘far too often, the focus’ after such tragedies ‘has been only on the most
contentious fights, the things that have divided people and sent them into their entrenched corners.’ She described
the plan as ‘pragmatic.’”
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The Washington Times (3/11, Boyer) reports that while the provision is not part of the plan, “Trump still supports
raising the age limit for purchasing long guns from 18 to 21.”

DeVos: Armed School Staff Should Be Option For States, Districts. In a segment on CBS’ 60 Minutes
(3/11), DeVos was asked if teachers should have guns in the classroom. DeVos said, “That should be an option for
states and communities to consider. And I hesitate to think of, like, my first-grade teacher, Mrs. Zorhoff. I couldn’t
ever imagine her having a gun and being trained in that way. But for those who are capable, this is one solution that
can and should be considered. But, no one size fits all. Every state and every community is going to address this
issue in a different way.”
The Hill (3/9, Greenwood) reports Education Secretary DeVos in an interview with CBS’s “60 Minutes” that is
set to air on Sunday “said that states should consider arming teachers as a way to protect school campuses from
shooters.” DeVos asserted “that not all teachers should carry firearms, but ‘for those who are capable this is one
solution that can and should be considered.’” DeVos added, “Every state and every community is going to address
this issue in a different way.” The Washington Times (3/11, Richardson) runs a story noting DeVos’ comments.

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Makes Case For School Choice.
CBS’ 60 Minutes (3/11) reported that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos wanted the job “so she could promote
school choice, offering parents options other than traditional public schools, where 90 percent of kids go.” DeVos
“has proposed massive cuts in public education funding, and wants to shift billions to alternative players like private,
parochial and charter schools.” DeVos: “We have invested billions and billions and billions of dollars from the federal
level, and we have seen zero results.” Reminded that “test scores have gone up over the last 25 years,” DeVos
said, “Well actually, test scores vis-à-vis the rest of the world have not gone up. And we have continued to be middle
of the pack at best.” DeVos added, “Any family that has the economic means and the power to make choices is
doing so for their children. ... I am fighting for the parents who don’t have those choices. We need all parents to have
those choices.”
The Washington Examiner (3/11, Lim) says DeVos “struggled to answer questions regarding school choice, her
signature policy and admitted she had not ‘intentionally’ toured ‘underperforming’ schools during her tenure.”
DeVos said, “Well, in places where there have been, where there is, a lot of choice that’s been introduced – Florida,
for example – the studies show that when there’s a large number of students that opt to go to a different school or
different schools, the traditional public schools actually, the results get better as well.” The Examiner adds that
DeVos “could not explain why public schools in her home state of Michigan had not improved when funding had
been diverted elsewhere.” DeVos said, “I don’t know. Overall, I can’t say overall that they have all gotten better. ...
I hesitate to talk about all schools in general because schools are made up of individual students attending them.”
She added that she had “not intentionally visited schools that are underperforming.”

West Virginia Lawmakers Pass Bill To Eliminate Department Of Education And Arts.
The Hill (3/10, Bowden) reports West Virginia lawmakers on Saturday voted along partisan lines “to dismantle the
state’s Department of Education and the Arts just days after the longest teachers’ strike in the state’s history
ended.” The Hill says Democrats opposed the bill, which “they say will destroy public funding for the arts in the
state.” The Hill adds that “among other provisions, the bill would eliminate the position of state Secretary of
Education and the Arts, which is currently held by Gayle Manchin, wife of Sen. Joe Manchin.”
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TEACHING & LEARNING
Oklahoma Braces For Possible State-Wide Teacher Walkout.
The Oklahoman (3/11) recalls a teacher strike “over low school funding and teacher pay” that was organized by the
Oklahoma Education Association in 1990, and says after a “four-day showdown,” the state Legislature approved “a
series of tax increases that sent new money to teacher salaries and school budgets, along with establishing a variety
of education reforms.” Nearly three decades later, “Oklahoma educators again face funding and pay challenges that
have teachers threatening an April 2 walkout if lawmakers fail to provide more than $800 million in new funding for
public schools and state employees next fiscal year.” The Oklahoman outlines “key differences” in the strike
teachers are preparing for this April and the one in 1990, and examines the “unique challenges, along with unique
opportunities,” presented by the latest walkout.
In a separate piece, the Oklahoman (3/11, Willert) reports Oklahoma City Public Schools spokeswoman Beth
Harrison said if state lawmakers do not approve the new funding and at least 520 of the 2,600 teachers in the district
walk out, then OCPS would be compelled to close its doors to students. Harrison explained that “we don’t have
enough substitutes to ensure there are enough adults in the building to be sure that we have a safe environment for
students.” That outcome “could mean hardship for parents who work and can’t afford day care or rely on nutrition
provided by schools.” In the meantime, OCPS “and other metro-area districts are working on contingency plans in
the event of a walkout.” Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy also “announced Friday that it is working with
community leaders from across the state to compile a list of organizations that will provide child care and meals
during the planned walkout.”

Massachusetts High School Awarded STEM Grant.
The Lowell (MA) Sun (3/11) reports Nashoba Valley Technical High School was awarded a $20,000 Project Lead the
Way grant “to offer high-quality science, technology, engineering and math programs.” It is one of 73 schools in
Massachusetts to receive the grant, “which is supported by the administration of Gov. Charlie Baker and Lt. Gov.
Karyn Polito, as well as the One8 Foundation and Mass STEM Hub.” Nashoba Tech is planning to “use the grant to
strengthen its existing Programming and Web technical programming by incorporating Project Lead the Way
Computer Science.” It will also use the funds to “support teacher professional development and the purchase of
materials and equipment that will be used in the hands-on, activity-, project- and problem-based courses.”

“Robo Moms” Discuss Involvement In Students’ After-School Robotics Activities.
The AP (3/11, Hammerschlag) reports after-school robotics activities have “been credited with drawing children to
science and technology fields; mothers tell of little ones staying up into the early morning hours programming and
building robots.” VEX Robotics and other companies “have cashed in on the trend, selling assembly kits and
organizing regional competitions.” The AP interviews several mothers of robotics students, with one mother saying
she is like a soccer mom, but with more demanding duties. Other so-called “robo moms” told the AP “that in
addition to encouraging their children to pursue careers in science and technology, robotics has taught them time
management skills and how to solve problems under pressure; they have learned how to be leaders but also how to
work as a team.”

Nebraska To Implement Computer-Adaptive Assessments This Spring.
The Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/11) reports the Nebraska state Department of Education is replacing the Nebraska
State Accountability (NeSA) assessments with the new, computer-adaptive Nebraska Student-Centered Assessment
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System (NSCAS) tests during the spring testing season, which begins on March 19. The use of computer-adaptive
math and English language arts questions is a first for Nebraska, and it constitutes the “latest attempt to find a testing
system” that “complies with state and federal testing mandates without burdening students and teachers with
excessive testing.” State assessment director Valorie Foy said the new format may challenge high-performing
students, but “engages our struggling learners, who may have more trouble encountering those very, very difficult
test items and may be more frustrated and thus engage in the test less.” The test results, which may not be released
until this fall, “will still be used for accountability, including the identification of low-performing schools for assistance
and intervention.”

OPERATIONS
WPost A1: DC School Scandals Show Focus On Data Sidelined Education.
In a front-page article, the Washington Post (3/10, A1, Brown, Strauss, Stein) reports that “in the decade after the city
dissolved its elected local school board and turned management of the schools over to the mayor, [Michelle] Rhee
and her successor, Kaya Henderson, created a system that demanded ever-higher accomplishments,” but “with only
weak oversight from the D.C. Council and other city education agencies...there was no strong check on any impulse
to gloss over shortcomings and pump up numbers.” According to the Post, while Rhee had promised to focus on
data to determine accountability, “a cascade of D.C. school scandals in recent months has shown that data can
sometimes mislead.” The Post adds “the revelations – coupled with the resignation of the chancellor after his own
personal scandal and, separately, allegations of enrollment fraud at one of the city’s most sought-after selective high
schools – have shattered the simple narrative of success.”

Virginia District Overhauls Curriculum To Close Racial Barriers To Gifted Classes.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/10) reported Chesterfield County Public Schools introduced a curriculum
across 39 schools designed to “break down barriers that have prevented students of color from enrolling in gifted
classes.” During the 2016-17 school year, white students accounted for about 54 percent of the district’s student
population, but 82 percent of gifted class enrollment, according to a report prepared by a district equity committee.
That same year, “African-American students were 27 percent of the total population, but represented 8 percent of
gifted enrollment,” and “Latino students were 15 percent of the student population, but 4 percent of the gifted
enrollment.” ED’s Office of Civil Rights found that in 2013, the gaps “existed in nearly the same form” in
Chesterfield and many neighborhood districts. The equity report, meanwhile, cited another study that attributed the
issue to “many advantages that white students have due to the material advantages available to them.”

North Dakota District Classrooms Face Anticipated Overcapacity.
The AP (3/11) reports Madan Public Schools in central North Dakota is anticipating an enrollment increase by more
than 500 students over the next five years. The “projections indicate student numbers could overwhelm classroom
capacity,” something MPS superintendent Mike Bitz called “a big concern.” The school board is now reviewing
options. Bitz said building an addition to the high school, which “is expected to be over capacity by 150 students,”
may not be possible because of the existing building’s age. While another elementary school could be constructed,
school board president Tim Rector “says officials want to be careful to avoid overbuilding.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
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Alaska Elementary School Experiments With “Screen-Free” Week.
The AP (3/10, Sorensen) reported Nikiski North Star Elementary School in Alaska conducted an experiment, dubbed
“Nikiski North Star Unplugged,” in which students were “screen-free” for a week. Principal Margaret Gilman said the
experiment was launched in hopes of granting students an opportunity to compare learning experiences with and
without technology, and overall, it was well received by the students. Gilman also “said she was excited to see how
behavior changed without screens, since students would have to be more hands-on and vocal about what they were
learning.” In fact, many students “said that they found themselves learning more, getting more work done and
remembering more of what they were taught in the classroom.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Investigations Seek Answers About Parkland, Florida School Shooting.
The Washington Post (3/8, Berman) reports, “there are many unanswered questions about how law enforcement
officials handled warnings about the suspected attacker and the way they responded to the Feb. 14 massacre” at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. There are also “numerous ongoing inquiries from local,
state and federal officials.” The Post adds, “authorities have acknowledged receiving multiple warnings about
Nikolas Cruz,” 19, and that has “prompted intense scrutiny of how law enforcement officials handled the red flags.”
FBI acting deputy director David Bowdich, has “acknowledge[d] that the bureau made a mistake by not investigating
a January warning that Cruz could ‘get into a school and just shoot the place up.’” The Post adds, “The FBI is still
reviewing its handling of” two tips related to Cruz. Fox News (3/9, Diaz) reports on the question of “how the FBI unit
that received a tip about the potential shooter in early January failed to pass it along.” Fox adds, “Bowdich admitted
in a March 6 briefing that ‘the caller provided sufficient information to the tip line for the FBI to launch a probe.’”

School Resource Officer Radioed Shots Coming From Inside Building. The AP (3/9, Spencer, Pane)
reports, “the school’s armed resource officer radioed that shots were coming from the freshman building, but he
advised officers to stay back – a seeming failure to follow widely established guidelines to immediately confront the
attacker in active shooter situations.” The AP adds that the radio message indicates “he almost immediately realized
gunshots were being fired inside” the school. The AP also reports, “Broward County Sheriff’s Office mass shooting
guidelines required him to enter the building and kill or stop the gunman.”
Mother Of Student Calls FBI About Threats Posted On Facebook. The AP (3/9) reports Rebecca
Boldrick, mother of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student David Hogg, who “has been an outspoken
advocate for stricter gun laws,” said that “she contacted the FBI this week because threats against her family have
continued to appear on Facebook.” She said that “her husband is a former FBI agent and carries a gun at all times.”
Lawyer Expects To File More Suits On Behalf Of Victims. USA Today (3/11, Bacon) reports Lawyer Alex
Arreaza “who filed notice of a lawsuit on behalf of a student shot five times” at the school, “says he expects to be
filing legal papers for more families of victims soon.” Arreaza said that “evidence increasingly reveals mistakes by
the Broward County Sheriff’s Office and school district leading up to the” attack. USA adds, “Arreaza pointed to
dozens of incidents involving Cruz and law enforcement” and said that “more...should have been done.”
Former Agent Faults FBI For Response To Warnings. Kenneth Strange, Jr., who was with the FBI as a
member of the Joint Terrorism Task Force in Newark, New Jersey and as Special Agent in Charge of the Department
of Justice Office of Inspector General in Los Angeles, writes in The Hill (3/9, Strange, Jr.), that Nikolas Cruz “is the
one who purchased the weapons” and “murdered 17 people and injured 14 others.” Strange also writes that “the
community did its part” in reporting that Cruz “was a clear and present danger”, but “I give a failing grade to local
law enforcement” and to the FBI, because someone “called the FBI to warn that Cruz was unraveling and posed an
immediate threat” but that “message apparently sat on the Hotline queue in West Virginia instead of making its way
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back to Florida and the FBI Field Office in Miami.”

NRA Files Lawsuit After Scott Signs Florida Gun Control Law.
The New York Times (3/9, A1, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) in a front-page article reports that Florida Gov. Rick
Scott on Friday signed into law “requirements to raise the minimum age and waiting period to purchase a gun.” The
Times calls the law “the most aggressive action on gun control taken in the state in many years.” Scott also spoke to
a group of families “who had traveled to the State Capitol” from Parkland, Florida, and “called parents and
classmates of the slain students his inspiration.” He also “praised them for helping persuade lawmakers to pass
legislation, even if neither they nor him agreed with all of its provisions.”
The Wall Street Journal (3/9, Campo-Flores, Subscription Publication) reports that Scott said he weighed in his
decision whether the legislation would improve school safety, whether it would provide more funding for mental-health
treatment, and whether it would keep guns away from individuals who should not have access to them. Scott said,
“The answer to all three is yes,” adding, “That is why I’m signing the legislation today.” The
Washington Post (3/9,
Scherer) reports that Scott also said after the signing, “I am going to do what I think are common sense solutions...I
think this is the beginning. There is now going to be a real conversation about how we make our schools safe.” The
Post adds that Scott, “who is moving toward a U.S. Senate bid against Democratic incumbent Bill Nelson, was critical
of the inaction in Washington.” However, the Post states that “shortly after Scott signed the law, the NRA filed suit in
federal court to block raising the minimum age for purchasing long guns, arguing that the change violates the
constitutional rights of 18-, 19- and 20-year-olds.”
In an analysis, the Washington Post (3/10, Phillips) also examines whether Scott’s “new views on gun control
[will] be a political pro or con” as he prepares to run for Senate.
The CBS Evening News (3/9, story 5, 0:25, Glor) and NBC Nightly News (3/9, story 7, 0:25, Holt) broadcasts
provided similar coverage in brief reports.

Students Planning New Walkouts Over Gun Violence.
The Washington Post (3/10, Heim, Truong, George) reports that “for the second time in a month, students and
school leaders in the Washington region are preparing for a school walkout to protest gun violence.” In addition,
“many more” students “are expected to join actions on their campuses coordinated with school administrators.” The
Post says school districts in the area “are seeking a middle ground that acknowledges and supports students
engaged in protests while ensuring rules are followed and students remain safe.”
The AP (3/11) reports administrators at schools across the country are “scrambling to perform a delicate
balancing act: How to let thousands of students exercise their First Amendment rights while not disrupting school and
not pulling administrators into the raging debate over gun control. ... Some have taken a hard line, promising to
suspend students who walk out, while others are using a softer approach, working with students to set up places on
campus where they can remember the victims of the Florida shooting and express their views about school safety
and gun control.”
Elementary Schools Plan Student Walkout. The Wall Street Journal (3/10, Brody, Subscription
Publication) reports elementary schools are planning a nationwide student walkout on March 14 in the name of
student safety, to last 17 minutes in honor of each victim of the Parkland, Florida shooting last month. The Journal
says schools are struggling to find ways to address the event with such young children.

Brady Campaign Releases Curriculum To Facilitate Student Protests.
USA Today (3/10, Gaudiano) reports the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence is “offering a school curriculum”
to address next week’s planned student walkouts. “The gun-control group’s 10-page guide is written to help school
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officials address gun violence as students across the country plan to participate in protests on Wednesday, the onemonth anniversary of the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Fla.” Brady officials
“describe the guide as ‘neutral and nonpartisan’ in a letter to principals, teachers or school administrators, noting
that it proposes no particular policy solutions.” However, National Rifle Association spokesman Andrew Arulanandam
“called it a ‘political white paper on gun control’ that he said does nothing to keep students safe.”

Stoneman Douglas Junior Visited White House During Washington, DC Tour.
The Washington Post (3/9, Zak) reports on Stoneman Douglas junior Kyle Kashuv’s trip to Washington, DC this
week, where had meetings with “five senators, the Speaker of the House, the counselor to the president, and then a
special surprise at the White House.” The Post says Kashuv is “fiercely fixated on the middle ground” on the issue
of gun control. During his meeting with President Trump, which was “over in five minutes,” Trump “asked about his
classmates” and Kashuv “talked about his app idea.”

Indiana Governor Requests Funds For School Security Grants.
The Indianapolis Star (3/9, Herron, Cook) reports that Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb “is asking the Indiana legislature
for an extra $5 million for school security grants.” Holcomb “requested the additional money for the Indiana Secured
School Safety Fund, which provides matching grants to schools to hire school resource officers and purchase
equipment to bolster school security.” The Star says the request is “the first major move the state has taken toward
bolstering safety in schools since” the shooting in Parkland, Florida.

AP Analysis Finds NRA Has Increased Grants To Schools.
An AP (3/9, Binkley, Hoyer) analysis of the National Rifle Association’s public tax records shows that the NRA “has
dramatically increased its funding to schools in recent years amid a national debate over guns and school violence.”
The article provides further detail on the analysis, and says that few schools “say they plan to give up the money in
the aftermath of the latest mass shooting.”

Parkland Students Turn Grief Into Song.
The AP (3/10) reports that a few days after the Parkland massacre, Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School students
Sawyer Garrity and Andrea Peña began collaborating on a song they called “Shine” as a method of expressing their
grief. Soon after, “Sawyer and Andrea were standing on a stage at the BB&T Center performing the song live in front
of 7,000 people. They were the closing act for CNN’s Town Hall Meeting on the shooting. Millions of viewers were
tuned in.”

Kansas Republicans’ School Safety Plan Draws Criticism.
The AP (3/10, Hanna, Writer) reports a bill “to mandate safety standards for schools and provide state funds to
school districts for training and security upgrades” floated by Republicans in the Kansas legislature is facing criticism
from “educators and other legislators” who “say the new spending is not enough and argue that the House GOP
leaders who drafted the plan are ducking a core issue by not proposing gun control measures.”

Florida Governor Signs Bill Giving Vouchers To Bullied Students.
The AP (3/11, Fineout) reports Florida Gov. Rick Scott (R) on Sunday signed a bill to “create the nation’s first ever
private school voucher program for bullied students.” The sweeping legislation also “requires all Florida schools to
display the words ‘In God We Trust’ on school grounds and that Florida teacher union must go through a
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recertification process if membership levels fall beneath a certain threshold.”

Study: Many Teachers Fail To Report Student Attacks.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (3/11) reports Ohio State University Department of Educational Studies chairman Eric
Anderman led a nationwide study that found nearly one in five teachers who were physically or verbally attacked by
students declined to notify school administrators, and one in four said “they didn’t even tell family members.” The
study, published online by the journal Social Psychology of Education on Tuesday, specifically examined “how
teachers react to attacks: whether their emotional response and what they feel is to blame for the violence influences
the way the attack is ultimately handled.” The National Education Association and American Federation of Teachers
urged their members to respond. Of the nearly 3,500 teachers who did, 2,505 from 48 states reported incidents.
Since student attacks and how they are handled can influence whether teachers “ultimately stay in the profession,”
school leaders “might reflect on whether they create the conditions and policies under which teachers aren’t coming
forward with information, the study said.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Ohio Parents Compel District To Change Reading Instruction Methods.
NPR’s (3/11) “NPR Ed” reports that parents were frustrated with Upper Arlington Schools’ failure to address the
needs of their children with dyslexia, so they filed a complaint with the Ohio state Department of Education in 2011.
The state DOE “found the Upper Arlington Schools in violation of the law when it came to promptly and properly
identifying students with learning disabilities and finding them eligible for special education services,” and ordered the
district “to train teachers and staff on how to identify and evaluate students with learning disabilities.” Upper
Arlington also changed the way it taught reading. It was using a “whole language” approach, which erroneously
assumes that reading “is a natural process” and is particularly difficult for children with dyslexia. In its transition to “a
phonics-based approach that explicitly and systematically teaches them how letters represent sounds to form words
on the page,” Upper Arlington had to retrain teachers who “learned whole language-based methods in their teacherpreparation programs.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Former Baltimore County Superintendent Pleads Guilty To Perjury.
• California Officials Say They’re Nearing Compromise With ED Over ESSA Plan.
• Experts: West Virginia Teacher Strike Demonstrates Women’s Power.
• After Years Of Apparent Success, DC Schools Beset By Multiple Scandals.
• IL House Approves School Funding Bill.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

April 13, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DeVoss: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of
Stagnant Test Scores.
Education Week (4/12, Klein) reports that at the Reagan
Institute’s Summit on Education, “Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos and her four most recent predecessors—Arne Duncan,
John B. King Jr., Rod Paige, and Margaret Spellings—agreed at
a conference here that the nation is still struggling to educate its
future workforce 35 years after the Reagan administration’s
landmark ‘A Nation at Risk’ report,” although “each have vastly
different ideas about what to do about it.” DeVos said, “This is
not something we’re going to spend our way out of, and this is
not something we’re going to mandate or regulate our way out
of.” She “thinks states need to consider more ‘student
centered’ policies,” citing Florida, “the only state to show
significant improvement in math in 4th and 8th grade and in 8th grade reading on the NAEP.” DeVos ticked said that
policies that helped Florida include, in EW’s words, “merit pay for teachers, a requirement that kids show progress in
literacy to move on from 3rd grade, and an embrace of school choice, including tax credit scholarships and a voucher
program for students in special education.”
In an interview with the Daily Signal (4/12, Bluey) during the summit, DeVos said, “When we look at how the
world around us has changed, how technology has advanced in so many different sectors of society, and yet with
education, our students just are simply not being prepared as a rule.” She added, “We have invested billions and
billions and billions of dollars to try to focus on the lowest-performing schools, and the lowest-income students. And
yet the results for those students continue to, in most cases, decline.” DeVos also said that the Every Student
Succeeds legislation “gives a great deal more flexibility back to the states. We need to see states actually take that
flexibility, and translate it, and transfer it down to the local level—to the school building level.”
Critics Argue NAEP “Proficient” Definition Is Misleading. The Christian Science Monitor (4/12,
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Hinckley) reports the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) “defines proficiency as ‘demonstrated
competency over challenging subject matter,’ which experts interpret as high achievement.” Education policy
analyst Tom Loveless said that “for an 8th grade student to reach NAEP’s math proficiency today he or she must
master the same concepts as a 12th grader in 1990.” Critics argue the NAEP’s “definition of ‘proficient’ can
directly impact students’ education through inflated standards in widely used curricula like Common Core, low
morale among teachers and administrators, and unnecessary confusion and disappointment for average Americans.”
National Center for Education Statistics Associate Commissioner Peggy Carr said, “We have gotten an earful from
our stakeholders about the confusion of the word ‘proficient’ as we use it.” She added that for measuring student
performance on grade level, in the words of the Monitor, “it is far more accurate to look at ‘basic’ scores, rather
than ‘proficient.’”

POLITICS & POLICY
Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
The AP (4/13, Christie, Daniels) reports, “Caving to demands from teachers who have protested low pay and school
funding shortfalls for weeks,” Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey proposed “a net 20 percent raise by 2020 and pledged to
push the proposal through the Legislature in the coming weeks.” Dawn Penich-Thacker, a spokeswoman for Save
Our Schools Arizona, said, “There’s a lot more to do, but it’s a good-faith gesture that we think is something to
continue working together on.” Ducey previously “said he was sticking to his plan to give teachers only a 1 percent
pay raise this year,” but “changed his tone after Arizona Educators United threatened a walkout and said a strike
date could be set soon.” Ducey’s proposal “doesn’t increase funding for other school needs or provide raises for
school staff that the grassroots teachers group demanded.” The Arizona Republic (4/12, Randazzo, Cano) calls
Ducey’s move “a sudden about-face.” Meanwhile, “Joe Thomas, president of the Arizona Education Association,
expressed skepticism over the governor’s announcement, saying it lacked detail.”
In a second article, the AP (4/12, Christie, Daniels) reports Arizona state House Speaker J.D. Mesnard “outlined
a plan Thursday to boost teacher pay by 6 percent in the coming school year with annual increases that could lead to
a 23 percent increase at the end of five years” by “redirecting cash already committed or planned for school districts
in coming years.” Chuck Essigs, director of government relations for the Arizona Association of School Business
Officials, said, “Any proposal that wants to increase teacher salaries by 20 percent but does not want to put any more
money into the school funding is leading Arizona schools and charter schools down a road to disaster.”
Also covering this story are The Hill (4/12, Manchester), NPR (4/12, Romo), and KTAR-FM Glendale, AZ (4/12).

Union Ends Oklahoma Teacher Walkout.
The CBS Evening News (4/12, story 5, 0:15, Glor) reported that the head of the Oklahoma’s largest teachers’ union
on Thursday “called for an end to the walkout that has forced thousands of students to miss nine days of school.”
The New York Times (4/12, Goldstein, Dias, Subscription Publication) reports the Oklahoma Education
Association, the state’s largest teachers’ union, “called for educators to return to the classroom and to shift their
efforts to supporting candidates in the fall elections who favor increased education spending.” The group said, in the
Times’ words, that “it had achieved all that it could with a walkout.” Union President Alicia Priest called the walkout
“a victory for teachers,” although it fell short of its goals. She “acknowledged that many of the protesters’ demands
for more schools funding would not be met, because, she said, Republicans in the State Senate would not consider
additional revenue sources.” Meanwhile, “some rank-and-file educators expressed displeasure on social media that
the union was calling off the walkout, and were discussing whether teachers could continue the work stoppage on
their own.”
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The Washington Post (4/12, Balingit) reports the Union’s announcement “does not necessarily end the protests
at the Capitol, as teachers not affiliated with the union vowed to stay longer.” However, “as school districts begin to
reopen, the protests may lose steam.” Reuters (4/12, Brandes) reports, “School districts for the most part supported
the teacher walk-out” but “began to run out of wiggle room to make up for lost time when the labor action threatened
to extend the school year, piling pressure on teachers to return.” Meanwhile, “The Republican-dominated legislature
passed its first major tax hikes in a quarter century that raised about $450 million in revenue for education.”
Also covering this story are the Wall Street Journal (4/12, Hackman, Subscription Publication)and Vice (4/12).
Seeking Financial Stability, Oklahoma’s “Teacher Of The Year” Moved To Texas. CBS News (4/12)
reports Math teacher Shawn Sheehan, Oklahoma’s 2016 teacher of the year, relocated to Lewisville, Texas. The
average teacher in Oklahoma is paid about $45,000; “the average teacher in Texas makes about $52,000 per year.”
By moving, Sheehan says he and his wife, who teaches English, “upped their combined salary by about $38,000.”

Teacher Protest To Have Kentucky School Districts Closed.
The Huffington Post (4/12, Waldron) reports, “As of Thursday afternoon, at least 36 [Kentucky school] districts had
decided to close Friday” due to teachers’ “plan to flood the state Capitol on Friday to rally for public-school funding
and protest newly signed changes to public pension programs.” This will be “the third day of widespread forced
closures since Kentucky’s state Legislature passed the pension overhaul in a late-night vote.”
The AP (4/13, Schreiner) reports Kentucky teachers “are loudly demanding that the legislature defy the
governor and restore increases in education funding.” When state legislators reconvening Friday for a two-day wrapup of the legislative session, “they’re likely to get a boisterous reception from teachers.”

California To Submit Final Plan To Satisfy ESSA.
The Los Angeles Times (4/12, Resmovits) reports that, “after months of back-and-forth with Betsy DeVos’ U.S.
Department of Education,” the California State Board of Education “finally agreed Thursday to submit a final plan”
on how to satisfy the Every Student Succeeds Act. The board had hoped “that DeVos – who often voices her support
for local control of schools – would give them more leeway in interpreting the law,” but in December the ED said the
plan needed additional work. “Board members drew out the process because they were intent on keeping a focus on
California’s priorities rather than letting federal law determine the state’s plans.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Experts Say Changing Economy Requires High Schools To Adjust Approach.
NBC News (4/12, Gonser) reports that “as millions of blue-collar jobs in manufacturing, construction and
transportation disappear, subject to offshoring and automation,” they “are being replaced by skilled jobs in service
sectors such as health care, finance and information technology – positions that require more education than just a
high-school diploma, thus squeezing out many of those blue-collar, traditionally middle-class workers.” With “the
staggering cost of higher education and millions of unfilled jobs in skilled trades,” policymakers are rethinking
“America’s bachelor’s-or-bust mentality.” As employers seeking workers without a bachelor’s degree “still look for
more than a high school diploma, increasingly favoring those who have an associate degree or some college training,
” some experts say “American high schools need to do more to educate young people about careers that require
two-year degrees or certifications, rather than primarily promoting expensive bachelor’s degrees.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
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New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
Arianna Prothero, in the Education Week (4/12) “Charters & Choice” blog, writes that New Mexico Public Education
Secretary-designate Christopher Ruszkowski decided not to renew the charter contract of the New Mexico
Connections Academy, the state’s largest online charter school, which received two years of F grades from the
state’s accountability system. The move “is notable because” an Education Week analysis found that online charter
schools “rarely shut down even when plagued with poor performance or financial mismanagement.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
U.S. News & World Report (4/12, Soergel) reports on the best states for teacher pay. At the top, New York has an
average teacher salary of $76,680. Alaska has an average teacher salary of $76,124. Connecticut has an average
teacher salary of $74,806. California has an average teacher salary of $71,666. And coming in fifth, Massachusetts
has an average teacher salary of $69,219.

Atlanta High Schools Offer Courses To Fill Demand For Construction Workers.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (4/12, Stirgus) reports Atlanta is finding it a “challenge” to fill the demand for
construction workers. As part of a move away “from the idea that everyone graduates from high school and heads to
college,” Atlanta “high schools are partnering with businesses, technical colleges and four-year universities to
produce the necessary workforce.” The Construction Education Foundation of Georgia say “the state’s public
schools have over 150 skilled-trade construction and metals programs with 17,000-plus students enrolled.”

Study: Students At Many For-Profit Colleges Can’t Secure Decent Jobs After Graduation Or
Pay Student Debt.
The Rochester (NY) Democrat & Chronicle (4/12, Murphy) reports a new report by the think tank The Center for an
Urban Future found that “students at many of New York’s for-profit colleges can’t secure decent jobs after
graduation or afford to pay down their substantial debt.” The study found that “in 73 percent of for-profit programs,
graduates earn less than $25,000,” and “in 38 percent of programs, graduates pay more than 8 percent of their
annual earnings toward student debt, more than 9 times the rate at public occupational programs.” The report’s
authors “urge the state to set a ‘gainful employment’ standard for colleges – for-profit or otherwise – to qualify for
public funding.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Giffords Group Criticizes Arizona Governor’s School Safety Plan As Being Full Of Loopholes.
The AP (4/12, Christie) reports the gun safety group “Giffords,” founded by shooting victim and former Rep. Gabby
Giffords, opposes Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey’s school safety plan, saying, in the AP’s words, hit as “so many
loopholes in the proposal on taking guns away from dangerous people that it is actually more cumbersome than
current law.” The group also criticized it “for not containing a provision requiring universal background checks for
gun purchases.” Gun right groups “lobbied the governor’s office to weaken the proposal and also got him to drop
some other parts of the plan.”
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SPECIAL NEEDS
Under Settlement Flint Children Will Be Screened For Needing Special-Education Services.
The Detroit Free Press (4/12) reports US District Judge Arnold Tarnow “approved a settlement of a lawsuit that will
mean up to 30,000 Flint children will be screened to determine whether they need health or special-education
services.” Remaining parts of the class-action lawsuit filed by the American Civil Liberties Union of Michigan and the
New Jersey-based Education Law Center on behalf of children and families in the city – “including the plaintiffs’
efforts to ensure that children actually receive the services they need – are still being litigated.”
The Detroit News (4/12, Chambers) calls the agreement “unprecedented.” Under the settlement, “the state of
Michigan will pay $4.1 million to create a program that would identify all Flint schoolchildren – from birth through age
25 – and place them on the Flint Health Registry for universal health screenings” to determine the effects of the
city’s lead-contaminated water.

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses With CTE.
• DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On Education.
• Study Finds Head Start Crucial to Rural Counties.
• California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
• Google Putting Wifi In Buses To Add To Students’ Learning Time.
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Good morning David Shoup

April 13, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DeVoss: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of
Stagnant Test Scores.
Education Week (4/12, Klein) reports that at the Reagan
Institute’s Summit on Education, “Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos and her four most recent predecessors—Arne Duncan,
John B. King Jr., Rod Paige, and Margaret Spellings—agreed at
a conference here that the nation is still struggling to educate its
future workforce 35 years after the Reagan administration’s
landmark ‘A Nation at Risk’ report,” although “each have vastly
different ideas about what to do about it.” DeVos said, “This is
not something we’re going to spend our way out of, and this is
not something we’re going to mandate or regulate our way out
of.” She “thinks states need to consider more ‘student
centered’ policies,” citing Florida, “the only state to show
significant improvement in math in 4th and 8th grade and in 8th grade reading on the NAEP.” DeVos ticked said that
policies that helped Florida include, in EW’s words, “merit pay for teachers, a requirement that kids show progress in
literacy to move on from 3rd grade, and an embrace of school choice, including tax credit scholarships and a voucher
program for students in special education.”
In an interview with the Daily Signal (4/12, Bluey) during the summit, DeVos said, “When we look at how the
world around us has changed, how technology has advanced in so many different sectors of society, and yet with
education, our students just are simply not being prepared as a rule.” She added, “We have invested billions and
billions and billions of dollars to try to focus on the lowest-performing schools, and the lowest-income students. And
yet the results for those students continue to, in most cases, decline.” DeVos also said that the Every Student
Succeeds legislation “gives a great deal more flexibility back to the states. We need to see states actually take that
flexibility, and translate it, and transfer it down to the local level—to the school building level.”
Critics Argue NAEP “Proficient” Definition Is Misleading. The Christian Science Monitor (4/12,
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Hinckley) reports the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) “defines proficiency as ‘demonstrated
competency over challenging subject matter,’ which experts interpret as high achievement.” Education policy
analyst Tom Loveless said that “for an 8th grade student to reach NAEP’s math proficiency today he or she must
master the same concepts as a 12th grader in 1990.” Critics argue the NAEP’s “definition of ‘proficient’ can
directly impact students’ education through inflated standards in widely used curricula like Common Core, low
morale among teachers and administrators, and unnecessary confusion and disappointment for average Americans.”
National Center for Education Statistics Associate Commissioner Peggy Carr said, “We have gotten an earful from
our stakeholders about the confusion of the word ‘proficient’ as we use it.” She added that for measuring student
performance on grade level, in the words of the Monitor, “it is far more accurate to look at ‘basic’ scores, rather
than ‘proficient.’”

POLITICS & POLICY
Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
The AP (4/13, Christie, Daniels) reports, “Caving to demands from teachers who have protested low pay and school
funding shortfalls for weeks,” Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey proposed “a net 20 percent raise by 2020 and pledged to
push the proposal through the Legislature in the coming weeks.” Dawn Penich-Thacker, a spokeswoman for Save
Our Schools Arizona, said, “There’s a lot more to do, but it’s a good-faith gesture that we think is something to
continue working together on.” Ducey previously “said he was sticking to his plan to give teachers only a 1 percent
pay raise this year,” but “changed his tone after Arizona Educators United threatened a walkout and said a strike
date could be set soon.” Ducey’s proposal “doesn’t increase funding for other school needs or provide raises for
school staff that the grassroots teachers group demanded.” The Arizona Republic (4/12, Randazzo, Cano) calls
Ducey’s move “a sudden about-face.” Meanwhile, “Joe Thomas, president of the Arizona Education Association,
expressed skepticism over the governor’s announcement, saying it lacked detail.”
In a second article, the AP (4/12, Christie, Daniels) reports Arizona state House Speaker J.D. Mesnard “outlined
a plan Thursday to boost teacher pay by 6 percent in the coming school year with annual increases that could lead to
a 23 percent increase at the end of five years” by “redirecting cash already committed or planned for school districts
in coming years.” Chuck Essigs, director of government relations for the Arizona Association of School Business
Officials, said, “Any proposal that wants to increase teacher salaries by 20 percent but does not want to put any more
money into the school funding is leading Arizona schools and charter schools down a road to disaster.”
Also covering this story are The Hill (4/12, Manchester), NPR (4/12, Romo), and KTAR-FM Glendale, AZ (4/12).

Union Ends Oklahoma Teacher Walkout.
The CBS Evening News (4/12, story 5, 0:15, Glor) reported that the head of the Oklahoma’s largest teachers’ union
on Thursday “called for an end to the walkout that has forced thousands of students to miss nine days of school.”
The New York Times (4/12, Goldstein, Dias, Subscription Publication) reports the Oklahoma Education
Association, the state’s largest teachers’ union, “called for educators to return to the classroom and to shift their
efforts to supporting candidates in the fall elections who favor increased education spending.” The group said, in the
Times’ words, that “it had achieved all that it could with a walkout.” Union President Alicia Priest called the walkout
“a victory for teachers,” although it fell short of its goals. She “acknowledged that many of the protesters’ demands
for more schools funding would not be met, because, she said, Republicans in the State Senate would not consider
additional revenue sources.” Meanwhile, “some rank-and-file educators expressed displeasure on social media that
the union was calling off the walkout, and were discussing whether teachers could continue the work stoppage on
their own.”
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The Washington Post (4/12, Balingit) reports the Union’s announcement “does not necessarily end the protests
at the Capitol, as teachers not affiliated with the union vowed to stay longer.” However, “as school districts begin to
reopen, the protests may lose steam.” Reuters (4/12, Brandes) reports, “School districts for the most part supported
the teacher walk-out” but “began to run out of wiggle room to make up for lost time when the labor action threatened
to extend the school year, piling pressure on teachers to return.” Meanwhile, “The Republican-dominated legislature
passed its first major tax hikes in a quarter century that raised about $450 million in revenue for education.”
Also covering this story are the Wall Street Journal (4/12, Hackman, Subscription Publication)and Vice (4/12).
Seeking Financial Stability, Oklahoma’s “Teacher Of The Year” Moved To Texas. CBS News (4/12)
reports Math teacher Shawn Sheehan, Oklahoma’s 2016 teacher of the year, relocated to Lewisville, Texas. The
average teacher in Oklahoma is paid about $45,000; “the average teacher in Texas makes about $52,000 per year.”
By moving, Sheehan says he and his wife, who teaches English, “upped their combined salary by about $38,000.”

Teacher Protest To Have Kentucky School Districts Closed.
The Huffington Post (4/12, Waldron) reports, “As of Thursday afternoon, at least 36 [Kentucky school] districts had
decided to close Friday” due to teachers’ “plan to flood the state Capitol on Friday to rally for public-school funding
and protest newly signed changes to public pension programs.” This will be “the third day of widespread forced
closures since Kentucky’s state Legislature passed the pension overhaul in a late-night vote.”
The AP (4/13, Schreiner) reports Kentucky teachers “are loudly demanding that the legislature defy the
governor and restore increases in education funding.” When state legislators reconvening Friday for a two-day wrapup of the legislative session, “they’re likely to get a boisterous reception from teachers.”

California To Submit Final Plan To Satisfy ESSA.
The Los Angeles Times (4/12, Resmovits) reports that, “after months of back-and-forth with Betsy DeVos’ U.S.
Department of Education,” the California State Board of Education “finally agreed Thursday to submit a final plan”
on how to satisfy the Every Student Succeeds Act. The board had hoped “that DeVos – who often voices her support
for local control of schools – would give them more leeway in interpreting the law,” but in December the ED said the
plan needed additional work. “Board members drew out the process because they were intent on keeping a focus on
California’s priorities rather than letting federal law determine the state’s plans.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Experts Say Changing Economy Requires High Schools To Adjust Approach.
NBC News (4/12, Gonser) reports that “as millions of blue-collar jobs in manufacturing, construction and
transportation disappear, subject to offshoring and automation,” they “are being replaced by skilled jobs in service
sectors such as health care, finance and information technology – positions that require more education than just a
high-school diploma, thus squeezing out many of those blue-collar, traditionally middle-class workers.” With “the
staggering cost of higher education and millions of unfilled jobs in skilled trades,” policymakers are rethinking
“America’s bachelor’s-or-bust mentality.” As employers seeking workers without a bachelor’s degree “still look for
more than a high school diploma, increasingly favoring those who have an associate degree or some college training,
” some experts say “American high schools need to do more to educate young people about careers that require
two-year degrees or certifications, rather than primarily promoting expensive bachelor’s degrees.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
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New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
Arianna Prothero, in the Education Week (4/12) “Charters & Choice” blog, writes that New Mexico Public Education
Secretary-designate Christopher Ruszkowski decided not to renew the charter contract of the New Mexico
Connections Academy, the state’s largest online charter school, which received two years of F grades from the
state’s accountability system. The move “is notable because” an Education Week analysis found that online charter
schools “rarely shut down even when plagued with poor performance or financial mismanagement.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
U.S. News & World Report (4/12, Soergel) reports on the best states for teacher pay. At the top, New York has an
average teacher salary of $76,680. Alaska has an average teacher salary of $76,124. Connecticut has an average
teacher salary of $74,806. California has an average teacher salary of $71,666. And coming in fifth, Massachusetts
has an average teacher salary of $69,219.

Atlanta High Schools Offer Courses To Fill Demand For Construction Workers.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (4/12, Stirgus) reports Atlanta is finding it a “challenge” to fill the demand for
construction workers. As part of a move away “from the idea that everyone graduates from high school and heads to
college,” Atlanta “high schools are partnering with businesses, technical colleges and four-year universities to
produce the necessary workforce.” The Construction Education Foundation of Georgia say “the state’s public
schools have over 150 skilled-trade construction and metals programs with 17,000-plus students enrolled.”

Study: Students At Many For-Profit Colleges Can’t Secure Decent Jobs After Graduation Or
Pay Student Debt.
The Rochester (NY) Democrat & Chronicle (4/12, Murphy) reports a new report by the think tank The Center for an
Urban Future found that “students at many of New York’s for-profit colleges can’t secure decent jobs after
graduation or afford to pay down their substantial debt.” The study found that “in 73 percent of for-profit programs,
graduates earn less than $25,000,” and “in 38 percent of programs, graduates pay more than 8 percent of their
annual earnings toward student debt, more than 9 times the rate at public occupational programs.” The report’s
authors “urge the state to set a ‘gainful employment’ standard for colleges – for-profit or otherwise – to qualify for
public funding.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Giffords Group Criticizes Arizona Governor’s School Safety Plan As Being Full Of Loopholes.
The AP (4/12, Christie) reports the gun safety group “Giffords,” founded by shooting victim and former Rep. Gabby
Giffords, opposes Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey’s school safety plan, saying, in the AP’s words, hit as “so many
loopholes in the proposal on taking guns away from dangerous people that it is actually more cumbersome than
current law.” The group also criticized it “for not containing a provision requiring universal background checks for
gun purchases.” Gun right groups “lobbied the governor’s office to weaken the proposal and also got him to drop
some other parts of the plan.”
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SPECIAL NEEDS
Under Settlement Flint Children Will Be Screened For Needing Special-Education Services.
The Detroit Free Press (4/12) reports US District Judge Arnold Tarnow “approved a settlement of a lawsuit that will
mean up to 30,000 Flint children will be screened to determine whether they need health or special-education
services.” Remaining parts of the class-action lawsuit filed by the American Civil Liberties Union of Michigan and the
New Jersey-based Education Law Center on behalf of children and families in the city – “including the plaintiffs’
efforts to ensure that children actually receive the services they need – are still being litigated.”
The Detroit News (4/12, Chambers) calls the agreement “unprecedented.” Under the settlement, “the state of
Michigan will pay $4.1 million to create a program that would identify all Flint schoolchildren – from birth through age
25 – and place them on the Flint Health Registry for universal health screenings” to determine the effects of the
city’s lead-contaminated water.

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses With CTE.
• DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On Education.
• Study Finds Head Start Crucial to Rural Counties.
• California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
• Google Putting Wifi In Buses To Add To Students’ Learning Time.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Friday, April 13, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
DeVoss: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of
Stagnant Test Scores.
Education Week (4/12, Klein) reports that at the Reagan
Institute’s Summit on Education, “Secretary of Education
Betsy DeVos and her four most recent predecessors—Arne
Duncan, John B. King Jr., Rod Paige, and Margaret
Spellings—agreed at a conference here that the nation is
still struggling to educate its future workforce 35 years after
the Reagan administration’s landmark ‘A Nation at Risk’
report,” although “each have vastly different ideas about
what to do about it.” DeVos said, “This is not something
we’re going to spend our way out of, and this is not
something we’re going to mandate or regulate our way out
of.” She “thinks states need to consider more ‘student
centered’ policies,” citing Florida, “the only state to show
significant improvement in math in 4th and 8th grade and in 8th grade reading on the NAEP.” DeVos ticked said that
policies that helped Florida include, in EW’s words, “merit pay for teachers, a requirement that kids show progress in
literacy to move on from 3rd grade, and an embrace of school choice, including tax credit scholarships and a voucher
program for students in special education.”
In an interview with the Daily Signal (4/12, Bluey) during the summit, DeVos said, “When we look at how the
world around us has changed, how technology has advanced in so many different sectors of society, and yet with
education, our students just are simply not being prepared as a rule.” She added, “We have invested billions and
billions and billions of dollars to try to focus on the lowest-performing schools, and the lowest-income students. And
yet the results for those students continue to, in most cases, decline.” DeVos also said that the Every Student
Succeeds legislation “gives a great deal more flexibility back to the states. We need to see states actually take that
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flexibility, and translate it, and transfer it down to the local level—to the school building level.”
Critics Argue NAEP “Proficient” Definition Is Misleading. The Christian Science Monitor (4/12, Hinckley) reports
the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) “defines proficiency as ‘demonstrated competency over
challenging subject matter,’ which experts interpret as high achievement.” Education policy analyst Tom Loveless
said that “for an 8th grade student to reach NAEP’s math proficiency today he or she must master the same
concepts as a 12th grader in 1990.” Critics argue the NAEP’s “definition of ‘proficient’ can directly impact
students’ education through inflated standards in widely used curricula like Common Core, low morale among
teachers and administrators, and unnecessary confusion and disappointment for average Americans.” National
Center for Education Statistics Associate Commissioner Peggy Carr said, “We have gotten an earful from our
stakeholders about the confusion of the word ‘proficient’ as we use it.” She added that for measuring student
performance on grade level, in the words of the Monitor, “it is far more accurate to look at ‘basic’ scores, rather
than ‘proficient.’”

FROM NASSP
Building an Inclusive School Culture
Leading Success, a free online toolkit for school leaders and their staff, consists of 11 modules, each
offering a comprehensive set of activities and discussions of best practices used in a diverse array of
schools around the country. Module 4: Building an Inclusive School Culture focuses on the role of
accounting for the needs of all members of the learning community in the development of an inclusive
school culture. Activities cover diversity responsiveness; teaching from the heart; and leading diverse,
equitable schools. Begin Module 4 and the rest of Leading Success today!

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
The AP (4/13, Christie, Daniels) reports, “Caving to demands from teachers who have protested low pay and school
funding shortfalls for weeks,” Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey proposed “a net 20 percent raise by 2020 and pledged to
push the proposal through the Legislature in the coming weeks.” Dawn Penich-Thacker, a spokeswoman for Save
Our Schools Arizona, said, “There’s a lot more to do, but it’s a good-faith gesture that we think is something to
continue working together on.” Ducey previously “said he was sticking to his plan to give teachers only a 1 percent
pay raise this year,” but “changed his tone after Arizona Educators United threatened a walkout and said a strike
date could be set soon.” Ducey’s proposal “doesn’t increase funding for other school needs or provide raises for
school staff that the grassroots teachers group demanded.” The Arizona Republic (4/12, Randazzo, Cano) calls
Ducey’s move “a sudden about-face.” Meanwhile, “Joe Thomas, president of the Arizona Education Association,
expressed skepticism over the governor’s announcement, saying it lacked detail.”
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In a second article, the AP (4/12, Christie, Daniels) reports Arizona state House Speaker J.D. Mesnard “outlined
a plan Thursday to boost teacher pay by 6 percent in the coming school year with annual increases that could lead to
a 23 percent increase at the end of five years” by “redirecting cash already committed or planned for school districts
in coming years.” Chuck Essigs, director of government relations for the Arizona Association of School Business
Officials, said, “Any proposal that wants to increase teacher salaries by 20 percent but does not want to put any more
money into the school funding is leading Arizona schools and charter schools down a road to disaster.”
Also covering this story are The Hill (4/12, Manchester), NPR (4/12, Romo), and KTAR-FM Glendale, AZ (4/12).

Union Ends Oklahoma Teacher Walkout.
The CBS Evening News (4/12, story 5, 0:15, Glor) reported that the head of the Oklahoma’s largest teachers’ union
on Thursday “called for an end to the walkout that has forced thousands of students to miss nine days of school.”
The New York Times (4/12, Goldstein, Dias, Subscription Publication) reports the Oklahoma Education
Association, the state’s largest teachers’ union, “called for educators to return to the classroom and to shift their
efforts to supporting candidates in the fall elections who favor increased education spending.” The group said, in the
Times’ words, that “it had achieved all that it could with a walkout.” Union President Alicia Priest called the walkout
“a victory for teachers,” although it fell short of its goals. She “acknowledged that many of the protesters’ demands
for more schools funding would not be met, because, she said, Republicans in the State Senate would not consider
additional revenue sources.” Meanwhile, “some rank-and-file educators expressed displeasure on social media that
the union was calling off the walkout, and were discussing whether teachers could continue the work stoppage on
their own.”
The Washington Post (4/12, Balingit) reports the Union’s announcement “does not necessarily end the protests
at the Capitol, as teachers not affiliated with the union vowed to stay longer.” However, “as school districts begin to
reopen, the protests may lose steam.” Reuters (4/12, Brandes) reports, “School districts for the most part supported
the teacher walk-out” but “began to run out of wiggle room to make up for lost time when the labor action threatened
to extend the school year, piling pressure on teachers to return.” Meanwhile, “The Republican-dominated legislature
passed its first major tax hikes in a quarter century that raised about $450 million in revenue for education.”
Also covering this story are the Wall Street Journal (4/12, Hackman, Subscription Publication)and Vice (4/12).
Seeking Financial Stability, Oklahoma’s “Teacher Of The Year” Moved To Texas. CBS News (4/12) reports
Math teacher Shawn Sheehan, Oklahoma’s 2016 teacher of the year, relocated to Lewisville, Texas. The average
teacher in Oklahoma is paid about $45,000; “the average teacher in Texas makes about $52,000 per year.” By
moving, Sheehan says he and his wife, who teaches English, “upped their combined salary by about $38,000.”

Teacher Protest To Have Kentucky School Districts Closed.
The Huffington Post (4/12, Waldron) reports, “As of Thursday afternoon, at least 36 [Kentucky school] districts had
decided to close Friday” due to teachers’ “plan to flood the state Capitol on Friday to rally for public-school funding
and protest newly signed changes to public pension programs.” This will be “the third day of widespread forced
closures since Kentucky’s state Legislature passed the pension overhaul in a late-night vote.”
The AP (4/13, Schreiner) reports Kentucky teachers “are loudly demanding that the legislature defy the
governor and restore increases in education funding.” When state legislators reconvening Friday for a two-day wrapup of the legislative session, “they’re likely to get a boisterous reception from teachers.”

California To Submit Final Plan To Satisfy ESSA.
The Los Angeles Times (4/12, Resmovits) reports that, “after months of back-and-forth with Betsy DeVos’ U.S.
Department of Education,” the California State Board of Education “finally agreed Thursday to submit a final plan”
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on how to satisfy the Every Student Succeeds Act. The board had hoped “that DeVos – who often voices her support
for local control of schools – would give them more leeway in interpreting the law,” but in December the ED said the
plan needed additional work. “Board members drew out the process because they were intent on keeping a focus on
California’s priorities rather than letting federal law determine the state’s plans.”

Experts Say Changing Economy Requires High Schools To Adjust Approach.
NBC News (4/12, Gonser) reports that “as millions of blue-collar jobs in manufacturing, construction and
transportation disappear, subject to offshoring and automation,” they “are being replaced by skilled jobs in service
sectors such as health care, finance and information technology – positions that require more education than just a
high-school diploma, thus squeezing out many of those blue-collar, traditionally middle-class workers.” With “the
staggering cost of higher education and millions of unfilled jobs in skilled trades,” policymakers are rethinking
“America’s bachelor’s-or-bust mentality.” As employers seeking workers without a bachelor’s degree “still look for
more than a high school diploma, increasingly favoring those who have an associate degree or some college training,
” some experts say “American high schools need to do more to educate young people about careers that require
two-year degrees or certifications, rather than primarily promoting expensive bachelor’s degrees.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
Arianna Prothero, in the Education Week (4/12) “Charters & Choice” blog, writes that New Mexico Public Education
Secretary-designate Christopher Ruszkowski decided not to renew the charter contract of the New Mexico
Connections Academy, the state’s largest online charter school, which received two years of F grades from the
state’s accountability system. The move “is notable because” an Education Week analysis found that online charter
schools “rarely shut down even when plagued with poor performance or financial mismanagement.”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
U.S. News & World Report (4/12, Soergel) reports on the best states for teacher pay. At the top, New York has an
average teacher salary of $76,680. Alaska has an average teacher salary of $76,124. Connecticut has an average
teacher salary of $74,806. California has an average teacher salary of $71,666. And coming in fifth, Massachusetts
has an average teacher salary of $69,219.

Atlanta High Schools Offer Courses To Fill Demand For Construction Workers.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (4/12, Stirgus) reports Atlanta is finding it a “challenge” to fill the demand for
construction workers. As part of a move away “from the idea that everyone graduates from high school and heads to
college,” Atlanta “high schools are partnering with businesses, technical colleges and four-year universities to
produce the necessary workforce.” The Construction Education Foundation of Georgia say “the state’s public
schools have over 150 skilled-trade construction and metals programs with 17,000-plus students enrolled.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
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Study: Students At Many For-Profit Colleges Can’t Secure Decent Jobs After Graduation Or
Pay Student Debt.
The Rochester (NY) Democrat & Chronicle (4/12, Murphy) reports a new report by the think tank The Center for an
Urban Future found that “students at many of New York’s for-profit colleges can’t secure decent jobs after
graduation or afford to pay down their substantial debt.” The study found that “in 73 percent of for-profit programs,
graduates earn less than $25,000,” and “in 38 percent of programs, graduates pay more than 8 percent of their
annual earnings toward student debt, more than 9 times the rate at public occupational programs.” The report’s
authors “urge the state to set a ‘gainful employment’ standard for colleges – for-profit or otherwise – to qualify for
public funding.”

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Studies Suggest Students Don’t Have “Learning Styles.”
• NASSP Announces National Assistant Principal Of The Year Award.
• DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On Education.
• California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
• Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses With CTE.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

April 13, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DeVoss: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of
Stagnant Test Scores.
Education Week (4/12, Klein) reports that at the Reagan
Institute’s Summit on Education, “Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos and her four most recent predecessors—Arne Duncan,
John B. King Jr., Rod Paige, and Margaret Spellings—agreed at
a conference here that the nation is still struggling to educate its
future workforce 35 years after the Reagan administration’s
landmark ‘A Nation at Risk’ report,” although “each have vastly
different ideas about what to do about it.” DeVos said, “This is
not something we’re going to spend our way out of, and this is
not something we’re going to mandate or regulate our way out
of.” She “thinks states need to consider more ‘student
centered’ policies,” citing Florida, “the only state to show
significant improvement in math in 4th and 8th grade and in 8th grade reading on the NAEP.” DeVos ticked said that
policies that helped Florida include, in EW’s words, “merit pay for teachers, a requirement that kids show progress in
literacy to move on from 3rd grade, and an embrace of school choice, including tax credit scholarships and a voucher
program for students in special education.”
In an interview with the Daily Signal (4/12, Bluey) during the summit, DeVos said, “When we look at how the
world around us has changed, how technology has advanced in so many different sectors of society, and yet with
education, our students just are simply not being prepared as a rule.” She added, “We have invested billions and
billions and billions of dollars to try to focus on the lowest-performing schools, and the lowest-income students. And
yet the results for those students continue to, in most cases, decline.” DeVos also said that the Every Student
Succeeds legislation “gives a great deal more flexibility back to the states. We need to see states actually take that
flexibility, and translate it, and transfer it down to the local level—to the school building level.”
Critics Argue NAEP “Proficient” Definition Is Misleading. The Christian Science Monitor (4/12,
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Hinckley) reports the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) “defines proficiency as ‘demonstrated
competency over challenging subject matter,’ which experts interpret as high achievement.” Education policy
analyst Tom Loveless said that “for an 8th grade student to reach NAEP’s math proficiency today he or she must
master the same concepts as a 12th grader in 1990.” Critics argue the NAEP’s “definition of ‘proficient’ can
directly impact students’ education through inflated standards in widely used curricula like Common Core, low
morale among teachers and administrators, and unnecessary confusion and disappointment for average Americans.”
National Center for Education Statistics Associate Commissioner Peggy Carr said, “We have gotten an earful from
our stakeholders about the confusion of the word ‘proficient’ as we use it.” She added that for measuring student
performance on grade level, in the words of the Monitor, “it is far more accurate to look at ‘basic’ scores, rather
than ‘proficient.’”

POLITICS & POLICY
Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
The AP (4/13, Christie, Daniels) reports, “Caving to demands from teachers who have protested low pay and school
funding shortfalls for weeks,” Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey proposed “a net 20 percent raise by 2020 and pledged to
push the proposal through the Legislature in the coming weeks.” Dawn Penich-Thacker, a spokeswoman for Save
Our Schools Arizona, said, “There’s a lot more to do, but it’s a good-faith gesture that we think is something to
continue working together on.” Ducey previously “said he was sticking to his plan to give teachers only a 1 percent
pay raise this year,” but “changed his tone after Arizona Educators United threatened a walkout and said a strike
date could be set soon.” Ducey’s proposal “doesn’t increase funding for other school needs or provide raises for
school staff that the grassroots teachers group demanded.” The Arizona Republic (4/12, Randazzo, Cano) calls
Ducey’s move “a sudden about-face.” Meanwhile, “Joe Thomas, president of the Arizona Education Association,
expressed skepticism over the governor’s announcement, saying it lacked detail.”
In a second article, the AP (4/12, Christie, Daniels) reports Arizona state House Speaker J.D. Mesnard “outlined
a plan Thursday to boost teacher pay by 6 percent in the coming school year with annual increases that could lead to
a 23 percent increase at the end of five years” by “redirecting cash already committed or planned for school districts
in coming years.” Chuck Essigs, director of government relations for the Arizona Association of School Business
Officials, said, “Any proposal that wants to increase teacher salaries by 20 percent but does not want to put any more
money into the school funding is leading Arizona schools and charter schools down a road to disaster.”
Also covering this story are The Hill (4/12, Manchester), NPR (4/12, Romo), and KTAR-FM Glendale, AZ (4/12).

Union Ends Oklahoma Teacher Walkout.
The CBS Evening News (4/12, story 5, 0:15, Glor) reported that the head of the Oklahoma’s largest teachers’ union
on Thursday “called for an end to the walkout that has forced thousands of students to miss nine days of school.”
The New York Times (4/12, Goldstein, Dias, Subscription Publication) reports the Oklahoma Education
Association, the state’s largest teachers’ union, “called for educators to return to the classroom and to shift their
efforts to supporting candidates in the fall elections who favor increased education spending.” The group said, in the
Times’ words, that “it had achieved all that it could with a walkout.” Union President Alicia Priest called the walkout
“a victory for teachers,” although it fell short of its goals. She “acknowledged that many of the protesters’ demands
for more schools funding would not be met, because, she said, Republicans in the State Senate would not consider
additional revenue sources.” Meanwhile, “some rank-and-file educators expressed displeasure on social media that
the union was calling off the walkout, and were discussing whether teachers could continue the work stoppage on
their own.”
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The Washington Post (4/12, Balingit) reports the Union’s announcement “does not necessarily end the protests
at the Capitol, as teachers not affiliated with the union vowed to stay longer.” However, “as school districts begin to
reopen, the protests may lose steam.” Reuters (4/12, Brandes) reports, “School districts for the most part supported
the teacher walk-out” but “began to run out of wiggle room to make up for lost time when the labor action threatened
to extend the school year, piling pressure on teachers to return.” Meanwhile, “The Republican-dominated legislature
passed its first major tax hikes in a quarter century that raised about $450 million in revenue for education.”
Also covering this story are the Wall Street Journal (4/12, Hackman, Subscription Publication)and Vice (4/12).
Seeking Financial Stability, Oklahoma’s “Teacher Of The Year” Moved To Texas. CBS News (4/12)
reports Math teacher Shawn Sheehan, Oklahoma’s 2016 teacher of the year, relocated to Lewisville, Texas. The
average teacher in Oklahoma is paid about $45,000; “the average teacher in Texas makes about $52,000 per year.”
By moving, Sheehan says he and his wife, who teaches English, “upped their combined salary by about $38,000.”

Teacher Protest To Have Kentucky School Districts Closed.
The Huffington Post (4/12, Waldron) reports, “As of Thursday afternoon, at least 36 [Kentucky school] districts had
decided to close Friday” due to teachers’ “plan to flood the state Capitol on Friday to rally for public-school funding
and protest newly signed changes to public pension programs.” This will be “the third day of widespread forced
closures since Kentucky’s state Legislature passed the pension overhaul in a late-night vote.”
The AP (4/13, Schreiner) reports Kentucky teachers “are loudly demanding that the legislature defy the
governor and restore increases in education funding.” When state legislators reconvening Friday for a two-day wrapup of the legislative session, “they’re likely to get a boisterous reception from teachers.”

California To Submit Final Plan To Satisfy ESSA.
The Los Angeles Times (4/12, Resmovits) reports that, “after months of back-and-forth with Betsy DeVos’ U.S.
Department of Education,” the California State Board of Education “finally agreed Thursday to submit a final plan”
on how to satisfy the Every Student Succeeds Act. The board had hoped “that DeVos – who often voices her support
for local control of schools – would give them more leeway in interpreting the law,” but in December the ED said the
plan needed additional work. “Board members drew out the process because they were intent on keeping a focus on
California’s priorities rather than letting federal law determine the state’s plans.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Experts Say Changing Economy Requires High Schools To Adjust Approach.
NBC News (4/12, Gonser) reports that “as millions of blue-collar jobs in manufacturing, construction and
transportation disappear, subject to offshoring and automation,” they “are being replaced by skilled jobs in service
sectors such as health care, finance and information technology – positions that require more education than just a
high-school diploma, thus squeezing out many of those blue-collar, traditionally middle-class workers.” With “the
staggering cost of higher education and millions of unfilled jobs in skilled trades,” policymakers are rethinking
“America’s bachelor’s-or-bust mentality.” As employers seeking workers without a bachelor’s degree “still look for
more than a high school diploma, increasingly favoring those who have an associate degree or some college training,
” some experts say “American high schools need to do more to educate young people about careers that require
two-year degrees or certifications, rather than primarily promoting expensive bachelor’s degrees.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
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New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
Arianna Prothero, in the Education Week (4/12) “Charters & Choice” blog, writes that New Mexico Public Education
Secretary-designate Christopher Ruszkowski decided not to renew the charter contract of the New Mexico
Connections Academy, the state’s largest online charter school, which received two years of F grades from the
state’s accountability system. The move “is notable because” an Education Week analysis found that online charter
schools “rarely shut down even when plagued with poor performance or financial mismanagement.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
U.S. News & World Report (4/12, Soergel) reports on the best states for teacher pay. At the top, New York has an
average teacher salary of $76,680. Alaska has an average teacher salary of $76,124. Connecticut has an average
teacher salary of $74,806. California has an average teacher salary of $71,666. And coming in fifth, Massachusetts
has an average teacher salary of $69,219.

Atlanta High Schools Offer Courses To Fill Demand For Construction Workers.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (4/12, Stirgus) reports Atlanta is finding it a “challenge” to fill the demand for
construction workers. As part of a move away “from the idea that everyone graduates from high school and heads to
college,” Atlanta “high schools are partnering with businesses, technical colleges and four-year universities to
produce the necessary workforce.” The Construction Education Foundation of Georgia say “the state’s public
schools have over 150 skilled-trade construction and metals programs with 17,000-plus students enrolled.”

Study: Students At Many For-Profit Colleges Can’t Secure Decent Jobs After Graduation Or
Pay Student Debt.
The Rochester (NY) Democrat & Chronicle (4/12, Murphy) reports a new report by the think tank The Center for an
Urban Future found that “students at many of New York’s for-profit colleges can’t secure decent jobs after
graduation or afford to pay down their substantial debt.” The study found that “in 73 percent of for-profit programs,
graduates earn less than $25,000,” and “in 38 percent of programs, graduates pay more than 8 percent of their
annual earnings toward student debt, more than 9 times the rate at public occupational programs.” The report’s
authors “urge the state to set a ‘gainful employment’ standard for colleges – for-profit or otherwise – to qualify for
public funding.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Giffords Group Criticizes Arizona Governor’s School Safety Plan As Being Full Of Loopholes.
The AP (4/12, Christie) reports the gun safety group “Giffords,” founded by shooting victim and former Rep. Gabby
Giffords, opposes Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey’s school safety plan, saying, in the AP’s words, hit as “so many
loopholes in the proposal on taking guns away from dangerous people that it is actually more cumbersome than
current law.” The group also criticized it “for not containing a provision requiring universal background checks for
gun purchases.” Gun right groups “lobbied the governor’s office to weaken the proposal and also got him to drop
some other parts of the plan.”
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SPECIAL NEEDS
Under Settlement Flint Children Will Be Screened For Needing Special-Education Services.
The Detroit Free Press (4/12) reports US District Judge Arnold Tarnow “approved a settlement of a lawsuit that will
mean up to 30,000 Flint children will be screened to determine whether they need health or special-education
services.” Remaining parts of the class-action lawsuit filed by the American Civil Liberties Union of Michigan and the
New Jersey-based Education Law Center on behalf of children and families in the city – “including the plaintiffs’
efforts to ensure that children actually receive the services they need – are still being litigated.”
The Detroit News (4/12, Chambers) calls the agreement “unprecedented.” Under the settlement, “the state of
Michigan will pay $4.1 million to create a program that would identify all Flint schoolchildren – from birth through age
25 – and place them on the Flint Health Registry for universal health screenings” to determine the effects of the
city’s lead-contaminated water.

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses With CTE.
• DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On Education.
• Study Finds Head Start Crucial to Rural Counties.
• California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
• Google Putting Wifi In Buses To Add To Students’ Learning Time.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Friday, April 13, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
DeVoss: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of
Stagnant Test Scores.
Education Week (4/12, Klein) reports that at the Reagan
Institute’s Summit on Education, “Secretary of Education
Betsy DeVos and her four most recent predecessors—Arne
Duncan, John B. King Jr., Rod Paige, and Margaret
Spellings—agreed at a conference here that the nation is
still struggling to educate its future workforce 35 years after
the Reagan administration’s landmark ‘A Nation at Risk’
report,” although “each have vastly different ideas about
what to do about it.” DeVos said, “This is not something
we’re going to spend our way out of, and this is not
something we’re going to mandate or regulate our way out
of.” She “thinks states need to consider more ‘student
centered’ policies,” citing Florida, “the only state to show
significant improvement in math in 4th and 8th grade and in 8th grade reading on the NAEP.” DeVos ticked said that
policies that helped Florida include, in EW’s words, “merit pay for teachers, a requirement that kids show progress in
literacy to move on from 3rd grade, and an embrace of school choice, including tax credit scholarships and a voucher
program for students in special education.”
In an interview with the Daily Signal (4/12, Bluey) during the summit, DeVos said, “When we look at how the
world around us has changed, how technology has advanced in so many different sectors of society, and yet with
education, our students just are simply not being prepared as a rule.” She added, “We have invested billions and
billions and billions of dollars to try to focus on the lowest-performing schools, and the lowest-income students. And
yet the results for those students continue to, in most cases, decline.” DeVos also said that the Every Student
Succeeds legislation “gives a great deal more flexibility back to the states. We need to see states actually take that
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flexibility, and translate it, and transfer it down to the local level—to the school building level.”
Critics Argue NAEP “Proficient” Definition Is Misleading. The Christian Science Monitor (4/12, Hinckley) reports
the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) “defines proficiency as ‘demonstrated competency over
challenging subject matter,’ which experts interpret as high achievement.” Education policy analyst Tom Loveless
said that “for an 8th grade student to reach NAEP’s math proficiency today he or she must master the same
concepts as a 12th grader in 1990.” Critics argue the NAEP’s “definition of ‘proficient’ can directly impact
students’ education through inflated standards in widely used curricula like Common Core, low morale among
teachers and administrators, and unnecessary confusion and disappointment for average Americans.” National
Center for Education Statistics Associate Commissioner Peggy Carr said, “We have gotten an earful from our
stakeholders about the confusion of the word ‘proficient’ as we use it.” She added that for measuring student
performance on grade level, in the words of the Monitor, “it is far more accurate to look at ‘basic’ scores, rather
than ‘proficient.’”

FROM NASSP
Building an Inclusive School Culture
Leading Success, a free online toolkit for school leaders and their staff, consists of 11 modules, each
offering a comprehensive set of activities and discussions of best practices used in a diverse array of
schools around the country. Module 4: Building an Inclusive School Culture focuses on the role of
accounting for the needs of all members of the learning community in the development of an inclusive
school culture. Activities cover diversity responsiveness; teaching from the heart; and leading diverse,
equitable schools. Begin Module 4 and the rest of Leading Success today!

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
The AP (4/13, Christie, Daniels) reports, “Caving to demands from teachers who have protested low pay and school
funding shortfalls for weeks,” Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey proposed “a net 20 percent raise by 2020 and pledged to
push the proposal through the Legislature in the coming weeks.” Dawn Penich-Thacker, a spokeswoman for Save
Our Schools Arizona, said, “There’s a lot more to do, but it’s a good-faith gesture that we think is something to
continue working together on.” Ducey previously “said he was sticking to his plan to give teachers only a 1 percent
pay raise this year,” but “changed his tone after Arizona Educators United threatened a walkout and said a strike
date could be set soon.” Ducey’s proposal “doesn’t increase funding for other school needs or provide raises for
school staff that the grassroots teachers group demanded.” The Arizona Republic (4/12, Randazzo, Cano) calls
Ducey’s move “a sudden about-face.” Meanwhile, “Joe Thomas, president of the Arizona Education Association,
expressed skepticism over the governor’s announcement, saying it lacked detail.”
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In a second article, the AP (4/12, Christie, Daniels) reports Arizona state House Speaker J.D. Mesnard “outlined
a plan Thursday to boost teacher pay by 6 percent in the coming school year with annual increases that could lead to
a 23 percent increase at the end of five years” by “redirecting cash already committed or planned for school districts
in coming years.” Chuck Essigs, director of government relations for the Arizona Association of School Business
Officials, said, “Any proposal that wants to increase teacher salaries by 20 percent but does not want to put any more
money into the school funding is leading Arizona schools and charter schools down a road to disaster.”
Also covering this story are The Hill (4/12, Manchester), NPR (4/12, Romo), and KTAR-FM Glendale, AZ (4/12).

Union Ends Oklahoma Teacher Walkout.
The CBS Evening News (4/12, story 5, 0:15, Glor) reported that the head of the Oklahoma’s largest teachers’ union
on Thursday “called for an end to the walkout that has forced thousands of students to miss nine days of school.”
The New York Times (4/12, Goldstein, Dias, Subscription Publication) reports the Oklahoma Education
Association, the state’s largest teachers’ union, “called for educators to return to the classroom and to shift their
efforts to supporting candidates in the fall elections who favor increased education spending.” The group said, in the
Times’ words, that “it had achieved all that it could with a walkout.” Union President Alicia Priest called the walkout
“a victory for teachers,” although it fell short of its goals. She “acknowledged that many of the protesters’ demands
for more schools funding would not be met, because, she said, Republicans in the State Senate would not consider
additional revenue sources.” Meanwhile, “some rank-and-file educators expressed displeasure on social media that
the union was calling off the walkout, and were discussing whether teachers could continue the work stoppage on
their own.”
The Washington Post (4/12, Balingit) reports the Union’s announcement “does not necessarily end the protests
at the Capitol, as teachers not affiliated with the union vowed to stay longer.” However, “as school districts begin to
reopen, the protests may lose steam.” Reuters (4/12, Brandes) reports, “School districts for the most part supported
the teacher walk-out” but “began to run out of wiggle room to make up for lost time when the labor action threatened
to extend the school year, piling pressure on teachers to return.” Meanwhile, “The Republican-dominated legislature
passed its first major tax hikes in a quarter century that raised about $450 million in revenue for education.”
Also covering this story are the Wall Street Journal (4/12, Hackman, Subscription Publication)and Vice (4/12).
Seeking Financial Stability, Oklahoma’s “Teacher Of The Year” Moved To Texas. CBS News (4/12) reports
Math teacher Shawn Sheehan, Oklahoma’s 2016 teacher of the year, relocated to Lewisville, Texas. The average
teacher in Oklahoma is paid about $45,000; “the average teacher in Texas makes about $52,000 per year.” By
moving, Sheehan says he and his wife, who teaches English, “upped their combined salary by about $38,000.”

Teacher Protest To Have Kentucky School Districts Closed.
The Huffington Post (4/12, Waldron) reports, “As of Thursday afternoon, at least 36 [Kentucky school] districts had
decided to close Friday” due to teachers’ “plan to flood the state Capitol on Friday to rally for public-school funding
and protest newly signed changes to public pension programs.” This will be “the third day of widespread forced
closures since Kentucky’s state Legislature passed the pension overhaul in a late-night vote.”
The AP (4/13, Schreiner) reports Kentucky teachers “are loudly demanding that the legislature defy the
governor and restore increases in education funding.” When state legislators reconvening Friday for a two-day wrapup of the legislative session, “they’re likely to get a boisterous reception from teachers.”

California To Submit Final Plan To Satisfy ESSA.
The Los Angeles Times (4/12, Resmovits) reports that, “after months of back-and-forth with Betsy DeVos’ U.S.
Department of Education,” the California State Board of Education “finally agreed Thursday to submit a final plan”
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on how to satisfy the Every Student Succeeds Act. The board had hoped “that DeVos – who often voices her support
for local control of schools – would give them more leeway in interpreting the law,” but in December the ED said the
plan needed additional work. “Board members drew out the process because they were intent on keeping a focus on
California’s priorities rather than letting federal law determine the state’s plans.”

Experts Say Changing Economy Requires High Schools To Adjust Approach.
NBC News (4/12, Gonser) reports that “as millions of blue-collar jobs in manufacturing, construction and
transportation disappear, subject to offshoring and automation,” they “are being replaced by skilled jobs in service
sectors such as health care, finance and information technology – positions that require more education than just a
high-school diploma, thus squeezing out many of those blue-collar, traditionally middle-class workers.” With “the
staggering cost of higher education and millions of unfilled jobs in skilled trades,” policymakers are rethinking
“America’s bachelor’s-or-bust mentality.” As employers seeking workers without a bachelor’s degree “still look for
more than a high school diploma, increasingly favoring those who have an associate degree or some college training,
” some experts say “American high schools need to do more to educate young people about careers that require
two-year degrees or certifications, rather than primarily promoting expensive bachelor’s degrees.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
Arianna Prothero, in the Education Week (4/12) “Charters & Choice” blog, writes that New Mexico Public Education
Secretary-designate Christopher Ruszkowski decided not to renew the charter contract of the New Mexico
Connections Academy, the state’s largest online charter school, which received two years of F grades from the
state’s accountability system. The move “is notable because” an Education Week analysis found that online charter
schools “rarely shut down even when plagued with poor performance or financial mismanagement.”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
U.S. News & World Report (4/12, Soergel) reports on the best states for teacher pay. At the top, New York has an
average teacher salary of $76,680. Alaska has an average teacher salary of $76,124. Connecticut has an average
teacher salary of $74,806. California has an average teacher salary of $71,666. And coming in fifth, Massachusetts
has an average teacher salary of $69,219.

Atlanta High Schools Offer Courses To Fill Demand For Construction Workers.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (4/12, Stirgus) reports Atlanta is finding it a “challenge” to fill the demand for
construction workers. As part of a move away “from the idea that everyone graduates from high school and heads to
college,” Atlanta “high schools are partnering with businesses, technical colleges and four-year universities to
produce the necessary workforce.” The Construction Education Foundation of Georgia say “the state’s public
schools have over 150 skilled-trade construction and metals programs with 17,000-plus students enrolled.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
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Study: Students At Many For-Profit Colleges Can’t Secure Decent Jobs After Graduation Or
Pay Student Debt.
The Rochester (NY) Democrat & Chronicle (4/12, Murphy) reports a new report by the think tank The Center for an
Urban Future found that “students at many of New York’s for-profit colleges can’t secure decent jobs after
graduation or afford to pay down their substantial debt.” The study found that “in 73 percent of for-profit programs,
graduates earn less than $25,000,” and “in 38 percent of programs, graduates pay more than 8 percent of their
annual earnings toward student debt, more than 9 times the rate at public occupational programs.” The report’s
authors “urge the state to set a ‘gainful employment’ standard for colleges – for-profit or otherwise – to qualify for
public funding.”

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Studies Suggest Students Don’t Have “Learning Styles.”
• NASSP Announces National Assistant Principal Of The Year Award.
• DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On Education.
• California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
• Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses With CTE.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

April 13, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DeVoss: US Cannot “Spend Our Way” Out of
Stagnant Test Scores.
Education Week (4/12, Klein) reports that at the Reagan
Institute’s Summit on Education, “Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos and her four most recent predecessors—Arne Duncan,
John B. King Jr., Rod Paige, and Margaret Spellings—agreed at
a conference here that the nation is still struggling to educate its
future workforce 35 years after the Reagan administration’s
landmark ‘A Nation at Risk’ report,” although “each have vastly
different ideas about what to do about it.” DeVos said, “This is
not something we’re going to spend our way out of, and this is
not something we’re going to mandate or regulate our way out
of.” She “thinks states need to consider more ‘student
centered’ policies,” citing Florida, “the only state to show
significant improvement in math in 4th and 8th grade and in 8th grade reading on the NAEP.” DeVos ticked said that
policies that helped Florida include, in EW’s words, “merit pay for teachers, a requirement that kids show progress in
literacy to move on from 3rd grade, and an embrace of school choice, including tax credit scholarships and a voucher
program for students in special education.”
In an interview with the Daily Signal (4/12, Bluey) during the summit, DeVos said, “When we look at how the
world around us has changed, how technology has advanced in so many different sectors of society, and yet with
education, our students just are simply not being prepared as a rule.” She added, “We have invested billions and
billions and billions of dollars to try to focus on the lowest-performing schools, and the lowest-income students. And
yet the results for those students continue to, in most cases, decline.” DeVos also said that the Every Student
Succeeds legislation “gives a great deal more flexibility back to the states. We need to see states actually take that
flexibility, and translate it, and transfer it down to the local level—to the school building level.”
Critics Argue NAEP “Proficient” Definition Is Misleading. The Christian Science Monitor (4/12,
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Hinckley) reports the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) “defines proficiency as ‘demonstrated
competency over challenging subject matter,’ which experts interpret as high achievement.” Education policy
analyst Tom Loveless said that “for an 8th grade student to reach NAEP’s math proficiency today he or she must
master the same concepts as a 12th grader in 1990.” Critics argue the NAEP’s “definition of ‘proficient’ can
directly impact students’ education through inflated standards in widely used curricula like Common Core, low
morale among teachers and administrators, and unnecessary confusion and disappointment for average Americans.”
National Center for Education Statistics Associate Commissioner Peggy Carr said, “We have gotten an earful from
our stakeholders about the confusion of the word ‘proficient’ as we use it.” She added that for measuring student
performance on grade level, in the words of the Monitor, “it is far more accurate to look at ‘basic’ scores, rather
than ‘proficient.’”

POLITICS & POLICY
Arizona Governor Proposes 20 Percent Teacher Raises By 2020.
The AP (4/13, Christie, Daniels) reports, “Caving to demands from teachers who have protested low pay and school
funding shortfalls for weeks,” Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey proposed “a net 20 percent raise by 2020 and pledged to
push the proposal through the Legislature in the coming weeks.” Dawn Penich-Thacker, a spokeswoman for Save
Our Schools Arizona, said, “There’s a lot more to do, but it’s a good-faith gesture that we think is something to
continue working together on.” Ducey previously “said he was sticking to his plan to give teachers only a 1 percent
pay raise this year,” but “changed his tone after Arizona Educators United threatened a walkout and said a strike
date could be set soon.” Ducey’s proposal “doesn’t increase funding for other school needs or provide raises for
school staff that the grassroots teachers group demanded.” The Arizona Republic (4/12, Randazzo, Cano) calls
Ducey’s move “a sudden about-face.” Meanwhile, “Joe Thomas, president of the Arizona Education Association,
expressed skepticism over the governor’s announcement, saying it lacked detail.”
In a second article, the AP (4/12, Christie, Daniels) reports Arizona state House Speaker J.D. Mesnard “outlined
a plan Thursday to boost teacher pay by 6 percent in the coming school year with annual increases that could lead to
a 23 percent increase at the end of five years” by “redirecting cash already committed or planned for school districts
in coming years.” Chuck Essigs, director of government relations for the Arizona Association of School Business
Officials, said, “Any proposal that wants to increase teacher salaries by 20 percent but does not want to put any more
money into the school funding is leading Arizona schools and charter schools down a road to disaster.”
Also covering this story are The Hill (4/12, Manchester), NPR (4/12, Romo), and KTAR-FM Glendale, AZ (4/12).

Union Ends Oklahoma Teacher Walkout.
The CBS Evening News (4/12, story 5, 0:15, Glor) reported that the head of the Oklahoma’s largest teachers’ union
on Thursday “called for an end to the walkout that has forced thousands of students to miss nine days of school.”
The New York Times (4/12, Goldstein, Dias, Subscription Publication) reports the Oklahoma Education
Association, the state’s largest teachers’ union, “called for educators to return to the classroom and to shift their
efforts to supporting candidates in the fall elections who favor increased education spending.” The group said, in the
Times’ words, that “it had achieved all that it could with a walkout.” Union President Alicia Priest called the walkout
“a victory for teachers,” although it fell short of its goals. She “acknowledged that many of the protesters’ demands
for more schools funding would not be met, because, she said, Republicans in the State Senate would not consider
additional revenue sources.” Meanwhile, “some rank-and-file educators expressed displeasure on social media that
the union was calling off the walkout, and were discussing whether teachers could continue the work stoppage on
their own.”
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The Washington Post (4/12, Balingit) reports the Union’s announcement “does not necessarily end the protests
at the Capitol, as teachers not affiliated with the union vowed to stay longer.” However, “as school districts begin to
reopen, the protests may lose steam.” Reuters (4/12, Brandes) reports, “School districts for the most part supported
the teacher walk-out” but “began to run out of wiggle room to make up for lost time when the labor action threatened
to extend the school year, piling pressure on teachers to return.” Meanwhile, “The Republican-dominated legislature
passed its first major tax hikes in a quarter century that raised about $450 million in revenue for education.”
Also covering this story are the Wall Street Journal (4/12, Hackman, Subscription Publication)and Vice (4/12).
Seeking Financial Stability, Oklahoma’s “Teacher Of The Year” Moved To Texas. CBS News (4/12)
reports Math teacher Shawn Sheehan, Oklahoma’s 2016 teacher of the year, relocated to Lewisville, Texas. The
average teacher in Oklahoma is paid about $45,000; “the average teacher in Texas makes about $52,000 per year.”
By moving, Sheehan says he and his wife, who teaches English, “upped their combined salary by about $38,000.”

Teacher Protest To Have Kentucky School Districts Closed.
The Huffington Post (4/12, Waldron) reports, “As of Thursday afternoon, at least 36 [Kentucky school] districts had
decided to close Friday” due to teachers’ “plan to flood the state Capitol on Friday to rally for public-school funding
and protest newly signed changes to public pension programs.” This will be “the third day of widespread forced
closures since Kentucky’s state Legislature passed the pension overhaul in a late-night vote.”
The AP (4/13, Schreiner) reports Kentucky teachers “are loudly demanding that the legislature defy the
governor and restore increases in education funding.” When state legislators reconvening Friday for a two-day wrapup of the legislative session, “they’re likely to get a boisterous reception from teachers.”

California To Submit Final Plan To Satisfy ESSA.
The Los Angeles Times (4/12, Resmovits) reports that, “after months of back-and-forth with Betsy DeVos’ U.S.
Department of Education,” the California State Board of Education “finally agreed Thursday to submit a final plan”
on how to satisfy the Every Student Succeeds Act. The board had hoped “that DeVos – who often voices her support
for local control of schools – would give them more leeway in interpreting the law,” but in December the ED said the
plan needed additional work. “Board members drew out the process because they were intent on keeping a focus on
California’s priorities rather than letting federal law determine the state’s plans.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Experts Say Changing Economy Requires High Schools To Adjust Approach.
NBC News (4/12, Gonser) reports that “as millions of blue-collar jobs in manufacturing, construction and
transportation disappear, subject to offshoring and automation,” they “are being replaced by skilled jobs in service
sectors such as health care, finance and information technology – positions that require more education than just a
high-school diploma, thus squeezing out many of those blue-collar, traditionally middle-class workers.” With “the
staggering cost of higher education and millions of unfilled jobs in skilled trades,” policymakers are rethinking
“America’s bachelor’s-or-bust mentality.” As employers seeking workers without a bachelor’s degree “still look for
more than a high school diploma, increasingly favoring those who have an associate degree or some college training,
” some experts say “American high schools need to do more to educate young people about careers that require
two-year degrees or certifications, rather than primarily promoting expensive bachelor’s degrees.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
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New Mexico Closing State’s Largest Online Charter School.
Arianna Prothero, in the Education Week (4/12) “Charters & Choice” blog, writes that New Mexico Public Education
Secretary-designate Christopher Ruszkowski decided not to renew the charter contract of the New Mexico
Connections Academy, the state’s largest online charter school, which received two years of F grades from the
state’s accountability system. The move “is notable because” an Education Week analysis found that online charter
schools “rarely shut down even when plagued with poor performance or financial mismanagement.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
States That Pay Top Teacher Salaries.
U.S. News & World Report (4/12, Soergel) reports on the best states for teacher pay. At the top, New York has an
average teacher salary of $76,680. Alaska has an average teacher salary of $76,124. Connecticut has an average
teacher salary of $74,806. California has an average teacher salary of $71,666. And coming in fifth, Massachusetts
has an average teacher salary of $69,219.

Atlanta High Schools Offer Courses To Fill Demand For Construction Workers.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (4/12, Stirgus) reports Atlanta is finding it a “challenge” to fill the demand for
construction workers. As part of a move away “from the idea that everyone graduates from high school and heads to
college,” Atlanta “high schools are partnering with businesses, technical colleges and four-year universities to
produce the necessary workforce.” The Construction Education Foundation of Georgia say “the state’s public
schools have over 150 skilled-trade construction and metals programs with 17,000-plus students enrolled.”

Study: Students At Many For-Profit Colleges Can’t Secure Decent Jobs After Graduation Or
Pay Student Debt.
The Rochester (NY) Democrat & Chronicle (4/12, Murphy) reports a new report by the think tank The Center for an
Urban Future found that “students at many of New York’s for-profit colleges can’t secure decent jobs after
graduation or afford to pay down their substantial debt.” The study found that “in 73 percent of for-profit programs,
graduates earn less than $25,000,” and “in 38 percent of programs, graduates pay more than 8 percent of their
annual earnings toward student debt, more than 9 times the rate at public occupational programs.” The report’s
authors “urge the state to set a ‘gainful employment’ standard for colleges – for-profit or otherwise – to qualify for
public funding.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Giffords Group Criticizes Arizona Governor’s School Safety Plan As Being Full Of Loopholes.
The AP (4/12, Christie) reports the gun safety group “Giffords,” founded by shooting victim and former Rep. Gabby
Giffords, opposes Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey’s school safety plan, saying, in the AP’s words, hit as “so many
loopholes in the proposal on taking guns away from dangerous people that it is actually more cumbersome than
current law.” The group also criticized it “for not containing a provision requiring universal background checks for
gun purchases.” Gun right groups “lobbied the governor’s office to weaken the proposal and also got him to drop
some other parts of the plan.”
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SPECIAL NEEDS
Under Settlement Flint Children Will Be Screened For Needing Special-Education Services.
The Detroit Free Press (4/12) reports US District Judge Arnold Tarnow “approved a settlement of a lawsuit that will
mean up to 30,000 Flint children will be screened to determine whether they need health or special-education
services.” Remaining parts of the class-action lawsuit filed by the American Civil Liberties Union of Michigan and the
New Jersey-based Education Law Center on behalf of children and families in the city – “including the plaintiffs’
efforts to ensure that children actually receive the services they need – are still being litigated.”
The Detroit News (4/12, Chambers) calls the agreement “unprecedented.” Under the settlement, “the state of
Michigan will pay $4.1 million to create a program that would identify all Flint schoolchildren – from birth through age
25 – and place them on the Flint Health Registry for universal health screenings” to determine the effects of the
city’s lead-contaminated water.

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses With CTE.
• DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On Education.
• Study Finds Head Start Crucial to Rural Counties.
• California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
• Google Putting Wifi In Buses To Add To Students’ Learning Time.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Life Insurance-Coverage" <dinglerl@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 14:26:45 -0700 (MST)
Dinglerl,Life Insurance Coverage at $15 per month
<dinglerl@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

The Best Life Insurance Rates In Your State
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Amy Armendariz" <Amy.Armendariz@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 14 Mar 2018 19:24:00 -0600 (MDT)
District 4-5A Handbook -REVISED-2018 (2)
"James Johns" <James.Johns@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:District 4-5A Handbook -REVISED-2018 (2).docx (1.78 MB)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"James Johns" <James.Johns@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 9 Feb 2018 09:30:36 -0700 (MST)
District 4-5A Handbook -REVISED-2018 (2)
"Amy Armendariz" <Amy.Armendariz@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:District 4-5A Handbook -REVISED-2018 (2).docx (133.76k)

Amy,
Here is the district handbook that needs to be revised.
Thanks,
James
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"James Johns" <James.Johns@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sat, 7 Apr 2018 15:23:43 -0600 (MDT)
District Handbook -FINAL
"Brian Byrd" <bbyrd@risd.k12.nm.us>, "DALE FULLERTON" <dale.fullerton@clovis-schools.org>, "Brenda Wilson" <WilsonB@hobbsschools.net>

Attachments:DISTRICT 4-5A -Meetng Agenda -April 2018.docx (80.64k) District 4-5A Handbook -FINAL -2018.docx (146.75k)

Here is a copy of the completed handbook.
When you get a chance can you take a look at it and let me know if you have any concerns.
We can make sure everybody is good with it at our meeting.
Remember we are meeting this Wednesday, April 11th at 10:00 AM in Roswell. I have attached an agenda.
Thanks and see you there,
James Johns
Athletic/Activity Director
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NetGalley" <email@et.netgalley.com>
Sun, 28 Jan 2018 07:00:48 -0700 (MST)
Don’t Miss the Debut Novel that Peter Heller calls, “Witty and psychologically astute…could not be more timely.”
<darlene.shelton@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

To view this email as a web page, go here.

You say you want a revolution?

Librarians, you're pre-approved to
download instantly! Just press
Read Now and sign in to gain
immediate access.

On Sale May 1, 2018

“A coming-of-age story set in the age of Reagan and Bush,
Heather Abel’s wonderful novel asks a question that’s more
relevant now than ever: Amid the maddening news of the world,
how do you go about living an authentic life? Perceptive, funny,
and utterly original, The Optimistic Decade is a book for anyone
who’s navigated the twin crises of idealism and youth.”
—Nathan Hill, author of The Nix
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Framed by the oil shale bust and the real estate boom, by protests against Reagan and against the
Gulf War, The Optimistic Decade takes us into the lives of five unforgettable characters, and is a
sweeping novel about idealism, love, class, and a piece of land that changes everyone who lives on
it.
There is Caleb Silver, the beloved founder of the back-to-the-land camp Llamalo, who is determined
to teach others to live simply. There are the ranchers, Don and son Donnie, who gave up their land
to Caleb, having run out of options after Exxon came and went and left them bankrupt. There is
Rebecca Silver, determined to become an activist like her father and undone by the spell of Llamalo
and new love; and there is David, a teenager who has turned Llamalo into his personal religion. But
situated on a plateau in the heart of the Rockies, Llamalo proves that it might outlast anyone’s
heady plans for it, from the earliest Native American settlers to the latest lovers of the land.
Like Meg Wolitzer’s The Interestings, Heather Abel’s novel is a brilliant exploration of the bloom
and fade of idealism and how it forever changes one’s life. Or so we think.

Please consider for the LibraryReads list (nominations due February 20th)
Algonquin Books
is a division of Workman Publishing

This email was sent to: darlene.shelton@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
This email was sent by: NetGalley
44 Merrimac St Newburyport, MA 01950
US

We respect your right to privacy - view our policy

Manage Subscriptions | Update Profile | One-Click Unsubscribe
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NetGalley" <email@et.netgalley.com>
Sun, 28 Jan 2018 07:00:44 -0700 (MST)
Don’t Miss the Debut Novel that Peter Heller calls, “Witty and psychologically astute…could not be more timely.”
<lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

To view this email as a web page, go here.

You say you want a revolution?

Librarians, you're pre-approved to
download instantly! Just press
Read Now and sign in to gain
immediate access.

On Sale May 1, 2018

“A coming-of-age story set in the age of Reagan and Bush,
Heather Abel’s wonderful novel asks a question that’s more
relevant now than ever: Amid the maddening news of the world,
how do you go about living an authentic life? Perceptive, funny,
and utterly original, The Optimistic Decade is a book for anyone
who’s navigated the twin crises of idealism and youth.”
—Nathan Hill, author of The Nix
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Framed by the oil shale bust and the real estate boom, by protests against Reagan and against the
Gulf War, The Optimistic Decade takes us into the lives of five unforgettable characters, and is a
sweeping novel about idealism, love, class, and a piece of land that changes everyone who lives on
it.
There is Caleb Silver, the beloved founder of the back-to-the-land camp Llamalo, who is determined
to teach others to live simply. There are the ranchers, Don and son Donnie, who gave up their land
to Caleb, having run out of options after Exxon came and went and left them bankrupt. There is
Rebecca Silver, determined to become an activist like her father and undone by the spell of Llamalo
and new love; and there is David, a teenager who has turned Llamalo into his personal religion. But
situated on a plateau in the heart of the Rockies, Llamalo proves that it might outlast anyone’s
heady plans for it, from the earliest Native American settlers to the latest lovers of the land.
Like Meg Wolitzer’s The Interestings, Heather Abel’s novel is a brilliant exploration of the bloom
and fade of idealism and how it forever changes one’s life. Or so we think.

Please consider for the LibraryReads list (nominations due February 20th)
Algonquin Books
is a division of Workman Publishing

This email was sent to: lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
This email was sent by: NetGalley
44 Merrimac St Newburyport, MA 01950
US

We respect your right to privacy - view our policy

Manage Subscriptions | Update Profile | One-Click Unsubscribe
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Tammy West" <WesttLLC@outlook.com>
Mon, 12 Mar 2018 11:03:39 -0600 (MDT)
Draft Standard Contract
"chenyu.liu@carlsbadschools.net" <chenyu.liu@carlsbadschools.net>

Attachments:image003.png (10.5k) Draft Standard Contract - CMS.pdf (93.59k)

Good morning Chenyu. Per our conversation on Friday, attached is a draft standard contract for your review and consideration. Feel free to contact me if you have questions or would like to
discuss anything. If it is acceptable to you as written, you may print, sign and email or fax back to me at your convenience. Once I receive it I will sign and email you a completely executed copy in
return. Let me know if you need to work with original documents by mail instead.
Thank you for considering my services. I look forward to the opportunity of working with you. ??
Tammy

Tammy Brisco West, Owner/CEO
WESTT LLC
Diverse Contract Services and more

Phone: 575-626-1970
Fax: 1-575-448-7250
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 06:08:04 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Earth's biodiversity diminishing; National Geo past coverage racist; Great Pacific Garbage Patch growing
To: "Victoria Gonzales" <victoria.gonzales@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
April 02, 2018

Daily News
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SCIENCE

Earth's animals and plants are dying out, U.N. reports
say
Assign Article Now
OPINION

Opinion: Magazine is ashamed of
its past depiction of blacks
Assign Article

SCIENCE

Big glob of trash hurts animals and
the sea
Assign Article
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WAR & PEACE

American Samoans in Utah sue for
birthright citizenship to the U.S.
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

The 1977 disability rights protest
that broke records and changed
laws
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Germany
Assign Article
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Max6

Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
SCIENCE

Big glob of trash hurts animals and
the sea
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Germany
Assign Article
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Most Assigned By Teachers...
ARTS & CULTURE

Essay: March Madness and the
money behind it
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
KIDS

Demonstrators march across the
nation to demand gun regulations
Assign Article
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Download Newsela and
access articles anywhere

Connect With Us

About

Email

Newsela

Unsubscribe

Twitter

Newsela PRO

Preferences

Facebook

Elementary

YouTube

2018 Newsela, All Rights Reserved
475 Tenth Ave., 4th Floor, New York, NY 10018
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 06:14:36 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Earth's biodiversity diminishing; National Geo past coverage racist; Great Pacific Garbage Patch growing
To: "Sharla Autry" <sharla.autry@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
April 02, 2018

Daily News
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SCIENCE

Earth's animals and plants are dying out, U.N. reports
say
Assign Article Now
OPINION

Opinion: Magazine is ashamed of
its past depiction of blacks
Assign Article

SCIENCE

Big glob of trash hurts animals and
the sea
Assign Article
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WAR & PEACE

American Samoans in Utah sue for
birthright citizenship to the U.S.
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

The 1977 disability rights protest
that broke records and changed
laws
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Germany
Assign Article
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Max6

Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
SCIENCE

Big glob of trash hurts animals and
the sea
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Germany
Assign Article
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Most Assigned By Teachers...
ARTS & CULTURE

Essay: March Madness and the
money behind it
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
KIDS

Demonstrators march across the
nation to demand gun regulations
Assign Article
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 05:59:50 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Earth's biodiversity diminishing; National Geo past coverage racist; Great Pacific Garbage Patch growing
To: "Mandy Morgan" <mandy.morgan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
April 02, 2018

Daily News
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SCIENCE

Earth's animals and plants are dying out, U.N. reports
say
Assign Article Now
OPINION

Opinion: Magazine is ashamed of
its past depiction of blacks
Assign Article

SCIENCE

Big glob of trash hurts animals and
the sea
Assign Article
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WAR & PEACE

American Samoans in Utah sue for
birthright citizenship to the U.S.
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

The 1977 disability rights protest
that broke records and changed
laws
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Germany
Assign Article
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Max6

Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
SCIENCE

Big glob of trash hurts animals and
the sea
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Germany
Assign Article
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Most Assigned By Teachers...
ARTS & CULTURE

Essay: March Madness and the
money behind it
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
KIDS

Demonstrators march across the
nation to demand gun regulations
Assign Article
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 06:07:24 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Earth's biodiversity diminishing; National Geo past coverage racist; Great Pacific Garbage Patch growing
To: "teresa naggs" <teresa.naggs@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
April 02, 2018

Daily News

SCIENCE

Earth's animals and plants are dying out, U.N. reports
say
page 1 of 6
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Assign Article Now
OPINION

Opinion: Magazine is ashamed of
its past depiction of blacks
Assign Article

SCIENCE

Big glob of trash hurts animals and
the sea
Assign Article

WAR & PEACE

American Samoans in Utah sue for
birthright citizenship to the U.S.
Assign Article
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 06:15:24 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Earth's biodiversity diminishing; National Geo past coverage racist; Great Pacific Garbage Patch growing
To: "Louriz H.Soto" <louri.soto@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
April 02, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 05:17:37 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Earth's biodiversity diminishing; National Geo past coverage racist; Great Pacific Garbage Patch growing
To: "Rosemary Carrasco" <rosemary.carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 06:05:12 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Earth's biodiversity diminishing; National Geo past coverage racist; Great Pacific Garbage Patch growing
To: "Traci Burns" <traci.burns@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 05:31:08 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Earth's biodiversity diminishing; National Geo past coverage racist; Great Pacific Garbage Patch growing
To: "Leslie Lewis" <leslie.lewis@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 06:11:48 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Earth's biodiversity diminishing; National Geo past coverage racist; Great Pacific Garbage Patch growing
To: "Amy Hollis" <amy.hollis@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
April 02, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2018 06:16:51 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Earth's biodiversity diminishing; National Geo past coverage racist; Great Pacific Garbage Patch growing
To: "Paula Spencer" <paula.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
April 02, 2018

Daily News
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NASSP Principals Update" <PrincipalUpdate@nassp.bulletinmedia.com>
Wed, 21 Feb 2018 05:30:10 -0700 (MST)
ED Seeking Comment On Student Loan Bankruptcy Standards
<jana.smith@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Jana Smith

Wednesday, February 21, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Armed Police To Become More Regular Presence At
Schools Across New Jersey.
The New York Times (2/20, Chen, Sterenfeld, Subscription
Publication) reports “Tuesday was the first day that a new policy
adding armed police officers to the security forces at East
Brunswick schools” in New Jersey went into effect. The new
security measures approved by the school district last week have
“thrust this central New Jersey town into the spotlight as one of
the first districts to take concrete action on security in the wake of
the Parkland, Fla., shooting.” Additionally, in the midst of “a
spate of false alarms and threats,” New Jersey Gov. Philip
Murphy announced that state police officers would begin making
regular, unscheduled visits to “107 schools in districts where it
has jurisdiction.”

Alabama State Rep. Introduces Bill That Would Allow Teachers To Carry Guns.
The AP (2/20, Moench) reports Alabama state Rep. Will Ainsworth has “proposed legislation that would allow the
state’s teachers to carry guns in school following a deadly school shooting in Florida last week.” Ainsworth, who is
running for lieutenant governor, has been joined by 33 lawmakers in sponsoring the bill. But the National Education
Association and the American Federation of Teachers both oppose “arming teachers in school,” as well as some
lawmakers on both sides of the aisle.

New Jersey Gov. Praises Young People For Leading Efforts To Reform School Safety, Promises
Review Of State Safety Protocols.
The AP (2/20) reports New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy “praised students pushing for gun control measures and called
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for a review of school shooting protocols in the state.” Speaking at a press conference, Murphy said, “Nearly one
week has passed since 17 innocent lives were taken during the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School,” and now students across the state and nation “are showing us the way.” Murphy also “reiterated promises
to sign legislation vetoed by Republican Gov. Chris Christie, including a high-caliber ammunition ban, and to create a
multistate coalition against gun violence.”

Michigan Police Probing Threat Targeting Principal.
The AP (2/20) reports that the Marine City, Michigan Police Department is “investigating after a Twitter post was
spotted that targeted the principal at the Marine City Middle School. Police say the East China School District is
taking precautionary measures this week to ensure safety.”

Ohio Seventh-Grader Shoots Self In School Bathroom, Hospitalized.
The Washington Post (2/20, Horton) reports authorities say a seventh-grade student in Jackson Township, Ohio
“was rushed to a hospital after he apparently shot himself in an Ohio middle school boys’ bathroom just before 8
a.m. local time.” Other students were “safe and unharmed” and the school was locked down. “It remains unclear
whether the student’s wounds were intentional or accidental or what injuries he incurred with the gunshot, which
came from a .22 long gun, local media reported.”

Idaho Junior High Team Competes In State FIRST Competition.
The Preston (ID) Citizen (2/19, Seamons) reports on the participation of Idaho’s Preston Junior High School’s
Robotic Indians team in the FIRST tech challenge state competition. The team “placed sixth out of 36 teams in
individual team competition,” among other accomplishments.

Chelsea Fifth Graders Build Mousetrap Cars As Part Of STEM Education.
The Daily Southtown (IL) (2/20, Neuzil) reports that fifth grade students in Illinois’ Chelsea Intermediate School
“worked collaboratively in pairs to engineer” and race mousetrap cars in their STEM classes. Students “then tested
their cars and redesigned them to improve their velocity and distance,” and “the winners of each of the 12 fifth grade
classes competed in the 2018 Mousetrap Car Championship Race.” The article describes other STEM opportunities
for Chelsea students this year.

Pennsylvania District’s FIRST Lego Team Qualifies For League World Festival.
The Carlisle (PA) Sentinel (2/20) reports that a team of students from Pennsylvania’s Cumberland Valley School
District have qualified for the FIRST Lego League World Festival to be held in Detroit this April. The team “topped 43
others to win the regional title in their division (for ages 9-14) with their design of a website
(www.bottlefillstations.com) that lists the locations of water bottle fill stations around the world.”

Data Science Classes Prove Popular Among California High School Students.
EdSource (2/19, Jones) reports data science curriculum has “proven to be a popular addition to high school math
departments” in California, where about 30 high schools have begun offering such classes to juniors and seniors.
The material includes “a hands-on blend of statistics and computer programming” that “meets the requirements of
A-G coursework...and doesn’t require prior knowledge of computers or statistics,” and participants “write computer
programs that help sort through data and identify regularities.”
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Climate Change Curriculum A “Hot-Button Issue” In
Many States.
Special correspondent Lisa Stark of Education Week reports in
the weekly PBS NewsHour (2/20) audio segment “Making the
Grade” that curriculum involving climate change has become “a
hot-button issue in a number of states, including Idaho and New
Mexico, where lawmakers have tried to weaken or dismantle
science standards crafted by educators and scientists.”
Throughout the US, Stark explains, at least nine states have seen
“recent attempts...to block, repeal or modify state science
standards, partly because of the treatment of climate change,”
which “have largely failed.”

Pennsylvania High School Teaches STEM Curriculum
Through Guitar Making.
Philadelphia Inquirer (2/20, Boccella) reports on a guitar-building class at Pennridge High School in Buck County,
Pennsylvania that “uses the STEM Guitar curriculum,” which was “developed by a group of college professors a
decade ago to use guitar-making as a fun way to hook kids on learning the basics of science, technology, engineering
and math.”

Oregon Legislature Advances Bill To Include Class Size In Bargaining Agreements.
The AP (2/20, James) reports on a bill in Oregon “to include class sizes as required bargaining items during
negotiations between teachers and school districts,” saying the measure “is moving ahead in the Oregon
Legislature.” Some lawmakers object to the bill on the basis of cost, but the Oregon Education Association believes
passing the bill first is more important than figuring out unknown costs first. Other school leaders, such as Tillamook
School District Superintendent Randy Schild, worry “small districts without space to add classrooms would still end
up increasing class sizes, and would likely end up choosing to pay teachers more in exchange for the managing the
larger classes.”

Latinx Educators Remain Underrepresented Compared To Students.
The Huffington Post (2/20, Klein) says educators working with students from minority groups are “still overwhelmingly
white and female,” and that President Trump’s “immigration policies may only make this problem worse – especially
for Latinx students and teachers.” The article adds that, “as the president generally maintains a contentious
relationship with the nation’s immigrant and Latinx communities, teachers who understand” issues facing those
communities “can be an important resource for students.” The article provides information from a recent data
analysis by the Center for American Progress.

St. Paul Teacher Federation Acknowledges Teacher Frustration In Minneapolis
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (2/20, Lonetree) reports that St. Paul Federation of Teachers President Nick Faber
visited Minneapolis School District headquarters last week, where he recognized teachers’ frustration with the lack of
funding for public education. Faber said, “We’re entering a new era of teachers confounded about how little a priority
that public education is and how much funding is appropriated to it.” The article provides background on the problem
and the recent near-strike by the St. Paul Federation.
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West Virginia Teachers Plan Statewide Strike To Protest Pay, Healthcare Costs.
The Huffington Post (2/20, Jamieson) reports West Virginia teachers and other public employees are expected to
strike on Thursday and Friday to protest the state’s “stagnant pay and rising health care costs” and “to send a
strong message to the state legislature, which hasn’t funded the public employees’ health care program enough to
curb rising premiums.” According to the state’s two teacher unions, workers in every county of the state will
participate in the strike.

Louisiana Task Force Recommends $40 Million Increase For School Funding.
The Baton Rouge (LA) Advocate (2/20) reports that a Louisiana “panel of state and local education leaders, key
lawmakers and others” on Tuesday “recommended a hike of about $40 million in basic state aid for public schools.”
This “assistance has been frozen for nine of the past 10 years amid state budget problems, and Gov. John Bel
Edwards has endorsed another freeze for the 2018-19 school year.” However, the panel “said it is vital the
Legislature understands the financial plight of public schools.”

Washington State Democrats’ Plan Would Use Higher Revenues To Boost Teacher Pay.
The AP (2/19) reports that Democrats in the Washington state Senate have released a plan “that would use a
projected increase in state revenues to expedite the timeline on fully funding teacher salaries as they work on the final
component to bring Washington state into compliance with a state Supreme Court mandate on education.” The piece
explains that new projections released last week show that state revenues will “increase by about $1.3 billion more
than expected through 2021. The supplemental budget proposal plans to allocate much of that money toward
education, including $972 million to fully fund teacher and school staff salaries by later this year.”

DC Schools Chancellor Forced Out Over Admittance Lottery Scandal.
The Washington Post (2/20, Stein, Jamison, Nirappil) reports DC Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson “was forced to
resign Tuesday amid revelations he skirted the city’s competitive lottery system so his daughter could transfer to a
high-performing school.” Wilson’s departure after just a year “sends another jolt through a beleaguered school
system already engulfed in a graduation scandal.” The Post reports that Wilson’s “stunningly swift fall” – the
scandal first broke on Friday – follows the resignation of Deputy Mayor for Education Jennifer Niles. Wilson had been
“hailed as the heir to the school reform agenda crafted by Michelle Rhee and her successor, Kaya Henderson,” and
his departure “means that two key positions sit vacant in a school district roiled by turmoil.”
The Seventy Four (2/20) reports the district “requires students to navigate an admissions lottery if they want to
apply to a school outside their residential boundary. But Wilson and his wife had approached Deputy Mayor for
Education Jennifer Niles about problems their daughter was having at school.” Niles “ultimately helped Wilson
bypass the lottery so his daughter could transfer from the Duke Ellington School of the Arts to Woodrow Wilson High
School, a popular school with a waitlist.” The article notes that Wilson last year overhauled rules to “prevent public
officials from bypassing the lottery to secure highly-sought school placements for their children. Wilson’s
predecessors...had previously allowed the children of local and federal officials to attend choice schools outside the
lottery.”
WRC-TV Washington (2/20) reports Wilson had “initially refused” to step down, despite pressure from seven
DC Council members. However, said Mayor Muriel Bowser at a Tuesday news conference, “It became very clear to
me over the last several days that Chancellor Wilson would be unable to successfully lead the schools, having not
been able to regain the community’s trust. ... There are too many tough decisions in the coming months to have any
distractions, and we want to make very clear to parents and students that we are going to support them in any way
possible.”
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WPost: DCPS Sorely In Need Of Improvement, Must Have “Top-Notch” Chancellor. The Washington Post (2/20)
editorializes that DC Mayor Muriel Bowser made “the correct call” in asking for the resignation of Public Schools
Chancellor Antwan Wilson following his “violation of school policy that allowed his daughter to get preferential
treatment for enrollment in one of the city’s most desirable high schools.” Nonetheless, the editors assert, “major
problems remain” in the city’s school system, and the resignation loses “the continuity that is important to school
improvement.” Therefore, “the selection of a top-notch replacement for Mr. Wilson will be critical;” Interim
Chancellor Amanda Alexander “has her work cut out for her” in the meantime.

Idaho Charter School Leaders Write In Support Of
More Charter Schools.
Writing a joint op-ed for the Seventy Four (2/20), Idaho Charter
School Network President Terry Ryan and Teton Science Schools
vice president of education and innovation Nate McClennen
praise charter schools around the country for bringing educational
opportunities to “thousands of students in rural communities,”
but they say “more needs to be done better to support highquality charter schools in rural areas, as a recent report from the
National Alliance for Public Charter Schools demonstrates.” Ryan
and McClennen say more policies should support online charter
schools and “blended models...that marry online courses and
instruction.” They also support “amending laws that restrict
charters from opening in rural districts” and revising the laws “to
encourage rural districts and charter school supporters to work together to break barriers that will benefit their
children and communities.”

School Officials In North Alabama Say They Are Ready For Growth.
The AP (2/20) reports local officials in Limestone County, Alabama and its county seat, Athens, “believe they are
either ready to handle more students or can get ready when the time comes.” The county is expecting an influx of
students when the new Toyota-Mazda plant comes to the area. Athens City Schools Superintendent Trey Holladay
says, “We are covered for the next 10 years for average growth,” and “We feel very good about the next five years
with no trouble.”

National School Boards Association President Visits South Carolina School District.
Bluffton (SC) Today (2/20) reports National School Boards Association President Kevin Ciak “visited three Beaufort
County schools” in South Carolina and delivered a keynote address at the South Carolina School Boards
Association’s annual conference last week. Ciak said in his speech: “What I saw today was the definition of 21stcentury learning...I saw students working on all of the things that today’s employers want, everything from problemsolving and teamwork to leadership and soft skills. Students were busy acquiring the knowledge and skills they’ll
need if our country hopes to be competitive.”

Tennessee District Wants To Keep Struggling Schools In Turnaround Program.
The Memphis (TN) Commercial Appeal (2/20, Pignolet) says the Shelby County school board reviewed a resolution
on Tuesday “that would commit the district to putting American Way Middle School” into the county’s turnaround
program, the Innovation Zone. Such a commitment would go against recent recommendations to the district from the
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Tennessee Department of Education that the school either partner with a charter school or be absorbed into a staterun achievement program, marking “the district’s latest attempt to ward off state takeover of its schools.”

Mississippi Students Testify About Experiences In Underfunded District.
The Jackson (MS) Clarion Ledger (2/20, Harris) reports on testimonies by students from Mississippi’s Jackson Public
School District describing their “experiences of receiving an education in inadequate and resource-strapped school
buildings.” The testimonies came as lawmakers were moving “to scrap the state’s existing school funding formula.”

Prince William School Board Chairman Calls For Resignation Of Superintendent.
The Washington Post (2/20, Truong) reports Prince William County School Board Chairman Ryan Sawyers is calling
for the resignation of Steven Walts, superintendent of Prince William County Public Schools, due to an incident in
which Walts struck a moped while driving a car belonging to the school district. Sawyers claims that Walts misled the
board as to the severity of the accident, and “wrote in an email to Walts and the school board that the superintendent
failed to live up to the professional and ethical standards expected of district employees.”

Analysis: Retiring NYC Schools Chancellor Leaves Behind Legacy Of Modest Progress.
Contributor John O’Neil writes an article in the Seventy Four (2/20) that examines the legacy of New York City
Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, who now prepares to retire after four years on the job that saw “modest but
measurable progress” for the state’s special education students.

Research Paints Uneven Picture Of Community School Model’s Impact On Academics.
Chalkbeat (2/20) reports that the body of research on the community school model, which aims to “help kids in class
by directly dealing with out-of-school factors, like poverty, that affect learning,” shows that such efforts “often do help
learning, but in a number of cases they don’t seem to have any effect — and it’s not clear why efforts sometimes
succeed and sometimes don’t.” The article examines research “that tried to isolate the effects of efforts to improve
students’ mental and physical health, offer counseling services, add after-school programs, provide direct social
services to families in need, and other similar programs.”

South Carolina Pilot Would Allow Students To Make Up Snow Days Online.
The Columbia (SC) State (2/20) reports that South Carolina legislators are considering language in the 2018-19
budget to allow “students to complete work online at home rather than make up missed days [because of inclement
weather] at school.” The legislation “includes a one-year request directing the S.C. Education Oversight Committee
to select school districts for a pilot program using online or virtual work — or something else — instead of bringing
students back to school in case bad weather cancels classes.”

FROM NASSP
Using Data to Assess and Inform School Change
Leading Success, a free online toolkit for school leaders and their staff, consists of 11 modules, each
offering a comprehensive set of activities and discussions of best practices used in a diverse array of
schools around the country. In Module 2: Using Data to Assess and Inform School Change, learn
about collecting data and sharing the results with teachers and students, so they too can begin to draw
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their own inferences, and you can promote a more equitable school culture. Begin Module 2 and the rest
of Leading Success today!

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
In Wake Of Florida School Shooting, Trump
Moves To Ban Bump Stocks.
President Trump announced yesterday that he has signed a
memorandum ordering Attorney General Sessions to
regulate the use of bump stocks. Coverage of the move
portrays the President as willing to consider “modest guncontrol measures,” and many reports cast the White House
as facing pressure to act quickly amid a growing student
movement demanding action on gun control. The New York
Post (2/20, Fredericks) notes that the President said, “After
the deadly shooting in Las Vegas, I directed the attorney
general to clarify whether certain bump stock devices like
the one used in Las Vegas are illegal under current law. ...
Just a few moments ago, I signed a memorandum directing
the attorney general to propose regulations to ban all
devices that turn legal weapons into machine guns. ... I expect that these critical regulations will be finalized very
soon.” The New York Times (2/20, Shear, Subscription Publication) reports that Trump said that the regulations
“would help prevent future mass shootings,” and USA Today (2/20, Korte, Gaudiano, Jackson) that he announced
the order at a Medal of Valor ceremony and at the White House for firefighters and police officers, saying, “We can
do more to protect our children. We must do more to protect our children.”
Trump Will Visit Florida To Host Listening Forum On Mass Shootings. The Washington Times (2/20, Boyer) says
that President Trump “will host representatives involved with the shooting last week in Parkland, Florida, as well as
the shootings in 2012 at the Sandy Hook elementary school in Connecticut and at Columbine High School in
Colorado in 1999.”
Students Plan Anti-Gun Marches, School Walkouts. The Wall Street Journal (2/19, McWhirter, Subscription
Publication) says that high school students across the country are planning anti-gun marches and school walkouts
over the next weeks and months. A nationwide walkout is planned for March 14 and marches are slated for March 24.
In addition, a day of protests is set for April 20, the anniversary of the Columbine High School shooting. The New
York Times (2/20, Turkewitz, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that students from Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School, where last week’s shooting occurred, “were traveling on Tuesday to Tallahassee, the state
capital, to call for an assault weapons ban.” The trip “follows protests outside schools, social media appeals and
national television appearances.” Savannah Guthrie said on the lead story for NBC Nightly News (2/20, lead story,
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3:05) that the protests “are showing no signs of slowing down. In fact, they’re growing.”
Students, Public Officials Pushing School Shooting Solutions. The Washington Post (2/20, Berman) reports that
in the aftermath of the Parkland shooting, “students transformed into activists and public officials alike are preparing
for days of high-profile events highlighting the renewed debate over gun control and school safety.” Students who
survived the massacre “have repeatedly made clear that they view guns as the central problem. Public officials such
as Gov. Rick Scott (R) have stressed the need to keep firearms away from people with mental health issues and
pledged to work on increasing safety at schools.”

ESSA Gives States Opportunity To Promote School Climate Improvements.
The Seventy Four (2/20) reports that ESSA gives states the chance to “spotlight holistic support systems that can
improve outcomes for students.” The piece reports state ESSA plans “highlight a variety of policies and programs to
improve conditions for student learning, particularly around school climate.” The article reports on the academic and
social benefits of a positive school climate, “including decreased absenteeism, suspension rates, and substance
abuse,” as well as reduced achievement gaps.

ACLU Seeks Dismissal Of Oregon Transgender Bathroom Lawsuit Naming DeVos.
The Oregonian (2/20) reports that the ACLU has filed motions asking a court in Oregon to dismiss “a lawsuit that
transgender students and LGBTQ supporters say is troubling and harmful.” The lawsuit challenges the decision of
the school district in Dallas, Oregon to allow a transgender boy to use boys’ facilities in school. The article notes that
despite ED’s recent changes to “the Obama-era directive on transgender inclusion...the lawsuit names the U.S.
Department of Education and U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos.”

New Zealand’s Experience With Universal School Choice Offers Lessons For US Policy.
The Hechinger Report (2/20, Butrymowicz) reports with a 2,000-word story examining how New Zealand’s approach
to school choice provides “a good example of the pitfalls of relying on choice and competition between schools,” as
New Zealand Council for Educational Research chief researcher Cathy Wylie says. In New Zealand, “a school choice
utopia,” parents have been able to “enroll their children wherever they wanted” since 1989, but while “parents in
New Zealand said they are generally happy that they have choice and happy with their schools,” their children’s
exam scores “have remained largely unchanged since the tests were first administered in 2000,” even if they remain
“above average.” The Hechinger Report couches the article in the context of Education Secretary Betsy Devos’
proposals to increase school choice in the US.

HIGHER EDUCATION
ED Seeking Comment On Student Loan Bankruptcy Standards.
Inside Higher Ed (2/21) reports that ED “signaled Monday that it is interested in tweaking the standards used for
determining whether student loan debt can be discharged in bankruptcy,” potentially indicating “an opening for
potential bipartisan cooperation between the department and Democrats like Senator Elizabeth Warren, who have
long sought to loosen bankruptcy law so student borrowers can discharge their debt.” In a posting in the Federal
Register, ED “requested public comments on the process for evaluating claims of ‘undue hardship’ – the standard
student borrowers must clear to be able to discharge their loans through bankruptcy.” The notice “doesn’t indicate
the steps the department may take, but consumer groups that work on student loans and bankruptcy issues said it
would be hard to narrow the current standards.”
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The Wall Street Journal (2/20, Mitchell, Ferek, Subscription Publication) reports the move indicates that the
Administration is adopting a position usually embraced by liberal Democrats, potentially clearing the way for new
Federal law easing the path to bankruptcy.

College Of William & Mary Appoints First Female President.
Reporter Nick Anderson writes in the Washington Post (2/20) “Grade Point” blog that the College of William & Mary
on Tuesday appointed Katherine A. Rowe, provost and dean of faculty at Smith College, as “the first female
president in the school’s 325-year history.” Rowe will succeed the retiring president, W. Taylor Reveley III, in July.

Purdue President, Faculty Members At Odds Over Kaplan University Acquisition.
The Chronicle of Higher Education (2/20, Quintana) reports Purdue University President Mitch Daniels and some
members of the faculty are in disagreement over the institution’s proposed acquisition of Kaplan University, which
has already received approval from the Indiana Commission for Higher Education and the US Department of
Education. The deal is scheduled for review by “the regional accreditor, the Higher Learning Commission,” in a
hearing this week, and “some faculty members said they would travel to Chicago for the hearing in an effort to stop
the acquisition.”

Special Committee To Study Higher Education Financing In Texas.
The Texas Tribune (2/20, Najmabadi) reports the Joint Interim Committee on Higher Education Formula Funding will
on Wednesday “begin a new attempt to review the complicated higher education finance system in Texas,” which
lawmakers “failed to overhaul” last year. The committee, comprised of five representatives and five senators, is
tasked with studying “the state’s method of disbursing nearly $3 billion per year to those schools through formulas
and direct appropriations” and with issuing recommendations on whether to keep the current system in place by April
2018.

University Of Houston To Require New Sexual Misconduct Training For Employees.
The Houston Chronicle (2/19, Ellis) reports the University of Houston, starting this semester, will require faculty and
staff to undergo a new “face-to-face sexual misconduct prevention training” as part of the institution’s annual online
training program. In an email to university employees, President Renu Khator called the online training “robust,” but
said the face-to-face training “will have the added benefit of allowing dialogue and discussion which, in turn, will lead
to better understanding and awareness about our roles and responsibilities as they relate to Title IX.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Ethnic Studies Programs At Public Schools Proliferate.
• House Education Democrats Join DeVos In Calling For Hearings On School Shootings.
• New Study Shows Student Debt Crisis Comparable To Mortgage Lending.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Wednesday, February 21, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Armed Police To Become More Regular Presence At
Schools Across New Jersey.
The New York Times (2/20, Chen, Sterenfeld, Subscription
Publication) reports “Tuesday was the first day that a new policy
adding armed police officers to the security forces at East
Brunswick schools” in New Jersey went into effect. The new
security measures approved by the school district last week have
“thrust this central New Jersey town into the spotlight as one of
the first districts to take concrete action on security in the wake of
the Parkland, Fla., shooting.” Additionally, in the midst of “a
spate of false alarms and threats,” New Jersey Gov. Philip
Murphy announced that state police officers would begin making
regular, unscheduled visits to “107 schools in districts where it
has jurisdiction.”

Alabama State Rep. Introduces Bill That Would Allow Teachers To Carry Guns.
The AP (2/20, Moench) reports Alabama state Rep. Will Ainsworth has “proposed legislation that would allow the
state’s teachers to carry guns in school following a deadly school shooting in Florida last week.” Ainsworth, who is
running for lieutenant governor, has been joined by 33 lawmakers in sponsoring the bill. But the National Education
Association and the American Federation of Teachers both oppose “arming teachers in school,” as well as some
lawmakers on both sides of the aisle.

New Jersey Gov. Praises Young People For Leading Efforts To Reform School Safety, Promises
Review Of State Safety Protocols.
The AP (2/20) reports New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy “praised students pushing for gun control measures and called
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for a review of school shooting protocols in the state.” Speaking at a press conference, Murphy said, “Nearly one
week has passed since 17 innocent lives were taken during the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School,” and now students across the state and nation “are showing us the way.” Murphy also “reiterated promises
to sign legislation vetoed by Republican Gov. Chris Christie, including a high-caliber ammunition ban, and to create a
multistate coalition against gun violence.”

Michigan Police Probing Threat Targeting Principal.
The AP (2/20) reports that the Marine City, Michigan Police Department is “investigating after a Twitter post was
spotted that targeted the principal at the Marine City Middle School. Police say the East China School District is
taking precautionary measures this week to ensure safety.”

Ohio Seventh-Grader Shoots Self In School Bathroom, Hospitalized.
The Washington Post (2/20, Horton) reports authorities say a seventh-grade student in Jackson Township, Ohio
“was rushed to a hospital after he apparently shot himself in an Ohio middle school boys’ bathroom just before 8
a.m. local time.” Other students were “safe and unharmed” and the school was locked down. “It remains unclear
whether the student’s wounds were intentional or accidental or what injuries he incurred with the gunshot, which
came from a .22 long gun, local media reported.”

Idaho Junior High Team Competes In State FIRST Competition.
The Preston (ID) Citizen (2/19, Seamons) reports on the participation of Idaho’s Preston Junior High School’s
Robotic Indians team in the FIRST tech challenge state competition. The team “placed sixth out of 36 teams in
individual team competition,” among other accomplishments.

Chelsea Fifth Graders Build Mousetrap Cars As Part Of STEM Education.
The Daily Southtown (IL) (2/20, Neuzil) reports that fifth grade students in Illinois’ Chelsea Intermediate School
“worked collaboratively in pairs to engineer” and race mousetrap cars in their STEM classes. Students “then tested
their cars and redesigned them to improve their velocity and distance,” and “the winners of each of the 12 fifth grade
classes competed in the 2018 Mousetrap Car Championship Race.” The article describes other STEM opportunities
for Chelsea students this year.

Pennsylvania District’s FIRST Lego Team Qualifies For League World Festival.
The Carlisle (PA) Sentinel (2/20) reports that a team of students from Pennsylvania’s Cumberland Valley School
District have qualified for the FIRST Lego League World Festival to be held in Detroit this April. The team “topped 43
others to win the regional title in their division (for ages 9-14) with their design of a website
(www.bottlefillstations.com) that lists the locations of water bottle fill stations around the world.”

Data Science Classes Prove Popular Among California High School Students.
EdSource (2/19, Jones) reports data science curriculum has “proven to be a popular addition to high school math
departments” in California, where about 30 high schools have begun offering such classes to juniors and seniors.
The material includes “a hands-on blend of statistics and computer programming” that “meets the requirements of
A-G coursework...and doesn’t require prior knowledge of computers or statistics,” and participants “write computer
programs that help sort through data and identify regularities.”
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Climate Change Curriculum A “Hot-Button Issue” In
Many States.
Special correspondent Lisa Stark of Education Week reports in
the weekly PBS NewsHour (2/20) audio segment “Making the
Grade” that curriculum involving climate change has become “a
hot-button issue in a number of states, including Idaho and New
Mexico, where lawmakers have tried to weaken or dismantle
science standards crafted by educators and scientists.”
Throughout the US, Stark explains, at least nine states have seen
“recent attempts...to block, repeal or modify state science
standards, partly because of the treatment of climate change,”
which “have largely failed.”

Pennsylvania High School Teaches STEM Curriculum
Through Guitar Making.
Philadelphia Inquirer (2/20, Boccella) reports on a guitar-building class at Pennridge High School in Buck County,
Pennsylvania that “uses the STEM Guitar curriculum,” which was “developed by a group of college professors a
decade ago to use guitar-making as a fun way to hook kids on learning the basics of science, technology, engineering
and math.”

Oregon Legislature Advances Bill To Include Class Size In Bargaining Agreements.
The AP (2/20, James) reports on a bill in Oregon “to include class sizes as required bargaining items during
negotiations between teachers and school districts,” saying the measure “is moving ahead in the Oregon
Legislature.” Some lawmakers object to the bill on the basis of cost, but the Oregon Education Association believes
passing the bill first is more important than figuring out unknown costs first. Other school leaders, such as Tillamook
School District Superintendent Randy Schild, worry “small districts without space to add classrooms would still end
up increasing class sizes, and would likely end up choosing to pay teachers more in exchange for the managing the
larger classes.”

Latinx Educators Remain Underrepresented Compared To Students.
The Huffington Post (2/20, Klein) says educators working with students from minority groups are “still overwhelmingly
white and female,” and that President Trump’s “immigration policies may only make this problem worse – especially
for Latinx students and teachers.” The article adds that, “as the president generally maintains a contentious
relationship with the nation’s immigrant and Latinx communities, teachers who understand” issues facing those
communities “can be an important resource for students.” The article provides information from a recent data
analysis by the Center for American Progress.

St. Paul Teacher Federation Acknowledges Teacher Frustration In Minneapolis
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (2/20, Lonetree) reports that St. Paul Federation of Teachers President Nick Faber
visited Minneapolis School District headquarters last week, where he recognized teachers’ frustration with the lack of
funding for public education. Faber said, “We’re entering a new era of teachers confounded about how little a priority
that public education is and how much funding is appropriated to it.” The article provides background on the problem
and the recent near-strike by the St. Paul Federation.
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West Virginia Teachers Plan Statewide Strike To Protest Pay, Healthcare Costs.
The Huffington Post (2/20, Jamieson) reports West Virginia teachers and other public employees are expected to
strike on Thursday and Friday to protest the state’s “stagnant pay and rising health care costs” and “to send a
strong message to the state legislature, which hasn’t funded the public employees’ health care program enough to
curb rising premiums.” According to the state’s two teacher unions, workers in every county of the state will
participate in the strike.

Louisiana Task Force Recommends $40 Million Increase For School Funding.
The Baton Rouge (LA) Advocate (2/20) reports that a Louisiana “panel of state and local education leaders, key
lawmakers and others” on Tuesday “recommended a hike of about $40 million in basic state aid for public schools.”
This “assistance has been frozen for nine of the past 10 years amid state budget problems, and Gov. John Bel
Edwards has endorsed another freeze for the 2018-19 school year.” However, the panel “said it is vital the
Legislature understands the financial plight of public schools.”

Washington State Democrats’ Plan Would Use Higher Revenues To Boost Teacher Pay.
The AP (2/19) reports that Democrats in the Washington state Senate have released a plan “that would use a
projected increase in state revenues to expedite the timeline on fully funding teacher salaries as they work on the final
component to bring Washington state into compliance with a state Supreme Court mandate on education.” The piece
explains that new projections released last week show that state revenues will “increase by about $1.3 billion more
than expected through 2021. The supplemental budget proposal plans to allocate much of that money toward
education, including $972 million to fully fund teacher and school staff salaries by later this year.”

DC Schools Chancellor Forced Out Over Admittance Lottery Scandal.
The Washington Post (2/20, Stein, Jamison, Nirappil) reports DC Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson “was forced to
resign Tuesday amid revelations he skirted the city’s competitive lottery system so his daughter could transfer to a
high-performing school.” Wilson’s departure after just a year “sends another jolt through a beleaguered school
system already engulfed in a graduation scandal.” The Post reports that Wilson’s “stunningly swift fall” – the
scandal first broke on Friday – follows the resignation of Deputy Mayor for Education Jennifer Niles. Wilson had been
“hailed as the heir to the school reform agenda crafted by Michelle Rhee and her successor, Kaya Henderson,” and
his departure “means that two key positions sit vacant in a school district roiled by turmoil.”
The Seventy Four (2/20) reports the district “requires students to navigate an admissions lottery if they want to
apply to a school outside their residential boundary. But Wilson and his wife had approached Deputy Mayor for
Education Jennifer Niles about problems their daughter was having at school.” Niles “ultimately helped Wilson
bypass the lottery so his daughter could transfer from the Duke Ellington School of the Arts to Woodrow Wilson High
School, a popular school with a waitlist.” The article notes that Wilson last year overhauled rules to “prevent public
officials from bypassing the lottery to secure highly-sought school placements for their children. Wilson’s
predecessors...had previously allowed the children of local and federal officials to attend choice schools outside the
lottery.”
WRC-TV Washington (2/20) reports Wilson had “initially refused” to step down, despite pressure from seven
DC Council members. However, said Mayor Muriel Bowser at a Tuesday news conference, “It became very clear to
me over the last several days that Chancellor Wilson would be unable to successfully lead the schools, having not
been able to regain the community’s trust. ... There are too many tough decisions in the coming months to have any
distractions, and we want to make very clear to parents and students that we are going to support them in any way
possible.”
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WPost: DCPS Sorely In Need Of Improvement, Must Have “Top-Notch” Chancellor. The Washington Post (2/20)
editorializes that DC Mayor Muriel Bowser made “the correct call” in asking for the resignation of Public Schools
Chancellor Antwan Wilson following his “violation of school policy that allowed his daughter to get preferential
treatment for enrollment in one of the city’s most desirable high schools.” Nonetheless, the editors assert, “major
problems remain” in the city’s school system, and the resignation loses “the continuity that is important to school
improvement.” Therefore, “the selection of a top-notch replacement for Mr. Wilson will be critical;” Interim
Chancellor Amanda Alexander “has her work cut out for her” in the meantime.

Idaho Charter School Leaders Write In Support Of
More Charter Schools.
Writing a joint op-ed for the Seventy Four (2/20), Idaho Charter
School Network President Terry Ryan and Teton Science Schools
vice president of education and innovation Nate McClennen
praise charter schools around the country for bringing educational
opportunities to “thousands of students in rural communities,”
but they say “more needs to be done better to support highquality charter schools in rural areas, as a recent report from the
National Alliance for Public Charter Schools demonstrates.” Ryan
and McClennen say more policies should support online charter
schools and “blended models...that marry online courses and
instruction.” They also support “amending laws that restrict
charters from opening in rural districts” and revising the laws “to
encourage rural districts and charter school supporters to work together to break barriers that will benefit their
children and communities.”

School Officials In North Alabama Say They Are Ready For Growth.
The AP (2/20) reports local officials in Limestone County, Alabama and its county seat, Athens, “believe they are
either ready to handle more students or can get ready when the time comes.” The county is expecting an influx of
students when the new Toyota-Mazda plant comes to the area. Athens City Schools Superintendent Trey Holladay
says, “We are covered for the next 10 years for average growth,” and “We feel very good about the next five years
with no trouble.”

National School Boards Association President Visits South Carolina School District.
Bluffton (SC) Today (2/20) reports National School Boards Association President Kevin Ciak “visited three Beaufort
County schools” in South Carolina and delivered a keynote address at the South Carolina School Boards
Association’s annual conference last week. Ciak said in his speech: “What I saw today was the definition of 21stcentury learning...I saw students working on all of the things that today’s employers want, everything from problemsolving and teamwork to leadership and soft skills. Students were busy acquiring the knowledge and skills they’ll
need if our country hopes to be competitive.”

Tennessee District Wants To Keep Struggling Schools In Turnaround Program.
The Memphis (TN) Commercial Appeal (2/20, Pignolet) says the Shelby County school board reviewed a resolution
on Tuesday “that would commit the district to putting American Way Middle School” into the county’s turnaround
program, the Innovation Zone. Such a commitment would go against recent recommendations to the district from the
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Tennessee Department of Education that the school either partner with a charter school or be absorbed into a staterun achievement program, marking “the district’s latest attempt to ward off state takeover of its schools.”

Mississippi Students Testify About Experiences In Underfunded District.
The Jackson (MS) Clarion Ledger (2/20, Harris) reports on testimonies by students from Mississippi’s Jackson Public
School District describing their “experiences of receiving an education in inadequate and resource-strapped school
buildings.” The testimonies came as lawmakers were moving “to scrap the state’s existing school funding formula.”

Prince William School Board Chairman Calls For Resignation Of Superintendent.
The Washington Post (2/20, Truong) reports Prince William County School Board Chairman Ryan Sawyers is calling
for the resignation of Steven Walts, superintendent of Prince William County Public Schools, due to an incident in
which Walts struck a moped while driving a car belonging to the school district. Sawyers claims that Walts misled the
board as to the severity of the accident, and “wrote in an email to Walts and the school board that the superintendent
failed to live up to the professional and ethical standards expected of district employees.”

Analysis: Retiring NYC Schools Chancellor Leaves Behind Legacy Of Modest Progress.
Contributor John O’Neil writes an article in the Seventy Four (2/20) that examines the legacy of New York City
Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, who now prepares to retire after four years on the job that saw “modest but
measurable progress” for the state’s special education students.

Research Paints Uneven Picture Of Community School Model’s Impact On Academics.
Chalkbeat (2/20) reports that the body of research on the community school model, which aims to “help kids in class
by directly dealing with out-of-school factors, like poverty, that affect learning,” shows that such efforts “often do help
learning, but in a number of cases they don’t seem to have any effect — and it’s not clear why efforts sometimes
succeed and sometimes don’t.” The article examines research “that tried to isolate the effects of efforts to improve
students’ mental and physical health, offer counseling services, add after-school programs, provide direct social
services to families in need, and other similar programs.”

South Carolina Pilot Would Allow Students To Make Up Snow Days Online.
The Columbia (SC) State (2/20) reports that South Carolina legislators are considering language in the 2018-19
budget to allow “students to complete work online at home rather than make up missed days [because of inclement
weather] at school.” The legislation “includes a one-year request directing the S.C. Education Oversight Committee
to select school districts for a pilot program using online or virtual work — or something else — instead of bringing
students back to school in case bad weather cancels classes.”

FROM NASSP
Using Data to Assess and Inform School Change
Leading Success, a free online toolkit for school leaders and their staff, consists of 11 modules, each
offering a comprehensive set of activities and discussions of best practices used in a diverse array of
schools around the country. In Module 2: Using Data to Assess and Inform School Change, learn
about collecting data and sharing the results with teachers and students, so they too can begin to draw
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their own inferences, and you can promote a more equitable school culture. Begin Module 2 and the rest
of Leading Success today!

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
In Wake Of Florida School Shooting, Trump
Moves To Ban Bump Stocks.
President Trump announced yesterday that he has signed a
memorandum ordering Attorney General Sessions to
regulate the use of bump stocks. Coverage of the move
portrays the President as willing to consider “modest guncontrol measures,” and many reports cast the White House
as facing pressure to act quickly amid a growing student
movement demanding action on gun control. The New York
Post (2/20, Fredericks) notes that the President said, “After
the deadly shooting in Las Vegas, I directed the attorney
general to clarify whether certain bump stock devices like
the one used in Las Vegas are illegal under current law. ...
Just a few moments ago, I signed a memorandum directing
the attorney general to propose regulations to ban all
devices that turn legal weapons into machine guns. ... I expect that these critical regulations will be finalized very
soon.” The New York Times (2/20, Shear, Subscription Publication) reports that Trump said that the regulations
“would help prevent future mass shootings,” and USA Today (2/20, Korte, Gaudiano, Jackson) that he announced
the order at a Medal of Valor ceremony and at the White House for firefighters and police officers, saying, “We can
do more to protect our children. We must do more to protect our children.”
Trump Will Visit Florida To Host Listening Forum On Mass Shootings. The Washington Times (2/20, Boyer) says
that President Trump “will host representatives involved with the shooting last week in Parkland, Florida, as well as
the shootings in 2012 at the Sandy Hook elementary school in Connecticut and at Columbine High School in
Colorado in 1999.”
Students Plan Anti-Gun Marches, School Walkouts. The Wall Street Journal (2/19, McWhirter, Subscription
Publication) says that high school students across the country are planning anti-gun marches and school walkouts
over the next weeks and months. A nationwide walkout is planned for March 14 and marches are slated for March 24.
In addition, a day of protests is set for April 20, the anniversary of the Columbine High School shooting. The New
York Times (2/20, Turkewitz, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that students from Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School, where last week’s shooting occurred, “were traveling on Tuesday to Tallahassee, the state
capital, to call for an assault weapons ban.” The trip “follows protests outside schools, social media appeals and
national television appearances.” Savannah Guthrie said on the lead story for NBC Nightly News (2/20, lead story,
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3:05) that the protests “are showing no signs of slowing down. In fact, they’re growing.”
Students, Public Officials Pushing School Shooting Solutions. The Washington Post (2/20, Berman) reports that
in the aftermath of the Parkland shooting, “students transformed into activists and public officials alike are preparing
for days of high-profile events highlighting the renewed debate over gun control and school safety.” Students who
survived the massacre “have repeatedly made clear that they view guns as the central problem. Public officials such
as Gov. Rick Scott (R) have stressed the need to keep firearms away from people with mental health issues and
pledged to work on increasing safety at schools.”

ESSA Gives States Opportunity To Promote School Climate Improvements.
The Seventy Four (2/20) reports that ESSA gives states the chance to “spotlight holistic support systems that can
improve outcomes for students.” The piece reports state ESSA plans “highlight a variety of policies and programs to
improve conditions for student learning, particularly around school climate.” The article reports on the academic and
social benefits of a positive school climate, “including decreased absenteeism, suspension rates, and substance
abuse,” as well as reduced achievement gaps.

ACLU Seeks Dismissal Of Oregon Transgender Bathroom Lawsuit Naming DeVos.
The Oregonian (2/20) reports that the ACLU has filed motions asking a court in Oregon to dismiss “a lawsuit that
transgender students and LGBTQ supporters say is troubling and harmful.” The lawsuit challenges the decision of
the school district in Dallas, Oregon to allow a transgender boy to use boys’ facilities in school. The article notes that
despite ED’s recent changes to “the Obama-era directive on transgender inclusion...the lawsuit names the U.S.
Department of Education and U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos.”

New Zealand’s Experience With Universal School Choice Offers Lessons For US Policy.
The Hechinger Report (2/20, Butrymowicz) reports with a 2,000-word story examining how New Zealand’s approach
to school choice provides “a good example of the pitfalls of relying on choice and competition between schools,” as
New Zealand Council for Educational Research chief researcher Cathy Wylie says. In New Zealand, “a school choice
utopia,” parents have been able to “enroll their children wherever they wanted” since 1989, but while “parents in
New Zealand said they are generally happy that they have choice and happy with their schools,” their children’s
exam scores “have remained largely unchanged since the tests were first administered in 2000,” even if they remain
“above average.” The Hechinger Report couches the article in the context of Education Secretary Betsy Devos’
proposals to increase school choice in the US.

HIGHER EDUCATION
ED Seeking Comment On Student Loan Bankruptcy Standards.
Inside Higher Ed (2/21) reports that ED “signaled Monday that it is interested in tweaking the standards used for
determining whether student loan debt can be discharged in bankruptcy,” potentially indicating “an opening for
potential bipartisan cooperation between the department and Democrats like Senator Elizabeth Warren, who have
long sought to loosen bankruptcy law so student borrowers can discharge their debt.” In a posting in the Federal
Register, ED “requested public comments on the process for evaluating claims of ‘undue hardship’ – the standard
student borrowers must clear to be able to discharge their loans through bankruptcy.” The notice “doesn’t indicate
the steps the department may take, but consumer groups that work on student loans and bankruptcy issues said it
would be hard to narrow the current standards.”
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The Wall Street Journal (2/20, Mitchell, Ferek, Subscription Publication) reports the move indicates that the
Administration is adopting a position usually embraced by liberal Democrats, potentially clearing the way for new
Federal law easing the path to bankruptcy.

College Of William & Mary Appoints First Female President.
Reporter Nick Anderson writes in the Washington Post (2/20) “Grade Point” blog that the College of William & Mary
on Tuesday appointed Katherine A. Rowe, provost and dean of faculty at Smith College, as “the first female
president in the school’s 325-year history.” Rowe will succeed the retiring president, W. Taylor Reveley III, in July.

Purdue President, Faculty Members At Odds Over Kaplan University Acquisition.
The Chronicle of Higher Education (2/20, Quintana) reports Purdue University President Mitch Daniels and some
members of the faculty are in disagreement over the institution’s proposed acquisition of Kaplan University, which
has already received approval from the Indiana Commission for Higher Education and the US Department of
Education. The deal is scheduled for review by “the regional accreditor, the Higher Learning Commission,” in a
hearing this week, and “some faculty members said they would travel to Chicago for the hearing in an effort to stop
the acquisition.”

Special Committee To Study Higher Education Financing In Texas.
The Texas Tribune (2/20, Najmabadi) reports the Joint Interim Committee on Higher Education Formula Funding will
on Wednesday “begin a new attempt to review the complicated higher education finance system in Texas,” which
lawmakers “failed to overhaul” last year. The committee, comprised of five representatives and five senators, is
tasked with studying “the state’s method of disbursing nearly $3 billion per year to those schools through formulas
and direct appropriations” and with issuing recommendations on whether to keep the current system in place by April
2018.

University Of Houston To Require New Sexual Misconduct Training For Employees.
The Houston Chronicle (2/19, Ellis) reports the University of Houston, starting this semester, will require faculty and
staff to undergo a new “face-to-face sexual misconduct prevention training” as part of the institution’s annual online
training program. In an email to university employees, President Renu Khator called the online training “robust,” but
said the face-to-face training “will have the added benefit of allowing dialogue and discussion which, in turn, will lead
to better understanding and awareness about our roles and responsibilities as they relate to Title IX.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Ethnic Studies Programs At Public Schools Proliferate.
• House Education Democrats Join DeVos In Calling For Hearings On School Shootings.
• New Study Shows Student Debt Crisis Comparable To Mortgage Lending.
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•
•
•
•
•
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From: "Cook, Anthony, DOH" <Anthony.Cook@state.nm.us>
Sent Date: Fri, 26 Jan 2018 16:40:26 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Eddy County Health Council Minutes 1-22-2017
"Gomez, Amanda, DOH" <Amanda.Gomez@state.nm.us>, "Angelia Parent" <cac_sane@outlook.com>, "Ashley Bock" <abock@caringangelsllc.com>, "Jolly,
Barry, DVR" <barry.jolly@state.nm.us>, "Cassisus Loya" <cloya10@uhc.com>, "Celina Gerese" <celinagerese@gmail.com>, "Chris DeBolt"
<chris@nmhealthcouncils.org>, "Consuelo Bolah-Cowder" <consuelo_bolagh_cowder@bcbsnm.com>, "Cross, Danny" <southwestpharmacy@yahoo.com>,
"Debby Terrazas" <211@unitedwayofcarlsbad.org>, "Deborah Lambert" <dlambert@goodwillnm.org>, "Dina Navarrette"
<dnavarrette@cityofcarlsbadnm.com>, "Elizabeth Johnston" <casaeddyco@pvtn.net>, "Hannah Melendez" <hbananamelendez@gmail.com>, "James Evans"
<James_Evans@bcbsnm.com>, "Janelle Whitlock" <retire@carlsbadchamber.com>, "Jennah McKinley" <jennahm@nmsu.edu>, "Armendariz, Jennifer"
<jarmendariz@eddyoem.com>, "Masters, James, DOH" <James.Masters@state.nm.us>, "Joana Wells" <coalition.wells@gmail.com>, "June Marie Avery"
To: <jmcissy@hotmail.com>, "Kathryn Moore" <kmoore@eddyoem.com>, "Kathy Hughes" <Kathy.hughes@carcinc.org>, "Kelcey George"
<kelcey7024u@pvtn.net>, "Kristen Salyards" <ksalyards@casakids.org>, "Krystal Patterson" <ladybug6.kp@gmail.com>, "Linda Dodd"
<director@unitedwayofcarlsbad.org>, "Mark Silla" <Silla_Mark@yahoo.com>, "Mary Garwood" <msgarwood@cityofcarlsbadnm.com>,
"megan.haston@carlsbad.k12.nm.us" <megan.haston@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Milo Schoonmaker" <milo.schoonmaker@dvn.com>, "Molina, Susan, DOH"
<Susan.Molina@state.nm.us>, "Teel, Noreen, NMDWS" <Noreen.Teel@state.nm.us>, "North Eddy County United Way" <artesiauw@gmail.com>, "Robert
Jacquez" <robjacquez@gmail.com>, "Ruth Gonzalez" <rgonzalez@artesiageneral.com>, "Sam Jones" <sam_jones@carlsbadmedicalcenter.com>, "Sharon
Weston" <sharon.weston@pmsnm.org>, "Stacy Heacox" <sheacox@bbbssenm.org>, "Tenille Aragon" <cac-fi@outlook.com>, "Tina Swindell"
<trswindell@cityofcarlsbadnm.com>

Attachments:image001.jpg (4.64k) image002.png (2.54k) image003.png (3.06k) image004.png (3.05k) image005.png (2.71k) image006.jpg (2.81k) EDDY dsmp 1.docx (752.77k) Eddy CDSMP 1.docx
(628.56k) SoNM_SUBSTITUTE_W_9_Form___Secured__1.pdf (479.27k) RFP Youth Development Pgms to Prevent Unintended Teen Pregnancy FINAL.doc (2 MB) Campus Health Fair.jpg (1.08
MB) boothregistration.jpg (746.55k) Eddy County Health Council MINUTES 1-22-2018.docx (27.92k)

Good Afternoon Everyone,
I’ve attached the meeting minutes from our last health council meeting. The next meeting will be held in Carlsbad on Tuesday, February 20 th from 2-3pm the location will be determined later.
Please, review the minutes and if you have any questions or suggestions let me know. I’ve also attached a few documents related to community events and opportunities in the future. Thank you
for your attention and ongoing support, and if you know of anyone interested in joining the council please invite them or share my contact information.
Sincerely,

Anthony Lopez Cook
Health Promotion Coordinator
1306 W. Stevens St.
Carlsbad NM, 88220
ph:(575) 885-4191 ext. 6448
fax:(575) 885-4194
anthony.cook@state.nm.us
www.nmhealth.org
Accredited since 2015

The information contained in this electronic message is privileged, confidential, proprietary, and intended only for the use of the
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owner of the e-mail address listed as the recipient of this message. If you are not the intended recipient, or the employee or
agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure,
dissemination, distribution, copying of this communication, or unauthorized use is strictly prohibited and subject to prosecution
to the fullest extent of the law! If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this electronic message and DO NOT ACT
UPON, FORWARD, COPY OR OTHERWISE DISSEMINATE IT OR ITS CONTENTS.
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From: "Kasi Ryan" <Kasi.Ryan@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent Date: Wed, 28 Feb 2018 12:26:56 -0700 (MST)
Subject: ELA March 5-9, 2018
"Allison Hervol" <Allison.Hervol@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Lisa Chappa" <Lisa.Chappa@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Kari Cox" <Kari.Cox@CarlsbadSchools.net>,
To: "Mary Jo Granger" <MaryJo.Granger@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Dave Warner" <Dave.Warner@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Kasi Ryan"
<Kasi.Ryan@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 7.doc (119.05k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 6.doc (119.05k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 5.doc (117.69k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 4.doc (114.95k)

Carry lesson 3 to next Monday.
Tuesday Lesson 4 pg. 15-17 Determine Main Idea/vocabulary/DOK orally
RWJ 165-166
Wed.: Lesson 5 pgs. 18-21 vocabulary/evidence/DOK orally
RWJ168
Thurs.: Lesson 6 pgs. 22-24 vocabulary/main idea/DOK orally
RWJ170- 171
Friday: Lesson 7 pgs. 25-31 vocabulary/RWJ 173
DOK questions written response lesson 4-7; vocabulary test
I put a copy of all lesson plans for Unit 2B on top of our boxes in case you don’t have them.
Thanks,
Kasi
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Joyce Bird" <Joyce.Bird@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 5 Apr 2018 08:12:17 -0600 (MDT)
ELG
"Ashley Salmonson" <Ashley.Salmonson@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:IEP Statements.docx (21.34k)

Joyce Bird, M.A., CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
Hillcrest Pre-school
234-3313
Ext. 2409
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Jessica Blea" <Jessica.Blea@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 12 Mar 2018 14:19:44 -0600 (MDT)
Elizabeth R Info Writing
"Jessica Blea" <Jessica.Blea@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Elizabeth Ramos.docx (17.71k)

:)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Juhree Cope" <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 2 Feb 2018 08:23:49 -0700 (MST)
Enslow PO request for GO BOND
"Lorie Mitchell" <Lorie.Mitchell@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:MONTERRERY ENSLOW PO for GO BOND 2018.xlsm (1,000.38k) CMS LIbraries Purchase Order Request Enslow 2018.xlsx (19.02k)

Here is my last one. J
Juhree
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Sun, 28 Jan 2018 21:17:52 -0700 (MST)
enslow
"Juhree Cope" <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD MONTERRERY ENSLOW JAN 18 ALPHABET FOR PO.xlsm (1,007.05k)

From: Juhree Cope [mailto:Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Sunday, January 28, 2018 6:11 PM
To: Coye Duncan <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: Re: TOTALS
Please take off any of the other Where’s Waldo books. It does not matter which one.
Thanks,
Juhree
Sent from my iPad
On Jan 26, 2018, at 9:04 PM, Coye Duncan <abookworm@suddenlink.net> wrote:
Juhree
I am so sorry.. I put the wrong amount for Jappleseed.. I have taken off The Great Picture Hunt..but need one more book..I am still over
Coye

From: Juhree Cope [mailto:Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2018 3:49 PM
To: Coye Duncan <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: RE: totals and Jappleseed
Thank you!!!
Please take off Where’s Waldo: The Great Picture Hunt.

From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Juhree Cope <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: totals and Jappleseed
THANK YOU I will send these in alphabetical order after we make a little adjustment.. it is just easier for you to see what you have.
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I am over by $18.05
One reason on
Abdo Black Lagoon set 4 has 10 books instead of 6
Just tell me what book to take off and I will..can be from any list.. just close to $18..
From: Juhree Cope [mailto:Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 10:08 AM
To: Coye DUNCAN <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: Go Bond quotes

Good morning,
Here is the list that I need official quotes for. I have included a sub list also.
Cathey is requesting that the quotes list the books in alphabetical order by title with the ISBN number. And your company order number.
There is not a big rush. The orders are due to her by Feb. 23 and we have to receive them by April 6.
My total budget is $2636.
Thanks,
Juhree
<CARLSBAD MONTERREY TOTALS JAN 18 (002).xlsx>
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From: "Antonio Torrez" <Antonio.Torrez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent Date: Fri, 13 Apr 2018 09:10:00 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: ESL terms
"Bernita Smith-Payne" <Bernita.Smith-Payne@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Kevin Whalen" <Kevin.Whalen@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Michele Perez"
To:
<Michele.Perez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:eleSocialStudiesSpanish.pdf (242.75k)

Attached is a list of social studies terms in Spanish you might find useful. Have a great weekend!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Kate Mushinsky" <Kate.Mushinsky@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 5 Feb 2018 11:33:46 -0700 (MST)
Ethanael Munoz
"Kelly Parsons" <Kelly.Parsons@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:PDMS EMunoz.docx (35.52k)

Hey Kelly,
Allie again! Here is Ethanael’s evaluation!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 18:18:55 -0700 (MST)
Eval for JF Attached
"Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Joseanjel Fuentes FIE 1-28-18.doc (120.42k)

Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Tue, 27 Mar 2018 21:38:48 -0600 (MDT)
Evaluation Report for RP Attached
"Mark Hamel" <Mark.Hamel@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Ryker Plant FIE 3-9-18.doc (125.89k)

Hi Mr. Hamel,
Here is Ryker's speech/language evaluation. Please let me know if you need anything else.
Regards,
Katherine
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Thu, 5 Apr 2018 15:10:10 -0600 (MDT)
Evaluation RP
"Brandon.Griffin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us" <Brandon.Griffin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Ryker Plant FIE 3-9-18.doc (125.89k)

Here it it is
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Tammy Healey" <Tammy.Healey@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 19 Jan 2018 12:28:30 -0700 (MST)
EXAMPLES - FW: RFP / ECHS
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CECHS Ed Spec Jan-17 Final.pdf (5.81 MB) DRAFT RFP 2016-2017- Early College High School 1-9-17.docx.pdf (782.89k)

This was a draft for the Early College High School.
Tammy Healey
Administrative Assistant
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
408 N. Canyon St.
Carlsbad, NM 88220
Office (575) 234-3300 ext. 1010
Fax (575) 234-3366
From: Don Owen
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2017 1:55 PM
To: Tammy Healey
Subject: FW: RFP / ECHS
Importance: High

Don Owen
Director of Operations
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
PH: 575-234-3300
Fax: 575-234-3366
From: Don Owen
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 8:50 AM
To: 'Debra Hicks'
Cc: Laura Garcia ; Ursulita Vigil ; Kelli Barta ; Don Owen
Subject: FW: RFP / ECHS
Importance: High
Debra,
What’s the status of your approval of the Ed. Spec for Carlsbad Early College High School? I will be following up with a phone call as well.
Thank You,
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Don Owen
Director of Operations
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
PH: 575-234-3300
Fax: 575-234-3366
From: Laura Garcia
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2017 1:54 PM
To: Abel Montoya ; Debra Hicks ; Don Owen ; Gabriel Lopez ; Gary Perkowski ; Jeremy Sanchez ; Michael Hernandez ; Nick Mills ; Paul Cassidy ; Ron Singleton ; Ursulita Vigil
Cc: Kelli Barta ; Eric Spencer
Subject: FW: RFP / ECHS
Importance: High
Good afternoon….
Here is the updated draft of the CECHS RFP document. Please review it for a final time so that we can release the procurement. We would like to release no later than tomorrow.
Debra: We will need your approval, specifically, to document technical advisor’s review.
Thanks,
Laura
From: Ursulita Vigil
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:33 AM
To: Laura Garcia
Subject: RFP
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Improvement Center" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Sun, 21 Jan 2018 21:50:28 -0700 (MST)
Experience the freedom of a Walk-In Bath
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Relax in your new Walk-In Bathtub. Get Free Estimates.

Get FREE Estimates NOW!
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 24 Jan 2018 05:34:19 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Fatal shooting at Kentucky school; Anniversary of women's marches; Surviving -60 degrees in Siberia
To: "Traci Burns" <traci.burns@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 24, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 24 Jan 2018 05:22:50 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Fatal shooting at Kentucky school; Anniversary of women's marches; Surviving -60 degrees in Siberia
To: "Brenda Lopez" <brenda.lopez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 24, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 24 Jan 2018 05:28:36 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Fatal shooting at Kentucky school; Anniversary of women's marches; Surviving -60 degrees in Siberia
To: "Cindy Henderson" <cindy.henderson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
January 24, 2018

Daily News
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 20 Apr 2018 17:44:08 -0600 (MDT)
Final Draft for Special Education Contract Related Services
"Justin Gossett" <Justin.Gossett@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-6 FINAL - Contract Related Services.docx (291.36k)

Hi Justin,
Attached my final draft for your Contract Related Services RFP. Please read through the whole RFP and make sure you ok with the specification, scope of work, and evaluation criteria and update
it as needed. If everything looks good, we can post it next week.
Thanks a lot and have a nice weekend.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Jessica Castaneda" <sparkedinnovations@gmail.com>
Fri, 23 Feb 2018 16:05:34 -0700 (MST)
Follow up for Summer School Training
<obidilia.apodeca@demingps.org>, <millerja@dexterdemons.org>, <lavern.shan@carlsbadschools.net>

Attachments:TN Common Core Standards, Vocabulary, ELDA scores Math updated.xls (5.31 MB) Evaluation Sheet.xlsx (53.83k)

What a pleasure to meet with all of you. I really hope you feel a lot more comfortable with summer instruction for migrant students. You all are a wonderful group to work with and I really enjoyed
working with you today. Should you have questions in the future, feel free to reach out.
Attached is the evaluation sheet, and the common core spreadsheet.
Here is the Spark Innovations website http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/
Here are the instructional units: http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/LPLessonPlan.html
Here is the EXITO program for students of pre-K students. I forgot to mention this one today but we did bring it up yesterday with Marty. http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/Prek.html
Here is a link to the presentation videos and other content covered: http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/NMTraining.html
Here is a link to the Heart and Soul Curriculum- http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/LP%20Heart%20and%20Soles.html
That was for the duck-tape shoes
Here is Scream Machines- Rollercoasters unit: http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/LP%20Scream%20Machines.html
Here is the Gum Shoe- Detective Unit: http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/LPDetectives.html
And finally the Robot unit: http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/LP%20Robots.html
Thanks again for all of your time today. Safe Travels!
Jessica Castaneda
Educational Consultant
www.sparkedinnovations.net
office:931-668-4129
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 28 Mar 2018 14:24:09 -0600 (MDT)
Food Bids posting online
"Veronica Patrick" <Veronica.Patrick@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Bid 2017-2018-FS-04-Bread.doc (324.31k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-03-Dairy.docx (246.17k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-02-Non Food.docx (245.15k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-01-Food.docx (251.78k)
Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-05-Fresh Produce.xlsx (678.21k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-02-Non Food.xlsx (24.27k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-01-Food.xlsx (93.55k) Bid 2017-2018FS-05-Fresh Produce.docx (252.09k)

Hi Veronica,
Can you please post these on our RFP and Bid page? If you have time, can you show Crystal how to do it?
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From: "Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent Date: Wed, 7 Mar 2018 09:40:03 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Food related RfR
"Lyman Graham" <Lyman.Graham@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Lisa Rhoades"
To:
<Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:2014-2015-02 Food Service Dairy.doc (311.32k) FOOD SERVICE-BREAD.doc (394.1k) Bid 2016-2017-03 Food Services - Fresh Produce.docx (248.88k) Bid 2016-2017-02 Food Service
- Non-Food 16575.docx (244.25k) Bid 2016-2017-01 Food Service-Food.docx (246.95k)

Hi Food Service Department,
Attached the previous year RfRs related to food. Please update them and let’s meet later to finalize them and get them out.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 27 Mar 2018 17:25:17 -0600 (MDT)
Food Service Department - 5 IFB
"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Bid 2017-2018-FS-02-Non Food.docx (245.15k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-01-Food.docx (251.78k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-05-Fresh Produce.xlsx (678.21k) Vendor Bid Sheet
2017-2018-FS-02-Non Food.xlsx (24.27k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-01-Food.xlsx (93.55k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-05-Fresh Produce.docx (252.09k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-04-Bread.doc (324.31k) Bid
2017-2018-FS-03-Dairy.docx (246.17k)

Hi Dr. Rodriguez,
Just let you know that I will send out 5 Invitation For Bid for Food Service Department this week. They are: 1. Food; 2. Non-food; 3. Dairy; 4. Bread; 5. Fresh Produce. These are for the food next
year and it will post on Current Argus and on our website.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 26 Mar 2018 16:36:20 -0600 (MDT)
Food Service Department - Bids
"Tammy West" <WesttLLC@outlook.com>

Attachments:Bid 2017-2018-FS-04-Bread.doc (324.31k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-03-Dairy.docx (245.4k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-02-Non Food.docx (245.13k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-01-Food.docx (251.71k) Vendor
Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-05-Fresh Produce.xlsx (678.21k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-02-Non Food.xlsx (24.27k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-01-Food.xlsx (93.55k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-05Fresh Produce.docx (251.67k)

Hi Tammy,
Attached the food related bids I plan to post out this week. I will post a legal ad on Current Argus newspaper and also on our website. Can you take a look at them and let me know whether they
look good? I did it base on previous years templates.
I will call you tomorrow to check with you about the procedures. Thanks a lot and you have a nice evening.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Fri, 9 Mar 2018 05:40:27 -0700 (MST)
Former Baltimore County Superintendent Pleads Guilty To Perjury
<cindy.romero@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Cindy Romero

March 9, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Former Baltimore County Superintendent Pleads
Guilty To Perjury.
The New York Times (3/8, Singer, Subscription Publication)
reports former Baltimore County Superintendent Dallas
Dance “pleaded guilty on Thursday to four counts of perjury
related to payments totaling about $147,000 that he
received for consulting and speaking engagements.” State
prosecutors said Dance “had made false statements on his
financial disclosure forms ‘to conceal the nature and extent
of his outside business interests and conflicts of interest.’”
The Times explains that Dance allegedly “received
payments from a school leadership training company that
he had helped win an $875,000 no-bid contract from his
school district” and then “falsely told a Baltimore County
Public Schools ethics panel that he had not been paid by
the company while it was doing business with the district.”
The Baltimore Sun (3/5) reports prosecutors said they want Dance to serve 18 months of a five-year sentence,
and that the court scheduled a sentencing hearing for April 20. “Maryland State Prosecutor Emmet C. Davitt read a
statement of facts that laid out in detail the ways Dance repeatedly deceived the school board and manipulated the
purchasing process to award a contract to a company that was paying him.” District officials “expressed
disappointment and sadness at the revelations.” The Sun reports Dance’s “criminal actions began shortly after he
was hired as superintendent in July 2012, when he began negotiating for consulting work with executives of Chicagobased SUPES Academy. At the same time, he began to devise a plan to award a contract to the company,” telling
executives with the firm “that he needed to make more money because of his divorce.”
The AP (3/8) reports Davitt “said Dance sought consulting work shortly after he became superintendent in 2012.
Dance told a Chicago firm’s executives that he wanted to make more money because of a divorce.”
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The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/8) reports Dance had done some consulting work for Richmond Public
Schools before they “mutually decided to part ways last year.” This piece says of Dance, “The Richmond native was
a rising education star before he abruptly resigned as Baltimore County’s superintendent in April with three years left
on his four-year contract.”
Guilty Plea Prompts Renewed Calls For Independent Audit Of District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8)
reports on “renewed calls for an independent investigation into the school system” in the wake of Dance’s guilty
plea, saying a number of “elected officials said it’s past due for an independent audit of the school system’s
procedures for awarding contracts.” The piece quotes Baltimore County Councilman David Marks saying, “The
school system must take whatever steps are necessary to restore public confidence, and there must be an
independent audit of contracts that were executed under Dr. Dance’s watch.”
Interim Superintendent Releases Statement Expressing Sadness. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports,
“Baltimore County Interim School Superintendent Verletta White issued a statement Thursday saying she was
‘saddened’” by the news of Dance’s guilty plea, but added that she trusted the judicial system. White “did not
address whether the school system will take any action to ensure that the future process fior contracting is not
tainted. But schools spokesman Mychael Dickerson said the superintendent supports an independent audit to make
sure the purchasing practices are sound.”
In a separate article, the Baltimore Sun (3/6) reports that though White also “earned outside income” which she
“failed to report to the school system and the public,” she does not face charges. The piece cites “legal experts”
who say that prosecutors lack evidence that White had similar intent to commit a crime.
Dance Was Well-Regarded In District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports Dance “was the bright, tech-savvy
leader beloved by students and praised by county leaders,” who during his five-year tenure “led an overhaul of the
curriculum, launched an effort to give a laptop computer to each student in the district and started teaching Spanish to
elementary students.”

POLITICS & POLICY
California Officials Say They’re Nearing Compromise With ED Over ESSA Plan.
EdSource (3/7) reports that California education officials “are expressing confidence that the federal Department of
Education will approve California’s plan for the Every Student Succeeds Act and avert a standoff with U.S. Secretary
of Education Betsy DeVos over differing interpretations of the federal law.” After multiple negotiations, “state
education staff are proposing several substantive revisions to the plan that the State Board of Education will vote on
next week. The state board will also discuss whether to pursue waivers from the federal law if board members feel
strongly about remaining disagreements.”

Education Researchers Discuss Why Many Education Reform Efforts Fail.
In a piece for The Conversation (US) (3/8), Jack Schneider, professor of education at the College of the Holy Cross,
and David Menefee-Libey, professor of politics at Pomona College, write that on numerous occasions in recent
decades, “policymakers and philanthropists have teamed up to reform public education, only to find that their bold
projects have fallen short,” adding that they have “identified a few reasons why school reform efforts so persistently
get lackluster results, despite consistent bipartisan support and roughly US$4 billion a year in philanthropic funding
derived from some of the nation’s biggest fortunes.” They describe a number of public and private school reform
efforts, saying such efforts “made big promises that American voters have often found irresistible, even though these
grandiose proposals have tended to fall short.” The writers say these efforts have failed because “the movement’s
populist politics encourage reformers to make promises beyond what they can reasonably expect to deliver. The
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result, then, is a cycle of searing critique, sweeping proposal, disappointment and new proposal.” Moreover, despite
broad consensus that “economic inequality and social injustice are among the most powerful drivers of educational
achievement gaps,” education reformers shy away from “addressing the daunting issues like persistent poverty that
shape children’s lives and interfere with their learning.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Experts: West Virginia Teacher Strike Demonstrates Women’s Power.
USA Today (3/8, Dastagir) reports that according to “political scientists and labor experts,” the recent nine-day
teacher strike in West Virginia, which culminated in a 5% pay raise for state employees, “shows more than the power
of collective organizing — it shows the power of women.” The article says that teachers, like other majority female
professions, “are notoriously underpaid and undervalued.” The paper reports West Virginia University political
science professor Erin Cassese said “the strike is part of a larger trend of women’s activism in West Virginia,”
quoting her saying, “I think that gender is going to continue to be an important dimension in electoral politics in the
state.”
West Virginia Counties Canceling Spring Break To Make Up For Strike Days. The AP (3/8, Raby)
reports that West Virginia Superintendent Steve Paine said Thursday that districts across the state have discretion
regarding how to make up school days lost to the state’s recent teacher strike, including “the option to cancel spring
break,” but should “excuse families with valid vacation plans.” Some counties have already decided to cancel spring
break “to help make up for nine days of instructional time lost during the recent teacher strike.”

OK Teachers’ Union Announces Plan For April 2 Strike.
Bloomberg News (3/8, Eidelson) reports that on Thursday the Oklahoma Education Association announced plans to
“shut down schools statewide starting April 2 unless the legislature hikes school funding.” In an email, union
president Alicia Priest said, “We have tried several different paths to improve education funding, but none have
worked.” Bloomberg notes, “Priest said Monday that teachers there have been emboldened by the example of West
Virginia, where a 9-day teacher strike has secured a 5 percent raise for all state workers.”

Records Request For NYC Education Department On Teacher Misconduct Remains Unfilled.
The Seventy Four (3/8) reports that “the New York City Department of Education failed to provide records relating to
teacher misconduct requested nearly two years ago by The 74 despite a promise by its top lawyer last summer that
the documents would be delivered by the end of January.” In a July 2017 letter, DOE General COunsel Howard
Friedman also said to The 74 “that he would direct lawyers to send a monthly portion of the records, which concern
cases where the DOE sought to fire educators.” However, The 74 notes that the DOE halted delivery of “these
installments after September and failed to meet the Jan. 31 deadline for release of all the requested records.” In an
email Thursday, DOE spokesman Douglas Cohen said, “The DOE’s FOIL Unit is working diligently to implement the
new regulation across all open FOIL requests, including requests pre-dating the new regulation.” He added,
“Because of the large number of existing requests, and an increase in new requests since the regulation was
adopted, implementation remains ongoing.”

Survey: Threats, Violent Acts Against Teachers Often Unreported.
HealthDay (3/8) reports that according to a survey “done in collaboration with the American Psychological
Association, the National Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers,” threats and acts of
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physical violence against teachers often go unreported. The survey of more than 3,400 K-12 teachers across the US
found “more than 2,500 who said they’d experienced violence or threats.” The survey found that 25% of teachers
“reported physical abuse or assault,” while “20 percent reported threats of physical violence, and 37 percent said
they were subjected to verbal insults, disrespectful language or inappropriate sexual advances.” The survey also
found that “in addition to teachers who didn’t report violence or threats to school administrators, 14 percent did not
tell their colleagues and 24 percent did not tell their family,” while “only 12 percent saw a counselor.” Study author
Eric Anderman, an education psychology professor at Ohio State University, said, “You would think that the first thing
a teacher would do after a violent encounter or threat would be to tell the school’s administrators, but 20 percent
aren’t even doing that.”

University Of Idaho Education Model Aiding North Idaho Schools In Teaching Science
Outdoors.
The Pacific Northwest (WA) Inlander (3/8) reports that last month, nearly 150 Timberlake High School students took a
trip to Lookout Pass to study the effects of snow. The trip was “part of a yearlong project” called The Confluence
Project “that teaches science education in eight different North Idaho schools.” The “education model” was
“developed by University of Idaho graduate students several years ago” and is currently being used by “more than
300 students in area high schools,” who are “learning about water-science education from the natural environment
surrounding them.”

WY High School Team Qualifies For National Robotics Competition.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (3/8) reports that a team from Wyoming’s Jackson Hole High School placed
eight in a regional qualifying robotics competition this month in Utah, advancing the team to the national finals next
month in Houston. The 22-student team “competed against 52 teams from as far away as Chile.” The article notes
that the team will also “compete at another regional competition in Denver later this month” despite already
qualifying for the national competition in Utah.

AL High School Students Take Part In Two-Year Teacher Training Program.
The Florence (AL) Times Daily (3/8) reports that Allen Thornton Career Technical Center is offering a new course
enabling students who are thinking about careers in teaching “to see the classroom from the teacher’s perspective.”
The Teaching and Training program is a two-year program “designed for 10th- through 12th-grade students in the
Lauderdale County school system who are interested in education.” In the first year, students are given “the
opportunity to visit classrooms throughout the school system one day per week to participate in field experience.” In
the second year, “students complete their coursework with an internship,” and can then “take the Praxis I Core, the
exam required by teacher education programs throughout the state.” Teaching and Training program instructor
Shelley Montgomery said, “We’re right here in a college town and the college certainly produces a lot of teachers,
so we thought this was the perfect time to add this course.” Currently 17 students are enrolled in the program, but the
number is expected to grow.

Legislation Advancing In Indiana Would Cede Control Of Muncie Community Schools To Ball
State University.
Inside Higher Ed (3/8) reports on legislation that has been advancing through Indiana’s General Assembly that
“would permanently replace Muncie Community Schools’ five-member elected board with a seven-person board
appointed by Ball State, giving Indiana’s fourth-largest public university full control of the school district.” The idea
“has drawn support from Ball State’s administration” along with state Republicans. The university has pointed to its
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“roots as a teachers’ college and connections Ball State already has with Muncie schools, arguing the new
arrangement would allow them to do more to help students.” However, the article notes that there are “risks” to the
proposal, including the concerns of area politicians over “the pending loss of voter control over Muncie schools.”
Teachers’ unions have also “objected because Ball State would not be required to recognize collective bargaining.”
Additionally, “the university could face conflicts of interest related to its newfound taxing power.”

WA’s High School Graduation Rate Remains 79 Percent.
The Seattle Times (3/8) reports that according to data from the Washington State superintendent’s office, “79.3
percent of all students in the class of 2017 graduated within four years of starting high school,” a slight increase from
the 79.1 percent rate in 2016. Although black, Latino, special-needs, and low-income students “still trail the overall
graduation rate,” over the past two years the groups “posted higher-than-average growth.” For example, the
graduation rate for black students rose from 70.7 percent in 2016 to 71.5 percent in 2017, while the special-needs
student graduation rate increased from 58.1 percent to 59.4 percent.

Professors Argue Standardized Tests Serve As Useful Measures For Students’ Future
Success.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (3/8, Kuncel, Sackett, Subscription Publication) Dr. Nathan Kuncel and Dr. Paul
Sackett, professors of industrial-organizational psychology at the University of Minnesota, argue that SAT and ACT
tests are important, because they provide information about college applicants’ potential future performance at
universities and in the workplace. They critique some arguments against the tests, such as the idea that they will only
serve as predictions for grades during the first year of college, the idea that the tests have no real-world application,
the idea that scores beyond a certain high mark offer little additional future benefit, or the suggestion that alternatives
to these tests provide more useful results, such as interviews or letters of recommendation.

OPERATIONS
After Years Of Apparent Success, DC Schools Beset By Multiple Scandals.
The Washington Post (3/8, Jamison) reports on the “series of scandals” that has rocked DC Public Schools in recent
months, coming after several years of the District’s schools’ having been lauded “a success story of the national
movement to reform urban schools.” The piece notes that an NPR investigation “revealed that one-third of graduates
should not have received diplomas last year because of chronic truancy and other problems. The manipulation of
those figures led to the firing of several school administrators and prompted an ongoing investigation by the FBI, U.S.
Education Department and D.C. Office of the Inspector General.” As that scandal was still playing out, the Post
reports, “the public learned that the family of D.C. Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson had violated school policy by
transferring Wilson’s teenage daughter” in violation of rules designed to ensure fairness in admissions.

Louisiana Attorney General Sues School Board In Handcuffed Teacher Case.
The AP (3/8, Kunzelman, Plaisance) reports Louisiana Attorney General Jeff Landry filed suit against the Vermilion
Parish School Board on Thursday “over a meeting disrupted by the video-recorded arrest of a teacher being roughly
handcuffed on a hallway floor after she criticized the district superintendent’s pay raise.” The complaint “accuses
the Vermilion Parish School Board and its members of violating the state’s Open Meetings Law by stifling public
debate at the Jan. 8 meeting. Middle school English teacher Deyshia Hargrave, whose arrest sparked outrage after
video of it spread online, said the suit is good news for ‘anyone who speaks at public meetings.’”
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Walton Family Foundation Donates $1.7 Million To Indianapolis Public Schools To Boost
Principals’ Authority.
Chalkbeat (3/8) reports that philanthropic organization the Walton Family Foundation has provided $1.7 million to
Indianapolis Public Schools as part of a three-year grant to aid the district in setting “the groundwork for giving
principals more control and responsibility.” Chalkbeat notes that the WFF “is known for offering startup grants for
charter schools,” but recently has increased efforts “on city-wide projects that improve the conditions for school
choice.” Under Indianapolis’ grant, the district will be provided funds to “roll out a strategy for giving principals at
traditional schools more control over instruction, budgets, and staffing,” with the goal for all principals at traditional
district “schools to have more freedom by 2020.”

Data Shows NYC’s Elite High Schools Saw No Rise In Black, Hispanic Students After Changes
To Entrance Exams.
The New York Daily News (3/8) reports that according to Education Department data released Wednesday, there
weren’t more Hispanic and black students enrolled in the top high schools in New York City this year compared to
last. The data showed that “527 black and Hispanic kids were accepted into the city’s elite specialized high schools
this year,” a figure “virtually unchanged from 524 kids last year.” Overall 4.1% of offers for elite schools were given
to black students and 6.3% given to Hispanic students, even though the groups “account for about 70% of the
student body.” The data comes despite changes to entrance exams this year “to better reflect what students were
actually learning in class.”

Dallas ISD Considers Closing Two Elementary Schools To Create Specialized Campuses.
The Dallas Morning News (3/8, Ayala, Writer) reports that during a Thursday school board meeting, administrators at
Dallas ISD “recommended closing Sam Houston and Onesimo Hernandez elementaries to convert them into
specialized schools that could potentially attract up to 1,400 students, some of them not currently enrolled in DISD.”
The recommendation comes as Texas public schools continued to lose students “to publicly funded charter schools
and private schools,” the Morning News notes, adding that “about 33,000 children who live within the Dallas
Independent School District’s boundaries are enrolled in charter schools instead of the traditional public schools.”
Officials said the two elementary schools discussed “have low enrollment now,” and students attending them “could
be absorbed by campuses about a mile away from each.” Sam Houston, with around 200 enrolled students, would
be combined with Esperanza Medrano Elementary, while Hernandez, with a round 310 enrolled students, would
merge with Maple Lawn Elementary.

Nominee For NYC Schools Chancellor Was Involved In 2015 Teacher Suit In San Francisco,
Filing Suggests.
The New York Post (3/8) reports that according to a 2015 San Francisco Supreme Court filing, New York City Mayor
Bill de Blasio’s second selection for schools chancellor Richard Carranza, was accused by teacher Veronica Chavez
of harming her “career after she scolded him for flirting with a woman other than his wife.” Chavez also accused him
“of promoting men during his time in the San Francisco Unified School District at the expense of women.” The case,
in which “Chavez sued the San Francisco district for gender and disability discrimination but did not name Carranza
as a defendant,” was later settled “for an undisclosed sum.” According to City Hall spokeswoman Olivia
Lapeyrolerie, “The allegations were completely false and Mr. Carranza was never named in the lawsuit nor was he
involved in the settlement.”
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SCHOOL FINANCE
IL House Approves School Funding Bill.
The AP (3/7) reported that Illinois’ House has approved “a follow-up bill to Illinois’ school funding reform law.” The
measure, designed to send “the most state money to the school districts most in need of help,” will now go to the
state Senate for debate.

SAFETY & SECURITY
Authorities Release 911 Calls, Police Transmissions From Florida School Shooting.
ABC World News Tonight (3/8, story 7, 2:00, Muir) reported on “chilling new calls from Parkland, calls made during
the attack between parents and 911 operates. You can hear the parents talking with their children.” Victor Oquendo
added that the Broward Sheriff also released “new police transmissions” and “a new timeline. Deputy Scott
Peterson arrived a little more than a minute after the first shot, it took law enforcement 11 minutes and 15 seconds to
enter the building.” Kerry Sanders reported on NBC Nightly News (3/8, story 6, 1:50, Holt), “In all, there are 157
emergency calls, many made by parents, getting texts from their kids.”
Adriana Diaz reported in the lead story for the CBS Evening News (3/8, lead story, 2:55, Glor) that “what we’ve
learned from this timeline about the school resource officer, is even though his lawyer said he stayed outside of the
building for the duration because he believed that the shots were coming possibly from outside of the building, this
timeline reveals that two minutes, roughly, after the first shots were fired, he was radioing on his radio that he heard
possible shots fired from the 1200 building. So he believed that there was that activity inside the building yet, he
stayed outside.” The Miami Herald (3/8, Ovalle) reports that as the shooter “was fleeing the building after killing 17
people,” the deputy, Scot Peterson “warned his fellow officers to stay away – even as wounded students and staff
lay inside.” Peterson said over the radio, “Do not approach the 12 or 1300 building, stay at least 500 feet away.”

Florida Governor Mum On School Safety Bill Despite Legislators’ Optimism.
Politico (3/8, Caputo) reports that Florida legislators who crafted “an unprecedented $400 million school safety and
gun control bill” say they expect Gov. Rick Scott “to sign or signal support for” the bill “on Friday when families of
the victims of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School massacre meet with him in Florida’s Capitol.” However,
“Scott’s office would neither confirm nor deny the governor’s intentions and instead pointed to his public statements
pledging to study the bill in depth and to listen to the 17 families of those killed in the state’s worst school shooting in
history.”
The Palm Beach (FL) Post (3/8) reports that the scheduled meeting raises “expectations that he will sign into
law a sweeping school-safety measure (SB 7026) that sparked veto requests from critics on both ends of the guncontrol spectrum.” The Post reports that the Florida Education Association “asked Scott to veto the measure, saying
more than 200,000 school employees could qualify to carry firearms, which would ‘do more harm than good.’” The
piece notes that the state’s NRA chapter also opposes the bill, urging members to “contact Scott and demand a
veto.”
U.S. News & World Report (3/8) reports the bipartisan bill “raises the legal age for buying rifles from 18 to 21,
imposes a three-day waiting period on all gun sales and bans bump stocks.” The measure “also would allow for the
arming of some school employees through a $67 million voluntary ‘marshal’ training program. Additionally, the bill
allocates more funding for school security measures and expands state funding for mental health resources to
students.” The AP (3/8, Farrington, Fineout) also covers this story.
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Senate Judiciary Committee To Hold Hearing On Parkland Shooting.
Politico Morning Education (3/8, Stratford) reports Senate Judiciary Chairman Chuck Grassley announced
Wednesday that the panel “will hold a hearing on the Parkland, Fla., school shooting and legislative proposals to
boost school safety” next Wednesday.

California Schools Chief, Teachers Write To Trump To Oppose Arming Teachers.
The Los Angeles Times (3/8, Resmovits) reports California Superintendent Tom Torlakson “and more than 60 of the
state’s top teachers” have written an open letter to President Trump “telling him that arming teachers is not the
answer to school violence.”

Columnist Juxtaposes Parkland Students’ Social Media Power With Potential Downsides.
In a Washington Post (3/8) column, Geoffrey A. Fowler writes about the survivors of the Parkland massacre’s use of
social media to prolong the relevance of the story in the national consciousness, saying their online prowess makes it
“easy to forget they’re children, waging battle in some of the nastiest corners of the Internet even while they process
a trauma. That’s what makes them so effective — and also especially vulnerable.” Fowler expands on the dynamic
of the power the students have found to advance their ideas and the danger they could face from negative reactions
from “politicians, gun-rights partisans, crazies and media personalities who don’t have qualms about picking on
kids.”

First Lady Meets With Stoneman Douglas Shooting Survivor.
The Washington Examiner (3/8, Leach) reports First lady Melania Trump “met with” Kyle Kashuv, a survivor of the
Parkland, Florida high school shooting at the White House on Thursday. The Examiner provides tweets sent by the
first lady following the meeting.

Districts Continue To Address Student Protests In Wake Of Parkland Massacre.
The Wall Street Journal (3/8, Subscription Publication) reports New York City Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña
announced Thursday that students with parental permission to miss classes to take part in gun control protests on
March 14 will not be punished for doing so. Meanwhile, the Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports that Baltimore-area districts
are also preparing “for student walkouts next week as part of a national protest against gun violence,” saying
Harford County Public Schools Superintendent Barbara Canavan “has decided to prohibit students from participating
in the event.”

Virginia House Speaker Forming School Safety Committee.
The AP (3/8) reports Virginia House Speaker Kirk Cox (R) announced Thursday that he is setting up a select
committee “to come up with recommendations to make schools safer in the wake of a deadly mass shooting at a
Florida high school.” The panel will “study emergency preparedness, security infrastructure, behavioral health
resources and other areas related to school safety.” However, “Democrats quickly panned the proposal as
insufficient because it does not focus on guns.”

Growing Number Of Schools Providing Safe Spaces For LGBTQ Students.
Reuters (3/8, Rapaport) reports that according to a resent CDC study, “a growing number of U.S. schools are
offering safe spaces for ‘tweens and adolescents who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or questioning
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(LGBTQ) and prohibiting harassment based on sexual orientation or gender identity.” Some 62% of middle and high
schools “had a counselor’s office, designated classroom or student organization where LGBTQ youth could get
support from administrators, teachers or other school staff in 2014, up from 51 percent in 2010.”

AL House Passes Cyberbullying Measure.
The AP (3/8) reports that on Thursday, Alabama’s House of Representatives passed a measure “to protect children
from cyberbullying in honor of a 10-year-old boy who committed suicide last year.” The measure would “add
cyberbullying and harassment off school grounds to the current law protecting students from bullying at school.”

WY Lawmakers Reach Tentative Budget Agreement, Remove Discussion Of School Funding
From Budget.
The Casper (WY) Star-Tribune (3/8) reports that Wyoming’s state lawmakers on Thursday reached a budget deal for
the next two years, ending “a week of deadlock between the House and Senate over education funding.” Under the
agreement, the budget will utilize “the House’s funding model for education in year one and the Senate’s model in
year two,” and will leave undecided “the actual amount of money” to be put towards public education, a category
faced with “a $660 million deficit.” Lawmakers determined that by removing “all school funding language from the
budget, the bill can move forward while negotiations over education continue.”
The Wyoming Tribune Eagle (3/8) reports that in comments on the measure, Wyoming Education Association
president Kathy Vetter said, “We really need to find some revenue streams for education, and (HB 140) did look at
doing some of that.” She added, “We’ve been taking cuts for the last several years – approximately $77 million in
cuts. The school districts have cut so much that any more cuts are definitely going to affect the classroom.”

Editorial: TX Faces “Critical Need” For More Public Education Funds.
The Dallas Morning News (3/8) in an editorial points to a new study about Dallas County students from education
nonprofit Commit, which “shows the students are making small but steady gains on the key third-grade reading
assessment.” However, there is “frustrating news” in the report as well, which the Morning News says shows “that
districts in this region still have a long way to go on closing achievement gaps and in getting students ready, enrolled
and graduating from college.” The paper concludes that the study should give state lawmakers “more evidence
about the critical need for more public school funding.” The paper concludes that the state has been “going in the
wrong direction on school funding, and it’s the students who pay.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Audit Suggests Houston ISD’s Special Education Department Continues To Face Challenges.
The Houston Chronicle (3/8, Webb) reports that an outside audit issued Thursday by the American Institutes for
Research has determined 10 areas in which the Houston ISD “needs to improve its special education services.” The
audit suggests that the district faces “ongoing issues with inconsistent interventions and special education
identification practices,” along with challenges in “tailoring Individual Education Plans, or IEPs, to fit students’
specific needs” and in countering “a persistent achievement gap.” Additionally, the audit found “a lack of qualified
special education staff members” in the district. The Chronicle notes that this “audit largely corroborated the findings
of the Houston Chronicle’s 2016 investigation into the department.”

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
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• Florida Lawmakers Approve School Safety Measure That Includes Gun Control.
• Education Secretary Praises California Governor Over Local Control Of Schools.
• Oklahoma Teachers Union Gives Legislature April 1 Deadline For Pay Raises.
• Student-led Study In Oregon Finds Mental Health Resources Is Key Issue For Schools.
• Education Department Grants North Dakota Permission To Substitute ACT With State Assessment.
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Good morning David Shoup

March 9, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Former Baltimore County Superintendent Pleads
Guilty To Perjury.
The New York Times (3/8, Singer, Subscription Publication)
reports former Baltimore County Superintendent Dallas
Dance “pleaded guilty on Thursday to four counts of perjury
related to payments totaling about $147,000 that he
received for consulting and speaking engagements.” State
prosecutors said Dance “had made false statements on his
financial disclosure forms ‘to conceal the nature and extent
of his outside business interests and conflicts of interest.’”
The Times explains that Dance allegedly “received
payments from a school leadership training company that
he had helped win an $875,000 no-bid contract from his
school district” and then “falsely told a Baltimore County
Public Schools ethics panel that he had not been paid by
the company while it was doing business with the district.”
The Baltimore Sun (3/5) reports prosecutors said they want Dance to serve 18 months of a five-year sentence,
and that the court scheduled a sentencing hearing for April 20. “Maryland State Prosecutor Emmet C. Davitt read a
statement of facts that laid out in detail the ways Dance repeatedly deceived the school board and manipulated the
purchasing process to award a contract to a company that was paying him.” District officials “expressed
disappointment and sadness at the revelations.” The Sun reports Dance’s “criminal actions began shortly after he
was hired as superintendent in July 2012, when he began negotiating for consulting work with executives of Chicagobased SUPES Academy. At the same time, he began to devise a plan to award a contract to the company,” telling
executives with the firm “that he needed to make more money because of his divorce.”
The AP (3/8) reports Davitt “said Dance sought consulting work shortly after he became superintendent in 2012.
Dance told a Chicago firm’s executives that he wanted to make more money because of a divorce.”
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The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/8) reports Dance had done some consulting work for Richmond Public
Schools before they “mutually decided to part ways last year.” This piece says of Dance, “The Richmond native was
a rising education star before he abruptly resigned as Baltimore County’s superintendent in April with three years left
on his four-year contract.”
Guilty Plea Prompts Renewed Calls For Independent Audit Of District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8)
reports on “renewed calls for an independent investigation into the school system” in the wake of Dance’s guilty
plea, saying a number of “elected officials said it’s past due for an independent audit of the school system’s
procedures for awarding contracts.” The piece quotes Baltimore County Councilman David Marks saying, “The
school system must take whatever steps are necessary to restore public confidence, and there must be an
independent audit of contracts that were executed under Dr. Dance’s watch.”
Interim Superintendent Releases Statement Expressing Sadness. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports,
“Baltimore County Interim School Superintendent Verletta White issued a statement Thursday saying she was
‘saddened’” by the news of Dance’s guilty plea, but added that she trusted the judicial system. White “did not
address whether the school system will take any action to ensure that the future process fior contracting is not
tainted. But schools spokesman Mychael Dickerson said the superintendent supports an independent audit to make
sure the purchasing practices are sound.”
In a separate article, the Baltimore Sun (3/6) reports that though White also “earned outside income” which she
“failed to report to the school system and the public,” she does not face charges. The piece cites “legal experts”
who say that prosecutors lack evidence that White had similar intent to commit a crime.
Dance Was Well-Regarded In District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports Dance “was the bright, tech-savvy
leader beloved by students and praised by county leaders,” who during his five-year tenure “led an overhaul of the
curriculum, launched an effort to give a laptop computer to each student in the district and started teaching Spanish to
elementary students.”

POLITICS & POLICY
California Officials Say They’re Nearing Compromise With ED Over ESSA Plan.
EdSource (3/7) reports that California education officials “are expressing confidence that the federal Department of
Education will approve California’s plan for the Every Student Succeeds Act and avert a standoff with U.S. Secretary
of Education Betsy DeVos over differing interpretations of the federal law.” After multiple negotiations, “state
education staff are proposing several substantive revisions to the plan that the State Board of Education will vote on
next week. The state board will also discuss whether to pursue waivers from the federal law if board members feel
strongly about remaining disagreements.”

Education Researchers Discuss Why Many Education Reform Efforts Fail.
In a piece for The Conversation (US) (3/8), Jack Schneider, professor of education at the College of the Holy Cross,
and David Menefee-Libey, professor of politics at Pomona College, write that on numerous occasions in recent
decades, “policymakers and philanthropists have teamed up to reform public education, only to find that their bold
projects have fallen short,” adding that they have “identified a few reasons why school reform efforts so persistently
get lackluster results, despite consistent bipartisan support and roughly US$4 billion a year in philanthropic funding
derived from some of the nation’s biggest fortunes.” They describe a number of public and private school reform
efforts, saying such efforts “made big promises that American voters have often found irresistible, even though these
grandiose proposals have tended to fall short.” The writers say these efforts have failed because “the movement’s
populist politics encourage reformers to make promises beyond what they can reasonably expect to deliver. The
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result, then, is a cycle of searing critique, sweeping proposal, disappointment and new proposal.” Moreover, despite
broad consensus that “economic inequality and social injustice are among the most powerful drivers of educational
achievement gaps,” education reformers shy away from “addressing the daunting issues like persistent poverty that
shape children’s lives and interfere with their learning.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Experts: West Virginia Teacher Strike Demonstrates Women’s Power.
USA Today (3/8, Dastagir) reports that according to “political scientists and labor experts,” the recent nine-day
teacher strike in West Virginia, which culminated in a 5% pay raise for state employees, “shows more than the power
of collective organizing — it shows the power of women.” The article says that teachers, like other majority female
professions, “are notoriously underpaid and undervalued.” The paper reports West Virginia University political
science professor Erin Cassese said “the strike is part of a larger trend of women’s activism in West Virginia,”
quoting her saying, “I think that gender is going to continue to be an important dimension in electoral politics in the
state.”
West Virginia Counties Canceling Spring Break To Make Up For Strike Days. The AP (3/8, Raby)
reports that West Virginia Superintendent Steve Paine said Thursday that districts across the state have discretion
regarding how to make up school days lost to the state’s recent teacher strike, including “the option to cancel spring
break,” but should “excuse families with valid vacation plans.” Some counties have already decided to cancel spring
break “to help make up for nine days of instructional time lost during the recent teacher strike.”

OK Teachers’ Union Announces Plan For April 2 Strike.
Bloomberg News (3/8, Eidelson) reports that on Thursday the Oklahoma Education Association announced plans to
“shut down schools statewide starting April 2 unless the legislature hikes school funding.” In an email, union
president Alicia Priest said, “We have tried several different paths to improve education funding, but none have
worked.” Bloomberg notes, “Priest said Monday that teachers there have been emboldened by the example of West
Virginia, where a 9-day teacher strike has secured a 5 percent raise for all state workers.”

Records Request For NYC Education Department On Teacher Misconduct Remains Unfilled.
The Seventy Four (3/8) reports that “the New York City Department of Education failed to provide records relating to
teacher misconduct requested nearly two years ago by The 74 despite a promise by its top lawyer last summer that
the documents would be delivered by the end of January.” In a July 2017 letter, DOE General COunsel Howard
Friedman also said to The 74 “that he would direct lawyers to send a monthly portion of the records, which concern
cases where the DOE sought to fire educators.” However, The 74 notes that the DOE halted delivery of “these
installments after September and failed to meet the Jan. 31 deadline for release of all the requested records.” In an
email Thursday, DOE spokesman Douglas Cohen said, “The DOE’s FOIL Unit is working diligently to implement the
new regulation across all open FOIL requests, including requests pre-dating the new regulation.” He added,
“Because of the large number of existing requests, and an increase in new requests since the regulation was
adopted, implementation remains ongoing.”

Survey: Threats, Violent Acts Against Teachers Often Unreported.
HealthDay (3/8) reports that according to a survey “done in collaboration with the American Psychological
Association, the National Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers,” threats and acts of
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physical violence against teachers often go unreported. The survey of more than 3,400 K-12 teachers across the US
found “more than 2,500 who said they’d experienced violence or threats.” The survey found that 25% of teachers
“reported physical abuse or assault,” while “20 percent reported threats of physical violence, and 37 percent said
they were subjected to verbal insults, disrespectful language or inappropriate sexual advances.” The survey also
found that “in addition to teachers who didn’t report violence or threats to school administrators, 14 percent did not
tell their colleagues and 24 percent did not tell their family,” while “only 12 percent saw a counselor.” Study author
Eric Anderman, an education psychology professor at Ohio State University, said, “You would think that the first thing
a teacher would do after a violent encounter or threat would be to tell the school’s administrators, but 20 percent
aren’t even doing that.”

University Of Idaho Education Model Aiding North Idaho Schools In Teaching Science
Outdoors.
The Pacific Northwest (WA) Inlander (3/8) reports that last month, nearly 150 Timberlake High School students took a
trip to Lookout Pass to study the effects of snow. The trip was “part of a yearlong project” called The Confluence
Project “that teaches science education in eight different North Idaho schools.” The “education model” was
“developed by University of Idaho graduate students several years ago” and is currently being used by “more than
300 students in area high schools,” who are “learning about water-science education from the natural environment
surrounding them.”

WY High School Team Qualifies For National Robotics Competition.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (3/8) reports that a team from Wyoming’s Jackson Hole High School placed
eight in a regional qualifying robotics competition this month in Utah, advancing the team to the national finals next
month in Houston. The 22-student team “competed against 52 teams from as far away as Chile.” The article notes
that the team will also “compete at another regional competition in Denver later this month” despite already
qualifying for the national competition in Utah.

AL High School Students Take Part In Two-Year Teacher Training Program.
The Florence (AL) Times Daily (3/8) reports that Allen Thornton Career Technical Center is offering a new course
enabling students who are thinking about careers in teaching “to see the classroom from the teacher’s perspective.”
The Teaching and Training program is a two-year program “designed for 10th- through 12th-grade students in the
Lauderdale County school system who are interested in education.” In the first year, students are given “the
opportunity to visit classrooms throughout the school system one day per week to participate in field experience.” In
the second year, “students complete their coursework with an internship,” and can then “take the Praxis I Core, the
exam required by teacher education programs throughout the state.” Teaching and Training program instructor
Shelley Montgomery said, “We’re right here in a college town and the college certainly produces a lot of teachers,
so we thought this was the perfect time to add this course.” Currently 17 students are enrolled in the program, but the
number is expected to grow.

Legislation Advancing In Indiana Would Cede Control Of Muncie Community Schools To Ball
State University.
Inside Higher Ed (3/8) reports on legislation that has been advancing through Indiana’s General Assembly that
“would permanently replace Muncie Community Schools’ five-member elected board with a seven-person board
appointed by Ball State, giving Indiana’s fourth-largest public university full control of the school district.” The idea
“has drawn support from Ball State’s administration” along with state Republicans. The university has pointed to its
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“roots as a teachers’ college and connections Ball State already has with Muncie schools, arguing the new
arrangement would allow them to do more to help students.” However, the article notes that there are “risks” to the
proposal, including the concerns of area politicians over “the pending loss of voter control over Muncie schools.”
Teachers’ unions have also “objected because Ball State would not be required to recognize collective bargaining.”
Additionally, “the university could face conflicts of interest related to its newfound taxing power.”

WA’s High School Graduation Rate Remains 79 Percent.
The Seattle Times (3/8) reports that according to data from the Washington State superintendent’s office, “79.3
percent of all students in the class of 2017 graduated within four years of starting high school,” a slight increase from
the 79.1 percent rate in 2016. Although black, Latino, special-needs, and low-income students “still trail the overall
graduation rate,” over the past two years the groups “posted higher-than-average growth.” For example, the
graduation rate for black students rose from 70.7 percent in 2016 to 71.5 percent in 2017, while the special-needs
student graduation rate increased from 58.1 percent to 59.4 percent.

Professors Argue Standardized Tests Serve As Useful Measures For Students’ Future
Success.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (3/8, Kuncel, Sackett, Subscription Publication) Dr. Nathan Kuncel and Dr. Paul
Sackett, professors of industrial-organizational psychology at the University of Minnesota, argue that SAT and ACT
tests are important, because they provide information about college applicants’ potential future performance at
universities and in the workplace. They critique some arguments against the tests, such as the idea that they will only
serve as predictions for grades during the first year of college, the idea that the tests have no real-world application,
the idea that scores beyond a certain high mark offer little additional future benefit, or the suggestion that alternatives
to these tests provide more useful results, such as interviews or letters of recommendation.

OPERATIONS
After Years Of Apparent Success, DC Schools Beset By Multiple Scandals.
The Washington Post (3/8, Jamison) reports on the “series of scandals” that has rocked DC Public Schools in recent
months, coming after several years of the District’s schools’ having been lauded “a success story of the national
movement to reform urban schools.” The piece notes that an NPR investigation “revealed that one-third of graduates
should not have received diplomas last year because of chronic truancy and other problems. The manipulation of
those figures led to the firing of several school administrators and prompted an ongoing investigation by the FBI, U.S.
Education Department and D.C. Office of the Inspector General.” As that scandal was still playing out, the Post
reports, “the public learned that the family of D.C. Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson had violated school policy by
transferring Wilson’s teenage daughter” in violation of rules designed to ensure fairness in admissions.

Louisiana Attorney General Sues School Board In Handcuffed Teacher Case.
The AP (3/8, Kunzelman, Plaisance) reports Louisiana Attorney General Jeff Landry filed suit against the Vermilion
Parish School Board on Thursday “over a meeting disrupted by the video-recorded arrest of a teacher being roughly
handcuffed on a hallway floor after she criticized the district superintendent’s pay raise.” The complaint “accuses
the Vermilion Parish School Board and its members of violating the state’s Open Meetings Law by stifling public
debate at the Jan. 8 meeting. Middle school English teacher Deyshia Hargrave, whose arrest sparked outrage after
video of it spread online, said the suit is good news for ‘anyone who speaks at public meetings.’”
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Walton Family Foundation Donates $1.7 Million To Indianapolis Public Schools To Boost
Principals’ Authority.
Chalkbeat (3/8) reports that philanthropic organization the Walton Family Foundation has provided $1.7 million to
Indianapolis Public Schools as part of a three-year grant to aid the district in setting “the groundwork for giving
principals more control and responsibility.” Chalkbeat notes that the WFF “is known for offering startup grants for
charter schools,” but recently has increased efforts “on city-wide projects that improve the conditions for school
choice.” Under Indianapolis’ grant, the district will be provided funds to “roll out a strategy for giving principals at
traditional schools more control over instruction, budgets, and staffing,” with the goal for all principals at traditional
district “schools to have more freedom by 2020.”

Data Shows NYC’s Elite High Schools Saw No Rise In Black, Hispanic Students After Changes
To Entrance Exams.
The New York Daily News (3/8) reports that according to Education Department data released Wednesday, there
weren’t more Hispanic and black students enrolled in the top high schools in New York City this year compared to
last. The data showed that “527 black and Hispanic kids were accepted into the city’s elite specialized high schools
this year,” a figure “virtually unchanged from 524 kids last year.” Overall 4.1% of offers for elite schools were given
to black students and 6.3% given to Hispanic students, even though the groups “account for about 70% of the
student body.” The data comes despite changes to entrance exams this year “to better reflect what students were
actually learning in class.”

Dallas ISD Considers Closing Two Elementary Schools To Create Specialized Campuses.
The Dallas Morning News (3/8, Ayala, Writer) reports that during a Thursday school board meeting, administrators at
Dallas ISD “recommended closing Sam Houston and Onesimo Hernandez elementaries to convert them into
specialized schools that could potentially attract up to 1,400 students, some of them not currently enrolled in DISD.”
The recommendation comes as Texas public schools continued to lose students “to publicly funded charter schools
and private schools,” the Morning News notes, adding that “about 33,000 children who live within the Dallas
Independent School District’s boundaries are enrolled in charter schools instead of the traditional public schools.”
Officials said the two elementary schools discussed “have low enrollment now,” and students attending them “could
be absorbed by campuses about a mile away from each.” Sam Houston, with around 200 enrolled students, would
be combined with Esperanza Medrano Elementary, while Hernandez, with a round 310 enrolled students, would
merge with Maple Lawn Elementary.

Nominee For NYC Schools Chancellor Was Involved In 2015 Teacher Suit In San Francisco,
Filing Suggests.
The New York Post (3/8) reports that according to a 2015 San Francisco Supreme Court filing, New York City Mayor
Bill de Blasio’s second selection for schools chancellor Richard Carranza, was accused by teacher Veronica Chavez
of harming her “career after she scolded him for flirting with a woman other than his wife.” Chavez also accused him
“of promoting men during his time in the San Francisco Unified School District at the expense of women.” The case,
in which “Chavez sued the San Francisco district for gender and disability discrimination but did not name Carranza
as a defendant,” was later settled “for an undisclosed sum.” According to City Hall spokeswoman Olivia
Lapeyrolerie, “The allegations were completely false and Mr. Carranza was never named in the lawsuit nor was he
involved in the settlement.”
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SCHOOL FINANCE
IL House Approves School Funding Bill.
The AP (3/7) reported that Illinois’ House has approved “a follow-up bill to Illinois’ school funding reform law.” The
measure, designed to send “the most state money to the school districts most in need of help,” will now go to the
state Senate for debate.

SAFETY & SECURITY
Authorities Release 911 Calls, Police Transmissions From Florida School Shooting.
ABC World News Tonight (3/8, story 7, 2:00, Muir) reported on “chilling new calls from Parkland, calls made during
the attack between parents and 911 operates. You can hear the parents talking with their children.” Victor Oquendo
added that the Broward Sheriff also released “new police transmissions” and “a new timeline. Deputy Scott
Peterson arrived a little more than a minute after the first shot, it took law enforcement 11 minutes and 15 seconds to
enter the building.” Kerry Sanders reported on NBC Nightly News (3/8, story 6, 1:50, Holt), “In all, there are 157
emergency calls, many made by parents, getting texts from their kids.”
Adriana Diaz reported in the lead story for the CBS Evening News (3/8, lead story, 2:55, Glor) that “what we’ve
learned from this timeline about the school resource officer, is even though his lawyer said he stayed outside of the
building for the duration because he believed that the shots were coming possibly from outside of the building, this
timeline reveals that two minutes, roughly, after the first shots were fired, he was radioing on his radio that he heard
possible shots fired from the 1200 building. So he believed that there was that activity inside the building yet, he
stayed outside.” The Miami Herald (3/8, Ovalle) reports that as the shooter “was fleeing the building after killing 17
people,” the deputy, Scot Peterson “warned his fellow officers to stay away – even as wounded students and staff
lay inside.” Peterson said over the radio, “Do not approach the 12 or 1300 building, stay at least 500 feet away.”

Florida Governor Mum On School Safety Bill Despite Legislators’ Optimism.
Politico (3/8, Caputo) reports that Florida legislators who crafted “an unprecedented $400 million school safety and
gun control bill” say they expect Gov. Rick Scott “to sign or signal support for” the bill “on Friday when families of
the victims of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School massacre meet with him in Florida’s Capitol.” However,
“Scott’s office would neither confirm nor deny the governor’s intentions and instead pointed to his public statements
pledging to study the bill in depth and to listen to the 17 families of those killed in the state’s worst school shooting in
history.”
The Palm Beach (FL) Post (3/8) reports that the scheduled meeting raises “expectations that he will sign into
law a sweeping school-safety measure (SB 7026) that sparked veto requests from critics on both ends of the guncontrol spectrum.” The Post reports that the Florida Education Association “asked Scott to veto the measure, saying
more than 200,000 school employees could qualify to carry firearms, which would ‘do more harm than good.’” The
piece notes that the state’s NRA chapter also opposes the bill, urging members to “contact Scott and demand a
veto.”
U.S. News & World Report (3/8) reports the bipartisan bill “raises the legal age for buying rifles from 18 to 21,
imposes a three-day waiting period on all gun sales and bans bump stocks.” The measure “also would allow for the
arming of some school employees through a $67 million voluntary ‘marshal’ training program. Additionally, the bill
allocates more funding for school security measures and expands state funding for mental health resources to
students.” The AP (3/8, Farrington, Fineout) also covers this story.
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Senate Judiciary Committee To Hold Hearing On Parkland Shooting.
Politico Morning Education (3/8, Stratford) reports Senate Judiciary Chairman Chuck Grassley announced
Wednesday that the panel “will hold a hearing on the Parkland, Fla., school shooting and legislative proposals to
boost school safety” next Wednesday.

California Schools Chief, Teachers Write To Trump To Oppose Arming Teachers.
The Los Angeles Times (3/8, Resmovits) reports California Superintendent Tom Torlakson “and more than 60 of the
state’s top teachers” have written an open letter to President Trump “telling him that arming teachers is not the
answer to school violence.”

Columnist Juxtaposes Parkland Students’ Social Media Power With Potential Downsides.
In a Washington Post (3/8) column, Geoffrey A. Fowler writes about the survivors of the Parkland massacre’s use of
social media to prolong the relevance of the story in the national consciousness, saying their online prowess makes it
“easy to forget they’re children, waging battle in some of the nastiest corners of the Internet even while they process
a trauma. That’s what makes them so effective — and also especially vulnerable.” Fowler expands on the dynamic
of the power the students have found to advance their ideas and the danger they could face from negative reactions
from “politicians, gun-rights partisans, crazies and media personalities who don’t have qualms about picking on
kids.”

First Lady Meets With Stoneman Douglas Shooting Survivor.
The Washington Examiner (3/8, Leach) reports First lady Melania Trump “met with” Kyle Kashuv, a survivor of the
Parkland, Florida high school shooting at the White House on Thursday. The Examiner provides tweets sent by the
first lady following the meeting.

Districts Continue To Address Student Protests In Wake Of Parkland Massacre.
The Wall Street Journal (3/8, Subscription Publication) reports New York City Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña
announced Thursday that students with parental permission to miss classes to take part in gun control protests on
March 14 will not be punished for doing so. Meanwhile, the Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports that Baltimore-area districts
are also preparing “for student walkouts next week as part of a national protest against gun violence,” saying
Harford County Public Schools Superintendent Barbara Canavan “has decided to prohibit students from participating
in the event.”

Virginia House Speaker Forming School Safety Committee.
The AP (3/8) reports Virginia House Speaker Kirk Cox (R) announced Thursday that he is setting up a select
committee “to come up with recommendations to make schools safer in the wake of a deadly mass shooting at a
Florida high school.” The panel will “study emergency preparedness, security infrastructure, behavioral health
resources and other areas related to school safety.” However, “Democrats quickly panned the proposal as
insufficient because it does not focus on guns.”

Growing Number Of Schools Providing Safe Spaces For LGBTQ Students.
Reuters (3/8, Rapaport) reports that according to a resent CDC study, “a growing number of U.S. schools are
offering safe spaces for ‘tweens and adolescents who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or questioning
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(LGBTQ) and prohibiting harassment based on sexual orientation or gender identity.” Some 62% of middle and high
schools “had a counselor’s office, designated classroom or student organization where LGBTQ youth could get
support from administrators, teachers or other school staff in 2014, up from 51 percent in 2010.”

AL House Passes Cyberbullying Measure.
The AP (3/8) reports that on Thursday, Alabama’s House of Representatives passed a measure “to protect children
from cyberbullying in honor of a 10-year-old boy who committed suicide last year.” The measure would “add
cyberbullying and harassment off school grounds to the current law protecting students from bullying at school.”

WY Lawmakers Reach Tentative Budget Agreement, Remove Discussion Of School Funding
From Budget.
The Casper (WY) Star-Tribune (3/8) reports that Wyoming’s state lawmakers on Thursday reached a budget deal for
the next two years, ending “a week of deadlock between the House and Senate over education funding.” Under the
agreement, the budget will utilize “the House’s funding model for education in year one and the Senate’s model in
year two,” and will leave undecided “the actual amount of money” to be put towards public education, a category
faced with “a $660 million deficit.” Lawmakers determined that by removing “all school funding language from the
budget, the bill can move forward while negotiations over education continue.”
The Wyoming Tribune Eagle (3/8) reports that in comments on the measure, Wyoming Education Association
president Kathy Vetter said, “We really need to find some revenue streams for education, and (HB 140) did look at
doing some of that.” She added, “We’ve been taking cuts for the last several years – approximately $77 million in
cuts. The school districts have cut so much that any more cuts are definitely going to affect the classroom.”

Editorial: TX Faces “Critical Need” For More Public Education Funds.
The Dallas Morning News (3/8) in an editorial points to a new study about Dallas County students from education
nonprofit Commit, which “shows the students are making small but steady gains on the key third-grade reading
assessment.” However, there is “frustrating news” in the report as well, which the Morning News says shows “that
districts in this region still have a long way to go on closing achievement gaps and in getting students ready, enrolled
and graduating from college.” The paper concludes that the study should give state lawmakers “more evidence
about the critical need for more public school funding.” The paper concludes that the state has been “going in the
wrong direction on school funding, and it’s the students who pay.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Audit Suggests Houston ISD’s Special Education Department Continues To Face Challenges.
The Houston Chronicle (3/8, Webb) reports that an outside audit issued Thursday by the American Institutes for
Research has determined 10 areas in which the Houston ISD “needs to improve its special education services.” The
audit suggests that the district faces “ongoing issues with inconsistent interventions and special education
identification practices,” along with challenges in “tailoring Individual Education Plans, or IEPs, to fit students’
specific needs” and in countering “a persistent achievement gap.” Additionally, the audit found “a lack of qualified
special education staff members” in the district. The Chronicle notes that this “audit largely corroborated the findings
of the Houston Chronicle’s 2016 investigation into the department.”

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
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• Florida Lawmakers Approve School Safety Measure That Includes Gun Control.
• Education Secretary Praises California Governor Over Local Control Of Schools.
• Oklahoma Teachers Union Gives Legislature April 1 Deadline For Pay Raises.
• Student-led Study In Oregon Finds Mental Health Resources Is Key Issue For Schools.
• Education Department Grants North Dakota Permission To Substitute ACT With State Assessment.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

March 9, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Former Baltimore County Superintendent Pleads
Guilty To Perjury.
The New York Times (3/8, Singer, Subscription Publication)
reports former Baltimore County Superintendent Dallas
Dance “pleaded guilty on Thursday to four counts of perjury
related to payments totaling about $147,000 that he
received for consulting and speaking engagements.” State
prosecutors said Dance “had made false statements on his
financial disclosure forms ‘to conceal the nature and extent
of his outside business interests and conflicts of interest.’”
The Times explains that Dance allegedly “received
payments from a school leadership training company that
he had helped win an $875,000 no-bid contract from his
school district” and then “falsely told a Baltimore County
Public Schools ethics panel that he had not been paid by
the company while it was doing business with the district.”
The Baltimore Sun (3/5) reports prosecutors said they want Dance to serve 18 months of a five-year sentence,
and that the court scheduled a sentencing hearing for April 20. “Maryland State Prosecutor Emmet C. Davitt read a
statement of facts that laid out in detail the ways Dance repeatedly deceived the school board and manipulated the
purchasing process to award a contract to a company that was paying him.” District officials “expressed
disappointment and sadness at the revelations.” The Sun reports Dance’s “criminal actions began shortly after he
was hired as superintendent in July 2012, when he began negotiating for consulting work with executives of Chicagobased SUPES Academy. At the same time, he began to devise a plan to award a contract to the company,” telling
executives with the firm “that he needed to make more money because of his divorce.”
The AP (3/8) reports Davitt “said Dance sought consulting work shortly after he became superintendent in 2012.
Dance told a Chicago firm’s executives that he wanted to make more money because of a divorce.”
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The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/8) reports Dance had done some consulting work for Richmond Public
Schools before they “mutually decided to part ways last year.” This piece says of Dance, “The Richmond native was
a rising education star before he abruptly resigned as Baltimore County’s superintendent in April with three years left
on his four-year contract.”
Guilty Plea Prompts Renewed Calls For Independent Audit Of District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8)
reports on “renewed calls for an independent investigation into the school system” in the wake of Dance’s guilty
plea, saying a number of “elected officials said it’s past due for an independent audit of the school system’s
procedures for awarding contracts.” The piece quotes Baltimore County Councilman David Marks saying, “The
school system must take whatever steps are necessary to restore public confidence, and there must be an
independent audit of contracts that were executed under Dr. Dance’s watch.”
Interim Superintendent Releases Statement Expressing Sadness. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports,
“Baltimore County Interim School Superintendent Verletta White issued a statement Thursday saying she was
‘saddened’” by the news of Dance’s guilty plea, but added that she trusted the judicial system. White “did not
address whether the school system will take any action to ensure that the future process fior contracting is not
tainted. But schools spokesman Mychael Dickerson said the superintendent supports an independent audit to make
sure the purchasing practices are sound.”
In a separate article, the Baltimore Sun (3/6) reports that though White also “earned outside income” which she
“failed to report to the school system and the public,” she does not face charges. The piece cites “legal experts”
who say that prosecutors lack evidence that White had similar intent to commit a crime.
Dance Was Well-Regarded In District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports Dance “was the bright, tech-savvy
leader beloved by students and praised by county leaders,” who during his five-year tenure “led an overhaul of the
curriculum, launched an effort to give a laptop computer to each student in the district and started teaching Spanish to
elementary students.”

POLITICS & POLICY
California Officials Say They’re Nearing Compromise With ED Over ESSA Plan.
EdSource (3/7) reports that California education officials “are expressing confidence that the federal Department of
Education will approve California’s plan for the Every Student Succeeds Act and avert a standoff with U.S. Secretary
of Education Betsy DeVos over differing interpretations of the federal law.” After multiple negotiations, “state
education staff are proposing several substantive revisions to the plan that the State Board of Education will vote on
next week. The state board will also discuss whether to pursue waivers from the federal law if board members feel
strongly about remaining disagreements.”

Education Researchers Discuss Why Many Education Reform Efforts Fail.
In a piece for The Conversation (US) (3/8), Jack Schneider, professor of education at the College of the Holy Cross,
and David Menefee-Libey, professor of politics at Pomona College, write that on numerous occasions in recent
decades, “policymakers and philanthropists have teamed up to reform public education, only to find that their bold
projects have fallen short,” adding that they have “identified a few reasons why school reform efforts so persistently
get lackluster results, despite consistent bipartisan support and roughly US$4 billion a year in philanthropic funding
derived from some of the nation’s biggest fortunes.” They describe a number of public and private school reform
efforts, saying such efforts “made big promises that American voters have often found irresistible, even though these
grandiose proposals have tended to fall short.” The writers say these efforts have failed because “the movement’s
populist politics encourage reformers to make promises beyond what they can reasonably expect to deliver. The
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result, then, is a cycle of searing critique, sweeping proposal, disappointment and new proposal.” Moreover, despite
broad consensus that “economic inequality and social injustice are among the most powerful drivers of educational
achievement gaps,” education reformers shy away from “addressing the daunting issues like persistent poverty that
shape children’s lives and interfere with their learning.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Experts: West Virginia Teacher Strike Demonstrates Women’s Power.
USA Today (3/8, Dastagir) reports that according to “political scientists and labor experts,” the recent nine-day
teacher strike in West Virginia, which culminated in a 5% pay raise for state employees, “shows more than the power
of collective organizing — it shows the power of women.” The article says that teachers, like other majority female
professions, “are notoriously underpaid and undervalued.” The paper reports West Virginia University political
science professor Erin Cassese said “the strike is part of a larger trend of women’s activism in West Virginia,”
quoting her saying, “I think that gender is going to continue to be an important dimension in electoral politics in the
state.”
West Virginia Counties Canceling Spring Break To Make Up For Strike Days. The AP (3/8, Raby)
reports that West Virginia Superintendent Steve Paine said Thursday that districts across the state have discretion
regarding how to make up school days lost to the state’s recent teacher strike, including “the option to cancel spring
break,” but should “excuse families with valid vacation plans.” Some counties have already decided to cancel spring
break “to help make up for nine days of instructional time lost during the recent teacher strike.”

OK Teachers’ Union Announces Plan For April 2 Strike.
Bloomberg News (3/8, Eidelson) reports that on Thursday the Oklahoma Education Association announced plans to
“shut down schools statewide starting April 2 unless the legislature hikes school funding.” In an email, union
president Alicia Priest said, “We have tried several different paths to improve education funding, but none have
worked.” Bloomberg notes, “Priest said Monday that teachers there have been emboldened by the example of West
Virginia, where a 9-day teacher strike has secured a 5 percent raise for all state workers.”

Records Request For NYC Education Department On Teacher Misconduct Remains Unfilled.
The Seventy Four (3/8) reports that “the New York City Department of Education failed to provide records relating to
teacher misconduct requested nearly two years ago by The 74 despite a promise by its top lawyer last summer that
the documents would be delivered by the end of January.” In a July 2017 letter, DOE General COunsel Howard
Friedman also said to The 74 “that he would direct lawyers to send a monthly portion of the records, which concern
cases where the DOE sought to fire educators.” However, The 74 notes that the DOE halted delivery of “these
installments after September and failed to meet the Jan. 31 deadline for release of all the requested records.” In an
email Thursday, DOE spokesman Douglas Cohen said, “The DOE’s FOIL Unit is working diligently to implement the
new regulation across all open FOIL requests, including requests pre-dating the new regulation.” He added,
“Because of the large number of existing requests, and an increase in new requests since the regulation was
adopted, implementation remains ongoing.”

Survey: Threats, Violent Acts Against Teachers Often Unreported.
HealthDay (3/8) reports that according to a survey “done in collaboration with the American Psychological
Association, the National Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers,” threats and acts of
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physical violence against teachers often go unreported. The survey of more than 3,400 K-12 teachers across the US
found “more than 2,500 who said they’d experienced violence or threats.” The survey found that 25% of teachers
“reported physical abuse or assault,” while “20 percent reported threats of physical violence, and 37 percent said
they were subjected to verbal insults, disrespectful language or inappropriate sexual advances.” The survey also
found that “in addition to teachers who didn’t report violence or threats to school administrators, 14 percent did not
tell their colleagues and 24 percent did not tell their family,” while “only 12 percent saw a counselor.” Study author
Eric Anderman, an education psychology professor at Ohio State University, said, “You would think that the first thing
a teacher would do after a violent encounter or threat would be to tell the school’s administrators, but 20 percent
aren’t even doing that.”

University Of Idaho Education Model Aiding North Idaho Schools In Teaching Science
Outdoors.
The Pacific Northwest (WA) Inlander (3/8) reports that last month, nearly 150 Timberlake High School students took a
trip to Lookout Pass to study the effects of snow. The trip was “part of a yearlong project” called The Confluence
Project “that teaches science education in eight different North Idaho schools.” The “education model” was
“developed by University of Idaho graduate students several years ago” and is currently being used by “more than
300 students in area high schools,” who are “learning about water-science education from the natural environment
surrounding them.”

WY High School Team Qualifies For National Robotics Competition.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (3/8) reports that a team from Wyoming’s Jackson Hole High School placed
eight in a regional qualifying robotics competition this month in Utah, advancing the team to the national finals next
month in Houston. The 22-student team “competed against 52 teams from as far away as Chile.” The article notes
that the team will also “compete at another regional competition in Denver later this month” despite already
qualifying for the national competition in Utah.

AL High School Students Take Part In Two-Year Teacher Training Program.
The Florence (AL) Times Daily (3/8) reports that Allen Thornton Career Technical Center is offering a new course
enabling students who are thinking about careers in teaching “to see the classroom from the teacher’s perspective.”
The Teaching and Training program is a two-year program “designed for 10th- through 12th-grade students in the
Lauderdale County school system who are interested in education.” In the first year, students are given “the
opportunity to visit classrooms throughout the school system one day per week to participate in field experience.” In
the second year, “students complete their coursework with an internship,” and can then “take the Praxis I Core, the
exam required by teacher education programs throughout the state.” Teaching and Training program instructor
Shelley Montgomery said, “We’re right here in a college town and the college certainly produces a lot of teachers,
so we thought this was the perfect time to add this course.” Currently 17 students are enrolled in the program, but the
number is expected to grow.

Legislation Advancing In Indiana Would Cede Control Of Muncie Community Schools To Ball
State University.
Inside Higher Ed (3/8) reports on legislation that has been advancing through Indiana’s General Assembly that
“would permanently replace Muncie Community Schools’ five-member elected board with a seven-person board
appointed by Ball State, giving Indiana’s fourth-largest public university full control of the school district.” The idea
“has drawn support from Ball State’s administration” along with state Republicans. The university has pointed to its
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“roots as a teachers’ college and connections Ball State already has with Muncie schools, arguing the new
arrangement would allow them to do more to help students.” However, the article notes that there are “risks” to the
proposal, including the concerns of area politicians over “the pending loss of voter control over Muncie schools.”
Teachers’ unions have also “objected because Ball State would not be required to recognize collective bargaining.”
Additionally, “the university could face conflicts of interest related to its newfound taxing power.”

WA’s High School Graduation Rate Remains 79 Percent.
The Seattle Times (3/8) reports that according to data from the Washington State superintendent’s office, “79.3
percent of all students in the class of 2017 graduated within four years of starting high school,” a slight increase from
the 79.1 percent rate in 2016. Although black, Latino, special-needs, and low-income students “still trail the overall
graduation rate,” over the past two years the groups “posted higher-than-average growth.” For example, the
graduation rate for black students rose from 70.7 percent in 2016 to 71.5 percent in 2017, while the special-needs
student graduation rate increased from 58.1 percent to 59.4 percent.

Professors Argue Standardized Tests Serve As Useful Measures For Students’ Future
Success.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (3/8, Kuncel, Sackett, Subscription Publication) Dr. Nathan Kuncel and Dr. Paul
Sackett, professors of industrial-organizational psychology at the University of Minnesota, argue that SAT and ACT
tests are important, because they provide information about college applicants’ potential future performance at
universities and in the workplace. They critique some arguments against the tests, such as the idea that they will only
serve as predictions for grades during the first year of college, the idea that the tests have no real-world application,
the idea that scores beyond a certain high mark offer little additional future benefit, or the suggestion that alternatives
to these tests provide more useful results, such as interviews or letters of recommendation.

OPERATIONS
After Years Of Apparent Success, DC Schools Beset By Multiple Scandals.
The Washington Post (3/8, Jamison) reports on the “series of scandals” that has rocked DC Public Schools in recent
months, coming after several years of the District’s schools’ having been lauded “a success story of the national
movement to reform urban schools.” The piece notes that an NPR investigation “revealed that one-third of graduates
should not have received diplomas last year because of chronic truancy and other problems. The manipulation of
those figures led to the firing of several school administrators and prompted an ongoing investigation by the FBI, U.S.
Education Department and D.C. Office of the Inspector General.” As that scandal was still playing out, the Post
reports, “the public learned that the family of D.C. Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson had violated school policy by
transferring Wilson’s teenage daughter” in violation of rules designed to ensure fairness in admissions.

Louisiana Attorney General Sues School Board In Handcuffed Teacher Case.
The AP (3/8, Kunzelman, Plaisance) reports Louisiana Attorney General Jeff Landry filed suit against the Vermilion
Parish School Board on Thursday “over a meeting disrupted by the video-recorded arrest of a teacher being roughly
handcuffed on a hallway floor after she criticized the district superintendent’s pay raise.” The complaint “accuses
the Vermilion Parish School Board and its members of violating the state’s Open Meetings Law by stifling public
debate at the Jan. 8 meeting. Middle school English teacher Deyshia Hargrave, whose arrest sparked outrage after
video of it spread online, said the suit is good news for ‘anyone who speaks at public meetings.’”
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Walton Family Foundation Donates $1.7 Million To Indianapolis Public Schools To Boost
Principals’ Authority.
Chalkbeat (3/8) reports that philanthropic organization the Walton Family Foundation has provided $1.7 million to
Indianapolis Public Schools as part of a three-year grant to aid the district in setting “the groundwork for giving
principals more control and responsibility.” Chalkbeat notes that the WFF “is known for offering startup grants for
charter schools,” but recently has increased efforts “on city-wide projects that improve the conditions for school
choice.” Under Indianapolis’ grant, the district will be provided funds to “roll out a strategy for giving principals at
traditional schools more control over instruction, budgets, and staffing,” with the goal for all principals at traditional
district “schools to have more freedom by 2020.”

Data Shows NYC’s Elite High Schools Saw No Rise In Black, Hispanic Students After Changes
To Entrance Exams.
The New York Daily News (3/8) reports that according to Education Department data released Wednesday, there
weren’t more Hispanic and black students enrolled in the top high schools in New York City this year compared to
last. The data showed that “527 black and Hispanic kids were accepted into the city’s elite specialized high schools
this year,” a figure “virtually unchanged from 524 kids last year.” Overall 4.1% of offers for elite schools were given
to black students and 6.3% given to Hispanic students, even though the groups “account for about 70% of the
student body.” The data comes despite changes to entrance exams this year “to better reflect what students were
actually learning in class.”

Dallas ISD Considers Closing Two Elementary Schools To Create Specialized Campuses.
The Dallas Morning News (3/8, Ayala, Writer) reports that during a Thursday school board meeting, administrators at
Dallas ISD “recommended closing Sam Houston and Onesimo Hernandez elementaries to convert them into
specialized schools that could potentially attract up to 1,400 students, some of them not currently enrolled in DISD.”
The recommendation comes as Texas public schools continued to lose students “to publicly funded charter schools
and private schools,” the Morning News notes, adding that “about 33,000 children who live within the Dallas
Independent School District’s boundaries are enrolled in charter schools instead of the traditional public schools.”
Officials said the two elementary schools discussed “have low enrollment now,” and students attending them “could
be absorbed by campuses about a mile away from each.” Sam Houston, with around 200 enrolled students, would
be combined with Esperanza Medrano Elementary, while Hernandez, with a round 310 enrolled students, would
merge with Maple Lawn Elementary.

Nominee For NYC Schools Chancellor Was Involved In 2015 Teacher Suit In San Francisco,
Filing Suggests.
The New York Post (3/8) reports that according to a 2015 San Francisco Supreme Court filing, New York City Mayor
Bill de Blasio’s second selection for schools chancellor Richard Carranza, was accused by teacher Veronica Chavez
of harming her “career after she scolded him for flirting with a woman other than his wife.” Chavez also accused him
“of promoting men during his time in the San Francisco Unified School District at the expense of women.” The case,
in which “Chavez sued the San Francisco district for gender and disability discrimination but did not name Carranza
as a defendant,” was later settled “for an undisclosed sum.” According to City Hall spokeswoman Olivia
Lapeyrolerie, “The allegations were completely false and Mr. Carranza was never named in the lawsuit nor was he
involved in the settlement.”
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SCHOOL FINANCE
IL House Approves School Funding Bill.
The AP (3/7) reported that Illinois’ House has approved “a follow-up bill to Illinois’ school funding reform law.” The
measure, designed to send “the most state money to the school districts most in need of help,” will now go to the
state Senate for debate.

SAFETY & SECURITY
Authorities Release 911 Calls, Police Transmissions From Florida School Shooting.
ABC World News Tonight (3/8, story 7, 2:00, Muir) reported on “chilling new calls from Parkland, calls made during
the attack between parents and 911 operates. You can hear the parents talking with their children.” Victor Oquendo
added that the Broward Sheriff also released “new police transmissions” and “a new timeline. Deputy Scott
Peterson arrived a little more than a minute after the first shot, it took law enforcement 11 minutes and 15 seconds to
enter the building.” Kerry Sanders reported on NBC Nightly News (3/8, story 6, 1:50, Holt), “In all, there are 157
emergency calls, many made by parents, getting texts from their kids.”
Adriana Diaz reported in the lead story for the CBS Evening News (3/8, lead story, 2:55, Glor) that “what we’ve
learned from this timeline about the school resource officer, is even though his lawyer said he stayed outside of the
building for the duration because he believed that the shots were coming possibly from outside of the building, this
timeline reveals that two minutes, roughly, after the first shots were fired, he was radioing on his radio that he heard
possible shots fired from the 1200 building. So he believed that there was that activity inside the building yet, he
stayed outside.” The Miami Herald (3/8, Ovalle) reports that as the shooter “was fleeing the building after killing 17
people,” the deputy, Scot Peterson “warned his fellow officers to stay away – even as wounded students and staff
lay inside.” Peterson said over the radio, “Do not approach the 12 or 1300 building, stay at least 500 feet away.”

Florida Governor Mum On School Safety Bill Despite Legislators’ Optimism.
Politico (3/8, Caputo) reports that Florida legislators who crafted “an unprecedented $400 million school safety and
gun control bill” say they expect Gov. Rick Scott “to sign or signal support for” the bill “on Friday when families of
the victims of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School massacre meet with him in Florida’s Capitol.” However,
“Scott’s office would neither confirm nor deny the governor’s intentions and instead pointed to his public statements
pledging to study the bill in depth and to listen to the 17 families of those killed in the state’s worst school shooting in
history.”
The Palm Beach (FL) Post (3/8) reports that the scheduled meeting raises “expectations that he will sign into
law a sweeping school-safety measure (SB 7026) that sparked veto requests from critics on both ends of the guncontrol spectrum.” The Post reports that the Florida Education Association “asked Scott to veto the measure, saying
more than 200,000 school employees could qualify to carry firearms, which would ‘do more harm than good.’” The
piece notes that the state’s NRA chapter also opposes the bill, urging members to “contact Scott and demand a
veto.”
U.S. News & World Report (3/8) reports the bipartisan bill “raises the legal age for buying rifles from 18 to 21,
imposes a three-day waiting period on all gun sales and bans bump stocks.” The measure “also would allow for the
arming of some school employees through a $67 million voluntary ‘marshal’ training program. Additionally, the bill
allocates more funding for school security measures and expands state funding for mental health resources to
students.” The AP (3/8, Farrington, Fineout) also covers this story.
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Senate Judiciary Committee To Hold Hearing On Parkland Shooting.
Politico Morning Education (3/8, Stratford) reports Senate Judiciary Chairman Chuck Grassley announced
Wednesday that the panel “will hold a hearing on the Parkland, Fla., school shooting and legislative proposals to
boost school safety” next Wednesday.

California Schools Chief, Teachers Write To Trump To Oppose Arming Teachers.
The Los Angeles Times (3/8, Resmovits) reports California Superintendent Tom Torlakson “and more than 60 of the
state’s top teachers” have written an open letter to President Trump “telling him that arming teachers is not the
answer to school violence.”

Columnist Juxtaposes Parkland Students’ Social Media Power With Potential Downsides.
In a Washington Post (3/8) column, Geoffrey A. Fowler writes about the survivors of the Parkland massacre’s use of
social media to prolong the relevance of the story in the national consciousness, saying their online prowess makes it
“easy to forget they’re children, waging battle in some of the nastiest corners of the Internet even while they process
a trauma. That’s what makes them so effective — and also especially vulnerable.” Fowler expands on the dynamic
of the power the students have found to advance their ideas and the danger they could face from negative reactions
from “politicians, gun-rights partisans, crazies and media personalities who don’t have qualms about picking on
kids.”

First Lady Meets With Stoneman Douglas Shooting Survivor.
The Washington Examiner (3/8, Leach) reports First lady Melania Trump “met with” Kyle Kashuv, a survivor of the
Parkland, Florida high school shooting at the White House on Thursday. The Examiner provides tweets sent by the
first lady following the meeting.

Districts Continue To Address Student Protests In Wake Of Parkland Massacre.
The Wall Street Journal (3/8, Subscription Publication) reports New York City Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña
announced Thursday that students with parental permission to miss classes to take part in gun control protests on
March 14 will not be punished for doing so. Meanwhile, the Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports that Baltimore-area districts
are also preparing “for student walkouts next week as part of a national protest against gun violence,” saying
Harford County Public Schools Superintendent Barbara Canavan “has decided to prohibit students from participating
in the event.”

Virginia House Speaker Forming School Safety Committee.
The AP (3/8) reports Virginia House Speaker Kirk Cox (R) announced Thursday that he is setting up a select
committee “to come up with recommendations to make schools safer in the wake of a deadly mass shooting at a
Florida high school.” The panel will “study emergency preparedness, security infrastructure, behavioral health
resources and other areas related to school safety.” However, “Democrats quickly panned the proposal as
insufficient because it does not focus on guns.”

Growing Number Of Schools Providing Safe Spaces For LGBTQ Students.
Reuters (3/8, Rapaport) reports that according to a resent CDC study, “a growing number of U.S. schools are
offering safe spaces for ‘tweens and adolescents who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or questioning
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(LGBTQ) and prohibiting harassment based on sexual orientation or gender identity.” Some 62% of middle and high
schools “had a counselor’s office, designated classroom or student organization where LGBTQ youth could get
support from administrators, teachers or other school staff in 2014, up from 51 percent in 2010.”

AL House Passes Cyberbullying Measure.
The AP (3/8) reports that on Thursday, Alabama’s House of Representatives passed a measure “to protect children
from cyberbullying in honor of a 10-year-old boy who committed suicide last year.” The measure would “add
cyberbullying and harassment off school grounds to the current law protecting students from bullying at school.”

WY Lawmakers Reach Tentative Budget Agreement, Remove Discussion Of School Funding
From Budget.
The Casper (WY) Star-Tribune (3/8) reports that Wyoming’s state lawmakers on Thursday reached a budget deal for
the next two years, ending “a week of deadlock between the House and Senate over education funding.” Under the
agreement, the budget will utilize “the House’s funding model for education in year one and the Senate’s model in
year two,” and will leave undecided “the actual amount of money” to be put towards public education, a category
faced with “a $660 million deficit.” Lawmakers determined that by removing “all school funding language from the
budget, the bill can move forward while negotiations over education continue.”
The Wyoming Tribune Eagle (3/8) reports that in comments on the measure, Wyoming Education Association
president Kathy Vetter said, “We really need to find some revenue streams for education, and (HB 140) did look at
doing some of that.” She added, “We’ve been taking cuts for the last several years – approximately $77 million in
cuts. The school districts have cut so much that any more cuts are definitely going to affect the classroom.”

Editorial: TX Faces “Critical Need” For More Public Education Funds.
The Dallas Morning News (3/8) in an editorial points to a new study about Dallas County students from education
nonprofit Commit, which “shows the students are making small but steady gains on the key third-grade reading
assessment.” However, there is “frustrating news” in the report as well, which the Morning News says shows “that
districts in this region still have a long way to go on closing achievement gaps and in getting students ready, enrolled
and graduating from college.” The paper concludes that the study should give state lawmakers “more evidence
about the critical need for more public school funding.” The paper concludes that the state has been “going in the
wrong direction on school funding, and it’s the students who pay.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Audit Suggests Houston ISD’s Special Education Department Continues To Face Challenges.
The Houston Chronicle (3/8, Webb) reports that an outside audit issued Thursday by the American Institutes for
Research has determined 10 areas in which the Houston ISD “needs to improve its special education services.” The
audit suggests that the district faces “ongoing issues with inconsistent interventions and special education
identification practices,” along with challenges in “tailoring Individual Education Plans, or IEPs, to fit students’
specific needs” and in countering “a persistent achievement gap.” Additionally, the audit found “a lack of qualified
special education staff members” in the district. The Chronicle notes that this “audit largely corroborated the findings
of the Houston Chronicle’s 2016 investigation into the department.”

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
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• Florida Lawmakers Approve School Safety Measure That Includes Gun Control.
• Education Secretary Praises California Governor Over Local Control Of Schools.
• Oklahoma Teachers Union Gives Legislature April 1 Deadline For Pay Raises.
• Student-led Study In Oregon Finds Mental Health Resources Is Key Issue For Schools.
• Education Department Grants North Dakota Permission To Substitute ACT With State Assessment.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Friday, March 9, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Former Baltimore County Superintendent Pleads
Guilty To Perjury.
The New York Times (3/8, Singer, Subscription Publication)
reports former Baltimore County Superintendent Dallas
Dance “pleaded guilty on Thursday to four counts of perjury
related to payments totaling about $147,000 that he
received for consulting and speaking engagements.” State
prosecutors said Dance “had made false statements on his
financial disclosure forms ‘to conceal the nature and extent
of his outside business interests and conflicts of interest.’”
The Times explains that Dance allegedly “received
payments from a school leadership training company that
he had helped win an $875,000 no-bid contract from his
school district” and then “falsely told a Baltimore County
Public Schools ethics panel that he had not been paid by
the company while it was doing business with the district.”
The Baltimore Sun (3/5) reports prosecutors said they want Dance to serve 18 months of a five-year sentence,
and that the court scheduled a sentencing hearing for April 20. “Maryland State Prosecutor Emmet C. Davitt read a
statement of facts that laid out in detail the ways Dance repeatedly deceived the school board and manipulated the
purchasing process to award a contract to a company that was paying him.” District officials “expressed
disappointment and sadness at the revelations.” The Sun reports Dance’s “criminal actions began shortly after he
was hired as superintendent in July 2012, when he began negotiating for consulting work with executives of Chicagobased SUPES Academy. At the same time, he began to devise a plan to award a contract to the company,” telling
executives with the firm “that he needed to make more money because of his divorce.”
The AP (3/8) reports Davitt “said Dance sought consulting work shortly after he became superintendent in 2012.
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Dance told a Chicago firm’s executives that he wanted to make more money because of a divorce.”
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/8) reports Dance had done some consulting work for Richmond Public
Schools before they “mutually decided to part ways last year.” This piece says of Dance, “The Richmond native was
a rising education star before he abruptly resigned as Baltimore County’s superintendent in April with three years left
on his four-year contract.”
Guilty Plea Prompts Renewed Calls For Independent Audit Of District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports on
“renewed calls for an independent investigation into the school system” in the wake of Dance’s guilty plea, saying a
number of “elected officials said it’s past due for an independent audit of the school system’s procedures for
awarding contracts.” The piece quotes Baltimore County Councilman David Marks saying, “The school system must
take whatever steps are necessary to restore public confidence, and there must be an independent audit of contracts
that were executed under Dr. Dance’s watch.”
Interim Superintendent Releases Statement Expressing Sadness. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports, “Baltimore
County Interim School Superintendent Verletta White issued a statement Thursday saying she was ‘saddened’” by
the news of Dance’s guilty plea, but added that she trusted the judicial system. White “did not address whether the
school system will take any action to ensure that the future process fior contracting is not tainted. But schools
spokesman Mychael Dickerson said the superintendent supports an independent audit to make sure the purchasing
practices are sound.”
In a separate article, the Baltimore Sun (3/6) reports that though White also “earned outside income” which she
“failed to report to the school system and the public,” she does not face charges. The piece cites “legal experts”
who say that prosecutors lack evidence that White had similar intent to commit a crime.
Dance Was Well-Regarded In District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports Dance “was the bright, tech-savvy leader
beloved by students and praised by county leaders,” who during his five-year tenure “led an overhaul of the
curriculum, launched an effort to give a laptop computer to each student in the district and started teaching Spanish to
elementary students.”

Experts: West Virginia Teacher Strike Demonstrates Women’s Power.
USA Today (3/8, Dastagir) reports that according to “political scientists and labor experts,” the recent nine-day
teacher strike in West Virginia, which culminated in a 5% pay raise for state employees, “shows more than the power
of collective organizing — it shows the power of women.” The article says that teachers, like other majority female
professions, “are notoriously underpaid and undervalued.” The paper reports West Virginia University political
science professor Erin Cassese said “the strike is part of a larger trend of women’s activism in West Virginia,”
quoting her saying, “I think that gender is going to continue to be an important dimension in electoral politics in the
state.”
West Virginia Counties Canceling Spring Break To Make Up For Strike Days. The AP (3/8, Raby) reports that
West Virginia Superintendent Steve Paine said Thursday that districts across the state have discretion regarding how
to make up school days lost to the state’s recent teacher strike, including “the option to cancel spring break,” but
should “excuse families with valid vacation plans.” Some counties have already decided to cancel spring break “to
help make up for nine days of instructional time lost during the recent teacher strike.”

OK Teachers’ Union Announces Plan For April 2 Strike.
Bloomberg News (3/8, Eidelson) reports that on Thursday the Oklahoma Education Association announced plans to
“shut down schools statewide starting April 2 unless the legislature hikes school funding.” In an email, union
president Alicia Priest said, “We have tried several different paths to improve education funding, but none have
worked.” Bloomberg notes, “Priest said Monday that teachers there have been emboldened by the example of West
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Virginia, where a 9-day teacher strike has secured a 5 percent raise for all state workers.”

Records Request For NYC Education Department On Teacher Misconduct Remains Unfilled.
The Seventy Four (3/8) reports that “the New York City Department of Education failed to provide records relating to
teacher misconduct requested nearly two years ago by The 74 despite a promise by its top lawyer last summer that
the documents would be delivered by the end of January.” In a July 2017 letter, DOE General COunsel Howard
Friedman also said to The 74 “that he would direct lawyers to send a monthly portion of the records, which concern
cases where the DOE sought to fire educators.” However, The 74 notes that the DOE halted delivery of “these
installments after September and failed to meet the Jan. 31 deadline for release of all the requested records.” In an
email Thursday, DOE spokesman Douglas Cohen said, “The DOE’s FOIL Unit is working diligently to implement the
new regulation across all open FOIL requests, including requests pre-dating the new regulation.” He added,
“Because of the large number of existing requests, and an increase in new requests since the regulation was
adopted, implementation remains ongoing.”

Survey: Threats, Violent Acts Against Teachers Often Unreported.
HealthDay (3/8) reports that according to a survey “done in collaboration with the American Psychological
Association, the National Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers,” threats and acts of
physical violence against teachers often go unreported. The survey of more than 3,400 K-12 teachers across the US
found “more than 2,500 who said they’d experienced violence or threats.” The survey found that 25% of teachers
“reported physical abuse or assault,” while “20 percent reported threats of physical violence, and 37 percent said
they were subjected to verbal insults, disrespectful language or inappropriate sexual advances.” The survey also
found that “in addition to teachers who didn’t report violence or threats to school administrators, 14 percent did not
tell their colleagues and 24 percent did not tell their family,” while “only 12 percent saw a counselor.” Study author
Eric Anderman, an education psychology professor at Ohio State University, said, “You would think that the first thing
a teacher would do after a violent encounter or threat would be to tell the school’s administrators, but 20 percent
aren’t even doing that.”

University Of Idaho Education Model Aiding North Idaho Schools In Teaching Science
Outdoors.
The Pacific Northwest (WA) Inlander (3/8) reports that last month, nearly 150 Timberlake High School students took a
trip to Lookout Pass to study the effects of snow. The trip was “part of a yearlong project” called The Confluence
Project “that teaches science education in eight different North Idaho schools.” The “education model” was
“developed by University of Idaho graduate students several years ago” and is currently being used by “more than
300 students in area high schools,” who are “learning about water-science education from the natural environment
surrounding them.”

WY High School Team Qualifies For National Robotics Competition.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (3/8) reports that a team from Wyoming’s Jackson Hole High School placed
eight in a regional qualifying robotics competition this month in Utah, advancing the team to the national finals next
month in Houston. The 22-student team “competed against 52 teams from as far away as Chile.” The article notes
that the team will also “compete at another regional competition in Denver later this month” despite already
qualifying for the national competition in Utah.

AL High School Students Take Part In Two-Year Teacher Training Program.
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The Florence (AL) Times Daily (3/8) reports that Allen Thornton Career Technical Center is offering a new course
enabling students who are thinking about careers in teaching “to see the classroom from the teacher’s perspective.”
The Teaching and Training program is a two-year program “designed for 10th- through 12th-grade students in the
Lauderdale County school system who are interested in education.” In the first year, students are given “the
opportunity to visit classrooms throughout the school system one day per week to participate in field experience.” In
the second year, “students complete their coursework with an internship,” and can then “take the Praxis I Core, the
exam required by teacher education programs throughout the state.” Teaching and Training program instructor
Shelley Montgomery said, “We’re right here in a college town and the college certainly produces a lot of teachers,
so we thought this was the perfect time to add this course.” Currently 17 students are enrolled in the program, but the
number is expected to grow.

Legislation Advancing In Indiana Would Cede Control Of Muncie Community Schools To Ball
State University.
Inside Higher Ed (3/8) reports on legislation that has been advancing through Indiana’s General Assembly that
“would permanently replace Muncie Community Schools’ five-member elected board with a seven-person board
appointed by Ball State, giving Indiana’s fourth-largest public university full control of the school district.” The idea
“has drawn support from Ball State’s administration” along with state Republicans. The university has pointed to its
“roots as a teachers’ college and connections Ball State already has with Muncie schools, arguing the new
arrangement would allow them to do more to help students.” However, the article notes that there are “risks” to the
proposal, including the concerns of area politicians over “the pending loss of voter control over Muncie schools.”
Teachers’ unions have also “objected because Ball State would not be required to recognize collective bargaining.”
Additionally, “the university could face conflicts of interest related to its newfound taxing power.”

WA’s High School Graduation Rate Remains 79 Percent.
The Seattle Times (3/8) reports that according to data from the
Washington State superintendent’s office, “79.3 percent of all students in
the class of 2017 graduated within four years of starting high school,” a
slight increase from the 79.1 percent rate in 2016. Although black, Latino,
special-needs, and low-income students “still trail the overall graduation
rate,” over the past two years the groups “posted higher-than-average
growth.” For example, the graduation rate for black students rose from
70.7 percent in 2016 to 71.5 percent in 2017, while the special-needs
student graduation rate increased from 58.1 percent to 59.4 percent.

Professors Argue Standardized Tests Serve As Useful
Measures For Students’ Future Success.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (3/8, Kuncel, Sackett, Subscription
Publication) Dr. Nathan Kuncel and Dr. Paul Sackett, professors of industrial-organizational psychology at the
University of Minnesota, argue that SAT and ACT tests are important, because they provide information about college
applicants’ potential future performance at universities and in the workplace. They critique some arguments against
the tests, such as the idea that they will only serve as predictions for grades during the first year of college, the idea
that the tests have no real-world application, the idea that scores beyond a certain high mark offer little additional
future benefit, or the suggestion that alternatives to these tests provide more useful results, such as interviews or
letters of recommendation.
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Authorities Release 911 Calls, Police Transmissions From Florida School Shooting.
ABC World News Tonight (3/8, story 7, 2:00, Muir) reported on “chilling new calls from Parkland, calls made during
the attack between parents and 911 operates. You can hear the parents talking with their children.” Victor Oquendo
added that the Broward Sheriff also released “new police transmissions” and “a new timeline. Deputy Scott
Peterson arrived a little more than a minute after the first shot, it took law enforcement 11 minutes and 15 seconds to
enter the building.” Kerry Sanders reported on NBC Nightly News (3/8, story 6, 1:50, Holt), “In all, there are 157
emergency calls, many made by parents, getting texts from their kids.”
Adriana Diaz reported in the lead story for the CBS Evening News (3/8, lead story, 2:55, Glor) that “what we’ve
learned from this timeline about the school resource officer, is even though his lawyer said he stayed outside of the
building for the duration because he believed that the shots were coming possibly from outside of the building, this
timeline reveals that two minutes, roughly, after the first shots were fired, he was radioing on his radio that he heard
possible shots fired from the 1200 building. So he believed that there was that activity inside the building yet, he
stayed outside.” The Miami Herald (3/8, Ovalle) reports that as the shooter “was fleeing the building after killing 17
people,” the deputy, Scot Peterson “warned his fellow officers to stay away – even as wounded students and staff
lay inside.” Peterson said over the radio, “Do not approach the 12 or 1300 building, stay at least 500 feet away.”

Florida Governor Mum On School Safety Bill Despite Legislators’ Optimism.
Politico (3/8, Caputo) reports that Florida legislators who crafted “an unprecedented $400 million school safety and
gun control bill” say they expect Gov. Rick Scott “to sign or signal support for” the bill “on Friday when families of
the victims of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School massacre meet with him in Florida’s Capitol.” However,
“Scott’s office would neither confirm nor deny the governor’s intentions and instead pointed to his public statements
pledging to study the bill in depth and to listen to the 17 families of those killed in the state’s worst school shooting in
history.”
The Palm Beach (FL) Post (3/8) reports that the scheduled meeting raises “expectations that he will sign into
law a sweeping school-safety measure (SB 7026) that sparked veto requests from critics on both ends of the guncontrol spectrum.” The Post reports that the Florida Education Association “asked Scott to veto the measure, saying
more than 200,000 school employees could qualify to carry firearms, which would ‘do more harm than good.’” The
piece notes that the state’s NRA chapter also opposes the bill, urging members to “contact Scott and demand a
veto.”
U.S. News & World Report (3/8) reports the bipartisan bill “raises the legal age for buying rifles from 18 to 21,
imposes a three-day waiting period on all gun sales and bans bump stocks.” The measure “also would allow for the
arming of some school employees through a $67 million voluntary ‘marshal’ training program. Additionally, the bill
allocates more funding for school security measures and expands state funding for mental health resources to
students.” The AP (3/8, Farrington, Fineout) also covers this story.

Senate Judiciary Committee To Hold Hearing On Parkland Shooting.
Politico Morning Education (3/8, Stratford) reports Senate Judiciary Chairman Chuck Grassley announced
Wednesday that the panel “will hold a hearing on the Parkland, Fla., school shooting and legislative proposals to
boost school safety” next Wednesday.

California Schools Chief, Teachers Write To Trump To Oppose Arming Teachers.
The Los Angeles Times (3/8, Resmovits) reports California Superintendent Tom Torlakson “and more than 60 of the
state’s top teachers” have written an open letter to President Trump “telling him that arming teachers is not the
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answer to school violence.”

Columnist Juxtaposes Parkland Students’ Social Media Power With Potential Downsides.
In a Washington Post (3/8) column, Geoffrey A. Fowler writes about the survivors of the Parkland massacre’s use of
social media to prolong the relevance of the story in the national consciousness, saying their online prowess makes it
“easy to forget they’re children, waging battle in some of the nastiest corners of the Internet even while they process
a trauma. That’s what makes them so effective — and also especially vulnerable.” Fowler expands on the dynamic
of the power the students have found to advance their ideas and the danger they could face from negative reactions
from “politicians, gun-rights partisans, crazies and media personalities who don’t have qualms about picking on
kids.”

First Lady Meets With Stoneman Douglas Shooting Survivor.
The Washington Examiner (3/8, Leach) reports First lady Melania Trump “met with” Kyle Kashuv, a survivor of the
Parkland, Florida high school shooting at the White House on Thursday. The Examiner provides tweets sent by the
first lady following the meeting.

Districts Continue To Address Student Protests In Wake Of Parkland Massacre.
The Wall Street Journal (3/8, Subscription Publication) reports New York City Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña
announced Thursday that students with parental permission to miss classes to take part in gun control protests on
March 14 will not be punished for doing so. Meanwhile, the Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports that Baltimore-area districts
are also preparing “for student walkouts next week as part of a national protest against gun violence,” saying
Harford County Public Schools Superintendent Barbara Canavan “has decided to prohibit students from participating
in the event.”

Virginia House Speaker Forming School Safety Committee.
The AP (3/8) reports Virginia House Speaker Kirk Cox (R) announced Thursday that he is setting up a select
committee “to come up with recommendations to make schools safer in the wake of a deadly mass shooting at a
Florida high school.” The panel will “study emergency preparedness, security infrastructure, behavioral health
resources and other areas related to school safety.” However, “Democrats quickly panned the proposal as
insufficient because it does not focus on guns.”

Growing Number Of Schools Providing Safe Spaces For LGBTQ Students.
Reuters (3/8, Rapaport) reports that according to a resent CDC study, “a growing number of U.S. schools are
offering safe spaces for ‘tweens and adolescents who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or questioning
(LGBTQ) and prohibiting harassment based on sexual orientation or gender identity.” Some 62% of middle and high
schools “had a counselor’s office, designated classroom or student organization where LGBTQ youth could get
support from administrators, teachers or other school staff in 2014, up from 51 percent in 2010.”

AL House Passes Cyberbullying Measure.
The AP (3/8) reports that on Thursday, Alabama’s House of Representatives passed a measure “to protect children
from cyberbullying in honor of a 10-year-old boy who committed suicide last year.” The measure would “add
cyberbullying and harassment off school grounds to the current law protecting students from bullying at school.”
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EDUCATION POLICY
California Officials Say They’re Nearing Compromise With ED Over ESSA Plan.
EdSource (3/7) reports that California education officials “are expressing confidence that the federal Department of
Education will approve California’s plan for the Every Student Succeeds Act and avert a standoff with U.S. Secretary
of Education Betsy DeVos over differing interpretations of the federal law.” After multiple negotiations, “state
education staff are proposing several substantive revisions to the plan that the State Board of Education will vote on
next week. The state board will also discuss whether to pursue waivers from the federal law if board members feel
strongly about remaining disagreements.”

Education Researchers Discuss Why Many Education Reform Efforts Fail.
In a piece for The Conversation (US) (3/8), Jack Schneider, professor of education at the College of the Holy Cross,
and David Menefee-Libey, professor of politics at Pomona College, write that on numerous occasions in recent
decades, “policymakers and philanthropists have teamed up to reform public education, only to find that their bold
projects have fallen short,” adding that they have “identified a few reasons why school reform efforts so persistently
get lackluster results, despite consistent bipartisan support and roughly US$4 billion a year in philanthropic funding
derived from some of the nation’s biggest fortunes.” They describe a number of public and private school reform
efforts, saying such efforts “made big promises that American voters have often found irresistible, even though these
grandiose proposals have tended to fall short.” The writers say these efforts have failed because “the movement’s
populist politics encourage reformers to make promises beyond what they can reasonably expect to deliver. The
result, then, is a cycle of searing critique, sweeping proposal, disappointment and new proposal.” Moreover, despite
broad consensus that “economic inequality and social injustice are among the most powerful drivers of educational
achievement gaps,” education reformers shy away from “addressing the daunting issues like persistent poverty that
shape children’s lives and interfere with their learning.”
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HIGHER EDUCATION
Senate Could Include Student Loan Changes In Bank Deregulation Bill.
Politico Morning Education (3/8, Stratford) reports that the Senate is scheduled to debate “a package of proposed
changes to the bank deregulation bill,” including “several new provisions affecting private student loans. The Senate
Banking Committee today unveiled a substitute amendment to the bill, S. 2155 (115), that includes a new ban on
‘automatic’ defaults for private student loans.” Private lenders “would be prohibited from automatically placing
borrowers in default or accelerating their payments solely because their cosigner died or declared bankruptcy.”

Bipartisan Bill Would Scrap Levy On College Endowments.
The Chronicle of Higher Education (3/8) reports that Rep. John Delaney (D-MD) and Rep. Bradley Byrne (R-AL) have
introduced a bill to repeal a provision in the recent tax overhaul “that was roundly opposed by higher education.” The
Chronicle reports the Don’t Tax Higher Education Act “would repeal the levy on university endowments in the new
tax law.”

University Student Group Seeks To Prevent KS Higher Education Funding Cuts.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (3/8) reports that the Students’ Advisory Committee, an organization within the
Kansas Board of Regents that represents students from the six state universities across Kansas, “is seeking to
protect higher education funding from potential cuts associated with an ongoing lawsuit over K-12 school finances.”
In a Wednesday motion before the state Supreme Court, the group sought “permission to file a friend of the court
brief in the case.” The organization is arguing “that university budgets should not be cut in order to pay for any
increase needed in K-12 funding, because the provision in the Kansas Constitution that requires the state to
adequately fund public schools should also apply to state colleges and universities.”
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• West Virginia Teacher Strike Could Reverberate In Other States.
• Florida Lawmakers Approve School Safety Measure That Includes Gun Control.
• Education Department Grants North Dakota Permission To Substitute ACT With State Assessment.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Friday, March 9, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Former Baltimore County Superintendent Pleads
Guilty To Perjury.
The New York Times (3/8, Singer, Subscription Publication)
reports former Baltimore County Superintendent Dallas
Dance “pleaded guilty on Thursday to four counts of perjury
related to payments totaling about $147,000 that he
received for consulting and speaking engagements.” State
prosecutors said Dance “had made false statements on his
financial disclosure forms ‘to conceal the nature and extent
of his outside business interests and conflicts of interest.’”
The Times explains that Dance allegedly “received
payments from a school leadership training company that
he had helped win an $875,000 no-bid contract from his
school district” and then “falsely told a Baltimore County
Public Schools ethics panel that he had not been paid by
the company while it was doing business with the district.”
The Baltimore Sun (3/5) reports prosecutors said they want Dance to serve 18 months of a five-year sentence,
and that the court scheduled a sentencing hearing for April 20. “Maryland State Prosecutor Emmet C. Davitt read a
statement of facts that laid out in detail the ways Dance repeatedly deceived the school board and manipulated the
purchasing process to award a contract to a company that was paying him.” District officials “expressed
disappointment and sadness at the revelations.” The Sun reports Dance’s “criminal actions began shortly after he
was hired as superintendent in July 2012, when he began negotiating for consulting work with executives of Chicagobased SUPES Academy. At the same time, he began to devise a plan to award a contract to the company,” telling
executives with the firm “that he needed to make more money because of his divorce.”
The AP (3/8) reports Davitt “said Dance sought consulting work shortly after he became superintendent in 2012.
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Dance told a Chicago firm’s executives that he wanted to make more money because of a divorce.”
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/8) reports Dance had done some consulting work for Richmond Public
Schools before they “mutually decided to part ways last year.” This piece says of Dance, “The Richmond native was
a rising education star before he abruptly resigned as Baltimore County’s superintendent in April with three years left
on his four-year contract.”
Guilty Plea Prompts Renewed Calls For Independent Audit Of District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports on
“renewed calls for an independent investigation into the school system” in the wake of Dance’s guilty plea, saying a
number of “elected officials said it’s past due for an independent audit of the school system’s procedures for
awarding contracts.” The piece quotes Baltimore County Councilman David Marks saying, “The school system must
take whatever steps are necessary to restore public confidence, and there must be an independent audit of contracts
that were executed under Dr. Dance’s watch.”
Interim Superintendent Releases Statement Expressing Sadness. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports, “Baltimore
County Interim School Superintendent Verletta White issued a statement Thursday saying she was ‘saddened’” by
the news of Dance’s guilty plea, but added that she trusted the judicial system. White “did not address whether the
school system will take any action to ensure that the future process fior contracting is not tainted. But schools
spokesman Mychael Dickerson said the superintendent supports an independent audit to make sure the purchasing
practices are sound.”
In a separate article, the Baltimore Sun (3/6) reports that though White also “earned outside income” which she
“failed to report to the school system and the public,” she does not face charges. The piece cites “legal experts”
who say that prosecutors lack evidence that White had similar intent to commit a crime.
Dance Was Well-Regarded In District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports Dance “was the bright, tech-savvy leader
beloved by students and praised by county leaders,” who during his five-year tenure “led an overhaul of the
curriculum, launched an effort to give a laptop computer to each student in the district and started teaching Spanish to
elementary students.”

Experts: West Virginia Teacher Strike Demonstrates Women’s Power.
USA Today (3/8, Dastagir) reports that according to “political scientists and labor experts,” the recent nine-day
teacher strike in West Virginia, which culminated in a 5% pay raise for state employees, “shows more than the power
of collective organizing — it shows the power of women.” The article says that teachers, like other majority female
professions, “are notoriously underpaid and undervalued.” The paper reports West Virginia University political
science professor Erin Cassese said “the strike is part of a larger trend of women’s activism in West Virginia,”
quoting her saying, “I think that gender is going to continue to be an important dimension in electoral politics in the
state.”
West Virginia Counties Canceling Spring Break To Make Up For Strike Days. The AP (3/8, Raby) reports that
West Virginia Superintendent Steve Paine said Thursday that districts across the state have discretion regarding how
to make up school days lost to the state’s recent teacher strike, including “the option to cancel spring break,” but
should “excuse families with valid vacation plans.” Some counties have already decided to cancel spring break “to
help make up for nine days of instructional time lost during the recent teacher strike.”

OK Teachers’ Union Announces Plan For April 2 Strike.
Bloomberg News (3/8, Eidelson) reports that on Thursday the Oklahoma Education Association announced plans to
“shut down schools statewide starting April 2 unless the legislature hikes school funding.” In an email, union
president Alicia Priest said, “We have tried several different paths to improve education funding, but none have
worked.” Bloomberg notes, “Priest said Monday that teachers there have been emboldened by the example of West
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Virginia, where a 9-day teacher strike has secured a 5 percent raise for all state workers.”

Records Request For NYC Education Department On Teacher Misconduct Remains Unfilled.
The Seventy Four (3/8) reports that “the New York City Department of Education failed to provide records relating to
teacher misconduct requested nearly two years ago by The 74 despite a promise by its top lawyer last summer that
the documents would be delivered by the end of January.” In a July 2017 letter, DOE General COunsel Howard
Friedman also said to The 74 “that he would direct lawyers to send a monthly portion of the records, which concern
cases where the DOE sought to fire educators.” However, The 74 notes that the DOE halted delivery of “these
installments after September and failed to meet the Jan. 31 deadline for release of all the requested records.” In an
email Thursday, DOE spokesman Douglas Cohen said, “The DOE’s FOIL Unit is working diligently to implement the
new regulation across all open FOIL requests, including requests pre-dating the new regulation.” He added,
“Because of the large number of existing requests, and an increase in new requests since the regulation was
adopted, implementation remains ongoing.”

Survey: Threats, Violent Acts Against Teachers Often Unreported.
HealthDay (3/8) reports that according to a survey “done in collaboration with the American Psychological
Association, the National Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers,” threats and acts of
physical violence against teachers often go unreported. The survey of more than 3,400 K-12 teachers across the US
found “more than 2,500 who said they’d experienced violence or threats.” The survey found that 25% of teachers
“reported physical abuse or assault,” while “20 percent reported threats of physical violence, and 37 percent said
they were subjected to verbal insults, disrespectful language or inappropriate sexual advances.” The survey also
found that “in addition to teachers who didn’t report violence or threats to school administrators, 14 percent did not
tell their colleagues and 24 percent did not tell their family,” while “only 12 percent saw a counselor.” Study author
Eric Anderman, an education psychology professor at Ohio State University, said, “You would think that the first thing
a teacher would do after a violent encounter or threat would be to tell the school’s administrators, but 20 percent
aren’t even doing that.”

University Of Idaho Education Model Aiding North Idaho Schools In Teaching Science
Outdoors.
The Pacific Northwest (WA) Inlander (3/8) reports that last month, nearly 150 Timberlake High School students took a
trip to Lookout Pass to study the effects of snow. The trip was “part of a yearlong project” called The Confluence
Project “that teaches science education in eight different North Idaho schools.” The “education model” was
“developed by University of Idaho graduate students several years ago” and is currently being used by “more than
300 students in area high schools,” who are “learning about water-science education from the natural environment
surrounding them.”

WY High School Team Qualifies For National Robotics Competition.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (3/8) reports that a team from Wyoming’s Jackson Hole High School placed
eight in a regional qualifying robotics competition this month in Utah, advancing the team to the national finals next
month in Houston. The 22-student team “competed against 52 teams from as far away as Chile.” The article notes
that the team will also “compete at another regional competition in Denver later this month” despite already
qualifying for the national competition in Utah.

AL High School Students Take Part In Two-Year Teacher Training Program.
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The Florence (AL) Times Daily (3/8) reports that Allen Thornton Career Technical Center is offering a new course
enabling students who are thinking about careers in teaching “to see the classroom from the teacher’s perspective.”
The Teaching and Training program is a two-year program “designed for 10th- through 12th-grade students in the
Lauderdale County school system who are interested in education.” In the first year, students are given “the
opportunity to visit classrooms throughout the school system one day per week to participate in field experience.” In
the second year, “students complete their coursework with an internship,” and can then “take the Praxis I Core, the
exam required by teacher education programs throughout the state.” Teaching and Training program instructor
Shelley Montgomery said, “We’re right here in a college town and the college certainly produces a lot of teachers,
so we thought this was the perfect time to add this course.” Currently 17 students are enrolled in the program, but the
number is expected to grow.

Legislation Advancing In Indiana Would Cede Control Of Muncie Community Schools To Ball
State University.
Inside Higher Ed (3/8) reports on legislation that has been advancing through Indiana’s General Assembly that
“would permanently replace Muncie Community Schools’ five-member elected board with a seven-person board
appointed by Ball State, giving Indiana’s fourth-largest public university full control of the school district.” The idea
“has drawn support from Ball State’s administration” along with state Republicans. The university has pointed to its
“roots as a teachers’ college and connections Ball State already has with Muncie schools, arguing the new
arrangement would allow them to do more to help students.” However, the article notes that there are “risks” to the
proposal, including the concerns of area politicians over “the pending loss of voter control over Muncie schools.”
Teachers’ unions have also “objected because Ball State would not be required to recognize collective bargaining.”
Additionally, “the university could face conflicts of interest related to its newfound taxing power.”

WA’s High School Graduation Rate Remains 79 Percent.
The Seattle Times (3/8) reports that according to data from the
Washington State superintendent’s office, “79.3 percent of all students in
the class of 2017 graduated within four years of starting high school,” a
slight increase from the 79.1 percent rate in 2016. Although black, Latino,
special-needs, and low-income students “still trail the overall graduation
rate,” over the past two years the groups “posted higher-than-average
growth.” For example, the graduation rate for black students rose from
70.7 percent in 2016 to 71.5 percent in 2017, while the special-needs
student graduation rate increased from 58.1 percent to 59.4 percent.

Professors Argue Standardized Tests Serve As Useful
Measures For Students’ Future Success.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (3/8, Kuncel, Sackett, Subscription
Publication) Dr. Nathan Kuncel and Dr. Paul Sackett, professors of industrial-organizational psychology at the
University of Minnesota, argue that SAT and ACT tests are important, because they provide information about college
applicants’ potential future performance at universities and in the workplace. They critique some arguments against
the tests, such as the idea that they will only serve as predictions for grades during the first year of college, the idea
that the tests have no real-world application, the idea that scores beyond a certain high mark offer little additional
future benefit, or the suggestion that alternatives to these tests provide more useful results, such as interviews or
letters of recommendation.
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Authorities Release 911 Calls, Police Transmissions From Florida School Shooting.
ABC World News Tonight (3/8, story 7, 2:00, Muir) reported on “chilling new calls from Parkland, calls made during
the attack between parents and 911 operates. You can hear the parents talking with their children.” Victor Oquendo
added that the Broward Sheriff also released “new police transmissions” and “a new timeline. Deputy Scott
Peterson arrived a little more than a minute after the first shot, it took law enforcement 11 minutes and 15 seconds to
enter the building.” Kerry Sanders reported on NBC Nightly News (3/8, story 6, 1:50, Holt), “In all, there are 157
emergency calls, many made by parents, getting texts from their kids.”
Adriana Diaz reported in the lead story for the CBS Evening News (3/8, lead story, 2:55, Glor) that “what we’ve
learned from this timeline about the school resource officer, is even though his lawyer said he stayed outside of the
building for the duration because he believed that the shots were coming possibly from outside of the building, this
timeline reveals that two minutes, roughly, after the first shots were fired, he was radioing on his radio that he heard
possible shots fired from the 1200 building. So he believed that there was that activity inside the building yet, he
stayed outside.” The Miami Herald (3/8, Ovalle) reports that as the shooter “was fleeing the building after killing 17
people,” the deputy, Scot Peterson “warned his fellow officers to stay away – even as wounded students and staff
lay inside.” Peterson said over the radio, “Do not approach the 12 or 1300 building, stay at least 500 feet away.”

Florida Governor Mum On School Safety Bill Despite Legislators’ Optimism.
Politico (3/8, Caputo) reports that Florida legislators who crafted “an unprecedented $400 million school safety and
gun control bill” say they expect Gov. Rick Scott “to sign or signal support for” the bill “on Friday when families of
the victims of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School massacre meet with him in Florida’s Capitol.” However,
“Scott’s office would neither confirm nor deny the governor’s intentions and instead pointed to his public statements
pledging to study the bill in depth and to listen to the 17 families of those killed in the state’s worst school shooting in
history.”
The Palm Beach (FL) Post (3/8) reports that the scheduled meeting raises “expectations that he will sign into
law a sweeping school-safety measure (SB 7026) that sparked veto requests from critics on both ends of the guncontrol spectrum.” The Post reports that the Florida Education Association “asked Scott to veto the measure, saying
more than 200,000 school employees could qualify to carry firearms, which would ‘do more harm than good.’” The
piece notes that the state’s NRA chapter also opposes the bill, urging members to “contact Scott and demand a
veto.”
U.S. News & World Report (3/8) reports the bipartisan bill “raises the legal age for buying rifles from 18 to 21,
imposes a three-day waiting period on all gun sales and bans bump stocks.” The measure “also would allow for the
arming of some school employees through a $67 million voluntary ‘marshal’ training program. Additionally, the bill
allocates more funding for school security measures and expands state funding for mental health resources to
students.” The AP (3/8, Farrington, Fineout) also covers this story.

Senate Judiciary Committee To Hold Hearing On Parkland Shooting.
Politico Morning Education (3/8, Stratford) reports Senate Judiciary Chairman Chuck Grassley announced
Wednesday that the panel “will hold a hearing on the Parkland, Fla., school shooting and legislative proposals to
boost school safety” next Wednesday.

California Schools Chief, Teachers Write To Trump To Oppose Arming Teachers.
The Los Angeles Times (3/8, Resmovits) reports California Superintendent Tom Torlakson “and more than 60 of the
state’s top teachers” have written an open letter to President Trump “telling him that arming teachers is not the
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answer to school violence.”

Columnist Juxtaposes Parkland Students’ Social Media Power With Potential Downsides.
In a Washington Post (3/8) column, Geoffrey A. Fowler writes about the survivors of the Parkland massacre’s use of
social media to prolong the relevance of the story in the national consciousness, saying their online prowess makes it
“easy to forget they’re children, waging battle in some of the nastiest corners of the Internet even while they process
a trauma. That’s what makes them so effective — and also especially vulnerable.” Fowler expands on the dynamic
of the power the students have found to advance their ideas and the danger they could face from negative reactions
from “politicians, gun-rights partisans, crazies and media personalities who don’t have qualms about picking on
kids.”

First Lady Meets With Stoneman Douglas Shooting Survivor.
The Washington Examiner (3/8, Leach) reports First lady Melania Trump “met with” Kyle Kashuv, a survivor of the
Parkland, Florida high school shooting at the White House on Thursday. The Examiner provides tweets sent by the
first lady following the meeting.

Districts Continue To Address Student Protests In Wake Of Parkland Massacre.
The Wall Street Journal (3/8, Subscription Publication) reports New York City Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña
announced Thursday that students with parental permission to miss classes to take part in gun control protests on
March 14 will not be punished for doing so. Meanwhile, the Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports that Baltimore-area districts
are also preparing “for student walkouts next week as part of a national protest against gun violence,” saying
Harford County Public Schools Superintendent Barbara Canavan “has decided to prohibit students from participating
in the event.”

Virginia House Speaker Forming School Safety Committee.
The AP (3/8) reports Virginia House Speaker Kirk Cox (R) announced Thursday that he is setting up a select
committee “to come up with recommendations to make schools safer in the wake of a deadly mass shooting at a
Florida high school.” The panel will “study emergency preparedness, security infrastructure, behavioral health
resources and other areas related to school safety.” However, “Democrats quickly panned the proposal as
insufficient because it does not focus on guns.”

Growing Number Of Schools Providing Safe Spaces For LGBTQ Students.
Reuters (3/8, Rapaport) reports that according to a resent CDC study, “a growing number of U.S. schools are
offering safe spaces for ‘tweens and adolescents who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or questioning
(LGBTQ) and prohibiting harassment based on sexual orientation or gender identity.” Some 62% of middle and high
schools “had a counselor’s office, designated classroom or student organization where LGBTQ youth could get
support from administrators, teachers or other school staff in 2014, up from 51 percent in 2010.”

AL House Passes Cyberbullying Measure.
The AP (3/8) reports that on Thursday, Alabama’s House of Representatives passed a measure “to protect children
from cyberbullying in honor of a 10-year-old boy who committed suicide last year.” The measure would “add
cyberbullying and harassment off school grounds to the current law protecting students from bullying at school.”
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EDUCATION POLICY
California Officials Say They’re Nearing Compromise With ED Over ESSA Plan.
EdSource (3/7) reports that California education officials “are expressing confidence that the federal Department of
Education will approve California’s plan for the Every Student Succeeds Act and avert a standoff with U.S. Secretary
of Education Betsy DeVos over differing interpretations of the federal law.” After multiple negotiations, “state
education staff are proposing several substantive revisions to the plan that the State Board of Education will vote on
next week. The state board will also discuss whether to pursue waivers from the federal law if board members feel
strongly about remaining disagreements.”

Education Researchers Discuss Why Many Education Reform Efforts Fail.
In a piece for The Conversation (US) (3/8), Jack Schneider, professor of education at the College of the Holy Cross,
and David Menefee-Libey, professor of politics at Pomona College, write that on numerous occasions in recent
decades, “policymakers and philanthropists have teamed up to reform public education, only to find that their bold
projects have fallen short,” adding that they have “identified a few reasons why school reform efforts so persistently
get lackluster results, despite consistent bipartisan support and roughly US$4 billion a year in philanthropic funding
derived from some of the nation’s biggest fortunes.” They describe a number of public and private school reform
efforts, saying such efforts “made big promises that American voters have often found irresistible, even though these
grandiose proposals have tended to fall short.” The writers say these efforts have failed because “the movement’s
populist politics encourage reformers to make promises beyond what they can reasonably expect to deliver. The
result, then, is a cycle of searing critique, sweeping proposal, disappointment and new proposal.” Moreover, despite
broad consensus that “economic inequality and social injustice are among the most powerful drivers of educational
achievement gaps,” education reformers shy away from “addressing the daunting issues like persistent poverty that
shape children’s lives and interfere with their learning.”
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HIGHER EDUCATION
Senate Could Include Student Loan Changes In Bank Deregulation Bill.
Politico Morning Education (3/8, Stratford) reports that the Senate is scheduled to debate “a package of proposed
changes to the bank deregulation bill,” including “several new provisions affecting private student loans. The Senate
Banking Committee today unveiled a substitute amendment to the bill, S. 2155 (115), that includes a new ban on
‘automatic’ defaults for private student loans.” Private lenders “would be prohibited from automatically placing
borrowers in default or accelerating their payments solely because their cosigner died or declared bankruptcy.”

Bipartisan Bill Would Scrap Levy On College Endowments.
The Chronicle of Higher Education (3/8) reports that Rep. John Delaney (D-MD) and Rep. Bradley Byrne (R-AL) have
introduced a bill to repeal a provision in the recent tax overhaul “that was roundly opposed by higher education.” The
Chronicle reports the Don’t Tax Higher Education Act “would repeal the levy on university endowments in the new
tax law.”

University Student Group Seeks To Prevent KS Higher Education Funding Cuts.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (3/8) reports that the Students’ Advisory Committee, an organization within the
Kansas Board of Regents that represents students from the six state universities across Kansas, “is seeking to
protect higher education funding from potential cuts associated with an ongoing lawsuit over K-12 school finances.”
In a Wednesday motion before the state Supreme Court, the group sought “permission to file a friend of the court
brief in the case.” The organization is arguing “that university budgets should not be cut in order to pay for any
increase needed in K-12 funding, because the provision in the Kansas Constitution that requires the state to
adequately fund public schools should also apply to state colleges and universities.”

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Could Reverberate In Other States.
• Florida Lawmakers Approve School Safety Measure That Includes Gun Control.
• Education Department Grants North Dakota Permission To Substitute ACT With State Assessment.
• Private Banks Seek A Larger Piece Of The Student Loan Market.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

March 9, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Former Baltimore County Superintendent Pleads
Guilty To Perjury.
The New York Times (3/8, Singer, Subscription Publication)
reports former Baltimore County Superintendent Dallas
Dance “pleaded guilty on Thursday to four counts of perjury
related to payments totaling about $147,000 that he
received for consulting and speaking engagements.” State
prosecutors said Dance “had made false statements on his
financial disclosure forms ‘to conceal the nature and extent
of his outside business interests and conflicts of interest.’”
The Times explains that Dance allegedly “received
payments from a school leadership training company that
he had helped win an $875,000 no-bid contract from his
school district” and then “falsely told a Baltimore County
Public Schools ethics panel that he had not been paid by
the company while it was doing business with the district.”
The Baltimore Sun (3/5) reports prosecutors said they want Dance to serve 18 months of a five-year sentence,
and that the court scheduled a sentencing hearing for April 20. “Maryland State Prosecutor Emmet C. Davitt read a
statement of facts that laid out in detail the ways Dance repeatedly deceived the school board and manipulated the
purchasing process to award a contract to a company that was paying him.” District officials “expressed
disappointment and sadness at the revelations.” The Sun reports Dance’s “criminal actions began shortly after he
was hired as superintendent in July 2012, when he began negotiating for consulting work with executives of Chicagobased SUPES Academy. At the same time, he began to devise a plan to award a contract to the company,” telling
executives with the firm “that he needed to make more money because of his divorce.”
The AP (3/8) reports Davitt “said Dance sought consulting work shortly after he became superintendent in 2012.
Dance told a Chicago firm’s executives that he wanted to make more money because of a divorce.”
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The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/8) reports Dance had done some consulting work for Richmond Public
Schools before they “mutually decided to part ways last year.” This piece says of Dance, “The Richmond native was
a rising education star before he abruptly resigned as Baltimore County’s superintendent in April with three years left
on his four-year contract.”
Guilty Plea Prompts Renewed Calls For Independent Audit Of District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8)
reports on “renewed calls for an independent investigation into the school system” in the wake of Dance’s guilty
plea, saying a number of “elected officials said it’s past due for an independent audit of the school system’s
procedures for awarding contracts.” The piece quotes Baltimore County Councilman David Marks saying, “The
school system must take whatever steps are necessary to restore public confidence, and there must be an
independent audit of contracts that were executed under Dr. Dance’s watch.”
Interim Superintendent Releases Statement Expressing Sadness. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports,
“Baltimore County Interim School Superintendent Verletta White issued a statement Thursday saying she was
‘saddened’” by the news of Dance’s guilty plea, but added that she trusted the judicial system. White “did not
address whether the school system will take any action to ensure that the future process fior contracting is not
tainted. But schools spokesman Mychael Dickerson said the superintendent supports an independent audit to make
sure the purchasing practices are sound.”
In a separate article, the Baltimore Sun (3/6) reports that though White also “earned outside income” which she
“failed to report to the school system and the public,” she does not face charges. The piece cites “legal experts”
who say that prosecutors lack evidence that White had similar intent to commit a crime.
Dance Was Well-Regarded In District. The Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports Dance “was the bright, tech-savvy
leader beloved by students and praised by county leaders,” who during his five-year tenure “led an overhaul of the
curriculum, launched an effort to give a laptop computer to each student in the district and started teaching Spanish to
elementary students.”

POLITICS & POLICY
California Officials Say They’re Nearing Compromise With ED Over ESSA Plan.
EdSource (3/7) reports that California education officials “are expressing confidence that the federal Department of
Education will approve California’s plan for the Every Student Succeeds Act and avert a standoff with U.S. Secretary
of Education Betsy DeVos over differing interpretations of the federal law.” After multiple negotiations, “state
education staff are proposing several substantive revisions to the plan that the State Board of Education will vote on
next week. The state board will also discuss whether to pursue waivers from the federal law if board members feel
strongly about remaining disagreements.”

Education Researchers Discuss Why Many Education Reform Efforts Fail.
In a piece for The Conversation (US) (3/8), Jack Schneider, professor of education at the College of the Holy Cross,
and David Menefee-Libey, professor of politics at Pomona College, write that on numerous occasions in recent
decades, “policymakers and philanthropists have teamed up to reform public education, only to find that their bold
projects have fallen short,” adding that they have “identified a few reasons why school reform efforts so persistently
get lackluster results, despite consistent bipartisan support and roughly US$4 billion a year in philanthropic funding
derived from some of the nation’s biggest fortunes.” They describe a number of public and private school reform
efforts, saying such efforts “made big promises that American voters have often found irresistible, even though these
grandiose proposals have tended to fall short.” The writers say these efforts have failed because “the movement’s
populist politics encourage reformers to make promises beyond what they can reasonably expect to deliver. The
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result, then, is a cycle of searing critique, sweeping proposal, disappointment and new proposal.” Moreover, despite
broad consensus that “economic inequality and social injustice are among the most powerful drivers of educational
achievement gaps,” education reformers shy away from “addressing the daunting issues like persistent poverty that
shape children’s lives and interfere with their learning.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Experts: West Virginia Teacher Strike Demonstrates Women’s Power.
USA Today (3/8, Dastagir) reports that according to “political scientists and labor experts,” the recent nine-day
teacher strike in West Virginia, which culminated in a 5% pay raise for state employees, “shows more than the power
of collective organizing — it shows the power of women.” The article says that teachers, like other majority female
professions, “are notoriously underpaid and undervalued.” The paper reports West Virginia University political
science professor Erin Cassese said “the strike is part of a larger trend of women’s activism in West Virginia,”
quoting her saying, “I think that gender is going to continue to be an important dimension in electoral politics in the
state.”
West Virginia Counties Canceling Spring Break To Make Up For Strike Days. The AP (3/8, Raby)
reports that West Virginia Superintendent Steve Paine said Thursday that districts across the state have discretion
regarding how to make up school days lost to the state’s recent teacher strike, including “the option to cancel spring
break,” but should “excuse families with valid vacation plans.” Some counties have already decided to cancel spring
break “to help make up for nine days of instructional time lost during the recent teacher strike.”

OK Teachers’ Union Announces Plan For April 2 Strike.
Bloomberg News (3/8, Eidelson) reports that on Thursday the Oklahoma Education Association announced plans to
“shut down schools statewide starting April 2 unless the legislature hikes school funding.” In an email, union
president Alicia Priest said, “We have tried several different paths to improve education funding, but none have
worked.” Bloomberg notes, “Priest said Monday that teachers there have been emboldened by the example of West
Virginia, where a 9-day teacher strike has secured a 5 percent raise for all state workers.”

Records Request For NYC Education Department On Teacher Misconduct Remains Unfilled.
The Seventy Four (3/8) reports that “the New York City Department of Education failed to provide records relating to
teacher misconduct requested nearly two years ago by The 74 despite a promise by its top lawyer last summer that
the documents would be delivered by the end of January.” In a July 2017 letter, DOE General COunsel Howard
Friedman also said to The 74 “that he would direct lawyers to send a monthly portion of the records, which concern
cases where the DOE sought to fire educators.” However, The 74 notes that the DOE halted delivery of “these
installments after September and failed to meet the Jan. 31 deadline for release of all the requested records.” In an
email Thursday, DOE spokesman Douglas Cohen said, “The DOE’s FOIL Unit is working diligently to implement the
new regulation across all open FOIL requests, including requests pre-dating the new regulation.” He added,
“Because of the large number of existing requests, and an increase in new requests since the regulation was
adopted, implementation remains ongoing.”

Survey: Threats, Violent Acts Against Teachers Often Unreported.
HealthDay (3/8) reports that according to a survey “done in collaboration with the American Psychological
Association, the National Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers,” threats and acts of
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physical violence against teachers often go unreported. The survey of more than 3,400 K-12 teachers across the US
found “more than 2,500 who said they’d experienced violence or threats.” The survey found that 25% of teachers
“reported physical abuse or assault,” while “20 percent reported threats of physical violence, and 37 percent said
they were subjected to verbal insults, disrespectful language or inappropriate sexual advances.” The survey also
found that “in addition to teachers who didn’t report violence or threats to school administrators, 14 percent did not
tell their colleagues and 24 percent did not tell their family,” while “only 12 percent saw a counselor.” Study author
Eric Anderman, an education psychology professor at Ohio State University, said, “You would think that the first thing
a teacher would do after a violent encounter or threat would be to tell the school’s administrators, but 20 percent
aren’t even doing that.”

University Of Idaho Education Model Aiding North Idaho Schools In Teaching Science
Outdoors.
The Pacific Northwest (WA) Inlander (3/8) reports that last month, nearly 150 Timberlake High School students took a
trip to Lookout Pass to study the effects of snow. The trip was “part of a yearlong project” called The Confluence
Project “that teaches science education in eight different North Idaho schools.” The “education model” was
“developed by University of Idaho graduate students several years ago” and is currently being used by “more than
300 students in area high schools,” who are “learning about water-science education from the natural environment
surrounding them.”

WY High School Team Qualifies For National Robotics Competition.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (3/8) reports that a team from Wyoming’s Jackson Hole High School placed
eight in a regional qualifying robotics competition this month in Utah, advancing the team to the national finals next
month in Houston. The 22-student team “competed against 52 teams from as far away as Chile.” The article notes
that the team will also “compete at another regional competition in Denver later this month” despite already
qualifying for the national competition in Utah.

AL High School Students Take Part In Two-Year Teacher Training Program.
The Florence (AL) Times Daily (3/8) reports that Allen Thornton Career Technical Center is offering a new course
enabling students who are thinking about careers in teaching “to see the classroom from the teacher’s perspective.”
The Teaching and Training program is a two-year program “designed for 10th- through 12th-grade students in the
Lauderdale County school system who are interested in education.” In the first year, students are given “the
opportunity to visit classrooms throughout the school system one day per week to participate in field experience.” In
the second year, “students complete their coursework with an internship,” and can then “take the Praxis I Core, the
exam required by teacher education programs throughout the state.” Teaching and Training program instructor
Shelley Montgomery said, “We’re right here in a college town and the college certainly produces a lot of teachers,
so we thought this was the perfect time to add this course.” Currently 17 students are enrolled in the program, but the
number is expected to grow.

Legislation Advancing In Indiana Would Cede Control Of Muncie Community Schools To Ball
State University.
Inside Higher Ed (3/8) reports on legislation that has been advancing through Indiana’s General Assembly that
“would permanently replace Muncie Community Schools’ five-member elected board with a seven-person board
appointed by Ball State, giving Indiana’s fourth-largest public university full control of the school district.” The idea
“has drawn support from Ball State’s administration” along with state Republicans. The university has pointed to its
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“roots as a teachers’ college and connections Ball State already has with Muncie schools, arguing the new
arrangement would allow them to do more to help students.” However, the article notes that there are “risks” to the
proposal, including the concerns of area politicians over “the pending loss of voter control over Muncie schools.”
Teachers’ unions have also “objected because Ball State would not be required to recognize collective bargaining.”
Additionally, “the university could face conflicts of interest related to its newfound taxing power.”

WA’s High School Graduation Rate Remains 79 Percent.
The Seattle Times (3/8) reports that according to data from the Washington State superintendent’s office, “79.3
percent of all students in the class of 2017 graduated within four years of starting high school,” a slight increase from
the 79.1 percent rate in 2016. Although black, Latino, special-needs, and low-income students “still trail the overall
graduation rate,” over the past two years the groups “posted higher-than-average growth.” For example, the
graduation rate for black students rose from 70.7 percent in 2016 to 71.5 percent in 2017, while the special-needs
student graduation rate increased from 58.1 percent to 59.4 percent.

Professors Argue Standardized Tests Serve As Useful Measures For Students’ Future
Success.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (3/8, Kuncel, Sackett, Subscription Publication) Dr. Nathan Kuncel and Dr. Paul
Sackett, professors of industrial-organizational psychology at the University of Minnesota, argue that SAT and ACT
tests are important, because they provide information about college applicants’ potential future performance at
universities and in the workplace. They critique some arguments against the tests, such as the idea that they will only
serve as predictions for grades during the first year of college, the idea that the tests have no real-world application,
the idea that scores beyond a certain high mark offer little additional future benefit, or the suggestion that alternatives
to these tests provide more useful results, such as interviews or letters of recommendation.

OPERATIONS
After Years Of Apparent Success, DC Schools Beset By Multiple Scandals.
The Washington Post (3/8, Jamison) reports on the “series of scandals” that has rocked DC Public Schools in recent
months, coming after several years of the District’s schools’ having been lauded “a success story of the national
movement to reform urban schools.” The piece notes that an NPR investigation “revealed that one-third of graduates
should not have received diplomas last year because of chronic truancy and other problems. The manipulation of
those figures led to the firing of several school administrators and prompted an ongoing investigation by the FBI, U.S.
Education Department and D.C. Office of the Inspector General.” As that scandal was still playing out, the Post
reports, “the public learned that the family of D.C. Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson had violated school policy by
transferring Wilson’s teenage daughter” in violation of rules designed to ensure fairness in admissions.

Louisiana Attorney General Sues School Board In Handcuffed Teacher Case.
The AP (3/8, Kunzelman, Plaisance) reports Louisiana Attorney General Jeff Landry filed suit against the Vermilion
Parish School Board on Thursday “over a meeting disrupted by the video-recorded arrest of a teacher being roughly
handcuffed on a hallway floor after she criticized the district superintendent’s pay raise.” The complaint “accuses
the Vermilion Parish School Board and its members of violating the state’s Open Meetings Law by stifling public
debate at the Jan. 8 meeting. Middle school English teacher Deyshia Hargrave, whose arrest sparked outrage after
video of it spread online, said the suit is good news for ‘anyone who speaks at public meetings.’”
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Walton Family Foundation Donates $1.7 Million To Indianapolis Public Schools To Boost
Principals’ Authority.
Chalkbeat (3/8) reports that philanthropic organization the Walton Family Foundation has provided $1.7 million to
Indianapolis Public Schools as part of a three-year grant to aid the district in setting “the groundwork for giving
principals more control and responsibility.” Chalkbeat notes that the WFF “is known for offering startup grants for
charter schools,” but recently has increased efforts “on city-wide projects that improve the conditions for school
choice.” Under Indianapolis’ grant, the district will be provided funds to “roll out a strategy for giving principals at
traditional schools more control over instruction, budgets, and staffing,” with the goal for all principals at traditional
district “schools to have more freedom by 2020.”

Data Shows NYC’s Elite High Schools Saw No Rise In Black, Hispanic Students After Changes
To Entrance Exams.
The New York Daily News (3/8) reports that according to Education Department data released Wednesday, there
weren’t more Hispanic and black students enrolled in the top high schools in New York City this year compared to
last. The data showed that “527 black and Hispanic kids were accepted into the city’s elite specialized high schools
this year,” a figure “virtually unchanged from 524 kids last year.” Overall 4.1% of offers for elite schools were given
to black students and 6.3% given to Hispanic students, even though the groups “account for about 70% of the
student body.” The data comes despite changes to entrance exams this year “to better reflect what students were
actually learning in class.”

Dallas ISD Considers Closing Two Elementary Schools To Create Specialized Campuses.
The Dallas Morning News (3/8, Ayala, Writer) reports that during a Thursday school board meeting, administrators at
Dallas ISD “recommended closing Sam Houston and Onesimo Hernandez elementaries to convert them into
specialized schools that could potentially attract up to 1,400 students, some of them not currently enrolled in DISD.”
The recommendation comes as Texas public schools continued to lose students “to publicly funded charter schools
and private schools,” the Morning News notes, adding that “about 33,000 children who live within the Dallas
Independent School District’s boundaries are enrolled in charter schools instead of the traditional public schools.”
Officials said the two elementary schools discussed “have low enrollment now,” and students attending them “could
be absorbed by campuses about a mile away from each.” Sam Houston, with around 200 enrolled students, would
be combined with Esperanza Medrano Elementary, while Hernandez, with a round 310 enrolled students, would
merge with Maple Lawn Elementary.

Nominee For NYC Schools Chancellor Was Involved In 2015 Teacher Suit In San Francisco,
Filing Suggests.
The New York Post (3/8) reports that according to a 2015 San Francisco Supreme Court filing, New York City Mayor
Bill de Blasio’s second selection for schools chancellor Richard Carranza, was accused by teacher Veronica Chavez
of harming her “career after she scolded him for flirting with a woman other than his wife.” Chavez also accused him
“of promoting men during his time in the San Francisco Unified School District at the expense of women.” The case,
in which “Chavez sued the San Francisco district for gender and disability discrimination but did not name Carranza
as a defendant,” was later settled “for an undisclosed sum.” According to City Hall spokeswoman Olivia
Lapeyrolerie, “The allegations were completely false and Mr. Carranza was never named in the lawsuit nor was he
involved in the settlement.”
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SCHOOL FINANCE
IL House Approves School Funding Bill.
The AP (3/7) reported that Illinois’ House has approved “a follow-up bill to Illinois’ school funding reform law.” The
measure, designed to send “the most state money to the school districts most in need of help,” will now go to the
state Senate for debate.

SAFETY & SECURITY
Authorities Release 911 Calls, Police Transmissions From Florida School Shooting.
ABC World News Tonight (3/8, story 7, 2:00, Muir) reported on “chilling new calls from Parkland, calls made during
the attack between parents and 911 operates. You can hear the parents talking with their children.” Victor Oquendo
added that the Broward Sheriff also released “new police transmissions” and “a new timeline. Deputy Scott
Peterson arrived a little more than a minute after the first shot, it took law enforcement 11 minutes and 15 seconds to
enter the building.” Kerry Sanders reported on NBC Nightly News (3/8, story 6, 1:50, Holt), “In all, there are 157
emergency calls, many made by parents, getting texts from their kids.”
Adriana Diaz reported in the lead story for the CBS Evening News (3/8, lead story, 2:55, Glor) that “what we’ve
learned from this timeline about the school resource officer, is even though his lawyer said he stayed outside of the
building for the duration because he believed that the shots were coming possibly from outside of the building, this
timeline reveals that two minutes, roughly, after the first shots were fired, he was radioing on his radio that he heard
possible shots fired from the 1200 building. So he believed that there was that activity inside the building yet, he
stayed outside.” The Miami Herald (3/8, Ovalle) reports that as the shooter “was fleeing the building after killing 17
people,” the deputy, Scot Peterson “warned his fellow officers to stay away – even as wounded students and staff
lay inside.” Peterson said over the radio, “Do not approach the 12 or 1300 building, stay at least 500 feet away.”

Florida Governor Mum On School Safety Bill Despite Legislators’ Optimism.
Politico (3/8, Caputo) reports that Florida legislators who crafted “an unprecedented $400 million school safety and
gun control bill” say they expect Gov. Rick Scott “to sign or signal support for” the bill “on Friday when families of
the victims of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School massacre meet with him in Florida’s Capitol.” However,
“Scott’s office would neither confirm nor deny the governor’s intentions and instead pointed to his public statements
pledging to study the bill in depth and to listen to the 17 families of those killed in the state’s worst school shooting in
history.”
The Palm Beach (FL) Post (3/8) reports that the scheduled meeting raises “expectations that he will sign into
law a sweeping school-safety measure (SB 7026) that sparked veto requests from critics on both ends of the guncontrol spectrum.” The Post reports that the Florida Education Association “asked Scott to veto the measure, saying
more than 200,000 school employees could qualify to carry firearms, which would ‘do more harm than good.’” The
piece notes that the state’s NRA chapter also opposes the bill, urging members to “contact Scott and demand a
veto.”
U.S. News & World Report (3/8) reports the bipartisan bill “raises the legal age for buying rifles from 18 to 21,
imposes a three-day waiting period on all gun sales and bans bump stocks.” The measure “also would allow for the
arming of some school employees through a $67 million voluntary ‘marshal’ training program. Additionally, the bill
allocates more funding for school security measures and expands state funding for mental health resources to
students.” The AP (3/8, Farrington, Fineout) also covers this story.
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Senate Judiciary Committee To Hold Hearing On Parkland Shooting.
Politico Morning Education (3/8, Stratford) reports Senate Judiciary Chairman Chuck Grassley announced
Wednesday that the panel “will hold a hearing on the Parkland, Fla., school shooting and legislative proposals to
boost school safety” next Wednesday.

California Schools Chief, Teachers Write To Trump To Oppose Arming Teachers.
The Los Angeles Times (3/8, Resmovits) reports California Superintendent Tom Torlakson “and more than 60 of the
state’s top teachers” have written an open letter to President Trump “telling him that arming teachers is not the
answer to school violence.”

Columnist Juxtaposes Parkland Students’ Social Media Power With Potential Downsides.
In a Washington Post (3/8) column, Geoffrey A. Fowler writes about the survivors of the Parkland massacre’s use of
social media to prolong the relevance of the story in the national consciousness, saying their online prowess makes it
“easy to forget they’re children, waging battle in some of the nastiest corners of the Internet even while they process
a trauma. That’s what makes them so effective — and also especially vulnerable.” Fowler expands on the dynamic
of the power the students have found to advance their ideas and the danger they could face from negative reactions
from “politicians, gun-rights partisans, crazies and media personalities who don’t have qualms about picking on
kids.”

First Lady Meets With Stoneman Douglas Shooting Survivor.
The Washington Examiner (3/8, Leach) reports First lady Melania Trump “met with” Kyle Kashuv, a survivor of the
Parkland, Florida high school shooting at the White House on Thursday. The Examiner provides tweets sent by the
first lady following the meeting.

Districts Continue To Address Student Protests In Wake Of Parkland Massacre.
The Wall Street Journal (3/8, Subscription Publication) reports New York City Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña
announced Thursday that students with parental permission to miss classes to take part in gun control protests on
March 14 will not be punished for doing so. Meanwhile, the Baltimore Sun (3/8) reports that Baltimore-area districts
are also preparing “for student walkouts next week as part of a national protest against gun violence,” saying
Harford County Public Schools Superintendent Barbara Canavan “has decided to prohibit students from participating
in the event.”

Virginia House Speaker Forming School Safety Committee.
The AP (3/8) reports Virginia House Speaker Kirk Cox (R) announced Thursday that he is setting up a select
committee “to come up with recommendations to make schools safer in the wake of a deadly mass shooting at a
Florida high school.” The panel will “study emergency preparedness, security infrastructure, behavioral health
resources and other areas related to school safety.” However, “Democrats quickly panned the proposal as
insufficient because it does not focus on guns.”

Growing Number Of Schools Providing Safe Spaces For LGBTQ Students.
Reuters (3/8, Rapaport) reports that according to a resent CDC study, “a growing number of U.S. schools are
offering safe spaces for ‘tweens and adolescents who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or questioning
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(LGBTQ) and prohibiting harassment based on sexual orientation or gender identity.” Some 62% of middle and high
schools “had a counselor’s office, designated classroom or student organization where LGBTQ youth could get
support from administrators, teachers or other school staff in 2014, up from 51 percent in 2010.”

AL House Passes Cyberbullying Measure.
The AP (3/8) reports that on Thursday, Alabama’s House of Representatives passed a measure “to protect children
from cyberbullying in honor of a 10-year-old boy who committed suicide last year.” The measure would “add
cyberbullying and harassment off school grounds to the current law protecting students from bullying at school.”

WY Lawmakers Reach Tentative Budget Agreement, Remove Discussion Of School Funding
From Budget.
The Casper (WY) Star-Tribune (3/8) reports that Wyoming’s state lawmakers on Thursday reached a budget deal for
the next two years, ending “a week of deadlock between the House and Senate over education funding.” Under the
agreement, the budget will utilize “the House’s funding model for education in year one and the Senate’s model in
year two,” and will leave undecided “the actual amount of money” to be put towards public education, a category
faced with “a $660 million deficit.” Lawmakers determined that by removing “all school funding language from the
budget, the bill can move forward while negotiations over education continue.”
The Wyoming Tribune Eagle (3/8) reports that in comments on the measure, Wyoming Education Association
president Kathy Vetter said, “We really need to find some revenue streams for education, and (HB 140) did look at
doing some of that.” She added, “We’ve been taking cuts for the last several years – approximately $77 million in
cuts. The school districts have cut so much that any more cuts are definitely going to affect the classroom.”

Editorial: TX Faces “Critical Need” For More Public Education Funds.
The Dallas Morning News (3/8) in an editorial points to a new study about Dallas County students from education
nonprofit Commit, which “shows the students are making small but steady gains on the key third-grade reading
assessment.” However, there is “frustrating news” in the report as well, which the Morning News says shows “that
districts in this region still have a long way to go on closing achievement gaps and in getting students ready, enrolled
and graduating from college.” The paper concludes that the study should give state lawmakers “more evidence
about the critical need for more public school funding.” The paper concludes that the state has been “going in the
wrong direction on school funding, and it’s the students who pay.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Audit Suggests Houston ISD’s Special Education Department Continues To Face Challenges.
The Houston Chronicle (3/8, Webb) reports that an outside audit issued Thursday by the American Institutes for
Research has determined 10 areas in which the Houston ISD “needs to improve its special education services.” The
audit suggests that the district faces “ongoing issues with inconsistent interventions and special education
identification practices,” along with challenges in “tailoring Individual Education Plans, or IEPs, to fit students’
specific needs” and in countering “a persistent achievement gap.” Additionally, the audit found “a lack of qualified
special education staff members” in the district. The Chronicle notes that this “audit largely corroborated the findings
of the Houston Chronicle’s 2016 investigation into the department.”
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• Florida Lawmakers Approve School Safety Measure That Includes Gun Control.
• Education Secretary Praises California Governor Over Local Control Of Schools.
• Oklahoma Teachers Union Gives Legislature April 1 Deadline For Pay Raises.
• Student-led Study In Oregon Finds Mental Health Resources Is Key Issue For Schools.
• Education Department Grants North Dakota Permission To Substitute ACT With State Assessment.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Walk-In Tub" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Wed, 24 Jan 2018 20:26:10 -0700 (MST)
Free Walk-In Tub Quote - Get Started Today
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Stay Safe in Walk-in Bath Tub - Free Estimate + Save $1500

Get FREE Estimate NOW!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 28 Mar 2018 14:54:04 -0600 (MDT)
Fresh Produce Bid
"Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Bid 2017-2018-FS-05-Fresh Produce.docx (251.73k)

Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Amy Andrews" <Amy.Andrews@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 27 Apr 2018 11:25:46 -0600 (MDT)
FRIDAY
"Leonor Villa" <Leonor.Villa@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Education Verification.PDF (83.37k)

Hey Leonor,
I was up at CHS this morning and noticed you weren’t there so I went ahead and faxed this enrollment verification for you!
So please keep for your records in case they call stating they did not receive it!
Thanks

Amy Andrews
Secretary to Carol McAlister
Director of College & Career Readiness and Student Accountability
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
408 North Canyon Street
Carlsbad, NM 88220
575-234-3300 ext 1043
amy.andrews@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 26 Mar 2018 14:13:40 -0600 (MDT)
FS Bids
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-05-Fresh Produce.xlsx (678.22k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-05-Fresh Produce.docx (251.47k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-04-Bread.doc (323.63k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-03Dairy.docx (245.09k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-02-Non Food.xlsx (24.27k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-02-Non Food.docx (244.77k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-01-Food.xlsx (93.55k) Bid
2017-2018-FS-01-Food.docx (251.35k)

Alex,
Attached are the bids for Food Service.
Thank you,

Brenda Cureton
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
Food Service Secretary/Bookkeeper
408 N. Canyon St.
Carlsbad, NM 88220
(575) 234-3300 ext. 1020
(575) 234-3366 fax
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

page 1 of 1

"AASA News of the Nation" <communications@aasa.org>
Tue, 27 Feb 2018 16:00:00 -0700 (MST)
Funding Gaps 2018: An Analysis of School Funding Equity Across the U.S. and Within Each State
"LaVern Shan" <lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Frances McCoy" <Frances.McCoy@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 26 Jan 2018 10:20:08 -0700 (MST)
Fw:
"Gavin Mack" <Gavin.Mack@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Spring CECHS Seminar IV.docx (82.37k) US History Curriculum Map.docx (147.73k)

Hi Gavin!!
Thanks for your ideas on Academic Achievement this a.m.! Hope the attachments help!

Frances McCoy
Early College High School
Career Connections Coordinator
A great attitude becomes a great mood, which becomes a great day, which becomes a great year, which becomes a great life. Zig Ziglar

From: Joanna May
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 3:23 PM
To: Frances McCoy
Subject:
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From: "Stan Rounds" <stan@nmcel.org>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Mar 2018 10:35:06 -0700 (MST)
Subject: FW: [state-execs] AASA Student Protests
"Adan Delgado (Cuba)" <adelgado@cuba.k12.nm.us>, "Andy Ortiz (Raton)" <andy.ortiz@ratonschools.com>, "Anita Romero - Interim Wagon Mound"
<anita.romero@wm.k12.nm.us>, "Arsenio Romero (Deming)" <arsenio.romero@demingps.org>, "Audie Brown (Silver)" <abrown@silverschools.org>, "Balch,
Jody (Clovis)" <jody.balch@clovis-schools.org>, "Bickert, George (Ruidoso)" <bickertg@ruidososchools.org>, "Bobbie Gutierrez (Espanola)"
<bobbie.gutierrez@k12espanola.org>, "Bonnie Lightfoot - House Municipal Schools (blightfoot@houseschools.net)" <blightfoot@houseschools.net>,
"Bowman, Colleen (Central)" <Bowmc@centralschools.org>, "Brandon Hays (Interim Dora)" <bhays@doraschools.com>, "Robert Brown"
<rbrown@texicoschools.com>, "Cain, Johnnie (Portales)" <jcain@portalesschools.com>, "Carpenter, Kirk (Aztec)" <adcarpki@aztec.k12.nm.us>, "Casados,
Anthony (Chama)" <acasados@chamaschools.org>, "Caton, Crit (Artesia)" <cdcaton@bulldogs.org>, "Chris Gutierrez - Las Vegas West "
<christopher_gutierrez@wlvs.k12.nm.us>, "Cleveland, Sue (Rio Rancho)" <scleveland@rrps.net>, "Cummins, Craig (TorC)" <ccummins@torcschools.net>,
"Cushman, Loren (Animas)" <lrcushman@animask12.net>, "Daniel Benavidez (Zuni)" <daniel.benavidez@zpsd.org>, "David Albert (Questa)"
<dalbert@questa.k12.nm.us>, "Dawn Apodaca (Mountainair)" <dapodaca@mpschools.net>, "Diane Cordova (Admin Pojoaque)" <dlc@pvs.k12.nm.us>, "Diller,
Stacy (Clayton)" <stacy.diller@claytonschools.us>, "Lesa Dodd" <doddl@dexterdemons.org>, "Dorothy Abbott (RRPS Exec Admin)"
<Dorothy.Abbott@rrps.net>, "Ella Arellano (Mora) " <earellano@mora.k12.nm.us>, "Elnabeth Grau (Grady)" <egrau@gradyschool.com>, "Ricky Espinoza"
<ricky.espinoza@carrizozogrizzlies.org>, "Estrada, Adan (Cimarron)" <aestrada@cimarronschools.org>, "Jo Lynn Gallegos" <jolynn@nmcel.org>, "Gandy,
LeAnne (Lovington)" <leannegandy@lovingtonschools.net>, "Garcia Veronica (Santa Fe)" <vcgarcia@sfps.k12.nm.us>, "Gen Benes (Ruidoso Admin)"
<benesg@ruidososchools.org>, "Glenn Haven (Magdalena)" <ghaven@magdalena.k12.nm.us>, "Green, Bill (Reserve)" <billgreen@reserveschools.com>, "Greg
Rodriguez (Carlsbad)" <gregory.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Gregory Ewing (gewing@lcps.net)" <gewing@lcps.net>, "Grossman, Michael (Lake
Arthur)" <michael.grossman@la-panthers.org>, "Hale, Linda (Hatch Valley)" <lhale@hatchschools.net>, "Haynes, Dwain (Eunice)" <dhaynes@eunice.org>,
"Irene Rodriguez (Cobre Admin)" <irod@cobre.k12.nm.us>, "Jim Holloway (Roy)" <supt@royschools.org>, "Joel Shirley (Estancia - Interim)"
<joel.shirley@estancia.k12.nm.us>, "Joseph West (SFPS Admin)" <jwest@sfps.k12.nm.us>, "Keith Cowan (Interim Bernalillo)" <kcowan@bps.k12.nm.us>,
"Kelt Cooper (Las Vegas City)" <keltcooper@cybercardinal.com>, "King, Eddie (Springer)" <eking@springerschools.org>, "Kodi Sumpter (Des Moines)"
<ksumpterdms@bacavalley.com>, "Kristen Forrester - Maxwell" <kforrester@maxwellp12.com>, "Lackey, David (Quemado)"
<dlackey@quemadoschools.org>, "Lightfoot,Travis (Corona)" <travis.lightfoot@cpscardinals.org>, "Little, Buddy (Tatum)" <blittle@tatumschools.org>,
"Manuel Valdez (Interim Dulce)" <mvaldez@dulceschools.com>, "Marc Space (Grants/Cibola) (marc.space@gccs.k12.nm.us)" <marc.space@gccs.k12.nm.us>,
"Marvin MacAuley (Penasco Interim)" <mmacauley@penasco.k12.nm.us>, "Marvin Martin (Hondo)" <marvin.martin@hondoeagles.org>, "Matt Moyer (Fort
Sumner)" <mmoyer@ftsumnerk12.com>, "McIlroy, Ann Lynn (Loving)" <amcilroy@lovingschools.org>, "McKinney, Aaron (Tucumcari)"
To:
<a.mckinney@tucumcarischools.com>, "Mendoza, Robert (Cobre)" <rmendoza@cobre.k12.nm.us>, "Mike Hyatt (Gallup McKinley)"
<mhyatt@gmcs.k12.nm.us>, "Mizell, Kim (Bloomfield)" <kmizell@bsin.k12.nm.us>, "Montoya, Sherie (Springer Admin Asst)"
<smontoya@springerschools.org>, "Sondra Adams" <mlm@pvs.k12.nm.us>, "Nancy Chavez (APS Admin)" <chavez_n@aps.edu>, "Norma Cavazos - Jemez
Mountain" <cavazos_n@jmsd.k12.nm.us>, "Parks, T.J. (Hobbs)" <parkstj@hobbsschools.net>, "Paula Arellano" <paula@nmcel.org>, "Perea, Richard (Santa
Rosa)" <rperea@srlions.com>, "Perez, Max (Belen)" <perezm@beleneagles.org>, "Piper, Randy (Lordsburg)" <rpiper@lmsed.org>, "Jack Props"
<jprops@vaughn.k12.nm.us>, "Reedy, Raquel (APS)" <reedy@aps.edu>, "Roch, Dennis (Logan)" <droch@loganschool.net>, "Ron Hendrix (Sororro)"
<rhendrix@socorro.k12.nm.us>, "Salas, Adrianne (Alamogordo)" <adrianne.salas@aps4kids.org>, "Sanders, Dana (Los Lunas)" <dsanders@llschools.net>,
"Randy Bondow" <eschmidt@fms.k12.nm.us>, "Sean Wootton (Capitan)" <sean.wootton@capitantigers.org>, "Sergio Castanon (Cloudcroft)"
<sergio.castanon@cmsbears.org>, "Brian Snider" <brian.snider@jalnm.org>, "Stan Rounds" <stan@nmcel.org>, "Steinhaus, Kurt (Los Alamos)"
<k.steinhaus@laschools.net>, "Sullivan, Tom (Moriarty/Edgewood)" <tom.sullivan@mesd.us>, "Susan Sanchez (Roswell Interim)"
<ssanchez@risd.k12.nm.us>, "Tandee Delk (Elida)" <tdelk@elidaschools.net>, "Taylor, Colin (San Jon)" <ctaylor@sanjonschools.com>, "Terry, Damon
(Floyd)" <dterry@floydbroncos.com>, "Tommy Turner - Mosquero Schools" <superintendent@mosquero.net>, "Torrez, Lillian (Taos)"
<lillian.torrez@taosschools.org>, "Travis Dempsey (Gadsden)" <tldempsey@gisd.k12.nm.us>, "Trujillo, Fred (Pecos)" <ftrujillo@pecos.k12.nm.us>, "Valdez,
Ernesto (Mesa Vista)" <ernesto.valdez@mesavista.org>, "brenda.vigil@tularosak12.us" <brenda.vigil@tularosak12.us>, "Widner, Jamie (Melrose)"
<jwidner@melroseschools.org>, "Wilkinson Davis, Susan (Jemez Valley)" <swdavis@jvps.org>, "Williams, Rickey (Hagerman)" <rwilliams@bobcat.net>,
"Annette Johnson (annettejoycejohnson@gmail.com)" <annettejoycejohnson@gmail.com>, "Arnold, Julie" <julie.arnold@rrps.net>, "Bill Lewis"
<billlewis@lovingtonschools.net>, "Chavez, David " <David@ces.org>, "Chris Pash" <cpash@fms.k12.nm.us>, "Christina Velasquez" <mcv@pvs.k12.nm.us>,
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"Erik Bose" <erik.bose@abqca.org>, "Hawkins, Will (hawkinsw@hobbsschools.net)" <HawkinsW@hobbsschools.net>, "Jude P. Garcia (APSPA)"
<garcia_ju@aps.edu>, "Karen Trujillo" <karentrujillolc@gmail.com>, "Maria Jaramillo" <mjaramillo@crecnm.org>, "Montaño, Joey" <joey@nmasbo.org>,
"Patrick Arguelles" <arguelles@aps.edu>, "Raul Sanchez - NMAESP (pcs3081@gmail.com)" <pcs3081@gmail.com>, "Russell Goff"
<nmaer@cybermesa.com>, "Sally Marquez" <sally@nmact.org>, "Scott McMath" <smcmath@rec6.net>, "Traci Filiss" <tfiliss@taosacademy.org>, "Victoria
Tafoya (victoria@dlenm.org)" <victoria@dlenm.org>, "Alfredo Turrubiates" <alfredoturrubiates@lovingtonschools.net>, "Brian Stacy"
<bstacy@melroseschools.org>, "Dan Padilla " <jgdp49@gmail.com>, "Jerry Reeder" <jjjreeder@hotmail.com>, "Jerry Reeder ASA" <jerry.reeder@rrps.net>,
"Jo Lynn Gallegos" <jolynn@nmcel.org>, "Patrick Arguelles (Personal)" <patarguelles@gmail.com>, "Paula Arellano" <paula@nmcel.org>, "Stan Rounds"
<stan@nmcel.org>, "Trampus L. Pierson (Personal)" <piersontrampus@yahoo.com>, "Trampus Pierson" <trampus.pierson@carrizozogrizzlies.org>

Attachments:Student Protests Advisory.pdf (35.64k)

Colleagues:
FYI
Best Regards:
Stan

Stan Rounds
Stan Rounds
Executive Director
New Mexico Coalition of Educational Leaders and
New Mexico School Superintendents Association
6600 Palomas, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
Cell:
575-915-7868
Office: 505-217-2345
stan@nmcel.org
www.nmcel.org

From: CJ Reid [mailto:creid@aasa.org]
Sent: Monday, March 5, 2018 9:43 AM
To: Stan Rounds <stan@nmcel.org>
Subject: [state-execs] AASA Student Protests

Good morning ... attached is an advisory from Hogan Lovells - Student Activism after Parkland - Some First Amendment considerations for school district leaders.
This information and more, can also be found on the AASA website:
http://www.aasa.org/policy-blogs.aspx?id=42161&blogid=84002
Please let us know if you have any questions. C J
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Carrie Boatwright" <Carrie.Boatwright@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 15:09:36 -0600 (MDT)
FW: annual IEP
"Greg Maxie" <gmaxie@neanm.org>

From: Heather Whetham
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:08 PM
To: Carrie Boatwright <Carrie.Boatwright@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: annual IEP
He is still on my roster. He is on a first grade level. His initial IEP meeting is Thursday. I know we can’t deny but that how I feel. If I’m getting evaluated for his testing then I should do his
services. But I had two on my roster for last year’s evaluation and I didn’t give grades to one all year and to one the last 9 weeks. That is why I’m wondering. Do I need to protest my evaluation
because of that?
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 6:05 AM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Re: annual IEP

What level is this student? Keep in mind we can’t deny any student services that he is entitled to. I want you to check your roster. He probably is still on your roster. When is the testing
window for your grade?
From: Heather Whetham
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 3:17:00 PM
To: Carrie Boatwright
Subject: RE: annual IEP
Yes. My question I was going to ask about evaluations is when does a student get added to your roster or taken from your roster? For example this year and last I had a student that qualified for
an IEP in the last 9 weeks and then received grades from Brandon for the remainder of the year. How does that affect who receives the evaluation on him? If it’s still me then I do not want him
going to Brandon.
Heather
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 2:44 PM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: annual IEP
Can you do Holdyn’s IEP on April 16 or 17 after school?
Carrie Boatwright
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 26 Feb 2018 20:59:56 -0700 (MST)
FW: Assessment for Joe A
"Carrie Miller" <Carrie.Miller@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Mark Hamel" <Mark.Hamel@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Joe Armendariz FIE 1-17-18.doc (120.42k)

From: Katherine Skarphol [mailto:katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2018 9:58 PM
To: Katherine Skarphol
Subject: Assessment for Joe A

Hi,
Please see attached.
Regards,
Katherine

Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Carrie Miller" <Carrie.Miller@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 27 Feb 2018 10:18:20 -0700 (MST)
FW: Assessment for Joe A
"Adriana Castillo" <Adriana.Castillo@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Joe Armendariz FIE 1-17-18.doc (120.42k)

Here is a copy of the Re-Eval Report for Joe’s Speech and Language – Mrs. Skarphol is from out of state so will not attend and Joe’s mom is Spanish speaking only – you will need to interpret the results for her. –
Sorry so late but she just sent it to me last night at 10:00pm
From: Katherine Skarphol
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2018 9:00 PM
To: Carrie Miller <Carrie.Miller@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Mark Hamel <Mark.Hamel@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FW: Assessment for Joe A

From: Katherine Skarphol [mailto:katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2018 9:58 PM
To: Katherine Skarphol
Subject: Assessment for Joe A

Hi,
Please see attached.
Regards,
Katherine

Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Paul Vigil" <pvigil@itconnectinc.com>
Mon, 5 Mar 2018 11:22:23 -0700 (MST)
FW: Carlsbad Digital Learning RFP
"Gabriel.Lopez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us" <Gabriel.Lopez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:image001.png (30.35k) image002.png (14.07k) RFP 2017-2018-03 Professional Learning and Coaching.pdf (613.58k)

Gabe,
Do you know if this RFP got awarded? We just found it on the website and would like to see if this is still an open opportunity. Let me know, Thanks Gabe!

Paul Vigil Regional Account Manager
PHONE: (505) 428-2828 X139

|

MOBILE: (505) 490-0656

|

www.ITConnectInc.com

From: Mary Jo Edwards
Sent: Monday, March 5, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Paul Vigil <pvigil@itconnectinc.com>
Subject: Carlsbad Digital Learning RFP

Mary Jo Edwards Director of Customer Development
PHONE: (505) 428-2828 X115
page 1 of 2
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 9 Feb 2018 16:09:29 -0700 (MST)
FW: Carlsbad Municipal Schools - RFP 2017-2018-5 Wireless Access Points
"josh@camnet.us" <josh@camnet.us>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)

From: Chenyu Liu
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2018 10:12 AM
To: 'josh@comnet.us' <josh@comnet.us>
Cc: Crystal Hernandez <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Carlsbad Municipal Schools - RFP 2017-2018-5 Wireless Access Points
Hi Joshua,
Attached Carlsbad Municipal Schools RFP for Wireless Access Points. If interested, please send back the Acknowledgement of Receipt Form by 2/19/2018 and submit the proposal by 3/8/2018. If
you have any question, please email me all your questions by 2/26/18.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance/CPO
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Tracey Wells" <twells@risd.k12.nm.us>
Thu, 26 Apr 2018 08:26:21 -0600 (MDT)
FW: COPY OF RFP FOR CONTRACT NUMBER 991-18-001
"Lisa Rhoades" <Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP for Kitchen Equip 2018.doc (3.12 MB)

Lisa here is the RFP.
Our procurement officer did accept this.
Thanks,

Tracey Wells
Roswell Independent School District
300 N Kentucky, Room 106
Roswell, New Mexico 88201
575-637-3338 Office
575-627-2605 Fax
575-317-8363 Cell
twells@risd.k12.nm.us

From: Tracey Wells
Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 9:09 AM
To: Christopher Thweatt <cthweatt@risd.k12.nm.us>
Subject: FW: COPY OF RFP FOR CONTRACT NUMBER 991-18-001
Chris:
Here is a copy of that High Plains Regional Education Cooperative RFP for Contract 991-18-001 for McComas. On page 4 part D is the language I believe you are looking for.
I will maintain a copy in my file. Please let me know if this, the email from McComas authorizing the piggy backing, and the contract # on all quotes and invoices is all the is required.
Thanks,

Tracey Wells
Roswell Independent School District
300 N Kentucky, Room 106
Roswell, New Mexico 88201
575-637-3338 Office
575-627-2605 Fax
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575-317-8363 Cell
twells@risd.k12.nm.us

From: Gary Gabriele [mailto:ggabriele@hprec.com]
Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 9:05 AM
To: Tracey Wells <twells@risd.k12.nm.us>
Subject: RE: COPY OF RFP FOR CONTRACT NUMBER 991-18-001
Ms. Wells, per your request. Also, HPREC contracts are made available to agencies pursuant to NMSA 1978, 13-1-129, Procurement Under Existing Contracts. If you have any questions, contact
me at any time. Thanks, Gary
From: Tracey Wells [mailto:twells@risd.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 12:15 PM
To: ggabriele@hprec.com
Subject: COPY OF RFP FOR CONTRACT NUMBER 991-18-001
Good Afternoon Mr. Gabriele:
I work for the Roswell Independent School District and we normally order with McComas Sales Company thru the CES contract, but Michael has informed us that we will now be using the High
Plains Regional Education Cooperative’s Contract 991-18-001 for our purchases.
When I contacted my procurement officer he told me I needed to get a copy of the RFP that awarded this contract, as I need to verify it is open to us to piggy back off of.
Can you please provide me the copy of the RFP for our records?
Thanks,

Tracey Wells
Roswell Independent School District
300 N Kentucky, Room 106
Roswell, New Mexico 88201
575-637-3338 Office
575-627-2605 Fax
575-317-8363 Cell
twells@risd.k12.nm.us

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail, including all attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information as defined under
FERPA. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited unless specifically provided under the New Mexico Inspection of Public Records Act. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of this message.
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail, including all attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information as defined under FERPA. Any
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited unless specifically provided under the New Mexico Inspection of Public Records Act. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact
the sender and destroy all copies of this message.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Julie Volpato" <Julie.Volpato@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 12:09:22 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Denim Day Wednesday
"Hillcrest Staff" <hillcreststaff@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Hillcrest Assistants" <hillcrestassistants@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image013.jpg (132.79k)

Staff,
I thought it would be nice to participate in this.
Julie

Denim on Wednesday.

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
page 1 of 2
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assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Megan Perez" <Megan.Perez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 14:13:41 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Denim Day Wednesday
"Deborah Beard" <Deborah.Beard@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image013.jpg (132.79k)

Is it ok for me to send this out to the staff? Staff would wear denim on Wed.
Megan Perez, RN
Desert Willow School Nurse
575-234-3310 Ext 1409
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
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Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Sheryl Dugger" <Sheryl.Dugger@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 11:15:05 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Denim Day Wednesday
"Nurses and Nurse Assistants" <NursesandNurseAssistants@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image013.jpg (132.79k)

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
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Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From: "Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH" <Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us>
Sent Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2018 09:03:20 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
"Bretta Thompson" <bretta.thompson@jalnm.org>, "Cindy Henson" <chenson@bobcat.net>, "Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org)"
<cvaldez@lovingschools.org>, "Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net)" <doliver@loganschool.net>, "Dodson, Erin" <edodson@risd.k12.nm.us>, "Heather
Runyan" <hrunyan@houseschools.net>, "Idania Aguilar (aguilarid@dexterdemons.org)" <aguilarid@dexterdemons.org>, "k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com"
<k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com>, "Stevenson, Karen" <kstevenson@texicoschools.com>, "kysha McBee" <kmcbee@eunice.org>, "Kysha McBee - Eunice
Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com)" <bowtotheshmo@gmail.com>, "Leecha Lamay" <leecha.lamay@capitantigers.org>, "Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com)" <nwhite@gradyschool.com>, "Marie Dickerman" <mdickerman@ftsumnerk12.com>, "Patricia Payne"
<patricia.payne@regionix.org>, "Sparks, Rhonda" <rhonda.sparks@clovis-schools.org>, "Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com)" <shdugger@gmail.com>,
"Dugger, Sheryl" <sheryl.dugger@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com)" <smauldin2@hotmail.com>, "Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net)" <susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net>, "James, Tamara" <jamest@hobbsschools.net>, " blucero08@gmail.com"
To:
<blucero08@gmail.com>, "Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com)" <Alise.mullen@yahoo.com>, "Lucero, Bertha" <blucero@bulldogs.org>, "J. R. Null Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org)" <jrnull@bulldogs.org>, "Judy Herrera" <jherrera@bulldogs.org>, "McCombs, Kathy"
<kmccombs@bulldogs.org>, "Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com)" <kellikucelhammond@gmail.com>, "Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org)"
<lneel@bulldogs.org>, "Watson, Jorie" <jwatson@doraschools.com>, "Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net)" <jwatson@rec6.net>, "Smith, Desiree"
<Desmith@portalesschools.com>, "Elva Gloyna" <egloyna@portalesschools.com>, "Jody Paden" <jpaden@portalesschools.com>, "Massey, Laura"
<lmassey@portalesschools.com>, "Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com)" <milagarcia@portalesschools.com>, "Ruth
Young" <ryoung@portalesschools.com>, "Karen Deets" <deetsk@ruidososchools.org>, "Keller, Leslie" <kellerl@ruidososchools.org>, "Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org)" <lancasterp@ruidososchools.org>, "Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org)" <ordoricap@ruidososchools.org>,
"Valliantl@ruidososchools.org" <Valliantl@ruidososchools.org>, "Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)" <mhernandez@tatumschools.org>

Attachments:image013.jpg (132.79k)

Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
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must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response
to this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite
NMDOH employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From: "Beverly Carrasco" <Beverly.Carrasco@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent Date: Tue, 24 Apr 2018 08:33:43 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
"Terrie Mckean" <Terrie.McKean@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Whitney Pruett" <Whitney.Pruett@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Julie Meadors"
To:
<Julie.Meadors@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Becky Willis" <Becky.Willis@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image013.jpg (132.79k)

YES!
From: Megan Perez
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 7:43 AM
To: Desert Willow Staff
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Good Morning!
I would like to invite you all to participate in this with me tomorrow April 25, 2018 and wear denim. I have cleared it with Mrs. Beard so feel free to wear your denim and show support for this great
cause.
Megan Perez, RN
Desert Willow School Nurse
575-234-3310 Ext 1409
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!
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Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Beverly Carrasco" <Beverly.Carrasco@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 24 Apr 2018 08:35:05 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Denim Day Wednesday
"Bonnie McKenzie" <Bonnie.McKenzie@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image013.jpg (132.79k)

This would be great to spread on the campus in light of the abuse that has occurred. I am wearing denim tomorrow!!
From: Megan Perez
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 7:43 AM
To: Desert Willow Staff
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Good Morning!
I would like to invite you all to participate in this with me tomorrow April 25, 2018 and wear denim. I have cleared it with Mrs. Beard so feel free to wear your denim and show support for this great
cause.
Megan Perez, RN
Desert Willow School Nurse
575-234-3310 Ext 1409
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!
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Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Sara Madrid" <Sara.Madrid@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 11:59:13 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Denim Day Wednesday
"Julie Volpato" <Julie.Volpato@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image013.jpg (132.79k)

Just got this from Sheryl Dugger. Don’t know if you want the staff to participate but thought I would let you know.
Sara
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants <NursesandNurseAssistants@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
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The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Bonnie McKenzie" <Bonnie.McKenzie@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 24 Apr 2018 09:15:41 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Denim Day Wednesday
"Adam Amador" <Adam.Amador@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image013.jpg (132.79k)

Good Morning!
Do you think we could do this tomorrow?
From: Beverly Carrasco
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 8:35 AM
To: Bonnie McKenzie <Bonnie.McKenzie@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
This would be great to spread on the campus in light of the abuse that has occurred. I am wearing denim tomorrow!!
From: Megan Perez
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 7:43 AM
To: Desert Willow Staff
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Good Morning!
I would like to invite you all to participate in this with me tomorrow April 25, 2018 and wear denim. I have cleared it with Mrs. Beard so feel free to wear your denim and show support for this great
cause.
Megan Perez, RN
Desert Willow School Nurse
575-234-3310 Ext 1409
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
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(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Megan Perez" <Megan.Perez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 24 Apr 2018 07:43:27 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Denim Day Wednesday
"Desert Willow Staff" <DesertWillowStaff@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image013.jpg (132.79k)

Good Morning!
I would like to invite you all to participate in this with me tomorrow April 25, 2018 and wear denim. I have cleared it with Mrs. Beard so feel free to wear your denim and show support for this great
cause.
Megan Perez, RN
Desert Willow School Nurse
575-234-3310 Ext 1409
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
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For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Wed, 24 Jan 2018 10:36:36 -0700 (MST)
FW: Desert Willow Elementary
"Darlene Shelton" <Darlene.Shelton@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD DESERT WILLOW ABDO GO BOND JAN 18 part 1.xlsm (8.63 MB)

Ok trying to see if I can be smarter than computer.. I have sent this 3 times and it bounces back ..says it is too large.. will send you 2 parts.. read below also
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Wednesday, January 24, 2018 11:02 AM
To: 'Darlene Shelton' <Darlene.Shelton@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: Desert Willow Elementary
THANK YOU..
2 things
Do you want 2 copies of Carlos and Carmen???
And can you find $15 more to get to $3000 for 50 free books or fire HD 10 with Alex Hands free
I will see you in the morning.. I will put this is alphabet order when this is final.

From: Darlene Shelton [mailto:Darlene.Shelton@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Wednesday, January 24, 2018 10:18 AM
To: Coye Duncan <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: RE: Desert Willow Elementary
Yes, it is the ABDO website. Username is DarleneShelton password is mediacenter
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 5:23 PM
To: Darlene Shelton <Darlene.Shelton@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: Desert Willow Elementary
I can but I need to know your username and pw for Abdo..this is on Abdo correct
From: Darlene Shelton [mailto:Darlene.Shelton@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 4:26 PM
To: Coye Duncan <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: Desert Willow Elementary
Hi Coye,
We finally got our GOBond funding. I have about $3000.00 sitting in my ABDO account. Can you access that? If so, can you fix the order for me and send it to me? I need it in abc order by title,
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ISBN, Company order number. Let me know if you can or can not do this.
Thanks,
Darlene Shelton
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Fri, 26 Jan 2018 14:28:01 -0700 (MST)
FW: ENSLOW
"Juhree Cope" <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD MONTERRERY ENSLOW JAN 18.xlsm (1,006.21k)

ENSLOW
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2018 2:43 PM
To: 'Juhree Cope' <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: ENSLOW AND ABDO

From: Juhree Cope [mailto:Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 10:08 AM
To: Coye DUNCAN <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: Go Bond quotes

Good morning,
Here is the list that I need official quotes for. I have included a sub list also.
Cathey is requesting that the quotes list the books in alphabetical order by title with the ISBN number. And your company order number.
There is not a big rush. The orders are due to her by Feb. 23 and we have to receive them by April 6.
My total budget is $2636.
Thanks,
Juhree
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 13 Feb 2018 15:20:31 -0700 (MST)
FW: Eval for JF Attached
"Brandon Griffin" <Brandon.Griffin@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Joseanjel Fuentes FIE 1-28-18.doc (120.42k)

From: Katherine Skarphol [mailto:katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 7:19 PM
To: Katherine Skarphol
Subject: Eval for JF Attached

Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Thu, 5 Apr 2018 15:11:51 -0600 (MDT)
Fw: Evaluation RP
"Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Ryker Plant FIE 3-9-18.doc (125.89k)

Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
From: Katherine Skarphol
Sent: Thursday, April 5, 2018 4:10 PM
To: Brandon.Griffin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
Subject: Evaluation RP

Here it it is
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 09:09:35 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Final Draft for Special Education Contract Related Services
"Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-6 - Contract Related Services.docx (291.36k)

From: Justin Gossett
Sent: Saturday, April 21, 2018 11:27 AM
To: Chenyu Liu <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Re: Final Draft for Special Education Contract Related Services

â€‹
Looks good. Let's get it out.
From: Chenyu Liu
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2018 5:44 PM
To: Justin Gossett
Cc: Gregory Rodriguez
Subject: Final Draft for Special Education Contract Related Services
Hi Justin,
Attached my final draft for your Contract Related Services RFP. Please read through the whole RFP and make sure you ok with the specification, scope of work, and evaluation criteria and update
it as needed. If everything looks good, we can post it next week.
Thanks a lot and have a nice weekend.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"LaVern Shan" <LaVern.Shan@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sat, 24 Feb 2018 11:45:18 -0700 (MST)
FW: Follow up for Summer School Training
"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image001.jpg (4.79k) TN Common Core Standards, Vocabulary, ELDA scores Math updated.xls (5.31 MB) Evaluation Sheet.xlsx (53.83k)

Dr. Rodríguez and Ms. Barta,
Yesterday at the migrant meeting (Jessica) presented some fabulous ideas on how to implement hands-on fun/innovative curriculum for summer programs.
This is definitely an idea of what we could do with the summer city funds for enrichment for students. This would move us away from some of the past practices.
Wanted to share.
I think we could make this summer an incredible learning opportunity for students. The greater goal could be learning for staff on what engaged hands-on learning looks like.
Not sure if the stop motion piece was included. We have the tools for doing this project already in our district. (It has potential to change thoughts on writing/technology.)
This would be non-threatening and a change in mind set and practice.
LaVern
From: Jessica Castaneda [mailto:sparkedinnovations@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2018 4:06 PM
To: obidilia.apodeca@demingps.org; millerja@dexterdemons.org; LaVern Shan <LaVern.Shan@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Follow up for Summer School Training

What a pleasure to meet with all of you. I really hope you feel a lot more comfortable with summer instruction for migrant students. You all are a wonderful group to work with and I really enjoyed
working with you today. Should you have questions in the future, feel free to reach out.
Attached is the evaluation sheet, and the common core spreadsheet.
Here is the Spark Innovations website http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/
Here are the instructional units: http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/LPLessonPlan.html
Here is the EXITO program for students of pre-K students. I forgot to mention this one today but we did bring it up yesterday with Marty. http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/Prek.html
Here is a link to the presentation videos and other content covered: http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/NMTraining.html
Here is a link to the Heart and Soul Curriculum- http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/LP%20Heart%20and%20Soles.html
That was for the duck-tape shoes
Here is Scream Machines- Rollercoasters unit: http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/LP%20Scream%20Machines.html
Here is the Gum Shoe- Detective Unit: http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/LPDetectives.html
And finally the Robot unit: http://www.sparkedinnovations.net/LP%20Robots.html
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Thanks again for all of your time today. Safe Travels!
Jessica Castaneda
Educational Consultant
www.sparkedinnovations.net
office:931-668-4129
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Lyman Graham" <Lyman.Graham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 8 Mar 2018 14:50:52 -0700 (MST)
FW: Food related RfR
"Lisa Rhoades" <Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:2014-2015-02 Food Service Dairy.doc (311.32k) FOOD SERVICE-BREAD.doc (394.1k) Bid 2016-2017-03 Food Services - Fresh Produce.docx (248.88k) Bid 2016-2017-02 Food Service
- Non-Food 16575.docx (244.25k) Bid 2016-2017-01 Food Service-Food.docx (246.95k)

Lisa,
Have you replaced the old list of food and non food ? So we can go over this and get what we want?
Did you change the bread bid to the ones that Tracey sent out of Roswell and add Bimbo as a vendor to bid . they have really good bread and much whiter.
On the Milk bid we need to change the 0% fat flavored to the 1% flavored milk. July 1 it will be legal without a waiver.
Thanks
Lyman
From: Chenyu Liu
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2018 9:40 AM
To: Lyman Graham <Lyman.Graham@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Brenda Cureton <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Lisa Rhoades <Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Food related RfR
Hi Food Service Department,
Attached the previous year RfRs related to food. Please update them and let’s meet later to finalize them and get them out.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Summer Daughtry" <Summer.Daughtry@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 12 Apr 2018 10:22:36 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Foundational Skills Questions
"Kristin Rountree" <Kristin.Rountree@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:ATT00001.htm (5.04k) Appendix_A.pdf (1.18 MB)

Sincerely,
Sheryl White
575.644.3705

On Apr 11, 2018, at 1:37 PM, Summer Daughtry <Summer.Daughtry@CarlsbadSchools.net> wrote:
I am so sorry to bother you. I heard you were having surgery today and I hope all went well and your recovery is quick! We are working on unpacking the ELA standards and are stuck
in the foundational skills section. On RF 2.3f does this include sight words? And if it does are there specific Sight words? And what are the specifics to the Foundational skills?
Specifically which vowel teams, etc. And also, what are the grade appropriate irregularly spelled words? Is there a reference I can use that will be specific? We want to be standards
driven and not program, so we are wanting to teach what the standards. Saxon is very heavy and Ready Gen is not, so we are looking for a balance. Maybe Ready Gen is exactly what
we are supposed to teach and we have been overloading on Saxon. I just need some major help!!! LOL Sorry to bombard you!
Summer
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 26 Mar 2018 16:06:17 -0600 (MDT)
FW: FS Bids
"Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-05-Fresh Produce.xlsx (678.22k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-05-Fresh Produce.docx (251.47k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-04-Bread.doc (323.63k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-03Dairy.docx (245.09k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-02-Non Food.xlsx (24.27k) Bid 2017-2018-FS-02-Non Food.docx (244.77k) Vendor Bid Sheet 2017-2018-FS-01-Food.xlsx (93.55k) Bid
2017-2018-FS-01-Food.docx (251.35k)

From: Brenda Cureton
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 2:14 PM
To: Chenyu Liu <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Cc: Lyman Graham <Lyman.Graham@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Lisa Rhoades <Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FS Bids
Alex,
Attached are the bids for Food Service.
Thank you,

Brenda Cureton
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
Food Service Secretary/Bookkeeper
408 N. Canyon St.
Carlsbad, NM 88220
(575) 234-3300 ext. 1020
(575) 234-3366 fax
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From: "Stan Rounds" <stan@nmcel.org>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Mar 2018 10:33:53 -0700 (MST)
Subject: FW: Funding Gaps 2018: An Analysis of School Funding Equity Across the U.S. and Within Each State
"Adan Delgado (Cuba)" <adelgado@cuba.k12.nm.us>, "Andy Ortiz (Raton)" <andy.ortiz@ratonschools.com>, "Anita Romero - Interim Wagon Mound"
<anita.romero@wm.k12.nm.us>, "Arsenio Romero (Deming)" <arsenio.romero@demingps.org>, "Audie Brown (Silver)" <abrown@silverschools.org>, "Balch,
Jody (Clovis)" <jody.balch@clovis-schools.org>, "Bickert, George (Ruidoso)" <bickertg@ruidososchools.org>, "Bobbie Gutierrez (Espanola)"
<bobbie.gutierrez@k12espanola.org>, "Bowman, Colleen (Central)" <Bowmc@centralschools.org>, "Brandon Hays (Interim Dora)"
<bhays@doraschools.com>, "Robert Brown" <rbrown@texicoschools.com>, "Cain, Johnnie (Portales)" <jcain@portalesschools.com>, "Carpenter, Kirk
(Aztec)" <adcarpki@aztec.k12.nm.us>, "Casados, Anthony (Chama)" <acasados@chamaschools.org>, "Caton, Crit (Artesia)" <cdcaton@bulldogs.org>, "Chris
Gutierrez - Las Vegas West " <christopher_gutierrez@wlvs.k12.nm.us>, "Cleveland, Sue (Rio Rancho)" <scleveland@rrps.net>, "Cummins, Craig (TorC)"
<ccummins@torcschools.net>, "Cushman, Loren (Animas)" <lrcushman@animask12.net>, "Daniel Benavidez (Zuni)" <daniel.benavidez@zpsd.org>, "David
Albert (Questa)" <dalbert@questa.k12.nm.us>, "Dawn Apodaca (Mountainair)" <dapodaca@mpschools.net>, "Diane Cordova (Admin Pojoaque)"
<dlc@pvs.k12.nm.us>, "Diller, Stacy (Clayton)" <stacy.diller@claytonschools.us>, "Lesa Dodd" <doddl@dexterdemons.org>, "Dorothy Abbott (RRPS Exec
Admin)" <Dorothy.Abbott@rrps.net>, "Ella Arellano (Mora) " <earellano@mora.k12.nm.us>, "Elnabeth Grau (Grady)" <egrau@gradyschool.com>, "Ricky
Espinoza" <ricky.espinoza@carrizozogrizzlies.org>, "Estrada, Adan (Cimarron)" <aestrada@cimarronschools.org>, "Jo Lynn Gallegos" <jolynn@nmcel.org>,
"Gandy, LeAnne (Lovington)" <leannegandy@lovingtonschools.net>, "Garcia Veronica (Santa Fe)" <vcgarcia@sfps.k12.nm.us>, "Gen Benes (Ruidoso Admin)"
<benesg@ruidososchools.org>, "Glenn Haven (Magdalena)" <ghaven@magdalena.k12.nm.us>, "Green, Bill (Reserve)" <billgreen@reserveschools.com>, "Greg
Rodriguez (Carlsbad)" <gregory.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Gregory Ewing (gewing@lcps.net)" <gewing@lcps.net>, "Grossman, Michael (Lake
Arthur)" <michael.grossman@la-panthers.org>, "Hale, Linda (Hatch Valley)" <lhale@hatchschools.net>, "Haynes, Dwain (Eunice)" <dhaynes@eunice.org>,
"Irene Rodriguez (Cobre Admin)" <irod@cobre.k12.nm.us>, "Jim Holloway (Roy)" <supt@royschools.org>, "Joel Shirley (Estancia - Interim)"
<joel.shirley@estancia.k12.nm.us>, "Joseph West (SFPS Admin)" <jwest@sfps.k12.nm.us>, "Keith Cowan (Interim Bernalillo)" <kcowan@bps.k12.nm.us>,
"Kelt Cooper (Las Vegas City)" <keltcooper@cybercardinal.com>, "King, Eddie (Springer)" <eking@springerschools.org>, "Kodi Sumpter (Des Moines)"
<ksumpterdms@bacavalley.com>, "Kristen Forrester - Maxwell" <kforrester@maxwellp12.com>, "Lackey, David (Quemado)"
<dlackey@quemadoschools.org>, "Lightfoot,Travis (Corona)" <travis.lightfoot@cpscardinals.org>, "Little, Buddy (Tatum)" <blittle@tatumschools.org>,
"Manuel Valdez (Interim Dulce)" <mvaldez@dulceschools.com>, "Marc Space (Grants/Cibola) (marc.space@gccs.k12.nm.us)" <marc.space@gccs.k12.nm.us>,
"Marvin MacAuley (Penasco Interim)" <mmacauley@penasco.k12.nm.us>, "Marvin Martin (Hondo)" <marvin.martin@hondoeagles.org>, "Matt Moyer (Fort
To:
Sumner)" <mmoyer@ftsumnerk12.com>, "McIlroy, Ann Lynn (Loving)" <amcilroy@lovingschools.org>, "McKinney, Aaron (Tucumcari)"
<a.mckinney@tucumcarischools.com>, "Mendoza, Robert (Cobre)" <rmendoza@cobre.k12.nm.us>, "Mike Hyatt (Gallup McKinley)"
<mhyatt@gmcs.k12.nm.us>, "Mizell, Kim (Bloomfield)" <kmizell@bsin.k12.nm.us>, "Montoya, Sherie (Springer Admin Asst)"
<smontoya@springerschools.org>, "Sondra Adams" <mlm@pvs.k12.nm.us>, "Nancy Chavez (APS Admin)" <chavez_n@aps.edu>, "Norma Cavazos - Jemez
Mountain" <cavazos_n@jmsd.k12.nm.us>, "Parks, T.J. (Hobbs)" <parkstj@hobbsschools.net>, "Paula Arellano" <paula@nmcel.org>, "Perea, Richard (Santa
Rosa)" <rperea@srlions.com>, "Perez, Max (Belen)" <perezm@beleneagles.org>, "Piper, Randy (Lordsburg)" <rpiper@lmsed.org>, "Jack Props"
<jprops@vaughn.k12.nm.us>, "Reedy, Raquel (APS)" <reedy@aps.edu>, "Roch, Dennis (Logan)" <droch@loganschool.net>, "Ron Hendrix (Sororro)"
<rhendrix@socorro.k12.nm.us>, "Salas, Adrianne (Alamogordo)" <adrianne.salas@aps4kids.org>, "Sanders, Dana (Los Lunas)" <dsanders@llschools.net>,
"Randy Bondow" <eschmidt@fms.k12.nm.us>, "Sean Wootton (Capitan)" <sean.wootton@capitantigers.org>, "Sergio Castanon (Cloudcroft)"
<sergio.castanon@cmsbears.org>, "Brian Snider" <brian.snider@jalnm.org>, "Stan Rounds" <stan@nmcel.org>, "Steinhaus, Kurt (Los Alamos)"
<k.steinhaus@laschools.net>, "Sullivan, Tom (Moriarty/Edgewood)" <tom.sullivan@mesd.us>, "Susan Sanchez (Roswell Interim)"
<ssanchez@risd.k12.nm.us>, "Tandee Delk (Elida)" <tdelk@elidaschools.net>, "Taylor, Colin (San Jon)" <ctaylor@sanjonschools.com>, "Terry, Damon
(Floyd)" <dterry@floydbroncos.com>, "Tommy Turner - Mosquero Schools" <superintendent@mosquero.net>, "Torrez, Lillian (Taos)"
<lillian.torrez@taosschools.org>, "Travis Dempsey (Gadsden)" <tldempsey@gisd.k12.nm.us>, "Trujillo, Fred (Pecos)" <ftrujillo@pecos.k12.nm.us>, "Valdez,
Ernesto (Mesa Vista)" <ernesto.valdez@mesavista.org>, "brenda.vigil@tularosak12.us" <brenda.vigil@tularosak12.us>, "Widner, Jamie (Melrose)"
<jwidner@melroseschools.org>, "Wilkinson Davis, Susan (Jemez Valley)" <swdavis@jvps.org>, "Williams, Rickey (Hagerman)" <rwilliams@bobcat.net>,
"Annette Johnson (annettejoycejohnson@gmail.com)" <annettejoycejohnson@gmail.com>, "Arnold, Julie" <julie.arnold@rrps.net>, "Bill Lewis"
<billlewis@lovingtonschools.net>, "Chavez, David " <David@ces.org>, "Chris Pash" <cpash@fms.k12.nm.us>, "Christina Velasquez" <mcv@pvs.k12.nm.us>,
"Erik Bose" <erik.bose@abqca.org>, "Hawkins, Will (hawkinsw@hobbsschools.net)" <HawkinsW@hobbsschools.net>, "Jude P. Garcia (APSPA)"
<garcia_ju@aps.edu>, "Karen Trujillo" <karentrujillolc@gmail.com>, "Maria Jaramillo" <mjaramillo@crecnm.org>, "Montaño, Joey" <joey@nmasbo.org>,
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"Patrick Arguelles" <arguelles@aps.edu>, "Raul Sanchez - NMAESP (pcs3081@gmail.com)" <pcs3081@gmail.com>, "Russell Goff"
<nmaer@cybermesa.com>, "Sally Marquez" <sally@nmact.org>, "Scott McMath" <smcmath@rec6.net>, "Traci Filiss" <tfiliss@taosacademy.org>, "Victoria
Tafoya (victoria@dlenm.org)" <victoria@dlenm.org>

Colleagues:
FYI
Best Regards:
Stan
From: AASA News of the Nation [mailto:communications@aasa.org]
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2018 4:00 PM
To: Stan Rounds <stan@nmcel.org>
Subject: Funding Gaps 2018: An Analysis of School Funding Equity Across the U.S. and Within Each State

Member Benefits

AASA Store

Subscribe to RSS Feed

Superintendents on Twitter

AASA Job Bulletin

February 27, 2018

Funding Gaps 2018: An Analysis of School Funding Equity Across the U.S.
and Within Each State
February 27, Education Trust
U.S. school districts serving the largest populations of minority students receive
roughly $1,800, or 13 percent, less per student in state and local funding than
those serving the fewest students of color. edtrust.org.
West Virginia Teacher Strike Continues Into Day 4
February 26, Teacher Beat
Public schools across the state of West Virginia are closed for the fourth day of a
teacher walkout that began last Thursday over low wages and rising costs of
health-care benefits. edweek.org
These Are School Safety Bills Congress Can Already Vote on After
Parkland
February 26, Politics K-12
As we are left wondering what lawmakers will do to address school shootings
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2018 AASA National Women's Leadership
Consortium

AASA is seeking 20 women superintendents, who

after the tragedy in Parkland, Fla., there have already been a handful of bills
have exhibited professional excellence and a
introduced this Congress that attempt to tackle various aspects of school safety
commitment to their work in the education field, and
and mental health in K-12. edweek.org
With Hundreds of Students, School Counselors Just Try to 'Stay Afloat'
five successful women leaders from the
February 26, NPR
business/nonprofit community to participate in the
School counselors, who work with students on academic and personal levels, are
2018 AASA National Women's Leadership
often stretched too thin—and lack resources like money, support and time.
Consortium. Learn more.
npr.org

Save the Date: Public Schools Week is March 12-16
February 27, AASA
#PublicSchoolsWeek will take place March 12-16, 2018. Let's use our collective
voice to express the importance of providing our nation's public schools, which
serve 90 percent of students in America, with the tools they need to support our
children and keep them safe. lovepubliceducation.org
Need a Little Inspiration? Read About Outstanding District Leaders
February 27, Politics K-12
Education Week's annual Leaders To Learn From project recognizes a dozen
outstanding district leaders from all around the country. edweek.org
Stoneman Douglas Students Launch #WhatIf Social Media Campaign
February 26, Sun Sentinel
After 17 people were killed in a mass shooting at their school, students at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Fla., are launching a social media
campaign to raise awareness and pressure Congress to act on gun control. sunsentinel.com
Teachers Protest Push for Guns in Schools with #ArmMeWith Movement
February 22, The Hill
In the wake of the deadly school shooting in Parkland, Fla., teachers took to social
media to lash out at lawmakers' suggestions that school employees should be
armed and instead are asking to be armed with better school supplies, funding for
mental health resources and increased pay. thehill.com

On the field, in the classroom, or on the stage, sudden cardiac arrest
(SCA) can happen at any time. Performing CPR and having an automated
external defibrillator (AED) can make the difference between life and
death. Make the ZOLL® AED Plus® part of your school’s emergency
plan. Learn more.

Access Conference Coverage of AASA's 2018
National Conference on Education, via Conference
Daily Online
529 Accounts Are The New Frontier for Private
School Choice: What Do YOU Need to Know?
(Webinar, 3/8 at 2 p.m. ET)
Supporting Superintendents, Supporting Students:
Resources For Schools And Gun Safety Discussions
And Advocacy
AASA Releases 2018 Addendum to 2017 Report, C
utting Medicaid: A Prescription to Hurt the Neediest
Kids
NEW Report: Ten Years Later: How Funding
Pressures Continue to Impact Our Nation's Schools
2017-18 AASA Superintendent Salary and Benefits
Study

Superintendent Runcie: 'Don't Put Guns in Hands of Teachers'
February 23, Miami Herald
As teachers returned to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland Fla.
for the first time since the massacre, Broward Schools Superintendent Robert
Runcie called for more resources and support for educators&mfdash;but drew the
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National Conference on Education Attendees
Utilize #NCE18 Conference Hashtag
Sign Up for the Spring 2018 Middle School

line at arming them. miamiherald.com.
Sharon L. Contreras: Keeping Schoolchildren Safe Requires Community
Support, Action
February 25, News & Record
"We need to join with students and school officials across the nation in calling on
every community and every state to come together to prevent another terrible
tragedy," said Guilford County (N.C.) School District Superintendent Sharon
Contreras. greensboro.com.
Wall Street Billionaire Steve Schwarzman Gave a Record-Setting Gift to
His Public High School —and it Highlights the Dire Situation American
Schools Face
February 24, Business Insider
Steve Schwarzman, the billionaire founder of private-equity firm Blackstone
Group, gave a $25 million donation to his public high school in Abington,
Pennsylvania, led by Superintendent Amy Sichel. businessinsider.com

Kindness Challenge
Video: Highlights from AASA's Leadership
Services Department
Now Accepting Applications: AASA's Urban
Superintendents Academies
Join the 2018 International Delegation to the
Galapagos Islands
Support Our Nation's Public Schools: Adopt the "I
Love Public Education" Resolution in Your District
School Administrator Magazine February 2018:
Mastery and Learning Standards
AASA's Online Resource Center on Equity

Periodically, AASA will inform its members and constituents of
beneficial services directly, or will allow selected other entities to
provide pertinent messages that have been carefully screened by
AASA. If you do not wish to receive information from outside
organizations that have been approved by AASA, please click do
not release my e-mail address.

Follow Us On Twitter:
@SPudelski | @Noellerson | @AASAHQ | @AASADan | @AASATotalChild
1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314 | 703-528-0700 | info@aasa.org
E-mail Editor
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Manage Your Subscriptions

Unsubscribe Now

Advertise with AASA

From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Wed, 24 Jan 2018 09:17:23 -0700 (MST)
FW: GO BOND order for ABDO
"Linda Schinnerer" <Linda.schinnerer@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD ECEC ABDO FALL 2017 FOR GO BOND.xlsm (4.89 MB)

This did not go through ..too large this is Abdo in alphabet order
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Wednesday, January 24, 2018 10:05 AM
To: 'Linda Schinnerer' <Linda.schinnerer@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: GO BOND order for ABDO
Linda
This is Abdo
I have attached Abdo with series together so you can see what you are getting and in alphabet order
You have 25 free
If you need changes just let me know..will see you Thursday morning
Coye
From: Linda Schinnerer [mailto:Linda.schinnerer@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Wednesday, January 24, 2018 9:23 AM
To: 'Coye Duncan' <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: RE: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
That looks like the ones. Thank you for your help as always.
Linda
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 9:09 PM
To: Linda Schinnerer <Linda.schinnerer@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FW: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
Is this the order we are talking about?? Think this is it..C you had a big list and I took out the Abdo to give you some free.. I have not taken books off yet but can when I know this is the correct
list..
I will see you Thursday..
Coye
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2017 10:21 PM
To: 'Linda Schinnerer' <Linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Cc: 'Lorie Mitchell' <Lorie.Mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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Subject: RE: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
Linda
Let’s do it this way.. same books but saves you a bunch with free books from Abdo,
From: Linda Schinnerer [mailto:Linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2017 1:39 PM
To: 'Coye Duncan' <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Cc: Lorie Mitchell <Lorie.Mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Subject: RE: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
Yes, that is fine with me. I don’t know my exact amount yet, but had some time and was trying to get a list together. I know several are from ABDO so I kind of wondered about that. You can
change it up however you want to.
Thanks
Linda
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2017 12:03 PM
To: Linda Schinnerer <Linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>; Lorie Mitchell <Lorie.Mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Subject: RE: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
Linda/Lorie
Would you let me look at this before you submit this . I want to see if you have enough of my publishers on here that I could get you free books.

From: Linda Schinnerer [mailto:Linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2017 11:21 AM
To: Lorie Mitchell <Lorie.Mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Cc: 'Coye Duncan' <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
Ok ladies, here is hoping I did the information correct. Coye, I posted my specifications on the ChildrensPlusInc. Website, let me know if they can go from there.
Linda
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Tue, 23 Jan 2018 21:09:08 -0700 (MST)
FW: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
"Linda Schinnerer" <Linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:CARLSBAD ECEC CPI FALL 2017.xls (62.95k) CARLSBAD ECEC ABDO FALL 2017.xlsm (6.02 MB) CARLSBAD ECEC FALL 2017 TOTALS.xlsx (11.3k)

Is this the order we are talking about?? Think this is it..C you had a big list and I took out the Abdo to give you some free.. I have not taken books off yet but can when I know this is the correct
list..
I will see you Thursday..
Coye
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2017 10:21 PM
To: 'Linda Schinnerer' <Linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Cc: 'Lorie Mitchell' <Lorie.Mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Subject: RE: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
Linda
Let’s do it this way.. same books but saves you a bunch with free books from Abdo,
From: Linda Schinnerer [mailto:Linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2017 1:39 PM
To: 'Coye Duncan' <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Cc: Lorie Mitchell <Lorie.Mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Subject: RE: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
Yes, that is fine with me. I don’t know my exact amount yet, but had some time and was trying to get a list together. I know several are from ABDO so I kind of wondered about that. You can
change it up however you want to.
Thanks
Linda
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2017 12:03 PM
To: Linda Schinnerer <Linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>; Lorie Mitchell <Lorie.Mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Subject: RE: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
Linda/Lorie
Would you let me look at this before you submit this . I want to see if you have enough of my publishers on here that I could get you free books.

From: Linda Schinnerer [mailto:Linda.schinnerer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
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Sent: Monday, October 23, 2017 11:21 AM
To: Lorie Mitchell <Lorie.Mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Cc: 'Coye Duncan' <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: GO BOND order for Children's Plus
Ok ladies, here is hoping I did the information correct. Coye, I posted my specifications on the ChildrensPlusInc. Website, let me know if they can go from there.
Linda
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Julie Klein" <Julie.Klein@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 27 Feb 2018 12:28:02 -0700 (MST)
FW: go bonds...
"Lorie Mitchell" <Lorie.Mitchell@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CMS LIbraries Purchase Order Request - ABDOsp18.xlsx (18.99k) ABDO FEB 18 (003).xlsm (9.1 MB)

From: Julie Klein
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2018 11:59 AM
To: Lorie Mitchell <Lorie.Mitchell@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: go bonds...
Good afternoon Lorie,
I sent the Capstone Go Bond into Cathy. You do have the ABDO one also right? Here it is again in case. I still can’t get editing to let me put the x in front of Go Bond. I did put the total in at the top
and didn’t see it at the final cost. Only this one left. Thanks.
Julie

Julie Klein
Sunset Elementary Library
julie.klein@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Karen Urquidez" <Karen.Urquidez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 21 Feb 2018 12:31:29 -0700 (MST)
FW: In case you want to use them...
"Georgenna Keenom" <Georgenna.Keenom@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:GeorgesSecretKeytotheUniverseAssessments.pdf (325.12k) GeorgesSecretKeyToTheUniverseActivityGuide.pdf (1.94 MB)

From: Michael Stokum
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2018 11:52 AM
To: Karen Urquidez <Karen.Urquidez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FW: In case you want to use them...
Poof here are some things we are using with reading for George’s Secret Key to the Universe. I’ll get some other things together. Also, I’ll get you a jump drive of the reading series we bought
last year from teachers pay teachers.
Fonz
From: Sharla Autry
Sent: Tuesday, January 30, 2018 11:11 AM
To: Cindy Henderson <Cindy.Henderson@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Paula Spencer <Paula.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Michael Stokum <Michael.Stokum@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Nancy
Johnson <Nancy.Johnson@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: In case you want to use them...
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Michael Stokum" <Michael.Stokum@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 21 Feb 2018 11:51:46 -0700 (MST)
FW: In case you want to use them...
"Karen Urquidez" <Karen.Urquidez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:GeorgesSecretKeytotheUniverseAssessments.pdf (325.12k) GeorgesSecretKeyToTheUniverseActivityGuide.pdf (1.94 MB)

Poof here are some things we are using with reading for George’s Secret Key to the Universe. I’ll get some other things together. Also, I’ll get you a jump drive of the reading series we bought
last year from teachers pay teachers.
Fonz
From: Sharla Autry
Sent: Tuesday, January 30, 2018 11:11 AM
To: Cindy Henderson <Cindy.Henderson@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Paula Spencer <Paula.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Michael Stokum <Michael.Stokum@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Nancy
Johnson <Nancy.Johnson@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: In case you want to use them...
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Yvonne Branch" <Yvonne.Branch@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 23 Jan 2018 11:44:11 -0700 (MST)
FW: Lease from Lobo Village between American Campus Communities, Kamryn Carrera and Yvonne Branch is Signed and Filed!
"kamryn_carrera@yahoo.com" <kamryn_carrera@yahoo.com>

Attachments:image001.jpg (826 bytes) image002.jpg (768 bytes) image007.jpg (456 bytes) image008.jpg (1.47k) image009.jpg (624 bytes) image010.jpg (600 bytes) Lease from Lobo Village signed.pdf (1.69 MB) Lease from Lobo Village - signed.pdf (1.69 MB)

Is this what Mina got? It shows the lease where you signed
From: yvonnejbranch [mailto:yvonnejbranch@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 11:33 AM
To: Yvonne Branch
Subject: Fwd: Lease from Lobo Village between American Campus Communities, Kamryn Carrera and Yvonne Branch is Signed and Filed!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: American Campus Communities <echosign@echosign.com>
Date: 12/11/17 8:02 PM (GMT-07:00)
To: American Campus Communities <apartmentinfo@studenthousing.com>, Yvonne Branch <yvonnejbranch@gmail.com>, Kamryn Carrera <kamryn_carrera@yahoo.com>
Subject: Lease from Lobo Village between American Campus Communities, Kamryn Carrera and Yvonne Branch is Signed and Filed!

Lease from Lobo Village
between American Campus
Communities, Kamryn Carrera
and Yvonne Branch is Signed
and Filed!
From: American Campus Communities
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(American Campus Communities)
To: American Campus Communities , Yvonne
Branch and Kamryn Carrera
Attached is a final copy of Lease from Lobo
Village.
Copies have been automatically sent to all
parties to the agreement.
You can view the document in your Adobe
Sign account.
Why use Adobe Sign:
·
·
·

Exchange, Sign, and File Any Document.
In Seconds!
Set-up Reminders. Instantly Share Copies
with Others.
See All of Your Documents, Anytime,
Anywhere.

To ensure that you continue receiving our emails, please add echosign@echosign.com to your address book or safe
list.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Eric Spencer" <Eric.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 26 Feb 2018 15:18:12 -0700 (MST)
FW: March For Our Lives
"Eric Spencer" <Eric.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>

From: The Black Star Project [mailto:blackstar1000@ameritech.net]
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2018 9:53 AM
To: The Black Star Project Recipients
Subject: March For Our Lives

Students Without Borders
March For Our Lives
In your city, in your community, at your school

#Neveragain, #Standup,
#Shameonyou, #Enoughisenough
February 23, 2018

The Children of America have taken it on themselves to reduce all homicides by gun, reduce suicides by gun, reduce mass shootings and school shootings, and
reduce gun crime. You should help them!
page 1 of 3
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1.
Organize your school, community and city to mobilize on Saturday, March 24, 2018 with a rally, march, teach-in or protest action in Washington D.C., your state capital, at your municipal city
hall or in a downtown or commercial business district.
2.
Encourage your friends, parents and relatives to participate in a rally, march, teach-in or protest action on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
3.
Wear a Red Ribbon through the week leading up to Saturday, March 24, 2018 in support of gun control.
4.
Call, email and write letters to all elected officials using the information below. Include a Red Ribbon in each postal letter.
5.
Create signs, banners and carry American Flags in your rally, march, teach-in or protest action on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
6.
Stage a mock "die in" in support of gun control.
7.
Post your feelings and your support for this effort on Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. everyday leading up to Saturday, March 24, 2018.
8.
Register to vote. Encourage friends and family to register to vote. Vote your interest in every election.

Gun ownership in the United States is rooted in the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. "A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed." None of the suggestions below would repeal or circumvent the Second
Amendment.
- Create a national database and permit system for gun ownership with manditory registration of guns
- Increase vigor of background checks and establish universal background checks
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- Limit the number of firearms that one person can purchase and own
- Create and enforce a waiting/cooling off period for gun purchasers
- Ban assault weapons and weapons of war
- Ban high-capacity magazines, bump stocks, trigger cranks and enhancements that change semi-automatic weapons to automatic weapons
- Do not allow people with mental health issues to purchase guns
- Do not allow people on "No Fly" list to purchase guns
- Impose stiff penalties for vendors violating gun purchasing laws
- Create a minimum age requirement for owing a gun
- Close "gun show" loophole to better track the selling guns outside of gunshops
- Create a required gun owner public safety training course
- Create a nationally sanctioned "Gun Buy Back" program
- Ensure that all firearms will be kept in proper locking storage units
- Mandatory reporting of stolen firearms
- Create guidelines and controls on guns and violence in video games, media and music
Please visit MarchforOurLives.com for more information. Please call 773.285.9600 to register and coordinate your activities in the Midwest.

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with The Black Star Project. If you wish to stop receiving email updates sent through the Blackboard service, please unsubscribe.
The Black Star Project | 3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B, Chicago, IL 60653 | 773-285-9600
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Cogburn, Corinna" <ccogbur@ad.nmsu.edu>
Wed, 25 Apr 2018 11:42:45 -0600 (MDT)
FW: NM EDGE - ADVANCED Purchasing Classes
<Undisclosed recipients:;>

Attachments:image002.jpg (58.02k) image003.jpg (57.78k) image006.jpg (9.62k) image004.png (104.87k) 2018 PURCH ADVANCED Schedule of Classes Apr 9.pdf (162.81k)

NM EDGE is pleased to announce upcoming ADVANCED Purchasing Classes
If you’re interested in continuing to learn more about purchasing processes and strategies, you will be excited to know NM EDGE
has scheduled two different training events in ADVANCED Purchasing classes. Please be sure to have already taken all the prerequisite classes (NMP 101 and NMP 102 and NMP 103A and NMP 103B and NMP 105).
Please access our Student Record and Enrollment website to enroll at nmedge.nmsu.edu or directly at reg.nmedge.nmsu.

Enrollment now available and open until May 2, 2018:
Classes to be held in Albuquerque - CNM Montoya Campus (Montgomery and Morris)
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Coming later in the year:
Classes to be held in Albuquerque - CNM Montoya Campus (Montgomery and Morris)
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For those who enroll in these classes, further information will be sent to you approximately 1 week prior to classes.
DON’T DELAY, ENROLL TODAY!!!

Questions? Please call or email us.
NM EDGE -Education Designed to Generate Excellence in the Public Sector
NMSU Cooperative Extension Service
O: 575-646-0314 or 575-646-0342
nmedge.nmsu.edu
New Mexico State University ABQ Center
NEW LOCATION!! NM EDGE Offices
NMSU @ CNM Montoya – Bldg K #K102
4700 Morris St. NE, ABQ, NM 87111
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Cogburn, Corinna" <ccogbur@ad.nmsu.edu>
Wed, 25 Apr 2018 11:43:41 -0600 (MDT)
FW: NM EDGE - ADVANCED Purchasing Classes
<Undisclosed recipients:;>

Attachments:image002.jpg (58.02k) image003.jpg (57.78k) image006.jpg (9.62k) image004.png (104.87k) 2018 PURCH ADVANCED Schedule of Classes Apr 9.pdf (162.81k)

NM EDGE is pleased to announce upcoming ADVANCED Purchasing Classes
If you’re interested in continuing to learn more about purchasing processes and strategies, you will be excited to know NM EDGE
has scheduled two different training events in ADVANCED Purchasing classes. Please be sure to have already taken all the prerequisite classes (NMP 101 and NMP 102 and NMP 103A and NMP 103B and NMP 105).
Please access our Student Record and Enrollment website to enroll at nmedge.nmsu.edu or directly at reg.nmedge.nmsu.

Enrollment now available and open until May 2, 2018:
Classes to be held in Albuquerque - CNM Montoya Campus (Montgomery and Morris)
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Coming later in the year:
Classes to be held in Albuquerque - CNM Montoya Campus (Montgomery and Morris)
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For those who enroll in these classes, further information will be sent to you approximately 1 week prior to classes.
DON’T DELAY, ENROLL TODAY!!!

Questions? Please call or email us.
NM EDGE -Education Designed to Generate Excellence in the Public Sector
NMSU Cooperative Extension Service
O: 575-646-0314 or 575-646-0342
nmedge.nmsu.edu
New Mexico State University ABQ Center
NEW LOCATION!! NM EDGE Offices
NMSU @ CNM Montoya – Bldg K #K102
4700 Morris St. NE, ABQ, NM 87111
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Veronica Patrick" <Veronica.Patrick@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 13:56:19 -0700 (MST)
FW: Post RFP-05 to district RFP page
"Ursulita Vigil" <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)

From: Chenyu Liu
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2018 11:07 AM
To: Veronica Patrick
Cc: Crystal Hernandez
Subject: Post RFP-05 to district RFP page
Hi Veronica,
Please post attached RFP to the district website RFP page.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Tammy Healey" <Tammy.Healey@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 19 Jan 2018 12:31:00 -0700 (MST)
FW: Procurement Request (Leasing of the District's Farm Property)
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Farm Lease RFP Walterscheid.docx (23.04k) Walterscheid Trucking.pdf (127.04k) RFP 2016-2017-05 Leasing of Farm Property.docx (341.41k)

Here is for the farm lease.
I have also attached the other documents that came after the RFP was approved.
If I find more stuff I will send to you.
Thank you,
Tammy Healey
Administrative Assistant
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
408 N. Canyon St.
Carlsbad, NM 88220
Office (575) 234-3300 ext. 1010
Fax (575) 234-3366
-----Original Message----From: Don Owen
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Ursulita Vigil
Cc: Tammy Healey; Don Owen
Subject: RE: Procurement Request (Leasing of the District's Farm Property)
Ursulita,
I have reviewed this new RFP and the one submitted in 2012-13 as well. Yes, a short meeting to go over the new RFP would be beneficial, are you available at 8:30 am on Monday, September 19th?
Thanks,
Don Owen
Director of Operations
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
PH: 575-234-3300
Fax: 575-234-3366
-----Original Message----page 1 of 2
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From: Ursulita Vigil
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2016 9:38 PM
To: Don Owen <Don.Owen@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Cc: Tammy Healey <Tammy.Healey@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Subject: Re: Procurement Request (Leasing of the District's Farm Property)
Hi,
I have attached the draft for this RFP. Please look at the highlighted items and let me know what wording you would like to use for these items. If you would like, we could set up a meeting to go over
this. Let me know.
Also, you listed 4 committee members. It should be 3 or 5. Let me know how you would like to proceed.
Thank you!
Ursulita
________________________________________
From: Don Owen
Sent: Saturday, September 10, 2016 11:00 AM
To: Ursulita Vigil
Cc: Tammy Healey; Don Owen
Subject: Procurement Request (Leasing of the District's Farm Property)
Ursulita,
Attached is the Determination for Procurement over $20,00 for the leasing of the district's farm property, let me know if there is anything else you need from me.
Thank You,
Don Owen
Director of Operations
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
PH: 575-234-3300
Fax: 575-234-3366
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Julie Klein" <Julie.Klein@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 23 Jan 2018 15:48:15 -0700 (MST)
FW: quote
"Lorie Mitchell" <Lorie.Mitchell@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD SUNSET ABDO FALL 2017.xlsm (6.63 MB)

From: Julie Klein
Sent: Tuesday, December 05, 2017 8:51 AM
To: Lorie Mitchell <Lorie.Mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Subject: FW: quote
Lorie,
I like the changes that Coye had made (must have misread the book, swore they were AR books). The second sheet lists her quote that totals $1400.45.
Julie
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Monday, December 04, 2017 8:33 PM
To: Julie Klein <Julie.Klein@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Subject: RE: quote
JULIE THANK YOU
If you don’t like what I did then just let me know..I took the books off that were not AR and will not be AR.. if you need changes just let me know
Thanks
Coye
From: Julie Klein [mailto:Julie.Klein@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, December 4, 2017 4:59 PM
To: 'Coye Duncan' <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: quote
Dear Coye,
I am getting our list ready to order. Would you please send it back to me with all your proper listings in PDF format to send In? I would so greatly appreciate it! Thank you and have a fantastic day-

Title
Scientists at Work
page 1 of 2
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ATOS Level
2.9-3.5

Page
68

Price
107.70

This or That Weather
Our Renewable Earth
Inside Your Body
Creepy Creatures
First Ladies
Native American Leaders
Libby Wimbley
Farmyard Friends
Demon Slayer
Guardians of the Galaxy
Amazing Inventors & Innovators
Storm Cliff Stables
John Scieszka’s Trucktown
_______________________

1.9-2.4
87
2.1-2.6
96
K-4 pending
121
4.1-4.4
151
PreK-2 pending
243
PreK-2 Pending
247
PreK-3 Pending
285
PreK-3 Pending
287
2.7-2.8
299
4-8
338
2.7-2.8
252
3.2-3.6
286
.6-1.1
18
______________
___

107.70
113.70
107.70
159.60
113.70
113.70
75.80
75.80
79.80
107.70
107.70
79.80
107.70
_____
$1458.10

We cannot exceed 1400.45. If that can’t be done with the order above, I would want the books from the Demon Slayer set eliminated until we hit that count. If there is trouble with any books not
being available, substitutions would include any from the the I Like Animals set.

If you have any questions, please just call or email me at Sunset. Thanks so much!

Julie Klein
Sunset Elementary Library
julie.klein@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Gabriel Lopez" <Gabriel.Lopez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 12 Mar 2018 16:20:53 -0600 (MDT)
FW: REQ# 82849
"Burna Bevers" <beversb@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2016-2017-01 Technology Support Service.docx (301.59k)

Can I get a copy of the REQ
Gabe

From: Crystal Hernandez
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2018 4:18 PM
To: Gabriel Lopez <Gabriel.Lopez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Cc: Chenyu Liu <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: REQ# 82849
Good Afternoon Gabe,
We are reviewing REQ# 82849 and are having difficulty matching the items requested to the RFP specifications. Please review the attached RFP document and identify the items you are wishing
to purchase at this time.

Thank You,
Crystal Hernandez
Procurement Officer Apprentice
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
408 N. Canyon
Carlsbad, NM 88220
(575) 234-3300 ext. 1013
Crystal.Hernandez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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From: "Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 04:31:38 -0700 (MST)
Subject: FW: RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Gabriel Lopez" <Gabriel.Lopez@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Ursulita Vigil"
To:
<Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points (REV).docx (311.46k) Access Point - Vendors.pdf (168.9k) Legal Ad 2017-2018-05 - RFP.docx (17.09k)

Hi Alex
Here is a revised draft copy of the RFP. The sections highlighted in yellow need to reviewed and updated. The notes in red list the additional information needed or suggestions for follow up.
When the RFP document is finalized, the Table of Contents will need to be updated to reflect the correct page numbers. The NIGP code needs to be verified and updated on the RFP, if needed.
The NIGP code also needs to be added to the Legal Ad.
I will be traveling to Carlsbad later this morning and won’t be available by phone. I wanted to get this draft copy to you for review, hoping you can fill in the missing information. I know you wanted
to release the RFP as soon as it was ready.
Thanks,
Laura
From: Chenyu Liu
Sent: Monday, January 29, 2018 2:31 PM
To: Laura Garcia <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Crystal Hernandez <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Cc: Ursulita Vigil <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points
Hi Laura,
We meet with Gabe to finalized the draft of RFP for wireless access points. Please let me know whether it is good to go.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Robi Hess" <Robi.Hess@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 26 Mar 2018 08:34:24 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Second Submission
"Hess, Robi R CPT USARMY USACAPOC (US)" <robi.r.hess.mil@mail.mil>

Attachments:Teaching the American Revolution_P_FCP (1).pdf (2.05 MB)

From: Robi Hess
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 8:33 AM
To: Robi Hess
Subject: FW: Second Submission

From: Robi Hess
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 8:29 AM
To: 'dbrown@advancementcourses.com'
Subject: FW: Second Submission

From: Robi Hess
Sent: Sunday, March 25, 2018 4:14 PM
To: submit@advancementcourses.com
Subject: Second Submission

â€‹
To Whom It May Concern,
This is my second submission of this coursework. I did not receive a reply when I submitted this packet on March 16, 2018. Please reply and let me know that you have received this document and that
is will be graded.
Thanks for your help,
Rob Hess
928-221-9947
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Robi Hess" <Robi.Hess@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 26 Mar 2018 08:33:15 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Second Submission
"Robi Hess" <Robi.Hess@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Teaching the American Revolution_P_FCP (1).pdf (2.05 MB)

From: Robi Hess
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 8:29 AM
To: 'dbrown@advancementcourses.com'
Subject: FW: Second Submission

From: Robi Hess
Sent: Sunday, March 25, 2018 4:14 PM
To: submit@advancementcourses.com
Subject: Second Submission

â€‹
To Whom It May Concern,
This is my second submission of this coursework. I did not receive a reply when I submitted this packet on March 16, 2018. Please reply and let me know that you have received this document and that
is will be graded.
Thanks for your help,
Rob Hess
928-221-9947
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Robi Hess" <Robi.Hess@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 26 Mar 2018 08:29:25 -0600 (MDT)
FW: Second Submission
"dbrown@advancementcourses.com" <dbrown@advancementcourses.com>

Attachments:Teaching the American Revolution_P_FCP (1).pdf (2.05 MB)

From: Robi Hess
Sent: Sunday, March 25, 2018 4:14 PM
To: submit@advancementcourses.com
Subject: Second Submission

â€‹
To Whom It May Concern,
This is my second submission of this coursework. I did not receive a reply when I submitted this packet on March 16, 2018. Please reply and let me know that you have received this document and that
is will be graded.
Thanks for your help,
Rob Hess
928-221-9947
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Tue, 6 Mar 2018 16:31:31 -0700 (MST)
Fw: Speech Report for RVH
"Brandon.Griffin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us" <Brandon.Griffin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Richard Van Horn FIE 2-14-18.doc (125.89k)

Hi Mr. Griffin,
Here is the report you requested. Please let me know if you need anything else.
Regards,
Katherine
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
From: Katherine Skarphol
Sent: Sunday, March 4, 2018 10:28 PM
To: Katherine Skarphol
Subject: Speech Report for RVH

Attached
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sun, 4 Mar 2018 21:33:59 -0700 (MST)
FW: Speech Report for RVH
"Mark Hamel" <Mark.Hamel@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Richard Van Horn FIE 2-14-18.doc (125.89k)

Hi Mr. Hamel,
Here is the speech report for Richard VH. Let me know if you have questions or need anything else. I look forward to hearing from you about the results of your assessment and when we might be holding the IEP
Team meeting.
Regards,
Katherine
From: Katherine Skarphol [mailto:katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2018 10:28 PM
To: Katherine Skarphol
Subject: Speech Report for RVH

Attached

Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Kasey Graziano" <Kasey.Graziano@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 27 Apr 2018 15:41:27 -0600 (MDT)
Fw: test
"Kathy Graziano" <Kathy.Graziano@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Ch 21 test modified2018.docx (26.17k)

From: Rita Dorado
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2018 12:06 PM
To: Kasey Graziano
Subject: test
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From: "Gallegos, Chris (Cochran)" <Chris_Gallegos@cochran.senate.gov>
Sent Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2018 23:19:35 -0700 (MST)
Subject: FW: The dumbest shutdown ever (Politico)
"Alicia Gallegos" <magallegoss@yahoo.com>, "Lucia Benoit" <lbenoit@houseschools.net>, "POUCKET, MONICA" <Monica.Poucket@southlakecarroll.edu>,
To:
"David Gallegos" <David.Gallegos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:image009.jpg (1.24k) image008.jpg (1.09k) image007.jpg (95.86k)

Welcome to my life lately. Ha. Still at work, and likely to be here a while longer. Some humorous remarks about this situation below.

POLITICO
CONGRESS

The dumbest shutdown ever
The sole purpose of the all-nighter is to ensure federal employees can show up for work Friday without interruption.
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In anticipation of a late night, pizzas are carried to the offices of Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell in the U.S. Capitol on Thursday. | Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images
By RACHAEL BADE and SEUNG MIN KIM
02/08/2018 11:44 PM EST
Updated 02/09/2018 12:34 AM EST
Rand Paul and Nancy Pelosi have virtually nothing in common. But on Thursday night, the conservative Kentucky firebrand and San Francisco Democratic leader teamed up to push
Washington toward what Capitol Hill dwellers are calling the dumbest shutdown ever.
Incensed that a bipartisan budget deal would balloon the national debt, Paul delayed a roll call on a long-term budget agreement even as the government barreled toward a midnight
deadline when agencies run out of money. Never mind that his protest won’t change a single word of the document.
Pelosi, meanwhile, rallied House Democrats against a bipartisan agreement that she herself helped write.
Exasperated lawmakers and staffers settled in for an all-nighter with the sole purpose of allowing federal employees to show up for work in the morning. A shutdown had been so
unthinkable that the Office of Management and Budget did not issue guidance to agencies until dinner time, hours before funding would run dry.
“This is the stupidest thing to happen to Congress in three weeks,” said one Senate GOP aide. “This is even more stupid than the name of the new Kardashian baby (Stormi). This is
dumber than a screen door on a submarine. This is even stupider than the kid who didn’t recognize Justin Timberlake at the Super Bowl.”
Adding to the absurdity was the pile-on from Paul's own party. The longer he dug in, the more annoyed Republicans got.
"You haven't convinced 60 senators or 51 senators that your idea is good enough for them to support," Sen. Thom Tillis (R-N.C.) upbraided Paul during a tit-for-tat on the Senate floor.
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"Go to work, build a coalition, make a difference. You can make a point all you want. But points are forgotten. There's not a whole lot of history books about the great points of the
American Senate."
The entire spectacle was a reminder of the sorry state of Beltway politics. Even a bipartisan deal blessed by the leaders of both chambers can get caught up in extraneous drama.
Paul’s sideshow wasn’t entirely surprising. The arch-conservative has frequently used procedural delay tactics to gum up legislation he opposes, particularly on spending and spying
powers, when his opposition was plainly in vain. But the last time he really went there was in 2015, so senators might have downplayed the possibility of it happening this time around.
Paul believes it’s entirely appropriate — even necessary — to cause some pain in order to call attention to what he believes is a monstrosity of a bill. He also wants to highlight the
broken process: congressional leaders in both parties dropping a massive and expensive 652-page bill just over 24 hours before the shutdown deadline.
The senator wanted a vote on keeping strict budget caps in place, which would essentially undo the entire deal. But even if his amendment reached the floor, Paul is fully aware it
wouldn’t pass.
"I have been asking all day. I have been asking all week for it," Paul said of the vote. "We could have literally had dozens of votes today, but we squabble because people don't want to
be put on the spot. So the reason I'm here tonight is to put people on the spot."
His protest is expected to delay a Senate vote into the wee hours of the morning. Once the Senate passes the measure — a final vote could be taken around 3 a.m. Friday — the
spending bill will go to the House, where lawmakers will vote around 5 a.m. or 6 a.m.
But Democrats could balk, making the latest shutdown last longer. Pelosi stressed for months that she would not agree to a long-term budget deal without a solution for so-called
Dreamers. While she hoped to hold out longer for an immigration deal, she sat at the negotiating table and called the legislation “good” in a press conference Thursday,
However, Pelosi told her caucus that she would continue to withhold her support and vote “no” without a promise from Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.) to put a bill for Dreamers on the
floor. Yet her Senate counterpart, Minority Leader Chuck Schumer of New York, has blessed the budget deal, and it's unclear whether enough Democrats in the House will help
conservative Republicans derail the bill.
Most aides and lawmakers predicted the package will ultimately pass — meaning lawmakers, staff and reporters will work through the night for a shutdown in name only.
“I don’t know why we are basically burning time here while the senator from Kentucky and others are sitting in the cloakroom, wasting everybody’s time and inconveniencing the staff,
” Senate Majority Whip John Cornyn (R-Texas) fumed on the floor.
As he left the chamber, the normally mild-mannered Texan unloaded on Paul and said there was no way the senator would get a vote on his amendment to keep budget caps in place.
“Why reward bad behavior?” Cornyn told reporters.
One retiring Republican lawmaker, Rep. Charlie Dent of Pennsylvania, went further.
“When Rand Paul pulls a stunt like this, it easy to understand why it's difficult to be Rand Paul's next door neighbor,” said Dent, referring to the neighbor who assaulted Paul last year,
breaking several of his ribs and sending him to the hospital. “The whole delay and filibuster exercise on the budget agreement is utterly pointless.”

Chris Gallegos
Office of U.S. Senator Thad Cochran
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Committee on Appropriations
202-224-6414
Follow Senator Cochran:
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Eric Spencer" <Eric.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 20 Feb 2018 21:30:36 -0700 (MST)
Fw: US History Curriculum
"Eric Spencer" <Eric.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CECHS US HISTORY SYLLABUS.docx (30.01k) CECHS US HISTORY PACING GUIDE.docx (16.93k) CECHS US HISTORY 2018 CURRIC MAP.docx (85.87k)

Eric Spencer
Principal, Carlsbad Early College High School
575-234-9418
From: Marta Donaghe
Sent: Friday, February 16, 2018 11:58:01 PM
To: Eric Spencer
Subject: US History Curriculum

I am getting this in under the wire!!! You said by today...and it will be time stamped for today! Yea me!
Have a terrific three day weekend. I hope you get to truly enjoy at least one day without ANY school work connected to it.
I really appreciate all you do for the school district but more so for CECHS and for your staff. You are a terrific principal! Thank you for that.
-Marta
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 29 Mar 2018 13:41:33 -0600 (MDT)
Fwd: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
"Cindy Romero" <Cindy.Romero@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:ATT00001.htm (406 bytes) Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest.docx (16.46k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 15 Feb 2018 07:30:27 -0700 (MST)
Fwd: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
"Cindy Romero" <Cindy.Romero@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:ATT00001.htm (406 bytes) Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest.docx (16.46k)
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From: "Loren Vigil" <loren.vigil@comcast.net>
Sent Date: Fri, 13 Apr 2018 20:30:37 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Fwd: Dual Team Packets
"New Mexico Junior Wrestling" <nmjw@hotmail.com>, "Nathaniel Augustson" <nathanielaugustson@gmail.com>, "Mark Pratt"
To: <Mark.Pratt@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Mike Santos" <msantos@rrps.net>, "Rusty Davidson" <rustyd@7cities.net>, "Roseanne Eakins" <ebigsis@comcast.net>,
"John Rogers" <johnr@cnm.edu>, "David Stormo" <youhunt@yahoo.com>

Attachments:image001.png (25.36k) 2018 Junior Duals Team Packet.pdf (1.83 MB) 2018 Cadet Duals Team Packet updated.pdf (1.47 MB) 2018 Schoolboy Duals Team Packet pdf.pdf (513.14k)
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From: "Christopher Pash" <cpash@fms.k12.nm.us>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Mar 2018 10:49:18 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Fwd: FW: [state-execs] AASA Student Protests
<aarchuleta@cimarronschools.org>, <acasados@chamaschools.org>, <adprokta@aztec.k12.nm.us>, <carrillo@cobre.k12.nm.us>,
<colleen.tagle@aps4kids.org>, <denise.ruttle@demingps.org>, <dhernandez@bsin.k12.nm.us>, <esther.romero@k12espanola.org>,
<ghays@doraschools.com>, <HR@dexterdemons.org>, <jamie.sheppard@capitantigers.org>, <jrnull@bulldogs.org>, <katherine.wingo@claytonschools.us>,
<kellv@centralschools.org>, <kerry.parker@clovis-schools.org>, <kmclean@eunice.org>, <leaton@dulceschools.com>, <mandy.carpenter@clovisschools.org>, <mcasaus@cuba.k12.nm.us>, <mchandlerdms@bacavalley.com>, <michelle.korbakes@aps4kids.org>, <mobyrne@animask12.net>,
<patty.gutierrez@estancia.k12.nm.us>, <ricky.espinoza@carrizozogrizzlies.org>, <tabety@beleneagles.org>, <tdempsey@cmsbears.org>,
<Therese.Rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, <todd.torgerson@aps.edu>, <tpargas@bps.k12.nm.us>, <tpompeo@animask12.net>,
<travis.lightfoot@cpscardinals.org>, <wcriswell@elidaschools.net>, <bperry@jvps.org>, <candrews@bobcats.net>, <cordova_k@jmsd.k12.nm.us>,
<dwayne.toivanen@gccs.k12.nm.us>, <esther.romero@k12espanola.org>, <greene@aps.edu>, <hawkinsw@hobbsschools.net>, <j.palmer@laschools.net>,
<kmclean@eunice.org>, <ldowney@houseschools.net>, <lhale@hatchschools.net>, <luchavez@gisd.k12.nm.us>, <marvin.martin@hondoeagles.org>,
<mary.prudencio@hondoeagles.org>, <mgarland@gradyschool.com>, <michael.grossman@la-panthers.org>, <mplummer@floydbroncos.com>,
To:
<nmoyer@stsumnerk12.com>, <patty.gutierrez@estancia.k12.nm.us>, <pcopeland@loganschool.net>, <rdonkers@gmcs.k12.nm.us>, <rosad@lmsed.org>,
<sebarham@lcps.net>, <abl@pvs.k12.nm.us>, <asanchez@penasco.k12.nm.us>, <bbyrd@risd.k12.nm.us>, <bdelacruz@lovingtonschools.net>,
<bgbaca@llschools.net>, <bmontoya@mora.k12.nm.us>, <Brillantel@ruidososchools.org>, <cindy.sims@mesd.us>, <dlackey@quemadoschools.org>,
<dzamora@magdalena.k12.nm.us>, <Eking@springerschools.org>, <esther@taosschools.org>, <ftrujillo@pecos.k12.nm.us>, <ghaven@magdalena.k12.nm.us>,
<karen.walton@ratonschools.com>, <kforrestar@maxwellp12.com>, <llucero@silverschools.org>, <lmcalister@portalesschools.com>, <pwhitelambright@melroseschools.com>, <rhendrix@mpschools.net>, <rperea@srlions.com>, <rudys@aps.edu>, <safresquez@sfps.k12.nm.us>,
<sfluhman@royschools.org>, <spassell@rrps.net>, <swooten@sanjonschools.com>, <vtrujillo@questa.k12.nm.us>, <Blittle@tatumschools.org>,
<brenda.vigil@tularosak12.us>, "Cody Diehl" <cdiehl@fms.k12.nm.us>, <cwhitner@texicoschools.com>, <dfmanzanares@dulceschools.com>,
<diane.marrujo@tularosak12.us>, <e.newman@tucumcarischools.com>, <eowens@vaughn.k12.nm.us>, <hhopkins@torcschools.net>, <jmontana@bobcat.net>,
<jprops@vaughn.k12.nm.us>, <kjames@magdalena.k12.nm.us>, <pmontoya@dulceschools.com>, <slee@gmcs.k12.nm.us>,
<sandy.montoya@tularosak12.us>, <Sheryl.Martinez@wm.k12.nm.us>, <tammie.gerrard@zpsd.org>, <veronica_ulibarri@wlvs.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Attach0.html (56 bytes) 91715_120555_3.jpg (9.23k) Student Protests Advisory.pdf (35.64k) Attach0.html (4.7k)

Colleagues:
FYI
Best Regards:
Stan

Stan Rounds
Stan Rounds
Executive Director
New Mexico Coalition of Educational Leaders and
New Mexico School Superintendents Association
6600 Palomas, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
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Cell:
575-915-7868
Office: 505-217-2345
stan@nmcel.org
www.nmcel.org

From: CJ Reid [mailto:creid@aasa.org]
Sent: Monday, March 5, 2018 9:43 AM
To: Stan Rounds <stan@nmcel.org>
Subject: [state-execs] AASA Student Protests

Good morning ... attached is an advisory from Hogan Lovells - Student Activism after Parkland - Some First Amendment considerations for school district leaders.
This information and more, can also be found on the AASA website:
http://www.aasa.org/policy-blogs.aspx?id=42161&blogid=84002
Please let us know if you have any questions. C J
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From: "Loren Vigil" <loren.vigil@comcast.net>
Sent Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2018 06:14:44 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Fwd: Greater Southwest Nationals, NCAA Div 2 & Team NM Trials
"Troy Rogers" <t.rodgers@pspg-nm.com>, "Jonathan Torrez" <jonathanrtorrez@yahoo.com>, "Kenny Starkovich" <kstarkov@gmcs.k12.nm.us>, "Aaron
Salinas" <tlaloc_rain@yahoo.com>, "Lenny Roybal" <lenny.roybal@k12espanola.org>, "Levi Stout" <levistout53@gmail.com>, "Tom Yazzie"
<tomyazzjr@yahoo.com>, "Louis Thornton HC" <lthornton@tecsalvord.org>, "Brandin Schumann" <brandin.schumann@state.nm.us>, "David Stormo"
<youhunt@yahoo.com>, "Francisco Velez" <fvelez@gisd.k12.nm.us>, "Brian Vargas" <brian.vargas@comcast.net>, "Steve Chavez"
<sachavez@llschools.net>, "Chris Rottman" <coach.rottman@gmail.com>, "JJ Sandoval" <sandjo@centralschools.org>, "Brian Stiverson"
To: <motorsportadv@aol.com>, "Loren Vigil" <loren.vigil@stanfordalumni.org>, "Jack VanHoose" <jvhoose@bps.k12.nm.us>, "Dan Sparago" <spar55@aol.com>,
"Mike Santos" <msantos@rrps.net>, "Thomas Rotunno" <rotunnoth@hobbsschools.net>, "Greg Shoemaker" <greg_shoemaker@bsin.k12.nm.us>, "Ryan
Salcido" <ryan.salcido@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "AJ Pacheco" <firemanpacheco25@gmail.com>, "Jake Valdez" <shane11v@live.com>, "Robert Valencia"
<robert.valencia@taosschools.org>, "Justin Salazar" <jumisal83@yahoo.com>, "Rodney Romero" <rodney.romero@aps.edu>, "Keith Weiss"
<keith.weiss@bie.edu>, "Byan Stewart" <bstewart@gisd.k12.nm.us>, "Nick Sanchez" <nsanch16@live.nmhu.edu>, "Tommy Trujillo"
<mrtruehero@yahoo.com>, "Mike Spencer" <michaelspencer100@hotmail.com>, "Nate Sellers" <mhspatriotwrestling@yahoo.com>

Attachments:2018 GSWN FLYER.pdf (473.36k)
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From: "Loren Vigil" <loren.vigil@comcast.net>
Sent Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2018 06:14:26 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Fwd: Greater Southwest Nationals, NCAA Div 2 & Team NM Trials
"John Rogers" <johnr@cnm.edu>, "Mark Pratt" <Mark.Pratt@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Michael Santos" <msantos@rrps.net>, "Chad Valdez"
<cvaldez135@hotmail.com>, "ricky villalobos" <rickyv_127@yahoo.com>, "Mauro Sanchez" <mjs_9@msn.com>, "Chris Trujillo"
<christo300208@yahoo.com>, "Loren Vigil" <loren.vigil@comcast.net>, "John Pacheco" <jcpacheco3528@gmail.com>, "Ronnie Rodriguez"
<sparky662@gmail.com>, "Shawn Snelling" <shawnapril@msn.com>, "JohnPaul Trujillo" <sfkidd_9@hotmail.com>, "Troy Ramsted"
<melissainnm@gmail.com>, "Gerald Sanchez" <juanitacsanchez@yahoo.com>, "Boyd Puhuyaoma" <docsweetooth@hotmail.com>, "christopher trujillo"
<elwy7chris@aol.com>, "Eloy Romero" <jaguarwrestlingclub@gmail.com>, "Joseph Romero" <romerojk01@msn.com>, "Robert Smith"
<seslifecoach@yahoo.com>, "eric padilla" <blue999912@gmail.com>, "Gary Padilla" <Chargedmaro@yahoo.com>, "Dominic Sanchez"
<dnero101@gmail.com>, "Chris Torres" <drtorres999@yahoo.com>, "Gabriel Perry" <gaperry6309@yahoo.com>, "Bartram Olsen" <elkslayr75@yahoo.com>,
"Danny Ortega" <dortega505@hotmail.com>, "david silva" <dsilva@herzog.com>, "Fredrick Shepherd" <shepfred@gmail.com>, "Steven Sierra"
<snmsierra@msn.com>, "Troy Woisin" <troyanduna@msn.com>, "Joey Salazar" <mjslzr@aol.com>, "Ricky Rios" <ririos9@yahoo.com>, "Jose Ruiz"
<rujose@yahoo.com>, "Jonathan Romero" <JLRomero28@msn.com>, "Danny Tenorio" <ddtconcrete@hotmail.com>, "christopher otero"
To:
<fire887fighter@yahoo.com>, "Rickey Roanhorse" <phxrhorse@yahoo.com>, "Marlon Yazzie" <myazzie@whpacific.com>, "Nicole Salazar"
<salazarnic77@gmail.com>, "marco ortega" <ortegafab5@yahoo.com>, "Dennis Siburcrist" <siburcrist@gmail.com>, "Gilbert Sandoval" <Gils@lanl.gov>,
"Douglas VanBenthuysen" <Doug@unm.edu>, "Gilbert Romero" <gilandkaren@msn.com>, "Richard scott" <depscott4@gmail.com>, "Dustin Rodriguez"
<dustin.rod.cat@gmail.com>, "Angelo Ortiz" <aortiz24@gmail.com>, "mark sanchez" <ccimark@windstream.net>, "Gary Nunez" <christina_nunez@ml.com>,
"James Sandoval" <jbsandov@yahoo.com>, "Richard Torres" <Richeet@gmail.com>, "roberto villanueva" <nrrajlove0614@yahoo.com>, "Chris Uecker"
<c.uecker05@comcast.net>, "JOSHUA VIGIL" <THADDEUS3458@GMAIL.COM>, "Diego Valerio" <vrvalerio@hotmail.com>, "Robert Romero"
<robrom55@msn.com>, "Jason Valenzuela" <valenzuelas_2007@hotmail.com>, "Sergio Sapien" <sergio.sapien@state.nm.us>, "Joseph Pana"
<jpana@windstream.net>, "Jeffrey Posa" <posajff@aol.com>, "John Vanderhee" <jvanderhee@hotmail.com>, "George Vega" <gvega@cabq.gov>, "Douglas
Walton" <dwalton34@comcast.net>, "Carlos Rodriguez" <adrianalessette@gmail.com>, "SEAN STEWART" <seanstewarttools@gmail.com>, "Leonard
Sanchez" <nmsi.gm2abq@gmail.com>, "Johnny Tapia" <Patriotwrestlingclub@yahoo.com>, "Noah Tunney" <n_tunney@yahoo.com>, "Troy Nicko"
<troynicko@hotmail.com>, "Jim Wilson" <jfwilson01@msn.com>, "Gilbert Valerio" <abeval31@hotmail.com>, "Robbie Trujillo" <trojas9009@gmail.com>

Attachments:2018 GSWN FLYER.pdf (473.36k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"yvonnejbranch" <yvonnejbranch@gmail.com>
Tue, 23 Jan 2018 11:32:42 -0700 (MST)
Fwd: Lease from Lobo Village between American Campus Communities, Kamryn Carrera and Yvonne Branch is Signed and Filed!
<yvonne.branch@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Lease from Lobo Village - signed.pdf (1.69 MB) Lease from Lobo Village - signed.pdf (1.69 MB)

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: American Campus Communities <echosign@echosign.com>
Date: 12/11/17 8:02 PM (GMT-07:00)
To: American Campus Communities <apartmentinfo@studenthousing.com>, Yvonne Branch <yvonnejbranch@gmail.com>, Kamryn Carrera <kamryn_carrera@yahoo.com>
Subject: Lease from Lobo Village between American Campus Communities, Kamryn Carrera and Yvonne Branch is Signed and Filed!

Lease from Lobo Village
between American Campus
Communities, Kamryn
Carrera and Yvonne Branch
is Signed and Filed!
From: American Campus Communities
(American Campus Communities)
To: American Campus Communities ,
Yvonne Branch and Kamryn Carrera
Attached is a final copy of Lease from
Lobo Village.
Copies have been automatically sent to all
page 1 of 2
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parties to the agreement.
You can view the document in your Adobe
Sign account.
Why use Adobe Sign:
Exchange, Sign, and File Any Document.
In Seconds!
Set-up Reminders. Instantly Share
Copies with Others.
See All of Your Documents, Anytime,
Anywhere.
To ensure that you continue receiving our emails, please add echosign@echosign.com to your address book or safe
list.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Jessica Montano" <jessica@nmasbo.org>
Mon, 22 Jan 2018 12:42:49 -0700 (MST)
Fwd: RE: [NMASBO General List Serve] Vendor Gifts
<general@lists.nmasbo.org>

Attachments:image003.jpg (7.7k)

Please see Dotty's response below to Sarah's question earlier.

Jessica Montano, MBA
Deputy Director
NMASBO
nmasbo.org
T: 505.923.3284
F: 505.923.3114
P.O. Box 7535
Albuquerque, NM 87194-7535

-------- Original Message -------Subject: RE: [NMASBO General List Serve] Vendor Gifts
Date: Mon, 22 Jan 2018 19:30:58 +0000
From: Dotty Mckinney <dotty@ces.org>
To: "sstubbs@portalesschools.com" <sstubbs@portalesschools.com>
Cc: "jessica@nmasbo.org" <jessica@nmasbo.org>
Ms. Stubbs,
Jessica has shared your questions with me and asked if I might provide you with a response to help you make decisions moving forward with this procurement.
Am I correct to assume that you know what your budget is for uniforms and how many uniforms will be needed? If that is the case, then that budgeted amount should tell you if you will be getting
quotes or doing a formal Request for Proposal to purchase the uniforms based on your purchasing thresholds set by your Board.
The statutes that govern how we conduct ourselves as employees of the government are found in the Government Conduct Act, not the Procurement Code. The statute I’ve cited below makes it
clear that if anyone wants to ‘help’ you with the solicitation, and that means wining and dining, trips, etc., then they cannot respond to the bid or the RFP. They would have an unfair advantage
over other vendors that didn’t offer trips, meals, and tours of facilities. If any of the other vendors get ‘wind’ that the music staff accepted a trip and meals, they could file a protest – and these are
grounds for a protest that can’t be denied, which means you would have to throw out the RFP and start over.
What is most important is to develop the specifications for the uniforms your music staff want. That way, companies that respond will have an obligation to meet or exceed those specifications. If
there is a particular uniform or manufacturer that is preferred, that can specify that uniform or ‘equal’. By doing this, you have set the bar regarding the quality and style the music staff wants.
The second recommendation I will make is to ask for a Performance Bond of at least 25% of their final price. When I worked at Los Lunas Schools years ago, I did a bid for band uniforms.
Evidently, band uniform companies have down times that make it difficult to some or all of the uniforms and are notorious for going out of business and not delivering them at all. A Performance
Bond is a ‘good faith’ document that makes the procurement that much more binding and protects the District – if for some reason they don’t finish the job, the Performance Bond can be called
in to find someone who can complete the order. You will find that this type of RFP requirement will eliminate the small mom & pop companies that may face difficulties like I’ve described.
GOVERNMENT CONDUCT ACT – this can be found on the NM Attorney General’s website. In it – is the statute below. Keep in mind that this doesn’t exactly say ‘cannot go on trips or accept
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anything of value in exchange of a contract’ but it is implied – and it is not ethical. That is what the Conduct Act is all about. How employees and elected officials conduct themselves in the day-today management of the tax payer dollars.
It states:
10-16-13. Prohibited bidding. No state agency or local government agency shall accept a bid or proposal from a person who directly participated in the preparation of specifications, qualifications or
evaluation criteria on which the specific competitive bid or proposal was based. A person accepting a bid or proposal on behalf of a state agency or local government agency shall exercise due
diligence to ensure compliance with this section.
If you have any other questions, let me know – feel free to call me any time.
Dotty McKinney, CPPB CSI CDT
Purchasing Manager
Cooperative Educational Services
4216 Balloon Park Rd., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
Phone: 505-344-5470, Ext. 117
dotty@ces.org

From: Jessica Montano [mailto:jessica@nmasbo.org]
Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:59 AM
To: Dotty Mckinney <dotty@ces.org>
Cc: sstubbs@portalesschools.com
Subject: Fwd: [NMASBO General List Serve] Vendor Gifts

Good morning Dotty:
The message below came up on our List Serve and I thought you would be a good person to contact about this question.
Please let me know if you have any questions, thank you and have a great day!

Jessica Montano, MBA
Deputy Director
NMASBO
nmasbo.org
T: 505.923.3284
F: 505.923.3114
P.O. Box 7535
Albuquerque, NM 87194-7535
-------- Original Message -------Subject: [NMASBO General List Serve] Vendor Gifts
Date: Mon, 22 Jan 2018 11:44:40 -0700
From: Sarah Stubbs <sstubbs@portalesschools.com>
To: NMASBO Listserve <general@lists.nmasbo.org>
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I hate to ask everyone this, but I have a vendor that wants to fly my band directors to Kansas to design band uniforms. The vendor also wants to provide meals for them. I am trying to locate the statute or law that says we can't
do that. To me those are gifts that the vendor is providing that could sway the purchasing process. The purchasingcode doesn't really out right say it.
We have no idea if we are going to have to get quotes or do an RFP this early in the process.

Thank you,

Sarah M. Stubbs, MBA, SBO II, and CPO
Director of Finance
Portales Municipal Schools
www.portalesschools.com
(575) 356-7000
Fax(575) 356-4377
You are receiving a message from NMASBO's General List Serve.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Thu, 5 Apr 2018 05:28:20 -0600 (MDT)
GAO Finds Racial Bias In School Discipline As ED Mulls Revising Guidance
<greg.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Greg Rodriguez

April 5, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
GAO Finds Racial Bias In School Discipline As ED
Mulls Revising Guidance.
The New York Times (4/4, Green, Subscription Publication)
reports that “black students continue to be disciplined at school
more often and more harshly than their white peers, often for
similar infractions, according to a new report by Congress’s
nonpartisan watchdog agency, which counters claims fueling” the
Trump Administration’s “efforts to re-examine discipline policies
of the Obama administration.” The report, issued by the
Government Accountability Office on Wednesday, “is the first
national governmental analysis of discipline policies since the
Obama administration issued guidance in 2014 that urged
schools to examine the disproportionate rates at which black
students were being punished.” The Times adds that critics “of
the Obama-era guidance have questioned whether students of color suffer from unfair treatment under school
discipline policies,” but the GAO “found that not only have black students across the nation continued to bear the
brunt of such policies, but the impact was felt more widely than previously reported – including by black students in
affluent schools.”
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports the GAO “ released a report Wednesday outlining severe disparities
between how white students and students of color are disciplined â€•
the same day Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
met with groups to discuss possibly rescinding Obama-era guidance designed to reduce these inequities.” The report
“ comes as civil rights leaders are fighting tooth and nail to save this guidance” which “ calls on schools to reduce
their reliance on harsh disciplinary practices like suspensions and expulsions. It also warns schools they could run
afoul of federal law if certain groups of students are disproportionately punished.” The report analyzed ED data from
2013-15 and “ reveal[ed] deep discipline disparities across student groups â€•
the very problem the guidance is
intended to address.”
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U.S. News & World Report (4/4) reports the GAO study “found that the disparities were widespread and present
regardless of the type of disciplinary action, level of school poverty or type of public school attended.” US News says
the report comes “amid a divisive national debate over federal guidance on school discipline issued during the
Obama administration in 2014. The guidance sought to stem the school-to-prison pipeline by addressing the
disproportionate rate at which students of color and students with disabilities are suspended and expelled.” However,
“some educators and education policy researchers now argue the Obama-era guidance did a disservice to schools,
creating disruptive classrooms where teachers feel unsafe because they are pressure by school administrators not to
report students.”
NPR (4/4, Turner) reports GAO researcher Jacqueline Nowicki “and her team interviewed administrators, visited
schools across the country, and used 2013-2014 data from the Civil Rights Data Collection, which includes
disciplinary actions in more than 95,000 schools across the country. Those numbers include suspensions, expulsions
and referrals to law enforcement.”
DeVos Meets With Stakeholders On School Discipline Guidance. The AP (4/4) reports Education
Secretary Betsy DeVos met Wednesday with in a closed-door session “with educators who believe that rolling back
the Obama rule will further entrench discrimination. Later in the day she heard from opponents who say that softening
discipline practices makes schools less safe and prevents effective learning.” The AP reports that while there is little
debate on whether disparities are “a serious problem, there’s intense debate over what causes them and how to fix
them.”
Education Week (4/4) reports DeVos’ Wednesday meetings came “as she considers whether to rescind the
document,” which “put schools on notice that they may be found in violation of federal civil rights laws if they
enforce...discriminatory rules or if their policies lead to disproportionately higher rates of discipline for students in one
racial group, even if those policies were written without discriminatory intent.” The piece says the debate hinges on
“why those differing discipline rates occur and the role of the federal government in addressing them.” Meanwhile,
Education Week reports, “DeVos and her team have not committed to a particular time frame for making a final
decision on whether to keep, toss, or tweak the guidance. That decision is also on the agenda of a new school safety
task force assembled by the White House, which DeVos chairs.”
Noting that the 2014 guidance was a joint document from ED and the Department of Justice, the Wall Street
Journal (4/4, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports on similarities to meetings held before ED ended
controversial Obama-era guidance on campus sexual assault.
Politico Morning Education (4/4, Emma) reports that a number of organizations, including the National Women’s
Law Center, the Human Rights Campaign, the National Indian Education Association, and GLSEN, wrote to DeVos
expressing concerns about a lack of transparency and broad representation surrounding the meetings.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports DeVos met with “civil rights leaders, parents and teachers Wednesday
morning to discuss the impact of Obama-era guidance that calls on schools to reduce their reliance on suspensions
and to consider whether racial bias plays a role in their disciplinary practices,” saying the “examination of this
guidance is part of DeVos’ work as leader of a new Federal Commission on School Safety, although she has
reportedly been thinking for months about rescinding the guidance.”
The Washington Times (4/4, Richardson) reports DeVos “heard radically different takes” on the issue, saying
stakeholders said the guidance, “depending on who was testifying, is either working like a charm in some classrooms
or creating hair-raising chaos in others.” The Times reports ED spokesman Nate Bailey “said there is no timetable
for a decision on the guidance, which was aimed at addressing concerns about racial disparities in discipline.”

POLITICS & POLICY
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Trump Discusses Cutting Education Funding From
Omnibus Bill.
Education Week (4/4) reports President Trump “wasn’t totally
thrilled about signing a spending bill that included a $2.6 billion
increase for education” and is “still trying to find a way to make
cuts. Trump has reportedly discussed with House Republican
leaders the idea of effectively cutting some spending out of the
$1.3 trillion omnibus bill he signed late last month.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
National School Boards Association Honors Maryland District For Focus On Ninth-Graders.
The Baltimore Sun (4/4) reports the National School Boards Association is recognizing Maryland’s Anne Arundel
County Public Schools, which three years ago “started to focus on helping students pass their ninth-grade classes
and advance to 10th grade.” The district said in a statement that NSBA gave it “a first-place award given to a system
that ‘breaks down barrier for underserved students.’”

Oklahoma House Approves $20 Million Internet Sales Tax As Teacher Walkout Continues.
Reuters (4/4) reports, “The Oklahoma House of Representatives approved a $20 million internet sales tax on
Wednesday as part of a revenue package aimed at ending a statewide walkout by teachers seeking higher pay and
more education funding.” Reuters notes that teachers on Wednesday “packed the Capitol in Oklahoma City to press
for a $200 million package to raise education spending in Oklahoma, which ranks near the bottom for U.S. states.”
Over 100 districts in the state will remain closed on Thursday.

Teachers Plan Tulsa-To-Oklahoma City March. NBC News (4/4) reports that as the Oklahoma teacher
walkout continues, “more than 100 educators embarked Wednesday on a 110-mile march from Tulsa, Oklahoma, to
the state Capitol building.” The teachers’ trip “is anticipated to take seven days,” and Tulsa Superintendent
Deborah Gist “said those walking have already received a lot of support.”
CNN (4/4, Silverman) reports marchers “plan to walk from Tulsa to Oklahoma City, the state capital, to join
thousands of teachers who have been protesting all week for higher pay and more resources, such as new
textbooks.” The Huffington Post (4/4, Murdock) also covers this story.
Oklahoma Governor Compares Teachers To Teens Asking For “Better Car.” The Washington Post
(4/4, Balingit) reports Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin (R), whose state is experiencing a days-long walkout by teachers
calling for greater education funding, “is under siege after she compared striking teachers converging on the state
Capitol to rally for education funding to ‘a teenage kid that wants a better car.’” Speaking to CBS News
correspondent Omar Villafranca, Fallin said, “Teachers want more. But it’s kind of like having a teenage kid that
wants a better car.” Fallin also said “she was skeptical the teacher walkout was a homegrown movement, saying
she suspected outside groups, including Antifa — short for anti-fascist — were involved.”
Analysis: As Walkout Continues, Oklahoma Teachers Risk Overplaying Hand. The AP (4/4) reports
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that teachers in Oklahoma who have marched on the state Capitol “brought pent-up with them frustration after years
of budget cuts, swelling class sizes and a decade without a raise. ... Now these teachers face a tough question as the
walkout threatens to keep many schools closed for the rest of the week — do they risk losing public support for their
efforts, especially after lawmakers handed them much of what they asked for?” The AP reports that while teachers
continue to enjoy support from some parents, others in the state “question why teachers are continuing to stay off the
job after lawmakers approved new money for schools and raises.”

Oklahoma, Kentucky Teachers Running For State Legislative Seats.
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/4) reports that 30-year educator Cyndi Ralston of Oklahoma’s Haskell Public Schools
announced Tuesday “that she is running as a Democrat to represent the people of District 12.” Her announcement
came after state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R), the district’s current representative, “said Tuesday that he didn’t think
protesting teachers were setting a good example for students.” Ralston “wrote in a Facebook post that McDugle’s
video ‘disrespected and denigrated teachers and administrators’ who went to the Capitol to advocate for increased
education funding.”
The Hill (4/4, Gstalter) reports that McDugle “later apologized” for his video. The piece quotes Ralston saying in
a Facebook post, “If Kevin McDugle won’t fight for teachers and students, then I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t back
parents over oil companies, I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t treat his constituents with respect and dignity, I will.”
Meanwhile, the Huffington Post (4/4, Waldron, Klein) reports that after the Kentucky state legislature last week
“passed a controversial bill making sweeping changes to the public pension system that guarantees teachers’
retirement plans,” Louisville high school teacher Andrew Bailey “finally launched that political career he’d long
considered,” filing paperwork on Monday “to run for the state Senate seat held by Sen. Dan Seum, a Republican
who had voted for the pension overhaul on Thursday night.”

AFT President: Teacher Protests Likely To Continue.
Reuters (4/4) reports teacher protests “are likely to spread as more educators hit the streets to take on states that
they claim are choosing tax cuts over the education of students in elementary and secondary public schools.” The
piece reports American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “said the demonstrations, which have
so far taken place in right-to-work states with weak labor laws, underscore how fed up teachers have become over
the deprivation caused by inadequate funding due to tax cuts.”

Teacher Walkouts Enjoy Widespread Student Support.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Jamieson) reports that as teachers protested in Oklahoma City this week, “ a dozen
students â€•
one of them a sixth-grader â€•
came to give speeches to a crowd of thousands outside the state capitol on
Wednesday. One by one, glancing at notes on their phones, they spoke of crowded classrooms, crumbling textbooks
and, most of all, overworked and underpaid teachers whom they adore.” While critics of the walkouts have
characterized them as harmful to students, “ from Charleston, West Virginia, to Oklahoma City, student support has
helped build the teachers’ case that their own interests are aligned with the public interest.”

Kentucky Teachers Could Renew Protests If Governor Vetoes Education Funding Measure.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/4) reports that in the wake of “massive” teacher demonstrations in the
Kentucky state Capitol, teachers could renew their protests “if Gov. Matt Bevin exercises his veto power to strike
down tax or budget measures favorable to public education.” The state legislature “passed the tax reform and
budget bills on Monday amid a raucous teacher protest” and “Bevin has until midnight” April 13 “to decide whether
to veto those bills outright. He also could veto specific items in the budget bill.”
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Innovative Classroom Designs Used To Increase Student Collaboration, Autonomy.
The Hechinger Report (4/4) reports that last year, Shari Camhi, superintendent for Long Island’s Baldwin Schools,
“invited staff members to apply to redesign their classrooms...as a strategy for bringing more innovative instruction to
the district.” The article describes how the process has led to “much more student collaboration and autonomy,” and
describes some of the layouts being used in the classroom.

Analysis: Middle School Common Core Math Instruction Aligns With Standards But Lacks
Rigor.
Education Week (4/4) reports that according to an analysis from Education Trust, “while middle school teachers have
largely embraced the leaner, more-focused Common Core State Standards, many math assignments prioritize
procedures and algorithms at the expense of conceptual thinking and argumentation.” The report “raises fresh
questions about the challenges to upgrading math instruction in the crucial grades 6-8.”

Idaho District Robotics Team Heading To World Festival In Houston.
The Moscow-Pullman (ID) Daily News (4/4) reports that a robotics team consisting of middle and high school
students in Moscow, Idaho dubbed the Knights of the Rectangular Table “will represent the city and the state of
Idaho in two weeks in Houston at the For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology LEGO League
World Festival, part of the FIRST Championship. The team won the FIRST LEGO League North Idaho Championship
in January at the University of Idaho’s Memorial Gym, punching its ticket to the international competition April
18-21.”

OPERATIONS
Puerto Rico Teachers Union Sues To Stop School Choice Law.
Education Week (4/4) reports the Asociación de Maestros de Puerto Rico, “which represents nearly 30,000 teachers
working in the U.S. territory,” has filed a lawsuit “to halt charter schools and vouchers on the island before they even
begin.” The article says the lawsuit comes “in response to a new education law” which “would allow charter schools
and vouchers on the island, although both would be subject to caps—charters (or “alianza”) schools can constitute
no more than 10 percent of schools in Puerto Rico, while the number of students receiving vouchers under the Free
School Selection program would be capped at 3 percent of public school students in the first year, and 5 percent in
the second.” Gov. Ricardo Rosselló and Puerto Rico Secretary of Education Julia Keleher “have both said the
law...will provide more educational opportunities” for students.

Some Denver Teachers Vote To Abandon “Innovation Plans.”
Chalkbeat (4/4) reports, “For the first time ever, teachers at two Denver schools voted this year against renewing
‘innovation plans’ that allowed the schools to set their own calendars, choose their own textbooks, and in the case
of one school, waive parts of the teachers union contract.” In a third school, teachers “voted to shed the school’s
unique ‘autonomous’ status, which allowed similar freedoms.” This school’s status “paved the way for the state
law that permits district-run schools to adopt innovation plans.” Supporters of the concept have questioned whether
the district “is backing away from its more aggressive school improvement strategies. But Deputy Superintendent
Susana Cordova said she doesn’t see the votes as a harbinger of change in either district policy or public opinion.”
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New York Mayor Hints New Chancellor Will Push Existing Agenda.
Chalkbeat (4/4) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio, speaking Wednesday, said incoming “Chancellor Richard
Carranza will be ‘obsessively focused’ on students reading at grade level and will spread the word about the
mayor’s education agenda.” De Blasio said the two will advocate for “his ‘Equity and Excellence’ agenda, referring
to a suite of initiatives launched in 2015.” The comments, Chalkbeat reports, “suggested that the new chancellor will
be primarily responsible for shepherding the mayor’s existing agenda.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Top Kansas Republicans Drop Effort To Bar Judges From Ruling On School Funding Cases.
The AP (4/4, John Hanna |, Ap) reports Kansas state Senate President Susan Wagle (R) and Majority Leader Jim
Denning (R) “on Wednesday dropped a demand that lawmakers move to curb judges’ power before increasing
spending on public schools, allowing work to move forward on satisfying a court mandate on education funding.” The
two “had said Tuesday that their chamber would not debate school funding until the GOP-controlled Legislature
approved a proposed amendment to the Kansas Constitution to limit the courts’ power to decide education spending
issues.” State House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr. (R) said the measure would not see a vote in the state House this
week.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (4/4) reports the “stalemate...finally broke late Wednesday when Republican
leaders in the Senate withdrew their demand that lawmakers first pass a constitutional amendment to take away the
authority of state courts to review school funding adequacy cases.” The article reports Wagle and Denning
announced their withdrawal of their ultimatum “just hours after the House Judiciary Committee voted narrowly to
advance a constitutional amendment to the full House, even though House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr., R-Olathe, had
said he would not bring it to the floor for debate this week.”
The High Plains Public Radio (KS) (4/4) reports that on Tuesday, the state House “voted 71-53 to back a $500
million school funding plan, passing it on to the Senate.” However, “Wagle fears that plan will again drive Kansas
into a budget deficit and won’t guarantee an end to the lawsuits.” The paper explains that the state is “facing an
April 30 deadline to pass a school funding increase and defend the solution at the Kansas Supreme Court.
Lawmakers agreed last spring to hike school funding by around $300 million, but failed to win the court over.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Texas Education Officials Seeking Public Feedback On Special Education Overhaul.
The Houston Chronicle (4/4) reports Texas Education Agency officials are seeking feedback from the public “on the
latest proposal to overhaul Texas’ special education services. In March, the Texas Education Agency officials
proposed spending $211.3 million over six years on professional development, engaging special education parents,
monitoring special education practices at school districts and identifying previously unidentified students who may be
eligible for special education services.”

Bill To Arm Teachers Dies In Louisiana House Committee.
The AP (4/4) reports that the Louisiana state House “criminal justice committee” on Wednesday “rejected a
proposal” to allow teachers to carry guns at school that was “opposed by law enforcement, educators and the
governor.” Sponsor Rep. Raymond Garofalo (R) “said that laws barring guns on school grounds invite attacks. But if
teachers who have concealed carry permits and have gone through active shooter training were allowed to bring
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guns to school, shooters would stay away.” However, opponents “said the policy is bound to result in unintended
shootings and would create confusion in the event of a school shooting.”

School Safety Standards Bill Advances In Maryland Senate.
The AP (4/4, Witte) reports the Maryland state Senate Budget and Taxation Committee “approved a measure to
create consistent standards for school safety statewide.” The measure “requires the Maryland State Department of
Education and the Maryland Center for School Safety to develop a policy for school-safety assessment. The policy
will include guidance on identifying people whose behavior could pose a threat to a school.”

California Districts Taking Part In School Climate, Safety Study.
EdSource (4/3) reports that California districts are taking part in a new five-year study by the American Institutes for
Research on school safety and climate. The study “promises to be a groundbreaking examination of school safety in
California schools. Virginia Tech University’s Laboratory for the Study of Youth Inequality is partnering with AIR on
the research and Public Counsel, the Los Angeles-based public interest law firm, is also involved.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third Day.
• Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress Toward ESSA Implementation.
• Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding.
• Philadelphia School District To Invest $20 Million In Classroom Renovations.
• Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Thu, 5 Apr 2018 05:28:15 -0600 (MDT)
GAO Finds Racial Bias In School Discipline As ED Mulls Revising Guidance
<cindy.romero@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Cindy Romero

April 5, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
GAO Finds Racial Bias In School Discipline As ED
Mulls Revising Guidance.
The New York Times (4/4, Green, Subscription Publication)
reports that “black students continue to be disciplined at school
more often and more harshly than their white peers, often for
similar infractions, according to a new report by Congress’s
nonpartisan watchdog agency, which counters claims fueling” the
Trump Administration’s “efforts to re-examine discipline policies
of the Obama administration.” The report, issued by the
Government Accountability Office on Wednesday, “is the first
national governmental analysis of discipline policies since the
Obama administration issued guidance in 2014 that urged
schools to examine the disproportionate rates at which black
students were being punished.” The Times adds that critics “of
the Obama-era guidance have questioned whether students of color suffer from unfair treatment under school
discipline policies,” but the GAO “found that not only have black students across the nation continued to bear the
brunt of such policies, but the impact was felt more widely than previously reported – including by black students in
affluent schools.”
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports the GAO “ released a report Wednesday outlining severe disparities
between how white students and students of color are disciplined â€•
the same day Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
met with groups to discuss possibly rescinding Obama-era guidance designed to reduce these inequities.” The report
“ comes as civil rights leaders are fighting tooth and nail to save this guidance” which “ calls on schools to reduce
their reliance on harsh disciplinary practices like suspensions and expulsions. It also warns schools they could run
afoul of federal law if certain groups of students are disproportionately punished.” The report analyzed ED data from
2013-15 and “ reveal[ed] deep discipline disparities across student groups â€•
the very problem the guidance is
intended to address.”
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U.S. News & World Report (4/4) reports the GAO study “found that the disparities were widespread and present
regardless of the type of disciplinary action, level of school poverty or type of public school attended.” US News says
the report comes “amid a divisive national debate over federal guidance on school discipline issued during the
Obama administration in 2014. The guidance sought to stem the school-to-prison pipeline by addressing the
disproportionate rate at which students of color and students with disabilities are suspended and expelled.” However,
“some educators and education policy researchers now argue the Obama-era guidance did a disservice to schools,
creating disruptive classrooms where teachers feel unsafe because they are pressure by school administrators not to
report students.”
NPR (4/4, Turner) reports GAO researcher Jacqueline Nowicki “and her team interviewed administrators, visited
schools across the country, and used 2013-2014 data from the Civil Rights Data Collection, which includes
disciplinary actions in more than 95,000 schools across the country. Those numbers include suspensions, expulsions
and referrals to law enforcement.”
DeVos Meets With Stakeholders On School Discipline Guidance. The AP (4/4) reports Education
Secretary Betsy DeVos met Wednesday with in a closed-door session “with educators who believe that rolling back
the Obama rule will further entrench discrimination. Later in the day she heard from opponents who say that softening
discipline practices makes schools less safe and prevents effective learning.” The AP reports that while there is little
debate on whether disparities are “a serious problem, there’s intense debate over what causes them and how to fix
them.”
Education Week (4/4) reports DeVos’ Wednesday meetings came “as she considers whether to rescind the
document,” which “put schools on notice that they may be found in violation of federal civil rights laws if they
enforce...discriminatory rules or if their policies lead to disproportionately higher rates of discipline for students in one
racial group, even if those policies were written without discriminatory intent.” The piece says the debate hinges on
“why those differing discipline rates occur and the role of the federal government in addressing them.” Meanwhile,
Education Week reports, “DeVos and her team have not committed to a particular time frame for making a final
decision on whether to keep, toss, or tweak the guidance. That decision is also on the agenda of a new school safety
task force assembled by the White House, which DeVos chairs.”
Noting that the 2014 guidance was a joint document from ED and the Department of Justice, the Wall Street
Journal (4/4, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports on similarities to meetings held before ED ended
controversial Obama-era guidance on campus sexual assault.
Politico Morning Education (4/4, Emma) reports that a number of organizations, including the National Women’s
Law Center, the Human Rights Campaign, the National Indian Education Association, and GLSEN, wrote to DeVos
expressing concerns about a lack of transparency and broad representation surrounding the meetings.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports DeVos met with “civil rights leaders, parents and teachers Wednesday
morning to discuss the impact of Obama-era guidance that calls on schools to reduce their reliance on suspensions
and to consider whether racial bias plays a role in their disciplinary practices,” saying the “examination of this
guidance is part of DeVos’ work as leader of a new Federal Commission on School Safety, although she has
reportedly been thinking for months about rescinding the guidance.”
The Washington Times (4/4, Richardson) reports DeVos “heard radically different takes” on the issue, saying
stakeholders said the guidance, “depending on who was testifying, is either working like a charm in some classrooms
or creating hair-raising chaos in others.” The Times reports ED spokesman Nate Bailey “said there is no timetable
for a decision on the guidance, which was aimed at addressing concerns about racial disparities in discipline.”

POLITICS & POLICY
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Trump Discusses Cutting Education Funding From
Omnibus Bill.
Education Week (4/4) reports President Trump “wasn’t totally
thrilled about signing a spending bill that included a $2.6 billion
increase for education” and is “still trying to find a way to make
cuts. Trump has reportedly discussed with House Republican
leaders the idea of effectively cutting some spending out of the
$1.3 trillion omnibus bill he signed late last month.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
National School Boards Association Honors Maryland District For Focus On Ninth-Graders.
The Baltimore Sun (4/4) reports the National School Boards Association is recognizing Maryland’s Anne Arundel
County Public Schools, which three years ago “started to focus on helping students pass their ninth-grade classes
and advance to 10th grade.” The district said in a statement that NSBA gave it “a first-place award given to a system
that ‘breaks down barrier for underserved students.’”

Oklahoma House Approves $20 Million Internet Sales Tax As Teacher Walkout Continues.
Reuters (4/4) reports, “The Oklahoma House of Representatives approved a $20 million internet sales tax on
Wednesday as part of a revenue package aimed at ending a statewide walkout by teachers seeking higher pay and
more education funding.” Reuters notes that teachers on Wednesday “packed the Capitol in Oklahoma City to press
for a $200 million package to raise education spending in Oklahoma, which ranks near the bottom for U.S. states.”
Over 100 districts in the state will remain closed on Thursday.

Teachers Plan Tulsa-To-Oklahoma City March. NBC News (4/4) reports that as the Oklahoma teacher
walkout continues, “more than 100 educators embarked Wednesday on a 110-mile march from Tulsa, Oklahoma, to
the state Capitol building.” The teachers’ trip “is anticipated to take seven days,” and Tulsa Superintendent
Deborah Gist “said those walking have already received a lot of support.”
CNN (4/4, Silverman) reports marchers “plan to walk from Tulsa to Oklahoma City, the state capital, to join
thousands of teachers who have been protesting all week for higher pay and more resources, such as new
textbooks.” The Huffington Post (4/4, Murdock) also covers this story.
Oklahoma Governor Compares Teachers To Teens Asking For “Better Car.” The Washington Post
(4/4, Balingit) reports Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin (R), whose state is experiencing a days-long walkout by teachers
calling for greater education funding, “is under siege after she compared striking teachers converging on the state
Capitol to rally for education funding to ‘a teenage kid that wants a better car.’” Speaking to CBS News
correspondent Omar Villafranca, Fallin said, “Teachers want more. But it’s kind of like having a teenage kid that
wants a better car.” Fallin also said “she was skeptical the teacher walkout was a homegrown movement, saying
she suspected outside groups, including Antifa — short for anti-fascist — were involved.”
Analysis: As Walkout Continues, Oklahoma Teachers Risk Overplaying Hand. The AP (4/4) reports
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that teachers in Oklahoma who have marched on the state Capitol “brought pent-up with them frustration after years
of budget cuts, swelling class sizes and a decade without a raise. ... Now these teachers face a tough question as the
walkout threatens to keep many schools closed for the rest of the week — do they risk losing public support for their
efforts, especially after lawmakers handed them much of what they asked for?” The AP reports that while teachers
continue to enjoy support from some parents, others in the state “question why teachers are continuing to stay off the
job after lawmakers approved new money for schools and raises.”

Oklahoma, Kentucky Teachers Running For State Legislative Seats.
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/4) reports that 30-year educator Cyndi Ralston of Oklahoma’s Haskell Public Schools
announced Tuesday “that she is running as a Democrat to represent the people of District 12.” Her announcement
came after state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R), the district’s current representative, “said Tuesday that he didn’t think
protesting teachers were setting a good example for students.” Ralston “wrote in a Facebook post that McDugle’s
video ‘disrespected and denigrated teachers and administrators’ who went to the Capitol to advocate for increased
education funding.”
The Hill (4/4, Gstalter) reports that McDugle “later apologized” for his video. The piece quotes Ralston saying in
a Facebook post, “If Kevin McDugle won’t fight for teachers and students, then I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t back
parents over oil companies, I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t treat his constituents with respect and dignity, I will.”
Meanwhile, the Huffington Post (4/4, Waldron, Klein) reports that after the Kentucky state legislature last week
“passed a controversial bill making sweeping changes to the public pension system that guarantees teachers’
retirement plans,” Louisville high school teacher Andrew Bailey “finally launched that political career he’d long
considered,” filing paperwork on Monday “to run for the state Senate seat held by Sen. Dan Seum, a Republican
who had voted for the pension overhaul on Thursday night.”

AFT President: Teacher Protests Likely To Continue.
Reuters (4/4) reports teacher protests “are likely to spread as more educators hit the streets to take on states that
they claim are choosing tax cuts over the education of students in elementary and secondary public schools.” The
piece reports American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “said the demonstrations, which have
so far taken place in right-to-work states with weak labor laws, underscore how fed up teachers have become over
the deprivation caused by inadequate funding due to tax cuts.”

Teacher Walkouts Enjoy Widespread Student Support.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Jamieson) reports that as teachers protested in Oklahoma City this week, “ a dozen
students â€•
one of them a sixth-grader â€•
came to give speeches to a crowd of thousands outside the state capitol on
Wednesday. One by one, glancing at notes on their phones, they spoke of crowded classrooms, crumbling textbooks
and, most of all, overworked and underpaid teachers whom they adore.” While critics of the walkouts have
characterized them as harmful to students, “ from Charleston, West Virginia, to Oklahoma City, student support has
helped build the teachers’ case that their own interests are aligned with the public interest.”

Kentucky Teachers Could Renew Protests If Governor Vetoes Education Funding Measure.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/4) reports that in the wake of “massive” teacher demonstrations in the
Kentucky state Capitol, teachers could renew their protests “if Gov. Matt Bevin exercises his veto power to strike
down tax or budget measures favorable to public education.” The state legislature “passed the tax reform and
budget bills on Monday amid a raucous teacher protest” and “Bevin has until midnight” April 13 “to decide whether
to veto those bills outright. He also could veto specific items in the budget bill.”
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Innovative Classroom Designs Used To Increase Student Collaboration, Autonomy.
The Hechinger Report (4/4) reports that last year, Shari Camhi, superintendent for Long Island’s Baldwin Schools,
“invited staff members to apply to redesign their classrooms...as a strategy for bringing more innovative instruction to
the district.” The article describes how the process has led to “much more student collaboration and autonomy,” and
describes some of the layouts being used in the classroom.

Analysis: Middle School Common Core Math Instruction Aligns With Standards But Lacks
Rigor.
Education Week (4/4) reports that according to an analysis from Education Trust, “while middle school teachers have
largely embraced the leaner, more-focused Common Core State Standards, many math assignments prioritize
procedures and algorithms at the expense of conceptual thinking and argumentation.” The report “raises fresh
questions about the challenges to upgrading math instruction in the crucial grades 6-8.”

Idaho District Robotics Team Heading To World Festival In Houston.
The Moscow-Pullman (ID) Daily News (4/4) reports that a robotics team consisting of middle and high school
students in Moscow, Idaho dubbed the Knights of the Rectangular Table “will represent the city and the state of
Idaho in two weeks in Houston at the For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology LEGO League
World Festival, part of the FIRST Championship. The team won the FIRST LEGO League North Idaho Championship
in January at the University of Idaho’s Memorial Gym, punching its ticket to the international competition April
18-21.”

OPERATIONS
Puerto Rico Teachers Union Sues To Stop School Choice Law.
Education Week (4/4) reports the Asociación de Maestros de Puerto Rico, “which represents nearly 30,000 teachers
working in the U.S. territory,” has filed a lawsuit “to halt charter schools and vouchers on the island before they even
begin.” The article says the lawsuit comes “in response to a new education law” which “would allow charter schools
and vouchers on the island, although both would be subject to caps—charters (or “alianza”) schools can constitute
no more than 10 percent of schools in Puerto Rico, while the number of students receiving vouchers under the Free
School Selection program would be capped at 3 percent of public school students in the first year, and 5 percent in
the second.” Gov. Ricardo Rosselló and Puerto Rico Secretary of Education Julia Keleher “have both said the
law...will provide more educational opportunities” for students.

Some Denver Teachers Vote To Abandon “Innovation Plans.”
Chalkbeat (4/4) reports, “For the first time ever, teachers at two Denver schools voted this year against renewing
‘innovation plans’ that allowed the schools to set their own calendars, choose their own textbooks, and in the case
of one school, waive parts of the teachers union contract.” In a third school, teachers “voted to shed the school’s
unique ‘autonomous’ status, which allowed similar freedoms.” This school’s status “paved the way for the state
law that permits district-run schools to adopt innovation plans.” Supporters of the concept have questioned whether
the district “is backing away from its more aggressive school improvement strategies. But Deputy Superintendent
Susana Cordova said she doesn’t see the votes as a harbinger of change in either district policy or public opinion.”
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New York Mayor Hints New Chancellor Will Push Existing Agenda.
Chalkbeat (4/4) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio, speaking Wednesday, said incoming “Chancellor Richard
Carranza will be ‘obsessively focused’ on students reading at grade level and will spread the word about the
mayor’s education agenda.” De Blasio said the two will advocate for “his ‘Equity and Excellence’ agenda, referring
to a suite of initiatives launched in 2015.” The comments, Chalkbeat reports, “suggested that the new chancellor will
be primarily responsible for shepherding the mayor’s existing agenda.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Top Kansas Republicans Drop Effort To Bar Judges From Ruling On School Funding Cases.
The AP (4/4, John Hanna |, Ap) reports Kansas state Senate President Susan Wagle (R) and Majority Leader Jim
Denning (R) “on Wednesday dropped a demand that lawmakers move to curb judges’ power before increasing
spending on public schools, allowing work to move forward on satisfying a court mandate on education funding.” The
two “had said Tuesday that their chamber would not debate school funding until the GOP-controlled Legislature
approved a proposed amendment to the Kansas Constitution to limit the courts’ power to decide education spending
issues.” State House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr. (R) said the measure would not see a vote in the state House this
week.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (4/4) reports the “stalemate...finally broke late Wednesday when Republican
leaders in the Senate withdrew their demand that lawmakers first pass a constitutional amendment to take away the
authority of state courts to review school funding adequacy cases.” The article reports Wagle and Denning
announced their withdrawal of their ultimatum “just hours after the House Judiciary Committee voted narrowly to
advance a constitutional amendment to the full House, even though House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr., R-Olathe, had
said he would not bring it to the floor for debate this week.”
The High Plains Public Radio (KS) (4/4) reports that on Tuesday, the state House “voted 71-53 to back a $500
million school funding plan, passing it on to the Senate.” However, “Wagle fears that plan will again drive Kansas
into a budget deficit and won’t guarantee an end to the lawsuits.” The paper explains that the state is “facing an
April 30 deadline to pass a school funding increase and defend the solution at the Kansas Supreme Court.
Lawmakers agreed last spring to hike school funding by around $300 million, but failed to win the court over.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Texas Education Officials Seeking Public Feedback On Special Education Overhaul.
The Houston Chronicle (4/4) reports Texas Education Agency officials are seeking feedback from the public “on the
latest proposal to overhaul Texas’ special education services. In March, the Texas Education Agency officials
proposed spending $211.3 million over six years on professional development, engaging special education parents,
monitoring special education practices at school districts and identifying previously unidentified students who may be
eligible for special education services.”

Bill To Arm Teachers Dies In Louisiana House Committee.
The AP (4/4) reports that the Louisiana state House “criminal justice committee” on Wednesday “rejected a
proposal” to allow teachers to carry guns at school that was “opposed by law enforcement, educators and the
governor.” Sponsor Rep. Raymond Garofalo (R) “said that laws barring guns on school grounds invite attacks. But if
teachers who have concealed carry permits and have gone through active shooter training were allowed to bring
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guns to school, shooters would stay away.” However, opponents “said the policy is bound to result in unintended
shootings and would create confusion in the event of a school shooting.”

School Safety Standards Bill Advances In Maryland Senate.
The AP (4/4, Witte) reports the Maryland state Senate Budget and Taxation Committee “approved a measure to
create consistent standards for school safety statewide.” The measure “requires the Maryland State Department of
Education and the Maryland Center for School Safety to develop a policy for school-safety assessment. The policy
will include guidance on identifying people whose behavior could pose a threat to a school.”

California Districts Taking Part In School Climate, Safety Study.
EdSource (4/3) reports that California districts are taking part in a new five-year study by the American Institutes for
Research on school safety and climate. The study “promises to be a groundbreaking examination of school safety in
California schools. Virginia Tech University’s Laboratory for the Study of Youth Inequality is partnering with AIR on
the research and Public Counsel, the Los Angeles-based public interest law firm, is also involved.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third Day.
• Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress Toward ESSA Implementation.
• Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding.
• Philadelphia School District To Invest $20 Million In Classroom Renovations.
• Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

April 5, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
GAO Finds Racial Bias In School Discipline As ED
Mulls Revising Guidance.
The New York Times (4/4, Green, Subscription Publication)
reports that “black students continue to be disciplined at school
more often and more harshly than their white peers, often for
similar infractions, according to a new report by Congress’s
nonpartisan watchdog agency, which counters claims fueling” the
Trump Administration’s “efforts to re-examine discipline policies
of the Obama administration.” The report, issued by the
Government Accountability Office on Wednesday, “is the first
national governmental analysis of discipline policies since the
Obama administration issued guidance in 2014 that urged
schools to examine the disproportionate rates at which black
students were being punished.” The Times adds that critics “of
the Obama-era guidance have questioned whether students of color suffer from unfair treatment under school
discipline policies,” but the GAO “found that not only have black students across the nation continued to bear the
brunt of such policies, but the impact was felt more widely than previously reported – including by black students in
affluent schools.”
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports the GAO “ released a report Wednesday outlining severe disparities
between how white students and students of color are disciplined â€•
the same day Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
met with groups to discuss possibly rescinding Obama-era guidance designed to reduce these inequities.” The report
“ comes as civil rights leaders are fighting tooth and nail to save this guidance” which “ calls on schools to reduce
their reliance on harsh disciplinary practices like suspensions and expulsions. It also warns schools they could run
afoul of federal law if certain groups of students are disproportionately punished.” The report analyzed ED data from
2013-15 and “ reveal[ed] deep discipline disparities across student groups â€•
the very problem the guidance is
intended to address.”
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U.S. News & World Report (4/4) reports the GAO study “found that the disparities were widespread and present
regardless of the type of disciplinary action, level of school poverty or type of public school attended.” US News says
the report comes “amid a divisive national debate over federal guidance on school discipline issued during the
Obama administration in 2014. The guidance sought to stem the school-to-prison pipeline by addressing the
disproportionate rate at which students of color and students with disabilities are suspended and expelled.” However,
“some educators and education policy researchers now argue the Obama-era guidance did a disservice to schools,
creating disruptive classrooms where teachers feel unsafe because they are pressure by school administrators not to
report students.”
NPR (4/4, Turner) reports GAO researcher Jacqueline Nowicki “and her team interviewed administrators, visited
schools across the country, and used 2013-2014 data from the Civil Rights Data Collection, which includes
disciplinary actions in more than 95,000 schools across the country. Those numbers include suspensions, expulsions
and referrals to law enforcement.”
DeVos Meets With Stakeholders On School Discipline Guidance. The AP (4/4) reports Education
Secretary Betsy DeVos met Wednesday with in a closed-door session “with educators who believe that rolling back
the Obama rule will further entrench discrimination. Later in the day she heard from opponents who say that softening
discipline practices makes schools less safe and prevents effective learning.” The AP reports that while there is little
debate on whether disparities are “a serious problem, there’s intense debate over what causes them and how to fix
them.”
Education Week (4/4) reports DeVos’ Wednesday meetings came “as she considers whether to rescind the
document,” which “put schools on notice that they may be found in violation of federal civil rights laws if they
enforce...discriminatory rules or if their policies lead to disproportionately higher rates of discipline for students in one
racial group, even if those policies were written without discriminatory intent.” The piece says the debate hinges on
“why those differing discipline rates occur and the role of the federal government in addressing them.” Meanwhile,
Education Week reports, “DeVos and her team have not committed to a particular time frame for making a final
decision on whether to keep, toss, or tweak the guidance. That decision is also on the agenda of a new school safety
task force assembled by the White House, which DeVos chairs.”
Noting that the 2014 guidance was a joint document from ED and the Department of Justice, the Wall Street
Journal (4/4, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports on similarities to meetings held before ED ended
controversial Obama-era guidance on campus sexual assault.
Politico Morning Education (4/4, Emma) reports that a number of organizations, including the National Women’s
Law Center, the Human Rights Campaign, the National Indian Education Association, and GLSEN, wrote to DeVos
expressing concerns about a lack of transparency and broad representation surrounding the meetings.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports DeVos met with “civil rights leaders, parents and teachers Wednesday
morning to discuss the impact of Obama-era guidance that calls on schools to reduce their reliance on suspensions
and to consider whether racial bias plays a role in their disciplinary practices,” saying the “examination of this
guidance is part of DeVos’ work as leader of a new Federal Commission on School Safety, although she has
reportedly been thinking for months about rescinding the guidance.”
The Washington Times (4/4, Richardson) reports DeVos “heard radically different takes” on the issue, saying
stakeholders said the guidance, “depending on who was testifying, is either working like a charm in some classrooms
or creating hair-raising chaos in others.” The Times reports ED spokesman Nate Bailey “said there is no timetable
for a decision on the guidance, which was aimed at addressing concerns about racial disparities in discipline.”
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Trump Discusses Cutting Education Funding From
Omnibus Bill.
Education Week (4/4) reports President Trump “wasn’t totally
thrilled about signing a spending bill that included a $2.6 billion
increase for education” and is “still trying to find a way to make
cuts. Trump has reportedly discussed with House Republican
leaders the idea of effectively cutting some spending out of the
$1.3 trillion omnibus bill he signed late last month.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
National School Boards Association Honors Maryland District For Focus On Ninth-Graders.
The Baltimore Sun (4/4) reports the National School Boards Association is recognizing Maryland’s Anne Arundel
County Public Schools, which three years ago “started to focus on helping students pass their ninth-grade classes
and advance to 10th grade.” The district said in a statement that NSBA gave it “a first-place award given to a system
that ‘breaks down barrier for underserved students.’”

Oklahoma House Approves $20 Million Internet Sales Tax As Teacher Walkout Continues.
Reuters (4/4) reports, “The Oklahoma House of Representatives approved a $20 million internet sales tax on
Wednesday as part of a revenue package aimed at ending a statewide walkout by teachers seeking higher pay and
more education funding.” Reuters notes that teachers on Wednesday “packed the Capitol in Oklahoma City to press
for a $200 million package to raise education spending in Oklahoma, which ranks near the bottom for U.S. states.”
Over 100 districts in the state will remain closed on Thursday.

Teachers Plan Tulsa-To-Oklahoma City March. NBC News (4/4) reports that as the Oklahoma teacher
walkout continues, “more than 100 educators embarked Wednesday on a 110-mile march from Tulsa, Oklahoma, to
the state Capitol building.” The teachers’ trip “is anticipated to take seven days,” and Tulsa Superintendent
Deborah Gist “said those walking have already received a lot of support.”
CNN (4/4, Silverman) reports marchers “plan to walk from Tulsa to Oklahoma City, the state capital, to join
thousands of teachers who have been protesting all week for higher pay and more resources, such as new
textbooks.” The Huffington Post (4/4, Murdock) also covers this story.
Oklahoma Governor Compares Teachers To Teens Asking For “Better Car.” The Washington Post
(4/4, Balingit) reports Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin (R), whose state is experiencing a days-long walkout by teachers
calling for greater education funding, “is under siege after she compared striking teachers converging on the state
Capitol to rally for education funding to ‘a teenage kid that wants a better car.’” Speaking to CBS News
correspondent Omar Villafranca, Fallin said, “Teachers want more. But it’s kind of like having a teenage kid that
wants a better car.” Fallin also said “she was skeptical the teacher walkout was a homegrown movement, saying
she suspected outside groups, including Antifa — short for anti-fascist — were involved.”
Analysis: As Walkout Continues, Oklahoma Teachers Risk Overplaying Hand. The AP (4/4) reports
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that teachers in Oklahoma who have marched on the state Capitol “brought pent-up with them frustration after years
of budget cuts, swelling class sizes and a decade without a raise. ... Now these teachers face a tough question as the
walkout threatens to keep many schools closed for the rest of the week — do they risk losing public support for their
efforts, especially after lawmakers handed them much of what they asked for?” The AP reports that while teachers
continue to enjoy support from some parents, others in the state “question why teachers are continuing to stay off the
job after lawmakers approved new money for schools and raises.”

Oklahoma, Kentucky Teachers Running For State Legislative Seats.
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/4) reports that 30-year educator Cyndi Ralston of Oklahoma’s Haskell Public Schools
announced Tuesday “that she is running as a Democrat to represent the people of District 12.” Her announcement
came after state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R), the district’s current representative, “said Tuesday that he didn’t think
protesting teachers were setting a good example for students.” Ralston “wrote in a Facebook post that McDugle’s
video ‘disrespected and denigrated teachers and administrators’ who went to the Capitol to advocate for increased
education funding.”
The Hill (4/4, Gstalter) reports that McDugle “later apologized” for his video. The piece quotes Ralston saying in
a Facebook post, “If Kevin McDugle won’t fight for teachers and students, then I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t back
parents over oil companies, I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t treat his constituents with respect and dignity, I will.”
Meanwhile, the Huffington Post (4/4, Waldron, Klein) reports that after the Kentucky state legislature last week
“passed a controversial bill making sweeping changes to the public pension system that guarantees teachers’
retirement plans,” Louisville high school teacher Andrew Bailey “finally launched that political career he’d long
considered,” filing paperwork on Monday “to run for the state Senate seat held by Sen. Dan Seum, a Republican
who had voted for the pension overhaul on Thursday night.”

AFT President: Teacher Protests Likely To Continue.
Reuters (4/4) reports teacher protests “are likely to spread as more educators hit the streets to take on states that
they claim are choosing tax cuts over the education of students in elementary and secondary public schools.” The
piece reports American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “said the demonstrations, which have
so far taken place in right-to-work states with weak labor laws, underscore how fed up teachers have become over
the deprivation caused by inadequate funding due to tax cuts.”

Teacher Walkouts Enjoy Widespread Student Support.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Jamieson) reports that as teachers protested in Oklahoma City this week, “ a dozen
students â€•
one of them a sixth-grader â€•
came to give speeches to a crowd of thousands outside the state capitol on
Wednesday. One by one, glancing at notes on their phones, they spoke of crowded classrooms, crumbling textbooks
and, most of all, overworked and underpaid teachers whom they adore.” While critics of the walkouts have
characterized them as harmful to students, “ from Charleston, West Virginia, to Oklahoma City, student support has
helped build the teachers’ case that their own interests are aligned with the public interest.”

Kentucky Teachers Could Renew Protests If Governor Vetoes Education Funding Measure.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/4) reports that in the wake of “massive” teacher demonstrations in the
Kentucky state Capitol, teachers could renew their protests “if Gov. Matt Bevin exercises his veto power to strike
down tax or budget measures favorable to public education.” The state legislature “passed the tax reform and
budget bills on Monday amid a raucous teacher protest” and “Bevin has until midnight” April 13 “to decide whether
to veto those bills outright. He also could veto specific items in the budget bill.”
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Innovative Classroom Designs Used To Increase Student Collaboration, Autonomy.
The Hechinger Report (4/4) reports that last year, Shari Camhi, superintendent for Long Island’s Baldwin Schools,
“invited staff members to apply to redesign their classrooms...as a strategy for bringing more innovative instruction to
the district.” The article describes how the process has led to “much more student collaboration and autonomy,” and
describes some of the layouts being used in the classroom.

Analysis: Middle School Common Core Math Instruction Aligns With Standards But Lacks
Rigor.
Education Week (4/4) reports that according to an analysis from Education Trust, “while middle school teachers have
largely embraced the leaner, more-focused Common Core State Standards, many math assignments prioritize
procedures and algorithms at the expense of conceptual thinking and argumentation.” The report “raises fresh
questions about the challenges to upgrading math instruction in the crucial grades 6-8.”

Idaho District Robotics Team Heading To World Festival In Houston.
The Moscow-Pullman (ID) Daily News (4/4) reports that a robotics team consisting of middle and high school
students in Moscow, Idaho dubbed the Knights of the Rectangular Table “will represent the city and the state of
Idaho in two weeks in Houston at the For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology LEGO League
World Festival, part of the FIRST Championship. The team won the FIRST LEGO League North Idaho Championship
in January at the University of Idaho’s Memorial Gym, punching its ticket to the international competition April
18-21.”

OPERATIONS
Puerto Rico Teachers Union Sues To Stop School Choice Law.
Education Week (4/4) reports the Asociación de Maestros de Puerto Rico, “which represents nearly 30,000 teachers
working in the U.S. territory,” has filed a lawsuit “to halt charter schools and vouchers on the island before they even
begin.” The article says the lawsuit comes “in response to a new education law” which “would allow charter schools
and vouchers on the island, although both would be subject to caps—charters (or “alianza”) schools can constitute
no more than 10 percent of schools in Puerto Rico, while the number of students receiving vouchers under the Free
School Selection program would be capped at 3 percent of public school students in the first year, and 5 percent in
the second.” Gov. Ricardo Rosselló and Puerto Rico Secretary of Education Julia Keleher “have both said the
law...will provide more educational opportunities” for students.

Some Denver Teachers Vote To Abandon “Innovation Plans.”
Chalkbeat (4/4) reports, “For the first time ever, teachers at two Denver schools voted this year against renewing
‘innovation plans’ that allowed the schools to set their own calendars, choose their own textbooks, and in the case
of one school, waive parts of the teachers union contract.” In a third school, teachers “voted to shed the school’s
unique ‘autonomous’ status, which allowed similar freedoms.” This school’s status “paved the way for the state
law that permits district-run schools to adopt innovation plans.” Supporters of the concept have questioned whether
the district “is backing away from its more aggressive school improvement strategies. But Deputy Superintendent
Susana Cordova said she doesn’t see the votes as a harbinger of change in either district policy or public opinion.”
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New York Mayor Hints New Chancellor Will Push Existing Agenda.
Chalkbeat (4/4) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio, speaking Wednesday, said incoming “Chancellor Richard
Carranza will be ‘obsessively focused’ on students reading at grade level and will spread the word about the
mayor’s education agenda.” De Blasio said the two will advocate for “his ‘Equity and Excellence’ agenda, referring
to a suite of initiatives launched in 2015.” The comments, Chalkbeat reports, “suggested that the new chancellor will
be primarily responsible for shepherding the mayor’s existing agenda.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Top Kansas Republicans Drop Effort To Bar Judges From Ruling On School Funding Cases.
The AP (4/4, John Hanna |, Ap) reports Kansas state Senate President Susan Wagle (R) and Majority Leader Jim
Denning (R) “on Wednesday dropped a demand that lawmakers move to curb judges’ power before increasing
spending on public schools, allowing work to move forward on satisfying a court mandate on education funding.” The
two “had said Tuesday that their chamber would not debate school funding until the GOP-controlled Legislature
approved a proposed amendment to the Kansas Constitution to limit the courts’ power to decide education spending
issues.” State House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr. (R) said the measure would not see a vote in the state House this
week.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (4/4) reports the “stalemate...finally broke late Wednesday when Republican
leaders in the Senate withdrew their demand that lawmakers first pass a constitutional amendment to take away the
authority of state courts to review school funding adequacy cases.” The article reports Wagle and Denning
announced their withdrawal of their ultimatum “just hours after the House Judiciary Committee voted narrowly to
advance a constitutional amendment to the full House, even though House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr., R-Olathe, had
said he would not bring it to the floor for debate this week.”
The High Plains Public Radio (KS) (4/4) reports that on Tuesday, the state House “voted 71-53 to back a $500
million school funding plan, passing it on to the Senate.” However, “Wagle fears that plan will again drive Kansas
into a budget deficit and won’t guarantee an end to the lawsuits.” The paper explains that the state is “facing an
April 30 deadline to pass a school funding increase and defend the solution at the Kansas Supreme Court.
Lawmakers agreed last spring to hike school funding by around $300 million, but failed to win the court over.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Texas Education Officials Seeking Public Feedback On Special Education Overhaul.
The Houston Chronicle (4/4) reports Texas Education Agency officials are seeking feedback from the public “on the
latest proposal to overhaul Texas’ special education services. In March, the Texas Education Agency officials
proposed spending $211.3 million over six years on professional development, engaging special education parents,
monitoring special education practices at school districts and identifying previously unidentified students who may be
eligible for special education services.”

Bill To Arm Teachers Dies In Louisiana House Committee.
The AP (4/4) reports that the Louisiana state House “criminal justice committee” on Wednesday “rejected a
proposal” to allow teachers to carry guns at school that was “opposed by law enforcement, educators and the
governor.” Sponsor Rep. Raymond Garofalo (R) “said that laws barring guns on school grounds invite attacks. But if
teachers who have concealed carry permits and have gone through active shooter training were allowed to bring
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guns to school, shooters would stay away.” However, opponents “said the policy is bound to result in unintended
shootings and would create confusion in the event of a school shooting.”

School Safety Standards Bill Advances In Maryland Senate.
The AP (4/4, Witte) reports the Maryland state Senate Budget and Taxation Committee “approved a measure to
create consistent standards for school safety statewide.” The measure “requires the Maryland State Department of
Education and the Maryland Center for School Safety to develop a policy for school-safety assessment. The policy
will include guidance on identifying people whose behavior could pose a threat to a school.”

California Districts Taking Part In School Climate, Safety Study.
EdSource (4/3) reports that California districts are taking part in a new five-year study by the American Institutes for
Research on school safety and climate. The study “promises to be a groundbreaking examination of school safety in
California schools. Virginia Tech University’s Laboratory for the Study of Youth Inequality is partnering with AIR on
the research and Public Counsel, the Los Angeles-based public interest law firm, is also involved.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third Day.
• Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress Toward ESSA Implementation.
• Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding.
• Philadelphia School District To Invest $20 Million In Classroom Renovations.
• Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
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GAO Finds Racial Bias In School Discipline As ED Mulls Revising Guidance
<david.shoup@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning David Shoup

April 5, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
GAO Finds Racial Bias In School Discipline As ED
Mulls Revising Guidance.
The New York Times (4/4, Green, Subscription Publication)
reports that “black students continue to be disciplined at school
more often and more harshly than their white peers, often for
similar infractions, according to a new report by Congress’s
nonpartisan watchdog agency, which counters claims fueling” the
Trump Administration’s “efforts to re-examine discipline policies
of the Obama administration.” The report, issued by the
Government Accountability Office on Wednesday, “is the first
national governmental analysis of discipline policies since the
Obama administration issued guidance in 2014 that urged
schools to examine the disproportionate rates at which black
students were being punished.” The Times adds that critics “of
the Obama-era guidance have questioned whether students of color suffer from unfair treatment under school
discipline policies,” but the GAO “found that not only have black students across the nation continued to bear the
brunt of such policies, but the impact was felt more widely than previously reported – including by black students in
affluent schools.”
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports the GAO “ released a report Wednesday outlining severe disparities
between how white students and students of color are disciplined â€•
the same day Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
met with groups to discuss possibly rescinding Obama-era guidance designed to reduce these inequities.” The report
“ comes as civil rights leaders are fighting tooth and nail to save this guidance” which “ calls on schools to reduce
their reliance on harsh disciplinary practices like suspensions and expulsions. It also warns schools they could run
afoul of federal law if certain groups of students are disproportionately punished.” The report analyzed ED data from
2013-15 and “ reveal[ed] deep discipline disparities across student groups â€•
the very problem the guidance is
intended to address.”
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U.S. News & World Report (4/4) reports the GAO study “found that the disparities were widespread and present
regardless of the type of disciplinary action, level of school poverty or type of public school attended.” US News says
the report comes “amid a divisive national debate over federal guidance on school discipline issued during the
Obama administration in 2014. The guidance sought to stem the school-to-prison pipeline by addressing the
disproportionate rate at which students of color and students with disabilities are suspended and expelled.” However,
“some educators and education policy researchers now argue the Obama-era guidance did a disservice to schools,
creating disruptive classrooms where teachers feel unsafe because they are pressure by school administrators not to
report students.”
NPR (4/4, Turner) reports GAO researcher Jacqueline Nowicki “and her team interviewed administrators, visited
schools across the country, and used 2013-2014 data from the Civil Rights Data Collection, which includes
disciplinary actions in more than 95,000 schools across the country. Those numbers include suspensions, expulsions
and referrals to law enforcement.”
DeVos Meets With Stakeholders On School Discipline Guidance. The AP (4/4) reports Education
Secretary Betsy DeVos met Wednesday with in a closed-door session “with educators who believe that rolling back
the Obama rule will further entrench discrimination. Later in the day she heard from opponents who say that softening
discipline practices makes schools less safe and prevents effective learning.” The AP reports that while there is little
debate on whether disparities are “a serious problem, there’s intense debate over what causes them and how to fix
them.”
Education Week (4/4) reports DeVos’ Wednesday meetings came “as she considers whether to rescind the
document,” which “put schools on notice that they may be found in violation of federal civil rights laws if they
enforce...discriminatory rules or if their policies lead to disproportionately higher rates of discipline for students in one
racial group, even if those policies were written without discriminatory intent.” The piece says the debate hinges on
“why those differing discipline rates occur and the role of the federal government in addressing them.” Meanwhile,
Education Week reports, “DeVos and her team have not committed to a particular time frame for making a final
decision on whether to keep, toss, or tweak the guidance. That decision is also on the agenda of a new school safety
task force assembled by the White House, which DeVos chairs.”
Noting that the 2014 guidance was a joint document from ED and the Department of Justice, the Wall Street
Journal (4/4, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports on similarities to meetings held before ED ended
controversial Obama-era guidance on campus sexual assault.
Politico Morning Education (4/4, Emma) reports that a number of organizations, including the National Women’s
Law Center, the Human Rights Campaign, the National Indian Education Association, and GLSEN, wrote to DeVos
expressing concerns about a lack of transparency and broad representation surrounding the meetings.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports DeVos met with “civil rights leaders, parents and teachers Wednesday
morning to discuss the impact of Obama-era guidance that calls on schools to reduce their reliance on suspensions
and to consider whether racial bias plays a role in their disciplinary practices,” saying the “examination of this
guidance is part of DeVos’ work as leader of a new Federal Commission on School Safety, although she has
reportedly been thinking for months about rescinding the guidance.”
The Washington Times (4/4, Richardson) reports DeVos “heard radically different takes” on the issue, saying
stakeholders said the guidance, “depending on who was testifying, is either working like a charm in some classrooms
or creating hair-raising chaos in others.” The Times reports ED spokesman Nate Bailey “said there is no timetable
for a decision on the guidance, which was aimed at addressing concerns about racial disparities in discipline.”

POLITICS & POLICY
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Trump Discusses Cutting Education Funding From
Omnibus Bill.
Education Week (4/4) reports President Trump “wasn’t totally
thrilled about signing a spending bill that included a $2.6 billion
increase for education” and is “still trying to find a way to make
cuts. Trump has reportedly discussed with House Republican
leaders the idea of effectively cutting some spending out of the
$1.3 trillion omnibus bill he signed late last month.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
National School Boards Association Honors Maryland District For Focus On Ninth-Graders.
The Baltimore Sun (4/4) reports the National School Boards Association is recognizing Maryland’s Anne Arundel
County Public Schools, which three years ago “started to focus on helping students pass their ninth-grade classes
and advance to 10th grade.” The district said in a statement that NSBA gave it “a first-place award given to a system
that ‘breaks down barrier for underserved students.’”

Oklahoma House Approves $20 Million Internet Sales Tax As Teacher Walkout Continues.
Reuters (4/4) reports, “The Oklahoma House of Representatives approved a $20 million internet sales tax on
Wednesday as part of a revenue package aimed at ending a statewide walkout by teachers seeking higher pay and
more education funding.” Reuters notes that teachers on Wednesday “packed the Capitol in Oklahoma City to press
for a $200 million package to raise education spending in Oklahoma, which ranks near the bottom for U.S. states.”
Over 100 districts in the state will remain closed on Thursday.

Teachers Plan Tulsa-To-Oklahoma City March. NBC News (4/4) reports that as the Oklahoma teacher
walkout continues, “more than 100 educators embarked Wednesday on a 110-mile march from Tulsa, Oklahoma, to
the state Capitol building.” The teachers’ trip “is anticipated to take seven days,” and Tulsa Superintendent
Deborah Gist “said those walking have already received a lot of support.”
CNN (4/4, Silverman) reports marchers “plan to walk from Tulsa to Oklahoma City, the state capital, to join
thousands of teachers who have been protesting all week for higher pay and more resources, such as new
textbooks.” The Huffington Post (4/4, Murdock) also covers this story.
Oklahoma Governor Compares Teachers To Teens Asking For “Better Car.” The Washington Post
(4/4, Balingit) reports Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin (R), whose state is experiencing a days-long walkout by teachers
calling for greater education funding, “is under siege after she compared striking teachers converging on the state
Capitol to rally for education funding to ‘a teenage kid that wants a better car.’” Speaking to CBS News
correspondent Omar Villafranca, Fallin said, “Teachers want more. But it’s kind of like having a teenage kid that
wants a better car.” Fallin also said “she was skeptical the teacher walkout was a homegrown movement, saying
she suspected outside groups, including Antifa — short for anti-fascist — were involved.”
Analysis: As Walkout Continues, Oklahoma Teachers Risk Overplaying Hand. The AP (4/4) reports
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that teachers in Oklahoma who have marched on the state Capitol “brought pent-up with them frustration after years
of budget cuts, swelling class sizes and a decade without a raise. ... Now these teachers face a tough question as the
walkout threatens to keep many schools closed for the rest of the week — do they risk losing public support for their
efforts, especially after lawmakers handed them much of what they asked for?” The AP reports that while teachers
continue to enjoy support from some parents, others in the state “question why teachers are continuing to stay off the
job after lawmakers approved new money for schools and raises.”

Oklahoma, Kentucky Teachers Running For State Legislative Seats.
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/4) reports that 30-year educator Cyndi Ralston of Oklahoma’s Haskell Public Schools
announced Tuesday “that she is running as a Democrat to represent the people of District 12.” Her announcement
came after state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R), the district’s current representative, “said Tuesday that he didn’t think
protesting teachers were setting a good example for students.” Ralston “wrote in a Facebook post that McDugle’s
video ‘disrespected and denigrated teachers and administrators’ who went to the Capitol to advocate for increased
education funding.”
The Hill (4/4, Gstalter) reports that McDugle “later apologized” for his video. The piece quotes Ralston saying in
a Facebook post, “If Kevin McDugle won’t fight for teachers and students, then I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t back
parents over oil companies, I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t treat his constituents with respect and dignity, I will.”
Meanwhile, the Huffington Post (4/4, Waldron, Klein) reports that after the Kentucky state legislature last week
“passed a controversial bill making sweeping changes to the public pension system that guarantees teachers’
retirement plans,” Louisville high school teacher Andrew Bailey “finally launched that political career he’d long
considered,” filing paperwork on Monday “to run for the state Senate seat held by Sen. Dan Seum, a Republican
who had voted for the pension overhaul on Thursday night.”

AFT President: Teacher Protests Likely To Continue.
Reuters (4/4) reports teacher protests “are likely to spread as more educators hit the streets to take on states that
they claim are choosing tax cuts over the education of students in elementary and secondary public schools.” The
piece reports American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “said the demonstrations, which have
so far taken place in right-to-work states with weak labor laws, underscore how fed up teachers have become over
the deprivation caused by inadequate funding due to tax cuts.”

Teacher Walkouts Enjoy Widespread Student Support.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Jamieson) reports that as teachers protested in Oklahoma City this week, “ a dozen
students â€•
one of them a sixth-grader â€•
came to give speeches to a crowd of thousands outside the state capitol on
Wednesday. One by one, glancing at notes on their phones, they spoke of crowded classrooms, crumbling textbooks
and, most of all, overworked and underpaid teachers whom they adore.” While critics of the walkouts have
characterized them as harmful to students, “ from Charleston, West Virginia, to Oklahoma City, student support has
helped build the teachers’ case that their own interests are aligned with the public interest.”

Kentucky Teachers Could Renew Protests If Governor Vetoes Education Funding Measure.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/4) reports that in the wake of “massive” teacher demonstrations in the
Kentucky state Capitol, teachers could renew their protests “if Gov. Matt Bevin exercises his veto power to strike
down tax or budget measures favorable to public education.” The state legislature “passed the tax reform and
budget bills on Monday amid a raucous teacher protest” and “Bevin has until midnight” April 13 “to decide whether
to veto those bills outright. He also could veto specific items in the budget bill.”
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Innovative Classroom Designs Used To Increase Student Collaboration, Autonomy.
The Hechinger Report (4/4) reports that last year, Shari Camhi, superintendent for Long Island’s Baldwin Schools,
“invited staff members to apply to redesign their classrooms...as a strategy for bringing more innovative instruction to
the district.” The article describes how the process has led to “much more student collaboration and autonomy,” and
describes some of the layouts being used in the classroom.

Analysis: Middle School Common Core Math Instruction Aligns With Standards But Lacks
Rigor.
Education Week (4/4) reports that according to an analysis from Education Trust, “while middle school teachers have
largely embraced the leaner, more-focused Common Core State Standards, many math assignments prioritize
procedures and algorithms at the expense of conceptual thinking and argumentation.” The report “raises fresh
questions about the challenges to upgrading math instruction in the crucial grades 6-8.”

Idaho District Robotics Team Heading To World Festival In Houston.
The Moscow-Pullman (ID) Daily News (4/4) reports that a robotics team consisting of middle and high school
students in Moscow, Idaho dubbed the Knights of the Rectangular Table “will represent the city and the state of
Idaho in two weeks in Houston at the For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology LEGO League
World Festival, part of the FIRST Championship. The team won the FIRST LEGO League North Idaho Championship
in January at the University of Idaho’s Memorial Gym, punching its ticket to the international competition April
18-21.”

OPERATIONS
Puerto Rico Teachers Union Sues To Stop School Choice Law.
Education Week (4/4) reports the Asociación de Maestros de Puerto Rico, “which represents nearly 30,000 teachers
working in the U.S. territory,” has filed a lawsuit “to halt charter schools and vouchers on the island before they even
begin.” The article says the lawsuit comes “in response to a new education law” which “would allow charter schools
and vouchers on the island, although both would be subject to caps—charters (or “alianza”) schools can constitute
no more than 10 percent of schools in Puerto Rico, while the number of students receiving vouchers under the Free
School Selection program would be capped at 3 percent of public school students in the first year, and 5 percent in
the second.” Gov. Ricardo Rosselló and Puerto Rico Secretary of Education Julia Keleher “have both said the
law...will provide more educational opportunities” for students.

Some Denver Teachers Vote To Abandon “Innovation Plans.”
Chalkbeat (4/4) reports, “For the first time ever, teachers at two Denver schools voted this year against renewing
‘innovation plans’ that allowed the schools to set their own calendars, choose their own textbooks, and in the case
of one school, waive parts of the teachers union contract.” In a third school, teachers “voted to shed the school’s
unique ‘autonomous’ status, which allowed similar freedoms.” This school’s status “paved the way for the state
law that permits district-run schools to adopt innovation plans.” Supporters of the concept have questioned whether
the district “is backing away from its more aggressive school improvement strategies. But Deputy Superintendent
Susana Cordova said she doesn’t see the votes as a harbinger of change in either district policy or public opinion.”
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New York Mayor Hints New Chancellor Will Push Existing Agenda.
Chalkbeat (4/4) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio, speaking Wednesday, said incoming “Chancellor Richard
Carranza will be ‘obsessively focused’ on students reading at grade level and will spread the word about the
mayor’s education agenda.” De Blasio said the two will advocate for “his ‘Equity and Excellence’ agenda, referring
to a suite of initiatives launched in 2015.” The comments, Chalkbeat reports, “suggested that the new chancellor will
be primarily responsible for shepherding the mayor’s existing agenda.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Top Kansas Republicans Drop Effort To Bar Judges From Ruling On School Funding Cases.
The AP (4/4, John Hanna |, Ap) reports Kansas state Senate President Susan Wagle (R) and Majority Leader Jim
Denning (R) “on Wednesday dropped a demand that lawmakers move to curb judges’ power before increasing
spending on public schools, allowing work to move forward on satisfying a court mandate on education funding.” The
two “had said Tuesday that their chamber would not debate school funding until the GOP-controlled Legislature
approved a proposed amendment to the Kansas Constitution to limit the courts’ power to decide education spending
issues.” State House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr. (R) said the measure would not see a vote in the state House this
week.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (4/4) reports the “stalemate...finally broke late Wednesday when Republican
leaders in the Senate withdrew their demand that lawmakers first pass a constitutional amendment to take away the
authority of state courts to review school funding adequacy cases.” The article reports Wagle and Denning
announced their withdrawal of their ultimatum “just hours after the House Judiciary Committee voted narrowly to
advance a constitutional amendment to the full House, even though House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr., R-Olathe, had
said he would not bring it to the floor for debate this week.”
The High Plains Public Radio (KS) (4/4) reports that on Tuesday, the state House “voted 71-53 to back a $500
million school funding plan, passing it on to the Senate.” However, “Wagle fears that plan will again drive Kansas
into a budget deficit and won’t guarantee an end to the lawsuits.” The paper explains that the state is “facing an
April 30 deadline to pass a school funding increase and defend the solution at the Kansas Supreme Court.
Lawmakers agreed last spring to hike school funding by around $300 million, but failed to win the court over.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Texas Education Officials Seeking Public Feedback On Special Education Overhaul.
The Houston Chronicle (4/4) reports Texas Education Agency officials are seeking feedback from the public “on the
latest proposal to overhaul Texas’ special education services. In March, the Texas Education Agency officials
proposed spending $211.3 million over six years on professional development, engaging special education parents,
monitoring special education practices at school districts and identifying previously unidentified students who may be
eligible for special education services.”

Bill To Arm Teachers Dies In Louisiana House Committee.
The AP (4/4) reports that the Louisiana state House “criminal justice committee” on Wednesday “rejected a
proposal” to allow teachers to carry guns at school that was “opposed by law enforcement, educators and the
governor.” Sponsor Rep. Raymond Garofalo (R) “said that laws barring guns on school grounds invite attacks. But if
teachers who have concealed carry permits and have gone through active shooter training were allowed to bring
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guns to school, shooters would stay away.” However, opponents “said the policy is bound to result in unintended
shootings and would create confusion in the event of a school shooting.”

School Safety Standards Bill Advances In Maryland Senate.
The AP (4/4, Witte) reports the Maryland state Senate Budget and Taxation Committee “approved a measure to
create consistent standards for school safety statewide.” The measure “requires the Maryland State Department of
Education and the Maryland Center for School Safety to develop a policy for school-safety assessment. The policy
will include guidance on identifying people whose behavior could pose a threat to a school.”

California Districts Taking Part In School Climate, Safety Study.
EdSource (4/3) reports that California districts are taking part in a new five-year study by the American Institutes for
Research on school safety and climate. The study “promises to be a groundbreaking examination of school safety in
California schools. Virginia Tech University’s Laboratory for the Study of Youth Inequality is partnering with AIR on
the research and Public Counsel, the Los Angeles-based public interest law firm, is also involved.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third Day.
• Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress Toward ESSA Implementation.
• Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding.
• Philadelphia School District To Invest $20 Million In Classroom Renovations.
• Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Society for Human Resource Management" <DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity.org>
Fri, 20 Apr 2018 10:44:10 -0600 (MDT)
General HR Digest for Friday April 20, 2018
<therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

General HR
Post New Message
Apr 19, 2018
started 8 minutes ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

ADA Interactive Process - For How Long?
1. _ New employee (employed for only 6 months)... Anonymous
started 19 minutes ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Who does HR report to?
2. _ â€‹
I am the HR for our company of just under... Anonymous
3. _ When I worked at a company of about 100 or... Anonymous
4. _ I report to the owners. We are around 300... Anonymous
5. _ I report to our General Counsel. I... Anonymous
6. _ CEO at this job (70 employees) and last job... Anonymous
started 29 minutes ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Employee paid for training and expects reimbursement
7. _ Any advice on how you would handle this? An... Anonymous
8. _ What does the manager want to do? Does the... Anonymous
9. _ I would simply say the training (and... Anonymous
10. _ Precedent is quite important here. What... Anonymous
11. Worse case scenario, I'd meet him half way. And,... Ivette Dupuis
started 31 minutes ago, Eric Emerson (0 replies)

HR.COM ambassador membership
12. I received an email discussing the benefits and... Eric Emerson
started 35 minutes ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Need advice
13. _ I work in a nursing home. I have an... Anonymous
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14.
15.
16.
17.

_ At the point she said she was leaving and... Anonymous
_ Ugh. This is a tough spot for you. It's... Anonymous
_ â€‹
She has been here a year and 1 month. ... Anonymous
_ We do have an EAP. I feel like I should... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

How Many Chances....Recruiting
18. _ So, I'm new to the world of IT recruiting Anonymous
19. _ If the call was scheduled in advance and... Anonymous
20. _ If the candidate doesn't answer for a... Anonymous
21. _ If a candidate misses a phone screen, I... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Name change
22. _ â€‹â€‹
We have an employee, John, who wants to... Anonymous
23. _ For an email change, I don't see any reason... Anonymous
24. _ I have always told everyone I'll call you... Anonymous
25. â€‹
When I hire an employee, we set them up in... Stephen Fry
started an hour ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

NCNS Injured EE
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

_ One of our EE did a NSNC yesterday and... Anonymous
_ What is your NCNS policy? Three days?... Anonymous
_ I"m confused. You said she NSNC yesterday... Anonymous
_ Are you covered by FMLA or ADA? ... Anonymous
_ Have you tried to reach out to her? If not,... Anonymous
_ One more thing, place her on FMLA if she's... Anonymous
_ Same question about the NCNS - if you know... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Gina Brainard (1 reply)

Recruiting
33. Does anyone else have a high number of people... Gina Brainard
34. _ Yup. There's been an uptick in this over... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Direct deposit
35. _ Can an employer in NY require employees to... Anonymous
36. _ â€‹
No they cannot labor.ny.gov/formsdocs... Anonymous
37. _ No, not in NY. Anonymous
38. LMGTFY Todd Saffell
39. _ LMGTFY Todd Saffell < Anonymous
40. _ LOL! I had to google that to see... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Laurel Diver (9 replies)

Exempt Payperiods
41. â€‹
Hi, We are currently evaluating our practice... Laurel Diver
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42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

_ â€‹
How often are you paid? I guess we... Anonymous
_ Our exempts are paid current. Anonymous
_ Our non-exempt and exempt pay periods end... Anonymous
_ We're paid semimonthly, current. Anonymous
â€‹
If you pay current, can you please let me know... Laurel Diver
â€‹
What is your industry? Thank you. Laurel Diver
â€‹
Thank you for the reply. What is your industry... Laurel Diver
_ We pay current. Insurance industry AJ Anonymous
_ NE MFG Company All employees are paid bi... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

_ HELP! I have an employee crisis that needs... Anonymous
NH is an employer at will state, so if I wanted... Barbara Gartland
_ Paul is new to your organization (at least... Anonymous
Just like you didn't allow the company to be a... Susana Guzman-Agle
_ I am hesitant about answering yes or no to... Anonymous
_ I get where your supervisor is coming from Anonymous
If witnesses have confirmed Paul's bad behavior ... Ivette Dupuis
_ I don't like ultimatums and I don't agree... Anonymous
_ Curious as to why the Department Manager... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Recruiting Awkwardness
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

_ Were looking for a high level sales exec,... Anonymous
_ You have no obligation to tell a recruiter... Anonymous
_ Many of our executives run in the same... Anonymous
Just be honest. Ivette Dupuis
_ â€‹
Just be honest? Not sure what that means Anonymous
_ This is overly simplified and not the way... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Rikisha Hughes (9 replies)

Employees working on weekends
66. Good Morning, I am an HR department of one... Rikisha Hughes
67. _ Are these employees non-exempt? OT in NY... Anonymous
68. _ This completely depends on whether they're... Anonymous
69. _ Exempt/non-exempt? If exempt no over... Anonymous
70. _ Employees can't volunteer to work. If they... Anonymous
71. _ Thanks for your response. They are both non... Anonymous
72. _ No, a non-exempt employee can not ... Anonymous
73. _ Thanks! During our next management meeting,... Anonymous
74. _ Thank you for the advice. Some people have... Anonymous
75. _ Would this time be considered de minimus? ... Anonymous
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started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (17 replies)

Should I talk to both employees at once?
76. _ An employee reached out to me via email... Anonymous
77. _ Why isn't the manager involved in this? Anonymous
78. _ â€‹â€‹
Meet with them SEPARATELY. I often meet... Anonymous
79. _ I always direct the employee to the manager... Anonymous
80. _ Why isn't the manager involved in... Anonymous
81. _ â€‹
That's easy enough to find out by simply... Anonymous
82. _ Who said they weren't? The manager is aware... Anonymous
83. _ In an event, I have seen combined... Anonymous
84. _ I always direct the employee to the... Anonymous
85. If you're only meeting to hear about their... Ivette Dupuis
86. _ And those of us on this board wouldn't know... Anonymous
87. For what I understand, your intention is to... Susana Guzman-Agle
88. _ Oh good grief. I know I am a little cranky... Anonymous
89. _ Seeing this turn into a manager vs. HR... Anonymous
90. _ Based on the info presented, I would... Anonymous
91. _ to the OP, I would not talk to both... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Frances Simeon (0 replies)

Illinois wage statement- is there such a thing?
92. Hi folks, does anyone know if there's a Wage...

Frances Simeon
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Upward Feedback
93. _ Good Morning, I was hoping to find a... Anonymous
94. Without more specifics or context, it sounds... Mary Dillman
95. Thanks so much! We are specifically wanting... Allison Floyd
96. Thanks for the clarification. Based on what you... Mary Dillman
97. I would say at this point more leadership style... Allison Floyd
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Salary vs hourly
98. _ The question has been brought up about sick... Anonymous
99. _ Salary and hourly are ways to pay people-... Anonymous
100. _ â€‹
Yes - sorry - exempt vs non exempt. ... Anonymous
101. _ The sick day wasn't for FMLA, correct? ... Anonymous
102. _ â€‹
Traditionally, exempt employees do not... Anonymous
103. _ â€‹
No - this has nothing to do with FMLA. ... Anonymous
104. _ "She misses approximately 1-2 every 30 days... Anonymous
105. _ â€‹
1-2 days and seemingly only Mondays. No,... Anonymous
started 6 hours ago, Pallavi C (0 replies)

HR Connects for new lateral hires
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106. Hi, I am looking to start doing HR connects... Pallavi C
started 6 hours ago, Stella Anup Raja (1 reply)

SHRM CP
107. I am preparing for SHRM CP, any advise and tips... Stella Anup Raja
108. _ Take the practice tests online, learn how... Anonymous
started 11 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

How determine performance based merit increase without numerical rating?
109. _ If you have a merit-based performance... Anonymous
110. _ Our performance appraisals (with non... Anonymous
started 12 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
111. _ What electronic system do you utilize to... Anonymous
started 12 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Electronic platform used to track training
112. _ What electronic platform do you use to... Anonymous
started 15 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Looking for a freelancer to draft job descriptions
113. _ I thought SHRM used to have a place where... Anonymous
114. _ Hi I would be interested to do this. Would... Anonymous
115. _ I'm in South Florida but you can work... Anonymous
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Referred for a HRBP position
116. _ I was referred by a friend for a HR... Anonymous
117. _ When did they say they'd get back to you? ... Anonymous
118. _ I know I need to be patient. I am just... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Employee with Bad Attitude
119. _ How do you deal and approach an employee... Anonymous
120. _ â€‹
You need to take the word 'attitude' out... Anonymous
121. Agree - "bad attitude" is vague; The supervisor... Mary Dillman
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Incorrect payroll calculation
122. _ I was initially hired as an admin to a... Anonymous
123. I don't have experience with this, but I'm... Monica Kennedy
124. _ What call in pay and split shift pay... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Kasey Galash (0 replies)

Conflict Management / Resolution
125. I have an employee who has trouble with conflict... Kasey Galash
started 18 hours ago, Greg Atchison (0 replies)

Structured Employee Interview Guide
126. Hello, I'm on the board of a local non-profit... Greg Atchison
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started 18 hours ago, Robyn Beresh (1 reply)

Peanut Allergy
127. Hi, Does anyone have a policy for dealing with... Robyn Beresh
128. _ We do not have a policy. How we would... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Time Card Adjustments
129. _ How do you all track changes made to... Anonymous
130. _ There's not a place for notes in your... Anonymous
131. I created a form that has correction information... Tristan Harless
132. _ OP Here: Yes, our system differentiates... Anonymous
133. _ In our system, managers were required to... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Tiffany Tang (2 replies)

Gifting Remote Employees
134. Hi All, My organization has about 200 remote... Tiffany Tang
135. have you looked into e-gifting? Send them a... Iqra Aslam
136. Have you looked into Amazon Incentives at all? ... Mark Michaels
started 20 hours ago, Loretta Hoover (2 replies)

Corporate Mataching Gift Program
137. Good afternoon, We are looking at developing a... Loretta Hoover
138. Hi Loretta, We created a charity foundation... Tiffany Perdue
139. _ How do you define which non-profits... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Past employee information
140. _ Hi, I work for a government entity, and... Anonymous
141. _ You should definitely disclose any negative... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Michelle Doran (1 reply)

Continuous Performance Review Process
142. â€‹
Has anyone moved from an annual review process... Michelle Doran
143. Hi Michelle, Do a search on this forum on the... Mary Dillman
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Depression and confidentiality
144. _ Hey all, I posted on here before about my... Anonymous
145. _ The basic ADA confidentiality rule is that... Anonymous
146. _ I have since found out that she... Anonymous
147. Did the disclosure name you specifically or was... Monica Kennedy
148. â€‹
I like responder #3's input. Did you request an... Richard Burns
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (13 replies)

2 Different Tattoo Policies
149. _ I work for a private company. We have had... Anonymous
150. _ You don't need to justify (in writing, in a... Anonymous
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151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.

_ Same thing here. Office staff have a... Anonymous
Two different policies is common and enforcable Monica Kennedy
_ " I'm fully aware of the possibility of... Anonymous
_ Recently, we have had to turn down... Anonymous
_ ^^Agree? Plus, we only ask that tattoos... Anonymous
_ OP here - they had them high up on their... Anonymous
To answer the 6th poster - the tattoos could be... CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
_ Why couldn't they cover their necks? They... Anonymous
I have tattoos but keep them covered even though... Monica Kennedy
_ #9 I don't thinkâ€‹that is very realistic. ... Anonymous
Monica I do the same thing I have them on the... CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
_ #9 I don't thinkâ€‹that is very... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Trish Carroll (3 replies)

Open Enrollment question
163. We are switching insurance companies this year Trish Carroll
164. _ Any chance they are going to be doing your... Anonymous
165. _ Review the ACA - it's required under there... Anonymous
166. _ If these employees require coverage later,... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
167. _ Is a company required to get documentation... Anonymous
168. _ We require documentation for all mid-year... Anonymous
169. _ Thanks. What do you require in the case of... Anonymous
170. What do you require in the case of divorce? ... Mark Michaels
171. _ We require the decree. In my state the... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Pipeline of Candidates
172. _ Can someone provide me ideas on how to keep... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Allison Majane (0 replies)

Compliance training vendor
173. â€‹
Hello I am reaching out because my company... Allison Majane
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

not authorized to work in the US
174. _ We had a someone come in yesterday to... Anonymous
175. _ What is an EEC-01? Do you mean the EEO-1... Anonymous
176. _ Keep the paperwork since he is in your... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
177. _ Good Afternoon, I am looking for... Anonymous
178. _ There is no limit. As long as the event... Anonymous
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179. _ Not the OP, Can the plan limit the # of... Anonymous
180. _ No. Anonymous
181. Following .. Anonymonk, when you say you must go... Cheryl Glas
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

MIA Employee
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.

_ We had an employee call out sick Monday,... Anonymous
_ Does FMLA apply to your company? If so, I... Anonymous
_ He told you he would need to be off the... Anonymous
_ I would not consider this job abandonment... Anonymous
_ We want to make sure he's okay. You... Anonymous
_ Its NOT job abandonment. The employee has... Anonymous
_ My question is what is a reasonable... Anonymous
This isn't job abandonment. He called in sick... Monica Kennedy
_ We want to make sure he's okay. ... Anonymous
_ Thank you all for your help and advice with... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Kari Novelli (4 replies)

Unpaid time off policy
192. Hello, I am the HR manager for a... Kari Novelli
193. _ I wouldn't make a policy change based on... Anonymous
194. _ I would prefer to not have a written policy... Anonymous
195. Hi Kari, The jest of our policy is as... Kristen Lopian
196. _ I wouldn't overthink it. If he wants a... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

SPHR Exam Prep
197. _ I have a question regarding the SPHR exam Anonymous
198. _ The PHR and SPHR have always been two... Anonymous
199. _ Ok, yes, they have been two separate exams... Anonymous
200. _ Yes I used the Bogardus book for my SPHR. ... Anonymous
201. â€‹
I took/passed the SPHR in Dec. of 2016, after... Chloe Madden
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

I-9
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.

_ I'm the only one in the HR Department and... Anonymous
_ I'm confused by your post, but if I'm... Anonymous
The problem is the verbiage now states that you... Diane Loving
_ Can you use the I-9 form with the... Anonymous
_ I-9 retention requirements haven't changed Anonymous
_ Here is the link on I-9 retention form... Anonymous
_ Complete the employer portion and... Anonymous
This correction memo should help you: community... Laura Henderson
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)
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Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
210. _ Is there a California or Federal law that... Anonymous
211. _ Is it for tax garnishments? Anonymous
212. In my experience, the government sends letters,... Kristen Lopian
213. _ They do not share why they need or want the... Anonymous
214. _ Yeah, that's not how it works. You should... Anonymous
215. I would be very hesitant to release any personal... Monica Kennedy
started 22 hours ago, Cynthia Mann (10 replies)

Severence
216. I work for a manufacturing plant that employs... Cynthia Mann
217. _ â€‹
You need to work with an attorney to draft... Anonymous
218. _ A requirement that the employee waive... Anonymous
219. I'd probably just pay him to stay (go) away. ... Ivette Dupuis
220. _ â€‹
Although what Ivette suggests might be... Anonymous
221. You need to draft a well-written separation... Desmond Lee
222. _ â€‹
A resignation letter that is required to... Anonymous
223. _ â€‹
There is no reason to attempt to deny or... Anonymous
224. I'm not sure why it wouldn't. Severance is... Desmond Lee
225. Agreed. Contesting unemployment benefits is... Desmond Lee
226. _ Ultimately the state decides if an ex... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
227. _ â€‹
Hi, I'm an HR generalist working in a... Anonymous
228. _ â€‹
Sorry, I would not have done any of the... Anonymous
229. _ You already messed up. Why would you act... Anonymous
230. _ ^^^This right here...LOL. Anonymous
231. _ The manager's supervisors were not aware of... Anonymous
232. _ I don't understand why you inserted... Anonymous
233. _ â€‹
This is OP. Thank you for all of your... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Danita Grant-Pea (7 replies)

Nap Guideline/Policy
234. â€‹â€‹
Hi! My employer is in the process of... Danita Grant-Pea
235. _ First I suggest you don't call them nap... Anonymous
236. â€‹
Thank you for the feedback! We are considering... Danita Grant-Pea
237. I have no advice to offer, but heads up, I will... Erica Berthen
238. _ During the lunch hour, there is always at... Anonymous
239. _ I'm not knocking this at all, this is just... Anonymous
240. My EE has asked for nap pods and even hammocks... CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
241. _ We don't have anyone that chooses to... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (9 replies)
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Help! Employee with SHC
242. _ Good afternoon, I am new to a company... Anonymous
243. _ â€‹
Your statement "she already had the 12... Anonymous
244. _ I agree with the first response. If... Anonymous
245. _ What 12 month period method do you use?... Anonymous
246. _ o Anonymous
247. _ What are the dates of the first leave and... Anonymous
248. _ Moon Willow - To answer your questions 1)... Anonymous
249. _ Sorry I didn't mean to put "Moon Willow" at... Anonymous
250. _ Based on the updated info, I agree you... Anonymous
251. _ PS. You are handling this just fine. You... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Position Transfer Letter
252. _ Does anyone have a letter they are willing... Anonymous
253. â€‹
We use a change of employment form I got off... Kristine Kalish
254. _ Maybe I will need to look harder. I did a... Anonymous
255. _ I want to have it where it is the 90... Anonymous
256. I want to have it where it is the 90 days... Monica Kennedy
started 22 hours ago, Lindsay Catlow (1 reply)

Non Disclosure Agreement Template
257. Hi HR friends! Do any of you have a... Lindsay Catlow
258. _ Please see your company attorney to draft... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Nicole Holder (2 replies)

Personality Profile Assessment Test
259. Does anyone have recommendations for Personality... Nicole Holder
260. _ For whom/what purpose? Anonymous
261. _ We don't test for personality. We test for... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Contractor/Staffing Firm
262. _ Hello, I was hoping that someone would... Anonymous
263. _ Were commissions part of the agreement with... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (11 replies)

HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
264. _ Just curious, on average how long does your... Anonymous
265. _ 2 weeks. Anonymous
266. _ â€‹
Three weeks. Some of this may be... Anonymous
267. _ 2 weeks Anonymous
268. _ â€‹
15 days...however, they have more time... Anonymous
269. 30 days. We have multiple locations. Kristen Lopian
270. _ 115 EE company - 3 days. Anonymous
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271.
272.
273.
274.
275.

_ 3 Weeks Anonymous
_ HAHAHA in the last few years 3 days to 1 week. Anonymous
_ Normally 5 business days--for my employees,... Anonymous
About two and a half weeks. We take two days the... Monica Kennedy
_ 2 weeks Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
276. _ My company has a "no hats in the office... Anonymous
277. _ We wouldn't allow unless he can provide... Anonymous
278. _ How often does this employee need to come... Anonymous
279. I'm always cold and wear a beanie hat pretty... Eric Emerson
280. _ What is the purpose of the "no hat" policy?... Anonymous
281. _ Either dump the policy or enforce it in... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
282. _ Hello, I work for a company that employs... Anonymous
283. _ I also have a question about company... Anonymous
284. _ OP, please familiarize yourself with any... Anonymous
285. switch to filtered water in all fountains. --... Eric Emerson
286. _ LOL so funny. At my first day of my very... Anonymous
287. _ In what state? Are you asking about you ... Anonymous
288. _ Hey OP, What state are you in? May be able... Anonymous
289. _ switch to filtered water in all... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Discipline policy in employee handbook
290. _ I am a DOO and updating the employee... Anonymous
291. _ We do have a policy in the handbook. It's... Anonymous
292. We do have a policy in the handbook. It's brief... Amanda Davis
293. _ ^^ Samesies. Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Tickets at Work Program
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.

_ Has anyone signed up with the Tickets at... Anonymous
_ Our corporate headquarters signed up but... Anonymous
We did and for us it works wonderfully, we are... Susana Guzman-Agle
_ We use them and have had good experience. ... Anonymous
My previous employer provided it, but I never... Monica Kennedy
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
299. _ Are we allowed to cover an employee working... Anonymous
300. _ Is the employee working and living in the... Anonymous
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301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.

_ Interesting question. Where does the... Anonymous
_ If the employee is working in the US, you... Anonymous
_ I don't think you can (or should) call a... Anonymous
They are a Canadian citizen, living and working... Erlyn Hernandez
If the employees is not working in the US, then... Susana Guzman-Agle
_ They are a Canadian citizen, living... Anonymous
_ Hours worked off US soil don't count... Anonymous
_ Is he working in Canada? If not YES!!! Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Resigned but not working_what is the last day
309. _ Use the last day he actually worked, which... Anonymous
310. _ At our organization, we enter can enter in... Anonymous
311. _ I would use his physical last day with you... Anonymous
312. _ In your case, his term date is his last day... Anonymous
313. We use the last day they physically worked. With... Monica Kennedy
started yesterday, KATHERINE GERLOFF (4 replies)

Supervisor Handbook
314. _ I had an intranet page just for managers on... Anonymous
315. â€‹
I agree with the others regarding the... Darrel Keesee
316. Excellent points made, especially about the need... Mary Dillman
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

Looking for a good FREE Workplace Violence Prevention Video
317. I would contact your EAP provider as well. --... Leslea Bjornsen
318. Our insurance provider offers many online... Amanda Davis
started yesterday, Tiffany Perdue (13 replies)

Celebrate the Little Moments
319. _ The first time filling out short term... Anonymous
320. _ Today I am taking my first stab at IT... Anonymous
321. _ â€‹
This is something I am very proud of, but... Anonymous
322. The first time I interviewed candidates for a... Kristin Saba
323. Oh yes, I remember the first time I interviewed,... Tiffany Perdue
324. LOL! I know. I would almost over prepare for... Kristin Saba
325. _ First time a candidate cried when I... Anonymous
326. _ The first time I did a phone interview for... Anonymous
327. Or how about the first time you had to fire... Kristin Saba
328. _ Putting together my first succession plan... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (10 replies)

Employee Passed Out?
329. _ You said he was "he was passed out for a... Anonymous
330. _ â€‹
It sounds a lot more like this employee... Anonymous
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331.
332.
333.
334.

_ I agree with calling 911 and the emergency... Anonymous
_ Is the employee a smoker? The reason I'm... Anonymous
_ â€‹
I would ENSURE that if there is a... Anonymous
When in doubt call 911, they can always refuse... CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

TV Monitor in Break Room
335. _ I wouldn't have work related material on a... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
336. I have read that you can still ask for salary... Ja'Net Christmas
337. _ As with others, you cannot ask for a salary... Anonymous
338. _ You can ask salary requirements, but the... Anonymous
339. _ The purpose of the salary history ban in... Anonymous
340. _ Asking for salary expectations is... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (10 replies)

Hiring Non-English Speakers
341.
342.
343.
344.
345.
346.
347.
348.

_ Exactly! We hired little to no English... Anonymous
While I completely believe in accommodations, it... Susana Guzman-Agle
_ If you have a 'translator' on staff that... Anonymous
_ lol...good thing English speakers don't... Anonymous
_ I agree with Susana. Hiring a translator... Anonymous
_ I would be hesitant depending on the... Anonymous
_ I think some people may be missing the... Anonymous
_ It's not uncommon in the restaurant... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (6 replies)

Calculating OT - annual bonus
349. _ What do you mean "revise their pay"? How? Anonymous
350. _ Further to my post above, what state are... Anonymous
351. _ OP again... By revise their pay, I mean... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (10 replies)

LTD approved - when can I post position for candidates
352. _ I wish the forum would automatically show... Anonymous
353. _ The state is VA however in order to provide... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Jazz HR - ATS
354. We have had JAZZ HR for 2 years now, and they... Jenna Mullikin
355. â€‹
We have used Jazz for several years and have... Angie McDonald
356. _ Ditto here with a great experience with... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (11 replies)

Paroled felon
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357.
358.
359.
360.
361.
362.

_ Did you give the applicant their... Anonymous
I hire 40% restitution employees for... Elizabeth Gardner
I'm a big proponent of giving people second... Monica Kennedy
Thanks to all of you for your input. It is very... Johanna Wilberding
_ Check to see if your city has the Ban the... Anonymous
_ Check to see if your city has the Ban... Anonymous
started yesterday, Brysa Martinez (11 replies)

Suggested Early Retirement
363. _ I agree start with an with an attorney. ... Anonymous
364. A former employer who offered a voluntary... Mary Dillman
365. _ â€‹
Whatever offer you make you must make it... Anonymous
366. _ I would follow Anonymonk's list, but add... Anonymous
367. You could offer everyone in the affected unit a... Desmond Lee
368. Thank you so much for your information and reply... Brysa Martinez
369. Thanks for the information and taking the time... Brysa Martinez
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

Payroll Training - Pryor?
370. I've attended several Pryor seminars and am... Suzanne Tiner
371. _ The ones that I have attended have been hit... Anonymous
372. I have been a Pryor Plus member for about three... Kristen Nickodemus
373. â€‹
I have been a Pryor plus member for 3 years now... Diana Meyers
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Email Photo Profile
374. _ Yes obtain a release. I would not make... Anonymous
375. _ â€‹
Our policy is simple. IF the employee... Anonymous
376. _ Don't make this mandatory, and have a... Anonymous
started yesterday, Jennifer Armstrong (8 replies)

What have you learned lately?
377. _ â€‹
Some employees are just plain STUPID! Anonymous
378. Hi Jennifer, Thanks for the intriging, and... Mary Dillman
379. _ How to survive ina . company that relys on... Anonymous
380. _ As much as I try to stay away from this I... Anonymous
381. My company also uses G-Suite but I vastly prefer... Mark Michaels
382. _ awesome tip, thanks Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)

Steps in Becoming HR Certified
383. _ www.shrm.org/certification/pages/default.aspx < Anonymous
started yesterday, Linda Lough (3 replies)

I9 Audit
384. Yes, if the I9 documents were not submitted for... Suzanne Tiner
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started yesterday, Tara Brockman (7 replies)

FMLA Intermittent Leave Request Form ?
385. _ OP here.. I work in a plant and most... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (11 replies)

What is the right approach
386.
387.
388.
389.
390.

_ Is there an ethics hotline or some... Anonymous
_ Terrible advice. Recording can be illegal... Anonymous
_ â€‹
I lived this life for a while. My boss... Anonymous
_ Recording someone without their knowledge... Anonymous
_ This. I worked for an attorney that... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Total Compensation Stmts
391. â€‹
No, we do not include access to the LMS as a... Angie McDonald
392. _ On our statements we have the grid which... Anonymous
393. I've done exactly what HRinVA does. I would only... Sarah Stulga
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Salary Alignment
394. Following this. I hope some people start to... Jessica Feliciano
395. _ I don't understand a lot of this post -... Anonymous
396. I would suggest you to do a salary benchmark... Susana Guzman-Agle
started yesterday, Anonymous (14 replies)

Can Salaried Exempt employees "make up time" for a sick day?
397. _ â€‹
We also have a very strong work/life... Anonymous
398. _ This has had a huge impact on our... Anonymous
399. _ There's a lot of really good discussion and... Anonymous
started yesterday, Saundra Durda (11 replies)

Help! I keep getting stood up.
400. _ â€‹
Non-profit in western MA. We are having... Anonymous
started yesterday, Eric Emerson (4 replies)

In House drug testing
401. â€‹
Your w/c comp rep gave incorrect info. However... Michael Smith
402. So I checked with the Oklahoma State Department... Eric Emerson
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (17 replies)

Employee Eligibility Reminder
403. â€‹
I would remind as there is so much to learn and... Jennifer Weber
404. _ Yes. You need a signed waiver under the ACA. Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (16 replies)

Do demotions really ever work out?
405. _ This was nothing more in my opinion than a... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

FMLA Abuse
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406. _ The employee is not abusing FMLA. They... Anonymous
407. _ I get migraine headaches. When I do, I... Anonymous
started 3 days ago, Elizabeth Solomon (78 replies)

Mini-Credentials and Other Resume Indicators
408. _ Personally, I wouldn't get worked up on... Anonymous
started 3 days ago, Diana Meyers (5 replies)

Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
409. â€‹
We are a company that processes warranties (a... Diana Meyers
started 4 days ago, Anonymous (63 replies)

Interview!
410.
411.
412.
413.
414.
415.
416.
417.
418.
419.
420.
421.
422.
423.
424.
425.
426.
427.
428.
429.
430.
431.
432.

_ They started calling my references!! OP Anonymous
Exciting Kristin Saba
_ â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Your excitement about this possibility is... Anonymous
_ Thank you, everyone! I already asked for... Anonymous
_ Fingers and toes crossed for you! Anonymous
_ Just my opinion, but your questions for the... Anonymous
_ fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these... Anonymous
_ I received a phone call from them saying... Anonymous
_ See what direction this interview takes. ... Anonymous
_ â€‹
I ABSOLUTELY encourage you to ask about... Anonymous
_ Since the OP doesn't need health insurance... Anonymous
_ Thank you! It was brought up in the first... Anonymous
Outside of your first question, I wouldn't ask... Ivette Dupuis
_ Thank you, Ivette! :) OP Anonymous
_ How many honeymoons do you have planned? ... Anonymous
_ I would save the majority of those... Anonymous
_ â€‹
I think you are drilling down way to far... Anonymous
_ OP I am also in a process with... Anonymous
_ How many honeymoons do you have... Anonymous
_ OP, Pretty every question you asked is a... Anonymous
_ These questions are a huge turn off to a... Anonymous
_ I work for dentists. He is not going to... Anonymous
started 8 days ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

SHRM-CP
433. I just learned that you can also earn one... Sarah Stulga
started 16 days ago, Michael Powell (3 replies)

Fwd: Work Related Stress Relief
434. â€‹
Thank you Mary: I was able to wonder around... Michael Powell
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top
1.

next
ADA Interactive Process - For How Long?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:59 AM
Anonymous

_
New employee (employed for only 6 months) has already exhausted all of her PTO days. (We provide PTO days in lump sum upon date of hire then annually on the employee's anniversary date.
New hires get 15 PTO days for the first year.) Employee has now requested a 3-week leave of absence for a personal/medical issue. We are waiting for employee to provide a written request for the
leave as well as her doctor's note attesting to the need for this "accommodation". Employee does not qualify for job-protected leave under FMLA or state law.
The employee's team has become so accustomed to covering her absences that terminating her now would almost be - dare I say - easy. However due to this being a potential ADA claim, we do not
want to illegally terminate without going through the interactive process.
My question is: how long do we need to continue the interactive process? As of now, we do not know if the 3-week leave of absence will last longer, if she will return to work with restrictions or if
she will return at all. When do we get to the point that this is not going to work out?
Any feedback/suggestions would be appreciated!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
2.

previous next
Who does HR report to?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:48 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I am the HR for our company of just under 100 employees.... I am wondering who HR reports to at other companies? Our Exec team is going through a transition stage and are considering moving
me from being under the president to being under another department (accounting).... Looking for input in how that structure works for other companies?
Thanks!
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
3.

previous next
Re: Who does HR report to?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:50 AM
Anonymous

_
When I worked at a company of about 100 or so I reported to the COO.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who does HR report to?
_
â€‹
I am the HR for our company of just under 100 employees.... I am wondering who HR reports to at other companies? Our Exec team is going through a transition stage and are considering moving
me from being under the president to being under another department (accounting).... Looking for input in how that structure works for other companies?
Thanks!

top
4.

previous next
Re: Who does HR report to?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:50 AM
Anonymous
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_
I report to the owners. We are around 300 employees in healthcare.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who does HR report to?
_
â€‹
I am the HR for our company of just under 100 employees.... I am wondering who HR reports to at other companies? Our Exec team is going through a transition stage and are considering moving
me from being under the president to being under another department (accounting).... Looking for input in how that structure works for other companies?
Thanks!

top
5.

previous next
Re: Who does HR report to?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:51 AM
Anonymous

_
I report to our General Counsel.
I reported to Accounting once and it was an absolute nightmare. The CFO had 0 interest in managing HR and didn't even want internal HR in the company. Every proposal or request to purchase
something was denied. I couldn't get anything accomplished. I was a DOO and brought this to the attention of the CEO, and I was thankfully moved to reporting to someone else because the CEO did
want HR in the company.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who does HR report to?
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_
â€‹
I am the HR for our company of just under 100 employees.... I am wondering who HR reports to at other companies? Our Exec team is going through a transition stage and are considering moving
me from being under the president to being under another department (accounting).... Looking for input in how that structure works for other companies?
Thanks!

top
6.

previous next
Re: Who does HR report to?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:55 AM
Anonymous

_
CEO at this job (70 employees) and last job (1500). I have reported to everybody at one time or another. General Counsel was okay but everything was viewed through the "we might get sued lens".
Finance was the worst because they just think about the world differently. A lot depends on what they want HR to do in your org.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who does HR report to?
_
â€‹
I am the HR for our company of just under 100 employees.... I am wondering who HR reports to at other companies? Our Exec team is going through a transition stage and are considering moving
me from being under the president to being under another department (accounting).... Looking for input in how that structure works for other companies?
Thanks!

top
7.

previous next
Employee paid for training and expects reimbursement
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Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:38 AM
Anonymous
_
Any advice on how you would handle this? An employee paid for training (a few thousand dollars) and is asking to be reimbursed for it because he says it's job relevant. He said that he was told when
he asked in orientation that the company pays for job-relevant training. However, the manager did not approve this training.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
8.

previous next
Re: Employee paid for training and expects reimbursement
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:40 AM
Anonymous

_
What does the manager want to do? Does the company ever pay for training?
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee paid for training and expects reimbursement
_
Any advice on how you would handle this? An employee paid for training (a few thousand dollars) and is asking to be reimbursed for it because he says it's job relevant. He said that he was told when
he asked in orientation that the company pays for job-relevant training. However, the manager did not approve this training.
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top
9.

previous next
Re: Employee paid for training and expects reimbursement
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:41 AM
Anonymous

_
I would simply say the training (and subsequent reimbursement) were not approved in advance. Do you actually have a policy covering this that you can point to?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee paid for training and expects reimbursement
_
Any advice on how you would handle this? An employee paid for training (a few thousand dollars) and is asking to be reimbursed for it because he says it's job relevant. He said that he was told when
he asked in orientation that the company pays for job-relevant training. However, the manager did not approve this training.

top
10.

previous next
Re: Employee paid for training and expects reimbursement
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:53 AM
Anonymous

_
Precedent is quite important here. What have you done before? How relevant does the course have to be? I worked in HR but I didn't ask anyone to pay for my SPHR test. When the company
CFO/owner found out, he asked me for the receipts na reimbursed. He even offered to reimburse for study materials. I used borrowed books so I didn't take advantage. On the other hand, one fo our
recruiters got a payroll certification with out asking or getting approval and they didn't reimburse because it was far afield from her job.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee paid for training and expects reimbursement
_
Any advice on how you would handle this? An employee paid for training (a few thousand dollars) and is asking to be reimbursed for it because he says it's job relevant. He said that he was told when
he asked in orientation that the company pays for job-relevant training. However, the manager did not approve this training.

top
11.

previous next
Re: Employee paid for training and expects reimbursement
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 11:59 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Worse case scenario, I'd meet him half way. And, set expectations on how to go about getting approval for training in the future.
This assumes he's a good employee, training is relevant, and just a miscommunication about process.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee paid for training and expects reimbursement
_
Any advice on how you would handle this? An employee paid for training (a few thousand dollars) and is asking to be reimbursed for it because he says it's job relevant. He said that he was told when
he asked in orientation that the company pays for job-relevant training. However, the manager did not approve this training.
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top
12.

previous next
HR.COM ambassador membership
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 11:36 AM
Eric Emerson
I received an email discussing the benefits and resources that a $189 annual membership provides. It includes interactive guides, sample forms, employment law compliance, etc. Does anyone use
this service? Is it any different or better than what we get through SHRM?
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
13.

previous next
Need advice
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:32 AM
Anonymous

_
I work in a nursing home. I have an employee who has a mother living here. Her mother just passed away and now the employee is putting horrible stuff on social media about us. I realized the
employee is having a difficult time and put her on a leave. After taking a week off, she came back to work and worked for 4 days and then took to social media again this time called out employee's
by name. The next day after posting what she did she sent a text to her boss and told her that she isn't coming to work and don't know if she will ever be back. So after being gone for a week and a
half she sent her boss another text asking if she still has a job. We realize she is having a difficult time with the loss of her mother. What would you do if this was your employee? TIA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
14.

previous next
Re: Need advice
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:39 AM
Anonymous

_
At the point she said she was leaving and didn't know if she'd be back, I would have said "I accept your resignation....your last check, etc., etc., etc.,".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need advice
_
I work in a nursing home. I have an employee who has a mother living here. Her mother just passed away and now the employee is putting horrible stuff on social media about us. I realized the
employee is having a difficult time and put her on a leave. After taking a week off, she came back to work and worked for 4 days and then took to social media again this time called out employee's
by name. The next day after posting what she did she sent a text to her boss and told her that she isn't coming to work and don't know if she will ever be back. So after being gone for a week and a
half she sent her boss another text asking if she still has a job. We realize she is having a difficult time with the loss of her mother. What would you do if this was your employee? TIA

top
15.

previous next
Re: Need advice
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:40 AM
Anonymous

_
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Ugh. This is a tough spot for you. It's almost a no-win situation. I am sorry.
While I am sympathetic to what the employee is going through, it's not a pass to act without consequences.
What kind of employee has she been so far? And how long has she been with the company? And do you have anything in a social media policy around the types of posts she made? I am also
assuming that she's posting inappropriate or untrue things about the company. Not working condition type posts that may hae some protection under NLRA.
If she's a long tenured, good employee, I might keep her with a final written warning and the caveat that she delete the posts. I might even consider a EAP referral.
If she's unproven as an employee, or there's a history of poor performance, I'd probably term. It sounds cold, I know. But in any other circumstance her behavior would be unacceptable.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need advice
_
I work in a nursing home. I have an employee who has a mother living here. Her mother just passed away and now the employee is putting horrible stuff on social media about us. I realized the
employee is having a difficult time and put her on a leave. After taking a week off, she came back to work and worked for 4 days and then took to social media again this time called out employee's
by name. The next day after posting what she did she sent a text to her boss and told her that she isn't coming to work and don't know if she will ever be back. So after being gone for a week and a
half she sent her boss another text asking if she still has a job. We realize she is having a difficult time with the loss of her mother. What would you do if this was your employee? TIA

top
16.

previous next
Re: Need advice
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:51 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
She has been here a year and 1 month. After she was here 6 months she did a no call no show. When her boss reached out to her she said her husband up and left her. We decided to put her on a
personal leave for 4 weeks if needed. She came back 2 weeks later and everything was great until she lost her mom. We do have an EAP. I feel like I should send her a letter telling her she needs to
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seek help before letting her come back to work. Has anyone done this before and if so what would you put in the letter?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need advice
_
Ugh. This is a tough spot for you. It's almost a no-win situation. I am sorry.
While I am sympathetic to what the employee is going through, it's not a pass to act without consequences.
What kind of employee has she been so far? And how long has she been with the company? And do you have anything in a social media policy around the types of posts she made? I am also
assuming that she's posting inappropriate or untrue things about the company. Not working condition type posts that may hae some protection under NLRA.
If she's a long tenured, good employee, I might keep her with a final written warning and the caveat that she delete the posts. I might even consider a EAP referral.
If she's unproven as an employee, or there's a history of poor performance, I'd probably term. It sounds cold, I know. But in any other circumstance her behavior would be unacceptable.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need advice
_
I work in a nursing home. I have an employee who has a mother living here. Her mother just passed away and now the employee is putting horrible stuff on social media about us. I realized the
employee is having a difficult time and put her on a leave. After taking a week off, she came back to work and worked for 4 days and then took to social media again this time called out employee's
by name. The next day after posting what she did she sent a text to her boss and told her that she isn't coming to work and don't know if she will ever be back. So after being gone for a week and a
half she sent her boss another text asking if she still has a job. We realize she is having a difficult time with the loss of her mother. What would you do if this was your employee? TIA

top
17.

previous next
Re: Need advice
Reply to Group
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Apr 20, 2018 11:59 AM
Anonymous
_

We do have an EAP. I feel like I should send her a letter telling her she needs to seek help before letting her come back to work. Has anyone done this before and if so what would you put
in the letter?
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 11:51

Call your EAP. They should be able to assist you with putting something like this together. I've done a few management referrals over the years and the EAP has been very helpful in administration
of the process.
It may be that she's an otherwise good employee who just doesn't manage stress in a healthy or effective way.
Either way, the EAP should help you navigate through it.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need advice
_
I work in a nursing home. I have an employee who has a mother living here. Her mother just passed away and now the employee is putting horrible stuff on social media about us. I realized the
employee is having a difficult time and put her on a leave. After taking a week off, she came back to work and worked for 4 days and then took to social media again this time called out employee's
by name. The next day after posting what she did she sent a text to her boss and told her that she isn't coming to work and don't know if she will ever be back. So after being gone for a week and a
half she sent her boss another text asking if she still has a job. We realize she is having a difficult time with the loss of her mother. What would you do if this was your employee? TIA

top
18.

previous next
How Many Chances....Recruiting
Reply to Group
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Apr 20, 2018 11:22 AM
Anonymous
_
So, I'm new to the world of IT recruiting....I'm starting to see a trend of people not answering when I call them for a scheduled phone interview. So my question is how many chances do you usually
give candidates to reschedule before giving up on them? I get that if they're working there may have been a meeting that ran over, or they had a sudden 'fire' to put out, etc.. Just curious as to what
others thoughts/practices are.
Any ad-hoc IT Recruiting tips would be awesome as well!
Thanks everyone!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
19.

previous next
Re: How Many Chances....Recruiting
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:27 AM
Anonymous

_
If the call was scheduled in advance and the person does not answer, I simply leave a message saying something like: "This is Jane Doe, HR Director at ABC company. I believe we had a phone
interview scheduled for 1:00 p.m. today. Please return my call at ......"
I then leave it in the applicant's hands to contact me. If there appears to be a reasonable excuse, I'll reschedule - once.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: How Many Chances....Recruiting
_
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So, I'm new to the world of IT recruiting....I'm starting to see a trend of people not answering when I call them for a scheduled phone interview. So my question is how many chances do you usually
give candidates to reschedule before giving up on them? I get that if they're working there may have been a meeting that ran over, or they had a sudden 'fire' to put out, etc.. Just curious as to what
others thoughts/practices are.
Any ad-hoc IT Recruiting tips would be awesome as well!
Thanks everyone!

top
20.

previous next
Re: How Many Chances....Recruiting
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:32 AM
Anonymous

_
If the candidate doesn't answer for a scheduled phone interview, I'll reschedule if they contact me and are professional about it. Some will disagree with this approach and say you should be more
proactive, but I don't reach back out to a candidate if we've already confirmed an interview time, they didn't answer, and they didn't contact me back to apologize for missing it with a reason for
missing it. I see it as indicative of the way they'd act as an employee, and we're not going to send you reminders to go to your meetings or put up with someone who doesn't take responsibility when
they mess up. Of course it could also be that they're no longer interested and weren't professional enough to notify us so that we could free up the time on our own schedule.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: How Many Chances....Recruiting
_
So, I'm new to the world of IT recruiting....I'm starting to see a trend of people not answering when I call them for a scheduled phone interview. So my question is how many chances do you usually
give candidates to reschedule before giving up on them? I get that if they're working there may have been a meeting that ran over, or they had a sudden 'fire' to put out, etc.. Just curious as to what
others thoughts/practices are.
Any ad-hoc IT Recruiting tips would be awesome as well!
Thanks everyone!
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top
21.

previous next
Re: How Many Chances....Recruiting
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:47 AM
Anonymous

_
If a candidate misses a phone screen, I leave a message to call back.
If the candidates calls back with a reasonable excuse in a reasonable time frame, I will reschedule. Most of my candidates are currently working and as best we try and schedule an interview even
during lunch things come up. Having to put out a fire is common in IT. If the fire was in a role similar to what I am recruiting for now, I would rather the employee fixed the work issue over
something personal
If the candidate does not call back within a reasonable time frame, I will not reschedule.
Some of my willingness to schedule also depends on the role that I am trying to fill and the candidate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: How Many Chances....Recruiting
_

If the call was scheduled in advance and the person does not answer, I simply leave a message saying something like: "This is Jane Doe, HR Director at ABC company. I believe we had a phone
interview scheduled for 1:00 p.m. today. Please return my call at ......"
I then leave it in the applicant's hands to contact me. If there appears to be a reasonable excuse, I'll reschedule - once.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: How Many Chances....Recruiting
_
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So, I'm new to the world of IT recruiting....I'm starting to see a trend of people not answering when I call them for a scheduled phone interview. So my question is how many chances do you usually
give candidates to reschedule before giving up on them? I get that if they're working there may have been a meeting that ran over, or they had a sudden 'fire' to put out, etc.. Just curious as to what
others thoughts/practices are.
Any ad-hoc IT Recruiting tips would be awesome as well!
Thanks everyone!

top
22.

previous next
Name change
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:16 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
We have an employee, John, who wants to change his name to "Sally" in our email system. This employee is cross dresser. He identifies himself as a male, however, he sometime dresses as a
female - nail polish; earrings; hair styles etc. Should I treat this request as any other name change request? We require people to submit legal documentation to change their name.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
23.

previous next
Re: Name change
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:44 AM
Anonymous

_
For an email change, I don't see any reason why you cannot change it unless you have a policy that states that all emails have to be the person's legal name. For example, we have a lot of employees
who have preferred names, so we allow them to use it for their emails, however, if an individual wants us to change their names in our HR systems for payroll purposes or our EMS database, we will
require a legal document and update all records accordingly. If that does happen, we typically will send out an email to certain individuals who need to know and update their records as well.
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I will add that in regards to the email change, you follow whatever your practices have been for consistency purposes.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Name change
_
â€‹â€‹
We have an employee, John, who wants to change his name to "Sally" in our email system. This employee is cross dresser. He identifies himself as a male, however, he sometime dresses as a
female - nail polish; earrings; hair styles etc. Should I treat this request as any other name change request? We require people to submit legal documentation to change their name.

top
24.

previous next
Re: Name change
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:48 AM
Anonymous

_
I have always told everyone I'll call you what ever you want, provided you give me a government issued ID that is who you are. Nothing less moves me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Name change
_
â€‹â€‹
We have an employee, John, who wants to change his name to "Sally" in our email system. This employee is cross dresser. He identifies himself as a male, however, he sometime dresses as a
female - nail polish; earrings; hair styles etc. Should I treat this request as any other name change request? We require people to submit legal documentation to change their name.
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top
25.

previous next
Re: Name change
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 11:55 AM
Stephen Fry
â€‹
When I hire an employee, we set them up in payroll and our internal systems based on the name that's on their social security card. The employee can - of course - use

whatever documentation they want to confirm their eligibility to work in the US (I-9); however, I require employees to present their social security card for payroll tax purposes.
If an employee came to me with a request to change their name officially, it would be done via submitting a new social security card.
That's for payroll and benefits.
Now... you're asking whether or not I'd allow an employee to change their name in the email system. Our IT department accommodates requests for name changes - and
honestly, most of them are fairly commonsensical. I have some who are set up in email based on their nicknames... so folks go by their middle name. We've had a few gals who
preferred that their email account was set up as their maiden name (because that's how they were known to customers). Honestly, I don't care what name an employee wants to
"go by" (David, Mary or Morkoth Destroyer of Worlds)... officially, their name is what's on the SS card. I have no issue with changing internal systems to reflect their wishes...
but for payroll and benefits, it isn't changing until you provide me with that new card. :)
All of that having been said, it may be a bit confusing to internal staff to figure out "When Harry Became Sally".
-----------------------------Stephen Michael Fry
aka "RealityHR"
Citizens Commerce National Bank (Lexington, KY)
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Name change
_
â€‹â€‹
We have an employee, John, who wants to change his name to "Sally" in our email system. This employee is cross dresser. He identifies himself as a male, however, he sometime dresses as a
female - nail polish; earrings; hair styles etc. Should I treat this request as any other name change request? We require people to submit legal documentation to change their name.
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top
26.

previous next
NCNS Injured EE
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:14 AM
Anonymous

_
One of our EE did a NSNC yesterday and again today. She has an open WC claim, manager wants to terminate her for absenteeism. My only concern is the open claim. She does not have any
restrictions but indicated she was in a lot of pain yesterday.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
27.

previous next
Re: NCNS Injured EE
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:17 AM
Anonymous

_
What is your NCNS policy? Three days? Operate under that first.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: NCNS Injured EE
_
One of our EE did a NSNC yesterday and again today. She has an open WC claim, manager wants to terminate her for absenteeism. My only concern is the open claim. She does not have any
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restrictions but indicated she was in a lot of pain yesterday.

top
28.

previous next
Re: NCNS Injured EE
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:21 AM
Anonymous

_
I"m confused. You said she NSNC yesterday and today but she said she was in a lot of pain yesterday. If she didn't call how do you know that?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: NCNS Injured EE
_
One of our EE did a NSNC yesterday and again today. She has an open WC claim, manager wants to terminate her for absenteeism. My only concern is the open claim. She does not have any
restrictions but indicated she was in a lot of pain yesterday.

top
29.

previous next
Re: NCNS Injured EE
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:22 AM
Anonymous

_
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Are you covered by FMLA or ADA?
Operate under those first.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: NCNS Injured EE
_
One of our EE did a NSNC yesterday and again today. She has an open WC claim, manager wants to terminate her for absenteeism. My only concern is the open claim. She does not have any
restrictions but indicated she was in a lot of pain yesterday.

top
30.

previous next
Re: NCNS Injured EE
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:23 AM
Anonymous

_
Have you tried to reach out to her? If not, please do so and if there's no response, send a certified letter. It could be that she was admitted to the hospital or something. Just in case you do, advise her to
get a new release form from her treating physician indicating that she's unable o to work at this time or indicate if there are any restrictions, however, per her recent note, she has been released to
work full duty. and alert the WC adjuster to work with her on this matter.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: NCNS Injured EE
_
One of our EE did a NSNC yesterday and again today. She has an open WC claim, manager wants to terminate her for absenteeism. My only concern is the open claim. She does not have any
restrictions but indicated she was in a lot of pain yesterday.
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top
31.

previous next
Re: NCNS Injured EE
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:24 AM
Anonymous

_
One more thing, place her on FMLA if she's unable to work. You can run both FMLA and WC concurrently.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: NCNS Injured EE
_
Have you tried to reach out to her? If not, please do so and if there's no response, send a certified letter. It could be that she was admitted to the hospital or something. Just in case you do, advise her to
get a new release form from her treating physician indicating that she's unable o to work at this time or indicate if there are any restrictions, however, per her recent note, she has been released to
work full duty. and alert the WC adjuster to work with her on this matter.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: NCNS Injured EE
_
One of our EE did a NSNC yesterday and again today. She has an open WC claim, manager wants to terminate her for absenteeism. My only concern is the open claim. She does not have any
restrictions but indicated she was in a lot of pain yesterday.

top
32.

previous next
Re: NCNS Injured EE
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Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:27 AM
Anonymous
_
Same question about the NCNS - if you know about the pain, didn't she talk to someone?
Also, are the symptoms/pain related to the original workers' comp injury? If so, find out if an intervening event happened. Did she aggravate the original injury at work or on her own time? Get
specifics and contact your claim rep for the next step. It may be beneficial/required that you allow the employee to seek an evaluation or follow-up care. In either case - aggravation at work or not - I
would require a fit-for-duty before she returns. If it is a work aggravation, it will benefit the claim to get that "medical benchmark" and documentation about her work status.
And as others said, apply FMLA/ADA before any move towards termination. I would add that you should also speak to the claim rep about how a termination will impact (increase) the cost of the
claim.
In what state?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: NCNS Injured EE
_
One of our EE did a NSNC yesterday and again today. She has an open WC claim, manager wants to terminate her for absenteeism. My only concern is the open claim. She does not have any
restrictions but indicated she was in a lot of pain yesterday.

top
33.

previous next
Recruiting
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:44 AM
Gina Brainard
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Reply to Sender

Does anyone else have a high number of people that do not show up for interviews? So far this year i have had 12 people not show up for interviews. Just curious if it was just me or if that happens
everywhere. We are a medical billing company so we are primarily hiring medical billers and bill collectors.
-----------------------------Gina Brainard
Horizon Financial Management
Crown Point
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
34.

previous next
Re: Recruiting
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:50 AM
Anonymous

_
Yup. There's been an uptick in this over the past year.
And the candidates who don't check their voice mail, return calls or don't have voice mail set up at all. I'd say about 70% of people who apply fall into that category.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:44
From: Gina Brainard
Subject: Recruiting
Does anyone else have a high number of people that do not show up for interviews? So far this year i have had 12 people not show up for interviews. Just curious if it was just me or if that happens
everywhere. We are a medical billing company so we are primarily hiring medical billers and bill collectors.
-----------------------------Gina Brainard
Horizon Financial Management
Crown Point
------------------------------
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top

previous next

35.

Direct deposit
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:31 AM
Anonymous

_
Can an employer in NY require employees to use direct deposit?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top

previous next

36.

Re: Direct deposit
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:35 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
No they cannot
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preview

Ny

remove

labor.ny.gov/formsdocs/wp/LS445.pdf

View this on Ny
>

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Direct deposit
_
Can an employer in NY require employees to use direct deposit?

top
37.

previous next
Re: Direct deposit
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:35 AM
Anonymous

_
No, not in NY.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Direct deposit
_
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Can an employer in NY require employees to use direct deposit?

top
38.

previous next
Re: Direct deposit
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:38 AM
Todd Saffell
LMGTFY
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Direct deposit
_
Can an employer in NY require employees to use direct deposit?

top
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previous next
Re: Direct deposit
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:43 AM
Anonymous

_
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LMGTFY
Todd Saffell, 04-20-2018 10:37

LOL! I had to google that to see what that stood for!
â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:37
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Direct deposit
LMGTFY
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top

previous next

40.

Re: Direct deposit
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:45 AM
Anonymous

_

LOL! I had to google that to see what that stood for!
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 10:42

Same!
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Direct deposit
_

LMGTFY
Todd Saffell, 04-20-2018 10:37

LOL! I had to google that to see what that stood for!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:37
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Direct deposit
LMGTFY
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Direct deposit
_
Can an employer in NY require employees to use direct deposit?

top
41.

previous next
Exempt Payperiods
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:25 AM
Laurel Diver
â€‹
Hi,
We are currently evaluating our practice of paying exempt employees through the paydate (no holdback).
I am curious if anyone else pays through the paydate or if your organizations have some sort of holdback in place.
Thank you.
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
42.

previous next
Re: Exempt Payperiods
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:36 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
How often are you paid?
I guess we technically have a hold-back as our week ends on Saturday and we pay on Wednesday.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:25
From: Laurel Diver
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
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â€‹
Hi,
We are currently evaluating our practice of paying exempt employees through the paydate (no holdback).
I am curious if anyone else pays through the paydate or if your organizations have some sort of holdback in place.
Thank you.
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
------------------------------

top
43.

previous next
Re: Exempt Payperiods
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:36 AM
Anonymous

_
Our exempts are paid current.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:25
From: Laurel Diver
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
â€‹
Hi,
We are currently evaluating our practice of paying exempt employees through the paydate (no holdback).
I am curious if anyone else pays through the paydate or if your organizations have some sort of holdback in place.
Thank you.
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-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
------------------------------

top
44.

previous next
Re: Exempt Payperiods
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:40 AM
Anonymous

_
Our non-exempt and exempt pay periods end on Thursdays and we pay Friday the following week.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:25
From: Laurel Diver
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
â€‹
Hi,
We are currently evaluating our practice of paying exempt employees through the paydate (no holdback).
I am curious if anyone else pays through the paydate or if your organizations have some sort of holdback in place.
Thank you.
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
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top
45.

previous next
Re: Exempt Payperiods
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:41 AM
Anonymous

_
We're paid semimonthly, current.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:25
From: Laurel Diver
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
â€‹
Hi,
We are currently evaluating our practice of paying exempt employees through the paydate (no holdback).
I am curious if anyone else pays through the paydate or if your organizations have some sort of holdback in place.
Thank you.
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Exempt Payperiods
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:46 AM
Laurel Diver
â€‹
If you pay current, can you please let me know your industry?
We are a local government. We are paid every other Friday and an exempts payweek ends on payday.
Thank you!
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
_
â€‹
How often are you paid?
I guess we technically have a hold-back as our week ends on Saturday and we pay on Wednesday.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:25
From: Laurel Diver
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
â€‹
Hi,
We are currently evaluating our practice of paying exempt employees through the paydate (no holdback).
I am curious if anyone else pays through the paydate or if your organizations have some sort of holdback in place.
Thank you.
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
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Libertyville IL
------------------------------

top
47.

previous next
Re: Exempt Payperiods
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:47 AM
Laurel Diver

â€‹
What is your industry?
Thank you.
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
_
We're paid semimonthly, current.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:25
From: Laurel Diver
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
â€‹
Hi,
We are currently evaluating our practice of paying exempt employees through the paydate (no holdback).
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Reply to Sender

I am curious if anyone else pays through the paydate or if your organizations have some sort of holdback in place.
Thank you.
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
------------------------------

top
48.

previous next
Re: Exempt Payperiods
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:47 AM
Laurel Diver

â€‹
Thank you for the reply. What is your industry?
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
_
Our exempts are paid current.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:25
From: Laurel Diver
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Reply to Sender

Subject: Exempt Payperiods
â€‹
Hi,
We are currently evaluating our practice of paying exempt employees through the paydate (no holdback).
I am curious if anyone else pays through the paydate or if your organizations have some sort of holdback in place.
Thank you.
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
------------------------------

top
49.

previous next
Re: Exempt Payperiods
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:31 AM
Anonymous

_
We pay current. Insurance industry
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:46
From: Laurel Diver
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
â€‹
What is your industry?
Thank you.
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Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL

top
50.

previous next
Re: Exempt Payperiods
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:39 AM
Anonymous

_
NE MFG Company
All employees are paid bi-weekly for the previous two weeks.
~NE HR
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:46
From: Laurel Diver
Subject: Exempt Payperiods
â€‹
What is your industry?
Thank you.
-----------------------------Laurel Diver SHRM-SCP
Manager Human Resources & Risk
Lake County Forest Preserve District
Libertyville IL
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top
51.

previous next
HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:02 AM
Anonymous

_
HELP! I have an employee crisis that needs to be resolved by this afternoon.
I had a recent employee, let's call him Paul, come to me earlier this month and demand we either give him a raise, full control of the department, or move him out from underneath the authority of his
"generic, incompetent" current Supervisor. This employee has been known to have a serious temper, disregard for his supervisor's direct instruction, and serious attendance issues. However, through
the urging of the department manager, I simply stated that those requests weren't possible and didn't "lay down the law" about his abrupt and unwarranted demands or irrational behavior.
The Supervisor of the department has submitted her resignation because of the "spineless" response the department manager insisted upon, and is insisting we terminate Paul before she would even
consider staying. The Company greatly, greatly values the Supervisor and her role with the Company, and absolutely cannot afford to lose her.
Paul has been written up twice for serious attendance issues, with the understanding that the next time is a termination, but otherwise has no formal documentation of his misconduct. I've gone around
to several different individuals that may be affected by either Paul's or the Supervisor's sudden absence and have found an alarming amount of third party observations to support than the
insubordination and disrespectful behavior was more wide-spread than I was led to believe. Do I terminate Paul to retain the Supervisor, while maybe not having enough formal documentation
to substantiated in my decision? If so, how would I word something like this in the termination letter?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
52.

previous next
Re: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:07 AM
Barbara Gartland
NH is an employer at will state, so if I wanted to term Paul, it would not be an issue. That being said, managers should be above threats; that is totally unacceptable. I hope you'll follow up and let us
all know what you decided to do.
-----------------------------HR in NH
The Echo Group
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Conway NH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
_
HELP! I have an employee crisis that needs to be resolved by this afternoon.
I had a recent employee, let's call him Paul, come to me earlier this month and demand we either give him a raise, full control of the department, or move him out from underneath the authority of his
"generic, incompetent" current Supervisor. This employee has been known to have a serious temper, disregard for his supervisor's direct instruction, and serious attendance issues. However, through
the urging of the department manager, I simply stated that those requests weren't possible and didn't "lay down the law" about his abrupt and unwarranted demands or irrational behavior.
The Supervisor of the department has submitted her resignation because of the "spineless" response the department manager insisted upon, and is insisting we terminate Paul before she would even
consider staying. The Company greatly, greatly values the Supervisor and her role with the Company, and absolutely cannot afford to lose her.
Paul has been written up twice for serious attendance issues, with the understanding that the next time is a termination, but otherwise has no formal documentation of his misconduct. I've gone around
to several different individuals that may be affected by either Paul's or the Supervisor's sudden absence and have found an alarming amount of third party observations to support than the
insubordination and disrespectful behavior was more wide-spread than I was led to believe. Do I terminate Paul to retain the Supervisor, while maybe not having enough formal documentation
to substantiated in my decision? If so, how would I word something like this in the termination letter?

top
53.

previous next
Re: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:34 AM
Anonymous

_
Paul is new to your organization (at least that's what I'm assuming from "I had a recent employee, let's call him Paul..."; feels empowered to make some significant demands in a pretty ineloquent
way; has attendance problems; and is an asshole.
Why would you not fire him? Supervisor quitting or not...
-The HRWitch
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
_
HELP! I have an employee crisis that needs to be resolved by this afternoon.
I had a recent employee, let's call him Paul, come to me earlier this month and demand we either give him a raise, full control of the department, or move him out from underneath the authority of his
"generic, incompetent" current Supervisor. This employee has been known to have a serious temper, disregard for his supervisor's direct instruction, and serious attendance issues. However, through
the urging of the department manager, I simply stated that those requests weren't possible and didn't "lay down the law" about his abrupt and unwarranted demands or irrational behavior.
The Supervisor of the department has submitted her resignation because of the "spineless" response the department manager insisted upon, and is insisting we terminate Paul before she would even
consider staying. The Company greatly, greatly values the Supervisor and her role with the Company, and absolutely cannot afford to lose her.
Paul has been written up twice for serious attendance issues, with the understanding that the next time is a termination, but otherwise has no formal documentation of his misconduct. I've gone around
to several different individuals that may be affected by either Paul's or the Supervisor's sudden absence and have found an alarming amount of third party observations to support than the
insubordination and disrespectful behavior was more wide-spread than I was led to believe. Do I terminate Paul to retain the Supervisor, while maybe not having enough formal documentation
to substantiated in my decision? If so, how would I word something like this in the termination letter?

top
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previous next
Re: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:42 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
Just like you didn't allow the company to be a hostage of Paul's demands, you can't do that for your Supervisor.
The employee is a pain, no doubt, but Supervisors should be ready to deal with that too. If this Supervisor is going to request anybody that she does not want to deal with to be removed from her line
of reporting, you are in trouble. I certainly would not consider "great" a supervisor whose EQ is that frail.
I would speak with the Supervisor and let her know that "venting, whining and demanding the company to bend to their wills" is not a reason for dismissal. Childish yes, but no reason for dismissal
unless other behaviors are present. If that was the case, she should also be dismissed. Counsel her on how to deal with Paul and since this guy is already on thin ice, he might be a goner sooner than
you think.
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-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
_
HELP! I have an employee crisis that needs to be resolved by this afternoon.
I had a recent employee, let's call him Paul, come to me earlier this month and demand we either give him a raise, full control of the department, or move him out from underneath the authority of his
"generic, incompetent" current Supervisor. This employee has been known to have a serious temper, disregard for his supervisor's direct instruction, and serious attendance issues. However, through
the urging of the department manager, I simply stated that those requests weren't possible and didn't "lay down the law" about his abrupt and unwarranted demands or irrational behavior.
The Supervisor of the department has submitted her resignation because of the "spineless" response the department manager insisted upon, and is insisting we terminate Paul before she would even
consider staying. The Company greatly, greatly values the Supervisor and her role with the Company, and absolutely cannot afford to lose her.
Paul has been written up twice for serious attendance issues, with the understanding that the next time is a termination, but otherwise has no formal documentation of his misconduct. I've gone around
to several different individuals that may be affected by either Paul's or the Supervisor's sudden absence and have found an alarming amount of third party observations to support than the
insubordination and disrespectful behavior was more wide-spread than I was led to believe. Do I terminate Paul to retain the Supervisor, while maybe not having enough formal documentation
to substantiated in my decision? If so, how would I word something like this in the termination letter?

top
55.

previous next
Re: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:46 AM
Anonymous

_
I am hesitant about answering yes or no to the "can I terminate" question on these boards, and (disclaimer) I'm not a lawyer. Here's what I would do, based on what you write.
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I wouldn't terminate Paul because the supervisor is threatening to quit. I would terminate Paul for performance and attendance. I would also coach the manager (or have her manager do so) on how
she could have addressed Paul's behaviors and attendance before it even got to this. I don't think it's HR's job to "lay down the law" about performance and behavior - that was (and still is) the
supervisor's job. The supervisor is insisting you terminate and is setting an ultimatum. That is also of concern to me. If she's the supervisor, why doesn't she take the initiative to consult with her
manager and HR about termination and make it happen if warranted? Threatening to quit because of an under performing employee on her team is not a leadership quality. If the company truly
values her, it will step up and develop her into the leader it needs her to be.
How recent or old is your documentation? Any concerns over policy violations by the supervisor, such as violations of your anti-harassment policy?

Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
_
HELP! I have an employee crisis that needs to be resolved by this afternoon.
I had a recent employee, let's call him Paul, come to me earlier this month and demand we either give him a raise, full control of the department, or move him out from underneath the authority of his
"generic, incompetent" current Supervisor. This employee has been known to have a serious temper, disregard for his supervisor's direct instruction, and serious attendance issues. However, through
the urging of the department manager, I simply stated that those requests weren't possible and didn't "lay down the law" about his abrupt and unwarranted demands or irrational behavior.
The Supervisor of the department has submitted her resignation because of the "spineless" response the department manager insisted upon, and is insisting we terminate Paul before she would even
consider staying. The Company greatly, greatly values the Supervisor and her role with the Company, and absolutely cannot afford to lose her.
Paul has been written up twice for serious attendance issues, with the understanding that the next time is a termination, but otherwise has no formal documentation of his misconduct. I've gone around
to several different individuals that may be affected by either Paul's or the Supervisor's sudden absence and have found an alarming amount of third party observations to support than the
insubordination and disrespectful behavior was more wide-spread than I was led to believe. Do I terminate Paul to retain the Supervisor, while maybe not having enough formal documentation
to substantiated in my decision? If so, how would I word something like this in the termination letter?
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previous next
Re: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:51 AM
Anonymous

_
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I get where your supervisor is coming from. I don't like her ultimatum and the way she is handling it, but she's not wrong. The company was a bit spineless in dealing with Paul.
He's a bully. He's out of line. He's making unreasonable demands and the company has let him. He's been written up twice for unprofessional behavior and is on a final written warning.
If an employee had come to me stating what Paul did, my response would have been, "I take it from your comments that you are resigning. Today is your last day." I don't care how experienced and
how good a supervisor is. The company undermined her.
Again - I don't like her ultimatum. At all. But who adds more value to the company? That's who you keep.
And you absolutely have enough documentation to terminate Paul. Exercise at will employment. Term him for unprofessional conduct. Heck, even insubordination would work (and I hate using
insubordination in corrective action). He's toxic. He needs to go.
And then you coach the supervisor on how she could have better handled things.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
_
HELP! I have an employee crisis that needs to be resolved by this afternoon.
I had a recent employee, let's call him Paul, come to me earlier this month and demand we either give him a raise, full control of the department, or move him out from underneath the authority of his
"generic, incompetent" current Supervisor. This employee has been known to have a serious temper, disregard for his supervisor's direct instruction, and serious attendance issues. However, through
the urging of the department manager, I simply stated that those requests weren't possible and didn't "lay down the law" about his abrupt and unwarranted demands or irrational behavior.
The Supervisor of the department has submitted her resignation because of the "spineless" response the department manager insisted upon, and is insisting we terminate Paul before she would even
consider staying. The Company greatly, greatly values the Supervisor and her role with the Company, and absolutely cannot afford to lose her.
Paul has been written up twice for serious attendance issues, with the understanding that the next time is a termination, but otherwise has no formal documentation of his misconduct. I've gone around
to several different individuals that may be affected by either Paul's or the Supervisor's sudden absence and have found an alarming amount of third party observations to support than the
insubordination and disrespectful behavior was more wide-spread than I was led to believe. Do I terminate Paul to retain the Supervisor, while maybe not having enough formal documentation
to substantiated in my decision? If so, how would I word something like this in the termination letter?
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Re: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:56 AM
Ivette Dupuis
If witnesses have confirmed Paul's bad behavior (insubordination and disrespect), I'd fire him.
There's nothing wrong with saying, 'In light of your previous requests and new information we've obtained about your interactions with 'Supervisor,' we've decided it's best to terminate your employment effective immediately (or part ways, if
you prefer).'
P.S. I kinda think your previous response was 'spineless,' too.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
_
HELP! I have an employee crisis that needs to be resolved by this afternoon.
I had a recent employee, let's call him Paul, come to me earlier this month and demand we either give him a raise, full control of the department, or move him out from underneath the authority of his
"generic, incompetent" current Supervisor. This employee has been known to have a serious temper, disregard for his supervisor's direct instruction, and serious attendance issues. However, through
the urging of the department manager, I simply stated that those requests weren't possible and didn't "lay down the law" about his abrupt and unwarranted demands or irrational behavior.
The Supervisor of the department has submitted her resignation because of the "spineless" response the department manager insisted upon, and is insisting we terminate Paul before she would even
consider staying. The Company greatly, greatly values the Supervisor and her role with the Company, and absolutely cannot afford to lose her.
Paul has been written up twice for serious attendance issues, with the understanding that the next time is a termination, but otherwise has no formal documentation of his misconduct. I've gone around
to several different individuals that may be affected by either Paul's or the Supervisor's sudden absence and have found an alarming amount of third party observations to support than the
insubordination and disrespectful behavior was more wide-spread than I was led to believe. Do I terminate Paul to retain the Supervisor, while maybe not having enough formal documentation
to substantiated in my decision? If so, how would I word something like this in the termination letter?
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Re: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
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Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:56 AM
Anonymous
_
I don't like ultimatums and I don't agree with how your supervisor is handling this situation. I would try to talk her down.
If I think about my best supervisor, I would not lose her over a Paul, but then again, I don't think she'd ever put me in that position.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
_
HELP! I have an employee crisis that needs to be resolved by this afternoon.
I had a recent employee, let's call him Paul, come to me earlier this month and demand we either give him a raise, full control of the department, or move him out from underneath the authority of his
"generic, incompetent" current Supervisor. This employee has been known to have a serious temper, disregard for his supervisor's direct instruction, and serious attendance issues. However, through
the urging of the department manager, I simply stated that those requests weren't possible and didn't "lay down the law" about his abrupt and unwarranted demands or irrational behavior.
The Supervisor of the department has submitted her resignation because of the "spineless" response the department manager insisted upon, and is insisting we terminate Paul before she would even
consider staying. The Company greatly, greatly values the Supervisor and her role with the Company, and absolutely cannot afford to lose her.
Paul has been written up twice for serious attendance issues, with the understanding that the next time is a termination, but otherwise has no formal documentation of his misconduct. I've gone around
to several different individuals that may be affected by either Paul's or the Supervisor's sudden absence and have found an alarming amount of third party observations to support than the
insubordination and disrespectful behavior was more wide-spread than I was led to believe. Do I terminate Paul to retain the Supervisor, while maybe not having enough formal documentation
to substantiated in my decision? If so, how would I word something like this in the termination letter?
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Re: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:20 AM
Anonymous
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_
Curious as to why the Department Manager wanted to handle Paul's demands the way he did. Perhaps the DM has undermined the supervisor before and this was the last straw for her.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: HELP - Terminate To Retain Supervisor?
_
HELP! I have an employee crisis that needs to be resolved by this afternoon.
I had a recent employee, let's call him Paul, come to me earlier this month and demand we either give him a raise, full control of the department, or move him out from underneath the authority of his
"generic, incompetent" current Supervisor. This employee has been known to have a serious temper, disregard for his supervisor's direct instruction, and serious attendance issues. However, through
the urging of the department manager, I simply stated that those requests weren't possible and didn't "lay down the law" about his abrupt and unwarranted demands or irrational behavior.
The Supervisor of the department has submitted her resignation because of the "spineless" response the department manager insisted upon, and is insisting we terminate Paul before she would even
consider staying. The Company greatly, greatly values the Supervisor and her role with the Company, and absolutely cannot afford to lose her.
Paul has been written up twice for serious attendance issues, with the understanding that the next time is a termination, but otherwise has no formal documentation of his misconduct. I've gone around
to several different individuals that may be affected by either Paul's or the Supervisor's sudden absence and have found an alarming amount of third party observations to support than the
insubordination and disrespectful behavior was more wide-spread than I was led to believe. Do I terminate Paul to retain the Supervisor, while maybe not having enough formal documentation
to substantiated in my decision? If so, how would I word something like this in the termination letter?
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Recruiting Awkwardness
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:55 AM
Anonymous

_
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Were looking for a high level sales exec, and a recruiter sent me the resume of someone who is great on paper. The candidate knows some of the same people our CEO knows, so our CEO asked
those people what they thought of the candidate....its not good...but I dont know why. The CEO told me to pass on the candidate and when I asked for feedback he said "I'm just going to leave it at
PASS."
How do I give that feedback to the recruiter? I dont want to get into any allegations of slander or damage any relationships, but I know this recruiter is not going to just say "ok - no problem." He has
to tell the candidate something, too. Whats the message?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Recruiting Awkwardness
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:59 AM
Anonymous

_
You have no obligation to tell a recruiter or a candidate why you're passing on someone.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Recruiting Awkwardness
_
Were looking for a high level sales exec, and a recruiter sent me the resume of someone who is great on paper. The candidate knows some of the same people our CEO knows, so our CEO asked
those people what they thought of the candidate....its not good...but I dont know why. The CEO told me to pass on the candidate and when I asked for feedback he said "I'm just going to leave it at
PASS."
How do I give that feedback to the recruiter? I dont want to get into any allegations of slander or damage any relationships, but I know this recruiter is not going to just say "ok - no problem." He has
to tell the candidate something, too. Whats the message?
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previous next

62.

Re: Recruiting Awkwardness
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:01 AM
Anonymous

_
Many of our executives run in the same circles as this person and they don't think s/he would be a fit with the team.
And leave it at that.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Recruiting Awkwardness
_
Were looking for a high level sales exec, and a recruiter sent me the resume of someone who is great on paper. The candidate knows some of the same people our CEO knows, so our CEO asked
those people what they thought of the candidate....its not good...but I dont know why. The CEO told me to pass on the candidate and when I asked for feedback he said "I'm just going to leave it at
PASS."
How do I give that feedback to the recruiter? I dont want to get into any allegations of slander or damage any relationships, but I know this recruiter is not going to just say "ok - no problem." He has
to tell the candidate something, too. Whats the message?
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Re: Recruiting Awkwardness
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:02 AM
Ivette Dupuis

Just be honest.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Recruiting Awkwardness
_
Were looking for a high level sales exec, and a recruiter sent me the resume of someone who is great on paper. The candidate knows some of the same people our CEO knows, so our CEO asked
those people what they thought of the candidate....its not good...but I dont know why. The CEO told me to pass on the candidate and when I asked for feedback he said "I'm just going to leave it at
PASS."
How do I give that feedback to the recruiter? I dont want to get into any allegations of slander or damage any relationships, but I know this recruiter is not going to just say "ok - no problem." He has
to tell the candidate something, too. Whats the message?

top
64.

previous next
Re: Recruiting Awkwardness
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:22 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Just be honest? Not sure what that means. I would only say you are passing on this individual. Period. I would not disclose what the CEO stated.
I would suggest simply using the statement most of us have made before--We are going to interview others who more closely match the needs of the organization.
Remember, the recruiter works for you, not the other way around and you owe them no explanation really.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-20-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Recruiting Awkwardness
_
Were looking for a high level sales exec, and a recruiter sent me the resume of someone who is great on paper. The candidate knows some of the same people our CEO knows, so our CEO asked
those people what they thought of the candidate....its not good...but I dont know why. The CEO told me to pass on the candidate and when I asked for feedback he said "I'm just going to leave it at
PASS."
How do I give that feedback to the recruiter? I dont want to get into any allegations of slander or damage any relationships, but I know this recruiter is not going to just say "ok - no problem." He has
to tell the candidate something, too. Whats the message?
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Re: Recruiting Awkwardness
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:59 AM
Anonymous

_
This is overly simplified and not the way you should work with your vendors ("I'm the boss and YOU work for ME!"). That's especially the case if you're working with a recruiter on a contingency
basis, where they have no obligation to continue working with you. Additionally, anyone who's recruited at all before (even internally) knows that it's incredibly difficult to know what you're looking
for when all you get is "Yes" and "Pass" responses on candidates. If that's all you give me, I can't figure out if our job description is inaccurate, what I should actually be targeting, or if the hiring
manager is making illegally discriminatory decisions on candidates.
In this case, I would say exactly what a previous poster said ("Since many of our executives run in the same circles, they already know this person and said it would not be a fit for our organization").
You can even request that the recruiter not share the specifics with the candidate and tell them the information is for their knowledge so that they understand there's nothing wrong with the candidate's
qualifications (as listed on their resume) if that's the case. I have a strong relationship with some of my recruiters, and I know I can trust them to follow those instructions.
It seriously grinds my gears when I see people on here who have an "us vs. them" relationship with the vendors they work with. Absolutely hold your vendors accountable, get rid of them if they're
not delivering, but relationship management is very important to receiving optimal results. I view my recruiter relationships as partnerships. Whenever I get the "us vs. them" mentality with a vendor,
I know it's time to get rid of that vendor.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Recruiting Awkwardness
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_
â€‹
Just be honest? Not sure what that means. I would only say you are passing on this individual. Period. I would not disclose what the CEO stated.
I would suggest simply using the statement most of us have made before--We are going to interview others who more closely match the needs of the organization.
Remember, the recruiter works for you, not the other way around and you owe them no explanation really.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Recruiting Awkwardness
_
Were looking for a high level sales exec, and a recruiter sent me the resume of someone who is great on paper. The candidate knows some of the same people our CEO knows, so our CEO asked
those people what they thought of the candidate....its not good...but I dont know why. The CEO told me to pass on the candidate and when I asked for feedback he said "I'm just going to leave it at
PASS."
How do I give that feedback to the recruiter? I dont want to get into any allegations of slander or damage any relationships, but I know this recruiter is not going to just say "ok - no problem." He has
to tell the candidate something, too. Whats the message?
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previous next
Employees working on weekends
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 9:45 AM
Rikisha Hughes
Good Morning,
I am an HR department of one and I'm still getting my feet wet. Recently, I discovered that two employees are working on Saturdays and Sundays. They were never told that they must work on the
weekends but they receive emails from clients and our managing partner on weekends that they feel require a response. Is that considered overtime or is that voluntary? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks.
-----------------------------Director of HR
New York City NY
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Re: Employees working on weekends
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:47 AM
Anonymous

_
Are these employees non-exempt?
OT in NY would only be paid if a non-exempt worked more than 40 hours (or you can be more generous if that's the company's practice).
Employees don't "volunteer" to work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Rikisha Hughes
Subject: Employees working on weekends
Good Morning,
I am an HR department of one and I'm still getting my feet wet. Recently, I discovered that two employees are working on Saturdays and Sundays. They were never told that they must work on the
weekends but they receive emails from clients and our managing partner on weekends that they feel require a response. Is that considered overtime or is that voluntary? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks.
-----------------------------Director of HR
New York City NY
------------------------------
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Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:46 AM
Anonymous
_
This completely depends on whether they're exempt or non-exempt. What are they?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Rikisha Hughes
Subject: Employees working on weekends
Good Morning,
I am an HR department of one and I'm still getting my feet wet. Recently, I discovered that two employees are working on Saturdays and Sundays. They were never told that they must work on the
weekends but they receive emails from clients and our managing partner on weekends that they feel require a response. Is that considered overtime or is that voluntary? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks.
-----------------------------Director of HR
New York City NY
------------------------------
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Re: Employees working on weekends
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:02 AM
Anonymous

_
Exempt/non-exempt?
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If exempt no over time issues, but what were the expectations of the manager? To be available anytime? Only for big projects? Maybe the manager is just sending emails but has no expectation of
response
If non-exempt, overtime must be paid for hours worked. Then let the manager know that if he expects response over the weekend, the employees need to be paid. Manager also needs to set clear
expectations of when work in required or not.
My manger sends me emails over the weekend but does not expect a response until Monday unless noted. It is expected that I check email on the weekend but not expected to work unless there is a
big project or emergency,.
OP, you need to first find out what expectations were set bu the manager and if the employees are exempt or non-exempt and go from there.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Rikisha Hughes
Subject: Employees working on weekends
Good Morning,
I am an HR department of one and I'm still getting my feet wet. Recently, I discovered that two employees are working on Saturdays and Sundays. They were never told that they must work on the
weekends but they receive emails from clients and our managing partner on weekends that they feel require a response. Is that considered overtime or is that voluntary? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks.
-----------------------------Director of HR
New York City NY
------------------------------
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Re: Employees working on weekends
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:13 AM
Anonymous

_
Employees can't volunteer to work. If they work, whether or not you authorize that work, you still must pay them for the work performed. You can discipline them for unauthorized work, but you still
have to pay them. If they are exempt, then no additional payment is due. If they are non-exempt, you must pay them for all hours worked, and pay them at the appropriate overtime rate when they
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work more than 40 hours in your company's defined work week.
I would suggest the manager outline the expectations of the role with the employees to avoid any continued unauthorized work moving forward.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Rikisha Hughes
Subject: Employees working on weekends
Good Morning,
I am an HR department of one and I'm still getting my feet wet. Recently, I discovered that two employees are working on Saturdays and Sundays. They were never told that they must work on the
weekends but they receive emails from clients and our managing partner on weekends that they feel require a response. Is that considered overtime or is that voluntary? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks.
-----------------------------Director of HR
New York City NY
------------------------------
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Re: Employees working on weekends
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:30 AM
Anonymous

_
Thanks for your response. They are both non-exempt employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees working on weekends
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_
Are these employees non-exempt?
OT in NY would only be paid if a non-exempt worked more than 40 hours (or you can be more generous if that's the company's practice).
Employees don't "volunteer" to work.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Rikisha Hughes
Subject: Employees working on weekends
Good Morning,
I am an HR department of one and I'm still getting my feet wet. Recently, I discovered that two employees are working on Saturdays and Sundays. They were never told that they must work on the
weekends but they receive emails from clients and our managing partner on weekends that they feel require a response. Is that considered overtime or is that voluntary? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks.
-----------------------------Director of HR
New York City NY
------------------------------
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Re: Employees working on weekends
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:34 AM
Anonymous

_
No, a non-exempt employee can not "volunteer" to work on the weekends and not get paid for it. The manager needs to approve them for overtime before they can work, and you MUST pay
overtime. You need to provide back pay for past time that they worked now.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees working on weekends
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_
Thanks for your response. They are both non-exempt employees.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees working on weekends
_
Are these employees non-exempt?
OT in NY would only be paid if a non-exempt worked more than 40 hours (or you can be more generous if that's the company's practice).
Employees don't "volunteer" to work.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Rikisha Hughes
Subject: Employees working on weekends
Good Morning,
I am an HR department of one and I'm still getting my feet wet. Recently, I discovered that two employees are working on Saturdays and Sundays. They were never told that they must work on the
weekends but they receive emails from clients and our managing partner on weekends that they feel require a response. Is that considered overtime or is that voluntary? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks.
-----------------------------Director of HR
New York City NY
------------------------------
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Re: Employees working on weekends
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:53 AM
Anonymous

_
Thanks! During our next management meeting, I will be sure to get a clear understanding of what that manager expects and communicate with the staff what those expectations are.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees working on weekends
_
Exempt/non-exempt?
If exempt no over time issues, but what were the expectations of the manager? To be available anytime? Only for big projects? Maybe the manager is just sending emails but has no expectation of
response
If non-exempt, overtime must be paid for hours worked. Then let the manager know that if he expects response over the weekend, the employees need to be paid. Manager also needs to set clear
expectations of when work in required or not.
My manger sends me emails over the weekend but does not expect a response until Monday unless noted. It is expected that I check email on the weekend but not expected to work unless there is a
big project or emergency,.
OP, you need to first find out what expectations were set bu the manager and if the employees are exempt or non-exempt and go from there.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Rikisha Hughes
Subject: Employees working on weekends
Good Morning,
I am an HR department of one and I'm still getting my feet wet. Recently, I discovered that two employees are working on Saturdays and Sundays. They were never told that they must work on the
weekends but they receive emails from clients and our managing partner on weekends that they feel require a response. Is that considered overtime or is that voluntary? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks.
-----------------------------Director of HR
New York City NY
------------------------------

top
74.

previous next
Re: Employees working on weekends
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Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:55 AM
Anonymous
_
Thank you for the advice. Some people have no idea just how serious things like this can get.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees working on weekends
_
Employees can't volunteer to work. If they work, whether or not you authorize that work, you still must pay them for the work performed. You can discipline them for unauthorized work, but you still
have to pay them. If they are exempt, then no additional payment is due. If they are non-exempt, you must pay them for all hours worked, and pay them at the appropriate overtime rate when they
work more than 40 hours in your company's defined work week.
I would suggest the manager outline the expectations of the role with the employees to avoid any continued unauthorized work moving forward.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Rikisha Hughes
Subject: Employees working on weekends
Good Morning,
I am an HR department of one and I'm still getting my feet wet. Recently, I discovered that two employees are working on Saturdays and Sundays. They were never told that they must work on the
weekends but they receive emails from clients and our managing partner on weekends that they feel require a response. Is that considered overtime or is that voluntary? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks.
-----------------------------Director of HR
New York City NY
------------------------------
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previous next

75.

Re: Employees working on weekends
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 12:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Would this time be considered de minimus?
Are we talking about a 30 second response to an e-mail or 15 minutes?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Rikisha Hughes
Subject: Employees working on weekends
Good Morning,
I am an HR department of one and I'm still getting my feet wet. Recently, I discovered that two employees are working on Saturdays and Sundays. They were never told that they must work on the
weekends but they receive emails from clients and our managing partner on weekends that they feel require a response. Is that considered overtime or is that voluntary? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks.
-----------------------------Director of HR
New York City NY
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:37 AM
Anonymous
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_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
77.

previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:45 AM
Anonymous

_
Why isn't the manager involved in this?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.
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previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
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Apr 20, 2018 9:48 AM
Anonymous
_
â€‹â€‹
Meet with them SEPARATELY. I often meet with employees and counsel them on how to work with their teammates and even their manager. I disagree with the other poster - manager's do not
always need to be involved. Sounds like the initial employee is asking you for feedback. If another employee has a grievance, meet with them separately and get a manager involved once you figure
out what the grievance is.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
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previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:51 AM
Anonymous

_
I always direct the employee to the manager first.
For all you know, the manager may already be working on these issues and you could possibly undermine his/her direction.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
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previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:52 AM
Anonymous

_

Why isn't the manager involved in this?
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 09:44

Ugh! I hate these questions when that's all there is. Not all companies have their managers handle these issues. My company is one in which I handle everything. Our Executive levels employees
are voted into their positions and it is best if they remain out of handling direct supervision for this reason and because they can't be trusted to handle it properly.
In an event, I have seen combined meetings go well and I have seen them go south. I would possibly talk to each one individually and then see if they are willing to meet and have an open-forum
type meeting. Sometimes there are just simple misunderstandings.
â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
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Why isn't the manager involved in this?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
81.

previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:56 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
That's easy enough to find out by simply asking first, "Have you already discussed this with your manager?"
I guess though it depends on (1) the type of person you are - do others feel that you be trusted, do you have their back or do you ONLY have the company's back (2) the kind of relationship
employees (all employees including management) feel that they have with you - can they come to you for SOLID advice that will enhance their working relationship with others and (3) are you good
at looking at the big picture - not undermining others.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
I always direct the employee to the manager first.
For all you know, the manager may already be working on these issues and you could possibly undermine his/her direction.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
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Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:59 AM
Anonymous

_
Who said they weren't? The manager is aware. Our organization supports this. Any opinion on my question?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
Why isn't the manager involved in this?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.
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top
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previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:08 AM
Anonymous

_

In an event, I have seen combined meetings go well and I have seen them go south. I would possibly talk to each one individually and then see if they are willing to meet and have an openforum type meeting. Sometimes there are just simple misunderstandings.
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 09:52

Thank you for this advice. I'm leaning towards saying I'll just meet with her alone first.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_

Why isn't the manager involved in this?
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 09:44

Ugh! I hate these questions when that's all there is. Not all companies have their managers handle these issues. My company is one in which I handle everything. Our Executive levels employees
are voted into their positions and it is best if they remain out of handling direct supervision for this reason and because they can't be trusted to handle it properly.
In an event, I have seen combined meetings go well and I have seen them go south. I would possibly talk to each one individually and then see if they are willing to meet and have an open-forum
type meeting. Sometimes there are just simple misunderstandings.
â€‹
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
Why isn't the manager involved in this?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
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previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:11 AM
Anonymous

_

I always direct the employee to the manager first.
For all you know, the manager may already be working on these issues and you could possibly undermine his/her direction.
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 09:51

The manager is aware. What if I said I am the manager, then would I get responses to my question? I am curious whether you find it to be better to meet with 2 complaining employees together or if
meeting with them separately is best? Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
I always direct the employee to the manager first.
For all you know, the manager may already be working on these issues and you could possibly undermine his/her direction.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
85.

previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:11 AM
Ivette Dupuis

If you're only meeting to hear about their concerns and they're willing to meet together, I fail to see the problem.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
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Reply to Sender

_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
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previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:13 AM
Anonymous

_
And those of us on this board wouldn't know if managers handle this or not - or if the manager has already made attempts.
If this is a company where the manager would feel under minded, then the employee should be redirected to him/her if that hadn't already been done. Otherwise, the relationship between HR and the
manager will be damaged, which is not a good thing to happen.
We're not mind readers here - that's why the question was asked.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_

Why isn't the manager involved in this?
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 09:44

Ugh! I hate these questions when that's all there is. Not all companies have their managers handle these issues. My company is one in which I handle everything. Our Executive levels employees
are voted into their positions and it is best if they remain out of handling direct supervision for this reason and because they can't be trusted to handle it properly.
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In an event, I have seen combined meetings go well and I have seen them go south. I would possibly talk to each one individually and then see if they are willing to meet and have an open-forum
type meeting. Sometimes there are just simple misunderstandings.
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
Why isn't the manager involved in this?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
87.

previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:28 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
For what I understand, your intention is to listen to their concerns, so the manager being talked first or not is irrelevant.
Not sure if your company is an open door environment, but if it is, then your door should be open.
Now, I would probably prefer to sit with the employees separately. So far, only one has reached to you, so he or she should be perfectly capable of letting you know the issues. If the other one also
needs to talk to HR, then that person should do his/her own effort.
In meetings like this, my first question is, "venting session or looking for solutions session?" If just venting, then who care who knows, they just want an ear, except if the topic moves to
harassment or retaliation, but typically is not.
If they want a solution, then they need to understand that other parties might need to involved (including manager) and the specific solution they are seeking, should be verbalized during this meeting.
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-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:11
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
If you're only meeting to hear about their concerns and they're willing to meet together, I fail to see the problem.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
88.

previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:00 AM
Anonymous

_
Oh good grief. I know I am a little cranky today, but settle down.
1) Best practice IS that managers handle these types of issues. We don't know whether or not that's the case your organization unless you tell us. Part of participating on this board is the OP asking a
question, and responders asking follow up questions so we can give you a quality response.
2) in this situation I recommend meeting with them separately. You have an employee who has concerns. You need to hear her concerns. Not a tag teamed conversation. I have found that far too
often when employees come to HR together to discuss concerns everything is framed as "we saw," "we think," "we want." You want to make sure the conversation focuses on the employee's specific
concerns and experiences. Not generalizations framed as "we."
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
89.

previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:20 AM
Anonymous

_
Seeing this turn into a manager vs. HR issue, here is what I typically do.
I accept the meeting with the employee (one-on-one only) and hear them out. This is vital to our company's concept of an open-door policy. After I've met with each employee (separately), I would
hope to have a better idea of what's going on. Based on the info presented, I would schedule a meeting with the employees' manager and discuss the issue(s). I always suggest the manager speak
separately with each employee and resolve the issue. I normally check back in with everyone a few days later to see how things are going. For reference, we are a mom and pop company of 120 EE.
Maybe this method will work for you OP.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.
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top
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previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:29 AM
Anonymous

_

Based on the info presented, I would schedule a meeting with the employees' manager and discuss the issue(s).
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 11:20

I agree somewhat with what you posted above except for this. In these instances where someone has an issue in a department or with their manager, I will meet to listen and help coach them on how
to have the conversations with their manager or coworker. I do my best not to intercede or interject myself unless it's necessary.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
Seeing this turn into a manager vs. HR issue, here is what I typically do.
I accept the meeting with the employee (one-on-one only) and hear them out. This is vital to our company's concept of an open-door policy. After I've met with each employee (separately), I would
hope to have a better idea of what's going on. Based on the info presented, I would schedule a meeting with the employees' manager and discuss the issue(s). I always suggest the manager speak
separately with each employee and resolve the issue. I normally check back in with everyone a few days later to see how things are going. For reference, we are a mom and pop company of 120 EE.
Maybe this method will work for you OP.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
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_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
91.

previous next
Re: Should I talk to both employees at once?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:32 AM
Anonymous

_
to the OP, I would not talk to both employees at once.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I talk to both employees at once?
_
An employee reached out to me via email because she's having some trouble working with her team and she'd like to talk to me about her concerns and receive some help. I agreed and while we were
attempting to schedule a time that will work to talk, she adds that her co-worker would like to join the meeting to "voice some concerns" as well. Would you meet with both together or only meet
with one at a time? What is best practice here? Thanks for your opinion.

top
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previous next
Illinois wage statement- is there such a thing?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 9:19 AM |
Frances Simeon

view attached

Hi folks, does anyone know if there's a Wage statement acknowledgement or something like this for Illinois based employees who work for a NY company? Please see the attached for reference.
Thanks!
-----------------------------Frances Simeon
Bronx
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
93.

previous next
Upward Feedback
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 8:47 AM
Anonymous

_
Good Morning,
I was hoping to find a company that does upward feedback and wanted to see if there were any suggestions. I have never done this before but would like to do it completely anonymous for the
employees and then have it analyzed.
Thanks,
A
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Upward Feedback
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 9:07 AM
Mary Dillman
Without more specifics or context, it sounds like you are considering implementing an employee engagement survey. If so, I recommend hiring an outside vendor that specializes in such a tool to
ensure anonymity to the respondents and can help analyze the results for the leadership team.
Some more clarification on the type of feedback you wish to capture would help.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Upward Feedback
_
Good Morning,
I was hoping to find a company that does upward feedback and wanted to see if there were any suggestions. I have never done this before but would like to do it completely anonymous for the
employees and then have it analyzed.
Thanks,
A

top
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previous next
Re: Upward Feedback
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:13 AM
Allison Floyd
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Reply to Sender

Thanks so much!
We are specifically wanting to use this for our Regional Sales Managers. It seems there have been some issues with a couple of them regarding the National Sales Manager ( their boss ) We only
have 7 RSM's but they are all afraid of retaliation if he finds out who says what. Our President is all for it since she too doesn't want to create any issues between the RSM's and the NSM
-----------------------------Allison Floyd
ERB Industries Inc
Woodstock GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:07
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Upward Feedback
Without more specifics or context, it sounds like you are considering implementing an employee engagement survey. If so, I recommend hiring an outside vendor that specializes in such a tool to
ensure anonymity to the respondents and can help analyze the results for the leadership team.
Some more clarification on the type of feedback you wish to capture would help.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington

top
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previous next
Re: Upward Feedback
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 9:27 AM
Mary Dillman
Thanks for the clarification. Based on what you've posted, I don't think you need an employee engagement survey - in my experience, those are typically used to capture company-wide feedback.
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What types of "issues" are being reported or perceived between the RSMs and their boss? If the issues have to do with leadership style, then I recommend engaging a leadership/executive coach to
work with the Sales VP and his/her team. If the issues represent allegations of compliance or company policy violations (e.g., HWE, discrimination, sexual harassment), then HR needs to start an
investigation.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Upward Feedback
_
Good Morning,
I was hoping to find a company that does upward feedback and wanted to see if there were any suggestions. I have never done this before but would like to do it completely anonymous for the
employees and then have it analyzed.
Thanks,
A
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previous next
Re: Upward Feedback
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:18 AM
Allison Floyd
I would say at this point more leadership style but again we were hoping to do a "survey" of some type so that everyone would open up No one wants to say anything again for fear that he will find
out who said what.
Maybe I will create something myself and then go from there. If it is only leadership style I like your suggestion of bringing in a "coach" to help resolve the issues.
Thanks and have a great day!
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-----------------------------Allison Floyd
ERB Industries Inc
Woodstock GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:26
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Upward Feedback
Thanks for the clarification. Based on what you've posted, I don't think you need an employee engagement survey - in my experience, those are typically used to capture company-wide feedback.
What types of "issues" are being reported or perceived between the RSMs and their boss? If the issues have to do with leadership style, then I recommend engaging a leadership/executive coach to
work with the Sales VP and his/her team. If the issues represent allegations of compliance or company policy violations (e.g., HWE, discrimination, sexual harassment), then HR needs to start an
investigation.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington

top
98.

previous next
Salary vs hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 8:46 AM
Anonymous

_
The question has been brought up about sick time and salary vs hourly. We recently had a person on salary call in sick and having no sick time left and no vacation time. They stated they would
make up their time so as not to lose a days pay. They stayed 1/2 hour past their time for 2 days - is that 1 total hour considered make up time? We offer 3 days paid sick in the course of a year
employment for both salary and hourly. Salary people do not punch in/out. â€‹â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
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previous next
Re: Salary vs hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 8:49 AM
Anonymous

_
Salary and hourly are ways to pay people- did you mean exempt and non exempt?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary vs hourly
_
The question has been brought up about sick time and salary vs hourly. We recently had a person on salary call in sick and having no sick time left and no vacation time. They stated they would
make up their time so as not to lose a days pay. They stayed 1/2 hour past their time for 2 days - is that 1 total hour considered make up time? We offer 3 days paid sick in the course of a year
employment for both salary and hourly. Salary people do not punch in/out. â€‹â€‹

top
100.

previous next
Re: Salary vs hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 8:50 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Yes - sorry - exempt vs non exempt. Thanks for clarification.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary vs hourly
_
Salary and hourly are ways to pay people- did you mean exempt and non exempt?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary vs hourly
_
The question has been brought up about sick time and salary vs hourly. We recently had a person on salary call in sick and having no sick time left and no vacation time. They stated they would
make up their time so as not to lose a days pay. They stayed 1/2 hour past their time for 2 days - is that 1 total hour considered make up time? We offer 3 days paid sick in the course of a year
employment for both salary and hourly. Salary people do not punch in/out. â€‹â€‹

top
101.

previous next
Re: Salary vs hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:05 AM
Anonymous

_
The sick day wasn't for FMLA, correct?
Should you dock salary, you'd do it by the day - not dock by the # of hours not worked.
There are occasions you can dock an exempt's pay.â€‹
www.dol.gov/whd/opinion/FLSA/2005/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:45
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary vs hourly
_
The question has been brought up about sick time and salary vs hourly. We recently had a person on salary call in sick and having no sick time left and no vacation time. They stated they would
make up their time so as not to lose a days pay. They stayed 1/2 hour past their time for 2 days - is that 1 total hour considered make up time? We offer 3 days paid sick in the course of a year
employment for both salary and hourly. Salary people do not punch in/out. â€‹â€‹

top
102.

previous next
Re: Salary vs hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:10 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Traditionally, exempt employees do not make up time. They are paid for the job they do, not the hours they work.
This would not be considered make-up time (at least at the majority of organizations). She is treating herself like an hourly employee.
She can, and should, be docked for the full-day absence, assuming she did no work on that day.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary vs hourly
_
The question has been brought up about sick time and salary vs hourly. We recently had a person on salary call in sick and having no sick time left and no vacation time. They stated they would
make up their time so as not to lose a days pay. They stayed 1/2 hour past their time for 2 days - is that 1 total hour considered make up time? We offer 3 days paid sick in the course of a year
employment for both salary and hourly. Salary people do not punch in/out. â€‹â€‹
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previous next
Re: Salary vs hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:14 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
No - this has nothing to do with FMLA. She misses approximately 1-2 every 30 days due to this, and usually Mondays.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary vs hourly
_
The sick day wasn't for FMLA, correct?
Should you dock salary, you'd do it by the day - not dock by the # of hours not worked.
There are occasions you can dock an exempt's pay.â€‹
www.dol.gov/whd/opinion/FLSA/2005/...
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary vs hourly
_
The question has been brought up about sick time and salary vs hourly. We recently had a person on salary call in sick and having no sick time left and no vacation time. They stated they would
make up their time so as not to lose a days pay. They stayed 1/2 hour past their time for 2 days - is that 1 total hour considered make up time? We offer 3 days paid sick in the course of a year
employment for both salary and hourly. Salary people do not punch in/out. â€‹â€‹
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previous next
Re: Salary vs hourly
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Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:16 AM
Anonymous
_
"She misses approximately 1-2 every 30 days due to this"
Due to what? Is there a specific illness she's missing time for?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary vs hourly
_
The question has been brought up about sick time and salary vs hourly. We recently had a person on salary call in sick and having no sick time left and no vacation time. They stated they would
make up their time so as not to lose a days pay. They stayed 1/2 hour past their time for 2 days - is that 1 total hour considered make up time? We offer 3 days paid sick in the course of a year
employment for both salary and hourly. Salary people do not punch in/out. â€‹â€‹

top
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previous next
Re: Salary vs hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:34 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
1-2 days and seemingly only Mondays. No, there is no specific, she is a mom of two as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-20-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary vs hourly
_
"She misses approximately 1-2 every 30 days due to this"
Due to what? Is there a specific illness she's missing time for?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary vs hourly
_
The question has been brought up about sick time and salary vs hourly. We recently had a person on salary call in sick and having no sick time left and no vacation time. They stated they would
make up their time so as not to lose a days pay. They stayed 1/2 hour past their time for 2 days - is that 1 total hour considered make up time? We offer 3 days paid sick in the course of a year
employment for both salary and hourly. Salary people do not punch in/out. â€‹â€‹

top
106.

previous next
HR Connects for new lateral hires
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 5:57 AM
Pallavi C

Hi,
I am looking to start doing HR connects for all my new lateral hires (experiences ranging from 3 to 18 years)
I am looking at connecting with them post 1 month of their joining.
My objective is to introduce myself to new joinees and also to understand their first impression of the org, how they are settling in and how they are feeling
Globally we run surveys that ask them to rate experience etc. so I dont it to be repitition of the same asking same set of questions
Any suggestion son how I can do more value addition to these connects and derive something useful from this for future planning?
-----------------------------Pallavi C
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

top
107.

previous next
SHRM CP
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 5:29 AM
Stella Anup Raja
I am preparing for SHRM CP, any advise and tips from SHRM certified peeps. Thanks guys :)
-----------------------------Stella Anup Raja
Assistant Manager - HR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
108.

previous next
Re: SHRM CP
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 7:06 AM
Anonymous

_
Take the practice tests online, learn how they ask the questions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 05:29
From: Stella Anup Raja
Subject: SHRM CP
I am preparing for SHRM CP, any advise and tips from SHRM certified peeps. Thanks guys :)
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-----------------------------Stella Anup Raja
Assistant Manager - HR
------------------------------

top
109.

previous next
How determine performance based merit increase without numerical rating?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 12:17 AM
Anonymous

_
If you have a merit-based performance evaluation system without a numerical rating, how is the amount of the increase determined? For example, if your evaluation tool provides for choices such as
performing/developing/struggling or exceptional/successful/needs improvement, what is the basis of the amount or percentage of increase tied to performance? We are looking at moving this
direction (away from number ratings) but I am really struggling with how a manager would determine or recommend the percentage of increase.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: How determine performance based merit increase without numerical rating?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 8:24 AM
Anonymous

_
Our performance appraisals (with non-numerical ratings) and our salary adjustments are not linked at all.
Each year, I work with our C's to set a budget for increases as a percentage of payroll. That total budget is then allocated between our divisions based on FTE. The Division Leaders are responsible
for allocating individual salary adjustments. Then each DL meets with the COO and me to go through the individual increases; we truth any really high or really low increases using documented
performance information, but typically most increases are around the average budget so there isn't a lot of discussion.
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-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 00:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: How determine performance based merit increase without numerical rating?
_
If you have a merit-based performance evaluation system without a numerical rating, how is the amount of the increase determined? For example, if your evaluation tool provides for choices such as
performing/developing/struggling or exceptional/successful/needs improvement, what is the basis of the amount or percentage of increase tied to performance? We are looking at moving this
direction (away from number ratings) but I am really struggling with how a manager would determine or recommend the percentage of increase.

top
111.

previous next
Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 11:47 PM
Anonymous

_
What electronic system do you utilize to track employee acknowledgements? I'm interested in a program that is capable of storing policies, employee reviews the policy and electronically
acknowledges they received policy. This process would occur with the update of any policy. I have been told SharePoint may be capable of this, however am curious if anyone uses SharePoint for
this purpose or if you have any other recommendations.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Electronic platform used to track training
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 11:43 PM
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Anonymous
_
What electronic platform do you use to track training? Is it capable of attaching individual certificates? Does it allow for a search function? If you have an electronic onboarding system, does it
allow for tracking of training throughout the employee's career in that system? Sorry for so many questions, just looking for any information you are able to provide on what works well for you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
113.

previous next
Looking for a freelancer to draft job descriptions
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 8:34 PM
Anonymous

_
I thought SHRM used to have a place where freelancers posted their services. I am looking for someone to draft job descriptions (FinTech related) for a month or two and that could work remotely.
Excellent writing skills. Any recommendations?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
114.

previous next
Re: Looking for a freelancer to draft job descriptions
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 6:00 AM
Anonymous

_
Hi I would be interested to do this. Would like to know where (location) you are working from to understand if this is feasible?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 20:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Looking for a freelancer to draft job descriptions
_
I thought SHRM used to have a place where freelancers posted their services. I am looking for someone to draft job descriptions (FinTech related) for a month or two and that could work remotely.
Excellent writing skills. Any recommendations?

top
115.

previous next
Re: Looking for a freelancer to draft job descriptions
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:05 AM
Anonymous

_
I'm in South Florida but you can work remotely, no need to be in the same place. We are looking for someone with previous experience drafting job descriptions and excellent writing skills. If you
are interested and have the required experience let's connect to discuss in further detail. Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 05:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Looking for a freelancer to draft job descriptions
_
Hi I would be interested to do this. Would like to know where (location) you are working from to understand if this is feasible?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 20:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Looking for a freelancer to draft job descriptions
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_
I thought SHRM used to have a place where freelancers posted their services. I am looking for someone to draft job descriptions (FinTech related) for a month or two and that could work remotely.
Excellent writing skills. Any recommendations?

top
116.

previous next
Referred for a HRBP position
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 8:00 PM
Anonymous

_
I was referred by a friend for a HR business partner position I have had 3 interviews and done on an assessment test. That was all a week ago I've sent a follow-up email as of yesterday asking for a
status update of the hiring process. I understand I will most likely have to wait a few more days for an answer. My question is since I was referred for the job by a employee that currently works there
out of respect they would at least tell me if I didn't get the job? I know a lot of the times companies don't tell you if they are no longer interested in you even if you send them a follow-up email asking
for a status. Just wasn't sure if that was the same when you are referred by a high-level employee.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
117.

previous next
Re: Referred for a HRBP position
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 8:32 PM
Anonymous

_
When did they say they'd get back to you?
A week isn't too long especially you were the first of the finalists.
Give it through the end of the week.
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We don't treat your any differently in the process if you were referred by a high level employee. You may get consideration for a phone screen. We still need to go though our process with all
candidates.
We may notify you personally since it's a high level employee but not necessarily.
Did you post earlier this week about the HRD being on vacation and not making a decision yet?
Its hard to wait OP but be patient.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 19:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Referred for a HRBP position
_
I was referred by a friend for a HR business partner position I have had 3 interviews and done on an assessment test. That was all a week ago I've sent a follow-up email as of yesterday asking for a
status update of the hiring process. I understand I will most likely have to wait a few more days for an answer. My question is since I was referred for the job by a employee that currently works there
out of respect they would at least tell me if I didn't get the job? I know a lot of the times companies don't tell you if they are no longer interested in you even if you send them a follow-up email asking
for a status. Just wasn't sure if that was the same when you are referred by a high-level employee.

top
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previous next
Re: Referred for a HRBP position
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 10:46 PM
Anonymous

_
I know I need to be patient. I am just beyond excited for the possible opportunity. This is a great company and amazing position. After all the interviews an weeks I am just ready to hsve that bandaid
to be ripped off.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 20:31
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Referred for a HRBP position
_
When did they say they'd get back to you?
A week isn't too long especially you were the first of the finalists.
Give it through the end of the week.
We don't treat your any differently in the process if you were referred by a high level employee. You may get consideration for a phone screen. We still need to go though our process with all
candidates.
We may notify you personally since it's a high level employee but not necessarily.
Did you post earlier this week about the HRD being on vacation and not making a decision yet?
Its hard to wait OP but be patient.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 19:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Referred for a HRBP position
_
I was referred by a friend for a HR business partner position I have had 3 interviews and done on an assessment test. That was all a week ago I've sent a follow-up email as of yesterday asking for a
status update of the hiring process. I understand I will most likely have to wait a few more days for an answer. My question is since I was referred for the job by a employee that currently works there
out of respect they would at least tell me if I didn't get the job? I know a lot of the times companies don't tell you if they are no longer interested in you even if you send them a follow-up email asking
for a status. Just wasn't sure if that was the same when you are referred by a high-level employee.

top
119.

previous next
Employee with Bad Attitude
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 6:48 PM
Anonymous

_
How do you deal and approach an employee with a bad attitude? They do not like the way things are done and complain all the time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
120.

previous next
Re: Employee with Bad Attitude
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 7:39 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
You need to take the word 'attitude' out of the mix and translate what the behavior is doing that is causing bona fide workplace issues. In other words, specifically explain why what they are doing
is not acceptable in the business.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 18:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee with Bad Attitude
_
How do you deal and approach an employee with a bad attitude? They do not like the way things are done and complain all the time.

top
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previous next
Re: Employee with Bad Attitude
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 9:49 PM
Mary Dillman
Agree - "bad attitude" is vague; The supervisor/manager to whom the employee reports should cite the specific behaviors that are not acceptable/unprofessional. The supervisor sets clear
expectations for immediate and sustained correction/change for the unacceptable behaviors. The employee should be asked what specifically he/she will do differently to demonstrate professional,
productive conduct. The supervisor should also communicate the consequences for failure to correct the behaviors; i.e., whatever are the next steps in your company's progressive discipline process.
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-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 18:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee with Bad Attitude
_
How do you deal and approach an employee with a bad attitude? They do not like the way things are done and complain all the time.

top
122.

previous next
Incorrect payroll calculation
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 5:37 PM
Anonymous

_
I was initially hired as an admin to a company in NY with less than 40 employees here with a few more overseas.
A staff overseas was initially handling payroll but little by little that task was assigned to me and now (the last couple months) I am handling the entire process by myself (compiling and calculating
hours to entering info into our payroll system). They also want me to start handling more HR related matters.
My question here is, I think our staff had been paid incorrectly and I'm not sure how to go about this.
Partly is my fault - since this role is new to me I was just doing what they told me, but I am learning about laws like call-in pay and split shift pay.
But particularly split shift pay. I'm pretty sure this had not paid for years.
How many years should I go back and investigate before I report it to my managers?
How would we go about paying employees (many of whom have already left this company).
Because the payroll was done overseas I genuinely think they just didn't know, and that this wasn't the company trying to cheat the employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
123.

previous next
Re: Incorrect payroll calculation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 8:19 AM
Monica Kennedy
I don't have experience with this, but I'm surprised that no one has questioned a shortage in their pay for potentially years. It's certainly better that you caught it now and not when someone is suing
for lost wages if they truly have been paid incorrectly. I'm interested to hear what others with experience in this area have to say.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 17:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Incorrect payroll calculation
_
I was initially hired as an admin to a company in NY with less than 40 employees here with a few more overseas.
A staff overseas was initially handling payroll but little by little that task was assigned to me and now (the last couple months) I am handling the entire process by myself (compiling and calculating
hours to entering info into our payroll system). They also want me to start handling more HR related matters.
My question here is, I think our staff had been paid incorrectly and I'm not sure how to go about this.
Partly is my fault - since this role is new to me I was just doing what they told me, but I am learning about laws like call-in pay and split shift pay.
But particularly split shift pay. I'm pretty sure this had not paid for years.
How many years should I go back and investigate before I report it to my managers?
How would we go about paying employees (many of whom have already left this company).
Because the payroll was done overseas I genuinely think they just didn't know, and that this wasn't the company trying to cheat the employees.
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top
124.

previous next
Re: Incorrect payroll calculation
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 8:40 AM
Anonymous

_
What call in pay and split shift pay practices are you questioning?
Extra pay is not always required.
Before you make any corrections, compute the $ from all angles and present a few options to the decision makers. Most likely they'll either decide to continue on as is or to correct it going forward.
That's their decision to make.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 17:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Incorrect payroll calculation
_
I was initially hired as an admin to a company in NY with less than 40 employees here with a few more overseas.
A staff overseas was initially handling payroll but little by little that task was assigned to me and now (the last couple months) I am handling the entire process by myself (compiling and calculating
hours to entering info into our payroll system). They also want me to start handling more HR related matters.
My question here is, I think our staff had been paid incorrectly and I'm not sure how to go about this.
Partly is my fault - since this role is new to me I was just doing what they told me, but I am learning about laws like call-in pay and split shift pay.
But particularly split shift pay. I'm pretty sure this had not paid for years.
How many years should I go back and investigate before I report it to my managers?
How would we go about paying employees (many of whom have already left this company).
Because the payroll was done overseas I genuinely think they just didn't know, and that this wasn't the company trying to cheat the employees.

top
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previous next
Conflict Management / Resolution
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 5:27 PM
Kasey Galash
I have an employee who has trouble with conflict management. She often argues with other staff members and creates tension in the workplace. Management is asking me to direct her to some
resources for conflict management so she can learn how to approach other staff members or management when she has a problem. She is, otherwise, an excellent team member and an asset to the
company. We're simply trying to help her make her point without causing conflict. Does anyone have any resources you can point me to?
-----------------------------Kasey Galash
HR Administrator / Commercial Design Consultant
BoConcept
Bellevue WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Structured Employee Interview Guide
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 5:22 PM
Greg Atchison
Hello,
I'm on the board of a local non-profit and working on the "HR Team." We're about ready to start hiring professional staff for the non-profit (teachers/mentors) and plan to use a structured interview
process. I'm hoping that someone would be willing to share a Structured Interview Guide that I can use as a template, knowing that we'll need to change the questions to meet the competencies and
values that we're looking for.
Would you be willing to share an interview guide that I can use as a template?
Thanking you in advance,

-----------------------------Greg Atchison, Ph.D., PCC | Managing Chair
C12 Group of Greater St. Louis
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
127.

previous next
Peanut Allergy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 5:17 PM
Robyn Beresh
Hi,
Does anyone have a policy for dealing with peanut (or any other) allergies in the workplace? If so, would you be willing to share?
Thanks,
Robyn
-----------------------------Robyn Beresh
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Peanut Allergy
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 5:27 PM |
Anonymous

view attached

_
We do not have a policy. How we would handle it would depend on the individual and the severity of the allergy. I'm attaching a document from askjan.org.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 17:17
From: Robyn Beresh
Subject: Peanut Allergy
Hi,
Does anyone have a policy for dealing with peanut (or any other) allergies in the workplace? If so, would you be willing to share?
Thanks,
Robyn
-----------------------------Robyn Beresh
------------------------------

top
129.

previous next
Time Card Adjustments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:19 PM
Anonymous

_
How do you all track changes made to electronic time cards (missing/forgotten punches, etc)?
We use electronic time cards (badges swiped at designated time clocks within our facility), and sometimes employees forget or miss a punch. The way our system is set up, managers are the ones who
have to go in and edit to correct.
Currently, employees simply notify their manager and the manager corrects it.
I'd like to have some sort of form/log that the employee has to sign off on in order for adjustments like that to be made in order to: 1. Cover our documentation requirements, and 2. Make it a little
more uncomfortable to help reduce those who seem to have a chronic "forgetfulness" problem (yes, I do have managers speak to these employees, but I think it's still a bit too easy for these
employees). I want the employees to realize that there's a recordkeeping going on of their missing punches, but don't want to bury managers with a bunch more papers either. I'm debating between
whether it should be an individual form for each occurrence, or if maybe each manager should keep a weekly log (employee completes/signs a line for each missed punch, but similar to a training
sign-up sheet) that's then turned into payroll.
What have you found that works? Anyone have a form/log they use that works well?
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Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Time Card Adjustments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:23 PM
Anonymous

_
There's not a place for notes in your system that says who did the actual punching? Or some way to differentiate if it was swiped or keyed in?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time Card Adjustments
_
How do you all track changes made to electronic time cards (missing/forgotten punches, etc)?
We use electronic time cards (badges swiped at designated time clocks within our facility), and sometimes employees forget or miss a punch. The way our system is set up, managers are the ones who
have to go in and edit to correct.
Currently, employees simply notify their manager and the manager corrects it.
I'd like to have some sort of form/log that the employee has to sign off on in order for adjustments like that to be made in order to: 1. Cover our documentation requirements, and 2. Make it a little
more uncomfortable to help reduce those who seem to have a chronic "forgetfulness" problem (yes, I do have managers speak to these employees, but I think it's still a bit too easy for these
employees). I want the employees to realize that there's a recordkeeping going on of their missing punches, but don't want to bury managers with a bunch more papers either. I'm debating between
whether it should be an individual form for each occurrence, or if maybe each manager should keep a weekly log (employee completes/signs a line for each missed punch, but similar to a training
sign-up sheet) that's then turned into payroll.
What have you found that works? Anyone have a form/log they use that works well?
Thank you!
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Re: Time Card Adjustments
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 4:39 PM
Tristan Harless
I created a form that has correction information and a sign off for both the employee and manager. they turn into me to be filed with my payroll.
-----------------------------Tristan Harless
Director of Human Resources
Redding Distributing Company
Redding CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time Card Adjustments
_
There's not a place for notes in your system that says who did the actual punching? Or some way to differentiate if it was swiped or keyed in?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time Card Adjustments
_
How do you all track changes made to electronic time cards (missing/forgotten punches, etc)?
We use electronic time cards (badges swiped at designated time clocks within our facility), and sometimes employees forget or miss a punch. The way our system is set up, managers are the ones who
have to go in and edit to correct.
Currently, employees simply notify their manager and the manager corrects it.
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I'd like to have some sort of form/log that the employee has to sign off on in order for adjustments like that to be made in order to: 1. Cover our documentation requirements, and 2. Make it a little
more uncomfortable to help reduce those who seem to have a chronic "forgetfulness" problem (yes, I do have managers speak to these employees, but I think it's still a bit too easy for these
employees). I want the employees to realize that there's a recordkeeping going on of their missing punches, but don't want to bury managers with a bunch more papers either. I'm debating between
whether it should be an individual form for each occurrence, or if maybe each manager should keep a weekly log (employee completes/signs a line for each missed punch, but similar to a training
sign-up sheet) that's then turned into payroll.
What have you found that works? Anyone have a form/log they use that works well?
Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Time Card Adjustments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 5:01 PM
Anonymous

_
OP Here:
Yes, our system differentiates between swiped/keyed in punches. The managers can add typed notes (admittedly they haven't been consistent, but they are getting better about using it). However, that
doesn't solve the problem of the employee being aware/agreeing to the change (documented), and still puts all the burden of reporting on the manager. Ideally I'd like to have something the employee
signed off on the change.
Reply #2: Is it a separate form for each employee/occurrence? Do you feel it creates a lot of "extra paper," or does it only get occasional/minimal use?â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time Card Adjustments
_
There's not a place for notes in your system that says who did the actual punching? Or some way to differentiate if it was swiped or keyed in?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time Card Adjustments
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_
How do you all track changes made to electronic time cards (missing/forgotten punches, etc)?
We use electronic time cards (badges swiped at designated time clocks within our facility), and sometimes employees forget or miss a punch. The way our system is set up, managers are the ones who
have to go in and edit to correct.
Currently, employees simply notify their manager and the manager corrects it.
I'd like to have some sort of form/log that the employee has to sign off on in order for adjustments like that to be made in order to: 1. Cover our documentation requirements, and 2. Make it a little
more uncomfortable to help reduce those who seem to have a chronic "forgetfulness" problem (yes, I do have managers speak to these employees, but I think it's still a bit too easy for these
employees). I want the employees to realize that there's a recordkeeping going on of their missing punches, but don't want to bury managers with a bunch more papers either. I'm debating between
whether it should be an individual form for each occurrence, or if maybe each manager should keep a weekly log (employee completes/signs a line for each missed punch, but similar to a training
sign-up sheet) that's then turned into payroll.
What have you found that works? Anyone have a form/log they use that works well?
Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Time Card Adjustments
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 8:19 AM
Anonymous

_
In our system, managers were required to add notes to time card edits. They were instructed to only make time card edits if they had an email confirmation from the employee. To be honest, I didn't
audit the email trail that closely but would follow up on time card adjustments that were completed without notes. If I were in your situation, I would request that the managers forward the email trail
for all time card edits/adjustments to our shared HR inbox. That way you are still maintaining documentation but aren't creating more work for your employees/managers that are following the rules.
Side note - the staff that had the most time card edits/adjustments were the hourly employees who used the time clock to punch in and out. They were not issued computers but all of our staff
members had email access and utilized shared computers on site if needed. This worked well for our company culture but I could see if your employees weren't used to/didn't have email access a
form may be required.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-19-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time Card Adjustments
_
OP Here:
Yes, our system differentiates between swiped/keyed in punches. The managers can add typed notes (admittedly they haven't been consistent, but they are getting better about using it). However, that
doesn't solve the problem of the employee being aware/agreeing to the change (documented), and still puts all the burden of reporting on the manager. Ideally I'd like to have something the employee
signed off on the change.
Reply #2: Is it a separate form for each employee/occurrence? Do you feel it creates a lot of "extra paper," or does it only get occasional/minimal use?â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time Card Adjustments
_
There's not a place for notes in your system that says who did the actual punching? Or some way to differentiate if it was swiped or keyed in?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time Card Adjustments
_
How do you all track changes made to electronic time cards (missing/forgotten punches, etc)?
We use electronic time cards (badges swiped at designated time clocks within our facility), and sometimes employees forget or miss a punch. The way our system is set up, managers are the ones who
have to go in and edit to correct.
Currently, employees simply notify their manager and the manager corrects it.
I'd like to have some sort of form/log that the employee has to sign off on in order for adjustments like that to be made in order to: 1. Cover our documentation requirements, and 2. Make it a little
more uncomfortable to help reduce those who seem to have a chronic "forgetfulness" problem (yes, I do have managers speak to these employees, but I think it's still a bit too easy for these
employees). I want the employees to realize that there's a recordkeeping going on of their missing punches, but don't want to bury managers with a bunch more papers either. I'm debating between
whether it should be an individual form for each occurrence, or if maybe each manager should keep a weekly log (employee completes/signs a line for each missed punch, but similar to a training
sign-up sheet) that's then turned into payroll.
What have you found that works? Anyone have a form/log they use that works well?
Thank you!
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previous next
Gifting Remote Employees
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:42 PM
Tiffany Tang
Hi All,
My organization has about 200 remote employees that are not able to participate in our in-office events (i.e. weekly happy hours, monthly catered lunches). In its place, we send out a small gift each
month as a token of appreciation for their work, such as pancake mix for National Breakfast Month. Searching for vendors that can deliver to so many individual addresses (within budget) has proven
to be a challenge but we know our remote employees find value in this engagement initiative.
Has anyone worked with companies that have a wide range of products that can ship to multiple addresses? If you have remote employees, what engagement strategies or initiatives do you have in
place? I would love to hear what other organizations are doing!
Thanks!
-----------------------------Tiffany Tang
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Gifting Remote Employees
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 5:50 PM
Iqra Aslam

have you looked into e-gifting?
Send them a voucher for a product that they can go and claim themselves.
We give our employees $25 Amazon gift cards on their birthday and for remote employees, we will send them an e-gift.
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:41
From: Tiffany Tang
Subject: Gifting Remote Employees
Hi All,
My organization has about 200 remote employees that are not able to participate in our in-office events (i.e. weekly happy hours, monthly catered lunches). In its place, we send out a small gift each
month as a token of appreciation for their work, such as pancake mix for National Breakfast Month. Searching for vendors that can deliver to so many individual addresses (within budget) has proven
to be a challenge but we know our remote employees find value in this engagement initiative.
Has anyone worked with companies that have a wide range of products that can ship to multiple addresses? If you have remote employees, what engagement strategies or initiatives do you have in
place? I would love to hear what other organizations are doing!
Thanks!
-----------------------------Tiffany Tang
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Gifting Remote Employees
Reply to Group

Apr 19, 2018 5:57 PM
Mark Michaels

Have you looked into Amazon Incentives at all? That might fit the bill for what you're looking for.
-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:41
From: Tiffany Tang
Subject: Gifting Remote Employees
Hi All,
My organization has about 200 remote employees that are not able to participate in our in-office events (i.e. weekly happy hours, monthly catered lunches). In its place, we send out a small gift each
month as a token of appreciation for their work, such as pancake mix for National Breakfast Month. Searching for vendors that can deliver to so many individual addresses (within budget) has proven
to be a challenge but we know our remote employees find value in this engagement initiative.
Has anyone worked with companies that have a wide range of products that can ship to multiple addresses? If you have remote employees, what engagement strategies or initiatives do you have in
place? I would love to hear what other organizations are doing!
Thanks!
-----------------------------Tiffany Tang
------------------------------

top

previous next

137.

Corporate Mataching Gift Program
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:35 PM
Loretta Hoover
Good afternoon,
We are looking at developing a Corporate Matching Gift Program. I can find sample policies online, but I was hoping to hear from anyone who has put this type of program in place.
1. How do you define which non-profits are eligible to be matched?
2. How well is the program utilized by employees? Do you have specific #'s you can share -- size of your organization and total dollars matched for a specific year? And, what specifically is your
ratio of matching -- 1:1, 2:1, etc.
3. Has the program gained momentum since it's inception?
4. How often do you promote it?
5. Do you also have a United Way campaign in place at your organization?
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â€‹
Thank you for any comments and advice you can give!
-----------------------------Loretta Hoover SHRM-CP
Director, Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Corporate Mataching Gift Program
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:45 PM
Tiffany Perdue
Hi Loretta,
We created a charity foundation funded by our company last year. This foundation will match employee donations dollar for dollar up to $250 per employee a year. (we have 42 employees) If we get
a lot of response, we may increase the limit to $500 next year. Here is some sample wording we used for our program:
"Most donations made to a 501(c)(3) will be eligible as long as it does not personally benefit the employee or their family. We strongly encourage employees to consider our core values when
submitting donations for matching and to choose charities that are focused on hunger relief, disaster relief, medical aid, disease cure and prevention, education and other humanitarian efforts directed
at economically disadvantaged individuals. The Foundation reserves full discretion to determine appropriate matching contributions. Political organizations or organizations related to abortion or gun
control will not be considered due to their divisive nature."
We've promoted it a little throughout the year but only make matching contributions twice a year. We've made just one contribution so far this year so I cannot tell you how successful it is until we've
made additional contributions. It was positively received, though.

-----------------------------Tiffany
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:34
From: Loretta Hoover
Subject: Corporate Mataching Gift Program
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Good afternoon,
We are looking at developing a Corporate Matching Gift Program. I can find sample policies online, but I was hoping to hear from anyone who has put this type of program in place.
1. How do you define which non-profits are eligible to be matched?
2. How well is the program utilized by employees? Do you have specific #'s you can share -- size of your organization and total dollars matched for a specific year? And, what specifically is your
ratio of matching -- 1:1, 2:1, etc.
3. Has the program gained momentum since it's inception?
4. How often do you promote it?
5. Do you also have a United Way campaign in place at your organization?
â€‹
Thank you for any comments and advice you can give!
-----------------------------Loretta Hoover SHRM-CP
Director, Human Resources
------------------------------

top
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139.

Re: Corporate Mataching Gift Program
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:45 PM
Anonymous

_

How do you define which non-profits are eligible to be matched?
AJ: 501(c)(3)'s
How well is the program utilized by employees? Do you have specific #'s you can share -- size of your organization and total dollars matched for a specific year? And, what specifically is
your ratio of matching -- 1:1, 2:1, etc.
AJ: To dollar size that we match is approximately $80k a year (350 employees). We match up to $3000 per person.
Has the program gained momentum since it's inception?
AJ: Been in place for many years so it holds steady
How often do you promote it?
AJ: We send reminders out near year end and also include reference as ancillary benefits during OE meetings
Do you also have a United Way campaign in place at your organization?
AJ: No
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Loretta Hoover, 04-19-2018 15:34

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:34
From: Loretta Hoover
Subject: Corporate Mataching Gift Program
Good afternoon,
We are looking at developing a Corporate Matching Gift Program. I can find sample policies online, but I was hoping to hear from anyone who has put this type of program in place.
1. How do you define which non-profits are eligible to be matched?
2. How well is the program utilized by employees? Do you have specific #'s you can share -- size of your organization and total dollars matched for a specific year? And, what specifically is your
ratio of matching -- 1:1, 2:1, etc.
3. Has the program gained momentum since it's inception?
4. How often do you promote it?
5. Do you also have a United Way campaign in place at your organization?
â€‹
Thank you for any comments and advice you can give!
-----------------------------Loretta Hoover SHRM-CP
Director, Human Resources
------------------------------

top
140.

previous next
Past employee information
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:28 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi,
I work for a government entity, and I have had a neighboring government entity calling me about a past employee, asking 'government entity to government entity' why this person left employment,
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it's not good. It is for a police officer position. I usually do not give out any information about past employees except date of hire, term date and position. I was sent a Release of Information
Authorization form signed by past employee. My question is, is that ok? With the position being hired for, I feel like the information should be shared. Thoughts??
Thanks in advance!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Past employee information
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:34 PM
Anonymous

_
You should definitely disclose any negative information based on the person wanting to become an officer.
A lot of federal agencies require ALL information for clearances.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Past employee information
_
Hi,
I work for a government entity, and I have had a neighboring government entity calling me about a past employee, asking 'government entity to government entity' why this person left employment,
it's not good. It is for a police officer position. I usually do not give out any information about past employees except date of hire, term date and position. I was sent a Release of Information
Authorization form signed by past employee. My question is, is that ok? With the position being hired for, I feel like the information should be shared. Thoughts??
Thanks in advance!!!
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previous next
Continuous Performance Review Process
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:26 PM
Michelle Doran
â€‹
Has anyone moved from an annual review process to a continuous review process or incorporated aspects of a continuous review process?
How did you go about implementing? What type of forms are you using to facilitate gathering/giving feedback? Is it a 360 review? Thanks for any feedback!
-----------------------------Michelle Doran
Office Administrator
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
New York NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Continuous Performance Review Process
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:44 PM
Mary Dillman
Hi Michelle,
Do a search on this forum on the topic of eliminating performance reviews (or variations of those keyword) as there are several good threads on it from previous posts. Here's one of them:
SHRM Post Dec 2017 - Eliminating Annual Performance Reviews
There may be a previous post from someone who actually eliminated the formal, documented performance review/evaluation. It appears that many companies are considering it, but I don't get the
impression that many have implemented it based on the posts we've seen on this board.
Can you provide some context/background for what is driving the interest or requirement to move away from the annual performance review process?
An important note - 360-degree tools/assessments are intended for developmental purposes, typically for high-potential managers or employees; it is not intended to be used for performance
reviews/appraisals. I suggest doing more research on this to determine how best to use the tool and process in your organization.
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-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:26
From: Michelle Doran
Subject: Continuous Performance Review Process
â€‹
Has anyone moved from an annual review process to a continuous review process or incorporated aspects of a continuous review process?
How did you go about implementing? What type of forms are you using to facilitate gathering/giving feedback? Is it a 360 review? Thanks for any feedback!
-----------------------------Michelle Doran
Office Administrator
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
New York NY
------------------------------

top
144.

previous next
Depression and confidentiality
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:08 PM
Anonymous

_
Hey all,
I posted on here before about my depression causing problems at work for me. I'm going through a lot in my personal life, and my concentration at work is poor, I'm forgetful, and I'm having trouble
with attendance. I was formally diagnosed with depression, and I had ADA paperwork filled out (we don't do FML here as we're too small). I gave my boss the paperwork and I asked her to keep it
confidential because I don't want to face any stigma around having depression. My boss is the director of the organization and she reports to a board of directors.
I have since found out that she disclosed my having depression to our board of directors (5 total people) in a meeting with them. I'm wondering why she felt the need to tell them this. Now, every time
I see them, I will feel strange and will have reduced confidence in speaking to them. I'm upset that she told them. I thought that it's only okay to say what the restrictions I have are on a "need-toknow" basis, and not tell my specific medical problems.
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Am I wrong to think she shouldn't have told them? What can I do now? These are members of the surrounding public that I didn't want to know this about me. My reputation could be hurt by this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Depression and confidentiality
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:19 PM
Anonymous

_
The basic ADA confidentiality rule is that employers must keep confidential any medical information they learn about you. Information can be confidential even if it contains no medical diagnosis or
treatment course and even if it is not generated by a health care professional. Your request for a reasonable accommodation would be considered medical information subject to the ADA's
confidentiality requirements.
That being said, now what do you do?
Have you spoken with her to find out how this got in front of the board, or to confirm that it made it to the board at all? (How did you find out?). I would give her an opportunity to share her side of
the story and go from there. If she shared (even out of the best of intentions) I would tell her that I preferred that she now do that. I would want to know how the board responded and get an idea of
the "new" perception they might have of me. Have you experienced any negative changes at work, or do they continue to treat you well?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Depression and confidentiality
_
Hey all,
I posted on here before about my depression causing problems at work for me. I'm going through a lot in my personal life, and my concentration at work is poor, I'm forgetful, and I'm having trouble
with attendance. I was formally diagnosed with depression, and I had ADA paperwork filled out (we don't do FML here as we're too small). I gave my boss the paperwork and I asked her to keep it
confidential because I don't want to face any stigma around having depression. My boss is the director of the organization and she reports to a board of directors.
I have since found out that she disclosed my having depression to our board of directors (5 total people) in a meeting with them. I'm wondering why she felt the need to tell them this. Now, every time
I see them, I will feel strange and will have reduced confidence in speaking to them. I'm upset that she told them. I thought that it's only okay to say what the restrictions I have are on a "need-topage 132 of 432
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know" basis, and not tell my specific medical problems.
Am I wrong to think she shouldn't have told them? What can I do now? These are members of the surrounding public that I didn't want to know this about me. My reputation could be hurt by this.
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146.

Re: Depression and confidentiality
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:20 PM
Anonymous

_

I have since found out that she disclosed my having depression to our board of directors (5 total people) in a meeting with them. I'm wondering why she felt the need to tell them this.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 15:08

How do you know this happened for sure? And if she did, you can't change it. And Board Directors would have no reason to behave or treat you differently. They should professional and respectful. I
would ignore and move on. Don't worry about things that haven't happened or could happen. I think will be healthier for you to ignore and move on.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Depression and confidentiality
_
Hey all,
I posted on here before about my depression causing problems at work for me. I'm going through a lot in my personal life, and my concentration at work is poor, I'm forgetful, and I'm having trouble
with attendance. I was formally diagnosed with depression, and I had ADA paperwork filled out (we don't do FML here as we're too small). I gave my boss the paperwork and I asked her to keep it
confidential because I don't want to face any stigma around having depression. My boss is the director of the organization and she reports to a board of directors.
I have since found out that she disclosed my having depression to our board of directors (5 total people) in a meeting with them. I'm wondering why she felt the need to tell them this. Now, every time
I see them, I will feel strange and will have reduced confidence in speaking to them. I'm upset that she told them. I thought that it's only okay to say what the restrictions I have are on a "need-toknow" basis, and not tell my specific medical problems.
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Am I wrong to think she shouldn't have told them? What can I do now? These are members of the surrounding public that I didn't want to know this about me. My reputation could be hurt by this.

top
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Re: Depression and confidentiality
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:28 PM
Monica Kennedy
Did the disclosure name you specifically or was the meeting more like "we have a random employee with depression, how do we proceed?" If your name wasn't specifically brought up, the dialog
may have just been to ensure that your ADA request is being handled properly and the Board are a group that should have confidentiality considerations but also the ability to enact necessary changes
that have been requested.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Depression and confidentiality
_
Hey all,
I posted on here before about my depression causing problems at work for me. I'm going through a lot in my personal life, and my concentration at work is poor, I'm forgetful, and I'm having trouble
with attendance. I was formally diagnosed with depression, and I had ADA paperwork filled out (we don't do FML here as we're too small). I gave my boss the paperwork and I asked her to keep it
confidential because I don't want to face any stigma around having depression. My boss is the director of the organization and she reports to a board of directors.
I have since found out that she disclosed my having depression to our board of directors (5 total people) in a meeting with them. I'm wondering why she felt the need to tell them this. Now, every time
I see them, I will feel strange and will have reduced confidence in speaking to them. I'm upset that she told them. I thought that it's only okay to say what the restrictions I have are on a "need-toknow" basis, and not tell my specific medical problems.
Am I wrong to think she shouldn't have told them? What can I do now? These are members of the surrounding public that I didn't want to know this about me. My reputation could be hurt by this.
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Re: Depression and confidentiality
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:34 PM
Richard Burns
â€‹
I like responder #3's input. Did you request an accommodation with the ADA process? Because you are so small, she may have disclosed the accommodationâ€‹(and possible impact) without the
reason of depression.
I would let it go.
Best wishes.
-----------------------------Rich Burns SHRM-SCP
Alinear LLC
Reno NV
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Depression and confidentiality
_
Hey all,
I posted on here before about my depression causing problems at work for me. I'm going through a lot in my personal life, and my concentration at work is poor, I'm forgetful, and I'm having trouble
with attendance. I was formally diagnosed with depression, and I had ADA paperwork filled out (we don't do FML here as we're too small). I gave my boss the paperwork and I asked her to keep it
confidential because I don't want to face any stigma around having depression. My boss is the director of the organization and she reports to a board of directors.
I have since found out that she disclosed my having depression to our board of directors (5 total people) in a meeting with them. I'm wondering why she felt the need to tell them this. Now, every time
I see them, I will feel strange and will have reduced confidence in speaking to them. I'm upset that she told them. I thought that it's only okay to say what the restrictions I have are on a "need-toknow" basis, and not tell my specific medical problems.
Am I wrong to think she shouldn't have told them? What can I do now? These are members of the surrounding public that I didn't want to know this about me. My reputation could be hurt by this.
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top
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previous next
2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:55 PM
Anonymous

_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:04 PM
Anonymous

_
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You don't need to justify (in writing, in a handbook) your policies.
Our office staff have different expectations than our field staff.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:12 PM
Anonymous

_
Same thing here. Office staff have a different "dress code" than our field techs do.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
You don't need to justify (in writing, in a handbook) your policies.
Our office staff have different expectations than our field staff.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:33 PM
Monica Kennedy
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Reply to Sender

Two different policies is common and enforcable. In my field, we have officers in required uniform and the civilian/office staff are dressed professionally. There is some crossover, such as body
piercings and tattoos, that are addressed and enforced across both groups. Our policy is set up to address each group separately.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
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Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:07 PM
Anonymous
_
" I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to religious tattoos and other reasons."
I do not think this is a big issue and would it be very uncommon. If it happens, (which would be rare and you would have to come back to tell us about it!) you would accommodate as you would any
religious request by looking at the situation and your options.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 4:37 PM
Anonymous
_

Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:54

I'm just curious what tattoos they had that they were unable to cover.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.
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top

previous next

155.

Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:40 PM
Anonymous

_
^^Agree?
Plus, we only ask that tattoos that are deemed offensive be covered. We've had an "offensive" tattoo exactly once in 50 plus years.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_

Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:54

I'm just curious what tattoos they had that they were unable to cover.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
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Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.

top

previous next

156.

Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:48 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here - they had them high up on their necks and all over their hands. I think one even had something (not offensive) on his face near his hairline.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_

Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:54

I'm just curious what tattoos they had that they were unable to cover.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
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Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 4:48 PM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
To answer the 6th poster - the tattoos could be on the hands or neck and not easily covered.
I have tattoos but keep them covered even though we don't have a policy at my current office, but that's just me. Previous jobs in corporate required it to be covered for both front line and back office
- it was one code for all.
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:37
From: Anonymous
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Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_

Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:54

I'm just curious what tattoos they had that they were unable to cover.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 4:50 PM
Anonymous
_
Why couldn't they cover their necks? They make turtle necks.
You could also ask that they use concealer on anything on their faces.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
OP here - they had them high up on their necks and all over their hands. I think one even had something (not offensive) on his face near his hairline.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_

Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:54

I'm just curious what tattoos they had that they were unable to cover.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
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However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.

top

previous next

159.

Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 7:53 AM
Monica Kennedy

I have tattoos but keep them covered even though we don't have a policy at my current office, but that's just me.
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG, 04-19-2018 16:47

I also keep mine covered. It's actually something I think about when I get new ink. I purposely avoid putting any on my arms for that reason. Even though tattoos are becoming more accepted in the
workplace, I've found that there is still some stigma against them in the upper management/executive levels.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:47
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From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
To answer the 6th poster - the tattoos could be on the hands or neck and easily covered.
I have tattoos but keep them covered even though we don't have a policy at my current office, but that's just me. Previous jobs in corporate required it to be covered for both front line and back office
- it was one code for all.
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY

top
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previous next
Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 8:13 AM
Anonymous

_
#9 I don't thinkâ€‹that is very realistic. A lot of companies are being more accepting of tattoos and unemployment is low...if I were one of these people and had the choice between a turtleneck and
concealer or just working somewhere where the company was okay with visible tattoos I think I would choose the latter...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
Why couldn't they cover their necks? They make turtle necks.
You could also ask that they use concealer on anything on their faces.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
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_
OP here - they had them high up on their necks and all over their hands. I think one even had something (not offensive) on his face near his hairline.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_

Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:54

I'm just curious what tattoos they had that they were unable to cover.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.
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161.

Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 9:03 AM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Monica I do the same thing I have them on the upper part of both my arms down to my elbows but I won't go any further. I was never in an office setting that I could wear anything that my arms
weren't at least partly covered.
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 07:53
From: Monica Kennedy
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies

I have tattoos but keep them covered even though we don't have a policy at my current office, but that's just me.
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG, 04-19-2018 16:47

I also keep mine covered. It's actually something I think about when I get new ink. I purposely avoid putting any on my arms for that reason. Even though tattoos are becoming more accepted in the
workplace, I've found that there is still some stigma against them in the upper management/executive levels.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
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Re: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
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Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:14 AM
Anonymous
_

#9 I don't thinkâ€‹that is very realistic. A lot of companies are being more accepting of tattoos and unemployment is low...if I were one of these people and had the choice between a
turtleneck and concealer or just working somewhere where the company was okay with visible tattoos I think I would choose the latter...
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 08:12

I agree. No way would I be wearing a turtleneck every day. My company has a no tattoo policy. Dumbest thing ever. I wear a bandaid on the back of neck every time I wear my hair up to cover my
super cute non-offensive tattoo.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
#9 I don't thinkâ€‹that is very realistic. A lot of companies are being more accepting of tattoos and unemployment is low...if I were one of these people and had the choice between a turtleneck and
concealer or just working somewhere where the company was okay with visible tattoos I think I would choose the latter...
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
Why couldn't they cover their necks? They make turtle necks.
You could also ask that they use concealer on anything on their faces.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
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OP here - they had them high up on their necks and all over their hands. I think one even had something (not offensive) on his face near his hairline.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_

Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:54

I'm just curious what tattoos they had that they were unable to cover.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 Different Tattoo Policies
_
I work for a private company. We have had a long-standing policy of all tattoos must be able to be covered somehow. That has been in place for our corporate staff as well as our field staff. We are
a professional environment and consider ourselves benchmark in our industry for all staff. We don't even have jeans Friday. We are office attire 5 days a week. Our field staff wears a specific
uniform 5 days of the week.
However, our company is growing and our field staff is highly specialized group and hard to recruit for those positions. Recently, we have had to turn down several qualified candidates for field staff
positions because they had no way to cover their tattoos. However, we recognize in the industry they come from tattoos are common place. By removing the no visible tattoos for field staff we
would greatly open up our candidate of highly qualified and desirable candidates.
Leadership wants to implement 2 separate tattoos policies - one for field staff and one for corporate/support staff. I've been researching and I'm fully aware of the possibility of discrimination due to
religious tattoos and other reasons.
What I'm looking for help on is how to draft 2 different policies with sufficient support to show why we have 2 different policies.
Any advice on where I might find some resources?
Thank you.

top
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previous next
Open Enrollment question
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 2:45 PM
Trish Carroll
We are switching insurance companies this year. The insurance forms have a waiver section if you are not interested in coverage.
I was told today that I will have to list the following information for each waiver on the new companies spreadsheet as well as all the new enrollees information.
Ø Waiver
All information is required,
§ Name
§ SSN: if information has been provided (if not, you can place zero (EE waiver only)
§ DOB,
§ Gender
§ Full Address
§ Email is optional
§ Columns S-V (other coverage, hours worked and start date)
§ Column W (Waiver) must have reason for waiving
My question is: Why would they need this personal information if they are not enrolling? I did not find anything in the employer contract or the employee enrollment form that requires providing this information,
in fact, many only printed and signed their name.
I do not want to give out personal information that is not necessary. The insurance company is trying to tell me it is required. However, I spoke with several of the employees who waived enrollment and
they said they did not want their personal information shared. They only signed the decline because they were told to by our CFO, which he did so that we know everyone made a decision.
I can see them needing to know why they waived, but that is all. I can't seemed to find anything online about this. Any advice would be great.

Thanks,
Trish Carroll
Human Resources

316-267-7676

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Open Enrollment question
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:35 PM
Anonymous

_
Any chance they are going to be doing your 1095's for you?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:46
From: Trish Carroll
Subject: Open Enrollment question
We are switching insurance companies this year. The insurance forms have a waiver section if you are not interested in coverage.
I was told today that I will have to list the following information for each waiver on the new companies spreadsheet as well as all the new enrollees information.
Ø Waiver
All information is required,
§ Name
§ SSN: if information has been provided (if not, you can place zero (EE waiver only)
§ DOB,
§ Gender
§ Full Address
§ Email is optional
§ Columns S-V (other coverage, hours worked and start date)
§ Column W (Waiver) must have reason for waiving
My question is: Why would they need this personal information if they are not enrolling? I did not find anything in the employer contract or the employee enrollment form that requires providing this information,
in fact, many only printed and signed their name.
I do not want to give out personal information that is not necessary. The insurance company is trying to tell me it is required. However, I spoke with several of the employees who waived enrollment and
they said they did not want their personal information shared. They only signed the decline because they were told to by our CFO, which he did so that we know everyone made a decision.
I can see them needing to know why they waived, but that is all. I can't seemed to find anything online about this. Any advice would be great.

Thanks,
Trish Carroll
Human Resources
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316-267-7676

top
165.

previous next
Re: Open Enrollment question
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:36 PM
Anonymous

_
Review the ACA - it's required under there for 1095's.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:46
From: Trish Carroll
Subject: Open Enrollment question
We are switching insurance companies this year. The insurance forms have a waiver section if you are not interested in coverage.
I was told today that I will have to list the following information for each waiver on the new companies spreadsheet as well as all the new enrollees information.
Ø Waiver
All information is required,
§ Name
§ SSN: if information has been provided (if not, you can place zero (EE waiver only)
§ DOB,
§ Gender
§ Full Address
§ Email is optional
§ Columns S-V (other coverage, hours worked and start date)
§ Column W (Waiver) must have reason for waiving
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My question is: Why would they need this personal information if they are not enrolling? I did not find anything in the employer contract or the employee enrollment form that requires providing this information,
in fact, many only printed and signed their name.
I do not want to give out personal information that is not necessary. The insurance company is trying to tell me it is required. However, I spoke with several of the employees who waived enrollment and
they said they did not want their personal information shared. They only signed the decline because they were told to by our CFO, which he did so that we know everyone made a decision.
I can see them needing to know why they waived, but that is all. I can't seemed to find anything online about this. Any advice would be great.

Thanks,
Trish Carroll
Human Resources

316-267-7676

top
166.

previous next
Re: Open Enrollment question
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:00 PM
Anonymous

_
If these employees require coverage later, they will have special enrollment rights if they waive now because they have other coverage. It looks like this company is getting that documentation as
well.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:46
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From: Trish Carroll
Subject: Open Enrollment question
We are switching insurance companies this year. The insurance forms have a waiver section if you are not interested in coverage.
I was told today that I will have to list the following information for each waiver on the new companies spreadsheet as well as all the new enrollees information.
Ø Waiver
All information is required,
§ Name
§ SSN: if information has been provided (if not, you can place zero (EE waiver only)
§ DOB,
§ Gender
§ Full Address
§ Email is optional
§ Columns S-V (other coverage, hours worked and start date)
§ Column W (Waiver) must have reason for waiving
My question is: Why would they need this personal information if they are not enrolling? I did not find anything in the employer contract or the employee enrollment form that requires providing this information,
in fact, many only printed and signed their name.
I do not want to give out personal information that is not necessary. The insurance company is trying to tell me it is required. However, I spoke with several of the employees who waived enrollment and
they said they did not want their personal information shared. They only signed the decline because they were told to by our CFO, which he did so that we know everyone made a decision.
I can see them needing to know why they waived, but that is all. I can't seemed to find anything online about this. Any advice would be great.

Thanks,
Trish Carroll
Human Resources

316-267-7676

top
167.

previous next
Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 2:40 PM
Anonymous
_
Is a company required to get documentation of divorce (date) when an employee wants to drop medical coverage for their spouse? He did complete and sign the Enrollment/Change Form to drop
spouse coverage due to the 'qualifying event' and put an effective date on it. Is that enough, or do you require a copy of the divorce decree?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
168.

previous next
Re: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:41 PM
Anonymous

_
We require documentation for all mid-year insurance changes.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
_
Is a company required to get documentation of divorce (date) when an employee wants to drop medical coverage for their spouse? He did complete and sign the Enrollment/Change Form to drop
spouse coverage due to the 'qualifying event' and put an effective date on it. Is that enough, or do you require a copy of the divorce decree?

top
169.

previous next
Re: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
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Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:49 PM
Anonymous
_
Thanks. What do you require in the case of divorce? It's such a personal thing that I don't want to be insensitive when asking.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
_
We require documentation for all mid-year insurance changes.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
_
Is a company required to get documentation of divorce (date) when an employee wants to drop medical coverage for their spouse? He did complete and sign the Enrollment/Change Form to drop
spouse coverage due to the 'qualifying event' and put an effective date on it. Is that enough, or do you require a copy of the divorce decree?

top
170.

previous next
Re: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
Reply to Group

Apr 19, 2018 3:09 PM
Mark Michaels
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Reply to Sender

What do you require in the case of divorce?
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:48

The decree of dissolution would be one document that would suffice for the Qualifying Life Event.
-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
_
Thanks. What do you require in the case of divorce? It's such a personal thing that I don't want to be insensitive when asking.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
_
We require documentation for all mid-year insurance changes.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
_
Is a company required to get documentation of divorce (date) when an employee wants to drop medical coverage for their spouse? He did complete and sign the Enrollment/Change Form to drop
spouse coverage due to the 'qualifying event' and put an effective date on it. Is that enough, or do you require a copy of the divorce decree?

top
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previous next

171.

Re: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:11 PM
Anonymous

_
We require the decree. In my state the relevant info is right on the first page so employees just provide that page only.
Before we required documentation we had an employee drop his wife citing divorce when they were not even legally separated. Personal sure, but much easier to get documentation upfront than deal
with the headache later.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
_
Thanks. What do you require in the case of divorce? It's such a personal thing that I don't want to be insensitive when asking.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
_
We require documentation for all mid-year insurance changes.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Documentation of Divorce to Drop Coverage
_
Is a company required to get documentation of divorce (date) when an employee wants to drop medical coverage for their spouse? He did complete and sign the Enrollment/Change Form to drop
spouse coverage due to the 'qualifying event' and put an effective date on it. Is that enough, or do you require a copy of the divorce decree?
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top
172.

previous next
Pipeline of Candidates
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:38 PM
Anonymous

_
Can someone provide me ideas on how to keep a pipeline of candidates for labor positions? My recruitment experience is limited.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
173.

previous next
Compliance training vendor
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 2:28 PM
Allison Majane
â€‹
Hello
I am reaching out because my company wants to use a new vendor to administer their compliance trainings (code of conduct, anti-harassment, etc.). I am looking for vendor recommendations
Thanks!

-----------------------------Allison Majane
HR Operations Specialist
Monotype
Woburn MA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
174.

previous next
not authorized to work in the US
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:23 PM
Anonymous

_
We had a someone come in yesterday to complete the new hire paperwork. He admitted he is not authorized to work in the US. Due to how our payroll/HRIS works I had to enter him the day before
so it upload then we can scan his finger when he is here. I termed him as of yesterday in the system.
Can I shred the paperwork he completed including the application? We are not required to complete the EEC-01.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
175.

previous next
Re: not authorized to work in the US
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:25 PM
Anonymous

_
What is an EEC-01? Do you mean the EEO-1 report? If so, that has absolutely nothing to do with applicants - as that's what he can be considered, since he didn't work for you.
Keep his information according to application retention guidelines. Why would you shred any kind of employment document when it's so new?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: not authorized to work in the US
_
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We had a someone come in yesterday to complete the new hire paperwork. He admitted he is not authorized to work in the US. Due to how our payroll/HRIS works I had to enter him the day before
so it upload then we can scan his finger when he is here. I termed him as of yesterday in the system.
Can I shred the paperwork he completed including the application? We are not required to complete the EEC-01.

top
176.

previous next
Re: not authorized to work in the US
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:26 PM
Anonymous

_
Keep the paperwork since he is in your system and document.
Did he do any work at all? You may need to pay him for that time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: not authorized to work in the US
_
We had a someone come in yesterday to complete the new hire paperwork. He admitted he is not authorized to work in the US. Due to how our payroll/HRIS works I had to enter him the day before
so it upload then we can scan his finger when he is here. I termed him as of yesterday in the system.
Can I shred the paperwork he completed including the application? We are not required to complete the EEC-01.

top
177.

previous next
S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 2:15 PM
Anonymous
_
Good Afternoon, I am looking for supporting documentation as to HOW MANY qualifying events a person can have during a plan year. I would believe as long as they meet the requirement of a
Qualifying Event . there is no restriction as to the limit but our previous PEO restricted to one per year so I am trying to find documentation this reasoning to I understand why they restricted the
changes to one year. I have found multiple sources as to what IS a Qualifying Event but nothing that speaks to the NUMBER of Qualifying Events allowed. Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
178.

previous next
Re: S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:22 PM
Anonymous

_
There is no limit. As long as the event qualifies and is consistent with the request (i.e., you can't drop coverage because you had a baby - dropping is inconsistent with adding), and as long as the QE
is listed in your Section 125 plan document, you have to process the change.
Section 125 lists QEs employers may choose to include in their plans. Ultimately, you go by what is listed in the plan - not by what is listed in the regs.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
_
Good Afternoon, I am looking for supporting documentation as to HOW MANY qualifying events a person can have during a plan year. I would believe as long as they meet the requirement of a
Qualifying Event . there is no restriction as to the limit but our previous PEO restricted to one per year so I am trying to find documentation this reasoning to I understand why they restricted the
changes to one year. I have found multiple sources as to what IS a Qualifying Event but nothing that speaks to the NUMBER of Qualifying Events allowed. Thank you.
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top
179.

previous next
Re: S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:25 PM
Anonymous

_
Not the OP, Can the plan limit the # of QE per year?â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
_
There is no limit. As long as the event qualifies and is consistent with the request (i.e., you can't drop coverage because you had a baby - dropping is inconsistent with adding), and as long as the QE
is listed in your Section 125 plan document, you have to process the change.
Section 125 lists QEs employers may choose to include in their plans. Ultimately, you go by what is listed in the plan - not by what is listed in the regs.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
_
Good Afternoon, I am looking for supporting documentation as to HOW MANY qualifying events a person can have during a plan year. I would believe as long as they meet the requirement of a
Qualifying Event . there is no restriction as to the limit but our previous PEO restricted to one per year so I am trying to find documentation this reasoning to I understand why they restricted the
changes to one year. I have found multiple sources as to what IS a Qualifying Event but nothing that speaks to the NUMBER of Qualifying Events allowed. Thank you.
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top
180.

previous next
Re: S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:26 PM
Anonymous

_
No.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
_
Not the OP, Can the plan limit the # of QE per year?â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
_
There is no limit. As long as the event qualifies and is consistent with the request (i.e., you can't drop coverage because you had a baby - dropping is inconsistent with adding), and as long as the QE
is listed in your Section 125 plan document, you have to process the change.
Section 125 lists QEs employers may choose to include in their plans. Ultimately, you go by what is listed in the plan - not by what is listed in the regs.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
_
Good Afternoon, I am looking for supporting documentation as to HOW MANY qualifying events a person can have during a plan year. I would believe as long as they meet the requirement of a
Qualifying Event . there is no restriction as to the limit but our previous PEO restricted to one per year so I am trying to find documentation this reasoning to I understand why they restricted the
changes to one year. I have found multiple sources as to what IS a Qualifying Event but nothing that speaks to the NUMBER of Qualifying Events allowed. Thank you.
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top
181.

previous next
Re: S125 Qualifying Events - Number Allowed??
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:24 PM
Cheryl Glas

Following .. Anonymonk, when you say you must go with what is listed in the plan not in the regs .. are you referencing the carrier document? In short, if I wanted to research for my plan, where
would I see this listed? Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
182.

previous next
MIA Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:11 PM
Anonymous

_
We had an employee call out sick Monday, and Tuesday morning. Tuesday afternoon he texted supervisor indicating he still did not feel well and needed to take the rest of the week and next week
off as vacation.
We've tried to reach him and have asked him to call us. He hasn't returned any phone calls or sent further text messages to date.
What are our options at this point?
Do we consider it job abandonment if we do not hear from him by tomorrow?
Should we put it in writing to contact us by a certain date? What would be a reasonable amount of time, especially since he said he was not feeling well and needed to rest. Do we need a doctors note?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
183.

previous next
Re: MIA Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:13 PM
Anonymous

_
Does FMLA apply to your company? If so, I would send paperwork.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We had an employee call out sick Monday, and Tuesday morning. Tuesday afternoon he texted supervisor indicating he still did not feel well and needed to take the rest of the week and next week
off as vacation.
We've tried to reach him and have asked him to call us. He hasn't returned any phone calls or sent further text messages to date.
What are our options at this point?
Do we consider it job abandonment if we do not hear from him by tomorrow?
Should we put it in writing to contact us by a certain date? What would be a reasonable amount of time, especially since he said he was not feeling well and needed to rest. Do we need a doctors note?

top
184.

previous next
Re: MIA Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:22 PM
Anonymous

_
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He told you he would need to be off the rest of the week, so no, common sense says it's not job abandonment.
Send FMLA paperwork (if applicable) and follow up next week if he doesn't return or you don't hear from him on Monday. If he doesn't respond, reach out to the emergency contact.
Follow your policies as to if you need a doctors note or not.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We had an employee call out sick Monday, and Tuesday morning. Tuesday afternoon he texted supervisor indicating he still did not feel well and needed to take the rest of the week and next week
off as vacation.
We've tried to reach him and have asked him to call us. He hasn't returned any phone calls or sent further text messages to date.
What are our options at this point?
Do we consider it job abandonment if we do not hear from him by tomorrow?
Should we put it in writing to contact us by a certain date? What would be a reasonable amount of time, especially since he said he was not feeling well and needed to rest. Do we need a doctors note?

top
185.

previous next
Re: MIA Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:29 PM
Anonymous

_
I would not consider this job abandonment since the employee told the company he would need that time off. As the other responder said, I would issue FMLA paperwork (via certified mail) since he
is claiming he is ill. If he fails to provide the paperwork past the due date, you can issue a denial of FMLA and proceed on with whatever your attendance policy says is appropriate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
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Subject: MIA Employee
_
We had an employee call out sick Monday, and Tuesday morning. Tuesday afternoon he texted supervisor indicating he still did not feel well and needed to take the rest of the week and next week
off as vacation.
We've tried to reach him and have asked him to call us. He hasn't returned any phone calls or sent further text messages to date.
What are our options at this point?
Do we consider it job abandonment if we do not hear from him by tomorrow?
Should we put it in writing to contact us by a certain date? What would be a reasonable amount of time, especially since he said he was not feeling well and needed to rest. Do we need a doctors note?

top
186.

previous next
Re: MIA Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:32 PM
Anonymous

_
We want to make sure he's okay.
You cannot just say you need 8 days off, and not provide further details and decide it's okay to take the time without any approval.
If applicable he would qualify for FMLA but again he has failed to provide further communication with us of what exactly is going on. My question is what is a reasonable time to give him to reach
out to us since we have not heard from him since Tuesday.
Do we wait the 8 days he indicated? OR -Do I tell him to give me a call back by tomorrow and if I don't hear from him by Monday consider it a job abandonment at that point since it would have
been 3 days of no communication?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
He told you he would need to be off the rest of the week, so no, common sense says it's not job abandonment.
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Send FMLA paperwork (if applicable) and follow up next week if he doesn't return or you don't hear from him on Monday. If he doesn't respond, reach out to the emergency contact.
Follow your policies as to if you need a doctors note or not.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We had an employee call out sick Monday, and Tuesday morning. Tuesday afternoon he texted supervisor indicating he still did not feel well and needed to take the rest of the week and next week
off as vacation.
We've tried to reach him and have asked him to call us. He hasn't returned any phone calls or sent further text messages to date.
What are our options at this point?
Do we consider it job abandonment if we do not hear from him by tomorrow?
Should we put it in writing to contact us by a certain date? What would be a reasonable amount of time, especially since he said he was not feeling well and needed to rest. Do we need a doctors note?

top
187.

previous next
Re: MIA Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:42 PM
Anonymous

_
Its NOT job abandonment. The employee has told you he needs time off for an illness and for how long. Send him the FMLA paperwork, when it is returned designate accordingly. He has 15 days,
plus another 7, to provide answers.
He as told you what is going on, he is unwell, perhaps he does know what it going on, perhaps their is a contagion period but he prefers not to share. His exact diagnosis is not your business really.
All you need to care about is a dr has certified and SHC and needs a certain amount of time off . Your employee may not understand that FMLA could apply. Use this as an opportunity to give him
information he needs to get this time certified.
If it turns out the employee actually took time off that was not FMLA and he lied, follow your attendance policy.
This sounds like when my ex got shingles, he knew he would be back in X number of days when he was no longer contagious, told his boss who was fine with it. I insisted that he contact HR for
FMLA paperwork to be official.
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You cannot just say you need 8 days off, and not provide further details and decide it's okay to take the time without any approval.
If applicable he would qualify for FMLA but again he has failed to provide further communication with us of what exactly is going on. My question is what is a reasonable time to give him
to reach out to us since we have not heard from him since Tuesday.
Do we wait the 8 days he indicated? OR -Do I tell him to give me a call back by tomorrow and if I don't hear from him by Monday consider it a job abandonment at that point since it would
have been 3 days of no communication?
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We want to make sure he's okay.
You cannot just say you need 8 days off, and not provide further details and decide it's okay to take the time without any approval.
If applicable he would qualify for FMLA but again he has failed to provide further communication with us of what exactly is going on. My question is what is a reasonable time to give him to reach
out to us since we have not heard from him since Tuesday.
Do we wait the 8 days he indicated? OR -Do I tell him to give me a call back by tomorrow and if I don't hear from him by Monday consider it a job abandonment at that point since it would have
been 3 days of no communication?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
He told you he would need to be off the rest of the week, so no, common sense says it's not job abandonment.
Send FMLA paperwork (if applicable) and follow up next week if he doesn't return or you don't hear from him on Monday. If he doesn't respond, reach out to the emergency contact.
Follow your policies as to if you need a doctors note or not.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
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_
We had an employee call out sick Monday, and Tuesday morning. Tuesday afternoon he texted supervisor indicating he still did not feel well and needed to take the rest of the week and next week
off as vacation.
We've tried to reach him and have asked him to call us. He hasn't returned any phone calls or sent further text messages to date.
What are our options at this point?
Do we consider it job abandonment if we do not hear from him by tomorrow?
Should we put it in writing to contact us by a certain date? What would be a reasonable amount of time, especially since he said he was not feeling well and needed to rest. Do we need a doctors note?

top

previous next

188.

Re: MIA Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:46 PM
Anonymous

_

My question is what is a reasonable time to give him to reach out to us since we have not heard from him since Tuesday.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

He has reached out. He indicated he needs time off for a medical condition. I would send the paperwork now.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We want to make sure he's okay.
You cannot just say you need 8 days off, and not provide further details and decide it's okay to take the time without any approval.
If applicable he would qualify for FMLA but again he has failed to provide further communication with us of what exactly is going on. My question is what is a reasonable time to give him to reach
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out to us since we have not heard from him since Tuesday.
Do we wait the 8 days he indicated? OR -Do I tell him to give me a call back by tomorrow and if I don't hear from him by Monday consider it a job abandonment at that point since it would have
been 3 days of no communication?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
He told you he would need to be off the rest of the week, so no, common sense says it's not job abandonment.
Send FMLA paperwork (if applicable) and follow up next week if he doesn't return or you don't hear from him on Monday. If he doesn't respond, reach out to the emergency contact.
Follow your policies as to if you need a doctors note or not.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We had an employee call out sick Monday, and Tuesday morning. Tuesday afternoon he texted supervisor indicating he still did not feel well and needed to take the rest of the week and next week
off as vacation.
We've tried to reach him and have asked him to call us. He hasn't returned any phone calls or sent further text messages to date.
What are our options at this point?
Do we consider it job abandonment if we do not hear from him by tomorrow?
Should we put it in writing to contact us by a certain date? What would be a reasonable amount of time, especially since he said he was not feeling well and needed to rest. Do we need a doctors note?

top
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previous next
Re: MIA Employee
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:54 PM
Monica Kennedy
This isn't job abandonment. He called in sick two days, then asked for an extension as vacation time. That should all fall under standard sick/vacation policies. Even if the employee doesn't have
enough hours accrued for sick or vacation leave, he could still be protected under FMLA. Since this started as sick leave, I would initiate FMLA process, despite not knowing all the details. Once you
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know there could be a qualifying event or illness, you are responsible for providing FMLA if applicable. The employee can decline it, but employers still have to offer it.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We had an employee call out sick Monday, and Tuesday morning. Tuesday afternoon he texted supervisor indicating he still did not feel well and needed to take the rest of the week and next week
off as vacation.
We've tried to reach him and have asked him to call us. He hasn't returned any phone calls or sent further text messages to date.
What are our options at this point?
Do we consider it job abandonment if we do not hear from him by tomorrow?
Should we put it in writing to contact us by a certain date? What would be a reasonable amount of time, especially since he said he was not feeling well and needed to rest. Do we need a doctors note?

top

previous next

190.

Re: MIA Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:09 PM
Anonymous

_

We want to make sure he's okay.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32
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Admirable, and we all get that, but he did tell you he'd be off. He gave you a heads up.

You cannot just say you need 8 days off, and not provide further details and decide it's okay to take the time without any approval.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

Sure you can. What about people that get in car accidents? He told you he needs the time. He's obviously going through something to take a week off work.

If applicable he would qualify for FMLA but again he has failed to provide further communication with us of what exactly is going on.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

He doesn't have to tell you what's going on exactly, plus he may not know at this point. He could be looking to check himself into some kind of rehab. He could have been having a psychotic break.

My question is what is a reasonable time to give him to reach out to us since we have not heard from him since Tuesday.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

Give him until Monday. He told you he'd be out the rest of the week. He's "accounted for" until then.

Do we wait the 8 days he indicated? OR -Do I tell him to give me a call back by tomorrow and if I don't hear from him by Monday consider it a job abandonment at that point since it would
have been 3 days of no communication?
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

I'm not sure how you get 8 days out of it, but no, IT'S. NOT. JOB. ABANDONMENT. He has communicated with you. It's not three days without communication.
Listen to what people are telling you and send the FMLA paperwork via certified mail. Most companies have a policy where if someone is out for three days (whether they know the reaosn or not),
that triggers FMLA.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We want to make sure he's okay.
You cannot just say you need 8 days off, and not provide further details and decide it's okay to take the time without any approval.
If applicable he would qualify for FMLA but again he has failed to provide further communication with us of what exactly is going on. My question is what is a reasonable time to give him to reach
out to us since we have not heard from him since Tuesday.
Do we wait the 8 days he indicated? OR -Do I tell him to give me a call back by tomorrow and if I don't hear from him by Monday consider it a job abandonment at that point since it would have
been 3 days of no communication?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
He told you he would need to be off the rest of the week, so no, common sense says it's not job abandonment.
Send FMLA paperwork (if applicable) and follow up next week if he doesn't return or you don't hear from him on Monday. If he doesn't respond, reach out to the emergency contact.
Follow your policies as to if you need a doctors note or not.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We had an employee call out sick Monday, and Tuesday morning. Tuesday afternoon he texted supervisor indicating he still did not feel well and needed to take the rest of the week and next week
off as vacation.
We've tried to reach him and have asked him to call us. He hasn't returned any phone calls or sent further text messages to date.
What are our options at this point?
Do we consider it job abandonment if we do not hear from him by tomorrow?
Should we put it in writing to contact us by a certain date? What would be a reasonable amount of time, especially since he said he was not feeling well and needed to rest. Do we need a doctors note?
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previous next

191.

Re: MIA Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:32 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you all for your help and advice with this.
I will go ahead and send him the FMLA paper work via certified mail.
I counted 8 days because he took two sick days this week and asked for the rest of the week and next week off.
I'll ask him to reach out to us by Monday April 23 to confirm he will be back on Monday April 30.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_

We want to make sure he's okay.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

Admirable, and we all get that, but he did tell you he'd be off. He gave you a heads up.

You cannot just say you need 8 days off, and not provide further details and decide it's okay to take the time without any approval.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

Sure you can. What about people that get in car accidents? He told you he needs the time. He's obviously going through something to take a week off work.
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If applicable he would qualify for FMLA but again he has failed to provide further communication with us of what exactly is going on.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

He doesn't have to tell you what's going on exactly, plus he may not know at this point. He could be looking to check himself into some kind of rehab. He could have been having a psychotic break.

My question is what is a reasonable time to give him to reach out to us since we have not heard from him since Tuesday.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

Give him until Monday. He told you he'd be out the rest of the week. He's "accounted for" until then.

Do we wait the 8 days he indicated? OR -Do I tell him to give me a call back by tomorrow and if I don't hear from him by Monday consider it a job abandonment at that point since it would
have been 3 days of no communication?
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 14:32

I'm not sure how you get 8 days out of it, but no, IT'S. NOT. JOB. ABANDONMENT. He has communicated with you. It's not three days without communication.
Listen to what people are telling you and send the FMLA paperwork via certified mail. Most companies have a policy where if someone is out for three days (whether they know the reaosn or not),
that triggers FMLA.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We want to make sure he's okay.
You cannot just say you need 8 days off, and not provide further details and decide it's okay to take the time without any approval.
If applicable he would qualify for FMLA but again he has failed to provide further communication with us of what exactly is going on. My question is what is a reasonable time to give him to reach
out to us since we have not heard from him since Tuesday.
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Do we wait the 8 days he indicated? OR -Do I tell him to give me a call back by tomorrow and if I don't hear from him by Monday consider it a job abandonment at that point since it would have
been 3 days of no communication?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
He told you he would need to be off the rest of the week, so no, common sense says it's not job abandonment.
Send FMLA paperwork (if applicable) and follow up next week if he doesn't return or you don't hear from him on Monday. If he doesn't respond, reach out to the emergency contact.
Follow your policies as to if you need a doctors note or not.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: MIA Employee
_
We had an employee call out sick Monday, and Tuesday morning. Tuesday afternoon he texted supervisor indicating he still did not feel well and needed to take the rest of the week and next week
off as vacation.
We've tried to reach him and have asked him to call us. He hasn't returned any phone calls or sent further text messages to date.
What are our options at this point?
Do we consider it job abandonment if we do not hear from him by tomorrow?
Should we put it in writing to contact us by a certain date? What would be a reasonable amount of time, especially since he said he was not feeling well and needed to rest. Do we need a doctors note?
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previous next
Unpaid time off policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 2:11 PM
Kari Novelli
Hello,
I am the HR manager for a manufacturing company of about 70 EE's. We are a pretty flexible company for the most part and try to support a good work/life balance for our ee's. In the past if ee's
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were out of vacation time and still wanted to take a day off (day without pay) we have granted it, unless it was going to some how affect a delivery. We did not have a specific policy in place for this
because it always just worked.
We now have a new manager in operations who is wanting a black and white policy put in place. I was wondering if anyone has a policy for unpaid time off that I could reference.
Thank you in advance for your help.
Kari â€‹
-----------------------------Kari
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Unpaid time off policy
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:15 PM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't make a policy change based on the request of one manager. We go through a process that involves the rest of the management team, discussion with ownership. The ownership team
confers with HR, we evaluate the need for the change (what are we trying to accomplish, what problem are we trying to solve), and only ownership can approve a new policy.
That's what I would do here.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Kari Novelli
Subject: Unpaid time off policy
Hello,
I am the HR manager for a manufacturing company of about 70 EE's. We are a pretty flexible company for the most part and try to support a good work/life balance for our ee's. In the past if ee's
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were out of vacation time and still wanted to take a day off (day without pay) we have granted it, unless it was going to some how affect a delivery. We did not have a specific policy in place for this
because it always just worked.
We now have a new manager in operations who is wanting a black and white policy put in place. I was wondering if anyone has a policy for unpaid time off that I could reference.
Thank you in advance for your help.
Kari â€‹
-----------------------------Kari
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Unpaid time off policy
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:16 PM
Anonymous

_
I would prefer to not have a written policy.
Having one ties the manager's hands.
Does this new manager realize this? If it's in writing, he'll have to withhold it, even when that star player finds himself in a pickle and needs an exception. Or, when that dreg continually pushes the
limit, but just not enough to violate the written policy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Kari Novelli
Subject: Unpaid time off policy
Hello,
I am the HR manager for a manufacturing company of about 70 EE's. We are a pretty flexible company for the most part and try to support a good work/life balance for our ee's. In the past if ee's
were out of vacation time and still wanted to take a day off (day without pay) we have granted it, unless it was going to some how affect a delivery. We did not have a specific policy in place for this
because it always just worked.
We now have a new manager in operations who is wanting a black and white policy put in place. I was wondering if anyone has a policy for unpaid time off that I could reference.
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Thank you in advance for your help.
Kari â€‹
-----------------------------Kari
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Unpaid time off policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 2:31 PM
Kristen Lopian
Hi Kari,
The jest of our policy is as follows: We have unpaid time available that EE's can use then make up. Max unpaid without being FMLA qualified is 40 hours. If they can't make it up during the week
that it occurred, then it remains unpaid. They can only use unpaid after they have exhausted their pto.
-----------------------------Kristen Lopian
National Human Resources Manager
InStream, LLC
Buffalo, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unpaid time off policy
_
I would prefer to not have a written policy.
Having one ties the manager's hands.
Does this new manager realize this? If it's in writing, he'll have to withhold it, even when that star player finds himself in a pickle and needs an exception. Or, when that dreg continually pushes the
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limit, but just not enough to violate the written policy.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Kari Novelli
Subject: Unpaid time off policy
Hello,
I am the HR manager for a manufacturing company of about 70 EE's. We are a pretty flexible company for the most part and try to support a good work/life balance for our ee's. In the past if ee's
were out of vacation time and still wanted to take a day off (day without pay) we have granted it, unless it was going to some how affect a delivery. We did not have a specific policy in place for this
because it always just worked.
We now have a new manager in operations who is wanting a black and white policy put in place. I was wondering if anyone has a policy for unpaid time off that I could reference.
Thank you in advance for your help.
Kari â€‹
-----------------------------Kari
------------------------------

top

previous next

196.

Re: Unpaid time off policy
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:36 PM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't overthink it. If he wants a policy, give him what you just typed here. Maybe make the language a little more formal.

ee's were out of vacation time and still wanted to take a day off (day without pay) we have granted it, unless it was going to some how affect a delivery.
Kari Novelli, 04-19-2018 14:10

Run it by whoever is required for approval. I wouldn't "change" a policy at the request of just one manager but if he'd like a written guideline on what we're already doing, I don't see a big problem
with it.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:10
From: Kari Novelli
Subject: Unpaid time off policy
Hello,
I am the HR manager for a manufacturing company of about 70 EE's. We are a pretty flexible company for the most part and try to support a good work/life balance for our ee's. In the past if ee's
were out of vacation time and still wanted to take a day off (day without pay) we have granted it, unless it was going to some how affect a delivery. We did not have a specific policy in place for this
because it always just worked.
We now have a new manager in operations who is wanting a black and white policy put in place. I was wondering if anyone has a policy for unpaid time off that I could reference.
Thank you in advance for your help.
Kari â€‹
-----------------------------Kari
------------------------------

top
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previous next
SPHR Exam Prep
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:09 PM
Anonymous

_
I have a question regarding the SPHR exam. I currently have my PHR but looking to upgrade my certification.
When I took the PHR exam I used the SHRM learning system, but it appears that is no longer available. What materials would you suggest that would be the best to use for studying for this exam?
Also, I noticed that the exam content is going to be split to two separate exams (PHR, SPHR) effective August 1, 2018. Since I will be sitting for the exam after that date, are there any updated
materials out yet that will focus on the new SPHR exam content?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: SPHR Exam Prep
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:16 PM
Anonymous

_
The PHR and SPHR have always been two separate tests for two separate tests--the types of questions are different.
SHRM has their own learning system for their SCP/CP tests as they don't support the PHR/SPHR credentials.
For the SPHR, I used the Bogardus book and another book/test set I got off Amazon--it was $40 so way cheaper. I can't recall the name but I found them to be better than the SHRM learning system
used to take the PHR. I also found being able to apply my experience to the information is a big factor in the SPHR. The PHR was memorization, only, in my opinion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: SPHR Exam Prep
_
I have a question regarding the SPHR exam. I currently have my PHR but looking to upgrade my certification.
When I took the PHR exam I used the SHRM learning system, but it appears that is no longer available. What materials would you suggest that would be the best to use for studying for this exam?
Also, I noticed that the exam content is going to be split to two separate exams (PHR, SPHR) effective August 1, 2018. Since I will be sitting for the exam after that date, are there any updated
materials out yet that will focus on the new SPHR exam content?
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Re: SPHR Exam Prep
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 2:39 PM
Anonymous
_
Ok, yes, they have been two separate exams but the content outline has been the same. Since the content is changing August 1st, do you think it is still ok to use the current Bogardus book?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: SPHR Exam Prep
_
The PHR and SPHR have always been two separate tests for two separate tests--the types of questions are different.
SHRM has their own learning system for their SCP/CP tests as they don't support the PHR/SPHR credentials.
For the SPHR, I used the Bogardus book and another book/test set I got off Amazon--it was $40 so way cheaper. I can't recall the name but I found them to be better than the SHRM learning system
used to take the PHR. I also found being able to apply my experience to the information is a big factor in the SPHR. The PHR was memorization, only, in my opinion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: SPHR Exam Prep
_
I have a question regarding the SPHR exam. I currently have my PHR but looking to upgrade my certification.
When I took the PHR exam I used the SHRM learning system, but it appears that is no longer available. What materials would you suggest that would be the best to use for studying for this exam?
Also, I noticed that the exam content is going to be split to two separate exams (PHR, SPHR) effective August 1, 2018. Since I will be sitting for the exam after that date, are there any updated
materials out yet that will focus on the new SPHR exam content?
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Re: SPHR Exam Prep
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 2:45 PM
Anonymous
_
Yes I used the Bogardus book for my SPHR. You are applying the information.
Bogardus will tell your exempt/non-exempt for the PHR, the SPHR will have you apply this knowledge
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: SPHR Exam Prep
_
Ok, yes, they have been two separate exams but the content outline has been the same. Since the content is changing August 1st, do you think it is still ok to use the current Bogardus book?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: SPHR Exam Prep
_
The PHR and SPHR have always been two separate tests for two separate tests--the types of questions are different.
SHRM has their own learning system for their SCP/CP tests as they don't support the PHR/SPHR credentials.
For the SPHR, I used the Bogardus book and another book/test set I got off Amazon--it was $40 so way cheaper. I can't recall the name but I found them to be better than the SHRM learning system
used to take the PHR. I also found being able to apply my experience to the information is a big factor in the SPHR. The PHR was memorization, only, in my opinion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: SPHR Exam Prep
_
I have a question regarding the SPHR exam. I currently have my PHR but looking to upgrade my certification.
When I took the PHR exam I used the SHRM learning system, but it appears that is no longer available. What materials would you suggest that would be the best to use for studying for this exam?
Also, I noticed that the exam content is going to be split to two separate exams (PHR, SPHR) effective August 1, 2018. Since I will be sitting for the exam after that date, are there any updated
materials out yet that will focus on the new SPHR exam content?
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Re: SPHR Exam Prep
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 8:37 AM
Chloe Madden

â€‹
I took/passed the SPHR in Dec. of 2016, after having earned the PHR in 2002. The days of completing a Scantron form with a pencil are long gone, LOL. With the PHR I got a numerical score.
That no longer happens, so I have no idea if I passed by a lot or a little. But not having to wait 4-6 weeks for the result? Priceless! (I know, I'm aging myself).
In any case, I found that purchasing several practice exams was very helpful and well worth the expense. The practice exams also show the right answer, which allowed me to research why it was the
right answer. And yes, I used many of the same materials from PHR prep to prepare for the SPHR (textbooks from my courses for my master's degree, circa 2000), with supplements from Google.
This was possible because most of the regs haven't changed much. That plus 20 years of broad HR experience was sufficient for me.
There are quite often two answers that look right, but one is "more" right than the other. If you can narrow it down to those two, you have pretty good odds of guessing correctly. My personal opinion
is that they include some questions with somewhat misleading language, purposely to rattle the test-taker. Don't let those rattle you. You won't know everything, and that's fine. I was definitely unsure
about whether I passed at the end of the exam, but I did!
Good luck!!
-----------------------------Chloe Madden, SPHR
Director of HR
KrolLDiscovery
Mc Lean VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: SPHR Exam Prep
_
I have a question regarding the SPHR exam. I currently have my PHR but looking to upgrade my certification.
When I took the PHR exam I used the SHRM learning system, but it appears that is no longer available. What materials would you suggest that would be the best to use for studying for this exam?
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Also, I noticed that the exam content is going to be split to two separate exams (PHR, SPHR) effective August 1, 2018. Since I will be sitting for the exam after that date, are there any updated
materials out yet that will focus on the new SPHR exam content?

top
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previous next
I-9
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:01 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm the only one in the HR Department and did an I-9 audit once hired. I have found errors such as incomplete or missing I-9's for active employees. Do we complete new I-9's years after the hire
date or use the OMB No 1615-0047; Expires 8/31/12 Form I-9, Employment Eligibility Verification Instructions which states "Employers must retain completed Form I-9s for three years after the
date of hire or one year after the date employment ends, whichever is later". The instructions for the I-9 was changed 3/08/13 to state Employers must retain each employee's completed Form I-9 for
as long as the individual works for the employer. It goes on to say Once the individual's employment ends, the employer must retain this form for either 3 years after the date of hire or 1 year after the
employment ended, whichever is later.
We want to do what is right and keep from having fines if we are audited.
Thanks,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: I-9
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:05 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm confused by your post, but if I'm picking it apart correctly, you should place a note of some kind on any I9's that you correct indicating why they're corrected.
As far as the purge dates, you have it listed correctly. Purge them when they're past the correct date.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9
_
I'm the only one in the HR Department and did an I-9 audit once hired. I have found errors such as incomplete or missing I-9's for active employees. Do we complete new I-9's years after the hire
date or use the OMB No 1615-0047; Expires 8/31/12 Form I-9, Employment Eligibility Verification Instructions which states "Employers must retain completed Form I-9s for three years after the
date of hire or one year after the date employment ends, whichever is later". The instructions for the I-9 was changed 3/08/13 to state Employers must retain each employee's completed Form I-9 for
as long as the individual works for the employer. It goes on to say Once the individual's employment ends, the employer must retain this form for either 3 years after the date of hire or 1 year after the
employment ended, whichever is later.
We want to do what is right and keep from having fines if we are audited.
Thanks,
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Re: I-9
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:42 PM
Diane Loving
The problem is the verbiage now states that you must keep the I-9 for all active employees. What do you do it you do not have an I-9 for someone hired after the date of Nov. 6, 1986, or if the I-9 is
incomplete?
Example: employee hired 12/14/2010 No I-9 on file. Can you use the I-9 form with the statement of Employers must retain completed form I-9s for three years after the date of hire or one year after
the date employment ends, whichever is later (8/07/09 - 8/31/2012) or do we need to complete an I-9 now?
Example: employee filled out their portion of the I-9 but the employer didn't complete the form at the time of hiring. The person in HR now was not employed by the company at the time of the
incomplete I-9.
-----------------------------Diane Loving
HR Administrator
Profile Custom Extrusions, LLC
Rome GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9
_
I'm confused by your post, but if I'm picking it apart correctly, you should place a note of some kind on any I9's that you correct indicating why they're corrected.
As far as the purge dates, you have it listed correctly. Purge them when they're past the correct date.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9
_
I'm the only one in the HR Department and did an I-9 audit once hired. I have found errors such as incomplete or missing I-9's for active employees. Do we complete new I-9's years after the hire
date or use the OMB No 1615-0047; Expires 8/31/12 Form I-9, Employment Eligibility Verification Instructions which states "Employers must retain completed Form I-9s for three years after the
date of hire or one year after the date employment ends, whichever is later". The instructions for the I-9 was changed 3/08/13 to state Employers must retain each employee's completed Form I-9 for
as long as the individual works for the employer. It goes on to say Once the individual's employment ends, the employer must retain this form for either 3 years after the date of hire or 1 year after the
employment ended, whichever is later.
We want to do what is right and keep from having fines if we are audited.
Thanks,

top

previous next

205.

Re: I-9
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:55 PM
Anonymous

_

Can you use the I-9 form with the statement of Employers must retain completed form I-9s for three years after the date of hire or one year after the date employment ends, whichever is later
(8/07/09 - 8/31/2012)
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Diane Loving, 04-19-2018 15:42

This is the regulation stating how long you need to keep TERMINATED I9's for. Use the current form for any active employee who doesn't have one completed and put a note on it stating why you're
doing it now vs. then. EX - found in audit, etc.

mployee filled out their portion of the I-9 but the employer didn't complete the form at the time of hiring. The person in HR now was not employed by the company at the time of the
incomplete I-9.
Diane Loving, 04-19-2018 15:42

Complete the employer portion and again, put a note on it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:42
From: Diane Loving
Subject: I-9
The problem is the verbiage now states that you must keep the I-9 for all active employees. What do you do it you do not have an I-9 for someone hired after the date of Nov. 6, 1986, or if the I-9 is
incomplete?
Example: employee hired 12/14/2010 No I-9 on file. Can you use the I-9 form with the statement of Employers must retain completed form I-9s for three years after the date of hire or one year after
the date employment ends, whichever is later (8/07/09 - 8/31/2012) or do we need to complete an I-9 now?
Example: employee filled out their portion of the I-9 but the employer didn't complete the form at the time of hiring. The person in HR now was not employed by the company at the time of the
incomplete I-9.
-----------------------------Diane Loving
HR Administrator
Profile Custom Extrusions, LLC
Rome GA
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Re: I-9
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 3:58 PM
Anonymous
_
I-9 retention requirements haven't changed.
All active employees hired after 1987 must have an I-9 on file and that's always been the requirement.
The destruction requirements are for terminated employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9
_
I'm the only one in the HR Department and did an I-9 audit once hired. I have found errors such as incomplete or missing I-9's for active employees. Do we complete new I-9's years after the hire
date or use the OMB No 1615-0047; Expires 8/31/12 Form I-9, Employment Eligibility Verification Instructions which states "Employers must retain completed Form I-9s for three years after the
date of hire or one year after the date employment ends, whichever is later". The instructions for the I-9 was changed 3/08/13 to state Employers must retain each employee's completed Form I-9 for
as long as the individual works for the employer. It goes on to say Once the individual's employment ends, the employer must retain this form for either 3 years after the date of hire or 1 year after the
employment ended, whichever is later.
We want to do what is right and keep from having fines if we are audited.
Thanks,
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previous next
Re: I-9
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:59 PM
Anonymous

_
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Here is the link on I-9 retention form USCIS.
www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/retain-and-store-form-i-9
The M-274 handbook is also a good resource.
SHRM has good I-9 audit resources.
www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9
_
I'm the only one in the HR Department and did an I-9 audit once hired. I have found errors such as incomplete or missing I-9's for active employees. Do we complete new I-9's years after the hire
date or use the OMB No 1615-0047; Expires 8/31/12 Form I-9, Employment Eligibility Verification Instructions which states "Employers must retain completed Form I-9s for three years after the
date of hire or one year after the date employment ends, whichever is later". The instructions for the I-9 was changed 3/08/13 to state Employers must retain each employee's completed Form I-9 for
as long as the individual works for the employer. It goes on to say Once the individual's employment ends, the employer must retain this form for either 3 years after the date of hire or 1 year after the
employment ended, whichever is later.
We want to do what is right and keep from having fines if we are audited.
Thanks,
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previous next
Re: I-9
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:05 PM
Anonymous

_
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Complete the employer portion and again, put a note on it.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 15:54

Hold up: Pause before you do this.
You will need to contact every employee with an incomplete I9 for one of 2 reasons (or both):
1) If Section 1 is incomplete, or has incorrect information (like birth date where the date of signature should be- very common) the employee needs to make this edit. Follow directions on the
USCIS website- I9 central.
2) If Section 2 is incomplete or has incorrect information, you can correct it on a NEW I-9 form. BUT if it is missing any information under where it says certification, you cannot edit this without
asking the employee to present documentation to you and inspecting it yourself. It is not enough to look at a photo copy of the document(s).
First thing first- get rid of all the I9s past their retention period. This goes without saying, but shred them.
There are step by step I9 audit directions on the USCIS website. I would not come here and ask someone how to do it- too many little details and they get flossed over here. This is your first audit
and therefore your chance to become an I9 auditing expert. Do yourself the favor and give yourself the chance at development- go read how to do this properly, follow the steps, read the common
errors, read how to fix errors that you find. All of this is available at I9 Central on the USCIS website.
Good luck!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9
_

Can you use the I-9 form with the statement of Employers must retain completed form I-9s for three years after the date of hire or one year after the date employment ends, whichever is later
(8/07/09 - 8/31/2012)
Diane Loving, 04-19-2018 15:42

This is the regulation stating how long you need to keep TERMINATED I9's for. Use the current form for any active employee who doesn't have one completed and put a note on it stating why you're
doing it now vs. then. EX - found in audit, etc.

mployee filled out their portion of the I-9 but the employer didn't complete the form at the time of hiring. The person in HR now was not employed by the company at the time of the
incomplete I-9.
Diane Loving, 04-19-2018 15:42
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Complete the employer portion and again, put a note on it.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:42
From: Diane Loving
Subject: I-9
The problem is the verbiage now states that you must keep the I-9 for all active employees. What do you do it you do not have an I-9 for someone hired after the date of Nov. 6, 1986, or if the I-9 is
incomplete?
Example: employee hired 12/14/2010 No I-9 on file. Can you use the I-9 form with the statement of Employers must retain completed form I-9s for three years after the date of hire or one year after
the date employment ends, whichever is later (8/07/09 - 8/31/2012) or do we need to complete an I-9 now?
Example: employee filled out their portion of the I-9 but the employer didn't complete the form at the time of hiring. The person in HR now was not employed by the company at the time of the
incomplete I-9.
-----------------------------Diane Loving
HR Administrator
Profile Custom Extrusions, LLC
Rome GA
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9
_
I'm confused by your post, but if I'm picking it apart correctly, you should place a note of some kind on any I9's that you correct indicating why they're corrected.
As far as the purge dates, you have it listed correctly. Purge them when they're past the correct date.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9
_
I'm the only one in the HR Department and did an I-9 audit once hired. I have found errors such as incomplete or missing I-9's for active employees. Do we complete new I-9's years after the hire
date or use the OMB No 1615-0047; Expires 8/31/12 Form I-9, Employment Eligibility Verification Instructions which states "Employers must retain completed Form I-9s for three years after the
date of hire or one year after the date employment ends, whichever is later". The instructions for the I-9 was changed 3/08/13 to state Employers must retain each employee's completed Form I-9 for
as long as the individual works for the employer. It goes on to say Once the individual's employment ends, the employer must retain this form for either 3 years after the date of hire or 1 year after the
employment ended, whichever is later.
We want to do what is right and keep from having fines if we are audited.
Thanks,
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previous next
Re: I-9
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 12:53 AM
Laura Henderson
This correction memo should help you:
community.shrm.org/viewdocument/...
-----------------------------Laura Henderson
Owner
North County HR
San Diego, California
760-390-7357
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9
_
I'm the only one in the HR Department and did an I-9 audit once hired. I have found errors such as incomplete or missing I-9's for active employees. Do we complete new I-9's years after the hire
date or use the OMB No 1615-0047; Expires 8/31/12 Form I-9, Employment Eligibility Verification Instructions which states "Employers must retain completed Form I-9s for three years after the
date of hire or one year after the date employment ends, whichever is later". The instructions for the I-9 was changed 3/08/13 to state Employers must retain each employee's completed Form I-9 for
as long as the individual works for the employer. It goes on to say Once the individual's employment ends, the employer must retain this form for either 3 years after the date of hire or 1 year after the
employment ended, whichever is later.
We want to do what is right and keep from having fines if we are audited.
Thanks,
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previous next
Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:58 PM
Anonymous

_
Is there a California or Federal law that requires employers to release employee information (address, SS, DOB, earnings, etc) to a collection agency for a "governmenal agency"? Specifically, I have
the County of San Bernardino's Collection Department sending a request for this information but it is not a court order, child support order, or wage garnishment. I've responded with "It is our policy
that we verify, disclose or release employment information regarding any current or past employees upon the written request by, or with the written consent of, the individual to whom the record
pertains. The only exceptions to this are pursuant to a legal subpoena, legal wage withholding orders from the Department of Children Services, Franchise State Tax Board or the IRS, or legal
requests from federal and state government agencies that cite a federal and state regulation allowing us or requiring us to provide such information. Therefore, I am returning the attached request for
information. Please provide the required information in order for us to furnish you with the desired information if this individual has been, or is, employed with us."
The lady called my receptionist and was adament that they are a "governmental agency" and that we MUST provide this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:02 PM
Anonymous

_
Is it for tax garnishments?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
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_
Is there a California or Federal law that requires employers to release employee information (address, SS, DOB, earnings, etc) to a collection agency for a "governmenal agency"? Specifically, I have
the County of San Bernardino's Collection Department sending a request for this information but it is not a court order, child support order, or wage garnishment. I've responded with "It is our policy
that we verify, disclose or release employment information regarding any current or past employees upon the written request by, or with the written consent of, the individual to whom the record
pertains. The only exceptions to this are pursuant to a legal subpoena, legal wage withholding orders from the Department of Children Services, Franchise State Tax Board or the IRS, or legal
requests from federal and state government agencies that cite a federal and state regulation allowing us or requiring us to provide such information. Therefore, I am returning the attached request for
information. Please provide the required information in order for us to furnish you with the desired information if this individual has been, or is, employed with us."
The lady called my receptionist and was adament that they are a "governmental agency" and that we MUST provide this.

top
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previous next
Re: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 2:09 PM
Kristen Lopian
In my experience, the government sends letters, lots of letters. They don't call. Sounds like an underhanded debt collector attempt.We have a CA location. Here's a link to an oldie but a goodie that I
still reference time to time since CA is soooo fun:
www.oag.ca.gov/sites/all/files/agweb/pdfs/privacy/...
As far as federal there are privacy acts and FOIL, but those generally don't govern private industry.

-----------------------------Kristen Lopian
National Human Resources Manager
InStream, LLC
Buffalo, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:58
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
_
Is there a California or Federal law that requires employers to release employee information (address, SS, DOB, earnings, etc) to a collection agency for a "governmenal agency"? Specifically, I have
the County of San Bernardino's Collection Department sending a request for this information but it is not a court order, child support order, or wage garnishment. I've responded with "It is our policy
that we verify, disclose or release employment information regarding any current or past employees upon the written request by, or with the written consent of, the individual to whom the record
pertains. The only exceptions to this are pursuant to a legal subpoena, legal wage withholding orders from the Department of Children Services, Franchise State Tax Board or the IRS, or legal
requests from federal and state government agencies that cite a federal and state regulation allowing us or requiring us to provide such information. Therefore, I am returning the attached request for
information. Please provide the required information in order for us to furnish you with the desired information if this individual has been, or is, employed with us."
The lady called my receptionist and was adament that they are a "governmental agency" and that we MUST provide this.
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previous next
Re: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 5:00 PM
Anonymous

_
They do not share why they need or want the information. They did tell the receptionist that if I can fax back whether the person is "active" or "not active" that they would know whether to send the
"garnishment".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
_
Is it for tax garnishments?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
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_
Is there a California or Federal law that requires employers to release employee information (address, SS, DOB, earnings, etc) to a collection agency for a "governmenal agency"? Specifically, I have
the County of San Bernardino's Collection Department sending a request for this information but it is not a court order, child support order, or wage garnishment. I've responded with "It is our policy
that we verify, disclose or release employment information regarding any current or past employees upon the written request by, or with the written consent of, the individual to whom the record
pertains. The only exceptions to this are pursuant to a legal subpoena, legal wage withholding orders from the Department of Children Services, Franchise State Tax Board or the IRS, or legal
requests from federal and state government agencies that cite a federal and state regulation allowing us or requiring us to provide such information. Therefore, I am returning the attached request for
information. Please provide the required information in order for us to furnish you with the desired information if this individual has been, or is, employed with us."
The lady called my receptionist and was adament that they are a "governmental agency" and that we MUST provide this.
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previous next
Re: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 5:15 PM
Anonymous

_
Yeah, that's not how it works. You should talk to them instead of your receptionist and ask them what the garnishment is before you release further information.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
_
They do not share why they need or want the information. They did tell the receptionist that if I can fax back whether the person is "active" or "not active" that they would know whether to send the
"garnishment".
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
_
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Is it for tax garnishments?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
_
Is there a California or Federal law that requires employers to release employee information (address, SS, DOB, earnings, etc) to a collection agency for a "governmenal agency"? Specifically, I have
the County of San Bernardino's Collection Department sending a request for this information but it is not a court order, child support order, or wage garnishment. I've responded with "It is our policy
that we verify, disclose or release employment information regarding any current or past employees upon the written request by, or with the written consent of, the individual to whom the record
pertains. The only exceptions to this are pursuant to a legal subpoena, legal wage withholding orders from the Department of Children Services, Franchise State Tax Board or the IRS, or legal
requests from federal and state government agencies that cite a federal and state regulation allowing us or requiring us to provide such information. Therefore, I am returning the attached request for
information. Please provide the required information in order for us to furnish you with the desired information if this individual has been, or is, employed with us."
The lady called my receptionist and was adament that they are a "governmental agency" and that we MUST provide this.
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previous next
Re: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 7:48 AM
Monica Kennedy
I would be very hesitant to release any personal information on my employee unless I received something in writing on letterhead with the request. Even then, if they claimed to be San Bernardino
Collections, I'd do a little internet sleuthing to see if I could find anything about them. A quick google search came up with a lot of negative review and comments about them.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Verification of employment - "governmental agency"
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_
Is there a California or Federal law that requires employers to release employee information (address, SS, DOB, earnings, etc) to a collection agency for a "governmenal agency"? Specifically, I have
the County of San Bernardino's Collection Department sending a request for this information but it is not a court order, child support order, or wage garnishment. I've responded with "It is our policy
that we verify, disclose or release employment information regarding any current or past employees upon the written request by, or with the written consent of, the individual to whom the record
pertains. The only exceptions to this are pursuant to a legal subpoena, legal wage withholding orders from the Department of Children Services, Franchise State Tax Board or the IRS, or legal
requests from federal and state government agencies that cite a federal and state regulation allowing us or requiring us to provide such information. Therefore, I am returning the attached request for
information. Please provide the required information in order for us to furnish you with the desired information if this individual has been, or is, employed with us."
The lady called my receptionist and was adament that they are a "governmental agency" and that we MUST provide this.
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previous next
Severence
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 1:55 PM
Cynthia Mann
I work for a manufacturing plant that employs skilled and unskilled labor. One of our senior employees is a childhood-current personal friend of the owner's. He was hired when the company
started 3 years ago with no relative experience. The owner needed hands and bodies to get the business off the ground and trained each employee. We now employ over 100
employees and are more selective about our new hires. The company is more comfortable knowing that his, other other company veteran's, knowledge and skill has been
preserved.
The employee is a "shop employee" and has no supervisory, decision making responsibilities. He also has no influence on decision making, and zero first hand knowledge of our strategic planning.
He absolutely HATES that he is not higher in the company's "chain of command" and is extremely jealous of the plant and operations manager and has become vindictive. He does not have the
education, KSA, or any other qualifications (like leadership skills...) to move him to another position.
All the "shop employees" are aware of his relationship with the owner and rely on him for "insider information". This employee stirs up the workforce by spreading rumors and making others feel
insecure about their continued employment. (Other employees don't know that his information is unreliable.) The owner is no longer involved with any of the employment process but got
involved because this situation involved his buddy. The two agreed that his employment was unhealthy for the company and ultimately him and thought it best to part ways. However, the owner
wants to help him with benefits and continued compensation during his job search.
Our company will be offering him a severance package but do not want to pay unemployment or be open to any future claims. Because of the circumstances, I am not sure how any of this works. Can
I design an agreement that if he accepts severance, he forfeits the right to other monetary claims?? HELP!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Severence
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:58 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
You need to work with an attorney to draft a severance agreement. NEVER pay severance without getting something in return. The agreement should spell out everything you are expecting/what
he is agreeing to in return for this payment. Some things, like whether he gets unemployment, are not in your hands. A good labor attorney will be able to walk you through an agreement that will
meet your needs. Most attorneys have templates to start with and you can build in from there.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:54
From: Cynthia Mann
Subject: Severence
I work for a manufacturing plant that employs skilled and unskilled labor. One of our senior employees is a childhood-current personal friend of the owner's. He was hired when the company
started 3 years ago with no relative experience. The owner needed hands and bodies to get the business off the ground and trained each employee. We now employ over 100
employees and are more selective about our new hires. The company is more comfortable knowing that his, other other company veteran's, knowledge and skill has been
preserved.
The employee is a "shop employee" and has no supervisory, decision making responsibilities. He also has no influence on decision making, and zero first hand knowledge of our strategic planning.
He absolutely HATES that he is not higher in the company's "chain of command" and is extremely jealous of the plant and operations manager and has become vindictive. He does not have the
education, KSA, or any other qualifications (like leadership skills...) to move him to another position.
All the "shop employees" are aware of his relationship with the owner and rely on him for "insider information". This employee stirs up the workforce by spreading rumors and making others feel
insecure about their continued employment. (Other employees don't know that his information is unreliable.) The owner is no longer involved with any of the employment process but got
involved because this situation involved his buddy. The two agreed that his employment was unhealthy for the company and ultimately him and thought it best to part ways. However, the owner
wants to help him with benefits and continued compensation during his job search.
Our company will be offering him a severance package but do not want to pay unemployment or be open to any future claims. Because of the circumstances, I am not sure how any of this works. Can
I design an agreement that if he accepts severance, he forfeits the right to other monetary claims?? HELP!
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Re: Severence
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 2:04 PM
Anonymous
_
A requirement that the employee waive statutory rights (like unemployment or workers' compensation) would probably invalidate the agreement. I agree that you should work with an attorney on
this one, as state law might also affect what you should or shouldn't do.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:54
From: Cynthia Mann
Subject: Severence
I work for a manufacturing plant that employs skilled and unskilled labor. One of our senior employees is a childhood-current personal friend of the owner's. He was hired when the company
started 3 years ago with no relative experience. The owner needed hands and bodies to get the business off the ground and trained each employee. We now employ over 100
employees and are more selective about our new hires. The company is more comfortable knowing that his, other other company veteran's, knowledge and skill has been
preserved.
The employee is a "shop employee" and has no supervisory, decision making responsibilities. He also has no influence on decision making, and zero first hand knowledge of our strategic planning.
He absolutely HATES that he is not higher in the company's "chain of command" and is extremely jealous of the plant and operations manager and has become vindictive. He does not have the
education, KSA, or any other qualifications (like leadership skills...) to move him to another position.
All the "shop employees" are aware of his relationship with the owner and rely on him for "insider information". This employee stirs up the workforce by spreading rumors and making others feel
insecure about their continued employment. (Other employees don't know that his information is unreliable.) The owner is no longer involved with any of the employment process but got
involved because this situation involved his buddy. The two agreed that his employment was unhealthy for the company and ultimately him and thought it best to part ways. However, the owner
wants to help him with benefits and continued compensation during his job search.
Our company will be offering him a severance package but do not want to pay unemployment or be open to any future claims. Because of the circumstances, I am not sure how any of this works. Can
I design an agreement that if he accepts severance, he forfeits the right to other monetary claims?? HELP!
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Re: Severence
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:13 PM
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Reply to Sender

Ivette Dupuis
I'd probably just pay him to stay (go) away.
I.e. Keep him on the books (payroll), until he found other employment.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:54
From: Cynthia Mann
Subject: Severence
I work for a manufacturing plant that employs skilled and unskilled labor. One of our senior employees is a childhood-current personal friend of the owner's. He was hired when the company
started 3 years ago with no relative experience. The owner needed hands and bodies to get the business off the ground and trained each employee. We now employ over 100
employees and are more selective about our new hires. The company is more comfortable knowing that his, other other company veteran's, knowledge and skill has been
preserved.
The employee is a "shop employee" and has no supervisory, decision making responsibilities. He also has no influence on decision making, and zero first hand knowledge of our strategic planning.
He absolutely HATES that he is not higher in the company's "chain of command" and is extremely jealous of the plant and operations manager and has become vindictive. He does not have the
education, KSA, or any other qualifications (like leadership skills...) to move him to another position.
All the "shop employees" are aware of his relationship with the owner and rely on him for "insider information". This employee stirs up the workforce by spreading rumors and making others feel
insecure about their continued employment. (Other employees don't know that his information is unreliable.) The owner is no longer involved with any of the employment process but got
involved because this situation involved his buddy. The two agreed that his employment was unhealthy for the company and ultimately him and thought it best to part ways. However, the owner
wants to help him with benefits and continued compensation during his job search.
Our company will be offering him a severance package but do not want to pay unemployment or be open to any future claims. Because of the circumstances, I am not sure how any of this works. Can
I design an agreement that if he accepts severance, he forfeits the right to other monetary claims?? HELP!
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Re: Severence
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 2:35 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Although what Ivette suggests might be easiest, it is fraught with peril. It suggests he is still an employee, when he isn't, how long do you allow?, what if he gets hurt, can he claim WC? Bad
precedents all around. As others have said, just get a severance agreement drafted. It should not cost much at all and then you are covered.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:13
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Severence
I'd probably just pay him to stay (go) away.
I.e. Keep him on the books (payroll), until he found other employment.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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previous next
Re: Severence
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 2:36 PM
Desmond Lee
You need to draft a well-written separation agreement that contains waivers of all claims he could bring against your company. (Note that most states won't allow for private waivers of worker's
compensation claims and the FLSA doesn't permits for private releases of federal wage claims.) I write these up quite frequently and, depending on the employee and particular state you're in, you'll
need to include certain provisions in the agreement (e.g., OWBPA waiver if he's over 40 years old) to meet the specific situation you're facing.
I know the employee is a life-long friend of the owner: but the thing to do now is to cut ties with him via a separation agreement. Allowing him to get paid while he's looking for a job is a hugely
bad idea. If he's not working but is getting salary continuation, there might be issues on whether you can still allow him to participate in your employee benefit plans. Some plan documents don't
allow individuals who aren't employed from participating in them, so you'd have to refer to those plan documents to make sure everything is kosher in that respect.
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The other thing is to word the agreement as a resignation. If he resigns and is required to sign a resignation letter you prepare, that cuts out a whole lot of claims related to termination, including
unemployment benefits.
-----------------------------Desmond Lee
Member
Decarlo & Shanley
Los Angeles CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:54
From: Cynthia Mann
Subject: Severence
I work for a manufacturing plant that employs skilled and unskilled labor. One of our senior employees is a childhood-current personal friend of the owner's. He was hired when the company
started 3 years ago with no relative experience. The owner needed hands and bodies to get the business off the ground and trained each employee. We now employ over 100
employees and are more selective about our new hires. The company is more comfortable knowing that his, other other company veteran's, knowledge and skill has been
preserved.
The employee is a "shop employee" and has no supervisory, decision making responsibilities. He also has no influence on decision making, and zero first hand knowledge of our strategic planning.
He absolutely HATES that he is not higher in the company's "chain of command" and is extremely jealous of the plant and operations manager and has become vindictive. He does not have the
education, KSA, or any other qualifications (like leadership skills...) to move him to another position.
All the "shop employees" are aware of his relationship with the owner and rely on him for "insider information". This employee stirs up the workforce by spreading rumors and making others feel
insecure about their continued employment. (Other employees don't know that his information is unreliable.) The owner is no longer involved with any of the employment process but got
involved because this situation involved his buddy. The two agreed that his employment was unhealthy for the company and ultimately him and thought it best to part ways. However, the owner
wants to help him with benefits and continued compensation during his job search.
Our company will be offering him a severance package but do not want to pay unemployment or be open to any future claims. Because of the circumstances, I am not sure how any of this works. Can
I design an agreement that if he accepts severance, he forfeits the right to other monetary claims?? HELP!
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Re: Severence
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:39 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
A resignation letter that is required to obtain severance pay would never hold up in my state.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:36
From: Desmond Lee
Subject: Severence
You need to draft a well-written separation agreement that contains waivers of all claims he could bring against your company. (Note that most states won't allow for private waivers of worker's
compensation claims and the FLSA doesn't permits for private releases of federal wage claims.) I write these up quite frequently and, depending on the employee and particular state you're in, you'll
need to include certain provisions in the agreement (e.g., OWBPA waiver if he's over 40 years old) to meet the specific situation you're facing.
I know the employee is a life-long friend of the owner: but the thing to do now is to cut ties with him via a separation agreement. Allowing him to get paid while he's looking for a job is a hugely
bad idea. If he's not working but is getting salary continuation, there might be issues on whether you can still allow him to participate in your employee benefit plans. Some plan documents don't
allow individuals who aren't employed from participating in them, so you'd have to refer to those plan documents to make sure everything is kosher in that respect.
The other thing is to word the agreement as a resignation. If he resigns and is required to sign a resignation letter you prepare, that cuts out a whole lot of claims related to termination, including
unemployment benefits.
-----------------------------Desmond Lee
Member
Decarlo & Shanley
Los Angeles CA

top
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previous next
Re: Severence
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:42 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
There is no reason to attempt to deny or dispute UI to this individual. You are terminating his employment. It is vindictive.
I get the idea that the owner feels he's paying him already and doesn't want to add to his expenses of UI but it is so minimal it isn't even worth causing a fuss over.
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We have paid out dozens and dozens of severance packages over the years and would never even contemplate contesting one and we have paid out upwards of 40 weeks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:54
From: Cynthia Mann
Subject: Severence
I work for a manufacturing plant that employs skilled and unskilled labor. One of our senior employees is a childhood-current personal friend of the owner's. He was hired when the company
started 3 years ago with no relative experience. The owner needed hands and bodies to get the business off the ground and trained each employee. We now employ over 100
employees and are more selective about our new hires. The company is more comfortable knowing that his, other other company veteran's, knowledge and skill has been
preserved.
The employee is a "shop employee" and has no supervisory, decision making responsibilities. He also has no influence on decision making, and zero first hand knowledge of our strategic planning.
He absolutely HATES that he is not higher in the company's "chain of command" and is extremely jealous of the plant and operations manager and has become vindictive. He does not have the
education, KSA, or any other qualifications (like leadership skills...) to move him to another position.
All the "shop employees" are aware of his relationship with the owner and rely on him for "insider information". This employee stirs up the workforce by spreading rumors and making others feel
insecure about their continued employment. (Other employees don't know that his information is unreliable.) The owner is no longer involved with any of the employment process but got
involved because this situation involved his buddy. The two agreed that his employment was unhealthy for the company and ultimately him and thought it best to part ways. However, the owner
wants to help him with benefits and continued compensation during his job search.
Our company will be offering him a severance package but do not want to pay unemployment or be open to any future claims. Because of the circumstances, I am not sure how any of this works. Can
I design an agreement that if he accepts severance, he forfeits the right to other monetary claims?? HELP!

top
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previous next
Re: Severence
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:45 PM
Desmond Lee

I'm not sure why it wouldn't. Severance is optional, so is the offer to resign.
-----------------------------Desmond Lee
Member
Decarlo & Shanley
Los Angeles CA
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Severence
_
â€‹
A resignation letter that is required to obtain severance pay would never hold up in my state.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:36
From: Desmond Lee
Subject: Severence
You need to draft a well-written separation agreement that contains waivers of all claims he could bring against your company. (Note that most states won't allow for private waivers of worker's
compensation claims and the FLSA doesn't permits for private releases of federal wage claims.) I write these up quite frequently and, depending on the employee and particular state you're in, you'll
need to include certain provisions in the agreement (e.g., OWBPA waiver if he's over 40 years old) to meet the specific situation you're facing.
I know the employee is a life-long friend of the owner: but the thing to do now is to cut ties with him via a separation agreement. Allowing him to get paid while he's looking for a job is a hugely
bad idea. If he's not working but is getting salary continuation, there might be issues on whether you can still allow him to participate in your employee benefit plans. Some plan documents don't
allow individuals who aren't employed from participating in them, so you'd have to refer to those plan documents to make sure everything is kosher in that respect.
The other thing is to word the agreement as a resignation. If he resigns and is required to sign a resignation letter you prepare, that cuts out a whole lot of claims related to termination, including
unemployment benefits.
-----------------------------Desmond Lee
Member
Decarlo & Shanley
Los Angeles CA
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:54
From: Cynthia Mann
Subject: Severence
I work for a manufacturing plant that employs skilled and unskilled labor. One of our senior employees is a childhood-current personal friend of the owner's. He was hired when the company
started 3 years ago with no relative experience. The owner needed hands and bodies to get the business off the ground and trained each employee. We now employ over 100
employees and are more selective about our new hires. The company is more comfortable knowing that his, other other company veteran's, knowledge and skill has been
preserved.
The employee is a "shop employee" and has no supervisory, decision making responsibilities. He also has no influence on decision making, and zero first hand knowledge of our strategic planning.
He absolutely HATES that he is not higher in the company's "chain of command" and is extremely jealous of the plant and operations manager and has become vindictive. He does not have the
education, KSA, or any other qualifications (like leadership skills...) to move him to another position.
All the "shop employees" are aware of his relationship with the owner and rely on him for "insider information". This employee stirs up the workforce by spreading rumors and making others feel
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insecure about their continued employment. (Other employees don't know that his information is unreliable.) The owner is no longer involved with any of the employment process but got
involved because this situation involved his buddy. The two agreed that his employment was unhealthy for the company and ultimately him and thought it best to part ways. However, the owner
wants to help him with benefits and continued compensation during his job search.
Our company will be offering him a severance package but do not want to pay unemployment or be open to any future claims. Because of the circumstances, I am not sure how any of this works. Can
I design an agreement that if he accepts severance, he forfeits the right to other monetary claims?? HELP!

top
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previous next
Re: Severence
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 2:47 PM
Desmond Lee
Agreed. Contesting unemployment benefits is usually a very bad idea. The only upside is that the former employee doesn't get unemployment. That will only get them thinking of ways to get back
at you.
-----------------------------Desmond Lee
Member
Decarlo & Shanley
Los Angeles CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Severence
_
â€‹
There is no reason to attempt to deny or dispute UI to this individual. You are terminating his employment. It is vindictive.
I get the idea that the owner feels he's paying him already and doesn't want to add to his expenses of UI but it is so minimal it isn't even worth causing a fuss over.
We have paid out dozens and dozens of severance packages over the years and would never even contemplate contesting one and we have paid out upwards of 40 weeks.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:54
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From: Cynthia Mann
Subject: Severence
I work for a manufacturing plant that employs skilled and unskilled labor. One of our senior employees is a childhood-current personal friend of the owner's. He was hired when the company
started 3 years ago with no relative experience. The owner needed hands and bodies to get the business off the ground and trained each employee. We now employ over 100
employees and are more selective about our new hires. The company is more comfortable knowing that his, other other company veteran's, knowledge and skill has been
preserved.
The employee is a "shop employee" and has no supervisory, decision making responsibilities. He also has no influence on decision making, and zero first hand knowledge of our strategic planning.
He absolutely HATES that he is not higher in the company's "chain of command" and is extremely jealous of the plant and operations manager and has become vindictive. He does not have the
education, KSA, or any other qualifications (like leadership skills...) to move him to another position.
All the "shop employees" are aware of his relationship with the owner and rely on him for "insider information". This employee stirs up the workforce by spreading rumors and making others feel
insecure about their continued employment. (Other employees don't know that his information is unreliable.) The owner is no longer involved with any of the employment process but got
involved because this situation involved his buddy. The two agreed that his employment was unhealthy for the company and ultimately him and thought it best to part ways. However, the owner
wants to help him with benefits and continued compensation during his job search.
Our company will be offering him a severance package but do not want to pay unemployment or be open to any future claims. Because of the circumstances, I am not sure how any of this works. Can
I design an agreement that if he accepts severance, he forfeits the right to other monetary claims?? HELP!

top
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previous next
Re: Severence
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:07 PM
Anonymous

_
Ultimately the state decides if an ex employee is eligible for unemployment or not even if you contest it. I would not contest in this scenario.
In our state, a lump sum severance does not impact when you would receive unemployment, you would be immediately eligible to receive payment. If the severance is paid out over time, UI would
not start until the severance stopped but the employee would still be eligible for UI.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:47
From: Desmond Lee
Subject: Severence
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Agreed. Contesting unemployment benefits is usually a very bad idea. The only upside is that the former employee doesn't get unemployment. That will only get them thinking of ways to get back
at you.
-----------------------------Desmond Lee
Member
Decarlo & Shanley
Los Angeles CA

top
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previous next
Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:50 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Hi,
I'm an HR generalist working in a corporate office. This morning I received an anonymous letter saying that a temp employee that's been with us a few months has been taking extended lunches (90
minutes long), performance is questionable, and leaves for chunks of the day without telling anyone.
They mentioned this has been brought to the attention of the manager and nothing was done. This person is currently being considered for a full-time role.
Manager is currently out of office until Monday. I had a discussion with manager's supervisor who told me she wasn't aware of these issues. I'm having her sit down with the temp's coworkers to ask
about his performance to substantiate claims.
I plan on following up with manager's supervisor today to see what co-workers said. I also plan on having her sit down with the manager and casually mention she was made aware of some issues
regarding the temp, but not mention the specifics of how she found out and get his perspective.
Since he's a temp, I feel fairly comfortable terminating assignment if they feel there's enough there. Also if he doesn't get the full-time position we'll end his assignment in a few weeks anyway. So
those are both are potential options based on how the conversations go. Is there anything else I should consider while going through this?
Thanks,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
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previous next
Re: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:55 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Sorry, I would not have done any of the things you have already done based on an anonymous note. Sounds like he made someone unhappy (maybe someone who wants the role he is considered
for) and you ran with it. At this point, have your conversation with the manager, perhaps there is a reason 'nothing was done' if it was brought to their attention.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
_
â€‹
Hi,
I'm an HR generalist working in a corporate office. This morning I received an anonymous letter saying that a temp employee that's been with us a few months has been taking extended lunches (90
minutes long), performance is questionable, and leaves for chunks of the day without telling anyone.
They mentioned this has been brought to the attention of the manager and nothing was done. This person is currently being considered for a full-time role.
Manager is currently out of office until Monday. I had a discussion with manager's supervisor who told me she wasn't aware of these issues. I'm having her sit down with the temp's coworkers to ask
about his performance to substantiate claims.
I plan on following up with manager's supervisor today to see what co-workers said. I also plan on having her sit down with the manager and casually mention she was made aware of some issues
regarding the temp, but not mention the specifics of how she found out and get his perspective.
Since he's a temp, I feel fairly comfortable terminating assignment if they feel there's enough there. Also if he doesn't get the full-time position we'll end his assignment in a few weeks anyway. So
those are both are potential options based on how the conversations go. Is there anything else I should consider while going through this?
Thanks,
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previous next

229.

Re: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:02 PM
Anonymous

_
You already messed up.
Why would you act on an anonymous report about an employee's performance? This is really no one's business but the manager of the temp, and yours if the manager asks you to let them go
(assuming you're responsible for the staffing of the temp).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
_
â€‹
Hi,
I'm an HR generalist working in a corporate office. This morning I received an anonymous letter saying that a temp employee that's been with us a few months has been taking extended lunches (90
minutes long), performance is questionable, and leaves for chunks of the day without telling anyone.
They mentioned this has been brought to the attention of the manager and nothing was done. This person is currently being considered for a full-time role.
Manager is currently out of office until Monday. I had a discussion with manager's supervisor who told me she wasn't aware of these issues. I'm having her sit down with the temp's coworkers to ask
about his performance to substantiate claims.
I plan on following up with manager's supervisor today to see what co-workers said. I also plan on having her sit down with the manager and casually mention she was made aware of some issues
regarding the temp, but not mention the specifics of how she found out and get his perspective.
Since he's a temp, I feel fairly comfortable terminating assignment if they feel there's enough there. Also if he doesn't get the full-time position we'll end his assignment in a few weeks anyway. So
those are both are potential options based on how the conversations go. Is there anything else I should consider while going through this?
Thanks,
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previous next

230.

Re: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:04 PM
Anonymous

_
^^^This right here...LOL.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
_
You already messed up.
Why would you act on an anonymous report about an employee's performance? This is really no one's business but the manager of the temp, and yours if the manager asks you to let them go
(assuming you're responsible for the staffing of the temp).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
_
â€‹
Hi,
I'm an HR generalist working in a corporate office. This morning I received an anonymous letter saying that a temp employee that's been with us a few months has been taking extended lunches (90
minutes long), performance is questionable, and leaves for chunks of the day without telling anyone.
They mentioned this has been brought to the attention of the manager and nothing was done. This person is currently being considered for a full-time role.
Manager is currently out of office until Monday. I had a discussion with manager's supervisor who told me she wasn't aware of these issues. I'm having her sit down with the temp's coworkers to ask
about his performance to substantiate claims.
I plan on following up with manager's supervisor today to see what co-workers said. I also plan on having her sit down with the manager and casually mention she was made aware of some issues
regarding the temp, but not mention the specifics of how she found out and get his perspective.
Since he's a temp, I feel fairly comfortable terminating assignment if they feel there's enough there. Also if he doesn't get the full-time position we'll end his assignment in a few weeks anyway. So
those are both are potential options based on how the conversations go. Is there anything else I should consider while going through this?
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Thanks,
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previous next
Re: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:10 PM
Anonymous

_
The manager's supervisors were not aware of any issue, at this point, I would have put it on hold until the manager returned.
This was not an immediate, need to deal with it today issue. You brought it up to someone who didn't see it as an issue. I would not term the temp assignment without getting input from the
managers.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
_
^^^This right here...LOL.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
_
You already messed up.
Why would you act on an anonymous report about an employee's performance? This is really no one's business but the manager of the temp, and yours if the manager asks you to let them go
(assuming you're responsible for the staffing of the temp).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:49
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
_
â€‹
Hi,
I'm an HR generalist working in a corporate office. This morning I received an anonymous letter saying that a temp employee that's been with us a few months has been taking extended lunches (90
minutes long), performance is questionable, and leaves for chunks of the day without telling anyone.
They mentioned this has been brought to the attention of the manager and nothing was done. This person is currently being considered for a full-time role.
Manager is currently out of office until Monday. I had a discussion with manager's supervisor who told me she wasn't aware of these issues. I'm having her sit down with the temp's coworkers to ask
about his performance to substantiate claims.
I plan on following up with manager's supervisor today to see what co-workers said. I also plan on having her sit down with the manager and casually mention she was made aware of some issues
regarding the temp, but not mention the specifics of how she found out and get his perspective.
Since he's a temp, I feel fairly comfortable terminating assignment if they feel there's enough there. Also if he doesn't get the full-time position we'll end his assignment in a few weeks anyway. So
those are both are potential options based on how the conversations go. Is there anything else I should consider while going through this?
Thanks,

top
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previous next
Re: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:11 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't understand why you inserted yourself into this.
It is an anonymous note.
It isn't anything of major significance (in other words, action could wait until the supervisor returned).
You have no clue if this temp is working off site or running errands or projects for the supervisor.
You don't even know if the temp was actually paid for the extended lunches.
You don't know if the extended lunches were actually working lunches.
You don't know if the temp is working evenings at home making up for the lost time, if there is any.
You don't know what agreement the temp had with the supervisor regarding the schedule.
You stepped on the supervisor's toes by injecting yourself into this.
You're already assuming this temp needs to go - and you haven't spoken with the manager.
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Even if the supervisor was at work, I, as HR, wouldn't have done such as extensive investigation in response to an anonymous note.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
_
â€‹
Hi,
I'm an HR generalist working in a corporate office. This morning I received an anonymous letter saying that a temp employee that's been with us a few months has been taking extended lunches (90
minutes long), performance is questionable, and leaves for chunks of the day without telling anyone.
They mentioned this has been brought to the attention of the manager and nothing was done. This person is currently being considered for a full-time role.
Manager is currently out of office until Monday. I had a discussion with manager's supervisor who told me she wasn't aware of these issues. I'm having her sit down with the temp's coworkers to ask
about his performance to substantiate claims.
I plan on following up with manager's supervisor today to see what co-workers said. I also plan on having her sit down with the manager and casually mention she was made aware of some issues
regarding the temp, but not mention the specifics of how she found out and get his perspective.
Since he's a temp, I feel fairly comfortable terminating assignment if they feel there's enough there. Also if he doesn't get the full-time position we'll end his assignment in a few weeks anyway. So
those are both are potential options based on how the conversations go. Is there anything else I should consider while going through this?
Thanks,
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previous next
Re: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:44 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
This is OP. Thank you for all of your feedback.
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By going to the manager's supervisor I know the cat's already out of the bag.
The supervisor's manager is going to casually make the manager aware that they heard feedback on the temp and let them handle. The managers supervisor did talk to two workers who report into the
manager asking how the temp is doing. So I told her to make the manager aware she did that so he doesn't find out after the fact.
Not an ideal situation, but I'll use it as a learning experience.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
_
I don't understand why you inserted yourself into this.
It is an anonymous note.
It isn't anything of major significance (in other words, action could wait until the supervisor returned).
You have no clue if this temp is working off site or running errands or projects for the supervisor.
You don't even know if the temp was actually paid for the extended lunches.
You don't know if the extended lunches were actually working lunches.
You don't know if the temp is working evenings at home making up for the lost time, if there is any.
You don't know what agreement the temp had with the supervisor regarding the schedule.
You stepped on the supervisor's toes by injecting yourself into this.
You're already assuming this temp needs to go - and you haven't spoken with the manager.
Even if the supervisor was at work, I, as HR, wouldn't have done such as extensive investigation in response to an anonymous note.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anonymous Complaint regarding Temp employee
_
â€‹
Hi,
I'm an HR generalist working in a corporate office. This morning I received an anonymous letter saying that a temp employee that's been with us a few months has been taking extended lunches (90
minutes long), performance is questionable, and leaves for chunks of the day without telling anyone.
They mentioned this has been brought to the attention of the manager and nothing was done. This person is currently being considered for a full-time role.
Manager is currently out of office until Monday. I had a discussion with manager's supervisor who told me she wasn't aware of these issues. I'm having her sit down with the temp's coworkers to ask
about his performance to substantiate claims.
I plan on following up with manager's supervisor today to see what co-workers said. I also plan on having her sit down with the manager and casually mention she was made aware of some issues
regarding the temp, but not mention the specifics of how she found out and get his perspective.
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Since he's a temp, I feel fairly comfortable terminating assignment if they feel there's enough there. Also if he doesn't get the full-time position we'll end his assignment in a few weeks anyway. So
those are both are potential options based on how the conversations go. Is there anything else I should consider while going through this?
Thanks,

top
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previous next
Nap Guideline/Policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 1:39 PM
Danita Grant-Pea
â€‹â€‹
Hi!
My employer is in the process of researching nap spaces. Does anyone have a current Nap policy or guideline that you can share?
Thanks,
Danita
-----------------------------Danita Pea
HR Manager
Dallas
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Nap Guideline/Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:47 PM
Anonymous
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_
First I suggest you don't call them nap rooms, we call them wellness rooms, for rest, naps or pump or yoga and stretching. Employees schedule as needed or on breaks. I have one regular 2X a day
napper and three regular afternoon nappers--15 minutes each. Plus some random nappers and stretchers. I book the room when I need a do not disturb break and read. Employees must schedule use
of space though so it does limit time and that helps.
We do not have a policy. You don't need one really We have never had any employee abusing the spaces, or time used.

We have had employees falling asleep at their desks but those were performance issues.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:39
From: Danita Grant-Pea
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
â€‹â€‹
Hi!
My employer is in the process of researching nap spaces. Does anyone have a current Nap policy or guideline that you can share?
Thanks,
Danita
-----------------------------Danita Pea
HR Manager
Dallas
------------------------------
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Re: Nap Guideline/Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:55 PM
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Reply to Sender

Danita Grant-Pea
â€‹
Thank you for the feedback! We are considering the term nap spaces since it won't actually be a room. We will have designated pods for our employees to utilize. Thanks again--this was helpful!
-----------------------------Danita Pea
HR Manager
Dallas
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
_
First I suggest you don't call them nap rooms, we call them wellness rooms, for rest, naps or pump or yoga and stretching. Employees schedule as needed or on breaks. I have one regular 2X a day
napper and three regular afternoon nappers--15 minutes each. Plus some random nappers and stretchers. I book the room when I need a do not disturb break and read. Employees must schedule use
of space though so it does limit time and that helps.
We do not have a policy. You don't need one really We have never had any employee abusing the spaces, or time used.

We have had employees falling asleep at their desks but those were performance issues.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:39
From: Danita Grant-Pea
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
â€‹â€‹
Hi!
My employer is in the process of researching nap spaces. Does anyone have a current Nap policy or guideline that you can share?
Thanks,
Danita
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Danita Pea
HR Manager
Dallas
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Nap Guideline/Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:31 PM
Erica Berthen

I have no advice to offer, but heads up, I will be submitting my resume ASAP :)
What a concept!
-----------------------------Erica Berthen
Chernoff Diamond & Co., LLC
Uniondale NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:39
From: Danita Grant-Pea
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
â€‹â€‹
Hi!
My employer is in the process of researching nap spaces. Does anyone have a current Nap policy or guideline that you can share?
Thanks,
Danita
-----------------------------Danita Pea
HR Manager
Dallas
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------
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Re: Nap Guideline/Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:40 PM
Anonymous

_
During the lunch hour, there is always at least one door closed around here. The cushy chairs in the conference room are my favorite spot, personally. We don't have a nap policy but we most
definitely have a nap culture. On rare occasions, I'll lay down during my 10 minute break but mostly, everyone sticks to lunch time and there is no abuse.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:39
From: Danita Grant-Pea
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
â€‹â€‹
Hi!
My employer is in the process of researching nap spaces. Does anyone have a current Nap policy or guideline that you can share?
Thanks,
Danita
-----------------------------Danita Pea
HR Manager
Dallas
------------------------------
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previous next

239.

Re: Nap Guideline/Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:48 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm not knocking this at all, this is just bizarre to me and I'm curious as to what other companies have.
I'm not sure how I'd feel walking into a job interview or a new job and knowing that there is designated space to sleep or "rest."
We have employees who walk during their break time or those who will just kick back and chat. We don't have anyone that chooses to nap behind closed doors - unless its a performance issue :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
_
During the lunch hour, there is always at least one door closed around here. The cushy chairs in the conference room are my favorite spot, personally. We don't have a nap policy but we most
definitely have a nap culture. On rare occasions, I'll lay down during my 10 minute break but mostly, everyone sticks to lunch time and there is no abuse.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:39
From: Danita Grant-Pea
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
â€‹â€‹
Hi!
My employer is in the process of researching nap spaces. Does anyone have a current Nap policy or guideline that you can share?
Thanks,
Danita
-----------------------------Danita Pea
HR Manager
Dallas
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Nap Guideline/Policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 4:51 PM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
My EE has asked for nap pods and even hammocks for our courtyard. I told them that it isn't a possibility because we share the courtyard and there's no space for "pods" however we have 4 "phone
rooms" they can use. They're small so it would be like sleeping at your desk but they have used them.
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
_
During the lunch hour, there is always at least one door closed around here. The cushy chairs in the conference room are my favorite spot, personally. We don't have a nap policy but we most
definitely have a nap culture. On rare occasions, I'll lay down during my 10 minute break but mostly, everyone sticks to lunch time and there is no abuse.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:39
From: Danita Grant-Pea
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
â€‹â€‹
Hi!
My employer is in the process of researching nap spaces. Does anyone have a current Nap policy or guideline that you can share?
Thanks,
Danita
-----------------------------Danita Pea
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HR Manager
Dallas
------------------------------

top

previous next

241.

Re: Nap Guideline/Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:58 PM
Anonymous

_

We don't have anyone that chooses to nap behind closed doors - unless its a performance issue :)
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 16:48

I came back after a year long illness and the only way I made it through the first few months back was by sleeping on my lunch hour. I was still able to perform my job functions with no performance
issues but I didn't have the stamina for a 9 hour day.
I was fortunate that our long time CFO was a huge proponent of "power naps" and encouraged them all around.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
_
I'm not knocking this at all, this is just bizarre to me and I'm curious as to what other companies have.
I'm not sure how I'd feel walking into a job interview or a new job and knowing that there is designated space to sleep or "rest."
We have employees who walk during their break time or those who will just kick back and chat. We don't have anyone that chooses to nap behind closed doors - unless its a performance issue :)
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
_
During the lunch hour, there is always at least one door closed around here. The cushy chairs in the conference room are my favorite spot, personally. We don't have a nap policy but we most
definitely have a nap culture. On rare occasions, I'll lay down during my 10 minute break but mostly, everyone sticks to lunch time and there is no abuse.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:39
From: Danita Grant-Pea
Subject: Nap Guideline/Policy
â€‹â€‹
Hi!
My employer is in the process of researching nap spaces. Does anyone have a current Nap policy or guideline that you can share?
Thanks,
Danita
-----------------------------Danita Pea
HR Manager
Dallas
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Help! Employee with SHC
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:38 PM
Anonymous

_
Good afternoon,
I am new to a company and there is an employee with a serious health condition who is constantly out of the office because of it. The manager spoke to me about it and let me know that it is
becoming a hardship to her department. She has given her workload to other assistants and cannot give the employee anything else since she is out so much.
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I went and spoke to the person who was handling this before I came and she said the lawyer informed her that we did not have to grant FMLA since she has already taken the twelve weeks due to the
illness. Is this correct? Do we not have to offer it at this point since she has already exhausted the twelve weeks even before she filled out the WH-380?
The manager wants to offer her part time or per diem work because she no longer has any use for her. The employee is scheduled to have surgery soon but I am not sure if this will correct her
attendance issues since there are multiple medical issues involved.
How would any of you handle this situation? This is not my area of expertise and I am learning as I go. Help!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Help! Employee with SHC
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Your statement "she already had the 12-weeks"
What does that mean? Was she off 12-weeks AND ON FMLA or she was just off 12-weeks?
If she was not provided FMLA protection for the 12-weeks you cannot go back and claim it is FMLA because they will be hurt by that retro-designation.
You will now need to offer her the full 12-weeks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Good afternoon,
I am new to a company and there is an employee with a serious health condition who is constantly out of the office because of it. The manager spoke to me about it and let me know that it is
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becoming a hardship to her department. She has given her workload to other assistants and cannot give the employee anything else since she is out so much.
I went and spoke to the person who was handling this before I came and she said the lawyer informed her that we did not have to grant FMLA since she has already taken the twelve weeks due to the
illness. Is this correct? Do we not have to offer it at this point since she has already exhausted the twelve weeks even before she filled out the WH-380?
The manager wants to offer her part time or per diem work because she no longer has any use for her. The employee is scheduled to have surgery soon but I am not sure if this will correct her
attendance issues since there are multiple medical issues involved.
How would any of you handle this situation? This is not my area of expertise and I am learning as I go. Help!!

top
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previous next
Re: Help! Employee with SHC
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:51 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with the first response. If papers were properly filed and FMLA was used and there is no ADA involved, then you probably could part ways. I'd double check the ADA given the several
"SHC" involved.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_

â€‹
Your statement "she already had the 12-weeks"
What does that mean? Was she off 12-weeks AND ON FMLA or she was just off 12-weeks?
If she was not provided FMLA protection for the 12-weeks you cannot go back and claim it is FMLA because they will be hurt by that retro-designation.
You will now need to offer her the full 12-weeks.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Good afternoon,
I am new to a company and there is an employee with a serious health condition who is constantly out of the office because of it. The manager spoke to me about it and let me know that it is
becoming a hardship to her department. She has given her workload to other assistants and cannot give the employee anything else since she is out so much.
I went and spoke to the person who was handling this before I came and she said the lawyer informed her that we did not have to grant FMLA since she has already taken the twelve weeks due to the
illness. Is this correct? Do we not have to offer it at this point since she has already exhausted the twelve weeks even before she filled out the WH-380?
The manager wants to offer her part time or per diem work because she no longer has any use for her. The employee is scheduled to have surgery soon but I am not sure if this will correct her
attendance issues since there are multiple medical issues involved.
How would any of you handle this situation? This is not my area of expertise and I am learning as I go. Help!!

top
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previous next
Re: Help! Employee with SHC
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:05 PM
Anonymous

_
What 12 month period method do you use? Rolling backward, calendar, fixed 12 month or rolling forward...
Depending on the method you use, she may be entitled to another FMLA leave.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
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_
Good afternoon,
I am new to a company and there is an employee with a serious health condition who is constantly out of the office because of it. The manager spoke to me about it and let me know that it is
becoming a hardship to her department. She has given her workload to other assistants and cannot give the employee anything else since she is out so much.
I went and spoke to the person who was handling this before I came and she said the lawyer informed her that we did not have to grant FMLA since she has already taken the twelve weeks due to the
illness. Is this correct? Do we not have to offer it at this point since she has already exhausted the twelve weeks even before she filled out the WH-380?
The manager wants to offer her part time or per diem work because she no longer has any use for her. The employee is scheduled to have surgery soon but I am not sure if this will correct her
attendance issues since there are multiple medical issues involved.
How would any of you handle this situation? This is not my area of expertise and I am learning as I go. Help!!

top
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previous next
Re: Help! Employee with SHC
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:18 PM
Anonymous

_
ohhhh this has the potential to get very ugly, very fast. I have lots of questions on this one. Don't focus on what the person handling it before told you that the lawyer said. Let's start from scratch
and walk through this.
* You have an employee with a pending leave of absence request.
1) Are you an FMLA covered employer? (I am assuming yes)
2) Is she an FMLA eligible employee? (I am also assuming yes).
3) Has the employee taken FMLA protected leave in the past? Meaning - the company provided correct notifications, received a complete certification and provided the correct designation notice to
the employee.
4) Does the employee have a currently approved intermittent FMLA leave in process?
5) If the employee took FMLA in the past - how much leave did she take and when did she take the leave? Or if there is a current intermittent leave in place, are the absences in line with the
certification? And how much FMLA time is remaining?
6) What FMLA tracking method do you use? Calendar year? Fixed year? Look forward? Rolling backward?
7) What state are you in?
8) Does ADA apply?
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Where this could get tricky * if the employee took time off but the time was not properly designated as FMLA, then the employee could still have 12 weeks of FMLA available.
* if the employee took time off but enough time has passed that she still has available FMLA, she could have up to 12 weeks available.
* Remember, there is not hardship exemption for FMLA - just because an absence creates a hardship, doesn't mean you can just make the employee part-time or per diem. There are specific
guidelines around when and if you can adjust a job for an employee on FMLA.
* Do not make a job change or terminate employment until you have all the facts.
* Additional leave time may or may not be a reasonable accommodation under ADA.
If you can provide more info, I'm happy to help you work through this.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Good afternoon,
I am new to a company and there is an employee with a serious health condition who is constantly out of the office because of it. The manager spoke to me about it and let me know that it is
becoming a hardship to her department. She has given her workload to other assistants and cannot give the employee anything else since she is out so much.
I went and spoke to the person who was handling this before I came and she said the lawyer informed her that we did not have to grant FMLA since she has already taken the twelve weeks due to the
illness. Is this correct? Do we not have to offer it at this point since she has already exhausted the twelve weeks even before she filled out the WH-380?
The manager wants to offer her part time or per diem work because she no longer has any use for her. The employee is scheduled to have surgery soon but I am not sure if this will correct her
attendance issues since there are multiple medical issues involved.
How would any of you handle this situation? This is not my area of expertise and I am learning as I go. Help!!
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Re: Help! Employee with SHC
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:19 PM
Anonymous
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_
What are the dates of the first leave and what is your FMLA tracking method? Maybe when you first consulted with the attorney she had no time left, but she could have a new entitlement depending
on that information. I would provide her with a fresh set of FMLA paperwork - Eligibility Notice (once you figure that one out) and Rights/Responsibilities.
If she's not eligible for FMLA because of her hours of service or because she has no time left, then move on to the ADA. Begin the interactive process. The Job Accommodation Network is a great
resource for that.
I wouldn't move towards termination or other job changes without first exploring the FMLA and ADA questions.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Good afternoon,
I am new to a company and there is an employee with a serious health condition who is constantly out of the office because of it. The manager spoke to me about it and let me know that it is
becoming a hardship to her department. She has given her workload to other assistants and cannot give the employee anything else since she is out so much.
I went and spoke to the person who was handling this before I came and she said the lawyer informed her that we did not have to grant FMLA since she has already taken the twelve weeks due to the
illness. Is this correct? Do we not have to offer it at this point since she has already exhausted the twelve weeks even before she filled out the WH-380?
The manager wants to offer her part time or per diem work because she no longer has any use for her. The employee is scheduled to have surgery soon but I am not sure if this will correct her
attendance issues since there are multiple medical issues involved.
How would any of you handle this situation? This is not my area of expertise and I am learning as I go. Help!!
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Re: Help! Employee with SHC
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:04 PM
Anonymous
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_
Moon Willow - To answer your questions
1) Are you an FMLA covered employer? (I am assuming yes) -Yes
2) Is she an FMLA eligible employee? (I am also assuming yes).Yes
3) Has the employee taken FMLA protected leave in the past? Meaning - the company provided correct notifications, received a complete certification and provided the correct designation notice to
the employee. - No
4) Does the employee have a currently approved intermittent FMLA leave in process? No
5) If the employee took FMLA in the past - how much leave did she take and when did she take the leave? Or if there is a current intermittent leave in place, are the absences in line with the
certification? And how much FMLA time is remaining? N/A
6) What FMLA tracking method do you use? Calendar year? Fixed year? Look forward? Rolling backward? Rolling backward
7) What state are you in? NY
8) Does ADA apply? Maybe??
Just to let you know, the person handling this before me has no HR experience so it has been very hard for me to get answers on many things and I am not sure if proper action has been taken on
many many things. This being one of them. It seems like this employee was not given the proper notification. There is a WH - 380 on file for the employee. The "HR" person before me stated that
this lawyer told her to give the employee the form just to shake her up.
I am thinking I need to start fresh with this employee. There were many things done terribly wrong.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
ohhhh this has the potential to get very ugly, very fast. I have lots of questions on this one. Don't focus on what the person handling it before told you that the lawyer said. Let's start from scratch
and walk through this.
* You have an employee with a pending leave of absence request.
1) Are you an FMLA covered employer? (I am assuming yes)
2) Is she an FMLA eligible employee? (I am also assuming yes).
3) Has the employee taken FMLA protected leave in the past? Meaning - the company provided correct notifications, received a complete certification and provided the correct designation notice to
the employee.
4) Does the employee have a currently approved intermittent FMLA leave in process?
5) If the employee took FMLA in the past - how much leave did she take and when did she take the leave? Or if there is a current intermittent leave in place, are the absences in line with the
certification? And how much FMLA time is remaining?
6) What FMLA tracking method do you use? Calendar year? Fixed year? Look forward? Rolling backward?
7) What state are you in?
8) Does ADA apply?
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Where this could get tricky * if the employee took time off but the time was not properly designated as FMLA, then the employee could still have 12 weeks of FMLA available.
* if the employee took time off but enough time has passed that she still has available FMLA, she could have up to 12 weeks available.
* Remember, there is not hardship exemption for FMLA - just because an absence creates a hardship, doesn't mean you can just make the employee part-time or per diem. There are specific
guidelines around when and if you can adjust a job for an employee on FMLA.
* Do not make a job change or terminate employment until you have all the facts.
* Additional leave time may or may not be a reasonable accommodation under ADA.
If you can provide more info, I'm happy to help you work through this.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Good afternoon,
I am new to a company and there is an employee with a serious health condition who is constantly out of the office because of it. The manager spoke to me about it and let me know that it is
becoming a hardship to her department. She has given her workload to other assistants and cannot give the employee anything else since she is out so much.
I went and spoke to the person who was handling this before I came and she said the lawyer informed her that we did not have to grant FMLA since she has already taken the twelve weeks due to the
illness. Is this correct? Do we not have to offer it at this point since she has already exhausted the twelve weeks even before she filled out the WH-380?
The manager wants to offer her part time or per diem work because she no longer has any use for her. The employee is scheduled to have surgery soon but I am not sure if this will correct her
attendance issues since there are multiple medical issues involved.
How would any of you handle this situation? This is not my area of expertise and I am learning as I go. Help!!
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Re: Help! Employee with SHC
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:05 PM
Anonymous

_
Sorry I didn't mean to put "Moon Willow" at the end of my post. Long day. Smh
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Moon Willow - To answer your questions
1) Are you an FMLA covered employer? (I am assuming yes) -Yes
2) Is she an FMLA eligible employee? (I am also assuming yes).Yes
3) Has the employee taken FMLA protected leave in the past? Meaning - the company provided correct notifications, received a complete certification and provided the correct designation notice to
the employee. - No
4) Does the employee have a currently approved intermittent FMLA leave in process? No
5) If the employee took FMLA in the past - how much leave did she take and when did she take the leave? Or if there is a current intermittent leave in place, are the absences in line with the
certification? And how much FMLA time is remaining? N/A
6) What FMLA tracking method do you use? Calendar year? Fixed year? Look forward? Rolling backward? Rolling backward
7) What state are you in? NY
8) Does ADA apply? Maybe??
Just to let you know, the person handling this before me has no HR experience so it has been very hard for me to get answers on many things and I am not sure if proper action has been taken on
many many things. This being one of them. It seems like this employee was not given the proper notification. There is a WH - 380 on file for the employee. The "HR" person before me stated that
this lawyer told her to give the employee the form just to shake her up.
I am thinking I need to start fresh with this employee. There were many things done terribly wrong.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
ohhhh this has the potential to get very ugly, very fast. I have lots of questions on this one. Don't focus on what the person handling it before told you that the lawyer said. Let's start from scratch
and walk through this.
* You have an employee with a pending leave of absence request.
1) Are you an FMLA covered employer? (I am assuming yes)
2) Is she an FMLA eligible employee? (I am also assuming yes).
3) Has the employee taken FMLA protected leave in the past? Meaning - the company provided correct notifications, received a complete certification and provided the correct designation notice to
the employee.
4) Does the employee have a currently approved intermittent FMLA leave in process?
5) If the employee took FMLA in the past - how much leave did she take and when did she take the leave? Or if there is a current intermittent leave in place, are the absences in line with the
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certification? And how much FMLA time is remaining?
6) What FMLA tracking method do you use? Calendar year? Fixed year? Look forward? Rolling backward?
7) What state are you in?
8) Does ADA apply?
Where this could get tricky * if the employee took time off but the time was not properly designated as FMLA, then the employee could still have 12 weeks of FMLA available.
* if the employee took time off but enough time has passed that she still has available FMLA, she could have up to 12 weeks available.
* Remember, there is not hardship exemption for FMLA - just because an absence creates a hardship, doesn't mean you can just make the employee part-time or per diem. There are specific
guidelines around when and if you can adjust a job for an employee on FMLA.
* Do not make a job change or terminate employment until you have all the facts.
* Additional leave time may or may not be a reasonable accommodation under ADA.
If you can provide more info, I'm happy to help you work through this.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Good afternoon,
I am new to a company and there is an employee with a serious health condition who is constantly out of the office because of it. The manager spoke to me about it and let me know that it is
becoming a hardship to her department. She has given her workload to other assistants and cannot give the employee anything else since she is out so much.
I went and spoke to the person who was handling this before I came and she said the lawyer informed her that we did not have to grant FMLA since she has already taken the twelve weeks due to the
illness. Is this correct? Do we not have to offer it at this point since she has already exhausted the twelve weeks even before she filled out the WH-380?
The manager wants to offer her part time or per diem work because she no longer has any use for her. The employee is scheduled to have surgery soon but I am not sure if this will correct her
attendance issues since there are multiple medical issues involved.
How would any of you handle this situation? This is not my area of expertise and I am learning as I go. Help!!
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previous next
Re: Help! Employee with SHC
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 6:37 PM
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Anonymous
_
Based on the updated info, I agree you should start fresh now with FMLA docs. That way it's clear and a clean documentation trail. And it eliminates almost any risk.
And depending on the certification you'll have the info to know whether it has ADA potential.
Also, if your lawyer really did give that guidance, then get a new lawyer. Holy Cow.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Moon Willow - To answer your questions
1) Are you an FMLA covered employer? (I am assuming yes) -Yes
2) Is she an FMLA eligible employee? (I am also assuming yes).Yes
3) Has the employee taken FMLA protected leave in the past? Meaning - the company provided correct notifications, received a complete certification and provided the correct designation notice to
the employee. - No
4) Does the employee have a currently approved intermittent FMLA leave in process? No
5) If the employee took FMLA in the past - how much leave did she take and when did she take the leave? Or if there is a current intermittent leave in place, are the absences in line with the
certification? And how much FMLA time is remaining? N/A
6) What FMLA tracking method do you use? Calendar year? Fixed year? Look forward? Rolling backward? Rolling backward
7) What state are you in? NY
8) Does ADA apply? Maybe??
Just to let you know, the person handling this before me has no HR experience so it has been very hard for me to get answers on many things and I am not sure if proper action has been taken on
many many things. This being one of them. It seems like this employee was not given the proper notification. There is a WH - 380 on file for the employee. The "HR" person before me stated that
this lawyer told her to give the employee the form just to shake her up.
I am thinking I need to start fresh with this employee. There were many things done terribly wrong.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
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_
ohhhh this has the potential to get very ugly, very fast. I have lots of questions on this one. Don't focus on what the person handling it before told you that the lawyer said. Let's start from scratch
and walk through this.
* You have an employee with a pending leave of absence request.
1) Are you an FMLA covered employer? (I am assuming yes)
2) Is she an FMLA eligible employee? (I am also assuming yes).
3) Has the employee taken FMLA protected leave in the past? Meaning - the company provided correct notifications, received a complete certification and provided the correct designation notice to
the employee.
4) Does the employee have a currently approved intermittent FMLA leave in process?
5) If the employee took FMLA in the past - how much leave did she take and when did she take the leave? Or if there is a current intermittent leave in place, are the absences in line with the
certification? And how much FMLA time is remaining?
6) What FMLA tracking method do you use? Calendar year? Fixed year? Look forward? Rolling backward?
7) What state are you in?
8) Does ADA apply?
Where this could get tricky * if the employee took time off but the time was not properly designated as FMLA, then the employee could still have 12 weeks of FMLA available.
* if the employee took time off but enough time has passed that she still has available FMLA, she could have up to 12 weeks available.
* Remember, there is not hardship exemption for FMLA - just because an absence creates a hardship, doesn't mean you can just make the employee part-time or per diem. There are specific
guidelines around when and if you can adjust a job for an employee on FMLA.
* Do not make a job change or terminate employment until you have all the facts.
* Additional leave time may or may not be a reasonable accommodation under ADA.
If you can provide more info, I'm happy to help you work through this.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Good afternoon,
I am new to a company and there is an employee with a serious health condition who is constantly out of the office because of it. The manager spoke to me about it and let me know that it is
becoming a hardship to her department. She has given her workload to other assistants and cannot give the employee anything else since she is out so much.
I went and spoke to the person who was handling this before I came and she said the lawyer informed her that we did not have to grant FMLA since she has already taken the twelve weeks due to the
illness. Is this correct? Do we not have to offer it at this point since she has already exhausted the twelve weeks even before she filled out the WH-380?
The manager wants to offer her part time or per diem work because she no longer has any use for her. The employee is scheduled to have surgery soon but I am not sure if this will correct her
attendance issues since there are multiple medical issues involved.
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How would any of you handle this situation? This is not my area of expertise and I am learning as I go. Help!!

top
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previous next
Re: Help! Employee with SHC
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 6:38 PM
Anonymous

_
PS. You are handling this just fine. You're asking the right questions which is half the battle.
MW
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Moon Willow - To answer your questions
1) Are you an FMLA covered employer? (I am assuming yes) -Yes
2) Is she an FMLA eligible employee? (I am also assuming yes).Yes
3) Has the employee taken FMLA protected leave in the past? Meaning - the company provided correct notifications, received a complete certification and provided the correct designation notice to
the employee. - No
4) Does the employee have a currently approved intermittent FMLA leave in process? No
5) If the employee took FMLA in the past - how much leave did she take and when did she take the leave? Or if there is a current intermittent leave in place, are the absences in line with the
certification? And how much FMLA time is remaining? N/A
6) What FMLA tracking method do you use? Calendar year? Fixed year? Look forward? Rolling backward? Rolling backward
7) What state are you in? NY
8) Does ADA apply? Maybe??
Just to let you know, the person handling this before me has no HR experience so it has been very hard for me to get answers on many things and I am not sure if proper action has been taken on
many many things. This being one of them. It seems like this employee was not given the proper notification. There is a WH - 380 on file for the employee. The "HR" person before me stated that
this lawyer told her to give the employee the form just to shake her up.
I am thinking I need to start fresh with this employee. There were many things done terribly wrong.
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Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
ohhhh this has the potential to get very ugly, very fast. I have lots of questions on this one. Don't focus on what the person handling it before told you that the lawyer said. Let's start from scratch
and walk through this.
* You have an employee with a pending leave of absence request.
1) Are you an FMLA covered employer? (I am assuming yes)
2) Is she an FMLA eligible employee? (I am also assuming yes).
3) Has the employee taken FMLA protected leave in the past? Meaning - the company provided correct notifications, received a complete certification and provided the correct designation notice to
the employee.
4) Does the employee have a currently approved intermittent FMLA leave in process?
5) If the employee took FMLA in the past - how much leave did she take and when did she take the leave? Or if there is a current intermittent leave in place, are the absences in line with the
certification? And how much FMLA time is remaining?
6) What FMLA tracking method do you use? Calendar year? Fixed year? Look forward? Rolling backward?
7) What state are you in?
8) Does ADA apply?
Where this could get tricky * if the employee took time off but the time was not properly designated as FMLA, then the employee could still have 12 weeks of FMLA available.
* if the employee took time off but enough time has passed that she still has available FMLA, she could have up to 12 weeks available.
* Remember, there is not hardship exemption for FMLA - just because an absence creates a hardship, doesn't mean you can just make the employee part-time or per diem. There are specific
guidelines around when and if you can adjust a job for an employee on FMLA.
* Do not make a job change or terminate employment until you have all the facts.
* Additional leave time may or may not be a reasonable accommodation under ADA.
If you can provide more info, I'm happy to help you work through this.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Employee with SHC
_
Good afternoon,
I am new to a company and there is an employee with a serious health condition who is constantly out of the office because of it. The manager spoke to me about it and let me know that it is
becoming a hardship to her department. She has given her workload to other assistants and cannot give the employee anything else since she is out so much.
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I went and spoke to the person who was handling this before I came and she said the lawyer informed her that we did not have to grant FMLA since she has already taken the twelve weeks due to the
illness. Is this correct? Do we not have to offer it at this point since she has already exhausted the twelve weeks even before she filled out the WH-380?
The manager wants to offer her part time or per diem work because she no longer has any use for her. The employee is scheduled to have surgery soon but I am not sure if this will correct her
attendance issues since there are multiple medical issues involved.
How would any of you handle this situation? This is not my area of expertise and I am learning as I go. Help!!

top
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previous next
Position Transfer Letter
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:31 PM
Anonymous

_
Does anyone have a letter they are willing the share for position change within the company? I want to have it where it is the 90 days probationary period, etc. The company I'm working for doesn't
have any offer letters that have used in the past. I've been trying to implement new process and changes since I've started and this is the first non-union position we have hired since I started.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Position Transfer Letter
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:42 PM
Kristine Kalish

â€‹
We use a change of employment form I got off the SHRM website
-----------------------------Kristine Kalish
Director of Contracts
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Reply to Sender

ICR, Inc
Aurora CO
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Position Transfer Letter
_
Does anyone have a letter they are willing the share for position change within the company? I want to have it where it is the 90 days probationary period, etc. The company I'm working for doesn't
have any offer letters that have used in the past. I've been trying to implement new process and changes since I've started and this is the first non-union position we have hired since I started.

top
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previous next
Re: Position Transfer Letter
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:46 PM
Anonymous

_
Maybe I will need to look harder. I did a search and tried to find one before I posted. I will look again - thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:42
From: Kristine Kalish
Subject: Position Transfer Letter
â€‹
We use a change of employment form I got off the SHRM website
-----------------------------Kristine Kalish
Director of Contracts
ICR, Inc
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Aurora CO

top

previous next

255.

Re: Position Transfer Letter
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:54 PM
Anonymous

_

I want to have it where it is the 90 days probationary period, etc.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 13:30

Why? I understand about documenting new positions/transfers with a letter for internal transfers, but I don't understand at all the need for reference to a probationary period. That makes no sense. The
employee can either do the new job or not. And if there are performance issues 6 months later, the employer has the ability to deal with them through coaching and improvement plans. 90 day
probationary period gives you nothing but can send a message to employee that is not the one you want to send. The employee transfers and wants to see this as new job/career for a while - a 90 day
probationary period reference in the letter is not reinforcing that message.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Position Transfer Letter
_
Does anyone have a letter they are willing the share for position change within the company? I want to have it where it is the 90 days probationary period, etc. The company I'm working for doesn't
have any offer letters that have used in the past. I've been trying to implement new process and changes since I've started and this is the first non-union position we have hired since I started.
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previous next

256.

Re: Position Transfer Letter
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 11:27 AM
Monica Kennedy

I want to have it where it is the 90 days probationary period, etc.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 13:30

I would not recommend this for an existing employee. The purpose of most probationary periods, specifically with new hires, is to ensure a cultural fit and ability to do the job. Once they are an
established employee, the employer should know the employee's suitability before offering them a new role. You already know their work ethics, education, training, etc. An employee could get on
the defensive if they think there's a chance they could be terminated for a change in duties.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Position Transfer Letter
_
Does anyone have a letter they are willing the share for position change within the company? I want to have it where it is the 90 days probationary period, etc. The company I'm working for doesn't
have any offer letters that have used in the past. I've been trying to implement new process and changes since I've started and this is the first non-union position we have hired since I started.
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previous next
Non Disclosure Agreement Template
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 1:25 PM
Lindsay Catlow
Hi HR friends!
Do any of you have a relatively new (2017/2018) NDA template you can send me? I'm looking at getting some updated forms for my company.
Thanks in advance!
Lindsay
-----------------------------Lindsay Catlow
Senior Human Resources Generalist
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Non Disclosure Agreement Template
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Please see your company attorney to draft an NDA specific to your industry, company and state laws. Mine will not help you. Its a legally binding agreement written for MY company.
Also, my company paid hundreds of dollars to draft this NDA, I simply will not and can not share this document for free. My attorney would be angry I passed on his work for free.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:25
From: Lindsay Catlow
Subject: Non Disclosure Agreement Template
Hi HR friends!
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Do any of you have a relatively new (2017/2018) NDA template you can send me? I'm looking at getting some updated forms for my company.
Thanks in advance!
Lindsay
-----------------------------Lindsay Catlow
Senior Human Resources Generalist
------------------------------
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previous next
Personality Profile Assessment Test
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 1:16 PM
Nicole Holder
Does anyone have recommendations for Personality Profile Assessment Testing?
-----------------------------Wilsonville, OR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Personality Profile Assessment Test
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:20 PM
Anonymous

_
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For whom/what purpose?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:16
From: Nicole Holder
Subject: Personality Profile Assessment Test
Does anyone have recommendations for Personality Profile Assessment Testing?
-----------------------------Wilsonville, OR
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Personality Profile Assessment Test
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:26 PM
Anonymous

_
We don't test for personality. We test for skill, motivators, and job match. Personality tests are a thing of the past, IMO. If you search these boards, you'll find this question comes up fairly regularly
and you'll find previous recommendations. We use the TTI Success Insights.
What Cornell says.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:16
From: Nicole Holder
Subject: Personality Profile Assessment Test
Does anyone have recommendations for Personality Profile Assessment Testing?
-----------------------------Wilsonville, OR
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previous next
Contractor/Staffing Firm
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:15 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello,
I was hoping that someone would be able to provide some advice on a current situation we are experiencing. We hired a staffing firm to assist us with temp to perm candidates. During the temp
period, we told the staffing firm their candidate wasn't working and parted ways. Once we part ways with anyone, we do not pay commissions. The contractor hired an attorney and they are saying it's
against FL law to not pay commissions, even if they are voluntary. Since she was never even our employee, we never paid her- we paid them.... do we have anything to be worried about?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Contractor/Staffing Firm
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Were commissions part of the agreement with the temp employee?
If so, the agency may need to pay the employee (it's earned income) and bill you for it unless FL specifically states that agreed upon commissions don't need to be paid if someone is terminated.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:14
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Contractor/Staffing Firm
_
Hello,
I was hoping that someone would be able to provide some advice on a current situation we are experiencing. We hired a staffing firm to assist us with temp to perm candidates. During the temp
period, we told the staffing firm their candidate wasn't working and parted ways. Once we part ways with anyone, we do not pay commissions. The contractor hired an attorney and they are saying it's
against FL law to not pay commissions, even if they are voluntary. Since she was never even our employee, we never paid her- we paid them.... do we have anything to be worried about?

top
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previous next
HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:08 PM
Anonymous

_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:16 PM
Anonymous

_
2 weeks.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?

top
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previous next
Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:21 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Three weeks. Some of this may be predicated on how many employees you have, how you conduct information meetings, etc. For example, you have to give the last group you present info to more
than a day to decide!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
2 weeks.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
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Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?

top
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previous next
Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:39 PM
Anonymous

_
2 weeks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?

top
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previous next
Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:47 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
15 days...however, they have more time than that to review the information (2 months)
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?

top
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previous next
Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:51 PM
Kristen Lopian

30 days. We have multiple locations.
-----------------------------Kristen Lopian
National Human Resources Manager
InStream, LLC
Buffalo, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
â€‹
15 days...however, they have more time than that to review the information (2 months)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
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Reply to Sender

From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?
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previous next
Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:18 PM
Anonymous

_
115 EE company - 3 days.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?
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Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:39 PM
Anonymous
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_
3 Weeks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?

top
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previous next
Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:53 PM
Anonymous

_
HAHAHA in the last few years 3 days to 1 week.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?
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previous next
Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 6:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Normally 5 business days--for my employees, the shorter the period the better! Give them too long & they forget, get too busy, procrastinate,etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
HAHAHA in the last few years 3 days to 1 week.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?
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Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 7:34 AM
Monica Kennedy
About two and a half weeks. We take two days the first week to give the presentations to the various shifts, then they have two additional weeks to complete enrollment in ADP.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?
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previous next
Re: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 8:15 AM
Anonymous

_
2 weeks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
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Subject: HOW LONG DOES YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT LAST
_
Just curious, on average how long does your open enrollment period last?
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previous next
Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:05 PM
Anonymous

_
My company has a "no hats in the office areas" policy. One of our new hires looked very uncomfortable when approached by his manager about this, because of his baldness. My manager asked me if
we can still have the policy in place but make an exception to him. Obviously we don't want him to be so uncomfortable that he would leave, but we don't want everyone to start wearing hats. Does
anyone know if/how we can make an exception that is legal and compliant? The only exceptions I am aware of are religious and/or cultural.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:07 PM
Anonymous

_
We wouldn't allow unless he can provide some sort of medical documentation.
This is a slippery slope. The next thing you'll have is someone wanting to wear a hat to cover their gray hair. Or cover a bad haircut.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
_
My company has a "no hats in the office areas" policy. One of our new hires looked very uncomfortable when approached by his manager about this, because of his baldness. My manager asked me if
we can still have the policy in place but make an exception to him. Obviously we don't want him to be so uncomfortable that he would leave, but we don't want everyone to start wearing hats. Does
anyone know if/how we can make an exception that is legal and compliant? The only exceptions I am aware of are religious and/or cultural.

top
278.

previous next
Re: Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:07 PM
Anonymous

_
How often does this employee need to come into the office area? I'm assuming they don't work in the office?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
_
My company has a "no hats in the office areas" policy. One of our new hires looked very uncomfortable when approached by his manager about this, because of his baldness. My manager asked me if
we can still have the policy in place but make an exception to him. Obviously we don't want him to be so uncomfortable that he would leave, but we don't want everyone to start wearing hats. Does
anyone know if/how we can make an exception that is legal and compliant? The only exceptions I am aware of are religious and/or cultural.
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previous next

279.

Re: Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 1:14 PM
Eric Emerson
I'm always cold and wear a beanie hat pretty much 24/7. Not saying that is his issue. Not sure why there is a no hat policy. Unless it is to keep someone from wearing an offensive hat.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
_
My company has a "no hats in the office areas" policy. One of our new hires looked very uncomfortable when approached by his manager about this, because of his baldness. My manager asked me if
we can still have the policy in place but make an exception to him. Obviously we don't want him to be so uncomfortable that he would leave, but we don't want everyone to start wearing hats. Does
anyone know if/how we can make an exception that is legal and compliant? The only exceptions I am aware of are religious and/or cultural.
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previous next
Re: Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:28 PM
Anonymous

_
What is the purpose of the "no hat" policy?
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If you make an exception for this person that isn't tied to a medical or religious reason, you'll have others making the same request.
Personally, unless there's a safety reason, I'd look into dumping the policy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
_
My company has a "no hats in the office areas" policy. One of our new hires looked very uncomfortable when approached by his manager about this, because of his baldness. My manager asked me if
we can still have the policy in place but make an exception to him. Obviously we don't want him to be so uncomfortable that he would leave, but we don't want everyone to start wearing hats. Does
anyone know if/how we can make an exception that is legal and compliant? The only exceptions I am aware of are religious and/or cultural.
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Re: Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:39 PM
Anonymous

_
Either dump the policy or enforce it in this case. I don't see any reason you'd make this accommodation for one person just because it makes him feel more comfortable. I'm sure anyone who prefers
wearing a hat will say it makes them feel more comfortable.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exception to Dress Code Policy - No Hats except for...
_
My company has a "no hats in the office areas" policy. One of our new hires looked very uncomfortable when approached by his manager about this, because of his baldness. My manager asked me if
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we can still have the policy in place but make an exception to him. Obviously we don't want him to be so uncomfortable that he would leave, but we don't want everyone to start wearing hats. Does
anyone know if/how we can make an exception that is legal and compliant? The only exceptions I am aware of are religious and/or cultural.
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previous next
Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:50 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello,
I work for a company that employs 87 people. We have 5 Managers (HR, Retail/Supply Manager, Marketing Manager, Scheduling/PTO, General Manager), a CFO (works 100% remotely mostly
handles payroll and financials), Administrator (handles back-end reporting, planning, financials), and an Assistant Manager at a location that is in a different city than the other 6 locations.
Our Retail/Supply Manager and the Assistant Manager are pregnant and we found out they are both due in October so their maternity leaves will be at the exact same time... I don't even know where
to begin planning for their leave of absence. Right now there isn't anyone at the remote location that I would consider temporarily having take over the Assistant Manager position while she is out on
leave and the other Manager mostly handles our retail so I think it will be OK as long as she prepares for her leave...
The Assistant Manager helps with hiring, supplies, coaching, customer complaints, emergencies, covering if someone calls out, etc...
How do you plan for Maternity Leave for not just one employee, but 2 when there is such a small management staff to begin with?
I also have a question about company property and pay... Is it standard to have maternity leave be paid for the full salary? Can you pay half the salary? Both employees have company phones and
computers. While they are gone do we ask for those back until they return to work? One of them drives a company car, she uses it for work and personal use... We pay for her insurance, gas, and any
repairs the car needs. Do we ask for the car back while she is on maternity leave since she won't be performing any work while she is gone?
Thank you in advance for your help!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 12:57 PM
Anonymous
_

I also have a question about company property and pay... Is it standard to have maternity leave be paid for the full salary? Can you pay half the salary? Both employees have company phones
and computers. While they are gone do we ask for those back until they return to work? One of them drives a company car, she uses it for work and personal use... We pay for her insurance,
gas, and any repairs the car needs. Do we ask for the car back while she is on maternity leave since she won't be performing any work while she is gone?
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 12:49

I'm sure the "snark police" are going to come for me, but please do yourself and your company a favor and review any applicable pregnancy related protections that may specific in your state (which
we don't know). Further, figure out if you are covered under FMLA. You're over the employee threshold, but you mention multiple locations. Also, your own company policy may dictate what kind
of additional leave/pay/benefits your employees are entitled to. Also, will STD (either company or State mandated) come into play?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
_
Hello,
I work for a company that employs 87 people. We have 5 Managers (HR, Retail/Supply Manager, Marketing Manager, Scheduling/PTO, General Manager), a CFO (works 100% remotely mostly
handles payroll and financials), Administrator (handles back-end reporting, planning, financials), and an Assistant Manager at a location that is in a different city than the other 6 locations.
Our Retail/Supply Manager and the Assistant Manager are pregnant and we found out they are both due in October so their maternity leaves will be at the exact same time... I don't even know where
to begin planning for their leave of absence. Right now there isn't anyone at the remote location that I would consider temporarily having take over the Assistant Manager position while she is out on
leave and the other Manager mostly handles our retail so I think it will be OK as long as she prepares for her leave...
The Assistant Manager helps with hiring, supplies, coaching, customer complaints, emergencies, covering if someone calls out, etc...
How do you plan for Maternity Leave for not just one employee, but 2 when there is such a small management staff to begin with?
I also have a question about company property and pay... Is it standard to have maternity leave be paid for the full salary? Can you pay half the salary? Both employees have company phones and
computers. While they are gone do we ask for those back until they return to work? One of them drives a company car, she uses it for work and personal use... We pay for her insurance, gas, and any
repairs the car needs. Do we ask for the car back while she is on maternity leave since she won't be performing any work while she is gone?
Thank you in advance for your help!
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Re: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:09 PM
Anonymous

_
OP, please familiarize yourself with any leave laws (FMLA or state) that may apply to you.
www.dol.gov/whd/fmla
For maternity paid maternity leave, this depends on your policy. It can be paid through an STD plan, not at all, using available PTO, paid in full by your company or partially paid by any leave laws
your state has.
We do not collect property from employees on leave. We simply put an out of office message on their email of who to contact. No sense in collecting those items. Employees, if medically cleared to
do so, may work at home. We'd let the employee keep the car while on leave unless we needed it.
Their managers should prepare for who covers their workload not you. Your job is to any leave available, benefits and payroll related to the leave.
OP, you mention their is an HR manager, is this person your manager?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
_
Hello,
I work for a company that employs 87 people. We have 5 Managers (HR, Retail/Supply Manager, Marketing Manager, Scheduling/PTO, General Manager), a CFO (works 100% remotely mostly
handles payroll and financials), Administrator (handles back-end reporting, planning, financials), and an Assistant Manager at a location that is in a different city than the other 6 locations.
Our Retail/Supply Manager and the Assistant Manager are pregnant and we found out they are both due in October so their maternity leaves will be at the exact same time... I don't even know where
to begin planning for their leave of absence. Right now there isn't anyone at the remote location that I would consider temporarily having take over the Assistant Manager position while she is out on
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leave and the other Manager mostly handles our retail so I think it will be OK as long as she prepares for her leave...
The Assistant Manager helps with hiring, supplies, coaching, customer complaints, emergencies, covering if someone calls out, etc...
How do you plan for Maternity Leave for not just one employee, but 2 when there is such a small management staff to begin with?
I also have a question about company property and pay... Is it standard to have maternity leave be paid for the full salary? Can you pay half the salary? Both employees have company phones and
computers. While they are gone do we ask for those back until they return to work? One of them drives a company car, she uses it for work and personal use... We pay for her insurance, gas, and any
repairs the car needs. Do we ask for the car back while she is on maternity leave since she won't be performing any work while she is gone?
Thank you in advance for your help!

top
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previous next
Re: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 1:37 PM
Eric Emerson
switch to filtered water in all fountains.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
_
Hello,
I work for a company that employs 87 people. We have 5 Managers (HR, Retail/Supply Manager, Marketing Manager, Scheduling/PTO, General Manager), a CFO (works 100% remotely mostly
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handles payroll and financials), Administrator (handles back-end reporting, planning, financials), and an Assistant Manager at a location that is in a different city than the other 6 locations.
Our Retail/Supply Manager and the Assistant Manager are pregnant and we found out they are both due in October so their maternity leaves will be at the exact same time... I don't even know where
to begin planning for their leave of absence. Right now there isn't anyone at the remote location that I would consider temporarily having take over the Assistant Manager position while she is out on
leave and the other Manager mostly handles our retail so I think it will be OK as long as she prepares for her leave...
The Assistant Manager helps with hiring, supplies, coaching, customer complaints, emergencies, covering if someone calls out, etc...
How do you plan for Maternity Leave for not just one employee, but 2 when there is such a small management staff to begin with?
I also have a question about company property and pay... Is it standard to have maternity leave be paid for the full salary? Can you pay half the salary? Both employees have company phones and
computers. While they are gone do we ask for those back until they return to work? One of them drives a company car, she uses it for work and personal use... We pay for her insurance, gas, and any
repairs the car needs. Do we ask for the car back while she is on maternity leave since she won't be performing any work while she is gone?
Thank you in advance for your help!
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286.

Re: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:54 PM
Anonymous

_
LOL so funny.
At my first day of my very first HR job, I was walking around meeting the employees and in a 100 person company there were 10 pregnant women all due with in two months of each other. Half was
the marketing team who were all due within our busiest quarter where you really don't want any absences even for a sick day.
We had a very bad, long running joke of not allowing any sort of baby or medical leave in Q4. (We would of course, we'd make it work.). And we could joke about that given our culture..
switch to filtered water in all fountains.
Eric Emerson, 04-19-2018 13:36
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:36
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
switch to filtered water in all fountains.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
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Re: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:13 PM
Anonymous

_
In what state?
Are you asking about you (the employer) continuing the wages, or do you have an STD insurance plan?
Does FMLA apply? You are a covered employer. Are these employees eligible, do you know?
I don't even know where to begin planning for their leave of absence.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 12:49

I hope you aren't working alone on this. I've been in this situation with outside sales reps in adjacent territories and worked closely with the regional manager on ideas. Actually, he came up with the
ideas and ran them by me for my opinion and to make sure they were compliant. Keep the manager in the loop.
Is it standard to have maternity leave be paid for the full salary? Can you pay half the salary
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 12:49

Not knowing if FMLA or state law apply, or if this is being done through a carrier or not, I can tell you that you should follow a uniform process for your pregnant workers as you do for other
employees taking leave for other reasons. What would you do if these were male managers who were going in for knee surgery at the same time?
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Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
_
Hello,
I work for a company that employs 87 people. We have 5 Managers (HR, Retail/Supply Manager, Marketing Manager, Scheduling/PTO, General Manager), a CFO (works 100% remotely mostly
handles payroll and financials), Administrator (handles back-end reporting, planning, financials), and an Assistant Manager at a location that is in a different city than the other 6 locations.
Our Retail/Supply Manager and the Assistant Manager are pregnant and we found out they are both due in October so their maternity leaves will be at the exact same time... I don't even know where
to begin planning for their leave of absence. Right now there isn't anyone at the remote location that I would consider temporarily having take over the Assistant Manager position while she is out on
leave and the other Manager mostly handles our retail so I think it will be OK as long as she prepares for her leave...
The Assistant Manager helps with hiring, supplies, coaching, customer complaints, emergencies, covering if someone calls out, etc...
How do you plan for Maternity Leave for not just one employee, but 2 when there is such a small management staff to begin with?
I also have a question about company property and pay... Is it standard to have maternity leave be paid for the full salary? Can you pay half the salary? Both employees have company phones and
computers. While they are gone do we ask for those back until they return to work? One of them drives a company car, she uses it for work and personal use... We pay for her insurance, gas, and any
repairs the car needs. Do we ask for the car back while she is on maternity leave since she won't be performing any work while she is gone?
Thank you in advance for your help!
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Re: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:16 PM
Anonymous

_
Hey OP, What state are you in? May be able to help you a little more with more info...
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
_
Hello,
I work for a company that employs 87 people. We have 5 Managers (HR, Retail/Supply Manager, Marketing Manager, Scheduling/PTO, General Manager), a CFO (works 100% remotely mostly
handles payroll and financials), Administrator (handles back-end reporting, planning, financials), and an Assistant Manager at a location that is in a different city than the other 6 locations.
Our Retail/Supply Manager and the Assistant Manager are pregnant and we found out they are both due in October so their maternity leaves will be at the exact same time... I don't even know where
to begin planning for their leave of absence. Right now there isn't anyone at the remote location that I would consider temporarily having take over the Assistant Manager position while she is out on
leave and the other Manager mostly handles our retail so I think it will be OK as long as she prepares for her leave...
The Assistant Manager helps with hiring, supplies, coaching, customer complaints, emergencies, covering if someone calls out, etc...
How do you plan for Maternity Leave for not just one employee, but 2 when there is such a small management staff to begin with?
I also have a question about company property and pay... Is it standard to have maternity leave be paid for the full salary? Can you pay half the salary? Both employees have company phones and
computers. While they are gone do we ask for those back until they return to work? One of them drives a company car, she uses it for work and personal use... We pay for her insurance, gas, and any
repairs the car needs. Do we ask for the car back while she is on maternity leave since she won't be performing any work while she is gone?
Thank you in advance for your help!
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Re: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:42 PM
Anonymous

_
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switch to filtered water in all fountains.
Eric Emerson, 04-19-2018 13:36

I would second that. ^^^^^
They seem to come in 3's be ready for another announcement.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:36
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: Not 1, but 2 Managers going on maternity leave
switch to filtered water in all fountains.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
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Discipline policy in employee handbook
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:34 PM
Anonymous

_
I am a DOO and updating the employee handbook. I have heard many pros and cons about discipline policies. My question: Does your company include a discipline policy (progressive and/or
other) in the employee handbook. I have heard it is better to just include a statement in the handbook to the effect that is policies are not followed discipline up to and including termination may
occur. What are your feelings??
thanks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Discipline policy in employee handbook
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:43 PM
Anonymous

_
We do have a policy in the handbook. It's brief. Talks about the fact that we are an at-will employer and what that means, offenses (generally, not exhaustive) that are immediate grounds for TM, the
steps that may be used in the the progressive disciplinary process, and the fact that we can accelerate that at our discretion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discipline policy in employee handbook
_
I am a DOO and updating the employee handbook. I have heard many pros and cons about discipline policies. My question: Does your company include a discipline policy (progressive and/or
other) in the employee handbook. I have heard it is better to just include a statement in the handbook to the effect that is policies are not followed discipline up to and including termination may
occur. What are your feelings??
thanks
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Re: Discipline policy in employee handbook
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:57 PM
Amanda Davis
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Reply to Sender

We do have a policy in the handbook. It's brief. Talks about the fact that we are an at-will employer and what that means, offenses (generally, not exhaustive) that are immediate grounds for
TM, the steps that may be used in the progressive disciplinary process, and the fact that we can accelerate that at our discretion.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 12:42

This is pretty much what ours says as well. My boss likes to handle things case-by-case and doesn't want to be held to an outlined progressive disciplinary process.
-----------------------------Amanda Davis
HRish Dept of 1
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discipline policy in employee handbook
_
We do have a policy in the handbook. It's brief. Talks about the fact that we are an at-will employer and what that means, offenses (generally, not exhaustive) that are immediate grounds for TM, the
steps that may be used in the the progressive disciplinary process, and the fact that we can accelerate that at our discretion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discipline policy in employee handbook
_
I am a DOO and updating the employee handbook. I have heard many pros and cons about discipline policies. My question: Does your company include a discipline policy (progressive and/or
other) in the employee handbook. I have heard it is better to just include a statement in the handbook to the effect that is policies are not followed discipline up to and including termination may
occur. What are your feelings??
thanks
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Re: Discipline policy in employee handbook
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous
_
^^ Samesies.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:56
From: Amanda Davis
Subject: Discipline policy in employee handbook

We do have a policy in the handbook. It's brief. Talks about the fact that we are an at-will employer and what that means, offenses (generally, not exhaustive) that are immediate grounds for
TM, the steps that may be used in the progressive disciplinary process, and the fact that we can accelerate that at our discretion.
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 12:42

This is pretty much what ours says as well. My boss likes to handle things case-by-case and doesn't want to be held to an outlined progressive disciplinary process.
-----------------------------Amanda Davis
HRish Dept of 1
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Tickets at Work Program
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:11 PM
Anonymous

_
Has anyone signed up with the Tickets at Work Program? I just received a call from one of their representatives and was just wondering if it was worth it or there was a catch to it.
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TIA
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Re: Tickets at Work Program
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:18 PM
Anonymous

_
Our corporate headquarters signed up but our employees did not get the benefit as most of the tickets were out of our area. The employees just aren't regularly traveling to theme parks and the
sporting events and theater tickets were not in our city--we are a major city too. I would check on the availability of actually being able to use the benefit.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Tickets at Work Program
_
Has anyone signed up with the Tickets at Work Program? I just received a call from one of their representatives and was just wondering if it was worth it or there was a catch to it.
TIA
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Re: Tickets at Work Program
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:23 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
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Reply to Sender

We did and for us it works wonderfully, we are close enough to 2 major cities (Philly and NY) so that there are enough great incentives for them.
Also they offer discounted vouchers for a lot of restaurants and they are not limited to big cities.
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Tickets at Work Program
_
Has anyone signed up with the Tickets at Work Program? I just received a call from one of their representatives and was just wondering if it was worth it or there was a catch to it.
TIA
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Re: Tickets at Work Program
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:01 PM
Anonymous

_
We use them and have had good experience. They don't have a ton of local discounts but they do have great discounts to Orlando theme parks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-19-2018 12:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Tickets at Work Program
_
Has anyone signed up with the Tickets at Work Program? I just received a call from one of their representatives and was just wondering if it was worth it or there was a catch to it.
TIA
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Re: Tickets at Work Program
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:58 PM
Monica Kennedy
My previous employer provided it, but I never saw a significant savings. Most of the benefits seem focused on Orlando, LA/Hollywood, Vegas, and NY. If you are outside those major metropolitan
areas, employees won't get much benefit from the offers.
Another thing I didn't like about them was the tickets had to be picked up in person. I looked up Walt Disney World once, and the pickup location was inconvenient to the parks. If you flew into
MCO and used the Magical Express and other Disney transportation options to get around, you could not easily get to the ticket place without a taxi or Uber. I think it was even farther if you were
staying on Universal Studios properties.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Tickets at Work Program
_
Has anyone signed up with the Tickets at Work Program? I just received a call from one of their representatives and was just wondering if it was worth it or there was a catch to it.
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Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:09 PM
Anonymous

_
Are we allowed to cover an employee working for our US based organization who is a Canadian citizen?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:11 PM
Anonymous

_
Is the employee working and living in the US on a visa?
Or is the employee a Canadian employee working and living in Canada?
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:08
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
Are we allowed to cover an employee working for our US based organization who is a Canadian citizen?

top
301.

previous next
Re: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:13 PM
Anonymous

_
Interesting question.
Where does the person physically work? Here or in Canada? If in Canada, then no FMLA.
Do the employer, employee and situation meet the requirements?
reedgroup.com/2017/01/03/...
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
Are we allowed to cover an employee working for our US based organization who is a Canadian citizen?
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top
302.

previous next
Re: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:15 PM
Anonymous

_
If the employee is working in the US, you offer FMLA, assuming the employee meets all other eligibility requirements.
If the employee is living/working in Canada, he is not eligible for FMLA but could be eligible for Canadian leaves. We would offer FMLA like leave to this employee if he was not eligible for a
Canadian leave.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
Are we allowed to cover an employee working for our US based organization who is a Canadian citizen?

top
303.

previous next
Re: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:15 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't think you can (or should) call a leave FMLA if it's not covered. Instead, handle it as a personal or non-FMLA medical (or other) leave. What would you do if a US employee wasn't eligible
for FML but needed the time off?
How is the Canadian company/branch integrated with your main office?
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Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
Are we allowed to cover an employee working for our US based organization who is a Canadian citizen?

top
304.

previous next
Re: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:16 PM
Erlyn Hernandez

They are a Canadian citizen, living and working in Canada.
-----------------------------Erlyn Hernandez
Infectious Diseases Society of America
Arlington VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
Is the employee working and living in the US on a visa?
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Reply to Sender

Or is the employee a Canadian employee working and living in Canada?
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
Are we allowed to cover an employee working for our US based organization who is a Canadian citizen?

top
305.

previous next
Re: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 12:20 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
If the employees is not working in the US, then you can't call the leave FMLA.
Your company might have a similar global leave program that you could offer to this individual, but not sure if you have something like this.
Canada also offers a lot of very nice leaves for their employees take mimic FMLA. I would first check what he is legally entitled and then what your company offers.
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
I don't think you can (or should) call a leave FMLA if it's not covered. Instead, handle it as a personal or non-FMLA medical (or other) leave. What would you do if a US employee wasn't eligible
for FML but needed the time off?
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How is the Canadian company/branch integrated with your main office?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
Are we allowed to cover an employee working for our US based organization who is a Canadian citizen?

top

previous next

306.

Re: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous

_

They are a Canadian citizen, living and working in Canada.
Erlyn Hernandez, 04-19-2018 12:15

Then no. FMLA would not apply. But Canadian leave laws would likely apply.
You can certainly grant a leave that is in line FMLA, but it would not be FMLA. You will need to meet the Canadian standard as well.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:08
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
Are we allowed to cover an employee working for our US based organization who is a Canadian citizen?

top
307.

previous next
Re: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Hours worked off US soil don't count towards FMLA.
And if you offer a similar leave, don't call it FMLA and don't "protect" benefits unless there is a leave that requires it. Look to Canadian leaves as well as plan documents when it comes to benefit
protection.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
Are we allowed to cover an employee working for our US based organization who is a Canadian citizen?

top
308.

previous next
Re: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 12:48 PM
Anonymous
_
Is he working in Canada? If not YES!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Canadian employee is making an FMLA request
_
Are we allowed to cover an employee working for our US based organization who is a Canadian citizen?

top
309.

previous next
Re: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:19 PM
Anonymous

_
Use the last day he actually worked, which would be the day you walked him out.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
_
We have an employee who gave his two week notice and resigned as he accepted an offer with a competitor. Since he will be working with a competitor we asked him to stop working as of that day
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and decided to pay for his two weeks. His benefits will all end by the end of his month but I am not sure what date to use as his last day with us ? Is it the day he stopped working or the day till he is
paid ? Is there an issue if he starts working for a new employer during this notice period ?

top
310.

previous next
Re: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous

_
At our organization, we enter can enter in up to two dates. We have last day worked and last day on payroll. Today would be the last day worked and the resignation date would be paid through date.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
_
Use the last day he actually worked, which would be the day you walked him out.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
_
We have an employee who gave his two week notice and resigned as he accepted an offer with a competitor. Since he will be working with a competitor we asked him to stop working as of that day
and decided to pay for his two weeks. His benefits will all end by the end of his month but I am not sure what date to use as his last day with us ? Is it the day he stopped working or the day till he is
paid ? Is there an issue if he starts working for a new employer during this notice period ?

top
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previous next

311.

Re: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:23 PM
Anonymous

_
I would use his physical last day with you as his "last day worked", and have payroll processed to include all hours worked through this "last day" as well as a check for two weeks pay as "resignation
notice pay through ______". This way, he can't say you've turned the resignation into a termination by not paying out those two weeks.
I would not maintain him on payroll for 2 additional weeks since he is not physcially working for you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
_
We have an employee who gave his two week notice and resigned as he accepted an offer with a competitor. Since he will be working with a competitor we asked him to stop working as of that day
and decided to pay for his two weeks. His benefits will all end by the end of his month but I am not sure what date to use as his last day with us ? Is it the day he stopped working or the day till he is
paid ? Is there an issue if he starts working for a new employer during this notice period ?

top
312.

previous next
Re: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:31 AM
Anonymous

_
In your case, his term date is his last day worked. It's not uncommon in these situations to pay them their notice (salespeople, etc). There will be no issues. Just document the situation.
Just curious, did he sign a non-compete agreement?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
_
We have an employee who gave his two week notice and resigned as he accepted an offer with a competitor. Since he will be working with a competitor we asked him to stop working as of that day
and decided to pay for his two weeks. His benefits will all end by the end of his month but I am not sure what date to use as his last day with us ? Is it the day he stopped working or the day till he is
paid ? Is there an issue if he starts working for a new employer during this notice period ?

top
313.

previous next
Re: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 11:01 AM
Monica Kennedy
We use the last day they physically worked. With shift workers, they give 2 weeks notice to end on a Friday, but their shift hasn't worked since Wednesday, so we'd use Wednesday as the term date.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resigned but not working_what is the last day
_
We have an employee who gave his two week notice and resigned as he accepted an offer with a competitor. Since he will be working with a competitor we asked him to stop working as of that day
and decided to pay for his two weeks. His benefits will all end by the end of his month but I am not sure what date to use as his last day with us ? Is it the day he stopped working or the day till he is
paid ? Is there an issue if he starts working for a new employer during this notice period ?
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top
314.

previous next
Re: Supervisor Handbook
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:31 PM
Anonymous

_
I had an intranet page just for managers on our HRIS. We had a similar manager's guide to anon #2 posted there, which gave a very general overview of how hiring, discipline, reviews, terminations,
etc work. The site also included all sorts of tutorials, calendars, guides... if one manager asked me for a resource, I would post it there because chances are someone else has/had the same question.
After a new manager was hired or promoted, I would send them an email that pointed out how to access the managers page and video tutorials on how to process time off transactions and approve
time cards. Then I would meet with them a week later for managers training. They were expected to have reviewed the guide and come prepared with questions. â€‹
Often times, even if they weren't
prepared, it wound up being a great conversation.
We also had additional manager training sessions before our annual review process began each year, and bi-annually we conducted a 3-part supervisors training that was a lot more in-depth.
I think the Supervisors handbook is a good starting point but training is also necessary.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Supervisor Handbook
_
We did a managers guide regarding HR. It covers the entire employee timeline - hire to term, interview questions, processes, terminations, WC, FMLA, requisitions, safety, petty cash and other
internal matters.
Make sure you do a training when you hand out the books and you reiterate. Don't just hand out the books and expect results.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:43
From: KATHERINE GERLOFF
Subject: Supervisor Handbook
â€‹â€‹
Good morning! It is clear that we are not properly training our supervisors. Not on the job duties per se, but on their responsibility to represent the company and limit our liability. One of the
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suggestions is to create a "Supervisors Handbook" to use in conjunction with our employment handbook. Does anyone here do this?
I would love to hear suggestions on what to include. The types of topics I am considering are: What NOT to ask in an interview. A supervisor's duty to initiate the FMLA or ADA process if they see
an issue that warrants that. Responsibility to report potentially dangerous situations or serious violations of company policy.
We are a manufacturing facility in Virginia. Thank you in advance for any suggestions or advice.

-----------------------------KATHERINE GERLOFF SHRM-CP
------------------------------

top

previous next

315.

Re: Supervisor Handbook
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 9:00 PM
Darrel Keesee
â€‹
I agree with the others regarding the Supervisor's Handbook. While with a large medical center (4500+) we put together a training manual for supervisors and managers.

1. Core Values
2. Organizational Policies,
3. Exempt/Non-Exempt personnel dos and don'ts
a. interview question dos and don'ts,
b. personnel forms, (raises [payroll, finance reporting], disciplinary actions [tardiness, performance, probation, improvement actions], grade changes, status from non-exempt to exempt,
referral [ADA, EAP, FMLA, Community Resources]
c. guidance on use of forms, [Examples of conduct, to what extent disciplinary actions can be used before referral, bench marks for performance to allow raises and stepped increments,
process for transfers, termination procedures, etc]
d. contact numbers, HR (position acquisition, salary investigation, grade per qualifications, EE) Training (Medical, Administrative and Computer Database were separate), Labor Relations
(Center has staff Labor Relations attorney, Staff Recruiting, HIPAA, Finance, Compliance, etc.).
e. Training also part of the program. As most supervisors or managers were exempt, there was a mandatory two day on-boarding that included many of the aforementioned items.
f. Intranet link was also provided with the same information with all forms in PDF for downloading and printing.
It was a positive experience as surveys indicated calls were seldom received. Most of the time it was because the binder was misplaced or they were calling to be reminded of the Intranet
link to access the information.
Go For It! Very best of success!
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-----------------------------Darrel Keesee M Ed C/HR, BSBA/M
President/VP Human Resources
ACS Group Inc.
Mesa AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:43
From: KATHERINE GERLOFF
Subject: Supervisor Handbook
â€‹â€‹
Good morning! It is clear that we are not properly training our supervisors. Not on the job duties per se, but on their responsibility to represent the company and limit our liability. One of the
suggestions is to create a "Supervisors Handbook" to use in conjunction with our employment handbook. Does anyone here do this?
I would love to hear suggestions on what to include. The types of topics I am considering are: What NOT to ask in an interview. A supervisor's duty to initiate the FMLA or ADA process if they see
an issue that warrants that. Responsibility to report potentially dangerous situations or serious violations of company policy.
We are a manufacturing facility in Virginia. Thank you in advance for any suggestions or advice.

-----------------------------KATHERINE GERLOFF SHRM-CP
------------------------------

top
316.

previous next
Re: Supervisor Handbook
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 9:16 AM
Mary Dillman
Excellent points made, especially about the need for providing supervisors/managers some type of training in addition to the handbook. Another consideration - how, and how often does HR interact
with the management team to informally discuss business or operational goals and challenges and provide spot coaching? Regular, informal conversations with managers may provide "just in time"
opportunities to advise and guide managers on these key processes.
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-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:43
From: KATHERINE GERLOFF
Subject: Supervisor Handbook
â€‹â€‹
Good morning! It is clear that we are not properly training our supervisors. Not on the job duties per se, but on their responsibility to represent the company and limit our liability. One of the
suggestions is to create a "Supervisors Handbook" to use in conjunction with our employment handbook. Does anyone here do this?
I would love to hear suggestions on what to include. The types of topics I am considering are: What NOT to ask in an interview. A supervisor's duty to initiate the FMLA or ADA process if they see
an issue that warrants that. Responsibility to report potentially dangerous situations or serious violations of company policy.
We are a manufacturing facility in Virginia. Thank you in advance for any suggestions or advice.

-----------------------------KATHERINE GERLOFF SHRM-CP
------------------------------

top
317.

previous next
Re: Looking for a good FREE Workplace Violence Prevention Video
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:08 PM
Leslea Bjornsen

I would contact your EAP provider as well.
-----------------------------Leslea Bjornsen SHRM-CP
Tempe
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Looking for a good FREE Workplace Violence Prevention Video
_
Looking for suggestions for a FREE Workplace Violence Prevention video to share with our Managers. Thanks!

top
318.

previous next
Re: Looking for a good FREE Workplace Violence Prevention Video
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:09 PM
Amanda Davis

Our insurance provider offers many online courses/videos. Check with yours and see if they offer anything that will work for you!
-----------------------------Amanda Davis
HRish
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Looking for a good FREE Workplace Violence Prevention Video
_
Looking for suggestions for a FREE Workplace Violence Prevention video to share with our Managers. Thanks!
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Reply to Sender

top
319.

previous next
Re: Celebrate the Little Moments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:27 PM
Anonymous

_
The first time filling out short term disability claim docs & successfully getting the claim filed for an injured employee. Was a great feeling to know I had helped someone who simply needed to
focus on getting well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:58
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
Filled out the health insurance application for the company I work for.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma

top
320.

previous next
Re: Celebrate the Little Moments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:38 PM
Anonymous

_
Today I am taking my first stab at IT Recruiting...Wish me luck!
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:34
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
Today I did my first I-9 re-verification.
Anyone else remember something they did for the first time when they were new to their HR career?
#CelebrateTheLittleâ€‹
Moments

-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------

top
321.

previous next
Re: Celebrate the Little Moments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:52 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
This is something I am very proud of, but can't talk about. FBI came in looking for an employee who was corresponding with who he thought was a 15 year old girl on line. Thankfully it was not.
He only worked part time for us, but I offered a solution on how I could get him to a specific location. Three FBI agents sat with me while I was on the phone with the employee, chatted with him
and got his location and they were able to make the arrest. Thankfully he never knew I was in on it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:34
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
Today I did my first I-9 re-verification.
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Anyone else remember something they did for the first time when they were new to their HR career?
#CelebrateTheLittleâ€‹
Moments

-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------

top
322.

previous next
Re: Celebrate the Little Moments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:42 PM
Kristin Saba

The first time I interviewed candidates for a technician position. I thought it was exciting to finally be on the OTHER side of the table.
-----------------------------Kristin Saba
Human Resources Administrator
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:34
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
Today I did my first I-9 re-verification.
Anyone else remember something they did for the first time when they were new to their HR career?
#CelebrateTheLittleâ€‹
Moments

-----------------------------Tiffany
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------

top
323.

previous next
Re: Celebrate the Little Moments
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 2:09 PM
Tiffany Perdue
Oh yes, I remember the first time I interviewed, too. It was more nerve wracking than I was expecting!
-----------------------------Tiffany
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:41
From: Kristin Saba
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
The first time I interviewed candidates for a technician position. I thought it was exciting to finally be on the OTHER side of the table.
-----------------------------Kristin Saba
Human Resources Administrator

top
324.

previous next
Re: Celebrate the Little Moments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:12 PM
Kristin Saba
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Reply to Sender

LOL! I know. I would almost over prepare for them.
Now, I feel more comfortable where it actually feels more like a conversation and I can get to know the applicant better.
-----------------------------Kristin Saba
Human Resources Administrator
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:08
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
Oh yes, I remember the first time I interviewed, too. It was more nerve wracking than I was expecting!
-----------------------------Tiffany

top
325.

previous next
Re: Celebrate the Little Moments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:15 PM
Anonymous

_
First time a candidate cried when I extended a job offer. :-)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-19-2018 11:34
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
Today I did my first I-9 re-verification.
Anyone else remember something they did for the first time when they were new to their HR career?
#CelebrateTheLittleâ€‹
Moments

-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------

top
326.

previous next
Re: Celebrate the Little Moments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:18 PM
Anonymous

_
The first time I did a phone interview for my new company. I think I was more nervous than they were. I am way more comfortable than I was then.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
_
First time a candidate cried when I extended a job offer. :-)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:34
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
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Today I did my first I-9 re-verification.
Anyone else remember something they did for the first time when they were new to their HR career?
#CelebrateTheLittleâ€‹
Moments

-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------

top
327.

previous next
Re: Celebrate the Little Moments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:21 PM
Kristin Saba

Or how about the first time you had to fire someone...
Mine was right of the scene of a movie.
She cried.
I sat there in an awkward silence..handed her tissues.
It was terrible.
-----------------------------Kristin Saba
Human Resources Administrator
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
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Reply to Sender

_
The first time I did a phone interview for my new company. I think I was more nervous than they were. I am way more comfortable than I was then.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
_
First time a candidate cried when I extended a job offer. :-)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:34
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
Today I did my first I-9 re-verification.
Anyone else remember something they did for the first time when they were new to their HR career?
#CelebrateTheLittleâ€‹
Moments

-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------

top
328.

previous next
Re: Celebrate the Little Moments
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Putting together my first succession plan and then putting together a successful 3 month rapid development plan to fill a skills gap when the succession plan quickly had to come to life and the
successor wasn't quite ready. They were more than ready after development plan :)
Back when I was a retail manager, I worked at a store that required you to pass interviews as part of a promotion. When I interviewed I was the best interviewee the HR manager had seen at that
time and she would ask me to interview coach individuals who were up for promotions that didn't interview well. I actually worked with a friend of mine for 6 months (an hour a week) to prepare
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for an interview promotion- she actually got promoted 2 levels up from her current position :) She was so deserving, such a top performer, and just couldn't get passed the interview phase. Best part
of my career so far, and that was just at the beginning!
Great post! I needed that look back on happy times today.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:34
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Celebrate the Little Moments
Today I did my first I-9 re-verification.
Anyone else remember something they did for the first time when they were new to their HR career?
#CelebrateTheLittleâ€‹
Moments

-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------

top
329.

previous next
Re: Employee Passed Out?
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:03 PM
Anonymous

_
You said he was "he was passed out for a little while." To me, that means he wasn't asleep but actually passed out, which means I would have called 911. My rule is, if your brain stops working (i.e
you loose consciousness), we're calling 911 no matter how much you protest.

1) put together a safety committee so you're ready for any emergency (fire, violence on the job, injury, etc.)
2) address what he calls sleeping on the job (odd that he thinks sleeping on the job is OK!)
3) if it happens again, call 911 and require a medical release to return to work
4) if he admits a medical or substance abuse issue, be ready to do your ADA interactive process
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Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Passed Out?
_
Hi, I'm hoping someone can point me in the right direction as I'm new to this (I am a DOO). Yesterday, one of our older employees had a cough attack and then went quiet suddenly. Another
employee that sits behind him called out for him to get an answer and when he didn't answer the 3rd time he went over to check on him. And he was passed out for a little while. The employee in
question, then "woke up" and said that he fell asleep, which seems to happen quite often. We were all concerned but he said not to call 911. I called his emergency contact and asked them to possibly
pick him up because we were concerned. They called the employee and he told them he was fine and that he fell asleep. The emergency contact came anyway at the end of the shift and followed the
employee home.
Now a day later, the President and I feel we should have some sort of plan in place if this happens again in the future. At our next company meeting, he wants me to remind everyone where the
defibrillator is and that we should all be proactive and call 911. Would this be okay? How would you go about this?

top
330.

previous next
Re: Employee Passed Out?
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:14 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
It sounds a lot more like this employee simply fell asleep. He woke up caughing and went back to sleep again. You got good feedback based on your description that e "passed out". But I think
you should replace "passed out" with "fell asleep" and think about how differnt the responses would have been. He said that is what happened, so why not take his word for it?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Passed Out?
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_
Hi, I'm hoping someone can point me in the right direction as I'm new to this (I am a DOO). Yesterday, one of our older employees had a cough attack and then went quiet suddenly. Another
employee that sits behind him called out for him to get an answer and when he didn't answer the 3rd time he went over to check on him. And he was passed out for a little while. The employee in
question, then "woke up" and said that he fell asleep, which seems to happen quite often. We were all concerned but he said not to call 911. I called his emergency contact and asked them to possibly
pick him up because we were concerned. They called the employee and he told them he was fine and that he fell asleep. The emergency contact came anyway at the end of the shift and followed the
employee home.
Now a day later, the President and I feel we should have some sort of plan in place if this happens again in the future. At our next company meeting, he wants me to remind everyone where the
defibrillator is and that we should all be proactive and call 911. Would this be okay? How would you go about this?

top
331.

previous next
Re: Employee Passed Out?
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:48 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with calling 911 and the emergency contact. He probably passed out from the coughing. It can happen.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Passed Out?
_
Hi, I'm hoping someone can point me in the right direction as I'm new to this (I am a DOO). Yesterday, one of our older employees had a cough attack and then went quiet suddenly. Another
employee that sits behind him called out for him to get an answer and when he didn't answer the 3rd time he went over to check on him. And he was passed out for a little while. The employee in
question, then "woke up" and said that he fell asleep, which seems to happen quite often. We were all concerned but he said not to call 911. I called his emergency contact and asked them to possibly
pick him up because we were concerned. They called the employee and he told them he was fine and that he fell asleep. The emergency contact came anyway at the end of the shift and followed the
employee home.
Now a day later, the President and I feel we should have some sort of plan in place if this happens again in the future. At our next company meeting, he wants me to remind everyone where the
defibrillator is and that we should all be proactive and call 911. Would this be okay? How would you go about this?
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top
332.

previous next
Re: Employee Passed Out?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:38 AM
Anonymous

_
Is the employee a smoker? The reason I'm asking is, I know 2 people who have coughing fits that are so bad that they can't catch their breath and they've passed out from it. It's embarrassing for both
of them when it happens (it's frightening to watch). Just throwing that out there.
Red Cross can provide training, but it's not free. It is a good idea to have someone CPR certified and I think it's great that you have a defib. It can make a life or death difference. Was anyone trained
on the defib?
Never hesitate to call 911. Better to be safe than sorry, and the employee can always refuse.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Passed Out?
_
I agree with calling 911 and the emergency contact. He probably passed out from the coughing. It can happen.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Passed Out?
_
Hi, I'm hoping someone can point me in the right direction as I'm new to this (I am a DOO). Yesterday, one of our older employees had a cough attack and then went quiet suddenly. Another
employee that sits behind him called out for him to get an answer and when he didn't answer the 3rd time he went over to check on him. And he was passed out for a little while. The employee in
question, then "woke up" and said that he fell asleep, which seems to happen quite often. We were all concerned but he said not to call 911. I called his emergency contact and asked them to possibly
pick him up because we were concerned. They called the employee and he told them he was fine and that he fell asleep. The emergency contact came anyway at the end of the shift and followed the
employee home.
Now a day later, the President and I feel we should have some sort of plan in place if this happens again in the future. At our next company meeting, he wants me to remind everyone where the
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defibrillator is and that we should all be proactive and call 911. Would this be okay? How would you go about this?

top
333.

previous next
Re: Employee Passed Out?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:45 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I would ENSURE that if there is a discussion about this, it is a GENERAL discussion. The employee's name or what actually happened to him should never be discussed specifically in this meeting.
Also, does your allow employees to sleep on the job?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Passed Out?
_
Hi, I'm hoping someone can point me in the right direction as I'm new to this (I am a DOO). Yesterday, one of our older employees had a cough attack and then went quiet suddenly. Another
employee that sits behind him called out for him to get an answer and when he didn't answer the 3rd time he went over to check on him. And he was passed out for a little while. The employee in
question, then "woke up" and said that he fell asleep, which seems to happen quite often. We were all concerned but he said not to call 911. I called his emergency contact and asked them to possibly
pick him up because we were concerned. They called the employee and he told them he was fine and that he fell asleep. The emergency contact came anyway at the end of the shift and followed the
employee home.
Now a day later, the President and I feel we should have some sort of plan in place if this happens again in the future. At our next company meeting, he wants me to remind everyone where the
defibrillator is and that we should all be proactive and call 911. Would this be okay? How would you go about this?

top
334.

previous next
Re: Employee Passed Out?
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 9:56 AM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
When in doubt call 911, they can always refuse the medical attention. If the EE is coughing enough to pass out or somehow fall asleep right after there is possibly something more wrong here. You
could explain to the employee that their safety and well being is a priority and that is why you have to call 911. God forbid when he suddenly passed out/fell asleep he hit his head on something or
fell out his chair and hurt himself. Not calling 911 also leaves the company open to a possible lawsuit.
Someone mentioned the post about the Employee with Epilepsy, I would recommend reading those responses.
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Passed Out?
_
This is a little more complicated because no one technically saw him pass out, and if he falls asleep on the job often, then who knows. He may have actually been asleep. However, my gut says
when in doubt, call 911. EMS can't force treatment on someone conscious and responsive. If you are unsure, just call 911 and he can refuse care.
Secondly, you need to deal with the sleeping on the job issue asap. That's a production, safety, and morale issue. Whether he has a medical reason for it or not, you have to have a conversation and
work through the ADA interactive process here.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Passed Out?
_
Hi, I'm hoping someone can point me in the right direction as I'm new to this (I am a DOO). Yesterday, one of our older employees had a cough attack and then went quiet suddenly. Another
employee that sits behind him called out for him to get an answer and when he didn't answer the 3rd time he went over to check on him. And he was passed out for a little while. The employee in
question, then "woke up" and said that he fell asleep, which seems to happen quite often. We were all concerned but he said not to call 911. I called his emergency contact and asked them to possibly
pick him up because we were concerned. They called the employee and he told them he was fine and that he fell asleep. The emergency contact came anyway at the end of the shift and followed the
employee home.
Now a day later, the President and I feel we should have some sort of plan in place if this happens again in the future. At our next company meeting, he wants me to remind everyone where the
defibrillator is and that we should all be proactive and call 911. Would this be okay? How would you go about this?
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top
335.

previous next
Re: TV Monitor in Break Room
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:40 AM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't have work related material on a TV in the breakroom. It's great that you have one, and since it's in the break room, let them watch non-work related shows during their "break".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: TV Monitor in Break Room
_
â€‹
We have a TV monitor in our breakrooms. We alternate between streaming information about employees that we have recorded, information about company, and safety tips supplied by the state
DOL. We need new content. Do you know if there is any content we can stream that is no charge to the company. Or do you have any suggestions. Employees are tired of what's been running for
several months.

top
336.

previous next
Re: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:43 PM
Ja'Net Christmas

I have read that you can still ask for salary expectations/requirements.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
_
Good morning,
So I understand the salary history bans that are taking place. However, I can't find anything about salary requirements. Does anyone know if it is still lawful to ask salary requirements?

top
337.

previous next
Re: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:50 PM
Anonymous

_
As with others, you cannot ask for a salary history but you can say, "what is your salary range."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
_
Good morning,
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So I understand the salary history bans that are taking place. However, I can't find anything about salary requirements. Does anyone know if it is still lawful to ask salary requirements?

top
338.

previous next
Re: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:42 AM
Anonymous

_
You can ask salary requirements, but the salary history is only banned (for now) in some cities and states.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
_
As with others, you cannot ask for a salary history but you can say, "what is your salary range."
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
_
Good morning,
So I understand the salary history bans that are taking place. However, I can't find anything about salary requirements. Does anyone know if it is still lawful to ask salary requirements?

top
339.

previous next
Re: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
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Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:46 AM
Anonymous
_
The purpose of the salary history ban in certain states is to combat pay disparity within protected classes. If companies base their offer on someone's past salary, a woman (or other minority) who's
historically been underpaid compared to her male (or non-minority) counterparts will continue to be underpaid. The risk of perpetuating pay disparity is lower when you ask someone what they're
looking to be paid. Therefore, there's no issue asking someone for their requirements.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
_
Good morning,
So I understand the salary history bans that are taking place. However, I can't find anything about salary requirements. Does anyone know if it is still lawful to ask salary requirements?

top
340.

previous next
Re: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:09 AM
Anonymous

_
Asking for salary expectations is absolutely okay.
I'm not in a restricted state but I never saw the point of asking salary history anyway. Its about what the candidate is looking for, maybe they were underpaid, maybe they want to take a pay cut as
they like the job, maybe the benefits are better/worse, maybe they know their company overpaid them for their role.
And most of the time when I ask salary expectations, I do end up getting salary history and justification if they expect more or are flexible for less.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
_
The purpose of the salary history ban in certain states is to combat pay disparity within protected classes. If companies base their offer on someone's past salary, a woman (or other minority) who's
historically been underpaid compared to her male (or non-minority) counterparts will continue to be underpaid. The risk of perpetuating pay disparity is lower when you ask someone what they're
looking to be paid. Therefore, there's no issue asking someone for their requirements.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary History Ban vs Salary Requirement
_
Good morning,
So I understand the salary history bans that are taking place. However, I can't find anything about salary requirements. Does anyone know if it is still lawful to ask salary requirements?

top

previous next

341.

Re: Hiring Non-English Speakers
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:11 PM
Anonymous

_
Exactly! We hired little to no English speaking staff and have no issues at all. The fully understand their job and are able to seek help from their co-workers and managers.
demo videos for visual learning but are also in English and Spanish.
We did bring in a translator for benefits open enrollment. We also have some important documents translated into 3 languages.
Unless speaking/reading and understanding ONLY English is a BFOQ, you need to figure out a way to accommodate these individuals.
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We created a lot of

Anonymous, 04-19-2018 11:53

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hiring Non-English Speakers
_
Unless speaking/reading and understanding ONLY English is a BFOQ, you need to figure out a way to accommodate these individuals.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hiring Non-English Speakers
_
Good Morning!
I'm wondering what your policies around hiring individuals who speak very little to no English look like. We do not have an individual on our leadership team that could serve as an effective Spanish
speaking translator, however our Executive Chef is interested in bringing several people on board that do not speak enough English (if any) to be able to complete new employee paperwork and
orientation without the help of a translator. I have been asked to coordinate with our new employee's cousin to schedule orientation where he will serve as her translator. I'm uncomfortable with this
hire for a couple of reasons, first, I want to be able to ensure that our employees have the ability to ask for what they need to do their jobs well, that includes the ability to report inappropriate
behavior, safety concerns, ask questions about workplace policies, and have the ability to participate effectively in our training sessions, etc. Second, I'm a little uncomfortable giving an inside
orientation to an individual who won't even be joining our team.
My thoughts right now would be to have someone else on our team participate in the orientation as the translator (if they are comfortable doing that). We have at least one individual who does speak
enough English to communicate fairly well. We have the ability to hire a professional translator for the orientation, but the cost is significant. And that solves the orientation issue, but not the
ongoing concern that these individuals will be able to effectively work with the rest of the team, including the leadership staff who do not speak Spanish, and be able to communicate their
needs/concerns.
How would you approach this situation?
Thanks for your help!

top
342.

previous next
Re: Hiring Non-English Speakers
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:37 PM
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Reply to Sender

Susana Guzman-Agle
While I completely believe in accommodations, it makes not sense when they are way to cumbersome
For certain positions, I agree that speaking the language is not required, but even in those cases it can be a challenge. We had 2 vietnamese guys doing relabeling and packaging so lack of English
was ok. Visually we showed them how to do it and they did the job. Then we noticed that from time to time they placed the labels upside down. They had no idea how to read English and they
thought it was correct. We did a visual sample of how the right label was to be placed on the box and that helped, until... they had a big issue among themselves. We could not understand anything
other than they were upset. We tried to put physical distance between them but it made no sense for our production flow. Finally we found a translator which was no good to solve the issue. One
day the quarrel came to fists and box cutters that sent one of them to the hospital. We called 911 but it was extremely frustrating to try to assist the injured one when you don't speak their language.
We were never able to determine who started it since none of them wanted to speak, so we let both of them go and hired English speakers. Problem solved.
Having a translator in-house just in case there was an issue was going to be more costly than both guys salaries.

-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hiring Non-English Speakers
_
Good Morning!
I'm wondering what your policies around hiring individuals who speak very little to no English look like. We do not have an individual on our leadership team that could serve as an effective Spanish
speaking translator, however our Executive Chef is interested in bringing several people on board that do not speak enough English (if any) to be able to complete new employee paperwork and
orientation without the help of a translator. I have been asked to coordinate with our new employee's cousin to schedule orientation where he will serve as her translator. I'm uncomfortable with this
hire for a couple of reasons, first, I want to be able to ensure that our employees have the ability to ask for what they need to do their jobs well, that includes the ability to report inappropriate
behavior, safety concerns, ask questions about workplace policies, and have the ability to participate effectively in our training sessions, etc. Second, I'm a little uncomfortable giving an inside
orientation to an individual who won't even be joining our team.
My thoughts right now would be to have someone else on our team participate in the orientation as the translator (if they are comfortable doing that). We have at least one individual who does speak
enough English to communicate fairly well. We have the ability to hire a professional translator for the orientation, but the cost is significant. And that solves the orientation issue, but not the
ongoing concern that these individuals will be able to effectively work with the rest of the team, including the leadership staff who do not speak Spanish, and be able to communicate their
needs/concerns.
How would you approach this situation?
Thanks for your help!
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top
343.

previous next
Re: Hiring Non-English Speakers
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:58 PM
Anonymous

_
If you have a 'translator' on staff that can assist, then that's really all that is needed. I've hired several non-english speakers and had to use their co-workers or other staff to translate (construction
industry) and here, there are quite a few non-english speakers so I have to rely on translators (coworkers and managers depending on the language). Confidential issues don't come up often but when
they do, I find someone and ask them through translator software if they're ok discussing through John Doe then proceed with the conversation.
If you have no one to rely on though, don't do it.
Otherwise, you may be surprised at how quickly you can pick up their language if you try.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hiring Non-English Speakers
_
Good Morning!
I'm wondering what your policies around hiring individuals who speak very little to no English look like. We do not have an individual on our leadership team that could serve as an effective Spanish
speaking translator, however our Executive Chef is interested in bringing several people on board that do not speak enough English (if any) to be able to complete new employee paperwork and
orientation without the help of a translator. I have been asked to coordinate with our new employee's cousin to schedule orientation where he will serve as her translator. I'm uncomfortable with this
hire for a couple of reasons, first, I want to be able to ensure that our employees have the ability to ask for what they need to do their jobs well, that includes the ability to report inappropriate
behavior, safety concerns, ask questions about workplace policies, and have the ability to participate effectively in our training sessions, etc. Second, I'm a little uncomfortable giving an inside
orientation to an individual who won't even be joining our team.
My thoughts right now would be to have someone else on our team participate in the orientation as the translator (if they are comfortable doing that). We have at least one individual who does speak
enough English to communicate fairly well. We have the ability to hire a professional translator for the orientation, but the cost is significant. And that solves the orientation issue, but not the
ongoing concern that these individuals will be able to effectively work with the rest of the team, including the leadership staff who do not speak Spanish, and be able to communicate their
needs/concerns.
How would you approach this situation?
Thanks for your help!
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top
344.

previous next
Re: Hiring Non-English Speakers
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
lol...good thing English speakers don't quarrel.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:36
From: Susana Guzman-Agle
Subject: Hiring Non-English Speakers
While I completely believe in accommodations, it makes not sense when they are way to cumbersome
For certain positions, I agree that speaking the language is not required, but even in those cases it can be a challenge. We had 2 vietnamese guys doing relabeling and packaging so lack of English
was ok. Visually we showed them how to do it and they did the job. Then we noticed that from time to time they placed the labels upside down. They had no idea how to read English and they
thought it was correct. We did a visual sample of how the right label was to be placed on the box and that helped, until... they had a big issue among themselves. We could not understand anything
other than they were upset. We tried to put physical distance between them but it made no sense for our production flow. Finally we found a translator which was no good to solve the issue. One
day the quarrel came to fists and box cutters that sent one of them to the hospital. We called 911 but it was extremely frustrating to try to assist the injured one when you don't speak their language.
We were never able to determine who started it since none of them wanted to speak, so we let both of them go and hired English speakers. Problem solved.
Having a translator in-house just in case there was an issue was going to be more costly than both guys salaries.

-----------------------------HR Yardley

top
345.

previous next
Re: Hiring Non-English Speakers
Reply to Group
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Apr 19, 2018 3:25 PM
Anonymous
_
I agree with Susana. Hiring a translator for a non-English speaking employee is not a reasonable accommodation for most employers (the translator could cost more than the person you're hiring).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:36
From: Susana Guzman-Agle
Subject: Hiring Non-English Speakers
While I completely believe in accommodations, it makes not sense when they are way to cumbersome
For certain positions, I agree that speaking the language is not required, but even in those cases it can be a challenge. We had 2 vietnamese guys doing relabeling and packaging so lack of English
was ok. Visually we showed them how to do it and they did the job. Then we noticed that from time to time they placed the labels upside down. They had no idea how to read English and they
thought it was correct. We did a visual sample of how the right label was to be placed on the box and that helped, until... they had a big issue among themselves. We could not understand anything
other than they were upset. We tried to put physical distance between them but it made no sense for our production flow. Finally we found a translator which was no good to solve the issue. One
day the quarrel came to fists and box cutters that sent one of them to the hospital. We called 911 but it was extremely frustrating to try to assist the injured one when you don't speak their language.
We were never able to determine who started it since none of them wanted to speak, so we let both of them go and hired English speakers. Problem solved.
Having a translator in-house just in case there was an issue was going to be more costly than both guys salaries.

-----------------------------HR Yardley

top
346.

previous next
Re: Hiring Non-English Speakers
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:37 PM
Anonymous

_
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I would be hesitant depending on the industry you are in. Let's say you are in manufacturing and there's a safety emergency on the production line. Someone is yelling in English to alert the others
and give directions. What happens to the one person that cannot understand? He/She could be in immediate danger because they did not understand what was being said or respond in a timely
manner.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hiring Non-English Speakers
_
Good Morning!
I'm wondering what your policies around hiring individuals who speak very little to no English look like. We do not have an individual on our leadership team that could serve as an effective Spanish
speaking translator, however our Executive Chef is interested in bringing several people on board that do not speak enough English (if any) to be able to complete new employee paperwork and
orientation without the help of a translator. I have been asked to coordinate with our new employee's cousin to schedule orientation where he will serve as her translator. I'm uncomfortable with this
hire for a couple of reasons, first, I want to be able to ensure that our employees have the ability to ask for what they need to do their jobs well, that includes the ability to report inappropriate
behavior, safety concerns, ask questions about workplace policies, and have the ability to participate effectively in our training sessions, etc. Second, I'm a little uncomfortable giving an inside
orientation to an individual who won't even be joining our team.
My thoughts right now would be to have someone else on our team participate in the orientation as the translator (if they are comfortable doing that). We have at least one individual who does speak
enough English to communicate fairly well. We have the ability to hire a professional translator for the orientation, but the cost is significant. And that solves the orientation issue, but not the
ongoing concern that these individuals will be able to effectively work with the rest of the team, including the leadership staff who do not speak Spanish, and be able to communicate their
needs/concerns.
How would you approach this situation?
Thanks for your help!

top
347.

previous next
Re: Hiring Non-English Speakers
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:38 PM
Anonymous

_
I think some people may be missing the point here - these people aren't employees - YET. They are considered applicants. What accommodations do you have in place so that these people can
complete your application process?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hiring Non-English Speakers
_
If you have a 'translator' on staff that can assist, then that's really all that is needed. I've hired several non-english speakers and had to use their co-workers or other staff to translate (construction
industry) and here, there are quite a few non-english speakers so I have to rely on translators (coworkers and managers depending on the language). Confidential issues don't come up often but when
they do, I find someone and ask them through translator software if they're ok discussing through John Doe then proceed with the conversation.
If you have no one to rely on though, don't do it.
Otherwise, you may be surprised at how quickly you can pick up their language if you try.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hiring Non-English Speakers
_
Good Morning!
I'm wondering what your policies around hiring individuals who speak very little to no English look like. We do not have an individual on our leadership team that could serve as an effective Spanish
speaking translator, however our Executive Chef is interested in bringing several people on board that do not speak enough English (if any) to be able to complete new employee paperwork and
orientation without the help of a translator. I have been asked to coordinate with our new employee's cousin to schedule orientation where he will serve as her translator. I'm uncomfortable with this
hire for a couple of reasons, first, I want to be able to ensure that our employees have the ability to ask for what they need to do their jobs well, that includes the ability to report inappropriate
behavior, safety concerns, ask questions about workplace policies, and have the ability to participate effectively in our training sessions, etc. Second, I'm a little uncomfortable giving an inside
orientation to an individual who won't even be joining our team.
My thoughts right now would be to have someone else on our team participate in the orientation as the translator (if they are comfortable doing that). We have at least one individual who does speak
enough English to communicate fairly well. We have the ability to hire a professional translator for the orientation, but the cost is significant. And that solves the orientation issue, but not the
ongoing concern that these individuals will be able to effectively work with the rest of the team, including the leadership staff who do not speak Spanish, and be able to communicate their
needs/concerns.
How would you approach this situation?
Thanks for your help!

top
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previous next
Re: Hiring Non-English Speakers
Reply to Group
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Apr 20, 2018 9:46 AM
Anonymous
_
It's not uncommon in the restaurant industry to have employees in the kitchen who speak little or no English. What I don't recommend, is that you use a new employee's cousin to translate. I would
find someone on my own. Someone knows someone who speaks Spanish and you can agree to a fee.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hiring Non-English Speakers
_
Good Morning!
I'm wondering what your policies around hiring individuals who speak very little to no English look like. We do not have an individual on our leadership team that could serve as an effective Spanish
speaking translator, however our Executive Chef is interested in bringing several people on board that do not speak enough English (if any) to be able to complete new employee paperwork and
orientation without the help of a translator. I have been asked to coordinate with our new employee's cousin to schedule orientation where he will serve as her translator. I'm uncomfortable with this
hire for a couple of reasons, first, I want to be able to ensure that our employees have the ability to ask for what they need to do their jobs well, that includes the ability to report inappropriate
behavior, safety concerns, ask questions about workplace policies, and have the ability to participate effectively in our training sessions, etc. Second, I'm a little uncomfortable giving an inside
orientation to an individual who won't even be joining our team.
My thoughts right now would be to have someone else on our team participate in the orientation as the translator (if they are comfortable doing that). We have at least one individual who does speak
enough English to communicate fairly well. We have the ability to hire a professional translator for the orientation, but the cost is significant. And that solves the orientation issue, but not the
ongoing concern that these individuals will be able to effectively work with the rest of the team, including the leadership staff who do not speak Spanish, and be able to communicate their
needs/concerns.
How would you approach this situation?
Thanks for your help!

top
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previous next
Re: Calculating OT - annual bonus
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:48 AM
Anonymous
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_
What do you mean "revise their pay"? How?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
â€‹
Yes, you do. You can avoid this in the future by paying a percentage of their total wages including OT in their bonus.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
OP here... so you're saying that yes, we do have to go back and adjust pay for any nonexempt who worked OT and received a bonus?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
Doesn't matter if it's paid out each week, month, quarter or annually.
If it's based on hours worked, use the blended rate method for calculating OT for the period the bonus/commission is paid on.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 09:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
Our employees recently received their annual bonuses. The amount of these bonuses was based on a % of the regular earnings (not OT) paid in 2017, and it was based on 2017 performance (both
company and individual). Our new payroll manager says that because the bonus was "earned" in 2017, we have to go back and revise the pay for any non-exempts who worked OT in 2017.
I understand that most bonuses have to be wrapped in to OT calculations, but most of what I'm finding references bonuses being paid "real time", not going back a full year.
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Thoughts?

top
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previous next
Re: Calculating OT - annual bonus
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:48 AM
Anonymous

_
Further to my post above, what state are you in?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_

What do you mean "revise their pay"? How?

Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
â€‹
Yes, you do. You can avoid this in the future by paying a percentage of their total wages including OT in their bonus.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
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OP here... so you're saying that yes, we do have to go back and adjust pay for any nonexempt who worked OT and received a bonus?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
Doesn't matter if it's paid out each week, month, quarter or annually.
If it's based on hours worked, use the blended rate method for calculating OT for the period the bonus/commission is paid on.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 09:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
Our employees recently received their annual bonuses. The amount of these bonuses was based on a % of the regular earnings (not OT) paid in 2017, and it was based on 2017 performance (both
company and individual). Our new payroll manager says that because the bonus was "earned" in 2017, we have to go back and revise the pay for any non-exempts who worked OT in 2017.
I understand that most bonuses have to be wrapped in to OT calculations, but most of what I'm finding references bonuses being paid "real time", not going back a full year.
Thoughts?

top
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previous next
Re: Calculating OT - annual bonus
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:43 AM
Anonymous

_
OP again...
By revise their pay, I mean go back and give them extra $ for hours they worked in 2017. And we're located throughout the US. Most non-exempts are in NH.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
Further to my post above, what state are you in?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_

What do you mean "revise their pay"? How?

Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
â€‹
Yes, you do. You can avoid this in the future by paying a percentage of their total wages including OT in their bonus.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
OP here... so you're saying that yes, we do have to go back and adjust pay for any nonexempt who worked OT and received a bonus?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
Doesn't matter if it's paid out each week, month, quarter or annually.
If it's based on hours worked, use the blended rate method for calculating OT for the period the bonus/commission is paid on.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 09:47
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Calculating OT - annual bonus
_
Our employees recently received their annual bonuses. The amount of these bonuses was based on a % of the regular earnings (not OT) paid in 2017, and it was based on 2017 performance (both
company and individual). Our new payroll manager says that because the bonus was "earned" in 2017, we have to go back and revise the pay for any non-exempts who worked OT in 2017.
I understand that most bonuses have to be wrapped in to OT calculations, but most of what I'm finding references bonuses being paid "real time", not going back a full year.
Thoughts?

top
352.

previous next
Re: LTD approved - when can I post position for candidates
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:50 AM
Anonymous

_
I wish the forum would automatically show the state when someone posts!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 10:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: LTD approved - when can I post position for candidates
_
OP, please provide additional details to what has been asked.
we can't advise appropriately without this information.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: LTD approved - when can I post position for candidates
_
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At what week does your LTD kick in? If the employee has exhausted FMLA, and the interactive process shows indefinite leave, then you can post the position and term the employee. There are a lot
of factors at play in this.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: LTD approved - when can I post position for candidates
_
I too still need to know if FMLA/ADA apply and if this is a work-related injury.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: LTD approved - when can I post position for candidates
_
Same questions.
FMLA?
ADA?
Work Related injury?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: LTD approved - when can I post position for candidates
_
â€‹
New to Benefits & LTD. I have an employee who just got approved for LTD. When can I post the position, and would it be a permanent position or would I have to post it as a temporary
position?
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previous next
Re: LTD approved - when can I post position for candidates
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:52 AM
Anonymous
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_
The state is VA however in order to provide accurate advice, we need information on the other questions asked.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: LTD approved - when can I post position for candidates
_
â€‹
New to Benefits & LTD. I have an employee who just got approved for LTD. When can I post the position, and would it be a permanent position or would I have to post it as a temporary
position?

top
354.

previous next
Re: Jazz HR - ATS
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:12 PM
Jenna Mullikin

We have had JAZZ HR for 2 years now, and they are great!
-----------------------------Jenna Mullikin SHRM-CP
Chantilly
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:10
From: Anonymous
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Reply to Sender

Subject: Jazz HR - ATS
_
Good morning!
We are also investigating new ATS & I'm pretty sure going to select JAZZ HR. Does anyone have any experience with them?
Thank you!!
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previous next
Re: Jazz HR - ATS
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:44 AM
Angie McDonald

â€‹
We have used Jazz for several years and have had a great experience.
-----------------------------Angie McDonald
HR Generalist
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jazz HR - ATS
_
Good morning!
We are also investigating new ATS & I'm pretty sure going to select JAZZ HR. Does anyone have any experience with them?
Thank you!!
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Reply to Sender

top
356.

previous next
Re: Jazz HR - ATS
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:17 AM
Anonymous

_
Ditto here with a great experience with Jazz over the past 3+ years
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
--------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:44
From: Angie McDonald
Subject: Jazz HR - ATS
â€‹
We have used Jazz for several years and have had a great experience.
-----------------------------Angie McDonald
HR Generalist

top
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previous next
Re: Paroled felon
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:52 PM
Anonymous

_
Did you give the applicant their FCRA rights?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 22:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paroled felon
_
One of my managers is asking about making an offer to a convicted (paroled) felon. The company does not have a policy. The role is an internship which could lead to a full time role. Any
suggestions for questions I should consider, ask the manager, or ask the potential candidate would be welcome. The crime was an unarmed store robbery and he served two years.

top
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previous next
Re: Paroled felon
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 4:26 PM
Elizabeth Gardner
I hire 40% restitution employees for manufacturing jobs. They have been some of my best hires ever! They get free Vocational training from our local community college, and I get a tax credit for
hiring them. I have found 2nd chances are an opportunity for our company to really shine! It's part of our corporate culture. There are some very competent, educated, skilled white collar ex felons
who also have been with us for a period of time. I'm all for it! Of course we hire carefully and have several rounds of interviews and then competency testing.
-----------------------------Elizabeth Gardner
Quality Plastics
Sparks NV
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 22:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paroled felon
_
One of my managers is asking about making an offer to a convicted (paroled) felon. The company does not have a policy. The role is an internship which could lead to a full time role. Any
suggestions for questions I should consider, ask the manager, or ask the potential candidate would be welcome. The crime was an unarmed store robbery and he served two years.
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top
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previous next
Re: Paroled felon
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 8:25 AM
Monica Kennedy
I'm a big proponent of giving people second chances. If you've interviewed them, they are qualified, and their past regressions don't pose a threat to the position they will be placed in, why not hire
them? You already stated there's no policy against it. People who are truly trying to rehabilitate will often turn out to be your most dependable and loyal workers because you showed them you were
willing to take that chance.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 22:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paroled felon
_
One of my managers is asking about making an offer to a convicted (paroled) felon. The company does not have a policy. The role is an internship which could lead to a full time role. Any
suggestions for questions I should consider, ask the manager, or ask the potential candidate would be welcome. The crime was an unarmed store robbery and he served two years.
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Re: Paroled felon
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 8:55 AM
Johanna Wilberding
Thanks to all of you for your input. It is very much appreciated!
------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 22:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paroled felon
_
One of my managers is asking about making an offer to a convicted (paroled) felon. The company does not have a policy. The role is an internship which could lead to a full time role. Any
suggestions for questions I should consider, ask the manager, or ask the potential candidate would be welcome. The crime was an unarmed store robbery and he served two years.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Paroled felon
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:53 AM
Anonymous

_
Check to see if your city has the Ban the Box in effect. MI state does not, but some cities do. If yours does, you cannot NOT hire him because of his record.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:55
From: Johanna Wilberding
Subject: Paroled felon
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Thanks to all of you for your input. It is very much appreciated!
------------------------------

top

previous next

362.

Re: Paroled felon
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:38 AM
Anonymous

_

Check to see if your city has the Ban the Box in effect. MI state does not, but some cities do. If yours does, you cannot NOT hire him because of his record.
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 09:53

All the ban-the-box laws that I've worked under regulate when and how you can ask about the record. "Ban-the-box" refers to the removal of the question and check box from the application itself. It
doesn't prohibit employers from denying employment because of a record (although there are other processes/laws about when and how you can deny that employment).
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paroled felon
_
Check to see if your city has the Ban the Box in effect. MI state does not, but some cities do. If yours does, you cannot NOT hire him because of his record.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 08:55
From: Johanna Wilberding
Subject: Paroled felon
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Thanks to all of you for your input. It is very much appreciated!
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previous next
Re: Suggested Early Retirement
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:55 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree start with an with an attorney.
You may be referring to a buy out package.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 19:43
From: Brysa Martinez
Subject: Suggested Early Retirement
Our company is currently looking for ways to cut costs and the idea of offering employees that are close to the retirement age the option of early retirement.
Does anybody have experience with this?
How should a company legally go about this? How much severance did you offer them? Are there any programs out there that could assist the employee retiring early?
Thanks in advance,
-----------------------------Brysa Martinez
Human Resources Manager
The MBS Group
Manhattan Beach CA
------------------------------
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top
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Re: Suggested Early Retirement
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 2:18 PM
Mary Dillman
A former employer who offered a voluntary separation package followed what Anonymonk describes. A key observation and some considerations from an organizational capability and structure
perspective: 1) carefully evaluate and identify the critical knowledge and competencies needed to be retained in the company for the future; 2) assess and plan for revised organizational structures,
business process efficiencies and job repsonibilities as a result of a reduced headcount; i.e., the "do more with less"; 3) if critical "tribal knowledge" and intellectual capital will be exiting the
company, plan ahead for how that will be captured and transferred to remaining staff.
Good luck!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 19:43
From: Brysa Martinez
Subject: Suggested Early Retirement
Our company is currently looking for ways to cut costs and the idea of offering employees that are close to the retirement age the option of early retirement.
Does anybody have experience with this?
How should a company legally go about this? How much severance did you offer them? Are there any programs out there that could assist the employee retiring early?
Thanks in advance,
-----------------------------Brysa Martinez
Human Resources Manager
The MBS Group
Manhattan Beach CA
------------------------------
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top
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previous next
Re: Suggested Early Retirement
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:44 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Whatever offer you make you must make it to everyone that is eligible. Be prepared that you may lose some of the "wrong" people and not enough of the "right" people. It's the risk of doing
something like this. Also, as pointed out by Anonymonk, you may get too many applications and you may not get enough.
The biggest change in recent years that inhibits an offer like this is that many employees can not afford the cost of health care until they are eligible for Medicare. How will you deal with this? A
common severance methodology is one week of pay per year of service up to some maximum amount (3 months, six months, etc.).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 19:43
From: Brysa Martinez
Subject: Suggested Early Retirement
Our company is currently looking for ways to cut costs and the idea of offering employees that are close to the retirement age the option of early retirement.
Does anybody have experience with this?
How should a company legally go about this? How much severance did you offer them? Are there any programs out there that could assist the employee retiring early?
Thanks in advance,
-----------------------------Brysa Martinez
Human Resources Manager
The MBS Group
Manhattan Beach CA
------------------------------
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previous next

366.

Re: Suggested Early Retirement
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 5:21 PM
Anonymous

_
I would follow Anonymonk's list, but add that it's important to run the numbers to see if it's actually going to save you money, if that is your true purpose in offering it. In other words, if
everyone who is eligible did accept the package, what is that going to cost you in terms of your offer (severance, insurance, etc), compared to what it's going to cost you to replace them (if you do
have to replace, of course).
Quite frankly, when we did this years ago (former employer, that was a college), although saving money was the stated purpose of the program, the real reason we wanted to do it was to help get rid
of some of the tenured faculty (and staff) who had outlasted their competence/teaching effectiveness. You have to make the "pot" as sweet as you can, if you really want to incent people to take it.
We really didn't do that because we couldn't afford to, so we lost people we really didn't want to lose (who were thinking about retiring anyway and were old enough to draw social security benefits),
and kept people we didn't want to keep. It did save us some money, but overall not a huge savings nor an effective way to eliminate those who we could not otherwise eliminate. Tenured faculty have
ridiculous job security.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Suggested Early Retirement
_
We looked into this some time ago and based our program on the advise of and review of our attorney (which is one reason why I can't share it - the other reason being your state might have different
regulations). My best piece of advice that I can give is to call an attorney.
Here are some points, assuming this is a voluntary program:

1. Define eligibility to include more than age. (If an employee is "approaching retirement", it's not early. Using only age looks like age discrimination.) Our eligibility requirements included
full-time status, product of YOS x age = at least 1000, and more. Define what works for your company and the objectives that you are trying to achieve.
2. Have an application process and form. Define the application dates and identify who will make the decisions and summarize how the decisions will be made.
3. Be prepared to answer the question - what if you get too many applications? For example, our decision would be made on skill, knowledge, and seniority.
4. Be prepared to answer the question - what if there aren't enough applications? For example, our answer would be to select employees for involuntary separation based on an objective review of
financials, operational needs, customer demand, volume, and availability of needed skills.
5. Describe incentives (severance, benefits, transitional assistance, that sort of thing)
6. Include a rehire provision - will you allow it or not?
7. Talk about how this separation will affect the medical, dental, 401(k), life, unemployment, voluntary, and savings benefits
8. Hold a meeting to announce the program, distribute information in advance, and be prepared to answer questions.
Anonymonk
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P.S. I'm not a lawyer and I'm not in CA
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 19:43
From: Brysa Martinez
Subject: Suggested Early Retirement
Our company is currently looking for ways to cut costs and the idea of offering employees that are close to the retirement age the option of early retirement.
Does anybody have experience with this?
How should a company legally go about this? How much severance did you offer them? Are there any programs out there that could assist the employee retiring early?
Thanks in advance,
-----------------------------Brysa Martinez
Human Resources Manager
The MBS Group
Manhattan Beach CA
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Suggested Early Retirement
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 5:26 PM
Desmond Lee
You could offer everyone in the affected unit a separation agreement to allow them to voluntarily leave employment. How much you offer them is, of course, up to you, but it should be in an amount
to induce the targeted number to quit. Severance amounts are often determined by paying employees a certain amount each for year of service, but that's just one way of doing this.
Because this is being provided to a number of employees, it would constitute an "exit incentive program" under the Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (which amended the federal Age
Discrimination in Employment Act). Unlike the OWBPA waiver provisions that apply on an individual basis to an employee who's more than 40 years old, the ones for an "exit incentive program"
require a lot more disclosures and longer notice provisions (45 days vs 21 days), and they apply to all employees of a "decisional unit." For more on these requirements, check out Section IV,
subsections 11 and 12 of this EEOC publication on this issue, which is also linked below.
Hope this helps!
www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/...
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-----------------------------Desmond Lee
Member
Decarlo & Shanley
Los Angeles CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 19:43
From: Brysa Martinez
Subject: Suggested Early Retirement
Our company is currently looking for ways to cut costs and the idea of offering employees that are close to the retirement age the option of early retirement.
Does anybody have experience with this?
How should a company legally go about this? How much severance did you offer them? Are there any programs out there that could assist the employee retiring early?
Thanks in advance,
-----------------------------Brysa Martinez
Human Resources Manager
The MBS Group
Manhattan Beach CA
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Suggested Early Retirement
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 6:03 PM
Brysa Martinez

Thank you so much for your information and reply. I will definitely take your suggestions and communicate them to upper management.
-----------------------------Brysa Martinez
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Reply to Sender

Human Resources Manager
CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Suggested Early Retirement
_
We looked into this some time ago and based our program on the advise of and review of our attorney (which is one reason why I can't share it - the other reason being your state might have different
regulations). My best piece of advice that I can give is to call an attorney.
Here are some points, assuming this is a voluntary program:

1. Define eligibility to include more than age. (If an employee is "approaching retirement", it's not early. Using only age looks like age discrimination.) Our eligibility requirements included
full-time status, product of YOS x age = at least 1000, and more. Define what works for your company and the objectives that you are trying to achieve.
2. Have an application process and form. Define the application dates and identify who will make the decisions and summarize how the decisions will be made.
3. Be prepared to answer the question - what if you get too many applications? For example, our decision would be made on skill, knowledge, and seniority.
4. Be prepared to answer the question - what if there aren't enough applications? For example, our answer would be to select employees for involuntary separation based on an objective review of
financials, operational needs, customer demand, volume, and availability of needed skills.
5. Describe incentives (severance, benefits, transitional assistance, that sort of thing)
6. Include a rehire provision - will you allow it or not?
7. Talk about how this separation will affect the medical, dental, 401(k), life, unemployment, voluntary, and savings benefits
8. Hold a meeting to announce the program, distribute information in advance, and be prepared to answer questions.
Anonymonk
P.S. I'm not a lawyer and I'm not in CA
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 19:43
From: Brysa Martinez
Subject: Suggested Early Retirement
Our company is currently looking for ways to cut costs and the idea of offering employees that are close to the retirement age the option of early retirement.
Does anybody have experience with this?
How should a company legally go about this? How much severance did you offer them? Are there any programs out there that could assist the employee retiring early?
Thanks in advance,
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Brysa Martinez
Human Resources Manager
The MBS Group
Manhattan Beach CA
------------------------------

top

previous next

369.

Re: Suggested Early Retirement
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 6:04 PM
Brysa Martinez
Thanks for the information and taking the time to reply. I appreciate all the info!
-----------------------------Brysa Martinez
Human Resources Manager
CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Suggested Early Retirement
_
We looked into this some time ago and based our program on the advise of and review of our attorney (which is one reason why I can't share it - the other reason being your state might have different
regulations). My best piece of advice that I can give is to call an attorney.
Here are some points, assuming this is a voluntary program:

1. Define eligibility to include more than age. (If an employee is "approaching retirement", it's not early. Using only age looks like age discrimination.) Our eligibility requirements included
full-time status, product of YOS x age = at least 1000, and more. Define what works for your company and the objectives that you are trying to achieve.
2. Have an application process and form. Define the application dates and identify who will make the decisions and summarize how the decisions will be made.
3. Be prepared to answer the question - what if you get too many applications? For example, our decision would be made on skill, knowledge, and seniority.
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4. Be prepared to answer the question - what if there aren't enough applications? For example, our answer would be to select employees for involuntary separation based on an objective review of
financials, operational needs, customer demand, volume, and availability of needed skills.
5. Describe incentives (severance, benefits, transitional assistance, that sort of thing)
6. Include a rehire provision - will you allow it or not?
7. Talk about how this separation will affect the medical, dental, 401(k), life, unemployment, voluntary, and savings benefits
8. Hold a meeting to announce the program, distribute information in advance, and be prepared to answer questions.
Anonymonk
P.S. I'm not a lawyer and I'm not in CA
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 19:43
From: Brysa Martinez
Subject: Suggested Early Retirement
Our company is currently looking for ways to cut costs and the idea of offering employees that are close to the retirement age the option of early retirement.
Does anybody have experience with this?
How should a company legally go about this? How much severance did you offer them? Are there any programs out there that could assist the employee retiring early?
Thanks in advance,
-----------------------------Brysa Martinez
Human Resources Manager
The MBS Group
Manhattan Beach CA
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Payroll Training - Pryor?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 1:59 PM
Suzanne Tiner
I've attended several Pryor seminars and am signed up for a few more this year. They are great! The instructors have always been very informative and even entertaining, which is nice considering
these are all day classes and sometimes the subject matter can be a bit boring! I joined their plus program so that I could attend as many seminars and online webinars for the membership price, worth
it!
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-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 18:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Training - Pryor?
_
I've generally been with larger organizations that had a dedicated payroll department. While I helped review and input information, I have not previously been the primary individual responsible for
payroll. In my new function (HR Dept of 1) I am now the primary individual responsible. Now I'm confident that our payroll system is great. I've got 10 years working in HR and my PHR (SHRMCP) so I'm familiar with alot of the information however I've always had someone to go to that was the expert regarding payroll.
I'm looking for training regarding Payroll Law/Requirements and I've received a mailer for a day of training from Pryor, however I haven't heard of them previously. Have any of you attended/used
their training seminars? Did you find value in them? Do you have a training company that has provided you great value previously that you might be willing to share?
Thank you for recommendations and input!

top
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previous next
Re: Payroll Training - Pryor?
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:03 PM
Anonymous

_
The ones that I have attended have been hit or miss. Some have been very helpful and others I only left with may be one or two pieces of helpful information. These courses, a lot of the time, focus
on Federal laws (or a general overview) and not local (or specifics). So, there could be a lot of things that you will need to find on your own. However, if you know very little it would be a great
starting point and will help you to have an idea of what you should be looking for. If you feel that your basic knowledge is good I would reach out to your payroll company to see if you have any
services that could help if you have more complicated questions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 18:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Training - Pryor?
_
I've generally been with larger organizations that had a dedicated payroll department. While I helped review and input information, I have not previously been the primary individual responsible for
payroll. In my new function (HR Dept of 1) I am now the primary individual responsible. Now I'm confident that our payroll system is great. I've got 10 years working in HR and my PHR (SHRMCP) so I'm familiar with alot of the information however I've always had someone to go to that was the expert regarding payroll.
I'm looking for training regarding Payroll Law/Requirements and I've received a mailer for a day of training from Pryor, however I haven't heard of them previously. Have any of you attended/used
their training seminars? Did you find value in them? Do you have a training company that has provided you great value previously that you might be willing to share?
Thank you for recommendations and input!

top
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previous next
Re: Payroll Training - Pryor?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:10 PM
Kristen Nickodemus
I have been a Pryor Plus member for about three years now. I wear a few different hats at the company I work for. It has been a tremendous help to me. I have found all of the seminars I have
attended to be very useful. Many of the presenters have interesting back stories that contribute to the subject of the seminar.
-----------------------------Kristen Nickodemus
Human Resources
Casper Contractors Supply, Inc.
Casper WY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 18:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Training - Pryor?
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_
I've generally been with larger organizations that had a dedicated payroll department. While I helped review and input information, I have not previously been the primary individual responsible for
payroll. In my new function (HR Dept of 1) I am now the primary individual responsible. Now I'm confident that our payroll system is great. I've got 10 years working in HR and my PHR (SHRMCP) so I'm familiar with alot of the information however I've always had someone to go to that was the expert regarding payroll.
I'm looking for training regarding Payroll Law/Requirements and I've received a mailer for a day of training from Pryor, however I haven't heard of them previously. Have any of you attended/used
their training seminars? Did you find value in them? Do you have a training company that has provided you great value previously that you might be willing to share?
Thank you for recommendations and input!

top
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Re: Payroll Training - Pryor?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 4:10 PM
Diana Meyers
â€‹
I have been a Pryor plus member for 3 years now, find it very useful. Even in the laws in your state are different, you take away something. They have 100's of webinars, seminars, etc that give
you numerous options. I would highly recommend.
-----------------------------Diana Meyers
Warranty Processing Inc
Rockford IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 18:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Training - Pryor?
_
I've generally been with larger organizations that had a dedicated payroll department. While I helped review and input information, I have not previously been the primary individual responsible for
payroll. In my new function (HR Dept of 1) I am now the primary individual responsible. Now I'm confident that our payroll system is great. I've got 10 years working in HR and my PHR (SHRMCP) so I'm familiar with alot of the information however I've always had someone to go to that was the expert regarding payroll.
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I'm looking for training regarding Payroll Law/Requirements and I've received a mailer for a day of training from Pryor, however I haven't heard of them previously. Have any of you attended/used
their training seminars? Did you find value in them? Do you have a training company that has provided you great value previously that you might be willing to share?
Thank you for recommendations and input!

top
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previous next
Re: Email Photo Profile
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:58 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes obtain a release.
I would not make it mandatory. Certain religions do not ascribe to "graven images" and a picture would be considered one.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 18:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Email Photo Profile
_
Is there an HR consensus on a policy for requiring staff to use a standard photo (not an image) for their internal and external email profile? Pro's or Con's?

top
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Re: Email Photo Profile
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:48 PM
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Anonymous
_
â€‹
Our policy is simple. IF the employee wishes to add a photo to their business email account it MUST be their ID badge photo. No dogs, cats, babies. If they don't like their ID badge photo we
offer to take another ID photo for them. Otherwise, don't post the photo.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 18:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Email Photo Profile
_
Is there an HR consensus on a policy for requiring staff to use a standard photo (not an image) for their internal and external email profile? Pro's or Con's?

top
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previous next
Re: Email Photo Profile
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:57 AM
Anonymous

_
Don't make this mandatory, and have a signed release for those that choose to do it. # 5 says it all.â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Email Photo Profile
_
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â€‹
Our policy is simple. IF the employee wishes to add a photo to their business email account it MUST be their ID badge photo. No dogs, cats, babies. If they don't like their ID badge photo we
offer to take another ID photo for them. Otherwise, don't post the photo.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 18:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Email Photo Profile
_
Is there an HR consensus on a policy for requiring staff to use a standard photo (not an image) for their internal and external email profile? Pro's or Con's?

top
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previous next
Re: What have you learned lately?
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:50 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Some employees are just plain STUPID!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 16:42
From: Jennifer Armstrong
Subject: What have you learned lately?
â€‹
After all these years, I just learned that a re-hire's previous service term contributes to their qualification for FML. I did not realize that the 12 months of employment provision includes previous
years of service. The employee does meet the 1250 hours of service in the previous 12 months since she was rehired nine months ago and is full time. I never had to address this scenario before, so I
was surprised when I learned this.
Soooo.... what have you recently learned that surprised you?

top
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previous next

378.

Re: What have you learned lately?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 5:18 PM
Mary Dillman
Hi Jennifer,
Thanks for the intriging, and pause-for-thought question. I've come to learn that perhaps I'm too much of a traditionalist, or maybe I'm just too old, regarding the business problem-solving approach
I've always tried to follow: 1) clearly define the problem/objective; 2) gather data and insights to identify root causes; 3) engage key stakeholders to develop/assess solution options; 4) agree on an
action plan, implement, and measure/assess impact; 5) repeat and fine-tune as necessary. I think such a process is too long and involved in today's business world of instant information, instant
messaging and "need a quick answer/solution yesterday".
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 16:42
From: Jennifer Armstrong
Subject: What have you learned lately?
â€‹
After all these years, I just learned that a re-hire's previous service term contributes to their qualification for FML. I did not realize that the 12 months of employment provision includes previous
years of service. The employee does meet the 1250 hours of service in the previous 12 months since she was rehired nine months ago and is full time. I never had to address this scenario before, so I
was surprised when I learned this.
Soooo.... what have you recently learned that surprised you?
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Re: What have you learned lately?
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 5:26 PM
Anonymous

_
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How to survive ina . company that relys on the G-Suite instead of Outlook and uses Slack to communicate. This is why start-ups are for the young
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 16:42
From: Jennifer Armstrong
Subject: What have you learned lately?
â€‹
After all these years, I just learned that a re-hire's previous service term contributes to their qualification for FML. I did not realize that the 12 months of employment provision includes previous
years of service. The employee does meet the 1250 hours of service in the previous 12 months since she was rehired nine months ago and is full time. I never had to address this scenario before, so I
was surprised when I learned this.
Soooo.... what have you recently learned that surprised you?

top

previous next

380.

Re: What have you learned lately?
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 5:32 PM
Anonymous

_
As much as I try to stay away from this I am here today.
We have two employees who are convinced they are exempt from tax withholding because when the new tax bill went through it exempted felons who are now working.
I have sent it up through corporate as I can't enter exempt at the plant level, however, they didn't believe the IRS site and requirements when I showed it to them. I even went as far as contacting
someone I know at the local reentry program to provide them with information. He's convinced that we are all wrong and he won't have any tax liability come next year's tax time.
That and I've learned way more about hemorrhoid surgery then I ever wanted to know. And this isn't from personal experience but from an employee. And yes I have wanted to bleach my brain
multiple times this week.
As for USEFUL information ... yeah not this week.
â€‹
Some employees are just plain STUPID!
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 15:50
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: What have you learned lately?
_
â€‹
Some employees are just plain STUPID!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 16:42
From: Jennifer Armstrong
Subject: What have you learned lately?
â€‹
After all these years, I just learned that a re-hire's previous service term contributes to their qualification for FML. I did not realize that the 12 months of employment provision includes previous
years of service. The employee does meet the 1250 hours of service in the previous 12 months since she was rehired nine months ago and is full time. I never had to address this scenario before, so I
was surprised when I learned this.
Soooo.... what have you recently learned that surprised you?

top
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381.

Re: What have you learned lately?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 6:00 PM
Mark Michaels

My company also uses G-Suite but I vastly prefer Outlook. I use G Suite Sync for Microsoft Outlook® and it lets me do just about anything I'm used to, while others on the team continue to use
Gmail. I'd encourage you to take a look to learn more!
relys on the G-Suite instead of Outlook
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 17:26
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-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 17:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: What have you learned lately?
_
How to survive ina . company that relys on the G-Suite instead of Outlook and uses Slack to communicate. This is why start-ups are for the young
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 16:42
From: Jennifer Armstrong
Subject: What have you learned lately?
â€‹
After all these years, I just learned that a re-hire's previous service term contributes to their qualification for FML. I did not realize that the 12 months of employment provision includes previous
years of service. The employee does meet the 1250 hours of service in the previous 12 months since she was rehired nine months ago and is full time. I never had to address this scenario before, so I
was surprised when I learned this.
Soooo.... what have you recently learned that surprised you?
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Re: What have you learned lately?
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 6:22 PM
Anonymous

_
awesome tip, thanks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 17:59
From: Mark Michaels
Subject: What have you learned lately?
My company also uses G-Suite but I vastly prefer Outlook. I use G Suite Sync for Microsoft Outlook® and it lets me do just about anything I'm used to, while others on the team continue to use
Gmail. I'd encourage you to take a look to learn more!
relys on the G-Suite instead of Outlook
Anonymous, 04-19-2018 17:26

-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA

top
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previous next
Re: Steps in Becoming HR Certified
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 5:31 PM
Anonymous

_
www.shrm.org/certification/pages/default.aspx
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Steps in Becoming HR Certified
_
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Hello, I am new in HR. We currently have a PEO and I am the liaison between our PEO and our organization. My question is what steps do I need to take to become HR certified or HR Generalist
Certified?

top
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previous next
Re: I9 Audit
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 2:01 PM
Suzanne Tiner
Yes, if the I9 documents were not submitted for review, then give the employee the list of acceptable documents and ask them to bring it in (do not advise on which documents to bring!). Here is a
good guide for your self audit: www.ice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Document/2015/...
-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 16:15
From: Linda Lough
Subject: I9 Audit
In performing an audit of our I9's, I discovered that only one document was presented. Can I ask the employee who is
still working for us to bring in another document to satisfy the requirements?

Thanks,
Linda K. Lough
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previous next

385.

Re: FMLA Intermittent Leave Request Form ?
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:38 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here.. I work in a plant and most employees do not have computer access. FMLA goes along really well here with very little issues. The production managers do have employees who tell them
they want to be out and it is connected to their intermittent FMLA. Sometimes the manager forgets to document and talk with HR about this. The employees badge in and out so they never see a
timesheet to select a time type. The manager needs to make a special point to tell HR about the abscense and I think perhaps we don't capture all the intermittent time due to this. We don't allow our
managers to use the time type FMLA so that means if someone forgets to tell HR then that time is just not captured. I think it might help HR to capture all the time and it might help the managers to
not forget.
Just wanted to explain but no worries on the form. It is a simple thing and I can create one really quick. I just thought someone might have one. In my HR exp the only place I have ever seen them is
plants because of the lack of computers and large volumes of people.
thx!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 08:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Intermittent Leave Request Form ?
_
If you are also using this as a way to certify each absence, it's not allowed if the certification and I'm assuming it aligns with the actual absences? There's a different way to handle this. If it's the fact
that you aren't learning of the FML-related absence when you need to, you can hold the employee accountable for that - just as you would if an employee not on FML started the habit of coming in
late or being absent without following your notification procedures.
If you are using this to document the absence as FML in your time records, what do you do for others who take time off but for different reasons and whether the time is paid or not?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 17:11
From: Tara Brockman
Subject: FMLA Intermittent Leave Request Form ?
â€‹
OP here - I now there is no official form for this and I understand intermittent leave. The form is meant more to prevent breakdowon in communication between HR and manager. thanks
-----------------------------Tara Brockman SHRM-SCP
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Irmo SC
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 17:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Intermittent Leave Request Form ?
_
There is no "form" for this. You mark it internally as Intermittent FMLA.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 15:58
From: Tara Brockman
Subject: FMLA Intermittent Leave Request Form ?
â€‹
Does anyone have an FMLA intermittent leave request form they would be willing to share? This would be used for cases when FMLA has been approved but employees are requesting
intermittenly. They request the time and have their manager sign the form and then return to HR.
Thank you!!
-----------------------------Tara Brockman SHRM-SCP
Irmo SC
------------------------------

top

previous next

386.

Re: What is the right approach
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_

Is there an ethics hotline or some sort of avenue for her to escalate her concerns anonymously? Also, does the company have a no-retaliation policy to protect her? These are typically
required in publicly traded companies.
If this is not an option and it were me, I'd get e recording device or use my phone and record them yelling at me. I'd also keep records of the multiple requests coming in a short period, as this
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seems to indicate the manager is not organized and does not have a good sense of what needs to be accomplished.
I'd then request another meeting with HR and play the recording and show them the 300+ requests being sent. Let them know that the manager's behavior is creating a hostile environment
and that they want to file a formal complaint. You mention other women are also crying and upset at the behavior, so this sounds like it could also be harassment towards women. HR needs
facts, so provide them with facts. Give them the witness names and the names of others who have said they feel the same way.
Anonymous, 04-18-2018 17:06

One- Where do you think complaints from the ethics hotline go to? (hint: its HR). They don't HR for HR or HR instead of HR.
Two- no, do not start recording people. One way to definitely lose all respect from someone is to record them without their knowledge. Even if you pull out a recording and present it to HR, its still
hearsay. Recordings can be edited. An investigation would still proceed to ask witnesses to confirm anything in the recording- the same way as if you would just convey the behavior using
descriptive words instead of the recording. Recordings aren't the trump card everyone thinks they are.
Three- this is a very weak case for HWE.
OP- don't HR for your friend.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 17:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: What is the right approach
_
Is there an ethics hotline or some sort of avenue for her to escalate her concerns anonymously? Also, does the company have a no-retaliation policy to protect her? These are typically required in
publicly traded companies.
If this is not an option and it were me, I'd get e recording device or use my phone and record them yelling at me. I'd also keep records of the multiple requests coming in a short period, as this seems
to indicate the manager is not organized and does not have a good sense of what needs to be accomplished.
I'd then request another meeting with HR and play the recording and show them the 300+ requests being sent. Let them know that the manager's behavior is creating a hostile environment and that
they want to file a formal complaint. You mention other women are also crying and upset at the behavior, so this sounds like it could also be harassment towards women. HR needs facts, so provide
them with facts. Give them the witness names and the names of others who have said they feel the same way.
Good luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What is the right approach
_
One of my clients is dealing with a work situation where her boss, a financial advisor, yells, screams, and sends her over 300 requests within a short period of time. She has already gone to HR
several times and HR doesn't feel that this is a problem. The complex director for the bank got involved recently and asked my client to mediate with her boss, to work things out. Is there another
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avenue she could pursue to address this situation? She fears that she'll be fired because the FA is the one bringing in the $$. She has been there for almost 10 years and is well regarded for her work
ethic and performance with colleagues and clients. Other women in the office are seen crying at their desks often. This type of behavior by an FA is not unusual. Any suggestions?

top
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387.

Re: What is the right approach
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:16 PM
Anonymous

_
Terrible advice. Recording can be illegal in some states and as an HR professional I would never ask someone to record something. HRing for someone else is also a bad idea. If they've gone through
the proper channels, then they need to look for something else because it's a culture there, not just a boss issue.
s there an ethics hotline or some sort of avenue for her to escalate her concerns anonymously? Also, does the company have a no-retaliation policy to protect her? These are typically required
in publicly traded companies.
If this is not an option and it were me, I'd get e recording device or use my phone and record them yelling at me. I'd also keep records of the multiple requests coming in a short period, as this
seems to indicate the manager is not organized and does not have a good sense of what needs to be accomplished.
I'd then request another meeting with HR and play the recording and show them the 300+ requests being sent. Let them know that the manager's behavior is creating a hostile environment
and that they want to file a formal complaint. You mention other women are also crying and upset at the behavior, so this sounds like it could also be harassment towards women. HR needs
facts, so provide them with facts. Give them the witness names and the names of others who have said they feel the same way.
Anonymous, 04-18-2018 17:06

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 17:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: What is the right approach
_
Is there an ethics hotline or some sort of avenue for her to escalate her concerns anonymously? Also, does the company have a no-retaliation policy to protect her? These are typically required in
publicly traded companies.
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If this is not an option and it were me, I'd get e recording device or use my phone and record them yelling at me. I'd also keep records of the multiple requests coming in a short period, as this seems
to indicate the manager is not organized and does not have a good sense of what needs to be accomplished.
I'd then request another meeting with HR and play the recording and show them the 300+ requests being sent. Let them know that the manager's behavior is creating a hostile environment and that
they want to file a formal complaint. You mention other women are also crying and upset at the behavior, so this sounds like it could also be harassment towards women. HR needs facts, so provide
them with facts. Give them the witness names and the names of others who have said they feel the same way.
Good luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What is the right approach
_
One of my clients is dealing with a work situation where her boss, a financial advisor, yells, screams, and sends her over 300 requests within a short period of time. She has already gone to HR
several times and HR doesn't feel that this is a problem. The complex director for the bank got involved recently and asked my client to mediate with her boss, to work things out. Is there another
avenue she could pursue to address this situation? She fears that she'll be fired because the FA is the one bringing in the $$. She has been there for almost 10 years and is well regarded for her work
ethic and performance with colleagues and clients. Other women in the office are seen crying at their desks often. This type of behavior by an FA is not unusual. Any suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: What is the right approach
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:28 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I lived this life for a while. My boss would scream, cuss, those papers, etc. He was brutal. He would ask if I was "f'ing stupid", etc.
He was actually a decent guy who really had no clue how rough he was. I finally decided enough was enough and I confronted him with it. I told him when he wanted to say something to me he
needed to chill out or he was going to get the same attitude back from me.
This is what worked for me. The behavior we tolerate is the behavior we get.
This guy turned out to be one of the best bosses I've ever had. He chilled out but on the few occasions he would get riled up, I would respond riled up and he would realize and laugh.
Not saying this approach would work but there is absolutely no reason she should not speak to him herself.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What is the right approach
_
One of my clients is dealing with a work situation where her boss, a financial advisor, yells, screams, and sends her over 300 requests within a short period of time. She has already gone to HR
several times and HR doesn't feel that this is a problem. The complex director for the bank got involved recently and asked my client to mediate with her boss, to work things out. Is there another
avenue she could pursue to address this situation? She fears that she'll be fired because the FA is the one bringing in the $$. She has been there for almost 10 years and is well regarded for her work
ethic and performance with colleagues and clients. Other women in the office are seen crying at their desks often. This type of behavior by an FA is not unusual. Any suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: What is the right approach
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:37 PM
Anonymous

_
Recording someone without their knowledge can be illegal, which means you not only wouldn't be able to use the recording in court, but you could have charges filed against you for recording in the
first place.
Secondly, this does NOT sound like a hostile work environment. Please research what a HWE actually is. It's used incorrectly enough by employees without their HR managers not understanding
what it means either..
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 17:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: What is the right approach
_
Is there an ethics hotline or some sort of avenue for her to escalate her concerns anonymously? Also, does the company have a no-retaliation policy to protect her? These are typically required in
publicly traded companies.
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If this is not an option and it were me, I'd get e recording device or use my phone and record them yelling at me. I'd also keep records of the multiple requests coming in a short period, as this seems
to indicate the manager is not organized and does not have a good sense of what needs to be accomplished.
I'd then request another meeting with HR and play the recording and show them the 300+ requests being sent. Let them know that the manager's behavior is creating a hostile environment and that
they want to file a formal complaint. You mention other women are also crying and upset at the behavior, so this sounds like it could also be harassment towards women. HR needs facts, so provide
them with facts. Give them the witness names and the names of others who have said they feel the same way.
Good luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What is the right approach
_
One of my clients is dealing with a work situation where her boss, a financial advisor, yells, screams, and sends her over 300 requests within a short period of time. She has already gone to HR
several times and HR doesn't feel that this is a problem. The complex director for the bank got involved recently and asked my client to mediate with her boss, to work things out. Is there another
avenue she could pursue to address this situation? She fears that she'll be fired because the FA is the one bringing in the $$. She has been there for almost 10 years and is well regarded for her work
ethic and performance with colleagues and clients. Other women in the office are seen crying at their desks often. This type of behavior by an FA is not unusual. Any suggestions?
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previous next
Re: What is the right approach
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:27 PM
Anonymous

_
This.
I worked for an attorney that would get really worked up and if you didn't stand up to him he would keep going but as soon as you stood up to him, he realized what he was doing and brought it down
a notch. No one wanted to work for him but I adored him. He was actually kind and a great guy to work for. Just not as much so during board meeting and SEC annual report filing season.
That said, some people are just jerks and when you stand up to them, they'll just be a bigger jerk.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
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Subject: What is the right approach
_
â€‹
I lived this life for a while. My boss would scream, cuss, those papers, etc. He was brutal. He would ask if I was "f'ing stupid", etc.
He was actually a decent guy who really had no clue how rough he was. I finally decided enough was enough and I confronted him with it. I told him when he wanted to say something to me he
needed to chill out or he was going to get the same attitude back from me.
This is what worked for me. The behavior we tolerate is the behavior we get.
This guy turned out to be one of the best bosses I've ever had. He chilled out but on the few occasions he would get riled up, I would respond riled up and he would realize and laugh.
Not saying this approach would work but there is absolutely no reason she should not speak to him herself.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What is the right approach
_
One of my clients is dealing with a work situation where her boss, a financial advisor, yells, screams, and sends her over 300 requests within a short period of time. She has already gone to HR
several times and HR doesn't feel that this is a problem. The complex director for the bank got involved recently and asked my client to mediate with her boss, to work things out. Is there another
avenue she could pursue to address this situation? She fears that she'll be fired because the FA is the one bringing in the $$. She has been there for almost 10 years and is well regarded for her work
ethic and performance with colleagues and clients. Other women in the office are seen crying at their desks often. This type of behavior by an FA is not unusual. Any suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: Total Compensation Stmts
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:13 AM
Angie McDonald

â€‹
No, we do not include access to the LMS as a benefit and only include tuition reimbursement for those who use it.
-----------------------------Angie McDonald
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Total Compensation Stmts
_
Im working on some total comp statements that we'll be giving out when we do pay increases mid-year, and just curious if anyone out there adds in the value of training and development? Like we
pay X per ee per month to have access to a LMS....what about tuition reimbursement - would you list that as a benefit to everyone or only if someone received a reimbursement?

top
392.

previous next
Re: Total Compensation Stmts
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:19 AM
Anonymous

_
On our statements we have the grid which lists the actual compensation they've received, which would include any tuition reimbursement (anything on their W-2 and then add in what your company
pays for benefits, retirement and the ER portion of FICA). Anything such as memberships, PTO, holidays, etc would be in a different section with a blurb similar to "In addition to the compensation
listed above, we also provide you with:" and then list them as bullet points.
HRinVA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Total Compensation Stmts
_
Im working on some total comp statements that we'll be giving out when we do pay increases mid-year, and just curious if anyone out there adds in the value of training and development? Like we
pay X per ee per month to have access to a LMS....what about tuition reimbursement - would you list that as a benefit to everyone or only if someone received a reimbursement?
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previous next
Re: Total Compensation Stmts
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:29 AM
Sarah Stulga
I've done exactly what HRinVA does. I would only list tuition reimbursement for those who used it, and list the LMS and general tuition reimbursement availability in another section of "general
benefits".
-----------------------------Sarah Stulga SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Total Compensation Stmts
_
On our statements we have the grid which lists the actual compensation they've received, which would include any tuition reimbursement (anything on their W-2 and then add in what your company
pays for benefits, retirement and the ER portion of FICA). Anything such as memberships, PTO, holidays, etc would be in a different section with a blurb similar to "In addition to the compensation
listed above, we also provide you with:" and then list them as bullet points.
HRinVA
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Total Compensation Stmts
_
Im working on some total comp statements that we'll be giving out when we do pay increases mid-year, and just curious if anyone out there adds in the value of training and development? Like we
pay X per ee per month to have access to a LMS....what about tuition reimbursement - would you list that as a benefit to everyone or only if someone received a reimbursement?
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previous next

394.

Re: Salary Alignment
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:37 AM
Jessica Feliciano
Following this. I hope some people start to discuss.
I am looking to do the same thing as part of increasing our current culture and appealing to new candidates as we are having a hard time finding good people!
-----------------------------Jessica Feliciano
Farmingdale NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 14:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Alignment
_
HI, I am a HR department of one. I recently was asked by our CEO to do some salary research. We are a charter school in PA. At this time our starting rate does not seem to meet the market and
therefore we loss good candidates. We dont operate on a salary scale just a starting base rate and than negotiations move from there leaving our salaries all over. We receive a merit increase
annually.
Does in make sense to provide an across the board base increase with the understanding you will still receive a merit raise as well? This would at least level us out a bit?
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Re: Salary Alignment
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:52 AM
Anonymous
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_
I don't understand a lot of this post - like the part about "...a starting base rate and than negotiations move from there..." Do you mean that your CBA governs increases? Do you have a CBA? Do
people individually negotiate their salary increases? I'm just confused...
Anyway, I can tell you what we did when we found that our salaries were lagging the market:
I review our salary ranges annually and due to business performance we did not adjust our ranges for awhile. This led our salary ranges and thus individual salaries to lag the market; our recruiting
and retention was obviously negatively impacted.
I presented a market adjustment plan to our Compensation Committee. I proposed a stepped approach to bringing our salaries up to market, with the majority of market adjustments being effective
immediately and then a smaller amount being effective after 6 months. We also implemented a regular market review process to ensure that we don't fall so far behind the market again. Each year,
we have a handful of adjustments, but those are typically quite small and have to do with transfers or off-cycle promotions.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 14:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Alignment
_
HI, I am a HR department of one. I recently was asked by our CEO to do some salary research. We are a charter school in PA. At this time our starting rate does not seem to meet the market and
therefore we loss good candidates. We dont operate on a salary scale just a starting base rate and than negotiations move from there leaving our salaries all over. We receive a merit increase
annually.
Does in make sense to provide an across the board base increase with the understanding you will still receive a merit raise as well? This would at least level us out a bit?
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Re: Salary Alignment
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:55 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
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Reply to Sender

I would suggest you to do a salary benchmark analysis and create a range of starting salary. This might go from a min - target and max so that you can have some flexibility, depending on the
candidate qualifications / experience.
How competitive you want to be is up to your company decide. Some companies feel that what they do is simple and they can lag the market, some others feel they are so specialized and high
quality they need to lead the market, but the majority of us just want to be in the middle.
Once you have your established range, test it with the next applicants. You can always adjust if necessary, but hopefully the mid to max will allow flexibility if needed.

-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 14:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Alignment
_
HI, I am a HR department of one. I recently was asked by our CEO to do some salary research. We are a charter school in PA. At this time our starting rate does not seem to meet the market and
therefore we loss good candidates. We dont operate on a salary scale just a starting base rate and than negotiations move from there leaving our salaries all over. We receive a merit increase
annually.
Does in make sense to provide an across the board base increase with the understanding you will still receive a merit raise as well? This would at least level us out a bit?

top
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previous next
Re: Can Salaried Exempt employees "make up time" for a sick day?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:22 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We also have a very strong work/life balance atmosphere and we do allow exempt employees to "make up" time. Our general goal is to work 40 hours per week, and we have that because our
management team believes that if you are having to work very much more than that every week, then they need to hire someone to help with the work load, and if you are working much less than that
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the problem goes the other way and we need to provide you more work. You have a discussion with your manager if you are over every week or if you are under every week, while there are waves
of work, long term consistency is what they are looking for...40 hours is our magical life/work balance formula and it starts from the owner down.
So if an employee has to be gone for a large chunk of time (a 3 hour personal appointment, a day sick, etc.), they have the option of using PTO or getting their 40 hours in on other days in that same
week so they don't have to use PTO. They don't have to get specific approval from anyone for this, just ensure coverage with their co-workers (which lends to an atmosphere of helping each other out
and a team energy to ensure the customers are covered). If it is being abused the manager discusses it directly with the employee-but that rarely is an issue.
This has had a huge impact on our environment-people love to be treated like adults who can manage their own time! We are very comfortable with this and have never regretted this change. To be
fair, we are a small company with business professionals. I'm sure this model wouldn't work for some industries, but it sure does for ours.
PN
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can Salaried Exempt employees "make up time" for a sick day?
_
I'm in CT.
We allow all employees (Both exempt and non-exempt) to essentially "flex" hours within the same work week. We promote a very healthy work/life balance culture here. It must be approved by your
manager, and is on a case by case basis, though very rarely is it ever not approved.
We ask a LOT of our employees, and even with our 9/80 schedule, many employees work on what is our "off-fridays". To charge against whichever PTO bank is most appropriate for the full day
when they've put in above and beyond the typical 40 hours we require them to be on site leaves employees with a bad taste. (Due to work loads and restructuring, many employees are working 50-60
hours a week, and no, they're not going to hire more people). To give our employees that little flexibility goes a long way in creating an environment where they're willing to work those extra hours.
We also have a defined policy for this, reviewed by our corporate office and our labor attorney. They have not seen an issue with it in the 10 years I've been with the company (and the policy has been
in place longer than that).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 14:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can Salaried Exempt employees "make up time" for a sick day?
_
â€‹â€‹
We have a Salaried, Exempt employee who called out sick for a full day. The employee subsequently worked 4.5 hours the following weekend. They have asked if they can offset the sick day
since they came in on a Saturday.
Is this reasonable or legal in CT?
Thank you!
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398.

Re: Can Salaried Exempt employees "make up time" for a sick day?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:40 AM
Anonymous

_

This has had a huge impact on our environment-people love to be treated like adults who can manage their own time! We are very comfortable with this and have never regretted this
change. To be fair, we are a small company with business professionals. I'm sure this model wouldn't work for some industries, but it sure does for ours.
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 11:22

Wow, this is awesome! I'm sure your employees appreciate it. If only more companies could/would implement policies like this. Life happens and employers should be more understanding and
flexible..
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 11:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can Salaried Exempt employees "make up time" for a sick day?
_
â€‹
We also have a very strong work/life balance atmosphere and we do allow exempt employees to "make up" time. Our general goal is to work 40 hours per week, and we have that because our
management team believes that if you are having to work very much more than that every week, then they need to hire someone to help with the work load, and if you are working much less than that
the problem goes the other way and we need to provide you more work. You have a discussion with your manager if you are over every week or if you are under every week, while there are waves
of work, long term consistency is what they are looking for...40 hours is our magical life/work balance formula and it starts from the owner down.
So if an employee has to be gone for a large chunk of time (a 3 hour personal appointment, a day sick, etc.), they have the option of using PTO or getting their 40 hours in on other days in that same
week so they don't have to use PTO. They don't have to get specific approval from anyone for this, just ensure coverage with their co-workers (which lends to an atmosphere of helping each other out
and a team energy to ensure the customers are covered). If it is being abused the manager discusses it directly with the employee-but that rarely is an issue.
This has had a huge impact on our environment-people love to be treated like adults who can manage their own time! We are very comfortable with this and have never regretted this change. To be
fair, we are a small company with business professionals. I'm sure this model wouldn't work for some industries, but it sure does for ours.
PN
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 11:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can Salaried Exempt employees "make up time" for a sick day?
_
I'm in CT.
We allow all employees (Both exempt and non-exempt) to essentially "flex" hours within the same work week. We promote a very healthy work/life balance culture here. It must be approved by your
manager, and is on a case by case basis, though very rarely is it ever not approved.
We ask a LOT of our employees, and even with our 9/80 schedule, many employees work on what is our "off-fridays". To charge against whichever PTO bank is most appropriate for the full day
when they've put in above and beyond the typical 40 hours we require them to be on site leaves employees with a bad taste. (Due to work loads and restructuring, many employees are working 50-60
hours a week, and no, they're not going to hire more people). To give our employees that little flexibility goes a long way in creating an environment where they're willing to work those extra hours.
We also have a defined policy for this, reviewed by our corporate office and our labor attorney. They have not seen an issue with it in the 10 years I've been with the company (and the policy has been
in place longer than that).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 14:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can Salaried Exempt employees "make up time" for a sick day?
_
â€‹â€‹
We have a Salaried, Exempt employee who called out sick for a full day. The employee subsequently worked 4.5 hours the following weekend. They have asked if they can offset the sick day
since they came in on a Saturday.
Is this reasonable or legal in CT?
Thank you!
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Re: Can Salaried Exempt employees "make up time" for a sick day?
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:50 AM
Anonymous

_
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There's a lot of really good discussion and different perspectives on this post.
My answer would as to whether it's reasonable would be "it depends." It's certainly legal. From a legal standpoint, as long as the employee is paid on a salary basis for the week, whether or not PTO
or sick time is applied or not applied, is more a policy question.
Company culture certainly plays a part in this decision.
One thing I would also consider is the role of the employee. If the employee is a warehouse supervisor and a large portion of their work is to supervise the day to day work of a staff of non-exempt
employees, I'd charge PTO for the day. That day's work still needed to be covered and the supervisor was not present to do it. They may work half a day on the weekend to catch up on email, but
their primary work wasn't done.
On the other hand, my direct employees are internal OD & talent consultants. They sometimes work odd hours due to meetings, presentations, etc. And primary duties can be mostly performed on
any day or at any hour. IMO, flex time makes more sense in that environment.
So I don't think the answer is really dependent solely on their exempt status. The type of work they do and when it needs to be performed also makes a difference.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 14:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can Salaried Exempt employees "make up time" for a sick day?
_
â€‹â€‹
We have a Salaried, Exempt employee who called out sick for a full day. The employee subsequently worked 4.5 hours the following weekend. They have asked if they can offset the sick day
since they came in on a Saturday.
Is this reasonable or legal in CT?
Thank you!
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Re: Help! I keep getting stood up.
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:04 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
Non-profit in western MA. We are having the same problem over the same time period. I have 35 years in HR and I have seen this before. It is the current labor market where there are more open
jobs than there are candidates. Candidates can pick and choose. To keep costs down we are located in a refurbished paper mill (old brick building) in the industrial corner of a crime-infested small
city. The location is not pretty. But the inside of the building is very nice.
I think candidates do a drive-by and decide "I'm not working there, I'll find something else" and it's easy for them to do that. We are running at a "No Show" rate of about 25 - 30%.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 14:14
From: Saundra Durda
Subject: Help! I keep getting stood up.
â€‹â€‹
Hi everyone! I'm hoping you guys can give me advice-or at the very least let me know that I am not the only one this is happening to. I work for a Non Profit in Northeast, OH and have been doing
all of our recruiting for the last 4 years. Since around last November I've continuously had more people not show up to their scheduled interviews then those who did. Which is turning into a huge
problem when trying to fill positions.
My current process is scheduling the interview over the phone; providing them with the information needed verbally ie our address, who to ask for and informing them that they will need to complete
our application and a background release form and they can do so electronically or in the office. I then email the applicants the same information, reiterating the time and date and include the link for
our application and our background release form. The verbiage I typically use is as follows;

"As we discussed your interview is scheduled for [date and time].. You will interview with myself along with [hiring mangers name] who is the hiring manager for this position. The interview will
take approximately 30-45min.
Please complete the attached background release form and return it to me either via email or you can hand it to me in person at the time of your interview. Also, please complete our application with
this link [website link]. If you have any issues completing either the application or background release form please let me know.
We are located at [address]. There is ample free parking surrounding the building.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or would like any additional information. Also, if for any reason you need to reschedule or are unable to make your scheduled interview please
let me know.
We look forward to meeting you!"
I've Googled the companies name and looked on Glass Door with nothing of concern popping up. I'm at a complete loss as to why this happening or how to prevent so many applicants from not
showing up. Any insight or advice is greatly appreciated.
Thank you!
-----------------------------Saundra Durda
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previous next
Re: In House drug testing
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 1:03 PM
Michael Smith
â€‹
Your w/c comp rep gave incorrect info. However, just heard from a lawyer advising not to do in-house drug tests. Medical facilities have strict processes and MRO's to review results. Most private
companies do not have in-house trained staff.
-----------------------------Michael Smith
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 12:50
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: In House drug testing
Hello all,
I met with my workers compensation representative today and during the course of the conversation, he told me that in order for me to conduct my own drug screens (we do a saliva swab) we have to
get a license from the Department of Labor. I was looking through the DOL website and haven't found anything about it but will continue to search. I was curious if anyone else was familiar with
this. The company that I source my drug screens through didn't say anything about this.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
------------------------------
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Re: In House drug testing
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 1:27 PM
Eric Emerson
So I checked with the Oklahoma State Department of Health. Since we are only drug testing our own employees/candidates we do not need a license or certificate from them. The saliva test we
perform gives an instant result. If the test is positive, we use a second device to mail a sample to a qualified testing laboratory for confirmation. The upside is, if the first test is negative it only cost
$9.75 for the kit rather than $32.00 for the mail in version or $60 to send the employee to a clinic for a whiz quiz. The downside is that a negative test has to be confirmed and cost the $32.00 anyway
on top of the $9.75. Hopefully the number of lower cost tests will save us money over the long run.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 12:50
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: In House drug testing
Hello all,
I met with my workers compensation representative today and during the course of the conversation, he told me that in order for me to conduct my own drug screens (we do a saliva swab) we have to
get a license from the Department of Labor. I was looking through the DOL website and haven't found anything about it but will continue to search. I was curious if anyone else was familiar with
this. The company that I source my drug screens through didn't say anything about this.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
------------------------------
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Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2018 10:04 AM
Jennifer Weber
â€‹
I would remind as there is so much to learn and so much going on in their first 30-60-90 days that they truly may just forget.
I do the same as Mark mentions. I ensure all employees are aware of what their enrollment deadline at orientation and they also receive a letter that lists all of the important dates/deadlines. I tell
them very early and firmly that it is their responsibility to enroll for benefits by the deadline. If they fail to do so, they must wait for open enrollment in December unless they have a qualifying event.
I also put a reminder on our HR calendars that "employee is eligible for benefits this month".
I then start sending them emails or tracking them down to get their paperwork in or they will have to wait.

-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Eligibility Reminder
_

Good morning,
Although I have been in HR for a while, I have never had to deal with benefits much as there was always a specialist who handled that. I am now a department of one. Currently the company does not
send reminders to employees of their eligibility date. Their philosophy is if the employee wants it, they will enquire. I don't even think anyone goes over anything with them which I will be changing.
However, I am up in the air about sending reminders. I wanted your input. To send a reminder or not to send a reminder? What are your thoughts?
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Re: Employee Eligibility Reminder
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:49 AM
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Anonymous
_
Yes. You need a signed waiver under the ACA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 16:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Eligibility Reminder
_
Don't you still have to have a signed waiver if they are not taking the benefits. Our broker told me I need a signed waiver and if they are refusing our health insurance they need to provide me with
proof of insurance.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Eligibility Reminder
_

Good morning,
Although I have been in HR for a while, I have never had to deal with benefits much as there was always a specialist who handled that. I am now a department of one. Currently the company does not
send reminders to employees of their eligibility date. Their philosophy is if the employee wants it, they will enquire. I don't even think anyone goes over anything with them which I will be changing.
However, I am up in the air about sending reminders. I wanted your input. To send a reminder or not to send a reminder? What are your thoughts?
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Re: Do demotions really ever work out?
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:38 PM
Anonymous
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_
This was nothing more in my opinion than a mismatch. It happens. An employee wants to be manager. The employer says let's give it a chance. In this case the employer did sent the employee to
training and it is not working out. At the end of the day, the employee was better as an employee than a manager. I've seen this happen. Do demotions work, in my opinion no. The loss in salary of
course is one problem. The fact that the employee will feel like a failure is another. The fact that others will advertently or inadvertently comment on it will make a bad thing worse. (Oh hey I heard
they demoted you. You must feel so bad about that. Hey did you hear about so and so. He couldn't hack it. Hey did you know so and so couldn't hack it?) If the employee's only out is to go back to
where he came from, you may be done. The only "unless" I can think of is where there is a "special project" where his expertise is completely mandatory needed that you've no choice, you are
absolutely compelled, you can't do this without him, and must pull him back from the dregs of management. No one might believe it but I figure you've got a 50/50 shot now.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 10:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do demotions really ever work out?
_
We have recently brought in a Director level employee to oversee our Quality department. The manager at the time was not able to carry the full load of the department but still at the time was
proving to be working hard and doing an okay job. Nothing terminable. The department is about 15-18 people in size. The manager had been in the role about one year before the Director was
brought in over the entire group. The responsibilities were split and a small restructure was done at the time, about 3 months ago.
The new Director has been in her position for about 3 months now and is discovering the manager level employee is actually very bad at managing the employees or has kinda "checked out". He's
not performing to the level she's happy with. She is considering demoting him into an Engineering role that does not manage anyone. He is very technical, would prefer to sit in front of a computer
rather than manage anyone. The Director would like to change his title and pay rate to a lower amount. She has documentation that he has not performed well as a manager and she has
communicated this with him. He has not taken direction very well from her and when she has brought up issues with him he says things like "I'd do it the same way again if I had the chance to".
Clearly not understanding what the issue is.
The question is - has anyone ever really seen a demotion/change in position and pay really work out? My thought is that it's a slippery slope messing with pay and if he's not performing to the level
we expect him to that we'd move towards termination. However the Director is considering restructuring his position into something less than it was because she thinks he does hold some value in
the new position (not managing anyone). He's very technical and this is a gap in that department.
Thoughts?
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Apr 19, 2018 12:26 PM
Anonymous
_
The employee is not abusing FMLA. They using protected leave to cover absences related to a serious health condition in line with a complete and sufficient certification. There is no abuse.
Next steps are to allow the FMLA and don't retaliate against the employee for using protected leave. That includes making sure that neither you nor the manager are making comments about him
abusing FMLA.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Abuse
_
We have an employee who was approved for FMLA in February 2018. Since then he has been taking off in 2 day blocks for every episode (migraine), which his certification paperwork does state
the frequency can be 1 time a week with a duration of 2 days per episode. Prior to this approval this employee was out every now and then due to migraines, but it was not in 2 day increments. So far
he has taken 8 full days off within a 2 month time frame. We believe he may be abusing his FMLA but he is not deviating from what his certification paperwork states. This is causing a hardship on
the company and there is no other department that can absorb these absences. Can anyone advise on next steps?

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA Abuse
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:45 PM
Anonymous

_
I get migraine headaches. When I do, I have a prescribed medication that I take. If I am very busy at work, I come back as soon as I get over the unbearable pain. The thing is, even after I feel
better or the symptoms of migraine are gone, for at least 12 hours and if I took my meds more than once, absolutely more than that, I am not exactly 100%. While this is going on, no matter what i do
not make decisions that may have a long term consequence. I may decide what to eat for lunch or approve a half a day off. Anything more serious than that, I defer for another time. If I were on
FMLA, I would take that second day. As it happens, I am lucky and I get migraines, once a quarter or so. While I am in that zombie, disconnected condition, if you ask me anything that would
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require attention or detail I cannot do. The point is, he may not be abusing it but using it as he should as AJ suggested. Since his certification allows it,, you should let him be.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Abuse
_
We have an employee who was approved for FMLA in February 2018. Since then he has been taking off in 2 day blocks for every episode (migraine), which his certification paperwork does state
the frequency can be 1 time a week with a duration of 2 days per episode. Prior to this approval this employee was out every now and then due to migraines, but it was not in 2 day increments. So far
he has taken 8 full days off within a 2 month time frame. We believe he may be abusing his FMLA but he is not deviating from what his certification paperwork states. This is causing a hardship on
the company and there is no other department that can absorb these absences. Can anyone advise on next steps?

top
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previous next
Re: Mini-Credentials and Other Resume Indicators
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 4:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Personally, I wouldn't get worked up on Jeanette's opinion. It's my favorite thing in the world when people who have 0 HR experience hop on this board and act like they have any legitimate idea
what HR looks like at different businesses or think that HR has to act a certain way. And then throw out personal insults to those who are in the profession for posts we take time out of our day to
respond to.
OP- You take feedback very well. I truly feel that when you finally find what it is that you want to do (and I think you're so close!) the organization and manager you work for will be beyond grateful
to have you as an employee. Best of luck!â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 13:28
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Mini-Credentials and Other Resume Indicators
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I was dismayed at some of the responses I read to your question. Apparently you touched a nerve in some of the "professionals" on this forum.
Jeanette Kingsbury, 04-18-2018 11:01

Why? Because not everyone fits your vision of what HR should be? Why does that make those people "professionals" rather than professionals? Maybe don't slam the people you disagree with by
making the implication that they're not professionals.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP

top
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previous next
Re: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 4:27 PM
Diana Meyers
â€‹
We are a company that processes warranties (a lot of paperwork involved). It is pretty much following direction and following rules of a manufacturer. A lot of numbers and data entry. It is a
unique outsourcing service provided only to a select clientele (new automobile dealerships). We have done both ways, staffing services are expensive but we also have a relatively high turnover rate
using either option. I hope I have "filled" in some of the questions.
-----------------------------Diana Meyers
Warranty Processing Inc
Rockford IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
_
As usual, it depends.
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Temp to hire for a director level? Nope.
For a receptionist, sure.
For a Sales Manager? Nope
For high turnover manufacturing? I've used several agencies so each would send me their best candidates.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:57
From: Diana Meyers
Subject: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
We had been using a temp service and are trying to determine the pros/cons to each hiring process? Which would you prefer?

top
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previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 12:40 PM
Anonymous

_
They started calling my references!!
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
For me, providing 2 references from your current employer would be sufficient. Even if your past roles were different, your reference could still speak to your work ethic, leadership skills,
dependability etc. If you know your company would push you out, I would not risk it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
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I could ask someone from the past, but none of those jobs are similar. I could ask someone from an organization I work with, but they have all been with this company longer than I have and I just get
nervous. When the owners of my company find out this type of information, they force the person out... It can be very toxic and I can't be without a job.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 10:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Is there anyone you've worked with in the past that could be a reference? Or someone from an association you belong to?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.
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previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:47 PM
Kristin Saba

Exciting!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Reply to Sender

Fingers crossed.
-----------------------------Kristin Saba
Human Resources Administrator
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
They started calling my references!!
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
For me, providing 2 references from your current employer would be sufficient. Even if your past roles were different, your reference could still speak to your work ethic, leadership skills,
dependability etc. If you know your company would push you out, I would not risk it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I could ask someone from the past, but none of those jobs are similar. I could ask someone from an organization I work with, but they have all been with this company longer than I have and I just get
nervous. When the owners of my company find out this type of information, they force the person out... It can be very toxic and I can't be without a job.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 10:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
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Is there anyone you've worked with in the past that could be a reference? Or someone from an association you belong to?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.
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previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 1:52 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
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_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
413.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:00 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Your excitement about this possibility is infectious and comes across here - I am sure it did to them too. Good luck!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 12:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
They started calling my references!!
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 10:15
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
For me, providing 2 references from your current employer would be sufficient. Even if your past roles were different, your reference could still speak to your work ethic, leadership skills,
dependability etc. If you know your company would push you out, I would not risk it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I could ask someone from the past, but none of those jobs are similar. I could ask someone from an organization I work with, but they have all been with this company longer than I have and I just get
nervous. When the owners of my company find out this type of information, they force the person out... It can be very toxic and I can't be without a job.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-18-2018 10:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Is there anyone you've worked with in the past that could be a reference? Or someone from an association you belong to?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.
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previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:24 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
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realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
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previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 2:35 PM
Anonymous

_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
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previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:10 PM
Anonymous

_
Just my opinion, but your questions for the initial interview are very self-serving - tells the interviewee that you are looking out for yourself more than your potential new employer. First interviews
should always be about the company, the culture, the organizational structure, future goals (of Company) and then maybe what they EXPECT FROM YOU, not what you want from them. When/if
you get a second interview, you can get into more questions about what YOU are need, like pay, benefits, growth potential, etc. etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
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I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
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So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
417.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 19, 2018 3:15 PM
Anonymous

_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
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Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
418.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:20 AM
Anonymous

_
I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
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Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
419.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:28 AM
Anonymous

_
See what direction this interview takes. They may bring benefits up, or not.
I'd wear a different outfit.
If you don't have one, try thrift shops (GoodWill, consignment shops) in upscale neighborhoods.
The suits I wear to work would typically cost $150 - $200 new but I get them from GoodWill for abut $20.â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
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_
I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
420.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:38 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I ABSOLUTELY encourage you to ask about benefits and the cost of benefits. In our co. People are SHOCKED at how high our premiums are. I feel sorry for them when they come from a
company who pays for benefits. Once person said, "I thought I was getting a raise coming here, but actually with these rates, I'm making less." There's nothing wrong with asking about benefits.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
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I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
421.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 9:49 AM
Anonymous

_
Since the OP doesn't need health insurance at this time, I'd let them lead the discussion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
I ABSOLUTELY encourage you to ask about benefits and the cost of benefits. In our co. People are SHOCKED at how high our premiums are. I feel sorry for them when they come from a
company who pays for benefits. Once person said, "I thought I was getting a raise coming here, but actually with these rates, I'm making less." There's nothing wrong with asking about benefits.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:19
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
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On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
422.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:02 AM
Anonymous

_
Thank you! It was brought up in the first interview, but not really explained. I have questions on all benefits, not just health insurance.
For example, they said you earn PTO, but they did not say when you started accruing or how much. I also want to know if they allow rollover. I have so many questions because I want to make sure
this is a good career move for me.
These are all the questions I am curious about, but I am sure I should not ask all of them...
How many people will be reporting to me?
How long is the lunch break? (hours and 7:30-5:00) I am hoping for an hour so I can go to the gym! :)
What is your dress code policy? (I want to know if I am expected to dress up every day, wear scrubs, and if I can wear my nose ring)
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When do you start to accrue PTO?
How much do you accrue?
Can you rollover unused PTO?
Does sick time rollover?
What health insurance do you offer?
What is the deductible?
What is the monthly premium?
Can you tell me more about your Short Term Disability? (I have my own now, and we plan on having children in the next 2 years)
What is your review schedule?
When training, what is covered? (I am assuming they cover the flight and pay me while I am in the training session. However, I want to know if they pay for a car rental and reimburse for food, etc. )
Where is the training in Florida and how far in advance will I know when I will be going? (my husband travels for work and we have some fur babies)
Are you allowed to use PTO around holidays and still get holiday pay?
I also have some trips planned that I want to ask them about. One is a trip to Florida to see my family and the other is for my honeymoon.

OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Since the OP doesn't need health insurance at this time, I'd let them lead the discussion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
I ABSOLUTELY encourage you to ask about benefits and the cost of benefits. In our co. People are SHOCKED at how high our premiums are. I feel sorry for them when they come from a
company who pays for benefits. Once person said, "I thought I was getting a raise coming here, but actually with these rates, I'm making less." There's nothing wrong with asking about benefits.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
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Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
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I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
423.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:07 AM
Ivette Dupuis

Outside of your first question, I wouldn't ask any of your other questions until I got an actual offer.
Again, you're focused on the wrong things.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you! It was brought up in the first interview, but not really explained. I have questions on all benefits, not just health insurance.
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Reply to Sender

For example, they said you earn PTO, but they did not say when you started accruing or how much. I also want to know if they allow rollover. I have so many questions because I want to make sure
this is a good career move for me.
These are all the questions I am curious about, but I am sure I should not ask all of them...
How many people will be reporting to me?
How long is the lunch break? (hours and 7:30-5:00) I am hoping for an hour so I can go to the gym! :)
What is your dress code policy? (I want to know if I am expected to dress up every day, wear scrubs, and if I can wear my nose ring)
When do you start to accrue PTO?
How much do you accrue?
Can you rollover unused PTO?
Does sick time rollover?
What health insurance do you offer?
What is the deductible?
What is the monthly premium?
Can you tell me more about your Short Term Disability? (I have my own now, and we plan on having children in the next 2 years)
What is your review schedule?
When training, what is covered? (I am assuming they cover the flight and pay me while I am in the training session. However, I want to know if they pay for a car rental and reimburse for food, etc. )
Where is the training in Florida and how far in advance will I know when I will be going? (my husband travels for work and we have some fur babies)
Are you allowed to use PTO around holidays and still get holiday pay?
I also have some trips planned that I want to ask them about. One is a trip to Florida to see my family and the other is for my honeymoon.

OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Since the OP doesn't need health insurance at this time, I'd let them lead the discussion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
I ABSOLUTELY encourage you to ask about benefits and the cost of benefits. In our co. People are SHOCKED at how high our premiums are. I feel sorry for them when they come from a
company who pays for benefits. Once person said, "I thought I was getting a raise coming here, but actually with these rates, I'm making less." There's nothing wrong with asking about benefits.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
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_
I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
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Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
424.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:21 AM
Anonymous

_
Thank you, Ivette! :)
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:06
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Interview!
Outside of your first question, I wouldn't ask any of your other questions until I got an actual offer.
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Again, you're focused on the wrong things.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
425.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:21 AM
Anonymous

_
How many honeymoons do you have planned?
Anyway, those questions would make me re-think my decision to hire you.
They're all about you and your personal wants.
You need to show me you want to work for me - not that you want time off.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
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realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
426.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:22 AM
Anonymous

_
I would save the majority of those questions for after you've received an offer. All good information to have when making a decision, but those questions would lead me to believe you are more
interested in the benefits than the actual job. Ask about the company, their expectations, job duties, training etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you! It was brought up in the first interview, but not really explained. I have questions on all benefits, not just health insurance.
For example, they said you earn PTO, but they did not say when you started accruing or how much. I also want to know if they allow rollover. I have so many questions because I want to make sure
this is a good career move for me.
These are all the questions I am curious about, but I am sure I should not ask all of them...
How many people will be reporting to me?
How long is the lunch break? (hours and 7:30-5:00) I am hoping for an hour so I can go to the gym! :)
What is your dress code policy? (I want to know if I am expected to dress up every day, wear scrubs, and if I can wear my nose ring)
When do you start to accrue PTO?
How much do you accrue?
Can you rollover unused PTO?
Does sick time rollover?
What health insurance do you offer?
What is the deductible?
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What is the monthly premium?
Can you tell me more about your Short Term Disability? (I have my own now, and we plan on having children in the next 2 years)
What is your review schedule?
When training, what is covered? (I am assuming they cover the flight and pay me while I am in the training session. However, I want to know if they pay for a car rental and reimburse for food, etc. )
Where is the training in Florida and how far in advance will I know when I will be going? (my husband travels for work and we have some fur babies)
Are you allowed to use PTO around holidays and still get holiday pay?
I also have some trips planned that I want to ask them about. One is a trip to Florida to see my family and the other is for my honeymoon.

OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Since the OP doesn't need health insurance at this time, I'd let them lead the discussion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
I ABSOLUTELY encourage you to ask about benefits and the cost of benefits. In our co. People are SHOCKED at how high our premiums are. I feel sorry for them when they come from a
company who pays for benefits. Once person said, "I thought I was getting a raise coming here, but actually with these rates, I'm making less." There's nothing wrong with asking about benefits.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
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_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
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I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
427.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:26 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I think you are drilling down way to far in your questions.
A simple, please tell me about your benefits should be enough at this time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you! It was brought up in the first interview, but not really explained. I have questions on all benefits, not just health insurance.
For example, they said you earn PTO, but they did not say when you started accruing or how much. I also want to know if they allow rollover. I have so many questions because I want to make sure
this is a good career move for me.
These are all the questions I am curious about, but I am sure I should not ask all of them...
How many people will be reporting to me?
How long is the lunch break? (hours and 7:30-5:00) I am hoping for an hour so I can go to the gym! :)
What is your dress code policy? (I want to know if I am expected to dress up every day, wear scrubs, and if I can wear my nose ring)
When do you start to accrue PTO?
How much do you accrue?
Can you rollover unused PTO?
Does sick time rollover?
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What health insurance do you offer?
What is the deductible?
What is the monthly premium?
Can you tell me more about your Short Term Disability? (I have my own now, and we plan on having children in the next 2 years)
What is your review schedule?
When training, what is covered? (I am assuming they cover the flight and pay me while I am in the training session. However, I want to know if they pay for a car rental and reimburse for food, etc. )
Where is the training in Florida and how far in advance will I know when I will be going? (my husband travels for work and we have some fur babies)
Are you allowed to use PTO around holidays and still get holiday pay?
I also have some trips planned that I want to ask them about. One is a trip to Florida to see my family and the other is for my honeymoon.

OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Since the OP doesn't need health insurance at this time, I'd let them lead the discussion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
I ABSOLUTELY encourage you to ask about benefits and the cost of benefits. In our co. People are SHOCKED at how high our premiums are. I feel sorry for them when they come from a
company who pays for benefits. Once person said, "I thought I was getting a raise coming here, but actually with these rates, I'm making less." There's nothing wrong with asking about benefits.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
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I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
428.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:31 AM
Anonymous

_
OP
I am also in a process with interviews going on. You should be focusing on the job, the culture, the fit, the challenge rather than the benefits. Granted they are important (I do have kids that depend
on me), but first I want to make sure that is the place I can be for the long run.
If you are really curious you could ask the recruiter to get a copy of their benefits handbook. They typically have this information readily available and it gives a lot of the detail you are looking for.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
How many honeymoons do you have planned?
Anyway, those questions would make me re-think my decision to hire you.
They're all about you and your personal wants.
You need to show me you want to work for me - not that you want time off.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top

previous next

429.

Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:36 AM
Anonymous

_

How many honeymoons do you have planned?
Anonymous, 04-20-2018 10:21

I thought that too. :-)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:21
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Interview!
_
How many honeymoons do you have planned?
Anyway, those questions would make me re-think my decision to hire you.
They're all about you and your personal wants.
You need to show me you want to work for me - not that you want time off.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
430.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 10:50 AM
Anonymous

_
OP,
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Pretty every question you asked is a huge turn off to me. The questions are too in the weeds for an interview. If this is all you asked I would definitely think you don't want to work for me.
Most of my managers could not tell you the nitty gritty about the benefits other than we offer health care, they charge me money.
Though as a manager, if you reported to me, I would love the level of detail that you think just maybe not those specific questions.
Ask, Tell me about your benefits and leave it at that.
Your question that you are asking if anyone is reporting to you, gives me pause. Did they not tell you in the interview? Perhaps no one reports to you?
You could probably recycle (or expand) on a few of the same questions from your first interview. If you asked about a trend and then got feedback, maybe state, in the first interview, Sally shared
about X trend in your industry, what are your thoughts?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you! It was brought up in the first interview, but not really explained. I have questions on all benefits, not just health insurance.
For example, they said you earn PTO, but they did not say when you started accruing or how much. I also want to know if they allow rollover. I have so many questions because I want to make sure
this is a good career move for me.
These are all the questions I am curious about, but I am sure I should not ask all of them...
How many people will be reporting to me?
How long is the lunch break? (hours and 7:30-5:00) I am hoping for an hour so I can go to the gym! :)
What is your dress code policy? (I want to know if I am expected to dress up every day, wear scrubs, and if I can wear my nose ring)
When do you start to accrue PTO?
How much do you accrue?
Can you rollover unused PTO?
Does sick time rollover?
What health insurance do you offer?
What is the deductible?
What is the monthly premium?
Can you tell me more about your Short Term Disability? (I have my own now, and we plan on having children in the next 2 years)
What is your review schedule?
When training, what is covered? (I am assuming they cover the flight and pay me while I am in the training session. However, I want to know if they pay for a car rental and reimburse for food, etc. )
Where is the training in Florida and how far in advance will I know when I will be going? (my husband travels for work and we have some fur babies)
Are you allowed to use PTO around holidays and still get holiday pay?
I also have some trips planned that I want to ask them about. One is a trip to Florida to see my family and the other is for my honeymoon.
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OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Since the OP doesn't need health insurance at this time, I'd let them lead the discussion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
I ABSOLUTELY encourage you to ask about benefits and the cost of benefits. In our co. People are SHOCKED at how high our premiums are. I feel sorry for them when they come from a
company who pays for benefits. Once person said, "I thought I was getting a raise coming here, but actually with these rates, I'm making less." There's nothing wrong with asking about benefits.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
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_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.
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top
431.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:07 AM
Anonymous

_
These questions are a huge turn off to a recruiter. You know what they tell me? You're more concerned about how much flexibility you have to wear whatever you want and how much time you get
to not be at work than you are about whether you're a fit for the culture and the actual role they're hiring for. You're focused on the wrong things, and I would not hire someone who asked those
questions during an interview. I most often receive those types of questions for roles like Shipping jobs where I already know this is likely not the person's passion or a "career" for them. They're a
turn-off even then and a HUGE turn-off for professional roles. These are questions to save for the offer stage.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you! It was brought up in the first interview, but not really explained. I have questions on all benefits, not just health insurance.
For example, they said you earn PTO, but they did not say when you started accruing or how much. I also want to know if they allow rollover. I have so many questions because I want to make sure
this is a good career move for me.
These are all the questions I am curious about, but I am sure I should not ask all of them...
How many people will be reporting to me?
How long is the lunch break? (hours and 7:30-5:00) I am hoping for an hour so I can go to the gym! :)
What is your dress code policy? (I want to know if I am expected to dress up every day, wear scrubs, and if I can wear my nose ring)
When do you start to accrue PTO?
How much do you accrue?
Can you rollover unused PTO?
Does sick time rollover?
What health insurance do you offer?
What is the deductible?
What is the monthly premium?
Can you tell me more about your Short Term Disability? (I have my own now, and we plan on having children in the next 2 years)
What is your review schedule?
When training, what is covered? (I am assuming they cover the flight and pay me while I am in the training session. However, I want to know if they pay for a car rental and reimburse for food, etc. )
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Where is the training in Florida and how far in advance will I know when I will be going? (my husband travels for work and we have some fur babies)
Are you allowed to use PTO around holidays and still get holiday pay?
I also have some trips planned that I want to ask them about. One is a trip to Florida to see my family and the other is for my honeymoon.

OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Since the OP doesn't need health insurance at this time, I'd let them lead the discussion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
I ABSOLUTELY encourage you to ask about benefits and the cost of benefits. In our co. People are SHOCKED at how high our premiums are. I feel sorry for them when they come from a
company who pays for benefits. Once person said, "I thought I was getting a raise coming here, but actually with these rates, I'm making less." There's nothing wrong with asking about benefits.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
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Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
432.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 20, 2018 11:36 AM
Anonymous

_
I work for dentists. He is not going to know (or care) if you are paid holiday pay if you use PTO around the holiday. :-)
It sounds like the first interview went well, and you are showing a lot of enthusiasm for the opportunity. But as others have said, these questions are a turn off. Focus on the job. Best of luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you! It was brought up in the first interview, but not really explained. I have questions on all benefits, not just health insurance.
For example, they said you earn PTO, but they did not say when you started accruing or how much. I also want to know if they allow rollover. I have so many questions because I want to make sure
this is a good career move for me.
These are all the questions I am curious about, but I am sure I should not ask all of them...
How many people will be reporting to me?
How long is the lunch break? (hours and 7:30-5:00) I am hoping for an hour so I can go to the gym! :)
What is your dress code policy? (I want to know if I am expected to dress up every day, wear scrubs, and if I can wear my nose ring)
When do you start to accrue PTO?
How much do you accrue?
Can you rollover unused PTO?
Does sick time rollover?
What health insurance do you offer?
What is the deductible?
What is the monthly premium?
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Can you tell me more about your Short Term Disability? (I have my own now, and we plan on having children in the next 2 years)
What is your review schedule?
When training, what is covered? (I am assuming they cover the flight and pay me while I am in the training session. However, I want to know if they pay for a car rental and reimburse for food, etc. )
Where is the training in Florida and how far in advance will I know when I will be going? (my husband travels for work and we have some fur babies)
Are you allowed to use PTO around holidays and still get holiday pay?
I also have some trips planned that I want to ask them about. One is a trip to Florida to see my family and the other is for my honeymoon.

OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Since the OP doesn't need health insurance at this time, I'd let them lead the discussion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
I ABSOLUTELY encourage you to ask about benefits and the cost of benefits. In our co. People are SHOCKED at how high our premiums are. I feel sorry for them when they come from a
company who pays for benefits. Once person said, "I thought I was getting a raise coming here, but actually with these rates, I'm making less." There's nothing wrong with asking about benefits.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-20-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I received a phone call from them saying they would like me to come in for a second interview. She wants me to meet with her husband, who is also a dentist, and ask a few more questions.
Would this be a good time to ask about benefits and other questions I have? They gave me the most generic list of benefits they have with no details.
Also, what do I wear to this interview? Should I still wear my suit just with another shirt? Or should I just do a nice top without the blazer?
:) OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
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_
fingers crossed! Good Luck! seeing these updates is one of the few things that brighten my day. Your absolute joy over the potential position and change is infectious!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Fingers and toes crossed for you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you, everyone! I already asked for $27 on the application. The only reason I would have said $24 if they asked, is because I got my raise today. They did not ask.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
â€‹
Ask for $30; you don't get what you don't ask for.
On another note, why would you outright lie about what you currently make? Don't tell them you make $24 if you make $23. Be honest.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
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I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
433.

previous next
Re: SHRM-CP
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 12:37 PM
Sarah Stulga
I just learned that you can also earn one professional development credit by completing the SHRM Competency Self Assessment each year:
www.shrm.org/learningandcareer/career/pages/...
I haven't done it yet but this is going on my personal checklist. Hope this helps you!
Sarah
-----------------------------Sarah Stulga SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-12-2018 11:42
From: Sarah Stulga
Subject: SHRM-CP
I use HR.com as well and would recommend it. If you register for a live webinar and are unable to attend, they send you the link afterwards and you can still receive credit. Have you checked out the
recertification handbook?
www.shrm.org/certification/documents/...
Here are some activities that you can get credit for you may not have realized:
- Reading books that SHRM has approved and passing a quiz
- volunteering HR services (serving as a chair for your local chapter, providing HR expertise to a non-profit)
- your SHRM membership, and any other national HR organization membership
- participating in a focus group
- writing an HR related letter or making a call to your congress/state legislature
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I'm also currently trying to maintain my certification without the support of my current organization, but every little bit adds up!

-----------------------------Sarah Stulga SHRM-CP

top
434.

previous
Re: Fwd: Work Related Stress Relief
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 19, 2018 3:51 PM
Michael Powell
â€‹
Thank you Mary:
I was able to wonder around enough in the search engines, as I am quite new here, and found a couple of very short articles. I choose one, and it was well received, I had several positive comments
that they had good information, and was short to read.. :-)
-----------------------------Michael Powell
Deputy Chief of Police/University Safety Officer
McNeese State University
Lake Charles LA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-04-2018 09:50
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Fwd: Work Related Stress Relief
Hi Mike,
This SHRM article on stress management may point you to some resources - scroll down to the hot links under "Employer Resources":
SHRM - Stress Management
I also did a search of the SHRM web site on "wellness and stress" and some other articles/resources popped up. Good luck to you!
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-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington

You are subscribed to "General HR" as therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. To change your subscriptions, go to My Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to
Unsubscribe.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Society for Human Resource Management" <DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity.org>
Fri, 27 Apr 2018 10:47:01 -0600 (MDT)
General HR Digest for Friday April 27, 2018
<therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

General HR
Post New Message
Apr 26, 2018
started 20 minutes ago, Kevin Soroko (0 replies)

Job Description Software
1. i am looking to rewrite about 50 job... Kevin Soroko
started 30 minutes ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Letter of Warning for Director Level Employee for Failure To Manage
2. _ I'm looking for suggestions or outlines (if... Anonymous
3. _ He was trying to handle it. Isn't that... Anonymous
4. _ I get why the COO doesn't want to term at... Anonymous
5. _ Follow the SBI Model < Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

_ Hello, everyone. My organization has been... Anonymous
_ We used to have to do random drug tests, if... Anonymous
_ is it legal for us to ask the... Anonymous
Nope. Nope. Nope. If you have an MRO reviewing... Sarah Davis
_ In what state? How are you collecting... Anonymous
_ OP here - When a test comes back... Anonymous
_ My organization has been conducting... Anonymous
_ OP here - We do saliva tests. If all the... Anonymous
_ When a test comes back inconclusive, we... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Reference Checks - Where to file?
15. _ I am getting conflicting information where... Anonymous
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16. _ Employees are able to ask for access to... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

chatter
17. _ Looking for any suggestions to reduce... Anonymous
18. _ I'm not sure I fully understand the... Anonymous
19. _ Employees are allowed to discuss the terms... Anonymous
20. _ OP - I do not take it personally. I know... Anonymous
21. _ earn they have already shared the... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (14 replies)

Pet names
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

_ â€‹
Hello, I sit at the front desk, and I... Anonymous
_ You need to be polite because you are... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Pet names are unprofessional in the... Anonymous
_ Are you in the south? It drives me batty... Anonymous
_ "My name is ..." "You're Welcome HotLips... Anonymous
I once flew cross-country to negotiate a multi... Ivette Dupuis
_ â€‹
OP here - Yes, I am in the south. That... Anonymous
Haha. I am SORRY, what year is it?! "My... Ivette Dupuis
_ Ivette - Your responses never fail to... Anonymous
May I suggest, "It's Sally.' Sounds less... Ivette Dupuis
_ Some of this is up to you. In certain... Anonymous
You can always deflect (ignore), too. ... Ivette Dupuis
_ You could punch them (male or female) in... Anonymous
Noted, for my YouTube series, which will end... Ivette Dupuis
_ I was excited this was an off-topic post... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

H1B Expiring
37. _ â€‹â€‹
Employee's H1B Visa is expiring this year... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

FMLA
38. _ Can an employer decide to say FMLA is... Anonymous
39. _ Greetings HR cohort! According to FMLA... Anonymous
40. No, but a company can provide a company-designed... Todd Saffell
41. _ ok - then maybe we could implement a... Anonymous
42. _ Yes, you can develop a non-FMLA policy and... Anonymous
43. _ I would not guarantee benefits and job... Anonymous
44. _ â€‹
Before you institute something like this,... Anonymous
45. _ I would not want to even try to manage an... Anonymous
46. _ Can an employer decide to say FMLA... Anonymous
47. _ No, Here is info on FMLA leave. www.dol... Anonymous
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48. _ thank you everyone - very good info Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

PTO Benefits
49. _ Is it legal to have a different PTO program... Anonymous
50. _ â€‹
You can have different policies for... Anonymous
51. _ Hello to clarify, what do you mean by... Anonymous
52. _ They are just in a different department Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (12 replies)

Calgon take me away!
53. _ Seriously, does anyone else walk into work... Anonymous
54. _ My favorite is the voice mail at 6AM (2... Anonymous
55. _ I am very up front about things like this Anonymous
56. _ My Marketing Director is not speaking to me... Anonymous
57. We are terminating an employee today for poor... Lisa Sonne
58. _ Can someone tell me what Calgon is? Anonymous
59. _ Old bubble bath commercial. You can Google... Anonymous
60. _ Calgon is bath beads. Back in the 70s?? ... Anonymous
61. _ Thank you for those who explained. I... Anonymous
62. _ If you Google "Calgon take me away" you... Anonymous
63. _ Definitely been the week from hell.. Very... Anonymous
64. We don't even know your name. Ya close. ; ) ... Ivette Dupuis
65. hahaha Ivette, ya got me. I put it as Anon... Lauren Keller
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Employee stole from employee - outside of work
66. _ Will try to make a long story short. It's... Anonymous
67. If they want her out because of "Alleged" theft,... Susana Guzman-Agle
68. _ Unfortunately, no ... we are a non-profit... Anonymous
69. Being union you might need to bite the bullet... Susana Guzman-Agle
started 3 hours ago, Danielle Wilder (2 replies)

FMLA Certification Questions
70. Hello- I recently sent over FMLA paperwork to... Danielle Wilder
71. _ This is one of those cases where you'll... Anonymous
72. _ I would treat that as a request for... Anonymous
started 3 hours ago, Vojtech Velecky (1 reply)

Summer intern position name
73. Good morning, How do you figure out a name... Vojtech Velecky
74. _ IT Intern Anonymous
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

HR or non-HR degree
75. _ When SHRM asks if your degree is "HR" or ... Anonymous
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76. Just needs to be HR related. 'HR-related... Ivette Dupuis
77. _ Thank you! Anonymous
started 4 hours ago, Anonymous (11 replies)

FMLA?
78. _ An employee handed me a Certification... Anonymous
79. _ OP here again. Would I count the weekend as... Anonymous
80. â€‹
So the employee only missed the 24th and 27th? ... Libby Hayes
81. _ â€‹
I would not let an employee work if the... Anonymous
82. _ Three days are consecutive (not just work... Anonymous
83. _ Medication as continuous treatment counts. ... Anonymous
84. _ So the employee only missed the 24th... Anonymous
85. _ Edit: He missed 2 days, not a week ... Anonymous
86. â€‹
I fail to see where this individual had an... Libby Hayes
87. _ Libby, the employee may not have met the 3... Anonymous
88. _ Libby - please read the regs (bold is mine... Anonymous
89. _ Correction - disregard my comment on the... Anonymous
started 12 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Severance Pay/Termination Pay
90. _ We are terminating an employee for cause... Anonymous
91. Sounds like severance to me. Just a matter of... Ivette Dupuis
92. â€‹
Yes, it is severance and I would also make sure... Libby Hayes
started 12 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Excessive Absenteeism
93. _ I was recently hired with a new company to... Anonymous
94. Just handle moving forward, on a case by case... Ivette Dupuis
started 15 hours ago, Timothy Hallett (0 replies)

I9 - Anyone Available for Everify in Arlington Washington?
95. â€‹
Same old type of request. I am a DOO in... Timothy Hallett
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Docking exempt employee pay
96. _ exempt employee has used up all time off. ... Anonymous
97. _ I think there's a lot of information we... Anonymous
98. Message Gina Fischer
99. I don't see the problem, even without knowing... Ivette Dupuis
100. Almost through elimination period employee... Renee Shiraishi
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

Final notice to employee
101. _ We have an employee who has received poor... Anonymous
102. Can you clarify why HR is not supporting the... Mary Dillman
103. _ I don't understand why you think that the... Anonymous
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104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

Sounds like the Supervisor has been doing the... Susana Guzman-Agle
_ I don't understand why legal would need to... Anonymous
I agree with Mary. Time and money are of the... Taleasha Reavis
I understand exactly how sticky HR situations... Jamie Wideman
_ In addition to what other posters have... Anonymous
Some companies require to have "legal" involved... Susana Guzman-Agle
_ This was a requirement at my last company-... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Karen Voss (3 replies)

1-week Shut down Manufacturing - help
111. Help please. I am looking for samples of... Karen Voss
112. _ â€‹
Hi, we have company wide shut down weeks... Anonymous
113. _ In California, they may be entitled... Anonymous
114. â€‹
We have an annual shutdown and this is what we... Gayle Goldberg
started 18 hours ago, David McLean (2 replies)

Relocation Question
115. Just started a new job. Found out that we are... David McLean
116. _ â€‹
It is my understanding that a lump sum... Anonymous
117. David You are absolutely correct, any RELO... Susana Guzman-Agle
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (13 replies)

Ee never termed off medical by broker
118. _ We have an Employee that elected to... Anonymous
119. Perhaps the employee thought they had somehow... Anita Ragusa
120. This is a very interesting situation. If the... Justin Markowitz
121. _ You might find out if the employee... Anonymous
122. _ We had kind of a similar situation I... Anonymous
123. Yikes! I don't get it, who reconciles and... Ivette Dupuis
124. _ If this was entirely the broker's error (as... Anonymous
125. _ â€‹
While the broker made a mistake, it is... Anonymous
126. _ he health insurance company can not... Anonymous
127. Um, NO. There's plenty of blame to go around... Ivette Dupuis
128. Um, NO. Ivette Dupuis < Renee Shiraishi
129. _ Why? You believe that the employee... Anonymous
130. My thoughts exactly. I'm not saying the... Ivette Dupuis
131. Bad argument, all things are not equal. I... Ivette Dupuis
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

I-9 identification and completing a new i-9 form
132. _ â€‹â€‹
Our company changed names. We are having... Anonymous
133. _ You need to view the actual document. Not... Anonymous
134. _ Just because you know what she looks like... Anonymous
135. _ â€‹
Yes thank you will do! Anonymous
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started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (17 replies)

Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.

_ I may be too nice, and I should have said... Anonymous
Never HR for friends or family. Never ---... Todd Saffell
â€‹
I have never heard of any company requiring a ... Libby Hayes
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for... Mark Michaels
_ Once upon a time, some companies used to... Anonymous
_ The chain of events is bizarre. But this is... Anonymous
_ OP here - I know you are right Todd Anonymous
_ She requests coverage and is told she can... Anonymous
_ She probably received $4.00 more per hour... Anonymous
I need a good short answer for her that will... Roberta Weingarten
_ I've learned never give friend HR advice... Anonymous
When I HR for friends and family, I treat no... Ivette Dupuis
This is not unheard of. My guess is they gave... Ivette Dupuis
_ "Hey, I looked into that briefly for you Anonymous
_ OP here - I took your advice. When I... Anonymous
A lesson learned and something I think we may... Carolyn Schatzberg
_ Maybe the mother should get in touch with... Anonymous
_ I needed that laugh!! *insert laughing... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Ashley Ferrell (1 reply)

Evaluating Hourly Production Employees
154. Currently our hourly manufacturing employees are... Ashley Ferrell
155. â€‹
For production employees performance is usually... Libby Hayes
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Is there an app for the SHRM Learning System?
156. _ I'd like to be able to practice on my phone... Anonymous
157. _ Check with SHRM and see if they do or do not. Anonymous
158. One can wish, not yet. Ivette Dupuis
159. _ SHRM needs to get with the times! There... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anita Ragusa (0 replies)

Feedback on using Clarity as a vendor for HRA, FSA and Commuter benefits?
160. Hi all! I am considering switching from... Anita Ragusa
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

COMP TIME for Exempt EEs
161. _ Hello: How do you handle comp time if at... Anonymous
162. _ We don't offer comp time per se. We let... Anonymous
163. _ What AJ said. For a couple of hours a week... Anonymous
164. _ These sound like the type of people who... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Virginia Otis (1 reply)
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Clarification on Sexual Harassment Policy
165. â€‹â€‹
I am looking for clarification and background... Virginia Otis
166. Perhaps you will find what you are looking for... Renee Shiraishi
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

FMLA Question
167.
168.
169.
170.

_ â€‹â€‹
Should I send a follow-up letter to an... Anonymous
_ You don't have to (probably shouldn't)... Anonymous
_ â€‹
You can use her STD and LTD paperwork for... Anonymous
_ â€‹
I run FMLA concurrent with STD but I do it... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Military Duty
171. _ We have an employee that was out on... Anonymous
172. _ We create separate leave folders for... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Brook Siar (2 replies)

Hiring a 17 year old requirements
173. It's been a long time since I have gone through... Brook Siar
174. _ â€‹
www.education.pa.gov/Pages/Codes%20and... Anonymous
175. _ Also, this < Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Waiting on a candidate
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.

_ We offered a position to a candidate from... Anonymous
I would call again today and leave another... Susana Guzman-Agle
_ 24 hours is not that long unless both of... Anonymous
A little off-topic, but how long do you... Kaitlyn Miner
_ You made an offer based on a resume? Maybe... Anonymous
I would reach out via email. I had a similar... Andreya Bender
_ OP here - Our Operations Mgr contacted... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Kaitlyn Miner (2 replies)

EE medical files
183. From what I understand, in Indiana, there is not... Kaitlyn Miner
184. _ There is no reason an employee would need... Anonymous
185. _ From what I have read, IN does not... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Michelle Ammon (3 replies)

Pay Classifications = Need new term
186. Currently we are using Class I, II, III, IV, V,... Michelle Ammon
187. _ How about something that includes the name... Anonymous
188. _ â€‹
Assistant; Associate; Senior? Tier I, II,... Anonymous
189. Grade? Erica Berthen
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Pension retention
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190. _ how many years do I need to keep pension... Anonymous
191. _ â€‹
Retirement Plan Record Retention Guidelines < Anonymous
192. I don't know the exact answer, but I would... Susana Guzman-Agle
started 21 hours ago, Amanda Sellers (1 reply)

Employee Dishonesty Insurance
193. Hello, Does anyone have an opinion about... Amanda Sellers
194. I think a large factor is the industry you're in... Sarah Davis
started 21 hours ago, Jelena Maric (2 replies)

STD & Unemployment
195. I have a question about being fired in the state... Jelena Maric
196. _ All depends. Anyone can file. Someone may... Anonymous
197. Thank you! Jelena Maric
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (11 replies)

Keeping track of exempt employees
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.

_ How do you keep track of where exempt... Anonymous
_ The sales manager is losing sales because... Anonymous
_ Yes, believe me I know this. That's a whole... Anonymous
â€‹
In our company HR does not track exempt... Lisa Era
â€‹
Sorry, I responded before I saw the OP's... Lisa Era
_ So you don't track vacation time for exempt... Anonymous
_ So you don't track vacation time for... Anonymous
_ Small, family owned company here stuck in... Anonymous
_ â€‹
We require exempt employees to post their... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Hi OP! You're in the same boat as I am. I... Anonymous
_ Are they expected to work primarily out of... Anonymous
_ â€‹
You'll nver get out of the small company,... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

POLL: PTO Write Off Policy for Carryover Time
210. _ Good Afternoon .. for those of you that... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Tarah Pinkert (1 reply)

Manufacturing - Personal Cell Phone Use
211. We are in Manufacturing and have about 65... Tarah Pinkert
212. Cell phones are prohibited in the warehouse or... Lauren Keller
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

How do you let candidates down ?
213. _ I'd love some different wording ideas for... Anonymous
214. _ After a face to face interview, I simply... Anonymous
215. _ That's always tough, but I tend to stick... Anonymous
216. Roses are Red Violets are Blue Someone got... Todd Saffell
217. _ Do you include this card with the wilted... Anonymous
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218. _ â€‹
As much as I love Todd's poem, I send... Anonymous
219. Something very similar to this: Thank you... Mark Michaels
220. Dear ___: Thank you for interviewing for the... Susan Barth
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Second interview! Ahh!
221. _ I have a second interview in a few days and... Anonymous
222. Congrats! Hope you get the job. On a second... Susana Guzman-Agle
223. _ Original poster here, that is great advice Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Sarah Griffin (2 replies)

HCM Software Recommendations
224. Hello SHRM Community! We are a company of 160... Sarah Griffin
225. I am certain that if you search the forums here... Lena Smith
226. _ 4. Must have a dedicated Account... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Sandy Loudin (1 reply)

Using social media to pre-screen applicants
227. What are your practices/policies on using social... Sandy Loudin
228. _ I wouldn't do it. You're going to see... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Stephanie Loggins (2 replies)

Paperless/Digital Record Keeping
229. Filing cabinets, ugh. What suggestions or... Stephanie Loggins
230. _ Please do a search. This is asked on a... Anonymous
231. My solution is if someone walks into my office... Lena Smith
started 23 hours ago, Judy Todd (11 replies)

Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
232. For those of you who do payroll or have done... Judy Todd
233. _ You did exactly what I would have done. ... Anonymous
234. _ I agree. We handle the same way. Anonymous
235. _ The garnishment is a court order, so you... Anonymous
236. _ If that is your process, you followed it... Anonymous
237. _ We also do our bonuses separate, since they... Anonymous
238. The garnishment is a set amount, not a... Judy Todd
239. _ If he receives two checks in a given pay... Anonymous
240. _ You do realize that bonuses are to be taxed... Anonymous
241. _ â€‹
OP, you have missed what several posters... Anonymous
242. _ You do NOT have to issue a separate check... Anonymous
243. STOP.SHARING.WRONG.INFO. You CAN pay a bonus... Ivette Dupuis
started 23 hours ago, Laura Newbrough (8 replies)

Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
244. Hello friends, I have been interviewing for all... Laura Newbrough
245. _ It's very rare that candidates come here... Anonymous
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246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.

_ 99% of the people I interview don't come... Anonymous
I only bring a resume if I didn't include one in... Todd Saffell
_ It's so rare, I'd be concerned I'm coming... Anonymous
_ I bring a portfolio with extra copies of my... Anonymous
_ Very rare that I have candidates show up... Anonymous
_ I consider ourselves lucky if the candidate... Anonymous
I guess I am old school, but I always bring a... Susana Guzman-Agle
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Do you collect race, ethnic, and sex identification data for EEO-1 reporting for workers outside of US?
253. _ Do you collect voluntary race, ethnic, and... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (28 replies)

2 articles about HR
254. "Under-equipped and poorly trained"; I'm adding... Todd Saffell
255. I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she... Ivette Dupuis
256. I am an employee advocate, too. I'd also like... Ivette Dupuis
257. _ What the heck is "speaking truth to power"? Anonymous
258. Translation: 'I am right, you are wrong.' ... Ivette Dupuis
259. I love the term "speaking truth to power." It... Julie Kellman
260. _ I say it's "giving power to idiots". Too... Anonymous
261. New signs at #SHRM18: Lame HR to the right. ... Ivette Dupuis
262. Which one's the corner for us never-made-it-out... Todd Saffell
263. Pick a corner, any corner. Which one's the... Ivette Dupuis
264. _ For the most part, Liz Ryan sets my hair on... Anonymous
265. _ Liz Ryan is all about "fluffy" HR. I feel... Anonymous
266. _ I used to like Liz (like back in 2011... Anonymous
267. _ Not speaking for Ivette, but everything!... Anonymous
268. _ Todd, This is the person who as you put it... Anonymous
269. _ Not speaking for Ivette, but... Anonymous
270. _ Well that's a gross generalization! Anonymous
271. Ivette, thank you. Thank you very much. Julie Kellman
272. _ If you have that low opinion of HR, why are... Anonymous
273. Kinda shocking she's on Forbes. I wouldn't... Ivette Dupuis
274. I am NOT suggesting there aren't bad HR folk out... Ivette Dupuis
275. _ I am NOT suggesting there aren't... Anonymous
276. We should rename this thread "Strawmen and... Todd Saffell
277. _ Can we all agree that Todd is the best... Anonymous
278. Can we all agree that Todd is the best thing to... Todd Saffell
279. I am confused, something is missing here. ... Ivette Dupuis
280. _ What is this "power" of which you speak? Anonymous
281. Can we all agree that Todd is the best thing to... Mark Michaels
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started yesterday, Melissa Yoby (4 replies)

Dress Code- Any Ohio companies??
282. Original Message: Sent: 04-26-2018 11:39 From:... Ellen Steele
283. A dress code depends on how much client... Ellen Steele
284. Is there anything in the dress code that spells... Melissa Yoby
285. _ Ours is business casual but here you go... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (31 replies)

Accommodating Millennials
286. _ Todd - YES Anonymous
287. Here's the article I think you are referencing: ... Mary Dillman
288. _ Seriously!! We're in our 30s now - when... Anonymous
289. when will the millennial bashing end? Anonymous... Todd Saffell
290. Six more years to go. I did the math. P.S Ivette Dupuis
291. _ ...and then the Millennials will be the... Anonymous
292. 2024 Ivette Dupuis < Todd Saffell
293. Haha, my thoughts exactly. I love it when I... Ivette Dupuis
294. _ Yeap, my HRBP earns a nice 100,000 a year;... Anonymous
295. _ If he's not meeting your expectations and... Anonymous
296. Works for me. It's bourbon approved. Can... Ivette Dupuis
297. I fixed it: Flexibility Is a Business... Ivette Dupuis
298. I am seriously tired of Millennial bashing. I... Shyiel Shinn
299. _ Every time someone says millennial this,... Anonymous
300. â€‹
Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the... Albert Correa
301. _ Very well said. Anonymous
302. EVERY generation is the workforce. I also... Ivette Dupuis
303. _ I think the millennial generation has a... Anonymous
304. It's more about having the right mix of benefits... Ivette Dupuis
305. I came across my favorite millennial rebuttal on... Sammantha Piercy
306. When I saw that post a few weeks (months?) ago,... Kylie Henshaw
307. _ I'm tired of Millenial bashing and now ... Anonymous
308. EVERY generation is the workforce. Ivette Dupuis < Mary Dillman
309. How about we stop bashing every generation as... Melanie Veal
310. _ I'm a millennial without children, a... Anonymous
311. _ Some can't leave the workforce at 65 since... Anonymous
312. And here I am a Gen Xer still being ignored. Shannon Weigler
313. I do believe that there is fundamental change... Susana Guzman-Agle
314. I think you meant, 'wine a little.' Just... Ivette Dupuis
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Sending flowers for mother in law
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315.
316.
317.
318.
319.

_ We send a plant or do a memorial for any... Anonymous
_ Send the flowers.. We automatically send... Anonymous
Send the flowers! If the budget is already in... Stephanie Hines
_ I cant find anything that would tell... Anonymous
Personally, I'd send the flowers... if I could. ... Jamie Wideman
started yesterday, Shelley Hawkins (2 replies)

In need of ADA / Reasonable Accommodation Policy
320. _ We have a statement in the Guiding... Anonymous
321. _ â€‹DISABILITY ACCOMMODATIONS The... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

Affirmative Action- Qualified Applicant
322. Agree with #4. We identify a candidate as... Arshia Syed
started yesterday, Anonymous (28 replies)

Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
323. _ OP, here's why you need to choose your... Anonymous
324. _ How did Employee B find out the other... Anonymous
325. _ Exactly. I'm dismayed anyone in HR would... Anonymous
326. _ OP Here, I forgot to mention that we... Anonymous
327. I don't have a license to practice law, but I... Steven Meilleur
328. As you have stated, your reasons were not... Susana Guzman-Agle
329. _ I assume most companies would jump at the... Anonymous
330. _ OP, she may be bluffing or misinformed... Anonymous
331. _ â€‹
It isn't necessarily all about being... Anonymous
332. _ I agree with the group. Honesty is the... Anonymous
333. _ Here is what I would say: and I would pay... Anonymous
334. _ I assume most companies would jump at... Anonymous
335. If employee A's rate was appropriate based on... David McLean
336. _ It's irrelevant how the disabled, gender... Anonymous
337. I'm not saying anything that hasn't already been... Denise Cannop
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Out of FMLA/ADA in play/Performance Improvement Plan
338. Which State are you in? In Caifonia there are... Michael Shoemaker
339. _ These cases are no fun at all. My... Anonymous
started yesterday, Tracy Pabst (3 replies)

Employee Performance Appraisals
340. We use the 360 Performance model and love it Michael Shoemaker
341. What are managers and employees telling you that... Mary Dillman
342. Tracy I have never used 360 as performance... Susana Guzman-Agle
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Two Health Insurances
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343. HRA for SMALL EMPLOYERS were made an exception... Mark Mixer
started yesterday, Anonymous (12 replies)

Bordering creepy - what would you do?
344. _ What would you do? Write it up and put... Anonymous
345. I would send employee A to ask employee B about... Susana Guzman-Agle
346. _ Here's what's going to happen.. Employee... Anonymous
347. _ The first thing that came to mind was the... Anonymous
348. My understanding is once an employee brings a... Michael Shoemaker
349. Without prove it ends there. You cant ask to see... Michael Shoemaker
350. _ Michael, Where you you see a complaint... Anonymous
351. You should never write (put) something up in the... Ivette Dupuis
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

FMLA / ADA??
352. _ By working 6 am -2 pm instead of 7 am... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (19 replies)

15 Minute Round on Timecard
353. _ â€‹
Agree with the other poster who points out... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (1 reply)

considering BambooHR
354. â€‹
Not sure if this will help but... We are... Jeff Hagen
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

No Sick Time Available
355.
356.
357.
358.

I feel so encouraged when I see both posts and... Lawri Williamson
_ â€‹
Hi, What we would do would depend on... Anonymous
_ Hi, Here is a recent situation I was... Anonymous
_ Would you be willing to share your policy... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Break room free time
359. _ There is a huge difference between tarot... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Social Media
360. â€‹While social medial offers great... Jennifer Weber
361. â€‹
See attached - hope this helps and gets you in... Sonya Lynn
362. _ â€‹
Ours is attached. Hope it helps. Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

I9 and the Owners
363. _ We were audited and the owners did not have... Anonymous
364. All employees, even owners, must complete an I9 Suzanne Tiner
365. _ OP - I feel your frustration. Show them the... Anonymous
366. _ The don't even want to fill out the form?... Anonymous
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started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

No Computer Skills - Older Employee
367. As far as computer skills go...what does the job... Suzanne Tiner
368. _ You are dealing with people - I would want... Anonymous
369. _ What does age have to do with this hire? ... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (19 replies)

Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
370.
371.
372.
373.
374.
375.
376.
377.
378.
379.
380.
381.

_ Having worked for a nonprofit that provided... Anonymous
I'd respond, but not to defend myself. ... Ivette Dupuis
_ I wouldn't reply. It sounds like an... Anonymous
_ By not responding, we are taking the human... Anonymous
_ "By not responding, we are taking the human... Anonymous
_ Is there someone who coordinates client... Anonymous
History may say otherwise. Human Resources... Ivette Dupuis
_ That's a great point! Anonymous
Definitely respond - acknowledge people's... Nadia Eran
_ I would respond but not without the... Anonymous
You took care of your area of responsibility, in... Sheri Gold
This is no longer about the former employee. ... Ivette Dupuis
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Failed Background Check
382. I just took a webinar about record retention... Suzanne Tiner
started yesterday, Anonymous (1 reply)

Paternity Leave Policies
383. _ Check DOL Federal and State Laws for your... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Theft of Time
384. _ Actually, I give them credit for... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

Employee Files
385. No, garnishments of any kind do not belong in... Suzanne Tiner
386. _ â€‹
To be clear I stated personal file, not... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (21 replies)

Who in your company orders business cards?
387.
388.
389.
390.
391.
392.

_ â€‹
Our graphic designer orders the cards... Anonymous
â€‹
Our HR Director orders them. Our vendor has the... Jennifer Weber
I'm a DOO (HR Manager) and I order them. ... Stacy Stark
Director of Art Department designs them. ... Aaron Bauer
This made me chuckle, even if it shouldn't have Ivette Dupuis
I don't have any, so I've got no idea. Ivette Dupuis
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393. My marketing team orders them. They have the... Carolyn Schatzberg
394. This made me chuckle, even if it shouldn't have Aaron Bauer
395. Def, NOT stupid! More me being silly. Just... Ivette Dupuis
started 2 days ago, Robert Morlock (38 replies)

Mean-Mugging
396. I just learned something new, mean-mugging. Who... Catherine Whitney
397. Lighten up, Francis. Life is better when you... Roberta Weingarten
398. _ I get told I mean mug my computer a lot Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (15 replies)

When do you draw the line?
399. _ â€‹
Love Gallop's Strengths Finder! Anonymous
400. _ OP Here Thanks for the suggestions, I... Anonymous
401. _ I think you draw the line when you're not... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Sick time vs. PTO time
402. â€‹
We have a similar policy to what Elizabeth... Jennifer Weber
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
403. _ We do PTO based on anniversary date. It... Anonymous
404. _ â€‹
Depending on the number of employees you... Anonymous
405. _ â€‹
For us PTO is accrued per pay period in a... Anonymous
406. Our PTO is given to â€‹
employees at the same time... Jennifer Weber
407. _ We accrue our PTO each pay period. Any... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Manager's absence ....Any recommendations on how to deal with this issue?
408. â€‹
We started having all of our salary employees... Jennifer Weber
409. _ Although he is a exempt employee we... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (20 replies)

For "Hostile Work Environment" police
410. Roberta, in line with the discussion, I did it... Ivette Dupuis
411. I appreciate the apology. Roberta Weingarten
started 2 days ago, Kari Novelli (6 replies)

Cell Phone policy - manufactuing environment
412. â€‹
Kari, We do the same as what poster 2 mentions... Jennifer Weber
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

ADA Accommodation Request
413. _ â€‹ADA has recently come out and said... Anonymous
414. ADA has recently come out and said that leave... Renee Shiraishi
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (18 replies)

Pay Disparity Post
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415. _ I very much agree with your first two... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Developing Performance Metrics in HR
416. Some of that I have seen include: turnover, time... Staci Abelove
417. _ â€‹
@Lena Smith < Anonymous
418. We use Paylocity - tons of metrics and data... Lena Smith
started 3 days ago, Trisha Luna (5 replies)

Kronos, APS and Assure
419. â€‹
Trisha, We currently use ADP, but we are in... Jennifer Weber
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Online Sexual Harassment Training
420. â€‹
We use our liability insurance carrier. They... Jennifer Weber
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (49 replies)

Vent .......
421. If someone turns in an incomplete form, I give... Jennifer Weber
started 3 days ago, Carrie Read (1 reply)

Organizational Chart Software
422. _ Microsoft Visio has always worked well for me. Anonymous
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

Question on Funding Employee Premiums
423. I reference the Cures Act below Mark Mixer
424. Call your broker - they should be able to back... Erica Berthen
425. Have you checked your plan description to see if... Sarah Davis
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (13 replies)

Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
426. _ OP Here. Well, we decided to proceed with... Anonymous
427. _ â€‹
Some will say there may be ADA concerns,... Anonymous
428. I agree with the previous post, you made your... Susana Guzman-Agle
429. _ I am super curious about the business model... Anonymous
started 4 days ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

Resume Writing Services
430. Send my way, I'll be happy to look at and send... Tracy Pabst
431. Sure,email to me please. Tracy Pabst
started 4 days ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Booking Travel Advice
432. We use Gwins Travel as well as Concur, which was... Mary Magouirk
433. We use Concur as well (ProTravel is our direct... Erica Berthen
started 7 days ago, Anonymous (12 replies)

Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
434. Not a bot. SHRM allows vendors to join that... Kyle O'Donnell
435. _ SHRM's TOS prohibit you from using your... Anonymous
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436. _ Kyle, true SHRM does allow vendors to join... Anonymous
437. Hey Kyle, I think it's your approach. Just... Ivette Dupuis
started 7 days ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Looking for a freelancer to draft job descriptions
438. I am buttoning up the last of the job... Heather Allen
started 9 days ago, Anonymous (48 replies)

Catering To One Employee's Dieting Needs
439. _ Naw.. When I came on 3 years ago I thought... Anonymous

top
1.

next
Job Description Software
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:45 AM
Kevin Soroko
i am looking to rewrite about 50 job descriptions. Can anyone recommend a good software program to help with this?
Thanks
-----------------------------Kevin Soroko SHRM-CP
Sugar Hill
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
2.

previous next
Letter of Warning for Director Level Employee for Failure To Manage
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:35 AM
Anonymous

_
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I'm looking for suggestions or outlines (if you have one) on how you would write up a Director level employee for mis-management of his employees and department. I've done write ups for
attendance and minor infractions, all as part of a PIP, but this is very different.
We had a huge situation here over the last few weeks with two employees (actually goes back months, but this is where the mis-management part comes in) which resulted in two terminations and a
Director who is just short of being walked too. There were harassment claims, threats of physical violence, racism - all of which the Director knew about and did not report to HR because he was
"trying to handle it himself". I have no doubt that I will have an EEOC claim, or two, on my desk before long.
Despite the opinion of the rest of the Directors, and myself as HR Manager, the COO has decided not to terminate as this time, but to issue a written "last chance to get it together" to the Director,
mostly because terminating him would create a huge impact and likely derail several major, time sensitive projects. Of course, he wants me to write this (he plans to attach his name to it). I'm having
a really hard time with this and keeping my personal opinion out of it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
3.

previous next
Re: Letter of Warning for Director Level Employee for Failure To Manage
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:47 AM
Anonymous

_
He was trying to handle it.
Isn't that what many of us complain about here - managers NOT trying to handle their own team????
I would simply have his boss have a conversation and move on in life.
Very seldom would a written "warning" be used for a management level employee who was actually trying to manage his team. Just some gentle guidance is in order.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Letter of Warning for Director Level Employee for Failure To Manage
_
I'm looking for suggestions or outlines (if you have one) on how you would write up a Director level employee for mis-management of his employees and department. I've done write ups for
attendance and minor infractions, all as part of a PIP, but this is very different.
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We had a huge situation here over the last few weeks with two employees (actually goes back months, but this is where the mis-management part comes in) which resulted in two terminations and a
Director who is just short of being walked too. There were harassment claims, threats of physical violence, racism - all of which the Director knew about and did not report to HR because he was
"trying to handle it himself". I have no doubt that I will have an EEOC claim, or two, on my desk before long.
Despite the opinion of the rest of the Directors, and myself as HR Manager, the COO has decided not to terminate as this time, but to issue a written "last chance to get it together" to the Director,
mostly because terminating him would create a huge impact and likely derail several major, time sensitive projects. Of course, he wants me to write this (he plans to attach his name to it). I'm having
a really hard time with this and keeping my personal opinion out of it.

top
4.

previous next
Re: Letter of Warning for Director Level Employee for Failure To Manage
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:49 AM
Anonymous

_
I get why the COO doesn't want to term at this time. And depending on your relationship with the COO, I'd have a "off the record" conversation with the COO to find out if the written warning is
part of a larger exit strategy for the director or an actual last chance corrective action.
My recommendation would be to use the PIP to buy some time to contingency plan for the major projects. And how I structure the PIP would be a little different depending on the eventual desired
outcome.
* if it's a legit PIP/last chance agreement and the COO has no intention of terming now or later, I'd keep it simple:
Director,
there have been multiple incidents in your department in violation of XYZ policies. As the leader, these issues are a direct reflection of your leadership. In addition, you were aware of threats of
violence, racist comments, etc occurring in your department. Per company policy and process, you are required to report these incidents to HR for investigation and resolution.
Your failure to do XYZ is unacceptable. Creates liability for company, etc, etc. In the future you must ABC......
Something like that the addresses the specific leadership failure around not reporting the incidents.
* if you are just buying time with the intent to terminate later, then I'd use the above AND I'd include other performance related issues. You want as complete a PIP as possible. So that you have the
ammunition you need down the road on performance.

I know the question will come up about why I would use a different PIP at all. His performance is his performance. And that's true.
But let's be realistic. If the COO has no real intent to term - and we know that's a possibility - why spend the time to create a full PIP that addresses all performance concerns. That just boxes the
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company in with regards to this Director. If the COO wants to keep the Director, then all you need is documentation that the Director messed up and can't do it again. There's no real performance
concern to address.
But if you are buying time, then you need to have a complete PIP. Chances are the Director won't make this exact mistake again, so you need additional reasons to support a termination.
I am not suggesting making things up, BTW. Just being intentional about what's included or excluded.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Letter of Warning for Director Level Employee for Failure To Manage
_
I'm looking for suggestions or outlines (if you have one) on how you would write up a Director level employee for mis-management of his employees and department. I've done write ups for
attendance and minor infractions, all as part of a PIP, but this is very different.
We had a huge situation here over the last few weeks with two employees (actually goes back months, but this is where the mis-management part comes in) which resulted in two terminations and a
Director who is just short of being walked too. There were harassment claims, threats of physical violence, racism - all of which the Director knew about and did not report to HR because he was
"trying to handle it himself". I have no doubt that I will have an EEOC claim, or two, on my desk before long.
Despite the opinion of the rest of the Directors, and myself as HR Manager, the COO has decided not to terminate as this time, but to issue a written "last chance to get it together" to the Director,
mostly because terminating him would create a huge impact and likely derail several major, time sensitive projects. Of course, he wants me to write this (he plans to attach his name to it). I'm having
a really hard time with this and keeping my personal opinion out of it.

top
5.

previous next
Re: Letter of Warning for Director Level Employee for Failure To Manage
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:55 AM
Anonymous

_
Follow the SBI Model:
Situation - describe the actual situations (date/time/summary/context of what happened)
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Behavior - objectively describe the behavior that was observed)
Impact - outline the impact to the business, team, and to the COO himself
Follow that with expectations and consequences for failure to meet those expectations. Then do what you say you will do, even if it impacts your projects.
the COO has decided not to terminate as this time, but to issue a written "last chance to get it together" to the Director, mostly because terminating him would create a huge impact and likely
derail several major, time sensitive projects.
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:35

Don't let the Director hold you hostage because of this. The impact of the behavior and the risk it presents to the organization could be greater than a delay in project completion.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Letter of Warning for Director Level Employee for Failure To Manage
_
I'm looking for suggestions or outlines (if you have one) on how you would write up a Director level employee for mis-management of his employees and department. I've done write ups for
attendance and minor infractions, all as part of a PIP, but this is very different.
We had a huge situation here over the last few weeks with two employees (actually goes back months, but this is where the mis-management part comes in) which resulted in two terminations and a
Director who is just short of being walked too. There were harassment claims, threats of physical violence, racism - all of which the Director knew about and did not report to HR because he was
"trying to handle it himself". I have no doubt that I will have an EEOC claim, or two, on my desk before long.
Despite the opinion of the rest of the Directors, and myself as HR Manager, the COO has decided not to terminate as this time, but to issue a written "last chance to get it together" to the Director,
mostly because terminating him would create a huge impact and likely derail several major, time sensitive projects. Of course, he wants me to write this (he plans to attach his name to it). I'm having
a really hard time with this and keeping my personal opinion out of it.

top
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previous next
Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:17 AM
Anonymous
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_
Hello, everyone. My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive. In that event, is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any
prescription medications? I know the ADA prohibits inquiring about prescriptions unless it is job related but I haven't been able to find any wording regarding inquiries during drug tests specifically.
Thanks in advance!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
7.

previous next
Re: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:22 AM
Anonymous

_
We used to have to do random drug tests, if the results came back inconclusive than we just tested them again. This was actually a pretty common thing for us as we did an in-house saliva test and
sometimes the kits were faulty or there was never enough saliva.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_
Hello, everyone. My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive. In that event, is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any
prescription medications? I know the ADA prohibits inquiring about prescriptions unless it is job related but I haven't been able to find any wording regarding inquiries during drug tests specifically.
Thanks in advance!
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top
8.

previous next
Re: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:25 AM
Anonymous

_

is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any prescription medications?
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:17

Why would you ask? If it is important enough for you to ask, you have to budget for it to be confirmed by a certified lab. They will come to the truth without you asking any questions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_
Hello, everyone. My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive. In that event, is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any
prescription medications? I know the ADA prohibits inquiring about prescriptions unless it is job related but I haven't been able to find any wording regarding inquiries during drug tests specifically.
Thanks in advance!

top
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previous next
Re: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:26 AM
Sarah Davis
Nope. Nope. Nope. If you have an MRO reviewing your tests and they should be making any inquiries of the employee as to what medications they are taking and if they have a prescription, etc.
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After that conversation, if the MRO has enough information to determine that the test is positive, negative or inconclusive, they will assign results to the test.
As the employer, you can have a policy of re-testing individuals who have inconclusive tests, but you should not ask employees about their medications.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_
Hello, everyone. My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive. In that event, is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any
prescription medications? I know the ADA prohibits inquiring about prescriptions unless it is job related but I haven't been able to find any wording regarding inquiries during drug tests specifically.
Thanks in advance!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
10.

previous next
Re: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:27 AM
Anonymous

_
In what state?
How are you collecting the samples?
The ideal way of doing this is to send the employee to an approved collection site for the test. If the results are unverified positive or inconclusive, the collection site should have a process for that (a
Medical Review Officer would ask those questions before verifying the positive). I've never seen "inconclusive". Was that the actual wording? Was it something like "negative dilute"?
Is this a DOT driver or not?
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To answer your questions, asking the employee is a prohibited medical inquiry under the ADA because it will elicit information about a disability. See Q&A #1, here.
Anonymonkâ€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_
Hello, everyone. My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive. In that event, is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any
prescription medications? I know the ADA prohibits inquiring about prescriptions unless it is job related but I haven't been able to find any wording regarding inquiries during drug tests specifically.
Thanks in advance!

top
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previous next
Re: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:36 AM
Anonymous

_
OP here - When a test comes back inconclusive, we send them with a form to a clinic for further testing. It isn't me that asks the question, but rather a colleague of mine. I think they do it to put the
employee's mind at ease. "Are you on any prescription medications? Oh, that's why it's inconclusive then! When you go to the clinic they'll verify your prescription...." Regardless, it just doesn't sit
well with me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_
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is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any prescription medications?
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:17

Why would you ask? If it is important enough for you to ask, you have to budget for it to be confirmed by a certified lab. They will come to the truth without you asking any questions.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_
Hello, everyone. My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive. In that event, is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any
prescription medications? I know the ADA prohibits inquiring about prescriptions unless it is job related but I haven't been able to find any wording regarding inquiries during drug tests specifically.
Thanks in advance!

top
12.

previous next
Re: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:47 AM
Anonymous

_

My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive.
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:17

What kind of drug test was used?

If this was an instant read test, you need to immediately re-do the test with another kit, or have the person submit to a real (legally defensible) drug screen that is laboratory tested and MRO reviewed.
Instant tests aren't especially reliable and this is why they aren't to be used as a basis for any employment action.
If a laboratory test came back inconclusive, you need to determine why. Check with the lab/MRO or look at the lab report itself. The specimen may not have met standards to be tested at all
(example- chain of custody form not signed by person being tested), or the specimen may have been diluted.
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DO NOT ask about prescriptions. Prescriptions do not cause "inconclusive" results on an MRO reviewed laboratory test. They result in either a positive, or a negative.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_
Hello, everyone. My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive. In that event, is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any
prescription medications? I know the ADA prohibits inquiring about prescriptions unless it is job related but I haven't been able to find any wording regarding inquiries during drug tests specifically.
Thanks in advance!

top
13.

previous next
Re: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:51 AM
Anonymous

_
OP here - We do saliva tests. If all the lines show up clearly, we mark it as negative. If any of the lines are not visible, that's when we call it "inconclusive" and send the employee to the clinic. We do
not determine if a test is positive.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_

My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive.
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Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:17

What kind of drug test was used?

If this was an instant read test, you need to immediately re-do the test with another kit, or have the person submit to a real (legally defensible) drug screen that is laboratory tested and MRO reviewed.
Instant tests aren't especially reliable and this is why they aren't to be used as a basis for any employment action.
If a laboratory test came back inconclusive, you need to determine why. Check with the lab/MRO or look at the lab report itself. The specimen may not have met standards to be tested at all
(example- chain of custody form not signed by person being tested), or the specimen may have been diluted.
DO NOT ask about prescriptions. Prescriptions do not cause "inconclusive" results on an MRO reviewed laboratory test. They result in either a positive, or a negative.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_
Hello, everyone. My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive. In that event, is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any
prescription medications? I know the ADA prohibits inquiring about prescriptions unless it is job related but I haven't been able to find any wording regarding inquiries during drug tests specifically.
Thanks in advance!

top
14.

previous next
Re: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:55 AM
Anonymous

_

When a test comes back inconclusive, we send them with a form to a clinic for further testing. It isn't me that asks the question, but rather a colleague of mine. I think they do it to put the
employee's mind at ease. "Are you on any prescription medications? Oh, that's why it's inconclusive then! When you go to the clinic they'll verify your prescription...." Regardless, it just
doesn't sit well with me.
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Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:35

Your colleague is misinformed. She needs to stop misinforming employees about how the process works, and she needs to stop asking people if they take prescription meds.
Prescription information is requested & verified by the laboratory MRO if and only if the specimen initially tests positive... not by the clinic during specimen collection.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_
OP here - When a test comes back inconclusive, we send them with a form to a clinic for further testing. It isn't me that asks the question, but rather a colleague of mine. I think they do it to put the
employee's mind at ease. "Are you on any prescription medications? Oh, that's why it's inconclusive then! When you go to the clinic they'll verify your prescription...." Regardless, it just doesn't sit
well with me.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_

is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any prescription medications?
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:17

Why would you ask? If it is important enough for you to ask, you have to budget for it to be confirmed by a certified lab. They will come to the truth without you asking any questions.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inconclusive Drug Test - Can we ask why?
_
Hello, everyone. My organization has been conducting random drug tests and we have had a few come up inconclusive. In that event, is it legal for us to ask the employee if they are on any
prescription medications? I know the ADA prohibits inquiring about prescriptions unless it is job related but I haven't been able to find any wording regarding inquiries during drug tests specifically.
Thanks in advance!
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top
15.

previous next
Reference Checks - Where to file?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:12 AM
Anonymous

_
I am getting conflicting information where I should be putting reference checks, so I was hoping to get some feedback on what you all do. The HR Consultant that I have access to states that
reference checks (as well as interview notes) for the selected individual should be placed in their personnel file. SHRM states that there should be a separate hiring file, but I can't figure out if it is a
hiring file specific to the selected individual or for the position in its entirety. Also, depending on where the reference checks and/or interview notes are stored, wouldn't that also impact how long
they are retained? If they are part of the personnel file, they would be kept a lot longer than if they are part of a general hiring file.
Thanks in advance for any input you may have!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
16.

previous next
Re: Reference Checks - Where to file?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:45 AM
Anonymous

_
Employees are able to ask for access to their files. Personally, I would not put them in there in case an employee saw something they did not like from a reference.
I have a file for each employee in my office that contains their hiring notes, references, etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Reference Checks - Where to file?
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_
I am getting conflicting information where I should be putting reference checks, so I was hoping to get some feedback on what you all do. The HR Consultant that I have access to states that
reference checks (as well as interview notes) for the selected individual should be placed in their personnel file. SHRM states that there should be a separate hiring file, but I can't figure out if it is a
hiring file specific to the selected individual or for the position in its entirety. Also, depending on where the reference checks and/or interview notes are stored, wouldn't that also impact how long
they are retained? If they are part of the personnel file, they would be kept a lot longer than if they are part of a general hiring file.
Thanks in advance for any input you may have!

top
17.

previous next
chatter
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:09 AM
Anonymous

_
Looking for any suggestions to reduce chatter of termination.
We recently had to terminate a staff member and when we met they seemed quite concerned that they did not details shared of why. This of course is confidential. Low and behold after the
termination meeting we come to learn they have already shared the information with several staff ( prior to termination) and how this was a hot topic in conversation in the building it which the
employee worked.
Any suggestions or advice
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
18.

previous next
Re: chatter
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:18 AM
Anonymous
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_
I'm not sure I fully understand the question.
You termed a staff member and now there's gossip and you want to know how to shut down the gossip?
The more you try to quiet gossip, the more you feed the rumor mill. Let people chatter. If it's interfering with work, address that. But in my experience, people will talk - let it be.
This comment isn't really directed at you OP - so please don't take it that way. There have been a string of posts lately with HR wanting to control what people talk about, send through email
(memes), or post on their private social media. You don't build engagement by trying to control what employees do and think on their own time. People will gossip at work, and gripe about their job
on facebook, and try to have fun at work with cat memes.
For the most part, my advice for all HR folks is to leave all that stuff alone unless there is a tangible business impact. And then you address it from the business impact aspect.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: chatter
_
Looking for any suggestions to reduce chatter of termination.
We recently had to terminate a staff member and when we met they seemed quite concerned that they did not details shared of why. This of course is confidential. Low and behold after the
termination meeting we come to learn they have already shared the information with several staff ( prior to termination) and how this was a hot topic in conversation in the building it which the
employee worked.
Any suggestions or advice

top
19.

previous next
Re: chatter
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:21 AM
Anonymous
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_
Employees are allowed to discuss the terms and conditions of their employment (NLRA) if they are are doing so for the "mutual aid or protection" regarding those terms and conditions. If the other
employees aren't interested in these conversations or haven't asked this employee to represent them in bringing complaints to you, it may not be protected speech.
Is the employee still there or was the termination immediate? If it was immediate, it's over. Going forward, I wouldn't allow involuntarily terminated employees that kind of rein after a meeting. I
would have them accompanied to clean out desks and to exit the building.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: chatter
_
Looking for any suggestions to reduce chatter of termination.
We recently had to terminate a staff member and when we met they seemed quite concerned that they did not details shared of why. This of course is confidential. Low and behold after the
termination meeting we come to learn they have already shared the information with several staff ( prior to termination) and how this was a hot topic in conversation in the building it which the
employee worked.
Any suggestions or advice

top
20.

previous next
Re: chatter
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:29 AM
Anonymous

_
OP - I do not take it personally. I know chatter is just that. This makes the CEO so angry and I am asked "what can we do to stop this".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: chatter
_
Employees are allowed to discuss the terms and conditions of their employment (NLRA) if they are are doing so for the "mutual aid or protection" regarding those terms and conditions. If the other
employees aren't interested in these conversations or haven't asked this employee to represent them in bringing complaints to you, it may not be protected speech.
Is the employee still there or was the termination immediate? If it was immediate, it's over. Going forward, I wouldn't allow involuntarily terminated employees that kind of rein after a meeting. I
would have them accompanied to clean out desks and to exit the building.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: chatter
_
Looking for any suggestions to reduce chatter of termination.
We recently had to terminate a staff member and when we met they seemed quite concerned that they did not details shared of why. This of course is confidential. Low and behold after the
termination meeting we come to learn they have already shared the information with several staff ( prior to termination) and how this was a hot topic in conversation in the building it which the
employee worked.
Any suggestions or advice

top
21.

previous next
Re: chatter
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:59 AM
Anonymous

_
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earn they have already shared the information with several staff
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:09

Who is they? Who shared this information?
â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: chatter
_
Looking for any suggestions to reduce chatter of termination.
We recently had to terminate a staff member and when we met they seemed quite concerned that they did not details shared of why. This of course is confidential. Low and behold after the
termination meeting we come to learn they have already shared the information with several staff ( prior to termination) and how this was a hot topic in conversation in the building it which the
employee worked.
Any suggestions or advice

top
22.

previous next
Pet names
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:44 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
23.

previous next
Re: Pet names
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:58 AM
Anonymous

_
You need to be polite because you are customer service. But no you absolutely do not need to let this go. You are NOT being rude! I've been in your shoes and its sad that we feel we need to be polite
and not speak up for ourselves. I applaud you for speaking up!!! For the comments that go to far I'd continue to say what you have. Some additional options are "Please don't comment on my
appearance." "your comment is inappropriate." If the same person is repeatedly making comments this becomes harassment and you need to notify your supervisor. It doesn't matter if this person is a
vendor or customer its still harassment.
For the pet names. You can respond by saying, "actually my name is Sue." or "I prefer to be called by my name, Sue." Be firm and very direct, but polite (for the first time).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?

top
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previous next

24.

Re: Pet names
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:59 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Pet names are unprofessional in the extreme.
Beautiful and Sexy should never be directed to any employee, male or female.
You should talk to your manager immediately and let them know you are uncomfortable with the situation. Each person should be talked to individually, not by you but by your manager.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?

top
25.

previous next
Re: Pet names
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:00 AM
Anonymous
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_
Are you in the south? It drives me batty when other women call me sweetie, baby, hun.
Maybe introduce yourself upfront. "Hi, my name is Mary". Do you have a nameplate on your desk/counter? That may help some as well. If its someone you have to deal with often or again, when
they call you babe, simply say "How did you get babe from Mary? haha"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?

top
26.

previous next
Re: Pet names
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:01 AM
Anonymous

_
"My name is ..."
"You're Welcome HotLips"
"My oh my, Bob, I thought we stopped calling women Sweetie in 1964"
-The HRWitch
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?

top
27.

previous next
Re: Pet names
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:09 AM
Ivette Dupuis
I once flew cross-country to negotiate a multi-million dollar contract with a vendor. We agreed to meet at a restaurant for dinner the night before. When I walked up to the bar (where they were all
waiting) to introduce myself, the owner shook my hand and said, 'Em glasses make you sexy.'
Yep, in front of everyone. I was the only female there.
I just looked at him and said, 'That's inappropriate.'
He skipped the meeting the next day, showed up at the end, and asked to meet me with me privately.
Long story short, he apologized. I accepted it.
We never spoke of it again.
Moral of the story: Speak up (if it bothers you). Just no need to be rude or condescending, too.
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Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?

top
28.

previous next
Re: Pet names
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:12 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
OP here - Yes, I am in the south. That certainly doesn't help. I have a nameplate on my desk, which is great! Some vendors I see over and over again, and others are just a one time thing.
I am in my 20s too, so I think that makes it easier for people to not take me seriously. People who work with me after a while never refer to me in this way after they see the kind of work I present.
Thank you to all for the affirmation! I will try "My name is..." and "I prefer to be called..." I work hard to build relationships with the vendors and remember their names, so I think it will go over
well. I will start going to my manager if someone continuously crosses the line after this.
P.S. I am working on drawing clear boundaries and being more assertive (standing up for myself) with my counselor. YAY for personal development!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
Are you in the south? It drives me batty when other women call me sweetie, baby, hun.
Maybe introduce yourself upfront. "Hi, my name is Mary". Do you have a nameplate on your desk/counter? That may help some as well. If its someone you have to deal with often or again, when
they call you babe, simply say "How did you get babe from Mary? haha"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?

top

previous next

29.

Re: Pet names
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:14 AM
Ivette Dupuis

Haha.
I am SORRY, what year is it?!
"My oh my, Bob, I thought we stopped calling women Sweetie in 1964"
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Reply to Sender

Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:01

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
"My name is ..."
"You're Welcome HotLips"
"My oh my, Bob, I thought we stopped calling women Sweetie in 1964"
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?
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previous next
Re: Pet names
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Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:17 AM
Anonymous
_
Ivette - Your responses never fail to make me laugh! I have gotten that comment too. Very, very odd and unprofessional.
-OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:09
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Pet names
I once flew cross-country to negotiate a multi-million dollar contract with a vendor. We agreed to meet at a restaurant for dinner the night before. When I walked up to the bar (where they were all
waiting) to introduce myself, the owner shook my hand and said, 'Em glasses make you sexy.'
Yep, in front of everyone. I was the only female there.
I just looked at him and said, 'That's inappropriate.'
He skipped the meeting the next day, showed up at the end, and asked to meet me with me privately.
Long story short, he apologized. I accepted it.
We never spoke of it again.
Moral of the story: Speak up (if it bothers you). Just no need to be rude or condescending, too.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Re: Pet names
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:19 AM
Ivette Dupuis
May I suggest, "It's Sally.'
Sounds less condescending than 'My name is...'
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
OP here - Yes, I am in the south. That certainly doesn't help. I have a nameplate on my desk, which is great! Some vendors I see over and over again, and others are just a one time thing.
I am in my 20s too, so I think that makes it easier for people to not take me seriously. People who work with me after a while never refer to me in this way after they see the kind of work I present.
Thank you to all for the affirmation! I will try "My name is..." and "I prefer to be called..." I work hard to build relationships with the vendors and remember their names, so I think it will go over
well. I will start going to my manager if someone continuously crosses the line after this.
P.S. I am working on drawing clear boundaries and being more assertive (standing up for myself) with my counselor. YAY for personal development!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
Are you in the south? It drives me batty when other women call me sweetie, baby, hun.
Maybe introduce yourself upfront. "Hi, my name is Mary". Do you have a nameplate on your desk/counter? That may help some as well. If its someone you have to deal with often or again, when
they call you babe, simply say "How did you get babe from Mary? haha"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?

top
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previous next
Re: Pet names
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:20 AM
Anonymous

_
Some of this is up to you. In certain regions/cultures, a "darling" may not be a big deal (but if it's a problem for you, of course let them know). "Sexy" is never appropriate though. I'd tell your
manager if there certain contractors making you uncomfortable and you feel conflicted speaking to them directly to the contractors due to your role as customer service.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?
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Re: Pet names
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:29 AM
Ivette Dupuis

You can always deflect (ignore), too.
Sometimes, it's just to see if you take the bait.
Guy: 'You're too cute.'
Me: 'How's the wife, your golf swing, weather, anything?'
P.S. I am at an advanced level of proficiency.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_

Ivette - Your responses never fail to make me laugh! I have gotten that comment too. Very, very odd and unprofessional.
-OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:09
From: Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

Subject: Pet names
I once flew cross-country to negotiate a multi-million dollar contract with a vendor. We agreed to meet at a restaurant for dinner the night before. When I walked up to the bar (where they were all
waiting) to introduce myself, the owner shook my hand and said, 'Em glasses make you sexy.'
Yep, in front of everyone. I was the only female there.
I just looked at him and said, 'That's inappropriate.'
He skipped the meeting the next day, showed up at the end, and asked to meet me with me privately.
Long story short, he apologized. I accepted it.
We never spoke of it again.
Moral of the story: Speak up (if it bothers you). Just no need to be rude or condescending, too.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?
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Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:31 AM
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Anonymous
_
You could punch them (male or female) in the genital region and ask them "do you think I'm sweet/a dear/sexy now?"
Just a suggestion. You'd probably get a few weeks off of unpaid vacation after that though.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?
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Re: Pet names
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:35 AM
Ivette Dupuis

Noted, for my YouTube series, which will end with the employee explaining this away at their next interview.
And, ACTION:
'After such a great first half, I was deeply disappointed with the eventual result.'
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Reply to Sender

You could punch them (male or female) in the genital region and ask them "do you think I'm sweet/a dear/sexy now?"
Just a suggestion. You'd probably get a few weeks off of unpaid vacation after that though.
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:31

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
You could punch them (male or female) in the genital region and ask them "do you think I'm sweet/a dear/sexy now?"
Just a suggestion. You'd probably get a few weeks off of unpaid vacation after that though.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pet names
_
â€‹
Hello,
I sit at the front desk, and I greet a lot of contractors and guests each day. I know most contractors probably don't think twice about calling me pet name like "sweetie," "darling," or "dear."
Occasionally, I will get bolder comments like "beautiful" or "sexy."Considering that my role is essentially customer service, how can I subtly correct these comments? Should I just suck it up and
take the compliment? The comments are mostly innocuous, and I do not think the men mean any disrespect. Plus, it's usually said after a thank you while they are walking away. However, I find it
somewhat demeaning, especially if I hear it all day long. Is this just a part of my job that I have to deal with? I am not confrontational at all, and it would help me a lot to have something to say that is
polite but puts an end to it. For comments that I think go too far (ex: "you have sexy eyes"), I will say, "That makes me uncomfortable." Is this rude?
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Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:43 AM
Anonymous
_
I was excited this was an off-topic post where someone wanted to know our pet's names.
Sorry you have to deal with this and I hope it is able to stop soon.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:35
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Pet names
Noted, for my YouTube series, which will end with the employee explaining this away at their next interview.
And, ACTION:
'After such a great first half, I was deeply disappointed with the eventual result.'
You could punch them (male or female) in the genital region and ask them "do you think I'm sweet/a dear/sexy now?"
Just a suggestion. You'd probably get a few weeks off of unpaid vacation after that though.
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:31

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Reply to Group
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Apr 27, 2018 10:35 AM
Anonymous
_
â€‹â€‹
Employee's H1B Visa is expiring this year. Would it be inappropriate for department manager to discuss with department employees to prepare them for the employee's departure?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:30 AM
Anonymous

_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:35 AM
Anonymous

_
Greetings HR cohort! According to FMLA standards, an employee must have worked for the company for atleast 12 months and must have worked 1250 hours during that 12 month period.
Therefore, the employee who has been with the company for 3 months is not eligible. I hope this helps!
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Best,
S.Matthews
HR Business Partner
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:38 AM
Todd Saffell

No, but a company can provide a company-designed Family and Medical Absence plan that provides similar protection for employees not eligible for FMLA.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?
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top
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:40 AM
Anonymous

_
ok - then maybe we could implement a personal leave where employees are eligible upon hire?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Greetings HR cohort! According to FMLA standards, an employee must have worked for the company for atleast 12 months and must have worked 1250 hours during that 12 month period.
Therefore, the employee who has been with the company for 3 months is not eligible. I hope this helps!
Best,
S.Matthews
HR Business Partner
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?

top
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previous next

42.

Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:53 AM
Anonymous

_
Yes, you can develop a non-FMLA policy and program. You don't call it FMLA because it isn't FMLA. There are a lot of restrictions imposed when you call it FMLA. For these ineligible
employees, you enjoy the flexibility of coming up with a policy that works for the business.
Your policy would also help you comply with the ADA, in that short-term or intermittent leaves (that help the employee return to essential functions) are often considered reasonable
accommodations.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
ok - then maybe we could implement a personal leave where employees are eligible upon hire?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Greetings HR cohort! According to FMLA standards, an employee must have worked for the company for atleast 12 months and must have worked 1250 hours during that 12 month period.
Therefore, the employee who has been with the company for 3 months is not eligible. I hope this helps!
Best,
S.Matthews
HR Business Partner
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
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_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:53 AM
Anonymous

_
I would not guarantee benefits and job protection unless compelled to by a regulation.
However, I would look into designating a LOA when applicable.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:55 AM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
Before you institute something like this, check with your health and benefit carriers. Many will not allow you to provide continued insurance as an active employee if they are out on leave for an
extended period of time. You will likely need to COBRA them.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
I would not guarantee benefits and job protection unless compelled to by a regulation.
However, I would look into designating a LOA when applicable.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:58 AM
Anonymous

_
I would not want to even try to manage an intermittent leave unless I had to under FMLA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:30
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From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?

top
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:01 AM
Anonymous

_

Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 10:30

You can always offer more than the law allows, for instance, provide the benefit on the date of hire instead of after working a year or providing 26 weeks of Leave. Whatever that is, it is not FMLA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?
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top
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:04 AM
Anonymous

_
No, Here is info on FMLA leave.
www.dol.gov/general/topic/benefits-leave/fmla

You can offer a leave of absence that mirrors FMLA but it would not offer legally mandated job protections.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:17 AM
Anonymous

_
thank you everyone - very good info
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
No, Here is info on FMLA leave.
www.dol.gov/general/topic/benefits-leave/fmla

You can offer a leave of absence that mirrors FMLA but it would not offer legally mandated job protections.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Can an employer decide to say FMLA is eligible after 3 months of hire? or even 1 day?

top
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previous next
PTO Benefits
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:11 AM
Anonymous

_
Is it legal to have a different PTO program for similar employees?
Majority of employees receive this:
1. Accrue PTO on each paydate
2. PTO is based on their service anniversary
3. Will not earn PTO on FMLA
4. Paid out for earned unused PTO
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Another group was provided this (and not a policy):
1. Given all PTO days in January or on their hire date will be prorated for the remainder of the year
2. PTO is based on January- December
3. Not impacted negatively when on FMLA
4. Will be paid out for all pto unused
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: PTO Benefits
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:14 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
You can have different policies for different groups. Key word is groups
Where you can run into trouble is not defining the group and providing the benefit randomly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO Benefits
_
Is it legal to have a different PTO program for similar employees?
Majority of employees receive this:
1. Accrue PTO on each paydate
2. PTO is based on their service anniversary
3. Will not earn PTO on FMLA
4. Paid out for earned unused PTO
Another group was provided this (and not a policy):
1. Given all PTO days in January or on their hire date will be prorated for the remainder of the year
2. PTO is based on January- December
3. Not impacted negatively when on FMLA
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4. Will be paid out for all pto unused
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Re: PTO Benefits
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:32 AM
Anonymous

_
Hello
to clarify, what do you mean by group?
This group that is getting the best is made up of exempt employees.
The other group not geting the best is make up of exempt and non exempt employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO Benefits
_
â€‹
You can have different policies for different groups. Key word is groups
Where you can run into trouble is not defining the group and providing the benefit randomly.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO Benefits
_
Is it legal to have a different PTO program for similar employees?
Majority of employees receive this:
1. Accrue PTO on each paydate
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2. PTO is based on their service anniversary
3. Will not earn PTO on FMLA
4. Paid out for earned unused PTO
Another group was provided this (and not a policy):
1. Given all PTO days in January or on their hire date will be prorated for the remainder of the year
2. PTO is based on January- December
3. Not impacted negatively when on FMLA
4. Will be paid out for all pto unused
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Re: PTO Benefits
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:41 AM
Anonymous

_
They are just in a different department
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO Benefits
_
Hello
to clarify, what do you mean by group?
This group that is getting the best is made up of exempt employees.
The other group not geting the best is make up of exempt and non exempt employees.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:13
From: Anonymous
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Subject: PTO Benefits
_
â€‹
You can have different policies for different groups. Key word is groups
Where you can run into trouble is not defining the group and providing the benefit randomly.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO Benefits
_
Is it legal to have a different PTO program for similar employees?
Majority of employees receive this:
1. Accrue PTO on each paydate
2. PTO is based on their service anniversary
3. Will not earn PTO on FMLA
4. Paid out for earned unused PTO
Another group was provided this (and not a policy):
1. Given all PTO days in January or on their hire date will be prorated for the remainder of the year
2. PTO is based on January- December
3. Not impacted negatively when on FMLA
4. Will be paid out for all pto unused
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previous next
Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:09 AM
Anonymous

_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
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Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:19 AM
Anonymous

_
My favorite is the voice mail at 6AM (2 hours before my scheduled start time), followed up with an email, and then waiting at my office when I get in. "Did you get me message". Even though I did,
I like to play dumb and say.... Nope. Just got here.
It is never anything earth shattering. It's one specific person that ALWAYS follows up a voice mail with an email . Why? In what business course do they teach you to be annoying.
I can hear the ice cubes hitting my glass waiting for my adult beverage to be poured.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
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Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.
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Re: Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:33 AM
Anonymous

_
I am very up front about things like this. You can set expectations without being rude.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.
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Re: Calgon take me away!
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Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:37 AM
Anonymous
_
My Marketing Director is not speaking to me. Actively ignoring me and speaking to those around me. I am either back in High School or accidentally wore my invisibility cloak to work. Is it 5
o'clock yet, cuz I need a drink.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.

top
57.

previous next
Re: Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 10:47 AM
Lisa Sonne
We are terminating an employee today for poor performance. Documentation in place, ducks in a row, everything ready. Manager of employee says to me "let me know when you are done talking to
XXX so I can have his e-mail transferred to me." When I politely remind the manager that HE will be the one having the conversation and I will be there for support/to go over COBRA, 401k, etc.,
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manager says "I have to be there?! This is HR stuff, why do I have to do it?!"
Yeah. Daquiri flavors already chosen for the night. Maybe chips and salsa too.... (And yes, I TOLD this manager that we would have this conversation together today. He often "forgets" about things
like that!) :D
-----------------------------Lisa Sonne
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
My Marketing Director is not speaking to me. Actively ignoring me and speaking to those around me. I am either back in High School or accidentally wore my invisibility cloak to work. Is it 5
o'clock yet, cuz I need a drink.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.

top
58.

previous next
Re: Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group
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Apr 27, 2018 11:08 AM
Anonymous
_
Can someone tell me what Calgon is?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.

top
59.

previous next
Re: Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:14 AM
Anonymous

_
Old bubble bath commercial. You can Google it I'm sure.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Can someone tell me what Calgon is?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.

top
60.

previous next
Re: Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:16 AM
Anonymous

_
Calgon is bath beads. Back in the 70s?? the commercial was a woman in a bubble bath saying "Calgon take me away"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Can someone tell me what Calgon is?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.

top
61.

previous next
Re: Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:20 AM
Anonymous

_
Thank you for those who explained. I googled it before asking and what I got was something about a Virgin Island resort, that had nothing that says Calgon on it. I am old enough to know just
haven't been in the US long enough!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-27-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Calgon is bath beads. Back in the 70s?? the commercial was a woman in a bubble bath saying "Calgon take me away"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Can someone tell me what Calgon is?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.

top
62.

previous next
Re: Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:27 AM
Anonymous

_
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If you Google "Calgon take me away" you should get some links to the super awesome old commercial.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Thank you for those who explained. I googled it before asking and what I got was something about a Virgin Island resort, that had nothing that says Calgon on it. I am old enough to know just
haven't been in the US long enough!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Calgon is bath beads. Back in the 70s?? the commercial was a woman in a bubble bath saying "Calgon take me away"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Can someone tell me what Calgon is?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.
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top
63.

previous next
Re: Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:28 AM
Anonymous

_
Definitely been the week from hell.. Very excited for the weekend, but its not 4pm soon enough!
I can hear the wine calling my name..
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.

top
64.

previous next
Re: Calgon take me away!
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:31 AM
Ivette Dupuis
We don't even know your name.
Ya close. ; )
I can hear the wine calling my name.
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:27

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Definitely been the week from hell.. Very excited for the weekend, but its not 4pm soon enough!
I can hear the wine calling my name..
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calgon take me away!
_
Seriously, does anyone else walk into work in the morning with supervisors waiting at the door or in your office about employee issues? Can't you let me at least put my purse down?
This morning I am greeted with a harassment / hostile work environment claim. Already interviewed the supervisor and complaining employee. Accused employee is a 3rd shift employee which
means I have to be at work at the crack of dawn next week. Yippee!
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Next I have an employee who wants to see me and has been bugging his supervisor when I will meet with him. This employee filed an EEOC claim against us. Our lawyer is working on the response.
Love my lawyer. He comes in and says "well in non lawyer speak I say this claim is BS". According to supervisor employee wants to know what we are doing about his claim. I will not be engaging
in this with employee so that will be a quick non conversation.
Massage is scheduled for after work followed by a bottle of wine, plus a 3 day weekend for me.

top
65.

previous next
Re: Calgon take me away!
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:33 AM
Lauren Keller
hahaha Ivette, ya got me. I put it as Anon because I was going to b*tch about work and the craziness that I've gone through this week and then I realized, my problems are probably nothing compared
to others. So I just went with the wine calling my name.. haha!
-----------------------------Lauren Keller
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:31
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Calgon take me away!
We don't even know your name.
Ya close. ; )
I can hear the wine calling my name.
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 11:27
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Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
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previous next
Employee stole from employee - outside of work
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 9:41 AM
Anonymous

_
Will try to make a long story short. It's a mess, never should have been brought into the workplace, but it has and I am trying to sift through.
EE A became friendly with EE B, and recently 'hired' her to provide some in-home care to her mother who was terminally ill. 2 weeks ago her mother passed. Shortly thereafter, EE A was made
aware that a check was written for $450 and signed by her, which she never wrote. It was found that a check was stolen and forged over the couple days she was making funeral arrangements and
burying her mother. She came to believe it was done by EE B, and she confronted her. Apparently, this confrontation was facilitated by another staff member (a supervisor, but not either of their
supervisor). EE A went to this supervisor and asked for assistance, and she called EE B in to discuss. Initially she denied it, then she admitted it, then said she didn't really do it and that she only told
her she did so she'd have closure. (This will be addressed with supervisor separately)
Two days later, EE B calls EE A and admits to her that she did do it, is apologetic (allegedly). Their friendship is severed, but EE A does not want to press charges. (This is a special education
school program, if she had and were subsequently arrested, we would have received official notification and would have been required by the state to put a safeguard in place for students).
However, EE A comes in and tells the school principal (their supervisor) what is going on. EE B now calls out of work because she is "sick", but tells EE A and the other supervisor (that got
involved) that it is because EE A is mad at her. She then works Tuesday, is out Wed-Thurs because of a car accident, in today.
So the problem is, this is not the first time EE B has been associated (never proven) with a theft at work this school year. There have been two instances of missing money in classrooms from
people's purses, in different rooms, where she was the common denominator at the time. These were small amounts that were never reported until a larger theft - a missing wallet of a private duty
nurse (non-employee) which included a substantial amount of cash, but more importantly, several items of sentimental value that were irreplaceable. Police report, internal investigation, nothing
could be proven, but everyone "suspected" EE B. CEO went and did an appeal to staff just to get the items of sentimental value back for this nurse, but nothing ever showed up.
(EE B also happens to have an active order of protection against an ex and left a domestic violence situation last year. I actually had to testify because her former partner showed up at the
administration building twice.)
Now, Principal (and CEO is backing her up) wants her out of our school, but in reality, the staff she stole from won't even press charges so how would I possibly address this?
Help!
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
67.

previous next
Re: Employee stole from employee - outside of work
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 9:51 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
If they want her out because of "Alleged" theft, that is a problem, because nothing is proven so you can't use that as the argument in a million years.
If they have just lost trust and don't want her there and don't care about the possible risks, then you can use the at-will status and assume the risks of a lawsuit. I honestly don't see any discrimination
or even wrongful termination, but you never know how others can spin it.
The question is how bad they want her out even when they don't have proof that this person stole anything?
I would be more concerned about the remaining staff, because you can't discuss why she was let go, but rumor mill might travel and assume that the woman was found guilty and damage her
reputation, or people might know that there were never real charges against her and distrust will build into management acting on "hunches".
Not a pretty situation to be in. Can you install cameras on classrooms and then monitor further incidents?
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 09:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee stole from employee - outside of work
_
Will try to make a long story short. It's a mess, never should have been brought into the workplace, but it has and I am trying to sift through.
EE A became friendly with EE B, and recently 'hired' her to provide some in-home care to her mother who was terminally ill. 2 weeks ago her mother passed. Shortly thereafter, EE A was made
aware that a check was written for $450 and signed by her, which she never wrote. It was found that a check was stolen and forged over the couple days she was making funeral arrangements and
burying her mother. She came to believe it was done by EE B, and she confronted her. Apparently, this confrontation was facilitated by another staff member (a supervisor, but not either of their
supervisor). EE A went to this supervisor and asked for assistance, and she called EE B in to discuss. Initially she denied it, then she admitted it, then said she didn't really do it and that she only told
her she did so she'd have closure. (This will be addressed with supervisor separately)
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Two days later, EE B calls EE A and admits to her that she did do it, is apologetic (allegedly). Their friendship is severed, but EE A does not want to press charges. (This is a special education
school program, if she had and were subsequently arrested, we would have received official notification and would have been required by the state to put a safeguard in place for students).
However, EE A comes in and tells the school principal (their supervisor) what is going on. EE B now calls out of work because she is "sick", but tells EE A and the other supervisor (that got
involved) that it is because EE A is mad at her. She then works Tuesday, is out Wed-Thurs because of a car accident, in today.
So the problem is, this is not the first time EE B has been associated (never proven) with a theft at work this school year. There have been two instances of missing money in classrooms from
people's purses, in different rooms, where she was the common denominator at the time. These were small amounts that were never reported until a larger theft - a missing wallet of a private duty
nurse (non-employee) which included a substantial amount of cash, but more importantly, several items of sentimental value that were irreplaceable. Police report, internal investigation, nothing
could be proven, but everyone "suspected" EE B. CEO went and did an appeal to staff just to get the items of sentimental value back for this nurse, but nothing ever showed up.
(EE B also happens to have an active order of protection against an ex and left a domestic violence situation last year. I actually had to testify because her former partner showed up at the
administration building twice.)
Now, Principal (and CEO is backing her up) wants her out of our school, but in reality, the staff she stole from won't even press charges so how would I possibly address this?
Help!

top
68.

previous next
Re: Employee stole from employee - outside of work
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:02 AM
Anonymous

_
Unfortunately, no ... we are a non-profit and just don't have this in our budget.
We are also unionized, so termination will get even stickier!
Not a pretty situation to be in. Can you install cameras on classrooms and then monitor further incidents?
Susana Guzman-Agle, 04-27-2018 09:5
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 09:50
From: Susana Guzman-Agle
Subject: Employee stole from employee - outside of work
If they want her out because of "Alleged" theft, that is a problem, because nothing is proven so you can't use that as the argument in a million years.
If they have just lost trust and don't want her there and don't care about the possible risks, then you can use the at-will status and assume the risks of a lawsuit. I honestly don't see any discrimination
or even wrongful termination, but you never know how others can spin it.
The question is how bad they want her out even when they don't have proof that this person stole anything?
I would be more concerned about the remaining staff, because you can't discuss why she was let go, but rumor mill might travel and assume that the woman was found guilty and damage her
reputation, or people might know that there were never real charges against her and distrust will build into management acting on "hunches".
Not a pretty situation to be in. Can you install cameras on classrooms and then monitor further incidents?
-----------------------------HR Yardley

top
69.

previous next
Re: Employee stole from employee - outside of work
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 10:57 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
Being union you might need to bite the bullet and keep the employee, so forget the at-will.
If you can't install cameras I don't see how any future scenarios might change neither and nobody would be happy to be a babysitter for this employee to make sure people's belongings are safe.
I would at least warn the people attending classes that your organization is not responsible for personal articles left in the classroom so that they should keep close attention to them at all times.
If this employee had to take off time because of the pressure placed on her by Employee A, she might start missing time and depending on your attendance policy, that might not be desirable to have.
Also, when you receive a report that belongings are missing, do you have the ability to look into staff lockers and belongings? I once found the culprit to an i-phone cell theft by utilizing that policy.
Similar situation, but not union. Everybody had a gut that this woman was stealing, but nobody had caught her. When a cellphone went missing and only 2 employees (including her) where in the
premises, I went to both of these employees lockers and have them open (with the employee witnessing). She was terminated in the spot.
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-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee stole from employee - outside of work
_
Unfortunately, no ... we are a non-profit and just don't have this in our budget.
We are also unionized, so termination will get even stickier!
Not a pretty situation to be in. Can you install cameras on classrooms and then monitor further incidents?
Susana Guzman-Agle, 04-27-2018 09:5

Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 09:50
From: Susana Guzman-Agle
Subject: Employee stole from employee - outside of work
If they want her out because of "Alleged" theft, that is a problem, because nothing is proven so you can't use that as the argument in a million years.
If they have just lost trust and don't want her there and don't care about the possible risks, then you can use the at-will status and assume the risks of a lawsuit. I honestly don't see any discrimination
or even wrongful termination, but you never know how others can spin it.
The question is how bad they want her out even when they don't have proof that this person stole anything?
I would be more concerned about the remaining staff, because you can't discuss why she was let go, but rumor mill might travel and assume that the woman was found guilty and damage her
reputation, or people might know that there were never real charges against her and distrust will build into management acting on "hunches".
Not a pretty situation to be in. Can you install cameras on classrooms and then monitor further incidents?
-----------------------------HR Yardley
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 09:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee stole from employee - outside of work
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_
Will try to make a long story short. It's a mess, never should have been brought into the workplace, but it has and I am trying to sift through.
EE A became friendly with EE B, and recently 'hired' her to provide some in-home care to her mother who was terminally ill. 2 weeks ago her mother passed. Shortly thereafter, EE A was made
aware that a check was written for $450 and signed by her, which she never wrote. It was found that a check was stolen and forged over the couple days she was making funeral arrangements and
burying her mother. She came to believe it was done by EE B, and she confronted her. Apparently, this confrontation was facilitated by another staff member (a supervisor, but not either of their
supervisor). EE A went to this supervisor and asked for assistance, and she called EE B in to discuss. Initially she denied it, then she admitted it, then said she didn't really do it and that she only told
her she did so she'd have closure. (This will be addressed with supervisor separately)
Two days later, EE B calls EE A and admits to her that she did do it, is apologetic (allegedly). Their friendship is severed, but EE A does not want to press charges. (This is a special education
school program, if she had and were subsequently arrested, we would have received official notification and would have been required by the state to put a safeguard in place for students).
However, EE A comes in and tells the school principal (their supervisor) what is going on. EE B now calls out of work because she is "sick", but tells EE A and the other supervisor (that got
involved) that it is because EE A is mad at her. She then works Tuesday, is out Wed-Thurs because of a car accident, in today.
So the problem is, this is not the first time EE B has been associated (never proven) with a theft at work this school year. There have been two instances of missing money in classrooms from
people's purses, in different rooms, where she was the common denominator at the time. These were small amounts that were never reported until a larger theft - a missing wallet of a private duty
nurse (non-employee) which included a substantial amount of cash, but more importantly, several items of sentimental value that were irreplaceable. Police report, internal investigation, nothing
could be proven, but everyone "suspected" EE B. CEO went and did an appeal to staff just to get the items of sentimental value back for this nurse, but nothing ever showed up.
(EE B also happens to have an active order of protection against an ex and left a domestic violence situation last year. I actually had to testify because her former partner showed up at the
administration building twice.)
Now, Principal (and CEO is backing her up) wants her out of our school, but in reality, the staff she stole from won't even press charges so how would I possibly address this?
Help!

top
70.

previous next
FMLA Certification Questions
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:58 AM
Danielle Wilder
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Reply to Sender

I recently sent over FMLA paperwork to an employee who was hospitalized for asthma flare up. I received the paperwork yesterday and within the notes it says "due to patients job, she is exposed to
caustic chemicals that caused her asthma to flare up". We are a homeless shelter and aside from basic cleaning products I am not sure what chemicals she is referring to. Not to mention, she has been
with the company for a year and has never mentioned this to us before.
Any thoughts on how to proceed with this information?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA Certification Questions
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:09 AM
Anonymous

_
This is one of those cases where you'll have to take each piece of the puzzle as it comes and deal with what's at hand for the moment.
You have a sufficient and complete certification for a serious health condition (I am assuming none of that is in question based on the fact that she's hospitalized). So designate the time off as
FMLA.
You also have information via the certification, that there are ADA and WC implications. Deal with that info as it comes in.
For now, call in a claim to your WC carrier. It may or may not be a WC issue, but I find it's better to be proactive and call in the claim pending more info. You carrier can then give you some
guidance on that aspect.
There also may be an ADA accommodation down the road. Read up on ADA and asthma accommodations (try AskJAN), but you don't need to take action yet. When she is ready to return to work
you can enter into the interactive discussion to see if there is an accommodation needed.
FWIW, some common household cleaners (such as bleach or ammonia) are caustic chemicals and the fumes could aggravate asthma. My best guess would be that's what the doctor is referring to.
Remember - take all this one step at a time.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:58
From: Danielle Wilder
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Subject: FMLA Certification Questions
HelloI recently sent over FMLA paperwork to an employee who was hospitalized for asthma flare up. I received the paperwork yesterday and within the notes it says "due to patients job, she is exposed to
caustic chemicals that caused her asthma to flare up". We are a homeless shelter and aside from basic cleaning products I am not sure what chemicals she is referring to. Not to mention, she has been
with the company for a year and has never mentioned this to us before.
Any thoughts on how to proceed with this information?

top
72.

previous next
Re: FMLA Certification Questions
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:09 AM
Anonymous

_
I would treat that as a request for accommodation, once she returns from FML. As you prepare for her return, continue with the interactive process. That means you can ask your employee to get
these details from the doctor - along with suggested accommodations. Make sure the doctor has her job description and that her job description includes details about her work environment and
physical demands.
I would require a fit-for-duty certificate before she is allowed to return to work.
Also, she was hospitalized for an asthma flareup and the doctor's response suggests it was triggered by something at work. I would file this with the workers' comp carrier and give it all the
information you have now.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:58
From: Danielle Wilder
Subject: FMLA Certification Questions
HelloI recently sent over FMLA paperwork to an employee who was hospitalized for asthma flare up. I received the paperwork yesterday and within the notes it says "due to patients job, she is exposed to
caustic chemicals that caused her asthma to flare up". We are a homeless shelter and aside from basic cleaning products I am not sure what chemicals she is referring to. Not to mention, she has been
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with the company for a year and has never mentioned this to us before.
Any thoughts on how to proceed with this information?
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previous next
Summer intern position name
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 8:31 AM
Vojtech Velecky
Good morning,
How do you figure out a name for a summer intern that will work in the IT department but does not have a concrete job title attached to it? He/she will be doing a variety of tasks. I am typing up an
offer letter, just looking for some experience with naming the positions during the internship.
Is Summer Intern in the Informational Technology Department a viable name? Why or why not?
Thank you,
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Summer intern position name
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 9:28 AM
Anonymous

_
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IT Intern
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:31
From: Vojtech Velecky
Subject: Summer intern position name
Good morning,
How do you figure out a name for a summer intern that will work in the IT department but does not have a concrete job title attached to it? He/she will be doing a variety of tasks. I am typing up an
offer letter, just looking for some experience with naming the positions during the internship.
Is Summer Intern in the Informational Technology Department a viable name? Why or why not?
Thank you,
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
------------------------------
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previous next
HR or non-HR degree
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:28 AM
Anonymous

_
When SHRM asks if your degree is "HR" or "non-HR," for HR do they mean HR related or a degree strictly in Human Resources? For example, are degrees in Org Psych, Industrial & Labor
Relations, etc. "HR degrees"? I don't know what they're getting at.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next

76.

Re: HR or non-HR degree
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 8:57 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Just needs to be HR related.
'HR-related experience relates to work in any of the 15 functional areas of HR knowledge which comprise the technical competency HR Expertise, identified in the SHRM BoCK.'
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR or non-HR degree
_
When SHRM asks if your degree is "HR" or "non-HR," for HR do they mean HR related or a degree strictly in Human Resources? For example, are degrees in Org Psych, Industrial & Labor
Relations, etc. "HR degrees"? I don't know what they're getting at.
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Re: HR or non-HR degree
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:05 AM
Anonymous

_
Thank you!
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:56
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: HR or non-HR degree
Just needs to be HR related.
'HR-related experience relates to work in any of the 15 functional areas of HR knowledge which comprise the technical competency HR Expertise, identified in the SHRM BoCK.'
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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FMLA?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:00 AM
Anonymous

_
An employee handed me a Certification filled out by a healthcare professional. The employee went to this doctor on 4/27 and the period of incapacity is 4/23-4/29. He will only be missing 4/24 and
4/27 at the end of this, so a period of incapacity requiring absences of more than three calendar days from work has not been met.
The continuous treatment, in this case, is medication.
Am I supposed to count 4/24 and 4/27 as FMLA? Or, and I supposed to deny this since he did not miss 3 days?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: FMLA?
Reply to Group
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Apr 27, 2018 8:03 AM
Anonymous
_
OP here again. Would I count the weekend as calendar days even though we are closed?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA?
_
An employee handed me a Certification filled out by a healthcare professional. The employee went to this doctor on 4/27 and the period of incapacity is 4/23-4/29. He will only be missing 4/24 and
4/27 at the end of this, so a period of incapacity requiring absences of more than three calendar days from work has not been met.
The continuous treatment, in this case, is medication.
Am I supposed to count 4/24 and 4/27 as FMLA? Or, and I supposed to deny this since he did not miss 3 days?

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:10 AM
Libby Hayes

â€‹
So the employee only missed the 24th and 27th? But doctor's note said the entire week? That would not qualify as FMLA since they only missed the two days.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA?
_
An employee handed me a Certification filled out by a healthcare professional. The employee went to this doctor on 4/27 and the period of incapacity is 4/23-4/29. He will only be missing 4/24 and
4/27 at the end of this, so a period of incapacity requiring absences of more than three calendar days from work has not been met.
The continuous treatment, in this case, is medication.
Am I supposed to count 4/24 and 4/27 as FMLA? Or, and I supposed to deny this since he did not miss 3 days?
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Re: FMLA?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:18 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I would not let an employee work if the doctor's note states otherwise. I would have them get a revised note stating they can be at work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA?
_
An employee handed me a Certification filled out by a healthcare professional. The employee went to this doctor on 4/27 and the period of incapacity is 4/23-4/29. He will only be missing 4/24 and
4/27 at the end of this, so a period of incapacity requiring absences of more than three calendar days from work has not been met.
The continuous treatment, in this case, is medication.
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Am I supposed to count 4/24 and 4/27 as FMLA? Or, and I supposed to deny this since he did not miss 3 days?

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:24 AM
Anonymous

_
Three days are consecutive (not just work days). This is also just one possible criteria.
Visiting a doctor and a continuing regime of treatment is another.
It does not have to be both.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA?
_
An employee handed me a Certification filled out by a healthcare professional. The employee went to this doctor on 4/27 and the period of incapacity is 4/23-4/29. He will only be missing 4/24 and
4/27 at the end of this, so a period of incapacity requiring absences of more than three calendar days from work has not been met.
The continuous treatment, in this case, is medication.
Am I supposed to count 4/24 and 4/27 as FMLA? Or, and I supposed to deny this since he did not miss 3 days?
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Re: FMLA?
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Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:29 AM
Anonymous
_
Medication as continuous treatment counts. Medical incapacity of three days isn't the only criteria for FMLA. But in this case that requirement has also been met. It's calendar days, not work days.
Designated the 2 days missed as FMLA and you're done unless the employee needs more time.
Moon willow.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA?
_
An employee handed me a Certification filled out by a healthcare professional. The employee went to this doctor on 4/27 and the period of incapacity is 4/23-4/29. He will only be missing 4/24 and
4/27 at the end of this, so a period of incapacity requiring absences of more than three calendar days from work has not been met.
The continuous treatment, in this case, is medication.
Am I supposed to count 4/24 and 4/27 as FMLA? Or, and I supposed to deny this since he did not miss 3 days?
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previous next
Re: FMLA?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:16 AM
Anonymous

_
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So the employee only missed the 24th and 27th? But doctor's note said the entire week? That would not qualify as FMLA since they only missed the two days.
Libby Hayes, 04-27-2018 08:09

Not correct and a risky practice. If you have a certification and enough information to designate, you must designate. As Moon Willow said, the 3 day trigger is only one trigger. Read 29 CFR
825.113, 114, and 115 here.
Continuous leave is measured in weeks. He utilized one week of FML. If this was intermittent leave, you would count it in hours measured against his schedule.
I recommend getting a fresh start on FMLA education with the DOL's Employer's Guide to FMLA.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:09
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: FMLA?
â€‹
So the employee only missed the 24th and 27th? But doctor's note said the entire week? That would not qualify as FMLA since they only missed the two days.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
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previous next
Re: FMLA?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:17 AM
Anonymous

_
Edit: He missed 2 days, not a week
Anonymonk
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA?
_

So the employee only missed the 24th and 27th? But doctor's note said the entire week? That would not qualify as FMLA since they only missed the two days.
Libby Hayes, 04-27-2018 08:09

Not correct and a risky practice. If you have a certification and enough information to designate, you must designate. As Moon Willow said, the 3 day trigger is only one trigger. Read 29 CFR
825.113, 114, and 115 here.
Continuous leave is measured in weeks. He utilized one week of FML. If this was intermittent leave, you would count it in hours measured against his schedule.
I recommend getting a fresh start on FMLA education with the DOL's Employer's Guide to FMLA.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:09
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: FMLA?
â€‹
So the employee only missed the 24th and 27th? But doctor's note said the entire week? That would not qualify as FMLA since they only missed the two days.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA?
_
An employee handed me a Certification filled out by a healthcare professional. The employee went to this doctor on 4/27 and the period of incapacity is 4/23-4/29. He will only be missing 4/24 and
4/27 at the end of this, so a period of incapacity requiring absences of more than three calendar days from work has not been met.
The continuous treatment, in this case, is medication.
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Am I supposed to count 4/24 and 4/27 as FMLA? Or, and I supposed to deny this since he did not miss 3 days?

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 10:36 AM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
I fail to see where this individual had an absence of incapacity (unable to work, attend school or perform daily activities) of three or more consecutive days. I understood the op say they only
missed two days, and those were not consecutive. Hence my response.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA?
_
An employee handed me a Certification filled out by a healthcare professional. The employee went to this doctor on 4/27 and the period of incapacity is 4/23-4/29. He will only be missing 4/24 and
4/27 at the end of this, so a period of incapacity requiring absences of more than three calendar days from work has not been met.
The continuous treatment, in this case, is medication.
Am I supposed to count 4/24 and 4/27 as FMLA? Or, and I supposed to deny this since he did not miss 3 days?

top
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Re: FMLA?
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Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:55 AM
Anonymous
_
Libby, the employee may not have met the 3-day prong (definition of "serious health condition"), but he may have met the other prongs (continuous treatment, for example).
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:35
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: FMLA?
â€‹
I fail to see where this individual had an absence of incapacity (unable to work, attend school or perform daily activities) of three or more consecutive days. I understood the op say they only
missed two days, and those were not consecutive. Hence my response.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
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previous next
Re: FMLA?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:57 AM
Anonymous

_
Libby - please read the regs (bold is mine for emphasis):
825.113 Serious health condition.
(a) For purposes of FMLA, serious health condition entitling an employee to FMLA leave means an illness, injury, impairment or physical or mental condition that involves inpatient care as
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defined in § 825.114 or continuing treatment by a health care provider as defined in § 825.115.
In this case the employee was admitted to the hospital - so FMLA eligible.

825.102 Definitions.
Continuing treatment by a health care provider means any one of the following:
(1)Incapacity and treatment. A period of incapacity of more than three consecutive, full calendar days, and any subsequent treatment or period of incapacity relating to the same condition
The period of incapacity in this case is 7 days - it's calendar days not work days. So FMLA eligible

This one is black and white. Based on the OP's post, the two missed work days must be designated as FMLA.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:35
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: FMLA?
â€‹
I fail to see where this individual had an absence of incapacity (unable to work, attend school or perform daily activities) of three or more consecutive days. I understood the op say they only
missed two days, and those were not consecutive. Hence my response.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
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Re: FMLA?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:59 AM
Anonymous

_
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Correction - disregard my comment on the inpatient care - that was from another FMLA post.
But the continuing treatment definition still applies and is FMLA.
MW
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA?
_
Libby - please read the regs (bold is mine for emphasis):
825.113 Serious health condition.
(a) For purposes of FMLA, serious health condition entitling an employee to FMLA leave means an illness, injury, impairment or physical or mental condition that involves inpatient care as
defined in @ 825.114 or continuing treatment by a health care provider as defined in @ 825.115.
In this case the employee was admitted to the hospital - so FMLA eligible.

825.102 Definitions.
Continuing treatment by a health care provider means any one of the following:
(1)Incapacity and treatment. A period of incapacity of more than three consecutive, full calendar days, and any subsequent treatment or period of incapacity relating to the same condition
The period of incapacity in this case is 7 days - it's calendar days not work days. So FMLA eligible

This one is black and white. Based on the OP's post, the two missed work days must be designated as FMLA.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:35
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: FMLA?
â€‹
I fail to see where this individual had an absence of incapacity (unable to work, attend school or perform daily activities) of three or more consecutive days. I understood the op say they only
missed two days, and those were not consecutive. Hence my response.
-----------------------------Libby H
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Ohio
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA?
_
An employee handed me a Certification filled out by a healthcare professional. The employee went to this doctor on 4/27 and the period of incapacity is 4/23-4/29. He will only be missing 4/24 and
4/27 at the end of this, so a period of incapacity requiring absences of more than three calendar days from work has not been met.
The continuous treatment, in this case, is medication.
Am I supposed to count 4/24 and 4/27 as FMLA? Or, and I supposed to deny this since he did not miss 3 days?

top
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previous next
Severance Pay/Termination Pay
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 11:31 PM
Anonymous

_
We are terminating an employee for cause who was temporarily transferred to another state to work on-site at a location for about a year. In addition to her final pay, we would like to give her a
month of pay for expenses to help her move back to her home state if she wants, she may also want to stay there as well. Is this considered severance pay? From what I'm reading severance pay is
usually used for employees who have been employed for a longer amount of time and not getting terminated for cause. We do not have any policy for severance pay and it is not something that we
would do for any other employee. If it's not considered severance pay, what else would we call it?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Severance Pay/Termination Pay
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 7:31 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Sounds like severance to me.
Just a matter of company policy and/or agreement with the employee.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 23:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Severance Pay/Termination Pay
_
We are terminating an employee for cause who was temporarily transferred to another state to work on-site at a location for about a year. In addition to her final pay, we would like to give her a
month of pay for expenses to help her move back to her home state if she wants, she may also want to stay there as well. Is this considered severance pay? From what I'm reading severance pay is
usually used for employees who have been employed for a longer amount of time and not getting terminated for cause. We do not have any policy for severance pay and it is not something that we
would do for any other employee. If it's not considered severance pay, what else would we call it?

top
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Re: Severance Pay/Termination Pay
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:11 AM
Libby Hayes

â€‹
Yes, it is severance and I would also make sure to get a separation agreement signed.
-----------------------------Libby H
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Reply to Sender

Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 23:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Severance Pay/Termination Pay
_
We are terminating an employee for cause who was temporarily transferred to another state to work on-site at a location for about a year. In addition to her final pay, we would like to give her a
month of pay for expenses to help her move back to her home state if she wants, she may also want to stay there as well. Is this considered severance pay? From what I'm reading severance pay is
usually used for employees who have been employed for a longer amount of time and not getting terminated for cause. We do not have any policy for severance pay and it is not something that we
would do for any other employee. If it's not considered severance pay, what else would we call it?

top
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previous next
Excessive Absenteeism
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 11:14 PM
Anonymous

_
I was recently hired with a new company to lead the HR function with a team of about 100 employees. I am a new HR manager with 3yrs specialist and 2 yrs generalist experience.
The company has a mix of professional and technical employees. When hired the President told me call outs and excessive absence are an issue that needs to be handled sooner rather than later.
I started doing an evaluation of staff and found a Department manager has missed work about 11% of her scheduled work days for the last 4 months,
This April she has missed 40% of her scheduled work due to personal illness, her grandmother died and yesterday her child could not go to school. She is constantly having issues with her children
being ill.
What s the best way to handle the I am absent due to children and sick every other week situation?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Excessive Absenteeism
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 7:42 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Just handle moving forward, on a case by case basis.
And, it's her boss's (CEO?) job to manage her attendance. Coach him on policy, FMLA, ADA, sick leave laws (if any in your state), etc.
P.S. I really dislike when managers (especially HR) generalize or exaggerate a situation. Better to simply stick to the actual facts.

She is constantly having issues with her children being ill.What s the best way to handle the I am absent due to children and sick every other week situation?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 23:13

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 23:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Excessive Absenteeism
_
I was recently hired with a new company to lead the HR function with a team of about 100 employees. I am a new HR manager with 3yrs specialist and 2 yrs generalist experience.
The company has a mix of professional and technical employees. When hired the President told me call outs and excessive absence are an issue that needs to be handled sooner rather than later.
I started doing an evaluation of staff and found a Department manager has missed work about 11% of her scheduled work days for the last 4 months,
This April she has missed 40% of her scheduled work due to personal illness, her grandmother died and yesterday her child could not go to school. She is constantly having issues with her children
being ill.
What s the best way to handle the I am absent due to children and sick every other week situation?
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previous next

95.

I9 - Anyone Available for Everify in Arlington Washington?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 9:03 PM
Timothy Hallett
â€‹
Same old type of request. I am a DOO in Houston with a remote hire coming up next week.
Is there anyone available, and willing, to do an I9 via E-verify in Arlington Washington?
American citizen with traditional ID. Should be a quick process. They would show up with the paper I9 completed.
Thank you.
-----------------------------hrnonyous
HR Manager
Houston TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Docking exempt employee pay
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 7:54 PM
Anonymous

_
exempt employee has used up all time off. Company has a std program. Employee is hospitalized. There is a fourteen day elimination period then 60% pay. Almost through elimination period
employee released from hospital to recover. Manager wants to allow employee to grade papers and work on projects until released so pay isn't docked? To me this is just a work around. Should the
employee be permitted to do this? I think we should stick with policy. Thoughts?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
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Re: Docking exempt employee pay
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 9:04 PM
Anonymous

_
I think there's a lot of information we need to help you.
*What state?
*Is the company an FMLA covered employer? Is the employee FMLA eligible?
*Is the manager proposing the employee grade papers and work on projects throughout the entire recovery period or just until STD kicks in? Is the employee released to do that work?
*how long until STD starts?
*how long until the employee returns to work?
*Does ADA apply?
*any potential to let the employee go negative for PTO?
In general, a workaround isn't a bad thing and policy for the sake of policy isn't necessarily a good thing. I'd do everything I could to figure out a way to work this out. But you do want to ensure the
employee is medically released to do whatever kind of work he or she can. But you want to balance that with not interfering with the STD benefits. And allowing work could jeopardize STD
benefits.
IMO allowing a negative PTO balance may be a better option. But there's a lot of info missing.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Docking exempt employee pay
_
exempt employee has used up all time off. Company has a std program. Employee is hospitalized. There is a fourteen day elimination period then 60% pay. Almost through elimination period
employee released from hospital to recover. Manager wants to allow employee to grade papers and work on projects until released so pay isn't docked? To me this is just a work around. Should the
employee be permitted to do this? I think we should stick with policy. Thoughts?
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previous next
Re: Docking exempt employee pay
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 9:27 PM
Gina Fischer

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 21:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Docking exempt employee pay
_
I think there's a lot of information we need to help you.
*What state?
*Is the company an FMLA covered employer? Is the employee FMLA eligible?
*Is the manager proposing the employee grade papers and work on projects throughout the entire recovery period or just until STD kicks in? Is the employee released to do that work?
*how long until STD starts?
*how long until the employee returns to work?
*Does ADA apply?
*any potential to let the employee go negative for PTO?
In general, a workaround isn't a bad thing and policy for the sake of policy isn't necessarily a good thing. I'd do everything I could to figure out a way to work this out. But you do want to ensure the
employee is medically released to do whatever kind of work he or she can. But you want to balance that with not interfering with the STD benefits. And allowing work could jeopardize STD
benefits.
IMO allowing a negative PTO balance may be a better option. But there's a lot of info missing.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Docking exempt employee pay
_
exempt employee has used up all time off. Company has a std program. Employee is hospitalized. There is a fourteen day elimination period then 60% pay. Almost through elimination period
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employee released from hospital to recover. Manager wants to allow employee to grade papers and work on projects until released so pay isn't docked? To me this is just a work around. Should the
employee be permitted to do this? I think we should stick with policy. Thoughts?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Docking exempt employee pay
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 7:50 AM
Ivette Dupuis
I don't see the problem, even without knowing your policy.
It seems like a workaround that is good for both the company and employee.
Manager wants to allow employee to grade papers and work on projects until released so pay isn't docked? To me this is just a work around. Should the employee be permitted to do
this? I think we should stick with policy. Thoughts?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 19:53

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Docking exempt employee pay
_
exempt employee has used up all time off. Company has a std program. Employee is hospitalized. There is a fourteen day elimination period then 60% pay. Almost through elimination period
employee released from hospital to recover. Manager wants to allow employee to grade papers and work on projects until released so pay isn't docked? To me this is just a work around. Should the
employee be permitted to do this? I think we should stick with policy. Thoughts?
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previous next
Re: Docking exempt employee pay
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 10:25 AM
Renee Shiraishi

Almost through elimination period employee released from hospital to recover. Manager wants to allow employee to grade papers and work on projects until released so pay isn't docked?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 19:53

I would support the manager. I would however ask for a doctor's note that clears the employee to work from home. If the plan is to only allow the employee to work from home through the
elimination period, I believe that might reset the elimination period.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Docking exempt employee pay
_
exempt employee has used up all time off. Company has a std program. Employee is hospitalized. There is a fourteen day elimination period then 60% pay. Almost through elimination period
employee released from hospital to recover. Manager wants to allow employee to grade papers and work on projects until released so pay isn't docked? To me this is just a work around. Should the
employee be permitted to do this? I think we should stick with policy. Thoughts?
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Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 7:43 PM
Anonymous
_
We have an employee who has received poor performance reviews for the past couple of years (reviews are in the fall), and recently had an issue with poor performance and negative attitude. Her
supervisors want her to be let go immediately, to which we responded we could not do, but we want to give her a final warning, indicating she has a 30 day probationary period and if her performance
does not improve, she's subject to further disciplinary action up to and including termination. Is this okay to do?
A little background info - we're in CA and the HR function is less than a year old here, so performance improvement plans have not been used before, and the process to implement cannot be done in
time to address this issue.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Final notice to employee
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 8:54 AM
Mary Dillman
Can you clarify why HR is not supporting the supervisors' recommendation to terminate immediately? You have an employee with documented poor performance for 2 years. You have an employee
who is demonstrating behaviors/conduct which don't meet company standards (the supervisors should cite specific behaviors which are impacting the employee's or team's performance or work
environment - the term "negative attitude" is vague and subjective). From what you describe, I don't see how a final warning and 30-day "probationary period" is going to result in improved
performance.
Rather than HR saying to management "no you can't do that", I suggest HR collaborate with and support management to do what is in the best long-term interests of that department and the company.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:43
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Final notice to employee
_
We have an employee who has received poor performance reviews for the past couple of years (reviews are in the fall), and recently had an issue with poor performance and negative attitude. Her
supervisors want her to be let go immediately, to which we responded we could not do, but we want to give her a final warning, indicating she has a 30 day probationary period and if her performance
does not improve, she's subject to further disciplinary action up to and including termination. Is this okay to do?
A little background info - we're in CA and the HR function is less than a year old here, so performance improvement plans have not been used before, and the process to implement cannot be done in
time to address this issue.

top
103.

previous next
Re: Final notice to employee
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 9:03 AM
Anonymous

_
I don't understand why you think that the process to implement performance improvement plans would hinder addressing the performance (or lack of) today.
You don't need a formal process. The manager simply documents the issues, addresses how it will be rectified and carry on from there.
That being said, why can't the supervisor term this employee now?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Final notice to employee
_
We have an employee who has received poor performance reviews for the past couple of years (reviews are in the fall), and recently had an issue with poor performance and negative attitude. Her
supervisors want her to be let go immediately, to which we responded we could not do, but we want to give her a final warning, indicating she has a 30 day probationary period and if her performance
does not improve, she's subject to further disciplinary action up to and including termination. Is this okay to do?
A little background info - we're in CA and the HR function is less than a year old here, so performance improvement plans have not been used before, and the process to implement cannot be done in
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time to address this issue.
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previous next
Re: Final notice to employee
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 9:18 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
Sounds like the Supervisor has been doing the right thing by speaking to the employee and documenting it. Also sounds like you would like to have a final warning to be 100% safe. I don't see the
need to have that when you have 24 months of documented issues and lack of improvement. Talk to legal and be a partner with your Supervisor. Unless there is a huge issue that would bring a lot
of liability for a termination, I don't see why you could not do it now.
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Final notice to employee
_
We have an employee who has received poor performance reviews for the past couple of years (reviews are in the fall), and recently had an issue with poor performance and negative attitude. Her
supervisors want her to be let go immediately, to which we responded we could not do, but we want to give her a final warning, indicating she has a 30 day probationary period and if her performance
does not improve, she's subject to further disciplinary action up to and including termination. Is this okay to do?
A little background info - we're in CA and the HR function is less than a year old here, so performance improvement plans have not been used before, and the process to implement cannot be done in
time to address this issue.
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Re: Final notice to employee
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Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:09 AM
Anonymous
_
I don't understand why legal would need to be consulted.
The employee has not been performing.
The supervisor would like this person gone, rightfully so.
"Legal" doesn't need to be contacted for every move we make.
That's why our function exists.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Final notice to employee
_
We have an employee who has received poor performance reviews for the past couple of years (reviews are in the fall), and recently had an issue with poor performance and negative attitude. Her
supervisors want her to be let go immediately, to which we responded we could not do, but we want to give her a final warning, indicating she has a 30 day probationary period and if her performance
does not improve, she's subject to further disciplinary action up to and including termination. Is this okay to do?
A little background info - we're in CA and the HR function is less than a year old here, so performance improvement plans have not been used before, and the process to implement cannot be done in
time to address this issue.
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previous next
Re: Final notice to employee
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 10:32 AM
Taleasha Reavis
I agree with Mary. Time and money are of the essence. If his poor work performance is documented, then there is sufficient evidence for termination. Prolonging the issue is just making it worse.
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-----------------------------Taleasha Reavis
Hampton
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:53
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Final notice to employee
Can you clarify why HR is not supporting the supervisors' recommendation to terminate immediately? You have an employee with documented poor performance for 2 years. You have an employee
who is demonstrating behaviors/conduct which don't meet company standards (the supervisors should cite specific behaviors which are impacting the employee's or team's performance or work
environment - the term "negative attitude" is vague and subjective). From what you describe, I don't see how a final warning and 30-day "probationary period" is going to result in improved
performance.
Rather than HR saying to management "no you can't do that", I suggest HR collaborate with and support management to do what is in the best long-term interests of that department and the company.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington

top
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previous next
Re: Final notice to employee
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:14 AM
Jamie Wideman
I understand exactly how sticky HR situations can be in CA (we have a facility there), this sounds like a very cut and dry case of "time to cut your losses". If it's been documented and communicated
to the employee in the past that there were performance issues, and there hasn't been any recent shining improvement, just cut them loose.
-----------------------------Jamie Wideman
Human Resources Manager
Peter-Lacke USA
Troy MI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Final notice to employee
_
We have an employee who has received poor performance reviews for the past couple of years (reviews are in the fall), and recently had an issue with poor performance and negative attitude. Her
supervisors want her to be let go immediately, to which we responded we could not do, but we want to give her a final warning, indicating she has a 30 day probationary period and if her performance
does not improve, she's subject to further disciplinary action up to and including termination. Is this okay to do?
A little background info - we're in CA and the HR function is less than a year old here, so performance improvement plans have not been used before, and the process to implement cannot be done in
time to address this issue.
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Re: Final notice to employee
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:30 AM
Anonymous

_
In addition to what other posters have said, if you put her on PIP you then risk a WC claim. I've seen that happen a couple of times.
Cut her loose.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Final notice to employee
_
We have an employee who has received poor performance reviews for the past couple of years (reviews are in the fall), and recently had an issue with poor performance and negative attitude. Her
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supervisors want her to be let go immediately, to which we responded we could not do, but we want to give her a final warning, indicating she has a 30 day probationary period and if her performance
does not improve, she's subject to further disciplinary action up to and including termination. Is this okay to do?
A little background info - we're in CA and the HR function is less than a year old here, so performance improvement plans have not been used before, and the process to implement cannot be done in
time to address this issue.
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Re: Final notice to employee
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:33 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle

Some companies require to have "legal" involved in all termination, whether is no brainer or a very complex case, that is all.
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Final notice to employee
_
I don't understand why legal would need to be consulted.
The employee has not been performing.
The supervisor would like this person gone, rightfully so.
"Legal" doesn't need to be contacted for every move we make.
That's why our function exists.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 19:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Final notice to employee
_
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Reply to Sender

We have an employee who has received poor performance reviews for the past couple of years (reviews are in the fall), and recently had an issue with poor performance and negative attitude. Her
supervisors want her to be let go immediately, to which we responded we could not do, but we want to give her a final warning, indicating she has a 30 day probationary period and if her performance
does not improve, she's subject to further disciplinary action up to and including termination. Is this okay to do?
A little background info - we're in CA and the HR function is less than a year old here, so performance improvement plans have not been used before, and the process to implement cannot be done in
time to address this issue.

top

previous next

110.

Re: Final notice to employee
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:47 AM
Anonymous

_
This was a requirement at my last company--10K EES in the US, our in house employment legal did a quick check in of our decisions to term. She was not there to make the decision to term, she
was there to ask us questions we had not considered and to review risk, if any. Its her job to protect the company.
She never questioned my terminations as I provided her all the backup and justification. It was really a short conversations, we are terming Jane, a minority over 40, she has not performed, we have
documentation, a signed PIP that was unsuccessful. Do you need to see our documentation? Attorney asks a random question and we are good to go. It was more to keep her in the loop in case
things went side ways. WE get sued and she says, I didn't know we term'd Jane and then the documentation isn't inline, there are issues.
Our team received kudos on adverse impact when we did reductions in force, those were always reviewed.
Some companies require to have "legal" involved in all termination, whether is no brainer or a very complex case, that is all.
Susana Guzman-Agle, 04-27-2018 11:33

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:33
From: Susana Guzman-Agle
Subject: Final notice to employee
Some companies require to have "legal" involved in all termination, whether is no brainer or a very complex case, that is all.
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-----------------------------HR Yardley
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previous next
1-week Shut down Manufacturing - help
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 6:29 PM
Karen Voss

Help please.
I am looking for samples of communication that go out to both Exempt & Non-Exempt employees (in CA, preferred) regarding an upcoming facility-wide shutdown for a period of 1-week.

Yes, we will allow them to use PTO
If PTO is unavailable, they will be required to go unpaid (exempt as well)
Yes, we are going to have people that are not happy this is being required.
In California, they may be entitled to unemployment ??? IDK (fairly new to CA)

Even if not in CA, any samples would be awesome - thanks, in advance!

-----------------------------Karen Voss SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: 1-week Shut down Manufacturing - help
Reply to Group
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Apr 27, 2018 10:26 AM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Hi, we have company wide shut down weeks in our company. I am not sure what communication goes out, if any. I will check and see if I can get back with you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 18:28
From: Karen Voss
Subject: 1-week Shut down Manufacturing - help
Help please.
I am looking for samples of communication that go out to both Exempt & Non-Exempt employees (in CA, preferred) regarding an upcoming facility-wide shutdown for a period of 1-week.

Yes, we will allow them to use PTO
If PTO is unavailable, they will be required to go unpaid (exempt as well)
Yes, we are going to have people that are not happy this is being required.
In California, they may be entitled to unemployment ??? IDK (fairly new to CA)

Even if not in CA, any samples would be awesome - thanks, in advance!

-----------------------------Karen Voss SHRM-SCP
------------------------------
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Re: 1-week Shut down Manufacturing - help
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:12 AM
Anonymous
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_

In California, they may be entitled to unemployment ??? IDK (fairly new to CA)
Karen Voss, 04-26-2018 18:28

Everyone is entitled to UI in every state as this is Federally allowed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 18:28
From: Karen Voss
Subject: 1-week Shut down Manufacturing - help
Help please.
I am looking for samples of communication that go out to both Exempt & Non-Exempt employees (in CA, preferred) regarding an upcoming facility-wide shutdown for a period of 1-week.

Yes, we will allow them to use PTO
If PTO is unavailable, they will be required to go unpaid (exempt as well)
Yes, we are going to have people that are not happy this is being required.
In California, they may be entitled to unemployment ??? IDK (fairly new to CA)

Even if not in CA, any samples would be awesome - thanks, in advance!

-----------------------------Karen Voss SHRM-SCP
------------------------------
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Re: 1-week Shut down Manufacturing - help
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:54 AM
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Reply to Sender

Gayle Goldberg
â€‹
We have an annual shutdown and this is what we have in our employee handbook:

The plant is normally shutdown for one week at the end of the calendar year, in which a few vacation days will be allocated to cover for non-holiday days. The actual dates for the shutdown period
will be announced prior to January 1st.

All employees are required to take vacation, unless scheduled to work, during the vacation period of shutdown whether eligible for paid or unpaid vacation at that time. If an employee is scheduled to
work during the vacation shutdown, the employee will have an opportunity to reschedule the missed vacation days.

-----------------------------Gayle
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 18:28
From: Karen Voss
Subject: 1-week Shut down Manufacturing - help
Help please.
I am looking for samples of communication that go out to both Exempt & Non-Exempt employees (in CA, preferred) regarding an upcoming facility-wide shutdown for a period of 1-week.

Yes, we will allow them to use PTO
If PTO is unavailable, they will be required to go unpaid (exempt as well)
Yes, we are going to have people that are not happy this is being required.
In California, they may be entitled to unemployment ??? IDK (fairly new to CA)

Even if not in CA, any samples would be awesome - thanks, in advance!

-----------------------------Karen Voss SHRM-SCP
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previous next
Relocation Question
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 5:32 PM
David McLean
Just started a new job. Found out that we are giving lump sum payments in lieu of a traditional relocation benefits. I'm good with that approach. What I found is that the funds are being routed
through out expense report processing program. No taxes are withheld and this "earning" does not show up on the employee's W2. I feel confident this is not an acceptable practice with the IRS and
any cash given to an employee under these circumstances is a taxable event to the employee. I am aware that some relocation items are non-taxable to the employee but giving, for example, $5,000
in lieu of relo is taxable. Rather than pour through the IRS code and/or immediately go to our accounting dept, thought I would float this with the HR community.
Thx
-----------------------------David McLean
Vice President of Human Resources
Summer Classics
Pelham AL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Relocation Question
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 5:57 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
It is my understanding that a lump sum relocation is taxable, always has been. In the past, you could do a 'reimbursement up to...' scenario, get receipts and not tax the amount, but that changed with
the recent Tax Cuts and Jobs Act - now ANY relocation assistance is taxable, regardless of how you dress it up. I don't have the cite handy for you, but I learned this in a Littler webinar shortly after
the tax act passed.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:32
From: David McLean
Subject: Relocation Question
Just started a new job. Found out that we are giving lump sum payments in lieu of a traditional relocation benefits. I'm good with that approach. What I found is that the funds are being routed
through out expense report processing program. No taxes are withheld and this "earning" does not show up on the employee's W2. I feel confident this is not an acceptable practice with the IRS and
any cash given to an employee under these circumstances is a taxable event to the employee. I am aware that some relocation items are non-taxable to the employee but giving, for example, $5,000
in lieu of relo is taxable. Rather than pour through the IRS code and/or immediately go to our accounting dept, thought I would float this with the HR community.
Thx
-----------------------------David McLean
Vice President of Human Resources
Summer Classics
Pelham AL
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Relocation Question
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:58 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle

David
You are absolutely correct, any RELO assistance, whether paying for the actual concepts or in a lump sum is taxable.
If they really want the employee to get the full amount, then you can gross it up but it must be paid through payroll and appear on their W-2.
My current company is doing something similar but this is about to change.

-----------------------------HR Yardley
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:32
From: David McLean
Subject: Relocation Question
Just started a new job. Found out that we are giving lump sum payments in lieu of a traditional relocation benefits. I'm good with that approach. What I found is that the funds are being routed
through out expense report processing program. No taxes are withheld and this "earning" does not show up on the employee's W2. I feel confident this is not an acceptable practice with the IRS and
any cash given to an employee under these circumstances is a taxable event to the employee. I am aware that some relocation items are non-taxable to the employee but giving, for example, $5,000
in lieu of relo is taxable. Rather than pour through the IRS code and/or immediately go to our accounting dept, thought I would float this with the HR community.
Thx
-----------------------------David McLean
Vice President of Human Resources
Summer Classics
Pelham AL
------------------------------
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previous next
Ee never termed off medical by broker
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 5:22 PM
Anonymous

_
We have an Employee that elected to cancel their health insurance during our open enrollment last June, 2017. This is an electronic election that goes to our Broker and they are responsible for
terminating the coverage with the carrier for us. Well, they never termed the ee's health coverage, and we didn't notice this until just now! We have been paying family coverage for this ee for 10
months.
After reaching out to the Broker, they indicated that the health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current. The most that
can be done is retro 2 months.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were also
thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until we renew
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again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Ee never termed off medical by broker
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 5:29 PM
Anita Ragusa
Perhaps the employee thought they had somehow signed up for continued coverage under COBRA?
Or, you can frame it that way to the employee to see if they are able to pay you for the months of coverage?
-----------------------------Anita Ragusa
Human Resources
New York
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_
We have an Employee that elected to cancel their health insurance during our open enrollment last June, 2017. This is an electronic election that goes to our Broker and they are responsible for
terminating the coverage with the carrier for us. Well, they never termed the ee's health coverage, and we didn't notice this until just now! We have been paying family coverage for this ee for 10
months.
After reaching out to the Broker, they indicated that the health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current. The most that
can be done is retro 2 months.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were also
thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until we renew
again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
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Re: Ee never termed off medical by broker
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 5:36 PM
Justin Markowitz
This is a very interesting situation. If the broker is the one in charge of terminations/enrollments then they should be responsible. But then comes the question of who reconciles and pays the bills?
That person also should have seen this mistake and made the correction well before the 10 month mark. If it is the broker that reconciles the bills as well then they should be required to pay you back
the full amount. The employee using it is also a problem as well. If they knew they cancelled it and were still using it but not paying for it then that is dishonest.
-----------------------------Justin Markowitz
PHR,SHRM-CP
Merrick NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:28
From: Anita Ragusa
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
Perhaps the employee thought they had somehow signed up for continued coverage under COBRA?
Or, you can frame it that way to the employee to see if they are able to pay you for the months of coverage?
-----------------------------Anita Ragusa
Human Resources
New York
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Apr 26, 2018 6:21 PM
Anonymous
_
You might find out if the employee cancelled because they had other coverage. It's entirely possible that if they do their providers just keep billing the old information because they kept getting paid.
You might be able to re-present the clams to the correct carrier, clear the bills paid by yours and then get your refund back. I would make the broker do all the legwork and if they truly screwed up on
their job they should refund you the overpayment out of their commissions. That's what they carry E and O insurance.....
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_
We have an Employee that elected to cancel their health insurance during our open enrollment last June, 2017. This is an electronic election that goes to our Broker and they are responsible for
terminating the coverage with the carrier for us. Well, they never termed the ee's health coverage, and we didn't notice this until just now! We have been paying family coverage for this ee for 10
months.
After reaching out to the Broker, they indicated that the health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current. The most that
can be done is retro 2 months.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were also
thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until we renew
again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
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Anonymous

_
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We had kind of a similar situation I discovered our benefits person wasn't checking bills and our broker had made an error during open enrollment. Just like you 10 months had passed. So they
insurance company refused to adjust things since it had been more than 6 months. We gave the employee the option to cancel their coverage for the remaining 2 months or start paying premiums for
the remaining 2 months. They opted to pay premiums for the remaining 2 months. We ate the cost for the other 10 months. I also had a stern talk with them that if they noticed an error they need to let
us know.
In the end we ate the cost because it was simple mistake on the brokers part and we had 10 opportunities to catch the problem when the bill came every month! Take this as a lesson learned, you need
to double check things after open enrollment. Ours broker had to input over 300 enrollments manually from paper forms. So one mistake wasn't a big deal. Since your's is electronic I'd hold them a
little more responsible.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_
We have an Employee that elected to cancel their health insurance during our open enrollment last June, 2017. This is an electronic election that goes to our Broker and they are responsible for
terminating the coverage with the carrier for us. Well, they never termed the ee's health coverage, and we didn't notice this until just now! We have been paying family coverage for this ee for 10
months.
After reaching out to the Broker, they indicated that the health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current. The most that
can be done is retro 2 months.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were also
thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until we renew
again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
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Re: Ee never termed off medical by broker
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:36 AM
Ivette Dupuis

Yikes!
I don't get it, who reconciles and pays the bill every month?!
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Reply to Sender

Take the retro reimbursement for the 60 days from the carrier, and have your broker reimburse you for the other eight months.
Let 'em fight it out with another carrier, if the employee had coverage elsewhere as well.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were
also thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until
we renew again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 17:22

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_
We have an Employee that elected to cancel their health insurance during our open enrollment last June, 2017. This is an electronic election that goes to our Broker and they are responsible for
terminating the coverage with the carrier for us. Well, they never termed the ee's health coverage, and we didn't notice this until just now! We have been paying family coverage for this ee for 10
months.
After reaching out to the Broker, they indicated that the health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current. The most that
can be done is retro 2 months.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were also
thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until we renew
again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
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Apr 27, 2018 8:41 AM
Anonymous
_
If this was entirely the broker's error (as in, they're solely responsible for enrollments, terminations, and bill reconciliation), I'd put this entirely on the broker to eat the cost. Too bad, so sad for them.
Even if you're able to retroactively terminate the insurance, it will cause the employee's claims to be re-calculated and the employee will likely end up owing a lot of money to medical carriers. They
should have known better, but I'd still rather put this on the broker than put the employee through a financial hardship that occurred (at least some extent) due to errors on the company's part. Brokers
are a dime a dozen. I wouldn't want to lose a good employee over this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_
We have an Employee that elected to cancel their health insurance during our open enrollment last June, 2017. This is an electronic election that goes to our Broker and they are responsible for
terminating the coverage with the carrier for us. Well, they never termed the ee's health coverage, and we didn't notice this until just now! We have been paying family coverage for this ee for 10
months.
After reaching out to the Broker, they indicated that the health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current. The most that
can be done is retro 2 months.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were also
thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until we renew
again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
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Anonymous
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_
â€‹
While the broker made a mistake, it is ultimately the company's fault. You had 10 months to catch this error and did not.
Since the employee likely cannot cancel coverage until OE again, we would require payment for the remaining two months and eat the cost of the premium.
I would then set up a better audit system so this doesn't happen again.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_
We have an Employee that elected to cancel their health insurance during our open enrollment last June, 2017. This is an electronic election that goes to our Broker and they are responsible for
terminating the coverage with the carrier for us. Well, they never termed the ee's health coverage, and we didn't notice this until just now! We have been paying family coverage for this ee for 10
months.
After reaching out to the Broker, they indicated that the health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current. The most that
can be done is retro 2 months.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were also
thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until we renew
again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
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Anonymous

_
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he health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 17:22

. We were also thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from
now until we renew again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 17:22

Since the employee continued to use the insurance, despite requesting it to be cancelled, I would tell the EE that he/she owes the EE's portion for the entire period. I would work with the EE and be
flexible on making up the missed premiums but because they continued to use the benefits, they should be required to pay for them. If, the employee had not submitted claims, I would not ask for the
EE's share of the premiums. The fact that the EE wasn't termed and the ER didn't catch it means that both parties should share responsibility for the mistake, in my opinion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_
We have an Employee that elected to cancel their health insurance during our open enrollment last June, 2017. This is an electronic election that goes to our Broker and they are responsible for
terminating the coverage with the carrier for us. Well, they never termed the ee's health coverage, and we didn't notice this until just now! We have been paying family coverage for this ee for 10
months.
After reaching out to the Broker, they indicated that the health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current. The most that
can be done is retro 2 months.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were also
thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until we renew
again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
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Reply to Sender

Ivette Dupuis
Um, NO.
There's plenty of blame to go around here.
But, in this order:
Broker
Employer
Employee
Since the employee continued to use the insurance, despite requesting it to be cancelled, I would tell the EE that he/she owes the EE's portion for the entire period. I would work with the EE
and be flexible on making up the missed premiums but because they continued to use the benefits, they should be required to pay for them. If, the employee had not submitted claims, I would
not ask for the EE's share of the premiums. The fact that the EE wasn't termed and the ER didn't catch it means that both parties should share responsibility for the mistake, in my opinion.
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 10:03

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_

he health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 17:22

. We were also thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from
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now until we renew again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 17:22

Since the employee continued to use the insurance, despite requesting it to be cancelled, I would tell the EE that he/she owes the EE's portion for the entire period. I would work with the EE and be
flexible on making up the missed premiums but because they continued to use the benefits, they should be required to pay for them. If, the employee had not submitted claims, I would not ask for the
EE's share of the premiums. The fact that the EE wasn't termed and the ER didn't catch it means that both parties should share responsibility for the mistake, in my opinion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_
We have an Employee that elected to cancel their health insurance during our open enrollment last June, 2017. This is an electronic election that goes to our Broker and they are responsible for
terminating the coverage with the carrier for us. Well, they never termed the ee's health coverage, and we didn't notice this until just now! We have been paying family coverage for this ee for 10
months.
After reaching out to the Broker, they indicated that the health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current. The most that
can be done is retro 2 months.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were also
thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until we renew
again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
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Apr 27, 2018 10:15 AM
Renee Shiraishi

Um, NO.
Ivette Dupuis, 04-27-2018 10:09
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Why? You believe that the employee shouldn't have to pay for the benefits he/used? I don't know about you doctor, but I have to show my insurance card every visit. The employee continued to hold
herself/himself out to the provider as insured under the plan. Since he/she elected to drop coverage, she shouldn't have continued to hold herself out to the provider as insured by the plan. The EE
never came forward after receiving EOBs to say there was an issue. So if payroll makes an error and the employee gets overpaid, the employee should be able to keep the money?
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
Um, NO.
There's plenty of blame to go around here.
But, in this order:
Broker
Employer
Employee
Since the employee continued to use the insurance, despite requesting it to be cancelled, I would tell the EE that he/she owes the EE's portion for the entire period. I would work with the EE
and be flexible on making up the missed premiums but because they continued to use the benefits, they should be required to pay for them. If, the employee had not submitted claims, I would
not ask for the EE's share of the premiums. The fact that the EE wasn't termed and the ER didn't catch it means that both parties should share responsibility for the mistake, in my opinion.
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 10:03

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Apr 27, 2018 10:21 AM
Anonymous
_

Why? You believe that the employee shouldn't have to pay for the benefits he/used? I don't know about you doctor, but I have to show my insurance card every visit. The employee continued
to hold herself/himself out to the provider as insured under the plan. Since he/she elected to drop coverage, she shouldn't have continued to hold herself out to the provider as insured by the
plan. The EE never came forward after receiving EOBs to say there was an issue. So if payroll makes an error and the employee gets overpaid, the employee should be able to keep the
money?
Renee Shiraishi, 04-27-2018 10:15

My doctor does not require my insurance card each time I visit. My insurance is on file. We don't know how the employee presented themselves. She may have both the insurance on file and
assumed her husband's coverage was paying. I have an HMO so I do not get EOBs but I do have a co-pay. I'm not saying the employee has no role in this but I'm not convinced it was knowingly and
willingly.
â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:15
From: Renee Shiraishi
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker

Um, NO.
Ivette Dupuis, 04-27-2018 10:09

Why? You believe that the employee shouldn't have to pay for the benefits he/used? I don't know about you doctor, but I have to show my insurance card every visit. The employee continued to hold
herself/himself out to the provider as insured under the plan. Since he/she elected to drop coverage, she shouldn't have continued to hold herself out to the provider as insured by the plan. The EE
never came forward after receiving EOBs to say there was an issue. So if payroll makes an error and the employee gets overpaid, the employee should be able to keep the money?
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
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Re: Ee never termed off medical by broker
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 10:23 AM
Ivette Dupuis
My thoughts exactly.
I'm not saying the employee has no role in this but I'm not convinced it was knowingly and willingly.
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 10:21

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_

Why? You believe that the employee shouldn't have to pay for the benefits he/used? I don't know about you doctor, but I have to show my insurance card every visit. The employee continued
to hold herself/himself out to the provider as insured under the plan. Since he/she elected to drop coverage, she shouldn't have continued to hold herself out to the provider as insured by the
plan. The EE never came forward after receiving EOBs to say there was an issue. So if payroll makes an error and the employee gets overpaid, the employee should be able to keep the
money?
Renee Shiraishi, 04-27-2018 10:15

My doctor does not require my insurance card each time I visit. My insurance is on file. We don't know how the employee presented themselves. She may have both the insurance on file and
assumed her husband's coverage was paying. I have an HMO so I do not get EOBs but I do have a co-pay. I'm not saying the employee has no role in this but I'm not convinced it was knowingly and
willingly.
â€‹
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:15
From: Renee Shiraishi
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker

Um, NO.
Ivette Dupuis, 04-27-2018 10:09

Why? You believe that the employee shouldn't have to pay for the benefits he/used? I don't know about you doctor, but I have to show my insurance card every visit. The employee continued to hold
herself/himself out to the provider as insured under the plan. Since he/she elected to drop coverage, she shouldn't have continued to hold herself out to the provider as insured by the plan. The EE
never came forward after receiving EOBs to say there was an issue. So if payroll makes an error and the employee gets overpaid, the employee should be able to keep the money?
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:09
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
Um, NO.
There's plenty of blame to go around here.
But, in this order:
Broker
Employer
Employee
Since the employee continued to use the insurance, despite requesting it to be cancelled, I would tell the EE that he/she owes the EE's portion for the entire period. I would work with the EE
and be flexible on making up the missed premiums but because they continued to use the benefits, they should be required to pay for them. If, the employee had not submitted claims, I would
not ask for the EE's share of the premiums. The fact that the EE wasn't termed and the ER didn't catch it means that both parties should share responsibility for the mistake, in my opinion.
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 10:03

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_

he health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 17:22

. We were also thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from
now until we renew again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 17:22

Since the employee continued to use the insurance, despite requesting it to be cancelled, I would tell the EE that he/she owes the EE's portion for the entire period. I would work with the EE and be
flexible on making up the missed premiums but because they continued to use the benefits, they should be required to pay for them. If, the employee had not submitted claims, I would not ask for the
EE's share of the premiums. The fact that the EE wasn't termed and the ER didn't catch it means that both parties should share responsibility for the mistake, in my opinion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker
_
We have an Employee that elected to cancel their health insurance during our open enrollment last June, 2017. This is an electronic election that goes to our Broker and they are responsible for
terminating the coverage with the carrier for us. Well, they never termed the ee's health coverage, and we didn't notice this until just now! We have been paying family coverage for this ee for 10
months.
After reaching out to the Broker, they indicated that the health insurance company can not retro the termination because there has been claims put through from then up until current. The most that
can be done is retro 2 months.
Has this ever happened to anyone, and if so, what should we do. We are going to ask the Broker if they can take some of the responsibly for the over $13,000 paid in premiums. We were also
thinking of talking to the Ee and saying you canceled your coverage and have been using it for this entire time and we need to start collecting their ee copay share atleast from now until we renew
again June 1st. Not sure we can ask for the entire year's Ee deduction (even though they have been using it!!!), since they did indicate to cancel.
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Re: Ee never termed off medical by broker
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 10:28 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Bad argument, all things are not equal.
I believe the broker made the initial error, and neither the company nor the employee caught it.
I would never hold an employee responsible for my error.
If the employee wishes to keep coverage, then yeah charge 'em for the last two months.
Why? You believe that the employee shouldn't have to pay for the benefits he/used? I don't know about you doctor, but I have to show my insurance card every visit. The employee continued
to hold herself/himself out to the provider as insured under the plan. Since he/she elected to drop coverage, she shouldn't have continued to hold herself out to the provider as insured by the
plan. The EE never came forward after receiving EOBs to say there was an issue. So if payroll makes an error and the employee gets overpaid, the employee should be able to keep the
money?
Renee Shiraishi, 04-27-2018 10:15

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:15
From: Renee Shiraishi
Subject: Ee never termed off medical by broker

Um, NO.
Ivette Dupuis, 04-27-2018 10:09

Why? You believe that the employee shouldn't have to pay for the benefits he/used? I don't know about you doctor, but I have to show my insurance card every visit. The employee continued to hold
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herself/himself out to the provider as insured under the plan. Since he/she elected to drop coverage, she shouldn't have continued to hold herself out to the provider as insured by the plan. The EE
never came forward after receiving EOBs to say there was an issue. So if payroll makes an error and the employee gets overpaid, the employee should be able to keep the money?
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
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I-9 identification and completing a new i-9 form
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:35 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Our company changed names. We are having all current employees complete a new I-9 form. I have one employee that works remote. Does she have to be physically here in front of me to show
her id? Or can she scan her id to me to view? We have them complete their I-9 online in the payroll system. I have met her in person before so I know what she looks like.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: I-9 identification and completing a new i-9 form
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:45 PM
Anonymous

_
You need to view the actual document. Not copies. Not videos. Not Skype. The actual document. Afterall, that's what you're attesting to when you sign the form.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:35
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From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9 identification and completing a new i-9 form
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company changed names. We are having all current employees complete a new I-9 form. I have one employee that works remote. Does she have to be physically here in front of me to show
her id? Or can she scan her id to me to view? We have them complete their I-9 online in the payroll system. I have met her in person before so I know what she looks like.
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Re: I-9 identification and completing a new i-9 form
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:46 PM
Anonymous

_
Just because you know what she looks like does not mean she hasn't altered the documentation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9 identification and completing a new i-9 form
_
You need to view the actual document. Not copies. Not videos. Not Skype. The actual document. Afterall, that's what you're attesting to when you sign the form.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9 identification and completing a new i-9 form
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company changed names. We are having all current employees complete a new I-9 form. I have one employee that works remote. Does she have to be physically here in front of me to show
her id? Or can she scan her id to me to view? We have them complete their I-9 online in the payroll system. I have met her in person before so I know what she looks like.
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top
135.

previous next
Re: I-9 identification and completing a new i-9 form
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:52 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Yes thank you will do!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9 identification and completing a new i-9 form
_
You need to view the actual document. Not copies. Not videos. Not Skype. The actual document. Afterall, that's what you're attesting to when you sign the form.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9 identification and completing a new i-9 form
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company changed names. We are having all current employees complete a new I-9 form. I have one employee that works remote. Does she have to be physically here in front of me to show
her id? Or can she scan her id to me to view? We have them complete their I-9 online in the payroll system. I have met her in person before so I know what she looks like.

top
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previous next
Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:26 PM
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Anonymous
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:28 PM
Todd Saffell

Never HR for friends or family.
Never
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
138.

previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 4:33 PM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
I have never heard of any company requiring a "pay cut" to have insurance. Certainly they may have a "pay deduction" for the coverage. Sometimes it is understanding the terminology.
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-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
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previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group

Apr 26, 2018 4:33 PM
Mark Michaels
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Reply to Sender

I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or
contact an attorney.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 16:25

Good, Short Answer:
That sounds like something you should actually reach out to a qualified attorney about.

-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
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Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
140.

previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:34 PM
Anonymous

_
Once upon a time, some companies used to offer employees higher wage rates if they didn't take health benefits. I may be wrong, but I seem to remember my broker said that one of the recent(ish)
legal changes (ACA? Section 125? can't remember which) made things like this a problem. Again, I don't have much info because it wasn't really something we practiced so it didn't stay on my radar.
Obviously (and I think you already know this from the way you worded your post), first rule is don't HR for friends. Honestly though, if I were in your situation at this point, I'd probably tell her that
there's so many nuances and technicalities in circumstances like this that she really needs to consult with a professional (aka attorney) to figure out the details. That allows you an "out" without being
a witch. :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
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I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
141.

previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:40 PM
Anonymous

_
The chain of events is bizarre. But this is what the daughter told her mother, and her mother told you. So you are going to give advice based on that?
Yeah... don't.
"Jane, I honestly don't know what to tell you. If you think something illegal has occurred, you can always consult an attorney. Many will do an initial consultation for free."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
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BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
142.

previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:40 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here I know you are right Todd. You are SO right. Lessons learned....
These are all wonderful. I knew y'all would help me find a tactful way out.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
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I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top

previous next

143.

Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:44 PM
Anonymous

_

She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3 weeks later, they fired her.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 16:25

Fired her for what? Because no one would ever mislead their mother about why they got fired, right?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
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_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
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previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:50 PM
Anonymous

_
She probably received $4.00 more per hour when she denied health insurance.
I would walk away from this conversation. Quickly.
You only know what one person thinks is right, remembers being told and told mom what she wants mom to hear who is then passing info to you.......
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
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_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top

previous next

145.

Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 6:03 PM
Roberta Weingarten

I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 16:25

"I'm unable to assist you."
Repeat every time they try to object and keep you sucked in.
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-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
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previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:33 AM
Anonymous

_
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I've learned never give friend HR advice because there are two sides to every story and then there's the truth. Your not even hearing one side first hand. So I'm positive you don't have the full story.
BUT at the same time I'm a helper and never want to turn anyone away. When I'm asked for HR advice I always point them in a direction for information. Usually the DOL website FAQ's or similar
so they can review what the law is. In this case maybe point them in the direction of At-Will laws.
And as others have pointed out some companies will pay more if you decline the insurance. So maybe that's the case here.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
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previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:42 AM
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

When I HR for friends and family, I treat no different than when I HR for work.
Just get the facts and give advice accordingly, with a disclaimer.

Never HR for friends or family.
Never
Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 16:28

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:28
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Never HR for friends or family.
Never
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 8:45 AM
Ivette Dupuis
This is not unheard of.
My guess is they gave her additional pay in lieu of benefits at the time of hire, which will explain their actions now.

Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 16:25

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
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This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
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previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:46 AM
Anonymous

_
"Hey, I looked into that briefly for you. It's hard to find a concrete answer. A lot of it seems to depend on the circumstances. If you think you need to, I would contact an attorney. Sorry I wasn't more
help."
--Coach
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I've learned never give friend HR advice because there are two sides to every story and then there's the truth. Your not even hearing one side first hand. So I'm positive you don't have the full story.
BUT at the same time I'm a helper and never want to turn anyone away. When I'm asked for HR advice I always point them in a direction for information. Usually the DOL website FAQ's or similar
so they can review what the law is. In this case maybe point them in the direction of At-Will laws.
And as others have pointed out some companies will pay more if you decline the insurance. So maybe that's the case here.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
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I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
150.

previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:12 AM
Anonymous

_
OP here I took your advice. When I spoke to her again, I simply said that I could not find another company that asked for a reduction in salary for coverage if there was not a pay increase originally for
declining coverage. I then gave her the website for DOL and told her to have her daughter google the circumstance. "Google has so much information, she should be able to find some great resources
there".
I wished her good luck and quickly changed the subject to a change coming to our retiree benefits.
HAPPY FRIDAY! Is it time to go home yet?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top

previous next

151.

Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 10:16 AM
Carolyn Schatzberg
A lesson learned and something I think we may have all done at some point in time. I agree with walking away as fast as possible and give a vague answer like this one
"Hey, I looked into that briefly for you. It's hard to find a concrete answer. A lot of it seems to depend on the circumstances. If you think you need to, I would contact an attorney. Sorry I
wasn't more help."
Anonymous, 04-27-2018 08:45
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-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
"Hey, I looked into that briefly for you. It's hard to find a concrete answer. A lot of it seems to depend on the circumstances. If you think you need to, I would contact an attorney. Sorry I wasn't more
help."
--Coach
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I've learned never give friend HR advice because there are two sides to every story and then there's the truth. Your not even hearing one side first hand. So I'm positive you don't have the full story.
BUT at the same time I'm a helper and never want to turn anyone away. When I'm asked for HR advice I always point them in a direction for information. Usually the DOL website FAQ's or similar
so they can review what the law is. In this case maybe point them in the direction of At-Will laws.
And as others have pointed out some companies will pay more if you decline the insurance. So maybe that's the case here.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
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she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
152.

previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:19 AM
Anonymous

_
Maybe the mother should get in touch with Mama Bear and get some advice on how to confront the supervisor and get her daughter her job back.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
OP here I took your advice. When I spoke to her again, I simply said that I could not find another company that asked for a reduction in salary for coverage if there was not a pay increase originally for
declining coverage. I then gave her the website for DOL and told her to have her daughter google the circumstance. "Google has so much information, she should be able to find some great resources
there".
I wished her good luck and quickly changed the subject to a change coming to our retiree benefits.
HAPPY FRIDAY! Is it time to go home yet?
Original Message:
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Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
Thank you in advance for any help!

top
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previous next
Re: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:22 AM
Anonymous

_
I needed that laugh!! *insert laughing emojis
Mamma Bear. I wonder if she ever reads all the snarky comments she earned???
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
Maybe the mother should get in touch with Mama Bear and get some advice on how to confront the supervisor and get her daughter her job back.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 10:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
OP here I took your advice. When I spoke to her again, I simply said that I could not find another company that asked for a reduction in salary for coverage if there was not a pay increase originally for
declining coverage. I then gave her the website for DOL and told her to have her daughter google the circumstance. "Google has so much information, she should be able to find some great resources
there".
I wished her good luck and quickly changed the subject to a change coming to our retiree benefits.
HAPPY FRIDAY! Is it time to go home yet?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Seriously… Asking for 'friend'
_
I may be too nice, and I should have said "I don't know much about companies under 50. Instead I said, "let me see if I can find anything." *forehead smack!
I received a call a short time ago from one of our retirees. Her grown adult daughter was offered insurance coverage after accepting a position, but declined because she was on her husband's plan.
Fast-forward a year, during open enrollment. She requests coverage and is told she can only take the insurance if she accepts a $4.00/hr pay cut. Not a requirement from any of the other employees. 3
weeks later, they fired her. Company is under 50 employees. Has anyone heard of ANYTHING like this? I have never heard of any company requiring a pay cut for coverage.
BUT - I do not know this daughter. It's possible she was told she would have to pay for coverage. After doing the math, her paycheck may have looked like she received a pay cut. I'm speculating
here, but it's possible she was fired for any other reason. Maybe they were trying to get her to quit. This is after all, only her side of the story. Maybe she fluffed her resume and initially they believed
she was worth the extra $4.
I think they (mom and daughter) are looking for a lawsuit and I do not want to be involved. I need a good short answer for her that will allow her to make a decision to either give it up, or contact an
attorney. And then leave me out of it. Let an attorney find out the whys….
Is it true to say "companies cannot require pay cuts to only one employee for requesting insurance."?
This is in Texas.
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Thank you in advance for any help!

top
154.

previous next
Evaluating Hourly Production Employees
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 4:11 PM
Ashley Ferrell
Currently our hourly manufacturing employees are on a step based pay system. Every 6 months they get an automatic .60 pay increase. We would like to set some parameters on how employees can
earn their increase and not just get it automatically. We'd like to keep it simple since we have over 1500 employees between 3 shifts at one location. Does anyone have any performance evaluation
forms for manufacturing hourly production workers? Or any advice on the best way to accomplish our goal.
Thank you!
-----------------------------Ashley Ferrell
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Evaluating Hourly Production Employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:35 PM
Libby Hayes

â€‹
For production employees performance is usually based on quality, quantity and attendance.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:11
From: Ashley Ferrell
Subject: Evaluating Hourly Production Employees
Currently our hourly manufacturing employees are on a step based pay system. Every 6 months they get an automatic .60 pay increase. We would like to set some parameters on how employees can
earn their increase and not just get it automatically. We'd like to keep it simple since we have over 1500 employees between 3 shifts at one location. Does anyone have any performance evaluation
forms for manufacturing hourly production workers? Or any advice on the best way to accomplish our goal.
Thank you!
-----------------------------Ashley Ferrell
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Is there an app for the SHRM Learning System?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:56 PM
Anonymous

_
I'd like to be able to practice on my phone. Thx
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Is there an app for the SHRM Learning System?
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 4:55 PM
Anonymous
_
Check with SHRM and see if they do or do not.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is there an app for the SHRM Learning System?
_
I'd like to be able to practice on my phone. Thx

top
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previous next
Re: Is there an app for the SHRM Learning System?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 9:30 AM
Ivette Dupuis

One can wish, not yet.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is there an app for the SHRM Learning System?
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Reply to Sender

_
I'd like to be able to practice on my phone. Thx

top
159.

previous next
Re: Is there an app for the SHRM Learning System?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:31 AM
Anonymous

_
SHRM needs to get with the times!
There are apps for other certifications!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 09:29
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Is there an app for the SHRM Learning System?
One can wish, not yet.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
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previous next
Feedback on using Clarity as a vendor for HRA, FSA and Commuter benefits?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 3:48 PM
Anita Ragusa
Hi all!
I am considering switching from WageWorks to Clarity as they provide all of the same benefits but on one card (WageWorks messed up that setup for us and everyone ended up getting multiple
cards).
If you've used Clarity as a vendor I'd love to hear any feedback or experiences you've had with them.
Thank you!
Anita

-----------------------------Anita Ragusa
Human Resources
New York
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
COMP TIME for Exempt EEs
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:34 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello:
How do you handle comp time if at all? I realize that exempt EEs get a salary regardless if they work 40 or 45 hours a week but we have some complaining exempt EEs who barely work 42 hours a
week asking for comp time. I think it's ridiculous but wanted other opinions. If you offer comp time, how do you track it and what are time restrictions for using it? Do you find abuse of it? In other
words, does it turn into some EES having "unlimited vacation time"?
Thank you.
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top
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previous next
Re: COMP TIME for Exempt EEs
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:38 PM
Anonymous

_
We don't offer comp time per se. We let managers manage this, giving flexibility to some employees when it's warranted (e.g. IT employees working the weekend to put through a system upgrade
may get Monday off without marking as PTO). This is not an hour for hour exchange. I would suggest that if you have someone who is bellyaching about 2 hour over the regular 40-hour workweek,
he/she most likely has other performance/behavior issues.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: COMP TIME for Exempt EEs
_
Hello:
How do you handle comp time if at all? I realize that exempt EEs get a salary regardless if they work 40 or 45 hours a week but we have some complaining exempt EEs who barely work 42 hours a
week asking for comp time. I think it's ridiculous but wanted other opinions. If you offer comp time, how do you track it and what are time restrictions for using it? Do you find abuse of it? In other
words, does it turn into some EES having "unlimited vacation time"?
Thank you.
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Re: COMP TIME for Exempt EEs
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 3:49 PM
Anonymous
_
What AJ said. For a couple of hours a week, the request for "comp time" is -IMO - ridiculous. They are paid to get the job done. If they want to be done in 40, they need to do their jobs differently.
They sound like clockwatchers and I wonder how they would respond if things went the other way for them. If they work 38 hours, don't they get paid?
Now, when an exempt works far and above the expected (40, in this case), the manager would work with the employee to arrange for a breather in the form of some time off (without having to use
PTO). The manager could also arrange for a special bonus for those special weeks.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: COMP TIME for Exempt EEs
_
Hello:
How do you handle comp time if at all? I realize that exempt EEs get a salary regardless if they work 40 or 45 hours a week but we have some complaining exempt EEs who barely work 42 hours a
week asking for comp time. I think it's ridiculous but wanted other opinions. If you offer comp time, how do you track it and what are time restrictions for using it? Do you find abuse of it? In other
words, does it turn into some EES having "unlimited vacation time"?
Thank you.
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Re: COMP TIME for Exempt EEs
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:50 PM
Anonymous

_
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These sound like the type of people who will work extra hours during the week not because they need to, but because they want to leave early on Friday.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: COMP TIME for Exempt EEs
_
Hello:
How do you handle comp time if at all? I realize that exempt EEs get a salary regardless if they work 40 or 45 hours a week but we have some complaining exempt EEs who barely work 42 hours a
week asking for comp time. I think it's ridiculous but wanted other opinions. If you offer comp time, how do you track it and what are time restrictions for using it? Do you find abuse of it? In other
words, does it turn into some EES having "unlimited vacation time"?
Thank you.

top
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previous next
Clarification on Sexual Harassment Policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 3:14 PM
Virginia Otis
â€‹â€‹
I am looking for clarification and background information on the Sexual Harassment Policy that is a tool on SHRM's website.
That policy states "Employees are prohibited from harassing other employees whether or not the incidents of harassment occur on employer premises and whether or not the incidents occur
during working hours."
Can someone tell me if this statement has a connection to EEOC and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964? If it does, I have not found the connection and am not able to defend.
Thank you for your input.
-----------------------------HR Generalist
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Clarification on Sexual Harassment Policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:26 AM
Renee Shiraishi
Perhaps you will find what you are looking for by reviewing the EEOC/Fry's Electronics settlement. EEOC brought a claim against Fry's for sexual harassment and retaliation. The harassment claim
was based on texts the assistant manager sent to an employee. The claim was settled for $2.3M which, to me, stands out because it only involved two plaintiffs. The text messages were sent outside of
work hours.
There is nothing in the law that limits EEOC regulations and Title VII to the four walls of the workplace. I think the premise of off duty conduct becoming a workplace issue is that the conduct and
feelings the result from it are not left at the door when the employee comes to work.

-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:13
From: Virginia Otis
Subject: Clarification on Sexual Harassment Policy
â€‹â€‹
I am looking for clarification and background information on the Sexual Harassment Policy that is a tool on SHRM's website.
That policy states "Employees are prohibited from harassing other employees whether or not the incidents of harassment occur on employer premises and whether or not the incidents occur
during working hours."
Can someone tell me if this statement has a connection to EEOC and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964? If it does, I have not found the connection and am not able to defend.
Thank you for your input.
-----------------------------HR Generalist
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top
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previous next
FMLA Question
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:14 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Should I send a follow-up letter to an employee that has not return her FMLA certification? I mailed the certification to the employee with a "return date" which has not been received. The
employee completed her STD paperwork and has now completed her LTD paperwork but not the FMLA paperwork. To be honest, since the employee has been out of the office due to a severe
illness (cancer) she has not made contact with us (the employer). We have no idea how severe her condition is or when/if she'll return to work. How should I move forward with this?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: FMLA Question
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
You don't have to (probably shouldn't) require additional certification if you already have enough information to designate. An STD and LTD claim most likely contains all of that information.
However, if the employee is into LTD, hasn't s/he already exhausted FML? How much FML has been used?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
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Subject: FMLA Question
_
â€‹â€‹
Should I send a follow-up letter to an employee that has not return her FMLA certification? I mailed the certification to the employee with a "return date" which has not been received. The
employee completed her STD paperwork and has now completed her LTD paperwork but not the FMLA paperwork. To be honest, since the employee has been out of the office due to a severe
illness (cancer) she has not made contact with us (the employer). We have no idea how severe her condition is or when/if she'll return to work. How should I move forward with this?

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA Question
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
You can use her STD and LTD paperwork for certification.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Question
_
â€‹â€‹
Should I send a follow-up letter to an employee that has not return her FMLA certification? I mailed the certification to the employee with a "return date" which has not been received. The
employee completed her STD paperwork and has now completed her LTD paperwork but not the FMLA paperwork. To be honest, since the employee has been out of the office due to a severe
illness (cancer) she has not made contact with us (the employer). We have no idea how severe her condition is or when/if she'll return to work. How should I move forward with this?
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Re: FMLA Question
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 3:17 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
I run FMLA concurrent with STD but I do it consistently for every employee on STD. I do not require FMLA certification for this; I simply send the form letter that I use letting the employee know
they are on FMLA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Question
_
â€‹â€‹
Should I send a follow-up letter to an employee that has not return her FMLA certification? I mailed the certification to the employee with a "return date" which has not been received. The
employee completed her STD paperwork and has now completed her LTD paperwork but not the FMLA paperwork. To be honest, since the employee has been out of the office due to a severe
illness (cancer) she has not made contact with us (the employer). We have no idea how severe her condition is or when/if she'll return to work. How should I move forward with this?
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previous next
Military Duty
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:07 PM
Anonymous

_
We have an employee that was out on Military duty for a 2 week time frame. We received a copy of his orders. Is it ok to file this in his attendance folder along with his other employee records or
should this be kept in a separate file?â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next

172.

Re: Military Duty
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:10 PM
Anonymous

_
We create separate leave folders for military duty, and that's where we would file it.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Military Duty
_
We have an employee that was out on Military duty for a 2 week time frame. We received a copy of his orders. Is it ok to file this in his attendance folder along with his other employee records or
should this be kept in a separate file?â€‹
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previous next
Hiring a 17 year old requirements
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:58 PM
Brook Siar
It's been a long time since I have gone through hiring minors. Can anyone give me a quick run down of requirements? I specifically was searching for work papers but couldn't find anything
directly. The person is going to work in our office this summer until they turn 18.
Thanks, â€‹
-----------------------------Brook Siar
Human Resource Manager
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Franklin Bronze Precision Components LLC
Franklin PA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Hiring a 17 year old requirements
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:59 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
www.education.pa.gov/Pages/Codes%20and%20Regulations/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:57
From: Brook Siar
Subject: Hiring a 17 year old requirements
It's been a long time since I have gone through hiring minors. Can anyone give me a quick run down of requirements? I specifically was searching for work papers but couldn't find anything
directly. The person is going to work in our office this summer until they turn 18.
Thanks, â€‹
-----------------------------Brook Siar
Human Resource Manager
Franklin Bronze Precision Components LLC
Franklin PA
------------------------------

top
175.

previous next
Re: Hiring a 17 year old requirements
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Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:12 PM
Anonymous
_
Also, this.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:57
From: Brook Siar
Subject: Hiring a 17 year old requirements
It's been a long time since I have gone through hiring minors. Can anyone give me a quick run down of requirements? I specifically was searching for work papers but couldn't find anything
directly. The person is going to work in our office this summer until they turn 18.
Thanks, â€‹
-----------------------------Brook Siar
Human Resource Manager
Franklin Bronze Precision Components LLC
Franklin PA
------------------------------

top
176.

previous next
Waiting on a candidate
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:51 PM
Anonymous

_
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We offered a position to a candidate from our pile of resumes contingent on background check and then pre-employment physical and drug testing. I emailed him background consent paperwork. He
returned the paperwork and I explained when the results are in I would contact him with further details. I received the results, contacted the employee via phone, left a message stating the
background check was clear and to please contact me so we can arrange a date for physical and testing. It has now been 24 hours with no response.... How long do I wait before I reach out to him
again?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
177.

previous next
Re: Waiting on a candidate
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:56 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
I would call again today and leave another message setting a deadline to hear from here.
"Dear Joe, following my vm from yesterday, we have received your background check results and everything is fine. I need you to contact me at xxx-xxx-xxxx by (Monday at noon) to set up your
physical. If I don't hear from you by this time I will assume you are no longer interested in the job.
I would also follow up with an email.
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Waiting on a candidate
_
We offered a position to a candidate from our pile of resumes contingent on background check and then pre-employment physical and drug testing. I emailed him background consent paperwork. He
returned the paperwork and I explained when the results are in I would contact him with further details. I received the results, contacted the employee via phone, left a message stating the
background check was clear and to please contact me so we can arrange a date for physical and testing. It has now been 24 hours with no response.... How long do I wait before I reach out to him
again?
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top
178.

previous next
Re: Waiting on a candidate
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:56 PM
Anonymous

_
24 hours is not that long unless both of you specifically agreed that the candidate needed to get back to you in that timeframe after initial contact. Also, did you just call and leave a message? I check
my emails a lot more often than my voicemail. You can try to reach out that way as a follow up to your initial call.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Waiting on a candidate
_
We offered a position to a candidate from our pile of resumes contingent on background check and then pre-employment physical and drug testing. I emailed him background consent paperwork. He
returned the paperwork and I explained when the results are in I would contact him with further details. I received the results, contacted the employee via phone, left a message stating the
background check was clear and to please contact me so we can arrange a date for physical and testing. It has now been 24 hours with no response.... How long do I wait before I reach out to him
again?

top
179.

previous next
Re: Waiting on a candidate
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:59 PM
Kaitlyn Miner
A little off-topic, but how long do you typically wait for background checks? We started using a new company and the turn around time has been much better (closer to 4 business days), but we
recently had a similar situation and the hiring manager believes it was due to the 'slow' on boarding process...
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As far as answering your question, I've heard 72 hours, but I can't tell you off the top of my head where I heard that.
-----------------------------Kaitlyn Miner
Big C Lumber Co., Inc.
Granger
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Waiting on a candidate
_
We offered a position to a candidate from our pile of resumes contingent on background check and then pre-employment physical and drug testing. I emailed him background consent paperwork. He
returned the paperwork and I explained when the results are in I would contact him with further details. I received the results, contacted the employee via phone, left a message stating the
background check was clear and to please contact me so we can arrange a date for physical and testing. It has now been 24 hours with no response.... How long do I wait before I reach out to him
again?

top
180.

previous next
Re: Waiting on a candidate
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:37 PM
Anonymous

_
You made an offer based on a resume? Maybe he's no longer interested. We have lots of candidates who send resumes and never even respond to requests to set up an interview.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Waiting on a candidate
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_
We offered a position to a candidate from our pile of resumes contingent on background check and then pre-employment physical and drug testing. I emailed him background consent paperwork. He
returned the paperwork and I explained when the results are in I would contact him with further details. I received the results, contacted the employee via phone, left a message stating the
background check was clear and to please contact me so we can arrange a date for physical and testing. It has now been 24 hours with no response.... How long do I wait before I reach out to him
again?

top
181.

previous next
Re: Waiting on a candidate
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 6:46 PM
Andreya Bender
I would reach out via email. I had a similar situation recently.....called the candidate to make an offer and didn't hear back so I sent a follow up email. Turns out they never received the voicemail
notification and had no idea I called. Don't assume the worst!
-----------------------------Andreya Bender SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Denver
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Waiting on a candidate
_
We offered a position to a candidate from our pile of resumes contingent on background check and then pre-employment physical and drug testing. I emailed him background consent paperwork. He
returned the paperwork and I explained when the results are in I would contact him with further details. I received the results, contacted the employee via phone, left a message stating the
background check was clear and to please contact me so we can arrange a date for physical and testing. It has now been 24 hours with no response.... How long do I wait before I reach out to him
again?
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top
182.

previous next
Re: Waiting on a candidate
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 9:51 AM
Anonymous

_
OP here Our Operations Mgr contacted him asking if he was still interested. Based on his response of yes, I emailed the authorization doc's for background check, he signed and returned them. I sent them
off to our background check company and 48 hours later received the completed background check. I then left a voicemail asking him to call me so we can arrange a date for his physical and drug
testing (voicemail left 4/25). I was going to attempt to contact him this morning but I will be out of the office the rest of the day so I will try on Monday. If no response, I will pass the info along to
the hiring manager.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 18:45
From: Andreya Bender
Subject: Waiting on a candidate
I would reach out via email. I had a similar situation recently.....called the candidate to make an offer and didn't hear back so I sent a follow up email. Turns out they never received the voicemail
notification and had no idea I called. Don't assume the worst!
-----------------------------Andreya Bender SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Denver

top
183.

previous next
EE medical files
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:50 PM
Kaitlyn Miner
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Reply to Sender

From what I understand, in Indiana, there is not much legislation surrounding employees getting copies of their personnel files. ....what about the medical/driver qualification files? We have had
employees who requested a copy of negative drug screen results and one who requested a copy of their MVR (that we run annually per DOT). What would be best practice for these items/files?
-----------------------------Kaitlyn Miner
Big C Lumber Co., Inc.
Granger
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
184.

previous next
Re: EE medical files
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:42 PM
Anonymous

_
There is no reason an employee would need either of these. Both are just snapshots of what existed at a past moment in time. The same report, run today, might look very different. Anyone who needs
the information shown on such reports for business purposes, will surely run a current one.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:50
From: Kaitlyn Miner
Subject: EE medical files
From what I understand, in Indiana, there is not much legislation surrounding employees getting copies of their personnel files. ....what about the medical/driver qualification files? We have had
employees who requested a copy of negative drug screen results and one who requested a copy of their MVR (that we run annually per DOT). What would be best practice for these items/files?
-----------------------------Kaitlyn Miner
Big C Lumber Co., Inc.
Granger
------------------------------
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top
185.

previous next
Re: EE medical files
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:08 PM
Anonymous

_
From what I have read, IN does not have a law that requires employer to give employees access to their file. The records that your employees have requested are company property and you are not
required to give them copies.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:50
From: Kaitlyn Miner
Subject: EE medical files
From what I understand, in Indiana, there is not much legislation surrounding employees getting copies of their personnel files. ....what about the medical/driver qualification files? We have had
employees who requested a copy of negative drug screen results and one who requested a copy of their MVR (that we run annually per DOT). What would be best practice for these items/files?
-----------------------------Kaitlyn Miner
Big C Lumber Co., Inc.
Granger
------------------------------

top
186.

previous next
Pay Classifications = Need new term
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:35 PM
Michelle Ammon

Currently we are using Class I, II, III, IV, V, VI and VII for different types of pay due to different factors.
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Reply to Sender

However, we are moving to only 3 breakdowns compared to the current 7.
I need ideas for classifications names. Example Step 1, Step 2, Step 3. However, people won't be starting at Step 1 and moving up to each step. I don't want to continue with Class I, II or III.
Thanks for any input.

Office hours: Monday - Thursday 8am - 5pm

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top

previous next

187.

Re: Pay Classifications = Need new term
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:55 PM
Anonymous

_
How about something that includes the name of the title with a progression of experience, duties, etc.? If you are talking about an administrative person, for example:

1. Clerical Assistant
2. Secretary
3. Executive Assistant
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:34
From: Michelle Ammon
Subject: Pay Classifications = Need new term
Currently we are using Class I, II, III, IV, V, VI and VII for different types of pay due to different factors.
However, we are moving to only 3 breakdowns compared to the current 7.
I need ideas for classifications names. Example Step 1, Step 2, Step 3. However, people won't be starting at Step 1 and moving up to each step. I don't want to continue with Class I, II or III.
Thanks for any input.

Office hours: Monday - Thursday 8am - 5pm

top
188.

previous next
Re: Pay Classifications = Need new term
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:56 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Assistant; Associate; Senior?
Tier I, II, III?
Level I, II , III?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay Classifications = Need new term
_
How about something that includes the name of the title with a progression of experience, duties, etc.? If you are talking about an administrative person, for example:

1. Clerical Assistant
2. Secretary
3. Executive Assistant
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:34
From: Michelle Ammon
Subject: Pay Classifications = Need new term
Currently we are using Class I, II, III, IV, V, VI and VII for different types of pay due to different factors.
However, we are moving to only 3 breakdowns compared to the current 7.
I need ideas for classifications names. Example Step 1, Step 2, Step 3. However, people won't be starting at Step 1 and moving up to each step. I don't want to continue with Class I, II or III.
Thanks for any input.

Office hours: Monday - Thursday 8am - 5pm

top
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previous next

189.

Re: Pay Classifications = Need new term
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 4:03 PM
Erica Berthen
Grade?
-----------------------------Erica Berthen
Chernoff Diamond & Co., LLC
Uniondale NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:34
From: Michelle Ammon
Subject: Pay Classifications = Need new term
Currently we are using Class I, II, III, IV, V, VI and VII for different types of pay due to different factors.
However, we are moving to only 3 breakdowns compared to the current 7.
I need ideas for classifications names. Example Step 1, Step 2, Step 3. However, people won't be starting at Step 1 and moving up to each step. I don't want to continue with Class I, II or III.
Thanks for any input.

Office hours: Monday - Thursday 8am - 5pm
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top

previous next

190.

Pension retention
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:23 PM
Anonymous

_
how many years do I need to keep pension/profit sharing records, reports etc.. I'm in NYS. I have files from 20 years agoâ€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top

previous next

191.

Re: Pension retention
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:29 PM
Anonymous

_

Retirement Plan Record Retention Guidelines
Plan sponsor's often ask "How Long Should Retirement Plan Records
be Retained"? That is a very good question and the answer depends on
the specific document in question. Maintaining a retirement plan
provides some great tax deferral opportunities but comes with
significant responsibility as far as document compliance, annual
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preview

Ars401k

remove

â€‹
Retirement Plan Record Retention Guidelines

testing and record keeping is concerned.
View this on Ars401k >

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pension retention
_
how many years do I need to keep pension/profit sharing records, reports etc.. I'm in NYS. I have files from 20 years agoâ€‹

top
192.

previous next
Re: Pension retention
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:50 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
I don't know the exact answer, but I would recommend you to keep the whole history. In my previous job I was managing a pension plan and out of the blue a former employee (from 20 years ago)
showed up and requested his pension payment. Thanks god the company had kept them all forever and I was able to prove to him that he had been paid.
In the search I learned that the company had changed vendors 3 times and the transfer of documentation between them was less than perfect, but the company had kept "everything".

-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Pension retention
_
how many years do I need to keep pension/profit sharing records, reports etc.. I'm in NYS. I have files from 20 years agoâ€‹

top
193.

previous next
Employee Dishonesty Insurance
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:20 PM
Amanda Sellers
Hello,
Does anyone have an opinion about employee dishonesty insurance? I have looked into it and considering moving forward with a policy, but was wondering if anyone had insights they would be
willing to share.
Thanks,
Amanda
-----------------------------Amanda Sellers
Human Resources Assistant
Barto, PA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
194.

previous next
Re: Employee Dishonesty Insurance
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:25 PM
Sarah Davis

I think a large factor is the industry you're in. Do you have a significant problem with employee dishonesty? Are you required to carry it by some contractual or client stipulations?
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Reply to Sender

It can be a good thing to have if you need it. But keep in mind that many policies require the business to pursue legal action against the dishonest employee before they will pay out on the policy. If
you have owners who are adverse to this or don't want the potential bad PR that can come along with a public revelation of embezzlement or other similar crime, then you have to really look at
whether this kind of coverage will work.

-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:20
From: Amanda Sellers
Subject: Employee Dishonesty Insurance
Hello,
Does anyone have an opinion about employee dishonesty insurance? I have looked into it and considering moving forward with a policy, but was wondering if anyone had insights they would be
willing to share.
Thanks,
Amanda
-----------------------------Amanda Sellers
Human Resources Assistant
Barto, PA
------------------------------

top
195.

previous next
STD & Unemployment
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:06 PM
Jelena Maric

I have a question about being fired in the state of KY while on STD - if this happens to someone and they're on STD, can they collect unemployment? How do the two work?
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Reply to Sender

Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
196.

previous next
Re: STD & Unemployment
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:09 PM
Anonymous

_
All depends.
Anyone can file.
Someone may be on disability because they cannot do the job they used to do - but that doesn't mean they can't do a different type of job.
So, unemployment may pay a portion of the benefit, depending on how much they're earning in disability payments. And then, disability may reduce the benefit, depending on how much is paid out
in unemployment benefits.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:05
From: Jelena Maric
Subject: STD & Unemployment
I have a question about being fired in the state of KY while on STD - if this happens to someone and they're on STD, can they collect unemployment? How do the two work?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Jelena Maric
HR Generalist & Business Operations
Callibrity
Blue Ash OH
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: STD & Unemployment
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:20 PM
Jelena Maric
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: STD & Unemployment
_
All depends.
Anyone can file.
Someone may be on disability because they cannot do the job they used to do - but that doesn't mean they can't do a different type of job.
So, unemployment may pay a portion of the benefit, depending on how much they're earning in disability payments. And then, disability may reduce the benefit, depending on how much is paid out
in unemployment benefits.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:05
From: Jelena Maric
Subject: STD & Unemployment
I have a question about being fired in the state of KY while on STD - if this happens to someone and they're on STD, can they collect unemployment? How do the two work?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Jelena Maric
HR Generalist & Business Operations
Callibrity
Blue Ash OH
------------------------------

top
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previous next

198.

Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:02 PM
Anonymous

_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
199.

previous next
Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:07 PM
Anonymous

_
The sales manager is losing sales because his team cannot be found.
Why isn't he being held accountable.
Every sales manager I know earns commissions on what his/her team sells. And every sales manager I know counts every penny and dime going into his pocket.
Your problem isn't HR knowing where the sales personnel are. Your problem is the sales manager not being held accountable.
As HR, I would not want the responsibility of playing mom/dad to a member of the sales team.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.

top
200.

previous next
Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:12 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes, believe me I know this. That's a whole other issue I'm working on. (We have the family business dynamic so I'm treading lightly there since I'm brand new). But in the meantime I've been tasked
with creating a policy and system to track vacation time for payroll and who's in/out of the office for the receptionist. Once we have a policy in place it will be much easier to hold the sales team
(mostly the supervisor) accountable.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
The sales manager is losing sales because his team cannot be found.
Why isn't he being held accountable.
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Every sales manager I know earns commissions on what his/her team sells. And every sales manager I know counts every penny and dime going into his pocket.
Your problem isn't HR knowing where the sales personnel are. Your problem is the sales manager not being held accountable.
As HR, I would not want the responsibility of playing mom/dad to a member of the sales team.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.

top
201.

previous next
Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:34 PM
Lisa Era
â€‹
In our company HR does not track exempt employees. We leave that to the managers/supervisors. I would think that this would be a performance issue and should be treated as such.
The person that these employees report to should be held accountable by whomever he/she reports to.
-----------------------------Lisa Era
Human Resources Manager
Am Safe, Inc.
Phoenix AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
The sales manager is losing sales because his team cannot be found.
Why isn't he being held accountable.
Every sales manager I know earns commissions on what his/her team sells. And every sales manager I know counts every penny and dime going into his pocket.
Your problem isn't HR knowing where the sales personnel are. Your problem is the sales manager not being held accountable.
As HR, I would not want the responsibility of playing mom/dad to a member of the sales team.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.

top
202.

previous next
Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:35 PM
Lisa Era

â€‹
Sorry, I responded before I saw the OP's response about the current issue.
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-----------------------------Lisa Era
Human Resources Manager
Am Safe, Inc.
Phoenix AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:33
From: Lisa Era
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
â€‹
In our company HR does not track exempt employees. We leave that to the managers/supervisors. I would think that this would be a performance issue and should be treated as such.
The person that these employees report to should be held accountable by whomever he/she reports to.
-----------------------------Lisa Era
Human Resources Manager
Am Safe, Inc.
Phoenix AZ

top
203.

previous next
Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:55 PM
Anonymous

_
So you don't track vacation time for exempt employees??? Everyplace I've worked payroll/HR always tracked this. However, we are small here and don't have capability for managers to submit
vacation time through the payroll system.
-OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.

top

previous next

204.

Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:58 PM
Anonymous

_

So you don't track vacation time for exempt employees??? Everyplace I've worked payroll/HR always tracked this. However, we are small here and don't have capability for managers to
submit vacation time through the payroll system.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 15:54

If you're small, establish a process in which managers submit their employees' use of vacation time each pay period via email to you. That's your documentation for what you input into the records.
As to actually keeping tabs on exempt salespeople, I'm really sorry if your leadership is expecting you to do it, that's not a role i would ever take on. What's the point of doing that tracking, so you can
then provide tracking reports to their managers and then what?
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
So you don't track vacation time for exempt employees??? Everyplace I've worked payroll/HR always tracked this. However, we are small here and don't have capability for managers to submit
vacation time through the payroll system.
-OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.

top
205.

previous next
Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Small, family owned company here stuck in 1970. We track it on a spreadsheet and ALL employees fill out a slip of paper to request vacation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
So you don't track vacation time for exempt employees??? Everyplace I've worked payroll/HR always tracked this. However, we are small here and don't have capability for managers to submit
vacation time through the payroll system.
-OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.

top
206.

previous next
Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:01 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We require exempt employees to post their PTO into the same timekeeping system used by non-exempts. Prior to this employer, I worked in a law firm where the lawyers had to bill their time.
They had a 'bill code' for PTO and had to show that in the system when they took time off.
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If you don't have an online system, perhaps you could create a "Vacation Voucher" form which they have to submit to the manager who signs off and turns it in to payroll for tracking. That would
also allow the manager a means to track and be sure not everyone is gone at the same time.
Word to the wise - when you present the new system to the sales people they will moan and groan so be sure you have 100% backing of management AND explain how it will benefit THEM by
allowing them to make more sales!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
So you don't track vacation time for exempt employees??? Everyplace I've worked payroll/HR always tracked this. However, we are small here and don't have capability for managers to submit
vacation time through the payroll system.
-OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.
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previous next
Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:05 PM
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Anonymous
_
â€‹
Hi OP! You're in the same boat as I am. I was hire on not long ago and was told all salaried employees have to punch in/out because of the Sales Team. They were no where to be found and no one
know their where about. This is the first time I ever worked for a company who required salaried employees punch in/out in my 15 years of HR career. I don't mind punching in/out but I get managers
and supervisors complain all the time. Why we have to punch in/out when we're salaried and even if we work overtime it's not counted. I work for a family owned company so they required everyone
to punch in/out to keep tab on each employees. That's one way you can track your Sales Team. Not the best way but that's how my current company is keeping their eyes on everyone. Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.

top
208.

previous next
Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:12 PM
Anonymous

_
Are they expected to work primarily out of the office (definition of an outside salesperson)? Or are they, for the most part, "inside sales"? If the latter, they are misclassified. Inside salespeople
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should be classified as non-exempt unless you can take the retail exemption.
If they are properly classified as outside salespeople, then I agree that it's the manager's job to know what they are doing - no so much to make sure PTO is documented correctly but to know what
they are doing in terms of business development, lead generation, and customer service. That is NOT an HR function.
Based on my experience in a sales organization (10+ years), I predict a policy won't change this behavior. Figure out what motivates them and start there. A good salesperson is (should be)
motivated by goals, sales, profit, pay incentives, and overall recognition. If they can get that by doing their jobs, who cares if they aren't in the office?
It would help to know if these are inside or outside salespeople.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.

top
209.

previous next
Re: Keeping track of exempt employees
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:13 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
You'll nver get out of the small company, 1970 mentality if you don't drive change now. Implementing a process where the sales team notifies HR when they're out only reinforces that mentality.
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Create a system of accountability. Your sales team needs to be held accountable for their own performance and the sales manager needs to be held accountable for the teams performance.
HR can help identify systems and processes to that will help the manager hold the team accountable. HR or payroll can even be responsible for administering something like a leave tracking
program. But the manager is the one who must ultimately be hold his employees accountable for doing the things they need to do and for being being where they need to be.
It is time for you to step up and to show the leaders of this family-owned business that you can help them create systems that will allow them to becaome more profitable and to grow, but it starts by
dropping the small 70's mentality and assigning accountability where the accountability needs to be assigned.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Keeping track of exempt employees
_
How do you keep track of where exempt employees are? Specifically sales employees who are frequently out of the office?
Little background I just came onboard and the sales team has literally done whatever they want. They feel like working from home today they do.. They want to leave early the do so. They want to go
to lunch they do so. Want to go to a trade-show, they do so. They tell their supervisor but no one else. Meanwhile we are loosing business because the receptionists are trying to get a hold of them for
potential new business calls and we start hunting the building for them are realize none of them are here. Since they don't clock in and out we have no idea when they left or if they were ever here.
From an HR standpoint I never know if they are working from home or should be using vacation.
Any ways I've been tasked with putting a policy in place to enforce them notify HR of their location at all times. I've been told this has been tried in the past with absolutely no success. So I want to
make their supervisor accountable as well since he's obviously not relaying the information to us.

top
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previous next
POLL: PTO Write Off Policy for Carryover Time
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Good Afternoon .. for those of you that allow carryover of PTO time and have a forfeit policy. Do you notify each employee that has a balance that there time is subject to write off .. or do you just
write off when the time is subject to forfeit?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
211.

previous next
Manufacturing - Personal Cell Phone Use
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:52 PM
Tarah Pinkert
We are in Manufacturing and have about 65 employees.
What industry are you in, what is your policy on personal cell phone use (specially for production employees)? Do you allow them for any reason at all?
-----------------------------Tarah Pinkert SHRM-CP
Toledo
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Manufacturing - Personal Cell Phone Use
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:02 PM
Lauren Keller
Cell phones are prohibited in the warehouse or on the manufacturing floor, as its a violation of our safety policy.. We have approximately 100 employees in our warehouse/manufacturing floor, 400
total in MD. The only reason they would be allowed is if a member of Management is using a phone for business purpose.
-----------------------------Lauren Keller
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:51
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From: Tarah Pinkert
Subject: Manufacturing - Personal Cell Phone Use
We are in Manufacturing and have about 65 employees.
What industry are you in, what is your policy on personal cell phone use (specially for production employees)? Do you allow them for any reason at all?
-----------------------------Tarah Pinkert SHRM-CP
Toledo
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
How do you let candidates down ?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
I'd love some different wording ideas for informing candidates you are not hiring them after formal interview.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: How do you let candidates down ?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:45 PM
Anonymous

_
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After a face to face interview, I simply call them and let them know they weren't selected.
I don't know of any other way to convey this, other than to not bother to notify them, which isn't a best practice.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you let candidates down ?
_
I'd love some different wording ideas for informing candidates you are not hiring them after formal interview.

top
215.

previous next
Re: How do you let candidates down ?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:49 PM
Anonymous

_
That's always tough, but I tend to stick with something like:
Thank you for interviewing with us for the XX position. We had many excellent candidates and our decision was a difficult one; however, we chose a candidate who more closely fits our needs at this
time. We will keep your resume on file should we have an appropriate opening in the future.
Good luck with your search.
If appropriate, I may use "we have decided to continue our search".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you let candidates down ?
_
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I'd love some different wording ideas for informing candidates you are not hiring them after formal interview.

top
216.

previous next
Re: How do you let candidates down ?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:45 PM
Todd Saffell
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
Someone got hired
But it wasn't you.

-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you let candidates down ?
_
I'd love some different wording ideas for informing candidates you are not hiring them after formal interview.
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previous next
Re: How do you let candidates down ?
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 2:55 PM
Anonymous
_
Do you include this card with the wilted flower bouquets you send the candidate?
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
Someone got hired
But it wasn't you.
Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 14:44

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:44
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: How do you let candidates down ?
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
Someone got hired
But it wasn't you.

-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top
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previous next
Re: How do you let candidates down ?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:03 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
As much as I love Todd's poem, I send something very similar to poster #3. â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you let candidates down ?
_
Do you include this card with the wilted flower bouquets you send the candidate?
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
Someone got hired
But it wasn't you.
Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 14:44

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:44
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: How do you let candidates down ?
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
Someone got hired
But it wasn't you.

-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
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Subject: How do you let candidates down ?
_
I'd love some different wording ideas for informing candidates you are not hiring them after formal interview.

top

previous next

219.

Re: How do you let candidates down ?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 4:31 PM
Mark Michaels

Something very similar to this:

Thank you for interviewing with us for the XX position. We had many excellent candidates and our decision was a difficult one; however, we chose a candidate who more closely fits our
needs at this time. We will keep your resume on file should we have an appropriate opening in the future.
Good luck with your search.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:48

However, I put the responsibility on the applicant to apply again if there is a position they're interested in.
Email:
Thank you for spending time with us to share your experience and learn more about our company. After evaluating all applicants we have decided to extend this job opportunity another candidate
that more closely aligned with our needs for this position. (Optional: You interviewed well and I encourage you to keep an eye on available job openings as we continue to grow!) Best of luck on
your continued search for employment.
Sincerely,
blah blah blah
-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you let candidates down ?
_
That's always tough, but I tend to stick with something like:
Thank you for interviewing with us for the XX position. We had many excellent candidates and our decision was a difficult one; however, we chose a candidate who more closely fits our needs at this
time. We will keep your resume on file should we have an appropriate opening in the future.
Good luck with your search.
If appropriate, I may use "we have decided to continue our search".
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you let candidates down ?
_
I'd love some different wording ideas for informing candidates you are not hiring them after formal interview.

top
220.

previous next
Re: How do you let candidates down ?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:18 AM
Susan Barth

Dear ___:
Thank you for interviewing for the position of ____.
After careful consideration, we have decided not to move forward with your application.
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Reply to Sender

Thank you for your interest in our company. We wish you good luck in your job search.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you let candidates down ?
_
I'd love some different wording ideas for informing candidates you are not hiring them after formal interview.

top
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previous next
Second interview! Ahh!
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:27 PM
Anonymous

_
I have a second interview in a few days and I am really excited! I have never been on a second interview before so I'm not really sure what to expect. During the first interview I met with the hiring
manager, and for the second interview it will be with some of the corporate team members.
Any suggestions on what they might ask or what I should ask? I know I want to ask how the HR strategies align with their own department's needs and how I would be able to help them with that.
And I want to ask what qualities they look for in a teammate.
Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Second interview! Ahh!
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:34 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
Congrats! Hope you get the job.
On a second interview I like to ask more about each of the interviewers areas of opportunity where HR can be a partner. Learn about their priorities and specific goals and how they see HR in
relation with their departments.
It is very interesting and you learn that some organization just see HR as the "party planner", while others do need an strategic partner.
Another questions is about the corporate culture itself, how do they define it and how do they see that it helps or blocks moving forward.
I also like to hear about the company's future in terms of revenue, strategies, etc. You want to know you are joining a company with future.
Finally just check the collective answers and see if they are cohesive, sometimes the hiring managers sells you a rosy picture of the company, while the rest of the team has a quite different outlook.
Hope that helps
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Second interview! Ahh!
_
I have a second interview in a few days and I am really excited! I have never been on a second interview before so I'm not really sure what to expect. During the first interview I met with the hiring
manager, and for the second interview it will be with some of the corporate team members.
Any suggestions on what they might ask or what I should ask? I know I want to ask how the HR strategies align with their own department's needs and how I would be able to help them with that.
And I want to ask what qualities they look for in a teammate.
Thank you.
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Re: Second interview! Ahh!
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 1:41 PM
Anonymous
_
Original poster here, that is great advice. Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:34
From: Susana Guzman-Agle
Subject: Second interview! Ahh!
Congrats! Hope you get the job.
On a second interview I like to ask more about each of the interviewers areas of opportunity where HR can be a partner. Learn about their priorities and specific goals and how they see HR in
relation with their departments.
It is very interesting and you learn that some organization just see HR as the "party planner", while others do need an strategic partner.
Another questions is about the corporate culture itself, how do they define it and how do they see that it helps or blocks moving forward.
I also like to hear about the company's future in terms of revenue, strategies, etc. You want to know you are joining a company with future.
Finally just check the collective answers and see if they are cohesive, sometimes the hiring managers sells you a rosy picture of the company, while the rest of the team has a quite different outlook.
Hope that helps
-----------------------------HR Yardley
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previous next
HCM Software Recommendations
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:21 PM
Sarah Griffin
Hello SHRM Community!
We are a company of 160 employees in the US. We also own a company in Canada that has 70 employees. We are currently using SyncHR for HRIS, Benefits, Payroll and T&A but are searching for
a new provider.
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Wanted to pick the brains of the community to see what you guys are recommending. Below are a list of our concerns:
1. Company must be able to offer us services in both US and Canada
2. We do NOT want to partner with a company that is outsourcing things like tax filing and compliance to a third party. We want the company we sign with to be the ones handling all aspects, in
house
3. Cost - we are currently paying under $20/month for each employee. We understand that by going with a larger company we will likely pay more but we cannot double our budget.
4. Must have a dedicated Account Manager. When we need support, we do not want to be fielded to a general support box and farmed out to different people each time.
We have been doing research and have been speaking with UltiPro, Ceridian and ADP. If anyone has helpful feedback and experience using any of these products, that would be great as well. For
ADP, I understand that they went through some big changes in 2015 while they migrated to their newer Workforce Now platform. So, looking for those who have current working experience with
them in particular.
Thanks!
-----------------------------Sarah Griffin, HR Generalist
Washington, DC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: HCM Software Recommendations
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:39 PM
Lena Smith
I am certain that if you search the forums here you will find this topic discussed ad nauseum.
We use Paylocity. It checks all of your boxes. I have a dedicated account rep who is awesome. The only time I get "farmed out to random support reps", is when I call her and she is on the phone.
We use:
WebPay
ADvanced HR
WebTime
ACA
GL
Surveys
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Compensation
Performance Management
Onboarding
165 employees - costs about $16.50 PEPM
-----------------------------Lena Smith
Human Resource Manager
Print NW
Lakewood WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:20
From: Sarah Griffin
Subject: HCM Software Recommendations
Hello SHRM Community!
We are a company of 160 employees in the US. We also own a company in Canada that has 70 employees. We are currently using SyncHR for HRIS, Benefits, Payroll and T&A but are searching for
a new provider.
Wanted to pick the brains of the community to see what you guys are recommending. Below are a list of our concerns:
1. Company must be able to offer us services in both US and Canada
2. We do NOT want to partner with a company that is outsourcing things like tax filing and compliance to a third party. We want the company we sign with to be the ones handling all aspects, in
house
3. Cost - we are currently paying under $20/month for each employee. We understand that by going with a larger company we will likely pay more but we cannot double our budget.
4. Must have a dedicated Account Manager. When we need support, we do not want to be fielded to a general support box and farmed out to different people each time.
We have been doing research and have been speaking with UltiPro, Ceridian and ADP. If anyone has helpful feedback and experience using any of these products, that would be great as well. For
ADP, I understand that they went through some big changes in 2015 while they migrated to their newer Workforce Now platform. So, looking for those who have current working experience with
them in particular.
Thanks!
-----------------------------Sarah Griffin, HR Generalist
Washington, DC
------------------------------
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previous next

226.

Re: HCM Software Recommendations
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:34 PM
Anonymous

_

4. Must have a dedicated Account Manager. When we need support, we do not want to be fielded to a general support box and farmed out to different people each time.
Sarah Griffin, 04-26-2018 13:20

Ceridian is not going to provide this for you. Even if they say they will, they will not. Since I've been with Ceridian, they've gone through at least three different service models and NONE were
dedicated Account Manager. Even the person who they call Account Manager just tells you to email CeridanSuppor29@Ceridian.com.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:20
From: Sarah Griffin
Subject: HCM Software Recommendations
Hello SHRM Community!
We are a company of 160 employees in the US. We also own a company in Canada that has 70 employees. We are currently using SyncHR for HRIS, Benefits, Payroll and T&A but are searching for
a new provider.
Wanted to pick the brains of the community to see what you guys are recommending. Below are a list of our concerns:
1. Company must be able to offer us services in both US and Canada
2. We do NOT want to partner with a company that is outsourcing things like tax filing and compliance to a third party. We want the company we sign with to be the ones handling all aspects, in
house
3. Cost - we are currently paying under $20/month for each employee. We understand that by going with a larger company we will likely pay more but we cannot double our budget.
4. Must have a dedicated Account Manager. When we need support, we do not want to be fielded to a general support box and farmed out to different people each time.
We have been doing research and have been speaking with UltiPro, Ceridian and ADP. If anyone has helpful feedback and experience using any of these products, that would be great as well. For
ADP, I understand that they went through some big changes in 2015 while they migrated to their newer Workforce Now platform. So, looking for those who have current working experience with
them in particular.
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Thanks!
-----------------------------Sarah Griffin, HR Generalist
Washington, DC
------------------------------

top
227.

previous next
Using social media to pre-screen applicants
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:53 PM
Sandy Loudin
What are your practices/policies on using social media to screen potential candidates for hiring? Do you tell a candidate you have checked their social media? When do you check it-prior to first
interview or after? There is plenty of material out there 'advising' on best practices but not so much on actual legal practices. I, personally, am a little leery on using social media as there seems to be
a lot of potential for discriminatory actions, whether intentional or not.
-----------------------------[Sandy] [Loudin]
[HR Manager]
[LAL, B&H and WNYP Railroads]
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Using social media to pre-screen applicants
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:55 PM
Anonymous

_
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I wouldn't do it. You're going to see something you don't want to see or can't un-see.
What they do on the weekends (within reason, of course) shouldn't effect whether they can do the job you want them to do Monday through Friday.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:52
From: Sandy Loudin
Subject: Using social media to pre-screen applicants
What are your practices/policies on using social media to screen potential candidates for hiring? Do you tell a candidate you have checked their social media? When do you check it-prior to first
interview or after? There is plenty of material out there 'advising' on best practices but not so much on actual legal practices. I, personally, am a little leery on using social media as there seems to be
a lot of potential for discriminatory actions, whether intentional or not.
-----------------------------[Sandy] [Loudin]
[HR Manager]
[LAL, B&H and WNYP Railroads]
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Paperless/Digital Record Keeping
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:38 PM
Stephanie Loggins
Filing cabinets, ugh. What suggestions or insights do you have for electronic record keeping of employee files? We have the ability to file employee records within our HR system. I'd love to get
away from the paper aspect of employee files where possible. What works for you, what doesn't? What do you file digitally, what do you not file digitally?
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next

230.

Re: Paperless/Digital Record Keeping
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
Please do a search. This is asked on a daily basis.
(And I don't want to read another sales pitch.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:37
From: Stephanie Loggins
Subject: Paperless/Digital Record Keeping
Filing cabinets, ugh. What suggestions or insights do you have for electronic record keeping of employee files? We have the ability to file employee records within our HR system. I'd love to get
away from the paper aspect of employee files where possible. What works for you, what doesn't? What do you file digitally, what do you not file digitally?
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Paperless/Digital Record Keeping
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:43 PM
Lena Smith
My solution is if someone walks into my office with paper, I point them to copy/scanner at the front desk and show them how to scan the doc to my email. Then I shred whatever it is.
Everything is stored by employee in an encrypted DropBox and then attached to their profile in our HRIS.
All of our reviews, acknowledgements, new hire paperwork is electronically created and processed in our HRIS and I download PDF's to their encrypted folder in Dropbox.
The only time I willfully create paper is when I print resumes for managers to take into an interview.
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-----------------------------Lena Smith
Human Resource Manager
Print NW
Lakewood WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:37
From: Stephanie Loggins
Subject: Paperless/Digital Record Keeping
Filing cabinets, ugh. What suggestions or insights do you have for electronic record keeping of employee files? We have the ability to file employee records within our HR system. I'd love to get
away from the paper aspect of employee files where possible. What works for you, what doesn't? What do you file digitally, what do you not file digitally?
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:35 PM
Judy Todd
For those of you who do payroll or have done payroll, or get bonuses.... We traditionally have issued separate bonus checks (or direct deposit.) Yesterday I processed payroll, then processed bonuses
for the 1st quarter. (This is a new incentive plan this year.) This morning the Operations Manager called me because one of her employees was complaining that his garnishment came out of both his
paycheck and bonus.
Prior to processing the bonus for him (this is a new garnishment for him) I looked at the court paperwork and it did state that ANY pay from the employer including bonuses etc., will be subject to
garnishment. So, his bonus was less taxes, and less garnishment. I said to the Manager, YAY he got a bonus! Yay he's one week closer to paying off his debt! (The garnishment is for bankruptcy,
and I didn't spill the beans on that, the EE told the manager.)
The Ops manager asked why I didn't process his in his paycheck so only one garnishment would come out. I said we always issue separate checks for bonuses. She thinks I should put his into his
paycheck so he doesn't get hit twice. She got pissy at me, so I hung up the phone!
TMI, sorry... Do you issue separate bonus checks or lump the bonuses into the paychecks? Why?
Thank you!
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-----------------------------Judy
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:53 PM
Anonymous

_
You did exactly what I would have done. Bonus checks are always done separately at my company (taxed differently too). IMO you are fine & did right.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
For those of you who do payroll or have done payroll, or get bonuses.... We traditionally have issued separate bonus checks (or direct deposit.) Yesterday I processed payroll, then processed bonuses
for the 1st quarter. (This is a new incentive plan this year.) This morning the Operations Manager called me because one of her employees was complaining that his garnishment came out of both his
paycheck and bonus.
Prior to processing the bonus for him (this is a new garnishment for him) I looked at the court paperwork and it did state that ANY pay from the employer including bonuses etc., will be subject to
garnishment. So, his bonus was less taxes, and less garnishment. I said to the Manager, YAY he got a bonus! Yay he's one week closer to paying off his debt! (The garnishment is for bankruptcy,
and I didn't spill the beans on that, the EE told the manager.)
The Ops manager asked why I didn't process his in his paycheck so only one garnishment would come out. I said we always issue separate checks for bonuses. She thinks I should put his into his
paycheck so he doesn't get hit twice. She got pissy at me, so I hung up the phone!
TMI, sorry... Do you issue separate bonus checks or lump the bonuses into the paychecks? Why?
Thank you!
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Judy
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:54 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree. We handle the same way.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
_
You did exactly what I would have done. Bonus checks are always done separately at my company (taxed differently too). IMO you are fine & did right.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
For those of you who do payroll or have done payroll, or get bonuses.... We traditionally have issued separate bonus checks (or direct deposit.) Yesterday I processed payroll, then processed bonuses
for the 1st quarter. (This is a new incentive plan this year.) This morning the Operations Manager called me because one of her employees was complaining that his garnishment came out of both his
paycheck and bonus.
Prior to processing the bonus for him (this is a new garnishment for him) I looked at the court paperwork and it did state that ANY pay from the employer including bonuses etc., will be subject to
garnishment. So, his bonus was less taxes, and less garnishment. I said to the Manager, YAY he got a bonus! Yay he's one week closer to paying off his debt! (The garnishment is for bankruptcy,
and I didn't spill the beans on that, the EE told the manager.)
The Ops manager asked why I didn't process his in his paycheck so only one garnishment would come out. I said we always issue separate checks for bonuses. She thinks I should put his into his
paycheck so he doesn't get hit twice. She got pissy at me, so I hung up the phone!
TMI, sorry... Do you issue separate bonus checks or lump the bonuses into the paychecks? Why?
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Thank you!
-----------------------------Judy
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:56 PM
Anonymous

_
The garnishment is a court order, so you must deduct as directed.
Bonus checks are to be issued separately and taxed at a higher rate. That is a federal tax requirement.
So, your employee wishes to not only evade their court ordered debt payment but also avoid having the required taxes withheld.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
For those of you who do payroll or have done payroll, or get bonuses.... We traditionally have issued separate bonus checks (or direct deposit.) Yesterday I processed payroll, then processed bonuses
for the 1st quarter. (This is a new incentive plan this year.) This morning the Operations Manager called me because one of her employees was complaining that his garnishment came out of both his
paycheck and bonus.
Prior to processing the bonus for him (this is a new garnishment for him) I looked at the court paperwork and it did state that ANY pay from the employer including bonuses etc., will be subject to
garnishment. So, his bonus was less taxes, and less garnishment. I said to the Manager, YAY he got a bonus! Yay he's one week closer to paying off his debt! (The garnishment is for bankruptcy,
and I didn't spill the beans on that, the EE told the manager.)
The Ops manager asked why I didn't process his in his paycheck so only one garnishment would come out. I said we always issue separate checks for bonuses. She thinks I should put his into his
paycheck so he doesn't get hit twice. She got pissy at me, so I hung up the phone!
TMI, sorry... Do you issue separate bonus checks or lump the bonuses into the paychecks? Why?
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Thank you!
-----------------------------Judy
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:58 PM
Anonymous

_
If that is your process, you followed it and then you did exactly what you are legally bound to do with the garnishment. typically court ordered debt garnishments are a % of the disposable income
unlike child support which is a set amount. Therefore, adding it all to one check would have increased the amount taken from his original check anyway so if that is the case his point is fairly mute.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
For those of you who do payroll or have done payroll, or get bonuses.... We traditionally have issued separate bonus checks (or direct deposit.) Yesterday I processed payroll, then processed bonuses
for the 1st quarter. (This is a new incentive plan this year.) This morning the Operations Manager called me because one of her employees was complaining that his garnishment came out of both his
paycheck and bonus.
Prior to processing the bonus for him (this is a new garnishment for him) I looked at the court paperwork and it did state that ANY pay from the employer including bonuses etc., will be subject to
garnishment. So, his bonus was less taxes, and less garnishment. I said to the Manager, YAY he got a bonus! Yay he's one week closer to paying off his debt! (The garnishment is for bankruptcy,
and I didn't spill the beans on that, the EE told the manager.)
The Ops manager asked why I didn't process his in his paycheck so only one garnishment would come out. I said we always issue separate checks for bonuses. She thinks I should put his into his
paycheck so he doesn't get hit twice. She got pissy at me, so I hung up the phone!
TMI, sorry... Do you issue separate bonus checks or lump the bonuses into the paychecks? Why?
Thank you!
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Judy
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previous next
Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_
We also do our bonuses separate, since they are taxed at a different rate. However, I always delete all the deduction from bonus checks. No health ins., dental, 401k or child support, or any
deduction. Only taxes are taken out of bonuses, at least here.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
For those of you who do payroll or have done payroll, or get bonuses.... We traditionally have issued separate bonus checks (or direct deposit.) Yesterday I processed payroll, then processed bonuses
for the 1st quarter. (This is a new incentive plan this year.) This morning the Operations Manager called me because one of her employees was complaining that his garnishment came out of both his
paycheck and bonus.
Prior to processing the bonus for him (this is a new garnishment for him) I looked at the court paperwork and it did state that ANY pay from the employer including bonuses etc., will be subject to
garnishment. So, his bonus was less taxes, and less garnishment. I said to the Manager, YAY he got a bonus! Yay he's one week closer to paying off his debt! (The garnishment is for bankruptcy,
and I didn't spill the beans on that, the EE told the manager.)
The Ops manager asked why I didn't process his in his paycheck so only one garnishment would come out. I said we always issue separate checks for bonuses. She thinks I should put his into his
paycheck so he doesn't get hit twice. She got pissy at me, so I hung up the phone!
TMI, sorry... Do you issue separate bonus checks or lump the bonuses into the paychecks? Why?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Judy
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previous next
Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:25 PM
Judy Todd
The garnishment is a set amount, not a percentage.
After the Ops manager contacted me, I contacted the President. We both report to him. He asked if we could put bonuses in paychecks. I said yes, but we'd have to do it across the board. We would
have to do it for every bonus, and every employee.
I like having them separated because it's easier to track who got how much for a bonus and won't put anyone into a higher tax bracket for those "bigger" paychecks. Also, I can't gross up a check if
it's in payroll. AND, I do on bonus checks, take out any other deductions like medical, 401K etc. Just taxes are taken out (unless a garnishment has to be.)
Thank you all for the responses. Sometimes it's an uphill battle trying to make the Pres & Ops manager see things my way.
-----------------------------Judy
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
For those of you who do payroll or have done payroll, or get bonuses.... We traditionally have issued separate bonus checks (or direct deposit.) Yesterday I processed payroll, then processed bonuses
for the 1st quarter. (This is a new incentive plan this year.) This morning the Operations Manager called me because one of her employees was complaining that his garnishment came out of both his
paycheck and bonus.
Prior to processing the bonus for him (this is a new garnishment for him) I looked at the court paperwork and it did state that ANY pay from the employer including bonuses etc., will be subject to
garnishment. So, his bonus was less taxes, and less garnishment. I said to the Manager, YAY he got a bonus! Yay he's one week closer to paying off his debt! (The garnishment is for bankruptcy,
and I didn't spill the beans on that, the EE told the manager.)
The Ops manager asked why I didn't process his in his paycheck so only one garnishment would come out. I said we always issue separate checks for bonuses. She thinks I should put his into his
paycheck so he doesn't get hit twice. She got pissy at me, so I hung up the phone!
TMI, sorry... Do you issue separate bonus checks or lump the bonuses into the paychecks? Why?
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Thank you!
-----------------------------Judy
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:26 PM
Anonymous

_
If he receives two checks in a given pay period, both checks are to be garnished.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:25
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
The garnishment is a set amount, not a percentage.
After the Ops manager contacted me, I contacted the President. We both report to him. He asked if we could put bonuses in paychecks. I said yes, but we'd have to do it across the board. We would
have to do it for every bonus, and every employee.
I like having them separated because it's easier to track who got how much for a bonus and won't put anyone into a higher tax bracket for those "bigger" paychecks. Also, I can't gross up a check if
it's in payroll. AND, I do on bonus checks, take out any other deductions like medical, 401K etc. Just taxes are taken out (unless a garnishment has to be.)
Thank you all for the responses. Sometimes it's an uphill battle trying to make the Pres & Ops manager see things my way.
-----------------------------Judy
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Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
You do realize that bonuses are to be taxed at a higher rate than regular earnings, correct?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:25
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
The garnishment is a set amount, not a percentage.
After the Ops manager contacted me, I contacted the President. We both report to him. He asked if we could put bonuses in paychecks. I said yes, but we'd have to do it across the board. We would
have to do it for every bonus, and every employee.
I like having them separated because it's easier to track who got how much for a bonus and won't put anyone into a higher tax bracket for those "bigger" paychecks. Also, I can't gross up a check if
it's in payroll. AND, I do on bonus checks, take out any other deductions like medical, 401K etc. Just taxes are taken out (unless a garnishment has to be.)
Thank you all for the responses. Sometimes it's an uphill battle trying to make the Pres & Ops manager see things my way.
-----------------------------Judy
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previous next
Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:50 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
OP, you have missed what several posters have already said to you.
Bonuses are taxes at a higher rate than regular wages. You should not put them in one check.
Look up supplemental wages and the IRS. Bonuses need to be taxed at 25%.
Since you likely can't do two different tax rates on one check, you need to separate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:25
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
The garnishment is a set amount, not a percentage.
After the Ops manager contacted me, I contacted the President. We both report to him. He asked if we could put bonuses in paychecks. I said yes, but we'd have to do it across the board. We would
have to do it for every bonus, and every employee.
I like having them separated because it's easier to track who got how much for a bonus and won't put anyone into a higher tax bracket for those "bigger" paychecks. Also, I can't gross up a check if
it's in payroll. AND, I do on bonus checks, take out any other deductions like medical, 401K etc. Just taxes are taken out (unless a garnishment has to be.)
Thank you all for the responses. Sometimes it's an uphill battle trying to make the Pres & Ops manager see things my way.
-----------------------------Judy
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Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:10 PM
Anonymous
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_
You do NOT have to issue a separate check for a bonus. You do have to calculate the taxes separately so that the bonus amount is at the higher rate, but they can indeed be paid on the same check.
Most bankruptcy payments are a set dollar amount per month, pro-rated based on the number of pay periods. In this case, no deduction should have been taken from the bonus check.
However, if it was a percentage payment, then it would apply to all checks issued.
BMM
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
_
â€‹
OP, you have missed what several posters have already said to you.
Bonuses are taxes at a higher rate than regular wages. You should not put them in one check.
Look up supplemental wages and the IRS. Bonuses need to be taxed at 25%.
Since you likely can't do two different tax rates on one check, you need to separate.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:25
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
The garnishment is a set amount, not a percentage.
After the Ops manager contacted me, I contacted the President. We both report to him. He asked if we could put bonuses in paychecks. I said yes, but we'd have to do it across the board. We would
have to do it for every bonus, and every employee.
I like having them separated because it's easier to track who got how much for a bonus and won't put anyone into a higher tax bracket for those "bigger" paychecks. Also, I can't gross up a check if
it's in payroll. AND, I do on bonus checks, take out any other deductions like medical, 401K etc. Just taxes are taken out (unless a garnishment has to be.)
Thank you all for the responses. Sometimes it's an uphill battle trying to make the Pres & Ops manager see things my way.
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Judy
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
For those of you who do payroll or have done payroll, or get bonuses.... We traditionally have issued separate bonus checks (or direct deposit.) Yesterday I processed payroll, then processed bonuses
for the 1st quarter. (This is a new incentive plan this year.) This morning the Operations Manager called me because one of her employees was complaining that his garnishment came out of both his
paycheck and bonus.
Prior to processing the bonus for him (this is a new garnishment for him) I looked at the court paperwork and it did state that ANY pay from the employer including bonuses etc., will be subject to
garnishment. So, his bonus was less taxes, and less garnishment. I said to the Manager, YAY he got a bonus! Yay he's one week closer to paying off his debt! (The garnishment is for bankruptcy,
and I didn't spill the beans on that, the EE told the manager.)
The Ops manager asked why I didn't process his in his paycheck so only one garnishment would come out. I said we always issue separate checks for bonuses. She thinks I should put his into his
paycheck so he doesn't get hit twice. She got pissy at me, so I hung up the phone!
TMI, sorry... Do you issue separate bonus checks or lump the bonuses into the paychecks? Why?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Judy
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:31 PM
Ivette Dupuis

STOP.SHARING.WRONG.INFO.
You CAN pay a bonus with a regular paycheck.
It's called the aggregate method.
Just actually results in a higher tax rate overall.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Judy Todd
Subject: Separate bonus checks, or part of payroll
For those of you who do payroll or have done payroll, or get bonuses.... We traditionally have issued separate bonus checks (or direct deposit.) Yesterday I processed payroll, then processed bonuses
for the 1st quarter. (This is a new incentive plan this year.) This morning the Operations Manager called me because one of her employees was complaining that his garnishment came out of both his
paycheck and bonus.
Prior to processing the bonus for him (this is a new garnishment for him) I looked at the court paperwork and it did state that ANY pay from the employer including bonuses etc., will be subject to
garnishment. So, his bonus was less taxes, and less garnishment. I said to the Manager, YAY he got a bonus! Yay he's one week closer to paying off his debt! (The garnishment is for bankruptcy,
and I didn't spill the beans on that, the EE told the manager.)
The Ops manager asked why I didn't process his in his paycheck so only one garnishment would come out. I said we always issue separate checks for bonuses. She thinks I should put his into his
paycheck so he doesn't get hit twice. She got pissy at me, so I hung up the phone!
TMI, sorry... Do you issue separate bonus checks or lump the bonuses into the paychecks? Why?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Judy
------------------------------
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previous next
Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:33 PM
Laura Newbrough

Hello friends,
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Reply to Sender

I have been interviewing for all positions within the company for the last couple months. I have noticed that more often than not, candidates do not come with pen/paper or even copies of their
resumes. I am wondering if this is the new norm? I'm not OK with it, but maybe times have changed. What is everyone's thought?
THANK YOU
-----------------------------Laura Newbrough
HR
Eco 3d
Phoenix AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
245.

previous next
Re: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:35 PM
Anonymous

_
It's very rare that candidates come here with a pen and paper. Bringing a resume is a toss-up. We usually have them printed out anyway.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:33
From: Laura Newbrough
Subject: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Hello friends,
I have been interviewing for all positions within the company for the last couple months. I have noticed that more often than not, candidates do not come with pen/paper or even copies of their
resumes. I am wondering if this is the new norm? I'm not OK with it, but maybe times have changed. What is everyone's thought?
THANK YOU
-----------------------------Laura Newbrough
HR
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Eco 3d
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
246.

previous next
Re: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:36 PM
Anonymous

_
99% of the people I interview don't come with anything. They've already sent in their resume to me, so I don't expect that. I interview the gamut - housekeeping up to professional positions
(accountant, managers, etc.).
I don't even think twice about it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:33
From: Laura Newbrough
Subject: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Hello friends,
I have been interviewing for all positions within the company for the last couple months. I have noticed that more often than not, candidates do not come with pen/paper or even copies of their
resumes. I am wondering if this is the new norm? I'm not OK with it, but maybe times have changed. What is everyone's thought?
THANK YOU
-----------------------------Laura Newbrough
HR
Eco 3d
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------
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top
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previous next
Re: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:38 PM
Todd Saffell
I only bring a resume if I didn't include one in the application process. If you asked for my resume and called me for an interview, I'm going to assume you've read it. Why would I need to bring
another copy? If I sent it to you, and you haven't reviewed it, I am probably not interested in working for you anyway.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:33
From: Laura Newbrough
Subject: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Hello friends,
I have been interviewing for all positions within the company for the last couple months. I have noticed that more often than not, candidates do not come with pen/paper or even copies of their
resumes. I am wondering if this is the new norm? I'm not OK with it, but maybe times have changed. What is everyone's thought?
THANK YOU
-----------------------------Laura Newbrough
HR
Eco 3d
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
248.

previous next
Re: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 12:38 PM
Anonymous
_
It's so rare, I'd be concerned I'm coming off "old fashioned" if I brought them to an interview.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
_
99% of the people I interview don't come with anything. They've already sent in their resume to me, so I don't expect that. I interview the gamut - housekeeping up to professional positions
(accountant, managers, etc.).
I don't even think twice about it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:33
From: Laura Newbrough
Subject: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Hello friends,
I have been interviewing for all positions within the company for the last couple months. I have noticed that more often than not, candidates do not come with pen/paper or even copies of their
resumes. I am wondering if this is the new norm? I'm not OK with it, but maybe times have changed. What is everyone's thought?
THANK YOU
-----------------------------Laura Newbrough
HR
Eco 3d
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
249.

previous next
Re: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
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Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:41 PM
Anonymous
_
I bring a portfolio with extra copies of my resume and my list of questions. I tend not to take a lot of notes though.
Candidates for our technical positions tend not to bring anything. Candidates for our marketing or other business roles tend to bring note paper. I think it because our tech interviews also have
coding exercises where its more interactive and less about questions and answers.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:37
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
I only bring a resume if I didn't include one in the application process. If you asked for my resume and called me for an interview, I'm going to assume you've read it. Why would I need to bring
another copy? If I sent it to you, and you haven't reviewed it, I am probably not interested in working for you anyway.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top
250.

previous next
Re: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:44 PM
Anonymous

_
Very rare that I have candidates show up with paper or pen. I am not even sure why they would need one. In 15 years of hiring I haven't ever done interviews where I expected anything to be written
down by the candidate. I give them my business card or can quickly write down any info they may need for pre-employment work.. I have that all pre printed in fact. If they need to fill out an
application because I only have a resume, I typically have the paper applications and pens available.
As far as resume's most candidates bring one, outside of my entry level and labor candidates who typically don't. I do know from when I was job hunting, many places will not even take a resume
they want ONLY their internal application filled out online or on the computer at their business. So maybe that is why you are seeing a downturn.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:33
From: Laura Newbrough
Subject: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Hello friends,
I have been interviewing for all positions within the company for the last couple months. I have noticed that more often than not, candidates do not come with pen/paper or even copies of their
resumes. I am wondering if this is the new norm? I'm not OK with it, but maybe times have changed. What is everyone's thought?
THANK YOU
-----------------------------Laura Newbrough
HR
Eco 3d
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
251.

previous next
Re: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous

_
I consider ourselves lucky if the candidate even bothers to show up for the interview, much less bring a pen.
Most people take important notes electronically these days anyways.
Back in the old days, company information was not available on-line so candidates did tend to take notes. Now, just about everything can be found with a few taps on the phone.
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:33
From: Laura Newbrough
Subject: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Hello friends,
I have been interviewing for all positions within the company for the last couple months. I have noticed that more often than not, candidates do not come with pen/paper or even copies of their
resumes. I am wondering if this is the new norm? I'm not OK with it, but maybe times have changed. What is everyone's thought?
THANK YOU
-----------------------------Laura Newbrough
HR
Eco 3d
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
252.

previous next
Re: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:11 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
I guess I am old school, but I always bring a copy or 2 of my resume in case they want me to meet with other people (which has happened in more than one occasion). Also bring a paper pad and a
pen with some questions and notes to guide my thoughts. In some interviews I also take notes to make questions later on.
I would say over 60% of the candidates I see (for office positions) bring a copy of the resume. Few bring pen and paper with them.

-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:59
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
_
I consider ourselves lucky if the candidate even bothers to show up for the interview, much less bring a pen.
Most people take important notes electronically these days anyways.
Back in the old days, company information was not available on-line so candidates did tend to take notes. Now, just about everything can be found with a few taps on the phone.
anon #6 â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:33
From: Laura Newbrough
Subject: Candidates without pen/paper in interviews
Hello friends,
I have been interviewing for all positions within the company for the last couple months. I have noticed that more often than not, candidates do not come with pen/paper or even copies of their
resumes. I am wondering if this is the new norm? I'm not OK with it, but maybe times have changed. What is everyone's thought?
THANK YOU
-----------------------------Laura Newbrough
HR
Eco 3d
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
253.

previous next
Do you collect race, ethnic, and sex identification data for EEO-1 reporting for workers outside of US?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:12 PM
Anonymous

_
Do you collect voluntary race, ethnic, and sex identification data for EEO-1 reporting for workers outside of US?
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We are opening offices in Spain and Germany, do I need this for my Spanish and German employees? I don't see a clear answer at eeoc.gov, wondering what you all do.
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
254.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:06 PM
Todd Saffell
"Under-equipped and poorly trained"; I'm adding that to my business card.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...

top
255.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:31 PM
Ivette Dupuis
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...

top
256.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:36 PM
Ivette Dupuis

I am an employee advocate, too.
I'd also like to see more stories about what we're doing RIGHT, which makes me wonder WHY the author didn't take his own advice.
P.S. I hate the term, 'speaking truth to power.'
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Reply to Sender

Speaking Truth to Power: HR as the Employee's Advocate
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...

top
257.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:37 PM
Anonymous

_
What the heck is "speaking truth to power"?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I am an employee advocate, too.
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I'd also like to see more stories about what we're doing RIGHT, which makes me wonder WHY the author didn't take his own advice.
P.S. I hate the term, 'speaking truth to power.'
Speaking Truth to Power: HR as the Employee's Advocate
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top

previous next

258.

Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:41 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Translation: 'I am right, you are wrong.'
Standing in your conviction doesn't mean you speak the truth.
What the heck is "speaking truth to power"?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 12:37

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
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_
What the heck is "speaking truth to power"?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I am an employee advocate, too.
I'd also like to see more stories about what we're doing RIGHT, which makes me wonder WHY the author didn't take his own advice.
P.S. I hate the term, 'speaking truth to power.'
Speaking Truth to Power: HR as the Employee's Advocate
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...

top
259.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:58 PM
Julie Kellman
I love the term "speaking truth to power." It means telling leadership, or at least those above you in the org chart, what is really happening that usually is inconsistent with what the leader wants to
hear. An organization that welcomes such behavior usually has a great culture and is a great place to work.
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There are ill-equipped professionals everywhere, in ever field. It's too bad that Liz sided with the lame HR folks and not us cool, awesome ones here.
-----------------------------Julie Kellman SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Round Lake
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
What the heck is "speaking truth to power"?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I am an employee advocate, too.
I'd also like to see more stories about what we're doing RIGHT, which makes me wonder WHY the author didn't take his own advice.
P.S. I hate the term, 'speaking truth to power.'
Speaking Truth to Power: HR as the Employee's Advocate
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...
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top
260.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous

_
I say it's "giving power to idiots". Too many people who feel empowered to rebel against authority when they are WRONG. Everyone wants to be an activist. Puh-leeze.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:57
From: Julie Kellman
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I love the term "speaking truth to power." It means telling leadership, or at least those above you in the org chart, what is really happening that usually is inconsistent with what the leader wants to
hear. An organization that welcomes such behavior usually has a great culture and is a great place to work.
There are ill-equipped professionals everywhere, in ever field. It's too bad that Liz sided with the lame HR folks and not us cool, awesome ones here.
-----------------------------Julie Kellman SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Round Lake

top
261.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:05 PM
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

New signs at #SHRM18:
Lame HR to the right.
Cool, Awesome HR to the left.
All the single ladies just put your hands up.

There are ill-equipped professionals everywhere, in ever field. It's too bad that Liz sided with the lame HR folks and not us cool, awesome ones here.
Julie Kellman, 04-26-2018 12:57

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:57
From: Julie Kellman
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I love the term "speaking truth to power." It means telling leadership, or at least those above you in the org chart, what is really happening that usually is inconsistent with what the leader wants to
hear. An organization that welcomes such behavior usually has a great culture and is a great place to work.
There are ill-equipped professionals everywhere, in ever field. It's too bad that Liz sided with the lame HR folks and not us cool, awesome ones here.
-----------------------------Julie Kellman SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Round Lake

top
262.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:10 PM
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Reply to Sender

Todd Saffell
Which one's the corner for us never-made-it-out-of-the-awkward-junior-high-dance-phase guys. I'll be over there trying not to make eye contact with anyone.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:04
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
New signs at #SHRM18:
Lame HR to the right.
Cool, Awesome HR to the left.
All the single ladies just put your hands up.

There are ill-equipped professionals everywhere, in ever field. It's too bad that Liz sided with the lame HR folks and not us cool, awesome ones here.
Julie Kellman, 04-26-2018 12:57

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
263.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:18 PM
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Reply to Sender

Ivette Dupuis
Pick a corner, any corner.
Which one's the corner for us never-made-it-out-of-the-awkward-junior-high-dance-phase guys. I'll be over there trying not to make eye contact with anyone.
Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 13:10

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:10
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: 2 articles about HR
Which one's the corner for us never-made-it-out-of-the-awkward-junior-high-dance-phase guys. I'll be over there trying not to make eye contact with anyone.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top
264.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:28 PM
Anonymous

_
For the most part, Liz Ryan sets my hair on fire. She spends way too much time bashing HR - and she claims to be an HR professional (or had been, at one point). Based on the some of the things
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she writes, I can say I'd never hire her. Occasionally she writes something that makes sense, but too often it's cr*p.
The phrase "speaking truth to power" is so overused today, it has become meaningless and a cliche. It also started out very preachy in tone and that never plays well in a business-like atmosphere
even if the idea has merit.
Why, as a culture, do we take an idea and beat it death; to the point that no one pays attention to the underlying basis of the idea?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:18
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
Pick a corner, any corner.
Which one's the corner for us never-made-it-out-of-the-awkward-junior-high-dance-phase guys. I'll be over there trying not to make eye contact with anyone.
Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 13:10

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
265.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:38 PM
Anonymous

_
Liz Ryan is all about "fluffy" HR. I feel like her articles never have anything of substance. They're just "as a former HR person, I hate this HR practice. Let's be more human!"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
For the most part, Liz Ryan sets my hair on fire. She spends way too much time bashing HR - and she claims to be an HR professional (or had been, at one point). Based on the some of the things
she writes, I can say I'd never hire her. Occasionally she writes something that makes sense, but too often it's cr*p.
The phrase "speaking truth to power" is so overused today, it has become meaningless and a cliche. It also started out very preachy in tone and that never plays well in a business-like atmosphere
even if the idea has merit.
Why, as a culture, do we take an idea and beat it death; to the point that no one pays attention to the underlying basis of the idea?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:18
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
Pick a corner, any corner.
Which one's the corner for us never-made-it-out-of-the-awkward-junior-high-dance-phase guys. I'll be over there trying not to make eye contact with anyone.
Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 13:10

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:10
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: 2 articles about HR
Which one's the corner for us never-made-it-out-of-the-awkward-junior-high-dance-phase guys. I'll be over there trying not to make eye contact with anyone.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:04
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
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New signs at #SHRM18:
Lame HR to the right.
Cool, Awesome HR to the left.
All the single ladies just put your hands up.

There are ill-equipped professionals everywhere, in ever field. It's too bad that Liz sided with the lame HR folks and not us cool, awesome ones here.
Julie Kellman, 04-26-2018 12:57

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:57
From: Julie Kellman
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I love the term "speaking truth to power." It means telling leadership, or at least those above you in the org chart, what is really happening that usually is inconsistent with what the leader wants to
hear. An organization that welcomes such behavior usually has a great culture and is a great place to work.
There are ill-equipped professionals everywhere, in ever field. It's too bad that Liz sided with the lame HR folks and not us cool, awesome ones here.
-----------------------------Julie Kellman SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Round Lake
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
What the heck is "speaking truth to power"?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I am an employee advocate, too.
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I'd also like to see more stories about what we're doing RIGHT, which makes me wonder WHY the author didn't take his own advice.
P.S. I hate the term, 'speaking truth to power.'
Speaking Truth to Power: HR as the Employee's Advocate
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...

top

previous next

266.

Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_

I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:30

I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:30
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top

previous next

267.

Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:51 PM
Anonymous

_
Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:42

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
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_

I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:30

I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:30
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...

top
268.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 1:58 PM
Anonymous
_
Todd,
This is the person who as you put it was "Union Proud" on a different spot. Paul Gumbinner is saying HR should be Employee Advocate. I say let employees unionize and and be represented by a
union. HR will represent company. That way there will not be a conflict of interest. By the way I read your follow up post on how a union isn't so great for those who are over achievers. You can
always negotiate the CBA particulars to address that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:06
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: 2 articles about HR
"Under-equipped and poorly trained"; I'm adding that to my business card.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top

previous next

269.

Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:03 PM
Anonymous

_

Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:51
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Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees don't need
legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:42

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:30

I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:30
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...
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previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:04 PM
Anonymous

_
Well that's a gross generalization!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
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Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:51

Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees don't need
legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:42

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:30

I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:30
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
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Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...
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previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:38 PM
Julie Kellman

Ivette, thank you. Thank you very much.
-----------------------------Julie Kellman SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Round Lake
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:04
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
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Reply to Sender

New signs at #SHRM18:
Lame HR to the right.
Cool, Awesome HR to the left.
All the single ladies just put your hands up.

There are ill-equipped professionals everywhere, in ever field. It's too bad that Liz sided with the lame HR folks and not us cool, awesome ones here.
Julie Kellman, 04-26-2018 12:57

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
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272.

Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:40 PM
Anonymous

_
If you have that low opinion of HR, why are you here? This attitude, and the attitude of the original article is the main reason people DON'T go to HR.
Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees
don't need legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:03

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-26-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:51

Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees don't need
legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:42

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:30
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I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:30
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...
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273.

Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:54 PM
Ivette Dupuis

Kinda shocking she's on Forbes.
I wouldn't even call it fluffy HR, more like bashing HR.

Liz Ryan is all about "fluffy" HR. I feel like her articles never have anything of substance. They're just "as a former HR person, I hate this HR practice. Let's be more human!"
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Reply to Sender

Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:37

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Liz Ryan is all about "fluffy" HR. I feel like her articles never have anything of substance. They're just "as a former HR person, I hate this HR practice. Let's be more human!"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
For the most part, Liz Ryan sets my hair on fire. She spends way too much time bashing HR - and she claims to be an HR professional (or had been, at one point). Based on the some of the things
she writes, I can say I'd never hire her. Occasionally she writes something that makes sense, but too often it's cr*p.
The phrase "speaking truth to power" is so overused today, it has become meaningless and a cliche. It also started out very preachy in tone and that never plays well in a business-like atmosphere
even if the idea has merit.
Why, as a culture, do we take an idea and beat it death; to the point that no one pays attention to the underlying basis of the idea?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:18
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
Pick a corner, any corner.
Which one's the corner for us never-made-it-out-of-the-awkward-junior-high-dance-phase guys. I'll be over there trying not to make eye contact with anyone.
Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 13:10
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:10
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: 2 articles about HR
Which one's the corner for us never-made-it-out-of-the-awkward-junior-high-dance-phase guys. I'll be over there trying not to make eye contact with anyone.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:04
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
New signs at #SHRM18:
Lame HR to the right.
Cool, Awesome HR to the left.
All the single ladies just put your hands up.

There are ill-equipped professionals everywhere, in ever field. It's too bad that Liz sided with the lame HR folks and not us cool, awesome ones here.
Julie Kellman, 04-26-2018 12:57

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:57
From: Julie Kellman
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I love the term "speaking truth to power." It means telling leadership, or at least those above you in the org chart, what is really happening that usually is inconsistent with what the leader wants to
hear. An organization that welcomes such behavior usually has a great culture and is a great place to work.
There are ill-equipped professionals everywhere, in ever field. It's too bad that Liz sided with the lame HR folks and not us cool, awesome ones here.
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-----------------------------Julie Kellman SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Round Lake
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
What the heck is "speaking truth to power"?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I am an employee advocate, too.
I'd also like to see more stories about what we're doing RIGHT, which makes me wonder WHY the author didn't take his own advice.
P.S. I hate the term, 'speaking truth to power.'
Speaking Truth to Power: HR as the Employee's Advocate
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...
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Re: 2 articles about HR
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 3:00 PM
Ivette Dupuis
I am NOT suggesting there aren't bad HR folk out there.
But overgeneralizations are even worse for the profession.
Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees
don't need legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:03

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:51

Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees don't need
legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:51
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From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:42

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:30

I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:30
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
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Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...
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Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:52 PM
Anonymous

_

I am NOT suggesting there aren't bad HR folk out there.
But overgeneralizations are even worse for the profession.
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 14:59

If Gretchen Carlson's, a trained lawyer with both the knowledge and the financial wherewithal to get her point across to HR, are you contending the waitress, the factory worker will have a better
caliber of HR folk or get a better outcome.

"The first step in solving a problem is recognizing there is one"
â€•Will Mcavoy
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:59
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From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I am NOT suggesting there aren't bad HR folk out there.
But overgeneralizations are even worse for the profession.
Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees
don't need legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:03

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
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previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:55 PM
Todd Saffell

We should rename this thread "Strawmen and stereotypes".
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
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Reply to Sender

_

If you have that low opinion of HR, why are you here? This attitude, and the attitude of the original article is the main reason people DON'T go to HR.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:39

So, the problem is those who are pointing out how ineffectual HR has been to combat the atrocious behavior of " High Impact Employees" not the fact that HR has been to quote Liz Ryan again"
Under equipped and Undertrained"? Is that the point? I don't have a low opinion of HR. I believe, it is too conflicted to do all of the things dumped on it with the niggardly resources it is usually
given.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
If you have that low opinion of HR, why are you here? This attitude, and the attitude of the original article is the main reason people DON'T go to HR.
Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees
don't need legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:03

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:51

Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees don't need
legal representation once more.
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This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:42

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:30

I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:30
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...

top
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277.

Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:03 PM
Anonymous

_
Can we all agree that Todd is the best thing to ever happen to this message board?
We should rename this thread "Strawmen and stereotypes".
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 15:54

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:54
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: 2 articles about HR
We should rename this thread "Strawmen and stereotypes".
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-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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278.

Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 4:38 PM
Todd Saffell

Can we all agree that Todd is the best thing to ever happen to this message board?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 16:02

No.
There are lot of contributors on this board who are more helpful and knowledgeable than I am.
I'm just a snarky, smartass who offers marginally-decent advice with a side order of blunt-force truth.
But thanks for the compliment.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Can we all agree that Todd is the best thing to ever happen to this message board?
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We should rename this thread "Strawmen and stereotypes".
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 15:54

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:54
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: 2 articles about HR
We should rename this thread "Strawmen and stereotypes".
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

If you have that low opinion of HR, why are you here? This attitude, and the attitude of the original article is the main reason people DON'T go to HR.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:39

So, the problem is those who are pointing out how ineffectual HR has been to combat the atrocious behavior of " High Impact Employees" not the fact that HR has been to quote Liz Ryan again"
Under equipped and Undertrained"? Is that the point? I don't have a low opinion of HR. I believe, it is too conflicted to do all of the things dumped on it with the niggardly resources it is usually
given.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
If you have that low opinion of HR, why are you here? This attitude, and the attitude of the original article is the main reason people DON'T go to HR.
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Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees
don't need legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:03

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:51

Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees don't need
legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:42

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
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I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:30

I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:30
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...
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Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:58 PM
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

I am confused, something is missing here.
If Gretchen Carlson's, a trained lawyer with both the knowledge and the financial wherewithal to get her point across to HR, are you contending the waitress, the factory worker will have a
better caliber of HR folk or get a better outcome.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 15:51

There's a difference between admitting we have a problem and doing nothing but talking about the problem.
Enough already with the 'Why We Hate HR' articles.
"The first step in solving a problem is recognizing there is one"
â€•Will Mcavoy
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 15:51

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

I am NOT suggesting there aren't bad HR folk out there.
But overgeneralizations are even worse for the profession.
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Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 14:59

If Gretchen Carlson's, a trained lawyer with both the knowledge and the financial wherewithal to get her point across to HR, are you contending the waitress, the factory worker will have a better
caliber of HR folk or get a better outcome.

"The first step in solving a problem is recognizing there is one"
â€•Will Mcavoy
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:59
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I am NOT suggesting there aren't bad HR folk out there.
But overgeneralizations are even worse for the profession.
Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees
don't need legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:03

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:51
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Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees don't need
legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:42

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:30

I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:30
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...

top
280.

previous next
Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 6:01 PM
Anonymous

_
What is this "power" of which you speak?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...
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top

previous next

281.

Re: 2 articles about HR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 6:06 PM
Mark Michaels

Can we all agree that Todd is the best thing to ever happen to this message board?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 16:02

I dunno, he might have some competition from Anonymonk & Ivette!
-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Can we all agree that Todd is the best thing to ever happen to this message board?
We should rename this thread "Strawmen and stereotypes".
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 15:54
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:54
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: 2 articles about HR
We should rename this thread "Strawmen and stereotypes".
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

If you have that low opinion of HR, why are you here? This attitude, and the attitude of the original article is the main reason people DON'T go to HR.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:39

So, the problem is those who are pointing out how ineffectual HR has been to combat the atrocious behavior of " High Impact Employees" not the fact that HR has been to quote Liz Ryan again"
Under equipped and Undertrained"? Is that the point? I don't have a low opinion of HR. I believe, it is too conflicted to do all of the things dumped on it with the niggardly resources it is usually
given.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
If you have that low opinion of HR, why are you here? This attitude, and the attitude of the original article is the main reason people DON'T go to HR.
Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees
don't need legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:03
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:51

Please look at the year we've had. Bill O'Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer ... review all that history and tell me once more that HR does such a bang up job. Employees don't need
legal representation once more.
This must be what is meant by "thou doth protests too much!"
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
Not speaking for Ivette, but everything! Her assessment that HR handles these things poorly and that an attorney is your first and best option? That's offensive and dumb.
I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:42

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_

I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'
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Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:30

I'm stumped. What is it you find objectionable about her assessment of the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:30
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: 2 articles about HR
I used to like Liz (like back in 2011), but she turned out no better than the worse of us.
Um, NO: 'You should be informed of the results of HR's investigation but there's no guarantee that will happen.'

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2 articles about HR
_
www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/04/22/...
www.tlnt.com/...

top
282.

previous next
Re: Dress Code- Any Ohio companies??
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:02 PM
Ellen Steele

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:39
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Reply to Sender

From: Melissa Yoby
Subject: Dress Code- Any Ohio companies??
Does anyone have a dress code that they would be willing to share. I just started this position and they have a pretty formal dress code. I am not a fan of the formal dress code and policies but the
VP wants it and the sector of work almost demands it. Currently it is written to be somewhat gender specific. He is concerned that this is not legal. There were some recent rulings in Ohio that may
make companies question gender specific dress codes but I don't see anything outlawing them specifically. So, if anyone has a similar situation and would be willing to share their dress code I would
appreciate it.
Thanks in advance
-----------------------------[MelissaYobySHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Dress Code- Any Ohio companies??
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:12 PM
Ellen Steele
A dress code depends on how much client interaction that you have. My office is business casual. We wear dress pants, skirts/dresses at knee length, nothing sleeve less (unless wearing a jacket or
sweater to cover the arms), no high heels or flip flops, some wear dress capris in the summer... On Fridays, we are allowed to wear jeans and our company polo.
-----------------------------Ellen Steele
HR Administrator
Jennmar McSweeney's, LLC
South Point OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:01
From: Ellen Steele
Subject: Dress Code- Any Ohio companies??
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:39
From: Melissa Yoby
Subject: Dress Code- Any Ohio companies??
Does anyone have a dress code that they would be willing to share. I just started this position and they have a pretty formal dress code. I am not a fan of the formal dress code and policies but the
VP wants it and the sector of work almost demands it. Currently it is written to be somewhat gender specific. He is concerned that this is not legal. There were some recent rulings in Ohio that may
make companies question gender specific dress codes but I don't see anything outlawing them specifically. So, if anyone has a similar situation and would be willing to share their dress code I would
appreciate it.
Thanks in advance
-----------------------------[MelissaYobySHRM-CP
------------------------------

top
284.

previous next
Re: Dress Code- Any Ohio companies??
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:13 PM
Melissa Yoby
Is there anything in the dress code that spells out what a man can wear or what a woman can wear?
-----------------------------[MelissaYobySHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:12
From: Ellen Steele
Subject: Dress Code- Any Ohio companies??
A dress code depends on how much client interaction that you have. My office is business casual. We wear dress pants, skirts/dresses at knee length, nothing sleeve less (unless wearing a jacket or
sweater to cover the arms), no high heels or flip flops, some wear dress capris in the summer... On Fridays, we are allowed to wear jeans and our company polo.
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-----------------------------Ellen Steele
HR Administrator
Jennmar McSweeney's, LLC
South Point OH
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previous next
Re: Dress Code- Any Ohio companies??
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Ours is business casual but here you go for reference.
Personal Appearance
As a Company, we need to present a professional image toward clients and the public. It is important that employees use their best judgment in dressing appropriately. Employees who prefer to dress
more formally should feel free to do so. Casual business wear encompasses many looks but it really means casual clothing that is appropriate for a professional office environment. It is clothing that
allows you to be comfortable at work yet always look neat and professional. We ask that you consider each day's activities when determining what to wear (i.e., will you be meeting with a client in
our office or at their office site; will you be attending a business luncheon, etc.).

Listed below is an overview of acceptable business casual wear, as well as a list of some of the more common items that are not appropriate for our office environment. Obviously, this list is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Rather, these items should help set the general parameters for proper business casual wear and allow you to make intelligent judgments about items that are not
specifically addressed. A good rule of thumb is that if you are not sure if something is acceptable, choose something else or inquire first. Also, it is generally better to be overdressed than
underdressed.

If clothing fails to meet these standards, as determined by the employee's supervisor and Human Resource Director, the employee will be asked not to wear the inappropriate item to work again. If
the problem persists, the employee may be sent home to change clothes and will receive a verbal warning for the first offense. All other policies about personal time use will apply. Progressive
disciplinary action will be applied if dress code violations continue.

Let's all work together to make the flexibility of business casual wear a positive experience. If you have any questions on the above information, please discuss with the Human Resource Director or
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your supervisor.
Slacks, Pants, Jeans and Suit Pants
Slacks that are similar to Dockers and other makers of cotton or synthetic material pants, wool pants, flannel pants, dressy capris, and nice looking dress synthetic pants are acceptable. Jeans may be
worn as long as they are clean, not torn or faded or have writing/graphics on them. Baggy or low wearing jeans/pants are unacceptable. Inappropriate slacks or pants include sweatpants, exercise
pants, Bermuda shorts, short shorts, shorts, bib overalls and any spandex or other form-fitting pants such as people wear for biking.

Skirts and Dresses
Casual dresses and skirts, and skirts that are split at or below the knee are acceptable. Dress and skirt length should be at a length at which you can sit comfortably in public. Short, tight skirts that ride
halfway up the thigh and skirts with high slits are inappropriate for work. Mini-skirts and skorts are also inappropriate for the office.
Shirts, Tops, Blouses and Jackets
Casual shirts, dress shirts, sweaters, tops, golf-type shirts, and turtlenecks are acceptable attire for work. Most suit jackets or sport jackets are also acceptable attire for the office, if they violate none
of the listed guidelines. Inappropriate attire for work includes tank tops; midriff tops; shirts with potentially offensive words, terms, logos, pictures, cartoons, or slogans; halter-tops; tops with bare
shoulders; sweatshirts, and t-shirts unless worn under another blouse, shirt, jacket, or dress. Shirt tails should be tucked in at the waist line unless the garment is made to be worn on the outside.
Shirts should not be see-through without another shirt under it or midriff baring and should not expose cleavage or undergarments.
Shoes and Footwear
Conservative walking shoes, loafers, clogs, boots, flats and dress heels are acceptable for work. Flashy athletic shoes, thongs, flip-flops, work boots, crocs, pool type shoes and slippers are not
acceptable in the office.
Jewelry, Makeup, Tattoo's, Perfume and Cologne
Should be in good taste, with limited visible body piercing. Remember, that some employees are allergic to the chemicals in perfumes and make-up, so wear these substances with restraint. Tattoos
should not be visible if they could be perceived as offensive or hostile to another co-worker or customer.
Hats and Head Covering
Hats are not appropriate in the office. Head Covers that are required for religious purposes or to honor cultural tradition are allowed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:39
From: Melissa Yoby
Subject: Dress Code- Any Ohio companies??
Does anyone have a dress code that they would be willing to share. I just started this position and they have a pretty formal dress code. I am not a fan of the formal dress code and policies but the
VP wants it and the sector of work almost demands it. Currently it is written to be somewhat gender specific. He is concerned that this is not legal. There were some recent rulings in Ohio that may
make companies question gender specific dress codes but I don't see anything outlawing them specifically. So, if anyone has a similar situation and would be willing to share their dress code I would
appreciate it.
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Thanks in advance
-----------------------------[MelissaYobySHRM-CP
------------------------------

top
286.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:24 PM
Anonymous

_
Todd - YES!!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:50
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
I spend more time accommodating stuck-up, stuck-in-the-past, head-stuck-up-their-rear, Boomers than I ever do with Millennials.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top
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previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:28 PM
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Reply to Sender

Mary Dillman
Here's the article I think you are referencing:
SHRM - Accomodating Millenials
A couple of thoughts - I think the choice of the word "accommodating" is a poor one, as it has connotations to the interactive/ADAA process and policies. I don't think it helps to characterize and/or
stereotype employees by generational labels to solve business and organizational issues such as retention and employee engagement. Why wouldn't any organization consider the benefits and
impacts of work/life balance, work arrangement options, team connection, effective communications, employee recognition, professional development, etc.? SMH
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
288.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:40 PM
Anonymous

_
Seriously!! We're in our 30s now - when will the millennial bashing end?!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top

previous next

289.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:46 PM
Todd Saffell

when will the millennial bashing end?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 12:40

When Gen Z arrives in large numbers to the workplace.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
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_
Seriously!! We're in our 30s now - when will the millennial bashing end?!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top

previous next

290.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:47 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Six more years to go.
I did the math.
P.S.
2004 + 20 = 2024
2024 - 2018 = 6
Seriously!! We're in our 30s now - when will the millennial bashing end?!
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 12:40

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
Seriously!! We're in our 30s now - when will the millennial bashing end?!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top
291.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:48 PM
Anonymous

_
...and then the Millennials will be the ones doing the bashing! LOL
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:45
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
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when will the millennial bashing end?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 12:40

When Gen Z arrives in large numbers to the workplace.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top

previous next

292.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:50 PM
Todd Saffell

2024
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:46

Can you be more specific?
I'm claiming August 9th at exactly 2:18:14 PM, EDT.
(adding calendar reminder for 8/9/24...)
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:46
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From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
Six more years to go.
I did the math.
P.S.
2004 + 20 = 2024
2024 - 2018 = 6
Seriously!! We're in our 30s now - when will the millennial bashing end?!
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 12:40

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top

previous next

293.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:50 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Haha, my thoughts exactly.
I love it when I am still writing and hit send to find see a similar response.
P.S. I am interrupted way too much. ; )
When Gen Z arrives in large numbers to the workplace.
Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 12:45
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:45
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Accommodating Millennials

when will the millennial bashing end?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 12:40

When Gen Z arrives in large numbers to the workplace.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top
294.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:50 PM
Anonymous

_
Yeap, my HRBP earns a nice 100,000 a year; it's pulling teeth to get him to work beyond 8 hrs. If I call him regarding something he failed to follow-up and I need the info immediately; he will
subtract that time from his day.... I don't get it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top
295.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:52 PM
Anonymous

_
If he's not meeting your expectations and you're the manager, then this is on you not the Millennials!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
Yeap, my HRBP earns a nice 100,000 a year; it's pulling teeth to get him to work beyond 8 hrs. If I call him regarding something he failed to follow-up and I need the info immediately; he will
subtract that time from his day.... I don't get it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
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I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top

previous next

296.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:52 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Works for me.
It's bourbon approved.
Can you be more specific?
I'm claiming August 9th at exactly 2:18:14 PM, EDT.
(adding calendar reminder for 8/9/24...)
Todd Saffell, 04-26-2018 12:49

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:49
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
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2024
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 12:46

Can you be more specific?
I'm claiming August 9th at exactly 2:18:14 PM, EDT.
(adding calendar reminder for 8/9/24...)
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top
297.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:55 PM
Ivette Dupuis

I fixed it:
Flexibility Is a Business Imperative
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
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Reply to Sender

I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top
298.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:42 PM
Shyiel Shinn
I am seriously tired of Millennial bashing. I think some educated adults should by now realize that there are many "millennial" professionals in the HR world and not everyone fits the stereotype.
Ridiculous and ignorant.
-----------------------------Shyiel Shinn SHRM-CP
Human Resources Specialist
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!
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previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 2:22 PM
Anonymous
_
Every time someone says millennial this, millennial that the first thing that comes to my mind are the service men and women in every Godforsaken country we send them to. The majority of the
service men in the front lines are...Drum roll please,;... You guessed it, Millennial! The generation that essentially bankrupted, soiled our reputation, felt entitled and still does to take, take, take
without producing much other than invective, the Boomers, complaining about others is a marvel to me but of course they are a champion at it. Just so you know I am one.
LIVE THEM ALONE! THEY ARE HEAD AND SHOULDERS ABOVE THE PREVIOUS ONES!!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:50
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
I spend more time accommodating stuck-up, stuck-in-the-past, head-stuck-up-their-rear, Boomers than I ever do with Millennials.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:40 PM
Albert Correa

â€‹
Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
Personal opinion... we live in an exciting and interesting time for HR...
-----------------------------Albert Correa
Sr. HR Reporting Analyst, Aurora Health Care
HRIS Consultant (Retired), New Resources Consulting
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Reply to Sender

HRIS Administrator (Retired), Milwaukee Public Schools
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top
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previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:46 PM
Anonymous

_
Very well said.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:39
From: Albert Correa
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
â€‹
Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
Personal opinion... we live in an exciting and interesting time for HR...
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Albert Correa
Sr. HR Reporting Analyst, Aurora Health Care
HRIS Consultant (Retired), New Resources Consulting
HRIS Administrator (Retired), Milwaukee Public Schools

top

previous next

302.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:49 PM
Ivette Dupuis
EVERY generation is the workforce.
I also call BS on this (see highlights):
Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
Personal opinion... we live in an exciting and interesting time for HR...
Albert Correa, 04-26-2018 14:39

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:39
From: Albert Correa
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
â€‹
Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
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Personal opinion... we live in an exciting and interesting time for HR...
-----------------------------Albert Correa
Sr. HR Reporting Analyst, Aurora Health Care
HRIS Consultant (Retired), New Resources Consulting
HRIS Administrator (Retired), Milwaukee Public Schools

top

previous next

303.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:54 PM
Anonymous

_
I think the millennial generation has a different view of the employee/employer relationship and it's a good thing. We can generalize until the end of time, but the newer workforce care more about
the work environment and less about the benefits and pay. I don't think that's BS. It's a reality.
I also call BS on this (see highlights):
Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 14:49

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:49
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
EVERY generation is the workforce.
I also call BS on this (see highlights):
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Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
Personal opinion... we live in an exciting and interesting time for HR...
Albert Correa, 04-26-2018 14:39

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top

previous next

304.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 3:16 PM
Ivette Dupuis
It's more about having the right mix of benefits for the workforce.
A younger Millennial and an older Millennial may want different things.
P.S. Student loan repayment, gym memberships, and retirement funding are pay. And, EVERYONE wants flexible scheduling.

I think the millennial generation has a different view of the employee/employer relationship and it's a good thing. We can generalize until the end of time, but the newer workforce care
more about the work environment and less about the benefits and pay. I don't think that's BS. It's a reality.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:53

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I think the millennial generation has a different view of the employee/employer relationship and it's a good thing. We can generalize until the end of time, but the newer workforce care more about
the work environment and less about the benefits and pay. I don't think that's BS. It's a reality.
I also call BS on this (see highlights):
Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 14:49

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:49
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
EVERY generation is the workforce.
I also call BS on this (see highlights):
Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
Personal opinion... we live in an exciting and interesting time for HR...
Albert Correa, 04-26-2018 14:39

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:39
From: Albert Correa
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
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Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
Personal opinion... we live in an exciting and interesting time for HR...
-----------------------------Albert Correa
Sr. HR Reporting Analyst, Aurora Health Care
HRIS Consultant (Retired), New Resources Consulting
HRIS Administrator (Retired), Milwaukee Public Schools
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
305.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:18 PM
Sammantha Piercy

I came across my favorite millennial rebuttal on a different post here and I have to repeat it now
"millennials are adults
all of them
with careers and relationships and children
They have lawns, they don't have to get off yours"
I'm so ready for the millennial bashing to die...
-----------------------------Sammantha Piercy
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Reply to Sender

Des Moines
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top
306.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:32 PM
Kylie Henshaw

When I saw that post a few weeks (months?) ago, it stuck in my head and I love it. Every time there's a complaint about 'millennials,' I now think of that!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:17
From: Sammantha Piercy
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
I came across my favorite millennial rebuttal on a different post here and I have to repeat it now
"millennials are adults
all of them
with careers and relationships and children
They have lawns, they don't have to get off yours"
I'm so ready for the millennial bashing to die...
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Sammantha Piercy
Des Moines

top
307.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:45 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm tired of Millenial bashing and now (apparently) Boomer bashing. Why assume anyone's challenges and successes are because of the year they were born?
By the way, not all Boomers are as described in this thread. If it weren't for us, society would have missed out on Dr. Spock, Mad Magazine, the music and message of Woodstock, Bill Clinton
(mixed reviews there), the end of the Vietnam war, significant cultural and social change, civil rights, women's liberation, and the minivan. We have always identified ourselves with youth and,
despite our chronological ages, refuse to let go of our youth. As with anything, our qualities can lead either way. A cultural change could lead to consumerism if taken too far If checked, it could
lead to a more positive change.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top
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previous next

308.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 3:45 PM
Mary Dillman

EVERY generation is the workforce.
Ivette Dupuis, 04-26-2018 14:49

Well said, Ivette! The % by generation certainly vary, with certain companies and industries being more skewed to a particular generation. That said, it is my experience and sincere belief that
organizations that leverage, retain and engage a diverse mix of employees, including age diversity are stronger - both in performance and competitive capability. My 2 cents.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:49
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
EVERY generation is the workforce.
I also call BS on this (see highlights):
Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
Personal opinion... we live in an exciting and interesting time for HR...
Albert Correa, 04-26-2018 14:39

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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top
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309.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 5:52 PM
Melanie Veal
How about we stop bashing every generation as each has its share of those who are lazy as well as those who are inventive, intelligent and ignorant. In need of some sort of accommodation and
accommodating. Here to stay and some we wish would go away. I don't know of any agency that doesn't have a diverse group of individuals be it by race, culture, sex and generation that collectively
need to adapt to one another and must do so until that magical day when Boomers such as myself leave the workforce all together and you have your Gen Z's BUT watch out - Boomers are living
longer!!!!! some of whom aren't leaving the workforce at 65..........
-----------------------------Melanie Veal
Human Resources Director
Hamilton OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:49
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
EVERY generation is the workforce.
I also call BS on this (see highlights):
Millennials are here to stay, they ARE the workforce and they have a very different view of the Employer-Employee relationship than that of prior generations...
So, either stay frozen in time, or get on the train and embrace the fact that, as Bob Dylan told us long ago... " The times they are a changing"
Personal opinion... we live in an exciting and interesting time for HR...
Albert Correa, 04-26-2018 14:39
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:59 AM
Anonymous

_
I'm a millennial without children, a relationship, or a lawn...fail on my part I guess :)
Every generation has changed the workplace. I encourage those who need a reminder to please tune your TV (oops, I mean turn on your streaming device and stream) Mad Men.
Long before I was the ripe old age of 31 and had my first full-time job, my favorite co-workers were always 10-20 years older than me. I've worked with 23 year olds who needed compliments like a
slot machine needs coins to get any work done and I've worked with a 60 year old in the same job who really just wanted wanted some work-life balance and the ability to work from home every
once in awhile. Not everyone fits the mold of the stereotype of their generation, just like not everyone fits any other stereotype.
I'm a millennial who has wanted to work since they were very young, got a job at 17, and worked full-time in college not out of necessity but because I love work (and money). But I'm also female
and blonde and graduated from college with 3 separate majors and went on to complete a master's degree. If I truly fit the stereotypes of millennials and blondes, I would be a self-entitled brat who
wants to do minimum work for the maximum salary, while playing on my smartphone and tablet all day eating avocado toast who didn't graduate from high school because she was too stupid.
I do eat avocado toast so I guess I do play somewhat into the stereotype. Don't @ me :)â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:17
From: Sammantha Piercy
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
I came across my favorite millennial rebuttal on a different post here and I have to repeat it now
"millennials are adults
all of them
with careers and relationships and children
They have lawns, they don't have to get off yours"
I'm so ready for the millennial bashing to die...
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-----------------------------Sammantha Piercy
Des Moines

top
311.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 9:23 AM
Anonymous

_
Some can't leave the workforce at 65 since the government raised the retirement age (since someone spent all the money we've paid into SS from our checks for 50 years)!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:52
From: Melanie Veal
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
How about we stop bashing every generation as each has its share of those who are lazy as well as those who are inventive, intelligent and ignorant. In need of some sort of accommodation and
accommodating. Here to stay and some we wish would go away. I don't know of any agency that doesn't have a diverse group of individuals be it by race, culture, sex and generation that collectively
need to adapt to one another and must do so until that magical day when Boomers such as myself leave the workforce all together and you have your Gen Z's BUT watch out - Boomers are living
longer!!!!! some of whom aren't leaving the workforce at 65..........
-----------------------------Melanie Veal
Human Resources Director
Hamilton OH

top
312.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 9:30 AM
Shannon Weigler
And here I am a Gen Xer still being ignored.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top
313.

previous next
Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 9:40 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
I do believe that there is fundamental change when a new generation hits the workplace, otherwise the terminology wouldn't exist.
Stereotyping might not be correct, but there are certain trends that define each generation. It is human and normal for those outside of that classification to bash them because they simple don't
understand and maybe the fundamental values that each represent are different or perceived different.
I love change, it is hard, but keeps me on my toes. I have been in HR for the past 20 years and see the difference on trends from hiring and on-boarding people to accommodating and developing
them. Just like everything else it feels like it moves way too quick, and there is so much out there to learn. Sometimes it is overwhelming to see that things that we never thought possible 20 or 30
years ago, today are a reality and you better pick it up quickly. The generation born amidst this speedy times is also looking for fast responses and adaption.
Just embrace what the new day brings, vent a little, whine a little but get to know what really is bothering you and it might just be that you don't understand it completely.
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HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 09:30
From: Shannon Weigler
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
And here I am a Gen Xer still being ignored.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
_
I just got this article e-mailed from SHRM!
I am SICK of these articles. Do we need to provide a reasonable accomodation now? Puh-leeze!

top

previous next

314.

Re: Accommodating Millennials
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 9:45 AM
Ivette Dupuis
I think you meant, 'wine a little.'
Just embrace what the new day brings, vent a little, whine a little but get to know what really is bothering you and it might just be that you don't understand it completely.
Susana Guzman-Agle, 04-27-2018 09:39

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
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Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 09:39
From: Susana Guzman-Agle
Subject: Accommodating Millennials
I do believe that there is fundamental change when a new generation hits the workplace, otherwise the terminology wouldn't exist.
Stereotyping might not be correct, but there are certain trends that define each generation. It is human and normal for those outside of that classification to bash them because they simple don't
understand and maybe the fundamental values that each represent are different or perceived different.
I love change, it is hard, but keeps me on my toes. I have been in HR for the past 20 years and see the difference on trends from hiring and on-boarding people to accommodating and developing
them. Just like everything else it feels like it moves way too quick, and there is so much out there to learn. Sometimes it is overwhelming to see that things that we never thought possible 20 or 30
years ago, today are a reality and you better pick it up quickly. The generation born amidst this speedy times is also looking for fast responses and adaption.
Just embrace what the new day brings, vent a little, whine a little but get to know what really is bothering you and it might just be that you don't understand it completely.
-----------------------------HR Yardley

top
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previous next
Re: Sending flowers for mother in law
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:00 PM
Anonymous

_
We send a plant or do a memorial for any relative that falls under our bereavement policy. (Immediate family, including step)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Sending flowers for mother in law
_
We wouldn't consider this part of the HR budget. If the VP wants to send someone flowers, it should come out of his budget.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sending flowers for mother in law
_
I'm a dept of one, newish to this company.
A tenured manager's mother in law died. The manager's boss, a VP here, told me about the death and said "he's worked here a long time so we should probably send flowers." I asked if that was the
deciding factor we use for sending flowers and he said "oh I have no idea." Well I dont, either, but I know it comes out of my budget which is already in the negative.
I cant find anything that would tell me whats been done in the past or where to draw the line on something like this, except the bereavement policy. How would you handle it?

top
316.

previous next
Re: Sending flowers for mother in law
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:06 PM
Anonymous

_
Send the flowers..
We automatically send flowers to immediate family and we consider inlaws as immediate family. We may make exceptions based on an exec's request. We have sent flowers to an employee for the
deathof her long-time service dog. Cost comes out a general budget.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sending flowers for mother in law
_
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I'm a dept of one, newish to this company.
A tenured manager's mother in law died. The manager's boss, a VP here, told me about the death and said "he's worked here a long time so we should probably send flowers." I asked if that was the
deciding factor we use for sending flowers and he said "oh I have no idea." Well I dont, either, but I know it comes out of my budget which is already in the negative.
I cant find anything that would tell me whats been done in the past or where to draw the line on something like this, except the bereavement policy. How would you handle it?

top
317.

previous next
Re: Sending flowers for mother in law
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 8:40 AM
Stephanie Hines
Send the flowers! If the budget is already in the negative, is the $50 for flowers really going to make that big of a difference?
-----------------------------Stephanie Hines
Office Manager and Human Resources Coordinator
AIUM
Laurel MD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sending flowers for mother in law
_
I'm a dept of one, newish to this company.
A tenured manager's mother in law died. The manager's boss, a VP here, told me about the death and said "he's worked here a long time so we should probably send flowers." I asked if that was the
deciding factor we use for sending flowers and he said "oh I have no idea." Well I dont, either, but I know it comes out of my budget which is already in the negative.
I cant find anything that would tell me whats been done in the past or where to draw the line on something like this, except the bereavement policy. How would you handle it?
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top

previous next

318.

Re: Sending flowers for mother in law
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:35 AM
Anonymous

_

I cant find anything that would tell me whats been done in the past or where to draw the line on something like this, except the bereavement policy. How would you handle it?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 11:33

I'd send the flowers. You don't need a policy or practice or guidelines on this.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sending flowers for mother in law
_
I'm a dept of one, newish to this company.
A tenured manager's mother in law died. The manager's boss, a VP here, told me about the death and said "he's worked here a long time so we should probably send flowers." I asked if that was the
deciding factor we use for sending flowers and he said "oh I have no idea." Well I dont, either, but I know it comes out of my budget which is already in the negative.
I cant find anything that would tell me whats been done in the past or where to draw the line on something like this, except the bereavement policy. How would you handle it?
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previous next

319.

Re: Sending flowers for mother in law
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:41 AM
Jamie Wideman
Personally, I'd send the flowers... if I could. Unfortunately, I cannot, as the situation described doesn't fall within our Finance Department's guidelines...

Marriage - $50 gift card and greeting card signed by staff
Birth of Child - $50 gift card and greeting card signed by staff
Death (parent, spouse or children) – Flowers (limit $50)
Extended Hospitalization / Major Surgery (Employee only) – Flowers (limit $50)
Resignation (on good terms) – Cake and card signed by staff

-----------------------------Jamie Wideman
Human Resources Manager
Peter-Lacke USA
Troy MI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sending flowers for mother in law
_
I'm a dept of one, newish to this company.
A tenured manager's mother in law died. The manager's boss, a VP here, told me about the death and said "he's worked here a long time so we should probably send flowers." I asked if that was the
deciding factor we use for sending flowers and he said "oh I have no idea." Well I dont, either, but I know it comes out of my budget which is already in the negative.
I cant find anything that would tell me whats been done in the past or where to draw the line on something like this, except the bereavement policy. How would you handle it?
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previous next
Re: In need of ADA / Reasonable Accommodation Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:02 PM
Anonymous

_
We have a statement in the Guiding Principles section of our portal. It reads,
We are committed to providing equal employment opportunities to otherwise qualified individuals who can perform the essential functions of their jobs with or without reasonable accommodations.
It is your responsibility to notify your supervisor or a member of the Human Resource Department of your need for a reasonable accommodation (use of the Request for Accommodation Form is
preferred). We will then engage in an interactive process with your health care provider to make a determination on your request.
We never get or require the form because we hear about needs during leave administration, through managers, or by looking at time cards. We also don't have a formal policy - this is it.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:16
From: Shelley Hawkins
Subject: In need of ADA / Reasonable Accommodation Policy
I am currently re-writing our Reasonable Accommodation policy and am having some trouble with some of the wording and how detailed I want to get in the procedure portion of the policy. I did
look on SHRM and found just a few, but nothing that helped me much.
Does someone have a policy I could look at that they like?
Many many thanks!
-----------------------------Shelley Hawkins
------------------------------
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previous next

321.

Re: In need of ADA / Reasonable Accommodation Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:26 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
DISABILITY ACCOMMODATIONS
The COMPANY is committed to complying with all applicable provisions of the Americans with Disability Act, as amended ("ADA") and applicable state and local disability laws. It is the
COMPANY's policy not to discriminate against any qualified employee or applicant with regard to any terms or conditions of employment because of such individual's disability or perceived
disability so long as the employee can perform the essential functions of the job, with or without an accommodation. Consistent with this policy of nondiscrimination, the COMPANY will endeavor
to provide reasonable accommodations to a qualified individual with a known disability, provided that such accommodation does not constitute an undue hardship on the COMPANY.
Employees with a disability who believe they need a reasonable accommodation to perform the essential functions of their job should contact the Human Resource Department. The COMPANY
encourages individuals with disabilities to come forward and request reasonable accommodations.
Procedure for Requesting an Accommodation
Upon receipt of a request for accommodation and a statement from their doctor detailing limitations to major life activities, a member of the Human Resource Department and your supervisor
typically will meet with you to discuss and identify limitations and potential accommodations that the COMPANY might make in order to overcome those limitations.
The COMPANY will determine the feasibility of the requested accommodation, taking into consideration various factors, including, but not limited to, the nature and cost of the accommodation. The
COMPANY will also review the impact on COMPANY's operations, including its impact on other employees. The COMPANY will inform the employee of its decision regarding the
accommodation request or how to make the accommodation.
An employee who has questions regarding this policy should notify the Human Resource Department. All such inquiries or complaints will be treated as confidential to the extent possible.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:16
From: Shelley Hawkins
Subject: In need of ADA / Reasonable Accommodation Policy
I am currently re-writing our Reasonable Accommodation policy and am having some trouble with some of the wording and how detailed I want to get in the procedure portion of the policy. I did
look on SHRM and found just a few, but nothing that helped me much.
Does someone have a policy I could look at that they like?
Many many thanks!
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-----------------------------Shelley Hawkins
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Affirmative Action- Qualified Applicant
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:35 PM
Arshia Syed
Agree with #4. We identify a candidate as qualified when they fulfill the basic requirements of the job like years of experience, education etc. Once a candidate is considered qualified then further
screening takes place and we have a wide set of disposition codes that we use to process the candidates. â€‹â€‹
-----------------------------Arshia Syed
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Affirmative Action- Qualified Applicant
_
If an outside candidate applies for an open posting, do we count them as an applicant for the AAP even if they are determined to be not qualified. There are a few different rulings out there and just
wondering what thoughts are. I am in a new role and in the past this was all run from our HRIS system. Here, they do it manually . Thanks for any assistance.
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 12:27 PM
Anonymous
_
OP, here's why you need to choose your words very carefully.
If she files an EEOC charge, you will have to defend the reason you gave, and prove it's veracity.
When an employer is caught making misrepresentations or changes their story, it is assumed that the employer must be guilty. Otherwise, there'd be no need.
Take a position. Word it correctly. Make sure you can prove it. Then stick with it.
Anything less will only make things worse.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:28 PM
Anonymous

_
How did Employee B find out the other person's salary?
Just curious.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next

325.

Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Exactly. I'm dismayed anyone in HR would encourage her to tell a lie or to try to cover up what may very well be discriminatory behavior.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
OP, here's why you need to choose your words very carefully.
If she files an EEOC charge, you will have to defend the reason you gave, and prove it's veracity.
When an employer is caught making misrepresentations or changes their story, it is assumed that the employer must be guilty. Otherwise, there'd be no need.
Take a position. Word it correctly. Make sure you can prove it. Then stick with it.
Anything less will only make things worse.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
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We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:52 PM
Anonymous

_
OP Here,
I forgot to mention that we never physically saw the Employee B. She was only interview via phone for an offsite location. We did have her EEO Form though.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
OP, here's why you need to choose your words very carefully.
If she files an EEOC charge, you will have to defend the reason you gave, and prove it's veracity.
When an employer is caught making misrepresentations or changes their story, it is assumed that the employer must be guilty. Otherwise, there'd be no need.
Take a position. Word it correctly. Make sure you can prove it. Then stick with it.
Anything less will only make things worse.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:01 PM
Steven Meilleur
I don't have a license to practice law, but I think I'd love to be Employee B's attorney. If you don't have a rational, defensible compensation & classification plan in place (which it sounds like you
don't), my instinct is that you're going to be swimming upstream trying to get past the grizzlies on the shore and rocks. You should probably talk to your legal counsel, IMO, so the entirety of the
facts of the case can be reviewed.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:07 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
As you have stated, your reasons were not discriminatory, not good reasons neither, but not discriminatory, so I would not be afraid on an EEOC charge.
Your reasons was to take advantage of a lower salary if accepted, which is not discriminatory since probably your company would have done it to whoever applied for it.
I would just let her know she accepted a salary for a position that she deemed fair or acceptable at the time of the offer, and - I am assuming - within a market range. In no way, shape or form other
factors other than her required salary and your own company range were considered for the offer.
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HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:21 PM
Anonymous

_
I assume most companies would jump at the chance to save on cost if they saw the applicant's requirements were under what the amount they had paid before. Also, if you think about it she accepted
that pay and would have been fine until she found out how much the person before her made.
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I would go back and clarify with her and say that you guys went by her salary expectations.
Then I would also run a compensation analysis and see if you are in fact underpaying her and start looking at your pay structures in general.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:50 PM
Anonymous

_
OP, she may be bluffing or misinformed about what the prior incumbent was making.
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One of my favorite HR stories was the time a manager stormed into my office, demanding to know why we were paying Joe Smith XX yet we were only paying him YY. I raised an eyebrow and
said, "Why are you under the impression that we're paying Joe Smith XX?" His reply? "Because we're on the same dating website and it's right there on his profile!" (Let the record show that Joe
Smith grossly exaggerated his earnings in order to pick up chicks.) That said - we were in fact paying Joe more. The conversation might have been trickier if no dollar figure was quoted, or if he'd
been unwilling to answer my question on where he got his information.
I know it's popular to say that basing an offer on someone's previous salary is discriminatory or wrong, but if we're being honest, previous salary is exactly how most employees decide what they
want. I wish I had a dollar for every time I've heard, "Well, I'm making $$,$$$ now, so I need to make at least $$,$$$ to come to work for you." Guess those people are discriminating against
themselves.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:54 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
It isn't necessarily all about being afraid of an EEOC charge, which would be time-consuming and potentially costly to defend even if right. When you have no clear method of determining salary
for a position it gets more difficult.
What it is more about is this employee. You are going to have a disgruntled employee who may/or may not leave, file a complaint.
The company has an opportunity to correct this and pay for the position and this employee, who apparently has the experience and skills to justify a higher salary.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:07
From: Susana Guzman-Agle
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
As you have stated, your reasons were not discriminatory, not good reasons neither, but not discriminatory, so I would not be afraid on an EEOC charge.
Your reasons was to take advantage of a lower salary if accepted, which is not discriminatory since probably your company would have done it to whoever applied for it.
I would just let her know she accepted a salary for a position that she deemed fair or acceptable at the time of the offer, and - I am assuming - within a market range. In no way, shape or form other
factors other than her required salary and your own company range were considered for the offer.
-----------------------------HR Yardley
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:08 PM
Anonymous

_
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I agree with the group. Honesty is the best approach. But it doesn't hurt to choose your words carefully and throw in a few buzz words. Tell her that you believe your offer was "fair" and that offer
was based on "legitimate non-discriminatory business reasons", specifically [insert reasons here-- your knowledge/skills/abilities, your stated salary expectations, the job duties, etc.] Focus on the
non-discriminatory reasons that you did come up with the offer based as opposed to her allegations. Once you starting talking about discrimination (as opposed to non-discrimination), you're going to
find yourself on the defensive. Focus that conversation on the reasons you were fair and not about her gender or disability.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:27 PM
Anonymous

_
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Here is what I would say: and I would pay her more than the last employee. I recently ran into this same exact issue and this is what I did and she was happy with this.
We recently discussed conducting a review of your compensation. A number of factors can influence compensation level, including education, training and experience as it relates to the position,
responsibility, the quality and quantity of work product, market reference points, and general company policies.
Based on this review, I am pleased to inform you of a base salary adjustment (increase) of $ xxxx.xx annually, effective as of her hire date. This increase has two components, i.e., includes both an
annual, performance-based increase, and a general increase.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 5:36 PM
Anonymous
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_

I assume most companies would jump at the chance to save on cost if they saw the applicant's requirements were under what the amount they had paid before.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 13:21

That was my predecessor's approach - if the candidate asked for less, pay him/her less. That is one of the things I changed when I started here. We developed ranges for every position, based on
market data. Employees who were paid below the starting wage were given market adjustments to bring them into the range. Going forward, candidates were hired at the starting wage for their
position, regardless of what they asked for. In some cases, we offered more. I some cases, we offered less. It was based on the starting rate of pay for the position. Trying to save money by paying a
person less than the position pays because they didn't ask for more doesn't help the company save on cost in the long run. It can often result in situations like the OP is facing. It's a bad practice, in my
opinion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I assume most companies would jump at the chance to save on cost if they saw the applicant's requirements were under what the amount they had paid before. Also, if you think about it she accepted
that pay and would have been fine until she found out how much the person before her made.
I would go back and clarify with her and say that you guys went by her salary expectations.
Then I would also run a compensation analysis and see if you are in fact underpaying her and start looking at your pay structures in general.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
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Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 5:42 PM
David McLean
If employee A's rate was appropriate based on his knowledge, skills, abilities, background, etc. then why would employee B be offered less? I'm not a big fan of "low balling" candidates just because
they make less. If the job is valued at $45K, then employee B should probably have been offered $45K. If she goes to the EEO, how will you defend a person with more experience and quals
making less than the person with lesser experience and quals?
-----------------------------David McLean
Vice President of Human Resources
Summer Classics
Pelham AL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
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We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?

top
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 6:20 PM
Anonymous

_
It's irrelevant how the disabled, gender and race protected by Title VII employee found out about the salary. (Yes, that was a deliberate dig because that the standard you will have to overcome.)
BTW is her age over or under 40? As my boss would say, I just wanted to hammer another nail in the coffin.
I would not call it a budgetary issue. Besides the fact that it is a blatant mistruth, the white male who had the position prior to the disabled, gender and race protected by Title VII employee was
earning $45k. Therefore if you could afford to pay him, you should be able to pay the new hire no less without additional burden. The suit that you might encounter from the disabled, gender and race
protected by Title VII employee will no doubt cost more than the $9k.
Are there salary bands for this position? Did the employee specifically request $36k or was that offered? Consider at least raising her salary to $40k with a review in six months.
As far as what you would tell the employee to deny them the additional compensation, is there anything else you can put in its place like another week of vacation or something?
"The salary we offered you was the best we could do currently."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
_
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I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next
Re: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 6:55 PM
Denise Cannop
I'm not saying anything that hasn't already been said. I agree with what most have said - basing on prior salary isn't a good justification. Your company should be willing to open up talks to renegotiate her salary. It'll be much cheaper that way than if she files a discrimination charge. The burden to prove discrimination didn't occur is hard to justify based on what you've shared. Good
luck.
-----------------------------Denise Cannop SHRM-CP
Katy
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Need help ASAP Please - Discrimination (possible)
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_
I'm going to be as brief as I can as I'm short for time!
Employee A - White male with salary of $45k resigns.
Employee B - Black disabled female - hired to replace Employee A at $36k. More education and experience than Employee A
Employee B finds out that Employee A, made $45K and now says that it is because she is a disabled black female.
We based her salary on what she made at her last job (don't get me started). She is in North Carolina so we are not banned from asking about salary.
I think we should tell her the following:
Employee B, although we can't discuss former employee's salaries, we can assure you that the salary we offered you is not based on your disability, gender, or race. We based your salary upon our
budget.
Is this good?
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previous next
Re: Out of FMLA/ADA in play/Performance Improvement Plan
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 8:22 PM
Michael Shoemaker
Which State are you in? In Caifonia there are state guidelines that must be followed as well as the federal ADA. My understanding is that once FMLA is completed and ADA guidelines for
reasonable accommodations have been met then the employer has fulfilled their responsibilities. It sounds to me that the employee has reached an impass and her actions are affecting the other
employees and her ability to fulfill her responsibilities. If she agreed to the PIP and has not met the requirements its time to let her go.
-----------------------------Michael Shoemaker
Carlsbad
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:47
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Out of FMLA/ADA in play/Performance Improvement Plan
_
I am a new HR manager in State government and need a little guidance on navigating the ADA process. I have an employee who works in a division staffed with only 3 FTEs. This employee was
diagnosed with mental depression and began FMLA in October. She was out the entire 12 weeks of FMLA and was due to return January 2nd. She gave us another doctor's note stating she needed
one more month of leave. At this point, ADA came in play and we reasonably accommodated her for the 1 month of leave. We received a return to work notice stating she could return to full duty on
January 29, 2018. Upon her return, she asked to work Monday - Thursday 10 hrs a day so she could have Fridays off for any medical appointments, to which we approved. From January 29-April
17, 2018, she only worked 50% of the time. The other 50% was leave without pay with random excuses, such as not feeling well and overslept. She was placed on a performance improvement plan
(PIP) for her attendance on April 17th with a 30 day target date. During the PIP meeting, she notified us that she is still under care for anxiety (due to traffic) and that she started new medication that
makes her drowsy. I asked her if there were any accommodations she needed to help her improve her attendance and she kept replying "I don't know". At the end, she stated that "working from home
would help." We denied this accommodation on Tuesday, 4/24/18 as the nature of her job requires frequent interactions with staff and external stakeholders and due to the fact the division was only
staffed with 3 FTEs. I told her if there is anything else we can do to accommodate her to let us know and we would review it. She has not responded to the email. This employee continues to call in
even though she has been placed on a PIP. Excuses now are car issues, sick headaches, dizzy, sinus infections. My question is, "When is enough, enough? We have accommodated her by allowing
her to work a compressed schedule and she has not requested any other accommodation other than working from home. I know the area is gray when employees are sick, but has anyone legally
terminated employment when an employee continually calls in sick, they have exhausted all FMLA entitlement and accommodations create an undue hardship?
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previous next
Re: Out of FMLA/ADA in play/Performance Improvement Plan
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:29 AM
Anonymous

_
These cases are no fun at all. My sympathies. And yes, I have dealt with a similar case of ADA, FMLA, non-covered attendance and performance issues and various EEOC complaints thrown in.
You probably have enough documentation to terminate based on what you've posted. There's a limit to how much absenteeism is a reasonable accommodation and it appears a good chunk of her
absences are not disability related.
That being said, I'd probably move to separate with a severance package and release of claims.
I know.. I know... hear me out.
With her track record, she might very well file a legal claim of discrimination or failure to accommodate under ADA. I'm not saying she would have a case. You could probably prevail if your
documentation is solid. But that will cost you time, money and energy that is better spent elsewhere. For the cost of some severance, you get a signed release of claims and you're done. No muss.
No fuss.
If you decide to terminate for attendance without severance and a release, I would recommend having your attorney double check to make sure your documentation is solid.
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BTW - my similar case referenced above, we termed without severance. He no called, no showed and we termed. He also filed a 4th EEOC charge. We responded and he was issued a right to sue
letter. Which he exercised. He filed a federal lawsuit (representing himself) and we prevailed. But it cost us $20,000 in attorney's fees. If I had it to do over, I'd have paid him to go away within his
first six months of hire. Instead I dealt with him for 4 years. Two years as an employee and for 2 years after we termed him.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Out of FMLA/ADA in play/Performance Improvement Plan
_
I am a new HR manager in State government and need a little guidance on navigating the ADA process. I have an employee who works in a division staffed with only 3 FTEs. This employee was
diagnosed with mental depression and began FMLA in October. She was out the entire 12 weeks of FMLA and was due to return January 2nd. She gave us another doctor's note stating she needed
one more month of leave. At this point, ADA came in play and we reasonably accommodated her for the 1 month of leave. We received a return to work notice stating she could return to full duty on
January 29, 2018. Upon her return, she asked to work Monday - Thursday 10 hrs a day so she could have Fridays off for any medical appointments, to which we approved. From January 29-April
17, 2018, she only worked 50% of the time. The other 50% was leave without pay with random excuses, such as not feeling well and overslept. She was placed on a performance improvement plan
(PIP) for her attendance on April 17th with a 30 day target date. During the PIP meeting, she notified us that she is still under care for anxiety (due to traffic) and that she started new medication that
makes her drowsy. I asked her if there were any accommodations she needed to help her improve her attendance and she kept replying "I don't know". At the end, she stated that "working from home
would help." We denied this accommodation on Tuesday, 4/24/18 as the nature of her job requires frequent interactions with staff and external stakeholders and due to the fact the division was only
staffed with 3 FTEs. I told her if there is anything else we can do to accommodate her to let us know and we would review it. She has not responded to the email. This employee continues to call in
even though she has been placed on a PIP. Excuses now are car issues, sick headaches, dizzy, sinus infections. My question is, "When is enough, enough? We have accommodated her by allowing
her to work a compressed schedule and she has not requested any other accommodation other than working from home. I know the area is gray when employees are sick, but has anyone legally
terminated employment when an employee continually calls in sick, they have exhausted all FMLA entitlement and accommodations create an undue hardship?
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previous next
Re: Employee Performance Appraisals
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 8:25 PM
Michael Shoemaker
We use the 360 Performance model and love it. The important thing to remember about the 360 is follow up. Also, Don't use the employees closest friends in the workplace. Find a non-biased person.
-----------------------------Michael Shoemaker
Carlsbad
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:32
From: Tracy Pabst
Subject: Employee Performance Appraisals
Every July we roll out our annual EPAs and they are "stale"... "not effective," etc. I like the idea of having employees also having the opportunity to be able to review their managers (360 I think it's
called)? Managers complete our EPAs with little effort because they don't find them effective either.
What is everyone using? What are some of the best, most effective, not difficult appraisals out there?
Please advise all. Thank you.
Tracy Pabst
-----------------------------Tracy Pabst
HR Manager
Sam Dong Ohio, Inc.
Delaware, Ohio
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Employee Performance Appraisals
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 8:44 AM
Mary Dillman
What are managers and employees telling you that make the current appraisal form and/or review meeting "stale" and "ineffective"? What specifically are the root causes for managers completing
them with little effort? I think it's important to identify their requirements and the root causes with the current process as you consider solutions/improvements.
I suggest taking a broader perspective of evaluating the year-round performance management process as opposed to just focusing on the performance appraisal form and meeting. i.e., How are
managers setting performance goals with their employees? Do employees clearly understand the criteria/metrics on which their performance will be rated? Are managers regularly providing
informal performance feedback and coaching throughout the year? Are the managers and employees discussing and implementing plans for professional development during the year? Are managers
trained and highly competent in conducting performance and development dialogues with their employees? In my experience, all these components are essential for supporting an effective, engaging
performance appraisal meeting at the end of your performance review cycle.
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For the actual appraisal form and meeting, these are things that in my experience make it effective:
performance is rated/evaluated not only on what was achieved, but also how it was achieved (key competencies encompassing personal effectiveness, collaboration with others, and company
core values)
there are no "surprises" to the employee in the feedback being provided
manager clearly connects the individual's performance results to contribution and value to team, department and company goals and success
forward-looking objectives and dialogue on upcoming projects/initiatives and areas for professional development - to either strengthen performance in the current role and/or develop
skills/knowledge for a future role

I suggest doing research on the purpose and process used for 360-degree assessments and tools. In my experience, these tools are used for developmental purposes only and are implemented
separately from the annual performance evaluation process. That said, the year-round performance management process and performance appraisal meeting should encourage and facilitate 2-way
conversations where the employee can communicate what/how support from the manager has been important or is needed.
Good luck in your efforts!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:32
From: Tracy Pabst
Subject: Employee Performance Appraisals
Every July we roll out our annual EPAs and they are "stale"... "not effective," etc. I like the idea of having employees also having the opportunity to be able to review their managers (360 I think it's
called)? Managers complete our EPAs with little effort because they don't find them effective either.
What is everyone using? What are some of the best, most effective, not difficult appraisals out there?
Please advise all. Thank you.
Tracy Pabst
-----------------------------Tracy Pabst
HR Manager
Sam Dong Ohio, Inc.
Delaware, Ohio
------------------------------
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Re: Employee Performance Appraisals
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 9:09 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
Tracy
I have never used 360 as performance appraisals. We have used them but mostly for coaching or development of specific positions or by the request of the employee.
IMO mediocre supervisors always find the performance appraisals to be non-value added but it is mainly because they can't stand giving feedback. Anything that they can do to avoid it, is good.
Performance Appraisals is a forced way to have one-one-one conversations, and when they have never talked to their employees before, is a dreadful process.
I have also seen processes that have no follow up and is just a mere exercise of filling a form to be buried into an employees record. (AKA waste of time)
You need to find out what is making your supervisors have the negative feelings about this. Maybe the form addresses competencies and skills that have nothing to do with what they do?, maybe the
process is not being followed up? maybe the process is not tied to anything else in the company (increases, training, development, etc.)? Without speaking with your crew it is impossible to
diagnose.
Have a sit down with them and ask " what would you like to see different in the process?", I would also be curious of "what are your expectations of the process and are they being met?" Working
one-one-one with them will help you figure it out.

-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:32
From: Tracy Pabst
Subject: Employee Performance Appraisals
Every July we roll out our annual EPAs and they are "stale"... "not effective," etc. I like the idea of having employees also having the opportunity to be able to review their managers (360 I think it's
called)? Managers complete our EPAs with little effort because they don't find them effective either.
What is everyone using? What are some of the best, most effective, not difficult appraisals out there?
Please advise all. Thank you.
Tracy Pabst
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-----------------------------Tracy Pabst
HR Manager
Sam Dong Ohio, Inc.
Delaware, Ohio
------------------------------

top

previous next

343.

Re: Two Health Insurances
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:08 PM
Mark Mixer
HRA for SMALL EMPLOYERS were made an exception recently.... so you might want to further investigate if this is an option. In other words, they ARE allowed for small employers that qualify.
Here is a link to some information that might get you started... although you might find it doesn't meet your needs.
As far as you being double covered, the Coordination of Benefits response below is spot-on.
Health reimbursement arrangements for small employers
preview

remove

The Tax Adviser

Health reimbursement arrangements for
small employers
The IRS recently issued Notice
2017-67 to provide guidance on
"qualified small employer health
reimbursement arrangements"
(qualified small employer HRAs) under
Sec. 9831(d). Qualified small employer
HRAs enable an eligible employer to
reimburse employees for medical
expenses, such as health insurance
premiums, as defined under Sec.
213(d).
View this on The Tax Adviser >
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-----------------------------Mark Mixer
CEO
Health One Alliance & Alliant Health Plans
Dalton, Georgia
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Two Health Insurances
_
Hey everyone! I had a health insurance question. My current employer pays for 100% of our monthly premium (when we take their insurance) and gives us a 2,000 HRA as well. If you do not take
their health insurance then you get 500 in an HRA towards dental and vision only.
I took my husband's health insurance when we married because the deductible is lower. However, I never dropped the insurance through my work. My original plan was to compare them side by side
then drop one. However, I would lose the 2,000 HRA account.
This is something a handful of employees do here. I tried to explain to the owners that they should offer the 2,000 HRA account to everyone, not just those on our health insurance and they did not
want to.
It is not illegal to be on both of these however, I often feel really guilty because they are paying $429/month for insurances when people only have it for the 2,000. At the same time, this is a benefit
so why shouldn't I get it as well.

Anyways, my question. How does this work having two insurances? I know mine is the primary insurance, but I guess I just don't understand how billing works with two of them. Do they find the
better deal?
Thank you.
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Re: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 12:36 PM
Anonymous
_

What would you do? Write it up and put it in the file of employee (B)? What's the minimum that should be done (if anything). What's the most you would do?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 09:55

I would investigate further if warranted, and take appropriate action based on the results.
I would not start making decisions about corrective action without an investigation.
employee (A) stated that it's possible that a male employee (B) was taking photos with his phone under the table.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 09:55

Yeah... anything's possible...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
_
We got together at a restaurant for a company lunch. After we returned back to work, an employee (A) stated that it's possible that a male employee (B) was taking photos with his phone under the
table. It was mixed company of ages and genders.
So it's just one employees observation that may or may not be what it seemed.
What would you do? Write it up and put it in the file of employee (B)? What's the minimum that should be done (if anything). What's the most you would do?
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Re: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:54 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
I would send employee A to ask employee B about his/her suspicions and let them handle it like adults.
It was a lunch not company time. Can't stand employees who like to tattle tale on everything that they believe went wrong. If you do feel something was not correct then say it to the person who
actually did it. Don't come to mom and dad...
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
_

What would you do? Write it up and put it in the file of employee (B)? What's the minimum that should be done (if anything). What's the most you would do?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 09:55

I would investigate further if warranted, and take appropriate action based on the results.
I would not start making decisions about corrective action without an investigation.
employee (A) stated that it's possible that a male employee (B) was taking photos with his phone under the table.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 09:55

Yeah... anything's possible...
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
_
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We got together at a restaurant for a company lunch. After we returned back to work, an employee (A) stated that it's possible that a male employee (B) was taking photos with his phone under the
table. It was mixed company of ages and genders.
So it's just one employees observation that may or may not be what it seemed.
What would you do? Write it up and put it in the file of employee (B)? What's the minimum that should be done (if anything). What's the most you would do?
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Re: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Here's what's going to happen..
Employee A: I think Employee B was maybe taking photos under the table and this made me uncomfortable.
HR: What made you think he was taking photos under the table?
Employee A: He had his phone under the table and was looking at it.
HR: *asks Employee B about the incident*
Employee B: What? I was responding to a text message from my wife. I didn't want to be rude by putting it on the table..
Now what do you do?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
_
We got together at a restaurant for a company lunch. After we returned back to work, an employee (A) stated that it's possible that a male employee (B) was taking photos with his phone under the
table. It was mixed company of ages and genders.
So it's just one employees observation that may or may not be what it seemed.
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What would you do? Write it up and put it in the file of employee (B)? What's the minimum that should be done (if anything). What's the most you would do?

top
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previous next
Re: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 6:25 PM
Anonymous

_
The first thing that came to mind was the upskirting law. However, I know that does not play. How were the lunch participants dressed? Did anyone have anything short enough that could have
hiked up?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
_
We got together at a restaurant for a company lunch. After we returned back to work, an employee (A) stated that it's possible that a male employee (B) was taking photos with his phone under the
table. It was mixed company of ages and genders.
So it's just one employees observation that may or may not be what it seemed.
What would you do? Write it up and put it in the file of employee (B)? What's the minimum that should be done (if anything). What's the most you would do?
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Re: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 8:29 PM
Michael Shoemaker
My understanding is once an employee brings a sexual harassment complaint (which is what this fall under) HR is obligated to start an investigation.b Not doing so opens the company and (wth
recent changes) the HR manager to possible lawsuits. I read an article, sorry cant find it now, that states HR managers can now be held personally liable for not taking some form action on complaints
(credible or not)
-----------------------------Michael Shoemaker
Carlsbad
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
_
We got together at a restaurant for a company lunch. After we returned back to work, an employee (A) stated that it's possible that a male employee (B) was taking photos with his phone under the
table. It was mixed company of ages and genders.
So it's just one employees observation that may or may not be what it seemed.
What would you do? Write it up and put it in the file of employee (B)? What's the minimum that should be done (if anything). What's the most you would do?
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previous next
Re: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 8:34 PM
Michael Shoemaker
Without prove it ends there. You cant ask to see the phone without a court order so that ends it. But on a positive note - if employee B was doing something like that he will think twice before doing
it again. It will also send a message that people are watching.
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-----------------------------Michael Shoemaker
Carlsbad
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
_
Here's what's going to happen..
Employee A: I think Employee B was maybe taking photos under the table and this made me uncomfortable.
HR: What made you think he was taking photos under the table?
Employee A: He had his phone under the table and was looking at it.
HR: *asks Employee B about the incident*
Employee B: What? I was responding to a text message from my wife. I didn't want to be rude by putting it on the table..
Now what do you do?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
_
We got together at a restaurant for a company lunch. After we returned back to work, an employee (A) stated that it's possible that a male employee (B) was taking photos with his phone under the
table. It was mixed company of ages and genders.
So it's just one employees observation that may or may not be what it seemed.
What would you do? Write it up and put it in the file of employee (B)? What's the minimum that should be done (if anything). What's the most you would do?
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Re: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
Reply to Group
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Apr 27, 2018 7:46 AM
Anonymous
_
Michael,
Where you you see a complaint of sexual harassment in this post? I see that an employee said something may (or may not) have happened. Any of the responses given suggesting that the HR person
follow up to ask for more information is all that is needed to follow up on this (in fact, with what little the OP provided, I'd say that is more than what is needed to follow up on this).
Launching a full-blown sexual harassment investigation based on "I saw him with his phone under the table" is a bit of an overreaction.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 20:29
From: Michael Shoemaker
Subject: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
My understanding is once an employee brings a sexual harassment complaint (which is what this fall under) HR is obligated to start an investigation.b Not doing so opens the company and (wth
recent changes) the HR manager to possible lawsuits. I read an article, sorry cant find it now, that states HR managers can now be held personally liable for not taking some form action on complaints
(credible or not)
-----------------------------Michael Shoemaker
Carlsbad
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Re: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 7:57 AM
Ivette Dupuis

You should never write (put) something up in the file without a proper investigation.
It may not be true or warranted.
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Reply to Sender

Your problem is you're jumping to judgment and punishment.
P.S. The investigation can sometimes just be a conversation with the accused. But, either way, you should (must) get his side of the story.
What would you do? Write it up and put it in the file of employee (B)? What's the minimum that should be done (if anything). What's the most you would do?
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 09:55

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bordering creepy - what would you do?
_
We got together at a restaurant for a company lunch. After we returned back to work, an employee (A) stated that it's possible that a male employee (B) was taking photos with his phone under the
table. It was mixed company of ages and genders.
So it's just one employees observation that may or may not be what it seemed.
What would you do? Write it up and put it in the file of employee (B)? What's the minimum that should be done (if anything). What's the most you would do?
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previous next
Re: FMLA / ADA??
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:10 PM
Anonymous

_
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By working 6 am -2 pm instead of 7 am - 3 pm, I believe your employee is taking 1 hour of FML and replacing the wages by working from 6am - 7am. Think of it as you would a continuous
leave - the employee is losing time (FMLA). That time can be paid or not. If paid, the wages are replaced through the use of disability/comp benefits, PTO, or make-up time. Wage
replacement is separate from the FML portion and I would keep those two separate.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 10:24

I did some additional research into my own statement and want to clarify. According to this SHRM article, the employer should clarify in its policy whether make-up time is used to replace wages or
save FML hours. We use make-up time as wage replacement only. It appears I am STILL learning about FMLA.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA / ADA??
_
Yes, he wants to schedule around rush hour due to convenience AND also to provide care to his son. That care - under the regs - includes both physical and psychological care, times when the child
is unable to care for his or her own basic needs, or times when the child is unable to transport himself or herself to the doctor (probably every time, assuming the child doesn't have a license). It also
includes psychological comfort and reassurance which would be beneficial to a child who is receiving inpatient or home care. See 29 CFR 825.124. With intermittent leave the employee should
work with you to schedule the I-leave so as to cause the least amount of disruption. However, if he gets a medical cert of this need, you'd have to designate it.
By working 6 am -2 pm instead of 7 am - 3 pm, I believe your employee is taking 1 hour of FML and replacing the wages by working from 6am - 7am. Think of it as you would a continuous leave the employee is losing time (FMLA). That time can be paid or not. If paid, the wages are replaced through the use of disability/comp benefits, PTO, or make-up time. Wage replacement is separate
from the FML portion and I would keep those two separate.
As far as the ADA is concerned, you aren't obligated to go through the interactive process or make accommodations because of a family member's disability, unless your state ADA-type law requires
it. The ADA does prohibit employment discrimination because of your employee's association with a family member who has a disability.
What would I do? I would start the FML process (if you haven't already done so). Get medical certification of the need for your employee to leave earlier, and take it from there. If you get sufficient
medical certification, start designating now. (I would provisionally designate pending the cert. You can't designate retroactively and I would want to start running the clock down). Until you go
through the process, termination is premature and risky. I wouldn't force a return to the regular schedule at this point.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA / ADA??
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_
I have an employee who requested to adjust his schedule so he could work with his child who was just diagnosed with autism. We approved his request for 60 days. 60 days is now approaching. He
is working from 6 am - 2 pm instead of the normal schedule of 7 am - 3 pm. In our production environment it can, at times, be burdensome to flex hours for shop employees based on the demands of
our customers. My Plant Manager and Supervisor want him to return to his normal work hours.
When the employee originally requested this, I sat down with him and his Plant Manager to understand the need to only work until 2pm. His explanation is that he needs to work with his son on
therapy. If he can leave 1 hour earlier, he can miss the rush hour traffic and be home 30 minutes earlier to work with his child. My employee said that he works with his son, then needs to make
dinner, bath time is at 5pm and bedtime is 6pm. I also understand that they have therapists who are at his home every day working with his child and his wife in the afternoon.
I understand ADA covers the employee, not non-employees. The employee has FMLA for his son should he need to take time off for doctor appointments, etc. Should I have been designating that 1
hour as FMLA? I am not sure what is the best case for everyone. I want to help an employee who is dealing with a stressful situation.
What would you do?
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previous next
Re: 15 Minute Round on Timecard
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:08 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Agree with the other poster who points out that you have already spent more on HR hours debating this point. Almost typed "silly point" but I don't want to be disrespectful.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: 15 Minute Round on Timecard
_
â€‹
We recently put an employee on a suspension due to her attendance (I personally don't think that make sense but that is not the point of this post). Our time keeping system uses a 15 minute round
so when she clocked in and out for her meeting with her director she only was here for 12 minutes so she is not having any time added to her timecard. I know we have to pay her for coming in but
the timecard is not showing a full 15 minutes of work to pay her off of. What would you suggest doing in this situation? Would you adjust her time she clocked out in order to bring her to 15
minutes? We are located in WI.
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Re: considering BambooHR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 3:27 PM
Jeff Hagen
â€‹
Not sure if this will help but...
We are looking for an HR system and I did a demo of BambooHR. I highly recommend you go to their site, fill out the little form and take the free seven day demo. A rep will call you and you can
pose all of your questions, concerns, etc. The rep I spoke with did try to hard sell me, in fact, he suggested that I wait to do a company demo until I was closer to my decision date.
I activated a free seven day trial (which was extended to 10 by the rep I spoke with). I was able to delete all their test data and batch import all of my current employee data from my LMS.
BambooHR is a wonderfully intuitive piece of software that does everything from recruiting to onboarding to termination. I have a background in database management and design and I thought this
was a great piece of software.
If it were solely up to me, I would jump tomorrow but our parent company uses Dayforce for payroll and benefits and any HRM system that I implement has to interface seamlessly with Dayforce.
In summation: BambooHR was capable of document storage, electronic signatures, electronic onboarding (I-9, W-4, etc), applicant tracking with messaging to hiring manager et al, posting jobs to all
the popular boards, auto-generated offer letters, accrual policies, benefits management and much more. I am a domestic company so I can't speak about how it handles internationals but I believe it
does quite well. They say their implementation takes around four weeks, most of which is spent getting your legacy data together into a format that will import (csv files).
The rep I spoke with also forwarded SaaS pricing plus a one-time implementation fee for a company of my size. If you ask, I'm sure they will accommodate you.
Whichever way you go, good luck.
-----------------------------Jeff Hagen
Training & Development Administrator
Farm Credit Financial Partners, Inc.
Agawam MA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 19:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: considering BambooHR
_
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Hello,
I am a DOO and have 112 employees worldwide. In US, we have 85 employees and currently use Trinet and do not currently have a system to house international employees.
We are going through M&A and if the deal go through, we may acquire 70 employees in Europe.
I'm considering BambooHR just for HCM. What are your thoughts?
How complicated would the implementation be? how long will it take? How much of your time is devoted to the implementation?
any other considerations
Thanks in advance!

top
355.

previous next
Re: No Sick Time Available
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 3:17 PM
Lawri Williamson
I feel so encouraged when I see both posts and responses like these. It shows there are people who went into HR who really care about trying to help employees, and take their jobs to heart. Thank
you both!
-----------------------------The Last Gen Xer
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Sick Time Available
_
Setting a precedent would be the last consideration, as a precedent is simply a guideline for making future decisions. It doesn't obligate you to anything.
We would defer to the manager on the question of the use of negative PTO. Is this employee exempt or non-exempt?
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In what state?
Not your question, but how close to FMLA eligibility is this employee? If a brief non-FML leave doesn't create an "undue hardship", we would designate that period as non-FML. When the
employee reaches the first year, we would check for eligibility (the 1,250 hours) and handle under FMLA going forward. To start, go through the ADA interactive process (check out the Job
Accommodation Network).
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 19:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Sick Time Available
_
I have a new employee (<1 year) that I am just finding out has a chronic condition. The person has been recently hospitalized and will will out indefinitely. We have a 14 day elimination period.
Manager is concern that she will not be able to pay bills if we don't pay during the elimination period. The employee has used all time off already for this year. Any creative suggestions out there on
ways to help? What are the cons of donating sick time? I don't want to set an6 precedents , but I also want to be mindful of our employee's situations. Suggestions welcomed.

top
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previous next
Re: No Sick Time Available
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 5:57 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Hi,
What we would do would depend on the employee and future the employee may have at our company. Go negative on Sick Leave, split it with her she goes negative a week and a week no pay. Or
She goes negative a week and the company kicks in a week. Get creative. Good Luck, we recently had a long term employee out for 10 months. We covered his benefit premiums for the first 2
months and we paid his benefit premiums for the balance of the time and allowed him the next 10 months to pay back those 8 months of benefits.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 19:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Sick Time Available
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_
I have a new employee (<1 year) that I am just finding out has a chronic condition. The person has been recently hospitalized and will will out indefinitely. We have a 14 day elimination period.
Manager is concern that she will not be able to pay bills if we don't pay during the elimination period. The employee has used all time off already for this year. Any creative suggestions out there on
ways to help? What are the cons of donating sick time? I don't want to set an6 precedents , but I also want to be mindful of our employee's situations. Suggestions welcomed.

top
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previous next
Re: No Sick Time Available
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:45 AM
Anonymous

_
Hi,
Here is a recent situation I was thrown: I have a 23 year old employee who was diagnosed with leukemia who did not elect STD or LTD when they started with us. We have less than 50 employees
and therefore don't qualify under FMLA. This employee had also recently informed us that they were going to start applying to Law Schools (our President actually wrote him a letter of
recommendation).
What did we do?
I was tasked with setting up a leave donation program and policy. Our employees pooled together their accrued and rolled over PTO and donated him time until he could come back to work parttime from his initial treatments. He's currently working on a very part-time basis while he receives his current treatments. Our CEO has elected to pay his full salary as long as he is working in
some capacity, even if its only 4 hours a week but his salary comes out of our philanthropic arm of the company.
Honestly, we're able to do this because of how small we are and how much of a family type atmosphere we have. This is not realistic for every company especially if they were bigger. It also gave
us an opportunity to provide a new benefit to our employees should they have a catastrophic illness or injury.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 19:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Sick Time Available
_
I have a new employee (<1 year) that I am just finding out has a chronic condition. The person has been recently hospitalized and will will out indefinitely. We have a 14 day elimination period.
Manager is concern that she will not be able to pay bills if we don't pay during the elimination period. The employee has used all time off already for this year. Any creative suggestions out there on
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ways to help? What are the cons of donating sick time? I don't want to set an6 precedents , but I also want to be mindful of our employee's situations. Suggestions welcomed.

top
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previous next
Re: No Sick Time Available
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 9:20 AM
Anonymous

_
Would you be willing to share your policy on leave donation? Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Sick Time Available
_
Hi,
Here is a recent situation I was thrown: I have a 23 year old employee who was diagnosed with leukemia who did not elect STD or LTD when they started with us. We have less than 50 employees
and therefore don't qualify under FMLA. This employee had also recently informed us that they were going to start applying to Law Schools (our President actually wrote him a letter of
recommendation).
What did we do?
I was tasked with setting up a leave donation program and policy. Our employees pooled together their accrued and rolled over PTO and donated him time until he could come back to work parttime from his initial treatments. He's currently working on a very part-time basis while he receives his current treatments. Our CEO has elected to pay his full salary as long as he is working in
some capacity, even if its only 4 hours a week but his salary comes out of our philanthropic arm of the company.
Honestly, we're able to do this because of how small we are and how much of a family type atmosphere we have. This is not realistic for every company especially if they were bigger. It also gave
us an opportunity to provide a new benefit to our employees should they have a catastrophic illness or injury.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 19:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Sick Time Available
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_
I have a new employee (<1 year) that I am just finding out has a chronic condition. The person has been recently hospitalized and will will out indefinitely. We have a 14 day elimination period.
Manager is concern that she will not be able to pay bills if we don't pay during the elimination period. The employee has used all time off already for this year. Any creative suggestions out there on
ways to help? What are the cons of donating sick time? I don't want to set an6 precedents , but I also want to be mindful of our employee's situations. Suggestions welcomed.

top
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previous next
Re: Break room free time
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 6:37 PM
Anonymous

_
There is a huge difference between tarot cards and regular playing cards. Is this person a Wiccan? If I were to look at this logistically if someone was reading the bible and it offended an atheist or if
someone was reading the Koran it offended any other religion, in the breakroom, would I tell them to stop? No. If however, someone was doing tarot readings or preaching to others, it might be a bit
different. I agree with ditching the candle.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 18:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Break room free time
_
We had an employee claim another employee was bullying her. The issue was dealt with and clarified.
The employee that was called the bully later witnessed the first employee in the breakroom using a candle and reading tarot cards. She was offended, as in it offended her beliefs.
As HR what, if anything, can we do to address this situation. Can we ask someone to reframe from doing something like in the breakroom?

top
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Re: Social Media
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 4:23 PM
Jennifer Weber
â€‹
While social medial offers great opportunities for our employees to communicate and collaborate, both internally and externally, it also brings equally great responsibilities. Social media blurs the
lines between personal and professional as no other technology has before. By virtue of identifying yourself as an employee within a social network, you are now connected to your colleagues and
department leaders.

As an employee your online postings always have the potential to impact us, even those you make on a personal level. As such, please conduct your online engagement in accordance with our
Performance & Behavior Expectations policy.

The purpose of this policy is to:

Guarantee a constructive relationship between company and its employees.
Reduce the possibility of risk to our company or its reputation.
Discourage the use of working time for personal networking.
Ensure employees are aware of their actions while engaging in social networking, the number of individuals who can access information presented on social networking sites and the
consequences associated with these actions.
Prohibit vulgar, obscene, threatening or harassing activity.
Prohibit from disclosing confidential and/or proprietary information.
Prohibit from making maliciously false statements about the Company.

POLICY STATEMENT

We is committed to maintaining a good relationship with employees and with the community. Our company maintains its positive reputation and excellent image in the public eye, it directly benefits
the organization on a whole, in addition to putting you in an advantageous situation as an employee. The way the public views us is vital to promoting organization, gaining new customers, retaining
first-class employees, recruiting new employees and marketing our services. Employees should know they should not expect privacy when on company grounds or when using company property; the
company owns the technology and may monitor and regulate its use.

DEFINITIONS
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Social Networking: Any activity that involves interaction in online communities of people. This interaction includes, but is not limited to, browsing other users' profiles, browsing other users' photos,
reading messages sent through social networking forums and engaging in online communities' instant messaging services.

Social Networking Sites: Specific online communities of users, or any website that links individuals electronically and provides a forum where users can connect and share information. These
websites can be general or tailored to specific interests or certain types of users. Examples of popular social networking sites include, but are not limited to: Facebook, Twitter, Yammer, MySpace,
Google+, YouTube, Pinterest, Snapchat, Instagram, Classmates.com and LinkedIn. The list of domains that are considered social networking sites is ever-growing and changing because of the nature
of the Internet. This list is not comprehensive; rather, it is meant merely as an example of the types of conduct that we may not tolerate.

Social Networking Profile: A specific user's personalized Web page within a social networking site, usually containing personal information such as name, birthday, photos, interests, etc.

Micro-Blogging: The practice of publishing your recent whereabouts, thoughts or activities on a social networking site for other users to see. This is the main focus of social networking sites such as
Twitter, but it also features like "status updates" on Facebook.

PROCEDURE

Using a social networking site for our gain, usually as a task or assignment given by a department leader, is allowed during working hours. This can be done either through a specific company
account on a given social networking site or through a personal account for the purposes of recruiting or marketing for is.

It is important that employees use their time at work to conduct company business. Employees are not blocked from access to all social networking sites on company computers because, under some
circumstances, social networking is a powerful organization tool that can be channeled to gain positive publicity for us and to connect with clients. However, access to such Web sites does not mean
they can be used at any time. The following actions are prohibited during working hours:

Using social networking sites to conduct personal or non- company business.
Browsing social networking sites for non-company business on company time.
Reading email alerts regarding personal social networking account activity or using company email to correspond with personal social networking contacts.
Updating information, uploading photos or otherwise engaging with one's personal social networking profile for non-company purposes.
Micro-blogging for a non-organization purpose on a social networking site throughout the day, whether it is on a company provided computer or a personal smart phone device.

Having your own, individual social networking and using it on your own time is certainly permissible; however, keep in mind that some actions on your personal site are visible for the entire social
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networking community and are no longer private matters. While we will not be continuously monitoring employees' personal conduct on social networking sites, it might be a good guideline to
assume that anything posted on your personal social networking profile could potentially be seen by anyone at our company. While this section of the policy is a sensitive one, we put it in place to
protect not only us, but also to protect you and your job. It is for you own security and defense that you follow these guidelines:

Our Network Administrator has blocked most employee access to social networking sites through company computers to limit access during working hours;
Employees should have No expectation of privacy when using company equipment; the company owns the technology and may monitor and regulate its use;
Employees must abide by non-disclosure and confidentiality agreements / policies;
Only individuals officially designated may speak on behalf of the Company;
Do not use micro-blogging features to talk about the company on your personal account, even on your own time. Do not post anything you would not want your department leader to see or that
would put your job in jeopardy;
Do not use the company name, address or other information in your personal profile. This is for your physical safety, as well as the safety of everyone else here and the protection of our
company name;
Do not post any pictures or comments involving the company or its employees that could be construed as inappropriate.
Do not display and/or have pornographic material on Company grounds and/or Company computers either in literature or on Internet.

Note: Nothing in this policy is meant to, nor should it be interpreted to, in any way limit your rights under any applicable federal, state, or local laws, including your rights under the National
Labor Relations Act to engage in protected concerted activities with other employees to improve terms and conditions of employment, such as wages and benefits.
If your personal profile is visible to other employees, department leaders, department leaders or peers, you should practice caution. You have control over yourself but not over other
employees, and just one inappropriate picture or comment taken out of context could fall into the wrong hands and create stress within the workplace.

-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 18:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Social Media
_
I would love to see others Social Media Policies to get a sense of what you all are allowing as appropriate Social Media posts by employees. I have a feeling ours is a little too vague which is giving
staff a lot of "Wiggle" room to tread close to the line. Any information would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
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top
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previous next
Re: Social Media
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:32 PM |
Sonya Lynn

Reply to Sender

view attached

â€‹
See attached - hope this helps and gets you in the direction best suited for your industry and work environment.

-----------------------------Sonya Lynn
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 18:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Social Media
_
I would love to see others Social Media Policies to get a sense of what you all are allowing as appropriate Social Media posts by employees. I have a feeling ours is a little too vague which is giving
staff a lot of "Wiggle" room to tread close to the line. Any information would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,

top
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previous next
Re: Social Media
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 6:10 PM |
Anonymous

view attached

_
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â€‹
Ours is attached. Hope it helps.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 18:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Social Media
_
I would love to see others Social Media Policies to get a sense of what you all are allowing as appropriate Social Media posts by employees. I have a feeling ours is a little too vague which is giving
staff a lot of "Wiggle" room to tread close to the line. Any information would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,

top
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previous next
Re: I9 and the Owners
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:00 PM
Anonymous

_
We were audited and the owners did not have I-9s on file. The company was fined for this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: I9 and the Owners
_
I am a DOO recently hired and have been cleaning up the HR files making sure we are in compliance, there was no one in the role before I started. I am in need of guidance because I am very
frustrated. Both my bosses who are also founders do not understand why I am asking for I9's for them both.
All of my research says that all employees hired after 1986 (the company was started in 2015) must have an I9 and that regardless of how they are paid, they are still employees of the company and
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therefore must have a completed I9.
Am I missing something or are they in the wrong?

top
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previous next
Re: I9 and the Owners
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:14 PM
Suzanne Tiner
All employees, even owners, must complete an I9. Show them the regulation so they are aware the reason why you are asking. If they won't complete one, then there isn't much you can do. They will
continue to get fined in future audits.
-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: I9 and the Owners
_
We were audited and the owners did not have I-9s on file. The company was fined for this.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: I9 and the Owners
_
I am a DOO recently hired and have been cleaning up the HR files making sure we are in compliance, there was no one in the role before I started. I am in need of guidance because I am very
frustrated. Both my bosses who are also founders do not understand why I am asking for I9's for them both.
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All of my research says that all employees hired after 1986 (the company was started in 2015) must have an I9 and that regardless of how they are paid, they are still employees of the company and
therefore must have a completed I9.
Am I missing something or are they in the wrong?

top
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previous next
Re: I9 and the Owners
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:40 PM
Anonymous

_
OP - I feel your frustration. Show them the business case for why this is necessary (avoid fines - stay compliant) and document the outcome. If I were you, I would try to do this via email where
possible so you have a good document trail that you found an issue, brought it to their attention with facts/regulations, and the decision was XYZ. They are allowed to be out of compliance, but don't
let them claim ignorance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: I9 and the Owners
_
I am a DOO recently hired and have been cleaning up the HR files making sure we are in compliance, there was no one in the role before I started. I am in need of guidance because I am very
frustrated. Both my bosses who are also founders do not understand why I am asking for I9's for them both.
All of my research says that all employees hired after 1986 (the company was started in 2015) must have an I9 and that regardless of how they are paid, they are still employees of the company and
therefore must have a completed I9.
Am I missing something or are they in the wrong?
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previous next
Re: I9 and the Owners
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Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:48 PM
Anonymous
_
The don't even want to fill out the form? That's weird. But I'd probably just let it go. Our owner and one of his son's have only brought in one form of ID. I've reminded them in writing numerous
times. I have record from the previous HR that she brought it up too. If we get fined its all on them now. I covered my butt with a paper trail. Its their money if we get audited.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: I9 and the Owners
_
I am a DOO recently hired and have been cleaning up the HR files making sure we are in compliance, there was no one in the role before I started. I am in need of guidance because I am very
frustrated. Both my bosses who are also founders do not understand why I am asking for I9's for them both.
All of my research says that all employees hired after 1986 (the company was started in 2015) must have an I9 and that regardless of how they are paid, they are still employees of the company and
therefore must have a completed I9.
Am I missing something or are they in the wrong?

top
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previous next
Re: No Computer Skills - Older Employee
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:16 PM
Suzanne Tiner
As far as computer skills go...what does the job description say about it? If it makes no mention of needing basic computer skills, then you could phase wrongful termination if you fire her based on
the lacking skills.
-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
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Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 16:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Computer Skills - Older Employee
_
â€‹
I agree. Thank you!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 16:05
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: No Computer Skills - Older Employee
Document her inability to perform the basic functions of the position and terminate based on those factors.
Never mention her age again.
It has zero relevancy to the discussion and the mere fact you considered it important enough to mention makes you appear discriminatory. If you think the best way to listen to a heartbeat is pressing
your ear to the chest, you have no business in that role; doesn't matter if your 20, 40, or 90. Don't bring up irrelevant, and potentially discriminatory information.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Computer Skills - Older Employee
_
â€‹
We supposedly hired an "experienced" Medical Assistant. Two weeks into the position it is apparent she has no basic computer skills, is unable to document information in patients' charts
using Electronic Medical Record system. Her clinical skills are also questionable, she was observed trying to hear a patient's heart beat by leaning on the patient's chest, which raises concerns as to
her ability to do the work period. She is an older lady and English is her second language. It's a liability at this point and we will probably waste our time to try to get her up to speed only to get to a
moot point at the end. It is obviously a bad hire.
How can we end her employment without running into some kind of discrimination problem?

top
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previous next

368.

Re: No Computer Skills - Older Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 5:00 PM
Anonymous

_
You are dealing with people - I would want my heart rate, BP, temperature, etc.. to be taken by someone who is competent. Why give it more time? Could end badly for your company.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:15
From: Suzanne Tiner
Subject: No Computer Skills - Older Employee
As far as computer skills go...what does the job description say about it? If it makes no mention of needing basic computer skills, then you could phase wrongful termination if you fire her based on
the lacking skills.
-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
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previous next
Re: No Computer Skills - Older Employee
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 5:09 PM
Anonymous

_
What does age have to do with this hire?
It was a bad hire. Her skills were not appropriately evaluated during the interview process. Has her manager addressed the issues below to help her improve her performance?
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We term'd a bad hire after two months, the hiring manager was too desperate to fill a position. We offered a month's severance--it was a lot given tenure, but we didn't assess the candidate very well.
â€‹
We supposedly hired an "experienced" Medical Assistant. Two weeks into the position it is apparent she has no basic computer skills, is unable to document information in patients' charts
using Electronic Medical Record system. Her clinical skills are also questionable, she was observed trying to hear a patient's heart beat by leaning on the patient's chest, which
raises concerns as to her ability to do the work period. She is an older lady and English is her second language. It's a liability at this point and we will probably waste our time to try to get
her up to speed only to get to a moot point at the end. It is obviously a bad hire.
Anonymous, 04-25-2018 15:44

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Computer Skills - Older Employee
_
â€‹
We supposedly hired an "experienced" Medical Assistant. Two weeks into the position it is apparent she has no basic computer skills, is unable to document information in patients' charts
using Electronic Medical Record system. Her clinical skills are also questionable, she was observed trying to hear a patient's heart beat by leaning on the patient's chest, which raises concerns as to
her ability to do the work period. She is an older lady and English is her second language. It's a liability at this point and we will probably waste our time to try to get her up to speed only to get to a
moot point at the end. It is obviously a bad hire.
How can we end her employment without running into some kind of discrimination problem?
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previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:45 PM
Anonymous

_
Having worked for a nonprofit that provided direct care, OP should respond. No it's not the client's business to know exactly how the agency made the employment decision but client's and care
givers form a pretty strong bond and they deserve to have a response. I'd also include the case manager in the response so everyone knows exactly what was said. The response above was great and
only says it's about great service and state regulations. Of course the client only has one side. Care givers can become like family. When a trusted friend/family member gives you their side of the
story, most people give them the benefit of the doubt, not the company that fired them.
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Give the family some respect and respond.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?
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previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:16 PM
Ivette Dupuis

I'd respond, but not to defend myself.
Sometimes, people just want to be acknowledged and heard.
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Reply to Sender

That's all.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top
372.

previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:18 PM
Anonymous
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_
I wouldn't reply. It sounds like an emotionally charged letter that might lead to an attempt at an on-going conversation, which you definitely don't want!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top
373.

previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:56 PM
Anonymous

_
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By not responding, we are taking the human out of human resources.
We have become so paralyzed with fear about getting sued or some other legal action that we have forgotten how to be human.
This person is upset because her disabled sister has lost her caregiver. She's upset. She's a human. The least a social services agency can do is acknowledge that this woman is upset. They don't have
to go into detail or explain a lot. But they should at least respond and acknowledge this woman. It's the human and the right thing to do.
It's no wonder so many people have a distaste for HR.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top
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previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:04 PM
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Anonymous
_
"By not responding, we are taking the human out of human resources."
The title "Human Resources" was not generated because we are social workers or counselors. It transitioned from "personnel" to Human Resources" as we handle/oversee the company's resources
that happen to be human, not the financial end or the sales department.
Our role is not one that should be reaching out to customer's family member to discuss a staff member's termination.
Just as we should not be blasting out an e-mail to employees as to why one of their colleagues was terminated.
Especially when that employee should not have passed the background check to begin with. To open that dialog is opening up a potential legal battle since the person should never have been
assigned their case to begin with.
Think with your business hat on, not with your social worker heart.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
By not responding, we are taking the human out of human resources.
We have become so paralyzed with fear about getting sued or some other legal action that we have forgotten how to be human.
This person is upset because her disabled sister has lost her caregiver. She's upset. She's a human. The least a social services agency can do is acknowledge that this woman is upset. They don't have
to go into detail or explain a lot. But they should at least respond and acknowledge this woman. It's the human and the right thing to do.
It's no wonder so many people have a distaste for HR.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
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based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top
375.

previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Is there someone who coordinates client care that can send a letter assuring that they will find someone to take care of the client that would hopefully meet their expectations and do just as good of a
job? ...I'm not sure of the wording to use exactly but do you get my gist? I'm guessing talking with clients isn't your area of expertise, as you deal with employees. Turn it from focusing on the past
employee, to focusing on moving forward and finding a new care giver.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
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met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top

previous next

376.

Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:31 PM
Ivette Dupuis
History may say otherwise.
Human Resources was and is (should be) about employee 'well-being.'
Strategic HR came later.
The title "Human Resources" was not generated because we are social workers or counselors. It transitioned from "personnel" to Human Resources" as we handle/oversee the company's
resources that happen to be human, not the financial end or the sales department.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 14:03

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
"By not responding, we are taking the human out of human resources."
The title "Human Resources" was not generated because we are social workers or counselors. It transitioned from "personnel" to Human Resources" as we handle/oversee the company's resources
that happen to be human, not the financial end or the sales department.
Our role is not one that should be reaching out to customer's family member to discuss a staff member's termination.
Just as we should not be blasting out an e-mail to employees as to why one of their colleagues was terminated.
Especially when that employee should not have passed the background check to begin with. To open that dialog is opening up a potential legal battle since the person should never have been
assigned their case to begin with.
Think with your business hat on, not with your social worker heart.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
By not responding, we are taking the human out of human resources.
We have become so paralyzed with fear about getting sued or some other legal action that we have forgotten how to be human.
This person is upset because her disabled sister has lost her caregiver. She's upset. She's a human. The least a social services agency can do is acknowledge that this woman is upset. They don't have
to go into detail or explain a lot. But they should at least respond and acknowledge this woman. It's the human and the right thing to do.
It's no wonder so many people have a distaste for HR.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
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said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top
377.

previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:33 PM
Anonymous

_
That's a great point!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Is there someone who coordinates client care that can send a letter assuring that they will find someone to take care of the client that would hopefully meet their expectations and do just as good of a
job? ...I'm not sure of the wording to use exactly but do you get my gist? I'm guessing talking with clients isn't your area of expertise, as you deal with employees. Turn it from focusing on the past
employee, to focusing on moving forward and finding a new care giver.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
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_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top
378.

previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 3:47 PM
Nadia Eran
Definitely respond - acknowledge people's feelings and their situation without taking blame or having to apologize. The worse thing you can do is show that you're not human by not responding.
-----------------------------Nadia Eran
Talkspace
New York
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top
379.

previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 6:51 PM
Anonymous

_
I would respond but not without the assistance of counsel. I would not want to reduce anything into writing that might become actionable after.
The former employee lied on her application.
The former employee was barred "to work with the population."
She didn't remember having this record. (How could you forget this?)
These inescapable legal canons that cannot be put to the side for pity's sake. This is not a "what would Jesus do" situation. The former employee appealed and lost.
The question is how can you help this person without shooting yourself in the foot and I don't have a good answer to that. Other than help the person find a job where the barred population will not be
affected.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top
380.

previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 7:45 PM
Sheri Gold

You took care of your area of responsibility, in HR. I agree that follow up and response to the letter should come from a Client Services team.
-----------------------------Best,
Sheri Gold PHR, SHRM-CP
Long Island, NY
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 14:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Is there someone who coordinates client care that can send a letter assuring that they will find someone to take care of the client that would hopefully meet their expectations and do just as good of a
job? ...I'm not sure of the wording to use exactly but do you get my gist? I'm guessing talking with clients isn't your area of expertise, as you deal with employees. Turn it from focusing on the past
employee, to focusing on moving forward and finding a new care giver.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top
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previous next
Re: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 8:08 AM
Ivette Dupuis
This is no longer about the former employee.
It's about not ignoring a correspondence (and comment) addressed to you and being kind.
Your comment below just takes it to the other extreme.
I don't recommend that either.
Other than help the person find a job where the barred population will not be affected.
Anonymous, 04-26-2018 18:51

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 18:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
I would respond but not without the assistance of counsel. I would not want to reduce anything into writing that might become actionable after.
The former employee lied on her application.
The former employee was barred "to work with the population."
She didn't remember having this record. (How could you forget this?)
These inescapable legal canons that cannot be put to the side for pity's sake. This is not a "what would Jesus do" situation. The former employee appealed and lost.
The question is how can you help this person without shooting yourself in the foot and I don't have a good answer to that. Other than help the person find a job where the barred population will not be
affected.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Received a letter today ... I take the human out of human resources
_
Recently, we were notified that we received the wrong background check results on a staff who has been here (and been promoted over the course of her employment) for 3.5 years. A regulatory
agency acknowledged that they inadvertently cleared a staff member ("must be human error", they can't figure out how). As a result, we were informed she has an indicated case of child abuse and is
not authorized to work with the population. Furthermore, she falsified her application, her consent form and related documents upon hire. We had no choice but to remove her from employment
based on the fact that she didn't pass the background checks, but also all the documents she signed are very specific about falsification and omission of information resulting in termination. When I
met with the staff, she initially said that she didn't remember having this record, although the redacted reports received indicate she also appealed this previously and was denied. She was upset, but
said she understood the position we were in.
Today, I received a letter from an individual whose sister receives services from us, who is very upset about the staff's separation, talks about how many losses her sister has had recently and how this
is heartbreaking for her. She obviously has heard from the staff directly and refers to "old paperwork" and Jesus forgiving Peter for lying. She goes on to say that I "threw her under the bus", I
should have had her back, I "took the word human out of the name of my department."
Not only do I take what I do very seriously, but I fully believe and support our mission. I understand, more than she knows, the challenges of the relationships participants build with staff who come
and go. I am my father's legal guardian, who has a TBI, and is served by an agency identical to the one I work in. I get it, from her perspective too. For these reasons, I am probably even more
sensitive ... needless to say, I am very upset about this letter.
I feel compelled to acknowledge her letter and validate her concerns about her sister's well being and importance of her relationships. Of course, my hands are tied and I can't defend myself/the
agency nor can I share the truth about what occurred. I am frustrated. Any advice?

top
382.

previous next
Re: Failed Background Check
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:22 PM
Suzanne Tiner
I just took a webinar about record retention yesterday. You should maintain recruitment records (resumes, applications, job postings) for one year after the position is filled. Additionally, applicants
over the age of 40, ADEA requires two years...so a best practice may be two years since you may not know the applicants age.
-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Failed Background Check
_

In what state?
Did you go through the pre- and adverse action processes?
Anonymous, 04-25-2018 14:46

It'd be Nebraska, and yes that process has been taken care of.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Failed Background Check
_
In what state?
Did you go through the pre- and adverse action processes?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Failed Background Check
_
If a potential candidates fails the background check process, once notified am I ok to shred the results? Or do I have to retain them for 3 years?
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previous next
Re: Paternity Leave Policies
Reply to Group
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Apr 26, 2018 4:42 PM
Anonymous
_
Check DOL Federal and State Laws for your State. Some states it is required to offer if you have 50 or more employees. It can be paid or unpaid.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paternity Leave Policies
_
â€‹
I am currently researching what other companies offer in regards to parental leave. Any companies out there recently roll out a paternity leave benefit or have one in place? I would love some
examples of what is being offered!

top

previous next

384.

Re: Theft of Time
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:21 PM
Anonymous

_

Actually, I give them credit for doing some work and not just packing it in and going home.
They probably figured since they already gave up part of their weekend in order to work, might as well actually work.
Anonymous, 04-25-2018 14:19

This was my first thought. "Well, I'm already here, might as well do some work".
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Terminating them (based upon the info you have provided) is extreme. They showed up, they actually did some work. You have to pay them properly and I would investigate what happened and
advise on how to handle it if they should ever be in that situation again. No need to write them up. Document the convo, but don't write them up.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Theft of Time
_
Actually, I give them credit for doing some work and not just packing it in and going home.
They probably figured since they already gave up part of their weekend in order to work, might as well actually work.
And no, this isn't theft of time. They worked.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 13:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Theft of Time
_
I have an employee who as asked (and agreed) to come to work on Saturday (all overtime) to perform a very specific job. This one employee was to have two other employees come in to assist (lead
employee was the only one who could perform the job when he has help) The supervisor of this department felt confident that the lead employee knew exactly what had to be done and he would, in
turn, advise the other two co-workers what he needed.
My problem and question are this. The three employees came into work on Saturday but did not perform the work that was the reason they were asked to come in in the first place. Their supervisor
was never called to be advised that the work could not be done for any reason and in that case what if anything they should be doing, it just wasn't done. Instead, other work (that could have waited
until Monday) was performed (this was verified by looking a video footage of Saturday.
My question is this, is coming in to work for a specific purpose and not performing that task, Theft of Time? His supervisor is considering termination based on that premise. It may be helpful to
know that there has been tension for the past several weeks between the supervisor and this individual. The supervisor believes that total disregard was intentional on this employees part and in the
meantime took two of his co-workers down with him.
Please give me your feedback so that I can help this supervisor make the right decision.
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previous next
Re: Employee Files
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 2:24 PM
Suzanne Tiner
No, garnishments of any kind do not belong in their employee file. These should be sent to payroll to garnish their wages. If you are like me and do both HR and payroll, then you keep all
garnishments in a separate folder.
-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 12:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Files
_
I am curious to know if you receive any court orders for an employee and you file them. Are you placing them in their personnel file? If not, where exactly would this go?

top
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previous next
Re: Employee Files
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:39 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
To be clear I stated personal file, not personnel file. Simply meaning that the file personal and part of the HR file.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-25-2018 13:21
From: Tristan Harless
Subject: Employee Files
I keep all wage garnishment files in a separate file. It really has nothing to do with personnel file and should not be viewed or discussed by anyone.
Court orders like request for records or even a restraining order I do keep with a personnel file.
-----------------------------Tristan Harless
Director of Human Resources
Redding Distributing Company
Redding CA

top
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previous next
Re: Who in your company orders business cards?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:09 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Our graphic designer orders the cards since she has the template.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:40
From: Melissa Yoby
Subject: Who in your company orders business cards?
Marketing
-----------------------------[MelissaYobySHRM-CP

top
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previous next

388.

Re: Who in your company orders business cards?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 5:29 PM
Jennifer Weber
â€‹
Our HR Director orders them. Our vendor has the template we just send her the employee's information.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 12:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who in your company orders business cards?
_
Of all the trivial matters, this one is making its rounds here. Who (person/department) in your company orders business cards?

top

previous next

389.

Re: Who in your company orders business cards?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 5:47 PM
Stacy Stark

I'm a DOO (HR Manager) and I order them. Honestly its just part of a new hire process for me.
Anonymous, 04-25-2018 15:14
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Same here. I just email my printer the employee's name, title and cell number and they run with it.
-----------------------------Stacy Stark
Human Resources
Moreno Trenching, Ltd.
Rio Vista CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who in your company orders business cards?
_
I'm a DOO (HR Manager) and I order them. Honestly its just part of a new hire process for me. It is absolutely something my office administrator who complains she has nothing to do could do,
but she doesn't want to do it (too easy to make mistakes I think). Our vendor has the template and proof- I just send the employee's information. Takes me all of 3 minutes.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 12:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who in your company orders business cards?
_
Of all the trivial matters, this one is making its rounds here. Who (person/department) in your company orders business cards?

top
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previous next
Re: Who in your company orders business cards?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:51 AM
Aaron Bauer

Director of Art Department designs them.
Marketing Manager signs off that they fit our brand.
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Reply to Sender

Administrative Assistant orders them as needed.
-----------------------------Aaron Bauer
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 17:28
From: Jennifer Weber
Subject: Who in your company orders business cards?
â€‹
Our HR Director orders them. Our vendor has the template we just send her the employee's information.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."

top

previous next

391.

Re: Who in your company orders business cards?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 8:53 AM
Ivette Dupuis
This made me chuckle, even if it shouldn't have.
irector of Art Department designs them.
Marketing Manager signs off that they fit our brand.
Administrative Assistant orders them as needed.
Aaron Bauer, 04-27-2018 08:50

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
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Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:50
From: Aaron Bauer
Subject: Who in your company orders business cards?
Director of Art Department designs them.
Marketing Manager signs off that they fit our brand.
Administrative Assistant orders them as needed.
-----------------------------Aaron Bauer

top
392.

previous next
Re: Who in your company orders business cards?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 8:53 AM
Ivette Dupuis

I don't have any, so I've got no idea.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 12:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who in your company orders business cards?
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Reply to Sender

_
Of all the trivial matters, this one is making its rounds here. Who (person/department) in your company orders business cards?

top
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previous next
Re: Who in your company orders business cards?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 10:37 AM
Carolyn Schatzberg
My marketing team orders them. They have the most up to date logo and can easily change the formats if needed.
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 12:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who in your company orders business cards?
_
Of all the trivial matters, this one is making its rounds here. Who (person/department) in your company orders business cards?
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previous next
Re: Who in your company orders business cards?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:47 AM
Aaron Bauer

This made me chuckle, even if it shouldn't have.
Ivette Dupuis, 04-27-2018 08:52

Wait....why? Did I accidentally write something stupid without realizing it? Uh oh....
-----------------------------Aaron Bauer
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 08:52
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Who in your company orders business cards?
This made me chuckle, even if it shouldn't have.
irector of Art Department designs them.
Marketing Manager signs off that they fit our brand.
Administrative Assistant orders them as needed.
Aaron Bauer, 04-27-2018 08:50

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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previous next

395.

Re: Who in your company orders business cards?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:59 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Def, NOT stupid!
More me being silly.
Just found the sequence funny, again another skit in my head.
I imagined it as a response to a follow-up question on a resume after the Office Manager candidate wrote: 'Professional organizer.'

Wait....why? Did I accidentally write something stupid without realizing it? Uh oh....
Aaron Bauer, 04-27-2018 11:47

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-27-2018 11:47
From: Aaron Bauer
Subject: Who in your company orders business cards?

This made me chuckle, even if it shouldn't have.
Ivette Dupuis, 04-27-2018 08:52

Wait....why? Did I accidentally write something stupid without realizing it? Uh oh....
-----------------------------Aaron Bauer
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top
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previous next
Re: Mean-Mugging
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:07 PM
Catherine Whitney
I just learned something new, mean-mugging. Who knew? â€‹
I do not think this is in-appropriate for this site. Thanks to all of you amazing professionals I feel pre-pared to handle this issue (or ignore
it), should it arise in my workplace. It is happening to the OP, it could happen elsewhere. After many years in HR nothing surprises me anymore. There should always be room for levity. I spend too
many hours at work not to laugh sometimes!!
-----------------------------Catherine Whitney
Senior HR Coordinator
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:57
From: Robert Morlock
Subject: Mean-Mugging
Lately I've had a rash of complaints that employees are mean-mugging other employees. This is across shifts and departments. I don't know why I am getting so many at once
I had to look up what that meant, and it is simply someone looks at you "meanly" I am at a loss of how to handle these complaints. How do you handle "mean mugging" situations besides telling
them to be professional. How do you "prove" someone is actually mean mugging someone else?
This seems so childish.

-----------------------------Robert Morlock
------------------------------
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top
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previous next
Re: Mean-Mugging
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:29 PM
Roberta Weingarten

Lighten up, Francis.
Life is better when you have a sense of humor.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Mean-Mugging
_
Oh my! So inappropriate for a professional board.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 17:40
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: Mean-Mugging
Don't make me pull this office over and spank you.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:57
From: Robert Morlock
Subject: Mean-Mugging
Lately I've had a rash of complaints that employees are mean-mugging other employees. This is across shifts and departments. I don't know why I am getting so many at once
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Reply to Sender

I had to look up what that meant, and it is simply someone looks at you "meanly" I am at a loss of how to handle these complaints. How do you handle "mean mugging" situations besides telling
them to be professional. How do you "prove" someone is actually mean mugging someone else?
This seems so childish.

-----------------------------Robert Morlock
------------------------------

top
398.

previous next
Re: Mean-Mugging
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:00 PM
Anonymous

_
I get told I mean mug my computer a lot... RBF is real
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:57
From: Robert Morlock
Subject: Mean-Mugging
Lately I've had a rash of complaints that employees are mean-mugging other employees. This is across shifts and departments. I don't know why I am getting so many at once
I had to look up what that meant, and it is simply someone looks at you "meanly" I am at a loss of how to handle these complaints. How do you handle "mean mugging" situations besides telling
them to be professional. How do you "prove" someone is actually mean mugging someone else?
This seems so childish.

-----------------------------Robert Morlock
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------------------------------

top

previous next

399.

Re: When do you draw the line?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:04 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Love Gallop's Strengths Finder!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 08:09
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: When do you draw the line?
I am thinking the Culture Index will help OP more.
Because it measures job behavior, she'll see what about her current job or work culture is not a good fit.
Or, Strengthsfinder.
P.S. I would never rely on a FREE (copycat) assessment to make a career decision. Hardly an informed, educated conclusion.
I would recommend that you do some assessment tests.
Darrel Keesee, 04-25-2018 18:15

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Re: When do you draw the line?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:24 PM
Anonymous

_
OP Here
Thanks for the suggestions, I actually have done several of a DISC assessment and I am a firm believer on it. (I am a DCSI)
I know what I like and what I am good at doing, unfortunately I made an awful decision with my current company where I have no authority, processes are chaotic and nobody cares to fix them so
my Influential powers are essential to get anything done. I was just trying to get myself out of my comfort zone but I am not up for the challenge.
I love HR but I have been the Director / Manager for most of the last 10 years and I took a newly created Sr Manager position where I only manage a process, have absolutely zero budget. This means
that I have to sell any initiatives to 3 different levels (including overseas), and nobody seems to care much about Training nor Development. We are so under-budget and understaffed that there is no
time for training and if they find a penny, that is not where they would invest it. My boss sold me on the fact that this was a critical positions needed to make sure the company grew at the right pace,
but what I am finding is just BS..
Pros, My commute is less than 7 minutes and my salary is an 20% increase over my previous position, but my heart is just saying "get the hell out of here".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: When do you draw the line?
_
â€‹
Love Gallop's Strengths Finder!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 08:09
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: When do you draw the line?
I am thinking the Culture Index will help OP more.
Because it measures job behavior, she'll see what about her current job or work culture is not a good fit.
Or, Strengthsfinder.
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P.S. I would never rely on a FREE (copycat) assessment to make a career decision. Hardly an informed, educated conclusion.
I would recommend that you do some assessment tests.
Darrel Keesee, 04-25-2018 18:15

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 18:15
From: Darrel Keesee
Subject: When do you draw the line?
â€‹
I would recommend that you do some assessment tests. The Holland SDS interest assessment set is usually under $10 and can be found at many college book stores that have behavior sciences
majors. The full set has both personal and group profiles. Results may lead to what your interests are and possibly new industry. You can take the codes and look at onetonline.org to compare.
Other assessments can be done through the career centers at many colleges, community and universities. Comparison is a great way to make sure you are not in a single mindset.
Your length of time is each job is really not a barrier. As you mentioned, you are there for the experience. In actuality, changing jobs in 5 - 7 year increments can be used like a project oriented
professional. That is what many persons I counsel encourage to use as constructive retrospective in the skills, challenges that were overcome and accomplishments attained, even if they were not fully
implemented. Development of a draft proposal with its comparative to SOP can be just as much of an accomplishment.
Personality assessments have been around for many years and are often used by HR departments as an indicator of fit or cultural adaptation. MBTI (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator) is one of the
oldest and developed by a mother-daughter psychologist pair in the 1940s that still has merit. Abbreviated versions can be found for free on the Internet.
DISC (Dominance, Influence, Steadiness, Compliance) assessment is also a great one. Also free versions online. This may reveal why you have some misgivings in your positions. From the brief
given, it appears that you may have a strong Compliance strength that may be frustrating your satisfaction. Therefore, you may want to look for industries that have a strong compliance requirement.
Government and high technology would be two industries that may be a consideration.
You may also find a strength that needs additional training, as mentioned that it is best to find a job while employed, and take advantage of any tuition reimbursement perk, as well lifetime tax credit
on your taxes.
Very best to you!
-----------------------------Darrel Keesee M Ed C/HR, BSBA/M
President/VP Human Resources
ACS Group Inc.
Mesa AZ
Original Message:
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Sent: 04-25-2018 11:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: When do you draw the line?
_

I am thinking about quitting my job because the culture is not a fit for me, but I know no company is perfect and what is good here might not be good somewhere else. I came here running away
from spineless, zero-accountability leadership just to find, a red tape sluggish culture that gets nothing done. I am amazed when I see people with 30 or 40 years in the same company and the most I
have lasted is 8 years and then 5 and 5
When do you draw the line and make the decision to leave a company?

top
401.

previous next
Re: When do you draw the line?
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
I think you draw the line when you're not happy and you no longer receive satisfaction going into work. I know I wouldn't want to force myself going into work, it's something I have to enjoy doing.

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: When do you draw the line?
_

I am thinking about quitting my job because the culture is not a fit for me, but I know no company is perfect and what is good here might not be good somewhere else. I came here running away
from spineless, zero-accountability leadership just to find, a red tape sluggish culture that gets nothing done. I am amazed when I see people with 30 or 40 years in the same company and the most I
have lasted is 8 years and then 5 and 5
When do you draw the line and make the decision to leave a company?
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previous next
Re: Sick time vs. PTO time
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 10:14 AM
Jennifer Weber
â€‹
We have a similar policy to what Elizabeth posted. We used to have sick, personal, vacation time and a few years ago we combined them into buckets of PTO. We have what we called PTO-A and
PTO-B. PTO-A is their sick/personal time the company automatically gives to each employee. PTO-B is their accrued vacation time that they can take if/when they leave the company.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sick time vs. PTO time
_
For 40 years, the company I'm HR at has offered 5 sick days per year, use it or lose it.
For Vacation it's 10 days up to 5 years, then 15 days after that. Never anymore than 3 weeks no matter what.
I'd like to make a case to change our sick time to PTO. Wanting to know how other companies (private mainly) do it.
We have 50 employees.
Thanks.

top
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previous next
Re: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:22 PM
Anonymous
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_
We do PTO based on anniversary date. It avoids the problem of all employees trying to use time in December. We still have employees who struggle to use all their PTO before their anniversary, but
that's obviously staggered throughout the year so doesn't cause as much of an issue. I like the system we use, but to be honest, I don't have anything to compare it to.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
_
Anyone in the community have thoughts on the benefits of setting employees PTO on hire anniversary vs all employees at the same time annually?

top
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previous next
Re: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:26 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Depending on the number of employees you have. I'm working on our vacation policy to move to calendar year vs anniversary. It's a pain in the butt to managed 175 employees and their carry
over. We're running reports to make sure we're paying them out or allowing them to carry certain days over for each employees before our system wipes the balance and reset. I preferred calendar
year therefore, everyone use it or lose it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
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_
Anyone in the community have thoughts on the benefits of setting employees PTO on hire anniversary vs all employees at the same time annually?

top
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previous next
Re: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:41 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
For us PTO is accrued per pay period in a calendar year. No roll over.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
_
Anyone in the community have thoughts on the benefits of setting employees PTO on hire anniversary vs all employees at the same time annually?
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previous next
Re: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:16 AM
Jennifer Weber

Our PTO is given to â€‹
employees at the same time annually, the first of every year.
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-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
_
Anyone in the community have thoughts on the benefits of setting employees PTO on hire anniversary vs all employees at the same time annually?

top

previous next

407.

Re: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:34 AM
Anonymous

_

We accrue our PTO each pay period. Any unused PTO at the end of the year just carries over to the next year. We do place a cap on the amount a person can accrue. The PTO accrual
automatically increases with their anniversary date.
I worked at a company that loaded PTO at the beginning of each year, and had no carry over. We had issues with lots of people having PTO left in December, and not being able to
accommodate all the time off requests.
Anonymous, 04-25-2018 11:31

Ditto.
I also worked for a company that did anniversary date accrual. The big issue we had with that is new hires not having any time off during their first year. It was an issue when our top candidate had
upcoming vacation plans they didn't want to forfeit if they took our offer. Ended up having to make so many exceptions that we changed the policy to better match our industry's standard, which is
continuous accrual starting on hire date.
Anniversary date accrual would make sense for a business with a low cost business model and high employee turnover (where most employees are no longer employed by their first anniversary
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anyway).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
_
We accrue our PTO each pay period. Any unused PTO at the end of the year just carries over to the next year. We do place a cap on the amount a person can accrue. The PTO accrual automatically
increases with their anniversary date.
I worked at a company that loaded PTO at the beginning of each year, and had no carry over. We had issues with lots of people having PTO left in December, and not being able to accommodate all
the time off requests.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO: Frontloading or on Anniversary date
_
Anyone in the community have thoughts on the benefits of setting employees PTO on hire anniversary vs all employees at the same time annually?

top
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previous next
Re: Manager's absence ....Any recommendations on how to deal with this issue?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:25 AM
Jennifer Weber

â€‹
We started having all of our salary employees clock in/out when we prepared to change for the Department of Labor overtime ruling back in 2016.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-25-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager's absence ....Any recommendations on how to deal with this issue?
_
We have a manager at a remote location, who we have now confirmed that he is absent on several occasions and or comes in late or leaves early. The problem is that there is no one there to manage
him. We have talked to him about this once in the past, but the issue continues. Although he is a exempt employee we are considering having him scan in and out in the time clock system (like
the hourly employees). However, we don't want to make it too obvious and are thinking of presenting it as for safety, security and record keeping reasons. Any other good reasons that anyone can
think of?

Also, wondering if anyone has any other different idea on how we can address this.

Thank you.

top

previous next

409.

Re: Manager's absence ....Any recommendations on how to deal with this issue?
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:10 AM
Anonymous

_

Although he is a exempt employee we are considering having him scan in and out in the time clock system (like the hourly employees). However, we don't want to make it too obvious and
are thinking of presenting it as for safety, security and record keeping reasons.
Anonymous, 04-25-2018 10:44

I'm sorry but I don't get this at all. He's a freaking manager. Why in the world would the conversation with him be anything other than:
"Frank, you've been MIA too much. So Starting on Monday, we want you to clock in and out. If your absences are related to a serious health condition, please let XYZ in HR know so we can give
you the required information. However, we'll still need you to clock in and out.
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Love, Your manager"
Why be subtle and try to camouflage the reasons? His manager needs to address the behavior directly and tell him the consequence. Am I missing something?
If you want behavior to change, your have to call out the behavior and communicate the expectation. It's not about games.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager's absence ....Any recommendations on how to deal with this issue?
_
We have a manager at a remote location, who we have now confirmed that he is absent on several occasions and or comes in late or leaves early. The problem is that there is no one there to manage
him. We have talked to him about this once in the past, but the issue continues. Although he is a exempt employee we are considering having him scan in and out in the time clock system (like
the hourly employees). However, we don't want to make it too obvious and are thinking of presenting it as for safety, security and record keeping reasons. Any other good reasons that anyone can
think of?

Also, wondering if anyone has any other different idea on how we can address this.

Thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: For "Hostile Work Environment" police
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:17 PM
Ivette Dupuis

Roberta, in line with the discussion, I did it just to show how difficult it is to define an 'abusive' work environment (i.e. set a legal standard).
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Regrettably, the law only defines 'hostile' and even then 'there's no bright line test to determine whether an environment is sufficiently hostile or abusive.'
P.S. Not to be a smart ass. I am SORRY if it came across that way.
Hostility is also subjective. Maybe we can stop parsing word choices?
Roberta Weingarten, 04-26-2018 11:53

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 11:53
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: For "Hostile Work Environment" police
Hostility is also subjective. Maybe we can stop parsing word choices?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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Re: For "Hostile Work Environment" police
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:26 PM
Roberta Weingarten

I appreciate the apology.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:16
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: For "Hostile Work Environment" police
Roberta, in line with the discussion, I did it just to show how difficult it is to define an 'abusive' work environment (i.e. set a legal standard).
Regrettably, the law only defines 'hostile' and even then 'there's no bright line test to determine whether an environment is sufficiently hostile or abusive.'
P.S. Not to be a smart ass. I am SORRY if it came across that way.
Hostility is also subjective. Maybe we can stop parsing word choices?
Roberta Weingarten, 04-26-2018 11:53

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
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previous next
Re: Cell Phone policy - manufactuing environment
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:37 AM
Jennifer Weber

â€‹
Kari,
We do the same as what poster 2 mentions.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 09:44
From: Kari Novelli
Subject: Cell Phone policy - manufactuing environment
Good Morning,
I am currently looking to update our cell phone policy for our company. I need to take many factors into consideration, first and foremost iâ€‹â€‹
s safety of the employees since they are working with
large machinery. Second is confidentiality, in the business we are in we work to confidential requirement's passed down to us from our customers. These requirements in turn prohibit recording
devices, photo and scanning near any parts, so because cell phones now ALL have these devices built in it makes things a little more difficult.
I also want to appreciate the change in generations and that our younger generations now use technology for everything. With the cell phones they are able to look up and calculate information
quickly that they need for their job. We also have 3 locations and at times it does make it easier for a supervisor to text or call a change in work instruction or something like that.
Any feedback would be welcomed from others they may work in the same environment and have passed down requirements as such from their customers, that we have to roll into our company
policy.
Thanks Kari
-----------------------------Kari
------------------------------

top

previous next

413.

Re: ADA Accommodation Request
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:11 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
ADA has recently come out and said that leave accommodations do not have to be multiple months.
Angie Smith, 04-24-2018 17:53
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â€‹
Be careful with this - this was only the 7th Circuit, so unless you're in one of the states covered in their jurisdiction, I'd probably avoid using this thought process.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 09:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: ADA Accommodation Request
_
How about FMLA? Does it apply here? State law? In what state?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: ADA Accommodation Request
_
â€‹â€‹
I have an employee who has submitted an ADA accommodation request about which I am unsure and need some guidance.
Her doctor states she has anxiety (ongoing condition with no duration specified). He has requested her hours be changed allowing her to leave in time to ensure she can pick her daughter up on time.
Therefore, reducing her anxiety. This employee has worked for the company for two years and no performance issues have been noted. It would be difficult to show this proves any kind of hardship
for the company.
I would like to know how you would respond. Is this a reasonable accommodation? Do you have any trusted resources that list potential reasonable accommodations for different diagnosis (such as
JAN)?
I have not had many ADA accommodation requests since I become responsible for administering this process. Those I have received have been fairly straight forward. Any suggestions/feedback will
be appreciated.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: ADA Accommodation Request
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 5:20 PM
Renee Shiraishi
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ADA has recently come out and said that leave accommodations do not have to be multiple months.
Angie Smith, 04-24-2018 17:53

First, the ADA doesn't "come out and say" anything. The ADA is the Americans with Disabilities Act; it is a law. The Seventh Circuit, a court that issues rulings on the ADA, stated that the ADA is
not a medical level entitlement. Second, this ruling is only precedent for states in the Seventh Circuit (Central District of IL, Northern District of IL, Southern District of IL, North District of IN,
Southern District of IN, Eastern District of WI, Western District of WI). There is a split among the Federal Circuits on this topic. Finally, the facts of the case in the Seventh Circuit are very different
than the facts OP presented. In the Seventh Circuit case, the employee wanted additional block leave after exhausting FMLA. In the OP's situation, the employee is asking to have her hours adjusted.
They are not comparable situations.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 17:53
From: Angie Smith
Subject: ADA Accommodation Request
â€‹
If you can accommodate by flexing her hours, I would. JAN is only going to encourage accommodation, if it doesn't cause business hardship. What you obviously have to watch for next is the
flood gates opening - then you might be dealing with a business hardship. Maybe counter her request with accommodation based upon a set timeframe. ADA has recently come out and said that
leave accommodations do not have to be multiple months.
-----------------------------AngieSmith, SHRM-SCP

top
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previous next
Re: Pay Disparity Post
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:52 PM
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Anonymous
_
I very much agree with your first two paragraphs (esp. the earliest comments on previous thread). I was pretty disgusted & appalled at how casual and uncaring people were being. You kind of lost
me on the last paragraph though (& that is coming from someone who is pretty pro-union in general).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 15:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay Disparity Post
_
I just got done reading the Pay Disparity post. It is the most disheartening thing I've read in a while. Almost to a person, the entire thread says "Don't tell anyone, it is none of your business; You will
end up setting fire to your career; You are wrong; May be you got it wrong; Your impetus for doing it is not pure enough."
All this from HR Professionals! No wonder Harvey Weinstein, Bill O'Reilly and all the rest of the rich an powerful got away with what they got away with for so long. Almost 10 Years after the
signing of Lilly Ledbetter Act, this is very depressing. The most disheartening part of this is, most posters are women. What a sad commentary on the entire profession!
I've always been skeptic of the idea of HR as the champion of employees. This post has strengthened my opinion that employees should be represented by a union, that doesn't have a conflict of
interest nor blinkering self-interest. HR should represent the employer's interest and the two parties should agree on the governing contract.

top
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previous next
Re: Developing Performance Metrics in HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:05 PM
Staci Abelove
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Some of that I have seen include: turnover, time to fill positions, employee engagement, training sessions created/conducted, programs implemented (e.g. employee recognition, chat groups,
wellness), etc. A lot will depend on the focus of your company and where it is in the life cycle of an established HR function.
-----------------------------Staci Abelove
Compensation Analyst
Miami FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Developing Performance Metrics in HR
_
â€‹â€‹
As part of my annual review process, I need to create and develop key performance metrics that I can report on and use in my evaluations. I have no idea where to start with this! Metrics was never
my strong suit.
For those of you have who have developed HR metrics in the past, can you share what you use and how you developed them? I need to be able to design metrics around my effectiveness and
organizational impact.
Many, MANY thanks in advance - I appreciate your help!
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previous next
Re: Developing Performance Metrics in HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:46 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
@Lena Smith which HRIS do you have for these reports? I'm currently using ADP workforce and trying to get these reports so I can present these to management but it's a pain to have ADP
generate visual reports. I have to pay extras to get these data. I'm in the process of switching our HRIS. Thanks for sharing your metrics. â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 13:57
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Developing Performance Metrics in HR
_
â€‹â€‹
As part of my annual review process, I need to create and develop key performance metrics that I can report on and use in my evaluations. I have no idea where to start with this! Metrics was never
my strong suit.
For those of you have who have developed HR metrics in the past, can you share what you use and how you developed them? I need to be able to design metrics around my effectiveness and
organizational impact.
Many, MANY thanks in advance - I appreciate your help!
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Re: Developing Performance Metrics in HR
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 5:12 PM
Lena Smith

We use Paylocity - tons of metrics and data compiled automatically. It's awesome.
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-----------------------------Lena Smith
Human Resource Manager
Print NW
Lakewood WA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:45
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Developing Performance Metrics in HR
_
â€‹
@Lena Smith which HRIS do you have for these reports? I'm currently using ADP workforce and trying to get these reports so I can present these to management but it's a pain to have ADP
generate visual reports. I have to pay extras to get these data. I'm in the process of switching our HRIS. Thanks for sharing your metrics. â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Developing Performance Metrics in HR
_
â€‹â€‹
As part of my annual review process, I need to create and develop key performance metrics that I can report on and use in my evaluations. I have no idea where to start with this! Metrics was never
my strong suit.
For those of you have who have developed HR metrics in the past, can you share what you use and how you developed them? I need to be able to design metrics around my effectiveness and
organizational impact.
Many, MANY thanks in advance - I appreciate your help!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Kronos, APS and Assure
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:22 AM
Jennifer Weber

â€‹
Trisha,
We currently use ADP, but we are in the process of switching to Paycor in June.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 11:41
From: Trisha Luna
Subject: Kronos, APS and Assure
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Hi All,
I have been scouring the internet for reviews for Kronos, APS and Assure. We are a small nonprofit with 119 employees. We have decided to switch everything over to one company (PR, ATS,
Onboarding, etc.). I have found many reviews (good and bad) for ADP and Paycor, but struggling to find much of anything for these last three. Can anyone help me? I have sent out the RFP and
need to make a decision by April 30th. I've set up a matrix and they are all within 2k of each other and all offer basically the same features. Now I need to know about service and implementation.
Any feed back would be appreciated.
-----------------------------Trisha Luna
Human Resource Manager
Unleashing Potential
Saint Louis MO
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Online Sexual Harassment Training
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 11:25 AM
Jennifer Weber

â€‹
We use our liability insurance carrier. They offer safety training, online videos, etc. as part of having them as our insurance carrier.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 11:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online Sexual Harassment Training
_
Who do you use and what are the costs associated?
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previous next
Re: Vent .......
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2018 11:40 AM
Jennifer Weber
If someone turns in an incomplete form, I give it right back to their Supervisor.
Also, we started a system that if they did not circle what time they were requesting (PTO, unpaid, etc.) we automatically charge them PTO.
We still use a paper process for PTO requests only for our production staff as a majority of them do not even have a computer at their workstation. Their time worked is generated by our biometric
scanner.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 10:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent .......
_
So it's payroll week (Which I HATE) and once I complete it my boss has to look it over for accuracy because I am fairly new which is fine.. However, employees NEVER turn in any time off
requests until literally the last minute, which is a hassle because 9/10 they don't have their supervisor sign it which is REQUIRED and then I have to hunt people down for a signature on paper
because we still live in the stone age... Then if I don't get a signature it's technically invalid, which then I receive backlash from employees because their supervisor is irresponsible when handling
time-off sheets. It's just really annoying that I have to run around crazy in order to get things signed due to payroll being time sensitive. Vent over ... I know this is for HR help so I am not expecting
any comments, but please if you have any negative responses don't bother .. it just shows how well put together you are in life.
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previous next
Re: Organizational Chart Software
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 5:26 PM
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Anonymous
_
Microsoft Visio has always worked well for me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 17:50
From: Carrie Read
Subject: Organizational Chart Software
What is a recommended org chart program/software? Looking beyond the basics offered by Word/PowerPoint.

Carrie L. Read
Office Manager
Keystone Synergy, LLC
1870 FM 407
Rhome, Texas 76078
817.636.3300

NOTICE: The information contained in this message is intended to be PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. Only the designated recipient is intended to receive the following information. If the reader of this message is not the designated recipient or the agent responsible for delivery
to the designated recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify the sender above by telephone or at the above address via the U.S. Postal
Service, C.O.D.
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Re: Question on Funding Employee Premiums
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 2:19 PM
Mark Mixer
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I reference the Cures Act below....... here is another alternative for small employers that many don't seem to be aware of:
Health reimbursement arrangements for small employers
preview

remove

The Tax Adviser

Health reimbursement arrangements for
small employers
The IRS recently issued Notice
2017-67 to provide guidance on
"qualified small employer health
reimbursement arrangements"
(qualified small employer HRAs) under
Sec. 9831(d). Qualified small employer
HRAs enable an eligible employer to
reimburse employees for medical
expenses, such as health insurance
premiums, as defined under Sec.
213(d).
View this on The Tax Adviser >

-----------------------------Mark Mixer
CEO
Health One Alliance & Alliant Health Plans
Dalton, Georgia
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Question on Funding Employee Premiums
_
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Correction - I thought the ACA and Section 125 prohibited this practice.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 11:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Question on Funding Employee Premiums
_
I thought (and am not completely sure) the ACA (much less Section 125) allows this practice. Definitely check with your broker and/or 125 TPA.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 17:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Question on Funding Employee Premiums
_
I have an employee who missed our open enrollment deadline (huge SIGH, my worst nightmare). Anyway, the employee is looking for coverage on the marketplace online bc they qualify for a
special enrollment window since they just lost coverage.
We'd still like to fund the employer portion of premiums -- a flat dollar amount -- my question is, are we allowed to add a pre-tax payment to the employee's paycheck in order to pay our "employer
portion"? Or must it be taxed and treated like a bonus payment? Any advice would help here. I feel like we're saying a lot by still funding the employer portion even though it was the employee's
own fault for not enrolling during open enrollment.
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previous next
Re: Question on Funding Employee Premiums
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:08 PM
Erica Berthen

Call your broker - they should be able to back-date it with the carrier.
-----------------------------Erica Berthen
Chernoff Diamond & Co., LLC
Uniondale NY
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 17:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Question on Funding Employee Premiums
_
I have an employee who missed our open enrollment deadline (huge SIGH, my worst nightmare). Anyway, the employee is looking for coverage on the marketplace online bc they qualify for a
special enrollment window since they just lost coverage.
We'd still like to fund the employer portion of premiums -- a flat dollar amount -- my question is, are we allowed to add a pre-tax payment to the employee's paycheck in order to pay our "employer
portion"? Or must it be taxed and treated like a bonus payment? Any advice would help here. I feel like we're saying a lot by still funding the employer portion even though it was the employee's
own fault for not enrolling during open enrollment.
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Re: Question on Funding Employee Premiums
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 4:16 PM
Sarah Davis
Have you checked your plan description to see if it allows late entrants? If so, you may still be able to cover this individual but the deductions would have to be on a post-tax basis until the start of
the next plan year.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 17:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Question on Funding Employee Premiums
_
I have an employee who missed our open enrollment deadline (huge SIGH, my worst nightmare). Anyway, the employee is looking for coverage on the marketplace online bc they qualify for a
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special enrollment window since they just lost coverage.
We'd still like to fund the employer portion of premiums -- a flat dollar amount -- my question is, are we allowed to add a pre-tax payment to the employee's paycheck in order to pay our "employer
portion"? Or must it be taxed and treated like a bonus payment? Any advice would help here. I feel like we're saying a lot by still funding the employer portion even though it was the employee's
own fault for not enrolling during open enrollment.
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Re: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 3:30 PM
Anonymous

_
OP Here. Well, we decided to proceed with termination. We scheduled the meeting and the employee then stated her doctor is requiring her to be on rest for the next 7 days. She is not allowed to
work. I requested a doctors note so I could better understand the work restrictions. Nothing has been produced. Employee has not been with us for a year, so she does not qualify for FMLA.
Any concerns with terminating over the phone now while she is out on PTO for "rest"?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 15:04
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
If she's been on PIP for 60 days, you should have been getting someone cleared to replace her for the past 59. I know that may be difficult in a small organization, but I always assume a PIP is just my
documentation to justify termination. I find if an employee can't correct behavior until a PIP, they don't correct behavior with a PIP.
Which is more damaging to the business, keeping Jane until an eligible replacement is available or temporarily closing. Answer that question, and you have your answer.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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previous next
Re: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
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Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:08 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Some will say there may be ADA concerns, but if you have good documentation that you were planning to do this before her doctor's note, then I would say go for it. It is not a reasonable
accommodation to not do the job to expectations. My guess is the call center is closed while she is out, too.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
_
OP Here. Well, we decided to proceed with termination. We scheduled the meeting and the employee then stated her doctor is requiring her to be on rest for the next 7 days. She is not allowed to
work. I requested a doctors note so I could better understand the work restrictions. Nothing has been produced. Employee has not been with us for a year, so she does not qualify for FMLA.
Any concerns with terminating over the phone now while she is out on PTO for "rest"?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 15:04
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
If she's been on PIP for 60 days, you should have been getting someone cleared to replace her for the past 59. I know that may be difficult in a small organization, but I always assume a PIP is just my
documentation to justify termination. I find if an employee can't correct behavior until a PIP, they don't correct behavior with a PIP.
Which is more damaging to the business, keeping Jane until an eligible replacement is available or temporarily closing. Answer that question, and you have your answer.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
_
I am an Arizona employer. We are currently contracted with a local prison where inmates work as Inside Sales/Call Center Reps. We have 1 actual employee who acts as a Supervisor within the
prison, managing the inmates or Call Center Reps. This employee, let's call her Jane, has struggled since she started last summer. In February, 2018 we provided Jane with a 30 day PIP. It outlined
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areas of improvement regarding her management style, communication method, operating the facility, and following procedures. At the end of the 30 day we extended it additional 30 days as during
her first 2 weeks Jane was having difficulty grasping the concepts of what we were asking. It was partially management's fault as another manager who works with the Call Center was providing
conflicting guidance to Jane. This manager is an employee of the company and works part-time at the prison and part-time at the company's office. This manager is more senior than Jane but NOT
more senior than the manager who provided her with the PIP.
Jane's 30 day extension ends this week. However, Jane filed a sexual harassment claim with the prison 1.5 weeks ago regarding 3 correctional officers. The 3 correctional officers are no longer
allowed to have contact with Jane or work in our company area with the Call Center Reps. Additionally, the prison HR is conducting an investigation regarding their conduct. The correctional
officers are not my employees.
Regarding Jane's performance, she is consistently under-performing. I am ready to proceed with termination due to numerous documented instances over the last 60 days. We have had numerous
issues regarding Jane's poor communication with the prison often causing chaos in the process. Numerous personnel within the prison refuse to work with Jane due to her tone of voice and her higher
than mighty attitude. Additionally, Jane still struggles with the remote technology and she is unable to perform tasks due to confusion even when excessive training was conducted. Jane's largest
downfall is she is not innovative. Unless told to do something she does not try to be more effective or efficient. Best example I can provide is she complained that she had to pick up coffee for the
site. I asked if she considered using Amazon to have it delivered to her home (she has a company credit card) to eliminate the problem. This was not what Jane wanted. Jane wants to complain. Jane
doesn't want to fix.
Finally, as I mentioned above there is another more senior manager who worked at the prison. This manager resigned and we hired a replacement employee. Due to the stringent background
requirements of the prison our newly hired employee is not eligible to work at the site yet. This is problematic because if we terminated Jane the call center would have to close until our new
employee was allowed to work at the site. The call center is not allowed to be open without a company employee on site.
So, now we have this dilemma. We already extended the PIP once. We have an open sexual harassment investigation and if we proceed with termination our call center will be indefinitely closed.
Any recommendations? Do we terminate, extend the PIP until the investigation is complete, extend the PIP again....I honestly do not know how to proceed.
AZ145
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previous next
Re: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 4:19 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
I agree with the previous post, you made your decision before any medical issues were present, it was based on performance, you have documented PIPs and the employee is not FMLA eligible.
From the ADA point of view, closing your full operation is not an "reasonable accommodation" which is what you would be forced to do as long as this person can't show up for work and on top of
all that, the employee has not even presented documentation to support why she is not at work right now.
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HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 16:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
_
â€‹
Some will say there may be ADA concerns, but if you have good documentation that you were planning to do this before her doctor's note, then I would say go for it. It is not a reasonable
accommodation to not do the job to expectations. My guess is the call center is closed while she is out, too.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 15:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
_
OP Here. Well, we decided to proceed with termination. We scheduled the meeting and the employee then stated her doctor is requiring her to be on rest for the next 7 days. She is not allowed to
work. I requested a doctors note so I could better understand the work restrictions. Nothing has been produced. Employee has not been with us for a year, so she does not qualify for FMLA.
Any concerns with terminating over the phone now while she is out on PTO for "rest"?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 15:04
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
If she's been on PIP for 60 days, you should have been getting someone cleared to replace her for the past 59. I know that may be difficult in a small organization, but I always assume a PIP is just my
documentation to justify termination. I find if an employee can't correct behavior until a PIP, they don't correct behavior with a PIP.
Which is more damaging to the business, keeping Jane until an eligible replacement is available or temporarily closing. Answer that question, and you have your answer.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
_
I am an Arizona employer. We are currently contracted with a local prison where inmates work as Inside Sales/Call Center Reps. We have 1 actual employee who acts as a Supervisor within the
prison, managing the inmates or Call Center Reps. This employee, let's call her Jane, has struggled since she started last summer. In February, 2018 we provided Jane with a 30 day PIP. It outlined
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areas of improvement regarding her management style, communication method, operating the facility, and following procedures. At the end of the 30 day we extended it additional 30 days as during
her first 2 weeks Jane was having difficulty grasping the concepts of what we were asking. It was partially management's fault as another manager who works with the Call Center was providing
conflicting guidance to Jane. This manager is an employee of the company and works part-time at the prison and part-time at the company's office. This manager is more senior than Jane but NOT
more senior than the manager who provided her with the PIP.
Jane's 30 day extension ends this week. However, Jane filed a sexual harassment claim with the prison 1.5 weeks ago regarding 3 correctional officers. The 3 correctional officers are no longer
allowed to have contact with Jane or work in our company area with the Call Center Reps. Additionally, the prison HR is conducting an investigation regarding their conduct. The correctional
officers are not my employees.
Regarding Jane's performance, she is consistently under-performing. I am ready to proceed with termination due to numerous documented instances over the last 60 days. We have had numerous
issues regarding Jane's poor communication with the prison often causing chaos in the process. Numerous personnel within the prison refuse to work with Jane due to her tone of voice and her higher
than mighty attitude. Additionally, Jane still struggles with the remote technology and she is unable to perform tasks due to confusion even when excessive training was conducted. Jane's largest
downfall is she is not innovative. Unless told to do something she does not try to be more effective or efficient. Best example I can provide is she complained that she had to pick up coffee for the
site. I asked if she considered using Amazon to have it delivered to her home (she has a company credit card) to eliminate the problem. This was not what Jane wanted. Jane wants to complain. Jane
doesn't want to fix.
Finally, as I mentioned above there is another more senior manager who worked at the prison. This manager resigned and we hired a replacement employee. Due to the stringent background
requirements of the prison our newly hired employee is not eligible to work at the site yet. This is problematic because if we terminated Jane the call center would have to close until our new
employee was allowed to work at the site. The call center is not allowed to be open without a company employee on site.
So, now we have this dilemma. We already extended the PIP once. We have an open sexual harassment investigation and if we proceed with termination our call center will be indefinitely closed.
Any recommendations? Do we terminate, extend the PIP until the investigation is complete, extend the PIP again....I honestly do not know how to proceed.
AZ145
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previous next
Re: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 4:29 PM
Anonymous

_
I am super curious about the business model. I had no idea that call centers in prisons were a thing. Anybody else heard of this before. OP - what's the scale (i.e. how many people) and what % of
your call center bandwidth does this provide? What are the pros for your business vs more traditional call center settings?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-23-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee relations need advice. Don't know what to do.
_
I am an Arizona employer. We are currently contracted with a local prison where inmates work as Inside Sales/Call Center Reps. We have 1 actual employee who acts as a Supervisor within the
prison, managing the inmates or Call Center Reps. This employee, let's call her Jane, has struggled since she started last summer. In February, 2018 we provided Jane with a 30 day PIP. It outlined
areas of improvement regarding her management style, communication method, operating the facility, and following procedures. At the end of the 30 day we extended it additional 30 days as during
her first 2 weeks Jane was having difficulty grasping the concepts of what we were asking. It was partially management's fault as another manager who works with the Call Center was providing
conflicting guidance to Jane. This manager is an employee of the company and works part-time at the prison and part-time at the company's office. This manager is more senior than Jane but NOT
more senior than the manager who provided her with the PIP.
Jane's 30 day extension ends this week. However, Jane filed a sexual harassment claim with the prison 1.5 weeks ago regarding 3 correctional officers. The 3 correctional officers are no longer
allowed to have contact with Jane or work in our company area with the Call Center Reps. Additionally, the prison HR is conducting an investigation regarding their conduct. The correctional
officers are not my employees.
Regarding Jane's performance, she is consistently under-performing. I am ready to proceed with termination due to numerous documented instances over the last 60 days. We have had numerous
issues regarding Jane's poor communication with the prison often causing chaos in the process. Numerous personnel within the prison refuse to work with Jane due to her tone of voice and her higher
than mighty attitude. Additionally, Jane still struggles with the remote technology and she is unable to perform tasks due to confusion even when excessive training was conducted. Jane's largest
downfall is she is not innovative. Unless told to do something she does not try to be more effective or efficient. Best example I can provide is she complained that she had to pick up coffee for the
site. I asked if she considered using Amazon to have it delivered to her home (she has a company credit card) to eliminate the problem. This was not what Jane wanted. Jane wants to complain. Jane
doesn't want to fix.
Finally, as I mentioned above there is another more senior manager who worked at the prison. This manager resigned and we hired a replacement employee. Due to the stringent background
requirements of the prison our newly hired employee is not eligible to work at the site yet. This is problematic because if we terminated Jane the call center would have to close until our new
employee was allowed to work at the site. The call center is not allowed to be open without a company employee on site.
So, now we have this dilemma. We already extended the PIP once. We have an open sexual harassment investigation and if we proceed with termination our call center will be indefinitely closed.
Any recommendations? Do we terminate, extend the PIP until the investigation is complete, extend the PIP again....I honestly do not know how to proceed.
AZ145

top
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previous next
Re: Resume Writing Services
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:30 AM
Tracy Pabst
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Reply to Sender

Send my way, I'll be happy to look at and send you mine for more ideas.
Tracy
-----------------------------Tracy Pabst
HR Manager
Sam Dong Ohio, Inc.
Delaware, Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 20:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resume Writing Services
_
Hi Tracy,
Would you mind taking a look at my resume too?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 14:25
From: Tracy Pabst
Subject: Resume Writing Services
I have done quite a few resume for professional friends who have had amazing results. I would be happy to share my resume and ones I have done for others if this would help you.
Tracy
tpabst@samdongohio.com
-----------------------------Tracy Pabst
HR Manager
Sam Dong Ohio, Inc.
Delaware, Ohio
Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 11:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resume Writing Services
_
Can anyone recommend resume writing services? I need to spruce up my resume a bit -its time for a new job.
Thank you
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previous next
Re: Resume Writing Services
Reply to Group
Apr 27, 2018 10:31 AM
Tracy Pabst

Sure,email to me please.
-----------------------------Tracy Pabst
HR Manager
Sam Dong Ohio, Inc.
Delaware, Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2018 08:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resume Writing Services
_
Tracy,
Would you be willing to look at my resume as well?
Any help would be appreciated.
Thanks!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 14:25
From: Tracy Pabst
Subject: Resume Writing Services
I have done quite a few resume for professional friends who have had amazing results. I would be happy to share my resume and ones I have done for others if this would help you.
Tracy
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Reply to Sender

tpabst@samdongohio.com
-----------------------------Tracy Pabst
HR Manager
Sam Dong Ohio, Inc.
Delaware, Ohio
Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 11:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resume Writing Services
_
Can anyone recommend resume writing services? I need to spruce up my resume a bit -its time for a new job.
Thank you

top
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previous next
Re: Booking Travel Advice
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:19 PM
Mary Magouirk
We use Gwins Travel as well as Concur, which was set up for us through Gwins. We can book directly in concur and it is a $10 fee or we can call an agent of Gwins and pay a $25 fee when they
book the travel. Either way, whether booked through an agent or through Concur, all travel shows in the Concur app. There were no setup fees or anything. We just pay the fee each time travel is
actually booked. Gwins specializes in travel for small to mid-size businesses. At least they did when I signed us up with them. I believe they still do. They also helped us to get set up with different
corporate accounts for airlines and cars and such and get us on a much better car rental program.
www.gwins.com/corporate
-----------------------------Mary Magouirk
Office & HR Manager
Utility Systems Solutions, Inc
Dallas TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 11:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Booking Travel Advice
_
I would appreciate any input or advice on booking travel for a smaller company. We have approximately 20 employees. I am looking to redo our travel policy in regards to how we book travel and
airfare. What is the best way for the company? It seems airlines require high dollar amounts for corporate accounts. Do you think it is best to have one person book for the company through one
airline and pay with a Company credit card or have the employee book their own and reimburse after the trip?
Thanks for any advice!

top
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previous next
Re: Booking Travel Advice
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:23 PM
Erica Berthen
We use Concur as well (ProTravel is our direct agent coincidentally). It's all booked on our corporate card (AMEX) - which gives us membership points. Hotels although booked on our card, are
paid by the employee and reimbursed in the Concur expense system. However, our travel is automatically added to the employees profile so makes expense entry that much easier, for both the
employee and us a firm.
-----------------------------Erica Berthen
Chernoff Diamond & Co., LLC
Uniondale NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-23-2018 11:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Booking Travel Advice
_
I would appreciate any input or advice on booking travel for a smaller company. We have approximately 20 employees. I am looking to redo our travel policy in regards to how we book travel and
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airfare. What is the best way for the company? It seems airlines require high dollar amounts for corporate accounts. Do you think it is best to have one person book for the company through one
airline and pay with a Company credit card or have the employee book their own and reimburse after the trip?
Thanks for any advice!
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previous next
Re: Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 12:44 PM
Kyle O'Donnell
Not a bot.
SHRM allows vendors to join that do business in the HR arena. It sounds like anything I say will be perceived as sales just because I am a vendor... but nobody ever complains about the LMS
members or HR Consultants who literally sell direct to the OP without giving any education to the question.
#6: Please mention a response of mine that was unrelated to the question.
The OP in this example was asking for solutions other than SharePoint to achieve the result mentioned.
I provided an example. The same as if another SHRM member were to mention a software that they use.
The OP was looking for information in which he/she willâ€‹review and make a educated decision of which route to go.
I don't care if a SHRM member chooses my software or one of the other 100+ companies in my industry. I joined SHRM to provide education to HR professionals because most of the them do not
use document management software in general even though there are many benefits because HRIS/HCM is limited.
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 08:24
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From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
Bye, Kyle.
New meme.
sorry...i could not resist
spank me later
P.S. Kyle, if you're at #SHRM18, I'll buy you a drink as genuine repentance.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
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previous next
Re: Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:47 PM
Anonymous

_
SHRM's TOS prohibit you from using your posts to solicit your products or services. That's probably why your post was removed.. Do you think they'd remove it if it were permissible?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:44
From: Kyle O'Donnell
Subject: Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
Not a bot.
SHRM allows vendors to join that do business in the HR arena. It sounds like anything I say will be perceived as sales just because I am a vendor... but nobody ever complains about the LMS
members or HR Consultants who literally sell direct to the OP without giving any education to the question.
#6: Please mention a response of mine that was unrelated to the question.
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The OP in this example was asking for solutions other than SharePoint to achieve the result mentioned.
I provided an example. The same as if another SHRM member were to mention a software that they use.
The OP was looking for information in which he/she willâ€‹review and make a educated decision of which route to go.
I don't care if a SHRM member chooses my software or one of the other 100+ companies in my industry. I joined SHRM to provide education to HR professionals because most of the them do not
use document management software in general even though there are many benefits because HRIS/HCM is limited.
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com
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Re: Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Kyle, true SHRM does allow vendors to join. SHRM does not allow sales pitches on the connect board. You are selling services.
Calling us childish because we report posts that violate TOS is not professional of you and if I needed services likes yours I would not choose you because of this statement about us and your
methods. I am not the only one who reports you. And I report every other consultant who posts a sales pitch, if I want you service I will seek it out.
You have also developed quite a reputation as when you first joined every single response from you was sales pitch.
You reply to practically every single post with a long answer that does not always answer the initial question. Ex. How do you store employee files? Poster just wants to know what goes in what file
etc. The poser did not need a lesson on electronically storing files-not all orgs can afford this option. Your advice is not addressing the immediate concern of the poster.
Honestly, I deal with enough pushy sales people all day, I do not want to see it on this board.
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SHRM allows vendors to join that do business in the HR arena. It sounds like anything I say will be perceived as sales just because I am a vendor... but nobody ever complains about the
LMS members or HR Consultants who literally sell direct to the OP without giving any education to the question.
Kyle O'Donnell, 04-26-2018 12:44

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:44
From: Kyle O'Donnell
Subject: Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
Not a bot.
SHRM allows vendors to join that do business in the HR arena. It sounds like anything I say will be perceived as sales just because I am a vendor... but nobody ever complains about the LMS
members or HR Consultants who literally sell direct to the OP without giving any education to the question.
#6: Please mention a response of mine that was unrelated to the question.
The OP in this example was asking for solutions other than SharePoint to achieve the result mentioned.
I provided an example. The same as if another SHRM member were to mention a software that they use.
The OP was looking for information in which he/she willâ€‹review and make a educated decision of which route to go.
I don't care if a SHRM member chooses my software or one of the other 100+ companies in my industry. I joined SHRM to provide education to HR professionals because most of the them do not
use document management software in general even though there are many benefits because HRIS/HCM is limited.
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com
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Re: Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 1:00 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Hey Kyle, I think it's your approach.
Just don't mention what you do at all.
It'll go a long way.
P.S. Again, SORRY about the bot thing.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-26-2018 12:44
From: Kyle O'Donnell
Subject: Electronic employee policy acknowledgements
Not a bot.
SHRM allows vendors to join that do business in the HR arena. It sounds like anything I say will be perceived as sales just because I am a vendor... but nobody ever complains about the LMS
members or HR Consultants who literally sell direct to the OP without giving any education to the question.
#6: Please mention a response of mine that was unrelated to the question.
The OP in this example was asking for solutions other than SharePoint to achieve the result mentioned.
I provided an example. The same as if another SHRM member were to mention a software that they use.
The OP was looking for information in which he/she willâ€‹review and make a educated decision of which route to go.
I don't care if a SHRM member chooses my software or one of the other 100+ companies in my industry. I joined SHRM to provide education to HR professionals because most of the them do not
use document management software in general even though there are many benefits because HRIS/HCM is limited.
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
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kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com
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previous next
Re: Looking for a freelancer to draft job descriptions
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2018 6:57 PM
Heather Allen
I am buttoning up the last of the job descriptions where I work now, and have written or edited job descriptions at a number of previous employers. I also have a freelance writing and editing
business, so I do a great deal of freelance work, including grant writing, curriculum development, marketing and PR, and content writing for both print and online platforms. I have a bachelor's
degree in journalism and English, so you can be assured of a high-quality finished product. If you are interested, I would be happy to provide some recent work samples.
Heather Allen
Write It Right
writeitrightOR@yahoo.com
-----------------------------Heather Allen
Fiscal/HR Director
Garrison's Home
Central Point, OR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-19-2018 20:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Looking for a freelancer to draft job descriptions
_
I thought SHRM used to have a place where freelancers posted their services. I am looking for someone to draft job descriptions (FinTech related) for a month or two and that could work remotely.
Excellent writing skills. Any recommendations?
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Re: Catering To One Employee's Dieting Needs
Reply to Group
Apr 26, 2018 1:51 PM
Anonymous

_
Naw.. When I came on 3 years ago I thought it was weird we celebrated it as Admin day. (previous lives it was just for true secretaries/ assistants) But last year I heard complaints we did not do
enough... They have celebrated it as admin day (meaning all the "office girls" (don't get me started on that term)) for 30 years and they expect it.
The owner actually includes myself in that (HR/ Admin Director with executive authority in the company) Personally I find it a little demeaning since I oversee the departments but appreciate the
sentiment none the less.
I am pretty used to the complaining. We get pizza it's too greasy. we get doughnuts there is not enough chocolate.. you get the picture.. That said though.. Some of them seemed to really enjoy
yesterday and asked if we could do another fun day out! so I will take that as a success.
y guess is they found the sentiment insulting which I can understand, but I wouldn't be outwardly rude to my boss if he had done something similar. Would I have trashed him behind his
back- absolutely. Just remember- Admin Day is the same holiday as Secretary's Day, just an updated name for the same thing. Unless they are truly secretaries, admin assistants, executive
assistants, they may have just taken it as a huge slap in the face.
Anonymous, 04-25-2018 14:54

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Catering To One Employee's Dieting Needs
_
Wait, what??? My receptionist (the one who has no self control) was given a $50 giftcard to Meijier and even said in her thank you e-mail "I can buy many pints of Halo- Top with this giftcard!"
Lets ignore the fact that no one can bring baked goods for the engineering team without her throwing a fit, but you're telling us that you're planning on using the giftcard on ICE CREAM.
Ugh- but at least she was grateful.
My guess is they found the sentiment insulting which I can understand, but I wouldn't be outwardly rude to my boss if he had done something similar. Would I have trashed him behind his backabsolutely. Just remember- Admin Day is the same holiday as Secretary's Day, just an updated name for the same thing. Unless they are truly secretaries, admin assistants, executive assistants, they
may have just taken it as a huge slap in the face. But again, I don't agree with the way they were obviously ungrateful. I'm sorry that happened to you today :(
Original Message:
Sent: 04-25-2018 13:16
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Catering To One Employee's Dieting Needs
_
I lack will power too but last I checked this was not covered under any protected class (although I am sure, here in California, it will be soon enough.) Therefore I wouldn't be removing anything
anytime soon.
I have had this come up a lot in recent years.. one dietary restriction after another.. complaints about the food or treats we provide, issues with the restaurant we host events at, even the prizes people
win for contests.. it is never ending. I, personally have taken myself out of being the keeper of all things food/awards because it pisses me off and my instinct as a mom is "you get what you get and
you don't throw a fit" apparently that response doesn't sound very "friendly" It still shocks me people complain about free stuff. I always hate events, food days, etc.. They are un-fun for me and i
think we should remove them as such!
That said, today I brought treats for my admin team and am taking them out for lunch/ mini golfing.. So far I have a "I am too busy to leave the office" "I don't like that restaurant" "All
these goodies look store bought!" (they were I have 2 teenagers and an infant and I work 50 hours a week when do you want me to bake?) my favorite "mini- golf .. hmm just asking for a
work comp claim arn't we?"
I want to scream and it is only 10 am!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Catering To One Employee's Dieting Needs
_
â€‹â€‹
Our small office of ten employees has an employee who is attempting to diet. She has been very, very vocal about her efforts to diet. Located in our office suite is a large conference room where
inside and outside meetings take place. They include general board meetings, outside vendor meetings ect. In an attempt to be hospitable we offer the standard items to our guests. These items include
coffee, water and a bowl of candy in the middle of the conference table. The dieting employee demanded that no candy be available in the office because she does not have the will power not to eat
the candy. Our management team is in transition and our current lead manager is trying to make everyone happy. She has asked that the candy be removed from the conference room and we all have
been asked to support the dieting employee. This request has upset the rest of the staff as the see the request is juvenile and the dieting employees lack of will power is not their issue. One employee
going so far as to state she is lactose intolerant and thinks all dairy creamers should be removed from the coffee area. Does anyone have a solution or suggestion as to how to diffuse this increasingly
distracting office situation?

You are subscribed to "General HR" as therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. To change your subscriptions, go to My Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to
Unsubscribe.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Society for Human Resource Management" <DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity.org>
Fri, 16 Feb 2018 10:56:03 -0700 (MST)
General HR Digest for Friday February 16, 2018
<therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

General HR
Post New Message
Feb 15, 2018
started 11 minutes ago, Patricia Haggerty (1 reply)

Retiring but stay on in some capacity
1. We have an employee that will be retiring. We... Patricia Haggerty
started an hour ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Personnel Files
2. _ As I am getting deeper into my HR role, I... Anonymous
3. _ In what state? We keep what's minimally... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

MEC Plans
4. _ Does anyone currently have a MEC plan for... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Light Duty Offered - but declined
5. _ Hello Everyone - We are in Wisconsin. ... Anonymous
6. _ For the employee - refusal of light duty... Anonymous
7. _ The answer depends on whether the employee... Anonymous
8. _ Yes, even if FMLA applies, his refusal of... Anonymous
9. _ Does FMLA apply, was the offer in writing? Anonymous
10. _ OP here - FMLA does not apply. The only... Anonymous
11. _ To answer your question - yes, this is... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Colleague Issues
12. _ I have a Director (colleague) of our... Anonymous
13. _ Who do they report to? Anonymous
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

_ In my previous job my boss never got back... Anonymous
_ They report to my boss, but he won't... Anonymous
_ I'd set a follow up meeting. When... Anonymous
_ These are small issues...not requiring a... Anonymous
_ Do you work in the same building? If so, I... Anonymous
_ I work with a manager who does this. The... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Nancy Thomas (0 replies)

No Call No Show
20. â€‹
Looking for advice Nancy Thomas
started 2 hours ago, Sandra Reichert (3 replies)

Paying for PPE discriminatory?
21. â€‹â€‹â€‹
Having recently completed a full PPE... Sandra Reichert
22. _ Not all discrimination is unlawful... Anonymous
23. _ It is discriminatory. Why do you think... Anonymous
24. This is exactly the question you should pose to... Ivette Dupuis
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (16 replies)

Friday Rant
25. _ I just need to have a quick rant about how... Anonymous
26. _ What does he think the answer is? And why... Anonymous
27. _ Yesterday I saw a truck driving around with... Anonymous
28. _ OP here - I love the billboard on the... Anonymous
29. _ Pretty sure my doctors are expecting me to... Anonymous
30. _ That's how retail stores get staffed... Anonymous
31. _ We had to boost our referral bonus to $1... Anonymous
32. _ I started my Friday by firing someone the... Anonymous
33. _ No termination should ever be a total... Anonymous
34. _ No worries- we consulted actual legal... Anonymous
35. _ A Friday rant!!! I LOVE these! I got to... Anonymous
36. _ My conversation this morning: Me: I... Anonymous
37. _ I've been preaching employee morale for... Anonymous
38. _ OMG, love the rationalization these... Anonymous
39. _ For the most part I agree with you. ... Anonymous
40. _ I think there are times when employees just... Anonymous
41. _ Correct- in my case he didn't think we had... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Jennifer Lindberg (0 replies)

Absences and disiplinary action
42. I am looking for information (surveys or... Jennifer Lindberg
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Collecting background forms at interview
43. _ How do I approach my boss and advise her... Anonymous
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44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

_ Why do you think these forms shouldn't be... Anonymous
I agree with OP, I wouldn't ask for these forms... Ivette Dupuis
_ We collect this information at the... Anonymous
One follow up question, consent forms from... Ivette Dupuis
_ We do a phone screen, interview, and second... Anonymous
_ For my organization, the hiring manager has... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

VOE and LinkedIn?
50. _ Question for the group.. Prior to... Anonymous
51. I suggest you change the dates of employment on... Ivette Dupuis
52. _ This would concern me as a recruiter. Anonymous
53. _ Never a good idea to lie about job history Anonymous
54. _ If you have 3 jobs and 8 years of specific... Anonymous
55. I recommend going back and updating those jobs... Roberta Weingarten
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (13 replies)

Providing transportation as an accommodation?
56. _ We have an employee who has had surgery and... Anonymous
57. _ It is not the employer's responsibility to... Anonymous
58. _ â€‹
lol - short and sweet - no I have to... Anonymous
59. _ I agree with the other posters, and in... Anonymous
60. _ I would tell him no... it's his job to get... Anonymous
61. _ I wanted to confirm with others that we... Anonymous
62. _ Your requirement is to have an interactive... Anonymous
63. _ â€‹
This is not a reasonable accommodation. ... Anonymous
64. _ His job is mechanical assembly. He can do... Anonymous
65. _ â€‹
Really, the question is back at you. Do... Anonymous
66. I am considering asking for a personal assistant... Ivette Dupuis
67. _ No. I don't think there is any return on... Anonymous
68. Offical response from Ask JAN: d. Do... Ivette Dupuis
69. _ Thank you Ivette. Question answered! Anonymous
started 3 hours ago, Megan Vallakavi (7 replies)

PIP & Dr. Notes
70. Our Attendance Policy allows us to take Dr Megan Vallakavi
71. _ Does FMLA apply? Anonymous
72. No, she hasn't been here for a year yet. Megan Vallakavi
73. _ How close is she to being FMLA eligible and... Anonymous
74. _ Aside from a potential ADA case, our... Anonymous
75. She will be here for a year on March 14th. I'm... Megan Vallakavi
76. _ Even if ADA applies, the EEOC's guidance is... Anonymous
77. Just because an absence is excused doesn't mean... Roberta Weingarten
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started 3 hours ago, DEVORAH KATZ (1 reply)

Restriction on Asking About Salary
78. Hi, SHRM newbie here. This is my first post ... DEVORAH KATZ
79. _ These laws generally restrict requiring the... Anonymous
started 13 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
80. _ I work in the HR department for a city with... Anonymous
81. _ Due to the complexity of the rules and pay,... Anonymous
82. _ In my experience it has always been payroll... Anonymous
83. _ If a company has a separate payroll... Anonymous
84. _ I work for a Park Authority and due to... Anonymous
started 14 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Inappropriate use of technology
85. _ Hello all! I am putting together a policy... Anonymous
86. _ Search the SHRM Resources for "Electronic... Anonymous
87. Did you just refer to the world wide web,... Ivette Dupuis
88. In addition to Monk's search term suggestions,... Roberta Weingarten
89. _ OP here. I did search some on shrm but... Anonymous
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Employee Suicide Threat
90. _ I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who... Anonymous
91. _ Yeah, you need to terminate her. Just... Anonymous
92. _ I'm a little green here, so seasoned... Anonymous
93. _ She isn't requesting any accommodations and... Anonymous
94. _ I agree. There's obviously some risk here,... Anonymous
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Minnesota Family Leave Act
95. _ Hi there, can anyone help me confirm that... Anonymous
96. _ Minnesota does not have any statewide paid... Anonymous
97. _ Minnesota has a sick leave law. â€‹
www.dli... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Intermittent leave is a big Q!
98. _ An employee has been approved for FMLA... Anonymous
99. _ Yes you designate the leave as FMLA. Once... Anonymous
100. _ Intermittent leave requires a different... Anonymous
101. To add to Monk's post, make sure you look at the... Renee Shiraishi
started 17 hours ago, Bethany Schaefer (21 replies)

Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
102. I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious... Bethany Schaefer
103. I leave it off. In my mind, the business card... Betty Mullen
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104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.

_ I have mine certifications on my business... Anonymous
â€‹
I have mine listed. I see no reason to omit... Michele Vishneski
_ I think it's tacky on business cards. Most... Anonymous
I used to list my SPHR. But, I haven't had a... Ivette Dupuis
_ I agree with Ivette. I find it elitist when... Anonymous
_ Elitist my a$$! Open your minds and think... Anonymous
â€‹
Yes - If I'm giving my card to someone, chances... Tara McCulloch
_ Wow! Someone is cranky. Smile, it's Friday! Anonymous
_ â€‹
Yes, I list them. It shows I am a... Anonymous
Tara, you bring up a good point, if expected ... Ivette Dupuis
_ I never have listing the credentials s it... Anonymous
_ I put my credentials on my business cards... Anonymous
In the end, just a matter of personal preference... Ivette Dupuis
_ That makes sense if you're a consultant,... Anonymous
Technically, you're supposed to list degree and... Ivette Dupuis
SHRM agrees with you. Not only did I work... Ivette Dupuis
_ Of course they do. They profit from it! Anonymous
_ I don't know what DDS is but my dentist has... Anonymous
_ Most people want to know their doctor is... Anonymous
In the case of a lawyer, it matters. J.D. and... Ivette Dupuis
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

What sources do you use for comp data?
124. _ We are a small IT consulting firm looking... Anonymous
125. â€‹
I use several free sources. Bls.gov Salary... Wendy Peterson
126. _ I use World at Work. It's a very accurate... Anonymous
127. I use free sources: glassdoor.com payscale.com... Amber Kilgore
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Writing FMLA Policy
128. _ I am writing our FMLA policy and I... Anonymous
129. _ We just post the entire FMLA policy. Why... Anonymous
130. â€‹
You can find a sample policy on the SHRM site. ... Wendy Peterson
131. _ The minimum requirement for your handbook... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Medicare Part D Disclosure to CMS
132. _ I have to step in and submit our Medicare... Anonymous
133. _ Any chance she'll be back in enough time to... Anonymous
134. _ Hopefully this helps - www.cms.gov/Medicare... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

HR Disciplining an Exec?
135. _ I am nervous for a conversation I will be... Anonymous
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136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.

In my opinion, your CEO is the one who should be... Betty Mullen
_ Why are you leading this conversation? It... Anonymous
_ Managers manage. That should be an... Anonymous
_ Why are you leading this conversation... Anonymous
Just be direct and talk to him like you would... Ivette Dupuis
_ I would treat this like any other team... Anonymous
_ Agreed with the last couple of respondents Anonymous
_ I wouldn't call this disciplining. I'd... Anonymous
_ â€‹
"UGH" to the responders who come off... Anonymous
I agree with the advice to have a direct... Mary Dillman
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
146. _ Were an IT company, that often uses... Anonymous
147. It's not too uncommon. We have a kind of... Betty Mullen
148. _ We are an IT staffing firm and a federal... Anonymous
149. _ Thank you for helping me understand this Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Staff hours, location and job discription change
150. _ I work with an employee that was hired... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.

_ Employees on jury duty leave may use... Anonymous
_ â€‹
I would say the first one. The second... Anonymous
_ OP here, We are a multi state employer Anonymous
_ I agree with the first respondent andI... Anonymous
My rewording: While serving jury duty, you will... Ivette Dupuis
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Exempted Offer Letter sent back
156. _ I sent out an offer with great pay,... Anonymous
157. Our job descriptions have standard hours and the... Renee Shiraishi
158. _ â€‹
"Your work schedule will be based on the... Anonymous
159. _ Exempt is not the same as on-call 24/7. It... Anonymous
160. _ His question is very reasonable, exempt or... Anonymous
161. any guess on why he wants the hours defined in... Roberta Weingarten
162. _ This is where the HUMAN in human resources... Anonymous
163. _ any guess on why he wants the hours... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
164. _ â€‹â€‹
I have a manager that had an employee... Anonymous
165. If your handbook doesn't spell out that a doctor... Renee Shiraishi
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166. _ I don't think the manager should have asked... Anonymous
167. _ I'm not a fan of requiring doctor's notes ... Anonymous
168. _ â€‹
Thanks, everyone! Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

HR Scams
169. _ I have no question, but just came across... Anonymous
170. _ One of these scams is the reason I am here... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Dianna Gould (0 replies)

Excited to serve North Dakota State Council & Chapters
171. I am very delighted to now have the opportunity... Dianna Gould
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Employee Hard of Hearing
172.
173.
174.
175.

_ â€‹â€‹
We have an employee who is hard of... Anonymous
_ Is it appropriate for me to ask this... Anonymous
_ My husband has hearing aids and they are... Anonymous
_ A lot of presumptions here... the "hearing"... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Annual Salary Increases
176. _ Can anyone share how whether your company... Anonymous
177. _ Here's what our policy says about increases... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

BLS- Multiple Worksite Report
178. _ Does anybody have the address to mail back... Anonymous
179. _ A point to add- I missed the deadline to... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

PIP, Just to use Once
180. _ â€‹
Hello, We have never done a PIP for... Anonymous
181. _ You don't need a PIP policy. Simply assist... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (22 replies)

New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
182. _ Recently, we just hired a new manager to... Anonymous
183. _ I don't really understand the question here... Anonymous
184. _ Our company could care less about post... Anonymous
185. _ I don't see this as an usual request or... Anonymous
186. _ It's "I couldn't care less" first. This... Anonymous
187. _ I feel like this is not an odd request at... Anonymous
188. _ It is normal or abnormal for... Anonymous
189. _ That is a legit request Anonymous
190. _ Umm... a SWOT analysis is an evaluation of... Anonymous
191. _ I wouldn't view this as intimidation at all... Anonymous
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192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.

_ WOW! Old School and Ex-Military - What... Anonymous
_ Her manager is requiring the summary. It... Anonymous
_ You don't like your manager. You seem to... Anonymous
_ First, it is "couldn't care less". To say ... Anonymous
_ When did the OP state that she was female? ... Anonymous
_ Oh that was me, after a really long week,... Anonymous
_ Makes sense. I have to admit I wanted... Anonymous
_ I agree with Witch. It seems your dislike... Anonymous
_ I have no filter, and I am going to give... Anonymous
Have to chime in here and agree, totally... Betty Mullen
_ I agree 100% with Moonwillow. Anonymous
_ SWOT, power point, excel graphs, whatever,... Anonymous
Pick your battles. In fact, it's possible to... Ivette Dupuis
started 21 hours ago, Angela Young (7 replies)

Questions RE: Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.

â€‹â€‹
Hello, I am reaching out to the brains on... Angela Young
_ â€‹
We have a specific Community Time Off... Anonymous
_ If a community volunteer project is... Anonymous
_ If you pay them to "volunteer", then those... Anonymous
_ 1. if it's during work hours, they get paid... Anonymous
â€‹â€‹
Thank you for your feedback. I could have... Angela Young
_ Since volunteering is not "job-related" it... Anonymous
_ We pay during the regular work schedule... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

PEO Advice
213. _ Hello, this is my first time using a PEO... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Lori Fogle (3 replies)

Salary Duties
214. â€‹â€‹
I have a Director asking me if it is "illegal"... Lori Fogle
215. _ This isn't off base at all. Anonymous
216. _ There is absolutely nothing wrong with an... Anonymous
217. As long as the exempt employee's primary duties... Renee Shiraishi
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Certification
218. _ As a new member to the SHRM community with... Anonymous
219. _ The "Certification" tab on the SHRM site... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

No Time for Goals
220. _ How would you handle an office culture... Anonymous
221. _ If people have been in their jobs for 10... Anonymous
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222.
223.
224.
225.

the majority of employees say that they dont... Mary Dillman
_ OP here and thank you. Yes, I have top... Anonymous
_ How would you handle an office... Anonymous
Moon Willow makes excellent points. A resource... Mary Dillman
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Hires Dates / Service Dates related to acquisitions
226. _ Hi, What do you enter into your HRIS... Anonymous
227. _ Depends on what was written into the... Anonymous
228. _ Ultimately, this would depend on your... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Talent Acquisition and Management
229. _ What are some creative ways to recruit for... Anonymous
230. _ This is a very difficult industry to... Anonymous
231. _ Look at Warn Acts in your area as to... Anonymous
232. I think the suggestions already mentioned are... Klyn Elsbury
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

FMLA Leave Exhauseted
233. _ â€‹â€‹
Hello, I have an employee who... Anonymous
234. _ ADA cases are handled on an individualized... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Pre-Employment Drug Screening
235. _ We are in the process of determining if we... Anonymous
236. _ Drug screen all positions except for seasonal. Anonymous
237. _ All regardless of position or class. ... Anonymous
238. _ We drug screen across the board. You... Anonymous
239. _ â€‹
All positions at Pre employment,... Anonymous
240. _ We do all new hires. We only do random... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Exempt, salary working Saturday
241. _ Ohio - â€‹
Exempt, salary EE working Saturday... Anonymous
242. _ If they're exempt, that's up to you. I... Anonymous
243. _ Up to you. We leave this to the manager... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Workers Comp
244. _ I'm new to company (1st week) and had a... Anonymous
245. _ I would ask someone if the company... Anonymous
246. _ I'm new to company (1st week) and had a... Anonymous
247. _ In what state? We file everything with... Anonymous
248. _ MN and thank you, I agree with all... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)
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ACA reporting
249. _ â€‹â€‹
Hi All. I filed my 1094-C with the IRS... Anonymous
250. _ Here's some good information from Willis -... Anonymous
251. _ â€‹
Thank you for responding but I can't find... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

DL Copies
252. _ So it has been practice when I started here... Anonymous
253. _ â€‹
Driver's licenses contain dates of birth... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Discrimination or harassment?
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.

_ A friend has been terminated from his job... Anonymous
_ You don't know all the facts. It sounds... Anonymous
_ â€‹
You lost me after the first two words, "a... Anonymous
_ This is a "friend" (meaning you're biased... Anonymous
_ Remember you are not HR at your friend's... Anonymous
_ Even just hearing your friend's side of the... Anonymous
_ You're looking for a specific outcome from... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Vacation time issue on an EE paystub
261. _ Our company offers a policy (in the... Anonymous
262. _ Why can't the employee simply contact the... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Introductory Periods
263. _ Hi, Just wanted to reach out to see what... Anonymous
264. _ â€‹
we do a 90 day introductory period. This... Anonymous
265. We have a 90-day probationary policy, and a 14... Hilary Yancey
266. _ I think that the notion of introductory or... Anonymous
267. _ Performance should be addressed whether... Anonymous
268. Ditto what AJ said. If you want your handbook... Mary Dillman
269. _ Hi, this is the OP. Thanks for your input Anonymous
270. _ My company is in an employment at will... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Karen Fricke (1 reply)

Colorado Exempt Minimum Wage for 2018
271. California's exempt minimum wage was increased... Karen Fricke
272. _ Here are links to each of the state sites... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Nicole Cecere (0 replies)

Workforce Planning
273. Wondering if anyone has info when working with... Nicole Cecere
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

UNION QUESTION
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274. _ â€‹â€‹
We are a union house and looking to bring... Anonymous
275. _ It's been 10 years since I've worked with... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
276. _ Ok, so I am new to self funded world. ... Anonymous
277. _ We are also self funded and I would not... Anonymous
278. _ She's not seeing the private information... Anonymous
279. _ I agree. I wouldn't necessarily have an... Anonymous
280. _ I agree with this post. We removed the... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Accounting for employees after a work place tragedy
281. _ We have conducted training with employees... Anonymous
282. _ You can designate a local church or... Anonymous
283. _ A predetermined place should be chosen... Anonymous
284. _ Awesome that you guys are preparing for the... Anonymous
285. _ OP here We do have a designated meeting... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Angela Raake (0 replies)

Customer Service Training
286. â€‹
I'm looking for a fun and engaging customer... Angela Raake
started 23 hours ago, Weston Townsend (3 replies)

Entry Level HR Jobs (DFW)
287. â€‹â€‹
If anyone knows of any entry level HR jobs... Weston Townsend
288. Are you part of the local SHRM chapter. It... Eric Emerson
289. â€‹
Yes, I am! It's a good resource. Weston Townsend
290. _ Have you contacted the companies you... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (12 replies)

Handicap Parking
291. _ I am a new manager, and have been here a... Anonymous
292. _ I don't ever get involved with evaluating... Anonymous
293. _ I wouldn't do that, OP. If the employee is... Anonymous
294. _ People who have disabilities can also have... Anonymous
295. _ No, you shouldn't ask if your employee has... Anonymous
296. _ My neighbor who once picked me up... Anonymous
297. _ I tell people this is the kind of thing I... Anonymous
298. _ Actually, I would object to that neighbor... Anonymous
299. _ My neighbor who once picked me up... Anonymous
300. _ Yes I would object to this person parking... Anonymous
301. _ Not all disabilities are visible. ... Anonymous
302. _ Nope, if Jane has been doing her job with... Anonymous
303. Somehow, I am the parking police at my company Renee Shiraishi
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started 23 hours ago, Rebecca Paschal (0 replies)

Diversity Training
304. â€‹â€‹
Hello all, I work for a large company... Rebecca Paschal
started 23 hours ago, Jennifer Donovan (6 replies)

Unemployment Insurance Fraud
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.

â€‹â€‹
Is anyone dealing with fraudulent unemployment... Jennifer Donovan
_ What exactly do you mean by fraudulent? Anonymous
_ This really isn't for you to determine. If... Anonymous
_ What do you mean? We have ex-employees... Anonymous
_ Are you in Michigan? There is a HUGE... Anonymous
_ â€‹
I'm in Michigan and we experienced a huge... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

OSHA Complaint
311. _ Good morning! My office received an... Anonymous
312. _ ? Anonymous
313. _ I am not too sure where you are located. ... Anonymous
314. _ We're in Illinois. Thank you for the... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

FCRA Adverse Action rules
315. _ Our company serves legal process and hires... Anonymous
316. _ When you say subcontractor do you actually... Anonymous
317. _ Yes, they are independent contractors... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

payroll direct deposit
318. _ I'm trying not to be a jerk today, but I'm... Anonymous
319. _ You're 100% correct, OP. I wouldn't send a... Anonymous
320. _ Just because it is in their account on... Anonymous
321. You are 100% correct. You have a standard pay... Dianna Schell
322. _ You are not wrong OP. I'd address it on a... Anonymous
323. _ â€‹
OP here. Thank you all. That's what I... Anonymous
324. _ Just respond to those who contact you that... Anonymous
325. _ We get the same complaints sometimes, and... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

Terminating H1B EE
326. I just recently went through this. If you don't... Arshia Syed
started yesterday, Anonymous (1 reply)

ACA COMPLIANCE
327. Call Cynthia Kerr - Sanity Director located in... Seri Johnson
started yesterday, Anonymous (12 replies)

payroll vs HR
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328.
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.

_ â€‹
I should have elaborated a bit more, since... Anonymous
â€‹
Who enters new employee into the payroll system... Sarah Chittim
_ â€‹
thank you for your input! finger... Anonymous
_ Whenever there is a problem with someones... Anonymous
In our company Payroll reports to HR. It is the... Shannon McClure
_ I do both HR/PR right now so it's not an... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

401 (k) Discretionary Match
334. _ I wouldn't think the answer is in the plan... Anonymous
335. _ I wouldn't think the answer is in the... Anonymous
started yesterday, Valerie Waller (3 replies)

Employee background checks
336. Are they requiring fingerprinting to be... Rachel Arnold
337. They are Job Supervisors for retail construction... Valerie Waller
started yesterday, Anonymous (9 replies)

Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
338.
339.
340.
341.
342.

I'll answer as if non-exempt (He actually... Sarah Chittim
Message Kayleigh Karppinen
_ â€‹
Exempt or Non-Exempt, address it ASAP. If... Anonymous
_ As a result, the department... Anonymous
_ What does your drug and alcohol policy... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

FMLA Question - Back Issues
343. _ Did he get a release to full duty? If so... Anonymous
344. _ This is a new issues. Just like if I had... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (6 replies)

HRIS Systems
345. _ â€‹
although Bamboo HR is great, and a bit... Anonymous
346. â€‹
I know this isn't very helpful but I was told... Weston Townsend
347. I recommend PlanSource. The company can... Michael Calhoon
348. _ We use PayChex and it is clear we are one... Anonymous
349. We went with Bamboo, but my second choice was... Christopher McDonough
350. _ Does PlanSource have a timekeeping system?... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (15 replies)

Am I too hard on everybody?
351. Most Converse shoes that I have seen ARE... Lisa Sonne
352. _ OP here- Thank you all for your input. ... Anonymous
353. _ OP again- Also I am being close minded... Anonymous
354. _ It seems like you need to specify in your... Anonymous
355. _ Like another poster said, is this the norm... Anonymous
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356. When it comes to the yelling- this employee has... Roberta Weingarten
357. _ The good news is that you are not the... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

Personal Advice - Accomodation
358. Do you have a policy on your handbook about ADA... Stephanie Hines
359. _ What's your headcount? Anonymonk Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (15 replies)

Employee's hours
360. _ Same questions - what was the intent of the... Anonymous
361. _ Is Rebecca the OP or someone making an... Anonymous
362. _ Did you actually ask the manager why the... Anonymous
363. _ I'm assuming the intent to just post this... Anonymous
364. _ If the intent was to SHAME the employee for... Anonymous
365. _ Stop assuming, you need to investigate the... Anonymous
366. Agree with most above me -- it is certainly... Ashley Rohner
started yesterday, Lauren Lefkowitz (2 replies)

Managing More Than One Function - What's Your Title?
367. I concur, "Operations" doesn't imply finance, it... Shannon McClure
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
368. Zero budget here too. I get approval before... Jamie Wideman
369. _ â€‹
I came from organizations that follow a... Anonymous
370. No budget. No problems. I get three prices and... Christopher McDonough
371. _ No Budget here. I just report on what I am... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
372.
373.
374.
375.

_ Each of our departments handle the... Anonymous
_ In my last company, I coordinated birthday... Anonymous
_ "I've never really understood what the big... Anonymous
When I was at a larger company I was in charge... Cassandra Schaffa
started yesterday, Linda Emser (8 replies)

I-9 forms and copies
376. â€‹
We were trained by IMAGE, which is a free... Haley Mitchem
377. We use E-Verify and retain original I-9 forms +... Ashley Rohner
started yesterday, Anonymous (1 reply)

Arizona Paid Time Off - Paystubs and PTO
378. _ We are an AZ employer who uses PTO ilo Sick... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

HR System - Paper Files
379. I am actively looking to make the transition... Dezirae Plummer
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started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

Very aggressive candidate
380. _ Normally we don't respond. However, if they... Anonymous
381. _ I would also let managers know not to... Anonymous
382. I am actually dealing with a situation such as... Shannon McClure
383. _ I would ask IT to block this person. I... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (18 replies)

Anyone else? (Rant)
384. Can I just remind everyone that every generation... Ann Ortego
385. _ â€‹
I know every time I hit send on a email... Anonymous
386. _ Candidate that was supposed to have an 8 am... Anonymous
387. Ugh, that's the worst. It's challenging enough... Hilary Yancey
388. _ "Ugh, that's the worst. It's challenging... Anonymous
389. _ Holy smokes, yes! We had a woman at our... Anonymous
390. _ I just had an employee who was shocked and... Anonymous
started yesterday, Wanda Stokes (1 reply)

Facilitator
391. Hello Ms. Stokes -- we have a communication... Sean Williams
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Random drug screens for one department, each shift
392. Points of consideration in your decision making... Angie Smith
started yesterday, Randi Fais (6 replies)

Receiving Feedback
393. â€‹
Thank you, this is very helpful. Randi Fais
394. _ â€‹
I would (or have a manager with knowledge... Anonymous
started yesterday, Tiffany Perdue (5 replies)

Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
395. Our company moved to electronic Form I-9, but I...

Ivelise Andino
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
396. _ Thanks for the info. We actually use EBC... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Lisa Krieter (3 replies)

Leveraging parallel skills to obtain my first HR position
397. This is fabulous! This is just what I hope my... Lisa Krieter
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

How to say this??? You think this is ok?
398. _ OP Here, I should have been a little... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (54 replies)

Which are you? And why?
399. Clearly when I look at myself I started my... Roberta Weingarten
400. _ I agree completely and this is exactly what... Anonymous
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401. _ Moon Willow, Yours was a VERY helpful... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Interim President & CFO
402. _ Thank you so much for your input/feedback! Anonymous
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (24 replies)

What's your favorite interview question?
403. _ â€‹
I actually have dozens of favorite... Anonymous
404. _ â€‹
Sorry, instead of "For example, if the... Anonymous
405. "I also love starting off with "So, tell me... Betty Mullen
406. I think I am the anomaly. I usually can tell in... Betty Mullen
started 10 days ago, Holly MacTaggart (1 reply)

Destination Planning for expats
407. Hi Holly- I would be interested. Massachusetts... Diane Kiladis
started 15 days ago, Marilu Quinn (9 replies)

Starting a Career in HR
408. I just want to say thank you for posting as I am... Stephanie Bradley
409. In addition to the suggestions from the previous... Aziza Owusu

top
1.

next
Retiring but stay on in some capacity
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 11:56 AM
Patricia Haggerty
We have an employee that will be retiring. We want to offer her the ability to stay on part time or consulting. She said she would help us with some projects and assistn when needed; for up to 10
per week. We are deciding if we should classify her as part time or as a consultant. I realize there are regulations for classification but we want to be as flexible as possible. I am looking for best
practice and what others have done.
-----------------------------Patricia Haggerty
HR Manager
Forward Service Corporation
Madison WI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
2.

previous next
Personnel Files
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:14 AM
Anonymous

_
As I am getting deeper into my HR role, I have notice that the personnel files for my company are sorely lacking. The previous person was in the job for 30 years and quite lax in record keeping.
What do you typically keep in your personnel files? I plan on updating them through out the year. I have separate files for health insurance and 401(k) information. Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
3.

previous next
Re: Personnel Files
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:43 AM
Anonymous

_
In what state? We keep what's minimally required and can't be stored electronically.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel Files
_
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As I am getting deeper into my HR role, I have notice that the personnel files for my company are sorely lacking. The previous person was in the job for 30 years and quite lax in record keeping.
What do you typically keep in your personnel files? I plan on updating them through out the year. I have separate files for health insurance and 401(k) information. Thanks.

top
4.

previous next
MEC Plans
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:04 AM
Anonymous

_
Does anyone currently have a MEC plan for their company? I am working with a start up and they would like to offer benefits. They are leaning towards offering a PPO but with what they want to
cover - I worry they are going to be pricing the benefits too high and turn people off. We were using a family of 3 and then individuals out of pocket cost would be about $750 a month for the
insurance, with the company picking up $450 of the cost. These people we are looking for aren't highly skilled individuals ($15-$18/hour range). It is for a construction company and probably won't
have anyone working from mid-Nov - mid-March
I know it is optional, but for us to offer insurance we need 75% of people to enroll into the insurance in order to get it and I'm thinking the high pricing will just turn them off. I'm thinking a MEC
plan is a good compromise for the company - I was looking at like a MEC Premier or MEC Select that still provides some additional benefits. I am still waiting on the cost from our broker. My
thinking was this could be a good start up plan and then when we feel ready we can offer something better down the road.
What is everyone's experience with benefits? Have you done a MEC plan and had issues with it?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
5.

previous next
Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:01 AM
Anonymous

_
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Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
6.

previous next
Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:04 AM
Anonymous

_
For the employee - refusal of light duty will likely put his WC benefits in jeopardy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top
7.

previous next
Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 11:05 AM
Anonymous
_
The answer depends on whether the employee is eligible for leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA). A workplace injury that requires time off may qualify as a serious health
condition under the FMLA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top
8.

previous next
Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:06 AM
Anonymous

_
Yes, even if FMLA applies, his refusal of light duty will put his WC benefits in jeopardy, but he may still remain on job-protected leave under the FMLA. The FMLA aspect does not really affect his
eligibility for WC benefits after refusing light duty.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top
9.

previous next
Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:44 AM
Anonymous

_
Does FMLA apply, was the offer in writing?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top
10.

previous next
Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:53 AM
Anonymous
_
OP here - FMLA does not apply. The only documentation as to his offer of light duty is written on EE's time sheet, in the coordinator's hand writing.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top

previous next

11.

Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:57 AM
Anonymous

_
To answer your question - yes, this is something to be concerned about.

1. The longer he is out, the more expensive this claim will become. Returning to any form of duty (rather than staying home and collecting benefits) is usually the most expensive route. Put
together a formal offer that can be signed off by the doctor. Discuss it with the supervisor and with the claims handler. Someone should get that to this employee today and the claims handler
should explain what happens if he refuses.
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2. One of the purposes of light duty is to keep the employee connected to the workplace and to help him maintain his skills and value. You aren't benefiting from his knowledge and skill if he
says home, and he disconnects even further.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top
12.

previous next
Colleague Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:36 AM
Anonymous

_
I have a Director (colleague) of our Operations department that is terrible at follow up and I'm very frustrated. He will tell me about an issue going on, and I ask him to let me know the outcome, and
never gets back to me. I will send a followup email about few weeks later asking "what was the outcome" and no response. This Director is fairly new (7 months). My resort is now I keep a
"folder" with his name on it and ask if we can meet to go over the outstanding followup issues.
Any pointers on how to improve this situation/frustrating issue?

Thanks in advance!

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
13.

previous next
Re: Colleague Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:37 AM
Anonymous

_
Who do they report to?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I have a Director (colleague) of our Operations department that is terrible at follow up and I'm very frustrated. He will tell me about an issue going on, and I ask him to let me know the outcome, and
never gets back to me. I will send a followup email about few weeks later asking "what was the outcome" and no response. This Director is fairly new (7 months). My resort is now I keep a
"folder" with his name on it and ask if we can meet to go over the outstanding followup issues.
Any pointers on how to improve this situation/frustrating issue?

Thanks in advance!

top
14.

previous next
Re: Colleague Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:38 AM
Anonymous

_
In my previous job my boss never got back to me with anything unless I put it in her calendar. Is it realistic for you to do that?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I have a Director (colleague) of our Operations department that is terrible at follow up and I'm very frustrated. He will tell me about an issue going on, and I ask him to let me know the outcome, and
never gets back to me. I will send a followup email about few weeks later asking "what was the outcome" and no response. This Director is fairly new (7 months). My resort is now I keep a
"folder" with his name on it and ask if we can meet to go over the outstanding followup issues.
Any pointers on how to improve this situation/frustrating issue?

Thanks in advance!

top
15.

previous next
Re: Colleague Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:41 AM
Anonymous

_
They report to my boss, but he won't address things. I just want to come off as less of a pest, and get a follow up without having to beg!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
Who do they report to?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I have a Director (colleague) of our Operations department that is terrible at follow up and I'm very frustrated. He will tell me about an issue going on, and I ask him to let me know the outcome, and
never gets back to me. I will send a followup email about few weeks later asking "what was the outcome" and no response. This Director is fairly new (7 months). My resort is now I keep a
"folder" with his name on it and ask if we can meet to go over the outstanding followup issues.
Any pointers on how to improve this situation/frustrating issue?

Thanks in advance!

top
16.

previous next
Re: Colleague Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:45 AM
Anonymous

_
I'd set a follow up meeting.
When managers and I discuss that will require follow up, we decide that one of us (depending on who has the action item) will follow up by X date or we set a meeting right then for the follow up
meeting. In your case, I would immediately schedule a follow up meeting at the end of the conversation. I can just be 5 minutes.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
In my previous job my boss never got back to me with anything unless I put it in her calendar. Is it realistic for you to do that?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
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I have a Director (colleague) of our Operations department that is terrible at follow up and I'm very frustrated. He will tell me about an issue going on, and I ask him to let me know the outcome, and
never gets back to me. I will send a followup email about few weeks later asking "what was the outcome" and no response. This Director is fairly new (7 months). My resort is now I keep a
"folder" with his name on it and ask if we can meet to go over the outstanding followup issues.
Any pointers on how to improve this situation/frustrating issue?

Thanks in advance!

top
17.

previous next
Re: Colleague Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:48 AM
Anonymous

_
These are small issues...not requiring a meeting, but a quick email. For example, employee issues that are discussed frequently, I'll ask him to let me know his final decision on the issue, or let me
know how he makes out when he talks to xyz, etc....... I think that some of the reason is that he is disorganized and forgets and some of the reasons is because he doesn't follow up with the ee issue
(address discipline) like he should.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I'd set a follow up meeting.
When managers and I discuss that will require follow up, we decide that one of us (depending on who has the action item) will follow up by X date or we set a meeting right then for the follow up
meeting. In your case, I would immediately schedule a follow up meeting at the end of the conversation. I can just be 5 minutes.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
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In my previous job my boss never got back to me with anything unless I put it in her calendar. Is it realistic for you to do that?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I have a Director (colleague) of our Operations department that is terrible at follow up and I'm very frustrated. He will tell me about an issue going on, and I ask him to let me know the outcome, and
never gets back to me. I will send a followup email about few weeks later asking "what was the outcome" and no response. This Director is fairly new (7 months). My resort is now I keep a
"folder" with his name on it and ask if we can meet to go over the outstanding followup issues.
Any pointers on how to improve this situation/frustrating issue?

Thanks in advance!

top
18.

previous next
Re: Colleague Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:48 AM
Anonymous

_
Do you work in the same building?
If so, I'd just stop by his office.
If not, I'd pick up the phone.
I get so many e-mails that by the time I address the immediate need issues, that little ankle biters are long forgotten.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I have a Director (colleague) of our Operations department that is terrible at follow up and I'm very frustrated. He will tell me about an issue going on, and I ask him to let me know the outcome, and
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never gets back to me. I will send a followup email about few weeks later asking "what was the outcome" and no response. This Director is fairly new (7 months). My resort is now I keep a
"folder" with his name on it and ask if we can meet to go over the outstanding followup issues.
Any pointers on how to improve this situation/frustrating issue?

Thanks in advance!

top
19.

previous next
Re: Colleague Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:50 AM
Anonymous

_
I work with a manager who does this. The only way to get a response is to drop in on him.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
These are small issues...not requiring a meeting, but a quick email. For example, employee issues that are discussed frequently, I'll ask him to let me know his final decision on the issue, or let me
know how he makes out when he talks to xyz, etc....... I think that some of the reason is that he is disorganized and forgets and some of the reasons is because he doesn't follow up with the ee issue
(address discipline) like he should.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I'd set a follow up meeting.
When managers and I discuss that will require follow up, we decide that one of us (depending on who has the action item) will follow up by X date or we set a meeting right then for the follow up
meeting. In your case, I would immediately schedule a follow up meeting at the end of the conversation. I can just be 5 minutes.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:38
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
In my previous job my boss never got back to me with anything unless I put it in her calendar. Is it realistic for you to do that?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I have a Director (colleague) of our Operations department that is terrible at follow up and I'm very frustrated. He will tell me about an issue going on, and I ask him to let me know the outcome, and
never gets back to me. I will send a followup email about few weeks later asking "what was the outcome" and no response. This Director is fairly new (7 months). My resort is now I keep a
"folder" with his name on it and ask if we can meet to go over the outstanding followup issues.
Any pointers on how to improve this situation/frustrating issue?

Thanks in advance!

top
20.

previous next
No Call No Show
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:32 AM
Nancy Thomas
â€‹
Looking for advice.........
We have an employee who left on Wednesday mid-afternoon with telling anyone she was leaving. The GM tried to call her and got voicemail. He asked her to return the call, she did not.
She called in yesterday 2 hours after report time and said she left sick and would be in today when she can get there.. She did not come in.
Today she has not come in or called.
This has happened many times before and she has been counseled several times.
Can we let her go for No Call No Show?
Thanks!
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-----------------------------Nancy Thomas
Director of HR
Thames Valley Communications Inc
Groton CT
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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21.

previous next
Paying for PPE discriminatory?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:03 AM
Sandra Reichert
â€‹â€‹â€‹
Having recently completed a full PPE assessment based on job; a program was agreed upon and written. Our company pays the full cost of safety shoes in production jobs that require more than
the standard safety toe. We do not pay for shoes in production jobs that only require the minimum safety toe.
Executive management is now wanting to pay for the full cost of all office support staff shoes. I think this is discriminatory and could get us in some trouble.
I understand management wants to offer boots as part of a compensation package; but it's PPE not a company shirt. Why would we pay for Sales & Marketing to have boots and not a machine
operator? Anyone else have experience with this?
-----------------------------Sandra Reichert
Sr. HR Generalist
WI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Paying for PPE discriminatory?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:24 AM
Anonymous
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_
Not all discrimination is unlawful discrimination. Things don't have to be "fair." Discrimination is unlawful when decisions are made based on protected characteristics.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:03
From: Sandra Reichert
Subject: Paying for PPE discriminatory?
â€‹â€‹â€‹
Having recently completed a full PPE assessment based on job; a program was agreed upon and written. Our company pays the full cost of safety shoes in production jobs that require more than
the standard safety toe. We do not pay for shoes in production jobs that only require the minimum safety toe.
Executive management is now wanting to pay for the full cost of all office support staff shoes. I think this is discriminatory and could get us in some trouble.
I understand management wants to offer boots as part of a compensation package; but it's PPE not a company shirt. Why would we pay for Sales & Marketing to have boots and not a machine
operator? Anyone else have experience with this?
-----------------------------Sandra Reichert
Sr. HR Generalist
WI
------------------------------

top
23.

previous next
Re: Paying for PPE discriminatory?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:18 AM
Anonymous

_
It is discriminatory. Why do you think this is ILLEGAL discrimination?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:03
From: Sandra Reichert
Subject: Paying for PPE discriminatory?
â€‹â€‹â€‹
Having recently completed a full PPE assessment based on job; a program was agreed upon and written. Our company pays the full cost of safety shoes in production jobs that require more than
the standard safety toe. We do not pay for shoes in production jobs that only require the minimum safety toe.
Executive management is now wanting to pay for the full cost of all office support staff shoes. I think this is discriminatory and could get us in some trouble.
I understand management wants to offer boots as part of a compensation package; but it's PPE not a company shirt. Why would we pay for Sales & Marketing to have boots and not a machine
operator? Anyone else have experience with this?
-----------------------------Sandra Reichert
Sr. HR Generalist
WI
------------------------------

top
24.

previous next
Re: Paying for PPE discriminatory?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 11:59 AM
Ivette Dupuis
This is exactly the question you should pose to your management team.
Why would we pay for Sales & Marketing to have boots and not a machine operator?
Sandra Reichert, 02-16-2018 10:03

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:03
From: Sandra Reichert
Subject: Paying for PPE discriminatory?
â€‹â€‹â€‹
Having recently completed a full PPE assessment based on job; a program was agreed upon and written. Our company pays the full cost of safety shoes in production jobs that require more than
the standard safety toe. We do not pay for shoes in production jobs that only require the minimum safety toe.
Executive management is now wanting to pay for the full cost of all office support staff shoes. I think this is discriminatory and could get us in some trouble.
I understand management wants to offer boots as part of a compensation package; but it's PPE not a company shirt. Why would we pay for Sales & Marketing to have boots and not a machine
operator? Anyone else have experience with this?
-----------------------------Sandra Reichert
Sr. HR Generalist
WI
------------------------------

top
25.

previous next
Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:26 AM
Anonymous

_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next

26.

Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:28 AM
Anonymous

_
What does he think the answer is? And why isn't it worth a shot in addition to any other efforts you come up with? Good grief. TGIF!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
27.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:28 AM
Anonymous

_
Yesterday I saw a truck driving around with a billboard advertising jobs at Amazon. Maybe you could pitch that to him :o) You could volunteer to drive the truck and at least get a few days out of
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the office.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
28.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:32 AM
Anonymous

_

OP here - I love the billboard on the truck solution lol!! He's reasoning is it would be one more thing for someone to maintain and that with the unemployment rate so low there aren't applicants
anywhere. Idk. I'm just along for the ride.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
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_
Yesterday I saw a truck driving around with a billboard advertising jobs at Amazon. Maybe you could pitch that to him :o) You could volunteer to drive the truck and at least get a few days out of
the office.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
29.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:34 AM
Anonymous

_
Pretty sure my doctors are expecting me to go to local offices and start pulling assistants from operatories to start working here. Yay recruiting!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
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I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
30.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:49 AM
Anonymous

_
That's how retail stores get staffed actually :( I used to have to walk around my mall at least once a quarter to introduce myself and try to steal staff. It would unnerve me when people would come
into my store and try to steal my employees. A lot of times I would get approached and have to tell them that I was the store manager and then they would get bright red and basically run out of my
store. FUN TIMES!
I'm lucky my recruiting is for engineers now- we take a lot of entry level engineers and we have a nice little pipeline from 3 local universities.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
Pretty sure my doctors are expecting me to go to local offices and start pulling assistants from operatories to start working here. Yay recruiting!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
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I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
31.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:55 AM
Anonymous

_
We had to boost our referral bonus to $1,000- still can't fill positions!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)
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top
32.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:55 AM
Anonymous

_
I started my Friday by firing someone the second they walked in the door at 7:13am....it was a total blindside but it needed to happen.
He was/is a gigantic a-hole but he got a little misty eyed and I didn't think we were going to make it through the meeting. We're not horrible people but you can't help but feel a bit for the employee
even if they aren't the greatest people.
Now anyone can talk about is needing a drink and its not even 10am.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
33.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 10:03 AM
Anonymous
_
No termination should ever be a total blindside.
How sad that this person didn't know they weren't up to par until he was walked out the door.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I started my Friday by firing someone the second they walked in the door at 7:13am....it was a total blindside but it needed to happen.
He was/is a gigantic a-hole but he got a little misty eyed and I didn't think we were going to make it through the meeting. We're not horrible people but you can't help but feel a bit for the employee
even if they aren't the greatest people.
Now anyone can talk about is needing a drink and its not even 10am.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
34.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:08 AM
Anonymous
_
No worries- we consulted actual legal counsel before the term but thanks for your concern.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
No termination should ever be a total blindside.
How sad that this person didn't know they weren't up to par until he was walked out the door.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I started my Friday by firing someone the second they walked in the door at 7:13am....it was a total blindside but it needed to happen.
He was/is a gigantic a-hole but he got a little misty eyed and I didn't think we were going to make it through the meeting. We're not horrible people but you can't help but feel a bit for the employee
even if they aren't the greatest people.
Now anyone can talk about is needing a drink and its not even 10am.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
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Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
35.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:10 AM
Anonymous

_
A Friday rant!!! I LOVE these!
I got to go pick up and pay for company shirts for an employee that was a no call no show and are pretty sure she isn't coming back. Did I mention these are special order sizes (very very very very
small) that nobody else in our company can wear? Yay turnover.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
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previous next

36.

Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:48 AM
Anonymous

_
My conversation this morning:
Me: I know we said we don't want to spend any money on recruiting (start up break off company); however, it has been 2 weeks and have received only a handful of applicants and none of them are
promising. Here is something where we can post 3 jobs for $300 for 30 days. Give us the boost to get to the start of the season (in 1 month)
Manager: Let me discuss with our CEO (he is the CEO's son - family business)
Later:
Manager: We aren't going to go with the paid route. He said with the weather breaking people will realize they need to start applying for jobs for the season so we are just going to keep doing what
we have been doing and not pay for it. We should receive a bunch of applicants filtering in soon.
Me:......
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
A Friday rant!!! I LOVE these!
I got to go pick up and pay for company shirts for an employee that was a no call no show and are pretty sure she isn't coming back. Did I mention these are special order sizes (very very very very
small) that nobody else in our company can wear? Yay turnover.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
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Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
37.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:55 AM
Anonymous

_
I've been preaching employee morale for months since we rely heavily on referrals and was consistently given the veto. An economist however stated the same and now suddenly my recruiting tactics
are a waste and I should be focused on retention/engagement/morale.......
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
My conversation this morning:
Me: I know we said we don't want to spend any money on recruiting (start up break off company); however, it has been 2 weeks and have received only a handful of applicants and none of them are
promising. Here is something where we can post 3 jobs for $300 for 30 days. Give us the boost to get to the start of the season (in 1 month)
Manager: Let me discuss with our CEO (he is the CEO's son - family business)
Later:
Manager: We aren't going to go with the paid route. He said with the weather breaking people will realize they need to start applying for jobs for the season so we are just going to keep doing what
we have been doing and not pay for it. We should receive a bunch of applicants filtering in soon.
Me:......
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
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_
A Friday rant!!! I LOVE these!
I got to go pick up and pay for company shirts for an employee that was a no call no show and are pretty sure she isn't coming back. Did I mention these are special order sizes (very very very very
small) that nobody else in our company can wear? Yay turnover.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
38.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:00 AM
Anonymous

_
OMG, love the rationalization these Managers have on recruiting. Reality will hit them soon. Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
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_
My conversation this morning:
Me: I know we said we don't want to spend any money on recruiting (start up break off company); however, it has been 2 weeks and have received only a handful of applicants and none of them are
promising. Here is something where we can post 3 jobs for $300 for 30 days. Give us the boost to get to the start of the season (in 1 month)
Manager: Let me discuss with our CEO (he is the CEO's son - family business)
Later:
Manager: We aren't going to go with the paid route. He said with the weather breaking people will realize they need to start applying for jobs for the season so we are just going to keep doing what
we have been doing and not pay for it. We should receive a bunch of applicants filtering in soon.
Me:......
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
A Friday rant!!! I LOVE these!
I got to go pick up and pay for company shirts for an employee that was a no call no show and are pretty sure she isn't coming back. Did I mention these are special order sizes (very very very very
small) that nobody else in our company can wear? Yay turnover.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
39.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:06 AM
Anonymous
_
For the most part I agree with you.
However, in my experience there are some employees who are shocked we term'd them. They feel blind-sided. I can never figure out why, we met with you several time to talk about performance
issues, we documented, we created plans, etc. You signed a document understanding you could be term'd if you did not meet performance standards. How could an employee miss this, other than
just being clueless?
No termination should ever be a total blindside.
How sad that this person didn't know they weren't up to par until he was walked out the door.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:02

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
No termination should ever be a total blindside.
How sad that this person didn't know they weren't up to par until he was walked out the door.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I started my Friday by firing someone the second they walked in the door at 7:13am....it was a total blindside but it needed to happen.
He was/is a gigantic a-hole but he got a little misty eyed and I didn't think we were going to make it through the meeting. We're not horrible people but you can't help but feel a bit for the employee
even if they aren't the greatest people.
Now anyone can talk about is needing a drink and its not even 10am.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
40.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:10 AM
Anonymous

_
I think there are times when employees just don't get it. We recently termed an employee that seemed shocked. There were several coaching sessions, write ups, training opportunities etc. Any time
we provided feedback it was someone else's fault. She just didn't see it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
For the most part I agree with you.
However, in my experience there are some employees who are shocked we term'd them. They feel blind-sided. I can never figure out why, we met with you several time to talk about performance
issues, we documented, we created plans, etc. You signed a document understanding you could be term'd if you did not meet performance standards. How could an employee miss this, other than
just being clueless?
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No termination should ever be a total blindside.
How sad that this person didn't know they weren't up to par until he was walked out the door.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:02

Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
No termination should ever be a total blindside.
How sad that this person didn't know they weren't up to par until he was walked out the door.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I started my Friday by firing someone the second they walked in the door at 7:13am....it was a total blindside but it needed to happen.
He was/is a gigantic a-hole but he got a little misty eyed and I didn't think we were going to make it through the meeting. We're not horrible people but you can't help but feel a bit for the employee
even if they aren't the greatest people.
Now anyone can talk about is needing a drink and its not even 10am.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)
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top
41.

previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:25 AM
Anonymous

_
Correct- in my case he didn't think we had the balls to do it. He should have been termed any number of times in the past 5 years. So it shouldn't have been a total blindside but it was.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I think there are times when employees just don't get it. We recently termed an employee that seemed shocked. There were several coaching sessions, write ups, training opportunities etc. Any time
we provided feedback it was someone else's fault. She just didn't see it.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
For the most part I agree with you.
However, in my experience there are some employees who are shocked we term'd them. They feel blind-sided. I can never figure out why, we met with you several time to talk about performance
issues, we documented, we created plans, etc. You signed a document understanding you could be term'd if you did not meet performance standards. How could an employee miss this, other than
just being clueless?
No termination should ever be a total blindside.
How sad that this person didn't know they weren't up to par until he was walked out the door.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:02

Original Message:
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Sent: 02-16-2018 10:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
No termination should ever be a total blindside.
How sad that this person didn't know they weren't up to par until he was walked out the door.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I started my Friday by firing someone the second they walked in the door at 7:13am....it was a total blindside but it needed to happen.
He was/is a gigantic a-hole but he got a little misty eyed and I didn't think we were going to make it through the meeting. We're not horrible people but you can't help but feel a bit for the employee
even if they aren't the greatest people.
Now anyone can talk about is needing a drink and its not even 10am.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
42.

previous next
Absences and disiplinary action
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:23 AM
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Reply to Sender

Jennifer Lindberg
I am looking for information (surveys or responses from others in the midwest) regarding how many days of absences you allow before any disciplinary action is taken? Does it differ between
exempt and non-exempt employees? How many days of unplanned absences are allowed before termination is a viable consideration? How many "tardys" or early departures are allowed before
disiplinary action is taken?
Can anyone share their practices or point me in the direction of a good survey for this information?
Thank you,
Jennifer
-----------------------------Jennifer Lindberg SHRM-SCP
HR Manager
Forward Service Corp
Madison WI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Collecting background forms at interview
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:09 AM
Anonymous

_
How do I approach my boss and advise her that we should not be asking applicants to complete the background forms at the time of the interview? She is SHRM certified, and aware of FCRA, but
thinks that this is ok, since we don't process the background until they've accepted the offer… Please help.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Collecting background forms at interview
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:54 AM
Anonymous
_
Why do you think these forms shouldn't be completed at the time of the interview??
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
_
How do I approach my boss and advise her that we should not be asking applicants to complete the background forms at the time of the interview? She is SHRM certified, and aware of FCRA, but
thinks that this is ok, since we don't process the background until they've accepted the offer… Please help.

top
45.

previous next
Re: Collecting background forms at interview
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:09 AM
Ivette Dupuis
I agree with OP, I wouldn't ask for these forms until an offer was made.
But perhaps for different reasons.
Not exactly an FCRA thing (that comes into play later), more of a potential ban-the-box issue. Some states allow this (questions and/or actual inquiries during the interview process*), others do not.
Just seems like a waste of time (and more work to protect data) anyway.
I fail to see an advantage here.
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*I see consent forms equal to a question or inquiry.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
_
How do I approach my boss and advise her that we should not be asking applicants to complete the background forms at the time of the interview? She is SHRM certified, and aware of FCRA, but
thinks that this is ok, since we don't process the background until they've accepted the offer… Please help.

top
46.

previous next
Re: Collecting background forms at interview
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:28 AM
Anonymous

_
We collect this information at the interview but don't process until an offer is made. It is much easier to get the information at that point for us rather than trying to get them to submit authorization
after.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
_
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How do I approach my boss and advise her that we should not be asking applicants to complete the background forms at the time of the interview? She is SHRM certified, and aware of FCRA, but
thinks that this is ok, since we don't process the background until they've accepted the offer… Please help.

top
47.

previous next
Re: Collecting background forms at interview
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:38 AM
Ivette Dupuis
One follow up question, consent forms from everyone who interviews?!
We collect this information at the interview but don't process until an offer is made. It is much easier to get the information at that point for us rather than trying to get them to submit
authorization after.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:28

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
_
We collect this information at the interview but don't process until an offer is made. It is much easier to get the information at that point for us rather than trying to get them to submit authorization
after.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:08
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
_
How do I approach my boss and advise her that we should not be asking applicants to complete the background forms at the time of the interview? She is SHRM certified, and aware of FCRA, but
thinks that this is ok, since we don't process the background until they've accepted the offer… Please help.

top
48.

previous next
Re: Collecting background forms at interview
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:49 AM
Anonymous

_
We do a phone screen, interview, and second interview. It is during the second interview that we collect this.
I do not consider email secure enough for candidates to send their social security numbers to us. So sending a scanned document with their signature and social is not allowed. It is better for us just
to get the information while they are on site in the second interview, instead of making them come back to our office after we give them an offer just so they can sign a piece of paper.
We are about to implement an ATS that would allow us to collect authorization electronically. In which case we would only collect after the candidate has an offer.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
_
How do I approach my boss and advise her that we should not be asking applicants to complete the background forms at the time of the interview? She is SHRM certified, and aware of FCRA, but
thinks that this is ok, since we don't process the background until they've accepted the offer… Please help.
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top
49.

previous next
Re: Collecting background forms at interview
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:51 AM
Anonymous

_
For my organization, the hiring manager has the forms to give but only asks the person to complete them if they are considering giving an offer to the candidate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:37
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
One follow up question, consent forms from everyone who interviews?!
We collect this information at the interview but don't process until an offer is made. It is much easier to get the information at that point for us rather than trying to get them to submit
authorization after.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:28

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
_
We collect this information at the interview but don't process until an offer is made. It is much easier to get the information at that point for us rather than trying to get them to submit authorization
after.
Original Message:
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Sent: 02-16-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
_
How do I approach my boss and advise her that we should not be asking applicants to complete the background forms at the time of the interview? She is SHRM certified, and aware of FCRA, but
thinks that this is ok, since we don't process the background until they've accepted the offer… Please help.

top
50.

previous next
VOE and LinkedIn?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:08 AM
Anonymous

_
Question for the group.. Prior to starting a 8 year history in HR, I bounced around to and from different sales and customer service roles and had some gaps in employment. On LinkedIn, I stretched
out some of my dates of employment to show stable job history. When I've been applying for positions, I only list my HR experience (last 3 jobs over 8 years) so I'm not concerned about falsification
of employment in that way, but was curious if anyone had thoughts regarding any potential voe for my LinkedIn profile? Am I being paranoid?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: VOE and LinkedIn?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:22 AM
Ivette Dupuis

I suggest you change the dates of employment on LI or delete the jobs altogether.
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Reply to Sender

Otherwise, it's not paranoia.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: VOE and LinkedIn?
_
Question for the group.. Prior to starting a 8 year history in HR, I bounced around to and from different sales and customer service roles and had some gaps in employment. On LinkedIn, I stretched
out some of my dates of employment to show stable job history. When I've been applying for positions, I only list my HR experience (last 3 jobs over 8 years) so I'm not concerned about falsification
of employment in that way, but was curious if anyone had thoughts regarding any potential voe for my LinkedIn profile? Am I being paranoid?

top
52.

previous next
Re: VOE and LinkedIn?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:23 AM
Anonymous

_
This would concern me as a recruiter.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: VOE and LinkedIn?
_
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Question for the group.. Prior to starting a 8 year history in HR, I bounced around to and from different sales and customer service roles and had some gaps in employment. On LinkedIn, I stretched
out some of my dates of employment to show stable job history. When I've been applying for positions, I only list my HR experience (last 3 jobs over 8 years) so I'm not concerned about falsification
of employment in that way, but was curious if anyone had thoughts regarding any potential voe for my LinkedIn profile? Am I being paranoid?

top
53.

previous next
Re: VOE and LinkedIn?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:30 AM
Anonymous

_
Never a good idea to lie about job history...I would delete or add in the right dates. It would be far more embarrassing to get far along in the interview process and have to explain this to your
potential employer.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: VOE and LinkedIn?
_
Question for the group.. Prior to starting a 8 year history in HR, I bounced around to and from different sales and customer service roles and had some gaps in employment. On LinkedIn, I stretched
out some of my dates of employment to show stable job history. When I've been applying for positions, I only list my HR experience (last 3 jobs over 8 years) so I'm not concerned about falsification
of employment in that way, but was curious if anyone had thoughts regarding any potential voe for my LinkedIn profile? Am I being paranoid?

top
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previous next
Re: VOE and LinkedIn?
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 9:34 AM
Anonymous
_
If you have 3 jobs and 8 years of specific HR experience, then why risk fudging the numbers on older jobs that are potentially irelevant. There are many acceptable reasons for gap in work history.
In job hunting and life in general I have found it is always better to be truthful to who you are versus trying to be what you think others want you to be.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: VOE and LinkedIn?
_
Question for the group.. Prior to starting a 8 year history in HR, I bounced around to and from different sales and customer service roles and had some gaps in employment. On LinkedIn, I stretched
out some of my dates of employment to show stable job history. When I've been applying for positions, I only list my HR experience (last 3 jobs over 8 years) so I'm not concerned about falsification
of employment in that way, but was curious if anyone had thoughts regarding any potential voe for my LinkedIn profile? Am I being paranoid?

top
55.

previous next
Re: VOE and LinkedIn?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 9:46 AM
Roberta Weingarten
I recommend going back and updating those jobs to the correct dates. There's no benefit to you in maintaining incorrect information in this situation. Gaps happen. They happen to everyone. I've
got a couple. But don't lie about stuff that's easily verifiable.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: VOE and LinkedIn?
_
Question for the group.. Prior to starting a 8 year history in HR, I bounced around to and from different sales and customer service roles and had some gaps in employment. On LinkedIn, I stretched
out some of my dates of employment to show stable job history. When I've been applying for positions, I only list my HR experience (last 3 jobs over 8 years) so I'm not concerned about falsification
of employment in that way, but was curious if anyone had thoughts regarding any potential voe for my LinkedIn profile? Am I being paranoid?

top
56.

previous next
Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:53 AM
Anonymous

_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:56 AM
Anonymous

_
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It is not the employer's responsibility to provide transportation to and from work.
Are you thinking that paying for Uber would be a reasonable accommodation under ADA?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?

top
58.

previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:57 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
lol - short and sweet - no
I have to admit this made me chuckle this morning!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
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him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?

top
59.

previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:59 AM
Anonymous

_
I agree with the other posters, and in addition, an accommodation request has to be "reasonable."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?

top
60.

previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:00 AM
Anonymous
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_
I would tell him no... it's his job to get himself to work... and totally an unreasonable request.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?

top
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previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:18 AM
Anonymous

_
I wanted to confirm with others that we wouldn't be violating ADA by telling him no.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
It is not the employer's responsibility to provide transportation to and from work.
Are you thinking that paying for Uber would be a reasonable accommodation under ADA?
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?

top
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previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:37 AM
Anonymous

_
Your requirement is to have an interactive discussion
with him to discuss reasonable accommodations. You don't have to accept his request but you have to explore options.
Any chance he can work remotely as an alternative? And since it's surgery will he be unable to for part of the time?
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?
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previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:41 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
This is not a reasonable accommodation. Working remotely, if the job duties permit, is a reasonable request.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?

top
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previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:44 AM
Anonymous

_
His job is mechanical assembly. He can do it sitting down but he needs to be on the assembly line in the office. His issue is that he can't get to the office.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
Your requirement is to have an interactive discussion
with him to discuss reasonable accommodations. You don't have to accept his request but you have to explore options.
Any chance he can work remotely as an alternative? And since it's surgery will he be unable to for part of the time?
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?

top
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previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:06 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Really, the question is back at you. Do you think your company paying $100-$200 is a reasonable accommodation? If you all feel that his job is important enough to the function of the company
and it's worth more than you spending $100-$200 per day to get him to work then pay it. (With the understanding you may have others requesting this down the road.) If you think it's not a
reasonable request then you have your answer.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?

top
66.

previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:25 AM
Ivette Dupuis

I am considering asking for a personal assistant as an accommodation.
Now, seriously...
ADA doesn't really apply here, unless driving is an essential part of his job and/or you provide transportation for others.
That said, nothing stops you from (edit: or requires) offering an employee transportation to and from work.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
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Reply to Sender

We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?

top
67.

previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:29 AM
Anonymous

_
No. I don't think there is any return on this based on the employee's role. The only reason I asked was to see what others thought or if they're aware of any cases where this was deemed a reasonable
accommodation. The employee is also not FMLA eligible yet, but we've extended 4 weeks of paid leave to him per company benefit policy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
â€‹
Really, the question is back at you. Do you think your company paying $100-$200 is a reasonable accommodation? If you all feel that his job is important enough to the function of the company
and it's worth more than you spending $100-$200 per day to get him to work then pay it. (With the understanding you may have others requesting this down the road.) If you think it's not a
reasonable request then you have your answer.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?
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top
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previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:33 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Offical response from Ask JAN:
d. Do employers have to provide transportation to and from work as an accommodation?
As mentioned in the prior section, an employer is required to provide reasonable accommodations that eliminate barriers in the work environment only, not ones that eliminate barriers outside of the
work environment. Therefore, an employer would not be required to provide transportation as a reasonable accommodation for a commute to work, unless the employer generally provides
transportation for its employees. However, where an employer's policy regarding work schedules creates a barrier for an individual whose disability interferes with his or her ability to commute to
work, the employer must modify that policy as a reasonable accommodation unless it would impose an undue hardship. For example, an individual who uses a wheelchair and commutes by public
transportation may need a later arrival time in inclement weather. From an EEOC informal guidance letter dated June 15, 1993.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
No. I don't think there is any return on this based on the employee's role. The only reason I asked was to see what others thought or if they're aware of any cases where this was deemed a reasonable
accommodation. The employee is also not FMLA eligible yet, but we've extended 4 weeks of paid leave to him per company benefit policy.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
â€‹
Really, the question is back at you. Do you think your company paying $100-$200 is a reasonable accommodation? If you all feel that his job is important enough to the function of the company
and it's worth more than you spending $100-$200 per day to get him to work then pay it. (With the understanding you may have others requesting this down the road.) If you think it's not a
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reasonable request then you have your answer.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?

top
69.

previous next
Re: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:36 AM
Anonymous

_
Thank you Ivette. Question answered!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:33
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
Offical response from Ask JAN:
d. Do employers have to provide transportation to and from work as an accommodation?
As mentioned in the prior section, an employer is required to provide reasonable accommodations that eliminate barriers in the work environment only, not ones that eliminate barriers outside of the
work environment. Therefore, an employer would not be required to provide transportation as a reasonable accommodation for a commute to work, unless the employer generally provides
transportation for its employees. However, where an employer's policy regarding work schedules creates a barrier for an individual whose disability interferes with his or her ability to commute to
work, the employer must modify that policy as a reasonable accommodation unless it would impose an undue hardship. For example, an individual who uses a wheelchair and commutes by public
transportation may need a later arrival time in inclement weather. From an EEOC informal guidance letter dated June 15, 1993.
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Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
No. I don't think there is any return on this based on the employee's role. The only reason I asked was to see what others thought or if they're aware of any cases where this was deemed a reasonable
accommodation. The employee is also not FMLA eligible yet, but we've extended 4 weeks of paid leave to him per company benefit policy.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
â€‹
Really, the question is back at you. Do you think your company paying $100-$200 is a reasonable accommodation? If you all feel that his job is important enough to the function of the company
and it's worth more than you spending $100-$200 per day to get him to work then pay it. (With the understanding you may have others requesting this down the road.) If you think it's not a
reasonable request then you have your answer.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Providing transportation as an accommodation?
_
We have an employee who has had surgery and says he won't be able to get to work for the next 8 weeks because he can't drive or take public transportation. He's requesting we have an Uber pick
him up and drop him off every day. We are in a major city where this gets quite expensive during rush hour, and this employee lives well outside the city. It would likely cost $100-$200 per day.
What do we tell him?
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previous next
PIP & Dr. Notes
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:48 AM
Megan Vallakavi
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Reply to Sender

Our Attendance Policy allows us to take Dr. notes to excuse the employee from work. We have a Full Time employee that takes full advantage of this. She essentially never works Full Time. She's
filling a Full Time slot, but not pulling her weight because she simply isn't here.
The manager would like to put her on a PIP as she's not meeting her job requirements. I'm looking for some opinions on this though. Typically if someone has poor attendance, you deal with that by
following your Attendance Policy. But, per our Attendance Policy, she's okay because she provides Dr. notes.
Does anyone have any thoughts on this? Thank you.
-----------------------------Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
Grandville
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: PIP & Dr. Notes
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:03 AM
Anonymous

_
Does FMLA apply?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:48
From: Megan Vallakavi
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
Our Attendance Policy allows us to take Dr. notes to excuse the employee from work. We have a Full Time employee that takes full advantage of this. She essentially never works Full Time. She's
filling a Full Time slot, but not pulling her weight because she simply isn't here.
The manager would like to put her on a PIP as she's not meeting her job requirements. I'm looking for some opinions on this though. Typically if someone has poor attendance, you deal with that by
following your Attendance Policy. But, per our Attendance Policy, she's okay because she provides Dr. notes.
Does anyone have any thoughts on this? Thank you.
-----------------------------Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
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Grandville
------------------------------
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Re: PIP & Dr. Notes
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 9:06 AM
Megan Vallakavi
No, she hasn't been here for a year yet.
-----------------------------Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
Grandville
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
_
Does FMLA apply?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:48
From: Megan Vallakavi
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
Our Attendance Policy allows us to take Dr. notes to excuse the employee from work. We have a Full Time employee that takes full advantage of this. She essentially never works Full Time. She's
filling a Full Time slot, but not pulling her weight because she simply isn't here.
The manager would like to put her on a PIP as she's not meeting her job requirements. I'm looking for some opinions on this though. Typically if someone has poor attendance, you deal with that by
following your Attendance Policy. But, per our Attendance Policy, she's okay because she provides Dr. notes.
Does anyone have any thoughts on this? Thank you.
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Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
Grandville
------------------------------
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Re: PIP & Dr. Notes
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:21 AM
Anonymous

_
How close is she to being FMLA eligible and are the absences for related illnesses? Could ADA apply? And what state?
The red flag I see is that she's following your attendance policy and essentially you want to write her up for a potentially protected absence. You disguise it as a PIP but in essence you want to write
her up because she's not there. But the absences are excused.
I think you're on dangerous ground.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:48
From: Megan Vallakavi
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
Our Attendance Policy allows us to take Dr. notes to excuse the employee from work. We have a Full Time employee that takes full advantage of this. She essentially never works Full Time. She's
filling a Full Time slot, but not pulling her weight because she simply isn't here.
The manager would like to put her on a PIP as she's not meeting her job requirements. I'm looking for some opinions on this though. Typically if someone has poor attendance, you deal with that by
following your Attendance Policy. But, per our Attendance Policy, she's okay because she provides Dr. notes.
Does anyone have any thoughts on this? Thank you.
-----------------------------Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
Grandville
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Re: PIP & Dr. Notes
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:34 AM
Anonymous

_
Aside from a potential ADA case, our attendance policy said you can bring in doctor's notes, but that doesn't necessarily excuse the employee. So if it becomes an issue like you have, there is room
for discipline. MW - do you think that is a bad idea?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:48
From: Megan Vallakavi
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
Our Attendance Policy allows us to take Dr. notes to excuse the employee from work. We have a Full Time employee that takes full advantage of this. She essentially never works Full Time. She's
filling a Full Time slot, but not pulling her weight because she simply isn't here.
The manager would like to put her on a PIP as she's not meeting her job requirements. I'm looking for some opinions on this though. Typically if someone has poor attendance, you deal with that by
following your Attendance Policy. But, per our Attendance Policy, she's okay because she provides Dr. notes.
Does anyone have any thoughts on this? Thank you.
-----------------------------Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
Grandville
------------------------------
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Re: PIP & Dr. Notes
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 9:41 AM
Megan Vallakavi
She will be here for a year on March 14th. I'm unsure of whether her absences are related to a SHC though because they seem to always be different reasons that are unrelated, i.e., cold, pinched
nerve, shingles. I don't inquire about the reasons, but she shares.
At this point, I have no reason to believe that ADA could factor in as she hasn't talked about anything that would trigger an interactive discussion about accommodations.
I don't really think her absences are protected legally, but they are protected by our Attendance Policy that states that all you need to do is bring in a Dr. note and you are excused so you won't be
written up for violating the Attendance Policy. Therefore, I'm hesitant to have the manager put her on a PIP and eventually terminate her when we are telling her that her absences are excused. If she
violated a policy when she was here, then we would use progressive discipline like we'd do with anyone. For example, our employees can't have their cell phones out at their desks because of the
confidential data we handle. We could write her up for that if she did it.
-----------------------------Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
Grandville
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
_
How close is she to being FMLA eligible and are the absences for related illnesses? Could ADA apply? And what state?
The red flag I see is that she's following your attendance policy and essentially you want to write her up for a potentially protected absence. You disguise it as a PIP but in essence you want to write
her up because she's not there. But the absences are excused.
I think you're on dangerous ground.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:48
From: Megan Vallakavi
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
Our Attendance Policy allows us to take Dr. notes to excuse the employee from work. We have a Full Time employee that takes full advantage of this. She essentially never works Full Time. She's
filling a Full Time slot, but not pulling her weight because she simply isn't here.
The manager would like to put her on a PIP as she's not meeting her job requirements. I'm looking for some opinions on this though. Typically if someone has poor attendance, you deal with that by
following your Attendance Policy. But, per our Attendance Policy, she's okay because she provides Dr. notes.
Does anyone have any thoughts on this? Thank you.
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-----------------------------Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
Grandville
------------------------------
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Re: PIP & Dr. Notes
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:42 AM
Anonymous

_
Even if ADA applies, the EEOC's guidance is clear that the employer does not have to accept unreliable and unpredictable attendance from the employee. See www.eeoc.gov/facts/performanceconduct.html#issues. An employee doesn't have carte blanche to come and go as they please due to being a qualified individual with a disability and has to meet job performance expectations.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:48
From: Megan Vallakavi
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
Our Attendance Policy allows us to take Dr. notes to excuse the employee from work. We have a Full Time employee that takes full advantage of this. She essentially never works Full Time. She's
filling a Full Time slot, but not pulling her weight because she simply isn't here.
The manager would like to put her on a PIP as she's not meeting her job requirements. I'm looking for some opinions on this though. Typically if someone has poor attendance, you deal with that by
following your Attendance Policy. But, per our Attendance Policy, she's okay because she provides Dr. notes.
Does anyone have any thoughts on this? Thank you.
-----------------------------Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
Grandville
------------------------------
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Re: PIP & Dr. Notes
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 9:49 AM
Roberta Weingarten
Just because an absence is excused doesn't mean the absences as a whole aren't excessive.
Address it from a productivity & performance standpoint. What's been the impact of her absences on her performance? On her department?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:41
From: Megan Vallakavi
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
She will be here for a year on March 14th. I'm unsure of whether her absences are related to a SHC though because they seem to always be different reasons that are unrelated, i.e., cold, pinched
nerve, shingles. I don't inquire about the reasons, but she shares.
At this point, I have no reason to believe that ADA could factor in as she hasn't talked about anything that would trigger an interactive discussion about accommodations.
I don't really think her absences are protected legally, but they are protected by our Attendance Policy that states that all you need to do is bring in a Dr. note and you are excused so you won't be
written up for violating the Attendance Policy. Therefore, I'm hesitant to have the manager put her on a PIP and eventually terminate her when we are telling her that her absences are excused. If she
violated a policy when she was here, then we would use progressive discipline like we'd do with anyone. For example, our employees can't have their cell phones out at their desks because of the
confidential data we handle. We could write her up for that if she did it.
-----------------------------Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
Grandville
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
_
How close is she to being FMLA eligible and are the absences for related illnesses? Could ADA apply? And what state?
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The red flag I see is that she's following your attendance policy and essentially you want to write her up for a potentially protected absence. You disguise it as a PIP but in essence you want to write
her up because she's not there. But the absences are excused.
I think you're on dangerous ground.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:48
From: Megan Vallakavi
Subject: PIP & Dr. Notes
Our Attendance Policy allows us to take Dr. notes to excuse the employee from work. We have a Full Time employee that takes full advantage of this. She essentially never works Full Time. She's
filling a Full Time slot, but not pulling her weight because she simply isn't here.
The manager would like to put her on a PIP as she's not meeting her job requirements. I'm looking for some opinions on this though. Typically if someone has poor attendance, you deal with that by
following your Attendance Policy. But, per our Attendance Policy, she's okay because she provides Dr. notes.
Does anyone have any thoughts on this? Thank you.
-----------------------------Megan Vallakavi SHRM-CP
Loss Prevention Services, LLC
Grandville
------------------------------
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Restriction on Asking About Salary
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 8:12 AM
DEVORAH KATZ
Hi, SHRM newbie here. This is my first post
In the locations where you can't ask candidates about salary history, does anyone know if the restriction is on asking about the amounts (and benefits) only, or does it also include the type of pay. e.g.
asking about the FLSA status or W2 vs. 1099?
Thanks!
-----------------------------DEVORAH KATZ
Atlanta
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Re: Restriction on Asking About Salary
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:10 AM
Anonymous

_
These laws generally restrict requiring the candidate to provide past salary/compensation history. Nothing about FLSA classification or employee v. independent contractor. However, I don't
understand why this information would be relevant for an employer. You have an open position, you are going to classify it as exempt or nonexempt; they will be an employee or you are hiring an
independent contractor. And, if someone was an independent contractor in the past, not sure why this would be relevant to whether they are a good fit for the position you are hiring. Please don't
interpret the wrong way, just unclear why this information would be of importance. Any clarification would be welcome
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:11
From: DEVORAH KATZ
Subject: Restriction on Asking About Salary
Hi, SHRM newbie here. This is my first post
In the locations where you can't ask candidates about salary history, does anyone know if the restriction is on asking about the amounts (and benefits) only, or does it also include the type of pay. e.g.
asking about the FLSA status or W2 vs. 1099?
Thanks!
-----------------------------DEVORAH KATZ
Atlanta
------------------------------
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Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:25 PM
Anonymous
_
I work in the HR department for a city with approximately 800 employees.
The HR department is tasked with entering in all wage garnishments, levies, etc. There are apecific rules for which garnishments must be taken first, amounts, percentages, etc. In my opinion, this is
not something HR has any business entering, as we have never been trained, nor do we have an interest in payroll entry.
We have a full payroll staff. They feel as though HR should enter the garnishments as a protection of separation of duties,
If you have separate HR and payroll departments, who enters garnishments?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 7:53 AM
Anonymous

_
Due to the complexity of the rules and pay, our payroll department enters the garnishments. We have multiple employees with multiple garnishments....those can get tricky.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 22:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
_
I work in the HR department for a city with approximately 800 employees.
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The HR department is tasked with entering in all wage garnishments, levies, etc. There are apecific rules for which garnishments must be taken first, amounts, percentages, etc. In my opinion, this is
not something HR has any business entering, as we have never been trained, nor do we have an interest in payroll entry.
We have a full payroll staff. They feel as though HR should enter the garnishments as a protection of separation of duties,
If you have separate HR and payroll departments, who enters garnishments?

top
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previous next
Re: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 7:58 AM
Anonymous

_
In my experience it has always been payroll tasked with that processes, specifically because of the complexities and rules around it.
If it is a function that HR will do in your organization, training is a must.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 22:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
_
I work in the HR department for a city with approximately 800 employees.
The HR department is tasked with entering in all wage garnishments, levies, etc. There are apecific rules for which garnishments must be taken first, amounts, percentages, etc. In my opinion, this is
not something HR has any business entering, as we have never been trained, nor do we have an interest in payroll entry.
We have a full payroll staff. They feel as though HR should enter the garnishments as a protection of separation of duties,
If you have separate HR and payroll departments, who enters garnishments?
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Re: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:21 AM
Anonymous

_
If a company has a separate payroll function, it should be payroll.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 22:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
_
I work in the HR department for a city with approximately 800 employees.
The HR department is tasked with entering in all wage garnishments, levies, etc. There are apecific rules for which garnishments must be taken first, amounts, percentages, etc. In my opinion, this is
not something HR has any business entering, as we have never been trained, nor do we have an interest in payroll entry.
We have a full payroll staff. They feel as though HR should enter the garnishments as a protection of separation of duties,
If you have separate HR and payroll departments, who enters garnishments?
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Re: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:21 AM
Anonymous
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_
I work for a Park Authority and due to separation of duties, HR (me) enters all garnishments, benefits/deductions, tax changes, salary changes, etc. Our Finance Department only does the actual
processing of payroll. She will not make any changes or corrections; those all come back to me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 22:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
_
I work in the HR department for a city with approximately 800 employees.
The HR department is tasked with entering in all wage garnishments, levies, etc. There are apecific rules for which garnishments must be taken first, amounts, percentages, etc. In my opinion, this is
not something HR has any business entering, as we have never been trained, nor do we have an interest in payroll entry.
We have a full payroll staff. They feel as though HR should enter the garnishments as a protection of separation of duties,
If you have separate HR and payroll departments, who enters garnishments?
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Inappropriate use of technology
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:24 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello all! I am putting together a policy including procedures on inappropriate use of technology. Would anyone please share something that they have in place or guide me in the right direction? It
feels like such a broad policy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Inappropriate use of technology
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 7:52 AM
Anonymous

_
Search the SHRM Resources for "Electronic Use Policy". If you are going to include language about use of social media, search "Social Media Policy". There are many samples out on the WWW
too.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 21:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inappropriate use of technology
_
Hello all! I am putting together a policy including procedures on inappropriate use of technology. Would anyone please share something that they have in place or guide me in the right direction? It
feels like such a broad policy.
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Re: Inappropriate use of technology
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:31 AM
Ivette Dupuis

Did you just refer to the world wide web, Anonymonk?!
Sir Berners-Lee would be proud.
But, don't tell Gore.
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Reply to Sender

There are many samples out on the WWW too.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 07:51

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 07:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inappropriate use of technology
_
Search the SHRM Resources for "Electronic Use Policy". If you are going to include language about use of social media, search "Social Media Policy". There are many samples out on the WWW
too.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 21:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inappropriate use of technology
_
Hello all! I am putting together a policy including procedures on inappropriate use of technology. Would anyone please share something that they have in place or guide me in the right direction? It
feels like such a broad policy.
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Re: Inappropriate use of technology
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:55 AM
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Reply to Sender

Roberta Weingarten
In addition to Monk's search term suggestions, try "Acceptable Use Policy." That's what we called it at a former employer. It covered all technology.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 21:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inappropriate use of technology
_
Hello all! I am putting together a policy including procedures on inappropriate use of technology. Would anyone please share something that they have in place or guide me in the right direction? It
feels like such a broad policy.
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Re: Inappropriate use of technology
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:19 AM
Anonymous

_
OP here.
I did search some on shrm but didn't really care for it. I'll try googling as well. Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 07:51
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Inappropriate use of technology
_
Search the SHRM Resources for "Electronic Use Policy". If you are going to include language about use of social media, search "Social Media Policy". There are many samples out on the WWW
too.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 21:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Inappropriate use of technology
_
Hello all! I am putting together a policy including procedures on inappropriate use of technology. Would anyone please share something that they have in place or guide me in the right direction? It
feels like such a broad policy.
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Employee Suicide Threat
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 7:53 PM
Anonymous

_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
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been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Employee Suicide Threat
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:03 AM
Anonymous

_
Yeah, you need to terminate her. Just because she has these other issues doesn't mean you cannot terminate her. You can't terminate her because of a disability or perceived disability. Based on what
you have provided, she is a toxic employee who doesn't even like the job and has performance issues - that is why you want to term. The longer you wait, the worse it will get and harder it will be to
terminate her.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.
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Re: Employee Suicide Threat
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:10 AM
Anonymous

_
I'm a little green here, so seasoned professionals, please correct me if I am wrong-- but this would trigger the interactive process for ADA.
If she refuses to "interact" in the interactive process-- see a professional who can help provide what kind of assistance or accommodation she needs, then that's when you can consider next steps. Until
then, keep documenting. FWIW (and I am not diagnosing-- only offering insight), chronic depression, bipolar, and a whole host of other mental health disorders are protected disabilities.
Maybe if she understands her job could be in jeopardy, she'll be willing to seek out a professional who can direct her to appropriate resources. I do feel for the coworkers, it's a tough situation. I wish
you and everyone involved the best.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.
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previous next
Re: Employee Suicide Threat
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:23 AM
Anonymous

_
She isn't requesting any accommodations and I don't see what disability is limiting her ability to perform essential job functions (which would trigger the interactive process). She simply doesn't want
to do them it sounds like. She doesn't seem to be disabled, but troubled. She should be terminated.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.
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previous next

94.

Re: Employee Suicide Threat
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:33 AM
Anonymous

_
I agree. There's obviously some risk here, but I don't see any issue with disciplining and/or terminating based on the toxic behavior and unwillingness to perform her job.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
She isn't requesting any accommodations and I don't see what disability is limiting her ability to perform essential job functions (which would trigger the interactive process). She simply doesn't want
to do them it sounds like. She doesn't seem to be disabled, but troubled. She should be terminated.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.
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previous next
Minnesota Family Leave Act
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 7:13 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi there, can anyone help me confirm that Minnesota does not offer any paid leave for family medical leave? I saw that something was starting to go to vote in 2017, does anyone know what
happened with that?
Also can you refer me to the state page noting the current state family leave act laws? I found this one which only states Pregnancy and Parental leave laws. Thank you!
www.dli.mn.gov/ls/ParLeave.asp
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Minnesota Family Leave Act
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:05 AM
Anonymous

_
Minnesota does not have any statewide paid leave requirements. I also couldn't locate a MN DOL page with all leave laws. But, I know that in addition to parenting leave and adoptive parent leave,
MN has school activities leave, family military leave and domestic abuse leave laws.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Minnesota Family Leave Act
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_
Hi there, can anyone help me confirm that Minnesota does not offer any paid leave for family medical leave? I saw that something was starting to go to vote in 2017, does anyone know what
happened with that?
Also can you refer me to the state page noting the current state family leave act laws? I found this one which only states Pregnancy and Parental leave laws. Thank you!
www.dli.mn.gov/ls/ParLeave.asp
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previous next
Re: Minnesota Family Leave Act
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:58 AM
Anonymous

_
Minnesota has a sick leave law.
â€‹
www.dli.mn.gov/ls/Pdf/sick_leave.pdf
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Minnesota Family Leave Act
_
Minnesota does not have any statewide paid leave requirements. I also couldn't locate a MN DOL page with all leave laws. But, I know that in addition to parenting leave and adoptive parent leave,
MN has school activities leave, family military leave and domestic abuse leave laws.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Minnesota Family Leave Act
_
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Hi there, can anyone help me confirm that Minnesota does not offer any paid leave for family medical leave? I saw that something was starting to go to vote in 2017, does anyone know what
happened with that?
Also can you refer me to the state page noting the current state family leave act laws? I found this one which only states Pregnancy and Parental leave laws. Thank you!
www.dli.mn.gov/ls/ParLeave.asp
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previous next
Intermittent leave is a big Q!
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 7:01 PM
Anonymous

_
An employee has been approved for FMLA leave to care for a family member. The family member will be in the hospital, so the time is needed to care for the family member at the hospital. The
employee wants to work only 1/2 days.
Q1 - Do we designate the leave as FMLA? - In which case, the employee won't have enough FMLA hours after the child is home to care for them full time (expected 3 month recovery at home).
We are very supportive of the employee and the department is able to accommodate the request. Employee will only work 1/2 days. So the employee is good to go.
But the discussion gave rise to the question:
Q2 - are we obligated to accommodate this type of request? (For future situations) Intermittent leave is confusing to us. We totally get being off for a block of time, intermittent is a bit difficult to
understand.
Hope you can help me get clarity on how best to answer this question. Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Intermittent leave is a big Q!
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:00 AM
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_
Yes you designate the leave as FMLA. Once the employee uses their maximum allotment, you may explore alternatives if your company chooses to give additional time. I would also have a
conversation with the employee letting them know how much FMLA they get (especially if this is a new scenario for you).
Intermittent leave is not really that tricky...any time missed counts against their usage. Where intermittent get tricky, is when employees start missing intermittently on a frequent basis or more than
what the FMLA was approved for.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Intermittent leave is a big Q!
_
An employee has been approved for FMLA leave to care for a family member. The family member will be in the hospital, so the time is needed to care for the family member at the hospital. The
employee wants to work only 1/2 days.
Q1 - Do we designate the leave as FMLA? - In which case, the employee won't have enough FMLA hours after the child is home to care for them full time (expected 3 month recovery at home).
We are very supportive of the employee and the department is able to accommodate the request. Employee will only work 1/2 days. So the employee is good to go.
But the discussion gave rise to the question:
Q2 - are we obligated to accommodate this type of request? (For future situations) Intermittent leave is confusing to us. We totally get being off for a block of time, intermittent is a bit difficult to
understand.
Hope you can help me get clarity on how best to answer this question. Thanks.
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previous next
Re: Intermittent leave is a big Q!
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:09 AM
Anonymous
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_
Intermittent leave requires a different kind of calculation than continuous leave and that may seem tricky at first. I think this DOL Fact Sheet explains things well. Once certified, your employee is
entitled to time needed to help with both physical and psychological care such as assistance with basic needs, transportation to appointments, and filling in for others who normally care for that family
member (or to make arrangements for care). I would get the half days certified and once you have that information, you must designate the absences as FMLA. You can't designate more than she
actually needs which is why I would want the certification.
Once FMLA runs out, an unless your state has an ADA-type law that applies to family members, make your decision based on business needs. Is she a very valuable employee whose departure
would pose a greater hardship to the company than the 3 months that she will need? (The federal ADA doesn't require accommodation in this case. It does prohibit discrimination against her because
of her child's disability. What have you done for similarly situated employees in the past?).
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Intermittent leave is a big Q!
_
An employee has been approved for FMLA leave to care for a family member. The family member will be in the hospital, so the time is needed to care for the family member at the hospital. The
employee wants to work only 1/2 days.
Q1 - Do we designate the leave as FMLA? - In which case, the employee won't have enough FMLA hours after the child is home to care for them full time (expected 3 month recovery at home).
We are very supportive of the employee and the department is able to accommodate the request. Employee will only work 1/2 days. So the employee is good to go.
But the discussion gave rise to the question:
Q2 - are we obligated to accommodate this type of request? (For future situations) Intermittent leave is confusing to us. We totally get being off for a block of time, intermittent is a bit difficult to
understand.
Hope you can help me get clarity on how best to answer this question. Thanks.
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Re: Intermittent leave is a big Q!
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 8:51 AM
Renee Shiraishi
To add to Monk's post, make sure you look at the potential impact on group benefits. You'll need to look at your SPD to determine if the employee is able to remain on your group benefits if he is out
on leave but the leave is not FMLA leave. Under our plan design, when an employee exhausts FMLA but is unable to return to work, we are required to term benefits and offer COBRA because the
person no longer meets eligibility criteria.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Intermittent leave is a big Q!
_
Intermittent leave requires a different kind of calculation than continuous leave and that may seem tricky at first. I think this DOL Fact Sheet explains things well. Once certified, your employee is
entitled to time needed to help with both physical and psychological care such as assistance with basic needs, transportation to appointments, and filling in for others who normally care for that family
member (or to make arrangements for care). I would get the half days certified and once you have that information, you must designate the absences as FMLA. You can't designate more than she
actually needs which is why I would want the certification.
Once FMLA runs out, an unless your state has an ADA-type law that applies to family members, make your decision based on business needs. Is she a very valuable employee whose departure
would pose a greater hardship to the company than the 3 months that she will need? (The federal ADA doesn't require accommodation in this case. It does prohibit discrimination against her because
of her child's disability. What have you done for similarly situated employees in the past?).
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Intermittent leave is a big Q!
_
An employee has been approved for FMLA leave to care for a family member. The family member will be in the hospital, so the time is needed to care for the family member at the hospital. The
employee wants to work only 1/2 days.
Q1 - Do we designate the leave as FMLA? - In which case, the employee won't have enough FMLA hours after the child is home to care for them full time (expected 3 month recovery at home).
We are very supportive of the employee and the department is able to accommodate the request. Employee will only work 1/2 days. So the employee is good to go.
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But the discussion gave rise to the question:
Q2 - are we obligated to accommodate this type of request? (For future situations) Intermittent leave is confusing to us. We totally get being off for a block of time, intermittent is a bit difficult to
understand.
Hope you can help me get clarity on how best to answer this question. Thanks.
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previous next
Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 6:24 PM
Bethany Schaefer
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 6:32 PM
Betty Mullen

I leave it off. In my mind, the business card is meant to be contact information, not a resume.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
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Reply to Sender

Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 7:56 AM
Anonymous

_
I have mine certifications on my business cards (SHRM-CP, PHR). I worked hard for them!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
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-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------
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Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 8:01 AM
Michele Vishneski
â€‹
I have mine listed. I see no reason to omit credentials when it comes to doing "business". And you deserve it; you worked hard for those credentials.
-----------------------------Michele Vishneski, SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
Penn Tank Lines
Chester Springs PA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------
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Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:20 AM
Anonymous

_
I think it's tacky on business cards. Most people don't know what those credentials mean anyway.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:40 AM
Ivette Dupuis

I used to list my SPHR.
But, I haven't had a business card since 2010.
I'd likely not do now, given that I've earned a lot more initials since then.*
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Reply to Sender

Besides, we've gotten silly with some of these things. Just don't think your degree belongs on your business card either (seems elitist).
*I see the irony of my comment, given that I haven't been able to convince myself to remove my certifications from my name on LI. Perhaps needs revisiting. I don't, however, list 'em behind my
name on my resume, just list 'em under certifications.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------
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Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:46 AM
Anonymous

_
I agree with Ivette. I find it elitist when people list degrees, credentials, etc. after their name. Do you really think your employees or job applicants know what it means or care that you're an MHRM,
SHRM-SCP?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:40
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I used to list my SPHR.
But, I haven't had a business card since 2010.
I'd likely not do now, given that I've earned a lot more initials since then.*
Besides, we've gotten silly with some of these things. Just don't think your degree belongs on your business card either (seems elitist).
*I see the irony of my comment, given that I haven't been able to convince myself to remove my certifications from my name on LI. Perhaps needs revisiting. I don't, however, list 'em behind my
name on my resume, just list 'em under certifications.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------
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Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:27 AM
Anonymous
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_

Elitist my a$$! Open your minds and think on a grander scheme of the use of business cards OUTSIDE of your organization. What am I missing here? You earned it, HR
people network, I see it as a non-issue.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I agree with Ivette. I find it elitist when people list degrees, credentials, etc. after their name. Do you really think your employees or job applicants know what it means or care that you're an MHRM,
SHRM-SCP?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:40
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I used to list my SPHR.
But, I haven't had a business card since 2010.
I'd likely not do now, given that I've earned a lot more initials since then.*
Besides, we've gotten silly with some of these things. Just don't think your degree belongs on your business card either (seems elitist).
*I see the irony of my comment, given that I haven't been able to convince myself to remove my certifications from my name on LI. Perhaps needs revisiting. I don't, however, list 'em behind my
name on my resume, just list 'em under certifications.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
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Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 9:35 AM
Tara McCulloch
â€‹
Yes - If I'm giving my card to someone, chances are we've just met and spoken for a very brief period of time. I want to reinforce the positive impression with proof of legitimacy. I pay attention to
those details, so I assume others do, too. I am in the public sector where (at least in the agencies I've worked) it's a "thing" to include your degrees and credentials on cards, in email signature lines,
etc.
-----------------------------Tara L. McCulloch, MAP, PHR, SHRM-CP
Director, Finance and Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------
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Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:38 AM
Anonymous
_
Wow! Someone is cranky. Smile, it's Friday!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_

Elitist my a$$! Open your minds and think on a grander scheme of the use of business cards OUTSIDE of your organization. What am I missing here? You earned it, HR
people network, I see it as a non-issue.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I agree with Ivette. I find it elitist when people list degrees, credentials, etc. after their name. Do you really think your employees or job applicants know what it means or care that you're an MHRM,
SHRM-SCP?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:40
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I used to list my SPHR.
But, I haven't had a business card since 2010.
I'd likely not do now, given that I've earned a lot more initials since then.*
Besides, we've gotten silly with some of these things. Just don't think your degree belongs on your business card either (seems elitist).
*I see the irony of my comment, given that I haven't been able to convince myself to remove my certifications from my name on LI. Perhaps needs revisiting. I don't, however, list 'em behind my
name on my resume, just list 'em under certifications.
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
112.

previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:39 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Yes, I list them. It shows I am a professional dedicated to honing my craft. It is also an edge when vying for business against those who don't have the credentials.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
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------------------------------

top

previous next

113.

Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:45 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Tara, you bring up a good point, if expected (means something) in your industry, then, by all means, include 'em.
I am in the public sector where (at least in the agencies I've worked) it's a "thing" to include your degrees and credentials on cards, in email signature lines, etc.
Tara McCulloch, 02-16-2018 09:34

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:34
From: Tara McCulloch
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
â€‹
Yes - If I'm giving my card to someone, chances are we've just met and spoken for a very brief period of time. I want to reinforce the positive impression with proof of legitimacy. I pay attention to
those details, so I assume others do, too. I am in the public sector where (at least in the agencies I've worked) it's a "thing" to include your degrees and credentials on cards, in email signature lines,
etc.
-----------------------------Tara L. McCulloch, MAP, PHR, SHRM-CP
Director, Finance and Human Resources
-----------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
114.

previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:52 AM
Anonymous

_
I never have listing the credentials s it just turns into alphabet soup especially with SHRM-SCP, SPHR, MBA. Just my name is long enough as it is. Its irrelevant and honestly, in my opinion, does
not mean anything to anyone other than other HR people. And I am not sure which credential has more weight, reconciliation or relevance.
My current company does not allow these distinctions on our cards anyway except for a few Phds who are renowned researchers/engineers who speak at conferences where this is an expectation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
â€‹
Yes, I list them. It shows I am a professional dedicated to honing my craft. It is also an edge when vying for business against those who don't have the credentials.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
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I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
115.

previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:53 AM
Anonymous

_
I put my credentials on my business cards and email signature.
Not only did I work hard to obtain them, I feel it adds credibility to my profession and position.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
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previous next

116.

Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:57 AM
Ivette Dupuis
In the end, just a matter of personal preference. So perhaps a non-issue.
But yes, elitist by definition - my ass or yours.
elitist
[ih-lee-tist ey-leeâ€•
]
adjective
1.
(of a person or class of persons) considered superior by others or by themselves, as in intellect, talent, power, wealth, or position in society
P.S. Don't get wrong. I am proud of my credentials. And, I always thought of business cards as something you use OUTSIDE of your organization. But believe me, the goal should be to not even
need to list (mention, lead with) your credentials or need a business card at all. It's easy to be found these days anyway.
Elitist my a$$! Open your minds and think on a grander scheme of the use of business cards OUTSIDE of your organization. What am I missing here? You earned it, HR people network, I
see it as a non-issue.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 09:27

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_

Elitist my a$$! Open your minds and think on a grander scheme of the use of business cards OUTSIDE of your organization. What am I missing here? You earned it, HR
people network, I see it as a non-issue.
Original Message:
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Sent: 02-16-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I agree with Ivette. I find it elitist when people list degrees, credentials, etc. after their name. Do you really think your employees or job applicants know what it means or care that you're an MHRM,
SHRM-SCP?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:40
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I used to list my SPHR.
But, I haven't had a business card since 2010.
I'd likely not do now, given that I've earned a lot more initials since then.*
Besides, we've gotten silly with some of these things. Just don't think your degree belongs on your business card either (seems elitist).
*I see the irony of my comment, given that I haven't been able to convince myself to remove my certifications from my name on LI. Perhaps needs revisiting. I don't, however, list 'em behind my
name on my resume, just list 'em under certifications.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
117.

previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:18 AM
Anonymous
_
That makes sense if you're a consultant, not as much for an internal HR person.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
â€‹
Yes, I list them. It shows I am a professional dedicated to honing my craft. It is also an edge when vying for business against those who don't have the credentials.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
118.

previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:21 AM
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

Technically, you're supposed to list degree and/or most recent first.
E.g. MHR, SHRM-SCP, PHRca, GPHR, SPHR
It's seriously even covered in the certification handbook.
And, I've been seeing just 'SHRM Certified Professional' more and more.
Using Your Credential
Professionals who have met the certification standards defined by SHRM and who maintain their credentials through
the recertification process are authorized to use the SHRM-CP or SHRM-SCP certification designations.
Adding your SHRM credential to your professional profile will draw special attention to your achievement, and to the
time and discipline involved in pursuing and attaining your goal. The HR community is assured that you have met the
standards to become certified by SHRM. You may include your credential on business cards, in resumes, on your
personal webpages (e.g., LinkedIn or Facebook), in bylines for articles or blog posts, and in e-mail signatures.
Professionals who have attained both the SHRM-CP and the SHRM-SCP should only reference their SHRM-SCP
credential.
Protect the integrity of your SHRM credential by following these guidelines:
» Do not use your credential until you have received your official exam results.
» Where you use your credential with your name, place the SHRM certification designation immediately after your
name or post-graduate degree (e.g., Ph.D.).
» You may use your credential in promotional text (e.g., "Jane Smith has satisfied the requirements for SHRM-CP
certification as prescribed by the Society for Human Resource Management and is now a SHRM-CP certified
human resource professional.").
» You may use your credential in a certification pin provided by SHRM and in a digital badge provided by SHRM that
will allow others to verify your credential.
» Always use all capital letters (SHRM-CP, SHRM-SCP).
» Never use periods between the letters.
» Do not abbreviate the credential (e.g., CP or SCP).
» If your certification has expired, immediately discontinue using the credential.
You may also use "SHRM Certified Professional" or "SHRM Senior Certified Professional" when referring to the
SHRM-CP or SHRM-SCP, respectively, on a resume or on business materials, as long as you continue to maintain the
credential through recertification.
The following formats are approved by SHRM:
» SHRM-CP
» SHRM-SCP
» SHRM Certified Professional
» SHRM Senior Certified Professional
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and I am not sure which credential has more weight, reconciliation or relevance.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:52

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I never have listing the credentials s it just turns into alphabet soup especially with SHRM-SCP, SPHR, MBA. Just my name is long enough as it is. Its irrelevant and honestly, in my opinion, does
not mean anything to anyone other than other HR people. And I am not sure which credential has more weight, reconciliation or relevance.
My current company does not allow these distinctions on our cards anyway except for a few Phds who are renowned researchers/engineers who speak at conferences where this is an expectation.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
â€‹
Yes, I list them. It shows I am a professional dedicated to honing my craft. It is also an edge when vying for business against those who don't have the credentials.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------
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top

previous next

119.

Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 11:24 AM
Ivette Dupuis
SHRM agrees with you.
Not only did I work hard to obtain them, I feel it adds credibility to my profession and position.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:52

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I put my credentials on my business cards and email signature.
Not only did I work hard to obtain them, I feel it adds credibility to my profession and position.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
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Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top

previous next

120.

Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:24 AM
Anonymous

_
Of course they do. They profit from it!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:24
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
SHRM agrees with you.
Not only did I work hard to obtain them, I feel it adds credibility to my profession and position.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:52

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
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_
I put my credentials on my business cards and email signature.
Not only did I work hard to obtain them, I feel it adds credibility to my profession and position.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
121.

previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:27 AM
Anonymous

_
I don't know what DDS is but my dentist has that after his name and I assume it says Doctor of Dentistry. I don't care enough to check. That doesn't mean he should take it off nor should the
attorney with Esquire after his name or the HR professional with SPHR after his name.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I agree with Ivette. I find it elitist when people list degrees, credentials, etc. after their name. Do you really think your employees or job applicants know what it means or care that you're an MHRM,
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SHRM-SCP?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:40
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I used to list my SPHR.
But, I haven't had a business card since 2010.
I'd likely not do now, given that I've earned a lot more initials since then.*
Besides, we've gotten silly with some of these things. Just don't think your degree belongs on your business card either (seems elitist).
*I see the irony of my comment, given that I haven't been able to convince myself to remove my certifications from my name on LI. Perhaps needs revisiting. I don't, however, list 'em behind my
name on my resume, just list 'em under certifications.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:35 AM
Anonymous
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_
Most people want to know their doctor is actually a doctor, or that their lawyer has their law degree and passed the bar. The same doesn't apply to HR people. There's no licensing exam to practice
HR. You don't even need an HR degree to practice HR (or a degree at all).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I don't know what DDS is but my dentist has that after his name and I assume it says Doctor of Dentistry. I don't care enough to check. That doesn't mean he should take it off nor should the
attorney with Esquire after his name or the HR professional with SPHR after his name.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I agree with Ivette. I find it elitist when people list degrees, credentials, etc. after their name. Do you really think your employees or job applicants know what it means or care that you're an MHRM,
SHRM-SCP?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:40
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I used to list my SPHR.
But, I haven't had a business card since 2010.
I'd likely not do now, given that I've earned a lot more initials since then.*
Besides, we've gotten silly with some of these things. Just don't think your degree belongs on your business card either (seems elitist).
*I see the irony of my comment, given that I haven't been able to convince myself to remove my certifications from my name on LI. Perhaps needs revisiting. I don't, however, list 'em behind my
name on my resume, just list 'em under certifications.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
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From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top

previous next

123.

Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 11:38 AM
Ivette Dupuis
In the case of a lawyer, it matters.
J.D. and Esquire mean two different things, the former just means I've got a law degree, the latter means I can practice law (passed state's bar exam).
I believe, the D.D.S is equivalent to Esquire.
But, you're right if most people don't care to learn about 'em, they most certainly don't care about some HR certification.
Perhaps we need our version of CPA, D.D.S, Esquire.
I don't know what DDS is but my dentist has that after his name and I assume it says Doctor of Dentistry. I don't care enough to check. That doesn't mean he should take it off nor should the
attorney with Esquire after his name or the HR professional with SPHR after his name.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 11:26

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I don't know what DDS is but my dentist has that after his name and I assume it says Doctor of Dentistry. I don't care enough to check. That doesn't mean he should take it off nor should the
attorney with Esquire after his name or the HR professional with SPHR after his name.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I agree with Ivette. I find it elitist when people list degrees, credentials, etc. after their name. Do you really think your employees or job applicants know what it means or care that you're an MHRM,
SHRM-SCP?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:40
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I used to list my SPHR.
But, I haven't had a business card since 2010.
I'd likely not do now, given that I've earned a lot more initials since then.*
Besides, we've gotten silly with some of these things. Just don't think your degree belongs on your business card either (seems elitist).
*I see the irony of my comment, given that I haven't been able to convince myself to remove my certifications from my name on LI. Perhaps needs revisiting. I don't, however, list 'em behind my
name on my resume, just list 'em under certifications.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
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course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
124.

previous next
What sources do you use for comp data?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 6:23 PM
Anonymous

_
We are a small IT consulting firm looking to evaluate our compensation across all positions. I was hoping to get some ideas here for sources that I can go to purchase comp data in order to start
tackling this project. If anyone can share what resources they use I would be so appreciative. Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
125.

previous next
Re: What sources do you use for comp data?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 6:52 PM
Wendy Peterson

â€‹
I use several free sources.
Bls.gov
Salary.com
Robert Half Salary Guides (link to technology guide 2018 Technology & IT Salary Guide
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Reply to Sender

preview

remove

Roberthalf

2018 Technology & IT Salary Guide
Find 2018 salaries for technology & IT
jobs. Review job market trends &
analysis. Download the Robert Half
Salary Guide for Technology
Professionals.
View this on Roberthalf >

)
Industry Compensation Surveys
-----------------------------Wendy Peterson SHRM-CP
Human Resource Director
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: What sources do you use for comp data?
_
We are a small IT consulting firm looking to evaluate our compensation across all positions. I was hoping to get some ideas here for sources that I can go to purchase comp data in order to start
tackling this project. If anyone can share what resources they use I would be so appreciative. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: What sources do you use for comp data?
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 7:29 PM
Anonymous
_
I use World at Work. It's a very accurate website and annually about $300.00 to join. â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: What sources do you use for comp data?
_
We are a small IT consulting firm looking to evaluate our compensation across all positions. I was hoping to get some ideas here for sources that I can go to purchase comp data in order to start
tackling this project. If anyone can share what resources they use I would be so appreciative. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: What sources do you use for comp data?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 7:16 AM
Amber Kilgore

I use free sources:
glassdoor.com
payscale.com
indeed.com
I like these because they get their data from workers directly. I recently read dice.com has a new salary calculator but I haven't tried it yet.
-----------------------------Amber Kilgore
HR Manager
A2 Hosting
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: What sources do you use for comp data?
_
I use World at Work. It's a very accurate website and annually about $300.00 to join. â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: What sources do you use for comp data?
_
We are a small IT consulting firm looking to evaluate our compensation across all positions. I was hoping to get some ideas here for sources that I can go to purchase comp data in order to start
tackling this project. If anyone can share what resources they use I would be so appreciative. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Writing FMLA Policy
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 5:53 PM
Anonymous

_
I am writing our FMLA policy and I basically feel that all I am doing is copying and pasting from the regulations. Did anyone else feel that way when they were writing their policy?
Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next

129.

Re: Writing FMLA Policy
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 6:05 PM
Anonymous

_
We just post the entire FMLA policy. Why reinvent the wheel?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Writing FMLA Policy
_
I am writing our FMLA policy and I basically feel that all I am doing is copying and pasting from the regulations. Did anyone else feel that way when they were writing their policy?
Thanks.

top
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previous next
Re: Writing FMLA Policy
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 6:57 PM
Wendy Peterson

â€‹
You can find a sample policy on the SHRM site.
www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/tools-and-samples/...
Cheers!
-----------------------------Wendy Peterson SHRM-CP
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Reply to Sender

Human Resource Director
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Writing FMLA Policy
_
I am writing our FMLA policy and I basically feel that all I am doing is copying and pasting from the regulations. Did anyone else feel that way when they were writing their policy?
Thanks.

top
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previous next
Re: Writing FMLA Policy
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:26 AM
Anonymous

_
The minimum requirement for your handbook is this. If you want a full policy that includes more detail, I would start with the samples available in SHRM Resources.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Writing FMLA Policy
_
I am writing our FMLA policy and I basically feel that all I am doing is copying and pasting from the regulations. Did anyone else feel that way when they were writing their policy?
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Thanks.

top
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previous next
Medicare Part D Disclosure to CMS
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 5:33 PM
Anonymous

_
I have to step in and submit our Medicare Part D disclosure by March 1st as our benefits admin is out of office due to some emergency. This is a first time for me and I have no idea what was
submitted last year. All I know is we have creditable coverage. I looked at the CMS link and it doesn't seem to be complex but they ask -" Total Number of Medicare Part D Eligible Individuals
expected to be covered under these Option(s) as of the Plan Year Beginning Date stated above "
How do we know this ? We send out the annual notice of creditable coverage to all the employees on our health plan including employees enrolled in COBRA. Do I enter the total number of
employees enrolled in our health plan or is there another better way of doing this ?
Any help is appreciated.
Thanks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Medicare Part D Disclosure to CMS
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:13 AM
Anonymous

_
Any chance she'll be back in enough time to do it, or have some time next week to guide you through this?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medicare Part D Disclosure to CMS
_
I have to step in and submit our Medicare Part D disclosure by March 1st as our benefits admin is out of office due to some emergency. This is a first time for me and I have no idea what was
submitted last year. All I know is we have creditable coverage. I looked at the CMS link and it doesn't seem to be complex but they ask -" Total Number of Medicare Part D Eligible Individuals
expected to be covered under these Option(s) as of the Plan Year Beginning Date stated above "
How do we know this ? We send out the annual notice of creditable coverage to all the employees on our health plan including employees enrolled in COBRA. Do I enter the total number of
employees enrolled in our health plan or is there another better way of doing this ?
Any help is appreciated.
Thanks

top
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previous next
Re: Medicare Part D Disclosure to CMS
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:55 AM
Anonymous

_
Hopefully this helps - www.cms.gov/Medicare/Prescription-Drug-Coverage/...
Has instructions link as well
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medicare Part D Disclosure to CMS
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_
I have to step in and submit our Medicare Part D disclosure by March 1st as our benefits admin is out of office due to some emergency. This is a first time for me and I have no idea what was
submitted last year. All I know is we have creditable coverage. I looked at the CMS link and it doesn't seem to be complex but they ask -" Total Number of Medicare Part D Eligible Individuals
expected to be covered under these Option(s) as of the Plan Year Beginning Date stated above "
How do we know this ? We send out the annual notice of creditable coverage to all the employees on our health plan including employees enrolled in COBRA. Do I enter the total number of
employees enrolled in our health plan or is there another better way of doing this ?
Any help is appreciated.
Thanks

top
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previous next
HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 5:28 PM
Anonymous

_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 5:35 PM
Betty Mullen
In my opinion, your CEO is the one who should be leading this discussion. HR attends disciplinary meetings provide support the manager and act as a witness, not to manage an employee's
performance because that is the manager's job. That applies to executives just as much as it does to any other employee. Managers manage. That should be an HR mantra that we all repeat to
ourselves at the beginning of each day.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.
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Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 5:52 PM
Anonymous
_
Why are you leading this conversation? It should be the CEO or the exec's manager.
You can be there as a witness but this is not your meeting to lead. HR should not be disciplining the exec.
It sounds like you have never had to have this conversation before? I don't think that the first time should be with an Exec, some who does not report to you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.

top
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previous next
Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 6:18 PM
Anonymous

_
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Managers manage. That should be an HR mantra that we all repeat to ourselves at the beginning of each day.
Betty Mullen, 02-15-2018 17:35

Agree, however, my CEO has requested I lead this discussion and he will add to it as he sees fit. Since the discussion is coming from me, an HR Manager, I'm asking advice from my peers on how to
approach this discussion in a positive manner but still addressing what needs to be addressed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:35
From: Betty Mullen
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
In my opinion, your CEO is the one who should be leading this discussion. HR attends disciplinary meetings provide support the manager and act as a witness, not to manage an employee's
performance because that is the manager's job. That applies to executives just as much as it does to any other employee. Managers manage. That should be an HR mantra that we all repeat to
ourselves at the beginning of each day.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.
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top
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139.

Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 6:21 PM
Anonymous

_

Why are you leading this conversation? It should be the CEO or the exec's manager.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 17:52

Agree, however the CEO has requested I lead the discussion. It will be providing verbal feedback not a harsh disciplinary action. The CEO will add to the discussion as he sees fit.

It sounds like you have never had to have this conversation before? I don't think that the first time should be with an Exec, some who does not report to you.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 17:52

If I sounded doubtful of the discussion it is because hosting this type of a conversation with a colleague or subordinate is easy. Hosting this conversation with a C-suite level employee, who is also
new will take finesse. I'm hoping my HR peers may be able to help me choose the write language when delivering this message. Pushing it back to my CEO is not an option. Any advice would be
appreciated.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
Why are you leading this conversation? It should be the CEO or the exec's manager.
You can be there as a witness but this is not your meeting to lead. HR should not be disciplining the exec.
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It sounds like you have never had to have this conversation before? I don't think that the first time should be with an Exec, some who does not report to you.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.

top
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previous next
Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 7:42 AM
Ivette Dupuis

Just be direct and talk to him like you would any other employee.
I don't treat or talk to execs any differently.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
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Reply to Sender

Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.

top
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Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:04 AM
Anonymous

_
I would treat this like any other team member. His lack of business maturity is impacting the culture and putting the company at risk. You don't know what his other company was like, but we don't
do that here. It will not be tolerated and we expect you to set an example for your team.
I would send him to executive training if you think he is redeemable.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
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I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.

top
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previous next
Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:19 AM
Anonymous

_
Agreed with the last couple of respondents. Speak to the executive the same way you would any other employee. The only thing I may consider doing differently with someone at that level is remind
them of the level of influence and responsibility that comes with their position, and that he should be setting examples for the organization and his behavior is inconsistent with your culture and
values.
I've been in the position of having the CEO ask me to lead these types of discussions with his direct reports. Telling him "no this is YOUR job" when he's adamant about you leading it isn't really an
option.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 08:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I would treat this like any other team member. His lack of business maturity is impacting the culture and putting the company at risk. You don't know what his other company was like, but we don't
do that here. It will not be tolerated and we expect you to set an example for your team.
I would send him to executive training if you think he is redeemable.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
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Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.
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previous next
Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:02 AM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't call this disciplining.
I'd call it coaching.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
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discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.

top
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Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:50 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
"UGH" to the responders who come off judgmental about what is and what isn't HR's responsibility. The CEO asked this HR professional to do something, so she needs to do it.
OP, remember when Marcia Brady (I realize I am dating myself here) had to take her driver's test and was worried about the instructor? She pictured the instructor in his underwear and it made her
more at ease and less nervous. Now, I don't want you to take that example literally. That exec is an employee of the organization, just like others that you have coached or disciplined. You also have
the CEO's backing. Talk to that exec like you would any other employee and stress to him that your goal for the conversation is to help him be a better leader through this feedback you are giving
him. If you talk to him and let him know that you are on his side and are wanting to help him and not coming from a place of negative judgment, he will hopefully respond appropriately.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
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How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.

top
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145.

Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:18 AM
Mary Dillman
I agree with the advice to have a direct conversation with this executive, setting expectations for changes to these behaviors so he can appropriately role model/influence a culture of professionalism
and respect as a leader in the company.

Examples would it include: Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most
recently, during a team meeting when discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually
repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when we need to say physical penetration."
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 17:28

Given the examples you cite, IMO you are dealing with a mix of unprofessional behaviors in mentioning sensitive topics (like gun owners' rights, flatulence) and topics which can be perceived by
others as ethnic bias and sexual harassment. I think the latter examples need a stronger message to be conveyed to the executive regarding company policy.
Good luck!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
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discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.

top
146.

previous next
IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 5:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Were an IT company, that often uses staffing agencies.We started a relationship with a staffing company a year ago. Today I wanted to make an offer to someone who is wrapping up a project and
who I want as a long term employee. The employee told me that they don't work for the staffing company that I have a contract with. They work for a different staffing company who is contracted by
the company I thought I was doing business with.
I must say that this worries me and being a federal contractor, I need to know who I am doing business with.
I think this wrong in so many levels, especially because we had no idea.
Do you guys think this is pretty norm?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 5:41 PM
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Reply to Sender

Betty Mullen
It's not too uncommon. We have a kind of reciprocal relationship with a staffing agency that focuses more on labor and construction jobs, because we don't have the worker's compensation to cover
those kinds of roles. So while we are still the company with the relationship with the company contracting for the employee's services and will do all the managing of the employment relationship,
their actual paycheck comes from our counterpart. I can't speak for other agencies, but in situations where we are required to guarantee that all the employees provided meet certain federal
requirements, background checks, etc. we still perform our due diligence and take on the responsibility of guaranteeing compliance.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
_
Were an IT company, that often uses staffing agencies.We started a relationship with a staffing company a year ago. Today I wanted to make an offer to someone who is wrapping up a project and
who I want as a long term employee. The employee told me that they don't work for the staffing company that I have a contract with. They work for a different staffing company who is contracted by
the company I thought I was doing business with.
I must say that this worries me and being a federal contractor, I need to know who I am doing business with.
I think this wrong in so many levels, especially because we had no idea.
Do you guys think this is pretty norm?
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Re: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 5:50 PM
Anonymous
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_
We are an IT staffing firm and a federal contractor as well and I must say I see this happen too often. It's all about finding that right candidate and sometimes there are more then one firm involved in
it. It all comes down to what you prefer and if you have any policies set around these. We have some clients who clearly state in their agreements that they will not allow us to use subcontractors,
which means we can only pass on our employees to them so it's just us involved. On the contrary, some of our clients are ok if it's a subcontractor to us and not our employee or require us to take an
approval from them before we proceed so then there are two companies involved just like your situation.
I have seen three firms involved too at times but we don't do that as a company policy.
Hope that helps.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
_
Were an IT company, that often uses staffing agencies.We started a relationship with a staffing company a year ago. Today I wanted to make an offer to someone who is wrapping up a project and
who I want as a long term employee. The employee told me that they don't work for the staffing company that I have a contract with. They work for a different staffing company who is contracted by
the company I thought I was doing business with.
I must say that this worries me and being a federal contractor, I need to know who I am doing business with.
I think this wrong in so many levels, especially because we had no idea.
Do you guys think this is pretty norm?
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previous next
Re: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:59 AM
Anonymous
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_
Thank you for helping me understand this. In your experience, does the employer end up with a higher premium if there are two companies involved?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
_
We are an IT staffing firm and a federal contractor as well and I must say I see this happen too often. It's all about finding that right candidate and sometimes there are more then one firm involved in
it. It all comes down to what you prefer and if you have any policies set around these. We have some clients who clearly state in their agreements that they will not allow us to use subcontractors,
which means we can only pass on our employees to them so it's just us involved. On the contrary, some of our clients are ok if it's a subcontractor to us and not our employee or require us to take an
approval from them before we proceed so then there are two companies involved just like your situation.
I have seen three firms involved too at times but we don't do that as a company policy.
Hope that helps.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
_
Were an IT company, that often uses staffing agencies.We started a relationship with a staffing company a year ago. Today I wanted to make an offer to someone who is wrapping up a project and
who I want as a long term employee. The employee told me that they don't work for the staffing company that I have a contract with. They work for a different staffing company who is contracted by
the company I thought I was doing business with.
I must say that this worries me and being a federal contractor, I need to know who I am doing business with.
I think this wrong in so many levels, especially because we had no idea.
Do you guys think this is pretty norm?
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Staff hours, location and job discription change
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 5:18 PM
Anonymous
_
I work with an employee that was hired part-time in IL. at a clients office, 8 am - 1 pm M-F. However, the hours changed once she was hired to 10 am - 3 pm. The employee is now being told that
her job description is changing (she will need training). The department is implementing a new SOP for the new job and moving her to another location. Her hours are changing as well, on Thr the
hours will be 10am-6pm & Fri 10am-7pm. Because the person cannot fulfill the changed hours, she will be termed in 30 days. I reviewed her hiring contract, and it states " Your normal working
hours will be 25.00, shift 1, with a regular work schedule of 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Monday-Friday. These hours/location may change/vary based on business need and/or the request(s) of your
supervisor or management." Can the company ask her to work an additional 3 hrs on one day and 4 hrs on another totaling seven additional hours?
Any additional information on this matter is appreciated.

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:50 PM
Anonymous

_
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (unless superseded by applicable state and/or local laws).
Or
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (in accordance with applicable state and/or local laws).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next

152.

Re: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:53 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I would say the first one. The second implies there are laws requiring this use, and that is not the case (at least not in my state).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
_
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (unless superseded by applicable state and/or local laws).
Or
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (in accordance with applicable state and/or local laws).

top
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previous next
Re: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:04 AM
Anonymous

_
OP here,
We are a multi state employer. Some states require paid jury duty. I want to cover all employees in the handbook.
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Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (unless superseded by applicable state and/or local laws).
Or
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (in accordance with applicable state and/or local laws).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
_
â€‹
I would say the first one. The second implies there are laws requiring this use, and that is not the case (at least not in my state).
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
_
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (unless superseded by applicable state and/or local laws).
Or
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (in accordance with applicable state and/or local laws).
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previous next
Re: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:32 AM
Anonymous

_
I agree with the first respondent andI would go with the first one. The second seems to imply that the state laws dictate that the employee use vacation or take unpaid time off for Jury Duty. If you
have locations in states that mandates you pay jurors, the first seems more appropriate.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
_
OP here,
We are a multi state employer. Some states require paid jury duty. I want to cover all employees in the handbook.
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (unless superseded by applicable state and/or local laws).
Or
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (in accordance with applicable state and/or local laws).
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
_
â€‹
I would say the first one. The second implies there are laws requiring this use, and that is not the case (at least not in my state).
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
_
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (unless superseded by applicable state and/or local laws).
Or
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (in accordance with applicable state and/or local laws).
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Re: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 9:49 AM
Ivette Dupuis
My rewording: While serving jury duty, you will be paid in accordance with applicable state and/or local laws. You may, but are not required to, use vacation pay during an unpaid jury leave.
Problem solved.
I think you're trying to address too much in one sentence.
Two different issues:
1. Is it paid or unpaid leave?!
2. If unpaid, making sure that employees understand that you're not making or keeping 'em from taking vacation leave.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which one of these sounds better or is correct?
_
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (unless superseded by applicable state and/or local laws).
Or
Employees on jury duty leave may use vacation leave or take leave without pay (in accordance with applicable state and/or local laws).
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Exempted Offer Letter sent back
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:35 PM
Anonymous
_
I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 4:40 PM
Renee Shiraishi
Our job descriptions have standard hours and the caveat "additional hours as necessary" to set the expectation that there may be times when over time is necessary. We spell out our expectations with
regard to work hours during the interview. I would suggest the hiring manager speak with the candidate directly and address any concerns about the workload, hours, etc. If the company and the
employee's expectations aren't aligned, this likely isn't going to be a long term fit.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
_
I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?

top
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previous next
Re: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:47 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
"Your work schedule will be based on the needs of the operation".
"You will work a core schedule of 8 am - 5 pm with flexibility as required based on the needs of the operation".
These are a few ideas. He may be wanting you to confirm specific hours so that he does not have to put in time outside of that, or he may simply want a general idea of when he is expected to "be" at
work.
Our practice is to include a scheduling expectation in an offer letter. It helps with accountability. I would also add that as an exempt employee, he would be expected to be flexible based on the
needs of the operation / business.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
_
I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
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Re: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Exempt is not the same as on-call 24/7. It's incredibly reasonable for a candidate to ask the hours of a position, especially if it hadn't been addressed at any point during the interview process. Provide
him (or have the manager reach out to him) with the core hours, and set the firm expectation that work outside of those hours may be necessary due to clients' needs. If you're at the offer stage, the
nature of the position should be very clear by now.
My guess as to why he wants the hours defined? He has a life outside of work, and wants to plan around it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
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_
I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
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previous next
Re: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 5:11 PM
Anonymous

_
His question is very reasonable, exempt or not. While I wouldn't specify specific hours, can you at least give him a general idea of the number of hours per week he can expect to work, how
frequently he'll be needed on weekends, etc. We hire field engineers who some months are working non-stop for two weeks at a time, on travel, 60+ hour weeks. I often get questions about the time
commitment and don't take it at all that the person isn't interested. Don't you want someone in the role who will actually stay in the role because they're on board with the level of commitment?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
_
I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
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His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?

top

previous next

161.

Re: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:35 AM
Roberta Weingarten

any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 16:35

Yeah. Maybe he's got kids in school and his spouse and kids are staying where they are now to finish the school year and he wants to know that he'll be able to go see his family. BTDT with my dad
and his new job when I was in high school.

-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
_
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I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?

top

previous next

162.

Re: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:38 AM
Anonymous

_
This is where the HUMAN in human resources comes in. This is a normal question for anyone who has some semblance of a life outside work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:34
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back

any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 16:35

Yeah. Maybe he's got kids in school and his spouse and kids are staying where they are now to finish the school year and he wants to know that he'll be able to go see his family. BTDT with my dad
and his new job when I was in high school.
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-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
_
I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
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Re: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:43 AM
Anonymous

_

any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 16:35
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Yeah! He wants to know if you think exempt means 24/7 on call. Seems rational to me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
_
I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
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previous next
Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:27 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
I have a manager that had an employee that was out two consecutive days. When she spoke with the ee the ee had told her manager that she had been sick through the weekend (sick over the
weekend-off on Monday-out sick Tuesday and Wednesday) and was not sure if she was going to be in on Thursday. Manager, out of concern said that is a long time to be sick you should call your
doctor and when you do go please bring a note in. EE ended up being out two consecutive work days.
Now the ee received a bill as she had not hit her deductible and she wants us to pay for it as her manager told her to bring in a note.
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Was her manager wrong to ask for this? Our handbook does not speak to bringing in a note when sick.
Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 4:36 PM
Renee Shiraishi
If your handbook doesn't spell out that a doctor's note may be requested for absences, then the manager should not have asked for one. Our handbook states that if an employee misses three
consecutive days to do illness, a doctor's note is required. We would not pay for the employee to see a doctor to obtain this note. Since you don't seem to have a policy requiring notes, I would
considering paying. Did the manager say it was required or just a suggestion? I suggest determining if this is going to be a policy and if it is communicating it to your employees. I also suggest
training your managers on the policy.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a manager that had an employee that was out two consecutive days. When she spoke with the ee the ee had told her manager that she had been sick through the weekend (sick over the
weekend-off on Monday-out sick Tuesday and Wednesday) and was not sure if she was going to be in on Thursday. Manager, out of concern said that is a long time to be sick you should call your
doctor and when you do go please bring a note in. EE ended up being out two consecutive work days.
Now the ee received a bill as she had not hit her deductible and she wants us to pay for it as her manager told her to bring in a note.
Was her manager wrong to ask for this? Our handbook does not speak to bringing in a note when sick.
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Thank you.
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Re: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:38 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't think the manager should have asked for a note if it is not policy or common practice. Your manager should not be advising employees to seek medical attention.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a manager that had an employee that was out two consecutive days. When she spoke with the ee the ee had told her manager that she had been sick through the weekend (sick over the
weekend-off on Monday-out sick Tuesday and Wednesday) and was not sure if she was going to be in on Thursday. Manager, out of concern said that is a long time to be sick you should call your
doctor and when you do go please bring a note in. EE ended up being out two consecutive work days.
Now the ee received a bill as she had not hit her deductible and she wants us to pay for it as her manager told her to bring in a note.
Was her manager wrong to ask for this? Our handbook does not speak to bringing in a note when sick.
Thank you.
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Re: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:49 AM
Anonymous
_
I'm not a fan of requiring doctor's notes (excuses) for every absence. Every sick day does not require a visit to a medical professional. The FMLA won't allow you to require this of employees using
intermittent leave, either.
However, it's not uncommon for employers to require a fit for duty certification before allowing the sick/injured person to return to work. We would require this of any person who was out for more
than 3 consecutive days, OR for any situation where there's a legitimate concern about fitness for duty (even though the person missed less than 5 days).
You are not required to pay for an appointment the employee had with his/her own physician.
Good luck.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a manager that had an employee that was out two consecutive days. When she spoke with the ee the ee had told her manager that she had been sick through the weekend (sick over the
weekend-off on Monday-out sick Tuesday and Wednesday) and was not sure if she was going to be in on Thursday. Manager, out of concern said that is a long time to be sick you should call your
doctor and when you do go please bring a note in. EE ended up being out two consecutive work days.
Now the ee received a bill as she had not hit her deductible and she wants us to pay for it as her manager told her to bring in a note.
Was her manager wrong to ask for this? Our handbook does not speak to bringing in a note when sick.
Thank you.
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Re: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 11:08 AM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Thanks, everyone!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
_
I'm not a fan of requiring doctor's notes (excuses) for every absence. Every sick day does not require a visit to a medical professional. The FMLA won't allow you to require this of employees using
intermittent leave, either.
However, it's not uncommon for employers to require a fit for duty certification before allowing the sick/injured person to return to work. We would require this of any person who was out for more
than 3 consecutive days, OR for any situation where there's a legitimate concern about fitness for duty (even though the person missed less than 5 days).
You are not required to pay for an appointment the employee had with his/her own physician.
Good luck.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a manager that had an employee that was out two consecutive days. When she spoke with the ee the ee had told her manager that she had been sick through the weekend (sick over the
weekend-off on Monday-out sick Tuesday and Wednesday) and was not sure if she was going to be in on Thursday. Manager, out of concern said that is a long time to be sick you should call your
doctor and when you do go please bring a note in. EE ended up being out two consecutive work days.
Now the ee received a bill as she had not hit her deductible and she wants us to pay for it as her manager told her to bring in a note.
Was her manager wrong to ask for this? Our handbook does not speak to bringing in a note when sick.
Thank you.
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previous next
HR Scams
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:15 PM
Anonymous

_
I have no question, but just came across this article regarding scams targeted at HR. I remember someone posting a question that seems similar to Scam #3 with I-9s, but I cannot find the thread. Just
figured I'd share.
â€‹
www.hrmorning.com/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: HR Scams
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:28 PM
Anonymous

_
One of these scams is the reason I am here today. The former HR person fell victim to a scam and resigned. :(
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Scams
_
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I have no question, but just came across this article regarding scams targeted at HR. I remember someone posting a question that seems similar to Scam #3 with I-9s, but I cannot find the thread. Just
figured I'd share.
â€‹
www.hrmorning.com/...
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Excited to serve North Dakota State Council & Chapters
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 4:09 PM
Dianna Gould
I am very delighted to now have the opportunity to work with all the passionate volunteers and serve all the SHRM members in North Dakota.
-----------------------------Dianna Gould SHRM-SCP
SHRM Pacific West Field Services Director
SHRM
Redmond OR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Employee Hard of Hearing
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:00 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
We have an employee who is hard of hearing and doesn't wear hearing aids. In the job description, it states that one must have the "ability to actively listen to others and respond verbally to their
request in a professional, effective and efficient manner". The employee is in a customer service role and other employees have to speak very loud for him to hear. This person's work area is in an
area where customers visit and these customers have voiced their concerns about the level one has to speak to be heard. Is it appropriate for me to ask this individual to be fitted for hearing aids.
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Please advise how you would address. Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top

previous next

173.

Re: Employee Hard of Hearing
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:07 PM
Anonymous

_

Is it appropriate for me to ask this individual to be fitted for hearing aids.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 15:59

No. You can talk to him about what you are being told and the impact this is having on his performance and on the customers. Work with him on solutions. How do you know he is HOH - did you
already go through the interactive process with him?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Hard of Hearing
_
â€‹â€‹
We have an employee who is hard of hearing and doesn't wear hearing aids. In the job description, it states that one must have the "ability to actively listen to others and respond verbally to their
request in a professional, effective and efficient manner". The employee is in a customer service role and other employees have to speak very loud for him to hear. This person's work area is in an
area where customers visit and these customers have voiced their concerns about the level one has to speak to be heard. Is it appropriate for me to ask this individual to be fitted for hearing aids.
Please advise how you would address. Thanks!
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top

previous next

174.

Re: Employee Hard of Hearing
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:11 PM
Anonymous

_
My husband has hearing aids and they are expensive. You can ask what accommodations they need and start the interactive process.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Hard of Hearing
_

Is it appropriate for me to ask this individual to be fitted for hearing aids.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 15:59

No. You can talk to him about what you are being told and the impact this is having on his performance and on the customers. Work with him on solutions. How do you know he is HOH - did you
already go through the interactive process with him?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Hard of Hearing
_
â€‹â€‹
We have an employee who is hard of hearing and doesn't wear hearing aids. In the job description, it states that one must have the "ability to actively listen to others and respond verbally to their
request in a professional, effective and efficient manner". The employee is in a customer service role and other employees have to speak very loud for him to hear. This person's work area is in an
area where customers visit and these customers have voiced their concerns about the level one has to speak to be heard. Is it appropriate for me to ask this individual to be fitted for hearing aids.
Please advise how you would address. Thanks!
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top
175.

previous next
Re: Employee Hard of Hearing
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:12 PM
Anonymous

_
A lot of presumptions here... the "hearing" issue may simply be related to the environment. My daughter has minor, permanent hearing loss. Not enough to qualify her for hearing aids. But, she has
difficulty hearing in loud areas over the din of everything else. Can the environment be modified in such a way to improve this situation? For example, moving the employee to a desk on the outskirts
of the room instead of the middle, etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Hard of Hearing
_
â€‹â€‹
We have an employee who is hard of hearing and doesn't wear hearing aids. In the job description, it states that one must have the "ability to actively listen to others and respond verbally to their
request in a professional, effective and efficient manner". The employee is in a customer service role and other employees have to speak very loud for him to hear. This person's work area is in an
area where customers visit and these customers have voiced their concerns about the level one has to speak to be heard. Is it appropriate for me to ask this individual to be fitted for hearing aids.
Please advise how you would address. Thanks!

top
176.

previous next
Annual Salary Increases
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:39 PM
Anonymous
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_
Can anyone share how whether your company will have pay increases is determined? How do you communicate availability of increases to your employees, generally speaking? Like "pay increases
may or may not occur. They are dependent upon the financial success of the company and/or your success as an individual contributor." Or "pay increases occur every April and will be reflected on
your April 15 paycheck." I feel like in some companies its just expected, and maybe Ive just never expected it. What is the norm?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
177.

previous next
Re: Annual Salary Increases
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Here's what our policy says about increases:
â€‹
Performance appraisals are conducted on an annual cycle. Employees will receive a performance review on the established date each
year. Merit increases are not guaranteed and are based on company performance and financials. When provided, a merit increase may
accompany a performance review if the employee's performance and salary level so warrant. The amount of increase should be
consistent with the approved merit budget.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Annual Salary Increases
_
Can anyone share how whether your company will have pay increases is determined? How do you communicate availability of increases to your employees, generally speaking? Like "pay increases
may or may not occur. They are dependent upon the financial success of the company and/or your success as an individual contributor." Or "pay increases occur every April and will be reflected on
your April 15 paycheck." I feel like in some companies its just expected, and maybe Ive just never expected it. What is the norm?
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top
178.

previous next
BLS- Multiple Worksite Report
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:38 PM
Anonymous

_
Does anybody have the address to mail back a Multiple Worksite Report from BLS? The envelope that it came in suddenly disappeared and I cannot find the correct address to send it to. I am not
sure if it matters that I am in Texas.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
179.

previous next
Re: BLS- Multiple Worksite Report
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:40 PM
Anonymous

_
A point to add- I missed the deadline to fill it out online and it says I can do a paper version or I can wait until the next quarter. Am I required to do a paper version or can I wait for the next quarter?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: BLS- Multiple Worksite Report
_
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Does anybody have the address to mail back a Multiple Worksite Report from BLS? The envelope that it came in suddenly disappeared and I cannot find the correct address to send it to. I am not
sure if it matters that I am in Texas.

top
180.

previous next
PIP, Just to use Once
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:32 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Hello,
We have never done a PIP for employees, we do not have a PIP policy. A manager today described an employee's poor work performance and the situation would be ideal for a PIP, rather than a
disciplinary warning. Do you see a legal issue with having a PIP for this employee, but not have the requirement to use it with every poor work performance?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
181.

previous next
Re: PIP, Just to use Once
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:41 PM
Anonymous

_
You don't need a PIP policy. Simply assist the manager in writing the performance improvement plan. And even if this is your first one, there is no harm. This can be the beginning of using the tool
for performance issues going forward. Some performance issues are so egregious that a PIP won't be effective so no, they're not used 100% of the time.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:32
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From: Anonymous
Subject: PIP, Just to use Once
_
â€‹
Hello,
We have never done a PIP for employees, we do not have a PIP policy. A manager today described an employee's poor work performance and the situation would be ideal for a PIP, rather than a
disciplinary warning. Do you see a legal issue with having a PIP for this employee, but not have the requirement to use it with every poor work performance?

top
182.

previous next
New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:13 PM
Anonymous

_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
183.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:18 PM
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Anonymous
_
I don't really understand the question here. Could you clarify? Are you saying your company requires post-conference reports and he is not writing them, but he is asking them of you?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
184.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Our company could care less about post conference reports. However, the manager is "suggesting" I might have to do one if I attend a conference. Basically, he is asking or suggesting something that
he or the company wouldn't ask of themself.
It is normal or abnormal for companies to request that their employees write a report or summary after attending a conference?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
I don't really understand the question here. Could you clarify? Are you saying your company requires post-conference reports and he is not writing them, but he is asking them of you?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
185.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:26 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't see this as an usual request or intimidation. You report to him, he cares about the reports, perhaps he wants to implement what you learned--you could add your suggestions in the report. As
for CE credits, so what? The company is paying for you to be up on topics related to your role
And really being ex-military or old school most likely does not have anything to do with this request.
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but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture. He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 15:13

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
186.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:30 PM
Anonymous

_
It's "I couldn't care less" first. This is not unreasonable. I report directly to an owner and when I attend conferences, I write up a synopsis of what I learned and it applies to my position.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-15-2018 15:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
I don't see this as an usual request or intimidation. You report to him, he cares about the reports, perhaps he wants to implement what you learned--you could add your suggestions in the report. As
for CE credits, so what? The company is paying for you to be up on topics related to your role
And really being ex-military or old school most likely does not have anything to do with this request.
but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture. He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 15:13

Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
187.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:30 PM
Anonymous
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_
I feel like this is not an odd request at all. You're attending a conference which he is not attending- he wants a written report. I've done this plenty of times for even colleagues I no longer work with.
What's the issue?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top

previous next

188.

Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:31 PM
Anonymous

_

It is normal or abnormal for companies to request that their employees write a report or summary after attending a conference?
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 15:22

Yes in my experience this is a reasonable and expected request.
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If the company is paying they want justification as to why they should cover the expense. My manager wants to know what I learned and how I can implement what I learned.
Why should the company pay for you to take a class without understanding why and how it can benefit the organization?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Our company could care less about post conference reports. However, the manager is "suggesting" I might have to do one if I attend a conference. Basically, he is asking or suggesting something that
he or the company wouldn't ask of themself.
It is normal or abnormal for companies to request that their employees write a report or summary after attending a conference?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
I don't really understand the question here. Could you clarify? Are you saying your company requires post-conference reports and he is not writing them, but he is asking them of you?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??
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top
189.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:33 PM
Anonymous

_
That is a legit request
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
190.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:54 PM
Anonymous

_
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Umm... a SWOT analysis is an evaluation of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats facing an organization. A SWOT analysis is not something you do on conference attendance.
A written brief from you explaining what you learned would not be out of line, assuming this is required of others as well... but you said that's never been the case. I'd have interpreted this the same
as you did -- he's trying to discourage you from going, without outright denying the request.
If you want to go, just tell him you'll do the report. If he's not working out in his position anyway, maybe you won't have to worry about doing it again next year.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
191.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:55 PM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't view this as intimidation at all. I too would see this as an opportunity to share what I learned along with how I would implement key learnings at work. What a great way to develop and
show my new boss my value by suggesting some stretch projects.
Anonymonk
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
192.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:00 PM
Anonymous

_
WOW! Old School and Ex-Military - What do you mean by that?
He is asking for a report - if you want to go, then just do what he is asking you to do.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
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I wouldn't view this as intimidation at all. I too would see this as an opportunity to share what I learned along with how I would implement key learnings at work. What a great way to develop and
show my new boss my value by suggesting some stretch projects.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top

previous next

193.

Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:12 PM
Anonymous

_
Her manager is requiring the summary. It does not matter if other managers/owners do not require it of their employees. HER manager wants this of her to understand her request and her learning.
True that he may not be required to do reports, but he is requiring it of his directs. Really nothing wrong there.
Why would you view this request as discouraging her from going? Its reasonable and common.
A written brief from you explaining what you learned would not be out of line, assuming this is required of others as well... but you said that's never been the case. I'd have interpreted this
the same as you did -- he's trying to discourage you from going, without outright denying the request.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 15:5
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Umm... a SWOT analysis is an evaluation of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats facing an organization. A SWOT analysis is not something you do on conference attendance.
A written brief from you explaining what you learned would not be out of line, assuming this is required of others as well... but you said that's never been the case. I'd have interpreted this the same
as you did -- he's trying to discourage you from going, without outright denying the request.
If you want to go, just tell him you'll do the report. If he's not working out in his position anyway, maybe you won't have to worry about doing it again next year.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
194.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:14 PM
Anonymous
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_
You don't like your manager. You seem to be reading into his requests and letting your dislike for him flavor how you are receiving and perceiving them.
It doesn't matter what your company culture was. What matters is that your new manager has asked you to prepare a brief after you attend a conference. It is not an unreasonable request and given
that this is your manager, I'm not sure why you would even question it.
I attend a conference annually (out of town, spend money) and each year when I return I submit a brief to my Executive Team and do a short presentation on key takeaways at one of our monthly
meetings. It is all very routine.
-The HRWitch
PS: The whole tone of your post is fairly negative, so sticking "old school" and "ex-military" in at the end there seems to skew a bit derogatory. The "ex-military" thing should be lauded not
diminished - this person served our country.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
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previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:15 PM
Anonymous
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_
First, it is "couldn't care less".
To say "could care less" would mean that you could, indeed, care less.
Second, I get tired of sending people to workshops and conferences only to see no ROI. The person returns all pumped up about something, and then soon whatever was learned seems to have been
forgotten.
I think it's a great idea to write up a summary to share your experience and to highlight one or two key areas for you to implement into the workplace.
Third, it's not his job to do the work of his employees. It's his job to manage the work of the employees. A good manager delegates.
I get the impression that the last manager was more easy going and you're having a difficult time with a manager that expects more of you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
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previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:16 PM
Anonymous
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_
When did the OP state that she was female? Just curious...
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Her manager is requiring the summary. It does not matter if other managers/owners do not require it of their employees. HER manager wants this of her to understand her request and her learning.
True that he may not be required to do reports, but he is requiring it of his directs. Really nothing wrong there.
Why would you view this request as discouraging her from going? Its reasonable and common.
A written brief from you explaining what you learned would not be out of line, assuming this is required of others as well... but you said that's never been the case. I'd have interpreted this
the same as you did -- he's trying to discourage you from going, without outright denying the request.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 15:5

Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Umm... a SWOT analysis is an evaluation of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats facing an organization. A SWOT analysis is not something you do on conference attendance.
A written brief from you explaining what you learned would not be out of line, assuming this is required of others as well... but you said that's never been the case. I'd have interpreted this the same
as you did -- he's trying to discourage you from going, without outright denying the request.
If you want to go, just tell him you'll do the report. If he's not working out in his position anyway, maybe you won't have to worry about doing it again next year.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
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Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
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previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:24 PM
Anonymous

_
Oh that was me, after a really long week, with an unintentional projection of gender as OPs post mirrors a complaint from an employee. Definitely did not mean to imply a female would be more
likely to question this request over a male. I am generally pretty careful as to not make assumptions.
I have a female employee complaining to me about a similar request from her manager. Obviously, I saw my employee in this post.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
When did the OP state that she was female? Just curious...
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
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_
Her manager is requiring the summary. It does not matter if other managers/owners do not require it of their employees. HER manager wants this of her to understand her request and her learning.
True that he may not be required to do reports, but he is requiring it of his directs. Really nothing wrong there.
Why would you view this request as discouraging her from going? Its reasonable and common.
A written brief from you explaining what you learned would not be out of line, assuming this is required of others as well... but you said that's never been the case. I'd have interpreted this
the same as you did -- he's trying to discourage you from going, without outright denying the request.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 15:5

Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Umm... a SWOT analysis is an evaluation of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats facing an organization. A SWOT analysis is not something you do on conference attendance.
A written brief from you explaining what you learned would not be out of line, assuming this is required of others as well... but you said that's never been the case. I'd have interpreted this the same
as you did -- he's trying to discourage you from going, without outright denying the request.
If you want to go, just tell him you'll do the report. If he's not working out in his position anyway, maybe you won't have to worry about doing it again next year.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??
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previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Makes sense.
I have to admit I wanted to make a comment about being new to the working world and had to go back just to confirm that the OP hadn't said anything about being new to HR or anything. I have an
employee who is fresh out of school and has sounded like a 3 year old asking "Why" anytime anyone says anything to him!
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Oh that was me, after a really long week, with an unintentional projection of gender as OPs post mirrors a complaint from an employee. Definitely did not mean to imply a female would be more
likely to question this request over a male. I am generally pretty careful as to not make assumptions.
I have a female employee complaining to me about a similar request from her manager. Obviously, I saw my employee in this post.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
When did the OP state that she was female? Just curious...
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
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_
Her manager is requiring the summary. It does not matter if other managers/owners do not require it of their employees. HER manager wants this of her to understand her request and her learning.
True that he may not be required to do reports, but he is requiring it of his directs. Really nothing wrong there.
Why would you view this request as discouraging her from going? Its reasonable and common.
A written brief from you explaining what you learned would not be out of line, assuming this is required of others as well... but you said that's never been the case. I'd have interpreted this
the same as you did -- he's trying to discourage you from going, without outright denying the request.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 15:5

Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Umm... a SWOT analysis is an evaluation of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats facing an organization. A SWOT analysis is not something you do on conference attendance.
A written brief from you explaining what you learned would not be out of line, assuming this is required of others as well... but you said that's never been the case. I'd have interpreted this the same
as you did -- he's trying to discourage you from going, without outright denying the request.
If you want to go, just tell him you'll do the report. If he's not working out in his position anyway, maybe you won't have to worry about doing it again next year.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??
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previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:47 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with Witch. It seems your dislike for your manager is fueling the questioning of his most reasonable request.
c. copperpot
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
First, it is "couldn't care less".
To say "could care less" would mean that you could, indeed, care less.
Second, I get tired of sending people to workshops and conferences only to see no ROI. The person returns all pumped up about something, and then soon whatever was learned seems to have been
forgotten.
I think it's a great idea to write up a summary to share your experience and to highlight one or two key areas for you to implement into the workplace.
Third, it's not his job to do the work of his employees. It's his job to manage the work of the employees. A good manager delegates.
I get the impression that the last manager was more easy going and you're having a difficult time with a manager that expects more of you.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
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briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
200.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 5:06 PM
Anonymous

_
I have no filter, and I am going to give you some direct feedback here.
You are overthinking - overreacting to this. Intent doesn't always translate in these types of forums, but as I read your post, it seems you have a little bit of a chip on your shoulder about your boss.
I can't speak to whether or not your manager is coasting. I know you perceive it that way. And I get that's frustrating. But unless you are watching him play Candy Crush everyday, you may not
have an accurate read on how he is spending his time. Or maybe you do. But I know that my day and how I spend my time at work is very different from my direct reports. And there is plenty of
work that I delegate. It's not "my work" that I delegate. Part of leading a team is to delegate and distribute work appropriately. I have a right hand person that I give a lot of work to - because she's
wicked smart and knows how to get things done. And giving her that work frees me up to do things that I need to do.
Also - and the ex-military may come into play here - your boss is used to a command and control organizational structure. Depending on your company culture, that may or may not be a good fit.
And that may also be part of the friction.
As for the request to provide a report about the conference. It's reasonable and I expect it from my team. Not just because I want an idea of the benefits of the conference, but because distilling,
summarizing and sharing that information is developmental for you.
I typically don't ask for a report. I ask for a presentation. I expect my team to present some key learnings from a conference to the rest of the team. I'm not sure I get the SWOT analysis piece unless
he is thinking about how those learnings impact your business. But you should ask for clarification on his expectations.
And here's some tough love for you. If you have a chip on your shoulder about your boss, you need to get over it. You will have bosses you love and bosses you hate. You'll have some you click
with and some you can't stand. But you are being really negative about him.
"He's not working out."
"He he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts."
"Unfortunately, I have to report to him."
"Intimidation?"
You can't always change the events in your life, but you can always change how you react. So maybe if you try to reframe how you look at the things that frustrate you. I get that you don't like
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working for him. But he's new. And he's your boss - so the more you can do to reframe your own outlook, the less frustrating you may find him.
Hope this helps a bit
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
201.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 5:29 PM
Betty Mullen
Have to chime in here and agree, totally reasonable request. In my past life I had a boss who required everyone who attended a conference or training to write up a report. Not so much to analyze the
ROI of attending, but because writing a report tended to cement the things the person learned at the conference. We all know a huge chunk of what we learn almost immediately fades away if not
used, so it's a good way to force yourself to retain.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
I agree with Witch. It seems your dislike for your manager is fueling the questioning of his most reasonable request.
c. copperpot
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
First, it is "couldn't care less".
To say "could care less" would mean that you could, indeed, care less.
Second, I get tired of sending people to workshops and conferences only to see no ROI. The person returns all pumped up about something, and then soon whatever was learned seems to have been
forgotten.
I think it's a great idea to write up a summary to share your experience and to highlight one or two key areas for you to implement into the workplace.
Third, it's not his job to do the work of his employees. It's his job to manage the work of the employees. A good manager delegates.
I get the impression that the last manager was more easy going and you're having a difficult time with a manager that expects more of you.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
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He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
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previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:44 AM
Anonymous

_
I agree 100% with Moonwillow.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
I have no filter, and I am going to give you some direct feedback here.
You are overthinking - overreacting to this. Intent doesn't always translate in these types of forums, but as I read your post, it seems you have a little bit of a chip on your shoulder about your boss.
I can't speak to whether or not your manager is coasting. I know you perceive it that way. And I get that's frustrating. But unless you are watching him play Candy Crush everyday, you may not
have an accurate read on how he is spending his time. Or maybe you do. But I know that my day and how I spend my time at work is very different from my direct reports. And there is plenty of
work that I delegate. It's not "my work" that I delegate. Part of leading a team is to delegate and distribute work appropriately. I have a right hand person that I give a lot of work to - because she's
wicked smart and knows how to get things done. And giving her that work frees me up to do things that I need to do.
Also - and the ex-military may come into play here - your boss is used to a command and control organizational structure. Depending on your company culture, that may or may not be a good fit.
And that may also be part of the friction.
As for the request to provide a report about the conference. It's reasonable and I expect it from my team. Not just because I want an idea of the benefits of the conference, but because distilling,
summarizing and sharing that information is developmental for you.
I typically don't ask for a report. I ask for a presentation. I expect my team to present some key learnings from a conference to the rest of the team. I'm not sure I get the SWOT analysis piece unless
he is thinking about how those learnings impact your business. But you should ask for clarification on his expectations.
And here's some tough love for you. If you have a chip on your shoulder about your boss, you need to get over it. You will have bosses you love and bosses you hate. You'll have some you click
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with and some you can't stand. But you are being really negative about him.
"He's not working out."
"He he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts."
"Unfortunately, I have to report to him."
"Intimidation?"
You can't always change the events in your life, but you can always change how you react. So maybe if you try to reframe how you look at the things that frustrate you. I get that you don't like
working for him. But he's new. And he's your boss - so the more you can do to reframe your own outlook, the less frustrating you may find him.
Hope this helps a bit
Moon Willow

Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??

top
203.

previous next
Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:48 AM
Anonymous

_
SWOT, power point, excel graphs, whatever, it doesn't matter. It's the same request but delivered in different ways of reporting.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Umm... a SWOT analysis is an evaluation of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats facing an organization. A SWOT analysis is not something you do on conference attendance.
A written brief from you explaining what you learned would not be out of line, assuming this is required of others as well... but you said that's never been the case. I'd have interpreted this the same
as you did -- he's trying to discourage you from going, without outright denying the request.
If you want to go, just tell him you'll do the report. If he's not working out in his position anyway, maybe you won't have to worry about doing it again next year.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??
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Re: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:17 AM
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

Pick your battles.
In fact, it's possible to take a stand on something and not choose a battle. In this case, however, I am gonna suggest you do neither take a stand nor choose a battle.
Here's why:
1. You wanna go to the conference?! It's the price of admission.
2. If it (the written report) matters to your manager, it should matter to you.
2. Your 'old-school, ex-military' manager presented you with a challenge (a SWOT analysis can be a lot of work, but eye-opening). Take it.
3. SWOT just means an analysis of the situation (it's a method, technique, framework), and it's not just for organizations. It's possible to do a SWOT analysis on just about anything, including
personal decisions and a conference.
EDIT: Note to self, insert more coffee or repeat after me, '1, 2, 3, ...'
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager - Write a Detailed Report After Attending a HR Conference??
_
Recently, we just hired a new manager to our company who is not working out for many reasons. One reason is he expects his subordinates to do all his work while he sits back and just coasts.
Unfortunately, I have to report to him and basically his right hand.
I asked him (the new manager) if I could attend a annual upcoming HR conference. He said sure and then proceeded to ask me, in the past when I attended, if management asked me to write a
briefing of the conference consisting of a SWOT.
He would never do this and just recently attended a conference (spent a lot of money, out of town, etc.) and knows perfectly well that our management could care less about writing reports, etc. (He
also asked me if I was attending for my CE credits for my certification.) I think writing a summary is a good idea, but I think it's an odd question (intimidation?) asking knowing the company culture.
He is old school and ex-military so maybe this is where some of this is coming into play??
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Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 2:57 PM
Angela Young
â€‹â€‹
Hello, I am reaching out to the brains on the board in hopes of gathering some insight into how other organizations handle community volunteer projects - whether prompted by an employee or by the
organization.
Questions:
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs during the employee's regular work schedule, do the employees use paid time
off/vacation to participate or is this time spent on the project compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
2. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs after the employee's regular work schedule, is this time spent on the project
compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
3. Does your organization have a "bank" of hours provided to each employee to use toward community event projects? If so, how is this managed?
4. If an employee prompts the request to participate in a community project/event during their regular work schedule, does the employee utilize PTO/vacation or a Company-provided "bank" of
hours set aside for them to participate?
5. Does your organization provide other incentives in lieu of compensation for participation in community events/projects?
I sincerely appreciate any feedback and experience you may be able to share with me. Thank you!

-----------------------------Angela Young SHRM-CP
Sr. Specialist, Compensation & HR Policy
Freeport LNG Development, L.P.
Houston TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Questions RE: Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:05 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
We have a specific Community Time Off benefit. Every employee receives up to 8 hours of paid time to volunteer in the communities we serve. The company plans 4-6 events over the year, but
employees may also 'pitch' their own events. If the event happens outside of work time, it is still paid and we even pay OT if it means they go over 40 hours in the week.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:57
From: Angela Young
Subject: Questions Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
â€‹â€‹
Hello, I am reaching out to the brains on the board in hopes of gathering some insight into how other organizations handle community volunteer projects - whether prompted by an employee or by the
organization.
Questions:
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs during the employee's regular work schedule, do the employees use paid time
off/vacation to participate or is this time spent on the project compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
2. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs after the employee's regular work schedule, is this time spent on the project
compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
3. Does your organization have a "bank" of hours provided to each employee to use toward community event projects? If so, how is this managed?
4. If an employee prompts the request to participate in a community project/event during their regular work schedule, does the employee utilize PTO/vacation or a Company-provided "bank" of
hours set aside for them to participate?
5. Does your organization provide other incentives in lieu of compensation for participation in community events/projects?
I sincerely appreciate any feedback and experience you may be able to share with me. Thank you!

-----------------------------Angela Young SHRM-CP
Sr. Specialist, Compensation & HR Policy
Freeport LNG Development, L.P.
Houston TX
------------------------------
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Re: Questions RE: Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 3:06 PM
Anonymous
_
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs during the employee's regular work schedule, do the employees use paid time
off/vacation to participate or is this time spent on the project compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation? Compensatory time is not yet legal for private
employers. The employees in organizations I've worked for in the past would get paid as if working, under a Volunteer code associated with no OT calculation. If the company is sponsoring the
volunteer program/project it's always been considered as paid time (as approved).
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs after the employee's regular work schedule, is this time spent on the project
compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation? There is no such thing as compensatory time in the private sector. This may change if the new OT rules get
approved.
2. Does your organization have a "bank" of hours provided to each employee to use toward community event projects? If so, how is this managed? Yes, just like PTO, or CTO, whatever your
organization has. It's a separate bank.
3. If an employee prompts the request to participate in a community project/event during their regular work schedule, does the employee utilize PTO/vacation or a Company-provided "bank" of
hours set aside for them to participate? If the event is a personal project or volunteer effort that the company does not approve, they would take PTO/CTO. Only approved endeavors would
qualify for the company provided paid volunteer time.
4. Does your organization provide other incentives in lieu of compensation for participation in community events/projects? No.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:57
From: Angela Young
Subject: Questions Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
â€‹â€‹
Hello, I am reaching out to the brains on the board in hopes of gathering some insight into how other organizations handle community volunteer projects - whether prompted by an employee or by the
organization.
Questions:
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs during the employee's regular work schedule, do the employees use paid time
off/vacation to participate or is this time spent on the project compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
2. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs after the employee's regular work schedule, is this time spent on the project
compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
3. Does your organization have a "bank" of hours provided to each employee to use toward community event projects? If so, how is this managed?
4. If an employee prompts the request to participate in a community project/event during their regular work schedule, does the employee utilize PTO/vacation or a Company-provided "bank" of
hours set aside for them to participate?
5. Does your organization provide other incentives in lieu of compensation for participation in community events/projects?
I sincerely appreciate any feedback and experience you may be able to share with me. Thank you!
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-----------------------------Angela Young SHRM-CP
Sr. Specialist, Compensation & HR Policy
Freeport LNG Development, L.P.
Houston TX
------------------------------
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208.

Re: Questions RE: Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:09 PM
Anonymous

_
If you pay them to "volunteer", then those paid/worked hours MUST be counted towards OT.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:57
From: Angela Young
Subject: Questions Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
â€‹â€‹
Hello, I am reaching out to the brains on the board in hopes of gathering some insight into how other organizations handle community volunteer projects - whether prompted by an employee or by the
organization.
Questions:
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs during the employee's regular work schedule, do the employees use paid time
off/vacation to participate or is this time spent on the project compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
2. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs after the employee's regular work schedule, is this time spent on the project
compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
3. Does your organization have a "bank" of hours provided to each employee to use toward community event projects? If so, how is this managed?
4. If an employee prompts the request to participate in a community project/event during their regular work schedule, does the employee utilize PTO/vacation or a Company-provided "bank" of
hours set aside for them to participate?
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5. Does your organization provide other incentives in lieu of compensation for participation in community events/projects?
I sincerely appreciate any feedback and experience you may be able to share with me. Thank you!

-----------------------------Angela Young SHRM-CP
Sr. Specialist, Compensation & HR Policy
Freeport LNG Development, L.P.
Houston TX
------------------------------
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Re: Questions RE: Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:14 PM
Anonymous

_
1. if it's during work hours, they get paid. They have the choice to stay in the office or go volunteer.
2. We wouldn't put office activities like this outside of work hours. If we did, we wouldn't pay employees and also not expect many people to show up.
3. No bank.
4. If it's a single employee, PTO. However, we'd see if the organization would be able to accommodate a large group and try to make it an office outing.
5. Nope.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:57
From: Angela Young
Subject: Questions Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
â€‹â€‹
Hello, I am reaching out to the brains on the board in hopes of gathering some insight into how other organizations handle community volunteer projects - whether prompted by an employee or by the
organization.
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Questions:
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs during the employee's regular work schedule, do the employees use paid time
off/vacation to participate or is this time spent on the project compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
2. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs after the employee's regular work schedule, is this time spent on the project
compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
3. Does your organization have a "bank" of hours provided to each employee to use toward community event projects? If so, how is this managed?
4. If an employee prompts the request to participate in a community project/event during their regular work schedule, does the employee utilize PTO/vacation or a Company-provided "bank" of
hours set aside for them to participate?
5. Does your organization provide other incentives in lieu of compensation for participation in community events/projects?
I sincerely appreciate any feedback and experience you may be able to share with me. Thank you!

-----------------------------Angela Young SHRM-CP
Sr. Specialist, Compensation & HR Policy
Freeport LNG Development, L.P.
Houston TX
------------------------------
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Re: Questions RE: Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 3:23 PM
Angela Young
â€‹â€‹
Thank you for your feedback.
I could have used better wording rather than compensatory. This is not from a FLSA standpoint of a requirement to pay for time spent volunteering but rather an incentive to participate throughout
the year.
-----------------------------Angela Young SHRM-CP
Sr. Specialist, Compensation & HR Policy
Freeport LNG Development, L.P.
Houston TX
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Questions Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
_

1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs during the employee's regular work schedule, do the employees use paid time
off/vacation to participate or is this time spent on the project compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation? Compensatory time is not yet legal for private
employers. The employees in organizations I've worked for in the past would get paid as if working, under a Volunteer code associated with no OT calculation. If the company is sponsoring the
volunteer program/project it's always been considered as paid time (as approved).
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs after the employee's regular work schedule, is this time spent on the project
compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation? There is no such thing as compensatory time in the private sector. This may change if the new OT rules get
approved.
2. Does your organization have a "bank" of hours provided to each employee to use toward community event projects? If so, how is this managed? Yes, just like PTO, or CTO, whatever your
organization has. It's a separate bank.
3. If an employee prompts the request to participate in a community project/event during their regular work schedule, does the employee utilize PTO/vacation or a Company-provided "bank" of
hours set aside for them to participate? If the event is a personal project or volunteer effort that the company does not approve, they would take PTO/CTO. Only approved endeavors would
qualify for the company provided paid volunteer time.
4. Does your organization provide other incentives in lieu of compensation for participation in community events/projects? No.

Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:57
From: Angela Young
Subject: Questions Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
â€‹â€‹
Hello, I am reaching out to the brains on the board in hopes of gathering some insight into how other organizations handle community volunteer projects - whether prompted by an employee or by the
organization.
Questions:
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs during the employee's regular work schedule, do the employees use paid time
off/vacation to participate or is this time spent on the project compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
2. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs after the employee's regular work schedule, is this time spent on the project
compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
3. Does your organization have a "bank" of hours provided to each employee to use toward community event projects? If so, how is this managed?
4. If an employee prompts the request to participate in a community project/event during their regular work schedule, does the employee utilize PTO/vacation or a Company-provided "bank" of
hours set aside for them to participate?
5. Does your organization provide other incentives in lieu of compensation for participation in community events/projects?
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I sincerely appreciate any feedback and experience you may be able to share with me. Thank you!

-----------------------------Angela Young SHRM-CP
Sr. Specialist, Compensation & HR Policy
Freeport LNG Development, L.P.
Houston TX
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Questions RE: Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:53 PM
Anonymous

_
Since volunteering is not "job-related" it is counted under a different job code and doesn't contribute to OT. Employees are paid straight time for those hours. This is what our legal team came to from
the FLSA interpretations of the OT requirements. All time spent actually working is considered for OT.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 15:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Questions Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
_
If you pay them to "volunteer", then those paid/worked hours MUST be counted towards OT.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:57
From: Angela Young
Subject: Questions Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
â€‹â€‹
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Hello, I am reaching out to the brains on the board in hopes of gathering some insight into how other organizations handle community volunteer projects - whether prompted by an employee or by the
organization.
Questions:
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs during the employee's regular work schedule, do the employees use paid time
off/vacation to participate or is this time spent on the project compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
2. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs after the employee's regular work schedule, is this time spent on the project
compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
3. Does your organization have a "bank" of hours provided to each employee to use toward community event projects? If so, how is this managed?
4. If an employee prompts the request to participate in a community project/event during their regular work schedule, does the employee utilize PTO/vacation or a Company-provided "bank" of
hours set aside for them to participate?
5. Does your organization provide other incentives in lieu of compensation for participation in community events/projects?
I sincerely appreciate any feedback and experience you may be able to share with me. Thank you!

-----------------------------Angela Young SHRM-CP
Sr. Specialist, Compensation & HR Policy
Freeport LNG Development, L.P.
Houston TX
------------------------------
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212.

Re: Questions RE: Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:54 PM
Anonymous

_
1. We pay during the regular work schedule as working hours, even if they accrue OT. They do not need to use PTO of any kind. 2. No, we would not compensate them or include hours for OT.
2. No-- we generally let anyone who wants to take work time to volunteer do so. It has not been an issue (~150 employees) so far, no one has abused the time. We only let them take the time for
scheduled company event volunteering, not personal volunteering. If it is a personal matter, they will need to use PTO.
3. Yes, they use PTO if it is not a company organized event.
4. Yes!
We send out a Weekly Messenger to employees with pictures of who volunteered the past week and where. This helps morale and publicizes those doing good deeds (some people just
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like to be recognized!).
We also do a monthly gift card drawing: everyone who volunteered in the past month reports theirs volunteer hours, then gets entered into a drawing to win a $50 Visa gift card, or an
item from the company logo shop (hat, polo, etc.).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:57
From: Angela Young
Subject: Questions Employee Participation in Volunteer Activities
â€‹â€‹
Hello, I am reaching out to the brains on the board in hopes of gathering some insight into how other organizations handle community volunteer projects - whether prompted by an employee or by the
organization.
Questions:
1. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs during the employee's regular work schedule, do the employees use paid time
off/vacation to participate or is this time spent on the project compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
2. If a community volunteer project is announced by your organization as a volunteer opportunity and occurs after the employee's regular work schedule, is this time spent on the project
compensatory? If compensatory, does this time count toward overtime calculation?
3. Does your organization have a "bank" of hours provided to each employee to use toward community event projects? If so, how is this managed?
4. If an employee prompts the request to participate in a community project/event during their regular work schedule, does the employee utilize PTO/vacation or a Company-provided "bank" of
hours set aside for them to participate?
5. Does your organization provide other incentives in lieu of compensation for participation in community events/projects?
I sincerely appreciate any feedback and experience you may be able to share with me. Thank you!

-----------------------------Angela Young SHRM-CP
Sr. Specialist, Compensation & HR Policy
Freeport LNG Development, L.P.
Houston TX
------------------------------
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Feb 15, 2018 2:53 PM
Anonymous
_
Hello, this is my first time using a PEO and my boss asked me to start evaluating if we should break away from the PEO to save cost. I am the HR manager for our company and handle the HR
Generalist duties, but I definitely need help with Benefits, Payroll, Workers Comp administration and need an HRIS system. I contacted ADP and it seems their PEO model is an all or nothing
option. Are there other PEO models that allow you to choose from an "A La Carte" menu to save cost? We are a small company with less than 25 employees but looking to grow over the next few
years. Should we stick with the PEO model with an HR department of one?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Salary Duties
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 2:40 PM
Lori Fogle
â€‹â€‹
I have a Director asking me if it is "illegal" for an exempt employee to be asked to perform a task they consider to be outside of their scope of duties or something they do not do on a regular
basis. In this division mostly non-exempt employees take the responsibility for being on call to take help line calls in the evening and they are paid for doing so. If we do not have a non-exempt
employees available to do so we expect exempt staff to do so without additional payment beyond their regular salary. This does not happen often. Our position has been that exempt staff / the
Managers of this division are expected to cover the duties (as a whole) and therefor it is considered a part of their regular salary. Thoughts?

-----------------------------Lori Fogle
HR Manager
Rural Resources Community Action
Colville WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:42 PM
Anonymous
_
This isn't off base at all.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:40
From: Lori Fogle
Subject: Salary Duties
â€‹â€‹
I have a Director asking me if it is "illegal" for an exempt employee to be asked to perform a task they consider to be outside of their scope of duties or something they do not do on a regular
basis. In this division mostly non-exempt employees take the responsibility for being on call to take help line calls in the evening and they are paid for doing so. If we do not have a non-exempt
employees available to do so we expect exempt staff to do so without additional payment beyond their regular salary. This does not happen often. Our position has been that exempt staff / the
Managers of this division are expected to cover the duties (as a whole) and therefor it is considered a part of their regular salary. Thoughts?

-----------------------------Lori Fogle
HR Manager
Rural Resources Community Action
Colville WA
------------------------------
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Re: Salary Duties
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:43 PM
Anonymous

_
There is absolutely nothing wrong with an exempt employee going above and beyond and covering tasks that aren't on their normal list of duties.
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By the way, every single exempt employee has tasks that a non-exempt does.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:40
From: Lori Fogle
Subject: Salary Duties
â€‹â€‹
I have a Director asking me if it is "illegal" for an exempt employee to be asked to perform a task they consider to be outside of their scope of duties or something they do not do on a regular
basis. In this division mostly non-exempt employees take the responsibility for being on call to take help line calls in the evening and they are paid for doing so. If we do not have a non-exempt
employees available to do so we expect exempt staff to do so without additional payment beyond their regular salary. This does not happen often. Our position has been that exempt staff / the
Managers of this division are expected to cover the duties (as a whole) and therefor it is considered a part of their regular salary. Thoughts?

-----------------------------Lori Fogle
HR Manager
Rural Resources Community Action
Colville WA
------------------------------
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Re: Salary Duties
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 4:30 PM
Renee Shiraishi
As long as the exempt employee's primary duties meet the exemption test, then there aren't any issues. If, however, the exempt employees spends more of their time doing non-exempt tasks than
doing exempt level tasks, that could create a problem. Our engineers are exempt. They occasionally end up working in production to help out. If that happens, and they spend more of their time
performing production (non-exempt) tasks vs engineering (exempt) tasks, then they are paid for OT.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:40
From: Lori Fogle
Subject: Salary Duties
â€‹â€‹
I have a Director asking me if it is "illegal" for an exempt employee to be asked to perform a task they consider to be outside of their scope of duties or something they do not do on a regular
basis. In this division mostly non-exempt employees take the responsibility for being on call to take help line calls in the evening and they are paid for doing so. If we do not have a non-exempt
employees available to do so we expect exempt staff to do so without additional payment beyond their regular salary. This does not happen often. Our position has been that exempt staff / the
Managers of this division are expected to cover the duties (as a whole) and therefor it is considered a part of their regular salary. Thoughts?

-----------------------------Lori Fogle
HR Manager
Rural Resources Community Action
Colville WA
------------------------------
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Certification
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:39 PM
Anonymous

_
As a new member to the SHRM community with over 2.5 years experience in my current role as a Senior Talent Acquisition Specialist, I am wondering when it would be feasible to sit for the
certification exam? Should I have more experience within the HR umbrella before sitting for the exam. Which materials are the most helpful?

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:42 PM
Anonymous
_
The "Certification" tab on the SHRM site will be the best answer for your question.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Certification
_
As a new member to the SHRM community with over 2.5 years experience in my current role as a Senior Talent Acquisition Specialist, I am wondering when it would be feasible to sit for the
certification exam? Should I have more experience within the HR umbrella before sitting for the exam. Which materials are the most helpful?
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No Time for Goals
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:37 PM
Anonymous

_
How would you handle an office culture where the majority of employees say that they dont have time for performance goals, and that its not fair to make goals be in addition to your regular
responsibilties? I am seeing this trend in our annual survey; it feels like people got together and all answered this way. We have a tenured group of people - many have worked here 10+ years and my
perception is they have skated by and Im wondering if they are just resisting change. We do spend a lot of time correcting mistakes, so if we would get things right the first time, I bet we would have
time for goals! But wherever they work, there will be goals. I feel like being snarky and saying that but know better. How would you address this concern?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: No Time for Goals
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:46 PM
Anonymous

_
If people have been in their jobs for 10 years and are happy there and performing well and don't have any aspirations to do more or better, and that works for the company, then I'm with them and not
sure why you would require goals.
However, you mention having to correct mistakes, so I would suggest that at least some people are not performing well or at least could be performing better. Reducing error rate is a goal.
I often remind managers that goals just aren't about getting to the next step, they are also about mastering your current position.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Time for Goals
_
How would you handle an office culture where the majority of employees say that they dont have time for performance goals, and that its not fair to make goals be in addition to your regular
responsibilties? I am seeing this trend in our annual survey; it feels like people got together and all answered this way. We have a tenured group of people - many have worked here 10+ years and my
perception is they have skated by and Im wondering if they are just resisting change. We do spend a lot of time correcting mistakes, so if we would get things right the first time, I bet we would have
time for goals! But wherever they work, there will be goals. I feel like being snarky and saying that but know better. How would you address this concern?
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Re: No Time for Goals
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:50 PM
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Reply to Sender

Mary Dillman

the majority of employees say that they dont have time for performance goals, and that its not fair to make goals be in addition to your regular responsibilties?
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 14:37

I think education/awareness is needed for the employees (from their managers) that distinguish job responsibilities (tasks that employees are expected to be able to do) and measuring/rating the level
of results achieved in executing those job responsibilities.

many have worked here 10+ years and my perception is they have skated by and Im wondering if they are just resisting change. We do spend a lot of time correcting mistakes,
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 14:37

Are the employees who are "resisting change" managers who you are asking to define performance goals? If so, do you have support of the managers' managers to formalize the performance
management process starting with the establishment of goals? Another thought - the managers may need to see the clear connection between business/operational metrics like defect rate, time spent
on rework, missed deadlines with the absence of team/individual performance goals.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Time for Goals
_
How would you handle an office culture where the majority of employees say that they dont have time for performance goals, and that its not fair to make goals be in addition to your regular
responsibilties? I am seeing this trend in our annual survey; it feels like people got together and all answered this way. We have a tenured group of people - many have worked here 10+ years and my
perception is they have skated by and Im wondering if they are just resisting change. We do spend a lot of time correcting mistakes, so if we would get things right the first time, I bet we would have
time for goals! But wherever they work, there will be goals. I feel like being snarky and saying that but know better. How would you address this concern?
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Re: No Time for Goals
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:57 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here and thank you. Yes, I have top leadership's support in managing those managers who dont want to formalize the PM process. Also, we do have problems with error rates so good suggestion
that reducing error rate = goal! We struggle with aligning goals with the larger corporate goals - even I struggle with that. This year we will be reviewing all ind goals as a management group to
ensure that one dept knows what the others are working on and we can coordinate. I just struggle with the attitude of "Im so busy" because I want people to want to be better! But I know I cant force
it. We have so much potential to be great here!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Time for Goals
_
How would you handle an office culture where the majority of employees say that they dont have time for performance goals, and that its not fair to make goals be in addition to your regular
responsibilties? I am seeing this trend in our annual survey; it feels like people got together and all answered this way. We have a tenured group of people - many have worked here 10+ years and my
perception is they have skated by and Im wondering if they are just resisting change. We do spend a lot of time correcting mistakes, so if we would get things right the first time, I bet we would have
time for goals! But wherever they work, there will be goals. I feel like being snarky and saying that but know better. How would you address this concern?
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:11 PM
Anonymous

_
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How would you handle an office culture where the majority of employees say that they dont have time for performance goals, and that its not fair to make goals be in addition to your regular
responsibilties? I
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 14:37

You've gotten some good responses already, so I am going to focus on the above quote.
It may be that you need to spend some time educating employees on goals and alignment. I am interpreting the above statement to mean that employees believe goal related activity to be an add on to
their day jobs. IMO, individual goals should reflect how they are spending their time. Or at least how they should be spending their time.
If the goals are completely separate from their day jobs, that's half the problem. The other half is connecting how their work is connected to company goals. One challenge I like to give managers is
to be able to articulate how their employees' work impacts the customer experience, company revenue, or operating income. It's not always easy to do that - but in theory all employees should be able
to connect their work to your customers.
Let's take HR and the connection to a company goal or increasing customer satisfaction by 10%. We support processes around hiring, retention, development, performance, etc and having the right
employees in the right jobs should impact overall customer satisfaction. It's not a straight line, but the impact is there.
Hope this helps,
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Time for Goals
_
How would you handle an office culture where the majority of employees say that they dont have time for performance goals, and that its not fair to make goals be in addition to your regular
responsibilties? I am seeing this trend in our annual survey; it feels like people got together and all answered this way. We have a tenured group of people - many have worked here 10+ years and my
perception is they have skated by and Im wondering if they are just resisting change. We do spend a lot of time correcting mistakes, so if we would get things right the first time, I bet we would have
time for goals! But wherever they work, there will be goals. I feel like being snarky and saying that but know better. How would you address this concern?
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Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 4:26 PM
Mary Dillman
Moon Willow makes excellent points. A resource that I found helpful in understanding the alignment/connection components, with practical examples - the book "The HR Scorecard" by Ulrich,
Becker and Huselid.

I just struggle with the attitude of "Im so busy" because I want people to want to be better!
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 14:56

IMO, you are going to need the active participation of leadership to address the above. Leadership needs to not only support the implementation of a performance management process, but role
model the leadership behaviors/expectations for "working smarter, not harder, or longer hours". The leadership teams "owns" holding themselves and their managers for fostering a results-centric
and continuous professional growth environment. Do the leaders affirm and recognize the managers who "want to be better"? Good luck to you!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Time for Goals
_
OP here and thank you. Yes, I have top leadership's support in managing those managers who dont want to formalize the PM process. Also, we do have problems with error rates so good suggestion
that reducing error rate = goal! We struggle with aligning goals with the larger corporate goals - even I struggle with that. This year we will be reviewing all ind goals as a management group to
ensure that one dept knows what the others are working on and we can coordinate. I just struggle with the attitude of "Im so busy" because I want people to want to be better! But I know I cant force
it. We have so much potential to be great here!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: No Time for Goals
_
How would you handle an office culture where the majority of employees say that they dont have time for performance goals, and that its not fair to make goals be in addition to your regular
responsibilties? I am seeing this trend in our annual survey; it feels like people got together and all answered this way. We have a tenured group of people - many have worked here 10+ years and my
perception is they have skated by and Im wondering if they are just resisting change. We do spend a lot of time correcting mistakes, so if we would get things right the first time, I bet we would have
time for goals! But wherever they work, there will be goals. I feel like being snarky and saying that but know better. How would you address this concern?
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Hires Dates / Service Dates related to acquisitions
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:30 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi,
What do you enter into your HRIS system when you acquire a company for the respective employees' original hire date and their service date please? Thank you for your assistance with this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Hires Dates / Service Dates related to acquisitions
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:33 PM
Anonymous

_
Depends on what was written into the acquisition agreement, benefit plan designs, etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hires Dates / Service Dates related to acquisitions
_
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Hi,
What do you enter into your HRIS system when you acquire a company for the respective employees' original hire date and their service date please? Thank you for your assistance with this.
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Re: Hires Dates / Service Dates related to acquisitions
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:41 PM
Anonymous

_
Ultimately, this would depend on your acquisition agreement.
We acquire companies all the time, we have the option of entering two dates.
Hire date as Company X employee
Adjusted hire date (accounts for acquired company hire date)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hires Dates / Service Dates related to acquisitions
_
Depends on what was written into the acquisition agreement, benefit plan designs, etc.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hires Dates / Service Dates related to acquisitions
_
Hi,
What do you enter into your HRIS system when you acquire a company for the respective employees' original hire date and their service date please? Thank you for your assistance with this.
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Talent Acquisition and Management
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:26 PM
Anonymous

_
What are some creative ways to recruit for quality Nursing Assistant, and Healthcare professionals?
How do you retain your employees?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Talent Acquisition and Management
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:36 PM
Anonymous

_
This is a very difficult industry to recruit in.
For CNAs, we have our own in-house training program.
For Nurses, we rely primarily on employee referrals.
We're a nursing home.
For retention, it's all about the work environment. So many in this field leave for "greener pastures" only to find they were conned.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:25
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Talent Acquisition and Management
_
What are some creative ways to recruit for quality Nursing Assistant, and Healthcare professionals?
How do you retain your employees?
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Re: Talent Acquisition and Management
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 7:40 PM
Anonymous

_
Look at Warn Acts in your area as to companies that are downsizing. Perhaps hospitals/Nursing homes are laying off people? I build good pipelines this way.
Increase your referral bonuses for internal EE's? Network with local schools that have programs and ask for past graduate list. Go through your ATS and find candidates that could have applied in the
past and market career opportunities to them. Perhaps they were declined due to applying too late to a position, or turned a role down because they found another one before you contacted them?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Talent Acquisition and Management
_
What are some creative ways to recruit for quality Nursing Assistant, and Healthcare professionals?
How do you retain your employees?
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:02 AM
Klyn Elsbury
I think the suggestions already mentioned are great.
But I'd like to add that maybe using all of the available tools on job boards like LinkedIn and Indeed.
I'd bet you'd find some great candidates.
I think in any industry of recruiting.
Networking is a great way to learn more about your industry.
Connecting with other Nursing Recruiters is a great way to team up with others in the industry.
I hope this helps.
Good luck.
Cheers.

-----------------------------Klyn Elsbury
Landmark Makers
San Diego CA
Recruitment-University.LandmarkMakers.com
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Talent Acquisition and Management
_
What are some creative ways to recruit for quality Nursing Assistant, and Healthcare professionals?
How do you retain your employees?
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233.

FMLA Leave Exhauseted
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:24 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
I have an employee who exhausted their FMLA leave on 01/16/18. They have a serious medical condition (cancer) and it is expected to continue for a while but the doctor has not given any updates
as to how long they expect this condition to last. We agreed to keep the employee active for now until we heard more from their doctor. I have a few questions.

1. How long do we need to keep them employed? I know that usually there is more to consider with FMLA such as the ADA and that is why we have not been quick to terminate.
2. Are we required to keep them on our insurance? The employee has not been paying for their insurance, other employees have stepped up to pay the premium for the employee to help out. I
know our employees are doing this out of kindness, however, I do not want our employees to be paying premiums longer than they need to.

Thank you for your help!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: FMLA Leave Exhauseted
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:43 PM
Anonymous

_
ADA cases are handled on an individualized basis. There's no hard and fast rule about how long you can keep him employed. Engage in the interactive process and start the conversations. He may
need a few weeks and then some accommodations, or he may need an indefinite leave - or anything in between. Contact the Job Accommodation Network for assistance - they are very good and the
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service is free.
Are we required to keep them on our insurance? The employee has not been paying for their insurance, other employees have stepped up to pay the premium for the employee to help out. I
know our employees are doing this out of kindness, however, I do not want our employees to be paying premiums longer than they need to.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 14:23

Now that FMLA is exhausted (and check your plan document on this) you might HAVE to send out the COBRA notices and his election/payments would be required for continuation. You aren't
initially required to maintain coverage. If you are covered under COBRA you are required to give him that opportunity.
We charge, during the first 12 weeks of leave, only what the employee paid while on leave - COBRA or not. If employees wanted to help out financially we n would have left that between the
employee in need and the generous donors. I wouldn't want to get involved in it any other way.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Leave Exhauseted
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
I have an employee who exhausted their FMLA leave on 01/16/18. They have a serious medical condition (cancer) and it is expected to continue for a while but the doctor has not given any updates
as to how long they expect this condition to last. We agreed to keep the employee active for now until we heard more from their doctor. I have a few questions.

1. How long do we need to keep them employed? I know that usually there is more to consider with FMLA such as the ADA and that is why we have not been quick to terminate.
2. Are we required to keep them on our insurance? The employee has not been paying for their insurance, other employees have stepped up to pay the premium for the employee to help out. I
know our employees are doing this out of kindness, however, I do not want our employees to be paying premiums longer than they need to.

Thank you for your help!
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Feb 15, 2018 2:21 PM
Anonymous
_
We are in the process of determining if we want to implement pre-employment drug screens. We have both manufacturing and non-manufacturing sites. I'd be interested to find out what others do.
DO you drug-screen all potential hires regardless of their position? Drug-screen only for select positions?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Pre-Employment Drug Screening
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:22 PM
Anonymous

_
Drug screen all positions except for seasonal.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pre-Employment Drug Screening
_
We are in the process of determining if we want to implement pre-employment drug screens. We have both manufacturing and non-manufacturing sites. I'd be interested to find out what others do.
DO you drug-screen all potential hires regardless of their position? Drug-screen only for select positions?
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:44 PM
Anonymous
_
All regardless of position or class.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pre-Employment Drug Screening
_
We are in the process of determining if we want to implement pre-employment drug screens. We have both manufacturing and non-manufacturing sites. I'd be interested to find out what others do.
DO you drug-screen all potential hires regardless of their position? Drug-screen only for select positions?
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Re: Pre-Employment Drug Screening
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:13 PM
Anonymous

_
We drug screen across the board.
You need to remember that drug abuse isn't just a safety issue. It's also associated with higher rates of theft; absenteeism; low productivity; and more errors. With so many companies testing, those
that don't become the employer of choice for users.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pre-Employment Drug Screening
_
We are in the process of determining if we want to implement pre-employment drug screens. We have both manufacturing and non-manufacturing sites. I'd be interested to find out what others do.
DO you drug-screen all potential hires regardless of their position? Drug-screen only for select positions?
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Re: Pre-Employment Drug Screening
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:42 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
All positions at Pre employment, promotions if additional systems accessibility and if 3 mbrs. of mgmt. suspect on the job usage.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pre-Employment Drug Screening
_
We are in the process of determining if we want to implement pre-employment drug screens. We have both manufacturing and non-manufacturing sites. I'd be interested to find out what others do.
DO you drug-screen all potential hires regardless of their position? Drug-screen only for select positions?
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:14 PM
Anonymous
_
We do all new hires. We only do random for employees in safety sensitive positions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pre-Employment Drug Screening
_
We are in the process of determining if we want to implement pre-employment drug screens. We have both manufacturing and non-manufacturing sites. I'd be interested to find out what others do.
DO you drug-screen all potential hires regardless of their position? Drug-screen only for select positions?
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Exempt, salary working Saturday
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:02 PM
Anonymous

_
Ohio - â€‹
Exempt, salary EE working Saturday and taking off Monday and Tuesday (same pay period). Our pay period is Saturday through Friday. Question: does this person use PTO for Monday and
Tuesday or just one of those days since working Saturday?
I feel this is a silly question and the answer is PTO 1 day only but I've not had this come up in 15 years and want to verify.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Exempt, salary working Saturday
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:04 PM
Anonymous

_
If they're exempt, that's up to you. I would only make the person take one day.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt, salary working Saturday
_
Ohio - â€‹
Exempt, salary EE working Saturday and taking off Monday and Tuesday (same pay period). Our pay period is Saturday through Friday. Question: does this person use PTO for Monday and
Tuesday or just one of those days since working Saturday?
I feel this is a silly question and the answer is PTO 1 day only but I've not had this come up in 15 years and want to verify.
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Re: Exempt, salary working Saturday
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:11 PM
Anonymous

_
Up to you.
We leave this to the manager's discretion here, and they'd likely only have to use one day of PTO.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt, salary working Saturday
_
Ohio - â€‹
Exempt, salary EE working Saturday and taking off Monday and Tuesday (same pay period). Our pay period is Saturday through Friday. Question: does this person use PTO for Monday and
Tuesday or just one of those days since working Saturday?
I feel this is a silly question and the answer is PTO 1 day only but I've not had this come up in 15 years and want to verify.
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Workers Comp
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:57 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm new to company (1st week) and had a worker share they hit the work bench in frustration and broke/sprained finger. No work comp was claimed. Splint is one and they are back to work with
assistance from co-worker on any lifting. I am guessing no doctor release was provided.
What steps would you take?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Workers Comp
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:02 PM
Anonymous
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_
I would ask someone if the company typically pays for the first couple of medical appointments or if all payables go straight to the WC Carrier.
Then, I would send the person in for a fit for duty if he's not able to do his job.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Workers Comp
_
I'm new to company (1st week) and had a worker share they hit the work bench in frustration and broke/sprained finger. No work comp was claimed. Splint is one and they are back to work with
assistance from co-worker on any lifting. I am guessing no doctor release was provided.
What steps would you take?
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Re: Workers Comp
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:57 PM
Anonymous

_

I'm new to company (1st week) and had a worker share they hit the work bench in frustration and broke/sprained finger. No work comp was claimed. Splint is one and they are back to work
with assistance from co-worker on any lifting. I am guessing no doctor release was provided.
What steps would you take?
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 13:57

After receiving notice of an on-the-job injury, the steps I take are:
1. Perform post-accident drug screen (per our policy)
2. Investigate the incident (get signed statement from injured employee and from witnesses; take pictures, complete report)
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3. Determine whether the employee needs medical evaluation
4. If yes, coordinate care
5. File w/c claim and forward documentation of incident to w/c carrier
6. Get documentation from doctor on employee's ability to work (full duty or with specific restrictions)
7. Make sure employee returns to work ASAP on either full or modified duty (a finger incident should not cause complete inability to work)
8. Make sure employee attends follow up appointments
9. Forward full duty release to w/c carrier upon receipt so claim can be closed.
This type of incident WOULD be compensable under w/c in my state, but may or may not be in yours. Your carrier will advise you.
You should probably take disciplinary action against the injured party, as well. Temper tantrums (especially tantrums that result in injury) are absolutely unacceptable and should be treated as such.
Good luck.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Workers Comp
_
I'm new to company (1st week) and had a worker share they hit the work bench in frustration and broke/sprained finger. No work comp was claimed. Splint is one and they are back to work with
assistance from co-worker on any lifting. I am guessing no doctor release was provided.
What steps would you take?
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Re: Workers Comp
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:04 PM
Anonymous

_
In what state?
We file everything with our comp carrier, require post-accident med evaluation, require medical clearance to return to work, and conduct a post-accident analysis. If we learn that the accident was
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caused by unsafe behavior or by a violation of law or policy, we work with the manager to decide what kinds of action we will take (i.e., educational, corrective).
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Workers Comp
_
I'm new to company (1st week) and had a worker share they hit the work bench in frustration and broke/sprained finger. No work comp was claimed. Splint is one and they are back to work with
assistance from co-worker on any lifting. I am guessing no doctor release was provided.
What steps would you take?
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Re: Workers Comp
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 5:23 PM
Anonymous

_
MN
and thank you, I agree with all feedback and have handled it that way in the past. Small, family run company with little to no turnover. Lot's of HR work to be done.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Workers Comp
_
In what state?
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We file everything with our comp carrier, require post-accident med evaluation, require medical clearance to return to work, and conduct a post-accident analysis. If we learn that the accident was
caused by unsafe behavior or by a violation of law or policy, we work with the manager to decide what kinds of action we will take (i.e., educational, corrective).
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Workers Comp
_
I'm new to company (1st week) and had a worker share they hit the work bench in frustration and broke/sprained finger. No work comp was claimed. Splint is one and they are back to work with
assistance from co-worker on any lifting. I am guessing no doctor release was provided.
What steps would you take?
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previous next
ACA reporting
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:47 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Hi All. I filed my 1094-C with the IRS and received an error stating that some employee names do not match the IRS database. One is due to a person getting married and not changing their name
with the SSA and the other is an immigration issue (and that person is no longer employed with us). Any ideas on how to proceed with correcting this? Thanks in advance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: ACA reporting
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:33 PM
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Anonymous
_
Here's some good information from Willis - www.towerswatson.com/en-US/Insights/Newsletters/Americas/...
Also, IRS information is found at www.irsvideos.gov/Business/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: ACA reporting
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi All. I filed my 1094-C with the IRS and received an error stating that some employee names do not match the IRS database. One is due to a person getting married and not changing their name
with the SSA and the other is an immigration issue (and that person is no longer employed with us). Any ideas on how to proceed with correcting this? Thanks in advance.
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Re: ACA reporting
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:51 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thank you for responding but I can't find any information that refers to what to do if you don't have any corrected information to report. Has anyone else experienced this?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: ACA reporting
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_
Here's some good information from Willis - www.towerswatson.com/en-US/Insights/Newsletters/Americas/...
Also, IRS information is found at www.irsvideos.gov/Business/...
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: ACA reporting
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi All. I filed my 1094-C with the IRS and received an error stating that some employee names do not match the IRS database. One is due to a person getting married and not changing their name
with the SSA and the other is an immigration issue (and that person is no longer employed with us). Any ideas on how to proceed with correcting this? Thanks in advance.
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previous next
DL Copies
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:46 PM
Anonymous

_
So it has been practice when I started here that when someone applies, our receptionist will make a copy of their DL and put with the application. I have only been here for 2 1/2 months and not a fan
of the practice, but is there anything that backs it up?
I get all the applications and when I forward them to the hiring manager I do not include the DL copy with the application.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: DL Copies
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:50 PM
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Anonymous
_
â€‹
Driver's licenses contain dates of birth which cannot be obtained from an applicant. That can be obtained after an offer is made and accepted. This is to prevent age discrimination in hiring.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: DL Copies
_
So it has been practice when I started here that when someone applies, our receptionist will make a copy of their DL and put with the application. I have only been here for 2 1/2 months and not a fan
of the practice, but is there anything that backs it up?
I get all the applications and when I forward them to the hiring manager I do not include the DL copy with the application.
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Discrimination or harassment?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:44 PM
Anonymous

_
A friend has been terminated from his job after six months of being told he wasn't learning his position fast enough. He is 59 and his coworker is about 25 years younger. The manager has
continuously harassed him about his speed of learning, saying his coworker had the job mastered by the six month mark. He stated the younger coworker is continually shown favoritism by the
manager. He's been tasked to meet unreasonable deadlines, given extra work, and has felt harassed since he started. I have worked with this man before for many years. He is a very hard worker and
excellent with employees. How and when could ADEA be proved in this case?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Discrimination or harassment?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:48 PM
Anonymous

_
You don't know all the facts. It sounds like this termination was based on performance. Should the manager have outwardly compared the two employees' performance? No, that's not the best way to
manage. But it sounds like the manager had clear performance expectations and the employee could not meet them. And it sounds like the manager had been "diligent" in sharing the feedback
regarding performance. Feeling harassed does not automatically rise to the level of illegal harassment. Being older than a coworker does not automatically mean it's illegal age discrimination or
harassment based on age.
To pursue a claim against an employer takes emotional, physical and financial strength. If I were the person in the OP's situation, I would sign up for unemployment (most likely will qualify) and
begin my job search. Looking forward, rather than backwards may be the best approach.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discrimination or harassment?
_
A friend has been terminated from his job after six months of being told he wasn't learning his position fast enough. He is 59 and his coworker is about 25 years younger. The manager has
continuously harassed him about his speed of learning, saying his coworker had the job mastered by the six month mark. He stated the younger coworker is continually shown favoritism by the
manager. He's been tasked to meet unreasonable deadlines, given extra work, and has felt harassed since he started. I have worked with this man before for many years. He is a very hard worker and
excellent with employees. How and when could ADEA be proved in this case?
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Re: Discrimination or harassment?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:50 PM
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Anonymous
_
â€‹
You lost me after the first two words, "a friend". We can have preconceived notions about the work ethics of friends. While you may have seen his work ethic in action in the past, you don't know
all the details about this particular situation. If he wasn't fired because of a disability, or truly because of his age, there's no way to know what ADEA will or can prove.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discrimination or harassment?
_
A friend has been terminated from his job after six months of being told he wasn't learning his position fast enough. He is 59 and his coworker is about 25 years younger. The manager has
continuously harassed him about his speed of learning, saying his coworker had the job mastered by the six month mark. He stated the younger coworker is continually shown favoritism by the
manager. He's been tasked to meet unreasonable deadlines, given extra work, and has felt harassed since he started. I have worked with this man before for many years. He is a very hard worker and
excellent with employees. How and when could ADEA be proved in this case?
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Re: Discrimination or harassment?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:52 PM
Anonymous

_
This is a "friend" (meaning you're biased), and you're receiving one side of the story (so you're also receiving biased information). If I were you, I'd provide your friend emotional support and stay out
of trying to play HR for them.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:44
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Discrimination or harassment?
_
A friend has been terminated from his job after six months of being told he wasn't learning his position fast enough. He is 59 and his coworker is about 25 years younger. The manager has
continuously harassed him about his speed of learning, saying his coworker had the job mastered by the six month mark. He stated the younger coworker is continually shown favoritism by the
manager. He's been tasked to meet unreasonable deadlines, given extra work, and has felt harassed since he started. I have worked with this man before for many years. He is a very hard worker and
excellent with employees. How and when could ADEA be proved in this case?
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Re: Discrimination or harassment?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Remember you are not HR at your friend's company, you are getting the friend's perspective only. Your friend is also emotional, he has just been fired.
He could get an attorney, if he can prove his claim, I added questions in bold that will be asked and things to consider. It could be valid but you are a friend and not his HR rep in this scenario. I
don't see anything that specifically states age is the reason, this is his/your interpretation. Was anything mentioned to the employee about his age or the younger person's age? Or are you and the
friend assuming?
If you HR for a friend, you need to step back and view the situation objectively, understanding that you are only hearing one side of the story.
A friend has been terminated from his job after six months of being told he wasn't learning his position fast enough. Has he met milestones? Six months is a good amount of time to learn
the job, if someone were not meeting expectations and was given proper feedback, training to improve and there was no improvement, we would term. He is 59 and his coworker is
about 25 years younger. The manager has continuously harassed him about his speed of learning, saying his coworker had the job mastered by the six month mark. This is an expectation at
our org for most roles or demonstrated progression. He stated the younger coworker is continually shown favoritism by the manager. This is your friend's interpretation. He's been
tasked to meet unreasonable deadlines, given extra work, and has felt harassed since he started. How do you know the deadlines were unreasonable? Or was given extra work? Do you
have examples of harassment? I have worked with this man before for many years. He is a very hard worker and excellent with employees. This may have been true at your
organization but he may not be successful in this new role in this organization. How and when could ADEA be proved in this case? It may not be age discrimination if the employer
can prove they provided reasonable expectations and feedback for improvement.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 13:44
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discrimination or harassment?
_
A friend has been terminated from his job after six months of being told he wasn't learning his position fast enough. He is 59 and his coworker is about 25 years younger. The manager has
continuously harassed him about his speed of learning, saying his coworker had the job mastered by the six month mark. He stated the younger coworker is continually shown favoritism by the
manager. He's been tasked to meet unreasonable deadlines, given extra work, and has felt harassed since he started. I have worked with this man before for many years. He is a very hard worker and
excellent with employees. How and when could ADEA be proved in this case?
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Re: Discrimination or harassment?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:14 PM
Anonymous

_
Even just hearing your friend's side of the story, I do not see this as harassment or discrimination. Agree that it's not good form to compare 2 employees, but if he in fact is taking much longer than
his younger co-worker to learn the job, that is a legit reason to terminate.
And if his manager had a problem with his age, he wouldn't have hired him 6 months ago when he was 59.... or maybe 58 years old?
You appear to be biased, OP. And I'm surprised as an HR professional that you're so quick to assume this is about age.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discrimination or harassment?
_
A friend has been terminated from his job after six months of being told he wasn't learning his position fast enough. He is 59 and his coworker is about 25 years younger. The manager has
continuously harassed him about his speed of learning, saying his coworker had the job mastered by the six month mark. He stated the younger coworker is continually shown favoritism by the
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manager. He's been tasked to meet unreasonable deadlines, given extra work, and has felt harassed since he started. I have worked with this man before for many years. He is a very hard worker and
excellent with employees. How and when could ADEA be proved in this case?
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Re: Discrimination or harassment?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:22 PM
Anonymous

_
You're looking for a specific outcome from your post, so I will provide it to you.

How and when could ADEA be proved in this case?
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 13:44

The easy answer is that no one can know this.
If your friend feels he has been the victim of age discrimination, he should file a complaint with the EEOC or state equivalent. The EEOC has a link to file a claim right on their homepage. When he
files the claim, your friend will want to have very specific examples of age-based discrimination. I don't consider what you have posted here to be very specific examples. Your friend will want to
have dates, specifics about what was said or done, and any specifics about when his age or age in general was brought up.
The EEOC will go through their process and that is really the only way he will know how and when ADEA could be proved.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discrimination or harassment?
_
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A friend has been terminated from his job after six months of being told he wasn't learning his position fast enough. He is 59 and his coworker is about 25 years younger. The manager has
continuously harassed him about his speed of learning, saying his coworker had the job mastered by the six month mark. He stated the younger coworker is continually shown favoritism by the
manager. He's been tasked to meet unreasonable deadlines, given extra work, and has felt harassed since he started. I have worked with this man before for many years. He is a very hard worker and
excellent with employees. How and when could ADEA be proved in this case?
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Vacation time issue on an EE paystub
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:30 PM
Anonymous

_
Our company offers a policy (in the handbook too) that states that an EE that reaches 5 years of continuous service is granted 40 additional hours of vacation time (in addition to the 80-120 hours that
they already accrue. This EE started three months before I came into the HR dept (I do not process payroll) and did not notice that this vacation "gift" was not added to their paystubs - which show
vacation used/available and accrual rate.
The EE came to me concerned and I instructed them to print out the paystubs to doublecheck her vacation numbers before emailing Payroll about this issue. The employee is afraid the company will
not add the time (40 hours) back onto her paystubs, or pay out the difference since over a year had passed and they were not able to access up to 40 extra hours of time off to use or roll over into the
next year.
Anyone had a similar issue like this happen? Again I am not payroll, so I want to not ruffle feathers, but I believe per the company policy, that this EE is entitled to her vacation time and should get it
or be paid the difference for lost time in the past year plus?
Feedback and advice are appreciated.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Vacation time issue on an EE paystub
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 1:38 PM
Anonymous
_
Why can't the employee simply contact the payroll department, explain the situation and ask them to run a report?
Printing out a ton of pay stubs in order to track to see if some hours were added, and then perhaps used, is a waste of time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vacation time issue on an EE paystub
_
Our company offers a policy (in the handbook too) that states that an EE that reaches 5 years of continuous service is granted 40 additional hours of vacation time (in addition to the 80-120 hours that
they already accrue. This EE started three months before I came into the HR dept (I do not process payroll) and did not notice that this vacation "gift" was not added to their paystubs - which show
vacation used/available and accrual rate.
The EE came to me concerned and I instructed them to print out the paystubs to doublecheck her vacation numbers before emailing Payroll about this issue. The employee is afraid the company will
not add the time (40 hours) back onto her paystubs, or pay out the difference since over a year had passed and they were not able to access up to 40 extra hours of time off to use or roll over into the
next year.
Anyone had a similar issue like this happen? Again I am not payroll, so I want to not ruffle feathers, but I believe per the company policy, that this EE is entitled to her vacation time and should get it
or be paid the difference for lost time in the past year plus?
Feedback and advice are appreciated.
Thank you!
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Introductory Periods
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous
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_
Hi,
Just wanted to reach out to see what other HR professionals think about Introductory or Probationary Periods. I am drafting a handbook and have received conflicting advise around this issue.
Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Introductory Periods
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:30 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
we do a 90 day introductory period. This is the time for both parties to decide if it's a good fit, and there's usually a non-monetary review at the end of that time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Introductory Periods
_
Hi,
Just wanted to reach out to see what other HR professionals think about Introductory or Probationary Periods. I am drafting a handbook and have received conflicting advise around this issue.
Thanks.
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Re: Introductory Periods
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:34 PM
Hilary Yancey
We have a 90-day probationary policy, and a 14 day waiting period before they get full benefits.
One year has to go by before they are eligible for education assistance as well.
I would recommend a 90 day period and make that very clear to the new hire before they start that they are subject to a 90 day evaluation.

-----------------------------HY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Introductory Periods
_
Hi,
Just wanted to reach out to see what other HR professionals think about Introductory or Probationary Periods. I am drafting a handbook and have received conflicting advise around this issue.
Thanks.
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Re: Introductory Periods
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 1:35 PM
Anonymous
_
I think that the notion of introductory or probationary periods no longer serves a purpose. We are all, essentially, on a "probation period" in that we are all expected to perform to expectations and if
we don't, then we begin the PIP process. For someone who has been there a relatively short term, they still deserve a conversation about performance expectations if they are not coming close to
meeting them. If you need to terminate due to significant attendance or performance issues, then you can do so whether you have an introductory period or not. I don't know what protection some
employers believe it gives them. If you're looking for votes, I vote to not include reference to any introductory or probationary period in your handbook.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Introductory Periods
_
Hi,
Just wanted to reach out to see what other HR professionals think about Introductory or Probationary Periods. I am drafting a handbook and have received conflicting advise around this issue.
Thanks.
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Re: Introductory Periods
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:44 PM
Anonymous

_
Performance should be addressed whether someone has been employed 1 day, 100 days or 10 years.
So - what really is the purpose of an introductory period?
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If it is to assess the employee's performance, shouldn't that be done throughout the person's career? Or do they get a free pass once they've hit 90 days?
If it is for the employee to assess if the position is a good fit, shouldn't that be done throughout their career? Or are they stuck at that job forever and ever once they hit 90 days?
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Introductory Periods
_
Hi,
Just wanted to reach out to see what other HR professionals think about Introductory or Probationary Periods. I am drafting a handbook and have received conflicting advise around this issue.
Thanks.
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Re: Introductory Periods
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:57 PM
Mary Dillman
Ditto what AJ said. If you want your handbook to outline your company's "onboarding process" for new hires, I could see including that. The onboarding process could mention steps that the new
hire's manager and/or HR will take to assimilate the new hire into the organization, and could summarize training requirements, if applicable.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Introductory Periods
_
Hi,
Just wanted to reach out to see what other HR professionals think about Introductory or Probationary Periods. I am drafting a handbook and have received conflicting advise around this issue.
Thanks.
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Re: Introductory Periods
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:46 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi, this is the OP. Thanks for your input. I used to post here years ago (think HR Talk days) and have recently been back. Nice to receive help from seasoned HR pros.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Introductory Periods
_
Hi,
Just wanted to reach out to see what other HR professionals think about Introductory or Probationary Periods. I am drafting a handbook and have received conflicting advise around this issue.
Thanks.
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270.

Re: Introductory Periods
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:01 PM
Anonymous

_
My company is in an employment at will state but we have a sister company in PR where our handbook was created. We had a "probationary" period because our office down there had to have one,
but upon doing some research decided to change it to a "waiting" period which is the period they "wait" to be able to use vacation time. If they aren't truly obtaining anything "new" after the period
ends, then it can sound in contention with employment at will because essentially your employment isn't changing at all. It is the same as it was- so it can seem to infer some sort of employment
contract. I would have just removed it myself, but we try to keep the two companies as similar as possible. I used SHRM articles while researching this before we made the change.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Introductory Periods
_
Hi,
Just wanted to reach out to see what other HR professionals think about Introductory or Probationary Periods. I am drafting a handbook and have received conflicting advise around this issue.
Thanks.
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Colorado Exempt Minimum Wage for 2018
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:26 PM
Karen Fricke
California's exempt minimum wage was increased to $45.760 eff 1/1/18. Can anyone confirm what the exempt minimum wage is for other states such as Colorado, Illinois and Louisiana?
Thank you!
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-----------------------------Karen Fricke
Benefits and Compensation Analyst
Education Management Systems
Pasadena CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Colorado Exempt Minimum Wage for 2018
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:33 PM
Anonymous

_
Here are links to each of the state sites with this info:
CO
www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdle/minimumwage
LA
www.minimum-wage.org/louisiana
IL
www.illinois.gov/idol/Laws-Rules/FLS/Pages/...
Keep in mind there may be city min wage laws as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:26
From: Karen Fricke
Subject: Colorado Exempt Minimum Wage for 2018
California's exempt minimum wage was increased to $45.760 eff 1/1/18. Can anyone confirm what the exempt minimum wage is for other states such as Colorado, Illinois and Louisiana?
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Thank you!
-----------------------------Karen Fricke
Benefits and Compensation Analyst
Education Management Systems
Pasadena CA
------------------------------
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Workforce Planning
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:13 PM
Nicole Cecere
Wondering if anyone has info when working with your warehouse facilities on benchmark data for workforce planning? Any insights into this would be greatly appreciated. We are
researching info as it relates to the current and future trends on workforce planning for warehousing/supply chain.
-----------------------------Nicole Cecere
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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UNION QUESTION
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:55 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹â€‹
We are a union house and looking to bring on a Painter. This painter would become part of our union but it is not a painter union. Am I opening up any doors if I were to call a painter union to
help with recruiting. Would that union want to come in house and represent just 1 painter? Am I obligated to make that happen if requested? Please provide feedback on how you may see this
playing out?
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: UNION QUESTION
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:12 PM
Anonymous

_
It's been 10 years since I've worked with unions - my advice is based on what I remember. Check existing contracts - is there language that addresses hiring from outside of the union or that prohibits
you from hiring non-union employees from other trades? Better yet, check with the attorney who represented you in contract negotiations. We had two unions when I worked in construction and we
were able to hire non-union employees from other trades. For example, we worked with the Laborers and the Operators, who didn't represent Painters and we would be able to bring in a non-union
painter.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: UNION QUESTION
_
â€‹â€‹
We are a union house and looking to bring on a Painter. This painter would become part of our union but it is not a painter union. Am I opening up any doors if I were to call a painter union to
help with recruiting. Would that union want to come in house and represent just 1 painter? Am I obligated to make that happen if requested? Please provide feedback on how you may see this
playing out?
Thanks!
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Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:52 PM
Anonymous

_
Ok, so I am new to self funded world. Love learning new things.
We are a mid-sized company. The Office Administrator receives all the invoices to pay. Up until I started here this person was in charge of all FMLA, COBRA, Employee benefits, new hire
orientations, etc. I don't know why because they did have an HR Manager on site.
HR Manager retired and I got hired on and took all of that away from the office administrator and put it all in HR where it belongs. Office Administrator still receives the invoices for the self funded
plan to pay them.
I have an issue because she sees the names on the claims and then asks me, what's wrong with so and so. Yes, I know, if they have FMLA, but no, I don't provide the information to her. I am
uncomfortable that she sees names and that she complains to me about how much so and so is costing the company. Ummm, mind your own dang business and that is why they have health
insurance.
Maybe I am touchy because I am one of the high cost employees last year. I had a real tough year last year medically speaking. It's not normal for me but we all go through ups and downs in our
health. In fact I am still dealing with one minor issue and have been going to a clinic that does not take insurance since the beginning of this year so she doesn't know about it. How bad is that?
Any thoughts on how I should handle going forward?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:58 PM
Anonymous

_
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We are also self funded and I would not let anyone else see that information but myself and my assistant. I would take the invoice responsibility from the office assistant. They do not need to see that
kind of information.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
_
Ok, so I am new to self funded world. Love learning new things.
We are a mid-sized company. The Office Administrator receives all the invoices to pay. Up until I started here this person was in charge of all FMLA, COBRA, Employee benefits, new hire
orientations, etc. I don't know why because they did have an HR Manager on site.
HR Manager retired and I got hired on and took all of that away from the office administrator and put it all in HR where it belongs. Office Administrator still receives the invoices for the self funded
plan to pay them.
I have an issue because she sees the names on the claims and then asks me, what's wrong with so and so. Yes, I know, if they have FMLA, but no, I don't provide the information to her. I am
uncomfortable that she sees names and that she complains to me about how much so and so is costing the company. Ummm, mind your own dang business and that is why they have health
insurance.
Maybe I am touchy because I am one of the high cost employees last year. I had a real tough year last year medically speaking. It's not normal for me but we all go through ups and downs in our
health. In fact I am still dealing with one minor issue and have been going to a clinic that does not take insurance since the beginning of this year so she doesn't know about it. How bad is that?
Any thoughts on how I should handle going forward?
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previous next
Re: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:08 PM
Anonymous

_
She's not seeing the private information and you aren't sharing it, so HIPAA isn't an issue -yet. The fact that she is questioning and complaining about costs would be of concern to me. Here, the
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requests for funding and claim information funnel through our benefits administrator. All she gives to payables is a funding sheet with no detail attached. Maybe it's time to take that away from her
and give her numbers to pay.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
_
Ok, so I am new to self funded world. Love learning new things.
We are a mid-sized company. The Office Administrator receives all the invoices to pay. Up until I started here this person was in charge of all FMLA, COBRA, Employee benefits, new hire
orientations, etc. I don't know why because they did have an HR Manager on site.
HR Manager retired and I got hired on and took all of that away from the office administrator and put it all in HR where it belongs. Office Administrator still receives the invoices for the self funded
plan to pay them.
I have an issue because she sees the names on the claims and then asks me, what's wrong with so and so. Yes, I know, if they have FMLA, but no, I don't provide the information to her. I am
uncomfortable that she sees names and that she complains to me about how much so and so is costing the company. Ummm, mind your own dang business and that is why they have health
insurance.
Maybe I am touchy because I am one of the high cost employees last year. I had a real tough year last year medically speaking. It's not normal for me but we all go through ups and downs in our
health. In fact I am still dealing with one minor issue and have been going to a clinic that does not take insurance since the beginning of this year so she doesn't know about it. How bad is that?
Any thoughts on how I should handle going forward?
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previous next
Re: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:16 PM
Anonymous

_
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I agree. I wouldn't necessarily have an issue with her seeing it if she were only seeing names and numbers and was trustworthy (our office admin reports to me and I have no issues with her handling
certain confidential info because she's highly trustworthy), but it's clear from what you said about her that she absolutely can't be trusted with this type of information. I would take it away from her.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
_
She's not seeing the private information and you aren't sharing it, so HIPAA isn't an issue -yet. The fact that she is questioning and complaining about costs would be of concern to me. Here, the
requests for funding and claim information funnel through our benefits administrator. All she gives to payables is a funding sheet with no detail attached. Maybe it's time to take that away from her
and give her numbers to pay.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
_
Ok, so I am new to self funded world. Love learning new things.
We are a mid-sized company. The Office Administrator receives all the invoices to pay. Up until I started here this person was in charge of all FMLA, COBRA, Employee benefits, new hire
orientations, etc. I don't know why because they did have an HR Manager on site.
HR Manager retired and I got hired on and took all of that away from the office administrator and put it all in HR where it belongs. Office Administrator still receives the invoices for the self funded
plan to pay them.
I have an issue because she sees the names on the claims and then asks me, what's wrong with so and so. Yes, I know, if they have FMLA, but no, I don't provide the information to her. I am
uncomfortable that she sees names and that she complains to me about how much so and so is costing the company. Ummm, mind your own dang business and that is why they have health
insurance.
Maybe I am touchy because I am one of the high cost employees last year. I had a real tough year last year medically speaking. It's not normal for me but we all go through ups and downs in our
health. In fact I am still dealing with one minor issue and have been going to a clinic that does not take insurance since the beginning of this year so she doesn't know about it. How bad is that?
Any thoughts on how I should handle going forward?
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previous next

280.

Re: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with this post. We removed the detail and replace it with the payroll file numbers on the invoices so we could quickly track down the information if accouting needed it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
_
She's not seeing the private information and you aren't sharing it, so HIPAA isn't an issue -yet. The fact that she is questioning and complaining about costs would be of concern to me. Here, the
requests for funding and claim information funnel through our benefits administrator. All she gives to payables is a funding sheet with no detail attached. Maybe it's time to take that away from her
and give her numbers to pay.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
_
Ok, so I am new to self funded world. Love learning new things.
We are a mid-sized company. The Office Administrator receives all the invoices to pay. Up until I started here this person was in charge of all FMLA, COBRA, Employee benefits, new hire
orientations, etc. I don't know why because they did have an HR Manager on site.
HR Manager retired and I got hired on and took all of that away from the office administrator and put it all in HR where it belongs. Office Administrator still receives the invoices for the self funded
plan to pay them.
I have an issue because she sees the names on the claims and then asks me, what's wrong with so and so. Yes, I know, if they have FMLA, but no, I don't provide the information to her. I am
uncomfortable that she sees names and that she complains to me about how much so and so is costing the company. Ummm, mind your own dang business and that is why they have health
insurance.
Maybe I am touchy because I am one of the high cost employees last year. I had a real tough year last year medically speaking. It's not normal for me but we all go through ups and downs in our
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health. In fact I am still dealing with one minor issue and have been going to a clinic that does not take insurance since the beginning of this year so she doesn't know about it. How bad is that?
Any thoughts on how I should handle going forward?

top
281.

previous next
Accounting for employees after a work place tragedy
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:50 PM
Anonymous

_
We have conducted training with employees on what to do in the event of an active shooter at our worksite. What I am not certain of, is how/what to implement for actions after such an event to
account for employees. We have less than 100 employees, all at one site and all with first shift hours.
I will admit that if such a horrific event occurred, I would get as far away from the building as I possibly could. And others have said they would do the same thing.
So what steps should we put in place to be able to account for all employees?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Accounting for employees after a work place tragedy
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:53 PM
Anonymous

_
You can designate a local church or community center or even library as a meeting place where everyone comes to to be accounted for
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-15-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accounting for employees after a work place tragedy
_
We have conducted training with employees on what to do in the event of an active shooter at our worksite. What I am not certain of, is how/what to implement for actions after such an event to
account for employees. We have less than 100 employees, all at one site and all with first shift hours.
I will admit that if such a horrific event occurred, I would get as far away from the building as I possibly could. And others have said they would do the same thing.
So what steps should we put in place to be able to account for all employees?

top
283.

previous next
Re: Accounting for employees after a work place tragedy
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:53 PM
Anonymous

_
A predetermined place should be chosen where all employees can gather. Someone should then take role call to determine who is there and who is missing.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accounting for employees after a work place tragedy
_
We have conducted training with employees on what to do in the event of an active shooter at our worksite. What I am not certain of, is how/what to implement for actions after such an event to
account for employees. We have less than 100 employees, all at one site and all with first shift hours.
I will admit that if such a horrific event occurred, I would get as far away from the building as I possibly could. And others have said they would do the same thing.
So what steps should we put in place to be able to account for all employees?
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top
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previous next
Re: Accounting for employees after a work place tragedy
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:56 PM
Anonymous

_
Awesome that you guys are preparing for the absolute worse case scenario.
Being under 100 I think it would be easier to account for your employees. I know my shop supervisors keep a list of their employees who are here today in their pocket to help them know where to
move work around. That would be helpful to account for everyone if this occurred.
I think if we were to implement this we would have everyone go to X business - across the street, next door, whatever to huddle and to be accounted for. We actually put that in place here in case
there was a fire or explosion and the weather is really bad. Get them out of the elements but safe.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accounting for employees after a work place tragedy
_
We have conducted training with employees on what to do in the event of an active shooter at our worksite. What I am not certain of, is how/what to implement for actions after such an event to
account for employees. We have less than 100 employees, all at one site and all with first shift hours.
I will admit that if such a horrific event occurred, I would get as far away from the building as I possibly could. And others have said they would do the same thing.
So what steps should we put in place to be able to account for all employees?
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previous next
Re: Accounting for employees after a work place tragedy
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:04 PM
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Anonymous
_
OP here
We do have a designated meeting place in case of a fire. And internally for tornadoes.
I just wonder about
1. people that can't get out, and hide instead
2. once police have arrived, will people be allowed to leave
3. cell phones shouldn't be used while the shooter is active - could give away someone's hiding spot
4. cell phones may get left behind, so people won't be able to answer. And then I don't know when police would allow people to retrieve personal items during their investigation.
5. if the shooter turns out to be a current or former employee, would a designated meeting spot put people at greater danger? The shooter knows the location and takes advantage of it.
Of course, I hope that all of this will be unnecessary. But I was just explaining to my kids last night how to use a belt to block certain types of doors.
And yes, I am probably overthinking it too much.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Accounting for employees after a work place tragedy
_
We have conducted training with employees on what to do in the event of an active shooter at our worksite. What I am not certain of, is how/what to implement for actions after such an event to
account for employees. We have less than 100 employees, all at one site and all with first shift hours.
I will admit that if such a horrific event occurred, I would get as far away from the building as I possibly could. And others have said they would do the same thing.
So what steps should we put in place to be able to account for all employees?
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previous next
Customer Service Training
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:49 PM
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Reply to Sender

Angela Raake
â€‹
I'm looking for a fun and engaging customer service or customer experience training curriculum or book for our employees. More than likely, I would lead this class and I'm not a "trainer" per se
but I'll give it my best shot. Any recommendations on courses, books or even some kind of train the trainer program that I can go to? We are a small community bank of about 100 employees.
Thanks, in advance, for any recommendations you can provide.
-----------------------------Angela Raake
VP, HR Director
The Peoples State Bank
Ellettsville IN
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Entry Level HR Jobs (DFW)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 12:45 PM
Weston Townsend
â€‹â€‹
If anyone knows of any entry level HR jobs that might not be out there and would be willing to share them it would be much appreciated. I've been interning in Human Resources and graduate in
May so I am actively looking in the Dallas area. Also, if you have any tips for someone trying to start a career in HR I'd love to hear them!Thanks.
Have a wonderful week!
Weston Townsend
linkedin.com/in/westontownsend
-----------------------------Weston Townsend
Univ Of Texas Arlington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Entry Level HR Jobs (DFW)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:17 PM
Eric Emerson
Are you part of the local SHRM chapter. It could be a resource for you.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:45
From: Weston Townsend
Subject: Entry Level HR Jobs (DFW)
â€‹â€‹
If anyone knows of any entry level HR jobs that might not be out there and would be willing to share them it would be much appreciated. I've been interning in Human Resources and graduate in
May so I am actively looking in the Dallas area. Also, if you have any tips for someone trying to start a career in HR I'd love to hear them!Thanks.
Have a wonderful week!
Weston Townsend
linkedin.com/in/westontownsend
-----------------------------Weston Townsend
Univ Of Texas Arlington
------------------------------
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Re: Entry Level HR Jobs (DFW)
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:49 PM
Weston Townsend
â€‹
Yes, I am! It's a good resource.
-----------------------------Weston Townsend
Univ Of Texas Arlington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:17
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: Entry Level HR Jobs (DFW)
Are you part of the local SHRM chapter. It could be a resource for you.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:45
From: Weston Townsend
Subject: Entry Level HR Jobs (DFW)
â€‹â€‹
If anyone knows of any entry level HR jobs that might not be out there and would be willing to share them it would be much appreciated. I've been interning in Human Resources and graduate in
May so I am actively looking in the Dallas area. Also, if you have any tips for someone trying to start a career in HR I'd love to hear them!Thanks.
Have a wonderful week!
Weston Townsend
linkedin.com/in/westontownsend
-----------------------------Weston Townsend
Univ Of Texas Arlington
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previous next
Re: Entry Level HR Jobs (DFW)
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:05 PM
Anonymous

_
Have you contacted the companies you interned with?
Most companies that offer internships do so in anticipation of future openings. It's a pipeline for candidates.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:45
From: Weston Townsend
Subject: Entry Level HR Jobs (DFW)
â€‹â€‹
If anyone knows of any entry level HR jobs that might not be out there and would be willing to share them it would be much appreciated. I've been interning in Human Resources and graduate in
May so I am actively looking in the Dallas area. Also, if you have any tips for someone trying to start a career in HR I'd love to hear them!Thanks.
Have a wonderful week!
Weston Townsend
linkedin.com/in/westontownsend
-----------------------------Weston Townsend
Univ Of Texas Arlington
------------------------------
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Handicap Parking
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:42 PM
Anonymous
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:47 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't ever get involved with evaluating the appropriateness or not of a handicap sticker. There can be hidden disabilities. Why is it anyone's business?
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
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_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA

top
293.

previous next
Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:48 PM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't do that, OP. If the employee is performing his job, you have no reason to ask.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
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Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA

top
294.

previous next
Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:48 PM
Anonymous

_
People who have disabilities can also have the ability to stand all day.
Is this a public lot owned by another entity?
Honestly, I really wouldn't want to become the parking police so I'd simply redirect the employees to take their concerns elsewhere. Sounds like employees are coming to you to complain since
you're the new kid on the block.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
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TIA

top
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previous next
Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:51 PM
Anonymous

_
No, you shouldn't ask if your employee has a disability. If they can do their job, that is all you need to worry about. I would not be policing the parking lot.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA
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Re: Handicap Parking
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:58 PM
Anonymous
_
My neighbor who once picked me up physically (because there was a snake and I froze) has a handicap permit because he has a disabled child. Will you object to him parking there? I'd tell the
busybodies to mind their own business.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA
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Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous

_
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I tell people this is the kind of thing I would call "nunya."
Nunya business :)
Don't address it unless there are performance implications or the person comes to you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
No, you shouldn't ask if your employee has a disability. If they can do their job, that is all you need to worry about. I would not be policing the parking lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA
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Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:03 PM
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Anonymous
_
Actually, I would object to that neighbor parking there if he didn't have his child with him.
However, this is not an HR issue.
If the owner/president/manager of the company has an issue, let that person address it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
My neighbor who once picked me up physically (because there was a snake and I froze) has a handicap permit because he has a disabled child. Will you object to him parking there? I'd tell the
busybodies to mind their own business.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA
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previous next

299.

Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:03 PM
Anonymous

_

My neighbor who once picked me up physically (because there was a snake and I froze) has a handicap permit because he has a disabled child. Will you object to him parking there? I'd tell
the busybodies to mind their own business.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 12:58

â€‹
I would object to them parking there. Unless they're bringing their child to work, they do not need to take a handicap space in case someone else, who is handicap themselves, needs it!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
My neighbor who once picked me up physically (because there was a snake and I froze) has a handicap permit because he has a disabled child. Will you object to him parking there? I'd tell the
busybodies to mind their own business.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
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If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA

top

previous next

300.

Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:05 PM
Anonymous

_

Yes I would object to this person parking in the handicap spot at work if they were using the permit that was for their child to park in the spot.
But then again, I would not really care, its not my business. You have a permit that says you can park there.
as a handicap permit because he has a disabled child. Will you object to him parking there? I'
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 12:58

I don't understand this part.... How does this relate other than your neighbor misuses the handicap permit?
My neighbor who once picked me up physically (because there was a snake and I froze)
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 12:58

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
My neighbor who once picked me up physically (because there was a snake and I froze) has a handicap permit because he has a disabled child. Will you object to him parking there? I'd tell the
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busybodies to mind their own business.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA

top
301.

previous next
Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:15 PM
Anonymous

_
Not all disabilities are visible.
Another approach you may want to consider
Jane - I noticed that you have a handicap sticker for your vehicle. You may already know this, but if a person has a disability and needs reasonable accommodations to perform the essential functions
of their job, they can let me know and we can discuss.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
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_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA

top

previous next

302.

Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:19 PM
Anonymous

_
Nope, if Jane has been doing her job with no issues or accommodations up to this point why would you ask.
Just as every disability is not visible, not every job needs an accommodation.
Another approach you may want to consider
Jane - I noticed that you have a handicap sticker for your vehicle. You may already know this, but if a person has a disability and needs reasonable accommodations to perform the essential
functions of their job, they can let me know and we can discuss.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 13:14

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:14
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
Not all disabilities are visible.
Another approach you may want to consider
Jane - I noticed that you have a handicap sticker for your vehicle. You may already know this, but if a person has a disability and needs reasonable accommodations to perform the essential functions
of their job, they can let me know and we can discuss.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA

top
303.

previous next
Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:54 PM
Renee Shiraishi
Somehow, I am the parking police at my company. We have a private lot with designated spots for visitors and spots designated for handicap parking. I received a number of complaints about an
employee parking in one of the handicap spot. I checked the vehicle and there wasn't a license plate or placard handing from the mirror indicating a permit to park in a handicap spot. I met with the
employee and said if she was going to park in the spot she needed to have a license plate or placard displayed. She started displaying the placard. Then employees complained that the placard was
actually for her husband and not her. I simply responded that as long is it was displayed, I wasn't going to do anything else. It's not my job, nor is it appropriate, and it opens the company up to
potential ADA (perceived disabilities) to discuss why the person has the placard.
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-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA

top
304.

previous next
Diversity Training
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:39 PM
Rebecca Paschal

â€‹â€‹
Hello all,
I work for a large company located in the Columbia, MD area.
I am looking for recommendations of companies that offer Online Diversity Training covering topics such as; Generation, Gender, Race, Religion, etc.
-----------------------------Rebecca Paschal
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
305.

previous next
Unemployment Insurance Fraud
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 12:31 PM
Jennifer Donovan
â€‹â€‹
Is anyone dealing with fraudulent unemployment insurance claims in the workplace? If so, how are you addressing this? I am looking for any advice/guidance you can offer. Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
306.

previous next
Re: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:33 PM
Anonymous

_
What exactly do you mean by fraudulent?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:31
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From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
â€‹â€‹
Is anyone dealing with fraudulent unemployment insurance claims in the workplace? If so, how are you addressing this? I am looking for any advice/guidance you can offer. Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
------------------------------

top
307.

previous next
Re: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:35 PM
Anonymous

_
This really isn't for you to determine.
If there is fraud, the state unemployment office will address.
You see, you may think there's fraud and take action against the employee for some reason. And then you may learn that there was no fraud at all. And that employee will then be able to take serious
action against you.
Reasons why you may think there's fraud - Identity Theft is prevalent. I'm sure you've heard that. And, sometimes someone loses a second job and will still qualify for unemployment benefits. Also,
were you aware that someone on WC can often claim unemployment?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:31
From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
â€‹â€‹
Is anyone dealing with fraudulent unemployment insurance claims in the workplace? If so, how are you addressing this? I am looking for any advice/guidance you can offer. Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
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top
308.

previous next
Re: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:36 PM
Anonymous

_
What do you mean?
We have ex-employees apply for unemployment (its their right, it just does not mean the state will grant it), we either choose to dispute if we disagree or choose not to contest. If we dispute, we
provide justification and reasoning. We go to a hearing if necessary. We are clear on our reasons for termination, and we rarely dispute a term, and have copies of resignation letters.
If we get a claim for someone who was never an employee, we simply state that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:31
From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
â€‹â€‹
Is anyone dealing with fraudulent unemployment insurance claims in the workplace? If so, how are you addressing this? I am looking for any advice/guidance you can offer. Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
------------------------------

top
309.

previous next
Re: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 1:49 PM
Anonymous
_
Are you in Michigan?
There is a HUGE issue with fraudulent claims being filed right now. These are claims for active employees who have not filed for benefits. There was a data breach where the unemployment system
was left wide open for hackers. There were some news articles about it, but due to the other issues with the UI system, it seems to have flown under the radar.
At my previous company, we sent a letter to the active team member letting them know about the data breach, and provided the UI contact information (there is a form letter on the MI UI site.
I first realized we had an issue in the fall of 2016. It wasn't until February that UI admitted to the data breach. It has come and gone in waves. I am at a new company now and we just had 2
instances.
At my previous company it impacted about 10% of our Michigan based population.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:31
From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
â€‹â€‹
Is anyone dealing with fraudulent unemployment insurance claims in the workplace? If so, how are you addressing this? I am looking for any advice/guidance you can offer. Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:20 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
I'm in Michigan and we experienced a huge spike in fraudulent claims for our employees in June/July '17 and again in Dec '17 - Current. They are usually easy for us to spot as the reason given on
the Monetary Determination from the Unemployment Agency is generally stating that they're applying due to a "Temporary Shutdown" which is something that we do not do. There's always work to
be done!
I usually reach out to the affected employee and ask them if they filed a claim; once I confirm they did not, I provide them with a checklist of recommended actions they should take which I pulled
from the UIA's website and give it to them. Additionally, I protest the Monetary Determination stating I made contact with the employee and they informed me they did not file a claim. I also report it
to the UIA Fraud Department separately, as their departments don't seem to talk to each other.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
_
Are you in Michigan?
There is a HUGE issue with fraudulent claims being filed right now. These are claims for active employees who have not filed for benefits. There was a data breach where the unemployment system
was left wide open for hackers. There were some news articles about it, but due to the other issues with the UI system, it seems to have flown under the radar.
At my previous company, we sent a letter to the active team member letting them know about the data breach, and provided the UI contact information (there is a form letter on the MI UI site.
I first realized we had an issue in the fall of 2016. It wasn't until February that UI admitted to the data breach. It has come and gone in waves. I am at a new company now and we just had 2
instances.
At my previous company it impacted about 10% of our Michigan based population.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:31
From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
â€‹â€‹
Is anyone dealing with fraudulent unemployment insurance claims in the workplace? If so, how are you addressing this? I am looking for any advice/guidance you can offer. Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
------------------------------
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OSHA Complaint
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous
_
Good morning!
My office received an OSHA complaint and this is new to me. Sorry for the long story.
The situation is my company is spread out over three floors in our office building. We have a group that is in a suite in the lower level that do not like being in the basement. There are no windows,
it can get a little cooler when the service doors are open, etc. However, they're not going anywhere. 1. Rent is cheaper. 2. Bigger issue, there is nowhere else in the building large enough to
accommodate that group. We recently had issues with a family of skunks that wanted to nest in a hole outside our office. The skunk smell filled our whole building, but it was the worst in the
basement and we received many many complaints. It was gross. However, we took care of it. We brought it the building manager and an air filtration system was put in. We also brought out
someone to catch and re-home the skunk family. Problem solved.
Now...we've received a notice from OSHA that there was a complaint: "Employees are exposed to various strong odors and possibly mold/radon in the basement business office area, causing an air
quality concern." The notice does not indicate any action required. It basically states that in most cases you do not need to identify a specific species of mold and routine sampling of mold is
expensive and may not be necessary. You can clean mold with bleach solution. We have not seen signs of mold and have never had a complaint of mold. I believe we got an OSHA complaint
because of skunks. We sent the notice to our building management company. They responded with an estimate. They will test for mold and will take care of any issues discovered, however if
nothing is found, my company will be responsible for paying for the testing and it is expensive.
Ultimately this is for our owners to decide, but as of right now it is in my hands. IMO the notice does not require action, we've already taken care of our little skunk friends, and we do not see any
signs of mold. I would consider this matter closed. However...I have no experience dealing with OSHA complaints. Does anyone with experience think it is best to just pay for the testing?
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: OSHA Complaint
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:30 AM
Anonymous

_
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?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: OSHA Complaint
_
Good morning!
My office received an OSHA complaint and this is new to me. Sorry for the long story.
The situation is my company is spread out over three floors in our office building. We have a group that is in a suite in the lower level that do not like being in the basement. There are no windows,
it can get a little cooler when the service doors are open, etc. However, they're not going anywhere. 1. Rent is cheaper. 2. Bigger issue, there is nowhere else in the building large enough to
accommodate that group. We recently had issues with a family of skunks that wanted to nest in a hole outside our office. The skunk smell filled our whole building, but it was the worst in the
basement and we received many many complaints. It was gross. However, we took care of it. We brought it the building manager and an air filtration system was put in. We also brought out
someone to catch and re-home the skunk family. Problem solved.
Now...we've received a notice from OSHA that there was a complaint: "Employees are exposed to various strong odors and possibly mold/radon in the basement business office area, causing an air
quality concern." The notice does not indicate any action required. It basically states that in most cases you do not need to identify a specific species of mold and routine sampling of mold is
expensive and may not be necessary. You can clean mold with bleach solution. We have not seen signs of mold and have never had a complaint of mold. I believe we got an OSHA complaint
because of skunks. We sent the notice to our building management company. They responded with an estimate. They will test for mold and will take care of any issues discovered, however if
nothing is found, my company will be responsible for paying for the testing and it is expensive.
Ultimately this is for our owners to decide, but as of right now it is in my hands. IMO the notice does not require action, we've already taken care of our little skunk friends, and we do not see any
signs of mold. I would consider this matter closed. However...I have no experience dealing with OSHA complaints. Does anyone with experience think it is best to just pay for the testing?
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: OSHA Complaint
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:57 AM
Anonymous
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_
I am not too sure where you are located. At one of my previous employers we received an OSHA compliant. We are able to tap into the BWC for consulting work. They would come in and
investigate the issue and see if any action needed to be taken or if we were in compliance. We made sure we had documentation on what was done in relation to the situation. In your case it would
be the air filtration system, etc. I don't know if utilizing these resources are feasible for you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: OSHA Complaint
_
Good morning!
My office received an OSHA complaint and this is new to me. Sorry for the long story.
The situation is my company is spread out over three floors in our office building. We have a group that is in a suite in the lower level that do not like being in the basement. There are no windows,
it can get a little cooler when the service doors are open, etc. However, they're not going anywhere. 1. Rent is cheaper. 2. Bigger issue, there is nowhere else in the building large enough to
accommodate that group. We recently had issues with a family of skunks that wanted to nest in a hole outside our office. The skunk smell filled our whole building, but it was the worst in the
basement and we received many many complaints. It was gross. However, we took care of it. We brought it the building manager and an air filtration system was put in. We also brought out
someone to catch and re-home the skunk family. Problem solved.
Now...we've received a notice from OSHA that there was a complaint: "Employees are exposed to various strong odors and possibly mold/radon in the basement business office area, causing an air
quality concern." The notice does not indicate any action required. It basically states that in most cases you do not need to identify a specific species of mold and routine sampling of mold is
expensive and may not be necessary. You can clean mold with bleach solution. We have not seen signs of mold and have never had a complaint of mold. I believe we got an OSHA complaint
because of skunks. We sent the notice to our building management company. They responded with an estimate. They will test for mold and will take care of any issues discovered, however if
nothing is found, my company will be responsible for paying for the testing and it is expensive.
Ultimately this is for our owners to decide, but as of right now it is in my hands. IMO the notice does not require action, we've already taken care of our little skunk friends, and we do not see any
signs of mold. I would consider this matter closed. However...I have no experience dealing with OSHA complaints. Does anyone with experience think it is best to just pay for the testing?
Thanks!
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Re: OSHA Complaint
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 11:04 AM
Anonymous
_
We're in Illinois. Thank you for the information. It is something I can check into locally.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: OSHA Complaint
_
I am not too sure where you are located. At one of my previous employers we received an OSHA compliant. We are able to tap into the BWC for consulting work. They would come in and
investigate the issue and see if any action needed to be taken or if we were in compliance. We made sure we had documentation on what was done in relation to the situation. In your case it would
be the air filtration system, etc. I don't know if utilizing these resources are feasible for you.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: OSHA Complaint
_
Good morning!
My office received an OSHA complaint and this is new to me. Sorry for the long story.
The situation is my company is spread out over three floors in our office building. We have a group that is in a suite in the lower level that do not like being in the basement. There are no windows,
it can get a little cooler when the service doors are open, etc. However, they're not going anywhere. 1. Rent is cheaper. 2. Bigger issue, there is nowhere else in the building large enough to
accommodate that group. We recently had issues with a family of skunks that wanted to nest in a hole outside our office. The skunk smell filled our whole building, but it was the worst in the
basement and we received many many complaints. It was gross. However, we took care of it. We brought it the building manager and an air filtration system was put in. We also brought out
someone to catch and re-home the skunk family. Problem solved.
Now...we've received a notice from OSHA that there was a complaint: "Employees are exposed to various strong odors and possibly mold/radon in the basement business office area, causing an air
quality concern." The notice does not indicate any action required. It basically states that in most cases you do not need to identify a specific species of mold and routine sampling of mold is
expensive and may not be necessary. You can clean mold with bleach solution. We have not seen signs of mold and have never had a complaint of mold. I believe we got an OSHA complaint
because of skunks. We sent the notice to our building management company. They responded with an estimate. They will test for mold and will take care of any issues discovered, however if
nothing is found, my company will be responsible for paying for the testing and it is expensive.
Ultimately this is for our owners to decide, but as of right now it is in my hands. IMO the notice does not require action, we've already taken care of our little skunk friends, and we do not see any
signs of mold. I would consider this matter closed. However...I have no experience dealing with OSHA complaints. Does anyone with experience think it is best to just pay for the testing?
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Thanks!

top
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previous next
FCRA Adverse Action rules
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous

_
Our company serves legal process and hires subcontractors to work on our behalf in states we are not in. We are looking to hire a new sub in Indiana and ran a background check on them to make
sure they have no criminal or financial convictions against them due to our client contracts and the sensitivity of the documents they will be serving. Recently, a subcontractor we ran in our
consumer reporting agency website came up with a misdemeanor charge for a deposit of account fraud and has an active warrant issued out for him as of 1/9/18.
We were going to send him a preliminary adverse action letter notifying him of his rights and that the decision to hire was pending, I was going to use SHRM's template for this. However, before I
do, I want to make sure that it is even necessary since this is not an actual employee, he is simply a subcontractor. Is there a difference in what is required for an employee vs. a sub?
If it is required and we send the preliminary letter, how long do we give the applicant to dispute the charges? We do not want to send a final notice of adverse action prematurely so what is the
allowed time to give the applicant?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: FCRA Adverse Action rules
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:30 PM
Anonymous

_
When you say subcontractor do you actually mean independent contractor?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: FCRA Adverse Action rules
_
Our company serves legal process and hires subcontractors to work on our behalf in states we are not in. We are looking to hire a new sub in Indiana and ran a background check on them to make
sure they have no criminal or financial convictions against them due to our client contracts and the sensitivity of the documents they will be serving. Recently, a subcontractor we ran in our
consumer reporting agency website came up with a misdemeanor charge for a deposit of account fraud and has an active warrant issued out for him as of 1/9/18.
We were going to send him a preliminary adverse action letter notifying him of his rights and that the decision to hire was pending, I was going to use SHRM's template for this. However, before I
do, I want to make sure that it is even necessary since this is not an actual employee, he is simply a subcontractor. Is there a difference in what is required for an employee vs. a sub?
If it is required and we send the preliminary letter, how long do we give the applicant to dispute the charges? We do not want to send a final notice of adverse action prematurely so what is the
allowed time to give the applicant?

top
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previous next
Re: FCRA Adverse Action rules
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:41 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes, they are independent contractors working under their own licenses and some have established corporation names set up, some do not.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: FCRA Adverse Action rules
_
When you say subcontractor do you actually mean independent contractor?
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: FCRA Adverse Action rules
_
Our company serves legal process and hires subcontractors to work on our behalf in states we are not in. We are looking to hire a new sub in Indiana and ran a background check on them to make
sure they have no criminal or financial convictions against them due to our client contracts and the sensitivity of the documents they will be serving. Recently, a subcontractor we ran in our
consumer reporting agency website came up with a misdemeanor charge for a deposit of account fraud and has an active warrant issued out for him as of 1/9/18.
We were going to send him a preliminary adverse action letter notifying him of his rights and that the decision to hire was pending, I was going to use SHRM's template for this. However, before I
do, I want to make sure that it is even necessary since this is not an actual employee, he is simply a subcontractor. Is there a difference in what is required for an employee vs. a sub?
If it is required and we send the preliminary letter, how long do we give the applicant to dispute the charges? We do not want to send a final notice of adverse action prematurely so what is the
allowed time to give the applicant?

top
318.

previous next
payroll direct deposit
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:05 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm trying not to be a jerk today, but I'm at my limit. We have a Friday pay date. Some employees receive their direct deposits in their accounts on Thursday, because their banks fund them before our
actual date. We had an issue with a wire transfer, but everything is set for our original pay date of Friday with no interruptions. My phone has been ringing off the hook because employees that
usually see their funds on Thursday, are not seeing it, and they're complaining that they have things coming out today, and now might be overdrawn. I'm tempted to send out a message to all
employees that Friday is our pay date, and that they should NEVER expect to receive their funds on Thursday, even if that has happened in the past and we are not responsible for issues related to
this. Am I wrong on this? â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: payroll direct deposit
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:07 PM
Anonymous
_
You're 100% correct, OP. I wouldn't send a broad message, but I'd certainly respond with that message to anyone who complains.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll direct deposit
_
I'm trying not to be a jerk today, but I'm at my limit. We have a Friday pay date. Some employees receive their direct deposits in their accounts on Thursday, because their banks fund them before our
actual date. We had an issue with a wire transfer, but everything is set for our original pay date of Friday with no interruptions. My phone has been ringing off the hook because employees that
usually see their funds on Thursday, are not seeing it, and they're complaining that they have things coming out today, and now might be overdrawn. I'm tempted to send out a message to all
employees that Friday is our pay date, and that they should NEVER expect to receive their funds on Thursday, even if that has happened in the past and we are not responsible for issues related to
this. Am I wrong on this? â€‹
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previous next
Re: payroll direct deposit
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:08 PM
Anonymous

_
Just because it is in their account on Thursday, they should not plan or expect it because the actual pay date is Friday.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:05
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From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll direct deposit
_
I'm trying not to be a jerk today, but I'm at my limit. We have a Friday pay date. Some employees receive their direct deposits in their accounts on Thursday, because their banks fund them before our
actual date. We had an issue with a wire transfer, but everything is set for our original pay date of Friday with no interruptions. My phone has been ringing off the hook because employees that
usually see their funds on Thursday, are not seeing it, and they're complaining that they have things coming out today, and now might be overdrawn. I'm tempted to send out a message to all
employees that Friday is our pay date, and that they should NEVER expect to receive their funds on Thursday, even if that has happened in the past and we are not responsible for issues related to
this. Am I wrong on this? â€‹

top
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previous next
Re: payroll direct deposit
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 12:12 PM
Dianna Schell
You are 100% correct. You have a standard pay date, that is when you are obligated to pay the employees - definitely not your fault if their banks sometimes make the funds available ahead of time.
-----------------------------Dianna [S.]
Ambler PA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll direct deposit
_
I'm trying not to be a jerk today, but I'm at my limit. We have a Friday pay date. Some employees receive their direct deposits in their accounts on Thursday, because their banks fund them before our
actual date. We had an issue with a wire transfer, but everything is set for our original pay date of Friday with no interruptions. My phone has been ringing off the hook because employees that
usually see their funds on Thursday, are not seeing it, and they're complaining that they have things coming out today, and now might be overdrawn. I'm tempted to send out a message to all
employees that Friday is our pay date, and that they should NEVER expect to receive their funds on Thursday, even if that has happened in the past and we are not responsible for issues related to
this. Am I wrong on this? â€‹
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top
322.

previous next
Re: payroll direct deposit
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:13 PM
Anonymous

_
You are not wrong OP. I'd address it on a case by case.
Pay date is Friday, simple as that. You are under no obligation to "pay early", your only obligation is to pay ont ime, per schedule which is Friday.
We experience this too, employees see funds in the account on Thrusdays but it may or may not be available for use until Friday. We don't control this, each individual bank does. We transmit two
days in advance per our payroll company's policy and process.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll direct deposit
_
I'm trying not to be a jerk today, but I'm at my limit. We have a Friday pay date. Some employees receive their direct deposits in their accounts on Thursday, because their banks fund them before our
actual date. We had an issue with a wire transfer, but everything is set for our original pay date of Friday with no interruptions. My phone has been ringing off the hook because employees that
usually see their funds on Thursday, are not seeing it, and they're complaining that they have things coming out today, and now might be overdrawn. I'm tempted to send out a message to all
employees that Friday is our pay date, and that they should NEVER expect to receive their funds on Thursday, even if that has happened in the past and we are not responsible for issues related to
this. Am I wrong on this? â€‹
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previous next
Re: payroll direct deposit
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
OP here.
Thank you all. That's what I'm doing right now, just responding to the individuals with 'our pay date is Friday and we are on schedule'.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll direct deposit
_
You are not wrong OP. I'd address it on a case by case.
Pay date is Friday, simple as that. You are under no obligation to "pay early", your only obligation is to pay ont ime, per schedule which is Friday.
We experience this too, employees see funds in the account on Thrusdays but it may or may not be available for use until Friday. We don't control this, each individual bank does. We transmit two
days in advance per our payroll company's policy and process.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll direct deposit
_
I'm trying not to be a jerk today, but I'm at my limit. We have a Friday pay date. Some employees receive their direct deposits in their accounts on Thursday, because their banks fund them before our
actual date. We had an issue with a wire transfer, but everything is set for our original pay date of Friday with no interruptions. My phone has been ringing off the hook because employees that
usually see their funds on Thursday, are not seeing it, and they're complaining that they have things coming out today, and now might be overdrawn. I'm tempted to send out a message to all
employees that Friday is our pay date, and that they should NEVER expect to receive their funds on Thursday, even if that has happened in the past and we are not responsible for issues related to
this. Am I wrong on this? â€‹
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previous next
Re: payroll direct deposit
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 12:26 PM
Anonymous
_
Just respond to those who contact you that pay day is Friday. That's it. End of story.
I'm not pleased that so many banks would release these funds early. The tax withholdings are based on actual pay dates. People shouldn't be receiving their wages earlier than the actual pay date.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll direct deposit
_
I'm trying not to be a jerk today, but I'm at my limit. We have a Friday pay date. Some employees receive their direct deposits in their accounts on Thursday, because their banks fund them before our
actual date. We had an issue with a wire transfer, but everything is set for our original pay date of Friday with no interruptions. My phone has been ringing off the hook because employees that
usually see their funds on Thursday, are not seeing it, and they're complaining that they have things coming out today, and now might be overdrawn. I'm tempted to send out a message to all
employees that Friday is our pay date, and that they should NEVER expect to receive their funds on Thursday, even if that has happened in the past and we are not responsible for issues related to
this. Am I wrong on this? â€‹

top
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previous next
Re: payroll direct deposit
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:34 PM
Anonymous

_
We get the same complaints sometimes, and we direct them to their bank. We have a pay date.. if the bank does or doesn't make the funds available early has nothing to do with us.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-15-2018 12:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll direct deposit
_
I'm trying not to be a jerk today, but I'm at my limit. We have a Friday pay date. Some employees receive their direct deposits in their accounts on Thursday, because their banks fund them before our
actual date. We had an issue with a wire transfer, but everything is set for our original pay date of Friday with no interruptions. My phone has been ringing off the hook because employees that
usually see their funds on Thursday, are not seeing it, and they're complaining that they have things coming out today, and now might be overdrawn. I'm tempted to send out a message to all
employees that Friday is our pay date, and that they should NEVER expect to receive their funds on Thursday, even if that has happened in the past and we are not responsible for issues related to
this. Am I wrong on this? â€‹

top
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previous next
Re: Terminating H1B EE
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 2:37 PM
Arshia Syed
I just recently went through this. If you don't have any work for the H1B employee then you are better off letting them go. As others have mentioned you do have to offer a one way flight to the
employee's last permanent address if you term an H1B employee.
We put down our offer to purchase a ticket in writing that our immigration attorney provided and we give a reasonable timeline to accept or deny our offer. We ask to have this acceptance or denial
by their last day of work. If they accept it, we let them know they have 30 days to inform us of any changes otherwise a ticket will be purchased. As per a new rule passed in 2017, H1B employees
have a 60 day grace period to look for other options before leaving the country. So it's upto the employer if they want to purchase a ticket right away or give the employee some time before doing so.
You'll also have to inform CIS to withdraw the H1B as of their last day to avoid any back wages. Your Immigration attorney can help you draft this letter.

-----------------------------Arshia Syed
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminating H1B EE
_
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We sponsor an H1B EE and his performance has been declining. We have been coaching, documenting, etc., but the next step is going to be a PIP. We are hoping behavior turns around, but
honestly do not think that it will. Of course I want to consult our immigration attorney, but thought I would put this out to you all to see if there are special factors I need to consider when terming an
H1B. This is our first and only H1B EE, so am operating in uncharted waters.
Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: ACA COMPLIANCE
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:02 PM
Seri Johnson
Call Cynthia Kerr - Sanity Director located in Texas - 540-312-9555. Tell her Seri Johnson sent you! She is amazing and can help.
-----------------------------Seri Johnson
Human Resources Manager
Anchor Paper Company
Saint Paul MN
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: ACA COMPLIANCE
_
â€‹â€‹
Good Morning! I am a department one. We are growing quickly, though, so help is on the horizon. I am needing a good ACA Compliance Consultant in the West Texas area. Will anyone
recommend anyone 1. that is local or 2. that is in Texas? I am needing this information quickly since we do things pretty quickly around here. I needed it yesterday at noon. Due to technical
difficulties [which we are looking to remedy with a new HR/Payroll Software (any recommendations?)], I have a few more hours. Thank you so much for your help!
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previous next

328.

Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:25 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I should have elaborated a bit more, since this is my fist time here and trying not to actually finger point. However, the payroll person reports to HR. Currently there are many issues with taxes,
(person lives in NY, but paying Jersey, MD taxes in which, payroll states to the employees "I don't do taxes" HR takes the brunt of the blame. the payroll person refuses to check HR's entries as well
as when I started I requested a payroll register (quick-view) report before payroll is submitted to review and make corrections beforehand as to avoid errors and, I was told that's not the way we do
things here!! Payroll turns on and off employees in SAP which I don't think she/he should touch the HRIS database. I requested nightly idocs, and well its again stated "that's not how we do things
here". it almost seems that the HR manager is afraid of the HR person as payroll leaves early, comes in late or only works 20 hrs for a 40 hour work week. Well I'm venting, enough of this on my
end. Thanks for your input.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_

our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues
and incorrect reportingâ€‹
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 11:38

Who does payroll report to? How are they able to refuse to make changes that pertain to payroll if that person is the payroll administrator? If you cannot change that, in other words if the payroll
person is not being managed, then I would take care of making the tax changes so that employees are paid accurately. There's no liability beyond just ensuring you have someone audit the changes
you make for accuracy. Payroll can be in HR so it's not clearly a Finance function. But it sounds like you have a bigger problem than just this if the payroll person is able to pick and choose what
payroll related items he/she will do.
AJ
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
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incorrect reportingâ€‹

top
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previous next
Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 12:26 PM
Sarah Chittim
â€‹
Who enters new employee into the payroll system? Every place I've ever worked the payroll coordinator entered in the taxes deductions, it comes out of their paycheck the 2 go together....
Ask probing questions, get to bottom of this, did they use to do it in the past? are they themselves a new employee? who do they report to?
there should always be a checks and balances with payroll processing, someone other then the person who enters the info should verify it done correctly.
-----------------------------Sarah
Human Resource Director
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹
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Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:28 PM
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Anonymous
_
â€‹
thank you for your input!
finger pointing maybe, texting a buddy, if you say so!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
I am HR and Payroll so here I am responsible for all changes in the system.
If I read your post correctly (it kind of reads like a text to a buddy), you'd prefer it if the payroll department handles tax withholding changes. I don't think there's a right way or a wrong way when it
comes to this.
Why don't they think they are responsible for entering these changes? Perhaps they've been instructed that these changes should be entered in via the HR portal of the payroll system.
Explore the actual issue. Determine some solutions and discuss. Don't go in all finger pointing. Come up with options.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹
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Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 1:05 PM
Anonymous
_
Whenever there is a problem with someones paycheck it becomes a moment to throw payroll and or HR under the bus. My personal opinion both parties are wasting time pointing the finger at each
other and not enough time resolving the issues.
Meet with your manager and explain that the current way you are doing business is not working. Whichever department is entering the employee in the system should be the one entering the tax
deductions. Since you are working with employees who may potentially work in different states you need to know before hand this information so that when entering the person you enter the right
information and don't spend time later on correcting information which is not realized until the person has received their paycheck. I never knew that some states W2 forms are different. Also, HR
should be the only one terminating the person in the system. It seems as if the policies in place currently are outdated and need to be revised.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:25
From: Sarah Chittim
Subject: payroll vs HR
â€‹
Who enters new employee into the payroll system? Every place I've ever worked the payroll coordinator entered in the taxes deductions, it comes out of their paycheck the 2 go together....
Ask probing questions, get to bottom of this, did they use to do it in the past? are they themselves a new employee? who do they report to?
there should always be a checks and balances with payroll processing, someone other then the person who enters the info should verify it done correctly.
-----------------------------Sarah
Human Resource Director
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹
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Re: payroll vs HR
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 2:50 PM
Shannon McClure
In our company Payroll reports to HR. It is the responsibility of my payroll department to handle any changes that would need to happen through payroll. Address changes, tax changes, anything that
would relate to the employee information. I have an online form that populates a spreadsheet, and my payroll team checks those each week before entering the payroll. I can't imagine why payroll
would refuse to enter that type of information?
-----------------------------Shannon McClure
Director of Human Resources
Multi-State, Headquartered in Virginia
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹
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previous next
Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:23 PM
Anonymous

_
I do both HR/PR right now so it's not an issue. But when we had an HR person and I did just the PR. She would forward me all the paperwork and I would enter all the info in the system. I
preferred it that way. Too many people going in to make changes can end up in a mess.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹

top
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previous next
Re: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:12 PM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't think the answer is in the plan document since they haven't implemented this change yet. The ER match would ideally & typically be for active employees who have met the eligibility
criteria (such as minimum number of mos or yrs of service) which IS in your plan document, but the matching would not be retroactive. My former ER had no waiting period for the match, my
current ER used to have a 1 yr waiting period, now it's immediate.
HRinVA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
_
Check your plan document.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:29
From: Anonymous
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Subject: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
_
Our company is preparing to issue a 401 (k) Discretionary Match, I was asked if former employees, who are no longer with the company, are entitled to a match or if we are legally required to
provide it, I'm reaching out to our plan administrator but was curious what others thought.

top

previous next

335.

Re: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:51 PM
Anonymous

_

I wouldn't think the answer is in the plan document since they haven't implemented this change yet. The ER match would ideally & typically be for active employees who have met the
eligibility criteria (such as minimum number of mos or yrs of service) which IS in your plan document, but the matching would not be retroactive. My former ER had no waiting period for
the match, my current ER used to have a 1 yr waiting period, now it's immediate.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 13:11

It must be in the plan document if this is a qualified retirement plan. There are strict rules about managing and administering qualified plans and the provisions for each plan are detailed in the plan
document. Some employers give an end-of-the-year one time discretionary match - but it must be described as an eligible contribution in the plan document or the plan risks losing its qualified status.
And yes matching can be retroactive in that case.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
_
I wouldn't think the answer is in the plan document since they haven't implemented this change yet. The ER match would ideally & typically be for active employees who have met the eligibility
criteria (such as minimum number of mos or yrs of service) which IS in your plan document, but the matching would not be retroactive. My former ER had no waiting period for the match, my
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current ER used to have a 1 yr waiting period, now it's immediate.
HRinVA
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
_
Check your plan document.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
_
Our company is preparing to issue a 401 (k) Discretionary Match, I was asked if former employees, who are no longer with the company, are entitled to a match or if we are legally required to
provide it, I'm reaching out to our plan administrator but was curious what others thought.
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previous next
Re: Employee background checks
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:52 PM
Rachel Arnold
Are they requiring fingerprinting to be completed? I worked for a background check company for about 5 years so depending on what you need I can definitely help point you in the right direction.
-----------------------------Rachel Arnold
Sales Administration Manager
Oasis International
Columbus OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-15-2018 11:25
From: Valerie Waller
Subject: Employee background checks
Good Morning,
The VP of Operations has just asked me to find out about some places to get background checks on our new employees. They used someone in the past but it was to costly, we are a small national
general contractor who hires Job supervisors from many states ans send them for 3 to 4 months to a job site, usually in a different state.. Most of them never make it to the NJ office and I will never
meet. we only have 25 in our company presently and may hire around 5 people a year. Anyone have an idea for a low cost answer? I have signed up for Social Security check, but that just says the
Social security number is valid and they are allowed to work.
We use ADP for our PR they have a background check service. Anyone know if its any good?
-----------------------------Valerie Waller
HR/Bookkeeper
James Agresta Carpentry Inc
Hackensack NJ
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Employee background checks
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 2:22 PM
Valerie Waller
They are Job Supervisors for retail construction. We remodel the stores in malls. we are a national company, its very common to hire in Oregon and the super would work in about 4 month
assignments in Texas for instance. I'm in NJ, I may never meet any of the supers unless they are in NJ for a specific reason. The owner is in CA. He interviews on the phone and makes the decision
based on their resume. I then send out paperwork, I-9 W-4 Direct deposit etc. The I-9 is filled out by the owner, he travels to the job site and gets the signatures.
My boss is looking to make sure of the criminal activity. these guys have keys to malls, work nights etc. We have hired people with records and have been fine, but right now we are flying blind. So
we need criminal records. We don't require finger printing.
-----------------------------Valerie Waller
HR/Bookkeeper
James Agresta Carpentry Inc
Hackensack NJ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee background checks
_
What are these people doing? What are the job functions you hire for? How long is the search for, i.e., 7 years of address, 10 years of address, as far back as 18? How thorough do you want it to be?
All of these would factor in your cost. I worked in staffing and one of our clients wanted to say we run background checks but really didn't care about we find because it is a chicken processing
plant. So we send the applicants to the nearest police station and the station would give them a report for $5.00. When we place these individuals in other workplaces, we actually run real checks and
we'd find some jaw dropping stuff. In my experience SterlingBackcheck is the most thorough and accurate.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:25
From: Valerie Waller
Subject: Employee background checks
Good Morning,
The VP of Operations has just asked me to find out about some places to get background checks on our new employees. They used someone in the past but it was to costly, we are a small national
general contractor who hires Job supervisors from many states ans send them for 3 to 4 months to a job site, usually in a different state.. Most of them never make it to the NJ office and I will never
meet. we only have 25 in our company presently and may hire around 5 people a year. Anyone have an idea for a low cost answer? I have signed up for Social Security check, but that just says the
Social security number is valid and they are allowed to work.
We use ADP for our PR they have a background check service. Anyone know if its any good?
-----------------------------Valerie Waller
HR/Bookkeeper
James Agresta Carpentry Inc
Hackensack NJ
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:37 PM
Sarah Chittim

I'll answer as if non-exempt
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Reply to Sender

(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
â€‹
Why are they calling you if he isn't working?
if he's answering emails and phone calls away from work and you don't want him to, you can block access, take away company cell phone. You might even have a electronic policy that he is breaking
by responding to emails and using outside server putting company at risk.
since there has been verbal conversation about not performing work off clock then I would do corrective action. and document everything going back to dates he was told not to work. (a possibility is
he could claim that wasn't paid for work done outside normal business hours possibly being owed OT if (non-exempt).
Do you have a code of Conduct? possibly violating that
If he is exempt- write him up asap. Final, next one is termination. If employees calling him for medical issues he's putting lives at risk by being impaired and giving orders.
-----------------------------Sarah
Human Resource Director
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.
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Re: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:07 PM
Kayleigh Karppinen
....and if non-exempt, they must be compensated for time worked regardless of if it's during regularly scheduled hours. Therefore, they would be doing compensated work while intoxicated, which
should be addressed from a performance management standpoint.
The ability to check emails remotely/while off the clock has definitely complicated matters in the workplace but as the employer, you must set a firm line on if your employees are allowed to check in
during their personal time (don't want to run too much OT if they're non-exempt/aid your employees in creating work-life balance) and set a firm line on doing so while one is clearly on personal
time/while engaging in drinking/etc.
-----------------------------Kayleigh Karppinen
HR Generalist II
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Is this an exempt employee?
If he's willingly handling work during non-work hours, and there are performance or conduct concerns related to the way he's handling that work, you can and absolutely should address it.
Think about it like this: If you had a salesperson calling your customers drunk when he's off on a Saturday and you received concerns from customers that he's been calling them drunk on weekends,
would you let it fly?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
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This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.

top
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previous next
Re: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:26 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Exempt or Non-Exempt, address it ASAP. If he is in a position of authority, is relied upon to "manage" / make decisions, and he is in this state, he is a liability!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:36
From: Sarah Chittim
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
I'll answer as if non-exempt
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
â€‹
Why are they calling you if he isn't working?
if he's answering emails and phone calls away from work and you don't want him to, you can block access, take away company cell phone. You might even have a electronic policy that he is breaking
by responding to emails and using outside server putting company at risk.
since there has been verbal conversation about not performing work off clock then I would do corrective action. and document everything going back to dates he was told not to work. (a possibility is
he could claim that wasn't paid for work done outside normal business hours possibly being owed OT if (non-exempt).
Do you have a code of Conduct? possibly violating that
If he is exempt- write him up asap. Final, next one is termination. If employees calling him for medical issues he's putting lives at risk by being impaired and giving orders.
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-----------------------------Sarah
Human Resource Director
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.
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previous next
Re: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:06 PM
Anonymous

_
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As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next
person. This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift,
and obviously somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something th
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 11:24

He is handling work matters and representing your company while being intoxicated and he needs to stop. Regardless if he is exempt or non-exempt he should not be "working" under the influence.
Do you have a policy for this?
What he does on his own time does not matter, but if he is drunk while responding phone calls on your company's behalf, it does matter.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.
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Re: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 4:38 PM
Anonymous
_
What does your drug and alcohol policy state? Is there any reference to not taking calls/performing work if intoxicated?
And what does your handbook say about professionalism, expectations, prohibited conduct, cell phone policy (if provided or stipend), or even ethics?
I am sure taking these policies into consideration (hoping you have them), that this manager has violated one or more policies, so the next course of action is to issue some type of discipline. In this
situation I would say a written warning with repeated behavior up to and including termination.
I know in the firefighter/EMT world, employees don't take calls if they have been consuming. There needs to be a clear understanding, and maybe a new policy needs to be considered, to implement
this process so lives are not at stake.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.
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previous next

343.

Re: FMLA Question - Back Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Did he get a release to full duty? If so and you are talking about a day and I half, I would designate without additional cert. Monitor future frequencies and if they increase, recertify then.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Question - Back Issues
_
An employee is covered 1 time per 6 months for up to 3 days for back spasms. Employee fell on the ice at home yesterday and missed part of yesterday and today because his back hurts. Would this
fall under FMLA? Or would it be different because it was due to a fall?
Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA Question - Back Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:28 PM
Anonymous

_
This is a new issues.
Just like if I had FMLA to care for a parent and then I needed FMLA because I had surgery.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-15-2018 11:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Question - Back Issues
_
Did he get a release to full duty? If so and you are talking about a day and I half, I would designate without additional cert. Monitor future frequencies and if they increase, recertify then.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Question - Back Issues
_
An employee is covered 1 time per 6 months for up to 3 days for back spasms. Employee fell on the ice at home yesterday and missed part of yesterday and today because his back hurts. Would this
fall under FMLA? Or would it be different because it was due to a fall?
Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: HRIS Systems
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:14 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
although Bamboo HR is great, and a bit pricey for all the perks, it doesn't work with time keeping. Since I am an avid user of SAP HRIS systems, I find that it works great with Kronos. Has your
company thought of the SAP/ADP HRIS and payroll?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS Systems
_
Hi guys, my company has almost 200 employees. We are currently looking for a new HRIS and Payroll system (preferably all-in-one). ADP, Namely, EPAY systems, Payroll Network, Kronos, and
Ultipro are all out for us. We are still looking into Paychex and BambooHR. We would love BambooHR, but they don't have a time keeping system. Could anyone provide other systems or pro's and
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con's of Paychex and BambooHR?
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previous next
Re: HRIS Systems
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 12:54 PM
Weston Townsend
â€‹
I know this isn't very helpful but I was told by someone who uses Paychex that it works for a very small company but probably isn't the best suit for a company of around 200. Not sure why they
had said that. We have around 200 employees and we are moving from ADP to Ultipro.
-----------------------------Weston Townsend
Univ Of Texas Arlington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS Systems
_
Hi guys, my company has almost 200 employees. We are currently looking for a new HRIS and Payroll system (preferably all-in-one). ADP, Namely, EPAY systems, Payroll Network, Kronos, and
Ultipro are all out for us. We are still looking into Paychex and BambooHR. We would love BambooHR, but they don't have a time keeping system. Could anyone provide other systems or pro's and
con's of Paychex and BambooHR?
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Re: HRIS Systems
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:27 PM
Michael Calhoon
I recommend PlanSource.
The company can integrate their HRIS (they now call it an HRM system) and their Bene Admin system better than any I've seen.
As a former large insurance company employee, I had experience with just about all vendors in this space. I am confident in saying than none are better.
-----------------------------Michael Calhoon
Principal
Insurvis, LLC
Saint Louis MO
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS Systems
_
Hi guys, my company has almost 200 employees. We are currently looking for a new HRIS and Payroll system (preferably all-in-one). ADP, Namely, EPAY systems, Payroll Network, Kronos, and
Ultipro are all out for us. We are still looking into Paychex and BambooHR. We would love BambooHR, but they don't have a time keeping system. Could anyone provide other systems or pro's and
con's of Paychex and BambooHR?
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previous next
Re: HRIS Systems
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:31 PM
Anonymous

_
We use PayChex and it is clear we are one of their biggest users. We will be moving from PayChex. I do not recommend it.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS Systems
_
Hi guys, my company has almost 200 employees. We are currently looking for a new HRIS and Payroll system (preferably all-in-one). ADP, Namely, EPAY systems, Payroll Network, Kronos, and
Ultipro are all out for us. We are still looking into Paychex and BambooHR. We would love BambooHR, but they don't have a time keeping system. Could anyone provide other systems or pro's and
con's of Paychex and BambooHR?

top
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previous next
Re: HRIS Systems
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:02 AM
Christopher McDonough
We went with Bamboo, but my second choice was Kronos. I'd go that route because of your timekeeping.
-----------------------------C. McDonough
NJ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS Systems
_
Hi guys, my company has almost 200 employees. We are currently looking for a new HRIS and Payroll system (preferably all-in-one). ADP, Namely, EPAY systems, Payroll Network, Kronos, and
Ultipro are all out for us. We are still looking into Paychex and BambooHR. We would love BambooHR, but they don't have a time keeping system. Could anyone provide other systems or pro's and
con's of Paychex and BambooHR?
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previous next
Re: HRIS Systems
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:44 AM
Anonymous

_
Does PlanSource have a timekeeping system? Around how much will this system cost for 200 employees? It looks like a great system!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:26
From: Michael Calhoon
Subject: HRIS Systems
I recommend PlanSource.
The company can integrate their HRIS (they now call it an HRM system) and their Bene Admin system better than any I've seen.
As a former large insurance company employee, I had experience with just about all vendors in this space. I am confident in saying than none are better.
-----------------------------Michael Calhoon
Principal
Insurvis, LLC
Saint Louis MO
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS Systems
_
Hi guys, my company has almost 200 employees. We are currently looking for a new HRIS and Payroll system (preferably all-in-one). ADP, Namely, EPAY systems, Payroll Network, Kronos, and
Ultipro are all out for us. We are still looking into Paychex and BambooHR. We would love BambooHR, but they don't have a time keeping system. Could anyone provide other systems or pro's and
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con's of Paychex and BambooHR?
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previous next
Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 12:00 PM
Lisa Sonne
Most Converse shoes that I have seen ARE athletic shoes. I have seen steel toe shoes and non-slip shoes made by Converse for specific industry needs though, so I guess we would need to know if
the Converse were those types of shoes.
That being said, I do agree that the manager should at least have a documented conversation with the screaming employee, stating that conversation between the manager and other employees would
not and will not be something he shares with her, but that her current behavior is inappropriate. Let her know that he will discuss her concerns rationally with her if she still feels the need, but
screaming and yelling will end any further conversation and possibly lead to disciplinary action for disruptive behavior
-----------------------------Lisa Sonne
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:55
From: Dianna Schell
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
I would not tolerate any employee yelling at another employee regardless of management level. To me, there is no room in the workplace for that type of behavior. Disagreements, yes - they should
be professional discussions. Yelling - absolutely not. Do you have anything in your handbook about conduct? We have a section titled "Standards of Conduct" which states "Each employee has an
obligation to observe and follow the company's policies an to maintain proper standards of conduct at all times". Later in this section it also talks about harassment, physical violence, etc. Sadly
sometimes this type of behavior can escalate. Behavior like that can create a hostile work environment for some people. Even if not a written warning, I would at least have a discussion that it is
unacceptable. If it happens again, it should be written.
-----------------------------Dianna [S.]
Ambler PA
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.

top
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previous next
Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:18 PM
Anonymous

_
OP hereThank you all for your input. Maybe I AM being too harsh. Maybe our dress code IS being interpreted how we want and we picking and choosing what we address. I did not see it this way until
now.
When it comes to the yelling- this employee has done this on several occasions, using all sorts of language, in person and through email. She has a very negative attitude and is CONSTANTLY
bringing up issues that are quite obviously not an issue and not a concern of hers. She is constantly the center of gossip and is a hot spot for the department. Please keep in mind it seems like I just
don't like this person. But before I was in the position I have now, she was one of my close "at work" friends. She was helpful, insightful, positive, always bringing everybody up. But that has
definitely changed. Maybe that is why I jumped straight to a write up and looking at all the input, that would have been too harsh because it hasn't been addressed before. Also, she has never been in
trouble for her attire at any point.
When it comes to the shoes- our office has a very casual environment, professional but casual. Jeans, dressy sandals, and Sperry's are all allowed. We have never addressed anybody wearing
Converse as we don't consider it an athletic shoe. I consider an athletic shoe anything you would go work out or run in. Maybe it is time to revisit our dress code and make it more specific. The
issue that the previous HR manager ran into was she just couldn't nail down every specific attire choice. How do you phrase besides the "no athletic shoes" so its less general but only rules out
running/gym shoes?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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previous next
Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous

_
OP againAlso I am being close minded to think that EVERYBODY sees Chuck Taylor's the same way I do- causing confusion on "athletic" shoes.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
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_
OP hereThank you all for your input. Maybe I AM being too harsh. Maybe our dress code IS being interpreted how we want and we picking and choosing what we address. I did not see it this way until
now.
When it comes to the yelling- this employee has done this on several occasions, using all sorts of language, in person and through email. She has a very negative attitude and is CONSTANTLY
bringing up issues that are quite obviously not an issue and not a concern of hers. She is constantly the center of gossip and is a hot spot for the department. Please keep in mind it seems like I just
don't like this person. But before I was in the position I have now, she was one of my close "at work" friends. She was helpful, insightful, positive, always bringing everybody up. But that has
definitely changed. Maybe that is why I jumped straight to a write up and looking at all the input, that would have been too harsh because it hasn't been addressed before. Also, she has never been in
trouble for her attire at any point.
When it comes to the shoes- our office has a very casual environment, professional but casual. Jeans, dressy sandals, and Sperry's are all allowed. We have never addressed anybody wearing
Converse as we don't consider it an athletic shoe. I consider an athletic shoe anything you would go work out or run in. Maybe it is time to revisit our dress code and make it more specific. The
issue that the previous HR manager ran into was she just couldn't nail down every specific attire choice. How do you phrase besides the "no athletic shoes" so its less general but only rules out
running/gym shoes?

Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 12:38 PM
Anonymous
_
It seems like you need to specify in your dress code which types of shoes are not permitted: "While casual shoes are permitted, athletic sneakers are not.. including, but not limited to, running shoes,
training shoes, etc.".
Personally, I don't find anything less professional about someone wearing New Balance running shoes compared to Chuck Taylors, but maybe that's just me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
OP hereThank you all for your input. Maybe I AM being too harsh. Maybe our dress code IS being interpreted how we want and we picking and choosing what we address. I did not see it this way until
now.
When it comes to the yelling- this employee has done this on several occasions, using all sorts of language, in person and through email. She has a very negative attitude and is CONSTANTLY
bringing up issues that are quite obviously not an issue and not a concern of hers. She is constantly the center of gossip and is a hot spot for the department. Please keep in mind it seems like I just
don't like this person. But before I was in the position I have now, she was one of my close "at work" friends. She was helpful, insightful, positive, always bringing everybody up. But that has
definitely changed. Maybe that is why I jumped straight to a write up and looking at all the input, that would have been too harsh because it hasn't been addressed before. Also, she has never been in
trouble for her attire at any point.
When it comes to the shoes- our office has a very casual environment, professional but casual. Jeans, dressy sandals, and Sperry's are all allowed. We have never addressed anybody wearing
Converse as we don't consider it an athletic shoe. I consider an athletic shoe anything you would go work out or run in. Maybe it is time to revisit our dress code and make it more specific. The
issue that the previous HR manager ran into was she just couldn't nail down every specific attire choice. How do you phrase besides the "no athletic shoes" so its less general but only rules out
running/gym shoes?

Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
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it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.

top
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previous next
Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:54 PM
Anonymous

_
Like another poster said, is this the norm for this employee? If not, consider the possibility that there may be a larger issue. For example, is it really this one perceived dress code violation that led the
employee to behave unprofessionally, or was it the proverbial straw that broke the camel's back? Meaning, is the employee frustrated with the manager consistently not addressing issues in the
workplace? I bring this up because the best way to lose high performing employees is to not deal with the low performing employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
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continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.

top

previous next

356.

Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 3:04 PM
Roberta Weingarten

When it comes to the yelling- this employee has done this on several occasions, using all sorts of language, in person and through email. She has a very negative attitude and is
CONSTANTLY bringing up issues that are quite obviously not an issue and not a concern of hers.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 12:17

But before I was in the position I have now, she was one of my close "at work" friends. She was helpful, insightful, positive, always bringing everybody up. But that has definitely changed.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 12:17

OP, you've shown a pretty sharp contrast in her behavior. Have you ever just sat and talked to her and asked what's changed...as her friend? You've got an opportunity here to help her turn things
around so she's the person you remember her being.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
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OP hereThank you all for your input. Maybe I AM being too harsh. Maybe our dress code IS being interpreted how we want and we picking and choosing what we address. I did not see it this way until
now.
When it comes to the yelling- this employee has done this on several occasions, using all sorts of language, in person and through email. She has a very negative attitude and is CONSTANTLY
bringing up issues that are quite obviously not an issue and not a concern of hers. She is constantly the center of gossip and is a hot spot for the department. Please keep in mind it seems like I just
don't like this person. But before I was in the position I have now, she was one of my close "at work" friends. She was helpful, insightful, positive, always bringing everybody up. But that has
definitely changed. Maybe that is why I jumped straight to a write up and looking at all the input, that would have been too harsh because it hasn't been addressed before. Also, she has never been in
trouble for her attire at any point.
When it comes to the shoes- our office has a very casual environment, professional but casual. Jeans, dressy sandals, and Sperry's are all allowed. We have never addressed anybody wearing
Converse as we don't consider it an athletic shoe. I consider an athletic shoe anything you would go work out or run in. Maybe it is time to revisit our dress code and make it more specific. The
issue that the previous HR manager ran into was she just couldn't nail down every specific attire choice. How do you phrase besides the "no athletic shoes" so its less general but only rules out
running/gym shoes?

Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:33 PM
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Anonymous
_
The good news is that you are not the problem.
The bad news is that you have a much more difficult problem - ineffective managers.
What you described would never happen in an environment where the manager is consistent and respected.
Good luck.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.

top
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Re: Personal Advice - Accomodation
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:59 PM
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Reply to Sender

Stephanie Hines
Do you have a policy on your handbook about ADA Compliance and/or reasonable accommodations. I know ours states that we will accept requests and review them to go over the employee's
limitations and the potential reasonable accommodation. We also note that we are not required to make the best possible accommodation if it should place the organization in an undue hardship.
We had an employee ask if she was allowed to order her own adjustable desk (she wasn't sure how we felt about her bringing in outside furniture). I recommended that she write a formal request for
accommodation and show us what it was she wanted. She got a desk top adjustable desk for under $200 from Amazon. Subsequently, we decided to offer every staff member an adjustable desk and
purchased one of two models for everyone who wanted them. There are lots of different options out there in LOTS of different price ranges.
It doesn't hurt to ask and I definitely recommend including documentation from your doctor with his recommendation.
-----------------------------Stephanie Hines
Office Manager and Human Resources Coordinator
AIUM
Laurel MD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personal Advice - Accomodation
_
I am 33 years old and have scoliosis. It is something I have always been going to the chiropractor for. Recently, my right arm has been going numb and I get a kink in my upper back/neck that makes
it hurt to move. I also went through PT for a hip issue related to scoliosis.
I went to the chiropractor yesterday and he suggested I get a standing desk. I joked with him that this would only be possible if I purchased one myself.
I work for a small company, and one of the owners is always finding the cheapest thing... Most desks here are ones they had in their old houses or ones they find at second-hand stores. I was lucky
enough to spend 2 days with her shopping for mine about 4 years ago and it is from Staples. Throughout the years I have been working on making it more ergonomically correct hoping that would
help.
I used to have a laptop to use but now have a monitor. I purchased a keyboard holder and had maintenance install it for me (after the owner found the cheaper version of what I asked for) and it is
always breaking. I had a stack of books holding up my monitor until they recently splurged to buy me a metal one.
Anyways. I would love a standing desk. I am constantly getting up to file things and I feel it would help my hip, neck, and back. However, I am scared to ask for this and I am not sure if I should
mention it was recommended to me.
I am not looking for "suck it up and ask" messages. Just wondering if anyone has been in a similar situation and can offer me a way to gently ask for this without getting the hate that often comes with
requests.
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previous next
Re: Personal Advice - Accomodation
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:46 PM
Anonymous

_
What's your headcount?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personal Advice - Accomodation
_
I am 33 years old and have scoliosis. It is something I have always been going to the chiropractor for. Recently, my right arm has been going numb and I get a kink in my upper back/neck that makes
it hurt to move. I also went through PT for a hip issue related to scoliosis.
I went to the chiropractor yesterday and he suggested I get a standing desk. I joked with him that this would only be possible if I purchased one myself.
I work for a small company, and one of the owners is always finding the cheapest thing... Most desks here are ones they had in their old houses or ones they find at second-hand stores. I was lucky
enough to spend 2 days with her shopping for mine about 4 years ago and it is from Staples. Throughout the years I have been working on making it more ergonomically correct hoping that would
help.
I used to have a laptop to use but now have a monitor. I purchased a keyboard holder and had maintenance install it for me (after the owner found the cheaper version of what I asked for) and it is
always breaking. I had a stack of books holding up my monitor until they recently splurged to buy me a metal one.
Anyways. I would love a standing desk. I am constantly getting up to file things and I feel it would help my hip, neck, and back. However, I am scared to ask for this and I am not sure if I should
mention it was recommended to me.
I am not looking for "suck it up and ask" messages. Just wondering if anyone has been in a similar situation and can offer me a way to gently ask for this without getting the hate that often comes with
requests.
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top
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previous next
Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:03 PM
Anonymous

_
Same questions - what was the intent of the posting and if there was a complaint what was the nature of the complaint?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!
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Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:20 PM
Anonymous
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_
Is Rebecca the OP or someone making an assumption?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:18
From: Rebecca Stinson
Subject: Employee's hours
The Supervisor just posted this one particular employee's hours because he didn't make his 40. I'm assuming it was to shame him..
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Did the supervisor post a schedule or just this particular employee's hours? If just the one, what was the purpose?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!
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Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:25 PM
Anonymous

_
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Did you actually ask the manager why the hours were posted? Maybe the manager wanted to verify hours, though not sure why he wouldn't just ask? Maybe it was to shame?
Personally, I don't think it was good idea to post just one person's hours, without context --was it to shame (no way) or just get info (not a big deal, but better way to handle) For what ever reason, it's
not illegal as far as I can tell.
The Supervisor just posted this one particular employee's hours because he didn't make his 40. I'm assuming it was to shame him..
Rebecca Stinson, 02-15-2018 12:18

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:18
From: Rebecca Stinson
Subject: Employee's hours
The Supervisor just posted this one particular employee's hours because he didn't make his 40. I'm assuming it was to shame him..
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Did the supervisor post a schedule or just this particular employee's hours? If just the one, what was the purpose?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!
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Feb 15, 2018 12:26 PM
Anonymous
_
I'm assuming the intent to just post this one employee's hours worked to shame him. And the employee did make a complaint to me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Same questions - what was the intent of the posting and if there was a complaint what was the nature of the complaint?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:29 PM
Anonymous
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_
If the intent was to SHAME the employee for not working 40 hours,your supervisor needs some work. If the employee has attendance issues, then manage the issues. I would say it is a bad practice,
however not a violation of anything.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!

top

previous next

365.

Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:32 PM
Anonymous

_
Stop assuming, you need to investigate the complaint BEFORE you take action if anything, you need to ask the manager why the hours were posted.
I'm assuming the intent to just post this one employee's hours worked to shame him. And the employee did make a complaint to me.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 12:25

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:25
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
I'm assuming the intent to just post this one employee's hours worked to shame him. And the employee did make a complaint to me.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Same questions - what was the intent of the posting and if there was a complaint what was the nature of the complaint?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 3:22 PM
Ashley Rohner
Agree with most above me -- it is certainly cause for concern if the tactic is to shame the employee.
Of course posting a schedule is not anything abnormal, but I have actually never heard of a supervisor or manager posting the number of hours for which any given employee was paid. That just
seems... unnecessary, for lack of a better word. If your employees have access to an online portal or if they receive digital/paper check stubs I don't see the need for the public display.
If I put myself in the employee's shoes, I can easily imagine being annoyed at this. Even though it isn't anything that one might generally consider "personal," it is still information that other
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employees would not normally see. It might give the impression that Employee X is not working as hard as Employee Y, for instance. It could instigate jokes or questions that the employee does not
want to entertain or answer.
-----------------------------Ashley Rohner
Human Resources Manager
Presonus Audio Electronics
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Managing More Than One Function - What's Your Title?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:57 PM
Shannon McClure

I concur, "Operations" doesn't imply finance, it implies the "operations" which is what you do!
-----------------------------Shannon McClure
Director of Human Resources
Multi-State, Headquartered in Virginia
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Managing More Than One Function - What's Your Title?
_
Operations Manager.
I don't see "operations" as pertaining to finance.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:05
From: Lauren Lefkowitz
Subject: Managing More Than One Function - What's Your Title?

I lead/manage an HR department of one for my organization, but I also manage the people who manage facilities and office operations, as well as conferences/meetings, and I am often pulled into ad
hoc projects to team lead or partner. For those of you who manage multiple functions, what is your job title? Is it just Human Resources? Human Resources and ____________?
I've discussed ...and Office Services or ...and Administrative Services, but that's not really representative, and ...and Operations implies I oversee Finance, which I don't.
I would love to hear how you've handled this in your companies/organizations.
Thanks for your input!
Lauren

-----------------------------Lauren Lefkowitz SHRM-SCP SPHR
VP, Human Resources & Training
Pulmonary Hypertension Association
Silver Spring MD
laurenl@phassociation.org
240-485-3802
------------------------------
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Re: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:08 PM
Jamie Wideman
Zero budget here too. I get approval before spending any money.
-----------------------------Jamie Wideman
Human Resources Manager
Peter-Lacke USA
Troy MI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
_
I do all of our company's recruiting and I wanted to find out what our recruiting budget was so I can utilize some new tools to gain some leverage and explore other avenues for bringing in new talent.
I was told that we "technically" don't have one. There is an overall budget, but it's not specific, nor is it really followed, therefore I should just be mindful of my spending. Has anyone else
experienced this?
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previous next
Re: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:33 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I came from organizations that follow a budget. When I took my role at my now job, I was told we have no budget. Anytime I needed something, I ask for approval and justify my spending. It's
always a yes or no from the owners.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
_
I do all of our company's recruiting and I wanted to find out what our recruiting budget was so I can utilize some new tools to gain some leverage and explore other avenues for bringing in new talent.
I was told that we "technically" don't have one. There is an overall budget, but it's not specific, nor is it really followed, therefore I should just be mindful of my spending. Has anyone else
experienced this?
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Re: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 10:07 AM
Christopher McDonough
No budget. No problems. I get three prices and submit for approval.
-----------------------------C. McDonough
NJ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
_
I do all of our company's recruiting and I wanted to find out what our recruiting budget was so I can utilize some new tools to gain some leverage and explore other avenues for bringing in new talent.
I was told that we "technically" don't have one. There is an overall budget, but it's not specific, nor is it really followed, therefore I should just be mindful of my spending. Has anyone else
experienced this?
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Re: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:22 AM
Anonymous

_
No Budget here. I just report on what I am spending and why to CFO. I keep track of expenses just in case there are questions or if someone eventually wants me to create a budget.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
_
I do all of our company's recruiting and I wanted to find out what our recruiting budget was so I can utilize some new tools to gain some leverage and explore other avenues for bringing in new talent.
I was told that we "technically" don't have one. There is an overall budget, but it's not specific, nor is it really followed, therefore I should just be mindful of my spending. Has anyone else
experienced this?
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previous next
Re: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:09 PM
Anonymous

_
Each of our departments handle the birthdays within their own departments. Each department does their own thing and if there are any leftover goodies (if that's what they decide to do) they're put in
the kitchen for everyone to enjoy once their department celebration is over. Baby showers and Bridal showers are usually spearheaded by a person's department and/or the person they're most close
with in the office. They are celebrated as a company wide thing and we encourage everyone to attend/participate. I handle bereavement/sympathy/get well gifts/flowers. Those things are sent from
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our organization as a whole.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
_
I am new to a company as their first HR manager.
This company is very generous when it comes to birthdays and other life events. As soon as I started they told me that Marketing handles birthday cards, and bereavement flower arrangements etc.
but they wanted it to fall under HR. By they, I mean the employees that are currently handling it. I told them I would not mind, but I need to settle in and was not comfortable buying personal cards
fro people I do not know yet and did not have a company card.
I have never in my HR career handled this and I really do not want to do it. Especially after I wrote up one person and by coincidence, he did not get a gift card with his birthday card and thought it
was me who decided not to give him one. In reality one of the managers gave him the birthday care without checking with accounting who had the gift card. One of the marketing assistants went on
a rant this morning that she and the other marketing person are "too busy" to do this and it needs to come off their plate. This person was the executive assistant before and somethings have not come
off her plate.
We will be hiring an executive assistant in July and based on my experience are the people that handle these types of things.
Am I right? should I be doing this? I did previously ask her to be patient as we hire the executive assistant. I am also crazy busy and annoyed by this.
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previous next
Re: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:40 PM
Anonymous

_
In my last company, I coordinated birthday and anniversary cards, and the bereavement flowers/charity donation.
At my current company I also handle the bereavement. And I send out company-wide emails for birthdays and anniversaries. Each month, I BCC anyone with a birthday listed that month and give
them the option to opt out of the company-wide email. Not everyone likes to have their birthday celebrated, and the reason doesn't matter to me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
_
I am new to a company as their first HR manager.
This company is very generous when it comes to birthdays and other life events. As soon as I started they told me that Marketing handles birthday cards, and bereavement flower arrangements etc.
but they wanted it to fall under HR. By they, I mean the employees that are currently handling it. I told them I would not mind, but I need to settle in and was not comfortable buying personal cards
fro people I do not know yet and did not have a company card.
I have never in my HR career handled this and I really do not want to do it. Especially after I wrote up one person and by coincidence, he did not get a gift card with his birthday card and thought it
was me who decided not to give him one. In reality one of the managers gave him the birthday care without checking with accounting who had the gift card. One of the marketing assistants went on
a rant this morning that she and the other marketing person are "too busy" to do this and it needs to come off their plate. This person was the executive assistant before and somethings have not come
off her plate.
We will be hiring an executive assistant in July and based on my experience are the people that handle these types of things.
Am I right? should I be doing this? I did previously ask her to be patient as we hire the executive assistant. I am also crazy busy and annoyed by this.
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Re: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:40 PM
Anonymous

_
"I've never really understood what the big deal is about HR handling these things."
You only have 75 employees.
You'd understand better if you were sole HR for 200.
I'd pass this off on a committee or to department managers. This is the last task I'd want placed on my desk if I were new to a company starting an HR department.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
_
In my company, department managers handle birthdays for their employees (if they so choose to do something). That's worked out pretty well for us actually.
Bereavement/new baby/get well soon flowers and gifts are handled by me through HR. I've never really understood what the big deal is about HR handling these things. I have a set process of what
gets done for what type of event, and I don't have to worry about sharing confidential information with others just to send a card or flowers (does the admin assist REALLY need to know that Sally is
out for six weeks because she had major surgery? No, and neither does the Marketing department for sure). Since I already need to know this information to administer leave, PTO/disability benefits
etc., it makes sense for me to do it.
For reference, I am a DOO in a company with about 75 full time employees, and I handle everything from benefits, leave, payroll, onboarding, recruiting, etc.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
_
I am new to a company as their first HR manager.
This company is very generous when it comes to birthdays and other life events. As soon as I started they told me that Marketing handles birthday cards, and bereavement flower arrangements etc.
but they wanted it to fall under HR. By they, I mean the employees that are currently handling it. I told them I would not mind, but I need to settle in and was not comfortable buying personal cards
fro people I do not know yet and did not have a company card.
I have never in my HR career handled this and I really do not want to do it. Especially after I wrote up one person and by coincidence, he did not get a gift card with his birthday card and thought it
was me who decided not to give him one. In reality one of the managers gave him the birthday care without checking with accounting who had the gift card. One of the marketing assistants went on
a rant this morning that she and the other marketing person are "too busy" to do this and it needs to come off their plate. This person was the executive assistant before and somethings have not come
off her plate.
We will be hiring an executive assistant in July and based on my experience are the people that handle these types of things.
Am I right? should I be doing this? I did previously ask her to be patient as we hire the executive assistant. I am also crazy busy and annoyed by this.
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Re: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 2:42 PM
Cassandra Schaffa
When I was at a larger company I was in charge of birthday cards for only our HR department as the HR assistant. Birthdays in other departments were handled how that department seems fit.
Now I'm at a much smaller organization and was told when I started that there was a moral issue around people feeling it was unfair that some departments did more for their birthdays than others.
Suggestions were made around how to make celebrations more inclusive, but with little to no funding to do anything adequate I settled on being responsible for notifying department heads when
someone on their team had a birthday coming up. I also send an e-card to regular staff and sign it "From all of us at...". Other celebrations like baby showers are also handled by department.
-----------------------------Cassandra Schaffa
HR Generalist
Queens Botanical Garden Society, Inc.
Flushing NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
_
Our corporate admin does that stuff.
When I was a HR Assistant years ago, I did that stuff,
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
_
I am new to a company as their first HR manager.
This company is very generous when it comes to birthdays and other life events. As soon as I started they told me that Marketing handles birthday cards, and bereavement flower arrangements etc.
but they wanted it to fall under HR. By they, I mean the employees that are currently handling it. I told them I would not mind, but I need to settle in and was not comfortable buying personal cards
fro people I do not know yet and did not have a company card.
I have never in my HR career handled this and I really do not want to do it. Especially after I wrote up one person and by coincidence, he did not get a gift card with his birthday card and thought it
was me who decided not to give him one. In reality one of the managers gave him the birthday care without checking with accounting who had the gift card. One of the marketing assistants went on
a rant this morning that she and the other marketing person are "too busy" to do this and it needs to come off their plate. This person was the executive assistant before and somethings have not come
off her plate.
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We will be hiring an executive assistant in July and based on my experience are the people that handle these types of things.
Am I right? should I be doing this? I did previously ask her to be patient as we hire the executive assistant. I am also crazy busy and annoyed by this.
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previous next
Re: I-9 forms and copies
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:12 PM
Haley Mitchem
â€‹
We were trained by IMAGE, which is a free service ICE put together to train employers on I-9 and E-Verification procedures. It was very helpful in learning what the standard protocols are for
keeping and retaining I-9 documents. You may want to look into that.
We only keep the original documents and shred them after the retention requirements are done for terminated employees.
-----------------------------Haley Mitchem SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Pluribus International
Alexandria VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:03
From: Linda Emser
Subject: I-9 forms and copies
Do any of you maintain a photocopy or scanned copy of your I-9s with associated ID for active employees? Our HR Director used to require this - he's retired, and I run the department now - I don't
see the need. Before I shred the copies, though, I'd appreciate knowing what others do. The rationale was that if we were ever audited, we could produce a copy of our I-9s for active employees
quickly and easily. What it amounts to, however, is twice the filing and a lot of photocopying. I'm not sure this is necessary. What do you all think?
-----------------------------Linda Emser
------------------------------
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Re: I-9 forms and copies
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 3:56 PM
Ashley Rohner
We use E-Verify and retain original I-9 forms + copies of whatever IDs were presented at the time of hire. The entire "packet" is shredded after the retention requirements are met.
We have roughly 100 domestic employees and we hire an average of 2 employees per month. It does not create any additional hassle for me to file them this way, and I feel more comfortable having
the information in E-Verify as well as an original.
-----------------------------Ashley Rohner
Human Resources Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:03
From: Linda Emser
Subject: I-9 forms and copies
Do any of you maintain a photocopy or scanned copy of your I-9s with associated ID for active employees? Our HR Director used to require this - he's retired, and I run the department now - I don't
see the need. Before I shred the copies, though, I'd appreciate knowing what others do. The rationale was that if we were ever audited, we could produce a copy of our I-9s for active employees
quickly and easily. What it amounts to, however, is twice the filing and a lot of photocopying. I'm not sure this is necessary. What do you all think?
-----------------------------Linda Emser
------------------------------
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Re: Arizona Paid Time Off - Paystubs and PTO
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 3:33 PM
Anonymous
_
We are an AZ employer who uses PTO ilo Sick Pay. You must show the same items under PTO as you would have as Sick Time.
-Amount earned time available to the employee
-Amount of time taken YTD
-Amount of pay the employee earned during Sick/PTO
This is from the FAQs on the Industrial Commission web page:
An employer must also provide employees either in or on an attachment to the employee's regular paycheck: • The amount of earned paid sick time available to the employee. "Amount of earned
paid sick time available to the employee" means the amount of earned paid sick time that is available to the employee for use in the current year. See A.A.C. R20-5-1202(3). • The amount of earned
paid sick time taken by the employee to date in the year. "Amount of earned paid sick time taken by the employee to date in the year" means the amount of earned paid sick time taken by the
employee to date in the current year. Where an employee has used available equivalent paid time off for either the purposes enumerated in Arizona Revised Statutes § 23-373 or other purposes, the
employer may count that usage towards the "amount of earned paid sick time taken by the employee to date in the year." See A.A.C. R20-5-1202(4); and • The amount of pay the employee has
received as earned paid sick time. "Amount of pay the employee has received as earned paid sick time" means the amount of pay the employee has received as earned paid sick time to date in the
current year. Where an employee has received pay for equivalent paid time off for the purposes enumerated in Arizona Revised Statutes § 23373 or other purposes, the employer may count that pay
towards the "amount of pay the employee has received as earned paid sick time." See A.A.C. R20-5-1202(5).
Hope this helps!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 19:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Arizona Paid Time Off - Paystubs and PTO
_
Hello All,
Arizona employers are required to either record in, or attach to, employees' paychecks the amount of PST the employees have available, the amount of PST used, and the amount of pay received as
earned PST. Employers are also able to put PST into a PTO bucket.
Has anyone gone the PTO route in Arizona (one bucket of paid sick time and vacation time) and how have you tracked it on employee's paystub? I am having a hard time fnnding information on what
an employer needs to track on employee pay stubs if they go the PTO route.
Thank you!
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previous next
Re: HR System - Paper Files
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 2:35 PM
Dezirae Plummer
I am actively looking to make the transition from paper to electronic files as well. We have talked with a couple companies so far: Onbase by Hyland and Dynafile. We are a company of over 600.
I will be interested to read responses that you receive.

-----------------------------Dezirae
Human Resources Director
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR System - Paper Files
_
Hello,
I work in a 86 employee company. I want to move the paper files to a HR System like Bamboo HR or something like that. What do you guys recommend for something like that. And if I move to an
electronic system, do I have to keep maintaining paper files of the things I do electronically?
Thank you so much for your help!
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Re: Very aggressive candidate
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:03 PM
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Anonymous
_
Normally we don't respond. However, if they continue to call or email our Director will contact them and ask them not to contact anyone again. That usually works. We also let security and front desk
know in case they show up. We've had a few really extreme circumstances.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Very aggressive candidate
_
Has anyone dealt with something like this? A candidate who applied for a job and wasn't qualified (didn't even receive an interview). They're now messaging me on LinkedIn with increasingly
agitated e-mails and guessing at peoples' internal e-mail addresses saying they're well qualified and being ignored. Their tone is getting increasingly hostile. Normally we don't reach out to people
who are not qualified. Would you respond?
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previous next
Re: Very aggressive candidate
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:06 PM
Anonymous

_
I would also let managers know not to engage with this person if they do receive an email or phone call. They should ignore the email, and if they answer the call, tell the person that all candidates
must go through HR/Recruiting.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Very aggressive candidate
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_
Has anyone dealt with something like this? A candidate who applied for a job and wasn't qualified (didn't even receive an interview). They're now messaging me on LinkedIn with increasingly
agitated e-mails and guessing at peoples' internal e-mail addresses saying they're well qualified and being ignored. Their tone is getting increasingly hostile. Normally we don't reach out to people
who are not qualified. Would you respond?

top
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previous next
Re: Very aggressive candidate
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 3:03 PM
Shannon McClure
I am actually dealing with a situation such as this presently! An individual applied via ziprecruiter and we receive so many resume's I only scan them. This candidate did not make my first scan - so,
no - I did not contact him. Since his submission 2 weeks ago, he has called every day, reaching almost everyone in our department leaving messages, etc. He most recently moved to 2 x per day and
sending emails. I happened to intercept a call just this morning to nip this. I informed him that if his qualifications met what we were looking for someone would be in touch, and I would appreciate
him not calling us again.
I'm hoping that nipped that!
-----------------------------Shannon McClure
Director of Human Resources
Multi-State, Headquartered in Virginia
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Very aggressive candidate
_
Has anyone dealt with something like this? A candidate who applied for a job and wasn't qualified (didn't even receive an interview). They're now messaging me on LinkedIn with increasingly
agitated e-mails and guessing at peoples' internal e-mail addresses saying they're well qualified and being ignored. Their tone is getting increasingly hostile. Normally we don't reach out to people
who are not qualified. Would you respond?
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previous next

383.

Re: Very aggressive candidate
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 3:15 PM
Anonymous

_

I would ask IT to block this person. I definitely wouldn't engage with them on any platform.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 17:03

^This.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Very aggressive candidate
_
If possible, I would ask IT to block this person. I definitely wouldn't engage with them on any platform.
I would also block them on my linkedin page. Some people just feel like the world is there to wrong them.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Very aggressive candidate
_
Has anyone dealt with something like this? A candidate who applied for a job and wasn't qualified (didn't even receive an interview). They're now messaging me on LinkedIn with increasingly
agitated e-mails and guessing at peoples' internal e-mail addresses saying they're well qualified and being ignored. Their tone is getting increasingly hostile. Normally we don't reach out to people
who are not qualified. Would you respond?
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previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 12:46 PM
Ann Ortego
Can I just remind everyone that every generation has a moment of 'what's with kids these days?'
I, myself, see if from all ages in every org I've worked at but I can see the point of seeing it more from younger people who are still getting their act together.
-----------------------------Ann Ortego
HR Generalist
Raleigh, NC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
In this world of information overload, people only retain a small portion of what's important to them. And they retain even less of what means absolutely nothing to them.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
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document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
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previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:53 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I know every time I hit send on a email with important information, that immediately my phone will ring. People want you tell them things, rather than reading it for themselves. And that's all ages,
races, nationalities, hair color, eye color, etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:45
From: Ann Ortego
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
Can I just remind everyone that every generation has a moment of 'what's with kids these days?'
I, myself, see if from all ages in every org I've worked at but I can see the point of seeing it more from younger people who are still getting their act together.
-----------------------------Ann Ortego
HR Generalist
Raleigh, NC
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
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_
In this world of information overload, people only retain a small portion of what's important to them. And they retain even less of what means absolutely nothing to them.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
386.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:14 PM
Anonymous

_
Candidate that was supposed to have an 8 am interview emailed and left me a voicemail at 7 am asking me to call him. Tells a LONG story about not having enough gas and the gas station charging
him when no gas was pumped into the tank, blah blah blah. Wrapping up his story he makes this comment about how far away our main location is from his house. I interrupt to let him know that
was why I had scheduled the interview at the location that was closest to him. His response, "well that would've been good to know!". Yeah, that's why I said it multiple times on the phone and then
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emailed you with the time and address. You know, the email that you replied to this morning to ask me to call you? He continued to adamantly deny knowing the interview was at the location near
his house. I was looking at the email! Asked to reschedule, no way!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
387.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 1:43 PM
Hilary Yancey
Ugh, that's the worst. It's challenging enough when CURRENT EE's ignore emails/info, but when an applicant/interviewee does it - its SUPER ANNOYING!
A car accident or getting sick is one thing, but just plain being unprepared and organized is the WORST. Always have a plan A, B, C, D before going to your interview or the first day of work!
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-----------------------------HY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
Candidate that was supposed to have an 8 am interview emailed and left me a voicemail at 7 am asking me to call him. Tells a LONG story about not having enough gas and the gas station charging
him when no gas was pumped into the tank, blah blah blah. Wrapping up his story he makes this comment about how far away our main location is from his house. I interrupt to let him know that
was why I had scheduled the interview at the location that was closest to him. His response, "well that would've been good to know!". Yeah, that's why I said it multiple times on the phone and then
emailed you with the time and address. You know, the email that you replied to this morning to ask me to call you? He continued to adamantly deny knowing the interview was at the location near
his house. I was looking at the email! Asked to reschedule, no way!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!
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top
388.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:48 PM
Anonymous

_
"Ugh, that's the worst. It's challenging enough when CURRENT EE's ignore emails/info, but when an applicant/interviewee does it - its SUPER ANNOYING!"
I actually prefer it. I can get rid of a PITA applicant much easier than a PITA employee.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:42
From: Hilary Yancey
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
Ugh, that's the worst. It's challenging enough when CURRENT EE's ignore emails/info, but when an applicant/interviewee does it - its SUPER ANNOYING!
A car accident or getting sick is one thing, but just plain being unprepared and organized is the WORST. Always have a plan A, B, C, D before going to your interview or the first day of work!
-----------------------------HY
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
Candidate that was supposed to have an 8 am interview emailed and left me a voicemail at 7 am asking me to call him. Tells a LONG story about not having enough gas and the gas station charging
him when no gas was pumped into the tank, blah blah blah. Wrapping up his story he makes this comment about how far away our main location is from his house. I interrupt to let him know that
was why I had scheduled the interview at the location that was closest to him. His response, "well that would've been good to know!". Yeah, that's why I said it multiple times on the phone and then
emailed you with the time and address. You know, the email that you replied to this morning to ask me to call you? He continued to adamantly deny knowing the interview was at the location near
his house. I was looking at the email! Asked to reschedule, no way!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
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_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
389.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:56 PM
Anonymous

_
Holy smokes, yes! We had a woman at our company (who is now gone for other reasons) but it all began when she failed to complete her onboarding online. She complained that she completed it and
didn't get her first paycheck on time because of me not being in the office to answer her question at 4:58PM when I had left at 4:30 that day because I started my day at 7. Next day, I told her to log
into the system and a big red text right at the top says, "You have UNFINISHED ITEMS to complete." I pointed it out to her and she blamed the website for being difficult to navigate and couldn't
see because the font was too small (she didn't know you could zoom in on the web page...) On her last day, I asked for her office key and she says she was never given one. I thought I really dropped
the ball on that one. After she left, I saw she had thrown away the new hire welcome packet I prepared for her. Lo and behold- the key was still in the packet. Greaaat.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
390.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 10:31 AM
Anonymous

_
I just had an employee who was shocked and angry his Vacation days were "use it or lose it" and that no one told him this. Happens all the time.
It says it in their offer letter, employment agreement, employee handbook, and our new hire orientation. But "nobody ever told me that! That's not fair!"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
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_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
391.

previous next
Re: Facilitator
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 12:42 PM
Sean Williams
Hello Ms. Stokes -- we have a communication training program that enhances both leadership and teamwork - Happy to discuss whether this might be a good fit for your organization. Please reach
out if you'd like to chat informally.
Cheers,
Sean
-----------------------------Sean Williams
Vice President and Practice Lead, Education & Internal Communications
True Digital Communications
Bedford Heights OH
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:40
From: Wanda Stokes
Subject: Facilitator
I am looking for a facilitator to lead an executive team retreat focusing on leadership development and teamwork. We are located DC. Any recommendations would be appreciated.
-----------------------------Wanda
------------------------------

top
392.

previous next
Re: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:17 PM
Angie Smith

Points of consideration in your decision making process:
1. Are you bound by the DFWA? If so, it would be in your policies and procedures.
2. What does your Drug and Alcohol Policies and Procedures state? Are you DOT regulated?
3. Do you have a TPA that helps administer your random program? If so, consult with them to see if they can recommend an after hours/on-site testing service.
I would start with tightening up my policies and procedures, then secure the appropriate vendors and resources, then train your workforce and be consistent across all departments.
Do not take this project on with little consideration of how your workforce will view the integrity of your program.

-----------------------------AngieSmith, SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:27
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Reply to Sender

From: Anonymous
Subject: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
_
â€‹
We are a local county government in Georgia. Recently our board has been getting multiple reports that a particular department has several employees that are "on drugs" and that we really need to
test them. We do random screenings and they come back negative. The word is that these employees know how to beat the screens. Post-accident and reasonable suspicion testing has not revealed
anything even though witnesses insist that so-and-so "has got to be on something".
Now my Manager is coming to me and wanting to see if we can set up screens with an outside source that have enough staff to show up at the beginning of a shift at each of the locations these
employees are assigned to multiple locations, and test everyone on-site at the same time.
Does anyone have any experience with this? Just concerned about any legal ramifications for doing the testing as well as the liability if someone gets hurt or worse because someone was on
something during an accident.
Thank you,

top
393.

previous next
Re: Receiving Feedback
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:29 PM
Randi Fais

â€‹
Thank you, this is very helpful.
-----------------------------Randi Fais SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Business Partner
Proponent Federal Credit Union
Nutley NJ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:19
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Receiving Feedback
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Reply to Sender

Hi Randi,
I agree with the comments about training the managers giving the performance feedback how to effectively respond to and guide an employee's response to the feedback. You don't mention if your
informal check-ins will include forward-looking developmental plans? In my experience, having a good part of the performance dialogue look forward to how the employee and manager will work
together to strengthen skills and competencies, and plan for growth opportunities, goes a long way in helping the employee "move beyond" the constructive criticism.
I did not find anything on the SHRM web site, but found this article which may give you some material with which to start:
The Muse - How to take constructive criticism
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:05
From: Randi Fais
Subject: Receiving Feedback
â€‹
Hi Everyone,
I was thinking it would be helpful to provide some training for employees around how to receive feedback, use it move forward, etc. Was hoping someone would be willing to share similar
trainings they have done.
Thanks for your help.
-----------------------------Randi Fais SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Business Partner
Proponent Federal Credit Union
Nutley NJ
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Receiving Feedback
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:41 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I would (or have a manager with knowledge of job duties) create a weekly, monthly, etc. form indicating columns with:
Work Requirements
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Current Work being conducted by EE
Future Expectations which include tips to how to accomplish this
Compliments / Encouragement
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:05
From: Randi Fais
Subject: Receiving Feedback
â€‹
Hi Everyone,
I was thinking it would be helpful to provide some training for employees around how to receive feedback, use it move forward, etc. Was hoping someone would be willing to share similar
trainings they have done.
Thanks for your help.
-----------------------------Randi Fais SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Business Partner
Proponent Federal Credit Union
Nutley NJ
------------------------------

top
395.

previous next
Re: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:01 PM |
Ivelise Andino

Reply to Sender

view attached

Our company moved to electronic Form I-9, but I started a purging log for the paper forms from employees who were hired prior to us going electronic. This way i can get rid of the form but keep a
record of them.
See attached... feel free to customize.
-----------------------------Ivelise Andino
HR Manager
B & B Hospitality Group
New York NY
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:21
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
Hello All With the recent news of increased I9 audits from the government, I thought it wise to take a look at what we have in our filing cabinet. The one thing I noticed doing a quick perusal is that we have a
lot of old I9s - we're talking 3, 5, 10+ years old. I followed USCIS's guidelines on when we can destroy the old I9s and have a nice list of which ones we can get rid of.
However, one of our directors was concerned that if we were audited, they would need proof of why we destroyed certain I9s. Is there a record we need to keep of the old I9s so we can prove that
they were old enough to destroy, etc? Or, can I start pulling them and shredding them right away?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------

top
396.

previous next
Re: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 1:39 PM
Anonymous

_
Thanks for the info. We actually use EBC for healthcare and dependent care FSAs already, and like them. The fees for transit are probably too much if we have only one participant, though. I think it
would cost at least $560 per year.
I did find this out, though: You cannot use a Ventra card to buy Metra tickets, but you can open a Ventra account and use their app to buy Metra tickets. So we can use our current system to credit an
ee Ventra card with pre-tax dollars and they can use it to buy Metra tickets. The ee just has to use their app. The ee cannot use their Ventra card. That's what the CTA said, anyway - I'll believe it after
I see it work.
Another lesson in Counterintuitive Practices provided by big-city bureaucracy.
Thanks again, everyone,
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Original poster
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
_
â€‹
Hi! I live in the suburbs and commute into the city via Metra. We offer a pre-tax FSA through Employee Benefits Corp. (EBC) that is popular both for those taking Metra and the "L". It's also a
national company so my staff in Atlanta can use it on MARTA and my San Francisco staff can use it with BART.
As another poster mentioned there is a debit card option which some of my employees use for parking costs and oddly enough EBC does offer us the option of a Commuter Check Voucher that an
employee could take to use for payment. I suppose this could be helpful if they pay for a monthly parking permit at their suburban station where they need to provide payment to the municipality
since station parking isn't managed by Metra.
Personally though for my monthly Metra pass, EBC sends payment directly to Metra and then Metra sends me my monthly pass in the mail. It works wonderfully as a) I get the pre-tax benefit and b)
don't have to stand in a long line at Union Station to purchase my monthly ticket at the ticket counter.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
_
We are in Chicago and offer pre-tax deductions for the L (trains within the city.) We ran a transit FSA years ago but phased it out because nobody participated - very few of our people pay for
parking or use Metra (trains coming in from the suburbs.) Just got this question from an employee and am a bit puzzled:
"Once upon a time one of the benefits offered was removal of money from a pay check, pre-tax, that could then be used to purchase train tickets. I believe the company actually cut a check payable to
Metra (Metra manages trains that run between the city and suburbs) that the employee could then take to the ticket counter."
If we did pre-tax transit that way it would have to have been more than 10 years ago, and I don't quite believe it but the ee asking is generally reasonable. Has anyone heard of doing pre-tax transit
that way? I know how a transit FSA generally works and that's not it.

top
397.

previous next
Re: Leveraging parallel skills to obtain my first HR position
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:15 PM
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Reply to Sender

Lisa Krieter
This is fabulous! This is just what I hope my future will look like! Thank you for your post. Not only was it helpful, but also encouraging. I love your suggestions for being part of training, auditing,
etc. This is gold!!! Thank you - and congratulations on your perseverance on your journey to the top!!!
-----------------------------Lisa Krieter
Ada
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Leveraging parallel skills to obtain my first HR position
_
Hi Lisa,
I'd love to help as I was in a similar position trying to move from retail management to HR.
I'm going to go against what you asked for and instead just provide you some direct suggestions for linking your current skillset to an HR role since when it boils down to it, consumer banking is
considered a retail job.
Here are skills that you have (that I can think of) that are absolutely needed in HR. Working 8 years in banking definitely builds you a strong case that you have these skills:
- Ability to handle confidential information and keep it secure
- Attention to detail (especially in documentation)
- Customer service
- Auditing
Here are other things to consider: did you train new hires or help train new hires? were you actively keeping up on banking regulations and laws yourself and how were you doing that? was your job
to help describe banking products to people so that they could decide what would be the best fit for themselves and their families?
I don't know how long you've been an executive assistant, but you could look for a role where you are the executive assistant to a VP of HR, Chief Learning Office, Chief HR Officer, VP of Talent
Development, etc.
The transition is hard and people won't believe you have the skill-set to transfer to HR. My first job I took a job working under a manger with no HR experience who had been a great benefits
specialist for awhile. She would constantly put down my experience but other than that she basically didn't pay attention to me. I took everything I was given (tasks other people, like her, were "too
good" to do) and by the time I left that company had completely transformed the old tasks I had and was really managing process improvement in my department more than anything else. Why?
Because she didn't know anything, I took the time to figure out what was wrong with what we were doing, and because I made her look really, really good. People absolutely noticed and I started
getting pulled into meetings with different leaders throughout our very large HR/L&D department, our Chief HR Officer was constantly in my cubicle asking me for things, and then came my invite
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to the BOD meetings. Again, my main job was filing but it grew into so much more.
I guess I say all of this so that you don't turn down a great opportunity to put your foot in the door just because its below your skill set (and filing is below your skill set and it was below mine but you
get what I'm saying).
I'm now a department of one which can have various job titles but mine is HR Manager.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:12
From: Lisa Krieter
Subject: Leveraging parallel skills to obtain my first HR position
Hello SHRM! I am currently pursuing my Master's in HR Management, and I love the curriculum. I have had a few brief stints of HR work history in my career, and have enjoyed that immensely. In
my current role I also work closely with HR for many of our district functions. I would really like to get an HR position while I'm still working on my Master's, but I haven't had any traction on the
applications I've put out.
I'm looking for ideas to spark ways that my skills parallel what is required of an HR Generalist, Recruiter, or Talent Acquisition Manager. I have 8 years of consumer and commercial banking
experience, and two and half years of public school experience working as an Executive Assistant. Could people post a task or duty in their role, and what their role is, so that I can consider what I
may have done, or am capable of doing, that I might be able to leverage to look more appealing in my HR career quest?
Thank you so much!

-----------------------------Lisa Krieter
Ada
------------------------------

top
398.

previous next
Re: How to say this??? You think this is ok?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 4:11 PM
Anonymous

_
OP Here,
I should have been a little more clear. I'm creating an employee handbook and need to include this in the Sick Section. But some of our employees we provide 40 hours of sick time and other
employees 56 hours (based on state/county laws). I need a way to say some employees will get 40 and some will get 50 hours. Boss wants it in the employee handbook.
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We offer two variations of sick time.
1 - 40 hours for all states that do not have mandatory sick leave laws.
2 - 56 hours for all states that do have mandatory sick leave laws.
Either 40 or 56 hours are on new hires' offer letters.
I want to say the following...

Full-time employees accrue 1.54 hours of sick leave per pay period up to 40 hours per year. Sick leave should be used for illnesses and doctor appointments only. Employees may not advance sick
leave. Upon termination of employment, employees will not be paid for accrued sick leave hours.
For those states that are more generous, we will comply with State law.
I can't think of anything else to change the policy....VP will not use appendix based on states !!!! Help !!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 15:51
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: How to say this??? You think this is ok?
'Sick leave will be (is) accrued consistent with applicable state law.'
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to say this??? You think this is ok?
_
We offer two variations of sick time.
1 - 40 hours for all states that do not have mandatory sick leave laws.
2 - 56 hours for all states that do have mandatory sick leave laws.
Either 40 or 56 hours are on new hires' offer letters.
I want to say the following...
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Full-time employees accrue 1.54 hours of sick leave per pay period up to 40 hours per year. Sick leave should be used for illnesses and doctor appointments only. Employees may not advance sick
leave. Upon termination of employment, employees will not be paid for accrued sick leave hours.
For those states that are more generous, we will comply with State law.
I can't think of anything else to change the policy....VP will not use appendix based on states !!!! Help !!!!

top

previous next

399.

Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 12:02 PM
Roberta Weingarten

Clearly when I look at myself I started my career very compliance driven, probably mostly from fear and lack of experience, and have moved toward being strategic, partnering, thinking
outside the box and that is where my passion is.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 17:09

I know a lot of HR folks - myself included - who had that same moment of clarity you just had. It makes a lot of things about why some previous jobs just felt 'off' become clear, doesn't it?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
So Moon Willow, I always enjoy reading your posts but this one really struck home with me. Funny I have never really read it in such defined terms but I can now understand where my current
frustration lies.
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My current employer, great people, really make me feel appreciated and drive me crazy!! I keep saying they are not strategic, are reactive not proactive. My former employer not so much on the
appreciation side, but very proactive , strategic and I find myself missing that.
Clearly when I look at myself I started my career very compliance driven, probably mostly from fear and lack of experience, and have moved toward being strategic, partnering, thinking outside the
box and that is where my passion is. For whatever reason your post really gave me a moment of clarity. Like HR companies can be compliance driven or strategic. I need to find a way to work
within the frame of the company and quit feeling like I am beating my head against a brick wall or failing.
Isn't it strange how sometimes something just clicks!! To all, please keep posting as you never know when something can assist a fellow member in this crazy world we call HR.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I'll start out with the fact that I am not a compliance based HR person. Never have been. Never will be.
I'll also say (and this is a generalization, which I usually hate) that in my experience HR folks fall into "compliance HR" or "non-compliance / flexible HR." Both types can be successful or fail given
the right set of circumstances. But, I'll also say (again my experience - so don't throw daggers at me) that compliance HR folks tend to land in compliance, tactical, day-to-day, rules focused HR.
They do well in production based, manufacturing and safety sensitive cultures as an example. Flexible HR tends to be a little more strategic (but not always) and will thrive in start ups, creative
environments, changing industries and talent focused orgs.
Yes I am generalizing.
I'll also say, that I don't tend to hire compliance-focused HR folks. Too rigid. Too focused on right and wrong and black and white. And there are big chunks of HR that live in the gray. One of my
best friends and former co-workers fell into this bucket. We were peers and did the same HRBP job, supporting different areas of the business. And she could not get a seat at the table. She was so
focused on red-lining performance reviews and being the policy police that she hurt her credibility in the big picture, long-term talent discussions. She couldn't gain traction with the leaders she
supported because she was focused on holding people to the rules. And the managers she supported were reluctant to call her because they didn't want a lecture.
Here's the truth - The reality is that we all need to be able to operate both ways. I've learned to be more compliance focused around things like FMLA. Because the law is complex and interacts with
other laws and has downstream implications. But I'll also support a manager in doing what it takes to retain a high performer. And I have no issue with adjusting a schedule for a high performer they've earned it. Good talent with potential is hard to find. Do what you need to to attract and retain great talent.
My advice - for all of us - don't use fear to drive business decisions. Anyone can sue for anything. There is no way to eliminate all risk. And if you approach HR from a "we can't do that because we
someone might complain," you'll struggle. Instead of saying "we can't," figure out a way to say "we can." or "we can't, but here are a couple of other options to consider." Come from a place of
"yes" instead of "no." And embrace that life isn't binary. Decisions are rarely 100% right or 100% wrong. Don't manage by policy. Manage through leadership. That's how you build a great HR
function.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
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I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
400.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:05 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree completely and this is exactly what I was referring to in balancing compliance & flexibility. Sounds like you have mastered balancing the two.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
â€‹
I've always taken the position that almost every situation is different and needs to be managed based on the specific circumstances presented. It frustrates me when managers want to have rules/policy
that governs every situation. It is my opinion that we hire managers to make tough decisions, not all of which can be reduced to a policy. This means managers have to be accountable for their
actions and that accountability also needs to be assigned to the HR manager who may be serving as a gatekeeper to the manager's actions.
Equity is a very important component of management, even if the equity is just based on perception. Management should behave as consistently as possible. From my perspective, standard
situations that are covered by specific company guidelines or policy should be managed according to the policy or guideline. But I have found that most situations have an element that prevents it
from being considered "standard". The unique element or twist should always be taken into consideration. If the manager wants to handle the situation in a unique way, he or she better be prepared
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to answer to his or her actions and should also be prepared to handle the next similarly situated issue in the same manner or be able to articulate a good objective and defensible reason for treating
new situations different than the new precedent that has been set.
Precedent is an important word. How a situation has been handled can certainly set a precedent. However, since every situation is different, I don't want to allow the precedent to interfere with the
best way to handle the new situation. So I usually do not stand in a manager's way who wants to handle a unique situation in a unique way. But I make sure the manager knows that accountablity
will be assigned for when new situations develop in the future.
Flexibility in management is essential, but it can create liability. It is HR's responsibility to serve as a gatekeeper to determine when the liability is too risky or could be have an unacceptable negative
impact on the morale of other employees because management is perceived to be playing a game of favoritism.
Sorry for the long response to what seems to be a simple question.

Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
401.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:10 AM
Anonymous

_
Moon Willow,
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Yours was a VERY helpful post and I think the way that I try to think about this topic. Very thankful for the precise way that you wrote about it.
This for me was an enriching thread. I thank everyone for their involvement in it. And people can still feel free to chime in even though this is now an ancient thread.
--Ray of Sunshine
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I agree completely and this is exactly what I was referring to in balancing compliance & flexibility. Sounds like you have mastered balancing the two.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
â€‹
I've always taken the position that almost every situation is different and needs to be managed based on the specific circumstances presented. It frustrates me when managers want to have rules/policy
that governs every situation. It is my opinion that we hire managers to make tough decisions, not all of which can be reduced to a policy. This means managers have to be accountable for their
actions and that accountability also needs to be assigned to the HR manager who may be serving as a gatekeeper to the manager's actions.
Equity is a very important component of management, even if the equity is just based on perception. Management should behave as consistently as possible. From my perspective, standard
situations that are covered by specific company guidelines or policy should be managed according to the policy or guideline. But I have found that most situations have an element that prevents it
from being considered "standard". The unique element or twist should always be taken into consideration. If the manager wants to handle the situation in a unique way, he or she better be prepared
to answer to his or her actions and should also be prepared to handle the next similarly situated issue in the same manner or be able to articulate a good objective and defensible reason for treating
new situations different than the new precedent that has been set.
Precedent is an important word. How a situation has been handled can certainly set a precedent. However, since every situation is different, I don't want to allow the precedent to interfere with the
best way to handle the new situation. So I usually do not stand in a manager's way who wants to handle a unique situation in a unique way. But I make sure the manager knows that accountablity
will be assigned for when new situations develop in the future.
Flexibility in management is essential, but it can create liability. It is HR's responsibility to serve as a gatekeeper to determine when the liability is too risky or could be have an unacceptable negative
impact on the morale of other employees because management is perceived to be playing a game of favoritism.
Sorry for the long response to what seems to be a simple question.
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
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previous next
Re: Interim President & CFO
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:21 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you so much for your input/feedback!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interim President & CFO
_
As an interim, he can most likely continue to be paid on an IC basis, as he has been paid as a board director.
AJ
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:18
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interim President & CFO
_
We are a small company and our President/CFO is leaving. Our chairman of the board is going to be the Interim President/CFO. Can we continue paying him our board fee (that's all he wants) or do
we have to make him an employee? Thanks.

top
403.

previous next
Re: What's your favorite interview question?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:02 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I actually have dozens of favorite questions.
To get the best feedback to your question, I think you need to focus on the particular challenges that will be faced by the successful candidate (what makes this a difficult hire?) and then, design
behavioral questions that will help you to make the best decision.
For example, if the person works for a difficult micro-manager who is hard to develop a relationship with. You might ask about a time the candidate was frustrated by a particular manager's style and
had to find alternative ways to accomplish results. For such a situation I would ask the candidate to focus very specifically on a particular manager that fits the billing, to tell me the traits of the
manager that caused the frustration and then ask them to tell me specifically what they did to alter their own behaviors in order to establish a better relationship with the manager. I conclude the
questioning by asking about the degree of success the candidate achieved through the effort. If they've never worked for such a manager, I tell them to describe a coworker or any other difficult
person with whom developing a relationship was essential.
This is just one example of asking very specific questions that will give insight to how the candidate will handle very specific situations related to the position. By taking this focus this you can
design questions that are targeted at the most important competencies for this role. It is actually easy to do, but it takes foresight. Consider in advance the challenges inherent to the role then ask
questions that will show how the candidate behaved in the past to overcome those challenges.
Another technique I use is to ask about occasions when they were disappointed in their own results. This can fit almost any question and can provide insight into the candidate's integrity. Perhaps
more important, the response can demonstrate lessons learned from the experience (i specifically ask after the response what they now do different as a result). So using my example question(s)
above, "tell me a time that they were unable to develop a relationship with a difficult manager" and then to ask for examples.
It may sound harsh, but my interviews are a little like an interrogation. No question stands alone. Each can and probably does lead to another.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 15:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I'm hiring for an Operations Manager and dusting off some pretty old interview questions. What are some of your favorites?

top
404.

previous next
Re: What's your favorite interview question?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 2:06 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Sorry, instead of "For example, if the person works for a difficult micro-manager who is hard to develop a relationship with" my second paragraphs should say "if the sucessful candidate will work
for a difficult..."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
â€‹
I actually have dozens of favorite questions.
To get the best feedback to your question, I think you need to focus on the particular challenges that will be faced by the successful candidate (what makes this a difficult hire?) and then, design
behavioral questions that will help you to make the best decision.
For example, if the person works for a difficult micro-manager who is hard to develop a relationship with. You might ask about a time the candidate was frustrated by a particular manager's style and
had to find alternative ways to accomplish results. For such a situation I would ask the candidate to focus very specifically on a particular manager that fits the billing, to tell me the traits of the
manager that caused the frustration and then ask them to tell me specifically what they did to alter their own behaviors in order to establish a better relationship with the manager. I conclude the
questioning by asking about the degree of success the candidate achieved through the effort. If they've never worked for such a manager, I tell them to describe a coworker or any other difficult
person with whom developing a relationship was essential.
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This is just one example of asking very specific questions that will give insight to how the candidate will handle very specific situations related to the position. By taking this focus this you can
design questions that are targeted at the most important competencies for this role. It is actually easy to do, but it takes foresight. Consider in advance the challenges inherent to the role then ask
questions that will show how the candidate behaved in the past to overcome those challenges.
Another technique I use is to ask about occasions when they were disappointed in their own results. This can fit almost any question and can provide insight into the candidate's integrity. Perhaps
more important, the response can demonstrate lessons learned from the experience (i specifically ask after the response what they now do different as a result). So using my example question(s)
above, "tell me a time that they were unable to develop a relationship with a difficult manager" and then to ask for examples.
It may sound harsh, but my interviews are a little like an interrogation. No question stands alone. Each can and probably does lead to another.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 15:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I'm hiring for an Operations Manager and dusting off some pretty old interview questions. What are some of your favorites?

top
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previous next
Re: What's your favorite interview question?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 4:50 PM
Betty Mullen
"I also love starting off with "So, tell me about yourself." I love a good elevator speech. I always follow up with, "And how about outside of work/school? What type of things do you like to do?"
Hardly anyone ever includes that!"
The hiring managers I tandem interview with love asking this one. I had to make them revise it to "tell me about your work history" because every single candidate would immediately launch into
telling us about their families, medical issues, the country they immigrated from, etc. Granted, we aren't asking them to share that information, but I'd really rather avoid any prompting that leads to
it.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 17:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
"Tell me about the culture at your current company."
The answer to this question will explain a whole lot about the candidate. If they talk poorly about a manager or the "higher-up's" or explain any "misunderstandings", they reveal a lot about their own
performance, how they deal with adversity, and what motivates them.
I also love starting off with "So, tell me about yourself." I love a good elevator speech. I always follow up with, "And how about outside of work/school? What type of things do you like to do?"
Hardly anyone ever includes that!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 15:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I'm hiring for an Operations Manager and dusting off some pretty old interview questions. What are some of your favorites?

top

previous next

406.

Re: What's your favorite interview question?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 4:54 PM
Betty Mullen

I think I am the anomaly. I usually can tell in five minutes whether we've a winner or a loser. If I've a winner, I am making an offer and let's move it along.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:53

Well, do share your secret with us. I'm sure we'd all love to know how to magically tell the winners from the losers based largely on the first impression.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
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Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I think I am the anomaly. I usually can tell in five minutes whether we've a winner or a loser. If I've a winner, I am making an offer and let's move it along.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 15:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I'm hiring for an Operations Manager and dusting off some pretty old interview questions. What are some of your favorites?

top
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previous next
Re: Destination Planning for expats
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 11:40 AM
Diane Kiladis

Hi Holly- I would be interested. Massachusetts to Singapore. Please email me at dkiladis@gradiant.com.
thanks
-----------------------------Diane Kiladis
dkiladis@gradiant.com
978-771-8700
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-05-2018 21:13
From: Holly MacTaggart
Subject: Destination Planning for expats
Hi all,
Have a fab referral for anyone who needs a cost effective, white-glove to budget company whose data will never leave you in the lurch! Email me if interested!
-----------------------------Holly MacTaggart
Metrica
San Antonio
------------------------------

top
408.

previous next
Re: Starting a Career in HR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 2:07 PM
Stephanie Bradley
I just want to say thank you for posting as I am in a similar boat. Good luck to you!
-----------------------------Stephanie
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-31-2018 13:27
From: Marilu Quinn
Subject: Starting a Career in HR
Hello, all, I have completed my MBA in Human Resource Management, and have not been able to find a suitable position to get started in this area. I have multiple transferrable skills from businesses, including
managerial duties over direct reports (recruiting, hiring, coaching, reviewing, terminating, etc.). I have been in the corporate education world for quite a while as well. Any suggestions for getting a foot in the
door in an "official" HR role?
Thanks!
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top
409.

previous
Re: Starting a Career in HR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 2:17 PM
Aziza Owusu
In addition to the suggestions from the previous post, I would try and target smaller organizations. You will have a higher chance of getting a position and develop your HR skills from there. The
money may not be that great regardless of your education, but you will be able to gain a lot of experience from there. I would highly recommend checking out the staffing agencies as well. Give
yourself a year or two and you can move on from there.
-----------------------------Aziza
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-31-2018 13:27
From: Marilu Quinn
Subject: Starting a Career in HR
Hello, all, I have completed my MBA in Human Resource Management, and have not been able to find a suitable position to get started in this area. I have multiple transferrable skills from businesses, including
managerial duties over direct reports (recruiting, hiring, coaching, reviewing, terminating, etc.). I have been in the corporate education world for quite a while as well. Any suggestions for getting a foot in the
door in an "official" HR role?
Thanks!

You are subscribed to "General HR" as therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. To change your subscriptions, go to My Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to
Unsubscribe.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Society for Human Resource Management" <DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity.org>
Fri, 23 Mar 2018 11:00:01 -0600 (MDT)
General HR Digest for Friday March 23, 2018
<therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

General HR
Post New Message
Mar 22, 2018
started 27 minutes ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Did the Mom show up???
1. _ Inquiring minds want to know and the other... Anonymous
2. _ I think the OP said they had an obligation... Anonymous
3. I've already made the popcorn. Just sitting here... Todd Saffell
started an hour ago, Erin Joyce (0 replies)

Seeking HR Risk Assessment Audit & Internal Control Checklists tools
4. I am seeking to develop or purchase HR Risk... Erin Joyce
started an hour ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Paylocity
5. _ I'm considering moving our 200 employee... Anonymous
6. _ We are about 3 months in to Paylocity. ... Anonymous
7. â€‹
Most payroll/HR vendors will set up a direct... Libby Hayes
8. _ Also contact your benefits carriers to see... Anonymous
9. _ I won't be utilizing the benefit direct... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Kate Palmquist (4 replies)

Employee Portal/Self-Service
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

We don't have a self-service or employee portal,... Kate Palmquist
_ Typically ESS and MSS are incorporated into... Anonymous
That's a loaded question :) We use a cost... Kate Palmquist
_ Our HRIS system has an employee self... Anonymous
How many employees do you have? Knowing the... Sarah Stulga
started 2 hours ago, Patsy Wiggins (6 replies)
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Previous Message Post
15. Is there a way to delete a post from the past? ... Patsy Wiggins
16. Nope. You'd need to contact the SHRMConnect... Roberta Weingarten
17. _ You can go to the original post and under... Anonymous
18. _ I doubt SHRM wants you to share your... Anonymous
19. _ I think you can edit previous posts and... Anonymous
20. _ It is against SHRM terms of service to... Anonymous
21. _ It's under Section 3: "You may not use... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

60-day "Evaluation Period" for New Hires
22. _ When we hire new employees, we are not able... Anonymous
23. _ You don't need a policy for this or any... Anonymous
24. While I appreciate your concern, and I'm sure we... Todd Saffell
25. _ I would kindly decline your job offer if... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Doing business in Canada?
26. _ Hi all, I work for a consulting firm and... Anonymous
27. â€‹
I would recommend starting with your attorney. ... Libby Hayes
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (11 replies)

Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
28. _ â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who... Anonymous
29. _ â€‹
If the employee has a doctor's release to... Anonymous
30. â€‹
If they are able to work then they are not on... Libby Hayes
31. Depending on the circumstance, this may be a... Sarah Davis
32. _ â€‹
Thank you for your response. I think we... Anonymous
33. _ Will this person be on STD while she is out... Anonymous
34. _ â€‹
I think she will be filing a STD claim... Anonymous
35. _ So you just answered the question. ... Anonymous
36. _ â€‹
Would I have to give her new FMLA forms to... Anonymous
37. _ If the note indicates the frequency of... Anonymous
38. _ â€‹
Thank you! Anonymous
39. _ â€‹
Your question reminds me of a question... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Tuition debt - deducted from last pay and PTO - Maryland
40. _ â€‹â€‹
Hello, Just looking for advice Anonymous
41. â€‹
It depends. Certainly she signed the offer... Libby Hayes
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Refrence Checks
42. _ Good morning! I wanted to pick everyone's... Anonymous
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)
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No raises what can we do
43. _ Good morning, I work for a state funded... Anonymous
44. _ If you haven't already, communicate about... Anonymous
45. _ Just be careful with that survey. People... Anonymous
46. I'm sure they would like a raise - who wouldn't!... Sarah Davis
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Use of Employee Social Security Number
47. _ I'm building an employee database on MS... Anonymous
48. _ We use their employee ID numbers for anything. Anonymous
49. Completely agree with Employee ID. 99% of my... Kyle O'Donnell
50. _ Everyone here has a 5 digit employee number... Anonymous
51. Our payroll system auto-generates an employee... Todd Saffell
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

_ Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms that... Anonymous
_ OP here - Ok, I now know that they must be... Anonymous
I don't keep 'em at all. But yeah, keep 'em... Ivette Dupuis
_ Also new to the reporting arena Anonymous
Because it should be for HR's eyes only. See... Ivette Dupuis
_ I have a confidential file for employees... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

California - Unpaid PTO
58. _ â€‹â€‹
Hello, A question came up as to... Anonymous
59. _ PTO stands for Paid Time Off, so there's no... Anonymous
60. _ â€‹
Dear Anonymonk: Sorry in my haste I... Anonymous
61. _ Knowing CA is very employee friendly, I'll... Anonymous
62. Kinda seems silly to me, though it is one way... Ivette Dupuis
started 18 hours ago, Natalie Price (2 replies)

Career Aptitude Test Recommendation
63. Does anyone have a particular career aptitude... Natalie Price
64. Hi Natalie, Kudos to you and your company for... Mary Dillman
65. O*net has a comprehensive list of careers as... Eric Emerson
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

EEO-1 Classification for Quality Inspectors
66. _ â€‹
Hi All - how would you classify Quality... Anonymous
67. _ â€‹
Hi All - hoping to get some thought on... Anonymous
68. I'd say Operative, too. Ivette Dupuis
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Perfume Allergies
69. _ â€‹
I know this is not a new topic, but... Anonymous
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70. _ I don't see a problem with sending out an... Anonymous
71. _ Send out an email blast and create a scent... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Gloria Bayer (2 replies)

Trying to Come Up With A Position Title
72. We are a small 6-person company which is... Gloria Bayer
73. _ I'm not 100% sure what you are asking for. ... Anonymous
74. _ I would start with O*Net, personally. If... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Jan Maino (7 replies)

Resignation, letter or no letter?
75. Should an employee resignation require an email... Jan Maino
76. _ Yes we always ask for a segregation letter... Anonymous
77. _ â€‹
I require written resignations so that... Anonymous
78. _ Ugh, I mean RESIGNATION letter. Yes... Anonymous
79. _ I always ask for something in writing or email. Anonymous
80. _ I'm in construction so most of my... Anonymous
81. I always want something written even if it's a... Todd Saffell
82. I always prefer something in writing because it... Monica Kennedy
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Beyond EAP
83. _ Hello Everyone: Our organization has an... Anonymous
84. _ Unfortunately you can't make someone get... Anonymous
85. _ "What is a the best way to suggest they... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Snow Day
86. _ Hello, all! My company has a policy that... Anonymous
87. _ No, there's no law they are violating. It... Anonymous
88. _ I think that's a great addition. If i have... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Arlisha Edwards (1 reply)

HR from scratch!
89. Hello, We are a very small nonprofit with 23... Arlisha Edwards
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Downtime
90. _ Hi! I'm fairly new to the HR world and I... Anonymous
91. _ What size is your company? I would spend... Anonymous
92. Thank you so much! We have around 80 employees,... Blair Spitaliere
started 20 hours ago, Tiffanie Carman (1 reply)

Sick Leave Policies
93. Hi, I know many states have their sick leave... Tiffanie Carman
94. _ Massachusetts and Connecticut also have... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)
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EEO-1 Survey
95. _ I thought the EEO-1 survey was delayed... Anonymous
96. It was delayed from the usual September 30th... Sarah Davis
97. _ Thanks, Sarah! I didn't realize the wage... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
98. _ We have an employee who has worked with... Anonymous
99. _ Are you doing this pro se? If so, it is... Anonymous
100. _ The lawyer handling this is one she engaged... Anonymous
101. _ â€‹
I am not a visa expert, but have sponsored... Anonymous
102. _ Thank you so much for your replies. It does... Anonymous
103. _ In case this adds to the puzzle, she has... Anonymous
104. _ I would work with an immigration attorney... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Employee Files
105. _ Just a random question.. How do you... Anonymous
106. â€‹
We have 2 files for each employee. One is for... Libby Hayes
107. Electronic storage is good alternative solution Kyle O'Donnell
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
108. _ Wondering if any of you have been in this... Anonymous
109. _ I tell myself - it's not personal - it's... Anonymous
110. â€‹
It is a difficult situation, one that you will... Libby Hayes
111. Unfortunately, yes, and it is a crappy situation... Lauren Keller
112. It is personal because it's a person being fired... Sarah Davis
113. _ That's a tough situation to be in for sure Anonymous
114. _ How I handle these kinds of situations is... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Requesting Time Off
115. _ Hello: Employees: 15 total in... Anonymous
116. _ Why not remove yourself from the process... Anonymous
117. If you're going to stick with the email option,... Nancy Bustos
118. _ With only 15 people, I would say that email... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (17 replies)

Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
119. _ First I will say that I absolutely LOVE... Anonymous
120. â€‹
I think you should then ask your boss this same... Libby Hayes
121. _ What exactly did she say? Not to ask... Anonymous
122. _ The issue is in the way that you asked if... Anonymous
123. _ Ask your manager for clarity regarding the... Anonymous
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124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.

_ It's strange because the question itself,... Anonymous
_ I definitely see your point about putting... Anonymous
_ â€‹
You do what you have to do and cry on the... Anonymous
_ If word got back to your boss that you... Anonymous
_ How is that a helpful response? I didn't... Anonymous
_ "will this get easier when I am no longer ... Anonymous
_ I feel like that was a response to another... Anonymous
You've been given great advice and "food for... Mary Dillman
_ Thank you for the reminder about the time... Anonymous
_ Stop following these rules: Best... Anonymous
But I must be doing something wrong. Anonymous,... Roberta Weingarten
_ OP: A few comments on your rules and I... Anonymous
_ You know what you are right, the way I... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.

_ â€‹
Our HR department sends to an employee who... Anonymous
â€‹
Perhaps the letter spells out the reason for... Libby Hayes
_ â€‹
I reviewed each one to see if they offered... Anonymous
You do not have to use the forms expressly... Sarah Davis
_ â€‹
Thank you. We will work on consolidating... Anonymous
_ The federal form is not required. It does... Anonymous
_ Just a reminder to stay abreast of changes... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
144. _ â€‹
If we bring in temporary employees through... Anonymous
145. _ This is your responsibility as far as... Anonymous
146. _ These temps are employees of the agency and... Anonymous
147. _ I don't know of any 401(k) that allows non... Anonymous
148. _ The temp agency is responsible to provide... Anonymous
149. â€‹
The agency is responsible for benefits while... Jan Savoie
150. _ I don't know of any 401(k) that... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

What would you do if candidates got confused?
151. _ What would you do if a hiring manager... Anonymous
152. _ What do you mean bu confused? Did you... Anonymous
153. _ Didn't realize until after what? After the... Anonymous
154. Either go with the person you extended the offer... Eric Emerson
155. _ After the offer Anonymous
156. _ After the offer? how far after the offer? ... Anonymous
157. _ So the person hasn't started yet? Have... Anonymous
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started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

ADP TotalSource - Reviews/References
158. _ Hi all, My company is evaluating ADP... Anonymous
159. I have not worked with ADP Total Source. ... Sarah Davis
started 22 hours ago, Jennifer Donovan (2 replies)

Benefits Broker/Consultant in Mexico
160. I am looking for recommendations for a good... Jennifer Donovan
161. _ Does Marsh have suggestions? My broker... Anonymous
162. _ SHRM has a new broker evaluation tool < Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Milestone Anniversary Incentives - Please Share
163. _ Do you offer any type of 10-year, 15-year,... Anonymous
164. _ â€‹
We recognize starting at 5 years and then... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Use it or lose it PTO reminder
165. _ We have a use-it-or-lose-it PTO policy and... Anonymous
166. â€‹
I would check with your Paycom specialist to... Libby Hayes
167. _ On a quarterly (or monthly or bi-monthly)... Anonymous
168. _ I have Paycom and I will be surprised if... Anonymous
169. _ I suggest staying away from this type of... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (85 replies)

Terminated Employee's Mother
170. _ Why did you schedule a meeting with her? ... Anonymous
171. _ Tell the mother to talk with their child. ... Anonymous
172. _ You tell the mother that you can not speak... Anonymous
173. _ "His mother has been calling and now has... Anonymous
174. _ I am so glad I don't have to deal with... Anonymous
175. _ This is an assumption. I have had GenX... Anonymous
176. _ Wow... you agreed to meet with the fired... Anonymous
177. _ I agree. You have no more business... Anonymous
178. _ â€‹
I appreciate everyone's responses. I... Anonymous
179. _ Everybody Loves Raymond: Marie interfered... Anonymous
180. _ As others have said I would not have agreed... Anonymous
181. If you speak with the mother I would advise her... Libby Hayes
182. _ LOL, I pictured her too! I also pictured... Anonymous
183. _ â€‹
Thank you everyone! You have pretty... Anonymous
184. How would you handle this situation? Anonymous,... Roberta Weingarten
185. _ Phew OP glad you did not schedule the... Anonymous
186. _ If you agreed to discuss my termination... Anonymous
187. _ So? Did you cancel the meeting? Did she... Anonymous
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188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.

_ Also be livid at your mother for asking for... Anonymous
_ I'm with the others. I would never agree... Anonymous
_ You would be violating privacy and... Anonymous
_ Agreed. It's a huge assumption today they... Anonymous
_ â€‹
OP Here, I have been trying to get... Anonymous
â€‹
Glad you will be out of the office when she... Lorraine Kost
Hello, Unless the child is a minor, you... Justin Markowitz
_ Oh good gosh. You booked the meeting. If... Anonymous
_ Good Grief ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ STOP the... Anonymous
_ â€‹
"Don't run from the situation you created Anonymous
_ â€‹
Excellent job not reading OPs multiple... Anonymous
_ OP did NOT book the meeting, she never... Anonymous
_ OP didn't schedule the meeting! Devil's... Anonymous
_ â€‹
"Devil's Advocate - Meet with the mum, ask... Anonymous
â€‹
At least now you know at least one of the... Jan Savoie
_ Funny thing though, being an HR person, I... Anonymous
_ I would contact the son, since you aren't... Anonymous
_ Funny thing though, being an HR... Anonymous
_ OMG. Please tell me you are joking. Just no... Anonymous
_ There is absolutely nothing funny about... Anonymous
HR or not, if you were my mom. I would have went... Todd Saffell
_ **Pops popcorn and hits refresh** This... Anonymous
_ Wow what a judgy group. I taught my... Anonymous
_ You should teach your daughter to fight her... Anonymous
_ Newsflash: Your daughter's not in high... Anonymous
_ That's what I am saying. I taught her how... Anonymous
_ What area of HR area you in? I am curious... Anonymous
_ I taught my daughter a lesson that... Anonymous
_ Newsflash my daughter was in High School Anonymous
_ I said I advise the student to call and ask... Anonymous
_ I was thinking the same thing. How does... Anonymous
_ And what exactly do you think the cops... Anonymous
_ Wouldn't respond to even one student who... Anonymous
_ I agree. You can provide your child the... Anonymous
_ For Pete's sake. I did it once for my... Anonymous
Just curious, OP...after the comments above... Roberta Weingarten
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't... Roberta Weingarten
_ The lesson your daughter learned was MOMMY... Anonymous
_ And what exactly do you think the... Anonymous
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227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
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241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.

_ Back to the OP, I also am of the opinion... Anonymous
_ We hire 15 and 16 year olds. I explain to... Anonymous
_ Yes I do. And I have also done it in... Anonymous
_ Mama Bear, Love is blinding. I get that... Anonymous
_ Agree with AJ- and don't forget the Rubics... Anonymous
_ You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it... Anonymous
_ Why wouldn't you offer advice? I... Anonymous
_ I didn't get feedback, I got judgement. My... Anonymous
_ t seems everyone disagrees with what... Anonymous
_ Not to mention it delivers minimal value to... Anonymous
_ It reminds me of that Honey Boo Boo show... Anonymous
Does your building have security? It may put... Eric Emerson
_ My daughter was fine with it, the... Anonymous
_ Gosh you know so much about this situation... Anonymous
That hiring manager is the exception, not the... Roberta Weingarten
_ I agree with you Roberta. Anonymous
Gosh you know so much about this situation don't... Roberta Weingarten
_ I can promise you that the "Lead Manager"... Anonymous
_ Well you all can be happy you bullied... Anonymous
To the OP's issue, I would not leave this on my... Monica Kennedy
_ This is very immature! Anonymous
_ Why would you not renew with SHRM just... Anonymous
_ I'm sorry- but that's the receptionist's... Anonymous
_ Oh, for Pete's sake. What an overreaction Anonymous
_ ...and ironically sounds like the opposite... Anonymous
_ â€‹
I can't believe that I just read this... Anonymous
_ I am new to the site but find it extremely... Anonymous
However, in this instance I think I, or all of... Roberta Weingarten
"â€‹
I can't believe that I just read this whole... Kate Palmquist
started 22 hours ago, Yosjaira Matos (5 replies)

Bonuses
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.

Hello, I need some advice on how to explain... Yosjaira Matos
â€‹
That makes absolutely no sense and has nothing... Libby Hayes
_ Wouldn't bonuses fall under "or any other... Anonymous
_ The Executive Director wants to do... Anonymous
The CFO is just interesting like that. She doesn... Yosjaira Matos
_ You said this is a CFO. Does she... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Stephanie Sterling (0 replies)

10-minute HR Trainer or similar?
262. Hi everyone, I'm looking for an easy way to... Stephanie Sterling
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started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Info Tech
263. _ I realize Info Tech departments are going... Anonymous
264. _ Nope, our IT department does not have... Anonymous
265. â€‹
I can think of no reason why IT should have... Libby Hayes
266. _ Thank you for validating my thoughts. Anonymous
267. "Admin" rights may be acceptable for internal IT... Kyle O'Donnell
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
268. _ Currently for our salaried/exempt employees... Anonymous
269. _ This is a company policy. Anonymous
270. _ What does your policy day? We are 4 hour... Anonymous
271. _ Wouldn't it benefit the employees if it... Anonymous
272. The current policy is that salaried exempt... Victoria Gibbs
273. My current Supervisor has PTO set up the same... Mandie Mowatt
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Payroll Frequency Change
274. _ In changing our payroll frequency, what... Anonymous
275. _ Are you asking about the ACA implications... Anonymous
276. _ Yes, ACA implications, reporting, etc. Anonymous
277. _ Not sure that there are any specific ACA... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Brook Siar (6 replies)

Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
278. What is the difference between a generalist and... Brook Siar
279. _ In my opinion, an HR Manager manages the... Anonymous
280. I would add to HR Witch's post above ^ that the... Steven Meilleur
281. _ I agree with HR Witch. These can be the... Anonymous
282. _ We actually do not have generalist as a... Anonymous
283. _ â€‹www.differencebetween.net/business/... < Anonymous
284. _ I agree with everyone's post. On the other... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
285.
286.
287.
288.
289.
290.

_ â€‹â€‹
Hello All, I am working a project to... Anonymous
I've been working in HR for wine distribution ... Kylie Henshaw
_ â€‹
Thank you Kylie! Great feedback! I agree-... Anonymous
I'm also in hospitality. Our local technical... Julia Pillow
_ â€‹
Julia, THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Any other suggestions? Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)
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HR vs Accounting Functions
291. _ Hope someone can offer me some guidance on... Anonymous
292. _ Really this depends on how the... Anonymous
293. How do you normally process a change in pay? ... Steven Meilleur
294. _ I don't have a 'manager' as I am a DOO. I... Anonymous
295. _ I've recently transitioned from Accounts... Anonymous
296. _ This depends on your organization. I enter... Anonymous
297. _ I just met with a paylocity rep and one of... Anonymous
started yesterday, William Morrow (1 reply)

Citizenship requirement for volunteers
298. I am curious about the status of volunteers. My... William Morrow
299. _ These people are volunteers, you are not... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Asking why an employee needs remote work
300.
301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.

_ â€‹
Yes, of course. I recommend asking this... Anonymous
I think this is a normal question. Ja'Net Christmas
_ Absolutely. I don't see a reason why you... Anonymous
_ Thanks so much for the feedback, everyone! ... Anonymous
_ â€‹
I have a different perspective. If your... Anonymous
_ Yes, absolutely. It makes a difference... Anonymous
_ But they're working, not taking time off... Anonymous
started yesterday, Eric Stevenson (10 replies)

Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
307. Employees discussing their pay with other... Ja'Net Christmas
308. _ FYI- Massachusetts recently passed a pay... Anonymous
309. _ â€‹
Absolutely cannot fire an employee for... Anonymous
310. This topic is regarding: www.shrm.org/hr-today... Sylvia Holmes
311. Lilly Ledbetter just resets the clock with each... Ivette Dupuis
312. Just as an FYI... 'The Paycheck Fairness Act... Ivette Dupuis
313. _ Employees discussing their pay with... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (14 replies)

New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
314. _ Cut the tie immediately. I would not pay... Anonymous
315. _ I would have ended the employment... Anonymous
316. Based on what you described, I would let her go... Boyd Marquardt
317. _ Interesting responses. While I think it is... Anonymous
318. _ I would end her employment today, however,... Anonymous
319. _ There is no validity to what she is saying Anonymous
320. _ Then I would definitely get her out TODAY,... Anonymous
321. _ I would honestly want to learn from her Anonymous
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322.
323.
324.
325.

_ Yes, but have you talked to her directly is... Anonymous
I would cut her lose and only pay for hours... Todd Saffell
I'd definitely recommend terminating the... Monica Kennedy
I agree with the advice offered by anonymous... Mary Dillman
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Asking for a Dr's Note
326. What does your handbook say? For example, we... Aziza Owusu
327. â€‹
Maybe the Ee is just trying to get all her... Courtney Fitzpatrick
328. _ Have you explored if she needs FMLA? If... Anonymous
329. I think asking for a doctor's note is not... Vicki Dekker
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

jury duty - salary exempt
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.

_ In addition to the bad taste it leaves in a... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Also depends on your state laws. Some... Anonymous
If an exempt employee misses less than one full... Ashley Sink
You cannot dock their full pay if it's for... Ashley Sink
_ Are you sure the exempt employee isn't... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (10 replies)

Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
335. _ It's wonderful that he has a strong... Anonymous
336. There is nothing to accommodate because you don... Julie Kellman
337. _ I just ran this scenario by one of my... Anonymous
338. _ It's commendable that you are considering... Anonymous
339. _ â€‹
OP Here! Thanks everyone for your... Anonymous
340. If he wants everyone to stop eating pork, then... Kate Palmquist
341. _ Hi I think that the Muslims religion does... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

Personnel Records/Payroll Retention
342. _ â€‹
Thanks. Anonymous
started yesterday, K Hart (7 replies)

Longevity/Anniversary Awards
343. Thanks so much, Libby for your response. Do you... K Hart
344. Thanks so much, Angie for your response. Do you... K Hart
345. _ We give awards to our hourly employees. We... Anonymous
346. _ Hello, We give anniversary awards to... Anonymous
347. We give awards on 5 year milestones to everybody... Susana Guzman-Agle
started yesterday, Anonymous (14 replies)

Employee's LinkedIn is exaggerated
348. _ I call Linkedin "Boring Facebook" Anonymous
started yesterday, Brittany Gonzales (3 replies)
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Current HR Trends: HR and Business Managers
349. _ This is absolutely true. At least for my... Anonymous
started yesterday, Tiffany Tang (2 replies)

Ethics Hotline
350. _ We use NAVEX and have been happy with them Anonymous
351. Our company is considering this as well. It's a... Carol Andrews
started yesterday, Joann Schlimgen (2 replies)

Sexual Harassment Training
352. _ We went directly to our insurance providers... Anonymous
353. Hi Joann, There have been numerous threads... Mary Dillman
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)

I-9 Audit Help
354. This should help www.ice.gov/sites/default... Suzanne Tiner
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
355.
356.
357.
358.

_ First of all, don't email anything like... Anonymous
_ We have a termed employee who had her... Anonymous
_ I'd ignore the request. Anonymous, ... Anonymous
_ I agree. If this is a lawyer, I'd tell them... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (6 replies)

How do you detriment overtime for a salaried employee?
359. _ Detriment? What do you mean? As other... Anonymous
360. _ Do you mean a non-exempt employee paid via... Anonymous
361. _ Exempt or non-exempt? Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)

Employment Agreement vs Offer Letter
362. _ Thank you! Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Impropper Garnishment Deduction
363. _ You don't have to pay the interest that has... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

2018 tax reform / W-4 withholdings
364. _ I started to send out the communication... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Releasing Employment Documents
365. _ They are the property of the ER. I would... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (14 replies)

THREAT TO CO WORKERS SAFETY
366. If you don't want to term him immediately for... Ann Ortego
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Access to HR files
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367. _ I would add that job duty necessity would... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

Pregnancy and not eligible for FMLA
368. â€‹
Pregnancy Discrimination Act says you can't... Sara Maxwell
started 2 days ago, Laura Handrick (29 replies)

Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
369. _ Wow at all the comments...we are a local... Anonymous
370. Thanks all. The online site I write for is Fit... Laura Handrick
371. Hi Anonymous. This is well said and can provide... Laura Handrick
372. Hi you, I write for Fit Small Business: Get... Laura Handrick
373. Thanks Steven, I'm going to mention this in the... Laura Handrick
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Employee aggression /anger issues
374. _ â€‹
Discipline for his behavior. Terminate if... Anonymous
375. Totally agree with the advice to focus on the... Mary Dillman
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

ADA leave following C-Section
376. _ She will not have any other ADA... Anonymous
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Background Screening
377. _ Awesome - thank you!! Anonymous
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Verizon Wireless Discount
378. I called them and our account was already set up... Charlett Warren
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next
Did the Mom show up???
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:42 AM
Anonymous

_
Inquiring minds want to know and the other post is being reviewed =)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
2.

previous next
Re: Did the Mom show up???
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:54 AM
Anonymous

_
I think the OP said they had an obligation and wasn't going to be in the office (?).

Which is disappointing, OP must know we are anxiously waiting on pins and needles ;)

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Did the Mom show up???
_
Inquiring minds want to know and the other post is being reviewed =)

top
3.

previous next
Re: Did the Mom show up???
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:56 AM
Todd Saffell

I've already made the popcorn. Just sitting here waiting for the movie to start.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Did the Mom show up???
_
I think the OP said they had an obligation and wasn't going to be in the office (?).
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Did the Mom show up???

Which is disappointing, OP must know we are anxiously waiting on pins and needles ;)

_
Inquiring minds want to know and the other post is being reviewed =)

top
4.

previous next
Seeking HR Risk Assessment Audit & Internal Control Checklists tools
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 10:44 AM
Erin Joyce
I am seeking to develop or purchase HR Risk Assessment Audit and Internal Control Checklists tools. Beyond comparing current practices with internal policies or external legislation, I need a
tool that helps to spot controls that are weak or missing. For example: do our policies and procedures include appropriate approvals, authorizations, segregation of duties, security/safeguarding of
information, etc.
Does anyone have any tools they would be willing to share, or recommendations for third parties that provide this type of service?
-----------------------------Erin Joyce SHRM-SCP, SPHR
HR Compliance
FedEx Supply Chain
Cranberry Township
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Paylocity
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:38 AM
Anonymous

_
I'm considering moving our 200 employee organization over to Paylocity.
I'm attracted to the direct feed to Fidelity, the on-boarding and the Performance Management piece.
The cost will be about 5K more a year. What we currently have is just a basic payroll service where data gets dumped in, I make changes and process. I then need to create file feeds for 3 businesses
and forward over to Fidelity. Then go back in another day to process the files. I also have to enter in all the data for new hires. With Paylocity, the new hire will enter in their info, tax withholdings,
etc. They'll also be able to make changes (with my final approval) at any time without having to complete and submit paper forms.
Anyone have any experience with this?
Any horror stories or accolades?
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Paylocity
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:48 AM
Anonymous

_
We are about 3 months in to Paylocity. Love it so far. The support and integration team are phenomenal! I love the onboarding piece. It makes it so easy when you can electronically submit
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paperwork to new hire and have it completed by the time they arrive on their first day. Like I said, their support team is wonderful. You have dedicated people for your organization and it's very
professional.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paylocity
_
I'm considering moving our 200 employee organization over to Paylocity.
I'm attracted to the direct feed to Fidelity, the on-boarding and the Performance Management piece.
The cost will be about 5K more a year. What we currently have is just a basic payroll service where data gets dumped in, I make changes and process. I then need to create file feeds for 3 businesses
and forward over to Fidelity. Then go back in another day to process the files. I also have to enter in all the data for new hires. With Paylocity, the new hire will enter in their info, tax withholdings,
etc. They'll also be able to make changes (with my final approval) at any time without having to complete and submit paper forms.
Anyone have any experience with this?
Any horror stories or accolades?
anon #6 â€‹

top
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previous next
Re: Paylocity
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 11:20 AM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
Most payroll/HR vendors will set up a direct feed to retirement and benefit providers. Usually for an additional fee, plus a set up fee for developing the report. The key to any payroll/HR vendor is
managing the fees. Some have a flat fee for all services, others nickel and dime you for every little piece of the platform that you use (payroll, direct deposit, self service, time & attendance, benefit
administration etc). Just keep that in mind when looking at a vendor.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paylocity
_
I'm considering moving our 200 employee organization over to Paylocity.
I'm attracted to the direct feed to Fidelity, the on-boarding and the Performance Management piece.
The cost will be about 5K more a year. What we currently have is just a basic payroll service where data gets dumped in, I make changes and process. I then need to create file feeds for 3 businesses
and forward over to Fidelity. Then go back in another day to process the files. I also have to enter in all the data for new hires. With Paylocity, the new hire will enter in their info, tax withholdings,
etc. They'll also be able to make changes (with my final approval) at any time without having to complete and submit paper forms.
Anyone have any experience with this?
Any horror stories or accolades?
anon #6 â€‹

top
8.

previous next
Re: Paylocity
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:25 AM
Anonymous

_
Also contact your benefits carriers to see what their minimum # of employees or enrollees is before they'll allow for a direct feed. The payroll provider may provide the functionality, but that doesn't
mean the carrier will accept the feed. ~200 is around the number I've seen with most carriers (but some base it on employees and some base it on enrollees).â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-23-2018 11:19
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: Paylocity
â€‹
Most payroll/HR vendors will set up a direct feed to retirement and benefit providers. Usually for an additional fee, plus a set up fee for developing the report. The key to any payroll/HR vendor is
managing the fees. Some have a flat fee for all services, others nickel and dime you for every little piece of the platform that you use (payroll, direct deposit, self service, time & attendance, benefit
administration etc). Just keep that in mind when looking at a vendor.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio

top
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previous next
Re: Paylocity
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:29 AM
Anonymous

_
I won't be utilizing the benefit direct feed due to low participation.
I'm mostly looking for pros/cons of Paylocity itself.
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paylocity
_
Also contact your benefits carriers to see what their minimum # of employees or enrollees is before they'll allow for a direct feed. The payroll provider may provide the functionality, but that doesn't
mean the carrier will accept the feed. ~200 is around the number I've seen with most carriers (but some base it on employees and some base it on enrollees).â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 11:19
From: Libby Hayes
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Subject: Paylocity
â€‹
Most payroll/HR vendors will set up a direct feed to retirement and benefit providers. Usually for an additional fee, plus a set up fee for developing the report. The key to any payroll/HR vendor is
managing the fees. Some have a flat fee for all services, others nickel and dime you for every little piece of the platform that you use (payroll, direct deposit, self service, time & attendance, benefit
administration etc). Just keep that in mind when looking at a vendor.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paylocity
_
I'm considering moving our 200 employee organization over to Paylocity.
I'm attracted to the direct feed to Fidelity, the on-boarding and the Performance Management piece.
The cost will be about 5K more a year. What we currently have is just a basic payroll service where data gets dumped in, I make changes and process. I then need to create file feeds for 3 businesses
and forward over to Fidelity. Then go back in another day to process the files. I also have to enter in all the data for new hires. With Paylocity, the new hire will enter in their info, tax withholdings,
etc. They'll also be able to make changes (with my final approval) at any time without having to complete and submit paper forms.
Anyone have any experience with this?
Any horror stories or accolades?
anon #6 â€‹
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Employee Portal/Self-Service
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 10:23 AM
Kate Palmquist
We don't have a self-service or employee portal, but would like to have one. Where do we even start? Would love to have everything easily accessible on a phone app. For example, I need to update
my address or W-4, etc. Any tips?
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-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Employee Portal/Self-Service
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:24 AM
Anonymous

_
Typically ESS and MSS are incorporated into an HRIS or HCM system. What do you have as your HRIS?
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:22
From: Kate Palmquist
Subject: Employee Portal/Self-Service
We don't have a self-service or employee portal, but would like to have one. Where do we even start? Would love to have everything easily accessible on a phone app. For example, I need to update
my address or W-4, etc. Any tips?
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
------------------------------
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Re: Employee Portal/Self-Service
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 10:38 AM
Kate Palmquist
That's a loaded question :)
We use a cost management program that has the capabilities to house all our employee information/setup. Basically, no function to host what I am looking for...
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Portal/Self-Service
_
Typically ESS and MSS are incorporated into an HRIS or HCM system. What do you have as your HRIS?
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:22
From: Kate Palmquist
Subject: Employee Portal/Self-Service
We don't have a self-service or employee portal, but would like to have one. Where do we even start? Would love to have everything easily accessible on a phone app. For example, I need to update
my address or W-4, etc. Any tips?
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
------------------------------

top
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previous next

13.

Re: Employee Portal/Self-Service
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:49 AM
Anonymous

_
Our HRIS system has an employee self service capability. Love it! We use Paylocity.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:22
From: Kate Palmquist
Subject: Employee Portal/Self-Service
We don't have a self-service or employee portal, but would like to have one. Where do we even start? Would love to have everything easily accessible on a phone app. For example, I need to update
my address or W-4, etc. Any tips?
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
------------------------------
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Re: Employee Portal/Self-Service
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 11:32 AM
Sarah Stulga
How many employees do you have? Knowing the scope of this project might help you get some better recommendations.
I met a developer once at an HR data seminar who started his own company creating solutions just like this. We had a really interesting conversation, he was trying to sell me on an ACA solution he
custom designed but my employer at the time was using ADP and didn't have the time/money to pursue a better product. If I can find his info again I will shoot it over to you, I know I have it saved
somewhere.
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-----------------------------Sarah Stulga SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:38
From: Kate Palmquist
Subject: Employee Portal/Self-Service
That's a loaded question :)
We use a cost management program that has the capabilities to house all our employee information/setup. Basically, no function to host what I am looking for...
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
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Previous Message Post
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 10:00 AM
Patsy Wiggins
Is there a way to delete a post from the past? I may have to share my account with assistant, and would rather not have all past posts appear.
-----------------------------Pat
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Previous Message Post
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 10:03 AM
Roberta Weingarten
Nope. You'd need to contact the SHRMConnect moderator to do that.
Maybe consider paying for membership for your assistant? These are individual memberships, not company, regardless of who's paying for it. I would never share my account with my assistant. I
would, though, pony up the $209 and get her her own.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:59
From: Patsy Wiggins
Subject: Previous Message Post
Is there a way to delete a post from the past? I may have to share my account with assistant, and would rather not have all past posts appear.
-----------------------------Pat
------------------------------

top
17.

previous next
Re: Previous Message Post
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:04 AM
Anonymous

_
You can go to the original post and under the reply button, note report to a moderator and post reason. The post will lock and the mods will review.
You can also edit the context and just delete the question. Your name will still remain.
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i wouldn't share my SHRM log on info. It seems it would violate the TOS. I personally don't care share away but maybe that is an excuse you can use if you don't want to share.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:59
From: Patsy Wiggins
Subject: Previous Message Post
Is there a way to delete a post from the past? I may have to share my account with assistant, and would rather not have all past posts appear.
-----------------------------Pat
------------------------------

top
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Re: Previous Message Post
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:06 AM
Anonymous

_
I doubt SHRM wants you to share your license, OP... get your Assistant her own.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:59
From: Patsy Wiggins
Subject: Previous Message Post
Is there a way to delete a post from the past? I may have to share my account with assistant, and would rather not have all past posts appear.
-----------------------------Pat
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previous next
Re: Previous Message Post
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:07 AM
Anonymous

_
I think you can edit previous posts and remove your name from your posting. That might be a good idea to do on this posting, as it was probably not wise to use your name to announce that you'r
going to share your account with your assistant. I have not read the terms of membership in recent years, but I'd bet SHRM frowns upon such action.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:59
From: Patsy Wiggins
Subject: Previous Message Post
Is there a way to delete a post from the past? I may have to share my account with assistant, and would rather not have all past posts appear.
-----------------------------Pat
------------------------------
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Re: Previous Message Post
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:12 AM
Anonymous

_
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It is against SHRM terms of service to share your account with your assistant. Not wise to announce it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:59
From: Patsy Wiggins
Subject: Previous Message Post
Is there a way to delete a post from the past? I may have to share my account with assistant, and would rather not have all past posts appear.
-----------------------------Pat
------------------------------
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Re: Previous Message Post
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:54 AM
Anonymous

_
It's under Section 3:
"You may not use or allow others to use, your IDs and/or the Services..."
www.shrm.org/about-shrm/pages/terms-of-use.aspx
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Previous Message Post
_
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I think you can edit previous posts and remove your name from your posting. That might be a good idea to do on this posting, as it was probably not wise to use your name to announce that you'r
going to share your account with your assistant. I have not read the terms of membership in recent years, but I'd bet SHRM frowns upon such action.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:59
From: Patsy Wiggins
Subject: Previous Message Post
Is there a way to delete a post from the past? I may have to share my account with assistant, and would rather not have all past posts appear.
-----------------------------Pat
------------------------------

top
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previous next
60-day "Evaluation Period" for New Hires
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:53 AM
Anonymous

_
When we hire new employees, we are not able to actually measure that the employee is at the level they say, until we get them on a job. We can of course do reference checks, but really aren't able to
measure their skill until they are put on a jo to perform the tasks they were hired for.
That being said, is any one in the same situation and if so, do you let the employee know upon hire that if they can not perform the tasks they originally said they could do, understand that they will
have their pay adjusted based off of the tasks that are actually proficient in?
Do you have any language/polices you would share that speak to this?
Thanks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: 60-day "Evaluation Period" for New Hires
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Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:56 AM
Anonymous
_
You don't need a policy for this or any kind of formal period, if this is at-will employment. If you want to terminate at day 10 or day 710 it makes no difference. Same thing with deciding to demote
someone because they don't have the necessary skills. Just do it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 60-day "Evaluation Period" for New Hires
_
When we hire new employees, we are not able to actually measure that the employee is at the level they say, until we get them on a job. We can of course do reference checks, but really aren't able to
measure their skill until they are put on a jo to perform the tasks they were hired for.
That being said, is any one in the same situation and if so, do you let the employee know upon hire that if they can not perform the tasks they originally said they could do, understand that they will
have their pay adjusted based off of the tasks that are actually proficient in?
Do you have any language/polices you would share that speak to this?
Thanks
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previous next
Re: 60-day "Evaluation Period" for New Hires
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:07 AM
Todd Saffell

While I appreciate your concern, and I'm sure we could share some stories of grossly underqualified talent, I would be hesitant to start a new employee with a "warning".
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Reply to Sender

do you let the employee know upon hire that if they can not perform the tasks they originally said they could do, understand that they will have their pay adjusted based off of the tasks that
are actually proficient in?
Anonymous, 03-23-2018 09:53

If my first interaction with your company was a "you better be able to do what you said you could or else" meeting I would disappear a lunch like donuts in a break room. You can always meet with
the underperfomer later and explain why their level of proficiency requires a demotion and pay decrease until they come up to proficiency. I would never make this kind of blanket statement to
all/most new hires.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 60-day "Evaluation Period" for New Hires
_
When we hire new employees, we are not able to actually measure that the employee is at the level they say, until we get them on a job. We can of course do reference checks, but really aren't able to
measure their skill until they are put on a jo to perform the tasks they were hired for.
That being said, is any one in the same situation and if so, do you let the employee know upon hire that if they can not perform the tasks they originally said they could do, understand that they will
have their pay adjusted based off of the tasks that are actually proficient in?
Do you have any language/polices you would share that speak to this?
Thanks
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Re: 60-day "Evaluation Period" for New Hires
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:17 AM
Anonymous

_
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I would kindly decline your job offer if that's the way it was presented to me.
Why? Because obviously you're going to say my skills are lower and reduce my pay once you get me on board. That's essentially what you're telling me.
You hire someone and then ensure they have the tools they need to succeed. We're all constantly growing and getting better at what we do. If you pull someone back right out of the gate, what's the
incentive to do their best and succeed in their role?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 60-day "Evaluation Period" for New Hires
_
When we hire new employees, we are not able to actually measure that the employee is at the level they say, until we get them on a job. We can of course do reference checks, but really aren't able to
measure their skill until they are put on a jo to perform the tasks they were hired for.
That being said, is any one in the same situation and if so, do you let the employee know upon hire that if they can not perform the tasks they originally said they could do, understand that they will
have their pay adjusted based off of the tasks that are actually proficient in?
Do you have any language/polices you would share that speak to this?
Thanks

top
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previous next
Doing business in Canada?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:19 AM
Anonymous

_
Hi all, I work for a consulting firm and just found out our sales folks are pitching work to a Canadian company. We are US-based but this would mean that we are 1. doing business in Canada and 2.
could potentially hire on Canadian employees. I don't even know where to start to see what we need to do to get this set up. Can anyone point me in the right direction?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Doing business in Canada?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 9:22 AM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
I would recommend starting with your attorney. There are many regulations for business aside from employee regulations.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Doing business in Canada?
_
Hi all, I work for a consulting firm and just found out our sales folks are pitching work to a Canadian company. We are US-based but this would mean that we are 1. doing business in Canada and 2.
could potentially hire on Canadian employees. I don't even know where to start to see what we need to do to get this set up. Can anyone point me in the right direction?
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Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:17 AM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:19 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
If the employee has a doctor's release to work, then why would they be out on FMLA? Also, it depends on why they are out.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
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Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:20 AM
Libby Hayes
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Reply to Sender

â€‹
If they are able to work then they are not on FMLA anymore, regardless of where they are working. Your decision to allow them to work from home is yours, however, with a non-exempt person
you would need to determine how you would track their actual work hours and productivity.
If they think they can work part time, that is a decision their physician would need to speak to and again, you would make the decision on whether they can work from home as above.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
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Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 9:26 AM
Sarah Davis
Depending on the circumstance, this may be a reasonable accommodation under the ADA to allow an employee to work from home full or part-time until they can return to the office.
If the employee is working, then it's not FMLA leave. If they are working intermittently, even from home, then it would be intermittent FMLA leave.
You would not necessarily need to allow this if it is an unreasonable accommodation or may cause undue hardship - which is really rarely the case.
You just need to engage in the interactive process with the employee to determine how long she may need to work from home, how you plan to track the hours worked and hours used for FMLA and
then when she is expected to return to the office.

-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
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Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
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Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:39 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thank you for your response. I think we would only allow work from home periodically is she then gets a release for intermittent fmla? Then this gets hard to track.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:19
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
â€‹
If they are able to work then they are not on FMLA anymore, regardless of where they are working. Your decision to allow them to work from home is yours, however, with a non-exempt person
you would need to determine how you would track their actual work hours and productivity.
If they think they can work part time, that is a decision their physician would need to speak to and again, you would make the decision on whether they can work from home as above.
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Libby H
Ohio
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Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:50 AM
Anonymous

_
Will this person be on STD while she is out?
If so, her ability to work will impact her payments.
If her physician clears her to work, then she would no longer be on continuous FMLA and you may place her on intermittent FMLA if you're able to accommodate. It really isn't that difficult to
track. Simply count the hours she doesn't work towards her FMLA bank.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
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Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:59 AM
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Anonymous
_
â€‹
I think she will be filing a STD claim with AFLAC. So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
Will this person be on STD while she is out?
If so, her ability to work will impact her payments.
If her physician clears her to work, then she would no longer be on continuous FMLA and you may place her on intermittent FMLA if you're able to accommodate. It really isn't that difficult to
track. Simply count the hours she doesn't work towards her FMLA bank.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
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previous next
Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:10 AM
Anonymous

_
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So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
Anonymous, 03-23-2018 09:58

Why? I've had people out on partial disability, especially when they're easing back after a long/difficult illness or injury. With her doctor's approval, establish a schedule (ie, she's going to work 4hour days for 2 weeks), and make her stick to it, still completing her time sheets (since she's nonexempt). Only count the other 4 hours as FMLA (this really isn't difficult if you stick to a schedule). I
don't know how AFLAC works, honestly... but I suspect they have something in place for partial disability as well.
I think exempt vs. non-exempt isn't necessarily relevant... if she gets some work done and her manager is satisfied, then I think you can trust that she's putting in the hours she's reporting.
~HR for awhile
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I think she will be filing a STD claim with AFLAC. So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
Will this person be on STD while she is out?
If so, her ability to work will impact her payments.
If her physician clears her to work, then she would no longer be on continuous FMLA and you may place her on intermittent FMLA if you're able to accommodate. It really isn't that difficult to
track. Simply count the hours she doesn't work towards her FMLA bank.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
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Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:13 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Would I have to give her new FMLA forms to have her physician re-certify and change to intermittent fmla if dr is approving this? OR is a dr note sufficient releasing her for intermittent?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_

So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
Anonymous, 03-23-2018 09:58

Why? I've had people out on partial disability, especially when they're easing back after a long/difficult illness or injury. With her doctor's approval, establish a schedule (ie, she's going to work 4hour days for 2 weeks), and make her stick to it, still completing her time sheets (since she's nonexempt). Only count the other 4 hours as FMLA (this really isn't difficult if you stick to a schedule). I
don't know how AFLAC works, honestly... but I suspect they have something in place for partial disability as well.
I think exempt vs. non-exempt isn't necessarily relevant... if she gets some work done and her manager is satisfied, then I think you can trust that she's putting in the hours she's reporting.
~HR for awhile
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I think she will be filing a STD claim with AFLAC. So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
Will this person be on STD while she is out?
If so, her ability to work will impact her payments.
If her physician clears her to work, then she would no longer be on continuous FMLA and you may place her on intermittent FMLA if you're able to accommodate. It really isn't that difficult to
track. Simply count the hours she doesn't work towards her FMLA bank.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
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Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:19 AM
Anonymous

_
If the note indicates the frequency of necessary leave, then a note is fine.
The actual certification in not a requirement.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
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_
â€‹
Would I have to give her new FMLA forms to have her physician re-certify and change to intermittent fmla if dr is approving this? OR is a dr note sufficient releasing her for intermittent?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_

So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
Anonymous, 03-23-2018 09:58

Why? I've had people out on partial disability, especially when they're easing back after a long/difficult illness or injury. With her doctor's approval, establish a schedule (ie, she's going to work 4hour days for 2 weeks), and make her stick to it, still completing her time sheets (since she's nonexempt). Only count the other 4 hours as FMLA (this really isn't difficult if you stick to a schedule). I
don't know how AFLAC works, honestly... but I suspect they have something in place for partial disability as well.
I think exempt vs. non-exempt isn't necessarily relevant... if she gets some work done and her manager is satisfied, then I think you can trust that she's putting in the hours she's reporting.
~HR for awhile
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I think she will be filing a STD claim with AFLAC. So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
Will this person be on STD while she is out?
If so, her ability to work will impact her payments.
If her physician clears her to work, then she would no longer be on continuous FMLA and you may place her on intermittent FMLA if you're able to accommodate. It really isn't that difficult to
track. Simply count the hours she doesn't work towards her FMLA bank.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
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_
â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
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previous next
Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:27 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
If the note indicates the frequency of necessary leave, then a note is fine.
The actual certification in not a requirement.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
Would I have to give her new FMLA forms to have her physician re-certify and change to intermittent fmla if dr is approving this? OR is a dr note sufficient releasing her for intermittent?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
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_

So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
Anonymous, 03-23-2018 09:58

Why? I've had people out on partial disability, especially when they're easing back after a long/difficult illness or injury. With her doctor's approval, establish a schedule (ie, she's going to work 4hour days for 2 weeks), and make her stick to it, still completing her time sheets (since she's nonexempt). Only count the other 4 hours as FMLA (this really isn't difficult if you stick to a schedule). I
don't know how AFLAC works, honestly... but I suspect they have something in place for partial disability as well.
I think exempt vs. non-exempt isn't necessarily relevant... if she gets some work done and her manager is satisfied, then I think you can trust that she's putting in the hours she's reporting.
~HR for awhile
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I think she will be filing a STD claim with AFLAC. So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
Will this person be on STD while she is out?
If so, her ability to work will impact her payments.
If her physician clears her to work, then she would no longer be on continuous FMLA and you may place her on intermittent FMLA if you're able to accommodate. It really isn't that difficult to
track. Simply count the hours she doesn't work towards her FMLA bank.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
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Re: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:30 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Your question reminds me of a question/challenge I got from a manager. He asked if we could send a letter to his employee to notify her that her eligibility for protected leave had expired. It turns
out, after being notified about her rights under the FMLA, the employee asked the manager if she could work from home. He agreed but did not share this committment with anyone else. He was
disappointed when I told him that working from home is not the same as taking time off and that she was still entitled to 12 weeks of FMLA time. The Bozo tried to tell me that I was wrong and
even tried to elevate it up the chain of command, The more he complained the more he looked like an idot.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
Would I have to give her new FMLA forms to have her physician re-certify and change to intermittent fmla if dr is approving this? OR is a dr note sufficient releasing her for intermittent?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_

So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
Anonymous, 03-23-2018 09:58

Why? I've had people out on partial disability, especially when they're easing back after a long/difficult illness or injury. With her doctor's approval, establish a schedule (ie, she's going to work 4hour days for 2 weeks), and make her stick to it, still completing her time sheets (since she's nonexempt). Only count the other 4 hours as FMLA (this really isn't difficult if you stick to a schedule). I
don't know how AFLAC works, honestly... but I suspect they have something in place for partial disability as well.
I think exempt vs. non-exempt isn't necessarily relevant... if she gets some work done and her manager is satisfied, then I think you can trust that she's putting in the hours she's reporting.
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~HR for awhile
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I think she will be filing a STD claim with AFLAC. So you just answered the question. Not a good idea for us to allow her to work from home.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
Will this person be on STD while she is out?
If so, her ability to work will impact her payments.
If her physician clears her to work, then she would no longer be on continuous FMLA and you may place her on intermittent FMLA if you're able to accommodate. It really isn't that difficult to
track. Simply count the hours she doesn't work towards her FMLA bank.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can an employee work while on FMLA leave?
_
â€‹
I have an hourly non-exempt employee who will be out on FMLA for 12 days. She has asked once she is feeling better if she can work remotely from home. Can someone out on FMLA work
while out? As an employer is this a good idea to allow?
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previous next
Tuition debt - deducted from last pay and PTO - Maryland
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:11 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
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Just looking for advice....
A company required an employee to return to school to get her Accounting degree which was spelled out in her offer letter. They also required her to sign a one year commitment form so that if she
resigned, she would need to repay the tuition reimbursement for one year.
Well, the employee did resign and the company withheld her last check and PTO accrual to pay for the debt which was roughly $2,000.00.
Is this legal? Does the employee have any option?
thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Tuition debt - deducted from last pay and PTO - Maryland
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 9:14 AM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
It depends. Certainly she signed the offer letter which explicitly indicated the terms of her continued employment. So she does owe the company the money. Whether they can withhold or deduct
the money from her final pay depends on the state regulations.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Tuition debt - deducted from last pay and PTO - Maryland
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
Just looking for advice....
A company required an employee to return to school to get her Accounting degree which was spelled out in her offer letter. They also required her to sign a one year commitment form so that if she
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resigned, she would need to repay the tuition reimbursement for one year.
Well, the employee did resign and the company withheld her last check and PTO accrual to pay for the debt which was roughly $2,000.00.
Is this legal? Does the employee have any option?
thank you!

top
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previous next
Refrence Checks
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 8:41 AM
Anonymous

_
Good morning! I wanted to pick everyone's brains and see how they conduct reference checks. We are in production, so most of the time I am contacting other production facilities or food joints. The
hours of references are wonky, and often times I am sent to a voicemail. Performing reference checks can take up to a week. Candidates are told to let these folks know, the issue is actually getting in
touch with them.
Does anyone email questions? Or, does anyone have a suggestion? After I call them two times, I reach out to the candidate and tell them to have their reference call me.
Also, I am not a fan of reference checks to begin with...that could be part of my issue.
Again, my question:
Does anyone conduct reference checks any way other than a phone call?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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No raises what can we do
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 8:37 AM
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Anonymous
_
Good morning,
I work for a state funded non profit. Financially we are struggling and EEs have not had increase in 2 years they really really want raises this year. We are working the budget but I don't think we will
be able to offer raises this year again. I am looking into alternatives. We already offer work from home, compressed work weeks, 11 paid holidays, 403b with match, generous PTO, personal LOA.
Has anyone offered other "perks/benefits" in lieu of raises ? Which ones did the EEs like? Did any help with retention/engagement/motivation? I would like to bring to exec.team to see if alternatives
are possible and then survey staff to see what they would like.
Thank you and happy Friday!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: No raises what can we do
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 8:59 AM
Anonymous

_
If you haven't already, communicate about your budgetary status and steps your organization is taking to resolve the financial issues. If there are areas where employees can participate and help with
the resolution, give them those opportunities. If this has been going on for 2 years, as an employee I would feel helpless about the situation and if I had an opportunity to improve matters I'd jump at
that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 08:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: No raises what can we do
_
Good morning,
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I work for a state funded non profit. Financially we are struggling and EEs have not had increase in 2 years they really really want raises this year. We are working the budget but I don't think we will
be able to offer raises this year again. I am looking into alternatives. We already offer work from home, compressed work weeks, 11 paid holidays, 403b with match, generous PTO, personal LOA.
Has anyone offered other "perks/benefits" in lieu of raises ? Which ones did the EEs like? Did any help with retention/engagement/motivation? I would like to bring to exec.team to see if alternatives
are possible and then survey staff to see what they would like.
Thank you and happy Friday!
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Re: No raises what can we do
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:09 AM
Anonymous

_
Just be careful with that survey. People tend to get upset when their suggestion isn't implemented, especially if they've not had a raise in 2 years.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 08:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: No raises what can we do
_
Good morning,
I work for a state funded non profit. Financially we are struggling and EEs have not had increase in 2 years they really really want raises this year. We are working the budget but I don't think we will
be able to offer raises this year again. I am looking into alternatives. We already offer work from home, compressed work weeks, 11 paid holidays, 403b with match, generous PTO, personal LOA.
Has anyone offered other "perks/benefits" in lieu of raises ? Which ones did the EEs like? Did any help with retention/engagement/motivation? I would like to bring to exec.team to see if alternatives
are possible and then survey staff to see what they would like.
Thank you and happy Friday!
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previous next

46.

Re: No raises what can we do
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 9:23 AM
Sarah Davis
I'm sure they would like a raise - who wouldn't! But if your organization simply can't do it, then be honest about it, tell people up front and then let them decide if they can continue working without
regular pay increases. One of the challenges with working for not-for-profit organizations is the funding and compensation.
It is nice that you want to try to find alternatives for the employees, but most of the time, they end up wondering why you were able to give them extra perks, but not find the money to put in their
paychecks. It's all about perception.
As other posters have said, surveys can be tricky. Unless you have full support and buy-in from the executive team to act on a lot of the input you receive, I wouldn't do it.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 08:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: No raises what can we do
_
Good morning,
I work for a state funded non profit. Financially we are struggling and EEs have not had increase in 2 years they really really want raises this year. We are working the budget but I don't think we will
be able to offer raises this year again. I am looking into alternatives. We already offer work from home, compressed work weeks, 11 paid holidays, 403b with match, generous PTO, personal LOA.
Has anyone offered other "perks/benefits" in lieu of raises ? Which ones did the EEs like? Did any help with retention/engagement/motivation? I would like to bring to exec.team to see if alternatives
are possible and then survey staff to see what they would like.
Thank you and happy Friday!
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Use of Employee Social Security Number
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Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 7:43 PM
Anonymous
_
I'm building an employee database on MS Access. For each table you create, you have to provide a "unique" number (Primary Key), other than the person's name, to identify each individual. This
number is also used to create relationships with other tables. Since there is legislation about protecting employees' SS number, I'm looking to see what the trend in this respect is. Do you use the
employee Social Security Number as the ID number on your employee database?
Thank you
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: Use of Employee Social Security Number
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 7:59 PM
Anonymous

_
We use their employee ID numbers for anything.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 19:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Use of Employee Social Security Number
_
I'm building an employee database on MS Access. For each table you create, you have to provide a "unique" number (Primary Key), other than the person's name, to identify each individual. This
number is also used to create relationships with other tables. Since there is legislation about protecting employees' SS number, I'm looking to see what the trend in this respect is. Do you use the
employee Social Security Number as the ID number on your employee database?
Thank you
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Re: Use of Employee Social Security Number
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 8:36 PM
Kyle O'Donnell

Completely agree with Employee ID.
99% of my clients use Employee ID to link all related-documents. It is pretty much the only unique identifier that does not include personal information.
When starting from scratch you can simply start with 1 and increase by 1 for every new employee.
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 19:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Use of Employee Social Security Number
_
We use their employee ID numbers for anything.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 19:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Use of Employee Social Security Number
_
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Reply to Sender

I'm building an employee database on MS Access. For each table you create, you have to provide a "unique" number (Primary Key), other than the person's name, to identify each individual. This
number is also used to create relationships with other tables. Since there is legislation about protecting employees' SS number, I'm looking to see what the trend in this respect is. Do you use the
employee Social Security Number as the ID number on your employee database?
Thank you
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previous next
Re: Use of Employee Social Security Number
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:47 AM
Anonymous

_
Everyone here has a 5 digit employee number. That is what I use for everything.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 19:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Use of Employee Social Security Number
_
I'm building an employee database on MS Access. For each table you create, you have to provide a "unique" number (Primary Key), other than the person's name, to identify each individual. This
number is also used to create relationships with other tables. Since there is legislation about protecting employees' SS number, I'm looking to see what the trend in this respect is. Do you use the
employee Social Security Number as the ID number on your employee database?
Thank you
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Re: Use of Employee Social Security Number
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 11:59 AM
Todd Saffell
Our payroll system auto-generates an employee number (started with 1, and just increases with each new employee). We use that as the unique identifier in other applications. Way to risky to use all
or part of a SSN.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 19:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Use of Employee Social Security Number
_
I'm building an employee database on MS Access. For each table you create, you have to provide a "unique" number (Primary Key), other than the person's name, to identify each individual. This
number is also used to create relationships with other tables. Since there is legislation about protecting employees' SS number, I'm looking to see what the trend in this respect is. Do you use the
employee Social Security Number as the ID number on your employee database?
Thank you
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previous next
Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 6:58 PM
Anonymous

_
Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms that your employees fill out? In their employee file? In a separate binder?
And what about the forms for terminated employees?
I am new to HR, and took over the entire department on my own so I'm still learning the ropes. I'm trying to make sense of the filing system. Today I spent time combining each individual employees
"Aflac" file with their "Health" file (who would ever think those two didn't belong in the same file ?? ), so now I am moving on to the next thing.
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Currently, the current employees EEO-1 forms are in a binder specifically for EEO-1's. Past employees forms are in a separate binder. Is this necessary? Can the forms not be in their employee files?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 7:07 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here - Ok, I now know that they must be kept separate from the employee file, so the binder makes sense. BUT....does that also apply to former employee's forms?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
_
Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms that your employees fill out? In their employee file? In a separate binder?
And what about the forms for terminated employees?
I am new to HR, and took over the entire department on my own so I'm still learning the ropes. I'm trying to make sense of the filing system. Today I spent time combining each individual employees
"Aflac" file with their "Health" file (who would ever think those two didn't belong in the same file ?? ), so now I am moving on to the next thing.
Currently, the current employees EEO-1 forms are in a binder specifically for EEO-1's. Past employees forms are in a separate binder. Is this necessary? Can the forms not be in their employee files?
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Re: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 7:54 AM
Ivette Dupuis
I don't keep 'em at all.
But yeah, keep 'em separate from the employee file if you do keep 'em.
The requirement is no different for current or terminated employees.
Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms that your employees fill out? In their employee file? In a separate binder?
And what about the forms for terminated employees?
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 18:58

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
_
Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms that your employees fill out? In their employee file? In a separate binder?
And what about the forms for terminated employees?
I am new to HR, and took over the entire department on my own so I'm still learning the ropes. I'm trying to make sense of the filing system. Today I spent time combining each individual employees
"Aflac" file with their "Health" file (who would ever think those two didn't belong in the same file ?? ), so now I am moving on to the next thing.
Currently, the current employees EEO-1 forms are in a binder specifically for EEO-1's. Past employees forms are in a separate binder. Is this necessary? Can the forms not be in their employee files?
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previous next

55.

Re: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 8:31 AM
Anonymous

_
Also new to the reporting arena.....why can't the employee's completed EEO info be stored in their personnel file? Our employees complete this information electronically through the onboarding
processes, but we also print off all of the onboarding paperwork and place it in their personnel files.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 07:53
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
I don't keep 'em at all.
But yeah, keep 'em separate from the employee file if you do keep 'em.
The requirement is no different for current or terminated employees.
Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms that your employees fill out? In their employee file? In a separate binder?
And what about the forms for terminated employees?
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 18:58

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Re: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 10:26 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Because it should be for HR's eyes only.
See SHRM reference here: Audit: Personnel Files: Employment (Personnel) Records Audit Checklist

Also new to the reporting arena.....why can't the employee's completed EEO info be stored in their personnel file? Our employees complete this information electronically through the
onboarding processes, but we also print off all of the onboarding paperwork and place it in their personnel files.
Anonymous, 03-23-2018 08:31

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 08:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
_
Also new to the reporting arena.....why can't the employee's completed EEO info be stored in their personnel file? Our employees complete this information electronically through the onboarding
processes, but we also print off all of the onboarding paperwork and place it in their personnel files.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 07:53
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
I don't keep 'em at all.
But yeah, keep 'em separate from the employee file if you do keep 'em.
The requirement is no different for current or terminated employees.
Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms that your employees fill out? In their employee file? In a separate binder?
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And what about the forms for terminated employees?
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 18:58

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
_
Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms that your employees fill out? In their employee file? In a separate binder?
And what about the forms for terminated employees?
I am new to HR, and took over the entire department on my own so I'm still learning the ropes. I'm trying to make sense of the filing system. Today I spent time combining each individual employees
"Aflac" file with their "Health" file (who would ever think those two didn't belong in the same file ?? ), so now I am moving on to the next thing.
Currently, the current employees EEO-1 forms are in a binder specifically for EEO-1's. Past employees forms are in a separate binder. Is this necessary? Can the forms not be in their employee files?

top
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previous next
Re: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:30 AM
Anonymous

_
I have a confidential file for employees separate from the personnel files. I keep my EEO-1 forms, FMLA papers, Dr.s notes etc. in the confidential files.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:58
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms?
_
Where do you keep your EEO-1 forms that your employees fill out? In their employee file? In a separate binder?
And what about the forms for terminated employees?
I am new to HR, and took over the entire department on my own so I'm still learning the ropes. I'm trying to make sense of the filing system. Today I spent time combining each individual employees
"Aflac" file with their "Health" file (who would ever think those two didn't belong in the same file ?? ), so now I am moving on to the next thing.
Currently, the current employees EEO-1 forms are in a binder specifically for EEO-1's. Past employees forms are in a separate binder. Is this necessary? Can the forms not be in their employee files?

top
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previous next
California - Unpaid PTO
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 6:36 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
A question came up as to whether an exempt employee can be told to take a full day off of unpaid PTO when they only ask for a couple of hours off of unpaid PTO as they have exhausted all
available PTO? I'm in California and am assuming an HR role.
Thank you for your thoughts!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: California - Unpaid PTO
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 6:40 PM
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Anonymous
_
PTO stands for Paid Time Off, so there's no such thin as unpaid paid time off. It's one or the other. I don't know CA law. Federally for exempt employees, the answer depends on the reason for the
absence, whether the employee has a PTO balance, and whether there are other programs or policies for wage replacement (disability?). Can you provide a little more information?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: California - Unpaid PTO
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
A question came up as to whether an exempt employee can be told to take a full day off of unpaid PTO when they only ask for a couple of hours off of unpaid PTO as they have exhausted all
available PTO? I'm in California and am assuming an HR role.
Thank you for your thoughts!
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Re: California - Unpaid PTO
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 6:53 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Dear Anonymonk:
Sorry in my haste I incorrectly stated my question. My company has a PTO policy. I know that once an exempt employee exhausts all available PTO he/she must get paid for a full day if the
employee comes into the office and works only 5 hours (which was requested the day before) and then has to leave for personal reasons (in this case to pick up a child from school). I work in finance
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and know I need to pay for an entire 8 hours. The manager wants to know if he can make an employee take a full day off (8 hours) when they ask in advance to leave early on a particular day.
Again, employee does not have any PTO available. I am a finance person moving into HR.
Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: California - Unpaid PTO
_
PTO stands for Paid Time Off, so there's no such thin as unpaid paid time off. It's one or the other. I don't know CA law. Federally for exempt employees, the answer depends on the reason for the
absence, whether the employee has a PTO balance, and whether there are other programs or policies for wage replacement (disability?). Can you provide a little more information?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: California - Unpaid PTO
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
A question came up as to whether an exempt employee can be told to take a full day off of unpaid PTO when they only ask for a couple of hours off of unpaid PTO as they have exhausted all
available PTO? I'm in California and am assuming an HR role.
Thank you for your thoughts!
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Re: California - Unpaid PTO
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 6:50 AM
Anonymous

_
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Knowing CA is very employee friendly, I'll leave the legal answer up to those folks. I wouldn't do this. It reduces productivity and lowers the morale of the employee. If the employee was already
putting in extra effort, we wouldn't do anything. Otherwise, we would allow the use of negative PTO.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: California - Unpaid PTO
_
â€‹
Dear Anonymonk:
Sorry in my haste I incorrectly stated my question. My company has a PTO policy. I know that once an exempt employee exhausts all available PTO he/she must get paid for a full day if the
employee comes into the office and works only 5 hours (which was requested the day before) and then has to leave for personal reasons (in this case to pick up a child from school). I work in finance
and know I need to pay for an entire 8 hours. The manager wants to know if he can make an employee take a full day off (8 hours) when they ask in advance to leave early on a particular day.
Again, employee does not have any PTO available. I am a finance person moving into HR.
Thank you.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: California - Unpaid PTO
_
PTO stands for Paid Time Off, so there's no such thin as unpaid paid time off. It's one or the other. I don't know CA law. Federally for exempt employees, the answer depends on the reason for the
absence, whether the employee has a PTO balance, and whether there are other programs or policies for wage replacement (disability?). Can you provide a little more information?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: California - Unpaid PTO
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
A question came up as to whether an exempt employee can be told to take a full day off of unpaid PTO when they only ask for a couple of hours off of unpaid PTO as they have exhausted all
available PTO? I'm in California and am assuming an HR role.
Thank you for your thoughts!
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Re: California - Unpaid PTO
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 7:31 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Kinda seems silly to me, though it is one way around having to pay the employee for a partial day (when PTO is exhausted).
Just because something is legal, it doesn't mean it's good for business. I'd much rather have the employee work for five hours (and pay 'em for the day), probably bound to be more productive in that
time anyway.
Sorry in my haste I incorrectly stated my question. My company has a PTO policy. I know that once an exempt employee exhausts all available PTO he/she must get paid for a full day if
the employee comes into the office and works only 5 hours (which was requested the day before) and then has to leave for personal reasons (in this case to pick up a child from school). I
work in finance and know I need to pay for an entire 8 hours. The manager wants to know if he can make an employee take a full day off (8 hours) when they ask in advance to leave
early on a particular day. Again, employee does not have any PTO available. I am a finance person moving into HR.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 18:52

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: California - Unpaid PTO
_
â€‹
Dear Anonymonk:
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Sorry in my haste I incorrectly stated my question. My company has a PTO policy. I know that once an exempt employee exhausts all available PTO he/she must get paid for a full day if the
employee comes into the office and works only 5 hours (which was requested the day before) and then has to leave for personal reasons (in this case to pick up a child from school). I work in finance
and know I need to pay for an entire 8 hours. The manager wants to know if he can make an employee take a full day off (8 hours) when they ask in advance to leave early on a particular day.
Again, employee does not have any PTO available. I am a finance person moving into HR.
Thank you.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: California - Unpaid PTO
_
PTO stands for Paid Time Off, so there's no such thin as unpaid paid time off. It's one or the other. I don't know CA law. Federally for exempt employees, the answer depends on the reason for the
absence, whether the employee has a PTO balance, and whether there are other programs or policies for wage replacement (disability?). Can you provide a little more information?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 18:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: California - Unpaid PTO
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
A question came up as to whether an exempt employee can be told to take a full day off of unpaid PTO when they only ask for a couple of hours off of unpaid PTO as they have exhausted all
available PTO? I'm in California and am assuming an HR role.
Thank you for your thoughts!

top
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Career Aptitude Test Recommendation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 5:52 PM
Natalie Price
Does anyone have a particular career aptitude test that they have used previously and they would recommend? I have a wonderful employee who is not sure what she wants to do long term and I
would like to help expose her to potential careers that we may not even know exist. Any help would be appreciated!
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-----------------------------Natalie Price SHRM-CP
Director of HR
Grub Burger Bar
Bryan TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Career Aptitude Test Recommendation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 8:23 AM
Mary Dillman
Hi Natalie,
Kudos to you and your company for taking such an interest in long-term professional development and opportunities for your employees! I don't have a specific aptitude test to recommend, but I
suggest looking at potential partnerships with a local college or community college - they are likely to have some career counseling resources. Good luck in your efforts!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:51
From: Natalie Price
Subject: Career Aptitude Test Recommendation
Does anyone have a particular career aptitude test that they have used previously and they would recommend? I have a wonderful employee who is not sure what she wants to do long term and I
would like to help expose her to potential careers that we may not even know exist. Any help would be appreciated!
-----------------------------Natalie Price SHRM-CP
Director of HR
Grub Burger Bar
Bryan TX
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Re: Career Aptitude Test Recommendation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 8:52 AM
Eric Emerson
O*net has a comprehensive list of careers as well as information about how to pursue them.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:51
From: Natalie Price
Subject: Career Aptitude Test Recommendation
Does anyone have a particular career aptitude test that they have used previously and they would recommend? I have a wonderful employee who is not sure what she wants to do long term and I
would like to help expose her to potential careers that we may not even know exist. Any help would be appreciated!
-----------------------------Natalie Price SHRM-CP
Director of HR
Grub Burger Bar
Bryan TX
------------------------------
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previous next

66.

EEO-1 Classification for Quality Inspectors
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:31 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Hi All - how would you classify Quality Inspectors (for Manufacturing Company)? I have them in as Operative but somewhat questioning myself.
Thanks for your input!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: EEO-1 Classification for Quality Inspectors
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:34 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Hi All - hoping to get some thought on this. Any input would be greatly appreciated!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: EEO-1 Classification for Quality Inspectors
_
â€‹
Hi All - how would you classify Quality Inspectors (for Manufacturing Company)? I have them in as Operative but somewhat questioning myself.
Thanks for your input!
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Re: EEO-1 Classification for Quality Inspectors
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 10:05 AM
Ivette Dupuis
I'd say Operative, too.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: EEO-1 Classification for Quality Inspectors
_
â€‹
Hi All - how would you classify Quality Inspectors (for Manufacturing Company)? I have them in as Operative but somewhat questioning myself.
Thanks for your input!
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Perfume Allergies
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:27 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
I know this is not a new topic, but looking for suggestions on a communication (nothing in handbook) to address being considerate of perfume and employee's allergies.
An employee complained that the perfume in the office made her sick and she lost a day of work. Also said it is happening more frequently. Asked if a gentle reminder could be sent out, don't think
this warrants or should/can be a policy. She cannot identify who the source might be so that it could be addressed directly.
Touchy subject.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: Perfume Allergies
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:44 AM
Anonymous

_
I don't see a problem with sending out an email to all employees in the office, mentioning a perfume allergy and respectively requesting employees refrain from wearing perfume to work. Even with
this email, some people will not comply, I'm sure!
Question, though, for those with this allergy. Isn't there a medication you can take? I would think it would be nearly impossible to avoid exposure to perfume unless you are a hermit. Exposure
would be found in grocery stores, department stores, doctor's offices, places of employment, parties, weddings, baby showers, etc, etc, etc!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Perfume Allergies
_
â€‹
I know this is not a new topic, but looking for suggestions on a communication (nothing in handbook) to address being considerate of perfume and employee's allergies.
An employee complained that the perfume in the office made her sick and she lost a day of work. Also said it is happening more frequently. Asked if a gentle reminder could be sent out, don't think
this warrants or should/can be a policy. She cannot identify who the source might be so that it could be addressed directly.
Touchy subject.
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previous next

71.

Re: Perfume Allergies
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:46 AM
Anonymous

_
Send out an email blast and create a scent free environment. My place of employment is scent free. It is in some reading material new hires get, and management reminds employees as needed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Perfume Allergies
_
I don't see a problem with sending out an email to all employees in the office, mentioning a perfume allergy and respectively requesting employees refrain from wearing perfume to work. Even with
this email, some people will not comply, I'm sure!
Question, though, for those with this allergy. Isn't there a medication you can take? I would think it would be nearly impossible to avoid exposure to perfume unless you are a hermit. Exposure
would be found in grocery stores, department stores, doctor's offices, places of employment, parties, weddings, baby showers, etc, etc, etc!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Perfume Allergies
_
â€‹
I know this is not a new topic, but looking for suggestions on a communication (nothing in handbook) to address being considerate of perfume and employee's allergies.
An employee complained that the perfume in the office made her sick and she lost a day of work. Also said it is happening more frequently. Asked if a gentle reminder could be sent out, don't think
this warrants or should/can be a policy. She cannot identify who the source might be so that it could be addressed directly.
Touchy subject.
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Trying to Come Up With A Position Title
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 4:55 PM
Gloria Bayer
We are a small 6-person company which is successful but not enough that we have funds to purchase salary surveys. I have been tasked with creating a salary band structure for the positions in our
company. I have gone to the Bureau of Labor Statistics for information. I am aware that currently it is 2016 data but soon will be updated with the 2018 data. I have many responsibilities in various
areas. I brought all 14 years worth of our books over into QBO and maintain the handling of all bills, checks paid, reports, etc. We do have a payroll provider and a CPA to whom we send our books
at the end of the year. Another role includes being the office manager responsible for all office records, files, communications among employees, input of all records into our data management
system, etc. Lastly from an HR perspective I prepared our employee handbook from scratch, have been tasked with the current salary band structure project and will also be preparing a travel policy
from scratch. I am trying to find exactly the correct title I would search for within the BLS data base insofar as positions from which I can gather salary information. Is there anyone who can assist me
in this quest. Thanks.
-----------------------------Gloria Bayer
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: Trying to Come Up With A Position Title
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 6:18 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm not 100% sure what you are asking for. There is a lot going on in your post.
Your job duties seem to be office manager/administrator or business manager (HR can fall into this), I would start there. Your current profile has 3 titles.
You don't need a salary survey or even formal banding with 6 people. A solid free resources setting your salary range will be sufficient.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:54
From: Gloria Bayer
Subject: Trying to Come Up With A Position Title
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We are a small 6-person company which is successful but not enough that we have funds to purchase salary surveys. I have been tasked with creating a salary band structure for the positions in our
company. I have gone to the Bureau of Labor Statistics for information. I am aware that currently it is 2016 data but soon will be updated with the 2018 data. I have many responsibilities in various
areas. I brought all 14 years worth of our books over into QBO and maintain the handling of all bills, checks paid, reports, etc. We do have a payroll provider and a CPA to whom we send our books
at the end of the year. Another role includes being the office manager responsible for all office records, files, communications among employees, input of all records into our data management
system, etc. Lastly from an HR perspective I prepared our employee handbook from scratch, have been tasked with the current salary band structure project and will also be preparing a travel policy
from scratch. I am trying to find exactly the correct title I would search for within the BLS data base insofar as positions from which I can gather salary information. Is there anyone who can assist me
in this quest. Thanks.
-----------------------------Gloria Bayer
------------------------------
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Re: Trying to Come Up With A Position Title
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:32 AM
Anonymous

_
I would start with O*Net, personally. If you go under advanced search, you can search based on responsibilities, abilities, knowledge, skills, etc. There is a lot of data there and it can be somewhat
cumbersome but if you have an idea of what the job title should be, you can search for that and it will give you alternative titles or similar occupations that might better align with what you're looking
for.
https://www.onetonline.org/
Here's the link to the Office Manager job you mentioned:
www.onetonline.org/link/summary/43-9061.00
It also gives you the median salary across the United States for that position. As I'm sure you already know, you should check local data as well.
I hope that helps.
-Elisabeth
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 16:54
From: Gloria Bayer
Subject: Trying to Come Up With A Position Title
We are a small 6-person company which is successful but not enough that we have funds to purchase salary surveys. I have been tasked with creating a salary band structure for the positions in our
company. I have gone to the Bureau of Labor Statistics for information. I am aware that currently it is 2016 data but soon will be updated with the 2018 data. I have many responsibilities in various
areas. I brought all 14 years worth of our books over into QBO and maintain the handling of all bills, checks paid, reports, etc. We do have a payroll provider and a CPA to whom we send our books
at the end of the year. Another role includes being the office manager responsible for all office records, files, communications among employees, input of all records into our data management
system, etc. Lastly from an HR perspective I prepared our employee handbook from scratch, have been tasked with the current salary band structure project and will also be preparing a travel policy
from scratch. I am trying to find exactly the correct title I would search for within the BLS data base insofar as positions from which I can gather salary information. Is there anyone who can assist me
in this quest. Thanks.
-----------------------------Gloria Bayer
------------------------------
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Resignation, letter or no letter?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 4:49 PM
Jan Maino
Should an employee resignation require an email/letter or is a verbal resignation an acceptable practice?
-----------------------------Jan Maino, Vice President
Bromelkamp Company LLC
Jackson MI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 4:50 PM
Anonymous
_
Yes we always ask for a segregation letter or email to confirm they resigned and the last day,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:48
From: Jan Maino
Subject: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Should an employee resignation require an email/letter or is a verbal resignation an acceptable practice?
-----------------------------Jan Maino, Vice President
Bromelkamp Company LLC
Jackson MI
------------------------------
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Re: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:50 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I require written resignations so that there is no question.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:48
From: Jan Maino
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Subject: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Should an employee resignation require an email/letter or is a verbal resignation an acceptable practice?
-----------------------------Jan Maino, Vice President
Bromelkamp Company LLC
Jackson MI
------------------------------
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Re: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:53 PM
Anonymous

_
Ugh, I mean RESIGNATION letter.
Yes we always ask for a segregation letter or email to confirm they resigned and the last day,
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:50

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resignation, letter or no letter?
_
Yes we always ask for a segregation letter or email to confirm they resigned and the last day,
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:48
From: Jan Maino
Subject: Resignation, letter or no letter?
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Should an employee resignation require an email/letter or is a verbal resignation an acceptable practice?
-----------------------------Jan Maino, Vice President
Bromelkamp Company LLC
Jackson MI
------------------------------

top
79.

previous next
Re: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:54 PM
Anonymous

_
I always ask for something in writing or email.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:48
From: Jan Maino
Subject: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Should an employee resignation require an email/letter or is a verbal resignation an acceptable practice?
-----------------------------Jan Maino, Vice President
Bromelkamp Company LLC
Jackson MI
------------------------------

top
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previous next

80.

Re: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:56 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm in construction so most of my resignations come in the form of an email from my superintendent that says, "This Friday is so-and-so's last day." He used to give me a phone call but I've trained
him to give me something I can print out and stick in an employee file.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:48
From: Jan Maino
Subject: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Should an employee resignation require an email/letter or is a verbal resignation an acceptable practice?
-----------------------------Jan Maino, Vice President
Bromelkamp Company LLC
Jackson MI
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:28 PM
Todd Saffell

I always want something written even if it's a text. It's helpful when they come at you for unemployment down the road.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:48
From: Jan Maino
Subject: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Should an employee resignation require an email/letter or is a verbal resignation an acceptable practice?
-----------------------------Jan Maino, Vice President
Bromelkamp Company LLC
Jackson MI
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 8:05 PM
Monica Kennedy

I always prefer something in writing because it will be dated and signed so there are no questions later.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:48
From: Jan Maino
Subject: Resignation, letter or no letter?
Should an employee resignation require an email/letter or is a verbal resignation an acceptable practice?
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Jan Maino, Vice President
Bromelkamp Company LLC
Jackson MI
------------------------------

top
83.

previous next
Beyond EAP
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:48 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello Everyone:
Our organization has an employee who could obviously use some mental health support beyond EAP which has been suggested multiple times. The individual has tried therapy in the past and
declines to try it again. The behavior is affecting their job and relationship with colleagues. The person is extremely bright and could have an excellent career if they could only control this behavior.
What is a the best way to suggest they seek ongoing mental health support.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Beyond EAP
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:53 PM
Anonymous

_
Unfortunately you can't make someone get help if they don't want to get it. I would continue to manage the behaviors.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Beyond EAP
_
Hello Everyone:
Our organization has an employee who could obviously use some mental health support beyond EAP which has been suggested multiple times. The individual has tried therapy in the past and
declines to try it again. The behavior is affecting their job and relationship with colleagues. The person is extremely bright and could have an excellent career if they could only control this behavior.
What is a the best way to suggest they seek ongoing mental health support.
Thank you!

top
85.

previous next
Re: Beyond EAP
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:58 PM
Anonymous

_
"What is a the best way to suggest they seek ongoing mental health support."
You don't. At all. Ever. Address and document the behaviors, discipline when necessary, coach when possible.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Beyond EAP
_
Hello Everyone:
Our organization has an employee who could obviously use some mental health support beyond EAP which has been suggested multiple times. The individual has tried therapy in the past and
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declines to try it again. The behavior is affecting their job and relationship with colleagues. The person is extremely bright and could have an excellent career if they could only control this behavior.
What is a the best way to suggest they seek ongoing mental health support.
Thank you!

top
86.

previous next
Snow Day
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:18 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello, all! My company has a policy that if we are closed for snow, you must either take PTO or work from home to get paid. I can understand that. What I'm having a hard time understanding is a
recent addition ... Now, if we are closed for snow, they still allow employees to come to the office to work if they feel comfortable. Our employees already feel underpaid and overworked. They are
not feeling pressure like this means that they need to step up and come in even if the Executive Director closes. Is there a labor law that says you can't close but then expect or allow employees to
come to the office if they so choose? Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
87.

previous next
Re: Snow Day
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:20 PM
Anonymous

_
No, there's no law they are violating. It just sounds like they are closing the office so that those who are in areas where travel is hazardous can take the day as PTO and not try to come in. Others may
live closer and have better travel conditions so they can come in and be productive. I will tell you that nowadays with remote working capabilities, snow days are not vacation days for most, they tend
to be work days. It's not draconian but realistic. A snow day doesn't mean recess.
AJ
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Snow Day
_
Hello, all! My company has a policy that if we are closed for snow, you must either take PTO or work from home to get paid. I can understand that. What I'm having a hard time understanding is a
recent addition ... Now, if we are closed for snow, they still allow employees to come to the office to work if they feel comfortable. Our employees already feel underpaid and overworked. They are
not feeling pressure like this means that they need to step up and come in even if the Executive Director closes. Is there a labor law that says you can't close but then expect or allow employees to
come to the office if they so choose? Thank you!

top
88.

previous next
Re: Snow Day
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:40 PM
Anonymous

_
I think that's a great addition. If i have a job I'm not able to do remotely and I live nearby and can get in to work, I won't have to use PTO!
Often, the roads are bad during rush hour, but then are cleared up within a matter of a few hours making local travel much easier.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Snow Day
_
Hello, all! My company has a policy that if we are closed for snow, you must either take PTO or work from home to get paid. I can understand that. What I'm having a hard time understanding is a
recent addition ... Now, if we are closed for snow, they still allow employees to come to the office to work if they feel comfortable. Our employees already feel underpaid and overworked. They are
not feeling pressure like this means that they need to step up and come in even if the Executive Director closes. Is there a labor law that says you can't close but then expect or allow employees to
come to the office if they so choose? Thank you!
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top
89.

previous next
HR from scratch!
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:55 PM
Arlisha Edwards
Hello,
We are a very small nonprofit with 23 employees and haven't had an HR department since I've started. I'm currently an HR student and worked as an HR Assistant about 12 years ago. Basically no
experience but passion to learn and grow in HR. My executive director asked if I could help develop the department and move into the HR role. I'm excited to get started but don't know where I
should begin.
PLEASE HELP!
Thanks!
-----------------------------Arlisha Edwards
Trevose
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
90.

previous next
Downtime
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:38 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi!
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I'm fairly new to the HR world and I'm realizing that I have a lot of downtime some days. I am the only HR at the company (I got completely thrown into this position), I do the onboarding, payroll,
recruiting, you name it. With all that I can't help but feel that there's something else I should be doing or that I'm doing something wrong with all this downtime. Please tell me I'm not alone in this!
What are some things y'all do to keep busy?

Thanks,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
91.

previous next
Re: Downtime
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:41 PM
Anonymous

_
What size is your company?
I would spend my free time on the SHRM boards looking at the Tools and Resources, there is a good HR Dept of One kit. Learn all you cam about local laws and federal laws specifically around pay
and leaves--which ones apply to you?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Downtime
_
Hi!
I'm fairly new to the HR world and I'm realizing that I have a lot of downtime some days. I am the only HR at the company (I got completely thrown into this position), I do the onboarding, payroll,
recruiting, you name it. With all that I can't help but feel that there's something else I should be doing or that I'm doing something wrong with all this downtime. Please tell me I'm not alone in this!
What are some things y'all do to keep busy?

Thanks,
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top
92.

previous next
Re: Downtime
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:50 PM
Blair Spitaliere
Thank you so much! We have around 80 employees, most of them work in the warehouse. I know that I still have a lot to learn, my only concern is getting the wrong information.
-----------------------------Blair Spitaliere
HR Administrator
Houston Precision Fasteners
Houston TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Downtime
_
What size is your company?
I would spend my free time on the SHRM boards looking at the Tools and Resources, there is a good HR Dept of One kit. Learn all you cam about local laws and federal laws specifically around pay
and leaves--which ones apply to you?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Downtime
_
Hi!
I'm fairly new to the HR world and I'm realizing that I have a lot of downtime some days. I am the only HR at the company (I got completely thrown into this position), I do the onboarding, payroll,
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recruiting, you name it. With all that I can't help but feel that there's something else I should be doing or that I'm doing something wrong with all this downtime. Please tell me I'm not alone in this!
What are some things y'all do to keep busy?

Thanks,

top
93.

previous next
Sick Leave Policies
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:10 PM
Tiffanie Carman
Hi,
I know many states have their sick leave policies that can accrue up to 40 hours, which works out well if it the employees are on 8 hour days. Our employees work 7.5 hour days and we pay our sick
by days not hours, so we give them 5 days which is equivalent to 37.5 hours. Would we need to change our policy to 6 days (45 hours) so that we are in compliance with 40 hours or are we ok giving
the 5 days? We also give 2 personal days, so we are also wondering if that time counts as well or maybe we should just combine the personal and sick.
Also, I was wondering if Washington and Maryland are the only states that require to carry over sick time?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Tiffanie Carman
HR Business Partner
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Sick Leave Policies
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 3:45 PM
Anonymous
_
Massachusetts and Connecticut also have carryover provisions.
And in all of the laws we are under, 40 hours is 40 hours. 5 days works if it's 8 hours a day. If not, you might have to change your accruals.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:10
From: Tiffanie Carman
Subject: Sick Leave Policies
Hi,
I know many states have their sick leave policies that can accrue up to 40 hours, which works out well if it the employees are on 8 hour days. Our employees work 7.5 hour days and we pay our sick
by days not hours, so we give them 5 days which is equivalent to 37.5 hours. Would we need to change our policy to 6 days (45 hours) so that we are in compliance with 40 hours or are we ok giving
the 5 days? We also give 2 personal days, so we are also wondering if that time counts as well or maybe we should just combine the personal and sick.
Also, I was wondering if Washington and Maryland are the only states that require to carry over sick time?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Tiffanie Carman
HR Business Partner
------------------------------

top
95.

previous next
EEO-1 Survey
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:01 PM
Anonymous
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_
I thought the EEO-1 survey was delayed because there would be more information required. I haven't completed the survey yet, but so far it looks the same as previous surveys. Am I missing
something?? Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
96.

previous next
Re: EEO-1 Survey
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:04 PM
Sarah Davis
It was delayed from the usual September 30th filing until this March 31st when it is due. They delayed it until March due to the requirement for employers to include wage information in the report.
However, that requirement was removed. Reports are required to be filed and certified by the 3/31/18 deadline.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: EEO-1 Survey
_
I thought the EEO-1 survey was delayed because there would be more information required. I haven't completed the survey yet, but so far it looks the same as previous surveys. Am I missing
something?? Thanks!

top
97.

previous next
Re: EEO-1 Survey
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Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:10 PM
Anonymous
_
Thanks, Sarah! I didn't realize the wage information was removed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:04
From: Sarah Davis
Subject: EEO-1 Survey
It was delayed from the usual September 30th filing until this March 31st when it is due. They delayed it until March due to the requirement for employers to include wage information in the report.
However, that requirement was removed. Reports are required to be filed and certified by the 3/31/18 deadline.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL

top
98.

previous next
Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:55 PM
Anonymous

_
We have an employee who has worked with us for 2 years. She was performing well, and was well-liked. Some months ago she approached us and asked if we would sponsor her for permanent work
status in this country. Said she had a lawyer to do the work, she was going to pay all fees, just needed us to be the sponsor. We've gone through the whole process with her, filed the forms, posted the
job ad, etc, the application was accepted by the gov and we are down to submitting just the last bit of company financial information required.
When she started this process, it was at the same time she started working in a different position. We have given her a considerable opportunity to be successful in this new role, but she has proven
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not to be. We have since found irrefutable evidence that she has not been truthful with us as to why she has not been successful and that she has been taking advantage of the company.
Clearly we cannot continue with this person. But what happens to her application? It has been suggested to us that by ending the process now, she has a very good chance of not being able to apply
again with another company and may even lose her current status in this country and will have to return to where she came from. I know… most would say boo-hoo, you made your own bed now
sleep in it, but we would just really like to know if anyone has any experience with what might happen to her? I have been tasked with giving the owner as much info as possible before we take any
next steps, even though I'm pretty sure what it's going to be.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
99.

previous next
Re: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Are you doing this pro se? If so, it is time to talk to an immigration/employment attorney. If you already have an attorney representing you, what does he say?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
We have an employee who has worked with us for 2 years. She was performing well, and was well-liked. Some months ago she approached us and asked if we would sponsor her for permanent work
status in this country. Said she had a lawyer to do the work, she was going to pay all fees, just needed us to be the sponsor. We've gone through the whole process with her, filed the forms, posted the
job ad, etc, the application was accepted by the gov and we are down to submitting just the last bit of company financial information required.
When she started this process, it was at the same time she started working in a different position. We have given her a considerable opportunity to be successful in this new role, but she has proven
not to be. We have since found irrefutable evidence that she has not been truthful with us as to why she has not been successful and that she has been taking advantage of the company.
Clearly we cannot continue with this person. But what happens to her application? It has been suggested to us that by ending the process now, she has a very good chance of not being able to apply
again with another company and may even lose her current status in this country and will have to return to where she came from. I know… most would say boo-hoo, you made your own bed now
sleep in it, but we would just really like to know if anyone has any experience with what might happen to her? I have been tasked with giving the owner as much info as possible before we take any
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next steps, even though I'm pretty sure what it's going to be.

top
100.

previous next
Re: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:40 PM
Anonymous

_
The lawyer handling this is one she engaged and she is paying him. I can't discuss with him.
We are a small company and have never been through this process before. Not sure where to turn for answers. I suppose we could engage an immigration attorney who could just answer these
questions, but was hoping someone here might have experience.
At this point, I don't know how we can possibly salvage the relationship with this employee, but would like to know the consequences of terminating the process for her and us...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
Are you doing this pro se? If so, it is time to talk to an immigration/employment attorney. If you already have an attorney representing you, what does he say?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
We have an employee who has worked with us for 2 years. She was performing well, and was well-liked. Some months ago she approached us and asked if we would sponsor her for permanent work
status in this country. Said she had a lawyer to do the work, she was going to pay all fees, just needed us to be the sponsor. We've gone through the whole process with her, filed the forms, posted the
job ad, etc, the application was accepted by the gov and we are down to submitting just the last bit of company financial information required.
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When she started this process, it was at the same time she started working in a different position. We have given her a considerable opportunity to be successful in this new role, but she has proven
not to be. We have since found irrefutable evidence that she has not been truthful with us as to why she has not been successful and that she has been taking advantage of the company.
Clearly we cannot continue with this person. But what happens to her application? It has been suggested to us that by ending the process now, she has a very good chance of not being able to apply
again with another company and may even lose her current status in this country and will have to return to where she came from. I know… most would say boo-hoo, you made your own bed now
sleep in it, but we would just really like to know if anyone has any experience with what might happen to her? I have been tasked with giving the owner as much info as possible before we take any
next steps, even though I'm pretty sure what it's going to be.

top
101.

previous next
Re: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:41 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I am not a visa expert, but have sponsored enough individuals to have a dangerous level of knowledge. Here is what I know:
For the most part, while I try to separate immigration issues from employment matters, if you terminate her employemnt it will have significant impact on ther ability to remain in the states. Her
current work authorization is probably H-1B, which means that she will lose her work authorization as soon as she loses her job with your company. Once you terminate you are required to notify
ICE and also need to be prepared to pay for the cost of returning to her home country. So, while the impact is far more severe for her, the decsion is not without cost to you.
I have found that work authorizaation is a great motivation factor. If the employee understands that her job is at risk because of her behaviors and overall work perofrmance, she might quickly turn
her performance around. So I think it is worh having a candid conversation with her.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
We have an employee who has worked with us for 2 years. She was performing well, and was well-liked. Some months ago she approached us and asked if we would sponsor her for permanent work
status in this country. Said she had a lawyer to do the work, she was going to pay all fees, just needed us to be the sponsor. We've gone through the whole process with her, filed the forms, posted the
job ad, etc, the application was accepted by the gov and we are down to submitting just the last bit of company financial information required.
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When she started this process, it was at the same time she started working in a different position. We have given her a considerable opportunity to be successful in this new role, but she has proven
not to be. We have since found irrefutable evidence that she has not been truthful with us as to why she has not been successful and that she has been taking advantage of the company.
Clearly we cannot continue with this person. But what happens to her application? It has been suggested to us that by ending the process now, she has a very good chance of not being able to apply
again with another company and may even lose her current status in this country and will have to return to where she came from. I know… most would say boo-hoo, you made your own bed now
sleep in it, but we would just really like to know if anyone has any experience with what might happen to her? I have been tasked with giving the owner as much info as possible before we take any
next steps, even though I'm pretty sure what it's going to be.

top
102.

previous next
Re: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you so much for your replies. It does appear we really need to look at this closer before making any moves.
Any other comments from others also welcomed.
Thanks again.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
â€‹
I am not a visa expert, but have sponsored enough individuals to have a dangerous level of knowledge. Here is what I know:
For the most part, while I try to separate immigration issues from employment matters, if you terminate her employemnt it will have significant impact on ther ability to remain in the states. Her
current work authorization is probably H-1B, which means that she will lose her work authorization as soon as she loses her job with your company. Once you terminate you are required to notify
ICE and also need to be prepared to pay for the cost of returning to her home country. So, while the impact is far more severe for her, the decsion is not without cost to you.
I have found that work authorizaation is a great motivation factor. If the employee understands that her job is at risk because of her behaviors and overall work perofrmance, she might quickly turn
her performance around. So I think it is worh having a candid conversation with her.
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
We have an employee who has worked with us for 2 years. She was performing well, and was well-liked. Some months ago she approached us and asked if we would sponsor her for permanent work
status in this country. Said she had a lawyer to do the work, she was going to pay all fees, just needed us to be the sponsor. We've gone through the whole process with her, filed the forms, posted the
job ad, etc, the application was accepted by the gov and we are down to submitting just the last bit of company financial information required.
When she started this process, it was at the same time she started working in a different position. We have given her a considerable opportunity to be successful in this new role, but she has proven
not to be. We have since found irrefutable evidence that she has not been truthful with us as to why she has not been successful and that she has been taking advantage of the company.
Clearly we cannot continue with this person. But what happens to her application? It has been suggested to us that by ending the process now, she has a very good chance of not being able to apply
again with another company and may even lose her current status in this country and will have to return to where she came from. I know… most would say boo-hoo, you made your own bed now
sleep in it, but we would just really like to know if anyone has any experience with what might happen to her? I have been tasked with giving the owner as much info as possible before we take any
next steps, even though I'm pretty sure what it's going to be.

top
103.

previous next
Re: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:03 PM
Anonymous

_
In case this adds to the puzzle, she has been staying in the country for the past few years on some type of student basis. She continuously takes classes. Could she not just keep doing that until she
finds another employer to take up her cause?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
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â€‹
I am not a visa expert, but have sponsored enough individuals to have a dangerous level of knowledge. Here is what I know:
For the most part, while I try to separate immigration issues from employment matters, if you terminate her employemnt it will have significant impact on ther ability to remain in the states. Her
current work authorization is probably H-1B, which means that she will lose her work authorization as soon as she loses her job with your company. Once you terminate you are required to notify
ICE and also need to be prepared to pay for the cost of returning to her home country. So, while the impact is far more severe for her, the decsion is not without cost to you.
I have found that work authorizaation is a great motivation factor. If the employee understands that her job is at risk because of her behaviors and overall work perofrmance, she might quickly turn
her performance around. So I think it is worh having a candid conversation with her.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
We have an employee who has worked with us for 2 years. She was performing well, and was well-liked. Some months ago she approached us and asked if we would sponsor her for permanent work
status in this country. Said she had a lawyer to do the work, she was going to pay all fees, just needed us to be the sponsor. We've gone through the whole process with her, filed the forms, posted the
job ad, etc, the application was accepted by the gov and we are down to submitting just the last bit of company financial information required.
When she started this process, it was at the same time she started working in a different position. We have given her a considerable opportunity to be successful in this new role, but she has proven
not to be. We have since found irrefutable evidence that she has not been truthful with us as to why she has not been successful and that she has been taking advantage of the company.
Clearly we cannot continue with this person. But what happens to her application? It has been suggested to us that by ending the process now, she has a very good chance of not being able to apply
again with another company and may even lose her current status in this country and will have to return to where she came from. I know… most would say boo-hoo, you made your own bed now
sleep in it, but we would just really like to know if anyone has any experience with what might happen to her? I have been tasked with giving the owner as much info as possible before we take any
next steps, even though I'm pretty sure what it's going to be.
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Re: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:06 PM
Anonymous

_
I would work with an immigration attorney on the implications around terming her and what options she has based on her visa.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
In case this adds to the puzzle, she has been staying in the country for the past few years on some type of student basis. She continuously takes classes. Could she not just keep doing that until she
finds another employer to take up her cause?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
â€‹
I am not a visa expert, but have sponsored enough individuals to have a dangerous level of knowledge. Here is what I know:
For the most part, while I try to separate immigration issues from employment matters, if you terminate her employemnt it will have significant impact on ther ability to remain in the states. Her
current work authorization is probably H-1B, which means that she will lose her work authorization as soon as she loses her job with your company. Once you terminate you are required to notify
ICE and also need to be prepared to pay for the cost of returning to her home country. So, while the impact is far more severe for her, the decsion is not without cost to you.
I have found that work authorizaation is a great motivation factor. If the employee understands that her job is at risk because of her behaviors and overall work perofrmance, she might quickly turn
her performance around. So I think it is worh having a candid conversation with her.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discontinuing permanent work status application for an emp
_
We have an employee who has worked with us for 2 years. She was performing well, and was well-liked. Some months ago she approached us and asked if we would sponsor her for permanent work
status in this country. Said she had a lawyer to do the work, she was going to pay all fees, just needed us to be the sponsor. We've gone through the whole process with her, filed the forms, posted the
job ad, etc, the application was accepted by the gov and we are down to submitting just the last bit of company financial information required.
When she started this process, it was at the same time she started working in a different position. We have given her a considerable opportunity to be successful in this new role, but she has proven
not to be. We have since found irrefutable evidence that she has not been truthful with us as to why she has not been successful and that she has been taking advantage of the company.
Clearly we cannot continue with this person. But what happens to her application? It has been suggested to us that by ending the process now, she has a very good chance of not being able to apply
again with another company and may even lose her current status in this country and will have to return to where she came from. I know… most would say boo-hoo, you made your own bed now
sleep in it, but we would just really like to know if anyone has any experience with what might happen to her? I have been tasked with giving the owner as much info as possible before we take any
next steps, even though I'm pretty sure what it's going to be.
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Employee Files
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:48 PM
Anonymous

_
Just a random question.. How do you organize your employee files? The company I went into had a horrible filing system for their employee files and so I'm trying to to find a good way to organize
everything. Do you keep separate folders inside the main folder (I was thinking of having about 4 different folders inside the main folder) Payroll, Personnel, Confidential, Training)
Any suggestions would be great.
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Employee Files
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:55 PM
Libby Hayes

â€‹
We have 2 files for each employee. One is for benefits related documents and kept separately from the main folder. The main folder has 6 sections in it (it is designed that way).
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:48
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Reply to Sender

From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Files
_
Just a random question.. How do you organize your employee files? The company I went into had a horrible filing system for their employee files and so I'm trying to to find a good way to organize
everything. Do you keep separate folders inside the main folder (I was thinking of having about 4 different folders inside the main folder) Payroll, Personnel, Confidential, Training)
Any suggestions would be great.
Thanks!
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Re: Employee Files
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 2:57 PM
Kyle O'Donnell
Electronic storage is good alternative solution.
To eliminate the need for 'folders' a permission-based document management software would allow you to create permissions down to document level per users/groups.
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Files
_
Just a random question.. How do you organize your employee files? The company I went into had a horrible filing system for their employee files and so I'm trying to to find a good way to organize
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everything. Do you keep separate folders inside the main folder (I was thinking of having about 4 different folders inside the main folder) Payroll, Personnel, Confidential, Training)
Any suggestions would be great.
Thanks!
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Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:45 PM
Anonymous

_
Wondering if any of you have been in this position and if so, how you handled it.
I have been informed we will be terminating an employee today. A PIP has been put in place, several meetings, follow ups, any and everything possible has been done to help this employee succeed,
but no improvements have been seen on her performance. The issue I am having is when I started working at this company, I was in a different position and the employee we will be terminating was
a huge reason why I have done so well at my company. She was a mentor, trainer, just all around awesome and I feel like I owe it to her for where I am now. However, after I was promoted, she was
moved to another role as well and is just not working out in that new role. Again, we have done everything we can, up to trying to find another role for her, but there is not one. So my question is
how you handle terming someone that helped you (professionally) so much. I know someone posted jokingly the other day "there's no crying in HR" but I am on the verge of tears. I understand the
reasoning and agree with it it 110% however, I am human and this person impacted my life so much. HR Pro's- how do you handle feeling like this in these types of situations??
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:47 PM
Anonymous

_
I tell myself - it's not personal - it's business. You must be able to separate the two. Always keep that in mind - always.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
_
Wondering if any of you have been in this position and if so, how you handled it.
I have been informed we will be terminating an employee today. A PIP has been put in place, several meetings, follow ups, any and everything possible has been done to help this employee succeed,
but no improvements have been seen on her performance. The issue I am having is when I started working at this company, I was in a different position and the employee we will be terminating was
a huge reason why I have done so well at my company. She was a mentor, trainer, just all around awesome and I feel like I owe it to her for where I am now. However, after I was promoted, she was
moved to another role as well and is just not working out in that new role. Again, we have done everything we can, up to trying to find another role for her, but there is not one. So my question is
how you handle terming someone that helped you (professionally) so much. I know someone posted jokingly the other day "there's no crying in HR" but I am on the verge of tears. I understand the
reasoning and agree with it it 110% however, I am human and this person impacted my life so much. HR Pro's- how do you handle feeling like this in these types of situations??
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Re: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 2:53 PM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
It is a difficult situation, one that you will be in again no doubt. You have to keep your emotions in tact during the meeting. I've had to terminate a friend and someone that I actually hired. It's
tough. This person will understand, you will see.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
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_
Wondering if any of you have been in this position and if so, how you handled it.
I have been informed we will be terminating an employee today. A PIP has been put in place, several meetings, follow ups, any and everything possible has been done to help this employee succeed,
but no improvements have been seen on her performance. The issue I am having is when I started working at this company, I was in a different position and the employee we will be terminating was
a huge reason why I have done so well at my company. She was a mentor, trainer, just all around awesome and I feel like I owe it to her for where I am now. However, after I was promoted, she was
moved to another role as well and is just not working out in that new role. Again, we have done everything we can, up to trying to find another role for her, but there is not one. So my question is
how you handle terming someone that helped you (professionally) so much. I know someone posted jokingly the other day "there's no crying in HR" but I am on the verge of tears. I understand the
reasoning and agree with it it 110% however, I am human and this person impacted my life so much. HR Pro's- how do you handle feeling like this in these types of situations??
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Re: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 2:59 PM
Lauren Keller
Unfortunately, yes, and it is a crappy situation to be in. You just have to remember it's business, and not personal. Sorry you're going through this.
-----------------------------Lauren Keller
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
_
Wondering if any of you have been in this position and if so, how you handled it.
I have been informed we will be terminating an employee today. A PIP has been put in place, several meetings, follow ups, any and everything possible has been done to help this employee succeed,
but no improvements have been seen on her performance. The issue I am having is when I started working at this company, I was in a different position and the employee we will be terminating was
a huge reason why I have done so well at my company. She was a mentor, trainer, just all around awesome and I feel like I owe it to her for where I am now. However, after I was promoted, she was
moved to another role as well and is just not working out in that new role. Again, we have done everything we can, up to trying to find another role for her, but there is not one. So my question is
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how you handle terming someone that helped you (professionally) so much. I know someone posted jokingly the other day "there's no crying in HR" but I am on the verge of tears. I understand the
reasoning and agree with it it 110% however, I am human and this person impacted my life so much. HR Pro's- how do you handle feeling like this in these types of situations??
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Re: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:00 PM
Sarah Davis
It is personal because it's a person being fired and you're the person firing them. If it were a robot doing the dirty deed, it wouldn't be personal. While it is being done for business reasons, for that
person being fired, it's extremely personal.
It's OK to feel less than wonderful about having to fire someone - especially if they were a mentor to you. The trick is to acknowledge that it sucks and it's an icky part of our role as HR professionals
and then move forward. And from what you have described, multiple attempts have been put in place to help this person succeed and they have not stepped up to the plate. You cannot want
someone's job for them more than they want it for themselves.
Best of luck to you.

-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
_
I tell myself - it's not personal - it's business. You must be able to separate the two. Always keep that in mind - always.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
_
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Wondering if any of you have been in this position and if so, how you handled it.
I have been informed we will be terminating an employee today. A PIP has been put in place, several meetings, follow ups, any and everything possible has been done to help this employee succeed,
but no improvements have been seen on her performance. The issue I am having is when I started working at this company, I was in a different position and the employee we will be terminating was
a huge reason why I have done so well at my company. She was a mentor, trainer, just all around awesome and I feel like I owe it to her for where I am now. However, after I was promoted, she was
moved to another role as well and is just not working out in that new role. Again, we have done everything we can, up to trying to find another role for her, but there is not one. So my question is
how you handle terming someone that helped you (professionally) so much. I know someone posted jokingly the other day "there's no crying in HR" but I am on the verge of tears. I understand the
reasoning and agree with it it 110% however, I am human and this person impacted my life so much. HR Pro's- how do you handle feeling like this in these types of situations??
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Re: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:52 PM
Anonymous

_
That's a tough situation to be in for sure. :-(
Do what you can to hold it together. Stick to the facts. Enjoy a giant glass of wine when you get home. If you have done everything you can, she probably anticipates this anyway. Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
_
Wondering if any of you have been in this position and if so, how you handled it.
I have been informed we will be terminating an employee today. A PIP has been put in place, several meetings, follow ups, any and everything possible has been done to help this employee succeed,
but no improvements have been seen on her performance. The issue I am having is when I started working at this company, I was in a different position and the employee we will be terminating was
a huge reason why I have done so well at my company. She was a mentor, trainer, just all around awesome and I feel like I owe it to her for where I am now. However, after I was promoted, she was
moved to another role as well and is just not working out in that new role. Again, we have done everything we can, up to trying to find another role for her, but there is not one. So my question is
how you handle terming someone that helped you (professionally) so much. I know someone posted jokingly the other day "there's no crying in HR" but I am on the verge of tears. I understand the
reasoning and agree with it it 110% however, I am human and this person impacted my life so much. HR Pro's- how do you handle feeling like this in these types of situations??
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Re: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:05 PM
Anonymous

_
How I handle these kinds of situations is to do all I can to ensure we treat the exiting employee with respect. That means preparing for the meeting, ensuring the manager has script and will handle the
discussion professionally. We have the paperwork ready to go and spend time reviewing it with employee. Try to schedule the meeting so it's not disruptive to others and as obvious to other
employees what is happening. Be available for follow-up calls for questions or clarification. And sometimes you then need to go back to your office, shut the door and experience your real emotions.
Good luck.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Thank Goodness It's Almost The Weekend
_
Wondering if any of you have been in this position and if so, how you handled it.
I have been informed we will be terminating an employee today. A PIP has been put in place, several meetings, follow ups, any and everything possible has been done to help this employee succeed,
but no improvements have been seen on her performance. The issue I am having is when I started working at this company, I was in a different position and the employee we will be terminating was
a huge reason why I have done so well at my company. She was a mentor, trainer, just all around awesome and I feel like I owe it to her for where I am now. However, after I was promoted, she was
moved to another role as well and is just not working out in that new role. Again, we have done everything we can, up to trying to find another role for her, but there is not one. So my question is
how you handle terming someone that helped you (professionally) so much. I know someone posted jokingly the other day "there's no crying in HR" but I am on the verge of tears. I understand the
reasoning and agree with it it 110% however, I am human and this person impacted my life so much. HR Pro's- how do you handle feeling like this in these types of situations??
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Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:34 PM
Anonymous
_
Hello:
Employees: 15 total
in California.
Our current process of requesting days off is.. the employee emails their Manager and copies me in the email. Once the manager approved, I will add it to our google calendar. But people forget to
copy me, and sometimes managers are too busy and don't see the email.
What's your process like? or what would you recommend for a small company. I saw some Leave Request forms online but they all look different.
What would you recommend? or currently use?
So far I have:
Employee Name & Date form was completed
Dates Requested
Date returning to work
Supervisor Approval

Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Requesting Time Off
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:27 PM
Anonymous

_
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Why not remove yourself from the process and have the managers add the time off to the calendar and if you need to know for tracking or something, just refer to the calendar.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Requesting Time Off
_
Hello:
Employees: 15 total
in California.
Our current process of requesting days off is.. the employee emails their Manager and copies me in the email. Once the manager approved, I will add it to our google calendar. But people forget to
copy me, and sometimes managers are too busy and don't see the email.
What's your process like? or what would you recommend for a small company. I saw some Leave Request forms online but they all look different.
What would you recommend? or currently use?
So far I have:
Employee Name & Date form was completed
Dates Requested
Date returning to work
Supervisor Approval

Thank you!
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Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:21 AM
Nancy Bustos
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Reply to Sender

If you're going to stick with the email option, and the managers sometimes don't see the request; I would just have the employees only email you. You can then partner with their supervisor for
approval/denial of the request.
If you're going to go with a form; then what you have is great. Name, date form was completed, dates/times requesting, reason for request and manager signature for approval/denial.
I would also recommend putting a time frame as to when the request must be submitted, my company policy is three weeks. Anything requested less than three weeks in advance is usually
automatically denied (unless it's medical appointment).
-----------------------------Nancy Bustos
Human Resources Director
Tucson, AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Requesting Time Off
_
Hello:
Employees: 15 total
in California.
Our current process of requesting days off is.. the employee emails their Manager and copies me in the email. Once the manager approved, I will add it to our google calendar. But people forget to
copy me, and sometimes managers are too busy and don't see the email.
What's your process like? or what would you recommend for a small company. I saw some Leave Request forms online but they all look different.
What would you recommend? or currently use?
So far I have:
Employee Name & Date form was completed
Dates Requested
Date returning to work
Supervisor Approval
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Thank you!
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Re: Requesting Time Off
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:26 AM
Anonymous

_
With only 15 people, I would say that email requests and a google calendar is probably still an OK way to go. But I agree that there's no need to involve you in the process. The requests and calendar
should be managed by the employees' manager.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 11:20
From: Nancy Bustos
Subject: Requesting Time Off
If you're going to stick with the email option, and the managers sometimes don't see the request; I would just have the employees only email you. You can then partner with their supervisor for
approval/denial of the request.
If you're going to go with a form; then what you have is great. Name, date form was completed, dates/times requesting, reason for request and manager signature for approval/denial.
I would also recommend putting a time frame as to when the request must be submitted, my company policy is three weeks. Anything requested less than three weeks in advance is usually
automatically denied (unless it's medical appointment).
-----------------------------Nancy Bustos
Human Resources Director
Tucson, AZ
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119.

Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:24 PM
Anonymous

_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 2:49 PM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
I think you should then ask your boss this same question regarding your learning curve. Did you ask her about the policy? It also really depends on the context of the question and how it was
asked.
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Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top
121.

previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:49 PM
Anonymous

_
What exactly did she say? Not to ask questions, was it how you asked the question? Was it a curious or accusatory tone? Did you ask the attorney or tell the attorney? You mentioned something in
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conflict with a law and your manager making a statement about questioning authority which is why I ask.
I don't think there is anything wrong with asking questions ever, but some questions should be asked at manager level first rather than jumping to the next person.

Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get
easier when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 14:24

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top
122.

previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
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Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:49 PM
Anonymous
_
The issue is in the way that you asked if the question (if you really asked it the way you make it seem in your post). Telling the company's lawyer that their policy goes against state law is not the way
to approach this issue if you want to learn more. If you have to ask (in some cultures, they may be very much against someone in a very junior role questioning things like that), I would come at it
from a place of trying to understand the policy rather than pointing out that you think it violates the law.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top
123.

previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 3:03 PM
Anonymous
_
Ask your manager for clarity regarding the policy and law. Ask why it is written that way and where you can learn more. This is your job and field so you need to understand these items to be
successful.
Regarding the attorney, I feel you chose an inappropriate venue to discuss this question. Laws/policies are sensitive topics. Asking casually in trainings is putting the spotlight on the trainer even if
done so during a break. Going forward, schedule a meeting or ask your manager for clarity.
Never feel bad though about asking questions. Your job is to know these items. If you don't ask questions, don't learn, and don't stay curious it will be difficult to succeed. You have the right spirit.
I wish you the best.
AZ145
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
The issue is in the way that you asked if the question (if you really asked it the way you make it seem in your post). Telling the company's lawyer that their policy goes against state law is not the way
to approach this issue if you want to learn more. If you have to ask (in some cultures, they may be very much against someone in a very junior role questioning things like that), I would come at it
from a place of trying to understand the policy rather than pointing out that you think it violates the law.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
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attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top

previous next

124.

Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:06 PM
Anonymous

_
It's strange because the question itself, my tone or approach was never mentioned.
Like I said, my boss is wonderful and just said to run questions by her first.
I wasn't telling the attorney what to do but I approached it from the I want to clarify this because I must be misunderstanding it.
I completely agree about the chain of command and perhaps that is where I missed it. It just seemed appropriate during training because that specific topic was being discussed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
What exactly did she say? Not to ask questions, was it how you asked the question? Was it a curious or accusatory tone? Did you ask the attorney or tell the attorney? You mentioned something in
conflict with a law and your manager making a statement about questioning authority which is why I ask.
I don't think there is anything wrong with asking questions ever, but some questions should be asked at manager level first rather than jumping to the next person.

Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
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So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get
easier when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 14:24

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top
125.

previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:10 PM
Anonymous

_
I definitely see your point about putting the trainer on the spot, and that was not my intention. It just seemed appropriate because that specific topic was being discussed.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
Ask your manager for clarity regarding the policy and law. Ask why it is written that way and where you can learn more. This is your job and field so you need to understand these items to be
successful.
Regarding the attorney, I feel you chose an inappropriate venue to discuss this question. Laws/policies are sensitive topics. Asking casually in trainings is putting the spotlight on the trainer even if
done so during a break. Going forward, schedule a meeting or ask your manager for clarity.
Never feel bad though about asking questions. Your job is to know these items. If you don't ask questions, don't learn, and don't stay curious it will be difficult to succeed. You have the right spirit.
I wish you the best.
AZ145
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
The issue is in the way that you asked if the question (if you really asked it the way you make it seem in your post). Telling the company's lawyer that their policy goes against state law is not the way
to approach this issue if you want to learn more. If you have to ask (in some cultures, they may be very much against someone in a very junior role questioning things like that), I would come at it
from a place of trying to understand the policy rather than pointing out that you think it violates the law.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
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attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top
126.

previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:12 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
You do what you have to do and cry on the way home.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
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when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top

previous next

127.

Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:19 PM
Anonymous

_

If word got back to your boss that you asked this question , it seems like it was not received well by the attorney and she offered guidance, you should really reflect on her comments. Your manager
wants you to run questions by her first. My guess is this was her way of telling you that the audience and timing of the question was not appropriate. She didn't need to mention tone, it may not have
been mentioned to her.
OP, there is something that comes off as haughty in your written word and I wonder if that translates to your speaking style. I know its written word but that was the impression that I had the first
time I read through your post from the first few sentences.
There is nothing wrong with asking questions, its great to be curious and a life long learner. I feel you will be very successful, you sound driven and passionate. But I would recommend stepping
back before questioning something, formulate your question, think about the appropriate audience and ask away!
t's strange because the question itself, my tone or approach was never mentioned.
Like I said, my boss is wonderful and just said to run questions by her first.
I wasn't telling the attorney what to do but I approached it from the I want to clarify this because I must be misunderstanding it.
I completely agree about the chain of command and perhaps that is where I missed it. It just seemed appropriate during training because that specific topic was being discussed.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:05

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
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_
It's strange because the question itself, my tone or approach was never mentioned.
Like I said, my boss is wonderful and just said to run questions by her first.
I wasn't telling the attorney what to do but I approached it from the I want to clarify this because I must be misunderstanding it.
I completely agree about the chain of command and perhaps that is where I missed it. It just seemed appropriate during training because that specific topic was being discussed.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
What exactly did she say? Not to ask questions, was it how you asked the question? Was it a curious or accusatory tone? Did you ask the attorney or tell the attorney? You mentioned something in
conflict with a law and your manager making a statement about questioning authority which is why I ask.
I don't think there is anything wrong with asking questions ever, but some questions should be asked at manager level first rather than jumping to the next person.

Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get
easier when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 14:24

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
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Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top
128.

previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:39 PM
Anonymous

_
How is that a helpful response? I didn't get any sense from OP's post that they're crying over this. Did you even read the post?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
â€‹
You do what you have to do and cry on the way home.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
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around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top
129.

previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:43 PM
Anonymous

_
"will this get easier when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard."
Advice from someone at the management level: This type of thing doesn't tend to go over well with attorneys even when you're long past the point of being an intern. It comes off like you know
better than them, and from someone who's dated attorneys, NO ONE KNOWS BETTER THAN THEM!
I would take your manager's advice. This is office politics, and for you to succeed, you need to play along with them. That means not challenging senior management's decisions. If you have a
concern about enforcing something, try to get clarification from your direct manager.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
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I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top
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previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:45 PM
Anonymous

_
I feel like that was a response to another thread...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
How is that a helpful response? I didn't get any sense from OP's post that they're crying over this. Did you even read the post?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
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_
â€‹
You do what you have to do and cry on the way home.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top
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previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:50 PM
Mary Dillman
You've been given great advice and "food for thought". You appear motivated to reflect on areas for improvement and commit to make changes as necessary. I'll only add the importance of
developing relationships (which take time) of mutual respect, collaboration and credibility with the coworkers and managers with whom you need to interact. Part of building those relationships
include an awareness of timing, tone, content, and protocol for communications, as well as learning about other's sensitivities regarding job role, knowledge and span of authority.
I wish you all the best with your masters program, your internship and career as an HR Professional! Go for it!
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-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.
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previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:07 PM
Anonymous

_
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Thank you for the reminder about the time it takes to develop those relationships. It's easy to forget that just because I am willing to jump right in doesn't mean it will be received with open arms.
I have a few basic rules that I follow:
Give more than you ask from others
Best idea wins. Period.
If I ask someone for their opinion/guidance it is because I value them. People should not wonder why I ask, but worry when I stop.
Thank you again.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:50
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
You've been given great advice and "food for thought". You appear motivated to reflect on areas for improvement and commit to make changes as necessary. I'll only add the importance of
developing relationships (which take time) of mutual respect, collaboration and credibility with the coworkers and managers with whom you need to interact. Part of building those relationships
include an awareness of timing, tone, content, and protocol for communications, as well as learning about other's sensitivities regarding job role, knowledge and span of authority.
I wish you all the best with your masters program, your internship and career as an HR Professional! Go for it!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
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previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:15 PM
Anonymous

_
Stop following these rules:

Best idea wins. Period.
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If I ask someone for their opinion/guidance it is because I value them. People should not wonder why I ask, but worry when I stop.

You come off very self-righteous. This is probably why you received the hand slap you did.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
Thank you for the reminder about the time it takes to develop those relationships. It's easy to forget that just because I am willing to jump right in doesn't mean it will be received with open arms.
I have a few basic rules that I follow:
Give more than you ask from others
Best idea wins. Period.
If I ask someone for their opinion/guidance it is because I value them. People should not wonder why I ask, but worry when I stop.
Thank you again.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:50
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
You've been given great advice and "food for thought". You appear motivated to reflect on areas for improvement and commit to make changes as necessary. I'll only add the importance of
developing relationships (which take time) of mutual respect, collaboration and credibility with the coworkers and managers with whom you need to interact. Part of building those relationships
include an awareness of timing, tone, content, and protocol for communications, as well as learning about other's sensitivities regarding job role, knowledge and span of authority.
I wish you all the best with your masters program, your internship and career as an HR Professional! Go for it!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
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First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.
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134.

Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 4:45 PM
Roberta Weingarten

But I must be doing something wrong.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 14:24

Maybe. But you've got the EQ to recognize that and ask for help. That's a big plus. Are you truly aware of how you come across when you ask your questions? You may see yourself coming across
as eager and excited, but others might see you as needy or insincere or, as your boss pointed out, questioning authority. Your boss has relayed a message to you regarding the question you asked the
attorney. You need to really listen to what she's telling you. It's not just that she wants you to run things by her first. She's telling you that you're being perceived in a not-great light. It's up to you to
figure out how to change that perception.
A personal example: when I'm working on something, I tend to get very "in my head." I don't always hear people talking to me, or the phone ringing, etc. And if I had to get up in the middle of
whatever to get something off the printer or use the restroom, I tended to take that "in my head"-ness with me. People noticed. A helpful co-worker pointed out to me that my being "in my head"
made me look angry when I was really just concentrating or thinking. I had to learn (quickly) to turn that off if I had to move around. Once it was pointed out, it hasn't been a problem since.
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I will say that in this post, you come across as a bit overeager. It's great that you like learning new things, but you've got to dial it back a bit or you're going to turn people off. Other people have
expressed their impressions of how you come across, too. I encourage you to pay attention to those perceptions and figure out how to change your approach.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.
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previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:03 PM
Anonymous
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_
OP:
A few comments on your rules and I think you need to change your perspective.
I have a few basic rules that I follow:

Best idea wins. Period.
HR is not about winning or losing. Its about collaboration, teamwork and respect, (Purposely leaving this to relationship.) Sometimes the best idea is not the right idea for the
circumstance and that becomes the best idea.
If I ask someone for their opinion/guidance it is because I value them. People should not wonder why I ask, but worry when I stop.
This statement comes across as arrogant. No, people should always know why you are asking question, if they do not know they make assumptions that you are questioning them
should I worry if you stop asking me questions to ask for guidance? Perhaps you no longer need my assistance because you KNOW what to do.

Why

OP, you have some great qualities; you like to ask questions, want to learn, are eager and seem to do well. Spend a little time reflecting, as I suspect you will, on the great advice. Someone who can
take feedback, reflect on it and grow from it will make for a great employee.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
Thank you for the reminder about the time it takes to develop those relationships. It's easy to forget that just because I am willing to jump right in doesn't mean it will be received with open arms.
I have a few basic rules that I follow:
Give more than you ask from others
Best idea wins. Period.
If I ask someone for their opinion/guidance it is because I value them. People should not wonder why I ask, but worry when I stop.
Thank you again.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:50
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
You've been given great advice and "food for thought". You appear motivated to reflect on areas for improvement and commit to make changes as necessary. I'll only add the importance of
developing relationships (which take time) of mutual respect, collaboration and credibility with the coworkers and managers with whom you need to interact. Part of building those relationships
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include an awareness of timing, tone, content, and protocol for communications, as well as learning about other's sensitivities regarding job role, knowledge and span of authority.
I wish you all the best with your masters program, your internship and career as an HR Professional! Go for it!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.
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previous next
Re: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 6:23 PM
Anonymous

_
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You know what you are right, the way I wrote that sounded horrible. No matter how many times I type something, then delete it, one thing never fails; it always makes perfect sense in my head.
What I should have said is that the Best idea wins. period: As in it doesn't matter someone's title or education. Everyone has different perspectives and experiences that they bring to the table. Many
years ago, in a previous career, I watched people dismiss others just because they didn't have a title or degree and I decided to look at the ideas not the person. Perhaps a bit naive, but it helps me
remember that most people are offering up suggestions because they are invested.
People should not wonder why I ask, but worry when I stop: As others have pointed out I am very eager and I'm even the weird person who loves team projects. Typically, new hires are excited to
join the company and believe that the partnership between you and them can be mutually beneficial, I think it's important to capitalize that. The amount of stuff that I don't know that I don't know is
astronomical, and for me personally, when I stop asking questions it's because I feel disengaged.
Thank you again for pointing out how I sounded, I hope this clarified my intentions.
Best idea wins. Period.
HR is not about winning or losing. Its about collaboration, teamwork and respect, (Purposely leaving this to relationship.) Sometimes the best idea is not the right idea for the circumstance
and that becomes the best idea.
If I ask someone for their opinion/guidance it is because I value them. People should not wonder why I ask, but worry when I stop.
This statement comes across as arrogant. No, people should always know why you are asking question, if they do not know they make assumptions that you are questioning them Why
should I worry if you stop asking me questions to ask for guidance? Perhaps you no longer need my assistance because you KNOW what to do.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 17:02

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
OP:
A few comments on your rules and I think you need to change your perspective.
I have a few basic rules that I follow:

Best idea wins. Period.
HR is not about winning or losing. Its about collaboration, teamwork and respect, (Purposely leaving this to relationship.) Sometimes the best idea is not the right idea for the
circumstance and that becomes the best idea.
If I ask someone for their opinion/guidance it is because I value them. People should not wonder why I ask, but worry when I stop.
This statement comes across as arrogant. No, people should always know why you are asking question, if they do not know they make assumptions that you are questioning them
should I worry if you stop asking me questions to ask for guidance? Perhaps you no longer need my assistance because you KNOW what to do.

Why

OP, you have some great qualities; you like to ask questions, want to learn, are eager and seem to do well. Spend a little time reflecting, as I suspect you will, on the great advice. Someone who can
take feedback, reflect on it and grow from it will make for a great employee.
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
Thank you for the reminder about the time it takes to develop those relationships. It's easy to forget that just because I am willing to jump right in doesn't mean it will be received with open arms.
I have a few basic rules that I follow:
Give more than you ask from others
Best idea wins. Period.
If I ask someone for their opinion/guidance it is because I value them. People should not wonder why I ask, but worry when I stop.
Thank you again.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:50
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
You've been given great advice and "food for thought". You appear motivated to reflect on areas for improvement and commit to make changes as necessary. I'll only add the importance of
developing relationships (which take time) of mutual respect, collaboration and credibility with the coworkers and managers with whom you need to interact. Part of building those relationships
include an awareness of timing, tone, content, and protocol for communications, as well as learning about other's sensitivities regarding job role, knowledge and span of authority.
I wish you all the best with your masters program, your internship and career as an HR Professional! Go for it!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Being an Intern is the hardest job that I have ever had.
_
First I will say that I absolutely LOVE what I am doing and I am excited to learn everything that I can. But, I am really struggling and I think it's me but I don't know what to do. While I am new to
the field of HR, I am in my mid-30(ish) and I am finishing my masters in HR. I have a year and a half of recruiting and now I have the pleasure of working with our labor relations department.
I don't feel overly sensitive, I've been in the military and worked with police officers, so I have pretty tough skin. But I must be doing something wrong.
I love to hear about the different types of career experiences that people have (within my office, I'm not in some other department), what brought them to where they are now as well as understanding
their role. I think it is so important to recognize and value the experiences of others, even if they do the job differently than you.
I know I have to earn my stripes and I do not mind and as I often ask if anyone needs help and I will do whatever they need from organizing arbitrations/mediations, creating documents, or tidying up
around the office; I just want to be part of the team. My boss is happy with my productivity so it's not like I'm not keeping busy.
I'm a weird one and I love reading and editing policies and procedures and I am not afraid to ask questions.
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I do it during appropriate times or I'll ask the trainer on the side, and I always preempt it with "I'm really excited to learn more or can you help me understand".
2 weeks ago during a training session I asked the trainer (who is an attorney) why it looks like one of our work policies went against a state law. I got the run around as was told to ask a specific
attorney. Well at the next training that attorney was doing the training and I approached him during a break and asked the same question. He was kind but didn't really answer the question.
Word got back to my boss and while she was really kind she said that it if we question what someone tells us then it seems that we are questioning their authority.
So my question is this..I want to learn and I want to be able to ask questions, appropriately of course, without the constant fear of someone thinking I am questioning their power; will this get easier
when I am no longer "just an intern"? I feel like a kid sitting at the grownup table, only supposed to be seen and not heard.
I know I am putting myself out there for the wolves, but what I am doing it's not working so I need to change it.

top
137.

previous next
DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:18 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Our HR department sends to an employee who has requested medical leave both the U.S. Department of Labor Notice of Eligibility and Rights & Responsibilities (FMLA) stating he/she is not
eligible for FMLA, as well as, a company standard letter notifying the employee that he/she is not eligible for FMLA. These letters are sent out at the same time. Is there reason for sending both that I
may not be aware of?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
138.

previous next
Re: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:57 PM
Libby Hayes

â€‹
Perhaps the letter spells out the reason for the non-eligibility status better than the required form.
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Reply to Sender

Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
_
â€‹
Our HR department sends to an employee who has requested medical leave both the U.S. Department of Labor Notice of Eligibility and Rights & Responsibilities (FMLA) stating he/she is not
eligible for FMLA, as well as, a company standard letter notifying the employee that he/she is not eligible for FMLA. These letters are sent out at the same time. Is there reason for sending both that I
may not be aware of?

top
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previous next
Re: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:04 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I reviewed each one to see if they offered different info, however, both offer pretty much the same. The DOL notice is full of details, but written as you might expect a DOL notice to be written. I
believe the company letter is easier to comprehend. If we are not required to send both, I will suggest to the HR director that we only send our company letter.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:57
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
â€‹
Perhaps the letter spells out the reason for the non-eligibility status better than the required form.
-----------------------------Libby H
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Ohio

top
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previous next
Re: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:08 PM
Sarah Davis
You do not have to use the forms expressly written by the DOL for FMLA leave. However, if you do use company forms, they must include some required information that is on the DOL forms.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
_
â€‹
Our HR department sends to an employee who has requested medical leave both the U.S. Department of Labor Notice of Eligibility and Rights & Responsibilities (FMLA) stating he/she is not
eligible for FMLA, as well as, a company standard letter notifying the employee that he/she is not eligible for FMLA. These letters are sent out at the same time. Is there reason for sending both that I
may not be aware of?

top
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previous next
Re: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:01 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
Thank you. We will work on consolidating the letters to meet compliance and only send it vs. both. I think we can word our letter to be a little more "user friendly".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:08
From: Sarah Davis
Subject: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
You do not have to use the forms expressly written by the DOL for FMLA leave. However, if you do use company forms, they must include some required information that is on the DOL forms.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL

top
142.

previous next
Re: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:04 PM
Anonymous

_
The federal form is not required. It does not matter what format you use as long as the information is distributed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:57
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
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â€‹
Perhaps the letter spells out the reason for the non-eligibility status better than the required form.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio

top
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previous next
Re: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:06 PM
Anonymous

_
Just a reminder to stay abreast of changes to the official form so you can incorporate them into your letter.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
_
â€‹
Thank you. We will work on consolidating the letters to meet compliance and only send it vs. both. I think we can word our letter to be a little more "user friendly".
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:08
From: Sarah Davis
Subject: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
You do not have to use the forms expressly written by the DOL for FMLA leave. However, if you do use company forms, they must include some required information that is on the DOL forms.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: DOL FMLA Notification vs. Company FMLA Notification
_
â€‹
Our HR department sends to an employee who has requested medical leave both the U.S. Department of Labor Notice of Eligibility and Rights & Responsibilities (FMLA) stating he/she is not
eligible for FMLA, as well as, a company standard letter notifying the employee that he/she is not eligible for FMLA. These letters are sent out at the same time. Is there reason for sending both that I
may not be aware of?

top
144.

previous next
Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:16 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
If we bring in temporary employees through a temporary agency who is responsible for compliance? I'm thinking about being eligible for 401(k), benefits, etc. if they work a certain amount of hours
per week, etc. We only have full time, benefit eligible employees on payroll (no part-time employees) so I don't follow all the regulations. Just wondering if it's something we should be looking into
or if that responsibility falls solely on the temporary agency as it's their employee.
My thoughts are that the temporary agency is responsible but I just want to be sure.
Thanks in advance!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
145.

previous next
Re: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:17 PM
Anonymous
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_
This is your responsibility as far as knowing if temporary employees are eligible for your benefits. What does your SPD say?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
_
â€‹
If we bring in temporary employees through a temporary agency who is responsible for compliance? I'm thinking about being eligible for 401(k), benefits, etc. if they work a certain amount of hours
per week, etc. We only have full time, benefit eligible employees on payroll (no part-time employees) so I don't follow all the regulations. Just wondering if it's something we should be looking into
or if that responsibility falls solely on the temporary agency as it's their employee.
My thoughts are that the temporary agency is responsible but I just want to be sure.
Thanks in advance!

top
146.

previous next
Re: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:20 PM
Anonymous

_
These temps are employees of the agency and not your employees correct? In most cases if the temp is an active employee of the agency, they are responsible not you.
What does your SPD say?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
_
This is your responsibility as far as knowing if temporary employees are eligible for your benefits. What does your SPD say?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
_
â€‹
If we bring in temporary employees through a temporary agency who is responsible for compliance? I'm thinking about being eligible for 401(k), benefits, etc. if they work a certain amount of hours
per week, etc. We only have full time, benefit eligible employees on payroll (no part-time employees) so I don't follow all the regulations. Just wondering if it's something we should be looking into
or if that responsibility falls solely on the temporary agency as it's their employee.
My thoughts are that the temporary agency is responsible but I just want to be sure.
Thanks in advance!

top
147.

previous next
Re: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:11 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't know of any 401(k) that allows non-employees to contribute.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
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_
â€‹
If we bring in temporary employees through a temporary agency who is responsible for compliance? I'm thinking about being eligible for 401(k), benefits, etc. if they work a certain amount of hours
per week, etc. We only have full time, benefit eligible employees on payroll (no part-time employees) so I don't follow all the regulations. Just wondering if it's something we should be looking into
or if that responsibility falls solely on the temporary agency as it's their employee.
My thoughts are that the temporary agency is responsible but I just want to be sure.
Thanks in advance!

top
148.

previous next
Re: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:14 PM
Anonymous

_
The temp agency is responsible to provide benefits not you. You are responsible to keeping them safe wheel they are in your work. If something falls on their head, the staffing agency WC company
is going to come after your WC company to pay.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
_
â€‹
If we bring in temporary employees through a temporary agency who is responsible for compliance? I'm thinking about being eligible for 401(k), benefits, etc. if they work a certain amount of hours
per week, etc. We only have full time, benefit eligible employees on payroll (no part-time employees) so I don't follow all the regulations. Just wondering if it's something we should be looking into
or if that responsibility falls solely on the temporary agency as it's their employee.
My thoughts are that the temporary agency is responsible but I just want to be sure.
Thanks in advance!
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top
149.

previous next
Re: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:20 PM
Jan Savoie
â€‹
The agency is responsible for benefits while they pay the person. However, if you hire a temp the hours they worked as a temp could count towards service hours under your 401(k) plan which may
change the date they are eligible, vesting years, etc. Not certain if it's regulatory or plan specific (I think regulatory) but something to look out for.
-----------------------------Jan SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
_
The temp agency is responsible to provide benefits not you. You are responsible to keeping them safe wheel they are in your work. If something falls on their head, the staffing agency WC company
is going to come after your WC company to pay.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
_
â€‹
If we bring in temporary employees through a temporary agency who is responsible for compliance? I'm thinking about being eligible for 401(k), benefits, etc. if they work a certain amount of hours
per week, etc. We only have full time, benefit eligible employees on payroll (no part-time employees) so I don't follow all the regulations. Just wondering if it's something we should be looking into
or if that responsibility falls solely on the temporary agency as it's their employee.
My thoughts are that the temporary agency is responsible but I just want to be sure.
Thanks in advance!
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top

previous next

150.

Re: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:26 PM
Anonymous

_

I don't know of any 401(k) that allows non-employees to contribute.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:11

No as contributions are made through pre-tax deductions in payroll.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
_
I don't know of any 401(k) that allows non-employees to contribute.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temporary Agency - Who's responsible for compliance?
_
â€‹
If we bring in temporary employees through a temporary agency who is responsible for compliance? I'm thinking about being eligible for 401(k), benefits, etc. if they work a certain amount of hours
per week, etc. We only have full time, benefit eligible employees on payroll (no part-time employees) so I don't follow all the regulations. Just wondering if it's something we should be looking into
or if that responsibility falls solely on the temporary agency as it's their employee.
My thoughts are that the temporary agency is responsible but I just want to be sure.
Thanks in advance!
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top
151.

previous next
What would you do if candidates got confused?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:07 PM
Anonymous

_
What would you do if a hiring manager confused two candidates and asked to hire one but got the candidates mixed up and didn't realize until after?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
152.

previous next
Re: What would you do if candidates got confused?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:11 PM
Anonymous

_
What do you mean bu confused?
Did you actually make the offer? Has this person started? Was the person 2nd choice or not even a consideration?
Basically, we need more info from you. The post is vague, what are the details?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do if candidates got confused?
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_
What would you do if a hiring manager confused two candidates and asked to hire one but got the candidates mixed up and didn't realize until after?

top
153.

previous next
Re: What would you do if candidates got confused?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:15 PM
Anonymous

_
Didn't realize until after what?
After the offer was extended?
After the person started?
After the person had been there 6 months?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do if candidates got confused?
_
What would you do if a hiring manager confused two candidates and asked to hire one but got the candidates mixed up and didn't realize until after?

top
154.

previous next
Re: What would you do if candidates got confused?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:20 PM
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Reply to Sender

Eric Emerson
Either go with the person you extended the offer to, or have a VERY awkward conversation. I wonder if he turned down another position because of your offer though, or quit his other employer if
you might be liable for some kind of damages.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do if candidates got confused?
_
What would you do if a hiring manager confused two candidates and asked to hire one but got the candidates mixed up and didn't realize until after?

top
155.

previous next
Re: What would you do if candidates got confused?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:34 PM
Anonymous

_
After the offer
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do if candidates got confused?
_
Didn't realize until after what?
After the offer was extended?
After the person started?
After the person had been there 6 months?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do if candidates got confused?
_
What would you do if a hiring manager confused two candidates and asked to hire one but got the candidates mixed up and didn't realize until after?

top

previous next

156.

Re: What would you do if candidates got confused?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:36 PM
Anonymous

_
After the offer? how far after the offer? has the person give notice at their other job?
OP, WE NEED MORE INFO.
This is not enough.
After the offer
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:33

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do if candidates got confused?
_
After the offer
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do if candidates got confused?
_
Didn't realize until after what?
After the offer was extended?
After the person started?
After the person had been there 6 months?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do if candidates got confused?
_
What would you do if a hiring manager confused two candidates and asked to hire one but got the candidates mixed up and didn't realize until after?

top
157.

previous next
Re: What would you do if candidates got confused?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:36 PM
Anonymous

_
So the person hasn't started yet?
Have that conversation now - not tomorrow.
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Once that person turns in their resignation, you may run into issues if you don't bring them on board.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do if candidates got confused?
_
What would you do if a hiring manager confused two candidates and asked to hire one but got the candidates mixed up and didn't realize until after?

top
158.

previous next
ADP TotalSource - Reviews/References
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:06 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi all,
My company is evaluating ADP TotalSource for their benefits, HR admin, & payroll solution. Have any of you worked with ADP TotalSource before? What were some of the biggest benefits? What,
if any, are the drawbacks?
Thanks in advance!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
159.

previous next
Re: ADP TotalSource - Reviews/References
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:13 PM
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Reply to Sender

Sarah Davis
I have not worked with ADP Total Source. However, if this is your company's first time considering a PEO relationship, please make sure you do some research.
There are benefits to having your HR, payroll, benefits, work comp, etc. under one roof. However, you need to understand that this becomes a co-employer relationship. This means that all of the
decisions you made independently are now going to have to be run through your co-employer for review and approval.
It also means that while you have the buying power of thousands of employees in terms of benefits and other perks, if you decide to part ways, that goes away too. I have found that the first year or
so, companies can save money - until the rates go way up. And there is no negotiating because it's not your broker.
And, if you decide to part ways, it can get sticky and sometimes icky. Make sure you read and double-read the fine print.
I would encourage you to do a lot of research about PEOs - especially how they are regulated in your state. State regulations vary and can determine how much autonomy you may retain as a coemployer.

-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: ADP TotalSource - Reviews/References
_
Hi all,
My company is evaluating ADP TotalSource for their benefits, HR admin, & payroll solution. Have any of you worked with ADP TotalSource before? What were some of the biggest benefits? What,
if any, are the drawbacks?
Thanks in advance!

top
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previous next
Benefits Broker/Consultant in Mexico
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 1:50 PM
Jennifer Donovan
I am looking for recommendations for a good benefits broker/consultant in Mexico. We currently use Marsh. Does anyone know who their main competitors are?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
Rochester Hills
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
161.

previous next
Re: Benefits Broker/Consultant in Mexico
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:53 PM
Anonymous

_
Does Marsh have suggestions?
My broker makes suggestions for me when needed--though not for Mexico.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:50
From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Benefits Broker/Consultant in Mexico
I am looking for recommendations for a good benefits broker/consultant in Mexico. We currently use Marsh. Does anyone know who their main competitors are?
Thank you!
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-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
Rochester Hills
------------------------------

top
162.

previous next
Re: Benefits Broker/Consultant in Mexico
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:48 PM
Anonymous

_
SHRM has a new broker evaluation tool that you might find useful.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:50
From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Benefits Broker/Consultant in Mexico
I am looking for recommendations for a good benefits broker/consultant in Mexico. We currently use Marsh. Does anyone know who their main competitors are?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
Rochester Hills
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Milestone Anniversary Incentives - Please Share
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Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:34 PM
Anonymous
_
Do you offer any type of 10-year, 15-year, etc. milestone incentives or awards beside the typical plaque or trophy award? Please share what you do at your company. We are looking for incentives,
awards, etc for those milestones. Thanks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
164.

previous next
Re: Milestone Anniversary Incentives - Please Share
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:40 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We recognize starting at 5 years and then every 5 years thereafter. Employees reaching these milestones are feted at a luncheon and also given a small plaque with a gift - value begins at $250 (5
years) and goes up $250 for each 5 years thereafter. (10 yr = $500, 15 yr = $750, etc.) We personalize the gift by finding out what the person would like.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Milestone Anniversary Incentives - Please Share
_
Do you offer any type of 10-year, 15-year, etc. milestone incentives or awards beside the typical plaque or trophy award? Please share what you do at your company. We are looking for incentives,
awards, etc for those milestones. Thanks
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top
165.

previous next
Use it or lose it PTO reminder
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:26 PM
Anonymous

_
We have a use-it-or-lose-it PTO policy and allowances reset on employees' anniversary dates. This is written into our offer letters, employment agreements, and new hire orientations. However, we
regularly have employees lose their PTO on their anniversary, get mad, and say no one ever told them. My boss would like us to implement a "reminders" system (such as a reminder they have 90
days left to use any remaining PTO). I'm trying to avoid calculating these dates and having to send manual e-mail reminders to each employee (hundreds and I'm a DOO). We use Paycom for payroll,
but I only see an option to generate e-mails to employees on the actual anniversary date (which won't help solve the issue).
Does anyone having any suggestions?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
166.

previous next
Re: Use it or lose it PTO reminder
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:33 PM
Libby Hayes

â€‹
I would check with your Paycom specialist to see if there is some other method for this. Do you have an intranet or a newsletter that you could include a note in as well?
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Use it or lose it PTO reminder
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Reply to Sender

_
We have a use-it-or-lose-it PTO policy and allowances reset on employees' anniversary dates. This is written into our offer letters, employment agreements, and new hire orientations. However, we
regularly have employees lose their PTO on their anniversary, get mad, and say no one ever told them. My boss would like us to implement a "reminders" system (such as a reminder they have 90
days left to use any remaining PTO). I'm trying to avoid calculating these dates and having to send manual e-mail reminders to each employee (hundreds and I'm a DOO). We use Paycom for payroll,
but I only see an option to generate e-mails to employees on the actual anniversary date (which won't help solve the issue).
Does anyone having any suggestions?

top
167.

previous next
Re: Use it or lose it PTO reminder
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:06 PM
Anonymous

_
On a quarterly (or monthly or bi-monthly) basis, you could just send out a general notice reminding everyone.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Use it or lose it PTO reminder
_
We have a use-it-or-lose-it PTO policy and allowances reset on employees' anniversary dates. This is written into our offer letters, employment agreements, and new hire orientations. However, we
regularly have employees lose their PTO on their anniversary, get mad, and say no one ever told them. My boss would like us to implement a "reminders" system (such as a reminder they have 90
days left to use any remaining PTO). I'm trying to avoid calculating these dates and having to send manual e-mail reminders to each employee (hundreds and I'm a DOO). We use Paycom for payroll,
but I only see an option to generate e-mails to employees on the actual anniversary date (which won't help solve the issue).
Does anyone having any suggestions?
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top
168.

previous next
Re: Use it or lose it PTO reminder
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:09 PM
Anonymous

_
I have Paycom and I will be surprised if this email feature is available.
I would just send a mass email reminding them of the rollover and how they can view their PTO balance in Paycom. They are adults. They can check on their balance.
Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Use it or lose it PTO reminder
_
On a quarterly (or monthly or bi-monthly) basis, you could just send out a general notice reminding everyone.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Use it or lose it PTO reminder
_
We have a use-it-or-lose-it PTO policy and allowances reset on employees' anniversary dates. This is written into our offer letters, employment agreements, and new hire orientations. However, we
regularly have employees lose their PTO on their anniversary, get mad, and say no one ever told them. My boss would like us to implement a "reminders" system (such as a reminder they have 90
days left to use any remaining PTO). I'm trying to avoid calculating these dates and having to send manual e-mail reminders to each employee (hundreds and I'm a DOO). We use Paycom for payroll,
but I only see an option to generate e-mails to employees on the actual anniversary date (which won't help solve the issue).
Does anyone having any suggestions?
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previous next

169.

Re: Use it or lose it PTO reminder
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:24 PM
Anonymous

_
I suggest staying away from this type of hand holding. Nothing good comes from it; treat people like adults.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Use it or lose it PTO reminder
_
We have a use-it-or-lose-it PTO policy and allowances reset on employees' anniversary dates. This is written into our offer letters, employment agreements, and new hire orientations. However, we
regularly have employees lose their PTO on their anniversary, get mad, and say no one ever told them. My boss would like us to implement a "reminders" system (such as a reminder they have 90
days left to use any remaining PTO). I'm trying to avoid calculating these dates and having to send manual e-mail reminders to each employee (hundreds and I'm a DOO). We use Paycom for payroll,
but I only see an option to generate e-mails to employees on the actual anniversary date (which won't help solve the issue).
Does anyone having any suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Why did you schedule a meeting with her?
anon #6 â€‹
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
171.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Tell the mother to talk with their child. End of story.
Do not entertain a meeting with this woman. Why would you agree to this?
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-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
172.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:27 PM
Anonymous

_
You tell the mother that you can not speak with her about a former employee. And cancel the meeting. You do not engage with her at all. You don't even get to cover the three reasons with her.
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His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 13:24

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
173.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:28 PM
Anonymous
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_
"His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired."
Why are people outside the company scheduling meetings with you and not you scheduling meetings with them?
This woman is not and was never an employee. You don't owe her any response, especially about another employee's employment status I would ignore her and send a cease and desist and possibly
alert the authorities if she's threatening you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
174.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:29 PM
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Anonymous
_
I am so glad I don't have to deal with Millennials' helicopters parents!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
175.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:31 PM
Anonymous
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_
This is an assumption.
I have had GenX parents and even spouses (Millennial and Baby Boomers) call to question terms or negotiate offers.
I am so glad I don't have to deal with Millennials' helicopters parents!
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 13:28

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I am so glad I don't have to deal with Millennials' helicopters parents!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
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I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
176.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:32 PM
Anonymous

_
Wow... you agreed to meet with the fired employee's MOTHER? Seriously?
That's going to be a volatile conversation.
I have gotten these requests occasionally, over the years, and respond as follows:
"I'm sorry, we cannot discuss confidential personnel matters with third parties. I'm sure you can understand. Have a nice day."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
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The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
177.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:33 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree.
You have no more business discussing your former employee's conduct with his mother than you do with someone off the street asking you why he was fired. This is private company information.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

Wow... you agreed to meet with the fired employee's MOTHER? Seriously?
That's going to be a volatile conversation.
I have gotten these requests occasionally, over the years, and respond as follows:
"I'm sorry, we cannot discuss confidential personnel matters with third parties. I'm sure you can understand. Have a nice day."
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
178.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:34 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I appreciate everyone's responses.
I didn't actually accept a meeting. I didn't even speak with her. She basically told the receptionist that she would be in at 10 am to meet with me. I plan to call her and speak with her before 10 am... I
just wasn't sure how to say "This is none of your business on our end, ask your son" without possibly escalating the situation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
"His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired."
Why are people outside the company scheduling meetings with you and not you scheduling meetings with them?
This woman is not and was never an employee. You don't owe her any response, especially about another employee's employment status I would ignore her and send a cease and desist and possibly
alert the authorities if she's threatening you.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
179.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 1:35 PM
Anonymous
_
Everybody Loves Raymond: Marie interfered with Robert's job interview. He was far from being a millennial.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I am so glad I don't have to deal with Millennials' helicopters parents!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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top
180.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:36 PM
Anonymous

_
As others have said I would not have agreed to meet with the mother and would have simply told her that I could not speak to her about her child's employment. Even though you have scheduled the
meeting I would call her and cancel it with this explanation. There really isn't anything you can tell her and (I assume) nothing you hear from her is going to change the outcome.
(On a side note, I am a millennial and if I asked my mother to speak to my boss because I was fired she would probably injure herself laughing at the request. If my mother contacted my former
employer without my asking - I would be so mortified I would need to change my name, move, and begin work as a roady in the circus.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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top
181.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 1:38 PM
Libby Hayes
If you speak with the mother I would advise her that you are not at liberty to discuss the issue with her. If she needs information she will need to discuss with her child.â€‹
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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top

previous next

182.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:39 PM
Anonymous

_
LOL, I pictured her too! I also pictured Marie has the video viewing mother reporting employee behaviors from last weeks's post.
My ex-MIL was practically a Marie.
Everybody Loves Raymond: Marie interfered with Robert's job interview. He was far from being a millennial.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 13:35

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Everybody Loves Raymond: Marie interfered with Robert's job interview. He was far from being a millennial.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I am so glad I don't have to deal with Millennials' helicopters parents!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
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â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
183.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:41 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thank you everyone!
You have pretty much confirmed my thoughts on what I needed to do!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
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â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top

previous next

184.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 1:42 PM
Roberta Weingarten

How would you handle this situation?
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 13:24

I wouldn't meet with his mother. She wasn't your employee. She wants to know why her son was fired? She should talk to HIM.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
185.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Phew OP glad you did not schedule the meeting. You didn't seem crazy enough to do so.
Its even crazier Mama has announced to the receptionist she will be there at 10. I can picture her marching into the office now!
Keep us posted OP!
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I didn't actually accept a meeting. I didn't even speak with her. She basically told the receptionist that she would be in at 10 am to meet with me.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 13:33

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
I appreciate everyone's responses.
I didn't actually accept a meeting. I didn't even speak with her. She basically told the receptionist that she would be in at 10 am to meet with me. I plan to call her and speak with her before 10 am... I
just wasn't sure how to say "This is none of your business on our end, ask your son" without possibly escalating the situation.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
"His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired."
Why are people outside the company scheduling meetings with you and not you scheduling meetings with them?
This woman is not and was never an employee. You don't owe her any response, especially about another employee's employment status I would ignore her and send a cease and desist and possibly
alert the authorities if she's threatening you.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
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I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
186.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
If you agreed to discuss my termination with my mother, I would be LIVID...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
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get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
187.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:45 PM
Anonymous

_
So? Did you cancel the meeting? Did she show up? Did she cause a scene?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
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The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top

previous next

188.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:45 PM
Anonymous

_
Also be livid at your mother for asking for a meeting or agreeing to one.
f you agreed to discuss my termination with my mother, I would be LIVID...
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 13:43

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
If you agreed to discuss my termination with my mother, I would be LIVID...
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
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â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
189.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:53 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm with the others. I would never agree to meet with her.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
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The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
190.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:59 PM
Anonymous

_
You would be violating privacy and confidentiality of the employee by speaking with his mother. Even if you weren't it would be a hard pass for me. Don't do it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
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I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top

previous next

191.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:09 PM
Anonymous

_
Agreed. It's a huge assumption today they are millennials, plus there are no more millennials children the first of Gen Z have graduated from college last year.
If it truly is a child, it's from Gen Z.
Plus stereotypes don't help anyone.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
This is an assumption.
I have had GenX parents and even spouses (Millennial and Baby Boomers) call to question terms or negotiate offers.
I am so glad I don't have to deal with Millennials' helicopters parents!
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Anonymous, 03-22-2018 13:28

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I am so glad I don't have to deal with Millennials' helicopters parents!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
192.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 2:25 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
OP Here,
I have been trying to get ahold of the mother but it goes straight to a voicemail that is not set up....
The meeting that she scheduled is Friday at 10:00 am... even if I can't reach her, I will conveniently be out of my office for a function that has been on my calendar for a month.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
So? Did you cancel the meeting? Did she show up? Did she cause a scene?

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
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Thank you in advance.

top
193.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 2:33 PM
Lorraine Kost
â€‹
Glad you will be out of the office when she comes in on Friday. You may want to leave her something in writing with the receptionist indicating you are not at liberty to discuss confidential
personnel information with her and will not be meeting with her in the future. She may try to strong arm the receptionist.
-----------------------------Lorraine Kost
VP-Human Resources
Bannockburn IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You would be violating privacy and confidentiality of the employee by speaking with his mother. Even if you weren't it would be a hard pass for me. Don't do it.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
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I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
194.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 2:37 PM
Justin Markowitz
Hello,
Unless the child is a minor, you definitely should not be meeting with this mother. She needs to talk to her son. And I am a millenial and if my mother ever tried to schedule a meeting with my
employer I would be horrified. And everyone else, the poster did not schedule or agree to this meeting, the mother told the receptionist she was going to march into the office around 10am.
-----------------------------Justin Markowitz
PHR,SHRM-CP
Merrick NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You would be violating privacy and confidentiality of the employee by speaking with his mother. Even if you weren't it would be a hard pass for me. Don't do it.
Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
195.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:39 PM
Anonymous

_
Oh good gosh.
You booked the meeting.
If you aren't able to cancel it with her, speak with her in the reception area for a couple of seconds. Apologize for having her come in and let her know that you aren't at liberty to discuss her son's
situation with her and then walk away, ending the meeting.
Don't run from the situation you created.
I would be deeply disappointed in you if you were my direct report and ran away from your responsibilities.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
196.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:52 PM
Anonymous

_
Good Grief ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ STOP the Drama Queen.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Oh good gosh.
You booked the meeting.
If you aren't able to cancel it with her, speak with her in the reception area for a couple of seconds. Apologize for having her come in and let her know that you aren't at liberty to discuss her son's
situation with her and then walk away, ending the meeting.
Don't run from the situation you created.
I would be deeply disappointed in you if you were my direct report and ran away from your responsibilities.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
197.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
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Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:56 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
"Don't run from the situation you created."
OP Here,
First of all... as I stated previously, I did not accept this meeting and I have been trying to contact her to tell her this doesn't fit my schedule in addition to the fact that I will not be discussing her
child's employment with her.
Second of all, I also had nothing to do with the termination. The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager made these action completely on their own without involving me. I was informed
afterwards, when the mother began calling.
I am actually trying to clean up several other people's mess, but hey- be disappointed ;)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Oh good gosh.
You booked the meeting.
If you aren't able to cancel it with her, speak with her in the reception area for a couple of seconds. Apologize for having her come in and let her know that you aren't at liberty to discuss her son's
situation with her and then walk away, ending the meeting.
Don't run from the situation you created.
I would be deeply disappointed in you if you were my direct report and ran away from your responsibilities.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
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The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
198.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:57 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Excellent job not reading OPs multiple replies that she did not schedule the meeting.
I have to agree with previous responder that I would have something in writing, or prepare the receptionist really well on exactly what you want said so mama bear doesn't come back Monday.
As for the Millennial comment <insert eye roll>, such a generalization. I can just imagine my mother's response if I were to be fired from my current job. Almost positive it would be, "what did you
do wrong?"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
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Oh good gosh.
You booked the meeting.
If you aren't able to cancel it with her, speak with her in the reception area for a couple of seconds. Apologize for having her come in and let her know that you aren't at liberty to discuss her son's
situation with her and then walk away, ending the meeting.
Don't run from the situation you created.
I would be deeply disappointed in you if you were my direct report and ran away from your responsibilities.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
199.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:57 PM
Anonymous

_
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OP did NOT book the meeting, she never booked the meeting. The mother called the receptionist and just said she was going to show up. OP is trying to call the mother to tell her not to show up and
that she can not discuss.
Oh good gosh.
You booked the meeting.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 14:39

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Oh good gosh.
You booked the meeting.
If you aren't able to cancel it with her, speak with her in the reception area for a couple of seconds. Apologize for having her come in and let her know that you aren't at liberty to discuss her son's
situation with her and then walk away, ending the meeting.
Don't run from the situation you created.
I would be deeply disappointed in you if you were my direct report and ran away from your responsibilities.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
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and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
200.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:00 PM
Anonymous

_
OP didn't schedule the meeting!
Devil's Advocate - Meet with the mum, ask for police presence, pat down the mum before she walks in the door. Have her walk through a metal detector. Have her take a polygraph saying she really
is the mum. THEN tell her you can't discuss employee information, unless bribed. When she offers a bribe, decline it and say it was a test. She failed. Escort her out. Giver her a Rubics cube on the
way. Tell her not to come back until all sides are black. Make sure the Rubics cube has no black sides. Be very cryptic. Explain there's a treasure map on the inside (but not in so many words). Prearrange a Lyft or Uber outside your building, drop her off, have them drive her out of state. Tell her to meet you in Brazil. You? You go to Germany. It's where you hid the real map.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
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The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
201.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:05 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
"Devil's Advocate - Meet with the mum, ask for police presence, pat down the mum before she walks in the door. Have her walk through a metal detector. Have her take a polygraph saying she
really is the mum. THEN tell her you can't discuss employee information, unless bribed. When she offers a bribe, decline it and say it was a test. She failed. Escort her out. Giver her a Rubics cube on
the way. Tell her not to come back until all sides are black. Make sure the Rubics cube has no black sides. Be very cryptic. Explain there's a treasure map on the inside (but not in so many words).
Pre-arrange a Lyft or Uber outside your building, drop her off, have them drive her out of state. Tell her to meet you in Brazil. You? You go to Germany. It's where you hid the real map."
Brillian!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
OP didn't schedule the meeting!
Devil's Advocate - Meet with the mum, ask for police presence, pat down the mum before she walks in the door. Have her walk through a metal detector. Have her take a polygraph saying she really
is the mum. THEN tell her you can't discuss employee information, unless bribed. When she offers a bribe, decline it and say it was a test. She failed. Escort her out. Giver her a Rubics cube on the
way. Tell her not to come back until all sides are black. Make sure the Rubics cube has no black sides. Be very cryptic. Explain there's a treasure map on the inside (but not in so many words). Prearrange a Lyft or Uber outside your building, drop her off, have them drive her out of state. Tell her to meet you in Brazil. You? You go to Germany. It's where you hid the real map.
Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
202.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:11 PM
Jan Savoie
â€‹
At least now you know at least one of the reasons former ee had issues at work...
Don't leave the receptionist to handle this alone. make sure there's someone there to back her up when she explains you will not be speaking to her and she needs to leave and stay off the premises. If
she refuses call the police.
Mama is a bully.
-----------------------------Jan SHRM-CP
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
OP did NOT book the meeting, she never booked the meeting. The mother called the receptionist and just said she was going to show up. OP is trying to call the mother to tell her not to show up and
that she can not discuss.
Oh good gosh.
You booked the meeting.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 14:39

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Oh good gosh.
You booked the meeting.
If you aren't able to cancel it with her, speak with her in the reception area for a couple of seconds. Apologize for having her come in and let her know that you aren't at liberty to discuss her son's
situation with her and then walk away, ending the meeting.
Don't run from the situation you created.
I would be deeply disappointed in you if you were my direct report and ran away from your responsibilities.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
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I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
203.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:18 PM
Anonymous

_
Funny thing though, being an HR person, I once went in to my daughters job to stick up for her. She had a manager who just didn't like her and the manager wrote her up for something ridiculous.
The write up says "per our policy". I looked through the policy book and there was nothing pertaining to what she got written up for. My daughter didn't want to cause waves but I was like "no
way". I went in with my daughter, talked to the lead manager and requested that he show me where the policy was written and where my daughter signed acknowledgement of policy. Her write up
was tore up and her manager got a talking to. This doesn't really pertain to the story, but sometimes us mama bears can't help ourselves.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
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I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
204.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:20 PM
Anonymous

_
I would contact the son, since you aren't able to reach the mother, and advice that you will not meet with her mother and she is not an invited guest so she should not arrive at 10:00 am tomorrow, as
she indicated she would. I would also tell him that if she shows up, she will be asked to leave and if she doesn't, the authorities will be contacted.
I hate that your receptionist will have to deal with her if she shows up tomorrow. I would coach the receptionist to tell the mother that you are not available to meet with her. Unless you are physically
not in the building, I would not have her say that you aren't there. I would not ask the receptionist to lie.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
OP Here,
I have been trying to get ahold of the mother but it goes straight to a voicemail that is not set up....
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The meeting that she scheduled is Friday at 10:00 am... even if I can't reach her, I will conveniently be out of my office for a function that has been on my calendar for a month.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
So? Did you cancel the meeting? Did she show up? Did she cause a scene?

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
205.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:22 PM
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Anonymous
_

Funny thing though, being an HR person, I once went in to my daughters job to stick up for her. She had a manager who just didn't like her and the manager wrote her up for something
ridiculous. The write up says "per our policy". I looked through the policy book and there was nothing pertaining to what she got written up for. My daughter didn't want to cause waves but
I was like "no way". I went in with my daughter, talked to the lead manager and requested that he show me where the policy was written and where my daughter signed acknowledgement of
policy. Her write up was tore up and her manager got a talking to. This doesn't really pertain to the story, but sometimes us mama bears can't help ourselves.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:17

Noooooooooo! Your poor daughter. Honestly, if an employee did that to you, what would you think of the employee? Is she still working there? I would have left of embarrassment.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Funny thing though, being an HR person, I once went in to my daughters job to stick up for her. She had a manager who just didn't like her and the manager wrote her up for something ridiculous.
The write up says "per our policy". I looked through the policy book and there was nothing pertaining to what she got written up for. My daughter didn't want to cause waves but I was like "no
way". I went in with my daughter, talked to the lead manager and requested that he show me where the policy was written and where my daughter signed acknowledgement of policy. Her write up
was tore up and her manager got a talking to. This doesn't really pertain to the story, but sometimes us mama bears can't help ourselves.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
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There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top

previous next

206.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:25 PM
Anonymous

_
OMG. Please tell me you are joking. Just no.
You can be a Mama Bear without marching into her job, coach your daughter. I hope she was a minor, though still.
What would you have done if you were the HR person and a Mama Bear came to your office and did what you did?
Funny thing though, being an HR person, I once went in to my daughters job to stick up for her. She had a manager who just didn't like her and the manager wrote her up for something
ridiculous. The write up says "per our policy". I looked through the policy book and there was nothing pertaining to what she got written up for. My daughter didn't want to cause waves but
I was like "no way". I went in with my daughter, talked to the lead manager and requested that he show me where the policy was written and where my daughter signed acknowledgement of
policy. Her write up was tore up and her manager got a talking to. This doesn't really pertain to the story, but sometimes us mama bears can't help ourselves.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:17

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
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_
Funny thing though, being an HR person, I once went in to my daughters job to stick up for her. She had a manager who just didn't like her and the manager wrote her up for something ridiculous.
The write up says "per our policy". I looked through the policy book and there was nothing pertaining to what she got written up for. My daughter didn't want to cause waves but I was like "no
way". I went in with my daughter, talked to the lead manager and requested that he show me where the policy was written and where my daughter signed acknowledgement of policy. Her write up
was tore up and her manager got a talking to. This doesn't really pertain to the story, but sometimes us mama bears can't help ourselves.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
207.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:29 PM
Anonymous

_
There is absolutely nothing funny about your post. Your actions were COMPLETELY inappropriate. Are you telling me every single one of your policies is in your handbook - that thing must be
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huge! I am beside myself that you thought this was a good idea and even more so that you posted about it. I hope your daughter is able to "adult" without you. Even if the manager was wrong, it's still
a learning opportunity for your daughter and you robbed her of it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Funny thing though, being an HR person, I once went in to my daughters job to stick up for her. She had a manager who just didn't like her and the manager wrote her up for something ridiculous.
The write up says "per our policy". I looked through the policy book and there was nothing pertaining to what she got written up for. My daughter didn't want to cause waves but I was like "no
way". I went in with my daughter, talked to the lead manager and requested that he show me where the policy was written and where my daughter signed acknowledgement of policy. Her write up
was tore up and her manager got a talking to. This doesn't really pertain to the story, but sometimes us mama bears can't help ourselves.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
208.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:32 PM
Todd Saffell
HR or not, if you were my mom. I would have went to work the next day, apologized profusely for my mother's lack of boundaries and inappropriate behavior; resigned out of embarrassment; and
NEVER told you another thing about my work life.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Funny thing though, being an HR person, I once went in to my daughters job to stick up for her. She had a manager who just didn't like her and the manager wrote her up for something ridiculous.
The write up says "per our policy". I looked through the policy book and there was nothing pertaining to what she got written up for. My daughter didn't want to cause waves but I was like "no
way". I went in with my daughter, talked to the lead manager and requested that he show me where the policy was written and where my daughter signed acknowledgement of policy. Her write up
was tore up and her manager got a talking to. This doesn't really pertain to the story, but sometimes us mama bears can't help ourselves.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
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I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
209.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:39 PM
Anonymous

_
**Pops popcorn and hits refresh**
This thread is too good.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
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I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
210.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:40 PM
Anonymous

_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
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There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
211.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:43 PM
Anonymous

_
You should teach your daughter to fight her own battles. You overstepped here. This is not the last jerk manager she will encounter.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
212.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:46 PM
Anonymous

_
Newsflash: Your daughter's not in high school. Time to get a hobby and let her live her own life. Your actions were complete inappropriate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 3:48 PM
Anonymous
_
That's what I am saying. I taught her how to fight. This was over 12 years ago. And she has dealt with jerk managers and has fought the battle. But at 15 and first time job she did not have the
confidence. Now she does. Not only that she is a manager and she knows how to treat employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You should teach your daughter to fight her own battles. You overstepped here. This is not the last jerk manager she will encounter.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
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His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:50 PM
Anonymous

_
What area of HR area you in? I am curious where you think most of us would have time to call each candidate who contacts me to tell them why they didn't get the job.
I do not have time to tell each candidate why I did not hire them or what they can improve on. Many times the interview was great, we just didn't hire on experience, plain and simple. Or the
employee is not a culture fit.

Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look
down on that also.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:39

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:50 PM
Anonymous
_

I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What should I have done,
let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:39

Were you in the peace corps when she was growing up before she got a job? Why didn't you teach her the tools she needs as an adult then? I'd have called the cops on you!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
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His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:50 PM
Anonymous

_
Newsflash my daughter was in High School. It was 12 years ago.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Newsflash: Your daughter's not in high school. Time to get a hobby and let her live her own life. Your actions were complete inappropriate.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
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_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:53 PM
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Anonymous
_
I said I advise the student to call and ask. I did not say I call each employee I do not hire. And actually this is something I learned in HR seminars.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
What area of HR area you in? I am curious where you think most of us would have time to call each candidate who contacts me to tell them why they didn't get the job.
I do not have time to tell each candidate why I did not hire them or what they can improve on. Many times the interview was great, we just didn't hire on experience, plain and simple. Or the
employee is not a culture fit.

Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look
down on that also.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:39

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
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Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:55 PM
Anonymous

_
I was thinking the same thing. How does someone have the time to go to her daughters work to argue company decisions and provide career advice to all these candidates?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 15:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
What area of HR area you in? I am curious where you think most of us would have time to call each candidate who contacts me to tell them why they didn't get the job.
I do not have time to tell each candidate why I did not hire them or what they can improve on. Many times the interview was great, we just didn't hire on experience, plain and simple. Or the
employee is not a culture fit.

Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look
down on that also.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:39

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
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His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:56 PM
Anonymous

_
And what exactly do you think the cops would have done? Did you read my post? I wasn't threatening. My daughter was with me. The lead manager was receptive. My daughters write up was
thrown out. She still receives very good references from the Lead Manager. I don't understand the hate on this site. Maybe I will just stick with facebook.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What should I have done,
let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
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Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:39

Were you in the peace corps when she was growing up before she got a job? Why didn't you teach her the tools she needs as an adult then? I'd have called the cops on you!!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Wouldn't respond to even one student who called and asked, its against our policy.
Learned in HR seminars or job search seminars? Big difference.
I said I advise the student to call and ask. I did not say I call each employee I do not hire. And actually this is something I learned in HR seminars.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:53

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I said I advise the student to call and ask. I did not say I call each employee I do not hire. And actually this is something I learned in HR seminars.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
What area of HR area you in? I am curious where you think most of us would have time to call each candidate who contacts me to tell them why they didn't get the job.
I do not have time to tell each candidate why I did not hire them or what they can improve on. Many times the interview was great, we just didn't hire on experience, plain and simple. Or the
employee is not a culture fit.
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Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look
down on that also.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:39

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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previous next

221.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:58 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree. You can provide your child the tools to succeed without marching into their workplace and putting up a fight for them.
I would be mortified!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What should I have done,
let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:39

Were you in the peace corps when she was growing up before she got a job? Why didn't you teach her the tools she needs as an adult then? I'd have called the cops on you!!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
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should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:59 PM
Anonymous
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_
For Pete's sake. I did it once for my daughter, 12 years ago when she was 15!!! And I like helping kids who come to me for advice. Don't you?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I was thinking the same thing. How does someone have the time to go to her daughters work to argue company decisions and provide career advice to all these candidates?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
What area of HR area you in? I am curious where you think most of us would have time to call each candidate who contacts me to tell them why they didn't get the job.
I do not have time to tell each candidate why I did not hire them or what they can improve on. Many times the interview was great, we just didn't hire on experience, plain and simple. Or the
employee is not a culture fit.

Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look
down on that also.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:39

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
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think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:02 PM
Roberta Weingarten

Just curious, OP...after the comments above about millennials...how old IS this former employee?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
OP Here,
I have been trying to get ahold of the mother but it goes straight to a voicemail that is not set up....
The meeting that she scheduled is Friday at 10:00 am... even if I can't reach her, I will conveniently be out of my office for a function that has been on my calendar for a month.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
So? Did you cancel the meeting? Did she show up? Did she cause a scene?

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
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I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 4:09 PM
Roberta Weingarten
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
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previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:11 PM
Anonymous

_
The lesson your daughter learned was MOMMY will fight her battles. You can coach her but she needs to speak up
We hire 15 and 16 year olds. I explain to them if they are old enough to have a job then they are old enough to speak up if there is a problem. My door is always open. No, we don't write them up.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 4:12 PM
Anonymous
_

And what exactly do you think the cops would have done? Did you read my post? I wasn't threatening. My daughter was with me. The lead manager was receptive. My daughters write up
was thrown out. She still receives very good references from the Lead Manager. I don't understand the hate on this site. Maybe I will just stick with facebook.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:56

I understand your daughter was young - in her mid teens - and I don't get the reference to calling the cops either. I believe what is setting off others is that we (HR) deal with employees, not family
members. It sounds a little righteous and old school - dragging your daughter with you to meet with the principal. I know that's not how you approached it from follow-up posts, but your first one
evoked that kind of drama. I also believe that what others, and me as well, think you could have and should have done, is coached your daughter on how to have the conversation. Even writing it out
for her to use as a script. Teach her how to deal with nudniks in the workplace who can be obnoxious or appear to not be treating her fairly or appropriately. Consider encouraging her to talk to the
manager's manager if necessary. The bottom line is that reading what you did does not give many of us warm and fuzzies in terms of how it was handled. You describe that you did have a good result
in that your daughter ultimately developed a good working relationship with this supervisor. But I think many of us would have been embarrassed to march into a family member's workplace to help
them solve their problems.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
And what exactly do you think the cops would have done? Did you read my post? I wasn't threatening. My daughter was with me. The lead manager was receptive. My daughters write up was
thrown out. She still receives very good references from the Lead Manager. I don't understand the hate on this site. Maybe I will just stick with facebook.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What should I have done,
let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
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Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:39

Were you in the peace corps when she was growing up before she got a job? Why didn't you teach her the tools she needs as an adult then? I'd have called the cops on you!!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:14 PM
Anonymous

_
Back to the OP, I also am of the opinion that you shouldn't run and hide tomorrow, leaving the receptionist to deal with this mother. I would be in the office and if/when she shows up, I would go out
and there and politely state: I am not meeting with you, I will only discuss employment matters with employees or ex-employees who have questions. If she gets belligerent, either escort her out or
have someone nearby who can assist. Don't entertain discussion or debate. But I do think you should be the one to handle, not your receptionist.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:14 PM
Anonymous

_
We hire 15 and 16 year olds. I explain to them if they are old enough to have a job then they are old enough to speak up if there is a problem.

I agree with you. I don't care if your daughter is 15 or 35, it's THEIR job not yours. Let them learn how to fight their own battles. Helicopter parenting is the worst!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
The lesson your daughter learned was MOMMY will fight her battles. You can coach her but she needs to speak up
We hire 15 and 16 year olds. I explain to them if they are old enough to have a job then they are old enough to speak up if there is a problem. My door is always open. No, we don't write them up.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:15 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:17 PM
Anonymous

_
Mama Bear,
Love is blinding. I get that. I think people are surprised at the (pardon my French) balls it takes to do something like that. Most have a very different set of boundaries. That said, I completely disagree
with doing it- even though she was a minor. I would let my daughter know my thoughts and maybe even make a suggestion or two, but I wouldn't have interfered myself. That is what is surprising
people.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
And what exactly do you think the cops would have done? Did you read my post? I wasn't threatening. My daughter was with me. The lead manager was receptive. My daughters write up was
thrown out. She still receives very good references from the Lead Manager. I don't understand the hate on this site. Maybe I will just stick with facebook.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What should I have done,
let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 15:39

Were you in the peace corps when she was growing up before she got a job? Why didn't you teach her the tools she needs as an adult then? I'd have called the cops on you!!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
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The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
231.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:19 PM
Anonymous

_
Agree with AJ- and don't forget the Rubics cube.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Back to the OP, I also am of the opinion that you shouldn't run and hide tomorrow, leaving the receptionist to deal with this mother. I would be in the office and if/when she shows up, I would go out
and there and politely state: I am not meeting with you, I will only discuss employment matters with employees or ex-employees who have questions. If she gets belligerent, either escort her out or
have someone nearby who can assist. Don't entertain discussion or debate. But I do think you should be the one to handle, not your receptionist.
AJ
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
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The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
232.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:19 PM
Anonymous

_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
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From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
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I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
233.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:20 PM
Anonymous

_

Why wouldn't you offer advice? I don't understand.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:14

#2 It sets us up back and forth with a candidate when they argue why their experience is better . Most of the time the feedback is not enough experience, and others are just bat crap crazy or disasters
of interviews--can't really give feedback on that.
#3 Lawsuits
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
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Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
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I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
234.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:23 PM
Anonymous

_
I didn't get feedback, I got judgement. My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it, my employees and interviewees are fine with the way I deal with them. But you are right. I
will leave it alone and stay off these threads. Just glad I work in the positive atmosphere that I work in.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
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Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
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Thank you in advance.

top

previous next

235.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:24 PM
Anonymous

_

t seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:19

Because she is a Mama Bear.
(I hate that term. Every time someone says they are a Mama Bear, I picture the type of mother who goes and fights her kids battles.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
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offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
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The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
236.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:32 PM
Anonymous

_
Not to mention it delivers minimal value to the business, especially for smaller departments that are running very lean anyway.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

Why wouldn't you offer advice? I don't understand.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:14

#2 It sets us up back and forth with a candidate when they argue why their experience is better . Most of the time the feedback is not enough experience, and others are just bat crap crazy or disasters
of interviews--can't really give feedback on that.
#3 Lawsuits
Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
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The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top

previous next

237.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:33 PM
Anonymous

_
It reminds me of that Honey Boo Boo show for some reason
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

t seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back
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Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:19

Because she is a Mama Bear.
(I hate that term. Every time someone says they are a Mama Bear, I picture the type of mother who goes and fights her kids battles.)
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
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think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
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previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 4:45 PM
Eric Emerson
Does your building have security? It may put the situation to bed if you were at the reception desk and explained to her that she was not going to get an explanation and that she should leave.
Otherwise it could drag on. I would definitely want a security person of police officer present.
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Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
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previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:55 PM
Anonymous

_
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My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:22

Keep telling yourself that. Since you've said it has been 12 years ago, if she is not terrified of what you might do, your daughter might tell you how differently she was treated by that manager. Don't
full yourself that the lead manager was fine with it. do you think he was there every second to watch over your daughter?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I didn't get feedback, I got judgement. My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it, my employees and interviewees are fine with the way I deal with them. But you are right. I
will leave it alone and stay off these threads. Just glad I work in the positive atmosphere that I work in.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
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Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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previous next

240.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:58 PM
Anonymous

_
Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you are not.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:22

Keep telling yourself that. Since you've said it has been 12 years ago, if she is not terrified of what you might do, your daughter might tell you how differently she was treated by that manager. Don't
full yourself that the lead manager was fine with it. do you think he was there every second to watch over your daughter?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I didn't get feedback, I got judgement. My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it, my employees and interviewees are fine with the way I deal with them. But you are right. I
will leave it alone and stay off these threads. Just glad I work in the positive atmosphere that I work in.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
241.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 5:02 PM
Roberta Weingarten
That hiring manager is the exception, not the rule.
Frankly, I'm not going to get into details about the why with someone because I simply don't have time for the ensuing protests and exhortations to reconsider. And given the number of people I
interview in a month, I'd never do anything else if I gave feedback.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
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The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
242.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:03 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with you Roberta.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:01
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
That hiring manager is the exception, not the rule.
Frankly, I'm not going to get into details about the why with someone because I simply don't have time for the ensuing protests and exhortations to reconsider. And given the number of people I
interview in a month, I'd never do anything else if I gave feedback.
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Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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previous next

243.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 5:04 PM
Roberta Weingarten

Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you
are not.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:58

You're not much better right now. Time to learn to pick your battles....
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you are not.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
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My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:22

Keep telling yourself that. Since you've said it has been 12 years ago, if she is not terrified of what you might do, your daughter might tell you how differently she was treated by that manager. Don't
full yourself that the lead manager was fine with it. do you think he was there every second to watch over your daughter?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I didn't get feedback, I got judgement. My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it, my employees and interviewees are fine with the way I deal with them. But you are right. I
will leave it alone and stay off these threads. Just glad I work in the positive atmosphere that I work in.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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previous next

244.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:09 PM
Anonymous

_
I can promise you that the "Lead Manager" was NOT okay with it. He's probably giving your daughter a good reference because he's scared you'll show up and Mama Bear all over him again. But
he's the bully... right?
OP, our receptionist is trained to tell people that I won't see visitors I haven't made an appointment with. This eliminates this sort of situation, and also takes care of all the sales people and walk in
applicants who expect me to drop everything to speak with them. You might consider doing the same.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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245.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:12 PM
Anonymous

_
Well you all can be happy you bullied someone off this site today. Job well done. Won't be coming here for advice or to share experiences. Will let my national SHRM expire. Apparently I'm not
the right fit. Thanks to the few of you who were not condescending and talked rationally. I took your feedback positively and am able to see where you are coming from. But others just judged and
obviously feel their way is the right way. I never said all moms should do what I do or that all HR should handle things the way I do. But was put down for my choices. This just isn't the site for me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:03
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother

Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you
are not.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:58

You're not much better right now. Time to learn to pick your battles....
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 8:23 PM
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Reply to Sender

Monica Kennedy
To the OP's issue, I would not leave this on my receptionist to try and blow off the mother. I would meet her in the lobby when she arrives or have the receptionist notify me to come to the entrance. I
would not bring the mother back into the work area of my office. I'd politely tell her that I cannot discuss former employee's information with her. Then I would say thank you and help her find the
door. If she is persistent, I have found that continually repeating "I'm sorry but I can not discuss former employees with you" usually works. If you never waiver from the same phrase, eventually they
disengage. If she crosses the line and gets verbally or physically abusive, tell her to please leave the premises or you will be forced to call the authorities. If she doesn't leave when asked, it is
considered trespassing. If you have on site security, you can make sure they are also on alert and nearby.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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247.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 8:38 AM
Anonymous

_
This is very immature!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you are not.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:22

Keep telling yourself that. Since you've said it has been 12 years ago, if she is not terrified of what you might do, your daughter might tell you how differently she was treated by that manager. Don't
full yourself that the lead manager was fine with it. do you think he was there every second to watch over your daughter?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
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I didn't get feedback, I got judgement. My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it, my employees and interviewees are fine with the way I deal with them. But you are right. I
will leave it alone and stay off these threads. Just glad I work in the positive atmosphere that I work in.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
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Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
248.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 8:39 AM
Anonymous

_
Why would you not renew with SHRM just because people disagreed with your approach? That is silly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 17:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Well you all can be happy you bullied someone off this site today. Job well done. Won't be coming here for advice or to share experiences. Will let my national SHRM expire. Apparently I'm not
the right fit. Thanks to the few of you who were not condescending and talked rationally. I took your feedback positively and am able to see where you are coming from. But others just judged and
obviously feel their way is the right way. I never said all moms should do what I do or that all HR should handle things the way I do. But was put down for my choices. This just isn't the site for me.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:03
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother

Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you
are not.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:58

You're not much better right now. Time to learn to pick your battles....
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you are not.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:22
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Keep telling yourself that. Since you've said it has been 12 years ago, if she is not terrified of what you might do, your daughter might tell you how differently she was treated by that manager. Don't
full yourself that the lead manager was fine with it. do you think he was there every second to watch over your daughter?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I didn't get feedback, I got judgement. My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it, my employees and interviewees are fine with the way I deal with them. But you are right. I
will leave it alone and stay off these threads. Just glad I work in the positive atmosphere that I work in.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
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_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
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previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:16 AM
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Anonymous
_
I'm sorry- but that's the receptionist's job is it not? If the appointment wasn't agreed upon, the OP has no obligation to be in the office or to cancel her other meeting she already has scheduled so that
the receptionist doesn't have to deal with Micro-Managing Mommy. What would you do if the CEO was in a similar situation? Tell them to stay behind so the receptionist doesn't have to deal with
them? No. You wouldn't do that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 20:23
From: Monica Kennedy
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
To the OP's issue, I would not leave this on my receptionist to try and blow off the mother. I would meet her in the lobby when she arrives or have the receptionist notify me to come to the entrance. I
would not bring the mother back into the work area of my office. I'd politely tell her that I cannot discuss former employee's information with her. Then I would say thank you and help her find the
door. If she is persistent, I have found that continually repeating "I'm sorry but I can not discuss former employees with you" usually works. If you never waiver from the same phrase, eventually they
disengage. If she crosses the line and gets verbally or physically abusive, tell her to please leave the premises or you will be forced to call the authorities. If she doesn't leave when asked, it is
considered trespassing. If you have on site security, you can make sure they are also on alert and nearby.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA

top
250.

previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:41 AM
Anonymous

_
Oh, for Pete's sake. What an overreaction. Not everyone is going to agree with your choices. Maybe the better option here is to stay and try to be more convincing (rather than the somewhat
defensive posture you took at the first critical word) and persuasive. Who knows? Could be that someone will see your point of view and try something different. Turning tail and running isn't the
most adult or professional way to handle criticism.
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Well you all can be happy you bullied someone off this site today. Job well done. Won't be coming here for advice or to share experiences. Will let my national SHRM expire. Apparently
I'm not the right fit. Thanks to the few of you who were not condescending and talked rationally. I took your feedback positively and am able to see where you are coming from. But others
just judged and obviously feel their way is the right way. I never said all moms should do what I do or that all HR should handle things the way I do. But was put down for my choices. This
just isn't the site for me.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 17:11

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Well you all can be happy you bullied someone off this site today. Job well done. Won't be coming here for advice or to share experiences. Will let my national SHRM expire. Apparently I'm not
the right fit. Thanks to the few of you who were not condescending and talked rationally. I took your feedback positively and am able to see where you are coming from. But others just judged and
obviously feel their way is the right way. I never said all moms should do what I do or that all HR should handle things the way I do. But was put down for my choices. This just isn't the site for me.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:03
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother

Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you
are not.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:58

You're not much better right now. Time to learn to pick your battles....
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
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Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you are not.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:22

Keep telling yourself that. Since you've said it has been 12 years ago, if she is not terrified of what you might do, your daughter might tell you how differently she was treated by that manager. Don't
full yourself that the lead manager was fine with it. do you think he was there every second to watch over your daughter?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I didn't get feedback, I got judgement. My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it, my employees and interviewees are fine with the way I deal with them. But you are right. I
will leave it alone and stay off these threads. Just glad I work in the positive atmosphere that I work in.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
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Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
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I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top

previous next

251.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:46 AM
Anonymous

_
...and ironically sounds like the opposite of what she'd tell her daughter to do.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Oh, for Pete's sake. What an overreaction. Not everyone is going to agree with your choices. Maybe the better option here is to stay and try to be more convincing (rather than the somewhat
defensive posture you took at the first critical word) and persuasive. Who knows? Could be that someone will see your point of view and try something different. Turning tail and running isn't the
most adult or professional way to handle criticism.
Well you all can be happy you bullied someone off this site today. Job well done. Won't be coming here for advice or to share experiences. Will let my national SHRM expire. Apparently
I'm not the right fit. Thanks to the few of you who were not condescending and talked rationally. I took your feedback positively and am able to see where you are coming from. But others
just judged and obviously feel their way is the right way. I never said all moms should do what I do or that all HR should handle things the way I do. But was put down for my choices. This
just isn't the site for me.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 17:11

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
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_
Well you all can be happy you bullied someone off this site today. Job well done. Won't be coming here for advice or to share experiences. Will let my national SHRM expire. Apparently I'm not
the right fit. Thanks to the few of you who were not condescending and talked rationally. I took your feedback positively and am able to see where you are coming from. But others just judged and
obviously feel their way is the right way. I never said all moms should do what I do or that all HR should handle things the way I do. But was put down for my choices. This just isn't the site for me.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:03
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother

Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you
are not.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:58

You're not much better right now. Time to learn to pick your battles....
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Gosh you know so much about this situation don't you? Guess you were there? I'm not fooling myself. But I do find that you are a very condescending person. Don't fool yourself that you are not.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_

My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 16:22

Keep telling yourself that. Since you've said it has been 12 years ago, if she is not terrified of what you might do, your daughter might tell you how differently she was treated by that manager. Don't
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full yourself that the lead manager was fine with it. do you think he was there every second to watch over your daughter?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I didn't get feedback, I got judgement. My daughter was fine with it, the lead manager was fine with it, my employees and interviewees are fine with the way I deal with them. But you are right. I
will leave it alone and stay off these threads. Just glad I work in the positive atmosphere that I work in.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
You've gotten plenty of feedback, and it seems everyone disagrees with what you did so I don't know why you keep arguing back. Explains a lot.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
Yes I do. And I have also done it in practice when I have interviewed for a job. I interviewed for a job at a non profit and thought I was a sure fit. Didn't get hired. Emailed the hiring manager and
asked what I could do better. She gave me solid advice and said she appreciated my call. She also said if I gained the skills they felt I was lacking they would interview me again. Why wouldn't you
offer advice? I don't understand.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:08
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
Just because your daughter was with you doesn't make what you did right.
Honesty time, Mom: your advice to students to follow up and ask for feedback? Do you practice what you preach when rejected applicants come to you?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
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Wow what a judgy group. I taught my daughter a lesson that day, and believe it or not she was grateful not embarrassed. This was her first job and she came home crying about the write up. What
should I have done, let her confidence be lower by the bully manager. She was afraid to confront the manager for fear of being fired for being confrontational.
If you read my post you will see that I said I went in to the lead manager WITH my daughter. I did not go storming in there. WE discussed the policy with the LEAD manager. My daughter
learned a valuable lesson that day and that was to stick up to herself and just cause people are managers does not mean that they are always right.
Yes, if I write up an employee I make sure there is a policy to back it up. We live in MT and we are not an at will state so if we fire we need plenty of back up and there needs to be policy. Also I
think that is just good HR. Do you write up people willy nilly with no policy back up?
If an employee came in with their parent, and gave me the okay to talk with the parent, yes I would totally do that. Especially a young student because it is a learning experience. I would hate to
have my 15 year old work for you people who would just write them up and not learn from it.
Also, I always advice kids that if they interview for a job and don't get accepted to call the interviewee and ask if there is anything they could approve on. Seems to me you would all look down on
that also.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
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previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 9:58 AM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
I can't believe that I just read this whole thread of messages. I need to get a life.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
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previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:08 AM
Anonymous
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_
I am new to the site but find it extremely enlightening on most topics. However, in this instance I think I, or all of us may be missing the point. Suppose the mother needs clarification as to her son's
behavior? Has he threatened others? Is she looking for reinforcement in order to possibly get him or her help? We have no idea what reason he gave her for being fired. We are currently in a time
where we all should be aware that it takes very little for someone to go POSTAL - in this case I'm thinking the son, not the mother.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I'm sorry- but that's the receptionist's job is it not? If the appointment wasn't agreed upon, the OP has no obligation to be in the office or to cancel her other meeting she already has scheduled so that
the receptionist doesn't have to deal with Micro-Managing Mommy. What would you do if the CEO was in a similar situation? Tell them to stay behind so the receptionist doesn't have to deal with
them? No. You wouldn't do that.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 20:23
From: Monica Kennedy
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
To the OP's issue, I would not leave this on my receptionist to try and blow off the mother. I would meet her in the lobby when she arrives or have the receptionist notify me to come to the entrance. I
would not bring the mother back into the work area of my office. I'd politely tell her that I cannot discuss former employee's information with her. Then I would say thank you and help her find the
door. If she is persistent, I have found that continually repeating "I'm sorry but I can not discuss former employees with you" usually works. If you never waiver from the same phrase, eventually they
disengage. If she crosses the line and gets verbally or physically abusive, tell her to please leave the premises or you will be forced to call the authorities. If she doesn't leave when asked, it is
considered trespassing. If you have on site security, you can make sure they are also on alert and nearby.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
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â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top

previous next

254.

Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 10:21 AM
Roberta Weingarten

However, in this instance I think I, or all of us may be missing the point. Suppose the mother needs clarification as to her son's behavior? Has he threatened others? Is she looking for
reinforcement in order to possibly get him or her help? We have no idea what reason he gave her for being fired.
Anonymous, 03-23-2018 10:07

The point you're missing here is that it is NOT the OP's company's obligation to communicate with this former employee's mother. Period. The mother was not the employee, the son was. If I'm in
the OP's shoes, I'm not even a little bit interested in what the mother might want to know. My concern lies with my company and my employees and making sure that IF there's the possibility of a
threat from this former employee, I've done everything I can to keep us all safe. If mom has concerns, she can talk to anyone else about it, but not her kid's former employer. It's not the company's
business that the kid lied to mom.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 10:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I am new to the site but find it extremely enlightening on most topics. However, in this instance I think I, or all of us may be missing the point. Suppose the mother needs clarification as to her son's
behavior? Has he threatened others? Is she looking for reinforcement in order to possibly get him or her help? We have no idea what reason he gave her for being fired. We are currently in a time
where we all should be aware that it takes very little for someone to go POSTAL - in this case I'm thinking the son, not the mother.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
I'm sorry- but that's the receptionist's job is it not? If the appointment wasn't agreed upon, the OP has no obligation to be in the office or to cancel her other meeting she already has scheduled so that
the receptionist doesn't have to deal with Micro-Managing Mommy. What would you do if the CEO was in a similar situation? Tell them to stay behind so the receptionist doesn't have to deal with
them? No. You wouldn't do that.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 20:23
From: Monica Kennedy
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
To the OP's issue, I would not leave this on my receptionist to try and blow off the mother. I would meet her in the lobby when she arrives or have the receptionist notify me to come to the entrance. I
would not bring the mother back into the work area of my office. I'd politely tell her that I cannot discuss former employee's information with her. Then I would say thank you and help her find the
door. If she is persistent, I have found that continually repeating "I'm sorry but I can not discuss former employees with you" usually works. If you never waiver from the same phrase, eventually they
disengage. If she crosses the line and gets verbally or physically abusive, tell her to please leave the premises or you will be forced to call the authorities. If she doesn't leave when asked, it is
considered trespassing. If you have on site security, you can make sure they are also on alert and nearby.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
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â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.

top
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previous next
Re: Terminated Employee's Mother
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 10:25 AM
Kate Palmquist

"â€‹
I can't believe that I just read this whole thread of messages. I need to get a life."
What are you talking about?! This thread is pure gold.

-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 09:58
From: Anonymous
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Reply to Sender

Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
I can't believe that I just read this whole thread of messages. I need to get a life.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminated Employee's Mother
_
â€‹
Hello Everyone,
The CEO, Operations Manager, and Hiring Manager decided to abruptly terminate employment for someone the other day. We are an at-will work state.
His mother has been calling and now has scheduled an appointment to meet with me to find out why her son was fired.
I do not feel we owe her an explanation for three reasons (1) She was not our employee, (2) We are an at-will work state, and (3) Her child received an explanation for their termination.
There is very good reason for the immediate termination. Termination was on the way anyway due to an inability for this employee to reach quality standards for their department and an inability to
get along with their teammates, but the immediate termination resulted from an indirect threat against the safety of our employees and that is absolutely not tolerated.
The hiring manager explained to the employee as they were being escorted out that the statements(threats) which were made to multiple employees to include the hiring manager were unacceptable
and ultimately resulting in what was happening.
I am a little nervous because of the indirect threats that were made.... I am trying not to be biased. How would you handle this situation?
Thank you in advance.
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previous next
Bonuses
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:24 PM
Yosjaira Matos

Hello,
I need some advice on how to explain to the CFO in a simple and comprehensive way the difference between regular pay and bonuses.
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Reply to Sender

Policy from 2009 created by 3 CFOs ago defines payment method for nonexempt employees: "using an hourly, salary, commission, or any other method". CFO claims that since bonuses are not
included in that sentence then the company is not allowed to issue bonuses. The new Executive Director wants to provide a bonus based on performance for employees in one department bringing in
more clients and revenue (when that is not even in their job responsibilities).
Thanks,

-----------------------------Yolennie
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Bonuses
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:26 PM
Libby Hayes

â€‹
That makes absolutely no sense and has nothing to do with awarding bonuses. Keep in mind, if you do pay a bonus, you will need to recalculate any overtime.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:23
From: Yosjaira Matos
Subject: Bonuses

Hello,
I need some advice on how to explain to the CFO in a simple and comprehensive way the difference between regular pay and bonuses.
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Policy from 2009 created by 3 CFOs ago defines payment method for nonexempt employees: "using an hourly, salary, commission, or any other method". CFO claims that since bonuses are not
included in that sentence then the company is not allowed to issue bonuses. The new Executive Director wants to provide a bonus based on performance for employees in one department bringing in
more clients and revenue (when that is not even in their job responsibilities).
Thanks,

-----------------------------Yolennie
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Bonuses
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Wouldn't bonuses fall under "or any other method?"
Do some digging and find out why the CFO really doesn't want to do bonuses, because I have a feeling there's a different reason and he/she is trying to hide behind a "policy" that doesn't really have
anything to do with the actual situation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:23
From: Yosjaira Matos
Subject: Bonuses

Hello,
I need some advice on how to explain to the CFO in a simple and comprehensive way the difference between regular pay and bonuses.
Policy from 2009 created by 3 CFOs ago defines payment method for nonexempt employees: "using an hourly, salary, commission, or any other method". CFO claims that since bonuses are not
included in that sentence then the company is not allowed to issue bonuses. The new Executive Director wants to provide a bonus based on performance for employees in one department bringing in
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more clients and revenue (when that is not even in their job responsibilities).
Thanks,

-----------------------------Yolennie
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Bonuses
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:32 PM
Anonymous

_
The Executive Director wants to do something that rewards and may encourage employees to do something that is good for the company. There is no law against paying bonuses to employees.
Therefore, the nonsensical policy from 10 years ago should be tossed and the bonuses paid.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:23
From: Yosjaira Matos
Subject: Bonuses

Hello,
I need some advice on how to explain to the CFO in a simple and comprehensive way the difference between regular pay and bonuses.
Policy from 2009 created by 3 CFOs ago defines payment method for nonexempt employees: "using an hourly, salary, commission, or any other method". CFO claims that since bonuses are not
included in that sentence then the company is not allowed to issue bonuses. The new Executive Director wants to provide a bonus based on performance for employees in one department bringing in
more clients and revenue (when that is not even in their job responsibilities).
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Thanks,

-----------------------------Yolennie
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Bonuses
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:28 PM
Yosjaira Matos
The CFO is just interesting like that. She doesn't even know what the FLSA is, but since she is CFO she knows best.
To give you a little insight into how she operates:
-She claims that since the company's policy states that we work a 35hrs week that we have to pay OT when an employee works more than 35hrs. I asked her according to what regulation, and she
answered that it was according to her.
-The company's policy also states that vacation is accrued based on the employees' anniversary. She said that was incorrect and unanimously changed it in the payroll software to be based on a fiscal
year. I guess is easier accounting for her. I don't know. A lot of employees lost vacation time when this happened. One employee lost 96hrs. This was before I started working in this company.
-We have two non-exempt employees that work in a different department a few hours when needed as part of a grant and complete paper timesheet for those hours. When the total is less than a whole
number she says that's incorrect, "the hours cannot have decimals".
The Director wants to change the incentive from bonus to commissions just because she says that we are not allowed to pay bonuses. I assume there's no problem with just categorizing the pay as
commission. There isn't much difference between the two. Is there?
-----------------------------Yolennie
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:23
From: Yosjaira Matos
Subject: Bonuses
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Hello,
I need some advice on how to explain to the CFO in a simple and comprehensive way the difference between regular pay and bonuses.
Policy from 2009 created by 3 CFOs ago defines payment method for nonexempt employees: "using an hourly, salary, commission, or any other method". CFO claims that since bonuses are not
included in that sentence then the company is not allowed to issue bonuses. The new Executive Director wants to provide a bonus based on performance for employees in one department bringing in
more clients and revenue (when that is not even in their job responsibilities).
Thanks,

-----------------------------Yolennie
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Bonuses
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:42 PM
Anonymous

_
You said this is a CFO. Does she understand arithmetic? What is her training? I think this is a fear of Math. May be she doesn't know how to do these things?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:27
From: Yosjaira Matos
Subject: Bonuses
The CFO is just interesting like that. She doesn't even know what the FLSA is, but since she is CFO she knows best.
To give you a little insight into how she operates:
-She claims that since the company's policy states that we work a 35hrs week that we have to pay OT when an employee works more than 35hrs. I asked her according to what regulation, and she
answered that it was according to her.
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-The company's policy also states that vacation is accrued based on the employees' anniversary. She said that was incorrect and unanimously changed it in the payroll software to be based on a fiscal
year. I guess is easier accounting for her. I don't know. A lot of employees lost vacation time when this happened. One employee lost 96hrs. This was before I started working in this company.
-We have two non-exempt employees that work in a different department a few hours when needed as part of a grant and complete paper timesheet for those hours. When the total is less than a whole
number she says that's incorrect, "the hours cannot have decimals".
The Director wants to change the incentive from bonus to commissions just because she says that we are not allowed to pay bonuses. I assume there's no problem with just categorizing the pay as
commission. There isn't much difference between the two. Is there?
-----------------------------Yolennie

top

previous next

262.

10-minute HR Trainer or similar?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 1:19 PM
Stephanie Sterling
Hi everyone,
I'm looking for an easy way to get content for intro-level manager training for topics like FMLA, harassment, wage/hour, etc. Has anyone used the 10-Minute HR Trainer from BLR, or a similar
program which has content/handouts/examples to use in sessions? HR management training for supervisors

preview

remove

Blr

HR management training for
supervisors
Human resource training meetings for
supervisors on over 50 hr topics that's
ready to deliver in just 10 minutes.
View this on Blr >
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-----------------------------Stephanie Sterling
Director of HR
Glo
Denver CO
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Info Tech
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:09 PM
Anonymous

_
I realize Info Tech departments are going to have access to employee information by default; however, how much access do you willingly give? We have an IT Dept. of 2; the IT Manager wants to
have administrative rights to our payroll system (ADP). We would contact them (ADP) with any technical issues, so I don't see a reason to grant this access. I think employees with bankruptcies,
child support or other court orders are entitled to as much privacy as possible. Am I being over the top?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Info Tech
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:13 PM
Anonymous
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_
Nope, our IT department does not have access to ADP. There is no business reason for them to have access. ADP resets passwords anyway.
If there is a tech issue, it's usually on ADP's side anyway and the client could not solve it as its ADP's responsibility.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Info Tech
_
I realize Info Tech departments are going to have access to employee information by default; however, how much access do you willingly give? We have an IT Dept. of 2; the IT Manager wants to
have administrative rights to our payroll system (ADP). We would contact them (ADP) with any technical issues, so I don't see a reason to grant this access. I think employees with bankruptcies,
child support or other court orders are entitled to as much privacy as possible. Am I being over the top?
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previous next
Re: Info Tech
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:21 PM
Libby Hayes

â€‹
I can think of no reason why IT should have administrative or any other access to your payroll/HR system. The only access the IT Manager should have is to their direct reports.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Info Tech
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Reply to Sender

_
I realize Info Tech departments are going to have access to employee information by default; however, how much access do you willingly give? We have an IT Dept. of 2; the IT Manager wants to
have administrative rights to our payroll system (ADP). We would contact them (ADP) with any technical issues, so I don't see a reason to grant this access. I think employees with bankruptcies,
child support or other court orders are entitled to as much privacy as possible. Am I being over the top?

top
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previous next
Re: Info Tech
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:24 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you for validating my thoughts.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Info Tech
_
I realize Info Tech departments are going to have access to employee information by default; however, how much access do you willingly give? We have an IT Dept. of 2; the IT Manager wants to
have administrative rights to our payroll system (ADP). We would contact them (ADP) with any technical issues, so I don't see a reason to grant this access. I think employees with bankruptcies,
child support or other court orders are entitled to as much privacy as possible. Am I being over the top?
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Re: Info Tech
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:33 PM
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Reply to Sender

Kyle O'Donnell
"Admin" rights may be acceptable for internal IT if you are able to still limit certain access and functionality. If it is a generic permission that gives all access I would not allow due to compliance.
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Info Tech
_
I realize Info Tech departments are going to have access to employee information by default; however, how much access do you willingly give? We have an IT Dept. of 2; the IT Manager wants to
have administrative rights to our payroll system (ADP). We would contact them (ADP) with any technical issues, so I don't see a reason to grant this access. I think employees with bankruptcies,
child support or other court orders are entitled to as much privacy as possible. Am I being over the top?
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previous next
Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:58 PM
Anonymous

_
Currently for our salaried/exempt employees enter PTO used in either 4 or 8 hour increments only. However, they and we would like them to have the ability to enter in a minimum of 2 hour
increments (of course still with the ability to use 4 and 8 hour increments as well)- this will adjust better for doctor appts., etc.
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Wondering if there are any issues/laws/regulations changing the PTO process for our salaried/exempt employees to enter in PTO in 2 hour increments as a minimum, instead of 4 hours as a
minimum? The states these employees reside are in: MN, IL, WA, VA and CA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:05 PM
Anonymous

_
This is a company policy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
_
Currently for our salaried/exempt employees enter PTO used in either 4 or 8 hour increments only. However, they and we would like them to have the ability to enter in a minimum of 2 hour
increments (of course still with the ability to use 4 and 8 hour increments as well)- this will adjust better for doctor appts., etc.
Wondering if there are any issues/laws/regulations changing the PTO process for our salaried/exempt employees to enter in PTO in 2 hour increments as a minimum, instead of 4 hours as a
minimum? The states these employees reside are in: MN, IL, WA, VA and CA.
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Re: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 1:07 PM
Anonymous
_
What does your policy day?
We are 4 hour increments. My last company required 1 hour increments.
We feel that if you are gone for less than 4 hours you are probably "making up the time" elsewhere. Plus these are exempt employee who are paid to get the job done, not paid by the hour.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
_
Currently for our salaried/exempt employees enter PTO used in either 4 or 8 hour increments only. However, they and we would like them to have the ability to enter in a minimum of 2 hour
increments (of course still with the ability to use 4 and 8 hour increments as well)- this will adjust better for doctor appts., etc.
Wondering if there are any issues/laws/regulations changing the PTO process for our salaried/exempt employees to enter in PTO in 2 hour increments as a minimum, instead of 4 hours as a
minimum? The states these employees reside are in: MN, IL, WA, VA and CA.
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Re: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:30 PM
Anonymous

_
Wouldn't it benefit the employees if it remained in 4 hour blocks? Why burn up 2 hours PTO in order to leave early to go to a doctor's appointment?
You can set it up for 15 minute increments if you want, but I wouldn't recommend that. That's even worse than a 2 hour block.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
_
Currently for our salaried/exempt employees enter PTO used in either 4 or 8 hour increments only. However, they and we would like them to have the ability to enter in a minimum of 2 hour
increments (of course still with the ability to use 4 and 8 hour increments as well)- this will adjust better for doctor appts., etc.
Wondering if there are any issues/laws/regulations changing the PTO process for our salaried/exempt employees to enter in PTO in 2 hour increments as a minimum, instead of 4 hours as a
minimum? The states these employees reside are in: MN, IL, WA, VA and CA.
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Re: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:50 PM
Victoria Gibbs
The current policy is that salaried exempt employees enter PTO taken in a minimum of 4 hour increments, since many times they take time off just for an appointment it would be easier for them to
use 2 hours of PTO. I was curious if there are any ramifications for changing our policy to a minimum 2 hour increments vs. a minimum of 4 hour increments. In my previous companies, we just let
salaried employees take the time off with no recording unless it was going to be for nearly the whole day – at that point, they'd use a day of PTO but that's not the case here.

-----------------------------Victoria Gibbs
Steven Douglas & Associates
Eagan
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
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_
Wouldn't it benefit the employees if it remained in 4 hour blocks? Why burn up 2 hours PTO in order to leave early to go to a doctor's appointment?
You can set it up for 15 minute increments if you want, but I wouldn't recommend that. That's even worse than a 2 hour block.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
_
Currently for our salaried/exempt employees enter PTO used in either 4 or 8 hour increments only. However, they and we would like them to have the ability to enter in a minimum of 2 hour
increments (of course still with the ability to use 4 and 8 hour increments as well)- this will adjust better for doctor appts., etc.
Wondering if there are any issues/laws/regulations changing the PTO process for our salaried/exempt employees to enter in PTO in 2 hour increments as a minimum, instead of 4 hours as a
minimum? The states these employees reside are in: MN, IL, WA, VA and CA.
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Re: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 10:16 AM
Mandie Mowatt
My current Supervisor has PTO set up the same way for our exempt people, they leave for an appt. they have to use their PTO time, which I do not agree with and I am trying to change her mind. I
agree with 4 and 8 hr blocks. ANything less than 4 should just be considered made up since many exempt employees work longer days, through lunch, etc.
How can I convince my boss to change our current policy?
-----------------------------Mandie Mowatt SHRM-CP
Fowlerville
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:07
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
_
What does your policy day?
We are 4 hour increments. My last company required 1 hour increments.
We feel that if you are gone for less than 4 hours you are probably "making up the time" elsewhere. Plus these are exempt employee who are paid to get the job done, not paid by the hour.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can exempt/salaried employees enter PTO in two hour increments
_
Currently for our salaried/exempt employees enter PTO used in either 4 or 8 hour increments only. However, they and we would like them to have the ability to enter in a minimum of 2 hour
increments (of course still with the ability to use 4 and 8 hour increments as well)- this will adjust better for doctor appts., etc.
Wondering if there are any issues/laws/regulations changing the PTO process for our salaried/exempt employees to enter in PTO in 2 hour increments as a minimum, instead of 4 hours as a
minimum? The states these employees reside are in: MN, IL, WA, VA and CA.
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previous next
Payroll Frequency Change
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:55 PM
Anonymous

_
In changing our payroll frequency, what effects should I consider towards ACA regulations? I can't seem to find any information. Could anyone advise?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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275.

Re: Payroll Frequency Change
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:44 PM
Anonymous

_
Are you asking about the ACA implications for less frequent payroll deductions, or number of hours?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Frequency Change
_
In changing our payroll frequency, what effects should I consider towards ACA regulations? I can't seem to find any information. Could anyone advise?
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Re: Payroll Frequency Change
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes, ACA implications, reporting, etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Frequency Change
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_
Are you asking about the ACA implications for less frequent payroll deductions, or number of hours?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Frequency Change
_
In changing our payroll frequency, what effects should I consider towards ACA regulations? I can't seem to find any information. Could anyone advise?
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Re: Payroll Frequency Change
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:06 PM
Anonymous

_
Not sure that there are any specific ACA concerns with this. The payroll frequency doesn't change the total monthly amount charged, but could change the amount paid per pay check. Please clarify
what ACA implications there could be with a payroll change.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Frequency Change
_
In changing our payroll frequency, what effects should I consider towards ACA regulations? I can't seem to find any information. Could anyone advise?
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278.

Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 12:25 PM
Brook Siar
What is the difference between a generalist and an HR Manager in your opinion? â€‹
-----------------------------Brook Siar
Human Resource Manager
Franklin Bronze Precision Components LLC
Franklin PA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:34 PM
Anonymous

_
In my opinion, an HR Manager manages the function. They are responsible for setting direction; developing and implementing policies and programs; and general oversight of the HR function.
They may or may not have staff management responsibilities.
An HR Generalist is using their experience and knowledge to execute programs and carry out responsibilities associated with the various parts of HR. While a Generalist is regularly using
independent judgment, they are not regularly making decisions that significantly impact the company.
In reality, the difference is the words. Companies call the same job anything from an HR Assistant to an HR Director.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 12:24
From: Brook Siar
Subject: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
What is the difference between a generalist and an HR Manager in your opinion? â€‹
-----------------------------Brook Siar
Human Resource Manager
Franklin Bronze Precision Components LLC
Franklin PA
------------------------------
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Re: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 12:38 PM
Steven Meilleur
I would add to HR Witch's post above ^ that the terms as stated are not necessarily mutually exclusive. One can be a manager, and still be a generalist, from a functional perspective.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:24
From: Brook Siar
Subject: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
What is the difference between a generalist and an HR Manager in your opinion? â€‹
-----------------------------Brook Siar
Human Resource Manager
Franklin Bronze Precision Components LLC
Franklin PA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:41 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with HR Witch.
These can be the same role depending on the company. You may have an HR Manager in a smaller company with less responsibility than a Generalist in a large company.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
_
In my opinion, an HR Manager manages the function. They are responsible for setting direction; developing and implementing policies and programs; and general oversight of the HR function.
They may or may not have staff management responsibilities.
An HR Generalist is using their experience and knowledge to execute programs and carry out responsibilities associated with the various parts of HR. While a Generalist is regularly using
independent judgment, they are not regularly making decisions that significantly impact the company.
In reality, the difference is the words. Companies call the same job anything from an HR Assistant to an HR Director.
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:24
From: Brook Siar
Subject: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
What is the difference between a generalist and an HR Manager in your opinion? â€‹
-----------------------------Brook Siar
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Human Resource Manager
Franklin Bronze Precision Components LLC
Franklin PA
------------------------------
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Re: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:43 PM
Anonymous

_
We actually do not have generalist as a title. Our HRMs and HRBPs are expected to be HR Generalists in experience. Our HR coordinators and assistants are also considered generalists. Its
expected that we handle (or understand) all areas of HR though we may have specific regular responsibilities based on our focus and experience. At my last org, I was an HRM and I created policy
and managed operations. Then I was promoted to HRBP and partnered with a specific leader and while I no longer created policy, I was expected to communicate, interpret and support the policy
and other HROps initiatives.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:38
From: Steven Meilleur
Subject: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
I would add to HR Witch's post above ^ that the terms are not necessarily mutually exclusive. One can be a manager, and still be a generalist.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
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Re: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 12:44 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹

www.differencebetween.net/business/...
The Difference Between HR Generalist and HR Manager
Though they both belong to the Human Resources Department, there is a difference between HR Generalist and HR Manager, mainly in terms of their roles and responsibilities. HR Manager is
probably one of the most important parts of an organization. He or she runs a complete department that comprises of a group of people or a whole team working together on different duties, roles and
responsibilities whereas HR Generalists are basically entry-level employees in the HR Department of an organization. They typically work hand in hand with their employers.
Whether your company is big, medium or small, someone needs to be responsible for taking care of all the human resources needs if you want your company to continue operating well. Usually
though, in larger companies or organizations, the employer or the management would have to divide the job responsibilities among different employees of different levels such as generalists,
managers, and directors. Now let's take a closer look at the difference between HR Generalist and HR Manager in terms of their position level and roles to gain a better understanding of what they do
in and for the organization.

Importance of HR Generalist vs HR Manager
Since the HR Generalist has ample knowledge and should be able to communicate well with the employees regarding all the aspects of the HR needs of an organization, the HR Manager would then
typically be the link between the employees and the senior management of the organization.
On one hand, HR Generalists (HRG) monitors staff turnover and logistics to find out when and where new employees need to be hired whereas the HRM is in charge of planning, creating and
executing strategies for HR management and HR development. The HRG should be familiar with how many employees are required in each department so that if any are missing, steps can
immediately be taken to complete the different departments on the contrary the HR Manager would have to oversee the overall administrative needs of the organization and lead the team which is in
charge of implementation of all policies. They may also be in charge of supervising the generalists and provide advice or consultation in terms of hiring new employees.
One of the more important responsibilities of the HRG would be to ensure the personal and professional development of all the personnel and employees in the organization. This would involve
activities such as employee orientation, training, and development but an HRM is in charge of planning, creating and executing strategies for HR management and HR development.
For smaller organizations, the HR Manager is typically the only person in the whole department and is in charge of all the different roles. He or she is responsible for establishing and maintaining the
appropriate systems needed for measuring any and all aspects of the development of the HR Department. On the other hand, HRG would also be in charge of the welfare, safety, health, wellness, and
counseling of the employees. He/she could be involved in the development and execution of any and all policy documents and handbooks which will be referred to by the other personnel.
A big part of the communication which happens inside a company is typically generated by the HR Department and the HRG plays a very important role in this aspect. The HRG is one of the key
members in the process of making decisions when it comes to employee communication and would be the one who will come up with the content which would be disseminated to the employees.

Difference between the duties of an HR Generalist and HR Manager
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HRG is typically involved in the performance management process. They would have to work closely with senior or management level employees within the organization whereas The HRM The
HRM keeps track of, measures and reports any and all HR concerns, opportunities and plans for development and achievement all within the agreed upon timescales and formats.
The HRG may also be required to create and develop a good system for compensation and benefits which would fit right into the HR responsibilities of the organization. The benefits and
compensation systems for the employees is essential and it has to be developed very well. On the other hand, The HRM is responsible for managing and developing staff for direct reporting. He/she
would also be in charge of managing and controlling any expenditure within the department so that they are sure to stay within the allotted budget.

Expectations from HRG vs HRM
Although an HRM is responsible for holding communications with other departmental or functional heads to be able to get a good understanding of all relevant aspects and needs of the HR
Department. This is done to ensure that they are always fully informed and updated of all HR goals, objectives and achievements on the other hand an efficient HRG must be able to find, analyze and
finally present any relevant information well so that everyone in the organization would be able to understand it, whether it would be the highest ranking members of the organization or the lowest
ranking ones.
The HRG would also have to be very systematic, organized and efficient especially when it comes to solving problems and managing or filing the employee database or employee systems and
the HRM is supposed to maintain knowledge and awareness in terms of all the most current HR developmental theories and techniques so that they will be able to provide the correct
interpretation to everyone within the company.
Since the HRG would be dealing with and communicating with almost all of the employees in all the levels of the organization, he/she must have above average to excellent communication
skills. In contrast to HRG, HRM is in charge of planning and executing training of higher ranking employees such as senior managers. He/she would also have to maintain good contacts with
outside trainers and other useful resources.
The HRG must also be able to comprehend legalities in terms of business laws which are related to human resources and employee/employment rights. He/she would also have to know how to
apply these laws and legalities in the daily work, the welfare of the staff and when creating company policies and other such documentation. Comparing with HRG, HRM contributes to the
evaluation and development of HR strategies and performance along with the executive team in the organization. He or she makes sure that all the activities and events in the organization meet
all requirements for quality management as well as safety, health and environmental policies.

Difference in Qualifications of HRG vs HRM
As you can see, the HRG may be an entry-level employee in the company but he/she should still be educated with a degree level since a lot of roles and responsibilities are involved. Other
qualifications may be required; including previous HR experience, depending on how big the company is and how many employees would have to be handled in the organization
Computer skills are very important for HRG so that he/she would be able to work with any kinds of software. The fact is, different organizations use different kinds of software, which are basically
similar so knowing the computer basics would really be very helpful on the other hand being an HRM, one must have higher academic credentials and high level of managerial skills as compared to
any other profession in an organization. To reach at a senior level position in HRM, you must have two year or four managerial degrees with advanced computer skills.

Other miscellaneous difference between HRG and HRM
The most important role of the HRG would be to start and lead any HR practices and goals which would provide an employee-oriented environment. This would then lead to a culture of high
performance which focuses on empowerment and productivity of the workforce. Now let's move on to the higher level position, which is the HR Manager.
This is done to determine the needs in terms of staffing, come up with and create job opening postings, review resumes from applicants and conducts the initial interviews and other duties which are
considered to be "basic tasks" in the whole department.
From recruiting new employees for the organization, doing research on potential benefits for the employees, filing all employee paperwork with state and/or federal agencies and organizing and
preparing all the year-end tax paperwork, the HR Department is basically in charge of a majority of the administrative needs of the organization whereas aside from staffing and recruiting logistics,
the HRG helps in the development of the organization and improvement of current management systems.
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He/she would be in charge of employment and compliance of employees to regulatory concerns. HRG is usually part of committees in charge of enhancing employee relations, facilitating companywide events and other similar activities and

The Hierarchy in the Organization
When it comes to larger organizations, HR generalists are usually found at the bottom of the organizational hierarchy but HR Managers are right above them in terms of the job level or position.
Some generalists perform all the entry level functions along with other administrative functions while others have additional responsibilities within the department.
On the other hand, HR managers are in charge of more responsibilities and communicate with higher ranking members of the organization aside from all the other employees. Now that you better
understand the difference between HR Generalist and HR Manager, you can assign the right people in your organization.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:24
From: Brook Siar
Subject: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
What is the difference between a generalist and an HR Manager in your opinion? â€‹
-----------------------------Brook Siar
Human Resource Manager
Franklin Bronze Precision Components LLC
Franklin PA
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:56 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with everyone's post. On the other hand I've also seen an HR organizational striation where the Generalist manages a lot of other HR functional managers, i.e., benefits manager, Payroll
manger, Recruiting manger etc and then there is the generalist in a director level position reporting to HRBP who is like an CHRO. Nowadays, a company that has 50 employees has 5 directors so
none of the titles mean anything.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:24
From: Brook Siar
Subject: Difference between HR Mgr. and Generalist?
What is the difference between a generalist and an HR Manager in your opinion? â€‹
-----------------------------Brook Siar
Human Resource Manager
Franklin Bronze Precision Components LLC
Franklin PA
------------------------------
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previous next
Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:23 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Hello All,
I am working a project to provide job search/interview/ career tips for Job seekers (US Students, International Students, Youth, Professionals, Hospitality Grads) pursuing a career in the hospitality
industry. If you can take the time to share your top tips, advice or suggestions as a HR or Hospitality Professional I would greatly appreciate it. These tips will be used to provide guidance for them to
gain entry in the industry.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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286.

Re: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 12:47 PM
Kylie Henshaw
I've been working in HR for wine distribution (which is inextricably linked to hospitality) for a few years.
My greatest success in recruitment is by using industry-specific job boards and local culinary/wine schools (I'm in NYC, so there are a lot). Networking in hospitality, especially in a major
metropolitan area, is also going to be critical to success. Chefs, cooks, waiters, bartenders, sommeliers...they all socialize at the same after-hours bars and restaurants, and that's where you'll really
make connections.
J-1 visas (intern/trainee) are great options for international candidates looking for exchange experience; at my last company, we always had a few J-1s on our team.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello All,
I am working a project to provide job search/interview/ career tips for Job seekers (US Students, International Students, Youth, Professionals, Hospitality Grads) pursuing a career in the hospitality
industry. If you can take the time to share your top tips, advice or suggestions as a HR or Hospitality Professional I would greatly appreciate it. These tips will be used to provide guidance for them to
gain entry in the industry.
Thank you!
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Re: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:37 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
Thank you Kylie! Great feedback! I agree- Networking in those environment will definitely help to connect you with the people.
Thank you for sharing!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:47
From: Kylie Henshaw
Subject: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
I've been working in HR for wine distribution (which is inextricably linked to hospitality) for a few years.
My greatest success in recruitment is by using industry-specific job boards and local culinary/wine schools (I'm in NYC, so there are a lot). Networking in hospitality, especially in a major
metropolitan area, is also going to be critical to success. Chefs, cooks, waiters, bartenders, sommeliers...they all socialize at the same after-hours bars and restaurants, and that's where you'll really
make connections.
J-1 visas (intern/trainee) are great options for international candidates looking for exchange experience; at my last company, we always had a few J-1s on our team.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello All,
I am working a project to provide job search/interview/ career tips for Job seekers (US Students, International Students, Youth, Professionals, Hospitality Grads) pursuing a career in the hospitality
industry. If you can take the time to share your top tips, advice or suggestions as a HR or Hospitality Professional I would greatly appreciate it. These tips will be used to provide guidance for them to
gain entry in the industry.
Thank you!
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Re: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:22 PM
Julia Pillow
I'm also in hospitality. Our local technical school has a culinary program and a hospitality administration program. It's a great resource. On top of it, they have an advisory board built of 'leaders in
the hospitality industry'. So, even not joining, anyone has access to the names on the board - and I've never turned down anyone seeking advice. We have a local hotel/motel association that is A.
Always hiring B. Always hosting job fairs, etc.
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Our local school system also has a hospitality program, and it's available to adults (after hours), as well. Worth looking into to see if there's a similar path in your area - while your people might
already be educated, they might be willing to share some of their resources or 'tips and tricks' to getting a job.
Most of all - if you want to do it, be in it. You may have to start at the bottom, but you network with a lot of people doing set up and tear down for events, doing front desk work/maintenance at
hotels, volunteering for your local Convention & Visitors Bureau or Tourist Commission. For the more professional geared, I would recommend "Young Professionals" groups - ours is run by the
Chamber of Commerce - GREAT networking resource.
One thing I will say is, depending on what area of hospitality you are wanting to break into - may be different advice. My biggest thing is - know what you're talking about. Research the area, know
as much about the company and position as possible when going in for the interview. Don't be cocky, but be enthusiastic about whatever the brand is.
-----------------------------~JP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello All,
I am working a project to provide job search/interview/ career tips for Job seekers (US Students, International Students, Youth, Professionals, Hospitality Grads) pursuing a career in the hospitality
industry. If you can take the time to share your top tips, advice or suggestions as a HR or Hospitality Professional I would greatly appreciate it. These tips will be used to provide guidance for them to
gain entry in the industry.
Thank you!
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Re: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:54 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Julia,
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR VALUABLE INSIGHTS!
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:22
From: Julia Pillow
Subject: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
I'm also in hospitality. Our local technical school has a culinary program and a hospitality administration program. It's a great resource. On top of it, they have an advisory board built of 'leaders in
the hospitality industry'. So, even not joining, anyone has access to the names on the board - and I've never turned down anyone seeking advice. We have a local hotel/motel association that is A.
Always hiring B. Always hosting job fairs, etc.
Our local school system also has a hospitality program, and it's available to adults (after hours), as well. Worth looking into to see if there's a similar path in your area - while your people might
already be educated, they might be willing to share some of their resources or 'tips and tricks' to getting a job.
Most of all - if you want to do it, be in it. You may have to start at the bottom, but you network with a lot of people doing set up and tear down for events, doing front desk work/maintenance at
hotels, volunteering for your local Convention & Visitors Bureau or Tourist Commission. For the more professional geared, I would recommend "Young Professionals" groups - ours is run by the
Chamber of Commerce - GREAT networking resource.
One thing I will say is, depending on what area of hospitality you are wanting to break into - may be different advice. My biggest thing is - know what you're talking about. Research the area, know
as much about the company and position as possible when going in for the interview. Don't be cocky, but be enthusiastic about whatever the brand is.
-----------------------------~JP
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Re: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:54 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Any other suggestions?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Are you in Hospitality HR or working in the Hospitality Field?
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_
â€‹â€‹
Hello All,
I am working a project to provide job search/interview/ career tips for Job seekers (US Students, International Students, Youth, Professionals, Hospitality Grads) pursuing a career in the hospitality
industry. If you can take the time to share your top tips, advice or suggestions as a HR or Hospitality Professional I would greatly appreciate it. These tips will be used to provide guidance for them to
gain entry in the industry.
Thank you!
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HR vs Accounting Functions
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous

_
Hope someone can offer me some guidance on this. I'm with a new company going on 2 months and we will be doing wage increases companywide effective April 1st. The accounting team told me
that I have to input all new wage increases into paylocity and if anyone makes changes to their W2, I will have to input those changes as well. My predecessor had mentioned to me that accounting
will try to take advantage of the fact that I'm new so to watch out-so I'm already on edge because of that. She also told me that it should be accounting that makes those changes because it is an
accounting function and not HR. She did help them out last year because they were very busy. Now that my predecessor is gone, they're bringing this up. I don't mind doing it if it truly was an HR
function but I don't believe it is. How would you move forward? Suck it up and do it? Or stand my ground?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: HR vs Accounting Functions
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:27 PM
Anonymous

_
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Really this depends on how the responsibilities are divided within your organization.
I enter all pay changes, W-4 is self service, and finance enters pay hours and transmits.
What does your manager advise?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR vs Accounting Functions
_
Hope someone can offer me some guidance on this. I'm with a new company going on 2 months and we will be doing wage increases companywide effective April 1st. The accounting team told me
that I have to input all new wage increases into paylocity and if anyone makes changes to their W2, I will have to input those changes as well. My predecessor had mentioned to me that accounting
will try to take advantage of the fact that I'm new so to watch out-so I'm already on edge because of that. She also told me that it should be accounting that makes those changes because it is an
accounting function and not HR. She did help them out last year because they were very busy. Now that my predecessor is gone, they're bringing this up. I don't mind doing it if it truly was an HR
function but I don't believe it is. How would you move forward? Suck it up and do it? Or stand my ground?
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Re: HR vs Accounting Functions
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 12:31 PM
Steven Meilleur
How do you normally process a change in pay? You should be consistent with your practice. In my experience and observations of other companies, a pay change necessitates a PAF in HR, which
documents and initiates the change. Most often, I've seen the actual change in the payroll system made by Acctg, but I've also seen it entered by HR into the HRIS system (with automated PAF
functionality). So, my answer to your question is, "it depends."
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-22-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR vs Accounting Functions
_
Hope someone can offer me some guidance on this. I'm with a new company going on 2 months and we will be doing wage increases companywide effective April 1st. The accounting team told me
that I have to input all new wage increases into paylocity and if anyone makes changes to their W2, I will have to input those changes as well. My predecessor had mentioned to me that accounting
will try to take advantage of the fact that I'm new so to watch out-so I'm already on edge because of that. She also told me that it should be accounting that makes those changes because it is an
accounting function and not HR. She did help them out last year because they were very busy. Now that my predecessor is gone, they're bringing this up. I don't mind doing it if it truly was an HR
function but I don't believe it is. How would you move forward? Suck it up and do it? Or stand my ground?
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Re: HR vs Accounting Functions
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:36 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't have a 'manager' as I am a DOO. I report to the President and the VP-I would hate to bring this up to them if I really don't have to.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR vs Accounting Functions
_
Really this depends on how the responsibilities are divided within your organization.
I enter all pay changes, W-4 is self service, and finance enters pay hours and transmits.
What does your manager advise?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR vs Accounting Functions
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_
Hope someone can offer me some guidance on this. I'm with a new company going on 2 months and we will be doing wage increases companywide effective April 1st. The accounting team told me
that I have to input all new wage increases into paylocity and if anyone makes changes to their W2, I will have to input those changes as well. My predecessor had mentioned to me that accounting
will try to take advantage of the fact that I'm new so to watch out-so I'm already on edge because of that. She also told me that it should be accounting that makes those changes because it is an
accounting function and not HR. She did help them out last year because they were very busy. Now that my predecessor is gone, they're bringing this up. I don't mind doing it if it truly was an HR
function but I don't believe it is. How would you move forward? Suck it up and do it? Or stand my ground?

top
295.

previous next
Re: HR vs Accounting Functions
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:35 PM
Anonymous

_
I've recently transitioned from Accounts Payable/Payroll/HR to just HR so we're trying to define the lines here as well. Does accounting handle payroll or do you? This sounds to me like it's a
payroll function so the task should belong to whoever handles payroll. Our payroll is still an accounting function, so I prepare a Personnel Action Notice for the payroll change, submit it to Payroll
for entry, then she returns it to me, I confirm the change and file it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR vs Accounting Functions
_
Hope someone can offer me some guidance on this. I'm with a new company going on 2 months and we will be doing wage increases companywide effective April 1st. The accounting team told me
that I have to input all new wage increases into paylocity and if anyone makes changes to their W2, I will have to input those changes as well. My predecessor had mentioned to me that accounting
will try to take advantage of the fact that I'm new so to watch out-so I'm already on edge because of that. She also told me that it should be accounting that makes those changes because it is an
accounting function and not HR. She did help them out last year because they were very busy. Now that my predecessor is gone, they're bringing this up. I don't mind doing it if it truly was an HR
function but I don't believe it is. How would you move forward? Suck it up and do it? Or stand my ground?
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previous next
Re: HR vs Accounting Functions
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:40 PM
Anonymous

_
This depends on your organization. I enter salary increases her, not Accounting. W4 changes are processed automatically through our payroll system. Paylocity doesn't automatically process the
employee income tax changes?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR vs Accounting Functions
_
Hope someone can offer me some guidance on this. I'm with a new company going on 2 months and we will be doing wage increases companywide effective April 1st. The accounting team told me
that I have to input all new wage increases into paylocity and if anyone makes changes to their W2, I will have to input those changes as well. My predecessor had mentioned to me that accounting
will try to take advantage of the fact that I'm new so to watch out-so I'm already on edge because of that. She also told me that it should be accounting that makes those changes because it is an
accounting function and not HR. She did help them out last year because they were very busy. Now that my predecessor is gone, they're bringing this up. I don't mind doing it if it truly was an HR
function but I don't believe it is. How would you move forward? Suck it up and do it? Or stand my ground?
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previous next
Re: HR vs Accounting Functions
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:42 PM
Anonymous

_
I just met with a paylocity rep and one of the features I liked was that the employee could make their own changes with their tax withholdings.
Your system doesn't do this?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR vs Accounting Functions
_
Hope someone can offer me some guidance on this. I'm with a new company going on 2 months and we will be doing wage increases companywide effective April 1st. The accounting team told me
that I have to input all new wage increases into paylocity and if anyone makes changes to their W2, I will have to input those changes as well. My predecessor had mentioned to me that accounting
will try to take advantage of the fact that I'm new so to watch out-so I'm already on edge because of that. She also told me that it should be accounting that makes those changes because it is an
accounting function and not HR. She did help them out last year because they were very busy. Now that my predecessor is gone, they're bringing this up. I don't mind doing it if it truly was an HR
function but I don't believe it is. How would you move forward? Suck it up and do it? Or stand my ground?
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previous next
Citizenship requirement for volunteers
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 12:03 PM
William Morrow
I am curious about the status of volunteers. My organization uses a lot of volunteers and we currently don't do much for the onboarding for them (they don't even really go through HR), but with the
current environment relating to immigration, I was curious if there was any requirement for volunteers to prove citizenship? I don't want to get caught short.
-----------------------------William Morrow
Director HR
San Antonio Humane Society
San Antonio TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Citizenship requirement for volunteers
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Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:12 PM
Anonymous
_
These people are volunteers, you are not paying them, they are not on payroll, their immigration status is really not relevant.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:03
From: William Morrow
Subject: Citizenship requirement for volunteers
I am curious about the status of volunteers. My organization uses a lot of volunteers and we currently don't do much for the onboarding for them (they don't even really go through HR), but with the
current environment relating to immigration, I was curious if there was any requirement for volunteers to prove citizenship? I don't want to get caught short.
-----------------------------William Morrow
Director HR
San Antonio Humane Society
San Antonio TX
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Asking why an employee needs remote work
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:05 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Yes, of course. I recommend asking this question.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking why an employee needs remote work
_
We have a policy where we allow employees to work remotely. If they are requesting an adjustment to their schedule (i.e. 1 day remote every week for the next 6 months), we require the employee
to complete a form outlining their plan of how their work will be done when they are not in the office. My question is: Can we ask for a reason why they are asking for remote work?

top
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previous next
Re: Asking why an employee needs remote work
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 12:21 PM
Ja'Net Christmas
I think this is a normal question.
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking why an employee needs remote work
_
We have a policy where we allow employees to work remotely. If they are requesting an adjustment to their schedule (i.e. 1 day remote every week for the next 6 months), we require the employee
to complete a form outlining their plan of how their work will be done when they are not in the office. My question is: Can we ask for a reason why they are asking for remote work?
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Re: Asking why an employee needs remote work
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:24 PM
Anonymous

_
Absolutely. I don't see a reason why you cannot ask. I think its great that you offer this at your company, but not everyone can work from home, so it is a legit question.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking why an employee needs remote work
_
We have a policy where we allow employees to work remotely. If they are requesting an adjustment to their schedule (i.e. 1 day remote every week for the next 6 months), we require the employee
to complete a form outlining their plan of how their work will be done when they are not in the office. My question is: Can we ask for a reason why they are asking for remote work?

top
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previous next
Re: Asking why an employee needs remote work
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Thanks so much for the feedback, everyone!
I couldn't see a reason why we shouldn't or couldn't ask, but it's always good to get other's perspectives.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking why an employee needs remote work
_
Absolutely. I don't see a reason why you cannot ask. I think its great that you offer this at your company, but not everyone can work from home, so it is a legit question.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking why an employee needs remote work
_
We have a policy where we allow employees to work remotely. If they are requesting an adjustment to their schedule (i.e. 1 day remote every week for the next 6 months), we require the employee
to complete a form outlining their plan of how their work will be done when they are not in the office. My question is: Can we ask for a reason why they are asking for remote work?
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previous next
Re: Asking why an employee needs remote work
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:48 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I have a different perspective. If your company has a policy that you allow this if the employee has a plan on how the work will get done, what difference does it make why they are asking. Most
people want a day to work from home because it's just more convenient.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking why an employee needs remote work
_
We have a policy where we allow employees to work remotely. If they are requesting an adjustment to their schedule (i.e. 1 day remote every week for the next 6 months), we require the employee
to complete a form outlining their plan of how their work will be done when they are not in the office. My question is: Can we ask for a reason why they are asking for remote work?
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Re: Asking why an employee needs remote work
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:34 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes, absolutely.
It makes a difference because if the issue in question is FMLA, ADA or DBL related, and you have not documented this properly, should the leave become an undue hardship, you should have had
information upfront rather than after the fact. I know of a few colleagues that for various reasons have had to do away with their remote policy. Then they found out that the absences were medically
related.
Also, if you have clients that require hourly billable hours, and an employee submits 7 billable hours, and once again you found the employee was actually tending to a medical leave, those hours
could come into question.
Finally, not all positions can work from home. Not all work should be done from home. It is good to have a detail sheet as to what can be done and what should not be done from home. I've
colleagues with high-risk clients whose information should never leave the office. So if the employee reflects that they are going to be processed ABC which should not leave the office, the employer
can handle this issue head-on.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking why an employee needs remote work
_
We have a policy where we allow employees to work remotely. If they are requesting an adjustment to their schedule (i.e. 1 day remote every week for the next 6 months), we require the employee
to complete a form outlining their plan of how their work will be done when they are not in the office. My question is: Can we ask for a reason why they are asking for remote work?
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previous next

306.

Re: Asking why an employee needs remote work
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:41 PM
Anonymous

_
But they're working, not taking time off from work for a medical issue.
I don't understand the need to ask why someone wants to work from home on a given day.
The company allows it. If the work is being done, so be it.
If someone is "working from home" but they're really watching their own children because day care is closed, that's not working.
I like to work from home every now and then so I can actually get stuff done without the interruptions I experience around my office.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking why an employee needs remote work
_
Yes, absolutely.
It makes a difference because if the issue in question is FMLA, ADA or DBL related, and you have not documented this properly, should the leave become an undue hardship, you should have had
information upfront rather than after the fact. I know of a few colleagues that for various reasons have had to do away with their remote policy. Then they found out that the absences were medically
related.
Also, if you have clients that require hourly billable hours, and an employee submits 7 billable hours, and once again you found the employee was actually tending to a medical leave, those hours
could come into question.
Finally, not all positions can work from home. Not all work should be done from home. It is good to have a detail sheet as to what can be done and what should not be done from home. I've
colleagues with high-risk clients whose information should never leave the office. So if the employee reflects that they are going to be processed ABC which should not leave the office, the employer
can handle this issue head-on.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking why an employee needs remote work
_
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We have a policy where we allow employees to work remotely. If they are requesting an adjustment to their schedule (i.e. 1 day remote every week for the next 6 months), we require the employee
to complete a form outlining their plan of how their work will be done when they are not in the office. My question is: Can we ask for a reason why they are asking for remote work?
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previous next
Re: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 12:23 PM
Ja'Net Christmas
Employees discussing their pay with other employees is certainly frowned upon...not sure it violates any legislation.
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:42
From: Eric Stevenson
Subject: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Today's article on "Can we Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?", addressed NLRA considerations but did not speak at all to Lilly Ledbetter. Even if the firing did not
violate the NLRA, would it be a violation of Lilly Ledbetter?
-----------------------------Eric Stevenson
Sr. Manager, Corporate HR
Formosa Plastics Corporation, U.S.A.
Livingston NJ
------------------------------
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previous next

308.

Re: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:46 PM
Anonymous

_
FYI- Massachusetts recently passed a pay equality law that forbids any action against employees for discussing compensation. The only employees who do not fall under this law are those in HR.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:22
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Employees discussing their pay with other employees is certainly frowned upon...not sure it violates any legislation.
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
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previous next
Re: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:51 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Absolutely cannot fire an employee for this. And why would you feel the need to? What are you hiding?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:42
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From: Eric Stevenson
Subject: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Today's article on "Can we Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?", addressed NLRA considerations but did not speak at all to Lilly Ledbetter. Even if the firing did not
violate the NLRA, would it be a violation of Lilly Ledbetter?
-----------------------------Eric Stevenson
Sr. Manager, Corporate HR
Formosa Plastics Corporation, U.S.A.
Livingston NJ
------------------------------
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Re: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 6:51 PM
Sylvia Holmes

This topic is regarding:
www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/0318/pages/...
-----------------------------Sylvia Holmes
Administrative & HR Assistant
Lomakatsi Restoration Project
Ashland OR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
_
â€‹
Absolutely cannot fire an employee for this. And why would you feel the need to? What are you hiding?
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:42
From: Eric Stevenson
Subject: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Today's article on "Can we Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?", addressed NLRA considerations but did not speak at all to Lilly Ledbetter. Even if the firing did not
violate the NLRA, would it be a violation of Lilly Ledbetter?
-----------------------------Eric Stevenson
Sr. Manager, Corporate HR
Formosa Plastics Corporation, U.S.A.
Livingston NJ
------------------------------
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Re: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 10:57 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Lilly Ledbetter just resets the clock with each paycheck.
I think you meant the Pay Fairness Act, which updates the Equal Pay Act.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:42
From: Eric Stevenson
Subject: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Today's article on "Can we Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?", addressed NLRA considerations but did not speak at all to Lilly Ledbetter. Even if the firing did not
violate the NLRA, would it be a violation of Lilly Ledbetter?
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-----------------------------Eric Stevenson
Sr. Manager, Corporate HR
Formosa Plastics Corporation, U.S.A.
Livingston NJ
------------------------------
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312.

Re: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 11:00 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Just as an FYI...
'The Paycheck Fairness Act prohibits employers from punishing employees for sharing pay information with their coworkers, and makes clear that employees cannot contract away or waive their
rights to discuss and disclose pay.'

None of these regulations nor the Ledbetter act address an employee's "right" to discuss pay, unlike the NRA. I am failing to see the connection between the Ledbetter Act, the NRA and an
employee discussing pay.
Renee Shiraishi, 03-22-2018 11:56

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:56
From: Renee Shiraishi
Subject: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
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The Ledbetter Act amended Title VII of the CRA of 1964, the ADEA of 1967 and modified the ADA of 1990 and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as it relates to the allowable time to file a claim.
None of these regulations nor the Ledbetter act address an employee's "right" to discuss pay, unlike the NRA. I am failing to see the connection between the Ledbetter Act, the NRA and an employee
discussing pay.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
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313.

Re: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 11:42 AM
Anonymous

_

Employees discussing their pay with other employees is certainly frowned upon...not sure it violates any legislation.
Ja'Net Christmas, 03-22-2018 12:22

This is one of those rules like "Let sleeping dogs lie". As Dolly Parton said the only ones that benefits from that is the dog. If you pay people fairly, you wouldn't care if they talked about it or not!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 12:22
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Can We Fire an Employee for Sharing His Pay Increase with Co-Workers?
Employees discussing their pay with other employees is certainly frowned upon...not sure it violates any legislation.
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
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previous next
Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:44 PM
Anonymous

_
Cut the tie immediately. I would not pay her for the notice. Let her file for unemployment. You don't need the toxicity.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?
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Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 1:51 PM
Anonymous
_
I would have ended the employment relationship the weekend she started spreading the negativity.
Get her out of the environment today.
Pay her out if you'd like, or don't. Doesn't really matter. Your current staff need to see that this behavior will not be tolerated. The good employees will be thankful she's gone.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?
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Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:24 PM
Boyd Marquardt
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Reply to Sender

Based on what you described, I would let her go immediately and pay her only for actual hours worked.
-----------------------------Boyd Marquardt
Human Resources Manager
Home Sweet Home Ministries
Bloomington IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?
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Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:35 PM
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Anonymous
_
Interesting responses. While I think it is important to cut toxic employees, I would wonder if there is any form of validity to her arguments on the manager. I have experienced situations, where this
type of thing occurs and we may not have heard of an issue, but many of the other employees are just afraid to speak up. Sometimes a toxic employee can bring light to a bigger issue that must be
resolved. The behavior should not be tolerated, and if there are issues with the supervisor she should bring those to managements attention before becoming toxic. There are variables that should
always be considered.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?

top
318.

previous next
Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:55 PM
Anonymous
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_
I would end her employment today, however, I would not pay out her two week notice. Her behavior isn't acceptable.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
Interesting responses. While I think it is important to cut toxic employees, I would wonder if there is any form of validity to her arguments on the manager. I have experienced situations, where this
type of thing occurs and we may not have heard of an issue, but many of the other employees are just afraid to speak up. Sometimes a toxic employee can bring light to a bigger issue that must be
resolved. The behavior should not be tolerated, and if there are issues with the supervisor she should bring those to managements attention before becoming toxic. There are variables that should
always be considered.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?

top
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previous next
Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 3:07 PM
Anonymous
_
There is no validity to what she is saying. I have checked with other staff as well as her co-worker on her shift. We also have cameras in our facilities and double checked those as well. We always
take what is said by any employee or patient very serious and research it before make accusations or even accusing so it was absolutely not true.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
Interesting responses. While I think it is important to cut toxic employees, I would wonder if there is any form of validity to her arguments on the manager. I have experienced situations, where this
type of thing occurs and we may not have heard of an issue, but many of the other employees are just afraid to speak up. Sometimes a toxic employee can bring light to a bigger issue that must be
resolved. The behavior should not be tolerated, and if there are issues with the supervisor she should bring those to managements attention before becoming toxic. There are variables that should
always be considered.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?
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previous next

320.

Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:21 PM
Anonymous

_
Then I would definitely get her out TODAY, pay or no pay.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
There is no validity to what she is saying. I have checked with other staff as well as her co-worker on her shift. We also have cameras in our facilities and double checked those as well. We always
take what is said by any employee or patient very serious and research it before make accusations or even accusing so it was absolutely not true.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
Interesting responses. While I think it is important to cut toxic employees, I would wonder if there is any form of validity to her arguments on the manager. I have experienced situations, where this
type of thing occurs and we may not have heard of an issue, but many of the other employees are just afraid to speak up. Sometimes a toxic employee can bring light to a bigger issue that must be
resolved. The behavior should not be tolerated, and if there are issues with the supervisor she should bring those to managements attention before becoming toxic. There are variables that should
always be considered.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
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about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?

top
321.

previous next
Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:29 PM
Anonymous

_
I would honestly want to learn from her. At least do an exit interview with her. It could be beneficial to you to learn why employees are leaving. Maybe there are issues going on you have not yet
heard of or seen ? Especially if you mentioned she was "stirring " up other employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
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Any thoughts?

top
322.

previous next
Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:30 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes, but have you talked to her directly is the question?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
There is no validity to what she is saying. I have checked with other staff as well as her co-worker on her shift. We also have cameras in our facilities and double checked those as well. We always
take what is said by any employee or patient very serious and research it before make accusations or even accusing so it was absolutely not true.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
Interesting responses. While I think it is important to cut toxic employees, I would wonder if there is any form of validity to her arguments on the manager. I have experienced situations, where this
type of thing occurs and we may not have heard of an issue, but many of the other employees are just afraid to speak up. Sometimes a toxic employee can bring light to a bigger issue that must be
resolved. The behavior should not be tolerated, and if there are issues with the supervisor she should bring those to managements attention before becoming toxic. There are variables that should
always be considered.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
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_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?

top

previous next

323.

Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 5:36 PM
Todd Saffell
I would cut her lose and only pay for hours worked. You need the toxicity out of there ASAP. Why would other employees think about quitting based on the input from a 2-week employee? If they
really are getting stirred up, there has to be a reason beyond drama-employee.
she is pushing other employees to think about quitting
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 11:31

-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
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From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?

top
324.

previous next
Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 8:04 PM
Monica Kennedy

I'd definitely recommend terminating the employee. Pay for actual time worked.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
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Reply to Sender

_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?

top
325.

previous next
Re: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 9:29 AM
Mary Dillman
I agree with the advice offered by anonymous posters 7 and 12 to probe more deeply into why this new hire went so negative/toxic and so quickly? Were there any indications during the recruiting
and interviewing processes that signaled the candidate's expectations of the job, compensation and/or work environment were much different than what was communicated and offered? Talking with
her coworkers and checking cameras may have refuted allegations of poor patient service or business practices, but I don't think it gets at measuring employee engagement. Do you have
organizational metrics on employee turnover, retention, productivity? What are the company's patient/customer service metrics like?
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 16:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
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I would honestly want to learn from her. At least do an exit interview with her. It could be beneficial to you to learn why employees are leaving. Maybe there are issues going on you have not yet
heard of or seen ? Especially if you mentioned she was "stirring " up other employees.

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: New employee resignation and now is talking bad to other employees about supervisor
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a new employee that started about six weeks ago. She trained (and we paid her for training) during her off days (2 days) while working out her time at her former job. She started full time
with our company on 3/12/2018. On 3/16/2018 she told her supervisor that she was resigning because she did not feel like she was being paid enough to do the job. During the weekend she talked
to the other staff and talked about how she was very unhappy and that the business was not being run correctly and that she was quitting. She even told the patients that were there over the weekend
about how she was quitting and very ugly things about her supervisor and got a few of them all upset. On 3/21/2018 she met with her supervisor's supervisor and handed her the two week notice
dated 3/19/2018 with a long resignation and how she enjoyed meeting her and some of the staff but she was resigning and last day would be 4/1/2018. Now she is pushing other employees to think
about quitting and really talking derogatory about her supervisor and some others in the company.
Now here is my question.. Do I let her continue working or just go ahead and thank her for the resignation and let her go to prevent any more "stirring up trouble with staff and patients" and if I do
that - do I pay her out the full other week that she has left of her two week notice? I hate to set a precedence of paying short term employees out their resignations - especially when she has only
worked two full weeks for the company.
Any thoughts?

top
326.

previous next
Re: Asking for a Dr's Note
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 12:29 PM
Aziza Owusu
What does your handbook say? For example, we require a doctor's note after an employee has been out for 3 consecutive days, but we still maintain the right to ask regardless of the 3 days. It could
be that she needs time to go in for her interviews. Be consistent with your practices, but honestly, you have to pick and choose your battles. The inspector in me believes that if she has sick time, she
knows that she won't get paid for it, so she wants to use it before she leaves and gets paid out for her vacation. You can ask, but I wouldn't stress too much about it.
-----------------------------Aziza
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking for a Dr's Note
_
We have an Ee who met with her Manager and said she is financially struggling and considering going back to school and may have to give her 2 weeks notice. She put us on notice and will think it
over. She has now asked to leave 3 separate days next week for "Doctor's appointments". We are suspicious, given her conversation. Can we ask for Dr's notes? When and if do other's ask for
doctor's notes and is is okay to do for certain situations and not others?

top
327.

previous next
Re: Asking for a Dr's Note
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 2:38 PM
Courtney Fitzpatrick
â€‹
Maybe the Ee is just trying to get all her annual appointments in before she leaves? Her insurance now would be much better than if she leaves and goes back to school! I wouldn't require notes
from her doctor's visits...she might be going to specialists, and that is another can of worms you might not want to open in case she stays.
-----------------------------Courtney Fitzpatrick
Office Administrator
Columbia SC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking for a Dr's Note
_
We have an Ee who met with her Manager and said she is financially struggling and considering going back to school and may have to give her 2 weeks notice. She put us on notice and will think it
over. She has now asked to leave 3 separate days next week for "Doctor's appointments". We are suspicious, given her conversation. Can we ask for Dr's notes? When and if do other's ask for
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doctor's notes and is is okay to do for certain situations and not others?

top
328.

previous next
Re: Asking for a Dr's Note
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 2:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Have you explored if she needs FMLA?
If she's struggling financially, how is quitting her job to go to school going to help her? No job = no income and school is expensive.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking for a Dr's Note
_
We have an Ee who met with her Manager and said she is financially struggling and considering going back to school and may have to give her 2 weeks notice. She put us on notice and will think it
over. She has now asked to leave 3 separate days next week for "Doctor's appointments". We are suspicious, given her conversation. Can we ask for Dr's notes? When and if do other's ask for
doctor's notes and is is okay to do for certain situations and not others?

top
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previous next
Re: Asking for a Dr's Note
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:50 PM
Vicki Dekker
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Reply to Sender

I think asking for a doctor's note is not typically a consistent practice and that only an HR professional is in a position to obtain such a note. Even then it can raised big concerns about employees
having to share health related information with people at work. I think if the employee has the time off, he/she should be able to use it regardless of what you know about the financial concerns and
personal life decisions.
-----------------------------Vicki Dekker
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asking for a Dr's Note
_
We have an Ee who met with her Manager and said she is financially struggling and considering going back to school and may have to give her 2 weeks notice. She put us on notice and will think it
over. She has now asked to leave 3 separate days next week for "Doctor's appointments". We are suspicious, given her conversation. Can we ask for Dr's notes? When and if do other's ask for
doctor's notes and is is okay to do for certain situations and not others?

top
330.

previous next
Re: jury duty - salary exempt
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:17 PM
Anonymous

_
In addition to the bad taste it leaves in a situation like this not to pay are you sure the person will do no work? I know that when I was on Jury duty during my lunch break before our trial began (half
day trial) and in the waiting room I had my phone and was doing work. I also did work when I got home that evening.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: jury duty - salary exempt
_
Can employer dock full day pay from a salary exempt employee who attended jury duty?

top
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previous next
Re: jury duty - salary exempt
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:42 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Also depends on your state laws. Some states require pay, at least for a few days.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: jury duty - salary exempt
_
Can employer dock full day pay from a salary exempt employee who attended jury duty?

top
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previous next
Re: jury duty - salary exempt
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 2:29 PM
Ashley Sink
If an exempt employee misses less than one full week for jury duty you can NOT dock their full pay, you risk the employee losing their exempt status - you can only dock what they received in jury
duty payment (for example $30 per day). If they are gone for jury duty for a full week, you can dock their pay. I would not recommend this, as it is not their choice to participate in jury duty, it is a
civil duty. You can dock their PTO if you would like.
www.patriotsoftware.com/payroll/training/blog/...

-----------------------------Ashley Sink
HR Administrator
Tantara Transportation Corp.
Muscatine IA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: jury duty - salary exempt
_
Can employer dock full day pay from a salary exempt employee who attended jury duty?

top
333.

previous next
Re: jury duty - salary exempt
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 2:36 PM
Ashley Sink
You cannot dock their full pay if it's for missing less than a full week due to jury duty. The link you posted specifically says "to offset amounts employees receive as jury or witness fees", nothing
about full pay. Other sources state that if you dock their full pay, they risk losing exempt status. Federal law does allow you to dock, if they miss a full week due to jury duty.
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The OP will need to make sure they are not violating any state laws. Iowa law (my domicile) does not allow me to dock pay at all for exempt employees missing work due to jury duty.
-----------------------------Ashley Sink
HR Administrator
Tantara Transportation Corp.
Muscatine IA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: jury duty - salary exempt
_
You can, see DOL Fact Sheet 17G www.dol.gov/whd/overtime/fs17g_salary.pdf - agreed its pretty cheap skate-y
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: jury duty - salary exempt
_
Can employer dock full day pay from a salary exempt employee who attended jury duty?

top
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previous next
Re: jury duty - salary exempt
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:11 PM
Anonymous

_
Are you sure the exempt employee isn't working before and after jury duty?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 14:28
From: Ashley Sink
Subject: jury duty - salary exempt
If an exempt employee misses less than one full week for jury duty you can NOT dock their full pay, you risk the employee losing their exempt status - you can only dock what they received in jury
duty payment (for example $30 per day). If they are gone for jury duty for a full week, you can dock their pay. I would not recommend this, as it is not their choice to participate in jury duty, it is a
civil duty. You can dock their PTO if you would like.
www.patriotsoftware.com/payroll/training/blog/...

-----------------------------Ashley Sink
HR Administrator
Tantara Transportation Corp.
Muscatine IA

top
335.

previous next
Re: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:12 PM
Anonymous

_
It's wonderful that he has a strong belief but for goodness sake I wouldn't get him another car! If he doesn't enjoy eating with his coworkers for any reason, he is free to order room service, have
outside delivery, walk to another restaurant, take a taxi...the options are endless when you think like a capable adult rather than a victim.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 10:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
_
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â€‹
We have an employee whose role often requires him to travel with other employees. This employee's religion doesn't allow him to each pork, no issue here; however, he made a complaint to HR
that he was uncomfortable having dinner with the other employees because they ate meals that contained pork....
I'm not really sure how to approach this because I don't think it is right to tell everyone else they can't eat pork just because of someone else's religious beliefs. He's not required to eat dinner with
them by any means, but there is usually just one rental car provided for the group. Perhaps an accommodation could be a second rental car, or for us to pay for uber/lyft rides to a different restaurant?
Has anyone else dealt with something similar? Any ideas?
Thanks everyone!

top
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previous next
Re: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 1:14 PM
Julie Kellman
There is nothing to accommodate because you don't require everyone to order the same food or even eat together. Kindly decline his trying to make this an accommodation issue.
-----------------------------Julie Kellman SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Round Lake
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 10:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
_
â€‹
We have an employee whose role often requires him to travel with other employees. This employee's religion doesn't allow him to each pork, no issue here; however, he made a complaint to HR
that he was uncomfortable having dinner with the other employees because they ate meals that contained pork....
I'm not really sure how to approach this because I don't think it is right to tell everyone else they can't eat pork just because of someone else's religious beliefs. He's not required to eat dinner with
them by any means, but there is usually just one rental car provided for the group. Perhaps an accommodation could be a second rental car, or for us to pay for uber/lyft rides to a different restaurant?
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Has anyone else dealt with something similar? Any ideas?
Thanks everyone!

top
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previous next
Re: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:22 PM
Anonymous

_
I just ran this scenario by one of my strictest Muslim employees--he travels all the time. He is vegan, doesn't eat pork.
He travels all the time, in his opinion, this is ridiculous. He sits next to pork and meat eaters all the time. It does not offend him one bit. He orders something else, he goes to another restaurant,
chooses not to eat out--he has run into challenges to find something to eat in German restaurants. But he makes it work, these dinners I assume are voluntary?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:13
From: Julie Kellman
Subject: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
There is nothing to accommodate because you don't require everyone to order the same food or even eat together. Kindly decline his trying to make this an accommodation issue.
-----------------------------Julie Kellman SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Round Lake
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previous next
Re: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 1:25 PM
Anonymous
_
It's commendable that you are considering an accommodation.
From what you've posted, it doesn't appear this is something that you are required to accommodate, though. The employee has a closely held religious belief, but it doesn't appear that anything is
interfering with the employee adhering to that belief.
I would thank the employee for bringing his concern forward and let him know that he is not required to eat dinner with his co-workers and is free to eat dinner at any restaurant he chooses with his
meal expenses being reimbursed per company policy.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 10:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
_
â€‹
We have an employee whose role often requires him to travel with other employees. This employee's religion doesn't allow him to each pork, no issue here; however, he made a complaint to HR
that he was uncomfortable having dinner with the other employees because they ate meals that contained pork....
I'm not really sure how to approach this because I don't think it is right to tell everyone else they can't eat pork just because of someone else's religious beliefs. He's not required to eat dinner with
them by any means, but there is usually just one rental car provided for the group. Perhaps an accommodation could be a second rental car, or for us to pay for uber/lyft rides to a different restaurant?
Has anyone else dealt with something similar? Any ideas?
Thanks everyone!
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previous next
Re: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:25 PM
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Anonymous
_
â€‹
OP Here!
Thanks everyone for your thoughtful responses.
You all really confirmed my feelings on it as well (when he was making the complaint I totally rolled my eyes on the inside lol). I am not religious at all so I wanted to make sure that I wasn't being
unsympathetic towards his belief.
Loved the Law & Order reference, by the way!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 10:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
_
â€‹
We have an employee whose role often requires him to travel with other employees. This employee's religion doesn't allow him to each pork, no issue here; however, he made a complaint to HR
that he was uncomfortable having dinner with the other employees because they ate meals that contained pork....
I'm not really sure how to approach this because I don't think it is right to tell everyone else they can't eat pork just because of someone else's religious beliefs. He's not required to eat dinner with
them by any means, but there is usually just one rental car provided for the group. Perhaps an accommodation could be a second rental car, or for us to pay for uber/lyft rides to a different restaurant?
Has anyone else dealt with something similar? Any ideas?
Thanks everyone!
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previous next
Re: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:50 PM
Kate Palmquist
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Reply to Sender

If he wants everyone to stop eating pork, then he better start working on converting everyone he travels with. Not your responsibility.
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 15:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
_
â€‹
OP Here!
Thanks everyone for your thoughtful responses.
You all really confirmed my feelings on it as well (when he was making the complaint I totally rolled my eyes on the inside lol). I am not religious at all so I wanted to make sure that I wasn't being
unsympathetic towards his belief.
Loved the Law & Order reference, by the way!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 10:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
_
â€‹
We have an employee whose role often requires him to travel with other employees. This employee's religion doesn't allow him to each pork, no issue here; however, he made a complaint to HR
that he was uncomfortable having dinner with the other employees because they ate meals that contained pork....
I'm not really sure how to approach this because I don't think it is right to tell everyone else they can't eat pork just because of someone else's religious beliefs. He's not required to eat dinner with
them by any means, but there is usually just one rental car provided for the group. Perhaps an accommodation could be a second rental car, or for us to pay for uber/lyft rides to a different restaurant?
Has anyone else dealt with something similar? Any ideas?
Thanks everyone!
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previous next
Re: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 1:34 AM
Anonymous

_
Hi
I think that the Muslims religion does not recommend not to seat on the same table with others who eat pork.
Islam only recommend not to eat pork
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 10:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Religious Accommodation...Any ideas?
_
â€‹
We have an employee whose role often requires him to travel with other employees. This employee's religion doesn't allow him to each pork, no issue here; however, he made a complaint to HR
that he was uncomfortable having dinner with the other employees because they ate meals that contained pork....
I'm not really sure how to approach this because I don't think it is right to tell everyone else they can't eat pork just because of someone else's religious beliefs. He's not required to eat dinner with
them by any means, but there is usually just one rental car provided for the group. Perhaps an accommodation could be a second rental car, or for us to pay for uber/lyft rides to a different restaurant?
Has anyone else dealt with something similar? Any ideas?
Thanks everyone!

top
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previous next
Re: Personnel Records/Payroll Retention
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 12:33 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel Records/Payroll Retention
_
State UI will see that the old employer closed and that the fund was paid into if doing a look back if you left the new employer. But if you resigned the new employer, I am not sure if you would get
UI--but that would be up to the state to decide and the exact resign you are filing for UI.,

if I need unemployment compensation, wouldn't DOL need to contact my previous employer but my "previous employer", no longer exists.
Original Message:
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 11:31

Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel Records/Payroll Retention
_
â€‹
Thank you for sharing your experience. I've been at this business for 31 years. I not transitioning to the new company. Let me ask a hypothetical question - I'm taking a new job - after a few months
I don't like it and resign - if I need unemployment compensation, wouldn't DOL need to contact my previous employer but my "previous employer", no longer exists.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:19
From: Steven Meilleur
Subject: Personnel Records/Payroll Retention
Most often, under an asset acquisition (which is what you seem to be describing), the new company almost always does NOT want to be legally deemed as a successor organization. As such, most
often employees who will be transitioning will be terminated from the selling company, and then rehired by the acquiring company after going through a standard interview process, usually with
preference given. Hence, employment records begin anew with the new employer. That said, if the acquiring company is okay with being a successor organization, then the employment files may
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transfer with the employee. When I've been involved in such transitions as the acquiring company (mostly in taking over federal contracts) we did not want to be a successor organization for legal
reasons. My other experience related to this was with a merger acquisition, in which case there was a seamless transition with employees who stayed with the new employer, and all of the files
remained with the acquiring company.
All that said, you might want to confer with the attorney who is handling the business transaction at your end. Hope that helps some.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 10:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel Records/Payroll Retention
_
â€‹
Our company is selling the practice to another group. My first question is does the new company take our personnel files for employees who will be working for them? What about the files of
employees who are resigning? Also, I'm getting conflicted answers on how long I need to keep payroll & personnel files.

top
343.

previous next
Re: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:28 PM
K Hart

Thanks so much, Libby for your response. Do you also give them to your hourly employees? Does that need to be added into their calculation for their overtime rate?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:23
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
â€‹
On an annual basis we recognize services anniversaries in 5 year increments. We provide Amazon gift cards.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
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Reply to Sender

top
344.

previous next
Re: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 5:29 PM
K Hart
Thanks so much, Angie for your response. Do you also give them to your hourly employees? Does that need to be added into their calculation for their overtime rate?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:30
From: Angie McDonald
Subject: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
â€‹
We also recognize each 5 year milestone increment. We give Visa Gift Cards $10 per year (5 years=$50, 20 years=$200, etc).
-----------------------------Angie McDonald
HR Generalist

top
345.

previous next
Re: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:32 PM
Anonymous

_
We give awards to our hourly employees. We have hourly employees that work full-time, we should acknowledge their tenure too.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 17:28
From: K Hart
Subject: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
Thanks so much, Angie for your response. Do you also give them to your hourly employees? Does that need to be added into their calculation for their overtime rate?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 11:30
From: Angie McDonald
Subject: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
â€‹
We also recognize each 5 year milestone increment. We give Visa Gift Cards $10 per year (5 years=$50, 20 years=$200, etc).
-----------------------------Angie McDonald
HR Generalist
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 10:44
From: K Hart
Subject: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
Does your organization recognize longevity/anniversary dates for employees? If so, how are they recognized?
We cannot give a financial award of any kind, so we are looking for alternatives. I appreciate you sharing!

top
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previous next
Re: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello,
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We give anniversary awards to employees non-exempt and exempt starting at 5 years of service. We give plateau awards, which is a selection of merchandise where the employee can chose their gift.
According to the IRS rules this qualifies as being non-taxable and does not need to be reported.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 10:44
From: K Hart
Subject: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
Does your organization recognize longevity/anniversary dates for employees? If so, how are they recognized?
We cannot give a financial award of any kind, so we are looking for alternatives. I appreciate you sharing!

top
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previous next
Re: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 11:31 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
We give awards on 5 year milestones to everybody, from the janitor to the CEO. The program is managed by a third party and consists in a booklet called YearBook where all employees are invited
to leave comments/photos for the one being recognized. Then at the end of the booklet there is a link where they can go online and choose an item from a catalogue. The value of such gifts vary, so
at 5 years it might be a 50-60 USD value, at 10 around 120 USD, etc.
The yearbooks are presented to the employees during the President quarterly communication meeting and I can tell you that they really look forward to it.
I also worked for a company who on top of the 5 years milestone had a 25 year club. The welcome to the club was a nice watch engraved with the employee name and the DOH. Then a quite elegant
annual dinner was coordinated for all of them (including retirees) and spouses were invited. Each year there was a small party gift passed along to all of them + live entertainment.
I can definitely say that people were very appreciative of both programs.
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 10:44
From: K Hart
Subject: Longevity/Anniversary Awards
Does your organization recognize longevity/anniversary dates for employees? If so, how are they recognized?
We cannot give a financial award of any kind, so we are looking for alternatives. I appreciate you sharing!

top
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previous next
Re: Employee's LinkedIn is exaggerated
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:31 PM
Anonymous

_
I call Linkedin "Boring Facebook". Exaggerating your work responsibilities on Linkedin akin to posting some picture of you and your family on Facebook that looks super perfect and looks like
everyone is having fun when in reality your kids were crabby monsters that day and you just wanted to leave them on the corner and drive away forever (not that I've ever felt that way). Linkedin may
seem professional, but it still is a social media website afterall, which is why I don't even look at anyone's Linkedin profile. Many people exaggerate. I would tell the manager to get over it and move
on.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 09:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's LinkedIn is exaggerated
_
A manager noticed that his employee's LinkedIn page lists responsibilities that he doesn't have and it's a hightened version of his real position. Title is accurate. He's asking me if there's any recourse
for this. Thoughts?
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top
349.

previous next
Re: Current HR Trends: HR and Business Managers
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_

This is absolutely true. At least for my experiences. I think it depends on how information is disseminated and communicated. I'm working with a client for my graduate program and the CEO is
planning on acquiring a few small companies and while the HR Manager is aware of this, she doesn't know the full details or the strategic plan, therefore is unable to align the HR department's
activities accordingly. My mentor, who also happens to the VP of HR f also shared with me that she's not included in the senior leadership meetings. I also think that sometimes it can also depend on
the HR leader and how proactive they are.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 23:40
From: Brittany Gonzales
Subject: Current HR Trends: HR and Business Managers
After conducting some research with a small pool of HR managers I found some related trends. It seems that many HR departments are lacking efficient communication with business managers, in
regard to strategic planning. Would you say you are having a similar trend at your organization?
-----------------------------Brittany Gonzales
San Antonio
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Ethics Hotline
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:18 PM
Anonymous

_
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We use NAVEX and have been happy with them. The implementation process was very well organized and smooth. The site is easy to use (we have the hotline and the web portal). They will make
their recommendations on how to handle the anonymous reports. For example, ALL reports will go to our HR Director AND our General Counsel, unless the report is about one of them, in which
case it goes to other one plus our President. This vendor came highly recommended and we've been happy so far. We haven't had a report made yet, so I can't give my experience on that yet. You
could always ask them for a quote and take a look at their products. Kudos to your ER for wanting to do this and good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 20:11
From: Tiffany Tang
Subject: Ethics Hotline
Hi All,
My company is looking into providing an ethics hotlines for employees to report incidences anonymously. What are some third parties you've worked with and what did you like/dislike about them?
How do you address concerns if an employee reports it anonymously (i.e. sexual harassment)? Any tips or advice are appreciated!
-----------------------------Tiffany Tang
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Ethics Hotline
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 4:27 PM
Carol Andrews

Our company is considering this as well. It's a hot topic.
-----------------------------Carol Andrews
HR Compliance Manager
CPC Logistics
Chesterfield MO
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 20:11
From: Tiffany Tang
Subject: Ethics Hotline
Hi All,
My company is looking into providing an ethics hotlines for employees to report incidences anonymously. What are some third parties you've worked with and what did you like/dislike about them?
How do you address concerns if an employee reports it anonymously (i.e. sexual harassment)? Any tips or advice are appreciated!
-----------------------------Tiffany Tang
------------------------------

top
352.

previous next
Re: Sexual Harassment Training
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 3:59 PM
Anonymous

_
We went directly to our insurance providers to ask for what they would suggest or provide, and they had a whole online training base with difference training modules. As the administrator you can
log in and see who has completed it and when, which helps with keeping track and records that they did it!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 17:58
From: Joann Schlimgen
Subject: Sexual Harassment Training
â€‹
We are thinking about doing Sexual Harassment Training with a acknowledgment sheet for them to sign and date showing that they have received the training. What are some good training videos
or resources that you have used. Any suggestions are appreciated.
-----------------------------Joann Schlimgen
Assistant Treasurer
Dakotas Annual Conference of the UMC
Mitchell SD
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------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Sexual Harassment Training
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 5:45 PM
Mary Dillman
Hi Joann,
There have been numerous threads within the last few months on the topic of sexual harassment training. Here's a link to one thread with a couple of suggested resources. You should search other
threads to get more ideas.
Sexual Harassment Training - February 2018
Also, here's an article from SHRM on the opportunity and critical need/gap for HR to work with senior leadership in assessing the company culture and leadership practices - do they support/enable
an environment where sexual harassment will not be tolerated at any/all levels of employees, including senior leaders? IMO, preventing sexual harassment goes way beyond having documented
policies, providing training, and employee sign-off/acknowledgement. Just my 2 cents.
SHRM Magazine - MeToo Movement and HR
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 17:58
From: Joann Schlimgen
Subject: Sexual Harassment Training
â€‹
We are thinking about doing Sexual Harassment Training with a acknowledgment sheet for them to sign and date showing that they have received the training. What are some good training videos
or resources that you have used. Any suggestions are appreciated.
-----------------------------Joann Schlimgen
Assistant Treasurer
Dakotas Annual Conference of the UMC
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Mitchell SD
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: I-9 Audit Help
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 1:37 PM
Suzanne Tiner
This should help
www.ice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Document/2015/...
-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9 Audit Help
_
Help!! New to Company and just did an I-9 audit. What a mess!! Several were not even verified, missing ID's, are incomplete etc. I know how to handle the corrections but what do I do in the case
of the ones that have no verification? Do I do a new form, use their original hire dates and verify them?
Any input would be greatly appreciated. I've done many I-9 Audits in my HR life but never ran into the I-9 not being verified.....
Thanks!!

top
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previous next
Re: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
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Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:27 PM
Anonymous
_
First of all, don't email anything like this. Good grief, a lawyer actually requested that?
Second, don't send anything until you have a subpoena to do so. The EE was termed a while ago, so it's not likely you'll want to allow her in the building to inspect it. And, just because a lawyer sent
the request it doesn't mean you have to oblige (nor should you - the former EE has to request it or at least give written authorization to release the information to the lawyer, I believe). Wait for the
subpoena.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 15:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
_
Your obligations under PA law can be found www.dli.pa.gov/Individuals/Labor-Management-Relations/...
Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 15:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
_
Good Afternoon,
I am seeking some guidance. We are located in PA. We have a termed employee who had her lawyer reach out and request I email them her personnel file.
I never email personnel files but rather allow the employee a meeting to review the file. Not send or make copies but review. Also this employee was termed in November and request was today?
Any thoughts and or guidance is appreciated.
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previous next
Re: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
Reply to Group
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Mar 22, 2018 1:39 PM
Anonymous
_

We have a termed employee who had her lawyer reach out and request I email them her personnel file.
Anonymous, 03-21-2018 15:52

What proof do you have that this person is your former employee's lawyer? How do you know he's acting on her request?
This could be just another scam where someone's trying to steal a person's confidential information.
I'd ignore the request.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 15:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
_
Good Afternoon,
I am seeking some guidance. We are located in PA. We have a termed employee who had her lawyer reach out and request I email them her personnel file.
I never email personnel files but rather allow the employee a meeting to review the file. Not send or make copies but review. Also this employee was termed in November and request was today?
Any thoughts and or guidance is appreciated.
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previous next
Re: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:53 PM
Anonymous
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_

I'd ignore the request.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 13:39

I would not ignore. I'd email back telling the file would be released with a subpoena and former employee's signed released
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
_

We have a termed employee who had her lawyer reach out and request I email them her personnel file.
Anonymous, 03-21-2018 15:52

What proof do you have that this person is your former employee's lawyer? How do you know he's acting on her request?
This could be just another scam where someone's trying to steal a person's confidential information.
I'd ignore the request.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 15:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
_
Good Afternoon,
I am seeking some guidance. We are located in PA. We have a termed employee who had her lawyer reach out and request I email them her personnel file.
I never email personnel files but rather allow the employee a meeting to review the file. Not send or make copies but review. Also this employee was termed in November and request was today?
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Any thoughts and or guidance is appreciated.

top

previous next

358.

Re: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:58 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree. If this is a lawyer, I'd tell them we don't release this information without the employee's consent and a subpoena.
The fact that the lawyer DIDN'T provide these with their request and is asking you to send it all to them over e-mail is very fishy. I wouldn't be surprised if this is attempted identity theft.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
_

I'd ignore the request.
Anonymous, 03-22-2018 13:39

I would not ignore. I'd email back telling the file would be released with a subpoena and former employee's signed released
Original Message:
Sent: 03-22-2018 13:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
_
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We have a termed employee who had her lawyer reach out and request I email them her personnel file.
Anonymous, 03-21-2018 15:52

What proof do you have that this person is your former employee's lawyer? How do you know he's acting on her request?
This could be just another scam where someone's trying to steal a person's confidential information.
I'd ignore the request.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 15:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Requesting a copy of a termed employees personnel file
_
Good Afternoon,
I am seeking some guidance. We are located in PA. We have a termed employee who had her lawyer reach out and request I email them her personnel file.
I never email personnel files but rather allow the employee a meeting to review the file. Not send or make copies but review. Also this employee was termed in November and request was today?
Any thoughts and or guidance is appreciated.

top
359.

previous next
Re: How do you detriment overtime for a salaried employee?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:32 PM
Anonymous

_
Detriment? What do you mean?
As other posters have said, salary and hourly are methods of payment, not job classifications. But, the formula is most likely the same. You would just need to determine the hourly equivalent for an
exempt EE to determine (OH! That's what you meant, maybe?) the OT rate. Anything WORKED over 40 hours is calculated on 1.5 times the hourly rate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-21-2018 15:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you detriment overtime for a salaried employee?
_
When the person works 40 hours, anything after that is OT as FLSA says. Somehow, I don't think that was what you were asking. I think you mean exempt employee. In that case you don't! That is
what the person is exempt from.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 15:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you detriment overtime for a salaried employee?
_
I've never done this before and am looking for advice.

top
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previous next
Re: How do you detriment overtime for a salaried employee?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:33 PM
Anonymous

_
Do you mean a non-exempt employee paid via salary?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 15:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you detriment overtime for a salaried employee?
_
I've never done this before and am looking for advice.
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Re: How do you detriment overtime for a salaried employee?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Exempt or non-exempt?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 15:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you detriment overtime for a salaried employee?
_
I've never done this before and am looking for advice.
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previous next
Re: Employment Agreement vs Offer Letter
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:16 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-21-2018 13:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Agreement vs Offer Letter
_

Most companies shy away from the employment agreement. As most states are at-will, there's no need unless there's a specific reason to need an agreement. We do the same thing. I am in the
process of updating job descriptions and plan to have all employees sign those, but we do not do that during their orientation process.

Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 12:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Agreement vs Offer Letter
_
Good morning,
The organization I work for doesn't have a specific employment agreement. We send just an offer letter to our new hires that has basic information about position that we offer them (such as job title,
salary, location, supervisor, and start date) and a reference to the at-will term and of course a reference to the employee handbook for all the policies and benefits that our employees are eligible to.
When we send out the offer letter we don't attach our employee handbook with it. So the candidate may not have access to read our employee handbook until they actually start. Unless they ask for it
and which case we send it to them. We do not ask them to sign on a job description or anything. The only thing we ask them to sign on is the job offer letter stating that they accept the job offer. In
other words none of our employees has a signed job description or an employee agreement on their personnel file. Is there anything I should be concerned about? Thanks for your advice!

top
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previous next
Re: Impropper Garnishment Deduction
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:39 PM
Anonymous

_
You don't have to pay the interest that has accrued. The EE was aware that only $10 was being deducted and he had the option to make additional payments. I would document your conversation with
the lawyer, enter the correct garnishment amount on the next payroll and inform the EE.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 13:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Impropper Garnishment Deduction
_
The employee could have paid additional money to the debt owed and not accrued additional interest if they were concerned about paying off their debt. Of course, if they were concerned about
paying off their debt, it wouldn't be a garnishment in the first place.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 12:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Impropper Garnishment Deduction
_
Hello All,

I am new to my position and I have begun the process of "digging out" after a lot of turnover in the HR Manager position. Today, I learned that a garnishment was improperly entered in to the
payroll system at a flat rate of $10 in place of 10%. This occurred in 2012. As this is been going on now fore several years, the weekly deduction has barely covered the interest on the account.
The very friendly lawyer that I spoke with would like us to OPTION 1: Have the company pay it off, because if it were properly deducted – it would be paid off at this time. OPTION 2: At minimum
start correctly administering the garnishment. (Should the employee leave, we would still be on the hook for the remaining amount)
Are there any funds owed to the employee who is now accruing additional interest because it was improperly entered 5 years ago?
I am wondering if anyone else has been in this situation before? If so, how did you proceed and what were the additional implications that you faced.
Additionally, if anyone has any words of wisdom – I'm open.

Thank you in advance for your guidance!

top
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previous next
Re: 2018 tax reform / W-4 withholdings
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:47 PM
Anonymous
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_
I started to send out the communication that ADP provided us regarding the TCJA, but decided not to because I was afraid it would prompt way too many tax questions (the fact that I'm not a tax
professional would have been included in the communication). I was surprised I didn't hear anything when most all received more in their net pay.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 13:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2018 tax reform / W-4 withholdings
_
â€‹
OP here - thanks for all your responses. To clarify, I wasn't going to put in the examples I gave you all of the changes we saw; the email will just say you might want to use the calculator to see if
you are on track of where you want to be. I mentioned it only because the changes seemed to be signficiant enough this year that we feel the need to make the suggestion. It's not part of our normal
practice to annually send out a new W-4 or an email about it.
Again, thanks for your help1
Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2018 tax reform / W-4 withholdings
_
I understand that these changes are huge this year but I didn't approach it any differently than I do every year. Each year I do the same thing, here is the new form, here is a link to the IRS website, if
you choose to make changes, I don't offer advice, blah, blah, blah. Why is this year any different in practice? Very few employees made changes quite honestly and some did see changes.

Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 12:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2018 tax reform / W-4 withholdings
_
â€‹â€‹
OP here No. 4 - Most people are oblivious to taxes and tax changes and wouldn't know to go to a tax calculator. I didn't say we were sending them the new tax tables, I said we are going to
suggest they utilize the IRS calculator. I feel we'd be doing a disservice to employees to not say anything.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 12:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2018 tax reform / W-4 withholdings
_
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â€‹
We are not emailing our employees regarding the updated tax brackets. We try to stay away from recommending any tax withholding advice in general, as it truly is up to the employee's preference.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 12:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: 2018 tax reform / W-4 withholdings
_
We had 4 people use the IRS tax calculator yesterday; 3 people will owe more than $1,200 when they do their 2018 taxes if they don't change anything and 1 person will get a large refund (he said
he's usually close to 0)â€‹if he doesn't change anything.
We are contemplating putting out an email to all that says they might want to check the calculator. Wondering if any of you all are doing the same?

top
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previous next
Re: Releasing Employment Documents
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:49 PM
Anonymous

_
They are the property of the ER. I would NOT release any documents without a subpoena. I would ignore a written authorization from the EE.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 12:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Releasing Employment Documents
_
â€‹
Agree!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 12:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Releasing Employment Documents
_
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Release docs only with ee authorization or court-issued subpoena.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 12:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Releasing Employment Documents
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi everyone,
I received a request from a law firm asking for a lot of copies of employment related documents about an employee (the letter seems like they were hired by the employee for an unrelated claim). The
documents include pay history, disciplinary records (they don't have any), reviews, attendance records, etc. It does include a signed release from the employee. It is not a subpoena, though.
Would you release copies of the documents? I am in NY.

top
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previous next
Re: THREAT TO CO WORKERS SAFETY
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:10 PM
Ann Ortego

If you don't want to term him immediately for prior offenses, you could mandate him to EAP and see if that helps him.
-----------------------------Ann Ortego
HR Generalist
Raleigh, NC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 11:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: THREAT TO CO WORKERS SAFETY
_
Hello Everyone,
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Reply to Sender

We have an employee who has been exhibiting signs of restlessness, discrimination, and safety concerns. He has on numerous occasions proclaimed vulgar language to other co workers and have
called names to co workers he works with. He has left the job before and is seen by other employees as a safety concern. In a recent incident he was in a verbal altercation with a co worker where he
became extremely irritated and asked to leave for a week on PTO. His supervisor in the light of the situation told him to go and we gave him the PTO. He is now due to return to work and his
supervisor wants him fired. We have enough means to terminate this employee correct? A lot of this is verbal altercations however the bottom line is that nobody wants to work with him in fear of
him.
Of course the safety of my employees comes first, I also want to make sure this doesn't rear its ugly head later down the road in case he claims discriminatory termination.

top
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previous next
Re: Access to HR files
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:06 PM
Anonymous

_
I would add that job duty necessity would also include the CEO and CFO. At a previous job, I restricted the owner/president on several occasions because he was 'curious' about something and
wanted to see someones file. Nope. Not a good enough reason. If he had wanted to see the 'manager file', he would have been welcome to, but he wanted to see the confidential portion - what OP is
talking about. No. I don't care who you are, if you don't need to see it, you don't get to see it. (Owner never pushed it by the way, it was mostly in passing during conversation we would be having
about someone.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Access to HR files
_
We just implemented and started using a new HRIS system. We have about 5 "company administrators" who have access to everything within the system. These people would include 2 payroll
administrators, CEO, CFO and myself (HR Manager). All of my HR personnel files are stored electronically within the HRIS system. I'm a little concerned with the 2 payroll staff having access to
everything including drug tests results, performance evaluations, etc. Should I restrict their access to certain HR information? I think I should.?

top
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previous next

368.

Re: Pregnancy and not eligible for FMLA
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 3:56 PM
Sara Maxwell
â€‹
Pregnancy Discrimination Act says you can't punish employees before, during or after pregnancy regardless of how long they've been with the company.
"Employers must hold open a job for a pregnancy-related absence the same length of time jobs are held open for employees on sick or disability leave."
-----------------------------Sara Maxwell
HR Manager
Gainesville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 07:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pregnancy and not eligible for FMLA
_
Just looking for some guidance, I have a newly pregnant employee who is not eligible for FMLA (been here 5 months). She called in today with morning sickness and is now down 6 hours and 21
minutes for time remaining for the remainder of the calendar year (below is our attendance policy). I'm wondering if we just continue on this path or what I should do as I don't want any pregnancy
claim issues.
Our attendance policy is as follows:
Unpaid Time Off (UPT):
On January 1st all hourly non-exempt shop employees will be receive 60 hours of unpaid personal time (UPT) to use for tardiness at the start of shift, breaks or lunch, away from the line for
excessive amounts of time without a doctor note, reported partial absences, reported and unreported full-shift absences for the calendar year until December 31st. These UPT hours are given to the
employee for use when needed. UPT does not roll over, each year on January 1 employees will receive 60 hours to use for the fiscal year. UPT time will be deducted using real time in minimum of 1
minute intervals.
Use of these hours on the day prior to or following any paid Holidays will result in loss of Holiday pay.
The company reserves the right to terminate employment if routine or patterned use of UPT is found:
Tardiness
Leaving Early
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Coming back from lunch late
An employee UPT balance log is also available in the HR department. If there is a discrepancy in regards to UPT hours, the employee has 30 days to address the discrepancy with HR and the Plant
Manager from the date of the occurrence. All records will be kept in the HR Department.
Regular attendance is expected of every employee.

top
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previous next
Re: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 5:30 PM
Anonymous

_
Wow at all the comments...we are a local government (city). At-will employer. Probationary period is 6 months.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-20-2018 18:41
From: Laura Handrick
Subject: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
I'm working on an article for a business magazine and wanted to get HR insight (not just my own opinion), on what some of you are doing with probation periods. Would love your insight. What does
your org do?
-----------------------------Laura Handrick
United States of America
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 22, 2018 8:08 PM
Laura Handrick
Thanks all. The online site I write for is Fit Small Business.
It's targeted to start ups and yes, I agree with most of you that probationary periods are really best in collective bargaining agreements and government jobs, not small businesses. However, some
small businesses ask "how do I set one up?" So as I write the article, with legal input, I'm doing my best to discourage small business form using probationary periods, because, for example, in
California, you have to offer sick leave, companies over 50 have to provide health insurance, New York has to provide commuter benefits -- the list goes on. There are lots of other risks actually. I did
find a few quotes from you all that I'd like to use, but noticed that several people commented anonymously! I'll reply to the ones I'd be able to quote in hopes you will send me your email so I can
quote you and send you a link to the article. Thanks all for your feedback!!!
Laura
Fit Small Business: Get Your Business Into Shape!

preview

remove

Fit Small Business

Fit Small Business: Get Your Business
Into Shape!
Our mission is to provide small
business owners with the information
you need to succeed. Learn how to
start, market, run, and grow your
business today!
View this on Fit Small Business >

-----------------------------Laura Handrick
United States of America
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-20-2018 18:41
From: Laura Handrick
Subject: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
I'm working on an article for a business magazine and wanted to get HR insight (not just my own opinion), on what some of you are doing with probation periods. Would love your insight. What does
your org do?
-----------------------------Laura Handrick
United States of America
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 8:13 PM
Laura Handrick

Hi Anonymous. This is well said and can provide a small business with some guidance.
Can you email me your approval to use this quote along with your name, title, company and a url link to company?
lhandrick@fitsmallbusiness.com
Thank you!
-----------------------------Laura Handrick
United States of America
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 12:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
_
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Reply to Sender

We have a 90 day Introductory Period. Our handbook notes-"successful completion of introductory period does not alter the at will employment status." Honestly it's outdated, but our practice.
Really just impacts some of our benefits-cannot use PTO time within intro period, employee discount eligible after intro period, etc. We do have an informal review at 90 days as well as reevaluate
salary.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-20-2018 18:41
From: Laura Handrick
Subject: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
I'm working on an article for a business magazine and wanted to get HR insight (not just my own opinion), on what some of you are doing with probation periods. Would love your insight. What does
your org do?
-----------------------------Laura Handrick
United States of America
------------------------------

top
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Re: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 8:14 PM
Laura Handrick

Hi you,
I write for Fit Small Business: Get Your Business Into Shape!

preview

remove

Fit Small Business

Fit Small Business: Get Your Business
Into Shape!
Our mission is to provide small
business owners with the information
you need to succeed. Learn how to
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Reply to Sender

start, market, run, and grow your
business today!
View this on Fit Small Business >

-----------------------------Laura Handrick
United States of America
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
_
For what "business magazine" are you writing this article?
If you do a search on this board, you'll find a ton of really helpful posts about HR opinions on probationary periods.
In my opinion, probationary periods have gone the way of workman's compensation - out of date in our current world.
Many companies implement waiting periods for health insurance and/or the use of paid time off benefits. Many companies have introductory review periods for new employees at 30 or 90 days or 6
months. But the idea of a 90-day "probation period" where you can terminate any one for any reason without consequences is just rubbish. Laws like the ADA and Title VII don't have exceptions for
30, 60, or 90 day employees; they apply from day one.
Say you're running a company and you have two employees - Kelly and Sam. Kelly has been with the company for 32 days and Sam has been with the company for 325 days. Within a couple weeks
of one another, both Kelly and Sam come to you to reveal a cancer diagnosis that will keep them out of work for 6 weeks for surgery and then intermittently for 6 more weeks due to treatment. You
terminate Kelly under your "Probationary Period Policy" because Kelly is within the 90 day period and you feel your policy allows you to terminate Kelly for any reason during those 90 days. You
provide Sam with LOA paperwork and start to make plans to transition Sam's duties during Sam's leave.
In this scenario, Kelly may be protected by the ADA and due to not pursuing the interactive process with Kelly, you've put your company in the way of potential liability. It doesn't matter what your
policy says, it matters what the law says. Having policies that run counter to so many laws put companies at unnecessary risk of employment liability.
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 03-20-2018 18:41
From: Laura Handrick
Subject: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
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I'm working on an article for a business magazine and wanted to get HR insight (not just my own opinion), on what some of you are doing with probation periods. Would love your insight. What does
your org do?
-----------------------------Laura Handrick
United States of America
------------------------------
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Re: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 10:13 PM
Laura Handrick

Thanks Steven, I'm going to mention this in the article, although the piece will be targeted to small business private sector and start ups.
-----------------------------Laura Handrick
United States of America
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 13:38
From: Steven Meilleur
Subject: Probation Period - 30 - 60 - 90 days? Which does your company use and why?
Just to toss this out for consideration. A "probationary period" not only makes sense, but it is important if you're talking about a public sector employer.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
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Reply to Sender

top
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previous next
Re: Employee aggression /anger issues
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:17 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Discipline for his behavior. Terminate if it continues.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-20-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee aggression /anger issues
_
We have an employee with anger/aggression issues.
No one wants to be around him let alone work with him.
There was a incident a couple of weeks ago and I spoke with him with his manager present. He is in denial that he has any problems. I sent him home for the rest of the day, with pay and the EAP
information and suggested he contact them. He crumpled up the paper said he didn't need to talk to anyone.
Since his return he is the same and no change.
I need suggestions on what to do next.
Thanks
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previous next
Re: Employee aggression /anger issues
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 1:30 PM
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Reply to Sender

Mary Dillman
Totally agree with the advice to focus on the specific, observable behaviors/conduct that are unprofessional, disruptive and unacceptable. To your question about "what to do next?", IMO a lot
depends on the specific behaviors that you characterize as "anger and agression" - that encompasses a pretty broad spectrum. Another consideration is what if any coaching/counseling has this
employee received in the past regarding his conduct.
e.g., has the employee demonstrated, or threatened physically agressive behaviors - pushing, shoving, holding up a clenched fist at someone? Does the manager and HR believe that the employee's
conduct represents a real safety threat to the work environment? If so, then I think immediate termination is justified. If the "anger" behaviors are raising his voice and failure to solve differences of
opinion or disagreements in a constructive manner, then a written warning or final written warning may be the appropriate next step. If the anger behaviors involve swearing and/or other derogatory
remarks towards coworkers, then termination may be warranted.
Need more context to offer advice.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-20-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee aggression /anger issues
_
We have an employee with anger/aggression issues.
No one wants to be around him let alone work with him.
There was a incident a couple of weeks ago and I spoke with him with his manager present. He is in denial that he has any problems. I sent him home for the rest of the day, with pay and the EAP
information and suggested he contact them. He crumpled up the paper said he didn't need to talk to anyone.
Since his return he is the same and no change.
I need suggestions on what to do next.
Thanks
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previous next

376.

Re: ADA leave following C-Section
Reply to Group
Mar 23, 2018 12:00 PM
Anonymous

_

She will not have any other ADA disabilities once she delivers.
Anonymous, 03-20-2018 15:21

Seriously? Either you are (1) a male, or (2) you've never had a C-Section.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-20-2018 15:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: ADA leave following C-Section
_
I have an employee whose FMLA expired in the middle of March. We currently have accommodated her by allowing two weeks of extended leave under the ADA for her pregnancy related medical
conditions. She is scheduled to have a C-section towards the end of April. Can we separate her employment when she has her C-section? She has informed us she will need six-eight weeks of
extended leave to recover from her C-section. She will not have any other ADA disabilities once she delivers. I intend on consulting outside counsel but was hoping for some input before we retain.
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previous next
Re: Background Screening
Reply to Group
Mar 22, 2018 12:33 PM
Anonymous
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_
Awesome - thank you!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 15:29
From: Virginia Moore
Subject: Background Screening
Have used IntelliCorp successfully for several years, really like the way keep members up to date on the changing laws regarding background checks. This is also a female-owned business. You can
also choose different items from an a la carte menu, not just from a standard list as needs dictate.

-----------------------------Virginia Moore SHRM-SCP
Denver

top
378.

previous
Re: Verizon Wireless Discount
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 23, 2018 11:05 AM
Charlett Warren
I called them and our account was already set up for the discount. Unfortunately, nobody knew about this. I would just call and confirm, they also can tell you how the employees can set it up on their
bill. It was pretty easy.
-----------------------------Charlett Warren
HR/OD Manager
St Clair Technologies
Chandler AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-19-2018 12:54
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Verizon Wireless Discount
_
I've had a company wireless discount (8%) through my last few employers. Does anyone know the process for requesting one for current company? Do we need to order company phone from
Verizon or have some type of account with them?

You are subscribed to "General HR" as therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. To change your subscriptions, go to My Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to
Unsubscribe.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Society for Human Resource Management" <DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity.org>
Sat, 17 Feb 2018 10:35:07 -0700 (MST)
General HR Digest for Saturday February 17, 2018
<therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

General HR
Post New Message
Feb 16, 2018
started 14 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Maternity Leave
1. _ Hello, What do companies do if they are... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

FMLA Leave Wheel
2. _ Does anyone know where I can find one of... Anonymous
3. _ I have never heard of a leave wheel before Anonymous
4. _ I'm not sure what a leave wheel is, however... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Lauren Bauman (0 replies)

COLA -- Credible Source
5. Hi all! My company has started research on... Lauren Bauman
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

TO HR WITCH
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

_ HOLY SH!T HRW!! Your advice to the... Anonymous
_ I'm so confused... Anonymous
Who is the HR Witch? Did I miss something? -... Julie Waters
_ Disregard I found it? ? ? ? . Anonymous
_ The HRWitch is one of the most... Anonymous
I'll join in the applause and expression of deep... Mary Dillman
_ Post a link to the thread! Anonymous
_ I wish I worked with HR Witch. What an... Anonymous
Here it is: SHRM Thread - New Graduate with no... Mary Dillman
_ I'm a member of the HR Witch fan club too. ... Anonymous
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started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

W/C returned with restrictions
16. _ We have an employee who has been released... Anonymous
17. In many states, an employee needs to work appts... Colleen Martin
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

maternity leave
18. _ We have several employees that are pregnant... Anonymous
19. _ Do any state laws apply? Would you do... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Writing our FMLA policy
20. _ I am writing our FMLA policy and I... Anonymous
21. _ Well, the policy is law so there isn't very... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

EE knows we are disciplining her prior to meeting b/c of gossip
22.
23.
24.
25.

_ I have been working with managers for the... Anonymous
_ I'm not sure why you wouldn't move forward;... Anonymous
_ You move forward with the warning. A... Anonymous
Agree that you should proceed with having the... Mary Dillman
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Training during business hours
26. _ We just announced a new LMS and I'm... Anonymous
27. It's great that your company made the investment... Mary Dillman
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Defning a Diasbility
28. _ I've only been in HR for 5 years and I am... Anonymous
29. _ You can ask for more information sufficient... Anonymous
30. _ Do you remove the "in response to an... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Rachell Relyea (1 reply)

ThinkHR
31. Super random question - does anyone know how... Rachell Relyea
32. _ Have you called them to ask? Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Employee does not agree with doctor's note
33. _ We have an employee that told us she would... Anonymous
34. _ NO Anonymous
35. In these types of situations, we advise the... Renee Shiraishi
36. â€‹
YES you have to have to abide by the doctor's... Judith Dudley
37. _ Agree with previous posters - follow the... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Sarah Shea (0 replies)

Seeking feedback on ADP Workforce Now and Paycom
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38. We are at the end of an HRIS RFP process and... Sarah Shea
started 21 hours ago, Angela Jones (7 replies)

New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
39. I am looking for suggestions on how to break... Angela Jones
40. I would rely on the fact that you were in school... Betty Mullen
41. _ I agree with Betty. Being in school is a... Anonymous
42. _ Being in school is perfectly acceptable. ... Anonymous
43. _ I agree with Betty, too. But, I wouldn't... Anonymous
44. _ I would guess that it isn't your lack of... Anonymous
45. _ Betty gives good advice about saying that... Anonymous
46. _ OP, that is THEE best advice you are going... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Not passing phone call
47. _ Do you send candidates email follow ups if... Anonymous
48. _ â€‹
If you have spoken to them, I agree, they... Anonymous
49. _ Absolutely! We notify anyone we interview... Anonymous
50. _ Dear (Applicant Name): Thank... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Tina Romito (1 reply)

Internal Training Reimbursement
51. â€‹â€‹â€‹
Good Afternoon All, Can you have your... Tina Romito
52. _ No. The only thing for which we require... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Pay Secrecy
53. _ Is there a way to discourage pay... Anonymous
54. _ Pay is inherently a term and condition of... Anonymous
55. Pay 'em the same, equal pay for equal work. -... Ivette Dupuis
56. _ We have told employees that it is best to... Anonymous
57. One word: transparency. We have told... Ivette Dupuis
58. _ Pay 'em the same, equal pay for equal... Anonymous
59. I needed some jest today, though some days I... Ivette Dupuis
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
60. _ Due to a payroll error, a new hire's... Anonymous
61. _ I am assuming the employee authorized... Anonymous
62. _ You should deduct it. You can "be nice"... Anonymous
63. _ Next time, don't ask for permission. Just... Anonymous
64. _ Personally, I wouldn't ahve asked... Anonymous
65. If it's not a lot of money and my error, I'd let... Ivette Dupuis
66. A perfect reason to have new hires sign a wage... Judith Dudley
67. _ In what state? Anonymous
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started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

New to HR position
68. _ â€‹â€‹
Hello! I am new to the HR role. I am... Anonymous
69. _ Get rid of personnel concepts like now. ... Anonymous
70. _ â€‹
Thank you! Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

FMLA Eligible???
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

_ Good Afternoon All! Question - we have... Anonymous
_ Why wasn't FMLA designated when the person... Anonymous
_ I wasnt here at the time but apparently,... Anonymous
_ Paid time off is simply a mechanism of... Anonymous
_ but required even though they now havent... Anonymous
_ www.dol.gov/whd/fmla/fmla-faqs.htm < Anonymous
_ No you are correct the FMLA hours worked... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Robert Morlock (0 replies)

Abila HR Automation
78. We currently use Abila MIP for our fund... Robert Morlock
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Wellness Ideas
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

_ I am working on expanding our Wellness... Anonymous
_ I had a friend come in last year to teach... Anonymous
_ Crowd source ideas from your employees ... Anonymous
We had fruit delivered twice a week as part of... Lauren Keller
_ We are starting a Biggest Loser Challenge... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Field Service Technicians
84. _ We have Field Service employees who travel... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

Would you train this person on payroll?
85. _ I'm the HR Dept of One and I also run... Anonymous
86. _ No way. I also do payroll (even on... Anonymous
87. _ IMO, this is not a question for a bunch of... Anonymous
88. _ You state "she would like" you to train her... Anonymous
89. _ Who is the "she" that wants you to train... Anonymous
90. _ OP here. Yes, I know it is up to my boss... Anonymous
91. _ I hang out with people I work with and I... Anonymous
92. _ I do payroll and am friends with many co... Anonymous
93. _ If you have concerns, whether this board... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Affordable Intranet Options
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94. _ My company is looking at ways to increase... Anonymous
started yesterday, Patricia Haggerty (5 replies)

Retiring but stay on in some capacity
95. Be very careful about classifications, they can... Nichole Pierce
96. _ We had the same situation and we had an... Anonymous
97. _ When she's "assisting" she'd be an employee... Anonymous
98. _ â€‹
We do this a fair amount with experts in... Anonymous
99. _ We just had this happen this week. We kept... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (6 replies)

Personnel Files
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

_ â€‹
In Pennsylvania. Anonymous
_ My previous employer had a benefits folder... Anonymous
Really, only things that are needed to make... Robert Morlock
We use Bamboo. Thanks to the Upload and Notes... Samantha Wallace
â€‹ Jennifer Weber
started yesterday, Anonymous (15 replies)

Light Duty Offered - but declined
105. _ Returning to any form of duty (rather... Anonymous
106. _ The claim will NOT become more expensive... Anonymous
107. _ â€‹
You don't say whether this EE is back at... Anonymous
108. _ I did mean least. Thank you for the... Anonymous
109. _ OP Here - To clarify, yes, the EE is back... Anonymous
110. Did you speak to the employee or the manager as... Lindsey West
111. _ As an aside vent: I did just overhear... Anonymous
112. _ OP Here - Yes, meant is as another thing to... Anonymous
113. _ I understand that feeling. I came into the... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (9 replies)

Colleague Issues
114. I agree with conducting the follow-up via a... Mary Dillman
115. _ Getting a response from him via email is... Anonymous
started yesterday, Nancy Thomas (3 replies)

No Call No Show
116. â€‹
You could but I always tell my managers to try... Heather Hankins
117. _ Make sure your state does not have a NCNS... Anonymous
118. _ â€‹
Most companies have a policy in place. ... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (23 replies)

Friday Rant
119. â€‹
Greatest feeling in the world was when I hit... Albert Correa
120. â€‹
Should we look for you on the corner with a ... Michael Smith
121. _ â€‹
Should we look for you on the corner... Anonymous
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122.
123.
124.
125.

_ So I had an interview scheduled for a... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Greatest feeling in the world was... Anonymous
Recruiting occurs everywhere and anywhere, it... Monica Watt
Sad state of affairs any termination, and the... Monica Watt
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Collecting background forms at interview
126. _ If you are conducting more than one... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (6 replies)

VOE and LinkedIn?
127. _ My suggestion: update everything to the... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (6 replies)

Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
128. _ â€‹
Our Payroll office does all wage garnishments. Anonymous
129. _ Payroll Dept. should be responsible. Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (10 replies)

Employee Suicide Threat
130. _ I would contact the police and let them do... Anonymous
131. _ â€‹
i agree with the poster above Anonymous
132. I would add that your language "threatening... Brett Schager
133. First, if the person is an immediate danger to... Lindsey West
134. _ In my opinion, there are two distinct... Anonymous
135. _ Original ADA poster there-- Thank you... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Minnesota Family Leave Act
136. The Sick and Safe Leave law pertains to who an... Kayleigh Karppinen
137. _ And, again, there is NO MN law mandating... Anonymous
138. See attached. Ivette Dupuis
139. I see you wanted FML info. See attached. -... Ivette Dupuis
140. _ This is all very helpful. Thank you everyone! Anonymous
started yesterday, Bethany Schaefer (26 replies)

Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
141. Just curious, it seems like the majority here... Betty Mullen
142. _ â€‹
Typically, one doesn't list non... Anonymous
143. _ It's pretentious. People comparing it to... Anonymous
144. _ I do. I worked my butt of for those... Anonymous
145. _ â€‹
Mine are listed. Truly, I never thought... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (13 replies)

HR Disciplining an Exec?
146. _ To the poster above who believes some of... Anonymous
147. _ â€‹
Great suggestions by AJ. Let us know how... Anonymous
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148. â€‹
"UGH" to the responders who come off judgmental... Betty Mullen
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
149. _ Poster #3 here - not sure if your question... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (10 replies)

Exempted Offer Letter sent back
150. This is where the HUMAN in human resources comes... Roberta Weingarten
151. _ What would you respond? - any guess... Anonymous
152. _ OP here, A huge thanks to all you... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
153. _ Making the concerned suggestion an employee... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

HR Scams
154. Trust but verify. When I had an employee that... Sean Maguire
155. _ â€‹
Never put confidential information on a... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (1 reply)

PEO Advice
156. _ We just signed up with Justworks, and we... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

ACA reporting
157. See attached, just ignore specific software... Ivette Dupuis
158. One is due to a person getting married and not... Roberta Weingarten
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Discrimination or harassment?
159. _ Here's how this plays out: 1. Ex... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
160. If you're self funded it might be best to... Sean Maguire
started yesterday, Anonymous (14 replies)

Handicap Parking
161. _ I used to be a handicap parking judger... Anonymous
162. _ This is an excellent example of why we... Anonymous
started yesterday, Jennifer Donovan (8 replies)

Unemployment Insurance Fraud
163. _ Are you in Michigan? There is a... Anonymous
164. â€‹
I am in Michigan! Thank you so much for your... Jennifer Donovan
165. Yes, we had 2 in May 2017, wasn't much of a pain... Tara Hall
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

OSHA Complaint
166. â€‹
I would conduct a documented Workplace Safety... Michael Smith
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167. _ â€‹
I would conduct a documented... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (14 replies)

payroll vs HR
168. I would enter all the new hire and payroll... Sean Maguire
169. _ At one company, HR entered new hires,... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
170. _ "Delicately" handling this communication... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (19 replies)

Anyone else? (Rant)
171. _ One lady just told me it was unfair she... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
172. Of course you can do that, but be prepared for... Sean Maguire
173. _ I'm a bit confused. Are you eliminating... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Position Elimination
174. Give them a weeks' severance for each year of... Sean Maguire
175. _ Are you sure that eliminating this position... Anonymous
176. Good advice offered for creating a severance... Mary Dillman
started 3 days ago, Christie Roark (3 replies)

First time running background check for current employees
177. HIPAA is for health information. If you fully... Sean Maguire
started 7 days ago, Anonymous (14 replies)

Best day of the week to terminate someone
178. Yes, it was a long day for me. It was a Thursday... Sean Maguire
started 16 days ago, Mendy Kelley (6 replies)

Bamboo HR Software
179. BambooHR also has flat fee plans for 100+... Sean Maguire
180. _ Love, love love Bamboo HRIS! It's very... Anonymous
started 18 days ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Global Exit Interview Software
181. We've been using UltiPro for about 8 months Vikki Morris
started 21 days ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Lone HR Manager - Anyone Else?
182. Assume 30% turnover and plan accordingly. You... Sean Maguire
started one month ago, Anonymous (53 replies)

Why do people do this with loans...
183. I'm in the same unemployment boat at the moment,... Sean Maguire
184. _ They are broke. They don't have the 6... Anonymous
185. At my past employer, I found the "repeat... Betty Mullen
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186.
187.
188.
189.
190.

_ I never said what people do with... Anonymous
In my group plan the interest rate the employee... Daniel Loveridge
_ Our Controller used to be against all 401k... Anonymous
_ Everyone has their personal opinions about... Anonymous
_ This is OP - I didnt see all of the recent... Anonymous
started one month ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Vacation/PTO Tracking Software
191. We just migrated to UltiPro in July 2017 and use... Vikki Morris
started one month ago, Anonymous (23 replies)

Can you ask for proof of current salary?
192. What does your local labor market pay for... Sean Maguire
193. _ #8 - YES!!!â€‹Anonymous
started one month ago, Nicole Garcia (24 replies)

Masters Program for HR? Thoughts? (Career Development)
194. I have a BBA in Business Management and an M.S Sean Maguire
started one month ago, Anonymous (15 replies)

How Would you Handle - No Increase for HRM
195. She's the only one out of all managers that didn... Sean Maguire
started one month ago, Theresa Verstreater (4 replies)

James Damore Google lawsuit. Thoughts?
196. The screenshots from the suit made me cringe Sean Maguire
197. Taking the tactic that he was fired for having ... Betty Mullen

top
1.

next
Maternity Leave
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 9:31 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello,
What do companies do if they are not at the # for FMLA yet but they have a pregnant employee that does not have enough accrued PTO/STO and position is crucial to the practice and needs to be
filled but not by a temp employeeâ€‹
?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
2.

previous next
FMLA Leave Wheel
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 5:05 PM
Anonymous

_
Does anyone know where I can find one of those FMLA leave "wheels" that help you track how many weeks of leave an employee will be taking? I'm mentoring an entry level person in HR and
think a leave wheel will be easy for her to use. Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
3.

previous next
Re: FMLA Leave Wheel
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 5:08 PM
Anonymous

_
I have never heard of a leave wheel before. Fascinating. So I googled and got this...
http://fmla.laborlawyers.com/
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Leave Wheel
_
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Does anyone know where I can find one of those FMLA leave "wheels" that help you track how many weeks of leave an employee will be taking? I'm mentoring an entry level person in HR and
think a leave wheel will be easy for her to use. Thank you!

top
4.

previous next
Re: FMLA Leave Wheel
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 5:09 PM |
Anonymous

view attached

_
I'm not sure what a leave wheel is, however I've found this excel spreadsheet to be very helpful.
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Leave Wheel
_
Does anyone know where I can find one of those FMLA leave "wheels" that help you track how many weeks of leave an employee will be taking? I'm mentoring an entry level person in HR and
think a leave wheel will be easy for her to use. Thank you!

top
5.

previous next
COLA -- Credible Source
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:54 PM
Lauren Bauman
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Reply to Sender

Hi all! My company has started research on creating a compensation structure for our production non-exempt positions. On this grid we would like to annually post the COLA we have projected for
the year or following year (not sure how we will set it up), but we want this to be as accurate for our location/region as possible as we are located in a more rural city in MO rather than a larger one
such as St. Louis or Kansas City. Does anyone know of a few credible sources for finding such data? Thanks in advance.

-----------------------------Lauren Bauman
Human Resources Manager
Modern Litho Print Co.
Jefferson City MO
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
6.

previous next
TO HR WITCH
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:52 PM
Anonymous

_
HOLY SH!T HRW!!
Your advice to the poster trying to get into the field was so awesome. <<<< Standing applause from me with my jaw on the floor. >>>> That was the most incredibly inspiring and
awesome feedback EVER! That's what I call a swift kick in the right direction. Hats off to you, madam. You.are.the.HR Witch. {{mike drop}} I am privileged to be a fellow HR
practitioner of you.
Thanks again HR Witch for the reminder of why I love my field. And no need to call yourself an A$$h.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
7.

previous next
Re: TO HR WITCH
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 5:13 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm so confused...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: TO HR WITCH
_
HOLY SH!T HRW!!
Your advice to the poster trying to get into the field was so awesome. <<<< Standing applause from me with my jaw on the floor. >>>> That was the most incredibly inspiring and
awesome feedback EVER! That's what I call a swift kick in the right direction. Hats off to you, madam. You.are.the.HR Witch. {{mike drop}} I am privileged to be a fellow HR
practitioner of you.
Thanks again HR Witch for the reminder of why I love my field. And no need to call yourself an A$$h.

top
8.

previous next
Re: TO HR WITCH
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 5:19 PM
Julie Waters

Who is the HR Witch? Did I miss something?
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Reply to Sender

Julie Waters
Norwalk CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: TO HR WITCH
_
HOLY SH!T HRW!!
Your advice to the poster trying to get into the field was so awesome. <<<< Standing applause from me with my jaw on the floor. >>>> That was the most incredibly inspiring and
awesome feedback EVER! That's what I call a swift kick in the right direction. Hats off to you, madam. You.are.the.HR Witch. {{mike drop}} I am privileged to be a fellow HR
practitioner of you.
Thanks again HR Witch for the reminder of why I love my field. And no need to call yourself an A$$h.

top
9.

previous next
Re: TO HR WITCH
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 5:19 PM
Anonymous

_
Disregard I found it? ? ? ? .
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: TO HR WITCH
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_
HOLY SH!T HRW!!
Your advice to the poster trying to get into the field was so awesome. <<<< Standing applause from me with my jaw on the floor. >>>> That was the most incredibly inspiring and
awesome feedback EVER! That's what I call a swift kick in the right direction. Hats off to you, madam. You.are.the.HR Witch. {{mike drop}} I am privileged to be a fellow HR
practitioner of you.
Thanks again HR Witch for the reminder of why I love my field. And no need to call yourself an A$$h.

top
10.

previous next
Re: TO HR WITCH
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 5:28 PM
Anonymous

_
The HRWitch is one of the most knowledgeable and common sense posters on this board. Offers fantastic advice and insight.
Who is the HR Witch? Did I miss something?
Julie Waters, 02-16-2018 17:18

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 17:18
From: Julie Waters
Subject: TO HR WITCH
Who is the HR Witch? Did I miss something?
-----------------------------Julie Waters
Norwalk CA
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-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: TO HR WITCH
_
HOLY SH!T HRW!!
Your advice to the poster trying to get into the field was so awesome. <<<< Standing applause from me with my jaw on the floor. >>>> That was the most incredibly inspiring and
awesome feedback EVER! That's what I call a swift kick in the right direction. Hats off to you, madam. You.are.the.HR Witch. {{mike drop}} I am privileged to be a fellow HR
practitioner of you.
Thanks again HR Witch for the reminder of why I love my field. And no need to call yourself an A$$h.

top
11.

previous next
Re: TO HR WITCH
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 6:02 PM
Mary Dillman
I'll join in the applause and expression of deep respect for the HR Witch! Absolutely awesome knowledge, wisdom and generosity in sharing with others. The HR world is a better place due to her
presence and dedication.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: TO HR WITCH
_
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HOLY SH!T HRW!!
Your advice to the poster trying to get into the field was so awesome. <<<< Standing applause from me with my jaw on the floor. >>>> That was the most incredibly inspiring and
awesome feedback EVER! That's what I call a swift kick in the right direction. Hats off to you, madam. You.are.the.HR Witch. {{mike drop}} I am privileged to be a fellow HR
practitioner of you.
Thanks again HR Witch for the reminder of why I love my field. And no need to call yourself an A$$h.

top
12.

previous next
Re: TO HR WITCH
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 6:10 PM
Anonymous

_
Post a link to the thread!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: TO HR WITCH
_
HOLY SH!T HRW!!
Your advice to the poster trying to get into the field was so awesome. <<<< Standing applause from me with my jaw on the floor. >>>> That was the most incredibly inspiring and
awesome feedback EVER! That's what I call a swift kick in the right direction. Hats off to you, madam. You.are.the.HR Witch. {{mike drop}} I am privileged to be a fellow HR
practitioner of you.
Thanks again HR Witch for the reminder of why I love my field. And no need to call yourself an A$$h.
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top
13.

previous next
Re: TO HR WITCH
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 7:10 PM
Anonymous

_
I wish I worked with HR Witch. What an amazing mentor she would be! My fav poster on this board, not just for the consistent excellent advice but also the delivery.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: TO HR WITCH
_
HOLY SH!T HRW!!
Your advice to the poster trying to get into the field was so awesome. <<<< Standing applause from me with my jaw on the floor. >>>> That was the most incredibly inspiring and
awesome feedback EVER! That's what I call a swift kick in the right direction. Hats off to you, madam. You.are.the.HR Witch. {{mike drop}} I am privileged to be a fellow HR
practitioner of you.
Thanks again HR Witch for the reminder of why I love my field. And no need to call yourself an A$$h.

top
14.

previous next
Re: TO HR WITCH
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 8:25 PM
Mary Dillman

Here it is:
SHRM Thread - New Graduate with no experience
The HR Witch's reply is poster #7 in the thread.â€‹
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 18:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: TO HR WITCH
_
Post a link to the thread!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: TO HR WITCH
_
HOLY SH!T HRW!!
Your advice to the poster trying to get into the field was so awesome. <<<< Standing applause from me with my jaw on the floor. >>>> That was the most incredibly inspiring and
awesome feedback EVER! That's what I call a swift kick in the right direction. Hats off to you, madam. You.are.the.HR Witch. {{mike drop}} I am privileged to be a fellow HR
practitioner of you.
Thanks again HR Witch for the reminder of why I love my field. And no need to call yourself an A$$h.

top
15.

previous next
Re: TO HR WITCH
Reply to Group
Feb 17, 2018 9:26 AM
Anonymous

_
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I'm a member of the HR Witch fan club too. And I totally agree re the response on the post referenced earlier in this thread. Solid advice from HRW every single time.
Moon Willow.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: TO HR WITCH
_
HOLY SH!T HRW!!
Your advice to the poster trying to get into the field was so awesome. <<<< Standing applause from me with my jaw on the floor. >>>> That was the most incredibly inspiring and
awesome feedback EVER! That's what I call a swift kick in the right direction. Hats off to you, madam. You.are.the.HR Witch. {{mike drop}} I am privileged to be a fellow HR
practitioner of you.
Thanks again HR Witch for the reminder of why I love my field. And no need to call yourself an A$$h.

top
16.

previous next
W/C returned with restrictions
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:48 PM
Anonymous

_
We have an employee who has been released to work with restrictions. He has returned, but will take an entire day off for an appointment.
He has no PTO left.
Do you pay your employees for time off for work related injury appointments?
Thanks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
17.

previous next
Re: W/C returned with restrictions
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 17, 2018 8:22 AM
Colleen Martin
In many states, an employee needs to work appts around his job. I am really surprised and appt takes all day, ask your adjuster to find out what's going on
-----------------------------Colleen Martin, PHR, SHRM-CP, ARM
Houston, Texas
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: W/C returned with restrictions
_
We have an employee who has been released to work with restrictions. He has returned, but will take an entire day off for an appointment.
He has no PTO left.
Do you pay your employees for time off for work related injury appointments?
Thanks

top
18.

previous next
maternity leave
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:27 PM
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Anonymous
_
We have several employees that are pregnant and planning to go out on leave. We do not have enough employees to fulfill the FMLA criteria so what is our obligation? We are not able to keep their
position vacant or hire a temp for the duration of her absence, so can we say that she will be termed and if we have anything available in same or another location that we would rehire her back?
Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
19.

previous next
Re: maternity leave
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:37 PM
Anonymous

_
Do any state laws apply? Would you do the same for someone who was out on another type of medical leave? Are you only terminating new moms?
But realistically, how long are these employees planning on being out? Say 6-8 weeks, do you really want to terminate an employee who is fully trained and integrated into your culture? Do you
want the reputation of terminating new moms?
What sort of position?
I understand needing to keep the business running but hire a temp for the leaves and keep the employees if you can.
Assuming you have exhausted research onto any applicable law that applies to you and you are not discriminating against the employee, yes I guess you can terminate. But I don't know if this would
always be the best course of action.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: maternity leave
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_
We have several employees that are pregnant and planning to go out on leave. We do not have enough employees to fulfill the FMLA criteria so what is our obligation? We are not able to keep their
position vacant or hire a temp for the duration of her absence, so can we say that she will be termed and if we have anything available in same or another location that we would rehire her back?
Thank you.

top
20.

previous next
Writing our FMLA policy
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:24 PM
Anonymous

_
I am writing our FMLA policy and I basically feel I am cutting and pasting from the regulations. Did anyone else feel that way when writing their policy?
Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
21.

previous next
Re: Writing our FMLA policy
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:35 PM
Anonymous

_
Well, the policy is law so there isn't very much to write. You pretty much have to decide what calendar you will use and if you will require employees to use PTO when on FMLA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Writing our FMLA policy
_
I am writing our FMLA policy and I basically feel I am cutting and pasting from the regulations. Did anyone else feel that way when writing their policy?
Thanks.

top
22.

previous next
EE knows we are disciplining her prior to meeting b/c of gossip
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:02 PM
Anonymous

_
I have been working with managers for the last week creating a written warning for an employee. The written warning is in progress still today because the managers have not provided me with
concrete examples. Well, one of the managers has been subtly recruiting for the position and the employee overheard. The employee now thinks we are hiring for her position. What do I do now?
My instincts is to move forward with the written warning. What would you do regarding the employee and the manager with the loose lips?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: EE knows we are disciplining her prior to meeting b/c of gossip
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:06 PM
Anonymous

_
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I'm not sure why you wouldn't move forward; has something changed with why this warning is being issued? If not, it should be issued. I would also note, it shouldn't take a week to get a written
warning together. The length of time contributed to the employee finding out about it prior, but on the other hand, who cares if she knows prior? Again, doesn't change the circumstances of why it is
being issued.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: EE knows we are disciplining her prior to meeting b/c of gossip
_
I have been working with managers for the last week creating a written warning for an employee. The written warning is in progress still today because the managers have not provided me with
concrete examples. Well, one of the managers has been subtly recruiting for the position and the employee overheard. The employee now thinks we are hiring for her position. What do I do now?
My instincts is to move forward with the written warning. What would you do regarding the employee and the manager with the loose lips?

top
24.

previous next
Re: EE knows we are disciplining her prior to meeting b/c of gossip
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:27 PM
Anonymous

_
You move forward with the warning. A written warning should not come as a surprise to an employee as they should have been getting feedback from their manager all along. If the circumstances
were egregious enough to go straight to a written warning you certainly should not need a week to get the warning completed and delivered.
As far as the manager, I would say this should constitute at the very least a verbal, potential written warning. It would make me wonder how many other things they cannot keep to themselves.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: EE knows we are disciplining her prior to meeting b/c of gossip
_
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I have been working with managers for the last week creating a written warning for an employee. The written warning is in progress still today because the managers have not provided me with
concrete examples. Well, one of the managers has been subtly recruiting for the position and the employee overheard. The employee now thinks we are hiring for her position. What do I do now?
My instincts is to move forward with the written warning. What would you do regarding the employee and the manager with the loose lips?

top
25.

previous next
Re: EE knows we are disciplining her prior to meeting b/c of gossip
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 17, 2018 8:57 AM
Mary Dillman
Agree that you should proceed with having the employee's manager issue the written warning as soon as it is ready. I also agree with a verbal counseling/warning to the manager who triggered the
gossip by starting to recruit for a replacement. Most importantly, I think there is a need in your organization for training/coaching for the managers in effectively addressing professional conduct and
policy violations and under-performing employees; e.g., initiating counseling/coaching dialogues in a timely manner, providing feedback with specific examples and clear expectations for
improvement, executing your company's processes for progressive discipline and/or PIPs. Good luck!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: EE knows we are disciplining her prior to meeting b/c of gossip
_
I have been working with managers for the last week creating a written warning for an employee. The written warning is in progress still today because the managers have not provided me with
concrete examples. Well, one of the managers has been subtly recruiting for the position and the employee overheard. The employee now thinks we are hiring for her position. What do I do now?
My instincts is to move forward with the written warning. What would you do regarding the employee and the manager with the loose lips?

top
26.

previous next
Training during business hours
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:54 PM
Anonymous
_
We just announced a new LMS and I'm encouraging everyone to take online classes. I really didnt give much thought as to WHEN people should take the classes, but some managers are coming back
to me saying that I need to put a cap on the number of hours that can be spent during a week doing online training, because some people would do it all day to avoid doing their jobs. (siiiiigh.) Do
you have parameters around use of your online training? Can someone give me any guidelines or examples of yours?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
27.

previous next
Re: Training during business hours
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 17, 2018 9:15 AM
Mary Dillman
It's great that your company made the investment in an LMS to provide easy access to training for the employees. It's not clear from your post - was the management team engaged/consulted in the
rollout of the LMS? In my experience, effective use of training resources must start with the manager and the employee defining areas for skill/knowledge development to either strengthen current
job performance or develop new skills as part of longer-range professional growth/career plans. Such planning should also identify scheduling time for the employee to take training while still
meeting daily/weekly productivity goals and business operations needs.
To answer your question about caps or parameters on time spent taking training, my former employers sometimes had an informal target of training time provided per employee per year, but there
was general agreement that each manager had discretion to define a more specific training time goal for each employee based on business needs and the employee's developmental needs. It was also
generally understood that training time requirements would be spread out over the year to minimize negative impact to normal business operations and the employee's job responsibilities.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Training during business hours
_
We just announced a new LMS and I'm encouraging everyone to take online classes. I really didnt give much thought as to WHEN people should take the classes, but some managers are coming back
to me saying that I need to put a cap on the number of hours that can be spent during a week doing online training, because some people would do it all day to avoid doing their jobs. (siiiiigh.) Do
you have parameters around use of your online training? Can someone give me any guidelines or examples of yours?

top
28.

previous next
Defning a Diasbility
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:46 PM
Anonymous

_
I've only been in HR for 5 years and I am stuck.
I have received FMLA paperwork from an employee who suffers from migraines. He doesn't qualify for FMLA, but we're applying the ADA. His paperwork doesn't give any details about the
episodes other than he will need to be out. Can we ask for more medical documentation defining if it is a disability? Or should I just assume it is? Or should I just ask the employee?
Any help is appreciated. Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Defning a Diasbility
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:51 PM
Anonymous

_
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You can ask for more information sufficient to help you make a decision about and manage the accommodation. Go to the Job Accommodation Network and run a search for its Medical Inquiry
Form. I think it's part of a larger guide about the Interactive Process. That's the form we use.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Defning a Diasbility
_
I've only been in HR for 5 years and I am stuck.
I have received FMLA paperwork from an employee who suffers from migraines. He doesn't qualify for FMLA, but we're applying the ADA. His paperwork doesn't give any details about the
episodes other than he will need to be out. Can we ask for more medical documentation defining if it is a disability? Or should I just assume it is? Or should I just ask the employee?
Any help is appreciated. Thank you!

top
30.

previous next
Re: Defning a Diasbility
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:42 PM
Anonymous

_
Do you remove the "in response to an accommodation request" off the title?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Defning a Diasbility
_
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You can ask for more information sufficient to help you make a decision about and manage the accommodation. Go to the Job Accommodation Network and run a search for its Medical Inquiry
Form. I think it's part of a larger guide about the Interactive Process. That's the form we use.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Defning a Diasbility
_
I've only been in HR for 5 years and I am stuck.
I have received FMLA paperwork from an employee who suffers from migraines. He doesn't qualify for FMLA, but we're applying the ADA. His paperwork doesn't give any details about the
episodes other than he will need to be out. Can we ask for more medical documentation defining if it is a disability? Or should I just assume it is? Or should I just ask the employee?
Any help is appreciated. Thank you!

top
31.

previous next
ThinkHR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 3:35 PM
Rachell Relyea
Super random question - does anyone know how many HR Professionals are on the advising staff at ThinkHR? My boss asked me this morning and that type of info isn't listed on their site.
Thanks!

-----------------------------Rachell Relyea SHRM-CP
Landmark Benefits
Manchester
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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32.

previous next
Re: ThinkHR
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Have you called them to ask?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:34
From: Rachell Relyea
Subject: ThinkHR

Super random question - does anyone know how many HR Professionals are on the advising staff at ThinkHR? My boss asked me this morning and that type of info isn't listed on their site.
Thanks!

-----------------------------Rachell Relyea SHRM-CP
Landmark Benefits
Manchester
------------------------------

top
33.

previous next
Employee does not agree with doctor's note
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 3:01 PM
Anonymous
_
We have an employee that told us she would need a medical leave for two weeks. When she provided the doctor's note, the doctor said she may return to work in approximately six weeks, however
the employee only wants to take two weeks off. Do we have to abide by the doctor's instructions or can we allow the employee back to work after two weeks?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
34.

previous next
Re: Employee does not agree with doctor's note
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:03 PM
Anonymous

_
NO!!!!. The worker is not a medical professional or qualified to override their decision. What happens when he/she returns to work early and gets re-injured, sick, etc. and now that liability falls back
on the employer? No one returns without a doctor's release specifying restrictions, if any.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee does not agree with doctor's note
_
We have an employee that told us she would need a medical leave for two weeks. When she provided the doctor's note, the doctor said she may return to work in approximately six weeks, however
the employee only wants to take two weeks off. Do we have to abide by the doctor's instructions or can we allow the employee back to work after two weeks?

top
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previous next

35.

Re: Employee does not agree with doctor's note
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 3:06 PM
Renee Shiraishi
In these types of situations, we advise the employee that she cannot return to work unless she gets an updated note that indicates she is able to return to work. We do not allow employees to work if
we have medical documentation indicating that they are unable to work. If she didn't agree with the doctor's note, she should have discussed it with the doctor before submitting it to the company.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee does not agree with doctor's note
_
We have an employee that told us she would need a medical leave for two weeks. When she provided the doctor's note, the doctor said she may return to work in approximately six weeks, however
the employee only wants to take two weeks off. Do we have to abide by the doctor's instructions or can we allow the employee back to work after two weeks?

top
36.

previous next
Re: Employee does not agree with doctor's note
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:10 PM
Judith Dudley

â€‹
YES you have to have to abide by the doctor's instructions!
-----------------------------Judith Dudley, SHRM-CP
Director of Human Resources
Austin, TX
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee does not agree with doctor's note
_
We have an employee that told us she would need a medical leave for two weeks. When she provided the doctor's note, the doctor said she may return to work in approximately six weeks, however
the employee only wants to take two weeks off. Do we have to abide by the doctor's instructions or can we allow the employee back to work after two weeks?

top
37.

previous next
Re: Employee does not agree with doctor's note
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Agree with previous posters - follow the doctor's recommendation. You may want to provide the doctor with a job description so he/she can consider the duties when determining their ability to
return to work. We don't know what employees tell their doctor's about their job duties. BnK
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee does not agree with doctor's note
_
We have an employee that told us she would need a medical leave for two weeks. When she provided the doctor's note, the doctor said she may return to work in approximately six weeks, however
the employee only wants to take two weeks off. Do we have to abide by the doctor's instructions or can we allow the employee back to work after two weeks?
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top
38.

previous next
Seeking feedback on ADP Workforce Now and Paycom
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 3:00 PM
Sarah Shea
We are at the end of an HRIS RFP process and looking to get candid feedback on
ADP Workforce Now and Paycom.
If you are a user of either system or have recently made a move, we would love to get your insight on the following:
1. How was implementation experience?
2. How has your customer support and service experience been?
3. Does the system meet your needs (likes/dislikes)?
Feel free to email me directly at sshea@tasus.com if you don't feel comfortable sharing your opinion publicly. Any input would be much appreciated!

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 2:38 PM
Angela Jones
I am looking for suggestions on how to break into human resources as well as how to discuss a large employment gap with a prospective employer. I worked previously as a registered nurse and after
my mandatory flu vaccine was left disabled for years (and continue to have a few minor issues as a result). I didn't want to sit idle at home, so I attended college online and finished both my
bachelors in nursing then my masters in human resource management (even finished with a 4.0 GPA). I feel that I am finally ready to re-enter the workforce. I have already started applying for some
jobs in an HR assistant role, but I have to be careful because I can't really afford to accept a job that pays less than my disability (I have a family to support). I do start the ticket to work program
through SSA early next month and hope that will help. I haven't worked in just over 6 years and that was as an RN. HR in a medical setting is not for me for personal reasons, though I would
consider supportive care HR roles. It seems there isn't such a thing as an HR extern position anywhere... at least in Indiana, and I no longer qualify for an internship (though a paid internship would
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be ideal). I simply just don't have the experience companies are looking for. Besides trying to find a job, there is the issue of handling conversations regarding my shift in interest and employment
gap. Many of the questions asked really relate back to my disability. How do I address this in phone and personal interviews? I had one phone interview so far and decided to be honest. I haven't
heard back. I'm not saying it is due to this, but it must have put up some flags, I'm sure. Any advice is welcome, thank you.
-----------------------------Angela Jones, aPHR, RN
Greenwood, IN
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 2:45 PM
Betty Mullen
I would rely on the fact that you were in school at that time. For most employers that's a legitimate reason to have been out of the work force. Just say "my financial situation made it possible for me
to focus on schooling without needing to work during that time". If they want to know why it extended past 2 years or 4 years, explain that you completed two different programs in that time (BA
and MA). I know if I had a candidate who had take years off work to focus on school, I would find that completely acceptable.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:37
From: Angela Jones
Subject: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
I am looking for suggestions on how to break into human resources as well as how to discuss a large employment gap with a prospective employer. I worked previously as a registered nurse and after
my mandatory flu vaccine was left disabled for years (and continue to have a few minor issues as a result). I didn't want to sit idle at home, so I attended college online and finished both my
bachelors in nursing then my masters in human resource management (even finished with a 4.0 GPA). I feel that I am finally ready to re-enter the workforce. I have already started applying for some
jobs in an HR assistant role, but I have to be careful because I can't really afford to accept a job that pays less than my disability (I have a family to support). I do start the ticket to work program
through SSA early next month and hope that will help. I haven't worked in just over 6 years and that was as an RN. HR in a medical setting is not for me for personal reasons, though I would
consider supportive care HR roles. It seems there isn't such a thing as an HR extern position anywhere... at least in Indiana, and I no longer qualify for an internship (though a paid internship would
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be ideal). I simply just don't have the experience companies are looking for. Besides trying to find a job, there is the issue of handling conversations regarding my shift in interest and employment
gap. Many of the questions asked really relate back to my disability. How do I address this in phone and personal interviews? I had one phone interview so far and decided to be honest. I haven't
heard back. I'm not saying it is due to this, but it must have put up some flags, I'm sure. Any advice is welcome, thank you.
-----------------------------Angela Jones, aPHR, RN
Greenwood, IN
------------------------------

top
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Re: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:30 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with Betty. Being in school is a perfectly acceptable reason for being out of work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:45
From: Betty Mullen
Subject: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
I would rely on the fact that you were in school at that time. For most employers that's a legitimate reason to have been out of the work force. Just say "my financial situation made it possible for me
to focus on schooling without needing to work during that time". If they want to know why it extended past 2 years or 4 years, explain that you completed two different programs in that time (BA
and MA). I know if I had a candidate who had take years off work to focus on school, I would find that completely acceptable.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:37
From: Angela Jones
Subject: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
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I am looking for suggestions on how to break into human resources as well as how to discuss a large employment gap with a prospective employer. I worked previously as a registered nurse and after
my mandatory flu vaccine was left disabled for years (and continue to have a few minor issues as a result). I didn't want to sit idle at home, so I attended college online and finished both my
bachelors in nursing then my masters in human resource management (even finished with a 4.0 GPA). I feel that I am finally ready to re-enter the workforce. I have already started applying for some
jobs in an HR assistant role, but I have to be careful because I can't really afford to accept a job that pays less than my disability (I have a family to support). I do start the ticket to work program
through SSA early next month and hope that will help. I haven't worked in just over 6 years and that was as an RN. HR in a medical setting is not for me for personal reasons, though I would
consider supportive care HR roles. It seems there isn't such a thing as an HR extern position anywhere... at least in Indiana, and I no longer qualify for an internship (though a paid internship would
be ideal). I simply just don't have the experience companies are looking for. Besides trying to find a job, there is the issue of handling conversations regarding my shift in interest and employment
gap. Many of the questions asked really relate back to my disability. How do I address this in phone and personal interviews? I had one phone interview so far and decided to be honest. I haven't
heard back. I'm not saying it is due to this, but it must have put up some flags, I'm sure. Any advice is welcome, thank you.
-----------------------------Angela Jones, aPHR, RN
Greenwood, IN
------------------------------
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Re: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:40 PM
Anonymous

_
Being in school is perfectly acceptable.
If I were reviewing your resume and I saw a gap in employment but saw that dates you were in school were on your resume, I would not be concerned.
And it would probably would not even concern me to see a gap even if school were not listed. Everyone has reasons.
When employers ask why you left your last job what do you say? What about why you finished your BRN and also your HRM? What do you say when you say you left nursing? And how did you
become interested in HR? I would find something HR related in your last job that sparked your interest to pursue HR as a profession.
I would not even mention your disability.
Have you checked out temp agencies or recruiters? I understand that you don't want to work in the medical field but perhaps medical related temp agencies can assist in HR in supportive facilities.
Good luck to you.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:37
From: Angela Jones
Subject: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
I am looking for suggestions on how to break into human resources as well as how to discuss a large employment gap with a prospective employer. I worked previously as a registered nurse and after
my mandatory flu vaccine was left disabled for years (and continue to have a few minor issues as a result). I didn't want to sit idle at home, so I attended college online and finished both my
bachelors in nursing then my masters in human resource management (even finished with a 4.0 GPA). I feel that I am finally ready to re-enter the workforce. I have already started applying for some
jobs in an HR assistant role, but I have to be careful because I can't really afford to accept a job that pays less than my disability (I have a family to support). I do start the ticket to work program
through SSA early next month and hope that will help. I haven't worked in just over 6 years and that was as an RN. HR in a medical setting is not for me for personal reasons, though I would
consider supportive care HR roles. It seems there isn't such a thing as an HR extern position anywhere... at least in Indiana, and I no longer qualify for an internship (though a paid internship would
be ideal). I simply just don't have the experience companies are looking for. Besides trying to find a job, there is the issue of handling conversations regarding my shift in interest and employment
gap. Many of the questions asked really relate back to my disability. How do I address this in phone and personal interviews? I had one phone interview so far and decided to be honest. I haven't
heard back. I'm not saying it is due to this, but it must have put up some flags, I'm sure. Any advice is welcome, thank you.
-----------------------------Angela Jones, aPHR, RN
Greenwood, IN
------------------------------

top
43.

previous next
Re: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:06 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with Betty, too. But, I wouldn't say financial situation. That's none of their business and don't offer any information you don't need to. People draw conclusions, fact of life. Just say " I was
able to focus on school during that time". Truthful and to the point. Shows your ability to start and finish programs on your own. And education is valuable. You sound marketable. I know it's
hard, but don't let your disability trip you up or sell yourself short. A BS and a MS are no small feat. You're capable of anything. Good luck!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:37
From: Angela Jones
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Subject: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
I am looking for suggestions on how to break into human resources as well as how to discuss a large employment gap with a prospective employer. I worked previously as a registered nurse and after
my mandatory flu vaccine was left disabled for years (and continue to have a few minor issues as a result). I didn't want to sit idle at home, so I attended college online and finished both my
bachelors in nursing then my masters in human resource management (even finished with a 4.0 GPA). I feel that I am finally ready to re-enter the workforce. I have already started applying for some
jobs in an HR assistant role, but I have to be careful because I can't really afford to accept a job that pays less than my disability (I have a family to support). I do start the ticket to work program
through SSA early next month and hope that will help. I haven't worked in just over 6 years and that was as an RN. HR in a medical setting is not for me for personal reasons, though I would
consider supportive care HR roles. It seems there isn't such a thing as an HR extern position anywhere... at least in Indiana, and I no longer qualify for an internship (though a paid internship would
be ideal). I simply just don't have the experience companies are looking for. Besides trying to find a job, there is the issue of handling conversations regarding my shift in interest and employment
gap. Many of the questions asked really relate back to my disability. How do I address this in phone and personal interviews? I had one phone interview so far and decided to be honest. I haven't
heard back. I'm not saying it is due to this, but it must have put up some flags, I'm sure. Any advice is welcome, thank you.
-----------------------------Angela Jones, aPHR, RN
Greenwood, IN
------------------------------

top
44.

previous next
Re: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:20 PM
Anonymous

_
I would guess that it isn't your lack of experience that companies see but that you have advanced degrees and are applying to entry level jobs and they may think they can't afford you. You might
have better luck applying to generalist positions. I do know there is an HR specific recruiting agency in Indy (check Indeed). Apply to one of their generalist positions, I would think they would pull
you in for an interview and be able to assist with a placement.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:37
From: Angela Jones
Subject: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
I am looking for suggestions on how to break into human resources as well as how to discuss a large employment gap with a prospective employer. I worked previously as a registered nurse and after
my mandatory flu vaccine was left disabled for years (and continue to have a few minor issues as a result). I didn't want to sit idle at home, so I attended college online and finished both my
bachelors in nursing then my masters in human resource management (even finished with a 4.0 GPA). I feel that I am finally ready to re-enter the workforce. I have already started applying for some
jobs in an HR assistant role, but I have to be careful because I can't really afford to accept a job that pays less than my disability (I have a family to support). I do start the ticket to work program
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through SSA early next month and hope that will help. I haven't worked in just over 6 years and that was as an RN. HR in a medical setting is not for me for personal reasons, though I would
consider supportive care HR roles. It seems there isn't such a thing as an HR extern position anywhere... at least in Indiana, and I no longer qualify for an internship (though a paid internship would
be ideal). I simply just don't have the experience companies are looking for. Besides trying to find a job, there is the issue of handling conversations regarding my shift in interest and employment
gap. Many of the questions asked really relate back to my disability. How do I address this in phone and personal interviews? I had one phone interview so far and decided to be honest. I haven't
heard back. I'm not saying it is due to this, but it must have put up some flags, I'm sure. Any advice is welcome, thank you.
-----------------------------Angela Jones, aPHR, RN
Greenwood, IN
------------------------------

top
45.

previous next
Re: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Betty gives good advice about saying that you were in school.
Now because I can't get through a week without being an asshole, I'm going to give you some tough love.
You have a very compelling personal story. I applaud you for making something out of a terrible situation. However, as a potential employer, I don't want compelling. I want someone who wants to
do the job I have open and can do a good job at it. Looking at your profile on this site, if this is how you are marketing yourself as a candidate then you are getting too personal too quickly.
"I am a masters of science in human resource management student at Franklin University. I am a registered nurse seeking a career change and am looking for opportunities to develop my knowledge
and skills in human resources prior to completion of my degree program. I have recently become involved in my local Indy SHRM organization and The Association of Professional Women. I have a
strong desire to help others and though I do not volunteer for any one specific organization I try to help those I meet throughout my daily life, whether it is a family needing food, an elderly individual
who needs assistance, or someone needing transportation. I'm a firm believer in that you get out what you put in. I will be looking for employment in HR when I complete my degree program in
December 2017.
My personal interests are in holistic health and promoting health through an organic and non-GMO diet. I promote awareness on the dangers of vaccines and dental amalgams. My goal is to work for
an industry that I can feel confident in. I'm passionate about helping people... I mean, really helping people."
Some things I'd consider here:
Remove "though I do not volunteer..." - don't imbed negatives unless it is necessary. You are getting your point across by saying that you seek to help those you meet in your daily life
Make your summary a bit more succinct. You can say that you are a Masters degree student seeking employment prior to completing your program in December 2017 - that can combine your
first two sentences and last sentence
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Add something about your areas of interest in HR or why you became interested in HR
Remove the 2nd paragraph. You are hitting on political topics - namely the anti-vax movement - and you can alienate people before you even have a chance to interview
Don't go into HR because you are passionate about helping people, "really helping people". Sometimes in HR, you have to lay people off and tell them that their one source of income is going
away. Your final statement would make me question your ability to do the tough part of HR (this goes along with removing the 2nd paragraph)
Your elevator speech should be about what you can give to the organization, not about you personally. Highlight how your skills as an RN can transfer to an HR position. Highlight your
determination to make a career change. Show a company what you can bring to them. Once you have a job, then the personal stuff will inevitably come out.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:37
From: Angela Jones
Subject: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
I am looking for suggestions on how to break into human resources as well as how to discuss a large employment gap with a prospective employer. I worked previously as a registered nurse and after
my mandatory flu vaccine was left disabled for years (and continue to have a few minor issues as a result). I didn't want to sit idle at home, so I attended college online and finished both my
bachelors in nursing then my masters in human resource management (even finished with a 4.0 GPA). I feel that I am finally ready to re-enter the workforce. I have already started applying for some
jobs in an HR assistant role, but I have to be careful because I can't really afford to accept a job that pays less than my disability (I have a family to support). I do start the ticket to work program
through SSA early next month and hope that will help. I haven't worked in just over 6 years and that was as an RN. HR in a medical setting is not for me for personal reasons, though I would
consider supportive care HR roles. It seems there isn't such a thing as an HR extern position anywhere... at least in Indiana, and I no longer qualify for an internship (though a paid internship would
be ideal). I simply just don't have the experience companies are looking for. Besides trying to find a job, there is the issue of handling conversations regarding my shift in interest and employment
gap. Many of the questions asked really relate back to my disability. How do I address this in phone and personal interviews? I had one phone interview so far and decided to be honest. I haven't
heard back. I'm not saying it is due to this, but it must have put up some flags, I'm sure. Any advice is welcome, thank you.
-----------------------------Angela Jones, aPHR, RN
Greenwood, IN
------------------------------

top
46.

previous next
Re: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:51 PM
Anonymous

_
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OP, that is THEE best advice you are going to get... and you got it for FREE! Take that, put it into action, and don't forget to thank HR Witch when you land a job.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:37
From: Angela Jones
Subject: New graduate with no experience and huge employment gap
I am looking for suggestions on how to break into human resources as well as how to discuss a large employment gap with a prospective employer. I worked previously as a registered nurse and after
my mandatory flu vaccine was left disabled for years (and continue to have a few minor issues as a result). I didn't want to sit idle at home, so I attended college online and finished both my
bachelors in nursing then my masters in human resource management (even finished with a 4.0 GPA). I feel that I am finally ready to re-enter the workforce. I have already started applying for some
jobs in an HR assistant role, but I have to be careful because I can't really afford to accept a job that pays less than my disability (I have a family to support). I do start the ticket to work program
through SSA early next month and hope that will help. I haven't worked in just over 6 years and that was as an RN. HR in a medical setting is not for me for personal reasons, though I would
consider supportive care HR roles. It seems there isn't such a thing as an HR extern position anywhere... at least in Indiana, and I no longer qualify for an internship (though a paid internship would
be ideal). I simply just don't have the experience companies are looking for. Besides trying to find a job, there is the issue of handling conversations regarding my shift in interest and employment
gap. Many of the questions asked really relate back to my disability. How do I address this in phone and personal interviews? I had one phone interview so far and decided to be honest. I haven't
heard back. I'm not saying it is due to this, but it must have put up some flags, I'm sure. Any advice is welcome, thank you.
-----------------------------Angela Jones, aPHR, RN
Greenwood, IN
------------------------------

top
47.

previous next
Not passing phone call
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Do you send candidates email follow ups if they didn't pass the initial phone screen?
If you do, do you mind sharing your verbiage? I can't think of a way to make it sound nice. Currently we only have verbiage for in-person interviews. Is it too much to reach out and say they didn't
pass ? I just think it would be nice to give them an update.
Thoughts?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
48.

previous next
Re: Not passing phone call
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:32 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
If you have spoken to them, I agree, they deserve an update. You can probably tweak your language for an in-person rejection, but I would use the standard "going in another direction" type
language. Thanking for their time and interest, or as one of my former co-workers used to call it TBNT notices. (Thanks but no thanks)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not passing phone call
_
Do you send candidates email follow ups if they didn't pass the initial phone screen?
If you do, do you mind sharing your verbiage? I can't think of a way to make it sound nice. Currently we only have verbiage for in-person interviews. Is it too much to reach out and say they didn't
pass ? I just think it would be nice to give them an update.
Thoughts?

top
49.

previous next
Re: Not passing phone call
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:30 PM
Anonymous
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_
Absolutely! We notify anyone we interview if we're not moving forward with them (phone or in-person).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not passing phone call
_
Do you send candidates email follow ups if they didn't pass the initial phone screen?
If you do, do you mind sharing your verbiage? I can't think of a way to make it sound nice. Currently we only have verbiage for in-person interviews. Is it too much to reach out and say they didn't
pass ? I just think it would be nice to give them an update.
Thoughts?

top
50.

previous next
Re: Not passing phone call
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:21 PM
Anonymous

_

Dear (Applicant Name):
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me about your interest in the position with Company Name. We have had a great response for this position and have chosen other candidates that more
closely meet the meet the qualified requirements to move forward to the next interview process.
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We wish you success with your job search and in the future. Thank you for your interest in our organization.
Regards,
Name
HR Director for the Employee Selection Team
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not passing phone call
_
Absolutely! We notify anyone we interview if we're not moving forward with them (phone or in-person).
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not passing phone call
_
Do you send candidates email follow ups if they didn't pass the initial phone screen?
If you do, do you mind sharing your verbiage? I can't think of a way to make it sound nice. Currently we only have verbiage for in-person interviews. Is it too much to reach out and say they didn't
pass ? I just think it would be nice to give them an update.
Thoughts?

top
51.

previous next
Internal Training Reimbursement
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:09 PM
Tina Romito

â€‹â€‹â€‹
Good Afternoon All,
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Reply to Sender

Can you have your employees sign a form stating that if they leave the company within a certain amount of time after a training class, they will have to reimburse the company for that class? These
classes are continuing education classes and are needed for your license.
-----------------------------Tina Romito
Cleveland
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
52.

previous next
Re: Internal Training Reimbursement
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:32 PM
Anonymous

_
No.
The only thing for which we require a repayment agreement is tuition reimbursement (we offer reimbursement up to $10k per year).
Obviously, I don't know the dollar value of these internal training courses you are offering, but I'm assuming that providing them to employees provides some value to your company and could also
be considered a cost of doing business.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:09
From: Tina Romito
Subject: Internal Training Reimbursement
â€‹â€‹â€‹
Good Afternoon All,
Can you have your employees sign a form stating that if they leave the company within a certain amount of time after a training class, they will have to reimburse the company for that class? These
classes are continuing education classes and are needed for your license.
-----------------------------Tina Romito
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Cleveland
------------------------------

top
53.

previous next
Pay Secrecy
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:04 PM
Anonymous

_
Is there a way to discourage pay discussions among employees without violating NLRB?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
54.

previous next
Re: Pay Secrecy
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:08 PM
Anonymous

_
Pay is inherently a term and condition of work. NLRA protects workers rights t discuss the terms and conditions of they employment. You see where I am going...
In short, No!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay Secrecy
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_
Is there a way to discourage pay discussions among employees without violating NLRB?

top
55.

previous next
Re: Pay Secrecy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 2:11 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Pay 'em the same, equal pay for equal work.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay Secrecy
_
Is there a way to discourage pay discussions among employees without violating NLRB?

top
56.

previous next
Re: Pay Secrecy
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:17 PM
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Anonymous
_
We have told employees that it is best to get salary information about their job straight from their department head who has control over their pay. There are many factors that go into deciding
salary/wages and getting information from another employee could be inflated or inaccurate.
We don't say they can't talk to other employees, we just make sure they know the risk of coming to their manager making request based off of inaccurate information.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay Secrecy
_
Is there a way to discourage pay discussions among employees without violating NLRB?

top
57.

previous next
Re: Pay Secrecy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 2:19 PM
Ivette Dupuis
One word: transparency.

We have told employees that it is best to get salary information about their job straight from their department head who has control over their pay. There are many factors that go into
deciding salary/wages and getting information from another employee could be inflated or inaccurate.
We don't say they can't talk to other employees, we just make sure they know the risk of coming to their manager making request based off of inaccurate information.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 14:17
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay Secrecy
_
We have told employees that it is best to get salary information about their job straight from their department head who has control over their pay. There are many factors that go into deciding
salary/wages and getting information from another employee could be inflated or inaccurate.
We don't say they can't talk to other employees, we just make sure they know the risk of coming to their manager making request based off of inaccurate information.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay Secrecy
_
Is there a way to discourage pay discussions among employees without violating NLRB?

top
58.

previous next
Re: Pay Secrecy
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:22 PM
Anonymous

_
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Pay 'em the same, equal pay for equal work.
Ivette Dupuis, 02-16-2018 14:10

But to borrow a quote "some pigs are more equal". That was in jest.
Paying everyone fairly is better than hoping no one would give the game away. When I say fair I mean, equal opportunity not the same outcome. If I make 10 widgets per hour and Ivett makes 15
widgets/hr. You don't have to pay us both 15/hr. Ivett can make 20 and I'll have nothing to complain about. If I want to make 20, i'll have to star making 15 widgets per/hr too.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:10
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Pay Secrecy
Pay 'em the same, equal pay for equal work.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay Secrecy
_
Is there a way to discourage pay discussions among employees without violating NLRB?

top
59.

previous next
Re: Pay Secrecy
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:38 PM
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

I needed some jest today, though some days I kinda feel like we're living in Animal Farm.

But to borrow a quote "some pigs are more equal". That was in jest.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 14:21

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay Secrecy
_

Pay 'em the same, equal pay for equal work.
Ivette Dupuis, 02-16-2018 14:10

But to borrow a quote "some pigs are more equal". That was in jest.
Paying everyone fairly is better than hoping no one would give the game away. When I say fair I mean, equal opportunity not the same outcome. If I make 10 widgets per hour and Ivett makes 15
widgets/hr. You don't have to pay us both 15/hr. Ivett can make 20 and I'll have nothing to complain about. If I want to make 20, i'll have to star making 15 widgets per/hr too.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:10
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Pay Secrecy
Pay 'em the same, equal pay for equal work.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
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Sent: 02-16-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay Secrecy
_
Is there a way to discourage pay discussions among employees without violating NLRB?

top
60.

previous next
Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:53 PM
Anonymous

_
Due to a payroll error, a new hire's insurance premium was missed on their first paycheck. We notified them and requested permission to get them caught up on their next paycheck. They responded
saying no way should they have to pay it and that the issue is on us. What do we do next?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
61.

previous next
Re: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:55 PM
Anonymous

_
I am assuming the employee authorized payroll deduction for health insurance, correct?
If that's the case, deduct what is owed.
This person sounds like a piece of work.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
_
Due to a payroll error, a new hire's insurance premium was missed on their first paycheck. We notified them and requested permission to get them caught up on their next paycheck. They responded
saying no way should they have to pay it and that the issue is on us. What do we do next?

top
62.

previous next
Re: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:58 PM
Anonymous

_
You should deduct it. You can "be nice" and split it over 2 paychecks but, not required.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
_
I am assuming the employee authorized payroll deduction for health insurance, correct?
If that's the case, deduct what is owed.
This person sounds like a piece of work.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:53
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
_
Due to a payroll error, a new hire's insurance premium was missed on their first paycheck. We notified them and requested permission to get them caught up on their next paycheck. They responded
saying no way should they have to pay it and that the issue is on us. What do we do next?

top
63.

previous next
Re: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Next time, don't ask for permission. Just tell the employee that a deduction was missed and it'll be caught up on the next pay. (After you check your state laws to be sure you can.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
_
Due to a payroll error, a new hire's insurance premium was missed on their first paycheck. We notified them and requested permission to get them caught up on their next paycheck. They responded
saying no way should they have to pay it and that the issue is on us. What do we do next?

top
64.

previous next
Re: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:00 PM
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Anonymous
_
Personally, I wouldn't ahve asked permission, we would have just deducted.
You could consider his unwillingness to pay as a missed premium payment and threaten to drop him from the plan.
Is a big deduction? Maybe seeing if spreading it out over multiple pay periods will make him more flexible?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
_
Due to a payroll error, a new hire's insurance premium was missed on their first paycheck. We notified them and requested permission to get them caught up on their next paycheck. They responded
saying no way should they have to pay it and that the issue is on us. What do we do next?

top
65.

previous next
Re: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:08 PM
Ivette Dupuis

If it's not a lot of money and my error, I'd let it go.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
_
Due to a payroll error, a new hire's insurance premium was missed on their first paycheck. We notified them and requested permission to get them caught up on their next paycheck. They responded
saying no way should they have to pay it and that the issue is on us. What do we do next?

top
66.

previous next
Re: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:46 PM
Judith Dudley

A perfect reason to have new hires sign a wage deduction authorization form. Among other things, ours states:
I understand and agree that my employer may deduct money from my pay from time to time for reasons that fall into the following categories:
(1) my share of the premiums for the Company's group medical/dental plan;
-----------------------------Judith Dudley, SHRM-CP
Director of Human Resources
Austin, TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
_
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Reply to Sender

Due to a payroll error, a new hire's insurance premium was missed on their first paycheck. We notified them and requested permission to get them caught up on their next paycheck. They responded
saying no way should they have to pay it and that the issue is on us. What do we do next?â€‹

top
67.

previous next
Re: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:27 PM
Anonymous

_
In what state?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medical deduction missed and employee refuses to pay back dues
_
Due to a payroll error, a new hire's insurance premium was missed on their first paycheck. We notified them and requested permission to get them caught up on their next paycheck. They responded
saying no way should they have to pay it and that the issue is on us. What do we do next?

top
68.

previous next
New to HR position
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹â€‹
Hello! I am new to the HR role. I am General Manager/ HR. I recently graduated with my MBA and have quickly stepped into this position. I love HR, however, this particular position did not
have anyone previously taken care of what all needs to be done. I have been here a little less than a year now and have taken the time to make each employee a personnel file, a confidential medical
file, payroll file, and I-9 file. I also have personnel concepts yearly subscription with updated compliance posters being sent when there is any changes made to them. We are right at 50 employees
now. I have also wrote our Employee Handbook from scratch (that was a chore)! I have set policies in place and I am trying to be as proactive as possible. Any help and direction would be
appreciated. Thanks in advance :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
69.

previous next
Re: New to HR position
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Get rid of personnel concepts like now. They are the absolute worst. Please read my post "When your labor law poster provider basically stalks you". Not only will you get to see how wonderful
personnel concepts will treat you during renewal time (and others who shared similar stories), but you will also get a wonderful list of providers you can switch to who will not treat you the same
way.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: New to HR position
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello! I am new to the HR role. I am General Manager/ HR. I recently graduated with my MBA and have quickly stepped into this position. I love HR, however, this particular position did not
have anyone previously taken care of what all needs to be done. I have been here a little less than a year now and have taken the time to make each employee a personnel file, a confidential medical
file, payroll file, and I-9 file. I also have personnel concepts yearly subscription with updated compliance posters being sent when there is any changes made to them. We are right at 50 employees
now. I have also wrote our Employee Handbook from scratch (that was a chore)! I have set policies in place and I am trying to be as proactive as possible. Any help and direction would be
appreciated. Thanks in advance :)
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top
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previous next
Re: New to HR position
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 5:20 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: New to HR position
_
Get rid of personnel concepts like now. They are the absolute worst. Please read my post "When your labor law poster provider basically stalks you". Not only will you get to see how wonderful
personnel concepts will treat you during renewal time (and others who shared similar stories), but you will also get a wonderful list of providers you can switch to who will not treat you the same
way.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: New to HR position
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello! I am new to the HR role. I am General Manager/ HR. I recently graduated with my MBA and have quickly stepped into this position. I love HR, however, this particular position did not
have anyone previously taken care of what all needs to be done. I have been here a little less than a year now and have taken the time to make each employee a personnel file, a confidential medical
file, payroll file, and I-9 file. I also have personnel concepts yearly subscription with updated compliance posters being sent when there is any changes made to them. We are right at 50 employees
now. I have also wrote our Employee Handbook from scratch (that was a chore)! I have set policies in place and I am trying to be as proactive as possible. Any help and direction would be
appreciated. Thanks in advance :)

top
71.

previous next
FMLA Eligible???
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 1:41 PM
Anonymous
_
Good Afternoon All!
Question - we have an employee that has been out on accumulated sick time for the past year (yes, they had that many days accrued in their bank). Now, they are looking to take FMLA at the end of
that year.
Since they were not actively working, does that still count towards their 1250 hours? It does count towards their experience here while they are out.
I am also researching online but sometimes it is tough to find specifics...thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
72.

previous next
Re: FMLA Eligible???
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Why wasn't FMLA designated when the person first started missing work due to their medical issue?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Eligible???
_
Good Afternoon All!
Question - we have an employee that has been out on accumulated sick time for the past year (yes, they had that many days accrued in their bank). Now, they are looking to take FMLA at the end of
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that year.
Since they were not actively working, does that still count towards their 1250 hours? It does count towards their experience here while they are out.
I am also researching online but sometimes it is tough to find specifics...thanks!

top
73.

previous next
Re: FMLA Eligible???
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:57 PM
Anonymous

_
I wasnt here at the time but apparently, the medical notice was vague.
I think it is done a little confusing here. There are certain times when we mandate FMLA - and other times when people can be out for medical reasons, that I feel definitely would qualify for FMLA,
where they are not under that designation because they have enough time in their bank.
I am concerned that there is a problem here because it seems to be done 2 different ways.
I don't believe the original person in question would qualify because it says 1,250 "hours worked" which i would disqualify by being out on sick time.
All so confusing - any advice is appreciated. I reading and researching it all...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Eligible???
_
Why wasn't FMLA designated when the person first started missing work due to their medical issue?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Eligible???
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_
Good Afternoon All!
Question - we have an employee that has been out on accumulated sick time for the past year (yes, they had that many days accrued in their bank). Now, they are looking to take FMLA at the end of
that year.
Since they were not actively working, does that still count towards their 1250 hours? It does count towards their experience here while they are out.
I am also researching online but sometimes it is tough to find specifics...thanks!

top
74.

previous next
Re: FMLA Eligible???
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Paid time off is simply a mechanism of income replacement.
FMLA is job and benefit protection.
Two separate entities. And, FMLA is required.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Eligible???
_
Good Afternoon All!
Question - we have an employee that has been out on accumulated sick time for the past year (yes, they had that many days accrued in their bank). Now, they are looking to take FMLA at the end of
that year.
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Since they were not actively working, does that still count towards their 1250 hours? It does count towards their experience here while they are out.
I am also researching online but sometimes it is tough to find specifics...thanks!

top
75.

previous next
Re: FMLA Eligible???
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:07 PM
Anonymous

_
but required even though they now havent fulfilled the 1250 hours worked requirement???
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Eligible???
_
Paid time off is simply a mechanism of income replacement.
FMLA is job and benefit protection.
Two separate entities. And, FMLA is required.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Eligible???
_
Good Afternoon All!
Question - we have an employee that has been out on accumulated sick time for the past year (yes, they had that many days accrued in their bank). Now, they are looking to take FMLA at the end of
that year.
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Since they were not actively working, does that still count towards their 1250 hours? It does count towards their experience here while they are out.
I am also researching online but sometimes it is tough to find specifics...thanks!

top
76.

previous next
Re: FMLA Eligible???
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:17 PM
Anonymous

_

www.dol.gov/whd/fmla/fmla-faqs.htm
Hours of Service Requirement
(Q) Does the time I take off for vacation, sick leave or PTO count toward the 1,250 hours?
The 1,250 hours include only those hours actually worked for the employer. Paid leave and unpaid leave, including FMLA leave, are not included. (Special hours of service rules apply to airline flight
crew members.)
However, the employee can make a case that FMLA was never designated when it should have been.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Eligible???
_
but required even though they now havent fulfilled the 1250 hours worked requirement???
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Eligible???
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_
Paid time off is simply a mechanism of income replacement.
FMLA is job and benefit protection.
Two separate entities. And, FMLA is required.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Eligible???
_
Good Afternoon All!
Question - we have an employee that has been out on accumulated sick time for the past year (yes, they had that many days accrued in their bank). Now, they are looking to take FMLA at the end of
that year.
Since they were not actively working, does that still count towards their 1250 hours? It does count towards their experience here while they are out.
I am also researching online but sometimes it is tough to find specifics...thanks!

top
77.

previous next
Re: FMLA Eligible???
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:54 PM
Anonymous

_
No you are correct the FMLA hours worked requirement is not met and FMLA would not be eligible,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Eligible???
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_
Good Afternoon All!
Question - we have an employee that has been out on accumulated sick time for the past year (yes, they had that many days accrued in their bank). Now, they are looking to take FMLA at the end of
that year.
Since they were not actively working, does that still count towards their 1250 hours? It does count towards their experience here while they are out.
I am also researching online but sometimes it is tough to find specifics...thanks!

top
78.

previous next
Abila HR Automation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 1:23 PM
Robert Morlock
We currently use Abila MIP for our fund accounting. For a while now I asked if there was an HR component to Abila and was always told no. Our new CFO said that there was and is arranging a
demo for me.
Does anyone on here use Abila for your HR? How is it?
Thanks

-----------------------------Robert Morlock
HR Director
SSIT
Darrington WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next

79.

Wellness Ideas
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:37 PM
Anonymous

_
I am working on expanding our Wellness Program this year. An idea I had was "Wellness Wednesdays" once a month with different treats or activities for employees. Some ideas I had were chair
massages, yogurt/granola bar for breakfast, having fruit-infused water, etc.
Anyone have any fun ideas they'd like to share?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
80.

previous next
Re: Wellness Ideas
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:40 PM
Anonymous

_
I had a friend come in last year to teach yoga stretches you can do at your desk. She didn't charge and just did a plug for her yoga studio.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wellness Ideas
_
I am working on expanding our Wellness Program this year. An idea I had was "Wellness Wednesdays" once a month with different treats or activities for employees. Some ideas I had were chair
massages, yogurt/granola bar for breakfast, having fruit-infused water, etc.
Anyone have any fun ideas they'd like to share?
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top
81.

previous next
Re: Wellness Ideas
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:45 PM
Anonymous

_
Crowd source ideas from your employees
Step challenges for a week/month
See if your EAP will do presentations on stress relief, healthy eating etc.
Organize a lunch time walk to a smoothie or coffee place
We have an employees who taught us
Basic tai chi
Relaxation techqniues
Healthy cooking demos
Bike repair during bike to work month (our city sponsors this event and then each company forms a team and competes with in our company, if we have more than 1 team and with other companies),
and other bikers offer tips for biking, good trails, how tos for commuting
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wellness Ideas
_
I am working on expanding our Wellness Program this year. An idea I had was "Wellness Wednesdays" once a month with different treats or activities for employees. Some ideas I had were chair
massages, yogurt/granola bar for breakfast, having fruit-infused water, etc.
Anyone have any fun ideas they'd like to share?
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top
82.

previous next
Re: Wellness Ideas
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 1:12 PM
Lauren Keller
We had fruit delivered twice a week as part of the wellness incentive to try to get involvement. Depending on how many people you have in your location, it may be pretty reasonable. I think it was
close to 250 per week for 100 employees, we just did three baskets with various fruit and put it out in the break room on Wed and Fri.
-----------------------------Lauren Keller
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wellness Ideas
_
I am working on expanding our Wellness Program this year. An idea I had was "Wellness Wednesdays" once a month with different treats or activities for employees. Some ideas I had were chair
massages, yogurt/granola bar for breakfast, having fruit-infused water, etc.
Anyone have any fun ideas they'd like to share?

top
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previous next
Re: Wellness Ideas
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:55 PM
Anonymous
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_
We are starting a Biggest Loser Challenge on March 6. We are a manufacturing company in the midwest with 150 employees. We are partnering with our local hospital, they are going to do the
weigh ins each week for the 10 week term of the challenge and will also have a weekly educational piece. The goal is to promote not only healthy weight for employees but healthy lifestyle choices
through this education.
If you'd like more details, let me know. I'd be glad to share.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wellness Ideas
_
I am working on expanding our Wellness Program this year. An idea I had was "Wellness Wednesdays" once a month with different treats or activities for employees. Some ideas I had were chair
massages, yogurt/granola bar for breakfast, having fruit-infused water, etc.
Anyone have any fun ideas they'd like to share?

top
84.

previous next
Field Service Technicians
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:33 PM
Anonymous

_
We have Field Service employees who travel and work at customer sites the majority of the time. Some work out of our home office location and a small handful live in various states and work out of
their homes. They travel when needed for jobs. Does anyone have these types of employees and if so, would you be willing to share your pay policy and practices? example - do the get any type of
per diem when traveling (if so how much). How do you handle their travel pay, do any travel internationally and how do you handle that?
Appreciate any information anyone is willing to share.
Appreciate any feedback you are willing to share.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
85.

previous next
Would you train this person on payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:32 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm the HR Dept of One and I also run payroll. I'm the only one at the company (100 EEs) who knows how to do it which means I've done it on vacations many times all over the planet!
The person who did my job before I was hired 9 years ago is a high school friend of the owner and she has been back with the company for about 5 years in various roles but not HR. She would like
me to train her on payroll so that she can be a backup. Of course she did it before me (company was ~10 people, different system) and she does have access to the company bank account and
Quickbooks so I know she knows what's going on in terms of finances (more than I do). The hesitation I have is from 2 points: 1) she helps out in customer billing and makes a lot of careless errors,
and 2) she gets a bit too close to employees IMO for someone who has salary information.
An example of this is an employee was recent fired (should've happened years ago but, alas) and when the email notice went out she messaged him on FB just to "see how he was doing." He was
apparently replying oddly and she "jokingly" asked him if he had been drinking which he got very upset about.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
86.

previous next
Re: Would you train this person on payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:57 PM
Anonymous

_
No way. I also do payroll (even on vacations), but before I went on maternity leave I put my foot down that someone else needed to be trained. I was seriously worried I would go into labor on a
payroll week! Ridiculous concern to have. The CFO (that does a general review of payroll and then reviews quarterly payroll taxes) sat down with me to be trained. I also made an impressive step
by step guide as I knew once I got back it would be a huge gap before he ever had to attempt to process payroll again (plus, I was worried he would miss a step). I wouldn't want anyone else that
doesn't need the salary information to have access to it honestly.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
I'm the HR Dept of One and I also run payroll. I'm the only one at the company (100 EEs) who knows how to do it which means I've done it on vacations many times all over the planet!
The person who did my job before I was hired 9 years ago is a high school friend of the owner and she has been back with the company for about 5 years in various roles but not HR. She would like
me to train her on payroll so that she can be a backup. Of course she did it before me (company was ~10 people, different system) and she does have access to the company bank account and
Quickbooks so I know she knows what's going on in terms of finances (more than I do). The hesitation I have is from 2 points: 1) she helps out in customer billing and makes a lot of careless errors,
and 2) she gets a bit too close to employees IMO for someone who has salary information.
An example of this is an employee was recent fired (should've happened years ago but, alas) and when the email notice went out she messaged him on FB just to "see how he was doing." He was
apparently replying oddly and she "jokingly" asked him if he had been drinking which he got very upset about.

top
87.

previous next
Re: Would you train this person on payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_
IMO, this is not a question for a bunch of strangers. This is a question for your boss and/or owner. If the owner wants her to do it, then you train her. If not, then you don't.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
I'm the HR Dept of One and I also run payroll. I'm the only one at the company (100 EEs) who knows how to do it which means I've done it on vacations many times all over the planet!
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The person who did my job before I was hired 9 years ago is a high school friend of the owner and she has been back with the company for about 5 years in various roles but not HR. She would like
me to train her on payroll so that she can be a backup. Of course she did it before me (company was ~10 people, different system) and she does have access to the company bank account and
Quickbooks so I know she knows what's going on in terms of finances (more than I do). The hesitation I have is from 2 points: 1) she helps out in customer billing and makes a lot of careless errors,
and 2) she gets a bit too close to employees IMO for someone who has salary information.
An example of this is an employee was recent fired (should've happened years ago but, alas) and when the email notice went out she messaged him on FB just to "see how he was doing." He was
apparently replying oddly and she "jokingly" asked him if he had been drinking which he got very upset about.

top
88.

previous next
Re: Would you train this person on payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:05 PM
Anonymous

_
You state "she would like" you to train her in payroll.
Payroll isn't a self appointed duty.
Find a trusted person and train them in payroll duties. It really can be anyone as long as they have the ability to handle sensitive info (you don't have to have HR in your title in order to be mature and
able to handle sensitive info).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
I'm the HR Dept of One and I also run payroll. I'm the only one at the company (100 EEs) who knows how to do it which means I've done it on vacations many times all over the planet!
The person who did my job before I was hired 9 years ago is a high school friend of the owner and she has been back with the company for about 5 years in various roles but not HR. She would like
me to train her on payroll so that she can be a backup. Of course she did it before me (company was ~10 people, different system) and she does have access to the company bank account and
Quickbooks so I know she knows what's going on in terms of finances (more than I do). The hesitation I have is from 2 points: 1) she helps out in customer billing and makes a lot of careless errors,
and 2) she gets a bit too close to employees IMO for someone who has salary information.
An example of this is an employee was recent fired (should've happened years ago but, alas) and when the email notice went out she messaged him on FB just to "see how he was doing." He was
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apparently replying oddly and she "jokingly" asked him if he had been drinking which he got very upset about.

top
89.

previous next
Re: Would you train this person on payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:11 PM
Anonymous

_
Who is the "she" that wants you to train this EE - your boss or the EE herself?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
I'm the HR Dept of One and I also run payroll. I'm the only one at the company (100 EEs) who knows how to do it which means I've done it on vacations many times all over the planet!
The person who did my job before I was hired 9 years ago is a high school friend of the owner and she has been back with the company for about 5 years in various roles but not HR. She would like
me to train her on payroll so that she can be a backup. Of course she did it before me (company was ~10 people, different system) and she does have access to the company bank account and
Quickbooks so I know she knows what's going on in terms of finances (more than I do). The hesitation I have is from 2 points: 1) she helps out in customer billing and makes a lot of careless errors,
and 2) she gets a bit too close to employees IMO for someone who has salary information.
An example of this is an employee was recent fired (should've happened years ago but, alas) and when the email notice went out she messaged him on FB just to "see how he was doing." He was
apparently replying oddly and she "jokingly" asked him if he had been drinking which he got very upset about.

top
90.

previous next
Re: Would you train this person on payroll?
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 1:28 PM
Anonymous
_
OP here.
Yes, I know it is up to my boss in the end, I'm writing here simply to see if you all think I'm in left field.
"She" is the person who was doing HR/payroll before I was hired (she left to be a SAHM at that time). The only other person at the company who would be considered for payroll backup is the
Controller and I think he would rather have this person be trained. I will say that she now is doing a/p stuff and is an assistant to the controller. Again, she does see company finance stuff as a/p
clerk. My issue is she friends everyone at the company on FB, hangs out with a number of them outside of work - all things that I don't have a problem with overall but to have salary info...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
Who is the "she" that wants you to train this EE - your boss or the EE herself?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
I'm the HR Dept of One and I also run payroll. I'm the only one at the company (100 EEs) who knows how to do it which means I've done it on vacations many times all over the planet!
The person who did my job before I was hired 9 years ago is a high school friend of the owner and she has been back with the company for about 5 years in various roles but not HR. She would like
me to train her on payroll so that she can be a backup. Of course she did it before me (company was ~10 people, different system) and she does have access to the company bank account and
Quickbooks so I know she knows what's going on in terms of finances (more than I do). The hesitation I have is from 2 points: 1) she helps out in customer billing and makes a lot of careless errors,
and 2) she gets a bit too close to employees IMO for someone who has salary information.
An example of this is an employee was recent fired (should've happened years ago but, alas) and when the email notice went out she messaged him on FB just to "see how he was doing." He was
apparently replying oddly and she "jokingly" asked him if he had been drinking which he got very upset about.
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previous next

91.

Re: Would you train this person on payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:32 PM
Anonymous

_
I hang out with people I work with and I handle payroll here. I'm an HR Director with 170 employees. Sole practitioner.
I hung out with (and still do) the employees at my previous company and I knew their salaries.
Knowing sensitive info does not mean you must become a hermit.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
OP here.
Yes, I know it is up to my boss in the end, I'm writing here simply to see if you all think I'm in left field.
"She" is the person who was doing HR/payroll before I was hired (she left to be a SAHM at that time). The only other person at the company who would be considered for payroll backup is the
Controller and I think he would rather have this person be trained. I will say that she now is doing a/p stuff and is an assistant to the controller. Again, she does see company finance stuff as a/p
clerk. My issue is she friends everyone at the company on FB, hangs out with a number of them outside of work - all things that I don't have a problem with overall but to have salary info...
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
Who is the "she" that wants you to train this EE - your boss or the EE herself?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
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I'm the HR Dept of One and I also run payroll. I'm the only one at the company (100 EEs) who knows how to do it which means I've done it on vacations many times all over the planet!
The person who did my job before I was hired 9 years ago is a high school friend of the owner and she has been back with the company for about 5 years in various roles but not HR. She would like
me to train her on payroll so that she can be a backup. Of course she did it before me (company was ~10 people, different system) and she does have access to the company bank account and
Quickbooks so I know she knows what's going on in terms of finances (more than I do). The hesitation I have is from 2 points: 1) she helps out in customer billing and makes a lot of careless errors,
and 2) she gets a bit too close to employees IMO for someone who has salary information.
An example of this is an employee was recent fired (should've happened years ago but, alas) and when the email notice went out she messaged him on FB just to "see how he was doing." He was
apparently replying oddly and she "jokingly" asked him if he had been drinking which he got very upset about.

top
92.

previous next
Re: Would you train this person on payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:37 PM
Anonymous

_
I do payroll and am friends with many co-workers on Facebook, gone out for drinks, attended events at their houses, etc. I don't spend anytime thinking about their salary outside of processing
payroll. Not saying she should be trained as I have no idea if she's truly qualified or if the owner actually wants her in this role, but I don't know that being close to your co-workers makes you not a
good candidate to process payroll.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
OP here.
Yes, I know it is up to my boss in the end, I'm writing here simply to see if you all think I'm in left field.
"She" is the person who was doing HR/payroll before I was hired (she left to be a SAHM at that time). The only other person at the company who would be considered for payroll backup is the
Controller and I think he would rather have this person be trained. I will say that she now is doing a/p stuff and is an assistant to the controller. Again, she does see company finance stuff as a/p
clerk. My issue is she friends everyone at the company on FB, hangs out with a number of them outside of work - all things that I don't have a problem with overall but to have salary info...
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:10
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
Who is the "she" that wants you to train this EE - your boss or the EE herself?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
I'm the HR Dept of One and I also run payroll. I'm the only one at the company (100 EEs) who knows how to do it which means I've done it on vacations many times all over the planet!
The person who did my job before I was hired 9 years ago is a high school friend of the owner and she has been back with the company for about 5 years in various roles but not HR. She would like
me to train her on payroll so that she can be a backup. Of course she did it before me (company was ~10 people, different system) and she does have access to the company bank account and
Quickbooks so I know she knows what's going on in terms of finances (more than I do). The hesitation I have is from 2 points: 1) she helps out in customer billing and makes a lot of careless errors,
and 2) she gets a bit too close to employees IMO for someone who has salary information.
An example of this is an employee was recent fired (should've happened years ago but, alas) and when the email notice went out she messaged him on FB just to "see how he was doing." He was
apparently replying oddly and she "jokingly" asked him if he had been drinking which he got very upset about.

top
93.

previous next
Re: Would you train this person on payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
If you have concerns, whether this board finds them valid or not, have that conversation with your boss/owner. If your boss/owner does not share your concerns and concurs with the EE that she
should be trained as back-up, at least you will know you've expressed your point of view. That being said, I agree with the posts that have said that closeness with others should not preclude an EE
from having access to payroll info. I assume that as part of your training you'd express the importance of confidentiality regarding the data she will have access to?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:32
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you train this person on payroll?
_
I'm the HR Dept of One and I also run payroll. I'm the only one at the company (100 EEs) who knows how to do it which means I've done it on vacations many times all over the planet!
The person who did my job before I was hired 9 years ago is a high school friend of the owner and she has been back with the company for about 5 years in various roles but not HR. She would like
me to train her on payroll so that she can be a backup. Of course she did it before me (company was ~10 people, different system) and she does have access to the company bank account and
Quickbooks so I know she knows what's going on in terms of finances (more than I do). The hesitation I have is from 2 points: 1) she helps out in customer billing and makes a lot of careless errors,
and 2) she gets a bit too close to employees IMO for someone who has salary information.
An example of this is an employee was recent fired (should've happened years ago but, alas) and when the email notice went out she messaged him on FB just to "see how he was doing." He was
apparently replying oddly and she "jokingly" asked him if he had been drinking which he got very upset about.

top
94.

previous next
Affordable Intranet Options
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:17 PM
Anonymous

_
My company is looking at ways to increase communication. One of the options discussed was a company intranet. We are looking for something for that would have a log in for each employee
(around 300) and we would use it as a message board for company announcements, required postings, forms, and updated company handbook. Any affordable, user friendly options out there?
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:01 PM
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Reply to Sender

Nichole Pierce
Be very careful about classifications, they can have some nasty unexpected ramifications for the employer and the consultant. Take a look at the IRS' definition of a subcontractor, and only proceed in
that direction if the position meets all of the standards. Keep in mind you may end up having to explain to the IRS why the person went from employee to subcontractor status AND have solid
evidence that it was the correct decision. Hope that helps.
-----------------------------Nichole Pierce, PHR
Chula Vista
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:55
From: Patricia Haggerty
Subject: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
We have an employee that will be retiring. We want to offer her the ability to stay on part time or consulting. She said she would help us with some projects and assistn when needed; for up to 10
per week. We are deciding if we should classify her as part time or as a consultant. I realize there are regulations for classification but we want to be as flexible as possible. I am looking for best
practice and what others have done.
-----------------------------Patricia Haggerty
HR Manager
Forward Service Corporation
Madison WI
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:06 PM
Anonymous

_
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We had the same situation and we had an independent contractor agreement with him. This allowed him to be specific with his terms (hourly rate, SOW and min/max hrs per week). He worked 40 hrs
per week, but that was his choice and we were happy to take what we could get from him because he was an expert. Sadly, he was fatally injured at work one day, not too long after he "retired". It
was beyond devastating.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:01
From: Nichole Pierce
Subject: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
Be very careful about classifications, they can have some nasty unexpected ramifications for the employer and the consultant. Take a look at the IRS' definition of a subcontractor, and only proceed in
that direction if the position meets all of the standards. Keep in mind you may end up having to explain to the IRS why the person went from employee to subcontractor status AND have solid
evidence that it was the correct decision. Hope that helps.
-----------------------------Nichole Pierce, PHR
Chula Vista
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:55
From: Patricia Haggerty
Subject: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
We have an employee that will be retiring. We want to offer her the ability to stay on part time or consulting. She said she would help us with some projects and assistn when needed; for up to 10
per week. We are deciding if we should classify her as part time or as a consultant. I realize there are regulations for classification but we want to be as flexible as possible. I am looking for best
practice and what others have done.
-----------------------------Patricia Haggerty
HR Manager
Forward Service Corporation
Madison WI
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:34 PM
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Anonymous
_
When she's "assisting" she'd be an employee.
She can work a few hours a week, zero hours some weeks, and 60 hours another week if she's an employee.
I don't think you can get more flexible than that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:55
From: Patricia Haggerty
Subject: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
We have an employee that will be retiring. We want to offer her the ability to stay on part time or consulting. She said she would help us with some projects and assistn when needed; for up to 10
per week. We are deciding if we should classify her as part time or as a consultant. I realize there are regulations for classification but we want to be as flexible as possible. I am looking for best
practice and what others have done.
-----------------------------Patricia Haggerty
HR Manager
Forward Service Corporation
Madison WI
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:48 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We do this a fair amount with experts in our industry who no longer want to work full time. We change their status to 'contract employee' and there is a signed agreement that has been 'blessed'
which clearly states there are no guaranteed hours, but they will assist as needed in areas of their expertise. They remain employees - not independent contractors, but they are no longer eligible for
most benefits. That is also spelled out in the contract. They do change to non-exempt status, so you need to be careful with the OT rules as they are usually being paid a pretty sizable hourly rate. It
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is a win-win in our case.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
_
When she's "assisting" she'd be an employee.
She can work a few hours a week, zero hours some weeks, and 60 hours another week if she's an employee.
I don't think you can get more flexible than that.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:55
From: Patricia Haggerty
Subject: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
We have an employee that will be retiring. We want to offer her the ability to stay on part time or consulting. She said she would help us with some projects and assistn when needed; for up to 10
per week. We are deciding if we should classify her as part time or as a consultant. I realize there are regulations for classification but we want to be as flexible as possible. I am looking for best
practice and what others have done.
-----------------------------Patricia Haggerty
HR Manager
Forward Service Corporation
Madison WI
------------------------------

top
99.

previous next
Re: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:20 PM
Anonymous

_
We just had this happen this week. We kept the individual on as a part time employee and issue a W-2 rather than classify as an independent contractor and issue a 1099. I personally feel this leaves
little room for exposure by violating the definition of an independent contractor.
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One thing I want to mention is although this individual will no longer meet the minimum regular hours for benefits, our plan is written that since this person was enrolled based on his previous full
time status, he is entitled to remain a participant in the 401(k) and eligible for the match as well as receive coverage under the company paid life and AD&D. I recommend you contact your
broker/plan administrator and get this clarified.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:55
From: Patricia Haggerty
Subject: Retiring but stay on in some capacity
We have an employee that will be retiring. We want to offer her the ability to stay on part time or consulting. She said she would help us with some projects and assistn when needed; for up to 10
per week. We are deciding if we should classify her as part time or as a consultant. I realize there are regulations for classification but we want to be as flexible as possible. I am looking for best
practice and what others have done.
-----------------------------Patricia Haggerty
HR Manager
Forward Service Corporation
Madison WI
------------------------------

top
100.

previous next
Re: Personnel Files
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:22 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
In Pennsylvania.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel Files
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_
In what state? We keep what's minimally required and can't be stored electronically.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel Files
_
As I am getting deeper into my HR role, I have notice that the personnel files for my company are sorely lacking. The previous person was in the job for 30 years and quite lax in record keeping.
What do you typically keep in your personnel files? I plan on updating them through out the year. I have separate files for health insurance and 401(k) information. Thanks.

top
101.

previous next
Re: Personnel Files
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:27 PM
Anonymous

_
My previous employer had a benefits folder the same as you're currently doing. Their personal folders contained their signed offer letter, new hire paperwork (If not saved in your HRIS system),
training/tuition information, certificates, PIP's, resignation/termination letter or emails, any disciplinary notes or warnings, etc. We saved all employees yearly performance reviews in a separate
folder. I think if anything with legal counsel goes down that you have to give them everything in their personal file, so just keep that in mind.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel Files
_
As I am getting deeper into my HR role, I have notice that the personnel files for my company are sorely lacking. The previous person was in the job for 30 years and quite lax in record keeping.
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What do you typically keep in your personnel files? I plan on updating them through out the year. I have separate files for health insurance and 401(k) information. Thanks.

top
102.

previous next
Re: Personnel Files
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 1:28 PM
Robert Morlock
Really, only things that are needed to make personnel decisions go into the personnel file. Have a seperate file for anything else such as 401k, medical, etc etc
-----------------------------Robert Morlock
HR Director
SSIT
Darrington WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel Files
_
As I am getting deeper into my HR role, I have notice that the personnel files for my company are sorely lacking. The previous person was in the job for 30 years and quite lax in record keeping.
What do you typically keep in your personnel files? I plan on updating them through out the year. I have separate files for health insurance and 401(k) information. Thanks.

top
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previous next
Re: Personnel Files
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 2:28 PM
Samantha Wallace
We use Bamboo. Thanks to the Upload and Notes features, we're completely paperfree.
-----------------------------Samantha Wallace
SVP Global HR
Decisivedge, LLC
Newark DE
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel Files
_
As I am getting deeper into my HR role, I have notice that the personnel files for my company are sorely lacking. The previous person was in the job for 30 years and quite lax in record keeping.
What do you typically keep in your personnel files? I plan on updating them through out the year. I have separate files for health insurance and 401(k) information. Thanks.

top
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previous next
Re: Personnel Files
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 5:01 PM |
Jennifer Weber

view attached

â€‹
-----------------------------"There is no such thing as a difficult person...just people with different personalities."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel Files
_
As I am getting deeper into my HR role, I have notice that the personnel files for my company are sorely lacking. The previous person was in the job for 30 years and quite lax in record keeping.
What do you typically keep in your personnel files? I plan on updating them through out the year. I have separate files for health insurance and 401(k) information. Thanks.

top

previous next

105.

Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:20 PM
Anonymous

_

Returning to any form of duty (rather than staying home and collecting benefits) is usually the most expensive route.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 11:56

Surely you meant "least" expensive...?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
To answer your question - yes, this is something to be concerned about.
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1. The longer he is out, the more expensive this claim will become. Returning to any form of duty (rather than staying home and collecting benefits) is usually the most expensive route. Put
together a formal offer that can be signed off by the doctor. Discuss it with the supervisor and with the claims handler. Someone should get that to this employee today and the claims handler
should explain what happens if he refuses.
2. One of the purposes of light duty is to keep the employee connected to the workplace and to help him maintain his skills and value. You aren't benefiting from his knowledge and skill if he
says home, and he disconnects even further.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top
106.

previous next
Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:24 PM
Anonymous

_
The claim will NOT become more expensive because the employee refused light duty and therefore is ineligible for WC benefits. Should I say it again? Tell the carrier.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
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Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top

previous next

107.

Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:26 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
You don't say whether this EE is back at work. I get the impression that he is working but refusing light duty. The issue with that is if the dr put him on restrictions, then he to follow those
restrictions otherwise you are risking a re-injury. If I am wrong, then I agree with the other posters, get him back to work asap. The longer someone is off work, the less chance they will ever return
to work.
HR in PA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
To answer your question - yes, this is something to be concerned about.

1. The longer he is out, the more expensive this claim will become. Returning to any form of duty (rather than staying home and collecting benefits) is usually the most expensive route. Put
together a formal offer that can be signed off by the doctor. Discuss it with the supervisor and with the claims handler. Someone should get that to this employee today and the claims handler
should explain what happens if he refuses.
2. One of the purposes of light duty is to keep the employee connected to the workplace and to help him maintain his skills and value. You aren't benefiting from his knowledge and skill if he
says home, and he disconnects even further.
Anonymonk
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top

previous next

108.

Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:30 PM
Anonymous

_
I did mean least. Thank you for the correction.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_

Returning to any form of duty (rather than staying home and collecting benefits) is usually the most expensive route.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 11:56

Surely you meant "least" expensive...?
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
To answer your question - yes, this is something to be concerned about.

1. The longer he is out, the more expensive this claim will become. Returning to any form of duty (rather than staying home and collecting benefits) is usually the most expensive route. Put
together a formal offer that can be signed off by the doctor. Discuss it with the supervisor and with the claims handler. Someone should get that to this employee today and the claims handler
should explain what happens if he refuses.
2. One of the purposes of light duty is to keep the employee connected to the workplace and to help him maintain his skills and value. You aren't benefiting from his knowledge and skill if he
says home, and he disconnects even further.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top
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previous next
Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:36 PM
Anonymous

_
OP Here - To clarify, yes, the EE is back at work, but refusing light duty. I will encourage our owner to contact carrier. As an aside vent: I did just overhear a foreman admitting to "having a talk
with him" so that the EE "realizes we all deal with aches and pains - it goes with this job."
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top
110.

previous next
Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 3:40 PM
Lindsey West
Did you speak to the employee or the manager as to why the employee is refusing the light duty? If there is a valid reason, or concern, then it shifts the conversation to determining another route or
RTW that is more appropriate. I've had employees refuse bc their doctor didn't fully explain, which we resolved by sending them back to the physician for clarity. I'd report it to the carrier and allow
them to make a determination on the WC end. If you have light duty that meets the needs and the employee is refusing to return to work and it is not for a valid reason/concern, then WC may issue a
denial, or you may have latitude to pursue other action. As always, speak to counsel.

-----------------------------Lindsey West
HR Generalist
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
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_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top

previous next

111.

Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:48 PM
Anonymous

_

As an aside vent: I did just overhear a foreman admitting to "having a talk with him" so that the EE "realizes we all deal with aches and pains - it goes with this job."
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 15:35

I cannot let this one slip by...I hope you are not serious that this is an aside vent and you are not going to follow up. Your comment may just mean one more crazy thing to deal with and if so I
apologize in advance for assuming you might not be taking this comment seriously.
You have a worker that has been released to light duty, refusing the light duty and you have a foreman "having a talk with him" about aches and pains being a part of the job!! Gee I wonder why he
refused the light duty? Let's talk re injury or retaliation for claim to name just a couple of problems with the scenario.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
OP Here - To clarify, yes, the EE is back at work, but refusing light duty. I will encourage our owner to contact carrier. As an aside vent: I did just overhear a foreman admitting to "having a talk
with him" so that the EE "realizes we all deal with aches and pains - it goes with this job."
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top

previous next

112.

Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:05 PM
Anonymous

_
OP Here - Yes, meant is as another thing to address with owners - not going to let it slide. Totally agree with you. I'm pretty new to the construction industry, and have been often stunned by what I
see and hear.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_

As an aside vent: I did just overhear a foreman admitting to "having a talk with him" so that the EE "realizes we all deal with aches and pains - it goes with this job."
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 15:35

I cannot let this one slip by...I hope you are not serious that this is an aside vent and you are not going to follow up. Your comment may just mean one more crazy thing to deal with and if so I
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apologize in advance for assuming you might not be taking this comment seriously.
You have a worker that has been released to light duty, refusing the light duty and you have a foreman "having a talk with him" about aches and pains being a part of the job!! Gee I wonder why he
refused the light duty? Let's talk re injury or retaliation for claim to name just a couple of problems with the scenario.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
OP Here - To clarify, yes, the EE is back at work, but refusing light duty. I will encourage our owner to contact carrier. As an aside vent: I did just overhear a foreman admitting to "having a talk
with him" so that the EE "realizes we all deal with aches and pains - it goes with this job."
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
Hello Everyone We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top
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previous next
Re: Light Duty Offered - but declined
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 6:01 PM
Anonymous

_
I understand that feeling. I came into the industry about 3 years ago and often felt like I had taken a step back in time. Kept hearing about the "Good Old Days" when "we could fire an employee
whenever we wanted". Spent a lot of time smiling (gritting my teeth internally) and repeating, "Yes but it is now the year 2016 and those things no longer serve the company or the employees"
Hang in there, it can be a challenging environment but there are such good people who try to hide the fact that they have a big heart under that rough exterior.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 16:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
OP Here - Yes, meant is as another thing to address with owners - not going to let it slide. Totally agree with you. I'm pretty new to the construction industry, and have been often stunned by what I
see and hear.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_

As an aside vent: I did just overhear a foreman admitting to "having a talk with him" so that the EE "realizes we all deal with aches and pains - it goes with this job."
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 15:35

I cannot let this one slip by...I hope you are not serious that this is an aside vent and you are not going to follow up. Your comment may just mean one more crazy thing to deal with and if so I
apologize in advance for assuming you might not be taking this comment seriously.
You have a worker that has been released to light duty, refusing the light duty and you have a foreman "having a talk with him" about aches and pains being a part of the job!! Gee I wonder why he
refused the light duty? Let's talk re injury or retaliation for claim to name just a couple of problems with the scenario.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
OP Here - To clarify, yes, the EE is back at work, but refusing light duty. I will encourage our owner to contact carrier. As an aside vent: I did just overhear a foreman admitting to "having a talk
with him" so that the EE "realizes we all deal with aches and pains - it goes with this job."
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Light Duty Offered - but declined
_
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We are in Wisconsin. Carpenter has back/shoulder injury that went through WC. Was okay'd to return to work on light duty. In reviewing approved time sheets, I see his coordinator wrote "offered
light duty but declined" on EE's time sheet. Is this something to be concerned about?

top
114.

previous next
Re: Colleague Issues
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 12:22 PM
Mary Dillman
I agree with conducting the follow-up via a quick meeting or phone call. Better yet - why not get on this Director's calendar for regular check-ins - phone, or in-person meeting? You mention that he
is new - is he new to the Director position, or new to the company? In either case, I think you have an opportunity to build a collaborative and advisory type of relationship with him. Your check-ins
can cover follow-up on identified issues, but should also include you learning about key business/operational challenges and goals facing him and his department and how HR can collaborate on
solutions.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I have a Director (colleague) of our Operations department that is terrible at follow up and I'm very frustrated. He will tell me about an issue going on, and I ask him to let me know the outcome, and
never gets back to me. I will send a followup email about few weeks later asking "what was the outcome" and no response. This Director is fairly new (7 months). My resort is now I keep a
"folder" with his name on it and ask if we can meet to go over the outstanding followup issues.
Any pointers on how to improve this situation/frustrating issue?
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Thanks in advance!

top

previous next

115.

Re: Colleague Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:33 PM
Anonymous

_
Getting a response from him via email is obviously not working so I would set up a meeting or drop in.
I am not a fan of setting a meeting to set a meeting but if the usual email does not work a drop in or formal meeting is the next step. I have a manager does not respond to mails, can never do a drop
in on him so I schedule a 5 minute drop in meeting on his calendar. Not ideal, but it works. I even tried to use the meeting as a reminder to him to reply to my mail--nope. And his manager is fully
aware this is how he operates and we have chosen not to fight this battle anymore. He has a great team, great morale. brilliant, meets deadlines; our only headache is he does not reply to email.
These are small issues...not requiring a meeting, but a quick email. For example, employee issues that are discussed frequently, I'll ask him to let me know his final decision on the issue,
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:48

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
These are small issues...not requiring a meeting, but a quick email. For example, employee issues that are discussed frequently, I'll ask him to let me know his final decision on the issue, or let me
know how he makes out when he talks to xyz, etc....... I think that some of the reason is that he is disorganized and forgets and some of the reasons is because he doesn't follow up with the ee issue
(address discipline) like he should.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I'd set a follow up meeting.
When managers and I discuss that will require follow up, we decide that one of us (depending on who has the action item) will follow up by X date or we set a meeting right then for the follow up
meeting. In your case, I would immediately schedule a follow up meeting at the end of the conversation. I can just be 5 minutes.
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
In my previous job my boss never got back to me with anything unless I put it in her calendar. Is it realistic for you to do that?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Colleague Issues
_
I have a Director (colleague) of our Operations department that is terrible at follow up and I'm very frustrated. He will tell me about an issue going on, and I ask him to let me know the outcome, and
never gets back to me. I will send a followup email about few weeks later asking "what was the outcome" and no response. This Director is fairly new (7 months). My resort is now I keep a
"folder" with his name on it and ask if we can meet to go over the outstanding followup issues.
Any pointers on how to improve this situation/frustrating issue?

Thanks in advance!

top
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previous next
Re: No Call No Show
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 1:04 PM
Heather Hankins
â€‹
You could but I always tell my managers to try to call the employee if they get a voicemail leave a message. I always heavily document these scenarios for unemployment purposes to show we as
the employer did our due diligence.
-----------------------------Heather Hankins
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:31
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From: Nancy Thomas
Subject: No Call No Show
â€‹
Looking for advice.........
We have an employee who left on Wednesday mid-afternoon with telling anyone she was leaving. The GM tried to call her and got voicemail. He asked her to return the call, she did not.
She called in yesterday 2 hours after report time and said she left sick and would be in today when she can get there.. She did not come in.
Today she has not come in or called.
This has happened many times before and she has been counseled several times.
Can we let her go for No Call No Show?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Nancy Thomas
Director of HR
Thames Valley Communications Inc
Groton CT
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: No Call No Show
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:16 PM
Anonymous

_
Make sure your state does not have a NCNS law that requires a certain number of days before you term specifically for NCNS.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:31
From: Nancy Thomas
Subject: No Call No Show
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â€‹
Looking for advice.........
We have an employee who left on Wednesday mid-afternoon with telling anyone she was leaving. The GM tried to call her and got voicemail. He asked her to return the call, she did not.
She called in yesterday 2 hours after report time and said she left sick and would be in today when she can get there.. She did not come in.
Today she has not come in or called.
This has happened many times before and she has been counseled several times.
Can we let her go for No Call No Show?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Nancy Thomas
Director of HR
Thames Valley Communications Inc
Groton CT
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: No Call No Show
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:03 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Most companies have a policy in place. Two days no call no show is considered a voluntary termination.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:31
From: Nancy Thomas
Subject: No Call No Show
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â€‹
Looking for advice.........
We have an employee who left on Wednesday mid-afternoon with telling anyone she was leaving. The GM tried to call her and got voicemail. He asked her to return the call, she did not.
She called in yesterday 2 hours after report time and said she left sick and would be in today when she can get there.. She did not come in.
Today she has not come in or called.
This has happened many times before and she has been counseled several times.
Can we let her go for No Call No Show?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Nancy Thomas
Director of HR
Thames Valley Communications Inc
Groton CT
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 12:40 PM
Albert Correa
â€‹
Greatest feeling in the world was when I hit retirement eligibility with a former employer. It was so freeing!
I hope you all someday get to that point in your careers! To be able to freely express what you KNOW is the right thing without being unduly concerned about non-Human Resource VP's, SVP's,
ExP's, or LMNOP's second guessing you.
-----------------------------Albert Correa
Sr. HR Reporting Analyst, Aurora Health Care
HRIS Consultant (Retired), New Resources Consulting
HRIS Administrator (Retired), Milwaukee Public Schools
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
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previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:43 PM
Michael Smith

â€‹
Should we look for you on the corner with a "sandwich" sign?
-----------------------------Michael Smith
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
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Reply to Sender

Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top

previous next

121.

Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:15 PM
Anonymous

_

â€‹
Should we look for you on the corner with a "sandwich" sign?
Michael Smith, 02-16-2018 12:43

I'll be there!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:43
From: Michael Smith
Subject: Friday Rant
â€‹
Should we look for you on the corner with a "sandwich" sign?
-----------------------------Michael Smith
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
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previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
So I had an interview scheduled for a difficult to fill skilled trade position. I had 2 managers and a Senior level technician off their work duties to be involved in this interview. I had emailed the
invite to the candidate for the interview from 1:00 to 1:30 indicating it was a panel interview and explained who would be participating and their role in the company. I received an acceptance of the
interview from the candidate. We gather in the meeting room early to review the resume once again and wait and wait. We finally disband and go back to our work and at 1:25 my receptionist calls
me to tell me the interview is here and they thought the 1:00 to 1:30 time was a flexible that meant they could show up at anytime in that range! Seriously!!
TGIF!!!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
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HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top

previous next

123.

Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:32 PM
Anonymous

_

â€‹
Greatest feeling in the world was when I hit retirement eligibility with a former employer. It was so freeing!
Albert Correa, 02-16-2018 12:39

So very jealous. 632 days to go...but who's counting
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:39
From: Albert Correa
Subject: Friday Rant
â€‹
Greatest feeling in the world was when I hit retirement eligibility with a former employer. It was so freeing!
I hope you all someday get to that point in your careers! To be able to freely express what you KNOW is the right thing without being unduly concerned about non-Human Resource VP's, SVP's,
ExP's, or LMNOP's second guessing you.
-----------------------------Albert Correa
Sr. HR Reporting Analyst, Aurora Health Care
HRIS Consultant (Retired), New Resources Consulting
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HRIS Administrator (Retired), Milwaukee Public Schools
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
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previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 4:37 PM
Monica Watt
Recruiting occurs everywhere and anywhere, it needs to be creative. Like your FB social media, mind you that's becoming more common these days. I have hired 87 people in a year with under 11%
churn. I landed our last one who tried to sell me a solution. I will proposition anyone who I think will fit, besides a confidential conversation never hurts anyone. I attend seminars and conference and
talk to every competitor staff on their stands. As I highlight we are a tight industry (technology) and sooner or later they may work for us so if they are ready or thinking of moving come and talk to
me first before hitting recruiters. I also have a large referral scheme for placement and retention which is far cheaper than recruiter fees. Might I add I have no budget for recruiters anyhow. I try
anything to build my pipeline, and it doesn't matter how they come just that they do. So don't ask, just do it. Then when your Exec asks how you succeeded then you can tell them, until then it doesn't
matter just get it done. I always operate by stealth and rarely will ask permission to do my job as that's why I exist.
-----------------------------Monica Watt
General Manager Human Resources and Administration
ELMO Talent Management Software
Bondi Junction
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
We had to boost our referral bonus to $1,000- still can't fill positions!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
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previous next
Re: Friday Rant
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 4:47 PM
Monica Watt
Sad state of affairs any termination, and the feelings you have are good, as it means you are still in HR for the right reasons. It means you respect the pain and the human you are talking to.
That's why we in HR exist to be the calm in their storm, to care where they feel no one does, to acknowledge their situation, and to be honest about the companies position, and were practicable to
guide them toward reducing the chance of making the same mistake in their new role.
Terminations of any kind aren't easy, they cause pain and insecurities everywhere as they have a ripple affect.
Sadly it is the business that allows the a-hole to manifest, they created that monster, had that behaviour not been fostered or allowed the situation might have ended up different.
-----------------------------Monica Watt
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General Manager Human Resources and Administration
ELMO Cloud HR & Payroll
Bondi Junction
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I started my Friday by firing someone the second they walked in the door at 7:13am....it was a total blindside but it needed to happen.
He was/is a gigantic a-hole but he got a little misty eyed and I didn't think we were going to make it through the meeting. We're not horrible people but you can't help but feel a bit for the employee
even if they aren't the greatest people.
Now anyone can talk about is needing a drink and its not even 10am.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Friday Rant
_
I just need to have a quick rant about how my morning is going.....
Exec: we need experienced applicants for the off-shifts, but no budget for recruiting (in an industry where there's a serious shortage of experienced workers)
HR (me): we can utilize social media to reach the audience (explains the benefits for recruiting and PR/CSR)
Exec: no. that's not the answer.
Me: ......... (thinks to self "it's 2018....")
Happy Friday! :)

top
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previous next
Re: Collecting background forms at interview
Reply to Group
Feb 17, 2018 2:05 AM
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Anonymous
_
If you are conducting more than one interview forms should not be given to candidate unless you are offering them a job and on the second interview.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
_
We do a phone screen, interview, and second interview. It is during the second interview that we collect this.
I do not consider email secure enough for candidates to send their social security numbers to us. So sending a scanned document with their signature and social is not allowed. It is better for us just
to get the information while they are on site in the second interview, instead of making them come back to our office after we give them an offer just so they can sign a piece of paper.
We are about to implement an ATS that would allow us to collect authorization electronically. In which case we would only collect after the candidate has an offer.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Collecting background forms at interview
_
How do I approach my boss and advise her that we should not be asking applicants to complete the background forms at the time of the interview? She is SHRM certified, and aware of FCRA, but
thinks that this is ok, since we don't process the background until they've accepted the offer… Please help.

top
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previous next
Re: VOE and LinkedIn?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:29 PM
Anonymous
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_
My suggestion: update everything to the correct info, even if it shows gaps. If you are applying to HR related jobs and that is all you have done for the past 8 years, personally I would not even look
at employment prior to that. More than 8 years ago?- I honestly really don't care what you were doing in 2010. Why risk looking like you are lying when it probably won't matter anyway. Just my
thoughts though. Others may not see it this way but that is how my mind works.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: VOE and LinkedIn?
_
Question for the group.. Prior to starting a 8 year history in HR, I bounced around to and from different sales and customer service roles and had some gaps in employment. On LinkedIn, I stretched
out some of my dates of employment to show stable job history. When I've been applying for positions, I only list my HR experience (last 3 jobs over 8 years) so I'm not concerned about falsification
of employment in that way, but was curious if anyone had thoughts regarding any potential voe for my LinkedIn profile? Am I being paranoid?

top
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previous next
Re: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:49 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Our Payroll office does all wage garnishments.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 22:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
_
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I work in the HR department for a city with approximately 800 employees.
The HR department is tasked with entering in all wage garnishments, levies, etc. There are apecific rules for which garnishments must be taken first, amounts, percentages, etc. In my opinion, this is
not something HR has any business entering, as we have never been trained, nor do we have an interest in payroll entry.
We have a full payroll staff. They feel as though HR should enter the garnishments as a protection of separation of duties,
If you have separate HR and payroll departments, who enters garnishments?

top
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previous next
Re: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Payroll Dept. should be responsible.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 22:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who enters wage garnishments, HR or Payroll?
_
I work in the HR department for a city with approximately 800 employees.
The HR department is tasked with entering in all wage garnishments, levies, etc. There are apecific rules for which garnishments must be taken first, amounts, percentages, etc. In my opinion, this is
not something HR has any business entering, as we have never been trained, nor do we have an interest in payroll entry.
We have a full payroll staff. They feel as though HR should enter the garnishments as a protection of separation of duties,
If you have separate HR and payroll departments, who enters garnishments?
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130.

previous next
Re: Employee Suicide Threat
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:24 PM
Anonymous

_
I would contact the police and let them do a wellness check.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I agree. There's obviously some risk here, but I don't see any issue with disciplining and/or terminating based on the toxic behavior and unwillingness to perform her job.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
She isn't requesting any accommodations and I don't see what disability is limiting her ability to perform essential job functions (which would trigger the interactive process). She simply doesn't want
to do them it sounds like. She doesn't seem to be disabled, but troubled. She should be terminated.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
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did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.

top
131.

previous next
Re: Employee Suicide Threat
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
i agree with the poster above.... start the interactive process..
even though she hasn't directly told you she needs accommodations or is having issues, you have become aware of them and its impacting her ability to perform her work and the rest around
her.(including yours).
start the interactive process, by sharing what you know and asking questions. offer reasonable accommodations like, time off to see a doctor or work things out. at the very least, time off should be
granted/given(voluntary or non and explain why) maybe paid time off... (??)
once off, call authorities.
definitely, don't fire nor discipline without legal counsel... you have been made aware of a potential disability or medical condition and that is protected
very tough one here. good luck. keep us posted how it goes.
dc
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
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I would contact the police and let them do a wellness check.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I agree. There's obviously some risk here, but I don't see any issue with disciplining and/or terminating based on the toxic behavior and unwillingness to perform her job.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
She isn't requesting any accommodations and I don't see what disability is limiting her ability to perform essential job functions (which would trigger the interactive process). She simply doesn't want
to do them it sounds like. She doesn't seem to be disabled, but troubled. She should be terminated.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.
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Re: Employee Suicide Threat
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 3:14 PM
Brett Schager
I would add that your language "threatening suicide" might indicate imminent harm to herself. If you are a mandated reporter in your state, you must report that. Whether you are or not, if you
suspect she is an imminent danger to herself, you can call 911 and have her taken to a hospital. They have the ability to determine the threat to herself and refer her to appropriate treatment or put her
under mandatory in-patient suicide watch. At least that's how it works in my state. If she has attempted recently, that is a significant concern that you need to report immediately and, employee
problems aside (those seem legit concerns as other posters have mentioned), she needs help.
-----------------------------Brett Schager, SPHR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 3:31 PM
Lindsey West
First, if the person is an immediate danger to themselves or others, call the authorities. Beyond that, manage the performance issues as performance issues. Starting the interactive ADA process is
fine, but if she's not in or willing to pursue treatment the conversation is ended there. She has to be willing and interested in pursuing the appropriate medical help to determine ADA
accommodations, etc. If you have an appropriate amount of documentation, then pursue termination, or wait for her to say that she isn't interested and doesn't want her job and accept it as a
resignation.
-----------------------------Lindsey West
HR Generalist
South Burlington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.
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previous next

134.

Re: Employee Suicide Threat
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:53 PM
Anonymous

_
In my opinion, there are two distinct things going on here and they need to be managed differently, but together.
PERFORMANCE
The employee's supervisor needs to manage the employee's performance and document the performance management activities. This includes stating expectations, telling the employee what they
need to do to meet expectations, and what the consequences are of not meeting expectations.
POTENTIAL HEALTH ISSUES
I don't like that you met with this employee to inquire about their counseling activities. It seems a bit overstepping to me, not to mention it can toe the line of regarding the employee as disabled. The
poster who suggested that the ADA does not apply to people who are not receiving counseling is incorrect; that could be potentially harmful advice to give.
The ADA requires that you pursue the interactive process to determine if a disability exists and what, if any, accommodations are available to allow the person to perform the essential functions of
their position. Now, you've received information that this person has possibly attempted suicide and you've sort of broached the topic of mental health with them. I recommend that you begin the
formal interactive process by requesting a medical certification and request for accommodation. You can find great samples to use on the Job Accommodation Network.
Now, remember that the ADA does not require that you keep someone employed who is not performing or that you eliminate performance standards as an accommodation. It does require that you
provide reasonable accommodation - your already implemented plan of scheduled feedback rather than on-the-spot feedback could be requested as an accommodation. Part of the interactive process
is reviewing a medical professional's recommended accommodations and then seeing if they are reasonable to you. If they are not, you recommend alternative accommodations.
It is important that you manage performance without mixing in the health issues. Be clear about expectations and performance shortfalls. Document everything.
If you have an EAP, refer the employee to the EAP. If you don't have an EAP, the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline provides great resources for employers and a 24/7 hotline for people.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
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certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.

top
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previous next
Re: Employee Suicide Threat
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:56 PM
Anonymous

_
Original ADA poster there-Thank you for the correction! What I meant to say was what you clarified. Not to imply if they didn't receive counseling, they weren't covered, but rather that there needs to be a certification done and
if they don't get one completed, they aren't "interacting" in the process.
"I recommend that you begin the formal interactive process by requesting a medical certification and request for accommodation. You can find great samples to use on the Job Accommodation
Network."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
In my opinion, there are two distinct things going on here and they need to be managed differently, but together.
PERFORMANCE
The employee's supervisor needs to manage the employee's performance and document the performance management activities. This includes stating expectations, telling the employee what they
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need to do to meet expectations, and what the consequences are of not meeting expectations.
POTENTIAL HEALTH ISSUES
I don't like that you met with this employee to inquire about their counseling activities. It seems a bit overstepping to me, not to mention it can toe the line of regarding the employee as disabled. The
poster who suggested that the ADA does not apply to people who are not receiving counseling is incorrect; that could be potentially harmful advice to give.
The ADA requires that you pursue the interactive process to determine if a disability exists and what, if any, accommodations are available to allow the person to perform the essential functions of
their position. Now, you've received information that this person has possibly attempted suicide and you've sort of broached the topic of mental health with them. I recommend that you begin the
formal interactive process by requesting a medical certification and request for accommodation. You can find great samples to use on the Job Accommodation Network.
Now, remember that the ADA does not require that you keep someone employed who is not performing or that you eliminate performance standards as an accommodation. It does require that you
provide reasonable accommodation - your already implemented plan of scheduled feedback rather than on-the-spot feedback could be requested as an accommodation. Part of the interactive process
is reviewing a medical professional's recommended accommodations and then seeing if they are reasonable to you. If they are not, you recommend alternative accommodations.
It is important that you manage performance without mixing in the health issues. Be clear about expectations and performance shortfalls. Document everything.
If you have an EAP, refer the employee to the EAP. If you don't have an EAP, the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline provides great resources for employers and a 24/7 hotline for people.
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Suicide Threat
_
I have a new employee (less than 3 mo) who has shared with the management and coworkers that she has a history of suicide attempts. During her training period so far, she has required constant
meetings from me and her department head to address how she receives constructive feedback on her performance. She is a kennel attendant in our veterinary hospital and we normally rely on senior
staff to help train, but any time a coworker tells her how to do things OUR way, she reports back to management that she is being bullied. We have created a "standing date" weekly to review how
she is developing her skills - she is in an entry level position and we were prepared to train her up. Feed back seems better received when regularly scheduled instead of on the spot type requests from
certified nursing staff. We also met with some of her coworkers regarding how they were providing feed back to her. It seems to be clean on their side. It is normal for nursing staff to help guide the
animal attendants for husbandry of their hospitalized patients. One of our employees in particular really has taken an interest building her confidence - texts her when she hears about a great job she
did with a difficult patient, etc. Now the new employee has (on 2 occasions) texted that coworker that she has attempted suicide recently. Immediately bringing to our attention (fortunately) her
department head and myself met with her to find out what kind of counseling she is receiving - her response was none, she's never found counseling helpful. SCHRM has a good article on how to
deal with this, which authorities I can enlist to protect this persons safety, but warns that ADA may protect her position. I do want to term her because she is constantly complaining that she does not
want to be a kennel attendant - feels it is beneath her - although that is the job description she was hired for. We have spent so many hours trying to get on the same page with her job description (she
is in agreement that is what she signed up for) and that it will grow into a nursing position with OTJ traiing and school. I'm not getting anywhere with her. I can't tolerate her traumatizing her team
mates with suicide threats, and she's not willing to seek professional counseling. All performance counseling meetings and text suicide threats are documented. Does anyone have feedback on
similar situations? I want her to be safe, but her coworkers don't deserve this trauma either. Thank you so much for your consideration. In 20 years of managing veterinary hospitals, I have never
been so afraid that my handling of a situation could have such consequences.
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previous next

136.

Re: Minnesota Family Leave Act
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 1:36 PM
Kayleigh Karppinen
The Sick and Safe Leave law pertains to who an employee may take sick time for, provided that the company provides paid sick time.
Both Minneapolis and St. Paul passed sick leave laws, however they don't pertain to the entire state.
-----------------------------Kayleigh Karppinen
HR Generalist II
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Minnesota Family Leave Act
_
Hi there, can anyone help me confirm that Minnesota does not offer any paid leave for family medical leave? I saw that something was starting to go to vote in 2017, does anyone know what
happened with that?
Also can you refer me to the state page noting the current state family leave act laws? I found this one which only states Pregnancy and Parental leave laws. Thank you!
www.dli.mn.gov/ls/ParLeave.asp
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Re: Minnesota Family Leave Act
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:45 PM
Anonymous
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_
And, again, there is NO MN law mandating paid leave of any kind, even the sick leave law is clear it is not paid. I think the paid leave requirement was OPs main concern.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:35
From: Kayleigh Karppinen
Subject: Minnesota Family Leave Act
The Sick and Safe Leave law pertains to who an employee may take sick time for, provided that the company provides paid sick time.
Both Minneapolis and St. Paul passed sick leave laws, however they don't pertain to the entire state.
-----------------------------Kayleigh Karppinen
HR Generalist II
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Minnesota Family Leave Act
_
Hi there, can anyone help me confirm that Minnesota does not offer any paid leave for family medical leave? I saw that something was starting to go to vote in 2017, does anyone know what
happened with that?
Also can you refer me to the state page noting the current state family leave act laws? I found this one which only states Pregnancy and Parental leave laws. Thank you!
www.dli.mn.gov/ls/ParLeave.asp
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Re: Minnesota Family Leave Act
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:49 PM |
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

See attached.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Minnesota Family Leave Act
_
Hi there, can anyone help me confirm that Minnesota does not offer any paid leave for family medical leave? I saw that something was starting to go to vote in 2017, does anyone know what
happened with that?
Also can you refer me to the state page noting the current state family leave act laws? I found this one which only states Pregnancy and Parental leave laws. Thank you!
www.dli.mn.gov/ls/ParLeave.asp
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Re: Minnesota Family Leave Act
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:51 PM |
Ivette Dupuis

view attached

I see you wanted FML info.
See attached.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Minnesota Family Leave Act
_
Hi there, can anyone help me confirm that Minnesota does not offer any paid leave for family medical leave? I saw that something was starting to go to vote in 2017, does anyone know what
happened with that?
Also can you refer me to the state page noting the current state family leave act laws? I found this one which only states Pregnancy and Parental leave laws. Thank you!
www.dli.mn.gov/ls/ParLeave.asp
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Re: Minnesota Family Leave Act
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:11 PM
Anonymous

_
This is all very helpful. Thank you everyone!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 19:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Minnesota Family Leave Act
_
Hi there, can anyone help me confirm that Minnesota does not offer any paid leave for family medical leave? I saw that something was starting to go to vote in 2017, does anyone know what
happened with that?
Also can you refer me to the state page noting the current state family leave act laws? I found this one which only states Pregnancy and Parental leave laws. Thank you!
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www.dli.mn.gov/ls/ParLeave.asp
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previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 2:56 PM
Betty Mullen
Just curious, it seems like the majority here prefer to have the initials on their cards. So I'm curious who you are generally handing your cards out to?
I think I mostly give mine out to vendors at HR conferences where they have drawings! Other than that, when I was in banking I gave them to friends I'd made at banking school that I wanted to stay
in touch with, and now I give them out to people who might be interested in either finding a job through our staffing agency or using us to find them people. I occasionally give them out to other HR
colleagues.
In 99% of the times I hand them out, it's because I want the person I'm giving it to to have my contact information. I can't think of a single time I'm given it out hoping to impress someone with my
accomplishments.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
Of course they do. They profit from it!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:24
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
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SHRM agrees with you.
Not only did I work hard to obtain them, I feel it adds credibility to my profession and position.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:52

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I put my credentials on my business cards and email signature.
Not only did I work hard to obtain them, I feel it adds credibility to my profession and position.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:07 PM
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Anonymous
_
â€‹
Typically, one doesn't list non-specialized education credentials, such as an associate, bachelor's or master's degree, on a business card. I don't. A business card is not a resume/CV. You give your
card is what you give to another person so you can keep in touch.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------
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Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:28 PM
Anonymous

_
It's pretentious. People comparing it to someone listed an MD or Esq after their name, which are highly specialized fields which require passing exams for licensing to practice are being ridiculous.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:07
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
â€‹
Typically, one doesn't list non-specialized education credentials, such as an associate, bachelor's or master's degree, on a business card. I don't. A business card is not a resume/CV. You give your
card is what you give to another person so you can keep in touch.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
144.

previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:33 PM
Anonymous

_
I do. I worked my butt of for those credentials! When I give my business card to an applicant, those initials don't mean anything to them. But I also use my business cards when I'm meeting with HR
vendors, colleagues, etc. I've always been the only HR person in my companies with credentials. But its normal in other departments to list credentials so my employer has always just opted to
include mine as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
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course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:55 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Mine are listed. Truly, I never thought anything of it, and being "elitist" or "pretentious" is very far off from my true personality. I am actually shocked that listing them can be viewed that way at
all. Oh, well. Maybe I am just naïve.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:55
From: Betty Mullen
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
Just curious, it seems like the majority here prefer to have the initials on their cards. So I'm curious who you are generally handing your cards out to?
I think I mostly give mine out to vendors at HR conferences where they have drawings! Other than that, when I was in banking I gave them to friends I'd made at banking school that I wanted to stay
in touch with, and now I give them out to people who might be interested in either finding a job through our staffing agency or using us to find them people. I occasionally give them out to other HR
colleagues.
In 99% of the times I hand them out, it's because I want the person I'm giving it to to have my contact information. I can't think of a single time I'm given it out hoping to impress someone with my
accomplishments.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
Of course they do. They profit from it!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 11:24
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
SHRM agrees with you.
Not only did I work hard to obtain them, I feel it adds credibility to my profession and position.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:52

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
_
I put my credentials on my business cards and email signature.
Not only did I work hard to obtain them, I feel it adds credibility to my profession and position.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 18:23
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Business Cards - Do you include your HR Licenses?
I'm ordering new business cards and I'm curious do you add your HR licenses? For example, does your card read "Jane Doe, PHR, SHRM-CP" or does it simply read "Jane Doe." Job title is of
course listed. What do you have?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
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previous next
Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:49 PM
Anonymous

_
To the poster above who believes some of the responses were judgement, I don't view them that way but simply giving a different perspective for how to approach it more effectively by having the
manager deliver the discipline.
To the OP, since you have been assigned this task by the CEO, I would be direct but I would also include as many references to "we" and "the CEO and I" as possible when talking. For example if
you were to be saying "these behaviors are unacceptable and I expect that you will immediately correct the behaviors ..", I would say "these behaviors are unacceptable and the CEO (or his name!)
and I expect that you will immediately correct the behaviors." This way you strengthen the message that it's not just coming from HR, a peer or subordinate position, but also from his boss - the
CEO.
Another suggestion - practice your delivery beforehand so that you know what key points you expect to hit and how you will say them. This will help you come across as poised, prepared and
professional.
Good luck,
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
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How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.

top
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previous next
Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:54 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Great suggestions by AJ. Let us know how this goes!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
To the poster above who believes some of the responses were judgement, I don't view them that way but simply giving a different perspective for how to approach it more effectively by having the
manager deliver the discipline.
To the OP, since you have been assigned this task by the CEO, I would be direct but I would also include as many references to "we" and "the CEO and I" as possible when talking. For example if
you were to be saying "these behaviors are unacceptable and I expect that you will immediately correct the behaviors ..", I would say "these behaviors are unacceptable and the CEO (or his name!)
and I expect that you will immediately correct the behaviors." This way you strengthen the message that it's not just coming from HR, a peer or subordinate position, but also from his boss - the
CEO.
Another suggestion - practice your delivery beforehand so that you know what key points you expect to hit and how you will say them. This will help you come across as poised, prepared and
professional.
Good luck,
AJ
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
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_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.

top

previous next

148.

Re: HR Disciplining an Exec?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 3:04 PM
Betty Mullen

â€‹
"UGH" to the responders who come off judgmental about what is and what isn't HR's responsibility. The CEO asked this HR professional to do something, so she needs to do it.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 09:50

Since OP hadn't told us that her CEO made this request in her original post, I hardly think it was being judgmental to share the concept that HR should not be trying to take on the role of the
manager. This is a mistake that is VERY commonly made by newer HR professionals (we've seen it many times on this board), and it's reasonable to try and provide education to an HR professional
who might not realize that there is a line there that HR should avoid crossing when possible.
Since OP gave us the information that this was the CEO's request, then obviously she needs to comply. But don't call other people judgmental for operating on the basis of information you have now
that we didn't at the time of our original responses.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
â€‹
"UGH" to the responders who come off judgmental about what is and what isn't HR's responsibility. The CEO asked this HR professional to do something, so she needs to do it.
OP, remember when Marcia Brady (I realize I am dating myself here) had to take her driver's test and was worried about the instructor? She pictured the instructor in his underwear and it made her
more at ease and less nervous. Now, I don't want you to take that example literally. That exec is an employee of the organization, just like others that you have coached or disciplined. You also have
the CEO's backing. Talk to that exec like you would any other employee and stress to him that your goal for the conversation is to help him be a better leader through this feedback you are giving
him. If you talk to him and let him know that you are on his side and are wanting to help him and not coming from a place of negative judgment, he will hopefully respond appropriately.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Disciplining an Exec?
_
I am nervous for a conversation I will be leading disciplining an Executive, C-Suite member. The CEO agrees with my assessment and will be present in the meeting but I will be leading the
discussion.
I'll be providing verbal feedback regarding the Executive's behavior. While not completely inappropriate he continues to discuss sensitive topics in the work space. Examples would it include:
Discussing the use of guns by homeowners, love of Mexican restaurants and the jokingly saying chimichanga in a Hispanic accent, discussing farts, etc. Most recently, during a team meeting when
discussing security penetration (a common term in the IT industry) he stated "penetration is such an obscene word...maybe it is because I'm sexually repressed but it is just ewww. Especially when
we need to say physical penetration." This executive is prominent in this IT area so he uses these words regularly. I understand his intent was to state the elephant in this room, these terms are
awkward, but it made the entire group pause.
How do you approach this? I need to discipline but also walk the line of respect. This a new executive. Started in December.

top
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previous next
Re: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:18 PM
Anonymous

_
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Poster #3 here - not sure if your question was to me but thought I'll still answer.
As per what we do, I don't think the end client,someone like your company, would ever pay more if there are two companies involved as we try to keep the total cost same whether it's our employee
or a sub to us. The impact is more on the staffing firms involved because the more companies involved in the arrangement, the more dollars we pass down so our profit margins may lower at times.
But we do see a sub of a sub more expensive some times just due to an extra layer involved but other times it doesn't make a big difference. It's all based on the kind of skill you want, the resource
you're looking for and the budget you have.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
_
Thank you for helping me understand this. In your experience, does the employer end up with a higher premium if there are two companies involved?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
_
We are an IT staffing firm and a federal contractor as well and I must say I see this happen too often. It's all about finding that right candidate and sometimes there are more then one firm involved in
it. It all comes down to what you prefer and if you have any policies set around these. We have some clients who clearly state in their agreements that they will not allow us to use subcontractors,
which means we can only pass on our employees to them so it's just us involved. On the contrary, some of our clients are ok if it's a subcontractor to us and not our employee or require us to take an
approval from them before we proceed so then there are two companies involved just like your situation.
I have seen three firms involved too at times but we don't do that as a company policy.
Hope that helps.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 17:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: IT EE's from Staffing Agencies
_
Were an IT company, that often uses staffing agencies.We started a relationship with a staffing company a year ago. Today I wanted to make an offer to someone who is wrapping up a project and
who I want as a long term employee. The employee told me that they don't work for the staffing company that I have a contract with. They work for a different staffing company who is contracted by
the company I thought I was doing business with.
I must say that this worries me and being a federal contractor, I need to know who I am doing business with.
I think this wrong in so many levels, especially because we had no idea.
Do you guys think this is pretty norm?
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top

previous next

150.

Re: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 12:09 PM
Roberta Weingarten

This is where the HUMAN in human resources comes in. This is a normal question for anyone who has some semblance of a life outside work.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 10:37

Yep. During my job search a year ago, I interviewed with a company that was building a new facility to enable growth. Sounded like a challenge...right up until they told me that 65-70 hour weeks
would be the expectation for at least the next 3 years. Noped myself right on out of consideration on that one. I love what I do, but that's unreasonable.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
_
This is where the HUMAN in human resources comes in. This is a normal question for anyone who has some semblance of a life outside work.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 10:34
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back

any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
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Anonymous, 02-15-2018 16:35

Yeah. Maybe he's got kids in school and his spouse and kids are staying where they are now to finish the school year and he wants to know that he'll be able to go see his family. BTDT with my dad
and his new job when I was in high school.

-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
_
I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?

top
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previous next
Re: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:17 PM
Anonymous

_
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What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 16:35

Yes for planning his life out side of work. There is nothing wrong with wanting to know.
Our offer letter states our office is open 6-6, our core hours are 9-3, your work schedule will be set by your manager as based on team needs. This position is an exempt position with an expected
average work week of 40-45 hours. Evening or weekend work may be required based on business demands and team needs. Every effort will be made for advance notice where possible.
When interviewing our hiring managers state the normal team hours and expectations, if evening and weekend work is required and if there is a pattern. Our group is typically 8-4 M-F with some
extended days or evenings as needed during releases every 6 weeks. There is the potential to work weekends during busy times. If a new project is coming down the pipeline we give the employees
advance notice for planning.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
_
I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?

top
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previous next
Re: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:28 PM
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Anonymous
_
OP here,
A huge thanks to all you wonderful HR experts, I dream of the day I can be like you guys someday. I am very new to my career in HR and I know I lack this deeper level of HR thinking. But I won't
give up.
Thank you for helping me see this differently and sharing your valuable input.
Happy Friday ^-^
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempted Offer Letter sent back
_
I sent out an offer with great pay, benefits, PTO and relocation assistance for 6 months and a $5000 moving stipend.
This is for an experience engineer who will deal with clients.
His response is that the offer to clarify exactly how many hours he is expected to work during the week and if there is any work required during the weekend. The offer is very clear this is an exempt
position.
Engineers work with clients so hours vary and that's not something we can control.
Would you specify the hours on an offer?
What would you respond? - any guess on why he wants the hours defined in the offer?
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previous next
Re: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 12:42 PM
Anonymous
_
Making the concerned suggestion an employee see a doctor and if they do so, to bring in a note, is not requiring to bring in a note.
I had to have the conversation with a supervisor about requiring a note for every sick day when I first got here. It's unrealistic, not affordable, clogs up doctors offices and is just unnecessary. Just
because I have a migraine doesn't mean I need to seek medical care but I also don't need to hear a forklift or bells and people yelling to each other all day either.
And no, under no circumstances, am I paying for her medical bill. Unless he implied her job was in jeopardy, I wouldn't be jumping on that train.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Asked for Dr's note now ee wants company to pay the bill
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a manager that had an employee that was out two consecutive days. When she spoke with the ee the ee had told her manager that she had been sick through the weekend (sick over the
weekend-off on Monday-out sick Tuesday and Wednesday) and was not sure if she was going to be in on Thursday. Manager, out of concern said that is a long time to be sick you should call your
doctor and when you do go please bring a note in. EE ended up being out two consecutive work days.
Now the ee received a bill as she had not hit her deductible and she wants us to pay for it as her manager told her to bring in a note.
Was her manager wrong to ask for this? Our handbook does not speak to bringing in a note when sick.
Thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: HR Scams
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 12:05 PM
Sean Maguire
Trust but verify. When I had an employee that wanted me to hand his W-2 to a friend that would show up, I had him both call me and send an email confirming the person's name, and I checked their
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ID at the front desk before handing over the W-2.
If my CEO sent me an email to email all W-2s I'd walk into their office and ask, then put it on a flash drive. Emails can be compromised very easily. Gmail has a dot feature that creates a new email.
So Joe@gmail.com, and J.oe@gmail.com are the same email address to Google.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Scams
_
I have no question, but just came across this article regarding scams targeted at HR. I remember someone posting a question that seems similar to Scam #3 with I-9s, but I cannot find the thread. Just
figured I'd share.
â€‹
www.hrmorning.com/...

top
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previous next
Re: HR Scams
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:56 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Never put confidential information on a flash drive. Flash drives can never be entirely erased or reformatted. You can always bring that info back if you know what you are doing. My first degree
is in IT and this was confirmed to me by a cyber security engineer with a great deal of experience in computer forensics. This is what he did, find info people thought was long erased or hidden.
HR in PA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:04
From: Sean Maguire
Subject: HR Scams
Trust but verify. When I had an employee that wanted me to hand his W-2 to a friend that would show up, I had him both call me and send an email confirming the person's name, and I checked their
ID at the front desk before handing over the W-2.
If my CEO sent me an email to email all W-2s I'd walk into their office and ask, then put it on a flash drive. Emails can be compromised very easily. Gmail has a dot feature that creates a new email.
So Joe@gmail.com, and J.oe@gmail.com are the same email address to Google.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Scams
_
I have no question, but just came across this article regarding scams targeted at HR. I remember someone posting a question that seems similar to Scam #3 with I-9s, but I cannot find the thread. Just
figured I'd share.
â€‹
www.hrmorning.com/...
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previous next
Re: PEO Advice
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:31 PM
Anonymous

_
We just signed up with Justworks, and we were able to choose which services we wanted. We've been very happy with their responses to our multiple questions. I'm hoping they'll be as responsive
once we start with them in March.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 14:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: PEO Advice
_
Hello, this is my first time using a PEO and my boss asked me to start evaluating if we should break away from the PEO to save cost. I am the HR manager for our company and handle the HR
Generalist duties, but I definitely need help with Benefits, Payroll, Workers Comp administration and need an HRIS system. I contacted ADP and it seems their PEO model is an all or nothing
option. Are there other PEO models that allow you to choose from an "A La Carte" menu to save cost? We are a small company with less than 25 employees but looking to grow over the next few
years. Should we stick with the PEO model with an HR department of one?

top
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previous next
Re: ACA reporting
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:52 PM |
Ivette Dupuis

Reply to Sender

view attached

See attached, just ignore specific software advice (go to page 4).
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: ACA reporting
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi All. I filed my 1094-C with the IRS and received an error stating that some employee names do not match the IRS database. One is due to a person getting married and not changing their name
with the SSA and the other is an immigration issue (and that person is no longer employed with us). Any ideas on how to proceed with correcting this? Thanks in advance.
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158.

Re: ACA reporting
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 3:03 PM
Roberta Weingarten

One is due to a person getting married and not changing their name with the SSA
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 13:46

If this person hasn't changed his/her name with the SSA, s/he should still be paid under their old name.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: ACA reporting
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi All. I filed my 1094-C with the IRS and received an error stating that some employee names do not match the IRS database. One is due to a person getting married and not changing their name
with the SSA and the other is an immigration issue (and that person is no longer employed with us). Any ideas on how to proceed with correcting this? Thanks in advance.
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previous next
Re: Discrimination or harassment?
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 12:42 PM
Anonymous
_
Here's how this plays out:
1. Ex-employee files an ADEA discrimination charge citing the emotional allegations in the OP.
2. Ex-employer files a response citing all of the legitimate, non-discriminatory FACTS that led to the decision to terminate.
3. Ball is back in claimant's court to disprove the employer's reasoning, and show that the REAL motive was age.
#3 is where it usually falls apart for the claimant. His OPINION that deadlines were unreasonable is not enough. FEELING harassed is not enough. PERCEPTIONS of favoritism are not enough. This
is all emotion and speculation. Discrimination cases succeed or fail based on FACTS.â€‹
So, if your friend can show that expectations of similarly situated younger employees were different, he might be able to make some headway. Be careful here - "similarly situated" means exactly
that. If I hire a 59 year old who claims 20 years of widget making experience, and a 34 year old with NO widget making experience... one of them should have a much shorter training period than the
other.
Proving discrimination is difficult and time consuming. The odds of success are low. Your friend would be better served to focus his energy on the future and move on.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Discrimination or harassment?
_
A friend has been terminated from his job after six months of being told he wasn't learning his position fast enough. He is 59 and his coworker is about 25 years younger. The manager has
continuously harassed him about his speed of learning, saying his coworker had the job mastered by the six month mark. He stated the younger coworker is continually shown favoritism by the
manager. He's been tasked to meet unreasonable deadlines, given extra work, and has felt harassed since he started. I have worked with this man before for many years. He is a very hard worker and
excellent with employees. How and when could ADEA be proved in this case?
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previous next
Re: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 12:16 PM
Sean Maguire
If you're self funded it might be best to contract out with an ASO to handle claims, that way you don't handle PHI directly. Administrative Services Only.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Self funded Insurance plan and confidentiality
_
Ok, so I am new to self funded world. Love learning new things.
We are a mid-sized company. The Office Administrator receives all the invoices to pay. Up until I started here this person was in charge of all FMLA, COBRA, Employee benefits, new hire
orientations, etc. I don't know why because they did have an HR Manager on site.
HR Manager retired and I got hired on and took all of that away from the office administrator and put it all in HR where it belongs. Office Administrator still receives the invoices for the self funded
plan to pay them.
I have an issue because she sees the names on the claims and then asks me, what's wrong with so and so. Yes, I know, if they have FMLA, but no, I don't provide the information to her. I am
uncomfortable that she sees names and that she complains to me about how much so and so is costing the company. Ummm, mind your own dang business and that is why they have health
insurance.
Maybe I am touchy because I am one of the high cost employees last year. I had a real tough year last year medically speaking. It's not normal for me but we all go through ups and downs in our
health. In fact I am still dealing with one minor issue and have been going to a clinic that does not take insurance since the beginning of this year so she doesn't know about it. How bad is that?
Any thoughts on how I should handle going forward?
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Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
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Feb 16, 2018 3:21 PM
Anonymous
_
I used to be a handicap parking judger until I met my coworker..... I have a coworker who runs marathons and looks very physically fit. He gets harassed all of the time for parking in the handicap
spots. Until he pulls up his pants leg. He has one leg. The reason he has to park in handicap is because his leg prosthetic leg doesn't bend enough to allow him to get in the car without the car door
being open as far as it will go. There has been many times someone parked too close to him and he had absolutely no way to get into his car..My point is I wouldn't say anything.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
TIA
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Re: Handicap Parking
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 3:29 PM
Anonymous

_
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This is an excellent example of why we should not assume anything.

I assume he has a permit.

A friend and I in college would get the glare. After an accident at 18 left her paralyzed from the waist down, she was given a fancy new BMW SUV complete with retrofitted hand controls so she
could drive herself. (It was donated by a dealership, her parents could not have afforded it.) We pull up into parking spots, I'd hop out (get yelled at--Hey spoiled college girl, you can't park there.)
I'd pull out her chair from the trunk and she'd display her placard. Lots of apologies. She said she'd get yelled at all the time when she by herself too. She could pull her chair from the front passenger
seat across her lap to the driver side door herself.
Once she was told by some busy body that if she were truly handicapped, she would not be able to drive. That and all people in wheel chairs should have vans.

I used to be a handicap parking judger until I met my coworker..... I have a coworker who runs marathons and looks very physically fit. He gets harassed all of the time for parking in the
handicap spots. Until he pulls up his pants leg. He has one leg. The reason he has to park in handicap is because his leg prosthetic leg doesn't bend enough to allow him to get in the car
without the car door being open as far as it will go. There has been many times someone parked too close to him and he had absolutely no way to get into his car..My point is I wouldn't say
anything.
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 15:20

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 15:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I used to be a handicap parking judger until I met my coworker..... I have a coworker who runs marathons and looks very physically fit. He gets harassed all of the time for parking in the handicap
spots. Until he pulls up his pants leg. He has one leg. The reason he has to park in handicap is because his leg prosthetic leg doesn't bend enough to allow him to get in the car without the car door
being open as far as it will go. There has been many times someone parked too close to him and he had absolutely no way to get into his car..My point is I wouldn't say anything.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handicap Parking
_
I am a new manager, and have been here a week.
One of my employees, who's position requires her to stand at the Front Desk for their 8 hour shift, and notices that the employee parks in the handicap parking spot.
The car is displaying the handicap sticker, but the other staff has told me that the sticker belonged to the employees mother who passed away last year.
Can I ask the employee if they have any disabilities that I need to be aware of, since i see the sticker?
If the handicap sticker is valid, I am ok with that - but also want to make sure that I know all that I need to about the team.
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TIA
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Re: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:06 PM
Anonymous

_

Are you in Michigan?
There is a HUGE issue with fraudulent claims being filed right now.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 13:48

Without actually knowing your particular company, the one big problem Michigan has the Midas system it created. This system has such a faulty criteria, if you apply and it decides you didn't
deserve it, the state comes after you with a vengeance. This is done to those who can ill afford it because they have no job, the perfect victims. Read this article with "there but for the grace of
God..."
Michigan's abuse of UI claimants
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
_
Are you in Michigan?
There is a HUGE issue with fraudulent claims being filed right now. These are claims for active employees who have not filed for benefits. There was a data breach where the unemployment system
was left wide open for hackers. There were some news articles about it, but due to the other issues with the UI system, it seems to have flown under the radar.
At my previous company, we sent a letter to the active team member letting them know about the data breach, and provided the UI contact information (there is a form letter on the MI UI site.
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I first realized we had an issue in the fall of 2016. It wasn't until February that UI admitted to the data breach. It has come and gone in waves. I am at a new company now and we just had 2
instances.
At my previous company it impacted about 10% of our Michigan based population.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:31
From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
â€‹â€‹
Is anyone dealing with fraudulent unemployment insurance claims in the workplace? If so, how are you addressing this? I am looking for any advice/guidance you can offer. Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
------------------------------
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Re: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:09 PM
Jennifer Donovan

â€‹
I am in Michigan! Thank you so much for your response.
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
Rochester Hills
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
_
Are you in Michigan?
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Reply to Sender

There is a HUGE issue with fraudulent claims being filed right now. These are claims for active employees who have not filed for benefits. There was a data breach where the unemployment system
was left wide open for hackers. There were some news articles about it, but due to the other issues with the UI system, it seems to have flown under the radar.
At my previous company, we sent a letter to the active team member letting them know about the data breach, and provided the UI contact information (there is a form letter on the MI UI site.
I first realized we had an issue in the fall of 2016. It wasn't until February that UI admitted to the data breach. It has come and gone in waves. I am at a new company now and we just had 2
instances.
At my previous company it impacted about 10% of our Michigan based population.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:31
From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
â€‹â€‹
Is anyone dealing with fraudulent unemployment insurance claims in the workplace? If so, how are you addressing this? I am looking for any advice/guidance you can offer. Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 2:27 PM
Tara Hall
Yes, we had 2 in May 2017, wasn't much of a pain for us, more for the employees affected. I called UIA to report the claims as identity theft/fraud and filed an online protest. The employees had to
file police reports, call the UIA fraud hotline and go to the nearest UIA office to report the claim and provide proof of identity, drivers license and social security card. We also advised them to put a
fraud alert on their credit reports. Since we had no idea how their information was breached we also offered to pay for a year of "Lifelock" or a similar product.
-----------------------------Tara Hall
Business Department Leader
Cadillac News
Cadillac MI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 14:09
From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
â€‹
I am in Michigan! Thank you so much for your response.
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
Rochester Hills
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
_
Are you in Michigan?
There is a HUGE issue with fraudulent claims being filed right now. These are claims for active employees who have not filed for benefits. There was a data breach where the unemployment system
was left wide open for hackers. There were some news articles about it, but due to the other issues with the UI system, it seems to have flown under the radar.
At my previous company, we sent a letter to the active team member letting them know about the data breach, and provided the UI contact information (there is a form letter on the MI UI site.
I first realized we had an issue in the fall of 2016. It wasn't until February that UI admitted to the data breach. It has come and gone in waves. I am at a new company now and we just had 2
instances.
At my previous company it impacted about 10% of our Michigan based population.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:31
From: Jennifer Donovan
Subject: Unemployment Insurance Fraud
â€‹â€‹
Is anyone dealing with fraudulent unemployment insurance claims in the workplace? If so, how are you addressing this? I am looking for any advice/guidance you can offer. Thank you!
-----------------------------Jennifer Donovan
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: OSHA Complaint
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 12:50 PM
Michael Smith
â€‹
I would conduct a documented Workplace Safety Hazard Assessment. I would consider contacting your local OSHA office just to confirm no other action is needed thereafter.
-----------------------------Michael Smith
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: OSHA Complaint
_
Good morning!
My office received an OSHA complaint and this is new to me. Sorry for the long story.
The situation is my company is spread out over three floors in our office building. We have a group that is in a suite in the lower level that do not like being in the basement. There are no windows,
it can get a little cooler when the service doors are open, etc. However, they're not going anywhere. 1. Rent is cheaper. 2. Bigger issue, there is nowhere else in the building large enough to
accommodate that group. We recently had issues with a family of skunks that wanted to nest in a hole outside our office. The skunk smell filled our whole building, but it was the worst in the
basement and we received many many complaints. It was gross. However, we took care of it. We brought it the building manager and an air filtration system was put in. We also brought out
someone to catch and re-home the skunk family. Problem solved.
Now...we've received a notice from OSHA that there was a complaint: "Employees are exposed to various strong odors and possibly mold/radon in the basement business office area, causing an air
quality concern." The notice does not indicate any action required. It basically states that in most cases you do not need to identify a specific species of mold and routine sampling of mold is
expensive and may not be necessary. You can clean mold with bleach solution. We have not seen signs of mold and have never had a complaint of mold. I believe we got an OSHA complaint
because of skunks. We sent the notice to our building management company. They responded with an estimate. They will test for mold and will take care of any issues discovered, however if
nothing is found, my company will be responsible for paying for the testing and it is expensive.
Ultimately this is for our owners to decide, but as of right now it is in my hands. IMO the notice does not require action, we've already taken care of our little skunk friends, and we do not see any
signs of mold. I would consider this matter closed. However...I have no experience dealing with OSHA complaints. Does anyone with experience think it is best to just pay for the testing?
Thanks!
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167.

Re: OSHA Complaint
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:00 PM
Anonymous

_

â€‹
I would conduct a documented Workplace Safety Hazard Assessment.
Michael Smith, 02-16-2018 12:49

Michael, thank you for the information. This is a new process to me. Are you recommending a self audit or is this something we would arrange with OSHA?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:49
From: Michael Smith
Subject: OSHA Complaint
â€‹
I would conduct a documented Workplace Safety Hazard Assessment. I would consider contacting your local OSHA office just to confirm no other action is needed thereafter.
-----------------------------Michael Smith
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 12:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: OSHA Complaint
_
Good morning!
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My office received an OSHA complaint and this is new to me. Sorry for the long story.
The situation is my company is spread out over three floors in our office building. We have a group that is in a suite in the lower level that do not like being in the basement. There are no windows,
it can get a little cooler when the service doors are open, etc. However, they're not going anywhere. 1. Rent is cheaper. 2. Bigger issue, there is nowhere else in the building large enough to
accommodate that group. We recently had issues with a family of skunks that wanted to nest in a hole outside our office. The skunk smell filled our whole building, but it was the worst in the
basement and we received many many complaints. It was gross. However, we took care of it. We brought it the building manager and an air filtration system was put in. We also brought out
someone to catch and re-home the skunk family. Problem solved.
Now...we've received a notice from OSHA that there was a complaint: "Employees are exposed to various strong odors and possibly mold/radon in the basement business office area, causing an air
quality concern." The notice does not indicate any action required. It basically states that in most cases you do not need to identify a specific species of mold and routine sampling of mold is
expensive and may not be necessary. You can clean mold with bleach solution. We have not seen signs of mold and have never had a complaint of mold. I believe we got an OSHA complaint
because of skunks. We sent the notice to our building management company. They responded with an estimate. They will test for mold and will take care of any issues discovered, however if
nothing is found, my company will be responsible for paying for the testing and it is expensive.
Ultimately this is for our owners to decide, but as of right now it is in my hands. IMO the notice does not require action, we've already taken care of our little skunk friends, and we do not see any
signs of mold. I would consider this matter closed. However...I have no experience dealing with OSHA complaints. Does anyone with experience think it is best to just pay for the testing?
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 12:09 PM
Sean Maguire
I would enter all the new hire and payroll changes for employees in the HRIS and payroll system, it makes things easier as the payroll admin would often drop the ball and mess up payroll, and I'd be
left holding the bag. I ran payroll and we didn't have any issues after that, I checked the pre-process register three times before I submit the payroll.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 16:23
From: Anonymous
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Subject: payroll vs HR
_
I do both HR/PR right now so it's not an issue. But when we had an HR person and I did just the PR. She would forward me all the paperwork and I would enter all the info in the system. I
preferred it that way. Too many people going in to make changes can end up in a mess.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹

top
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previous next
Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:37 PM
Anonymous

_
At one company, HR entered new hires, payroll verified (checked for mistakes) and entered any changes after hire.
At my last company, HR entered new hires and changes. Payroll refused to do anything and it was even at the point where they were referring payroll questions to me until I caught on and put a stop
to it since I wasn't involved in that and couldn't do anything about it. She just didn't want to deal with people with accents.
At this company, payroll enters new hires and all changes. It all depends on the company and who wants control over the system and the process. And to be honest, the HR team at headquarters (I'm
at an off site facility) are not very careful with their entries judging by the amount of errors I've found in the benefit databases so we're better off.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
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incorrect reportingâ€‹
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previous next
Re: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:56 PM
Anonymous

_
"Delicately" handling this communication obviously didn't work. Obviously we don't know exactly what you meant by that, but my guess is the manager tried to be considerate or kind, perhaps in
the process, causing the message to be unclear or wishy-washy. Be blunt. Be specific. Use technology to take away, to the extent you can, his ability to make or receive work calls after-hours, and tell
him why you're doing it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.
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Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:31 PM
Anonymous

_
One lady just told me it was unfair she started the year with -8 PTO hours. That should have been wiped clean at the beginning of the year or we shouldn't have let her go negative. She wants her
hours back! It happened very close to the holidays right before the plant shut down so the supervisor probably didn't have time to ask if she wanted to get paid or not and just let her get paid since it
was christmas and probably thought she was being kind. I didn't even know what to say to that. She just kept saying it wasn't fair and she wasn't told.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!
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previous next
Re: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 12:20 PM
Sean Maguire
Of course you can do that, but be prepared for them to file unemployment and get it. You should give them at least 30 days notice of change.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
_
We are in the state of Illinois.
We have an employee that is paid differently than other sales associates. This employee is paid $1,150 base pay a week plus 2% commission on all sales over 50,000. Our other sales associates are
paid a base pay between 400 and 600 a week and commission based upon a chart relating to that base pay. Sales have been down for months at this location and we would like to reduce this
employees pay and change it to one of the base pay plans and the relating commission chart.
My question: Would we be in violation of anything for changing one employee's salary and no one else? Even though we are changing this person's salary to be similar to the other sales associates at
this location. No one else is paid at 1,150 a week and 2% commission.
We would prepare a salary reduction letter and give this person a thirty day notice before the change takes effect.
Any help and any sample letters?
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173.

Re: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:26 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm a bit confused.
Are you eliminating his current job and giving him different duties??
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
_
We are in the state of Illinois.
We have an employee that is paid differently than other sales associates. This employee is paid $1,150 base pay a week plus 2% commission on all sales over 50,000. Our other sales associates are
paid a base pay between 400 and 600 a week and commission based upon a chart relating to that base pay. Sales have been down for months at this location and we would like to reduce this
employees pay and change it to one of the base pay plans and the relating commission chart.
My question: Would we be in violation of anything for changing one employee's salary and no one else? Even though we are changing this person's salary to be similar to the other sales associates at
this location. No one else is paid at 1,150 a week and 2% commission.
We would prepare a salary reduction letter and give this person a thirty day notice before the change takes effect.
Any help and any sample letters?
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Re: Position Elimination
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:25 PM
Sean Maguire
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Reply to Sender

Give them a weeks' severance for each year of service, or a day for each year of service, whichever you prefer.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Position Elimination
_
â€‹â€‹
I need some advice. We are a small company of about 125, spread out over 10 cities across the Midwest. At our corporate office, we have about 30. We are really scrutinizing corporate expenses
and are looking hard at each position. We are strongly considering eliminating our janitor position. There are other positions that could cover those duties.
We have a strong family culture and this employee has been with the company for over 40 years. He is well-liked and respected by most.
How would you advise handling this situation? We are not a company that has eliminated positions in the past, so we want to be cognizant of what it could do to morale, be respectful of this
employee's service to the company, but also do what's best for the business.
Our president has suggested giving him six months' notice, but I don't agree.
Thank you!
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Re: Position Elimination
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 12:31 PM
Anonymous

_
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Are you sure that eliminating this position will actually position the company for success?
Think long and hard about that. And take into consideration than not too many people will be pleased with cleaning bathrooms being added to their responsibilities as "other duties as assigned".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Position Elimination
_
â€‹â€‹
I need some advice. We are a small company of about 125, spread out over 10 cities across the Midwest. At our corporate office, we have about 30. We are really scrutinizing corporate expenses
and are looking hard at each position. We are strongly considering eliminating our janitor position. There are other positions that could cover those duties.
We have a strong family culture and this employee has been with the company for over 40 years. He is well-liked and respected by most.
How would you advise handling this situation? We are not a company that has eliminated positions in the past, so we want to be cognizant of what it could do to morale, be respectful of this
employee's service to the company, but also do what's best for the business.
Our president has suggested giving him six months' notice, but I don't agree.
Thank you!
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176.

Re: Position Elimination
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 1:58 PM
Mary Dillman
Good advice offered for creating a severance package and shorter notice period for the janitor. That said, I wholeheartedly agree with this:

Are you sure that eliminating this position will actually position the company for success?
Anonymous, 02-16-2018 12:30
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Elininating this position may be a "low-hanging fruit" solution to reduce expenses. Any analysis and solution development regarding the financial stability of your company should include a longerterm view and strategic initiatives - be it operational efficiencies, revenue growth, new products, new market entry, etc. - all of which have HR components.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 12:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Position Elimination
_
Are you sure that eliminating this position will actually position the company for success?
Think long and hard about that. And take into consideration than not too many people will be pleased with cleaning bathrooms being added to their responsibilities as "other duties as assigned".
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Position Elimination
_
â€‹â€‹
I need some advice. We are a small company of about 125, spread out over 10 cities across the Midwest. At our corporate office, we have about 30. We are really scrutinizing corporate expenses
and are looking hard at each position. We are strongly considering eliminating our janitor position. There are other positions that could cover those duties.
We have a strong family culture and this employee has been with the company for over 40 years. He is well-liked and respected by most.
How would you advise handling this situation? We are not a company that has eliminated positions in the past, so we want to be cognizant of what it could do to morale, be respectful of this
employee's service to the company, but also do what's best for the business.
Our president has suggested giving him six months' notice, but I don't agree.
Thank you!
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previous next
Re: First time running background check for current employees
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 12:33 PM
Sean Maguire
HIPAA is for health information. If you fully insure your health plan, and have a business associate agreement with your broker, you will almost never come in contact with PHI, except for FMLA or
WC cases. SOX is for regulatory compliance, if you have outside auditors they can give you more information on that. It's about internal controls and processes.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 18:44
From: Christie Roark
Subject: First time running background check for current employees
Hello! I work at a small 14 employee IT company. We recently have had some clients asking us what we do on our end to be HIPAA compliant and SOC compliant. It was suggested that we run
background checks on our employees and my CEO would like to do this so we are in compliance for our clients. With that said, we have never run background checks before in the 15+ years the
company has been around. My questions are:
1. Before I write an email, should I put something in the company handbook about this new "procedure?" Our turnover rate is very low so it's not likely we will need to run a background check for a
new hire any time soon. I feel like current employees could be upset or confused on why we are doing this now... which brings me to question 2.....
2. What kind of email should I send out to employees about this change? I'll likely be sending the consent form along with it for them to sign but maybe that should be separate so they can wrap their
head around the fact that we will be running background checks? I was going to write something like "It has come to our attention that we need?/could be more HIPAA compliant for our clients so
over the next week we will be running background checks on current employees as well as any new hires in the future... "
3. How often should we run background checks in relation to the HIPAA situation I described? Is there anything else I'm missing?
Any input would be appreciated. I want to make sure this is easy and "worry-free" for employees.
-----------------------------Christie Roark
Coordination Manager
BoxIT
San Francisco, CA
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Best day of the week to terminate someone
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 12:39 PM
Sean Maguire
Yes, it was a long day for me. It was a Thursday, a week before my birthday. I knew it was coming but didn't know when. I've been out of work since November 2nd, and it's tough. I've been on 10
interviews and have applied to 415 jobs since then.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best day of the week to terminate someone
_
I am responding as both HR and as a person who has been let go do to restructuring due to a buyout. Do is ASAP. When I had to lay off a large number of people due to a buy out, they wanted to get
it done as soon as possible so they could "move on". I have been one of the people laid off and I asked my boss to let me go first thing in the morning when it was determined. There is no law that
says you cannot let someone go on a Monday.
I was laid off from a company back in 2008 due to the economic downfall and after laying off over 1/2 the workforce my boss came to me to let me go. I knew it was going to happen and was all
packed up and ready to go. I was very unhappy that he chose to do this at the very last minute of the day. I sat there all day waiting. You know how long of a day that is?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best day of the week to terminate someone
_
For involuntary terms related to performance or other reason, as soon as possible. We don't care what day.
For reductions in force due to business reasons, we try to term TWTh, but pay through Friday, which would be the official term date on record. This is as our benefits end on last day of employment
(Friday) and it gives employees time to get ducks in a row. We'd cut off access on term day though.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 13:53
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Best day of the week to terminate someone
_
We were acquired a couple years ago and are slowly (and often painfully) integrating to the policies and practices of our parent company. I was discussing an upcoming termination with one of our
corporate HR representatives about an upcoming termination, and he insisted that it had to be Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday... definitely not Monday or Friday. Because it happens that in this
case, Monday would be the most convenient, I pushed back. He again insisted and said that this had been "run by legal".
I've been in HR 20+ years and have terminated quite a few people on whatever day works best for all parties involved. In this particular case, the employee's manager has to fly to a different location
and has a important family obligation that will require him to now fly in and out in the same day, all to avoid a Monday termination.
I've been googling and realize that some appear to recommend mid-week, but I don't think it's necessary, and it definitely has nothing to do with legal.
Do any of you have guidelines around this?

top
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previous next
Re: Bamboo HR Software
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 1:04 PM
Sean Maguire
BambooHR also has flat fee plans for 100+ employees, it was $300 a month.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-31-2018 13:17
From: Mendy Kelley
Subject: Bamboo HR Software
Hi, I am researching HR tools for recruiting (job postings), on-boarding, and time/PTO tracker. We currently use only the on-boarding portion of Hireology, but was wondering if anyone has
experience with BambooHR and what your thoughts are about the software.
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Mendy Kelley
Director of Internal Operations & HR
Iprecheck, LLC
Cincinnati OH
------------------------------
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Re: Bamboo HR Software
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 1:25 PM
Anonymous

_
Love, love love Bamboo HRIS! It's very intuitive, user friendly and their customer support has always been superb.
Their applicant tracking leaves a lot to be desired, as it is not customizable at this point. If recruiting/hiring is a big part of what you do, I'd suggest really looking into the ATS to make sure that it
does what you need it to do. (We wound up switching over to a different ATS that had more capabilities.)

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 13:04
From: Sean Maguire
Subject: Bamboo HR Software
BambooHR also has flat fee plans for 100+ employees, it was $300 a month.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-31-2018 13:17
From: Mendy Kelley
Subject: Bamboo HR Software
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Hi, I am researching HR tools for recruiting (job postings), on-boarding, and time/PTO tracker. We currently use only the on-boarding portion of Hireology, but was wondering if anyone has
experience with BambooHR and what your thoughts are about the software.
-----------------------------Mendy Kelley
Director of Internal Operations & HR
Iprecheck, LLC
Cincinnati OH
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Global Exit Interview Software
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 1:55 PM
Vikki Morris
We've been using UltiPro for about 8 months. Although we do not use the Performance Management component, I believe you may be able to use some of the (many) custom fields to collect the data
you need and run reports through Business Intelligence to glean information regarding trends. Again, new to the system so this may be over-simplifying the issue.
-----------------------------Vikki Morris SHRM-SCP
HR Manager
IFAW
Yarmouth Port MA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-30-2018 09:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Global Exit Interview Software
_
â€‹
Does anyone know of or use exit interview software to conduct and analyze exit interviews for both domestic and international locations. Looking for a cloud base tool that offers exit interview
questions in several languages and which has analytics to display trends of why employees are leaving. If software integrates with HCMs like Workday even better. Thank you.
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Re: Lone HR Manager - Anyone Else?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 1:13 PM
Sean Maguire
Assume 30% turnover and plan accordingly. You will be on and off boarding at least 12 employees a week. Outsource the UE claims response since it's a sheer waste of time for you. Automate as
much as possible.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-26-2018 14:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Lone HR Manager - Anyone Else?
_
I am the only HR professional for my company and at times I feel like I have a great grasp on all of my things to-do, but lately I feel like I am drowning.
Quick back story, I stepped into my HR role after I expressed interest in the position and explained that I used to do all of the functions of an HR professional at a start-up I worked for. I work for a
restaurant group that is growing exponentially; they opened two more restaurants in June and August. They did not have anyone in the role of HR and they recognized that they needed someone in the
position, but had been doing it themselves. We now have 430 employees and already signed to open another restaurant in the summer. I started as the Office Manager and have been in this position
since May. As you can tell, though, they definitely needed someone.
Current concerns:
Am I the only one stressing out about the ICE raids that have increased? What are processes you all put in place to organize your employee's I-9's? I have a good system that I am beginning to use,
but not after a bit of a fight on how to properly do it. I think my process will be a great one, but I always like to hear what others are doing.
We just switched payroll companies, per my request, and the new company offers a lot more (i.e. - mobile onboarding, electronic files, etc.). What are your feelings on storing employee information
in a digital file, including copies of i.d.'s?
Now the restaurant industry is different when it comes to turnover, but OH MY the amount of unemployment cases I have been receiving - it's ridiculous. I've won most, if not all, the cases I have
fought, but some I personally don't want to fight. Not because my emotions are getting the best of me, but because I don't think they were rightfully terminated, but I find out after the fact. Advice?
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I'm feeling overwhelmed because on top of taking over open enrollment, switching payroll companies, unemployment cases, family services, etc. I am also the one creating new policies and a new
handbook. It's a mess right now. I'm newer to the HR profession because I'm only 25 so I'm not an expert, but I love to help people and advocate for those who feel they can't advocate for themselves.
It comes down to the fact that I want all these things done and want them done now so I feel confident that we're compliant, but there's so much to do! Also, I'm generally extremely organized and my
desk looks like we got in a fight and it won - stressful.
Any advice for a newbie like myself?

top
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previous next
Re: Why do people do this with loans...
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 2:16 PM
Sean Maguire
I'm in the same unemployment boat at the moment, in NY as well. I took 401k loans when I had my previous job, paid them back to go to a new job and was let go from that one in November due to
restructuring. I saved liked a squirrel when I had that job and overwithheld taxes, and have just used the federal refund to pay my mortgage and maintenance for another month. I have 8 more months
of savings, and some money in a HSA I can tap for COBRA payments, but that only gets me 4 more months of COBRA. So if I don't find a job by November 2018, I will be either selling my coop
unit, or filing for bankruptcy. I have another 150k in retirement assets, which I would need to fully liquidate to payoff my mortgage if I don't sell my unit. I would end up losing around 50k to taxes
and early withdrawal penalties if I were to raid my retirement accounts. I have both a Roth and Traditional IRA. On the sale of my coop at this point would be a loss of around 50k as I would have to
pay 25% flip tax, and brokers fees, as well as state and city transfer taxes.
I'm currently up since 8AM and haven't ate breakfast yet. I have a phone interview at 3PM though, and I have been on 10 interviews since November. I had a call with a recruiter yesterday for a 1
year contract in the same building as my old employer who let me go. At the moment I'm raiding savings at a clip of 2k a month for living expenses and I'm running out of funds. I even paid a
resume writing service to rewrite my resume.

-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-15-2018 07:53
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
I agree, 'rents are too high.'
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I hope you land somewhere soon.
Rents are too high, people are living paycheck to paycheck barely able to make ends meet.
Things were moving along great, I was saving money in my personal savings account and 401k. I was on the waiting list for a coop for 8 years and finally went to check out the place and
loved it. The view is phenomenal, I get to see the sunset every night weather permitting. Purchased the co-op even though it needed extensive work, had to borrow from my 401 k since I
used up all my savings to make the purchase was laid off in November and event though I get unemployment, I cant pay all my bills off with $435 a week. Ultimately I may have to withdraw
all the funds from 401k to just keep a roof over my head and food on the table.
The reality is people are not making enough money to sustain themselves and their family.
Anonymous, 01-14-2018 23:09

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-14-2018 23:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
Rents are too high, people are living paycheck to paycheck barely able to make ends meet.
Things were moving along great, I was saving money in my personal savings account and 401k. I was on the waiting list for a coop for 8 years and finally went to check out the place and loved it.
The view is phenomenal, I get to see the sunset every night weather permitting. Purchased the co-op even though it needed extensive work, had to borrow from my 401 k since I used up all my
savings to make the purchase was laid off in November and event though I get unemployment, I cant pay all my bills off with $435 a week. Ultimately I may have to withdraw all the funds from 401k
to just keep a roof over my head and food on the table.
The reality is people are not making enough money to sustain themselves and their family.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-14-2018 13:08
From: Tanja Davis
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
You can borrow against your 401K and if you pay it back within a set amount of time, you won't be taxed or penalized. They are essentially borrowing from themselves.
-----------------------------Tanja Davis
Harvey
Original Message:
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Sent: 01-12-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
I have a group of people that constantly have 401k loans, and as soon as they pay one off they take out a new one. Not for the max amount - just a few thousand bucks....and then again and again and
again. I guess Im just venting but I'd also like to understand that behavior.

top
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previous next
Re: Why do people do this with loans...
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:27 PM
Anonymous

_
They are broke. They don't have the 6 month cushion that financial advisors tell people to have. 57% of Americans cannot pay a surprise $500.00 without getting into debt. Read this article and
you will never wonder.
No Emergency funds
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-12-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
I have a group of people that constantly have 401k loans, and as soon as they pay one off they take out a new one. Not for the max amount - just a few thousand bucks....and then again and again and
again. I guess Im just venting but I'd also like to understand that behavior.

top
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previous next

185.

Re: Why do people do this with loans...
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 2:39 PM
Betty Mullen
At my past employer, I found the "repeat offenders" who tend to take a new loan every year (our calendar allowed 1 loan per calender year - ick), are just generally very poor with finances anyway.
These are the same folks who are buying new cars every couple years, using their 401k loans for trips to Disneyland and then crying to their managers about needing a raise because they can't make
ends meet. We've tried providing personal finance training free of charge and the people who really need it usually aren't the ones who show up for the training. I would have liked to limit our plan
to hardship loans only, but we didn't have the option.
That said, I think 401k loans can have a place when used thoughtfully. Buying a home, paying off high-interest debt, etc. But the people who have the financial savy to use it thoughtfully are rarely
the biggest users.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-17-2018 16:41
From: George McHugh
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
I think that there are some good points that I did not think about. I can understand them but- If a person is not earning a good return on their 401(K) right now, then they probably have the wrong investments for their age/life stage. I only have 5 year left (in my dreams, probably 15 :( left)
but my earnings are something like 5% for the first two weeks of the year! My credit union loan for the roof is at 8%, and my funds are bound to outperform that rate significantly.
But as I get closer to retirement that might make more sense, especially on consumer debt. We pay cash for almost everything, but our savings is limited, so when we get things that are bigger like a
roof, (17,000) or a care (46,000) then we consider how to work it. We still have some lingering credit card debt from some medical expenses pre-Obama Care, so who knows. I definitely would not
want to judge, but the key is being it the market to get those long term gains we will need.
-----------------------------George McHugh
Executive Director
San Joaquin County IHSS Public Authority
Stockton CA
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-12-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
I have a group of people that constantly have 401k loans, and as soon as they pay one off they take out a new one. Not for the max amount - just a few thousand bucks....and then again and again and
again. I guess Im just venting but I'd also like to understand that behavior.

top
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186.

Re: Why do people do this with loans...
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 2:39 PM
Anonymous

_

I never said what people do with their money is my business. However, 401k is for retirement. Other than the exceptions of true hardship, I have been in HR long enough to see that people
go buy themselves vehicles like Mercedes Benz and load up on credit cards when they really cannot afford it.
Anonymous, 01-15-2018 14:18

Still none of your business. I earned the money. I can spend it anyway I please. No one is promised tomorrow. Tomorrow on my way to work I may get in a car accident and die, or just drop dead
right now. Who are you to tell me that I have to save for retirement that may never come! If I want a Mercedes, I'll have a Mercedes and you have no say in that whether I borrow the money from a
bank or my 401k.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-15-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
I never said what people do with their money is my business. However, 401k is for retirement. Other than the exceptions of true hardship, I have been in HR long enough to see that people go buy
themselves vehicles like Mercedes Benz and load up on credit cards when they really cannot afford it. There is such a thing as financial responsibility and whining about the people who abuse the
benefit is not helping them. May I suggest taking a financial planning course or look into Dave Ramsey's total money makeover. Much of the info is online and free and it's doable. You don't have
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to be earning 100k a year to get with the program. I have been on the side of not being responsible with my money and trust me I did not and do not earn a lot of money. For the person who said
don't want to be mean, you can be as mean as you want to be but that is not going to help anyone. I believe in people and I believe that putting things on credit and not being about to afford that is not
good. Not trying to be mean or in other peoples' business but people do need to understand that the 401 is not a savings account. If they wanted a savings account they have them at banks.
I also understand and am very sensitive to true hardship. The goal of HR, at least my understanding is to try to find a solution if it's an ongoing problem. Being mean is not a way to a solution.
Saying it's not my money is not a solution either. Both are ways of saying maybe some people are too so busy telling themselves it's not their money that there is no interest in looking into what is
happening and trying to help find a possible solution in the situation.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-15-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
I've never been meaner than now, I am so sorry. It doesn't matter if it is $1,000, $10,000, $100,000. It's not your money. Mind your business.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-12-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
I have a group of people that constantly have 401k loans, and as soon as they pay one off they take out a new one. Not for the max amount - just a few thousand bucks....and then again and again and
again. I guess Im just venting but I'd also like to understand that behavior.
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Re: Why do people do this with loans...
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 3:24 PM
Daniel Loveridge
In my group plan the interest rate the employee pays is the going interest rate in the market place. The last employee that borrowed, it was at 5.5% paid back to their own account. Administrative fee
is $5 per month and employees can only have one loan out at a time, with a max payback period of 5 years. I do allow loans for basically everthing. However, with the given plan setup, employees do
not often take out loans in my group because the payback will be high if they borrow a large amount. And I don't seem to have too many applicants.
If you thing it is too frequent and a hassle for you, I would suggents upping the interest rate they need to pay, restricting the amount of time they can borrow, and how frequently they can borrow from
it. All these things can be changed within your plan.
-----------------------------Daniel Loveridge SPHR
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Loveridge Machine Co.
West Jordan
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-12-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
I have a group of people that constantly have 401k loans, and as soon as they pay one off they take out a new one. Not for the max amount - just a few thousand bucks....and then again and again and
again. I guess Im just venting but I'd also like to understand that behavior.
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previous next
Re: Why do people do this with loans...
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 4:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Our Controller used to be against all 401k loans. He would tell me next time someone comes in for a loan make sure you have them talk to me. NO!! it's none of your business. Their money. We
are all glad you are doing great financially but not everyone is, so keep your nose out of other employees 401k business.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-12-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
I have a group of people that constantly have 401k loans, and as soon as they pay one off they take out a new one. Not for the max amount - just a few thousand bucks....and then again and again and
again. I guess Im just venting but I'd also like to understand that behavior.
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previous next
Re: Why do people do this with loans...
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 6:09 PM
Anonymous

_
Everyone has their personal opinions about the utilization of 401k loans and whether that use indicates the employee's sense of financial responsibility. To me, it doesn't matter where you stand on
that.
From my perspective, whether or not to institute a 401(k) loan program and the specific rules behind the program are a management decision made by the employer. Once those decisions and
provisions have been made, it's our job to administer the program. Zero judgment. If the employee qualifies, process the loan.
Your employer is paying you to process those loans along with your other duties, so do it. We don't pass judgment when an employee brings in an address change or a new W4, so why in this
circumstance? I don't know about your process, but in my experience 401k loans are not much of an administrative burden.
In 20 years maybe you'll be sitting on a big pile of $ because you saved well and maybe they won't because they spent all of their money on candy and gum. I'm assuming they need to be an adult to
work there, that's their business.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-12-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
I have a group of people that constantly have 401k loans, and as soon as they pay one off they take out a new one. Not for the max amount - just a few thousand bucks....and then again and again and
again. I guess Im just venting but I'd also like to understand that behavior.
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Re: Why do people do this with loans...
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Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 6:27 PM
Anonymous
_
This is OP - I didnt see all of the recent responses to this but I'm happy to see that we're discussing it!! I certainly didnt mean to, and dont think that I judge anyone for taking a loan - as I said I was
kind of venting - but plan administrators have a fiduciary obligation to our employees, and its frustrating when the same people have loans on rotation. I dont care WHY people take a loan and I
would never ask; but I will likely modify our plan to reduce the # of loans we can take at one time, but I also dont want to hurt anyone financially or negatively affect morale or perception of our
benefits.â€‹Its a struggle and Im trying to find a happy balance. Thanks for listening.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 18:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
Everyone has their personal opinions about the utilization of 401k loans and whether that use indicates the employee's sense of financial responsibility. To me, it doesn't matter where you stand on
that.
From my perspective, whether or not to institute a 401(k) loan program and the specific rules behind the program are a management decision made by the employer. Once those decisions and
provisions have been made, it's our job to administer the program. Zero judgment. If the employee qualifies, process the loan.
Your employer is paying you to process those loans along with your other duties, so do it. We don't pass judgment when an employee brings in an address change or a new W4, so why in this
circumstance? I don't know about your process, but in my experience 401k loans are not much of an administrative burden.
In 20 years maybe you'll be sitting on a big pile of $ because you saved well and maybe they won't because they spent all of their money on candy and gum. I'm assuming they need to be an adult to
work there, that's their business.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-12-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why do people do this with loans...
_
I have a group of people that constantly have 401k loans, and as soon as they pay one off they take out a new one. Not for the max amount - just a few thousand bucks....and then again and again and
again. I guess Im just venting but I'd also like to understand that behavior.
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top
191.

previous next
Re: Vacation/PTO Tracking Software
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 1:50 PM
Vikki Morris
We just migrated to UltiPro in July 2017 and use UltiPro Time Management which includes PTO tracking. This allows staff to see their PTO balances online and submit requests for PTO through the
system. Once approved by their supervisor, the time is automatically added to their timesheet and deducted from their balance. We accrue sick and vacation time each pay period but get 2 personal
days allotted at the beginning of each year. We are able to easily configure and track this in UltiPro. Hope this helps!
-----------------------------Vikki Morris SHRM-SCP
HR Manager
IFAW
Yarmouth Port MA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-11-2018 17:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vacation/PTO Tracking Software
_
â€‹
My company does not accrue vacation time, but instead awards the total allotment at the beginning of each calendar year. I am looking for recommendations for an automated or software
program tracking system for PTO to track used, remaining time available, etc. We have almost 400 employees and manual tracking is a nightmare. No,we currently do not have a completely
integrated timekeeping/payroll system that could be utilized for this.
Appreciate any suggestions or recommendations to add efficiency.

top
192.

previous next
Re: Can you ask for proof of current salary?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 6:52 PM
Sean Maguire
What does your local labor market pay for someone with 6 years of experience in the field? That's your answer. I think getting rid of the salary history question (I'm in NYC) was the best thing to
happen to the labor market here. Employers always are looking for the cheapest hire possible. The local labor market for a HR Manager or Generalist here pays about 115k for my experience level.
You can even benchmark his salary with the NACE Salary Calculator and see if he's not far off.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-10-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can you ask for proof of current salary?
_
We are entertaining the idea of rehiring a former employee. Bob is wanting to negotiate his salary by stating that he is currently making 100k for his current employer. I'm not sure I believe him...
What he is asking from us is 15k more than our offer. But I do not think we can ask for proof of his current salary. Can we?

top
193.

previous next
Re: Can you ask for proof of current salary?
Reply to Group
Feb 16, 2018 7:29 PM
Anonymous

_
#8 - YES!!!â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-10-2018 16:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can you ask for proof of current salary?
_
What he's making now is irrelevant. You should be paying him what you feel is appropriate for the job you're hiring for. If he wants $15k more, decide if he's worth it.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-10-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can you ask for proof of current salary?
_
We are entertaining the idea of rehiring a former employee. Bob is wanting to negotiate his salary by stating that he is currently making 100k for his current employer. I'm not sure I believe him...
What he is asking from us is 15k more than our offer. But I do not think we can ask for proof of his current salary. Can we?

top
194.

previous next
Re: Masters Program for HR? Thoughts? (Career Development)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 6:38 PM
Sean Maguire
I have a BBA in Business Management and an M.S. in Human Resource Management and Labor Relations. When I got my degree (2008) I got promoted into a HR role, 3 years later left for another
role (2011) with a 30% pay bump, 6 years after that (2017), left for a role with a 40% pay bump. So all in all it paid off for me.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-10-2018 01:18
From: Nicole Garcia
Subject: Masters Program for HR? Thoughts? (Career Development)
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Hi There!
I'm relatively new to HR having worked in the field for almost 10 months now. I have a BA in Business but I am looking into getting my masters for HR. What are any of your thoughts on a Masters
Program, so far I've researched National, Brandman, and Pepperdine to be good ones.
I've had informational meetings with various HR Directors and it seems to be a 50/50 split of those who say the Masters Degree is worth it. More so they say experience, however from my
understanding to become a Director or VP of HR you are encouraged to have your Masters. Any thoughts? Thanks!
-----------------------------Nicole G.
Los Angeles
------------------------------

top
195.

previous next
Re: How Would you Handle - No Increase for HRM
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 7:04 PM
Sean Maguire
She's the only one out of all managers that didn't get a raise, she was out on FMLA during the period of performance where one would get the raise, and all the others in the department got raises.
Was she put on a PIP prior or given any kind of performance standard to work toward that she did not meet? Was she not assigned a special project due to her being out on FMLA?
All signs point to she was singled out. If she was the only one who didn't receive a raise during the period, your assessment of her lacking performance needs to be airtight. This is what a good EEO
charge was made of.
Also consider that your SHRM posts would be discoverable in the event of litigation as well.
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-09-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: How Would you Handle - No Increase for HRM
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_
â€‹
The HRM came to me (HRD) and said she looked up all other manager's increases for last year and she is the only one that did not get one. (I just transferred here from another location.) I asked
the VP about it and the only one who did not get an increase was her b/c she did not do anything special or work on any special projects during 2016 up until raise time. She was also out on FMLA
during 2016 for 3 months.
When I explained to her she believes it is b/c she is the only minority manager (Asian), the oldest manager, (63 y.o), and female. I explained to her again the parameters on how the 2016 raises were
determined. Her comment is that she wants me to tell EEO how that happened. She then took PTO for the rest of the day "to see an EEO attorney" and to start looking for a position with a company
that values her. I spoke w/the VP about it and he says she doesn't have any grounds to stand on; that was the criteria he used and she can do whatever she wants. He feels it is a threat and nothing
will come of it.

top
196.

previous next
Re: James Damore Google lawsuit. Thoughts?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 7:20 PM
Sean Maguire
The screenshots from the suit made me cringe. The fact that Google has a message board where people can post memes during the workday can lead to less than kosher memes being posted. The fact
that Google sanctions it is disturbing. He has some valid points in the case, including the screenshots from the message boards where other Google employees urge management to drive them out. I
agree his post using company resources was ill advised and was a serious career limiting move on his part. On the other hand, if you host an open discussion forum you should let both sides air their
grievances in an equal manner. The fact that they specifically mentioned Whites and Asians as not being welcome at Google would lead me as a HR pro to suggest to Google management to shut
that message board down. Why leave a place for people to post publicly open demeaning statements about other employees, isn't there an anti harassment policy somewhere at Google?
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-09-2018 14:23
From: Theresa Verstreater
Subject: James Damore Google lawsuit. Thoughts?
I read some details of James Damore's suit against Google today, and while I only scanned the filing documents, some of the language sounds like he's accusing Google of being an EEO employer.
I'm curious to see what our HR community thinks of a complaint like this and how you might have handled it if came up in your company.
Here's the original article I read from: finance.yahoo.com/news/...
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------------------------------TLV
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top
197.

previous
Re: James Damore Google lawsuit. Thoughts?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 16, 2018 7:29 PM
Betty Mullen
Taking the tactic that he was fired for having "unpopular political opinions" (aka expressing discriminatory views) probably won't work, because political opinions aren't any kind of protective class
to my knowledge. What he thinks are "illegal hiring quotas" is probably a legitimate (and legally required) affirmative action plan.
I'm really surprised the lawyer hasn't come at it from a NLRA/discussing work place condition angle though. That might have actually gotten him some ground to stand on. I think there have been
cases where employers got shot down after terminating employees for speech that be considered harassment and discrimination because it also fell into the NLRA boundaries.
As it is, I seriously doubt this will go anywhere.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-16-2018 19:19
From: Sean Maguire
Subject: James Damore Google lawsuit. Thoughts?
The screenshots from the suit made me cringe. The fact that Google has a message board where people can post memes during the workday can lead to less than kosher memes being posted. The fact
that Google sanctions it is disturbing. He has some valid points in the case, including the screenshots from the message boards where other Google employees urge management to drive them out. I
agree his post using company resources was ill advised and was a serious career limiting move on his part. On the other hand, if you host an open discussion forum you should let both sides air their
grievances in an equal manner. The fact that they specifically mentioned Whites and Asians as not being welcome at Google would lead me as a HR pro to suggest to Google management to shut
that message board down. Why leave a place for people to post publicly open demeaning statements about other employees, isn't there an anti harassment policy somewhere at Google?
-----------------------------Sean Maguire SHRM-CP
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Seeking new challenges in Human Resources
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-09-2018 14:23
From: Theresa Verstreater
Subject: James Damore Google lawsuit. Thoughts?
I read some details of James Damore's suit against Google today, and while I only scanned the filing documents, some of the language sounds like he's accusing Google of being an EEO employer.
I'm curious to see what our HR community thinks of a complaint like this and how you might have handled it if came up in your company.
Here's the original article I read from: finance.yahoo.com/news/...
------------------------------TLV
------------------------------
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General HR
Post New Message
Feb 14, 2018
started 19 minutes ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

website suggestions
1. _ We recently installed monitors in all of... Anonymous
2. _ We create a power point of announcements... Anonymous
started 25 minutes ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Terminating H1B EE
3. _ We sponsor an H1B EE and his performance... Anonymous
4. _ Don't forget if you decide to terminate,... Anonymous
5. _ Please do consult your immigration attorney... Anonymous
6. _ I had to do this once, OP, and we ended up... Anonymous
started 29 minutes ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

ACA COMPLIANCE
7. _ â€‹â€‹
Good Morning! I am a department one. We... Anonymous
started 30 minutes ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

payroll vs HR
8. _ our payroll person refuses to update tax... Anonymous
9. _ I am HR and Payroll so here I am... Anonymous
10. _ Is it part of the payroll person's job... Anonymous
11. _ What does too many issues and incorrect... Anonymous
12. _ our payroll person refuses to update... Anonymous
13. _ I consider this to definitely be a payroll... Anonymous
14. _ We don't have a payroll function.. payroll... Anonymous
started 39 minutes ago, Anonymous (2 replies)
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401 (k) Discretionary Match
15. _ Our company is preparing to issue a 401 (k)... Anonymous
16. _ Nobody else can answer this for you. The... Anonymous
17. _ Check your plan document. Anonymous
started 42 minutes ago, Valerie Waller (1 reply)

Employee background checks
18. Good Morning, The VP of Operations has just... Valerie Waller
19. _ What are these people doing? What are the... Anonymous
started 43 minutes ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

_ Situation: Manager of a human service... Anonymous
_ Exempt or Non-Exempt? Anonymous
_ Is this an exempt employee? If he's... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Can you take this manager off the on-call... Anonymous
_ Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

FMLA Question - Back Issues
25. _ An employee is covered 1 time per 6 months... Anonymous
26. _ This new injury isn't related to the reason... Anonymous
27. _ Did he get a release to full duty? If so... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

HRIS Systems
28. _ Hi guys, my company has almost 200... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

Am I too hard on everybody?
29. _ Lately I have run into several situations... Anonymous
30. _ If it is clearly stated in your handbook-... Anonymous
31. _ I think writing up the employee who flew... Anonymous
32. _ I would have suggested writing her up as... Anonymous
33. _ Just a perspective Anonymous
34. _ Now the employee "violating" the... Anonymous
35. _ I agree. There's no excuse for the yelling,... Anonymous
36. _ Seriously wondering how the Manager and OP... Anonymous
37. I would not tolerate any employee yelling at... Dianna Schell
38. Most Converse shoes that I have seen ARE... Lisa Sonne
started an hour ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Should I place employee on leave?
39. _ Employee has been in ICU since Tuesday. ... Anonymous
40. _ Are you/are they FMLA eligible? Anonymous
41. _ Yes, they are eligible. I didn't know how... Anonymous
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42. _ I have attached an employer guide. Please... Anonymous
43. _ Thank you for the info! Anonymous
44. _ Just as a general rule of thumb, any... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Personal Advice - Accomodation
45. _ I am 33 years old and have scoliosis. It is... Anonymous
46. _ Do you think it would help if you got a... Anonymous
47. _ What would you do if an employee came to... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

GDPR - Do it Yourself or Outsource?
48. _ This one is for the employers with... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

Employee's hours
49. _ Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state... Anonymous
50. _ People post schedules all the time. What's... Anonymous
51. _ What industry are you in? This is very... Anonymous
52. _ Was the intent to shame the EE for not... Anonymous
53. _ I.m confused when I worked in restaurants,... Anonymous
54. _ Who I was in high school, I had a part time... Anonymous
55. _ To the OP - why do you think this isn't a... Anonymous
56. _ I'm also curious why the manager would do... Anonymous
57. _ Did the supervisor post a schedule or just... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Lauren Lefkowitz (1 reply)

Managing More Than One Function - What's Your Title?
58. I lead/manage an HR department of one for my... Lauren Lefkowitz
59. _ Operations Manager. I don't see ... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

To Rocío Llera-Huddleston Dept of One Bullying Post
60. _ Rocio, I'm responding here because I can't... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Melody Eaves (7 replies)

CoWorker Relations
61. â€‹â€‹
Let me premise this with the statement that I... Melody Eaves
62. _ How long have you worked with this person? ... Anonymous
63. _ How were your interactions with this... Anonymous
64. _ Approach him as a professional. Don't... Anonymous
65. _ I always recommend addressing conflicts... Anonymous
66. We have never been close and there was one... Melody Eaves
67. _ Does this person work in the same office as... Anonymous
68. _ â€‹
Yes he does. That is a valid point. Thank you. Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)
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Cleared to work but
69. _ Before work yesterday employee took himself... Anonymous
70. _ He got a clear report to work. I would just... Anonymous
71. _ Have him get a clearance from a physician... Anonymous
72. _ Are there other shipping and receiving... Anonymous
73. _ I would want a more detailed fit-for-duty... Anonymous
74. _ He has asked for help and we told him to... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
75. _ I do all of our company's recruiting and I... Anonymous
76. _ We don't have one, either. I ask the owners... Anonymous
77. _ I worked at my company for nearly 4 years... Anonymous
78. _ I don't have a budget. I come from large... Anonymous
79. _ No budget for anything here either. Well,... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

_ I am new to a company as their first HR... Anonymous
_ Departments often try to dump tasks they... Anonymous
_ It's good that they are generous with these... Anonymous
_ In my company, department managers handle... Anonymous
_ Our corporate admin does that stuff. When... Anonymous
started 3 hours ago, Linda Emser (6 replies)

I-9 forms and copies
85. Do any of you maintain a photocopy or scanned... Linda Emser
86. _ I believe in only keeping what is required. Anonymous
87. _ We only keep an original copy based on... Anonymous
88. Thanks for your input! I might go ahead and... Linda Emser
89. _ Can you shred copies of documents you've... Anonymous
90. _ Does this mean you have 2 copies of I-9s... Anonymous
91. _ You're over-documenting which you don't... Anonymous
started 13 hours ago, Yezmin Cuevas (2 replies)

Job Abandonment
92. We have an employee who we were going to... Yezmin Cuevas
93. _ I would call and send a certified letter... Anonymous
94. _ Can you give him a call? Sure. I know of... Anonymous
started 15 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Marijuana Odor in Break Room
95. _ We've had a recurring problem of a strong... Anonymous
96. From my understanding...it doesn't matter if... Adam Gasper
97. _ Tell them you'll be informing law enforcement. Anonymous
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98. _ There are some leather jackets that smell... Anonymous
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Arizona Paid Time Off - Paystubs and PTO
99. _ Hello All, Arizona employers are... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

EE on WC doesn't want modified position
100. _ â€‹
We have an ee who has been on a wc leave... Anonymous
101. _ Does FMLA apply and if so did he exhaust... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

HIPAA - insurance carrier providing PHI to parent
102.
103.
104.
105.

_ I have to admit I am not fully up to date... Anonymous
_ If the child is under 18, then you act as... Anonymous
_ Are you by chance in MN? MN law prohibits... Anonymous
_ I have had to have my kids sign forms sent... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

HR System - Paper Files
106. _ Hello, I work in a 86 employee company Anonymous
107. I don't have any great recommendations for an... David Fenner
108. _ I did this at a past job and it was a lot... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Very aggressive candidate
109. _ Has anyone dealt with something like this?... Anonymous
110. _ Nope I wouldn't. I would just be glad I... Anonymous
111. _ If possible, I would ask IT to block this... Anonymous
112. _ I would block them on LinkedIn. If they... Anonymous
113. _ Block them on LinkedIn Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.

_ We have an employee who was received a... Anonymous
_ You nod and say "okay." You can't tell... Anonymous
_ several workers in the field came forward... Anonymous
I agree with the others that the employee has... Rebecca Ashery
_ I would guess the employees to whom she is... Anonymous
_ The employee who was written up has a... Anonymous
_ If that employee wants to announce that... Anonymous
Employees can vent to an extent. If he can... Ivette Dupuis
_ Today several workers in the field came... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (11 replies)

Anyone else? (Rant)
123. _ This could just be my organization, but it... Anonymous
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124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.

_ I've experienced this many times. I think... Anonymous
_ Really? Way to stereotype a generation that... Anonymous
_ Calm down, it was just their opinion - not... Anonymous
I think it's increasingly common with younger... Roberta Weingarten
_ I hear you and validate your ranting. It... Anonymous
_ Calm down, it was just their opinion ... Anonymous
_ I would probably have a conversation with... Anonymous
_ Don't you wish you could say it right back... Anonymous
_ In this world of information overload,... Anonymous
_ Hahaha. #9 is my fav! Do that! :)â€‹Anonymous
_ Calm down, it was just their... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
135.
136.
137.
138.

_ We are in the state of Illinois. We have... Anonymous
_ Based on the info you provided, yes you can... Anonymous
_ OP here. We are going to change his job... Anonymous
_ OP here - Thank you and you mean it's okay... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Wanda Stokes (0 replies)

Facilitator
139. I am looking for a facilitator to lead an... Wanda Stokes
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Random drug screens for one department, each shift
140. _ â€‹
We are a local county government in... Anonymous
141. _ Who are these witnesses? And what kind of... Anonymous
142. _ â€‹
Sometimes those rums fly and have no... Anonymous
143. _ â€‹
I'm concerned that you are testing people... Anonymous
144. _ A long time ago, in a land far far away (I... Anonymous
145. _ The witnesses are co-workers. Anonymous
146. _ County Gov't - is there a CBA? What you... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Randi Fais (4 replies)

Receiving Feedback
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.

â€‹
Hi Everyone, I was thinking it would be... Randi Fais
That's an interesting question. Usually people... Rebecca Ashery
â€‹
Was in a bit of a rush when I posted my message... Randi Fais
_ I agree it's on how the message is... Anonymous
Hi Randi, I agree with the comments about... Mary Dillman
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Position Elimination
152. _ â€‹â€‹
I need some advice. We are a small... Anonymous
153. _ I think a generous severance package and a... Anonymous
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154. _ â€‹
In my opinion, you would do better to... Anonymous
155. _ We would offer a very generous severance... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
156. _ Good afternoon - I'm reaching out for... Anonymous
157. _ I wouldn't touch "taking anything away"... Anonymous
158. _ It could be construed as retaliation for... Anonymous
159. _ While I understand the managers frustration... Anonymous
160. _ When would FMLA start? Anonymous
161. _ www.dol.gov/whd/fmla/fmla-faqs.htm#3 < Anonymous
162. _ Ask the manager what he would have done if... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Britney Kirchner (2 replies)

Exit Interview Software
163. â€‹
Hello, I am reaching out to see how others... Britney Kirchner
164. _ We use survey monkey for the questions and... Anonymous
165. _ We also use surveymoneky for exit... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Jennifer Forthman (0 replies)

Best Practices for Workers Comp
166. We are a smaller company currently. We do have a... Jennifer Forthman
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

HR Platforms - Payroll, etc.
167. _ Hi, What HR platforms are you using in a... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Katina Pierce (0 replies)

DC Payroll Files
168. â€‹â€‹
Does anyone know how long are you required to... Katina Pierce
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Payroll question for hourly employees
169. _ My company recently held a company wide all... Anonymous
170. _ It is highly unlikely no work was discussed... Anonymous
171. _ You took them out of the office for a day -... Anonymous
172. _ I guess there are different arguments for... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

What to call the training section?
173. _ Were about to go live with a learning... Anonymous
174. Can you abbreviate? My company calls it ... Roberta Weingarten
175. _ â€‹
This is OP - I think that is what we will... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Claudia Marquez (6 replies)

Can we fire an employee?
176. Hi all, My friend runs a small Company about... Claudia Marquez
177. _ I am not sure I am understanding correctly Anonymous
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178.
179.
180.
181.
182.

_ I'm assuming you don't work for this... Anonymous
What poster #3 said above. Period.â€‹Steven Meilleur
_ Tell your friend to prepare himself for... Anonymous
_ Stop right there. Do not HR for a friend,... Anonymous
_ Any time a friend comes to you for HR... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Robert Tait (3 replies)

PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS
183. I am looking for ideas on how/much to increase a... Robert Tait
184. _ Your question is way too vague. What's the... Anonymous
185. _ Without knowing what this person does, how... Anonymous
186. _ I would say 10%. Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Tiffany Perdue (4 replies)

Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
187. Hello All - With the recent news of increased... Tiffany Perdue
188. _ Are the employees no longer working for you? Anonymous
189. Yes, these are for all terminated employees who... Tiffany Perdue
190. _ Keeping forms longer than necessary could... Anonymous
191. _ Your payroll records would be your proof. ... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
192. _ I understand the same deductions that are... Anonymous
193. _ For exempts, you pay for the days worked in... Anonymous
194. _ Thank you .. I am inquired about Salary NON... Anonymous
195. _ You would just convert them to hourly the... Anonymous
196. I'm sure you already know this, but for the... Steven Meilleur
started 22 hours ago, Kelly Donahue (4 replies)

Multiple Absences During Probationary Period
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.

â€‹â€‹
I have an employee who has called in 11 out of... Kelly Donahue
_ â€‹
Here, she would have been talked to... Anonymous
_ This blows my mind and in my experience,... Anonymous
_ IMO your probationary period is when you... Anonymous
You approach it the same way you'd approach an... Roberta Weingarten
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Written warning - employee quits?
202. _ We are getting ready to present a manager... Anonymous
203. _ If she quits, get it in writing right then... Anonymous
204. Although she would not qualify for a wrongful... Joni Hoff
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Former Employees Keep Coming Back
205. _ We are a smaller, 2nd generation, family... Anonymous
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206.
207.
208.
209.

_ You address it how you would as ANY visitor... Anonymous
_ "What does your manager/owner/president... Anonymous
_ Is this something the owner has tasked you... Anonymous
If the current owner isn't aware of the... Betty Mullen
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Sexual Harassment Training Curriculum
210. _ Does anyone use an outside organization for... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

Rambling
211. _ Is this something you would hold against a... Anonymous
212. _ I find people ramble when they're nervous Anonymous
213. _ Is she unclear or does she just ramble... Anonymous
214. _ Personally it would drive me batty so I'd... Anonymous
215. _ She was probably just really nervous. That... Anonymous
216. _ If the job will include speaking to people... Anonymous
217. _ If she is a strong candidate I would put... Anonymous
218. _ Hold it against her is a bit strong, but it... Anonymous
219. _ Was this phone or in-person? I feel... Anonymous
220. www.youtube.com/watch?v=68X8o0S7vJc < Steven Meilleur
221. _ I don't know that I would rule her out for... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

If you make changes to your handbook do you make employees sign a new acknowledgment?
222. _ If you make changes to your handbook but... Anonymous
223. _ Yes. This has come in handy for us in the... Anonymous
224. Absolutely. Steven Meilleur
225. Yes. We just did this in fact. Nicole Huerta
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Pay for notice period
226. _ I have an employee who gave notice that he... Anonymous
227. _ If we choose not to have an employee who... Anonymous
228. _ Not in Nebraska, so not super helpful, but... Anonymous
229. _ If its a voluntary termination (a... Anonymous
230. IMO, best practice is to pay out the notice... Steven Meilleur
started 23 hours ago, Eddie Knight (2 replies)

Free/Downtime
231. â€‹â€‹â€‹
Hi I am new to HR and been in my current role... Eddie Knight
232. _ In my opinion, the majority of any ... Anonymous
233. _ I agree with HR Witch. Any down time should... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (11 replies)

FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
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234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.

_ Are companies required to provide FML usage... Anonymous
_ Employees never have to request FMLA to be... Anonymous
_ Required. See the 4th bullet on page 3,... Anonymous
_ OP, I assumed you were asking if you have... Anonymous
_ â€‹
thank you! How often are employers... Anonymous
_ Read that bullet in the document I linked. ... Anonymous
_ Your questions are a bit unclear, almost... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Sorry, My question is how often are... Anonymous
_ Did you read that link provided earlier??? Anonymous
_ â€‹
Yes, it is ambiguous as to how often it is... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Oops... sorry.. it reads ""upon request"-... Anonymous
_ Read it again. It's actually quite clear. Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Holly Parsons (8 replies)

employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
246. â€‹â€‹
Hi there, I have an employee who is in... Holly Parsons
247. _ How do you know they are not sick? Anonymous
248. _ I'm not sure because I'm not in MN, but I... Anonymous
249. â€‹
It's just presumed that they're burning up the... Holly Parsons
250. â€‹
Thank you for the information. I'll try to... Holly Parsons
251. A telling quote ... "It's just presumed ..."... Steven Meilleur
252. There's a paid sick leave law in Minneapolis and... Ivette Dupuis
253. _ If it is a one off situation and doesn't... Anonymous
254. _ If it isn't in your handbook (both... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Felony in background check
255. _ I believe I know the answer to this... Anonymous
256. _ This is your answer: "I can not see or... Anonymous
257. _ I can not see or think of a reason... Anonymous
258. _ â€‹
Is there someone above that manager? I... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

1095C - COBRA
259. _ Hi Everyone! Do employees on COBRA get a... Anonymous
260. _ Yes. Should come from your COBRA administrator. Anonymous
261. _ We have an employee on LTD and he's on... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Daniel Schimel (3 replies)

E-Verify Question
262. â€‹â€‹
Any subject matter experts on E-Verify out... Daniel Schimel
263. _ That is not an E-verify question. It is... Anonymous
264. I believe you only have to comply with E-verify... Steven Meilleur
265. _ Contact everify for guidance. Anonymous
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started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Qualifying Exigency
266. _ Please help! I have an employee who... Anonymous
267. _ Here's a fact sheet that gets into more... Anonymous
268. What Anonymonk said. Also, in my view, quite... Steven Meilleur
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Medical Note Requirement???
269. â€‹
You need to keep it focused on job requirements... Shelly Edwards
270. _ If the work involves travel and she can't... Anonymous
271. _ I concur with Shelly Edwards. In the best... Anonymous
started yesterday, Trish Ruffino (8 replies)

Salaried Exempt Timeclock
272.
273.
274.
275.
276.
277.
278.

_ There are advantages and there are... Anonymous
â€‹ Trish, As with anything, there... Jennifer Weber
_ â€‹
in my opinion there are many disadvantages... Anonymous
_ At my last company we had all employees... Anonymous
â€‹
One disadvantage would be if an exempt employee... Malisa Reid
Replying to: Malisa Reid Under federal law,... Renee Shiraishi
_ As long as exempt employees are paid the... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
279. _ Our current FSA will cut a check (or direct... Anonymous
280. _ â€‹
I am in Boston- the best thing for you to... Anonymous
281. You're talking about IRC Section 132 - lots of... Steven Meilleur
282. _ â€‹
Hi! I live in the suburbs and commute... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Hour reduction after leave of absence
283. _ I think the best, least risky thing you can... Anonymous
284. _ â€‹
If the current role doesn't have 40 hours... Anonymous
285. _ â€‹
OP here. The supervisor did assign this... Anonymous
started yesterday, Barbara Gartland (13 replies)

Dr. Note says employee must work from home
286.
287.
288.
289.
290.
291.
292.
293.

â€‹
Does she participate in conference calls or go... Debra Lail
Things I would consider: Do similarly situated... Kayleigh Karppinen
_ Agreed 100% with Anonymonk. Anonymous
Regarding "There is no diagnosis. We called the... Steven Meilleur
_ â€‹
Agree with Anonymonk that the... Anonymous
_ You have a request for an accommodation, so... Anonymous
â€‹
Agree with Dr. Steve. The doctor can make a... Dawn Fry
_ What is the issue with her working from... Anonymous
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294. _ Under FMLA, you can require a second... Anonymous
295. _ I have seen doctors notes that say pretty... Anonymous
started yesterday, Lisa Krieter (2 replies)

Leveraging parallel skills to obtain my first HR position
296. â€‹
Hi, you can look at entry level HR jobs that... Richard Burns
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

FTE Retuning from Materinty Leave - Wants to be PTE
297. _ â€‹
Thank you all for the feedback. I... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Severe limiations and no work availble
298. _ â€‹
Often, someone who is differently abled... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (6 replies)

How to support an organization with no goals/direction?
299. I don't think you said if this is a start up... Rebecca Ashery
300. I'll add to poster #4's comments about working... Mary Dillman
301. _ OP, I hear your pain. Same situation here. ... Anonymous
started yesterday, Adam Willemssen (2 replies)

Fire/EMS Alternate Work Schedule
302. I used to work for a metro type EMS service that... Christopher Harris
started yesterday, Anonymous (10 replies)

Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
303. _ FMLA < Anonymous
304. _ Correct document for the Overall link < Anonymous
305. I worked for a staffing firm for quite a while... Dianna Schell
started yesterday, Rebecca Ruiz (4 replies)

Recruiting Blue Collar Workers Near Seattle - HELP
306. _ Can this role be flexible hours or part... Anonymous
307. _ Do you have trouble staying fully staffed? Anonymous
308. Hi, have you done any surveys as to how the... Jasmin Navarro
309. _ The ones who can work the role can... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Employee written up for absences in November, now FMLA paperwork says days missed with FMLA related
310. _ Don't tear them up, I would attach... Anonymous
311. If the certification was not submitted timely... Nicole Huerta
started yesterday, Timothy Hallett (3 replies)

Holidays Required?
312. Public sector employees are required holidays Michele Francis
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

FMLA Ending- Next Steps?
313. _ Here are the steps I would recommend... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)
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Employee resigns and has non-refundable future business flight.
314. _ It would be wrong of any employer to deduct... Anonymous
315. _ It would be wrong of any employer to... Anonymous
316. Did you even try?! I've always been able to... Ivette Dupuis
started yesterday, Anonymous (9 replies)

Why wont they quit?
317. _ In my younger years, we called such... Anonymous
started yesterday, Brook Siar (7 replies)

Average Tenure at your Company
318. Average tenure here of 46 employees curently is... Melanie Veal
started yesterday, Sarina Perera (4 replies)

Onboarding
319. _ Hi Sarina! Paylocity Onboarding is AWESOME... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Outsourcing Payroll - Columbus, Ohio
320. _ We've used Paycor for years now, and we've... Anonymous
321. Hello, My company C&A Benefits Group and... Brianna Hagerty
322. I am the HR Director for a payroll company based... Tiffany Bell
started yesterday, Anonymous (15 replies)

resignation and now asking for job back
323. _ I agree with those who state the simple... Anonymous
324. _ "So you're saying if you quit your job you... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (1 reply)

Post Job Opening - Digital Communications Director
325. Hi - give us a shout if you would like to talk Sean Williams
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Demotion of a Director
326. _ Demotion: How should we handle employee... Anonymous
327. I am with SHRM, it can work and HOW you handle... Ivette Dupuis
328. _ Put the Director on a PIP. If he does not... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

Maternity Leave in California
329. Here is some good California info www.dfeh.ca... Susan Rossie
330. Someone else posted charts with the various... Dan Cano
started yesterday, Anonymous (6 replies)

Terminally Ill Employee
331. _ My first company had a very, very strict... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)

HR Audit checklist
332. _ thank you! Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (53 replies)
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Which are you? And why?
333. _ The first. I believe in structure Anonymous
334. _ you do whatever you can to keep a... Anonymous
335. _ I'll start out with the fact that I am not... Anonymous
336. _ PS. My bad is my way of saying, "I... Anonymous
337. _ I definitely don't believe in "you... Anonymous
338. _ I go with number one. Basically, I rarely... Anonymous
339. _ MoonWillow is spot-on. Anonymous
340. _ That makes me sad that you would not hire... Anonymous
341. _ As jobs are increasingly automated and... Anonymous
342. _ So Moon Willow, I always enjoy reading your... Anonymous
343. _ Fair does not mean equal. We work with the... Anonymous
344. _ OK but isn't the other side of this... Anonymous
345. _ In my book, none of these people are... Anonymous
346. _ But if you can recognize your "faults" and... Anonymous
347. _ The little voice in my head that says "you... Anonymous
348. _ I tend to go straight to the policy in... Anonymous
349. _ â€‹I've always taken the position that... Anonymous
350. _ Great post! Agree with this! Anonymous
351. _ Here's the truth - The reality is... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

Davis-Bacon/EO13706-how to calculate paid sick leave
352. _ We accrue the same as #4. That is the per... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

written warning...time frame for the future
353. We have Verbal expires at 3 months, Written... Nicole Huerta
354. _ I know you've already taken action, but I... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

When personal issues seep into your work world...
355. _ â€‹
I have on occasion been complimented on my... Anonymous
356. _ Great post. This is very common for service... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (20 replies)

What's your favorite interview question?
357.
358.
359.
360.
361.

_ I think I am the anomaly. I usually can... Anonymous
_ I used to think that too until I hired a... Anonymous
If you had a mission statement for yourself what... Linda Payton
_ It might take a candidate a few minutes to... Anonymous
_ I used to think that too until I... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

W Comp Leave-Released-Now Vacation?
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362. _ OP: I would agree that perhaps there were... Anonymous
363. _ This is a guy who wants a check... not a... Anonymous
started 4 days ago, Anonymous (16 replies)

Poor performer playing victim
364. _ We do things a little differently in my... Anonymous
365. OP, this is probably doesn't have a high chance... Betty Mullen
366. _ I would term, and have a witness present. ... Anonymous
started 5 days ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

WC injury Ohio BWC
367. _ Having an education which includes... Anonymous
368. _ Thanks for the science lesson - this is... Anonymous
369. _ Great, since we are both on high horses, I... Anonymous
started 6 days ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

Scandal with Former Employee
370. Just don't think the situation warrants a ... Ivette Dupuis
371. _ â€‹
What part of Section 8 protects an... Anonymous
372. _ Sorry. I agree with Ivette. I work in an... Anonymous
started 2 months ago, Debra Spearing (6 replies)

Employee Recognition Programs for Small Firms
373. _ Was going to ask about something similar... Anonymous
374. We are a small organization of just under 40... Heather Horn

top
1.

next
website suggestions
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:49 AM
Anonymous

_
We recently installed monitors in all of our breakrooms (we are a steel fabrication company) and I have the ability to display various content on these monitors. I can load videos, webpages, pictures,
messages, etc.
I am hoping I can get suggestions from others here on various websites that I can display. For example, a health related website that has new content every day with healthy tidbits.
Any help is appreciated!
Thanks.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
2.

previous next
Re: website suggestions
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:54 AM
Anonymous

_
We create a power point of announcements like birthdays, job openings, health tips, deadline reminders, holidays, events, new programs, pictures from employee events. We had a did you know with
snapshots of how to get to certain places on our intranet. We play our product videos.
We wouldn't play a long instructional video as the monitor is meant to provide a quick snippet of info.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: website suggestions
_
We recently installed monitors in all of our breakrooms (we are a steel fabrication company) and I have the ability to display various content on these monitors. I can load videos, webpages, pictures,
messages, etc.
I am hoping I can get suggestions from others here on various websites that I can display. For example, a health related website that has new content every day with healthy tidbits.
Any help is appreciated!
Thanks.
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Terminating H1B EE
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:43 AM
Anonymous
_
We sponsor an H1B EE and his performance has been declining. We have been coaching, documenting, etc., but the next step is going to be a PIP. We are hoping behavior turns around, but
honestly do not think that it will. Of course I want to consult our immigration attorney, but thought I would put this out to you all to see if there are special factors I need to consider when terming an
H1B. This is our first and only H1B EE, so am operating in uncharted waters.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
4.

previous next
Re: Terminating H1B EE
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:45 AM
Anonymous

_
Don't forget if you decide to terminate, you owe him a ticket to wherever he came from.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminating H1B EE
_
We sponsor an H1B EE and his performance has been declining. We have been coaching, documenting, etc., but the next step is going to be a PIP. We are hoping behavior turns around, but
honestly do not think that it will. Of course I want to consult our immigration attorney, but thought I would put this out to you all to see if there are special factors I need to consider when terming an
H1B. This is our first and only H1B EE, so am operating in uncharted waters.
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Thank you!

top
5.

previous next
Re: Terminating H1B EE
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:49 AM
Anonymous

_
Please do consult your immigration attorney.
We have termed H1Bs, our immigration attorney is always looped in before we take action. We also offer the attorney's availability to review return or other visa options with the employee. And to
explain the requirements to the employee.
If you term you will need to pay for airfare back to the employee's home country. There is no documented time frame for return but our attorney has always said use 30 days after last pay as a
guideline.
We also make sure our PIP is airtight.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminating H1B EE
_
We sponsor an H1B EE and his performance has been declining. We have been coaching, documenting, etc., but the next step is going to be a PIP. We are hoping behavior turns around, but
honestly do not think that it will. Of course I want to consult our immigration attorney, but thought I would put this out to you all to see if there are special factors I need to consider when terming an
H1B. This is our first and only H1B EE, so am operating in uncharted waters.
Thank you!

top
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previous next

6.

Re: Terminating H1B EE
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:56 AM
Anonymous

_
I had to do this once, OP, and we ended up terminating. One thing we did before officially terminating is put him on a 30-day unpaid leave of absence. Then we allowed him an additional 45 days
paid as an active employee, during which he wasn't performing duties but still showed as continuously employed. This allowed him to look for another job/employer who would transfer his H1B.
As someone else said, you do have to give him a plane ticket back to his home country... but you can put a limit on it... he has to let you know within 30 days if he wants to use it, etc.
Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminating H1B EE
_
We sponsor an H1B EE and his performance has been declining. We have been coaching, documenting, etc., but the next step is going to be a PIP. We are hoping behavior turns around, but
honestly do not think that it will. Of course I want to consult our immigration attorney, but thought I would put this out to you all to see if there are special factors I need to consider when terming an
H1B. This is our first and only H1B EE, so am operating in uncharted waters.
Thank you!

top
7.

previous next
ACA COMPLIANCE
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:39 AM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹â€‹
Good Morning! I am a department one. We are growing quickly, though, so help is on the horizon. I am needing a good ACA Compliance Consultant in the West Texas area. Will anyone
recommend anyone 1. that is local or 2. that is in Texas? I am needing this information quickly since we do things pretty quickly around here. I needed it yesterday at noon. Due to technical
difficulties [which we are looking to remedy with a new HR/Payroll Software (any recommendations?)], I have a few more hours. Thank you so much for your help!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
8.

previous next
payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:38 AM
Anonymous

_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
9.

previous next
Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:41 AM
Anonymous

_
I am HR and Payroll so here I am responsible for all changes in the system.
If I read your post correctly (it kind of reads like a text to a buddy), you'd prefer it if the payroll department handles tax withholding changes. I don't think there's a right way or a wrong way when it
comes to this.
Why don't they think they are responsible for entering these changes? Perhaps they've been instructed that these changes should be entered in via the HR portal of the payroll system.
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Explore the actual issue. Determine some solutions and discuss. Don't go in all finger pointing. Come up with options.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹

top
10.

previous next
Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:42 AM
Anonymous

_
Is it part of the payroll person's job description that they need to handle any tax changes? If so, I would write them up for being insubordinate. What the heck is their reasoning??
And yes, HR can certainly make these changes if they have access to your payroll software/HRIS system.

c. copperpot
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
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our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹

top
11.

previous next
Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:42 AM
Anonymous

_
What does too many issues and incorrect reporting mean?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹

top
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previous next
Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:42 AM
Anonymous

_
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our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues
and incorrect reportingâ€‹
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 11:38

Who does payroll report to? How are they able to refuse to make changes that pertain to payroll if that person is the payroll administrator? If you cannot change that, in other words if the payroll
person is not being managed, then I would take care of making the tax changes so that employees are paid accurately. There's no liability beyond just ensuring you have someone audit the changes
you make for accuracy. Payroll can be in HR so it's not clearly a Finance function. But it sounds like you have a bigger problem than just this if the payroll person is able to pick and choose what
payroll related items he/she will do.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹

top
13.

previous next
Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:43 AM
Anonymous

_
I consider this to definitely be a payroll function if the two departments on separate. I am responsible for the tax updates but I also process the payroll. As it is, I try I keep my hands out of it as much
as possible. Our payroll vendor has forms the employees fill out or update in their profile and it is automatically applied to their withholding allowance for their pay checks, thereby removing the
liability from our company as to whether the information was entered correctly. Why is your payroll person refusing? Are they scared they are going to make a mistake? Maybe you could work out a
compromise where they enter the information and you audit their entries?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹

top
14.

previous next
Re: payroll vs HR
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:55 AM
Anonymous

_
We don't have a payroll function.. payroll is handled by me (HR DOO) and Accounting. I'm responsible for entering in employee payroll tax information. Accounting is responsible for making sure
the employer taxes are paid.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: payroll vs HR
_
our payroll person refuses to update tax info on employees making changes, so HR has to do it. Is there a liability and should HR stay out of finance tools? payroll related. to many issues and
incorrect reportingâ€‹
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top
15.

previous next
401 (k) Discretionary Match
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:29 AM
Anonymous

_
Our company is preparing to issue a 401 (k) Discretionary Match, I was asked if former employees, who are no longer with the company, are entitled to a match or if we are legally required to
provide it, I'm reaching out to our plan administrator but was curious what others thought.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
16.

previous next
Re: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:31 AM
Anonymous

_
Nobody else can answer this for you. The eligibility should be stated in your plan document and will define whether employees need to be active on the payroll as of year end or at time of payment or
at any time during the year in order to receive the match.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
_
Our company is preparing to issue a 401 (k) Discretionary Match, I was asked if former employees, who are no longer with the company, are entitled to a match or if we are legally required to
provide it, I'm reaching out to our plan administrator but was curious what others thought.
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top
17.

previous next
Re: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:34 AM
Anonymous

_
Check your plan document.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: 401 (k) Discretionary Match
_
Our company is preparing to issue a 401 (k) Discretionary Match, I was asked if former employees, who are no longer with the company, are entitled to a match or if we are legally required to
provide it, I'm reaching out to our plan administrator but was curious what others thought.

top
18.

previous next
Employee background checks
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 11:26 AM
Valerie Waller
Good Morning,
The VP of Operations has just asked me to find out about some places to get background checks on our new employees. They used someone in the past but it was to costly, we are a small national
general contractor who hires Job supervisors from many states ans send them for 3 to 4 months to a job site, usually in a different state.. Most of them never make it to the NJ office and I will never
meet. we only have 25 in our company presently and may hire around 5 people a year. Anyone have an idea for a low cost answer? I have signed up for Social Security check, but that just says the
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Social security number is valid and they are allowed to work.
We use ADP for our PR they have a background check service. Anyone know if its any good?
-----------------------------Valerie Waller
HR/Bookkeeper
James Agresta Carpentry Inc
Hackensack NJ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
19.

previous next
Re: Employee background checks
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:43 AM
Anonymous

_
What are these people doing? What are the job functions you hire for? How long is the search for, i.e., 7 years of address, 10 years of address, as far back as 18? How thorough do you want it to be?
All of these would factor in your cost. I worked in staffing and one of our clients wanted to say we run background checks but really didn't care about we find because it is a chicken processing
plant. So we send the applicants to the nearest police station and the station would give them a report for $5.00. When we place these individuals in other workplaces, we actually run real checks and
we'd find some jaw dropping stuff. In my experience SterlingBackcheck is the most thorough and accurate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:25
From: Valerie Waller
Subject: Employee background checks
Good Morning,
The VP of Operations has just asked me to find out about some places to get background checks on our new employees. They used someone in the past but it was to costly, we are a small national
general contractor who hires Job supervisors from many states ans send them for 3 to 4 months to a job site, usually in a different state.. Most of them never make it to the NJ office and I will never
meet. we only have 25 in our company presently and may hire around 5 people a year. Anyone have an idea for a low cost answer? I have signed up for Social Security check, but that just says the
Social security number is valid and they are allowed to work.
We use ADP for our PR they have a background check service. Anyone know if its any good?
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-----------------------------Valerie Waller
HR/Bookkeeper
James Agresta Carpentry Inc
Hackensack NJ
------------------------------

top
20.

previous next
Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:25 AM
Anonymous

_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next

21.

Re: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:28 AM
Anonymous

_
Exempt or Non-Exempt?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.
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Re: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 11:33 AM
Anonymous
_
Is this an exempt employee?
If he's willingly handling work during non-work hours, and there are performance or conduct concerns related to the way he's handling that work, you can and absolutely should address it.
Think about it like this: If you had a salesperson calling your customers drunk when he's off on a Saturday and you received concerns from customers that he's been calling them drunk on weekends,
would you let it fly?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.
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previous next
Re: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:37 AM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Can you take this manager off the on-call list? While he's technically not on the clock, he's a representative of the company during those times and being intoxicated is not professional. I would
consider disciplinary action.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.
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Re: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 11:57 AM
Anonymous
_
^^^^^if he is exempt - he most certainly is on the clock.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
â€‹
Can you take this manager off the on-call list? While he's technically not on the clock, he's a representative of the company during those times and being intoxicated is not professional. I would
consider disciplinary action.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager - Intoxicated off hours, but receives/makes phone calls
_
Situation: Manager of a human service program (group home) that runs 24/7. Staff will contact him outside of regular business hours for guidance or to report a concern (if a resident is having a
health emergency, etc.). Both his direct reports and his own manager have reported conversations had with him where he seems to be impaired, but technically, he wasn't on the clock at that time.
(He actually called me once about something and if I had to guess, I would have said he was highly intoxicated at the time of the call, but he wasn't working)
As a result, the department Director has advised him, delicately, that if he is off and not able to take a phone call, he should allow staff to follow the chain of command to contact the next person.
This is a clearly posted procedure (and staff do follow this if he would let the phone call go). However, he continues to take - and make - phone calls while he is not actively on shift, and obviously
somehow impaired. He will also read his email and then pick up the phone and start calling people about something that 1) is in no way an urgent matter that couldn't wait until his return to work and
2) in some cases, not necessary for him to become involved in at all.
The Director addressed him becoming involved in situations on his off time.
Tuesday, said manager was very obviously under the influence of something - sounded absolutely intoxicated, rambling, slurring words. He called the Director of the department to discuss
something that again, was not urgent and he didn't need to be involved in at all - it was an email he was copied on as an FYI.
I am not sure how to proceed ... where is the line as we can't restrict what is done on his personal time? Do we continue to address him actively engaging in work off the clock, and if so, that is tricky
too because he is management and there is an on-call component. Staff are also starting to talk and I am pretty sure this will impact the relationships and respect from his staff.
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top
25.

previous next
FMLA Question - Back Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:12 AM
Anonymous

_
An employee is covered 1 time per 6 months for up to 3 days for back spasms. Employee fell on the ice at home yesterday and missed part of yesterday and today because his back hurts. Would this
fall under FMLA? Or would it be different because it was due to a fall?
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA Question - Back Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:45 AM
Anonymous

_
This new injury isn't related to the reason for the certification.
If the person is going to be out for an extended period of time due to falling on the ice, another certification will need to be obtained.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Question - Back Issues
_
An employee is covered 1 time per 6 months for up to 3 days for back spasms. Employee fell on the ice at home yesterday and missed part of yesterday and today because his back hurts. Would this
fall under FMLA? Or would it be different because it was due to a fall?
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Thank you!

top
27.

previous next
Re: FMLA Question - Back Issues
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 12:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Did he get a release to full duty? If so and you are talking about a day and I half, I would designate without additional cert. Monitor future frequencies and if they increase, recertify then.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Question - Back Issues
_
An employee is covered 1 time per 6 months for up to 3 days for back spasms. Employee fell on the ice at home yesterday and missed part of yesterday and today because his back hurts. Would this
fall under FMLA? Or would it be different because it was due to a fall?
Thank you!

top
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previous next
HRIS Systems
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:07 AM
Anonymous

_
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Hi guys, my company has almost 200 employees. We are currently looking for a new HRIS and Payroll system (preferably all-in-one). ADP, Namely, EPAY systems, Payroll Network, Kronos, and
Ultipro are all out for us. We are still looking into Paychex and BambooHR. We would love BambooHR, but they don't have a time keeping system. Could anyone provide other systems or pro's and
con's of Paychex and BambooHR?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
29.

previous next
Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:49 AM
Anonymous

_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:00 AM
Anonymous
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_
If it is clearly stated in your handbook- no. If no such provision from your handbook applies to screaming at a supervisor, then yes.
Also, depending on the converse it could be an athletic shoe. The ever so popular Chuck Taylors were actually a basketball shoe when created.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:00 AM
Anonymous

_
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I think writing up the employee who flew off the handle is too harsh. As a manager / supervisor, I would bring that employee into my office and talk with them stating I am the manager and I will
handle the situation and that it was not of her concern. I'd also consider any performance issues I might have with this employee. Meaning are they spending too much time muddling in other
people's business that they are not getting their work done.
By chance was this employee written up for not following the dress code and now wants to make sure it is being followed for everyone else?
Curious, what would you write the employee up for? Getting into others business? Arguing with a manager? Employees may argue with their bosses as long at they don't use abusive language.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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previous next
Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:03 AM
Anonymous

_
I would have suggested writing her up as well. Bad tempers have no place in the work environment and she was totally out of line for speaking to her manager in that way. The dress code violation
was a minor infraction that really had no negative impact on anyone in the office. Employee X screaming at her manager was disrespectful. Why hold off on disciplinary action? A verbal warning
followed up by an e-mail about the discussion would be the very least I would do. Letting her get away with it this time will probably just invite her to do it again.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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previous next
Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:15 AM
Anonymous

_
Just a perspective....

While its true that its really not the employees business how things are managed, it can be frustrating when someone is violating a policy and its obvious that nothing is happening. Has the converse
wearing employee a repeat Converse wearing offender?
If her outburst was out of the norm, the manager should simply sit down and talk with her about how her outburst was not appropriate and that its not her business. (Nicer than that of course.)
If this is normal behavior for her and she had been previously counseled, we probably would write her up.
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In my former life at another company Converse would fit the definition of athletic shoe in a dress code. The reasoning was that looks like a tennis shoe with casual laces. This company would also
ban Vans--the slip on shoes. I would revisit your definition of athletic shoe in your dress code. Even now if I saw no athletic shoes in a dress code, I would assume no converse.
Thankfully, I am now in a casual environment and known to wear my Converse and athletic shoes. Our only dress code requirement is coming to work dressed in clean and appropriate clothing with
no holes in them--which is challenging as holey jeans seem to be the trend. Luckily, the "holes" seem to be tastefully placed and acceptable in our industry.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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previous next
Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:17 AM
Anonymous

_

Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe and neither does the
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manager.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 10:48

It seems to me you have rules but you interpret them any way you want. Converse is an athletic shoe. So that says to the employee, we use the rules to punish whomever we want not those who don't
follow the rules because the rules are interpreted to suit us. I also want to point out if you have to ask, there is a problem. You cannot legislate and create rule for everything in life. As the manager
said, you should choose your battle and writing up for breathing too hard isn't going to help your cause.
After the above, you are not going to believe this but yelling at anyone is a problem for me. You want to yell, you should go to a padded room so you won't hurt anyone's hearing or feeling. I'd have
an issue with that. On the other hand, maybe this person was written up for violating a dress code that is not applied uniformly. That drives people crazy. After all as they say "Rioting is a protest of
the oppressed, and unheard"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:23 AM
Anonymous

_
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I agree. There's no excuse for the yelling, but I can understand how the employee feels the policy is not being applied fairly. I definitely consider Converse to be athletic shoes/sneakers.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_

Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe and neither does the
manager.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 10:48

It seems to me you have rules but you interpret them any way you want. Converse is an athletic shoe. So that says to the employee, we use the rules to punish whomever we want not those who don't
follow the rules because the rules are interpreted to suit us. I also want to point out if you have to ask, there is a problem. You cannot legislate and create rule for everything in life. As the manager
said, you should choose your battle and writing up for breathing too hard isn't going to help your cause.
After the above, you are not going to believe this but yelling at anyone is a problem for me. You want to yell, you should go to a padded room so you won't hurt anyone's hearing or feeling. I'd have
an issue with that. On the other hand, maybe this person was written up for violating a dress code that is not applied uniformly. That drives people crazy. After all as they say "Rioting is a protest of
the oppressed, and unheard"
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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top
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previous next
Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:34 AM
Anonymous

_
Seriously wondering how the Manager and OP do not consider Converse as an athletic shoe? If not that, then what type of shoe is it? Employees get very upset when rules are not applied consistently.
I can't really blame them either.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 11:55 AM
Dianna Schell
I would not tolerate any employee yelling at another employee regardless of management level. To me, there is no room in the workplace for that type of behavior. Disagreements, yes - they should
be professional discussions. Yelling - absolutely not. Do you have anything in your handbook about conduct? We have a section titled "Standards of Conduct" which states "Each employee has an
obligation to observe and follow the company's policies an to maintain proper standards of conduct at all times". Later in this section it also talks about harassment, physical violence, etc. Sadly
sometimes this type of behavior can escalate. Behavior like that can create a hostile work environment for some people. Even if not a written warning, I would at least have a discussion that it is
unacceptable. If it happens again, it should be written.
-----------------------------Dianna [S.]
Ambler PA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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Re: Am I too hard on everybody?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 12:00 PM
Lisa Sonne
Most Converse shoes that I have seen ARE athletic shoes. I have seen steel toe shoes and non-slip shoes made by Converse for specific industry needs though, so I guess we would need to know if
the Converse were those types of shoes.
That being said, I do agree that the manager should at least have a documented conversation with the screaming employee, stating that conversation between the manager and other employees would
not and will not be something he shares with her, but that her current behavior is inappropriate. Let her know that he will discuss her concerns rationally with her if she still feels the need, but
screaming and yelling will end any further conversation and possibly lead to disciplinary action for disruptive behavior
-----------------------------Lisa Sonne
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:55
From: Dianna Schell
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
I would not tolerate any employee yelling at another employee regardless of management level. To me, there is no room in the workplace for that type of behavior. Disagreements, yes - they should
be professional discussions. Yelling - absolutely not. Do you have anything in your handbook about conduct? We have a section titled "Standards of Conduct" which states "Each employee has an
obligation to observe and follow the company's policies an to maintain proper standards of conduct at all times". Later in this section it also talks about harassment, physical violence, etc. Sadly
sometimes this type of behavior can escalate. Behavior like that can create a hostile work environment for some people. Even if not a written warning, I would at least have a discussion that it is
unacceptable. If it happens again, it should be written.
-----------------------------Dianna [S.]
Ambler PA
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I too hard on everybody?
_
Lately I have run into several situations in which I feel managers are not taking situations that come up seriously, and what I suggest as discipline is much harsher than what the manager wants to do
or actually does. For example, an employee just flew off the handle, yelling/screaming at her manager saying things like "I guess anybody can do whatever they want and you won't do anything about
it" This employee was upset that the manager would not tell her how he planned on handling a dress code violation. Let me repeat that- upset that her manager would not tell her what he planned on
doing to discipline another employee. Now the employee "violating" the dress code was wearing Converse. We have a rule stating no athletic shoes. I personally do not consider this an athletic shoe
and neither does the manager. So, no recourse needed. He did not need to explain anything to this employee complaining. She is the same level employee as Ms. Converse and has no say so in any
sort of discipline. However, this manager chose to not worry about an employee yelling and throwing a fit. He let me know what happened and I asked if he wrote her up (I never got the signed
form) and he said he did not. I understand you need to pick your battles but when this isn't even the first time this has happened, when do you draw that line?
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That brings me back to my original question- am I too hard on people? Do I just throw around write ups too easily? I don't feel like I do as there are certain expectations in the workplace and if you
continually violate rules (no written rule that specifically states you can't yell at your manager, but I mean, come on that is just common sense.) then you should be disciplined. I need an unbiased
opinion because if I am too harsh, then I need work on that. I don't want to be "that" HR person.
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previous next
Should I place employee on leave?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:42 AM
Anonymous

_
Employee has been in ICU since Tuesday. Should they be placed on leave?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Should I place employee on leave?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:44 AM
Anonymous

_
Are you/are they FMLA eligible?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
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_
Employee has been in ICU since Tuesday. Should they be placed on leave?

top
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previous next
Re: Should I place employee on leave?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:49 AM
Anonymous

_
Yes, they are eligible. I didn't know how long an employee has to be out before you should place them on leave.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
Are you/are they FMLA eligible?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
Employee has been in ICU since Tuesday. Should they be placed on leave?
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:32 AM |
Anonymous

view attached

_
I have attached an employer guide. Please read it. If the individual is in iCU, you should definitely send it now. You just don't expect to get it back fast. I'd give more than the 10 day response
period. If s/he are in a coma, my 10 day counting would start, when the employee wakes up.
Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
Yes, they are eligible. I didn't know how long an employee has to be out before you should place them on leave.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
Are you/are they FMLA eligible?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
Employee has been in ICU since Tuesday. Should they be placed on leave?
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:46 AM
Anonymous
_
Thank you for the info!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
I have attached an employer guide. Please read it. If the individual is in iCU, you should definitely send it now. You just don't expect to get it back fast. I'd give more than the 10 day response
period. If s/he are in a coma, my 10 day counting would start, when the employee wakes up.
Good luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
Yes, they are eligible. I didn't know how long an employee has to be out before you should place them on leave.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
Are you/are they FMLA eligible?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
Employee has been in ICU since Tuesday. Should they be placed on leave?
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top
44.

previous next
Re: Should I place employee on leave?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:55 AM
Anonymous

_
Just as a general rule of thumb, any overnight stay in the hospital is by default a serious health condition on FMLA. Read the employers guide posted above and that will give you a good idea of the
different types of absences that can meet the definition of SHC under FMLA. Absence of 3 or more calendar days is only one of the criteria.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
Are you/are they FMLA eligible?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should I place employee on leave?
_
Employee has been in ICU since Tuesday. Should they be placed on leave?
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:38 AM
Anonymous
_
I am 33 years old and have scoliosis. It is something I have always been going to the chiropractor for. Recently, my right arm has been going numb and I get a kink in my upper back/neck that makes
it hurt to move. I also went through PT for a hip issue related to scoliosis.
I went to the chiropractor yesterday and he suggested I get a standing desk. I joked with him that this would only be possible if I purchased one myself.
I work for a small company, and one of the owners is always finding the cheapest thing... Most desks here are ones they had in their old houses or ones they find at second-hand stores. I was lucky
enough to spend 2 days with her shopping for mine about 4 years ago and it is from Staples. Throughout the years I have been working on making it more ergonomically correct hoping that would
help.
I used to have a laptop to use but now have a monitor. I purchased a keyboard holder and had maintenance install it for me (after the owner found the cheaper version of what I asked for) and it is
always breaking. I had a stack of books holding up my monitor until they recently splurged to buy me a metal one.
Anyways. I would love a standing desk. I am constantly getting up to file things and I feel it would help my hip, neck, and back. However, I am scared to ask for this and I am not sure if I should
mention it was recommended to me.
I am not looking for "suck it up and ask" messages. Just wondering if anyone has been in a similar situation and can offer me a way to gently ask for this without getting the hate that often comes with
requests.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Personal Advice - Accomodation
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:46 AM
Anonymous

_
Do you think it would help if you got a doctors note? Or if you offered to go halves on the cost? Varidesks are around $400.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personal Advice - Accomodation
_
I am 33 years old and have scoliosis. It is something I have always been going to the chiropractor for. Recently, my right arm has been going numb and I get a kink in my upper back/neck that makes
it hurt to move. I also went through PT for a hip issue related to scoliosis.
I went to the chiropractor yesterday and he suggested I get a standing desk. I joked with him that this would only be possible if I purchased one myself.
I work for a small company, and one of the owners is always finding the cheapest thing... Most desks here are ones they had in their old houses or ones they find at second-hand stores. I was lucky
enough to spend 2 days with her shopping for mine about 4 years ago and it is from Staples. Throughout the years I have been working on making it more ergonomically correct hoping that would
help.
I used to have a laptop to use but now have a monitor. I purchased a keyboard holder and had maintenance install it for me (after the owner found the cheaper version of what I asked for) and it is
always breaking. I had a stack of books holding up my monitor until they recently splurged to buy me a metal one.
Anyways. I would love a standing desk. I am constantly getting up to file things and I feel it would help my hip, neck, and back. However, I am scared to ask for this and I am not sure if I should
mention it was recommended to me.
I am not looking for "suck it up and ask" messages. Just wondering if anyone has been in a similar situation and can offer me a way to gently ask for this without getting the hate that often comes with
requests.
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Re: Personal Advice - Accomodation
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:47 AM
Anonymous

_
What would you do if an employee came to you with this request? That is how I would manage this, take YOU out of it.
I would engage in the interactive process with your employer and get a recommendation from your dr and see if this is a reasonable accommodation.
Our WC carrier has a program that manages and evaluates these requests. We often find the the dr suggests standing desks when we can actual accommodate with a rising platform.
We actually bought a rising system for an employee that just sits on top of her current desk. It was less expensive than a standing desk and can be moved easily.
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www.varidesk.com/products/...
You can also find similar on Amazon.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personal Advice - Accomodation
_
I am 33 years old and have scoliosis. It is something I have always been going to the chiropractor for. Recently, my right arm has been going numb and I get a kink in my upper back/neck that makes
it hurt to move. I also went through PT for a hip issue related to scoliosis.
I went to the chiropractor yesterday and he suggested I get a standing desk. I joked with him that this would only be possible if I purchased one myself.
I work for a small company, and one of the owners is always finding the cheapest thing... Most desks here are ones they had in their old houses or ones they find at second-hand stores. I was lucky
enough to spend 2 days with her shopping for mine about 4 years ago and it is from Staples. Throughout the years I have been working on making it more ergonomically correct hoping that would
help.
I used to have a laptop to use but now have a monitor. I purchased a keyboard holder and had maintenance install it for me (after the owner found the cheaper version of what I asked for) and it is
always breaking. I had a stack of books holding up my monitor until they recently splurged to buy me a metal one.
Anyways. I would love a standing desk. I am constantly getting up to file things and I feel it would help my hip, neck, and back. However, I am scared to ask for this and I am not sure if I should
mention it was recommended to me.
I am not looking for "suck it up and ask" messages. Just wondering if anyone has been in a similar situation and can offer me a way to gently ask for this without getting the hate that often comes with
requests.
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GDPR - Do it Yourself or Outsource?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:34 AM
Anonymous

_
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This one is for the employers with locations in the EU...I am just now getting up to speed on the GDPR that takes effect in May. Our IT and Marketing VPs are also in on the discussion and we are
trying to evaluate whether this is something we should tackle on our own (without much knowledge) or pay to outsource to the extent possible. What are you doing?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:16 AM
Anonymous

_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:29 AM
Anonymous

_
People post schedules all the time. What's the issue with what happened?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!
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Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:44 AM
Anonymous

_
What industry are you in? This is very common in industries like retail and hospitality (restaurants).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!
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previous next

52.

Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:47 AM
Anonymous

_
Was the intent to shame the EE for not working a full 40 hour week?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!
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Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:51 AM
Anonymous

_
I.m confused when I worked in restaurants, the manager posted the schedule and we could easily calculate how many hours others were scheduled to work.
It also helped us to know when others were starting/ending, having breaks, who we were working with.
What was the intent of posting hours?
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Was the employee supposed to work 40 but only worked 37 because they were sick? Or did they miss those hours because they were late?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!

top
54.

previous next
Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:00 AM
Anonymous

_
Who I was in high school, I had a part time job in a daycare. The directors always posted our hours and we verified it before pay day. That was the only thing they posted, nothing personal; how
many hours you worked in a given pay period, if there is a holiday time and the total. I don't see any problem with this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
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it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!

top
55.

previous next
Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:02 AM
Anonymous

_
To the OP - why do you think this isn't a good idea?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!

top
56.

previous next
Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:12 AM
Anonymous
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_
I'm also curious why the manager would do this? It's not the same as posting a schedule, and the only reason I can think is "shaming" the employee because he didn't work his full 40 hours? I doubt
there are any legal consequences, but it doesn't seem like there would be any business purpose for doing this? And assume he posted this one employee's hours only?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!

top
57.

previous next
Re: Employee's hours
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:20 AM
Anonymous

_
Did the supervisor post a schedule or just this particular employee's hours? If just the one, what was the purpose?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee's hours
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_
Hi all! I need your opinion. In the state of LA, can you post an employee's hours on the "bulletin board".
Scenario: an employee was short about 3 hours on this pay period. His supervisor put his first name initial and full last name and his hours he was paid for (which was about 3 hours short) and that's
it. No discussion was had between the Supervisor and the employee. I'm just wondering if this is a violation of some sort of privacy for the employee or is it just BAD practice of the supervisor? My
boss seems to think it's ok what the Supervisor did but I need to convince him otherwise. Thanks!

top
58.

previous next
Managing More Than One Function - What's Your Title?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 10:05 AM
Lauren Lefkowitz
I lead/manage an HR department of one for my organization, but I also manage the people who manage facilities and office operations, as well as conferences/meetings, and I am often pulled into ad
hoc projects to team lead or partner. For those of you who manage multiple functions, what is your job title? Is it just Human Resources? Human Resources and ____________?
I've discussed ...and Office Services or ...and Administrative Services, but that's not really representative, and ...and Operations implies I oversee Finance, which I don't.
I would love to hear how you've handled this in your companies/organizations.
Thanks for your input!
Lauren

-----------------------------Lauren Lefkowitz SHRM-SCP SPHR
VP, Human Resources & Training
Pulmonary Hypertension Association
Silver Spring MD
laurenl@phassociation.org
240-485-3802
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
59.

previous next
Re: Managing More Than One Function - What's Your Title?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:31 AM
Anonymous

_
Operations Manager.
I don't see "operations" as pertaining to finance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:05
From: Lauren Lefkowitz
Subject: Managing More Than One Function - What's Your Title?

I lead/manage an HR department of one for my organization, but I also manage the people who manage facilities and office operations, as well as conferences/meetings, and I am often pulled into ad
hoc projects to team lead or partner. For those of you who manage multiple functions, what is your job title? Is it just Human Resources? Human Resources and ____________?
I've discussed ...and Office Services or ...and Administrative Services, but that's not really representative, and ...and Operations implies I oversee Finance, which I don't.
I would love to hear how you've handled this in your companies/organizations.
Thanks for your input!
Lauren

-----------------------------Lauren Lefkowitz SHRM-SCP SPHR
VP, Human Resources & Training
Pulmonary Hypertension Association
Silver Spring MD
laurenl@phassociation.org
240-485-3802
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top
60.

previous next
To Rocío Llera-Huddleston Dept of One Bullying Post
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:01 AM
Anonymous

_
Rocio, I'm responding here because I can't respond anonymously over there. You asked for materials about bullying in the workplace for your discussions with management. I would start by
searching the term "bullying" here on the SHRM site. I'm sure there are a number of articles about the topic. Here's another explanation.
Some states have their own specific definitions, so search those too.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
61.

previous next
CoWorker Relations
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 9:48 AM
Melody Eaves
â€‹â€‹
Let me premise this with the statement that I never thought I would have to worry about this as a HR Professional. There are 4 of us in our HR department and we have recently attained a new HR
Director. I have a different work situation as I work remotely from another state. Since we have the new Director I have had an issue with one of my coworkers. He leaves me out of group
information, removes me from email lists without telling me, when I reach out to him for an employee issue that involves his particular expertise I am met with animosity and implications that I am
not handling things properly.
My question is do I approach him as one Professional to another or do I go to the director?

-----------------------------Melody Eaves
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
62.

previous next
Re: CoWorker Relations
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:50 AM
Anonymous

_
How long have you worked with this person? This is new behavior?
I would address it directly with the person before escalating it to the new director.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:48
From: Melody Eaves
Subject: CoWorker Relations
â€‹â€‹
Let me premise this with the statement that I never thought I would have to worry about this as a HR Professional. There are 4 of us in our HR department and we have recently attained a new HR
Director. I have a different work situation as I work remotely from another state. Since we have the new Director I have had an issue with one of my coworkers. He leaves me out of group
information, removes me from email lists without telling me, when I reach out to him for an employee issue that involves his particular expertise I am met with animosity and implications that I am
not handling things properly.
My question is do I approach him as one Professional to another or do I go to the director?

-----------------------------Melody Eaves
------------------------------

top
63.

previous next
Re: CoWorker Relations
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:51 AM
Anonymous
_
How were your interactions with this colleague prior to the new HR Director?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:48
From: Melody Eaves
Subject: CoWorker Relations
â€‹â€‹
Let me premise this with the statement that I never thought I would have to worry about this as a HR Professional. There are 4 of us in our HR department and we have recently attained a new HR
Director. I have a different work situation as I work remotely from another state. Since we have the new Director I have had an issue with one of my coworkers. He leaves me out of group
information, removes me from email lists without telling me, when I reach out to him for an employee issue that involves his particular expertise I am met with animosity and implications that I am
not handling things properly.
My question is do I approach him as one Professional to another or do I go to the director?

-----------------------------Melody Eaves
------------------------------

top
64.

previous next
Re: CoWorker Relations
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:51 AM
Anonymous

_
Approach him as a professional.
Don't throw this on a new director who may not be acclimated yet, It cold potentially also paint you in a bad light with them.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:48
From: Melody Eaves
Subject: CoWorker Relations
â€‹â€‹
Let me premise this with the statement that I never thought I would have to worry about this as a HR Professional. There are 4 of us in our HR department and we have recently attained a new HR
Director. I have a different work situation as I work remotely from another state. Since we have the new Director I have had an issue with one of my coworkers. He leaves me out of group
information, removes me from email lists without telling me, when I reach out to him for an employee issue that involves his particular expertise I am met with animosity and implications that I am
not handling things properly.
My question is do I approach him as one Professional to another or do I go to the director?

-----------------------------Melody Eaves
------------------------------

top
65.

previous next
Re: CoWorker Relations
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:52 AM
Anonymous

_
I always recommend addressing conflicts directly first before escalating to your manager.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:48
From: Melody Eaves
Subject: CoWorker Relations
â€‹â€‹
Let me premise this with the statement that I never thought I would have to worry about this as a HR Professional. There are 4 of us in our HR department and we have recently attained a new HR
Director. I have a different work situation as I work remotely from another state. Since we have the new Director I have had an issue with one of my coworkers. He leaves me out of group
information, removes me from email lists without telling me, when I reach out to him for an employee issue that involves his particular expertise I am met with animosity and implications that I am
not handling things properly.
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My question is do I approach him as one Professional to another or do I go to the director?

-----------------------------Melody Eaves
------------------------------

top
66.

previous next
Re: CoWorker Relations
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 9:55 AM
Melody Eaves
We have never been close and there was one situation where he called to yell at me for something out of my control in front of new hires.
-----------------------------Melody
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: CoWorker Relations
_
Approach him as a professional.
Don't throw this on a new director who may not be acclimated yet, It cold potentially also paint you in a bad light with them.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:48
From: Melody Eaves
Subject: CoWorker Relations
â€‹â€‹
Let me premise this with the statement that I never thought I would have to worry about this as a HR Professional. There are 4 of us in our HR department and we have recently attained a new HR
Director. I have a different work situation as I work remotely from another state. Since we have the new Director I have had an issue with one of my coworkers. He leaves me out of group
information, removes me from email lists without telling me, when I reach out to him for an employee issue that involves his particular expertise I am met with animosity and implications that I am
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not handling things properly.
My question is do I approach him as one Professional to another or do I go to the director?

-----------------------------Melody Eaves
------------------------------

top
67.

previous next
Re: CoWorker Relations
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:58 AM
Anonymous

_
Does this person work in the same office as the Director?
I'm wondering if perhaps the new Director is working on correcting his actions. If he's this way with you, maybe he's that was in the office with others?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:48
From: Melody Eaves
Subject: CoWorker Relations
â€‹â€‹
Let me premise this with the statement that I never thought I would have to worry about this as a HR Professional. There are 4 of us in our HR department and we have recently attained a new HR
Director. I have a different work situation as I work remotely from another state. Since we have the new Director I have had an issue with one of my coworkers. He leaves me out of group
information, removes me from email lists without telling me, when I reach out to him for an employee issue that involves his particular expertise I am met with animosity and implications that I am
not handling things properly.
My question is do I approach him as one Professional to another or do I go to the director?

-----------------------------Melody Eaves
------------------------------
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top
68.

previous next
Re: CoWorker Relations
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:11 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Yes he does. That is a valid point. Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: CoWorker Relations
_
Does this person work in the same office as the Director?
I'm wondering if perhaps the new Director is working on correcting his actions. If he's this way with you, maybe he's that was in the office with others?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:48
From: Melody Eaves
Subject: CoWorker Relations
â€‹â€‹
Let me premise this with the statement that I never thought I would have to worry about this as a HR Professional. There are 4 of us in our HR department and we have recently attained a new HR
Director. I have a different work situation as I work remotely from another state. Since we have the new Director I have had an issue with one of my coworkers. He leaves me out of group
information, removes me from email lists without telling me, when I reach out to him for an employee issue that involves his particular expertise I am met with animosity and implications that I am
not handling things properly.
My question is do I approach him as one Professional to another or do I go to the director?

-----------------------------Melody Eaves
------------------------------

top
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previous next

69.

Cleared to work but
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:41 AM
Anonymous

_
Before work yesterday employee took himself to ER w/ chest pain. He arrived back to work today with with a clear report to work. But also the standard print out that that shows heavy lifting and
stress can irritate his condition. His job is shipping/receiving and is both of those two items. How would yall proceed. let him work,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
70.

previous next
Re: Cleared to work but
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:48 AM
Anonymous

_
He got a clear report to work. I would just be a little extra cautious and maybe give him a little extra time to do tasks if possible.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cleared to work but
_
Before work yesterday employee took himself to ER w/ chest pain. He arrived back to work today with with a clear report to work. But also the standard print out that that shows heavy lifting and
stress can irritate his condition. His job is shipping/receiving and is both of those two items. How would yall proceed. let him work,
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top
71.

previous next
Re: Cleared to work but
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:49 AM
Anonymous

_
Have him get a clearance from a physician who knows his job duties.
Do you normally conduct physicals when hiring? That would outline the requirements for the job.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cleared to work but
_
Before work yesterday employee took himself to ER w/ chest pain. He arrived back to work today with with a clear report to work. But also the standard print out that that shows heavy lifting and
stress can irritate his condition. His job is shipping/receiving and is both of those two items. How would yall proceed. let him work,

top
72.

previous next
Re: Cleared to work but
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:50 AM
Anonymous

_
Are there other shipping and receiving tasks you can give him to do that don't require heavy lifting? Can you have him lift lighter boxes?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cleared to work but
_
Before work yesterday employee took himself to ER w/ chest pain. He arrived back to work today with with a clear report to work. But also the standard print out that that shows heavy lifting and
stress can irritate his condition. His job is shipping/receiving and is both of those two items. How would yall proceed. let him work,

top
73.

previous next
Re: Cleared to work but
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:52 AM
Anonymous

_
I would want a more detailed fit-for-duty certificate. ER paperwork is usually not enough. Do you require FFDs as part of a uniform process for hiring or for current employees?
Has this employee asked for any help, or has he indicated a need for accommodations (even if he didn't use the word)? If so, you might have to enter into the ADA interactive process on this one.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cleared to work but
_
Before work yesterday employee took himself to ER w/ chest pain. He arrived back to work today with with a clear report to work. But also the standard print out that that shows heavy lifting and
stress can irritate his condition. His job is shipping/receiving and is both of those two items. How would yall proceed. let him work,
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top
74.

previous next
Re: Cleared to work but
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:14 AM
Anonymous

_
He has asked for help and we told him to please come get someone when he needs it! No process for ADA not sure how or what to do on this end for that?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cleared to work but
_
I would want a more detailed fit-for-duty certificate. ER paperwork is usually not enough. Do you require FFDs as part of a uniform process for hiring or for current employees?
Has this employee asked for any help, or has he indicated a need for accommodations (even if he didn't use the word)? If so, you might have to enter into the ADA interactive process on this one.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cleared to work but
_
Before work yesterday employee took himself to ER w/ chest pain. He arrived back to work today with with a clear report to work. But also the standard print out that that shows heavy lifting and
stress can irritate his condition. His job is shipping/receiving and is both of those two items. How would yall proceed. let him work,

top
75.

previous next
Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 9:20 AM
Anonymous
_
I do all of our company's recruiting and I wanted to find out what our recruiting budget was so I can utilize some new tools to gain some leverage and explore other avenues for bringing in new talent.
I was told that we "technically" don't have one. There is an overall budget, but it's not specific, nor is it really followed, therefore I should just be mindful of my spending. Has anyone else
experienced this?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
76.

previous next
Re: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:23 AM
Anonymous

_
We don't have one, either. I ask the owners for permission before spending any money. That's basically it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
_
I do all of our company's recruiting and I wanted to find out what our recruiting budget was so I can utilize some new tools to gain some leverage and explore other avenues for bringing in new talent.
I was told that we "technically" don't have one. There is an overall budget, but it's not specific, nor is it really followed, therefore I should just be mindful of my spending. Has anyone else
experienced this?
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top
77.

previous next
Re: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:26 AM
Anonymous

_
I worked at my company for nearly 4 years before I received an actual budget, and even then it's flexible. If I needed to purchase something, I asked our owner or Controller for permission. I don't
think it's that uncommon for small, private companies.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
_
We don't have one, either. I ask the owners for permission before spending any money. That's basically it.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
_
I do all of our company's recruiting and I wanted to find out what our recruiting budget was so I can utilize some new tools to gain some leverage and explore other avenues for bringing in new talent.
I was told that we "technically" don't have one. There is an overall budget, but it's not specific, nor is it really followed, therefore I should just be mindful of my spending. Has anyone else
experienced this?

top
78.

previous next
Re: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:33 AM
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Anonymous
_
I don't have a budget. I come from large companies and I'm used to maintaining the recruitment budget. It was very weird for me when I started. I would ask permission before I would do anything
and they would look at me like I was crazy. At this point, I just speak to them when I want to try something new. Present my idea, the cost, why we should. They always approve, but it's more of a
CYA for me. :-)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
_
I do all of our company's recruiting and I wanted to find out what our recruiting budget was so I can utilize some new tools to gain some leverage and explore other avenues for bringing in new talent.
I was told that we "technically" don't have one. There is an overall budget, but it's not specific, nor is it really followed, therefore I should just be mindful of my spending. Has anyone else
experienced this?

top
79.

previous next
Re: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:46 AM
Anonymous

_
No budget for anything here either. Well, there is a budget the President makes up, but he does not share it with anyone. Helpful right?
I spend away on recruiting and if they have a problem on the costs, they need to speak up.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:33
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
_
I don't have a budget. I come from large companies and I'm used to maintaining the recruitment budget. It was very weird for me when I started. I would ask permission before I would do anything
and they would look at me like I was crazy. At this point, I just speak to them when I want to try something new. Present my idea, the cost, why we should. They always approve, but it's more of a
CYA for me. :-)
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it odd that we don't really have a budget?
_
I do all of our company's recruiting and I wanted to find out what our recruiting budget was so I can utilize some new tools to gain some leverage and explore other avenues for bringing in new talent.
I was told that we "technically" don't have one. There is an overall budget, but it's not specific, nor is it really followed, therefore I should just be mindful of my spending. Has anyone else
experienced this?

top
80.

previous next
Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:15 AM
Anonymous

_
I am new to a company as their first HR manager.
This company is very generous when it comes to birthdays and other life events. As soon as I started they told me that Marketing handles birthday cards, and bereavement flower arrangements etc.
but they wanted it to fall under HR. By they, I mean the employees that are currently handling it. I told them I would not mind, but I need to settle in and was not comfortable buying personal cards
fro people I do not know yet and did not have a company card.
I have never in my HR career handled this and I really do not want to do it. Especially after I wrote up one person and by coincidence, he did not get a gift card with his birthday card and thought it
was me who decided not to give him one. In reality one of the managers gave him the birthday care without checking with accounting who had the gift card. One of the marketing assistants went on
a rant this morning that she and the other marketing person are "too busy" to do this and it needs to come off their plate. This person was the executive assistant before and somethings have not come
off her plate.
We will be hiring an executive assistant in July and based on my experience are the people that handle these types of things.
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Am I right? should I be doing this? I did previously ask her to be patient as we hire the executive assistant. I am also crazy busy and annoyed by this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:18 AM
Anonymous

_
Departments often try to dump tasks they don't enjoy doing on the new HR rep.
You could push this off on managers or create a committee for things like this.
Personally, I wouldn't take this task on unless I was simply overseeing a committee and their budget.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
_
I am new to a company as their first HR manager.
This company is very generous when it comes to birthdays and other life events. As soon as I started they told me that Marketing handles birthday cards, and bereavement flower arrangements etc.
but they wanted it to fall under HR. By they, I mean the employees that are currently handling it. I told them I would not mind, but I need to settle in and was not comfortable buying personal cards
fro people I do not know yet and did not have a company card.
I have never in my HR career handled this and I really do not want to do it. Especially after I wrote up one person and by coincidence, he did not get a gift card with his birthday card and thought it
was me who decided not to give him one. In reality one of the managers gave him the birthday care without checking with accounting who had the gift card. One of the marketing assistants went on
a rant this morning that she and the other marketing person are "too busy" to do this and it needs to come off their plate. This person was the executive assistant before and somethings have not come
off her plate.
We will be hiring an executive assistant in July and based on my experience are the people that handle these types of things.
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Am I right? should I be doing this? I did previously ask her to be patient as we hire the executive assistant. I am also crazy busy and annoyed by this.

top
82.

previous next
Re: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:26 AM
Anonymous

_
It's good that they are generous with these things, but the managers and supervisors should be responsible for this, or the executive assistant or receptionist could coordinate this. The org could have
one big party each month for all the empoloyees that month or every quarter. Try not to let them push things on you because some people have this notion that HR doesnt do anything, especially in
your case where this is their first HR.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
_
I am new to a company as their first HR manager.
This company is very generous when it comes to birthdays and other life events. As soon as I started they told me that Marketing handles birthday cards, and bereavement flower arrangements etc.
but they wanted it to fall under HR. By they, I mean the employees that are currently handling it. I told them I would not mind, but I need to settle in and was not comfortable buying personal cards
fro people I do not know yet and did not have a company card.
I have never in my HR career handled this and I really do not want to do it. Especially after I wrote up one person and by coincidence, he did not get a gift card with his birthday card and thought it
was me who decided not to give him one. In reality one of the managers gave him the birthday care without checking with accounting who had the gift card. One of the marketing assistants went on
a rant this morning that she and the other marketing person are "too busy" to do this and it needs to come off their plate. This person was the executive assistant before and somethings have not come
off her plate.
We will be hiring an executive assistant in July and based on my experience are the people that handle these types of things.
Am I right? should I be doing this? I did previously ask her to be patient as we hire the executive assistant. I am also crazy busy and annoyed by this.
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top
83.

previous next
Re: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:27 AM
Anonymous

_
In my company, department managers handle birthdays for their employees (if they so choose to do something). That's worked out pretty well for us actually.
Bereavement/new baby/get well soon flowers and gifts are handled by me through HR. I've never really understood what the big deal is about HR handling these things. I have a set process of what
gets done for what type of event, and I don't have to worry about sharing confidential information with others just to send a card or flowers (does the admin assist REALLY need to know that Sally is
out for six weeks because she had major surgery? No, and neither does the Marketing department for sure). Since I already need to know this information to administer leave, PTO/disability benefits
etc., it makes sense for me to do it.
For reference, I am a DOO in a company with about 75 full time employees, and I handle everything from benefits, leave, payroll, onboarding, recruiting, etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
_
I am new to a company as their first HR manager.
This company is very generous when it comes to birthdays and other life events. As soon as I started they told me that Marketing handles birthday cards, and bereavement flower arrangements etc.
but they wanted it to fall under HR. By they, I mean the employees that are currently handling it. I told them I would not mind, but I need to settle in and was not comfortable buying personal cards
fro people I do not know yet and did not have a company card.
I have never in my HR career handled this and I really do not want to do it. Especially after I wrote up one person and by coincidence, he did not get a gift card with his birthday card and thought it
was me who decided not to give him one. In reality one of the managers gave him the birthday care without checking with accounting who had the gift card. One of the marketing assistants went on
a rant this morning that she and the other marketing person are "too busy" to do this and it needs to come off their plate. This person was the executive assistant before and somethings have not come
off her plate.
We will be hiring an executive assistant in July and based on my experience are the people that handle these types of things.
Am I right? should I be doing this? I did previously ask her to be patient as we hire the executive assistant. I am also crazy busy and annoyed by this.
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top
84.

previous next
Re: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:32 AM
Anonymous

_
Our corporate admin does that stuff.
When I was a HR Assistant years ago, I did that stuff,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who handles birthdays, bereavement flowers, ect.
_
I am new to a company as their first HR manager.
This company is very generous when it comes to birthdays and other life events. As soon as I started they told me that Marketing handles birthday cards, and bereavement flower arrangements etc.
but they wanted it to fall under HR. By they, I mean the employees that are currently handling it. I told them I would not mind, but I need to settle in and was not comfortable buying personal cards
fro people I do not know yet and did not have a company card.
I have never in my HR career handled this and I really do not want to do it. Especially after I wrote up one person and by coincidence, he did not get a gift card with his birthday card and thought it
was me who decided not to give him one. In reality one of the managers gave him the birthday care without checking with accounting who had the gift card. One of the marketing assistants went on
a rant this morning that she and the other marketing person are "too busy" to do this and it needs to come off their plate. This person was the executive assistant before and somethings have not come
off her plate.
We will be hiring an executive assistant in July and based on my experience are the people that handle these types of things.
Am I right? should I be doing this? I did previously ask her to be patient as we hire the executive assistant. I am also crazy busy and annoyed by this.

top
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previous next

85.

I-9 forms and copies
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 9:04 AM
Linda Emser
Do any of you maintain a photocopy or scanned copy of your I-9s with associated ID for active employees? Our HR Director used to require this - he's retired, and I run the department now - I don't
see the need. Before I shred the copies, though, I'd appreciate knowing what others do. The rationale was that if we were ever audited, we could produce a copy of our I-9s for active employees
quickly and easily. What it amounts to, however, is twice the filing and a lot of photocopying. I'm not sure this is necessary. What do you all think?
-----------------------------Linda Emser
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
86.

previous next
Re: I-9 forms and copies
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:11 AM
Anonymous

_
I believe in only keeping what is required.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:03
From: Linda Emser
Subject: I-9 forms and copies
Do any of you maintain a photocopy or scanned copy of your I-9s with associated ID for active employees? Our HR Director used to require this - he's retired, and I run the department now - I don't
see the need. Before I shred the copies, though, I'd appreciate knowing what others do. The rationale was that if we were ever audited, we could produce a copy of our I-9s for active employees
quickly and easily. What it amounts to, however, is twice the filing and a lot of photocopying. I'm not sure this is necessary. What do you all think?
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-----------------------------Linda Emser
------------------------------

top
87.

previous next
Re: I-9 forms and copies
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:12 AM
Anonymous

_
We only keep an original copy based on record keeping requirements. We do not keep a duplicate
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:03
From: Linda Emser
Subject: I-9 forms and copies
Do any of you maintain a photocopy or scanned copy of your I-9s with associated ID for active employees? Our HR Director used to require this - he's retired, and I run the department now - I don't
see the need. Before I shred the copies, though, I'd appreciate knowing what others do. The rationale was that if we were ever audited, we could produce a copy of our I-9s for active employees
quickly and easily. What it amounts to, however, is twice the filing and a lot of photocopying. I'm not sure this is necessary. What do you all think?
-----------------------------Linda Emser
------------------------------

top
88.

previous next
Re: I-9 forms and copies
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 9:15 AM
Linda Emser
Thanks for your input! I might go ahead and shred the stuff. The ID is on file and the extra steps are mind-numbing and time consuming!
-----------------------------Linda Emser
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9 forms and copies
_
We only keep an original copy based on record keeping requirements. We do not keep a duplicate
Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:03
From: Linda Emser
Subject: I-9 forms and copies
Do any of you maintain a photocopy or scanned copy of your I-9s with associated ID for active employees? Our HR Director used to require this - he's retired, and I run the department now - I don't
see the need. Before I shred the copies, though, I'd appreciate knowing what others do. The rationale was that if we were ever audited, we could produce a copy of our I-9s for active employees
quickly and easily. What it amounts to, however, is twice the filing and a lot of photocopying. I'm not sure this is necessary. What do you all think?
-----------------------------Linda Emser
------------------------------

top
89.

previous next
Re: I-9 forms and copies
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:20 AM
Anonymous
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_
Can you shred copies of documents you've already retained?
I thought you could only change the process going forward. Perhaps I'm not correct.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:03
From: Linda Emser
Subject: I-9 forms and copies
Do any of you maintain a photocopy or scanned copy of your I-9s with associated ID for active employees? Our HR Director used to require this - he's retired, and I run the department now - I don't
see the need. Before I shred the copies, though, I'd appreciate knowing what others do. The rationale was that if we were ever audited, we could produce a copy of our I-9s for active employees
quickly and easily. What it amounts to, however, is twice the filing and a lot of photocopying. I'm not sure this is necessary. What do you all think?
-----------------------------Linda Emser
------------------------------

top
90.

previous next
Re: I-9 forms and copies
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:14 AM
Anonymous

_
Does this mean you have 2 copies of I-9s and IDs? If so, keep the originals and shred away!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:03
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From: Linda Emser
Subject: I-9 forms and copies
Do any of you maintain a photocopy or scanned copy of your I-9s with associated ID for active employees? Our HR Director used to require this - he's retired, and I run the department now - I don't
see the need. Before I shred the copies, though, I'd appreciate knowing what others do. The rationale was that if we were ever audited, we could produce a copy of our I-9s for active employees
quickly and easily. What it amounts to, however, is twice the filing and a lot of photocopying. I'm not sure this is necessary. What do you all think?
-----------------------------Linda Emser
------------------------------

top
91.

previous next
Re: I-9 forms and copies
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:33 AM
Anonymous

_
You're over-documenting which you don't need to do, but I would just keep going in this direction. You should also consult the USCIS website if you want to change the way your company has
historically handled these documents. There are very user friendly guides to everything I9 on the website. You should do research before you do anything with the documents (actual research
where you have valid sources for the information guiding your actions).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:03
From: Linda Emser
Subject: I-9 forms and copies
Do any of you maintain a photocopy or scanned copy of your I-9s with associated ID for active employees? Our HR Director used to require this - he's retired, and I run the department now - I don't
see the need. Before I shred the copies, though, I'd appreciate knowing what others do. The rationale was that if we were ever audited, we could produce a copy of our I-9s for active employees
quickly and easily. What it amounts to, however, is twice the filing and a lot of photocopying. I'm not sure this is necessary. What do you all think?
-----------------------------Linda Emser
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top
92.

previous next
Job Abandonment
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 10:33 PM
Yezmin Cuevas
We have an employee who we were going to terminate this afternoon prior to his shift for not coming to his previews two training shifts. We had a check for two hours ready for him for showing up
today to a scheduled shift.
Well, he failed to show up again.
We do not terminate over the phone, but given that he has made no effort to return can we give him a call and let him know that we are terminating the work relationship due to him abandoning his
position? We do not owe him any pay.
Thank you for your help
Sent from my iPhone
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
93.

previous next
Re: Job Abandonment
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:40 AM
Anonymous

_
I would call and send a certified letter citing your job abandonment policy, as this is considered a resignation. That way if he tries to file for unemployment, you show it as a resignation versus a
termination.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 22:33
From: Yezmin Cuevas
Subject: Job Abandonment
We have an employee who we were going to terminate this afternoon prior to his shift for not coming to his previews two training shifts. We had a check for two hours ready for him for showing up
today to a scheduled shift.
Well, he failed to show up again.
We do not terminate over the phone, but given that he has made no effort to return can we give him a call and let him know that we are terminating the work relationship due to him abandoning his
position? We do not owe him any pay.
Thank you for your help
Sent from my iPhone

top
94.

previous next
Re: Job Abandonment
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:48 AM
Anonymous

_
Can you give him a call? Sure. I know of no federal regulations that state you cannot.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 22:33
From: Yezmin Cuevas
Subject: Job Abandonment
We have an employee who we were going to terminate this afternoon prior to his shift for not coming to his previews two training shifts. We had a check for two hours ready for him for showing up
today to a scheduled shift.
Well, he failed to show up again.
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We do not terminate over the phone, but given that he has made no effort to return can we give him a call and let him know that we are terminating the work relationship due to him abandoning his
position? We do not owe him any pay.
Thank you for your help
Sent from my iPhone

top
95.

previous next
Marijuana Odor in Break Room
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 8:32 PM
Anonymous

_
We've had a recurring problem of a strong odor of marijuana in our small break room where employees store their personal belongings. The location manager has made general announcements to the
effect of, 'We all know what the odor is in the break room-- regardless of what you do on your own time, you should not bring it to work. It's unprofessional and disrespectful and the odor is just
unpleasant for your coworkers. If it's yours, stop bringing it and make sure your personal belongings don't retain the odor.'
Unfortunately, our more generous approach hasn't solved the problem. Without poking/sniffing around, the manager can't tell specifically which bag the odor is coming from to have a more pointed
conversation or take disciplinary action. I'd love to hear some different opinions on how you'd move forward from here.
(Note, this is in a state where medical marijuana did just become legal, though this was an issue before that law went into affect. Regardless, we'd like to maintain our drug-free workplace.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
96.

previous next
Re: Marijuana Odor in Break Room
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 11:05 PM
Adam Gasper

From my understanding...it doesn't matter if your start has legalized marijuana...you can still enforce a drug-free work environment.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Adam Gasper, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 20:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Marijuana Odor in Break Room
_
We've had a recurring problem of a strong odor of marijuana in our small break room where employees store their personal belongings. The location manager has made general announcements to the
effect of, 'We all know what the odor is in the break room-- regardless of what you do on your own time, you should not bring it to work. It's unprofessional and disrespectful and the odor is just
unpleasant for your coworkers. If it's yours, stop bringing it and make sure your personal belongings don't retain the odor.'
Unfortunately, our more generous approach hasn't solved the problem. Without poking/sniffing around, the manager can't tell specifically which bag the odor is coming from to have a more pointed
conversation or take disciplinary action. I'd love to hear some different opinions on how you'd move forward from here.
(Note, this is in a state where medical marijuana did just become legal, though this was an issue before that law went into affect. Regardless, we'd like to maintain our drug-free workplace.)

top
97.

previous next
Re: Marijuana Odor in Break Room
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:16 AM
Anonymous

_
Tell them you'll be informing law enforcement.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 20:31
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Marijuana Odor in Break Room
_
We've had a recurring problem of a strong odor of marijuana in our small break room where employees store their personal belongings. The location manager has made general announcements to the
effect of, 'We all know what the odor is in the break room-- regardless of what you do on your own time, you should not bring it to work. It's unprofessional and disrespectful and the odor is just
unpleasant for your coworkers. If it's yours, stop bringing it and make sure your personal belongings don't retain the odor.'
Unfortunately, our more generous approach hasn't solved the problem. Without poking/sniffing around, the manager can't tell specifically which bag the odor is coming from to have a more pointed
conversation or take disciplinary action. I'd love to hear some different opinions on how you'd move forward from here.
(Note, this is in a state where medical marijuana did just become legal, though this was an issue before that law went into affect. Regardless, we'd like to maintain our drug-free workplace.)

top
98.

previous next
Re: Marijuana Odor in Break Room
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:42 AM
Anonymous

_
There are some leather jackets that smell like marijuana. I know a guy whose jacket always smelled that way, no matter what time of day and he wasn't a pot smoker.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 20:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Marijuana Odor in Break Room
_
We've had a recurring problem of a strong odor of marijuana in our small break room where employees store their personal belongings. The location manager has made general announcements to the
effect of, 'We all know what the odor is in the break room-- regardless of what you do on your own time, you should not bring it to work. It's unprofessional and disrespectful and the odor is just
unpleasant for your coworkers. If it's yours, stop bringing it and make sure your personal belongings don't retain the odor.'
Unfortunately, our more generous approach hasn't solved the problem. Without poking/sniffing around, the manager can't tell specifically which bag the odor is coming from to have a more pointed
conversation or take disciplinary action. I'd love to hear some different opinions on how you'd move forward from here.
(Note, this is in a state where medical marijuana did just become legal, though this was an issue before that law went into affect. Regardless, we'd like to maintain our drug-free workplace.)
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top
99.

previous next
Arizona Paid Time Off - Paystubs and PTO
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 7:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello All,
Arizona employers are required to either record in, or attach to, employees' paychecks the amount of PST the employees have available, the amount of PST used, and the amount of pay received as
earned PST. Employers are also able to put PST into a PTO bucket.
Has anyone gone the PTO route in Arizona (one bucket of paid sick time and vacation time) and how have you tracked it on employee's paystub? I am having a hard time fnnding information on what
an employer needs to track on employee pay stubs if they go the PTO route.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
100.

previous next
EE on WC doesn't want modified position
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 6:28 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We have an ee who has been on a wc leave since March 2017. Yesterday we created a position that would fit his restrictions and are eager to have him back, but he called me today saying he
doesn't want the position. I informed the WC carrier and explained to him that this would affect his TD payments. He is aware of this. He told me he would come in and return some company
property he has which gave me the impression he is resigning, but I didn't speak to him about this. When he does come in tomorrow and doesn't "resign," can I term him?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
101.

previous next
Re: EE on WC doesn't want modified position
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 7:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Does FMLA apply and if so did he exhaust all of his time? In what state?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 18:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: EE on WC doesn't want modified position
_
â€‹
We have an ee who has been on a wc leave since March 2017. Yesterday we created a position that would fit his restrictions and are eager to have him back, but he called me today saying he
doesn't want the position. I informed the WC carrier and explained to him that this would affect his TD payments. He is aware of this. He told me he would come in and return some company
property he has which gave me the impression he is resigning, but I didn't speak to him about this. When he does come in tomorrow and doesn't "resign," can I term him?

top
102.

previous next
HIPAA - insurance carrier providing PHI to parent
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 6:13 PM
Anonymous
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_
I have to admit I am not fully up to date on all things HIPAA. If I call my insurance carrier with a question about my EOB on my 13 year old child, they can't provide me any information?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
103.

previous next
Re: HIPAA - insurance carrier providing PHI to parent
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 6:16 PM
Anonymous

_
If the child is under 18, then you act as the child's representative. So they should discuss the EOB with you.
There are a few exceptions you can check out here:
Moon willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 18:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: HIPAA - insurance carrier providing PHI to parent
_
I have to admit I am not fully up to date on all things HIPAA. If I call my insurance carrier with a question about my EOB on my 13 year old child, they can't provide me any information?

top
104.

previous next
Re: HIPAA - insurance carrier providing PHI to parent
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 6:37 AM
Anonymous
_
Are you by chance in MN? MN law prohibits information being released to parents of children 13 and over. Your child can authorize various doctors and such to allow you to have access to that
information. Your child can also sign up for his/her own online account with your insurance provider and give you access that way too. This law has been on the books for probably 20 years now.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 18:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: HIPAA - insurance carrier providing PHI to parent
_
I have to admit I am not fully up to date on all things HIPAA. If I call my insurance carrier with a question about my EOB on my 13 year old child, they can't provide me any information?

top
105.

previous next
Re: HIPAA - insurance carrier providing PHI to parent
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:05 AM
Anonymous

_
I have had to have my kids sign forms sent by the insurance companies in order to speak with them about their EOB.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 18:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: HIPAA - insurance carrier providing PHI to parent
_
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I have to admit I am not fully up to date on all things HIPAA. If I call my insurance carrier with a question about my EOB on my 13 year old child, they can't provide me any information?

top
106.

previous next
HR System - Paper Files
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello,
I work in a 86 employee company. I want to move the paper files to a HR System like Bamboo HR or something like that. What do you guys recommend for something like that. And if I move to an
electronic system, do I have to keep maintaining paper files of the things I do electronically?
Thank you so much for your help!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
107.

previous next
Re: HR System - Paper Files
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 9:50 PM
David Fenner
I don't have any great recommendations for an electronic personnel filing system but think this is something you want to discuss with your IT Security team and employment law attorney. I have
been pushing for electronic personnel files for a little over a year now and there are many hurdles that can come up, depending on the culture of your company.
-----------------------------David Fenner, aPHR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR System - Paper Files
_
Hello,
I work in a 86 employee company. I want to move the paper files to a HR System like Bamboo HR or something like that. What do you guys recommend for something like that. And if I move to an
electronic system, do I have to keep maintaining paper files of the things I do electronically?
Thank you so much for your help!

top
108.

previous next
Re: HR System - Paper Files
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:53 AM
Anonymous

_
I did this at a past job and it was a lot more tedious to get going than you are probably expecting:
-You need to start with asking the right questions to whomever will be maintaining the IT system housing your electronic files: what are our backups? how do we make sure these files are never
lost? how do we access these files if our relationship ends or if we switch to new software or vendor? (ask your IT department if you are storing on an internal server, ask BambooHR, ask whoever
you will be working with that will be "storing" your stuff).
-You need to talk to legal counsel if your company has one. If not and you need reassurance, consult a lawyer. If not and you've dug in and done the research and you feel confident you understand
the advantages and disadvantages to storing files electronically versus paper, then move forward.
-The simple answer to your question if you need to double file documents electronically and physically is absolutely not.
Here was my experience- I worked for a company of 4000 employees with absolutely atrocious turnover. We were scanning documents into a server and then also filing them physically. Honestly,
I felt it was a huge waste of my time to do both. A lot of the time I was filing paperwork for someone who had already left the company before I could even make a file for them. It took SO much of
my time I decided that since electronically filing things was easier, I'd figure out if and how I could convince my company to stop doing double the work. I researched at home on my own time
(clearly I did not have time at work based on the previous sentence and filing was not my only job at this point in time). I basically became a self-appointed subject matter expert. I confirmed my
research with legal counsel.
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The hard part was convincing people our files would be secure. I lost 6 months worth of electronic files due to a system administrator essentially clicking the wrong button. It caused such an uproar
in the company I thought for sure no matter what I did I could convince them that our server was secure. But our IT department invested in some different backups (cloud storage, a duplicate server)
that could serve as backups for the server we were using. It took a lot of convincing, a lot of "what if" conversations, and a lot of convincing the biggest fishes in the pond that this would work for
us.
And it did. But it may not work for everyone. Your key to doing this is the security of those files honestly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR System - Paper Files
_
Hello,
I work in a 86 employee company. I want to move the paper files to a HR System like Bamboo HR or something like that. What do you guys recommend for something like that. And if I move to an
electronic system, do I have to keep maintaining paper files of the things I do electronically?
Thank you so much for your help!

top
109.

previous next
Very aggressive candidate
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:01 PM
Anonymous

_
Has anyone dealt with something like this? A candidate who applied for a job and wasn't qualified (didn't even receive an interview). They're now messaging me on LinkedIn with increasingly
agitated e-mails and guessing at peoples' internal e-mail addresses saying they're well qualified and being ignored. Their tone is getting increasingly hostile. Normally we don't reach out to people
who are not qualified. Would you respond?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
110.

previous next
Re: Very aggressive candidate
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:04 PM
Anonymous

_
Nope I wouldn't. I would just be glad I passed on the candidate and move on with my life.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Very aggressive candidate
_
Has anyone dealt with something like this? A candidate who applied for a job and wasn't qualified (didn't even receive an interview). They're now messaging me on LinkedIn with increasingly
agitated e-mails and guessing at peoples' internal e-mail addresses saying they're well qualified and being ignored. Their tone is getting increasingly hostile. Normally we don't reach out to people
who are not qualified. Would you respond?

top
111.

previous next
Re: Very aggressive candidate
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:04 PM
Anonymous

_
If possible, I would ask IT to block this person. I definitely wouldn't engage with them on any platform.
I would also block them on my linkedin page. Some people just feel like the world is there to wrong them.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Very aggressive candidate
_
Has anyone dealt with something like this? A candidate who applied for a job and wasn't qualified (didn't even receive an interview). They're now messaging me on LinkedIn with increasingly
agitated e-mails and guessing at peoples' internal e-mail addresses saying they're well qualified and being ignored. Their tone is getting increasingly hostile. Normally we don't reach out to people
who are not qualified. Would you respond?

top
112.

previous next
Re: Very aggressive candidate
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:05 PM
Anonymous

_
I would block them on LinkedIn. If they are also emailing you and others at your company, I might respond once with a generic "thank you for your interest but we will not be moving forward with
your application" email. If they reach out again, ignore them or block if you can. I occasionally get someone that is very aggressive, or persistent but I think most people understand that kind of
behavior is not going to help get you in the door.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Very aggressive candidate
_
Has anyone dealt with something like this? A candidate who applied for a job and wasn't qualified (didn't even receive an interview). They're now messaging me on LinkedIn with increasingly
agitated e-mails and guessing at peoples' internal e-mail addresses saying they're well qualified and being ignored. Their tone is getting increasingly hostile. Normally we don't reach out to people
who are not qualified. Would you respond?
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top
113.

previous next
Re: Very aggressive candidate
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:18 AM
Anonymous

_
Block them on LinkedIn
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Very aggressive candidate
_
Has anyone dealt with something like this? A candidate who applied for a job and wasn't qualified (didn't even receive an interview). They're now messaging me on LinkedIn with increasingly
agitated e-mails and guessing at peoples' internal e-mail addresses saying they're well qualified and being ignored. Their tone is getting increasingly hostile. Normally we don't reach out to people
who are not qualified. Would you respond?

top
114.

previous next
Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:55 PM
Anonymous

_
We have an employee who was received a write up for poor performance/failure to perform job responsibilities last week. Today several workers in the field came forward and told us that the
employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
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Suggestions on how to handle this?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
115.

previous next
Re: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:57 PM
Anonymous

_
You nod and say "okay."
You can't tell employees they can't discuss the conditions of their employment, which write ups are a part of.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
_
We have an employee who was received a write up for poor performance/failure to perform job responsibilities last week. Today several workers in the field came forward and told us that the
employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
Suggestions on how to handle this?

top
116.

previous next
Re: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
Reply to Group
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Feb 14, 2018 4:58 PM
Anonymous
_

several workers in the field came forward and told us that the employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
Suggestions on how to handle this?
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:54

What's to handle? The employee's feelings are hurt and he's complaining to coworkers. Not unusual.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
_
We have an employee who was received a write up for poor performance/failure to perform job responsibilities last week. Today several workers in the field came forward and told us that the
employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
Suggestions on how to handle this?

top
117.

previous next
Re: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 10:04 PM
Rebecca Ashery
I agree with the others that the employee has the right to complain or talk with whomever s/he wants. Just wondering why the workers in the field felt the need to come to you and tell about the
complaining employee? Sounds like there is some attempt at manipulation.
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-----------------------------Rebecca Ashery
Leader-Manager Coach
Rebecca Sager Ashery LLC
North Bethesda MD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
_
We have an employee who was received a write up for poor performance/failure to perform job responsibilities last week. Today several workers in the field came forward and told us that the
employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
Suggestions on how to handle this?

top
118.

previous next
Re: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 6:27 AM
Anonymous

_
I would guess the employees to whom she is complaining already know she is under performing. There isn't much to handle here other than thanks for the information.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
_
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We have an employee who was received a write up for poor performance/failure to perform job responsibilities last week. Today several workers in the field came forward and told us that the
employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
Suggestions on how to handle this?

top
119.

previous next
Re: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:28 AM
Anonymous

_
The employee who was written up has a right to complain, but may not be "protected concerted activity" under the NLRA (which I'm assuming others are thinking of?). Under this provision, you
can't interfere with employees' rights to act together to try to improve their pay and working conditions, with or without a union. Did the other employees complain because they didn't want to hear
about it? Then they aren't acting together and it's not protected activity. Did they complain because they have the same concerns? It's probably protected concerted activity.
Let's assume it's not protected. What can you do? I would start by having the supervisor (the one who is addressing performance issues) revisit the write-up with the employee. Give the employee
an appropriate forum for responding. Talk about steps the employee can take to improve and talk about the impact the employee's behavior is having on you and the team.
If all else fails, address this as a productivity issue. While the employee is complaining is s/he getting work done? How is it affecting team productivity and customer service? These are all business
issues that you can address.
Disclaimer: This is a legal term/concept and I'm not a lawyer. For legal advice about "protected concerted activity" contact a lawyer!
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
_
We have an employee who was received a write up for poor performance/failure to perform job responsibilities last week. Today several workers in the field came forward and told us that the
employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
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Suggestions on how to handle this?

top
120.

previous next
Re: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:31 AM
Anonymous

_
If that employee wants to announce that they're doing so poorly at their job that management noticed, let them.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
_
We have an employee who was received a write up for poor performance/failure to perform job responsibilities last week. Today several workers in the field came forward and told us that the
employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
Suggestions on how to handle this?

top
121.

previous next
Re: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:53 AM
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

Employees can vent to an extent.
If he can get others to agree that he was treated unfairly (or something along those lines), it may be concerted activity. Or if he says he's speaking up to prevent this from happening to another
employee, it may be concerted activity.
I'd talk to him and address his comments and/or concerns directly.
If he's being offensive or saying things about the company that are just false (or unrelated to his poor performance or a work issue), you can discipline him (i.e. tell him to stop).

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
_
We have an employee who was received a write up for poor performance/failure to perform job responsibilities last week. Today several workers in the field came forward and told us that the
employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
Suggestions on how to handle this?

top

previous next

122.

Re: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:13 AM
Anonymous

_

Today several workers in the field came forward and told us that the employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
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Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:54

Did you ask them why they felt compelled to bring this to your attention?
I don't see anything to address here, unless the employee is complaining to your CUSTOMER'S employees, or is actually being disruptive / creating drama. Then I would have the supervisor address
as inappropriate behavior with that employee.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Complaining About Write Up to All Employees
_
We have an employee who was received a write up for poor performance/failure to perform job responsibilities last week. Today several workers in the field came forward and told us that the
employee who was written up was discussing/complaining about the write up to the workers out at our job sites.
Suggestions on how to handle this?

top
123.

previous next
Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:52 PM
Anonymous

_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
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document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
124.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:59 PM
Anonymous

_
I've experienced this many times. I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for someone to
blame.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
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document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top

previous next

125.

Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:08 PM
Anonymous

_
Really? Way to stereotype a generation that in my experience seems more on top of it than others, atleast in my current org.
But in my career, I see this happening quite a bit from all employees regardless of age/generation, gender, race, hair color, whatever generality you want to place blame on.
I've experienced this many times. I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for
someone to blame.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:58

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
I've experienced this many times. I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for someone to
blame.
Original Message:
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Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
126.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:36 PM
Anonymous

_
Calm down, it was just their opinion - not the written gospel.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:08
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
Really? Way to stereotype a generation that in my experience seems more on top of it than others, atleast in my current org.
But in my career, I see this happening quite a bit from all employees regardless of age/generation, gender, race, hair color, whatever generality you want to place blame on.
I've experienced this many times. I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for
someone to blame.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:58

Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
I've experienced this many times. I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for someone to
blame.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
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Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top

previous next

127.

Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 5:43 PM
Roberta Weingarten

I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for someone to blame.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:58

Yeah, no. This is a human thing, not an age thing. There are plenty of people in all generations that look for someone to blame. Let's stop using age as an excuse for certain behaviors.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
I've experienced this many times. I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for someone to
blame.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
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This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
128.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:51 PM
Anonymous

_
I hear you and validate your ranting. It is extremely frustrating and annoying.
Here's how I diffuse my inner ranting on these topics. I remind myself that I use this stuff everyday. The manager may use it once a quarter or month or year. It's just not front of mind and they don't
have it all committed to memory in the same way I do. And I try to be patient. And sometimes that even works.
It still sucks and is majorly annoying.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top

previous next

129.

Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:51 PM
Anonymous

_

Calm down, it was just their opinion - not the written gospel.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 17:36

It is still a very generalizing statement. Insert race, national origin, or disability in place of "younger employees" and maybe you can see why someone would take offense to that statement. I am part
of the "younger" crowd at my company, and the stereotype I face every day because of this is very real. No I'm not fighting a race battle, or dealing with any of the bigger problems a lot of people
face in the work place, but its there and its real. I have done well at my company, worked hard, and deserve what I have accomplished and quite frankly it ticks me off when people make a broad
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generalization about any particular group, but especially if I am a part of that group. So no, its not the written gospel, but it was offensive and rude, regardless if it was their opinion or not.
To the OP- I hear ya! And I would have sent a copy of the document over to verify the signature too! Hopefully this person learns from his/her mistake and you don't have to deal with it again.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
Calm down, it was just their opinion - not the written gospel.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
Really? Way to stereotype a generation that in my experience seems more on top of it than others, atleast in my current org.
But in my career, I see this happening quite a bit from all employees regardless of age/generation, gender, race, hair color, whatever generality you want to place blame on.
I've experienced this many times. I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for
someone to blame.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:58

Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
I've experienced this many times. I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for someone to
blame.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
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This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
130.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 6:43 AM
Anonymous

_
I would probably have a conversation with the biggest offender that would go something like:
"Jim, I'm pretty concerned about you lately. In the past 3 days I have asked you about A, B, C, D where you had to sign off on requests and you don't seem to remember any of those. Are you ok?
When my Mom started failing with her Alzheimers, she had similar issues. I'm just really concerned."
---at least in my mind I would have this conversation.
My biggest pet peeve is when people just don't do their job. We are battling with one employee like this now, who is on her last warning because she continually drops the ball and the last one had
serious business implications.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
131.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:54 AM
Anonymous

_
Don't you wish you could say it right back at them
EE: I haven't received my increase
ME: Nobody told me that
EE: I handled in my insuance enroll form but I still haven't receive my id card
ME: You enrolled in benefits? Nobody told me that
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
132.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:16 AM
Anonymous

_
In this world of information overload, people only retain a small portion of what's important to them. And they retain even less of what means absolutely nothing to them.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
133.

previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:31 AM
Anonymous

_
Hahaha. #9 is my fav! Do that!
:)â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-15-2018 08:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
Don't you wish you could say it right back at them
EE: I haven't received my increase
ME: Nobody told me that
EE: I handled in my insuance enroll form but I still haven't receive my id card
ME: You enrolled in benefits? Nobody told me that
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
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previous next
Re: Anyone else? (Rant)
Reply to Group
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Feb 15, 2018 9:40 AM
Anonymous
_

Calm down, it was just their opinion - not the written gospel.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 17:36

I have a question for you anonymous. When was the last time you saw "Calm down!" entreaty calming anyone down?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
Calm down, it was just their opinion - not the written gospel.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
Really? Way to stereotype a generation that in my experience seems more on top of it than others, atleast in my current org.
But in my career, I see this happening quite a bit from all employees regardless of age/generation, gender, race, hair color, whatever generality you want to place blame on.
I've experienced this many times. I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for
someone to blame.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:58

Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:58
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
I've experienced this many times. I think it's increasingly common with younger employees who may not be used to having to own up to their own shortcomings. They have to look for someone to
blame.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Anyone else? (Rant)
_
This could just be my organization, but it seems like lately EVERYONE'S new favorite phrase is "Nobody every told me that."
REALLY??
Then why can I pull the 3 million emails I've sent directly to you about it?
Is this not your signature on this document?
This is the first time you've had a WC claim? You mean those three other employee's claims were made up or forged?
It drives me bonkers. Own up and say you forgot or that you didn't read the 3 million emails I sent you. Don't say that I (or someone else) hasn't done something when it's 100% your mistake.
This is me being petty - I got so fed up with it today, especially with our biggest offender (this person does this at least once a day to one or more of our internal departments), I literally scanned in a
document with their signature and sent it to them asking them to confirm it's their signature and they read that document. I explained that we had some bigger internal issues if it wasn't their signature
and I'd like to know to be able to look in to them. All I got was an "oh. yeah, it's fine then." Not even a "my mistake" or "I'm sorry" or a joke out of it. Mind you, this was regarding something that
they were literally the only person in our entire company (250+) to not do. Their employees, who don't have email access had to do it, meaning this person HAD TO HAVE told their employees
about it. I'm in awe.
And before anyone starts in, yes, I realize I'm not perfect and I do make mistakes. I'm USUALLY pretty good about admitting them and apologizing or making a joke out of myself.
Thanks for reading. I had to get that out before the day was over :) On to tomorrow!

top
135.

previous next
SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:47 PM
Anonymous

_
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We are in the state of Illinois.
We have an employee that is paid differently than other sales associates. This employee is paid $1,150 base pay a week plus 2% commission on all sales over 50,000. Our other sales associates are
paid a base pay between 400 and 600 a week and commission based upon a chart relating to that base pay. Sales have been down for months at this location and we would like to reduce this
employees pay and change it to one of the base pay plans and the relating commission chart.
My question: Would we be in violation of anything for changing one employee's salary and no one else? Even though we are changing this person's salary to be similar to the other sales associates at
this location. No one else is paid at 1,150 a week and 2% commission.
We would prepare a salary reduction letter and give this person a thirty day notice before the change takes effect.
Any help and any sample letters?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:05 PM
Anonymous

_
Based on the info you provided, yes you can do that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
_
OP here. We are going to change his job description too. I just found out he has a Product Manager title. This is different from the other Sales Associates. We are going to demote him to a Sales
Associate to reflect less responsibility with his new salary. Is it okay to do this if he has not been written up for anything. Can a company change someone's job like that?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
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_
We are in the state of Illinois.
We have an employee that is paid differently than other sales associates. This employee is paid $1,150 base pay a week plus 2% commission on all sales over 50,000. Our other sales associates are
paid a base pay between 400 and 600 a week and commission based upon a chart relating to that base pay. Sales have been down for months at this location and we would like to reduce this
employees pay and change it to one of the base pay plans and the relating commission chart.
My question: Would we be in violation of anything for changing one employee's salary and no one else? Even though we are changing this person's salary to be similar to the other sales associates at
this location. No one else is paid at 1,150 a week and 2% commission.
We would prepare a salary reduction letter and give this person a thirty day notice before the change takes effect.
Any help and any sample letters?

top
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previous next
Re: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:05 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here. We are going to change his job description too. I just found out he has a Product Manager title. This is different from the other Sales Associates. We are going to demote him to a Sales
Associate to reflect less responsibility with his new salary. Is it okay to do this if he has not been written up for anything. Can a company change someone's job like that?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
_
We are in the state of Illinois.
We have an employee that is paid differently than other sales associates. This employee is paid $1,150 base pay a week plus 2% commission on all sales over 50,000. Our other sales associates are
paid a base pay between 400 and 600 a week and commission based upon a chart relating to that base pay. Sales have been down for months at this location and we would like to reduce this
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employees pay and change it to one of the base pay plans and the relating commission chart.
My question: Would we be in violation of anything for changing one employee's salary and no one else? Even though we are changing this person's salary to be similar to the other sales associates at
this location. No one else is paid at 1,150 a week and 2% commission.
We would prepare a salary reduction letter and give this person a thirty day notice before the change takes effect.
Any help and any sample letters?

top
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previous next
Re: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:32 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here - Thank you and you mean it's okay to reduce salary and change the job description?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
_
Based on the info you provided, yes you can do that.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
_
OP here. We are going to change his job description too. I just found out he has a Product Manager title. This is different from the other Sales Associates. We are going to demote him to a Sales
Associate to reflect less responsibility with his new salary. Is it okay to do this if he has not been written up for anything. Can a company change someone's job like that?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:46
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From: Anonymous
Subject: SALARY REDUCTION FOR ONE EMPLOYEE
_
We are in the state of Illinois.
We have an employee that is paid differently than other sales associates. This employee is paid $1,150 base pay a week plus 2% commission on all sales over 50,000. Our other sales associates are
paid a base pay between 400 and 600 a week and commission based upon a chart relating to that base pay. Sales have been down for months at this location and we would like to reduce this
employees pay and change it to one of the base pay plans and the relating commission chart.
My question: Would we be in violation of anything for changing one employee's salary and no one else? Even though we are changing this person's salary to be similar to the other sales associates at
this location. No one else is paid at 1,150 a week and 2% commission.
We would prepare a salary reduction letter and give this person a thirty day notice before the change takes effect.
Any help and any sample letters?

top
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previous next
Facilitator
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 4:40 PM
Wanda Stokes
I am looking for a facilitator to lead an executive team retreat focusing on leadership development and teamwork. We are located DC. Any recommendations would be appreciated.
-----------------------------Wanda
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Random drug screens for one department, each shift
Reply to Group
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Feb 14, 2018 4:28 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
We are a local county government in Georgia. Recently our board has been getting multiple reports that a particular department has several employees that are "on drugs" and that we really need to
test them. We do random screenings and they come back negative. The word is that these employees know how to beat the screens. Post-accident and reasonable suspicion testing has not revealed
anything even though witnesses insist that so-and-so "has got to be on something".
Now my Manager is coming to me and wanting to see if we can set up screens with an outside source that have enough staff to show up at the beginning of a shift at each of the locations these
employees are assigned to multiple locations, and test everyone on-site at the same time.
Does anyone have any experience with this? Just concerned about any legal ramifications for doing the testing as well as the liability if someone gets hurt or worse because someone was on
something during an accident.
Thank you,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Who are these witnesses? And what kind of testing do you do that they are able to "beat?"
I'd be hard pressed to keep believing these people are on drugs if a reputable company or clinic is doing the tests and they are not coming up with any positive results after post accident or reasonable
suspicion or random.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
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_
â€‹
We are a local county government in Georgia. Recently our board has been getting multiple reports that a particular department has several employees that are "on drugs" and that we really need to
test them. We do random screenings and they come back negative. The word is that these employees know how to beat the screens. Post-accident and reasonable suspicion testing has not revealed
anything even though witnesses insist that so-and-so "has got to be on something".
Now my Manager is coming to me and wanting to see if we can set up screens with an outside source that have enough staff to show up at the beginning of a shift at each of the locations these
employees are assigned to multiple locations, and test everyone on-site at the same time.
Does anyone have any experience with this? Just concerned about any legal ramifications for doing the testing as well as the liability if someone gets hurt or worse because someone was on
something during an accident.
Thank you,

top
142.

previous next
Re: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:06 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Sometimes those rums fly and have no merit. Sometimes they do.
If you're sending employees to a facility, they can beat the system. There are many products available for purchase that will help them pass the test. Also, if the facility does not monitor the test,
there's the chance that the employee could tamper with the test in the restroom.
A qualified facility will come on site, and monitor the test as it's being done. They also have proper equipment that will monitor temperature, and if a test is negative, they'll send off to further
testing. You could also test hair follicles, which is difficult to alter.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
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_
â€‹
We are a local county government in Georgia. Recently our board has been getting multiple reports that a particular department has several employees that are "on drugs" and that we really need to
test them. We do random screenings and they come back negative. The word is that these employees know how to beat the screens. Post-accident and reasonable suspicion testing has not revealed
anything even though witnesses insist that so-and-so "has got to be on something".
Now my Manager is coming to me and wanting to see if we can set up screens with an outside source that have enough staff to show up at the beginning of a shift at each of the locations these
employees are assigned to multiple locations, and test everyone on-site at the same time.
Does anyone have any experience with this? Just concerned about any legal ramifications for doing the testing as well as the liability if someone gets hurt or worse because someone was on
something during an accident.
Thank you,
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previous next
Re: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 7:00 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I'm concerned that you are testing people because someone thinks they are on drugs. Is this person that "thinks" they are on drugs qualified to make that assessment? Have the been through
Reasonable Suspicion training? It's not a "random" test if the individual is being targeted. You should have a policy in place and follow that policy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
_
â€‹
We are a local county government in Georgia. Recently our board has been getting multiple reports that a particular department has several employees that are "on drugs" and that we really need to
test them. We do random screenings and they come back negative. The word is that these employees know how to beat the screens. Post-accident and reasonable suspicion testing has not revealed
anything even though witnesses insist that so-and-so "has got to be on something".
Now my Manager is coming to me and wanting to see if we can set up screens with an outside source that have enough staff to show up at the beginning of a shift at each of the locations these
employees are assigned to multiple locations, and test everyone on-site at the same time.
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Does anyone have any experience with this? Just concerned about any legal ramifications for doing the testing as well as the liability if someone gets hurt or worse because someone was on
something during an accident.
Thank you,

top
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previous next
Re: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 11:10 PM
Anonymous

_
A long time ago, in a land far far away (I was in the Navy and stationed in Iceland) and we were notified once we came into work if we were selected for drug screening. I witnessed first hand other
smoking pot but ALWAYS beet the test. When our Supervisor told us to go to the screening site 2 people would stop at their barrics and dip their finger in liquid laundry soap. Then when doing the
test they would dip their finger into their urin causing contamination.
The only reason one of them was caught is because they were in an accident and the blood test showed drug usage.
That was 22 years ago (I have no idea how that happened) and I'm assuming the test have gotten better.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
_
â€‹
We are a local county government in Georgia. Recently our board has been getting multiple reports that a particular department has several employees that are "on drugs" and that we really need to
test them. We do random screenings and they come back negative. The word is that these employees know how to beat the screens. Post-accident and reasonable suspicion testing has not revealed
anything even though witnesses insist that so-and-so "has got to be on something".
Now my Manager is coming to me and wanting to see if we can set up screens with an outside source that have enough staff to show up at the beginning of a shift at each of the locations these
employees are assigned to multiple locations, and test everyone on-site at the same time.
Does anyone have any experience with this? Just concerned about any legal ramifications for doing the testing as well as the liability if someone gets hurt or worse because someone was on
something during an accident.
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Thank you,
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previous next
Re: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:56 AM
Anonymous

_
The witnesses are co-workers.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
_
Who are these witnesses? And what kind of testing do you do that they are able to "beat?"
I'd be hard pressed to keep believing these people are on drugs if a reputable company or clinic is doing the tests and they are not coming up with any positive results after post accident or reasonable
suspicion or random.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
_
â€‹
We are a local county government in Georgia. Recently our board has been getting multiple reports that a particular department has several employees that are "on drugs" and that we really need to
test them. We do random screenings and they come back negative. The word is that these employees know how to beat the screens. Post-accident and reasonable suspicion testing has not revealed
anything even though witnesses insist that so-and-so "has got to be on something".
Now my Manager is coming to me and wanting to see if we can set up screens with an outside source that have enough staff to show up at the beginning of a shift at each of the locations these
employees are assigned to multiple locations, and test everyone on-site at the same time.
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Does anyone have any experience with this? Just concerned about any legal ramifications for doing the testing as well as the liability if someone gets hurt or worse because someone was on
something during an accident.
Thank you,

top
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previous next
Re: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:10 AM
Anonymous

_
County Gov't - is there a CBA?
What you describe isn't random testing nor is it reasonable suspicion.
What you describe is targeting based on rumors.
I've never drug tested someone based on a rumor. Rumors are not a validated reason for conducting a drug test.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Random drug screens for one department, each shift
_
â€‹
We are a local county government in Georgia. Recently our board has been getting multiple reports that a particular department has several employees that are "on drugs" and that we really need to
test them. We do random screenings and they come back negative. The word is that these employees know how to beat the screens. Post-accident and reasonable suspicion testing has not revealed
anything even though witnesses insist that so-and-so "has got to be on something".
Now my Manager is coming to me and wanting to see if we can set up screens with an outside source that have enough staff to show up at the beginning of a shift at each of the locations these
employees are assigned to multiple locations, and test everyone on-site at the same time.
Does anyone have any experience with this? Just concerned about any legal ramifications for doing the testing as well as the liability if someone gets hurt or worse because someone was on
something during an accident.
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Thank you,
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previous next
Receiving Feedback
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 4:06 PM
Randi Fais
â€‹
Hi Everyone,
I was thinking it would be helpful to provide some training for employees around how to receive feedback, use it move forward, etc. Was hoping someone would be willing to share similar
trainings they have done.
Thanks for your help.
-----------------------------Randi Fais SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Business Partner
Proponent Federal Credit Union
Nutley NJ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Receiving Feedback
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 10:10 PM
Rebecca Ashery

That's an interesting question. Usually people get training on how to give feedback, not how to receive it. You didn't say what kind of feedback or the purpose of the feedback. Employees will
respond to the feedback by the way it is given. It's the person giving the feedback who needs training.
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-----------------------------Rebecca Ashery
Leader-Manager Coach
Rebecca Sager Ashery LLC
North Bethesda MD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:05
From: Randi Fais
Subject: Receiving Feedback
â€‹
Hi Everyone,
I was thinking it would be helpful to provide some training for employees around how to receive feedback, use it move forward, etc. Was hoping someone would be willing to share similar
trainings they have done.
Thanks for your help.
-----------------------------Randi Fais SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Business Partner
Proponent Federal Credit Union
Nutley NJ
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Receiving Feedback
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 7:38 AM
Randi Fais
â€‹
Was in a bit of a rush when I posted my message yesterday, so to give more context - we are transitioning away from formal mid year and year end reviews, and working towards more frequent
"check-in's, where managers will be providing more regular feedback and coaching. Primary objectives include ensuring employees are clear on what's expected of them, and managers are
accountable for being clear on those expectations and providing feedback on what's going well, where adjustments need to be made, etc. There will be training provided for managers on how to best
do this. I've often seen employees get defensive when given constructive criticism. So, I thought it would be helpful to provide some tips/training on how to be open to feedback, internalize it, and
use it to move forward in a positive way.
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Randi Fais SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Business Partner
Proponent Federal Credit Union
Nutley NJ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 22:09
From: Rebecca Ashery
Subject: Receiving Feedback

That's an interesting question. Usually people get training on how to give feedback, not how to receive it. You didn't say what kind of feedback or the purpose of the feedback. Employees will
respond to the feedback by the way it is given. It's the person giving the feedback who needs training.
-----------------------------Rebecca Ashery
Leader-Manager Coach
Rebecca Sager Ashery LLC
North Bethesda MD
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:05
From: Randi Fais
Subject: Receiving Feedback
â€‹
Hi Everyone,
I was thinking it would be helpful to provide some training for employees around how to receive feedback, use it move forward, etc. Was hoping someone would be willing to share similar
trainings they have done.
Thanks for your help.
-----------------------------Randi Fais SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Business Partner
Proponent Federal Credit Union
Nutley NJ
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Receiving Feedback
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Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:46 AM
Anonymous
_
I agree it's on how the message is delivered. The person delivering the message needs to be able to understand how to address issues with the person they're speaking with.
Some people naturally internalize criticism, often redirecting or not taking responsibility. This feeling isn't something that can be changed unless the person gains confidence and grows personally.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:05
From: Randi Fais
Subject: Receiving Feedback
â€‹
Hi Everyone,
I was thinking it would be helpful to provide some training for employees around how to receive feedback, use it move forward, etc. Was hoping someone would be willing to share similar
trainings they have done.
Thanks for your help.
-----------------------------Randi Fais SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Business Partner
Proponent Federal Credit Union
Nutley NJ
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Receiving Feedback
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:20 AM
Mary Dillman

Hi Randi,
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Reply to Sender

I agree with the comments about training the managers giving the performance feedback how to effectively respond to and guide an employee's response to the feedback. You don't mention if your
informal check-ins will include forward-looking developmental plans? In my experience, having a good part of the performance dialogue look forward to how the employee and manager will work
together to strengthen skills and competencies, and plan for growth opportunities, goes a long way in helping the employee "move beyond" the constructive criticism.
I did not find anything on the SHRM web site, but found this article which may give you some material with which to start:
The Muse - How to take constructive criticism
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:05
From: Randi Fais
Subject: Receiving Feedback
â€‹
Hi Everyone,
I was thinking it would be helpful to provide some training for employees around how to receive feedback, use it move forward, etc. Was hoping someone would be willing to share similar
trainings they have done.
Thanks for your help.
-----------------------------Randi Fais SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Business Partner
Proponent Federal Credit Union
Nutley NJ
------------------------------
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previous next
Position Elimination
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:47 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹â€‹
I need some advice. We are a small company of about 125, spread out over 10 cities across the Midwest. At our corporate office, we have about 30. We are really scrutinizing corporate expenses
and are looking hard at each position. We are strongly considering eliminating our janitor position. There are other positions that could cover those duties.
We have a strong family culture and this employee has been with the company for over 40 years. He is well-liked and respected by most.
How would you advise handling this situation? We are not a company that has eliminated positions in the past, so we want to be cognizant of what it could do to morale, be respectful of this
employee's service to the company, but also do what's best for the business.
Our president has suggested giving him six months' notice, but I don't agree.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Position Elimination
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:51 PM
Anonymous

_
I think a generous severance package and a little bit of notice would be received better than an extended notice.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Position Elimination
_
â€‹â€‹
I need some advice. We are a small company of about 125, spread out over 10 cities across the Midwest. At our corporate office, we have about 30. We are really scrutinizing corporate expenses
and are looking hard at each position. We are strongly considering eliminating our janitor position. There are other positions that could cover those duties.
We have a strong family culture and this employee has been with the company for over 40 years. He is well-liked and respected by most.
How would you advise handling this situation? We are not a company that has eliminated positions in the past, so we want to be cognizant of what it could do to morale, be respectful of this
employee's service to the company, but also do what's best for the business.
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Our president has suggested giving him six months' notice, but I don't agree.
Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Position Elimination
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:54 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
In my opinion, you would do better to create a severance package than keep him on staff. Long term employee or not, it could create a bitter situation while he is still there, knowing he has lost his
position. If this were a key position, you could offer a 'stay bonus' if the person continues to contribute, but I don't think janitorial positions would fall into that category. I assume you are lining up
other cleaning services, so it would not seem necessary to keep him on. I would come up with a nice package to offer and eliminate the position and move on. That will give him a financial bridge
while he looks for other work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Position Elimination
_
â€‹â€‹
I need some advice. We are a small company of about 125, spread out over 10 cities across the Midwest. At our corporate office, we have about 30. We are really scrutinizing corporate expenses
and are looking hard at each position. We are strongly considering eliminating our janitor position. There are other positions that could cover those duties.
We have a strong family culture and this employee has been with the company for over 40 years. He is well-liked and respected by most.
How would you advise handling this situation? We are not a company that has eliminated positions in the past, so we want to be cognizant of what it could do to morale, be respectful of this
employee's service to the company, but also do what's best for the business.
Our president has suggested giving him six months' notice, but I don't agree.
Thank you!
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top
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previous next
Re: Position Elimination
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:56 PM
Anonymous

_
We would offer a very generous severance package (40 years!) but a shortened notice. Six months is WAY too long for a position such as this one. Its not a lot of unique knowledge transfer and its
not good for the employee or the company to work out a six month notice.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Position Elimination
_
â€‹â€‹
I need some advice. We are a small company of about 125, spread out over 10 cities across the Midwest. At our corporate office, we have about 30. We are really scrutinizing corporate expenses
and are looking hard at each position. We are strongly considering eliminating our janitor position. There are other positions that could cover those duties.
We have a strong family culture and this employee has been with the company for over 40 years. He is well-liked and respected by most.
How would you advise handling this situation? We are not a company that has eliminated positions in the past, so we want to be cognizant of what it could do to morale, be respectful of this
employee's service to the company, but also do what's best for the business.
Our president has suggested giving him six months' notice, but I don't agree.
Thank you!
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previous next
Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
Reply to Group
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Feb 14, 2018 3:32 PM
Anonymous
_
Good afternoon I'm reaching out for advice on how to handle the following:
We had an internal job open up - went through the normal interview process and selected a candidate for the role. The offer was made yesterday and accepted. Candidate has worked for us for a
little under a year and is a strong performer.
Today they informed me that they will be having surgery in the next month and will need 6 weeks off. They don't qualify for FMLA but we are happy to do an accommodation for a personal leave of
absence.
Where I am having issue is that the supervisor who selected the candidate now wants to rescind the offer based on this absence request and go with the 'runner up'. Initially I said that I would not
allow this - we can find someone to replace the candidate during the 6 week time frame, but once he returns back to work then he should still be placed in the position that was offered. Supervisor
disagrees with this move saying it's a hardship on his department to leave the spot open and that training a temporary replacement is not a viable option, even though we have 'sub' options that are
already trained.
It's been a really rough day for more reasons than one and I cannot wrap my head around this clearly to make an informed counter argument when this inevitably gets escalated since the Supervisor is
unhappy with my ruling. Can you guys weigh in? Do you agree with my thought process or disagree? How would you handle?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:39 PM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't touch "taking anything away" from some with a medical condition based on the existence of the medical condition, FMLA or not. Opening up too much risk.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:31
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
_
Good afternoon I'm reaching out for advice on how to handle the following:
We had an internal job open up - went through the normal interview process and selected a candidate for the role. The offer was made yesterday and accepted. Candidate has worked for us for a
little under a year and is a strong performer.
Today they informed me that they will be having surgery in the next month and will need 6 weeks off. They don't qualify for FMLA but we are happy to do an accommodation for a personal leave of
absence.
Where I am having issue is that the supervisor who selected the candidate now wants to rescind the offer based on this absence request and go with the 'runner up'. Initially I said that I would not
allow this - we can find someone to replace the candidate during the 6 week time frame, but once he returns back to work then he should still be placed in the position that was offered. Supervisor
disagrees with this move saying it's a hardship on his department to leave the spot open and that training a temporary replacement is not a viable option, even though we have 'sub' options that are
already trained.
It's been a really rough day for more reasons than one and I cannot wrap my head around this clearly to make an informed counter argument when this inevitably gets escalated since the Supervisor is
unhappy with my ruling. Can you guys weigh in? Do you agree with my thought process or disagree? How would you handle?
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previous next
Re: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:43 PM
Anonymous

_
It could be construed as retaliation for taking a medical leave or interference with a potential ADA claim.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
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_
Good afternoon I'm reaching out for advice on how to handle the following:
We had an internal job open up - went through the normal interview process and selected a candidate for the role. The offer was made yesterday and accepted. Candidate has worked for us for a
little under a year and is a strong performer.
Today they informed me that they will be having surgery in the next month and will need 6 weeks off. They don't qualify for FMLA but we are happy to do an accommodation for a personal leave of
absence.
Where I am having issue is that the supervisor who selected the candidate now wants to rescind the offer based on this absence request and go with the 'runner up'. Initially I said that I would not
allow this - we can find someone to replace the candidate during the 6 week time frame, but once he returns back to work then he should still be placed in the position that was offered. Supervisor
disagrees with this move saying it's a hardship on his department to leave the spot open and that training a temporary replacement is not a viable option, even though we have 'sub' options that are
already trained.
It's been a really rough day for more reasons than one and I cannot wrap my head around this clearly to make an informed counter argument when this inevitably gets escalated since the Supervisor is
unhappy with my ruling. Can you guys weigh in? Do you agree with my thought process or disagree? How would you handle?

top
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previous next
Re: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:58 PM
Anonymous

_
While I understand the managers frustration how would they have responded if the employee had been in the position for a day, a week , a year? That is essentially what they have just in a different
time frame. An offer has been made and accepted and now they must find a workable solution.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
_
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Good afternoon I'm reaching out for advice on how to handle the following:
We had an internal job open up - went through the normal interview process and selected a candidate for the role. The offer was made yesterday and accepted. Candidate has worked for us for a
little under a year and is a strong performer.
Today they informed me that they will be having surgery in the next month and will need 6 weeks off. They don't qualify for FMLA but we are happy to do an accommodation for a personal leave of
absence.
Where I am having issue is that the supervisor who selected the candidate now wants to rescind the offer based on this absence request and go with the 'runner up'. Initially I said that I would not
allow this - we can find someone to replace the candidate during the 6 week time frame, but once he returns back to work then he should still be placed in the position that was offered. Supervisor
disagrees with this move saying it's a hardship on his department to leave the spot open and that training a temporary replacement is not a viable option, even though we have 'sub' options that are
already trained.
It's been a really rough day for more reasons than one and I cannot wrap my head around this clearly to make an informed counter argument when this inevitably gets escalated since the Supervisor is
unhappy with my ruling. Can you guys weigh in? Do you agree with my thought process or disagree? How would you handle?
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previous next
Re: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:04 PM
Anonymous

_
When would FMLA start?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
_
While I understand the managers frustration how would they have responded if the employee had been in the position for a day, a week , a year? That is essentially what they have just in a different
time frame. An offer has been made and accepted and now they must find a workable solution.
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
_
Good afternoon I'm reaching out for advice on how to handle the following:
We had an internal job open up - went through the normal interview process and selected a candidate for the role. The offer was made yesterday and accepted. Candidate has worked for us for a
little under a year and is a strong performer.
Today they informed me that they will be having surgery in the next month and will need 6 weeks off. They don't qualify for FMLA but we are happy to do an accommodation for a personal leave of
absence.
Where I am having issue is that the supervisor who selected the candidate now wants to rescind the offer based on this absence request and go with the 'runner up'. Initially I said that I would not
allow this - we can find someone to replace the candidate during the 6 week time frame, but once he returns back to work then he should still be placed in the position that was offered. Supervisor
disagrees with this move saying it's a hardship on his department to leave the spot open and that training a temporary replacement is not a viable option, even though we have 'sub' options that are
already trained.
It's been a really rough day for more reasons than one and I cannot wrap my head around this clearly to make an informed counter argument when this inevitably gets escalated since the Supervisor is
unhappy with my ruling. Can you guys weigh in? Do you agree with my thought process or disagree? How would you handle?
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previous next
Re: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:05 PM
Anonymous

_
www.dol.gov/whd/fmla/fmla-faqs.htm#3
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:04
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
_
When would FMLA start?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
_
While I understand the managers frustration how would they have responded if the employee had been in the position for a day, a week , a year? That is essentially what they have just in a different
time frame. An offer has been made and accepted and now they must find a workable solution.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
_
Good afternoon I'm reaching out for advice on how to handle the following:
We had an internal job open up - went through the normal interview process and selected a candidate for the role. The offer was made yesterday and accepted. Candidate has worked for us for a
little under a year and is a strong performer.
Today they informed me that they will be having surgery in the next month and will need 6 weeks off. They don't qualify for FMLA but we are happy to do an accommodation for a personal leave of
absence.
Where I am having issue is that the supervisor who selected the candidate now wants to rescind the offer based on this absence request and go with the 'runner up'. Initially I said that I would not
allow this - we can find someone to replace the candidate during the 6 week time frame, but once he returns back to work then he should still be placed in the position that was offered. Supervisor
disagrees with this move saying it's a hardship on his department to leave the spot open and that training a temporary replacement is not a viable option, even though we have 'sub' options that are
already trained.
It's been a really rough day for more reasons than one and I cannot wrap my head around this clearly to make an informed counter argument when this inevitably gets escalated since the Supervisor is
unhappy with my ruling. Can you guys weigh in? Do you agree with my thought process or disagree? How would you handle?
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Re: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
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Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:19 PM
Anonymous
_
Ask the manager what he would have done if this person had accepted and started the job and 2 days letter got into an accident that made him take off for 6 weeks? I'd not get anywhere this. This
could be construed as retaliation for/ interfering with ADA. I have a question, If the individual has worked almost a year, would he be eligible for FMLA, while he is out in the 6 weeks of LOA? If
so that is also a complication for you.
You have to do your best to talk the manager of a ledge. Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job Offered - Candidate Now Needs 6 week LOA
_
Good afternoon I'm reaching out for advice on how to handle the following:
We had an internal job open up - went through the normal interview process and selected a candidate for the role. The offer was made yesterday and accepted. Candidate has worked for us for a
little under a year and is a strong performer.
Today they informed me that they will be having surgery in the next month and will need 6 weeks off. They don't qualify for FMLA but we are happy to do an accommodation for a personal leave of
absence.
Where I am having issue is that the supervisor who selected the candidate now wants to rescind the offer based on this absence request and go with the 'runner up'. Initially I said that I would not
allow this - we can find someone to replace the candidate during the 6 week time frame, but once he returns back to work then he should still be placed in the position that was offered. Supervisor
disagrees with this move saying it's a hardship on his department to leave the spot open and that training a temporary replacement is not a viable option, even though we have 'sub' options that are
already trained.
It's been a really rough day for more reasons than one and I cannot wrap my head around this clearly to make an informed counter argument when this inevitably gets escalated since the Supervisor is
unhappy with my ruling. Can you guys weigh in? Do you agree with my thought process or disagree? How would you handle?
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previous next
Exit Interview Software
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 3:29 PM
Britney Kirchner
â€‹
Hello,
I am reaching out to see how others handle exit interviews. We currently use a program that houses our exit interviews and then pulls data together for us so we can report out to leaders and track
trends. Is anyone else using a program/software for their exit interviews and if so, which one? What are your likes and dislikes of the one you use?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Britney Kirchner
HR Professional
POET
Sioux Falls SD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Exit Interview Software
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:21 PM
Anonymous

_
We use survey monkey for the questions and run reports out of the system. We do our own analysis. We use the HRIS reports for department, level, tenure etc trends.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:28
From: Britney Kirchner
Subject: Exit Interview Software
â€‹
Hello,
I am reaching out to see how others handle exit interviews. We currently use a program that houses our exit interviews and then pulls data together for us so we can report out to leaders and track
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trends. Is anyone else using a program/software for their exit interviews and if so, which one? What are your likes and dislikes of the one you use?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Britney Kirchner
HR Professional
POET
Sioux Falls SD
------------------------------

top
165.

previous next
Re: Exit Interview Software
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:07 AM
Anonymous

_
We also use surveymoneky for exit interviews, and then follow up with an in person debrief. Surveymonkey does have some analytics depending on how you set up the questions. We don't use any
software specific for exit interviews.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:28
From: Britney Kirchner
Subject: Exit Interview Software
â€‹
Hello,
I am reaching out to see how others handle exit interviews. We currently use a program that houses our exit interviews and then pulls data together for us so we can report out to leaders and track
trends. Is anyone else using a program/software for their exit interviews and if so, which one? What are your likes and dislikes of the one you use?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Britney Kirchner
HR Professional
POET
Sioux Falls SD
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top
166.

previous next
Best Practices for Workers Comp
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 3:28 PM
Jennifer Forthman
We are a smaller company currently. We do have a fast growth rate. I am looking for some ideas on the best practices for workers comp policies. Any suggestions that you may have would be great.
We are trying to reduce our risk or better yet our liability.
-----------------------------Jennifer Forthman
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
167.

previous next
HR Platforms - Payroll, etc.
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:25 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi,
What HR platforms are you using in a small-medium size startup to manage payroll, T&A, compliance, etc??
Also would appreciate any feedback on Zenefits, Gusto, Centro.
Thank you!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
168.

previous next
DC Payroll Files
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 3:09 PM
Katina Pierce
â€‹â€‹
Does anyone know how long are you required to hold on to payroll files in Washington, D.C.?
Thanks,
KP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
169.

previous next
Payroll question for hourly employees
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:41 PM
Anonymous

_
My company recently held a company wide all day retreat. We did not come out and say that it was mandatory but we did say unless there was a good reason an employee could not be there then
everyone should make it. We served breakfast before the official kick off of the retreat (starting 30 mins prior to the actual start time) and served lunch in the same room we were having our
discussions. My question is for my hourly people. Do I need to pay them for the entire time they were there or can I subtract the hour during lunch that we sat around and visited? Because it wasn't
"mandatory" I thought maybe we would not have to pay them for that hour.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next

170.

Re: Payroll question for hourly employees
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:55 PM
Anonymous

_
It is highly unlikely no work was discussed during lunch at this work related function.
Pay for all the time there were there.
Attendance was expected, which pretty much equates to mandated.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll question for hourly employees
_
My company recently held a company wide all day retreat. We did not come out and say that it was mandatory but we did say unless there was a good reason an employee could not be there then
everyone should make it. We served breakfast before the official kick off of the retreat (starting 30 mins prior to the actual start time) and served lunch in the same room we were having our
discussions. My question is for my hourly people. Do I need to pay them for the entire time they were there or can I subtract the hour during lunch that we sat around and visited? Because it wasn't
"mandatory" I thought maybe we would not have to pay them for that hour.

top
171.

previous next
Re: Payroll question for hourly employees
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:59 PM
Anonymous

_
You took them out of the office for a day -- Pay them for the entire day.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll question for hourly employees
_
It is highly unlikely no work was discussed during lunch at this work related function.
Pay for all the time there were there.
Attendance was expected, which pretty much equates to mandated.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll question for hourly employees
_
My company recently held a company wide all day retreat. We did not come out and say that it was mandatory but we did say unless there was a good reason an employee could not be there then
everyone should make it. We served breakfast before the official kick off of the retreat (starting 30 mins prior to the actual start time) and served lunch in the same room we were having our
discussions. My question is for my hourly people. Do I need to pay them for the entire time they were there or can I subtract the hour during lunch that we sat around and visited? Because it wasn't
"mandatory" I thought maybe we would not have to pay them for that hour.

top
172.

previous next
Re: Payroll question for hourly employees
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:01 PM
Anonymous

_
I guess there are different arguments for either side, but I would consider the lunch break compensable work time as it was a work event and you really can't guarantee that it wasn't considered a
working lunch (did EE's talk with their supervisors about projects...etc?). Did the employees have the option to leave for lunch? If we have a work event in our office (such as a BBQ) we don't require
employees to clock out to eat. If it's the mandatory break you are worried about due to Labour laws, you technically did still give them a break, it was paid. It is not a requirement for the employee to
have an unpaid break necessarily, just a break where they are relieved from duties.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:41
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll question for hourly employees
_
My company recently held a company wide all day retreat. We did not come out and say that it was mandatory but we did say unless there was a good reason an employee could not be there then
everyone should make it. We served breakfast before the official kick off of the retreat (starting 30 mins prior to the actual start time) and served lunch in the same room we were having our
discussions. My question is for my hourly people. Do I need to pay them for the entire time they were there or can I subtract the hour during lunch that we sat around and visited? Because it wasn't
"mandatory" I thought maybe we would not have to pay them for that hour.

top
173.

previous next
What to call the training section?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:40 PM
Anonymous

_
Were about to go live with a learning management system, and a link to it on our intranet. The name is a problem because the space on the intranet can only accommodate 12 characters. I wanted it
to be called the company "university" but obvi that is too long. I could go with "Training" or "E-Learning" but what do you call your training portal?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
174.

previous next
Re: What to call the training section?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:51 PM
Roberta Weingarten

Can you abbreviate? My company calls it "Company Name Interactive University" but on our intranet it's "CNIU."
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to call the training section?
_
Were about to go live with a learning management system, and a link to it on our intranet. The name is a problem because the space on the intranet can only accommodate 12 characters. I wanted it
to be called the company "university" but obvi that is too long. I could go with "Training" or "E-Learning" but what do you call your training portal?

top
175.

previous next
Re: What to call the training section?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:28 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
This is OP - I think that is what we will need to do. It looked so funny with a "U." but people will have to get used to it!! Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to call the training section?
_
Were about to go live with a learning management system, and a link to it on our intranet. The name is a problem because the space on the intranet can only accommodate 12 characters. I wanted it
to be called the company "university" but obvi that is too long. I could go with "Training" or "E-Learning" but what do you call your training portal?
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top
176.

previous next
Can we fire an employee?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 2:32 PM
Claudia Marquez
Hi all,
My friend runs a small Company about 12 employees that does transportation of dry bulk and powder cement; he currently has an issue where an employee suffered of back pain and is taking
medication for the pain, apparently has a hernia. My friend wants to terminate the employee because he believes that the employee will complain about back pain on the job to get workers comp;
even some of the other employees have come to my friend to express that said employee seems to be a "trouble maker." The Company is located in Florida, and does not offer health insurance for the
employees.
What is your advise to proceed?
Thanks for your assistance!
-----------------------------Claudia Marquez
HR Coordinator
Liquor Management LLC
Boca Raton
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
177.

previous next
Re: Can we fire an employee?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:13 PM
Anonymous

_
I am not sure I am understanding correctly. You want to fire an employee because they have back pain and "seem" to be a trouble-maker? Seems like that would be two separate issues. And not a
particularly wise decision if you decide to term- a possibly disabled employee complaining of back pain sustained on the job gets canned? I would not want to deal with that EEOC claim.
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I would love to hear HR Witch or Anonymonk's opinion on this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:31
From: Claudia Marquez
Subject: Can we fire an employee?
Hi all,
My friend runs a small Company about 12 employees that does transportation of dry bulk and powder cement; he currently has an issue where an employee suffered of back pain and is taking
medication for the pain, apparently has a hernia. My friend wants to terminate the employee because he believes that the employee will complain about back pain on the job to get workers comp;
even some of the other employees have come to my friend to express that said employee seems to be a "trouble maker." The Company is located in Florida, and does not offer health insurance for the
employees.
What is your advise to proceed?
Thanks for your assistance!
-----------------------------Claudia Marquez
HR Coordinator
Liquor Management LLC
Boca Raton
------------------------------

top
178.

previous next
Re: Can we fire an employee?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:22 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm assuming you don't work for this company as you keep referring to the owner as your friend. If this is the case, stay out of it. You only have one side of the story - your friend's. Advise him to go
to an attorney.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:31
From: Claudia Marquez
Subject: Can we fire an employee?
Hi all,
My friend runs a small Company about 12 employees that does transportation of dry bulk and powder cement; he currently has an issue where an employee suffered of back pain and is taking
medication for the pain, apparently has a hernia. My friend wants to terminate the employee because he believes that the employee will complain about back pain on the job to get workers comp;
even some of the other employees have come to my friend to express that said employee seems to be a "trouble maker." The Company is located in Florida, and does not offer health insurance for the
employees.
What is your advise to proceed?
Thanks for your assistance!
-----------------------------Claudia Marquez
HR Coordinator
Liquor Management LLC
Boca Raton
------------------------------

top
179.

previous next
Re: Can we fire an employee?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:31 PM
Steven Meilleur

What poster #3 said above. Period.â€‹
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:31
From: Claudia Marquez
Subject: Can we fire an employee?
Hi all,
My friend runs a small Company about 12 employees that does transportation of dry bulk and powder cement; he currently has an issue where an employee suffered of back pain and is taking
medication for the pain, apparently has a hernia. My friend wants to terminate the employee because he believes that the employee will complain about back pain on the job to get workers comp;
even some of the other employees have come to my friend to express that said employee seems to be a "trouble maker." The Company is located in Florida, and does not offer health insurance for the
employees.
What is your advise to proceed?
Thanks for your assistance!
-----------------------------Claudia Marquez
HR Coordinator
Liquor Management LLC
Boca Raton
------------------------------

top
180.

previous next
Re: Can we fire an employee?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:35 PM
Anonymous

_

Tell your friend to prepare himself for a lawsuit if he or she doesn't act accordingly. You mentioned that he doesn't provide health insurance for his employees, but this issue has nothing to do with
health insurance. He is required by law to provide worker's comp coverage for his employees. If an employee has a pre-existing condition and it is aggravated at work, your friend is required to file a
worker's comp claim and cover the medical bills and time off from work in accordance with the state law. If the employee came to him and asked for an accommodation, then that would be a
different case. Also, you mentioned that some people have been complaining about his work, if that's the case, then he needs to focus on the performance. How did he find out that the friend has
medical issues in the first place? If it's hearsay, then that doesn't really justify.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:31
From: Claudia Marquez
Subject: Can we fire an employee?
Hi all,
My friend runs a small Company about 12 employees that does transportation of dry bulk and powder cement; he currently has an issue where an employee suffered of back pain and is taking
medication for the pain, apparently has a hernia. My friend wants to terminate the employee because he believes that the employee will complain about back pain on the job to get workers comp;
even some of the other employees have come to my friend to express that said employee seems to be a "trouble maker." The Company is located in Florida, and does not offer health insurance for the
employees.
What is your advise to proceed?
Thanks for your assistance!
-----------------------------Claudia Marquez
HR Coordinator
Liquor Management LLC
Boca Raton
------------------------------

top
181.

previous next
Re: Can we fire an employee?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:36 PM
Anonymous

_
Stop right there. Do not HR for a friend, I know its the friend's company but there are a lot of missing pieces--you don't have access to the employee.
Worker's comp will sort out any on/off the job injury.
Honestly, it looks like your friend has hired a toublemaker employee (you actually don't know this unless the complainers came to you) and wants to use back issues as an excuse to term. And
terming someone out of fear for using WC is a lawsuit waiting to happen.
Any of us could get injured and file a WC claim, even us office people.
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My friend runs a small Company
Claudia Marquez, 02-14-2018 14:31

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:31
From: Claudia Marquez
Subject: Can we fire an employee?
Hi all,
My friend runs a small Company about 12 employees that does transportation of dry bulk and powder cement; he currently has an issue where an employee suffered of back pain and is taking
medication for the pain, apparently has a hernia. My friend wants to terminate the employee because he believes that the employee will complain about back pain on the job to get workers comp;
even some of the other employees have come to my friend to express that said employee seems to be a "trouble maker." The Company is located in Florida, and does not offer health insurance for the
employees.
What is your advise to proceed?
Thanks for your assistance!
-----------------------------Claudia Marquez
HR Coordinator
Liquor Management LLC
Boca Raton
------------------------------

top
182.

previous next
Re: Can we fire an employee?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:40 PM
Anonymous

_
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Any time a friend comes to you for HR advice, politely decline.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:31
From: Claudia Marquez
Subject: Can we fire an employee?
Hi all,
My friend runs a small Company about 12 employees that does transportation of dry bulk and powder cement; he currently has an issue where an employee suffered of back pain and is taking
medication for the pain, apparently has a hernia. My friend wants to terminate the employee because he believes that the employee will complain about back pain on the job to get workers comp;
even some of the other employees have come to my friend to express that said employee seems to be a "trouble maker." The Company is located in Florida, and does not offer health insurance for the
employees.
What is your advise to proceed?
Thanks for your assistance!
-----------------------------Claudia Marquez
HR Coordinator
Liquor Management LLC
Boca Raton
------------------------------

top
183.

previous next
PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:30 PM
Robert Tait

I am looking for ideas on how/much to increase a salaried, exempt employee for a new position just created last year.
They will get an annual review, but I want to know where to go with the salary already close to $150,000/year.
Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

top
184.

previous next
Re: PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:35 PM
Anonymous

_
Your question is way too vague. What's the issue?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:29
From: Robert Tait
Subject: PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS

I am looking for ideas on how/much to increase a salaried, exempt employee for a new position just created last year.
They will get an annual review, but I want to know where to go with the salary already close to $150,000/year.
Thanks.

top
185.

previous next
Re: PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:08 PM
Anonymous

_
Without knowing what this person does, how marketable his/her job is in your area, how financially sound your company is, it is hard to say. Still here is something to consider.
Today the government said inflation is 2.1%. That is your starting point. Then you see what this person could make with your competitors, how hard this employee is to replace, how good s/he is in
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the job, and dome at a figure. The past year the average increase was a paltry 3%. With a good economy and 2.1% inflation, you may have to go to at least 5.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS
_
Your question is way too vague. What's the issue?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:29
From: Robert Tait
Subject: PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS

I am looking for ideas on how/much to increase a salaried, exempt employee for a new position just created last year.
They will get an annual review, but I want to know where to go with the salary already close to $150,000/year.
Thanks.

top
186.

previous next
Re: PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:41 PM
Anonymous

_
I would say 10%.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS
_
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Without knowing what this person does, how marketable his/her job is in your area, how financially sound your company is, it is hard to say. Still here is something to consider.
Today the government said inflation is 2.1%. That is your starting point. Then you see what this person could make with your competitors, how hard this employee is to replace, how good s/he is in
the job, and dome at a figure. The past year the average increase was a paltry 3%. With a good economy and 2.1% inflation, you may have to go to at least 5.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS
_
Your question is way too vague. What's the issue?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:29
From: Robert Tait
Subject: PAY INCREASE FOR PROFESSIONALS

I am looking for ideas on how/much to increase a salaried, exempt employee for a new position just created last year.
They will get an annual review, but I want to know where to go with the salary already close to $150,000/year.
Thanks.

top
187.

previous next
Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 2:21 PM
Tiffany Perdue
Hello All With the recent news of increased I9 audits from the government, I thought it wise to take a look at what we have in our filing cabinet. The one thing I noticed doing a quick perusal is that we have a
lot of old I9s - we're talking 3, 5, 10+ years old. I followed USCIS's guidelines on when we can destroy the old I9s and have a nice list of which ones we can get rid of.
However, one of our directors was concerned that if we were audited, they would need proof of why we destroyed certain I9s. Is there a record we need to keep of the old I9s so we can prove that
they were old enough to destroy, etc? Or, can I start pulling them and shredding them right away?
Thanks!
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Tiffany
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Are the employees no longer working for you?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:21
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
Hello All With the recent news of increased I9 audits from the government, I thought it wise to take a look at what we have in our filing cabinet. The one thing I noticed doing a quick perusal is that we have a
lot of old I9s - we're talking 3, 5, 10+ years old. I followed USCIS's guidelines on when we can destroy the old I9s and have a nice list of which ones we can get rid of.
However, one of our directors was concerned that if we were audited, they would need proof of why we destroyed certain I9s. Is there a record we need to keep of the old I9s so we can prove that
they were old enough to destroy, etc? Or, can I start pulling them and shredding them right away?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------
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top
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previous next
Re: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 2:30 PM
Tiffany Perdue
Yes, these are for all terminated employees who have been gone several years.
-----------------------------Tiffany
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
_
Are the employees no longer working for you?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:21
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
Hello All With the recent news of increased I9 audits from the government, I thought it wise to take a look at what we have in our filing cabinet. The one thing I noticed doing a quick perusal is that we have a
lot of old I9s - we're talking 3, 5, 10+ years old. I followed USCIS's guidelines on when we can destroy the old I9s and have a nice list of which ones we can get rid of.
However, one of our directors was concerned that if we were audited, they would need proof of why we destroyed certain I9s. Is there a record we need to keep of the old I9s so we can prove that
they were old enough to destroy, etc? Or, can I start pulling them and shredding them right away?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:30 PM
Anonymous

_
Keeping forms longer than necessary could potentially lead to more fines. Example, my Office Managers completed I-9s before I got here and they were not properly trained. I have found quite a
few mistakes including several that copied a DL along with a perm resident card-overdocumentation. I don't want to keep these forms longer than I need to.
Just make sure you are keeping the forms you are required to have. You do not destroy an I-9 form unless it is for a TERMINATED employee-1 year after termination or 3 years after DOH,
whichever is later.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:21
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
Hello All With the recent news of increased I9 audits from the government, I thought it wise to take a look at what we have in our filing cabinet. The one thing I noticed doing a quick perusal is that we have a
lot of old I9s - we're talking 3, 5, 10+ years old. I followed USCIS's guidelines on when we can destroy the old I9s and have a nice list of which ones we can get rid of.
However, one of our directors was concerned that if we were audited, they would need proof of why we destroyed certain I9s. Is there a record we need to keep of the old I9s so we can prove that
they were old enough to destroy, etc? Or, can I start pulling them and shredding them right away?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------

top
191.

previous next
Re: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
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Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:31 PM
Anonymous
_
Your payroll records would be your proof. If you haven't paid someone in 10 years, it means they haven't worked for you in 10 years.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:21
From: Tiffany Perdue
Subject: Purging old I9s - audit concerns?
Hello All With the recent news of increased I9 audits from the government, I thought it wise to take a look at what we have in our filing cabinet. The one thing I noticed doing a quick perusal is that we have a
lot of old I9s - we're talking 3, 5, 10+ years old. I followed USCIS's guidelines on when we can destroy the old I9s and have a nice list of which ones we can get rid of.
However, one of our directors was concerned that if we were audited, they would need proof of why we destroyed certain I9s. Is there a record we need to keep of the old I9s so we can prove that
they were old enough to destroy, etc? Or, can I start pulling them and shredding them right away?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Tiffany
------------------------------

top
192.

previous next
Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:16 PM
Anonymous

_
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I understand the same deductions that are allowed for true Salary / Exempt employees .. is not the same for those Salary / NON-Exempt employees who are on the Fluctuating Workweek plan.
However my questions is in regard to the initial and terminal weeks of employment. I would believe this is the ONLY time the employer can reduced the salary to actual hours worked but I can not
find the supporting documentation.
Anyone?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:18 PM
Anonymous

_
For exempts, you pay for the days worked in the initial and final weeks of employment. Not hours.
It's in the FLSA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
_
I understand the same deductions that are allowed for true Salary / Exempt employees .. is not the same for those Salary / NON-Exempt employees who are on the Fluctuating Workweek plan.
However my questions is in regard to the initial and terminal weeks of employment. I would believe this is the ONLY time the employer can reduced the salary to actual hours worked but I can not
find the supporting documentation.
Anyone?
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previous next
Re: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you .. I am inquired about Salary NON-Exempts on the Fluctuating Workweek pay plan.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
_
For exempts, you pay for the days worked in the initial and final weeks of employment. Not hours.
It's in the FLSA.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
_
I understand the same deductions that are allowed for true Salary / Exempt employees .. is not the same for those Salary / NON-Exempt employees who are on the Fluctuating Workweek plan.
However my questions is in regard to the initial and terminal weeks of employment. I would believe this is the ONLY time the employer can reduced the salary to actual hours worked but I can not
find the supporting documentation.
Anyone?

top
195.

previous next
Re: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
Reply to Group
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Feb 14, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous
_
You would just convert them to hourly the same way you pay overtime. For example if the employee was paid a salary based on 40 hours a week then just divide the salary by 2080 to get the hourly
amount. If it was a true fluctuating workweek then I would just use the weekly salary divided by 40 as an average. Then multiply the hourly rate by the number of hours the employee worked in the
week.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
_
Thank you .. I am inquired about Salary NON-Exempts on the Fluctuating Workweek pay plan.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
_
For exempts, you pay for the days worked in the initial and final weeks of employment. Not hours.
It's in the FLSA.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
_
I understand the same deductions that are allowed for true Salary / Exempt employees .. is not the same for those Salary / NON-Exempt employees who are on the Fluctuating Workweek plan.
However my questions is in regard to the initial and terminal weeks of employment. I would believe this is the ONLY time the employer can reduced the salary to actual hours worked but I can not
find the supporting documentation.
Anyone?
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previous next
Re: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 3:28 PM
Steven Meilleur
I'm sure you already know this, but for the benefit of others reading this, not all states allow the fluctuating workweek method of paying wages. I can't tell you how many attorneys I heard making
presentations in anticipation of the proposed FLSA reg changes, who were recommending the fluctuating workweek method without referring to states that do not allow employers to use this
method. For reference, here's a good table from Sherman-Howard on state pay laws:
shermanhoward.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/...

-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Experts - Fluctuating Work Week and Initial/Terminal Week
_
I understand the same deductions that are allowed for true Salary / Exempt employees .. is not the same for those Salary / NON-Exempt employees who are on the Fluctuating Workweek plan.
However my questions is in regard to the initial and terminal weeks of employment. I would believe this is the ONLY time the employer can reduced the salary to actual hours worked but I can not
find the supporting documentation.
Anyone?

top
197.

previous next
Multiple Absences During Probationary Period
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 2:06 PM
Kelly Donahue
â€‹â€‹
I have an employee who has called in 11 out of the 75 days she has been with the company. Any tips on how to approach the topic with her? She is a great performer so we hate to terminate her
based off of the absences.
Thanks!â€‹
-----------------------------Kelly Donahue
HR Advisor
Aldrich Advisors
Lake Oswego OR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
198.

previous next
Re: Multiple Absences During Probationary Period
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:17 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Here, she would have been talked to already. You simply advise her that her absences are unacceptable. There are lots of good employees out there who show up for work consistently. She thinks
it's no problem since nothing has been done.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:05
From: Kelly Donahue
Subject: Multiple Absences During Probationary Period
â€‹â€‹
I have an employee who has called in 11 out of the 75 days she has been with the company. Any tips on how to approach the topic with her? She is a great performer so we hate to terminate her
based off of the absences.
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Thanks!â€‹
-----------------------------Kelly Donahue
HR Advisor
Aldrich Advisors
Lake Oswego OR
------------------------------

top
199.

previous next
Re: Multiple Absences During Probationary Period
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:20 PM
Anonymous

_
This blows my mind and in my experience, only gets worse with time. People who are conscientious and reliable, remain conscientious and reliable and those who are not... get fired. I would initiate
the corrective action procedure. You've got a snowball rolling downhill.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:05
From: Kelly Donahue
Subject: Multiple Absences During Probationary Period
â€‹â€‹
I have an employee who has called in 11 out of the 75 days she has been with the company. Any tips on how to approach the topic with her? She is a great performer so we hate to terminate her
based off of the absences.
Thanks!â€‹
-----------------------------Kelly Donahue
HR Advisor
Aldrich Advisors
Lake Oswego OR
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Multiple Absences During Probationary Period
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:31 PM
Anonymous

_
IMO your probationary period is when you are on your best behavior and trying to "wow" the company. Unless there are other circumstances out of her control, I would issue a final warning or
simply terminate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:05
From: Kelly Donahue
Subject: Multiple Absences During Probationary Period
â€‹â€‹
I have an employee who has called in 11 out of the 75 days she has been with the company. Any tips on how to approach the topic with her? She is a great performer so we hate to terminate her
based off of the absences.
Thanks!â€‹
-----------------------------Kelly Donahue
HR Advisor
Aldrich Advisors
Lake Oswego OR
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Multiple Absences During Probationary Period
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:02 PM
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Reply to Sender

Roberta Weingarten
You approach it the same way you'd approach an attendance issue with any other employee. Her being new only makes it worse, IMO.
And truly, "good performers" aren't absent 11 days in their first 3 months. They just aren't. She's technically proficient, but she's not a good employee.
Start the corrective action process.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:05
From: Kelly Donahue
Subject: Multiple Absences During Probationary Period
â€‹â€‹
I have an employee who has called in 11 out of the 75 days she has been with the company. Any tips on how to approach the topic with her? She is a great performer so we hate to terminate her
based off of the absences.
Thanks!â€‹
-----------------------------Kelly Donahue
HR Advisor
Aldrich Advisors
Lake Oswego OR
------------------------------

top
202.

previous next
Written warning - employee quits?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:33 PM
Anonymous
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_
We are getting ready to present a manager in our organization with a written warning. Long story short, the employee has been a terrible manager with a lack of focus and also has been creating a
toxic work environment for those who have to work with her. She received a review in December where we did not give her a raise - as we told her because she had areas she needed to improve upon.
We are concerned that she would be the type of employee who would probably try to sue us if we let her go, so we are working with counsel to make sure we give her a clear written warning with an
action plan for the opportunity to improve on the areas that are a problem. We are not hopeful, but it would be great if she could turn it around. I believe that there is a good chance that when we
present her with the written warning that she will quit on the spot. She tends to react quickly and without forethought. My question is, can anyone think of anything that we should be worried about in
terms of a potential lawsuit from the employee? If she quits, would there be any basis for unlawful termination as it would be her choice? Also, if she reacts that way in the heat of the moment, is that
acceptable for us to consider it her resignation? I am just trying to make sure that are prepared for any possible reaction. Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
203.

previous next
Re: Written warning - employee quits?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:44 PM
Anonymous

_
If she quits, get it in writing right then and there and walk her to her door.
Then sit back and count your blessings.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Written warning - employee quits?
_
We are getting ready to present a manager in our organization with a written warning. Long story short, the employee has been a terrible manager with a lack of focus and also has been creating a
toxic work environment for those who have to work with her. She received a review in December where we did not give her a raise - as we told her because she had areas she needed to improve upon.
We are concerned that she would be the type of employee who would probably try to sue us if we let her go, so we are working with counsel to make sure we give her a clear written warning with an
action plan for the opportunity to improve on the areas that are a problem. We are not hopeful, but it would be great if she could turn it around. I believe that there is a good chance that when we
present her with the written warning that she will quit on the spot. She tends to react quickly and without forethought. My question is, can anyone think of anything that we should be worried about in
terms of a potential lawsuit from the employee? If she quits, would there be any basis for unlawful termination as it would be her choice? Also, if she reacts that way in the heat of the moment, is that
acceptable for us to consider it her resignation? I am just trying to make sure that are prepared for any possible reaction. Thank you.
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previous next
Re: Written warning - employee quits?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:49 PM
Joni Hoff
Although she would not qualify for a wrongful termination suit (depending on your state laws) because she voluntarily left your employ, she could file an EEOC claim alleging that the company
discriminated against her and that she felt forced to leave the employment. Given how you described her behavior this could be expected. Be prepared if she does this and have all documentation
saved and handy. I would recommend obtaining her signature on the written documentation. If she refuses explain that her signature is acknowledgement that the conversation took place not that she
is in agreement with the documentation. If she still refuses have her write comments or "no comment" and sign in the comments section. If she does in fact quit, have her write a resignation on paper
with a signature. I would also have two people in the room at the time of the conversation. Remain calm and factual. Do not state opinions or let your emotions get away from you. Good Luck!

-----------------------------Joni Hoff
Monroe County Automotive Services/Ziebart
Rochester
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Written warning - employee quits?
_
We are getting ready to present a manager in our organization with a written warning. Long story short, the employee has been a terrible manager with a lack of focus and also has been creating a
toxic work environment for those who have to work with her. She received a review in December where we did not give her a raise - as we told her because she had areas she needed to improve upon.
We are concerned that she would be the type of employee who would probably try to sue us if we let her go, so we are working with counsel to make sure we give her a clear written warning with an
action plan for the opportunity to improve on the areas that are a problem. We are not hopeful, but it would be great if she could turn it around. I believe that there is a good chance that when we
present her with the written warning that she will quit on the spot. She tends to react quickly and without forethought. My question is, can anyone think of anything that we should be worried about in
terms of a potential lawsuit from the employee? If she quits, would there be any basis for unlawful termination as it would be her choice? Also, if she reacts that way in the heat of the moment, is that
acceptable for us to consider it her resignation? I am just trying to make sure that are prepared for any possible reaction. Thank you.
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previous next
Former Employees Keep Coming Back
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:18 PM
Anonymous

_
We are a smaller, 2nd generation, family owned manufacturing company. For some reason our employees who leave the company and those who retired from the company like to come back and
visit. While that isn't a huge deal, they all walk in the back door and walk around our shop without proper safety attire. To make it worse, one of the retires is the former HR Manager who I
replaced.
Why do they think it is appropriate to enter the building in the back door and not the front? Why are they interrupting production to chit chat with employees?
The same happens when the 1st generation owner and his wife come to visit. Off they go into the machine shop in shorts, flip flops and no safety glasses.
I get we are a family owned, small feel company although we are growing very fast. This has been going on for years from what I can tell and I just want to set clear expectations to these visitors in
the future.
How do I appropriately address these former employees in a polite and not off putting manner?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
206.

previous next
Re: Former Employees Keep Coming Back
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:32 PM
Anonymous

_
You address it how you would as ANY visitor who is at your facility. Must use front door, sign-in, be escorted at all times, wear proper attire.
What does your manager/owner/president think? Really if they don't have an issue with it after you bring it up, drop it. You will need their support and other managers (esp the ones on the floor) to
enforce it.
We love visitors but they must follow our security protocols. Our employees understand this and its not an issue.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Former Employees Keep Coming Back
_
We are a smaller, 2nd generation, family owned manufacturing company. For some reason our employees who leave the company and those who retired from the company like to come back and
visit. While that isn't a huge deal, they all walk in the back door and walk around our shop without proper safety attire. To make it worse, one of the retires is the former HR Manager who I replaced.
Why do they think it is appropriate to enter the building in the back door and not the front? Why are they interrupting production to chit chat with employees?
The same happens when the 1st generation owner and his wife come to visit. Off they go into the machine shop in shorts, flip flops and no safety glasses.
I get we are a family owned, small feel company although we are growing very fast. This has been going on for years from what I can tell and I just want to set clear expectations to these visitors in
the future.
How do I appropriately address these former employees in a polite and not off putting manner?

top
207.

previous next
Re: Former Employees Keep Coming Back
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:54 PM
Anonymous

_
"What does your manager/owner/president think? Really if they don't have an issue with it after you bring it up, drop it. You will need their support and other managers (esp the ones on the floor) to
enforce it."
My thoughts exactly. If your owner doesn't care, I wouldn't touch this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:32
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Former Employees Keep Coming Back
_
You address it how you would as ANY visitor who is at your facility. Must use front door, sign-in, be escorted at all times, wear proper attire.
What does your manager/owner/president think? Really if they don't have an issue with it after you bring it up, drop it. You will need their support and other managers (esp the ones on the floor) to
enforce it.
We love visitors but they must follow our security protocols. Our employees understand this and its not an issue.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Former Employees Keep Coming Back
_
We are a smaller, 2nd generation, family owned manufacturing company. For some reason our employees who leave the company and those who retired from the company like to come back and
visit. While that isn't a huge deal, they all walk in the back door and walk around our shop without proper safety attire. To make it worse, one of the retires is the former HR Manager who I replaced.
Why do they think it is appropriate to enter the building in the back door and not the front? Why are they interrupting production to chit chat with employees?
The same happens when the 1st generation owner and his wife come to visit. Off they go into the machine shop in shorts, flip flops and no safety glasses.
I get we are a family owned, small feel company although we are growing very fast. This has been going on for years from what I can tell and I just want to set clear expectations to these visitors in
the future.
How do I appropriately address these former employees in a polite and not off putting manner?

top
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previous next
Re: Former Employees Keep Coming Back
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:58 PM
Anonymous

_
Is this something the owner has tasked you to fix?
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If not, it may not be something you have the ability to address.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Former Employees Keep Coming Back
_
We are a smaller, 2nd generation, family owned manufacturing company. For some reason our employees who leave the company and those who retired from the company like to come back and
visit. While that isn't a huge deal, they all walk in the back door and walk around our shop without proper safety attire. To make it worse, one of the retires is the former HR Manager who I replaced.
Why do they think it is appropriate to enter the building in the back door and not the front? Why are they interrupting production to chit chat with employees?
The same happens when the 1st generation owner and his wife come to visit. Off they go into the machine shop in shorts, flip flops and no safety glasses.
I get we are a family owned, small feel company although we are growing very fast. This has been going on for years from what I can tell and I just want to set clear expectations to these visitors in
the future.
How do I appropriately address these former employees in a polite and not off putting manner?

top
209.

previous next
Re: Former Employees Keep Coming Back
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:11 PM
Betty Mullen

If the current owner isn't aware of the potential issues and financial liability involved, I would educate them on it. If they still want to permit it, then drop the issue.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Former Employees Keep Coming Back
_
Is this something the owner has tasked you to fix?
If not, it may not be something you have the ability to address.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Former Employees Keep Coming Back
_
We are a smaller, 2nd generation, family owned manufacturing company. For some reason our employees who leave the company and those who retired from the company like to come back and
visit. While that isn't a huge deal, they all walk in the back door and walk around our shop without proper safety attire. To make it worse, one of the retires is the former HR Manager who I replaced.
Why do they think it is appropriate to enter the building in the back door and not the front? Why are they interrupting production to chit chat with employees?
The same happens when the 1st generation owner and his wife come to visit. Off they go into the machine shop in shorts, flip flops and no safety glasses.
I get we are a family owned, small feel company although we are growing very fast. This has been going on for years from what I can tell and I just want to set clear expectations to these visitors in
the future.
How do I appropriately address these former employees in a polite and not off putting manner?

top
210.

previous next
Sexual Harassment Training Curriculum
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:18 PM
Anonymous

_
Does anyone use an outside organization for company-wide sexual harassment training? If so, I'd love referrals.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Rambling
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:05 PM
Anonymous

_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
212.

previous next
Re: Rambling
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:11 PM
Anonymous

_
I find people ramble when they're nervous. It's very possible she may have practiced questions or made a mental list of things that she wanted to make sure she said. She may have been trying to
make sure she got it all in.
I tend to only "hold it against" candidates if they ramble into tangents that don't related at all to the question or what we're there to talk about.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
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_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?

top
213.

previous next
Re: Rambling
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:12 PM
Anonymous

_
Is she unclear or does she just ramble providing unnecessary information but you know what she is talking about? Did she answer the question correctly but was just long winded?
Sure you can coach her by saying that when she presents she needs to edit herself and think about the most critical information.
What type of role?
Our HRIS person rambles--omg, its bad. But he is amazing at his job, he runs reports and his analysis is out of this world. He doesn't interact with employees other than his team, we put up with it
but also coach him.
If this person is going to interface with employees all day in a CS capacity, I may reconsider if there is a better candidate, really think about coaching her--if she were otherwise amazing, and just
know I needed to deal with it and coach.
And perhaps, its just nerves.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?
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Re: Rambling
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:12 PM
Anonymous

_
Personally it would drive me batty so I'd move on to other candidates. Do I think it can be unlearned - no, I think it is something that is coachable and in time you may see some improvement.
I guess you could call them back for a second interview and see if they continue with long winded answers. How would that go over in your organization - would leaders and employees working
with the person be driven batty by it?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?

top
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previous next
Re: Rambling
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:17 PM
Anonymous

_
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She was probably just really nervous. That being said, whenever I reflect back on staff I feel like there were signs during the interview of some of their less desirable traits. Some just make me laugh
since they aren't big issues (spoke quietly during the interview, now every performance review manager has to remind her to try to speak up on the phone), but then there are some that make me
REALLY think during interviews (seemed really confident (yay)= overly confident thinks she knows how to do everything). My advice would be to call references and try to probe around this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?

top
216.

previous next
Re: Rambling
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:18 PM
Anonymous

_
If the job will include speaking to people rule her out.Why would you even do interviews if you're not going to use what you observe?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?
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Re: Rambling
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:19 PM
Anonymous

_
If she is a strong candidate I would put her in the second interview pile and see how that one goes. Maybe have her job shadow for a bit and see how she interacts with current staff, if she is chatty
and distracting, may not be a good fit.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
_
Personally it would drive me batty so I'd move on to other candidates. Do I think it can be unlearned - no, I think it is something that is coachable and in time you may see some improvement.
I guess you could call them back for a second interview and see if they continue with long winded answers. How would that go over in your organization - would leaders and employees working
with the person be driven batty by it?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?
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Re: Rambling
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Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:25 PM
Anonymous
_
Hold it against her is a bit strong, but it may make me rethink her as a candidate. I look at it this way, if she is someone who will report to you and you will need to have frequent
conversations/communications, this will drive you crazy. As others have said, it can't be unlearned but perhaps coached, though it will take time from you. If she is not stellar in many other areas, I
would pass.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?
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Re: Rambling
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Was this phone or in-person?
I feel like I interview quite well now, but know for a fact that when I was just starting out I did this and it was due to nerves. This was especially the case during a phone interview when there were
pauses in between questions. If you haven't met face-to-face I would give her a chance in-person.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?
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Re: Rambling
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:32 PM
Steven Meilleur
www.youtube.com/watch?v=68X8o0S7vJc
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?
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Re: Rambling
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:01 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't know that I would rule her out for this, but it would factor into the decision. I'm not sure what role she would be in, but good communication skills are important in HR, especially if she will
be dealing directly with your employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rambling
_
Is this something you would hold against a candidate? I just interviewed a candidate who would report to me. She looked well qualified on paper but she would answer each question with a longwinded response, and at points I wondered if she even remembered the original question she was answering. Do you think this is something someone can "unlearn"?
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previous next
If you make changes to your handbook do you make employees sign a new acknowledgment?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:04 PM
Anonymous

_
If you make changes to your handbook but have sent out e-mails and go through the changes at your company annual meeting, do you think it is necessary to have employees sign another
acknowledgement?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: If you make changes to your handbook do you make employees sign a new acknowledgment?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:12 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes. This has come in handy for us in the past when it's come to UC.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: If you make changes to your handbook do you make employees sign a new acknowledgment?
_
If you make changes to your handbook but have sent out e-mails and go through the changes at your company annual meeting, do you think it is necessary to have employees sign another
acknowledgement?
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Re: If you make changes to your handbook do you make employees sign a new acknowledgment?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:18 PM
Steven Meilleur

Absolutely.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: If you make changes to your handbook do you make employees sign a new acknowledgment?
_
If you make changes to your handbook but have sent out e-mails and go through the changes at your company annual meeting, do you think it is necessary to have employees sign another
acknowledgement?
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Re: If you make changes to your handbook do you make employees sign a new acknowledgment?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 5:10 PM
Nicole Huerta
Yes. We just did this in fact.
-----------------------------Nicole Huerta
HRM
Cyracom
Tucson AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: If you make changes to your handbook do you make employees sign a new acknowledgment?
_
If you make changes to your handbook but have sent out e-mails and go through the changes at your company annual meeting, do you think it is necessary to have employees sign another
acknowledgement?
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Pay for notice period
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:44 PM
Anonymous

_
I have an employee who gave notice that he is planning to leave our employ. Does anyone know, in Nebraska, if we have to pay him for the notice period if we decide to let him go before the end of
the notice period? What about unemployment? If we let him go before the end of the notice period, is it considered a termination vs. a quit? (not that this will weigh very heavily on our decision)
Thanks for your help.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Pay for notice period
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:55 PM
Anonymous

_
If we choose not to have an employee who resigned work through notice date, we pay through notice as in my state it would still be viewed as a resignation. The employee is getting the expected
pay.
If we chose not to have an employee work through notice and don't pay them through notice, our state would view this as a termination as we ended the employment early. Basically, the employee
was involuntarily terminated before their resignation date.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:44
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay for notice period
_
I have an employee who gave notice that he is planning to leave our employ. Does anyone know, in Nebraska, if we have to pay him for the notice period if we decide to let him go before the end of
the notice period? What about unemployment? If we let him go before the end of the notice period, is it considered a termination vs. a quit? (not that this will weigh very heavily on our decision)
Thanks for your help.
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Re: Pay for notice period
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Not in Nebraska, so not super helpful, but in my state it would still be voluntary termination, but we could potentially be on the hook for unemployment for the notice period.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay for notice period
_
I have an employee who gave notice that he is planning to leave our employ. Does anyone know, in Nebraska, if we have to pay him for the notice period if we decide to let him go before the end of
the notice period? What about unemployment? If we let him go before the end of the notice period, is it considered a termination vs. a quit? (not that this will weigh very heavily on our decision)
Thanks for your help.
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Re: Pay for notice period
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Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:13 PM
Anonymous
_
If its a voluntary termination (a resignation) and you pay through notice, why would you need to pay UI?
Not in Nebraska, so not super helpful, but in my state it would still be voluntary termination, but we could potentially be on the hook for unemployment for the notice period.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 12:58

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay for notice period
_
Not in Nebraska, so not super helpful, but in my state it would still be voluntary termination, but we could potentially be on the hook for unemployment for the notice period.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay for notice period
_
I have an employee who gave notice that he is planning to leave our employ. Does anyone know, in Nebraska, if we have to pay him for the notice period if we decide to let him go before the end of
the notice period? What about unemployment? If we let him go before the end of the notice period, is it considered a termination vs. a quit? (not that this will weigh very heavily on our decision)
Thanks for your help.
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Re: Pay for notice period
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:17 PM
Steven Meilleur
IMO, best practice is to pay out the notice period - then there is no question that you are dealing with a resignation. If you don't pay it out, you can easily be seen as acting in bad faith ... never a good
look. Aside from that, just do the right thing. Pay the person out, and call it cheap insurance.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay for notice period
_
I have an employee who gave notice that he is planning to leave our employ. Does anyone know, in Nebraska, if we have to pay him for the notice period if we decide to let him go before the end of
the notice period? What about unemployment? If we let him go before the end of the notice period, is it considered a termination vs. a quit? (not that this will weigh very heavily on our decision)
Thanks for your help.
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previous next
Free/Downtime
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 12:34 PM
Eddie Knight
â€‹â€‹â€‹
Hi I am new to HR and been in my current role for little over a month. There has been a lot of cleaning up that I've done since the start, and I've also worked on several other things. Sometimes
though, I feel as if I'm not sure what to do next. I handle pretty much all aspects of HR, beside performance management (which will be soon to come). So I was wondering if any experienced HR
professionals had any advice on other things that can be done when most or all of your work is completed. I have little to no guidance being that I am the HR department and my boss is a director of
finance so he doesn't possess many skills or in depth knowledge of a true HR role. Look forward to hearing your responses, I am open to any suggestions!
Thanks
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Eddie Knight
HR Coordinator
Omaha NE
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Free/Downtime
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:43 PM
Anonymous

_
In my opinion, the majority of any "downtime" in a new position should be spent learning the operations and getting to know the managers and groups/departments as well as the employees. Another
portion of any downtime should be spent studying the company's strategic plan and learning their near and mid-term business objectives.
If it were me, I'd set up meetings with each department manager. I'd not take up too much time, but I'd ask a bit about what their group does, how they interact with others, what's really great, and
what the manager could use help on. Then I'd ask to shadow one or two employees for a couple of hours and schedule that. I'd take notes during these meetings and then look back at everything to
see where themes come up and where I can add the most value to the organization.
I'd also set up regular (quarterly?) check ins with each manager and think about other ways in which you could develop your relationships with these folks.
I'd read the company's strategic plan and use the intelligence I gathered from the department managers to line up an HR strategic plan. I wouldn't present my plan just yet. I'd probably spend a good
4-6 months in observe and develop mode before meeting with my manager to present my plan.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:34
From: Eddie Knight
Subject: Free/Downtime
â€‹â€‹â€‹
Hi I am new to HR and been in my current role for little over a month. There has been a lot of cleaning up that I've done since the start, and I've also worked on several other things. Sometimes
though, I feel as if I'm not sure what to do next. I handle pretty much all aspects of HR, beside performance management (which will be soon to come). So I was wondering if any experienced HR
professionals had any advice on other things that can be done when most or all of your work is completed. I have little to no guidance being that I am the HR department and my boss is a director of
finance so he doesn't possess many skills or in depth knowledge of a true HR role. Look forward to hearing your responses, I am open to any suggestions!
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Thanks
-----------------------------Eddie Knight
HR Coordinator
Omaha NE
------------------------------
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Re: Free/Downtime
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:00 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with HR Witch. Any down time should be spent learning your business and whatever you need to learn to support their business objectives.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Free/Downtime
_
In my opinion, the majority of any "downtime" in a new position should be spent learning the operations and getting to know the managers and groups/departments as well as the employees. Another
portion of any downtime should be spent studying the company's strategic plan and learning their near and mid-term business objectives.
If it were me, I'd set up meetings with each department manager. I'd not take up too much time, but I'd ask a bit about what their group does, how they interact with others, what's really great, and
what the manager could use help on. Then I'd ask to shadow one or two employees for a couple of hours and schedule that. I'd take notes during these meetings and then look back at everything to
see where themes come up and where I can add the most value to the organization.
I'd also set up regular (quarterly?) check ins with each manager and think about other ways in which you could develop your relationships with these folks.
I'd read the company's strategic plan and use the intelligence I gathered from the department managers to line up an HR strategic plan. I wouldn't present my plan just yet. I'd probably spend a good
4-6 months in observe and develop mode before meeting with my manager to present my plan.
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-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:34
From: Eddie Knight
Subject: Free/Downtime
â€‹â€‹â€‹
Hi I am new to HR and been in my current role for little over a month. There has been a lot of cleaning up that I've done since the start, and I've also worked on several other things. Sometimes
though, I feel as if I'm not sure what to do next. I handle pretty much all aspects of HR, beside performance management (which will be soon to come). So I was wondering if any experienced HR
professionals had any advice on other things that can be done when most or all of your work is completed. I have little to no guidance being that I am the HR department and my boss is a director of
finance so he doesn't possess many skills or in depth knowledge of a true HR role. Look forward to hearing your responses, I am open to any suggestions!
Thanks
-----------------------------Eddie Knight
HR Coordinator
Omaha NE
------------------------------
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FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:31 PM
Anonymous

_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
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Feb 14, 2018 12:37 PM
Anonymous
_
Employees never have to request FMLA to be informed of their rights under the law.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:38 PM
Anonymous

_
Required.
See the 4th bullet on page 3, here.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
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_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
OP, I assumed you were asking if you have to provide usage/tracking information to an employee who is on FML. Correct?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Employees never have to request FMLA to be informed of their rights under the law.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:45 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
thank you!
How often are employers required to do this? Just once? Monthly? every 6 months?
Notify employees whether specific leave is designated as FMLA leave and the amount of time that will count against their FMLA leave entitlement
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Required.
See the 4th bullet on page 3, here.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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previous next

239.

Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:47 PM
Anonymous

_
Read that bullet in the document I linked. I couldn't explain it any better!
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
â€‹
thank you!
How often are employers required to do this? Just once? Monthly? every 6 months?

Notify employees whether specific leave is designated as FMLA leave and the amount of time that will count against their FMLA leave entitlement

Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Required.
See the 4th bullet on page 3, here.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
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_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:49 PM
Anonymous

_
Your questions are a bit unclear, almost like you're texting your BFF in a rush. Are you asking how often are employer required to notify employees whether specific leave is designated as FMLA
leave and the amount of time that will count against their FMLA leave entitlement??
If that's your question, the answer is whenever the employer is made aware of a situation that may qualify under FMLA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
â€‹
thank you!
How often are employers required to do this? Just once? Monthly? every 6 months?

Notify employees whether specific leave is designated as FMLA leave and the amount of time that will count against their FMLA leave entitlement

Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
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_
Required.
See the 4th bullet on page 3, here.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:55 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Sorry,
My question is how often are employers required to notify employees of their used FML time.
For example:
John Doe has been using intermittent FML for 8 months.
Are we required (or is it by request only) to notify John Doe of how much time we have attributed to FML.
* Are we required to notify John Doe every month that he has used XXX hours?
* Are we required to notify John Doe that his FML is almost out?
Thank you!!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Your questions are a bit unclear, almost like you're texting your BFF in a rush. Are you asking how often are employer required to notify employees whether specific leave is designated as FMLA
leave and the amount of time that will count against their FMLA leave entitlement??
If that's your question, the answer is whenever the employer is made aware of a situation that may qualify under FMLA.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
â€‹
thank you!
How often are employers required to do this? Just once? Monthly? every 6 months?

Notify employees whether specific leave is designated as FMLA leave and the amount of time that will count against their FMLA leave entitlement

Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Required.
See the 4th bullet on page 3, here.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:21 PM
Anonymous

_
Did you read that link provided earlier???
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:44 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Yes, it is ambiguous as to how often it is required.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Did you read that link provided earlier???
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:46 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Oops... sorry.. it reads ""upon request"- so I would assume only "upon request. I just wanted to confirm.......
Provide the amount of leave that is designated and counted against the employee's FMLA entitlement, if known. If the amount of leave is not known at the time of the designation, the employer must
provide this information to the employee upon request, but no more often than once in a 30-day period and only if leave was taken in that period.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
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â€‹
Yes, it is ambiguous as to how often it is required.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Did you read that link provided earlier???
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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Re: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:46 PM
Anonymous

_
Read it again. It's actually quite clear.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
â€‹
Yes, it is ambiguous as to how often it is required.
Original Message:
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Sent: 02-14-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Did you read that link provided earlier???
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML NOTICE- Required or Just good practice?
_
Are companies required to provide FML usage periodically- or is it only "upon request".
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employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 12:31 PM
Holly Parsons
â€‹â€‹
Hi there,
I have an employee who is in their final two weeks of work and they are calling in sick and burning up sick time instead of vacation time. Does anyone know if I can force them to take vacation pay
instead for the hours they miss during this last week or if this would need to be stated in our policy ahead of time or not?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:38 PM
Anonymous

_
How do you know they are not sick?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Holly Parsons
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
â€‹â€‹
Hi there,
I have an employee who is in their final two weeks of work and they are calling in sick and burning up sick time instead of vacation time. Does anyone know if I can force them to take vacation pay
instead for the hours they miss during this last week or if this would need to be stated in our policy ahead of time or not?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
------------------------------
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Re: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:42 PM
Anonymous

_
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I'm not sure because I'm not in MN, but I think you have a sick leave law. There might be times when you have to allow someone to use their sick time. There might also be rules around when you
can require documentation. Has anyone talked to her? You could find out what the MN rules are for documentation and require it if you can.
OR
Just be done with it. Let her go and move one, using this as a learning experience.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Holly Parsons
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
â€‹â€‹
Hi there,
I have an employee who is in their final two weeks of work and they are calling in sick and burning up sick time instead of vacation time. Does anyone know if I can force them to take vacation pay
instead for the hours they miss during this last week or if this would need to be stated in our policy ahead of time or not?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
------------------------------

top
249.

previous next
Re: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 12:50 PM
Holly Parsons
â€‹
It's just presumed that they're burning up the time and are not sick. We only pay out vacation time so it leads to an employee wanting to burn that up in their final two weeks sometimes.
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
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Human Resources Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
_
How do you know they are not sick?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Holly Parsons
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
â€‹â€‹
Hi there,
I have an employee who is in their final two weeks of work and they are calling in sick and burning up sick time instead of vacation time. Does anyone know if I can force them to take vacation pay
instead for the hours they miss during this last week or if this would need to be stated in our policy ahead of time or not?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
------------------------------

top
250.

previous next
Re: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:51 PM
Holly Parsons

â€‹
Thank you for the information. I'll try to find out if MN has a sick leave law or not and go from there.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
_
I'm not sure because I'm not in MN, but I think you have a sick leave law. There might be times when you have to allow someone to use their sick time. There might also be rules around when you
can require documentation. Has anyone talked to her? You could find out what the MN rules are for documentation and require it if you can.
OR
Just be done with it. Let her go and move one, using this as a learning experience.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Holly Parsons
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
â€‹â€‹
Hi there,
I have an employee who is in their final two weeks of work and they are calling in sick and burning up sick time instead of vacation time. Does anyone know if I can force them to take vacation pay
instead for the hours they miss during this last week or if this would need to be stated in our policy ahead of time or not?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:06 PM
Steven Meilleur
A telling quote ... "It's just presumed ..." reminiscent of McGregor's Theory X view of employees. It may be true, but to start with that assumption can be dangerous. Just sayin'
Here's a resource from the state on sick leave laws in MN - www.dli.mn.gov/ls/Pdf/sick_leave.pdf
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Holly Parsons
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
â€‹â€‹
Hi there,
I have an employee who is in their final two weeks of work and they are calling in sick and burning up sick time instead of vacation time. Does anyone know if I can force them to take vacation pay
instead for the hours they miss during this last week or if this would need to be stated in our policy ahead of time or not?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
------------------------------

top
252.

previous next
Re: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:07 PM |
Ivette Dupuis

view attached

There's a paid sick leave law in Minneapolis and St. Paul, but neither law requires payment at termination.
If I were you, I'd simply ask for a doctor's note after three days.
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Reply to Sender

P.S. See attached for more info.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Holly Parsons
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
â€‹â€‹
Hi there,
I have an employee who is in their final two weeks of work and they are calling in sick and burning up sick time instead of vacation time. Does anyone know if I can force them to take vacation pay
instead for the hours they miss during this last week or if this would need to be stated in our policy ahead of time or not?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
------------------------------

top
253.

previous next
Re: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:08 PM
Anonymous

_
If it is a one off situation and doesn't come up often, I'd likely assume good intent and believe the employee is sick. Say you find you can change your procedures and require anyone using sick time
after giving notice uses vacation instead. People will soon decide to quit without notice, and then you have the company and employees one upping each other with gamesmanship. Not worth the
hassle.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:50
From: Holly Parsons
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
â€‹
It's just presumed that they're burning up the time and are not sick. We only pay out vacation time so it leads to an employee wanting to burn that up in their final two weeks sometimes.
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
_
How do you know they are not sick?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Holly Parsons
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
â€‹â€‹
Hi there,
I have an employee who is in their final two weeks of work and they are calling in sick and burning up sick time instead of vacation time. Does anyone know if I can force them to take vacation pay
instead for the hours they miss during this last week or if this would need to be stated in our policy ahead of time or not?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
------------------------------

top
254.

previous next
Re: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
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Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:58 PM
Anonymous
_
If it isn't in your handbook (both requiring to use vacation first and whether a doctor's note is required or not), then let it go.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Holly Parsons
Subject: employee burning up sick leave their last two weeks question
â€‹â€‹
Hi there,
I have an employee who is in their final two weeks of work and they are calling in sick and burning up sick time instead of vacation time. Does anyone know if I can force them to take vacation pay
instead for the hours they miss during this last week or if this would need to be stated in our policy ahead of time or not?
Thank you!
-----------------------------Holly Parsons SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
------------------------------

top
255.

previous next
Felony in background check
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:31 PM
Anonymous

_
I believe I know the answer to this questions but would like some opinions/thoughts.
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I have a candidate, who in the interview process let us know that they have a felony charge. We ran the background check and references. They do have 4 felony convictions. All for writing bad
checks. All in '09. This position does not deal with children or handle money. During the interview the person said that it was right after their spouse died.
References are glowing. They all have worked with this candidate during the time of conviction and since. This person is able to perform the essential job functions. I can not see or think of a
reason that would prevent us from extending an offer. Can anyone see a reason why I should not push to have an offer extended to this candidate? The manager is nervous but when I asked the
manager "how would this information impact their ability to perform the job" they said there was no reason.
Thanks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
256.

previous next
Re: Felony in background check
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:33 PM
Anonymous

_
This is your answer:
"I can not see or think of a reason that would prevent us from extending an offer. Can anyone see a reason why I should not push to have an offer extended to this candidate? The manager is
nervous but when I asked the manager "how would this information impact their ability to perform the job" they said there was no reason."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony in background check
_
I believe I know the answer to this questions but would like some opinions/thoughts.
I have a candidate, who in the interview process let us know that they have a felony charge. We ran the background check and references. They do have 4 felony convictions. All for writing bad
checks. All in '09. This position does not deal with children or handle money. During the interview the person said that it was right after their spouse died.
References are glowing. They all have worked with this candidate during the time of conviction and since. This person is able to perform the essential job functions. I can not see or think of a
reason that would prevent us from extending an offer. Can anyone see a reason why I should not push to have an offer extended to this candidate? The manager is nervous but when I asked the
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manager "how would this information impact their ability to perform the job" they said there was no reason.
Thanks

top
257.

previous next
Re: Felony in background check
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:20 PM
Anonymous

_

I can not see or think of a reason that would prevent us from extending an offer.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 12:30

If the person is not going to handle money, I like you cannot see or think of a reason that would prevent you from extending an offer. The individual told you that there is a conviction for bad check
right after the spouse passed away in 2009. I'm hoping you remember 2009 when the US was losing 750,000 jobs per month. just being broke, without the added stress of losing a spouse is good
enough for me for non financial related positions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony in background check
_
I believe I know the answer to this questions but would like some opinions/thoughts.
I have a candidate, who in the interview process let us know that they have a felony charge. We ran the background check and references. They do have 4 felony convictions. All for writing bad
checks. All in '09. This position does not deal with children or handle money. During the interview the person said that it was right after their spouse died.
References are glowing. They all have worked with this candidate during the time of conviction and since. This person is able to perform the essential job functions. I can not see or think of a
reason that would prevent us from extending an offer. Can anyone see a reason why I should not push to have an offer extended to this candidate? The manager is nervous but when I asked the
manager "how would this information impact their ability to perform the job" they said there was no reason.
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Thanks

top
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previous next
Re: Felony in background check
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:21 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Is there someone above that manager? I usually do not discuss felony convictions with the actual hiring manager, but with their higher up. If it's irrelevant to the job, and we decide to proceed, it can
cause some prejudice against the new hire. I'm always inclined to give people a chance, one, when it's been over 5 years, and two, when they're clearly qualified.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony in background check
_
This is your answer:
"I can not see or think of a reason that would prevent us from extending an offer. Can anyone see a reason why I should not push to have an offer extended to this candidate? The manager is
nervous but when I asked the manager "how would this information impact their ability to perform the job" they said there was no reason."
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony in background check
_
I believe I know the answer to this questions but would like some opinions/thoughts.
I have a candidate, who in the interview process let us know that they have a felony charge. We ran the background check and references. They do have 4 felony convictions. All for writing bad
checks. All in '09. This position does not deal with children or handle money. During the interview the person said that it was right after their spouse died.
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References are glowing. They all have worked with this candidate during the time of conviction and since. This person is able to perform the essential job functions. I can not see or think of a
reason that would prevent us from extending an offer. Can anyone see a reason why I should not push to have an offer extended to this candidate? The manager is nervous but when I asked the
manager "how would this information impact their ability to perform the job" they said there was no reason.
Thanks

top
259.

previous next
1095C - COBRA
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:26 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi Everyone!
Do employees on COBRA get a 1095C?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: 1095C - COBRA
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:36 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes. Should come from your COBRA administrator.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-14-2018 12:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: 1095C - COBRA
_
Hi Everyone!
Do employees on COBRA get a 1095C?

top
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previous next
Re: 1095C - COBRA
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
We have an employee on LTD and he's on Cobra. He received no pay from us last year just his LTD. Should we give him a 1095. He's technically not our employee any longer.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: 1095C - COBRA
_
Hi Everyone!
Do employees on COBRA get a 1095C?

top
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previous next
E-Verify Question
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 12:25 PM
Daniel Schimel
â€‹â€‹
Any subject matter experts on E-Verify out there. We are a NY State based property management firm with properties in 11 different states on the East Coast. We have employees on our property
sites. Some of our properties are in mandatory e-verify states. Does our obligation to do E-verify stem from our headquarters which is NY State and therefore voluntary or from our property sites in
which case I would have to research the law in each of those states individually?
Thank you,
Daniel
-----------------------------Daniel Schimel
Director of Human Resources
Broad Management Group
Monsey NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: E-Verify Question
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:51 PM
Anonymous

_
That is not an E-verify question. It is Articles of Incorporation and responsibilities there of question. On the other hand I'll tell you about the E-Verify MOU. It asks you to verify everyone you hire
is eligible to work in these US form the date of your signing the MOU (without which you cannot access E-Verify). So if one of the officers of your corporations signed in the name of the
corporation, it is binding to the entire company. As I said above, I am sure you can find a lawyer, that will argue the opposite.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:24
From: Daniel Schimel
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Subject: E-Verify Question
â€‹â€‹
Any subject matter experts on E-Verify out there. We are a NY State based property management firm with properties in 11 different states on the East Coast. We have employees on our property
sites. Some of our properties are in mandatory e-verify states. Does our obligation to do E-verify stem from our headquarters which is NY State and therefore voluntary or from our property sites in
which case I would have to research the law in each of those states individually?
Thank you,
Daniel
-----------------------------Daniel Schimel
Director of Human Resources
Broad Management Group
Monsey NY
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: E-Verify Question
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:52 PM
Steven Meilleur
I believe you only have to comply with E-verify in the states that require it. That said, there is also a case to be made for using uniform procedures across the company. Here are a couple of resources
for you to look at ... the first is the USCIS' position regarding "hiring sites," the second is a good article on E-verify from a reputable law firm:
www.uscis.gov/e-verify/publications/manuals-and-guides/...
media2.mofo.com/documents/...
The article, BTW, includes a tabular summary of various state laws concerning E-verify.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:24
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From: Daniel Schimel
Subject: E-Verify Question
â€‹â€‹
Any subject matter experts on E-Verify out there. We are a NY State based property management firm with properties in 11 different states on the East Coast. We have employees on our property
sites. Some of our properties are in mandatory e-verify states. Does our obligation to do E-verify stem from our headquarters which is NY State and therefore voluntary or from our property sites in
which case I would have to research the law in each of those states individually?
Thank you,
Daniel
-----------------------------Daniel Schimel
Director of Human Resources
Broad Management Group
Monsey NY
------------------------------
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Re: E-Verify Question
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:52 PM
Anonymous

_
Contact everify for guidance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:24
From: Daniel Schimel
Subject: E-Verify Question
â€‹â€‹
Any subject matter experts on E-Verify out there. We are a NY State based property management firm with properties in 11 different states on the East Coast. We have employees on our property
sites. Some of our properties are in mandatory e-verify states. Does our obligation to do E-verify stem from our headquarters which is NY State and therefore voluntary or from our property sites in
which case I would have to research the law in each of those states individually?
Thank you,
Daniel
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-----------------------------Daniel Schimel
Director of Human Resources
Broad Management Group
Monsey NY
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Qualifying Exigency
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:09 PM
Anonymous

_
Please help!
I have an employee who is requesting QE leave under FMLA. I have never in my career processed this type of leave.
She is requesting leave for a few days in which she moved her active military son from Texas to Chicago. Does this time qualify as QE leave under FMLA.
She is also requesting time to be with her son before he is deployed over seas. From what I read, this time may fall under QE, but are there any parameters? Can she take all of the FMLA time she has
available. Any information would be appreciated.
I have read the DOL Fact#28 for reference but still have these question.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Qualifying Exigency
Reply to Group
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Feb 14, 2018 12:27 PM
Anonymous
_
Here's a fact sheet that gets into more detail on qualifying exigencies.
This fact sheet talks about military leave overall.
Her son is a qualifying family member. The move and being there for the deployment are covered. She's entitled to up to 12 weeks for qualifying exigencies. As with any FML, you can certify the
need for these leaves . Here's the form.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Qualifying Exigency
_
Please help!
I have an employee who is requesting QE leave under FMLA. I have never in my career processed this type of leave.
She is requesting leave for a few days in which she moved her active military son from Texas to Chicago. Does this time qualify as QE leave under FMLA.
She is also requesting time to be with her son before he is deployed over seas. From what I read, this time may fall under QE, but are there any parameters? Can she take all of the FMLA time she has
available. Any information would be appreciated.
I have read the DOL Fact#28 for reference but still have these question.
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Re: Qualifying Exigency
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:23 PM
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Reply to Sender

Steven Meilleur
What Anonymonk said.
Also, in my view, quite simply, even if technically her request doesn't qualify for QE (which on its face, it appears to), why not just do the right thing and support her during this time? There are
times when the best thing to do is to support your employees, independent of what the law says. This is, IMO, one of those times.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Qualifying Exigency
_
Please help!
I have an employee who is requesting QE leave under FMLA. I have never in my career processed this type of leave.
She is requesting leave for a few days in which she moved her active military son from Texas to Chicago. Does this time qualify as QE leave under FMLA.
She is also requesting time to be with her son before he is deployed over seas. From what I read, this time may fall under QE, but are there any parameters? Can she take all of the FMLA time she has
available. Any information would be appreciated.
I have read the DOL Fact#28 for reference but still have these question.
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Re: Medical Note Requirement???
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:01 PM
Shelly Edwards
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Reply to Sender

â€‹
You need to keep it focused on job requirements. Make sure she has a copy of the job description that outlines the travel requirements. I would include in the job description how much notice is
required prior to a trip and how many trips the manager is expected to make in a given timeframe.
Begin the ADA process with the employee to see what their condition is that requires limited travel and require a doctor certification that will hopefully outline the medical restrictions. If the
employee is unwilling to do that and cannot meet the requirements of the position, including the travel, then you can terminate. If they go through the process and can't meet the requirements of the
sales manager position, perhaps there is an alternative position for them. If not, you have done your due diligence with ADA process and can terminate. Employees can't just continue to use "medical
reasons" as an excuse to not perform their job without having to provide evidence of the medical reasons.
Good luck!
-----------------------------Shelly Edwards
Office/HR Manager
Genoa IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medical Note Requirement???
_
I have an employee whose regular daily activities require travel. She is a senior sales manager and there is daily local travel as well as daily air travel. As of late, she is canceling flights without
letting our travel department know, siting that she can't travel for medical reasons. We cannot get reimbursed from the airlines without medical documentation as she cancels last minute. Also, she is
telling us that because of where she lives, it's too hard for her to travel locally, so she takes office days instead. My problem with this is that she well knew what was required of her when taking in
the job.
So here are a couple of questions:
1. Can we require any canceling of flights to be accompanied by medical documentation? She hasn't said she can't work, just that she can't travel, however she really can't do her job without traveling.
It's hard to be a sales manager sitting in your house every day.
2. Can we tell her that where she lives has no bearing on us? Truly, it cannot be our concern that she decided to live in a remote location on a barrier island and doesn't feel like traveling daily.
Thanks in advance.
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previous next

270.

Re: Medical Note Requirement???
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:31 PM
Anonymous

_
If the work involves travel and she can't travel, she can't work. Does FMLA apply? While all salespeople and managers have administrative hours, those aren't the prevailing work duties. If FMLA
doesn't apply, start the ADA interactive process to get the medical documentation you need on the disability and to start conversations over reasonable accommodations/alternatives.
Can we tell her that where she lives has no bearing on us? Truly, it cannot be our concern that she decided to live in a remote location on a barrier island and doesn't feel like traveling daily.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 11:51

I wouldn't come right out and tell her the obvious. She knew the job and was responsible for taking her own commute into account when she made her decision. Start with FMLA if it applies, then
move on to the ADA. As an aside, for a senior salesperson I've allowed a temporary work-from-home accommodation (after talking with the manager) because customer relationships need to
continue. I would require medical release to work from home.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medical Note Requirement???
_
I have an employee whose regular daily activities require travel. She is a senior sales manager and there is daily local travel as well as daily air travel. As of late, she is canceling flights without
letting our travel department know, siting that she can't travel for medical reasons. We cannot get reimbursed from the airlines without medical documentation as she cancels last minute. Also, she is
telling us that because of where she lives, it's too hard for her to travel locally, so she takes office days instead. My problem with this is that she well knew what was required of her when taking in
the job.
So here are a couple of questions:
1. Can we require any canceling of flights to be accompanied by medical documentation? She hasn't said she can't work, just that she can't travel, however she really can't do her job without traveling.
It's hard to be a sales manager sitting in your house every day.
2. Can we tell her that where she lives has no bearing on us? Truly, it cannot be our concern that she decided to live in a remote location on a barrier island and doesn't feel like traveling daily.
Thanks in advance.
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Re: Medical Note Requirement???
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:50 PM
Anonymous

_
I concur with Shelly Edwards. In the best interest of the company and its sales goals, you need to focus on the ability of this person to satisfy the job requirements. If she refuses to provide medical
documentation to support her need to refrain from travel, then you have done your part and can terminate for lack of performance. Be careful, however, if sales goals were set and she has met them.
That could be a tricky point if she decides to sue for wrongful termination.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Medical Note Requirement???
_
I have an employee whose regular daily activities require travel. She is a senior sales manager and there is daily local travel as well as daily air travel. As of late, she is canceling flights without
letting our travel department know, siting that she can't travel for medical reasons. We cannot get reimbursed from the airlines without medical documentation as she cancels last minute. Also, she is
telling us that because of where she lives, it's too hard for her to travel locally, so she takes office days instead. My problem with this is that she well knew what was required of her when taking in
the job.
So here are a couple of questions:
1. Can we require any canceling of flights to be accompanied by medical documentation? She hasn't said she can't work, just that she can't travel, however she really can't do her job without traveling.
It's hard to be a sales manager sitting in your house every day.
2. Can we tell her that where she lives has no bearing on us? Truly, it cannot be our concern that she decided to live in a remote location on a barrier island and doesn't feel like traveling daily.
Thanks in advance.
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Re: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
Reply to Group
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Feb 14, 2018 12:17 PM
Anonymous
_
There are advantages and there are disadvantages.
What you need to do is analyze the issue you're trying to address and weigh the pros and cons from there.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:11
From: Trish Ruffino
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
â€‹â€‹
Are there any advantages and/or disadvantages to having salaried exempt staff clock in and out? Appreciate your input!
-----------------------------Trish Ruffino SHRM-SCP
Director of Finance
Halifax Area Advertising Authority
Port Orange FL
------------------------------
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Re: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:19 PM
Jennifer Weber

â€‹

Trish,
As with anything, there are always advantages and disadvantages.
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Reply to Sender

Before the overtime rule was blocked, we had all salaried corporate staff trained and utilized clocking in/out. We were trying to get our staff ready in the event the rule would have been passed.
In December, we had the manufacturing exempt staff start clocking in and out. We started utilizing it here for hours tracking and accountability/trust issues.
Advantages = everyone is on the same page and has to punch a clock, all employees are held accountable for time, not just non-exempt employees, exempt staff utilizes their time better, show up
earlier to get clocked in, easier to track hours worked for health insurance, company, and OSHA reporting information.
Disadvantages = exempt staff feeling 'demoted', stigma of having to punch a clock, only a select few abused their exempt status, but we all have to clock in/out now, so some of us feel as if we all had
to be 'punished,' some exempt staff seeing this as a company 'attack' vs. a possible national ruling, not being able to come and go as freely as before, or be a few minutes late here and there.
These are the pros and cons I have seen with our staff.
Hope that helps,
Jennifer

-----------------------------"There is no such thing as a difficult person...just people with different personalities."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:11
From: Trish Ruffino
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
â€‹â€‹
Are there any advantages and/or disadvantages to having salaried exempt staff clock in and out? Appreciate your input!
-----------------------------Trish Ruffino SHRM-SCP
Director of Finance
Halifax Area Advertising Authority
Port Orange FL
------------------------------
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Reply to Group
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Feb 14, 2018 2:19 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
in my opinion there are many disadvantages. but most important question is why are you guys considering having exempt employees clock in? this is not common for many aspects.
need to ask yourself:
a. is the work being done? completed? if not, then you need to address those individuals on attendance as it relates to their performance. (pretty clear cut)
if the work is being completed, then you need to ask management to assign other duties to justify the "salary". or maybe its a non issue and the employee is outperforming everyone else.
b. evaluate whether there is enough work for all salaried employees, maybe there needs to be a relocation of labor in another department to be able to give everyone a full shift of work in the
department of concern. (layoff?)
having employees clock in and out may not accomplish anything productive, at the very least employees will be hanging around the office (maybe not being productive) until quitting time. I would
focus on managing the work needs and performance/attendance.
I am not a fan of salaried employees being asked to clock in. an employee that comes in to work for 1hr and finishes work, is entitled to that day's salary. then, you will be back to square one, why is
this employee done so early? etc. etc. etc....
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
_
There are advantages and there are disadvantages.
What you need to do is analyze the issue you're trying to address and weigh the pros and cons from there.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:11
From: Trish Ruffino
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
â€‹â€‹
Are there any advantages and/or disadvantages to having salaried exempt staff clock in and out? Appreciate your input!
-----------------------------Trish Ruffino SHRM-SCP
Director of Finance
Halifax Area Advertising Authority
Port Orange FL
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Re: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:27 PM
Anonymous

_
At my last company we had all employees swipe in on the badge readers regardless status. (No tailgating!) We are a large facility and this helps us in knowing who is in the office in case of
emergency. Non exempts and hourly had to clock in to the time keeping system.
At my current company, we do not for we for exempts. We do a few exempts who do complete time cards, as we have billable hours to our customer or need to track hours worked for project
reasons. Again, its for business not babysitting purposes.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
_
â€‹
in my opinion there are many disadvantages. but most important question is why are you guys considering having exempt employees clock in? this is not common for many aspects.
need to ask yourself:
a. is the work being done? completed? if not, then you need to address those individuals on attendance as it relates to their performance. (pretty clear cut)
if the work is being completed, then you need to ask management to assign other duties to justify the "salary". or maybe its a non issue and the employee is outperforming everyone else.
b. evaluate whether there is enough work for all salaried employees, maybe there needs to be a relocation of labor in another department to be able to give everyone a full shift of work in the
department of concern. (layoff?)
having employees clock in and out may not accomplish anything productive, at the very least employees will be hanging around the office (maybe not being productive) until quitting time. I would
focus on managing the work needs and performance/attendance.
I am not a fan of salaried employees being asked to clock in. an employee that comes in to work for 1hr and finishes work, is entitled to that day's salary. then, you will be back to square one, why is
this employee done so early? etc. etc. etc....
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
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_
There are advantages and there are disadvantages.
What you need to do is analyze the issue you're trying to address and weigh the pros and cons from there.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:11
From: Trish Ruffino
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
â€‹â€‹
Are there any advantages and/or disadvantages to having salaried exempt staff clock in and out? Appreciate your input!
-----------------------------Trish Ruffino SHRM-SCP
Director of Finance
Halifax Area Advertising Authority
Port Orange FL
------------------------------
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Re: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 3:10 PM
Malisa Reid
â€‹
One disadvantage would be if an exempt employee could prove based upon hours clocked in and out that they were actually earning less than minimum wage. This was an issue faced by one of my
colleagues former workplaces. That of course leads to all the FLSA and wage and hour violations and restitution. Having exempts only clock in for example, echoing the badging in process, would
verify they were on site that day, but leave the number of hours worked open.
-----------------------------Malisa Reid SHRM-SCP
Tinton Falls
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:11
From: Trish Ruffino
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Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
â€‹â€‹
Are there any advantages and/or disadvantages to having salaried exempt staff clock in and out? Appreciate your input!
-----------------------------Trish Ruffino SHRM-SCP
Director of Finance
Halifax Area Advertising Authority
Port Orange FL
------------------------------
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Re: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 3:15 PM
Renee Shiraishi
Replying to: Malisa Reid
Under federal law, minimum wage doesn't come into. To be exempt, you have to meet the weekly salary requirement of $455.00. If the person meets the salary requirement & the duties test, they are
"EXEMPT" from the minimum wage requirement. Only non exempt workers are required to be paid a minimum wage. Perhaps your friend's case was impacted by state law.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:10
From: Malisa Reid
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
â€‹
One disadvantage would be if an exempt employee could prove based upon hours clocked in and out that they were actually earning less than minimum wage. This was an issue faced by one of my
colleagues former workplaces. That of course leads to all the FLSA and wage and hour violations and restitution. Having exempts only clock in for example, echoing the badging in process, would
verify they were on site that day, but leave the number of hours worked open.
-----------------------------Malisa Reid SHRM-SCP
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Tinton Falls
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:11
From: Trish Ruffino
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
â€‹â€‹
Are there any advantages and/or disadvantages to having salaried exempt staff clock in and out? Appreciate your input!
-----------------------------Trish Ruffino SHRM-SCP
Director of Finance
Halifax Area Advertising Authority
Port Orange FL
------------------------------
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Re: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
As long as exempt employees are paid the minimum weekly /annual salary (some states have higher regulations than federal) a minimum hourly rate does not come in to play.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 15:10
From: Malisa Reid
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
â€‹
One disadvantage would be if an exempt employee could prove based upon hours clocked in and out that they were actually earning less than minimum wage. This was an issue faced by one of my
colleagues former workplaces. That of course leads to all the FLSA and wage and hour violations and restitution. Having exempts only clock in for example, echoing the badging in process, would
verify they were on site that day, but leave the number of hours worked open.
-----------------------------Malisa Reid SHRM-SCP
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Tinton Falls
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:11
From: Trish Ruffino
Subject: Salaried Exempt Timeclock
â€‹â€‹
Are there any advantages and/or disadvantages to having salaried exempt staff clock in and out? Appreciate your input!
-----------------------------Trish Ruffino SHRM-SCP
Director of Finance
Halifax Area Advertising Authority
Port Orange FL
------------------------------
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279.

Re: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:02 PM
Anonymous

_
Our current FSA will cut a check (or direct deposit) to an employee if they did not use the debit card linked to their FSA account. Pre-debitcard the only option was a check or direct deposit. I would
say this portion of the statement is accurate (except they are suppose to make the purchase first, then request reimbursement)"Once upon a time one of the benefits offered was removal of money from a pay check, pre-tax, that could then be used to purchase train tickets.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 10:54

But this part seems unlikely-

I believe the company actually cut a check payable to Metra (Metra manages trains that run between the city and suburbs) that the employee could then take to the ticket counter."
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 10:54
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We never had a transit FSA, but with a medical FSA you have to submit proof of the paid expense and then you would recieve a check or direct deposit, it is payable to the EE because they already
incurred and paid the expense. It's possible though that a transit FSA works differently?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
_
We are in Chicago and offer pre-tax deductions for the L (trains within the city.) We ran a transit FSA years ago but phased it out because nobody participated - very few of our people pay for
parking or use Metra (trains coming in from the suburbs.) Just got this question from an employee and am a bit puzzled:
"Once upon a time one of the benefits offered was removal of money from a pay check, pre-tax, that could then be used to purchase train tickets. I believe the company actually cut a check payable to
Metra (Metra manages trains that run between the city and suburbs) that the employee could then take to the ticket counter."
If we did pre-tax transit that way it would have to have been more than 10 years ago, and I don't quite believe it but the ee asking is generally reasonable. Has anyone heard of doing pre-tax transit
that way? I know how a transit FSA generally works and that's not it.
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Re: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:22 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I am in Boston- the best thing for you to do is call your transit authority and ask what they do for corporate transit programs.
Through our program, employees enroll or make changes by the 15th day of the month prior to the month they are looking to receive a transit pass.
We then deduct the cost of the passes according to pre-tax regulations (the entire cost is not always covered pre-tax). We then cut a check to the transit authority and passes are mailed to us to
distribute to our employees.
Corporate programs are easy to set up but there is an admin burden to create the deduction codes, manage deductions, enrollments, etc.
I found this online for you: CTA Transit Benefit Fare Program
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
_
We are in Chicago and offer pre-tax deductions for the L (trains within the city.) We ran a transit FSA years ago but phased it out because nobody participated - very few of our people pay for
parking or use Metra (trains coming in from the suburbs.) Just got this question from an employee and am a bit puzzled:
"Once upon a time one of the benefits offered was removal of money from a pay check, pre-tax, that could then be used to purchase train tickets. I believe the company actually cut a check payable to
Metra (Metra manages trains that run between the city and suburbs) that the employee could then take to the ticket counter."
If we did pre-tax transit that way it would have to have been more than 10 years ago, and I don't quite believe it but the ee asking is generally reasonable. Has anyone heard of doing pre-tax transit
that way? I know how a transit FSA generally works and that's not it.
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Re: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:28 PM
Steven Meilleur

You're talking about IRC Section 132 - lots of ways to do tax-free commuter benefits - here's a good summary:
www.nctr.usf.edu/programs/clearinghouse/commutebenefits
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
_
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Reply to Sender

We are in Chicago and offer pre-tax deductions for the L (trains within the city.) We ran a transit FSA years ago but phased it out because nobody participated - very few of our people pay for
parking or use Metra (trains coming in from the suburbs.) Just got this question from an employee and am a bit puzzled:
"Once upon a time one of the benefits offered was removal of money from a pay check, pre-tax, that could then be used to purchase train tickets. I believe the company actually cut a check payable to
Metra (Metra manages trains that run between the city and suburbs) that the employee could then take to the ticket counter."
If we did pre-tax transit that way it would have to have been more than 10 years ago, and I don't quite believe it but the ee asking is generally reasonable. Has anyone heard of doing pre-tax transit
that way? I know how a transit FSA generally works and that's not it.
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Re: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:54 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Hi! I live in the suburbs and commute into the city via Metra. We offer a pre-tax FSA through Employee Benefits Corp. (EBC) that is popular both for those taking Metra and the "L". It's also a
national company so my staff in Atlanta can use it on MARTA and my San Francisco staff can use it with BART.
As another poster mentioned there is a debit card option which some of my employees use for parking costs and oddly enough EBC does offer us the option of a Commuter Check Voucher that an
employee could take to use for payment. I suppose this could be helpful if they pay for a monthly parking permit at their suburban station where they need to provide payment to the municipality
since station parking isn't managed by Metra.
Personally though for my monthly Metra pass, EBC sends payment directly to Metra and then Metra sends me my monthly pass in the mail. It works wonderfully as a) I get the pre-tax benefit and b)
don't have to stand in a long line at Union Station to purchase my monthly ticket at the ticket counter.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Old-fashioned Transit FSA?
_
We are in Chicago and offer pre-tax deductions for the L (trains within the city.) We ran a transit FSA years ago but phased it out because nobody participated - very few of our people pay for
parking or use Metra (trains coming in from the suburbs.) Just got this question from an employee and am a bit puzzled:
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"Once upon a time one of the benefits offered was removal of money from a pay check, pre-tax, that could then be used to purchase train tickets. I believe the company actually cut a check payable to
Metra (Metra manages trains that run between the city and suburbs) that the employee could then take to the ticket counter."
If we did pre-tax transit that way it would have to have been more than 10 years ago, and I don't quite believe it but the ee asking is generally reasonable. Has anyone heard of doing pre-tax transit
that way? I know how a transit FSA generally works and that's not it.
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previous next
Re: Hour reduction after leave of absence
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:46 PM
Anonymous

_
I think the best, least risky thing you can do is bring this employee back to work with regular hours, then manage the productivity and performance. Let the incumbent continue to do the regular job,
provide some training and coaching on how do do the job more efficiently, and if things don't improve or if you feel more strongly that this job can be done in fewer hours, move on with the business
decision. I think it's important to document your good-faith efforts to bring her back and train her and to document inefficiencies that led to this decision. That widens the timeline between the end of
the leave and your final decision and it gives your employee an opportunity to improve.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hour reduction after leave of absence
_
â€‹
OP here. Thank you.
Prior to the leave, the supervisor had mentioned that they didn't believe this employee had enough work to do but, as far as I am aware, this observation was not made in writing. Also, the fact that we
now know for sure that there isn't enough work is only BECAUSE of the leave. If this employee hadn't been gone for as long as they were, I'm not sure the supervisor would have followed through on
the audit of job functions.
Would an updated, detailed job description help us if they decide to follow through on reducing hours?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:26
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Hour reduction after leave of absence
_
Consider this a trial accommodation under the ADA. If you decide (for well documented business reasons) that the work hours should be reduced - if you would do this if the person never had an
accommodation - then it's legal to do this. What you CAN'T do under the ADA is make these kinds of changes because of the disability itself.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hour reduction after leave of absence
_
Good morning! We had an employee recently return from a medical leave of absence covered by STD. During this employee's absence, it was made very clear that the job this
person does in 40 hours per week can be easily done in less time.
The employee's release to work included a request that the employee be allowed to work only 4 days per week for the next few weeks to continue treatment. We are
accommodating. However, the employee's supervisor wants to discuss permanently reducing the employee's hoursâ€‹
since we now know that 40 hours per week is not needed to
complete their job functions. I am not sure that this is legal. We have less than employees though so this leave did not qualify for FMLA.
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Re: Hour reduction after leave of absence
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:57 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
If the current role doesn't have 40 hours worth of work, can it be augmented or enlarged with additional tasks and responsibilities? This would get additional work done, provide a full time position
and preserve full time benefits.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:35
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Hour reduction after leave of absence
_
Good morning! We had an employee recently return from a medical leave of absence covered by STD. During this employee's absence, it was made very clear that the job this
person does in 40 hours per week can be easily done in less time.
The employee's release to work included a request that the employee be allowed to work only 4 days per week for the next few weeks to continue treatment. We are
accommodating. However, the employee's supervisor wants to discuss permanently reducing the employee's hoursâ€‹
since we now know that 40 hours per week is not needed to
complete their job functions. I am not sure that this is legal. We have less than employees though so this leave did not qualify for FMLA.
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Re: Hour reduction after leave of absence
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:49 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
OP here. The supervisor did assign this employee a few more tasks to take care of sometime last year. The employee told the supervisor that what was assigned was outside the scope of their job
description and they did not want to do it. Eventually they came to accept that this was now part of their job but I don't imagine giving the employee more work would go over well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hour reduction after leave of absence
_
â€‹
If the current role doesn't have 40 hours worth of work, can it be augmented or enlarged with additional tasks and responsibilities? This would get additional work done, provide a full time position
and preserve full time benefits.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hour reduction after leave of absence
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_
Good morning! We had an employee recently return from a medical leave of absence covered by STD. During this employee's absence, it was made very clear that the job this
person does in 40 hours per week can be easily done in less time.
The employee's release to work included a request that the employee be allowed to work only 4 days per week for the next few weeks to continue treatment. We are
accommodating. However, the employee's supervisor wants to discuss permanently reducing the employee's hoursâ€‹
since we now know that 40 hours per week is not needed to
complete their job functions. I am not sure that this is legal. We have less than employees though so this leave did not qualify for FMLA.
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previous next
Re: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:02 PM
Debra Lail
â€‹
Does she participate in conference calls or go-to meetings that could address the communications part?
-----------------------------Debra
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:33
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
She has been productive, but misses out on the daily communication between staff. The lost opportunity is more than we want to allow; she needs to be able to come to the office at least 4 hours a
day; that's all we ask of her.
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
The Echo Group
Conway NH
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
_
Give her the FMLA certification and take it from there.
If it turns out not to be FMLA, then look into ADA.
If you're not able to support her working from home, then so be it.
However, it seems to have been working this long. Has she been productive and if not, what hasn't that been addressed?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:27
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
I've got an employee who, for all of January except 2 days, worked from home for one reason or another. Either she's not well, it's icy, or someone is coming to her home to fix something and she's
got to let them in. At the end of January, we put our foot down and told her she needed to come to the office or use PTO. She came in two half days and then came in with a drs. note stating she must
work from home. There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months. What are my options here? I'm ready to say, ok, you are on FMLA leave until
further notice. Please help! I'm at a loss!
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
The Echo Group
Conway NH
------------------------------
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Re: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:07 PM
Kayleigh Karppinen
Things I would consider: Do similarly situated employees work from home? What leeway is provided to them? Also, are there any aspects of the job description that require in-person interaction
and if so, are they listed as essential functions?
-----------------------------Kayleigh Karppinen
HR Generalist II
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:27
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
I've got an employee who, for all of January except 2 days, worked from home for one reason or another. Either she's not well, it's icy, or someone is coming to her home to fix something and she's
got to let them in. At the end of January, we put our foot down and told her she needed to come to the office or use PTO. She came in two half days and then came in with a drs. note stating she must
work from home. There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months. What are my options here? I'm ready to say, ok, you are on FMLA leave until
further notice. Please help! I'm at a loss!
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
The Echo Group
Conway NH
------------------------------
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Re: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:10 PM
Anonymous

_
Agreed 100% with Anonymonk.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
_
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Exempt or non-exempt?
Is her manager also putting his/her foot down on this?
Usually I recommend starting the FML process first, then explore the ADA. In this case, I think you should start with the ADA. You can't require an employee to use more FMLA than needed, she
and her doctor are saying she CAN work (from home). I think you should start with exploring whether or not telecommuting is a reasonable accommodation that you can make. You do that through
the ADA interactive process, which I would begin in response to this doctor's note. You definitely need more information. In the meantime, you should allow the telework as a temporary
accommodation. If/when you determine this is not an accommodation you can make outside of temporary, start the FML process.
Check out the Job Accommodation Network.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:27
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
I've got an employee who, for all of January except 2 days, worked from home for one reason or another. Either she's not well, it's icy, or someone is coming to her home to fix something and she's
got to let them in. At the end of January, we put our foot down and told her she needed to come to the office or use PTO. She came in two half days and then came in with a drs. note stating she must
work from home. There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months. What are my options here? I'm ready to say, ok, you are on FMLA leave until
further notice. Please help! I'm at a loss!
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
The Echo Group
Conway NH
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:14 PM
Steven Meilleur
Regarding "There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months."
You don't need a medical diagnosis ... what you need is a medical provider's statement about work restrictions. Don't let the doctor dictate what your accommodation is. S/he is trained in doing
medical diagnosis, treatment, and communicating to you what work restrictions the person has based on the diagnosis.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:27
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
I've got an employee who, for all of January except 2 days, worked from home for one reason or another. Either she's not well, it's icy, or someone is coming to her home to fix something and she's
got to let them in. At the end of January, we put our foot down and told her she needed to come to the office or use PTO. She came in two half days and then came in with a drs. note stating she must
work from home. There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months. What are my options here? I'm ready to say, ok, you are on FMLA leave until
further notice. Please help! I'm at a loss!
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
The Echo Group
Conway NH
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:19 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Agree with Anonymonk that the accommodation under ADA is the first step to explore. I would also check the job description and policy documents for language on attendance, meetings, in-person
interaction, etc.
We hear a lot about workplace "culture" these days. Doesn't sound like you could have an engaged culture with an employee working remotely on a consistent basis.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:27
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
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I've got an employee who, for all of January except 2 days, worked from home for one reason or another. Either she's not well, it's icy, or someone is coming to her home to fix something and she's
got to let them in. At the end of January, we put our foot down and told her she needed to come to the office or use PTO. She came in two half days and then came in with a drs. note stating she must
work from home. There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months. What are my options here? I'm ready to say, ok, you are on FMLA leave until
further notice. Please help! I'm at a loss!
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
The Echo Group
Conway NH
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:14 PM |
Anonymous

view attached

_
You have a request for an accommodation, so you will want to begin the interactive process. Working from home may be a reasonable accommodation, however at this point, you have not been
provided with enough information. I'm attaching some documents from askjan.org that might be useful.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:27
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
I've got an employee who, for all of January except 2 days, worked from home for one reason or another. Either she's not well, it's icy, or someone is coming to her home to fix something and she's
got to let them in. At the end of January, we put our foot down and told her she needed to come to the office or use PTO. She came in two half days and then came in with a drs. note stating she must
work from home. There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months. What are my options here? I'm ready to say, ok, you are on FMLA leave until
further notice. Please help! I'm at a loss!
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
The Echo Group
Conway NH
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Re: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 2:32 PM
Dawn Fry
â€‹
Agree with Dr. Steve.
The doctor can make a request for accommodation and its been my experience the employer can decide if they can accommodate that restriction.
-----------------------------Dawn
HR Business Partner
Chicago IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:13
From: Steven Meilleur
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Regarding "There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months."
You don't need a medical diagnosis ... what you need is a medical provider's statement about work restrictions. Don't let the doctor dictate what your accommodation is. S/he is trained in doing
medical diagnosis, treatment, and communicating to you what work restrictions the person has based on the diagnosis.
-----------------------------Dr. Steve
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:27
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
I've got an employee who, for all of January except 2 days, worked from home for one reason or another. Either she's not well, it's icy, or someone is coming to her home to fix something and she's
got to let them in. At the end of January, we put our foot down and told her she needed to come to the office or use PTO. She came in two half days and then came in with a drs. note stating she must
work from home. There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months. What are my options here? I'm ready to say, ok, you are on FMLA leave until
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further notice. Please help! I'm at a loss!
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
The Echo Group
Conway NH
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 7:24 AM
Anonymous

_
What is the issue with her working from home? Does anyone else work from home? Is she being productive?
Keep in mind, you are within your rights to request a second opinion both under FMLA and ADA at a doctor of your choosing and at company cost. If that second doctor's opinion differs from the
first, a 3rd opinion can be sought. The 2 opinions that agree are the one you have to follow.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:27
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
I've got an employee who, for all of January except 2 days, worked from home for one reason or another. Either she's not well, it's icy, or someone is coming to her home to fix something and she's
got to let them in. At the end of January, we put our foot down and told her she needed to come to the office or use PTO. She came in two half days and then came in with a drs. note stating she must
work from home. There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months. What are my options here? I'm ready to say, ok, you are on FMLA leave until
further notice. Please help! I'm at a loss!
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
The Echo Group
Conway NH
------------------------------
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Re: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:13 AM
Anonymous

_
Under FMLA, you can require a second opinion only if you have reason to doubt the validity of the certification that you received.
While both the FMLA and ADA allow employers to request more information, the approach an employer takes is different. The FMLA is a leave law; the ADA is an anti-discrimination law. I think
this document explains things very well - especially section B.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 07:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
_
What is the issue with her working from home? Does anyone else work from home? Is she being productive?
Keep in mind, you are within your rights to request a second opinion both under FMLA and ADA at a doctor of your choosing and at company cost. If that second doctor's opinion differs from the
first, a 3rd opinion can be sought. The 2 opinions that agree are the one you have to follow.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:27
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
I've got an employee who, for all of January except 2 days, worked from home for one reason or another. Either she's not well, it's icy, or someone is coming to her home to fix something and she's
got to let them in. At the end of January, we put our foot down and told her she needed to come to the office or use PTO. She came in two half days and then came in with a drs. note stating she must
work from home. There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months. What are my options here? I'm ready to say, ok, you are on FMLA leave until
further notice. Please help! I'm at a loss!
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
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The Echo Group
Conway NH
------------------------------
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Re: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:38 AM
Anonymous

_
I have seen doctors notes that say pretty much whatever the employee asked them to write. One time while seeking clarification on a note, the doctor's office response was that is what employee
requested that we write. With the employee's consent after explaining that I needed more information to best accommodate her needs, I sent a copy fo the job description to her doctor and the
restrictions magically disappeared to may return to work on X date. I later learned that she was a nurse at this practice prior to her working for us.
I would call back and ask for clarification on the restrictions as you may be able to accommodate this person at work or at the very least have a better understanding of what is different from them
working vs the office.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:27
From: Barbara Gartland
Subject: Dr. Note says employee must work from home
I've got an employee who, for all of January except 2 days, worked from home for one reason or another. Either she's not well, it's icy, or someone is coming to her home to fix something and she's
got to let them in. At the end of January, we put our foot down and told her she needed to come to the office or use PTO. She came in two half days and then came in with a drs. note stating she must
work from home. There is no diagnosis. We called the dr. and the dr. said she had to work from home for 3 months. What are my options here? I'm ready to say, ok, you are on FMLA leave until
further notice. Please help! I'm at a loss!
-----------------------------Barbara Gartland
The Echo Group
Conway NH
------------------------------
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Re: Leveraging parallel skills to obtain my first HR position
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:39 PM
Richard Burns
â€‹
Hi, you can look at entry level HR jobs that will give you a start while working to support positions in the titles you are looking for: Generalist, Recruiting, etc.
I would suggest you use the search term HR Specialist or HR Assistant. These will not require a degree and/or significant HR experience. They provide great experience and some of them may be part
time which will let you continue your studies.
Best wishes
-----------------------------Rich Burns SHRM-SCP
Alinear LLC
Reno NV
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 10:12
From: Lisa Krieter
Subject: Leveraging parallel skills to obtain my first HR position
Hello SHRM! I am currently pursuing my Master's in HR Management, and I love the curriculum. I have had a few brief stints of HR work history in my career, and have enjoyed that immensely. In
my current role I also work closely with HR for many of our district functions. I would really like to get an HR position while I'm still working on my Master's, but I haven't had any traction on the
applications I've put out.
I'm looking for ideas to spark ways that my skills parallel what is required of an HR Generalist, Recruiter, or Talent Acquisition Manager. I have 8 years of consumer and commercial banking
experience, and two and half years of public school experience working as an Executive Assistant. Could people post a task or duty in their role, and what their role is, so that I can consider what I
may have done, or am capable of doing, that I might be able to leverage to look more appealing in my HR career quest?
Thank you so much!

-----------------------------Lisa Krieter
Ada
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Re: FTE Retuning from Materinty Leave - Wants to be PTE
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:21 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thank you all for the feedback. I appreciate it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 09:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: FTE Retuning from Materinty Leave - Wants to be PTE
_
Newer HR professional here (employer in Kansas) and I could use some help.
â€‹â€‹
We have an employee returning from maternity leave after 8 weeks off. Her position is full time and currently her department is understaffed due to another member being out for maternity leave.
The returning employee requested part time hours from her direct supervisor when she returned today. She does not have a medical reason for the part time request nor does her newborn. Does this
request fall under intermittent leave for FMLA since she still has 4 weeks left for FMLA leave? Her direct supervisor would like to tell her we can accommodate that request and would need her to
work full time hours starting Monday. Before there is meeting to tell her we can not accommodate her request because we are understaffed, I want to be sure we are not violating FMLA or the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act.

top
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previous next
Re: Severe limiations and no work availble
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:19 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
Often, someone who is differently abled may be able to perform several tasks when provided with the correct accommodations. There are several factors to consider, as you do not want to be in
violation of ADA.
Has the employee disclosed a disability to the company or does the employee have a visible disability? Has the employee requested accommodations? Or asked for help from the supervisor?
You should follow up with your ADA coordinator. Read the ADA Law. If accommodations have been requested, follow your company's ADA process for accommodations. Many states have
vocational rehabilitation programs that work with employers to assist in retaining valuable employees. Also, check with the Governor's Office on Disability Affairs in your state for guidance. (Do not
disclose an employee's disability status to others as you can be held liable.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 09:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Severe limiations and no work availble
_
â€‹
The daughter of one of our senior leaders in the organization has severe limitations and was hired part time 3 days a week in 2016 to do very simple things, limited to only 2 tasks. Her mom is being
promoted which means one of the tasks she would not be able to do because it would create a conflict of interest. The other task is eventually going away also due to being digitized. This leaves
nothing for the employee to do. Any idea on how to handle this?

top
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previous next
Re: How to support an organization with no goals/direction?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 9:59 PM
Rebecca Ashery

I don't think you said if this is a start up company or an older established company. It sounds like a young company since there are not established policies regarding performance, etc. The bottom line
talks and it sounds like the leadership (if you want to call them that) will act on whatever the bottom line is. Since you don't know what's going on, I suggest you proceed with caution. If they get into
financial trouble, you will be laying off the staff you are getting friendly with. Sorry to sound so negative.
-----------------------------Rebecca Ashery
Leader-Manager Coach
Rebecca Sager Ashery LLC
North Bethesda MD
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to support an organization with no goals/direction?
_
â€‹
Need some suggestions here. I've been with the company for half of year and there's no goals for the organization or for my department (came onboard last year, thinking the company will have
2018 goals). I set up my own department goals and what I'd like to accomplish and try to link my goals to support the organization but if top management doesn't set the direction where do I go from
there? Things that I'd like to suggest to top management is our performance appraisal/profit sharing and management bonus program. Our current performance appraisal, profit sharing, and
management bonus are subjective. You don't know what you're being measured on and it's based off on the owner to decide if you getting a bonus or not. No formal discussion or communication on
the business is dong well and everyone is getting their profit sharing, bonus, etc. How do you shift these programs to objective versus subjective? I presented an organizational analysis based on
current process and recommendations however, I haven't heard back from management where we want to focus on these topics. I get that things/changes doesn't happen over night but if there's no
clear directions where the company is going where is my role play into this?
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Re: How to support an organization with no goals/direction?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 9:43 AM
Mary Dillman
I'll add to poster #4's comments about working with the department heads - you may have an opportunity to "influence upward". Collaborate with the department heads to increase communications
and feedback they give to their staffs and share across departments. Are there opportunities for cross-department business process improvements to increase efficiency, innovation and agility in
responding to market/customer changes? Sharing feedback and successes (even on a small scale) from the "ground up" to the owner and CFO may spur some changes from top leadership.
Rebecca makes a great point - you don't know why the owner keeps everything "close to the chest", but ultimately, the company's bottom line will drive how he manages the business and decides
how to reward (or not) his employees. The owner may not be ready for relinquishing his total control over this, but you could provide him with some performance evaluation and reward
frameworks/considerations. There are several articles on companies re-inventing their performance management process and methods of reviews; this one on Deloitte may give you some ideas for
drafting a framework for the owner. Since you mention that there are no formally communicated goals and it appears he evaluates performance subjectively, the "future-focused" questions may
resonate with him:
SmartHR - Deloitte Performance Management Systemâ€‹
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to support an organization with no goals/direction?
_
â€‹
Need some suggestions here. I've been with the company for half of year and there's no goals for the organization or for my department (came onboard last year, thinking the company will have
2018 goals). I set up my own department goals and what I'd like to accomplish and try to link my goals to support the organization but if top management doesn't set the direction where do I go from
there? Things that I'd like to suggest to top management is our performance appraisal/profit sharing and management bonus program. Our current performance appraisal, profit sharing, and
management bonus are subjective. You don't know what you're being measured on and it's based off on the owner to decide if you getting a bonus or not. No formal discussion or communication on
the business is dong well and everyone is getting their profit sharing, bonus, etc. How do you shift these programs to objective versus subjective? I presented an organizational analysis based on
current process and recommendations however, I haven't heard back from management where we want to focus on these topics. I get that things/changes doesn't happen over night but if there's no
clear directions where the company is going where is my role play into this?
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Re: How to support an organization with no goals/direction?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:55 AM
Anonymous

_
OP, I hear your pain. Same situation here. I am here 2 years now and still struggle sometimes. I have learned how to work with the Executive team as I have gone.
Last year I required my shop personnel to come up with goals. I saw that many of them seemed disengaged. We learned they want to learn other machines and up their skills but have been stuck at
one machine day after day. It opened the President's eyes and this past performance review we required goals from every employee. It's all good, but the President has not shared his vision with
departments so they really don't know if their goals align with the Company goals. I am pushing back on the President to write it out and meet with each Manager and from there it will be a trickle
down effect. We are 2 months in and he still has not done this so I have to keep pestering.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 09:42
From: Mary Dillman
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Subject: How to support an organization with no goals/direction?
I'll add to poster #4's comments about working with the department heads - you may have an opportunity to "influence upward". Collaborate with the department heads to increase communications
and feedback they give to their staffs and share across departments. Are there opportunities for cross-department business process improvements to increase efficiency, innovation and agility in
responding to market/customer changes? Sharing feedback and successes (even on a small scale) from the "ground up" to the owner and CFO may spur some changes from top leadership.
Rebecca makes a great point - you don't know why the owner keeps everything "close to the chest", but ultimately, the company's bottom line will drive how he manages the business and decides
how to reward (or not) his employees. The owner may not be ready for relinquishing his total control over this, but you could provide him with some performance evaluation and reward
frameworks/considerations. There are several articles on companies re-inventing their performance management process and methods of reviews; this one on Deloitte may give you some ideas for
drafting a framework for the owner. Since you mention that there are no formally communicated goals and it appears he evaluates performance subjectively, the "future-focused" questions may
resonate with him:
SmartHR - Deloitte Performance Management Systemâ€‹
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 09:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to support an organization with no goals/direction?
_
â€‹
Need some suggestions here. I've been with the company for half of year and there's no goals for the organization or for my department (came onboard last year, thinking the company will have
2018 goals). I set up my own department goals and what I'd like to accomplish and try to link my goals to support the organization but if top management doesn't set the direction where do I go from
there? Things that I'd like to suggest to top management is our performance appraisal/profit sharing and management bonus program. Our current performance appraisal, profit sharing, and
management bonus are subjective. You don't know what you're being measured on and it's based off on the owner to decide if you getting a bonus or not. No formal discussion or communication on
the business is dong well and everyone is getting their profit sharing, bonus, etc. How do you shift these programs to objective versus subjective? I presented an organizational analysis based on
current process and recommendations however, I haven't heard back from management where we want to focus on these topics. I get that things/changes doesn't happen over night but if there's no
clear directions where the company is going where is my role play into this?
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previous next
Re: Fire/EMS Alternate Work Schedule
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 4:36 PM
Christopher Harris
I used to work for a metro type EMS service that covered the entire county. We worked 12 hour shifts with a long week (Mon, Tue, Fri, Sat, Sun) and a short week (Wed/Thur). It was nice as we
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had four hours of overtime each pay period - a down side for the organization, but in many cases they were paying more in OT on the old 24 hour schedule and every other weekend was a three day
weekend off. Granted if you were busy on the weekend you worked, you could be really tired come late Sunday, but then had two days off. The crews also enjoyed they could take two weeks
vacation and only use a week to cover the time off. We also had what we referred to as power units, which worked 8, 10, or 12 hour staggered shifts, such as a 10 am to 10 pm or noon to midnight.
These helped cover busier responses times, but also helped get the crews that were getting off at 0700 or 1900 at a more regular time. The staff didn't generally like the power shifts as well so new
people often would get assigned to that unit and was able to request a transfer later when a shift opened.
There are a number of schedules you can look at, I would reach out to other EMS agencies in your area or if you have a state EMS organization they might be able to send out an e-mail blast
requesting information. Here is Kansas we have a list serve, managed by the Kansas Board of EMS. They send out e-mails to all those who subscribe and then people could respond back to you.
Good luck - it's hard to make those medics happy.
-----------------------------Christopher Harris SHRM-SCP
HR Manager
CDH Services LLC
El Dorado
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 06:25
From: Adam Willemssen
Subject: Fire/EMS Alternate Work Schedule
Hello all,
I am assisting on a proposal for alternative work schedules for a major metropolitan fire department. The line personnel of this department work a 24-on, 24-off, 24-on, 24-off, 24on, 96-off schedule. As you could imagine, this type of schedule can make life difficult. We are specifically looking at creating an alternate work schedule that would be more
childcare and education friendly. Would anyone be willing to share any thoughts/policy documents on successful alternate work schedule programs specific to fire/EMS
scheduling?
V/R
Thanks,
//SIGNED//
ADAM J. WILLEMSSEN, MA, aPHR, FF/NRP
301.275.6717
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Re: Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
Reply to Group
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Feb 14, 2018 12:16 PM
Anonymous
_
FMLA
OSHA Recordkeeping
Overall
If the temp isn't performing the job, you should be able to send him back to get someone who will be worth your co-employment troubles.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
_
OP HereThanks for all your thoughtful responses, I have wondered about some of these issues myself in regards to the co-employment relationship for FMLA, etc. This person in particular is not someone we
want to keep, he's not quite the right person for the job. To be honest, I don't understand why it's still taking this long for us to figure out the exact business needs, but wanted to be sure that I bring up
any potential issues around this continued temp status to our executive team. Plus the amount we've spent on the bill rate alone is enough to motivate me to move him along.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 18:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
_
We have a temporary employee through an agency who been with us for at least 9 months, and has consistently worked 40 hours per week. The position he's filling has yet to really be figured out so
for now he's filling a gap while we figure out strategy around this department/role.
To me it seems that this employee has now entered a status that is far past temporary and I'm wanting to make sure there is nothing we are missing. Or, if I'm completely off base and there's nothing
to worry about, knowing that would be helpful too!
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Re: Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous

_
Correct document for the Overall link (the one I originally provided is outdated).
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 12:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
_
FMLA
OSHA Recordkeeping
Overall
If the temp isn't performing the job, you should be able to send him back to get someone who will be worth your co-employment troubles.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
_
OP HereThanks for all your thoughtful responses, I have wondered about some of these issues myself in regards to the co-employment relationship for FMLA, etc. This person in particular is not someone we
want to keep, he's not quite the right person for the job. To be honest, I don't understand why it's still taking this long for us to figure out the exact business needs, but wanted to be sure that I bring up
any potential issues around this continued temp status to our executive team. Plus the amount we've spent on the bill rate alone is enough to motivate me to move him along.
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 18:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
_
We have a temporary employee through an agency who been with us for at least 9 months, and has consistently worked 40 hours per week. The position he's filling has yet to really be figured out so
for now he's filling a gap while we figure out strategy around this department/role.
To me it seems that this employee has now entered a status that is far past temporary and I'm wanting to make sure there is nothing we are missing. Or, if I'm completely off base and there's nothing
to worry about, knowing that would be helpful too!

top
305.

previous next
Re: Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 2:33 PM
Dianna Schell
I worked for a staffing firm for quite a while and it was up to us as the employer to handle the legal issues such as sick leave, benefits, etc. My company more than complied with the law - they
actually had some great incentives for long term temps. Honestly, we preferred to keep them working as temps instead of converting them, so perhaps a win-win-win for you, the staffing company
and the temp.
-----------------------------Dianna [S.]
Ambler PA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
_
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Thanks for all your thoughtful responses, I have wondered about some of these issues myself in regards to the co-employment relationship for FMLA, etc. This person in particular is not someone we
want to keep, he's not quite the right person for the job. To be honest, I don't understand why it's still taking this long for us to figure out the exact business needs, but wanted to be sure that I bring up
any potential issues around this continued temp status to our executive team. Plus the amount we've spent on the bill rate alone is enough to motivate me to move him along.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 18:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Temp Employee Has Worked Nearly 1 Year for 40 Hours/Week
_
We have a temporary employee through an agency who been with us for at least 9 months, and has consistently worked 40 hours per week. The position he's filling has yet to really be figured out so
for now he's filling a gap while we figure out strategy around this department/role.
To me it seems that this employee has now entered a status that is far past temporary and I'm wanting to make sure there is nothing we are missing. Or, if I'm completely off base and there's nothing
to worry about, knowing that would be helpful too!

top
306.

previous next
Re: Recruiting Blue Collar Workers Near Seattle - HELP
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:25 PM
Anonymous

_
Can this role be flexible hours or part-time? You may find local college students who want to earn extra money if you can work around their schedule. Or use a staffing agency with temp-to-perm
setup so that they are doing the leg-work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 18:22
From: Rebecca Ruiz
Subject: Recruiting Blue Collar Workers Near Seattle - HELP
â€‹
Hello,
Looking for some feedback on recruiting blue collar workers. We have a warehouse facility a few miles outside of Seattle and the majority of the positions we hire for our pallet repairman. It is a role
that is very physical and requires a lot of hard work; lifting up to 70 lbs., working with various hand/power tools, in a dusty not so pleasant work environment. We pay them piece rate so the
faster/harder they work, the more money in their pocket. The ones who can work the role can make on average anywhere between $16-$21/hour which is competitive pay considering our location.
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WE CAN'T KEEP PEOPLE. It is so frustrating. They just don't care. We've increased the rate per pallet, added monthly incentives, give out Friday snacks, purchased lockers, TV is coming, changed
their pay frequency to weekly from bi-weekly, referral bonuses, hired a trainer specific to their position to help achieve greater success at role. We are a second chance employer so we hire people
with criminal records. The manager is respectful, not intimating or micro-managing his team, very approachable and treats them with respect.
I surveyed them and what I'm finding is a lot have financial, legal, behavioral, drug/alcohol, personal issues so I don't necessarily think it's us, but maybe their environment outside of work. We have
more criminals working in this facility than non-criminals basically because this isn't a job that people who are pursing an education want to take on. But the pay is not bad considering.
Any others who are struggling with blue collar employees caring about their job? I'm open to any and all suggestions. Thanks.
-----------------------------Rebecca Ruiz
Regional HR Director
Updike Distribution Logistics
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
307.

previous next
Re: Recruiting Blue Collar Workers Near Seattle - HELP
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:35 PM
Anonymous

_
Do you have trouble staying fully staffed?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 18:22
From: Rebecca Ruiz
Subject: Recruiting Blue Collar Workers Near Seattle - HELP
â€‹
Hello,
Looking for some feedback on recruiting blue collar workers. We have a warehouse facility a few miles outside of Seattle and the majority of the positions we hire for our pallet repairman. It is a role
that is very physical and requires a lot of hard work; lifting up to 70 lbs., working with various hand/power tools, in a dusty not so pleasant work environment. We pay them piece rate so the
faster/harder they work, the more money in their pocket. The ones who can work the role can make on average anywhere between $16-$21/hour which is competitive pay considering our location.
WE CAN'T KEEP PEOPLE. It is so frustrating. They just don't care. We've increased the rate per pallet, added monthly incentives, give out Friday snacks, purchased lockers, TV is coming, changed
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their pay frequency to weekly from bi-weekly, referral bonuses, hired a trainer specific to their position to help achieve greater success at role. We are a second chance employer so we hire people
with criminal records. The manager is respectful, not intimating or micro-managing his team, very approachable and treats them with respect.
I surveyed them and what I'm finding is a lot have financial, legal, behavioral, drug/alcohol, personal issues so I don't necessarily think it's us, but maybe their environment outside of work. We have
more criminals working in this facility than non-criminals basically because this isn't a job that people who are pursing an education want to take on. But the pay is not bad considering.
Any others who are struggling with blue collar employees caring about their job? I'm open to any and all suggestions. Thanks.
-----------------------------Rebecca Ruiz
Regional HR Director
Updike Distribution Logistics
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
308.

previous next
Re: Recruiting Blue Collar Workers Near Seattle - HELP
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:47 PM
Jasmin Navarro
Hi, have you done any surveys as to how the employees feel about the work and environment? If they quit have you done an exit interview? Hearing what the employees have to say about the job
might be your solutions instead of guessing what else you can offer/provide to them.
-----------------------------Jasmin Navarro
Rialto
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 18:22
From: Rebecca Ruiz
Subject: Recruiting Blue Collar Workers Near Seattle - HELP
â€‹
Hello,
Looking for some feedback on recruiting blue collar workers. We have a warehouse facility a few miles outside of Seattle and the majority of the positions we hire for our pallet repairman. It is a role
that is very physical and requires a lot of hard work; lifting up to 70 lbs., working with various hand/power tools, in a dusty not so pleasant work environment. We pay them piece rate so the
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faster/harder they work, the more money in their pocket. The ones who can work the role can make on average anywhere between $16-$21/hour which is competitive pay considering our location.
WE CAN'T KEEP PEOPLE. It is so frustrating. They just don't care. We've increased the rate per pallet, added monthly incentives, give out Friday snacks, purchased lockers, TV is coming, changed
their pay frequency to weekly from bi-weekly, referral bonuses, hired a trainer specific to their position to help achieve greater success at role. We are a second chance employer so we hire people
with criminal records. The manager is respectful, not intimating or micro-managing his team, very approachable and treats them with respect.
I surveyed them and what I'm finding is a lot have financial, legal, behavioral, drug/alcohol, personal issues so I don't necessarily think it's us, but maybe their environment outside of work. We have
more criminals working in this facility than non-criminals basically because this isn't a job that people who are pursing an education want to take on. But the pay is not bad considering.
Any others who are struggling with blue collar employees caring about their job? I'm open to any and all suggestions. Thanks.
-----------------------------Rebecca Ruiz
Regional HR Director
Updike Distribution Logistics
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top

previous next

309.

Re: Recruiting Blue Collar Workers Near Seattle - HELP
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:54 PM
Anonymous

_

The ones who can work the role can make on average anywhere between $16-$21/hour
Rebecca Ruiz, 02-13-2018 18:22

I have a question for you. What is the lowest rate you pay. You have stated the best make $16. That is in a city where minimum wage is for big employers 15.45. That means if I work at McDonald
I get 15.45. That job doesn't include back breaking work as you described. You should look at the pay. Paying piece rate should be outlawed in my opinion but that is a different discussion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-13-2018 18:22
From: Rebecca Ruiz
Subject: Recruiting Blue Collar Workers Near Seattle - HELP
â€‹
Hello,
Looking for some feedback on recruiting blue collar workers. We have a warehouse facility a few miles outside of Seattle and the majority of the positions we hire for our pallet repairman. It is a role
that is very physical and requires a lot of hard work; lifting up to 70 lbs., working with various hand/power tools, in a dusty not so pleasant work environment. We pay them piece rate so the
faster/harder they work, the more money in their pocket. The ones who can work the role can make on average anywhere between $16-$21/hour which is competitive pay considering our location.
WE CAN'T KEEP PEOPLE. It is so frustrating. They just don't care. We've increased the rate per pallet, added monthly incentives, give out Friday snacks, purchased lockers, TV is coming, changed
their pay frequency to weekly from bi-weekly, referral bonuses, hired a trainer specific to their position to help achieve greater success at role. We are a second chance employer so we hire people
with criminal records. The manager is respectful, not intimating or micro-managing his team, very approachable and treats them with respect.
I surveyed them and what I'm finding is a lot have financial, legal, behavioral, drug/alcohol, personal issues so I don't necessarily think it's us, but maybe their environment outside of work. We have
more criminals working in this facility than non-criminals basically because this isn't a job that people who are pursing an education want to take on. But the pay is not bad considering.
Any others who are struggling with blue collar employees caring about their job? I'm open to any and all suggestions. Thanks.
-----------------------------Rebecca Ruiz
Regional HR Director
Updike Distribution Logistics
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------

top
310.

previous next
Re: Employee written up for absences in November, now FMLA paperwork says days missed with FMLA related
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Don't tear them up, I would attach documentation to it showing the Dr stated it was FMLA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 18:10
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Employee written up for absences in November, now FMLA paperwork says days missed with FMLA related
_
Either that or update them to reflect the fact that the absences were FMLA protected.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 17:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee written up for absences in November, now FMLA paperwork says days missed with FMLA related
_
An employee was placed on a final counseling for absences incurred on 1/11/18 and 1/12/18. The final was after a written warning was issued for prior absences on in Nov and December 2017.
Employee was on FMLA at the to,e but certification received in Sept 2017 did not provide protection for these dates.
Employee has now supplied new fmla paperwork on 2/12 where the doctor has specifically said those absences that previously resulted in the write- ups were FMLA related, going back to October
2017.
Do we need to tear up the write ups?

top
311.

previous next
Re: Employee written up for absences in November, now FMLA paperwork says days missed with FMLA related
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 4:45 PM
Nicole Huerta
If the certification was not submitted timely you could reject those dates as fmla. But if you decide to accept them then rescind the Corrective. When we rescind a Corrective we wrote on it in red ink
"Rescinded on xx/xx/xx"
-----------------------------Nicole Huerta
HRM
Tucson AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-13-2018 17:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee written up for absences in November, now FMLA paperwork says days missed with FMLA related
_
An employee was placed on a final counseling for absences incurred on 1/11/18 and 1/12/18. The final was after a written warning was issued for prior absences on in Nov and December 2017.
Employee was on FMLA at the to,e but certification received in Sept 2017 did not provide protection for these dates.
Employee has now supplied new fmla paperwork on 2/12 where the doctor has specifically said those absences that previously resulted in the write- ups were FMLA related, going back to October
2017.
Do we need to tear up the write ups?

top
312.

previous next
Re: Holidays Required?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 4:06 PM
Michele Francis
Public sector employees are required holidays....some even list the specific ones and others only the numbers per year. I'm assuming you're a private company, so I wouldn't think any state would be
able to mandate them.
-----------------------------Michele Francis
Director of Human Resources
Greenville Arena District
Greenville SC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 17:27
From: Timothy Hallett
Subject: Holidays Required?
â€‹
Ok, Gang. This might seem simple but I need to ask.
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Are we obligated to offer holidays during the year? We offer 10 paid holidays now but if we were to suddenly decide that we did not want to could we do away with all 10?
Besides the uproar and loss of morale are there any laws that say we have to?

-----------------------------hrnonyous
HR Manager
Houston TX
------------------------------

top
313.

previous next
Re: FMLA Ending- Next Steps?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:32 PM
Anonymous

_
Here are the steps I would recommend following:
1. Send a letter to the employee advising that their 12 week FMLA entitlement will be ending. In the letter you want to confirm the date they went out on FMLA and the date their FMLA entitlement
ends. The letter should request the employee provide an update on their return to work status from their health care provider. The health care provider should indicate whether or not the employee
could reasonably perform the duties of his/her position either with or without reasonable accommodations. Provide a copy of the employee's job description if you have one available or describe the
type of work the employee does. Request a timeframe for the documentation to be submitted.
2. If the employee submits an update from their health care provider, review it and make an assessment based on the information provided. If the employee cannot return to work, or if they cannot
return to work performing the essential functions within a reasonable time period, then you can choose to terminate employment and provide the employee with Long Term Disability information. If
the employee does not submit information, then advise the employee will you make any employment decisions based on available information.
Under the EEOC's guidance, employers may not have a blanket practice of terminating every employee as soon as they exhaust their 12 weeks of FMLA. Employers have to engage in an interactive
process and allow leeway, so for example, if the employee's leave entitlement ends on March 1st, and they are able to return to work on March 22nd, you should not terminate employment and allow
the employee to return to work on March 22nd. You are opening yourself up to risk here; employers may have a strong argument however if they can post, interview, and hire a replacement prior to
March 22nd so you need to look at the position and estimated time to fill. The employee would have a strong argument if they are terminated on March 1st and their position didn't get filled until
April or May.
I've worked for companies who will allow an additional 30 days after leave entitlement ends before they will take any action to terminate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 17:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Ending- Next Steps?
_
We have an employee that has been on FMLA and has just about exhausted the max amount of leave. He has also used all his PTO. He sustained a back injury that will prevent him from coming
back to the same position doing the same work(modifications are just not possible for this position). What do my next steps need to be. Do I need to get the process of LTD started or is that
something that will need to be initiated by the employee? I am very unfamiliar with this process and it is my first time dealing with FMLA in this capacity. Any help would be appreciated.

top
314.

previous next
Re: Employee resigns and has non-refundable future business flight.
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:02 PM
Anonymous

_
It would be wrong of any employer to deduct the cost of a BUSINESS trip from an employee who has resigned, or expect them to reimburse the company. As many others have stated, it's the cost of
doing business.
HRinVA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 18:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee resigns and has non-refundable future business flight.
_
Cost of doing business
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 17:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee resigns and has non-refundable future business flight.
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_
The flight is for two weeks from now and in the employee's name but was paid for by employer and we're unable to modify to a different individual. So...he basically has a free flight to use in the
future and his last day with the company is this week. What's the best way to handle?

top

previous next

315.

Re: Employee resigns and has non-refundable future business flight.
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:03 PM
Anonymous

_

It would be wrong of any employer to deduct the cost of a BUSINESS trip from an employee who has resigned, or expect them to reimburse the company. As many others have stated, it's the
cost of doing business.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 14:01

Agree
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 14:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee resigns and has non-refundable future business flight.
_
It would be wrong of any employer to deduct the cost of a BUSINESS trip from an employee who has resigned, or expect them to reimburse the company. As many others have stated, it's the cost of
doing business.
HRinVA
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 18:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee resigns and has non-refundable future business flight.
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_
Cost of doing business
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 17:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee resigns and has non-refundable future business flight.
_
The flight is for two weeks from now and in the employee's name but was paid for by employer and we're unable to modify to a different individual. So...he basically has a free flight to use in the
future and his last day with the company is this week. What's the best way to handle?

top

previous next

316.

Re: Employee resigns and has non-refundable future business flight.
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 2:15 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Did you even try?!
I've always been able to at least modify the name of the person traveling (if not get a refund).
I'd try again, ask for someone else.
The flight is for two weeks from now and in the employee's name but was paid for by employer and we're unable to modify to a different individual. So...he basically has a free flight to
use in the future and his last day with the company is this week. What's the best way to handle?
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 17:02

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 17:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee resigns and has non-refundable future business flight.
_
The flight is for two weeks from now and in the employee's name but was paid for by employer and we're unable to modify to a different individual. So...he basically has a free flight to use in the
future and his last day with the company is this week. What's the best way to handle?

top
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previous next
Re: Why wont they quit?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
In my younger years, we called such employees the ones that "came with the lease." Why would they retire? They've got it all. On top of that, you've got a CEO who openly admits he is not a good
manager. Of course, the employee won't write up processes. They hold the company in a sort of choke hold. You can't fire me. If you do, look at all the information you would lose. I sometimes
wonder if this is where the concept of the buy out came round.
The one time I went through this, we "excessed" one of the employees. Their position was permanently dissolved and duties reassigned. We ripped the bandage off and cleaned at its deepest level.
At first, it was hard. However, as we went along the days, the institutional knowledge became less and less important as establishing new processes. We had trial and errors until we found our
footing. When found it, it was great and we were happy with what we created. The balance of employees saw the writing on the wall. They either hunkered down or left.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Why wont they quit?
_
I've worked at my company for almost a year now, and I see the culture pretty clearly. There are a group of employees who have worked here for decades that are coming up on retirement in the next
5-10 years and are just riding it out. The problem is they hate everything. First theres a lack of training, then they are too busy to complete a training course. There isnt enough communication. Then
they dont attend the monthly update meetings. These are managers of people, and they are like cancer to our culture and to their teams. Its a mess and I dont know where to start. If anyone has
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BTDT, please let me know what worked!

top
318.

previous next
Re: Average Tenure at your Company
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:11 PM
Melanie Veal
Average tenure here of 46 employees curently is 8.6 with a company that will be celebrating 80 yrs in November. The low number is due in part to retirements we have had in the last 5 years of
employees with 20 -23 years of service. As a result we now have 22 employees with less than 5 years of service. That tenure average will likey decrease as we have more employees set to retire in the
next five years who have 20 - 25 years of service.
-----------------------------Melanie Veal
Human Resources Director
Hamilton OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Average Tenure at your Company
_
45 employees at a 35 year old company. Average tenure is 15 years with range from 1 week - 25 years. My company is an example that long average tenure isn't always a good thing. People are
complacent, "thats the way we've always done it!" But "he's been here for 10 years! we can't do that!" I have no time for that mentality and the organization needs to clean house from some (not all!
some of our longest tenure employees are the best!) long term employees.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 15:58
From: Brook Siar
Subject: Average Tenure at your Company
So another post got me thinking about length of employment and then average that by total number of employees. We have an average tenure at our company of 9.5 years plant wide with a range of
7-16 years by department throughout. When I think of all the knowledge that is needed to make what we make, we NEED folks to stay on as training is very on the job and knowledge based at our
facility.
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What about your company? Want to share? What does tenure mean to you?â€‹
-----------------------------Brook Siar
Human Resource Manager
Franklin Bronze Precision Components LLC
Franklin PA
------------------------------

top
319.

previous next
Re: Onboarding
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:30 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi Sarina! Paylocity Onboarding is AWESOME - I implemented in 2014 and it has saved me so much time. Meet with your rep or implementation team and they should walk you step-by-step on
configuration.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 15:53
From: Sarina Perera
Subject: Onboarding
Hi! I just started with a new company and they would like to start their onboarding online with Paylocity (they would like to go completely paperless-including personnel/confidential files). Has
anyone done this? Pros? Cons? Recommendations?
-----------------------------Sarina Perera
HR Generalist
------------------------------
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top
320.

previous next
Re: Outsourcing Payroll - Columbus, Ohio
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:25 PM
Anonymous

_
We've used Paycor for years now, and we've been happy with them. They are based in Cincinnati.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 15:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Outsourcing Payroll - Columbus, Ohio
_
Hello, my company of 70 EEs currently uses a local accounting firm for payroll services and we are unhappy with them. We do not want to bring payroll in-house, so are on the hunt for a new
provider. Any recommendations? So far I will be reaching out to ADP and Paychex.

top
321.

previous next
Re: Outsourcing Payroll - Columbus, Ohio
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:08 PM
Brianna Hagerty
Hello,
My company C&A Benefits Group and Business Services offers payroll services. We are located in Dublin, OH which may be a great local solution for you. We have a myriad of
services you may be interested in. I've included our website below.
www.cabenefitsgrp.com
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If you would like to speak further about our services please give us a call at 614-389-5755.
Thanks!

-----------------------------Brianna Hagerty
HR Consultant
C&A Benefits Group and Business Services
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 15:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Outsourcing Payroll - Columbus, Ohio
_
Hello, my company of 70 EEs currently uses a local accounting firm for payroll services and we are unhappy with them. We do not want to bring payroll in-house, so are on the hunt for a new
provider. Any recommendations? So far I will be reaching out to ADP and Paychex.
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previous next
Re: Outsourcing Payroll - Columbus, Ohio
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 1:11 PM
Tiffany Bell
I am the HR Director for a payroll company based out of Covington, LA. We have a Sales Manager and reps in Ohio - you're welcome to reach out to me directly if you'd like them to contact you for
a demo. http://netchexonline.com/
tbell@netchexonline.com
-----------------------------Tiffany Bell
Human Resources Director
Netchex
Covington LA
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 15:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Outsourcing Payroll - Columbus, Ohio
_
Hello, my company of 70 EEs currently uses a local accounting firm for payroll services and we are unhappy with them. We do not want to bring payroll in-house, so are on the hunt for a new
provider. Any recommendations? So far I will be reaching out to ADP and Paychex.

top
323.

previous next
Re: resignation and now asking for job back
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:42 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with those who state the simple issue is that you tell the employee that the resignation was accepted and the issue closed. If the former employee pushes back, repeat the same statement.
For my part I would not want an employee back who:
Employee immediately begins speaking badly about one site to another site.
Employee begins to pit peers against each other.
Then threaten with constructive discharge:
Employee emails back saying that it was a forced resignation and claims went to the labor board. for what?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: resignation and now asking for job back
_
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Hi everyone, need some help! Some background - We have different sites for our company (child-care), new employee is hired as a part-time floater to help cover. Employee immediately begins
speaking badly about one site to another site. We immediately have a discussion that although we have different sites, we are all one company and we work as a team, different criteria for different
sites. ok calmness for a minute. employee begins to pit peers against each other. another conversation but we begin the process to document. employee then texts resignation to supervisor. ugh. i
email a confirmation of resignation and ask to confirm termination pay and such. employee emails back saying that it was a forced resignation and claims went to the labor board. for what? i don't
know what the official complaint was. we get a visit from the licensing board the next day, coincidence (?) we pass flying colors. now this former employee has been texting employee and supervisor
that they want back in. i emailed and confirmed that the resignation was accepted and at this time is not eligible for rehire. I get an email this morning,
"So you're saying if you quit your job you can't get rehired?" I'm at loss at how to respond!!
Thanks in advance :)

top
324.

previous next
Re: resignation and now asking for job back
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:13 PM
Anonymous

_
"So you're saying if you quit your job you can't get rehired?" I'm at loss at how to respond!!
You say "No, I'm saying YOU can't get rehired".
Seriously though, you don't respond. You've done your job.
HRinVA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: resignation and now asking for job back
_
I agree with those who state the simple issue is that you tell the employee that the resignation was accepted and the issue closed. If the former employee pushes back, repeat the same statement.
For my part I would not want an employee back who:
Employee immediately begins speaking badly about one site to another site.
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Employee begins to pit peers against each other.
Then threaten with constructive discharge:
Employee emails back saying that it was a forced resignation and claims went to the labor board. for what?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: resignation and now asking for job back
_
Hi everyone, need some help! Some background - We have different sites for our company (child-care), new employee is hired as a part-time floater to help cover. Employee immediately begins
speaking badly about one site to another site. We immediately have a discussion that although we have different sites, we are all one company and we work as a team, different criteria for different
sites. ok calmness for a minute. employee begins to pit peers against each other. another conversation but we begin the process to document. employee then texts resignation to supervisor. ugh. i
email a confirmation of resignation and ask to confirm termination pay and such. employee emails back saying that it was a forced resignation and claims went to the labor board. for what? i don't
know what the official complaint was. we get a visit from the licensing board the next day, coincidence (?) we pass flying colors. now this former employee has been texting employee and supervisor
that they want back in. i emailed and confirmed that the resignation was accepted and at this time is not eligible for rehire. I get an email this morning,
"So you're saying if you quit your job you can't get rehired?" I'm at loss at how to respond!!
Thanks in advance :)

top
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previous next
Re: Post Job Opening - Digital Communications Director
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 12:51 PM
Sean Williams
Hi - give us a shout if you would like to talk. That's what we do, and we've hired several in the past few months. Referrals are the best source, but Indeed and LinkedIn can be helpful, as can your
local PRSA/IABC/Ad Association/Women in Digital chapters. You can also check in with the appropriate departments of local universities for possible fit.
Good luck!
S.
-----------------------------Sean Williams
Vice President and Practice Lead, Education & Internal Communications
True Digital Communications
Bedford Heights OH
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Post Job Opening - Digital Communications Director
_
I am creating a position for a digital communication director. Where would be the best place to post this type of position? I will post to LinkedIn but are there industry sites that I should use?

top
326.

previous next
Re: Demotion of a Director
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:56 PM
Anonymous

_
Demotion: How should we handle employee demotions?
www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/hr-qa/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Demotion of a Director
_
Hello, I am looking for a little advice on best practice for demoting a director level employee. In the past year and a half this employee's performance has slipped (addressed by the department head
via coaching and discussion -- no PIP yet). At this point the department head feels this employee is no longer doing director-level despite coaching work and wants to demote this person to a nonmanagerial role and bring in a new director. This discussion will be difficult and humiliating no matter how diplomatically this is presented, but any advice or suggestions on how to best explain this
to the employee to ensure as much of positive outcome as possible would be much appreciated.
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top
327.

previous next
Re: Demotion of a Director
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 2:19 PM
Ivette Dupuis
I am with SHRM, it can work and HOW you handle it often makes all the difference.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Demotion of a Director
_
Hello, I am looking for a little advice on best practice for demoting a director level employee. In the past year and a half this employee's performance has slipped (addressed by the department head
via coaching and discussion -- no PIP yet). At this point the department head feels this employee is no longer doing director-level despite coaching work and wants to demote this person to a nonmanagerial role and bring in a new director. This discussion will be difficult and humiliating no matter how diplomatically this is presented, but any advice or suggestions on how to best explain this
to the employee to ensure as much of positive outcome as possible would be much appreciated.

top
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previous next
Re: Demotion of a Director
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:19 PM
Anonymous

_
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Put the Director on a PIP. If he does not improve by the deadlines stated, then proceed to term. In the PIP meeting, however, I would ask if there is something going on that you may not be aware of
that would affect his performance. You indicated that he had gone downhill. Was he, at once, a great employee?
HRinVA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Demotion of a Director
_
Demotion: How should we handle employee demotions?
www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/hr-qa/...
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Demotion of a Director
_
Hello, I am looking for a little advice on best practice for demoting a director level employee. In the past year and a half this employee's performance has slipped (addressed by the department head
via coaching and discussion -- no PIP yet). At this point the department head feels this employee is no longer doing director-level despite coaching work and wants to demote this person to a nonmanagerial role and bring in a new director. This discussion will be difficult and humiliating no matter how diplomatically this is presented, but any advice or suggestions on how to best explain this
to the employee to ensure as much of positive outcome as possible would be much appreciated.

top
329.

previous next
Re: Maternity Leave in California
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:04 PM
Susan Rossie

Here is some good California info
www.dfeh.ca.gov/resources/frequently-asked-questions/...
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Reply to Sender

Susan
Carlsbad CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Maternity Leave in California
_
Hello,
Our only employee located in California will be requesting maternity leave. Our company has less than 50 employees however, so we don't fall under FMLA regulations.
What is she entitled to under California Law? I read about disability but that does not apply to time to bond with a newborn.

top
330.

previous next
Re: Maternity Leave in California
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 6:29 PM
Dan Cano
Someone else posted charts with the various leave laws that apply in CA. Here is the link:
community.shrm.org/viewdocument/...
The bottom of the first page of the CA leave laws shows a breakdown on how various CA and federal leave laws interact for pregnancy leaves. The second page of the pdf shows the various wage
replacement options that might be available.
Basically, PDL will cover her leave for the period the dr says she is disabled due to her pregnancy. She will need to apply for SDI to receive any wage replacement while on PDL. SDI transfers to
PFL once the disability period ends (even though it has the word leave in it, it is for wage replacement and is not a separate leave) .
She will not be eligible for baby bonding under FMLA or CFRA since you are not a covered employer. HOWEVER, you will need to determine if you are covered under the New Parent Leave Act.
The NPLA essentially extends the baby bonding protections of CFRA to small business (20-49 EEs within 75 miles). Here is a link to info regarding this new law:
www.littler.com/publication-press/publication/...
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If baby bonding time under the NPLA does not apply in this situation, then you are not required under law to provide any additional time off for baby bonding. You would follow your company
policies for any additional leave.
One last note on wage replacement. If she is located in SF, you need to follow the local ordinance there regarding the requirements for wage benefits. I don't believe any other city has a similar
ordinance.
-----------------------------Dan Cano
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Maternity Leave in California
_
Hello,
Our only employee located in California will be requesting maternity leave. Our company has less than 50 employees however, so we don't fall under FMLA regulations.
What is she entitled to under California Law? I read about disability but that does not apply to time to bond with a newborn.

top
331.

previous next
Re: Terminally Ill Employee
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:54 AM
Anonymous

_
My first company had a very, very strict leave policy. You got 12 weeks of FMLA and then could request an additional 6 weeks of extended leave no matter what the circumstance was. A simple
Google search will show this company has since lost many law suits over the strict nature of the leave policy. We had a woman who took the 12 weeks of FMLA and the 6 weeks of extended leave. I
asked for her to be granted just a few more days and corporate said no. The last mail she received the day she died was a letter saying she was going to be termed. I still feel guilty about this although
the decision was far above my head. The point is I learned things can't be black and white you have to have some compassion in HR. If this person needs an additional week or so of leave I'd grant it
under ADA. But if they are going to be off work indefinitely you can't hold their spot forever.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Terminally Ill Employee
_
Hi All,
We have a terminally ill employee that will not be able to return to work after FMLA leave. She is considering disability options at this point but I am curious if anyone has been in this situation
before and what compassionate options you might have provided? This employee was one of three employees that started the company almost 20 years ago so this situation is a little different than
most. Any advice is appreciated.
Thanks!

top
332.

previous next
Re: HR Audit checklist
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:49 AM
Anonymous

_
thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Audit checklist
_
â€‹
We use this.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:55
From: Anonymous
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Subject: HR Audit checklist
_
Does anyone have a good HR Audit checklist they recommend? I've found a few online but was wondering if anyone had a good one they've used. I'll be auditing the whole department from
personnel files to I9's. thanks in advance!

top
333.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:28 PM
Anonymous

_
The first. I believe in structure. Background, 25 years in the business, current position over 10 years.
Frankly, have I lost people over 10 years at my office because of what I believe in? Maybe one or two. Nothing I had any problem losing in the first place. This is not to say if there is a medical or
family issue we've not tried to work with people. But the understanding is that any adjustment is finite and temporary. We have a policy and we try to keep everything as even as we can.
These two examples would not be authorized.
--Hey, instead of working five 8 hour days a week, I want to work four 10 hour days a week. I'd like to have off Fridays and it won't effect affect production.
--I'd like to have half hour lunches from now on and leave at 4:30 instead of 5:00.
This would depend on the length of the school thing and the nature of the work. Especially for positions where duties are set in stone.
--On Wednesdays I need to take an extra hour at lunch for my kid's school thing every week. I can make it up on the next day.
I will go one step further. When I started at my current position, we had more of the second than the first. The office was complete mayhem. When I got my top veep involved, trying to understand
what was the structure was, because my "report to," was a laid-back "oh that's just the way we do things, he didn't know half of the things that were going on were happening. He removed the
administration from my "report to," veep and I started the process of cleaning up inconsistencies and imbalances. I still answered to my "report to"for many things, but my veep let him know that he
considered him the responsible party for allowing the office to get into the condition it was in. He could keep handling the financials but the admin would go through the three of us. We had no idea
who was coming or going. Why this person was working the hours they did. Why one employee was paid for all her maternity time and another was denied time. Why one employee had taken 40
days of time off and no one knew why. We had processes literally on hold until someone showed up from whatever absence. Once we even Steven'ed everything, like I said a few left. Nothing we
could not replace. However, I did not have people crying discrimination or favoritism. Anything that could potentially become a compliance issue went away.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top

previous next

334.

Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:30 PM
Anonymous

_

you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell them what kind of employee they need
to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 12:51

I am of the mind that you treat everyone as they come. You don't treat everyone the same way because people and their issues are different but you treat everyone fairly. I definitely don't believe in
"you do what ever you can to keep star performers". I believe #me too is the result of that. If you don't agree think of Travis Kalanick, Harvey Weinstein, Matt Lauer not to mention the newly
minted Rob Porter. These people â€‹
are all star performers but terrible human beings. If the cost of keeping the star performer is sexual abuse or neglecting national security standards, I will always
say I'll pass.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
335.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:31 PM
Anonymous

_
I'll start out with the fact that I am not a compliance based HR person. Never have been. Never will be.
I'll also say (and this is a generalization, which I usually hate) that in my experience HR folks fall into "compliance HR" or "non-compliance / flexible HR." Both types can be successful or fail given
the right set of circumstances. But, I'll also say (again my experience - so don't throw daggers at me) that compliance HR folks tend to land in compliance, tactical, day-to-day, rules focused HR.
They do well in production based, manufacturing and safety sensitive cultures as an example. Flexible HR tends to be a little more strategic (but not always) and will thrive in start ups, creative
environments, changing industries and talent focused orgs.
Yes I am generalizing.
I'll also say, that I don't tend to hire compliance-focused HR folks. Too rigid. Too focused on right and wrong and black and white. And there are big chunks of HR that live in the gray. One of my
best friends and former co-workers fell into this bucket. We were peers and did the same HRBP job, supporting different areas of the business. And she could not get a seat at the table. She was so
focused on red-lining performance reviews and being the policy police that she hurt her credibility in the big picture, long-term talent discussions. She couldn't gain traction with the leaders she
supported because she was focused on holding people to the rules. And the managers she supported were reluctant to call her because they didn't want a lecture.
Here's the truth - The reality is that we all need to be able to operate both ways. I've learned to be more compliance focused around things like FMLA. Because the law is complex and interacts with
other laws and has downstream implications. But I'll also support a manager in doing what it takes to retain a high performer. And I have no issue with adjusting a schedule for a high performer page 295 of 347
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they've earned it. Good talent with potential is hard to find. Do what you need to to attract and retain great talent.
My advice - for all of us - don't use fear to drive business decisions. Anyone can sue for anything. There is no way to eliminate all risk. And if you approach HR from a "we can't do that because we
someone might complain," you'll struggle. Instead of saying "we can't," figure out a way to say "we can." or "we can't, but here are a couple of other options to consider." Come from a place of
"yes" instead of "no." And embrace that life isn't binary. Decisions are rarely 100% right or 100% wrong. Don't manage by policy. Manage through leadership. That's how you build a great HR
function.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top

previous next

336.

Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:33 PM
Anonymous

_

PS. My bad is my way of saying, "I apologize."
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Anonymous, 02-13-2018 15:11

You can say it in the original latin "mea culpa!"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 15:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_

nd why? isn't open ended. Yes Why? is an open ended question. An open ended question is a question that elicits varied answers, provides more details not just one expected response. Its
meant to spark discussion. Your answer to Why maybe different than my answer to Why, even if we both choose A or B or C. We may have the same answer but for a different reason. This
sparks discussion.
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 15:08

Ok...you're right about that. My bad.
--Ray of Sunshine
PS. My bad is my way of saying, "I apologize."
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 15:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_

2) Not saying what they said was wrong, just implying that there are helpful ways to answer and unhelpful ways depending on the question, But you did say the poster missed the point
and you were not looking for answers. This was not helpful if you wanted to spark discussion. The poster was offering a viewpoint, it was not wrong, it was the poster's viewpoint
based on your examples.
3) Which type of person are you? This is an example of a closed question as you want us to select one or the other, A or B, though many answered option C. And why? isn't open
ended. Yes Why? is an open ended question. An open ended question is a question that elicits varied answers, provides more details not just one expected response. Its meant to
spark discussion. Your answer to Why maybe different than my answer to Why, even if we both choose A or B or C. We may have the same answer but for a different reason.
This sparks discussion.
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Anonymous, 02-13-2018 13:5

Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
1) Who said there was anything wrong with following rules?
2) Not saying what they said was wrong, just implying that there are helpful ways to answer and unhelpful ways depending on the question,
3) Which type of person are you? And why? isn't open ended.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
Funny, you seem pretty much a rule follower by have an expectation of the type of answer when telling the responder they missed the point on what was an open-ended question.

This would have been more inline with what I was asking.
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 13:48

Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_

We have guidelines but we always work around those guidelines to create a good resolution that benefits the company and the employee if we can. We think out of the box when we can, its
not always realistic. My current company is very rigid unfortunately--its not going to change, its my job to look at our rigidity and find a create solution that works.
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 13:44
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This would have been more inline with what I was asking.
--Ray of Sunshine
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_

You answering the post in this way is missing the point. I'm not looking for your answer to these questions at your company. I'm looking for your general view on these types of requests.
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 13:33

Nope, not missing your point at all. Our ability to be flexible with candidates and employees for example depends. I was simply providing examples based on your examples. We have guidelines
but we always work around those guidelines to create a good resolution that benefits the company and the employee if we can. We think out of the box when we can, its not always realistic. My
current company is very rigid unfortunately--its not going to change, its my job to look at our rigidity and find a create solution that works.
This would also depend on many factors; performance, tenure, job requirements (exempt/non too!)
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 13:33

Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
You answering the post in this way is missing the point. I'm not looking for your answer to these questions at your company. I'm looking for your general view on these types of requests.
--Ray of Sunshine
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
This would also depend on many factors; performance, tenure, job requirements (exempt/non too!) We want to accommodate schedules when we can, we strive for WLB but its not always realistic.
--Hey, instead of working five 8 hour days a week, I want to work four 10 hour days a week. I'd like to have off Fridays and it won't effect production. Currently most our positions do not
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allow for a 4 day week. We have some positions we allow to WFH one day a week but its based on the criteria above and we re-evaluate as needed. Most of our teams require
meetings and interaction that can be difficult over the phone/web. We have tried. Also, at this particular org, last minute"WFH" Fridays tend to be Phantom Fridays as its hard
to get a hold of employees who claim to be "WFH". (Yes managers are dealing with this.)
Some teams allow WFH on exception, for a day or two. General rule is you are in office unless pre-arranged or manager approved exception. I stay out of these personally.
--I'd like to have half hour lunches from now on and leave at 4:30 instead of 5:00. Receptionist and HR admin NO, though we would allow an exception if needed for a particular day
or quiet week.
Most of office is on core hours of 9-3 so start/stop times vary. Exceptions for those with early/late meetings--we are a global company so a 4 AM meeting from home is not unheard
of.
--On Wednesdays I need to take an extra hour at lunch for my kid's school thing every week. I can make it up on the next day. Nope, this would not work on a weekly basis even for our
exempts, we have core hours and meetings/planning/group work is scheduled during these hours. A one off exception, no issue.
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 13:01

Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 13:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
Yeah, sorry...I'm not talking about Compliance issues. I'm thinking more of things like:
--Hey, instead of working five 8 hour days a week, I want to work four 10 hour days a week. I'd like to have off Fridays and it won't effect production.
--I'd like to have half hour lunches from now on and leave at 4:30 instead of 5:00.
--On Wednesdays I need to take an extra hour at lunch for my kid's school thing every week. I can make it up on the next day.
That's the kind of thing I am talking about here.
--Ray of Sunshine
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_

I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
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Anonymous, 02-13-2018 12:51

It depends on the situation.
We are always compliant with the law.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top

previous next

337.

Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:34 PM
Anonymous

_

I definitely don't believe in "you do what ever you can to keep star performers". I believe #me too is the result of that. If you don't agree think of Travis Kalanick, Harvey Weinstein, Matt
Lauer not to mention the newly minted Rob Porter. These people â€‹
are all star performers but terrible human beings. If the cost of keeping the star performer is sexual abuse or neglecting
national security standards, I will always say I'll pass.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:29
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In my book, none of these people are star performers. They got results, but in an inappropriate way. True talent that you want to do anything to retain, doesn't create millions of dollars in liability for
the company. True talent gets results through leading in an effective, legal, performance focused way.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_

you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell them what kind of employee they need
to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 12:51

I am of the mind that you treat everyone as they come. You don't treat everyone the same way because people and their issues are different but you treat everyone fairly. I definitely don't believe in
"you do what ever you can to keep star performers". I believe #me too is the result of that. If you don't agree think of Travis Kalanick, Harvey Weinstein, Matt Lauer not to mention the newly
minted Rob Porter. These people â€‹
are all star performers but terrible human beings. If the cost of keeping the star performer is sexual abuse or neglecting national security standards, I will always
say I'll pass.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine
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top
338.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:41 PM
Anonymous

_
I go with number one. Basically, I rarely meet great talent anymore.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
339.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:42 PM
Anonymous
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_
MoonWillow is spot-on.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I'll start out with the fact that I am not a compliance based HR person. Never have been. Never will be.
I'll also say (and this is a generalization, which I usually hate) that in my experience HR folks fall into "compliance HR" or "non-compliance / flexible HR." Both types can be successful or fail given
the right set of circumstances. But, I'll also say (again my experience - so don't throw daggers at me) that compliance HR folks tend to land in compliance, tactical, day-to-day, rules focused HR.
They do well in production based, manufacturing and safety sensitive cultures as an example. Flexible HR tends to be a little more strategic (but not always) and will thrive in start ups, creative
environments, changing industries and talent focused orgs.
Yes I am generalizing.
I'll also say, that I don't tend to hire compliance-focused HR folks. Too rigid. Too focused on right and wrong and black and white. And there are big chunks of HR that live in the gray. One of my
best friends and former co-workers fell into this bucket. We were peers and did the same HRBP job, supporting different areas of the business. And she could not get a seat at the table. She was so
focused on red-lining performance reviews and being the policy police that she hurt her credibility in the big picture, long-term talent discussions. She couldn't gain traction with the leaders she
supported because she was focused on holding people to the rules. And the managers she supported were reluctant to call her because they didn't want a lecture.
Here's the truth - The reality is that we all need to be able to operate both ways. I've learned to be more compliance focused around things like FMLA. Because the law is complex and interacts with
other laws and has downstream implications. But I'll also support a manager in doing what it takes to retain a high performer. And I have no issue with adjusting a schedule for a high performer they've earned it. Good talent with potential is hard to find. Do what you need to to attract and retain great talent.
My advice - for all of us - don't use fear to drive business decisions. Anyone can sue for anything. There is no way to eliminate all risk. And if you approach HR from a "we can't do that because we
someone might complain," you'll struggle. Instead of saying "we can't," figure out a way to say "we can." or "we can't, but here are a couple of other options to consider." Come from a place of
"yes" instead of "no." And embrace that life isn't binary. Decisions are rarely 100% right or 100% wrong. Don't manage by policy. Manage through leadership. That's how you build a great HR
function.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
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On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
340.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:54 PM
Anonymous

_
That makes me sad that you would not hire me! I'm so rules based sometimes its an annoyance to myself, so I can only imagine others. Luckily, I have no problem bending the rules for others...just
not for myself. I'm a rule follower to a fault: Except when it comes to speed limits.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I'll start out with the fact that I am not a compliance based HR person. Never have been. Never will be.
I'll also say (and this is a generalization, which I usually hate) that in my experience HR folks fall into "compliance HR" or "non-compliance / flexible HR." Both types can be successful or fail given
the right set of circumstances. But, I'll also say (again my experience - so don't throw daggers at me) that compliance HR folks tend to land in compliance, tactical, day-to-day, rules focused HR.
They do well in production based, manufacturing and safety sensitive cultures as an example. Flexible HR tends to be a little more strategic (but not always) and will thrive in start ups, creative
environments, changing industries and talent focused orgs.
Yes I am generalizing.
I'll also say, that I don't tend to hire compliance-focused HR folks. Too rigid. Too focused on right and wrong and black and white. And there are big chunks of HR that live in the gray. One of my
best friends and former co-workers fell into this bucket. We were peers and did the same HRBP job, supporting different areas of the business. And she could not get a seat at the table. She was so
focused on red-lining performance reviews and being the policy police that she hurt her credibility in the big picture, long-term talent discussions. She couldn't gain traction with the leaders she
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supported because she was focused on holding people to the rules. And the managers she supported were reluctant to call her because they didn't want a lecture.
Here's the truth - The reality is that we all need to be able to operate both ways. I've learned to be more compliance focused around things like FMLA. Because the law is complex and interacts with
other laws and has downstream implications. But I'll also support a manager in doing what it takes to retain a high performer. And I have no issue with adjusting a schedule for a high performer they've earned it. Good talent with potential is hard to find. Do what you need to to attract and retain great talent.
My advice - for all of us - don't use fear to drive business decisions. Anyone can sue for anything. There is no way to eliminate all risk. And if you approach HR from a "we can't do that because we
someone might complain," you'll struggle. Instead of saying "we can't," figure out a way to say "we can." or "we can't, but here are a couple of other options to consider." Come from a place of
"yes" instead of "no." And embrace that life isn't binary. Decisions are rarely 100% right or 100% wrong. Don't manage by policy. Manage through leadership. That's how you build a great HR
function.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
341.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 4:54 PM
Anonymous

_
As jobs are increasingly automated and outsourced, the paper pushing, policy lecturing HR person will be in trouble. There is minimal value in a non-strategic approach to HR.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
342.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:10 PM
Anonymous

_
So Moon Willow, I always enjoy reading your posts but this one really struck home with me. Funny I have never really read it in such defined terms but I can now understand where my current
frustration lies.
My current employer, great people, really make me feel appreciated and drive me crazy!! I keep saying they are not strategic, are reactive not proactive. My former employer not so much on the
appreciation side, but very proactive , strategic and I find myself missing that.
Clearly when I look at myself I started my career very compliance driven, probably mostly from fear and lack of experience, and have moved toward being strategic, partnering, thinking outside the
box and that is where my passion is. For whatever reason your post really gave me a moment of clarity. Like HR companies can be compliance driven or strategic. I need to find a way to work
within the frame of the company and quit feeling like I am beating my head against a brick wall or failing.
Isn't it strange how sometimes something just clicks!! To all, please keep posting as you never know when something can assist a fellow member in this crazy world we call HR.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I'll start out with the fact that I am not a compliance based HR person. Never have been. Never will be.
I'll also say (and this is a generalization, which I usually hate) that in my experience HR folks fall into "compliance HR" or "non-compliance / flexible HR." Both types can be successful or fail given
the right set of circumstances. But, I'll also say (again my experience - so don't throw daggers at me) that compliance HR folks tend to land in compliance, tactical, day-to-day, rules focused HR.
They do well in production based, manufacturing and safety sensitive cultures as an example. Flexible HR tends to be a little more strategic (but not always) and will thrive in start ups, creative
environments, changing industries and talent focused orgs.
Yes I am generalizing.
I'll also say, that I don't tend to hire compliance-focused HR folks. Too rigid. Too focused on right and wrong and black and white. And there are big chunks of HR that live in the gray. One of my
best friends and former co-workers fell into this bucket. We were peers and did the same HRBP job, supporting different areas of the business. And she could not get a seat at the table. She was so
focused on red-lining performance reviews and being the policy police that she hurt her credibility in the big picture, long-term talent discussions. She couldn't gain traction with the leaders she
supported because she was focused on holding people to the rules. And the managers she supported were reluctant to call her because they didn't want a lecture.
Here's the truth - The reality is that we all need to be able to operate both ways. I've learned to be more compliance focused around things like FMLA. Because the law is complex and interacts with
other laws and has downstream implications. But I'll also support a manager in doing what it takes to retain a high performer. And I have no issue with adjusting a schedule for a high performer they've earned it. Good talent with potential is hard to find. Do what you need to to attract and retain great talent.
My advice - for all of us - don't use fear to drive business decisions. Anyone can sue for anything. There is no way to eliminate all risk. And if you approach HR from a "we can't do that because we
someone might complain," you'll struggle. Instead of saying "we can't," figure out a way to say "we can." or "we can't, but here are a couple of other options to consider." Come from a place of
"yes" instead of "no." And embrace that life isn't binary. Decisions are rarely 100% right or 100% wrong. Don't manage by policy. Manage through leadership. That's how you build a great HR
function.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
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I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
343.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 8:39 AM
Anonymous

_
Fair does not mean equal. We work with the employee and if others ask we explain, in a way that doesn't tell people the employee's personal information . You'd be amazed at what others are okay
with if you just explain the reasoning for the decision instead of saying "because we said so."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
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previous next

344.

Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:02 AM
Anonymous

_
OK but isn't the other side of this argument that you can be absolutely be a rule follower when you have the right policies in place? Isn't it more strategic to think *big picture* and just have
flexibility built into your policies? Why risk bending the rules, getting caught up in legal mumbo jumbo, just because your policies aren't aligned with your own vision for how they work?
If you aren't going to follow your handbook- change it. It clearly isn't working for you and if its acceptable for you to bend the rules for people, then how is it strategic or aligned with your overall
business strategy to have a dusty old copy of rules that you essentially don't follow when you feel like it?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
As jobs are increasingly automated and outsourced, the paper pushing, policy lecturing HR person will be in trouble. There is minimal value in a non-strategic approach to HR.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine
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top

previous next

345.

Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:09 AM
Anonymous

_

In my book, none of these people are star performers.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:34

Moon Willow This is poster #36.
â€‹
I agree with you which is why I say I'll pass. On the other hand I'll refer you to the "Stable genius" who said " he did a good job!" and all the news accounts that say he was just about the only one
who know how government works and about all others how profitable, inventive and what an asset they are to their organization.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_

I definitely don't believe in "you do what ever you can to keep star performers". I believe #me too is the result of that. If you don't agree think of Travis Kalanick, Harvey Weinstein, Matt
Lauer not to mention the newly minted Rob Porter. These people â€‹
are all star performers but terrible human beings. If the cost of keeping the star performer is sexual abuse or neglecting
national security standards, I will always say I'll pass.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:29

In my book, none of these people are star performers. They got results, but in an inappropriate way. True talent that you want to do anything to retain, doesn't create millions of dollars in liability for
the company. True talent gets results through leading in an effective, legal, performance focused way.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:29
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_

you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell them what kind of employee they need
to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 12:51

I am of the mind that you treat everyone as they come. You don't treat everyone the same way because people and their issues are different but you treat everyone fairly. I definitely don't believe in
"you do what ever you can to keep star performers". I believe #me too is the result of that. If you don't agree think of Travis Kalanick, Harvey Weinstein, Matt Lauer not to mention the newly
minted Rob Porter. These people â€‹
are all star performers but terrible human beings. If the cost of keeping the star performer is sexual abuse or neglecting national security standards, I will always
say I'll pass.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
346.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:16 AM
Anonymous
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_
But if you can recognize your "faults" and want to change, what's stopping you?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
That makes me sad that you would not hire me! I'm so rules based sometimes its an annoyance to myself, so I can only imagine others. Luckily, I have no problem bending the rules for others...just
not for myself. I'm a rule follower to a fault: Except when it comes to speed limits.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I'll start out with the fact that I am not a compliance based HR person. Never have been. Never will be.
I'll also say (and this is a generalization, which I usually hate) that in my experience HR folks fall into "compliance HR" or "non-compliance / flexible HR." Both types can be successful or fail given
the right set of circumstances. But, I'll also say (again my experience - so don't throw daggers at me) that compliance HR folks tend to land in compliance, tactical, day-to-day, rules focused HR.
They do well in production based, manufacturing and safety sensitive cultures as an example. Flexible HR tends to be a little more strategic (but not always) and will thrive in start ups, creative
environments, changing industries and talent focused orgs.
Yes I am generalizing.
I'll also say, that I don't tend to hire compliance-focused HR folks. Too rigid. Too focused on right and wrong and black and white. And there are big chunks of HR that live in the gray. One of my
best friends and former co-workers fell into this bucket. We were peers and did the same HRBP job, supporting different areas of the business. And she could not get a seat at the table. She was so
focused on red-lining performance reviews and being the policy police that she hurt her credibility in the big picture, long-term talent discussions. She couldn't gain traction with the leaders she
supported because she was focused on holding people to the rules. And the managers she supported were reluctant to call her because they didn't want a lecture.
Here's the truth - The reality is that we all need to be able to operate both ways. I've learned to be more compliance focused around things like FMLA. Because the law is complex and interacts with
other laws and has downstream implications. But I'll also support a manager in doing what it takes to retain a high performer. And I have no issue with adjusting a schedule for a high performer they've earned it. Good talent with potential is hard to find. Do what you need to to attract and retain great talent.
My advice - for all of us - don't use fear to drive business decisions. Anyone can sue for anything. There is no way to eliminate all risk. And if you approach HR from a "we can't do that because we
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someone might complain," you'll struggle. Instead of saying "we can't," figure out a way to say "we can." or "we can't, but here are a couple of other options to consider." Come from a place of
"yes" instead of "no." And embrace that life isn't binary. Decisions are rarely 100% right or 100% wrong. Don't manage by policy. Manage through leadership. That's how you build a great HR
function.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
347.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:25 AM
Anonymous

_
The little voice in my head that says "you're breaking a rule and it is wrong...you're going to get in so much trouble! You're going to get fired! How will you pay your rent? You'll have to move
back home with your Dad!" and then it goes on and on and on and on and on and on and on and on. It's much better when I can just follow a rule.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
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_
But if you can recognize your "faults" and want to change, what's stopping you?
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
That makes me sad that you would not hire me! I'm so rules based sometimes its an annoyance to myself, so I can only imagine others. Luckily, I have no problem bending the rules for others...just
not for myself. I'm a rule follower to a fault: Except when it comes to speed limits.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I'll start out with the fact that I am not a compliance based HR person. Never have been. Never will be.
I'll also say (and this is a generalization, which I usually hate) that in my experience HR folks fall into "compliance HR" or "non-compliance / flexible HR." Both types can be successful or fail given
the right set of circumstances. But, I'll also say (again my experience - so don't throw daggers at me) that compliance HR folks tend to land in compliance, tactical, day-to-day, rules focused HR.
They do well in production based, manufacturing and safety sensitive cultures as an example. Flexible HR tends to be a little more strategic (but not always) and will thrive in start ups, creative
environments, changing industries and talent focused orgs.
Yes I am generalizing.
I'll also say, that I don't tend to hire compliance-focused HR folks. Too rigid. Too focused on right and wrong and black and white. And there are big chunks of HR that live in the gray. One of my
best friends and former co-workers fell into this bucket. We were peers and did the same HRBP job, supporting different areas of the business. And she could not get a seat at the table. She was so
focused on red-lining performance reviews and being the policy police that she hurt her credibility in the big picture, long-term talent discussions. She couldn't gain traction with the leaders she
supported because she was focused on holding people to the rules. And the managers she supported were reluctant to call her because they didn't want a lecture.
Here's the truth - The reality is that we all need to be able to operate both ways. I've learned to be more compliance focused around things like FMLA. Because the law is complex and interacts with
other laws and has downstream implications. But I'll also support a manager in doing what it takes to retain a high performer. And I have no issue with adjusting a schedule for a high performer they've earned it. Good talent with potential is hard to find. Do what you need to to attract and retain great talent.
My advice - for all of us - don't use fear to drive business decisions. Anyone can sue for anything. There is no way to eliminate all risk. And if you approach HR from a "we can't do that because we
someone might complain," you'll struggle. Instead of saying "we can't," figure out a way to say "we can." or "we can't, but here are a couple of other options to consider." Come from a place of
"yes" instead of "no." And embrace that life isn't binary. Decisions are rarely 100% right or 100% wrong. Don't manage by policy. Manage through leadership. That's how you build a great HR
function.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
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Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
348.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:39 AM
Anonymous

_
I tend to go straight to the policy in place first. Does it make sense for this? Yes? Great. Not really? Cool. Let's look closer and see what we can do.
I think there is a lot to be said about why a policy/rule was written in the first place. What's the general intention? Probably to be fair. But is it written perfectly with all situations in mind? Almost
never. The "rule" wouldn't mind being broken/twist/flexible in order to stay fair.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
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On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
349.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:43 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I've always taken the position that almost every situation is different and needs to be managed based on the specific circumstances presented. It frustrates me when managers want to have rules/policy
that governs every situation. It is my opinion that we hire managers to make tough decisions, not all of which can be reduced to a policy. This means managers have to be accountable for their
actions and that accountability also needs to be assigned to the HR manager who may be serving as a gatekeeper to the manager's actions.
Equity is a very important component of management, even if the equity is just based on perception. Management should behave as consistently as possible. From my perspective, standard
situations that are covered by specific company guidelines or policy should be managed according to the policy or guideline. But I have found that most situations have an element that prevents it
from being considered "standard". The unique element or twist should always be taken into consideration. If the manager wants to handle the situation in a unique way, he or she better be prepared
to answer to his or her actions and should also be prepared to handle the next similarly situated issue in the same manner or be able to articulate a good objective and defensible reason for treating
new situations different than the new precedent that has been set.
Precedent is an important word. How a situation has been handled can certainly set a precedent. However, since every situation is different, I don't want to allow the precedent to interfere with the
best way to handle the new situation. So I usually do not stand in a manager's way who wants to handle a unique situation in a unique way. But I make sure the manager knows that accountablity
will be assigned for when new situations develop in the future.
Flexibility in management is essential, but it can create liability. It is HR's responsibility to serve as a gatekeeper to determine when the liability is too risky or could be have an unacceptable negative
impact on the morale of other employees because management is perceived to be playing a game of favoritism.
Sorry for the long response to what seems to be a simple question.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
350.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:53 AM
Anonymous

_
Great post! Agree with this!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
â€‹
I've always taken the position that almost every situation is different and needs to be managed based on the specific circumstances presented. It frustrates me when managers want to have rules/policy
that governs every situation. It is my opinion that we hire managers to make tough decisions, not all of which can be reduced to a policy. This means managers have to be accountable for their
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actions and that accountability also needs to be assigned to the HR manager who may be serving as a gatekeeper to the manager's actions.
Equity is a very important component of management, even if the equity is just based on perception. Management should behave as consistently as possible. From my perspective, standard
situations that are covered by specific company guidelines or policy should be managed according to the policy or guideline. But I have found that most situations have an element that prevents it
from being considered "standard". The unique element or twist should always be taken into consideration. If the manager wants to handle the situation in a unique way, he or she better be prepared
to answer to his or her actions and should also be prepared to handle the next similarly situated issue in the same manner or be able to articulate a good objective and defensible reason for treating
new situations different than the new precedent that has been set.
Precedent is an important word. How a situation has been handled can certainly set a precedent. However, since every situation is different, I don't want to allow the precedent to interfere with the
best way to handle the new situation. So I usually do not stand in a manager's way who wants to handle a unique situation in a unique way. But I make sure the manager knows that accountablity
will be assigned for when new situations develop in the future.
Flexibility in management is essential, but it can create liability. It is HR's responsibility to serve as a gatekeeper to determine when the liability is too risky or could be have an unacceptable negative
impact on the morale of other employees because management is perceived to be playing a game of favoritism.
Sorry for the long response to what seems to be a simple question.

Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
351.

previous next
Re: Which are you? And why?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 11:59 AM
Anonymous
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_

Here's the truth - The reality is that we all need to be able to operate both ways. I've learned to be more compliance focused around things like FMLA. Because the law is complex and
interacts with other laws and has downstream implications. But I'll also support a manager in doing what it takes to retain a high performer. And I have no issue with adjusting a schedule for
a high performer - they've earned it. Good talent with potential is hard to find. Do what you need to to attract and retain great talent.
Anonymous, 02-14-2018 16:30

Yes. This. Perfectly said, Moon Willow. We all have our strengths, but we need to make sure we learn what we need to know to be a true partner.
It's hard being a flexible HR type who works for a compliance HR type...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I'll start out with the fact that I am not a compliance based HR person. Never have been. Never will be.
I'll also say (and this is a generalization, which I usually hate) that in my experience HR folks fall into "compliance HR" or "non-compliance / flexible HR." Both types can be successful or fail given
the right set of circumstances. But, I'll also say (again my experience - so don't throw daggers at me) that compliance HR folks tend to land in compliance, tactical, day-to-day, rules focused HR.
They do well in production based, manufacturing and safety sensitive cultures as an example. Flexible HR tends to be a little more strategic (but not always) and will thrive in start ups, creative
environments, changing industries and talent focused orgs.
Yes I am generalizing.
I'll also say, that I don't tend to hire compliance-focused HR folks. Too rigid. Too focused on right and wrong and black and white. And there are big chunks of HR that live in the gray. One of my
best friends and former co-workers fell into this bucket. We were peers and did the same HRBP job, supporting different areas of the business. And she could not get a seat at the table. She was so
focused on red-lining performance reviews and being the policy police that she hurt her credibility in the big picture, long-term talent discussions. She couldn't gain traction with the leaders she
supported because she was focused on holding people to the rules. And the managers she supported were reluctant to call her because they didn't want a lecture.
Here's the truth - The reality is that we all need to be able to operate both ways. I've learned to be more compliance focused around things like FMLA. Because the law is complex and interacts with
other laws and has downstream implications. But I'll also support a manager in doing what it takes to retain a high performer. And I have no issue with adjusting a schedule for a high performer they've earned it. Good talent with potential is hard to find. Do what you need to to attract and retain great talent.
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My advice - for all of us - don't use fear to drive business decisions. Anyone can sue for anything. There is no way to eliminate all risk. And if you approach HR from a "we can't do that because we
someone might complain," you'll struggle. Instead of saying "we can't," figure out a way to say "we can." or "we can't, but here are a couple of other options to consider." Come from a place of
"yes" instead of "no." And embrace that life isn't binary. Decisions are rarely 100% right or 100% wrong. Don't manage by policy. Manage through leadership. That's how you build a great HR
function.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which are you? And why?
_
I've read and considered the arguments on both sides of this question. Some say, you should make no exceptions to your rules. I just read another article today that argued for fairness so you don't
alienate other employees and so you don't set yourself up for lawsuits.
On the other side you have those that argue that you do whatever you can to keep a star employee with your company and engaged. If other employees come and ask for the same exceptions you tell
them what kind of employee they need to be in order to justify these types of exceptions.
I lean towards the latter of these two sides. Which type of person are you? Why?
--Ray of Sunshine

top
352.

previous next
Re: Davis-Bacon/EO13706-how to calculate paid sick leave
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:42 PM
Anonymous

_
We accrue the same as #4. That is the per hour rate, then a max set at 56 hours. We are in Arizona, so the non-Federal employees also accrue at the same rate with a max of 40.â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 19:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Davis-Bacon/EO13706-how to calculate paid sick leave
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_

In our HRIS, we calculate an accrual rate of 0.0334 and set a max accrual of 56 hours during the calendar year with a reset (and restart accrual) on the first of the year.
Anonymous, 02-13-2018 17:21

Is that the accrual per hour worked? And based on what total amount for the year to arrive at that number? I haven't been able to back into that number to figure out what you did.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 17:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Davis-Bacon/EO13706-how to calculate paid sick leave
_
We implemented PSL under SCA - similar issue. Contract renewal was October 1, all employees began accruing PSL. None reached 56 hours in year 1, and all will accrue PSL up to 56 hours from
January to December this year.
Accrued and unused PSL will not be paid out upon separation of employment. If that individual is reemployed within 12 months, PSL balance is restored.
In our HRIS, we calculate an accrual rate of 0.0334 and set a max accrual of 56 hours during the calendar year with a reset (and restart accrual) on the first of the year.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Davis-Bacon/EO13706-how to calculate paid sick leave
_
Question for Davis-Bacon contractors who have shorter term employees who are working on a project for less than a year. The EO states the employee must accrue 1 hour for every 30 worked up to
a maximum of 56 in the year. I'm trying to create my policies around this for how we will implement this. (Obviously I'm late to the party in doing this.) How do you define your "year" for shorter
term project level employees? It's easy for me to figure this out for our long term employees as we just go from Jan-Dec. But I'm trying to determine what our "year" should be for all similarlysituated project level shorter term employees that come and go during the course of our calendar year. Some may be on a project that does indeed last over a year. But many are on projects that last
less than one year. At any given time, we may have site-level employees working on 6 to 10 projects. I think it is too onerous to have the "year" start with the start of each project, plus a few
employees might move from one project to another project when one is done.
Wondering how other employers are handling this. I'm open to suggestions and ideas, please! And thank you!!

top
353.

previous next
Re: written warning...time frame for the future
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 5:17 PM
Nicole Huerta
We have Verbal expires at 3 months, Written expires at 4 months and Final expires at 12 months.
-----------------------------Nicole Huerta
HRM
Cyracom
Tucson AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: written warning...time frame for the future
_
When crafting a written warning for mistakes due to inaccurate order entry, would you include a time frame in the section about "additional errors of this kind will lead to additional discipline up to
and including termination of employment?" I dont think its fair to say you can never make another mistake ever, but what do you do? Im thinking something like "ok, if this kind of error happens
again within the next 6 months, you may be subject to additional discipline..."?? Also, how long do these things stay "in the personnel file?"

top
354.

previous next
Re: written warning...time frame for the future
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:34 PM
Anonymous

_
I know you've already taken action, but I'll add my two cents in case someone else has the same question.
I agree 100% with Mary Dillman. I also use the phrase "immediate and sustainable" in all corrective action.
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As for expiration of written warnings (I'm not a fan of verbal), in my book they never expire. Any corrective action is part of the employee's overall performance over time. Just like a performance
review doesn't expire, corrective action doesn't either. But when looking at overall performance, the more recent the corrective action, the more weight it carries.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: written warning...time frame for the future
_
When crafting a written warning for mistakes due to inaccurate order entry, would you include a time frame in the section about "additional errors of this kind will lead to additional discipline up to
and including termination of employment?" I dont think its fair to say you can never make another mistake ever, but what do you do? Im thinking something like "ok, if this kind of error happens
again within the next 6 months, you may be subject to additional discipline..."?? Also, how long do these things stay "in the personnel file?"

top
355.

previous next
Re: When personal issues seep into your work world...
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:51 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I have on occasion been complimented on my ability to maintain a "peaceful presence" and generally appear to be happy and healthy regardless of what is actually going on, and it has been put to
the test both at work and in dealing with family crisis. Disclaimer: this may not be entirely healthy, therefore I do not recommend it as a long term solution and anyone with pre-existing or underlying
emotional or mental concerns should probably check with a professional first.
Basically, whatever is troubling me goes in a "box", the box is closed, and it ceases to exist until I get off work/finish what needs to be done. (It's bumping compartmentalization up several notches
and adding in a healthy does of denial.)
Once the box is "gone" now you need to substitute something else to keep from appearing too blank and worrying everyone around you. In your mind build/remember the perfect version of your
position (ie the perfect payroll admin, perfect HR generalist, perfect funeral director), remove any extremely personal quirks or identifiers and substitute a few of your own (accents, favorite colors).
This is who you are today. Whether it is works better for you to call it "playing pretend" or acting, you just need to sink into this role and become this person until you are once again in a safe space.
Once the day/task is over you can drop the persona and carefully bring back the box and open it up. (This step is, I am told, important for maintaining mental health and authenticity. All I can be
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sure of is that if you ignore a box too long it might not come back, and I'm still not certain if that's good or bad)
Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: When personal issues seep into your work world...
_
â€‹
how do you keep it off your face??
I feel like everyone has bad days (including our CEOs) and 100% doesn't always look the same... we are all just human...
but apparently my HR role is also the "face of the company" and my job was threatened bc my face showed my distress...
When personal days aren't an option bc you are an HR "Army of one"....
How do you not only keep doing your job(bc that isn't enough), but keep it a secret that your are struggling?

top
356.

previous next
Re: When personal issues seep into your work world...
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:53 PM
Anonymous

_
Great post. This is very common for service positions like waiting tables.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:51
From: Anonymous
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Subject: When personal issues seep into your work world...
_
â€‹
I have on occasion been complimented on my ability to maintain a "peaceful presence" and generally appear to be happy and healthy regardless of what is actually going on, and it has been put to
the test both at work and in dealing with family crisis. Disclaimer: this may not be entirely healthy, therefore I do not recommend it as a long term solution and anyone with pre-existing or underlying
emotional or mental concerns should probably check with a professional first.
Basically, whatever is troubling me goes in a "box", the box is closed, and it ceases to exist until I get off work/finish what needs to be done. (It's bumping compartmentalization up several notches
and adding in a healthy does of denial.)
Once the box is "gone" now you need to substitute something else to keep from appearing too blank and worrying everyone around you. In your mind build/remember the perfect version of your
position (ie the perfect payroll admin, perfect HR generalist, perfect funeral director), remove any extremely personal quirks or identifiers and substitute a few of your own (accents, favorite colors).
This is who you are today. Whether it is works better for you to call it "playing pretend" or acting, you just need to sink into this role and become this person until you are once again in a safe space.
Once the day/task is over you can drop the persona and carefully bring back the box and open it up. (This step is, I am told, important for maintaining mental health and authenticity. All I can be
sure of is that if you ignore a box too long it might not come back, and I'm still not certain if that's good or bad)
Good luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: When personal issues seep into your work world...
_
â€‹
how do you keep it off your face??
I feel like everyone has bad days (including our CEOs) and 100% doesn't always look the same... we are all just human...
but apparently my HR role is also the "face of the company" and my job was threatened bc my face showed my distress...
When personal days aren't an option bc you are an HR "Army of one"....
How do you not only keep doing your job(bc that isn't enough), but keep it a secret that your are struggling?

top
357.

previous next
Re: What's your favorite interview question?
Reply to Group
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Feb 14, 2018 4:54 PM
Anonymous
_
I think I am the anomaly. I usually can tell in five minutes whether we've a winner or a loser. If I've a winner, I am making an offer and let's move it along.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 15:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I'm hiring for an Operations Manager and dusting off some pretty old interview questions. What are some of your favorites?

top
358.

previous next
Re: What's your favorite interview question?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:05 AM
Anonymous

_
I used to think that too until I hired a very charismatic sociopath.
Also, just from an applicant point of view, I'm not going to work for someone who didn't put in the effort to interview me. 5 minutes? Come on.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
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I think I am the anomaly. I usually can tell in five minutes whether we've a winner or a loser. If I've a winner, I am making an offer and let's move it along.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 15:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I'm hiring for an Operations Manager and dusting off some pretty old interview questions. What are some of your favorites?

top
359.

previous next
Re: What's your favorite interview question?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 15, 2018 10:13 AM
Linda Payton
If you had a mission statement for yourself what would it be?
-----------------------------Linda
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-13-2018 17:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
"Tell me about the culture at your current company."
The answer to this question will explain a whole lot about the candidate. If they talk poorly about a manager or the "higher-up's" or explain any "misunderstandings", they reveal a lot about their own
performance, how they deal with adversity, and what motivates them.
I also love starting off with "So, tell me about yourself." I love a good elevator speech. I always follow up with, "And how about outside of work/school? What type of things do you like to do?"
Hardly anyone ever includes that!
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 15:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I'm hiring for an Operations Manager and dusting off some pretty old interview questions. What are some of your favorites?

top
360.

previous next
Re: What's your favorite interview question?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:17 AM
Anonymous

_
It might take a candidate a few minutes to warm up. You might be missing out on some great candidates. I try to give it a little longer before deciding if I have a "loser." :-P
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I think I am the anomaly. I usually can tell in five minutes whether we've a winner or a loser. If I've a winner, I am making an offer and let's move it along.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 15:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I'm hiring for an Operations Manager and dusting off some pretty old interview questions. What are some of your favorites?
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top

previous next

361.

Re: What's your favorite interview question?
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 10:18 AM
Anonymous

_

I used to think that too until I hired a very charismatic sociopath.
Anonymous, 02-15-2018 10:04

Been there.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 10:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I used to think that too until I hired a very charismatic sociopath.
Also, just from an applicant point of view, I'm not going to work for someone who didn't put in the effort to interview me. 5 minutes? Come on.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
_
I think I am the anomaly. I usually can tell in five minutes whether we've a winner or a loser. If I've a winner, I am making an offer and let's move it along.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 15:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: What's your favorite interview question?
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_
I'm hiring for an Operations Manager and dusting off some pretty old interview questions. What are some of your favorites?

top
362.

previous next
Re: W Comp Leave-Released-Now Vacation?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
OP: I would agree that perhaps there were too many hands in the pot - but HR tends to find things out "after the fact." Thank you for sharing. I'm afraid that my WC carrier is not a source for
anything "personnel-related." They have told me, in no uncertain terms that they will not weigh in on any matters relating to company policy or disciplinary actions. That is not an option.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 14:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: W Comp Leave-Released-Now Vacation?
_
While this process seems a little bit sloppy (too many hands in the pot) - his time off wasn't approved and he took it anyway and he has a documented history of poor performance, you should term. I
would run it by your WC company just in case (and include them in situations like this next time), but you have the documentation of poor performance and insubordination that is separate from WC.
I don't know about Texas case law specifically, but you should be okay.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 13:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: W Comp Leave-Released-Now Vacation?
_
We are a Texas employer. We carry WC.
EE was injured back in Sept. 2017. Heavy restrictions we couldn't accommodate for several months, so EE receiving TiBS and running FMLA concurrently. We finally create an administrative
position and offered him this new position. (Issued Bonafide OL.) From almost the first day, he begins to treat this new gig as if it is an ongoing "choice" of his. (i.e. coming in late, not calling when
he is sick, leaving when he feels like it, etc...) He is written up for the excessive absences and tardy's as well as the improper call-in procedures.
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After 4 months of "no changes" in his restrictions (assuming his condition also), he is approved for Work Conditioning/Hardening. He comes by to see me to discuss it and mentions that he is
supposed to go skiing in a few weeks. The WC/H program has called for an even stricter schedule (4 hours per day), which we have will will also accommodate for and it is stated that he will need to
attend 4 hours each day, 5 days per week, for 4 weeks. We update his BOL and he signs it. He says the former supervisor (resigned) was "told" about taking this time off and it was approved. (There
are no records of this.) I asked him if he brought this up to the new supervisor when he started and he said, "Yea, I told him." When I checked with new supervisor, he says that back in Dec he "only
approached me and said he might need a few days off in February. Never even mentioned a date. I told him to let me know closer to the time." I asked the EE if he had purchased tickets and he said
that he had. I told him that I didn't think it was a good time for him to be asking for vacation - since (a) he just started his new WC/H Program and (2) if he got released, we would need him back to
work. I told him to clear it with his new Supervisor. (We had been without him for over 4 months.)
For the next few weeks, he continued to arrive late, didn't follow proper call-in procedures and generally just did as he wanted. He brought the skiing vacation up to his new Supervisor, who declined
his request on the grounds that he had missed almost 2 weeks in the past month. Fast forward to today - the day he was supposed to leave on the trip - and he is gone. He called his supervisor this
morning and says, "I won't be in for the next 4 days. I don't know what that means for my job, but..."
He asked, and was told on no fewer than half a dozen occasions, that this time off was NOT APPROVED. And he would keep asking, "Will I get fired if I go?" His supervisor would respond, "You're
a grown man, figure it out." He was never told outright, "Yes, you will be fired." One final addition: He received his FULL RELEASE on Friday 2/9, stating that he was released without restrictions
effective 2/4. I asked his supervisor to bring him in to the office, (with the General Manager) and notify him that we had received his full release to duty and to let him know that he was now expected
to be back at work, (at his prior position) first thing Monday morning. He did, with the GM as a witness and the employee said "thank you." He called the General Manager back within 2 hours and
brought up the vacation AGAIN. The GM reiterated that there was no approval for any time off. He was expected back at work Monday 2/12.
He was on his last write-up regarding his attendance issues before this vacation issue. But now, taking a vacation without approval is a direct violation of a supervisors directive and I would like to
terminate for misconduct. I am amazed at the blatant disregard here and I'm trying to look in from an outsiders perspective - just to make sure we've done everything we're supposed to do.
Thoughts?

top
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previous next
Re: W Comp Leave-Released-Now Vacation?
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:50 PM
Anonymous

_
This is a guy who wants a check... not a job. He clearly doesn't care if you fire him or not. If you don't do it now, you'll be doing it soon, so I'd go ahead and get it over with before something happens
that complicates things. It appears pretty clear cut right now:
FMLA already exhausted (right?)
Full duty release with no restrictions issued last Friday
He was told (with witnesses) to report for work on Monday, and that no time off was approved, yet he wants to go SKIING.
He is already on final written warning for attendance.
If he fails to show up on Monday, I'd immediately send notification of termination.
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It's your best shot at a clean break.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-12-2018 13:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: W Comp Leave-Released-Now Vacation?
_
We are a Texas employer. We carry WC.
EE was injured back in Sept. 2017. Heavy restrictions we couldn't accommodate for several months, so EE receiving TiBS and running FMLA concurrently. We finally create an administrative
position and offered him this new position. (Issued Bonafide OL.) From almost the first day, he begins to treat this new gig as if it is an ongoing "choice" of his. (i.e. coming in late, not calling when
he is sick, leaving when he feels like it, etc...) He is written up for the excessive absences and tardy's as well as the improper call-in procedures.
After 4 months of "no changes" in his restrictions (assuming his condition also), he is approved for Work Conditioning/Hardening. He comes by to see me to discuss it and mentions that he is
supposed to go skiing in a few weeks. The WC/H program has called for an even stricter schedule (4 hours per day), which we have will will also accommodate for and it is stated that he will need to
attend 4 hours each day, 5 days per week, for 4 weeks. We update his BOL and he signs it. He says the former supervisor (resigned) was "told" about taking this time off and it was approved. (There
are no records of this.) I asked him if he brought this up to the new supervisor when he started and he said, "Yea, I told him." When I checked with new supervisor, he says that back in Dec he "only
approached me and said he might need a few days off in February. Never even mentioned a date. I told him to let me know closer to the time." I asked the EE if he had purchased tickets and he said
that he had. I told him that I didn't think it was a good time for him to be asking for vacation - since (a) he just started his new WC/H Program and (2) if he got released, we would need him back to
work. I told him to clear it with his new Supervisor. (We had been without him for over 4 months.)
For the next few weeks, he continued to arrive late, didn't follow proper call-in procedures and generally just did as he wanted. He brought the skiing vacation up to his new Supervisor, who declined
his request on the grounds that he had missed almost 2 weeks in the past month. Fast forward to today - the day he was supposed to leave on the trip - and he is gone. He called his supervisor this
morning and says, "I won't be in for the next 4 days. I don't know what that means for my job, but..."
He asked, and was told on no fewer than half a dozen occasions, that this time off was NOT APPROVED. And he would keep asking, "Will I get fired if I go?" His supervisor would respond, "You're
a grown man, figure it out." He was never told outright, "Yes, you will be fired." One final addition: He received his FULL RELEASE on Friday 2/9, stating that he was released without restrictions
effective 2/4. I asked his supervisor to bring him in to the office, (with the General Manager) and notify him that we had received his full release to duty and to let him know that he was now expected
to be back at work, (at his prior position) first thing Monday morning. He did, with the GM as a witness and the employee said "thank you." He called the General Manager back within 2 hours and
brought up the vacation AGAIN. The GM reiterated that there was no approval for any time off. He was expected back at work Monday 2/12.
He was on his last write-up regarding his attendance issues before this vacation issue. But now, taking a vacation without approval is a direct violation of a supervisors directive and I would like to
terminate for misconduct. I am amazed at the blatant disregard here and I'm trying to look in from an outsiders perspective - just to make sure we've done everything we're supposed to do.
Thoughts?
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Re: Poor performer playing victim
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Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 5:44 PM
Anonymous
_
We do things a little differently in my neck of the woods.
I would term her and keep the defense documentation to show that you did not violate any laws in the termination and then not contest unemployment. Where I work we live by the mantra, slow to
hire, quick to fire because we believe in culture first and skills second. If someone doesn't fit our team, regardless of tenure, we term and its my job to make sure that the term isn't violating any laws.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-10-2018 23:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Poor performer playing victim
_
I have a HR Assistant who has performance issues. I have written her up twice for two separate issues and she will soon be getting a third write-up for another issue. All three issues are non-related
and not substantial enough to term her. Her review was average and had alot of areas for improvement. I have tried working with her to make sure she has all tools and training to do her job correctly,
and also shifted job duties from her to free up additional time to make sure she can get everything done. She is still suffering.
Each time I have written her up, she spends time afterwards putting blame on me and not owning her mistakes. She then runs to the bathroom and cries where other employees have seen her in there.
She shares with them I have spoken to her in a demeaning way and is now creating a hostile work environment (I know this because of an anonymous ethics hotline report that was made on me
stating I am degrading her). I have had the discussion with her about owning her problems and lets just work on a way to correct it. She truly plays the victim and thinks I'm picking on her. She has
told me she cringes when I send her emails because she finds them rude and direct. I explained I am sending her emails as a way to document what I need her to know because when she forgets to do
a task, she says I never told her do the task. When other Managers address her with issues that involve them, she has told me they are "Intense" with her and she is intimidated by them. Again, she
believes it is everyone else that has the problem and not her. Everyday I go into work, I just pray she turns in her resignation, but she doesn't.
Thoughts on how to handle? My concern is she is going to become a cancer in our Department. My team up to about four months ago was functioning very well, however, since the write-ups have
started with her, I have noticed my team is becoming withdrawn, doesn't take initiative and has no desire to go the extra mile on any project. I feel like I have become a team of one, with three other
people sitting around me unwilling to motivate themselves. I'm to the point where I don't ask the Assistant to help with anything because when I do, I get an attitude and dirty looks all day. I'm
typically not in my office most of the day, so this gives her free range of spreading negative energy and words around the office, which is why I think my team is becoming withdrawn.
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Re: Poor performer playing victim
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 8:18 PM
Betty Mullen
OP, this is probably doesn't have a high chance of success, but if you want to try and give her another chance, you could sit down with her and ask her how she would prefer to be approached with
constructive criticism. Perhaps there is a mode or method of communicating issues that might resonate with her. I'll admit I think it's unlikely, most professional adults know how to take
professional criticism in most of the ways it is presented, but it might be worth a shot. Something along the lines of saying "Jane, you understand that in a professional work place, from time to time
I and other managers need to be able to give you critical feedback. We do this with the desire to help you improve your performance and advance in your career. Clearly the way I have been
presenting constructive feedback to you makes you uncomfortable. Is there an approach that will work better for you?"
If she is able to come up with some ideas, but after implementation she still continues to have a melt down whenever her performance is criticized, she clearly needs to be moved out the door.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 17:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Poor performer playing victim
_
We do things a little differently in my neck of the woods.
I would term her and keep the defense documentation to show that you did not violate any laws in the termination and then not contest unemployment. Where I work we live by the mantra, slow to
hire, quick to fire because we believe in culture first and skills second. If someone doesn't fit our team, regardless of tenure, we term and its my job to make sure that the term isn't violating any laws.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-10-2018 23:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Poor performer playing victim
_
I have a HR Assistant who has performance issues. I have written her up twice for two separate issues and she will soon be getting a third write-up for another issue. All three issues are non-related
and not substantial enough to term her. Her review was average and had alot of areas for improvement. I have tried working with her to make sure she has all tools and training to do her job correctly,
and also shifted job duties from her to free up additional time to make sure she can get everything done. She is still suffering.
Each time I have written her up, she spends time afterwards putting blame on me and not owning her mistakes. She then runs to the bathroom and cries where other employees have seen her in there.
She shares with them I have spoken to her in a demeaning way and is now creating a hostile work environment (I know this because of an anonymous ethics hotline report that was made on me
stating I am degrading her). I have had the discussion with her about owning her problems and lets just work on a way to correct it. She truly plays the victim and thinks I'm picking on her. She has
told me she cringes when I send her emails because she finds them rude and direct. I explained I am sending her emails as a way to document what I need her to know because when she forgets to do
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a task, she says I never told her do the task. When other Managers address her with issues that involve them, she has told me they are "Intense" with her and she is intimidated by them. Again, she
believes it is everyone else that has the problem and not her. Everyday I go into work, I just pray she turns in her resignation, but she doesn't.
Thoughts on how to handle? My concern is she is going to become a cancer in our Department. My team up to about four months ago was functioning very well, however, since the write-ups have
started with her, I have noticed my team is becoming withdrawn, doesn't take initiative and has no desire to go the extra mile on any project. I feel like I have become a team of one, with three other
people sitting around me unwilling to motivate themselves. I'm to the point where I don't ask the Assistant to help with anything because when I do, I get an attitude and dirty looks all day. I'm
typically not in my office most of the day, so this gives her free range of spreading negative energy and words around the office, which is why I think my team is becoming withdrawn.
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previous next
Re: Poor performer playing victim
Reply to Group
Feb 15, 2018 9:36 AM
Anonymous

_
I would term, and have a witness present.
Sounds like the underlying cause is really a bad fit. Employee cant handle direct communication.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-10-2018 23:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Poor performer playing victim
_
I have a HR Assistant who has performance issues. I have written her up twice for two separate issues and she will soon be getting a third write-up for another issue. All three issues are non-related
and not substantial enough to term her. Her review was average and had alot of areas for improvement. I have tried working with her to make sure she has all tools and training to do her job correctly,
and also shifted job duties from her to free up additional time to make sure she can get everything done. She is still suffering.
Each time I have written her up, she spends time afterwards putting blame on me and not owning her mistakes. She then runs to the bathroom and cries where other employees have seen her in there.
She shares with them I have spoken to her in a demeaning way and is now creating a hostile work environment (I know this because of an anonymous ethics hotline report that was made on me
stating I am degrading her). I have had the discussion with her about owning her problems and lets just work on a way to correct it. She truly plays the victim and thinks I'm picking on her. She has
told me she cringes when I send her emails because she finds them rude and direct. I explained I am sending her emails as a way to document what I need her to know because when she forgets to do
a task, she says I never told her do the task. When other Managers address her with issues that involve them, she has told me they are "Intense" with her and she is intimidated by them. Again, she
believes it is everyone else that has the problem and not her. Everyday I go into work, I just pray she turns in her resignation, but she doesn't.
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Thoughts on how to handle? My concern is she is going to become a cancer in our Department. My team up to about four months ago was functioning very well, however, since the write-ups have
started with her, I have noticed my team is becoming withdrawn, doesn't take initiative and has no desire to go the extra mile on any project. I feel like I have become a team of one, with three other
people sitting around me unwilling to motivate themselves. I'm to the point where I don't ask the Assistant to help with anything because when I do, I get an attitude and dirty looks all day. I'm
typically not in my office most of the day, so this gives her free range of spreading negative energy and words around the office, which is why I think my team is becoming withdrawn.
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previous next
Re: WC injury Ohio BWC
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Having an education which includes developmental psychology, and biology of the brain, it is an established fact that the 19 yo brain's frontal lobe is not fully matured. This is an established fact.
The report I received from BWC was so outrageously incorrect. I did perform an investigation, and the information provided by the employee to the BWC was not even close to the information he
provided me directly. Nor was it consistent with witnesses. After investigating the incident, it was clear the 19 yo was not prepared to answer the hospital staff's questions. He admitted never being in
a situation with medical attention without his mom present, nor had he ever filled out any paperwork before. I suspect this would not be the case with most 60 yo employees.
I feel comfortable in my initial statement. Both from a biologically established fact, and one of the employee's complete inexperience, I have a BWC report that is inaccurate and makes no sense. To
confirm my position, the claim written up by the insurance company (MCO) actually incorporates the following: ??
Even they could make no sense of the report. While I agree there are 60 yo that also could fail to make an accurate report, a 19yo has a harder time because their brains have not fully developed.
Science estimates it takes males till around 25 yo before they have fully developed frontal lobes. Female brains appear to mature several years earlier.
I believe it is valuable to understand the experience level of staff. I have two sons in their early 20s, I have nothing but love and respect for them but I also understand where they are
developmentally. I don't believe in lumping people into the "millennial" category because I think we are all more than a generational stereotype. But, the brain is what it is, and the employee should
have been instructed to work with me if he didn't know how to fill out paperwork.
I have no choice but to contest his submission.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: WC injury Ohio BWC
_
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I haven't had time to look up the rules, but can we as an employer require that employees have our company make the First Report of Injury to BWC?
We have a new 19 yo employee decide to fill out his own FROI and it is full of inaccuracies that will make a huge problem. He had a one stitch cut, and he indicated on his paperwork he cut off part
of the finger. That is a HUGE difference. There were other inaccuracies too, the piece of aluminum was near the table saw- but he made it sound like the table saw cut his finger- IT DID NOT!
I have zero interest in preventing him from getting covered for his one stitch, but his 19 yo brain doesn't seem to understand how clear and concise you must be on these forms.

top
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previous next
Re: WC injury Ohio BWC
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Thanks for the science lesson - this is coming from someone who has a degree in psychology with a concentration in biopsychology... while what you're saying isn't incorrect, can you come down
from your high horse for a minute to allow me to offer you some advice to help these situations in the future?
Could it be possible that his not-fully developed brain isn't to blame, but could it be the fact that he never had any training or direction as to what to do if he was injured on the job? Or he forgot the
training? Or could it be that no one ever explained the importance of honesty when it comes to these forms? Or could you believe that he may have been nervous or freaked out because he was just in
an accident that required stitches?
Leave the medical stuff to the professionals and be an advocate and help your employees. Learn from this situation. I'm sure the last thing this kid was trying to do was to screw over your
organization or get something for nothing.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-14-2018 13:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: WC injury Ohio BWC
_
Having an education which includes developmental psychology, and biology of the brain, it is an established fact that the 19 yo brain's frontal lobe is not fully matured. This is an established fact.
The report I received from BWC was so outrageously incorrect. I did perform an investigation, and the information provided by the employee to the BWC was not even close to the information he
provided me directly. Nor was it consistent with witnesses. After investigating the incident, it was clear the 19 yo was not prepared to answer the hospital staff's questions. He admitted never being in
a situation with medical attention without his mom present, nor had he ever filled out any paperwork before. I suspect this would not be the case with most 60 yo employees.
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I feel comfortable in my initial statement. Both from a biologically established fact, and one of the employee's complete inexperience, I have a BWC report that is inaccurate and makes no sense. To
confirm my position, the claim written up by the insurance company (MCO) actually incorporates the following: ??
Even they could make no sense of the report. While I agree there are 60 yo that also could fail to make an accurate report, a 19yo has a harder time because their brains have not fully developed.
Science estimates it takes males till around 25 yo before they have fully developed frontal lobes. Female brains appear to mature several years earlier.
I believe it is valuable to understand the experience level of staff. I have two sons in their early 20s, I have nothing but love and respect for them but I also understand where they are
developmentally. I don't believe in lumping people into the "millennial" category because I think we are all more than a generational stereotype. But, the brain is what it is, and the employee should
have been instructed to work with me if he didn't know how to fill out paperwork.
I have no choice but to contest his submission.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: WC injury Ohio BWC
_
I haven't had time to look up the rules, but can we as an employer require that employees have our company make the First Report of Injury to BWC?
We have a new 19 yo employee decide to fill out his own FROI and it is full of inaccuracies that will make a huge problem. He had a one stitch cut, and he indicated on his paperwork he cut off part
of the finger. That is a HUGE difference. There were other inaccuracies too, the piece of aluminum was near the table saw- but he made it sound like the table saw cut his finger- IT DID NOT!
I have zero interest in preventing him from getting covered for his one stitch, but his 19 yo brain doesn't seem to understand how clear and concise you must be on these forms.
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previous next
Re: WC injury Ohio BWC
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 2:51 PM
Anonymous

_
Great, since we are both on high horses, I expect we can both come down from them.
You read into my post I was disrespecting him, and wasn't helping him. I never once said I didn't believe him, nor did I ever say I didn't want to help him. I don't believe he was capable of giving an
accurate report, and henceforth I would like to avoid similar occurrences by eliminating employee errors through requiring employees to seek assistance if they don't know how to fill out the report.
The BWC doesn't allow this, so I will proceed as legally mandated.
But he was unprepared for completing the paperwork, and failing to engage when he didn't know how to fill out paperwork after he had been told to follow up with me WAS his fault. I don't think he
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was being dishonest, I don't think he had the capacity to navigate the paperwork by himself. Next time, maybe, but not this time. I was correct in my assessment. There wasn't even a ladder in the
room, yet the BWC has a report saying there was a ladder involved. The BWC extrapolates, which is why FROIs need to be accurate and concise. The BWC now thinks he was using a table saw
while on a ladder. That looks very bad, and none of it is true. Words matter when filling out this type of paperwork.
I will continue to believe a person who has been a legal adult for slightly over a year isn't the same as someone who has been a legal adult for 42 years. Both can make errors in judgement, but the
cause is often for a different reason. The BWC agrees with me and has a 6 episode training series on young workers.
Since we both have a similar background, I think we should be friends on this issue.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: WC injury Ohio BWC
_
I haven't had time to look up the rules, but can we as an employer require that employees have our company make the First Report of Injury to BWC?
We have a new 19 yo employee decide to fill out his own FROI and it is full of inaccuracies that will make a huge problem. He had a one stitch cut, and he indicated on his paperwork he cut off part
of the finger. That is a HUGE difference. There were other inaccuracies too, the piece of aluminum was near the table saw- but he made it sound like the table saw cut his finger- IT DID NOT!
I have zero interest in preventing him from getting covered for his one stitch, but his 19 yo brain doesn't seem to understand how clear and concise you must be on these forms.

top
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Re: Scandal with Former Employee
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 2:51 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Just don't think the situation warrants a 'please be reminded...'
Nothing proprietary or confidential here.
Our confidentiality policy is very clear on what is and is not acceptable, not only do we have proprietary information that is confidential, we have HIPAA regulations to follow. Our mantra
is "if you know about it because of your job, it stays at your job". Yes, we say this, often and, yes, people have lost jobs because they can't keep their mouths shut. Not all industries are
so strict I am sure, but we have to be.
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Anonymous, 02-09-2018 14:09

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Scandal with Former Employee
_

Don't say this.
Ivette Dupuis, 02-09-2018 08:45

Our confidentiality policy is very clear on what is and is not acceptable, not only do we have proprietary information that is confidential, we have HIPAA regulations to follow. Our mantra is "if you
know about it because of your job, it stays at your job". Yes, we say this, often and, yes, people have lost jobs because they can't keep their mouths shut. Not all industries are so strict I am sure, but
we have to be.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 08:45
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Scandal with Former Employee
Don't say this.
Also, a reminder that as part of policy, everyone has signed a confidentiality agreement and any violations of that agreement will be subject to disciplinary action, including termination"
Anonymous, 02-09-2018 08:41

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 08:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Scandal with Former Employee
_
Our policy is that all requests from the media be forwarded to either the CEO or HR. You could send out a generic, "as a policy reminder, company policy is that any requests from the media are
directed to ______. Also, a reminder that as part of policy, everyone has signed a confidentiality agreement and any violations of that agreement will be subject to disciplinary action, including
termination" assuming you have a confidentiality agreement. Now, your internet usage will spike as soon as this email goes out as everyone tries to search for the reason behind this.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-08-2018 18:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Scandal with Former Employee
_
Our office just received a call from a news organization looking to confirm employment dates for a person who has been arrested for indecent exposure to a minor.
It appears to be our former CFO. Through our internet research we have discovered that he has been committing sex crimes dating back to 1989. He was employed with us from 2010-2013.
Our President is on an international flight, and we are wondering if we should send a memo to employees not to comment if news organizations continue to reach out. I don't want to overstep or make
this a bigger deal than it is, but the reporter was quite vague with our receptionist (she had to google the name to find out about the arrest) and we are concerned a less seasoned employee might say
too much...
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previous next
Re: Scandal with Former Employee
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
What part of Section 8 protects an employee from discussing this matter? I thought this protected employees from discussing work conditions and do not see how this falls under it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 08:39
From: Ivette Dupuis
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Subject: Scandal with Former Employee
You can't technically (Section 8 of the NLRA) stop 'em from commenting, but you CAN tell 'em if you've got a company rep that responds to media inquiries.
Here's what is in our handbook, may help you when drafting your eMail:
Third Party Disclosures
From time to time, our Company may become involved in news stories or potential or actual legal proceedings of various kinds. When that happens, lawyers, former employees, newspapers, law
enforcement agencies, and other outside persons may contact our employees to obtain information about the incident or the actual or potential lawsuit.
The company strives to anticipate and manage crisis situations in order to reduce disruption to our employees and to maintain our reputation as a high-quality company. To best serve these objectives,
the company will respond to the news media in a timely and professional manner only through the designated spokespersons.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-08-2018 18:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Scandal with Former Employee
_
Our office just received a call from a news organization looking to confirm employment dates for a person who has been arrested for indecent exposure to a minor.
It appears to be our former CFO. Through our internet research we have discovered that he has been committing sex crimes dating back to 1989. He was employed with us from 2010-2013.
Our President is on an international flight, and we are wondering if we should send a memo to employees not to comment if news organizations continue to reach out. I don't want to overstep or make
this a bigger deal than it is, but the reporter was quite vague with our receptionist (she had to google the name to find out about the arrest) and we are concerned a less seasoned employee might say
too much...
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Feb 14, 2018 3:29 PM
Anonymous
_
Sorry. I agree with Ivette. I work in an industry with extremely high stakes (as in people going to jail for years) if confidential information were to leak out, and our CEO still doesn't hang that over
peoples' heads all the time. Our employees understand the level of risk in sharing confidential information without needing constant reminders. I'd feel like I were being treated like a child and
threatened if I were being reminded constantly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Scandal with Former Employee
_

Don't say this.
Ivette Dupuis, 02-09-2018 08:45

Our confidentiality policy is very clear on what is and is not acceptable, not only do we have proprietary information that is confidential, we have HIPAA regulations to follow. Our mantra is "if you
know about it because of your job, it stays at your job". Yes, we say this, often and, yes, people have lost jobs because they can't keep their mouths shut. Not all industries are so strict I am sure, but
we have to be.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 08:45
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Scandal with Former Employee
Don't say this.
Also, a reminder that as part of policy, everyone has signed a confidentiality agreement and any violations of that agreement will be subject to disciplinary action, including termination"
Anonymous, 02-09-2018 08:41

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Original Message:
Sent: 02-09-2018 08:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Scandal with Former Employee
_
Our policy is that all requests from the media be forwarded to either the CEO or HR. You could send out a generic, "as a policy reminder, company policy is that any requests from the media are
directed to ______. Also, a reminder that as part of policy, everyone has signed a confidentiality agreement and any violations of that agreement will be subject to disciplinary action, including
termination" assuming you have a confidentiality agreement. Now, your internet usage will spike as soon as this email goes out as everyone tries to search for the reason behind this.
Original Message:
Sent: 02-08-2018 18:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Scandal with Former Employee
_
Our office just received a call from a news organization looking to confirm employment dates for a person who has been arrested for indecent exposure to a minor.
It appears to be our former CFO. Through our internet research we have discovered that he has been committing sex crimes dating back to 1989. He was employed with us from 2010-2013.
Our President is on an international flight, and we are wondering if we should send a memo to employees not to comment if news organizations continue to reach out. I don't want to overstep or make
this a bigger deal than it is, but the reporter was quite vague with our receptionist (she had to google the name to find out about the arrest) and we are concerned a less seasoned employee might say
too much...

top
373.

previous next
Re: Employee Recognition Programs for Small Firms
Reply to Group
Feb 14, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Was going to ask about something similar today actually! Our new intranet has a built in points system, and some of our staff had been asking for an old program we did 10 years ago to come back
that was similar. My current issue is coming up with ideas that people could use their points towards (we decided to let people bank points since the intranet is setup that way :) ). One person worked
at a company that did this and the rewards were usually non-monetary things like lunch with a partner, switch offices for a day, or pick the restaurant of our next company lunch. Then I ran out of
ideas. I had initially planned company logo stuff, but was vetoed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 12-05-2017 16:51
From: Debra Spearing
Subject: Employee Recognition Programs for Small Firms
One of my goals for my small company in the New Year is to build a culture of recognition. We're a small (30 employee) open office environment so we all work in the same big room all day, every
day, and even though everyone is peripherally aware of how hard we all work (or maybe because of that), no one takes the time to really pay attention to how important each individual person is.
I'm thinking of something where employees can give each other thank you "points" when they catch their colleagues doing something that makes our workplace thrive - anything from saving a big
account that as going down the tubes to emptying the dishwasher in our communal kitchen. I've seen some software platforms for recognition programs, but I don't know that we're big enough to
make good use of something like Fond (just for example).
In theory, I'd like to give an award at the end of each month to the employee who receives the most "thank you points" but also to the person who gives out the most recognition. Has anyone deployed
something similar for a small group of people? I'm also trying to be considerate of the fact that some people may not want to be recognized publicly, although I don't believe we have anyone here that
would be offended by being congratulated in a low-key kind of way for being a great coworker.
Any thoughts or experience building a home-grown recognition program?
Thanks!

-----------------------------Deb Spearing
VP of HR
Buffalo, NY
------------------------------

top
374.

previous
Re: Employee Recognition Programs for Small Firms
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Feb 14, 2018 6:49 PM
Heather Horn
We are a small organization of just under 40 employees. The initial program we had in place was called "High Five." Employees were provided with little note cards that had a detachable token. Staff
was encouraged to give a high five to their co-workers for going "above and beyond" whether it be for one another or member service. On the note card they would give a description of what the coworker did to earn the high five. At our all-staff meetings, staff would bring the note cards and tokens to drop for cash prizes (10 tokens = 1 drop) on a homemade Plinko board. Managers would read
aloud some of the note cards or sometimes we would display them on a bulletin board.
We did this system for several years and it worked pretty well. We just moved to an online recognition program called KUDOS a few months ago and we love it so far. We decided to make the move
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for a couple different reasons. 1. We had some staff that were abusing the note cards by giving tokens for every day tasks and we can better monitor and correct with KUDOS. 2. We have five
branches and some of the meaning was lost when a person got the high-five a week or two later.
Let me know if you would like any more information on either program! Good Luck!
-----------------------------Heather Horn
HR/Administrative Coordinator
Greater KC Public Safety Credit Union
Kansas City MO
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 12-05-2017 16:51
From: Debra Spearing
Subject: Employee Recognition Programs for Small Firms
One of my goals for my small company in the New Year is to build a culture of recognition. We're a small (30 employee) open office environment so we all work in the same big room all day, every
day, and even though everyone is peripherally aware of how hard we all work (or maybe because of that), no one takes the time to really pay attention to how important each individual person is.
I'm thinking of something where employees can give each other thank you "points" when they catch their colleagues doing something that makes our workplace thrive - anything from saving a big
account that as going down the tubes to emptying the dishwasher in our communal kitchen. I've seen some software platforms for recognition programs, but I don't know that we're big enough to
make good use of something like Fond (just for example).
In theory, I'd like to give an award at the end of each month to the employee who receives the most "thank you points" but also to the person who gives out the most recognition. Has anyone deployed
something similar for a small group of people? I'm also trying to be considerate of the fact that some people may not want to be recognized publicly, although I don't believe we have anyone here that
would be offended by being congratulated in a low-key kind of way for being a great coworker.
Any thoughts or experience building a home-grown recognition program?
Thanks!

-----------------------------Deb Spearing
VP of HR
Buffalo, NY
------------------------------

You are subscribed to "General HR" as therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. To change your subscriptions, go to My Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Society for Human Resource Management" <DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity.org>
Thu, 25 Jan 2018 11:07:37 -0700 (MST)
General HR Digest for Thursday January 25, 2018
<therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

General HR
Post New Message
Jan 24, 2018
started 14 minutes ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

FMLA Previous experience
1. _ I have an employee that worked full time... Anonymous
2. _ See 3(b) here. < Anonymous
3. _ â€‹
Within the past year they would have... Anonymous
started 32 minutes ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

How long do I keep Life Insurance Forms for Terminated Employees?
4. _ â€‹Anonymous
5. _ I would put in in their employee file and... Anonymous
started 36 minutes ago, Lisa Boucher (1 reply)

Policy and Procedures Manual vs. Employee Handbook
6. Good morning all - We have an employee... Lisa Boucher
7. _ We have an Operations Manual. Each... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Hourly Employees timecards
8. _ Is there a law that Non - Exempt employees... Anonymous
9. _ The federal law requires employers keep... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Absences - FMLA?
10. _ We have numerous absences due to illness,... Anonymous
11. _ you give them the paperwork if they're... Anonymous
12. _ Without probing too much, we would try to... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Sharon Joslyn (1 reply)

Sign on bonus and resignation notice
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13. â€‹â€‹
Hello all, We have a recent new hire (Aug... Sharon Joslyn
14. _ If you don't have a clawback agreement,... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Unprofessional Behavior of Upper Management
15. _ We have a new Director of our operations... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Danielle Wilder (1 reply)

FMLA Re-certification
16. Hello we have an employee who has been using... Danielle Wilder
17. _ I believe you do. See paragraph 3 here < Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

_ Not sure how to handle. Employee... Anonymous
_ I'd consult an attorney on this. You do not... Anonymous
_ I agree. Contact an attorney. This sounds... Anonymous
_ OP Here, All of the employees who are... Anonymous
_ Bump Anonymous
_ What type of organization is it? Anonymous
_ Under USERRA (not sure of your state law),... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Cathy Larsh (2 replies)

Salesman Separation
25. Can a Salesman who was on payroll and has been... Cathy Larsh
26. _ Your company will be held liable for mis... Anonymous
27. _ Read the garnishment order as some cover... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Payroll Software Conversion
28. _ We currently have 90+ employees listed in... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Go-To-Meeting Alternative
29. _ Hello all! Right now my company of about... Anonymous
30. _ Skype Anonymous
31. _ UBER Conferencing Zoom WebEx Ring... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Paycheck Deductions
32. _ Good Morning! I am new to HR and new to the... Anonymous
33. _ Best practice would be to discuss the... Anonymous
34. 'Maine law prohibits deductions from an employee... Ivette Dupuis
started 2 hours ago, Lori Jenkins (0 replies)

Canada Contractors Transitioning to Payroll Employees
35. Hello! My company is based in the US and we... Lori Jenkins
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started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

OD
36. _ Good Morning, Was given a OD process... Anonymous
37. _ The question is too vague. What... Anonymous
38. Wow - that's a pretty broad topic! Is the... Mary Dillman
started 2 hours ago, Belkis McPhee (3 replies)

Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
39.
40.
41.
42.

I am trying to break into the HR field and... Belkis McPhee
_ This would all depend on your background... Anonymous
Thanks for your response. My goal is to find a... Belkis McPhee
_ If you are working in recruiting (in-house... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Compensation for Business Development
43. _ We are looking for a good way to create a... Anonymous
started 3 hours ago, Erica Murakami (0 replies)

MD Sick Leave Law starting 2/11
44. Can anyone help me understand if my company... Erica Murakami
started 4 hours ago, Randi Akers (4 replies)

AFLAC
45. Anyone have thoughts on AFLAC? Randi Akers
46. _ Voluntary benefits are a nice addition to... Anonymous
47. _ We offered AFLAC at my last employer. I... Anonymous
48. _ I think others have asked this question... Anonymous
49. _ We were somewhat obliged to offer Aflac. ... Anonymous
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Performance Evaluation Examples
50. _ Hi, I am tasked with creating a Employee... Anonymous
51. _ Did you check this SHRM site, under Resources? Anonymous
started 16 hours ago, Mark Halushka (2 replies)

Expense Reimbursements
52. Employer in CA who has an employee in MN working... Mark Halushka
53. _ If you are paying for a landline, you would... Anonymous
54. I'd probably just pay 'em a flat amount ... Ivette Dupuis
started 17 hours ago, Erin Thornton (3 replies)

EE Resigned w/2 weeks, we elected accepting eff immediately
55. â€‹
Need to run by the group to ensure my... Erin Thornton
56. _ We had this issue last week. Yes we made it... Anonymous
57. _ If you pay out the 2 weeks and just don't... Anonymous
58. _ â€‹
It would be a voluntary term and then I... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Manager Training - Disabilities
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59. _ Can anyone recommend a book, video training... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Chad Wood (0 replies)

Recommendations for Background Check Company - Quick turnaround - Pay per check
60. Looking for a new background check company... Chad Wood
started 18 hours ago, Elizabeth Carey (0 replies)

Experience with Namely
61. Hello! My organization is interested in... Elizabeth Carey
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

1094c 1095c electronic file Help!
62. _ â€‹
How do I file the 1094 c and 1095 c... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Low Cost or Free Incentives or Service for Employees
63. _ â€‹â€‹
Our company offers great core benefit... Anonymous
64. Take a look at www.perksatwork.com. We use them... Roberta Weingarten
65. _ We are a manual labor company so we were... Anonymous
66. _ Check with your medical plan and see if... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Lesley Chermansky (1 reply)

Team Player / Leadership Books
67. I have a lead employee who desires to move into... Lesley Chermansky
68. Hi Lesley, I did a quick "google search" on... Mary Dillman
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

What happened to Malala?
69. _ Has anyone noticed that Malala is no longer... Anonymous
70. I know a gal that called SHRM directly yesterday... Ivette Dupuis
71. What a loss for the conference! If you haven't... Mary Dillman
72. Yep, disappointing. What a loss for the... Ivette Dupuis
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

I9s
73. _ If I sell my business, is the new owner... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Eric Bryant (1 reply)

Tuition Reimbursment Program best practices
74. â€‹
Hi, we are a healthcare organization, and are... Eric Bryant
75. _ â€‹
1. We do not, we only reimburse a maximum... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Lucille Petti-Goldblatt (3 replies)

Employment Applications Exempt & Non-Exempt
76. Hi, Is it OK to have different employment... Lucille Petti-Goldblatt
77. _ There is no regulation that states that an... Anonymous
78. _ Why? What is the reason for this question?... Anonymous
79. I'm curious as to why you would want to have two... Renee Shiraishi
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)
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Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
80. _ â€‹
I'm the HR-Generalist for a small company ... Anonymous
81. _ I would reply to her email and let her know... Anonymous
82. _ â€‹
Good advice was given to you by number 2. ... Anonymous
83. _ I would call an attorney. Anonymous
84. _ â€‹
Thanks for some really helpful information... Anonymous
85. _ Another issue you'll need to explore and... Anonymous
86. _ â€‹
The reason she did not come to HR before... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Lynette Schroeder-Einwiller (1 reply)

Sick Leave
87. Can someone clarify what types of things an... Lynette Schroeder-Einwiller
88. Hi Lynette, An employee is entitled to use sick... Franca Efangon
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Tone and Purpose of Employee Handbook
89. _ We have a client for whom we are drafting... Anonymous
90. _ This happens to all service providers... Anonymous
91. Here's what I'd tell 'em: This right here kinda... Ivette Dupuis
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Posting ALL positions
92. _ Hi, Looking for a little feedback on... Anonymous
93. _ There is a big misconception that you MUST... Anonymous
94. _ Thank you! Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

Vent Letter After Leaving
95. _ â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and... Anonymous
96. _ I don't think anyone here is going to... Anonymous
97. _ Sounds like an issue that could have easily... Anonymous
98. But for those that can give advice on how to... Roberta Weingarten
99. _ â€‹
I didn't want to cause any trouble or seem... Anonymous
100. _ What are you hoping to accomplish by... Anonymous
101. _ I didn't want to cause any trouble or... Anonymous
102. I agree with advice that you should have... Mary Dillman
103. _ I am a firm believer in not burning any... Anonymous
104. I am with Mary. Better yet, have a bonfire ... Ivette Dupuis
105. Now, to answer your question anyway - because it... Ivette Dupuis
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

I9 Audits
106. _ What would the best way to start an I9... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
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107.
108.
109.
110.

_ HR professionals! I need your help! We... Anonymous
_ When do you expect the FMLA to expire? Is... Anonymous
_ We use the rolling back method for tracking... Anonymous
_ As much as I know about FMLA, I'm not great... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Maureen Harder (5 replies)

Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
111. Hi I am doing some HR for a small company( under... Maureen Harder
112. _ I would have an attorney review... Anonymous
113. _ Just based on my experience, I have never... Anonymous
114. Thank you! Maureen Harder
115. Thanks! Maureen Harder
116. Its actually a big handbook since its a... Maureen Harder
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Annual Notices
117. _ What are the required annual notices that... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Employment Ads
118. _ Our company is recruiting for a... Anonymous
119. _ It is legal in my state. Not every... Anonymous
120. _ It's only permissible if you're hiring for... Anonymous
121. _ Do you hire people who can't provide... Anonymous
122. _ Please review work authorization... Anonymous
123. _ We always say "must be legally eligible to... Anonymous
124. _ You should ask "Are you eligible to work in... Anonymous
125. _ Former Gov't Contractor here. We could... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Terminating an E3 visa holder
126. _ Happy Wednesday everyone! We recently... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Darla Biglow (0 replies)

Employee Anniversary Gifts
127. Our small company is trying to determine a gift... Darla Biglow
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
128. _ Our company is planning to review our... Anonymous
129. _ I wouldn't get involved unless there will... Anonymous
130. _ I get asked for my opinion when it comes to... Anonymous
131. _ The entire website? No. I'm always involved... Anonymous
132. I guess it depends on the goals your company has... Patrisia Sheremeta
133. Patrisia offers excellent suggestions. The... Mary Dillman
134. _ #OP here, â€‹
Thanks for the great suggestions. Anonymous
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135. _ Our marketing team manages the website look... Anonymous
136. _ With the employment pages, yes. I would... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (12 replies)

I need to complain...
137. _ So, don't read if you don't want to know my... Anonymous
138. _ But is there a dog spewing bloody puss... Anonymous
139. _ Definitely understood! Sick people should... Anonymous
140. _ Ray of Sunshine - SAME PERSON! Hahaha!... Anonymous
141. _ OMG! We had a candidate with the flu come,... Anonymous
142. _ I HATE people who can't differentiate "I... Anonymous
143. _ Take some pride in keeping your facility... Anonymous
144. _ Oh my goodness! I can't believe it's the... Anonymous
145. _ Wow, I feel for you, that must be awful. ... Anonymous
146. _ As much as I hate taking off because I'm... Anonymous
147. _ This is the prime reason I have resisted... Anonymous
148. _ We are getting a lot of employees calling... Anonymous
149. _ You guys are all awesome! So happy someone... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Theft Misdemeanor - Do we hire?
150. _ â€‹
Hello - I'm really struggling with this... Anonymous
151. _ If they're a good candidate I would extend... Anonymous
152. _ You proceed as you would if you had no... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Exit Interviews
153. _ What are some of your best practices for... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Sticky situation
154. _ Last year we expanded our business and... Anonymous
155. You clearly cannot keep this woman on just... Patrisia Sheremeta
156. _ Agreed. I just terminated the roommate of... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Military Leave for one day?
157. _ â€‹
An employee provided his supervisor with... Anonymous
158. _ I guess it depends on how strict your... Anonymous
159. _ â€‹
Thank you! I am inclined to agree with you... Anonymous
160. I spell "rigmarole" like this >>> BS. James Hungate
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

our bookkeeper...
161. _ messed up our W2 forms! She forgot to... Anonymous
162. _ You issue corrected W2's. That's all you... Anonymous
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163.
164.
165.
166.

_ â€‹
You have to issue corrected W-2s and... Anonymous
I am not sure of much consequence to employees. ... Ivette Dupuis
_ I thought you couldn't start filing till... Anonymous
_ Turbo tax opened up earlier this month, not... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Suggestions for GPS on Company Phones
167. _ Hello, A particular group of our... Anonymous
168. _ Hi OP, just curious- do you meant that they... Anonymous
169. _ Thank you! This was really helpful. I also... Anonymous
170. _ My old brain is failing me at the moment... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Drug Policy and Legalization of Cannabis
171. _ Anyone changing the wording in their drug... Anonymous
172. _ This is addressed a lot on this board. You... Anonymous
173. _ It's still illegal federally so no changes... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Finding a good Administrative Assistant
174. _ What sources do you use to find competent... Anonymous
175. A few years ago I was hiring a Customer Service... Kylie Henshaw
176. _ Do you have a tech school/community college... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Finding Skilled Labor
177. _ For the first time in forever, I am having... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

"I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
178. _ How would you deal with this manager? Anonymous
179. _ â€‹
What is the real reason the employee didn... Anonymous
180. Tell manager there's a better (and more honest)... Ivette Dupuis
181. _ Pull them in your office and give the smack... Anonymous
182. _ Ah, I hate this, I push the employee back... Anonymous
183. Definitely need to have a conversation with this... Mary Dillman
184. What a weaselly statement. Don't you just love... Patrisia Sheremeta
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

ALEX by Jellyvision
185. _ Does anyone use this? We are a... Anonymous
186. _ My husband company uses it and I love it,... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Mary Casey (0 replies)

Sexual Harassment Policy
187. We, of course, have our sexual harassment policy... Mary Casey
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)
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Resignation vs. Termination
188. _ Hello, I was possibly mistaken with the... Anonymous
189. _ Every employee departure is a termination Anonymous
190. The result is the same. Generally when someone... David Gaspin
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

FMLA
191. _ The care of the child is a FMLA event. The... Anonymous
192. _ â€‹
the doctor visits are obviously covered... Anonymous
started yesterday, Patricia Breeding (2 replies)

Consideration of High School interns
193. Hi Patricia. That is what my job is. I would... Brett Schager
194. _ I don't know what career academy is but... Anonymous
started yesterday, Nikki McCaffrey (4 replies)

Marijuana in other states
195. _ â€‹
just attended a couple webinars on this... Anonymous
196. _ It is still illegal under federal law Anonymous
197. _ In Minnesota employers have to add a... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
198. â€‹
A noise curtain between the warehouse and... Donna Fudale
199. _ The noise that the warehouse makes isn't... Anonymous
200. _ There are websites and apps you can stream... Anonymous
201. _ You can order machines from Amazon for $50... Anonymous
202. _ Yes, the sound is travelling through the... Anonymous
203. _ â€‹
Agree with one or two others suggesting... Anonymous
204. _ There are companies that install these... Anonymous
started yesterday, Eric Emerson (7 replies)

vacation policy opinion
205. Agree that it is confusing, and that it is 20... Mary Casey
206. _ Break it down: Vacation Leave may not be... Anonymous
207. _ Darn, I typed an answer and then the site... Anonymous
208. _ I agree that it is newly granted vacation... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

FMLA - Vacation Required
209. _ I third the statements that you do for your... Anonymous
started yesterday, Angela Wagner (4 replies)

Ethics/Harassment Hotlines
210. _ We are in the process of finalizing ours as... Anonymous
211. At a past employer we used ethicspoint.com. It... Rebecca Decker
212. _ AutoHR is who we use. It is a â€‹
telephone... Anonymous
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213. _ â€‹
We've used NAVEX Global for about 10 years... Anonymous
started yesterday, James Cole (2 replies)

Creating a Tuition Reimbursement Policy
214. This is what we use. We have 40 employees: ... Jennifer Etimani
started yesterday, Anonymous (29 replies)

"Stop saying no problem"
215. _ I don't see an issue with saying no problem... Anonymous
216. _ I am failing to understand why this is an... Anonymous
217. _ That's how I feel. I don't like "you're... Anonymous
218. _ I say No Problem or No Worries just as a... Anonymous
219. _ â€‹
I definitely disagree with having this... Anonymous
220. _ I would not discipline for this and it... Anonymous
221. _ â€‹Depends the context. Inter company, I... Anonymous
222. _ This might come under some cultural... Anonymous
223. _ I skimmed over the post so I apologize if... Anonymous
224. â€‹
I agree context makes a difference. No problem... Debra Lail
225. Anyone else think this is a generational issue? ... Justine Heller
226. _ Anyone else think this is a... Anonymous
227. _ â€‹
What generation are you referring too? I... Anonymous
228. _ This has got to be a regional thing. People... Anonymous
229. _ â€‹
I'm confused about this. I say "no problem... Anonymous
230. _ WHY do people always think everything is a... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (11 replies)

HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
231. FMLA does not apply because of the size of your... James Hungate
232. OP here. She is a stellar employee, and we are... Judy Todd
233. Sometimes, rules get in the way of empathy and... Susan Cash
234. _ If your company has access to an EAP please... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)

Semi-monthly pay and hours
235. _ I assume you are referring to salaried... Anonymous
236. _ â€‹
Yes salaried. Thanks this makes sense. Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (27 replies)

Taking the stairs for interview
237. _ Nothing personal, just common courtesy. I... Anonymous
238. _ I totally agree with the last poster. I... Anonymous
239. _ When I worked in an office over 5 floors,... Anonymous
240. I appreciate the love and candid comment. ... Ivette Dupuis
241. _ You are reading way too much into this. I... Anonymous
242. _ I would never assume either way and â€‹
I... Anonymous
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243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.

_ I do this and I don't even realize I'm... Anonymous
â€‹
Since it's happened a couple times, I would... Debra Lail
_ â€‹
Why, why, why must we be offended by... Anonymous
_ Our office is in an 1860's refurbished... Anonymous
_ Personally I hate being in an elevator (I... Anonymous
â€‹
Hello, I myself have been on interviews asking... Eddie Knight
_ Something I have thought about that... Anonymous
_ " By that I mean taking the stairs can be... Anonymous
_ This is a huge leap. How can taking stairs... Anonymous
started yesterday, Laura Hoogendoorn (8 replies)

job description that collides with health
252.
253.
254.
255.

The employee notified us he is being treated for... Laura Hoogendoorn
_ Moon Willow==question for you, if,... Anonymous
Yeah, in the end, it still boils down to... Ivette Dupuis
_ Under the ADA, you must go through the... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)

Sharing I-9 Forms
256. â€‹
That sounds really weird to me, why would they... Haley Mitchem
257. This is what our attorneys have always advised -... Arshia Syed
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)

Is progressive discipline the way to go?
258. â€‹
I encourage a progressive disciplinary process Michael Smith
259. I have never been in a union environment, so I... Patrisia Sheremeta
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Paid Break time
260. _ I don't agree with the company's math on... Anonymous
261. Legally, EEs get a paid break for every 4 hour... Jennifer Deichl
262. _ Jennifer - just as an FYI - break times are... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Looking for Payroll Professionals - Commission and PTO Payout Taxes
263. Hi, Both commissions and PTO payouts should be... Colleen Moran
264. _ â€‹
When we have commissions or PTO we issue... Anonymous
265. Just to clarify. You've actually got three... Ivette Dupuis
started yesterday, Anonymous (1 reply)

State of Michigan - State Tax Exemptions form
266. Payroll tax exemption? Like, you have an... Jamie Wideman
started yesterday, Anonymous (10 replies)

resignation without notice - how to discourage it?
267. â€‹
If they majority of employees are leaving under... Debra Lail
started yesterday, Anonymous (86 replies)
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Company Admin defying me
268. _ That was the point of my post. And I know ... Anonymous
269. _ I'm only involved because it comes to me... Anonymous
270. _ I'm still not understanding why this... Anonymous
271. _ Given all the back and forth between OP and... Anonymous
272. _ I've offered but the consensus was "taking... Anonymous
273. _ This admin sure has a lot of power over the... Anonymous
274. Speaking from the Exec Assistant point of view,... Yvonne Cass
275. _ Sounds like you need to just keep doing... Anonymous
276. _ Ok, so OP's own self description and use of... Anonymous
277. _ Hi Yvonne, Honestly, she has no knowledge... Anonymous
278. _ James, as a man (I assume based on a... Anonymous
279. _ Does she "defy" other executives in the... Anonymous
280. _ I am incredibly difficult to work with, no... Anonymous
281. _ I really don't know if she's done this with... Anonymous
282. _ She has "power" because she's doing what... Anonymous
283. _ â€‹
Are you even in an HR role? I'm confused... Anonymous
284. _ I want to know what kind of executive role... Anonymous
285. _ She's not following instructions, write her... Anonymous
286. _ OP doesn't have the authority to write her up. Anonymous
287. _ Hi OP. Do you ever give positive feedback... Anonymous
288. _ â€‹
Since she is not her employee and the... Anonymous
289. _ OP said she doesn't have the authority to... Anonymous
290. _ MY! Not getting into the back and forth,... Anonymous
291. _ I'm the COO/CFO. HR and all... Anonymous
292. _ So the admin is the grandchild of one of... Anonymous
293. _ I get your point! I get ALL your points Anonymous
294. _ If HR and all admins report to you, you DO... Anonymous
295. _ â€‹
Then I guess she has to suck it up and... Anonymous
296. _ I agree. I'm very confused. I don't... Anonymous
297. _ The OP said the admin team reports into her... Anonymous
298. _ Anonymonk beat me to it...if you are... Anonymous
299. _ Hi OP, I get you. I will admit I... Anonymous
300. _ interpreted tone by other posters ... Anonymous
301. _ What was the point of this comment? ... Anonymous
302. _ I wonder how we're supposed to "interpret"... Anonymous
303. Right, because no anonymous poster is ever... Roberta Weingarten
304. _ Thank you Epic Christmas Party OP. I do... Anonymous
305. _ It's getting real in here. Anonymous
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306.
307.
308.
309.
310.

_ BTW, grandboss is a term for someone's boss... Anonymous
_ So OP-Give yourself some credit. While... Anonymous
_ Your sentence structure leads me to believe... Anonymous
I beleive this needs to be handled in steps. ... Wendy Gerlach
_ GO OP!! That's a good start. ... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (1 reply)

Sexual Harassment Training
311. No requirements, but when deciding a sexual... Howard Spiegel
started 2 days ago, Lisa Stuart (10 replies)

Doctors note-wanting to work
312. If you've been written out by a doctor, we... Jamie Wideman
started 2 days ago, Sonya Carius (3 replies)

Insurance broker in Central Ohio? Or national broker?
313. We currently have Horan but there's another... Melanie Veal
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Calculating Vacation for PT New Hire
314. _ I work for a small company of 35 employees,... Anonymous
315. _ â€‹
Thank you! YES, that was exactly what I... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Non Exempt Salaried EEs (NY) + Proper Wage Theft Form
316. _ I think the form is still required for new... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (15 replies)

Bereavement leave for Ex's family
317. _ Does your policy allow for exceptions to be... Anonymous
318. â€‹
Our policy states: one set of mother-in... Judy Harris
319. _ It's compassionate to allow it, but follow... Anonymous
320. This is exactly my problem with these (outdated... Ivette Dupuis
321. _ â€‹
Not quite sure I agree completely with you... Anonymous
322. For me, not about semantics or even about being... Ivette Dupuis
323. _ I consider myself to be pretty sympathetic... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Finding good shipping people
324. _ I just found a ton of shipping people on... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Vikki Gorman (5 replies)

AZ E-Verify Question & I-9's
325. I was mistaken about the E-Verify requirement... Ivor Dikkers
started 5 days ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

Leave or stay?
326. _ OP again! After a lot of long talks and... Anonymous
started one year ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Holiday Overtime Pay
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327. _ I have the same question. We have non... Anonymous
328. _ We have a small number of our employees... Anonymous

top
1.

next
FMLA Previous experience
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:54 AM
Anonymous

_
I have an employee that worked full time for our organization- 2 years, left for 10 months (different opportunity), and has now returned.
Do the previous 2 years count in determining FMLA qualifications?
Thanks in advance!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
2.

previous next
Re: FMLA Previous experience
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:58 AM
Anonymous

_
See 3(b) here.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:54
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From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Previous experience
_
I have an employee that worked full time for our organization- 2 years, left for 10 months (different opportunity), and has now returned.
Do the previous 2 years count in determining FMLA qualifications?
Thanks in advance!

top
3.

previous next
Re: FMLA Previous experience
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:58 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Within the past year they would have needed to work 1250 hours.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Previous experience
_
I have an employee that worked full time for our organization- 2 years, left for 10 months (different opportunity), and has now returned.
Do the previous 2 years count in determining FMLA qualifications?
Thanks in advance!
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top
4.

previous next
How long do I keep Life Insurance Forms for Terminated Employees?
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:36 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
5.

previous next
Re: How long do I keep Life Insurance Forms for Terminated Employees?
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:45 AM
Anonymous

_
I would put in in their employee file and keep it for at least 7 years.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: How long do I keep Life Insurance Forms for Terminated Employees?
_
â€‹
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top
6.

previous next
Policy and Procedures Manual vs. Employee Handbook
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 11:32 AM
Lisa Boucher
Good morning all We have an employee handbook that is great - we update it annually and have legal council review as well. The handbook discusses all things employee related like benefits, harassment policy, time
off etc.
We have be discussing the possible creation of a Policy and Procedures manual, more for our management team, to discuss such things as progressive discipline policy, snow day procedures, office
procedures, recruiting procedures, etc. that you wouldn't necessarily have in the employee handbook but that are guidelines to follow in certain circumstances. Kind of a "how to guide" so to speak.
I've been researching and trying to find guidelines on what a P&P manual would look like but all of the examples I find are employee handbooks.
I'd love any thoughts and guidance on what you do at your organizations for policies and procedures! Thanks everyone!

-----------------------------Lisa Boucher SHRM-SCP
Director of Human Resources
Double H Ranch
Lake Luzerne NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Policy and Procedures Manual vs. Employee Handbook
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:59 AM
Anonymous
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_
We have an Operations Manual.
Each department outlines duties and steps to complete them.
In the HR portion, a manager can look up progressive discipline.
Then, within the HR department, there's a process manual for internal use, as in how to file a STD claim, where to enter in new hires, what steps to take when someone terminates. The Sales
department would have items such as how to enter in new customers, logging in data from sales, etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:32
From: Lisa Boucher
Subject: Policy and Procedures Manual vs. Employee Handbook
Good morning all We have an employee handbook that is great - we update it annually and have legal council review as well. The handbook discusses all things employee related like benefits, harassment policy, time
off etc.
We have be discussing the possible creation of a Policy and Procedures manual, more for our management team, to discuss such things as progressive discipline policy, snow day procedures, office
procedures, recruiting procedures, etc. that you wouldn't necessarily have in the employee handbook but that are guidelines to follow in certain circumstances. Kind of a "how to guide" so to speak.
I've been researching and trying to find guidelines on what a P&P manual would look like but all of the examples I find are employee handbooks.
I'd love any thoughts and guidance on what you do at your organizations for policies and procedures! Thanks everyone!

-----------------------------Lisa Boucher SHRM-SCP
Director of Human Resources
Double H Ranch
Lake Luzerne NY
------------------------------
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Hourly Employees timecards
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Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:22 AM
Anonymous
_
Is there a law that Non - Exempt employees have to punch in and out? Other than for payroll sake, is it ok if they just sign in/out?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
9.

previous next
Re: Hourly Employees timecards
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:43 AM
Anonymous

_
The federal law requires employers keep track of the following:
Time and day of week when employee's workweek begins.
Hours worked each day.
Total hours worked each workweek.
How the employer does this matters to the point of accuracy - how will the employer defend its pay decisions and practices in the event of an audit?
Your state might have additional requirements.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hourly Employees timecards
_
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Is there a law that Non - Exempt employees have to punch in and out? Other than for payroll sake, is it ok if they just sign in/out?

top
10.

previous next
Absences - FMLA?
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:17 AM
Anonymous

_
We have numerous absences due to illness, but employees are not going to the doctor. We have three employees who have been out of work for 5 days now. I know two of them have not been to a
doctor. Do I still apply FMLA? Or, do I give them the paperwork and see if they give it back?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
11.

previous next
Re: Absences - FMLA?
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:19 AM
Anonymous

_
you give them the paperwork if they're eligible.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Absences - FMLA?
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_
We have numerous absences due to illness, but employees are not going to the doctor. We have three employees who have been out of work for 5 days now. I know two of them have not been to a
doctor. Do I still apply FMLA? Or, do I give them the paperwork and see if they give it back?

top
12.

previous next
Re: Absences - FMLA?
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:45 AM
Anonymous

_
Without probing too much, we would try to find out from the employee or manager the nature of the illnesses. If these are routine colds, the flu, etc. we wouldn't start with FMLA. If we suspected a
serious health condition is involved, we would start the FMLA process (notices, requests for certification) before deciding if FMLA applies or not.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Absences - FMLA?
_
We have numerous absences due to illness, but employees are not going to the doctor. We have three employees who have been out of work for 5 days now. I know two of them have not been to a
doctor. Do I still apply FMLA? Or, do I give them the paperwork and see if they give it back?

top
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previous next
Sign on bonus and resignation notice
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 11:10 AM
Sharon Joslyn
â€‹â€‹
Hello all,
We have a recent new hire (Aug 7th) that recently gave his 2 week notice. He is a recent Doctorate graduate and this is a professional position that is integral to the success of our clinic. Our
employee handbook states we require 4 weeks notice however doesn't state what the consequence would be if a shorter notice is given. Also, we paid him a sign-on bonus. This amount was outlined
in an offer letter however, again, no reference to if it would need to be paid back if he left in XXXX amount of time. The owners are quite upset and want to have him pay back the sign-on bonus. I'd
appreciate any feedback on what your organization's policies are regarding these 2 issues. Thank you.
-----------------------------Sharon Joslyn
Lattimore Physical Therapy
Mendon NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
14.

previous next
Re: Sign on bonus and resignation notice
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:12 AM
Anonymous

_
If you don't have a clawback agreement, that bonus is considered earned income. You're out of luck.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:09
From: Sharon Joslyn
Subject: Sign on bonus and resignation notice
â€‹â€‹
Hello all,
We have a recent new hire (Aug 7th) that recently gave his 2 week notice. He is a recent Doctorate graduate and this is a professional position that is integral to the success of our clinic. Our
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employee handbook states we require 4 weeks notice however doesn't state what the consequence would be if a shorter notice is given. Also, we paid him a sign-on bonus. This amount was outlined
in an offer letter however, again, no reference to if it would need to be paid back if he left in XXXX amount of time. The owners are quite upset and want to have him pay back the sign-on bonus. I'd
appreciate any feedback on what your organization's policies are regarding these 2 issues. Thank you.
-----------------------------Sharon Joslyn
Lattimore Physical Therapy
Mendon NY
------------------------------

top
15.

previous next
Unprofessional Behavior of Upper Management
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:09 AM
Anonymous

_
We have a new Director of our operations department who has been in the role for 5 months. Prior to her starting there were (2) Manager's under her that left (no fault of the Director - just bad
timing). The Director was then left to "figure things out" alone with out support. Ironically, one of the Manager's who left for a new opportunity/completely different job, wanted to come back. The
Director was not in favor of this for no particular reason, and the Board ended up making the decision to hire her back, against the Director's say.
Before the Manager had returned, the Director made it know to the staff she was not in favor of this and not happy about it. The Manager has since started and is hearing from some staff "I hope you
can make it work with the Director" making her feel uneasy as you can imagine. The staff mentioned that the Director made it known she was not happy about the decision. Consequently, prior to
the Manager's first day, she complained several times to the CEO that she is hearing nothing but complaints about the Manager in an effort to stop the hiring.
How can this issue improve? What type of damage control needs to be done? Not a good thing...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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FMLA Re-certification
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 11:05 AM
Danielle Wilder
Hello
we have an employee who has been using FMLA to take care of her ill mother. It has been 6 months since she was approved for the FMLA time, and as of recently the time off request for care have
been increasing. I have sent over re-certification so we have the correct information about possible need for leave increasing. When asking for re-certification, do you need to send over another notice
of rights? Or is just sending over a new med cert enough since an initial notice was already provided?
-----------------------------Danielle Wilder
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
17.

previous next
Re: FMLA Re-certification
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:47 AM
Anonymous

_
I believe you do. See paragraph 3 here.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:04
From: Danielle Wilder
Subject: FMLA Re-certification
Hello
we have an employee who has been using FMLA to take care of her ill mother. It has been 6 months since she was approved for the FMLA time, and as of recently the time off request for care have
been increasing. I have sent over re-certification so we have the correct information about possible need for leave increasing. When asking for re-certification, do you need to send over another notice
of rights? Or is just sending over a new med cert enough since an initial notice was already provided?
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-----------------------------Danielle Wilder
------------------------------
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previous next
How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:53 AM
Anonymous

_
Not sure how to handle.
Employee has been employed since 9/11/17.
Left for military leave on 11/3/17 – worked about 2 months.
After she left for military leave, client discovered performance issues.
Client does want employee to return due to performance issues – We want to term
Client can substantiate/has documentation of performance issues.
Is it safe to term upon return?
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
Reply to Group
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Jan 25, 2018 10:59 AM
Anonymous
_
I'd consult an attorney on this. You do not want to be accused of discriminating against service members.
Also the employee hasn't been working for you long and is probably still learning the ins and outs of their position. Mistakes are bound to happen. It sounds like these performance issues have not
been addressed with the employee either.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
_
Not sure how to handle.
Employee has been employed since 9/11/17.
Left for military leave on 11/3/17 – worked about 2 months.
After she left for military leave, client discovered performance issues.
Client does want employee to return due to performance issues – We want to term
Client can substantiate/has documentation of performance issues.
Is it safe to term upon return?
Thanks!
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Re: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
Reply to Group
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Jan 25, 2018 11:13 AM
Anonymous
_
I agree. Contact an attorney. This sounds like the client is unhappy that this person took the leave.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
_
Not sure how to handle.
Employee has been employed since 9/11/17.
Left for military leave on 11/3/17 – worked about 2 months.
After she left for military leave, client discovered performance issues.
Client does want employee to return due to performance issues – We want to term
Client can substantiate/has documentation of performance issues.
Is it safe to term upon return?
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:15 AM
Anonymous
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_
OP Here,
All of the employees who are at this client site are military. Not sure if that changes anything.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
_
Not sure how to handle.
Employee has been employed since 9/11/17.
Left for military leave on 11/3/17 – worked about 2 months.
After she left for military leave, client discovered performance issues.
Client does want employee to return due to performance issues – We want to term
Client can substantiate/has documentation of performance issues.
Is it safe to term upon return?
Thanks!
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Re: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:25 AM
Anonymous

_
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Bump
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
_
OP Here,
All of the employees who are at this client site are military. Not sure if that changes anything.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
_
Not sure how to handle.
Employee has been employed since 9/11/17.
Left for military leave on 11/3/17 – worked about 2 months.
After she left for military leave, client discovered performance issues.
Client does want employee to return due to performance issues – We want to term
Client can substantiate/has documentation of performance issues.
Is it safe to term upon return?
Thanks!

top
23.

previous next
Re: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
Reply to Group
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Jan 25, 2018 11:26 AM
Anonymous
_
What type of organization is it?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
_
OP Here,
All of the employees who are at this client site are military. Not sure if that changes anything.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
_
Not sure how to handle.
Employee has been employed since 9/11/17.
Left for military leave on 11/3/17 – worked about 2 months.
After she left for military leave, client discovered performance issues.
Client does want employee to return due to performance issues – We want to term
Client can substantiate/has documentation of performance issues.
Is it safe to term upon return?
Thanks!
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Re: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:40 AM
Anonymous

_
Under USERRA (not sure of your state law), she's not out of military leave. She may be absent and retain her reemployment rights for up to 5 years. How much leave has she taken? Are you past
the 5 years? Based on what you wrote, I think termination is premature. If she applied for reemployment, I would take her back with a new training and coaching plan and give her some time to
bring things back up to speed.
I would also speak with an attorney.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to handle - Employee out of military leave and client discovered performance issues and doesn't want back
_
Not sure how to handle.
Employee has been employed since 9/11/17.
Left for military leave on 11/3/17 – worked about 2 months.
After she left for military leave, client discovered performance issues.
Client does want employee to return due to performance issues – We want to term
Client can substantiate/has documentation of performance issues.
Is it safe to term upon return?
Thanks!
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Salesman Separation
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:34 AM
Cathy Larsh

Can a Salesman who was on payroll and has been terminated go as 1099 for his Separation?
He is trying to avoid Garnishments.
Please advise.

Thank you,

Cathy
Cathy A. Larsh
Human Resources
"Helping People Achieve The American Dream of Homeownership"

Property Debt Research
6801 Palisades Park Ct | Suite 2 | Fort Myers, FL 33912 | cathy@propertydebtresearch.com
Office: 877.543.6669 x204 | Fax: 239.319.4016 | www.propertydebtresearch.com

Trust your lien searches to the Best!
Test Drive the PDR Customer Portal!

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

top
26.
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Re: Salesman Separation
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:39 AM
Anonymous

_
Your company will be held liable for mis-classification and there are very steep fees and fines for this - not to mention opening yourself up for additional audits.
Don't you wish you could tell the salesperson to sell more and pay his debt. He owes, he should pay.
How would you like to be the person he owes the money to?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:33
From: Cathy Larsh
Subject: Salesman Separation
Can a Salesman who was on payroll and has been terminated go as 1099 for his Separation?
He is trying to avoid Garnishments.
Please advise.

Thank you,

Cathy
Cathy A. Larsh
Human Resources
"Helping People Achieve The American Dream of Homeownership"

Property Debt Research
6801 Palisades Park Ct | Suite 2 | Fort Myers, FL 33912 | cathy@propertydebtresearch.com
Office: 877.543.6669 x204 | Fax: 239.319.4016 | www.propertydebtresearch.com

Trust your lien searches to the Best!
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Test Drive the PDR Customer Portal!
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Re: Salesman Separation
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:45 AM
Anonymous

_
Read the garnishment order as some cover ANY money paid. You may have to withhold if you pay through AP.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:33
From: Cathy Larsh
Subject: Salesman Separation
Can a Salesman who was on payroll and has been terminated go as 1099 for his Separation?
He is trying to avoid Garnishments.
Please advise.

Thank you,

Cathy
Cathy A. Larsh
Human Resources
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"Helping People Achieve The American Dream of Homeownership"

Property Debt Research
6801 Palisades Park Ct | Suite 2 | Fort Myers, FL 33912 | cathy@propertydebtresearch.com
Office: 877.543.6669 x204 | Fax: 239.319.4016 | www.propertydebtresearch.com

Trust your lien searches to the Best!
Test Drive the PDR Customer Portal!

top
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previous next
Payroll Software Conversion
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:33 AM
Anonymous

_
We currently have 90+ employees listed in our current payroll software program, though we only have 45 current employees.
Do I need to transfer all 90+ employees listed in our current payroll software program, to our new payroll software program?
Better question: In the state of AZ, how long must an employer retain employment records?
Thank you in advance for your comments and answers!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Go-To-Meeting Alternative
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Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:29 AM
Anonymous
_
Hello all!
Right now my company of about 70 IT consultants shares 6 Go-To-Meetings. This worked fine for a while, but now we are running into issues of running out of meetings, people dialing into
meetings even though they are booked, etc. My president doesn't want to buy more Go-To-Meetings and is looking for suggestions of other platforms we could use. Does anyone have suggestions of
systems to look into?
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Go-To-Meeting Alternative
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:48 AM
Anonymous

_
Skype
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Go-To-Meeting Alternative
_
Hello all!
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Right now my company of about 70 IT consultants shares 6 Go-To-Meetings. This worked fine for a while, but now we are running into issues of running out of meetings, people dialing into
meetings even though they are booked, etc. My president doesn't want to buy more Go-To-Meetings and is looking for suggestions of other platforms we could use. Does anyone have suggestions of
systems to look into?
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Go-To-Meeting Alternative
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:54 AM
Anonymous

_
UBER Conferencing
Zoom
WebEx
Ring Central
Your company cell phone/office phone may have a video conferencing plan
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Go-To-Meeting Alternative
_
Skype
Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Go-To-Meeting Alternative
_
Hello all!
Right now my company of about 70 IT consultants shares 6 Go-To-Meetings. This worked fine for a while, but now we are running into issues of running out of meetings, people dialing into
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meetings even though they are booked, etc. My president doesn't want to buy more Go-To-Meetings and is looking for suggestions of other platforms we could use. Does anyone have suggestions of
systems to look into?
Thanks!

top
32.

previous next
Paycheck Deductions
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:25 AM
Anonymous

_
Good Morning! I am new to HR and new to the company that I work for. I have been reading, reorganizing, and adjusting the company handbook. There are a couple of times we state that if you do
this or that we will make a payroll deduction. It says that if a sale of tobacco or alcohol is made to a minor and we incur any fines, the employee will be held responsible and we will "garnish" their
paycheck. We also state that if there is loss of company property the employee will be held responsible and we will make paycheck deductions.
We are in Maine, I am under the impression that we may only make deductions (with written permission) for things that benefit the employee, such as product, loans, rent anything that will benefit
the employee. I know that our handbook was reviewed by out company attorney but everything that I read says no no no.
Who is wrong/right?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Paycheck Deductions
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:52 AM
Anonymous

_
Best practice would be to discuss the handbook issues with your company attorney.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paycheck Deductions
_
Good Morning! I am new to HR and new to the company that I work for. I have been reading, reorganizing, and adjusting the company handbook. There are a couple of times we state that if you do
this or that we will make a payroll deduction. It says that if a sale of tobacco or alcohol is made to a minor and we incur any fines, the employee will be held responsible and we will "garnish" their
paycheck. We also state that if there is loss of company property the employee will be held responsible and we will make paycheck deductions.
We are in Maine, I am under the impression that we may only make deductions (with written permission) for things that benefit the employee, such as product, loans, rent anything that will benefit
the employee. I know that our handbook was reviewed by out company attorney but everything that I read says no no no.
Who is wrong/right?

top
34.

previous next
Re: Paycheck Deductions
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:16 AM
Ivette Dupuis

'Maine law prohibits deductions from an employee's wages for the following:
Cash or inventory shortages.
Dishonored checks or credit charges.
Damages to the employer's property in any form or any merchandise purchased by a customer.'
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paycheck Deductions
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Reply to Sender

_
Good Morning! I am new to HR and new to the company that I work for. I have been reading, reorganizing, and adjusting the company handbook. There are a couple of times we state that if you do
this or that we will make a payroll deduction. It says that if a sale of tobacco or alcohol is made to a minor and we incur any fines, the employee will be held responsible and we will "garnish" their
paycheck. We also state that if there is loss of company property the employee will be held responsible and we will make paycheck deductions.
We are in Maine, I am under the impression that we may only make deductions (with written permission) for things that benefit the employee, such as product, loans, rent anything that will benefit
the employee. I know that our handbook was reviewed by out company attorney but everything that I read says no no no.
Who is wrong/right?

top
35.

previous next
Canada Contractors Transitioning to Payroll Employees
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 10:03 AM
Lori Jenkins
Hello! My company is based in the US and we have multiple contractors in Canada, some for more than a year. I'd like to start the process of establishing an entity and paying them as employees.
So much to project plan - taxes, adjusting wages for contractor vs employee, providing a retirement option, benefits, etc. I'd be interested in speaking with anyone who has gone through this exercise
to transition contractor status to legal employees. Thank you!
-----------------------------Lori Jenkins
Director of Human Resources
Barkawi Management Consultants
Atlanta GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
OD
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 9:49 AM
Anonymous
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_
Good Morning,
Was given a OD process benchmarking project. Where to start? what is the best approach?
Thank you,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: OD
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:07 AM
Anonymous

_
The question is too vague. What specifically are you looking for?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: OD
_
Good Morning,
Was given a OD process benchmarking project. Where to start? what is the best approach?
Thank you,

top
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previous next

38.

Re: OD
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 10:12 AM
Mary Dillman
Wow - that's a pretty broad topic! Is the benchmarking targeting a specific OD process/capability, e.g., leadership development? What is the business need or goal driving the benchmarking project?
The SHRM toolkit in the link below may help get you started:
SHRM Toolkit - the HR Discipline of Organizational and Employee Development
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: OD
_
Good Morning,
Was given a OD process benchmarking project. Where to start? what is the best approach?
Thank you,

top
39.

previous next
Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 9:22 AM
Belkis McPhee
I am trying to break into the HR field and wanted to know if getting certified in EI could help me? I attended a SHRM event (local) and wondered if becoming an EI practitioner could help my
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transition.

Thank you,

Belkis
-----------------------------Belkis McPhee
Experienced Sales Professional
Future Recruiter w/ 1 Year Staffing Exp.
MS I/O Psychology
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 9:25 AM
Anonymous

_
This would all depend on your background and where you intend to go career-wise and how this education moves you in that direction.
What is "future recruiter" referencing?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:21
From: Belkis McPhee
Subject: Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
I am trying to break into the HR field and wanted to know if getting certified in EI could help me? I attended a SHRM event (local) and wondered if becoming an EI practitioner could help my
transition.
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Thank you,

Belkis
-----------------------------Belkis McPhee
Experienced Sales Professional
Future Recruiter w/ 1 Year Staffing Exp.
MS I/O Psychology
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 9:33 AM
Belkis McPhee

Thanks for your response. My goal is to find a corporate or in house recruiter position. After a few years, I like to work in Talent Acquisition.
-----------------------------Belkis McPhee
Experienced Sales Professional
Seeking Recruiter Position
MS I/O Psychology
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
_
This would all depend on your background and where you intend to go career-wise and how this education moves you in that direction.
What is "future recruiter" referencing?
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:21
From: Belkis McPhee
Subject: Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
I am trying to break into the HR field and wanted to know if getting certified in EI could help me? I attended a SHRM event (local) and wondered if becoming an EI practitioner could help my
transition.

Thank you,

Belkis
-----------------------------Belkis McPhee
Experienced Sales Professional
Future Recruiter w/ 1 Year Staffing Exp.
MS I/O Psychology
------------------------------

top
42.

previous next
Re: Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:02 AM
Anonymous

_
If you are working in recruiting (in-house or agency) this is talent acquisition.
If you are trying to break into HR look for entry level or even temp jobs. I'd rather you have experienc and/or a certificate in HR over an EI cert.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:32
From: Belkis McPhee
Subject: Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
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Thanks for your response. My goal is to find a corporate or in house recruiter position. After a few years, I like to work in Talent Acquisition.
-----------------------------Belkis McPhee
Experienced Sales Professional
Seeking Recruiter Position
MS I/O Psychology
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
_
This would all depend on your background and where you intend to go career-wise and how this education moves you in that direction.
What is "future recruiter" referencing?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:21
From: Belkis McPhee
Subject: Could Emotional Intelligence (EI) Certification Help Me in Job Search
I am trying to break into the HR field and wanted to know if getting certified in EI could help me? I attended a SHRM event (local) and wondered if becoming an EI practitioner could help my
transition.

Thank you,

Belkis
-----------------------------Belkis McPhee
Experienced Sales Professional
Future Recruiter w/ 1 Year Staffing Exp.
MS I/O Psychology
------------------------------

top
43.

previous next
Compensation for Business Development
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Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 9:13 AM
Anonymous
_
We are looking for a good way to create a compensation plan for our Director of Business Development.
Can someone share how they compensate their Director of Business Development (or similar title)?
Does anyone use Base + % of contract win or Base + % based on annual profits?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
MD Sick Leave Law starting 2/11
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 9:01 AM
Erica Murakami
Can anyone help me understand if my company allows our vacation time to be used as sick time if that means we are compliant with the new Paid sick leave law going into effect in MD that states
"Under the new law, employees can earn one hour of sick leave for every 30 hours worked. Employees can earn a maximum of 40 hours (five work days) of sick leave each year." We currently have
employees receiving 3 paid sick/personal days a year and depending on how long they have been with the company anywhere from 7 to 20 paid vacation days. Employees can use vacation days to
supplement any extra sick days they may need and we don't require a doctors note to use sick days.
Another part I'm a little worried about not being compliant with is that we don't accrue time off except for employees who are under a year of service with the company. Note: Most employees work
approx. 45 hours a week. Employees who are under a year of service with the company accrue at the following schedule:
Months of
Vacation days
+
Sick Days =
Total
service
0
0
+
0
=
0
3 months
0
+
3
=
3
6 months
2
+
3
=
5
9 months
4
+
3
=
7
But once an employee has hit the 1 year milestone with the company they receive their sick/vacation time every year on their anniversary date.
We also currently only allow full 8 Hour days to be taken as sick/vacation leave, not a half day increments.
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I was just about to roll out our new employee handbook when this law came across so I wanted to make sure we were still compliant before I distribute the new handbook.
-----------------------------HR/Accounting Controller
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
AFLAC
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 7:54 AM
Randi Akers
Anyone have thoughts on AFLAC?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
46.

previous next
Re: AFLAC
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 8:04 AM
Anonymous

_
Voluntary benefits are a nice addition to your overall benefit package. I'm not a fan of AFLAC personally, I think there are better options. Our experience with AFLAC was less than positive, the
rep not returning phone calls, lack of follow up with EE's questions, not getting us materials as needed, including during our open enrollment. The rep changed on us about every 2 months and we
were never notified of those changes. Check with your health plan provider to see if they offer voluntary benefits or with your broker for suggestions. I have had good experiences with Trustmark
and Unum if you want to look into those.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 07:53
From: Randi Akers
Subject: AFLAC
Anyone have thoughts on AFLAC?

top
47.

previous next
Re: AFLAC
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 8:30 AM
Anonymous

_
We offered AFLAC at my last employer. I really liked our Rep, and he was always responsive. Employees seemed to like him too. As a client, I can't say enough good things about the claims
process. When my DH had open heart surgery, our policy paid out quickly and for a rather large amount. I also like the checks for having an annual physical.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 07:53
From: Randi Akers
Subject: AFLAC
Anyone have thoughts on AFLAC?
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Re: AFLAC
Reply to Group
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Jan 25, 2018 10:03 AM
Anonymous
_
I think others have asked this question before (myself included) and the general consensus is that it depends on whether or not your rep is responsive. That is also true in our case. This is my first
employer who uses Aflac, and I'm not impressed with our rep. She wants to meet 1:1 with each new hire and they feel like she pressures them into signing up (so we dont do that anymore!) If I have
a question for her, it takes multiple reminders to get a response. We only have 5% of our population that elected Aflac benefits. If I could do over, I would pass on Aflac but again, largely due to my
rep.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 07:53
From: Randi Akers
Subject: AFLAC
Anyone have thoughts on AFLAC?

top
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previous next
Re: AFLAC
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:53 AM
Anonymous

_
We were somewhat obliged to offer Aflac. Original kickoff was 1:1 with all employees, many signed up. Some signed up for way more than they should have. We have pared back to allowing 5
minutes at open enrollment meetings: "Here's what we offer, here's my card, call me." Thanks and buh bye....
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 07:53
From: Randi Akers
Subject: AFLAC
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Anyone have thoughts on AFLAC?

top
50.

previous next
Performance Evaluation Examples
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 7:42 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi,
I am tasked with creating a Employee Performance Evaluation.
Does any know where I might be able to find examples of Performance Evaluations or templates?
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: Performance Evaluation Examples
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 8:31 AM
Anonymous

_
Did you check this SHRM site, under Resources?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 19:42
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Performance Evaluation Examples
_
Hi,
I am tasked with creating a Employee Performance Evaluation.
Does any know where I might be able to find examples of Performance Evaluations or templates?
Thank you!

top
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previous next
Expense Reimbursements
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 7:31 PM
Mark Halushka
Employer in CA who has an employee in MN working out of their remote office.
while we pay the expense of a landline, the employee is asking if they can now be reimbursed for use of their cell phone, which we do not require her to use (but useful to the ee)

-----------------------------Mark Halushka
Human Resources Accounting
JMJK, Inc.
Torrance CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Expense Reimbursements
Reply to Group
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Jan 25, 2018 6:43 AM
Anonymous
_
If you are paying for a landline, you would not have to pay for the cell phone as well, but if the EE is using the cell phone mostly for business, does any traveling for work where it would be needed,
you certainly could pay for the cell phone. Does this EE need the landline? Could you drop the land line and go just with a cell phone?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 19:31
From: Mark Halushka
Subject: Expense Reimbursements
Employer in CA who has an employee in MN working out of their remote office.
while we pay the expense of a landline, the employee is asking if they can now be reimbursed for use of their cell phone, which we do not require her to use (but useful to the ee)

-----------------------------Mark Halushka
Human Resources Accounting
JMJK, Inc.
Torrance CA
------------------------------
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Re: Expense Reimbursements
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 7:43 AM
Ivette Dupuis
I'd probably just pay 'em a flat amount (allowance) instead, e.g. $50 per month.
Just as an FYI: 'A California court has held that employers must reimburse employees when they are required to use their personal cell phones for work. If the actual cost of an employee's cell phone
use for work cannot be determined-for example, if an employee has an unlimited minutes/texting plan-the employer is required to reimburse the employee for a "reasonable percentage" of the
personal cell phone bill.'
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 19:31
From: Mark Halushka
Subject: Expense Reimbursements
Employer in CA who has an employee in MN working out of their remote office.
while we pay the expense of a landline, the employee is asking if they can now be reimbursed for use of their cell phone, which we do not require her to use (but useful to the ee)

-----------------------------Mark Halushka
Human Resources Accounting
JMJK, Inc.
Torrance CA
------------------------------
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previous next
EE Resigned w/2 weeks, we elected accepting eff immediately
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 6:38 PM
Erin Thornton

â€‹
Need to run by the group to ensure my understanding is correct.
We have a problem EE that we have been working to term. The EE sent in resignation, last day 1-31, we have elected to accept the resignation effective immediately.
This then changes the "voluntary quit" to an "involuntary term", correct?
Thanks for your help.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Erin Thornton, PHR
HR Generalist
Aero-Flite, Inc.
Spokane, WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: EE Resigned w/2 weeks, we elected accepting eff immediately
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 10:54 PM
Anonymous

_
We had this issue last week. Yes we made it effective immediately. This employee was also still on probation though.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 18:38
From: Erin Thornton
Subject: EE Resigned w/2 weeks, we elected accepting eff immediately

â€‹
Need to run by the group to ensure my understanding is correct.
We have a problem EE that we have been working to term. The EE sent in resignation, last day 1-31, we have elected to accept the resignation effective immediately.
This then changes the "voluntary quit" to an "involuntary term", correct?
Thanks for your help.
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-----------------------------Erin Thornton, PHR
HR Generalist
Aero-Flite, Inc.
Spokane, WA
------------------------------
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Re: EE Resigned w/2 weeks, we elected accepting eff immediately
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 6:40 AM
Anonymous

_
If you pay out the 2 weeks and just don't have this EE come in, it would still be a voluntary term.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 18:38
From: Erin Thornton
Subject: EE Resigned w/2 weeks, we elected accepting eff immediately

â€‹
Need to run by the group to ensure my understanding is correct.
We have a problem EE that we have been working to term. The EE sent in resignation, last day 1-31, we have elected to accept the resignation effective immediately.
This then changes the "voluntary quit" to an "involuntary term", correct?
Thanks for your help.

-----------------------------Erin Thornton, PHR
HR Generalist
Aero-Flite, Inc.
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Spokane, WA
------------------------------
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Re: EE Resigned w/2 weeks, we elected accepting eff immediately
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 7:34 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
It would be a voluntary term and then I think it is important to pay them out the 2 weeks since they did give the notice.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 18:38
From: Erin Thornton
Subject: EE Resigned w/2 weeks, we elected accepting eff immediately

â€‹
Need to run by the group to ensure my understanding is correct.
We have a problem EE that we have been working to term. The EE sent in resignation, last day 1-31, we have elected to accept the resignation effective immediately.
This then changes the "voluntary quit" to an "involuntary term", correct?
Thanks for your help.

-----------------------------Erin Thornton, PHR
HR Generalist
Aero-Flite, Inc.
Spokane, WA
------------------------------
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top
59.

previous next
Manager Training - Disabilities
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 6:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Can anyone recommend a book, video training, or similar that could be used by our managers to learn how to better manage people with disabilities (specifically mental illness). We'd like to offer
training on how to accommodate and ensure no discrimination occurs.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Recommendations for Background Check Company - Quick turnaround - Pay per check
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 5:57 PM
Chad Wood
Looking for a new background check company/website. Want to pay per check not monthly. Would like a company that has a quick turnaround. Don't want to wait more than 24 hours for results.
Recommendations?
-----------------------------Chad Wood
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Experience with Namely
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 5:27 PM
Elizabeth Carey
Hello!
My organization is interested in starting to use Namely as our HRIS and payroll provider. So far, we have been very impressed by the demos, and it seems better than a lot of the competition we've
also demo-ed. I was wondering if anyone who has used Namely has any positive or negative feedback about the system. Any tips for implementation are also appreciated!
Thanks,
Bess

-----------------------------Bess Carey SHRM-CP
Human Resources Associate
International Federation of Accountants
New York NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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1094c 1095c electronic file Help!
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:50 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
How do I file the 1094 c and 1095 c electronically with the IRS? I've read the instructions and it wants a xml file. I created all of the PDF 1095 C forms to distribute to employees but I don't know
what to submit to the IRS and they are no help! Am I submitting the actually 1095 c forms or some other document that I have to create?
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I usually mail it in but I have to many this year.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Low Cost or Free Incentives or Service for Employees
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:50 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Our company offers great core benefit, but we would like to offer services and discounts that are low cost to us/EE and doesn't require too much additional work for us to implement or manage
throughout the year.
For example, our phone service company we use offer employees cell phone plan discounts.
Please send me what your company is doing extra for your employees.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Low Cost or Free Incentives or Service for Employees
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:58 PM
Roberta Weingarten

Take a look at www.perksatwork.com. We use them. Discounts, sales on all kinds of merchandise. There's even car buying discounts.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Low Cost or Free Incentives or Service for Employees
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company offers great core benefit, but we would like to offer services and discounts that are low cost to us/EE and doesn't require too much additional work for us to implement or manage
throughout the year.
For example, our phone service company we use offer employees cell phone plan discounts.
Please send me what your company is doing extra for your employees.
Thank you!
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Re: Low Cost or Free Incentives or Service for Employees
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 6:27 PM
Anonymous

_
We are a manual labor company so we were able to sign up for a employee discount at the local Carhartt store. We are in Oregon and not to far from Nike headquarters so we were able to get a one
month pass to the Nike Employee store for our employees.
Other options that may work for you and are not tied for specific industries or location:
1. Dry Cleaning drop off /Pick up-my personal favorite
2. Mobile Auto Lube
3. Car Wash on site
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Low Cost or Free Incentives or Service for Employees
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company offers great core benefit, but we would like to offer services and discounts that are low cost to us/EE and doesn't require too much additional work for us to implement or manage
throughout the year.
For example, our phone service company we use offer employees cell phone plan discounts.
Please send me what your company is doing extra for your employees.
Thank you!
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Re: Low Cost or Free Incentives or Service for Employees
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 6:56 AM
Anonymous

_
Check with your medical plan and see if they offer discounts on wellness benefits--gym memberships, massages, etc. Call around to local massage therapists or chiropractors and see if they do chair
massages and if so, are those free? We have a chiropractor that does that for our company. EE's love that. Yes, they are there to drum up business but they are pretty low pressure and we get a nice
perk from it.
Call various businesses and see if they would give you a discount in return for promoting their business within your company. We have several businesses that give a 10% discount to our EE's. The
EE has to bring in their work badge to get the discount. One favorite is our office supply place. They give EE's our bulk pricing on copy paper, printer ink, post-its and a dozen or so other common
household office supplies. I would guess if someone wanted to order an office chair or something, they would work out a deal with them as well. If you are big enough, Dell Computers has
corporate pricing for EE purchases. Microsoft also has bulk discounts for their Office Suite products.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Low Cost or Free Incentives or Service for Employees
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company offers great core benefit, but we would like to offer services and discounts that are low cost to us/EE and doesn't require too much additional work for us to implement or manage
throughout the year.
For example, our phone service company we use offer employees cell phone plan discounts.
Please send me what your company is doing extra for your employees.
Thank you!
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previous next
Team Player / Leadership Books
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 4:47 PM
Lesley Chermansky
I have a lead employee who desires to move into a manager role but lacks the understanding that a key factor is being a team player. Performance reviews are coming up and I would like to provide
this employee's manager an "easy read" book to give the employee on being a team player and/or leading. Does anyone have any suggestions?
Thanks in advance for your ideas.
-----------------------------Lesley PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next

68.

Re: Team Player / Leadership Books
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 9:09 AM
Mary Dillman
Hi Lesley,
I did a quick "google search" on this topic and found what I think are two suggested books: 1) "The Ideal Team Player" by Patrick Lencioni. This author also wrote "The 5 Dysfunctions of a Team"
which I thoroughly enjoyed. The team player book appears to have a leadership component to it, and if it's structured like the other book, it would be a very quick read. 2) "The 17 Essential Qualities
of a Team Player" by John Maxwell.

lacks the understanding that a key factor is being a team player.
Lesley Chermansky, 01-24-2018 16:47

Can you say more about how this lead employee is demonstrating the "lack of understanding"? I ask because demonstrating shared responsibility for team goals, and a willingness to collaborate
within and across teams are fundamental professional behaviors that I would expect from every employee, not only employees in lead roles or aspiring to a management role. I can't imagine an
employee in a lead role receiving a "meets" or "exceeds" expectations rating on a performance review who was weak or deficient in these areas.
The books can certainly be a part of a developmental action plan, but I think the manager will need to have an active role in providing regular, on-the-spot coaching for "team player" behaviors. I
would also have the employee come up with his/her own ideas for the action plan to develop these key competencies.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:47
From: Lesley Chermansky
Subject: Team Player / Leadership Books
I have a lead employee who desires to move into a manager role but lacks the understanding that a key factor is being a team player. Performance reviews are coming up and I would like to provide
this employee's manager an "easy read" book to give the employee on being a team player and/or leading. Does anyone have any suggestions?
Thanks in advance for your ideas.
-----------------------------Lesley PHR, SHRM-CP
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previous next
What happened to Malala?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:35 PM
Anonymous

_
Has anyone noticed that Malala is no longer listed as a speaker at this summer's conference? Wonder what they will do or who they will get to replace her. I'm really bummed about this! It was one of
the driving reasons I wanted to attend this year.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: What happened to Malala?
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 7:56 AM
Ivette Dupuis

I know a gal that called SHRM directly yesterday about this.
She wasn't told WHY.
Just confirmed Malala is a no go.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: What happened to Malala?
_
Has anyone noticed that Malala is no longer listed as a speaker at this summer's conference? Wonder what they will do or who they will get to replace her. I'm really bummed about this! It was one of
the driving reasons I wanted to attend this year.

top
71.

previous next
Re: What happened to Malala?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 9:15 AM
Mary Dillman
What a loss for the conference! If you haven't done so already, I highly recommend reading her book "I am Malala" - a powerful and moving story!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: What happened to Malala?
_
Has anyone noticed that Malala is no longer listed as a speaker at this summer's conference? Wonder what they will do or who they will get to replace her. I'm really bummed about this! It was one of
the driving reasons I wanted to attend this year.
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previous next
Re: What happened to Malala?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 9:30 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Yep, disappointing.
What a loss for the conference! If you haven't done so already, I highly recommend reading her book "I am Malala" - a powerful and moving story!
Mary Dillman, 01-25-2018 09:14

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:14
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: What happened to Malala?
What a loss for the conference! If you haven't done so already, I highly recommend reading her book "I am Malala" - a powerful and moving story!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: What happened to Malala?
_
Has anyone noticed that Malala is no longer listed as a speaker at this summer's conference? Wonder what they will do or who they will get to replace her. I'm really bummed about this! It was one of
the driving reasons I wanted to attend this year.
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73.

previous next
I9s
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:28 PM
Anonymous

_
If I sell my business, is the new owner required to have the existing employees re-do their I9s.
The employees will be staying in their current positions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Tuition Reimbursment Program best practices
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 4:23 PM
Eric Bryant
â€‹
Hi, we are a healthcare organization, and are considering changes to our Tuition Reimbursement program. I was hoping to get some feedback from others regarding how this benefit is administered.
1 - Do you reimburse up to the IRS max?
2 - Do you require the employee to pay back the reimbursement if they term within a period of time after receiving it? How long? Is that amount prorated?
3 - Do you consider course/degree relevance to the employee's position/career path as a prerequisite for reimbursement approval? If an employee wanted to pursue a degree in a field unrelated to your
business, would you approve the request?
Thanks for any information you can share.
-----------------------------Eric Bryant
Sr. Training & Development Specialist
Orthoindy
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Indianapolis IN
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Tuition Reimbursment Program best practices
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 5:27 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
1. We do not, we only reimburse a maximum of $3500 per employee from a total budgeted amount for the FY.
2. We require employees pay back any reimbursement received going back one year from termination.
3. While the degrees do not necessarily have to be industry-specific, they do have to provide a benefit to the company. I.e. a degree in Chemistry would not be eligible for reimbursement in the
Aviation industry, however a Business degree would as there are Business Development departments in the industry.
Hopefully this helps a bit! I personally take advantage of our tuition reimbursement, and it's a GREAT benefit!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:23
From: Eric Bryant
Subject: Tuition Reimbursment Program best practices
â€‹
Hi, we are a healthcare organization, and are considering changes to our Tuition Reimbursement program. I was hoping to get some feedback from others regarding how this benefit is administered.
1 - Do you reimburse up to the IRS max?
2 - Do you require the employee to pay back the reimbursement if they term within a period of time after receiving it? How long? Is that amount prorated?
3 - Do you consider course/degree relevance to the employee's position/career path as a prerequisite for reimbursement approval? If an employee wanted to pursue a degree in a field unrelated to your
business, would you approve the request?
Thanks for any information you can share.
-----------------------------Eric Bryant
Sr. Training & Development Specialist
Orthoindy
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Indianapolis IN
------------------------------
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previous next
Employment Applications Exempt & Non-Exempt
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 4:12 PM
Lucille Petti-Goldblatt
Hi,
Is it OK to have different employment applications - one for Exempt positions and a different one for Non-Exempt positions? I have never seen this before.
Lucille Petti-Goldblatt, SPHR/SHRM-SCP

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Employment Applications Exempt & Non-Exempt
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:17 PM
Anonymous

_
There is no regulation that states that an employer may only use one method of collecting candidate data.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:11
From: Lucille Petti-Goldblatt
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Subject: Employment Applications Exempt & Non-Exempt
Hi,
Is it OK to have different employment applications - one for Exempt positions and a different one for Non-Exempt positions? I have never seen this before.
Lucille Petti-Goldblatt, SPHR/SHRM-SCP

top
78.

previous next
Re: Employment Applications Exempt & Non-Exempt
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:18 PM
Anonymous

_
Why? What is the reason for this question?
Id say no.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:11
From: Lucille Petti-Goldblatt
Subject: Employment Applications Exempt & Non-Exempt
Hi,
Is it OK to have different employment applications - one for Exempt positions and a different one for Non-Exempt positions? I have never seen this before.
Lucille Petti-Goldblatt, SPHR/SHRM-SCP
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previous next
Re: Employment Applications Exempt & Non-Exempt
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 4:20 PM
Renee Shiraishi
I'm curious as to why you would want to have two different employment applications.
We use online applications through our ATS. The questionnaires for each job are different so in theory the application is different but the difference is based on the job not the exempt/non-exempt
status.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:11
From: Lucille Petti-Goldblatt
Subject: Employment Applications Exempt & Non-Exempt
Hi,
Is it OK to have different employment applications - one for Exempt positions and a different one for Non-Exempt positions? I have never seen this before.
Lucille Petti-Goldblatt, SPHR/SHRM-SCP
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previous next
Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:11 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I'm the HR-Generalist for a small company - 150 ees. (approx. 75 union/75 non-union). An employee who use to be a supervisor until 4thQ 2017 is a 65 y.o. Afr. Female. She was our oldest and
only Afr. Amer. Supervisor. She sent me an email that she is filing a Prima Facie discrimination case because her daughter told her we have been discriminating against her because in:
2015, no supervisors received raises for 2014. Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
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2016, some supervisors received raises for 2015 (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2017, all supervisors received raises for 2016 but she did not (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
She said whether she is right or wrong, after she files the case, we will have to produce all the documents and I will see. She is correct for 2015 and 2016 because an email was sent to explain. I have
not researched 2017. If she is correct, do you think she may have a case. She is parttime now and probably won't get an increase this year. She is parttime now because she had planned to retire but
we kept her on parttime starting 4thQ 2017. What are your thoughts on this?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:23 PM
Anonymous

_
I would reply to her email and let her know that allegations of discrimination are taken very seriously, and you would like to speak with her as soon as possible to discuss her concerns. This meeting
will launch your investigation. Take a detailed statement and have her sign it. Then do further fact finding to see if the concerns can be substantiated.
I would not wait until the notice of charge is received from the EEOC.
A prima facie case is all this is, right now. The face value of the facts are that everyone who was young and white got a raise, and the older black person did not. Whether this rises to the level of
actual illegal discrimination hinges on whether you can provide the legitimate non-discriminatory reasons that this occurred, that had nothing to do with illegal discrimination. For example: you will
probably say that poor performance was the reason. She will probably say that her performance wasn't poor, and/or younger white employees were performing equally poorly, but still got a raise and
weren't demoted. Be prepared to conclusively disprove that. This is one of the reasons it's important to get her story ASAP -- she may have some valid points, and there may be events you're
completely unaware of, and may have difficulty defending.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
_
â€‹
I'm the HR-Generalist for a small company - 150 ees. (approx. 75 union/75 non-union). An employee who use to be a supervisor until 4thQ 2017 is a 65 y.o. Afr. Female. She was our oldest and
only Afr. Amer. Supervisor. She sent me an email that she is filing a Prima Facie discrimination case because her daughter told her we have been discriminating against her because in:
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2015, no supervisors received raises for 2014. Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2016, some supervisors received raises for 2015 (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2017, all supervisors received raises for 2016 but she did not (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
She said whether she is right or wrong, after she files the case, we will have to produce all the documents and I will see. She is correct for 2015 and 2016 because an email was sent to explain. I have
not researched 2017. If she is correct, do you think she may have a case. She is parttime now and probably won't get an increase this year. She is parttime now because she had planned to retire but
we kept her on parttime starting 4thQ 2017. What are your thoughts on this?
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previous next
Re: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 5:04 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Good advice was given to you by number 2. This is also a very good reason to conduct a disparate impact analysis when the raises and bonuses are being recommended. Such an analysis would
have immediately shown ththe level of opportunity the company had given to the employee to establish the prima facie claim (the stats don't lie). The same analysis would have provided you with the
rationale for treating her in a way that gave rise to the potential claim and thus the supporting documentation you will need to defend yourself. It is not a perfect science, but if you are convinced that
your managers provided a good business justification for treating her different than her non-black and younger peers, then you should feel comfortable defending your actions in a court of law.
If there are good objective reasons for your pay awards and if those objective reasons were followed consistently regardess of race, etnicity, age, gender, etc., then you probably don't have much to
worry about. If, on the other hand, you adminstered raises inconsistently and she happened to be handed a short stick compared to her non-minority and younger male peers, she might have a claim
that will be heard. Based on the limited information provided here, the stats from 2017 seem to be weighted against you, so I hope you have very objective and obvious reasons why she was treated
different than her peers that may belong to other protected calssification of employment.
I do agree that it is best to stay out of that court because you never know how that is going to turnout. Even if your rational is rock solid, there will still be considerable expense associated with
preparing your statement and possibly having to defend your actions in court. I don't want to tell you to spend money unnecessarily, but you might be able to effectively coach her about the reasons
that she did not get the increase she's looking for and to help prepare her to get something the next go around. While I hate to suggest oiling a squeeky wheel, if you evaluate a high degree of risk, it
might might make sense to find a way to settle this without any litigation. -Then put inthe controls to make sure this does not happen again. It kind of sucks, but even if you make it go away this
year, and even if you put good controls in place and follow them consistently next year, you could be at risk of a retaliation claim if she does not elevate her performance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
_
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â€‹
I'm the HR-Generalist for a small company - 150 ees. (approx. 75 union/75 non-union). An employee who use to be a supervisor until 4thQ 2017 is a 65 y.o. Afr. Female. She was our oldest and
only Afr. Amer. Supervisor. She sent me an email that she is filing a Prima Facie discrimination case because her daughter told her we have been discriminating against her because in:
2015, no supervisors received raises for 2014. Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2016, some supervisors received raises for 2015 (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2017, all supervisors received raises for 2016 but she did not (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
She said whether she is right or wrong, after she files the case, we will have to produce all the documents and I will see. She is correct for 2015 and 2016 because an email was sent to explain. I have
not researched 2017. If she is correct, do you think she may have a case. She is parttime now and probably won't get an increase this year. She is parttime now because she had planned to retire but
we kept her on parttime starting 4thQ 2017. What are your thoughts on this?
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Re: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 5:20 PM
Anonymous

_
I would call an attorney.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
_
â€‹
I'm the HR-Generalist for a small company - 150 ees. (approx. 75 union/75 non-union). An employee who use to be a supervisor until 4thQ 2017 is a 65 y.o. Afr. Female. She was our oldest and
only Afr. Amer. Supervisor. She sent me an email that she is filing a Prima Facie discrimination case because her daughter told her we have been discriminating against her because in:
2015, no supervisors received raises for 2014. Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2016, some supervisors received raises for 2015 (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2017, all supervisors received raises for 2016 but she did not (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
She said whether she is right or wrong, after she files the case, we will have to produce all the documents and I will see. She is correct for 2015 and 2016 because an email was sent to explain. I have
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not researched 2017. If she is correct, do you think she may have a case. She is parttime now and probably won't get an increase this year. She is parttime now because she had planned to retire but
we kept her on parttime starting 4thQ 2017. What are your thoughts on this?
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Re: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 6:36 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thanks for some really helpful information. I looked at her reviews and they were just as good and in some instances better than others for the past 2 years. In 2016 and 2017 she was back & forth
about retiring and changed the date several times and that's why she is working parttime now. So her work has been fine; that's why we said sure, work parttime, we can use the help. I asked the
HRD and was told that in 2016, the VP asked everyone to do something "special, outstanding, new idea, etc." in their department and she did not. That is why she was the only one in 2017 that did
not get the 2016 increase. I also found that when the announcement was made about "new ideas, outstanding, etc., she was on a 2-week vacation and might not have known.
I really think she got lost in the shuffle; i.e., retirement dates changed several times, extended vacation, and some other personal time off and/or maybe the VP felt that she did not work the full year
(2016) and should not be rewarded for it in 2017. That's just a wild guess since I don't have anything else to go on right now. She is correct that she is the only supervisor that did not receive an
increase in 2017 for work performed in 2016. I have reached out to our attorney. I will keep you posted. However, I don't feel too good about this one.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 17:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
_
â€‹
Good advice was given to you by number 2. This is also a very good reason to conduct a disparate impact analysis when the raises and bonuses are being recommended. Such an analysis would
have immediately shown ththe level of opportunity the company had given to the employee to establish the prima facie claim (the stats don't lie). The same analysis would have provided you with the
rationale for treating her in a way that gave rise to the potential claim and thus the supporting documentation you will need to defend yourself. It is not a perfect science, but if you are convinced that
your managers provided a good business justification for treating her different than her non-black and younger peers, then you should feel comfortable defending your actions in a court of law.
If there are good objective reasons for your pay awards and if those objective reasons were followed consistently regardess of race, etnicity, age, gender, etc., then you probably don't have much to
worry about. If, on the other hand, you adminstered raises inconsistently and she happened to be handed a short stick compared to her non-minority and younger male peers, she might have a claim
that will be heard. Based on the limited information provided here, the stats from 2017 seem to be weighted against you, so I hope you have very objective and obvious reasons why she was treated
different than her peers that may belong to other protected calssification of employment.
I do agree that it is best to stay out of that court because you never know how that is going to turnout. Even if your rational is rock solid, there will still be considerable expense associated with
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preparing your statement and possibly having to defend your actions in court. I don't want to tell you to spend money unnecessarily, but you might be able to effectively coach her about the reasons
that she did not get the increase she's looking for and to help prepare her to get something the next go around. While I hate to suggest oiling a squeeky wheel, if you evaluate a high degree of risk, it
might might make sense to find a way to settle this without any litigation. -Then put inthe controls to make sure this does not happen again. It kind of sucks, but even if you make it go away this
year, and even if you put good controls in place and follow them consistently next year, you could be at risk of a retaliation claim if she does not elevate her performance.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
_
â€‹
I'm the HR-Generalist for a small company - 150 ees. (approx. 75 union/75 non-union). An employee who use to be a supervisor until 4thQ 2017 is a 65 y.o. Afr. Female. She was our oldest and
only Afr. Amer. Supervisor. She sent me an email that she is filing a Prima Facie discrimination case because her daughter told her we have been discriminating against her because in:
2015, no supervisors received raises for 2014. Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2016, some supervisors received raises for 2015 (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2017, all supervisors received raises for 2016 but she did not (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
She said whether she is right or wrong, after she files the case, we will have to produce all the documents and I will see. She is correct for 2015 and 2016 because an email was sent to explain. I have
not researched 2017. If she is correct, do you think she may have a case. She is parttime now and probably won't get an increase this year. She is parttime now because she had planned to retire but
we kept her on parttime starting 4thQ 2017. What are your thoughts on this?
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previous next
Re: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:31 AM
Anonymous

_
Another issue you'll need to explore and resolve for the future is why this employee hasn't tried to address this via HR. She seems to believe the only way she can get this addressed is by going
straight to the EEOC, instead of trying to talk to you first. That is very odd and doesn't bode well if others feel the same.
Also, I'm sure you know she can't go straight to a lawsuit with this. Title VII claims have to go through the EEOC process first, before a right to sue letter will be issued. This often takes a while. The
EEOC will try to get you to settle with the employee; they seem to do this even with cases that don't have much merit, just to get them closed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 01-24-2018 16:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
_
â€‹
I'm the HR-Generalist for a small company - 150 ees. (approx. 75 union/75 non-union). An employee who use to be a supervisor until 4thQ 2017 is a 65 y.o. Afr. Female. She was our oldest and
only Afr. Amer. Supervisor. She sent me an email that she is filing a Prima Facie discrimination case because her daughter told her we have been discriminating against her because in:
2015, no supervisors received raises for 2014. Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2016, some supervisors received raises for 2015 (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2017, all supervisors received raises for 2016 but she did not (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
She said whether she is right or wrong, after she files the case, we will have to produce all the documents and I will see. She is correct for 2015 and 2016 because an email was sent to explain. I have
not researched 2017. If she is correct, do you think she may have a case. She is parttime now and probably won't get an increase this year. She is parttime now because she had planned to retire but
we kept her on parttime starting 4thQ 2017. What are your thoughts on this?
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Re: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:30 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
The reason she did not come to HR before now is b/c she didn't know she was the ONLY one who did not get an increase in 2017 (for 2016) until now and after she found out, she discussed it with
her daughter who is currently pursuing her MBA w/concentration in HR. Unfortunately, everything the ee has said so far about not getting an increase is correct. We are digging to find out what
happened.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
_
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Another issue you'll need to explore and resolve for the future is why this employee hasn't tried to address this via HR. She seems to believe the only way she can get this addressed is by going
straight to the EEOC, instead of trying to talk to you first. That is very odd and doesn't bode well if others feel the same.
Also, I'm sure you know she can't go straight to a lawsuit with this. Title VII claims have to go through the EEOC process first, before a right to sue letter will be issued. This often takes a while. The
EEOC will try to get you to settle with the employee; they seem to do this even with cases that don't have much merit, just to get them closed.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Tell Me She's Filing a Prima Facie Discrimination Case
_
â€‹
I'm the HR-Generalist for a small company - 150 ees. (approx. 75 union/75 non-union). An employee who use to be a supervisor until 4thQ 2017 is a 65 y.o. Afr. Female. She was our oldest and
only Afr. Amer. Supervisor. She sent me an email that she is filing a Prima Facie discrimination case because her daughter told her we have been discriminating against her because in:
2015, no supervisors received raises for 2014. Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2016, some supervisors received raises for 2015 (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
2017, all supervisors received raises for 2016 but she did not (all white and younger than she). Everyone (including her) received a bonus.
She said whether she is right or wrong, after she files the case, we will have to produce all the documents and I will see. She is correct for 2015 and 2016 because an email was sent to explain. I have
not researched 2017. If she is correct, do you think she may have a case. She is parttime now and probably won't get an increase this year. She is parttime now because she had planned to retire but
we kept her on parttime starting 4thQ 2017. What are your thoughts on this?
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previous next
Sick Leave
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:54 PM
Lynette Schroeder-Einwiller

Can someone clarify what types of things an employee can use sick leave for? Can it be used during FMLA when a parent is home with the child bonding?â€‹
-----------------------------Lynette Schroeder-Einwiller SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender
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Re: Sick Leave
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 10:23 AM
Franca Efangon
Hi Lynette, An employee is entitled to use sick leave for personal medical needs, family care or bereavement, care of a family member with a serious condition or even for adoption related purposes.
I have used my sick leave before my FMLA kicked in.

-----------------------------Franca Efangon Monthe, SHRM-CP
N&S HR Consulting LLC
www.nshrconsulting.com
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:53
From: Lynette Schroeder-Einwiller
Subject: Sick Leave
Can someone clarify what types of things an employee can use sick leave for? Can it be used during FMLA when a parent is home with the child bonding?â€‹
-----------------------------Lynette Schroeder-Einwiller SHRM-CP
------------------------------
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previous next
Tone and Purpose of Employee Handbook
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:51 PM
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Anonymous
_
We have a client for whom we are drafting an employee handbook/policy manual. They asked for the first policy to be the overarching policy that governs all other policies which opens up by stating
"Don't be a jerk." In addition, the client insists on taking a tone that we feel comes across as condescending to anyone reading it (i.e. asking for phrasing like "this should be obvious, but..." and "if
you have to refer to this policy to see if your actions are acceptable that means your actions aren't acceptable").
They are a no-nonsense operation in how they conduct their business and have been wildly successful thus far; they are small and starting to grow quickly which is the point of issuing a
handbook/manual. Our concern is that a) we don't think this tone/approach meets the standard for policy and that in its final form it will not provide the appropriate guidance and protection that a
handbook/policy manual should provide; and b) the tone they want to take feels as if it's mocking the need for policy which could have some unintended consequences on morale and company
culture. So, the question is has anyone else ever had this situation? If so, how did you handle it? If not, we are still interested in hearing your thoughts/reactions. Thank you in advance for your
help.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Tone and Purpose of Employee Handbook
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:32 PM
Anonymous

_
This happens to all service providers eventually. Every customer is not a fit for every agency.
If you aren't comfortable providing what this client wants, and if you aren't able to steer them in more mutually agreeable direction, then your only option is to respectfully decline the work. After all,
you can't force a client to buy what you want to sell, and they can't force you to sell something you feel is detrimental to you - and them.
Google the keywords "firing a customer". There are tons of articles on this. Good luck.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Tone and Purpose of Employee Handbook
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_
We have a client for whom we are drafting an employee handbook/policy manual. They asked for the first policy to be the overarching policy that governs all other policies which opens up by stating
"Don't be a jerk." In addition, the client insists on taking a tone that we feel comes across as condescending to anyone reading it (i.e. asking for phrasing like "this should be obvious, but..." and "if
you have to refer to this policy to see if your actions are acceptable that means your actions aren't acceptable").
They are a no-nonsense operation in how they conduct their business and have been wildly successful thus far; they are small and starting to grow quickly which is the point of issuing a
handbook/manual. Our concern is that a) we don't think this tone/approach meets the standard for policy and that in its final form it will not provide the appropriate guidance and protection that a
handbook/policy manual should provide; and b) the tone they want to take feels as if it's mocking the need for policy which could have some unintended consequences on morale and company
culture. So, the question is has anyone else ever had this situation? If so, how did you handle it? If not, we are still interested in hearing your thoughts/reactions. Thank you in advance for your
help.
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Re: Tone and Purpose of Employee Handbook
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 8:03 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Here's what I'd tell 'em: This right here kinda sounds like you're being a jerk.
Speak their language.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Tone and Purpose of Employee Handbook
_
We have a client for whom we are drafting an employee handbook/policy manual. They asked for the first policy to be the overarching policy that governs all other policies which opens up by stating
"Don't be a jerk." In addition, the client insists on taking a tone that we feel comes across as condescending to anyone reading it (i.e. asking for phrasing like "this should be obvious, but..." and "if
you have to refer to this policy to see if your actions are acceptable that means your actions aren't acceptable").
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They are a no-nonsense operation in how they conduct their business and have been wildly successful thus far; they are small and starting to grow quickly which is the point of issuing a
handbook/manual. Our concern is that a) we don't think this tone/approach meets the standard for policy and that in its final form it will not provide the appropriate guidance and protection that a
handbook/policy manual should provide; and b) the tone they want to take feels as if it's mocking the need for policy which could have some unintended consequences on morale and company
culture. So, the question is has anyone else ever had this situation? If so, how did you handle it? If not, we are still interested in hearing your thoughts/reactions. Thank you in advance for your
help.
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previous next
Posting ALL positions
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:21 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi,
Looking for a little feedback on posting all open positions. Our policy is written that we in general will post all open positions although reserve the right to NOT post a particular opening. I'm new to
the organization and the HR Manager before me insisted ALL positions were posted. There are a few positions we would like to move forward with someone and not go through the entire process.
Anyone have any thoughts to share about what your organization does?
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Posting ALL positions
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:03 PM
Anonymous

_
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There is a big misconception that you MUST publicly post positions. In some instances, government contractors for one, you do, but if you are just a private entity and do not have any government
contracts, you don't have to post any jobs. I would find out more about why she wants to post every job and work from there. If it is because she thinks you have to, gather some information that
shows differently, and probably some information about how much it costs you to post those jobs that you can fill internally.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Posting ALL positions
_
Hi,
Looking for a little feedback on posting all open positions. Our policy is written that we in general will post all open positions although reserve the right to NOT post a particular opening. I'm new to
the organization and the HR Manager before me insisted ALL positions were posted. There are a few positions we would like to move forward with someone and not go through the entire process.
Anyone have any thoughts to share about what your organization does?
Thanks!
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Re: Posting ALL positions
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:49 AM
Anonymous

_
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Posting ALL positions
_
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There is a big misconception that you MUST publicly post positions. In some instances, government contractors for one, you do, but if you are just a private entity and do not have any government
contracts, you don't have to post any jobs. I would find out more about why she wants to post every job and work from there. If it is because she thinks you have to, gather some information that
shows differently, and probably some information about how much it costs you to post those jobs that you can fill internally.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Posting ALL positions
_
Hi,
Looking for a little feedback on posting all open positions. Our policy is written that we in general will post all open positions although reserve the right to NOT post a particular opening. I'm new to
the organization and the HR Manager before me insisted ALL positions were posted. There are a few positions we would like to move forward with someone and not go through the entire process.
Anyone have any thoughts to share about what your organization does?
Thanks!
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previous next
Vent Letter After Leaving
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:10 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Vent Letter After Leaving
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Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:11 PM
Anonymous
_
I don't think anyone here is going to advise you to do that, and you know it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.
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Re: Vent Letter After Leaving
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:19 PM
Anonymous

_
Sounds like an issue that could have easily been resolved had your employer known your concerns. If your employer doesn't know whats wrong, how do you expect them to do anything about it?
Also, why wait until you have left to bring it up?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:09
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.
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Re: Vent Letter After Leaving
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:19 PM
Roberta Weingarten

But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:09

Dear Boss,
Thank you for the opportunities I had at XYZ Company during my tenure. I wish you and everyone at XYZ the best.
Sincerely,
OP
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:09
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.

top
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Re: Vent Letter After Leaving
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:25 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I didn't want to cause any trouble or seem like I didn't like what happened. I just went along w/it. No one knows how hurt I was. I endured the whispering, questions, rumors, etc. But I understand.
I really don't have the guts to do it later and didn't have the nerve to do it when it happened last year.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
Sounds like an issue that could have easily been resolved had your employer known your concerns. If your employer doesn't know whats wrong, how do you expect them to do anything about it?
Also, why wait until you have left to bring it up?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
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week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.

top
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100.

Re: Vent Letter After Leaving
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:26 PM
Anonymous

_
What are you hoping to accomplish by writing this letter?
The time to do this was when you told your manager you were resigning and your reason for leaving. (And even before it got to the point you resigned.) You didn't need a formal exit interview for
this discussion. I say let it go, really the ship has sailed. Its not like they can rectify the situation for you now.
We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience, more money, and an Admin.
Assist. was a slap-in-the face.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:09

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.
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top
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101.

Re: Vent Letter After Leaving
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:31 PM
Anonymous

_

I didn't want to cause any trouble or seem like I didn't like what happened. I just went along w/it. No one knows how hurt I was. I endured the whispering, questions, rumors, etc. But I
understand. I really don't have the guts to do it later and didn't have the nerve to do it when it happened last year.
Origin
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:25

No one is going to speak up for you, but you. I have learned to stand up for myself and so far it has worked. There are tactful ways to do it and I also learned to stick to facts and be reasonable. It is
hard to do at first but worth it.
There may be legitimate reasons why the other HRM was paid more too. More experience, education, maybe different work assigned If that is not the case, then you should have said something
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
â€‹
I didn't want to cause any trouble or seem like I didn't like what happened. I just went along w/it. No one knows how hurt I was. I endured the whispering, questions, rumors, etc. But I understand.
I really don't have the guts to do it later and didn't have the nerve to do it when it happened last year.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
Sounds like an issue that could have easily been resolved had your employer known your concerns. If your employer doesn't know whats wrong, how do you expect them to do anything about it?
Also, why wait until you have left to bring it up?
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.
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previous next
Re: Vent Letter After Leaving
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:46 PM
Mary Dillman
I agree with advice that you should have mentioned and discussed your concerns much earlier. My guess is that the HRM hired last year either negotiated a very favorable employment offer, or was
given a broader/more complex set of job responsibilities in the acquired company, or both.
I'm going to take a slightly different path regarding your question. I suggest you write the letter to the VP, but don't send it. Use it as a tool to vent, but to also carefully reflect on what you might
have done differently and the outcomes that you might have achieved if you had spoken up sooner, and made a case for your value/contributions to the expanded company - for the past year and into
the future. I think this reflection will serve you well on your next job. Best of luck to you!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
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â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.
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Re: Vent Letter After Leaving
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:27 PM
Anonymous

_
I am a firm believer in not burning any bridges so my vote is that you do not send the letter. I understand why you would want to but your reaction it is more emotional than professional and will be
viewed as such. You are moving on so why exit on a bad note? Even if your points are valid you will end up looking like the bitter one.
Preserve the good thoughts they have of you and do not negate all the hard work and effort you contributed over the years. You will end up regretting it down the road.
Good luck with your new job.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.
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previous next

104.

Re: Vent Letter After Leaving
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 8:11 AM
Ivette Dupuis
I am with Mary.
Better yet, have a bonfire (next week's super blue blood moon will be perfect for this).

I'm going to take a slightly different path regarding your question. I suggest you write the letter to the VP, but don't send it. Use it as a tool to vent, but to also carefully reflect on what
you might have done differently and the outcomes that you might have achieved if you had spoken up sooner, and made a case for your value/contributions to the expanded company - for the
past year and into the future. I think this reflection will serve you well on your next job. Best of luck to you!
Mary Dillman, 01-24-2018 15:46

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:46
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
I agree with advice that you should have mentioned and discussed your concerns much earlier. My guess is that the HRM hired last year either negotiated a very favorable employment offer, or was
given a broader/more complex set of job responsibilities in the acquired company, or both.
I'm going to take a slightly different path regarding your question. I suggest you write the letter to the VP, but don't send it. Use it as a tool to vent, but to also carefully reflect on what you might
have done differently and the outcomes that you might have achieved if you had spoken up sooner, and made a case for your value/contributions to the expanded company - for the past year and into
the future. I think this reflection will serve you well on your next job. Best of luck to you!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 01-24-2018 15:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.

top
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105.

Re: Vent Letter After Leaving
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 8:20 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Now, to answer your question anyway - because it's possible to say what you wanna say and end on a positive note (if you control your emotions).
This may be accomplished with a simple:
'I must admit I really do wish this had worked out. I would've liked the opportunity to step into the HRM role and have a different ending with 'Company.' Perhaps our path will cross again someday
soon.'

But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:09

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Vent Letter After Leaving
_
â€‹
Last year we purchased another company and hired another HRM. The new HRM was hired making about $20K more than I. I was P.O'd about it but never said anything. For almost a year, I
continued to be the friendly, cheerful HRM I've always been as I looked for another job. The new HRM even commented about my pleasing personality to the VP. I gave my 3-week notice last
week and had a great luncheon today. We don't do Exit Interviews and after I leave I want write the VP a very nice, friendly, professional letter as to why I really left. i.e., new hire, less experience,
more money, and an Admin. Assist. was a slap-in-the face. I'm sure several of you will say, let it go. But for those that can give advice on how to craft the letter, I'd like to hear from you.

top
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previous next
I9 Audits
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:03 PM
Anonymous

_
What would the best way to start an I9 audit for my company?
This is a very general question, so I will elaborate a little bit. I have recently moved into the HR role at my company. I am the only one in the department. Previously, our office manager was in
charge of onboarding. She did not handle I9's properly at all. I am talking about incomplete, incorrectly filled I9's for the majority of our employees. Now that I am in this role, I want to get it all in
order. What would be a best practice for situations like this? Somebody posted an I9 audit checklist the other day, so I have that to work with. But there is just so much, I don't know where to start.
Any suggestions would help.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:03 PM
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Anonymous
_
HR professionals!
I need your help! We have an employee on intermittent FMLA (working reduced schedule). It is becoming apparent, employee is unable to perform the job. The position itself has not changed and
we have scaled back some of the duties, for a "lighter" workload.
I'm afraid once FMLA is exhausted and we start the interactive process- it all comes down to performance. Simply employee unable to meet performance expectations, as we encounter this year after
year.
Any recommendations or suggestions for next steps?
Thank you in advance!
HR in Honolulu
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top

previous next

108.

Re: Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:21 PM
Anonymous

_
When do you expect the FMLA to expire? Is there a correlation between her FMLA absences and the performance issues? For example, if she's taking 8 hours a week of I-FML, is that affecting her
productivity because she's missing an entire day?
I'm afraid once FMLA is exhausted and we start the interactive process- it all comes down to performance. Simply employee unable to meet performance expectations, as we encounter this
year after year.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:02

Depending on how much more FML time she has, this might be a matter of crossing that bridge when you get to it. You say you encounter this year after year. Is this an ongoing FMLA absence and
do you check eligibility each time? What FMLA tracking method do you use?
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Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
_
HR professionals!
I need your help! We have an employee on intermittent FMLA (working reduced schedule). It is becoming apparent, employee is unable to perform the job. The position itself has not changed and
we have scaled back some of the duties, for a "lighter" workload.
I'm afraid once FMLA is exhausted and we start the interactive process- it all comes down to performance. Simply employee unable to meet performance expectations, as we encounter this year after
year.
Any recommendations or suggestions for next steps?
Thank you in advance!
HR in Honolulu

top
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previous next
Re: Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:59 PM
Anonymous

_
We use the rolling back method for tracking and EE is more than half way there. The time away is not the issue, when EE is in office, many time EE forgets the tasks or does not do them at all and
becomes very overwhelmed. We have counseled the employee and have provided additional support. FML is due to both physical and mental impairments.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 01-24-2018 15:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
_
When do you expect the FMLA to expire? Is there a correlation between her FMLA absences and the performance issues? For example, if she's taking 8 hours a week of I-FML, is that affecting her
productivity because she's missing an entire day?
I'm afraid once FMLA is exhausted and we start the interactive process- it all comes down to performance. Simply employee unable to meet performance expectations, as we encounter this
year after year.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:02

Depending on how much more FML time she has, this might be a matter of crossing that bridge when you get to it. You say you encounter this year after year. Is this an ongoing FMLA absence and
do you check eligibility each time? What FMLA tracking method do you use?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
_
HR professionals!
I need your help! We have an employee on intermittent FMLA (working reduced schedule). It is becoming apparent, employee is unable to perform the job. The position itself has not changed and
we have scaled back some of the duties, for a "lighter" workload.
I'm afraid once FMLA is exhausted and we start the interactive process- it all comes down to performance. Simply employee unable to meet performance expectations, as we encounter this year after
year.
Any recommendations or suggestions for next steps?
Thank you in advance!
HR in Honolulu
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Re: Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
Reply to Group
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Jan 25, 2018 9:23 AM
Anonymous
_
As much as I know about FMLA, I'm not great at FMLA-math. I do know that under your tracking method, the "12 months prior to leave" is based on each FMLA instance. So if she works for 3
days and then takes 3 hours of FMLA, you go back 12 months from that day she took the 3 hours. See Example 3, here.
I would run the ADA interactive process concurrently with the FMLA, unless you have enough information from the FMLA process to discuss accommodations with the employee, manager and
medical provider. It's possible she's overwhelmed because she has less time (because of FMLA) to do her job, or perhaps her mental health issues are impacting her ability to remember tasks. You've
already made some accommodations. If those were made for a short or trial period, and if you need more info from the interactive process, that's okay. You can reevaluate the situation once you
have that additional information. For this part of your scenario, I recommend a call to the Job Accommodation Network.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
_
We use the rolling back method for tracking and EE is more than half way there. The time away is not the issue, when EE is in office, many time EE forgets the tasks or does not do them at all and
becomes very overwhelmed. We have counseled the employee and have provided additional support. FML is due to both physical and mental impairments.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
_
When do you expect the FMLA to expire? Is there a correlation between her FMLA absences and the performance issues? For example, if she's taking 8 hours a week of I-FML, is that affecting her
productivity because she's missing an entire day?
I'm afraid once FMLA is exhausted and we start the interactive process- it all comes down to performance. Simply employee unable to meet performance expectations, as we encounter this
year after year.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:02

Depending on how much more FML time she has, this might be a matter of crossing that bridge when you get to it. You say you encounter this year after year. Is this an ongoing FMLA absence and
do you check eligibility each time? What FMLA tracking method do you use?
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Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ongoing FMLA and unable to perform job
_
HR professionals!
I need your help! We have an employee on intermittent FMLA (working reduced schedule). It is becoming apparent, employee is unable to perform the job. The position itself has not changed and
we have scaled back some of the duties, for a "lighter" workload.
I'm afraid once FMLA is exhausted and we start the interactive process- it all comes down to performance. Simply employee unable to meet performance expectations, as we encounter this year after
year.
Any recommendations or suggestions for next steps?
Thank you in advance!
HR in Honolulu

top
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previous next
Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 2:58 PM
Maureen Harder
Hi I am doing some HR for a small company( under 5 employees) and was wondering if it is necessary to have a lawyer review the employee handbook since its not a contract and states it should not
be viewed as contractual but rather as company guidelines. I followed a template from Air Mason and added some special sections for California and local government laws. Please advise if
possible.
Thank you,
Maureen
-----------------------------Maureen Harder
Carlsbad
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:00 PM
Anonymous

_
I would have an attorney review especially if you are in CA.
But what is in your handbook? You have 5 employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:57
From: Maureen Harder
Subject: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
Hi I am doing some HR for a small company( under 5 employees) and was wondering if it is necessary to have a lawyer review the employee handbook since its not a contract and states it should not
be viewed as contractual but rather as company guidelines. I followed a template from Air Mason and added some special sections for California and local government laws. Please advise if possible.
Thank you,
Maureen
-----------------------------Maureen Harder
Carlsbad
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
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Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:03 PM
Anonymous
_
Just based on my experience, I have never regretted asking our lawyer to look over policies that we change and/or implement. They usually find something that needs adjusting. If nothing else, it adds
a little more peace of mind.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:57
From: Maureen Harder
Subject: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
Hi I am doing some HR for a small company( under 5 employees) and was wondering if it is necessary to have a lawyer review the employee handbook since its not a contract and states it should not
be viewed as contractual but rather as company guidelines. I followed a template from Air Mason and added some special sections for California and local government laws. Please advise if possible.
Thank you,
Maureen
-----------------------------Maureen Harder
Carlsbad
------------------------------
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Re: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:37 PM
Maureen Harder

Thank you!
-----------------------------Maureen Harder
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Reply to Sender

Carlsbad
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
_

I would have an attorney review especially if you are in CA.
But what is in your handbook? You have 5 employees.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:57
From: Maureen Harder
Subject: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
Hi I am doing some HR for a small company( under 5 employees) and was wondering if it is necessary to have a lawyer review the employee handbook since its not a contract and states it should not
be viewed as contractual but rather as company guidelines. I followed a template from Air Mason and added some special sections for California and local government laws. Please advise if possible.
Thank you,
Maureen
-----------------------------Maureen Harder
Carlsbad
------------------------------
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Re: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:38 PM
Maureen Harder
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Reply to Sender

Thanks!
-----------------------------Maureen Harder
Carlsbad
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
_
Just based on my experience, I have never regretted asking our lawyer to look over policies that we change and/or implement. They usually find something that needs adjusting. If nothing else, it adds
a little more peace of mind.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:57
From: Maureen Harder
Subject: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
Hi I am doing some HR for a small company( under 5 employees) and was wondering if it is necessary to have a lawyer review the employee handbook since its not a contract and states it should not
be viewed as contractual but rather as company guidelines. I followed a template from Air Mason and added some special sections for California and local government laws. Please advise if possible.
Thank you,
Maureen
-----------------------------Maureen Harder
Carlsbad
------------------------------
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Re: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:42 PM
Maureen Harder
Its actually a big handbook since its a construction/commissioning firm and there are a lot of topics that need to be covered from travel to non disclosures, preferred communication methods and
protocol for being on job sites. I covered all general topics of harassment, lateness absence, sick days, vacation, work equipment, who are we, discrimination, work attire( safety gear) and taking
work breaks and family leave etc based on local and state laws.
-----------------------------Maureen Harder
Carlsbad
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
_

I would have an attorney review especially if you are in CA.
But what is in your handbook? You have 5 employees.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:57
From: Maureen Harder
Subject: Do I need a lawyer to look over a small business employee handbook?
Hi I am doing some HR for a small company( under 5 employees) and was wondering if it is necessary to have a lawyer review the employee handbook since its not a contract and states it should not
be viewed as contractual but rather as company guidelines. I followed a template from Air Mason and added some special sections for California and local government laws. Please advise if possible.
Thank you,
Maureen
-----------------------------Maureen Harder
Carlsbad
------------------------------
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top
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previous next
Annual Notices
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:55 PM
Anonymous

_
What are the required annual notices that we have to give to employees once a year? We are in MASS.
Here is what we pass out:
Sexual Harassment Policy,
Chip Notice,
Marketplace coverage Notice,
Woman's Cancer Rights Act,
Cobra election Notice.
Am I missing anything?

Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Employment Ads
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:32 PM
Anonymous

_
Our company is recruiting for a professional position and we have been looking at similar ads out on the job posts.
One of the ads had under requirements that the person had to be a U.S. Citizen. That is not legal, is it?
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Thanks for your help. The management has asked me to include this in the ad....
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Employment Ads
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:35 PM
Anonymous

_
It is legal in my state. Not every employer is set up to sponsor visas.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Ads
_
Our company is recruiting for a professional position and we have been looking at similar ads out on the job posts.
One of the ads had under requirements that the person had to be a U.S. Citizen. That is not legal, is it?
Thanks for your help. The management has asked me to include this in the ad....
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Re: Employment Ads
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:35 PM
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Anonymous
_
It's only permissible if you're hiring for government contracts that restrict the hiring to US Citizens (such as for Defense projects).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Ads
_
Our company is recruiting for a professional position and we have been looking at similar ads out on the job posts.
One of the ads had under requirements that the person had to be a U.S. Citizen. That is not legal, is it?
Thanks for your help. The management has asked me to include this in the ad....

top
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Re: Employment Ads
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:37 PM
Anonymous

_
Do you hire people who can't provide documentation to complete the I9?
While how they worded it is unsavory, whether it's because they need people that can complete the I9 or if its the fact they are not willing to offer sponsorship, not necessarily illegal.
I would put in the ad that you are not able to offer sponsorship (if that's what your leadership is concerned about) or something to the effect that "candidates must present information to show legality
to work in the US if offered a position." That's wordy, but it gets the point across.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Ads
_
Our company is recruiting for a professional position and we have been looking at similar ads out on the job posts.
One of the ads had under requirements that the person had to be a U.S. Citizen. That is not legal, is it?
Thanks for your help. The management has asked me to include this in the ad....
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Re: Employment Ads
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:38 PM
Anonymous

_
Please review work authorization requirements. There are permanent residents too. Authorized to work in the US even though they're not US citizens.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Ads
_
It is legal in my state. Not every employer is set up to sponsor visas.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Ads
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_
Our company is recruiting for a professional position and we have been looking at similar ads out on the job posts.
One of the ads had under requirements that the person had to be a U.S. Citizen. That is not legal, is it?
Thanks for your help. The management has asked me to include this in the ad....

top
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Re: Employment Ads
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:46 PM
Anonymous

_
We always say "must be legally eligible to work in the US".
We don't specifically look for US citizens, but will not sponsor for jobs.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Ads
_
Do you hire people who can't provide documentation to complete the I9?
While how they worded it is unsavory, whether it's because they need people that can complete the I9 or if its the fact they are not willing to offer sponsorship, not necessarily illegal.
I would put in the ad that you are not able to offer sponsorship (if that's what your leadership is concerned about) or something to the effect that "candidates must present information to show legality
to work in the US if offered a position." That's wordy, but it gets the point across.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Ads
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_
Our company is recruiting for a professional position and we have been looking at similar ads out on the job posts.
One of the ads had under requirements that the person had to be a U.S. Citizen. That is not legal, is it?
Thanks for your help. The management has asked me to include this in the ad....
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Re: Employment Ads
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:50 PM
Anonymous

_
You should ask "Are you eligible to work in the United States without sponsorship?"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Ads
_
Our company is recruiting for a professional position and we have been looking at similar ads out on the job posts.
One of the ads had under requirements that the person had to be a U.S. Citizen. That is not legal, is it?
Thanks for your help. The management has asked me to include this in the ad....
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Re: Employment Ads
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Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:51 PM
Anonymous
_
Former Gov't Contractor here.
We could only hire US Citizens.
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Ads
_
Our company is recruiting for a professional position and we have been looking at similar ads out on the job posts.
One of the ads had under requirements that the person had to be a U.S. Citizen. That is not legal, is it?
Thanks for your help. The management has asked me to include this in the ad....

top
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previous next
Terminating an E3 visa holder
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:46 PM
Anonymous

_
Happy Wednesday everyone!
We recently had to terminate an E3 visa holder as their position was eliminated. Does anyone know if the company has to notify anyone else? Or file any forms with immigration? I couldnt find
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anything on the employer side on the USCIS website.
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Employee Anniversary Gifts
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 1:23 PM
Darla Biglow
Our small company is trying to determine a gift system for employee anniversary dates. Our current system only addresses employees who have been with us 5 and 10 years, however we have some
employees that have been with us for over 28 years. We were wondering how other companies structure their hire date anniversaries and what type of gifts they offer for designated milestones.
Anonymous

This email is only intended for the person(s) to whom it is addressed
and may contain company confidential information. If you have
received this email in error, please notify us and delete this message.
Please do not copy, disclose its contents or use this email for any
purpose.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
Reply to Group
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Jan 24, 2018 1:22 PM
Anonymous
_
Our company is planning to review our website and give it a fresh look this year. Is this something HR has to be involved in ? What are some of the things we need to consider from a HR perspective
to make sure there are no red flags and everything is in compliance ?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't get involved unless there will be an Employment section that includes information on job openings, how to apply, company culture, that sort of thing. What kinds of compliance issues are
you thinking of?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
_
Our company is planning to review our website and give it a fresh look this year. Is this something HR has to be involved in ? What are some of the things we need to consider from a HR perspective
to make sure there are no red flags and everything is in compliance ?

top
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previous next

130.

Re: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
I get asked for my opinion when it comes to our "careers" page on the site, but that's it (our HR and IT department is under one umbrella).
I think you're worrying yourself over nothing.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
_
Our company is planning to review our website and give it a fresh look this year. Is this something HR has to be involved in ? What are some of the things we need to consider from a HR perspective
to make sure there are no red flags and everything is in compliance ?

top
131.

previous next
Re: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
The entire website? No. I'm always involved in revamps to our Careers page though.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 01-24-2018 13:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
_
Our company is planning to review our website and give it a fresh look this year. Is this something HR has to be involved in ? What are some of the things we need to consider from a HR perspective
to make sure there are no red flags and everything is in compliance ?

top
132.

previous next
Re: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 1:39 PM
Patrisia Sheremeta
I guess it depends on the goals your company has for the web site. I believe that employer branding is a holistic discipline and like to give my input so that our company values are communicated in
any of our marketing efforts. But I work for a small company - I also happen to be the official company wordsmith.
At the very least, you need to be actively involved in the career page. Make sure that you have your EEO statement and that there is enough content to convey the company values. Also make sure
that it is easy to navigate and intuitive enough so that you do not discourage applicants. If you use e-Verify, put a copy of the poster on there. I also put up a right to work notice - can't remember if it
is required or not.
-----------------------------Patrisia Sheremeta
Human Resources Manager
Greno Industries
Scotia NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
_
Our company is planning to review our website and give it a fresh look this year. Is this something HR has to be involved in ? What are some of the things we need to consider from a HR perspective
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to make sure there are no red flags and everything is in compliance ?

top
133.

previous next
Re: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 1:56 PM
Mary Dillman
Patrisia offers excellent suggestions. The company web site is one of the "first impressions" prospective employees have of your company. How can the company web site revamp support/enable
strategic goals and initiatives the company has regarding talent acquisition, retention, employee engagement?
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
_
Our company is planning to review our website and give it a fresh look this year. Is this something HR has to be involved in ? What are some of the things we need to consider from a HR perspective
to make sure there are no red flags and everything is in compliance ?

top
134.

previous next
Re: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:56 PM
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Anonymous
_
#OP here, â€‹
Thanks for the great suggestions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
_
Our company is planning to review our website and give it a fresh look this year. Is this something HR has to be involved in ? What are some of the things we need to consider from a HR perspective
to make sure there are no red flags and everything is in compliance ?

top
135.

previous next
Re: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:03 PM
Anonymous

_
Our marketing team manages the website look at feel but gathers input from key stakeholders.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
_
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#OP here, â€‹
Thanks for the great suggestions.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
_
Our company is planning to review our website and give it a fresh look this year. Is this something HR has to be involved in ? What are some of the things we need to consider from a HR perspective
to make sure there are no red flags and everything is in compliance ?

top
136.

previous next
Re: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:07 PM
Anonymous

_
With the employment pages, yes. I would think that HR should be on a committee for the new website to make sure it is pleasing, has information needed to attract candidates, etc. Marketing should
also drive this because you want it to look professional. Depending on the size of your company, you would want someone to be responsible for posting open positions in a timely manner too.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Should HR be involved in Company Website Makeover ?
_
Our company is planning to review our website and give it a fresh look this year. Is this something HR has to be involved in ? What are some of the things we need to consider from a HR perspective
to make sure there are no red flags and everything is in compliance ?

top
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previous next

137.

I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:14 PM
Anonymous

_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
138.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
But is there a dog spewing bloody puss out of a cyst all over your walls? If not, I just don't know why you are complaining (tongue firmly in cheek).
Stay well!
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--Ray of Sunshine
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
139.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Definitely understood! Sick people should stay home and recover, not spread germs everywhere. We had a candidate show up for an interview sick with the flu... Right after he left we wiped
everything down that he touched.
The sick need to stay home!
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
140.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:25 PM
Anonymous

_
Ray of Sunshine SAME PERSON! Hahaha! The dog's cyst is better... ;)
OP
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_

But is there a dog spewing bloody puss out of a cyst all over your walls? If not, I just don't know why you are complaining (tongue firmly in cheek).
Stay well!
--Ray of Sunshine

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
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previous next

141.

Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:26 PM
Anonymous

_
OMG! We had a candidate with the flu come, too!!!! I loved sitting in my small office with him...

OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
Definitely understood! Sick people should stay home and recover, not spread germs everywhere. We had a candidate show up for an interview sick with the flu... Right after he left we wiped
everything down that he touched.
The sick need to stay home!
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
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That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
142.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:46 PM
Anonymous

_
I HATE people who can't differentiate "I have a cold" and "I have the flu...but it's okay". No, it's not okay - go home!
The posters cleaning like crazy after coworker/candidate confirm flu are correct.
@ Ray - sweet baby BBQ! That is so gross I almost puked and fell out of my chair. I obviously missed the post that is referring to the dog comment.
I will not be opening this post again. â€‹
Good luck to OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
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That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
143.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:56 PM
Anonymous

_
Take some pride in keeping your facility clean (assign someone on rotating basis to clean the bathrooms, break room, etc) since you don't have a cleaning service and they may start to see that you
care about cleanliness and health.
Our safety committee gave everyone little holders for the desks with kleenex, sanitizer and wipes. They use it because it's easily accessible and it shows we care about not only their health, but
everyone around them as well.
Just an idea. I'm with you, I hate when people are sick at work :( I don't like possibly taking it home to my family.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
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To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
144.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:04 PM
Anonymous

_
Oh my goodness! I can't believe it's the same. That's fantastic! I thought it sounded so much like the last one that others would remember and think it was funny. This makes it even better.
Boy, I remember you are in the food industry. Sick folks should not be around. Hope you can avoid it. This is supposed to be a bad flu going around.
--Ray of Sunshine
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
Ray of Sunshine SAME PERSON! Hahaha! The dog's cyst is better... ;)
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
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_

But is there a dog spewing bloody puss out of a cyst all over your walls? If not, I just don't know why you are complaining (tongue firmly in cheek).
Stay well!
--Ray of Sunshine

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
145.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:23 PM
Anonymous
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_
Wow, I feel for you, that must be awful.
Is no one in charge of cleaning at all?
Can you work from home?
I don't even want to ask about the dog cyst comment.
Can you get other management on board to implement a no spreading the germs policy?

Virtual Lysol truck heading your way, and bathe in Purell if you can.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
146.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
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Jan 24, 2018 4:45 PM
Anonymous
_
As much as I hate taking off because I'm sick (I would rather use those vacation days to go on vacation) I understand the absolute need to do so. There are so many other factors to consider besides
other people coming down with the flu as well. I don't know the health limitations of the other people and what something as simple as a cold could do to them. For instance, I have a friend who has
Cystic Fibrosis and people spreading germs at work is so much more detrimental to her than just catching a little sniffle - it could be life or death for her if she gets sick. Not to mention people who
are pregnant, low income families who literally can't afford to get sick...etc. I'm much more valuable to the productivity of the company and to the life of my co-workers if I just stay home and get
better.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
147.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
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Jan 25, 2018 8:32 AM
Anonymous
_
This is the prime reason I have resisted moving from having vacation/sick time to PTO. Employees see PTO as vacation time more so than sick time so they want to save those days. We are pretty
liberal with our sick time and encourage people to stay home!! I don't want to get sick so please don't come to work if you are.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
148.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 8:56 AM
Anonymous
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_
We are getting a lot of employees calling out due to the flu. Some come in part of the day and spread their germs then go home. Gee, thanks!
The absolute worse people are the Managers who think this place cannot exist without them. They don't cover their mouths, they obviously have a fever. I am yelling at them to go home! You are
not doing yourself or others any good by being here. I also say that if you can't trust your staff to step up when you are out, you have the wrong staff working for you.
I have used over 1/2 bottle (large bottle) of hand sanitizer since early December. I use Clorox wipes to clean the vending machines in the lunch room daily along with the main door handles to the
lunchroom and office. Germaphobe here.

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 08:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
This is the prime reason I have resisted moving from having vacation/sick time to PTO. Employees see PTO as vacation time more so than sick time so they want to save those days. We are pretty
liberal with our sick time and encourage people to stay home!! I don't want to get sick so please don't come to work if you are.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
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That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
149.

previous next
Re: I need to complain...
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:23 AM
Anonymous

_
You guys are all awesome! So happy someone can sympathize with me. :) Yea, my hands are pretty raw from washing them and using hand sanitizer.
:) Happy Thursday. Stay well.
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 08:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_

We are getting a lot of employees calling out due to the flu. Some come in part of the day and spread their germs then go home. Gee, thanks!
The absolute worse people are the Managers who think this place cannot exist without them. They don't cover their mouths, they obviously have a fever. I am yelling at them to go home! You are
not doing yourself or others any good by being here. I also say that if you can't trust your staff to step up when you are out, you have the wrong staff working for you.
I have used over 1/2 bottle (large bottle) of hand sanitizer since early December. I use Clorox wipes to clean the vending machines in the lunch room daily along with the main door handles to the
lunchroom and office. Germaphobe here.

Original Message:
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Sent: 01-25-2018 08:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
This is the prime reason I have resisted moving from having vacation/sick time to PTO. Employees see PTO as vacation time more so than sick time so they want to save those days. We are pretty
liberal with our sick time and encourage people to stay home!! I don't want to get sick so please don't come to work if you are.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: I need to complain...
_
So, don't read if you don't want to know my complaint.
:)
SO MANY people at my place of employment are sick at the moment. Both the owners had the flu...and they are both back even though they do not feel well. Their son also got the flu, and he is here
at the moment as well.
I know that is is not uncommon for people to come to work sick. However, they cough all over the place and do not cover. It is like they don't understand that germs travel and others can get sick.
Another co-worker and I are spraying Lysol and using hand sanitizers trying not to get sick.
To top it off, we no longer have a cleaning company come here and the office and break room are filthy and I feel like it is covered in germs. It has been about a month since it was cleaned...
That is all. Just a little rant I had to get off my chest.
Thank you for your time.

top
150.

previous next
Theft Misdemeanor - Do we hire?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:10 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Hello - I'm really struggling with this one and hoping for your feedback. My company is VERY sensitive to theft. In the not so recent past, we had two employees caught stealing (through a pretty
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elaborate scheme) up to almost a $1m (yes million) from the company. Needless to say, they were prosecuted to the fullest extend of the law. EE's are very sensitive about this theft because also
during the time this was discovered, business conditions worsened and raises and bonuses were not given out to EEs so there is also a perception that due to this theft - this was like stealing directly
from the EE's wallet.
Fast forward to a few months ago (last September). We had an EE who applied for a position with the company (in our manufacturing area) that we had extended an offer of employment (they
accepted) and we conducted a background on the applicant. It was shown that the applicant had a recent misdemeanor charge for retail theft. The applicant went on to inform us that they worked for
the retailer and knew a customer was returning stolen property but extended the refunds to the customer anyways. This was discovered and the applicant was fired from that retailer and charges were
pressed.
Fast forward to today - The applicant reached out to us and indicated that they completed their ARD program and had the misdemeanor expunged and is reapplying for the position they applied for
back in September (it's a position we are currently hiring for). I'm very torn on what to do. If we hadn't known about the theft from previous background - we may very well not know about it now if
it was truly expunged from their record and would hire the applicant. However, I do know about it and as much as I would like to give the applicant a "2nd chance" I also hate to take a risk on
bringing someone into our company (when we're still so raw from the previous theft incident) that has theft in their background. Also, I can only imagine the uproar we may have if somehow the
EE's found out about the theft and that we knew about it and hired anyways. Important to note there would be no way they'd find out through any internal resources but this is a small town and
everyone knows everyone.
I would appreciate your thoughts on how you think I should proceed.
Thanks! (and apologies for the length of this post)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Theft Misdemeanor - Do we hire?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:16 PM
Anonymous

_
If they're a good candidate I would extend an offer and run another criminal. If the charge is expunged, you proceed as normal.
If employees come knocking you let them know that you performed a criminal background check on the new person (just as you did on them) and they met the company's standards.
How do you plan to respond to the applicant if you don't choose to extend an offer? "Oh, you were good enough before, but you did a bad thing, and even though you've gone through all the proper
and legal avenues to rehabilitate yourself and/or correct your record, we're still not going to hire you for a now non-existent conviction?" Sounds like you could be paying out even more money in
legal fees.
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Theft Misdemeanor - Do we hire?
_
â€‹
Hello - I'm really struggling with this one and hoping for your feedback. My company is VERY sensitive to theft. In the not so recent past, we had two employees caught stealing (through a pretty
elaborate scheme) up to almost a $1m (yes million) from the company. Needless to say, they were prosecuted to the fullest extend of the law. EE's are very sensitive about this theft because also
during the time this was discovered, business conditions worsened and raises and bonuses were not given out to EEs so there is also a perception that due to this theft - this was like stealing directly
from the EE's wallet.
Fast forward to a few months ago (last September). We had an EE who applied for a position with the company (in our manufacturing area) that we had extended an offer of employment (they
accepted) and we conducted a background on the applicant. It was shown that the applicant had a recent misdemeanor charge for retail theft. The applicant went on to inform us that they worked for
the retailer and knew a customer was returning stolen property but extended the refunds to the customer anyways. This was discovered and the applicant was fired from that retailer and charges were
pressed.
Fast forward to today - The applicant reached out to us and indicated that they completed their ARD program and had the misdemeanor expunged and is reapplying for the position they applied for
back in September (it's a position we are currently hiring for). I'm very torn on what to do. If we hadn't known about the theft from previous background - we may very well not know about it now if
it was truly expunged from their record and would hire the applicant. However, I do know about it and as much as I would like to give the applicant a "2nd chance" I also hate to take a risk on
bringing someone into our company (when we're still so raw from the previous theft incident) that has theft in their background. Also, I can only imagine the uproar we may have if somehow the
EE's found out about the theft and that we knew about it and hired anyways. Important to note there would be no way they'd find out through any internal resources but this is a small town and
everyone knows everyone.
I would appreciate your thoughts on how you think I should proceed.
Thanks! (and apologies for the length of this post)
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Re: Theft Misdemeanor - Do we hire?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:19 PM
Anonymous

_
You proceed as you would if you had no knowledge since the conviction no longer exists on their record.
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Theft Misdemeanor - Do we hire?
_
â€‹
Hello - I'm really struggling with this one and hoping for your feedback. My company is VERY sensitive to theft. In the not so recent past, we had two employees caught stealing (through a pretty
elaborate scheme) up to almost a $1m (yes million) from the company. Needless to say, they were prosecuted to the fullest extend of the law. EE's are very sensitive about this theft because also
during the time this was discovered, business conditions worsened and raises and bonuses were not given out to EEs so there is also a perception that due to this theft - this was like stealing directly
from the EE's wallet.
Fast forward to a few months ago (last September). We had an EE who applied for a position with the company (in our manufacturing area) that we had extended an offer of employment (they
accepted) and we conducted a background on the applicant. It was shown that the applicant had a recent misdemeanor charge for retail theft. The applicant went on to inform us that they worked for
the retailer and knew a customer was returning stolen property but extended the refunds to the customer anyways. This was discovered and the applicant was fired from that retailer and charges were
pressed.
Fast forward to today - The applicant reached out to us and indicated that they completed their ARD program and had the misdemeanor expunged and is reapplying for the position they applied for
back in September (it's a position we are currently hiring for). I'm very torn on what to do. If we hadn't known about the theft from previous background - we may very well not know about it now if
it was truly expunged from their record and would hire the applicant. However, I do know about it and as much as I would like to give the applicant a "2nd chance" I also hate to take a risk on
bringing someone into our company (when we're still so raw from the previous theft incident) that has theft in their background. Also, I can only imagine the uproar we may have if somehow the
EE's found out about the theft and that we knew about it and hired anyways. Important to note there would be no way they'd find out through any internal resources but this is a small town and
everyone knows everyone.
I would appreciate your thoughts on how you think I should proceed.
Thanks! (and apologies for the length of this post)
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previous next
Exit Interviews
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:05 PM
Anonymous

_
What are some of your best practices for exit interviews?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Sticky situation
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_
Last year we expanded our business and opened an office in a second location. After a brief search, we ended up hiring an office manager candidate that was referred by one of our long-term valued
employees.
That employee is not meeting the needs of her managers at the new location. It appears she does not have the skills to do what is being asked of her. In addition she can be combative, often looks for
ways to pass her work off to others, has been rude to customers/co-workers, has ignored deadlines, has quality of work issues . . . just to name a few.
Now we are stuck in a bind . . . how to remedy this situation without losing the long-term employee who referred her. Since her hire it has become apparent that they are very close friends, even
living together part of this past year during a remodel of one of their homes.
Would you present details of the lack of fit/performance issues to her and offer opportunity for improvement? or simply use "it's not working" and move on? Any other suggestions and/or guidance
would be much appreciated.
A little background - small company - owner is involved in every employment decision and will be present during any discussion with this employee. We usually error on the side of being overly
considerate of our staff and their feelings/wants/desires. We are just looking for the kindest approach to manage this situation.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Sticky situation
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:08 PM
Patrisia Sheremeta
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Reply to Sender

You clearly cannot keep this woman on just because a long term employee recommended her. Especially if she has actual behavior issues and not just performance ones. No amount of coaching and
opportunity for improvement change how people treat customers - in my experience. I would tell the employee that it is not a good fit and if she wanted to apply for unemployment, I would not
protest her claim. As long as you are kind about the process, a good employee won't walk out on you.
-----------------------------Patrisia Sheremeta
Human Resources Manager
Greno Industries
Scotia NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sticky situation
_
Last year we expanded our business and opened an office in a second location. After a brief search, we ended up hiring an office manager candidate that was referred by one of our long-term valued
employees.
That employee is not meeting the needs of her managers at the new location. It appears she does not have the skills to do what is being asked of her. In addition she can be combative, often looks for
ways to pass her work off to others, has been rude to customers/co-workers, has ignored deadlines, has quality of work issues . . . just to name a few.
Now we are stuck in a bind . . . how to remedy this situation without losing the long-term employee who referred her. Since her hire it has become apparent that they are very close friends, even
living together part of this past year during a remodel of one of their homes.
Would you present details of the lack of fit/performance issues to her and offer opportunity for improvement? or simply use "it's not working" and move on? Any other suggestions and/or guidance
would be much appreciated.
A little background - small company - owner is involved in every employment decision and will be present during any discussion with this employee. We usually error on the side of being overly
considerate of our staff and their feelings/wants/desires. We are just looking for the kindest approach to manage this situation.
Thank you!
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Re: Sticky situation
Reply to Group
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Jan 24, 2018 2:13 PM
Anonymous
_
Agreed. I just terminated the roommate of an employee this week. No issues so far. I've terminated employees who were referred by other employees, without issue. I've rejected spouses of
employees for roles before, without issue. If your employee is a mature professional, and you handle this with dignity and professionalism, it won't be an issue.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:08
From: Patrisia Sheremeta
Subject: Sticky situation
You clearly cannot keep this woman on just because a long term employee recommended her. Especially if she has actual behavior issues and not just performance ones. No amount of coaching and
opportunity for improvement change how people treat customers - in my experience. I would tell the employee that it is not a good fit and if she wanted to apply for unemployment, I would not
protest her claim. As long as you are kind about the process, a good employee won't walk out on you.
-----------------------------Patrisia Sheremeta
Human Resources Manager
Greno Industries
Scotia NY
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sticky situation
_
Last year we expanded our business and opened an office in a second location. After a brief search, we ended up hiring an office manager candidate that was referred by one of our long-term valued
employees.
That employee is not meeting the needs of her managers at the new location. It appears she does not have the skills to do what is being asked of her. In addition she can be combative, often looks for
ways to pass her work off to others, has been rude to customers/co-workers, has ignored deadlines, has quality of work issues . . . just to name a few.
Now we are stuck in a bind . . . how to remedy this situation without losing the long-term employee who referred her. Since her hire it has become apparent that they are very close friends, even
living together part of this past year during a remodel of one of their homes.
Would you present details of the lack of fit/performance issues to her and offer opportunity for improvement? or simply use "it's not working" and move on? Any other suggestions and/or guidance
would be much appreciated.
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A little background - small company - owner is involved in every employment decision and will be present during any discussion with this employee. We usually error on the side of being overly
considerate of our staff and their feelings/wants/desires. We are just looking for the kindest approach to manage this situation.
Thank you!
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Military Leave for one day?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:55 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
An employee provided his supervisor with discharge orders (honorable discharge) that require the employee report for one day to go through out-process. Should employee complete leave request
for one day of military leave or do we just accept the discharge orders as documentation for the day? Military will be compensating him for the missed day of work and employee will not be applying
PTO for the day.
Thank you,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Military Leave for one day?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:20 PM
Anonymous

_
I guess it depends on how strict your organization has been in the past or how strict you want to be moving forward.
We would accept the paperwork as the documentation and just place it in his file for reference. If you wanted to go through the whole rigmarole of having him complete the paperwork, you certainly
could.
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Side note - all these years I've thought and said "rig-a-ma-roll." Thank you spell check.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Military Leave for one day?
_
â€‹
An employee provided his supervisor with discharge orders (honorable discharge) that require the employee report for one day to go through out-process. Should employee complete leave request
for one day of military leave or do we just accept the discharge orders as documentation for the day? Military will be compensating him for the missed day of work and employee will not be applying
PTO for the day.
Thank you,
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Re: Military Leave for one day?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:21 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thank you! I am inclined to agree with you about just accepting the paperwork rather than going through the whole rigmarole :D I myself, have been saying it wrong all of these years too lol
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Military Leave for one day?
_
I guess it depends on how strict your organization has been in the past or how strict you want to be moving forward.
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We would accept the paperwork as the documentation and just place it in his file for reference. If you wanted to go through the whole rigmarole of having him complete the paperwork, you certainly
could.
Side note - all these years I've thought and said "rig-a-ma-roll." Thank you spell check.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Military Leave for one day?
_
â€‹
An employee provided his supervisor with discharge orders (honorable discharge) that require the employee report for one day to go through out-process. Should employee complete leave request
for one day of military leave or do we just accept the discharge orders as documentation for the day? Military will be compensating him for the missed day of work and employee will not be applying
PTO for the day.
Thank you,
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Re: Military Leave for one day?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:25 PM
James Hungate

I spell "rigmarole" like this >>> BS.
-----------------------------Jim Hungate, SPHR
Senior HR Manager
Virginia Transformer Corp.
Roanoke, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Military Leave for one day?
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Reply to Sender

_
â€‹
An employee provided his supervisor with discharge orders (honorable discharge) that require the employee report for one day to go through out-process. Should employee complete leave request
for one day of military leave or do we just accept the discharge orders as documentation for the day? Military will be compensating him for the missed day of work and employee will not be applying
PTO for the day.
Thank you,
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previous next
our bookkeeper...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:46 PM
Anonymous

_
messed up our W2 forms! She forgot to include line 14...
People already filed their taxes and don't know what to do. Has anyone ever had this happen? I am not sure what to tell them...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: our bookkeeper...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:48 PM
Anonymous

_
You issue corrected W2's. That's all you can do at this point.
It happens to everyone. We issued W2s with the wrong EIN one year.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: our bookkeeper...
_
messed up our W2 forms! She forgot to include line 14...
People already filed their taxes and don't know what to do. Has anyone ever had this happen? I am not sure what to tell them...
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previous next
Re: our bookkeeper...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:49 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
You have to issue corrected W-2s and apologize to those who already filed. I don't have one in from of me, so not sure what line 14 is off the top of my head, but if it affects them, they will have to
file amended.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: our bookkeeper...
_
messed up our W2 forms! She forgot to include line 14...
People already filed their taxes and don't know what to do. Has anyone ever had this happen? I am not sure what to tell them...
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Re: our bookkeeper...
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 12:58 PM
Ivette Dupuis
I am not sure of much consequence to employees.
Box 14 is for the most part 'for informational purposes only.'
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: our bookkeeper...
_
messed up our W2 forms! She forgot to include line 14...
People already filed their taxes and don't know what to do. Has anyone ever had this happen? I am not sure what to tell them...
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Re: our bookkeeper...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:21 PM
Anonymous
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_
I thought you couldn't start filing till the 29th?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: our bookkeeper...
_
messed up our W2 forms! She forgot to include line 14...
People already filed their taxes and don't know what to do. Has anyone ever had this happen? I am not sure what to tell them...
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Re: our bookkeeper...
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Turbo tax opened up earlier this month, not sure about other sources. Perhaps you can "file" and it's not submitted to the government yet? Or maybe you're thinking that refunds won't be issued until
after that date?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: our bookkeeper...
_
I thought you couldn't start filing till the 29th?
Original Message:
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Sent: 01-24-2018 12:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: our bookkeeper...
_
messed up our W2 forms! She forgot to include line 14...
People already filed their taxes and don't know what to do. Has anyone ever had this happen? I am not sure what to tell them...
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previous next
Suggestions for GPS on Company Phones
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:40 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello,
A particular group of our employees is required to travel extensively in their day to day role and we have implemented a GPS tracking on their phones to track the locations they visit for their work
duties. The phones that the GPS tracking is installed on are company work phones that are issued to them. However, we constantly have issues where they turn off the tracking after work and then do
not turn it back on. The managers want to require they leave it on at all times, but since their responsibilities sometimes fall outside of normal work schedules and need to respond to on-call demands,
they typically have their phones on them all the time. I am hesitant to put a policy in place requiring the employees to keep the tracker on at times outside of normal work hours because of infringing
on their privacy and creating morale issues, even though the device is ours.
I am wondering if anyone has any advice or a sample of a written policy for us to implement the GPS tracking policy without infringing on the rights of the employees outside of scheduled work
hours.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Suggestions for GPS on Company Phones
Reply to Group
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Jan 24, 2018 3:13 PM
Anonymous
_
Hi OP, just curious- do you meant that they do not turn the GPS back on the next day? Or that the issue is just that it is off for the night? If I am reading your question right, the issue is that they turn
it off after work and then are forgetting to turn it back on the next day. Why not just implement that they turn the phone off at then end of the shift and back on the next day? I don't think it is a good
move to imply that employees must have GPS going 24/7 on their phone.
On a side note, I wonder how useful the GPS tracking really is? So we have sales folks that are out at client meetings most days and we can typically tell through their sales numbers whether they are
doing their jobs or not. Not sure your specific scenario, but I would want to focus more on KPIs/meeting sales goals or expectations vs. making sure my employee is at XYZ Client Office and for
how long. But perhaps this is needed for your specific roles or industry.
So there's my 2 cents, looking forward to other replies.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Suggestions for GPS on Company Phones
_
Hello,
A particular group of our employees is required to travel extensively in their day to day role and we have implemented a GPS tracking on their phones to track the locations they visit for their work
duties. The phones that the GPS tracking is installed on are company work phones that are issued to them. However, we constantly have issues where they turn off the tracking after work and then do
not turn it back on. The managers want to require they leave it on at all times, but since their responsibilities sometimes fall outside of normal work schedules and need to respond to on-call demands,
they typically have their phones on them all the time. I am hesitant to put a policy in place requiring the employees to keep the tracker on at times outside of normal work hours because of infringing
on their privacy and creating morale issues, even though the device is ours.
I am wondering if anyone has any advice or a sample of a written policy for us to implement the GPS tracking policy without infringing on the rights of the employees outside of scheduled work
hours.
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Re: Suggestions for GPS on Company Phones
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:29 PM
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Anonymous
_
Thank you! This was really helpful. I also agree that asking them to keep the GPS on 24/7 is unfair (I wouldn't want my employer knowing how I spend my free time) but we do seem to have issues
with the employees forgetting to turn it back on in the morning. Ultimately, I think I will be advising them to set up a reminder in the morning if it becomes an issue. These particular employees are
field employees and service our product at facilities in their regions and don't really have a check in protocol at the locations for what they are doing. Ideally, it would be nice if they could go to the
facility and "check in" at a computer, so we know that they are responding to tickets, but we haven't reached a solution as perfect as that at this time. We are primarily using it to track overtime better,
ensure employees are documenting overtime or are not over documenting overtime, as well as being able to compare locations to submitted expenses for reimbursement...etc.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Suggestions for GPS on Company Phones
_
Hi OP, just curious- do you meant that they do not turn the GPS back on the next day? Or that the issue is just that it is off for the night? If I am reading your question right, the issue is that they turn
it off after work and then are forgetting to turn it back on the next day. Why not just implement that they turn the phone off at then end of the shift and back on the next day? I don't think it is a good
move to imply that employees must have GPS going 24/7 on their phone.
On a side note, I wonder how useful the GPS tracking really is? So we have sales folks that are out at client meetings most days and we can typically tell through their sales numbers whether they are
doing their jobs or not. Not sure your specific scenario, but I would want to focus more on KPIs/meeting sales goals or expectations vs. making sure my employee is at XYZ Client Office and for
how long. But perhaps this is needed for your specific roles or industry.
So there's my 2 cents, looking forward to other replies.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Suggestions for GPS on Company Phones
_
Hello,
A particular group of our employees is required to travel extensively in their day to day role and we have implemented a GPS tracking on their phones to track the locations they visit for their work
duties. The phones that the GPS tracking is installed on are company work phones that are issued to them. However, we constantly have issues where they turn off the tracking after work and then do
not turn it back on. The managers want to require they leave it on at all times, but since their responsibilities sometimes fall outside of normal work schedules and need to respond to on-call demands,
they typically have their phones on them all the time. I am hesitant to put a policy in place requiring the employees to keep the tracker on at times outside of normal work hours because of infringing
on their privacy and creating morale issues, even though the device is ours.
I am wondering if anyone has any advice or a sample of a written policy for us to implement the GPS tracking policy without infringing on the rights of the employees outside of scheduled work
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previous next
Re: Suggestions for GPS on Company Phones
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:47 PM
Anonymous

_
My old brain is failing me at the moment but there is an app that you can use to check in at various location that will record the check in via GPS. I think you can check in and check out with this
app. It might be an option because it forces the EE's to check in. It generates a code for that check in that you could even implement in your billing maybe? I'm trying to search the name but
drawing a blank. Maybe someone else will know what I'm talking about.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Suggestions for GPS on Company Phones
_
Hello,
A particular group of our employees is required to travel extensively in their day to day role and we have implemented a GPS tracking on their phones to track the locations they visit for their work
duties. The phones that the GPS tracking is installed on are company work phones that are issued to them. However, we constantly have issues where they turn off the tracking after work and then do
not turn it back on. The managers want to require they leave it on at all times, but since their responsibilities sometimes fall outside of normal work schedules and need to respond to on-call demands,
they typically have their phones on them all the time. I am hesitant to put a policy in place requiring the employees to keep the tracker on at times outside of normal work hours because of infringing
on their privacy and creating morale issues, even though the device is ours.
I am wondering if anyone has any advice or a sample of a written policy for us to implement the GPS tracking policy without infringing on the rights of the employees outside of scheduled work
hours.
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previous next

171.

Drug Policy and Legalization of Cannabis
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:40 PM
Anonymous

_
Anyone changing the wording in their drug policies to include the legalization of cannabis? I live in Vermont, and it will be legal soon.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Drug Policy and Legalization of Cannabis
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:50 PM
Anonymous

_
This is addressed a lot on this board. You can search for options. What's there should work for VT as there other states that have legalized it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drug Policy and Legalization of Cannabis
_
Anyone changing the wording in their drug policies to include the legalization of cannabis? I live in Vermont, and it will be legal soon.
Thank you!
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previous next
Re: Drug Policy and Legalization of Cannabis
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:12 PM
Anonymous

_
It's still illegal federally so no changes for most of us who have responded to this type of post.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drug Policy and Legalization of Cannabis
_
Anyone changing the wording in their drug policies to include the legalization of cannabis? I live in Vermont, and it will be legal soon.
Thank you!

top
174.

previous next
Finding a good Administrative Assistant
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
What sources do you use to find competent administrative assistants? I'm looking for one now. We're receiving many, many applicants but the vast majority can't spell, write correctly, or have
inconsistent formatting all over their resume. If they can't even put together a resume, they will not succeed in this role.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Finding a good Administrative Assistant
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 1:01 PM
Kylie Henshaw
A few years ago I was hiring a Customer Service Assistant at a wine importer-- in the job posting, I wrote "tell us in your cover letter why you're interested in working for a wine & spirits company"
with some line about how applications without this would not receive further consideration. I did not use an ATS or any other cumbersome application system-- just email cover letter and resume
directly to me (I still think this is the most effective way of getting candidates).
I received over 400 applications. I'm not kidding, I only received FOUR that followed the prompt. A quick scan of the cover letters weeded out the other 400. That made my decision much easier, I
hired one of those four and she is amazing at the job.
-----------------------------Kylie Henshaw
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Finding a good Administrative Assistant
_
What sources do you use to find competent administrative assistants? I'm looking for one now. We're receiving many, many applicants but the vast majority can't spell, write correctly, or have
inconsistent formatting all over their resume. If they can't even put together a resume, they will not succeed in this role.
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previous next
Re: Finding a good Administrative Assistant
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:27 PM
Anonymous
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_
Do you have a tech school/community college nearby that has a admin assistant course? That might be a place to start. Is there maybe a different job title you could use to attract a different pool of
candidates--Office Manager, Executive Assistant, or something along those lines?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Finding a good Administrative Assistant
_
What sources do you use to find competent administrative assistants? I'm looking for one now. We're receiving many, many applicants but the vast majority can't spell, write correctly, or have
inconsistent formatting all over their resume. If they can't even put together a resume, they will not succeed in this role.

top
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previous next
Finding Skilled Labor
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:31 PM
Anonymous

_
For the first time in forever, I am having a hard time finding skilled labor to fill production supervisor positions. I have scoured indeed and linkedin and I have nothing to show for it. I don't know
what to do! I have reached out to a couple of recruiters, but I think the caliber of staff they are able to provide may be a little overqualified for what we need. Where are you finding people?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
"I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
Reply to Group
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Jan 24, 2018 12:28 PM
Anonymous
_
How would you deal with this manager?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:30 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
What is the real reason the employee didn't get a bigger increase?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
_
How would you deal with this manager?
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previous next
Re: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 12:38 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Tell manager there's a better (and more honest) response.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
_
How would you deal with this manager?

top
181.

previous next
Re: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
Pull them in your office and give the smack down that if they want to be a manager they are going to have to speak more responsibly. Get some b@lls and tell them the budget doesn't have it or their
score sucks or whatever the case may be.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
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Subject: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
_
How would you deal with this manager?

top
182.

previous next
Re: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Ah, I hate this, I push the employee back to the manager to discuss the reason for the increase percentage as WE/HR don't make that decision.
All I tell employees is that we offer mangers guidelines for increases based on performance, market and budget; managers propose increases which are approved by the group SVP. We are
transparent and this is covered in our annual raise training for employee/managers.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
_
â€‹
What is the real reason the employee didn't get a bigger increase?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
_
How would you deal with this manager?
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previous next
Re: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 1:18 PM
Mary Dillman
Definitely need to have a conversation with this manager, and begin by asking what was his/her reason/thinking for communicating that to an employee? How does the manager think that
misperception will impact the employee's performance and level of engagement? IMO, it will not likely do anything to improve performance and will likely have a negative impact on level of
engagement.
Is this an isolated incident of this manager not providing honest, constructive performance feedback to an employee, or does this manager have a track record of being weak in this area? If the latter,
it may be time to engage the manager's manager.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
_
How would you deal with this manager?

top
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previous next
Re: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:59 PM
Patrisia Sheremeta
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Reply to Sender

What a weaselly statement. Don't you just love managers who are so scared of their employees they can't have an honest conversation?
-----------------------------Patrisia Sheremeta
Human Resources Manager
Greno Industries
Scotia NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: "I wanted to give you a bigger increase but HR wouldn't let me"
_
How would you deal with this manager?

top
185.

previous next
ALEX by Jellyvision
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:25 PM
Anonymous

_
Does anyone use this? We are a construction company with 150 employees spread over two states and job sites that are pretty far away from our offices. It's really difficult for our insurance broker
to get out to every job site during open enrollment and spouses, who actually make most of the insurance decisions, get missed. I was thinking this would be a really good program to fill in the gaps.
I'm a DOO, so whatever help I can get....
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: ALEX by Jellyvision
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:25 PM
Anonymous

_
My husband company uses it and I love it, it really simplifies the benefits explanation and it is easy to use.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: ALEX by Jellyvision
_
Does anyone use this? We are a construction company with 150 employees spread over two states and job sites that are pretty far away from our offices. It's really difficult for our insurance broker
to get out to every job site during open enrollment and spouses, who actually make most of the insurance decisions, get missed. I was thinking this would be a really good program to fill in the gaps.
I'm a DOO, so whatever help I can get....

top
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previous next
Sexual Harassment Policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 12:14 PM
Mary Casey
We, of course, have our sexual harassment policy in our handbook. But the list of orientation materials I inherited also has it pulled out as a seperate document for people to sign off on. Do you do
this, or do you just have it in your handbook?
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-----------------------------Mary Casey
Second Harvest
Watsonville CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Resignation vs. Termination
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:01 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello,
I was possibly mistaken with the assumption that if an employer wishes to end the employment relationship with an employee, that it is a termination. How is someone asked to resign from their
position? Is that not considered termination initiated by the employer?
I would be interested in seeing what is actually the case in this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Resignation vs. Termination
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:06 PM
Anonymous

_
Every employee departure is a termination. There is just voluntary (resignations mainly) and involuntary (everything else, usually company initiated.)
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How is someone asked to resign from their position? Is that not considered termination initiated by the employer?
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 12:01

If we asked an employee to resign, we would consider it a resignation by mutual agreement. But it depends on the reason we asked them to resign.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resignation vs. Termination
_
Hello,
I was possibly mistaken with the assumption that if an employer wishes to end the employment relationship with an employee, that it is a termination. How is someone asked to resign from their
position? Is that not considered termination initiated by the employer?
I would be interested in seeing what is actually the case in this.

top
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previous next
Re: Resignation vs. Termination
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 12:08 PM
David Gaspin
The result is the same. Generally when someone is "asked to resign" it's to allow them to save face by saying that the decision was theirs. IMO it's a pointless exercise, but one that many execs and
leaders believe succeeds in preserving the most dignity of the departing employee.
In cases where employees are asked to resign, we still wouldn't fight UI claims and would generally treat the termination as involuntary. For recording purposes you would record the termination as a
resignation or possibly code it as "asked to resign" which is a termination code that I use. If someone calls for a reference and you are inclined to provide termination reason as part of the reference,
you would say that it was a voluntary termination.
It's an archaic practice, but in order to allow goodwill it's sometimes worth it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Resignation vs. Termination
_
Hello,
I was possibly mistaken with the assumption that if an employer wishes to end the employment relationship with an employee, that it is a termination. How is someone asked to resign from their
position? Is that not considered termination initiated by the employer?
I would be interested in seeing what is actually the case in this.

top
191.

previous next
Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:02 PM
Anonymous

_
The care of the child is a FMLA event. The question becomes, what constitutes "care"? The answer (emphasis mine),

"[Care] encompasses both physical and psychological care. It includes situations where, for example, because of a serious health condition, the family member is unable to care for his or her own
basic medical, hygienic, or nutritional needs or safety, or is unable to transport himself or herself to the doctor. The term also includes providing psychological comfort and reassurance which would
be beneficial to a child, spouse or parent with a serious health condition who is receiving inpatient or home care. ... "

29 CFR 825.124
Definitely get a certification on this (I don't think you can or should specify the type of provider). Based on what you wrote, though, I don't think the school meetings are covered under federal
FMLA.
In what state?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
We have an employee who's son is experiencing attention issues at school. The employee is taking the son to see four different doctors-obviously this is FMLA. The question is: The employee is
required to meet intermittently with school officials to discuss discipline and education plans-are these meetings considered to be FMLA?

top
192.

previous next
Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:30 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
the doctor visits are obviously covered under FMLA. and the school follow ups I would think they are, as this is a check on how the progress is made on doctors plans. but as others said I would get
this confirmed by the doctor.
one point I do want to mention depending on the state you are in.... California has a family/school & kin care bill that allows 8hrs per month/40hrs per year to deal with discipline issues or concerns at
school, day care, placement, baby sitter. I would research to see if your state has any benefits of this kind.
dc
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
The care of the child is a FMLA event. The question becomes, what constitutes "care"? The answer (emphasis mine),

"[Care] encompasses both physical and psychological care. It includes situations where, for example, because of a serious health condition, the family member is unable to care for his or her own
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basic medical, hygienic, or nutritional needs or safety, or is unable to transport himself or herself to the doctor. The term also includes providing psychological comfort and reassurance which would
be beneficial to a child, spouse or parent with a serious health condition who is receiving inpatient or home care. ... "

29 CFR 825.124
Definitely get a certification on this (I don't think you can or should specify the type of provider). Based on what you wrote, though, I don't think the school meetings are covered under federal
FMLA.
In what state?
Anonymonk

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
We have an employee who's son is experiencing attention issues at school. The employee is taking the son to see four different doctors-obviously this is FMLA. The question is: The employee is
required to meet intermittently with school officials to discuss discipline and education plans-are these meetings considered to be FMLA?

top
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previous next
Re: Consideration of High School interns
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 8:23 PM
Brett Schager
Hi Patricia. That is what my job is. I would recommend preparing them for job readiness with resumes, interviewing skills, and soft skills training. I would recommend approaching local or small to
medium less-corporate organizations, especially those you have connections with. Then it's about acknowledging strengths and fielding objections. I really like this handout about employer
objections: HandlingWorkplacePartnerObjections.pdf
I also started making a folder of internship resources from another thread on here: Internship & Work Experience Resources - Google Drive
-----------------------------Brett Schager, SPHR
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:29
From: Patricia Breeding
Subject: Consideration of High School interns
I wanted to ask the forum what would be the best approach to ask companies to consider hiring high school students who are currently enrolled in career academy classes as summer interns. I would
appreciate your feed back. Thank you
-----------------------------Patricia Breeding
Coordinator, Career Development
Orange County Public Schools
Orlando FL
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Consideration of High School interns
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 6:46 AM
Anonymous

_
I don't know what career academy is but giving high school kids an opportunity to work over the summer learning real job skills is fantastic. I would assume there is an interview process so you
should be able to find well qualified and responsible kids. I am actually presenting to a group of high school students in a couple weeks to promote our company and are looking to onboard several
students for the summer and if they are willing, continue on over the school year.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:29
From: Patricia Breeding
Subject: Consideration of High School interns
I wanted to ask the forum what would be the best approach to ask companies to consider hiring high school students who are currently enrolled in career academy classes as summer interns. I would
appreciate your feed back. Thank you
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-----------------------------Patricia Breeding
Coordinator, Career Development
Orange County Public Schools
Orlando FL
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Marijuana in other states
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:42 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
just attended a couple webinars on this specifically, my operations are out of California and we have the right to enforce a drug & alcohol free workplace. by attorney advice, we modified our
handbook to specifically say "alcohol, marijuana and drug free work place" we inserted the work marijuana in every place where drug and alcohol was mentioned in our handbook. we drafted a
memo stating there was an update to our handbook and had a meeting specifically talking about how marihuana in the work place is not allowed due to federal law (everyone signed off on the revised
handbook). just like alcohol and other drugs.
anyone that needs it medically must meet with HR one on one to go through the interactive process to see how we should proceed. in our behind the doors conversations, because there is heavy
machinery around we wouldn't accommodate having anyone under the influence working at the work place and there is no work that can be done at home (agriculture industry). therefore an
accommodation to be off work might be one that would be considered, but on a case by case basis this would be an example of how it could turn out, but we must go through the process to determine
what should be done.
attached is some information we received for this.

Proposition 64 And Marijuana In The Work Place
By: Jacquelyn Larson and Greg Blueford
California voters have passed Proposition 64, legalizing marijuana for recreational use for adults over the age of 21. However, because marijuana is still classified as a Schedule I substance and is
illegal under federal law, employers will still have the right to maintain a drug free workplace.
First, Prop 64 will not take effect immediately. While individuals will be allowed to grow, possess and smoke certain amounts of marijuana recreationally after its official passage, dispensaries
will not be licensed to sell recreational marijuana until January 1, 2018.
Second, the use of marijuana may still be prohibited in the workplace. Prop 64 states that its intent is to "allow public and private employers to enact and enforce workplace policies pertaining to
marijuana." Further, the law states that it will not be construed or interpreted to:
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Restrict the rights and obligations of public and private employers to maintain a drug and alcohol-free workplace;
Require an employer to permit or accommodate the use, consumption, possession, transfer, display, transportation, sale, or growth of marijuana in the workplace;
Affect the ability of employers to have policies prohibiting the use of marijuana by employees and prospective employees; or
Prevent employers from complying with state or federal law.
On the other hand, if marijuana is prescribed medicinally to employees, as has been legal for several years now, employers may have to jump through some hoops. Historically, courts have
routinely sided with employers concerning the use of medical marijuana and the employer's right to a drug free workplace. In Shepherd v. Kohl's Dep't Stores, a federal court in California recently
ruled that the plaintiff did not have a discrimination claim under Fair Employment and Housing Act ("FEHA") because, even with a prescription, FEHA does not require California employers to
accommodate drug use illegal under federal law. However, this vote indicates that the tides may be changing. Given this, an employer may not want to be the first case to go the other way.
Employers therefore may want to consider accommodations for employees who bring medical concerns to their attention.
Despite the vote, drug free workplaces will not end, as employers still have the right to enforce their drug policies. However, these polices should be clearly communicated to employees, through
both the employee handbook and through training.
COUNSEL TO MANAGEMENT:
Because of the passage of Prop 64, The Saqui Law Group advises that employers immediately re-issue their drug free policies, with a notice that the passage of Prop 64 will not affect this policy.
We recommend comparing this zero-tolerance policy with a policy against drinking alcohol on the job – while drinking alcohol may be legal in the state, it is not tolerated in the work place. Please
contact The Saqui Law Group if you have any questions on what Prop 64 means for your workplace, and steps that you can take to ensure a drug-free work zone.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Marijuana in other states
_
Since all marijuana usage is prohibited federally, company xyz continue to prohibit the utilization of any marijuana product, including synthetic marijuana.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:45
From: Nikki McCaffrey
Subject: Marijuana in other states
Hello, I need examples for how to present this scenario in our employee handbook:
My company is located in Georgia, this is the only office location, however we have two remote employees in California. Medical marijuana is allowed in California, but not in Georgia. Can we
enforce a drug-free policy for when these two employees fly to Georgia to visit HQ - or for employees regularly based in Georgia, who fly to California for a visit. I am not implying that these
remote employees are medical marijuana users - or that any of my employees are, but would like a way to document this in the employee handbook.
What is the best way to document and enforce this?
-----------------------------Nikki Jones
HR Generalist
GA
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previous next
Re: Marijuana in other states
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:44 PM
Anonymous

_
It is still illegal under federal law. There's no "right" to recreational marijuana regardless of what the state law is.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:45
From: Nikki McCaffrey
Subject: Marijuana in other states
Hello, I need examples for how to present this scenario in our employee handbook:
My company is located in Georgia, this is the only office location, however we have two remote employees in California. Medical marijuana is allowed in California, but not in Georgia. Can we
enforce a drug-free policy for when these two employees fly to Georgia to visit HQ - or for employees regularly based in Georgia, who fly to California for a visit. I am not implying that these
remote employees are medical marijuana users - or that any of my employees are, but would like a way to document this in the employee handbook.
What is the best way to document and enforce this?
-----------------------------Nikki Jones
HR Generalist
GA
------------------------------
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Re: Marijuana in other states
Reply to Group
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Jan 24, 2018 2:30 PM
Anonymous
_
In Minnesota employers have to add a protected class to EEOC policies for individuals in the medical marijuana registry.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:45
From: Nikki McCaffrey
Subject: Marijuana in other states
Hello, I need examples for how to present this scenario in our employee handbook:
My company is located in Georgia, this is the only office location, however we have two remote employees in California. Medical marijuana is allowed in California, but not in Georgia. Can we
enforce a drug-free policy for when these two employees fly to Georgia to visit HQ - or for employees regularly based in Georgia, who fly to California for a visit. I am not implying that these
remote employees are medical marijuana users - or that any of my employees are, but would like a way to document this in the employee handbook.
What is the best way to document and enforce this?
-----------------------------Nikki Jones
HR Generalist
GA
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:22 PM
Donna Fudale

â€‹
A noise curtain between the warehouse and office area may be an efficient option.
-----------------------------Donna Fudale, MPH, BSN, RN, COHN-S, SPHR
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
_
Hi All,
I work in a building that is basically a big box. In the front it has been built into an office. The back is a warehouse. Noise carries very easily here. When people are talking loudly in the conference
rooms we can all hear it throughout the rest of the office.
The owner came to me today to ask me to look into some noise cancellation. We aren't looking to spend big bucks here, so sound proofing and acoustic panel materials are not really options here. The
owner said he has heard about white noise machines that help with cancelling out some of the noise. Are any of you familiar with this type of thing? I don't think we are talking about the little
machines that you keep by your bedside. I'd appreciate any help.
--Ray of Sunshine

top
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previous next
Re: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:01 PM
Anonymous

_
The noise that the warehouse makes isn't really a problem. We can handle a little forklift noise here and there. The problem is hearing conference calls and the like swirling through the office. Most of
the time it is ignored, but I guess are wondering about private information more.
--Ray of Sunshine
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:22
From: Donna Fudale
Subject: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
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â€‹
A noise curtain between the warehouse and office area may be an efficient option.
-----------------------------Donna Fudale, MPH, BSN, RN, COHN-S, SPHR
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
_
Hi All,
I work in a building that is basically a big box. In the front it has been built into an office. The back is a warehouse. Noise carries very easily here. When people are talking loudly in the conference
rooms we can all hear it throughout the rest of the office.
The owner came to me today to ask me to look into some noise cancellation. We aren't looking to spend big bucks here, so sound proofing and acoustic panel materials are not really options here. The
owner said he has heard about white noise machines that help with cancelling out some of the noise. Are any of you familiar with this type of thing? I don't think we are talking about the little
machines that you keep by your bedside. I'd appreciate any help.
--Ray of Sunshine
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previous next
Re: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:11 PM
Anonymous

_
There are websites and apps you can stream white noise from without having to buy a new machine.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
_
Hi All,
I work in a building that is basically a big box. In the front it has been built into an office. The back is a warehouse. Noise carries very easily here. When people are talking loudly in the conference
rooms we can all hear it throughout the rest of the office.
The owner came to me today to ask me to look into some noise cancellation. We aren't looking to spend big bucks here, so sound proofing and acoustic panel materials are not really options here. The
owner said he has heard about white noise machines that help with cancelling out some of the noise. Are any of you familiar with this type of thing? I don't think we are talking about the little
machines that you keep by your bedside. I'd appreciate any help.
--Ray of Sunshine

top
201.

previous next
Re: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:18 PM
Anonymous

_
You can order machines from Amazon for $50 or so. You might need a couple of them depending on the size/layout of the room. One thing to investigate, however, is how your HVAC system is set
up and if the sound is traveling that way. If so, there are ceiling units you can install that will help that. Those are not terribly expensive, $500ish depending on labor costs in your area. There are
systems that are much more expensive though too.
We have used these:
www.amazon.com/Marpac-Dohm-DS-All-Natural-White-Machine/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
_
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Hi All,
I work in a building that is basically a big box. In the front it has been built into an office. The back is a warehouse. Noise carries very easily here. When people are talking loudly in the conference
rooms we can all hear it throughout the rest of the office.
The owner came to me today to ask me to look into some noise cancellation. We aren't looking to spend big bucks here, so sound proofing and acoustic panel materials are not really options here. The
owner said he has heard about white noise machines that help with cancelling out some of the noise. Are any of you familiar with this type of thing? I don't think we are talking about the little
machines that you keep by your bedside. I'd appreciate any help.
--Ray of Sunshine

top
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previous next
Re: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:02 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes, the sound is travelling through the HVAC system. What kind of ceiling units are you talking about? Thanks!
--Ray of Sunshine
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
_
You can order machines from Amazon for $50 or so. You might need a couple of them depending on the size/layout of the room. One thing to investigate, however, is how your HVAC system is set
up and if the sound is traveling that way. If so, there are ceiling units you can install that will help that. Those are not terribly expensive, $500ish depending on labor costs in your area. There are
systems that are much more expensive though too.
We have used these:
www.amazon.com/Marpac-Dohm-DS-All-Natural-White-Machine/...
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
_
Hi All,
I work in a building that is basically a big box. In the front it has been built into an office. The back is a warehouse. Noise carries very easily here. When people are talking loudly in the conference
rooms we can all hear it throughout the rest of the office.
The owner came to me today to ask me to look into some noise cancellation. We aren't looking to spend big bucks here, so sound proofing and acoustic panel materials are not really options here. The
owner said he has heard about white noise machines that help with cancelling out some of the noise. Are any of you familiar with this type of thing? I don't think we are talking about the little
machines that you keep by your bedside. I'd appreciate any help.
--Ray of Sunshine

top
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previous next
Re: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:47 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Agree with one or two others suggesting that you can install a white noise machine IN the HVAC ductwork Works well in large office space for several hundred dollars.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
_
Hi All,
I work in a building that is basically a big box. In the front it has been built into an office. The back is a warehouse. Noise carries very easily here. When people are talking loudly in the conference
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rooms we can all hear it throughout the rest of the office.
The owner came to me today to ask me to look into some noise cancellation. We aren't looking to spend big bucks here, so sound proofing and acoustic panel materials are not really options here. The
owner said he has heard about white noise machines that help with cancelling out some of the noise. Are any of you familiar with this type of thing? I don't think we are talking about the little
machines that you keep by your bedside. I'd appreciate any help.
--Ray of Sunshine

top
204.

previous next
Re: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:54 PM
Anonymous

_
There are companies that install these types of systems or you can probably find something on the internet. They are systems that mount above the ceiling (drop ceiling) or in your HVAC system.
You might want to try one of those small ones I linked earlier and just put that in the heat vent to see if it will help the problem before doing anything bigger.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Noise Cancellation/ White Noise Machines
_
Hi All,
I work in a building that is basically a big box. In the front it has been built into an office. The back is a warehouse. Noise carries very easily here. When people are talking loudly in the conference
rooms we can all hear it throughout the rest of the office.
The owner came to me today to ask me to look into some noise cancellation. We aren't looking to spend big bucks here, so sound proofing and acoustic panel materials are not really options here. The
owner said he has heard about white noise machines that help with cancelling out some of the noise. Are any of you familiar with this type of thing? I don't think we are talking about the little
machines that you keep by your bedside. I'd appreciate any help.
--Ray of Sunshine
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top
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previous next
Re: vacation policy opinion
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 12:15 PM
Mary Casey
Agree that it is confusing, and that it is 20 days + accrual.
-----------------------------Mary Casey
Second Harvest
Watsonville CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:28
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: vacation policy opinion
Hello and happy humpday,
I was preparing a posting for our bulletin board about our vacation policy and included some examples of how it applied. This brought to light a difference of interpretation between myself and
the Controller. (she is my supervisor) Here is our policy on rolling over vacation days.

Vacation Leave may not be used before it is accrued and each employee is allowed to carry over no more than twenty (20) days after the employee's work anniversary.
I interpreted this as a cap of 20 days of vacation time per employee. She interpreted it as you can roll over 20 days than add whatever you accrue that year to it. I like her interpretation better as
it is more beneficial to the employee. She asked me to get the opinion of others here about the wording of the policy.

-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
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top
206.

previous next
Re: vacation policy opinion
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Break it down:
Vacation Leave may not be used before it is accrued <--- once an employee accrues a vacation day, they may use it!
and each employee is allowed to carry over no more than twenty (20) days <--- an employee can carry over up to 20 days, annually
after the employee's work anniversary. <----AFTER the work anniversary

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:28
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: vacation policy opinion
Hello and happy humpday,
I was preparing a posting for our bulletin board about our vacation policy and included some examples of how it applied. This brought to light a difference of interpretation between myself and
the Controller. (she is my supervisor) Here is our policy on rolling over vacation days.

Vacation Leave may not be used before it is accrued and each employee is allowed to carry over no more than twenty (20) days after the employee's work anniversary.
I interpreted this as a cap of 20 days of vacation time per employee. She interpreted it as you can roll over 20 days than add whatever you accrue that year to it. I like her interpretation better as
it is more beneficial to the employee. She asked me to get the opinion of others here about the wording of the policy.
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Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: vacation policy opinion
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:18 PM
Anonymous

_
Darn, I typed an answer and then the site crashed before finishing. My apologies if this shows up twice.
I agree with your supervisor's interpretation.
Before making any final decisions, I recommend asking the person who issued the policy if it was their intent to allow 20 hours rollover on top of whatever was already in the bank. If they aren't
around anymore, I would at least check to see how the policy was administered in the past to see if your interpretation matches.
Used to make me nuts when my assistant would change how she administered a benefit or policy because one day she decided to change how she interpreted the wording of the policy. Often,
although the wording of the policy could have been better, the benefit was previously being administered in the spirit of the original intent of the policy and her changes were in conflict with what I or
TPTB wanted. Her logic was usually solid and I was glad that she was catching any wording issues, the problem was that she was making "changes" without discussing with me.
Just a thought...
-hrq
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:28
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: vacation policy opinion
Hello and happy humpday,
I was preparing a posting for our bulletin board about our vacation policy and included some examples of how it applied. This brought to light a difference of interpretation between myself and
the Controller. (she is my supervisor) Here is our policy on rolling over vacation days.
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Vacation Leave may not be used before it is accrued and each employee is allowed to carry over no more than twenty (20) days after the employee's work anniversary.
I interpreted this as a cap of 20 days of vacation time per employee. She interpreted it as you can roll over 20 days than add whatever you accrue that year to it. I like her interpretation better as
it is more beneficial to the employee. She asked me to get the opinion of others here about the wording of the policy.

-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
------------------------------

top

previous next

208.

Re: vacation policy opinion
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:40 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree that it is newly granted vacation time each anniversary date plus up to 20 days rolled over from the previous year(s).
If you grant 15 days each year, an EE uses 5 days in 2018, in 2019 they would have 10 days from 2018, 15 days from 2019 for a total of 25 days. If they don't take any time in 2019, they get 15 days
in 2020, roll over 20 days from 2019 and lose 5 days so a total of 35 days to use in 2020.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:28
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: vacation policy opinion
Hello and happy humpday,
I was preparing a posting for our bulletin board about our vacation policy and included some examples of how it applied. This brought to light a difference of interpretation between myself and
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the Controller. (she is my supervisor) Here is our policy on rolling over vacation days.

Vacation Leave may not be used before it is accrued and each employee is allowed to carry over no more than twenty (20) days after the employee's work anniversary.
I interpreted this as a cap of 20 days of vacation time per employee. She interpreted it as you can roll over 20 days than add whatever you accrue that year to it. I like her interpretation better as
it is more beneficial to the employee. She asked me to get the opinion of others here about the wording of the policy.

-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
------------------------------

top
209.

previous next
Re: FMLA - Vacation Required
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:19 PM
Anonymous

_
I third the statements that you do for your FMLA people what you do for others on other kinds of leave. Also, in what state?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA - Vacation Required
_

For FMLA, we are requiring our employees to take vacation when they are strictly on FMLA unpaid (not running concurrent with STD).
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Question - Are we allowed to have the employee take vacation that is not yet earned? For example, if an employee gets 120 hours of vacation a year, they earn 10 hours of
vacation a month. So, if an employee is out the whole month of January they could potentially use all of their vacation? Or would we just be required to have them use 10
hours?

top
210.

previous next
Re: Ethics/Harassment Hotlines
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:01 PM
Anonymous

_
We are in the process of finalizing ours as I type this. We got several bids and business referrals and went with NAVEX Global. We are happy so far.
HRinVA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:08
From: Angela Wagner
Subject: Ethics/Harassment Hotlines
Hello,
Does anyone have any recommendations of companies to use that provide hotline services for such things as Ethics or Harassment?
Thank you
-----------------------------Angela Wagner SHRM-CP
HR Director
Edgewater Federal Solutions
Ijamsville MD
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Ethics/Harassment Hotlines
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 2:02 PM
Rebecca Decker
At a past employer we used ethicspoint.com. It was an online or telephone reporting system. You could self-identify or you could report anonymously. I had good experiences with them.
-----------------------------Becky Decker
Human Resources and Payroll Manager
Louisville KY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:08
From: Angela Wagner
Subject: Ethics/Harassment Hotlines
Hello,
Does anyone have any recommendations of companies to use that provide hotline services for such things as Ethics or Harassment?
Thank you
-----------------------------Angela Wagner SHRM-CP
HR Director
Edgewater Federal Solutions
Ijamsville MD
------------------------------
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Re: Ethics/Harassment Hotlines
Reply to Group
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Jan 24, 2018 3:30 PM
Anonymous
_
AutoHR is who we use. It is a â€‹
telephone reporting system. You can self-identify or you can report anonymously. I have not had any problems.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:08
From: Angela Wagner
Subject: Ethics/Harassment Hotlines
Hello,
Does anyone have any recommendations of companies to use that provide hotline services for such things as Ethics or Harassment?
Thank you
-----------------------------Angela Wagner SHRM-CP
HR Director
Edgewater Federal Solutions
Ijamsville MD
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Ethics/Harassment Hotlines
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:33 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We've used NAVEX Global for about 10 years and I am generally pleased by the service.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:08
From: Angela Wagner
Subject: Ethics/Harassment Hotlines
Hello,
Does anyone have any recommendations of companies to use that provide hotline services for such things as Ethics or Harassment?
Thank you
-----------------------------Angela Wagner SHRM-CP
HR Director
Edgewater Federal Solutions
Ijamsville MD
------------------------------

top
214.

previous next
Re: Creating a Tuition Reimbursement Policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:23 PM
Jennifer Etimani
This is what we use. We have 40 employees:

To be eligible for the Tuition Reimbursement Program, employees must work a minimum of 20 hours per week and be employed within the first five weeks of the beginning of the semester. If an
employee starts working after the fifth week of the semester, then the employee will be eligible for the following semester. The company uses a cap of $1,556 per semester. The amount an employee
is reimbursed depends on their grade point average (GPA). Employees with a GPA between 3.0 and 3.59 will receive 50% (not to exceed $1,556) reimbursement. Any employee with a grade point
average of 3.6 or higher will receive 70% reimbursement (not to exceed $1,556). This program is for employees who attend an accredited school. All reimbursements are capped at $1556 except for
tuition that is less than this amount. Any student that receives a pass-fail grade will receive 50% reimbursement for a passing grade only. When the semester is over, you need to submit an official
transcript to HR. You will receive your reimbursement check within a reasonable time.
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Jennifer
HR Administrator
Roy, UT
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:06
From: James Cole
Subject: Creating a Tuition Reimbursement Policy
My company is a small business (60 employees). We are looking at creating a tuition reimbursement plan for associates.
Any suggestions for implementation? How much to offer associates for reimbursement?
-----------------------------James Cole
Human Resources Manager
Jamestown Distributors
Bristol RI
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't see an issue with saying no problem. I say 'no problem' in response to 'thank you' to imply that it was not a problem and there is no need for thanks. I was just doing my job and I don't need a
thank you for that, it was no problem. Whereas 'you're welcome' feels overly stuffy and formal, especially for my work environment. The only time I might say 'you're welcome' is if the CEO came
and asked for something and even then, I can't guarantee what would come out.
When I get asked if I can do a project, I tell my manager 'not a problem'. By saying 'not a problem', I am telling them I have the time and capacity to take on the project without any issues and I
understand what I am being asked. I don't know where you all are getting the idea that it implies there was a problem in the first place. I am literally saying it is not a problem. The only other response
to being asked to do something is that there is a problem (not understanding the task, not having time or resources, etc). That is when there is a problem. Otherwise, it is no problem.
Also, being thankful for the privilege to work? No. This is a mutually beneficial arrangement that benefits me and my employer. Working is not a privilege. It is a responsibility and implying it is a
privilege gives employers way too much power over employees. The real privilege would be not needing to work.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?

top
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previous next
Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
I am failing to understand why this is an issue. Perhaps "no problem" is just the person's way of saying they can do it. If there is a reason to think they are being disrespectful or not doing their job,
then I would address that. Personally I think the manager is being a little picky here. Just my humble opinion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?

top
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previous next

217.

Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:41 PM
Anonymous

_
That's how I feel. I don't like "you're welcome". It sounds like you're putting the other person in a subordinate position.
I just saw something on LinkedIn about how "no problem" is rude.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
I don't see an issue with saying no problem. I say 'no problem' in response to 'thank you' to imply that it was not a problem and there is no need for thanks. I was just doing my job and I don't need a
thank you for that, it was no problem. Whereas 'you're welcome' feels overly stuffy and formal, especially for my work environment. The only time I might say 'you're welcome' is if the CEO came
and asked for something and even then, I can't guarantee what would come out.
When I get asked if I can do a project, I tell my manager 'not a problem'. By saying 'not a problem', I am telling them I have the time and capacity to take on the project without any issues and I
understand what I am being asked. I don't know where you all are getting the idea that it implies there was a problem in the first place. I am literally saying it is not a problem. The only other response
to being asked to do something is that there is a problem (not understanding the task, not having time or resources, etc). That is when there is a problem. Otherwise, it is no problem.
Also, being thankful for the privilege to work? No. This is a mutually beneficial arrangement that benefits me and my employer. Working is not a privilege. It is a responsibility and implying it is a
privilege gives employers way too much power over employees. The real privilege would be not needing to work.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?

top
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previous next

218.

Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:54 PM
Anonymous

_
I say No Problem or No Worries just as a matter of habit when I am accepting a project assigned to me or a request made of me. If there was a question or something I wasn't getting, I would be
asking questions until I understand what is being asked at which point it just comes out as No Problem or No Worries. Sometimes it might be Sure Thing. Our CEO loves that one of his direct reports
says "I'm On It" or "I Got This" because he knows it will be handled. That said, he doesn't have an issue with No Problem or No Worries or any other way his direct reports choose to respond so long
as they are getting it done.
I really don't see why someone would make an issue out of how a direct report responds, unless they are failing to get work done that they previously said "No Problem" to when it was tasked to
them. Really...pick your battles and get over yourself. (By "yourself" I don't mean that to the OP, just to the person the OP is referring to that has a problem with No Problem.)
For me, No Worries entered into my vocab when I worked for an Australian company. It became a habit to say No Worries instead of No Problem.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
I definitely disagree with having this mentioned in a review, either the "no problem" or the "right, right, right".
if a manager or executive can not give the employee the benefit of sharing that on the spot (feed back of words/tone) and truly being concerned for the perception the person is creating, maybe
that manager should have that in their review. they need to take the time to be a "person" and follow up on the spot.
we as HR professionals always say that we need to stop jumping to conclusions based on little information that we have, stop letting our initial emotions etc. etc.. get in the way. we need to start
sharing this knowledge with other leaders in our organization, even remind ourselves.
my boss says "very good" after he has said everything and it usually means he is done with what he wanted to say, If I don't have anything else to say it is a good opportunity to end the conversation. I
dont take it as he is trying to cut me off, its just a way of him telling me that is all on his plate.
Last point: what kind of relationship is the manager creating with the employee by putting this observation in the review???, when he could have spoken with the employee on the spot. especially if
reviews are done yearly...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
I am failing to understand why this is an issue. Perhaps "no problem" is just the person's way of saying they can do it. If there is a reason to think they are being disrespectful or not doing their job,
then I would address that. Personally I think the manager is being a little picky here. Just my humble opinion.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:10 PM
Anonymous
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_
I would not discipline for this and it would not be in a review either. I frequently use "no problem." I don't see how it is rude, but that's me. If the manager or whoever has an issue with it, then be up
front with the employee and provide some feedback.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:23 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Depends the context. Inter company, I don't see an issue, but to a customer, yes it is a PROBLEM.
We operate a large call center and all staff are required to have a standard level of service in their responses -- when a customer says thank you, they are to respond my pleasure or you're welcome.
No problem sounds like, if it had been a problem, the rep wouldn't have done it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
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I say No Problem or No Worries just as a matter of habit when I am accepting a project assigned to me or a request made of me. If there was a question or something I wasn't getting, I would be
asking questions until I understand what is being asked at which point it just comes out as No Problem or No Worries. Sometimes it might be Sure Thing. Our CEO loves that one of his direct reports
says "I'm On It" or "I Got This" because he knows it will be handled. That said, he doesn't have an issue with No Problem or No Worries or any other way his direct reports choose to respond so long
as they are getting it done.
I really don't see why someone would make an issue out of how a direct report responds, unless they are failing to get work done that they previously said "No Problem" to when it was tasked to
them. Really...pick your battles and get over yourself. (By "yourself" I don't mean that to the OP, just to the person the OP is referring to that has a problem with No Problem.)
For me, No Worries entered into my vocab when I worked for an Australian company. It became a habit to say No Worries instead of No Problem.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:32 PM
Anonymous

_
This might come under some cultural competency training. Different areas of the country are going to have their little saying that some may or may not understand. "No problem" is used all the time
here in place of you are welcome/you're welcome. It would never be considered rude by anyone here. It would be similar to y'all, bless her heart, youse, and other slang from other parts of the
country. You would have to discipline 99% of our state if you are offended by "no problem."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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top
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previous next
Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:35 PM
Anonymous

_
I skimmed over the post so I apologize if this was already covered. My concerns are:

Manager has issue with employee using phrase. Manager allows employee to use phrase for the year and not provide feedback. Manager now wants to address this.

You need to let your manager know this was feedback he/she should have provided immediately when it became an issue. Letting it proceed as long as it has and then to surprise the employee within
the review is unacceptable. The manager should address this within a one-on-one providing verbal feedback.

Manager needs to understand the weight feedback has within a performance review.

You need to let your manager know that he/she can coach the employee on an alternate professional phrase but bringing this up within the annual performance review is stating this is a large, serious
problem that has reoccurred. It is placing weight on a simple phrase and it shouldn't be done.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
I would not discipline for this and it would not be in a review either. I frequently use "no problem." I don't see how it is rude, but that's me. If the manager or whoever has an issue with it, then be up
front with the employee and provide some feedback.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
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Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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previous next
Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:14 PM
Debra Lail
â€‹
I agree context makes a difference. No problem is a reflex response that generally people don't mean to be offensive. The unintentional perception is that the person who uses the phrase recognizes
the other person or request as either a "problem" or "not a problem". I think the word "problem" and its negative connotation is the real issue. I have made concerted effort not to use it (like getting
rid of "ya know"). However, as a customer I don't care to hear "no problem". It makes me want to respond, "Gee, I'm glad to hear that". My 2¢.
-----------------------------Debra
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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previous next
Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 6:33 PM
Justine Heller
Anyone else think this is a generational issue?
-----------------------------Justine Heller
HR Manager
Marina Del Rey, CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?

top

previous next

226.

Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 6:48 AM
Anonymous

_

Anyone else think this is a generational issue?
Justine Heller, 01-24-2018 18:32
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Nope. Is is a common term/phrase across all generations in our area. No one would think twice about someone saying this and it's commonly accepted as a "you are welcome" or "my pleasure" or
other similar, positive response to thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 18:32
From: Justine Heller
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
Anyone else think this is a generational issue?
-----------------------------Justine Heller
HR Manager
Marina Del Rey, CA
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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previous next
Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 8:43 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
What generation are you referring too? I'm Gen X and I say it
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 18:32
From: Justine Heller
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
Anyone else think this is a generational issue?
-----------------------------Justine Heller
HR Manager
Marina Del Rey, CA
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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previous next
Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 8:45 AM
Anonymous

_
This has got to be a regional thing. People (including me) say "No problem" all the time. It never would have occurred to me to be offended by it. Quite frankly, I think it's kinda odd to be offended or
put off by this phrase. Bottom line, no way would I put this in a performance review. Aren't their bigger issues to deal with?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
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_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?

top
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previous next
Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 9:09 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I'm confused about this. I say "no problem" or "not a problem" and it never crossed my mind that it would come across as rude. The semantic argument that it implies you wouldn't do it if it was a
problem is beyond ridiculous. I also say things like "got it". Where are we as HR when this is something someone can be written up for!!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 08:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
This has got to be a regional thing. People (including me) say "No problem" all the time. It never would have occurred to me to be offended by it. Quite frankly, I think it's kinda odd to be offended or
put off by this phrase. Bottom line, no way would I put this in a performance review. Aren't their bigger issues to deal with?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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previous next

230.

Re: "Stop saying no problem"
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:48 AM
Anonymous

_
WHY do people always think everything is a generational issue???
I work with 21-65 year olds, they all say No problem.
Anyone else think this is a generational issue?
Justine Heller, 01-24-2018 18:32

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 18:32
From: Justine Heller
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
Anyone else think this is a generational issue?
-----------------------------Justine Heller
HR Manager
Marina Del Rey, CA
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: "Stop saying no problem"
_
Is this something you would put in a performance review or discipline for?
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previous next
Re: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 2:35 PM
James Hungate
FMLA does not apply because of the size of your org, but assuming you want to treat it like it does then the placement for adoption or foster care could qualify (assuming that is where this could go).
I assume this is a good employee, she is communicating with you and it does not sound like there is an issue from the employer standpoint. I would work with her on it and see where this goes.
Treating people well is always smart business.
-----------------------------Jim Hungate, SPHR
Senior HR Manager
Virginia Transformer Corp.
Roanoke, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
_
FMLA would apply if she was seeking to adopt the child and because they are seeking custody.
I would say that they can seek out help on how to take temporary custody by reaching out the social services or talk to an attorney that specializes in adoptions. It can be as easy as the father issuing
them temporary custody.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
_
Scratching my head on this one. I need to know IF I need to do anything at this point. We are a company with 30 EE's.
One EE lives with her boyfriend who doesn't drive. Two nights ago the boyfriend's brother dropped off his own 3 year old son saying he couldn't take care of him anymore. My EE and her boyfriend
have a 1 year old together that lives with them. The EE took off the next day to take the boy to daycare to get acclamated to a new environment and for her to do some footwork on what to do with
this boy. The EE has taken off this morning for a couple hours to bring her child & the boy to daycare (they were in the office with her for the first hour of the day.)
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We do not qualify for FMLA because we only have 30 EE's. My state does have a family leave policy, but it is for FAMILY. This boy is not related to her bioligically or legally. I think I"m
answering my own question, but is there something that I should be doing? I'm currently unsure if the child will remain with the EE, if she/her boyfriend will try for custody or fostering. Should her
manager talk with her about the situation & where the EE thinks it's going? Should I have the conversation?
Please help me think & give some guidance. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:32 PM
Judy Todd
OP here. She is a stellar employee, and we are a company with compassion. I just learned today that she & her boyfriend are working to find out about a permanent situation for the boy with them.
Not sure if that's custody or adoption or long term fostering. I just want to make sure I do things correctly. We will allow her time off to help get things settled if she needs it. We certainly don't want
to lose her, and we want the boy to have a stable, loving environment to grow up in.
Thank you all for your responses.
-----------------------------Judy
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
_
Scratching my head on this one. I need to know IF I need to do anything at this point. We are a company with 30 EE's.
One EE lives with her boyfriend who doesn't drive. Two nights ago the boyfriend's brother dropped off his own 3 year old son saying he couldn't take care of him anymore. My EE and her boyfriend
have a 1 year old together that lives with them. The EE took off the next day to take the boy to daycare to get acclamated to a new environment and for her to do some footwork on what to do with
this boy. The EE has taken off this morning for a couple hours to bring her child & the boy to daycare (they were in the office with her for the first hour of the day.)
We do not qualify for FMLA because we only have 30 EE's. My state does have a family leave policy, but it is for FAMILY. This boy is not related to her bioligically or legally. I think I"m
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answering my own question, but is there something that I should be doing? I'm currently unsure if the child will remain with the EE, if she/her boyfriend will try for custody or fostering. Should her
manager talk with her about the situation & where the EE thinks it's going? Should I have the conversation?
Please help me think & give some guidance. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 4:07 PM
Susan Cash
Sometimes, rules get in the way of empathy and humanity. They needn't always be rigid. You're on the right path here.
-----------------------------Susan
CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:32
From: Judy Todd
Subject: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
OP here. She is a stellar employee, and we are a company with compassion. I just learned today that she & her boyfriend are working to find out about a permanent situation for the boy with them.
Not sure if that's custody or adoption or long term fostering. I just want to make sure I do things correctly. We will allow her time off to help get things settled if she needs it. We certainly don't want
to lose her, and we want the boy to have a stable, loving environment to grow up in.
Thank you all for your responses.
-----------------------------Judy
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
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_
Scratching my head on this one. I need to know IF I need to do anything at this point. We are a company with 30 EE's.
One EE lives with her boyfriend who doesn't drive. Two nights ago the boyfriend's brother dropped off his own 3 year old son saying he couldn't take care of him anymore. My EE and her boyfriend
have a 1 year old together that lives with them. The EE took off the next day to take the boy to daycare to get acclamated to a new environment and for her to do some footwork on what to do with
this boy. The EE has taken off this morning for a couple hours to bring her child & the boy to daycare (they were in the office with her for the first hour of the day.)
We do not qualify for FMLA because we only have 30 EE's. My state does have a family leave policy, but it is for FAMILY. This boy is not related to her bioligically or legally. I think I"m
answering my own question, but is there something that I should be doing? I'm currently unsure if the child will remain with the EE, if she/her boyfriend will try for custody or fostering. Should her
manager talk with her about the situation & where the EE thinks it's going? Should I have the conversation?
Please help me think & give some guidance. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:45 PM
Anonymous

_
If your company has access to an EAP please have the employee reach out to them as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:32
From: Judy Todd
Subject: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
OP here. She is a stellar employee, and we are a company with compassion. I just learned today that she & her boyfriend are working to find out about a permanent situation for the boy with them.
Not sure if that's custody or adoption or long term fostering. I just want to make sure I do things correctly. We will allow her time off to help get things settled if she needs it. We certainly don't want
to lose her, and we want the boy to have a stable, loving environment to grow up in.
Thank you all for your responses.
-----------------------------Judy
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-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Newbie - Odd situation - Need guidance
_
Scratching my head on this one. I need to know IF I need to do anything at this point. We are a company with 30 EE's.
One EE lives with her boyfriend who doesn't drive. Two nights ago the boyfriend's brother dropped off his own 3 year old son saying he couldn't take care of him anymore. My EE and her boyfriend
have a 1 year old together that lives with them. The EE took off the next day to take the boy to daycare to get acclamated to a new environment and for her to do some footwork on what to do with
this boy. The EE has taken off this morning for a couple hours to bring her child & the boy to daycare (they were in the office with her for the first hour of the day.)
We do not qualify for FMLA because we only have 30 EE's. My state does have a family leave policy, but it is for FAMILY. This boy is not related to her bioligically or legally. I think I"m
answering my own question, but is there something that I should be doing? I'm currently unsure if the child will remain with the EE, if she/her boyfriend will try for custody or fostering. Should her
manager talk with her about the situation & where the EE thinks it's going? Should I have the conversation?
Please help me think & give some guidance. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Semi-monthly pay and hours
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:14 PM
Anonymous

_
I assume you are referring to salaried employees, correct?
In the past I have calculated partial pay periods as follows:
86.67 divided by the # of working days in the pay period (in this case 11) multiplied by the number of days worked in the pay period (6). This should give you 47.27 hours.
This is the same calculation you would use for new employees who don't start at the beginning of the pay period and those employees who leave before the pay period ends. â€‹
Hourly employees would continue to be paid for the actual number of hours worked.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 19:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Semi-monthly pay and hours
_
â€‹â€‹
Hr peeps,
We recently switched from a bi-weekly pay cycle to a semi-monthly. To help transition into a semi-monthly we added an additional pay date in Jan. We split up the cycle to have two different pay
dates. For 1/12 we paid 1/1-1/6. On this pay we paid salaried employees 40 hours of the 86.67. Next pay date 1/31 salaried employees will be paid for 1/7-1/15 (which is 6 work days) however
since we switched from a bi-weekly 80 to a semi-monthly 86.67 hours the balance of what is to be paid is 46.67 hours for salaried. Is this the right thing? WE don't want to over pay or under pay but
based on semi-monthly schedule 24 pays is norm at 86.67 hours. WE just split 1/1-1/15 up to give employees an extra pay date to transition them into this semi-monthly.

top
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previous next
Re: Semi-monthly pay and hours
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 6:46 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Yes salaried. Thanks this makes sense.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Semi-monthly pay and hours
_
I assume you are referring to salaried employees, correct?
In the past I have calculated partial pay periods as follows:
86.67 divided by the # of working days in the pay period (in this case 11) multiplied by the number of days worked in the pay period (6). This should give you 47.27 hours.
This is the same calculation you would use for new employees who don't start at the beginning of the pay period and those employees who leave before the pay period ends. â€‹
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Hourly employees would continue to be paid for the actual number of hours worked.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 19:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Semi-monthly pay and hours
_
â€‹â€‹
Hr peeps,
We recently switched from a bi-weekly pay cycle to a semi-monthly. To help transition into a semi-monthly we added an additional pay date in Jan. We split up the cycle to have two different pay
dates. For 1/12 we paid 1/1-1/6. On this pay we paid salaried employees 40 hours of the 86.67. Next pay date 1/31 salaried employees will be paid for 1/7-1/15 (which is 6 work days) however
since we switched from a bi-weekly 80 to a semi-monthly 86.67 hours the balance of what is to be paid is 46.67 hours for salaried. Is this the right thing? WE don't want to over pay or under pay but
based on semi-monthly schedule 24 pays is norm at 86.67 hours. WE just split 1/1-1/15 up to give employees an extra pay date to transition them into this semi-monthly.
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previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Nothing personal, just common courtesy. I always ask and having suffered an ankle injury recently, I encourage others to ask as well.
I also would not like to get to the interview area all huffy and puffy from a flight of stairs. I normally skip the stairs and take an elevator on my way up if I have to speak at a meeting or interview
someone.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
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seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top
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previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:11 PM
Anonymous

_
I totally agree with the last poster. I always take the elevator on the way to an interview. I don't want to be hot and flushed by the time I get there! Plus, I probably have shoes on that I don't want to
be walking flights of stairs in either. I wouldn't read into, but have a witty response planned, like Yvette's donut example. (Love you Yvette, the other lines are cheesy!)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?
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previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:15 PM
Anonymous
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_
When I worked in an office over 5 floors, if it was a 1 floor change--I asked--elevator or stairs. Anything more than a 2 floor change, I just went to the elevator. (Mainly as I didn't want to end up
huffing and puffing as I would at going up 3+ flights.)
OP, you are overly sensitive. Are you certain age was factor? I bet all candidates are asked that question as a courtesy. And I'd guess that the question of can you take the stairs is really meant as
want. I am basing this on my team's use of CAN when they really me want. And I bet the interviewers who are asking about grand kids are just making ill advised interview conversation. I can't
imagine two separate companies asking this same question for reasons that are discriminatory or biased against your age.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
Nothing personal, just common courtesy. I always ask and having suffered an ankle injury recently, I encourage others to ask as well.
I also would not like to get to the interview area all huffy and puffy from a flight of stairs. I normally skip the stairs and take an elevator on my way up if I have to speak at a meeting or interview
someone.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?
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previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:50 PM
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

I appreciate the love and candid comment.
Just trying to show OP they've got lots of other options here and help her think of something for herself.
Whatever you say, it should work for you and at the moment. ; )
P.S. My personality is somewhat cheesy. Silly works for me.

(Love you Yvette, the other lines are cheesy!)
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 12:10

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I totally agree with the last poster. I always take the elevator on the way to an interview. I don't want to be hot and flushed by the time I get there! Plus, I probably have shoes on that I don't want to
be walking flights of stairs in either. I wouldn't read into, but have a witty response planned, like Yvette's donut example. (Love you Yvette, the other lines are cheesy!)
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?
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previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:28 PM
Anonymous

_
You are reading way too much into this. I take the stairs all day long because our elevators are always busy and slow. I started here in my 20's and let me tell you it took a while to get used to the
stairs!
I always ask applicants if they prefer the stairs or the elevator for a simple reason. They are dressed up, in shoes they probably aren't used to wearing and I have no idea how far away they had to park.
The last thing I want to do is make them take the stairs if they just had a far walk.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?
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previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:11 PM
Anonymous

_
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I would never assume either way and â€‹
I never give the candidate a choice. We take the elevator every time and it eliminates situations like this. They are coming to a job interview. If they are so
concerned about getting their steps, they should walk around the block a few times before they check in.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
Please do not read into anything that this question, in my opinion, it is no more than a polite inquiry to a candidate.
I am always asked if I want to take the stairs at interview or client sites and think nothing of it. We always ask our candidates/guests what their preference is if we move between floors. Sometimes
women (usually) are not comfortable taking the stairs in heels, I had a very fit candidate who just had knee surgery (no visible clues) appreciated the fact we asked. My VP just ran a marathon, he
was so sore, there is no way he could take the stairs for two days. Nothing triggers the question but consideration for all.
It has nothing to do with discrimination, age or anything. At least from my vantage point.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top
243.

previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:19 PM
Anonymous

_
I do this and I don't even realize I'm doing it. I always take the stairs in my office. It's nice to stretch my legs when I get up from my desk and honestly my elevators are a little wonky. When I am
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collecting a candidate or new hire from the lobby I immediately go for the stairs. Usually I catch myself and ask, "do you mind the stairs or would you prefer the elevator?" Some people don't like
doing the stairs. Especially if they are in heels or already warm in a suit. I do this regardless of age. For me, it's innocent. I would be shocked and apologetic if someone called me out on it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top
244.

previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:19 PM
Debra Lail
â€‹
Since it's happened a couple times, I would give them the benefit of the doubt, and assume positive intent - courtesy. I agree the question could be better asked "do you prefer stairs or elevator".
-----------------------------Debra
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
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seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top
245.

previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:26 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Why, why, why must we be offended by everything now?
I ask the same thing of all people who come to visit me at my company. It's meant to be respectful. Some people, regardless of age, hate taking stairs or love taking stairs.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top
246.

previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:07 PM
Anonymous
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_
Our office is in an 1860's refurbished paper mill. There are TWO flights of stairs between each floor. I always ask the question as a courtesy, and also because the one elevator is slow. Just trying to
be polite, nothing more. But, in a backhanded sort of way, it lets me know if a person may need an accommodation later on.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top
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previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:36 PM
Anonymous

_
Personally I hate being in an elevator (I KNOW I will one day be trapped in one and will have to quickly disassemble it before I have a complete panic attack) and would actually welcome the
question....and BTW I am 63 years old and would not take offense to the question because I know I could probably run up the stairs faster than many of my "younger" counterparts.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:06
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_

Our office is in an 1860's refurbished paper mill. There are TWO flights of stairs between each floor. I always ask the question as a courtesy, and also because the one elevator is slow. Just trying to
be polite, nothing more. But, in a backhanded sort of way, it lets me know if a person may need an accommodation later on.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top
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previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 9:40 AM
Eddie Knight
â€‹
Hello, I myself have been on interviews asking whether I am ok with stairs, and or rather take an elevator. I am a young professional and did not think much of it as an offense or discredit of my
ability to walk. Something I have thought about that has been mention is a conversation starter, or could be a more in depth observation such as your way of working. By that I mean taking the stairs
can be referred to as "hard working" or striving to achieve something while still facing some obstacles similar to climbing a mountain, as to taking an elevator can be referred to as the easier way of
doing things. It's a long shot, but this is something I have thought about, and have kind of learned during my career. Not sure if it applies to your exact situation but it is another way of looking at it.
-----------------------------Eddie Knight
HR Coordinator
Omaha NE
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top

previous next

249.

Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 9:59 AM
Anonymous

_

Something I have thought about that has been mention is a conversation starter, or could be a more in depth observation such as your way of working. By that I mean taking the stairs can be
referred to as "hard working" or striving to achieve something while still facing some obstacles similar to climbing a mountain, as to taking an elevator can be referred to as the easier way of
doing things. It's a long shot, but this is something I have thought about, and have kind of learned during my career. Not sure if it applies to your exact situation but it is another way of
looking at it.
Eddie Knight, 01-25-2018 09:39

I would not go down this path at all, there are many reasons already stated here why some people would rather take the stairs or ride the elevator. What you are saying could potentially lead to bias
thinking and even lead discrimination to a certain point.
I had a foot injury that I did hide during an interview because the boot looked awful with my interview attire. I put on my regular shoes for the interview (and nailed it ). Had I been asked to take the
stairs I would have declined, but I am a very hard worker. If I would have been interviewing with you, and you applied this logic, you would have missed out a good hard working employee with a
temporary injury. There is no way I would have risked another injury.

I also worry about liability in making people new to your site go up and down the stairs, what happens if they fall and become injured?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:39
From: Eddie Knight
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
â€‹
Hello, I myself have been on interviews asking whether I am ok with stairs, and or rather take an elevator. I am a young professional and did not think much of it as an offense or discredit of my
ability to walk. Something I have thought about that has been mention is a conversation starter, or could be a more in depth observation such as your way of working. By that I mean taking the stairs
can be referred to as "hard working" or striving to achieve something while still facing some obstacles similar to climbing a mountain, as to taking an elevator can be referred to as the easier way of
doing things. It's a long shot, but this is something I have thought about, and have kind of learned during my career. Not sure if it applies to your exact situation but it is another way of looking at it.
-----------------------------Eddie Knight
HR Coordinator
Omaha NE
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top
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previous next
Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:34 AM
Anonymous

_
" By that I mean taking the stairs can be referred to as "hard working" or striving to achieve something while still facing some obstacles similar to climbing a mountain, as to taking an elevator can be
referred to as the easier way of doing things."
Please don't tell us you ask interview questions such as "if you were a tree, what kind of tree would you be" or "why are manhole covers round".
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The question is simply one of courtesy, that's all. Why is everyone reading so deep into it? We've got to stop over analyzing every comment, facial expression, policy and practice.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_

Something I have thought about that has been mention is a conversation starter, or could be a more in depth observation such as your way of working. By that I mean taking the stairs can be
referred to as "hard working" or striving to achieve something while still facing some obstacles similar to climbing a mountain, as to taking an elevator can be referred to as the easier way of
doing things. It's a long shot, but this is something I have thought about, and have kind of learned during my career. Not sure if it applies to your exact situation but it is another way of
looking at it.
Eddie Knight, 01-25-2018 09:39

I would not go down this path at all, there are many reasons already stated here why some people would rather take the stairs or ride the elevator. What you are saying could potentially lead to bias
thinking and even lead discrimination to a certain point.
I had a foot injury that I did hide during an interview because the boot looked awful with my interview attire. I put on my regular shoes for the interview (and nailed it ). Had I been asked to take the
stairs I would have declined, but I am a very hard worker. If I would have been interviewing with you, and you applied this logic, you would have missed out a good hard working employee with a
temporary injury. There is no way I would have risked another injury.

I also worry about liability in making people new to your site go up and down the stairs, what happens if they fall and become injured?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:39
From: Eddie Knight
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
â€‹
Hello, I myself have been on interviews asking whether I am ok with stairs, and or rather take an elevator. I am a young professional and did not think much of it as an offense or discredit of my
ability to walk. Something I have thought about that has been mention is a conversation starter, or could be a more in depth observation such as your way of working. By that I mean taking the stairs
can be referred to as "hard working" or striving to achieve something while still facing some obstacles similar to climbing a mountain, as to taking an elevator can be referred to as the easier way of
doing things. It's a long shot, but this is something I have thought about, and have kind of learned during my career. Not sure if it applies to your exact situation but it is another way of looking at it.
-----------------------------Eddie Knight
HR Coordinator
Omaha NE
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top

previous next

251.

Re: Taking the stairs for interview
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 10:40 AM
Anonymous

_
This is a huge leap. How can taking stairs mean you will be a hard worker or are an achiever? Not all hard workers can/want to take the stairs (injury, shoes, they hate stairs?). There are a lot of
people who may have ambulatory issues and can physically not take the stairs, are you saying they are not hard workers or achievers?
more in depth observation such as your way of working. By that I mean taking the stairs can be referred to as "hard working" or striving to achieve something while still facing some
obstacles similar to climbing a mountain, as to taking an elevator can be referred to as the easier way of doing things.
Eddie Knight, 01-25-2018 09:39

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 09:39
From: Eddie Knight
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
â€‹
Hello, I myself have been on interviews asking whether I am ok with stairs, and or rather take an elevator. I am a young professional and did not think much of it as an offense or discredit of my
ability to walk. Something I have thought about that has been mention is a conversation starter, or could be a more in depth observation such as your way of working. By that I mean taking the stairs
can be referred to as "hard working" or striving to achieve something while still facing some obstacles similar to climbing a mountain, as to taking an elevator can be referred to as the easier way of
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doing things. It's a long shot, but this is something I have thought about, and have kind of learned during my career. Not sure if it applies to your exact situation but it is another way of looking at it.
-----------------------------Eddie Knight
HR Coordinator
Omaha NE
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 18:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Taking the stairs for interview
_
I have been on several interviews where I am asked if I can take the stairs or do I want to take the elevator. I was never asked if I need an accommodation nor do I exhibit any signs that I can't walk. I
feel offended that I am being asked this. I am a "mature" job seeker with silver hair so I don't know if that is why they are asking. What would be your take if you were asked this on an interview? It
seems to be a subtle discriminatory question. Should I respond "why do you ask this" if it happens again?

top
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previous next
Re: job description that collides with health
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 4:08 PM
Laura Hoogendoorn
The employee notified us he is being treated for a medical condition and is able to travel right now. However, there is a chance the situation worsens where he may be calling out sick more often, or
he would not be able to travel regularly due to the amount of appointments he will have, or where traveling may make the condition worse.
We aren't looking to let go of him and truthfully right now there is no issue. My question is more that if the situation escalates yet we were informed about the possibility beforehand, what are our
rights but also our risks moving forward if the employee mentions in the near future that frequent travel isn't an option anymore - even though that is an essential part of his job description?
I'm aware that terminating an employee based on health reason is a no-go, I wouldn't want to be in that position either, but there definitely is a risk in the small organization we are where it matters
that much when an employee calls in sick too often.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 07:23
From: Ivette Dupuis
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Subject: job description that collides with health
I guess what isn't clear to me is whether your employee has simply informed you that a health issue may arise during the course of travel (business) or if they've refused to travel altogether.
But, you're right in thinking it's all about the essential job functions.
If your job description and expectations were clear (words matter, e.g. the difference between 'weekly travel required for in and out state client visits' vs 'may' travel), you can hold the employee to
'em now.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:58
From: Laura Hoogendoorn
Subject: job description that collides with health
For an outside sales person, their main job duties are to travel in and out of state to visit (potential) clients. If the new-hire mentions, after hiring, they suffer from certain health issues that may rise up
when traveling, what are the employer's responsibilities? Is it discrimination to fire someone based on their health in this case, if they constantly mentions he cannot travel due to his health
conditions?
Please note that this is for a small business with less than 50 employees, where FMLA is not an option.
Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: job description that collides with health
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:15 PM
Anonymous

_
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Moon Willow==question for you, if, during your onboarding process you have the EE's sign a form that asks is they are able to perform the essential duties of the position with or without
reasonable accommodation and they say yes, in a situation like the OP's, do you have grounds to terminate based on that form? Just curious. It hasn't happened to us, but not being able to fly
for a salesperson is pretty much an essential duty.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 07:04

I don't manage this process at my current employer, so I am trying to remember when I did my ADA disclosure. And I can't remember if it was pre-hire or post-hire.
Ideally you are setting the expectation as part of the recruiting process, so that if there is a requirement to travel you are setting that expectation during the hiring process. If, however, you hire the
person and during the onboarding process you are informed of a potential accommodation on the form, you cannot terminate based on that form. You are still required to enter into the reasonable
accommodation process.
At a prior company one of our top salespeople had a legit phobia about flying. We knew about it and accommodated. He either drove or took the train. And he wasn't a local salesperson. This was
for a Fortune 500 company with 150 US locations. He was based in the midwest and our corporate office was in California. So he logged a lot of time with Amtrak. It would not work for every
circumstance, but we were able to accommodate. So even if you think that flying is a requirement, it may not be if you can reach a reasonable accommodation with the employee.
I'd say it also depends on whether or not the medical condition is triggered by being away from home or by the method of travel. Either way the best course of action is to enter into the interactive
discussion and ask the employee what accommodation he or she is requesting. You don't necessarily have to grant that accommodation, but it gives you a place to start.
MW
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 07:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: job description that collides with health
_
Moon Willow==question for you, if, during your onboarding process you have the EE's sign a form that asks is they are able to perform the essential duties of the position with or without reasonable
accommodation and they say yes, in a situation like the OP's, do you have grounds to terminate based on that form? Just curious. It hasn't happened to us, but not being able to fly for a salesperson is
pretty much an essential duty.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:58
From: Laura Hoogendoorn
Subject: job description that collides with health
For an outside sales person, their main job duties are to travel in and out of state to visit (potential) clients. If the new-hire mentions, after hiring, they suffer from certain health issues that may rise up
when traveling, what are the employer's responsibilities? Is it discrimination to fire someone based on their health in this case, if they constantly mentions he cannot travel due to his health
conditions?
Please note that this is for a small business with less than 50 employees, where FMLA is not an option.
Thank you!
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254.

Re: job description that collides with health
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 8:34 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Yeah, in the end, it still boils down to essential job functions.
The ADA doesn't apply otherwise (i.e. if you're unable to perform the essential job functions).
Like MW said, sooner or later, you'll need to figure out if an accommodation is doable.
If I were you, I would ask the employee how he sees himself performing the job when frequent travel is not an option.*
*This isn't something I'd normally ask, but I'd ask now because employee informed you of the possibility that 'he would not be able to travel regularly due to the amount of appointments he will have,
or where traveling may make the condition worse.'
The employee notified us he is being treated for a medical condition and is able to travel right now. However, there is a chance the situation worsens where he may be calling out sick more
often, or he would not be able to travel regularly due to the amount of appointments he will have, or where traveling may make the condition worse.
We aren't looking to let go of him and truthfully right now there is no issue. My question is more that if the situation escalates yet we were informed about the possibility beforehand,
what are our rights but also our risks moving forward if the employee mentions in the near future that frequent travel isn't an option anymore - even though that is an essential
part of his job description?
I'm aware that terminating an employee based on health reason is a no-go, I wouldn't want to be in that position either, but there definitely is a risk in the small organization we are where it
matters that much when an employee calls in sick too often.
Laura Hoogendoorn, 01-24-2018 16:08

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 16:08
From: Laura Hoogendoorn
Subject: job description that collides with health
The employee notified us he is being treated for a medical condition and is able to travel right now. However, there is a chance the situation worsens where he may be calling out sick more often, or
he would not be able to travel regularly due to the amount of appointments he will have, or where traveling may make the condition worse.
We aren't looking to let go of him and truthfully right now there is no issue. My question is more that if the situation escalates yet we were informed about the possibility beforehand, what are our
rights but also our risks moving forward if the employee mentions in the near future that frequent travel isn't an option anymore - even though that is an essential part of his job description?
I'm aware that terminating an employee based on health reason is a no-go, I wouldn't want to be in that position either, but there definitely is a risk in the small organization we are where it matters
that much when an employee calls in sick too often.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 07:23
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: job description that collides with health
I guess what isn't clear to me is whether your employee has simply informed you that a health issue may arise during the course of travel (business) or if they've refused to travel altogether.
But, you're right in thinking it's all about the essential job functions.
If your job description and expectations were clear (words matter, e.g. the difference between 'weekly travel required for in and out state client visits' vs 'may' travel), you can hold the employee to
'em now.

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:58
From: Laura Hoogendoorn
Subject: job description that collides with health
For an outside sales person, their main job duties are to travel in and out of state to visit (potential) clients. If the new-hire mentions, after hiring, they suffer from certain health issues that may rise up
when traveling, what are the employer's responsibilities? Is it discrimination to fire someone based on their health in this case, if they constantly mentions he cannot travel due to his health
conditions?
Please note that this is for a small business with less than 50 employees, where FMLA is not an option.
Thank you!
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previous next
Re: job description that collides with health
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 9:32 AM
Anonymous

_
Under the ADA, you must go through the interactive process and provide "reasonable accommodations" unless the accommodation would impose an undue hardship. You aren't required to modify
or change a job's essential functions (the travel) to accommodate the employee. Here's where the job description can help - that is where essential functions should be listed. You also look at how
much time anyone in that position would travel, the consequences of someone in that position NOT traveling, and the experiences of other employees in that job.
Here's some interesting case law about that.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:58
From: Laura Hoogendoorn
Subject: job description that collides with health
For an outside sales person, their main job duties are to travel in and out of state to visit (potential) clients. If the new-hire mentions, after hiring, they suffer from certain health issues that may rise up
when traveling, what are the employer's responsibilities? Is it discrimination to fire someone based on their health in this case, if they constantly mentions he cannot travel due to his health
conditions?
Please note that this is for a small business with less than 50 employees, where FMLA is not an option.
Thank you!
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previous next
Re: Sharing I-9 Forms
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:15 PM
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Reply to Sender

Haley Mitchem
â€‹
That sounds really weird to me, why would they need your I-9s? We partnered with a program called IMAGE to become IMAGE-certified, which pairs an ICE I9 officer to train employers on how
to complete I9s properly. In addition, it meant we had to turn our I9s over and have them audited for compliance. However, that was to become certified as a nationally recognized IMAGE recipient.
-----------------------------Haley Mitchem SHRM-CP
HR Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sharing I-9 Forms
_
â€‹â€‹
Our organization has applied for accreditation with a nationally recognized authority. They have requested copies of our employee I-9 forms as part of the process. I am reluctant to provide the
forms for privacy reasons but also after reading a 2013 guidance from the DOJ that states that under federal code and DHS regulations: Forms 1-9 "may not be used for purposes other than for
enforcement of [the Immigration and Nationality Act and certain provisions of federal criminal law]." www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/crt/legacy/2013/06/...
This may not be the most up to date guidance though, so I thought it might be a good idea to check with the community on your interpretation and practices.
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previous next
Re: Sharing I-9 Forms
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 1:06 PM
Arshia Syed
This is what our attorneys have always advised Forms 1-9 "may not be used for purposes other than for enforcement of [the Immigration and Nationality Act and certain provisions of federal criminal law]
I would inquire their purpose behind asking these forms. If they want to ensure you are complying with the I9 regulations you could may be provide them a certificate confirming the same. I would
not be comfortable sharing the employee Form I9's as the employer has the primary obligation of maintaining security.
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Here's an article that talks about sharing the I9's - www.coatssql.com/clients-want-see-completed-9s
-----------------------------Arshia Syed
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sharing I-9 Forms
_
â€‹â€‹
Our organization has applied for accreditation with a nationally recognized authority. They have requested copies of our employee I-9 forms as part of the process. I am reluctant to provide the
forms for privacy reasons but also after reading a 2013 guidance from the DOJ that states that under federal code and DHS regulations: Forms 1-9 "may not be used for purposes other than for
enforcement of [the Immigration and Nationality Act and certain provisions of federal criminal law]." www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/crt/legacy/2013/06/...
This may not be the most up to date guidance though, so I thought it might be a good idea to check with the community on your interpretation and practices.
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previous next
Re: Is progressive discipline the way to go?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 12:29 PM
Michael Smith
â€‹
I encourage a progressive disciplinary process. Typically, it's the most fair. However, we do not require it by policy. If management deems a situation to be more severe, then management has the
right to bypass steps. Ex. stealing may equal termination.
You stated that you do not want to police such actions. Seems best for HR to review department manager's disciplinary actions before they administer to their staff. This will not only assure legality,
but also help with consistency.
We are not union.
-----------------------------Michael Smith
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is progressive discipline the way to go?
_
I need to create a discipline policy for our company. We currently don't have anything in place. I was leaning towards a progressive discipline policy with type A, type B, type C violations, etc. and
having Safety violations a different discipline scale.
However - I was reading some articles and doing some research and I have found a couple of things that have caused me to rethink my intended structure.
Progressive discipline is getting outdated and there could be some better structures
When working in a union environment (which we are) - they want to see discipline separated by attendance, performance, conduct, etc
The progressive discipline structure is pointless without well trained management and a well developed plan. (I am personally concerned with this as it will take awhile to "train" the
management for the paperwork and follow up).
It can created an environment where employees are apt to play the game.
I don't want to turn into policing disciplinary actions and we tend to be a little bit more lenient as an employer - it is a somewhat small family owned business. But we are growing rapidly and don't
want us to encounter any major issues.
Since we also work with the unions and if we have any issues with a union employee it is important that we document everything to prevent any issues if we do want to terminate them down the road.
How is everyone else's discipline policy structured? Should I continued on with how I am thinking and address any issues as they come along?
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previous next
Re: Is progressive discipline the way to go?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 2:18 PM
Patrisia Sheremeta
I have never been in a union environment, so I am not sure if you can get away with not having a defined progressive discipline policy. But I was told some time ago by an employment lawyer that if
you put your progressive discipline policy in writing, you run the risk of nullifying employee at will. What I do is train managers on what steps are best to take under what circumstances. For
example, I do love a good PIP for performance issues, but not behavior. And all disciplinary matters get run through me so that I can double check that the actions are appropriate and fair, and
protect the company.
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Patrisia Sheremeta
Human Resources Manager
Greno Industries
Scotia NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is progressive discipline the way to go?
_
I need to create a discipline policy for our company. We currently don't have anything in place. I was leaning towards a progressive discipline policy with type A, type B, type C violations, etc. and
having Safety violations a different discipline scale.
However - I was reading some articles and doing some research and I have found a couple of things that have caused me to rethink my intended structure.
Progressive discipline is getting outdated and there could be some better structures
When working in a union environment (which we are) - they want to see discipline separated by attendance, performance, conduct, etc
The progressive discipline structure is pointless without well trained management and a well developed plan. (I am personally concerned with this as it will take awhile to "train" the
management for the paperwork and follow up).
It can created an environment where employees are apt to play the game.
I don't want to turn into policing disciplinary actions and we tend to be a little bit more lenient as an employer - it is a somewhat small family owned business. But we are growing rapidly and don't
want us to encounter any major issues.
Since we also work with the unions and if we have any issues with a union employee it is important that we document everything to prevent any issues if we do want to terminate them down the road.
How is everyone else's discipline policy structured? Should I continued on with how I am thinking and address any issues as they come along?
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previous next
Re: Paid Break time
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:25 PM
Anonymous

_
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I don't agree with the company's math on PTO. You can look at it like the EE left the building for her 2 breaks. Either way, the EE was entitled to the breaks. I can't even imagine why they even
added the breaks to lunch anyways.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paid Break time
_
We would only allow for the 1/2 hour meal time. We would not allow someone to "combine" their 15 minute paid breaks with their meal break.
So - we'd do exactly what this company did.
Employees don't get to skip breaks and take them at the end of their day so they can leave early either. Or come in late and and say they took their "break time" first thing.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paid Break time
_
Client has an employee who scheduled his doctor's appointment during lunch. The employee clocked out and back in, over a 2 hour period. Normal lunch time is 1 hour. That normal lunch, is
actually a half hour lunch, compressed with the two 15 minute paid, morning and afternoon, breaks. This means all employees get half of their lunch hour paid (for the break times). But this
employer deducted 1 ½ hours of PTO, saying that since he adjoined his doctors appointment to his lunch, he loses them. Sounds whacky to me. How about you?
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previous next
Re: Paid Break time
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:04 PM
Jennifer Deichl
Legally, EEs get a paid break for every 4 hour period worked, and a 1/2 hour lunch if you work more than 5 hours. So, the employee would not be entitled to 2 paid breaks if they did not actually
work 2 four hour shifts. And most companies do not allow an EE to combine breaks with lunch or come in late/leave early, as previously stated.
To clarify, if the employee was clocked out for 2 hours of an 8 hour shift, they would legally only be entitled to 1 paid break, but taking a long lunch to go an appointment and taking a break are 2
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different things. I think the employer's calculation is fair.
-----------------------------Jennifer Deichl SHRM-CP
HR Assistant Manager
Evergreen Construction Specialties, Inc.
Auburn WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paid Break time
_
Client has an employee who scheduled his doctor's appointment during lunch. The employee clocked out and back in, over a 2 hour period. Normal lunch time is 1 hour. That normal lunch, is
actually a half hour lunch, compressed with the two 15 minute paid, morning and afternoon, breaks. This means all employees get half of their lunch hour paid (for the break times). But this
employer deducted 1 ½ hours of PTO, saying that since he adjoined his doctors appointment to his lunch, he loses them. Sounds whacky to me. How about you?
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previous next
Re: Paid Break time
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:09 PM
Anonymous

_
Jennifer - just as an FYI - break times are not mandated under the FLSA unless you're dealing with a minor. It just address compensable time.
State laws may differ.
Either way, the way this was done is OP's post was wonky and difficult to understand.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 01-24-2018 15:03
From: Jennifer Deichl
Subject: Paid Break time
Legally, EEs get a paid break for every 4 hour period worked, and a 1/2 hour lunch if you work more than 5 hours. So, the employee would not be entitled to 2 paid breaks if they did not actually
work 2 four hour shifts. And most companies do not allow an EE to combine breaks with lunch or come in late/leave early, as previously stated.
To clarify, if the employee was clocked out for 2 hours of an 8 hour shift, they would legally only be entitled to 1 paid break, but taking a long lunch to go an appointment and taking a break are 2
different things. I think the employer's calculation is fair.
-----------------------------Jennifer Deichl SHRM-CP
HR Assistant Manager
Evergreen Construction Specialties, Inc.
Auburn WA
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paid Break time
_
Client has an employee who scheduled his doctor's appointment during lunch. The employee clocked out and back in, over a 2 hour period. Normal lunch time is 1 hour. That normal lunch, is
actually a half hour lunch, compressed with the two 15 minute paid, morning and afternoon, breaks. This means all employees get half of their lunch hour paid (for the break times). But this
employer deducted 1 ½ hours of PTO, saying that since he adjoined his doctors appointment to his lunch, he loses them. Sounds whacky to me. How about you?
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previous next
Re: Looking for Payroll Professionals - Commission and PTO Payout Taxes
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 1:46 PM
Colleen Moran
Hi,
Both commissions and PTO payouts should be treated as supplemental wages and taxed at the flat 25% for federal tax. See section 7 in the IRS Employer's Tax Guide.
If you were paying regular pay and commission earnings (so one earnings with regular tax applicable and one earning with supplemental tax applicable), it would be up to your payroll system to
confirm whether it can process two different tax treatments on the same check. For example, when I processed payroll with ADP, I would always set up an additional check for Commissions. I am
now processing payroll through Ultimate Software and I am able to process both Commission and Regular Earnings on the same check and have each earning be treated appropriately for tax
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purposes.
Best,
Colleen

-----------------------------Colleen Moran
HR & Payroll Senior Associate
Tough Mudder
Brooklyn NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Looking for Payroll Professionals - Commission and PTO Payout Taxes
_
We have moved to a new payroll provider. In the past our payroll provider has always recommended to us that commission and PTO payouts be subject to the Flat 25% withholding because of the
fact they are supplemental wages. This was always done within the same check.
It was my understanding that when we pay PTO payout it must be taxed at the 25%. but that we can treat Commissions as regular wages and allow the employee's normal withholding to apply. Not
sure how we can do this all in the same check .. appears that the PTO payout would need to be run in a separate check but the commission can be run in the same check.
Help! â€‹
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Looking for Payroll Professionals - Commission and PTO Payout Taxes
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:22 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
When we have commissions or PTO we issue two checks. Regular payroll + the commission or PTO
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Looking for Payroll Professionals - Commission and PTO Payout Taxes
_
We have moved to a new payroll provider. In the past our payroll provider has always recommended to us that commission and PTO payouts be subject to the Flat 25% withholding because of the
fact they are supplemental wages. This was always done within the same check.
It was my understanding that when we pay PTO payout it must be taxed at the 25%. but that we can treat Commissions as regular wages and allow the employee's normal withholding to apply. Not
sure how we can do this all in the same check .. appears that the PTO payout would need to be run in a separate check but the commission can be run in the same check.
Help! â€‹
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Looking for Payroll Professionals - Commission and PTO Payout Taxes
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 2:28 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Just to clarify.
You've actually got three options.
You can combine supplemental wages and regular pay and withhold as usual (per W-4, if less than $1M in the calendar year). And even when you combine in a single payment and specify the
amount of each (as mentioned below), it's still optional to withhold a flat 25%.*
What isn't allowed is a different percentage (just a special rule if over $1M, 39.6%).
Your third option is a pretty complex calculation.
*See Publication 15 for reference, page 18 and 19.
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Both commissions and PTO payouts should be treated as supplemental wages and taxed at the flat 25% for federal tax. See section 7 in the IRS Employer's Tax Guide.
If you were paying regular pay and commission earnings (so one earnings with regular tax applicable and one earning with supplemental tax applicable), it would be up to your payroll
system to confirm whether it can process two different tax treatments on the same check. For example, when I processed payroll with ADP, I would always set up an additional check for
Commissions. I am now processing payroll through Ultimate Software and I am able to process both Commission and Regular Earnings on the same check and have each earning be treated
appropriately for tax purposes.
Best,
Colleen
Colleen Moran, 01-24-2018 13:46

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:46
From: Colleen Moran
Subject: Looking for Payroll Professionals - Commission and PTO Payout Taxes
Hi,
Both commissions and PTO payouts should be treated as supplemental wages and taxed at the flat 25% for federal tax. See section 7 in the IRS Employer's Tax Guide.
If you were paying regular pay and commission earnings (so one earnings with regular tax applicable and one earning with supplemental tax applicable), it would be up to your payroll system to
confirm whether it can process two different tax treatments on the same check. For example, when I processed payroll with ADP, I would always set up an additional check for Commissions. I am
now processing payroll through Ultimate Software and I am able to process both Commission and Regular Earnings on the same check and have each earning be treated appropriately for tax
purposes.
Best,
Colleen

-----------------------------Colleen Moran
HR & Payroll Senior Associate
Tough Mudder
Brooklyn NY
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Looking for Payroll Professionals - Commission and PTO Payout Taxes
_
We have moved to a new payroll provider. In the past our payroll provider has always recommended to us that commission and PTO payouts be subject to the Flat 25% withholding because of the
fact they are supplemental wages. This was always done within the same check.
It was my understanding that when we pay PTO payout it must be taxed at the 25%. but that we can treat Commissions as regular wages and allow the employee's normal withholding to apply. Not
sure how we can do this all in the same check .. appears that the PTO payout would need to be run in a separate check but the commission can be run in the same check.
Help! â€‹
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: State of Michigan - State Tax Exemptions form
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:50 PM
Jamie Wideman

Payroll tax exemption? Like, you have an employee saying he's exempt from state taxes? Or do you mean a Sales & Use tax exemption for your company?
-----------------------------Jamie Wideman
Human Resources Manager
Peter-Lacke USA
Troy MI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: State of Michigan - State Tax Exemptions form
_
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Reply to Sender

Anyone from Michigan who can provide a state tax exemptions form? I googled it but was confused by all the possibilities that came up.
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previous next
Re: resignation without notice - how to discourage it?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:45 PM
Debra Lail
â€‹
If they majority of employees are leaving under those conditions, that is a symptom of something bigger.
Departing employees generally give us 2 week notice. Especially when they've reached retirement, want to pursue something different, are relocating, etc. We work with them to tie up loose ends,
update procedures, etc.
We demonstrate the value of a notice when we make a job offer and ask for an estimated start date. When they say they would like to work a notice with their current employer, we let them know we
respect that and set a start date accordingly.
-----------------------------Debra
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 14:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: resignation without notice - how to discourage it?
_
â€‹
We frequently have employees quit without notice. Our BOD would like to know what we intend on doing about it. We have a policy where people do not get their PTO if they quit without notice.
Also, they are not eligible for rehire.
Our BOD would like to know what we are going to do about it other than these policies.
Any ideas? This is a manufacturing environment and the only other thing I can suggest is to educate people in advance of the policy and how important it is to enforce it. When I offered this
suggestion I was told the board would be angry at such a weak suggesstion. Any other suggestions?
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:11 PM
Anonymous

_
That was the point of my post. And I know "defying me" came off really bad but I am not giving her the option to chose another color. The option to not follow a process always exists.
I thought we were at the "end of discussion" point but once again this week she chose her own color because she says she "liked it."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Why are you giving her the option of going against your initial request anyway. If you say all red goes in the box, why does she even have the option of asking you for blue? It should be "please pack
all red this month. thank you". End of discussion.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Yeah, me either. The process is pretty clear. Hypothetically, it's like if I say all blue products this month, she'll chose red. And then I said, if you chose red, can you run it by me first? But she never
did, so we made the list to take the temptation and effort out of choosing a color that I then need to approve.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Right. So her job is simply to pack and eventually ship. I'm not understanding why there is any back and forth over what's going in the box.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:28
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Once the product is picked, she adds some standard paperwork to a package and then it goes to an entirely different department for the next steps. There is a point where it comes back to her to be
mailed out.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
If that's true, what you posted here doesn't exactly line up with that: "Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they
don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we
don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my approval."

It sounds like her responsibility is to mail items that you choose. So I don't understand why she's "picking" products at all or sending anything to you for approval. This is a massive waste of time for
both of you.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP here
Well I did chose them. I went through the effort of compiling a list that I will continue to maintain. That list was ignored and an item she preferred was used.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 08:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
OP I guess I am confused in general of the task. If all it consists of is choosing marketing items from a pre-approved list why can't you just choose them and ask her to send them out? It doesn't
seem like that difficult of a task so I'm unsure why it needs to be delegated to someone else.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 07:47
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Company Admin defying me
Hey OP, you're self-aware.
That counts for something.
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One last thing: we all have something that matters more to us than it should. I'd probably just (calmly) express that to her, i.e. 'This may be a small thing to you, but it matters greatly to me. I am,
however, open to hearing your ideas later (when we can revisit the entire process) or on other things.'
I totally get where you're coming from. I still do things for other executives I find outright stupid. But, I've learned to pick my battles. Just not worth fighting (my energy is better used elsewhere).
Defiance for the sake of defiance is never a good thing either.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP signing off
I do appreciate all the advice here. I have admitted to the behavior and I will say it again, thank you all. I'm in no way denying your perception of me (except the male/female thing-that was weird). I
believe I started this out by saying hey I know I'm a monster but can you help me change that in this instance...
Of course I simply can't comment on it all but clearly I am reading and not ignoring. I'm replying for the sake of good questions and filling in the holes.
If this helps: Yes, I know I'm awful. I'm a micro-manager. I'm a see you next Tuesday. I'm hard-header. I have an ego. I'm mean. My standards are too high. I'm in-flexible. None of your comments
were breaking or fake news.
I am trying to work on it and maybe yesterday I would have just thrown my usual fit and told her to do what I wanted with no shame. Today I tried to solicit your better ideas and again I appreciate all
that contributed.
Have a great evening!
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
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confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:15 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm only involved because it comes to me for approval and the process (pick from the list) and my expectations (the list is all blue this month) are not met (hmmm this is red).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP, you are far too involved in this process for someone who is supposedly at the executive level. I would imagine there are far more important decisions for you to be making than getting involved
in the "swag" that goes into each mailing.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Once the product is picked, she adds some standard paperwork to a package and then it goes to an entirely different department for the next steps. There is a point where it comes back to her to be
mailed out.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
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_
If that's true, what you posted here doesn't exactly line up with that: "Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they
don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we
don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my approval."

It sounds like her responsibility is to mail items that you choose. So I don't understand why she's "picking" products at all or sending anything to you for approval. This is a massive waste of time for
both of you.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP here
Well I did chose them. I went through the effort of compiling a list that I will continue to maintain. That list was ignored and an item she preferred was used.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 08:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
OP I guess I am confused in general of the task. If all it consists of is choosing marketing items from a pre-approved list why can't you just choose them and ask her to send them out? It doesn't
seem like that difficult of a task so I'm unsure why it needs to be delegated to someone else.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 07:47
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Company Admin defying me
Hey OP, you're self-aware.
That counts for something.
One last thing: we all have something that matters more to us than it should. I'd probably just (calmly) express that to her, i.e. 'This may be a small thing to you, but it matters greatly to me. I am,
however, open to hearing your ideas later (when we can revisit the entire process) or on other things.'
I totally get where you're coming from. I still do things for other executives I find outright stupid. But, I've learned to pick my battles. Just not worth fighting (my energy is better used elsewhere).
Defiance for the sake of defiance is never a good thing either.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP signing off
I do appreciate all the advice here. I have admitted to the behavior and I will say it again, thank you all. I'm in no way denying your perception of me (except the male/female thing-that was weird). I
believe I started this out by saying hey I know I'm a monster but can you help me change that in this instance...
Of course I simply can't comment on it all but clearly I am reading and not ignoring. I'm replying for the sake of good questions and filling in the holes.
If this helps: Yes, I know I'm awful. I'm a micro-manager. I'm a see you next Tuesday. I'm hard-header. I have an ego. I'm mean. My standards are too high. I'm in-flexible. None of your comments
were breaking or fake news.
I am trying to work on it and maybe yesterday I would have just thrown my usual fit and told her to do what I wanted with no shame. Today I tried to solicit your better ideas and again I appreciate all
that contributed.
Have a great evening!
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next

270.

Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:20 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm still not understanding why this needs to be done by the company admin especially since you have chosen all the marketing items. Why don't you just put it in the box?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I'm only involved because it comes to me for approval and the process (pick from the list) and my expectations (the list is all blue this month) are not met (hmmm this is red).
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP, you are far too involved in this process for someone who is supposedly at the executive level. I would imagine there are far more important decisions for you to be making than getting involved
in the "swag" that goes into each mailing.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Once the product is picked, she adds some standard paperwork to a package and then it goes to an entirely different department for the next steps. There is a point where it comes back to her to be
mailed out.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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If that's true, what you posted here doesn't exactly line up with that: "Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they
don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we
don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my approval."

It sounds like her responsibility is to mail items that you choose. So I don't understand why she's "picking" products at all or sending anything to you for approval. This is a massive waste of time for
both of you.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP here
Well I did chose them. I went through the effort of compiling a list that I will continue to maintain. That list was ignored and an item she preferred was used.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 08:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
OP I guess I am confused in general of the task. If all it consists of is choosing marketing items from a pre-approved list why can't you just choose them and ask her to send them out? It doesn't
seem like that difficult of a task so I'm unsure why it needs to be delegated to someone else.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 07:47
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Company Admin defying me
Hey OP, you're self-aware.
That counts for something.
One last thing: we all have something that matters more to us than it should. I'd probably just (calmly) express that to her, i.e. 'This may be a small thing to you, but it matters greatly to me. I am,
however, open to hearing your ideas later (when we can revisit the entire process) or on other things.'
I totally get where you're coming from. I still do things for other executives I find outright stupid. But, I've learned to pick my battles. Just not worth fighting (my energy is better used elsewhere).
Defiance for the sake of defiance is never a good thing either.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:43
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP signing off
I do appreciate all the advice here. I have admitted to the behavior and I will say it again, thank you all. I'm in no way denying your perception of me (except the male/female thing-that was weird). I
believe I started this out by saying hey I know I'm a monster but can you help me change that in this instance...
Of course I simply can't comment on it all but clearly I am reading and not ignoring. I'm replying for the sake of good questions and filling in the holes.
If this helps: Yes, I know I'm awful. I'm a micro-manager. I'm a see you next Tuesday. I'm hard-header. I have an ego. I'm mean. My standards are too high. I'm in-flexible. None of your comments
were breaking or fake news.
I am trying to work on it and maybe yesterday I would have just thrown my usual fit and told her to do what I wanted with no shame. Today I tried to solicit your better ideas and again I appreciate all
that contributed.
Have a great evening!
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:23 PM
Anonymous
_
Given all the back and forth between OP and the admin, it seems that would be much more efficient.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

I'm still not understanding why this needs to be done by the company admin especially since you have chosen all the marketing items. Why don't you just put it in the box?

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I'm only involved because it comes to me for approval and the process (pick from the list) and my expectations (the list is all blue this month) are not met (hmmm this is red).
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP, you are far too involved in this process for someone who is supposedly at the executive level. I would imagine there are far more important decisions for you to be making than getting involved
in the "swag" that goes into each mailing.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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Once the product is picked, she adds some standard paperwork to a package and then it goes to an entirely different department for the next steps. There is a point where it comes back to her to be
mailed out.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
If that's true, what you posted here doesn't exactly line up with that: "Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they
don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we
don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my approval."

It sounds like her responsibility is to mail items that you choose. So I don't understand why she's "picking" products at all or sending anything to you for approval. This is a massive waste of time for
both of you.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP here
Well I did chose them. I went through the effort of compiling a list that I will continue to maintain. That list was ignored and an item she preferred was used.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 08:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
OP I guess I am confused in general of the task. If all it consists of is choosing marketing items from a pre-approved list why can't you just choose them and ask her to send them out? It doesn't
seem like that difficult of a task so I'm unsure why it needs to be delegated to someone else.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 07:47
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Company Admin defying me
Hey OP, you're self-aware.
That counts for something.
One last thing: we all have something that matters more to us than it should. I'd probably just (calmly) express that to her, i.e. 'This may be a small thing to you, but it matters greatly to me. I am,
however, open to hearing your ideas later (when we can revisit the entire process) or on other things.'
I totally get where you're coming from. I still do things for other executives I find outright stupid. But, I've learned to pick my battles. Just not worth fighting (my energy is better used elsewhere).
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Defiance for the sake of defiance is never a good thing either.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP signing off
I do appreciate all the advice here. I have admitted to the behavior and I will say it again, thank you all. I'm in no way denying your perception of me (except the male/female thing-that was weird). I
believe I started this out by saying hey I know I'm a monster but can you help me change that in this instance...
Of course I simply can't comment on it all but clearly I am reading and not ignoring. I'm replying for the sake of good questions and filling in the holes.
If this helps: Yes, I know I'm awful. I'm a micro-manager. I'm a see you next Tuesday. I'm hard-header. I have an ego. I'm mean. My standards are too high. I'm in-flexible. None of your comments
were breaking or fake news.
I am trying to work on it and maybe yesterday I would have just thrown my usual fit and told her to do what I wanted with no shame. Today I tried to solicit your better ideas and again I appreciate all
that contributed.
Have a great evening!
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:33 PM
Anonymous

_
I've offered but the consensus was "taking it away from her" would be way more confrontational and she would shut down (mentally) on all support for my department. Her supervisor, and their
supervisor and his boss all don't want to touch this with a 10 foot pole because she does cry and no one wants to see that happen.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

I'm still not understanding why this needs to be done by the company admin especially since you have chosen all the marketing items. Why don't you just put it in the box?

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I'm only involved because it comes to me for approval and the process (pick from the list) and my expectations (the list is all blue this month) are not met (hmmm this is red).
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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OP, you are far too involved in this process for someone who is supposedly at the executive level. I would imagine there are far more important decisions for you to be making than getting involved
in the "swag" that goes into each mailing.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Once the product is picked, she adds some standard paperwork to a package and then it goes to an entirely different department for the next steps. There is a point where it comes back to her to be
mailed out.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
If that's true, what you posted here doesn't exactly line up with that: "Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they
don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we
don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my approval."

It sounds like her responsibility is to mail items that you choose. So I don't understand why she's "picking" products at all or sending anything to you for approval. This is a massive waste of time for
both of you.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP here
Well I did chose them. I went through the effort of compiling a list that I will continue to maintain. That list was ignored and an item she preferred was used.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 08:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
OP I guess I am confused in general of the task. If all it consists of is choosing marketing items from a pre-approved list why can't you just choose them and ask her to send them out? It doesn't
seem like that difficult of a task so I'm unsure why it needs to be delegated to someone else.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 07:47
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Company Admin defying me
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Hey OP, you're self-aware.
That counts for something.
One last thing: we all have something that matters more to us than it should. I'd probably just (calmly) express that to her, i.e. 'This may be a small thing to you, but it matters greatly to me. I am,
however, open to hearing your ideas later (when we can revisit the entire process) or on other things.'
I totally get where you're coming from. I still do things for other executives I find outright stupid. But, I've learned to pick my battles. Just not worth fighting (my energy is better used elsewhere).
Defiance for the sake of defiance is never a good thing either.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP signing off
I do appreciate all the advice here. I have admitted to the behavior and I will say it again, thank you all. I'm in no way denying your perception of me (except the male/female thing-that was weird). I
believe I started this out by saying hey I know I'm a monster but can you help me change that in this instance...
Of course I simply can't comment on it all but clearly I am reading and not ignoring. I'm replying for the sake of good questions and filling in the holes.
If this helps: Yes, I know I'm awful. I'm a micro-manager. I'm a see you next Tuesday. I'm hard-header. I have an ego. I'm mean. My standards are too high. I'm in-flexible. None of your comments
were breaking or fake news.
I am trying to work on it and maybe yesterday I would have just thrown my usual fit and told her to do what I wanted with no shame. Today I tried to solicit your better ideas and again I appreciate all
that contributed.
Have a great evening!
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
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approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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273.

Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:50 PM
Anonymous

_
This admin sure has a lot of power over the executive and management team. You and the other executives need to grow a pair, pull up your panties--whatever. Yesterday I was in the create buy in,
give her responsibility but YOU aren't even addressing the performance issues because you are ALL afraid she may cry. Give me a break. What does she have over you all? Is she related to someone
there?

I've offered but the consensus was "taking it away from her" would be way more confrontational and she would shut down (mentally) on all support for my department. Her supervisor, and
their supervisor and his boss all don't want to touch this with a 10 foot pole because she does cry and no one wants to see that happen.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 12:33

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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I've offered but the consensus was "taking it away from her" would be way more confrontational and she would shut down (mentally) on all support for my department. Her supervisor, and their
supervisor and his boss all don't want to touch this with a 10 foot pole because she does cry and no one wants to see that happen.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

I'm still not understanding why this needs to be done by the company admin especially since you have chosen all the marketing items. Why don't you just put it in the box?

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I'm only involved because it comes to me for approval and the process (pick from the list) and my expectations (the list is all blue this month) are not met (hmmm this is red).
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP, you are far too involved in this process for someone who is supposedly at the executive level. I would imagine there are far more important decisions for you to be making than getting involved
in the "swag" that goes into each mailing.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Once the product is picked, she adds some standard paperwork to a package and then it goes to an entirely different department for the next steps. There is a point where it comes back to her to be
mailed out.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
If that's true, what you posted here doesn't exactly line up with that: "Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they
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don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we
don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my approval."

It sounds like her responsibility is to mail items that you choose. So I don't understand why she's "picking" products at all or sending anything to you for approval. This is a massive waste of time for
both of you.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP here
Well I did chose them. I went through the effort of compiling a list that I will continue to maintain. That list was ignored and an item she preferred was used.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 08:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
OP I guess I am confused in general of the task. If all it consists of is choosing marketing items from a pre-approved list why can't you just choose them and ask her to send them out? It doesn't
seem like that difficult of a task so I'm unsure why it needs to be delegated to someone else.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 07:47
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Company Admin defying me
Hey OP, you're self-aware.
That counts for something.
One last thing: we all have something that matters more to us than it should. I'd probably just (calmly) express that to her, i.e. 'This may be a small thing to you, but it matters greatly to me. I am,
however, open to hearing your ideas later (when we can revisit the entire process) or on other things.'
I totally get where you're coming from. I still do things for other executives I find outright stupid. But, I've learned to pick my battles. Just not worth fighting (my energy is better used elsewhere).
Defiance for the sake of defiance is never a good thing either.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:43
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP signing off
I do appreciate all the advice here. I have admitted to the behavior and I will say it again, thank you all. I'm in no way denying your perception of me (except the male/female thing-that was weird). I
believe I started this out by saying hey I know I'm a monster but can you help me change that in this instance...
Of course I simply can't comment on it all but clearly I am reading and not ignoring. I'm replying for the sake of good questions and filling in the holes.
If this helps: Yes, I know I'm awful. I'm a micro-manager. I'm a see you next Tuesday. I'm hard-header. I have an ego. I'm mean. My standards are too high. I'm in-flexible. None of your comments
were breaking or fake news.
I am trying to work on it and maybe yesterday I would have just thrown my usual fit and told her to do what I wanted with no shame. Today I tried to solicit your better ideas and again I appreciate all
that contributed.
Have a great evening!
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 12:52 PM
Yvonne Cass
Speaking from the Exec Assistant point of view, is she sending you the products that she likes but also thinks others may like? I find very often that the executives don't have a full understanding of
those in lower positions and I feel like I have a better understanding about how they feel and what they would be like. Mostly because I am in the weeds and in contact with other staff all day long.
Maybe you should ask her why she prefers those other products to the ones that you choose. Maybe she has a good reason for the choices. It is hard to say because I don't know the products you are
referring to but a discussion on the subject may help. Maybe there is a compromise of her bringing you ideas and then you choosing from those ideas.
It also sounds like you may be letting your feelings for this person impact your perception of her work. You don't seem to feel that anything she does or chooses is right and it has to be your way
every time. It is difficult to work for a person who doesn't see value in what you bring to the table. Remember, you are both there for the same reason, to help employees and the company.
-----------------------------Yvonne Cass
Phoenix
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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previous next

275.

Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:52 PM
Anonymous

_
Sounds like you need to just keep doing what you're doing because she has all the power in the situation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I've offered but the consensus was "taking it away from her" would be way more confrontational and she would shut down (mentally) on all support for my department. Her supervisor, and their
supervisor and his boss all don't want to touch this with a 10 foot pole because she does cry and no one wants to see that happen.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

I'm still not understanding why this needs to be done by the company admin especially since you have chosen all the marketing items. Why don't you just put it in the box?

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I'm only involved because it comes to me for approval and the process (pick from the list) and my expectations (the list is all blue this month) are not met (hmmm this is red).
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
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_
OP, you are far too involved in this process for someone who is supposedly at the executive level. I would imagine there are far more important decisions for you to be making than getting involved
in the "swag" that goes into each mailing.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Once the product is picked, she adds some standard paperwork to a package and then it goes to an entirely different department for the next steps. There is a point where it comes back to her to be
mailed out.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
If that's true, what you posted here doesn't exactly line up with that: "Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they
don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we
don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my approval."

It sounds like her responsibility is to mail items that you choose. So I don't understand why she's "picking" products at all or sending anything to you for approval. This is a massive waste of time for
both of you.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP here
Well I did chose them. I went through the effort of compiling a list that I will continue to maintain. That list was ignored and an item she preferred was used.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 08:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
OP I guess I am confused in general of the task. If all it consists of is choosing marketing items from a pre-approved list why can't you just choose them and ask her to send them out? It doesn't
seem like that difficult of a task so I'm unsure why it needs to be delegated to someone else.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 07:47
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From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Company Admin defying me
Hey OP, you're self-aware.
That counts for something.
One last thing: we all have something that matters more to us than it should. I'd probably just (calmly) express that to her, i.e. 'This may be a small thing to you, but it matters greatly to me. I am,
however, open to hearing your ideas later (when we can revisit the entire process) or on other things.'
I totally get where you're coming from. I still do things for other executives I find outright stupid. But, I've learned to pick my battles. Just not worth fighting (my energy is better used elsewhere).
Defiance for the sake of defiance is never a good thing either.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 17:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP signing off
I do appreciate all the advice here. I have admitted to the behavior and I will say it again, thank you all. I'm in no way denying your perception of me (except the male/female thing-that was weird). I
believe I started this out by saying hey I know I'm a monster but can you help me change that in this instance...
Of course I simply can't comment on it all but clearly I am reading and not ignoring. I'm replying for the sake of good questions and filling in the holes.
If this helps: Yes, I know I'm awful. I'm a micro-manager. I'm a see you next Tuesday. I'm hard-header. I have an ego. I'm mean. My standards are too high. I'm in-flexible. None of your comments
were breaking or fake news.
I am trying to work on it and maybe yesterday I would have just thrown my usual fit and told her to do what I wanted with no shame. Today I tried to solicit your better ideas and again I appreciate all
that contributed.
Have a great evening!
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
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Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Ok, so OP's own self description and use of "defying" makes me glad that I don't work with him/her. Sorry, OP.
But I can see where this would annoy me too. It sounds like the direction was clear-Admin needs to pick from this list of preapproved items. The Admin has been instructed, and it sounds like the
Admin has been coached. Yet, the Admin still chooses to go rouge. So to me it sounds like Admin does care, or Admin doesn't like you and choosing to ignore the direction given. Maybe if she
screws it up enough times, it won't be her responsibility anymore. Either way, it's a problem. I would try explaining to admin the reasoning behind the list and make sure she is aware of the process.
Maybe if she was approached in a respectful manner and given an explanation, she would be more on board? If she continues, do you have the authority to write up?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
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Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:13 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi Yvonne,
Honestly, she has no knowledge of the clients other than their names. No idea of the type of business or industry or anything else. No one is keeping it from her and it's not because she wasn't trained,
it's just simply that she doesn't work in this department. She is very good where she is in a supporting role dabbling in all the company's operations.
I appreciate her support and efforts all the time and feel good about the work maybe 80% of the time. We have some hits and some misses and sometimes I have no opinion either way.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:52
From: Yvonne Cass
Subject: Company Admin defying me
Speaking from the Exec Assistant point of view, is she sending you the products that she likes but also thinks others may like? I find very often that the executives don't have a full understanding of
those in lower positions and I feel like I have a better understanding about how they feel and what they would be like. Mostly because I am in the weeds and in contact with other staff all day long.
Maybe you should ask her why she prefers those other products to the ones that you choose. Maybe she has a good reason for the choices. It is hard to say because I don't know the products you are
referring to but a discussion on the subject may help. Maybe there is a compromise of her bringing you ideas and then you choosing from those ideas.
It also sounds like you may be letting your feelings for this person impact your perception of her work. You don't seem to feel that anything she does or chooses is right and it has to be your way
every time. It is difficult to work for a person who doesn't see value in what you bring to the table. Remember, you are both there for the same reason, to help employees and the company.
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-----------------------------Yvonne Cass
Phoenix
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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278.

Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:15 PM
Anonymous

_

James, as a man (I assume based on a traditionally male name and picture),
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How dare you DEFY the OP and respond to this post? The OP was asking the ladies, who can control their anger, for advice. SMDH.
Anonymous, 01-23-2018 16:54

Ha! Well played.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
James, as a man (I assume based on a traditionally male name and picture),
How dare you DEFY the OP and respond to this post? The OP was asking the ladies, who can control their anger, for advice. SMDH.
-----------------------------Jim Hungate, SPHR
Senior HR Manager
Virginia Transformer Corp.
Roanoke, VA
-----------------------------James Hungate, 01-23-2018 16:47

Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 16:47
From: James Hungate
Subject: Company Admin defying me
What Moon Willow (and some others) said...
Defy you? SMDH...
-----------------------------Jim Hungate, SPHR
Senior HR Manager
Virginia Transformer Corp.
Roanoke, VA
Original Message:
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Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:20 PM
Anonymous

_
Does she "defy" other executives in the company or just you?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:21 PM
Anonymous

_
I am incredibly difficult to work with, no doubt! I'm working on it, but I can't change my whole personality in one day with one post.
I used "defy" because I am very sure she is "purposefully choosing to ignore..." as you put it (more eloquently). There is no other reasonably explanation (knowing the history between us).
We're a very no nonsense company, as far as we don't write up, we just terminate. But that's not on the table here. Even I don't think this situation warrants that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 12:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Ok, so OP's own self description and use of "defying" makes me glad that I don't work with him/her. Sorry, OP.
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But I can see where this would annoy me too. It sounds like the direction was clear-Admin needs to pick from this list of preapproved items. The Admin has been instructed, and it sounds like the
Admin has been coached. Yet, the Admin still chooses to go rouge. So to me it sounds like Admin does care, or Admin doesn't like you and choosing to ignore the direction given. Maybe if she
screws it up enough times, it won't be her responsibility anymore. Either way, it's a problem. I would try explaining to admin the reasoning behind the list and make sure she is aware of the process.
Maybe if she was approached in a respectful manner and given an explanation, she would be more on board? If she continues, do you have the authority to write up?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:31 PM
Anonymous

_
I really don't know if she's done this with others. I do know she's been branded as "sensitive." I never thought of that as "power" because I haven't backed down.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Does she "defy" other executives in the company or just you?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:34 PM
Anonymous

_
She has "power" because she's doing what she wants, with no consequences, and it's getting to you (hence this thread).
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I really don't know if she's done this with others. I do know she's been branded as "sensitive." I never thought of that as "power" because I haven't backed down.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Does she "defy" other executives in the company or just you?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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Re: Company Admin defying me
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Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:38 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Are you even in an HR role? I'm confused on why HR is approving marketing items that are going out.
It doesn't sound like the best place to work for since it doesn't sound like there is any disciplinary process. But in my experience if the manager and executives don't want to touch a situation it gets
left alone. So I'd just put the items I want sent out in the box.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I really don't know if she's done this with others. I do know she's been branded as "sensitive." I never thought of that as "power" because I haven't backed down.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Does she "defy" other executives in the company or just you?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
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confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:41 PM
Anonymous

_
I want to know what kind of executive role OP is in that they're involved in this kind of minutiae.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
Are you even in an HR role? I'm confused on why HR is approving marketing items that are going out.
It doesn't sound like the best place to work for since it doesn't sound like there is any disciplinary process. But in my experience if the manager and executives don't want to touch a situation it gets
left alone. So I'd just put the items I want sent out in the box.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I really don't know if she's done this with others. I do know she's been branded as "sensitive." I never thought of that as "power" because I haven't backed down.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Does she "defy" other executives in the company or just you?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
285.

previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:41 PM
Anonymous

_
She's not following instructions, write her up. Maybe then she'll take you seriously.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
286.

previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:42 PM
Anonymous

_
OP doesn't have the authority to write her up.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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She's not following instructions, write her up. Maybe then she'll take you seriously.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:45 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi OP. Do you ever give positive feedback when she does something right?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:47
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Op Here
I actually first wrote "you guys" and then changed it but either way, I meant no harm.
I am admittedly trying to improve upon anger issues and I find you all to be more professional and kinder than I typically am. Which is why I am reaching out and being proactive before reacting.
She's defying me because I've been tough on her and we don't get along. It's passive aggressive. I know why she is doing it but I just need to stop it for the sake of wasting time. Every minute she
spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:47 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
Since she is not her employee and the managers above her don't want to touch the situation it's kind of just tough luck. Either keep dealing with it or take the task away from her.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
She's not following instructions, write her up. Maybe then she'll take you seriously.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:49 PM
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Anonymous
_
OP said she doesn't have the authority to take the responsibility away from her either.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
Since she is not her employee and the managers above her don't want to touch the situation it's kind of just tough luck. Either keep dealing with it or take the task away from her.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
She's not following instructions, write her up. Maybe then she'll take you seriously.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
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Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:09 PM
Anonymous

_
MY!
Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
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approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
291.

previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:14 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm the COO/CFO. HR and all administrative staff report to me (the admin I am posting about granboss is my peer). We've never written anyone up in the 8 years I've been here. I have the "authority"
to terminate her but that's not even being considered. She is needed. As I mentioned, it would be worse to take it away from her. She loves her job.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
Are you even in an HR role? I'm confused on why HR is approving marketing items that are going out.
It doesn't sound like the best place to work for since it doesn't sound like there is any disciplinary process. But in my experience if the manager and executives don't want to touch a situation it gets
left alone. So I'd just put the items I want sent out in the box.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
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_
I really don't know if she's done this with others. I do know she's been branded as "sensitive." I never thought of that as "power" because I haven't backed down.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Does she "defy" other executives in the company or just you?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:28 PM
Anonymous

_
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So the admin is the grandchild of one of the executives? Why didn't you say that in your first post?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

I'm the COO/CFO. HR and all administrative staff report to me (the admin I am posting about granboss is my peer). We've never written anyone up in the 8 years I've been here. I have the "authority"
to terminate her but that's not even being considered. She is needed. As I mentioned, it would be worse to take it away from her. She loves her job.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
Are you even in an HR role? I'm confused on why HR is approving marketing items that are going out.
It doesn't sound like the best place to work for since it doesn't sound like there is any disciplinary process. But in my experience if the manager and executives don't want to touch a situation it gets
left alone. So I'd just put the items I want sent out in the box.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I really don't know if she's done this with others. I do know she's been branded as "sensitive." I never thought of that as "power" because I haven't backed down.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Does she "defy" other executives in the company or just you?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
293.

previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:31 PM
Anonymous

_
I get your point! I get ALL your points. Thanks again all for contributing. This is so long, a lot for me to re-read and learn from for sure.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
MY!
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Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:32 PM
Anonymous
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_
If HR and all admins report to you, you DO have the authority to write her up. You are the COO. How can the admin been your peer? I don't understand grandboss.)
There is no time like the present to write someone up.
And She loves her job--this is the worst reason to keep someone! So what? Write her up. term her.
She's needed? No she is not with her performance. Her ROLE is needed, write her up, term her, find someone who will do the job.
I'm the COO/CFO. HR and all administrative staff report to me (the admin I am posting about granboss is my peer). We've never written anyone up in the 8 years I've been here. I have the
"authority" to terminate her but that's not even being considered. She is needed. As I mentioned, it would be worse to take it away from her. She loves her job.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 14:13

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

I'm the COO/CFO. HR and all administrative staff report to me (the admin I am posting about granboss is my peer). We've never written anyone up in the 8 years I've been here. I have the "authority"
to terminate her but that's not even being considered. She is needed. As I mentioned, it would be worse to take it away from her. She loves her job.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
Are you even in an HR role? I'm confused on why HR is approving marketing items that are going out.
It doesn't sound like the best place to work for since it doesn't sound like there is any disciplinary process. But in my experience if the manager and executives don't want to touch a situation it gets
left alone. So I'd just put the items I want sent out in the box.
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I really don't know if she's done this with others. I do know she's been branded as "sensitive." I never thought of that as "power" because I haven't backed down.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Does she "defy" other executives in the company or just you?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
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Jan 24, 2018 2:35 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Then I guess she has to suck it up and deal with it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP said she doesn't have the authority to take the responsibility away from her either.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
Since she is not her employee and the managers above her don't want to touch the situation it's kind of just tough luck. Either keep dealing with it or take the task away from her.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
She's not following instructions, write her up. Maybe then she'll take you seriously.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
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approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top

previous next

296.

Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:36 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree. I'm very confused. I don't understand why someone at the executive level is having this issue..
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
If HR and all admins report to you, you DO have the authority to write her up. You are the COO. How can the admin been your peer? I don't understand grandboss.)
There is no time like the present to write someone up.
And She loves her job--this is the worst reason to keep someone! So what? Write her up. term her.
She's needed? No she is not with her performance. Her ROLE is needed, write her up, term her, find someone who will do the job.
I'm the COO/CFO. HR and all administrative staff report to me (the admin I am posting about granboss is my peer). We've never written anyone up in the 8 years I've been here. I have the
"authority" to terminate her but that's not even being considered. She is needed. As I mentioned, it would be worse to take it away from her. She loves her job.
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Anonymous, 01-24-2018 14:13

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

I'm the COO/CFO. HR and all administrative staff report to me (the admin I am posting about granboss is my peer). We've never written anyone up in the 8 years I've been here. I have the "authority"
to terminate her but that's not even being considered. She is needed. As I mentioned, it would be worse to take it away from her. She loves her job.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
Are you even in an HR role? I'm confused on why HR is approving marketing items that are going out.
It doesn't sound like the best place to work for since it doesn't sound like there is any disciplinary process. But in my experience if the manager and executives don't want to touch a situation it gets
left alone. So I'd just put the items I want sent out in the box.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I really don't know if she's done this with others. I do know she's been branded as "sensitive." I never thought of that as "power" because I haven't backed down.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Does she "defy" other executives in the company or just you?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
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_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
297.

previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:54 PM
Anonymous

_
The OP said the admin team reports into her and she has the authority to terminate. Therefore she can work with the manager to write her up.
This is so ridiculous, OP. You are the COO/CFO (an "executive") ACT LIKE ONE. You are allowing a passive aggressive admin who can't follow directions run the show.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
OP said she doesn't have the authority to take the responsibility away from her either.
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
Since she is not her employee and the managers above her don't want to touch the situation it's kind of just tough luck. Either keep dealing with it or take the task away from her.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
She's not following instructions, write her up. Maybe then she'll take you seriously.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
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Jan 24, 2018 3:32 PM
Anonymous
_
Anonymonk beat me to it...if you are picking products that align with company goals, but she hasn't been informed of company goals, can you see where her inability to pick products that please you
comes from? You are asking her to take part in a task that she doesn't fully understand.
Everyone in a company should understand company goals. She should then be taught why a certain product you are selecting matches a certain goal. Teach her to look for products to bring to your
attention that WILL please you, rather than shutting down her interest in using her own brain and thought process in her job.
She is likely trying to impress you, or others in management by showing she can take initiative and come up with good ideas. When you teach her the tools she needs to duplicate the input you would
have, then you can both be productive and she can feel like she is a contributing member to your team, rather than a robot told to stay exactly within set lines.
~MyTwoCents
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
This is what stuck out at me:
She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of)
Anonymous, 01-23-2018 13:19

Why not make her aware of the goals and invite her to collaborate with you in a supportive way? I worked as an admin for many, many years before entering HR and I was very good - UNTIL I was
left out of understanding the end game. I didn't need to know all of the details - just enough to do a good job. I still work that way.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
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Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
299.

previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:55 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi OP,
I get you. I will admit I pretty much skimmed the posts after about 40, but I get the gist of what you are feeling and trying to explain to everyone on this board.
I was the OP for the HUGE response to "She won't come to the Christmas party now" post last month. No one understood why I was upset that Tina was going against me and the committee's hard
work/objectives.
Yes, you got slammed for using the word "defy" - so much on this board is interpreted tone by other posters. That is, you may not be such a horrible boss at all. You just have expectations from your
staff that are clearly being ignored. My suggestion would be to coach this person into someone you might want to eventually trust will make good decisions down the road. Sure, you need to
respond, not react negatively, but attempt at first to explain your reasons why what she did was unacceptable to you, even though you like the product she picked. Then, maybe find a way working
with her, to allow her some freedom to explore, but not be this blatant "I defy" you type of action. Confront the situation by talking it out with her.
I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just remain
anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:30
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I get your point! I get ALL your points. Thanks again all for contributing. This is so long, a lot for me to re-read and learn from for sure.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
MY!
Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
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not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top

previous next

300.

Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:58 PM
Anonymous

_

interpreted tone by other posters
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:54

oh good lord, close down the thread...here we go again.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

Hi OP,
I get you. I will admit I pretty much skimmed the posts after about 40, but I get the gist of what you are feeling and trying to explain to everyone on this board.
I was the OP for the HUGE response to "She won't come to the Christmas party now" post last month. No one understood why I was upset that Tina was going against me and the committee's hard
work/objectives.
Yes, you got slammed for using the word "defy" - so much on this board is interpreted tone by other posters. That is, you may not be such a horrible boss at all. You just have expectations from your
staff that are clearly being ignored. My suggestion would be to coach this person into someone you might want to eventually trust will make good decisions down the road. Sure, you need to
respond, not react negatively, but attempt at first to explain your reasons why what she did was unacceptable to you, even though you like the product she picked. Then, maybe find a way working
with her, to allow her some freedom to explore, but not be this blatant "I defy" you type of action. Confront the situation by talking it out with her.
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I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just remain
anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I get your point! I get ALL your points. Thanks again all for contributing. This is so long, a lot for me to re-read and learn from for sure.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
MY!
Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
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approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top

previous next

301.

Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:00 PM
Anonymous

_

What was the point of this comment?

I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just
remain anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:54

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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Hi OP,
I get you. I will admit I pretty much skimmed the posts after about 40, but I get the gist of what you are feeling and trying to explain to everyone on this board.
I was the OP for the HUGE response to "She won't come to the Christmas party now" post last month. No one understood why I was upset that Tina was going against me and the committee's hard
work/objectives.
Yes, you got slammed for using the word "defy" - so much on this board is interpreted tone by other posters. That is, you may not be such a horrible boss at all. You just have expectations from your
staff that are clearly being ignored. My suggestion would be to coach this person into someone you might want to eventually trust will make good decisions down the road. Sure, you need to
respond, not react negatively, but attempt at first to explain your reasons why what she did was unacceptable to you, even though you like the product she picked. Then, maybe find a way working
with her, to allow her some freedom to explore, but not be this blatant "I defy" you type of action. Confront the situation by talking it out with her.
I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just remain
anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I get your point! I get ALL your points. Thanks again all for contributing. This is so long, a lot for me to re-read and learn from for sure.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
MY!
Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Original Message:
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Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 4:17 PM
Anonymous

_
I wonder how we're supposed to "interpret" THAT. :p
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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What was the point of this comment?

I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just
remain anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:54

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

Hi OP,
I get you. I will admit I pretty much skimmed the posts after about 40, but I get the gist of what you are feeling and trying to explain to everyone on this board.
I was the OP for the HUGE response to "She won't come to the Christmas party now" post last month. No one understood why I was upset that Tina was going against me and the committee's hard
work/objectives.
Yes, you got slammed for using the word "defy" - so much on this board is interpreted tone by other posters. That is, you may not be such a horrible boss at all. You just have expectations from your
staff that are clearly being ignored. My suggestion would be to coach this person into someone you might want to eventually trust will make good decisions down the road. Sure, you need to
respond, not react negatively, but attempt at first to explain your reasons why what she did was unacceptable to you, even though you like the product she picked. Then, maybe find a way working
with her, to allow her some freedom to explore, but not be this blatant "I defy" you type of action. Confront the situation by talking it out with her.
I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just remain
anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I get your point! I get ALL your points. Thanks again all for contributing. This is so long, a lot for me to re-read and learn from for sure.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
MY!
Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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Re: Company Admin defying me
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 5:05 PM
Roberta Weingarten
Right, because no anonymous poster is ever demeaning. GMAB.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

What was the point of this comment?

I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just
remain anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:54

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

Hi OP,
I get you. I will admit I pretty much skimmed the posts after about 40, but I get the gist of what you are feeling and trying to explain to everyone on this board.
I was the OP for the HUGE response to "She won't come to the Christmas party now" post last month. No one understood why I was upset that Tina was going against me and the committee's hard
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work/objectives.
Yes, you got slammed for using the word "defy" - so much on this board is interpreted tone by other posters. That is, you may not be such a horrible boss at all. You just have expectations from your
staff that are clearly being ignored. My suggestion would be to coach this person into someone you might want to eventually trust will make good decisions down the road. Sure, you need to
respond, not react negatively, but attempt at first to explain your reasons why what she did was unacceptable to you, even though you like the product she picked. Then, maybe find a way working
with her, to allow her some freedom to explore, but not be this blatant "I defy" you type of action. Confront the situation by talking it out with her.
I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just remain
anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I get your point! I get ALL your points. Thanks again all for contributing. This is so long, a lot for me to re-read and learn from for sure.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
MY!
Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 5:15 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you Epic Christmas Party OP.
I do have an update in that I spoke to her, using an approach that was out of my comfort zone but followed the advice here to some degree. I asked her why she picked Product X and told her my
reasoning for controlling the picks. In the end, I think she got it and said OK but it was very sad (like I kicked her puppy).
If she actually goes along with the new process, only time will tell. How long we will continue with this tension, I'm not sure either. I know I handled the situation better than the bad habits that come
naturally to me because of the feedback here. Obviously, I have a long way to go because she seems unhappy regardless of my approach.
However, also because of the feedback here, I will think twice before posting. I needed to rant instead of reacting immediately to her. All the insults were posed as if I was being told something I
didn't already know. This isn't therapy, I was fully admitting that I just wanted some kinder words in a desperate attempt to control my anger.
Anyway, I hope this post drifts many pages away soon.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 01-24-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

Hi OP,
I get you. I will admit I pretty much skimmed the posts after about 40, but I get the gist of what you are feeling and trying to explain to everyone on this board.
I was the OP for the HUGE response to "She won't come to the Christmas party now" post last month. No one understood why I was upset that Tina was going against me and the committee's hard
work/objectives.
Yes, you got slammed for using the word "defy" - so much on this board is interpreted tone by other posters. That is, you may not be such a horrible boss at all. You just have expectations from your
staff that are clearly being ignored. My suggestion would be to coach this person into someone you might want to eventually trust will make good decisions down the road. Sure, you need to
respond, not react negatively, but attempt at first to explain your reasons why what she did was unacceptable to you, even though you like the product she picked. Then, maybe find a way working
with her, to allow her some freedom to explore, but not be this blatant "I defy" you type of action. Confront the situation by talking it out with her.
I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just remain
anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I get your point! I get ALL your points. Thanks again all for contributing. This is so long, a lot for me to re-read and learn from for sure.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
MY!
Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
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am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 5:17 PM
Anonymous

_
It's getting real in here.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 17:04
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Company Admin defying me
Right, because no anonymous poster is ever demeaning. GMAB.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

What was the point of this comment?

I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just
remain anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 15:54

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

Hi OP,
I get you. I will admit I pretty much skimmed the posts after about 40, but I get the gist of what you are feeling and trying to explain to everyone on this board.
I was the OP for the HUGE response to "She won't come to the Christmas party now" post last month. No one understood why I was upset that Tina was going against me and the committee's hard
work/objectives.
Yes, you got slammed for using the word "defy" - so much on this board is interpreted tone by other posters. That is, you may not be such a horrible boss at all. You just have expectations from your
staff that are clearly being ignored. My suggestion would be to coach this person into someone you might want to eventually trust will make good decisions down the road. Sure, you need to
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respond, not react negatively, but attempt at first to explain your reasons why what she did was unacceptable to you, even though you like the product she picked. Then, maybe find a way working
with her, to allow her some freedom to explore, but not be this blatant "I defy" you type of action. Confront the situation by talking it out with her.
I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just remain
anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I get your point! I get ALL your points. Thanks again all for contributing. This is so long, a lot for me to re-read and learn from for sure.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
MY!
Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
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Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 5:20 PM
Anonymous

_
BTW, grandboss is a term for someone's boss' boss. It's popular on other boards like Ask a Manager. Sorry for the confusion!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
If HR and all admins report to you, you DO have the authority to write her up. You are the COO. How can the admin been your peer? I don't understand grandboss.)
There is no time like the present to write someone up.
And She loves her job--this is the worst reason to keep someone! So what? Write her up. term her.
She's needed? No she is not with her performance. Her ROLE is needed, write her up, term her, find someone who will do the job.
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I'm the COO/CFO. HR and all administrative staff report to me (the admin I am posting about granboss is my peer). We've never written anyone up in the 8 years I've been here. I have the
"authority" to terminate her but that's not even being considered. She is needed. As I mentioned, it would be worse to take it away from her. She loves her job.
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 14:13

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

I'm the COO/CFO. HR and all administrative staff report to me (the admin I am posting about granboss is my peer). We've never written anyone up in the 8 years I've been here. I have the "authority"
to terminate her but that's not even being considered. She is needed. As I mentioned, it would be worse to take it away from her. She loves her job.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
â€‹
Are you even in an HR role? I'm confused on why HR is approving marketing items that are going out.
It doesn't sound like the best place to work for since it doesn't sound like there is any disciplinary process. But in my experience if the manager and executives don't want to touch a situation it gets
left alone. So I'd just put the items I want sent out in the box.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
I really don't know if she's done this with others. I do know she's been branded as "sensitive." I never thought of that as "power" because I haven't backed down.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 13:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Does she "defy" other executives in the company or just you?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 6:40 PM
Anonymous

_
So OP-Give yourself some credit. While many people told you your were wrong in your thinking/feeling/reacting/ you fully admitted you KNEW you were not absolutely right. You did not get
defensive and per your last post you took some of the suggestions offered. Was she happy?? Maybe not, but that may be out of your control.
What you may have learned out of this is that her unhappiness may not be due to your negative interaction with her. She may just not like having to do things certain ways, she may want a job
with more autonomy, she may want to work elsewhere but can't because Grandma Exec got her the job. Who knows?? The only thing you know if that you want to find a better way to interact with
her. You are working toward that goal. Good for you!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 17:14
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
Thank you Epic Christmas Party OP.
I do have an update in that I spoke to her, using an approach that was out of my comfort zone but followed the advice here to some degree. I asked her why she picked Product X and told her my
reasoning for controlling the picks. In the end, I think she got it and said OK but it was very sad (like I kicked her puppy).
If she actually goes along with the new process, only time will tell. How long we will continue with this tension, I'm not sure either. I know I handled the situation better than the bad habits that come
naturally to me because of the feedback here. Obviously, I have a long way to go because she seems unhappy regardless of my approach.
However, also because of the feedback here, I will think twice before posting. I needed to rant instead of reacting immediately to her. All the insults were posed as if I was being told something I
didn't already know. This isn't therapy, I was fully admitting that I just wanted some kinder words in a desperate attempt to control my anger.
Anyway, I hope this post drifts many pages away soon.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

Hi OP,
I get you. I will admit I pretty much skimmed the posts after about 40, but I get the gist of what you are feeling and trying to explain to everyone on this board.
I was the OP for the HUGE response to "She won't come to the Christmas party now" post last month. No one understood why I was upset that Tina was going against me and the committee's hard
work/objectives.
Yes, you got slammed for using the word "defy" - so much on this board is interpreted tone by other posters. That is, you may not be such a horrible boss at all. You just have expectations from your
staff that are clearly being ignored. My suggestion would be to coach this person into someone you might want to eventually trust will make good decisions down the road. Sure, you need to
respond, not react negatively, but attempt at first to explain your reasons why what she did was unacceptable to you, even though you like the product she picked. Then, maybe find a way working
with her, to allow her some freedom to explore, but not be this blatant "I defy" you type of action. Confront the situation by talking it out with her.
I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just remain
anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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I get your point! I get ALL your points. Thanks again all for contributing. This is so long, a lot for me to re-read and learn from for sure.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
MY!
Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 7:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Your sentence structure leads me to believe you are the "I'm glad I don't work with you" poster who is basically glad they don't work with anyone on this forum.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_

Hi OP,
I get you. I will admit I pretty much skimmed the posts after about 40, but I get the gist of what you are feeling and trying to explain to everyone on this board.
I was the OP for the HUGE response to "She won't come to the Christmas party now" post last month. No one understood why I was upset that Tina was going against me and the committee's hard
work/objectives.
Yes, you got slammed for using the word "defy" - so much on this board is interpreted tone by other posters. That is, you may not be such a horrible boss at all. You just have expectations from your
staff that are clearly being ignored. My suggestion would be to coach this person into someone you might want to eventually trust will make good decisions down the road. Sure, you need to
respond, not react negatively, but attempt at first to explain your reasons why what she did was unacceptable to you, even though you like the product she picked. Then, maybe find a way working
with her, to allow her some freedom to explore, but not be this blatant "I defy" you type of action. Confront the situation by talking it out with her.
I oftentimes can't stand the responses from some of these every day I'm proud of who I am so I give my name, all-day-long poster Know-it-alls on this board. I even wish they would just remain
anonymous sometimes because it's always the same consistent, demeaning attitude with most of their posts.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
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I get your point! I get ALL your points. Thanks again all for contributing. This is so long, a lot for me to re-read and learn from for sure.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
MY!
Not getting into the back and forth, I think you stated an answer yourself, OP:
"Every minute she spends picking her own product, ignoring my pre-approved list is a waste of company time. It's a simple request, pick from this list and this list only, each week."
This is true, as is your name going on a project is a valid point, but sounds like your tone drowns out everything.
Review your pre-approved list procedure with the admin, then review why her randomly picking doesn't work for you. Throw in a It may not seem like a big deal to you but it is and it is a project I
am responsible for so that is why I need it to be like this. Ask if she understands. Then tell her that if she finds herself so moved that she wants to veer off your procedures, to come to you first
before making any changes. Throw in a I'm interested in your ideas, but we need to discuss and approve changes together to keep our communication open.
If she can't follow that, then I'd start letting her manager know so they have discipline or whatever needs to be done. I get what everyone is saying, but sometimes you just have to do your job until
you find another one that doesn't require you to work for a jerk. Get my point?
<<mike drop>>
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 10:14 AM
Wendy Gerlach
I beleive this needs to be handled in steps. First, a meeting with the Admin to clearly state the expectations. Follow-up meeting to discuss any "concerns" you have about things not being done as
originally discussed. Professionally mention that this is your name and reputation associated with the success or failure of the products presented. If there continues to be a problem, I would suggest
documenting it in a formal letter, memo, repremand to be placed in the file. There has to be respect for a superior. This isn't a male/female issue, it is professionalist situation (or lack thereof on her
part).
-----------------------------Wendy Gerlach
Office Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Company Admin defying me
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:35 AM
Anonymous

_
GO OP!!
That's a good start. If it continues, I give her one more conversation repeating your last, and even saying that you are repeating.
Then if it happens again, I'd write her up. If she loves her job so much then she needs to get on board.
Nobody's perfect and managing confrontation is hard, but at your level you really need to work on it and get up to speed quickly. Find a few training seminars and study hard.
Good luck.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Admin defying me
_
We have an Admin that assists all departments, including mine. Admittedly, we don't get along and I'll take partial blame for being a stickler. I feel strongly that the work she produces for my dept is
a reflection on me and I've had to correct some mistakes and have otherwise had unpleasant interaction with her.
Currently, she is sending our clients promotional products on my behalf. She often picks products that I don't approve of (they don't align with our goals-goals that she is unaware of) and I ask her to
swap it out with something else that I provide. After multiple swaps, she told me to just let it go and it's not a big deal if we don't send a perfect product. I told her to continue sending for my
approval.
After a few more weeks of bad products, we agreed I would make a list of products that she can chose from (which I did). But here we are again and this week she just sent me a random product she
says SHE liked. I like it too so it's good to go, but I have an issue with defying the agreed upon new procedure where I will pick the product. And what if I did not like this product, we go back to the
confrontation of swapping out?
Having someone else send is not an option. Her boss will most definitely not care. I am executive management, she is not. It's my department, my clients, my products. My first instinct is to say I'm
not going to tell you again, I will choose the products and you will chose from this list and not go rogue. But I'm sure you ladies are in better control of your anger and can steer me to better wording.
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Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Sexual Harassment Training
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:19 PM
Howard Spiegel

No requirements, but when deciding a sexual harassment case, the Maryland Commission on Human Relations will favorably consider steps employers took to prevent sexual harassment. Suggested
steps include:
--Establishing and implementing personnel policies regarding sexual harassers.
--Establishing a complaint process that employees may access if they believe they have experienced sexual harassment.
--Making staff aware of personnel policies, and training staff to recognize and avoid sexual harassment.
-----------------------------Howard Spiegel
HR Consultant
Houston, TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sexual Harassment Training
_
Is Sexual Harassment Training required in Maryland?
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Re: Doctors note-wanting to work
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 24, 2018 3:51 PM
Jamie Wideman
If you've been written out by a doctor, we require a return to work authorization. No return note, no work.
-----------------------------Jamie Wideman
Human Resources Manager
Peter-Lacke USA
Troy MI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 11:23
From: Lisa Stuart
Subject: Doctors note-wanting to work
Ok folks. Got a guy, who is sick with flu. dr note said to stay out today thru end of the week. He wants to return to work tomorrow. What are we legally allowed/suppose to do.
-----------------------------Lisa Stuart
Accounting/HR Specialist
Carolina Cover Tech
North Augusta SC
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Insurance broker in Central Ohio? Or national broker?
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:32 PM
Melanie Veal

We currently have Horan but there's another company I would recommend - McGohan and Brabender. We had them prior and they are really responsive.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Melanie Veal
Human Resources Director
Hamilton OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Insurance broker in Central Ohio? Or national broker?
_
I love Horan! I know they are in Cincinnati and Dayton. I'm not sure about Columbus. But worth reaching out to them and asking.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 09:57
From: Sonya Carius
Subject: Insurance broker in Central Ohio? Or national broker?
I'm looking for recommendations for a couple insurance brokers to talk with, we're looking to make a change from our current broker (medical, dental, disabilityand life). Does anyone in the greater
Columbus, Ohio area have someone they use or have used and would recommend? Or, a nationwide broker with an agent in Central Ohio perhaps?
We've spoken with an agent from Arthur J. Gallagher Co., if anyone has feedback on them... Thank you!
-----------------------------Sonya Carius SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
Hilliard OH
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Calculating Vacation for PT New Hire
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 5:21 PM
Anonymous

_
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I work for a small company of 35 employees, 15 of which are PT. We recently converted our accrual system to hours instead of days. Fulltime employees earn "40 hours" of time off instead of "1
week." (accrual amount increasing at certain anniversaries but not carried over each year.) If a PT employee is schedule for 24 hours a week then they accrue 24 hours for the year. A 32 hr/wk
employee accrues 32 hours for the year.
It took a bit of adjusting but is much easier to manage and communicate. I hope this helps!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 20:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating Vacation for PT New Hire
_
â€‹
(OP)
We allow employees to use it ahead of time, before it's accrued......but they "qualify" to earn up to a specific amount per year (2 weeks, 3 weeks, etc.).
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 06:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating Vacation for PT New Hire
_
Do you accrue vacation time or are you granted all of your time on Jan 1st or anniversary date?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 21:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating Vacation for PT New Hire
_
We need to provide our department admin/clerical with a handy chart that tells them what amount our new hires are eligible for when it comes to vacation. This is super easy for those that
work FT/40 hours a week, but we have a large number of employees that work less than 36 hours a week - and that calculation has not been as simple. What do you do in your company when it
comes to figuring out how much prorated vacation someone is eligible to receive, depending on when they start during the year?
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Re: Calculating Vacation for PT New Hire
Reply to Group
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Jan 24, 2018 5:59 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Thank you! YES, that was exactly what I was thinking as well! We currently use the number of days, and going to hours is what I'm used to (in other organizations). Do you have a chart that you
use, that you'd be willing to share?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 17:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating Vacation for PT New Hire
_
I work for a small company of 35 employees, 15 of which are PT. We recently converted our accrual system to hours instead of days. Fulltime employees earn "40 hours" of time off instead of "1
week." (accrual amount increasing at certain anniversaries but not carried over each year.) If a PT employee is schedule for 24 hours a week then they accrue 24 hours for the year. A 32 hr/wk
employee accrues 32 hours for the year.
It took a bit of adjusting but is much easier to manage and communicate. I hope this helps!
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 20:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating Vacation for PT New Hire
_
â€‹
(OP)
We allow employees to use it ahead of time, before it's accrued......but they "qualify" to earn up to a specific amount per year (2 weeks, 3 weeks, etc.).
Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 06:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating Vacation for PT New Hire
_
Do you accrue vacation time or are you granted all of your time on Jan 1st or anniversary date?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 21:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Calculating Vacation for PT New Hire
_
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We need to provide our department admin/clerical with a handy chart that tells them what amount our new hires are eligible for when it comes to vacation. This is super easy for those that
work FT/40 hours a week, but we have a large number of employees that work less than 36 hours a week - and that calculation has not been as simple. What do you do in your company when it
comes to figuring out how much prorated vacation someone is eligible to receive, depending on when they start during the year?

top
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previous next
Re: Non Exempt Salaried EEs (NY) + Proper Wage Theft Form
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 9:47 AM
Anonymous

_
I think the form is still required for new hires but not for salary and/or job changes.
-Michelle L.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-23-2018 22:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Non Exempt Salaried EEs (NY) + Proper Wage Theft Form
_
Is this still required? I thought it was eliminated in 2014.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 17:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Non Exempt Salaried EEs (NY) + Proper Wage Theft Form
_
For the Wage Theft Prevention Act forms, do I need to provide my salaried non-exempt EE with a non-exempt HOURLY form even though they are not paid at an hourly
rate? www.labor.ny.gov/formsdocs/wp/LS54.pdf
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Re: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Does your policy allow for exceptions to be made? I might not allow 3 days, unless travel is needed, but I would consider at least 1 day.
My son's father died years ago. We weren't married, and had been broken up for a while. My mom's employer knew this, and still gave her 2 days bereavement leave so she could go with me & my
young son to the funeral.
My employer? Well, my boss told me to take all the time I needed. I left early the day I found out and missed 2 days for the funeral (travel in a blizzard). I wasn't eligible for bereavement at the time.
So the days were unpaid. When I got my review, I found out that those days were counted against me - even after being told to the time I needed.
My parents had been divorced for over 20 years. My dad died before his mother. When she passed, my mom was given bereavement time for her funeral as well. Despite being divorced from my
dad, my mom and grandma stayed friends.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_
This is the first time that this has come up for us. We allow 3 days paid bereavement leave for immediate family, including In-Laws. We have an employee who's Ex Father In-Law passed away and
wants to take the 3 days. How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?
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Re: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:05 PM
Judy Harris
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Reply to Sender

â€‹
Our policy states:
one set of mother-in-law and father-in-law

You should follow your policy. that's why you have it.
-----------------------------Jay H.
HRD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_
This is the first time that this has come up for us. We allow 3 days paid bereavement leave for immediate family, including In-Laws. We have an employee who's Ex Father In-Law passed away and
wants to take the 3 days. How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?
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previous next
Re: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 3:13 PM
Anonymous

_
It's compassionate to allow it, but follow your policy. You may have instances where someone says my Aunt was like my mother, she raised me, etc. You don't have to make those decision if you
just follow your policy. Employee can use PTO.
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On our policy, when we say grandfather/grandmother - it is the grandfather/mother of the employee, not the children.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_
This is the first time that this has come up for us. We allow 3 days paid bereavement leave for immediate family, including In-Laws. We have an employee who's Ex Father In-Law passed away and
wants to take the 3 days. How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?
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Re: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 8:41 AM
Ivette Dupuis
This is exactly my problem with these (outdated and heartless) policies.
We think we have the right to define 'family' for everyone.
I'll explain what EX means.
Anonymous, 01-22-2018 16:59

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 01-22-2018 16:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_

How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?
Anonymous, 01-22-2018 16:57

I'll explain what EX means. No I wouldn't approve it but then again we have a pretty generous PTO from which anything would be deducted.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_
This is the first time that this has come up for us. We allow 3 days paid bereavement leave for immediate family, including In-Laws. We have an employee who's Ex Father In-Law passed away and
wants to take the 3 days. How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?
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Re: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 9:00 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Not quite sure I agree completely with you, Ivette. You are right that ERs can't define "family" for everyone. However, we can't create policies that are all inclusive either - the list would just go on
& on & on. I don't feel their heartless, they just have parameters. I feel that is why ERs give personal days and vacation days. Fine if the EE needs to take off for the death of a loved one but why
should they feel entitled to a paid bereavement day for the death of my mother's best-friend's husbands mother who has always been like a grandma to me. (Yes that was an exaggerate example but
no doubt that would be someone's situation somewhere, someday.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 01-25-2018 08:41
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
This is exactly my problem with these (outdated and heartless) policies.
We think we have the right to define 'family' for everyone.
I'll explain what EX means.
Anonymous, 01-22-2018 16:59

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 16:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_

How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?
Anonymous, 01-22-2018 16:57

I'll explain what EX means. No I wouldn't approve it but then again we have a pretty generous PTO from which anything would be deducted.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_
This is the first time that this has come up for us. We allow 3 days paid bereavement leave for immediate family, including In-Laws. We have an employee who's Ex Father In-Law passed away and
wants to take the 3 days. How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?
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Re: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Jan 25, 2018 10:59 AM
Ivette Dupuis
For me, not about semantics or even about being all-inclusive necessarily (though by default it happens to be).
Just believe best to not manage people (in the end what it's about, not policy) based on the worst-case scenario. Forget the idea of entitlement, too. A policy should simply serve as a guide (be as
BASIC as possible). It's got nothing to do with 'I owe you,' more about 'I understand this is a tough time for you.'
Besides, these kinds of restrictions (parameters means just that) almost never stop the liar from lying (those that treat themselves to bereavement leave) - mostly only 'cheats' the honest people.
Kinda why I see these policies (like most) as an overcorrection.
Last year, my ex-hubby's former boss for 20 years lost his son. I think tacky that my ex-hubby had to use a PTO day to attend the funeral. So, the message is we expect you to care about your new
boss, just not your old boss. To tell him it's policy is simply a cop-out.
And, to be fair (I can be reasonable, even when I disagree), it doesn't have to be all or nothing. If anything, offer less bereavement leave for other relatives and friends, i.e. one day, to attend a funeral.
No company has ever gone bankrupt over bereavement leave.

Not quite sure I agree completely with you, Ivette. You are right that ERs can't define "family" for everyone. However, we can't create policies that are all inclusive either - the list would
just go on & on & on. I don't feel their heartless, they just have parameters. I feel that is why ERs give personal days and vacation days. Fine if the EE needs to take off for the death of a
loved one but why should they feel entitled to a paid bereavement day for the death of my mother's best-friend's husbands mother who has always been like a grandma to me. (Yes
that was an exaggerate example but no doubt that would be someone's situation somewhere, someday.)
Anonymous, 01-25-2018 08:59

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 08:59
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_
â€‹
Not quite sure I agree completely with you, Ivette. You are right that ERs can't define "family" for everyone. However, we can't create policies that are all inclusive either - the list would just go on
& on & on. I don't feel their heartless, they just have parameters. I feel that is why ERs give personal days and vacation days. Fine if the EE needs to take off for the death of a loved one but why
should they feel entitled to a paid bereavement day for the death of my mother's best-friend's husbands mother who has always been like a grandma to me. (Yes that was an exaggerate example but
no doubt that would be someone's situation somewhere, someday.)
Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 08:41
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
This is exactly my problem with these (outdated and heartless) policies.
We think we have the right to define 'family' for everyone.
I'll explain what EX means.
Anonymous, 01-22-2018 16:59

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 16:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_

How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?
Anonymous, 01-22-2018 16:57

I'll explain what EX means. No I wouldn't approve it but then again we have a pretty generous PTO from which anything would be deducted.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_
This is the first time that this has come up for us. We allow 3 days paid bereavement leave for immediate family, including In-Laws. We have an employee who's Ex Father In-Law passed away and
wants to take the 3 days. How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?
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Re: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 11:38 AM
Anonymous

_
I consider myself to be pretty sympathetic and compassionate but this is absurd. There's nothing tacky about a company asking you to use your PTO. That's what personal time is for. Nothing in that
message says you can only care about your new boss, and it wasn't even the old boss that died. The message is we have rules and policies in place and we expect all employees to follow.
Last year, my ex-hubby's former boss for 20 years lost his son. I think tacky that my ex-hubby had to use a PTO day to attend the funeral. So, the message is we expect you to care about your
new boss, just not your old boss. To tell him it's policy is simply a cop-out.
Ivette Dupuis, 01-25-2018 10:58

â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 10:58
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
For me, not about semantics or even about being all-inclusive necessarily (though by default it happens to be).
Just believe best to not manage people (in the end what it's about, not policy) based on the worst-case scenario. Forget the idea of entitlement, too. A policy should simply serve as a guide (be as
BASIC as possible). It's got nothing to do with 'I owe you,' more about 'I understand this is a tough time for you.'
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Besides, these kinds of restrictions (parameters means just that) almost never stop the liar from lying (those that treat themselves to bereavement leave) - mostly only 'cheats' the honest people.
Kinda why I see these policies (like most) as an overcorrection.
Last year, my ex-hubby's former boss for 20 years lost his son. I think tacky that my ex-hubby had to use a PTO day to attend the funeral. So, the message is we expect you to care about your new
boss, just not your old boss. To tell him it's policy is simply a cop-out.
And, to be fair (I can be reasonable, even when I disagree), it doesn't have to be all or nothing. If anything, offer less bereavement leave for other relatives and friends, i.e. one day, to attend a funeral.
No company has ever gone bankrupt over bereavement leave.

Not quite sure I agree completely with you, Ivette. You are right that ERs can't define "family" for everyone. However, we can't create policies that are all inclusive either - the list would
just go on & on & on. I don't feel their heartless, they just have parameters. I feel that is why ERs give personal days and vacation days. Fine if the EE needs to take off for the death of a
loved one but why should they feel entitled to a paid bereavement day for the death of my mother's best-friend's husbands mother who has always been like a grandma to me. (Yes
that was an exaggerate example but no doubt that would be someone's situation somewhere, someday.)
Anonymous, 01-25-2018 08:59

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 08:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_
â€‹
Not quite sure I agree completely with you, Ivette. You are right that ERs can't define "family" for everyone. However, we can't create policies that are all inclusive either - the list would just go on
& on & on. I don't feel their heartless, they just have parameters. I feel that is why ERs give personal days and vacation days. Fine if the EE needs to take off for the death of a loved one but why
should they feel entitled to a paid bereavement day for the death of my mother's best-friend's husbands mother who has always been like a grandma to me. (Yes that was an exaggerate example but
no doubt that would be someone's situation somewhere, someday.)
Original Message:
Sent: 01-25-2018 08:41
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
This is exactly my problem with these (outdated and heartless) policies.
We think we have the right to define 'family' for everyone.
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I'll explain what EX means.
Anonymous, 01-22-2018 16:59

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 16:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_

How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?
Anonymous, 01-22-2018 16:57

I'll explain what EX means. No I wouldn't approve it but then again we have a pretty generous PTO from which anything would be deducted.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bereavement leave for Ex's family
_
This is the first time that this has come up for us. We allow 3 days paid bereavement leave for immediate family, including In-Laws. We have an employee who's Ex Father In-Law passed away and
wants to take the 3 days. How do others handle Ex's and Ex's family for bereavement?

top
324.

previous next
Re: Finding good shipping people
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 12:36 PM
Anonymous
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_
I just found a ton of shipping people on Indeed. I have been using the resume search and has been a great resource up to this point.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 14:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Finding good shipping people
_
Where do you look for shipping people?
We are receiving dozens of resumes, but most of these people look like they can't hold down a job for more than 3 months.

top
325.

previous next
Re: AZ E-Verify Question & I-9's
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 1:14 PM
Ivor Dikkers

I was mistaken about the E-Verify requirement for existing employees. I'm glad the others pointed that out.
-----------------------------Ivor Dikkers
Employment Services Assistant
UNC Wilmington
Wilmington NC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 11:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: AZ E-Verify Question & I-9's
_

Keep this in mind about E Verify & your current employees:
May I verify an existing employee in E-Verify? | USCIS
Anonymous, 01-24-2018 10:42

This, do not run everyone through e-verify. At this point, audit your I-9s, and enroll in e-verify and verify the work eligibility of all new hires going forward.
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: AZ E-Verify Question & I-9's
_
Keep this in mind about E Verify & your current employees:
May I verify an existing employee in E-Verify? | USCIS
Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 10:38
From: Vikki Gorman
Subject: AZ E-Verify Question & I-9's
Thank you so much Ivor! This helps a great deal!
We have about 50 people in our organization.
I was going to have everyone fill out a new I-9 because not everyone has them associated with their Employment Files. Yikes!
Thank you, thank you!
-Vikki
-----------------------------Vikki Gorman
HR Manager
Attainia
Scottsdale AZ
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Original Message:
Sent: 01-24-2018 09:19
From: Ivor Dikkers
Subject: AZ E-Verify Question & I-9's
Hello Vikki,
Yes, your company should move to get in compliance as soon as possible. An I-9 needs to be on file for all employees who started after November 1986 (I'm not sure about the exact date) - that's a
federal requirement that applies to all employers. Arizona passed a law that requires all employees hired after 12/31/2007 to be E-Verified.
I must stress that I have no experience with starting from scratch, but I have a few years of experience of ensuring our university's ongoing I-9/E-Verify compliance. Below is what I think should be
your first steps.
I don't know how big your company is (a handful of employees? Dozens? Hundreds?), so I don't know how much of a challenge it is, but start with management to get their buy-in that this has to
happen right away. There's a potential for serious fines and/or loss of access to government contracts. Write a memo to document that you found out that your company is out of compliance and
clarify that you started to fix this situation as soon as you became aware.
Is your company currently enrolled with E-Verify? If you aren't, you will have to sign up to get access to E-Verify.
Then, notify your employees that they will have to complete I-9s, depending on their start dates. Show them the list of acceptable documentation and schedule times to complete the forms (how
complex that needs to be depends on your company's size). Make sure the I-9s list original hire dates and that the signature dates are not back-dated from the present.
Once the I-9s are complete and your company is enrolled in E-Verify, you can create E-Verify cases for the employees that need them. When E-Verify asks you about the reason for submitting it
outside of the three-day deadline, use the 'Audit revealed E-Verify was not previously run' option.
I don't know if a sudden flurry of late E-Verify cases is going to put you on ICE's radar for an audit, but one way or another you'll have to do it. If the prospect of an audit is not welcomed by the
business owners, they should contact an attorney with I-9 experience first, to determine if a deal can be made with USCIS to head off an audit.
Good luck!
-----------------------------Ivor Dikkers
Employment Services Assistant
UNC Wilmington
Wilmington NC
Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 12:30
From: Vikki Gorman
Subject: AZ E-Verify Question & I-9's
I'm new to this AZ organization, and recently found out they do not utilize E-Verify and do not have everyone's I-9 forms. Does anyone have BEST PRACTICES on how to go about updating the
entire company on this? I am under the impression, we need to do this now. Thank you!
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top
326.

previous next
Re: Leave or stay?
Reply to Group
Jan 25, 2018 9:20 AM
Anonymous

_
OP again! After a lot of long talks and sleepless nights, I determined that it would be best for my family if I stayed with my current employer. Thank you all for the kind words, suggestions, and
support! As many of you know, being a working parent is not easy and its refreshing that this was a judgement free area.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-22-2018 10:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Leave or stay?
_
If she is with an in-home provider rather than at a center, have you spoken with the provider about flexibility? Is it possible to arrange a reasonable extra charge for times you have to drop her off
early or pick her up late?
Original Message:
Sent: 01-19-2018 17:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Leave or stay?
_
I am currently in a position that is not a good fit for me. I was unemployed and jumped at the first offer I received, which resulted in accepting a much lower wage than I would have ever considered
for the position. After just under a year of being here, I have received an offer for a larger company where I will be part of a team instead of a DOO. This company offers much better benefits and has
offered me more money.
Sounds great right? Only, we are transplants and have a daughter. With zero family or friends nearby who could pick her up in a pinch, we have to work together and switch on and off who picks up
or drops off at daycare. We LOVE our daycare provider, and don't really want to switch. Which is an issue because our current jobs are located in the same city as daycare (20 minutes south of our
home), and the new position would be 23 minutes north of our home. So, daycare would become an issue because he works long hours and does have to travel some for work (this is usually kept to a
minimum of a couple weeks a year).
I'm afraid if I take the job and we do switch daycare I'd just stress and worry about if she likes it there (because I cannot stress enough how much she loves the current daycare). The flip-side is this
would be an opportunity for me to position myself with a progressive company with room for advancement. My career woman part of my brain is definitely in a battle with the mom part of my brain!
Please, parents, tell me your experiences in similar situations.
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top
327.

previous next
Re: Holiday Overtime Pay
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:36 PM
Anonymous

_
I have the same question. We have non-exempt salaried employees, that feel they are being "cheated" out of time worked during a week with either Holiday or PTO. They strongly believe that in
they have 42 hours in a week that has a holiday of 8 hours, that they should be paid the 2 hour over 40 as straight time, if not overtime. I contacted the Dept of Labor where I was advised that
overtime hours are only calculated on hours worked. My question is if you had a salaried non-exempt salaried employee in this situation, would you pay them 2 hours at straight time?
Let me notate that these employees have only ever worked for this company and have been here for 30+ years and feel that the company is out to cheat them at every stop. I advised them that legally
their opinion might be incorrect, but there is still a considerable amount of hostility. Would greatly appreciate any and all input on this conversation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-10-2017 13:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Holiday Overtime Pay
_

8 hours holiday plus 2 hours worked equals 10 hours.
Whether or not it is overtime is based on your company. Here, OT is based on hours worked, not holiday or PTO.

Original Message:
Sent: 01-10-2017 13:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Holiday Overtime Pay
_
We had an employee work 2 hours on Monday, January 2nd, even though this was a paid holiday and the office was closed. The employee reported 10 hours for the day and also took PTO within this
same week.
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Am I required to pay the employee 2 hours of overtime on Monday, January 2nd? Usually if an employee takes PTO during the work week, we do not pay overtime (just the regular pay for hours
worked) but the holiday confuses me.
Also, we are in Florida.
Thanks so much for your help.

top
328.

previous
Re: Holiday Overtime Pay
Reply to Group
Jan 24, 2018 2:44 PM
Anonymous

_
We have a small number of our employees that have to work holidays. Everyone else pretty much works 8-5 M-F. Any hours worked on a holiday for those few employees are automatically paid at
double time and a half, regardless of how many hours they worked or did not work the rest of the week. It is more of a 'reward" for working that holiday and making sure we get those days staffed.
If an 8-5 EE worked on a holiday, they would just get their regular rate of pay that day. We don't have anyone that has done that though.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-10-2017 13:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Holiday Overtime Pay
_
We had an employee work 2 hours on Monday, January 2nd, even though this was a paid holiday and the office was closed. The employee reported 10 hours for the day and also took PTO within this
same week.
Am I required to pay the employee 2 hours of overtime on Monday, January 2nd? Usually if an employee takes PTO during the work week, we do not pay overtime (just the regular pay for hours
worked) but the holiday confuses me.
Also, we are in Florida.
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Thanks so much for your help.

You are subscribed to "General HR" as therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. To change your subscriptions, go to My Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to
Unsubscribe.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Society for Human Resource Management" <DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity.org>
Thu, 29 Mar 2018 10:58:16 -0600 (MDT)
General HR Digest for Thursday March 29, 2018
<therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

General HR
Post New Message
Mar 28, 2018
started 6 minutes ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Required Training
1. _ I have never been the person to host... Anonymous
started 16 minutes ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Soliciting Recruiters to Assist with Job Search
2. _ I'm currently looking for employment and I... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Karen Geney (1 reply)

FMLA - new to providing
3. Hi, I work for a company with 46 employees Karen Geney
4. _ With only 50 or so employees, I'd manage it... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Human Resources Director Base Salary
5. _ I believe I'm under paid and I'm trying to... Anonymous
6. _ See if your state has something - usually... Anonymous
7. _ "I wouldn't mine data and present that to... Anonymous
8. _ Your company sets the scale on what it is... Anonymous
9. _ Careerbuilder has one so does Monster. Anonymous
10. _ Title means nothing. What is your role,... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Iqra Aslam (2 replies)

Catchy headline to entice employees about 401(k) education.
11. Hello! I want to send out a 1 question... Iqra Aslam
12. _ "Don't miss out - Learn how you can... Anonymous
13. _ Someone wants to GIVE YOU MONEY! Find out... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Cindy Castillo (1 reply)
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Documentation for the Substantial presence test F1
14. Hi, For those which are on an F1 Visa, what... Cindy Castillo
15. _ Your entry visa, the CPB stamps would be... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Dealing with 2 very different cultures
16. _ Unlike many US companies, mine has 90%... Anonymous
17. I don't have any particular advice, but the ... Kylie Henshaw
18. turnover is skyrocketing. Results from the... Mary Dillman
started an hour ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

ATS Systems
19. _ Hi, Who do you use for your ATS Systems ... Anonymous
20. _ What industry are you in? What size is your... Anonymous
21. _ I'd stay away from Jazz HR-they are... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

DCAA Compliant Timekeeping
22. _ We were recently awarded a federal contract... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

E-version of Employee Handbook and electronic acknowledgement
23. _ We just oompleted our employee handbook and... Anonymous
24. _ We do not have hard copies of the handbook... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

compensation - hours tracking for drivers
25. _ If you employ delivery drivers, or some... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Hiring a Remote Employee Residing in California
26. _ Hello- my company is based in Washington DC... Anonymous
27. Looks good (right) to me. Here's an... Ivette Dupuis
started 2 hours ago, Marie Larsen (0 replies)

Good resources for HRIS
28. Good morning! I work for a small, family... Marie Larsen
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

How to work without an HRIS?
29. _ I am working for a smaller company - 70... Anonymous
30. _ Start your own Excel spreadsheet with... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

concierge services at your organization?
31. _ Does your company provide concierge... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Amputee/Prosthetic Question
32. _ â€‹â€‹
Hi, We have an employee that arm was... Anonymous
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33. _ Just because he puts it on doesn't mean he... Anonymous
34. _ There is no guarantee that the wearing of... Anonymous
35. _ Has he gone through a fit for duty test? If... Anonymous
started 13 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

What to do in case of an INS (ICE) raid.
36. _ There is a rumor around regarding INS... Anonymous
37. _ Our attorney referred us to this www.nilc... Anonymous
38. _ I am currently going through an I-9 audit... Anonymous
started 15 hours ago, Virginia Condello (5 replies)

FMLA
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Hi I work for a school district where we... Virginia Condello
_ Am I correct in assuming that if an... Anonymous
_ Before I get to the rest of the question,... Anonymous
_ Anonymonk - I made the assumption that this... Anonymous
_ During FMLA we charge the employee... Anonymous
_ Absolutely Not! You can charge the 2000... Anonymous
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

Do we pay back pay?
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

_ I perform an audit of our non-exempt... Anonymous
OP, that increase has been permanently enjoined... Roberta Weingarten
_ Are you sure it didn't go into effect? ... Anonymous
_ Op, Roberta was talking about federal not... Anonymous
There is no 'salary threshold' for non-exempt... Ivette Dupuis
_ My apology. Yes I meant exempt and within... Anonymous
_ Of course you owe the money if the... Anonymous
_ If you determine that they were supposed to... Anonymous
_ Instead of raising salary, another option... Anonymous
They'll need to be paid, just a matter of when ... Ivette Dupuis
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Which state's OT rules do we use?
55. _ We are an Oregon-based company. If we send... Anonymous
56. The short answer, CA. Ivette Dupuis
57. _ I don't have any experience with this but... Anonymous
58. _ How do you handle time performing while in... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

F1 FICA Status
59. _ Hi, When a F1 visa holder has been in the... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Rescission of Job Offers
60. _ We have just had our first (first two,... Anonymous
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61. Depends. Why are you rescinding the offers? ... Roberta Weingarten
62. _ #1 - our job offer letters require a... Anonymous
63. _ You aren't rescinding the offers. The... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Software Developers & Compensation
64. _ I need some HR pro tips. I need to put... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Kasey Rogers (0 replies)

PHR Certification in Austin
65. Hi, HR Friends! Anyone know of in-person PHR... Kasey Rogers
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

How to proceed with unsolicited reference date on a top candiate
66. _ We are in the process of interviewing for a... Anonymous
67. _ The information may not be true or from an... Anonymous
68. _ This is a huge "it depends". What is the... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Bethany Schaefer (1 reply)

Wellness Committee - What size?
69. The CEO and CFO have tasked me with creating a... Bethany Schaefer
70. _ For a company that size I would not do more... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Xaviera Woodside (3 replies)

I-9 documentation
71. â€‹â€‹
Hello, How do you handle situations where... Xaviera Woodside
72. May end up in a tentative non confirmation. ... Eric Emerson
73. â€‹
Thank you Eric! Xaviera Woodside
74. _ You absolutely cannot accept ID's that don... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (11 replies)

Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
75. _ A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma... Anonymous
76. _ I'm sorry. I don't see how bees fit into... Anonymous
77. _ Forget the bee sting, I have a question. ... Anonymous
78. _ I'm sorry. I don't see how bees fit... Anonymous
79. _ OP here Yes, the employee was taking a... Anonymous
80. _ Do you have a responsible supposition... Anonymous
81. _ "No red/watery eyes, blurred speech,... Anonymous
82. _ This would not be a reasonable suspicion... Anonymous
83. _ As MW said, it is late to send him for... Anonymous
84. _ OP here - Yes, we have a Post-Accident... Anonymous
85. _ I'm confused OP as to what your questions... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

HR Dashboards
86. _ Hello, Does anyone have any... Anonymous
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started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Handling candidate no one wants to hire
87. _ What do you do if you have a candidate... Anonymous
88. _ If I accepted the call ONCE I would explain... Anonymous
89. _ I agree with the above, I would explain... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Salesman Pay
90. _ I would like to know if an employee is paid... Anonymous
91. _ Salesperson I would check with your... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Where did you find the HRConnect button?
92. _ â€‹â€‹
Hi. I haven't been on SHRM for a few... Anonymous
93. _ SHRM Connect is under Communities on the... Anonymous
94. _ I think you should know there is something... Anonymous
95. Perhaps it is a temporary problem, but the SHRM... Mary Dillman
96. _ I too had trouble getting to what I still... Anonymous
97. _ I no longer see it listed under the... Anonymous
98. _ â€‹
OP here - Thank goodness I'm not... Anonymous
99. â€‹
I noticed SHRM Connect wasn't in the... Xaviera Woodside
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Regarding External Management Coaching
100. _ I am a fairly new member here, so forgive... Anonymous
101. Hi, Training and coaching can be proactive,... Luana Graves Sellars
102. You have asked a very interesting question and... Rebecca Ashery
103. It is important to consider additional context... Mary Dillman
started 20 hours ago, Susi Reyes (1 reply)

Internet Filtering
104. We are a non-profit organization and want to... Susi Reyes
105. _ No issues when it's your equipment but... ... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Exit Interviews - Senior Management
106. _ A senior VP recently left our association,... Anonymous
107. _ Its a SVP. I guess I don't see anything... Anonymous
108. Rather than being concerned about the board... Sarah Davis
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

EEO-1 Report
109. _ I am trying to file an EEO-1 report for a... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Robbyn Wolf (3 replies)

Administrative Expemption
110. Hi, We have a team who occupy booths at... Robbyn Wolf
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111. The University of Washington has some great... Renee Shiraishi
112. _ Are they exempt or non-exempt (either... Anonymous
113. If that team is simply presenting your company's... Sarah Davis
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Term part-time employee
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.

_ Need advice as to best way to terminate an... Anonymous
_ OP here - I forgot to mention we are an At... Anonymous
_ Have you started the interactive process... Anonymous
_ Looks like you'll need to explore ADA. Anonymous
_ No, but as an employee who only works 10... Anonymous
_ No one said you were forced to keep her Anonymous
_ I understand and appreciate your responding... Anonymous
_ Is she not notifying her direct supervisor?... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Multi-state employer - Local Taxes?
122. _ We are a multi state employer. Does anyone... Anonymous
123. _ I think what you have is actually quite... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

exempt ee request to reduce work hours & pay
124. _ We have an exempt employee who is... Anonymous
125. _ Forgot to mentioned that he will also work... Anonymous
126. _ As long as the duties and salary still meet... Anonymous
127. _ No, the reduction is not due to any medical... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Jamie Guerra (1 reply)

HRIS/Payroll system
128. Hi. I'm looking to change our HRIS/Payroll... Jamie Guerra
129. _ You might want to search this board for... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Melissa Aaron (2 replies)

Under 18 Employee
130. I work for a small HVAC company in central VA,... Melissa Aaron
131. _ Half way down the page has a list of things... Anonymous
132. _ Not sure if you checked it out, but I... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

What were they thinking!
133. _ I just had to share because I'm still in a... Anonymous
134. _ LOL! Did they have a scale or is this self... Anonymous
135. _ Inquiring minds want to know how they got... Anonymous
136. _ When I came into my current position, the... Anonymous
137. _ I had a supervisor write "American,... Anonymous
138. _ LOL! Did they have a scale or is this... Anonymous
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139. _ Inquiring minds want to know how they... Anonymous
140. _ I wonder if those files are super old...?... Anonymous
141. _ I wonder if those files are super old... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Smoke Free company
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.

_ We are wanting to make our company smoke... Anonymous
_ Giving the money to them how exactly? As an... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Check your insurance policy as some now... Anonymous
_ Policy enforcement needs to come from the... Anonymous
New or not, you are stating that your company's... Sarah Davis
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Diversity and Recruiting
147. _ Our company is looking to hire a more... Anonymous
148. _ It is hard to make a blanket statement... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Longest Shift You'll Allow - Safety Concern?
149.
150.
151.
152.

_ â€‹
We're a manufacturing company in... Anonymous
_ I don't work in manufacturing anymore but I... Anonymous
_ HR in manufacturing here - 12 hours is our... Anonymous
There are a lot of studies out there that look... Helene Karlsson
started 22 hours ago, Sarah Chittim (5 replies)

24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
153. â€‹
Hello, We are on a 26 pay period with 24 pay... Sarah Chittim
154. _ We are billed monthly for health insurance Anonymous
155. _ Explain to him that some months have three... Anonymous
156. _ â€‹
We do 26 pay period deductions. We... Anonymous
157. _ We are semi-monthly pay (24). But I don't... Anonymous
158. _ I worked for a company that paid bi-weekly... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Company on-site happy hour
159. _ I work for a small professional consulting... Anonymous
160. _ We have done this and worked with counsel... Anonymous
161. Can an employee leave without repercussions if... Todd Saffell
162. Yes, the happy hour would be strictly voluntary Tanya Bealer
163. _ Totally going against the grain- We do... Anonymous
164. _ I also work for a small professional... Anonymous
165. _ were a small engineering company that just... Anonymous
166. _ Before doing it, look up "Negligent... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

wordsmith - Netflix
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167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.

_ Without creating some sort of draconian... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Basically what you said here. The... Anonymous
Some fancy legal way of saying "Streaming of... Todd Saffell
_ we allow music but not streaming of shows... Anonymous
_ House of Cards and Stranger Things are... Anonymous
I think simple and direct is best. E.g. Video... Ivette Dupuis
_ I used to work for a firm where they told... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Laura Debney (4 replies)

Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
174. Hello! In my company, it is our practice to... Laura Debney
175. _ I share with Department Managers and VP/GM ... Anonymous
176. Thank you! Laura Debney
177. _ If it is something negative about a person... Anonymous
178. That is interesting. I do feel bad sending out... Laura Debney
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Company Email ID
179. _ We are a fast growing staffing company with... Anonymous
180. _ Staffing company here. We use personal... Anonymous
181. _ OP here - That's pretty much what we had... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Emails and employee health information
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.

_ Is it ok for any employee in a company to... Anonymous
_ It could be a violation of privacy rights,... Anonymous
_ Since this is a co-worker, I wouldn't have... Anonymous
_ â€‹
Unless the information came from your... Anonymous
_ Hi Employee not aware this went out. ... Anonymous
_ This is not a HIPAA violation unless you're... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Nancy Snyder (4 replies)

Not protesting unemployment
188. I'm in NY, and when we terminate someone we... Nancy Snyder
189. I always complete the form and attach the... Jennifer Kruzlic
190. _ â€‹
I only respond to those we are protesting. Anonymous
191. _ â€‹
I don't have any experience with NY UI,... Anonymous
192. _ I complete them all, even if I know the... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

SHRM Conference Remotely
193. _ â€‹
Does anyone know if it is possible to... Anonymous
194. It's been a couple years since my last National... Roberta Weingarten
195. _ You may want to contact SHRM directly and... Anonymous
196. Yep, they'll add some sessions to the eLearning... Ivette Dupuis
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started 23 hours ago, Carina Campuzano (0 replies)

Break Room Communication Board/TV
197. Greetings! I am looking for recommendation for a... Carina Campuzano
started 23 hours ago, Stephen Fry (11 replies)

Peevish Moment of the Day
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.

</start rant> â€‹â€‹
I know I'm just buried right... Stephen Fry
It's hump day? ;) Kate Palmquist
You gotta give to get. The memo is still out... Ivette Dupuis
Sorry, I see this the exact opposite. If your... Todd Saffell
But this is exactly what Stephen's talking about... Ivette Dupuis
_ But what if I didn't get anything of value,... Anonymous
I agree with Ivette and disagree with OP Todd Saffell
No. I don't accept cold calls/pitches. The OP... Todd Saffell
_ I just came in to say the same thing. I get... Anonymous
_ Just respond with fake contact info to view... Anonymous
_ "Just respond with fake contact info to... Anonymous
_ I agree but I always worry that maybe there... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Janet Battos (0 replies)

Background Screening
210. â€‹â€‹
Hello, I would appreciate receiving... Janet Battos
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Jury Duty while on Vacation
211. _ Hi, I have an employee that is scheduled... Anonymous
212. The circumstances have changed. I'd change... Ivette Dupuis
213. Ditto what Ivette said - provided they have the... Jennifer Kruzlic
214. Agreed with the above. Supporting documentation... Nancy Bustos
215. I agree with the others. Let them take jury duty... Todd Saffell
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Conflict Resolution
216. _ I inform employees that if they have a... Anonymous
217. IMO, employees should still be advised to first... Mary Dillman
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

An employee who is missing a lot of time want to now take FMLA
218. _ I have an employee who we were just about... Anonymous
219. _ Treat these two things differently in... Anonymous
220. Sounds like you've got two separate situations Monica Kennedy
221. FMLA applies to the medical situation (as... Todd Saffell
222. _ I have an employee who we were just about... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Pay for swiss employee completing classes
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223. _ We have a small office in Switzerland that... Anonymous
224. _ We do not give increases for taking classes... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

Applies to EVERY position on website
225. _ â€‹
Am I the only one that is turned off by a... Anonymous
226. _ Sometimes job websites push out resumes to... Anonymous
227. _ TOTALLY. I try really hard to remind myself... Anonymous
228. _ â€‹
And sometimes a person just wants to get... Anonymous
229. _ â€‹
Nope, that's not the case here. They have... Anonymous
230. I can definitely see why that would be a turnoff... Lawri Williamson
231. Lawri that's what I was thinking too (#4). In my... Sarah Stulga
232. _ the hiring managers reviews all the... Anonymous
233. _ I've never met a user friendly ATS - user... Anonymous
234. _ We don't use key words to screen out... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

FML Exhaustion Question
235. _ FMLA is can be so complicated sometimes. ... Anonymous
236. _ â€‹
Did it give a follow up date? I would... Anonymous
237. _ Familiarize your self with ADA. You are in... Anonymous
238. _ OP here, the doctor's note didn't state... Anonymous
239. _ Start the interactive ADA process. If there... Anonymous
240. _ This topic comes up often and you will see... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (15 replies)

Best Way to Handle a Termination
241. _ I am preparing to terminate an employee for... Anonymous
242. _ Prepare a script. Practice it. Have the... Anonymous
243. Gossiping? Better be careful that you are not... Vicki Hanson
244. _ Just what, exactly, is gossiping? Joe... Anonymous
245. _ Gossiping? Better be careful that... Anonymous
246. _ I would have a prepared memo detailing... Anonymous
247. _ OP here- I am in no way worried about that... Anonymous
248. That's NOT gossip. Sounds more like sharing... Ivette Dupuis
249. _ Not gonna lie... I'm struggling that you... Anonymous
250. _ Can you please share the verbiage of your... Anonymous
251. _ OP again- This is a great point. You... Anonymous
252. _ Sally, on multiple occasions you have... Anonymous
253. _ Gossip is included in our handbook as part... Anonymous
254. Based on what you've put out there. I'd... Sarah Davis
255. I'd fire her for her inability to keep... Ivette Dupuis
256. _ OP here- Yvette- thank you for your input... Anonymous
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started yesterday, Vojtech Velecky (10 replies)

Non-Disclosure Demotion
257. Good morning, everyone, I have a situation... Vojtech Velecky
258. _ Every one of our employees is required to... Anonymous
259. _ I don't see why a broad NDA would only... Anonymous
260. Would this change for a non-compete agreement?... Vojtech Velecky
261. Not all employees have access to some key... Vojtech Velecky
262. _ For us everyone signs the same NDA... Anonymous
263. _ Yes, but your NDAs should cover all... Anonymous
264. I think a non-compete is very different from an... Elizabeth Grein
265. â€‹
Not sure why he would request this and I would... Jan Savoie
266. I think what's likely happening here is that the... Elizabeth Grein
267. I think non-disclosure and non-competes stay in... Helene Karlsson
started yesterday, Anonymous (6 replies)

External coaching
268.
269.
270.
271.
272.
273.

_ â€‹
try amanet.org Anonymous
I haven't used her, but Catherine Mattice is a... Laura Hare
Hello, My name is Nicole Richards, Account... Nicole Richards
I second the advice to research what AMA ... Mary Dillman
_ I know an excellent vendor by the name of... Anonymous
This sounds like an issue for psychotherapy... Rebecca Ashery
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)

amended lactation question
274. She still has to preform all her work functions Kate Palmquist
275. _ â€‹
Agree with Kate - her pumping time is an... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Salary Survey Data Vendors
276. We do a compensation study every 10 years. They... Monica Kennedy
277. _ I've used ERI for Salary budget purposes at... Anonymous
278. We use ERI and I think the product is worth the... Renee Shiraishi
started yesterday, Anonymous (9 replies)

lactation in the workplace
279. Hi- If she is leaving the workplace (off site... Lynrose Dimalanta
280. _ What is your policy? As you can see the law... Anonymous
281. _ If she's not getting her work done that's a... Anonymous
282. I would consider 15 minutes unreasonable. Set-up... Todd Saffell
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)

Employee moving to LTD and Owes Money
283. _ www.michigan.gov/documents/GuidetoOverpay... Anonymous
284. _ #2 here again...I know that you indicated... Anonymous
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started yesterday, Maryanne Doerfler (2 replies)

Remote work
285. _ We'd prefer to not be bound by a policy so... Anonymous
started yesterday, Maryanne Doerfler (9 replies)

Working while on PTO
286.
287.
288.
289.
290.
291.

You could always add a portion to your PTO... Erin Brown
Yes. We have had instances of people claiming a... Maryanne Doerfler
_ Can you please clarify what your intentions... Anonymous
_ "that states that if an employee works... Anonymous
Hey there I run into this a lot, people... Tracey Chaney
I also want to side note to your comment: You... Tracey Chaney
started yesterday, Tonya Skaggs (4 replies)

Smoke Breaks
292. _ TN doesn't require rest breaks, so it's... Anonymous
293. Our company has 2 15 minute breaks - one in the... Ashley Sink
294. Would your time keeping system handle them... Eric Emerson
started yesterday, Eric Emerson (4 replies)

WWYD Garnishmet question
295. Not sure I would be inclined to tell the... Melanie Veal
296. _ I worked in staffing. What that means is a... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (43 replies)

I really need interview help- please!!
297. _ I used to go through this too. One day I... Anonymous
298. _ I really really like this. You are so right... Anonymous
299. "It's not like I can reach out to the... Carina Campuzano
300. _ ; however, I wondered if you might... Anonymous
301. Here's a link to Amy Cuddy's TED Talk. Life... Laura Merecicky
302. _ â€‹
As an interviewer I would rather someone... Anonymous
303. â€‹
Go in with confidence. When I'm the... Courtney Fitzpatrick
304. So true! Honesty is appreciated and valued in... Kathy Gamboa
305. _ â€‹
Most important is be yourself, you may be... Anonymous
306. _ why COULDNT you reach out after the fact? ... Anonymous
307. OP, I think you're over-preparing and psyching... Roberta Weingarten
308. _ "It's so nice to meet you. Thank you... Anonymous
309. _ "I am actually a much better speaker... Anonymous
310. _ Alan Collins books is the bomb. You might... Anonymous
311. _ Thank you, I will definitely try this next... Anonymous
312. _ Thank you for the advice And good luck with... Anonymous
313. I think besides acknowledging the nervousness... Aaron Bauer
314. _ "It dawned on me that my actions as the... Anonymous
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315. When people ask for feedback after interviews, I... Mary Casey
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

Job description / at will / termination
316. This is the WRONG use of a job description. -... Ivette Dupuis
317. _ OP here. After reading your comment, I... Anonymous
318. That's a BIG stretch. A job description (or... Ivette Dupuis
319. _ Thank you for confirming my thought process... Anonymous
320. _ Most organizations have job descriptions. ... Anonymous
321. _ Do you have verbiage anywhere ... Anonymous
322. All companies should have job descriptions. How... Suzanne Tiner
started yesterday, Doeun (summer) Kim (10 replies)

College Majors
323. _ The route I took was to get a degree in... Anonymous
324. _ â€‹
My degree in Psychology has helped me... Anonymous
325. _ On the school side- the U of MN is a great... Anonymous
326. I find it interesting (in a surprising way) that... Ivette Dupuis
327. _ I agree. I'd be concerned they're teaching ... Anonymous
328. _ OK I'll bite- what's "foofy foo" HR? Anonymous
started yesterday, Clarence Moore (33 replies)

Online MBA
329. _ Hot topic for sure. Online degrees from... Anonymous
330. _ â€‹
I would never discredit an online degree. ... Anonymous
331. Think of it this way. If I told you I received... Monica Kennedy
332. _ I am an online student so I was a bit... Anonymous
333. _ Just because the SCHOOL is accredited does... Anonymous
334. Absolutely no issues with online MBA. eMBA's... Luis Mata
335. Where you got your degree isn't really a good... Ivette Dupuis
336. _ There's also a lot of confusion (as usual... Anonymous
337. _ This has opened my eyes. I am a student,... Anonymous
338. _ There's also a difference between regional... Anonymous
339. _ Which schools do people label as degree... Anonymous
340. _ You can't put a blanket statement on all... Anonymous
341. _ List of unaccredited institutions of higher... Anonymous
342. _ If the MBA degree is from a traditional... Anonymous
343. _ There was some scam operation that the... Anonymous
344. _ The people who are always arguing that... Anonymous
345. _ Oh and I forgot Trump University!!! Anonymous
346. _ I was just curious what people thought Anonymous
347. _ "If the MBA degree is from a traditional... Anonymous
348. _ "It is 2018, even Ivy league schools have... Anonymous
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349. _ The program is either accredited or it's... Anonymous
350. _ WRONG! There are different types of... Anonymous
351. _ You're absolutely right. Sorry for the... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Paying to entertain
352. _ I would err on the side of caution... Anonymous
353. _ There is no question that this is work. ... Anonymous
started yesterday, Rayne Hoover (1 reply)

ACA Distribution
354. Yes to all full time employees - even if they... Ashley Sink
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Can We Term?
355. Agree with comment #4. And just be sure to keep... Suzanne Tiner
356. _ How different is the pay rate for the work... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (13 replies)

What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
357.
358.
359.
360.
361.
362.
363.
364.
365.
366.
367.
368.

_ â€‹
anything except SALARY Anonymous
_ I was out with some friends last night and... Anonymous
Somewhere in her work history some HR... Todd Saffell
_ (I have heard the only question I can... Anonymous
(hopefully) salary Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:57... Todd Saffell
_ Nope. Not true. She was adamant so... Anonymous
_ We're not crossing states here. She lives... Anonymous
_ Todd - that's not a Federal regulation, as... Anonymous
Exactly, just needs to be accurate info. I.e Ivette Dupuis
That's exactly why I said company policy and not... Todd Saffell
_ Calling a former supervisor is "slimey"?... Anonymous
_ You could actually get in trouble for not... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (17 replies)

Insubordination - would you term?
369. _ after reading this thread I am concerned... Anonymous
370. _ I was concerned when I read MW's #1 & #2,... Anonymous
371. _ I like to keep folks on their toes every so... Anonymous
372. I think I would have termed when he said "end of... Sarah Davis
373. _ Question for the Op: How long has this... Anonymous
374. _ Yes- my thoughts were that this guy is... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (9 replies)

Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
375. That's exactly the issue. Want to make sure the... Valerie Bateman
376. _ Replace Puerto Rico with Colorado,... Anonymous
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377. _ If this is at will employment, you shouldn... Anonymous
378. _ So she will be living and working in a... Anonymous
379. _ Hi OP, My company has a sister company... Anonymous
started yesterday, Kristin Saba (2 replies)

Best way to prep for the SHRM-CP Certification
380. Thank you! Kristin Saba
started yesterday, Anonymous (27 replies)

Rude to HR. Alert manager?
381. _ OP, based on your updated post, I... Anonymous
382. _ I didn't hear the "you b***" part. Our... Anonymous
383. _ This is OP. That is almost identical to my... Anonymous
384. _ I didn't hear the "you b***" part. ... Anonymous
385. _ So the employee used countless hours... Anonymous
386. _ What is it with employees and FSA accounts... Anonymous
387. _ I see this most frequently with taxes. The... Anonymous
388. _ This is OP. That is almost identical... Anonymous
389. He should not have gone in a tirade at a... Ann Ortego
390. _ "I told them she could call me whatever she... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Best Gifts for 5/10/15 Year Anniversaries
391. _ We have $ values for each milestone (it's... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (14 replies)

one felony and one pending on background check
392. Your applicant is claiming the conviction will... Ivor Dikkers
393. I personally don't like to hire with anything... Ann Ortego
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Web-based Timekeeping Systems
394. â€‹
We use Payclock which is web-based but has an... Shelly Edwards
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Listing Employer on LinkedIn
395. _ The company can set up a corporate LinkedIn... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

Payroll
396. _ The employer is responsible for... Anonymous
397. _ Actually, it IS the employers... Anonymous
398. _ The employer is responsible for... Anonymous
399. _ The company is indeed responsible for... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (31 replies)

WWYD- Gift Card from Candidate
400. _ I can't see why either of these scenarios... Anonymous
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started 2 days ago, Anonymous (20 replies)

Sexual Orientation
401. _ They are also asking if there are... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

IVF Medical Benefits
402. Would you be willing to provide me with more... Monica Rudolph
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

How do you manage sabbatical leave?
403. _ We allow three months' sabbatical... Anonymous
404. I think unnecessary work for all parties. P.S... Ivette Dupuis
405. _ Ditto 1) WHAT?!?! 2) What industry is... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (33 replies)

Good Friday religious accommodation
406. I just want to point out that Good Friday is a... Stacey Gallup
407. _ Good Frodau not a federal banking holiday,... Anonymous
408. _ Good Lord (haha) I would not accommodate. Anonymous
409. Be it simple as unchecking a box if checks are... Melanie Veal
410. I'm a little concerned by the posters who point... Roberta Weingarten
411. _ Religious accommodation is my least... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Do career fairs work?
412. Agreed on the post-work meetings/events. Great... Kate Palmquist
413. â€‹
If they have program specific then I truly... Rachel Kahanec
started 2 days ago, Valerie Waller (13 replies)

Bereavement Leave
414. _ PTO for bereavement leave bewilders me. I... Anonymous
started 5 days ago, Janice Lane (6 replies)

Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
415. LOL! Very True - but I don't want to scar them... Janice Lane
416. OK yes, good idea :) Janice Lane
417. _ I didnt even know that was a thing...is... Anonymous
418. _ Host a Comedy Central Style Roast of the... Anonymous
started 8 days ago, Anonymous (11 replies)

Executive Recruiter
419. Hello OP - My team and I do executive searches... Karlie Hinman
started 13 days ago, Julie Westendorf (7 replies)

Jury Duty
420. _ What would you do if the employee had a... Anonymous
421. _ I would pay the jury pay, and would NOT... Anonymous
422. _ That's what I said! Anonymous
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423. _ I'll go against the grain and say don't pay... Anonymous
424. _ â€‹
Honestly, I am so thankful I do not work... Anonymous
425. _ I agree! What an awful policy to hit them... Anonymous
started 28 days ago, Iqra Aslam (5 replies)

401 K FAQ Infograph
426. Hi, Instead of the infograph I contacted our... Iqra Aslam
started 6 months ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

Manager Handbook
427. _ We've created an HR Operations Guide for... Anonymous
428. _ btw, this is a create tool to use during... Anonymous
429. _ "great tool" Anonymous

top
1.

next
Required Training
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:59 AM
Anonymous

_
I have never been the person to host required training until now, and I'm not sure how to announce it!! We will be hosting "Creating a Respectful Workplace" which is actually more about antiharassment training than the name may allude to. Can anyone share successful examples of how you've worded this or announced it?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
2.

previous next
Soliciting Recruiters to Assist with Job Search
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:49 AM
Anonymous

_
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I'm currently looking for employment and I've solicited help from a few recruiters to assist me with my job search. It's exciting and scary at the same time. I have a pretty good idea of what I'm
looking for and I've communicated that, but I'm trying to be open-minded.
Anyways, is there anything I should look out for or be aware of? Does anyone have any experiences (good or bad) with recruiters that they would like to share?
Thanks for your help!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
3.

previous next
FMLA - new to providing
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 11:17 AM
Karen Geney
Hi,
I work for a company with 46 employees. Next year we are projecting to add several more and put us over the 50 threshold which means we will be instituting FMLA for the first time. Questions for
you:

How do you all manage your FMLA programs--in-house or contracted out?
Any providers that you would recommend (or urge me to stay away from)?
Other words of wisdom?
I will be attending the annual conference in June and plan to check out providers in the exhibit hall. Thanks for your help!
Karen
-----------------------------Karen Geney SHRM-SCP
Vice President, Human Resources
Hemophilia of Georgia, Inc.
Atlanta GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
4.

previous next
Re: FMLA - new to providing
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:22 AM
Anonymous

_
With only 50 or so employees, I'd manage it in house.
I have 200 employees and handle it myself.
I worked with a large corporation one time that outsourced it.
What a mess. People were on intermittent FMLA and we were issuing attendance points because we had no clue.
Outsourcing also adds extra steps and confusion for the employee.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:16
From: Karen Geney
Subject: FMLA - new to providing
Hi,
I work for a company with 46 employees. Next year we are projecting to add several more and put us over the 50 threshold which means we will be instituting FMLA for the first time. Questions for
you:

How do you all manage your FMLA programs--in-house or contracted out?
Any providers that you would recommend (or urge me to stay away from)?
Other words of wisdom?
I will be attending the annual conference in June and plan to check out providers in the exhibit hall. Thanks for your help!
Karen
-----------------------------Karen Geney SHRM-SCP
Vice President, Human Resources
Hemophilia of Georgia, Inc.
Atlanta GA
-----------------------------page 19 of 434
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top
5.

previous next
Human Resources Director Base Salary
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:02 AM
Anonymous

_
I believe I'm under paid and I'm trying to find a credible source to confirm or rid my suspicions effectively. Can anyone recommend a site (preferably free) that I can run some reports to have the
discussion with my boss?
Thanks in advance!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
6.

previous next
Re: Human Resources Director Base Salary
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:07 AM
Anonymous

_
See if your state has something - usually in a section like "labor and wage data" or something like that. www.onet.org is also a free source.
Caveat: I wouldn't mine data and present that to my manager as the only support to my case. You also need to look at the level and type of work you are doing, the contributions you are making to
the company, etc. The title "Director" means different things in different companies. I would include in my discussion an evaluation of my work and not just base it on the title alone.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Human Resources Director Base Salary
_
I believe I'm under paid and I'm trying to find a credible source to confirm or rid my suspicions effectively. Can anyone recommend a site (preferably free) that I can run some reports to have the
discussion with my boss?
Thanks in advance!

top
7.

previous next
Re: Human Resources Director Base Salary
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:09 AM
Anonymous

_
"I wouldn't mine data and present that to my manager as the only support to my case. You also need to look at the level and type of work you are doing, the contributions you are making to the
company, etc. The title "Director" means different things in different companies. I would include in my discussion an evaluation of my work and not just base it on the title alone."
Agreed 100%. The title Director can encompass so many different things that the pay varies widely. I would base this on your contributions and not just what somebody in your area with that title
makes. I know Directors who are making $90k and I know Directors who are making over $175k. It's because they're drastically different roles with the same title.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Human Resources Director Base Salary
_
See if your state has something - usually in a section like "labor and wage data" or something like that. www.onet.org is also a free source.
Caveat: I wouldn't mine data and present that to my manager as the only support to my case. You also need to look at the level and type of work you are doing, the contributions you are making to
the company, etc. The title "Director" means different things in different companies. I would include in my discussion an evaluation of my work and not just base it on the title alone.
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Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Human Resources Director Base Salary
_
I believe I'm under paid and I'm trying to find a credible source to confirm or rid my suspicions effectively. Can anyone recommend a site (preferably free) that I can run some reports to have the
discussion with my boss?
Thanks in advance!

top
8.

previous next
Re: Human Resources Director Base Salary
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:09 AM
Anonymous

_
Your company sets the scale on what it is willing to pay.
If you're seeking an increase, you would be better off showcasing your accomplishments. Tie it to dollars.
You can drill down here:
https://www.onetonline.org/
But remember, it's not about titles, it's about what your company values in what you have brought, and will bring, to the table.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Human Resources Director Base Salary
_
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I believe I'm under paid and I'm trying to find a credible source to confirm or rid my suspicions effectively. Can anyone recommend a site (preferably free) that I can run some reports to have the
discussion with my boss?
Thanks in advance!

top
9.

previous next
Re: Human Resources Director Base Salary
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:32 AM
Anonymous

_
Careerbuilder has one so does Monster.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Human Resources Director Base Salary
_
I believe I'm under paid and I'm trying to find a credible source to confirm or rid my suspicions effectively. Can anyone recommend a site (preferably free) that I can run some reports to have the
discussion with my boss?
Thanks in advance!
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Re: Human Resources Director Base Salary
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:53 AM
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Anonymous
_
Title means nothing. What is your role, job duties industry?
I was an HRD but really only doing manager/generalist work. Now I am an SR HRBP and doing a heck of a lot more strategic business work than I was as an HRD at my old company.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Human Resources Director Base Salary
_
Careerbuilder has one so does Monster.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Human Resources Director Base Salary
_
I believe I'm under paid and I'm trying to find a credible source to confirm or rid my suspicions effectively. Can anyone recommend a site (preferably free) that I can run some reports to have the
discussion with my boss?
Thanks in advance!
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Catchy headline to entice employees about 401(k) education.
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:57 AM
Iqra Aslam
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Reply to Sender

Hello!
I want to send out a 1 question survey to my office to see if anyone is interested in attending a 401(k) educational training, but I want it to be catchy.
Like "How would you like to make extra 4% of your salary?".
I would love to hear some of your ideas!
Thanks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Catchy headline to entice employees about 401(k) education.
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:36 AM
Anonymous

_
"Don't miss out - Learn how you can...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:57
From: Iqra Aslam
Subject: Catchy headline to entice employees about 401(k) education.
Hello!
I want to send out a 1 question survey to my office to see if anyone is interested in attending a 401(k) educational training, but I want it to be catchy.
Like "How would you like to make extra 4% of your salary?".
I would love to hear some of your ideas!
Thanks
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Re: Catchy headline to entice employees about 401(k) education.
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 12:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Someone wants to GIVE YOU MONEY! Find out how...
That's what got me to start contributing in my early 20s. A colleague said... there are few times in life where you get free money. A 401k is just that... the company is literally giving you money. That
sold me.
I couldn't be more thankful for that advice decades later with a nice chunk of change in the bank!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Catchy headline to entice employees about 401(k) education.
_
"Don't miss out - Learn how you can...
Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:57
From: Iqra Aslam
Subject: Catchy headline to entice employees about 401(k) education.
Hello!
I want to send out a 1 question survey to my office to see if anyone is interested in attending a 401(k) educational training, but I want it to be catchy.
Like "How would you like to make extra 4% of your salary?".
I would love to hear some of your ideas!
Thanks
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Documentation for the Substantial presence test F1
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 10:52 AM
Cindy Castillo
Hi,
For those which are on an F1 Visa, what documentation can you use as the entry date to the US to determine the substantial presence test?
Thank you,
Cindy
-----------------------------Cindy Castillo SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Documentation for the Substantial presence test F1
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:52 AM
Anonymous

_
Your entry visa, the CPB stamps would be the first that come to mind. How would you prove you are here otherwise?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:52
From: Cindy Castillo
Subject: Documentation for the Substantial presence test F1
Hi,
For those which are on an F1 Visa, what documentation can you use as the entry date to the US to determine the substantial presence test?
Thank you,
Cindy
-----------------------------Cindy Castillo SHRM-CP
------------------------------
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previous next
Dealing with 2 very different cultures
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:50 AM
Anonymous

_
Unlike many US companies, mine has 90% investment from an Eastern country where the Corporate is located therefore we have most of the executive team coming from oversees as well as several
of the members of upper management.
Problem is that cultures are quite different and Corporate is extremely pushy in making sure their processes, policies, procedures, etc are just adopted "as is" in the US. As you can imagine this does
not work well and turnover is skyrocketing. Results from the latest engagement survey were quite negative on the environment and feeling of being "disrespected" I am looking for a cultural
awareness training for ex-pat executives to attend and also for US workers to take so that both cultures have appreciation for each other.
Besides that, does anybody have a similar situation and if so, what helped?.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next

17.

Re: Dealing with 2 very different cultures
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 11:09 AM
Kylie Henshaw
I don't have any particular advice, but the (fictional) movie "Gung Ho" from the 80s is about this, and has a 'happy' ending where the Japanese owners of the car manufacturing plant compromise with
the American work force. It's a pretty good film; not that a movie can give you any real guidance, but it might be a fun place to start...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Dealing with 2 very different cultures
_
Unlike many US companies, mine has 90% investment from an Eastern country where the Corporate is located therefore we have most of the executive team coming from oversees as well as several
of the members of upper management.
Problem is that cultures are quite different and Corporate is extremely pushy in making sure their processes, policies, procedures, etc are just adopted "as is" in the US. As you can imagine this does
not work well and turnover is skyrocketing. Results from the latest engagement survey were quite negative on the environment and feeling of being "disrespected" I am looking for a cultural
awareness training for ex-pat executives to attend and also for US workers to take so that both cultures have appreciation for each other.
Besides that, does anybody have a similar situation and if so, what helped?.
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Re: Dealing with 2 very different cultures
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:10 AM
Mary Dillman

turnover is skyrocketing. Results from the latest engagement survey were quite negative on the environment and feeling of being "disrespected"
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Reply to Sender

Anonymous, 03-29-2018 10:49

The cultural awareness training you are seeking may be part of the solution at some point. IMO, I think the two leadership teams - the US-based entity and the corporate executives need to first have
a discussion about a business and organizational problem. i.e., What impact(s) is skyrocketing turnover having on business performance in the US? How does that turnover impact or jeopardize the
achievement of strategic company goals? What business metrics are being impacted by the negative work environment?
Until these leadership teams address this as a business problem and come to agreement on some "shared expectations" for compliance to policies, procedures as well as leadership
empowerment/flexibility to create an organizational culture that will enable business success, then I think it's premature to provide cultural awareness training.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Dealing with 2 very different cultures
_
Unlike many US companies, mine has 90% investment from an Eastern country where the Corporate is located therefore we have most of the executive team coming from oversees as well as several
of the members of upper management.
Problem is that cultures are quite different and Corporate is extremely pushy in making sure their processes, policies, procedures, etc are just adopted "as is" in the US. As you can imagine this does
not work well and turnover is skyrocketing. Results from the latest engagement survey were quite negative on the environment and feeling of being "disrespected" I am looking for a cultural
awareness training for ex-pat executives to attend and also for US workers to take so that both cultures have appreciation for each other.
Besides that, does anybody have a similar situation and if so, what helped?.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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ATS Systems
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:35 AM
Anonymous

_
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Hi,
Who do you use for your ATS Systems & are you happy?
Thank you.
Kim
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: ATS Systems
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:54 AM
Anonymous

_
What industry are you in? What size is your company? What kind of budget?
I've selected ATS's for several companies and have never made the same selection twice due to size and industry.
I'd stay away from Jazz HR-they are horrible.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: ATS Systems
_
Hi,
Who do you use for your ATS Systems & are you happy?
Thank you.
Kim
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Re: ATS Systems
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:00 AM
Anonymous

_

I'd stay away from Jazz HR-they are horrible.
Anonymous, 03-29-2018 10:54

What didn't you like about Jazz HR? We use them and are generally happy with the product. It's very cost effective compared to some of the other ATS options. We are able to generate the reports we
need to complete our AA reporting requirements. It seems applicant friendly as far as submitting an application goes. The HMs also seem to like it. Just curious to see if I just have low expectations
and am missing some features that are standard with other ATSs.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: ATS Systems
_
What industry are you in? What size is your company? What kind of budget?
I've selected ATS's for several companies and have never made the same selection twice due to size and industry.
I'd stay away from Jazz HR-they are horrible.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: ATS Systems
_
Hi,
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Who do you use for your ATS Systems & are you happy?
Thank you.
Kim
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DCAA Compliant Timekeeping
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:33 AM
Anonymous

_
We were recently awarded a federal contract and while we are at the verge of moving from a small business to a large business we were told to look into DCAA compliant timekeeping processes. Is
there anyone here who has timekeeping policies and procedures in sync with the DCAA requirements ? I have goggled a lot but could not find a good comprehensive list of what DCAA is looking for
and what we need to do. Anyone can share any resources on this ?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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E-version of Employee Handbook and electronic acknowledgement
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:23 AM
Anonymous

_
We just oompleted our employee handbook and have decided to uploaded to our HRIS where all employees have access. We will not be printing hard copies of the handbook.
My questions are:
1. Our Acknowledgement of Receipt of Handbook is the normal statements that I have received a copy of the handbook, etc. Should it state something more specific to electronic
acknowledgements?
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2. What is best practice for acknowledging changes/updates to the handbook?
Would appreciate advice from those who have done this at their organization. Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: E-version of Employee Handbook and electronic acknowledgement
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:25 AM
Anonymous

_
We do not have hard copies of the handbook but still require employees to print out the acknowledgment page to turn into HR. For changes, we send out an email with a read receipt of the change.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: E-version of Employee Handbook and electronic acknowledgement
_
We just oompleted our employee handbook and have decided to uploaded to our HRIS where all employees have access. We will not be printing hard copies of the handbook.
My questions are:
1. Our Acknowledgement of Receipt of Handbook is the normal statements that I have received a copy of the handbook, etc. Should it state something more specific to electronic acknowledgements?
2. What is best practice for acknowledging changes/updates to the handbook?
Would appreciate advice from those who have done this at their organization. Thanks.
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Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:00 AM
Anonymous
_
If you employ delivery drivers, or some similar position, how to you track hours worked?
I am new at a company with a large fleet of drivers and they are currently compensated as salaried, exempt. This is definitely not correct. And I have a multitude of issues to go with it. I know we
need to make a change, but initial conversations with the â€‹
supervisors and managers have been difficult. They feel that trying to track the hours actually worked will be difficult, we've always done
it this way, etc. They think because some weeks the drivers have several open days and don't work nearly 40 hours that it's okay to then put them on for 80 or more hours the following week. There
is often overnight travel involved or non-driving down time (ie drop off equipment, wait 6 hours, pack up equipment and bring it back). I agree it will be difficult, but it is necessary. Would love
some insight if you have any. Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Hiring a Remote Employee Residing in California
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:44 AM
Anonymous

_
Hello- my company is based in Washington DC and we are about to hire an employee who resides in California and will work from there remotely. She will be working on projects from the DC
office and is not actively involved in any business or sales in California. I have been tasked with determining what the cost will be to the company to do this. I have spoken to our accountant and the
CA labor department. This is what I have determined:

Our company would be considered doing business in California because the employee is being paid more than $56,195. Therefore we must register as doing business in California and file Form
100S, California S Corporation Franchise or Income Tax Return and pay the $800 minimum franchise tax.
We would be responsible for paying Unemployment Insurance (UI) and Employment Training Tax (ETT). This would cost us $238 (3.4% of the first $7,000 in wages) for UI and $7 for ETT
(.1% of $7,000).
State Disability Insurance (SDI) (which includes Paid Family Leave (PFL), California Personal Income Tax (PIT) and Federal taxes (FICA and FUTA) would be withheld from the employee's
wages.
We would provide our typical benefits package and have to cover travel for any necessary meetings.
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I understand that there are strict labor regulations in California but I am not seeing how those would impact us financially unless we violated them.
Am I missing anything? Is there anything else I need to consider related to taxes, other costs, or reguations?
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Hiring a Remote Employee Residing in California
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 10:11 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Looks good (right) to me.
Here's an infographic for reference: CA True Cost to Hire Employee
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Hiring a Remote Employee Residing in California
_
Hello- my company is based in Washington DC and we are about to hire an employee who resides in California and will work from there remotely. She will be working on projects from the DC
office and is not actively involved in any business or sales in California. I have been tasked with determining what the cost will be to the company to do this. I have spoken to our accountant and the
CA labor department. This is what I have determined:

Our company would be considered doing business in California because the employee is being paid more than $56,195. Therefore we must register as doing business in California and file Form
100S, California S Corporation Franchise or Income Tax Return and pay the $800 minimum franchise tax.
We would be responsible for paying Unemployment Insurance (UI) and Employment Training Tax (ETT). This would cost us $238 (3.4% of the first $7,000 in wages) for UI and $7 for ETT
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(.1% of $7,000).
State Disability Insurance (SDI) (which includes Paid Family Leave (PFL), California Personal Income Tax (PIT) and Federal taxes (FICA and FUTA) would be withheld from the employee's
wages.
We would provide our typical benefits package and have to cover travel for any necessary meetings.

I understand that there are strict labor regulations in California but I am not seeing how those would impact us financially unless we violated them.
Am I missing anything? Is there anything else I need to consider related to taxes, other costs, or reguations?
Thanks!
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Good resources for HRIS
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 9:40 AM
Marie Larsen
Good morning!
I work for a small, family-owned business who is currently in growth mode. Although I've been handling HR for a 2+ years, with fewer than 20 employees, many of whom are family or have been
here for 20 or more years, we've never officially had an HR department.
Due to the dynamic nature of HR combined with our rapid growth, upper management agreed to send me to school, and I'm now just weeks away from taking my SHRM certification test. In addition,
I'm building our HR department from the ground up, as well as functioning as the Office Manager. It's a daunting task, and I'm seeking advice from all of you.
I have not found good information on HRIS systems. I would like to track information on our employees, but as no one here has ever done that, I don't know where to begin. Can anyone suggest a
seminar, a class, or other program that could specifically teach me more about HRIS and the information tracked therein?
Do we need a designated HRIS program, or would spreadsheets or Google sheets be sufficient for tracking information? HRIS is one of the areas my classwork simply touched on, but did not go indepth.
I appreciate any and all advice or suggested learning opportunities. Thank you!
-----------------------------Marie Larsen
Searls Windows and Doors, Inc.
Plainfield IL
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How to work without an HRIS?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:34 AM
Anonymous

_
I am working for a smaller company - 70 employees and we are growing (if we could find candidates, but that is another story).
My official title is Sr. HR Generalist as a DOO, and I have been here for 2 years now. I have been working to change this role from a paper pushing HR department to a strategic business partner for
the company.
I am struggling because I have zero access to any data. Payroll is done by Accounting via Excel spreadsheets. I cannot access that data since it is on her personal drive. We purchased a payroll
system 2 years ago so I could take over payroll because I refuse to touch this current system. It has not been installed yet. Still waiting. (That's another story)
There is no HRIS system in place either so if I ever need information, I have to dig through employee files. So for example, if someone gets injured and I have to put in the WC claim I have to
rummage through tons of papers to find out their address, phone, etc. to file a claim and hope the information I am pulling is the most current. Some files are so haphazardly thrown together and
others there is almost nothing in them. I don't know why, but the former HR person threw out chunks of personnel files of current employees.
Does anyone else work in HR and not have any or very limited access to personnel information? How do you do it? I come from much larger companies so I am struggling with this.
I have never worked with a company that still does EVERYTHING manually. Everything must be hand written out in certain colors based on what is being done. It is absolutely insane. This is only
a small part of the reason I am updating my resume and begin looking for a new job.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: How to work without an HRIS?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:44 AM
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Anonymous
_
Start your own Excel spreadsheet with employees' information. Start it now, before you add more employees to it. You can have several sheets in the same file and update as people are hired and
leaving. For example, one sheet could be active employees, terminated, on leave etc. It will also be much easier for you to implement once your HRIS has been implemented, so you can just upload it
into their system. Perhaps build a business case with the leaders of the org. If you are trying to be a strategic HR person, you cannot get caught up in the daily transactional aspect of things and
manage an archaic system. If their intentions are to grow, then they need to look into it.
Good Luck!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to work without an HRIS?
_
I am working for a smaller company - 70 employees and we are growing (if we could find candidates, but that is another story).
My official title is Sr. HR Generalist as a DOO, and I have been here for 2 years now. I have been working to change this role from a paper pushing HR department to a strategic business partner for
the company.
I am struggling because I have zero access to any data. Payroll is done by Accounting via Excel spreadsheets. I cannot access that data since it is on her personal drive. We purchased a payroll
system 2 years ago so I could take over payroll because I refuse to touch this current system. It has not been installed yet. Still waiting. (That's another story)
There is no HRIS system in place either so if I ever need information, I have to dig through employee files. So for example, if someone gets injured and I have to put in the WC claim I have to
rummage through tons of papers to find out their address, phone, etc. to file a claim and hope the information I am pulling is the most current. Some files are so haphazardly thrown together and
others there is almost nothing in them. I don't know why, but the former HR person threw out chunks of personnel files of current employees.
Does anyone else work in HR and not have any or very limited access to personnel information? How do you do it? I come from much larger companies so I am struggling with this.
I have never worked with a company that still does EVERYTHING manually. Everything must be hand written out in certain colors based on what is being done. It is absolutely insane. This is only
a small part of the reason I am updating my resume and begin looking for a new job.
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Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:34 AM
Anonymous
_
Does your company provide concierge services to your staff? If you do, is this outsourced to a vendor, what's the cost, any other details you can provide such as the type of services, etc?
If this is handled internally, is this a full-time role for an individual, does a team take care of this, do these staff personally provide the services or are they managing the process using vendors?
Any other information you have is greatly appreciated. Thanks!
kak-phr
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Amputee/Prosthetic Question
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:21 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Hi,
We have an employee that arm was amputated. He drives long distances to pick up vehicles. It was brought to our attention that both vehicles dropped off yesterday smelled like smoke. That isn't the
issue he was given a verbal warning and it was document. However, employees who travel with him to pick up vehicles have expressed concerns. According to his co-workers, when he talks he uses
his hand while driving; the vehicle will go off course a little and he will quickly realign it. We know he has a prosthetic arm but does not like to wear it. My question is as his employer can we require
him to wear it while working?
Thank you
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Amputee/Prosthetic Question
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:27 AM
Anonymous

_
Just because he puts it on doesn't mean he'll actually use it.
Perhaps follow your safety guidelines.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Amputee/Prosthetic Question
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi,
We have an employee that arm was amputated. He drives long distances to pick up vehicles. It was brought to our attention that both vehicles dropped off yesterday smelled like smoke. That isn't the
issue he was given a verbal warning and it was document. However, employees who travel with him to pick up vehicles have expressed concerns. According to his co-workers, when he talks he uses
his hand while driving; the vehicle will go off course a little and he will quickly realign it. We know he has a prosthetic arm but does not like to wear it. My question is as his employer can we require
him to wear it while working?
Thank you
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Re: Amputee/Prosthetic Question
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:12 AM
Anonymous

_
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There is no guarantee that the wearing of the arm is helpful. A lot of prostheses are clumsy. I see no harm in talking to him about it. It could be that wearing the prosthetic makes driving more
challenging.
"I wanted to check in on you and see how things are going. I've heard that the cars start to shift lanes when you take your hand of the wheel. That worries me a little. Is there a reason you don't wear
your prosthetic when driving? I would think that it would help steady the wheel."
If he says it would help I would start by asking him to wear it when driving. Reiterate your safety policy.
I'm cautious of policing people.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Amputee/Prosthetic Question
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi,
We have an employee that arm was amputated. He drives long distances to pick up vehicles. It was brought to our attention that both vehicles dropped off yesterday smelled like smoke. That isn't the
issue he was given a verbal warning and it was document. However, employees who travel with him to pick up vehicles have expressed concerns. According to his co-workers, when he talks he uses
his hand while driving; the vehicle will go off course a little and he will quickly realign it. We know he has a prosthetic arm but does not like to wear it. My question is as his employer can we require
him to wear it while working?
Thank you
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Re: Amputee/Prosthetic Question
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:47 AM
Anonymous

_
Has he gone through a fit for duty test? If so, was his prosthetic mentioned or did he pass it without his prosthetic taken into consideration?
If he has not been through one, you may want to consider having him go through a fit for duty test.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Amputee/Prosthetic Question
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi,
We have an employee that arm was amputated. He drives long distances to pick up vehicles. It was brought to our attention that both vehicles dropped off yesterday smelled like smoke. That isn't the
issue he was given a verbal warning and it was document. However, employees who travel with him to pick up vehicles have expressed concerns. According to his co-workers, when he talks he uses
his hand while driving; the vehicle will go off course a little and he will quickly realign it. We know he has a prosthetic arm but does not like to wear it. My question is as his employer can we require
him to wear it while working?
Thank you
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What to do in case of an INS (ICE) raid.
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 10:13 PM
Anonymous

_
There is a rumor around regarding INS visits around our town and targeting the companies around our company.
Can someone share a TRUE government link with how to proceed with this kind-of-visits? What to do? what are my rights as an employer and what are the rights of my employees?
I searched online and there are great articles, but I'm looking for a legitimate article from the government that I can have a file and share it with my CEO.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: What to do in case of an INS (ICE) raid.
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 10:29 PM
Anonymous
_
Our attorney referred us to this www.nilc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 22:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to do in case of an INS (ICE) raid.
_
There is a rumor around regarding INS visits around our town and targeting the companies around our company.
Can someone share a TRUE government link with how to proceed with this kind-of-visits? What to do? what are my rights as an employer and what are the rights of my employees?
I searched online and there are great articles, but I'm looking for a legitimate article from the government that I can have a file and share it with my CEO.

top
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previous next
Re: What to do in case of an INS (ICE) raid.
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:15 AM
Anonymous

_
I am currently going through an I-9 audit with DHS. Given our industry and our hiring practices, this really wasn't a big deal at all. The agent was friendly and answered all my questions. It
certainly wasn't a terrifying event nor was anyone pushy. Granted, again, I could imagine in a different industry with different hiring practices it might be a scarier situation. For me it was just
inconvenient because it was a very busy week.
I personally haven't heard of ICE "raids" where agents are coming in arresting people. I've only heard of DHS issuing a notice of inspection for an I-9 audit to audit work authorization.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 22:13
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From: Anonymous
Subject: What to do in case of an INS (ICE) raid.
_
There is a rumor around regarding INS visits around our town and targeting the companies around our company.
Can someone share a TRUE government link with how to proceed with this kind-of-visits? What to do? what are my rights as an employer and what are the rights of my employees?
I searched online and there are great articles, but I'm looking for a legitimate article from the government that I can have a file and share it with my CEO.
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previous next
FMLA
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 8:11 PM
Virginia Condello
Hi
I work for a school district where we have a lot of pregnancies and employees having babies. The employees take FMLA and then come back to work and some employees do not come back to work
after FMLA.
During FMLA we charge the employee for insurance the same cost that they pay when they are working- $100.00 per month. After FMLA the employee is charged the full cost to stay on insurance about $2,000.00 per month.
Someone showed the below article information to me.
If the employer requests medical certification and the employee does not provide such certification in a timely manner (within 30 days), or the reason for not returning to work does not meet the test
of other circumstances beyond the employee's control, the employer may recover 100 percent of the health benefit premiums it paid during the period of unpaid FMLA leave.
www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/825.213
So after reading this article
Am I correct in assuming that if an employee does not come back from FMLA - and it is beyond the employee's control (the employee wants to stay home and care for their child), we can then ask
the employee to pay us back during their FMLA time. $2000.00 employer cost - $100.00 amount employee paid = $1900.00 per month - the employee now owes during their FMLA time.
Thank you always for your feedback
Ginny
-----------------------------Virginia Condello SHRM-SCP
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:39 AM
Anonymous

_

Am I correct in assuming that if an employee does not come back from FMLA - and it is beyond the employee's control (the employee wants to stay home and care for their child),
Virginia Condello, 03-28-2018 20:11

An employee deciding to stay home and care for his/her child is within the employee's control, not beyond the employee's control. In the case of an employee who wants to remain home with his/her
child, you can collect the employee and employer share of medical premiums during the FMLA leave. If, however, an employee is not able to return to work because of the employee's serious health
condition then you cannot recoup the employer share of premiums.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 20:11
From: Virginia Condello
Subject: FMLA
Hi
I work for a school district where we have a lot of pregnancies and employees having babies. The employees take FMLA and then come back to work and some employees do not come back to work
after FMLA.
During FMLA we charge the employee for insurance the same cost that they pay when they are working- $100.00 per month. After FMLA the employee is charged the full cost to stay on insurance about $2,000.00 per month.
Someone showed the below article information to me.
If the employer requests medical certification and the employee does not provide such certification in a timely manner (within 30 days), or the reason for not returning to work does not meet the test
of other circumstances beyond the employee's control, the employer may recover 100 percent of the health benefit premiums it paid during the period of unpaid FMLA leave.
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www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/825.213
So after reading this article
Am I correct in assuming that if an employee does not come back from FMLA - and it is beyond the employee's control (the employee wants to stay home and care for their child), we can then ask
the employee to pay us back during their FMLA time. $2000.00 employer cost - $100.00 amount employee paid = $1900.00 per month - the employee now owes during their FMLA time.
Thank you always for your feedback
Ginny
-----------------------------Virginia Condello SHRM-SCP
------------------------------
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:11 AM
Anonymous

_
Before I get to the rest of the question, this caught my eye:

During FMLA we charge the employee for insurance the same cost that they pay when they are working- $100.00 per month. After FMLA the employee is charged the full cost to stay on
insurance - about $2,000.00 per month.
Virginia Condello, 03-28-2018 20:11

Why do you do this? On its face it looks like FMLA retaliation and a violation of the benefits restoration provisions. What am I missing?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-28-2018 20:11
From: Virginia Condello
Subject: FMLA
Hi
I work for a school district where we have a lot of pregnancies and employees having babies. The employees take FMLA and then come back to work and some employees do not come back to work
after FMLA.
During FMLA we charge the employee for insurance the same cost that they pay when they are working- $100.00 per month. After FMLA the employee is charged the full cost to stay on insurance about $2,000.00 per month.
Someone showed the below article information to me.
If the employer requests medical certification and the employee does not provide such certification in a timely manner (within 30 days), or the reason for not returning to work does not meet the test
of other circumstances beyond the employee's control, the employer may recover 100 percent of the health benefit premiums it paid during the period of unpaid FMLA leave.
www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/825.213
So after reading this article
Am I correct in assuming that if an employee does not come back from FMLA - and it is beyond the employee's control (the employee wants to stay home and care for their child), we can then ask
the employee to pay us back during their FMLA time. $2000.00 employer cost - $100.00 amount employee paid = $1900.00 per month - the employee now owes during their FMLA time.
Thank you always for your feedback
Ginny
-----------------------------Virginia Condello SHRM-SCP
------------------------------
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:14 AM
Anonymous

_
Anonymonk - I made the assumption that this was the cost for COBRA should an employee not return to work and elect benefits. Perhaps I read to much into it. I agree, the statement isn't very clear.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_
Before I get to the rest of the question, this caught my eye:

During FMLA we charge the employee for insurance the same cost that they pay when they are working- $100.00 per month. After FMLA the employee is charged the full cost to stay on
insurance - about $2,000.00 per month.
Virginia Condello, 03-28-2018 20:11

Why do you do this? On its face it looks like FMLA retaliation and a violation of the benefits restoration provisions. What am I missing?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 20:11
From: Virginia Condello
Subject: FMLA
Hi
I work for a school district where we have a lot of pregnancies and employees having babies. The employees take FMLA and then come back to work and some employees do not come back to work
after FMLA.
During FMLA we charge the employee for insurance the same cost that they pay when they are working- $100.00 per month. After FMLA the employee is charged the full cost to stay on insurance about $2,000.00 per month.
Someone showed the below article information to me.
If the employer requests medical certification and the employee does not provide such certification in a timely manner (within 30 days), or the reason for not returning to work does not meet the test
of other circumstances beyond the employee's control, the employer may recover 100 percent of the health benefit premiums it paid during the period of unpaid FMLA leave.
www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/825.213
So after reading this article
Am I correct in assuming that if an employee does not come back from FMLA - and it is beyond the employee's control (the employee wants to stay home and care for their child), we can then ask
the employee to pay us back during their FMLA time. $2000.00 employer cost - $100.00 amount employee paid = $1900.00 per month - the employee now owes during their FMLA time.
Thank you always for your feedback
Ginny
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-----------------------------Virginia Condello SHRM-SCP
------------------------------
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:19 AM
Anonymous

_

During FMLA we charge the employee for insurance the same cost that they pay when they are working- $100.00 per month.
Virginia Condello, 03-28-2018 20:11

As Anonymonk points out I hope this is the cost of healthcare while working. If not this is FMLA interfernece
Am I correct in assuming that if an employee does not come back from FMLA - and it is beyond the employee's control (the employee wants to stay home and care for their child), we can
then ask the employee to pay us back during their FMLA time. $2000.00 employer cost - $100.00 amount employee paid = $1900.00 per month - the employee now owes during their FMLA
time.
Virginia Condello, 03-28-2018 20:11

Absolutely Not! You can charge the 2000 or Cobra. FMLA is something they had already earned. If you've been charging them, as it seems 1000 instead of 100, you owe all those women 900.00 a
piece per month.
.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 20:11
From: Virginia Condello
Subject: FMLA
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Hi
I work for a school district where we have a lot of pregnancies and employees having babies. The employees take FMLA and then come back to work and some employees do not come back to work
after FMLA.
During FMLA we charge the employee for insurance the same cost that they pay when they are working- $100.00 per month. After FMLA the employee is charged the full cost to stay on insurance about $2,000.00 per month.
Someone showed the below article information to me.
If the employer requests medical certification and the employee does not provide such certification in a timely manner (within 30 days), or the reason for not returning to work does not meet the test
of other circumstances beyond the employee's control, the employer may recover 100 percent of the health benefit premiums it paid during the period of unpaid FMLA leave.
www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/825.213
So after reading this article
Am I correct in assuming that if an employee does not come back from FMLA - and it is beyond the employee's control (the employee wants to stay home and care for their child), we can then ask
the employee to pay us back during their FMLA time. $2000.00 employer cost - $100.00 amount employee paid = $1900.00 per month - the employee now owes during their FMLA time.
Thank you always for your feedback
Ginny
-----------------------------Virginia Condello SHRM-SCP
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:28 AM
Anonymous

_
Absolutely Not! You can charge the 2000 or Cobra. FMLA is something they had already earned.
Anonymous, 03-29-2018 11:18

I hope you aren't telling OP that the company cannot collect its hare of health plan premiums paid during FMLA if an employee decides not to return from FMLA in order to stay home with his/her
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child because that is not accurate.
...the employer may require the employee to repay the employer's share of the premium payment if the employee fails to return to work following the FMLA leave unless the employee does
not return because of circumstances that are beyond the employee's control, including a FMLA-qualifying medical condition.
see:www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfs28a.pdf
see: webapps.dol.gov/elaws/whd/fmla/8d4.aspx
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA
_

During FMLA we charge the employee for insurance the same cost that they pay when they are working- $100.00 per month.
Virginia Condello, 03-28-2018 20:11

As Anonymonk points out I hope this is the cost of healthcare while working. If not this is FMLA interfernece
Am I correct in assuming that if an employee does not come back from FMLA - and it is beyond the employee's control (the employee wants to stay home and care for their child), we can
then ask the employee to pay us back during their FMLA time. $2000.00 employer cost - $100.00 amount employee paid = $1900.00 per month - the employee now owes during their FMLA
time.
Virginia Condello, 03-28-2018 20:11

Absolutely Not! You can charge the 2000 or Cobra. FMLA is something they had already earned. If you've been charging them, as it seems 1000 instead of 100, you owe all those women 900.00 a
piece per month.
.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 20:11
From: Virginia Condello
Subject: FMLA
Hi
I work for a school district where we have a lot of pregnancies and employees having babies. The employees take FMLA and then come back to work and some employees do not come back to work
after FMLA.
During FMLA we charge the employee for insurance the same cost that they pay when they are working- $100.00 per month. After FMLA the employee is charged the full cost to stay on insurance page 52 of 434
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about $2,000.00 per month.
Someone showed the below article information to me.
If the employer requests medical certification and the employee does not provide such certification in a timely manner (within 30 days), or the reason for not returning to work does not meet the test
of other circumstances beyond the employee's control, the employer may recover 100 percent of the health benefit premiums it paid during the period of unpaid FMLA leave.
www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/825.213
So after reading this article
Am I correct in assuming that if an employee does not come back from FMLA - and it is beyond the employee's control (the employee wants to stay home and care for their child), we can then ask
the employee to pay us back during their FMLA time. $2000.00 employer cost - $100.00 amount employee paid = $1900.00 per month - the employee now owes during their FMLA time.
Thank you always for your feedback
Ginny
-----------------------------Virginia Condello SHRM-SCP
------------------------------
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previous next
Do we pay back pay?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 7:20 PM
Anonymous

_
I perform an audit of our non-exempt employees and noticed five are still under the salary threshold since the increase for the administrative and executive exemption from overtime pay which took
effect on December 31st. I know we need to increase their salaries but are we required to pay back wages from January 2018?

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next

46.

Re: Do we pay back pay?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 7:25 PM
Roberta Weingarten
OP, that increase has been permanently enjoined and didn't go into effect. The $23,600 salary level is still in place.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do we pay back pay?
_
I perform an audit of our non-exempt employees and noticed five are still under the salary threshold since the increase for the administrative and executive exemption from overtime pay which took
effect on December 31st. I know we need to increase their salaries but are we required to pay back wages from January 2018?
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Re: Do we pay back pay?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 8:02 PM
Anonymous

_
Are you sure it didn't go into effect?
2018 Increases: NY's Minimum Wage & Salary | Fingercheck
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preview

remove

Fingercheck

2018 Increases: NY's Minimum Wage
& Salary | Fingercheck
New York state will be increasing its
minimum wage for hourly employees
as well as its minimum salary for
exempt employees beginning on
December 31, 2017. Here's what you
need to know: Governor Cuomo signed
into law a statewide $15 minimum
wage plan that will take the form of a
series of wage increases that are
scheduled to occur over the next few
years, reaching its goal in 2021.
View this on Fingercheck >

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:25
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Do we pay back pay?
OP, that increase has been permanently enjoined and didn't go into effect. The $23,600 salary level is still in place.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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Re: Do we pay back pay?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 9:41 PM
Anonymous
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_
Op, Roberta was talking about federal not the state of NY. Your state was not mentioned in your post. Valuable information to have included in your question.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 20:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do we pay back pay?
_
Are you sure it didn't go into effect?
2018 Increases: NY's Minimum Wage & Salary | Fingercheck
preview

remove

Fingercheck

2018 Increases: NY's Minimum Wage
& Salary | Fingercheck
New York state will be increasing its
minimum wage for hourly employees
as well as its minimum salary for
exempt employees beginning on
December 31, 2017. Here's what you
need to know: Governor Cuomo signed
into law a statewide $15 minimum
wage plan that will take the form of a
series of wage increases that are
scheduled to occur over the next few
years, reaching its goal in 2021.
View this on Fingercheck >

Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:25
From: Roberta Weingarten
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Subject: Do we pay back pay?
OP, that increase has been permanently enjoined and didn't go into effect. The $23,600 salary level is still in place.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do we pay back pay?
_
I perform an audit of our non-exempt employees and noticed five are still under the salary threshold since the increase for the administrative and executive exemption from overtime pay which took
effect on December 31st. I know we need to increase their salaries but are we required to pay back wages from January 2018?
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Re: Do we pay back pay?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 7:27 AM
Ivette Dupuis

There is no 'salary threshold' for non-exempt employees.
Just minimum wage.
Did you mean exempt employees?!
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Reply to Sender

Sent: 03-28-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do we pay back pay?
_
I perform an audit of our non-exempt employees and noticed five are still under the salary threshold since the increase for the administrative and executive exemption from overtime pay which took
effect on December 31st. I know we need to increase their salaries but are we required to pay back wages from January 2018?
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Re: Do we pay back pay?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:19 AM
Anonymous

_
My apology. Yes I meant exempt and within NYS.

We plan to increase employees pay just unsure if we need provide retroactive pay.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do we pay back pay?
_
I perform an audit of our non-exempt employees and noticed five are still under the salary threshold since the increase for the administrative and executive exemption from overtime pay which took
effect on December 31st. I know we need to increase their salaries but are we required to pay back wages from January 2018?
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top
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previous next
Re: Do we pay back pay?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:26 AM
Anonymous

_
Of course you owe the money if the regulation mandated an increase and your company didn't comply.
Just be sure you actually owe them an increase.
NY City has different salary thresholds than NY State.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do we pay back pay?
_
I perform an audit of our non-exempt employees and noticed five are still under the salary threshold since the increase for the administrative and executive exemption from overtime pay which took
effect on December 31st. I know we need to increase their salaries but are we required to pay back wages from January 2018?
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Re: Do we pay back pay?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:28 AM
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Anonymous
_
If you determine that they were supposed to be paid a higher rate legally, then yes you would owe back-pay to them. Many state laws have regulations on how soon you have to pay them once you
find an error, sometimes as soon as the next pay period. I'm not in NY so you should check on this as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do we pay back pay?
_
I perform an audit of our non-exempt employees and noticed five are still under the salary threshold since the increase for the administrative and executive exemption from overtime pay which took
effect on December 31st. I know we need to increase their salaries but are we required to pay back wages from January 2018?
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Re: Do we pay back pay?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:31 AM
Anonymous

_
Instead of raising salary, another option is to make them non-exempt and just pay overtime.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Do we pay back pay?
_
I perform an audit of our non-exempt employees and noticed five are still under the salary threshold since the increase for the administrative and executive exemption from overtime pay which took
effect on December 31st. I know we need to increase their salaries but are we required to pay back wages from January 2018?
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Re: Do we pay back pay?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 9:55 AM
Ivette Dupuis
They'll need to be paid, just a matter of when (and how much) now.
You were on the hook on the first day of the workweek in which December 31 fell.
I.e. The sooner the better.

We plan to increase employees pay just unsure if we need provide retroactive pay.
Anonymous, 03-29-2018 09:19

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:19
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Do we pay back pay?
_

My apology. Yes I meant exempt and within NYS.

We plan to increase employees pay just unsure if we need provide retroactive pay.

Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do we pay back pay?
_
I perform an audit of our non-exempt employees and noticed five are still under the salary threshold since the increase for the administrative and executive exemption from overtime pay which took
effect on December 31st. I know we need to increase their salaries but are we required to pay back wages from January 2018?
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previous next
Which state's OT rules do we use?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 7:08 PM
Anonymous

_
We are an Oregon-based company. If we send one of our non-exempt employees on a work-related trip to California, whose overtime rules are are we required to follow while the employee is
traveling--Oregon's or California's?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Which state's OT rules do we use?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 10:15 AM
Ivette Dupuis
The short answer, CA.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which state's OT rules do we use?
_
We are an Oregon-based company. If we send one of our non-exempt employees on a work-related trip to California, whose overtime rules are are we required to follow while the employee is
traveling--Oregon's or California's?
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Re: Which state's OT rules do we use?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:16 AM
Anonymous

_
I don't have any experience with this but was intrigued by the question and found these articles.
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According to the first article, you have to follow the laws of the state where work is performed. The second article goes into more detail, but is form 2012. The third article states that they would
have to work a full day(s) or weeks.
If we send employees to training out of state, which state's minimum wage and tax laws do we follow?
How Far May a State Labor Law Reach?
californiaemploymentlaw.foxrothschildblogs.com/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which state's OT rules do we use?
_
We are an Oregon-based company. If we send one of our non-exempt employees on a work-related trip to California, whose overtime rules are are we required to follow while the employee is
traveling--Oregon's or California's?
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Re: Which state's OT rules do we use?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:22 AM
Anonymous

_
How do you handle time performing while in the air over multiple states?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Which state's OT rules do we use?
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_
We are an Oregon-based company. If we send one of our non-exempt employees on a work-related trip to California, whose overtime rules are are we required to follow while the employee is
traveling--Oregon's or California's?
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F1 FICA Status
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 6:41 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi, When a F1 visa holder has been in the US longer than 5 years they are supposed to be tax subject. What documentation do you use to know when the F1 status was originated in the US? While I
know we can use an EAD card, or the I20 to validate current status- how do you know the date the original status began?
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Rescission of Job Offers
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 6:28 PM
Anonymous

_
We have just had our first (first two, actually) incidents in which we sent job offer letters and then decided to rescind the offer. What job offer letter content might anyone have relating to the right to
rescind? And, what should be in the formal notice of decision to rescind? Any samples available? What about the situation in which you make the decision AFTER the candidate signs/agrees to the
job offer but before the background screen or first day on the job? And, for better or worse, this is for California.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Rescission of Job Offers
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 7:26 PM
Roberta Weingarten
Depends. Why are you rescinding the offers?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 18:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rescission of Job Offers
_
We have just had our first (first two, actually) incidents in which we sent job offer letters and then decided to rescind the offer. What job offer letter content might anyone have relating to the right to
rescind? And, what should be in the formal notice of decision to rescind? Any samples available? What about the situation in which you make the decision AFTER the candidate signs/agrees to the
job offer but before the background screen or first day on the job? And, for better or worse, this is for California.
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Re: Rescission of Job Offers
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:28 AM
Anonymous

_
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#1 - our job offer letters require a response within 48 hours and after 4 days we still hadn't heard back,.
#2 - All of our job offers are contingent upon a background check. As soon as a job offer is accepted, we initiate the check but it requires initial input from the candidate. They know from the start to
look for an email from the screening service. In this case, they had not completed their step after 5 days, including one email reminder.â€‹â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:26
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: Rescission of Job Offers
Depends. Why are you rescinding the offers?
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
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Re: Rescission of Job Offers
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:31 AM
Anonymous

_
You aren't rescinding the offers.
The offers expired.
I take it the hiring managers don't want to give these candidates another chance?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 18:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rescission of Job Offers
_
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We have just had our first (first two, actually) incidents in which we sent job offer letters and then decided to rescind the offer. What job offer letter content might anyone have relating to the right to
rescind? And, what should be in the formal notice of decision to rescind? Any samples available? What about the situation in which you make the decision AFTER the candidate signs/agrees to the
job offer but before the background screen or first day on the job? And, for better or worse, this is for California.
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Software Developers & Compensation
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 5:54 PM
Anonymous

_
I need some HR pro tips.
I need to put together a compensation strategy for our development team. Developers are crucial to our success & their contributions is not reflected in their pay structure. We are very lucky to have a
group of dev's that have been loyal to the company for many years, but as we grow, this may not always be the case.
Any body have some ideas to share on how you approach compensation for a development team? Any body incorporate bonus's?
Any help is appreciated.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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PHR Certification in Austin
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 5:47 PM
Kasey Rogers

Hi, HR Friends!
Anyone know of in-person PHR prep courses in Austin?
I see plenty for SHRM, but for now I am getting my PHR. Any insight?
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Reply to Sender

Thanks!
Kasey
-----------------------------Kasey Rogers
Talent Sourcing Specialist
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Austin TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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How to proceed with unsolicited reference date on a top candiate
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 5:22 PM
Anonymous

_
We are in the process of interviewing for a high level position. the hiring department has unsolicited (and not related to the search) intel on one of the top candidates that is negative and received from
a few well respected individuals. Should we share that information with the hiring committee. I am waiting to hear how they found this information, if it was public posting etc.
How would you proceed?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: How to proceed with unsolicited reference date on a top candiate
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 5:50 PM
Anonymous
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_
The information may not be true or from an inaccurate source.
Would this information be discovered during a pre-employment background check?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to proceed with unsolicited reference date on a top candiate
_
We are in the process of interviewing for a high level position. the hiring department has unsolicited (and not related to the search) intel on one of the top candidates that is negative and received from
a few well respected individuals. Should we share that information with the hiring committee. I am waiting to hear how they found this information, if it was public posting etc.
How would you proceed?
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Re: How to proceed with unsolicited reference date on a top candiate
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 7:53 PM
Anonymous

_
This is a huge "it depends". What is the source of the information, and is it a reputable source?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 17:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to proceed with unsolicited reference date on a top candiate
_
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We are in the process of interviewing for a high level position. the hiring department has unsolicited (and not related to the search) intel on one of the top candidates that is negative and received from
a few well respected individuals. Should we share that information with the hiring committee. I am waiting to hear how they found this information, if it was public posting etc.
How would you proceed?
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Wellness Committee - What size?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 5:19 PM
Bethany Schaefer
The CEO and CFO have tasked me with creating a wellness committee. I have feedback from all employees regarding what their expectations are for wellness through the company, what they would
do, what they would appreciate, and what they do not want. With this information it is up to the wellness committee to create and implement initiatives.
We are a small company, 60 employees. I have about 6 individuals interested in joining but I would like to have 10. To be honest, I don't plan to turn down anyone because if someone is interested
and would help why would I say no because of size. My CFO just stated the committee needs to be kept small. I don't agree but I've also never managed a committee. I understand more people
means more voices and more opinions but it also means more buy-in, more help, and more inspiration. I don't agree with turning down a willing employee because it is first come first serve.
Thoughts? Am I headed for disaster?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Wellness Committee - What size?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:49 AM
Anonymous

_
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For a company that size I would not do more than 10. Even in a company of 350 employees I only had 10 on the committee. You get too large and it becomes social hour and nothing gets
accomplished. I typically only have one person per department. If you have a lot of people interested I would do rotating terms. Jane from shipping is going to be on the committee in 2018. Sally
from shipping will be on the committee in 2019.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 17:19
From: Bethany Schaefer
Subject: Wellness Committee - What size?
The CEO and CFO have tasked me with creating a wellness committee. I have feedback from all employees regarding what their expectations are for wellness through the company, what they would
do, what they would appreciate, and what they do not want. With this information it is up to the wellness committee to create and implement initiatives.
We are a small company, 60 employees. I have about 6 individuals interested in joining but I would like to have 10. To be honest, I don't plan to turn down anyone because if someone is interested
and would help why would I say no because of size. My CFO just stated the committee needs to be kept small. I don't agree but I've also never managed a committee. I understand more people
means more voices and more opinions but it also means more buy-in, more help, and more inspiration. I don't agree with turning down a willing employee because it is first come first serve.
Thoughts? Am I headed for disaster?
-----------------------------Bethany Schaefer SHRM-CP
Phoenix AZ
------------------------------
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I-9 documentation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 5:10 PM
Xaviera Woodside
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
How do you handle situations where an employee provides a social security card with a different last name than their driver's license? Do you accept it or do you require the employee to provide
another form of documentation?
-----------------------------Xaviera Woodside
SHRM-CP, PHR
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Re: I-9 documentation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 5:17 PM
Eric Emerson
May end up in a tentative non confirmation. Then they will have to go get it fixed or be terminated. Accepting it might be a way to protect from discrimination claim. I guess I am basing this on you
submitting to E-verify.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 17:10
From: Xaviera Woodside
Subject: I-9 documentation
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
How do you handle situations where an employee provides a social security card with a different last name than their driver's license? Do you accept it or do you require the employee to provide
another form of documentation?
-----------------------------Xaviera Woodside
SHRM-CP, PHR
------------------------------
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Re: I-9 documentation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 5:20 PM
Xaviera Woodside
â€‹
Thank you Eric!
-----------------------------Xaviera Woodside
SHRM-CP, PHR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 17:16
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: I-9 documentation
May end up in a tentative non confirmation. Then they will have to go get it fixed or be terminated. Accepting it might be a way to protect from discrimination claim. I guess I am basing this on you
submitting to E-verify.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
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Re: I-9 documentation
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:45 AM
Anonymous
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_
You absolutely cannot accept ID's that don't match. They can provide a second form of ID or get the incorrect ID fixed. If their SS card is wrong they can go to the SS Office and request a new one.
They will receive a receipt and that is a valid ID for 60 days. If its their license that is wrong (which happens very frequently in my state) they will need to go get a new license.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 17:10
From: Xaviera Woodside
Subject: I-9 documentation
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
How do you handle situations where an employee provides a social security card with a different last name than their driver's license? Do you accept it or do you require the employee to provide
another form of documentation?
-----------------------------Xaviera Woodside
SHRM-CP, PHR
------------------------------
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Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:54 PM
Anonymous

_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.
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Re: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:56 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm sorry. I don't see how bees fit into the account of what happened. Can you clarify?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.
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Re: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 4:58 PM
Anonymous
_
Forget the bee sting, I have a question. Was he supposed to drive a forklift on the parking lot?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.
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Re: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:59 PM
Anonymous

_

I'm sorry. I don't see how bees fit into the account of what happened. Can you clarify?
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Anonymous, 03-28-2018 16:56

It is a metaphor for every little thing.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
I'm sorry. I don't see how bees fit into the account of what happened. Can you clarify?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.
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Re: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 5:32 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here
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Yes, the employee was taking a dumpster out to the parking lot to be emptied. We're manufacturing, so scrap gets generated and then taken out to a super big dumpster stored on the outside of our
building.
I'm actually finding some good articles online that may help me out.
www.laborandemploymentlawcounsel.com/2016/06/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
Forget the bee sting, I have a question. Was he supposed to drive a forklift on the parking lot?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.
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Re: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:42 AM
Anonymous
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_
Do you have a responsible supposition checklists? If not you need to create or Google one asap. When you have an accident go through the checklist to determine if a "reasonable person" would
suspect drugs or alcohol could be a factor. What he acting funny before he hit the truck? Afterwards was he slurring his words? Did he smell of alcohol? Were his eyes blood shot? etc. If you can
check anything on the list I'd send him. This incident is a lot more serious than a bee sting.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.
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Re: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:47 AM
Anonymous

_
"No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc."
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Then there is no reasonable suspicion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.
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Re: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:50 AM
Anonymous

_
This would not be a reasonable suspicion situation.. It's a post-accident issue. How do you handle post-accident drug tests? What does your policy say?
If you don't have a post-accident policy and you have employees on equipment such as a forklift, you should have a post-accident policy. It's standard in warehousing and logistics operations. And
running your forklift into a parked vehicle would never equate to a bee sting. That's a big freaking deal.
I've termed employees for running a forklift into a stationary object depending on the damage.
In any case, it's too late to do any drug testing now. If you were going to test, it should have been immediately after the accident. And again - reasonable suspicion is not needed for post-accident
testing.
Moon Willow
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.
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Re: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:00 AM
Anonymous

_

As MW said, it is late to send him for one, but I would have definitely do so. Also manufacturing and distribution here.
Just last year we had this forklift driver who seriously damaged a dock and a truck when he lifted the forks inside the truck and then tried to back up.
He did not stumble, did not have red eyes, speech was ok. He just said he was in a hurry and got distracted. Well, our policy calls for those types of incident to be drug tested. Came out the guy was
taking a prescription drug (not illegal) but he should have disclosed it and request for accommodations. Warnings clearly disclosed not to drive or operate heavy machinery as well as decrease his
attention span and other things.
We let him go for violating that policy, not for the drug testing itself.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:53
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.
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Re: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:15 AM
Anonymous

_
OP here Yes, we have a Post-Accident Drug Screen policy in place when there is an injury, but not for an incident. Depending on the level of incident - Minor, Moderate or Severe and our Reasonable
Suspicion for Drugs/Alcohol, we would send the employee for a drug test. In this instance, the Supervisor did not feel it warranted a drug test. The debate now is mandating employees get a
drug/alcohol test whenever there is an injury/incident.
I'm reading that OSHA's ruling of August, 2016 prohibits blanket policies requiring drug testing post-accident. The two links I provided in my previous post explain OSHA's position very well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
This would not be a reasonable suspicion situation.. It's a post-accident issue. How do you handle post-accident drug tests? What does your policy say?
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If you don't have a post-accident policy and you have employees on equipment such as a forklift, you should have a post-accident policy. It's standard in warehousing and logistics operations. And
running your forklift into a parked vehicle would never equate to a bee sting. That's a big freaking deal.
I've termed employees for running a forklift into a stationary object depending on the damage.
In any case, it's too late to do any drug testing now. If you were going to test, it should have been immediately after the accident. And again - reasonable suspicion is not needed for post-accident
testing.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.

top
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previous next
Re: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:42 AM
Anonymous

_
I'm confused OP as to what your questions is then if you feel confident that your post accident testing process is in line with OSHA and onsite leadership saw nothing to indicate reasonable suspicion.
.
In my opinion, hitting a truck with a forklift is a pretty severe incident and it would be entirely reasonable to drug test in this circumstance. It's a far far cry from a sprain or bee sting. He hit a
stationary truck.
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It's a far cry from a blanket policy for drug testing for any injury or illness.
It's not a bee sting, but at this point it's too late to do anything.
MW
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
OP here Yes, we have a Post-Accident Drug Screen policy in place when there is an injury, but not for an incident. Depending on the level of incident - Minor, Moderate or Severe and our Reasonable
Suspicion for Drugs/Alcohol, we would send the employee for a drug test. In this instance, the Supervisor did not feel it warranted a drug test. The debate now is mandating employees get a
drug/alcohol test whenever there is an injury/incident.
I'm reading that OSHA's ruling of August, 2016 prohibits blanket policies requiring drug testing post-accident. The two links I provided in my previous post explain OSHA's position very well.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
_
This would not be a reasonable suspicion situation.. It's a post-accident issue. How do you handle post-accident drug tests? What does your policy say?
If you don't have a post-accident policy and you have employees on equipment such as a forklift, you should have a post-accident policy. It's standard in warehousing and logistics operations. And
running your forklift into a parked vehicle would never equate to a bee sting. That's a big freaking deal.
I've termed employees for running a forklift into a stationary object depending on the damage.
In any case, it's too late to do any drug testing now. If you were going to test, it should have been immediately after the accident. And again - reasonable suspicion is not needed for post-accident
testing.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Send for a drug screen - What qualifies as a bee sting?
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_
A couple of months ago I posted a dilemma on this board about sending all of our employees for a drug screen after we had a small explosion in our mfg plant. At the time, we wanted to send them
all for a hearing test. Posters on this boards told me that OSHA is starting to frown on employers for requiring drug screens for a bee sting.
Yesterday, we had an employee driving a forklift out into the parking lot to empty a trash bin and he hit a UPS truck parked in the middle of the lot. Yes, the truck should not be parked there, but this
was definitely a careless act. My Finance Manager is saying we should send employee to get a drug test. The Prod Manager disagrees. I don't know what to do - Would this be a bee sting?
We have a Reasonable Suspicion policy. I asked my HR person onsite (I'm in a different state) if she had any reason to suspect he was under the influence. If yes, we would then follow our policy
and send for a drug screen. HR did not feel there was any reason to suspect ee was under the influence - No red/watery eyes, blurred speech, stumbling, etc.
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previous next
HR Dashboards
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:51 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello,
Does anyone have any recommendations for an HR Dashboard template/software? I want to send my team monthly updates on key information such as hires/terminations, headcount, cost of
benefits, etc.
Thanks for your help.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Handling candidate no one wants to hire
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:37 PM
Anonymous
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_
What do you do if you have a candidate repeatedly contacting the company but this candidate has a very bad reputation within the company and no one wants to hire them? So they keep calling and
sending angry e-mails that they qualify for the roles and still don't get a call?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Handling candidate no one wants to hire
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 6:04 PM
Anonymous

_
If I accepted the call ONCE I would explain that they are welcome to apply for posted positions that they meet the qualifications and if they are chosen to move forward they will be notified by
whatever process you use.
I would use the same for an email , once, and then most likely hit the delete button (or send to junk) after that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handling candidate no one wants to hire
_
What do you do if you have a candidate repeatedly contacting the company but this candidate has a very bad reputation within the company and no one wants to hire them? So they keep calling and
sending angry e-mails that they qualify for the roles and still don't get a call?
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top
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Re: Handling candidate no one wants to hire
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 8:27 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with the above, I would explain that they could apply for other positions to further be considered, but at this time- no job offer will be made.
I did have a similar situation with someone who was very pushy and rude because we didn't job offer and demanded a reason. We simply let them know that they weren't a good fit for the position but
we'd be happy to consider them for any other position they applied to. She then began yelling- I did not entertain that. I let her know one time that it was not appreciated and to have a good day. Then
hung up.
It was really hard to keep my calm on that one.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Handling candidate no one wants to hire
_
What do you do if you have a candidate repeatedly contacting the company but this candidate has a very bad reputation within the company and no one wants to hire them? So they keep calling and
sending angry e-mails that they qualify for the roles and still don't get a call?
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previous next
Salesman Pay
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:30 PM
Anonymous

_
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I would like to know if an employee is paid commission only through payroll are there any laws stating that he must get paid a regular salary in addition to the commission? This would be for the
state of IL.
The employee does come into the office quite often to check on orders, make sales calls, attend meetings and bring new orders into the business.
Any information would be helpful.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Salesman Pay
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:47 PM
Anonymous

_
Salesperson
I would check with your state directly.
www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/...
I'm not in IL but given the brief description, we would pay a small base since there is an administrative (non-sales) component. This person is attending meetings and checking orders not just making
sales. We pay the base to "compensate" for the non-sales time. This ensures we get the admin type tasks taken care of not just the sales piece.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salesman Pay
_
I would like to know if an employee is paid commission only through payroll are there any laws stating that he must get paid a regular salary in addition to the commission? This would be for the
state of IL.
The employee does come into the office quite often to check on orders, make sales calls, attend meetings and bring new orders into the business.
Any information would be helpful.
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previous next
Where did you find the HRConnect button?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:30 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Hi. I haven't been on SHRM for a few weeks. Once I logged in, I had trouble finding the SHRM Connect button. I had to ask their 'chat' person where to find it. Instead of telling me where to
click, she just sent me a link. So in the future, when I want to find this again and don't have the link handy, which buttons should I press?
Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:36 PM
Anonymous

_
SHRM Connect is under Communities on the top toolbar on SHRM's home page.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
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_
â€‹â€‹
Hi. I haven't been on SHRM for a few weeks. Once I logged in, I had trouble finding the SHRM Connect button. I had to ask their 'chat' person where to find it. Instead of telling me where to
click, she just sent me a link. So in the future, when I want to find this again and don't have the link handy, which buttons should I press?
Thanks.

top
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previous next
Re: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:37 PM
Anonymous

_
I think you should know there is something called HRConnection, sometimes referred to by users as HR Connect, that is a platform for all things HR. You are going to confuse everyone. I am
permanently signed on and I get animal form this site once a day. That is how I sign on so I don't think I am any help.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi. I haven't been on SHRM for a few weeks. Once I logged in, I had trouble finding the SHRM Connect button. I had to ask their 'chat' person where to find it. Instead of telling me where to
click, she just sent me a link. So in the future, when I want to find this again and don't have the link handy, which buttons should I press?
Thanks.
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previous next
Re: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 4:40 PM
Mary Dillman
Perhaps it is a temporary problem, but the SHRM Connect hot link is currently not appearing under the "Communities" section of the toolbar.
I found a hotlink by scrolling down a bit on the SHRM home page, where it says "Community Voices". Not sure what's going on?
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
_
SHRM Connect is under Communities on the top toolbar on SHRM's home page.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi. I haven't been on SHRM for a few weeks. Once I logged in, I had trouble finding the SHRM Connect button. I had to ask their 'chat' person where to find it. Instead of telling me where to
click, she just sent me a link. So in the future, when I want to find this again and don't have the link handy, which buttons should I press?
Thanks.
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Re: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 4:40 PM
Anonymous
_
I too had trouble getting to what I still call HR Talk although this isn't exactly that. Nevertheless, seems like things have moved around on the site and it was hard to find.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi. I haven't been on SHRM for a few weeks. Once I logged in, I had trouble finding the SHRM Connect button. I had to ask their 'chat' person where to find it. Instead of telling me where to
click, she just sent me a link. So in the future, when I want to find this again and don't have the link handy, which buttons should I press?
Thanks.
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Re: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:41 PM
Anonymous

_
I no longer see it listed under the Communities tab. I only have the Student Resources, Volunteers, and Local Chapters sections. Interesting...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
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_
SHRM Connect is under Communities on the top toolbar on SHRM's home page.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi. I haven't been on SHRM for a few weeks. Once I logged in, I had trouble finding the SHRM Connect button. I had to ask their 'chat' person where to find it. Instead of telling me where to
click, she just sent me a link. So in the future, when I want to find this again and don't have the link handy, which buttons should I press?
Thanks.
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previous next
Re: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:51 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
OP here Thank goodness I'm not alone. I thought I lost my marbles or have been off SHRM's website for far too long!
Under communities, which is where I used to look for it, currently only has Student Resources, Volunteer and Local Chapters.
SHRM changed HR Talk to SHRM Connect, so I tend to use those interchangeably. Either way, I was just trying to find the path/button.
Thank you all!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
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_
â€‹â€‹
Hi. I haven't been on SHRM for a few weeks. Once I logged in, I had trouble finding the SHRM Connect button. I had to ask their 'chat' person where to find it. Instead of telling me where to
click, she just sent me a link. So in the future, when I want to find this again and don't have the link handy, which buttons should I press?
Thanks.
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Re: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 5:15 PM
Xaviera Woodside
â€‹
I noticed SHRM Connect wasn't in the Communities section at the top of the page as well. I found by scrolling to the bottom and clicking in the Community Voices post.
-----------------------------Xaviera Woodside
SHRM-CP, PHR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Where did you find the HRConnect button?
_
â€‹â€‹
Hi. I haven't been on SHRM for a few weeks. Once I logged in, I had trouble finding the SHRM Connect button. I had to ask their 'chat' person where to find it. Instead of telling me where to
click, she just sent me a link. So in the future, when I want to find this again and don't have the link handy, which buttons should I press?
Thanks.
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previous next
Regarding External Management Coaching
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:57 PM
Anonymous

_
I am a fairly new member here, so forgive me if this is well-covered territory. I am a communications professional; I particularly enjoy writing internal and employee communications, and am
exploring more about HR in an effort to gain insight that might help me transition into an all-internal-communications role, or possibly even HR.
I've seen several references here to external coaching (the latest is a question posed asking for a good resource for a manager who needs some coaching in the area of dealing with frustration). It
seems that this kind of coaching is popular, and it looks expensive. My question is, is coaching like this typically remedial in nature? From my perspective, just reading the forum for the past couple
of weeks, it looks like lower-level problem employees are spoken to, given warnings, and ultimately let go, while upper-level problem employees are rewarded for improper behavior with expensive
training. Is that really what's going on? Or is it that the manager in question has been spoken to by his or her supervisor, and that supervisor has asked HR to find a training resource?
Thank you in advance for responding!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Regarding External Management Coaching
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 5:02 PM
Luana Graves Sellars
Hi,
Training and coaching can be proactive, as in improving leadership pathing, skill sets, employee development, sexual harassment, diversity, better customer service and communication, etc.. It can
also be reactive, as in a response to a specific situation when an employee needs help with interpersonal communication, conflict resolution, personal or executive coaching.
I hope that this helps.
-----------------------------Luana Graves Sellars
Talent Curve Solutions & Leathers Milligan
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Regarding External Management Coaching
_
I am a fairly new member here, so forgive me if this is well-covered territory. I am a communications professional; I particularly enjoy writing internal and employee communications, and am
exploring more about HR in an effort to gain insight that might help me transition into an all-internal-communications role, or possibly even HR.
I've seen several references here to external coaching (the latest is a question posed asking for a good resource for a manager who needs some coaching in the area of dealing with frustration). It
seems that this kind of coaching is popular, and it looks expensive. My question is, is coaching like this typically remedial in nature? From my perspective, just reading the forum for the past couple
of weeks, it looks like lower-level problem employees are spoken to, given warnings, and ultimately let go, while upper-level problem employees are rewarded for improper behavior with expensive
training. Is that really what's going on? Or is it that the manager in question has been spoken to by his or her supervisor, and that supervisor has asked HR to find a training resource?
Thank you in advance for responding!
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Re: Regarding External Management Coaching
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 11:09 PM
Rebecca Ashery
You have asked a very interesting question and you have some excellent observations. Many companies focus coaching on executives to enhance their job functioning or just to give an additional
benefit. Unfortunately, most companies do not focus on giving their managers the extra coaching supports that could help them in executing their job functions. And remember that most people leave
their jobs because of bad managers! I specialize in coaching managers and my website addresses some of these issues.
-----------------------------Rebecca Ashery
Leader-Manager Coach
Rebecca Sager Ashery LLC
North Bethesda MD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Regarding External Management Coaching
_
I am a fairly new member here, so forgive me if this is well-covered territory. I am a communications professional; I particularly enjoy writing internal and employee communications, and am
exploring more about HR in an effort to gain insight that might help me transition into an all-internal-communications role, or possibly even HR.
I've seen several references here to external coaching (the latest is a question posed asking for a good resource for a manager who needs some coaching in the area of dealing with frustration). It
seems that this kind of coaching is popular, and it looks expensive. My question is, is coaching like this typically remedial in nature? From my perspective, just reading the forum for the past couple
of weeks, it looks like lower-level problem employees are spoken to, given warnings, and ultimately let go, while upper-level problem employees are rewarded for improper behavior with expensive
training. Is that really what's going on? Or is it that the manager in question has been spoken to by his or her supervisor, and that supervisor has asked HR to find a training resource?
Thank you in advance for responding!
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Re: Regarding External Management Coaching
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 8:42 AM
Mary Dillman
It is important to consider additional context and the overall performance/potential of the employee in question in situations where unprofessional or inappropriate conduct/behaviors are being
addressed. In some cases, the counseling involves just telling the employee to stop the inappropriate behavior; e.g., spending excessive time gossiping about other employees when the employee
should be working (productivity problem). In some cases, the corrective action can and should involve some developmental intervention to improve a skill - e.g., training or coaching on effective
communications or conflict resolution skills. In my experience, informal coaching is provided to all levels of employees. Yes, it is true that coaching for a management/leadership level employee
may involve an external resource.
Additional warnings and termination (the progressive discipline process) actions occurr when the employee fails to comply with clearly set expectations for sustained correction to the problem
behaviors, even after coaching has been provided.
In the case you cited about the manager needing coaching on dealing with frustration, I assume that the manager's manager has identified that the behaviors are not appropriate and require correction.
I also assume that HR was engaged either by the manager or the manager's manager to advise on a developmental action plan. It appears that the manager acknowledges the need to change and is
committed to make improvements. More context from the OP would help; that's why I asked OP to describe exactly what "explosive" behaviors are involved.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Regarding External Management Coaching
_
I am a fairly new member here, so forgive me if this is well-covered territory. I am a communications professional; I particularly enjoy writing internal and employee communications, and am
exploring more about HR in an effort to gain insight that might help me transition into an all-internal-communications role, or possibly even HR.
I've seen several references here to external coaching (the latest is a question posed asking for a good resource for a manager who needs some coaching in the area of dealing with frustration). It
seems that this kind of coaching is popular, and it looks expensive. My question is, is coaching like this typically remedial in nature? From my perspective, just reading the forum for the past couple
of weeks, it looks like lower-level problem employees are spoken to, given warnings, and ultimately let go, while upper-level problem employees are rewarded for improper behavior with expensive
training. Is that really what's going on? Or is it that the manager in question has been spoken to by his or her supervisor, and that supervisor has asked HR to find a training resource?
Thank you in advance for responding!
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previous next
Internet Filtering
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:27 PM
Susi Reyes
We are a non-profit organization and want to protect our reputation and want to stay within the law to protect ourselves and our employees.
I believe it is legal for us to install a filtering program on Company owned laptops. We let our employees use their laptops for personal use too, but we would still like to have the filter active 24/7.
Is it legal to monitor these devices after hours since we own them?
What about requiring personal cell phones to be connected to the company network which has a filtering program on it during work hours? Or even requiring personal cell phones to have a filtering
program installed on their personal cell phones that are used for work a majority of the time, but owned by the employee? Is it legal to do that on a device the company does not own?
Thank you for any guidance.
-----------------------------Susi Reyes
Denison Ministries
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Dallas TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Internet Filtering
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:29 PM
Anonymous

_
No issues when it's your equipment but...
"What about requiring personal cell phones to be connected to the company network which has a filtering program on it during work hours? Or even requiring personal cell phones to have a filtering
program installed on their personal cell phones that are used for work a majority of the time, but owned by the employee? Is it legal to do that on a device the company does not own?"
DON'T GO THERE GIRL!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:26
From: Susi Reyes
Subject: Internet Filtering
We are a non-profit organization and want to protect our reputation and want to stay within the law to protect ourselves and our employees.
I believe it is legal for us to install a filtering program on Company owned laptops. We let our employees use their laptops for personal use too, but we would still like to have the filter active 24/7.
Is it legal to monitor these devices after hours since we own them?
What about requiring personal cell phones to be connected to the company network which has a filtering program on it during work hours? Or even requiring personal cell phones to have a filtering
program installed on their personal cell phones that are used for work a majority of the time, but owned by the employee? Is it legal to do that on a device the company does not own?
Thank you for any guidance.
-----------------------------Susi Reyes
Denison Ministries
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Dallas TX
------------------------------
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previous next
Exit Interviews - Senior Management
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:14 PM
Anonymous

_
A senior VP recently left our association, and learned that a Board member asked to conduct an exit interview with the employee. This seems to be an overreach by the Board member. Has anyone
ever dealt with a similar situation? We do not yet have a formal exit interview process but all departing employees are asked to spend time with the CEO or HR to get feedback on their employment
experience.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Exit Interviews - Senior Management
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
Its a SVP. I guess I don't see anything wrong with a board member having a conversation.
We rarely do formal exits with VPs or SVPs, the final conversation is usually done by our VP or HR for this level but the standard interview is not used.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:13
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Exit Interviews - Senior Management
_
A senior VP recently left our association, and learned that a Board member asked to conduct an exit interview with the employee. This seems to be an overreach by the Board member. Has anyone
ever dealt with a similar situation? We do not yet have a formal exit interview process but all departing employees are asked to spend time with the CEO or HR to get feedback on their employment
experience.
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Re: Exit Interviews - Senior Management
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:20 PM
Sarah Davis
Rather than being concerned about the board member's potentially stepping on toes, I'd be way more concerned that the board member circumvented you and the CEO to speak with this VP. It
sounds like maybe something was going on that prompted this request. The CEO should speak with that board member to find out what was going on and also consider putting an exit process in
place and communicating that with the board.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exit Interviews - Senior Management
_
A senior VP recently left our association, and learned that a Board member asked to conduct an exit interview with the employee. This seems to be an overreach by the Board member. Has anyone
ever dealt with a similar situation? We do not yet have a formal exit interview process but all departing employees are asked to spend time with the CEO or HR to get feedback on their employment
experience.
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top
109.

previous next
EEO-1 Report
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:11 PM
Anonymous

_
I am trying to file an EEO-1 report for a multi-employer establishment. The consolidated report has the same number of employees as the individual establishments. However, there is a
reconciliation report that is incomplete and and I can not figure out how to edit it or what that report even is. The wait on the EEO-1 phone number is over an hour so I'm hoping someone here can
help. Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
110.

previous next
Administrative Expemption
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:09 PM
Robbyn Wolf
Hi,

We have a team who occupy booths at our industry's shows and they are salaried.
They are not sales; I think they best fit the administrative exemption. I suppose I am looking for solid examples of what, "The exercise of discretion and independent judgment must be more than the use of
skill in applying well-established techniques, procedures or specific standards described in manuals or other sources" might be.
Thank you,
Robbyn

-----------------------------Robbyn Wolf
Quality/HR Specialist - Spokane, WA
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
111.

previous next
Re: Administrative Expemption
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:19 PM
Renee Shiraishi
The University of Washington has some great resources on its website for determining FLSA exemptions. Here is the link to the checklist for the Administrative Exemption: hr.uw.edu/comp/wpcontent/uploads/sites/5/2016/02/...
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:08
From: Robbyn Wolf
Subject: Administrative Expemption
Hi,

We have a team who occupy booths at our industry's shows and they are salaried.
They are not sales; I think they best fit the administrative exemption. I suppose I am looking for solid examples of what, "The exercise of discretion and independent judgment must be more than the use of
skill in applying well-established techniques, procedures or specific standards described in manuals or other sources" might be.
Thank you,
Robbyn

-----------------------------Robbyn Wolf
Quality/HR Specialist - Spokane, WA
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------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Administrative Expemption
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:21 PM
Anonymous

_
Are they exempt or non-exempt (either exemption can be paid on a salary basis). Here's the regulatory definition.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:08
From: Robbyn Wolf
Subject: Administrative Expemption
Hi,

We have a team who occupy booths at our industry's shows and they are salaried.
They are not sales; I think they best fit the administrative exemption. I suppose I am looking for solid examples of what, "The exercise of discretion and independent judgment must be more than the use of
skill in applying well-established techniques, procedures or specific standards described in manuals or other sources" might be.
Thank you,
Robbyn

-----------------------------Robbyn Wolf
Quality/HR Specialist - Spokane, WA
------------------------------
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top
113.

previous next
Re: Administrative Expemption
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:26 PM
Sarah Davis
If that team is simply presenting your company's products and answering questions about products at trade shows based on information that is provided to them by the company, they would not be
demonstrating discretion or independent judgment. They would be applying well-established techniques, procedures or standards described in manuals or other sources.
I can tell you with almost 100% certainty, that if this is their primary job duty, they are not exempt employees and therefore entitled to overtime.
You can pay non-exempt employees a salary, which is perfectly fine. However, if they work over 40 hours in a work week (or, depending on the state in which you are located, a particular number of
hours in a day), they are entitled to time and a half for hours worked over 40 or over the daily limit.
Salary or hourly are just methods of payment. It's the exemption status that determines whether overtime is applicable. From your brief description, this sounds like a non-exempt overtime eligible
position.

-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:08
From: Robbyn Wolf
Subject: Administrative Expemption
Hi,

We have a team who occupy booths at our industry's shows and they are salaried.
They are not sales; I think they best fit the administrative exemption. I suppose I am looking for solid examples of what, "The exercise of discretion and independent judgment must be more than the use of
skill in applying well-established techniques, procedures or specific standards described in manuals or other sources" might be.
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Thank you,
Robbyn

-----------------------------Robbyn Wolf
Quality/HR Specialist - Spokane, WA
------------------------------

top
114.

previous next
Term part-time employee
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:06 PM
Anonymous

_
Need advice as to best way to terminate an employee who is part-time (works 10hrs/week).
This part-time employee is scheduled to work 5-10pm every Monday & Wednesday. EE often calls in at noon to say she can't work due to migraine. EE has a regular full-time job, so at that job she
qualifies for FMLA, & therefore will not work here if she called in there even if her migraine has improved. She is afraid of getting caught by her full-time job.
EE has been written up twice in the last 6 months for absences here. She was hospitalized last week for emergency surgery and had her doctor send a letter which was fairly devoid of information
except that she needs to be out another 4 weeks. That may suffice at her full-time job where she qualifies for FMLA, but here as a part-time employee (who does not qualify for FMLA) and has
attendance issues, we need to term her while she is out, so we can fill her position.
While her position is only 10 hours a week, it is an extremely important position as it provides evening coverage in an office setting.
What is the best way to proceed?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
115.

previous next
Re: Term part-time employee
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:18 PM
Anonymous
_
OP here - I forgot to mention we are an At Will employer. Her absences really create a severe burden on co-workers & the organization. It has now almost reached a point where she is absent more
than she is here.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
Need advice as to best way to terminate an employee who is part-time (works 10hrs/week).
This part-time employee is scheduled to work 5-10pm every Monday & Wednesday. EE often calls in at noon to say she can't work due to migraine. EE has a regular full-time job, so at that job she
qualifies for FMLA, & therefore will not work here if she called in there even if her migraine has improved. She is afraid of getting caught by her full-time job.
EE has been written up twice in the last 6 months for absences here. She was hospitalized last week for emergency surgery and had her doctor send a letter which was fairly devoid of information
except that she needs to be out another 4 weeks. That may suffice at her full-time job where she qualifies for FMLA, but here as a part-time employee (who does not qualify for FMLA) and has
attendance issues, we need to term her while she is out, so we can fill her position.
While her position is only 10 hours a week, it is an extremely important position as it provides evening coverage in an office setting.
What is the best way to proceed?

top
116.

previous next
Re: Term part-time employee
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:28 PM
Anonymous
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_
Have you started the interactive process for ADA with her? Migraines can be a potentially covered condition.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
Need advice as to best way to terminate an employee who is part-time (works 10hrs/week).
This part-time employee is scheduled to work 5-10pm every Monday & Wednesday. EE often calls in at noon to say she can't work due to migraine. EE has a regular full-time job, so at that job she
qualifies for FMLA, & therefore will not work here if she called in there even if her migraine has improved. She is afraid of getting caught by her full-time job.
EE has been written up twice in the last 6 months for absences here. She was hospitalized last week for emergency surgery and had her doctor send a letter which was fairly devoid of information
except that she needs to be out another 4 weeks. That may suffice at her full-time job where she qualifies for FMLA, but here as a part-time employee (who does not qualify for FMLA) and has
attendance issues, we need to term her while she is out, so we can fill her position.
While her position is only 10 hours a week, it is an extremely important position as it provides evening coverage in an office setting.
What is the best way to proceed?

top
117.

previous next
Re: Term part-time employee
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:35 PM
Anonymous

_
Looks like you'll need to explore ADA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-28-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
Need advice as to best way to terminate an employee who is part-time (works 10hrs/week).
This part-time employee is scheduled to work 5-10pm every Monday & Wednesday. EE often calls in at noon to say she can't work due to migraine. EE has a regular full-time job, so at that job she
qualifies for FMLA, & therefore will not work here if she called in there even if her migraine has improved. She is afraid of getting caught by her full-time job.
EE has been written up twice in the last 6 months for absences here. She was hospitalized last week for emergency surgery and had her doctor send a letter which was fairly devoid of information
except that she needs to be out another 4 weeks. That may suffice at her full-time job where she qualifies for FMLA, but here as a part-time employee (who does not qualify for FMLA) and has
attendance issues, we need to term her while she is out, so we can fill her position.
While her position is only 10 hours a week, it is an extremely important position as it provides evening coverage in an office setting.
What is the best way to proceed?

top
118.

previous next
Re: Term part-time employee
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:46 PM
Anonymous

_
No, but as an employee who only works 10 hours a week, an accommodation (to stay home) creates a hardship for us as the employer.
I'm not sure why we as a non-profit should be forced to keep her in her position when she calls in 1-2x a month. If she only has 8 days in a month where she is scheduled to work and she calls in
twice, that means she isn't here 25% of the time.
One of the requirements of this position is that you be in attendance when scheduled to be here. Her schedule is static, it is every Monday & Wednesday 5-10pm. The 1-2 times she calls in, it's
around 12noon and we are left to scramble, often begging an employee who has been here since 8am to stay until 10pm.
This 1-2 times a month doesn't include the time she requests off in advance.
With past write ups for attendance, can we just terminate her?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
Have you started the interactive process for ADA with her? Migraines can be a potentially covered condition.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
Need advice as to best way to terminate an employee who is part-time (works 10hrs/week).
This part-time employee is scheduled to work 5-10pm every Monday & Wednesday. EE often calls in at noon to say she can't work due to migraine. EE has a regular full-time job, so at that job she
qualifies for FMLA, & therefore will not work here if she called in there even if her migraine has improved. She is afraid of getting caught by her full-time job.
EE has been written up twice in the last 6 months for absences here. She was hospitalized last week for emergency surgery and had her doctor send a letter which was fairly devoid of information
except that she needs to be out another 4 weeks. That may suffice at her full-time job where she qualifies for FMLA, but here as a part-time employee (who does not qualify for FMLA) and has
attendance issues, we need to term her while she is out, so we can fill her position.
While her position is only 10 hours a week, it is an extremely important position as it provides evening coverage in an office setting.
What is the best way to proceed?

top
119.

previous next
Re: Term part-time employee
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:56 PM
Anonymous

_
No one said you were forced to keep her. You could terminate her, but you leave yourself open to an ADA discrimination claim for not following the ADA interactive process. We can't mitigate all
the risks that employers have, but we should do as much as possible.
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I HIGHLY suggest reaching out to askjan.org . There are exceptions for accommodations that can create hardship for a company, but I am not 100% sure it would qualify. They're the experts, and can
give you better guidance than I can.
So what are you requirements for calling in? Has she gone over her PTO balance for the year (if she gets any)? What does your policy say about calling out/attendance and how it interacts with
previously scheduled time off?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
No, but as an employee who only works 10 hours a week, an accommodation (to stay home) creates a hardship for us as the employer.
I'm not sure why we as a non-profit should be forced to keep her in her position when she calls in 1-2x a month. If she only has 8 days in a month where she is scheduled to work and she calls in
twice, that means she isn't here 25% of the time.
One of the requirements of this position is that you be in attendance when scheduled to be here. Her schedule is static, it is every Monday & Wednesday 5-10pm. The 1-2 times she calls in, it's
around 12noon and we are left to scramble, often begging an employee who has been here since 8am to stay until 10pm.
This 1-2 times a month doesn't include the time she requests off in advance.
With past write ups for attendance, can we just terminate her?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
Have you started the interactive process for ADA with her? Migraines can be a potentially covered condition.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
Need advice as to best way to terminate an employee who is part-time (works 10hrs/week).
This part-time employee is scheduled to work 5-10pm every Monday & Wednesday. EE often calls in at noon to say she can't work due to migraine. EE has a regular full-time job, so at that job she
qualifies for FMLA, & therefore will not work here if she called in there even if her migraine has improved. She is afraid of getting caught by her full-time job.
EE has been written up twice in the last 6 months for absences here. She was hospitalized last week for emergency surgery and had her doctor send a letter which was fairly devoid of information
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except that she needs to be out another 4 weeks. That may suffice at her full-time job where she qualifies for FMLA, but here as a part-time employee (who does not qualify for FMLA) and has
attendance issues, we need to term her while she is out, so we can fill her position.
While her position is only 10 hours a week, it is an extremely important position as it provides evening coverage in an office setting.
What is the best way to proceed?

top
120.

previous next
Re: Term part-time employee
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:10 PM
Anonymous

_
I understand and appreciate your responding.
Our policy states to contact your direct supervisor and speak directly with them by 7am. We modified hers since she arrives late day, she has to notify her direct supervisor before 12noon and we reemphasized the "direct supervisor" portion and the "speak directly with" during both of her write-ups regarding excessive absences.
I understand the ADA, but it states "reasonable" accommodation. I think part of my hang up with this is that I believe she is milking the intermittent leave with her full-time employer, not my
problem, but just knowing that she doesn't want to come work here only because she is fearful she might get caught by her other employer is frustrating and really impacts the rest of the department in
terms of morale.
This hospital stay was for a reason completely unrelated to migraines, but has created an absence that will total 7 weeks if we ride it out. Then I know she is going to request planned time off for an
early summer vacation. Our PTO plan does not provide (paid) vacation/sick/personal time off to part-time employees.
I'll reach out the askjan.org as you suggested.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
No one said you were forced to keep her. You could terminate her, but you leave yourself open to an ADA discrimination claim for not following the ADA interactive process. We can't mitigate all
the risks that employers have, but we should do as much as possible.
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I HIGHLY suggest reaching out to askjan.org . There are exceptions for accommodations that can create hardship for a company, but I am not 100% sure it would qualify. They're the experts, and can
give you better guidance than I can.
So what are you requirements for calling in? Has she gone over her PTO balance for the year (if she gets any)? What does your policy say about calling out/attendance and how it interacts with
previously scheduled time off?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
No, but as an employee who only works 10 hours a week, an accommodation (to stay home) creates a hardship for us as the employer.
I'm not sure why we as a non-profit should be forced to keep her in her position when she calls in 1-2x a month. If she only has 8 days in a month where she is scheduled to work and she calls in
twice, that means she isn't here 25% of the time.
One of the requirements of this position is that you be in attendance when scheduled to be here. Her schedule is static, it is every Monday & Wednesday 5-10pm. The 1-2 times she calls in, it's
around 12noon and we are left to scramble, often begging an employee who has been here since 8am to stay until 10pm.
This 1-2 times a month doesn't include the time she requests off in advance.
With past write ups for attendance, can we just terminate her?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
Have you started the interactive process for ADA with her? Migraines can be a potentially covered condition.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
Need advice as to best way to terminate an employee who is part-time (works 10hrs/week).
This part-time employee is scheduled to work 5-10pm every Monday & Wednesday. EE often calls in at noon to say she can't work due to migraine. EE has a regular full-time job, so at that job she
qualifies for FMLA, & therefore will not work here if she called in there even if her migraine has improved. She is afraid of getting caught by her full-time job.
EE has been written up twice in the last 6 months for absences here. She was hospitalized last week for emergency surgery and had her doctor send a letter which was fairly devoid of information
except that she needs to be out another 4 weeks. That may suffice at her full-time job where she qualifies for FMLA, but here as a part-time employee (who does not qualify for FMLA) and has
attendance issues, we need to term her while she is out, so we can fill her position.
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While her position is only 10 hours a week, it is an extremely important position as it provides evening coverage in an office setting.
What is the best way to proceed?

top
121.

previous next
Re: Term part-time employee
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:26 PM
Anonymous

_
Is she not notifying her direct supervisor? Who is she notifying? How is she notifying?
I also want to clarify something.
What we feel is unreasonable may not be in the eyes of ADA. Keep that in mind as you work with Askjan. If she's covered under FMLA, and there is a chance she is milking it, you're right it's not
your problem. I will however say as someone who has suffered from severe migraines, even if I begin to feel relief during the day, does not mean I'm up for driving into work and being productive.
Sometimes it can cause the migraine to come back. Not saying that's her case, but something to keep in mind. Unless she's calling in and saying "Hey I had a migraine, I called out of my other job, so
that's the reason I can't work tonight....."
For this additional 7 weeks she is going to be out, if unrelated to the migraines, and may not be an ADA covered disability. If that is the case, then you can term, and invite the employee to reapply if
there is an open position when they are eligible to work again.
You can deny her request for any additional planned time off. She calls out sick, and you've already documented that she requested the time off and it was denied, you can absolutely term.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
I understand and appreciate your responding.
Our policy states to contact your direct supervisor and speak directly with them by 7am. We modified hers since she arrives late day, she has to notify her direct supervisor before 12noon and we reemphasized the "direct supervisor" portion and the "speak directly with" during both of her write-ups regarding excessive absences.
I understand the ADA, but it states "reasonable" accommodation. I think part of my hang up with this is that I believe she is milking the intermittent leave with her full-time employer, not my
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problem, but just knowing that she doesn't want to come work here only because she is fearful she might get caught by her other employer is frustrating and really impacts the rest of the department in
terms of morale.
This hospital stay was for a reason completely unrelated to migraines, but has created an absence that will total 7 weeks if we ride it out. Then I know she is going to request planned time off for an
early summer vacation. Our PTO plan does not provide (paid) vacation/sick/personal time off to part-time employees.
I'll reach out the askjan.org as you suggested.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
No one said you were forced to keep her. You could terminate her, but you leave yourself open to an ADA discrimination claim for not following the ADA interactive process. We can't mitigate all
the risks that employers have, but we should do as much as possible.
I HIGHLY suggest reaching out to askjan.org . There are exceptions for accommodations that can create hardship for a company, but I am not 100% sure it would qualify. They're the experts, and can
give you better guidance than I can.
So what are you requirements for calling in? Has she gone over her PTO balance for the year (if she gets any)? What does your policy say about calling out/attendance and how it interacts with
previously scheduled time off?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
No, but as an employee who only works 10 hours a week, an accommodation (to stay home) creates a hardship for us as the employer.
I'm not sure why we as a non-profit should be forced to keep her in her position when she calls in 1-2x a month. If she only has 8 days in a month where she is scheduled to work and she calls in
twice, that means she isn't here 25% of the time.
One of the requirements of this position is that you be in attendance when scheduled to be here. Her schedule is static, it is every Monday & Wednesday 5-10pm. The 1-2 times she calls in, it's
around 12noon and we are left to scramble, often begging an employee who has been here since 8am to stay until 10pm.
This 1-2 times a month doesn't include the time she requests off in advance.
With past write ups for attendance, can we just terminate her?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
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Have you started the interactive process for ADA with her? Migraines can be a potentially covered condition.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term part-time employee
_
Need advice as to best way to terminate an employee who is part-time (works 10hrs/week).
This part-time employee is scheduled to work 5-10pm every Monday & Wednesday. EE often calls in at noon to say she can't work due to migraine. EE has a regular full-time job, so at that job she
qualifies for FMLA, & therefore will not work here if she called in there even if her migraine has improved. She is afraid of getting caught by her full-time job.
EE has been written up twice in the last 6 months for absences here. She was hospitalized last week for emergency surgery and had her doctor send a letter which was fairly devoid of information
except that she needs to be out another 4 weeks. That may suffice at her full-time job where she qualifies for FMLA, but here as a part-time employee (who does not qualify for FMLA) and has
attendance issues, we need to term her while she is out, so we can fill her position.
While her position is only 10 hours a week, it is an extremely important position as it provides evening coverage in an office setting.
What is the best way to proceed?

top
122.

previous next
Multi-state employer - Local Taxes?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:00 PM |
Anonymous

view attached

_
We are a multi state employer. Does anyone have a better document on local tax requirements? I've found the attached on Google; however, it may be outdated.
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next

123.

Re: Multi-state employer - Local Taxes?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:11 PM
Anonymous

_
I think what you have is actually quite good, but I would still recommend checking with your payroll service to see what they offer.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Multi-state employer - Local Taxes?
_
We are a multi state employer. Does anyone have a better document on local tax requirements? I've found the attached on Google; however, it may be outdated.
Thanks!

top
124.

previous next
exempt ee request to reduce work hours & pay
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:53 PM
Anonymous

_
We have an exempt employee who is requesting to work reduce hours 30 hours per week to accomodate a personal matter. He will be expected to work in the office 2 1/2 days per week instead of 5.
We have agreed to accomodate but I'm concerned with possible violation of exempt status.
We want to put this in writing and need help on how to make this work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
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previous next
Re: exempt ee request to reduce work hours & pay
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:55 PM
Anonymous

_
Forgot to mentioned that he will also work 2 1/2 days from home.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: exempt ee request to reduce work hours & pay
_
We have an exempt employee who is requesting to work reduce hours 30 hours per week to accomodate a personal matter. He will be expected to work in the office 2 1/2 days per week instead of 5.
We have agreed to accomodate but I'm concerned with possible violation of exempt status.
We want to put this in writing and need help on how to make this work.

top
126.

previous next
Re: exempt ee request to reduce work hours & pay
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:55 PM
Anonymous

_
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As long as the duties and salary still meet the requirements, there's no problem with this.
Many professionals are exempt and only work 20-30 hours a week.
Are these reduced hours due to a medical issue? If so, you should explore FMLA.
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: exempt ee request to reduce work hours & pay
_
We have an exempt employee who is requesting to work reduce hours 30 hours per week to accomodate a personal matter. He will be expected to work in the office 2 1/2 days per week instead of 5.
We have agreed to accomodate but I'm concerned with possible violation of exempt status.
We want to put this in writing and need help on how to make this work.

top
127.

previous next
Re: exempt ee request to reduce work hours & pay
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:03 PM
Anonymous

_
No, the reduction is not due to any medical related matter. I just wanted to confirm that we can reduce his salary without violation exempt status.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: exempt ee request to reduce work hours & pay
_
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As long as the duties and salary still meet the requirements, there's no problem with this.
Many professionals are exempt and only work 20-30 hours a week.
Are these reduced hours due to a medical issue? If so, you should explore FMLA.
anon #6 â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: exempt ee request to reduce work hours & pay
_
We have an exempt employee who is requesting to work reduce hours 30 hours per week to accomodate a personal matter. He will be expected to work in the office 2 1/2 days per week instead of 5.
We have agreed to accomodate but I'm concerned with possible violation of exempt status.
We want to put this in writing and need help on how to make this work.

top
128.

previous next
HRIS/Payroll system
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:48 PM
Jamie Guerra
Hi. I'm looking to change our HRIS/Payroll system. I don't want to go to ADP. Please let me know what system you have and what you like and don't like about it?
-----------------------------Jamie Guerra
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll system
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:13 PM
Anonymous
_
You might want to search this board for that topic - or alternately you might want to search on specific companies you are evaluating. I know paylocity, paycom, paycor, paychecx and others come
up often. I personally use paylocity and like it but we're a smaller company and I dont know if they would be a good fit for your company.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:47
From: Jamie Guerra
Subject: HRIS/Payroll system
Hi. I'm looking to change our HRIS/Payroll system. I don't want to go to ADP. Please let me know what system you have and what you like and don't like about it?
-----------------------------Jamie Guerra
------------------------------

top
130.

previous next
Under 18 Employee
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:46 PM
Melissa Aaron
I work for a small HVAC company in central VA, and we are hiring a 17 year old summer intern for this summer. I know there are certain things that he will not be allowed to do, including climbing
ladders, and using power tools, but what else is there on that list of things that he is not allowed to do? I have tried googling it, but get a whole bunch of run around on those sites. Any thing will help!
Thank you so much!
-----------------------------Melissa Aaron
Richmond, VA
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Under 18 Employee
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:50 PM
Anonymous

_
Half way down the page has a list of things anyone under 18 can not do. If you are still unsure, a quick call to the state might be useful.
virginiarules.org/virginia-rules/child-labor-laws
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:45
From: Melissa Aaron
Subject: Under 18 Employee
I work for a small HVAC company in central VA, and we are hiring a 17 year old summer intern for this summer. I know there are certain things that he will not be allowed to do, including climbing
ladders, and using power tools, but what else is there on that list of things that he is not allowed to do? I have tried googling it, but get a whole bunch of run around on those sites. Any thing will help!
Thank you so much!
-----------------------------Melissa Aaron
Richmond, VA
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Under 18 Employee
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 2:52 PM
Anonymous
_
Not sure if you checked it out, but I usually start by consulting https://www.youthrules.gov/ . It's run by the DOL and provides a lot of helpful easy-to-understand information about the federal
restrictions. I can't speak to any additional restrictions your state may have, but it's a good place to start.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:45
From: Melissa Aaron
Subject: Under 18 Employee
I work for a small HVAC company in central VA, and we are hiring a 17 year old summer intern for this summer. I know there are certain things that he will not be allowed to do, including climbing
ladders, and using power tools, but what else is there on that list of things that he is not allowed to do? I have tried googling it, but get a whole bunch of run around on those sites. Any thing will help!
Thank you so much!
-----------------------------Melissa Aaron
Richmond, VA
------------------------------

top
133.

previous next
What were they thinking!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:45 PM
Anonymous

_
I just had to share because I'm still in a little shock. I'm doing a file audit because I inherited a mess. Below are the interview notes from when they hired a manager. These are the entire notes for the
interview there's nothing else. I kind of wish the interviews were taped because I'm dying to know what they talked about.
weight: 200
height: 6'
hair: blonde
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eyes: green
grew up in CA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
134.

previous next
Re: What were they thinking!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:46 PM
Anonymous

_
LOL! Did they have a scale or is this self-reported information?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
I just had to share because I'm still in a little shock. I'm doing a file audit because I inherited a mess. Below are the interview notes from when they hired a manager. These are the entire notes for the
interview there's nothing else. I kind of wish the interviews were taped because I'm dying to know what they talked about.
weight: 200
height: 6'
hair: blonde
eyes: green
grew up in CA

top
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previous next
Re: What were they thinking!
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:48 PM
Anonymous
_
Inquiring minds want to know how they got that information! Are they just really good at guessing height/weight? Or did they actually ask to see a license or something similar and make those notes!
I also inherited a mess. There was an employee issue folder and as I was going through it, I couldn't believe the stuff the old HR person wrote. One incident was two employees that didn't like each
there. There was a binder of notes. BINDER! the HR person spent an entire week interviewing the two. The solution was to tell them both that they needed to be cordial and respectful in the
workplace. That took a binder's worth of notes.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
I just had to share because I'm still in a little shock. I'm doing a file audit because I inherited a mess. Below are the interview notes from when they hired a manager. These are the entire notes for the
interview there's nothing else. I kind of wish the interviews were taped because I'm dying to know what they talked about.
weight: 200
height: 6'
hair: blonde
eyes: green
grew up in CA

top
136.

previous next
Re: What were they thinking!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:54 PM
Anonymous

_
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When I came into my current position, the former HR person was the company's accounting manager. Almost every employee had multiple write-ups in their folder for tiny "infractions". Showed up
at 8:02 instead of 8:00, written warning. Sent a report with an error in it, written warning...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_

Inquiring minds want to know how they got that information! Are they just really good at guessing height/weight? Or did they actually ask to see a license or something similar and make those notes!
I also inherited a mess. There was an employee issue folder and as I was going through it, I couldn't believe the stuff the old HR person wrote. One incident was two employees that didn't like each
there. There was a binder of notes. BINDER! the HR person spent an entire week interviewing the two. The solution was to tell them both that they needed to be cordial and respectful in the
workplace. That took a binder's worth of notes.

Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
I just had to share because I'm still in a little shock. I'm doing a file audit because I inherited a mess. Below are the interview notes from when they hired a manager. These are the entire notes for the
interview there's nothing else. I kind of wish the interviews were taped because I'm dying to know what they talked about.
weight: 200
height: 6'
hair: blonde
eyes: green
grew up in CA

top
137.

previous next
Re: What were they thinking!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:56 PM
Anonymous
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_
I had a supervisor write "American, speaks English" on an application once.
Also had someone put in a review that the EE needed to go to classes to speak English better. She was in a back of house position.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
When I came into my current position, the former HR person was the company's accounting manager. Almost every employee had multiple write-ups in their folder for tiny "infractions". Showed up
at 8:02 instead of 8:00, written warning. Sent a report with an error in it, written warning...
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_

Inquiring minds want to know how they got that information! Are they just really good at guessing height/weight? Or did they actually ask to see a license or something similar and make those notes!
I also inherited a mess. There was an employee issue folder and as I was going through it, I couldn't believe the stuff the old HR person wrote. One incident was two employees that didn't like each
there. There was a binder of notes. BINDER! the HR person spent an entire week interviewing the two. The solution was to tell them both that they needed to be cordial and respectful in the
workplace. That took a binder's worth of notes.

Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
I just had to share because I'm still in a little shock. I'm doing a file audit because I inherited a mess. Below are the interview notes from when they hired a manager. These are the entire notes for the
interview there's nothing else. I kind of wish the interviews were taped because I'm dying to know what they talked about.
weight: 200
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height: 6'
hair: blonde
eyes: green
grew up in CA

top

previous next

138.

Re: What were they thinking!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:58 PM
Anonymous

_

LOL! Did they have a scale or is this self-reported information?
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 14:46

That's what I want to know! In a former career was she one of the people at carnivals that guess your height and weight? Or did she actually ask him this!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
LOL! Did they have a scale or is this self-reported information?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
I just had to share because I'm still in a little shock. I'm doing a file audit because I inherited a mess. Below are the interview notes from when they hired a manager. These are the entire notes for the
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interview there's nothing else. I kind of wish the interviews were taped because I'm dying to know what they talked about.
weight: 200
height: 6'
hair: blonde
eyes: green
grew up in CA

top

previous next

139.

Re: What were they thinking!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:00 PM
Anonymous

_

Inquiring minds want to know how they got that information! Are they just really good at guessing height/weight? Or did they actually ask to see a license or something similar and make
those notes!
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 14:48

I've been racking my brain all day trying to figure out how she got that information. I'm guessing it was his license. Or at least I'm hoping. I still can't figure out why it would be relevant.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_

Inquiring minds want to know how they got that information! Are they just really good at guessing height/weight? Or did they actually ask to see a license or something similar and make those notes!
I also inherited a mess. There was an employee issue folder and as I was going through it, I couldn't believe the stuff the old HR person wrote. One incident was two employees that didn't like each
there. There was a binder of notes. BINDER! the HR person spent an entire week interviewing the two. The solution was to tell them both that they needed to be cordial and respectful in the
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workplace. That took a binder's worth of notes.

Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
I just had to share because I'm still in a little shock. I'm doing a file audit because I inherited a mess. Below are the interview notes from when they hired a manager. These are the entire notes for the
interview there's nothing else. I kind of wish the interviews were taped because I'm dying to know what they talked about.
weight: 200
height: 6'
hair: blonde
eyes: green
grew up in CA

top
140.

previous next
Re: What were they thinking!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:02 PM
Anonymous

_
I wonder if those files are super old...? We have really old stuff in some files that go back to the 70s (and before!) and it is LAUGHABLE!! Its all stuff like that, and there's a copy of an old
newsletter on it with a picture of a demure gal with her cleavage hanging out, an article about "fashion tips for the office" and theres also our old application which asks every illegal question out
there from are you a citizen of the US to your ssn and DOB to my favorite "who constitutes your family" which is essentially asking if you are married and have kids. Oh the olden days...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
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I just had to share because I'm still in a little shock. I'm doing a file audit because I inherited a mess. Below are the interview notes from when they hired a manager. These are the entire notes for the
interview there's nothing else. I kind of wish the interviews were taped because I'm dying to know what they talked about.
weight: 200
height: 6'
hair: blonde
eyes: green
grew up in CA

top

previous next

141.

Re: What were they thinking!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:12 PM
Anonymous

_

I wonder if those files are super old...? We have really old stuff in some files that go back to the 70s (and before!)
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 15:02

Nope 10 years old. Because they didn't keep any employee records before that. LOL
I used to work for a gov't agency and they had to keep all employee records forever. I loved looking through the old files and seeing how things have changed over the last century. Crazy some of the
stuff that was considered ok back then!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
I wonder if those files are super old...? We have really old stuff in some files that go back to the 70s (and before!) and it is LAUGHABLE!! Its all stuff like that, and there's a copy of an old
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newsletter on it with a picture of a demure gal with her cleavage hanging out, an article about "fashion tips for the office" and theres also our old application which asks every illegal question out
there from are you a citizen of the US to your ssn and DOB to my favorite "who constitutes your family" which is essentially asking if you are married and have kids. Oh the olden days...
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: What were they thinking!
_
I just had to share because I'm still in a little shock. I'm doing a file audit because I inherited a mess. Below are the interview notes from when they hired a manager. These are the entire notes for the
interview there's nothing else. I kind of wish the interviews were taped because I'm dying to know what they talked about.
weight: 200
height: 6'
hair: blonde
eyes: green
grew up in CA

top
142.

previous next
Smoke Free company
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:41 PM
Anonymous

_
We are wanting to make our company smoke free. I have found multiple warehouse employees smoking in the back instead of going outside. Unfortunately, because I'm so new and my company
does not believe in write up or any type of "discipline", our tenured workers take what I say as a joke. I have the VP of operations on board but he is wanting to start a smokers incentive. I've been
trying to implement a wellness program but now he wants to take that money and give it to the smokers. I don't think that will go over very well.
I am looking for ideas on how to implement this smoke-free policy. Any ideas/suggestions are more than welcome.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Smoke Free company
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:56 PM
Anonymous
_
Giving the money to them how exactly? As an incentive to quit? We have verbiage in our handbook that states employees cannot smoke inside our buildings our warehouses. Smokers are allowed to
smoke only if it is at least 30 feet from our entrance, in our parking lots, and in smoking designated areas. Employees who don't follow those rules are subject to disciplinary action. They must also
extinguish the cigarettes when finished smoking and dispose of them in proper receptacles and not throw them on the ground.
I've been trying to implement a wellness program but now he wants to take that money and give it to the smokers. I don't think that will go over very well.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 14:41

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Smoke Free company
_
We are wanting to make our company smoke free. I have found multiple warehouse employees smoking in the back instead of going outside. Unfortunately, because I'm so new and my company
does not believe in write up or any type of "discipline", our tenured workers take what I say as a joke. I have the VP of operations on board but he is wanting to start a smokers incentive. I've been
trying to implement a wellness program but now he wants to take that money and give it to the smokers. I don't think that will go over very well.
I am looking for ideas on how to implement this smoke-free policy. Any ideas/suggestions are more than welcome.

top
144.

previous next
Re: Smoke Free company
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:56 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
Check your insurance policy as some now include smoking cessation patches/gum as covered under the policy. That could be a start.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Smoke Free company
_
We are wanting to make our company smoke free. I have found multiple warehouse employees smoking in the back instead of going outside. Unfortunately, because I'm so new and my company
does not believe in write up or any type of "discipline", our tenured workers take what I say as a joke. I have the VP of operations on board but he is wanting to start a smokers incentive. I've been
trying to implement a wellness program but now he wants to take that money and give it to the smokers. I don't think that will go over very well.
I am looking for ideas on how to implement this smoke-free policy. Any ideas/suggestions are more than welcome.

top
145.

previous next
Re: Smoke Free company
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Policy enforcement needs to come from the top down.
And most certainly not from a new HR representative.
It'll take a while for you to build relationships. Don't turn yourself into the policy police.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Smoke Free company
_
We are wanting to make our company smoke free. I have found multiple warehouse employees smoking in the back instead of going outside. Unfortunately, because I'm so new and my company
does not believe in write up or any type of "discipline", our tenured workers take what I say as a joke. I have the VP of operations on board but he is wanting to start a smokers incentive. I've been
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trying to implement a wellness program but now he wants to take that money and give it to the smokers. I don't think that will go over very well.
I am looking for ideas on how to implement this smoke-free policy. Any ideas/suggestions are more than welcome.

top
146.

previous next
Re: Smoke Free company
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:01 PM
Sarah Davis
New or not, you are stating that your company's culture is not going to support this change or the enforcement of such change. I'd focus my time and energies on putting a rate structure into your
benefits that charges smokers more and requires annual nicotine testing for individuals who claim non-smoker rates. I have found that wellness programs typically work only when monetary
incentives or penalties are associated with them. Individuals may refuse to test, but will then be charged higher premiums.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Smoke Free company
_
We are wanting to make our company smoke free. I have found multiple warehouse employees smoking in the back instead of going outside. Unfortunately, because I'm so new and my company
does not believe in write up or any type of "discipline", our tenured workers take what I say as a joke. I have the VP of operations on board but he is wanting to start a smokers incentive. I've been
trying to implement a wellness program but now he wants to take that money and give it to the smokers. I don't think that will go over very well.
I am looking for ideas on how to implement this smoke-free policy. Any ideas/suggestions are more than welcome.

top
147.

previous next
Diversity and Recruiting
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:54 PM
Anonymous
_
Our company is looking to hire a more diverse workforce. What are some of the suggestions and/or ideas for recruiting? We currently utilize a staffing agency and if temp workers work out they are
hired on full time, but you obviously don't always get the best candidates that way). What recruiting method works best for you, ads, job fairs, lunch n learns, etc? Thanks in advance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
148.

previous next
Re: Diversity and Recruiting
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:49 PM
Anonymous

_
It is hard to make a blanket statement about how to get a diverse employee pool. There are factors that will matter wether you will be successful or not.
Where in the area are you located?
What is the population demographics there?
what kind of positions are you trying to fill?
What is your pay scale as compared to your area?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Diversity and Recruiting
_
Our company is looking to hire a more diverse workforce. What are some of the suggestions and/or ideas for recruiting? We currently utilize a staffing agency and if temp workers work out they are
hired on full time, but you obviously don't always get the best candidates that way). What recruiting method works best for you, ads, job fairs, lunch n learns, etc? Thanks in advance.
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top
149.

previous next
Longest Shift You'll Allow - Safety Concern?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:53 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We're a manufacturing company in Michigan. End of the month and end of the quarter are our busiest time for manufacturing (meeting sales deadlines, etc.) which often requires over time. Of
course we try to plan ahead to spread it out over the month but it isn't always possible. Our normal shifts are 8 hours but at the busy times we may go a couple days where certain employees are
working 12-16 hour shifts.
Do you have a limit of how many hours someone can work before it becomes unsafe?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
150.

previous next
Re: Longest Shift You'll Allow - Safety Concern?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:20 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't work in manufacturing anymore but I did. I also worked in Distribution centers for a women's clothier Around Christmas time that was bedlam. No one ever worked in either of the positions
more than 12 hours a day. That was a hard limit. We tell employees that during orientation, and also around the time when we gear up for OT we send reminder. If it was found out someone worked
more than 12 hours, both the individual and their direct supervisor are in hot water. We do this for safety reasons. A tired and sleep deprived forklift driver might take out a retaining wall. A tired
machinist my cut his arm off.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-28-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Longest Shift You'll Allow - Safety Concern?
_
â€‹
We're a manufacturing company in Michigan. End of the month and end of the quarter are our busiest time for manufacturing (meeting sales deadlines, etc.) which often requires over time. Of
course we try to plan ahead to spread it out over the month but it isn't always possible. Our normal shifts are 8 hours but at the busy times we may go a couple days where certain employees are
working 12-16 hour shifts.
Do you have a limit of how many hours someone can work before it becomes unsafe?

top
151.

previous next
Re: Longest Shift You'll Allow - Safety Concern?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:42 PM
Anonymous

_
HR in manufacturing here - 12 hours is our limit as well. Same reasons as listed above - sleep deprivation can result in impairment similar to being under the influence. Working with heavy
machinery and all...no sleep = no good.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Longest Shift You'll Allow - Safety Concern?
_
I don't work in manufacturing anymore but I did. I also worked in Distribution centers for a women's clothier Around Christmas time that was bedlam. No one ever worked in either of the positions
more than 12 hours a day. That was a hard limit. We tell employees that during orientation, and also around the time when we gear up for OT we send reminder. If it was found out someone worked
more than 12 hours, both the individual and their direct supervisor are in hot water. We do this for safety reasons. A tired and sleep deprived forklift driver might take out a retaining wall. A tired
machinist my cut his arm off.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Longest Shift You'll Allow - Safety Concern?
_
â€‹
We're a manufacturing company in Michigan. End of the month and end of the quarter are our busiest time for manufacturing (meeting sales deadlines, etc.) which often requires over time. Of
course we try to plan ahead to spread it out over the month but it isn't always possible. Our normal shifts are 8 hours but at the busy times we may go a couple days where certain employees are
working 12-16 hour shifts.
Do you have a limit of how many hours someone can work before it becomes unsafe?

top
152.

previous next
Re: Longest Shift You'll Allow - Safety Concern?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 4:06 PM
Helene Karlsson
There are a lot of studies out there that look into shift length and schedules. I would consider looking into this, especially for safety sensitive positions.
"Studies have shown that accident rates increase during overtime hours (Kogi, 1991; Schuster, 1985), with rates rising after 9 hours, doubling after 12 consecutive hours (Hanecke et al., 1998), and
tripling by 16 consecutive hours of work (Akerstedt, 1994). Data from aircraft accident investigations of the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) also show higher rates of error after 12
hours (NTSB, 1994a). Finally, night shifts longer than 12 hours and day shifts longer than 16 hours have consistently been found to be associated with reduced productivity and more accidents (Rosa,
1995)."
source: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK216189

-----------------------------Helene Karlsson
Oxford Performance Materials
Farmington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:52
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Longest Shift You'll Allow - Safety Concern?
_
â€‹
We're a manufacturing company in Michigan. End of the month and end of the quarter are our busiest time for manufacturing (meeting sales deadlines, etc.) which often requires over time. Of
course we try to plan ahead to spread it out over the month but it isn't always possible. Our normal shifts are 8 hours but at the busy times we may go a couple days where certain employees are
working 12-16 hour shifts.
Do you have a limit of how many hours someone can work before it becomes unsafe?

top
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previous next
24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:50 PM
Sarah Chittim
â€‹
Hello,
We are on a 26 pay period with 24 pay being deducted for benefits, in my experience this is common payroll practice. I am looking for assistance on how to explain this process to our Controller who
processes payroll. He doesn't understand why we have it for 24. I've tried to explain the purpose behind it. ie:employee can budget the set amount, it's what was delivered in the new enrollment.
60ee, manufacturing, ee live paycheck to paycheck.
I'd like to hear what some of you are doing and if anyone also has encountered this issue what you did to resolve.
negative Nancy's stay away

thank you.
-----------------------------Sarah
Human Resource Director
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
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previous next
Re: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:58 PM
Anonymous

_
We are billed monthly for health insurance.
Therefore, two deductions per month are taken from employees' checks to cover this monthly charge.
If we were to make 26 deductions, then any employees leaving during the middle of a month will end up not paying their full portion of health insurance.
But actually, next year you can set it up for 26 deductions. I prefer not to, but it can be done.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:50
From: Sarah Chittim
Subject: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
â€‹
Hello,
We are on a 26 pay period with 24 pay being deducted for benefits, in my experience this is common payroll practice. I am looking for assistance on how to explain this process to our Controller who
processes payroll. He doesn't understand why we have it for 24. I've tried to explain the purpose behind it. ie:employee can budget the set amount, it's what was delivered in the new enrollment.
60ee, manufacturing, ee live paycheck to paycheck.
I'd like to hear what some of you are doing and if anyone also has encountered this issue what you did to resolve.
negative Nancy's stay away

thank you.
-----------------------------Sarah
Human Resource Director
------------------------------
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top
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previous next
Re: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:01 PM
Anonymous

_
Explain to him that some months have three pay periods. You can easily pull up a calendar to show this.
I will assume your benefits are for the full month coverage.
Explain the benefits are $500 a month, its easier to pull $250 from two paychecks a month. If you pulled the$250 from three checks a month its too much. This also makes it easier if an employee
terms.
Why does your finance person think it needs to be 26 times a year?
At my last employer we were 26 times a year, but that is because benefits ran first day of employment to last day of employment. We took the annual premium and divided by 26 but this worked as
when an employee was hired or term'd the benefits were prorated based on the eligibility. We were not prorated when coverage was full month.

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:50
From: Sarah Chittim
Subject: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
â€‹
Hello,
We are on a 26 pay period with 24 pay being deducted for benefits, in my experience this is common payroll practice. I am looking for assistance on how to explain this process to our Controller who
processes payroll. He doesn't understand why we have it for 24. I've tried to explain the purpose behind it. ie:employee can budget the set amount, it's what was delivered in the new enrollment.
60ee, manufacturing, ee live paycheck to paycheck.
I'd like to hear what some of you are doing and if anyone also has encountered this issue what you did to resolve.
negative Nancy's stay away

thank you.
-----------------------------Sarah
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Human Resource Director
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:04 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We do 26 pay period deductions. We recognize that means some people may not pay for their full month if they leave, but it is easier to set up the payroll with one deduction that comes out every
check than pull for the two that are 'third' checks. I do think the explanation above is sufficient for your Controller, though. It is not 'wrong' either way.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
_
Explain to him that some months have three pay periods. You can easily pull up a calendar to show this.
I will assume your benefits are for the full month coverage.
Explain the benefits are $500 a month, its easier to pull $250 from two paychecks a month. If you pulled the$250 from three checks a month its too much. This also makes it easier if an employee
terms.
Why does your finance person think it needs to be 26 times a year?
At my last employer we were 26 times a year, but that is because benefits ran first day of employment to last day of employment. We took the annual premium and divided by 26 but this worked as
when an employee was hired or term'd the benefits were prorated based on the eligibility. We were not prorated when coverage was full month.

Original Message:
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Sent: 03-28-2018 13:50
From: Sarah Chittim
Subject: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
â€‹
Hello,
We are on a 26 pay period with 24 pay being deducted for benefits, in my experience this is common payroll practice. I am looking for assistance on how to explain this process to our Controller who
processes payroll. He doesn't understand why we have it for 24. I've tried to explain the purpose behind it. ie:employee can budget the set amount, it's what was delivered in the new enrollment.
60ee, manufacturing, ee live paycheck to paycheck.
I'd like to hear what some of you are doing and if anyone also has encountered this issue what you did to resolve.
negative Nancy's stay away

thank you.
-----------------------------Sarah
Human Resource Director
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 5:18 PM
Anonymous

_
We are semi-monthly pay (24). But I don't get why the benefits can't be deducted with 26 pays -- take the EEs annual benefit cost and divide by 26 pay periods. When an EE leaves, no matter when
they leave, the EEs share of monthly benefits is deducted from the last paycheck. EEs often give at least two weeks' notice, so companies should be able to deduct for the last month of benefits, with
a few exceptions of course.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:01
From: Anonymous
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Subject: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
_
Explain to him that some months have three pay periods. You can easily pull up a calendar to show this.
I will assume your benefits are for the full month coverage.
Explain the benefits are $500 a month, its easier to pull $250 from two paychecks a month. If you pulled the$250 from three checks a month its too much. This also makes it easier if an employee
terms.
Why does your finance person think it needs to be 26 times a year?
At my last employer we were 26 times a year, but that is because benefits ran first day of employment to last day of employment. We took the annual premium and divided by 26 but this worked as
when an employee was hired or term'd the benefits were prorated based on the eligibility. We were not prorated when coverage was full month.

Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:50
From: Sarah Chittim
Subject: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
â€‹
Hello,
We are on a 26 pay period with 24 pay being deducted for benefits, in my experience this is common payroll practice. I am looking for assistance on how to explain this process to our Controller who
processes payroll. He doesn't understand why we have it for 24. I've tried to explain the purpose behind it. ie:employee can budget the set amount, it's what was delivered in the new enrollment.
60ee, manufacturing, ee live paycheck to paycheck.
I'd like to hear what some of you are doing and if anyone also has encountered this issue what you did to resolve.
negative Nancy's stay away

thank you.
-----------------------------Sarah
Human Resource Director
------------------------------

top
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previous next

158.

Re: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 5:25 PM
Anonymous

_
I worked for a company that paid bi-weekly and our deductions were taken every 2 weeks so 26 for an annual basis. My current employer pays weekly and the premiums are divided by 52. If an
employee leaves prior to the end of the month the remaining premiums for the month are taken from the final check. Yes occasionally there may be a few days of coverage that are not paid by
employee premium but it generally works out okay.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:50
From: Sarah Chittim
Subject: 24 vs 26 ppd how to explain to payroll coord.
â€‹
Hello,
We are on a 26 pay period with 24 pay being deducted for benefits, in my experience this is common payroll practice. I am looking for assistance on how to explain this process to our Controller who
processes payroll. He doesn't understand why we have it for 24. I've tried to explain the purpose behind it. ie:employee can budget the set amount, it's what was delivered in the new enrollment.
60ee, manufacturing, ee live paycheck to paycheck.
I'd like to hear what some of you are doing and if anyone also has encountered this issue what you did to resolve.
negative Nancy's stay away

thank you.
-----------------------------Sarah
Human Resource Director
------------------------------
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previous next
Company on-site happy hour
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:40 PM
Anonymous
_
I work for a small professional consulting firm and we have been kicking around the idea of doing a monthly happy hour on-site. We would limit the # of drinks (by way of tickets) per employee as
well as provide food. â€‹â€‹â€‹
Is there anyone that is doing this currently and do you have any suggestions/feedback on the success or challenges that you have encountered?
Thanks in advance
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Company on-site happy hour
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:45 PM
Anonymous

_
We have done this and worked with counsel and our insurance firm to set some guidelines:
Use drink tickets and limit the number of tickets an individual can receive
Ensure that only people over 21 receive/use tickets
Stick to beer and wine; avoid hard alcohol
Have non alcoholic drinks available
Serve Food
Have transportation set up in the event that an employee seems impaired
Limit the hours of the function
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company on-site happy hour
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_
I work for a small professional consulting firm and we have been kicking around the idea of doing a monthly happy hour on-site. We would limit the # of drinks (by way of tickets) per employee as
well as provide food. â€‹â€‹â€‹
Is there anyone that is doing this currently and do you have any suggestions/feedback on the success or challenges that you have encountered?
Thanks in advance

top
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previous next
Re: Company on-site happy hour
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:49 PM
Todd Saffell
Can an employee leave without repercussions if they don't want to participate?
Are employees under 21 allowed to attend? If so what protocols are in place to ensure a co-worker isn't passing them alcohol?
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company on-site happy hour
_
I work for a small professional consulting firm and we have been kicking around the idea of doing a monthly happy hour on-site. We would limit the # of drinks (by way of tickets) per employee as
well as provide food. â€‹â€‹â€‹
Is there anyone that is doing this currently and do you have any suggestions/feedback on the success or challenges that you have encountered?
Thanks in advance
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top
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previous next
Re: Company on-site happy hour
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:52 PM
Tanya Bealer
Yes, the happy hour would be strictly voluntary. We do not employee anyone under the age of 21, so this would not be an issue for us.
-----------------------------Tanya

York PA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:48
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Company on-site happy hour
Can an employee leave without repercussions if they don't want to participate?
Are employees under 21 allowed to attend? If so what protocols are in place to ensure a co-worker isn't passing them alcohol?
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top
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previous next
Re: Company on-site happy hour
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:56 PM
Anonymous

_
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Totally going against the grainWe do weekly happy hours (sometimes more!). We do not do drink tickets, it's serve yourself; company takes a poll for what everyone wants ahead of time (Blue Moon? Margaritas? Spritzers?) and
goes and picks up the beer or ingredients. It has yet to be a problem once in the past 13 years. 150 employees. :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company on-site happy hour
_
I work for a small professional consulting firm and we have been kicking around the idea of doing a monthly happy hour on-site. We would limit the # of drinks (by way of tickets) per employee as
well as provide food. â€‹â€‹â€‹
Is there anyone that is doing this currently and do you have any suggestions/feedback on the success or challenges that you have encountered?
Thanks in advance

top
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previous next
Re: Company on-site happy hour
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:01 PM
Anonymous

_
I also work for a small professional services firm and we have a weekly in-office happy hour. It is very informal, with beer & wine being stocked by the company, and whoever wants to attend can
attend. We have very few regulations around it and we have never had any issues with it. We do however have the following clause in our handbook:
An exception to the above policy may be made with regard to the use of alcohol for
certain Company-sponsored activities during which alcoholic beverages may be served.
Such an exception is not to be interpreted to condone excessive consumption.
Violations of this policy may lead to discipline, up to and including termination of
employment. Employees with questions or concerns about substance dependency or
abuse may wish to discuss these matters with their supervisor or Human Resources.
Employees with questions on this policy or issues related to drug or alcohol use in the
workplace should raise their concerns or questions with their supervisor or Human
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Resources.
This is tacked on to the end of our drug & alcohol free workplace policy, but again, we've never had any issues.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company on-site happy hour
_
I work for a small professional consulting firm and we have been kicking around the idea of doing a monthly happy hour on-site. We would limit the # of drinks (by way of tickets) per employee as
well as provide food. â€‹â€‹â€‹
Is there anyone that is doing this currently and do you have any suggestions/feedback on the success or challenges that you have encountered?
Thanks in advance

top
165.

previous next
Re: Company on-site happy hour
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:06 PM
Anonymous

_
were a small engineering company that just started doing this and its been well received, although I personally dont get it. I think it just depends on your culture and what people value. We do ours
monthly and offer fancy IPAs, fun drinks like Mike's, and some other stuff. We dont do tickets but we dont put much out - enough for one each. Some of us just go to socialize but other people
actually go for the fact that they can get a beer at work. We do it bc our CEO thinks its cool, and wants all the "kids" to like him. So far its not been a problem, knock on wood please.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company on-site happy hour
_
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I work for a small professional consulting firm and we have been kicking around the idea of doing a monthly happy hour on-site. We would limit the # of drinks (by way of tickets) per employee as
well as provide food. â€‹â€‹â€‹
Is there anyone that is doing this currently and do you have any suggestions/feedback on the success or challenges that you have encountered?
Thanks in advance

top
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previous next
Re: Company on-site happy hour
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:08 PM
Anonymous

_
Before doing it, look up "Negligent entrustment". Not saying don't do it, but go in with eyes wide open.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company on-site happy hour
_
I work for a small professional consulting firm and we have been kicking around the idea of doing a monthly happy hour on-site. We would limit the # of drinks (by way of tickets) per employee as
well as provide food. â€‹â€‹â€‹
Is there anyone that is doing this currently and do you have any suggestions/feedback on the success or challenges that you have encountered?
Thanks in advance
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previous next
wordsmith - Netflix
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:38 PM
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Anonymous
_
Without creating some sort of draconian policy banning all forms of streaming media in the workplace, I have been charged with addressing the perception of employees listening to, streaming,
watching media while working.
I recognize that, in this day and age, it is becoming the norm for some to catch up on the latest episode of their favorite show, or watch that clip on YouTube. But lately, I have noticed people sitting
at their desk with their beats over ear headphones on and Netflix on the screen while they work.
I don't want to ban everything. I just want to caution everyone that the perception is that people aren't 100% focused on their job or abusing the freedom to listen to music while working. Originally,
the idea was that employees could play music in their work space with a small speaker or use earbuds and have one earbud in their ear.
Now it seems some people are keeping Netflix up on one screen while they work through work stuff on the other monitor.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: wordsmith - Netflix
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:41 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Basically what you said here. The intention was to allow earbuds and music, which are less distracting than tv shows and movies.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: wordsmith - Netflix
_
Without creating some sort of draconian policy banning all forms of streaming media in the workplace, I have been charged with addressing the perception of employees listening to, streaming,
watching media while working.
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I recognize that, in this day and age, it is becoming the norm for some to catch up on the latest episode of their favorite show, or watch that clip on YouTube. But lately, I have noticed people sitting
at their desk with their beats over ear headphones on and Netflix on the screen while they work.
I don't want to ban everything. I just want to caution everyone that the perception is that people aren't 100% focused on their job or abusing the freedom to listen to music while working. Originally,
the idea was that employees could play music in their work space with a small speaker or use earbuds and have one earbud in their ear.
Now it seems some people are keeping Netflix up on one screen while they work through work stuff on the other monitor.

top
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previous next
Re: wordsmith - Netflix
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:45 PM
Todd Saffell
Some fancy legal way of saying "Streaming of music is acceptable. Video streaming of entertainment is not." Work related video streaming is permitted.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: wordsmith - Netflix
_
Without creating some sort of draconian policy banning all forms of streaming media in the workplace, I have been charged with addressing the perception of employees listening to, streaming,
watching media while working.
I recognize that, in this day and age, it is becoming the norm for some to catch up on the latest episode of their favorite show, or watch that clip on YouTube. But lately, I have noticed people sitting
at their desk with their beats over ear headphones on and Netflix on the screen while they work.
I don't want to ban everything. I just want to caution everyone that the perception is that people aren't 100% focused on their job or abusing the freedom to listen to music while working. Originally,
the idea was that employees could play music in their work space with a small speaker or use earbuds and have one earbud in their ear.
Now it seems some people are keeping Netflix up on one screen while they work through work stuff on the other monitor.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: wordsmith - Netflix
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:46 PM
Anonymous

_
we allow music but not streaming of shows as it takes up bandwidth when 100 employees are catching up on the latest episode of Stranger Things and House of Cards.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: wordsmith - Netflix
_
â€‹
Basically what you said here. The intention was to allow earbuds and music, which are less distracting than tv shows and movies.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: wordsmith - Netflix
_
Without creating some sort of draconian policy banning all forms of streaming media in the workplace, I have been charged with addressing the perception of employees listening to, streaming,
watching media while working.
I recognize that, in this day and age, it is becoming the norm for some to catch up on the latest episode of their favorite show, or watch that clip on YouTube. But lately, I have noticed people sitting
at their desk with their beats over ear headphones on and Netflix on the screen while they work.
I don't want to ban everything. I just want to caution everyone that the perception is that people aren't 100% focused on their job or abusing the freedom to listen to music while working. Originally,
the idea was that employees could play music in their work space with a small speaker or use earbuds and have one earbud in their ear.
Now it seems some people are keeping Netflix up on one screen while they work through work stuff on the other monitor.
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top
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previous next
Re: wordsmith - Netflix
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:55 PM
Anonymous

_
House of Cards and Stranger Things are released in full seasons, not episode by episode. But I digress- Ted talks are also streaming video but could be used for multiple reasons that are not solely
for entertainment. I frequently catch webcasts that would be considered streaming video that are work related while at work as well. My last company had a department by department agreement
regarding online streaming. The call center employees were not allowed to stream anything while corporate employees could do as they pleased basically. I guess there wasn't a reason to ban
Netflix, Hulu, etc. because it isn't "work"?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: wordsmith - Netflix
_
we allow music but not streaming of shows as it takes up bandwidth when 100 employees are catching up on the latest episode of Stranger Things and House of Cards.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: wordsmith - Netflix
_
â€‹
Basically what you said here. The intention was to allow earbuds and music, which are less distracting than tv shows and movies.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: wordsmith - Netflix
_
Without creating some sort of draconian policy banning all forms of streaming media in the workplace, I have been charged with addressing the perception of employees listening to, streaming,
watching media while working.
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I recognize that, in this day and age, it is becoming the norm for some to catch up on the latest episode of their favorite show, or watch that clip on YouTube. But lately, I have noticed people sitting
at their desk with their beats over ear headphones on and Netflix on the screen while they work.
I don't want to ban everything. I just want to caution everyone that the perception is that people aren't 100% focused on their job or abusing the freedom to listen to music while working. Originally,
the idea was that employees could play music in their work space with a small speaker or use earbuds and have one earbud in their ear.
Now it seems some people are keeping Netflix up on one screen while they work through work stuff on the other monitor.

top
172.

previous next
Re: wordsmith - Netflix
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:04 PM
Ivette Dupuis
I think simple and direct is best.
E.g. Video streaming is not allowed (or restricted to break or lunch times).
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: wordsmith - Netflix
_
Without creating some sort of draconian policy banning all forms of streaming media in the workplace, I have been charged with addressing the perception of employees listening to, streaming,
watching media while working.
I recognize that, in this day and age, it is becoming the norm for some to catch up on the latest episode of their favorite show, or watch that clip on YouTube. But lately, I have noticed people sitting
at their desk with their beats over ear headphones on and Netflix on the screen while they work.
I don't want to ban everything. I just want to caution everyone that the perception is that people aren't 100% focused on their job or abusing the freedom to listen to music while working. Originally,
the idea was that employees could play music in their work space with a small speaker or use earbuds and have one earbud in their ear.
Now it seems some people are keeping Netflix up on one screen while they work through work stuff on the other monitor.
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top
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previous next
Re: wordsmith - Netflix
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:10 PM
Anonymous

_
I used to work for a firm where they told us all not to be on the company wifi for our phones because, ti slows down the internet. Now. we also were expected to use our phones for work; so no one
ever paid attention to them. If you are caught streaming music service, the enforcer of the rules our administrative assistant would actually stat palpitating.
How is all this affecting your core business? If it is affecting your business by having your connection getting bogged down etcetera. you can ban any and everything. The Netflix thing is a bit
much! I can handle music. On the other hand my coworker streams NPR the entire day. She is also one of the hardest working people I ever saw.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: wordsmith - Netflix
_
Without creating some sort of draconian policy banning all forms of streaming media in the workplace, I have been charged with addressing the perception of employees listening to, streaming,
watching media while working.
I recognize that, in this day and age, it is becoming the norm for some to catch up on the latest episode of their favorite show, or watch that clip on YouTube. But lately, I have noticed people sitting
at their desk with their beats over ear headphones on and Netflix on the screen while they work.
I don't want to ban everything. I just want to caution everyone that the perception is that people aren't 100% focused on their job or abusing the freedom to listen to music while working. Originally,
the idea was that employees could play music in their work space with a small speaker or use earbuds and have one earbud in their ear.
Now it seems some people are keeping Netflix up on one screen while they work through work stuff on the other monitor.
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top
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previous next
Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:32 PM
Laura Debney
Hello! In my company, it is our practice to send completed exit interviews to the supervisor of the staff, the SVP of HR, and our COO (our CEO opted out).
Recently I conducted an exit interview that was not particularly kind to the supervisor. When I sent it out she was appalled that I sent it to others. After many back and forths I finally told her that it
is best practice to share this information with senior management frequently to analyze the data, see trends, ensure follow up etc. (info straight out of a SHRM article :) Now she would like to meet
with me to provided "feedback" on our procedures here in HR.
Just out of curiosity, if you conduct exits, who do you then share the information with in your organization?
-----------------------------Laura Debney
Director of Human Resources
YMCA of Central Ohio
Columbus OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:40 PM
Anonymous

_
I share with Department Managers and VP/GM (head of our center).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-28-2018 13:31
From: Laura Debney
Subject: Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
Hello! In my company, it is our practice to send completed exit interviews to the supervisor of the staff, the SVP of HR, and our COO (our CEO opted out).
Recently I conducted an exit interview that was not particularly kind to the supervisor. When I sent it out she was appalled that I sent it to others. After many back and forths I finally told her that it
is best practice to share this information with senior management frequently to analyze the data, see trends, ensure follow up etc. (info straight out of a SHRM article :) Now she would like to meet
with me to provided "feedback" on our procedures here in HR.
Just out of curiosity, if you conduct exits, who do you then share the information with in your organization?
-----------------------------Laura Debney
Director of Human Resources
YMCA of Central Ohio
Columbus OH
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:47 PM
Laura Debney

Thank you!
-----------------------------Laura Debney
Director of Human Resources
YMCA of Central Ohio
Columbus OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:40
From: Anonymous
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Reply to Sender

Subject: Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
_
I share with Department Managers and VP/GM (head of our center).
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:31
From: Laura Debney
Subject: Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
Hello! In my company, it is our practice to send completed exit interviews to the supervisor of the staff, the SVP of HR, and our COO (our CEO opted out).
Recently I conducted an exit interview that was not particularly kind to the supervisor. When I sent it out she was appalled that I sent it to others. After many back and forths I finally told her that it
is best practice to share this information with senior management frequently to analyze the data, see trends, ensure follow up etc. (info straight out of a SHRM article :) Now she would like to meet
with me to provided "feedback" on our procedures here in HR.
Just out of curiosity, if you conduct exits, who do you then share the information with in your organization?
-----------------------------Laura Debney
Director of Human Resources
YMCA of Central Ohio
Columbus OH
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:27 PM
Anonymous

_
If it is something negative about a person I do not send it to that person. In this case I would send the information to the COO and SVP like you did. And then I would provide the negative
information about the supervisor to the supervisor's manager and let them handle how they want to address it. The manager can then decide is this employee upset and making things up or is this
something that needs to be addressed one-on-one with the supervisor.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-28-2018 13:31
From: Laura Debney
Subject: Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
Hello! In my company, it is our practice to send completed exit interviews to the supervisor of the staff, the SVP of HR, and our COO (our CEO opted out).
Recently I conducted an exit interview that was not particularly kind to the supervisor. When I sent it out she was appalled that I sent it to others. After many back and forths I finally told her that it
is best practice to share this information with senior management frequently to analyze the data, see trends, ensure follow up etc. (info straight out of a SHRM article :) Now she would like to meet
with me to provided "feedback" on our procedures here in HR.
Just out of curiosity, if you conduct exits, who do you then share the information with in your organization?
-----------------------------Laura Debney
Director of Human Resources
YMCA of Central Ohio
Columbus OH
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 10:03 AM
Laura Debney
That is interesting. I do feel bad sending out info I know will upset someone. But I feel the information should be useful and the person should take a few days to reflect on it and how they can
improve certain aspects of their skills.
But in this case, the supervisor, and her supervisor - are more upset that I sent it to our COO! I feel like they are not all that upset about the contents of the exit, but more "embarrassed" that our COO
read it. They would now like to meet with me to discuss our process of exit interviews, which I assured them is HR Industry standard.
-----------------------------Laura Debney
Director of Human Resources
YMCA of Central Ohio
Columbus OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
_
If it is something negative about a person I do not send it to that person. In this case I would send the information to the COO and SVP like you did. And then I would provide the negative
information about the supervisor to the supervisor's manager and let them handle how they want to address it. The manager can then decide is this employee upset and making things up or is this
something that needs to be addressed one-on-one with the supervisor.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:31
From: Laura Debney
Subject: Exit Interviews - Who do you send completed ones to
Hello! In my company, it is our practice to send completed exit interviews to the supervisor of the staff, the SVP of HR, and our COO (our CEO opted out).
Recently I conducted an exit interview that was not particularly kind to the supervisor. When I sent it out she was appalled that I sent it to others. After many back and forths I finally told her that it
is best practice to share this information with senior management frequently to analyze the data, see trends, ensure follow up etc. (info straight out of a SHRM article :) Now she would like to meet
with me to provided "feedback" on our procedures here in HR.
Just out of curiosity, if you conduct exits, who do you then share the information with in your organization?
-----------------------------Laura Debney
Director of Human Resources
YMCA of Central Ohio
Columbus OH
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Company Email ID
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:19 PM
Anonymous

_
We are a fast growing staffing company with 90 employees spread out across different states. We never had company email id's for our employees except for a handful admin employees. Last year
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we thought of creating company email id's for all our employees and asked our employees to use this email for their work related communication. This didn't work out the way we expected as most of
our employees are working for our clients and client provide them with an email id that they use. They didn't like the idea of having to maintain two email id's for work. We were hoping to send out
important company information, required notices or even timesheets to all our employees using the company email id rather than their personal or client email id. Our IT staff has recommended we
delete the accounts that are not being used as it's costing us money. I am looking for some best practices here ? Do we keep company email accounts for all employees or is this something I shouldn't
be worried about? If yes, how can we motivate employees to use it ?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Company Email ID
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:31 PM
Anonymous

_
Staffing company here. We use personal email addresses for everything, unless the EE requests we use their client-assigned email address. This is helpful especially because when they term, which
in staffing people roll off and on constantly, we 1. aren't always shutting down emails/creating email addresses and 2. all email communication such as notices that W2s are available will be
communicated to the personal email on file, not a company email they can no longer access. I feel like this is the norm for staffing companies and if you're hiring consultants that typically work as
contractors this is what they will be expecting.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Email ID
_
We are a fast growing staffing company with 90 employees spread out across different states. We never had company email id's for our employees except for a handful admin employees. Last year
we thought of creating company email id's for all our employees and asked our employees to use this email for their work related communication. This didn't work out the way we expected as most of
our employees are working for our clients and client provide them with an email id that they use. They didn't like the idea of having to maintain two email id's for work. We were hoping to send out
important company information, required notices or even timesheets to all our employees using the company email id rather than their personal or client email id. Our IT staff has recommended we
delete the accounts that are not being used as it's costing us money. I am looking for some best practices here ? Do we keep company email accounts for all employees or is this something I shouldn't
be worried about? If yes, how can we motivate employees to use it ?
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Re: Company Email ID
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:04 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here - That's pretty much what we had been doing and what I have been used to with my previous employers. But here, the management wants to eventually set up an intranet and in lieu of that
we had decided to have company emails for all so employees can use that to login to the Intranet rather than their personal email. Our Intranet is not ready yet and not sure when it will but the
management is concerned of security too because we email employee handbooks and other required notifications electronically since they work remotely. I couldn't find any employment laws or
resources about sharing company information and notifications through personal emails hence very confused at this point.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company Email ID
_
We are a fast growing staffing company with 90 employees spread out across different states. We never had company email id's for our employees except for a handful admin employees. Last year
we thought of creating company email id's for all our employees and asked our employees to use this email for their work related communication. This didn't work out the way we expected as most of
our employees are working for our clients and client provide them with an email id that they use. They didn't like the idea of having to maintain two email id's for work. We were hoping to send out
important company information, required notices or even timesheets to all our employees using the company email id rather than their personal or client email id. Our IT staff has recommended we
delete the accounts that are not being used as it's costing us money. I am looking for some best practices here ? Do we keep company email accounts for all employees or is this something I shouldn't
be worried about? If yes, how can we motivate employees to use it ?

top
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previous next
Emails and employee health information
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:12 PM
Anonymous
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_
Is it ok for any employee in a company to send out health information about another employee?
Example, co worker sends the following email out to all employees:
'As you are aware, Cindy Closs has had a brain tumor and has had several surgeries. She is
at Mercy Hosptial in ICU.
Please come sign a get well card for her.'
Is this a violation of HIPAA and is the company and that employee liable?

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Emails and employee health information
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:36 PM
Anonymous

_
It could be a violation of privacy rights, but not Hippa.
Does anyone else have any input?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Emails and employee health information
_
Is it ok for any employee in a company to send out health information about another employee?
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Example, co worker sends the following email out to all employees:
'As you are aware, Cindy Closs has had a brain tumor and has had several surgeries. She is
at Mercy Hosptial in ICU.
Please come sign a get well card for her.'
Is this a violation of HIPAA and is the company and that employee liable?

top
184.

previous next
Re: Emails and employee health information
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:44 PM
Anonymous

_
Since this is a co-worker, I wouldn't have a problem with this at all, as long as Cindy was okay with the coworker sharing that information.
Some employees want to maintain their privacy about such things, and some will call with updates they want shared with the entire team. When it's the latter, I think it's nice to provide that support.
When it's the former, privacy should be maintained.
The company can't control or be held liable for what gossiping coworkers say among each other. Where it becomes more sensitive is when a supervisor, manager, or other official company
representative (such as HR) releases medical information without consent. THAT is where it becomes a violation of the ADA.
The ADA, not HIPAA, is what regulates the medical privacy of employees. It's why we have to keep medical files separate from personnel files, and not release medical information outside of
limited, specified exceptions, without the employee's consent.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Emails and employee health information
_
Is it ok for any employee in a company to send out health information about another employee?
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Example, co worker sends the following email out to all employees:
'As you are aware, Cindy Closs has had a brain tumor and has had several surgeries. She is
at Mercy Hosptial in ICU.
Please come sign a get well card for her.'
Is this a violation of HIPAA and is the company and that employee liable?

top
185.

previous next
Re: Emails and employee health information
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:45 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Unless the information came from your health plan it is not a HIPAA violation. What is your company policy on providing this type of information? Is the employee ok with it?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Emails and employee health information
_
Is it ok for any employee in a company to send out health information about another employee?
Example, co worker sends the following email out to all employees:
'As you are aware, Cindy Closs has had a brain tumor and has had several surgeries. She is
at Mercy Hosptial in ICU.
Please come sign a get well card for her.'
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Is this a violation of HIPAA and is the company and that employee liable?

top
186.

previous next
Re: Emails and employee health information
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:50 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi
Employee not aware this went out. The employee who sent it, did not ask permission.
So at this point, it is a conversation to be held with the employee who sent it.
Thanks
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Emails and employee health information
_
Since this is a co-worker, I wouldn't have a problem with this at all, as long as Cindy was okay with the coworker sharing that information.
Some employees want to maintain their privacy about such things, and some will call with updates they want shared with the entire team. When it's the latter, I think it's nice to provide that support.
When it's the former, privacy should be maintained.
The company can't control or be held liable for what gossiping coworkers say among each other. Where it becomes more sensitive is when a supervisor, manager, or other official company
representative (such as HR) releases medical information without consent. THAT is where it becomes a violation of the ADA.
The ADA, not HIPAA, is what regulates the medical privacy of employees. It's why we have to keep medical files separate from personnel files, and not release medical information outside of
limited, specified exceptions, without the employee's consent.
Original Message:
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Sent: 03-28-2018 13:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Emails and employee health information
_
Is it ok for any employee in a company to send out health information about another employee?
Example, co worker sends the following email out to all employees:
'As you are aware, Cindy Closs has had a brain tumor and has had several surgeries. She is
at Mercy Hosptial in ICU.
Please come sign a get well card for her.'
Is this a violation of HIPAA and is the company and that employee liable?

top
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previous next
Re: Emails and employee health information
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:59 PM
Anonymous

_
This is not a HIPAA violation unless you're a healthcare provider but it is a SERIOUS breach of confidentiality if the employee did not want this information to be released. I would be FURIOUS.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Emails and employee health information
_
Is it ok for any employee in a company to send out health information about another employee?
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Example, co worker sends the following email out to all employees:
'As you are aware, Cindy Closs has had a brain tumor and has had several surgeries. She is
at Mercy Hosptial in ICU.
Please come sign a get well card for her.'
Is this a violation of HIPAA and is the company and that employee liable?

top
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previous next
Not protesting unemployment
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:04 PM
Nancy Snyder
I'm in NY, and when we terminate someone we receive information from the DOL regarding the term'd employees recent wages and a form we can file if we dispute the person's UE claim.
Additionally, we get a 17 question form because the claimant was discharged. This form asks for all of the details about the final incident and how the employee would know this could have led to
discharge. I assume most states do it the same way.
My question is this, if you are not protesting the UE claim, do you fully complete the form and return it within the 7 days; complete the bare minimum and write on the "other comment" part that you
do not protest the claimant's right to UE, or do you ignore the form and let DOL make the decision on the "available information" which is what they say will happen?
For the most part we term people for performance issues that don't rise to the level of gross misconduct. We know they are going to get UE, and we're fine with that. I hate completing the form if I
don't need to.
-----------------------------Nancy Snyder
NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Not protesting unemployment
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:21 PM
Jennifer Kruzlic
I always complete the form and attach the appropriate documents and move on. Doesn't matter if I am contesting the claim or not I follow the same process.
-----------------------------Jennifer Kruzlic SHRM-CP
-Lakeland FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:03
From: Nancy Snyder
Subject: Not protesting unemployment
I'm in NY, and when we terminate someone we receive information from the DOL regarding the term'd employees recent wages and a form we can file if we dispute the person's UE claim.
Additionally, we get a 17 question form because the claimant was discharged. This form asks for all of the details about the final incident and how the employee would know this could have led to
discharge. I assume most states do it the same way.
My question is this, if you are not protesting the UE claim, do you fully complete the form and return it within the 7 days; complete the bare minimum and write on the "other comment" part that you
do not protest the claimant's right to UE, or do you ignore the form and let DOL make the decision on the "available information" which is what they say will happen?
For the most part we term people for performance issues that don't rise to the level of gross misconduct. We know they are going to get UE, and we're fine with that. I hate completing the form if I
don't need to.
-----------------------------Nancy Snyder
NY
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Not protesting unemployment
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 1:31 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
I only respond to those we are protesting.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:03
From: Nancy Snyder
Subject: Not protesting unemployment
I'm in NY, and when we terminate someone we receive information from the DOL regarding the term'd employees recent wages and a form we can file if we dispute the person's UE claim.
Additionally, we get a 17 question form because the claimant was discharged. This form asks for all of the details about the final incident and how the employee would know this could have led to
discharge. I assume most states do it the same way.
My question is this, if you are not protesting the UE claim, do you fully complete the form and return it within the 7 days; complete the bare minimum and write on the "other comment" part that you
do not protest the claimant's right to UE, or do you ignore the form and let DOL make the decision on the "available information" which is what they say will happen?
For the most part we term people for performance issues that don't rise to the level of gross misconduct. We know they are going to get UE, and we're fine with that. I hate completing the form if I
don't need to.
-----------------------------Nancy Snyder
NY
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Not protesting unemployment
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:44 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I don't have any experience with NY UI, but in Michigan, we get a similar questionnaire that we must fill out. Failure to do so may jeopardize our ability to recoup any restitution payments for any
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claim, not just the one for which we fail to respond.
Additionally, the UIA makes the determination if a claimant is eligible for benefits, not the employer, so they'll want all the information. You can choose not to contest/appeal the decision when the
UIA makes their eligibility determination.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not protesting unemployment
_
â€‹
I only respond to those we are protesting.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:03
From: Nancy Snyder
Subject: Not protesting unemployment
I'm in NY, and when we terminate someone we receive information from the DOL regarding the term'd employees recent wages and a form we can file if we dispute the person's UE claim.
Additionally, we get a 17 question form because the claimant was discharged. This form asks for all of the details about the final incident and how the employee would know this could have led to
discharge. I assume most states do it the same way.
My question is this, if you are not protesting the UE claim, do you fully complete the form and return it within the 7 days; complete the bare minimum and write on the "other comment" part that you
do not protest the claimant's right to UE, or do you ignore the form and let DOL make the decision on the "available information" which is what they say will happen?
For the most part we term people for performance issues that don't rise to the level of gross misconduct. We know they are going to get UE, and we're fine with that. I hate completing the form if I
don't need to.
-----------------------------Nancy Snyder
NY
------------------------------
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Re: Not protesting unemployment
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:43 PM
Anonymous
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_
I complete them all, even if I know the employee should get unemployment/we're not contesting it.
Sometimes (not often, but it has happened), the UI office has denied claims that we assumed they'd pay. For the sake of keeping things consistent and just in case the UI officer sees something I don't,
my procedure is to complete all requests I receive. Now, I don't always provide all the "supporting documents," but I do complete their form and return.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:03
From: Nancy Snyder
Subject: Not protesting unemployment
I'm in NY, and when we terminate someone we receive information from the DOL regarding the term'd employees recent wages and a form we can file if we dispute the person's UE claim.
Additionally, we get a 17 question form because the claimant was discharged. This form asks for all of the details about the final incident and how the employee would know this could have led to
discharge. I assume most states do it the same way.
My question is this, if you are not protesting the UE claim, do you fully complete the form and return it within the 7 days; complete the bare minimum and write on the "other comment" part that you
do not protest the claimant's right to UE, or do you ignore the form and let DOL make the decision on the "available information" which is what they say will happen?
For the most part we term people for performance issues that don't rise to the level of gross misconduct. We know they are going to get UE, and we're fine with that. I hate completing the form if I
don't need to.
-----------------------------Nancy Snyder
NY
------------------------------
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previous next
SHRM Conference Remotely
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:00 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
Does anyone know if it is possible to attend the SHRM Conference remotely? Flying to Chicago and navigating the crowds just does not appeal but I would love to attend some sessions from the
comfort of my own office.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: SHRM Conference Remotely
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:03 PM
Roberta Weingarten
It's been a couple years since my last National Conference, but I don't think it's an option.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: SHRM Conference Remotely
_
â€‹
Does anyone know if it is possible to attend the SHRM Conference remotely? Flying to Chicago and navigating the crowds just does not appeal but I would love to attend some sessions from the
comfort of my own office.
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Re: SHRM Conference Remotely
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 1:18 PM
Anonymous
_
You may want to contact SHRM directly and ask. It seems like last year, a few of the sessions were available on line afterwards. I could be making that up.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: SHRM Conference Remotely
_
â€‹
Does anyone know if it is possible to attend the SHRM Conference remotely? Flying to Chicago and navigating the crowds just does not appeal but I would love to attend some sessions from the
comfort of my own office.
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Re: SHRM Conference Remotely
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:22 PM
Ivette Dupuis

Yep, they'll add some sessions to the eLearning library.
See here: SHRM eLearning
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Reply to Sender

Sent: 03-28-2018 13:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: SHRM Conference Remotely
_
You may want to contact SHRM directly and ask. It seems like last year, a few of the sessions were available on line afterwards. I could be making that up.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: SHRM Conference Remotely
_
â€‹
Does anyone know if it is possible to attend the SHRM Conference remotely? Flying to Chicago and navigating the crowds just does not appeal but I would love to attend some sessions from the
comfort of my own office.
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previous next
Break Room Communication Board/TV
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:52 PM
Carina Campuzano
Greetings! I am looking for recommendation for a tv or other communication tool for our break room. I'd like to use it to congratulate employees, advertise job openings, etc. I often work remotely so
I am hoping to find something I can change from my remote desktop.
Thanks in advance!
-----------------------------Carina Campuzano SHRM-CP
Humble TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:51 PM
Stephen Fry
</start rant>
â€‹â€‹
I know I'm just buried right now and am more susceptible to being peevish... but...
If you truly want to earn a customer and you're a vendor for a "HR Solution"... sending out teaser emails with information that would be of interest to any HR professional worth their salt is all well
and good. But once I click on the link to look at your "inforgraphic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" - and then you force me to provide you with all of my contact information so you can turn this
into a harassment opportunity REALLY torques me off. I feel like one of those people on that State Farm commercial where the insurance guy is dressed like a fisherman with a dollar bill on a
fishing pole and he "yoinks" the dollar bill away just as the customer reaches for it ("Oh... you almost had it! Gotta be quicker than that!")
If you truly want to develop a sales channel based on being a subject matter expert on something... release the "infographic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" and be sure to include your contact details
and information about the company and/or product you're trying to market in the document. If your product is something I need - congrats... you got your name and product on my radar.
Otherwise continue doing what you're doing and I'll recognize you for what you are... a snake oil salesman. I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to
key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
This one today was so blatant that I actually went ahead and had our IT department blacklist the whole dang domain. Hell hath no fury like a HR Director teased.
</end rant>
I think I'll go make some chamomile tea and put on some nice soothing music to get me through the rest of the day. I should have known starting off the day preparing the data for a compensation
survey was going to put me in a foul mood. *laughs*
-----------------------------Stephen Michael Fry
aka "RealityHR"
Citizens Commerce National Bank (Lexington, KY)
-----------------------------â€‹â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
199.

previous next
Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:57 PM
Kate Palmquist
It's hump day? ;)
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:51
From: Stephen Fry
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
</start rant>
â€‹â€‹
I know I'm just buried right now and am more susceptible to being peevish... but...
If you truly want to earn a customer and you're a vendor for a "HR Solution"... sending out teaser emails with information that would be of interest to any HR professional worth their salt is all well
and good. But once I click on the link to look at your "inforgraphic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" - and then you force me to provide you with all of my contact information so you can turn this
into a harassment opportunity REALLY torques me off. I feel like one of those people on that State Farm commercial where the insurance guy is dressed like a fisherman with a dollar bill on a
fishing pole and he "yoinks" the dollar bill away just as the customer reaches for it ("Oh... you almost had it! Gotta be quicker than that!")
If you truly want to develop a sales channel based on being a subject matter expert on something... release the "infographic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" and be sure to include your contact details
and information about the company and/or product you're trying to market in the document. If your product is something I need - congrats... you got your name and product on my radar.
Otherwise continue doing what you're doing and I'll recognize you for what you are... a snake oil salesman. I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to
key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
This one today was so blatant that I actually went ahead and had our IT department blacklist the whole dang domain. Hell hath no fury like a HR Director teased.
</end rant>
I think I'll go make some chamomile tea and put on some nice soothing music to get me through the rest of the day. I should have known starting off the day preparing the data for a compensation
survey was going to put me in a foul mood. *laughs*
-----------------------------Stephen Michael Fry
aka "RealityHR"
Citizens Commerce National Bank (Lexington, KY)
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-----------------------------â€‹â€‹

top
200.

previous next
Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:00 PM
Ivette Dupuis
You gotta give to get.
The memo is still out for some people.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:51
From: Stephen Fry
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
</start rant>
â€‹â€‹
I know I'm just buried right now and am more susceptible to being peevish... but...
If you truly want to earn a customer and you're a vendor for a "HR Solution"... sending out teaser emails with information that would be of interest to any HR professional worth their salt is all well
and good. But once I click on the link to look at your "inforgraphic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" - and then you force me to provide you with all of my contact information so you can turn this
into a harassment opportunity REALLY torques me off. I feel like one of those people on that State Farm commercial where the insurance guy is dressed like a fisherman with a dollar bill on a
fishing pole and he "yoinks" the dollar bill away just as the customer reaches for it ("Oh... you almost had it! Gotta be quicker than that!")
If you truly want to develop a sales channel based on being a subject matter expert on something... release the "infographic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" and be sure to include your contact details
and information about the company and/or product you're trying to market in the document. If your product is something I need - congrats... you got your name and product on my radar.
Otherwise continue doing what you're doing and I'll recognize you for what you are... a snake oil salesman. I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to
key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
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This one today was so blatant that I actually went ahead and had our IT department blacklist the whole dang domain. Hell hath no fury like a HR Director teased.
</end rant>
I think I'll go make some chamomile tea and put on some nice soothing music to get me through the rest of the day. I should have known starting off the day preparing the data for a compensation
survey was going to put me in a foul mood. *laughs*
-----------------------------Stephen Michael Fry
aka "RealityHR"
Citizens Commerce National Bank (Lexington, KY)
-----------------------------â€‹â€‹

top
201.

previous next
Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:20 PM
Todd Saffell
Sorry, I see this the exact opposite. If your company hosts a webinar (especially one with SHRM credit), I owe you a sales pitch. You gave me something of value (relevant info for my career) I'll
listen to your pitch.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:51
From: Stephen Fry
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
</start rant>
â€‹â€‹
I know I'm just buried right now and am more susceptible to being peevish... but...
If you truly want to earn a customer and you're a vendor for a "HR Solution"... sending out teaser emails with information that would be of interest to any HR professional worth their salt is all well
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and good. But once I click on the link to look at your "inforgraphic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" - and then you force me to provide you with all of my contact information so you can turn this
into a harassment opportunity REALLY torques me off. I feel like one of those people on that State Farm commercial where the insurance guy is dressed like a fisherman with a dollar bill on a
fishing pole and he "yoinks" the dollar bill away just as the customer reaches for it ("Oh... you almost had it! Gotta be quicker than that!")
If you truly want to develop a sales channel based on being a subject matter expert on something... release the "infographic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" and be sure to include your contact details
and information about the company and/or product you're trying to market in the document. If your product is something I need - congrats... you got your name and product on my radar.
Otherwise continue doing what you're doing and I'll recognize you for what you are... a snake oil salesman. I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to
key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
This one today was so blatant that I actually went ahead and had our IT department blacklist the whole dang domain. Hell hath no fury like a HR Director teased.
</end rant>
I think I'll go make some chamomile tea and put on some nice soothing music to get me through the rest of the day. I should have known starting off the day preparing the data for a compensation
survey was going to put me in a foul mood. *laughs*
-----------------------------Stephen Michael Fry
aka "RealityHR"
Citizens Commerce National Bank (Lexington, KY)
-----------------------------â€‹â€‹

top

previous next

202.

Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:25 PM
Ivette Dupuis
But this is exactly what Stephen's talking about.
You gave me something of value (relevant info for my career) I'll listen to your pitch.
Todd Saffell, 03-28-2018 13:20
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:20
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
Sorry, I see this the exact opposite. If your company hosts a webinar (especially one with SHRM credit), I owe you a sales pitch. You gave me something of value (relevant info for my career) I'll
listen to your pitch.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top
203.

previous next
Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:26 PM
Anonymous

_
But what if I didn't get anything of value, do I still owe you the opportunity to pitch your product to me? My rant/pet peeve are recruiting agencies who leave a vague message like "Hi, this is Jill,
please call me back at xxx-xxx-xxxx". I have no idea why this person is calling so I call back because it COULD involve legitimate business only to get the "hey, I can help you fill XX position. I
have several qualified candidates that are ready to interview today." We don't use recruiters so you've wasted your time and mine. Because of this tactic,, if that changes I'm not calling them back
because I felt tricked into calling them.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:20
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From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
Sorry, I see this the exact opposite. If your company hosts a webinar (especially one with SHRM credit), I owe you a sales pitch. You gave me something of value (relevant info for my career) I'll
listen to your pitch.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust

top

previous next

204.

Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:31 PM
Todd Saffell
I agree with Ivette and disagree with OP. Probably didn't make that clear.
If you want the paper/webinar/whatever, give them your info and respect the value you received. I believe it's a jerk move to take something of value and then duck out on the sales pitch.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:25
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
But this is exactly what Stephen's talking about.
You gave me something of value (relevant info for my career) I'll listen to your pitch.
Todd Saffell, 03-28-2018 13:20
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
205.

previous next
Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:34 PM
Todd Saffell
No. I don't accept cold calls/pitches. The OP was complaining that he couldn't have the info without giving his contact.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
_
But what if I didn't get anything of value, do I still owe you the opportunity to pitch your product to me? My rant/pet peeve are recruiting agencies who leave a vague message like "Hi, this is Jill,
please call me back at xxx-xxx-xxxx". I have no idea why this person is calling so I call back because it COULD involve legitimate business only to get the "hey, I can help you fill XX position. I
have several qualified candidates that are ready to interview today." We don't use recruiters so you've wasted your time and mine. Because of this tactic,, if that changes I'm not calling them back
because I felt tricked into calling them.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:20
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
Sorry, I see this the exact opposite. If your company hosts a webinar (especially one with SHRM credit), I owe you a sales pitch. You gave me something of value (relevant info for my career) I'll
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listen to your pitch.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:51
From: Stephen Fry
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
</start rant>
â€‹â€‹
I know I'm just buried right now and am more susceptible to being peevish... but...
If you truly want to earn a customer and you're a vendor for a "HR Solution"... sending out teaser emails with information that would be of interest to any HR professional worth their salt is all well
and good. But once I click on the link to look at your "inforgraphic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" - and then you force me to provide you with all of my contact information so you can turn this
into a harassment opportunity REALLY torques me off. I feel like one of those people on that State Farm commercial where the insurance guy is dressed like a fisherman with a dollar bill on a
fishing pole and he "yoinks" the dollar bill away just as the customer reaches for it ("Oh... you almost had it! Gotta be quicker than that!")
If you truly want to develop a sales channel based on being a subject matter expert on something... release the "infographic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" and be sure to include your contact details
and information about the company and/or product you're trying to market in the document. If your product is something I need - congrats... you got your name and product on my radar.
Otherwise continue doing what you're doing and I'll recognize you for what you are... a snake oil salesman. I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to
key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
This one today was so blatant that I actually went ahead and had our IT department blacklist the whole dang domain. Hell hath no fury like a HR Director teased.
</end rant>
I think I'll go make some chamomile tea and put on some nice soothing music to get me through the rest of the day. I should have known starting off the day preparing the data for a compensation
survey was going to put me in a foul mood. *laughs*
-----------------------------Stephen Michael Fry
aka "RealityHR"
Citizens Commerce National Bank (Lexington, KY)
-----------------------------â€‹â€‹

top
206.

previous next
Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 2:43 PM
Anonymous
_
I just came in to say the same thing. I get several of the "Heyyyy Bob!!! It's John. Give me a call back at 555-555-5555" voicemails every day. I'd imagine the only people these work on are people
who have a very low volume of calls and actually do think it's something important they need to get respond to. If you can't even tell me why I need to call you back, why would I?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
_
But what if I didn't get anything of value, do I still owe you the opportunity to pitch your product to me? My rant/pet peeve are recruiting agencies who leave a vague message like "Hi, this is Jill,
please call me back at xxx-xxx-xxxx". I have no idea why this person is calling so I call back because it COULD involve legitimate business only to get the "hey, I can help you fill XX position. I
have several qualified candidates that are ready to interview today." We don't use recruiters so you've wasted your time and mine. Because of this tactic,, if that changes I'm not calling them back
because I felt tricked into calling them.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:20
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
Sorry, I see this the exact opposite. If your company hosts a webinar (especially one with SHRM credit), I owe you a sales pitch. You gave me something of value (relevant info for my career) I'll
listen to your pitch.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:51
From: Stephen Fry
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
</start rant>
â€‹â€‹
I know I'm just buried right now and am more susceptible to being peevish... but...
If you truly want to earn a customer and you're a vendor for a "HR Solution"... sending out teaser emails with information that would be of interest to any HR professional worth their salt is all well
and good. But once I click on the link to look at your "inforgraphic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" - and then you force me to provide you with all of my contact information so you can turn this
into a harassment opportunity REALLY torques me off. I feel like one of those people on that State Farm commercial where the insurance guy is dressed like a fisherman with a dollar bill on a
fishing pole and he "yoinks" the dollar bill away just as the customer reaches for it ("Oh... you almost had it! Gotta be quicker than that!")
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If you truly want to develop a sales channel based on being a subject matter expert on something... release the "infographic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" and be sure to include your contact details
and information about the company and/or product you're trying to market in the document. If your product is something I need - congrats... you got your name and product on my radar.
Otherwise continue doing what you're doing and I'll recognize you for what you are... a snake oil salesman. I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to
key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
This one today was so blatant that I actually went ahead and had our IT department blacklist the whole dang domain. Hell hath no fury like a HR Director teased.
</end rant>
I think I'll go make some chamomile tea and put on some nice soothing music to get me through the rest of the day. I should have known starting off the day preparing the data for a compensation
survey was going to put me in a foul mood. *laughs*
-----------------------------Stephen Michael Fry
aka "RealityHR"
Citizens Commerce National Bank (Lexington, KY)
-----------------------------â€‹â€‹

top

previous next

207.

Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:51 PM
Anonymous

_
Just respond with fake contact info to view the information with no obligation.
Thank you for the laugh! I really needed it today! Rant on!
I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
Stephen Fry, 03-28-2018 12:51

That statement gave me the mental image too and I laughed out loud. Sitting there with legs shaking and fidgeting with a stress ball and sweating profusely! ha ha
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:51
From: Stephen Fry
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
</start rant>
â€‹â€‹
I know I'm just buried right now and am more susceptible to being peevish... but...
If you truly want to earn a customer and you're a vendor for a "HR Solution"... sending out teaser emails with information that would be of interest to any HR professional worth their salt is all well
and good. But once I click on the link to look at your "inforgraphic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" - and then you force me to provide you with all of my contact information so you can turn this
into a harassment opportunity REALLY torques me off. I feel like one of those people on that State Farm commercial where the insurance guy is dressed like a fisherman with a dollar bill on a
fishing pole and he "yoinks" the dollar bill away just as the customer reaches for it ("Oh... you almost had it! Gotta be quicker than that!")
If you truly want to develop a sales channel based on being a subject matter expert on something... release the "infographic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" and be sure to include your contact details
and information about the company and/or product you're trying to market in the document. If your product is something I need - congrats... you got your name and product on my radar.
Otherwise continue doing what you're doing and I'll recognize you for what you are... a snake oil salesman. I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to
key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
This one today was so blatant that I actually went ahead and had our IT department blacklist the whole dang domain. Hell hath no fury like a HR Director teased.
</end rant>
I think I'll go make some chamomile tea and put on some nice soothing music to get me through the rest of the day. I should have known starting off the day preparing the data for a compensation
survey was going to put me in a foul mood. *laughs*
-----------------------------Stephen Michael Fry
aka "RealityHR"
Citizens Commerce National Bank (Lexington, KY)
-----------------------------â€‹â€‹

top
208.

previous next
Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:53 PM
Anonymous
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_
"Just respond with fake contact info to view the information with no obligation."
You generally have to at least give your real e-mail address because they mail the content to you.
I agree with "give to get" in this case. If you want their content, at least give them your e-mail. You may decide not to engage with them based on the content you receive, but I think it's selfish to ask
for their research without giving them anything in return.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
_
Just respond with fake contact info to view the information with no obligation.
Thank you for the laugh! I really needed it today! Rant on!
I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
Stephen Fry, 03-28-2018 12:51

That statement gave me the mental image too and I laughed out loud. Sitting there with legs shaking and fidgeting with a stress ball and sweating profusely! ha ha
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:51
From: Stephen Fry
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
</start rant>
â€‹â€‹
I know I'm just buried right now and am more susceptible to being peevish... but...
If you truly want to earn a customer and you're a vendor for a "HR Solution"... sending out teaser emails with information that would be of interest to any HR professional worth their salt is all well
and good. But once I click on the link to look at your "inforgraphic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" - and then you force me to provide you with all of my contact information so you can turn this
into a harassment opportunity REALLY torques me off. I feel like one of those people on that State Farm commercial where the insurance guy is dressed like a fisherman with a dollar bill on a
fishing pole and he "yoinks" the dollar bill away just as the customer reaches for it ("Oh... you almost had it! Gotta be quicker than that!")
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If you truly want to develop a sales channel based on being a subject matter expert on something... release the "infographic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" and be sure to include your contact details
and information about the company and/or product you're trying to market in the document. If your product is something I need - congrats... you got your name and product on my radar.
Otherwise continue doing what you're doing and I'll recognize you for what you are... a snake oil salesman. I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to
key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
This one today was so blatant that I actually went ahead and had our IT department blacklist the whole dang domain. Hell hath no fury like a HR Director teased.
</end rant>
I think I'll go make some chamomile tea and put on some nice soothing music to get me through the rest of the day. I should have known starting off the day preparing the data for a compensation
survey was going to put me in a foul mood. *laughs*
-----------------------------Stephen Michael Fry
aka "RealityHR"
Citizens Commerce National Bank (Lexington, KY)
-----------------------------â€‹â€‹

top
209.

previous next
Re: Peevish Moment of the Day
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:03 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree but I always worry that maybe there was a legitimate reason this person called - for example, maybe it's an employee's spouse calling to tell me the employee is ill. Every single time it's been a
sales call so maybe I should stop worrying that the call may be legitimate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
_
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I just came in to say the same thing. I get several of the "Heyyyy Bob!!! It's John. Give me a call back at 555-555-5555" voicemails every day. I'd imagine the only people these work on are people
who have a very low volume of calls and actually do think it's something important they need to get respond to. If you can't even tell me why I need to call you back, why would I?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
_
But what if I didn't get anything of value, do I still owe you the opportunity to pitch your product to me? My rant/pet peeve are recruiting agencies who leave a vague message like "Hi, this is Jill,
please call me back at xxx-xxx-xxxx". I have no idea why this person is calling so I call back because it COULD involve legitimate business only to get the "hey, I can help you fill XX position. I
have several qualified candidates that are ready to interview today." We don't use recruiters so you've wasted your time and mine. Because of this tactic,, if that changes I'm not calling them back
because I felt tricked into calling them.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:20
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
Sorry, I see this the exact opposite. If your company hosts a webinar (especially one with SHRM credit), I owe you a sales pitch. You gave me something of value (relevant info for my career) I'll
listen to your pitch.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:51
From: Stephen Fry
Subject: Peevish Moment of the Day
</start rant>
â€‹â€‹
I know I'm just buried right now and am more susceptible to being peevish... but...
If you truly want to earn a customer and you're a vendor for a "HR Solution"... sending out teaser emails with information that would be of interest to any HR professional worth their salt is all well
and good. But once I click on the link to look at your "inforgraphic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" - and then you force me to provide you with all of my contact information so you can turn this
into a harassment opportunity REALLY torques me off. I feel like one of those people on that State Farm commercial where the insurance guy is dressed like a fisherman with a dollar bill on a
fishing pole and he "yoinks" the dollar bill away just as the customer reaches for it ("Oh... you almost had it! Gotta be quicker than that!")
If you truly want to develop a sales channel based on being a subject matter expert on something... release the "infographic", or "whitepaper" or "summary" and be sure to include your contact details
and information about the company and/or product you're trying to market in the document. If your product is something I need - congrats... you got your name and product on my radar.
Otherwise continue doing what you're doing and I'll recognize you for what you are... a snake oil salesman. I actually get a mental image of a marketing person sitting there waiting for someone to
key in contact information like a junkie waiting for their next "score".
This one today was so blatant that I actually went ahead and had our IT department blacklist the whole dang domain. Hell hath no fury like a HR Director teased.
</end rant>
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I think I'll go make some chamomile tea and put on some nice soothing music to get me through the rest of the day. I should have known starting off the day preparing the data for a compensation
survey was going to put me in a foul mood. *laughs*
-----------------------------Stephen Michael Fry
aka "RealityHR"
Citizens Commerce National Bank (Lexington, KY)
-----------------------------â€‹â€‹

top
210.

previous next
Background Screening
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:48 PM
Janet Battos
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
I would appreciate receiving recommendations on a background screening company. I'm most interested in a company who will perform an education, employment history and criminal check
preferably within one week or two at a reasonable cost. Thank you in advance for your assistance! Janet
-----------------------------Janet B.
Human Resources
Massachusetts
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Jury Duty while on Vacation
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:43 PM
Anonymous
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_
Hi,
I have an employee that is scheduled to be on vacation during the next two weeks but has been called to serve jury duty. She is asking if she can get jury duty pay instead of vacation. What does your
company do in such situations or what would you recommend?
Ym
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Jury Duty while on Vacation
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:55 PM
Ivette Dupuis

The circumstances have changed.
I'd change with 'em.
I.e. Pay her for jury duty.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty while on Vacation
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Reply to Sender

_
Hi,
I have an employee that is scheduled to be on vacation during the next two weeks but has been called to serve jury duty. She is asking if she can get jury duty pay instead of vacation. What does your
company do in such situations or what would you recommend?
Ym

top
213.

previous next
Re: Jury Duty while on Vacation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:26 PM
Jennifer Kruzlic
Ditto what Ivette said - provided they have the appropriate documents from the court.
-----------------------------Jennifer Kruzlic SHRM-CP
-Lakeland FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty while on Vacation
_
Hi,
I have an employee that is scheduled to be on vacation during the next two weeks but has been called to serve jury duty. She is asking if she can get jury duty pay instead of vacation. What does your
company do in such situations or what would you recommend?
Ym
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top
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previous next
Re: Jury Duty while on Vacation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:29 PM
Nancy Bustos
Agreed with the above. Supporting documentation should be required as well.
-----------------------------Nancy Bustos
Human Resources Director
Tucson, AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty while on Vacation
_
Hi,
I have an employee that is scheduled to be on vacation during the next two weeks but has been called to serve jury duty. She is asking if she can get jury duty pay instead of vacation. What does your
company do in such situations or what would you recommend?
Ym

top
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previous next
Re: Jury Duty while on Vacation
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:44 PM
Todd Saffell
I agree with the others. Let them take jury duty time off and not use vacation. Would you want to spend your vacation in a jury box? I wouldn't, so I would approve the change.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty while on Vacation
_
Hi,
I have an employee that is scheduled to be on vacation during the next two weeks but has been called to serve jury duty. She is asking if she can get jury duty pay instead of vacation. What does your
company do in such situations or what would you recommend?
Ym

top
216.

previous next
Conflict Resolution
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:41 PM
Anonymous

_
I inform employees that if they have a concern in their department they are to go to their direct supervisor but if the employee has an issue with their direct supervisor, is it suggested that they go
straight to HR or should they bring it to the attention of the COO, whom the managers directly report to? Looking for ideas to put a conflict resolution process in place at a company that did not have
HR prior.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
217.

previous next
Re: Conflict Resolution
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:59 PM
Mary Dillman
IMO, employees should still be advised to first attempt to resolve a conflict with their supervisor even if the conflict is with their supervisor - if the conflict/disagreement involves an issue with
business operations or the employee's performance/professional conduct.
Give careful consideration to how you define "resolution" in the guidelines for escalating a conflict. i.e., a manager may appropriately address a conflict/disagreement based on operational needs, or
per your company's performance management or progressive discipline policies. The employee may still feel that the issue has not been resolved to his/her liking; I don't think you want to set the
expectation that the manager's solution might be over-turned through escalation.
If the employee is alleging that the manager is violating company policy, ethical standards or standards for professional conduct, then I think the escalation should go to HR. If the employee is
alleging that the manager has made a decision or taken an action that is risky/detrimental to business operations, then I think the escalation should go to the manager's manager.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Conflict Resolution
_
I inform employees that if they have a concern in their department they are to go to their direct supervisor but if the employee has an issue with their direct supervisor, is it suggested that they go
straight to HR or should they bring it to the attention of the COO, whom the managers directly report to? Looking for ideas to put a conflict resolution process in place at a company that did not have
HR prior.

top
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previous next

218.

An employee who is missing a lot of time want to now take FMLA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:40 PM
Anonymous

_
I have an employee who we were just about ready to give a final written warning about her not working her full 40 hour shift. At least 4 times out of the week she is either calling in because she can't
find reliable transportation or she's coming in late or leaving early. Now she wants to take FMLA because she will need to care for her mother who is going to have cataract surgery and will need to
take care of her. I'm concerned that if we still talk to her about her missing time, that she may think it's because she's getting ready to ask for the time off. What should I do?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
219.

previous next
Re: An employee who is missing a lot of time want to now take FMLA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Treat these two things differently in different tracks. If you have documented absences, you can pursue both tracks at the same time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: An employee who is missing a lot of time want to now take FMLA
_
I have an employee who we were just about ready to give a final written warning about her not working her full 40 hour shift. At least 4 times out of the week she is either calling in because she can't
find reliable transportation or she's coming in late or leaving early. Now she wants to take FMLA because she will need to care for her mother who is going to have cataract surgery and will need to
take care of her. I'm concerned that if we still talk to her about her missing time, that she may think it's because she's getting ready to ask for the time off. What should I do?
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top
220.

previous next
Re: An employee who is missing a lot of time want to now take FMLA
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:03 PM
Monica Kennedy
Sounds like you've got two separate situations. The first is the behavior issues with attendance and the other is a covered event for FMLA. The FMLA won't cover protect their job because they don't
have reliable transportation. Be very clear when you have the conversation about her final warning that it is specific to her attendance and cite the dates/times in question. Do not bring up the FMLA
issue at all if possible. If it does come up, you can simply reiterate that FMLA is a different conversation and divert the conversation back to attendance.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: An employee who is missing a lot of time want to now take FMLA
_
I have an employee who we were just about ready to give a final written warning about her not working her full 40 hour shift. At least 4 times out of the week she is either calling in because she can't
find reliable transportation or she's coming in late or leaving early. Now she wants to take FMLA because she will need to care for her mother who is going to have cataract surgery and will need to
take care of her. I'm concerned that if we still talk to her about her missing time, that she may think it's because she's getting ready to ask for the time off. What should I do?

top
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previous next
Re: An employee who is missing a lot of time want to now take FMLA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:25 PM
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Reply to Sender

Todd Saffell
FMLA applies to the medical situation (as determined by the documentation). Being late or missing work for transportation issues have nothing to do with FMLA. Keep them separate. Discipline or
term for the attendance issues without affecting FMLA provisions.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: An employee who is missing a lot of time want to now take FMLA
_
I have an employee who we were just about ready to give a final written warning about her not working her full 40 hour shift. At least 4 times out of the week she is either calling in because she can't
find reliable transportation or she's coming in late or leaving early. Now she wants to take FMLA because she will need to care for her mother who is going to have cataract surgery and will need to
take care of her. I'm concerned that if we still talk to her about her missing time, that she may think it's because she's getting ready to ask for the time off. What should I do?

top

previous next

222.

Re: An employee who is missing a lot of time want to now take FMLA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:38 PM
Anonymous

_

I have an employee who we were just about ready to give a final written warning about her not working her full 40 hour shift.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 12:40

I agree with others that the two issues are separate - attendance due to transportation and FMLA to care for her mother and they should be treated separately BUT the timing could appear to be
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retaliation for asking for FMLA if you haven't taken the proper steps to address the attendance due to transportation issues prior to the FMLA request.
You said you are getting ready to give a final warning. This presumes that there have been other warnings. What steps have you taken to address the issue? How long has the issue been going on?
When was the last time you issued discipline regarding attendance, i.e., how long has it been between that action and the final warning you want to give? Did the prior disciplinary action indicate
what would happen if the issue continued.
If you an show that you have taken previous steps to address the issue, and it's been a reasonable period of time between the discipline and the current discipline, and you are following a policy (if
you have one on discipline), you should be okay to discipline for the attendance issues. If, however, you haven't previously addressed the issue with discipline, or the last action is now "stale" (i.e. a
significant amount of time has passed), then you have some exposure to an FMLA retaliation claim. "Most retaliation cases are built on circumstantial evidence, including the timing (temporal
proximity) of the adverse action in relation to the FMLA leave/request" see: www.landecompass.com/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: An employee who is missing a lot of time want to now take FMLA
_
I have an employee who we were just about ready to give a final written warning about her not working her full 40 hour shift. At least 4 times out of the week she is either calling in because she can't
find reliable transportation or she's coming in late or leaving early. Now she wants to take FMLA because she will need to care for her mother who is going to have cataract surgery and will need to
take care of her. I'm concerned that if we still talk to her about her missing time, that she may think it's because she's getting ready to ask for the time off. What should I do?

top
223.

previous next
Pay for swiss employee completing classes
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
We have a small office in Switzerland that we plan to close later this year....those employees dont know that yet. I have one person there who is the glue holding that office together, and she just
completed a bunch of specialized classes that we paid for - she is great, classes helped a lot, its all good. However, she wants a pay increase for completing her classes.
We need her and she knows we need her, so she is in a position to negotiate. But she has not given any expected increase amount, which might be a cultural difference...But her manager (here in the
U.S.) wants to put together a justified increase amount that we can offer her and he is thinking about it in terms of how we will also need her in the future - not just bc she completed her classes. The
challenge there is she is already at 108% compa ratio so from my perspective we would not be able to offer her much. There are no planned merits for that office, either.
I'd like to have a frank conversation with the swiss employee and ask her what kind of increase she is expecting and have that be the starting point, but I'm not sure that is culturally acceptable and the
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manager does not want to go that route. He prefers to start the negotiating with a dollar amount. The challenge there is he wants it to be well-received right out of the gate, without knowing her
expectations. I may be biased here, relying on my own experience when I completed my MBA....where I didnt get any increase.
So...my questions are what would you do? Also, are you aware of any resources where I can find info about average salary increases upon completion of a degree or classes?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
224.

previous next
Re: Pay for swiss employee completing classes
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:22 PM
Anonymous

_
We do not give increases for taking classes, earning degrees, etc., unless the job functions have changed. We would assess any improvements in their work because of the knowledge gained but that
would be after a period of time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pay for swiss employee completing classes
_
We have a small office in Switzerland that we plan to close later this year....those employees dont know that yet. I have one person there who is the glue holding that office together, and she just
completed a bunch of specialized classes that we paid for - she is great, classes helped a lot, its all good. However, she wants a pay increase for completing her classes.
We need her and she knows we need her, so she is in a position to negotiate. But she has not given any expected increase amount, which might be a cultural difference...But her manager (here in the
U.S.) wants to put together a justified increase amount that we can offer her and he is thinking about it in terms of how we will also need her in the future - not just bc she completed her classes. The
challenge there is she is already at 108% compa ratio so from my perspective we would not be able to offer her much. There are no planned merits for that office, either.
I'd like to have a frank conversation with the swiss employee and ask her what kind of increase she is expecting and have that be the starting point, but I'm not sure that is culturally acceptable and the
manager does not want to go that route. He prefers to start the negotiating with a dollar amount. The challenge there is he wants it to be well-received right out of the gate, without knowing her
expectations. I may be biased here, relying on my own experience when I completed my MBA....where I didnt get any increase.
So...my questions are what would you do? Also, are you aware of any resources where I can find info about average salary increases upon completion of a degree or classes?
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top
225.

previous next
Applies to EVERY position on website
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:38 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Am I the only one that is turned off by a candidate who applies for EVERY position available at the company? Many of which they do not meet even the minimum qualifications for. I see
candidates often do this and it drives me crazy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
226.

previous next
Re: Applies to EVERY position on website
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:48 PM
Anonymous

_
Sometimes job websites push out resumes to positions the candidate has no interest in.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_
â€‹
Am I the only one that is turned off by a candidate who applies for EVERY position available at the company? Many of which they do not meet even the minimum qualifications for. I see
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candidates often do this and it drives me crazy.

top
227.

previous next
Re: Applies to EVERY position on website
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:48 PM
Anonymous

_
TOTALLY. I try really hard to remind myself that they only want to work for a great company, so that is why they do it, but did you even read if you meet the qualifications for what we are looking
for??? Instant turn off for me. And then I have to really dig into their resume to see what they legitimately have experience in and what to do with their resume.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_
â€‹
Am I the only one that is turned off by a candidate who applies for EVERY position available at the company? Many of which they do not meet even the minimum qualifications for. I see
candidates often do this and it drives me crazy.

top
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previous next
Re: Applies to EVERY position on website
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:50 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
And sometimes a person just wants to get their foot in the door so they can prove their worth. Yes, it happens...over or under qualified.
Have you talked to the candidate and found out their true area of interest? It may be worth the shot...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_
Sometimes job websites push out resumes to positions the candidate has no interest in.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_
â€‹
Am I the only one that is turned off by a candidate who applies for EVERY position available at the company? Many of which they do not meet even the minimum qualifications for. I see
candidates often do this and it drives me crazy.

top
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previous next
Re: Applies to EVERY position on website
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:58 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Nope, that's not the case here. They have to manually get into the application and complete a separate application for each.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:47
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_
Sometimes job websites push out resumes to positions the candidate has no interest in.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_
â€‹
Am I the only one that is turned off by a candidate who applies for EVERY position available at the company? Many of which they do not meet even the minimum qualifications for. I see
candidates often do this and it drives me crazy.

top
230.

previous next
Re: Applies to EVERY position on website
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:00 PM
Lawri Williamson
I can definitely see why that would be a turnoff. However, keep in mind that this is a very frustrating market for job searchers. I saw the market change around mid-2016 from what it had been at the
beginning of that year, and it's been weird ever since.
Right now, people who are looking for a job are dealing with the following:
1) Competition for every opening from all over the world, as opposed to just their country or local area
2) Frustration of applicant tracking systems rejecting their resumes from consideration, and they can't figure out why
3) Conflicting advice on job search strategies from coaches and recruiters
4) Advice from coaches and recruiters on "how to circumvent ATS" -- and this apply-to-every-opening strategy sounds like it could fall in this category.
Job seekers are unemployed or underemployed and looking for work for years at a time now, and it's extremely frustrating and demoralizing. They can wind up with so much self doubt that they
follow bad advice or do other irrational things in the name of trying to get noticed by a person at a company. You've certainly noticed the serial applicant, right?
Just try to cut them some slack. Until applicant tracking systems improve (and there are no good ones out there at all yet -- they're all still in the Minimally Viable Product stage, IMO), you'll
probably see a lot of strange things.
-----------------------------Interested in HR
Arizona
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_
â€‹
Am I the only one that is turned off by a candidate who applies for EVERY position available at the company? Many of which they do not meet even the minimum qualifications for. I see
candidates often do this and it drives me crazy.

top
231.

previous next
Re: Applies to EVERY position on website
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:10 PM
Sarah Stulga
Lawri that's what I was thinking too (#4). In my ATS, the hiring managers reviews all the applications and could only see applicants for their reqs. If someone applied to multiple positions, I would
know but the hiring managers had no visibility of that. I have noted on the application if there's a serial applicant who is a real pain. Once I had a guy who applied for a director-level opening and was
qualified on paper, but asked some pretty alarming questions that you'd expect an entry level person to know when he called. That had no effect on his consideration for the position, but after he didn't
get the job he applied for every posted opening then would call to yell at me when he wasn't selected. I started to block his calls and all of his applications got marked as "do not hire" after that.
I also get the frustration on the HR side though for those candidates who have to manually submit multiple applications, don't update cover letters between positions or organizations and are grossly
unqualified - it's just a waste of their time as well as ours. But having been in that situation myself before, if you need a job sometimes you'll do anything.
-----------------------------Sarah Stulga SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:00
From: Lawri Williamson
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
I can definitely see why that would be a turnoff. However, keep in mind that this is a very frustrating market for job searchers. I saw the market change around mid-2016 from what it had been at the
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beginning of that year, and it's been weird ever since.
Right now, people who are looking for a job are dealing with the following:
1) Competition for every opening from all over the world, as opposed to just their country or local area
2) Frustration of applicant tracking systems rejecting their resumes from consideration, and they can't figure out why
3) Conflicting advice on job search strategies from coaches and recruiters
4) Advice from coaches and recruiters on "how to circumvent ATS" -- and this apply-to-every-opening strategy sounds like it could fall in this category.
Job seekers are unemployed or underemployed and looking for work for years at a time now, and it's extremely frustrating and demoralizing. They can wind up with so much self doubt that they
follow bad advice or do other irrational things in the name of trying to get noticed by a person at a company. You've certainly noticed the serial applicant, right?
Just try to cut them some slack. Until applicant tracking systems improve (and there are no good ones out there at all yet -- they're all still in the Minimally Viable Product stage, IMO), you'll
probably see a lot of strange things.
-----------------------------Interested in HR
Arizona

top

previous next

232.

Re: Applies to EVERY position on website
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:00 PM
Anonymous

_

the hiring managers reviews all the applications and could only see applicants for their reqs
Sarah Stulga, 03-28-2018 13:09

Our ATS allows the hiring manager to see all of the positions the candidate has applied for, not just the position the hiring manager has open.

Until applicant tracking systems improve (and there are no good ones out there at all yet -- they're all still in the Minimally Viable Product stage, IMO), you'll probably see a lot of strange
things.
Lawri Williamson 03-28-2018 13:00
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That's a pretty broad statement. Are you speaking from a publication relations/communications point of view or as someone who is interested in HR? I think our ATS provides a great deal of value.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:09
From: Sarah Stulga
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
Lawri that's what I was thinking too (#4). In my ATS, the hiring managers reviews all the applications and could only see applicants for their reqs. If someone applied to multiple positions, I would
know but the hiring managers had no visibility of that. I have noted on the application if there's a serial applicant who is a real pain. Once I had a guy who applied for a director-level opening and was
qualified on paper, but asked some pretty alarming questions that you'd expect an entry level person to know when he called. That had no effect on his consideration for the position, but after he didn't
get the job he applied for every posted opening then would call to yell at me when he wasn't selected. I started to block his calls and all of his applications got marked as "do not hire" after that.
I also get the frustration on the HR side though for those candidates who have to manually submit multiple applications, don't update cover letters between positions or organizations and are grossly
unqualified - it's just a waste of their time as well as ours. But having been in that situation myself before, if you need a job sometimes you'll do anything.
-----------------------------Sarah Stulga SHRM-CP

top
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previous next
Re: Applies to EVERY position on website
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:05 PM
Anonymous

_
I've never met a user friendly ATS - user friendly for the applicant and the employer as well. And I've been on both sides of the desk several times since the advent of computer screening tools.
Just look at what Indeed does to candidate's resumes. It butchers them and makes them appear nonsensical.
It removes the "human" element where a hiring manager/recruiter can actually read the submissions and select the right candidate. An ATS screens for key words, it doesn't read personality or actual
skill sets that can be picked up by the human reader.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_

the hiring managers reviews all the applications and could only see applicants for their reqs
Sarah Stulga, 03-28-2018 13:09

Our ATS allows the hiring manager to see all of the positions the candidate has applied for, not just the position the hiring manager has open.

Until applicant tracking systems improve (and there are no good ones out there at all yet -- they're all still in the Minimally Viable Product stage, IMO), you'll probably see a lot of strange
things.
Lawri Williamson 03-28-2018 13:00

That's a pretty broad statement. Are you speaking from a publication relations/communications point of view or as someone who is interested in HR? I think our ATS provides a great deal of value.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:09
From: Sarah Stulga
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
Lawri that's what I was thinking too (#4). In my ATS, the hiring managers reviews all the applications and could only see applicants for their reqs. If someone applied to multiple positions, I would
know but the hiring managers had no visibility of that. I have noted on the application if there's a serial applicant who is a real pain. Once I had a guy who applied for a director-level opening and was
qualified on paper, but asked some pretty alarming questions that you'd expect an entry level person to know when he called. That had no effect on his consideration for the position, but after he didn't
get the job he applied for every posted opening then would call to yell at me when he wasn't selected. I started to block his calls and all of his applications got marked as "do not hire" after that.
I also get the frustration on the HR side though for those candidates who have to manually submit multiple applications, don't update cover letters between positions or organizations and are grossly
unqualified - it's just a waste of their time as well as ours. But having been in that situation myself before, if you need a job sometimes you'll do anything.
-----------------------------Sarah Stulga SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:00
From: Lawri Williamson
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
I can definitely see why that would be a turnoff. However, keep in mind that this is a very frustrating market for job searchers. I saw the market change around mid-2016 from what it had been at the
beginning of that year, and it's been weird ever since.
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Right now, people who are looking for a job are dealing with the following:
1) Competition for every opening from all over the world, as opposed to just their country or local area
2) Frustration of applicant tracking systems rejecting their resumes from consideration, and they can't figure out why
3) Conflicting advice on job search strategies from coaches and recruiters
4) Advice from coaches and recruiters on "how to circumvent ATS" -- and this apply-to-every-opening strategy sounds like it could fall in this category.
Job seekers are unemployed or underemployed and looking for work for years at a time now, and it's extremely frustrating and demoralizing. They can wind up with so much self doubt that they
follow bad advice or do other irrational things in the name of trying to get noticed by a person at a company. You've certainly noticed the serial applicant, right?
Just try to cut them some slack. Until applicant tracking systems improve (and there are no good ones out there at all yet -- they're all still in the Minimally Viable Product stage, IMO), you'll
probably see a lot of strange things.
-----------------------------Interested in HR
Arizona
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_
â€‹
Am I the only one that is turned off by a candidate who applies for EVERY position available at the company? Many of which they do not meet even the minimum qualifications for. I see
candidates often do this and it drives me crazy.

top
234.

previous next
Re: Applies to EVERY position on website
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:19 PM
Anonymous

_
We don't use key words to screen out candidates through our ATS. A person reviews every resume/application submitted. The system is very easy to use from the employer side - we are able to store
comments, documents, emails, etc. in one place and able to pull the data we need to complete our affirmative action reporting obligations. We've tested it from an applicant standpoint - using a phone,
a computer and a tablet - from start to finish, it's less than 2 minutes to complete. The candidate can either upload a resume or use a Linked-In profile. It asks minimums questions, just enough to
determine basic qualifications. As a candidate, I have aborted applications because the ATS was too cumbersome or took too long to complete so I'm cognizant that our ATS needs to be user friendly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_
I've never met a user friendly ATS - user friendly for the applicant and the employer as well. And I've been on both sides of the desk several times since the advent of computer screening tools.
Just look at what Indeed does to candidate's resumes. It butchers them and makes them appear nonsensical.
It removes the "human" element where a hiring manager/recruiter can actually read the submissions and select the right candidate. An ATS screens for key words, it doesn't read personality or actual
skill sets that can be picked up by the human reader.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_

the hiring managers reviews all the applications and could only see applicants for their reqs
Sarah Stulga, 03-28-2018 13:09

Our ATS allows the hiring manager to see all of the positions the candidate has applied for, not just the position the hiring manager has open.

Until applicant tracking systems improve (and there are no good ones out there at all yet -- they're all still in the Minimally Viable Product stage, IMO), you'll probably see a lot of strange
things.
Lawri Williamson 03-28-2018 13:00

That's a pretty broad statement. Are you speaking from a publication relations/communications point of view or as someone who is interested in HR? I think our ATS provides a great deal of value.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:09
From: Sarah Stulga
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
Lawri that's what I was thinking too (#4). In my ATS, the hiring managers reviews all the applications and could only see applicants for their reqs. If someone applied to multiple positions, I would
know but the hiring managers had no visibility of that. I have noted on the application if there's a serial applicant who is a real pain. Once I had a guy who applied for a director-level opening and was
qualified on paper, but asked some pretty alarming questions that you'd expect an entry level person to know when he called. That had no effect on his consideration for the position, but after he didn't
get the job he applied for every posted opening then would call to yell at me when he wasn't selected. I started to block his calls and all of his applications got marked as "do not hire" after that.
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I also get the frustration on the HR side though for those candidates who have to manually submit multiple applications, don't update cover letters between positions or organizations and are grossly
unqualified - it's just a waste of their time as well as ours. But having been in that situation myself before, if you need a job sometimes you'll do anything.
-----------------------------Sarah Stulga SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:00
From: Lawri Williamson
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
I can definitely see why that would be a turnoff. However, keep in mind that this is a very frustrating market for job searchers. I saw the market change around mid-2016 from what it had been at the
beginning of that year, and it's been weird ever since.
Right now, people who are looking for a job are dealing with the following:
1) Competition for every opening from all over the world, as opposed to just their country or local area
2) Frustration of applicant tracking systems rejecting their resumes from consideration, and they can't figure out why
3) Conflicting advice on job search strategies from coaches and recruiters
4) Advice from coaches and recruiters on "how to circumvent ATS" -- and this apply-to-every-opening strategy sounds like it could fall in this category.
Job seekers are unemployed or underemployed and looking for work for years at a time now, and it's extremely frustrating and demoralizing. They can wind up with so much self doubt that they
follow bad advice or do other irrational things in the name of trying to get noticed by a person at a company. You've certainly noticed the serial applicant, right?
Just try to cut them some slack. Until applicant tracking systems improve (and there are no good ones out there at all yet -- they're all still in the Minimally Viable Product stage, IMO), you'll
probably see a lot of strange things.
-----------------------------Interested in HR
Arizona
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Applies to EVERY position on website
_
â€‹
Am I the only one that is turned off by a candidate who applies for EVERY position available at the company? Many of which they do not meet even the minimum qualifications for. I see
candidates often do this and it drives me crazy.

top
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previous next
FML Exhaustion Question
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:35 PM
Anonymous
_
FMLA is can be so complicated sometimes.
I have an employee who will exhaust her FML tomorrow. I sent her an exhaustion letter a few weeks ago which basically ask her intent to return to work since we hadn't heard from her. She sent me
her most recent doctor's note which stated that she is still unable to work. Can we terminate her? Am I missing an additional step.
Thanks for your help!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: FML Exhaustion Question
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:38 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Did it give a follow up date? I would start the ADA interact process. I currently have an employee who has exhausted FMLA but the doctor notated that they can return in three weeks. ADA could
consider that a reasonable accommodation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML Exhaustion Question
_
FMLA is can be so complicated sometimes.
I have an employee who will exhaust her FML tomorrow. I sent her an exhaustion letter a few weeks ago which basically ask her intent to return to work since we hadn't heard from her. She sent me
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her most recent doctor's note which stated that she is still unable to work. Can we terminate her? Am I missing an additional step.
Thanks for your help!!

top
237.

previous next
Re: FML Exhaustion Question
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
Familiarize your self with ADA. You are in for a treat!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML Exhaustion Question
_
FMLA is can be so complicated sometimes.
I have an employee who will exhaust her FML tomorrow. I sent her an exhaustion letter a few weeks ago which basically ask her intent to return to work since we hadn't heard from her. She sent me
her most recent doctor's note which stated that she is still unable to work. Can we terminate her? Am I missing an additional step.
Thanks for your help!!

top
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previous next
Re: FML Exhaustion Question
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 12:56 PM
Anonymous
_
OP here,
the doctor's note didn't state a return date for a checkup or for the employee to return to work. It basically stated that she's unable to work at this time, she will return after her final procedure and
follow-up appointment.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML Exhaustion Question
_
â€‹
Did it give a follow up date? I would start the ADA interact process. I currently have an employee who has exhausted FMLA but the doctor notated that they can return in three weeks. ADA could
consider that a reasonable accommodation.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML Exhaustion Question
_
FMLA is can be so complicated sometimes.
I have an employee who will exhaust her FML tomorrow. I sent her an exhaustion letter a few weeks ago which basically ask her intent to return to work since we hadn't heard from her. She sent me
her most recent doctor's note which stated that she is still unable to work. Can we terminate her? Am I missing an additional step.
Thanks for your help!!

top
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previous next
Re: FML Exhaustion Question
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:58 PM
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Anonymous
_
Start the interactive ADA process. If there is not an ADA reason for the extended time, then I think you can move forward with termination. I'm in a similar situation now. I've read dozens of pages of
ADA documents to makes sure I've covered all the basis to protect the employee and the business. Make sure you are documenting everything.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML Exhaustion Question
_
FMLA is can be so complicated sometimes.
I have an employee who will exhaust her FML tomorrow. I sent her an exhaustion letter a few weeks ago which basically ask her intent to return to work since we hadn't heard from her. She sent me
her most recent doctor's note which stated that she is still unable to work. Can we terminate her? Am I missing an additional step.
Thanks for your help!!

top
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previous next
Re: FML Exhaustion Question
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:07 PM
Anonymous

_
This topic comes up often and you will see a lot of good information. Automatically terminating an employee who is unable to return from FMLA, due to his/her own serious health condition, is a
violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). As has been posted, you'll need to start the "interactive process" to 1) determine if the ADA applies and 2) if there is a reasonable
accommodation that will remove the barrier to employment. Note: additional leave may be a reasonable accommodation but an indefinite leave of absence would not be a reasonable accommodation.
Unfortunately, there isn't a bright line to distinguish when a leave stops being reasonable so you'll need to engage in the process. The website, www.askjan.org, is a good starting point. You will have
a lot of useful information and forms to guide you through the process.
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Good luck.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: FML Exhaustion Question
_
FMLA is can be so complicated sometimes.
I have an employee who will exhaust her FML tomorrow. I sent her an exhaustion letter a few weeks ago which basically ask her intent to return to work since we hadn't heard from her. She sent me
her most recent doctor's note which stated that she is still unable to work. Can we terminate her? Am I missing an additional step.
Thanks for your help!!

top
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previous next
Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:34 PM
Anonymous

_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next

242.

Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:41 PM
Anonymous

_
Prepare a script. Practice it. Have the termination packet prepared (whatever term letter and benefits material you need to give). Consider having your boss also sit in the meeting.
I'm making assumptions about discussions you have with this employee prior to termination but in essence I would say this: "We have met frequently over the past __ months to discuss your
continued violation of our "No gossipping" policy. As I have stated before, it's disruptive to the work environment, is a behavior we do not tolerate and impacts your performance. Since you have not
shown that you can correct this behavior, today will be your last day ___ company. I have the termination letter that describes the impact the termination has on pay and benefits to review with you
and also the benefits material. After we are finished, I will accompany you to your desk where you may pick up your personal items and then you will be able to leave for the day."
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:44 PM
Vicki Hanson
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Reply to Sender

Gossiping? Better be careful that you are not in violation of the NLRB. Instead focus on that she discussed confidential information.
-----------------------------Vicki Hanson SHRM-CP
Missouri State University
Springfield
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:46 PM
Anonymous

_
Just what, exactly, is gossiping?
Joe telling Bob that Jim is engaged to Sue?
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Joe is talking about Jim behind his back - so is that gossiping?
Was this "confidential" information obtained in the course of duty, or learned from conversations in the breakroom?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top

previous next

245.

Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:48 PM
Anonymous

_

Gossiping? Better be careful that you are not in violation of the NLRB. Instead focus on that she discussed confidential information.
Vicki Hanson, 03-28-2018 12:43

While you do need to be careful she's not exerting her right to discuss terms and conditions of employment, it does not need to be confidential info that she is sharing in order to be written up.
Gabbing excessively, disrupting others, impacting her own performance and productivity are sufficient to discipline, even if she's only talking about the shoes she wants to buy.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:43
From: Vicki Hanson
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Gossiping? Better be careful that you are not in violation of the NLRB. Instead focus on that she discussed confidential information.
-----------------------------Vicki Hanson SHRM-CP
Missouri State University
Springfield

top
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previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:54 PM
Anonymous

_
I would have a prepared memo detailing the reasons why and any other paperwork a term'd employee would need. You don't need her returning if it can be avoided. One more chance for her to
gossip. keep the memo simple and to the point. Summarize it verbally, and hand her the paperwork.
Dear Talkie:
You are being terminated for cause for excessive gossiping and sharing confidential information. The termination is effective immediately.
On XXXX 2017, you were given a verbal warning regarding your need to gossip. In a memo prepared by your supervisor Ms. Thang on XXXX 2018, the following incidences were reported:

Wednesday, XXXX, 2017.ect
Policy 1234, section 3.2, defines ………………………………
Policy HR 5678, section 3.3 discusses confidentiality………………………..
Therefore, given the incidences of ……………………. the decision has been made to terminate your employment effective immediately. You will receive payment for time worked and any remaining
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vacation accrual by XXXXX, 2018.
Sincerely,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:04 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here- I am in no way worried about that sort of discussion- personal lives, who went on a date, etc. But when it comes to an employee communicating information regarding terminations, hiring,
payroll advances, showing emails from subordinates to other subordinates and ridiculing the person- THAT is gossip. Any time someone speaks in a negative way to someone else that cannot solve
the problem is gossip. Yes, there are exceptions to that, but this is most definitely not one of them. This behavior hurts morale and breaks down the trust this employee has with not only other
supervisors but her team as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
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_
Just what, exactly, is gossiping?
Joe telling Bob that Jim is engaged to Sue?
Joe is talking about Jim behind his back - so is that gossiping?
Was this "confidential" information obtained in the course of duty, or learned from conversations in the breakroom?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top

previous next

248.

Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:10 PM
Ivette Dupuis
That's NOT gossip.
Sounds more like sharing confidential info to me.
My guess is she has access to this info?!
If not, she's not your real problem.
when it comes to an employee communicating information regarding terminations, hiring, payroll advances, showing emails from subordinates to other subordinates and ridiculing the person
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:04
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
OP here- I am in no way worried about that sort of discussion- personal lives, who went on a date, etc. But when it comes to an employee communicating information regarding terminations, hiring,
payroll advances, showing emails from subordinates to other subordinates and ridiculing the person- THAT is gossip. Any time someone speaks in a negative way to someone else that cannot solve
the problem is gossip. Yes, there are exceptions to that, but this is most definitely not one of them. This behavior hurts morale and breaks down the trust this employee has with not only other
supervisors but her team as well.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
Just what, exactly, is gossiping?
Joe telling Bob that Jim is engaged to Sue?
Joe is talking about Jim behind his back - so is that gossiping?
Was this "confidential" information obtained in the course of duty, or learned from conversations in the breakroom?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
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Suggestions?

top
249.

previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:44 PM
Anonymous

_
Not gonna lie... I'm struggling that you have a "no gossip" policy. Does it define gossip? And agree that you're not describing gossip. Assuming this employee has access to confidential information
and is inappropriately sharing that information, that isn't gossip.
Gossip: "Did you hear that Joe from Accounting is dating Betty from the Mail Room? And I heard that Betty is also dating John from IT!"
You're describing: "I'm in HR/payroll, so I know that Betty from the Mail Room got a raise. She does not deserve a raise."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:11 PM
Anonymous
_
Can you please share the verbiage of your gossip policy here for us to review? I am curious to see it.
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:28 PM
Anonymous

_
OP againThis is a great point. You and Yvette bring up a side of this I had not considered. Yes, this employee has access to this information as part of her role and should NOT be sharing it with subordinates
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(I hate using that term-subordinates). Now in addition to sharing confidential information, there have been many other instances in which it has caused many MANY problems. It is such a messy
situation- so many issues documented. But what it comes down to is this is not someone we need at our company. She has violated company policies and we will be terming for that. My main
concern is that I am able to have a very straight forward conversation with her, provide her with the information she needs, and send her on her way with her dignity. But as far as the wording and
what is actually said- that is what is tripping me up.
Yvette- do you have any suggestions on how to have this conversation. You usually give solid straight forward advice- which I truly appreciate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
Not gonna lie... I'm struggling that you have a "no gossip" policy. Does it define gossip? And agree that you're not describing gossip. Assuming this employee has access to confidential information
and is inappropriately sharing that information, that isn't gossip.
Gossip: "Did you hear that Joe from Accounting is dating Betty from the Mail Room? And I heard that Betty is also dating John from IT!"
You're describing: "I'm in HR/payroll, so I know that Betty from the Mail Room got a raise. She does not deserve a raise."
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:31 PM
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Anonymous
_
Sally, on multiple occasions you have disclosed sensitive information.
This cannot be tolerated and we can no longer keep you here as an employee.
You aren't terminating for gossip. You are terminating her for disclosing sensitive information that she has been privy to in the course of her duties.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?
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previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:31 PM
Anonymous

_
Gossip is included in our handbook as part of "Prohibited Employee Conduct". "Refusal or inability to work cooperatively with co-workers, causing conflict, gossip."
Under our "Disciplinary Action and Cause Termination" section we include:
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"Starting rumors, or engaging in talk about confidential matters."

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:32 PM
Sarah Davis
Based on what you've put out there. I'd terminate her strictly on violating confidentiality. Leave your gossip policy out of it. Don't even bring that document to the termination meeting.
After terminating this employee, I'd strongly recommend reviewing this "No Gossip" policy. It sounds like it may be stepping into a stinky pile of NLRB if not applied correctly.
-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
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I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top
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Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:51 PM
Ivette Dupuis
I'd fire her for her inability to keep confidentiality instead.
E.g. 'Your position gives you access to confidential information, this comes with the responsibility to keep that information private. You've demonstrated time and time again that you cannot be
trusted with sensitive material. Confidentiality is a core requirement of your job. Consequently, management has lost confidence in your ability to carry out the functions of your position. Your
employment has been terminated effective immediately.'
Or something like that, sorry rushing to a meeting...
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
OP againThis is a great point. You and Yvette bring up a side of this I had not considered. Yes, this employee has access to this information as part of her role and should NOT be sharing it with subordinates
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(I hate using that term-subordinates). Now in addition to sharing confidential information, there have been many other instances in which it has caused many MANY problems. It is such a messy
situation- so many issues documented. But what it comes down to is this is not someone we need at our company. She has violated company policies and we will be terming for that. My main
concern is that I am able to have a very straight forward conversation with her, provide her with the information she needs, and send her on her way with her dignity. But as far as the wording and
what is actually said- that is what is tripping me up.
Yvette- do you have any suggestions on how to have this conversation. You usually give solid straight forward advice- which I truly appreciate.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
Not gonna lie... I'm struggling that you have a "no gossip" policy. Does it define gossip? And agree that you're not describing gossip. Assuming this employee has access to confidential information
and is inappropriately sharing that information, that isn't gossip.
Gossip: "Did you hear that Joe from Accounting is dating Betty from the Mail Room? And I heard that Betty is also dating John from IT!"
You're describing: "I'm in HR/payroll, so I know that Betty from the Mail Room got a raise. She does not deserve a raise."
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
_
I am preparing to terminate an employee for repeatedly breaking our company policy of no gossiping. Several issues have come up from this and it has been documented several times but we had an
incident where this employee is sharing confidential information about another employee with other employees and "giving her 2 cents". I have documented everything but in preparation to term, I
wanted to be sure I was not missing anything. I have a signed no gossip policy, all documented incidents, but I am just not sure if I need anything else. Also, I am usually spot on with my wording
when terming but with this one, I am not sure how to word it in a manner that is both respectful but straight to the point.
Suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: Best Way to Handle a Termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:13 PM
Anonymous

_
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OP hereYvette- thank you for your input. Now, what time today can you be on a flight here to do this term for me. LOL But seriously, thank you again. There are a handful of people on here that give solid
advice and you are definitely one of them. All of us that aren't as experienced appreciate the help and guidance you provide.
No offense to the rest of the posters- I appreciate all the responses and the opportunity to learn. I have just seen Yvette lend her expertise time and time again.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:51
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Best Way to Handle a Termination
I'd fire her for her inability to keep confidentiality instead.
E.g. 'Your position gives you access to confidential information, this comes with the responsibility to keep that information private. You've demonstrated time and time again that you cannot be
trusted with sensitive material. Confidentiality is a core requirement of your job. Consequently, management has lost confidence in your ability to carry out the functions of your position. Your
employment has been terminated effective immediately.'
Or something like that, sorry rushing to a meeting...
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
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previous next
Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:02 PM
Vojtech Velecky
Good morning, everyone,
I have a situation where a supervisor has been demoted and changed status to non-exempt, less responsibility, etc. However, the employee has been under non-disclosure agreement. The employee is
requesting to be taken off the NDA given significant changes in the nature of their position.
What are some of the things to consider? The employee has had access in their supervisory position to key business information that we don't want to be potentially "freely" disclosed under her new
status.
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Any suggestions will do, I am a bit unsure,
Thank you,
Vojtech Velecky
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:08 PM
Anonymous

_
Every one of our employees is required to sign an NDA, regardless of position.
We do not modify our employment agreements with exception to VPs or other key positions. We would not modify the NDA/proprietary section ever as it covers company processes, secrets, etc/
When an employee leaves our organization, they are still bound by the non-disclosure of proprietary information. I would think this would be the same for your employee who moved roles.
The only restrictions on agreements are with our non-compete and solicitation clauses, as defined by local law. We are in multiple states.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:01
From: Vojtech Velecky
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Good morning, everyone,
I have a situation where a supervisor has been demoted and changed status to non-exempt, less responsibility, etc. However, the employee has been under non-disclosure agreement. The employee is
requesting to be taken off the NDA given significant changes in the nature of their position.
What are some of the things to consider? The employee has had access in their supervisory position to key business information that we don't want to be potentially "freely" disclosed under her new
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status.
Any suggestions will do, I am a bit unsure,
Thank you,
Vojtech Velecky
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:16 PM
Anonymous

_
I don't see why a broad NDA would only apply to some positions anyway. I'd assume your employees are not permitted to release confidential information regardless of position.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:01
From: Vojtech Velecky
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Good morning, everyone,
I have a situation where a supervisor has been demoted and changed status to non-exempt, less responsibility, etc. However, the employee has been under non-disclosure agreement. The employee is
requesting to be taken off the NDA given significant changes in the nature of their position.
What are some of the things to consider? The employee has had access in their supervisory position to key business information that we don't want to be potentially "freely" disclosed under her new
status.
Any suggestions will do, I am a bit unsure,
Thank you,
Vojtech Velecky
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-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
------------------------------
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Re: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:19 PM
Vojtech Velecky
Would this change for a non-compete agreement? What are your thoughts?
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
_
Every one of our employees is required to sign an NDA, regardless of position.
We do not modify our employment agreements with exception to VPs or other key positions. We would not modify the NDA/proprietary section ever as it covers company processes, secrets, etc/
When an employee leaves our organization, they are still bound by the non-disclosure of proprietary information. I would think this would be the same for your employee who moved roles.
The only restrictions on agreements are with our non-compete and solicitation clauses, as defined by local law. We are in multiple states.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:01
From: Vojtech Velecky
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Good morning, everyone,
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I have a situation where a supervisor has been demoted and changed status to non-exempt, less responsibility, etc. However, the employee has been under non-disclosure agreement. The employee is
requesting to be taken off the NDA given significant changes in the nature of their position.
What are some of the things to consider? The employee has had access in their supervisory position to key business information that we don't want to be potentially "freely" disclosed under her new
status.
Any suggestions will do, I am a bit unsure,
Thank you,
Vojtech Velecky
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:22 PM
Vojtech Velecky

Not all employees have access to some key information for business decision-making. What are your thoughts on non-compete in this situation?
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
_
I don't see why a broad NDA would only apply to some positions anyway. I'd assume your employees are not permitted to release confidential information regardless of position.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:01
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Reply to Sender

From: Vojtech Velecky
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Good morning, everyone,
I have a situation where a supervisor has been demoted and changed status to non-exempt, less responsibility, etc. However, the employee has been under non-disclosure agreement. The employee is
requesting to be taken off the NDA given significant changes in the nature of their position.
What are some of the things to consider? The employee has had access in their supervisory position to key business information that we don't want to be potentially "freely" disclosed under her new
status.
Any suggestions will do, I am a bit unsure,
Thank you,
Vojtech Velecky
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:27 PM
Anonymous

_
For us everyone signs the same NDA regardless of access to information. This is for consistency and if the employee gains more access, we don't have to remember to have the employee sign a new
NDA.
Unless dictated by state law, our non-competes are for one year for resignations and terminations. We adjust our non-compete for reductions in force to the length of severance pay out. Of course the
employee is still obligated to the NDA.
If this were my organization and as this is a current employee, we would not make any changes to any sort of agreement. I do not see any business reason to change this for this situation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:22
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From: Vojtech Velecky
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Not all employees have access to some key information for business decision-making. What are your thoughts on non-compete in this situation?
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
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Re: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes, but your NDAs should cover all confidential information they have access to. If they no longer have access to confidential information, then I don't know why still being held to the terms of the
NDA would be an issue. Our termination documents state this. Resigning doesn't suddenly give them the right to disclose trade secrets for example..
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:22
From: Vojtech Velecky
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Not all employees have access to some key information for business decision-making. What are your thoughts on non-compete in this situation?
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
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previous next
Re: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:25 PM
Elizabeth Grein
I think a non-compete is very different from an NDA in this situation. Of course you want all of your employees to keep company information confidential, but a non-compete clause implies that an
employee cannot go work for a direct competitor of yours for a period of time after leaving your organization.
In this case I would defer to whatever your policy is for this employee's new role - do you typically have non-exempt positions such as the one this employee has been demoted to sign non-competes?
If so, the clause should stay in effect. If the employee only signed a non-compete because they were in a supervisory role previously, then they should not be held to that clause in the new role.
-----------------------------Elizabeth Grein
HR Generalist & Recruiter
Redpath Consulting Group
Minneapolis MN
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:22
From: Vojtech Velecky
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Not all employees have access to some key information for business decision-making. What are your thoughts on non-compete in this situation?
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
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previous next
Re: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:41 PM
Jan Savoie

â€‹
Not sure why he would request this and I would not grant the request as he already has the information and was bound by the NDA when he got it.
BTW--we have all of our employees and contractors sign NDA's.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Jan SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:24
From: Elizabeth Grein
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
I think a non-compete is very different from an NDA in this situation. Of course you want all of your employees to keep company information confidential, but a non-compete clause implies that an
employee cannot go work for a direct competitor of yours for a period of time after leaving your organization.
In this case I would defer to whatever your policy is for this employee's new role - do you typically have non-exempt positions such as the one this employee has been demoted to sign non-competes?
If so, the clause should stay in effect. If the employee only signed a non-compete because they were in a supervisory role previously, then they should not be held to that clause in the new role.
-----------------------------Elizabeth Grein
HR Generalist & Recruiter
Redpath Consulting Group
Minneapolis MN
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Re: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:51 PM
Elizabeth Grein
I think what's likely happening here is that the employee signed an NDA/Non-compete that had both nondisclosure and non-compete clauses. Now that he has been demoted, it sounds like he's trying
to get out of the non-compete clause so that he's free to go work for a competitor. Non-compete clauses typically don't apply to every single employee of an organization; they're targeted towards key
employees who could have a large impact on operations/revenue if they took their talent & knowledge to a competitor.
Vojtech, is that correct? Given the demotion I think your employee has grounds to no longer be covered by the non-compete, but as I said earlier I think it depends on your policy for other employees
at that level.
-----------------------------Elizabeth Grein
HR Generalist & Recruiter
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Redpath Consulting Group
Minneapolis MN
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:41
From: Jan Savoie
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
â€‹
Not sure why he would request this and I would not grant the request as he already has the information and was bound by the NDA when he got it.
BTW--we have all of our employees and contractors sign NDA's.
-----------------------------Jan SHRM-CP
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Re: Non-Disclosure Demotion
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:55 PM
Helene Karlsson

I think non-disclosure and non-competes stay in effect either way, unless you have language in you initial agreements stating otherwise.
Plus is the employee going to pay for the legal fees for have an amendment drafted? I don't think so. I see no reason to do it.
-----------------------------Helene Karlsson
Oxford Performance Materials
Farmington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:19
From: Vojtech Velecky
Subject: Non-Disclosure Demotion
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Reply to Sender

Would this change for a non-compete agreement? What are your thoughts?
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
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previous next
Re: External coaching
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:19 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
try amanet.org
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: External coaching
_
Hello,
We have a manager who is talented and well liked by his team, but has been explosive when frustrated. He recently approached HR and asked for help with this aspect of his leadership. Looking for
an external vendor that provides coaching remotely for issues such as this. Thanks!
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Re: External coaching
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:53 PM
Laura Hare
I haven't used her, but Catherine Mattice is a consultant/coach who focuses on this type of workplace behavior. Her webinars are excellent. Here is her email address:
catherine@civilitypartners.com

-----------------------------Laura Hare
Human Resources Manager
Oklahoma City OK
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: External coaching
_
Hello,
We have a manager who is talented and well liked by his team, but has been explosive when frustrated. He recently approached HR and asked for help with this aspect of his leadership. Looking for
an external vendor that provides coaching remotely for issues such as this. Thanks!
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Re: External coaching
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:26 PM
Nicole Richards
Hello,
My name is Nicole Richards, Account Executive with Leathers Milligan & Associates, a Talent Curve company and we specialize in Executive Coaching/Leadership Development across the nation.
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If you would like to schedule a brief call, I would love to learn more...
Kindly,
Nicole Richards
nrichards@leathersmilligan.com

-----------------------------Nicole Richards
Account Executive
Leathers Milligan & Associates, LLC
Phoenix AZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: External coaching
_
Hello,
We have a manager who is talented and well liked by his team, but has been explosive when frustrated. He recently approached HR and asked for help with this aspect of his leadership. Looking for
an external vendor that provides coaching remotely for issues such as this. Thanks!
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Re: External coaching
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:49 PM
Mary Dillman
I second the advice to research what AMA (American Management Association) can offer. When you say that the manager becomes "explosive", can you clarify the behaviors? If it involves more
than just raising his voice, I wonder if anger management coaching/consultation is also needed. Do you have an EAP that would cover such resources?
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-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: External coaching
_
Hello,
We have a manager who is talented and well liked by his team, but has been explosive when frustrated. He recently approached HR and asked for help with this aspect of his leadership. Looking for
an external vendor that provides coaching remotely for issues such as this. Thanks!
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Re: External coaching
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:19 PM
Anonymous

_
I know an excellent vendor by the name of 3C's Training Group. They are in the process of relocated their office but I'm sure they have someone who can help, particularly with remote training. The
number is 310-792-7085.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: External coaching
_
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Hello,
We have a manager who is talented and well liked by his team, but has been explosive when frustrated. He recently approached HR and asked for help with this aspect of his leadership. Looking for
an external vendor that provides coaching remotely for issues such as this. Thanks!
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Re: External coaching
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 10:44 PM
Rebecca Ashery
This sounds like an issue for psychotherapy rather than coaching. Often when someone is explosive, something has happened in their background that triggers them in their current situation. Like
someone who has PTSD and gets triggered when a tire backfires.
-----------------------------Rebecca Ashery
Leader-Manager Coach
Rebecca Sager Ashery LLC
North Bethesda MD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: External coaching
_
Hello,
We have a manager who is talented and well liked by his team, but has been explosive when frustrated. He recently approached HR and asked for help with this aspect of his leadership. Looking for
an external vendor that provides coaching remotely for issues such as this. Thanks!
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previous next
Re: amended lactation question
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:25 PM
Kate Palmquist
She still has to preform all her work functions. The timing of pumping can and will change everyday. Can she come back after pumping to complete one more task? Just because she is pumping does
not mean she gets a pass to not do her job.
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: amended lactation question
_
â€‹
I apologize for the question being confusing.
I have an employee in a restaurant location. She needs to lactate and we have provided a private space for her to do so. Before her shift is over, she will leave early saying she needs to pump. This
leaves side work for the other staff and it was mentioned that she may be taking advantage of the accommodation to her schedule. We are fine with her pumping, but she is not consistent in the times
she does it. I am a mom so I get it. I also need to ensure someone is not taking advantage of a law set into place either. This employee will leave early, before her shift is over, after the last check is
dropped and say she needs to go pump. This leaves work for the other staff members and she end up not doing all of her duties assigned.
Do I ignore it because she is protected and it is a touchy subject or investigate further?
Thank you for the help.
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Re: amended lactation question
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Agree with Kate - her pumping time is an unpaid break which the law allows her to extend beyond the 10-15 minutes. It is not a pass to not complete her shift and/or her duties. I think the
reasonable compromise is for her to return after pumping to complete those tasks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:24
From: Kate Palmquist
Subject: amended lactation question
She still has to preform all her work functions. The timing of pumping can and will change everyday. Can she come back after pumping to complete one more task? Just because she is pumping does
not mean she gets a pass to not do her job.
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
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previous next
Re: Salary Survey Data Vendors
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:49 PM
Monica Kennedy
We do a compensation study every 10 years. They reevaluate our job descriptions and pay grades. I think it is worth it in our particular market. I'm on the southern end of the Northern Virginia / DC
area, so we are constantly competing with salary issues for people who want to "make more" by working up north, nearer to DC, only to find out that the extra cost in gas, commute time, and
increased benefit costs eat right into the extra money they thought they were getting.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Survey Data Vendors
_
Does anyone have experience using Economic Research Institute (ERI) for salary data? If so, did you find the salary data useful and the positions comparable to your organization? What industry are
you in?
Does anyone have other recommendations for salary survey data? My company is the financial industry.
Thank you!

top
277.

previous next
Re: Salary Survey Data Vendors
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:14 PM
Anonymous

_
I've used ERI for Salary budget purposes at a previous company. I'm currently in Financial Services and we use McLagan, Towers, and Mercer and get Financial Services cuts along with all industry
for Towers and Mercer.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Survey Data Vendors
_
Does anyone have experience using Economic Research Institute (ERI) for salary data? If so, did you find the salary data useful and the positions comparable to your organization? What industry are
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you in?
Does anyone have other recommendations for salary survey data? My company is the financial industry.
Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Salary Survey Data Vendors
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:34 PM
Renee Shiraishi
We use ERI and I think the product is worth the investment. The price for a subscription is the equivalent of getting one job benchmark from one of the bigger firms. One feature that I really like is
that for senior positions we can get data based on the company's revenues or years of experience.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Survey Data Vendors
_
Does anyone have experience using Economic Research Institute (ERI) for salary data? If so, did you find the salary data useful and the positions comparable to your organization? What industry are
you in?
Does anyone have other recommendations for salary survey data? My company is the financial industry.
Thank you!
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previous next
Re: lactation in the workplace
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 7:30 PM
Lynrose Dimalanta
HiIf she is leaving the workplace (off site) then I believe you can approach her that BREAKS are on site breaks as LUNCH breaks, are off the clock, therefore, she can leave the premises on her lunch
time.
Is she Exempt or Non-Exempt?
You have provided her a private area for her to lactate, which we all now you have done your part in accommodating her
needs.
Maybe a informal discussion with her in private can suffice for now. You can state your case that there is a "Perception" that she is
leaving frequently off site...etc. etc. Hopefully she will get the message.
I hope this helps you going forward.
-----------------------------Lynrose Dimalanta
HR & WC Specialist
Santa Barbara Metropolitan Transit District
Santa Barbara CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: lactation in the workplace
_
â€‹â€‹
I have an employee who may be abusing the lactation policy. She leaves early from her shifts leaving work for others saying she needs to do her lactation. We provide her a private space to do this
in the workplace and she leaves on her breaks to do this and comes back after she's finished. I want to address it because it has become a hot topic in the workplace, but want to be sure I am treading
lightly with this being a touchy subject. Again, we have provided her a private space and are happy to give her the time to do her lactation but wanted to know at what point to we step in and question
this if at all?
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Re: lactation in the workplace
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 7:42 PM
Anonymous

_
What is your policy? As you can see the law states unpaid breaks.
"Require employers to provide "reasonable" unpaid breaks for nursing employees".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:33
From: Stefani Stump
Subject: lactation in the workplace

Hidden among the thousands of pages in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, signed into law in April of 2010 by President Barack Obama, is a series of provisions that amend the Fair
Labor Standards Act (FLSA) to require employers to provide "reasonable" unpaid breaks for nursing employees. The law doesn't specify exactly how many breaks must be provided each workday or
even the length of the breaks, but it states that a break must be provided "each time the employee has a need to express the milk."
It also states that employers must provide lactation breaks for up to one year after a child's birth.
In addition to the unpaid break time, the amendment to the FLSA provides that employers must furnish a private location other than a restroom to be used by employees to express breast milk. The
location must be "shielded from view and free from intrusion from coworkers and the public."
Employers with fewer than 50 employees are not subject to this amendment if it "would impose an undue hardship by causing the employer significant difficulty or expense when considered in
relation to the size, financial resources, nature, or structure of the employer's business." Therefore, some small and medium-size employers may not have to comply with the new provisions if they
can show compliance would cause them undue burden.
Hope this helps!

-----------------------------Stefani Stump
OH
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Re: lactation in the workplace
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:37 AM
Anonymous

_
If she's not getting her work done that's a performance issue not a lactation issue and should be addressed without bringing up her lactation breaks. If your concerned about very long breaks then
follow your rules for breaks. The law says lactation breaks need to be treated like other breaks. For example we allow 15 minute paid breaks and longer meal periods are unpaid. If I have an employee
who takes around 15 minutes to pump then that's her paid break. If she goes a little over now and then I let that pass, just like I would for any other employee who takes a bit longer now and then. I
had another employee who needed to pump for one hour every three hours to build up her supply (she had a doctor's note). So she needed to clock out for these extended break times.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: lactation in the workplace
_
â€‹â€‹
I have an employee who may be abusing the lactation policy. She leaves early from her shifts leaving work for others saying she needs to do her lactation. We provide her a private space to do this
in the workplace and she leaves on her breaks to do this and comes back after she's finished. I want to address it because it has become a hot topic in the workplace, but want to be sure I am treading
lightly with this being a touchy subject. Again, we have provided her a private space and are happy to give her the time to do her lactation but wanted to know at what point to we step in and question
this if at all?
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previous next
Re: lactation in the workplace
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:15 AM
Todd Saffell
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I would consider 15 minutes unreasonable. Set-up, tear down, and sanitation of the equipment can take up most of the 15 minutes. The time needed to express the milk will vary not just by individual,
but stress, sleep, and other factors can also affect how long it will take.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: lactation in the workplace
_
If she's not getting her work done that's a performance issue not a lactation issue and should be addressed without bringing up her lactation breaks. If your concerned about very long breaks then
follow your rules for breaks. The law says lactation breaks need to be treated like other breaks. For example we allow 15 minute paid breaks and longer meal periods are unpaid. If I have an employee
who takes around 15 minutes to pump then that's her paid break. If she goes a little over now and then I let that pass, just like I would for any other employee who takes a bit longer now and then. I
had another employee who needed to pump for one hour every three hours to build up her supply (she had a doctor's note). So she needed to clock out for these extended break times.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: lactation in the workplace
_
â€‹â€‹
I have an employee who may be abusing the lactation policy. She leaves early from her shifts leaving work for others saying she needs to do her lactation. We provide her a private space to do this
in the workplace and she leaves on her breaks to do this and comes back after she's finished. I want to address it because it has become a hot topic in the workplace, but want to be sure I am treading
lightly with this being a touchy subject. Again, we have provided her a private space and are happy to give her the time to do her lactation but wanted to know at what point to we step in and question
this if at all?
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previous next
Re: Employee moving to LTD and Owes Money
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:48 AM
Anonymous

_
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www.michigan.gov/documents/GuidetoOverpay_89309_7.pdf

preview

remove

Michigan

View this on Michigan
>

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/GuidetoOverpay_89309_7.pdf
It appears that you can deduct the overpayment without their consent, but there are rules. See attached.
When an employee is on disability, you shouldn't be waiting for the mail. You know they are on STD/LTD, so you should only be paying them the difference in supplemental wages. You should stay
in touch with the broker to know the exact dates of the coverage as well as the amount (which would not change). Are you paying her with PTO or vacation? The way your post reads leads me to
believe the company is supplementing her wages as if she actually worked.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee moving to LTD and Owes Money
_
I have an employee currently on short-term disability who will transition to LTD next month. Our STD plan currently offers her 80% pay and we allow ee's to use annual time to supplement the loss.
How this works is the insurance company mails her a check and sends us notice of that amount. Once we receive the notice, we deduct the amount from her normal check and pay her the difference.
Sometimes we don't receive notice right away and therefore if we're not notified we were not reducing her standard paycheck. This employee is scheduled to move to LTD in mid April (one more
paycheck from us) and we have determined that she will owe us approximately $1200 in over payment by that date. Has anyone else dealt with this type of situation in recouping money owed ?
Since she is still covered by STD until mid April, and we haven't received payment notice, we can't subtract from the remaining pay check that will be issued tomorrow. Any suggestions or
information I can research would be greatly appreciated. I'm in Michigan.
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284.

Re: Employee moving to LTD and Owes Money
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:50 AM
Anonymous

_
#2 here again...I know that you indicated the wages are paid with her annual leave, but are you deducting from her leave bucket as you are paying her? Remember as you take money back, to credit
her leave as well.â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 11:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee moving to LTD and Owes Money
_

View this on Michigan
>
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preview

Michigan

remove

www.michigan.gov/documents/GuidetoOverpay_89309_7.pdf

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/GuidetoOverpay_89309_7.pdf
It appears that you can deduct the overpayment without their consent, but there are rules. See attached.
When an employee is on disability, you shouldn't be waiting for the mail. You know they are on STD/LTD, so you should only be paying them the difference in supplemental wages. You should stay
in touch with the broker to know the exact dates of the coverage as well as the amount (which would not change). Are you paying her with PTO or vacation? The way your post reads leads me to
believe the company is supplementing her wages as if she actually worked.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee moving to LTD and Owes Money
_
I have an employee currently on short-term disability who will transition to LTD next month. Our STD plan currently offers her 80% pay and we allow ee's to use annual time to supplement the loss.
How this works is the insurance company mails her a check and sends us notice of that amount. Once we receive the notice, we deduct the amount from her normal check and pay her the difference.
Sometimes we don't receive notice right away and therefore if we're not notified we were not reducing her standard paycheck. This employee is scheduled to move to LTD in mid April (one more
paycheck from us) and we have determined that she will owe us approximately $1200 in over payment by that date. Has anyone else dealt with this type of situation in recouping money owed ?
Since she is still covered by STD until mid April, and we haven't received payment notice, we can't subtract from the remaining pay check that will be issued tomorrow. Any suggestions or
information I can research would be greatly appreciated. I'm in Michigan.

top
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previous next
Re: Remote work
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:42 PM
Anonymous

_
We'd prefer to not be bound by a policy so we allow our managers to make the decision as to who can telecommute and who cannot.
However, are you referring to a remote workforce as opposed to people working from home??
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:40
From: Maryanne Doerfler
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Subject: Remote work
Does anyone have a policy regarding remote work that you would be willing to share? I'm looking for some language I can incorporate into our Employee Handbook. Thanks!
-----------------------------Maryanne Doerfler
Office Manager
Emergent Systems Exchange
Eden Prairie MN
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Working while on PTO
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:00 PM
Erin Brown
You could always add a portion to your PTO policy that states that if an employee works while on PTO, they do so voluntarily and that this time will not be reallocated back to their PTO
bank/allotment. It has been my understanding that this is open for the employer to determine as it is paid time off rather than unpaid. If the employee is non-exempt I would suggest having a way to
track that time as time worked. This can be done by them still clocking in/out.
-----------------------------Erin Brown SHRM-CP
Open Systems Healthcare
Philadelphia
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:39
From: Maryanne Doerfler
Subject: Working while on PTO
Does anyone have a policy regarding working while on PTO that you would be willing to share? I'm looking for some language I can incorporate into our Employee Handbook. Thanks!
-----------------------------Maryanne Doerfler
Office Manager
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Emergent Systems Exchange
Eden Prairie MN
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Working while on PTO
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:21 PM
Maryanne Doerfler
Yes. We have had instances of people claiming a half day of telecommuting while on an approved vacation or taking a sick day. I could use language both allowing and denying; we haven't decided
our stance yet.
-----------------------------Maryanne Doerfler
Office Manager
Emergent Systems Exchange
Eden Prairie MN
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Working while on PTO
_
I've never seen a policy like this.
Are you indicating that some employees may need to work while they are on approved vacations or using PTO because they are sick?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:39
From: Maryanne Doerfler
Subject: Working while on PTO
Does anyone have a policy regarding working while on PTO that you would be willing to share? I'm looking for some language I can incorporate into our Employee Handbook. Thanks!
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Maryanne Doerfler
Office Manager
Emergent Systems Exchange
Eden Prairie MN
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Working while on PTO
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Can you please clarify what your intentions are with this policy? What problem are you trying to solve?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:21
From: Maryanne Doerfler
Subject: Working while on PTO
Yes. We have had instances of people claiming a half day of telecommuting while on an approved vacation or taking a sick day. I could use language both allowing and denying; we haven't decided
our stance yet.
-----------------------------Maryanne Doerfler
Office Manager
Emergent Systems Exchange
Eden Prairie MN
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previous next
Re: Working while on PTO
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:24 PM
Anonymous
_
"that states that if an employee works while on PTO, they do so voluntarily and that this time will not be reallocated back to their PTO bank/allotment."
Are you suggesting that the employee NOT be paid for working?
If non-exempt, you must pay for all hours worked.
You can then either deduct that worked time from the original PTO request, or you can pay for both ALL hours worked and the entire day out for PTO.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:59
From: Erin Brown
Subject: Working while on PTO
You could always add a portion to your PTO policy that states that if an employee works while on PTO, they do so voluntarily and that this time will not be reallocated back to their PTO
bank/allotment. It has been my understanding that this is open for the employer to determine as it is paid time off rather than unpaid. If the employee is non-exempt I would suggest having a way to
track that time as time worked. This can be done by them still clocking in/out.
-----------------------------Erin Brown SHRM-CP
Open Systems Healthcare
Philadelphia
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Re: Working while on PTO
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:30 PM
Tracey Chaney

Hey there
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I run into this a lot, people taking the day "off" but then working a little from home a little. To try to simplify it, we say when they don't hit 40 hrs, they have to take PTO to cover the difference.
Our policy allows people to make up time they took off as long as that time falls within the same work-week.
5.4 PAID AND NON-PAID TIME OFF (PTO AND NPTO)
Paid Time Off (PTO) is an all-purpose time off policy for eligible employees to use for vacation, illness, injury or personal business. PTO combines traditional vacation and sick leave plans into one
flexible, inclusive policy. PTO is payable in the same manner as the regular salary and is subject to the same withholding elections.
PTO is earned according to the terms agreed with the President. Only the President is authorized to change each employee's PTO benefits.
Employees are allowed to take NPTO (non-paid time off) in the event they do not have PTO available. For salaried employees, NPTO rate will be calculated by dividing their annual salary by 2,080
hours (40 hours x 52 weeks).
PTO is accrued on a per-paycheck basis according to the employee's agreed schedule. Employees can draw up to three days in advance of their upcoming PTO. In the event that the employee is
terminated or quits with a negative PTO balance, this amount will be taken out of their final check. A terminated employee will be paid for all earned unused vacation at the pay rate in effect at the
time of termination.
Accumulation Rights Employees are encouraged to use their PTO to take regular time off each year. If they do not, PTO will accrue until the employee has reached their maximum of accrued PTO
(depending on eligibility). Accrual will cease until the employee uses PTO hours equal to the amount accruable during one semi-monthly period at his/ her current rate of accrual.
Time Off Request Procedure Requests for future days off must come two weeks prior to the desired time off, or as soon as possible. Time off requests should be submitted to the Office Manager
when an employee expects to be out of the office for more than one hour beyond their normal schedule. It is required that pre-approval of time off be granted prior to taking time off at
__COMPANY. Communication is key at __COMPANY, and all employees are encouraged to notify their co-workers when they will be out of the office at any time outside of their normal scheduled
hours.
Once a time off request is submitted, it will be routed to supervisors and the employee notified upon approval. In the event the employee does not receive a response, it is their responsibility to
contact the Office Manager prior to taking time off.
To allow for flexibility, PTO deductions are calculated on a weekly basis (Monday - Friday). Employees are required to work 40 hours/week. If an employee works less than 40 hours or has
submitted an inaccurate PTO request, the Office Manager will adjust their PTO balance to reflect the correct PTO deduction for the week.

-----------------------------Tracey Chaney
Office Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:39
From: Maryanne Doerfler
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Subject: Working while on PTO
Does anyone have a policy regarding working while on PTO that you would be willing to share? I'm looking for some language I can incorporate into our Employee Handbook. Thanks!
-----------------------------Maryanne Doerfler
Office Manager
Emergent Systems Exchange
Eden Prairie MN
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Working while on PTO
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 4:38 PM
Tracey Chaney
I also want to side note to your comment:
You said that you have employees "claiming" to be working from home -- if you don't think they are working and instead misrepresenting if they are working while home, I think it's a different
conversation about whether or not you trust that employee.
-----------------------------Tracey Chaney
Office Manager
DenverCO
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:21
From: Maryanne Doerfler
Subject: Working while on PTO
Yes. We have had instances of people claiming a half day of telecommuting while on an approved vacation or taking a sick day. I could use language both allowing and denying; we haven't decided
our stance yet.
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-----------------------------Maryanne Doerfler
Office Manager
Emergent Systems Exchange
Eden Prairie MN
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previous next
Re: Smoke Breaks
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
TN doesn't require rest breaks, so it's great that your company does. I would remind everyone of the 2 permitted breaks and have managers manage their staff and discipline those who break the rules.
I wouldn't allow anyone to break up the times of their breaks either (that's usually a question. i.e Can I have 3 10 min breaks instead of 2 15 min breaks?).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:42
From: Tonya Skaggs
Subject: Smoke Breaks
â€‹â€‹
How do you monitor and get smoke breaks under control? Our employee handbook states 2, 15 min breaks. One in the morning and one in the afternoon.
-----------------------------Tonya Skaggs
Office Manager
Clay and Land Insurance
Memphis TN
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Smoke Breaks
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 5:35 PM
Ashley Sink
Our company has 2 15 minute breaks - one in the morning, one in the afternoon. We used to have no written policy but employees were taking advantage of it.
-----------------------------Ashley Sink
HR Administrator
Tantara Transportation Corp.
Muscatine IA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:42
From: Tonya Skaggs
Subject: Smoke Breaks
â€‹â€‹
How do you monitor and get smoke breaks under control? Our employee handbook states 2, 15 min breaks. One in the morning and one in the afternoon.
-----------------------------Tonya Skaggs
Office Manager
Clay and Land Insurance
Memphis TN
------------------------------
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Re: Smoke Breaks
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 5:58 PM
Eric Emerson
Would your time keeping system handle them punching in and out for breaks? I understand you have to pay them for breaks that are short, but you can still track it that way unless it is too
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cumbersome.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:42
From: Tonya Skaggs
Subject: Smoke Breaks
â€‹â€‹
How do you monitor and get smoke breaks under control? Our employee handbook states 2, 15 min breaks. One in the morning and one in the afternoon.
-----------------------------Tonya Skaggs
Office Manager
Clay and Land Insurance
Memphis TN
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: WWYD Garnishmet question
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:39 PM
Melanie Veal
Not sure I would be inclined to tell the employee as I have never heard of someone coming to a place of employment with a garnishment telling an employer to garnish an employee's wages. I would
wait for the court order to come at which time I would give the required copy to the employee and proceed as usual.
-----------------------------Melanie Veal
Human Resources Director
Hamilton OH
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD Garnishmet question
_
I agree with #2. I have 100 EEs. If this happened at my work I would alert the employee. I would let them know that the visit occurred and explain â€‹
that in order to set up a garnishment I must
receive a court order. The person will be freaked out, as people always are when they hear garnishment (even if they know it is coming!). Explaining your process will help, so they know that you
won't be setting this up based off of a visit. I would want to know if I were the EE.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD Garnishmet question
_
I think this would depend on your culture.
A company of 10K would probably dismiss the visit.
A company of 10 would probably mention this to the employee.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:41
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: WWYD Garnishmet question
Hello all,
A woman came to our office recently with court papers wanting us to garnish an employees wages. They were not garnishment orders, just a judgement of the court that our employee did in fact
owe her the money. I explained that I would need an actual garnishment order to process through our payroll company and she left. Part of me feels like I should give the employee a heads up, part
of me says I should mind my own business. I think if it were me I would want somebody to let me know, but then again, I would know someone took me to court over a debt and might be
embarrassed to have someone tell me about it.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
------------------------------
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Re: WWYD Garnishmet question
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:56 PM
Anonymous

_
I worked in staffing. What that means is a lot of deadbeat people worked for the company I worked for. On more than one occasion, people would quit on the third week of a long term assignment
because the state figures out the individual is working and sends an order to garnish. But by then the individual has quit without any garnishments. I asked one of these individuals who worked for
me why she keeps quitting on the 3rd week mark. She told me "It is bad enough he took my child, he ain't gonna get my money too!" The moral of the story, it might mean you loose an employee
because you told him.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:41
From: Eric Emerson
Subject: WWYD Garnishmet question
Hello all,
A woman came to our office recently with court papers wanting us to garnish an employees wages. They were not garnishment orders, just a judgement of the court that our employee did in fact
owe her the money. I explained that I would need an actual garnishment order to process through our payroll company and she left. Part of me feels like I should give the employee a heads up, part
of me says I should mind my own business. I think if it were me I would want somebody to let me know, but then again, I would know someone took me to court over a debt and might be
embarrassed to have someone tell me about it.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
------------------------------
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Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:50 PM
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Anonymous
_
I used to go through this too. One day I was interviewing someone for a position with my then company and liked them immediately and realized it was because they seemed very genuine. It
dawned on me that my actions as the interviewee were starting to become anything but genuine because I was so overly rehearsed and saying what I thought they wanted to hear. I was so worried
about how I was sitting, what my hands were doing, was I making enough eye contact, was I giving the right answer.....and on and on and on.
After that epiphany I went to interviews with the outlook that I was just going to be me. If they liked me, they liked me. If they didn't, they didn't. If they did like me and offered me a job, they
knew exactly who they were getting. If they didn't like the real me, then it wasn't the best place for me to be anyways.
Armed with this new outlook it took only two interviews to land a position with a company that fit me well.
Good luck and just be you!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.
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previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:58 PM
Anonymous

_
I really really like this. You are so right. Thank you!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
I used to go through this too. One day I was interviewing someone for a position with my then company and liked them immediately and realized it was because they seemed very genuine. It
dawned on me that my actions as the interviewee were starting to become anything but genuine because I was so overly rehearsed and saying what I thought they wanted to hear. I was so worried
about how I was sitting, what my hands were doing, was I making enough eye contact, was I giving the right answer.....and on and on and on.
After that epiphany I went to interviews with the outlook that I was just going to be me. If they liked me, they liked me. If they didn't, they didn't. If they did like me and offered me a job, they
knew exactly who they were getting. If they didn't like the real me, then it wasn't the best place for me to be anyways.
Armed with this new outlook it took only two interviews to land a position with a company that fit me well.
Good luck and just be you!!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
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Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.
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previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:08 PM
Carina Campuzano
"It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong."
OP, maybe I'm oblivious to something but I have to ask, "why not?!" If the interviewers call you back with a "thanks but no thanks," why not ask if they have any advice for you moving forward. I'd
like to think that I would do so. Maybe a quick "thank you so much, interviewer, for calling me to notify me. By the way, I understand you're probably terribly busy; however, I wondered if you
might have some feedback for me regarding my interview." You may get a lot of "we just decided to go in a different direction," but maybe, just maybe, you'll get some great feedback from an HR
professional who looks forward to building up candidates. You sound like you're taking all the right steps and sound like you're genuinely interested in growing professionally. Why not ask for advice
from those who've actually had a chance to meet with you? Again, they may not answer, but what's the harm in asking?
-----------------------------Carina Campuzano SHRM-CP
Humble TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.
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In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.
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Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:14 PM
Anonymous

_

; however, I wondered if you might have some feedback for me regarding my interview." You may get a lot of "we just decided to go in a different direction," but maybe, just maybe, you'll
get some great feedback from an HR professional who looks forward to building up candidates.
Carina Campuzano, 03-28-2018 13:07

As much as I would like to build up other HR pros, I would not give any feedback to a candidate. This is against our policy, it opens us up to lawsuits and argument from the candidate. When we
have done this, it has not gone well.
I would see if your local SHRM chapter has mock interviews where you can gain additional feedback. Our state employment services holds mock interviews, I have participated as an interviewer for
a session and provided feedback to candidates.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-28-2018 13:07
From: Carina Campuzano
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
"It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong."
OP, maybe I'm oblivious to something but I have to ask, "why not?!" If the interviewers call you back with a "thanks but no thanks," why not ask if they have any advice for you moving forward. I'd
like to think that I would do so. Maybe a quick "thank you so much, interviewer, for calling me to notify me. By the way, I understand you're probably terribly busy; however, I wondered if you
might have some feedback for me regarding my interview." You may get a lot of "we just decided to go in a different direction," but maybe, just maybe, you'll get some great feedback from an HR
professional who looks forward to building up candidates. You sound like you're taking all the right steps and sound like you're genuinely interested in growing professionally. Why not ask for advice
from those who've actually had a chance to meet with you? Again, they may not answer, but what's the harm in asking?
-----------------------------Carina Campuzano SHRM-CP
Humble TX
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Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:39 PM
Laura Merecicky

Here's a link to Amy Cuddy's TED Talk.
Life changing.
Your body language may shape who you are | Amy Cuddy

preview

remove

YouTube

Your body language may shape who
you are | Amy Cuddy
Body language affects how others see
us, but it may also change how we see
ourselves. Social psychologist Amy
Cuddy argues that "power posing" -page 277 of 434
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Reply to Sender

standing in a posture of confidence,
even when we don't feel confident -can boost feelings of confidence, and
might have an impact on our chances
for success.
View this on YouTube >

-----------------------------Laura Byrd SHRM-SCP
HR Manager
Perkins and Will
Durham NC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
Oooh power pose, I'll look into that. Thank you!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
SAME. I've tried drinking chamomile tea, sniffing lavender, all the gauntlet of "natural" remedies. The best thing I learned to do was the "power" pose. There is a TEDTalk somewhere on it (and I
believe more than one).
I also found that when I interviewed for things I felt I had no chance of getting, I actually interviewed better. I applied for 2 positions I had no business applying for to begin with and ended up in the
final round for one (it was an internal position and I was one of the final 2 candidates from a pool of hundreds) and another one that I'm currently still at. Sometimes you're desperate to find
something and you'll apply for anything. It may be that I was so nervous to spend another 2-3 years miserable in the same type of job I already had that was absolutely killing me in interviews.
When I was interviewing for jobs I didn't think I would have a chance of getting, I suddenly wasn't nervous because I had no real expectations of anything. And I actually got one of them.
But the power pose was life changing.
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
As an interviewer I would rather someone acknowledge that they are nervous and that they might be struggling for one reason or another than watch them struggle. You've mentioned that you
stutter at times and it is more pronounced when you are nervous, I might be in the minority, but I would suggest that you address your stutter right up front.
"It's so nice to meet you. Thank you for inviting me in. I want you know that I am very interested in this opportunity and that is making me a little nervous. You should know that I have a bit of a
stutter. It my seem more pronounced in this setting as it is more troublesome when I'm nervous, but generally speaking it does not impede my performance or communication in any position I have
held, so please bare with me. "
Or something like that. Of course I do not have personal experience with this so you may feel very differently. Just a thought.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.
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Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:12 PM
Courtney Fitzpatrick
â€‹
Go in with confidence. When I'm the interviewee, I go in with the mindset that I'm interviewing them just as much as they're interviewing me. Which is mostly true - I do want to make sure they're
a good fit for me, and vice versa. I don't want to be unhappy and looking for another job just a little ways down the road. When I'm the interviewer, I don't want a regurgitation of the persons
resume. I want what's not on the resume. I only interview people who have the right job qualifications so I'm looking for that something else. Are you personable, approachable, how do you handle
stress, how to you respond when something goes wrong, etc. I "hire for attitude" as they say. A good interview for me is when it's more like a casual conversation, and I always hope the person has
questions for me too.
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Courtney Fitzpatrick
Office Administrator
Columbia SC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.
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previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:23 PM
Kathy Gamboa
So true! Honesty is appreciated and valued in an interview and I am leery of those that are highly skilled at interviews. I practice in front of a mirror and even recorded myself on the computer so I
can "see" what is being said. Its humbling but also informational and allowed me improve my skills.
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-----------------------------Kathy Gamboa
Scottsdale
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
â€‹
Something that helps me with nerves - OWN IT!
I will start the conversation with "I am really excited and NERVOUS about interviewing with your company/for this position/etc". Whenever I acknowledge that, it seems to take some of the edge off
and I also think it helps the interviewers recognize you as a human rather than an applicant...
Just be real...
It sounds like you have the tools/knowledge needed to excel, be confident in that!
Wishing you the best!
~Echo~
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
I do try to go in it with a calm attitude. But once I get in it's all nerves. :-/ I do try smiling in the interview and it helps me be more relaxed. I think when I go in my mentality is that I only have one
shot to impress them, which of course puts a lot of pressure on me. I'm not really sure how to get past thinking like that.
-original poster
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
â€‹
I would guess that a lot of it comes from the nerves. You seem pretty intense in making sure you come off with all the information and knowledge you need. That is a good thing, but have more
confidence and relax. Every candidate that I have ever interviewed who was relaxed did much better than those who were too stiff.
Original Message:
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Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:31 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Most important is be yourself, you may be sounding too rehearsed or too stiff. I agree that you should look at it as having a conversation with someone explaining your current job duties and how
you have helped your current company.
Remember you are not the only person that stutters and you may be worrying about this too much which causes you to stutter more.
I prefer people that come across warn and caring yet knowledgeable about what they choose to highlight during their interview. another thing you can do is practice with someone you trust that will
be honest with you when they critique you.
Most important go in with a confident mindset that you are the most qualified for the position you are being interviewed for and remember to be yourself don't worry about impressing the interviewer
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your resume got you in the door now just expand on what you have to offer the company if you were to be selected for the position.
Good luck

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
I do try to go in it with a calm attitude. But once I get in it's all nerves. :-/ I do try smiling in the interview and it helps me be more relaxed. I think when I go in my mentality is that I only have one
shot to impress them, which of course puts a lot of pressure on me. I'm not really sure how to get past thinking like that.
-original poster
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
â€‹
I would guess that a lot of it comes from the nerves. You seem pretty intense in making sure you come off with all the information and knowledge you need. That is a good thing, but have more
confidence and relax. Every candidate that I have ever interviewed who was relaxed did much better than those who were too stiff.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
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maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.
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previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:58 PM
Anonymous

_
why COULDNT you reach out after the fact? I have had people contact me after an interview to ask what parts of their resume were lacking and also about their interview in particular. I told them.
Need more experience in "x." lack of eye contact, etc. Didn't make me uncomfortable at all when they asked. I actually filed their resume for follow up if another less experienced position opened
up because I appreciated their desire to improve.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
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A million times thank you.

top
307.

previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 4:06 PM
Roberta Weingarten
OP, I think you're over-preparing and psyching yourself out. Most interviewers don't expect you to have read every single word on their website. Knowing their core businesses, core values and
other *high-level* information (such as a significant acquisition or new corporate HQ) should be sufficient. Spending the amount of time you say you spend prepping yourself is overkill.
Yes, network more.
Yes, prepare for the interview, but don't go overboard.
Yes, acknowledge your nervousness and excitement. Then, move on.
Be yourself, not a rehearsed version of who you think they want you to be. Because THAT person won't be the one coming to work every day. Let them get to know YOU.
Good luck.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
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interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.

top

previous next

308.

Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 6:25 PM
Anonymous

_

"It's so nice to meet you. Thank you for inviting me in. I want you know that I am very interested in this opportunity and that is making me a little nervous. You should know that I have a bit
of a stutter. It my seem more pronounced in this setting as it is more troublesome when I'm nervous, but generally speaking it does not impede my performance or communication in any
position I have held, so please bare with me. "
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:42

I think this is a great way to bring it up. Thank you very much! I think putting it out there will help reduce the nerves.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
â€‹
As an interviewer I would rather someone acknowledge that they are nervous and that they might be struggling for one reason or another than watch them struggle. You've mentioned that you
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stutter at times and it is more pronounced when you are nervous, I might be in the minority, but I would suggest that you address your stutter right up front.
"It's so nice to meet you. Thank you for inviting me in. I want you know that I am very interested in this opportunity and that is making me a little nervous. You should know that I have a bit of a
stutter. It my seem more pronounced in this setting as it is more troublesome when I'm nervous, but generally speaking it does not impede my performance or communication in any position I have
held, so please bare with me. "
Or something like that. Of course I do not have personal experience with this so you may feel very differently. Just a thought.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.

top
309.

previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 6:30 PM
Anonymous

_
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"I am actually a much better speaker than this usually!" But would feel like that would be an odd thing to say and I do not want to give off the vibe that I am ashamed of my stuttering,
because I am not and it is a part of who I am. However it does make certain situations more challenging.
In an interview my mind is going a million different places simply because of my stuttering. Trying to respond to the answers while trying to speak efficiently all in a stressful situation is like
patting your head and rubbing your stomach at the same time while a marching band is walking next to you. It's brain overload.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 11:05

I would have such respect for an interviewee that told me this. Let's face it the person sitting in the interview with you is aware of your stuttering and trying to find a way to make you comfortable as
well. Having you tell me this would make me think "Wow this candidate is comfortable with themselves". You are human and for me at least that is one thing I look for in a HR candidate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
That's very much like my stuttering. While it isn't caused by being nervous it is much more prevalent and difficult to speak in nervous/high stress situations. I feel like I want to tell the interviewers "I
am actually a much better speaker than this usually!" But would feel like that would be an odd thing to say and I do not want to give off the vibe that I am ashamed of my stuttering, because I am not
and it is a part of who I am. However it does make certain situations more challenging.
In an interview my mind is going a million different places simply because of my stuttering. Trying to respond to the answers while trying to speak efficiently all in a stressful situation is like patting
your head and rubbing your stomach at the same time while a marching band is walking next to you. It's brain overload.
I have gotten a lot better with remaining calm during the interview. Much more so than in my younger days. I enjoy the in person interviews a lot more than phone screens which are way harder for
me, speaking wise. But I need to continue to work on being calmer (and not seeing it as such a big life or death deal!) in the interview.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
My interview anxiety is from an anxiety disorder I have. It kills me when people are like "why worry about things you can't change" and I'm like yes, I know, that makes sense. But then my brain is
like "Why did you try to stop worrying? WORRY MORE!". It's pretty great actually. One time I was sweating so much in an interview that when I left, you could see where my bottom had been
on a seat. Good times.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
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â€‹
The older I get, the more I realize that stressing doesn't do any good. While a new job can be life-changing it isn't the end of the world.
No one will live or die if you get the job or not. No one is sick. Realize it is just a meeting.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.

top
310.

previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 8:20 PM
Anonymous

_
Alan Collins books is the bomb. You might be pressing too much. When we go on an interview, the goal is to get the job but I am going to tell regardless of why you need a job or how badly you
need the job you need to spend the time to answer the questions and interview the company. For the most part we don't enjoy going on countless interviews and we tend to blame ourselves when we
don't get the job. After every interview I come home and I write down how the interview went and the positive and negatives of the interview. I need to find a job hopefully before my unemployment
runs out but I want to find the right place for me. I don't want to take any job because the offer is there. For example I went on an interview last week at a moving company. The guy just asked me a
few questions and offered me the job on the spot. Throughout the interview he kept stressing he needs to fill the position asap and he wants someone who will stay working with the company for at
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least 4 to five years. I found myself saying take it cause you don't know when will be the next time you get another offer. We couldn't agree on a salary so I didn't take it. The recruiter had overstated
salary and I was going to be making 10,000 less. Thanks but no thanks.
I went on a interview today and the interviewer in one breath tells me he needs to fill the position asap. He mentioned what things the other HR manager did and he needed someone who was
opposite that person. He recognized that HR is important but I would have to work out of a cubicle and do my best protect what I am working on because they know HR needs an office but that is not
top priority right now. The good news is that I will get experience working with unions and they believe in sending their employees to trainings. Only two weeks vacation however they provide you
with the opportunity to get a pension and 401k. If we can agree on the salary I will take it as the pros outweigh the cons. If not, I will continue to search as I know the right position for me is out
there.
Don't be yourself up. keep an interview journal.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:06
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
OP, I think you're over-preparing and psyching yourself out. Most interviewers don't expect you to have read every single word on their website. Knowing their core businesses, core values and
other *high-level* information (such as a significant acquisition or new corporate HQ) should be sufficient. Spending the amount of time you say you spend prepping yourself is overkill.
Yes, network more.
Yes, prepare for the interview, but don't go overboard.
Yes, acknowledge your nervousness and excitement. Then, move on.
Be yourself, not a rehearsed version of who you think they want you to be. Because THAT person won't be the one coming to work every day. Let them get to know YOU.
Good luck.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP

top
311.

previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 7:59 AM
Anonymous

_
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Thank you, I will definitely try this next time. :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 18:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_

"I am actually a much better speaker than this usually!" But would feel like that would be an odd thing to say and I do not want to give off the vibe that I am ashamed of my stuttering,
because I am not and it is a part of who I am. However it does make certain situations more challenging.
In an interview my mind is going a million different places simply because of my stuttering. Trying to respond to the answers while trying to speak efficiently all in a stressful situation is like
patting your head and rubbing your stomach at the same time while a marching band is walking next to you. It's brain overload.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 11:05

I would have such respect for an interviewee that told me this. Let's face it the person sitting in the interview with you is aware of your stuttering and trying to find a way to make you comfortable as
well. Having you tell me this would make me think "Wow this candidate is comfortable with themselves". You are human and for me at least that is one thing I look for in a HR candidate.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 11:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
That's very much like my stuttering. While it isn't caused by being nervous it is much more prevalent and difficult to speak in nervous/high stress situations. I feel like I want to tell the interviewers "I
am actually a much better speaker than this usually!" But would feel like that would be an odd thing to say and I do not want to give off the vibe that I am ashamed of my stuttering, because I am not
and it is a part of who I am. However it does make certain situations more challenging.
In an interview my mind is going a million different places simply because of my stuttering. Trying to respond to the answers while trying to speak efficiently all in a stressful situation is like patting
your head and rubbing your stomach at the same time while a marching band is walking next to you. It's brain overload.
I have gotten a lot better with remaining calm during the interview. Much more so than in my younger days. I enjoy the in person interviews a lot more than phone screens which are way harder for
me, speaking wise. But I need to continue to work on being calmer (and not seeing it as such a big life or death deal!) in the interview.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
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_
My interview anxiety is from an anxiety disorder I have. It kills me when people are like "why worry about things you can't change" and I'm like yes, I know, that makes sense. But then my brain is
like "Why did you try to stop worrying? WORRY MORE!". It's pretty great actually. One time I was sweating so much in an interview that when I left, you could see where my bottom had been
on a seat. Good times.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
â€‹
The older I get, the more I realize that stressing doesn't do any good. While a new job can be life-changing it isn't the end of the world.
No one will live or die if you get the job or not. No one is sick. Realize it is just a meeting.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.

top
312.

previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
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Mar 29, 2018 8:03 AM
Anonymous
_
Thank you for the advice And good luck with your job!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 20:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
Alan Collins books is the bomb. You might be pressing too much. When we go on an interview, the goal is to get the job but I am going to tell regardless of why you need a job or how badly you
need the job you need to spend the time to answer the questions and interview the company. For the most part we don't enjoy going on countless interviews and we tend to blame ourselves when we
don't get the job. After every interview I come home and I write down how the interview went and the positive and negatives of the interview. I need to find a job hopefully before my unemployment
runs out but I want to find the right place for me. I don't want to take any job because the offer is there. For example I went on an interview last week at a moving company. The guy just asked me a
few questions and offered me the job on the spot. Throughout the interview he kept stressing he needs to fill the position asap and he wants someone who will stay working with the company for at
least 4 to five years. I found myself saying take it cause you don't know when will be the next time you get another offer. We couldn't agree on a salary so I didn't take it. The recruiter had overstated
salary and I was going to be making 10,000 less. Thanks but no thanks.
I went on a interview today and the interviewer in one breath tells me he needs to fill the position asap. He mentioned what things the other HR manager did and he needed someone who was
opposite that person. He recognized that HR is important but I would have to work out of a cubicle and do my best protect what I am working on because they know HR needs an office but that is not
top priority right now. The good news is that I will get experience working with unions and they believe in sending their employees to trainings. Only two weeks vacation however they provide you
with the opportunity to get a pension and 401k. If we can agree on the salary I will take it as the pros outweigh the cons. If not, I will continue to search as I know the right position for me is out there.
Don't be yourself up. keep an interview journal.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:06
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
OP, I think you're over-preparing and psyching yourself out. Most interviewers don't expect you to have read every single word on their website. Knowing their core businesses, core values and
other *high-level* information (such as a significant acquisition or new corporate HQ) should be sufficient. Spending the amount of time you say you spend prepping yourself is overkill.
Yes, network more.
Yes, prepare for the interview, but don't go overboard.
Yes, acknowledge your nervousness and excitement. Then, move on.
Be yourself, not a rehearsed version of who you think they want you to be. Because THAT person won't be the one coming to work every day. Let them get to know YOU.
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Good luck.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.

top
313.

previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 11:13 AM
Aaron Bauer
I think besides acknowledging the nervousness and excitement, you might even acknowledge the stuttering for them (and excuse me if this has been said already, but I started skimming other
responses). If your stuttering gets worse at some point you could even pause for a second and say something like, "Sorry, sometimes I stutter and it gets a little worse when I'm nervous." Not only
does it help you, but it helps them....might take away an awkward moment. It also helps them know this person isn't a bad communicator, just nervous.
I have a friend with a stutter and when it appears he just slows down for a second, stops and then continues and it always gets him back on track. I'm sure you have things like that as well. Don't be
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ashamed of them.
You've got this!
-----------------------------Aaron Bauer
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 08:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
Thank you for the advice And good luck with your job!!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 20:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
Alan Collins books is the bomb. You might be pressing too much. When we go on an interview, the goal is to get the job but I am going to tell regardless of why you need a job or how badly you
need the job you need to spend the time to answer the questions and interview the company. For the most part we don't enjoy going on countless interviews and we tend to blame ourselves when we
don't get the job. After every interview I come home and I write down how the interview went and the positive and negatives of the interview. I need to find a job hopefully before my unemployment
runs out but I want to find the right place for me. I don't want to take any job because the offer is there. For example I went on an interview last week at a moving company. The guy just asked me a
few questions and offered me the job on the spot. Throughout the interview he kept stressing he needs to fill the position asap and he wants someone who will stay working with the company for at
least 4 to five years. I found myself saying take it cause you don't know when will be the next time you get another offer. We couldn't agree on a salary so I didn't take it. The recruiter had overstated
salary and I was going to be making 10,000 less. Thanks but no thanks.
I went on a interview today and the interviewer in one breath tells me he needs to fill the position asap. He mentioned what things the other HR manager did and he needed someone who was
opposite that person. He recognized that HR is important but I would have to work out of a cubicle and do my best protect what I am working on because they know HR needs an office but that is not
top priority right now. The good news is that I will get experience working with unions and they believe in sending their employees to trainings. Only two weeks vacation however they provide you
with the opportunity to get a pension and 401k. If we can agree on the salary I will take it as the pros outweigh the cons. If not, I will continue to search as I know the right position for me is out there.
Don't be yourself up. keep an interview journal.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:06
From: Roberta Weingarten
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
OP, I think you're over-preparing and psyching yourself out. Most interviewers don't expect you to have read every single word on their website. Knowing their core businesses, core values and
other *high-level* information (such as a significant acquisition or new corporate HQ) should be sufficient. Spending the amount of time you say you spend prepping yourself is overkill.
Yes, network more.
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Yes, prepare for the interview, but don't go overboard.
Yes, acknowledge your nervousness and excitement. Then, move on.
Be yourself, not a rehearsed version of who you think they want you to be. Because THAT person won't be the one coming to work every day. Let them get to know YOU.
Good luck.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.

top
314.

previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:18 AM
Anonymous
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_
"It dawned on me that my actions as the interviewee were starting to become anything but genuine because I was so overly rehearsed and saying what I thought they wanted to hear. I was so worried
about how I was sitting, what my hands were doing, was I making enough eye contact, was I giving the right answer.....and on and on and on.
After that epiphany I went to interviews with the outlook that I was just going to be me. If they liked me, they liked me. If they didn't, they didn't. If they did like me and offered me a job, they
knew exactly who they were getting. If they didn't like the real me, then it wasn't the best place for me to be anyways."
This is so important! Great advice!
There's all this info out there on how to nail an interview, but I'm most impressed with candidates who are not highly rehearsed and are able to impress me just being themselves.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
I used to go through this too. One day I was interviewing someone for a position with my then company and liked them immediately and realized it was because they seemed very genuine. It
dawned on me that my actions as the interviewee were starting to become anything but genuine because I was so overly rehearsed and saying what I thought they wanted to hear. I was so worried
about how I was sitting, what my hands were doing, was I making enough eye contact, was I giving the right answer.....and on and on and on.
After that epiphany I went to interviews with the outlook that I was just going to be me. If they liked me, they liked me. If they didn't, they didn't. If they did like me and offered me a job, they
knew exactly who they were getting. If they didn't like the real me, then it wasn't the best place for me to be anyways.
Armed with this new outlook it took only two interviews to land a position with a company that fit me well.
Good luck and just be you!!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
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my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.

top
315.

previous next
Re: I really need interview help- please!!
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 11:31 AM
Mary Casey
When people ask for feedback after interviews, I always give it. You probably won't get a 100% response rate, but you'll probably get some useful feedback. As long as people don't feel like you're
trying to argue with them about not hiring you, but genuinely asking for feedback, I think you'll get some responses...
-----------------------------Mary Casey SHRM-CP
Second Harvest
Watsonville CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
why COULDNT you reach out after the fact? I have had people contact me after an interview to ask what parts of their resume were lacking and also about their interview in particular. I told them.
Need more experience in "x." lack of eye contact, etc. Didn't make me uncomfortable at all when they asked. I actually filed their resume for follow up if another less experienced position opened
up because I appreciated their desire to improve.
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: I really need interview help- please!!
_
This is really shameful to admit but I am terrible at interviews. I have only been at one company since college (for about 10 years) despite interviewing elsewhere over the past few years. I like my job but I also want to explore other opportunities
and new challenges. I have been promoted several times at my current company to where I am now the HR Manager. In my next job I would like a role in benefits management and I have been focusing my job search on this field. I am great at
my job, personable, hardworking, and have led a lot of great initiatives to help my company as it has grown.

In the interview process I can get past the phone screen but I can never get past the interview. I prepare for at least 3-5 days for the interview, I study the company, I look up the interviewers
beforehand, I practice answers and review my resume, I even consciously try to mirror body language in the interview. In the interview I am polite and courteous, I never say anything negative about
my current employee, I give a strong handshake, thank the interviewers, sometimes I even get a laugh or two from the interviewers during the interview. I think it might hurt that I stutter and in an
interview situation when nerves are high it is a lot more difficult for me to speak.
Does anyone have any tips on what I am missing? It's not like I can reach out to the interviewers and ask what I did wrong. Usually in the interviews I list my accomplishments and achievements. I
realized this morning that I do not talk about aligning company goals to my projects, so that could be something I talk more about.
If if anyone could please provide feedback on tips for the interview, how you prepare, the general idea of what you talk about in an interview, what you like to see in a candidate, etc. I would be
greatly appreciative. I am starting to lose hope and think that I will never find another job. I believe I may need to start networking more so that people can get to know me outside of an interview,
maybe that will help boost my chances.
A million times thank you.

top
316.

previous next
Re: Job description / at will / termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:56 PM
Ivette Dupuis

This is the WRONG use of a job description.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
_
OK - this may seem like a "duh" question, but I have a specific disagreement between two people who are asking my opinion on an issue and I would like to make sure that I can provide the proper
guidance.
Does having a formal job description for someone when they are hired have any bearing on "at will" status, especially when said description is eventually used during a termination process?
TIA!

top
317.

previous next
Re: Job description / at will / termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:25 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here. After reading your comment, I reread my post and realized how it could sound, so I needed to put this in the correct perspective. We are NOT trying to develop the job description with
termination in mind. Absolutely NOT the intent. We have someone who said we should not have job descriptions because that puts our working at-will status at risk. We have another person who
wants to have the job descriptions because it gives a basis for what is expected of the person for the role. During the back and forth "discussion" on this situation, one of the parties stated something to
the effect of how does someone know if they are or are not doing their job well if they don't even know what is expected from them.
My personal argument is that these are two separate things. The job description doesn't set any parameters of quality of work, just an expectation for the role, so therefore has nothing to do with the
"at will" status. The original person argued that it does affect the status. I was just looking for confirmation of my thoughts.
Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:56
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
This is the WRONG use of a job description.
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-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top

previous next

318.

Re: Job description / at will / termination
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:32 PM
Ivette Dupuis
That's a BIG stretch.
A job description (or even signing one for that matter) in no way creates a contract or promise of continued employment with the employee.

We have someone who said we should not have job descriptions because that puts our working at-will status at risk.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:25

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
_
OP here. After reading your comment, I reread my post and realized how it could sound, so I needed to put this in the correct perspective. We are NOT trying to develop the job description with
termination in mind. Absolutely NOT the intent. We have someone who said we should not have job descriptions because that puts our working at-will status at risk. We have another person who
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wants to have the job descriptions because it gives a basis for what is expected of the person for the role. During the back and forth "discussion" on this situation, one of the parties stated something to
the effect of how does someone know if they are or are not doing their job well if they don't even know what is expected from them.
My personal argument is that these are two separate things. The job description doesn't set any parameters of quality of work, just an expectation for the role, so therefore has nothing to do with the
"at will" status. The original person argued that it does affect the status. I was just looking for confirmation of my thoughts.
Thanks.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:56
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
This is the WRONG use of a job description.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
_
OK - this may seem like a "duh" question, but I have a specific disagreement between two people who are asking my opinion on an issue and I would like to make sure that I can provide the proper
guidance.
Does having a formal job description for someone when they are hired have any bearing on "at will" status, especially when said description is eventually used during a termination process?
TIA!

top
319.

previous next
Re: Job description / at will / termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:34 PM
Anonymous

_
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Thank you for confirming my thought process.
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:31
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
That's a BIG stretch.
A job description (or even signing one for that matter) in no way creates a contract or promise of continued employment with the employee.

We have someone who said we should not have job descriptions because that puts our working at-will status at risk.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:25

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
320.

previous next
Re: Job description / at will / termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:38 PM
Anonymous

_
Most organizations have job descriptions. It certainly is a Best Practice & is highly encouraged. Employees should always be made aware of what the expectations and requirements for their
position are. Whomever told you that a job description interferes with "at will" is wrong. The only way a job description could interfere with "at will" is if it were written & presented as a contract,
with specifics in regard to time and pay.
We have job descriptions for every position, they are gone over with employees upon hire and at annual reviews. We make modifications to these and have employees re-sign, it helps employees
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know what is expected of them.
Who told you it interferes with "at will"?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
_
OP here. After reading your comment, I reread my post and realized how it could sound, so I needed to put this in the correct perspective. We are NOT trying to develop the job description with
termination in mind. Absolutely NOT the intent. We have someone who said we should not have job descriptions because that puts our working at-will status at risk. We have another person who
wants to have the job descriptions because it gives a basis for what is expected of the person for the role. During the back and forth "discussion" on this situation, one of the parties stated something to
the effect of how does someone know if they are or are not doing their job well if they don't even know what is expected from them.
My personal argument is that these are two separate things. The job description doesn't set any parameters of quality of work, just an expectation for the role, so therefore has nothing to do with the
"at will" status. The original person argued that it does affect the status. I was just looking for confirmation of my thoughts.
Thanks.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:56
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
This is the WRONG use of a job description.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
_
OK - this may seem like a "duh" question, but I have a specific disagreement between two people who are asking my opinion on an issue and I would like to make sure that I can provide the proper
guidance.
Does having a formal job description for someone when they are hired have any bearing on "at will" status, especially when said description is eventually used during a termination process?
TIA!
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top
321.

previous next
Re: Job description / at will / termination
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:40 PM
Anonymous

_
Do you have verbiage anywhere (application, handbook, etc) where it states they would be employed "At Will"? Once you have their signature, there's no concern. If you have a contract or
employment agreement, that changes things because you are legally bound to keep them on the payroll unless they break the agreement or break a law. If you only have a job description, you
maintain your "At Will" status. It sounds like you would be terming someone for cause if their manager wants to reference the job description (they didn't perform their duties), but it really isn't
needed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
_
OP here. After reading your comment, I reread my post and realized how it could sound, so I needed to put this in the correct perspective. We are NOT trying to develop the job description with
termination in mind. Absolutely NOT the intent. We have someone who said we should not have job descriptions because that puts our working at-will status at risk. We have another person who
wants to have the job descriptions because it gives a basis for what is expected of the person for the role. During the back and forth "discussion" on this situation, one of the parties stated something to
the effect of how does someone know if they are or are not doing their job well if they don't even know what is expected from them.
My personal argument is that these are two separate things. The job description doesn't set any parameters of quality of work, just an expectation for the role, so therefore has nothing to do with the
"at will" status. The original person argued that it does affect the status. I was just looking for confirmation of my thoughts.
Thanks.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:56
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
This is the WRONG use of a job description.
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Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
_
OK - this may seem like a "duh" question, but I have a specific disagreement between two people who are asking my opinion on an issue and I would like to make sure that I can provide the proper
guidance.
Does having a formal job description for someone when they are hired have any bearing on "at will" status, especially when said description is eventually used during a termination process?
TIA!

top
322.

previous next
Re: Job description / at will / termination
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:42 PM
Suzanne Tiner
All companies should have job descriptions. How else will you determine if an employee is exempt or non exempt? On what basis will you determine performance reviews, raises, and meeting job
requirements?
read here for helpful info regarding job descriptions.
"Organizations benefit from writing job descriptions for their employees. Job descriptions aren't legally required, but they're important for compliance with federal and state labor and employment
laws. They also establish guidelines for employee performance, which is a tremendous help when appraisal time rolls around. They are probably the most important communication tool an employer
can have. Job descriptions can always help, unless they're used to force an employee to perform unethical tasks, which any employer would be foolish to require in writing."
-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job description / at will / termination
_
OK - this may seem like a "duh" question, but I have a specific disagreement between two people who are asking my opinion on an issue and I would like to make sure that I can provide the proper
guidance.
Does having a formal job description for someone when they are hired have any bearing on "at will" status, especially when said description is eventually used during a termination process?
TIA!

top
323.

previous next
Re: College Majors
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
The route I took was to get a degree in Business Management and I took as many HR related electives as I could. I also feel that having a degree is business proves more beneficial than getting a
strictly HR focused one. I'm currently working as a HR Manager and will get certified as my career progresses..
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 01:31
From: Doeun (summer) Kim
Subject: College Majors
I just have a quick question.
If I want to pursue HR career in the future what kind of major should I take?
I just got an offer from University of Minnesota - Twin cities, CEHD dept, B.S. Human Resources Development major. Should I take this? Am I even going to be scarce with this degree in the HR
job pool in the future? I mean, it is not HR Management major, they only have HR Development. Is this a valid major for HR career?
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Doeun (summer) Kim
------------------------------

top
324.

previous next
Re: College Majors
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:36 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
My degree in Psychology has helped me tremendously, tho sometimes I wish I had gone on for Early Childhood Education!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: College Majors
_
The route I took was to get a degree in Business Management and I took as many HR related electives as I could. I also feel that having a degree is business proves more beneficial than getting a
strictly HR focused one. I'm currently working as a HR Manager and will get certified as my career progresses..
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 01:31
From: Doeun (summer) Kim
Subject: College Majors
I just have a quick question.
If I want to pursue HR career in the future what kind of major should I take?
I just got an offer from University of Minnesota - Twin cities, CEHD dept, B.S. Human Resources Development major. Should I take this? Am I even going to be scarce with this degree in the HR
job pool in the future? I mean, it is not HR Management major, they only have HR Development. Is this a valid major for HR career?
-----------------------------Doeun (summer) Kim
------------------------------
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top
325.

previous next
Re: College Majors
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:01 PM
Anonymous

_
On the school side- the U of MN is a great school and widely recognized! They are heavy on research if that is your mode. I'm not sure where you're from, but I would highly recommend the
Minneapolis/ St. Paul area.
I have my degree in Psychology (LOL on the Childhood development comment!). It is serving me great but I wish I'd had more business classes!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 01:31
From: Doeun (summer) Kim
Subject: College Majors
I just have a quick question.
If I want to pursue HR career in the future what kind of major should I take?
I just got an offer from University of Minnesota - Twin cities, CEHD dept, B.S. Human Resources Development major. Should I take this? Am I even going to be scarce with this degree in the HR
job pool in the future? I mean, it is not HR Management major, they only have HR Development. Is this a valid major for HR career?
-----------------------------Doeun (summer) Kim
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: College Majors
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:42 AM
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

I find it interesting (in a surprising way) that this HR program falls under the College of Education and Human Development.
Most HR programs are under a business school.
I'd want to know if an SHRM approved (aligned) curriculum.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 01:31
From: Doeun (summer) Kim
Subject: College Majors
I just have a quick question.
If I want to pursue HR career in the future what kind of major should I take?
I just got an offer from University of Minnesota - Twin cities, CEHD dept, B.S. Human Resources Development major. Should I take this? Am I even going to be scarce with this degree in the HR
job pool in the future? I mean, it is not HR Management major, they only have HR Development. Is this a valid major for HR career?
-----------------------------Doeun (summer) Kim
------------------------------

top
327.

previous next
Re: College Majors
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:12 AM
Anonymous

_
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I agree. I'd be concerned they're teaching "foofy foo" HR.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:41
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: College Majors
I find it interesting (in a surprising way) that this HR program falls under the College of Education and Human Development.
Most HR programs are under a business school.
I'd want to know if an SHRM approved (aligned) curriculum.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
328.

previous next
Re: College Majors
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 11:45 AM
Anonymous

_
OK I'll bite- what's "foofy foo" HR?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: College Majors
_
I agree. I'd be concerned they're teaching "foofy foo" HR.
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:41
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: College Majors
I find it interesting (in a surprising way) that this HR program falls under the College of Education and Human Development.
Most HR programs are under a business school.
I'd want to know if an SHRM approved (aligned) curriculum.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 01:31
From: Doeun (summer) Kim
Subject: College Majors
I just have a quick question.
If I want to pursue HR career in the future what kind of major should I take?
I just got an offer from University of Minnesota - Twin cities, CEHD dept, B.S. Human Resources Development major. Should I take this? Am I even going to be scarce with this degree in the HR
job pool in the future? I mean, it is not HR Management major, they only have HR Development. Is this a valid major for HR career?
-----------------------------Doeun (summer) Kim
------------------------------

top
329.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:49 PM
Anonymous

_
Hot topic for sure.
Online degrees from accredited universities are frowned upon by some. A former co-worker who had been in HR for many many years once said that those online degrees are "a waste of time, as
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worthless as the paper they are written on, and from degree mills". I was shocked and a little offended because I earned my MBA online from an accredited university. Speaking from personal
experience, those degrees aren't easy to earn and take a lot of dedication and hard work. When I see resumes with degrees earned online I don't put them at the bottom of the pile unless they were
earned from a non-accredited university. The degree must also be relevant for the position they are applying for. I also take into account everything else on the resume, their relevant work experience,
longevity at former jobs, grammar, punctuation, and unexplained gaps in work history.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
330.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:04 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I would never discredit an online degree. The person who navigates the online process is committed to the cause. As long as the school is accredited, the degree is every bit as legitimate as the
degree earned by someone who sat in a literal classroom. I would encourage the skeptic to try to take a few online credits to gain a better perspective.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
331.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:09 PM
Monica Kennedy
Think of it this way. If I told you I received my MBA from Penn State, would you think highly of me? What if you found out later that it was online? Do you suddenly move my resume to the circular
file? It doesn't change my education or experience.
If the school is accredited and they can produce the diploma/transcripts, then that satisfies my requirements. I don't care if they sat in a brick and mortar classroom or on their bedroom floor. If you
only knew the school name, regardless of how they earned it, how does that change things? Many schools are moving to online options for students. We have to adapt to the new way students are
learning.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
332.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:32 PM
Anonymous

_
I am an online student so I was a bit anxious when I first read this. I go to an accredited, non-profit school online that also has a well-known brick and mortar campus. I'm earning my undergrad in
HRM--graduate in September!!--and work full-time. I wouldn't be able to do this otherwise.
I don't really understand the apprehension for hiring students who have online degrees IF they're from accredited, non-profit schools. Also, I would like to point out that almost every college now has
an online program of some kind. I'm planning on earning my Masters in HRM or OL after this and have applied to NYU, Northeastern University, and Penn State. I mean, even Georgetown has an
online Masters in HRM (too expensive).
I agree with the apprehension about for-profit schools versus non-profit schools. Online education appears to be the direction higher education is going in; more and more schools are adding online
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programs (Purdue just acquired Kaplan University). I would argue that you could evaluate where someone went to school but not whether or not it was completed online.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
â€‹
I would never discredit an online degree. The person who navigates the online process is committed to the cause. As long as the school is accredited, the degree is every bit as legitimate as the
degree earned by someone who sat in a literal classroom. I would encourage the skeptic to try to take a few online credits to gain a better perspective.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
333.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:08 PM
Anonymous

_
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Just because the SCHOOL is accredited does not mean the PROGRAM is accredited.
Sorry for the caps but I see a lot of misguided information here.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:08
From: Monica Kennedy
Subject: Online MBA
Think of it this way. If I told you I received my MBA from Penn State, would you think highly of me? What if you found out later that it was online? Do you suddenly move my resume to the circular
file? It doesn't change my education or experience.
If the school is accredited and they can produce the diploma/transcripts, then that satisfies my requirements. I don't care if they sat in a brick and mortar classroom or on their bedroom floor. If you
only knew the school name, regardless of how they earned it, how does that change things? Many schools are moving to online options for students. We have to adapt to the new way students are
learning.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA

top
334.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:15 PM
Luis Mata

Absolutely no issues with online MBA.
eMBA's show self discipline to complete.

-----------------------------Luis Mata
Seattle WA
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
335.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:22 PM
Ivette Dupuis

Where you got your degree isn't really a good measure of your success.
I am more interested in what you've learned, whether online or in a classroom.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
336.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:39 PM
Anonymous

_
There's also a lot of confusion (as usual when this topic comes up) around the difference between a degree mill and an online alternative from a school like (for example) Penn State.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
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Just because the SCHOOL is accredited does not mean the PROGRAM is accredited.
Sorry for the caps but I see a lot of misguided information here.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:08
From: Monica Kennedy
Subject: Online MBA
Think of it this way. If I told you I received my MBA from Penn State, would you think highly of me? What if you found out later that it was online? Do you suddenly move my resume to the circular
file? It doesn't change my education or experience.
If the school is accredited and they can produce the diploma/transcripts, then that satisfies my requirements. I don't care if they sat in a brick and mortar classroom or on their bedroom floor. If you
only knew the school name, regardless of how they earned it, how does that change things? Many schools are moving to online options for students. We have to adapt to the new way students are
learning.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
337.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:41 PM
Anonymous
_
This has opened my eyes. I am a student, first year, going for my degree in BM and HR. My school is online and it is a for-profit. Also, I just looked it up and the program is NOT accredited. I'm a
little worried. I am spending too much money and time and really hard work to not have a good school and good program. I never even knew to look for an accredited program, just an accredited
college.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
Just because the SCHOOL is accredited does not mean the PROGRAM is accredited.
Sorry for the caps but I see a lot of misguided information here.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:08
From: Monica Kennedy
Subject: Online MBA
Think of it this way. If I told you I received my MBA from Penn State, would you think highly of me? What if you found out later that it was online? Do you suddenly move my resume to the circular
file? It doesn't change my education or experience.
If the school is accredited and they can produce the diploma/transcripts, then that satisfies my requirements. I don't care if they sat in a brick and mortar classroom or on their bedroom floor. If you
only knew the school name, regardless of how they earned it, how does that change things? Many schools are moving to online options for students. We have to adapt to the new way students are
learning.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
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Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
338.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:45 PM
Anonymous

_
There's also a difference between regional and national accreditation. Most of these for profit schools are nationally accredited and not regionally accredited. National accreditation is not as widely
accepted and respected (credits from these schools often don't transfer to your traditional brick and mortar not-for-profit schools for example).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
This has opened my eyes. I am a student, first year, going for my degree in BM and HR. My school is online and it is a for-profit. Also, I just looked it up and the program is NOT accredited. I'm a
little worried. I am spending too much money and time and really hard work to not have a good school and good program. I never even knew to look for an accredited program, just an accredited
college.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:08
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Online MBA
_
Just because the SCHOOL is accredited does not mean the PROGRAM is accredited.
Sorry for the caps but I see a lot of misguided information here.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:08
From: Monica Kennedy
Subject: Online MBA
Think of it this way. If I told you I received my MBA from Penn State, would you think highly of me? What if you found out later that it was online? Do you suddenly move my resume to the circular
file? It doesn't change my education or experience.
If the school is accredited and they can produce the diploma/transcripts, then that satisfies my requirements. I don't care if they sat in a brick and mortar classroom or on their bedroom floor. If you
only knew the school name, regardless of how they earned it, how does that change things? Many schools are moving to online options for students. We have to adapt to the new way students are
learning.
-----------------------------Emmy
HR Manager
Stafford, VA
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------
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top
339.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:48 PM
Anonymous

_

Which schools do people label as degree mills?
â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:22
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Online MBA
Where you got your degree isn't really a good measure of your success.
I am more interested in what you've learned, whether online or in a classroom.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top
340.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:57 PM
Anonymous

_
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You can't put a blanket statement on all online courses or people who take online courses.
I received my MBA from a brick and mortar school. I chose that path because the learning style fit my needs better. Not everyone is the same. I've had very intellectual conversations with people
who received their MBA from online programs. On the other hand, there were people in my program who did the bare minimum to pass a class because their employer was paying for it and they
would get a raise afterwards.
Each school will have high achievers and low achievers. Maybe the ratio is greater in one or the other, but I don't think you can discredit a person automatically until you talk to them and look at
the whole picture.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
341.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:27 PM
Anonymous

_
List of unaccredited institutions of higher education - Wikipedia
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preview

remove

Wikipedia

List of unaccredited institutions of higher education - Wikipedia
There are many organizations which give their own accreditation, not
generally recognised as valid by governments and others, to
educational institutions. Many of these are listed in the article List of
unrecognized higher education accreditation organizations. Some of
the educational institutions listed here claim accreditation from such
organizations.
View this on Wikipedia >

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_

Which schools do people label as degree mills?
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:22
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Online MBA
Where you got your degree isn't really a good measure of your success.
I am more interested in what you've learned, whether online or in a classroom.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
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Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
342.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:06 PM
Anonymous

_
If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
343.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:16 PM
Anonymous

_
There was some scam operation that the Obama Administration essentially sued to the ground. They are called Corinthian. Another one is Phoenix.
These two come to mind when you hear diploma mill.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
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Which schools do people label as degree mills?
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:22
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Online MBA
Where you got your degree isn't really a good measure of your success.
I am more interested in what you've learned, whether online or in a classroom.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
344.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:17 PM
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Anonymous
_
The people who are always arguing that schools like University of Phoenix are equivalent to, say, state schools are those who got their degrees there.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_

If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong).

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------
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top
345.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:18 PM
Anonymous

_
Oh and I forgot Trump University!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_

Which schools do people label as degree mills?
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:22
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Online MBA
Where you got your degree isn't really a good measure of your success.
I am more interested in what you've learned, whether online or in a classroom.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
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â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
346.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:29 PM
Anonymous

_
I was just curious what people thought. Those come to mind as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
Oh and I forgot Trump University!!!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
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_

Which schools do people label as degree mills?
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:22
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Online MBA
Where you got your degree isn't really a good measure of your success.
I am more interested in what you've learned, whether online or in a classroom.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
347.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 4:43 PM
Anonymous
_
"If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and
tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong)."
It is 2018, even Ivy league schools have online programs, people need to get with the times. Not everyone was able to attend school in person, many single parents and seasoned professionals have
found ways to further their education. I think it is ridiculous to try to compare the "sweat and tears", most people in the online program are bringing their work experience and are very serious about
their education. It is not easy to juggle family life, work, and school.
Kudos to those who are in school regardless if it is online or in person. If I come across your resume, I will value the fact that you are working so hard to advance your education.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_

If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong).

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
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Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
348.

previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:51 PM
Anonymous

_
"It is 2018, even Ivy league schools have online programs, people need to get with the times."
That was not his/her point, and they specifically stated that they weren't talking about schools that also happen to have online programs.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
"If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and
tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong)."
It is 2018, even Ivy league schools have online programs, people need to get with the times. Not everyone was able to attend school in person, many single parents and seasoned professionals have
found ways to further their education. I think it is ridiculous to try to compare the "sweat and tears", most people in the online program are bringing their work experience and are very serious about
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their education. It is not easy to juggle family life, work, and school.
Kudos to those who are in school regardless if it is online or in person. If I come across your resume, I will value the fact that you are working so hard to advance your education.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_

If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong).

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 6:29 PM
Anonymous
_
The program is either accredited or it's not. Your personal opinion of whether or not a Indiana University degree (I'm using it as an example because that's the university I attended) is the same as a
University of Phoenix degree actually does not matter. There are organizations (the ones doing the accrediting) that take care of this for all of us. This entire thread is a bunch of people arguing over
their own personal opinions of different types of schools.
1) make sure your school is accredited; 2) make sure your program is accredited; 3) no wait...that's it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
"It is 2018, even Ivy league schools have online programs, people need to get with the times."
That was not his/her point, and they specifically stated that they weren't talking about schools that also happen to have online programs.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
"If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and
tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong)."
It is 2018, even Ivy league schools have online programs, people need to get with the times. Not everyone was able to attend school in person, many single parents and seasoned professionals have
found ways to further their education. I think it is ridiculous to try to compare the "sweat and tears", most people in the online program are bringing their work experience and are very serious about
their education. It is not easy to juggle family life, work, and school.
Kudos to those who are in school regardless if it is online or in person. If I come across your resume, I will value the fact that you are working so hard to advance your education.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:05
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_

If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong).

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 7:52 PM
Anonymous

_
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WRONG! There are different types of accreditation so, no, it's not that simple. I could create an "accreditation" standard right now for schools to meet. It doesn't mean the accreditation one school has
is equivalent to the accreditation another school has.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 18:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
The program is either accredited or it's not. Your personal opinion of whether or not a Indiana University degree (I'm using it as an example because that's the university I attended) is the same as a
University of Phoenix degree actually does not matter. There are organizations (the ones doing the accrediting) that take care of this for all of us. This entire thread is a bunch of people arguing over
their own personal opinions of different types of schools.
1) make sure your school is accredited; 2) make sure your program is accredited; 3) no wait...that's it.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
"It is 2018, even Ivy league schools have online programs, people need to get with the times."
That was not his/her point, and they specifically stated that they weren't talking about schools that also happen to have online programs.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
"If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and
tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong)."
It is 2018, even Ivy league schools have online programs, people need to get with the times. Not everyone was able to attend school in person, many single parents and seasoned professionals have
found ways to further their education. I think it is ridiculous to try to compare the "sweat and tears", most people in the online program are bringing their work experience and are very serious about
their education. It is not easy to juggle family life, work, and school.
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Kudos to those who are in school regardless if it is online or in person. If I come across your resume, I will value the fact that you are working so hard to advance your education.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_

If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong).

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Online MBA
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 8:17 PM
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Anonymous
_
You're absolutely right. Sorry for the misguidance. I shouldn't have assumed people would know the difference between a legit accreditation and a bogus accreditation. It is absolutely important.
Sorry- thanks for the call out!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 19:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
WRONG! There are different types of accreditation so, no, it's not that simple. I could create an "accreditation" standard right now for schools to meet. It doesn't mean the accreditation one school has
is equivalent to the accreditation another school has.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 18:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
The program is either accredited or it's not. Your personal opinion of whether or not a Indiana University degree (I'm using it as an example because that's the university I attended) is the same as a
University of Phoenix degree actually does not matter. There are organizations (the ones doing the accrediting) that take care of this for all of us. This entire thread is a bunch of people arguing over
their own personal opinions of different types of schools.
1) make sure your school is accredited; 2) make sure your program is accredited; 3) no wait...that's it.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_
"It is 2018, even Ivy league schools have online programs, people need to get with the times."
That was not his/her point, and they specifically stated that they weren't talking about schools that also happen to have online programs.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:43
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Online MBA
_
"If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and
tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong)."
It is 2018, even Ivy league schools have online programs, people need to get with the times. Not everyone was able to attend school in person, many single parents and seasoned professionals have
found ways to further their education. I think it is ridiculous to try to compare the "sweat and tears", most people in the online program are bringing their work experience and are very serious about
their education. It is not easy to juggle family life, work, and school.
Kudos to those who are in school regardless if it is online or in person. If I come across your resume, I will value the fact that you are working so hard to advance your education.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Online MBA
_

If the MBA degree is from a traditional school (brick & mortar), then it's fine if some courses are online (plus, no one would know if you took some courses online anyway). If the MBA degree is
from an online school, then the résumé goes to the "other" pile. It's just not the same "sweat and tears" as attending a traditional school (or maybe it's just a different type of "sweat and tears"?).
This has been a touchy subject for several years. A better way to look at it... more companies will probably select a candidate from a known MBA program over an online MBA program (right or
wrong).

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Clarence Moore
Subject: Online MBA
â€‹â€‹
Hello Everyone,
I want to get a perspective on a hot topic that I have been dealing with, the Online MBA. If a candidate applies for a position and they state that they have received an Online MBA how do you feel
about this?
Would you consider their Online MBA valid yes or no?
Clarence Moore
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-----------------------------Clarence Moore
HR Professional
------------------------------

top

previous next

352.

Re: Paying to entertain
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:51 PM
Anonymous

_

I would err on the side of caution and pay.
Kate Palmquist, 03-27-2018 18:01

This isn't a situation where you would be erring on the side of caution. You must compensate non-exempt employees for their time worked. So, if they are required to entertain, they should be
compensated for the entire time they are entertaining, which would include travel time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:01
From: Kate Palmquist
Subject: Paying to entertain
I don't have this, but if they are expected/asked to take the client somewhere, I would err on the side of caution and pay. It will likely only be an hour of their day, right?
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
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Re: Paying to entertain
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:53 PM
Anonymous

_
There is no question that this is work. They are taking a client out to entertain them. That is work.
Pay them.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Paying to entertain
_
Curious, do you have non-exempt employees entertaining customers (taking them to lunch or dinner)? If so, do you compensate the employee for this?

top
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previous next
Re: ACA Distribution
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 10:12 AM
Ashley Sink
Yes to all full time employees - even if they waived coverage. If they terminated before becoming eligible / during the waiting period, you do not have to complete a 1095-c for them.
If you send via email, you have to have their consent to due so and must be to an email they check regularly.
-----------------------------Ashley Sink
HR Administrator
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Tantara Transportation Corp.
Muscatine IA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:33
From: Rayne Hoover
Subject: ACA Distribution
Title: 1095 Distribution
Are you required to send 1095-C forms to all full-time employees even if they waived insurance? Also, are you required to physically mail the forms to employees that are no longer employed when
they are distributed, or can they be sent electronically (via email or paystub portal site)?
-----------------------------Rayne Hoover
HR Director
JCCS, P.C.
Whitefish MT
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Can We Term?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:46 PM
Suzanne Tiner

Agree with comment #4. And just be sure to keep everything documented. â€‹
-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can We Term?
_
Long story short- employee is out on worker's comp. After the injury in 2017, we provided a position that accommodated his restrictions. After about 6 months, he said he could not perform the job
any longer, he has used all PTO concurrent to all FMLA, and we gave him an additional 4 weeks after that to see how physical therepy went. We offered him another position within his restrictions
again but he claimed he takes medication that prevents him from being able to drive. The status update does not show any driving restriction or medication restriction. Once I went over that info
with him, he was then upset about the pay (it is the normal pay rate for this position which is quite literally driving different cars from one location to another and its the only thing we have that is
within the new restrictions). Now he has stated he cannot perform this job as he cannot bend/stoop to get in and out of cars. (BTW this employee lives 45 minutes from his doctor's office and drives 3
times a week for physical therapy to the same doctor) My company has done EVERYTHING possible to help him but what it comes down to it, he does not want to work. I have utilized all
resources short of calling an employment attorney to figure out if we can legally term this employee. Our company has been incredibly generous and tried to make any and all accommodations
possible, but you can't just not work if you have an option to and expect to get paid. It's like any solution we give him, he always pushes back with something else.
What can I do? Am I wrong to think we need to term him? Am I missing something? When is enough, enough?
I am in Texas, <100 EE's, employee was exempt in his initial position, the job he was hired for was Automotive Technician and he has a back injury sustained in July 2017. I've called JAN, the
worker's comp company, SHRM Advisors, looked up on other threads- trust me, I've have pursued all obvious resources before posting this.
Any help is appreciated.

top
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previous next
Re: Can We Term?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 5:05 PM
Anonymous

_
How different is the pay rate for the work he was doing?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can We Term?
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_
Long story short- employee is out on worker's comp. After the injury in 2017, we provided a position that accommodated his restrictions. After about 6 months, he said he could not perform the job
any longer, he has used all PTO concurrent to all FMLA, and we gave him an additional 4 weeks after that to see how physical therepy went. We offered him another position within his restrictions
again but he claimed he takes medication that prevents him from being able to drive. The status update does not show any driving restriction or medication restriction. Once I went over that info
with him, he was then upset about the pay (it is the normal pay rate for this position which is quite literally driving different cars from one location to another and its the only thing we have that is
within the new restrictions). Now he has stated he cannot perform this job as he cannot bend/stoop to get in and out of cars. (BTW this employee lives 45 minutes from his doctor's office and drives 3
times a week for physical therapy to the same doctor) My company has done EVERYTHING possible to help him but what it comes down to it, he does not want to work. I have utilized all
resources short of calling an employment attorney to figure out if we can legally term this employee. Our company has been incredibly generous and tried to make any and all accommodations
possible, but you can't just not work if you have an option to and expect to get paid. It's like any solution we give him, he always pushes back with something else.
What can I do? Am I wrong to think we need to term him? Am I missing something? When is enough, enough?
I am in Texas, <100 EE's, employee was exempt in his initial position, the job he was hired for was Automotive Technician and he has a back injury sustained in July 2017. I've called JAN, the
worker's comp company, SHRM Advisors, looked up on other threads- trust me, I've have pursued all obvious resources before posting this.
Any help is appreciated.
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previous next
Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:38 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
anything except SALARY..... equal pay act. don't put yourself in hot waters by asking for previous salary.(also don't ask any other protected class questions)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:17
From: Betty Mullen
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
You can ask anything you want. It's recommended you avoid asking questions that might focus on a protected class (age, race, religion, family status, etc.), but other than that, you really can't get
into any trouble following up on a reference to try to get information about a candidates performance, attendance, etc.
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Responding to an inquiry on one of your company's past employees is another kettle of fish. The general recommendation for HR is that we only verify Title, dates of employment, salary, and
sometimes eligibility for rehire (generally when a release has been signed by the employee). This is a protectionist point of view, done with the idea of limiting any liability for blacklisting an
employee. However, in theory you shouldn't be able to be held liable for providing any information that you truly believed was accurate and relevant, so some HR people will be more comfortable
providing a more detailed account, including information about issues in the employee's performance. You need to be able to make your own evaluation based on your comfort level and your
company's risk appetite on which route you choose. One thing you don't ever want to do though is provide a glowing review about a bad employee because you wanted to help them out, were afraid
they'd go after you for providing bad info, or because you just wanted to facilitate getting them out the door. That can really bite you in the rear.
-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA

top
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previous next
Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:49 PM
Anonymous

_
I was out with some friends last night and one of them, management level, was saying that legally an employer can only disclose position and dates of employment. She said that there would be large
fines if someone wasn't hired due to information shared by a previous employer.
Nope. Not true. She was adamant so I challenged her to find an actual regulation that stated that. She'll be looking for a long time. A very long time. What I did tell her was that an employer
should only disclose verifiable truths. Such as if someone was terminated for attendance, there'd be a written trail. If someone was terminated for theft, there'd be proof of this. Etc. Somewhere in
her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe this as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
Hello All, I'm brand new to HR and a bit intimidated. I work for a growing company and we are going through a hiring process to open several locations. What can I legally ask an applicants
reference? Especially if they were a past employer? (I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"? TIA
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359.

Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:54 PM
Todd Saffell

Somewhere in her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe this
as well.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:48

Companies should be consistent in the information they provide. They could open themselves to litigation if they are inconsistent. If the company has a policy they only disclose certain info
(employment dates and position title for example), but will tell reemployment status on some employees, they could open themselves to liability.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
I was out with some friends last night and one of them, management level, was saying that legally an employer can only disclose position and dates of employment. She said that there would be large
fines if someone wasn't hired due to information shared by a previous employer.
Nope. Not true. She was adamant so I challenged her to find an actual regulation that stated that. She'll be looking for a long time. A very long time. What I did tell her was that an employer
should only disclose verifiable truths. Such as if someone was terminated for attendance, there'd be a written trail. If someone was terminated for theft, there'd be proof of this. Etc. Somewhere in
her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe this as well.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
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Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
Hello All, I'm brand new to HR and a bit intimidated. I work for a growing company and we are going through a hiring process to open several locations. What can I legally ask an applicants
reference? Especially if they were a past employer? (I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"? TIA
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360.

Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:57 PM
Anonymous

_

(I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"?
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 17:05

LOL. Absolutely false. There are a LOT of misconceptions about reference checking.
Here are some tips for you:
Call the former employer's HR or payroll department to verify dates of employment, job title, and (hopefully) salary. They often refuse to provide any details beyond that, but try anyway (sometimes
you'll get lucky). You will need the candidate's name, SSN, and a signed consent form.
Call the former supervisor directly for other info. Start by saying you're trying to verify the work history provided by the candidate. Did he work there? Was his title XX? Did he work there for YY
length of time, up until (date)? Were you his supervisor? Can you describe his job duties? Once the supervisor gets talkative, you can wade into reason for leaving, strengths/weaknesses, etc.
The nice thing about making these calls yourself is FCRA doesn't apply. You are NOT required to share the information you receive with the candidate (and it's not good practice to do so.) You also
get to hear the WAY things are said, which can be as important if not more so than WHAT is said.
There is no substitute for a high quality reference check, for anyone interested in making high quality hires.
Good luck.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
Hello All, I'm brand new to HR and a bit intimidated. I work for a growing company and we are going through a hiring process to open several locations. What can I legally ask an applicants
reference? Especially if they were a past employer? (I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"? TIA

top
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361.

Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:04 PM
Todd Saffell

(hopefully) salary
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:57

NO NO NO NO NO! It is none of your business what they were paid at the previous employer, and in some jurisdictions it is against the law to ask.

Call the former supervisor directly for other info. Start by saying you're trying to verify the work history provided by the candidate.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:57

You already did that when you called HR. I mean seriously. It's tactics like this that gives HR such a bad name.
Your entire post gives the impression of trying to get as much info as possible without letting the contact realize what you're doing. This entire line comes off as underhanded and slimy practices.
No wonder why most employee community boards HATE the HR department.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_

(I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"?
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 17:05

LOL. Absolutely false. There are a LOT of misconceptions about reference checking.
Here are some tips for you:
Call the former employer's HR or payroll department to verify dates of employment, job title, and (hopefully) salary. They often refuse to provide any details beyond that, but try anyway (sometimes
you'll get lucky). You will need the candidate's name, SSN, and a signed consent form.
Call the former supervisor directly for other info. Start by saying you're trying to verify the work history provided by the candidate. Did he work there? Was his title XX? Did he work there for YY
length of time, up until (date)? Were you his supervisor? Can you describe his job duties? Once the supervisor gets talkative, you can wade into reason for leaving, strengths/weaknesses, etc.
The nice thing about making these calls yourself is FCRA doesn't apply. You are NOT required to share the information you receive with the candidate (and it's not good practice to do so.) You also
get to hear the WAY things are said, which can be as important if not more so than WHAT is said.
There is no substitute for a high quality reference check, for anyone interested in making high quality hires.
Good luck.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
Hello All, I'm brand new to HR and a bit intimidated. I work for a growing company and we are going through a hiring process to open several locations. What can I legally ask an applicants
reference? Especially if they were a past employer? (I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"? TIA
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362.

Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:05 PM
Anonymous

_

Nope. Not true. She was adamant so I challenged her to find an actual regulation that stated that. She'll be looking for a long time. A very long time. What I did tell her was that an
employer should only disclose verifiable truths. Such as if someone was terminated for attendance, there'd be a written trail. If someone was terminated for theft, there'd be proof of this.
Etc. Somewhere in her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe
this as well.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:48

There are no federal regulations, but there could be state regulations. So, you are not correct either. As Todd said, employers need to be consistent with what information they will disclose.
Defamation suits can be filed if you're giving out too much information, or the wrong information, and you can avoid that by sticking to what your friend thought to be the golden rule. Only give
dates of employment, title, eligible for rehire. And yes, they can ask/answer salary questions too. But, you better be paying everyone fairly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
I was out with some friends last night and one of them, management level, was saying that legally an employer can only disclose position and dates of employment. She said that there would be large
fines if someone wasn't hired due to information shared by a previous employer.
Nope. Not true. She was adamant so I challenged her to find an actual regulation that stated that. She'll be looking for a long time. A very long time. What I did tell her was that an employer
should only disclose verifiable truths. Such as if someone was terminated for attendance, there'd be a written trail. If someone was terminated for theft, there'd be proof of this. Etc. Somewhere in
her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe this as well.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
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_
Hello All, I'm brand new to HR and a bit intimidated. I work for a growing company and we are going through a hiring process to open several locations. What can I legally ask an applicants
reference? Especially if they were a past employer? (I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"? TIA
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previous next

363.

Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:07 PM
Anonymous

_
We're not crossing states here. She lives and works in my state.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_

Nope. Not true. She was adamant so I challenged her to find an actual regulation that stated that. She'll be looking for a long time. A very long time. What I did tell her was that an
employer should only disclose verifiable truths. Such as if someone was terminated for attendance, there'd be a written trail. If someone was terminated for theft, there'd be proof of this.
Etc. Somewhere in her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe
this as well.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:48

There are no federal regulations, but there could be state regulations. So, you are not correct either. As Todd said, employers need to be consistent with what information they will disclose.
Defamation suits can be filed if you're giving out too much information, or the wrong information, and you can avoid that by sticking to what your friend thought to be the golden rule. Only give
dates of employment, title, eligible for rehire. And yes, they can ask/answer salary questions too. But, you better be paying everyone fairly.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
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Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
I was out with some friends last night and one of them, management level, was saying that legally an employer can only disclose position and dates of employment. She said that there would be large
fines if someone wasn't hired due to information shared by a previous employer.
Nope. Not true. She was adamant so I challenged her to find an actual regulation that stated that. She'll be looking for a long time. A very long time. What I did tell her was that an employer
should only disclose verifiable truths. Such as if someone was terminated for attendance, there'd be a written trail. If someone was terminated for theft, there'd be proof of this. Etc. Somewhere in
her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe this as well.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
Hello All, I'm brand new to HR and a bit intimidated. I work for a growing company and we are going through a hiring process to open several locations. What can I legally ask an applicants
reference? Especially if they were a past employer? (I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"? TIA
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Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:10 PM
Anonymous

_
Todd - that's not a Federal regulation, as she had been told.
That's company policy.
And I am a firm believer of disclosing verifiable truths. I am so sick and tired of passing around these bad apples.
The candidate signs that a reference can be conducted, and I'm telling the truth.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:54
From: Todd Saffell
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Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?

Somewhere in her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe this
as well.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:48

Companies should be consistent in the information they provide. They could open themselves to litigation if they are inconsistent. If the company has a policy they only disclose certain info
(employment dates and position title for example), but will tell reemployment status on some employees, they could open themselves to liability.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 2:11 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Exactly, just needs to be accurate info.
I.e. Can be negative.

What I did tell her was that an employer should only disclose verifiable truths.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:48

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
I was out with some friends last night and one of them, management level, was saying that legally an employer can only disclose position and dates of employment. She said that there would be large
fines if someone wasn't hired due to information shared by a previous employer.
Nope. Not true. She was adamant so I challenged her to find an actual regulation that stated that. She'll be looking for a long time. A very long time. What I did tell her was that an employer
should only disclose verifiable truths. Such as if someone was terminated for attendance, there'd be a written trail. If someone was terminated for theft, there'd be proof of this. Etc. Somewhere in
her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe this as well.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
Hello All, I'm brand new to HR and a bit intimidated. I work for a growing company and we are going through a hiring process to open several locations. What can I legally ask an applicants
reference? Especially if they were a past employer? (I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"? TIA
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Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:16 PM
Todd Saffell

That's exactly why I said company policy and not Federal Regulation. I have no problem with companies that allow for a thorough reference to be given on previous employees.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
Todd - that's not a Federal regulation, as she had been told.
That's company policy.
And I am a firm believer of disclosing verifiable truths. I am so sick and tired of passing around these bad apples.
The candidate signs that a reference can be conducted, and I'm telling the truth.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:54
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?

Somewhere in her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe this
as well.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 13:48

Companies should be consistent in the information they provide. They could open themselves to litigation if they are inconsistent. If the company has a policy they only disclose certain info
(employment dates and position title for example), but will tell reemployment status on some employees, they could open themselves to liability.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
I was out with some friends last night and one of them, management level, was saying that legally an employer can only disclose position and dates of employment. She said that there would be large
fines if someone wasn't hired due to information shared by a previous employer.
Nope. Not true. She was adamant so I challenged her to find an actual regulation that stated that. She'll be looking for a long time. A very long time. What I did tell her was that an employer
should only disclose verifiable truths. Such as if someone was terminated for attendance, there'd be a written trail. If someone was terminated for theft, there'd be proof of this. Etc. Somewhere in
her work history some HR professional gave her incorrect information and she's been believing it all these years. Unfortunately, many HR professionals actually believe this as well.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
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Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
Hello All, I'm brand new to HR and a bit intimidated. I work for a growing company and we are going through a hiring process to open several locations. What can I legally ask an applicants
reference? Especially if they were a past employer? (I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"? TIA

top
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previous next
Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:40 PM
Anonymous

_
Calling a former supervisor is "slimey"? That's funny.

Dates and title don't tell you squat about what kind of employee you're getting, and talking to the candidate's buddies, I mean candidate-provided references, is a complete waste of time.
If you want to hire high quality talent, one of the best ways to discern that is to speak with his or her former supervisors. They often have insight that is unavailable anywhere else.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
Hello All, I'm brand new to HR and a bit intimidated. I work for a growing company and we are going through a hiring process to open several locations. What can I legally ask an applicants
reference? Especially if they were a past employer? (I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"? TIA
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Re: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
You could actually get in trouble for not sharing information too. Example- if you fired someone for being physically abusive to an employee. If you don't disclose this when asked, and they are
abusive at their new job, you could have some liability.
The best practice is to be truthful. Stick to facts and not opinions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can we legally ask a reference of an applicant?
_
Hello All, I'm brand new to HR and a bit intimidated. I work for a growing company and we are going through a hiring process to open several locations. What can I legally ask an applicants
reference? Especially if they were a past employer? (I have heard the only question I can really answer if I were called is; "Would you hire them again"? TIA
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previous next
Re: Insubordination - would you term?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:09 PM
Anonymous

_
after reading this thread I am concerned for the safety of everyone involved. He sounds irate and obstinate. I would term and increase security at all entrances.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Insubordination - would you term?
_
Due to restructuring, there were some shifts where three programs moved under the oversight of an existing department (NFP, program serving people with developmental disabilities). The
supervisor in question now reports directly to an Asst Director, and has been giving her a hard time ever since. There are program changes (well, to be honest, just getting his program up to standard
with the rest of our programs as his former supervisor never held him accountable). She is directly training him, and has also provided him with a mentor. He is extremely resistant to all change,
constantly asking why he has to do something. He eventually will follow through, after the second or third request. When she asks him for something, she has documented that he has responded,
"I'm not sure what you want from me," "Is that all? Is there anything else?" "When I have time," "You've been telling me the same thing for weeks now, I'm doing my best," and "I'm going to get off
the phone now, I have things to do and you are keeping me from doing my work." It is hard to convey the tone in writing, but he speaks in a condescending tone and always uses her name, for
example, "Okay, Jane. Whatever you say, Jane. Is that all, Jane?"
Last week, he received a written warning related to his failure to accurately document something within billing that resulted in a $1,900 loss. (Please note - AD did not address this ongoing
insubordination yet, which she should have). Since then, the first day he ceased all communication (did not respond to her greeting, did not respond to her discussion on an audit with her, did not
respond to her goodbye - literally looked her in the face with no response). Second day, he declined the invite for their weekly supervision meeting. He did not respond to her email asking why he
could not make the meeting, however, when her peer (another Asst Director) was in the program during the scheduled supervision time, he was wandering around the hallways drinking his morning
coffee, looking at bulletin boards the entire time. It appeared he had no justification to decline the meeting other than just being difficult.
When he did show up for the meeting (at a rescheduled time), his supervisor had another AD in the office in the background because she is now uncomfortable with him. She described his behavior
as disrespectful and dismissive, and she was shocked that he was comfortable speaking to his supervisor the way he did in front of her. When his supervisor informed him that people in his program
should be actively engaged and not sleeping, he ranted, "You want me to wake them up? I'll wake them up, I'll wake them all up!" When his supervisor tried to further to discuss to explain why this
was important, he cut her off and said "End of discussion, we are not talking about this anymore." She then told him he was being dismissive and bordering on insubordination, and he replied, "Yeah,
okay, can we move on? I have to leave in 15 minutes."
There is more, but you get the gist. None of this has ever been formally addressed with him, but we are at will, he is non-union. Would you term?
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previous next
Re: Insubordination - would you term?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:20 PM
Anonymous

_
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I was concerned when I read MW's #1 & #2, until I read her #3. I agree with MW 100%. In this particular case, I would term immediately. It doesn't matter that he has not been held accountable in
the past, employees shouldn't have to be told that this type of behavior is unacceptable. Keeps his behavior in mind when you decide when/where/how/who does the term.â€‹â€‹â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Insubordination - would you term?
_
So a couple of things.
1) I generally dislike terminations for "insubordination" because IMO the word insubordination is often misused and used to describe a difficult employee.
2) I also don't really like jumping to termination without at least giving the employee an opportunity to improve.
3) I am going to go against both my items 1 & 2 in this case.
Assuming that things are occurring as you presented them (meaning that you've investigated and events occurred as you describe) I don't have a real issue with jumping to termination.
Yes this employee hasn't been held accountable in the past and the managers have been passive, but there is no way that employee thinks his behavior is ok. Plus your Director wants to move to
immiediate termination. And frankly, this employee does sound toxic and it appears he is not performing his job.
So unless there's a missing piece of info, I'd think there's minimal risk in termination.
You might be on the hook for unemployment, but that's a small price to pay.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Insubordination - would you term?
_
Due to restructuring, there were some shifts where three programs moved under the oversight of an existing department (NFP, program serving people with developmental disabilities). The
supervisor in question now reports directly to an Asst Director, and has been giving her a hard time ever since. There are program changes (well, to be honest, just getting his program up to standard
with the rest of our programs as his former supervisor never held him accountable). She is directly training him, and has also provided him with a mentor. He is extremely resistant to all change,
constantly asking why he has to do something. He eventually will follow through, after the second or third request. When she asks him for something, she has documented that he has responded,
"I'm not sure what you want from me," "Is that all? Is there anything else?" "When I have time," "You've been telling me the same thing for weeks now, I'm doing my best," and "I'm going to get off
the phone now, I have things to do and you are keeping me from doing my work." It is hard to convey the tone in writing, but he speaks in a condescending tone and always uses her name, for
example, "Okay, Jane. Whatever you say, Jane. Is that all, Jane?"
Last week, he received a written warning related to his failure to accurately document something within billing that resulted in a $1,900 loss. (Please note - AD did not address this ongoing
insubordination yet, which she should have). Since then, the first day he ceased all communication (did not respond to her greeting, did not respond to her discussion on an audit with her, did not
respond to her goodbye - literally looked her in the face with no response). Second day, he declined the invite for their weekly supervision meeting. He did not respond to her email asking why he
could not make the meeting, however, when her peer (another Asst Director) was in the program during the scheduled supervision time, he was wandering around the hallways drinking his morning
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coffee, looking at bulletin boards the entire time. It appeared he had no justification to decline the meeting other than just being difficult.
When he did show up for the meeting (at a rescheduled time), his supervisor had another AD in the office in the background because she is now uncomfortable with him. She described his behavior
as disrespectful and dismissive, and she was shocked that he was comfortable speaking to his supervisor the way he did in front of her. When his supervisor informed him that people in his program
should be actively engaged and not sleeping, he ranted, "You want me to wake them up? I'll wake them up, I'll wake them all up!" When his supervisor tried to further to discuss to explain why this
was important, he cut her off and said "End of discussion, we are not talking about this anymore." She then told him he was being dismissive and bordering on insubordination, and he replied, "Yeah,
okay, can we move on? I have to leave in 15 minutes."
There is more, but you get the gist. None of this has ever been formally addressed with him, but we are at will, he is non-union. Would you term?
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previous next
Re: Insubordination - would you term?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:29 PM
Anonymous

_
I like to keep folks on their toes every so often. :-)
MW
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Insubordination - would you term?
_
I was concerned when I read MW's #1 & #2, until I read her #3. I agree with MW 100%. In this particular case, I would term immediately. It doesn't matter that he has not been held accountable in
the past, employees shouldn't have to be told that this type of behavior is unacceptable. Keeps his behavior in mind when you decide when/where/how/who does the term.â€‹â€‹â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Insubordination - would you term?
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_
So a couple of things.
1) I generally dislike terminations for "insubordination" because IMO the word insubordination is often misused and used to describe a difficult employee.
2) I also don't really like jumping to termination without at least giving the employee an opportunity to improve.
3) I am going to go against both my items 1 & 2 in this case.
Assuming that things are occurring as you presented them (meaning that you've investigated and events occurred as you describe) I don't have a real issue with jumping to termination.
Yes this employee hasn't been held accountable in the past and the managers have been passive, but there is no way that employee thinks his behavior is ok. Plus your Director wants to move to
immiediate termination. And frankly, this employee does sound toxic and it appears he is not performing his job.
So unless there's a missing piece of info, I'd think there's minimal risk in termination.
You might be on the hook for unemployment, but that's a small price to pay.
Moon Willow
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Insubordination - would you term?
_
Due to restructuring, there were some shifts where three programs moved under the oversight of an existing department (NFP, program serving people with developmental disabilities). The
supervisor in question now reports directly to an Asst Director, and has been giving her a hard time ever since. There are program changes (well, to be honest, just getting his program up to standard
with the rest of our programs as his former supervisor never held him accountable). She is directly training him, and has also provided him with a mentor. He is extremely resistant to all change,
constantly asking why he has to do something. He eventually will follow through, after the second or third request. When she asks him for something, she has documented that he has responded,
"I'm not sure what you want from me," "Is that all? Is there anything else?" "When I have time," "You've been telling me the same thing for weeks now, I'm doing my best," and "I'm going to get off
the phone now, I have things to do and you are keeping me from doing my work." It is hard to convey the tone in writing, but he speaks in a condescending tone and always uses her name, for
example, "Okay, Jane. Whatever you say, Jane. Is that all, Jane?"
Last week, he received a written warning related to his failure to accurately document something within billing that resulted in a $1,900 loss. (Please note - AD did not address this ongoing
insubordination yet, which she should have). Since then, the first day he ceased all communication (did not respond to her greeting, did not respond to her discussion on an audit with her, did not
respond to her goodbye - literally looked her in the face with no response). Second day, he declined the invite for their weekly supervision meeting. He did not respond to her email asking why he
could not make the meeting, however, when her peer (another Asst Director) was in the program during the scheduled supervision time, he was wandering around the hallways drinking his morning
coffee, looking at bulletin boards the entire time. It appeared he had no justification to decline the meeting other than just being difficult.
When he did show up for the meeting (at a rescheduled time), his supervisor had another AD in the office in the background because she is now uncomfortable with him. She described his behavior
as disrespectful and dismissive, and she was shocked that he was comfortable speaking to his supervisor the way he did in front of her. When his supervisor informed him that people in his program
should be actively engaged and not sleeping, he ranted, "You want me to wake them up? I'll wake them up, I'll wake them all up!" When his supervisor tried to further to discuss to explain why this
was important, he cut her off and said "End of discussion, we are not talking about this anymore." She then told him he was being dismissive and bordering on insubordination, and he replied, "Yeah,
okay, can we move on? I have to leave in 15 minutes."
There is more, but you get the gist. None of this has ever been formally addressed with him, but we are at will, he is non-union. Would you term?
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Re: Insubordination - would you term?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:30 PM
Sarah Davis
I think I would have termed when he said "end of discussion". That would have been "end of employment" with me.
I'd terminate immediately. I'd also be speaking with that assistant director who has no backbone. She needs coaching about effectively managing people. If she doesn't get coaching, she will
continue to have issues with employees.
By retaining this employee, you are sending a message to everyone else in your organization that his behavior is acceptable.
If you have safety concerns, have an off-duty law enforcement officer present when the termination meeting takes place.
Whatever you do, do it quickly.

-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Insubordination - would you term?
_
Due to restructuring, there were some shifts where three programs moved under the oversight of an existing department (NFP, program serving people with developmental disabilities). The
supervisor in question now reports directly to an Asst Director, and has been giving her a hard time ever since. There are program changes (well, to be honest, just getting his program up to standard
with the rest of our programs as his former supervisor never held him accountable). She is directly training him, and has also provided him with a mentor. He is extremely resistant to all change,
constantly asking why he has to do something. He eventually will follow through, after the second or third request. When she asks him for something, she has documented that he has responded,
"I'm not sure what you want from me," "Is that all? Is there anything else?" "When I have time," "You've been telling me the same thing for weeks now, I'm doing my best," and "I'm going to get off
the phone now, I have things to do and you are keeping me from doing my work." It is hard to convey the tone in writing, but he speaks in a condescending tone and always uses her name, for
example, "Okay, Jane. Whatever you say, Jane. Is that all, Jane?"
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Last week, he received a written warning related to his failure to accurately document something within billing that resulted in a $1,900 loss. (Please note - AD did not address this ongoing
insubordination yet, which she should have). Since then, the first day he ceased all communication (did not respond to her greeting, did not respond to her discussion on an audit with her, did not
respond to her goodbye - literally looked her in the face with no response). Second day, he declined the invite for their weekly supervision meeting. He did not respond to her email asking why he
could not make the meeting, however, when her peer (another Asst Director) was in the program during the scheduled supervision time, he was wandering around the hallways drinking his morning
coffee, looking at bulletin boards the entire time. It appeared he had no justification to decline the meeting other than just being difficult.
When he did show up for the meeting (at a rescheduled time), his supervisor had another AD in the office in the background because she is now uncomfortable with him. She described his behavior
as disrespectful and dismissive, and she was shocked that he was comfortable speaking to his supervisor the way he did in front of her. When his supervisor informed him that people in his program
should be actively engaged and not sleeping, he ranted, "You want me to wake them up? I'll wake them up, I'll wake them all up!" When his supervisor tried to further to discuss to explain why this
was important, he cut her off and said "End of discussion, we are not talking about this anymore." She then told him he was being dismissive and bordering on insubordination, and he replied, "Yeah,
okay, can we move on? I have to leave in 15 minutes."
There is more, but you get the gist. None of this has ever been formally addressed with him, but we are at will, he is non-union. Would you term?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Insubordination - would you term?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:21 PM
Anonymous

_
Question for the Op: How long has this supervisor been reporting to the Asst. Director? You mentioned that there had been a change of leadership for this supervisor. I worry about those who are
assuming the Asst Director is slack in her management of this employee. My take was that the supervisor likely behaved like this all along but it took the change of management to show off the
supervisor's dark side. Thoughts?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:29
From: Sarah Davis
Subject: Insubordination - would you term?

I think I would have termed when he said "end of discussion". That would have been "end of employment" with me.
I'd terminate immediately. I'd also be speaking with that assistant director who has no backbone. She needs coaching about effectively managing people. If she doesn't get coaching, she will
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continue to have issues with employees.
By retaining this employee, you are sending a message to everyone else in your organization that his behavior is acceptable.
If you have safety concerns, have an off-duty law enforcement officer present when the termination meeting takes place.
Whatever you do, do it quickly.

-----------------------------Sarah Davis SPHR/SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Manager
Tampa FL
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Re: Insubordination - would you term?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 5:06 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes- my thoughts were that this guy is probably shocked every day he goes home with his job intact! He knows what he is doing. Your hesitation makes sense but it sounds like this is a special case
and termination is more than warranted.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Insubordination - would you term?
_
Due to restructuring, there were some shifts where three programs moved under the oversight of an existing department (NFP, program serving people with developmental disabilities). The
supervisor in question now reports directly to an Asst Director, and has been giving her a hard time ever since. There are program changes (well, to be honest, just getting his program up to standard
with the rest of our programs as his former supervisor never held him accountable). She is directly training him, and has also provided him with a mentor. He is extremely resistant to all change,
constantly asking why he has to do something. He eventually will follow through, after the second or third request. When she asks him for something, she has documented that he has responded,
"I'm not sure what you want from me," "Is that all? Is there anything else?" "When I have time," "You've been telling me the same thing for weeks now, I'm doing my best," and "I'm going to get off
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the phone now, I have things to do and you are keeping me from doing my work." It is hard to convey the tone in writing, but he speaks in a condescending tone and always uses her name, for
example, "Okay, Jane. Whatever you say, Jane. Is that all, Jane?"
Last week, he received a written warning related to his failure to accurately document something within billing that resulted in a $1,900 loss. (Please note - AD did not address this ongoing
insubordination yet, which she should have). Since then, the first day he ceased all communication (did not respond to her greeting, did not respond to her discussion on an audit with her, did not
respond to her goodbye - literally looked her in the face with no response). Second day, he declined the invite for their weekly supervision meeting. He did not respond to her email asking why he
could not make the meeting, however, when her peer (another Asst Director) was in the program during the scheduled supervision time, he was wandering around the hallways drinking his morning
coffee, looking at bulletin boards the entire time. It appeared he had no justification to decline the meeting other than just being difficult.
When he did show up for the meeting (at a rescheduled time), his supervisor had another AD in the office in the background because she is now uncomfortable with him. She described his behavior
as disrespectful and dismissive, and she was shocked that he was comfortable speaking to his supervisor the way he did in front of her. When his supervisor informed him that people in his program
should be actively engaged and not sleeping, he ranted, "You want me to wake them up? I'll wake them up, I'll wake them all up!" When his supervisor tried to further to discuss to explain why this
was important, he cut her off and said "End of discussion, we are not talking about this anymore." She then told him he was being dismissive and bordering on insubordination, and he replied, "Yeah,
okay, can we move on? I have to leave in 15 minutes."
There is more, but you get the gist. None of this has ever been formally addressed with him, but we are at will, he is non-union. Would you term?

top
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previous next
Re: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:57 PM
Valerie Bateman
That's exactly the issue. Want to make sure the employee knows that his/her work in US will be subject to laws of state in which s/he works and not PR, which has no at-will employment (outside of
probationary period) and does require severance, vacation, bonuses, etc. Are you thinking the offer letter can simply make that clear instead of entering into a detailed contract?
-----------------------------Valerie Bateman
Attorney
Forrest Firm
Chapel Hill NC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 14:36
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From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
Just write an offer letter then, and reference applicable US laws.
My guess is you won't be honoring the required vacation, bonus or severance clause either.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando

top

previous next

376.

Re: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:59 PM
Anonymous

_

Replace Puerto Rico with Colorado, and it's the same question.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 14:26

Actually that is not accurate. If it were, they people in Puerto Rico would be allowed to vote for president and Congress , Senate and will have someone speaking for them, solicit their vote etc. In
reality they are second class citizens.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 14:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
_
Replace Puerto Rico with Colorado, and it's the same question.
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 14:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
_
Does anyone have any employment contracts for employees from Puerto Rico coming to the US to work? I'm especially looking for contracts that deal with at-will employment status and choice of
law/choice of forum provisions.

top
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previous next
Re: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:12 PM
Anonymous

_
If this is at will employment, you shouldn't be writing up "employment contracts" anyway.
Montana has no at will employment too, but if we hire someone who's lived in Montana to work in North Dakota which has at will employment, we don't present them with a list telling them which
Montana laws don't apply to them. We're not hiring in Montana. The job is in North Dakota.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:56
From: Valerie Bateman
Subject: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
That's exactly the issue. Want to make sure the employee knows that his/her work in US will be subject to laws of state in which s/he works and not PR, which has no at-will employment (outside of
probationary period) and does require severance, vacation, bonuses, etc. Are you thinking the offer letter can simply make that clear instead of entering into a detailed contract?
-----------------------------Valerie Bateman
Attorney
Forrest Firm
Chapel Hill NC
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Re: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:19 PM
Anonymous

_
So she will be living and working in a State, not in PR?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:56
From: Valerie Bateman
Subject: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
That's exactly the issue. Want to make sure the employee knows that his/her work in US will be subject to laws of state in which s/he works and not PR, which has no at-will employment (outside of
probationary period) and does require severance, vacation, bonuses, etc. Are you thinking the offer letter can simply make that clear instead of entering into a detailed contract?
-----------------------------Valerie Bateman
Attorney
Forrest Firm
Chapel Hill NC
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Re: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 5:00 PM
Anonymous

_
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Hi OP,
My company has a sister company in PR- I've had many new employees from join my company over the last 6 months. You need to treat them as any other employee working in whatever state they
will be working in. You need to make it extremely clear in every pamphlet, handbook, offer letter, benefits outline, acknowledgement, etc. that they are no longer in a state/territory and nothing you
give them constitutes an employment contract (as long as they are working in an employment at will state). In my experience you're going to have a hard time explaining what employment at will is
to someone who has no concept of it.
If you could explain a little more why you're looking for employment contracts that would help us who are trying to respond.
And to the person who basically said PR has no voting rights- that's not true. They have the right to vote. In fact, every four years they have election day off in celebration of their right to vote.
What they don't have is a vote in the electoral college, which...is obviously problematic as the electoral college does the actual voting. But where you're very misguided is that you think your
electoral college representative from whatever state you live in HAS to vote the way the majority voted in the state they represent. That is quite false. Do they typically vote with the majority?
Yes. But they don't have to. And the majority vote in the US doesn't always win because of the electoral college, so technically your vote can very much be seen as just symbolic as well. Bye.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 14:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employment Contracts with Employees from Puerto Rico working in US
_
Does anyone have any employment contracts for employees from Puerto Rico coming to the US to work? I'm especially looking for contracts that deal with at-will employment status and choice of
law/choice of forum provisions.
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previous next
Re: Best way to prep for the SHRM-CP Certification
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:48 AM
Kristin Saba

Thank you!
-----------------------------Kristin Saba
Human Resources Administrator
Nextgen Technologies, Inc.
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Reply to Sender

Summerville SC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:15
From: Sarah Stulga
Subject: Best way to prep for the SHRM-CP Certification
Is the SHRM software their online learning module? I thought that it was helpful, especially the practice tests. What helped me the most though was enrolling in a prep course through a local
university. It's a lot of information to wade through on your own, especially if you have limited HR experience. For example my HR experience has always been in companies of about 200 and in an
HR department of 2, so I didn't have the perspective of working in a larger HR department to fall on for some of the more complex questions. That's where my instructor and fellow classmates were
the most helpful in understanding the right answers.
The class was expensive and I had to pay for it out of pocket, but I don't think I would have passed otherwise. I wouldn't have been disciplined enough to study on my own consistently, but that's just
me.
My bachelors degree is unrelated, but I had a Masters in HR, 3 years HR admin experience and about 2 years of generalist experience when I took the exam if that helps. The class was something like
February - May, and I took the exam in June. A year should be plenty of time! Best of luck!
-----------------------------Sarah Stulga SHRM-CP

top
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381.

Re: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:29 PM
Anonymous

_

OP, based on your updated post, I don't feel the employee was intentionally rude. It sounds like he was frustrated and not getting the help he needed--whether you were actually able to assist
him or not. He was probably at his heightened level of frustration when he came to you.
When it comes to benefits and money, even if its outsourced, employees don't see the distinction between you and the carrier/vendor. The employee lumps you all together, you are the face,
you need to fix it. He did what he was supposed to do, he called to get it resolved himself, he was not working and he wanted you to fix it.
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Anonymous, 03-27-2018 17:05

I agree with this assessment. The employee took the time to try to figure it out on his own but the vendor was quite frustrating. I think the employee was venting and had he come to me like that I
would have probably responded with "Oh I can see how frustrating that must be for you, and you're right, it's not acceptable that the vendor is giving you different answers. Let me take care of this for
you by following up with the vendor and I will get back to you as soon as possible." Often when you agree with them, it takes the wind out of their sails. Employees just want to know they have an
advocate for these kinds of things and I don't mind a little blowing off steam by them every now and then.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
OP, based on your updated post, I don't feel the employee was intentionally rude. It sounds like he was frustrated and not getting the help he needed--whether you were actually able to assist him or
not. He was probably at his heightened level of frustration when he came to you.
When it comes to benefits and money, even if its outsourced, employees don't see the distinction between you and the carrier/vendor. The employee lumps you all together, you are the face, you need
to fix it. He did what he was supposed to do, he called to get it resolved himself, he was not working and he wanted you to fix it.
I am not excusing his behavior but this is definitely not something I would go to a manager for. Infact the manager would probably say, what are you doing to help my employee?
Kudos to the employee for attempting to solve it himself.

The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number
to customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will
discuss these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it
resolved and each time was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 16:48

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
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The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number to
customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will discuss
these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it resolved and each time
was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week. Employees will typically come back to me to tell me the issue still hasn't been resolved and ask if I can escalate
it. This employee waited until 5pm on Friday to tell me he was still having the issue a week later and had spent several hours each day on hold with customer support (this is usually a 2min call and
they can tell them there were inadequate funds or that it was an ineligible item, something I can't see on my end). Well the last customer service person this individual spoke to told them their account
was inactive. The employee came to my desk and told me they had wasted countless hours doing work that matters, while I wasn't doing my job and pushed off my HR work that doesn't contribute
anything meaningful to the company on to them. They then demanded I fix the problem immediately (unfortunately I could escalate the case "immediately" to our account rep to tell them their
employee support people were not resolving this issue for the employee, but it was 5pm and they were closed for the weekend). I explained I was escalating it and expected a resolution on Monday
but wouldn't be able to get an immediate resolution because the vendor was closed for the weekend but then they went back to their desk and sent another email saying I forced them to spend
countless hours dealing with an HR issue instead and taking away from important company work instead of doing my "unimportant" job and was refusing to help them. They unloaded on me for 3
paragaraphs. They also copied me on an email to my boss accusing me of canceling their benefits. I have never had an employee react like this over this type of situation. This is usually an easy fix in
a few minutes with their customer service and I would never expect them to waste hours of their time figuring out why their card isn't working. Anyway, after I escalated the issue with customer
service to our rep, she had it fixed by the company within the first 30 minutes of the work day on Monday. For the record, we very rarely have issues with the FSA vendor (most of the issues are user
related and their CSRs will help the employee understand why they encountered an issue such as inadequate funds). I'm a DOO for hundreds of employees, so outsourcing allows me to focus on my
"meaningless work" while the vendor can help employees audit their balances and expenses for example. Sometimes we have people forget they even purchased something that left them with
inadequate funds and this was a big waste of internal resources doing the detective work on this.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If you have an employee who is very rude and unprofessional to HR (including insulting the profession and saying they do "real work" for the company), do you alert the manager to the incident?

top
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previous next
Re: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:12 PM
Anonymous

_
I didn't hear the "you b***" part. Our purchasing manager and company President heard it. I told them she could call me whatever she wanted as long as she can do her job correctly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:01
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
All she got was a write-up!! I would have stopped walking away and escorted her out the front door!!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If an employee was rude to another employee it wouldn't amount to a hill of beans. This is the same situation. I'm reading this post like you want to do something to this employee because you are
HR. No- you don't get to write them up just because you want to teach them to respect you. That's not the way it works.
My office administrator just yelled at me and created a huge disruption the other day because she thought the CEO e-mailing me direction to give her on a project was insulting (she reports to me).
She got written up because she was shouting at me in the middle of the office (creating a disruption- against company policy) because he didn't e-mail her directly, she refused to follow direction
from her supervisor (and her supervisors supervisor- the CEO), and for calling me a curse word when I walked away from our conversation ("Don't you dare walk away from me!" ...."you b***").
Do you see the difference?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If you have an employee who is very rude and unprofessional to HR (including insulting the profession and saying they do "real work" for the company), do you alert the manager to the incident?
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previous next
Re: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:41 PM
Anonymous

_
This is OP. That is almost identical to my response to the employee both when he came to me in-person and when he followed up with an e-mail tirade afterward.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_

OP, based on your updated post, I don't feel the employee was intentionally rude. It sounds like he was frustrated and not getting the help he needed--whether you were actually able to assist
him or not. He was probably at his heightened level of frustration when he came to you.
When it comes to benefits and money, even if its outsourced, employees don't see the distinction between you and the carrier/vendor. The employee lumps you all together, you are the face,
you need to fix it. He did what he was supposed to do, he called to get it resolved himself, he was not working and he wanted you to fix it.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 17:05

I agree with this assessment. The employee took the time to try to figure it out on his own but the vendor was quite frustrating. I think the employee was venting and had he come to me like that I
would have probably responded with "Oh I can see how frustrating that must be for you, and you're right, it's not acceptable that the vendor is giving you different answers. Let me take care of this for
you by following up with the vendor and I will get back to you as soon as possible." Often when you agree with them, it takes the wind out of their sails. Employees just want to know they have an
advocate for these kinds of things and I don't mind a little blowing off steam by them every now and then.
AJ
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
OP, based on your updated post, I don't feel the employee was intentionally rude. It sounds like he was frustrated and not getting the help he needed--whether you were actually able to assist him or
not. He was probably at his heightened level of frustration when he came to you.
When it comes to benefits and money, even if its outsourced, employees don't see the distinction between you and the carrier/vendor. The employee lumps you all together, you are the face, you need
to fix it. He did what he was supposed to do, he called to get it resolved himself, he was not working and he wanted you to fix it.
I am not excusing his behavior but this is definitely not something I would go to a manager for. Infact the manager would probably say, what are you doing to help my employee?
Kudos to the employee for attempting to solve it himself.

The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number
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to customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will
discuss these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it
resolved and each time was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 16:48

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number to
customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will discuss
these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it resolved and each time
was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week. Employees will typically come back to me to tell me the issue still hasn't been resolved and ask if I can escalate
it. This employee waited until 5pm on Friday to tell me he was still having the issue a week later and had spent several hours each day on hold with customer support (this is usually a 2min call and
they can tell them there were inadequate funds or that it was an ineligible item, something I can't see on my end). Well the last customer service person this individual spoke to told them their account
was inactive. The employee came to my desk and told me they had wasted countless hours doing work that matters, while I wasn't doing my job and pushed off my HR work that doesn't contribute
anything meaningful to the company on to them. They then demanded I fix the problem immediately (unfortunately I could escalate the case "immediately" to our account rep to tell them their
employee support people were not resolving this issue for the employee, but it was 5pm and they were closed for the weekend). I explained I was escalating it and expected a resolution on Monday
but wouldn't be able to get an immediate resolution because the vendor was closed for the weekend but then they went back to their desk and sent another email saying I forced them to spend
countless hours dealing with an HR issue instead and taking away from important company work instead of doing my "unimportant" job and was refusing to help them. They unloaded on me for 3
paragaraphs. They also copied me on an email to my boss accusing me of canceling their benefits. I have never had an employee react like this over this type of situation. This is usually an easy fix in
a few minutes with their customer service and I would never expect them to waste hours of their time figuring out why their card isn't working. Anyway, after I escalated the issue with customer
service to our rep, she had it fixed by the company within the first 30 minutes of the work day on Monday. For the record, we very rarely have issues with the FSA vendor (most of the issues are user
related and their CSRs will help the employee understand why they encountered an issue such as inadequate funds). I'm a DOO for hundreds of employees, so outsourcing allows me to focus on my
"meaningless work" while the vendor can help employees audit their balances and expenses for example. Sometimes we have people forget they even purchased something that left them with
inadequate funds and this was a big waste of internal resources doing the detective work on this.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If you have an employee who is very rude and unprofessional to HR (including insulting the profession and saying they do "real work" for the company), do you alert the manager to the incident?
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Re: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:36 PM
Anonymous
_

I didn't hear the "you b***" part. Our purchasing manager and company President heard it. I told them she could call me whatever she wanted as long as she can do her job correctly.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 14:12

The President heard it and because h/she did, she should have been terminated immediately. No, she can't call you whatever she wants.
To the OP - I'm taking the part out of your post that states what was said about the lack of value of HR, and then answering your question, because it clouded my judgement. If this EE's behavior
violates any policy (which I hope you have a Code of Conduct), write them up!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
I didn't hear the "you b***" part. Our purchasing manager and company President heard it. I told them she could call me whatever she wanted as long as she can do her job correctly.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
All she got was a write-up!! I would have stopped walking away and escorted her out the front door!!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If an employee was rude to another employee it wouldn't amount to a hill of beans. This is the same situation. I'm reading this post like you want to do something to this employee because you are
HR. No- you don't get to write them up just because you want to teach them to respect you. That's not the way it works.
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My office administrator just yelled at me and created a huge disruption the other day because she thought the CEO e-mailing me direction to give her on a project was insulting (she reports to me).
She got written up because she was shouting at me in the middle of the office (creating a disruption- against company policy) because he didn't e-mail her directly, she refused to follow direction
from her supervisor (and her supervisors supervisor- the CEO), and for calling me a curse word when I walked away from our conversation ("Don't you dare walk away from me!" ...."you b***").
Do you see the difference?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If you have an employee who is very rude and unprofessional to HR (including insulting the profession and saying they do "real work" for the company), do you alert the manager to the incident?
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Re: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:45 PM
Anonymous

_

So the employee used countless hours of company time on a personal problem...
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 17:15

So glad I'm not the only one who thought this!
I'm sorry, I don't care how upset he was, that type of behavior shouldn't be tolerated. It certainly wouldn't be in my work culture. You need to calm down and think things through before reacting. I've
had similar issues with EE's FSA cards and I will ask them the specifics and look online to see if anything stands out that could be causing the issue. Beyond that, I have no control either. I
understand the frustration of this EE, but once everyone is calmed down, I would be having a chat with him about his behavior. It is UNACCEPTABLE.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:15
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
So the employee used countless hours of company time on a personal problem...
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number to
customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will discuss
these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it resolved and each time
was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week. Employees will typically come back to me to tell me the issue still hasn't been resolved and ask if I can escalate
it. This employee waited until 5pm on Friday to tell me he was still having the issue a week later and had spent several hours each day on hold with customer support (this is usually a 2min call and
they can tell them there were inadequate funds or that it was an ineligible item, something I can't see on my end). Well the last customer service person this individual spoke to told them their account
was inactive. The employee came to my desk and told me they had wasted countless hours doing work that matters, while I wasn't doing my job and pushed off my HR work that doesn't contribute
anything meaningful to the company on to them. They then demanded I fix the problem immediately (unfortunately I could escalate the case "immediately" to our account rep to tell them their
employee support people were not resolving this issue for the employee, but it was 5pm and they were closed for the weekend). I explained I was escalating it and expected a resolution on Monday
but wouldn't be able to get an immediate resolution because the vendor was closed for the weekend but then they went back to their desk and sent another email saying I forced them to spend
countless hours dealing with an HR issue instead and taking away from important company work instead of doing my "unimportant" job and was refusing to help them. They unloaded on me for 3
paragaraphs. They also copied me on an email to my boss accusing me of canceling their benefits. I have never had an employee react like this over this type of situation. This is usually an easy fix in
a few minutes with their customer service and I would never expect them to waste hours of their time figuring out why their card isn't working. Anyway, after I escalated the issue with customer
service to our rep, she had it fixed by the company within the first 30 minutes of the work day on Monday. For the record, we very rarely have issues with the FSA vendor (most of the issues are user
related and their CSRs will help the employee understand why they encountered an issue such as inadequate funds). I'm a DOO for hundreds of employees, so outsourcing allows me to focus on my
"meaningless work" while the vendor can help employees audit their balances and expenses for example. Sometimes we have people forget they even purchased something that left them with
inadequate funds and this was a big waste of internal resources doing the detective work on this.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If you have an employee who is very rude and unprofessional to HR (including insulting the profession and saying they do "real work" for the company), do you alert the manager to the incident?

top
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previous next
Re: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 3:54 PM
Anonymous
_
What is it with employees and FSA accounts lately!?! I had an employee who was upset that his FSA card expired in Dec. and he didn't get a new card. Turns out, he moved but never told anyone.
Then he got mad at us (HR) for not telling him that if he moved he needed to tell us. Seriously, now we are supposed to be mind readers to know if an employee is going to move so we can tell them
they need to tell us?? It is noted in the handbook that if an employee moves they are to let HR know but I guess the handbook wasn't enough.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
This is OP. That is almost identical to my response to the employee both when he came to me in-person and when he followed up with an e-mail tirade afterward.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_

OP, based on your updated post, I don't feel the employee was intentionally rude. It sounds like he was frustrated and not getting the help he needed--whether you were actually able to assist
him or not. He was probably at his heightened level of frustration when he came to you.
When it comes to benefits and money, even if its outsourced, employees don't see the distinction between you and the carrier/vendor. The employee lumps you all together, you are the face,
you need to fix it. He did what he was supposed to do, he called to get it resolved himself, he was not working and he wanted you to fix it.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 17:05

I agree with this assessment. The employee took the time to try to figure it out on his own but the vendor was quite frustrating. I think the employee was venting and had he come to me like that I
would have probably responded with "Oh I can see how frustrating that must be for you, and you're right, it's not acceptable that the vendor is giving you different answers. Let me take care of this for
you by following up with the vendor and I will get back to you as soon as possible." Often when you agree with them, it takes the wind out of their sails. Employees just want to know they have an
advocate for these kinds of things and I don't mind a little blowing off steam by them every now and then.
AJ
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
OP, based on your updated post, I don't feel the employee was intentionally rude. It sounds like he was frustrated and not getting the help he needed--whether you were actually able to assist him or
not. He was probably at his heightened level of frustration when he came to you.
When it comes to benefits and money, even if its outsourced, employees don't see the distinction between you and the carrier/vendor. The employee lumps you all together, you are the face, you need
to fix it. He did what he was supposed to do, he called to get it resolved himself, he was not working and he wanted you to fix it.
I am not excusing his behavior but this is definitely not something I would go to a manager for. Infact the manager would probably say, what are you doing to help my employee?
Kudos to the employee for attempting to solve it himself.

The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number
to customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will
discuss these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it
resolved and each time was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 16:48

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number to
customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will discuss
these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it resolved and each time
was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week. Employees will typically come back to me to tell me the issue still hasn't been resolved and ask if I can escalate
it. This employee waited until 5pm on Friday to tell me he was still having the issue a week later and had spent several hours each day on hold with customer support (this is usually a 2min call and
they can tell them there were inadequate funds or that it was an ineligible item, something I can't see on my end). Well the last customer service person this individual spoke to told them their account
was inactive. The employee came to my desk and told me they had wasted countless hours doing work that matters, while I wasn't doing my job and pushed off my HR work that doesn't contribute
anything meaningful to the company on to them. They then demanded I fix the problem immediately (unfortunately I could escalate the case "immediately" to our account rep to tell them their
employee support people were not resolving this issue for the employee, but it was 5pm and they were closed for the weekend). I explained I was escalating it and expected a resolution on Monday
but wouldn't be able to get an immediate resolution because the vendor was closed for the weekend but then they went back to their desk and sent another email saying I forced them to spend
countless hours dealing with an HR issue instead and taking away from important company work instead of doing my "unimportant" job and was refusing to help them. They unloaded on me for 3
paragaraphs. They also copied me on an email to my boss accusing me of canceling their benefits. I have never had an employee react like this over this type of situation. This is usually an easy fix in
a few minutes with their customer service and I would never expect them to waste hours of their time figuring out why their card isn't working. Anyway, after I escalated the issue with customer
service to our rep, she had it fixed by the company within the first 30 minutes of the work day on Monday. For the record, we very rarely have issues with the FSA vendor (most of the issues are user
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related and their CSRs will help the employee understand why they encountered an issue such as inadequate funds). I'm a DOO for hundreds of employees, so outsourcing allows me to focus on my
"meaningless work" while the vendor can help employees audit their balances and expenses for example. Sometimes we have people forget they even purchased something that left them with
inadequate funds and this was a big waste of internal resources doing the detective work on this.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If you have an employee who is very rude and unprofessional to HR (including insulting the profession and saying they do "real work" for the company), do you alert the manager to the incident?

top
387.

previous next
Re: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:03 PM
Anonymous

_
I see this most frequently with taxes. The employee moves to a different state or a city with local tax without notifying HR and then gets furious with HR at tax filing time that they have a mess on
their hands. If you don't tell us you moved, how are we supposed to know?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
What is it with employees and FSA accounts lately!?! I had an employee who was upset that his FSA card expired in Dec. and he didn't get a new card. Turns out, he moved but never told anyone.
Then he got mad at us (HR) for not telling him that if he moved he needed to tell us. Seriously, now we are supposed to be mind readers to know if an employee is going to move so we can tell them
they need to tell us?? It is noted in the handbook that if an employee moves they are to let HR know but I guess the handbook wasn't enough.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
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_
This is OP. That is almost identical to my response to the employee both when he came to me in-person and when he followed up with an e-mail tirade afterward.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_

OP, based on your updated post, I don't feel the employee was intentionally rude. It sounds like he was frustrated and not getting the help he needed--whether you were actually able to assist
him or not. He was probably at his heightened level of frustration when he came to you.
When it comes to benefits and money, even if its outsourced, employees don't see the distinction between you and the carrier/vendor. The employee lumps you all together, you are the face,
you need to fix it. He did what he was supposed to do, he called to get it resolved himself, he was not working and he wanted you to fix it.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 17:05

I agree with this assessment. The employee took the time to try to figure it out on his own but the vendor was quite frustrating. I think the employee was venting and had he come to me like that I
would have probably responded with "Oh I can see how frustrating that must be for you, and you're right, it's not acceptable that the vendor is giving you different answers. Let me take care of this for
you by following up with the vendor and I will get back to you as soon as possible." Often when you agree with them, it takes the wind out of their sails. Employees just want to know they have an
advocate for these kinds of things and I don't mind a little blowing off steam by them every now and then.
AJ
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
OP, based on your updated post, I don't feel the employee was intentionally rude. It sounds like he was frustrated and not getting the help he needed--whether you were actually able to assist him or
not. He was probably at his heightened level of frustration when he came to you.
When it comes to benefits and money, even if its outsourced, employees don't see the distinction between you and the carrier/vendor. The employee lumps you all together, you are the face, you need
to fix it. He did what he was supposed to do, he called to get it resolved himself, he was not working and he wanted you to fix it.
I am not excusing his behavior but this is definitely not something I would go to a manager for. Infact the manager would probably say, what are you doing to help my employee?
Kudos to the employee for attempting to solve it himself.

The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number
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to customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will
discuss these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it
resolved and each time was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 16:48

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number to
customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will discuss
these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it resolved and each time
was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week. Employees will typically come back to me to tell me the issue still hasn't been resolved and ask if I can escalate
it. This employee waited until 5pm on Friday to tell me he was still having the issue a week later and had spent several hours each day on hold with customer support (this is usually a 2min call and
they can tell them there were inadequate funds or that it was an ineligible item, something I can't see on my end). Well the last customer service person this individual spoke to told them their account
was inactive. The employee came to my desk and told me they had wasted countless hours doing work that matters, while I wasn't doing my job and pushed off my HR work that doesn't contribute
anything meaningful to the company on to them. They then demanded I fix the problem immediately (unfortunately I could escalate the case "immediately" to our account rep to tell them their
employee support people were not resolving this issue for the employee, but it was 5pm and they were closed for the weekend). I explained I was escalating it and expected a resolution on Monday
but wouldn't be able to get an immediate resolution because the vendor was closed for the weekend but then they went back to their desk and sent another email saying I forced them to spend
countless hours dealing with an HR issue instead and taking away from important company work instead of doing my "unimportant" job and was refusing to help them. They unloaded on me for 3
paragaraphs. They also copied me on an email to my boss accusing me of canceling their benefits. I have never had an employee react like this over this type of situation. This is usually an easy fix in
a few minutes with their customer service and I would never expect them to waste hours of their time figuring out why their card isn't working. Anyway, after I escalated the issue with customer
service to our rep, she had it fixed by the company within the first 30 minutes of the work day on Monday. For the record, we very rarely have issues with the FSA vendor (most of the issues are user
related and their CSRs will help the employee understand why they encountered an issue such as inadequate funds). I'm a DOO for hundreds of employees, so outsourcing allows me to focus on my
"meaningless work" while the vendor can help employees audit their balances and expenses for example. Sometimes we have people forget they even purchased something that left them with
inadequate funds and this was a big waste of internal resources doing the detective work on this.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If you have an employee who is very rude and unprofessional to HR (including insulting the profession and saying they do "real work" for the company), do you alert the manager to the incident?
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:34 PM
Anonymous
_

This is OP. That is almost identical to my response to the employee both when he came to me in-person and when he followed up with an e-mail tirade afterward.
Anonymous, 03-28-2018 14:40

Good for you for handling it professionally and respectfully, regardless whether the employee needed to vent or not.
To other responders, I don't agree with perception that employee wasted work time for personal issue. There's definitely a cross-over when it is our benefit vendors and benefit program that isn't
working right.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
This is OP. That is almost identical to my response to the employee both when he came to me in-person and when he followed up with an e-mail tirade afterward.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 12:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_

OP, based on your updated post, I don't feel the employee was intentionally rude. It sounds like he was frustrated and not getting the help he needed--whether you were actually able to assist
him or not. He was probably at his heightened level of frustration when he came to you.
When it comes to benefits and money, even if its outsourced, employees don't see the distinction between you and the carrier/vendor. The employee lumps you all together, you are the face,
you need to fix it. He did what he was supposed to do, he called to get it resolved himself, he was not working and he wanted you to fix it.
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Anonymous, 03-27-2018 17:05

I agree with this assessment. The employee took the time to try to figure it out on his own but the vendor was quite frustrating. I think the employee was venting and had he come to me like that I
would have probably responded with "Oh I can see how frustrating that must be for you, and you're right, it's not acceptable that the vendor is giving you different answers. Let me take care of this for
you by following up with the vendor and I will get back to you as soon as possible." Often when you agree with them, it takes the wind out of their sails. Employees just want to know they have an
advocate for these kinds of things and I don't mind a little blowing off steam by them every now and then.
AJ
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
OP, based on your updated post, I don't feel the employee was intentionally rude. It sounds like he was frustrated and not getting the help he needed--whether you were actually able to assist him or
not. He was probably at his heightened level of frustration when he came to you.
When it comes to benefits and money, even if its outsourced, employees don't see the distinction between you and the carrier/vendor. The employee lumps you all together, you are the face, you need
to fix it. He did what he was supposed to do, he called to get it resolved himself, he was not working and he wanted you to fix it.
I am not excusing his behavior but this is definitely not something I would go to a manager for. Infact the manager would probably say, what are you doing to help my employee?
Kudos to the employee for attempting to solve it himself.

The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number
to customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will
discuss these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it
resolved and each time was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 16:48

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
The employee was having issues with their FSA account. The card wasn't working at the points of service the employee was attempting to use it at. I provided the employee with the number to
customer service for the FSA and told them I unfortunately don't have that level of insight to know why the card isn't working at a particular vendor but that the FSA customer support will discuss
these issues directly with the employee and should be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly. What I didn't know is that the employee had been calling every day to try to get it resolved and each time
was getting different responses but the card was not working. This went on for a week. Employees will typically come back to me to tell me the issue still hasn't been resolved and ask if I can escalate
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it. This employee waited until 5pm on Friday to tell me he was still having the issue a week later and had spent several hours each day on hold with customer support (this is usually a 2min call and
they can tell them there were inadequate funds or that it was an ineligible item, something I can't see on my end). Well the last customer service person this individual spoke to told them their account
was inactive. The employee came to my desk and told me they had wasted countless hours doing work that matters, while I wasn't doing my job and pushed off my HR work that doesn't contribute
anything meaningful to the company on to them. They then demanded I fix the problem immediately (unfortunately I could escalate the case "immediately" to our account rep to tell them their
employee support people were not resolving this issue for the employee, but it was 5pm and they were closed for the weekend). I explained I was escalating it and expected a resolution on Monday
but wouldn't be able to get an immediate resolution because the vendor was closed for the weekend but then they went back to their desk and sent another email saying I forced them to spend
countless hours dealing with an HR issue instead and taking away from important company work instead of doing my "unimportant" job and was refusing to help them. They unloaded on me for 3
paragaraphs. They also copied me on an email to my boss accusing me of canceling their benefits. I have never had an employee react like this over this type of situation. This is usually an easy fix in
a few minutes with their customer service and I would never expect them to waste hours of their time figuring out why their card isn't working. Anyway, after I escalated the issue with customer
service to our rep, she had it fixed by the company within the first 30 minutes of the work day on Monday. For the record, we very rarely have issues with the FSA vendor (most of the issues are user
related and their CSRs will help the employee understand why they encountered an issue such as inadequate funds). I'm a DOO for hundreds of employees, so outsourcing allows me to focus on my
"meaningless work" while the vendor can help employees audit their balances and expenses for example. Sometimes we have people forget they even purchased something that left them with
inadequate funds and this was a big waste of internal resources doing the detective work on this.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If you have an employee who is very rude and unprofessional to HR (including insulting the profession and saying they do "real work" for the company), do you alert the manager to the incident?

top
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previous next
Re: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 7:47 AM
Ann Ortego
He should not have gone in a tirade at a coworker but a little sympathy could go a long way in this case. Once it cools down, I'd try to have a conversation with him about it. Let him know to go to
you before it gets to the point where he gets to that level of frustration that he belittles your career choice and existence at the company and then move on. He'd had a bad day/week.
-----------------------------Ann Ortego
HR Generalist
Raleigh, NC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If you have an employee who is very rude and unprofessional to HR (including insulting the profession and saying they do "real work" for the company), do you alert the manager to the incident?

top
390.

previous next
Re: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 8:20 AM
Anonymous

_
"I told them she could call me whatever she wanted as long as she can do her job correctly."
I do not agree with this at all. It's enabling a toxic environment.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 14:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
I didn't hear the "you b***" part. Our purchasing manager and company President heard it. I told them she could call me whatever she wanted as long as she can do her job correctly.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
All she got was a write-up!! I would have stopped walking away and escorted her out the front door!!
Original Message:
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Sent: 03-27-2018 16:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If an employee was rude to another employee it wouldn't amount to a hill of beans. This is the same situation. I'm reading this post like you want to do something to this employee because you are
HR. No- you don't get to write them up just because you want to teach them to respect you. That's not the way it works.
My office administrator just yelled at me and created a huge disruption the other day because she thought the CEO e-mailing me direction to give her on a project was insulting (she reports to me).
She got written up because she was shouting at me in the middle of the office (creating a disruption- against company policy) because he didn't e-mail her directly, she refused to follow direction
from her supervisor (and her supervisors supervisor- the CEO), and for calling me a curse word when I walked away from our conversation ("Don't you dare walk away from me!" ...."you b***").
Do you see the difference?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rude to HR. Alert manager?
_
If you have an employee who is very rude and unprofessional to HR (including insulting the profession and saying they do "real work" for the company), do you alert the manager to the incident?

top
391.

previous next
Re: Best Gifts for 5/10/15 Year Anniversaries
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:53 PM
Anonymous

_
We have $ values for each milestone (it's minimal for us, i.e. 50 for 5, 100 for 10, 150 for 15, etc) but we ask them what they would like as their gift and we purchase it. The IRS changed the regs for
service gifts for 2018, so if you give them a gift card or anything not tangible, it's now taxable.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 16:06
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Best Gifts for 5/10/15 Year Anniversaries
_
OC TANNER
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Gifts for 5/10/15 Year Anniversaries
_
We have several employees that have either met or exceeded the 5/10/15 year milestone at our company but yet we have nothing in place to celebrate these employees. I want to begin celebrating
these accomplishments- 15 years at a company is nothing to scoff at. What are some appropriate gifts or ways to celebrate these employees to make sure they know they are appreciated and their
dedication does not go unnoticed? Obviously, the longer the tenure the bigger the gift. Does anybody have something like this in place or have any suggestions?

top
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previous next
Re: one felony and one pending on background check
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 1:31 PM
Ivor Dikkers
Your applicant is claiming the conviction will disappear and the pending charge is not him. That's fine, that's his right to do. However, you don't have to take his word for it. Maybe everything he says
is true, but the burden is on him to prove that's the case. Maybe his conviction is part of a deferred prosecution where the verdict will be dropped once he successfully meets the conditions. If that's
the case, he or his attorney should be able to provide paperwork for that. And even if that's the case, it sounds like he hasn't met the conditions yet, so the conviction currently stands.
If your applicant's identity was truly stolen, he can contest the information with the background check provider - under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, he has that right. Based on my own experiences
with that, the background check provider will tell your applicant that they used court records, and that the applicant therefore needs to contact the court to clear up any inaccuracies. If you applicant
can do so, the background check report should be updated to reflect the corrections, and then you should review your decision based on the new information you get.
Bottom line: it's possible (I'm not saying plausible) that your applicant speaks nothing but the truth. But regardless of truthfulness, it's up to your applicant to contest the supposed errors in the
background check report. If he can't do that, you can make your decisions based on the substance of the report you currently have.
-----------------------------Ivor Dikkers
Employment Services Assistant
UNC Wilmington
Wilmington NC
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 07:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: one felony and one pending on background check
_
â€‹
I called him and he said the felony from 2015 (file date) and disposition date is 2016 is supposed to come OFF his record this year as he was on a 3 year probation.
the pending felony he says he knows nothing about. He told me someone stole his identity years ago and maybe it is related to that (OMG really????)
I just want to make sure if we recind the offer we did our part right. I know there are parts of the EEO law that say we can not recind an offer on the pending felony because he has not been convicted.
On the one that is three years old it does say "court ordered program 3 years OR jail time"
Whatever we do we will likely run it past the company attorney.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 11:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: one felony and one pending on background check
_
was getting ready to hire someone and the background check came back with one felony a couple of years ago and one pending on background check both were drug related but he passed the drug
test.
How does the conversation go with the person we made the offer to ?

top
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previous next
Re: one felony and one pending on background check
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 7:38 AM
Ann Ortego
I personally don't like to hire with anything like that pending. If they have to go to jail, etc, we're back at square one hiring. I just tell them the hire is pending the outcome of the court case. If the
position is still available, we can talk then.
If you would hire him even if found guilty (per policy, etc), then you can move ahead.
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If you wouldn't, then go with the above and keep the recruiting train moving.
-----------------------------Ann Ortego
HR Generalist
Raleigh, NC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 11:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: one felony and one pending on background check
_
was getting ready to hire someone and the background check came back with one felony a couple of years ago and one pending on background check both were drug related but he passed the drug
test.
How does the conversation go with the person we made the offer to ?

top
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previous next
Re: Web-based Timekeeping Systems
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:32 PM
Shelly Edwards
â€‹
We use Payclock which is web-based but has an actual timeclock where employees clock in. They offer a punch card system, finger print system or facial recognition system. We use the facial
recognition which for the most part is great. I access the time punches online so I can modify them or process the payroll from anywhere.
-----------------------------Shelly Edwards
Office/HR Manager
Sycamore Precision, Inc.
Genoa IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 11:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Web-based Timekeeping Systems
_
We are looking for a new web-base Timekeeping system and interested in feedback. We currently use Timeforce (no Isolved) that is a web-based software with support. We pay roughly $350.00
Annually for support. They are no longer offering this product and the new product will be $2.50 per Ee, per month. We have roughly 100 users so our cost will go from $350 to $3,000!
We are not looking into an HRIS system or a new Payroll platform, but rather just the web-based time in/out system. If you have any feedback on software that works well for you, I would be very
interested.
Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Listing Employer on LinkedIn
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 8:39 AM
Anonymous

_
The company can set up a corporate LinkedIn account and list all the employees. However, that does not prevent the employee from personally posting what they want.
Number 3 has it heads on. Any new employees should go under your policy.
Some clients only work with companies of a specific number because they feel they can handle the work. For example, a fortune 500 company may not work with a small two person accounting Firm
because they don't think they can handle the work. The OP may be concerned with that.
As for the employee, what they are doing is falsifying information. While not illegal, listing that they work for the company when they don't is a problem. Twice I've had temps list that their employer
was my company instead of the temp agency. One had a car accident and I had several agencies, attorneys, etc., demanding employment records. I spent hours filling out forms noting that we were
not the employer of record. The other time a Secretary listed us as the employer, and I had tons of referral requests.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-27-2018 11:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Listing Employer on LinkedIn
_
I'm going to preface this post with the following - I recognize some will see this as a petty grievance and as employers our hands are often tied in regards to the behavior of our employees on social
media.
I work for a consulting firm that has employees (>400) working at client sites for long term engagements. Many of our employees are listing the client as their employer on LinkedIn instead of our
company. This is a particular issue among employees consulting at our largest client (Fortune 500 company). The problem for us arises when we respond to RFPs we're listing our company size as
400 employees. However, a potential client goes on LinkedIn and sees a company half that size.
We've reached out to employees and asked them to change their employer on LinkedIn from the client to us, their actual employer. However, that's not yielded a lot success. In fact, some of the
employees have flat out refused. Many of our employees came to us from the client site when we acquired the contract. They had a chance to leave their old job or continue the same job with us
(same pay, PTO, no lapse in benefits). Many were reluctant to do this but transferred any way. We're not blind to the fact that many of these employees are simply being stubborn. On the other hand, I
can see the attraction of having a Fortune 500 company on your resume/LinkedIn profile. However, they're no longer employees of that specific Fortune 500 company.
We'd like to be as accurately represented online as possible, as there are business implications. If anyone has advice, an example of a policy, or if you've encountered something similar and are
willing to share, I would be most appreciative.

top

previous next

396.

Re: Payroll
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:30 AM
Anonymous

_

The employer is responsible for knowing, and paying, the hours all employees have worked during the pay period.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 14:45

So, we're supposed to be psychic now, too? It's the employee's responsibility to submit timesheets with their hours worked. This is a disciplinary issue that his manager needs to address. In the
meantime, you pay him 8 hrs for each work day in the pay period and make adjustments on the next pay. Always document on the timesheet when it was received to justify any discrepancies. I would
also attach any emails that you sent requesting his timesheet.
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I feel your pain, I dealt with this for a long time with engineers.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 14:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
The employer is responsible for knowing, and paying, the hours all employees have worked during the pay period.
FLSA
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
I'm new to payroll and need help. A non-exempt employee did not complete his timecard despite numerous reminders. Now, payroll is ready to be processed and the employee finally responds with
his hours. Do I delay payroll for the whole organization in order to pay this employee or can I ask him to wait until the next pay date? Are there any Illinois laws I need to be aware of? Thanks.

top
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previous next
Re: Payroll
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:51 AM
Anonymous

_
Actually, it IS the employers responsibility to know when it "suffers or permits" and employee to work.
Not completing time sheets is a disciplinary issue.
Not paying for when an employee worked is a FLSA violation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_

The employer is responsible for knowing, and paying, the hours all employees have worked during the pay period.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 14:45

So, we're supposed to be psychic now, too? It's the employee's responsibility to submit timesheets with their hours worked. This is a disciplinary issue that his manager needs to address. In the
meantime, you pay him 8 hrs for each work day in the pay period and make adjustments on the next pay. Always document on the timesheet when it was received to justify any discrepancies. I would
also attach any emails that you sent requesting his timesheet.
I feel your pain, I dealt with this for a long time with engineers.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 14:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
The employer is responsible for knowing, and paying, the hours all employees have worked during the pay period.
FLSA
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
I'm new to payroll and need help. A non-exempt employee did not complete his timecard despite numerous reminders. Now, payroll is ready to be processed and the employee finally responds with
his hours. Do I delay payroll for the whole organization in order to pay this employee or can I ask him to wait until the next pay date? Are there any Illinois laws I need to be aware of? Thanks.
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previous next
Re: Payroll
Reply to Group
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Mar 29, 2018 10:48 AM
Anonymous
_

The employer is responsible for knowing, and paying, the hours all employees have worked during the pay period.
Anonymous, 03-29-2018 09:50

Actually, it IS the employers responsibility to know when it "suffers or permits" and employee to work.
Anonymous, 03-29-2018 09:50

There's a difference between these 2 statements. Of course the ER would know WHEN the EE worked, but we cannot necessarily know the total of hours worked. This is why I indicated paying them
the minimum for each day in the pay period, and make any adjustments needed on the next payroll.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
Actually, it IS the employers responsibility to know when it "suffers or permits" and employee to work.
Not completing time sheets is a disciplinary issue.
Not paying for when an employee worked is a FLSA violation.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
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The employer is responsible for knowing, and paying, the hours all employees have worked during the pay period.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 14:45

So, we're supposed to be psychic now, too? It's the employee's responsibility to submit timesheets with their hours worked. This is a disciplinary issue that his manager needs to address. In the
meantime, you pay him 8 hrs for each work day in the pay period and make adjustments on the next pay. Always document on the timesheet when it was received to justify any discrepancies. I would
also attach any emails that you sent requesting his timesheet.
I feel your pain, I dealt with this for a long time with engineers.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 14:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
The employer is responsible for knowing, and paying, the hours all employees have worked during the pay period.
FLSA
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
I'm new to payroll and need help. A non-exempt employee did not complete his timecard despite numerous reminders. Now, payroll is ready to be processed and the employee finally responds with
his hours. Do I delay payroll for the whole organization in order to pay this employee or can I ask him to wait until the next pay date? Are there any Illinois laws I need to be aware of? Thanks.
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previous next
Re: Payroll
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:50 AM
Anonymous

_
The company is indeed responsible for knowing the hours worked when it "suffered or permitted" an employee to work.
Not just the day or the shift. The actual hours. And yes, even for remote employees.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 10:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_

The employer is responsible for knowing, and paying, the hours all employees have worked during the pay period.
Anonymous, 03-29-2018 09:50

Actually, it IS the employers responsibility to know when it "suffers or permits" and employee to work.
Anonymous, 03-29-2018 09:50

There's a difference between these 2 statements. Of course the ER would know WHEN the EE worked, but we cannot necessarily know the total of hours worked. This is why I indicated paying them
the minimum for each day in the pay period, and make any adjustments needed on the next payroll.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
Actually, it IS the employers responsibility to know when it "suffers or permits" and employee to work.
Not completing time sheets is a disciplinary issue.
Not paying for when an employee worked is a FLSA violation.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
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The employer is responsible for knowing, and paying, the hours all employees have worked during the pay period.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 14:45

So, we're supposed to be psychic now, too? It's the employee's responsibility to submit timesheets with their hours worked. This is a disciplinary issue that his manager needs to address. In the
meantime, you pay him 8 hrs for each work day in the pay period and make adjustments on the next pay. Always document on the timesheet when it was received to justify any discrepancies. I would
also attach any emails that you sent requesting his timesheet.
I feel your pain, I dealt with this for a long time with engineers.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 14:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
The employer is responsible for knowing, and paying, the hours all employees have worked during the pay period.
FLSA
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 10:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll
_
I'm new to payroll and need help. A non-exempt employee did not complete his timecard despite numerous reminders. Now, payroll is ready to be processed and the employee finally responds with
his hours. Do I delay payroll for the whole organization in order to pay this employee or can I ask him to wait until the next pay date? Are there any Illinois laws I need to be aware of? Thanks.

top
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previous next
Re: WWYD- Gift Card from Candidate
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:06 PM
Anonymous

_
I can't see why either of these scenarios would be inappropriate. A thank-you gift to a colleague isn't bribery. It's just good manners . . . right?
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"I had an employee send me flowers for helping with the life insurance policy in the death of their spouse. I didn't return it. Sometimes in cases like this, people just want to do something nice, and it
helps them feel good too. I wouldn't have returned the gift card."
had employee attempt to give me a Starbuck's gift card as a result of helping her with a convoluted insurance claim. Naturally, I explained that I was simply doing my job and couldn't accept
it.
Michael Smith, 03-27-2018 15:25

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 08:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD- Gift Card from Candidate
_
I had an employee send me flowers for helping with the life insurance policy in the death of their spouse. I didn't return it. Sometimes in cases like this, people just want to do something nice, and it
helps them feel good too. I wouldn't have returned the gift card.
had employee attempt to give me a Starbuck's gift card as a result of helping her with a convoluted insurance claim. Naturally, I explained that I was simply doing my job and couldn't accept
it.
Michael Smith, 03-27-2018 15:25

â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 15:25
From: Michael Smith
Subject: WWYD- Gift Card from Candidate
â€‹
I had employee attempt to give me a Starbuck's gift card as a result of helping her with a convoluted insurance claim. Naturally, I explained that I was simply doing my job and couldn't accept it.
I wouldn't blame any candidate for thinking outside the box (within reason) to obtain a job offer. Just return it and move on.
-----------------------------Michael Smith
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 10:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD- Gift Card from Candidate
_
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What would you do?
Candidate mailed $5 gift card and hand written note saying "thanks for taking the time to talk to me" to recruiter after phone screen.
Would you:
A.) Buy yourself some Starbucks
B.) Mail the gift card back
C.) Give the gift card away

top
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401.

Re: Sexual Orientation
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 2:36 PM
Anonymous

_

They are also asking if there are benchmarks for sexual orientation and gender identity so we can see how our organization stacks up to help change our companies narrative on public
perception.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 12:22

Tell them nobody has been dumb enough to ask so far. I realize this is an advocacy organization for LGBT individuals. What they are asking for is a "reverse" discrimination law suit form some
"Christian" "Straight" person who is going to claim they were shunned and demeaned.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 12:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sexual Orientation
_

Management has already been provided a report that consisted of EEO categories, race and gender identity but wishes to add sexual orientation. They are also asking if there are benchmarks for
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sexual orientation and gender identity so we can see how our organization stacks up to help change our companies narrative on public perception.

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 09:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sexual Orientation
_
I personally wouldn't do it.
There is no legal reason too, like with EEO reporting.
What is the purpose? Looking at it as an outsider, it seems to be only for discriminatory purposes. I can't see a reasonable reason why you would.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 20:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sexual Orientation
_
Our President wants HR to start tracking employee sexual orientation. Are we legally allowed to ask this? I work for a LGBTQ Advocacy company.

top
402.

previous next
Re: IVF Medical Benefits
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:05 PM
Monica Rudolph

Would you be willing to provide me with more information?
-----------------------------Monica Rudolph
Human Resources Generalist
Williams Scotsman
Baltimore MD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: IVF Medical Benefits
_
We added infertility to one of our three plans a few years back after alot of requests for it. While it is expensive, since it's only on one plan so it doesn't impact everyone with a higher premium costs.
It has worked well for us & we have new babies to show for it! It doesn't cover 100% but up to $30K after deductible I believe. We are digital media company with between 175-200 employees.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 17:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: IVF Medical Benefits
_
Never offered. Always excluded.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 15:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: IVF Medical Benefits
_
I have always seen IVF listed as an exclusion in the SPD.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 18:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: IVF Medical Benefits
_
Hi,
This my first time working on a proposal for a medical benefits and I would greatly appreciate some help. I am working on a proposal of IVF benefits. If you could please reply back with the
following information, and also let me know if you are open to answering addition question I may have.
Rather you feel your company has a good IVF plan, and if you could change anything what would you change?
Industry your company is in
How much the plan pay towards each aspect of IVF treatment that is covered
Details on what exactly is covered under your company medical plan for IVF
If you could e-mail me, or just copy & past information related to what is covered, I do not need to know the name of your company if you do not feel comfortable sharing.
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403.

Re: How do you manage sabbatical leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 9:55 AM
Anonymous

_

We allow three months' sabbatical leave every three years -- my 3-month sabbatical will be this year. Full pay and benefits. Vacation can be added to extend the time away.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 19:13

1) WHAT?!?!
2) What industry is your company in?
3) Are you in the US?
4) Can you send me an application?
5) WHAT?!?!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 19:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you manage sabbatical leave?
_
We allow three months' sabbatical leave every three years -- my 3-month sabbatical will be this year. Full pay and benefits. Vacation can be added to extend the time away.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 15:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you manage sabbatical leave?
_
In January of this year we had an EE ask our company president for a 12 week sabbatical to lead a backpacking trip. We have no sabbatical policy: no one else has ever taken sabbatical leave and it
is not something we offer. We are a boutique consulting firm and this EE's role is very important for the client project. The president said no. He said that he was welcome to exhaust his PTO and
do a partial trip, but that we could not accommodate this request and don't want to set a precedent either. EE was bummed, but seemed to accept it and move on.
Fast forward to today, this EE's manager CC'd me on an email which is basically the itinerary of the backpacking trip. I called the manager to see what was going on and he said that he met with EE
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this morning, during which time EE told manager he accepted the trip and would be going. He basically said that if this means he loses his job then unfortunately he will be parting ways. As a result,
manager has approved the sabbatical. President is out on vacation now, so I won't be able to fill him in on this until Monday. Why EE didn't go right to manager initially is beyond me, but this is the
situation we are in now. I told manager I would have to get back to him once president is in town. I told him not to make any further plans or promises to this EE until then. I'm not sure what else I
could do about this. I certainly don't want to interrupt president's vacation to run this by him. (The trip doesn't begin for 6 weeks.)
The manager has asked me to determine what we need to do to put someone on sabbatical leave. I have actually never worked anywhere that allowed for this. I initially suggested that if we move
forward with this, we term him and he may reapply when the trip concludes. Manager doesn't want to do this, he is afraid we could lose him. Okay, so second thought is he needs to use up his PTO
and the rest is unpaid. He would have to cut us a check for his benefit premiums and will not accrue PTO during this time. Are there other items I need to consider? How do you handle
sabbatical leave? I want to get all ducks in a row so I can lay out all options on the table for president. Knowing the relationship between this manager and president, the president will go along
with his decision with little issue. Personally I am pretty ticked off because EE told manager that president told him no, but manager approved this any way. I would have preferred he just accept
this as resignation and allow him to reapply after the trip. Or say "let me talk with president and get back to you" at least... I'm sorry this is so long, but I figured I would give all the details now vs.
piece by piece as I see sometimes.
PS, we are in Ohio.
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404.

Re: How do you manage sabbatical leave?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 29, 2018 10:05 AM
Ivette Dupuis
I think unnecessary work for all parties.
P.S. My son just went through this, he was told he would need to resign and 'reapply' for his job when he got back from his three week trip to South America. Just 'policy and procedure.' It sounds
like a pretty stupid (inefficient and silly) policy and procedure to me.
I would have preferred he just accept this as resignation and allow him to reapply after the trip.
Anonymous, 03-26-2018 15:41

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 15:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you manage sabbatical leave?
_
In January of this year we had an EE ask our company president for a 12 week sabbatical to lead a backpacking trip. We have no sabbatical policy: no one else has ever taken sabbatical leave and it
is not something we offer. We are a boutique consulting firm and this EE's role is very important for the client project. The president said no. He said that he was welcome to exhaust his PTO and
do a partial trip, but that we could not accommodate this request and don't want to set a precedent either. EE was bummed, but seemed to accept it and move on.
Fast forward to today, this EE's manager CC'd me on an email which is basically the itinerary of the backpacking trip. I called the manager to see what was going on and he said that he met with EE
this morning, during which time EE told manager he accepted the trip and would be going. He basically said that if this means he loses his job then unfortunately he will be parting ways. As a result,
manager has approved the sabbatical. President is out on vacation now, so I won't be able to fill him in on this until Monday. Why EE didn't go right to manager initially is beyond me, but this is the
situation we are in now. I told manager I would have to get back to him once president is in town. I told him not to make any further plans or promises to this EE until then. I'm not sure what else I
could do about this. I certainly don't want to interrupt president's vacation to run this by him. (The trip doesn't begin for 6 weeks.)
The manager has asked me to determine what we need to do to put someone on sabbatical leave. I have actually never worked anywhere that allowed for this. I initially suggested that if we move
forward with this, we term him and he may reapply when the trip concludes. Manager doesn't want to do this, he is afraid we could lose him. Okay, so second thought is he needs to use up his PTO
and the rest is unpaid. He would have to cut us a check for his benefit premiums and will not accrue PTO during this time. Are there other items I need to consider? How do you handle
sabbatical leave? I want to get all ducks in a row so I can lay out all options on the table for president. Knowing the relationship between this manager and president, the president will go along
with his decision with little issue. Personally I am pretty ticked off because EE told manager that president told him no, but manager approved this any way. I would have preferred he just accept
this as resignation and allow him to reapply after the trip. Or say "let me talk with president and get back to you" at least... I'm sorry this is so long, but I figured I would give all the details now vs.
piece by piece as I see sometimes.
PS, we are in Ohio.
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405.

Re: How do you manage sabbatical leave?
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:21 AM
Anonymous

_
Ditto
1) WHAT?!?!
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2) What industry is your company in?
3) Are you in the US?
4) Can you send me an application?
5) WHAT?!?!
Anonymous, 03-29-2018 09:54

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-29-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you manage sabbatical leave?
_

We allow three months' sabbatical leave every three years -- my 3-month sabbatical will be this year. Full pay and benefits. Vacation can be added to extend the time away.
Anonymous, 03-27-2018 19:13

1) WHAT?!?!
2) What industry is your company in?
3) Are you in the US?
4) Can you send me an application?
5) WHAT?!?!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 19:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you manage sabbatical leave?
_
We allow three months' sabbatical leave every three years -- my 3-month sabbatical will be this year. Full pay and benefits. Vacation can be added to extend the time away.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 15:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: How do you manage sabbatical leave?
_
In January of this year we had an EE ask our company president for a 12 week sabbatical to lead a backpacking trip. We have no sabbatical policy: no one else has ever taken sabbatical leave and it
is not something we offer. We are a boutique consulting firm and this EE's role is very important for the client project. The president said no. He said that he was welcome to exhaust his PTO and
do a partial trip, but that we could not accommodate this request and don't want to set a precedent either. EE was bummed, but seemed to accept it and move on.
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Fast forward to today, this EE's manager CC'd me on an email which is basically the itinerary of the backpacking trip. I called the manager to see what was going on and he said that he met with EE
this morning, during which time EE told manager he accepted the trip and would be going. He basically said that if this means he loses his job then unfortunately he will be parting ways. As a result,
manager has approved the sabbatical. President is out on vacation now, so I won't be able to fill him in on this until Monday. Why EE didn't go right to manager initially is beyond me, but this is the
situation we are in now. I told manager I would have to get back to him once president is in town. I told him not to make any further plans or promises to this EE until then. I'm not sure what else I
could do about this. I certainly don't want to interrupt president's vacation to run this by him. (The trip doesn't begin for 6 weeks.)
The manager has asked me to determine what we need to do to put someone on sabbatical leave. I have actually never worked anywhere that allowed for this. I initially suggested that if we move
forward with this, we term him and he may reapply when the trip concludes. Manager doesn't want to do this, he is afraid we could lose him. Okay, so second thought is he needs to use up his PTO
and the rest is unpaid. He would have to cut us a check for his benefit premiums and will not accrue PTO during this time. Are there other items I need to consider? How do you handle
sabbatical leave? I want to get all ducks in a row so I can lay out all options on the table for president. Knowing the relationship between this manager and president, the president will go along
with his decision with little issue. Personally I am pretty ticked off because EE told manager that president told him no, but manager approved this any way. I would have preferred he just accept
this as resignation and allow him to reapply after the trip. Or say "let me talk with president and get back to you" at least... I'm sorry this is so long, but I figured I would give all the details now vs.
piece by piece as I see sometimes.
PS, we are in Ohio.

top
406.

previous next
Re: Good Friday religious accommodation
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:01 PM
Stacey Gallup

I just want to point out that Good Friday is a banking holiday on the NYSE, so many financial institutions are closed that day. Not that this matters to the original concern.
-----------------------------Stacey Gallup
Admin & HR Specialist
Virginia Distillery Company
Lovingston VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 14:49
From: Renee Shiraishi
Subject: Good Friday religious accommodation
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I'm a little concerned by the posters who point out that Good Friday isn't a federal holiday
Betty Mullen, 03-27-2018 14:32

I am one of those posters. There is a huge difference in asking for a different pay date and other types of requests for religious accommodations. If the employee was asking for the day off, a few
hours off to attend church, or something along those lines, the idea of the federal holiday wouldn't even come into consideration. My point in bringing up the federal holiday was to illustrate that the
only changes we make to our pay dates are based on federal holidays - because the banks are closed. So I'm not concerned by the posters who point out that Good Friday isn't a federal holiday
because I'm giving them the benefit of the doubt that they know how to apply the law.
-----------------------------Renee SHRM-SCP

top

previous next

407.

Re: Good Friday religious accommodation
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:05 PM
Anonymous

_
Good Frodau not a federal banking holiday, banks are open. The stock market closures are not the same as banking holidays.

I just want to point out that Good Friday is a banking holiday on the NYSE, so many financial institutions are closed that day. Not that this matters to the original concern.
Stacey Gallup, 03-28-2018 15:00

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:00
From: Stacey Gallup
Subject: Good Friday religious accommodation
I just want to point out that Good Friday is a banking holiday on the NYSE, so many financial institutions are closed that day. Not that this matters to the original concern.
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-----------------------------Stacey Gallup
Admin & HR Specialist
Virginia Distillery Company
Lovingston VA
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Re: Good Friday religious accommodation
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:10 PM
Anonymous

_
Good Lord (haha) I would not accommodate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 14:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Good Friday religious accommodation
_
An employee requested a paycheck advance since our pay day is this Friday, March 30. We said no and then he said Friday is Good Friday and he does not want to be paid on the religious holiday.
Do we have to accommodate?
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Re: Good Friday religious accommodation
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:24 PM
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Melanie Veal
Be it simple as unchecking a box if checks are direct deposit comes the complexity of issuing a live check which makes the request unreasonable for some agencies and by the way i'm another who
made mention of Good Friday and not recognized as a Federal holiday and I still would not accommodate the request more so now that I re-read the original posters question. He first asked for an
advance and only after did he state he did not desire to be paid on a religious holiday. Did the employee ask the same last year, all other years. If not why is this year different? Good Friday doesn't
change the day of the week just the date - perhaps payday didn't fall on Good Friday last year but at some point if the employee has been there long enough I'm sure it has so has he made the request
before? And if the poster makes the accommodation I can guarantee next year if Good Friday falls on payday next year more request will be made as a precedence was set. Trust and believe we must
accommodate employees as best as possible when it comes to religious beliefs without infringing on moral standards but we can't be ignorant either to the fact that there are some employees who will
try the religious accommodation angle if they can. Not to say this employee is doing such - but who hasnt had an employee who can play the game(s).
-----------------------------Melanie Veal
Human Resources Director
Hamilton OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 18:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Good Friday religious accommodation
_
I work for a large church. Our payday is this Friday, Good Friday. We have no issues from anyone about what day they are being paid. I am curious what faith denomination the employee is to make
such a request. If it truly is in conflict with their
faith denomination then I would I would find a way to accommodate this individual.

Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 14:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Good Friday religious accommodation
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_
An employee requested a paycheck advance since our pay day is this Friday, March 30. We said no and then he said Friday is Good Friday and he does not want to be paid on the religious holiday.
Do we have to accommodate?

top

previous next

410.

Re: Good Friday religious accommodation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 3:55 PM
Roberta Weingarten

I'm a little concerned by the posters who point out that Good Friday isn't a federal holiday
Betty Mullen, 03-27-2018 14:32

I think the point is that because banks are open, there's no reason to change a pay date. In every company I've ever worked for, since I was a teenager, pay dates only got changed if the regular
payday fell on a federal holiday.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-27-2018 14:32
From: Betty Mullen
Subject: Good Friday religious accommodation
I'm a little concerned by the posters who point out that Good Friday isn't a federal holiday, or expect an employee to point out where in their belief system it says they can't be paid on Good Friday.
The law has been made very clear that it doesn't have to be an "official" belief of the religion, just a sincerely held religious belief to require an accommodation.
That said, I would not accommodate this. If the employee does truly have a religious concern on this issue, he can instruct his bank to hold the payment and not deposit it until the following day. Or
the company can cut a check and hold it for him until Monday. An advance on pay is technically a loan from the employer, and I would not consider making a loan to an employee a reasonable
accommodation, regardless of how short or long the time period is.
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-----------------------------Betty Mullen SHRM-CP
Artizen Staffing
Santa Rosa CA
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Re: Good Friday religious accommodation
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:06 PM
Anonymous

_
Religious accommodation is my least favorite request and hence, I only do the bare minimum I have to. I try to be human, empathetic etc. Asking me that i have to jump through hoops so you could
go to heaven is annoying and I refuse to participate whenever I can.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 14:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Good Friday religious accommodation
_
An employee requested a paycheck advance since our pay day is this Friday, March 30. We said no and then he said Friday is Good Friday and he does not want to be paid on the religious holiday.
Do we have to accommodate?
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previous next
Re: Do career fairs work?
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:30 PM
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Kate Palmquist
Agreed on the post-work meetings/events. Great way to meet those in the industry. I also have had success reaching out to our employees who may have friends in the industry. I let them know that
either they can reach out to the peer, or I can pretend to poach them from LinkedIn, without their name associated. They would still be awarded the referral fee. Good luck!
-----------------------------Kate
HRBP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 10:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do career fairs work?
_
For entry level, then yes. For experienced, I think they are a waste of time. Try user group meetings instead. In my city we have a bunch of tech user groups that meet up in the evenings. We have
met some awesome candidates this way. The good ones aren't on the market, but we have effectively "poached" some folks from other companies via networking at these events.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 13:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do career fairs work?
_
Do you find career fairs work for hiring engineers? The only career fair we've attended for recruiting purposes yielded no quality candidates.
What about Alumni Career Fairs? We often need experienced engineers, so going to a career fair with brand new graduates also seems to miss the mark. I wonder if Alumni Career Fairs would be a
better resource for experienced engineers.
I have a Program Manager high on the idea of going to 4 or 5 upcoming career fairs, with the cost of registration, traveling, and their time (two engineers combined are making over $180/hour in
pay), I'm not sure this is the best use of the $10K per year recruiting budget. I would love feedback and suggestions on career fairs.
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Re: Do career fairs work?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 12:58 PM
Rachel Kahanec
â€‹
If they have program specific then I truly think careers fairs are great! I've only gone to one that was a general fair and it was the WORST. We've had a lot of success hiring just out of college
(recruiting at Accountancy fairs), and I always make a point to introduce myself to professors. Every once in a while an alum will reach out to their favorite professor when looking for something
new and I get a free referral!
-----------------------------Rachel Kahanec
HR manager
Eder, Casella & Co.
McHenry IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 13:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do career fairs work?
_
Do you find career fairs work for hiring engineers? The only career fair we've attended for recruiting purposes yielded no quality candidates.
What about Alumni Career Fairs? We often need experienced engineers, so going to a career fair with brand new graduates also seems to miss the mark. I wonder if Alumni Career Fairs would be a
better resource for experienced engineers.
I have a Program Manager high on the idea of going to 4 or 5 upcoming career fairs, with the cost of registration, traveling, and their time (two engineers combined are making over $180/hour in
pay), I'm not sure this is the best use of the $10K per year recruiting budget. I would love feedback and suggestions on career fairs.
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Re: Bereavement Leave
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:20 PM
Anonymous
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_
PTO for bereavement leave bewilders me. I really think it is seriously flawed. For example...if my mother, who I haven't spoken to for 20 years dies, I get 3 days off with pay. However, if a friend
of the family, who raised me in the absence of my mother, and who I am closer to than any person on Earth dies, I get zero days paid time off. The whole system is flawed and I've struggled to wrap
my head around how to fairly offer bereavement leave.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-26-2018 12:17
From: Valerie Waller
Subject: Bereavement Leave
Good Morning, I work for a national retail construction company with only 30 employees. One of our job site supervisors father passed away, they live in Texas. I just realized that there is no
bereavement leave in our employee handbook (i'm in the process of updating it now). I'm in NJ and NJ doesn't have bereavement leave. Does anyone know what the average is? I was in Non profit
for 14 years before here and don't have a comparison. I'm trying to pull this from memory.
Immediate family 5 days - mother/father, step mother/father, brother, sister, step children, adopted family
Extended family 3 days - Grandparents, parent in-laws, aunts, uncles
Other 1 day - Brother/sister in law, cousin,
Does this sound right?

-----------------------------Valerie Waller
HR/Bookkeeper
James Agresta Carpentry Inc
Hackensack NJ
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:19 PM
Janice Lane

LOL! Very True - but I don't want to scar them or drive them to drinking like the rest of us...
-----------------------------Janice Lane SHRM-CP
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 14:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
_
You should just get them to read some of these posts about crazy helicopter mothers, crazy jealous wife/gfs, abusive/stoker husband/bfs. It doesn't cost a penny!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 13:35
From: Janice Lane
Subject: Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
Hi All,
Looking for some fun ideas to incorporate at work for National Laugh at Work Week that are inexpensive. If any of you have incorporated this in the workplace for this celebration, I'd love to hear
what you did.
Thanks in advance!
-----------------------------Janice Lane SHRM-CP
------------------------------
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Re: Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:19 PM
Janice Lane

OK yes, good idea :)
-----------------------------Janice Lane SHRM-CP
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 14:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
_
You can find tons of silly, SFW jokes out there and you could send one out each morning or something. For example, why do cows have bells? Because their horns don't work.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 13:35
From: Janice Lane
Subject: Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
Hi All,
Looking for some fun ideas to incorporate at work for National Laugh at Work Week that are inexpensive. If any of you have incorporated this in the workplace for this celebration, I'd love to hear
what you did.
Thanks in advance!
-----------------------------Janice Lane SHRM-CP
------------------------------
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Re: Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
I didnt even know that was a thing...is this new or I have just never worked anywhere that valued laughter? (haha)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 03-23-2018 13:35
From: Janice Lane
Subject: Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
Hi All,
Looking for some fun ideas to incorporate at work for National Laugh at Work Week that are inexpensive. If any of you have incorporated this in the workplace for this celebration, I'd love to hear
what you did.
Thanks in advance!
-----------------------------Janice Lane SHRM-CP
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:18 PM
Anonymous

_
Host a Comedy Central Style Roast of the CEO (watch The Office for examples.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-23-2018 13:35
From: Janice Lane
Subject: Laugh at Work Week -First Week of April
Hi All,
Looking for some fun ideas to incorporate at work for National Laugh at Work Week that are inexpensive. If any of you have incorporated this in the workplace for this celebration, I'd love to hear
what you did.
Thanks in advance!
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Janice Lane SHRM-CP
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Executive Recruiter
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Mar 28, 2018 5:49 PM
Karlie Hinman
Hello OP - My team and I do executive searches like CEO positions regularly. I would love to connect with you to see if we could be of service to you. My contact information is included below.
-----------------------------Karlie Hinman
HR Consultant
Karlie.Hinman@sikich.com
Sikich LLP
Naperville IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-21-2018 11:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Executive Recruiter
_
â€‹â€‹
I am looking for an executive search firm who does work in Illinois. I am in central Illinois and have not had any luck here which has required I have moved on to firms that are not located here,
but serve our market.
I am looking for a replacement for our CEO who will probably retire in December. We are a fairly small non profit manufacturer with about a 12 M budget and 150 employees. I have called Korn
Ferry and I have a proposal from Novo, but our search committee wants three proposals to review.
I would appreciate any help you are able to send my way.
BTW....... I posted anonymously because word is not out in our community yet.
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Re: Jury Duty
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:48 PM
Anonymous

_
What would you do if the employee had a vacation already scheduled and approved for the same day when they have jury duty? Do you still charge off vacation or jury duty pay?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-15-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty
_
If you ask someone who works night shift to stay at Jury duty during the day and come work at night, you are asking for trouble. This person may end up in a car accident and think of what that
means for you? Give them the paid time off. It is good corporate citizenship!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-15-2018 15:46
From: Julie Westendorf
Subject: Jury Duty
â€‹
I am looking for processes for how other organizations handle giving employees time off for jury duty. We pay for the time they serve on jury duty and request that they change their work schedule
if possible. The problem is night workers and how to handle this for them. I appreciate you taking the time to help with this!
Thank you,
Julie
-----------------------------Julie Westendorf
------------------------------
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Re: Jury Duty
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Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 3:53 PM
Anonymous
_
I would pay the jury pay, and would NOT charge the vacation day. To think - the employee already has plans for the day and has to change them to sit on a bench all day. Not fun!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty
_
What would you do if the employee had a vacation already scheduled and approved for the same day when they have jury duty? Do you still charge off vacation or jury duty pay?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-15-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty
_
If you ask someone who works night shift to stay at Jury duty during the day and come work at night, you are asking for trouble. This person may end up in a car accident and think of what that
means for you? Give them the paid time off. It is good corporate citizenship!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-15-2018 15:46
From: Julie Westendorf
Subject: Jury Duty
â€‹
I am looking for processes for how other organizations handle giving employees time off for jury duty. We pay for the time they serve on jury duty and request that they change their work schedule
if possible. The problem is night workers and how to handle this for them. I appreciate you taking the time to help with this!
Thank you,
Julie
-----------------------------Julie Westendorf
------------------------------
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Re: Jury Duty
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:19 PM
Anonymous

_
That's what I said!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty
_
I would pay the jury pay, and would NOT charge the vacation day. To think - the employee already has plans for the day and has to change them to sit on a bench all day. Not fun!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 15:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty
_
What would you do if the employee had a vacation already scheduled and approved for the same day when they have jury duty? Do you still charge off vacation or jury duty pay?
Original Message:
Sent: 03-15-2018 15:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty
_
If you ask someone who works night shift to stay at Jury duty during the day and come work at night, you are asking for trouble. This person may end up in a car accident and think of what that
means for you? Give them the paid time off. It is good corporate citizenship!
Original Message:
Sent: 03-15-2018 15:46
From: Julie Westendorf
Subject: Jury Duty
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â€‹
I am looking for processes for how other organizations handle giving employees time off for jury duty. We pay for the time they serve on jury duty and request that they change their work schedule
if possible. The problem is night workers and how to handle this for them. I appreciate you taking the time to help with this!
Thank you,
Julie
-----------------------------Julie Westendorf
------------------------------

top
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Re: Jury Duty
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:27 PM
Anonymous

_
I'll go against the grain and say don't pay. Why should the employer pay for jury duty if the employee didn't plan on working that day. You pay for jury duty because the employee is given up work
time for civic duty. In this case they're given up personal time. It's not the employer's fault they got call during a planned vacation.

An employer should not be a cash register.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-15-2018 15:46
From: Julie Westendorf
Subject: Jury Duty
â€‹
I am looking for processes for how other organizations handle giving employees time off for jury duty. We pay for the time they serve on jury duty and request that they change their work schedule
if possible. The problem is night workers and how to handle this for them. I appreciate you taking the time to help with this!
Thank you,
Julie
-----------------------------Julie Westendorf
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Re: Jury Duty
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:33 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Honestly, I am so thankful I do not work for an organization with that state of mind.
Jury duty is a civic duty and companies should support their employees in fulfilling these duties. Why would anyone want to take a day of leisure away from an employee because of bad timing is
beyond me? We happily pay our employees for the days they attend jury duty.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty
_
I'll go against the grain and say don't pay. Why should the employer pay for jury duty if the employee didn't plan on working that day. You pay for jury duty because the employee is given up work
time for civic duty. In this case they're given up personal time. It's not the employer's fault they got call during a planned vacation.

An employer should not be a cash register.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-15-2018 15:46
From: Julie Westendorf
Subject: Jury Duty
â€‹
I am looking for processes for how other organizations handle giving employees time off for jury duty. We pay for the time they serve on jury duty and request that they change their work schedule
if possible. The problem is night workers and how to handle this for them. I appreciate you taking the time to help with this!
Thank you,
Julie
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Julie Westendorf
------------------------------
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Re: Jury Duty
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 4:35 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree! What an awful policy to hit them twice as hard after they've already had to give up their vacation to sit at jury duty at all day! I'd be looking for somewhere else to work!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty
_
â€‹
Honestly, I am so thankful I do not work for an organization with that state of mind.
Jury duty is a civic duty and companies should support their employees in fulfilling these duties. Why would anyone want to take a day of leisure away from an employee because of bad timing is
beyond me? We happily pay our employees for the days they attend jury duty.
Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 16:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Jury Duty
_
I'll go against the grain and say don't pay. Why should the employer pay for jury duty if the employee didn't plan on working that day. You pay for jury duty because the employee is given up work
time for civic duty. In this case they're given up personal time. It's not the employer's fault they got call during a planned vacation.

An employer should not be a cash register.
Original Message:
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Sent: 03-15-2018 15:46
From: Julie Westendorf
Subject: Jury Duty
â€‹
I am looking for processes for how other organizations handle giving employees time off for jury duty. We pay for the time they serve on jury duty and request that they change their work schedule
if possible. The problem is night workers and how to handle this for them. I appreciate you taking the time to help with this!
Thank you,
Julie
-----------------------------Julie Westendorf
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: 401 K FAQ Infograph
Reply to Group
Mar 29, 2018 10:49 AM
Iqra Aslam

Hi,
Instead of the infograph I contacted our 401k vendor to provide educational training.
-----------------------------Iqra Aslam
Houston TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-28-2018 13:46
From: Andrea Larsen
Subject: 401 K FAQ Infograph
I'd love to see it when you're done Iqra!
-----------------------------[Andrea] [Larsen]
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[Executive Administrator]
[Longmont] [CO]
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Re: Manager Handbook
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous

_
We've created an HR Operations Guide for our managers that explained policies, procedures, basic employment law, etc in details.
It is a lot of work but worth every second, tears & sweat. Don't expect this project to be a completed immediately and once you have a first draft, do collaborate with a manager that can give you real
feedback. Sometimes our HR lingo gets lost in translation. :-) good luck!
eeVee
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 09-18-2017 14:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager Handbook
_
I have been doing some research on Handbooks for Managers and can't seem to find any information. Do companies supply this kind of tool for new managers? If yours does, would you mind
sharing it?
Thanks in advance!
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Re: Manager Handbook
Reply to Group
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Mar 28, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous
_
btw, this is a create tool to use during management on-boarding &/or induction.
eeVee
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 09-18-2017 14:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager Handbook
_
I have been doing some research on Handbooks for Managers and can't seem to find any information. Do companies supply this kind of tool for new managers? If yours does, would you mind
sharing it?
Thanks in advance!

top
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previous
Re: Manager Handbook
Reply to Group
Mar 28, 2018 1:02 PM
Anonymous

_
"great tool"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 03-28-2018 13:01
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Manager Handbook
_
btw, this is a create tool to use during management on-boarding &/or induction.
eeVee
Original Message:
Sent: 09-18-2017 14:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Manager Handbook
_
I have been doing some research on Handbooks for Managers and can't seem to find any information. Do companies supply this kind of tool for new managers? If yours does, would you mind
sharing it?
Thanks in advance!

You are subscribed to "General HR" as therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. To change your subscriptions, go to My Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to
Unsubscribe.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Society for Human Resource Management" <DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity.org>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 11:10:16 -0600 (MDT)
General HR Digest for Tuesday April 17, 2018
<therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

General HR
Post New Message
Apr 16, 2018
started 10 minutes ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

EEOC Charge, Don't want to settle
1. _ We've received an EEOC charge from a former... Anonymous
started 17 minutes ago, Tausha Rainey (0 replies)

Onboarding/ Orientation Program
2. Hello SHRM Connect, we are looking to re-boot... Tausha Rainey
started 35 minutes ago, Laura Handrick (1 reply)

Has anyone used Indeed's candidate screening questions -- such as for pre-screening applicant's Excel skills?
3. I'm trying to see what the results look like in... Laura Handrick
4. following. I'd love to see the results as well. ... Jeanette Kingsbury
started 43 minutes ago, Susan Titshaw (0 replies)

Task Software
5. Does anyone use any type of software that allows... Susan Titshaw
started an hour ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

WWYD - engineer with no degree
6. _ We are interviewing for a mechanical... Anonymous
7. _ â€‹
Was your offer contingent upon background... Anonymous
8. _ Call him and speak with him. Look into it a... Anonymous
9. _ Do a background check to verify. Its could... Anonymous
10. _ Can you verify education through your... Anonymous
11. _ I would not rescind an offer based on my... Anonymous
12. _ I agree. Do not act on your personal... Anonymous
13. _ Education is a commonly falsified... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Stephanie Votaw (1 reply)
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Position Change within Organization
14. I'm looking for some guidance. We have 2... Stephanie Votaw
15. _ You have someone in an accounting role with... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
16. _ â€‹
We are a small company (220 ee's in... Anonymous
17. You provided the employee with resources (the... Todd Saffell
18. _ I have lived through an experience like... Anonymous
19. _ It's a fine line to support without getting... Anonymous
20. _ â€‹
OP here, all very good advice - thank you... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Tax differences for Bonus and a Commission
21. _ Quick question: Is there a difference... Anonymous
22. _ â€‹
They are both considered supplemental... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Alyssa Sibilia (2 replies)

HR Mentor
23. I am new to Human Resources and currently... Alyssa Sibilia
24. _ Can you ask your company to pay for... Anonymous
25. _ Join a local HR group on LinkedIn and meet... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

I-9s for H-1Bs
26. _ Hello Everyone, I am new to the world of... Anonymous
27. _ All my H1Bs provide List A docs. The SSN... Anonymous
28. If the H1B employee's SSN card says - 'Valid for... Arshia Syed
started 2 hours ago, Brooke Maddack (2 replies)

FMLA
29. â€‹â€‹
Hello, I have an employee who needs to... Brooke Maddack
30. _ That is correct. FMLA does not apply to... Anonymous
31. _ I'm not in IL and found this < Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

Bankruptcy
32. _ Are you able to ask an applicant the reason... Anonymous
33. _ Why do you feel this is yoir business? Does... Anonymous
34. _ For what type of position is this person... Anonymous
35. from a personal perspective I agree. Yes this... Catrice Evans
36. i don't feel like it is my business, but I didn... Catrice Evans
37. From the GA Sec of State < Todd Saffell
38. i understand that we can't discriminate, we want... Catrice Evans
39. _ Thank you for the additional information. ... Anonymous
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40. If they want to hire her anyway, then why do... Todd Saffell
started 2 hours ago, Catrice Evans (0 replies)

background checks
41. Do anyone know if it is illegal in the state of... Catrice Evans
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Records retention
42. _ Our firm is moving in the next few months... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Employee complaining about medical issue
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

_ What do you recommend in this case? The... Anonymous
_ I am not sure why they feel this is an HR... Anonymous
_ What do you recommend in this case? The... Anonymous
_ Agree with number three. I'd loop my... Anonymous
_ OP, why would the employee pay the... Anonymous
_ If this is an EOB and not a bill (which I... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Eneida Brahushi (0 replies)

Union Wages
49. Hello, Was just wondering if prevailing wage... Eneida Brahushi
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
50. _ An applicant tested positive for marijuana... Anonymous
51. _ Does the state law specifically indicate... Anonymous
52. _ I believe Illinois State law requires... Anonymous
53. _ "I Believe" You should make sure before... Anonymous
54. _ Most drug screenings test for THC... Anonymous
55. _ wait...if its medical then there would be a... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Christi Atwood (3 replies)

Request for days off
56.
57.
58.
59.

We have implemented a mandatory "Notes to... Christi Atwood
â€‹
I think you are crossing a line here that I... Libby Hayes
_ Why aren't these employees' supervisors... Anonymous
I'll never understand why companies give... Todd Saffell
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Not engaged in my HR role
60. _ I am looking for a little career advice... Anonymous
61. Learn all that you can. When you read a... Todd Saffell
62. Personally, I've been where you are. There's... Lauren Keller
63. _ I feel like I have gotten to the "bored &... Anonymous
64. I love doing this. These forums are my go to... Ashley Sink
65. _ â€‹
Hi OP, I have been struggling with this... Anonymous
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66. I do feel though that I could really use a... Mark Michaels
started 2 hours ago, Ashley Sink (0 replies)

Help with multiple garnishments - located in Iowa
67. Help from anyone who has dealt with multiple... Ashley Sink
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (14 replies)

What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
68. _ Hi: I would like to preface this by... Anonymous
69. _ â€‹
How do you deal with all the confidential... Anonymous
70. â€‹
Have you tried to speak with her about these... Libby Hayes
71. _ OP here: I am new to HR and very self... Anonymous
72. â€‹
Aside from asking to be relocated to another... Libby Hayes
73. _ I think you should ask her if she can stop... Anonymous
74. _ This would be untenable for me. I loathe ... Anonymous
75. _ I'm a fan of having HR on the floor with... Anonymous
76. _ I used to be in this scenario, but when we... Anonymous
77. _ Don't hold your breath... they've been ... Anonymous
78. _ I was just going to say... Open office... Anonymous
79. _ I had a coworker three cubicles over that... Anonymous
80. _ OP- you actually sound like a self aware... Anonymous
81. _ It seems like now would be a good time to... Anonymous
82. _ That is a bummer. Where I'm located they... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Company car
83. _ We are in the process of bringing on our... Anonymous
84. _ â€‹
We use Enterprise Fleet Services for 25... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Rescinding Job Offer
85.
86.
87.
88.

_ I know this has been talking about ... Anonymous
_ Who conducted the MVR/Background check? If... Anonymous
_ OP here - So I didn't even think about... Anonymous
_ That would be a third party, so FCRA applies. Anonymous
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
89. _ Does anyone have a policy that can be... Anonymous
90. _ Start with the Resources section of this... Anonymous
91. _ drink ticket system? or "while social... Anonymous
92. _ I am finding most code of conduct doesn't... Anonymous
93. _ Thank You. We are addressing how to handle... Anonymous
94. _ "professional" can have many... Anonymous
started 9 hours ago, Anonymous (13 replies)
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Loss of wallet
95. _ Hi An employee lost his wallet the other... Anonymous
96. _ The employee can send out this email unless... Anonymous
97. _ I would not involve myself- I would never... Anonymous
98. _ â€‹
Not sure why we feel the need to make... Anonymous
99. _ Does he have ID cards in it? I'd imagine if... Anonymous
100. _ So here's the thing- not every business is... Anonymous
101. _ It doesn't matter who sends the email. ... Anonymous
102. _ Again- that's your personal opinion. I... Anonymous
103. _ WOW - I'm sincerely glad that I don't work... Anonymous
104. _ You don't sound any better than your CEO!... Anonymous
105. 1. You should form a blue-ribbon executive panel... Todd Saffell
106. _ Yes- I'm definitely a terrible person for... Anonymous
107. _ It has nothing to do with a different... Anonymous
108. _ I was not talking about your opinion. I was... Anonymous
started 9 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Pregnant Custodian
109. _ In California, we have a pregnant employee Anonymous
110. _ â€‹
Is she eligible for time off under the... Anonymous
111. _ Do FMLA or CA-type laws apply? What would... Anonymous
112. _ "similarly situated" = all and any other... Anonymous
113. _ Can I ask her for another doctors note?... Anonymous
started 16 hours ago, Laurie Nelson (1 reply)

Jury Duy policy
114. Is there any place I can access jury duty laws... Laurie Nelson
115. _ We are in 10 states and eventually decided... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Is this legal?
116. _ I work at a non-profit (a church) in the... Anonymous
117. _ Main concern here is lack of workers'... Anonymous
started 18 hours ago, April Striz (0 replies)

Travel Pay Policies
118. We are growing and amping up our sales team April Striz
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
119. _ This situation is unique in the sense that... Anonymous
120. _ Here is some great information that may be... Anonymous
121. _ You need to either pull EVERYTHING you have... Anonymous
122. _ OP here. Thank you! I keep checking back... Anonymous
123. _ If the employee was at work today, did you... Anonymous
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124.
125.
126.
127.

_ Yes. I gently tapped him on the shoulder ... Anonymous
_ So, what happened with him? Anonymous
_ â€‹
There is so much going on here. At the... Anonymous
_ He has said that he will work from... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Susan Williams (7 replies)

Procedures
128. We have a policy, but execs are wanting me to... Susan Williams
129. _ ...? Procedures about what? Anonymous
130. Can you clarify for what type of policy, or... Mary Dillman
131. _ Procedures for what? If you are unsure... Anonymous
132. Procedures for everything. I'm building from the... Susan Williams
133. Policy is what to do. Procedure is how to do it... Todd Saffell
134. _ Still not enough information on exactly... Anonymous
135. Hi Susan, This SHRM Toolkit should help get you... Mary Dillman
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

New hire started manager out all week
136. _ What do you recommend if a new hire is... Anonymous
137. _ Did the hiring manager know they were going... Anonymous
138. _ Let's see: HR On boarding and benefits... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Jennifer Deichl (1 reply)

Job Description Software
139. Has anyone used Descriptions Now (fka Ultimate... Jennifer Deichl
140. Following Sarina Perera
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Would you discipline?
141. _ We offer a wellness reimbursement and we've... Anonymous
142. _ What's your process for submitting claims? ... Anonymous
143. _ I would warn them. Technically, it is... Anonymous
144. _ This does fall on the organization a bit... Anonymous
145. _ So they are requesting more in a... Anonymous
146. _ The employee is supposed to put the amount... Anonymous
147. _ Then yes, that's stealing. Is it clear in... Anonymous
148. _ OP, your company is letting this happen. ... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Cobra
149. _ There are a husband and wife who work at my... Anonymous
150. _ May "not" or may "now" put them on the plan... Anonymous
151. _ COBRA to the wife is for her and the... Anonymous
152. "now", sorry, typo Benjamin Wagner
153. _ Normally, it would be up to a team member... Anonymous
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154. Thank you, I understood that it was a... Benjamin Wagner
155. _ We simply notify by e-mail or some other... Anonymous
156. . Armando Rangel
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

How Do You Pay an Hourly Employee WHEN TRAVELING
157.
158.
159.
160.

_ Oklahoma - How do you pay an hourly... Anonymous
_ Pay for travel time if it falls during... Anonymous
_ SHRM has some good resources: www.shrm... Anonymous
_ OP- thank you! Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Compliance posters and interviews
161. _ â€‹
When interviewing candidates, is it... Anonymous
162. _ Compliance posters for your employees? ... Anonymous
163. _ â€‹
That's what I was referring to, the... Anonymous
164. _ Again, just have them with your application... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (17 replies)

Interview attire for HR Professional
165. _ Just putting feelers out there- what is... Anonymous
166. â€‹
Depends on the weather. Trina Peters
167. Black slacks, black blazer, crisp white blouse,... Kristin Saba
168. Depends on weather and industry. If the job is... Susana Guzman-Agle
169. _ Not a dress/skirt person...so I wear dress... Anonymous
170. _ Depends upon the company that I am... Anonymous
171. _ My lucky pants suit. Anonymous
172. _ Depends. What is the industry? What is... Anonymous
173. _ I wear a suit from Express that I adore. ... Anonymous
174. _ Agreed - dress very professionally unless... Anonymous
175. I usually stick to a suit and heels or if I know... CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
176. _ Always wear a suit- I find it extremely... Anonymous
177. _ Dress professionally, but be yourself. Make... Anonymous
178. _ Thank you for your feedback! -Original... Anonymous
179. _ Good luck OP! Whatever you choose to... Anonymous
180. _ This is going to sound crazy - BUT - I wore... Anonymous
181. _ HA whatever works :) Anonymous
182. _ I just interviewed someone via skype and... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

YAY! It's Monday....
183. _ Employee's girlfriend call me demanding we... Anonymous
184. _ Wow. Did you proceed to let her know that... Anonymous
185. _ Confused by this post. You know if you... Anonymous
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186. _ I think the OP was being facetious. Anonymous
187. _ haha I love the response "You can get a job... Anonymous
188. _ Ha ha, we all need mo money fo sure! ... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Salaried and Sick Leave
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.

_ I work for a small MD company that recently... Anonymous
_ I'm assuming she is salaried "exempt"? If... Anonymous
_ Exempt or Non-Exempt? Anonymous
_ The employee is exempt. Anonymous
_ Thank you for the response. Anothe... Anonymous
_ Also, FMLA does not apply to us as we only... Anonymous
_ I would grab the 5.34 hours of sick time... Anonymous
_ Unfortunately, there is no other leave time... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

HR Summit
197. _ Is anyone on the boards attending the HR... Anonymous
198. _ PSMJ HR Summit? I've gone a bunch of... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Diana Meyers (4 replies)

Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
199. We had been using a temp service and are trying... Diana Meyers
200. _ What industry? What kind of positions? What... Anonymous
201. _ Depends on the role.. Anonymous
202. _ They used to temp the generalist role at my... Anonymous
203. _ As usual, it depends. Temp to hire for a... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Background Checks for Large Hourly Workforce
204. _ â€‹â€‹
We have a large hourly workforce in the... Anonymous
205. _ Is there a business reason NOT to screen... Anonymous
206. _ We background check everyone/ Just... Anonymous
207. _ Screen based on the risk associated with... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Do I take this any further? (Kind of a rant...)
208. _ I have a technically competent but... Anonymous
209. _ My gut and my head say that it needs to be... Anonymous
210. _ I would let her manager deal with this. ... Anonymous
211. _ I agree that her manager (the Marketing... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

FMLA/ADA - Extension
212. _ â€‹
We have an employee who will exhaust FMLA... Anonymous
213. _ Not sure if I need more information or if I... Anonymous
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214. â€‹
You're right. I guess I'm over-thinking this... Marlene Johnson
215. _ While the federal ADA doesn't require you... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

I do not understand unemployment
216. _ Had an ee voluntarily resign Anonymous
217. _ â€‹
I don't know about IL, but here is CA it... Anonymous
218. _ The state would pay from what the employer... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Rejection Email Template
219. _ Does anyone have a rejection email template... Anonymous
220. _ Honestly if you are only rejecting this... Anonymous
221. I completely agree with the second response. If... CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Favorite HRIS systems for small businesses (under 75 employees)
222.
223.
224.
225.

_ I'm looking for feedback on favorite HRIS... Anonymous
What do you consider to be a small business? ... Kyle O'Donnell
So far I've heard alot of positive things about... Mark Michaels
under 75 employees. Deborah Gibbons
started 22 hours ago, Jessica Ehrhardt (1 reply)

F-1 Visa & taxation - do you have a form?
226. We have a few employees who are in F-1 status... Jessica Ehrhardt
227. _ We simply let payroll know as they get the... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
228. _ Hi, A situation occurred at an after... Anonymous
229. _ We need a lot more information - not... Anonymous
230. _ My response would depend on the situation... Anonymous
231. _ If the situation were enough that the... Anonymous
232. _ Thank you. I was a little thrown off by the... Anonymous
233. _ I'm the one that had the original comment... Anonymous
234. _ Taken out of context means that the context... Anonymous
235. My first thought would be to investigate the... Susana Guzman-Agle
236. Why have you decided the outcome without getting... Roberta Weingarten
237. _ I agree that the relationship with the... Anonymous
238. _ And this is exactly why OP needs to... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

FMLA & Benefits Payment
239. _ I have an employee who exhausted her FML... Anonymous
240. _ I'm going to go ahead and assume the... Anonymous
241. _ OP here, She is still employed with us and... Anonymous
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242. _ She is still employed with us and... Anonymous
243. _ When FMLA exhausted did you send her the... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Larisa Barr (3 replies)

Body Odor in the workplace
244. It has been awhile since I have needed to have... Larisa Barr
245. _ If you use the search feature, there are... Anonymous
246. _ â€‹
Dress code and body odor are two entirely... Anonymous
247. OP reply. Thanks for the tips so far. I did use... Larisa Barr
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Salary Rate to Hourly Rate - Termination Payout
248. _ Hello, I'm an Arizona employer. We... Anonymous
249. _ I break it out by the day, not hour. Anonymous
250. _ That's the way I would do it as well. When... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
251. _ We are based in WI and we recently let go... Anonymous
252. _ Does the form say you still need to... Anonymous
253. â€‹
I just wouldn't send in the form. He will get... Lorraine Kost
254. _ â€‹
You should be ok to just ignore the form Anonymous
255. _ OP here - Thanks for this ! Anonymous
256. I'm in Kansas, handled far too many UI claims. ... Roberta Weingarten
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (15 replies)

HR Overhaul - Vent
257. _ So, quite out of the blue I was separated... Anonymous
258. _ Damn, OP! That sounds awful. Seems like you... Anonymous
259. _ Wow, what a way to start the day and week Anonymous
260. _ â€‹
Deep breaths, deep breaths... That BIG... Anonymous
261. _ OP here, thanks yes quite a road bump. ... Anonymous
262. _ OP here, Yes breathing deep for sure, its... Anonymous
263. _ OP here: thanks for the positive messages,... Anonymous
264. _ Give yourself time to grieve. Don't start... Anonymous
265. _ That stinks, OP. It sounds like they... Anonymous
266. _ OP-I am so sorry this happened to you and I... Anonymous
267. _ Sounds like they may have done you a favor ... Anonymous
268. _ â€‹
Wow, when I first read it I thought... Anonymous
269. I'm sorry, OP. Been there earlier in my career Roberta Weingarten
270. I am sorry this happened to you. Something... Eric Emerson
271. _ This is what scares me about my company Anonymous
272. I wish you all the best in your job search. ... Mary Dillman
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)
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R 01 visa detail
273. _ I was filling out an I-9 form for a new... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Manager Scorecard
274. _ Looking to create a Manager Effectiveness... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (8 replies)

Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
275. _ A former employees ex-wife called in... Anonymous
276. _ â€‹
Say nothing - refer her back to her ex... Anonymous
277. _ Don't tell her anything. She's not your... Anonymous
278. Nothing at all. Information regarding his... Kristin Saba
279. _ Thank you!! Anonymous
280. _ Thank you!! Anonymous
281. _ Thank you!!! Anonymous
282. Agree Staci Abelove
283. _ Please, let us know how it turns out. Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Length of lunch break
284.
285.
286.
287.
288.
289.

_ Hello All, I am having a hard time... Anonymous
yes Catherine Jackson
_ â€‹
I agree, you can vary the lunch breaks by... Anonymous
_ Yes it is okay. We do the same thing in... Anonymous
_ As long as their is coverage during the... Anonymous
_ We have the same ridiculous rule and it... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Susan Muszynski (5 replies)

Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
290. I have an employee whose contract specifically... Susan Muszynski
291. _ Her supervisor needs to sit down with her... Anonymous
292. _ You tell her to get her butt to work! ... Anonymous
293. _ This is an example of an unfortunate... Anonymous
294. _ Is she misclassified as exempt? Anonymous
295. _ How is her vacation time outlined in the... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Time off for military visit
296.
297.
298.
299.
300.
301.

_ One of our newly hired employees has... Anonymous
_ Does her manager want to allow her off for... Anonymous
_ We would allow her to take part to all of... Anonymous
_ If the leave does not have a direct impact... Anonymous
_ Nevermind..I just realized you mentioned... Anonymous
_ In what state? We would work with the... Anonymous
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started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (12 replies)

Argh! So hard not to respond
302. _ So, we made a hire today, which is awesome!... Anonymous
303. _ Those are the best. I especially love it... Anonymous
304. _ It amazes me that people would reply with... Anonymous
305. _ Thanks for the encouragement! --Ray of... Anonymous
306. _ Just remember that it's not personal and... Anonymous
307. _ At my last company we had an auto response... Anonymous
308. _ I had a totally unqualified, rejected... Anonymous
309. Oh I've received a few that I have saved. It is... CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
310. _ Oh man! Somehow I hope I continue to get... Anonymous
311. QFT This is why I let unknown numbers go to... Mark Michaels
312. _ Kind of OT, but HR professionals here keep... Anonymous
313. _ Many times, or you know someone who knows... Anonymous
314. _ Kind of OT, but HR professionals here... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

OSHA Form 300 Final Rule
315. _ In trying to decipher the OSHA Form 300... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Felony. Hire not Hire?
316. _ We have an employee thru a staffing agency... Anonymous
317. _ I would probably keep him. But I think you... Anonymous
318. _ I'm assuming you provided the staffing... Anonymous
319. _ How did you become aware of the felony... Anonymous
320. _ I'd have to conduct the individualized... Anonymous
321. _ I was sitting down with him to bring him... Anonymous
322. _ How long ago? Why do you not want felonies... Anonymous
323. _ It depends. Individualized assessments are... Anonymous
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Pensioner Overpayment
324. _ Our company sponsors an old, frozen pension... Anonymous
325. It all depends on your plan. While $ 800 does... Susana Guzman-Agle
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

HSA Account info for term employees
326. _ Like most companies, we provide employees a... Anonymous
327. _ We include this short and sweet statement... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (9 replies)

Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
328. _ I'm working with a placement agency who has... Anonymous
329. _ Is this a temp role or a perm role? Was... Anonymous
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330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.

_ I would give the recruiter the benefit of... Anonymous
Many of the recruiters we work with will give us... Collette Ferguson
â€‹
Clearly this recruiter did you a disservice... Shelly Edwards
â€‹
You might want to address your interview... Trina Peters
_ Did anyone actually interview this person?... Anonymous
_ Not everyone who can write code can create... Anonymous
_ Exactly... My cousin trains employees on... Anonymous
2 balls dropped here: (1) recruiter did not put... Armando Rangel
started yesterday, Kimberly Derby (5 replies)

Applicant Pro
338. â€‹
I've been using for about two years now. It's... Cloudia Dame
339. _ Its a pretty basic system but user friendly... Anonymous
340. _ We had them for a few years and off loaded... Anonymous
341. â€‹
We've used AppPro for 3 years now and love it! ... Beth Willmore
342. â€‹
We've been using it for years and love it!!! ... Jan Savoie
started yesterday, Connie Pierce (17 replies)

food odors
343. Sautéing veggies with a high dose of garlic. ... Connie Pierce
344. That was my first response & what I'd like to do... Connie Pierce
345. _ "Hey (INSERT GARLIC LOVER HERE", you mind... Anonymous
346. _ We have a garlic hater here too. It makes... Anonymous
347. _ What's difficult is, if there is a kitchen... Anonymous
348. _ Is there a fan? A door they can prop open... Anonymous
349. Thanks everyone. The ventilation is terrible... Connie Pierce
350. _ Being that I can smell fish here in my... Anonymous
351. Oh boy! My boss loves him some boiled eggs Amanda Davis
352. _ I really hate stuff like this. As an... Anonymous
353. _ My operations manager had tuna today...didn... Anonymous
354. _ I have an allergy to garlic and don't even... Anonymous
355. _ Not an office story, but I was once seated... Anonymous
356. _ Bake chocolate chip cookies when he is done... Anonymous
357. _ Vanilla extract in the oven :) I'm a fan... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (9 replies)

Health Insurance Premium Issues
358. _ What do you mean by being lax with FMLA. ... Anonymous
359. _ It may be too late to consider this, but... Anonymous
360. _ Most companies will have a payment date... Anonymous
361. _ What do you mean by being lax with FMLA. ... Anonymous
362. Does the employee have a Retirement Account that... Darlene Swaffar
363. _ This has been a long term ongoing issue... Anonymous
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364. _ Unfortunately sometimes when responders... Anonymous
365. _ When the employee returns from FML she must... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Re-naming organizational structure help
366. _ Hey Mary, Thanks for the response! ... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Internship
367. _ The DOL updated its guidelines for unpaid... Anonymous
368. _ I am #4. Anonymonkâ€‹Anonymous
369. _ Thank you. Yes, I'm aware of the... Anonymous
started yesterday, Ja'Net Christmas (34 replies)

Gift for very low key boss
370. I appreciate that Mark. Many thanks Ja'Net Christmas
371. _ Was her 20th celebrated? I would celebrate... Anonymous
372. _ I like Kristin's suggestion of a personal... Anonymous
373. _ This person sounds like me. Don't do... Anonymous
374. â€‹
I have to agree with your director, I do NOT... Rosemarie Lombardi
375. If your company wants to show appreciation for... Lynette Ward
376. If she doesn't like her birthday shared, I would... CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
377. _ @19. Thank you. It is interesting that some... Anonymous
378. _ The snark is created in your head. ... Anonymous
379. _ I think there are regional differences to... Anonymous
380. _ You didn't have to drag my unicorn into this... Anonymous
381. _ I agree with a personal note from CEO and... Anonymous
382. _ Can I have a cupcake too? We celebrate... Anonymous
383. _ Bless your heart ;) Agree we all have... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (26 replies)

Interview!
384. _ Hi OP, Your current compensation should... Anonymous
385. _ Thank you! :) I will aim high. I really... Anonymous
386. Very good point about the spousal removal on... Cloudia Dame
387. _ Thanks, Cloudia! Will do. Another... Anonymous
388. _ Honestly, Indeed provides the most... Anonymous
389. _ Indeed is well known for butchering resumes... Anonymous
390. _ Yes, the thank you letter! Thank you so... Anonymous
391. I would bring your resume with you to hand out CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
392. _ You should always bring copies of your... Anonymous
393. _ I agree with #7! There is a lot of... Anonymous
394. _ I am getting excited! My interview is at 6... Anonymous
395. _ Good luck today Anonymous
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396.
397.
398.
399.
400.
401.
402.
403.
404.

_ Those questions are about you and would... Anonymous
_ Thank you so much! I will avoid those... Anonymous
_ OP here! Thank you for the suggestions. I... Anonymous
_ OP those look great and shows you have done... Anonymous
_ Awesome! Thank you! I know so much about... Anonymous
_ OP, focus more probing questions about... Anonymous
_ Wow! You are seriously amazing. I am so... Anonymous
_ You are welcome OP! I wanted to add Good... Anonymous
_ Eeek! I hope so. :) I will post on here... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Employee Response to Performance Appraisal
405. _ Yes, you should attach it to the evaluation... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

Wage Garnishment Legitimacy
406. I will verify verbally if someone is a current... Collette Ferguson
407. Our policy is that we will not verify... Danielle Endler
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

KY UI hearing, recorded conversation with ee
408. _ Agreed - you should be okay, but honestly,... Anonymous
409. _ â€‹
Did you record your consent? If you did... Anonymous
started yesterday, Agata Nguyen (1 reply)

Executive Leadership Coaching
410. _ â€‹
We use Kathy Marcove of Marcove Executive... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

PTO
411. _ We have sick time, vacation time and a... Anonymous
412. _ What state? Exempt or non-exempt? Anonymous
started yesterday, Vojtech Velecky (1 reply)

Sexual Harassment Training
413. _ We contacted our insurance company provider... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (5 replies)

Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
414. _ OP here - Based on what I read - he... Anonymous
415. _ I think the web site as an "Ask Emma" chat... Anonymous
416. _ Poster 2 here... Based on the additional... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (1 reply)

Maintain W4's
417. We keep W4s in the employee's file, and keep I9... Suzanne Tiner
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

3 interviews and then assessment test
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418. _ Perhaps you can ask why or offer... Anonymous
419. _ They even showed me around the office... Anonymous
420. _ Perhaps you can ask why or offer... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Aundrea Cole (7 replies)

FMLA and ADA
421. _ It depends on how big is your organization Anonymous
422. _ We have less than 500 employees and... Anonymous
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

Marijuana suspected
423. â€‹
This reminds me of a question an employer asked... Esther Miller
424. _ We recently became aware that a few... Anonymous
425. _ If we take at face value that the op has... Anonymous
426. What is your policy towards consuming alcoholic... Jim Hutter
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Moving from DOO to HR Team of 4
427. _ Current DOO for the first time, been in my... Anonymous
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Is your resume one or two pages?
428. You summarize your position- no more than three... Claribel Cardona-Lassen
started 3 days ago, Trisha Noethe (3 replies)

Questions to ask your new HR team
429. I always like to ask them not only about what... Lisa Young
430. I like asking what their career goals are so... Armando Rangel
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (11 replies)

Have you ever been fired?
431. _ I've always asked if the applicant is... Anonymous
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

Choosing a Benefits Broker
432. To OP - you want to ask your broker to help you... Armando Rangel
433. I'm here in South FL, and perhaps it works... Darlene Swaffar
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (16 replies)

Is it discrimination to not hire someone
434. _ I am still trying to work why someone would... Anonymous
started 4 days ago, Angela Cyre (1 reply)

Fuel Dispatchers
435. _ Hello, I am in a similar industry and our... Anonymous
started 4 days ago, Barrie Seigle (7 replies)

Summer Break?
436. _ You could treat it as a voluntary... Anonymous
started 4 days ago, Germaine Townsend (3 replies)

Considering a BLR Subscription- Is It Worth It?
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437. Thank you for asking the question. I too, am a... Terre Ogden
started 4 days ago, Todd Saffell (72 replies)

What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
438. This is a wonderful post! This is needed... Ja'Net Christmas
439. _ and the food odor posts continue Anonymous
440. _ I'm going to say it Anonymous
441. _ â€‹
This TGIF is even better on Monday! And... Anonymous
442. _ That the Anons give great advice and are... Anonymous
443. Logged into Community to look for some info. ... Sarah Marchese
444. _ Someone needs to add the obligatory, "How... Anonymous
445. I think we need to have an anniversary... Aaron Bauer
446. _ Aaron- fabulous idea. I like to think... Anonymous
447. Mark my words. This conversation is definitely... Aaron Bauer
started 4 days ago, Anonymous (12 replies)

Enforcing dress code
448. _ You are targeting people. You are targeting... Anonymous
started 5 days ago, Anonymous (14 replies)

Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
449.
450.
451.
452.

_ It's a shame this post didn't generate more... Anonymous
_ Why do you say this? Perhaps we didn't have... Anonymous
_ I am fully investigating this case... Anonymous
_ Did you ask the employee for a list of... Anonymous
started 5 days ago, Anonymous (22 replies)

What can I do??
453. Good responses all- my question - why are we not... Tracey McMillan
454. _ Good responses all- my question - why are... Anonymous
455. _ I guess I understand what you're getting at... Anonymous
started 11 days ago, Anonymous (21 replies)

Term Notification Letter to Company - Too much or ok?
456. _ So the letter was about you and mention you... Anonymous
457. _ So the letter was about you and... Anonymous
started 2 months ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Recruiter Salary
458. 40k for Colombia even if it's the capital Bogota... Silvia Snyder
459. Sorry but the EEO law doesn't apply in Colombia... Silvia Snyder

top
1.

next
EEOC Charge, Don't want to settle
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Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:59 AM
Anonymous
_
We've received an EEOC charge from a former employee. Our attorney has spoken to the mediator and they advised us that the former employee is looking for a certain amount of money. We think
it is high based on the fact his claims are very weak, if not groundless, and he had only been with us a short period of time. We could counter back with what we are willing to offer to just make it go
away, however, we have some of the former employees' relatives working here as well and are worried that once word gets out that we are willing to settle, more claims could come from people
looking for money or retaliation for being terminated for cause.
We don't want to set a precedent that you can get fired and still walk away with money so the director is willing to go through a lengthily investigation and possibly spend more on fees, etc.
Any advice from anyone who has declined mediation/settlement and opted for a full EEOC investigation?
For what its worth, the attorney feels we have a strong case and that the termination was justified, it's just these cases could swing either way.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
2.

previous next
Onboarding/ Orientation Program
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 11:52 AM
Tausha Rainey
Hello SHRM Connect, we are looking to re-boot our Orientation/ Onboarding programs. I'd like to hear any ideas or suggestions that work well for your company. We are in the engineering
consulting industry with approximately 400 employees in multiple locations.
-----------------------------Tausha SHRM-SCPSan AntonioTX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
3.

previous next
Has anyone used Indeed's candidate screening questions -- such as for pre-screening applicant's Excel skills?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 11:34 AM
Laura Handrick
I'm trying to see what the results look like in Indeed, when a job seeker is asked to complete Excel test on Indeed. I'm unable to test the feature, and don't need to see the test itself, but want to see
what the test results look like to the recruiter when they're looking at a candidate profile, after the candidate has completed the Excel test on Indeed? Does anyone have an example of what it might
look like that they could send me as a screenshot? lhandrick@fitsmallbusiness.com Thanks! Laura, SPHR
-----------------------------Laura Handrick
United States of America
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
4.

previous next
Re: Has anyone used Indeed's candidate screening questions -- such as for pre-screening applicant's Excel skills?
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:55 AM
Jeanette Kingsbury

following. I'd love to see the results as well.
-----------------------------Jeanette Kingsbury
Accountant
Action Wrecker Service Inc.
Pinehurst TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Reply to Sender

Sent: 04-17-2018 11:34
From: Laura Handrick
Subject: Has anyone used Indeed's candidate screening questions -- such as for pre-screening applicant's Excel skills?
I'm trying to see what the results look like in Indeed, when a job seeker is asked to complete Excel test on Indeed. I'm unable to test the feature, and don't need to see the test itself, but want to see
what the test results look like to the recruiter when they're looking at a candidate profile, after the candidate has completed the Excel test on Indeed? Does anyone have an example of what it might
look like that they could send me as a screenshot? lhandrick@fitsmallbusiness.com Thanks! Laura, SPHR
-----------------------------Laura Handrick
United States of America
------------------------------

top
5.

previous next
Task Software
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 11:26 AM
Susan Titshaw
Does anyone use any type of software that allows users to submit requests from other staff members? We are a mid-size church and several people get requests for various things. We would like to
have a central location that would show the requested task, it's priority, who requested, and who is responsible. Any suggestions? Thanks!
-----------------------------Susan Titshaw
Business Manager
First United Methodist Church
Murfreesboro TN
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
WWYD - engineer with no degree
Reply to Group
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Apr 17, 2018 11:05 AM
Anonymous
_
We are interviewing for a mechanical engineering role. We have selected a candidate who has great experience (less than 10 years). Mostly business development but could be a good addition to our
team. I made the offer and the guy accepted. I am now starting the background check and onboarding process. In entering his education into our HRIS, I notice his BSME is from the same university
I attended 12+ years ago. He listed a BSME - our school doesn't have an engineering program. So I hate to think he is lying but the guy is lying about his education. Can I rescind offer? I have a real
gut feeling about this guy and I am mad I didn't catch this sooner. Please advise!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
7.

previous next
Re: WWYD - engineer with no degree
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:07 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Was your offer contingent upon background check? If so, and you can establish that your memory is correct (please be SURE there is no program) then you can rescind. I would definitely give the
guy a chance to explain, good engineers are hard to find.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD - engineer with no degree
_
We are interviewing for a mechanical engineering role. We have selected a candidate who has great experience (less than 10 years). Mostly business development but could be a good addition to our
team. I made the offer and the guy accepted. I am now starting the background check and onboarding process. In entering his education into our HRIS, I notice his BSME is from the same university
I attended 12+ years ago. He listed a BSME - our school doesn't have an engineering program. So I hate to think he is lying but the guy is lying about his education. Can I rescind offer? I have a real
gut feeling about this guy and I am mad I didn't catch this sooner. Please advise!
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top
8.

previous next
Re: WWYD - engineer with no degree
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:08 AM
Anonymous

_
Call him and speak with him. Look into it a bit more before rescinding the offer. It doesn't sound as if you've done the investigation yet.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD - engineer with no degree
_
We are interviewing for a mechanical engineering role. We have selected a candidate who has great experience (less than 10 years). Mostly business development but could be a good addition to our
team. I made the offer and the guy accepted. I am now starting the background check and onboarding process. In entering his education into our HRIS, I notice his BSME is from the same university
I attended 12+ years ago. He listed a BSME - our school doesn't have an engineering program. So I hate to think he is lying but the guy is lying about his education. Can I rescind offer? I have a real
gut feeling about this guy and I am mad I didn't catch this sooner. Please advise!

top
9.

previous next
Re: WWYD - engineer with no degree
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:09 AM
Anonymous

_
Do a background check to verify. Its could be a new program or one at a satellite school.
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I notice his BSME is from the same university I attended 12+ years ago. He listed a BSME - our school doesn't have an engineering program
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 11:04

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD - engineer with no degree
_
We are interviewing for a mechanical engineering role. We have selected a candidate who has great experience (less than 10 years). Mostly business development but could be a good addition to our
team. I made the offer and the guy accepted. I am now starting the background check and onboarding process. In entering his education into our HRIS, I notice his BSME is from the same university
I attended 12+ years ago. He listed a BSME - our school doesn't have an engineering program. So I hate to think he is lying but the guy is lying about his education. Can I rescind offer? I have a real
gut feeling about this guy and I am mad I didn't catch this sooner. Please advise!

top
10.

previous next
Re: WWYD - engineer with no degree
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:11 AM
Anonymous

_
Can you verify education through your background provider? I would verify the facts before jumping to conclusions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD - engineer with no degree
_
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We are interviewing for a mechanical engineering role. We have selected a candidate who has great experience (less than 10 years). Mostly business development but could be a good addition to our
team. I made the offer and the guy accepted. I am now starting the background check and onboarding process. In entering his education into our HRIS, I notice his BSME is from the same university
I attended 12+ years ago. He listed a BSME - our school doesn't have an engineering program. So I hate to think he is lying but the guy is lying about his education. Can I rescind offer? I have a real
gut feeling about this guy and I am mad I didn't catch this sooner. Please advise!

top
11.

previous next
Re: WWYD - engineer with no degree
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:24 AM
Anonymous

_
I would not rescind an offer based on my personal belief. I would raise the red flag, but continue with all of the standard due diligence and let the background check vendor confirm the existence of
the degree.
I would also talk with the candidate. Did he get a degree from that school, but not in Mechanical Engineering? Did he get a Mechanical Engineering degree from a different school that doesn't have
as strong name recognition?
I would get to the truth before doing anything. In my experience, Mechanical Engineers are very hard to come by. If I had a candidate with strong technical proficiency and BD experience, I would
make darn well to be 100% sure before I rescinded any offer. If you do something based on a hunch and are wrong, I can't see the hiring manager being very happy with you.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD - engineer with no degree
_
We are interviewing for a mechanical engineering role. We have selected a candidate who has great experience (less than 10 years). Mostly business development but could be a good addition to our
team. I made the offer and the guy accepted. I am now starting the background check and onboarding process. In entering his education into our HRIS, I notice his BSME is from the same university
I attended 12+ years ago. He listed a BSME - our school doesn't have an engineering program. So I hate to think he is lying but the guy is lying about his education. Can I rescind offer? I have a real
gut feeling about this guy and I am mad I didn't catch this sooner. Please advise!
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top
12.

previous next
Re: WWYD - engineer with no degree
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:33 AM
Anonymous

_
I agree. Do not act on your personal beliefs. This is something that should be verified by a background check, not a hunch.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD - engineer with no degree
_
I would not rescind an offer based on my personal belief. I would raise the red flag, but continue with all of the standard due diligence and let the background check vendor confirm the existence of
the degree.
I would also talk with the candidate. Did he get a degree from that school, but not in Mechanical Engineering? Did he get a Mechanical Engineering degree from a different school that doesn't have
as strong name recognition?
I would get to the truth before doing anything. In my experience, Mechanical Engineers are very hard to come by. If I had a candidate with strong technical proficiency and BD experience, I would
make darn well to be 100% sure before I rescinded any offer. If you do something based on a hunch and are wrong, I can't see the hiring manager being very happy with you.
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD - engineer with no degree
_
We are interviewing for a mechanical engineering role. We have selected a candidate who has great experience (less than 10 years). Mostly business development but could be a good addition to our
team. I made the offer and the guy accepted. I am now starting the background check and onboarding process. In entering his education into our HRIS, I notice his BSME is from the same university
I attended 12+ years ago. He listed a BSME - our school doesn't have an engineering program. So I hate to think he is lying but the guy is lying about his education. Can I rescind offer? I have a real
gut feeling about this guy and I am mad I didn't catch this sooner. Please advise!
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top
13.

previous next
Re: WWYD - engineer with no degree
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:52 AM
Anonymous

_
Education is a commonly falsified qualification, so if the position you're filling requires a degree, you'd better verify it.
I recall making an offer to an electrical engineer many years ago. When I contacted the school he allegedly graduated from, I was informed that he'd attended one semester and dropped out. The
candidate was full of excuses, swearing that he did get his BSEE from this school. He was adamant they were lying... but all of his personal records had been lost in a flood.
While allowing him time to find documentation that would verify his degree, his former supervisor returned my call for a reference. The supervisor asked if our job required an EE degree. When I
said yes, he said "I'm sure you'll be checking that, right?" and I said I would be.
It was very obvious that he'd pulled the same trick before, and was found out sometime after he was hired. Based on his work history, he'd probably gotten away with it more than once before that.
You never know...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: WWYD - engineer with no degree
_
We are interviewing for a mechanical engineering role. We have selected a candidate who has great experience (less than 10 years). Mostly business development but could be a good addition to our
team. I made the offer and the guy accepted. I am now starting the background check and onboarding process. In entering his education into our HRIS, I notice his BSME is from the same university
I attended 12+ years ago. He listed a BSME - our school doesn't have an engineering program. So I hate to think he is lying but the guy is lying about his education. Can I rescind offer? I have a real
gut feeling about this guy and I am mad I didn't catch this sooner. Please advise!

top
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previous next

14.

Position Change within Organization
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:53 AM
Stephanie Votaw
I'm looking for some guidance.
We have 2 people within our organization that we want to essentially swap their roles. The one individual is salary exempt and the other is hourly non-exempt. The individual who is salary has had
some performance issues and has been talked to about issues on several occasions. She currently works in the Accounting Department for our company and has no prior experience but what friends
with our owner's wife.
The other individual is a Service Coordinator in our mechanics garage. She has excelled at her position and will be doing some of the same tasks that the other individual is currently doing. She also
doesn't have necessarily any accounting experience, but has excelled at everything that has come at her and has improved the processes in the garage.
I am meeting with the Office Manager today (who they both report to) and we are going to be discussing the best plan of action for the transition. We were planning on having each of them cross
train each other. We don't want to address it necessarily as a promotion / demotion but more of a better alignment of skills.
Has anyone ever helped with anything similar? I am looking for tips to make this go as smoothly as possible. Any recommendations of what not to do?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Stephanie Votaw
HR / Safety Manager
OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Position Change within Organization
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:35 AM
Anonymous

_
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You have someone in an accounting role with no experience. And you are going to replace this person with someone who does not have accounting experience.
Why?
What sort of accounting tasks is this person doing? Do you have an accountant that this person can work under for proper training?
What role is the current accountant going to? A service coordinator position?
She also doesn't have necessarily any accounting experience, but has excelled at everything that has come at her and has improved the processes in the garage.
Stephanie Votaw, 04-17-2018 10:53

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:53
From: Stephanie Votaw
Subject: Position Change within Organization
I'm looking for some guidance.
We have 2 people within our organization that we want to essentially swap their roles. The one individual is salary exempt and the other is hourly non-exempt. The individual who is salary has had
some performance issues and has been talked to about issues on several occasions. She currently works in the Accounting Department for our company and has no prior experience but what friends
with our owner's wife.
The other individual is a Service Coordinator in our mechanics garage. She has excelled at her position and will be doing some of the same tasks that the other individual is currently doing. She also
doesn't have necessarily any accounting experience, but has excelled at everything that has come at her and has improved the processes in the garage.
I am meeting with the Office Manager today (who they both report to) and we are going to be discussing the best plan of action for the transition. We were planning on having each of them cross
train each other. We don't want to address it necessarily as a promotion / demotion but more of a better alignment of skills.
Has anyone ever helped with anything similar? I am looking for tips to make this go as smoothly as possible. Any recommendations of what not to do?
Thanks!
-----------------------------Stephanie Votaw
HR / Safety Manager
OH
------------------------------
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16.

previous next
Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:46 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We are a small company (220 ee's in various locations) with headquarters in the state of PA. A 6-year full time employee at headquarters went away for the weekend with her sisters. Apparently
there is some history between them where they have not gotten along. Employee is 50 years of age.
Employee discloses to her manager on Monday morning that her sister punched her in the face. Employee texted her manager two photos and she looks awful. There is concern of a fracture and / or
concussion. Employee has no family, friends, or support from others. Her manager visited her twice yesterday to check on her well-being. Employee is refusing to seek treatment because she is
afraid of having to press charges against her sister which she doesn't want to do.
The employee lives about a mile from the office so her manager has been communicating with her constantly and visiting her to see that she is okay. Employee was given EAP information yesterday
and was strongly encouraged to use them as a resource. Employee is also off of medication; her sister intentionally disposed of it during the incident.
Other than continuing to encourage her to be checked out, and checking on her well-being, what else can we be doing?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
17.

previous next
Re: Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:53 AM
Todd Saffell

You provided the employee with resources (the EAP) to help her deal with the situation.
Other than that, stay out of family drama. It's almost as bad as HRing for family.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
_
â€‹
We are a small company (220 ee's in various locations) with headquarters in the state of PA. A 6-year full time employee at headquarters went away for the weekend with her sisters. Apparently
there is some history between them where they have not gotten along. Employee is 50 years of age.
Employee discloses to her manager on Monday morning that her sister punched her in the face. Employee texted her manager two photos and she looks awful. There is concern of a fracture and / or
concussion. Employee has no family, friends, or support from others. Her manager visited her twice yesterday to check on her well-being. Employee is refusing to seek treatment because she is
afraid of having to press charges against her sister which she doesn't want to do.
The employee lives about a mile from the office so her manager has been communicating with her constantly and visiting her to see that she is okay. Employee was given EAP information yesterday
and was strongly encouraged to use them as a resource. Employee is also off of medication; her sister intentionally disposed of it during the incident.
Other than continuing to encourage her to be checked out, and checking on her well-being, what else can we be doing?

top
18.

previous next
Re: Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:55 AM
Anonymous

_
I have lived through an experience like this with an employee in our office. Providing support, encouraging her to file a report, staying in touch etc is the best you can do. You cannot force her to take
the steps necessary to stay away from her abuser and I've read that it takes 18 times for an abused victim to finally break from the abuser. It's sad, and it sounds like you and your manager are doing
all you can do to support her at this time. In our case, it was a boyfriend and we took the extra step of contacting local police for tips and awareness, and getting his picture to the front desk because
she had filed a police report, he was in jail and then got out. He never showed up here and unfortunately, after making much progress, our employee stopped showing up, disappeared and we believe
she's back with him. Really sad.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:45
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
_
â€‹
We are a small company (220 ee's in various locations) with headquarters in the state of PA. A 6-year full time employee at headquarters went away for the weekend with her sisters. Apparently
there is some history between them where they have not gotten along. Employee is 50 years of age.
Employee discloses to her manager on Monday morning that her sister punched her in the face. Employee texted her manager two photos and she looks awful. There is concern of a fracture and / or
concussion. Employee has no family, friends, or support from others. Her manager visited her twice yesterday to check on her well-being. Employee is refusing to seek treatment because she is
afraid of having to press charges against her sister which she doesn't want to do.
The employee lives about a mile from the office so her manager has been communicating with her constantly and visiting her to see that she is okay. Employee was given EAP information yesterday
and was strongly encouraged to use them as a resource. Employee is also off of medication; her sister intentionally disposed of it during the incident.
Other than continuing to encourage her to be checked out, and checking on her well-being, what else can we be doing?

top
19.

previous next
Re: Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:06 AM
Anonymous

_
It's a fine line to support without getting involved. I'd ask the manager to continue checking in, but also to pull back a bit, it seems they are enmeshed in the situation at this point. We want to show
care and concern for employees, but allow them to run their lives and make the decisions they feel are best for them without our influence. Meaning, offer the EAP assistance, if needed give an
opportunity for a leave of absence (FMLA if it qualifies) or ability to work from home for a short time (if possible) while she heals.
Things like her medication, calling the police, etc. are all for her to work through. I would be hesitant to allow the manager to continue to visit this employee in their home, as it does breach the
professional boundary and potentially puts them at risk if the sister is still around.
This is a hard situation, best of luck to you in navigating these challenging waters.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
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_
â€‹
We are a small company (220 ee's in various locations) with headquarters in the state of PA. A 6-year full time employee at headquarters went away for the weekend with her sisters. Apparently
there is some history between them where they have not gotten along. Employee is 50 years of age.
Employee discloses to her manager on Monday morning that her sister punched her in the face. Employee texted her manager two photos and she looks awful. There is concern of a fracture and / or
concussion. Employee has no family, friends, or support from others. Her manager visited her twice yesterday to check on her well-being. Employee is refusing to seek treatment because she is
afraid of having to press charges against her sister which she doesn't want to do.
The employee lives about a mile from the office so her manager has been communicating with her constantly and visiting her to see that she is okay. Employee was given EAP information yesterday
and was strongly encouraged to use them as a resource. Employee is also off of medication; her sister intentionally disposed of it during the incident.
Other than continuing to encourage her to be checked out, and checking on her well-being, what else can we be doing?
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previous next
Re: Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:16 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
OP here, all very good advice - thank you all so much.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
_
It's a fine line to support without getting involved. I'd ask the manager to continue checking in, but also to pull back a bit, it seems they are enmeshed in the situation at this point. We want to show
care and concern for employees, but allow them to run their lives and make the decisions they feel are best for them without our influence. Meaning, offer the EAP assistance, if needed give an
opportunity for a leave of absence (FMLA if it qualifies) or ability to work from home for a short time (if possible) while she heals.
Things like her medication, calling the police, etc. are all for her to work through. I would be hesitant to allow the manager to continue to visit this employee in their home, as it does breach the
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professional boundary and potentially puts them at risk if the sister is still around.
This is a hard situation, best of luck to you in navigating these challenging waters.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Troubled Employee - Domestic Violence - Her Sister Punched Her
_
â€‹
We are a small company (220 ee's in various locations) with headquarters in the state of PA. A 6-year full time employee at headquarters went away for the weekend with her sisters. Apparently
there is some history between them where they have not gotten along. Employee is 50 years of age.
Employee discloses to her manager on Monday morning that her sister punched her in the face. Employee texted her manager two photos and she looks awful. There is concern of a fracture and / or
concussion. Employee has no family, friends, or support from others. Her manager visited her twice yesterday to check on her well-being. Employee is refusing to seek treatment because she is
afraid of having to press charges against her sister which she doesn't want to do.
The employee lives about a mile from the office so her manager has been communicating with her constantly and visiting her to see that she is okay. Employee was given EAP information yesterday
and was strongly encouraged to use them as a resource. Employee is also off of medication; her sister intentionally disposed of it during the incident.
Other than continuing to encourage her to be checked out, and checking on her well-being, what else can we be doing?

top
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previous next
Tax differences for Bonus and a Commission
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:40 AM
Anonymous

_
Quick question: Is there a difference between a bonus or a commission for taxes? (In Massachusetts) Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Tax differences for Bonus and a Commission
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Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:26 AM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
They are both considered supplemental wages and should be taxed as such.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Tax differences for Bonus and a Commission
_
Quick question: Is there a difference between a bonus or a commission for taxes? (In Massachusetts) Thank you!

top
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previous next
HR Mentor
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:24 AM
Alyssa Sibilia
I am new to Human Resources and currently studying for the aPHR. I am currently an HR Assistant at IDology. I am trying to find an HR mentor to help guide me in HR. I would love to join an HR
chapter, but unfortunately do not have the funds right now. I would love to meet with other HR Workers and learn as much as I can.
-----------------------------Alyssa Sibilia
HR Assistant
Idology
Atlanta GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: HR Mentor
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:30 AM
Anonymous

_
Can you ask your company to pay for membership for you? Or even do some kind of "educational advance" for it?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:24
From: Alyssa Sibilia
Subject: HR Mentor
I am new to Human Resources and currently studying for the aPHR. I am currently an HR Assistant at IDology. I am trying to find an HR mentor to help guide me in HR. I would love to join an HR
chapter, but unfortunately do not have the funds right now. I would love to meet with other HR Workers and learn as much as I can.
-----------------------------Alyssa Sibilia
HR Assistant
Idology
Atlanta GA
------------------------------
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Re: HR Mentor
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:38 AM
Anonymous
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_
Join a local HR group on LinkedIn and meet up with them! You can even plan a fun networking "event" on your own. Meet up at a Starbucks or a local brewery/winery.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:24
From: Alyssa Sibilia
Subject: HR Mentor
I am new to Human Resources and currently studying for the aPHR. I am currently an HR Assistant at IDology. I am trying to find an HR mentor to help guide me in HR. I would love to join an HR
chapter, but unfortunately do not have the funds right now. I would love to meet with other HR Workers and learn as much as I can.
-----------------------------Alyssa Sibilia
HR Assistant
Idology
Atlanta GA
------------------------------
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previous next
I-9s for H-1Bs
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:07 AM
Anonymous

_
Hello Everyone,
I am new to the world of working with H-1B employees so I apologize if this question is novice.
I wanted to know if it's okay for a new hire with an H-1b to provide a drivers license and social security card for their documents for section 2. I've looked on the USCIS website and it only mentions
that the foreign passport and I-94 can be used to fulfill the list A documents but I haven't found anything on list B or C documents for H-1bs. I know you can't dictate what type of documentation they
bring so I'm thinking it's okay but I just wanted to make sure.
Thanks for the help!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: I-9s for H-1Bs
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:42 AM
Anonymous

_
All my H1Bs provide List A docs.
The SSN card will typically have a statement that it can not be used for work authorization anyway.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9s for H-1Bs
_
Hello Everyone,
I am new to the world of working with H-1B employees so I apologize if this question is novice.
I wanted to know if it's okay for a new hire with an H-1b to provide a drivers license and social security card for their documents for section 2. I've looked on the USCIS website and it only mentions
that the foreign passport and I-94 can be used to fulfill the list A documents but I haven't found anything on list B or C documents for H-1bs. I know you can't dictate what type of documentation they
bring so I'm thinking it's okay but I just wanted to make sure.
Thanks for the help!
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Re: I-9s for H-1Bs
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:51 AM
Arshia Syed
If the H1B employee's SSN card says - 'Valid for Work only with DHS Authorization' or 'Not Valid for Employment' it cannot be acceptable as a List C document and usually that's the case with
H1B employees. You can let the employee know why it's not acceptable and direct them to the list of acceptable documents provided by USCIS. I walk them through it and most of the time they
understand what is needed and provide the needful and it always ends up to be List A docs.
-----------------------------Arshia Syed
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: I-9s for H-1Bs
_
Hello Everyone,
I am new to the world of working with H-1B employees so I apologize if this question is novice.
I wanted to know if it's okay for a new hire with an H-1b to provide a drivers license and social security card for their documents for section 2. I've looked on the USCIS website and it only mentions
that the foreign passport and I-94 can be used to fulfill the list A documents but I haven't found anything on list B or C documents for H-1bs. I know you can't dictate what type of documentation they
bring so I'm thinking it's okay but I just wanted to make sure.
Thanks for the help!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:05 AM
Brooke Maddack

â€‹â€‹
Hello,
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Reply to Sender

I have an employee who needs to take time off to care for her fiancé. Since they are not married, is it correct that she would not qualify for FMLA?

Thank you,

-----------------------------Brooke Maddack
Chicago
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:18 AM
Anonymous

_
That is correct. FMLA does not apply to fiances.
Your state may speak to this if they qualify as domestic partners, though.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:05
From: Brooke Maddack
Subject: FMLA
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
I have an employee who needs to take time off to care for her fiancé. Since they are not married, is it correct that she would not qualify for FMLA?

Thank you,
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Brooke Maddack
Chicago
------------------------------
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Re: FMLA
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:44 AM
Anonymous

_
I'm not in IL and found this for you. See the first bullet under "Insights for Employers". I agree - federal FMLA doesn't apply unless IL recognizes their relationship as a common law marriage. See
Q6 here.
Anonymonkâ€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:05
From: Brooke Maddack
Subject: FMLA
â€‹â€‹
Hello,
I have an employee who needs to take time off to care for her fiancé. Since they are not married, is it correct that she would not qualify for FMLA?

Thank you,

-----------------------------Brooke Maddack
Chicago
------------------------------
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previous next
Bankruptcy
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:02 AM
Anonymous

_
Are you able to ask an applicant the reason they filed bankruptcy? how much information can I ask for in considering an applicant
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Bankruptcy
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:05 AM
Anonymous

_
Why do you feel this is yoir business? Does this person work with money?
Many people file bankruptcy for reasons that do not have to do with bad money management.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bankruptcy
_
Are you able to ask an applicant the reason they filed bankruptcy? how much information can I ask for in considering an applicant
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top
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Re: Bankruptcy
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:06 AM
Anonymous

_
For what type of position is this person being considered? Why do you want to know why they filed for bankruptcy?
It could be divorce or a serious illness of a family member. Perhaps they supported a child who was going through an addiction problem. I don't know how I'd feel about someone prying into my
personal life unless it was strongly job related.
From a compliance perspective, I don't know the answer to your question.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bankruptcy
_
Are you able to ask an applicant the reason they filed bankruptcy? how much information can I ask for in considering an applicant
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Re: Bankruptcy
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:11 AM
Catrice Evans
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Reply to Sender

from a personal perspective I agree. Yes this person will be handling a lot of money. My boss asked me to call to get clarification and I don't agree because obviously this person filed for financial
reasons and I am not sure what we have to gain by asking this questions. Therefore, I wanted some type of law to back I could point to as the reason why we shouldn't be asking this question.
-----------------------------Catrice Evans SHRM-CP
Human Resource
Catrice Evans
Atlanta GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bankruptcy
_
For what type of position is this person being considered? Why do you want to know why they filed for bankruptcy?
It could be divorce or a serious illness of a family member. Perhaps they supported a child who was going through an addiction problem. I don't know how I'd feel about someone prying into my
personal life unless it was strongly job related.
From a compliance perspective, I don't know the answer to your question.
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bankruptcy
_
Are you able to ask an applicant the reason they filed bankruptcy? how much information can I ask for in considering an applicant
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Re: Bankruptcy
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:12 AM
Catrice Evans
i don't feel like it is my business, but I didn't think anyone would respond in this manner as I was just asking a question that I was unclear about as I have never been faced with this situation. from a
personal perspective I agree. Yes this person will be handling a lot of money. My boss asked me to call to get clarification and I don't agree because obviously this person filed for financial reasons
and I am not sure what we have to gain by asking this questions. Therefore, I wanted some type of law to back me up that I could point to as the reason why we shouldn't be asking this question.
Thank you for your response.
-----------------------------Catrice Evans SHRM-CP
Human Resource
Catrice Evans
Atlanta GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bankruptcy
_
Why do you feel this is yoir business? Does this person work with money?
Many people file bankruptcy for reasons that do not have to do with bad money management.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Bankruptcy
_
Are you able to ask an applicant the reason they filed bankruptcy? how much information can I ask for in considering an applicant
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previous next

37.

Re: Bankruptcy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:21 AM
Todd Saffell
From the GA Sec of State:
Bankruptcy: Federal generally law prohibits discrimination in employment decisions against people who have declared bankruptcy.

-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:10
From: Catrice Evans
Subject: Bankruptcy
from a personal perspective I agree. Yes this person will be handling a lot of money. My boss asked me to call to get clarification and I don't agree because obviously this person filed for financial
reasons and I am not sure what we have to gain by asking this questions. Therefore, I wanted some type of law to back I could point to as the reason why we shouldn't be asking this question.
-----------------------------Catrice Evans SHRM-CP
Human Resource
Catrice Evans
Atlanta GA
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Re: Bankruptcy
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:42 AM
Catrice Evans
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Reply to Sender

i understand that we can't discriminate, we want to hire her, they just want it documented as to the reason she filed the bankruptcy
-----------------------------Catrice Evans SHRM-CP
Human Resource
Catrice Evans
Atlanta GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:20
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Bankruptcy
From the GA Sec of State:
Bankruptcy: Federal generally law prohibits discrimination in employment decisions against people who have declared bankruptcy.

-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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previous next
Re: Bankruptcy
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:43 AM
Anonymous

_
Thank you for the additional information.
Todd posted the law prohibiting discrimination based on bankruptcy. The follow through to that law is that by asking questions like your supervisor is requesting that you ask, you are giving the
perception that you could discriminate based on this bankruptcy by not offering employment to this person.
What types of background checks and other due diligence do you perform during your offer process?
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-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:10
From: Catrice Evans
Subject: Bankruptcy
from a personal perspective I agree. Yes this person will be handling a lot of money. My boss asked me to call to get clarification and I don't agree because obviously this person filed for financial
reasons and I am not sure what we have to gain by asking this questions. Therefore, I wanted some type of law to back I could point to as the reason why we shouldn't be asking this question.
-----------------------------Catrice Evans SHRM-CP
Human Resource
Catrice Evans
Atlanta GA
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previous next
Re: Bankruptcy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:47 AM
Todd Saffell
If they want to hire her anyway, then why do they want to know? The risk of finding out information that could later be used against you in a discrimination or retaliation claim, far outweighs some
hiring managers curiosity. It's like saying you want to know if a young woman plans on having kids even if you're going to hire her anyway. The very fact you are asking the person to disclose
potentially discriminatory information creates an unnecessary risk.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:41
From: Catrice Evans
Subject: Bankruptcy
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i understand that we can't discriminate, we want to hire her, they just want it documented as to the reason she filed the bankruptcy
-----------------------------Catrice Evans SHRM-CP
Human Resource
Catrice Evans
Atlanta GA
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previous next
background checks
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:00 AM
Catrice Evans
Do anyone know if it is illegal in the state of VA to request a background check be completed before a job offer?
What if you find something in the background check that causes you to retract your offer?
-----------------------------Catrice Evans SHRM-CP
Human Resource
Catrice Evans
Atlanta GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Records retention
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:59 AM
Anonymous
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_
Our firm is moving in the next few months and we are in the process of shredding documents/files no longer needed.
Any hints on how best to separate what we keep & not keep in a personnel file?
Our personnel files contain employee reviews which reflect a salary change, etc. In looking at a retention schedule I've seen where it's best to keep an EE's file for 5 years after they've department the
company but it says to keep the salary & rate changes for 10 yrs. Do we remove these particular notices and keep in a file, while shredding the other information?
Our I-9's are separate & we follow the timeline for those. Our medical files are also separate which contain enrollment forms, beneficiary forms, etc. The schedule states term + 3 yrs but another
schedule says medical folders, employee 30 yrs. after termination. I think that is a different type of medical folder than what we have.

TIA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Employee complaining about medical issue
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:55 AM
Anonymous

_
What do you recommend in this case? The employee claims they have a massive bill from the insurance company. They said the doctor talked them into getting a procedure but then they got the bill
and it is way too high. They said the doctor misled them, and now they don't want to pay the insurance company. Now the wife is calling. They are now blaming HR and the insurance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Employee complaining about medical issue
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:03 AM
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Anonymous
_
I am not sure why they feel this is an HR issue, yes you offered them the coverage that they chose to opt in but they chose the doctor and to go ahead with the procedure. If a doctor wants you to get a
procedure done, then it is up to the doctors office to explain what is covered and the patient to verify the coverage. I would suggest telling the employee (and his wife) to discuss this with the doctor
and the insurance company.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee complaining about medical issue
_
What do you recommend in this case? The employee claims they have a massive bill from the insurance company. They said the doctor talked them into getting a procedure but then they got the bill
and it is way too high. They said the doctor misled them, and now they don't want to pay the insurance company. Now the wife is calling. They are now blaming HR and the insurance.
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Re: Employee complaining about medical issue
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:13 AM
Anonymous

_

What do you recommend in this case? The employee claims they have a massive bill from the insurance company. They said the doctor talked them into getting a procedure but then they got
the bill and it is way too high. They said the doctor misled them, and now they don't want to pay the insurance company. Now the wife is calling. They are now blaming HR and the
insurance.
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 09:54

That's not how it works. That's not how any of this works.
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Your employee did not get a "bill" from the insurance company. He got an EOB (explanation of benefits) illustrating what is and isn't covered by your plan, according to the terms of your plan, which
should have been available to the employee for review. The employee should have checked plan documents before agreeing to the procedure. The bill for uncovered expenses will come from the
doctor, not from the insurance company.
Never discuss your employee's medical claims with a third party -- not even the spouse. Speak directly to your employee. He can share whatever he'd like with his spouse afterwards. Yes, insurance is
complicated, but employees are adults and they need to be responsible enough to look up the terms of the plan and make decisions accordingly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee complaining about medical issue
_
What do you recommend in this case? The employee claims they have a massive bill from the insurance company. They said the doctor talked them into getting a procedure but then they got the bill
and it is way too high. They said the doctor misled them, and now they don't want to pay the insurance company. Now the wife is calling. They are now blaming HR and the insurance.
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Re: Employee complaining about medical issue
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:15 AM
Anonymous

_
Agree with number three. I'd loop my broker in to the situation to help explain to the EE if needed, they are the experts.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee complaining about medical issue
_
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What do you recommend in this case? The employee claims they have a massive bill from the insurance company. They said the doctor talked them into getting a procedure but then they got
the bill and it is way too high. They said the doctor misled them, and now they don't want to pay the insurance company. Now the wife is calling. They are now blaming HR and the
insurance.
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 09:54

That's not how it works. That's not how any of this works.
Your employee did not get a "bill" from the insurance company. He got an EOB (explanation of benefits) illustrating what is and isn't covered by your plan, according to the terms of your plan, which
should have been available to the employee for review. The employee should have checked plan documents before agreeing to the procedure. The bill for uncovered expenses will come from the
doctor, not from the insurance company.
Never discuss your employee's medical claims with a third party -- not even the spouse. Speak directly to your employee. He can share whatever he'd like with his spouse afterwards. Yes, insurance is
complicated, but employees are adults and they need to be responsible enough to look up the terms of the plan and make decisions accordingly.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee complaining about medical issue
_
What do you recommend in this case? The employee claims they have a massive bill from the insurance company. They said the doctor talked them into getting a procedure but then they got the bill
and it is way too high. They said the doctor misled them, and now they don't want to pay the insurance company. Now the wife is calling. They are now blaming HR and the insurance.
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Re: Employee complaining about medical issue
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:55 AM
Anonymous

_
OP, why would the employee pay the insurance company? This must be the EOB and NOT the bill.
This really is between the employee and his doctor and the insurance company. If the dr bill is too high, the employee should clarify whether the services were covered, at what %, and if the
deductible applies. Its also the employees responsibility to verify what is covered before seeking services.
If its complicated loop in your broker.
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At this point I would stay out of it, mainly as there are many missing pieces in your post.
What do you recommend in this case? The employee claims they have a massive bill from the insurance company. They said the doctor talked them into getting a procedure but then they got
the bill and it is way too high. They said the doctor misled them, and now they don't want to pay the insurance company.
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 09:54

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee complaining about medical issue
_
What do you recommend in this case? The employee claims they have a massive bill from the insurance company. They said the doctor talked them into getting a procedure but then they got the bill
and it is way too high. They said the doctor misled them, and now they don't want to pay the insurance company. Now the wife is calling. They are now blaming HR and the insurance.

top
48.

previous next
Re: Employee complaining about medical issue
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:54 AM
Anonymous

_
If this is an EOB and not a bill (which I agree it must be), this is a great opportunity to educate your employee on the use of your plan. I would include the spouse with the employee's permission, but
only in the educational part. I wouldn't even begin to advocate for anyone with regard to the adjudication of the invoice. That's between your employee and the TPA or possibly your broker.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:54
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Employee complaining about medical issue
_
What do you recommend in this case? The employee claims they have a massive bill from the insurance company. They said the doctor talked them into getting a procedure but then they got the bill
and it is way too high. They said the doctor misled them, and now they don't want to pay the insurance company. Now the wife is calling. They are now blaming HR and the insurance.

top
49.

previous next
Union Wages
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 9:44 AM
Eneida Brahushi
Hello,
Was just wondering if prevailing wage applies to laborers who are on salary as well? The situation is a site super who works full time on a job site that requires prevailing
wage/union wages, but is normally on salary before this job at 55k/yr. Is the site super required to receive the prevailing wage, or does he continue to receive his normal pay?
Regards,
Eneida Brahushi
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:40 AM
Anonymous

_
An applicant tested positive for marijuana post offer and we are a private employer in Illinois. Not sure how to determine whether it was medical marijuana use or recreational? Does the lab out or
is the employer? There are no notes from the physician on the lab report other than the applicant "admitted" to use.
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How do other employers handle positive tests in these situations where state laws require that you don't should not refuse to hire an applicant based solely on a positive result since the legality of
medical marijuana?
Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:42 AM
Anonymous

_
Does the state law specifically indicate that?
We have medical marijuana in our state, however, it is still illegal Federally and that's what we go by.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
_
An applicant tested positive for marijuana post offer and we are a private employer in Illinois. Not sure how to determine whether it was medical marijuana use or recreational? Does the lab out or
is the employer? There are no notes from the physician on the lab report other than the applicant "admitted" to use.
How do other employers handle positive tests in these situations where state laws require that you don't should not refuse to hire an applicant based solely on a positive result since the legality of
medical marijuana?
Thank you.

top
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previous next

52.

Re: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:48 AM
Anonymous

_
I believe Illinois State law requires consideration and we are a private employer - not federally contracted directly or indirectly. Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
_
Does the state law specifically indicate that?
We have medical marijuana in our state, however, it is still illegal Federally and that's what we go by.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
_
An applicant tested positive for marijuana post offer and we are a private employer in Illinois. Not sure how to determine whether it was medical marijuana use or recreational? Does the lab out or
is the employer? There are no notes from the physician on the lab report other than the applicant "admitted" to use.
How do other employers handle positive tests in these situations where state laws require that you don't should not refuse to hire an applicant based solely on a positive result since the legality of
medical marijuana?
Thank you.
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previous next
Re: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
Reply to Group
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Apr 17, 2018 9:49 AM
Anonymous
_
"I Believe"
You should make sure before moving forward. I'm not in your state, so I can't speak to that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
_
An applicant tested positive for marijuana post offer and we are a private employer in Illinois. Not sure how to determine whether it was medical marijuana use or recreational? Does the lab out or
is the employer? There are no notes from the physician on the lab report other than the applicant "admitted" to use.
How do other employers handle positive tests in these situations where state laws require that you don't should not refuse to hire an applicant based solely on a positive result since the legality of
medical marijuana?
Thank you.
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Re: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:28 AM
Anonymous

_
Most drug screenings test for THC specifically. Does your state's medical marijuana include THC - the agent that gets you high?
Our state just started the program and if patients need MM with THC in it (or at least enough THC to pop on a drug screening), they're given a special prescription. It's also incredibly pricey from my
understanding. I guess we have different levels - I'm still not clear on the whole thing because our state isn't either.
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Either way, as others have said, it is illegal federally and you don't have to hire this person if you have a zero-tolerance policy or you're a drug free workplace.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
_
"I Believe"
You should make sure before moving forward. I'm not in your state, so I can't speak to that.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
_
An applicant tested positive for marijuana post offer and we are a private employer in Illinois. Not sure how to determine whether it was medical marijuana use or recreational? Does the lab out or
is the employer? There are no notes from the physician on the lab report other than the applicant "admitted" to use.
How do other employers handle positive tests in these situations where state laws require that you don't should not refuse to hire an applicant based solely on a positive result since the legality of
medical marijuana?
Thank you.
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Re: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:54 AM
Anonymous

_
wait...if its medical then there would be a corresponding Rx, right?
Do you have a Medical Review Officer with your drug testing service? If so they should be coordinating that.
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If no Rx and no MRO, I would defer back to the federal law and move on.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: applicant tested positive... any advice on medical marijuana
_
An applicant tested positive for marijuana post offer and we are a private employer in Illinois. Not sure how to determine whether it was medical marijuana use or recreational? Does the lab out or
is the employer? There are no notes from the physician on the lab report other than the applicant "admitted" to use.
How do other employers handle positive tests in these situations where state laws require that you don't should not refuse to hire an applicant based solely on a positive result since the legality of
medical marijuana?
Thank you.
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previous next
Request for days off
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 9:39 AM
Christi Atwood
We have implemented a mandatory "Notes to Administration" section on our absences tracking system recently. (We are a public school in Michigan) Before turning this on, all staff (teachers, aides
and food service) could just enter an absence and use a sick or a personal day without a "why" whenever they wanted to (11pm at night or 7am). Now we are getting questions about if we are
violating their HIPPA rights by having these notes enforced. While I know the answer to that question is no, the question I have is do other employers ask why your staff is not present?
Since we use this system for ALL teacher absences, the "focus" has been on the "school business" days-- the "why" can be items like: testing, conference, site visit, etc... I have let the staff know
we are looking for a broad "why" for sick and personal days-- doctor appointment, sick child, appointments. We are a small district with 170 teachers and this year we have had
over 2200 teacher absences in 142 school days! This includes all types, but I think (sarcasm) we have an absence problem!
The thought is having to enter a "why" may prompt staff to think twice about a call in day.
Other suggestions?

C. Atwood, MBA, HRS
Wayland Union Schools
Human Resources
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atwoodc@waylandunion.org
I have never initiated a post before, I hope I am doing this right! :) I love reading through these, great info!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Request for days off
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 9:43 AM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
I think you are crossing a line here that I would stay away from. Aside from them entering in "sick" or "personal"; they should know have to specify why they need the time off.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:38
From: Christi Atwood
Subject: Request for days off
We have implemented a mandatory "Notes to Administration" section on our absences tracking system recently. (We are a public school in Michigan) Before turning this on, all staff (teachers, aides
and food service) could just enter an absence and use a sick or a personal day without a "why" whenever they wanted to (11pm at night or 7am). Now we are getting questions about if we are
violating their HIPPA rights by having these notes enforced. While I know the answer to that question is no, the question I have is do other employers ask why your staff is not present?
Since we use this system for ALL teacher absences, the "focus" has been on the "school business" days-- the "why" can be items like: testing, conference, site visit, etc... I have let the staff know
we are looking for a broad "why" for sick and personal days-- doctor appointment, sick child, appointments. We are a small district with 170 teachers and this year we have had
over 2200 teacher absences in 142 school days! This includes all types, but I think (sarcasm) we have an absence problem!
The thought is having to enter a "why" may prompt staff to think twice about a call in day.
Other suggestions?

C. Atwood, MBA, HRS
Wayland Union Schools
Human Resources
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atwoodc@waylandunion.org" target="_blank">atwoodc@waylandunion.org
I have never initiated a post before, I hope I am doing this right! :) I love reading through these, great info!

top
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previous next
Re: Request for days off
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:48 AM
Anonymous

_
Why aren't these employees' supervisors/managers addressing the attendance issues?
You also need to be concerned about FMLA.
As to HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) you simply need to educate people that general entries (sick, ill child, etc.) are not protected and that the company needs to know
which bucket to pay someone out of, or if they are working off site (conference).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:38
From: Christi Atwood
Subject: Request for days off
We have implemented a mandatory "Notes to Administration" section on our absences tracking system recently. (We are a public school in Michigan) Before turning this on, all staff (teachers, aides
and food service) could just enter an absence and use a sick or a personal day without a "why" whenever they wanted to (11pm at night or 7am). Now we are getting questions about if we are
violating their HIPPA rights by having these notes enforced. While I know the answer to that question is no, the question I have is do other employers ask why your staff is not present?
Since we use this system for ALL teacher absences, the "focus" has been on the "school business" days-- the "why" can be items like: testing, conference, site visit, etc... I have let the staff know
we are looking for a broad "why" for sick and personal days-- doctor appointment, sick child, appointments. We are a small district with 170 teachers and this year we have had
over 2200 teacher absences in 142 school days! This includes all types, but I think (sarcasm) we have an absence problem!
The thought is having to enter a "why" may prompt staff to think twice about a call in day.
Other suggestions?

C. Atwood, MBA, HRS
Wayland Union Schools
Human Resources

atwoodc@waylandunion.org" target="_blank">atwoodc@waylandunion.org
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I have never initiated a post before, I hope I am doing this right! :) I love reading through these, great info!

top
59.

previous next
Re: Request for days off
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:39 AM
Todd Saffell
I'll never understand why companies give employees time off and then complain when they use it.
If you believe you have employees abusing PTO, then address the problem. Forcing employees to write a reason is unlikely to have the result you desire. Do you really believe I won't take the day off
just because I have to type "sick" in a box? Employees who abuse the PTO policy should be addressed using the company discipline procedures, but this passive-aggressive approach would just make
me more likely to take off time.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:38
From: Christi Atwood
Subject: Request for days off
We have implemented a mandatory "Notes to Administration" section on our absences tracking system recently. (We are a public school in Michigan) Before turning this on, all staff (teachers, aides
and food service) could just enter an absence and use a sick or a personal day without a "why" whenever they wanted to (11pm at night or 7am). Now we are getting questions about if we are
violating their HIPPA rights by having these notes enforced. While I know the answer to that question is no, the question I have is do other employers ask why your staff is not present?
Since we use this system for ALL teacher absences, the "focus" has been on the "school business" days-- the "why" can be items like: testing, conference, site visit, etc... I have let the staff know
we are looking for a broad "why" for sick and personal days-- doctor appointment, sick child, appointments. We are a small district with 170 teachers and this year we have had
over 2200 teacher absences in 142 school days! This includes all types, but I think (sarcasm) we have an absence problem!
The thought is having to enter a "why" may prompt staff to think twice about a call in day.
Other suggestions?

C. Atwood, MBA, HRS
Wayland Union Schools
Human Resources
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atwoodc@waylandunion.org" target="_blank">atwoodc@waylandunion.org
I have never initiated a post before, I hope I am doing this right! :) I love reading through these, great info!

top
60.

previous next
Not engaged in my HR role
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:31 AM
Anonymous

_
I am looking for a little career advice from my fellow HR peeps! I am a Generalist for a smaller company and I do not feel engaged here. Its funny being in HR you try to engage employees but being
on the flip side I am f=trying to "diagnose: my own reasons. I think part of me would rather be in a field role where I am on the go 24-7 or a Generalist for a very large company where it's much
busier. I did work in a manufacturing setting which I loved until I outgrew the role. Or maybe an HR role where I am traveling more vs. being in an office all day. What are your work environments
like? What would you suggest for someone who wants to stay in HR but feels a little "bored" at times?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Not engaged in my HR role
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:01 AM
Todd Saffell
Learn all that you can.
When you read a thread and you have no idea what the right answer is, write down that topic to research later. None of us know everything about everything (that's why this community can be so
valuable). Next time you are feeling bored or disengaged, pull out your list and really investigate the subject. Visit the government website and read all you can, same with your state, then visit this
board and search the topic to see the questions and answers on that subject. That will give you context on how the law is actually applied and the problems that come up. After you gain the context,
go back and re-read the law.
The more you learn now, the better prepared you will be in the future.
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-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not engaged in my HR role
_
I am looking for a little career advice from my fellow HR peeps! I am a Generalist for a smaller company and I do not feel engaged here. Its funny being in HR you try to engage employees but being
on the flip side I am f=trying to "diagnose: my own reasons. I think part of me would rather be in a field role where I am on the go 24-7 or a Generalist for a very large company where it's much
busier. I did work in a manufacturing setting which I loved until I outgrew the role. Or maybe an HR role where I am traveling more vs. being in an office all day. What are your work environments
like? What would you suggest for someone who wants to stay in HR but feels a little "bored" at times?

top
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previous next
Re: Not engaged in my HR role
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:04 AM
Lauren Keller
Personally, I've been where you are. There's only so many different ways you can motivate yourself to be engaged in your own role, which once you get to that point, you know there's a problem.
My background is very similar to yours, I started in the Manufacturing/Warehousing environment for several years until I outgrew my role. Took a new role, where I thought I'd be challenged and
instead, I ended up making a huge mistake. I did learn a lot from that mistake but I was pretty unhappy (until I found my current role) because I wasn't challenged or felt as if I was progressing the
way I wanted to. It took me sitting down and really evaluating what I want in a new role, where my dealbreakers are (I know I don't like working alone, and prefer to work in a team environment, etc)
to lead me to this point. Honestly I'd say that's your next step so you can ensure that the next opportunity you take, is one that really will make you happy!
Good luck to you :)
-----------------------------Lauren Keller
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not engaged in my HR role
_
I am looking for a little career advice from my fellow HR peeps! I am a Generalist for a smaller company and I do not feel engaged here. Its funny being in HR you try to engage employees but being
on the flip side I am f=trying to "diagnose: my own reasons. I think part of me would rather be in a field role where I am on the go 24-7 or a Generalist for a very large company where it's much
busier. I did work in a manufacturing setting which I loved until I outgrew the role. Or maybe an HR role where I am traveling more vs. being in an office all day. What are your work environments
like? What would you suggest for someone who wants to stay in HR but feels a little "bored" at times?

top
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previous next
Re: Not engaged in my HR role
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:07 AM
Anonymous

_
I feel like I have gotten to the "bored & unengaged" stage myself. I am a team of one but my boss also micromanages which is a different issue all together.
I wanted to say thank you to Todd and Lauren for the advice I think I will do the same thing.
OP I hope you find help in the advice and best of luck in your role!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not engaged in my HR role
_
I am looking for a little career advice from my fellow HR peeps! I am a Generalist for a smaller company and I do not feel engaged here. Its funny being in HR you try to engage employees but being
on the flip side I am f=trying to "diagnose: my own reasons. I think part of me would rather be in a field role where I am on the go 24-7 or a Generalist for a very large company where it's much
busier. I did work in a manufacturing setting which I loved until I outgrew the role. Or maybe an HR role where I am traveling more vs. being in an office all day. What are your work environments
like? What would you suggest for someone who wants to stay in HR but feels a little "bored" at times?
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previous next
Re: Not engaged in my HR role
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:21 AM
Ashley Sink
I love doing this. These forums are my go to during my down time - which is becoming less and less! I love continuing to learn new things in regards to HR, especially since I'm still young in my
career.
-----------------------------Ashley Sink
HR Administrator
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:00
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Not engaged in my HR role
Learn all that you can.
When you read a thread and you have no idea what the right answer is, write down that topic to research later. None of us know everything about everything (that's why this community can be so
valuable). Next time you are feeling bored or disengaged, pull out your list and really investigate the subject. Visit the government website and read all you can, same with your state, then visit this
board and search the topic to see the questions and answers on that subject. That will give you context on how the law is actually applied and the problems that come up. After you gain the context,
go back and re-read the law.
The more you learn now, the better prepared you will be in the future.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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65.

Re: Not engaged in my HR role
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:57 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Hi OP, I have been struggling with this for several years at my current job. I am a DOO and have had trouble with self-motivation and engagement. In fact I posted a thread not too long ago if you
want to search for "self-motivation"; I received some good responses / advice. I am not a job hopper though, so I have been sticking it out and making the best of it for me.
I agree wholeheartedly with learning as much as you can. In fact, I have been doing that since I came here 4 years ago which has enabled me to get my SHRM certification! At my last job I would
not have had that opportunity. It was a much larger company and I was practically working two jobs there.
I do not regret coming here because of the above. I believe you can get something out of everything you do. I have done some soul-searching and think I would be better in a larger company with
more stimulation. For now, this will work for me though. I have no one micromanaging me and I am left to do my job with no real issues. I do feel though that I could really use a mentor or a strong
counterpart - a person - to learn more from.
Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not engaged in my HR role
_
I feel like I have gotten to the "bored & unengaged" stage myself. I am a team of one but my boss also micromanages which is a different issue all together.
I wanted to say thank you to Todd and Lauren for the advice I think I will do the same thing.
OP I hope you find help in the advice and best of luck in your role!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not engaged in my HR role
_
I am looking for a little career advice from my fellow HR peeps! I am a Generalist for a smaller company and I do not feel engaged here. Its funny being in HR you try to engage employees but being
on the flip side I am f=trying to "diagnose: my own reasons. I think part of me would rather be in a field role where I am on the go 24-7 or a Generalist for a very large company where it's much
busier. I did work in a manufacturing setting which I loved until I outgrew the role. Or maybe an HR role where I am traveling more vs. being in an office all day. What are your work environments
like? What would you suggest for someone who wants to stay in HR but feels a little "bored" at times?
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Re: Not engaged in my HR role
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 11:59 AM
Mark Michaels

I do feel though that I could really use a mentor or a strong counterpart - a person - to learn more from.
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 10:57

I attended a local HR Chapter meeting (Lake Washington) this month that addresses this very thing. Broadly speaking and paraphrasing from the SHRM Speaker, the HR profession in general needs
more opportunities for coaching and mentoring in development. It feels like this is even more important in scenarios where you're the lone ranger.
-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not engaged in my HR role
_
â€‹
Hi OP, I have been struggling with this for several years at my current job. I am a DOO and have had trouble with self-motivation and engagement. In fact I posted a thread not too long ago if you
want to search for "self-motivation"; I received some good responses / advice. I am not a job hopper though, so I have been sticking it out and making the best of it for me.
I agree wholeheartedly with learning as much as you can. In fact, I have been doing that since I came here 4 years ago which has enabled me to get my SHRM certification! At my last job I would
not have had that opportunity. It was a much larger company and I was practically working two jobs there.
I do not regret coming here because of the above. I believe you can get something out of everything you do. I have done some soul-searching and think I would be better in a larger company with
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more stimulation. For now, this will work for me though. I have no one micromanaging me and I am left to do my job with no real issues. I do feel though that I could really use a mentor or a strong
counterpart - a person - to learn more from.
Good luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not engaged in my HR role
_
I feel like I have gotten to the "bored & unengaged" stage myself. I am a team of one but my boss also micromanages which is a different issue all together.
I wanted to say thank you to Todd and Lauren for the advice I think I will do the same thing.
OP I hope you find help in the advice and best of luck in your role!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Not engaged in my HR role
_
I am looking for a little career advice from my fellow HR peeps! I am a Generalist for a smaller company and I do not feel engaged here. Its funny being in HR you try to engage employees but being
on the flip side I am f=trying to "diagnose: my own reasons. I think part of me would rather be in a field role where I am on the go 24-7 or a Generalist for a very large company where it's much
busier. I did work in a manufacturing setting which I loved until I outgrew the role. Or maybe an HR role where I am traveling more vs. being in an office all day. What are your work environments
like? What would you suggest for someone who wants to stay in HR but feels a little "bored" at times?
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previous next
Help with multiple garnishments - located in Iowa
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 9:29 AM
Ashley Sink
Help from anyone who has dealt with multiple garnishments in Iowa!
Our company is located in Iowa...this employee's address is Iowa. I'm trying to determine if we are doing this correctly...Iowa code is a little different than federal code in regards to garnishments.
He has a child support order - in Iowa, if you do not directly take care of any other dependents, no more than 60% of your disposable earnings (Iowa = fed tax, state tax, local tax, SS, Medicare) can
be taking out of the weekly paycheck.
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We then received a notice to garnish wages from a creditor that was non-consumer credit. Per Iowa code and his weekly earnings, we can garnish 25% of his disposable earnings.
We have determined, per Iowa code, that although we can garnish 60% for his child support, if that child support is more than 25% of his disposable earnings, we cannot garnish the creditor one. We
have it set up in our payroll system to correctly calculate that, or the difference if CS is less than 25%.
Here comes the tricky part. We just received another notice to garnish his wages from the Iowa dept of revenue. Tax levies are not limited by any max deductions and have no expiration date. Per
code, this takes precedence over the creditor garnishment.
1. Can anyone confirm this is all calculated correctly?
2. Do tax levies limit the amount that can be garnished overall? For example...if CS garnishment ends up being 15% of DE and the tax levy is 20% of DE, would this mean we cannot garnish
anything additional for the creditor garnishment? Or does the tax levy stand on it's own and doesn't affect overall limit of 25% of disposable earnings?
We've never dealt with this many different types of garnishments for one employee at one time. You can tell it's tax season! Let me know if you need any additional information!
Thank you so much!

-----------------------------Ashley Sink
HR Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:29 AM
Anonymous

_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
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I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
69.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:37 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
How do you deal with all the confidential issues that most HR people deal with when people are so close? In my opinion, find another job - I could not tolerate that and get anything done.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
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I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
70.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:38 AM
Libby Hayes

â€‹
Have you tried to speak with her about these issues? It would think it is not only bothering you but others as well.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
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Reply to Sender

_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
71.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:42 AM
Anonymous

_
OP here:
I am new to HR and very self-taught. I thought that might seem like a personal attack- even if I am very polite I feel like she will think I'm attacking her for making too much noise with her mouse.
And the chair dancing, I also worry that would seem like a personal attack. My company did give everyone these very nice headphones to everyone for a holiday gift and I feel like it would be weird
for me to basically tell her not to move around in her chair.
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I know this might not be resolvable and if it bothers me that much I should just look for another job, but there are things I like about this company too. I just wish I could work in peace and quiet with
the tiniest amount of privacy :(
I have asked if I could have the semi-private seat in the consultant office and was told that if people need to discuss something confidentially with me we could go to a conference room.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:37
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
â€‹
Have you tried to speak with her about these issues? It would think it is not only bothering you but others as well.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio

top
72.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 9:47 AM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
Aside from asking to be relocated to another desk not next to this person, you will just have to learn to ignore it. If it is a general complaint by many employees the group should discuss with
management that it is affecting their ability to get work done.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
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_
OP here:
I am new to HR and very self-taught. I thought that might seem like a personal attack- even if I am very polite I feel like she will think I'm attacking her for making too much noise with her mouse.
And the chair dancing, I also worry that would seem like a personal attack. My company did give everyone these very nice headphones to everyone for a holiday gift and I feel like it would be weird
for me to basically tell her not to move around in her chair.
I know this might not be resolvable and if it bothers me that much I should just look for another job, but there are things I like about this company too. I just wish I could work in peace and quiet with
the tiniest amount of privacy :(
I have asked if I could have the semi-private seat in the consultant office and was told that if people need to discuss something confidentially with me we could go to a conference room.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:37
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
â€‹
Have you tried to speak with her about these issues? It would think it is not only bothering you but others as well.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
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market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
73.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:51 AM
Anonymous

_
I think you should ask her if she can stop making distracting noises. As far as dancing in her seat, I think you'll come off as a curmudgeon if you ask her to please not move around when she listens to
music.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
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It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
74.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:54 AM
Anonymous

_
This would be untenable for me. I loathe "bullpen" setups. When you cram people together with no relief from constant noise, movement, and lack of privacy, chronic stress and conflict inevitably
result. People who are normally very easy going get cranky and start sniping at each other for the dumbest reasons, like smells and... mouse noises.
I sympathize, but I'd be looking for another job if I were you. In the meanwhile -- earplugs.
Deeply inserted foam earplugs.
Good luck.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
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I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
75.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:59 AM
Anonymous

_
I'm a fan of having HR on the floor with employees, I think it's good for them to see you and interact with you daily.
That said, HR does deal with confidential reports and information. Most HR people I know that sit on the floor will sit in a spot that is a little more removed from everyone else. If it were me I would
make my a case and start pushing for a better desk location with a little more privacy. Others may enjoy the vibes and the energy coming from your neighbor, so I'd try to avoid saying anything to
them unless others are complaining.
Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
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From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
76.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:13 AM
Anonymous

_
I used to be in this scenario, but when we remodeled our office I was given my own office (thank heavens). I really sympathize with you. What I did to survive working out on the floor was work
from home one day each week. It helped me when working on confidential items and also gave me some sanity. The person next to me was a chair bouncer who played with a fidget spinner all day
and would sing along to music. These set-ups are trendy right now, but I hope they become less popular. I think the employees would be happier in a cubicle or at least not directly next to their
coworkers. I know I would have been.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
77.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:19 AM
Anonymous

_
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Don't hold your breath... they've been "trendy" for cheap companies for at least 30 years now... j/s
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
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previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:24 AM
Anonymous
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_
I was just going to say... Open office environments are way past the point of being a trend...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Don't hold your breath... they've been "trendy" for cheap companies for at least 30 years now... j/s
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
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Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
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previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:25 AM
Anonymous

_
I had a coworker three cubicles over that did this at my last job every day and keep in mind we weren't allowed headphones but she did it anyway and broke many mice slamming them all the time. I
would agree with the 8th poster, do your research - is there a spot you can move that is still with everyone but a little removed and away from your dancer? Gather everything you can and bring it to
your managers, state your case but try not to single them out as the issue - use the confidentiality as a good reason.
Good Luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Don't hold your breath... they've been "trendy" for cheap companies for at least 30 years now... j/s
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
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I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
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previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:31 AM
Anonymous

_
OP- you actually sound like a self aware and empathetic co-worker. My favorite co-worker I've ever had was a gum smacker. It was disgusting. I had to turn my music up so loudly to drown out
the constant smacks. In fact, it really, really irritated not only myself but my neighboring cubicle-mate. Aside from trying to get her to quit chewing gum on the DL (ohhhh there's so much hidden
sugar in gum! chewing gum is proven to make you more hungry! etc etc etc) we would never risk hurting her feelings by asking her to stop.
We also knew it was a personal problem of ours.

So earphones were my only solution.

It sounds like maybe you could ask to have your desk moved. You definitely don't need to say its because of the mouse dropping and dancing- just keep it to you needing to have more of an ability
to hide confidential information on your screen.
Best of luck- I feel for you but you're on the right track.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
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From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
81.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:32 AM
Anonymous

_
It seems like now would be a good time to practice having "difficult conversations." Being in HR you need to get comfortable approaching people and having conversations that may be
uncomfortable. The fact that this is the first issue and it's regarding you personally is a good start to developing those skills.
Make the conversation about the issue at hand and not the individual, you can also recognize that she may not be aware of the noise. Since it's an open space, likely there may be other people who are
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also distracted. Give her a fair chance and at least have a basic conversation with her. Beyond that, with what you've shared, there's not much more you can do.
I'd also very much recommend enrolling yourself in HR courses, whether it be studying for the SHRM exam or PHR, self-taught leaves you open for compliance issues due to those things that you
are not aware of.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
82.

previous next
Re: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
Reply to Group
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Apr 17, 2018 10:38 AM
Anonymous
_
That is a bummer. Where I'm located they seem to be just taking off, but things take a few years to catch up here. We are just now getting avocado toast if that says anything LOL.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
I was just going to say... Open office environments are way past the point of being a trend...
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Don't hold your breath... they've been "trendy" for cheap companies for at least 30 years now... j/s
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: What would you do? Or is this just hopeless
_
Hi:
I would like to preface this by saying I know this is my problem, not my neighbor's problem.
I sit in a very open office area that is basically rows and rows of desks. Kind of like in elementary school, but there is absolutely no space between desks (each desk in the row is touching desks on
either side).
I have tried to just "deal with this" for a good while now but I feel like I am going to lose my mind. Most people push their keyboard mouse around silently but the person next to me feels the need to
pick it up and slam it down every. single. time. she uses the mouse. So I'm hearing constant mouse-noise all day. And we are all here 9.5 hours a day.
Additionally, we do allow our employees to listen to earbuds- very relaxed policy. However, my neighbor is constantly dancing around in her chair, moving to the beat, moving around with her
hands, snapping, sometimes humming.
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It is impossible for me to concentrate because I'm always seeing things out of the corner of my eye and hearing the constant mouse noise.
Again, I understand that this is my problem. What I want to know is, does anyone have any advice to make this situation more tolerable? I already have the best ear cancelling headphones on the
market and they are not enough to cancel the mouse noise (unless I listen to loud music full blast which would be equally distracting).
There is one open desk but it is in a "consultant room" and my company makes me, the sole HR person, sit with all the entry level people even though I have been here longer than all of them and
recruited all of them.
Any advice at all would be so super appreciated!

top
83.

previous next
Company car
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:11 AM
Anonymous

_
We are in the process of bringing on our first executive level sales person. We are in need of a company car for this hire and we have never done that before. I am researching lease versus buying
and leasing seems to be the route to take, but I'm not sure where to begin. Are there certain companies that have leasing options for a small business where you only need 1 vehicle, but allow for
more than the 12,000 miles you get with a typical lease? I appreciate any and all advice.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Company car
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:25 AM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
We use Enterprise Fleet Services for 25 vehicles. I don't know if they have a minimum. I think we started with about 5 vehicles but that was before I started here.
There have lease and purchase options. Recently our Director of Finance made the case for purchasing vehicles. Enterprise Fleet Management still handles the program.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Company car
_
We are in the process of bringing on our first executive level sales person. We are in need of a company car for this hire and we have never done that before. I am researching lease versus buying
and leasing seems to be the route to take, but I'm not sure where to begin. Are there certain companies that have leasing options for a small business where you only need 1 vehicle, but allow for
more than the 12,000 miles you get with a typical lease? I appreciate any and all advice.

top
85.

previous next
Rescinding Job Offer
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:10 AM
Anonymous

_
I know this has been talking about generally, but search the boards a bit and couldn't find the exact reasoning.
I have to rescind a drivers job offer due to not being insurable by our insurance company. When I was talking to him I told him it was contingent on all the checks coming back okay and his
disclosed to me he was worried about the driving record.
I'm getting ready to call him to let him know that we have to rescind the job offer - however, would it be wise to follow up with a letter sent to his house? This is the first job offer I have needed to
rescind.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
86.

previous next
Re: Rescinding Job Offer
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:13 AM
Anonymous

_
Who conducted the MVR/Background check?
If done by a 3rd party, FCRA will apply and you'll need to follow that process.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rescinding Job Offer
_
I know this has been talking about generally, but search the boards a bit and couldn't find the exact reasoning.
I have to rescind a drivers job offer due to not being insurable by our insurance company. When I was talking to him I told him it was contingent on all the checks coming back okay and his
disclosed to me he was worried about the driving record.
I'm getting ready to call him to let him know that we have to rescind the job offer - however, would it be wise to follow up with a letter sent to his house? This is the first job offer I have needed to
rescind.

top
87.

previous next
Re: Rescinding Job Offer
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:34 AM
Anonymous

_
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OP here So I didn't even think about this, but our insurance company is the one that runs the MVRs - would that be an issue since they are also the ones that told us he was uninsurable?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rescinding Job Offer
_
Who conducted the MVR/Background check?
If done by a 3rd party, FCRA will apply and you'll need to follow that process.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rescinding Job Offer
_
I know this has been talking about generally, but search the boards a bit and couldn't find the exact reasoning.
I have to rescind a drivers job offer due to not being insurable by our insurance company. When I was talking to him I told him it was contingent on all the checks coming back okay and his
disclosed to me he was worried about the driving record.
I'm getting ready to call him to let him know that we have to rescind the job offer - however, would it be wise to follow up with a letter sent to his house? This is the first job offer I have needed to
rescind.

top
88.

previous next
Re: Rescinding Job Offer
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:03 AM
Anonymous

_
That would be a third party, so FCRA applies.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rescinding Job Offer
_
I know this has been talking about generally, but search the boards a bit and couldn't find the exact reasoning.
I have to rescind a drivers job offer due to not being insurable by our insurance company. When I was talking to him I told him it was contingent on all the checks coming back okay and his
disclosed to me he was worried about the driving record.
I'm getting ready to call him to let him know that we have to rescind the job offer - however, would it be wise to follow up with a letter sent to his house? This is the first job offer I have needed to
rescind.

top
89.

previous next
ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 8:59 AM
Anonymous

_
Does anyone have a policy that can be tweaked/shared regarding expectations at work/social events? We sponsor social events to acknowledge hard work in meeting our sales and/or numbers. We
expect people to behave and not participate in offensive behavior. Can anyone assist me ?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
Reply to Group
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Apr 17, 2018 9:01 AM
Anonymous
_
Start with the Resources section of this SHRM site. I would search for a Code of Conduct Policy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
_
Does anyone have a policy that can be tweaked/shared regarding expectations at work/social events? We sponsor social events to acknowledge hard work in meeting our sales and/or numbers. We
expect people to behave and not participate in offensive behavior. Can anyone assist me ?

top
91.

previous next
Re: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:02 AM
Anonymous

_
drink ticket system? or "while social events are provided, we still expect our employees to behave in a professional manner."
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
_
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Does anyone have a policy that can be tweaked/shared regarding expectations at work/social events? We sponsor social events to acknowledge hard work in meeting our sales and/or numbers. We
expect people to behave and not participate in offensive behavior. Can anyone assist me ?

top
92.

previous next
Re: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:05 AM
Anonymous

_
I am finding most code of conduct doesn't cover work/social events.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
_
Start with the Resources section of this SHRM site. I would search for a Code of Conduct Policy.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
_
Does anyone have a policy that can be tweaked/shared regarding expectations at work/social events? We sponsor social events to acknowledge hard work in meeting our sales and/or numbers. We
expect people to behave and not participate in offensive behavior. Can anyone assist me ?

top
93.

previous next
Re: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
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Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:07 AM
Anonymous
_
Thank You. We are addressing how to handle this in the future for any additional parties/social events but I wondered if there were any written policies I can share rather than re-invent the wheel,
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
_
drink ticket system? or "while social events are provided, we still expect our employees to behave in a professional manner."
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
_
Does anyone have a policy that can be tweaked/shared regarding expectations at work/social events? We sponsor social events to acknowledge hard work in meeting our sales and/or numbers. We
expect people to behave and not participate in offensive behavior. Can anyone assist me ?

top
94.

previous next
Re: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:08 AM
Anonymous

_
"professional" can have many interpretations as I've seen on this board- some wayyyy more strict than others.
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I would keep it to "we expect you to abide by our code of conduct at work social events".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
_
drink ticket system? or "while social events are provided, we still expect our employees to behave in a professional manner."
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: ALCOHOL , BEHAVIOR AND WORK FUNCTIONS
_
Does anyone have a policy that can be tweaked/shared regarding expectations at work/social events? We sponsor social events to acknowledge hard work in meeting our sales and/or numbers. We
expect people to behave and not participate in offensive behavior. Can anyone assist me ?

top
95.

previous next
Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 2:29 AM
Anonymous

_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
96.

previous next
Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 7:28 AM
Anonymous

_
The employee can send out this email unless he doesn't have work email or the all staff email is restricted.
At our company either the receptionist, office manager or I would send out this mail as only limited users can send all staff mail. We'd probably have the receptionist send it since she is centrally
located and people would return it to her anyway. She gets all the found items-cell phones etc.
Honestly if he's not able to send the mail you should just send the mail and not worry about who is responsible. The guy lost his wallet. You may want to check in with the employee and let him
know how to get new benefit cards.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?

top
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previous next
Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
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Apr 17, 2018 8:19 AM
Anonymous
_
I would not involve myself- I would never send an all-staff e-mail regarding a lost wallet or really any other lost anything. You are simply asking for trouble- just because everyone knows the wallet
is missing doesn't mean that all those parties who will then look for the wallet are looking to return it once it is found. I just wouldn't.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?

top
98.

previous next
Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 8:30 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Not sure why we feel the need to make major productions out of things or imply something is below our level.
Send out the email. Why are you so concerned about who should do it?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?

top
99.

previous next
Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 8:47 AM
Anonymous

_
Does he have ID cards in it? I'd imagine if someone were able to identify who's it was, they'd return it to him.. or maybe someone stole it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?
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top

previous next

100.

Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 8:56 AM
Anonymous

_
So here's the thing- not every business is set up the same way. The reason you get a variety of answers (most of which are going to be this isn't HR's job) is that very reason- your job responsibilities
at your company are different.
I don't think there is anything wrong with people who are trying to break the stereotype that HR is the company babysitter. They want a seat at the table and sometimes that takes pushing back on
menial tasks like food odors, clicking pens, and, yes, the lost and found. I would never in a million years address any of these things. That's not for you to say is a dramatic production- I'm not doing
it. Sorry.
If you're fine with your position at your company and you want people to come to you when they're cold or they've lost their lucky pen or whatever it is that makes you tick, that's fine too. But you
also need to realize that pushing paper and being the office babysitter is not why everyone choose a career in HR. And if those are the reasons someone else did choose a career in HR- that's also
fine. There is nothing wrong with that, especially if that's how your company wants it and you're happy.
Your perspective of the world isn't the be-all end-all of viewpoints.
â€‹
Not sure why we feel the need to make major productions out of things or imply something is below our level.
Send out the email. Why are you so concerned about who should do it?
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 08:30

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
â€‹
Not sure why we feel the need to make major productions out of things or imply something is below our level.
Send out the email. Why are you so concerned about who should do it?
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?

top
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previous next
Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:08 AM
Anonymous

_
It doesn't matter who sends the email. Good Grief! Just send the email and help the guy find his wallet. HR gets so worked up about getting involved in stuff that is beneath them or not their job.
Common sense should tell you to help the employee and not ask for advice on this website. How ridiculous can you get?
Yes, I am worked up about this. There are too many times on this website that HR professionals get their knickers in a wad or feel insulted to be asked to do something that isn't "strategic". What if
an employee asked if they had to do something that they thought wasn't their job or was "below them"? What would a manager tell them? Just do it.
Coffee just Coffee now.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Does he have ID cards in it? I'd imagine if someone were able to identify who's it was, they'd return it to him.. or maybe someone stole it.
Original Message:
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Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?

top
102.

previous next
Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:18 AM
Anonymous

_
Again- that's your personal opinion.
I wouldn't do it. It's not my horse to ride.
Common sense to me says don't lose your wallet- and if you do, it isn't anyone's responsibility to help you find it. Can someone help you search if they personally feel inclined to do so- sure!
Also, my CEO would kill me if I sent out an all staff email about a lost wallet. Like stab stab stab with angry words. If he was local he would shoot me dead with a glance and then stab stab stab
with angry words.
So again- everyone's situation is different. I wouldn't send the e-mail because its not my job which is also common sense to me. You would because that's how you roll. That's fine.
Hey OP, can you post the all staff e-mail so Coffee Lover can take care of this for you? (I'm joking....also working on some coffee myself this morning).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
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_
It doesn't matter who sends the email. Good Grief! Just send the email and help the guy find his wallet. HR gets so worked up about getting involved in stuff that is beneath them or not their job.
Common sense should tell you to help the employee and not ask for advice on this website. How ridiculous can you get?
Yes, I am worked up about this. There are too many times on this website that HR professionals get their knickers in a wad or feel insulted to be asked to do something that isn't "strategic". What if
an employee asked if they had to do something that they thought wasn't their job or was "below them"? What would a manager tell them? Just do it.
Coffee just Coffee now.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Does he have ID cards in it? I'd imagine if someone were able to identify who's it was, they'd return it to him.. or maybe someone stole it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?
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Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:28 AM
Anonymous

_
WOW - I'm sincerely glad that I don't work at your company. You are uppity and so is your CEO. I would hate to think I worked with people who turned up their nose and refused to help people.
You are full of yourself but you aren't perfect. People lose things - it's called life.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Again- that's your personal opinion.
I wouldn't do it. It's not my horse to ride.
Common sense to me says don't lose your wallet- and if you do, it isn't anyone's responsibility to help you find it. Can someone help you search if they personally feel inclined to do so- sure!
Also, my CEO would kill me if I sent out an all staff email about a lost wallet. Like stab stab stab with angry words. If he was local he would shoot me dead with a glance and then stab stab stab
with angry words.
So again- everyone's situation is different. I wouldn't send the e-mail because its not my job which is also common sense to me. You would because that's how you roll. That's fine.
Hey OP, can you post the all staff e-mail so Coffee Lover can take care of this for you? (I'm joking....also working on some coffee myself this morning).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
It doesn't matter who sends the email. Good Grief! Just send the email and help the guy find his wallet. HR gets so worked up about getting involved in stuff that is beneath them or not their job.
Common sense should tell you to help the employee and not ask for advice on this website. How ridiculous can you get?
Yes, I am worked up about this. There are too many times on this website that HR professionals get their knickers in a wad or feel insulted to be asked to do something that isn't "strategic". What if
an employee asked if they had to do something that they thought wasn't their job or was "below them"? What would a manager tell them? Just do it.
Coffee just Coffee now.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Does he have ID cards in it? I'd imagine if someone were able to identify who's it was, they'd return it to him.. or maybe someone stole it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?
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Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:31 AM
Anonymous

_
You don't sound any better than your CEO! Must be an awful environment to work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Again- that's your personal opinion.
I wouldn't do it. It's not my horse to ride.
Common sense to me says don't lose your wallet- and if you do, it isn't anyone's responsibility to help you find it. Can someone help you search if they personally feel inclined to do so- sure!
Also, my CEO would kill me if I sent out an all staff email about a lost wallet. Like stab stab stab with angry words. If he was local he would shoot me dead with a glance and then stab stab stab
with angry words.
So again- everyone's situation is different. I wouldn't send the e-mail because its not my job which is also common sense to me. You would because that's how you roll. That's fine.
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Hey OP, can you post the all staff e-mail so Coffee Lover can take care of this for you? (I'm joking....also working on some coffee myself this morning).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
It doesn't matter who sends the email. Good Grief! Just send the email and help the guy find his wallet. HR gets so worked up about getting involved in stuff that is beneath them or not their job.
Common sense should tell you to help the employee and not ask for advice on this website. How ridiculous can you get?
Yes, I am worked up about this. There are too many times on this website that HR professionals get their knickers in a wad or feel insulted to be asked to do something that isn't "strategic". What if
an employee asked if they had to do something that they thought wasn't their job or was "below them"? What would a manager tell them? Just do it.
Coffee just Coffee now.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Does he have ID cards in it? I'd imagine if someone were able to identify who's it was, they'd return it to him.. or maybe someone stole it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?
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Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:15 AM
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Reply to Sender

Todd Saffell
1. You should form a blue-ribbon executive panel to develop a Lost Wallet Policy that can be distributed to all employees for the proper procedures in the event of a lost wallet.
2. Further, you should develop a Good Samaritan policy to hold harmless any employee who turns in lost items from negative actions in the event the owner claims the item is damaged or
money/card/etc are missing.
3. You should have a competent member of your supply chain management investigate and procure the best lost and found box to provide employees an anonymous way to turn-in items that have
been found
4. Make sure all employees sign an acknowledgement they have receive the new Lost Wallet and Good Samaritan policies and are aware of the location of any and all turn-in box(es).
Or you could save yourself a few weeks work and just send the email. Context matters: in an office of 25 an email probably isn't necessary, but in a plant with 500 workers, there is no way everyone
knows everyone who works there or which department the item might end up in.
To paraphrase the great prophet John Wayne, "Life is hard, it's harder when you make simple things difficult."
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:17 AM
Anonymous
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_
Yes- I'm definitely a terrible person for having a different opinion than you.
OP- there is no right or wrong answer to this. If you don't want to send the e-mail, don't. If the receptionist doesn't want to send the e-mail, then she also doesn't have to. No one has to send this email. If someone wants to- great.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
You don't sound any better than your CEO! Must be an awful environment to work.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Again- that's your personal opinion.
I wouldn't do it. It's not my horse to ride.
Common sense to me says don't lose your wallet- and if you do, it isn't anyone's responsibility to help you find it. Can someone help you search if they personally feel inclined to do so- sure!
Also, my CEO would kill me if I sent out an all staff email about a lost wallet. Like stab stab stab with angry words. If he was local he would shoot me dead with a glance and then stab stab stab
with angry words.
So again- everyone's situation is different. I wouldn't send the e-mail because its not my job which is also common sense to me. You would because that's how you roll. That's fine.
Hey OP, can you post the all staff e-mail so Coffee Lover can take care of this for you? (I'm joking....also working on some coffee myself this morning).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
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It doesn't matter who sends the email. Good Grief! Just send the email and help the guy find his wallet. HR gets so worked up about getting involved in stuff that is beneath them or not their job.
Common sense should tell you to help the employee and not ask for advice on this website. How ridiculous can you get?
Yes, I am worked up about this. There are too many times on this website that HR professionals get their knickers in a wad or feel insulted to be asked to do something that isn't "strategic". What if
an employee asked if they had to do something that they thought wasn't their job or was "below them"? What would a manager tell them? Just do it.
Coffee just Coffee now.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Does he have ID cards in it? I'd imagine if someone were able to identify who's it was, they'd return it to him.. or maybe someone stole it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?
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Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:21 AM
Anonymous

_
It has nothing to do with a different opinion - it has everything to do with a crappy uppity attitude.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Yes- I'm definitely a terrible person for having a different opinion than you.
OP- there is no right or wrong answer to this. If you don't want to send the e-mail, don't. If the receptionist doesn't want to send the e-mail, then she also doesn't have to. No one has to send this email. If someone wants to- great.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
You don't sound any better than your CEO! Must be an awful environment to work.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Again- that's your personal opinion.
I wouldn't do it. It's not my horse to ride.
Common sense to me says don't lose your wallet- and if you do, it isn't anyone's responsibility to help you find it. Can someone help you search if they personally feel inclined to do so- sure!
Also, my CEO would kill me if I sent out an all staff email about a lost wallet. Like stab stab stab with angry words. If he was local he would shoot me dead with a glance and then stab stab stab
with angry words.
So again- everyone's situation is different. I wouldn't send the e-mail because its not my job which is also common sense to me. You would because that's how you roll. That's fine.
Hey OP, can you post the all staff e-mail so Coffee Lover can take care of this for you? (I'm joking....also working on some coffee myself this morning).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
It doesn't matter who sends the email. Good Grief! Just send the email and help the guy find his wallet. HR gets so worked up about getting involved in stuff that is beneath them or not their job.
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Common sense should tell you to help the employee and not ask for advice on this website. How ridiculous can you get?
Yes, I am worked up about this. There are too many times on this website that HR professionals get their knickers in a wad or feel insulted to be asked to do something that isn't "strategic". What if
an employee asked if they had to do something that they thought wasn't their job or was "below them"? What would a manager tell them? Just do it.
Coffee just Coffee now.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Does he have ID cards in it? I'd imagine if someone were able to identify who's it was, they'd return it to him.. or maybe someone stole it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?
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Re: Loss of wallet
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:34 AM
Anonymous

_
I was not talking about your opinion. I was talking about the way you communicated it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-17-2018 10:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Yes- I'm definitely a terrible person for having a different opinion than you.
OP- there is no right or wrong answer to this. If you don't want to send the e-mail, don't. If the receptionist doesn't want to send the e-mail, then she also doesn't have to. No one has to send this email. If someone wants to- great.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
You don't sound any better than your CEO! Must be an awful environment to work.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Again- that's your personal opinion.
I wouldn't do it. It's not my horse to ride.
Common sense to me says don't lose your wallet- and if you do, it isn't anyone's responsibility to help you find it. Can someone help you search if they personally feel inclined to do so- sure!
Also, my CEO would kill me if I sent out an all staff email about a lost wallet. Like stab stab stab with angry words. If he was local he would shoot me dead with a glance and then stab stab stab
with angry words.
So again- everyone's situation is different. I wouldn't send the e-mail because its not my job which is also common sense to me. You would because that's how you roll. That's fine.
Hey OP, can you post the all staff e-mail so Coffee Lover can take care of this for you? (I'm joking....also working on some coffee myself this morning).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
It doesn't matter who sends the email. Good Grief! Just send the email and help the guy find his wallet. HR gets so worked up about getting involved in stuff that is beneath them or not their job.
Common sense should tell you to help the employee and not ask for advice on this website. How ridiculous can you get?
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Yes, I am worked up about this. There are too many times on this website that HR professionals get their knickers in a wad or feel insulted to be asked to do something that isn't "strategic". What if
an employee asked if they had to do something that they thought wasn't their job or was "below them"? What would a manager tell them? Just do it.
Coffee just Coffee now.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 08:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Does he have ID cards in it? I'd imagine if someone were able to identify who's it was, they'd return it to him.. or maybe someone stole it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Loss of wallet
_
Hi
An employee lost his wallet the other day.
He asked the receptionist to send a mail to the employees about the loss of his wallet and bring it to him if anybody gets it. The receptionist called me and asked me to send an email as I am the HR.
My question is whose responsibility is it? Does HR need to involve in these issues or the receptionist here, because the employee first contacted him? OR the employee should have emailed himself?
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Pregnant Custodian
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 2:14 AM
Anonymous

_
In California, we have a pregnant employee. She is about 10 weeks along she brought a doctors note just indicating she cannot do strenuous work or use stairs. We were able to accommodate that
however she has been missing work a lot. Supervisor is frustrated because it's affecting the work.
I'm thinking of speaking with her and asking her if she is able to perform her job duties and ask her about all the days she missed in the past two weeks which were 6.
Can I ask her for another doctors note? If she does not provide one should we tell her she is expected to be at work? It looks like she didn't make it to work today either.
What can be done if her performance has gone down ever since she disclosed her condition?
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Re: Pregnant Custodian
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 8:10 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Is she eligible for time off under the FMLA? ADA is only one half of the equation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pregnant Custodian
_
In California, we have a pregnant employee. She is about 10 weeks along she brought a doctors note just indicating she cannot do strenuous work or use stairs. We were able to accommodate that
however she has been missing work a lot. Supervisor is frustrated because it's affecting the work.
I'm thinking of speaking with her and asking her if she is able to perform her job duties and ask her about all the days she missed in the past two weeks which were 6.
Can I ask her for another doctors note? If she does not provide one should we tell her she is expected to be at work? It looks like she didn't make it to work today either.
What can be done if her performance has gone down ever since she disclosed her condition?
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Re: Pregnant Custodian
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:03 AM
Anonymous
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_
Do FMLA or CA-type laws apply? What would you do for a similarly situation co-worker who couldn't perform essential duties on a temporary basis?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pregnant Custodian
_
In California, we have a pregnant employee. She is about 10 weeks along she brought a doctors note just indicating she cannot do strenuous work or use stairs. We were able to accommodate that
however she has been missing work a lot. Supervisor is frustrated because it's affecting the work.
I'm thinking of speaking with her and asking her if she is able to perform her job duties and ask her about all the days she missed in the past two weeks which were 6.
Can I ask her for another doctors note? If she does not provide one should we tell her she is expected to be at work? It looks like she didn't make it to work today either.
What can be done if her performance has gone down ever since she disclosed her condition?
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Re: Pregnant Custodian
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:04 AM
Anonymous

_
"similarly situated" = all and any other medical condition or disability.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pregnant Custodian
_
In California, we have a pregnant employee. She is about 10 weeks along she brought a doctors note just indicating she cannot do strenuous work or use stairs. We were able to accommodate that
however she has been missing work a lot. Supervisor is frustrated because it's affecting the work.
I'm thinking of speaking with her and asking her if she is able to perform her job duties and ask her about all the days she missed in the past two weeks which were 6.
Can I ask her for another doctors note? If she does not provide one should we tell her she is expected to be at work? It looks like she didn't make it to work today either.
What can be done if her performance has gone down ever since she disclosed her condition?
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Re: Pregnant Custodian
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:38 AM
Anonymous

_

Can I ask her for another doctors note? If she does not provide one should we tell her she is expected to be at work? It looks like she didn't make it to work today either.
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 02:14

What were the reasons she gave for calling off 6 days in the last 2 weeks? If she's eligible for FMLA, intermittent absences caused by morning sickness and prenatal care are protected. I'm not
familiar with CA labor law, but I'm betting she has protections there too. Another thing to check is whether she's eligible for a short term disability benefit.
Tread carefully. When you have a physically limited employee who is missing a lot of work, look to see what's available to them that will allow them not to work (like FMLA, STD, et al.) Then talk
to the employee about options and what's required.
Don't try to force the employee to work when you knowing she's been issued medical restrictions and likely has legal rights. Sometimes the employee will push back, and things deteriorate quickly
from there... and you surely don't want this to turn into a workers' comp claim. Approach the employee with concerned perspective, have a discussion with her, and go from there.
Good luck.
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 02:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pregnant Custodian
_
In California, we have a pregnant employee. She is about 10 weeks along she brought a doctors note just indicating she cannot do strenuous work or use stairs. We were able to accommodate that
however she has been missing work a lot. Supervisor is frustrated because it's affecting the work.
I'm thinking of speaking with her and asking her if she is able to perform her job duties and ask her about all the days she missed in the past two weeks which were 6.
Can I ask her for another doctors note? If she does not provide one should we tell her she is expected to be at work? It looks like she didn't make it to work today either.
What can be done if her performance has gone down ever since she disclosed her condition?
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Jury Duy policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 7:11 PM
Laurie Nelson
Is there any place I can access jury duty laws for each state in the country rather than googling the states individually? We employ people in 35 states and I need to make a policy that will cover
everyone. Not sure who gets PTO for jury duty and who doesn't. Any help is greatly appreciated.
-----------------------------Laurie Nelson
Head of Operations
Signal Sciences
Culver City CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next

115.

Re: Jury Duy policy
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:07 AM
Anonymous

_
We are in 10 states and eventually decided to go with the most generous of all the states - 5 days. SHRM offers this tool. I've had good luck with the NCSL web site too.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 19:11
From: Laurie Nelson
Subject: Jury Duy policy
Is there any place I can access jury duty laws for each state in the country rather than googling the states individually? We employ people in 35 states and I need to make a policy that will cover
everyone. Not sure who gets PTO for jury duty and who doesn't. Any help is greatly appreciated.
-----------------------------Laurie Nelson
Head of Operations
Signal Sciences
Culver City CA
------------------------------
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Is this legal?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:42 PM
Anonymous

_
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I work at a non-profit (a church) in the State of Ohio. I have a question pertaining to employment laws. A contractor we have hired to do some work at one of our campus locations would like to hire
one of our employees as a sub-contractor to do some drywall work for him on our campus. This would be during our employees off time, and hanging drywall is not a part of his job description.
However, other employees in his department do hang drywall as a part of the job we pay them for. We hired the contractor so that our hired facility staff can take care of other projects we have going
on. We believe it would be okay for the contractor to hire our employee because it is not a part of his job description but wanted to see if we had come to the right conclusion.
Also, wondering if this affects our liability for injury, etc.

Thanks for your input.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Is this legal?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:56 PM
Anonymous

_
Main concern here is lack of workers' compensation insurance coverage.
If your contractor is hiring your employee to work as a sub-contractor, on your property, then there's a very high chance that this contractor will NOT be providing w/c coverage to your employee.
People who have a work related injury, and don't have workers' compensation coverage, often end up suing the property owner and/or property insurance company. This is why it's best practice to
have a contractor qualification process that ensures contractors have adequate liability, workers comp, and other coverage, before they set foot on your premises.
There's a pretty significant risk of injury associated with hanging drywall, too. Lots of stilts and ladders and lifting.
Good luck.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is this legal?
_
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I work at a non-profit (a church) in the State of Ohio. I have a question pertaining to employment laws. A contractor we have hired to do some work at one of our campus locations would like to hire
one of our employees as a sub-contractor to do some drywall work for him on our campus. This would be during our employees off time, and hanging drywall is not a part of his job description.
However, other employees in his department do hang drywall as a part of the job we pay them for. We hired the contractor so that our hired facility staff can take care of other projects we have going
on. We believe it would be okay for the contractor to hire our employee because it is not a part of his job description but wanted to see if we had come to the right conclusion.
Also, wondering if this affects our liability for injury, etc.

Thanks for your input.
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 5:23 PM
April Striz
We are growing and amping up our sales team. They do much traveling to trade shows and such. Currently we simply pay them their regular and overtime rate for the hours the hours they turn in.
These shows result in a lot of overtime. Just last week, our sales manager and a sales rep both incurred 23 hours of overtime which 18 hours was to travel to and from the show outside of regular
business hours.
How common is it to have a travel pay policy with a reduced separate rate for travel time?
Also, do you have experience with making such a transition? If we made such a change, I'm assuming our sales team won't be very happy with this change.
Any advice would be greatly appreciated.
-----------------------------April Striz
Human Resources Manager
R & D Industries, Inc.
Milford IA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Apr 16, 2018 5:18 PM
Anonymous
_
This situation is unique in the sense that proper steps weren't taken when they should have, and now I want to make sure we have done everything we need to before we terminate.
I have an employee who has worked for the company for 1 year and 4 months. He was in a serious accident last September as was off work for about a month and returned to work with no note from
his doctor. (He had prior health issues and the accident has exacerbated them). I was told by a manager that he was on disability for around a month but have no confirmation of this. I came on board
in late November and was unaware of his situation until January. He had been "working from home". He has been very sick for months and comes to work maybe 20 hours a month. There was
never any interactive process, and fit for duty was not requested from his doctor when he returned. I have asked him to bring in any paperwork he had from his doctor that stated he was released from
care and fit for duty and he has not. The only note he provided was a doctor note from an ER visit back in October that approved him for one day off. He has said that he will work from home but has
not. His laptop has not been logged on and he rarely sends emails. We also have a difficult time contacting him and he doesn't respond for a day or two. I have not dealt with a situation like this
before! We have 23 employees and no FMLA.
What is the next step? I have asked him verbally and in email to provide doctor note and he will not. I would like to give him a form for his doctor to fill out but want to give him the appropriate
form(s).
He has had little to no income since January and probably should go out on disability. He has said he has "never been sicker in his life".
I want to add that the company has been very accommodating and has not given him any warnings about attendance, they have loaned him money and even offered to pay to relocate him closer to
work so his commute would be shorter. (He throws up frequently while driving to work and has to turn around and go back home).
His absence has caused undue hardship on the company and we have missed crucial deadlines for our products (government regulation paperwork).
What to do next? We are located in California. He has no paid sick time or vacation time left. He has difficulty breathing and vomits quite a bit. I do not know his diagnosis or prognosis.
Thank you for your help!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:22 PM
Anonymous

_
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Here is some great information that may be useful.
community.shrm.org/communities/community-home/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
This situation is unique in the sense that proper steps weren't taken when they should have, and now I want to make sure we have done everything we need to before we terminate.
I have an employee who has worked for the company for 1 year and 4 months. He was in a serious accident last September as was off work for about a month and returned to work with no note from
his doctor. (He had prior health issues and the accident has exacerbated them). I was told by a manager that he was on disability for around a month but have no confirmation of this. I came on board
in late November and was unaware of his situation until January. He had been "working from home". He has been very sick for months and comes to work maybe 20 hours a month. There was
never any interactive process, and fit for duty was not requested from his doctor when he returned. I have asked him to bring in any paperwork he had from his doctor that stated he was released from
care and fit for duty and he has not. The only note he provided was a doctor note from an ER visit back in October that approved him for one day off. He has said that he will work from home but has
not. His laptop has not been logged on and he rarely sends emails. We also have a difficult time contacting him and he doesn't respond for a day or two. I have not dealt with a situation like this
before! We have 23 employees and no FMLA.
What is the next step? I have asked him verbally and in email to provide doctor note and he will not. I would like to give him a form for his doctor to fill out but want to give him the appropriate
form(s).
He has had little to no income since January and probably should go out on disability. He has said he has "never been sicker in his life".
I want to add that the company has been very accommodating and has not given him any warnings about attendance, they have loaned him money and even offered to pay to relocate him closer to
work so his commute would be shorter. (He throws up frequently while driving to work and has to turn around and go back home).
His absence has caused undue hardship on the company and we have missed crucial deadlines for our products (government regulation paperwork).
What to do next? We are located in California. He has no paid sick time or vacation time left. He has difficulty breathing and vomits quite a bit. I do not know his diagnosis or prognosis.
Thank you for your help!
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Re: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 5:22 PM
Anonymous
_
You need to either pull EVERYTHING you have on this guy as far as any kind of documentation, or you need to get an attorney involved. There is far too much to digest here, and I'm sure there's
even more you don't know (things that were said to him, etc.)
Especially in California, do yourselves a favor and get an attorney and try to correct this.
^^^ I copy and pasted this from your other post on the California board.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
This situation is unique in the sense that proper steps weren't taken when they should have, and now I want to make sure we have done everything we need to before we terminate.
I have an employee who has worked for the company for 1 year and 4 months. He was in a serious accident last September as was off work for about a month and returned to work with no note from
his doctor. (He had prior health issues and the accident has exacerbated them). I was told by a manager that he was on disability for around a month but have no confirmation of this. I came on board
in late November and was unaware of his situation until January. He had been "working from home". He has been very sick for months and comes to work maybe 20 hours a month. There was
never any interactive process, and fit for duty was not requested from his doctor when he returned. I have asked him to bring in any paperwork he had from his doctor that stated he was released from
care and fit for duty and he has not. The only note he provided was a doctor note from an ER visit back in October that approved him for one day off. He has said that he will work from home but has
not. His laptop has not been logged on and he rarely sends emails. We also have a difficult time contacting him and he doesn't respond for a day or two. I have not dealt with a situation like this
before! We have 23 employees and no FMLA.
What is the next step? I have asked him verbally and in email to provide doctor note and he will not. I would like to give him a form for his doctor to fill out but want to give him the appropriate
form(s).
He has had little to no income since January and probably should go out on disability. He has said he has "never been sicker in his life".
I want to add that the company has been very accommodating and has not given him any warnings about attendance, they have loaned him money and even offered to pay to relocate him closer to
work so his commute would be shorter. (He throws up frequently while driving to work and has to turn around and go back home).
His absence has caused undue hardship on the company and we have missed crucial deadlines for our products (government regulation paperwork).
What to do next? We are located in California. He has no paid sick time or vacation time left. He has difficulty breathing and vomits quite a bit. I do not know his diagnosis or prognosis.
Thank you for your help!
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previous next
Re: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:27 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here. Thank you! I keep checking back for updates.
The employee came in today and I found him asleep at his desk.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
You need to either pull EVERYTHING you have on this guy as far as any kind of documentation, or you need to get an attorney involved. There is far too much to digest here, and I'm sure there's
even more you don't know (things that were said to him, etc.)
Especially in California, do yourselves a favor and get an attorney and try to correct this.
^^^ I copy and pasted this from your other post on the California board.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
This situation is unique in the sense that proper steps weren't taken when they should have, and now I want to make sure we have done everything we need to before we terminate.
I have an employee who has worked for the company for 1 year and 4 months. He was in a serious accident last September as was off work for about a month and returned to work with no note from
his doctor. (He had prior health issues and the accident has exacerbated them). I was told by a manager that he was on disability for around a month but have no confirmation of this. I came on board
in late November and was unaware of his situation until January. He had been "working from home". He has been very sick for months and comes to work maybe 20 hours a month. There was
never any interactive process, and fit for duty was not requested from his doctor when he returned. I have asked him to bring in any paperwork he had from his doctor that stated he was released from
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care and fit for duty and he has not. The only note he provided was a doctor note from an ER visit back in October that approved him for one day off. He has said that he will work from home but has
not. His laptop has not been logged on and he rarely sends emails. We also have a difficult time contacting him and he doesn't respond for a day or two. I have not dealt with a situation like this
before! We have 23 employees and no FMLA.
What is the next step? I have asked him verbally and in email to provide doctor note and he will not. I would like to give him a form for his doctor to fill out but want to give him the appropriate
form(s).
He has had little to no income since January and probably should go out on disability. He has said he has "never been sicker in his life".
I want to add that the company has been very accommodating and has not given him any warnings about attendance, they have loaned him money and even offered to pay to relocate him closer to
work so his commute would be shorter. (He throws up frequently while driving to work and has to turn around and go back home).
His absence has caused undue hardship on the company and we have missed crucial deadlines for our products (government regulation paperwork).
What to do next? We are located in California. He has no paid sick time or vacation time left. He has difficulty breathing and vomits quite a bit. I do not know his diagnosis or prognosis.
Thank you for your help!

top
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previous next
Re: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:29 PM
Anonymous

_
If the employee was at work today, did you wake him up and speak to him about the situation?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
OP here. Thank you! I keep checking back for updates.
The employee came in today and I found him asleep at his desk.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
You need to either pull EVERYTHING you have on this guy as far as any kind of documentation, or you need to get an attorney involved. There is far too much to digest here, and I'm sure there's
even more you don't know (things that were said to him, etc.)
Especially in California, do yourselves a favor and get an attorney and try to correct this.
^^^ I copy and pasted this from your other post on the California board.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
This situation is unique in the sense that proper steps weren't taken when they should have, and now I want to make sure we have done everything we need to before we terminate.
I have an employee who has worked for the company for 1 year and 4 months. He was in a serious accident last September as was off work for about a month and returned to work with no note from
his doctor. (He had prior health issues and the accident has exacerbated them). I was told by a manager that he was on disability for around a month but have no confirmation of this. I came on board
in late November and was unaware of his situation until January. He had been "working from home". He has been very sick for months and comes to work maybe 20 hours a month. There was
never any interactive process, and fit for duty was not requested from his doctor when he returned. I have asked him to bring in any paperwork he had from his doctor that stated he was released from
care and fit for duty and he has not. The only note he provided was a doctor note from an ER visit back in October that approved him for one day off. He has said that he will work from home but has
not. His laptop has not been logged on and he rarely sends emails. We also have a difficult time contacting him and he doesn't respond for a day or two. I have not dealt with a situation like this
before! We have 23 employees and no FMLA.
What is the next step? I have asked him verbally and in email to provide doctor note and he will not. I would like to give him a form for his doctor to fill out but want to give him the appropriate
form(s).
He has had little to no income since January and probably should go out on disability. He has said he has "never been sicker in his life".
I want to add that the company has been very accommodating and has not given him any warnings about attendance, they have loaned him money and even offered to pay to relocate him closer to
work so his commute would be shorter. (He throws up frequently while driving to work and has to turn around and go back home).
His absence has caused undue hardship on the company and we have missed crucial deadlines for our products (government regulation paperwork).
What to do next? We are located in California. He has no paid sick time or vacation time left. He has difficulty breathing and vomits quite a bit. I do not know his diagnosis or prognosis.
Thank you for your help!
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previous next
Re: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:49 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes. I gently tapped him on the shoulder (didn't want to startle him) and asked him if he was ok. He said "no" and said he was going to drink a Red Bull. I then told him that I needed to speak to him
in my office. I am going to meet with him at 4 pm or sooner if he needs to leave.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
If the employee was at work today, did you wake him up and speak to him about the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
OP here. Thank you! I keep checking back for updates.
The employee came in today and I found him asleep at his desk.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
You need to either pull EVERYTHING you have on this guy as far as any kind of documentation, or you need to get an attorney involved. There is far too much to digest here, and I'm sure there's
even more you don't know (things that were said to him, etc.)
Especially in California, do yourselves a favor and get an attorney and try to correct this.
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^^^ I copy and pasted this from your other post on the California board.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
This situation is unique in the sense that proper steps weren't taken when they should have, and now I want to make sure we have done everything we need to before we terminate.
I have an employee who has worked for the company for 1 year and 4 months. He was in a serious accident last September as was off work for about a month and returned to work with no note from
his doctor. (He had prior health issues and the accident has exacerbated them). I was told by a manager that he was on disability for around a month but have no confirmation of this. I came on board
in late November and was unaware of his situation until January. He had been "working from home". He has been very sick for months and comes to work maybe 20 hours a month. There was
never any interactive process, and fit for duty was not requested from his doctor when he returned. I have asked him to bring in any paperwork he had from his doctor that stated he was released from
care and fit for duty and he has not. The only note he provided was a doctor note from an ER visit back in October that approved him for one day off. He has said that he will work from home but has
not. His laptop has not been logged on and he rarely sends emails. We also have a difficult time contacting him and he doesn't respond for a day or two. I have not dealt with a situation like this
before! We have 23 employees and no FMLA.
What is the next step? I have asked him verbally and in email to provide doctor note and he will not. I would like to give him a form for his doctor to fill out but want to give him the appropriate
form(s).
He has had little to no income since January and probably should go out on disability. He has said he has "never been sicker in his life".
I want to add that the company has been very accommodating and has not given him any warnings about attendance, they have loaned him money and even offered to pay to relocate him closer to
work so his commute would be shorter. (He throws up frequently while driving to work and has to turn around and go back home).
His absence has caused undue hardship on the company and we have missed crucial deadlines for our products (government regulation paperwork).
What to do next? We are located in California. He has no paid sick time or vacation time left. He has difficulty breathing and vomits quite a bit. I do not know his diagnosis or prognosis.
Thank you for your help!
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Re: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 7:41 AM
Anonymous

_
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So, what happened with him?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
Yes. I gently tapped him on the shoulder (didn't want to startle him) and asked him if he was ok. He said "no" and said he was going to drink a Red Bull. I then told him that I needed to speak to him
in my office. I am going to meet with him at 4 pm or sooner if he needs to leave.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
If the employee was at work today, did you wake him up and speak to him about the situation?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
OP here. Thank you! I keep checking back for updates.
The employee came in today and I found him asleep at his desk.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
You need to either pull EVERYTHING you have on this guy as far as any kind of documentation, or you need to get an attorney involved. There is far too much to digest here, and I'm sure there's
even more you don't know (things that were said to him, etc.)
Especially in California, do yourselves a favor and get an attorney and try to correct this.
^^^ I copy and pasted this from your other post on the California board.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:17
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
This situation is unique in the sense that proper steps weren't taken when they should have, and now I want to make sure we have done everything we need to before we terminate.
I have an employee who has worked for the company for 1 year and 4 months. He was in a serious accident last September as was off work for about a month and returned to work with no note from
his doctor. (He had prior health issues and the accident has exacerbated them). I was told by a manager that he was on disability for around a month but have no confirmation of this. I came on board
in late November and was unaware of his situation until January. He had been "working from home". He has been very sick for months and comes to work maybe 20 hours a month. There was
never any interactive process, and fit for duty was not requested from his doctor when he returned. I have asked him to bring in any paperwork he had from his doctor that stated he was released from
care and fit for duty and he has not. The only note he provided was a doctor note from an ER visit back in October that approved him for one day off. He has said that he will work from home but has
not. His laptop has not been logged on and he rarely sends emails. We also have a difficult time contacting him and he doesn't respond for a day or two. I have not dealt with a situation like this
before! We have 23 employees and no FMLA.
What is the next step? I have asked him verbally and in email to provide doctor note and he will not. I would like to give him a form for his doctor to fill out but want to give him the appropriate
form(s).
He has had little to no income since January and probably should go out on disability. He has said he has "never been sicker in his life".
I want to add that the company has been very accommodating and has not given him any warnings about attendance, they have loaned him money and even offered to pay to relocate him closer to
work so his commute would be shorter. (He throws up frequently while driving to work and has to turn around and go back home).
His absence has caused undue hardship on the company and we have missed crucial deadlines for our products (government regulation paperwork).
What to do next? We are located in California. He has no paid sick time or vacation time left. He has difficulty breathing and vomits quite a bit. I do not know his diagnosis or prognosis.
Thank you for your help!

top
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previous next
Re: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 8:04 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
There is so much going on here. At the bottom line, whether or nor you thnk the interactive process ever took place, the company provided an accommodation, which was for him to work from
home. It is done, you might be able to change that prospectively, but you can't change that retroactively.
After providing the accommodation he still has a serious performance problem. That is not acceptable. Unless he suggesst that yet another accommodation is necessary, I would take step to end the
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employment relationship solely on his inability to perform the essential functions of the job. If he suggests he needs a different accommodation you can engage in the interactive process, but I can't
image that there is anything else that would be considered reasonable. Then you'll come back to the same place of terminating him for performance. The company has done what it can. It is time to
move on.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
This situation is unique in the sense that proper steps weren't taken when they should have, and now I want to make sure we have done everything we need to before we terminate.
I have an employee who has worked for the company for 1 year and 4 months. He was in a serious accident last September as was off work for about a month and returned to work with no note from
his doctor. (He had prior health issues and the accident has exacerbated them). I was told by a manager that he was on disability for around a month but have no confirmation of this. I came on board
in late November and was unaware of his situation until January. He had been "working from home". He has been very sick for months and comes to work maybe 20 hours a month. There was
never any interactive process, and fit for duty was not requested from his doctor when he returned. I have asked him to bring in any paperwork he had from his doctor that stated he was released from
care and fit for duty and he has not. The only note he provided was a doctor note from an ER visit back in October that approved him for one day off. He has said that he will work from home but has
not. His laptop has not been logged on and he rarely sends emails. We also have a difficult time contacting him and he doesn't respond for a day or two. I have not dealt with a situation like this
before! We have 23 employees and no FMLA.
What is the next step? I have asked him verbally and in email to provide doctor note and he will not. I would like to give him a form for his doctor to fill out but want to give him the appropriate
form(s).
He has had little to no income since January and probably should go out on disability. He has said he has "never been sicker in his life".
I want to add that the company has been very accommodating and has not given him any warnings about attendance, they have loaned him money and even offered to pay to relocate him closer to
work so his commute would be shorter. (He throws up frequently while driving to work and has to turn around and go back home).
His absence has caused undue hardship on the company and we have missed crucial deadlines for our products (government regulation paperwork).
What to do next? We are located in California. He has no paid sick time or vacation time left. He has difficulty breathing and vomits quite a bit. I do not know his diagnosis or prognosis.
Thank you for your help!
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Re: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
Reply to Group
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Apr 17, 2018 8:54 AM
Anonymous
_

He has said that he will work from home but has not. His laptop has not been logged on and he rarely sends emails.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 17:17

Was he paid for this time?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unique situation/Employee with serious illness
_
This situation is unique in the sense that proper steps weren't taken when they should have, and now I want to make sure we have done everything we need to before we terminate.
I have an employee who has worked for the company for 1 year and 4 months. He was in a serious accident last September as was off work for about a month and returned to work with no note from
his doctor. (He had prior health issues and the accident has exacerbated them). I was told by a manager that he was on disability for around a month but have no confirmation of this. I came on board
in late November and was unaware of his situation until January. He had been "working from home". He has been very sick for months and comes to work maybe 20 hours a month. There was
never any interactive process, and fit for duty was not requested from his doctor when he returned. I have asked him to bring in any paperwork he had from his doctor that stated he was released from
care and fit for duty and he has not. The only note he provided was a doctor note from an ER visit back in October that approved him for one day off. He has said that he will work from home but has
not. His laptop has not been logged on and he rarely sends emails. We also have a difficult time contacting him and he doesn't respond for a day or two. I have not dealt with a situation like this
before! We have 23 employees and no FMLA.
What is the next step? I have asked him verbally and in email to provide doctor note and he will not. I would like to give him a form for his doctor to fill out but want to give him the appropriate
form(s).
He has had little to no income since January and probably should go out on disability. He has said he has "never been sicker in his life".
I want to add that the company has been very accommodating and has not given him any warnings about attendance, they have loaned him money and even offered to pay to relocate him closer to
work so his commute would be shorter. (He throws up frequently while driving to work and has to turn around and go back home).
His absence has caused undue hardship on the company and we have missed crucial deadlines for our products (government regulation paperwork).
What to do next? We are located in California. He has no paid sick time or vacation time left. He has difficulty breathing and vomits quite a bit. I do not know his diagnosis or prognosis.
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Thank you for your help!
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previous next
Procedures
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 5:09 PM
Susan Williams
We have a policy, but execs are wanting me to created procedures. How would you go about tackling this? I'm entry level. So, I am in need of assistance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Procedures
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:11 PM
Anonymous

_
...? Procedures about what?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:08
From: Susan Williams
Subject: Procedures
We have a policy, but execs are wanting me to created procedures. How would you go about tackling this? I'm entry level. So, I am in need of assistance.
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Re: Procedures
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 5:14 PM
Mary Dillman
Can you clarify for what type of policy, or policies? Who are the procedures for - managers? SHRM web site, under Tools and Resources may have some "how to guides" or templates to help get
you started if you search on a specific policy.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:08
From: Susan Williams
Subject: Procedures
We have a policy, but execs are wanting me to created procedures. How would you go about tackling this? I'm entry level. So, I am in need of assistance.
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Re: Procedures
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:19 PM
Anonymous

_
Procedures for what?
If you are unsure the what, ask your exec team.
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Then the board can guide you appropriately,

We have a policy, but execs are wanting me to created procedures. How would you go about tackling this? I'm entry level. So, I am in need of assistance.
Susan Williams, 04-16-2018 17:08

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:08
From: Susan Williams
Subject: Procedures
We have a policy, but execs are wanting me to created procedures. How would you go about tackling this? I'm entry level. So, I am in need of assistance.
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Re: Procedures
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:51 AM
Susan Williams

Procedures for everything. I'm building from the ground up. The policy is the the company policy.
It's a new company.
-----------------------------Susan Williams
Camden Point
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Procedures
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Reply to Sender

_
Procedures for what?
If you are unsure the what, ask your exec team.
Then the board can guide you appropriately,

We have a policy, but execs are wanting me to created procedures. How would you go about tackling this? I'm entry level. So, I am in need of assistance.
Susan Williams, 04-16-2018 17:08

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:08
From: Susan Williams
Subject: Procedures
We have a policy, but execs are wanting me to created procedures. How would you go about tackling this? I'm entry level. So, I am in need of assistance.
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Re: Procedures
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:57 AM
Todd Saffell

Policy is what to do.
Procedure is how to do it.
You have an EEO policy. Your procedures will spell out how you will go about the hiring process (who posts positions, where are they posted, interview schedule, etc.).
We can't possible tell you how your management team wants you to implement procedures to follow your policies.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:08
From: Susan Williams
Subject: Procedures
We have a policy, but execs are wanting me to created procedures. How would you go about tackling this? I'm entry level. So, I am in need of assistance.
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Re: Procedures
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:07 AM
Anonymous

_
Still not enough information on exactly what you need to appropriately assist you
We don't know your industry, company size (there are laws that apply to companies of a certain size), are there specific policies that your management is asking for?
If you were setting up a company, even if you had not HR experience to think about EEO and FMLA, think about the things in your last org you worked for had--vacation policy, pay policy, sick
All of these can vary from company to company while also following the state and federal law.
Check out the Resources and Tools tab on the SHRM home page, it will link to any sort of policy or procedures
https://www.shrm.org/

Procedures for everything. I'm building from the ground up. The policy is the the company policy.
Susan Williams, 04-17-2018 10:51

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-17-2018 10:51
From: Susan Williams
Subject: Procedures
Procedures for everything. I'm building from the ground up. The policy is the the company policy.
It's a new company.
-----------------------------Susan Williams
Camden Point
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previous next
Re: Procedures
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 11:57 AM
Mary Dillman
Hi Susan,
This SHRM Toolkit should help get you started:
SHRM - Starting an HR Department from the Ground Up
Are you an HR Department of One? Because this project you've been assigned can be huge, I suggest working with your boss on prioritizing the procedures needing development, based on the most
critical business goals of the new company. Excellent point made by another poster about the size of your company, and industry - those are key factors in determining which policies you need to
focus on.
You mentioned that you are entry level, but you didn't mention how much prior HR experience you have. If you are fairly new to the HR role, I recall several posters recommending HR training either through a community college, local college, SHRM, etc. You may also want to join your local SHRM chapter. Definitely search the SHRM web site for tools and links to key federal/state
compliance laws and regulations.
Best of luck to you!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-16-2018 17:08
From: Susan Williams
Subject: Procedures
We have a policy, but execs are wanting me to created procedures. How would you go about tackling this? I'm entry level. So, I am in need of assistance.
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previous next
New hire started manager out all week
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:06 PM
Anonymous

_
What do you recommend if a new hire is starting and the hiring manager is unexpectedly out all week?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: New hire started manager out all week
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:10 PM
Anonymous

_
Did the hiring manager know they were going to be out? If so, why was the date decided on in the first place?
If not, I'd call the new hire and ask if they were okay if it was postponed another week or if they minded coming in and doing whatever work is available, whether its what they'll actually be doing or
not. Can the manager's supervisor step in?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: New hire started manager out all week
_
What do you recommend if a new hire is starting and the hiring manager is unexpectedly out all week?

top
138.

previous next
Re: New hire started manager out all week
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:10 PM
Anonymous

_
Let's see:
HR On boarding and benefits enrollments
Compliance Courses
Poking around on the intranet, looking at company history
Training from peers
Read job related materials
Ask the manager how they want to handle as most of the on boarding is with them and I assume the manager knew they'd be out
What sort of role? Team on site? We need more info from you OP!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: New hire started manager out all week
_
What do you recommend if a new hire is starting and the hiring manager is unexpectedly out all week?
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previous next
Job Description Software
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 4:55 PM
Jennifer Deichl
Has anyone used Descriptions Now (fka Ultimate Employer)? Would you recommend it? Are there other software applications you would recommend to assist in creating comprehensive, ADA
compliant job descriptions?
-----------------------------Jennifer Deichl SHRM-CP
HR Assistant Manager
Evergreen Construction Specialties, Inc.
Auburn WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Job Description Software
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:38 AM
Sarina Perera

Following
-----------------------------Sarina Perera
HR Generalist
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Reply to Sender

Sent: 04-16-2018 16:55
From: Jennifer Deichl
Subject: Job Description Software
Has anyone used Descriptions Now (fka Ultimate Employer)? Would you recommend it? Are there other software applications you would recommend to assist in creating comprehensive, ADA
compliant job descriptions?
-----------------------------Jennifer Deichl SHRM-CP
HR Assistant Manager
Evergreen Construction Specialties, Inc.
Auburn WA
------------------------------
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previous next
Would you discipline?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:28 PM
Anonymous

_
We offer a wellness reimbursement and we've caught some employees rounding up their reimbursement when they submit their claims?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Would you discipline?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:29 PM
Anonymous

_
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What's your process for submitting claims? How much are we talking?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
_
We offer a wellness reimbursement and we've caught some employees rounding up their reimbursement when they submit their claims?

top
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previous next
Re: Would you discipline?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:30 PM
Anonymous

_
I would warn them. Technically, it is stealing on a small level. No different that when some fudges their time card a few minutes and steals time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
_
We offer a wellness reimbursement and we've caught some employees rounding up their reimbursement when they submit their claims?

top
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previous next

144.

Re: Would you discipline?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:31 PM
Anonymous

_
This does fall on the organization a bit too that the employees do this.
We require receipts are attached so we can verify.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
_
We offer a wellness reimbursement and we've caught some employees rounding up their reimbursement when they submit their claims?

top
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previous next
Re: Would you discipline?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:37 PM
Anonymous

_
So they are requesting more in a reimbursement than they've spent?
That would be stealing.
And how can a company reimburse more than what is listed on the receipt? And why would they?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
_
We offer a wellness reimbursement and we've caught some employees rounding up their reimbursement when they submit their claims?

top
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previous next
Re: Would you discipline?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:53 PM
Anonymous

_
The employee is supposed to put the amount they're claiming because sometimes the employee submits a receipt and not all of the expenses are reimbursable.We found some employees are rounding
up the amounts. These are small amounts for the most part (<$5), but they're claiming more than they actually spent.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
_
So they are requesting more in a reimbursement than they've spent?
That would be stealing.
And how can a company reimburse more than what is listed on the receipt? And why would they?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
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_
We offer a wellness reimbursement and we've caught some employees rounding up their reimbursement when they submit their claims?

top
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previous next
Re: Would you discipline?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:54 PM
Anonymous

_
Then yes, that's stealing. Is it clear in your policy that you only reimburse for what they actually spent?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
_
The employee is supposed to put the amount they're claiming because sometimes the employee submits a receipt and not all of the expenses are reimbursable.We found some employees are rounding
up the amounts. These are small amounts for the most part (<$5), but they're claiming more than they actually spent.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
_
So they are requesting more in a reimbursement than they've spent?
That would be stealing.
And how can a company reimburse more than what is listed on the receipt? And why would they?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
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_
We offer a wellness reimbursement and we've caught some employees rounding up their reimbursement when they submit their claims?

top

previous next

148.

Re: Would you discipline?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:00 PM
Anonymous

_
OP, your company is letting this happen. Why is no one calling the employee on this? I take it that this is not just one employee but several. If its many employees doing this continually, you are
allowing this to happen by not clarifying or continually allowing this to happen.
Tell the employees to submit receipts for the exact amounts. You tell them they can not claim more.
Start fresh and reinforce going forward.
Heck our fiance team gets up in arms about typos that adjust an expense report by $.42, they audit everything to make sure the receipts match.

The employee is supposed to put the amount they're claiming because sometimes the employee submits a receipt and not all of the expenses are reimbursable.We found some employees are
rounding up the amounts. These are small amounts for the most part (<$5), but they're claiming more
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 16:52

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
_
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The employee is supposed to put the amount they're claiming because sometimes the employee submits a receipt and not all of the expenses are reimbursable.We found some employees are rounding
up the amounts. These are small amounts for the most part (<$5), but they're claiming more than they actually spent.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
_
So they are requesting more in a reimbursement than they've spent?
That would be stealing.
And how can a company reimburse more than what is listed on the receipt? And why would they?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Would you discipline?
_
We offer a wellness reimbursement and we've caught some employees rounding up their reimbursement when they submit their claims?
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previous next
Cobra
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:14 PM
Anonymous

_
There are a husband and wife who work at my employment, and the wife is resigning. They are on separate health plans through our employer, but the children are on the wife's plan. I am going to
give the wife her election notice for COBRA. Do i need to notify the husband in any way that he may not put the children and his wife on his health plan?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Cobra
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Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:17 PM
Anonymous
_
May "not" or may "now" put them on the plan? Wouldn't spouse/dependent's loss of coverage be a qualifying life event to make a change to husband's insurance?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cobra
_
There are a husband and wife who work at my employment, and the wife is resigning. They are on separate health plans through our employer, but the children are on the wife's plan. I am going to
give the wife her election notice for COBRA. Do i need to notify the husband in any way that he may not put the children and his wife on his health plan?

top
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previous next
Re: Cobra
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:19 PM
Anonymous

_
COBRA to the wife is for her and the children. She may make the decision to continue them on her plan, or he can add all of them. Loss of their coverage is a qualifying event for him to add them
on to the family tier.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Cobra
_
There are a husband and wife who work at my employment, and the wife is resigning. They are on separate health plans through our employer, but the children are on the wife's plan. I am going to
give the wife her election notice for COBRA. Do i need to notify the husband in any way that he may not put the children and his wife on his health plan?

top
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previous next
Re: Cobra
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 4:27 PM
Benjamin Wagner
"now", sorry, typo
-----------------------------Benjamin Wagner
Kerlin Bus Sales
Silver Lake IN
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cobra
_
May "not" or may "now" put them on the plan? Wouldn't spouse/dependent's loss of coverage be a qualifying life event to make a change to husband's insurance?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cobra
_
There are a husband and wife who work at my employment, and the wife is resigning. They are on separate health plans through our employer, but the children are on the wife's plan. I am going to
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give the wife her election notice for COBRA. Do i need to notify the husband in any way that he may not put the children and his wife on his health plan?

top
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previous next
Re: Cobra
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:28 PM
Anonymous

_
Normally, it would be up to a team member to tell you that their spouse has lost coverage. But since you're already in the know, I would definitely give him the friendly head's up since that 30 day
clock is most likely ticking.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:26
From: Benjamin Wagner
Subject: Cobra
"now", sorry, typo
-----------------------------Benjamin Wagner
Kerlin Bus Sales
Silver Lake IN
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Re: Cobra
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:30 PM
Benjamin Wagner
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Reply to Sender

Thank you,
I understood that it was a qualifying event, but was not sure as to whether there was formal way I needed to notify him.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cobra
_
Normally, it would be up to a team member to tell you that their spouse has lost coverage. But since you're already in the know, I would definitely give him the friendly head's up since that 30 day
clock is most likely ticking.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:26
From: Benjamin Wagner
Subject: Cobra
"now", sorry, typo
-----------------------------Benjamin Wagner
Kerlin Bus Sales
Silver Lake IN
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cobra
_
May "not" or may "now" put them on the plan? Wouldn't spouse/dependent's loss of coverage be a qualifying life event to make a change to husband's insurance?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cobra
_
There are a husband and wife who work at my employment, and the wife is resigning. They are on separate health plans through our employer, but the children are on the wife's plan. I am going to
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give the wife her election notice for COBRA. Do i need to notify the husband in any way that he may not put the children and his wife on his health plan?

top
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previous next
Re: Cobra
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:31 PM
Anonymous

_
We simply notify by e-mail or some other form of written communication to make sure the 30 day window is clear and they can't say "I didn't know"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:29
From: Benjamin Wagner
Subject: Cobra
Thank you,
I understood that it was a qualifying event, but was not sure as to whether there was formal way I needed to notify him.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cobra
_
Normally, it would be up to a team member to tell you that their spouse has lost coverage. But since you're already in the know, I would definitely give him the friendly head's up since that 30 day
clock is most likely ticking.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:26
From: Benjamin Wagner
Subject: Cobra
"now", sorry, typo
-----------------------------Benjamin Wagner
Kerlin Bus Sales
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Silver Lake IN
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cobra
_
May "not" or may "now" put them on the plan? Wouldn't spouse/dependent's loss of coverage be a qualifying life event to make a change to husband's insurance?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Cobra
_
There are a husband and wife who work at my employment, and the wife is resigning. They are on separate health plans through our employer, but the children are on the wife's plan. I am going to
give the wife her election notice for COBRA. Do i need to notify the husband in any way that he may not put the children and his wife on his health plan?
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Re: Cobra
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 6:49 PM
Armando Rangel

.
-----------------------------Armando
Director, HR
So. Calif.
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:26
From: Benjamin Wagner
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Reply to Sender

Subject: Cobra
"now", sorry, typo
-----------------------------Benjamin Wagner
Kerlin Bus Sales
Silver Lake IN

top
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previous next
How Do You Pay an Hourly Employee WHEN TRAVELING
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:53 PM
Anonymous

_
Oklahoma - How do you pay an hourly employee while traveling? How do you pay/allow for travel time? If the conference or seminar has "optional" social/networking events afterwards do you
allow your staff to be paid to attend? What are some policies others use for these types of situations? Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: How Do You Pay an Hourly Employee WHEN TRAVELING
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:56 PM
Anonymous

_
Pay for travel time if it falls during normal work hours.
Pay for the networking event if you're requiring them to go to network/procure business. If you're not requiring they go, don't pay.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: How Do You Pay an Hourly Employee WHEN TRAVELING
_
Oklahoma - How do you pay an hourly employee while traveling? How do you pay/allow for travel time? If the conference or seminar has "optional" social/networking events afterwards do you
allow your staff to be paid to attend? What are some policies others use for these types of situations? Thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: How Do You Pay an Hourly Employee WHEN TRAVELING
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:57 PM
Anonymous

_
SHRM has some good resources:
www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/hr-qa/...
Also this question is asked quite a bit on the boards if you want to search.
The DOL site is helpful too:
www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfs22.htm
Your state may have state specific resources to start with.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: How Do You Pay an Hourly Employee WHEN TRAVELING
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_
Oklahoma - How do you pay an hourly employee while traveling? How do you pay/allow for travel time? If the conference or seminar has "optional" social/networking events afterwards do you
allow your staff to be paid to attend? What are some policies others use for these types of situations? Thank you.
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Re: How Do You Pay an Hourly Employee WHEN TRAVELING
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:13 PM
Anonymous

_
OP- thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: How Do You Pay an Hourly Employee WHEN TRAVELING
_
SHRM has some good resources:
www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/hr-qa/...
Also this question is asked quite a bit on the boards if you want to search.
The DOL site is helpful too:
www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfs22.htm
Your state may have state specific resources to start with.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: How Do You Pay an Hourly Employee WHEN TRAVELING
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_
Oklahoma - How do you pay an hourly employee while traveling? How do you pay/allow for travel time? If the conference or seminar has "optional" social/networking events afterwards do you
allow your staff to be paid to attend? What are some policies others use for these types of situations? Thank you.
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previous next
Compliance posters and interviews
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:29 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
When interviewing candidates, is it acceptable to provide them with a booklet with copies of the compliance posters, or do they have to see the actual posted posters even if they're not posted in the
interview area?
Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Compliance posters and interviews
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:31 PM
Anonymous

_
Compliance posters for your employees?
Key word there is "employee." :)
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Unless you're in a state where certain notices are supposed to be provided to applicants, I wouldn't worry about it. If that's the case, have them available when the applicant fills out the application.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Compliance posters and interviews
_
â€‹
When interviewing candidates, is it acceptable to provide them with a booklet with copies of the compliance posters, or do they have to see the actual posted posters even if they're not posted in the
interview area?
Thanks.

top
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previous next
Re: Compliance posters and interviews
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:40 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
That's what I was referring to, the posters that should be available for candidates (not employees) at the time of interview.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Compliance posters and interviews
_
Compliance posters for your employees?
Key word there is "employee." :)
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Unless you're in a state where certain notices are supposed to be provided to applicants, I wouldn't worry about it. If that's the case, have them available when the applicant fills out the application.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Compliance posters and interviews
_
â€‹
When interviewing candidates, is it acceptable to provide them with a booklet with copies of the compliance posters, or do they have to see the actual posted posters even if they're not posted in the
interview area?
Thanks.
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previous next
Re: Compliance posters and interviews
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Again, just have them with your application - whether the applicant has to click through it online or it's attached to your physical application.
Don't overthink it or redecorate if you don't have to. You don't want your interview space to be cold and "compliance"-y and you also probably don't want to have to walk each applicant to a wall of
posters and say "here's what you want to do if you think we discriminated against you!"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Compliance posters and interviews
_
â€‹
That's what I was referring to, the posters that should be available for candidates (not employees) at the time of interview.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Compliance posters and interviews
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_
Compliance posters for your employees?
Key word there is "employee." :)
Unless you're in a state where certain notices are supposed to be provided to applicants, I wouldn't worry about it. If that's the case, have them available when the applicant fills out the application.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Compliance posters and interviews
_
â€‹
When interviewing candidates, is it acceptable to provide them with a booklet with copies of the compliance posters, or do they have to see the actual posted posters even if they're not posted in the
interview area?
Thanks.
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previous next
Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:28 PM
Anonymous

_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 3:30 PM
Trina Peters
â€‹
Depends on the weather.
-----------------------------Trina Peters, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:31 PM
Kristin Saba

Black slacks, black blazer, crisp white blouse, minimal/natural makeup, nude/clear nail polish.
When I go for an interview, I want the interviewer to notice ME, and not be distracted by my clothing, makeup, etc.
Also, ALWAYS avoid wearing perfume/body spray.

-----------------------------Kristin Saba
Human Resources Administrator
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 3:33 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
Depends on weather and industry. If the job is on a manufacturing facility I do wear pants suit and bring my safety shoes just in case we do have a tour. If it is more of a corporate environment I do
wear a skirt suit (unless weather is freezing cold)

-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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top
169.

previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:36 PM
Anonymous

_
Not a dress/skirt person...so I wear dress pants and blazer and heels. Wear what makes YOU confident and comfortable :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?

top
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previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:37 PM
Anonymous

_
Depends upon the company that I am interviewing with. My current employer is a manufacturing facility so I dressed in nice slacks & sweater set. Ironically I was told about one of the other
candidates that had very bright nail polish with jewels. Apparently after she left the owner commented that "that should be illegal". Guess I am glad I probably wore nude or clear polish.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?

top
171.

previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:37 PM
Anonymous

_
My lucky pants suit.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 3:38 PM
Anonymous
_
Depends.
What is the industry? What is the weather? First, second, third interview?
Were you given instructions? I had an interview on a jeans Friday. I was told to wear jeans. My friends who recommended the job said wear jeans. I worse dark jeans and blazer. The interviewer
wanted to see if we could follow directions, and wear jeans and still be professional. And he wanted us to be comfortable and not awkward.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?

top
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previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:44 PM
Anonymous

_
I wear a suit from Express that I adore. It is stylish and not too corporate/stuffy IMO. My HR experience has been in the tech world with very loose dress codes, but I would still go this route unless
explicitly told to wear jeans as another poster mentioned.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?

top
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previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:54 PM
Anonymous

_
Agreed - dress very professionally unless told otherwise.
Also, to those talking about nail color - I never thought of this. I'm not actively looking for a job, nor can I see myself interviewing any time soon (hopefully), but I do get my nails done religiously. I
keep them short and not "bedazzled", but I do wear bright pink or mint green, etc. depending on the season. My current boss even compliments and has started to go to the place I do.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
I wear a suit from Express that I adore. It is stylish and not too corporate/stuffy IMO. My HR experience has been in the tech world with very loose dress codes, but I would still go this route unless
explicitly told to wear jeans as another poster mentioned.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 4:01 PM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
I usually stick to a suit and heels or if I know there is going to be walking I wear flats. I highly suggest minimal makeup and little to no perfume.
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Depends upon the company that I am interviewing with. My current employer is a manufacturing facility so I dressed in nice slacks & sweater set. Ironically I was told about one of the other
candidates that had very bright nail polish with jewels. Apparently after she left the owner commented that "that should be illegal". Guess I am glad I probably wore nude or clear polish.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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previous next

176.

Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:14 PM
Anonymous

_
Always wear a suit- I find it extremely presumptuous when people come in dressed like they already work where they are interviewing. I tend to keep the shirt under the suit to a neutral or natural
color. I'm very pale so I avoid skirts like the plague :) I could probably blind someone if the sun hit my legs at a certain angle.
My hair is always done- whether it be a blowout or I've taken a wand to large sections of hair to add some body to it. Having my hair done makes me feel confident and it tells the interviewer I
valued the face to face time with them. I think a polished pontytail would be appropriate (hidden or hair colored hair tie) but not something that looks like you just walked out of the gym. I once did
a group interview with a girl that had a sloppy bun and a pen through the bun the entire time. It was distracting. My hair is kind of part of my personality in a way- I once died it brown and it was
the worst 6 months of my life. I have major brunette hair envy but it was just not for me. It didn't go with the rest of me :(
I think you can play around with nail color- but make sure it is a neutral tone. I think you can do anything from a gray to a toned down pink. Just no unnatural colors or (as much as I love a good
black or very dark nail- it probably isn't the best choice for an interview).
I would stick to a neutral colored shoe as well. I always stick with black.
The very traditional answer that I didn't quite give you is: black suit, white collared button up shirt (starched), and black pumps. I used to manage an Ann Taylor store and this was *the* interview
outfit. I had a very artsy associate who was helping a woman and she suggested a "fun" suit and I never heard the end of it from the customer. She refused to ever work with that associate again.
Every time she would come in she would remind me of the time that I had an associate that gave bad advice. Some of the women who had worked at that store for years had warned me when I
started to never suggest any other suit for an interview than the classic black- I guess this was the reason why. It depends on your audience I guess.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 4:22 PM
Anonymous
_
Dress professionally, but be yourself. Make sure you are comfortable and wear something that will boost your confidence. Don't wear anything that is too tight that you will be pulling when you sit
down. I had one lady show up in a very nice shirt but it was straggling her chest and stomach and she was so uncomfortable, I felt so bad for her.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 7:15 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you for your feedback!
-Original Poster
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
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_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?

top
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previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 7:41 PM
Anonymous

_
Good luck OP!
Whatever you choose to wear don't forget your confidence!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 19:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Thank you for your feedback!
-Original Poster
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:33 AM
Anonymous

_
This is going to sound crazy - BUT - I wore some lingerie under my suite for the job I landed at my current employer. Something about that made me feel really confident.
I swear I am not a freak.
;)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 19:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Good luck OP!
Whatever you choose to wear don't forget your confidence!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 19:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Thank you for your feedback!
-Original Poster
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
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Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?

top
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previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:46 AM
Anonymous

_
HA whatever works :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
This is going to sound crazy - BUT - I wore some lingerie under my suite for the job I landed at my current employer. Something about that made me feel really confident.
I swear I am not a freak.
;)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 19:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Good luck OP!
Whatever you choose to wear don't forget your confidence!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 19:14
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Thank you for your feedback!
-Original Poster
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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previous next
Re: Interview attire for HR Professional
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:57 AM
Anonymous

_
I just interviewed someone via skype and the interviewee was dressed casual, and at first I was a bit put off but then I realized that no, that fits because that's the environment we work in and that she
would be assigned to so I was fine. I think more and more interviewees and interviewers are going casual and focusing more on content.
AJ
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview attire for HR Professional
_
Just putting feelers out there- what is your go to wardrobe for interview attire for an HR position? Women, do you wear pants or a skirt suit?
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previous next
YAY! It's Monday....
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:22 PM
Anonymous

_
Employee's girlfriend call me demanding we give him a pay increase. She said "I's needs mo money".
I couldn't tell her his this close to being terminated for under performance and an attitude. Oh, what fun it will be when we term.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: YAY! It's Monday....
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Wow. Did you proceed to let her know that she always has the option of getting a job (or getting another job - if I'm being nice and unassuming... :) )?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: YAY! It's Monday....
_
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Employee's girlfriend call me demanding we give him a pay increase. She said "I's needs mo money".
I couldn't tell her his this close to being terminated for under performance and an attitude. Oh, what fun it will be when we term.

top
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previous next
Re: YAY! It's Monday....
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:34 PM
Anonymous

_
Confused by this post.
You know if you do term, you tell the girlfriend that you can not discuss it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: YAY! It's Monday....
_
Employee's girlfriend call me demanding we give him a pay increase. She said "I's needs mo money".
I couldn't tell her his this close to being terminated for under performance and an attitude. Oh, what fun it will be when we term.
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Re: YAY! It's Monday....
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:05 PM
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Anonymous
_
I think the OP was being facetious.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: YAY! It's Monday....
_
Confused by this post.
You know if you do term, you tell the girlfriend that you can not discuss it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: YAY! It's Monday....
_
Employee's girlfriend call me demanding we give him a pay increase. She said "I's needs mo money".
I couldn't tell her his this close to being terminated for under performance and an attitude. Oh, what fun it will be when we term.
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previous next
Re: YAY! It's Monday....
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:17 PM
Anonymous

_
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haha I love the response "You can get a job too....".
Happy Monday :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: YAY! It's Monday....
_
Employee's girlfriend call me demanding we give him a pay increase. She said "I's needs mo money".
I couldn't tell her his this close to being terminated for under performance and an attitude. Oh, what fun it will be when we term.

top
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previous next
Re: YAY! It's Monday....
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Ha ha, we all need mo money fo sure!
Thanks for the laugh.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: YAY! It's Monday....
_
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Employee's girlfriend call me demanding we give him a pay increase. She said "I's needs mo money".
I couldn't tell her his this close to being terminated for under performance and an attitude. Oh, what fun it will be when we term.

top
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previous next
Salaried and Sick Leave
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
I work for a small MD company that recently implemented a Sick Leave Policy. Our employees accrue sick leave each pay period.
We have a salaried employee who took a whole day off sick but only has 5.34 hours accrued in sick leave.
Can I pay the partial day hours without affecting their exemption status?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Salaried and Sick Leave
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:18 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm assuming she is salaried "exempt"? If so the only time you can make a partial-day deduction from the salary is if intermittent FMLA protects the absence. Otherwise you have to pay - from the
wage or from the negative PTO bucket.
Anonymonk
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
I work for a small MD company that recently implemented a Sick Leave Policy. Our employees accrue sick leave each pay period.
We have a salaried employee who took a whole day off sick but only has 5.34 hours accrued in sick leave.
Can I pay the partial day hours without affecting their exemption status?

top
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previous next
Re: Salaried and Sick Leave
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Exempt or Non-Exempt?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
I work for a small MD company that recently implemented a Sick Leave Policy. Our employees accrue sick leave each pay period.
We have a salaried employee who took a whole day off sick but only has 5.34 hours accrued in sick leave.
Can I pay the partial day hours without affecting their exemption status?
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top
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previous next
Re: Salaried and Sick Leave
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 8:30 AM
Anonymous

_
The employee is exempt.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
Exempt or Non-Exempt?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
I work for a small MD company that recently implemented a Sick Leave Policy. Our employees accrue sick leave each pay period.
We have a salaried employee who took a whole day off sick but only has 5.34 hours accrued in sick leave.
Can I pay the partial day hours without affecting their exemption status?
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previous next

193.

Re: Salaried and Sick Leave
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 8:35 AM
Anonymous

_
Thank you for the response. Anothe rquestion.. Our policy does not allow the use of leave that has not been accrued so should the employee just take a leave day without pay, leaving the sick leave
hours in place for future use?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
I'm assuming she is salaried "exempt"? If so the only time you can make a partial-day deduction from the salary is if intermittent FMLA protects the absence. Otherwise you have to pay - from the
wage or from the negative PTO bucket.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
I work for a small MD company that recently implemented a Sick Leave Policy. Our employees accrue sick leave each pay period.
We have a salaried employee who took a whole day off sick but only has 5.34 hours accrued in sick leave.
Can I pay the partial day hours without affecting their exemption status?
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Re: Salaried and Sick Leave
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Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 8:36 AM
Anonymous
_
Also, FMLA does not apply to us as we only have 35 employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
I'm assuming she is salaried "exempt"? If so the only time you can make a partial-day deduction from the salary is if intermittent FMLA protects the absence. Otherwise you have to pay - from the
wage or from the negative PTO bucket.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
I work for a small MD company that recently implemented a Sick Leave Policy. Our employees accrue sick leave each pay period.
We have a salaried employee who took a whole day off sick but only has 5.34 hours accrued in sick leave.
Can I pay the partial day hours without affecting their exemption status?
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Re: Salaried and Sick Leave
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:02 AM
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Anonymous
_
I would grab the 5.34 hours of sick time and deduct the rest from accrued PTO.
If the employee has neither- then you still need to pay them for the full day.
If it is truly against policy, then you need to decide if you want to make a policy exception and let the employee borrow from future accruals (this is what I would do in most similar cases) or you can
write them up for failing to follow policy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
I work for a small MD company that recently implemented a Sick Leave Policy. Our employees accrue sick leave each pay period.
We have a salaried employee who took a whole day off sick but only has 5.34 hours accrued in sick leave.
Can I pay the partial day hours without affecting their exemption status?
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previous next
Re: Salaried and Sick Leave
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:13 AM
Anonymous

_
Unfortunately, there is no other leave time available. We do not use PTO, it's sick leave and vacation leave as seperate policies.
So to make sure I am clear, we either need to take the available sick leave hours and pay out the whole day or allow them to use leave in advance to pay the hours not available?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
I would grab the 5.34 hours of sick time and deduct the rest from accrued PTO.
If the employee has neither- then you still need to pay them for the full day.
If it is truly against policy, then you need to decide if you want to make a policy exception and let the employee borrow from future accruals (this is what I would do in most similar cases) or you can
write them up for failing to follow policy.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried and Sick Leave
_
I work for a small MD company that recently implemented a Sick Leave Policy. Our employees accrue sick leave each pay period.
We have a salaried employee who took a whole day off sick but only has 5.34 hours accrued in sick leave.
Can I pay the partial day hours without affecting their exemption status?
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previous next
HR Summit
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Is anyone on the boards attending the HR Summit in San Diego this week? I'm just wondering if any fun HR peeps will be there.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: HR Summit
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:27 PM
Anonymous

_
PSMJ HR Summit?
I've gone a bunch of times, but I'm not going this year.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Summit
_
Is anyone on the boards attending the HR Summit in San Diego this week? I'm just wondering if any fun HR peeps will be there.

top
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previous next
Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:57 PM
Diana Meyers

We had been using a temp service and are trying to determine the pros/cons to each hiring process? Which would you prefer?

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
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previous next
Re: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:05 PM
Anonymous

_
What industry? What kind of positions? What area of the country?
We need a lot more information before we can even begin to point you in the right direction.
What works for a 1000 person production company in rural Montana probably won't work for a 100 person call center in New York City.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:57
From: Diana Meyers
Subject: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
We had been using a temp service and are trying to determine the pros/cons to each hiring process? Which would you prefer?
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Re: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:05 PM
Anonymous

_
Depends on the role..
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:57
From: Diana Meyers
Subject: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
We had been using a temp service and are trying to determine the pros/cons to each hiring process? Which would you prefer?
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previous next
Re: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
They used to temp the generalist role at my company before I took over HR. Every 1-3 years there was a new temp. Documents and files are all out of order because each new temp brought a new
process.

The benefit is that they are quick to fill positions or help with peak loads (seasonal businesses) but I would not consider them as a long term solution. Your business may be different though.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:57
From: Diana Meyers
Subject: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
We had been using a temp service and are trying to determine the pros/cons to each hiring process? Which would you prefer?
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Re: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
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Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:25 PM
Anonymous
_
As usual, it depends.
Temp to hire for a director level? Nope.
For a receptionist, sure.
For a Sales Manager? Nope
For high turnover manufacturing? I've used several agencies so each would send me their best candidates.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:57
From: Diana Meyers
Subject: Does anyone prefer temp services over direct hires?
We had been using a temp service and are trying to determine the pros/cons to each hiring process? Which would you prefer?

top
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previous next
Background Checks for Large Hourly Workforce
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:41 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
We have a large hourly workforce in the Manufacturing segment. We currently perform background screenings on salaried employees and are looking at possibly expanding this program to
include hourly as well. Any input on the pros and cons (and/or the ability to benchmark background screening success at other organizations) would be greatly appreciated.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Background Checks for Large Hourly Workforce
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:45 PM
Anonymous

_
Is there a business reason NOT to screen hourly applicants?
As far as bench marking, I'd look into some industry specific materials as well as area specific information.
What is the reason you were only screening salaried employees?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Background Checks for Large Hourly Workforce
_
â€‹â€‹
We have a large hourly workforce in the Manufacturing segment. We currently perform background screenings on salaried employees and are looking at possibly expanding this program to
include hourly as well. Any input on the pros and cons (and/or the ability to benchmark background screening success at other organizations) would be greatly appreciated.
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Re: Background Checks for Large Hourly Workforce
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:13 PM
Anonymous

_
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We background check everyone/
Just because someone is exempt and salary doesn't mean they have less going on that my entry level non-exempt hourlies.
What happens when an unscreened non exempt moves into an exempt role? Do you screen them?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: Background Checks for Large Hourly Workforce
_
Is there a business reason NOT to screen hourly applicants?
As far as bench marking, I'd look into some industry specific materials as well as area specific information.
What is the reason you were only screening salaried employees?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Background Checks for Large Hourly Workforce
_
â€‹â€‹
We have a large hourly workforce in the Manufacturing segment. We currently perform background screenings on salaried employees and are looking at possibly expanding this program to
include hourly as well. Any input on the pros and cons (and/or the ability to benchmark background screening success at other organizations) would be greatly appreciated.
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previous next
Re: Background Checks for Large Hourly Workforce
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:14 PM
Anonymous

_
Screen based on the risk associated with the job and what you are trying to accomplish overall. Why do you screen the "salaried" employees? What are you trying to accomplish there, and would
you try to accomplish the same thing with "hourly" employees? I think the best approach is to tie the screening type to the job and justify the need that way.
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Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Background Checks for Large Hourly Workforce
_
â€‹â€‹
We have a large hourly workforce in the Manufacturing segment. We currently perform background screenings on salaried employees and are looking at possibly expanding this program to
include hourly as well. Any input on the pros and cons (and/or the ability to benchmark background screening success at other organizations) would be greatly appreciated.
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previous next
Do I take this any further? (Kind of a rant...)
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:31 PM
Anonymous

_
I have a technically competent but emotionally unintelligent employee who works in our marketing dept - I'll call her Mktg Rep. She is very well connected to leadership - they love her bc she has
rare technical skills. She used to report to CEO until we hired a Marketing Director. She and the new Director do not get along. ie - the Director was putting together a pay increase and promotion for
Mktg Rep, and it took longer than expected. Mktg Rep sent email to me, leadership and manager detailing a timeline of what was promised to her and how it never materialized (delay was due to
CEO's travel.) Mktg rep has come to me on several occasions complaining about her managers not being in the office, or how something was worded, or how she is forced to work on certain projects
instead of others.
ok...so Mktg rep and I are on a business process committee together. Our culture here is bad in the sense that when people have submitted an idea in the past, the CEO has either ridiculed the idea or
not responded to it. This committee created a new online idea box. I am also on a second committee about the new GDPR data privacy regs in the EU, with Mktg Director.
Mktg rep thinks our research on GDPR is not fast enough, so she submitted an idea to the business process committee, knowing it was already being worked on by another committee. At the business
process meeting, she says that she was told not to submit any ideas to this committee - only to Mktg Director. I checked with Mktg Director who said, no, she actually said send your GDPR ideas to
me bc Im working on that already.
So the damage is that the rest of the committee now thinks our idea box is useless, and they may be spreading that to others. I also think she was intentionally trying to make her manager look bad,
which is not cool. I'm debating if I should let it go or call her out, and if so, how. WWYD?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Do I take this any further? (Kind of a rant...)
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:35 PM
Anonymous

_
My gut and my head say that it needs to be addressed. It seems like her attitude (and potentially entitlement) may be getting in the way of progress.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do I take this any further? (Kind of a rant...)
_
I have a technically competent but emotionally unintelligent employee who works in our marketing dept - I'll call her Mktg Rep. She is very well connected to leadership - they love her bc she has
rare technical skills. She used to report to CEO until we hired a Marketing Director. She and the new Director do not get along. ie - the Director was putting together a pay increase and promotion for
Mktg Rep, and it took longer than expected. Mktg Rep sent email to me, leadership and manager detailing a timeline of what was promised to her and how it never materialized (delay was due to
CEO's travel.) Mktg rep has come to me on several occasions complaining about her managers not being in the office, or how something was worded, or how she is forced to work on certain projects
instead of others.
ok...so Mktg rep and I are on a business process committee together. Our culture here is bad in the sense that when people have submitted an idea in the past, the CEO has either ridiculed the idea or
not responded to it. This committee created a new online idea box. I am also on a second committee about the new GDPR data privacy regs in the EU, with Mktg Director.
Mktg rep thinks our research on GDPR is not fast enough, so she submitted an idea to the business process committee, knowing it was already being worked on by another committee. At the business
process meeting, she says that she was told not to submit any ideas to this committee - only to Mktg Director. I checked with Mktg Director who said, no, she actually said send your GDPR ideas to
me bc Im working on that already.
So the damage is that the rest of the committee now thinks our idea box is useless, and they may be spreading that to others. I also think she was intentionally trying to make her manager look bad,
which is not cool. I'm debating if I should let it go or call her out, and if so, how. WWYD?
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Re: Do I take this any further? (Kind of a rant...)
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:43 PM
Anonymous

_
I would let her manager deal with this. Unless the manager comes to you for guidance, I would stay out of it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do I take this any further? (Kind of a rant...)
_
I have a technically competent but emotionally unintelligent employee who works in our marketing dept - I'll call her Mktg Rep. She is very well connected to leadership - they love her bc she has
rare technical skills. She used to report to CEO until we hired a Marketing Director. She and the new Director do not get along. ie - the Director was putting together a pay increase and promotion for
Mktg Rep, and it took longer than expected. Mktg Rep sent email to me, leadership and manager detailing a timeline of what was promised to her and how it never materialized (delay was due to
CEO's travel.) Mktg rep has come to me on several occasions complaining about her managers not being in the office, or how something was worded, or how she is forced to work on certain projects
instead of others.
ok...so Mktg rep and I are on a business process committee together. Our culture here is bad in the sense that when people have submitted an idea in the past, the CEO has either ridiculed the idea or
not responded to it. This committee created a new online idea box. I am also on a second committee about the new GDPR data privacy regs in the EU, with Mktg Director.
Mktg rep thinks our research on GDPR is not fast enough, so she submitted an idea to the business process committee, knowing it was already being worked on by another committee. At the business
process meeting, she says that she was told not to submit any ideas to this committee - only to Mktg Director. I checked with Mktg Director who said, no, she actually said send your GDPR ideas to
me bc Im working on that already.
So the damage is that the rest of the committee now thinks our idea box is useless, and they may be spreading that to others. I also think she was intentionally trying to make her manager look bad,
which is not cool. I'm debating if I should let it go or call her out, and if so, how. WWYD?
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Re: Do I take this any further? (Kind of a rant...)
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 3:33 PM
Anonymous
_
I agree that her manager (the Marketing Director) should handle this. I do think that the employee is trying to undermine the manager, but they need to be the one to tell her to knock it off.
A word of advice, if you have to work closely with the Marketing Rep, just watch your back too. She's coming to you because she thinks she can get something from you now, but it's only a matter of
time before you find yourself in her cross hairs. Unfortunately I've dealt with employees like this before.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do I take this any further? (Kind of a rant...)
_
I would let her manager deal with this. Unless the manager comes to you for guidance, I would stay out of it.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Do I take this any further? (Kind of a rant...)
_
I have a technically competent but emotionally unintelligent employee who works in our marketing dept - I'll call her Mktg Rep. She is very well connected to leadership - they love her bc she has
rare technical skills. She used to report to CEO until we hired a Marketing Director. She and the new Director do not get along. ie - the Director was putting together a pay increase and promotion for
Mktg Rep, and it took longer than expected. Mktg Rep sent email to me, leadership and manager detailing a timeline of what was promised to her and how it never materialized (delay was due to
CEO's travel.) Mktg rep has come to me on several occasions complaining about her managers not being in the office, or how something was worded, or how she is forced to work on certain projects
instead of others.
ok...so Mktg rep and I are on a business process committee together. Our culture here is bad in the sense that when people have submitted an idea in the past, the CEO has either ridiculed the idea or
not responded to it. This committee created a new online idea box. I am also on a second committee about the new GDPR data privacy regs in the EU, with Mktg Director.
Mktg rep thinks our research on GDPR is not fast enough, so she submitted an idea to the business process committee, knowing it was already being worked on by another committee. At the business
process meeting, she says that she was told not to submit any ideas to this committee - only to Mktg Director. I checked with Mktg Director who said, no, she actually said send your GDPR ideas to
me bc Im working on that already.
So the damage is that the rest of the committee now thinks our idea box is useless, and they may be spreading that to others. I also think she was intentionally trying to make her manager look bad,
which is not cool. I'm debating if I should let it go or call her out, and if so, how. WWYD?
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previous next
FMLA/ADA - Extension
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:18 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We have an employee who will exhaust FMLA on April 27th. Their mother is having surgery again on May 7th and has requested additional time off.
We are going to offer a LOA until June 4th (roughly 1 additional month) and require the employee to return on that date. Is that enough reasonable accommodation under the ADA? While her work
is getting done by others, it really can't continue indefinitely.
Any further advice would be appreciated.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA/ADA - Extension
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Not sure if I need more information or if I'm understanding correctly.
While care of a parent is covered under FMLA, it is not under ADA. ADA is to accommodate the disability of an employee (no one else), so that they can perform the essential functions of the job.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA/ADA - Extension
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_
â€‹
We have an employee who will exhaust FMLA on April 27th. Their mother is having surgery again on May 7th and has requested additional time off.
We are going to offer a LOA until June 4th (roughly 1 additional month) and require the employee to return on that date. Is that enough reasonable accommodation under the ADA? While her work
is getting done by others, it really can't continue indefinitely.
Any further advice would be appreciated.

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA/ADA - Extension
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 2:35 PM
Marlene Johnson
â€‹
You're right. I guess I'm over-thinking this as we did have a claim a few years ago about an employee who was associated with an individual with a disability.
-----------------------------Marlene
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA/ADA - Extension
_
Not sure if I need more information or if I'm understanding correctly.
While care of a parent is covered under FMLA, it is not under ADA. ADA is to accommodate the disability of an employee (no one else), so that they can perform the essential functions of the job.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA/ADA - Extension
_
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â€‹
We have an employee who will exhaust FMLA on April 27th. Their mother is having surgery again on May 7th and has requested additional time off.
We are going to offer a LOA until June 4th (roughly 1 additional month) and require the employee to return on that date. Is that enough reasonable accommodation under the ADA? While her work
is getting done by others, it really can't continue indefinitely.
Any further advice would be appreciated.

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA/ADA - Extension
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:17 PM
Anonymous

_
While the federal ADA doesn't require you to go through the interactive process or accommodate for the mother's disability, it does protect the employee from employment discrimination because of
the mother's disability. I would also take the law out of it and consider what the company needs from this employee, how important it is to retain this employee, and what accommodations can be
made to balance the needs of the organization with this employee's family needs.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA/ADA - Extension
_
â€‹
We have an employee who will exhaust FMLA on April 27th. Their mother is having surgery again on May 7th and has requested additional time off.
We are going to offer a LOA until June 4th (roughly 1 additional month) and require the employee to return on that date. Is that enough reasonable accommodation under the ADA? While her work
is getting done by others, it really can't continue indefinitely.
Any further advice would be appreciated.
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previous next
I do not understand unemployment
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:14 PM
Anonymous

_
Had an ee voluntarily resign....for some reason she only worked a couple of days at her new job. I received the determination (we are in IL) and it says the employee is eligible for benefits, but then
later in the letter it says we will not be charged for benefits paid on this claim. So my question is who pays her benefits?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: I do not understand unemployment
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:20 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I don't know about IL, but here is CA it would either be her prior employer (assuming there were at least 4 quarters of work) or she would be paid from the general fund.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: I do not understand unemployment
_
Had an ee voluntarily resign....for some reason she only worked a couple of days at her new job. I received the determination (we are in IL) and it says the employee is eligible for benefits, but then
later in the letter it says we will not be charged for benefits paid on this claim. So my question is who pays her benefits?
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previous next

218.

Re: I do not understand unemployment
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:20 PM
Anonymous

_
The state would pay from what the employer s(during the look back period) have paid into the fund.
Its found you are not at fault. The state may charge the other employer depending on the reason the employee left the previous role and why they left your role.
We have term'd a few people for attendance issues, the state will still grant them UI but we are not charged.
Had an ee voluntarily resign....for some reason she only worked a couple of days at her new job. I received the determination (we are in IL) and it says the employee is eligible for benefits,
but then later in the letter it says we will not be charged for benefits paid on this claim. So my question is who pays her benefits?
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 14:14

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: I do not understand unemployment
_
Had an ee voluntarily resign....for some reason she only worked a couple of days at her new job. I received the determination (we are in IL) and it says the employee is eligible for benefits, but then
later in the letter it says we will not be charged for benefits paid on this claim. So my question is who pays her benefits?
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Rejection Email Template
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Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:10 PM
Anonymous
_
Does anyone have a rejection email template due to a restructuring of a department? We met with a candidate that we really like and would like to reach out to him if we do end up needing his
position.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Rejection Email Template
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:17 PM
Anonymous

_
Honestly if you are only rejecting this candidate due to a restructuring the department but would like to keep the lines of communication open, I would not send a form letter.
I would reach out to the candidate and talk to them over the phone and have a conversation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rejection Email Template
_
Does anyone have a rejection email template due to a restructuring of a department? We met with a candidate that we really like and would like to reach out to him if we do end up needing his
position.
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Re: Rejection Email Template
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 3:10 PM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
I completely agree with the second response. If the only reason why you can't hire them at this time is due to the restructuring, then I would call them and explain the situation and follow up with an
email.
Yes, I know sometimes you hear that the company will keep your information should anything come up but I feel a phone call explanation will help them realize you're being honest and will actually
keep in touch.
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rejection Email Template
_
Honestly if you are only rejecting this candidate due to a restructuring the department but would like to keep the lines of communication open, I would not send a form letter.
I would reach out to the candidate and talk to them over the phone and have a conversation.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: Rejection Email Template
_
Does anyone have a rejection email template due to a restructuring of a department? We met with a candidate that we really like and would like to reach out to him if we do end up needing his
position.
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previous next
Favorite HRIS systems for small businesses (under 75 employees)
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:02 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm looking for feedback on favorite HRIS systems for small businesses. My background is in big corporations using Peoplesoft and a mid-size using People-trak. I appreciate any input. I've done
some searches but thought I'd ask the professionals here as a starting point.
Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Favorite HRIS systems for small businesses (under 75 employees)
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:29 PM
Kyle O'Donnell

What do you consider to be a small business?
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:01
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Reply to Sender

From: Anonymous
Subject: Favorite HRIS systems for small businesses (under 75 employees)
_
I'm looking for feedback on favorite HRIS systems for small businesses. My background is in big corporations using Peoplesoft and a mid-size using People-trak. I appreciate any input. I've done
some searches but thought I'd ask the professionals here as a starting point.
Thank you.
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Re: Favorite HRIS systems for small businesses (under 75 employees)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 4:51 PM
Mark Michaels

So far I've heard alot of positive things about Bamboo HR. I've checked out their demo based on a friend who is also a small business who referred them to me. I haven't personally used their
system, however I am currently interested in what they're doing. Check them out! Their demo lets you click around and check out all aspects of the system.
-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Favorite HRIS systems for small businesses (under 75 employees)
_
I'm looking for feedback on favorite HRIS systems for small businesses. My background is in big corporations using Peoplesoft and a mid-size using People-trak. I appreciate any input. I've done
some searches but thought I'd ask the professionals here as a starting point.
Thank you.
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Re: Favorite HRIS systems for small businesses (under 75 employees)
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 10:59 AM
Deborah Gibbons
under 75 employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:28
From: Kyle O'Donnell
Subject: Favorite HRIS systems for small businesses (under 75 employees)
What do you consider to be a small business?
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com

top
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previous next
F-1 Visa & taxation - do you have a form?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 1:52 PM
Jessica Ehrhardt
We have a few employees who are in F-1 status who have applied for H1B Visas while employed with us. One thing I had not realized, nor had the previous employees in the same situation, is that
they are not liable for paying Social Security or Medicare taxes. Also, their W-4 needs to be marked "non-resident alien or NRA" in order to be taxed at the higher rate.
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Because the employee has to tell us not to deduct the Social Security and Medicare taxes, does anyone use a form to do this? Or do you just automatically not tax those who you know are in F-1
status when they complete their hiring documentation? How do you communicate it to payroll?
Thanks in advance. We are a company of 160 with a growing list of employees on Visas so learning a lot the last few months! Any help is appreciated.
-----------------------------Jessica Ehrhardt SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: F-1 Visa & taxation - do you have a form?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:59 PM
Anonymous

_
We simply let payroll know as they get the W-4.
You can also go to Notice 1392 for more info.

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:52
From: Jessica Ehrhardt
Subject: F-1 Visa & taxation - do you have a form?
We have a few employees who are in F-1 status who have applied for H1B Visas while employed with us. One thing I had not realized, nor had the previous employees in the same situation, is that
they are not liable for paying Social Security or Medicare taxes. Also, their W-4 needs to be marked "non-resident alien or NRA" in order to be taxed at the higher rate.
Because the employee has to tell us not to deduct the taxes, does anyone use a form to do this? Or do you just automatically not tax those who you know are in F-1 status when they complete their
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hiring documentation? How do you communicate it to payroll?
Thanks in advance. We are a company of 160 with a growing list of employees on Visas so learning a lot the last few months! Any help is appreciated.
-----------------------------Jessica Ehrhardt SHRM-CP
------------------------------

top
228.

previous next
Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:50 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:54 PM
Anonymous
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_
We need a lot more information - not necessarily what the comment was, but how "sexual" are we talking? I'm assuming it was bad since you used the adjective "crude."
I'd also need to know more about the employee's history to be able to answer if that's the course of action I'd take. If they've done this before, what their disciplinary history has been, etc. I'd also
weigh how important the vendor is to our organization.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!

top
230.

previous next
Re: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:59 PM
Anonymous

_
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My response would depend on the situation and the actual "crude" comment.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!

top
231.

previous next
Re: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:13 PM
Anonymous

_
If the situation were enough that the vendor complained to their supervisors and it was relayed to your company, then it needs to be dealt with. While it may or may not be rise to the level of
harassment, it at the least may show lack of professionalism and appropriate behavior on the part of your employee.
The importance of the vendor would not enter into the determination of how to proceed if I was investigating. I expect all employees, while representing the company, to treat all vendors with
respect, not just the important ones.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-16-2018 13:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!

top

previous next

232.

Re: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:44 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you. I was a little thrown off by the comment by that person's comment. It's ok to harass, if they are replaceable? A lot of industries are "small worlds" and while this vendor may be
replaceable, having a bad company reputation due to unprofessional conduct of your representatives isn't so easily fixed.
The importance of the vendor would not enter into the determination of how to proceed if I was investigating. I expect all employees, while representing the company, to treat all vendors
with respect, not just the important ones.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 14:13

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:13
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
If the situation were enough that the vendor complained to their supervisors and it was relayed to your company, then it needs to be dealt with. While it may or may not be rise to the level of
harassment, it at the least may show lack of professionalism and appropriate behavior on the part of your employee.
The importance of the vendor would not enter into the determination of how to proceed if I was investigating. I expect all employees, while representing the company, to treat all vendors with
respect, not just the important ones.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:52 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm the one that had the original comment about the vendor being important or not.
I'm glad (as per usual) people are taking simple things out of context.
Do I think it's okay to harass someone if they're not important to the organization? No. Is that a stupid thing to infer? Yes.
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However, I do try to keep my business in mind when making decisions. I meant - is this the ONLY vendor in the area that can do that job for us? If so, and if the comment was as awful as I think it is,
then I would probably lean more heavily on the side of termination. If they weren't the only vendor in the area, but we still wanted to continue a relationship with them, I'd probably lean more heavily
on the side of disciplining to the fullest extent I could - again, depending on the severity and the situation. We don't know those things though, because at least as far as I can tell, the OP hasn't come
back to answer anyone's outstanding questions.
Again, I reiterate, even though I shouldn't have to - it is never okay to harass someone inside or outside of your organization. Each situation is different though, and each business and business need is
different and you need to keep that in mind when recommending action or giving advice, in this case.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Thank you. I was a little thrown off by the comment by that person's comment. It's ok to harass, if they are replaceable? A lot of industries are "small worlds" and while this vendor may be
replaceable, having a bad company reputation due to unprofessional conduct of your representatives isn't so easily fixed.
The importance of the vendor would not enter into the determination of how to proceed if I was investigating. I expect all employees, while representing the company, to treat all vendors
with respect, not just the important ones.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 14:13

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
If the situation were enough that the vendor complained to their supervisors and it was relayed to your company, then it needs to be dealt with. While it may or may not be rise to the level of
harassment, it at the least may show lack of professionalism and appropriate behavior on the part of your employee.
The importance of the vendor would not enter into the determination of how to proceed if I was investigating. I expect all employees, while representing the company, to treat all vendors with
respect, not just the important ones.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
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Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!

top
234.

previous next
Re: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:54 PM
Anonymous

_
Taken out of context means that the context exists and that a "piece" was pulled out to be portrayed as individual information. Your comment wasn't taken out of context, but perhaps you just need to
be more clear on what you are saying in the future.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
I'm the one that had the original comment about the vendor being important or not.
I'm glad (as per usual) people are taking simple things out of context.
Do I think it's okay to harass someone if they're not important to the organization? No. Is that a stupid thing to infer? Yes.
However, I do try to keep my business in mind when making decisions. I meant - is this the ONLY vendor in the area that can do that job for us? If so, and if the comment was as awful as I think it is,
then I would probably lean more heavily on the side of termination. If they weren't the only vendor in the area, but we still wanted to continue a relationship with them, I'd probably lean more heavily
on the side of disciplining to the fullest extent I could - again, depending on the severity and the situation. We don't know those things though, because at least as far as I can tell, the OP hasn't come
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back to answer anyone's outstanding questions.
Again, I reiterate, even though I shouldn't have to - it is never okay to harass someone inside or outside of your organization. Each situation is different though, and each business and business need is
different and you need to keep that in mind when recommending action or giving advice, in this case.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Thank you. I was a little thrown off by the comment by that person's comment. It's ok to harass, if they are replaceable? A lot of industries are "small worlds" and while this vendor may be
replaceable, having a bad company reputation due to unprofessional conduct of your representatives isn't so easily fixed.
The importance of the vendor would not enter into the determination of how to proceed if I was investigating. I expect all employees, while representing the company, to treat all vendors
with respect, not just the important ones.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 14:13

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
If the situation were enough that the vendor complained to their supervisors and it was relayed to your company, then it needs to be dealt with. While it may or may not be rise to the level of
harassment, it at the least may show lack of professionalism and appropriate behavior on the part of your employee.
The importance of the vendor would not enter into the determination of how to proceed if I was investigating. I expect all employees, while representing the company, to treat all vendors with
respect, not just the important ones.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
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terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 4:56 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
My first thought would be to investigate the complaint like I would do any other from an employee. No that you don't want to believe the vendor, but there are always 2 sides of each story.
So I would do my due diligence and depending on the outcome would be the decision.
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 5:03 PM
Roberta Weingarten
Why have you decided the outcome without getting your employee's side of the story? Investigate thoroughly, just like you would if this was between 2 employees. THEN decide what action to
take. Based on your post, you've already decided his guilt.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 5:04 PM
Anonymous
_
I agree that the relationship with the vendor makes a difference on the direction I would take, as well as the actual comment and the employee's intent. For all we know, the vendor may have been
initiating and encouraging the conversation that went a bit too far.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:07 PM
Anonymous

_
And this is exactly why OP needs to investigate before discipline the employee if warranted.
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agree that the relationship with the vendor makes a difference on the direction I would take, as well as the actual comment and the employee's intent. For all we know, the vendor may have
been initiating and encouraging the conversation that went a bit too far.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 17:03

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
I agree that the relationship with the vendor makes a difference on the direction I would take, as well as the actual comment and the employee's intent. For all we know, the vendor may have been
initiating and encouraging the conversation that went a bit too far.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Comment at After Hours Industry Event
_
Hi,
A situation occurred at an after hours industry event that was brought to our attention. An employees made a crude, sexual comment to one of our vendors. This vendor reported the incident to their
supervisor, who then relayed the information to a Principal at our company. In reviewing our harassment policy, we do not specify how we handle harassment that occurs at offsite events, but the
policy does state, "Any team member determined by the Firm to be responsible for unlawful harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination."
We plan to speak with the employee and let them know this is not an acceptable way to interact and talk with a vendor. If a similar situation was to occur in the future, the employee will be
terminated immediately. Do you feel this is a reasonable and fair way to handle the situation? Has anyone encountered a situation like this in the past, and how was it handled by your firm?
Thanks!

top
239.

previous next
FMLA & Benefits Payment
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 1:48 PM
Anonymous
_
I have an employee who exhausted her FML last month and has exhausted her PTO. I have been in communication with her and her son, who has been helping the mother with disability paperwork
and other things. I've sent her multiple reminders regarding her intent to work and her balance for the benefit deductions. She has responded and said that she has an appointment in a month and that's
when she will know, but has ignored all my emails about her balance. I reached out to the son, who said that they are waiting for payments from disability and will pay is once they receive it. I
received the report from our insurance company and she has received payment. What can we do at this point?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
240.

previous next
Re: FMLA & Benefits Payment
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:52 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm going to go ahead and assume the paperwork you're referring to, other than the disability, is ADA. If not, start there.
I'd reach out to the employee - stop dealing with the son even though you may have permission - and let her know that you know she's received payment and you need to work out a schedule to pay
her premiums or her insurance will be dropped. Be as nice as you can, but also let her know there are consequences for her inaction. I'd make sure I sent everything certified so you have a paper trail
that she's received it. Or if you're dealing over email, get a read receipt.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA & Benefits Payment
_
I have an employee who exhausted her FML last month and has exhausted her PTO. I have been in communication with her and her son, who has been helping the mother with disability paperwork
and other things. I've sent her multiple reminders regarding her intent to work and her balance for the benefit deductions. She has responded and said that she has an appointment in a month and that's
when she will know, but has ignored all my emails about her balance. I reached out to the son, who said that they are waiting for payments from disability and will pay is once they receive it. I
received the report from our insurance company and she has received payment. What can we do at this point?
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previous next
Re: FMLA & Benefits Payment
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:55 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here,
She is still employed with us and awaiting her updated release form from her treating Physician. As of now, she's unable to work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA & Benefits Payment
_
I'm going to go ahead and assume the paperwork you're referring to, other than the disability, is ADA. If not, start there.
I'd reach out to the employee - stop dealing with the son even though you may have permission - and let her know that you know she's received payment and you need to work out a schedule to pay
her premiums or her insurance will be dropped. Be as nice as you can, but also let her know there are consequences for her inaction. I'd make sure I sent everything certified so you have a paper trail
that she's received it. Or if you're dealing over email, get a read receipt.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA & Benefits Payment
_
I have an employee who exhausted her FML last month and has exhausted her PTO. I have been in communication with her and her son, who has been helping the mother with disability paperwork
and other things. I've sent her multiple reminders regarding her intent to work and her balance for the benefit deductions. She has responded and said that she has an appointment in a month and that's
when she will know, but has ignored all my emails about her balance. I reached out to the son, who said that they are waiting for payments from disability and will pay is once they receive it. I
received the report from our insurance company and she has received payment. What can we do at this point?
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242.

Re: FMLA & Benefits Payment
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:59 PM
Anonymous

_

She is still employed with us and awaiting her updated release form from her treating Physician. As of now, she's unable to work.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 13:55

I'm assuming you're still talking about ADA here, which is good.
If that's the case, I still stand by my other response. This is No. 2 by the way.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA & Benefits Payment
_
OP here,
She is still employed with us and awaiting her updated release form from her treating Physician. As of now, she's unable to work.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA & Benefits Payment
_
I'm going to go ahead and assume the paperwork you're referring to, other than the disability, is ADA. If not, start there.
I'd reach out to the employee - stop dealing with the son even though you may have permission - and let her know that you know she's received payment and you need to work out a schedule to pay
her premiums or her insurance will be dropped. Be as nice as you can, but also let her know there are consequences for her inaction. I'd make sure I sent everything certified so you have a paper trail
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that she's received it. Or if you're dealing over email, get a read receipt.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA & Benefits Payment
_
I have an employee who exhausted her FML last month and has exhausted her PTO. I have been in communication with her and her son, who has been helping the mother with disability paperwork
and other things. I've sent her multiple reminders regarding her intent to work and her balance for the benefit deductions. She has responded and said that she has an appointment in a month and that's
when she will know, but has ignored all my emails about her balance. I reached out to the son, who said that they are waiting for payments from disability and will pay is once they receive it. I
received the report from our insurance company and she has received payment. What can we do at this point?

top
243.

previous next
Re: FMLA & Benefits Payment
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:23 PM
Anonymous

_
When FMLA exhausted did you send her the COBRA packet, and did she elect? I'm assuming she didn't make the first payment. Does she owe also for the FML portion of the leave?
There are different rules for how you provide notice for non-payment under both FMLA and COBRA. We would follow those rules and suspend benefits if we don't receive payment by the date
provided in the required notice. Every time, we've received payment. Does the employee have HSA money, and did you know s/he can use HSA funds to pay COBRA premiums?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA & Benefits Payment
_
I have an employee who exhausted her FML last month and has exhausted her PTO. I have been in communication with her and her son, who has been helping the mother with disability paperwork
and other things. I've sent her multiple reminders regarding her intent to work and her balance for the benefit deductions. She has responded and said that she has an appointment in a month and that's
when she will know, but has ignored all my emails about her balance. I reached out to the son, who said that they are waiting for payments from disability and will pay is once they receive it. I
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received the report from our insurance company and she has received payment. What can we do at this point?

top
244.

previous next
Body Odor in the workplace
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 1:47 PM
Larisa Barr
It has been awhile since I have needed to have this conversation with an employee, any tips out there?
Some of her fellow staff have complained. I don't want to go blanket statement for all staff, seems unfair and lazy.
My first instinct is to review the dress code with her.
Any suggestions are welcome!
-----------------------------San Diego CA HR Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Body Odor in the workplace
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:52 PM
Anonymous

_
If you use the search feature, there are many many threads about this that may offer some good tips. BO in the workplace is apparently a very common issue.
www.hrmorning.com/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:47
From: Larisa Barr
Subject: Body Odor in the workplace
It has been awhile since I have needed to have this conversation with an employee, any tips out there?
Some of her fellow staff have complained. I don't want to go blanket statement for all staff, seems unfair and lazy.
My first instinct is to review the dress code with her.
Any suggestions are welcome!
-----------------------------San Diego CA HR Manager
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Body Odor in the workplace
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:11 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Dress code and body odor are two entirely different things. Approach from a hygiene matter.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:47
From: Larisa Barr
Subject: Body Odor in the workplace
It has been awhile since I have needed to have this conversation with an employee, any tips out there?
Some of her fellow staff have complained. I don't want to go blanket statement for all staff, seems unfair and lazy.
My first instinct is to review the dress code with her.
Any suggestions are welcome!
-----------------------------San Diego CA HR Manager
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previous next
Re: Body Odor in the workplace
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 2:25 PM
Larisa Barr
OP reply. Thanks for the tips so far. I did use the search feature and found quite a bit of information. Much appreciated.
-----------------------------San DiegoCA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:47
From: Larisa Barr
Subject: Body Odor in the workplace
It has been awhile since I have needed to have this conversation with an employee, any tips out there?
Some of her fellow staff have complained. I don't want to go blanket statement for all staff, seems unfair and lazy.
My first instinct is to review the dress code with her.
Any suggestions are welcome!
-----------------------------San Diego CA HR Manager
------------------------------
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previous next
Salary Rate to Hourly Rate - Termination Payout
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 1:47 PM
Anonymous
_
Hello,
I'm an Arizona employer. We pay semi-monthly, first through the 15th and 16th to the end of the month. A salary, exempt employee resigned, effective 4/20. We will be paying him for time
worked from 4/16 to 4/20. To do this, I will be breaking down his salary rate to an hour rate ($##,###.## / 2080) and then using this hour rate to pay him for a full 40 hour workweek. Is this the best
way to do this?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Salary Rate to Hourly Rate - Termination Payout
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:49 PM
Anonymous

_
I break it out by the day, not hour.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Rate to Hourly Rate - Termination Payout
_
Hello,
I'm an Arizona employer. We pay semi-monthly, first through the 15th and 16th to the end of the month. A salary, exempt employee resigned, effective 4/20. We will be paying him for time
worked from 4/16 to 4/20. To do this, I will be breaking down his salary rate to an hour rate ($##,###.## / 2080) and then using this hour rate to pay him for a full 40 hour workweek. Is this the best
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way to do this?
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Re: Salary Rate to Hourly Rate - Termination Payout
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:07 PM
Anonymous

_
That's the way I would do it as well. When we were biweekly, I would break it down into days, but semi-monthly isn't an even number of days in a pay period, so coming up with a daily rate
wouldn't work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Rate to Hourly Rate - Termination Payout
_
Hello,
I'm an Arizona employer. We pay semi-monthly, first through the 15th and 16th to the end of the month. A salary, exempt employee resigned, effective 4/20. We will be paying him for time
worked from 4/16 to 4/20. To do this, I will be breaking down his salary rate to an hour rate ($##,###.## / 2080) and then using this hour rate to pay him for a full 40 hour workweek. Is this the best
way to do this?
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Apr 16, 2018 1:13 PM
Anonymous
_
We are based in WI and we recently let go an employee who worked remotely from Kansas. His manager notified us that he was let go due to performance reasons but we don't have anything
documented and neither was the employee ever notified of these concerns. I know we didn't follow our progressive discipline policy and the manager didn't handle this well hence we are trying to be
very cautious with this. We got his unemployment claim and we don't intent to contest it but one of the questions is were there any prior incidents that lead to his termination and if the employee was
notified ? There were incidents that lead to his termination but he was not made aware of it so can we just mention that or does that trigger further inquiry of the claim ? We want to make sure we
answer the form correctly without causing any problems. Please help.....
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:16 PM
Anonymous

_
Does the form say you still need to complete it if you're not going to contest the claim?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
_
We are based in WI and we recently let go an employee who worked remotely from Kansas. His manager notified us that he was let go due to performance reasons but we don't have anything
documented and neither was the employee ever notified of these concerns. I know we didn't follow our progressive discipline policy and the manager didn't handle this well hence we are trying to be
very cautious with this. We got his unemployment claim and we don't intent to contest it but one of the questions is were there any prior incidents that lead to his termination and if the employee was
notified ? There were incidents that lead to his termination but he was not made aware of it so can we just mention that or does that trigger further inquiry of the claim ? We want to make sure we
answer the form correctly without causing any problems. Please help.....
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Re: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 1:19 PM
Lorraine Kost
â€‹
I just wouldn't send in the form. He will get the benefits by default.
-----------------------------Lorraine Kost
VP-Human Resources
Bannockburn IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
_
Does the form say you still need to complete it if you're not going to contest the claim?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
_
We are based in WI and we recently let go an employee who worked remotely from Kansas. His manager notified us that he was let go due to performance reasons but we don't have anything
documented and neither was the employee ever notified of these concerns. I know we didn't follow our progressive discipline policy and the manager didn't handle this well hence we are trying to be
very cautious with this. We got his unemployment claim and we don't intent to contest it but one of the questions is were there any prior incidents that lead to his termination and if the employee was
notified ? There were incidents that lead to his termination but he was not made aware of it so can we just mention that or does that trigger further inquiry of the claim ? We want to make sure we
answer the form correctly without causing any problems. Please help.....
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Re: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:10 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
You should be ok to just ignore the form.. This was taken from: New unemployment insurance laws require employers to respond to information requests or face consequences | Lexology

Kansas: Kansas, like Colorado, takes a tougher stance than that provided by TAAEA Section 252. Under Kansas law, an employer must respond to a request for information from the Unemployment
Insurance Office of the Department of Labor within ten days of the mailing date. If the information is not submitted or postmarked within the ten-day period, the employer will be deemed to have
waived its standing as a party to the proceedings and will be barred from protesting any subsequent decisions about the claim. The employer's response time limit may be waived or extended,
however, if a timely response was impossible due to excusable neglect. The Kansas legislation does not include language referencing a pattern of timely or adequately responding to requests
for information.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:19
From: Lorraine Kost
Subject: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
â€‹
I just wouldn't send in the form. He will get the benefits by default.
-----------------------------Lorraine Kost
VP-Human Resources
Bannockburn IL
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Re: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
Reply to Group
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Anonymous
_
OP here - Thanks for this !
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
_
We are based in WI and we recently let go an employee who worked remotely from Kansas. His manager notified us that he was let go due to performance reasons but we don't have anything
documented and neither was the employee ever notified of these concerns. I know we didn't follow our progressive discipline policy and the manager didn't handle this well hence we are trying to be
very cautious with this. We got his unemployment claim and we don't intent to contest it but one of the questions is were there any prior incidents that lead to his termination and if the employee was
notified ? There were incidents that lead to his termination but he was not made aware of it so can we just mention that or does that trigger further inquiry of the claim ? We want to make sure we
answer the form correctly without causing any problems. Please help.....
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Re: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:16 PM
Roberta Weingarten

I'm in Kansas, handled far too many UI claims. If you don't want to protest the claim, don't return the form.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Reply to Sender

Sent: 04-16-2018 13:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unemployment claim for Employee let go for performance issues
_
We are based in WI and we recently let go an employee who worked remotely from Kansas. His manager notified us that he was let go due to performance reasons but we don't have anything
documented and neither was the employee ever notified of these concerns. I know we didn't follow our progressive discipline policy and the manager didn't handle this well hence we are trying to be
very cautious with this. We got his unemployment claim and we don't intent to contest it but one of the questions is were there any prior incidents that lead to his termination and if the employee was
notified ? There were incidents that lead to his termination but he was not made aware of it so can we just mention that or does that trigger further inquiry of the claim ? We want to make sure we
answer the form correctly without causing any problems. Please help.....
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HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Apr 16, 2018 1:10 PM
Anonymous
_
Damn, OP! That sounds awful. Seems like you did a lot of what I do, and I can't imagine coming into work and having someone escort me out. Especially without an explanation! Shows what type of
company they really are...
I hope you are able to calm your brain from running circles, and I wish you the best in your job search!
:)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!
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Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:16 PM
Anonymous

_
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Wow, what a way to start the day and week. That sucks on so many levels. I commend your attitude and can only imagine what you are feeling. I'm sorry you are going through that. I take it you
are in a "At will" employment state? If not you may want to take a deeper look if you feel its warranted. Best of luck to you! And know you are not alone, dust off those networking shoes, stay
involved in your HR community and get the word out you are looking for a new opportunity, stay active! It might be a good time to re-brand yourself. I was in that position not too long ago,
things have changed in the last 5-6 years on job hunting, networking and resume formats. The right door will open. Stay positive.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!
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Re: HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:17 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Deep breaths, deep breaths...
That BIG severance package (not that you are not worth it, but you said it was the biggest ever) tells me a combination of these:
-There isn't a job based reason for the termination and they're feeling guilty
-They think you might -- and really don't want you -- to sue
-They know you know too much about them and the organization
-They are idiots.
Take a couple days to settle down before you go on the "hunt" and rest assured, the best is yet to come.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
Damn, OP! That sounds awful. Seems like you did a lot of what I do, and I can't imagine coming into work and having someone escort me out. Especially without an explanation! Shows what type of
company they really are...
I hope you are able to calm your brain from running circles, and I wish you the best in your job search!
:)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!
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Re: HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:20 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here, thanks yes quite a road bump. And yes, I think it shows some deep true colors of the company which is sad to admit.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
Damn, OP! That sounds awful. Seems like you did a lot of what I do, and I can't imagine coming into work and having someone escort me out. Especially without an explanation! Shows what type of
company they really are...
I hope you are able to calm your brain from running circles, and I wish you the best in your job search!
:)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!
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Anonymous

_
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OP here, Yes breathing deep for sure, its such a beautiful day here I think I'll enjoy a glass of wine and some sunshine. I was thinking the same things as you posted for underlying reasons. And
Damn skippy, I'm worth every penny of that package and then some :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
â€‹
Deep breaths, deep breaths...
That BIG severance package (not that you are not worth it, but you said it was the biggest ever) tells me a combination of these:
-There isn't a job based reason for the termination and they're feeling guilty
-They think you might -- and really don't want you -- to sue
-They know you know too much about them and the organization
-They are idiots.
Take a couple days to settle down before you go on the "hunt" and rest assured, the best is yet to come.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
Damn, OP! That sounds awful. Seems like you did a lot of what I do, and I can't imagine coming into work and having someone escort me out. Especially without an explanation! Shows what type of
company they really are...
I hope you are able to calm your brain from running circles, and I wish you the best in your job search!
:)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!
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Re: HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:35 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here: thanks for the positive messages, I appreciate the support from our HR Community here.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!
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Anonymous
_
Give yourself time to grieve. Don't start sending out your resume until you've worked your way through the grieving process. You'll find yourself in better shape 2 weeks from now than you are
right now.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!
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Re: HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:01 PM
Anonymous

_
That stinks, OP. It sounds like they handled that horrendously. Best of luck in your search! It might not feel like it now, but this could be the best thing that ever happened to you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!
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Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:06 PM
Anonymous

_
OP-I am so sorry this happened to you and I think you are probably right that you pissed off someone high up. IMO, this means that there was never any support for you , maybe not you personally,
but HR in general. Too bad as a company like this could probably use a good HR to help mitigate some risk.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
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burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!

top
267.

previous next
Re: HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:09 PM
Anonymous

_
Sounds like they may have done you a favor :) You deserve better than that.
Go to a nice restaurant and get a glass of wine and sit on the patio. Enjoy your afternoon. Good things are coming your way.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!
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top
268.

previous next
Re: HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:53 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Wow, when I first read it I thought someone had stolen my identity, it was that similar to what happened to me. I did a lot of good things for my organization -- saved them money, brought them
into compliance in several areas. Yes, it does stink and I was very upset at first but I'm moving on. Still searching for the next opportunity but keeping my head up. Keep a positive attitude and
know you're worth more to someone else and good things will come. (PS I didn't get that great severance you got.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!

top
269.

previous next
Re: HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:12 PM
Roberta Weingarten
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Reply to Sender

I'm sorry, OP. Been there earlier in my career. It sucks. Take today to wallow and hit the boards tomorrow. Don't forget to file your UI claim!
Good luck with your search!
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!

top
270.

previous next
Re: HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:27 PM
Eric Emerson

I am sorry this happened to you. Something similar happened to me.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!

top
271.

previous next
Re: HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 7:11 PM
Anonymous

_
This is what scares me about my company. They let my supervisor go who was the HR Manager unexpectedly and I don't think she had any severe negative performance issues. They've let other
senior management/corporate members go as well unexpectedly as well without much conversation beforehand. It makes me nervous. They usually don't say that the termination reason is poor
performance, they say that the company went in another direction.
Best of luck to you, I hope you find something that will make you happy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
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_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!

top
272.

previous next
Re: HR Overhaul - Vent
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 8:21 AM
Mary Dillman
I wish you all the best in your job search. Know that the SHRM Connect community is pulling for you, and any of the members currently seeking better job opportunities. IMO, the company is
going "in a different direction" from you - the company is headed "way down" and you're headed "way up". Stay strong and let us know how you're doing!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR Overhaul - Vent
_
So, quite out of the blue I was separated from my job, unceremoniously escorted from the office mid day no less. I truly don't know what happened. I am a solo department of one, many of us
know what that is like. I am shaken to say the least. I have worked my rear end off for them and feel a bit slighted, ok...honestly, I feel a lot slighted. I was told I wasn't performing to expectation,
so why not speak to me about it. I was told they would not go into specifics. How is one to know they are not performing to expectation if no conversations take place to let me know? Why is this
burr under my saddle you may wonder? Well, a good portion of what I did was counsel and advise managers about employees not performing, setting expectations and communicating those
expectations along with a plan for improvement. Which have been successful. So you can imagine how I felt being released under not performing without any dialogue about it. As an HR
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professional with over 20 years experience it is unnerving to be in this position. I'm not sure who I pissed off, however, obviously someone high up that wanted me out. Just needed to get this off of
my chest today. Now on to the job hunt. Wish me luck! On a side note that begs for more questions from me that will not be answered, I did receive a healthy severance package, more than they
have ever given to anyone, so that makes me curious to what happened, none the less, I have some breathing room thankfully to get my self ready for a new adventure! Happy Monday folks!

top
273.

previous next
R 01 visa detail
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_
I was filling out an I-9 form for a new employee, and I was given an R 01 visa. I understand this to be a religious visa and we are not a non-profit religious company. But I see below a PN- [name of
company] which is clearly not a religious company. I work in the entertainment industry. Am I getting osmething wrong?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
274.

previous next
Manager Scorecard
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_
Looking to create a Manager Effectiveness Scorecard. Found one example on the CEB website but curious if others have a sample they would be willing to share. Elements we're looking to measure
(on a scorecard or dashboard) include turnover rate, quality of hire, staffing capability, employee engagement scores, etc. Thanks in advance!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
275.

previous next
Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_
A former employees ex-wife called in reference to her ex-husbands employment/termination with us. My assistant took the message but the ex-wife stated that she needs some questions answered
and wants to know if I can answer them or does she need s subpoena ? She did not state what these questions are.
What am I legally able to tell her? I do not plan to tell her anything about her ex-husbands job here- other than hire/term date-but would like to know the legal boundaries of what I can and cannot
say before I call her back.
Appreciate the help!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
276.

previous next
Re: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:03 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Say nothing - refer her back to her ex-spouse. I would politely say, I am unable to share that information with you to whatever she asks. I would say the same for a current spouse. This is NONE
OF HER BUSINESS. My guess is there is an effect on the divorce agreement, but she can get her subpoena if she needs info.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
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_
A former employees ex-wife called in reference to her ex-husbands employment/termination with us. My assistant took the message but the ex-wife stated that she needs some questions answered
and wants to know if I can answer them or does she need s subpoena ? She did not state what these questions are.
What am I legally able to tell her? I do not plan to tell her anything about her ex-husbands job here- other than hire/term date-but would like to know the legal boundaries of what I can and cannot
say before I call her back.
Appreciate the help!

top
277.

previous next
Re: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:04 PM
Anonymous

_
Don't tell her anything. She's not your employee. You can release information with the permission of your former employee.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
_
A former employees ex-wife called in reference to her ex-husbands employment/termination with us. My assistant took the message but the ex-wife stated that she needs some questions answered
and wants to know if I can answer them or does she need s subpoena ? She did not state what these questions are.
What am I legally able to tell her? I do not plan to tell her anything about her ex-husbands job here- other than hire/term date-but would like to know the legal boundaries of what I can and cannot
say before I call her back.
Appreciate the help!
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top
278.

previous next
Re: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 1:05 PM
Kristin Saba

Nothing at all. Information regarding his employment does not concern her. I would not even give her dates regarding hire/term.
-----------------------------Kristin Saba
Human Resources Administrator
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
_
A former employees ex-wife called in reference to her ex-husbands employment/termination with us. My assistant took the message but the ex-wife stated that she needs some questions answered
and wants to know if I can answer them or does she need s subpoena ? She did not state what these questions are.
What am I legally able to tell her? I do not plan to tell her anything about her ex-husbands job here- other than hire/term date-but would like to know the legal boundaries of what I can and cannot
say before I call her back.
Appreciate the help!

top
279.

previous next
Re: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
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Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:06 PM
Anonymous
_
Thank you!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
_
â€‹
Say nothing - refer her back to her ex-spouse. I would politely say, I am unable to share that information with you to whatever she asks. I would say the same for a current spouse. This is NONE
OF HER BUSINESS. My guess is there is an effect on the divorce agreement, but she can get her subpoena if she needs info.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
_
A former employees ex-wife called in reference to her ex-husbands employment/termination with us. My assistant took the message but the ex-wife stated that she needs some questions answered
and wants to know if I can answer them or does she need s subpoena ? She did not state what these questions are.
What am I legally able to tell her? I do not plan to tell her anything about her ex-husbands job here- other than hire/term date-but would like to know the legal boundaries of what I can and cannot
say before I call her back.
Appreciate the help!

top
280.

previous next
Re: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 1:07 PM
Anonymous
_
Thank you!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
_
Don't tell her anything. She's not your employee. You can release information with the permission of your former employee.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
_
A former employees ex-wife called in reference to her ex-husbands employment/termination with us. My assistant took the message but the ex-wife stated that she needs some questions answered
and wants to know if I can answer them or does she need s subpoena ? She did not state what these questions are.
What am I legally able to tell her? I do not plan to tell her anything about her ex-husbands job here- other than hire/term date-but would like to know the legal boundaries of what I can and cannot
say before I call her back.
Appreciate the help!

top
281.

previous next
Re: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:07 PM
Anonymous
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_
Thank you!!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:04
From: Kristin Saba
Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company

Nothing at all. Information regarding his employment does not concern her. I would not even give her dates regarding hire/term.
-----------------------------Kristin Saba
Human Resources Administrator

top
282.

previous next
Re: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:09 PM
Staci Abelove

Agree....Not only is SHE not your employee, he's NOT either any more.
-----------------------------Staci Abelove
Compensation Analyst
Miami FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:03
From: Anonymous
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Reply to Sender

Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
_
Don't tell her anything. She's not your employee. You can release information with the permission of your former employee.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
_
A former employees ex-wife called in reference to her ex-husbands employment/termination with us. My assistant took the message but the ex-wife stated that she needs some questions answered
and wants to know if I can answer them or does she need s subpoena ? She did not state what these questions are.
What am I legally able to tell her? I do not plan to tell her anything about her ex-husbands job here- other than hire/term date-but would like to know the legal boundaries of what I can and cannot
say before I call her back.
Appreciate the help!

top
283.

previous next
Re: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
Please, let us know how it turns out.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Ex-wife calling about ex-spouses termination with our company
_
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A former employees ex-wife called in reference to her ex-husbands employment/termination with us. My assistant took the message but the ex-wife stated that she needs some questions answered
and wants to know if I can answer them or does she need s subpoena ? She did not state what these questions are.
What am I legally able to tell her? I do not plan to tell her anything about her ex-husbands job here- other than hire/term date-but would like to know the legal boundaries of what I can and cannot
say before I call her back.
Appreciate the help!

top
284.

previous next
Length of lunch break
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:56 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello All,
I am having a hard time finding any info on this so thought I'd reach out to my fellow HR professionals. Our employee force is made up of warehouse/production workers, administrative employees
and sales people. We have always had a one hour lunch schedule for all employees, and recently our warehouse/production team has rallied together to try to get us to change their lunch period to 30
minutes. They would prefer this because they would be able to leave work a half-hour earlier. The only issue I see with this, is that our administrative and sales staff is required to work from 8 to 5
(with a one hour lunch) because those are our hours of operation and we need them here to service our customers during those hours. What if we allow the warehouse/production team to take 30
minutes, and our admin/sales workers end up requesting the same type of schedule, so they can leave earlier as well? Obviously that wouldn't be okay with their type of job. My question is basically:
is it okay to have different lunch break lengths for different positions throughout a company in California? I just want to keep things as fair and legal as possible :)
Thank you in advance for any advice/help you can offer!
T
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Length of lunch break
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 12:57 PM
Catherine Jackson
yes
-----------------------------Catherine Jackson SHRM-CP
HR Manager
City of Niles
Niles MI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Length of lunch break
_
Hello All,
I am having a hard time finding any info on this so thought I'd reach out to my fellow HR professionals. Our employee force is made up of warehouse/production workers, administrative employees
and sales people. We have always had a one hour lunch schedule for all employees, and recently our warehouse/production team has rallied together to try to get us to change their lunch period to 30
minutes. They would prefer this because they would be able to leave work a half-hour earlier. The only issue I see with this, is that our administrative and sales staff is required to work from 8 to 5
(with a one hour lunch) because those are our hours of operation and we need them here to service our customers during those hours. What if we allow the warehouse/production team to take 30
minutes, and our admin/sales workers end up requesting the same type of schedule, so they can leave earlier as well? Obviously that wouldn't be okay with their type of job. My question is basically:
is it okay to have different lunch break lengths for different positions throughout a company in California? I just want to keep things as fair and legal as possible :)
Thank you in advance for any advice/help you can offer!
T

top
286.

previous next
Re: Length of lunch break
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:19 PM
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Anonymous
_
â€‹
I agree, you can vary the lunch breaks by position.
But what if your admin/office staff want the same thing? In our office, we have some people who work 8a-5p, with an hour lunch and some who work either 8a-4:30p or 8:30a-5p with a half hour
lunch. We just make sure we have the office covered. Perhaps you could think about this if your office staff bring it up..
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:57
From: Catherine Jackson
Subject: Length of lunch break
yes
-----------------------------Catherine Jackson SHRM-CP
HR Manager
City of Niles
Niles MI

top
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previous next
Re: Length of lunch break
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:24 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes it is okay. We do the same thing in our company and I always remind the office staff that they are welcome to apply for any production position that is posted if they would like the ability to
have that schedule.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Length of lunch break
_
Hello All,
I am having a hard time finding any info on this so thought I'd reach out to my fellow HR professionals. Our employee force is made up of warehouse/production workers, administrative employees
and sales people. We have always had a one hour lunch schedule for all employees, and recently our warehouse/production team has rallied together to try to get us to change their lunch period to 30
minutes. They would prefer this because they would be able to leave work a half-hour earlier. The only issue I see with this, is that our administrative and sales staff is required to work from 8 to 5
(with a one hour lunch) because those are our hours of operation and we need them here to service our customers during those hours. What if we allow the warehouse/production team to take 30
minutes, and our admin/sales workers end up requesting the same type of schedule, so they can leave earlier as well? Obviously that wouldn't be okay with their type of job. My question is basically:
is it okay to have different lunch break lengths for different positions throughout a company in California? I just want to keep things as fair and legal as possible :)
Thank you in advance for any advice/help you can offer!
T

top
288.

previous next
Re: Length of lunch break
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:32 PM
Anonymous

_
As long as their is coverage during the hours of operation it is fine. Be sure it is stated which departments are less flexible due to the needs of the company (i.e., I agree with what everyone else is
saying).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Length of lunch break
_
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Hello All,
I am having a hard time finding any info on this so thought I'd reach out to my fellow HR professionals. Our employee force is made up of warehouse/production workers, administrative employees
and sales people. We have always had a one hour lunch schedule for all employees, and recently our warehouse/production team has rallied together to try to get us to change their lunch period to 30
minutes. They would prefer this because they would be able to leave work a half-hour earlier. The only issue I see with this, is that our administrative and sales staff is required to work from 8 to 5
(with a one hour lunch) because those are our hours of operation and we need them here to service our customers during those hours. What if we allow the warehouse/production team to take 30
minutes, and our admin/sales workers end up requesting the same type of schedule, so they can leave earlier as well? Obviously that wouldn't be okay with their type of job. My question is basically:
is it okay to have different lunch break lengths for different positions throughout a company in California? I just want to keep things as fair and legal as possible :)
Thank you in advance for any advice/help you can offer!
T

top
289.

previous next
Re: Length of lunch break
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:40 PM
Anonymous

_
We have the same ridiculous rule and it sucks. But to your point- yes, its allowable. All my engineers work whatever schedule they want and I'm chained to my desk for 9 hours a day. If my boss
knew I wasn't taking an hour lunch, I would be in a ridiculous amount of trouble.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Length of lunch break
_
Yes it is okay. We do the same thing in our company and I always remind the office staff that they are welcome to apply for any production position that is posted if they would like the ability to
have that schedule.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Length of lunch break
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_
Hello All,
I am having a hard time finding any info on this so thought I'd reach out to my fellow HR professionals. Our employee force is made up of warehouse/production workers, administrative employees
and sales people. We have always had a one hour lunch schedule for all employees, and recently our warehouse/production team has rallied together to try to get us to change their lunch period to 30
minutes. They would prefer this because they would be able to leave work a half-hour earlier. The only issue I see with this, is that our administrative and sales staff is required to work from 8 to 5
(with a one hour lunch) because those are our hours of operation and we need them here to service our customers during those hours. What if we allow the warehouse/production team to take 30
minutes, and our admin/sales workers end up requesting the same type of schedule, so they can leave earlier as well? Obviously that wouldn't be okay with their type of job. My question is basically:
is it okay to have different lunch break lengths for different positions throughout a company in California? I just want to keep things as fair and legal as possible :)
Thank you in advance for any advice/help you can offer!
T

top
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previous next
Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 12:52 PM
Susan Muszynski
I have an employee whose contract specifically states she is exempt. She thinks because she works at a school (she is not a teacher), that she gets off with pay spring break, Christmas break, etc.
Her contract specifically outlines the vacation she is entitled to but does not address spring break or Christmas break. I think it was assumed she would work those breaks. (The contract was drafted
before I started.) While school is not in session, the administrative staff are expected to work. Any ideas on how to handle this issue?
-----------------------------Susan Muszynski
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 12:54 PM
Anonymous
_
Her supervisor needs to sit down with her and lay out the expectations.
That's it.
She can agree to the expectations, or leave.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:52
From: Susan Muszynski
Subject: Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
I have an employee whose contract specifically states she is exempt. She thinks because she works at a school (she is not a teacher), that she gets off with pay spring break, Christmas break, etc.
Her contract specifically outlines the vacation she is entitled to but does not address spring break or Christmas break. I think it was assumed she would work those breaks. (The contract was drafted
before I started.) While school is not in session, the administrative staff are expected to work. Any ideas on how to handle this issue?
-----------------------------Susan Muszynski
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:54 PM
Anonymous

_
You tell her to get her butt to work!
Seriously though.. if it's not stated anywhere that she gets those days off with pay, there's no reason for her to assume so.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:52
From: Susan Muszynski
Subject: Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
I have an employee whose contract specifically states she is exempt. She thinks because she works at a school (she is not a teacher), that she gets off with pay spring break, Christmas break, etc.
Her contract specifically outlines the vacation she is entitled to but does not address spring break or Christmas break. I think it was assumed she would work those breaks. (The contract was drafted
before I started.) While school is not in session, the administrative staff are expected to work. Any ideas on how to handle this issue?
-----------------------------Susan Muszynski
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:07 PM
Anonymous

_
This is an example of an unfortunate situation that I have seen affect many employees. It would be preferable for her manager or supervisor site down and speak with her about these concerns and
what is an isn't paid so there is no miss understanding. I would also make sure to review the contract if its a standard one to see if that can be addressed in some fashion moving forward so there are
no future concerns like this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:52
From: Susan Muszynski
Subject: Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
I have an employee whose contract specifically states she is exempt. She thinks because she works at a school (she is not a teacher), that she gets off with pay spring break, Christmas break, etc.
Her contract specifically outlines the vacation she is entitled to but does not address spring break or Christmas break. I think it was assumed she would work those breaks. (The contract was drafted
before I started.) While school is not in session, the administrative staff are expected to work. Any ideas on how to handle this issue?
-----------------------------Susan Muszynski
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top
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previous next
Re: Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:07 PM
Anonymous

_
Is she misclassified as exempt?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:52
From: Susan Muszynski
Subject: Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
I have an employee whose contract specifically states she is exempt. She thinks because she works at a school (she is not a teacher), that she gets off with pay spring break, Christmas break, etc.
Her contract specifically outlines the vacation she is entitled to but does not address spring break or Christmas break. I think it was assumed she would work those breaks. (The contract was drafted
before I started.) While school is not in session, the administrative staff are expected to work. Any ideas on how to handle this issue?
-----------------------------Susan Muszynski
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:36 PM
Anonymous

_
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How is her vacation time outlined in the contract? Is it a certain amount of time per year? If she is in an administrative position, then I would think there are others in the school system that have
similar positions and contracts. That at least gives you precedent.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:52
From: Susan Muszynski
Subject: Exempt employee who thinks she's hourly
I have an employee whose contract specifically states she is exempt. She thinks because she works at a school (she is not a teacher), that she gets off with pay spring break, Christmas break, etc.
Her contract specifically outlines the vacation she is entitled to but does not address spring break or Christmas break. I think it was assumed she would work those breaks. (The contract was drafted
before I started.) While school is not in session, the administrative staff are expected to work. Any ideas on how to handle this issue?
-----------------------------Susan Muszynski
------------------------------
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previous next
Time off for military visit
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:50 PM
Anonymous

_
One of our newly hired employees has requested time off to spend with her husband who is actively in the military. He will be returning home for approximately three weeks. She does not have any
accrued time off and is willing to be unpaid. We want to make sure we are not violating her/his rights and that we are following any rules/regulations when it comes to a military request for time off.
She would not qualify for FMLA as she has not met the hours or length of employment eligibility requirements.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Time off for military visit
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Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:55 PM
Anonymous
_
Does her manager want to allow her off for the entire 3 weeks?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time off for military visit
_
One of our newly hired employees has requested time off to spend with her husband who is actively in the military. He will be returning home for approximately three weeks. She does not have any
accrued time off and is willing to be unpaid. We want to make sure we are not violating her/his rights and that we are following any rules/regulations when it comes to a military request for time off.
She would not qualify for FMLA as she has not met the hours or length of employment eligibility requirements.

top
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previous next
Re: Time off for military visit
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:56 PM
Anonymous

_
We would allow her to take part to all of the three weeks off to spend time with her husband as unpaid. This would depend on business demands, but we would try to work with the employee to set a
schedule (short weeks, half-days) if we were unable to accommodate the entire three weeks.
How long was her husband gone before his three week leave? How long will he be gone after leave? I based my answer in the fact they are separated by a length of time.
If he was only going to be gone a few months at a time, I may adjust accordingly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time off for military visit
_
One of our newly hired employees has requested time off to spend with her husband who is actively in the military. He will be returning home for approximately three weeks. She does not have any
accrued time off and is willing to be unpaid. We want to make sure we are not violating her/his rights and that we are following any rules/regulations when it comes to a military request for time off.
She would not qualify for FMLA as she has not met the hours or length of employment eligibility requirements.

top
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previous next
Re: Time off for military visit
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:58 PM
Anonymous

_
If the leave does not have a direct impact on the business, I would grant her some time off to spend with her husband.
Why does she not have any saved accrued leave? Does she habitually use her PTO?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time off for military visit
_
One of our newly hired employees has requested time off to spend with her husband who is actively in the military. He will be returning home for approximately three weeks. She does not have any
accrued time off and is willing to be unpaid. We want to make sure we are not violating her/his rights and that we are following any rules/regulations when it comes to a military request for time off.
She would not qualify for FMLA as she has not met the hours or length of employment eligibility requirements.
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top
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previous next
Re: Time off for military visit
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_
Nevermind..I just realized you mentioned she was a new employee. If it does not interfere with training and or put any of the employees "out", I would grant her leave. However, three weeks does
seem to be a bit excessive. I would suggest offering one week of unpaid leave.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time off for military visit
_
If the leave does not have a direct impact on the business, I would grant her some time off to spend with her husband.
Why does she not have any saved accrued leave? Does she habitually use her PTO?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time off for military visit
_
One of our newly hired employees has requested time off to spend with her husband who is actively in the military. He will be returning home for approximately three weeks. She does not have any
accrued time off and is willing to be unpaid. We want to make sure we are not violating her/his rights and that we are following any rules/regulations when it comes to a military request for time off.
She would not qualify for FMLA as she has not met the hours or length of employment eligibility requirements.
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previous next
Re: Time off for military visit
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 1:26 PM
Anonymous
_
In what state?
We would work with the manager to do as much as possible to allow this employee to spend time with her husband.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Time off for military visit
_
One of our newly hired employees has requested time off to spend with her husband who is actively in the military. He will be returning home for approximately three weeks. She does not have any
accrued time off and is willing to be unpaid. We want to make sure we are not violating her/his rights and that we are following any rules/regulations when it comes to a military request for time off.
She would not qualify for FMLA as she has not met the hours or length of employment eligibility requirements.

top
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previous next
Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:28 PM
Anonymous

_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
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--Ray of Sunshine
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:32 PM
Anonymous

_
Those are the best. I especially love it when that person then continues to apply for other positions with your company.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine
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previous next
Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 12:35 PM
Anonymous
_
It amazes me that people would reply with anything other then, "Thank you for your time". Clearly, they do not realize how easy it it is to "burn bridges".
Heck, for all you knew, she/he was not right for THAT job, but maybe something else down the road.
Clearly you made the right choice. :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine
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previous next
Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:46 PM
Anonymous

_
Thanks for the encouragement!
--Ray of Sunshine
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
It amazes me that people would reply with anything other then, "Thank you for your time". Clearly, they do not realize how easy it it is to "burn bridges".
Heck, for all you knew, she/he was not right for THAT job, but maybe something else down the road.
Clearly you made the right choice. :)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine
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previous next
Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:51 PM
Anonymous

_
Just remember that it's not personal and that you had to hire the best candidate for the position, which you feel you did. And yes, clearly you made the right choice by not hiring them.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine

top
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previous next
Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:51 PM
Anonymous

_
At my last company we had an auto response to our applicants that confirm receipt of resume and we'll call you. if interested You know the standard.
I was sent a scathing response from an applicant, who also copied the owner, who took it so personally. he made me bring the applicant in for an interview. Uh okay, can we talk about the resume vs
the job description? We brought him in anyway. The smugness of the applicant was over the top. The interview of course was a disaster. Then the owner got mad at me for wasting his time with
such an unqualified applicant. Uh, yeah okay. I made the owner reject the candidate.
Did I mention I was hiring for an experienced marketing role with specific writing experience? This person had only no related experience or education, or even passable writing skills. The emails
were full of typos and grammatical and spelling errors. Personality wise this guy couldn't even pass, lets hire the candidate because they are nice. We hired that way quite a bit. (Sigh)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
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_
It amazes me that people would reply with anything other then, "Thank you for your time". Clearly, they do not realize how easy it it is to "burn bridges".
Heck, for all you knew, she/he was not right for THAT job, but maybe something else down the road.
Clearly you made the right choice. :)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine

top
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previous next
Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous

_
I had a totally unqualified, rejected candidate CALL me and leave me a nasty message saying "well if you dont see my value then I dont want to work with YOU, EITHER!" This is why I let
unknown numbers go to vm.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
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So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine

top
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previous next
Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 4:11 PM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Oh I've received a few that I have saved. It is really hard sometimes to resist the urge to respond. We now have the responses come through an email group so no one gets my personal work email
anymore because of one response.
Long story short - the position was not remote and said so in the description along with a pre-question asking if they lived near the office location. The applicant applied knowing this and answered
yes even though they lived in another state. She also didn't meet the minimum requirements for the position so she would have been rejected anyway. Her response while very nasty went noticed yet
unanswered by me which only prompted her to continue to fill my email and LinkedIn with messages.
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
It amazes me that people would reply with anything other then, "Thank you for your time". Clearly, they do not realize how easy it it is to "burn bridges".
Heck, for all you knew, she/he was not right for THAT job, but maybe something else down the road.
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Clearly you made the right choice. :)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine

top
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previous next
Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:45 PM
Anonymous

_
Oh man! Somehow I hope I continue to get messages from this person. It will be satisfying to continue to ignore them.
--Ray of Sunshine
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:11
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
Oh I've received a few that I have saved. It is really hard sometimes to resist the urge to respond. We now have the responses come through an email group so no one gets my personal work email
anymore because of one response.
Long story short - the position was not remote and said so in the description along with a pre-question asking if they lived near the office location. The applicant applied knowing this and answered
yes even though they lived in another state. She also didn't meet the minimum requirements for the position so she would have been rejected anyway. Her response while very nasty went noticed yet
unanswered by me which only prompted her to continue to fill my email and LinkedIn with messages.
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-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY

top

previous next

311.

Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 4:48 PM
Mark Michaels

QFT
This is why I let unknown numbers go to vm.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 12:59

-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
I had a totally unqualified, rejected candidate CALL me and leave me a nasty message saying "well if you dont see my value then I dont want to work with YOU, EITHER!" This is why I let
unknown numbers go to vm.
Original Message:
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Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine

top
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previous next
Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:01 PM
Anonymous

_
Kind of OT, but HR professionals here keep saying "don't burn bridges." Really, how often do you apply and come in contact with someone that you burned a bridge with? Just sayin'
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
It amazes me that people would reply with anything other then, "Thank you for your time". Clearly, they do not realize how easy it it is to "burn bridges".
Heck, for all you knew, she/he was not right for THAT job, but maybe something else down the road.
Clearly you made the right choice. :)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine

top

previous next

313.

Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:03 PM
Anonymous

_
Many times, or you know someone who knows someone.
HR professionals here keep saying "don't burn bridges." Really, how often do you apply and come in contact with someone that you burned a bridge with? Just sayin'
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 17:00

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
Kind of OT, but HR professionals here keep saying "don't burn bridges." Really, how often do you apply and come in contact with someone that you burned a bridge with? Just sayin'
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:35
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
It amazes me that people would reply with anything other then, "Thank you for your time". Clearly, they do not realize how easy it it is to "burn bridges".
Heck, for all you knew, she/he was not right for THAT job, but maybe something else down the road.
Clearly you made the right choice. :)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine

top

previous next

314.

Re: Argh! So hard not to respond
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:08 PM
Anonymous

_

Kind of OT, but HR professionals here keep saying "don't burn bridges." Really, how often do you apply and come in contact with someone that you burned a bridge with? Just sayin'
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 17:00

Depends what industry or area you are in. I had a really nasty LinkedIn response from a candidate once. I move on to another company and guess who is applying for a management position at the
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new company.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 17:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
Kind of OT, but HR professionals here keep saying "don't burn bridges." Really, how often do you apply and come in contact with someone that you burned a bridge with? Just sayin'
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
It amazes me that people would reply with anything other then, "Thank you for your time". Clearly, they do not realize how easy it it is to "burn bridges".
Heck, for all you knew, she/he was not right for THAT job, but maybe something else down the road.
Clearly you made the right choice. :)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Argh! So hard not to respond
_
So, we made a hire today, which is awesome! And so I sent out a rejection letter through ziprecruiter.com to those candidates not chosen. I just got one of those not real nice response emails. So hard
not to send a snarky response like, "And thus proving we made the right choice by not hiring you." But alas, I will refrain....
Coming here for the mini-vent helps. So thanks for reading! :)
--Ray of Sunshine

top
315.

previous next
OSHA Form 300 Final Rule
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous
_
In trying to decipher the OSHA Form 300 Final Rule and who must now submit information electronically a question on my part has arose. I work for a small excavation company and are considered
a "certain high risk employer". On the OSHA Form one of the questions to be answered is "Annual Average Number of Employees" which mine was "18" for Year 2017. Is this count how OSHA
makes the determining factor in whether or not my company must electronically submit to OSHA? The Final Rule states 20-249 ee's in "certain high risk industries" and my company fluctuates below
and above 20 ee's throughout the year.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
316.

previous next
Felony. Hire not Hire?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous

_
We have an employee thru a staffing agency who has been with us for over 6 months. Very dependable hard worker. I have just now become aware that he was convicted of Felony - distributing of
marijuana. It is way past his time that I could bring him onto our payroll per say and this is how I found out about his conviction. Would this stop yall from putting him on ?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
317.

previous next
Re: Felony. Hire not Hire?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:27 PM
Anonymous

_
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I would probably keep him. But I think you need to look at how long ago it was, how old the person was when it happened, what has happened since then, and the relevance to the position, among
other things.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony. Hire not Hire?
_
We have an employee thru a staffing agency who has been with us for over 6 months. Very dependable hard worker. I have just now become aware that he was convicted of Felony - distributing of
marijuana. It is way past his time that I could bring him onto our payroll per say and this is how I found out about his conviction. Would this stop yall from putting him on ?

top
318.

previous next
Re: Felony. Hire not Hire?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:40 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm assuming you provided the staffing company with your background requirements when they started the search for this role, yes? If you decide to not move forward with him I think you will want
to review this with them immediately so that someone does not end up on your site that violates your policy. I strongly caution against having blanket statements/policies such as "we don't hire
felons". You didn't say that, but I'm wondering what you are taking into consideration here: is it just that he is a felon? Somethings to consider: What is the nature of his job? Has he taken and
passed a drug test? How long ago was this and are there other convictions? You say he is a good employee, if this conviction has no impact on what he does for the company I would move
forward.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony. Hire not Hire?
_
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We have an employee thru a staffing agency who has been with us for over 6 months. Very dependable hard worker. I have just now become aware that he was convicted of Felony - distributing of
marijuana. It is way past his time that I could bring him onto our payroll per say and this is how I found out about his conviction. Would this stop yall from putting him on ?

top
319.

previous next
Re: Felony. Hire not Hire?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:48 PM
Anonymous

_
How did you become aware of the felony charge?
Did you request for the staffing agency to run a criminal background or did this happen while he was employed with you?
This would perhaps, help me frame my answer.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony. Hire not Hire?
_
We have an employee thru a staffing agency who has been with us for over 6 months. Very dependable hard worker. I have just now become aware that he was convicted of Felony - distributing of
marijuana. It is way past his time that I could bring him onto our payroll per say and this is how I found out about his conviction. Would this stop yall from putting him on ?

top
320.

previous next
Re: Felony. Hire not Hire?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:25 PM
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Anonymous
_
I'd have to conduct the individualized assessment first. Your state might require something similar too, before you can make a decision.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony. Hire not Hire?
_
We have an employee thru a staffing agency who has been with us for over 6 months. Very dependable hard worker. I have just now become aware that he was convicted of Felony - distributing of
marijuana. It is way past his time that I could bring him onto our payroll per say and this is how I found out about his conviction. Would this stop yall from putting him on ?

top
321.

previous next
Re: Felony. Hire not Hire?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:49 PM
Anonymous

_
I was sitting down with him to bring him over to our payroll etc and asked him if there was anything on his criminal back ground check....he then told me. My staffing agency dropped the ball on
this. They knew I did not want felonies.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony. Hire not Hire?
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_
How did you become aware of the felony charge?
Did you request for the staffing agency to run a criminal background or did this happen while he was employed with you?
This would perhaps, help me frame my answer.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony. Hire not Hire?
_
We have an employee thru a staffing agency who has been with us for over 6 months. Very dependable hard worker. I have just now become aware that he was convicted of Felony - distributing of
marijuana. It is way past his time that I could bring him onto our payroll per say and this is how I found out about his conviction. Would this stop yall from putting him on ?

top
322.

previous next
Re: Felony. Hire not Hire?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:53 PM
Anonymous

_
How long ago? Why do you not want felonies? Is it a certain type of felony or due to your industry?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony. Hire not Hire?
_
I was sitting down with him to bring him over to our payroll etc and asked him if there was anything on his criminal back ground check....he then told me. My staffing agency dropped the ball on
this. They knew I did not want felonies.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony. Hire not Hire?
_
How did you become aware of the felony charge?
Did you request for the staffing agency to run a criminal background or did this happen while he was employed with you?
This would perhaps, help me frame my answer.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony. Hire not Hire?
_
We have an employee thru a staffing agency who has been with us for over 6 months. Very dependable hard worker. I have just now become aware that he was convicted of Felony - distributing of
marijuana. It is way past his time that I could bring him onto our payroll per say and this is how I found out about his conviction. Would this stop yall from putting him on ?

top
323.

previous next
Re: Felony. Hire not Hire?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 6:08 PM
Anonymous

_
It depends. Individualized assessments are always best, and I'd give him points for honesty, too. But you have to look at the whole picture, which after all is the point of doing individualized
assessments.
The deal I have with our temp agency is this: I won't automatically reject someone because they have a criminal record, but I want to be informed of it, and I reserve the right to reject them. For
example, a recent conviction for theft or violence is probably going to be a no-go. Drug convictions are a maybe, depending on how long ago and what they've done since. A long pattern of offenses
(aka living the criminal lifestyle) is a no-go no matter what the offenses were.
Our temp agency is required to provide us with the drug screen and background check results for anyone they intend to assign here, prior to the assignment being confirmed. This is why.
BT,DT, too many times.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Felony. Hire not Hire?
_
We have an employee thru a staffing agency who has been with us for over 6 months. Very dependable hard worker. I have just now become aware that he was convicted of Felony - distributing of
marijuana. It is way past his time that I could bring him onto our payroll per say and this is how I found out about his conviction. Would this stop yall from putting him on ?

top
324.

previous next
Pensioner Overpayment
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:19 PM
Anonymous

_
Our company sponsors an old, frozen pension. Someone receiving a benefit died, and the family did not notify us until 2 months later. I just received a message from our bank that writes the pension
checks saying that they tried to recoup the funds but could not due to insufficient funds. Its about $800 that we lost. Would you take this any further and push back on the bank at all? Do we just lose
out on that money? WWYD?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
325.

previous next
Re: Pensioner Overpayment
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:41 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
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Reply to Sender

It all depends on your plan. While $ 800 does not seem a lot of money when you file your annual reports, you need to justify that loss. I am also sure that your plan must have a procedure to recover
monies in situations like this. I would check if there is a procedure to do so and follow it up. While I understand that you might not want to disturb the family, there are other parties who benefit of
the pension fund and you owe them to try to recover the monies.

-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Pensioner Overpayment
_
Our company sponsors an old, frozen pension. Someone receiving a benefit died, and the family did not notify us until 2 months later. I just received a message from our bank that writes the pension
checks saying that they tried to recoup the funds but could not due to insufficient funds. Its about $800 that we lost. Would you take this any further and push back on the bank at all? Do we just lose
out on that money? WWYD?

top
326.

previous next
HSA Account info for term employees
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:10 PM
Anonymous

_
Like most companies, we provide employees a letter upon termination with information about their final pay, when their benefits end, COBRA, etc. We recently added a HDHP | HSA account
option and I'm wondering what information I should include in the Term Letter about the individual's HSA account.
Would you mind sharing with me what, if any, HSA account information you include in your term/benefits letter?
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
327.

previous next
Re: HSA Account info for term employees
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:26 PM
Anonymous

_
We include this short and sweet statement on our FAQ document, which also includes the contact information should they want to follow up:
Health Savings Account (HSA) contributions end with your last check. To continue making post-tax contributions after you leave, simply use the enclosed HSA Contribution Form. Once you
are no longer an employee, you will be responsible for administrative costs. Contact (Name) for more information.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:09
From: Anonymous
Subject: HSA Account info for term employees
_
Like most companies, we provide employees a letter upon termination with information about their final pay, when their benefits end, COBRA, etc. We recently added a HDHP | HSA account
option and I'm wondering what information I should include in the Term Letter about the individual's HSA account.
Would you mind sharing with me what, if any, HSA account information you include in your term/benefits letter?
Thank you!

top
328.

previous next
Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:07 PM
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Anonymous
_
I'm working with a placement agency who has a LONG STANDING relationship with our privately owned company in NC. There is no "contract" or anything. They've simply used this recruiter
since the beginning of time. I sent the recruiter a job description for a front desk admin for our sales team. The recruiter sent me a candidate that she said was a "software guru" (her words). The
resume was very lean because the woman has worked for the same company for the past 25 years, but the company was a software company and the candidate was a trainer. Our job description
stated that the candidate should have in depth knowledge of word processing software as well as be able to do create and manipulate spreadsheets as well as learn our service request software. So
against my better judgement, the hiring managers wanted to hire this woman over some other candidates. She's been here a week and the hiring managers tell me she has no idea how to use Word or
Excel! So I reached out to the recruiter who is blowing me off. I had an in-depth conversation with this woman about what kind of candidate we were looking for and our requirements. If you were
looking for a team administrative assistant and you were a placement agency, would you send a company someone who has never used Word or Excel???? I don't even know what recourse I have
here.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
329.

previous next
Re: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:13 PM
Anonymous

_
Is this a temp role or a perm role? Was there an interview process?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
I'm working with a placement agency who has a LONG STANDING relationship with our privately owned company in NC. There is no "contract" or anything. They've simply used this recruiter
since the beginning of time. I sent the recruiter a job description for a front desk admin for our sales team. The recruiter sent me a candidate that she said was a "software guru" (her words). The
resume was very lean because the woman has worked for the same company for the past 25 years, but the company was a software company and the candidate was a trainer. Our job description
stated that the candidate should have in depth knowledge of word processing software as well as be able to do create and manipulate spreadsheets as well as learn our service request software. So
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against my better judgement, the hiring managers wanted to hire this woman over some other candidates. She's been here a week and the hiring managers tell me she has no idea how to use Word or
Excel! So I reached out to the recruiter who is blowing me off. I had an in-depth conversation with this woman about what kind of candidate we were looking for and our requirements. If you were
looking for a team administrative assistant and you were a placement agency, would you send a company someone who has never used Word or Excel???? I don't even know what recourse I have
here.

top
330.

previous next
Re: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:13 PM
Anonymous

_
I would give the recruiter the benefit of the doubt since you have such a long standing relationship. You can certainly let them know that you aren't happy with the hire, but I assume that if the
candidate made it through your screening process satisfactorily they may have fooled the recruiter as well. Wait to speak with them to determine if they were actually negligent in placing this
candidate.
Hopefully since you have had a positive relationship with the recruiter in the past, they will be willing to waive their fee on this candidate and ensure they get someone who is a good fit in that
position. I'd make it clear what is your preferred outcome to make this situation right when you speak with them. I think you have a leg to stand on, you are the client and it sounds like the recruiter is
in a position to lose your future business if they continue to provide bad candidates.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
I'm working with a placement agency who has a LONG STANDING relationship with our privately owned company in NC. There is no "contract" or anything. They've simply used this recruiter
since the beginning of time. I sent the recruiter a job description for a front desk admin for our sales team. The recruiter sent me a candidate that she said was a "software guru" (her words). The
resume was very lean because the woman has worked for the same company for the past 25 years, but the company was a software company and the candidate was a trainer. Our job description
stated that the candidate should have in depth knowledge of word processing software as well as be able to do create and manipulate spreadsheets as well as learn our service request software. So
against my better judgement, the hiring managers wanted to hire this woman over some other candidates. She's been here a week and the hiring managers tell me she has no idea how to use Word or
Excel! So I reached out to the recruiter who is blowing me off. I had an in-depth conversation with this woman about what kind of candidate we were looking for and our requirements. If you were
looking for a team administrative assistant and you were a placement agency, would you send a company someone who has never used Word or Excel???? I don't even know what recourse I have
here.
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top
331.

previous next
Re: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 12:18 PM
Collette Ferguson
Many of the recruiters we work with will give us a replacement candidate if someone they send doesn't work out in the first 30 days. It varies by agency and they always put a lot of conditions on it
but you could check that out. If not though since you have a long-standing relationship with them they may be willing to do it anyway in order to keep your business. Never hurts to ask.
-----------------------------Collette Ferguson
HR Manager
GPS Source, Inc.
Pueblo West CO
GPS Source, Inc.
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
I'm working with a placement agency who has a LONG STANDING relationship with our privately owned company in NC. There is no "contract" or anything. They've simply used this recruiter
since the beginning of time. I sent the recruiter a job description for a front desk admin for our sales team. The recruiter sent me a candidate that she said was a "software guru" (her words). The
resume was very lean because the woman has worked for the same company for the past 25 years, but the company was a software company and the candidate was a trainer. Our job description
stated that the candidate should have in depth knowledge of word processing software as well as be able to do create and manipulate spreadsheets as well as learn our service request software. So
against my better judgement, the hiring managers wanted to hire this woman over some other candidates. She's been here a week and the hiring managers tell me she has no idea how to use Word or
Excel! So I reached out to the recruiter who is blowing me off. I had an in-depth conversation with this woman about what kind of candidate we were looking for and our requirements. If you were
looking for a team administrative assistant and you were a placement agency, would you send a company someone who has never used Word or Excel???? I don't even know what recourse I have
here.

top
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previous next

332.

Re: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 12:18 PM
Shelly Edwards
â€‹
Clearly this recruiter did you a disservice with this placement. Just because you have worked with them "forever" does not mean they get to slack off on your placements or you should expect less
than stellar service. Understanding Word and Excel basics should be a minimum expectation for a computer-savy person. For them to send a candidate who does not have basic knowledge when you
asked for in-depth knowledge is just ignorant and lazy on their part, unless the employee lied on their application with the recruiter and said they had experience that they in fact do not. Even still ,
there are enough employment firms out there now that test their temps on various skill levels so they know where they are at.
If the recruiter is now blowing you off, I would go to their supervisor on this one. If you still don't get results, it's time for a new recruiting firm. Sending bad candidates and lack of response time are
two huge red flags of bad service.
-----------------------------Shelly Edwards
Office/HR Manager
Genoa IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
I'm working with a placement agency who has a LONG STANDING relationship with our privately owned company in NC. There is no "contract" or anything. They've simply used this recruiter
since the beginning of time. I sent the recruiter a job description for a front desk admin for our sales team. The recruiter sent me a candidate that she said was a "software guru" (her words). The
resume was very lean because the woman has worked for the same company for the past 25 years, but the company was a software company and the candidate was a trainer. Our job description
stated that the candidate should have in depth knowledge of word processing software as well as be able to do create and manipulate spreadsheets as well as learn our service request software. So
against my better judgement, the hiring managers wanted to hire this woman over some other candidates. She's been here a week and the hiring managers tell me she has no idea how to use Word or
Excel! So I reached out to the recruiter who is blowing me off. I had an in-depth conversation with this woman about what kind of candidate we were looking for and our requirements. If you were
looking for a team administrative assistant and you were a placement agency, would you send a company someone who has never used Word or Excel???? I don't even know what recourse I have
here.

top
333.

previous next
Re: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 3:38 PM
Trina Peters
â€‹
You might want to address your interview process as well. You can ask questions of candidates about projects they've completed using the different software and determine what their level of
proficiency is.
As for the recruiter, typically, as others have said, most will help you find someone else if you identify early on (one week you said) that the candidate isn't suitable.
My $.02.
-----------------------------Trina Peters, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
I'm working with a placement agency who has a LONG STANDING relationship with our privately owned company in NC. There is no "contract" or anything. They've simply used this recruiter
since the beginning of time. I sent the recruiter a job description for a front desk admin for our sales team. The recruiter sent me a candidate that she said was a "software guru" (her words). The
resume was very lean because the woman has worked for the same company for the past 25 years, but the company was a software company and the candidate was a trainer. Our job description
stated that the candidate should have in depth knowledge of word processing software as well as be able to do create and manipulate spreadsheets as well as learn our service request software. So
against my better judgement, the hiring managers wanted to hire this woman over some other candidates. She's been here a week and the hiring managers tell me she has no idea how to use Word or
Excel! So I reached out to the recruiter who is blowing me off. I had an in-depth conversation with this woman about what kind of candidate we were looking for and our requirements. If you were
looking for a team administrative assistant and you were a placement agency, would you send a company someone who has never used Word or Excel???? I don't even know what recourse I have
here.

top
334.

previous next
Re: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:41 PM
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Anonymous
_
Did anyone actually interview this person? If they're really missing core essential skills for the role, I'd think some of the responsibility here falls on your company and its interviewers as well. You
should be assessing skill-level during the interview process as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
I'm working with a placement agency who has a LONG STANDING relationship with our privately owned company in NC. There is no "contract" or anything. They've simply used this recruiter
since the beginning of time. I sent the recruiter a job description for a front desk admin for our sales team. The recruiter sent me a candidate that she said was a "software guru" (her words). The
resume was very lean because the woman has worked for the same company for the past 25 years, but the company was a software company and the candidate was a trainer. Our job description
stated that the candidate should have in depth knowledge of word processing software as well as be able to do create and manipulate spreadsheets as well as learn our service request software. So
against my better judgement, the hiring managers wanted to hire this woman over some other candidates. She's been here a week and the hiring managers tell me she has no idea how to use Word or
Excel! So I reached out to the recruiter who is blowing me off. I had an in-depth conversation with this woman about what kind of candidate we were looking for and our requirements. If you were
looking for a team administrative assistant and you were a placement agency, would you send a company someone who has never used Word or Excel???? I don't even know what recourse I have
here.

top
335.

previous next
Re: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:48 PM
Anonymous

_
Not everyone who can write code can create spreadsheets in Excel.
Your company dropped the ball here. You should have made sure that the temp was a good fit for your company - even if the temp came from an agency.
Honestly, I probably wouldn't have considered a software trainer/guru for an admin role.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
I'm working with a placement agency who has a LONG STANDING relationship with our privately owned company in NC. There is no "contract" or anything. They've simply used this recruiter
since the beginning of time. I sent the recruiter a job description for a front desk admin for our sales team. The recruiter sent me a candidate that she said was a "software guru" (her words). The
resume was very lean because the woman has worked for the same company for the past 25 years, but the company was a software company and the candidate was a trainer. Our job description
stated that the candidate should have in depth knowledge of word processing software as well as be able to do create and manipulate spreadsheets as well as learn our service request software. So
against my better judgement, the hiring managers wanted to hire this woman over some other candidates. She's been here a week and the hiring managers tell me she has no idea how to use Word or
Excel! So I reached out to the recruiter who is blowing me off. I had an in-depth conversation with this woman about what kind of candidate we were looking for and our requirements. If you were
looking for a team administrative assistant and you were a placement agency, would you send a company someone who has never used Word or Excel???? I don't even know what recourse I have
here.

top

previous next

336.

Re: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:51 PM
Anonymous

_
Exactly...
My cousin trains employees on Word, Excel and PPT. She can tell me where to go and do a demo on Pivot tables. She can not for the life of her take new data and create and manipulate data in the
table to save her life. She admits she can tell people where to go, follow a demo but could never work day to day in her software. She also does not have the skill set to be an admin.
Honestly, I probably wouldn't have considered a software trainer/guru for an admin role.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 15:47
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
Not everyone who can write code can create spreadsheets in Excel.
Your company dropped the ball here. You should have made sure that the temp was a good fit for your company - even if the temp came from an agency.
Honestly, I probably wouldn't have considered a software trainer/guru for an admin role.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
I'm working with a placement agency who has a LONG STANDING relationship with our privately owned company in NC. There is no "contract" or anything. They've simply used this recruiter
since the beginning of time. I sent the recruiter a job description for a front desk admin for our sales team. The recruiter sent me a candidate that she said was a "software guru" (her words). The
resume was very lean because the woman has worked for the same company for the past 25 years, but the company was a software company and the candidate was a trainer. Our job description
stated that the candidate should have in depth knowledge of word processing software as well as be able to do create and manipulate spreadsheets as well as learn our service request software. So
against my better judgement, the hiring managers wanted to hire this woman over some other candidates. She's been here a week and the hiring managers tell me she has no idea how to use Word or
Excel! So I reached out to the recruiter who is blowing me off. I had an in-depth conversation with this woman about what kind of candidate we were looking for and our requirements. If you were
looking for a team administrative assistant and you were a placement agency, would you send a company someone who has never used Word or Excel???? I don't even know what recourse I have
here.

top
337.

previous next
Re: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 6:36 PM
Armando Rangel
2 balls dropped here: (1) recruiter did not put this person through a thorough computer skills test , if anything simply to gauge their candidate's level of proficiency in each of the major MS programs
and (2) employer did not perform a comp skills test on the candidate. I think you need to revamp your interview process. With the internet now-a-day a person devoting a few hours to researching
any topic can "sound" like an expert - put them through the paces.
-----------------------------Armando Rangel
Vector Resources, Inc.
Brea
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
Exactly...
My cousin trains employees on Word, Excel and PPT. She can tell me where to go and do a demo on Pivot tables. She can not for the life of her take new data and create and manipulate data in the
table to save her life. She admits she can tell people where to go, follow a demo but could never work day to day in her software. She also does not have the skill set to be an admin.
Honestly, I probably wouldn't have considered a software trainer/guru for an admin role.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 15:47

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
Not everyone who can write code can create spreadsheets in Excel.
Your company dropped the ball here. You should have made sure that the temp was a good fit for your company - even if the temp came from an agency.
Honestly, I probably wouldn't have considered a software trainer/guru for an admin role.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Am I wrong here? Recruiter issue
_
I'm working with a placement agency who has a LONG STANDING relationship with our privately owned company in NC. There is no "contract" or anything. They've simply used this recruiter
since the beginning of time. I sent the recruiter a job description for a front desk admin for our sales team. The recruiter sent me a candidate that she said was a "software guru" (her words). The
resume was very lean because the woman has worked for the same company for the past 25 years, but the company was a software company and the candidate was a trainer. Our job description
stated that the candidate should have in depth knowledge of word processing software as well as be able to do create and manipulate spreadsheets as well as learn our service request software. So
against my better judgement, the hiring managers wanted to hire this woman over some other candidates. She's been here a week and the hiring managers tell me she has no idea how to use Word or
Excel! So I reached out to the recruiter who is blowing me off. I had an in-depth conversation with this woman about what kind of candidate we were looking for and our requirements. If you were
looking for a team administrative assistant and you were a placement agency, would you send a company someone who has never used Word or Excel???? I don't even know what recourse I have
here.
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top
338.

previous next
Re: Applicant Pro
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 1:09 PM
Cloudia Dame
â€‹
I've been using for about two years now. It's pretty user friendly and if you can't figure out something, there's a very thorough help menu. Sometimes it logs me out even when I'm actively working
on it, and I have to log back in which I find disruptive. I'm on the east coast and they're in Utah, so when I have to call for assistance, I have to wait.
-----------------------------Cloudia Dame
Seminole FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:55
From: Kimberly Derby
Subject: Applicant Pro
Hi,
Wondering if anyone is using ApplicantPro for ATS? Pros/Cons.
Much appreciated,
Kim
-----------------------------Kimberly Derby
Bellingham
------------------------------

top
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previous next

339.

Re: Applicant Pro
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Its a pretty basic system but user friendly. Its been 4 + years since I have used it so it may have changed a bit since then. I've been responsible for implementing ATS's at several companies and
Applicant Pro has been my favorite as far as easy to use and affordable. HR or whomever the admin is has a lot of control over what hiring managers can and cannot do in the system, unlike a lot of
the lower end ATS's. It is a basic though so if you are a large company and do a ton of hiring its not the route to go.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:55
From: Kimberly Derby
Subject: Applicant Pro
Hi,
Wondering if anyone is using ApplicantPro for ATS? Pros/Cons.
Much appreciated,
Kim
-----------------------------Kimberly Derby
Bellingham
------------------------------

top
340.

previous next
Re: Applicant Pro
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:34 PM
Anonymous
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_
We had them for a few years and off loaded them. The site is very user friendly but our overall experience was not good. We had the applicants filling out the information online and found that if an
applicant made an error Applicant Pro would not reach out to get the information. The were not proactive in any way and would only do what was in front of them. Even if they knew it was wrong,
based on the packages we set up for the positions, they would do nothing to fix it. When I consulted with them their fix was to have us hand data enter every applicant ourselves to ensure that it was
correct. Yea, no. We moved on
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:55
From: Kimberly Derby
Subject: Applicant Pro
Hi,
Wondering if anyone is using ApplicantPro for ATS? Pros/Cons.
Much appreciated,
Kim
-----------------------------Kimberly Derby
Bellingham
------------------------------

top
341.

previous next
Re: Applicant Pro
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 2:51 PM
Beth Willmore
â€‹
We've used AppPro for 3 years now and love it! We use the video interviewing, the pre-employment assessments, everything. If you have questions I'd love to talk to you about it, we've really
enjoyed it and it has freed up so much time that we used to spend doing phone interviews and sorting through applications. bwillmore@beehive.org
-----------------------------Beth Willmore
Human Resource Officer
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Beehive Federal Credit Union
Rexburg ID
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:55
From: Kimberly Derby
Subject: Applicant Pro
Hi,
Wondering if anyone is using ApplicantPro for ATS? Pros/Cons.
Much appreciated,
Kim
-----------------------------Kimberly Derby
Bellingham
------------------------------

top
342.

previous next
Re: Applicant Pro
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 3:33 PM
Jan Savoie
â€‹
We've been using it for years and love it!!! Makes AAP tracking so much easier. Until a month ago we only used the ATS but now we've added criminal background screening and it has been
seamless. I don't like that we only get partial information from applicants who go through Indeed (apparently that's an Indeed issue) but we just do a more thorough phone screening for those
applicants.
-----------------------------Jan SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:50
From: Beth Willmore
Subject: Applicant Pro
â€‹
We've used AppPro for 3 years now and love it! We use the video interviewing, the pre-employment assessments, everything. If you have questions I'd love to talk to you about it, we've really
enjoyed it and it has freed up so much time that we used to spend doing phone interviews and sorting through applications. bwillmore@beehive.org
-----------------------------Beth Willmore
Human Resource Officer
Beehive Federal Credit Union
Rexburg ID

top
343.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:12 PM
Connie Pierce

Sautéing veggies with a high dose of garlic. That's the only odor I personally have smelled.
-----------------------------Connie Pierce
HR Manager
Parking Authority of Baltimore City
Baltimore MD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: food odors
_
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Reply to Sender

What are they cooking?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
344.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:21 PM
Connie Pierce

That was my first response & what I'd like to do but how do I do that politely and professionally?
-----------------------------Connie Pierce
HR Manager
Parking Authority of Baltimore City
Baltimore MD
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: food odors
_
Tell the complainer to speak to the person cooking. They can obviously form words and sentences on their own, so they shouldn't need your help :)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
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Reply to Sender

We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
345.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
"Hey (INSERT GARLIC LOVER HERE", you mind refraining from using garlic/onion here in the office? The smell tends to linger, and a few of our customers/vendors have made complaints".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:20
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
That was my first response & what I'd like to do but how do I do that politely and professionally?
-----------------------------Connie Pierce
HR Manager
Parking Authority of Baltimore City
Baltimore MD

top
346.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:44 PM
Anonymous
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_
We have a garlic hater here too. It makes me sad when there are left over bread sticks from Olive Garden. :-(
We try to respect his nose, but there are occasions when the delicious garlic smells cannot be avoided.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
347.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:58 PM
Anonymous

_
What's difficult is, if there is a kitchen that employees are able to use to cook meals, it almost seems unfair to have to tell someone to stop cooking a certain kind of food. However, a list of ground
rules for the kitchen could be established for all employees, which could include the use of strong herbs/spices, and posted in the kitchen. I agree that the person could respectfully explain that the
smell is a bit strong (after all, I'm assuming they are an adult), but why is there inevitably that one person who can always find a reason to complain? Garlic is delicious.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
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We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
348.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_
Is there a fan? A door they can prop open for a bit?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
349.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 1:16 PM
Connie Pierce
Thanks everyone. The ventilation is terrible throughout the building but there is a door close to the kitchen that goes to a back corridor, unused by employees. It surely can be propped.
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Connie Pierce
HR Manager
Parking Authority of Baltimore City
Baltimore
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: food odors
_
Is there a fan? A door they can prop open for a bit?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
350.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Being that I can smell fish here in my office, I would trade you for the garlic smell.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
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Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
351.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 2:07 PM
Amanda Davis
Oh boy! My boss loves him some boiled eggs... And I have to float in and out of his office all day. I have an officemate that eats tuna & that smell turns my stomach.
Good luck with whichever approach you choose!
-----------------------------Amanda Davis
HR Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
352.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 3:30 PM
Anonymous
_
I really hate stuff like this. As an employee, I would never complain about something like this, and as an HR person, I would not get involved. The employee (maybe he's Italian?!) just wants to
enjoy his lunch. So what if someone doesn't like the smell of garlic!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
353.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:23 PM
Anonymous

_
My operations manager had tuna today...didn't even heat it up but I could smell it. My office is next to the breakroom so I get all the smells. I would never in a million years ever tell someone to
stop bringing in a certain type of food whether I was in HR or not. Become a mouth breather between the hours of 11am and 1pm if it bothers you so much.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:07
From: Amanda Davis
Subject: food odors
Oh boy! My boss loves him some boiled eggs... And I have to float in and out of his office all day. I have an officemate that eats tuna & that smell turns my stomach.
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Good luck with whichever approach you choose!
-----------------------------Amanda Davis
HR Manager

top
354.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:25 PM
Anonymous

_
I have an allergy to garlic and don't even enjoy the smell as a result. Still, I've never made a big deal about food smells at work. So petty!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: food odors
_
I really hate stuff like this. As an employee, I would never complain about something like this, and as an HR person, I would not get involved. The employee (maybe he's Italian?!) just wants to
enjoy his lunch. So what if someone doesn't like the smell of garlic!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
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previous next

355.

Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 7:28 AM
Anonymous

_
Not an office story, but I was once seated on a PLANE behind a guy who thought it was an appropriate time to bust out the boiled eggs just before take off. He was also a loud talker. I was surprised
when he didn't lay his seat back in the persons lap (it was a really small plane and luckily not a long flight).
I also eat tuna and/or egg salad at the office on occasion but either eat in my office and warn people before they enter or eat in wide open areas where the smell can disseminate.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
356.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 7:34 AM
Anonymous

_
Bake chocolate chip cookies when he is done! Love that smell.
Or heat cinnamon on the stove top. Isn't that what realtors do to make the house smell inviting?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 07:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: food odors
_
Not an office story, but I was once seated on a PLANE behind a guy who thought it was an appropriate time to bust out the boiled eggs just before take off. He was also a loud talker. I was surprised
when he didn't lay his seat back in the persons lap (it was a really small plane and luckily not a long flight).
I also eat tuna and/or egg salad at the office on occasion but either eat in my office and warn people before they enter or eat in wide open areas where the smell can disseminate.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top
357.

previous next
Re: food odors
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 8:21 AM
Anonymous

_
Vanilla extract in the oven :)
I'm a fan of just telling them to breath with their mouth if it bothers them so much. Problem solved.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 07:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: food odors
_
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Bake chocolate chip cookies when he is done! Love that smell.
Or heat cinnamon on the stove top. Isn't that what realtors do to make the house smell inviting?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 07:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: food odors
_
Not an office story, but I was once seated on a PLANE behind a guy who thought it was an appropriate time to bust out the boiled eggs just before take off. He was also a loud talker. I was surprised
when he didn't lay his seat back in the persons lap (it was a really small plane and luckily not a long flight).
I also eat tuna and/or egg salad at the office on occasion but either eat in my office and warn people before they enter or eat in wide open areas where the smell can disseminate.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:51
From: Connie Pierce
Subject: food odors
We have a full kitchen. One employee recently is utilizing the stove to cook lunch. The smells move into the hall and into various dept. areas. Another employee is complaining of the odor. How to
address this with both parties, the cook & the 'noser'?

top

previous next

358.

Re: Health Insurance Premium Issues
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:09 PM
Anonymous

_
What do you mean by being lax with FMLA. Did you designate this leave or not, or do you mean you didn't collect benefit premiums during the leave? Does the employee have any FML time left
for that intermittent schedule, or will this be an ADA accommodation?
And this,
I know that we can terminate the employee at this point,
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 11:15
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Isn't correct. When FMLA exhausts, you are obligated to go through the ADA interactive process to determine if an I-leave or additional time will help bridge the gap towards performing essential
functions.
Anonymonk
â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
We have an employee that has been on again off again with medical related leave. Generally we are pretty lax on FMLA or other types of leave and work with the employee to make the situation
work. However we have a situation where an employee owes $2,000+ dollars in back health insurance premiums, their FMLA time is all used up and they are only released to come back to work for
3 hours per day (15 hours per week, normally 40 hours). I know that we can terminate the employee at this point, but that isn't what we want to do. We want this employee to get caught up on what
they owe for health insurance premiums. If the employee has missed payments and is no longer on leave can we terminate their health insurance so it doesn't get any worse? Then once they get
caught up they can re-enroll during open enrollment? Any advice would be helpful.
Thanks

top
359.

previous next
Re: Health Insurance Premium Issues
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:19 PM
Anonymous

_
It may be too late to consider this, but does the employee have any PTO you could apply to the overdue premiums? Or will they start earning time when they are released for duty full time? When
we have people out on FMLA, we specify on the form that we are able to use sick/vacation time by applying enough hours to cover insurance deductions; it keeps them from having to worry about
cutting us a check, and also gives them the pre-tax benefit. It also minimizes our exposure to unpaid premiums.
If you want to continue a long-term relationship with the employee, this may be an avenue to consider. Moving forward though - it's tough to ask people to make arrangements to pay premiums when
they have a health concern and potential other out of pocket expenses, but it's easier to give them options at the beginning of the process and let them choose the best way for them to pay than to
allow them to go into debt with their employer.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
We have an employee that has been on again off again with medical related leave. Generally we are pretty lax on FMLA or other types of leave and work with the employee to make the situation
work. However we have a situation where an employee owes $2,000+ dollars in back health insurance premiums, their FMLA time is all used up and they are only released to come back to work for
3 hours per day (15 hours per week, normally 40 hours). I know that we can terminate the employee at this point, but that isn't what we want to do. We want this employee to get caught up on what
they owe for health insurance premiums. If the employee has missed payments and is no longer on leave can we terminate their health insurance so it doesn't get any worse? Then once they get
caught up they can re-enroll during open enrollment? Any advice would be helpful.
Thanks

top
360.

previous next
Re: Health Insurance Premium Issues
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:58 PM
Anonymous

_
Most companies will have a payment date for insurance premiums to be paid while an employee is on FMLA. This is a guarantee that theinsurance coverage will be there for the employee while they
are off and are usually incurring healthcare bills. Not much help now, but a good plan for the next time.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
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We have an employee that has been on again off again with medical related leave. Generally we are pretty lax on FMLA or other types of leave and work with the employee to make the situation
work. However we have a situation where an employee owes $2,000+ dollars in back health insurance premiums, their FMLA time is all used up and they are only released to come back to work for
3 hours per day (15 hours per week, normally 40 hours). I know that we can terminate the employee at this point, but that isn't what we want to do. We want this employee to get caught up on what
they owe for health insurance premiums. If the employee has missed payments and is no longer on leave can we terminate their health insurance so it doesn't get any worse? Then once they get
caught up they can re-enroll during open enrollment? Any advice would be helpful.
Thanks

top

previous next

361.

Re: Health Insurance Premium Issues
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:16 PM
Anonymous

_
What do you mean by being lax with FMLA. Did you designate this leave or not, or do you mean you didn't collect benefit premiums during the leave? Does the employee have any FML time left
for that intermittent schedule, or will this be an ADA accommodation?
And this,
I know that we can terminate the employee at this point,
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 11:15

Isn't correct. When FMLA exhausts, you are obligated to go through the ADA interactive process to determine if an I-leave or additional time will help bridge the gap towards performing essential
functions.
Anonymonk

And we have done that. We have exhausted ALL FMLA time, including intermittent (more than twice over actually) and we have already gone through the ADA process. This has been a long term
ongoing issue with this employee and we are trying to find a solution to getting them caught up with payments, not getting off onto a tangent about each other's knowledge of FMLA and ADA...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
What do you mean by being lax with FMLA. Did you designate this leave or not, or do you mean you didn't collect benefit premiums during the leave? Does the employee have any FML time left
for that intermittent schedule, or will this be an ADA accommodation?
And this,
I know that we can terminate the employee at this point,
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 11:15

Isn't correct. When FMLA exhausts, you are obligated to go through the ADA interactive process to determine if an I-leave or additional time will help bridge the gap towards performing essential
functions.
Anonymonk
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
We have an employee that has been on again off again with medical related leave. Generally we are pretty lax on FMLA or other types of leave and work with the employee to make the situation
work. However we have a situation where an employee owes $2,000+ dollars in back health insurance premiums, their FMLA time is all used up and they are only released to come back to work for
3 hours per day (15 hours per week, normally 40 hours). I know that we can terminate the employee at this point, but that isn't what we want to do. We want this employee to get caught up on what
they owe for health insurance premiums. If the employee has missed payments and is no longer on leave can we terminate their health insurance so it doesn't get any worse? Then once they get
caught up they can re-enroll during open enrollment? Any advice would be helpful.
Thanks
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Re: Health Insurance Premium Issues
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:32 PM
Darlene Swaffar
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Reply to Sender

Does the employee have a Retirement Account that they can take a loan from to get caught up? The own-ness to pay premiums is unfortunately on the employee, unless the employer wants to step in
either with a collection or in-kind contribution. If you terminate the health insurance, then the employee will have to pay every health expense out of pocket, which during recovery, can be quite
expensive.
You also need to consider what you do for "this" employee, you must do for all employees. You need to be careful on the precedence that you are establishing. That's why most HR Managers stick
to policy because that protects the employer.
-----------------------------Darlene Swaffar
Owner
Sunshine Insurance Associates, LLC
Boca Raton FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
We have an employee that has been on again off again with medical related leave. Generally we are pretty lax on FMLA or other types of leave and work with the employee to make the situation
work. However we have a situation where an employee owes $2,000+ dollars in back health insurance premiums, their FMLA time is all used up and they are only released to come back to work for
3 hours per day (15 hours per week, normally 40 hours). I know that we can terminate the employee at this point, but that isn't what we want to do. We want this employee to get caught up on what
they owe for health insurance premiums. If the employee has missed payments and is no longer on leave can we terminate their health insurance so it doesn't get any worse? Then once they get
caught up they can re-enroll during open enrollment? Any advice would be helpful.
Thanks
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Re: Health Insurance Premium Issues
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:58 PM
Anonymous
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_
This has been a long term ongoing issue with this employee and we are trying to find a solution to getting them caught up with payments, not getting off onto a tangent about each other's knowledge
of FMLA and ADA...
I'm sorry you took umbrage at my reply. It wasn't clear from your original posting that you knew the information that I offered and I needed more information. I wasn't challenging your knowledge
or experience.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:16
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
What do you mean by being lax with FMLA. Did you designate this leave or not, or do you mean you didn't collect benefit premiums during the leave? Does the employee have any FML time left
for that intermittent schedule, or will this be an ADA accommodation?
And this,
I know that we can terminate the employee at this point,
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 11:15

Isn't correct. When FMLA exhausts, you are obligated to go through the ADA interactive process to determine if an I-leave or additional time will help bridge the gap towards performing essential
functions.
Anonymonk

And we have done that. We have exhausted ALL FMLA time, including intermittent (more than twice over actually) and we have already gone through the ADA process. This has been a long term
ongoing issue with this employee and we are trying to find a solution to getting them caught up with payments, not getting off onto a tangent about each other's knowledge of FMLA and ADA...

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
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_
What do you mean by being lax with FMLA. Did you designate this leave or not, or do you mean you didn't collect benefit premiums during the leave? Does the employee have any FML time left
for that intermittent schedule, or will this be an ADA accommodation?
And this,
I know that we can terminate the employee at this point,
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 11:15

Isn't correct. When FMLA exhausts, you are obligated to go through the ADA interactive process to determine if an I-leave or additional time will help bridge the gap towards performing essential
functions.
Anonymonk
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
We have an employee that has been on again off again with medical related leave. Generally we are pretty lax on FMLA or other types of leave and work with the employee to make the situation
work. However we have a situation where an employee owes $2,000+ dollars in back health insurance premiums, their FMLA time is all used up and they are only released to come back to work for
3 hours per day (15 hours per week, normally 40 hours). I know that we can terminate the employee at this point, but that isn't what we want to do. We want this employee to get caught up on what
they owe for health insurance premiums. If the employee has missed payments and is no longer on leave can we terminate their health insurance so it doesn't get any worse? Then once they get
caught up they can re-enroll during open enrollment? Any advice would be helpful.
Thanks
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Re: Health Insurance Premium Issues
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 6:52 PM
Anonymous
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_
Unfortunately sometimes when responders answer they assume information or decide to answer a question never asked.
Once the employee is no longer FMLA eligible you can term the employee's medical if they are not ready to return to work. You can also term their medical under the reduction of work hours if the
employee can only work part time. The law provides that you can term an employee on FMLA if their coinsurance 30 days late. It is a no win situation. Not for the employer or the employee who
may not be able to afford the premium payments.
As far as the outstanding, $2,000, the legal answer is there is not a heck of a lot you can do now besides sue the employee. Even if you decided to accept the three hours a week, and it is unclear as to
how much money the person is earning, the question becomes can you legally attach the salary in order to satisfy the debt especially on part time wages. You can't have the wages go beneath
minimum wage. I don't know if there are any other laws in your state that would prevent the repayment. Can the employee get a loan in order to satisfy the debt, maybe but you certainly cannot
impose it. If the employee is going through a tough illness they may need every cent they are struggling for.
When the employee is prepared to return to full time hours, you would have offer benefits in compliance with your SPD. You can't put it off until the employee is caught up with their payments. At
full wages, you can certainly set up a repayment reimbursement.
Was the illness as a result of an accident of some sort. Is it covered by DBL or Workers Compensation? I don't know I am grasping at straws.

PROTECTIONS DURING FMLA LEAVE
Group Health Insurance Benefits
If an employee is provided group health insurance, the employee is entitled to the continuation of the group health insurance coverage during FMLA leave on the same terms as if he or she had
continued to work. If family member coverage is provided to an employee, family member coverage must be maintained during the FMLA leave. The employee must continue to make any normal
contributions to the cost of the health insurance premiums.
If paid leave is substituted for FMLA leave, the employee's share of group health plan premiums must be paid by the method normally used during paid leave (usually payroll deduction). An
employee on unpaid FMLA leave must make arrangements to pay the normal employee portion of the insurance premiums in order to maintain insurance coverage. If the employee's premium
payment is more than 30 days late, the employee's coverage may be dropped unless the employer has a policy of allowing a longer grace period.
The employer must provide written notice to the employee that the payment has not been received and allow at least 15 days after the date of the letter before coverage stops. In some instances, an
employer may choose to pay the employee's portion of the premium, for example, in order to ensure that it can provide the employee with equivalent benefits upon return from FMLA leave. In that
case, the employer may require the employee to repay these amounts. In addition, the employer may require the employee to repay the employer's share of the premium payment if the employee fails
to return to work following the FMLA leave unless the employee does not return because of circumstances that are beyond the employee's control, including a FMLA-qualifying medical condition.
Benefits Other than Health Insurance
An employee's rights to benefits other than group health insurance while on FMLA leave depend upon the employer's established policies. Any benefits that would be maintained while the employee
is on other forms of leave, including paid leave if the employee substitutes accrued paid leave during FMLA leave, must be maintained while the employee is on FMLA leave.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
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We have an employee that has been on again off again with medical related leave. Generally we are pretty lax on FMLA or other types of leave and work with the employee to make the situation
work. However we have a situation where an employee owes $2,000+ dollars in back health insurance premiums, their FMLA time is all used up and they are only released to come back to work for
3 hours per day (15 hours per week, normally 40 hours). I know that we can terminate the employee at this point, but that isn't what we want to do. We want this employee to get caught up on what
they owe for health insurance premiums. If the employee has missed payments and is no longer on leave can we terminate their health insurance so it doesn't get any worse? Then once they get
caught up they can re-enroll during open enrollment? Any advice would be helpful.
Thanks
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Re: Health Insurance Premium Issues
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:24 AM
Anonymous

_
When the employee returns from FML she must be immediately reinstated to the plan, even if she didn't pay.
If coverage lapses because an employee has not made required premium payments, upon the employee's return from FMLA leave the employer must still restore the employee to coverage/benefits
equivalent to those the employee would have had if leave had not been taken and the premium payment(s) had not been missed, including family or dependent coverage.
29 CFR 825.212(c)
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 18:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
Unfortunately sometimes when responders answer they assume information or decide to answer a question never asked.
Once the employee is no longer FMLA eligible you can term the employee's medical if they are not ready to return to work. You can also term their medical under the reduction of work hours if the
employee can only work part time. The law provides that you can term an employee on FMLA if their coinsurance 30 days late. It is a no win situation. Not for the employer or the employee who
may not be able to afford the premium payments.
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As far as the outstanding, $2,000, the legal answer is there is not a heck of a lot you can do now besides sue the employee. Even if you decided to accept the three hours a week, and it is unclear as to
how much money the person is earning, the question becomes can you legally attach the salary in order to satisfy the debt especially on part time wages. You can't have the wages go beneath
minimum wage. I don't know if there are any other laws in your state that would prevent the repayment. Can the employee get a loan in order to satisfy the debt, maybe but you certainly cannot
impose it. If the employee is going through a tough illness they may need every cent they are struggling for.
When the employee is prepared to return to full time hours, you would have offer benefits in compliance with your SPD. You can't put it off until the employee is caught up with their payments. At
full wages, you can certainly set up a repayment reimbursement.
Was the illness as a result of an accident of some sort. Is it covered by DBL or Workers Compensation? I don't know I am grasping at straws.

PROTECTIONS DURING FMLA LEAVE
Group Health Insurance Benefits
If an employee is provided group health insurance, the employee is entitled to the continuation of the group health insurance coverage during FMLA leave on the same terms as if he or she had
continued to work. If family member coverage is provided to an employee, family member coverage must be maintained during the FMLA leave. The employee must continue to make any normal
contributions to the cost of the health insurance premiums.
If paid leave is substituted for FMLA leave, the employee's share of group health plan premiums must be paid by the method normally used during paid leave (usually payroll deduction). An
employee on unpaid FMLA leave must make arrangements to pay the normal employee portion of the insurance premiums in order to maintain insurance coverage. If the employee's premium
payment is more than 30 days late, the employee's coverage may be dropped unless the employer has a policy of allowing a longer grace period.
The employer must provide written notice to the employee that the payment has not been received and allow at least 15 days after the date of the letter before coverage stops. In some instances, an
employer may choose to pay the employee's portion of the premium, for example, in order to ensure that it can provide the employee with equivalent benefits upon return from FMLA leave. In that
case, the employer may require the employee to repay these amounts. In addition, the employer may require the employee to repay the employer's share of the premium payment if the employee fails
to return to work following the FMLA leave unless the employee does not return because of circumstances that are beyond the employee's control, including a FMLA-qualifying medical condition.
Benefits Other than Health Insurance
An employee's rights to benefits other than group health insurance while on FMLA leave depend upon the employer's established policies. Any benefits that would be maintained while the employee
is on other forms of leave, including paid leave if the employee substitutes accrued paid leave during FMLA leave, must be maintained while the employee is on FMLA leave.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Health Insurance Premium Issues
_
We have an employee that has been on again off again with medical related leave. Generally we are pretty lax on FMLA or other types of leave and work with the employee to make the situation
work. However we have a situation where an employee owes $2,000+ dollars in back health insurance premiums, their FMLA time is all used up and they are only released to come back to work for
3 hours per day (15 hours per week, normally 40 hours). I know that we can terminate the employee at this point, but that isn't what we want to do. We want this employee to get caught up on what
they owe for health insurance premiums. If the employee has missed payments and is no longer on leave can we terminate their health insurance so it doesn't get any worse? Then once they get
caught up they can re-enroll during open enrollment? Any advice would be helpful.
Thanks
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previous next
Re: Re-naming organizational structure help
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:12 PM
Anonymous

_
Hey Mary,
Thanks for the response!
Our divisions are essentially PRODUCT Stack, OPERATIONS stack, etc., and within those stacks, are departments. I.E. Product stack > Product Management department.
We've been working on reducing silo behavior through more transparent and collaborative meetings, updates, and more cross-stack projects. However, we'd like to re-label the term "stack" to reflect
our efforts in breaking down the silos. We also want to re-label it without resorting to outright calling them divisions, so we're looking for some creative ideas on how other companies have named
their divisions/departments.
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:59
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Re-naming organizational structure help
OP, can you clarify - does your current structure label divisions like "operations stack", or "product development stack"? I can see the connotation of silo thinking/behavior with the term "stack".
However, I don't think changing the label alone is going to fix or prevent silo/turf protection behaviors in division leaders and managers if there is already evidence of that. If those behaviors are
already present, then I think HR and senior leadership need to address those behaviors.
I might be missing something with your question.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
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Re: Internship
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Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:03 PM
Anonymous
_
The DOL updated its guidelines for unpaid internships, allowing a little more flexibility for employers. While having a college connection is one way of complying, there are other factors. Here's a
link.
My personal opinion is that unpaid internships are draconian. Pay them at least minimum wage and you don't have to be concerned with any of this.
Here are my opinions on your questions:
Do I need to keep the employee at a part time status then so that we don't have to deal with offering benefits? It depends on how your plan documents are written. Our plans specifically exclude
temporary employees, and most interns are also temps.
What level of work are we allowed to ask the intern to do? These are financial analyst positions as well as commercial real estate brokerage positions. Take a look at that link and structure the jobs
so they pass the primary beneficiary test.
Should we issue company laptops/technology to the intern? I can see this getting costly/cumbersome (we are a small company of 200 in NC). That's a business decision that only your company can
make. I don't think it impacts the unpaid nature of an internship in and of itself.
Should the intern undergo a drug test, background check and sign a confidentiality agreement? Again, that's a company decision. We would require the pre-screening. Paid or not and regardless of
status, an individual in your workplace is exposed to the same risks, and exposes the company to the same risks. I don't know much about confidentiality agreements, other than their validity could
be based on your state law and your state law might have restrictions. They are also difficult to enforce. I would talk to an attorney about that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Internship
_
My company would like to bring in some summer interns. We do not have anything in our policies or handbook. I have told the company that unless the intern is getting college credit (he is not) that
we should be paying the intern. So I have a few questions...do I need to keep the employee at a part time status then so that we don't have to deal with offering benefits?
What level of work are we allowed to ask the intern to do? These are financial analyst positions as well as commercial real estate brokerage positions.
Should we issue company laptops/technology to the intern? I can see this getting costly/cumbersome (we are a small company of 200 in NC).
Should the intern undergo a drug test, background check and sign a confidentiality agreement?
Anything else I may have missed? I am not well versed on hiring interns.
Thanks!
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Re: Internship
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:03 PM
Anonymous

_
I am #4.
Anonymonkâ€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Internship
_
The DOL updated its guidelines for unpaid internships, allowing a little more flexibility for employers. While having a college connection is one way of complying, there are other factors. Here's a
link.
My personal opinion is that unpaid internships are draconian. Pay them at least minimum wage and you don't have to be concerned with any of this.
Here are my opinions on your questions:
Do I need to keep the employee at a part time status then so that we don't have to deal with offering benefits? It depends on how your plan documents are written. Our plans specifically exclude
temporary employees, and most interns are also temps.
What level of work are we allowed to ask the intern to do? These are financial analyst positions as well as commercial real estate brokerage positions. Take a look at that link and structure the jobs
so they pass the primary beneficiary test.
Should we issue company laptops/technology to the intern? I can see this getting costly/cumbersome (we are a small company of 200 in NC). That's a business decision that only your company can
make. I don't think it impacts the unpaid nature of an internship in and of itself.
Should the intern undergo a drug test, background check and sign a confidentiality agreement? Again, that's a company decision. We would require the pre-screening. Paid or not and regardless of
status, an individual in your workplace is exposed to the same risks, and exposes the company to the same risks. I don't know much about confidentiality agreements, other than their validity could
be based on your state law and your state law might have restrictions. They are also difficult to enforce. I would talk to an attorney about that.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Internship
_
My company would like to bring in some summer interns. We do not have anything in our policies or handbook. I have told the company that unless the intern is getting college credit (he is not) that
we should be paying the intern. So I have a few questions...do I need to keep the employee at a part time status then so that we don't have to deal with offering benefits?
What level of work are we allowed to ask the intern to do? These are financial analyst positions as well as commercial real estate brokerage positions.
Should we issue company laptops/technology to the intern? I can see this getting costly/cumbersome (we are a small company of 200 in NC).
Should the intern undergo a drug test, background check and sign a confidentiality agreement?
Anything else I may have missed? I am not well versed on hiring interns.
Thanks!
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Re: Internship
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:10 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you. Yes, I'm aware of the guidelines for paid versus unpaid. Appreciate you responding so thoroughly. I am definitely someone who likes to follow policy and our company really has none.
So it looks like I need to implement some.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Internship
_
The DOL updated its guidelines for unpaid internships, allowing a little more flexibility for employers. While having a college connection is one way of complying, there are other factors. Here's a
link.
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My personal opinion is that unpaid internships are draconian. Pay them at least minimum wage and you don't have to be concerned with any of this.
Here are my opinions on your questions:
Do I need to keep the employee at a part time status then so that we don't have to deal with offering benefits? It depends on how your plan documents are written. Our plans specifically exclude
temporary employees, and most interns are also temps.
What level of work are we allowed to ask the intern to do? These are financial analyst positions as well as commercial real estate brokerage positions. Take a look at that link and structure the jobs
so they pass the primary beneficiary test.
Should we issue company laptops/technology to the intern? I can see this getting costly/cumbersome (we are a small company of 200 in NC). That's a business decision that only your company can
make. I don't think it impacts the unpaid nature of an internship in and of itself.
Should the intern undergo a drug test, background check and sign a confidentiality agreement? Again, that's a company decision. We would require the pre-screening. Paid or not and regardless of
status, an individual in your workplace is exposed to the same risks, and exposes the company to the same risks. I don't know much about confidentiality agreements, other than their validity could
be based on your state law and your state law might have restrictions. They are also difficult to enforce. I would talk to an attorney about that.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Internship
_
My company would like to bring in some summer interns. We do not have anything in our policies or handbook. I have told the company that unless the intern is getting college credit (he is not) that
we should be paying the intern. So I have a few questions...do I need to keep the employee at a part time status then so that we don't have to deal with offering benefits?
What level of work are we allowed to ask the intern to do? These are financial analyst positions as well as commercial real estate brokerage positions.
Should we issue company laptops/technology to the intern? I can see this getting costly/cumbersome (we are a small company of 200 in NC).
Should the intern undergo a drug test, background check and sign a confidentiality agreement?
Anything else I may have missed? I am not well versed on hiring interns.
Thanks!
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Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:02 PM
Ja'Net Christmas
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Reply to Sender

I appreciate that Mark. Many thanks
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:53
From: Mark Michaels
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
A simple thank you card, signed and possibly delivered by the CEO with perhaps a gift card to a nice dinner somewhere (I know, I know, Taxes etc....). It's discrete and still expresses appreciation.
Alternately, you wouldn't even have to include a gift card. There's a great value in the CEO simply coming in and discretely saying thank you 1:1.
Would anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Ja'Net Christmas, 04-16-2018 11:02

Fundamentally, appreciating people how they prefer to be appreciated is the best form of appreciation.
-----------------------------Mark Michaels SHRM-CP
HR Manager
Mukilteo WA

top
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previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:04 PM
Anonymous

_
Was her 20th celebrated? I would celebrate the milestones (20th, then 25th, etc.) rather than every year. If she is private, a note from her boss and a gift card to a nice restaurant would be good IMO.
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She can then go celebrate with her family and friends.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:02
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
hi all,
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol. Would
anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Thanks,
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:36 PM
Anonymous

_
I like Kristin's suggestion of a personal note from the COO -- a sincere message of appreciation that doesn't need to be shared with others.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:12
From: Kristin Saba
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
I would not consider this a milestone. I would consider 10, 15, 20, 25, etc. a milestone. If she is as private as you say, do not mention it.
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-----------------------------Kristin Saba
Human Resources Administrator
Nextgen Technologies, Inc.
Summerville SC
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Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:38 PM
Anonymous

_
This person sounds like me.
Don't do anything at the office. A nice card from her boss mailed to her home should cover it (and not one written out by her boss's EA with the boss's signature) I wouldn't include a giftcard on a
21st anniversary, even if you didn't celebrate her 20th.
To the snark police- e.v.e.r.y.t.h.i.n.g. on this forum is written and usually without context clues. How you perceive someone's post doesn't dictate tone or intent.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:02
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
hi all,
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol. Would
anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Thanks,
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
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top
374.

previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 2:23 PM
Rosemarie Lombardi
â€‹
I have to agree with your director, I do NOT like recognition at all; however, she may appreciate a monetary gift card, given to her in private by the COO with their thanks and appreciation.
-----------------------------Rosemarie Lombardi SHRM-SCP
Norwalk
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:21
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
So...yes 21 years is not a milestone - I agree. However, her 20th was not celebrated due to lack of an ee recognition program. So...the COO would like to celebrate her in some way..
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington

top
375.

previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:24 PM
Lynette Ward
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Reply to Sender

If your company wants to show appreciation for 21 years of service, especially since it hasn't been done before, then just do it. It does not have to be a spectacle. Why not send it to her home, with a proclamation
from the head of the company or something like that? If the award is truly about her – then do it in a manner that fits her. I know traditionally milestones marked specific times, i.e., 10, 15, 20 years, but a
milestone is simply a significant life event, so if you don't want to do the "traditional", then don't, she may never reach that next "traditional" milestone. You can always develop a plan that recognizes
"milestones" at certain periods, but don't let "tradition" stand in the way of creativity and recognizing this deserving employees. Just my $.02 worth...good luck!

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------Original Message-----_
I don't think the responses are rude. OP is saying the director doesn't want something done, and then is looking for advice on how to do it anyway. I don't think the responses are surprising. The
answer is you don't do it.

top
376.

previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:03 PM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG

If she doesn't like her birthday shared, I would advise doing anything for her anniversary. If you really feel the need to say something, do so privately so no one else hears you.
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
Do nothing. She is low-key and private, you said so yourself.. A milestone is 20, 25 years etc. not 21--though a long time.
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Reply to Sender

And she does not like her birthday shared--what is LOL about that? Many people don't share their birthday with co-workers.
Just curious what is usually done for milestones?
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol.
Would anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Ja'Net Christmas, 04-16-2018 11:02

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:02
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
hi all,
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol. Would
anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Thanks,
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
------------------------------

top
377.

previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:20 PM
Anonymous

_
@19. Thank you. It is interesting that some people can get snarky (I call it snide) and 19 gets it immediately.
If she is the quiet type, there are lots of things you can do. Is she a movie or theatre buff? Get her tickets to play or an upscale movie theater. We've a few with recliners for movies with full meals
served. You can get her gift certificate to a restaurant. If she is Spa'ish you can get her a gift certificate to Red Door or one of the spas for a day of relaxation.
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You don't have to make a big deal of it, print it in your newsletter or create fanfare. The boss can come in and say, "This is for you, thank you for everything you do for us."
I am glad there are still humble souls out there!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:02
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
hi all,
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol. Would
anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Thanks,
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
------------------------------

top
378.

previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:33 PM
Anonymous

_
The snark is created in your head. Literally every day on this board there are perfectly worded direct posts here that are accused of being snarky/snide/unprofessional. Then I see a "OP you're so
wonderful! Ignore those meanies! We're sooo much better than them! Here's a cupcake for your trouble! I'll make everything SO much better with my response! This isn't Facebook! Keep it
professional you guys! I'm one of the good ones! Oh and OP have a sparkly day!"
Not everyone has a unicorn hanging out of their butt. My communication style is to be direct and not to waste time writing something frilly for fear that someone might call me snarky. You will
come across co-workers and managers with different communication styles- do you "keep this professional!" e-mails at work that are direct? Probably not.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
@19. Thank you. It is interesting that some people can get snarky (I call it snide) and 19 gets it immediately.
If she is the quiet type, there are lots of things you can do. Is she a movie or theatre buff? Get her tickets to play or an upscale movie theater. We've a few with recliners for movies with full meals
served. You can get her gift certificate to a restaurant. If she is Spa'ish you can get her a gift certificate to Red Door or one of the spas for a day of relaxation.
You don't have to make a big deal of it, print it in your newsletter or create fanfare. The boss can come in and say, "This is for you, thank you for everything you do for us."
I am glad there are still humble souls out there!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:02
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
hi all,
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol. Would
anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Thanks,
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
------------------------------

top
379.

previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:39 PM
Anonymous
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_
I think there are regional differences to this as well. I work in NYC.. very different culture from "southern charm".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
The snark is created in your head. Literally every day on this board there are perfectly worded direct posts here that are accused of being snarky/snide/unprofessional. Then I see a "OP you're so
wonderful! Ignore those meanies! We're sooo much better than them! Here's a cupcake for your trouble! I'll make everything SO much better with my response! This isn't Facebook! Keep it
professional you guys! I'm one of the good ones! Oh and OP have a sparkly day!"
Not everyone has a unicorn hanging out of their butt. My communication style is to be direct and not to waste time writing something frilly for fear that someone might call me snarky. You will
come across co-workers and managers with different communication styles- do you "keep this professional!" e-mails at work that are direct? Probably not.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
@19. Thank you. It is interesting that some people can get snarky (I call it snide) and 19 gets it immediately.
If she is the quiet type, there are lots of things you can do. Is she a movie or theatre buff? Get her tickets to play or an upscale movie theater. We've a few with recliners for movies with full meals
served. You can get her gift certificate to a restaurant. If she is Spa'ish you can get her a gift certificate to Red Door or one of the spas for a day of relaxation.
You don't have to make a big deal of it, print it in your newsletter or create fanfare. The boss can come in and say, "This is for you, thank you for everything you do for us."
I am glad there are still humble souls out there!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:02
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
hi all,
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol. Would
anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Thanks,
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Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
------------------------------

top
380.

previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:42 PM
Anonymous

_
You didn't have to drag my unicorn into this...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
The snark is created in your head. Literally every day on this board there are perfectly worded direct posts here that are accused of being snarky/snide/unprofessional. Then I see a "OP you're so
wonderful! Ignore those meanies! We're sooo much better than them! Here's a cupcake for your trouble! I'll make everything SO much better with my response! This isn't Facebook! Keep it
professional you guys! I'm one of the good ones! Oh and OP have a sparkly day!"
Not everyone has a unicorn hanging out of their butt. My communication style is to be direct and not to waste time writing something frilly for fear that someone might call me snarky. You will
come across co-workers and managers with different communication styles- do you "keep this professional!" e-mails at work that are direct? Probably not.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
@19. Thank you. It is interesting that some people can get snarky (I call it snide) and 19 gets it immediately.
If she is the quiet type, there are lots of things you can do. Is she a movie or theatre buff? Get her tickets to play or an upscale movie theater. We've a few with recliners for movies with full meals
served. You can get her gift certificate to a restaurant. If she is Spa'ish you can get her a gift certificate to Red Door or one of the spas for a day of relaxation.
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You don't have to make a big deal of it, print it in your newsletter or create fanfare. The boss can come in and say, "This is for you, thank you for everything you do for us."
I am glad there are still humble souls out there!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:02
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
hi all,
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol. Would
anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Thanks,
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:44 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree with a personal note from CEO and/or COO sent to employee's home. Maybe a small token with the company's logo on it would be nice also.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
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The snark is created in your head. Literally every day on this board there are perfectly worded direct posts here that are accused of being snarky/snide/unprofessional. Then I see a "OP you're so
wonderful! Ignore those meanies! We're sooo much better than them! Here's a cupcake for your trouble! I'll make everything SO much better with my response! This isn't Facebook! Keep it
professional you guys! I'm one of the good ones! Oh and OP have a sparkly day!"
Not everyone has a unicorn hanging out of their butt. My communication style is to be direct and not to waste time writing something frilly for fear that someone might call me snarky. You will
come across co-workers and managers with different communication styles- do you "keep this professional!" e-mails at work that are direct? Probably not.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
@19. Thank you. It is interesting that some people can get snarky (I call it snide) and 19 gets it immediately.
If she is the quiet type, there are lots of things you can do. Is she a movie or theatre buff? Get her tickets to play or an upscale movie theater. We've a few with recliners for movies with full meals
served. You can get her gift certificate to a restaurant. If she is Spa'ish you can get her a gift certificate to Red Door or one of the spas for a day of relaxation.
You don't have to make a big deal of it, print it in your newsletter or create fanfare. The boss can come in and say, "This is for you, thank you for everything you do for us."
I am glad there are still humble souls out there!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:02
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
hi all,
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol. Would
anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Thanks,
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 4:44 PM
Anonymous
_
Can I have a cupcake too?
We celebrate monthly birthdays the third Monday of every month. Not this month, we are doing it next Monday--I guess we really celebrate the 2nd to last Monday of the month but anyway. I'm
disappointed as I like cake.
This is how we celebrate birthdays. A picture of a the chosen monthly cake goes out via email. It just states join us for cake April birthdays. No mention of who these people are, we don''t gather or
sing. People wander into the kitchen and take pre-sliced cake back to their desks. It;'s sad and glorious all at the same time. We celebrate birthdays but we have no idea who! (I do of course and
some teams celebrate.)
Our admin team has been doing this for awhile, since before I started, no one seems to mind as long as there is cake.

Here's a cupcake for your trouble!
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 16:33

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
The snark is created in your head. Literally every day on this board there are perfectly worded direct posts here that are accused of being snarky/snide/unprofessional. Then I see a "OP you're so
wonderful! Ignore those meanies! We're sooo much better than them! Here's a cupcake for your trouble! I'll make everything SO much better with my response! This isn't Facebook! Keep it
professional you guys! I'm one of the good ones! Oh and OP have a sparkly day!"
Not everyone has a unicorn hanging out of their butt. My communication style is to be direct and not to waste time writing something frilly for fear that someone might call me snarky. You will
come across co-workers and managers with different communication styles- do you "keep this professional!" e-mails at work that are direct? Probably not.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
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@19. Thank you. It is interesting that some people can get snarky (I call it snide) and 19 gets it immediately.
If she is the quiet type, there are lots of things you can do. Is she a movie or theatre buff? Get her tickets to play or an upscale movie theater. We've a few with recliners for movies with full meals
served. You can get her gift certificate to a restaurant. If she is Spa'ish you can get her a gift certificate to Red Door or one of the spas for a day of relaxation.
You don't have to make a big deal of it, print it in your newsletter or create fanfare. The boss can come in and say, "This is for you, thank you for everything you do for us."
I am glad there are still humble souls out there!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:02
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
hi all,
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol. Would
anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Thanks,
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Gift for very low key boss
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 4:48 PM
Anonymous

_
Bless your heart ;)
Agree we all have different communication styles.
I thought I was blunt until I met my manager,; she is blunt if not downright rude in some people's interpretations. Though I can out snark her any day. (Never to employees just to each other.)
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I think there are regional differences to this as well. I work in NYC.. very different culture from "southern charm".
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 16:39

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
I think there are regional differences to this as well. I work in NYC.. very different culture from "southern charm".
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
The snark is created in your head. Literally every day on this board there are perfectly worded direct posts here that are accused of being snarky/snide/unprofessional. Then I see a "OP you're so
wonderful! Ignore those meanies! We're sooo much better than them! Here's a cupcake for your trouble! I'll make everything SO much better with my response! This isn't Facebook! Keep it
professional you guys! I'm one of the good ones! Oh and OP have a sparkly day!"
Not everyone has a unicorn hanging out of their butt. My communication style is to be direct and not to waste time writing something frilly for fear that someone might call me snarky. You will
come across co-workers and managers with different communication styles- do you "keep this professional!" e-mails at work that are direct? Probably not.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 16:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
_
@19. Thank you. It is interesting that some people can get snarky (I call it snide) and 19 gets it immediately.
If she is the quiet type, there are lots of things you can do. Is she a movie or theatre buff? Get her tickets to play or an upscale movie theater. We've a few with recliners for movies with full meals
served. You can get her gift certificate to a restaurant. If she is Spa'ish you can get her a gift certificate to Red Door or one of the spas for a day of relaxation.
You don't have to make a big deal of it, print it in your newsletter or create fanfare. The boss can come in and say, "This is for you, thank you for everything you do for us."
I am glad there are still humble souls out there!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:02
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From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: Gift for very low key boss
hi all,
One of our Directors is celebrating 21 years here soon, and we are thinking of ways to celebrate her. She is very low-key and private; she doesn't even like her birthday to be shared lol. Would
anyone have any suggestions to celebrate this milestone?
Thanks,
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
------------------------------

top
384.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:51 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi OP,
Your current compensation should not factor into the new position offer. Many states are making it illegal to ask applicants what their current compensation is as part of an effort to eliminate the
gender wage gap.
My advice would be "one who nevers asks shall not receive!" Shoot high and if they want to negotiate lower then you are still in a good spot. People's biggest market increases happen most often
when they switch companies. Don't miss your opportunity to give yourself a boost.
Good Luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
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my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
385.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:18 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you! :) I will aim high. I really appreciate this. I am getting excited. Even if it is just an interview, it will be nice to be on the other side of things for once.
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Hi OP,
Your current compensation should not factor into the new position offer. Many states are making it illegal to ask applicants what their current compensation is as part of an effort to eliminate the
gender wage gap.
My advice would be "one who nevers asks shall not receive!" Shoot high and if they want to negotiate lower then you are still in a good spot. People's biggest market increases happen most often
when they switch companies. Don't miss your opportunity to give yourself a boost.
Good Luck!
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
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previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:24 PM
Cloudia Dame

Very good point about the spousal removal on health insurance. I agree too about aiming high.
Good luck and let us know how it goes!

-----------------------------Cloudia Dame
Seminole FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you! :) I will aim high. I really appreciate this. I am getting excited. Even if it is just an interview, it will be nice to be on the other side of things for once.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Hi OP,
Your current compensation should not factor into the new position offer. Many states are making it illegal to ask applicants what their current compensation is as part of an effort to eliminate the
gender wage gap.
My advice would be "one who nevers asks shall not receive!" Shoot high and if they want to negotiate lower then you are still in a good spot. People's biggest market increases happen most often
when they switch companies. Don't miss your opportunity to give yourself a boost.
Good Luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
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previous next

387.

Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:41 PM
Anonymous

_
Thanks, Cloudia! Will do.
Another question for you all. I applied through Indeed, which I have never done before, and as my cover letter I briefly introduced myself and stated why I believed I would be a good fit. It was very
short and informal. Would you all suggest I write a more professional cover letter and bring it with my printed resume when I go tomorrow? Or, would you just leave it as is?
Ugh, I also noticed TWO mistakes on my resume! I am shocked they brought me in. They were two were unfinished sentences that were not copied into Indeed! I am so embarrassed. My printed one
does not have these mistakes... Do I point out that I saw the error and explain why it was there? I am sure they noticed it...

OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:23
From: Cloudia Dame
Subject: Interview!

Very good point about the spousal removal on health insurance. I agree too about aiming high.
Good luck and let us know how it goes!

-----------------------------Cloudia Dame
Seminole FL
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Re: Interview!
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Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:44 PM
Anonymous
_
Honestly, Indeed provides the most horrendous looking resumes. If the experience looks good, I try to look past the Indeed resume and if the person is invited onsite for an interview I ask that they
bring a copy of their resume. If it were me, I would not provide another cover letter. Save it for a nice thank you after the interview.
Best of luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thanks, Cloudia! Will do.
Another question for you all. I applied through Indeed, which I have never done before, and as my cover letter I briefly introduced myself and stated why I believed I would be a good fit. It was very
short and informal. Would you all suggest I write a more professional cover letter and bring it with my printed resume when I go tomorrow? Or, would you just leave it as is?
Ugh, I also noticed TWO mistakes on my resume! I am shocked they brought me in. They were two were unfinished sentences that were not copied into Indeed! I am so embarrassed. My printed one
does not have these mistakes... Do I point out that I saw the error and explain why it was there? I am sure they noticed it...

OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:23
From: Cloudia Dame
Subject: Interview!

Very good point about the spousal removal on health insurance. I agree too about aiming high.
Good luck and let us know how it goes!

-----------------------------Cloudia Dame
Seminole FL
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you! :) I will aim high. I really appreciate this. I am getting excited. Even if it is just an interview, it will be nice to be on the other side of things for once.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Hi OP,
Your current compensation should not factor into the new position offer. Many states are making it illegal to ask applicants what their current compensation is as part of an effort to eliminate the
gender wage gap.
My advice would be "one who nevers asks shall not receive!" Shoot high and if they want to negotiate lower then you are still in a good spot. People's biggest market increases happen most often
when they switch companies. Don't miss your opportunity to give yourself a boost.
Good Luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.
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top
389.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:53 PM
Anonymous

_
Indeed is well known for butchering resumes, no matter how careful you are.
Simply take a few copies of your true resume to the interview. You can create a targeted cover letter if you'd like. Who knows what they were able to view/print out. I know I see very little of cover
letters through the Indeed platform.
I honestly don't know how it is they continue to lead the pack with recruiting software. My hiring managers cannot stand the way they format and as a job seeker, it has been a horrible experience.
I'm sure I lost out on some opportunities because of their formatting.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
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previous next

390.

Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes, the thank you letter! Thank you so much for reminding me! :) That would have probably slipped my mind. No one ever does that here.
I am hoping tomorrow goes well. I will keep you all posted. Thanks for the advice!
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Indeed is well known for butchering resumes, no matter how careful you are.
Simply take a few copies of your true resume to the interview. You can create a targeted cover letter if you'd like. Who knows what they were able to view/print out. I know I see very little of cover
letters through the Indeed platform.
I honestly don't know how it is they continue to lead the pack with recruiting software. My hiring managers cannot stand the way they format and as a job seeker, it has been a horrible experience.
I'm sure I lost out on some opportunities because of their formatting.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
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I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
391.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 3:05 PM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
I would bring your resume with you to hand out. Indeed has cut off so many words and sometimes even full positions on applicants that it is nice to have a full copy in front of me, even if it means
taking a moment to compare them.
I wouldn't bring your cover letter, you can tell them in person far better than in writing.
GOOD LUCK!
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Honestly, Indeed provides the most horrendous looking resumes. If the experience looks good, I try to look past the Indeed resume and if the person is invited onsite for an interview I ask that they
bring a copy of their resume. If it were me, I would not provide another cover letter. Save it for a nice thank you after the interview.
Best of luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Interview!
_
Thanks, Cloudia! Will do.
Another question for you all. I applied through Indeed, which I have never done before, and as my cover letter I briefly introduced myself and stated why I believed I would be a good fit. It was very
short and informal. Would you all suggest I write a more professional cover letter and bring it with my printed resume when I go tomorrow? Or, would you just leave it as is?
Ugh, I also noticed TWO mistakes on my resume! I am shocked they brought me in. They were two were unfinished sentences that were not copied into Indeed! I am so embarrassed. My printed one
does not have these mistakes... Do I point out that I saw the error and explain why it was there? I am sure they noticed it...

OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:23
From: Cloudia Dame
Subject: Interview!

Very good point about the spousal removal on health insurance. I agree too about aiming high.
Good luck and let us know how it goes!

-----------------------------Cloudia Dame
Seminole FL
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you! :) I will aim high. I really appreciate this. I am getting excited. Even if it is just an interview, it will be nice to be on the other side of things for once.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
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Hi OP,
Your current compensation should not factor into the new position offer. Many states are making it illegal to ask applicants what their current compensation is as part of an effort to eliminate the
gender wage gap.
My advice would be "one who nevers asks shall not receive!" Shoot high and if they want to negotiate lower then you are still in a good spot. People's biggest market increases happen most often
when they switch companies. Don't miss your opportunity to give yourself a boost.
Good Luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top

previous next

392.

Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:10 PM
Anonymous

_
You should always bring copies of your resume to an interview. Even if you submitted a perfect resume to them directly in PDF.
Would you all suggest I write a more professional cover letter and bring it with my printed resume when I go tomorrow? Or, would you just leave it as is?
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 13:40
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thanks, Cloudia! Will do.
Another question for you all. I applied through Indeed, which I have never done before, and as my cover letter I briefly introduced myself and stated why I believed I would be a good fit. It was very
short and informal. Would you all suggest I write a more professional cover letter and bring it with my printed resume when I go tomorrow? Or, would you just leave it as is?
Ugh, I also noticed TWO mistakes on my resume! I am shocked they brought me in. They were two were unfinished sentences that were not copied into Indeed! I am so embarrassed. My printed one
does not have these mistakes... Do I point out that I saw the error and explain why it was there? I am sure they noticed it...

OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:23
From: Cloudia Dame
Subject: Interview!

Very good point about the spousal removal on health insurance. I agree too about aiming high.
Good luck and let us know how it goes!

-----------------------------Cloudia Dame
Seminole FL
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you! :) I will aim high. I really appreciate this. I am getting excited. Even if it is just an interview, it will be nice to be on the other side of things for once.
OP
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:51
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Hi OP,
Your current compensation should not factor into the new position offer. Many states are making it illegal to ask applicants what their current compensation is as part of an effort to eliminate the
gender wage gap.
My advice would be "one who nevers asks shall not receive!" Shoot high and if they want to negotiate lower then you are still in a good spot. People's biggest market increases happen most often
when they switch companies. Don't miss your opportunity to give yourself a boost.
Good Luck!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
393.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:15 PM
Anonymous

_
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I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
394.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:46 AM
Anonymous

_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
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England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
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I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
395.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:53 AM
Anonymous

_
Good luck today!!!!!
I had a bad experience at a new company once so I also like to ask why the last person left or if this was a new position they created.
As to your questions about pay and benefits, I have always been told never to ask these things in a first interview. I could be wrong, but that is what I have been told.
Im in New England as well and at least where I am its a little sunny today, so hopefully that'll help with any traffic that may be out there.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
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I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
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Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
396.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:27 AM
Anonymous

_
Those questions are about you and would totally turn me off.
You need to ask questions that focus on the company and their operations, their expectations of the role, the direction they're heading, etc.
I really wouldn't care if the position was posted internally.
Pay and benefits and time frames of eligibility should be discussed later in the process unless they bring it up.
The wage scale has been posted and you already know what it is. An offer amount will be determined based on many things, which they'll need to come to agreement on when/if they extend the offer
to you.
#6 can be asked at the end of the interview.â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
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room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.
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top
397.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:35 AM
Anonymous

_
Thank you so much! I will avoid those questions haha. I will start up a new list focused on the company and what they are looking for. Now that you say that, it seems more natural and better to learn
about their expectations rather than answer my curiosity questions.
I do not have a lot of experience interviewing, and I work for a very informal company at the moment. When I was interviewed here, one person only asked me if I can take an order. Another person
asked me what my favorite record was... It blows my mind sometimes looking back.
I appreciate you both taking the time to read that and respond.
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Those questions are about you and would totally turn me off.
You need to ask questions that focus on the company and their operations, their expectations of the role, the direction they're heading, etc.
I really wouldn't care if the position was posted internally.
Pay and benefits and time frames of eligibility should be discussed later in the process unless they bring it up.
The wage scale has been posted and you already know what it is. An offer amount will be determined based on many things, which they'll need to come to agreement on when/if they extend the offer
to you.
#6 can be asked at the end of the interview.â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
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I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
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making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
398.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:57 AM
Anonymous

_
OP here! Thank you for the suggestions. I have new questions. These seem way more professional. Thank you.

Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager?
How many people work in the office?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made?
Is this a new position?
What are the next steps in the interview process?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:35
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you so much! I will avoid those questions haha. I will start up a new list focused on the company and what they are looking for. Now that you say that, it seems more natural and better to learn
about their expectations rather than answer my curiosity questions.
I do not have a lot of experience interviewing, and I work for a very informal company at the moment. When I was interviewed here, one person only asked me if I can take an order. Another person
asked me what my favorite record was... It blows my mind sometimes looking back.
I appreciate you both taking the time to read that and respond.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Those questions are about you and would totally turn me off.
You need to ask questions that focus on the company and their operations, their expectations of the role, the direction they're heading, etc.
I really wouldn't care if the position was posted internally.
Pay and benefits and time frames of eligibility should be discussed later in the process unless they bring it up.
The wage scale has been posted and you already know what it is. An offer amount will be determined based on many things, which they'll need to come to agreement on when/if they extend the offer
to you.
#6 can be asked at the end of the interview.â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
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room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.
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top
399.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:01 AM
Anonymous

_
OP those look great and shows you have done your research!! Remember the first interview is their chance to get to know you but also your chance to get to know them and see if its the right fit for
you.
Best of luck!
P.S. I always wear my lucky blouse on interviews. Its white with black flowers and my suit jacket. I think as long as you wear your black blazer with it youll be fine.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP here! Thank you for the suggestions. I have new questions. These seem way more professional. Thank you.

Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager?
How many people work in the office?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made?
Is this a new position?
What are the next steps in the interview process?
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you so much! I will avoid those questions haha. I will start up a new list focused on the company and what they are looking for. Now that you say that, it seems more natural and better to learn
about their expectations rather than answer my curiosity questions.
I do not have a lot of experience interviewing, and I work for a very informal company at the moment. When I was interviewed here, one person only asked me if I can take an order. Another person
asked me what my favorite record was... It blows my mind sometimes looking back.
I appreciate you both taking the time to read that and respond.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Those questions are about you and would totally turn me off.
You need to ask questions that focus on the company and their operations, their expectations of the role, the direction they're heading, etc.
I really wouldn't care if the position was posted internally.
Pay and benefits and time frames of eligibility should be discussed later in the process unless they bring it up.
The wage scale has been posted and you already know what it is. An offer amount will be determined based on many things, which they'll need to come to agreement on when/if they extend the offer
to you.
#6 can be asked at the end of the interview.â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
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I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.
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top
400.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:08 AM
Anonymous

_
Awesome! Thank you! I know so much about the company. They made it really easy on their website. I know the daughter of the original owner and her husband took over, where they went to
college, how they met, that they have been voted best dentist in 2015 and 20017, that they dress up for Halloween, what their outside of work activities are, etc. :) I watched every video and read
everything I could. Ya know, creep/stalker status ;)
I can't wait to let you all know how it goes!
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP those look great and shows you have done your research!! Remember the first interview is their chance to get to know you but also your chance to get to know them and see if its the right fit for
you.
Best of luck!
P.S. I always wear my lucky blouse on interviews. Its white with black flowers and my suit jacket. I think as long as you wear your black blazer with it youll be fine.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP here! Thank you for the suggestions. I have new questions. These seem way more professional. Thank you.
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Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager?
How many people work in the office?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made?
Is this a new position?
What are the next steps in the interview process?

Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you so much! I will avoid those questions haha. I will start up a new list focused on the company and what they are looking for. Now that you say that, it seems more natural and better to learn
about their expectations rather than answer my curiosity questions.
I do not have a lot of experience interviewing, and I work for a very informal company at the moment. When I was interviewed here, one person only asked me if I can take an order. Another person
asked me what my favorite record was... It blows my mind sometimes looking back.
I appreciate you both taking the time to read that and respond.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Those questions are about you and would totally turn me off.
You need to ask questions that focus on the company and their operations, their expectations of the role, the direction they're heading, etc.
I really wouldn't care if the position was posted internally.
Pay and benefits and time frames of eligibility should be discussed later in the process unless they bring it up.
The wage scale has been posted and you already know what it is. An offer amount will be determined based on many things, which they'll need to come to agreement on when/if they extend the offer
to you.
#6 can be asked at the end of the interview.â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
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_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
401.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:26 AM
Anonymous

_
OP, focus more probing questions about their product/services, industry, trends, Be able to talk about more than what you found on the company website. The company is more than after work
activities best place to work--you should mention this and ask the interviewer why they like working for the company though.
Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager? How do you see this role interacting with your team? What do you hope this person will accomplish in the first 30, 60, 90 days?
And then be prepared to share your goals and how you will meet those, linking to your responsibilities.
How many people work in the office? Ask more than how many people, ask about the people make up of the office, marketing, dentists etc? How does this role interact with those teams?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made? (NO) What does the company do to stay current with trends and up to date in the industry/practice.
Is this a new position? You should know this before the onsite interview.
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What are the next steps in the interview process?

know the daughter of the original owner and her husband took over, where they went to college, how they met, that they have been voted best dentist in 2015 and 20017, that they dress up
for Halloween, what their outside of work activities are, etc. :) I watched every video and read everything I could. Ya know, creep/stalker status ;)
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 11:07

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Awesome! Thank you! I know so much about the company. They made it really easy on their website. I know the daughter of the original owner and her husband took over, where they went to
college, how they met, that they have been voted best dentist in 2015 and 20017, that they dress up for Halloween, what their outside of work activities are, etc. :) I watched every video and read
everything I could. Ya know, creep/stalker status ;)
I can't wait to let you all know how it goes!
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP those look great and shows you have done your research!! Remember the first interview is their chance to get to know you but also your chance to get to know them and see if its the right fit for
you.
Best of luck!
P.S. I always wear my lucky blouse on interviews. Its white with black flowers and my suit jacket. I think as long as you wear your black blazer with it youll be fine.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
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OP here! Thank you for the suggestions. I have new questions. These seem way more professional. Thank you.

Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager?
How many people work in the office?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made?
Is this a new position?
What are the next steps in the interview process?

Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you so much! I will avoid those questions haha. I will start up a new list focused on the company and what they are looking for. Now that you say that, it seems more natural and better to learn
about their expectations rather than answer my curiosity questions.
I do not have a lot of experience interviewing, and I work for a very informal company at the moment. When I was interviewed here, one person only asked me if I can take an order. Another person
asked me what my favorite record was... It blows my mind sometimes looking back.
I appreciate you both taking the time to read that and respond.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Those questions are about you and would totally turn me off.
You need to ask questions that focus on the company and their operations, their expectations of the role, the direction they're heading, etc.
I really wouldn't care if the position was posted internally.
Pay and benefits and time frames of eligibility should be discussed later in the process unless they bring it up.
The wage scale has been posted and you already know what it is. An offer amount will be determined based on many things, which they'll need to come to agreement on when/if they extend the offer
to you.
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#6 can be asked at the end of the interview.â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
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Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
402.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:36 AM
Anonymous

_
Wow! You are seriously amazing. I am so glad I posted on here! Thank you so much for the advice. They have amazing technology, so asking how they keep up with current trends and the industry
will be an amazing question.
I appreciate your advice.
OP
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
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_
OP, focus more probing questions about their product/services, industry, trends, Be able to talk about more than what you found on the company website. The company is more than after work
activities best place to work--you should mention this and ask the interviewer why they like working for the company though.

Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager? How do you see this role interacting with your team? What do you hope this person will accomplish in the first 30, 60, 90 days?
And then be prepared to share your goals and how you will meet those, linking to your responsibilities.
How many people work in the office? Ask more than how many people, ask about the people make up of the office, marketing, dentists etc? How does this role interact with those teams?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made? (NO) What does the company do to stay current with trends and up to date in the industry/practice.
Is this a new position? You should know this before the onsite interview.
What are the next steps in the interview process?

know the daughter of the original owner and her husband took over, where they went to college, how they met, that they have been voted best dentist in 2015 and 20017, that they dress up
for Halloween, what their outside of work activities are, etc. :) I watched every video and read everything I could. Ya know, creep/stalker status ;)
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 11:07

Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Awesome! Thank you! I know so much about the company. They made it really easy on their website. I know the daughter of the original owner and her husband took over, where they went to
college, how they met, that they have been voted best dentist in 2015 and 20017, that they dress up for Halloween, what their outside of work activities are, etc. :) I watched every video and read
everything I could. Ya know, creep/stalker status ;)
I can't wait to let you all know how it goes!
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:00
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP those look great and shows you have done your research!! Remember the first interview is their chance to get to know you but also your chance to get to know them and see if its the right fit for
you.
Best of luck!
P.S. I always wear my lucky blouse on interviews. Its white with black flowers and my suit jacket. I think as long as you wear your black blazer with it youll be fine.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP here! Thank you for the suggestions. I have new questions. These seem way more professional. Thank you.

Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager?
How many people work in the office?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made?
Is this a new position?
What are the next steps in the interview process?

Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you so much! I will avoid those questions haha. I will start up a new list focused on the company and what they are looking for. Now that you say that, it seems more natural and better to learn
about their expectations rather than answer my curiosity questions.
I do not have a lot of experience interviewing, and I work for a very informal company at the moment. When I was interviewed here, one person only asked me if I can take an order. Another person
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asked me what my favorite record was... It blows my mind sometimes looking back.
I appreciate you both taking the time to read that and respond.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Those questions are about you and would totally turn me off.
You need to ask questions that focus on the company and their operations, their expectations of the role, the direction they're heading, etc.
I really wouldn't care if the position was posted internally.
Pay and benefits and time frames of eligibility should be discussed later in the process unless they bring it up.
The wage scale has been posted and you already know what it is. An offer amount will be determined based on many things, which they'll need to come to agreement on when/if they extend the offer
to you.
#6 can be asked at the end of the interview.â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
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5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
403.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:40 AM
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Anonymous
_
You are welcome OP!
I wanted to add Good luck, you seem really prepared for this interview.
Wow! You are seriously amazing. I am so glad I posted on here! Thank you so much for the advice. They have amazing technology, so asking how they keep up with current trends and the
industry will be an amazing question.
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 11:35

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Wow! You are seriously amazing. I am so glad I posted on here! Thank you so much for the advice. They have amazing technology, so asking how they keep up with current trends and the industry
will be an amazing question.
I appreciate your advice.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP, focus more probing questions about their product/services, industry, trends, Be able to talk about more than what you found on the company website. The company is more than after work
activities best place to work--you should mention this and ask the interviewer why they like working for the company though.

Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager? How do you see this role interacting with your team? What do you hope this person will accomplish in the first 30, 60, 90 days?
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And then be prepared to share your goals and how you will meet those, linking to your responsibilities.
How many people work in the office? Ask more than how many people, ask about the people make up of the office, marketing, dentists etc? How does this role interact with those teams?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made? (NO) What does the company do to stay current with trends and up to date in the industry/practice.
Is this a new position? You should know this before the onsite interview.
What are the next steps in the interview process?

know the daughter of the original owner and her husband took over, where they went to college, how they met, that they have been voted best dentist in 2015 and 20017, that they dress up
for Halloween, what their outside of work activities are, etc. :) I watched every video and read everything I could. Ya know, creep/stalker status ;)
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 11:07

Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Awesome! Thank you! I know so much about the company. They made it really easy on their website. I know the daughter of the original owner and her husband took over, where they went to
college, how they met, that they have been voted best dentist in 2015 and 20017, that they dress up for Halloween, what their outside of work activities are, etc. :) I watched every video and read
everything I could. Ya know, creep/stalker status ;)
I can't wait to let you all know how it goes!
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP those look great and shows you have done your research!! Remember the first interview is their chance to get to know you but also your chance to get to know them and see if its the right fit for
you.
Best of luck!
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P.S. I always wear my lucky blouse on interviews. Its white with black flowers and my suit jacket. I think as long as you wear your black blazer with it youll be fine.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP here! Thank you for the suggestions. I have new questions. These seem way more professional. Thank you.

Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager?
How many people work in the office?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made?
Is this a new position?
What are the next steps in the interview process?

Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you so much! I will avoid those questions haha. I will start up a new list focused on the company and what they are looking for. Now that you say that, it seems more natural and better to learn
about their expectations rather than answer my curiosity questions.
I do not have a lot of experience interviewing, and I work for a very informal company at the moment. When I was interviewed here, one person only asked me if I can take an order. Another person
asked me what my favorite record was... It blows my mind sometimes looking back.
I appreciate you both taking the time to read that and respond.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
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_
Those questions are about you and would totally turn me off.
You need to ask questions that focus on the company and their operations, their expectations of the role, the direction they're heading, etc.
I really wouldn't care if the position was posted internally.
Pay and benefits and time frames of eligibility should be discussed later in the process unless they bring it up.
The wage scale has been posted and you already know what it is. An offer amount will be determined based on many things, which they'll need to come to agreement on when/if they extend the offer
to you.
#6 can be asked at the end of the interview.â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
404.

previous next
Re: Interview!
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:45 AM
Anonymous

_
Eeek! I hope so. :) I will post on here tomorrow.

OP
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
You are welcome OP!
I wanted to add Good luck, you seem really prepared for this interview.
Wow! You are seriously amazing. I am so glad I posted on here! Thank you so much for the advice. They have amazing technology, so asking how they keep up with current trends and the
industry will be an amazing question.
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 11:35

Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Wow! You are seriously amazing. I am so glad I posted on here! Thank you so much for the advice. They have amazing technology, so asking how they keep up with current trends and the industry
will be an amazing question.
I appreciate your advice.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP, focus more probing questions about their product/services, industry, trends, Be able to talk about more than what you found on the company website. The company is more than after work
activities best place to work--you should mention this and ask the interviewer why they like working for the company though.

Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager? How do you see this role interacting with your team? What do you hope this person will accomplish in the first 30, 60, 90 days?
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And then be prepared to share your goals and how you will meet those, linking to your responsibilities.
How many people work in the office? Ask more than how many people, ask about the people make up of the office, marketing, dentists etc? How does this role interact with those teams?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made? (NO) What does the company do to stay current with trends and up to date in the industry/practice.
Is this a new position? You should know this before the onsite interview.
What are the next steps in the interview process?

know the daughter of the original owner and her husband took over, where they went to college, how they met, that they have been voted best dentist in 2015 and 20017, that they dress up
for Halloween, what their outside of work activities are, etc. :) I watched every video and read everything I could. Ya know, creep/stalker status ;)
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 11:07

Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Awesome! Thank you! I know so much about the company. They made it really easy on their website. I know the daughter of the original owner and her husband took over, where they went to
college, how they met, that they have been voted best dentist in 2015 and 20017, that they dress up for Halloween, what their outside of work activities are, etc. :) I watched every video and read
everything I could. Ya know, creep/stalker status ;)
I can't wait to let you all know how it goes!
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 11:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP those look great and shows you have done your research!! Remember the first interview is their chance to get to know you but also your chance to get to know them and see if its the right fit for
you.
Best of luck!
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P.S. I always wear my lucky blouse on interviews. Its white with black flowers and my suit jacket. I think as long as you wear your black blazer with it youll be fine.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
OP here! Thank you for the suggestions. I have new questions. These seem way more professional. Thank you.

Can you tell me more about the day-to-day responsibilities of this job?
What skills are most important to you in an Office Manager?
How many people work in the office?
What are some of the challenges for a person in this position?
I see the company has grown over the last few years. What changes has the company made?
Is this a new position?
What are the next steps in the interview process?

Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
Thank you so much! I will avoid those questions haha. I will start up a new list focused on the company and what they are looking for. Now that you say that, it seems more natural and better to learn
about their expectations rather than answer my curiosity questions.
I do not have a lot of experience interviewing, and I work for a very informal company at the moment. When I was interviewed here, one person only asked me if I can take an order. Another person
asked me what my favorite record was... It blows my mind sometimes looking back.
I appreciate you both taking the time to read that and respond.
OP
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 10:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
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_
Those questions are about you and would totally turn me off.
You need to ask questions that focus on the company and their operations, their expectations of the role, the direction they're heading, etc.
I really wouldn't care if the position was posted internally.
Pay and benefits and time frames of eligibility should be discussed later in the process unless they bring it up.
The wage scale has been posted and you already know what it is. An offer amount will be determined based on many things, which they'll need to come to agreement on when/if they extend the offer
to you.
#6 can be asked at the end of the interview.â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-17-2018 09:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I am getting excited! My interview is at 6 pm tonight. I did so much research about the company last night, and I am really confident going into this interview.
I just read the post about the outfit for the interview in an HR field. That had a lot of advice. It's also funny because this morning I put on minimal makeup and thought I should leave my glasses off
for the interview. They are a bit distracting. They're not HUGE, but they are a tad bigger since that is in style.
I have light pink/almost nude nail polish on and I was going to wear my hair straightened and down. I have a pair of black slacks that I was going to wear with ankle boots and heels. I am in New
England and we just got hit with snow, so ballet flats would look silly.
I was trying on some shirts last night, but now I am not sure if the one I want to wear is too 'bold'. It is a short-sleeved white blouse with large red circles outlined in black. It is mostly red as the dots
are large. I was going to wear my black blazer.
I remember interviewing for the job I have now and I was dressed up. One of the owners was wearing jeans and a sweatshirt and I felt silly. It is a production facility and I had to wait in the break
room for about 20 minutes. People thought I was a salesperson.
I have my black folder with my resume in it and questions written down.
My questions:
1. What type of training will be involved? (there is overnight training listed in the job description)
2. What are the benefits and when do they start? (medical, dental, vision, STD, 401k, PTO, etc)
3. I see there is quite the pay range. What is the starting pay?
4. Was this job posted internally? (it is a dentist office and there are 3 dentists. I feel like someone in the office would want this job.)
5. What are the hours?
6. What timeframe are you looking at when it comes to hiring for this position?
Can anyone think of other questions? Eek. Thanks for being there for me, SHRM fam! :)
OP

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:14
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I agree with #7! There is a lot of information out there about asking an applicant about their current wages, at least until after an offer has been made. Good luck!
â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview!
_
I have been receiving emails from Indeed for a while now. Not that I am really looking for a new job, but if I saw one worth applying I would apply. Well, I was sitting on the balcony of my resort on
my Honey Moon in Costa Rica when a job popped up. It is for an Office Manager but has numerous HR tasks as well. The pay is between $18.00 per hour and $30.00 per hour and I am currently
making $23.00 per hour.
So, with a drink in my hand and the sun shining bright, I applied. The next day I received an email to come in for an interview on Tuesday (tomorrow).
I am beyond excited! I am also really nervous. I had to share with you all because I can't share it with anyone else here in case the word gets out!
I have yet to receive my review and raise, but I was going to tell them I make $24.00 since that is what my raise will be. Should I aim high and ask them for the $30.00 per hour? Or, should I be
realistic and ask for $26-28 with a settling number in my head?
Yay! Trying not to get my hopes up, but I what I have done for this job is exactly what they have in their job posting.

top
405.

previous next
Re: Employee Response to Performance Appraisal
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:45 AM
Anonymous

_
Yes, you should attach it to the evaluation, or you could even allow the EE to write on the original evaluation (in your presence so you can make sure you get it back). There's no reason to deny the
EE this option and the manager shouldn't be concerned if the EE's remarks are untrue.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Response to Performance Appraisal
_
OK, so the owner of the company held a meeting with their employee and reviewed their performance.
The employee was taken off guard (sounds like the issues hadn't been presented throughout the year, just at the review).
So, the employee thought about it and would like to add their thoughts.
The owner does not want these thoughts placed with the performance review.
Perhaps it is time the owner and the employee have a conversation about expectations and let the employee show the owner the accomplishments s/he's made.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee Response to Performance Appraisal
_
An employee signed his/her annual performance appraisal, but later decided to write a response to the review and ask that it be added to their personnel file. Is the company required to include this
document in the personnel file?

top
406.

previous next
Re: Wage Garnishment Legitimacy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 12:20 PM
Collette Ferguson
I will verify verbally if someone is a current employee and give dates of hire. If they want to verify a social security number I will not do so without a signed release and even then don't give the info
out, only verify that what they have is accurate.
-----------------------------Collette Ferguson
HR Manager
GPS Source, Inc.
Pueblo West CO
GPS Source, Inc.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage Garnishment Legitimacy
_
If a company calls to verify information about an employee in regards to a wage garnishment, how do you know if it is legitimate? A company called and asked me to verify if the employee currently
worked there, and to confirm if they had an accurate SSN. Am I required to provide this information over the phone? Or should I request they send it another way? I know we must comply with
garnishing wages, but I didn't particularly like how they requested the information. They then contacted the employee directly and asked for his personal address and more information. How do you
ensure these calls are legit and still remain compliant?

top
407.

previous next
Re: Wage Garnishment Legitimacy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 12:30 PM
Danielle Endler
Our policy is that we will not verify information verbally. We request that the person submit a written request along with a signed release prior to releasing any information. The one exception to
this is if I have completed a verification for a mortgage/loan in writing and they are calling in for the final verification right before closing.
-----------------------------Danielle Endler, PHR
Human Resources Administrator
Fairfax Station, Virginia
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage Garnishment Legitimacy
_
If a company calls to verify information about an employee in regards to a wage garnishment, how do you know if it is legitimate? A company called and asked me to verify if the employee currently
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worked there, and to confirm if they had an accurate SSN. Am I required to provide this information over the phone? Or should I request they send it another way? I know we must comply with
garnishing wages, but I didn't particularly like how they requested the information. They then contacted the employee directly and asked for his personal address and more information. How do you
ensure these calls are legit and still remain compliant?

top
408.

previous next
Re: KY UI hearing, recorded conversation with ee
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:00 PM
Anonymous

_
Agreed - you should be okay, but honestly, this isn't a good way to build trust in your organization. I wouldn't be surprised if this got back to your current employees.
I know you're not asking for advice, but this bothers me. It's the easy way out instead of having your managers manage. I also agree with Todd - you should have checked legality before you did it.
The employee may be a bad employee (possibly even a bad person), but I think is generally just "yucky." I don't have a better word for it.
Again, just my two cents. Obviously I don't know if you were asked to do this and were willing or not. I'm not personally judging you.
Good luck in your hearing.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: KY UI hearing, recorded conversation with ee
_
Kentucky law bars the interception, recording and or disclosure of any oral or
telephonic communication by the means of an electronic recording device without the
consent of at least one party or if they are a party to said communication.

You should be good.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:32
From: Anonymous
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Subject: KY UI hearing, recorded conversation with ee
_
Next week, I have an unemployment hearing. The former ee has stated he was never told of the issues prior to his termination. Myself & supervisor met with him twice. The conversation was
recorded, however the former ee was unaware of the recording. Do you see any issues in submitting the recording for the hearing? We are in KY.

top
409.

previous next
Re: KY UI hearing, recorded conversation with ee
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:08 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Did you record your consent? If you did not you may have an issue.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: KY UI hearing, recorded conversation with ee
_
Agreed - you should be okay, but honestly, this isn't a good way to build trust in your organization. I wouldn't be surprised if this got back to your current employees.
I know you're not asking for advice, but this bothers me. It's the easy way out instead of having your managers manage. I also agree with Todd - you should have checked legality before you did it.
The employee may be a bad employee (possibly even a bad person), but I think is generally just "yucky." I don't have a better word for it.
Again, just my two cents. Obviously I don't know if you were asked to do this and were willing or not. I'm not personally judging you.
Good luck in your hearing.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: KY UI hearing, recorded conversation with ee
_
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Kentucky law bars the interception, recording and or disclosure of any oral or
telephonic communication by the means of an electronic recording device without the
consent of at least one party or if they are a party to said communication.

You should be good.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: KY UI hearing, recorded conversation with ee
_
Next week, I have an unemployment hearing. The former ee has stated he was never told of the issues prior to his termination. Myself & supervisor met with him twice. The conversation was
recorded, however the former ee was unaware of the recording. Do you see any issues in submitting the recording for the hearing? We are in KY.

top

previous next

410.

Re: Executive Leadership Coaching
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:33 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We use Kathy Marcove of Marcove Executive Training. She is amazing!!!
Marcove Executive Training designs training and meeting facilitation

preview

remove

Marcove Training

Marcove Executive Training designs
training and meeting facilitation
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Marcove Executive Training is on a
mission to create respectful workplaces
with engaged employees by custom
designing live training events and
meeting
View this on Marcove Training >

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:31
From: Agata Nguyen
Subject: Executive Leadership Coaching
Hello,
We are looking to provide our leadership team with 2-3 coaches to choose from for one-on-one coaching sessions as needed. This would be for professional development, improving management
skills and any other areas of development. Does anyone have any recommendations from someone they've used in the past?
Thank you.
-----------------------------Agata Nguyen SHRM-CP
Telecommunications Industry Association
Arlington
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: PTO
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:07 PM
Anonymous

_
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We have sick time, vacation time and a floating holiday.
Our sick and vacation time may be taken in 1-hour increments. This way our employees can use a couple hours at a time. Maybe they only need a half day off, or just an hour or two for an
appointment. We don't allow half hour or quarter hour splits.
We also give our employees a single 8-hour floating holiday per year. This holiday must be used in its entire 8-hour increment...meaning they can't take half of their floating holiday today and the
other half a month from now. It must be taken as a full day, like a holiday would be.
We would also exhaust leave banks (and refer employees to STD/LTD) before we would encourage LWOP.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO
_
Our employees earn 3.33 hours of PTO every pay period. Any time they are requesting time off, they need to use PTO first before receiving time off without pay. They are putting the suggestion to
us to use PTO in 8 hour increments. Meaning if they leave 3 hours early, they just want it unpaid if they have only 3.33 in their PTO bank.
Wondering what you do/your policy is??
Thank you!

top
412.

previous next
Re: PTO
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:48 AM
Anonymous

_
What state? Exempt or non-exempt?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-16-2018 13:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO
_
We have sick time, vacation time and a floating holiday.
Our sick and vacation time may be taken in 1-hour increments. This way our employees can use a couple hours at a time. Maybe they only need a half day off, or just an hour or two for an
appointment. We don't allow half hour or quarter hour splits.
We also give our employees a single 8-hour floating holiday per year. This holiday must be used in its entire 8-hour increment...meaning they can't take half of their floating holiday today and the
other half a month from now. It must be taken as a full day, like a holiday would be.
We would also exhaust leave banks (and refer employees to STD/LTD) before we would encourage LWOP.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 10:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: PTO
_
Our employees earn 3.33 hours of PTO every pay period. Any time they are requesting time off, they need to use PTO first before receiving time off without pay. They are putting the suggestion to
us to use PTO in 8 hour increments. Meaning if they leave 3 hours early, they just want it unpaid if they have only 3.33 in their PTO bank.
Wondering what you do/your policy is??
Thank you!

top
413.

previous next
Re: Sexual Harassment Training
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:56 PM
Anonymous

_
We contacted our insurance company provider and they had a variety of both in person and online training's to offer. I would check with your insurance provider and they should be able to guide you
in the right direction, whether they already have trainings set up or have recommendations.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 09:58
From: Vojtech Velecky
Subject: Sexual Harassment Training
Good morning, everybody,
I am looking into some training options and wanted to ask if there are regulations to conducting training on important topics certain way? Did any of you create their own training materials in-house
or do you guys usually purchase a program? I am looking for some perspective on the subject.
Thank you,
-----------------------------Vojtech Velecky
------------------------------

top
414.

previous next
Re: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:02 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here Based on what I read - he is actually considered a rehire because he did not have the "reasonable expectation of continued employment." The company he worked at (Company A) went through a
joint venture with Company B. Company B was given full control of the personnel and did not recall the employee from lay off. They brought in their own people to refill the position.
However, we did not dissolve Company A - they still are doing work at another one of our companies (Company C). He will be working at Company C, but still paid out of Company A. So in this
case it says I have the option to complete a new one or rely on the old one.
The old one doesn't exist so would I put the first date of current employment on the new one or would I need to back date to previous first date of employment? I have read and re-read the website
quite a few times and just not seeing it.
I apologize if it is in there - I'm going cross eyed reading all of it.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 09:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
_
Agree. Your answer on whether you need one now is in the USCIS Handbook for Employers, or search uscis.com for information and guidance on rehires.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 08:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
_
We have a guy who has worked for us for 43 years. He worked from April - November then laid off for the off season. He was rehired today and I was going through paperwork to ensure we have
everything and I could not find an I-9 that was ever completed on him through all my predecessors. I am completing a new I-9 now. I put on a note with the I-9 regarding not having one previously,
but for his first date of employment would I put today or would I put his initial one when we should have had one?

top
415.

previous next
Re: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:12 PM
Anonymous

_
I think the web site as an "Ask Emma" chat feature. I'd start there to make sure you get the best answer.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
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_

OP here Based on what I read - he is actually considered a rehire because he did not have the "reasonable expectation of continued employment." The company he worked at (Company A) went through a
joint venture with Company B. Company B was given full control of the personnel and did not recall the employee from lay off. They brought in their own people to refill the position.
However, we did not dissolve Company A - they still are doing work at another one of our companies (Company C). He will be working at Company C, but still paid out of Company A. So in this
case it says I have the option to complete a new one or rely on the old one.
The old one doesn't exist so would I put the first date of current employment on the new one or would I need to back date to previous first date of employment? I have read and re-read the website
quite a few times and just not seeing it.
I apologize if it is in there - I'm going cross eyed reading all of it.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 09:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
_
Agree. Your answer on whether you need one now is in the USCIS Handbook for Employers, or search uscis.com for information and guidance on rehires.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 08:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
_
We have a guy who has worked for us for 43 years. He worked from April - November then laid off for the off season. He was rehired today and I was going through paperwork to ensure we have
everything and I could not find an I-9 that was ever completed on him through all my predecessors. I am completing a new I-9 now. I put on a note with the I-9 regarding not having one previously,
but for his first date of employment would I put today or would I put his initial one when we should have had one?
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previous next
Re: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 3:31 PM
Anonymous
_
Poster 2 here... Based on the additional information it might be necessary to complete a new I-9. I would recommend reaching out to USCIS directly. When I had issues in the past with some I-9s, I
was able to e-mail them (I also called on a few occasions) and received the guidance that I needed to complete the I-9s that weren't very clear cut.â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
_

OP here Based on what I read - he is actually considered a rehire because he did not have the "reasonable expectation of continued employment." The company he worked at (Company A) went through a
joint venture with Company B. Company B was given full control of the personnel and did not recall the employee from lay off. They brought in their own people to refill the position.
However, we did not dissolve Company A - they still are doing work at another one of our companies (Company C). He will be working at Company C, but still paid out of Company A. So in this
case it says I have the option to complete a new one or rely on the old one.
The old one doesn't exist so would I put the first date of current employment on the new one or would I need to back date to previous first date of employment? I have read and re-read the website
quite a few times and just not seeing it.
I apologize if it is in there - I'm going cross eyed reading all of it.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 09:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
_
Agree. Your answer on whether you need one now is in the USCIS Handbook for Employers, or search uscis.com for information and guidance on rehires.
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 08:55
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Missing I-9 but has worked for 43 years
_
We have a guy who has worked for us for 43 years. He worked from April - November then laid off for the off season. He was rehired today and I was going through paperwork to ensure we have
everything and I could not find an I-9 that was ever completed on him through all my predecessors. I am completing a new I-9 now. I put on a note with the I-9 regarding not having one previously,
but for his first date of employment would I put today or would I put his initial one when we should have had one?

top
417.

previous next
Re: Maintain W4's
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2018 8:55 AM
Suzanne Tiner
We keep W4s in the employee's file, and keep I9's separately.
-----------------------------Suzanne Tiner
Business Coordinator
Healey Railsource LLC
Jacksonville FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 15:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Maintain W4's
_
I am a HR Dept of one at a small mom & pop garage. I have read on the SHRM site that you should not keep any information with a employee's SS number in their personnel file. We maintain our
I9's in a binder. Is this how you all maintain the W4's. Or do you have a completely different file for that sort of information. Thanks for your help in advance
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top

previous next

418.

Re: 3 interviews and then assessment test
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 10:53 AM
Anonymous

_

Perhaps you can ask why or offer advice if you get hired.
Anonymous, 04-15-2018 22:22

Not a great way to start a job.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 22:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: 3 interviews and then assessment test
_
OP
Perhaps you can ask why or offer advice if you get hired.
We run a caliper test on who we want to make an offer to mainly just to see how the candidate works well with others.
you'd hate our org, we do multiple interviews (global leaders all over) and an on-site visit then an asseswmt.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 15:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: 3 interviews and then assessment test
_
It was a caliper assessment test. I Know they cost money but why wait so long to do one? If this is your finalist and they "don't" pass you start over. That I feel is a lot of time wasted. I just feel this
should have happened after the phone or even first in person interview is all.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 14:06
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From: Anonymous
Subject: 3 interviews and then assessment test
_
This is not that unusual to me depending on the position. What type of assessment? These
assesmeets can be expensive and we only give them to finalists.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: 3 interviews and then assessment test
_
I have had 3 interviews for this job I really want and thing has been going really vgreat then after the third interview they gave me an assessment test. I feel that's a little late in the game right? They
even showed me around the office after my third interview that was an hour and half. I am racking my brain now how long should it take now for me to find out if I got the job?
Thanks everyone

top

previous next

419.

Re: 3 interviews and then assessment test
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:22 AM
Anonymous

_

They even showed me around the office after my third interview that was an hour and half. I am racking my brain now how long should it take now for me to find out if I got the job?
Anonymous, 04-15-2018 14:03

Candidates who become impatient or demanding aren't likely to get hired. It's a huge turnoff for the prospective employer.
When job hunting, no news is THE news.
Until you have a written offer in hand, just assume you probably won't get the job and move on with your search accordingly. If things do progress positively, great. If not, well at least you haven't sat
on your hands waiting.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 14:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: 3 interviews and then assessment test
_
I have had 3 interviews for this job I really want and thing has been going really vgreat then after the third interview they gave me an assessment test. I feel that's a little late in the game right? They
even showed me around the office after my third interview that was an hour and half. I am racking my brain now how long should it take now for me to find out if I got the job?
Thanks everyone

top

previous next

420.

Re: 3 interviews and then assessment test
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 11:30 AM
Anonymous

_

Perhaps you can ask why or offer advice if you get hired.
Anonymous, 04-15-2018 22:22
Not a great way to start a job.
Anonymous, 04-17-2018 10:53

Of course not, I was being facetious.
OP is so impatient and so sure about how the process should be that it would make sense OP offer this advice without really understanding how this company works before OP even gets an offer and
starts.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-17-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 3 interviews and then assessment test
_

Perhaps you can ask why or offer advice if you get hired.
Anonymous, 04-15-2018 22:22

Not a great way to start a job.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 22:22
From: Anonymous
Subject: 3 interviews and then assessment test
_
OP
Perhaps you can ask why or offer advice if you get hired.
We run a caliper test on who we want to make an offer to mainly just to see how the candidate works well with others.
you'd hate our org, we do multiple interviews (global leaders all over) and an on-site visit then an asseswmt.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 15:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: 3 interviews and then assessment test
_
It was a caliper assessment test. I Know they cost money but why wait so long to do one? If this is your finalist and they "don't" pass you start over. That I feel is a lot of time wasted. I just feel this
should have happened after the phone or even first in person interview is all.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 14:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: 3 interviews and then assessment test
_
This is not that unusual to me depending on the position. What type of assessment? These
assesmeets can be expensive and we only give them to finalists.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 14:03
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From: Anonymous
Subject: 3 interviews and then assessment test
_
I have had 3 interviews for this job I really want and thing has been going really vgreat then after the third interview they gave me an assessment test. I feel that's a little late in the game right? They
even showed me around the office after my third interview that was an hour and half. I am racking my brain now how long should it take now for me to find out if I got the job?
Thanks everyone

top
421.

previous next
Re: FMLA and ADA
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:33 PM
Anonymous

_
It depends on how big is your organization. If you have less than 500 employees is more cost effective to do it in-house. If your organization is as big as 5000 employees outsourcing is the way to go.
I had experience with the following: Liberty Mutual and AETNA. The main issue I could see is the timeliness of the notifications vrs the actual leave. We would receive the notifications a week after
the event happened. The company reps will have to engage with the employees anyway, explaining the process. OR the LOA Admin will sent the forms to the employees address yet the employee is
at a hospital...
The other circumstance is that ADA accommodations should depend on the business not an outside vendor to make the determination if you are or not accommodating.
In my experience, the bigger the company there is a more benefit of outsourcing this service. In the companies we had it, the organization already had a relationship with them, like they offered life
insurance or medical plan, therefore, it made sense to give the business to them and negotiate the rates. Hope that helps
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 07:58
From: Aundrea Cole
Subject: FMLA and ADA
I currently work for a company and I am the manager of the HRIS system, payroll and benefits. Benefits is such a broad area. They seem to have a lack of process in place for many things which I am
working on now. Our HRIS system was said to be able to handle FMLA. I cannot tell you how yet but I'm very sketchy on doing this. Does anyone know a reasonable company that can handle the
company's FMLA and ADA claims or a way that I can seamlessly handle this process myself. I don't necessarily want to handle it but I want it done right and I know cost is a factor. Please help!
-----------------------------Aundrea Cole MBA
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Payroll, Benefits & HRIS Manager
EdisonLearning Inc.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
------------------------------

top
422.

previous next
Re: FMLA and ADA
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:39 PM
Anonymous

_
We have less than 500 employees and outsourced it because we are located in 10 states with multiple leave, pregnancy, ADA-type laws. The carrier takes care of all the required notices and
communication.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:33
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA and ADA
_
It depends on how big is your organization. If you have less than 500 employees is more cost effective to do it in-house. If your organization is as big as 5000 employees outsourcing is the way to go.
I had experience with the following: Liberty Mutual and AETNA. The main issue I could see is the timeliness of the notifications vrs the actual leave. We would receive the notifications a week after
the event happened. The company reps will have to engage with the employees anyway, explaining the process. OR the LOA Admin will sent the forms to the employees address yet the employee is
at a hospital...
The other circumstance is that ADA accommodations should depend on the business not an outside vendor to make the determination if you are or not accommodating.
In my experience, the bigger the company there is a more benefit of outsourcing this service. In the companies we had it, the organization already had a relationship with them, like they offered life
insurance or medical plan, therefore, it made sense to give the business to them and negotiate the rates. Hope that helps
Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 07:58
From: Aundrea Cole
Subject: FMLA and ADA
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I currently work for a company and I am the manager of the HRIS system, payroll and benefits. Benefits is such a broad area. They seem to have a lack of process in place for many things which I am
working on now. Our HRIS system was said to be able to handle FMLA. I cannot tell you how yet but I'm very sketchy on doing this. Does anyone know a reasonable company that can handle the
company's FMLA and ADA claims or a way that I can seamlessly handle this process myself. I don't necessarily want to handle it but I want it done right and I know cost is a factor. Please help!
-----------------------------Aundrea Cole MBA
Payroll, Benefits & HRIS Manager
EdisonLearning Inc.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
------------------------------

top
423.

previous next
Re: Marijuana suspected
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 2:39 PM
Esther Miller
â€‹
This reminds me of a question an employer asked me when recreational marijuana first became legal in WA state. He called and asked, "Is it OK if my employees are smoking marijuana out in the
parking lot before work?" To which I replied, "I don't know, is it?". The employer always should have a substance abuse policy in place and address the subject of both medical and recreational
marijuana if that is legal in their state.
In WA State the state law clearly protects the employer and allows them to have a drug-free workplace and have zero tolerance of either medical or recreational marijuana. Having said that however,
each state is different and it's a good idea to know the state regulations and/or case law in the specific states where you do business.
If you have federal contracts, receive federal funding or have employees who fall under Federal DOT regulations, then you must have a zero tolerance for both medical and recreational marijuana and
follow the current Federal guidelines which still classifies marijuana as an illegal substance.

-----------------------------Esther Miller
Director of Marketing
Drug Free Business
Bothell WA 98011
PH: 800-598-3437 X 212
emiller@drugfreebusiness.org
www.drugfreebusiness.org
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-14-2018 22:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Marijuana suspected
_
We have approx 30 employees. We recently became aware that a few employees are smoking weed before returning from their lunch break. Our culture has always been more flexible than most,
with attire, scheduling and such, but this crosses the line. Everyone has signed a drug policy statement, but evidently they have not taken it seriously. We won't be doing any automatic terminations,
but will be seriously addressing this. Would it be recommended to issue a firm reminder at an all employee meeting, or only pull the few aside, or speak to each privately?

top

previous next

424.

Re: Marijuana suspected
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:49 PM
Anonymous

_

We recently became aware that a few employees are smoking weed before returning from their lunch break.
Anonymous, 04-14-2018 22:48

How did you become aware?

Everyone has signed a drug policy statement, but evidently they have not taken it seriously. We won't be doing any automatic terminations, but will be seriously addressing this.
Anonymous, 04-14-2018 22:48

What is your policy? How do you plan to "seriously address this"? What will your "teeth" be if you're not threatening termination immediately?
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speak to each privately?
Anonymous, 04-14-2018 22:48

This.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-14-2018 22:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Marijuana suspected
_
We have approx 30 employees. We recently became aware that a few employees are smoking weed before returning from their lunch break. Our culture has always been more flexible than most,
with attire, scheduling and such, but this crosses the line. Everyone has signed a drug policy statement, but evidently they have not taken it seriously. We won't be doing any automatic terminations,
but will be seriously addressing this. Would it be recommended to issue a firm reminder at an all employee meeting, or only pull the few aside, or speak to each privately?

top
425.

previous next
Re: Marijuana suspected
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:09 PM
Anonymous

_
If we take at face value that the op has verifiable proof that the employees have been smoking marijuana and has a zero-tolerance policy, the question becomes the policy and what investigatory and
disciplinary mechanism it has. It is fine to have a drug free workplace policy but it should have a reasonable suspicion clause, the employer should have a testing facility in order to confirm that the
employee was under the influence of an Intoxicant. If your policy is unclear now is the time to clarify it.
Regardless if marijuana can be sold recreationally, employees should not be returning to work under the influence of an Intoxicant, albeit marijuana or liquor. Check the laws in your state. See what
the criterion is for medical marijuana and recreational marijuana. Meet with each employee; ask them if they were smoking marijuana prior to returning from their work shift. Give them the
opportunity to explain themselves. If they deny advise them that next time you have reasonable suspicion, you will take the next step (testing or whatever), and if they are found to be under the
influence they will be terminated in accordance with your policy.
If you have an EAP, you might want to reach out them to give you guidelines.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-14-2018 22:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Marijuana suspected
_
We have approx 30 employees. We recently became aware that a few employees are smoking weed before returning from their lunch break. Our culture has always been more flexible than most,
with attire, scheduling and such, but this crosses the line. Everyone has signed a drug policy statement, but evidently they have not taken it seriously. We won't be doing any automatic terminations,
but will be seriously addressing this. Would it be recommended to issue a firm reminder at an all employee meeting, or only pull the few aside, or speak to each privately?

top
426.

previous next
Re: Marijuana suspected
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 7:51 AM
Jim Hutter

What is your policy towards consuming alcoholic beverages during breaks? Legal or illegal, I would treat marijuana consumption exactly the same.
Inept work stems from the proverbial "Two-Martini Lunch." The same applies to marijuana.
-----------------------------Jim Hutter
Bookkeeper
Ohio Insurance Guaranty Association
Columbus OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-14-2018 22:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Marijuana suspected
_
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Reply to Sender

We have approx 30 employees. We recently became aware that a few employees are smoking weed before returning from their lunch break. Our culture has always been more flexible than most,
with attire, scheduling and such, but this crosses the line. Everyone has signed a drug policy statement, but evidently they have not taken it seriously. We won't be doing any automatic terminations,
but will be seriously addressing this. Would it be recommended to issue a firm reminder at an all employee meeting, or only pull the few aside, or speak to each privately?

top
427.

previous next
Re: Moving from DOO to HR Team of 4
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:07 PM
Anonymous

_
Current DOO for the first time, been in my role for 6 months. I miss having a team SO badly, so a pro for your list: collaboration! I never realized how lonely HR was until become DOO.
Good luck in your interview!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-14-2018 00:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Moving from DOO to HR Team of 4
_
I am currently an HR Manager DOO for about 200 employees and am seeking a new opportunity (for a variety of reasons). Because DOO is all I know, I have been thinking that's what I would be
looking for again. But I've had a phone interview and am scheduled for a face to face interview next week for a company of 450+ looking to add a Senior HR Generalist to their team (HR Manager,
newbie HR Generalist, and an HR Admin, will be adding a Senior HRG - they say they need someone with solid HR experience to complete the team). It appears to be a good opportunity and I want
to give it full consideration. As I think about whether this is a good fit for me or not, can anyone out there in HR Land offer any suggestions of what things I should consider about the differences
between DOO and HR Teams? Pros, Cons, etc. What might I not be thinking of? Thank you!

top
428.

previous next
Re: Is your resume one or two pages?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 12:43 PM
Claribel Cardona-Lassen
You summarize your position- no more than three sentences and just write accomplishments. If you try that exercise you will notice how you will use less space. Also, you should customize the
resume to the job you are applying. It is a mistake to use the same resume for all positions. Good luck!
-----------------------------Claribel Cardona-Lassen
Recruiter
Toyota Lift of Houston
Houston TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 08:09
From: Wendy Gardiner
Subject: Is your resume one or two pages?
â€‹
Any helpful hints on how to downsize your resume if you have had 3 main jobs in 26 years (all with the same company) that have had many major responsibilities? I just don't want to miss out on
an awesome opportunity if I leave something out.
-----------------------------Wendy Gardiner
Vero Beach

top
429.

previous next
Re: Questions to ask your new HR team
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:40 PM
Lisa Young

I always like to ask them not only about what they do, but what they'd ideally like to be doing more of, and how they like to be managed.
-----------------------------Lisa
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Reply to Sender

CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 17:08
From: Trisha Noethe
Subject: Questions to ask your new HR team
I will be joining a new HR team as their manager. This is a new company for me as well. When you're new, what questions do you ask regarding how HR functions at that company?
-----------------------------Trisha
Plymouth
------------------------------

top
430.

previous next
Re: Questions to ask your new HR team
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 6:47 PM
Armando Rangel
I like asking what their career goals are so that I know how much time to devote to their training and task assignments. I preface my chat by letting them know I am perfectly ok if they're fine where
they are and have no aspiration to climb the HR ladder because I don't want them thinking I am only taking interest in those folks looking to move up. I have a recruiter that told me she loves where
she's at and has no goals to move from "this seat" - job is close to home, hours work with her home life, pay is good, co-workers great - great for me too!!
I have a benefits admin that loves the work and is looking to move up in the profession, she really gets a thrill out of seeing how knowledgeable our benefits broker's team is. So one day I'm going to
lose her as I help her learn more and more about benefits - to me an EE moving up and out is a feather in my cap.
From there I move on to assess skills etc.
-----------------------------Armando Rangel
Director, HR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-15-2018 12:34
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Questions to ask your new HR team
Congratulations on your new job, Trisha! In response to your question, I'd say "it depends". What objectives or priorities for HR were conveyed during your interviews and/or by your boss as you
begin your new role? IMO, I think you should use those insights to guide/align questions to ask your team about how HR functions in the company. Some general questions about "what's working?",
"what's not working?" may be helpful. In my experience, there are two sets of questions and discussions a manager assigned to a new team should conduct within the first few weeks of coming on
board: 1) questions about the team's goals, current results, and the processes/functions for which the team is responsible; 2) questions with individual team members about their individual
responsibilities, perceived strengths, current challenges, where/how do they need your support, personal goals/interests for development.
I wish you all the best in your new role!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington

top
431.

previous next
Re: Have you ever been fired?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 6:04 PM
Anonymous

_
I've always asked if the applicant is working, "Why are you looking for a change in position." If the applicant is not working "May I ask why you left your last position?"
Mind you the answers can be simply restructuring, position elimination or things were just not working out. The one place you should stop an applicant is if they mention they lost their job as a
result of a medical issue of their own or because of a family member. That is ADA territory.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 16:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Have you ever been fired?
_
I'm an Accountant at my company of 25 employees, only 6 in the office and was ask to take on HR. For the past 6 months I've been reading as much as I can about employment laws I'm trying put
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procedures in place and I'm looking at our application.
Is it legal on ask on a job application if the candidate was ever fired or ask to resign from a job? Can we ask for exact reason they left a job?

top
432.

previous next
Re: Choosing a Benefits Broker
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 12:31 PM
Armando Rangel
To OP - you want to ask your broker to help you with "plan design" that is where your cost savings will be, having the right plan for your EE population. Example: you wouldn't want a plan rich in
OB/GYN benefits when you have a more senior workforce that is past their baby making stage. In this situation a better area to enrich within your plan might be preventative care or RX.
-----------------------------Armando Rangel
Vector Resources, Inc.
Brea
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: Choosing a Benefits Broker
_
A thorough marketing analysis is time consuming and expensive for a broker. Because each broker can go to the same carriers, that means each will get the same rates and the carriers will not
negotiate with multiple brokers. The carriers must provide the same proposal to each. It is also far more efficient for you to analyze broker services, fees, and expertise of the teams and then make
your decision who is the best fit for your firm and team. Once you choose your new broker, they will have exclusivity in the marketplace and then will be able to negotiate the best deal on your
behalf.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 16:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Choosing a Benefits Broker
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a question about choosing a benefits broker. We are looking at several different brokers and want them to provide us a quote before we decide who to use. One of them wants us to sign a
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letter saying we have selected them as a broker before he provides the quote. We were hoping they would give us their quotes and then we could select. Please educate me about the process? How do
we know which broker we want to use if we dont have a quote? My understanding is that brokers can go to different carriers for a quote correct? so why would we sign a letter before he gets a quote?
please educate me. Thank you,

top
433.

previous next
Re: Choosing a Benefits Broker
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 4:57 PM
Darlene Swaffar
I'm here in South FL, and perhaps it works differently here. I have an insurance agency, licensed with the majority of carriers that are strong here. I've never asked my employers for a commitment
letter upfront. The only think I ask for is an employee census and I prefer to meet with the Benefits Director or HR Manager to get an understanding of their needs. The I obtain quotes from the
carriers and they have never asked me if I am the Agent of Record, prior to providing me a quote. I'm also licensed with Supplemental Insurance Carriers, and I design the most cost effective option
for my clients based on their budget. If they have elderly employees turning 65 or 65+, I may suggest transitioning them to Medicare, to lower the risk and Group rate overall. I suggest Onsite
Wellness Initiative and work with the carriers on any add on, extra benefits that can be offered. Hope this helps.
-----------------------------Darlene Swaffar
Owner
Sunshine Insurance Associates, LLC
Boca Raton FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 16:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: Choosing a Benefits Broker
_
â€‹â€‹
I have a question about choosing a benefits broker. We are looking at several different brokers and want them to provide us a quote before we decide who to use. One of them wants us to sign a
letter saying we have selected them as a broker before he provides the quote. We were hoping they would give us their quotes and then we could select. Please educate me about the process? How do
we know which broker we want to use if we dont have a quote? My understanding is that brokers can go to different carriers for a quote correct? so why would we sign a letter before he gets a quote?
please educate me. Thank you,
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top
434.

previous next
Re: Is it discrimination to not hire someone
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 5:58 PM
Anonymous

_
I am still trying to work why someone would list that on their resume unless they worked at a legal dispensary.
Can you pass if someone listed that they sold marijuana? Yes, you can. The same as passing at someone who worked for Stoprite Market or worked as a mannequin or has 20 years experience in an
area that you are not interested in.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 12:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Is it discrimination to not hire someone
_
If a person has that they sell marijuana on their resume, and we're a drug free workplace, can we pass on them?

top
435.

previous next
Re: Fuel Dispatchers
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:57 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello, I am in a similar industry and our bonus structure depends largely on efficiency metrics (gallons delivered per mile driven, overtime management, etc). Payout is tiered based on performance to
goal up to 10% of their annual salary.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 12:02
From: Angela Cyre
Subject: Fuel Dispatchers
Hello I'm the HR department for a local fuel delivery company where we have three dispatchers responsible for scheduling the delivery of fuel to our customers. I am looking to implement a bonus
structure for these dispatchers and am hoping someone might have experience in this area. We pay them salary and are on call. Any insight would be appreciated.
Thank you,
Angela
-----------------------------Angela Cyre
Bellingham
------------------------------

top
436.

previous next
Re: Summer Break?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:06 PM
Anonymous

_
You could treat it as a voluntary resignation and rehire or put the person on LOA. The decision would depend on whether the employee would have access to, or accrue, any benefits while not
actively working for your company. For example, my last position was with a retailer. Because active employees were eligible for employee discount, we termed students when they stopped actively
working. Also think about what benefits there are to continuous service vs. breaks in service, e.g. length of service recognition programs.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 11:27
From: Barrie Seigle
Subject: Summer Break?
We have an hourly employee who currently works part-time while attending school. She's getting married and then travelling this summer with her husband to work door-to-door sales, but she has
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indicated she would like to return to work in the fall (again, part-time).
What have people done in the past with situations like this? Have they "voluntarily resigned" but are eligible for re-hire?
-----------------------------Barrie Seigle
HR Generalist
------------------------------

top
437.

previous next
Re: Considering a BLR Subscription- Is It Worth It?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 8:44 PM
Terre Ogden
Thank you for asking the question. I too, am a DOO and had gone through a trial session with them while evaluating some similar options. I myself have wondered if it is worth the price.
certainly appreciate hearing from others who have used it as well, or those who have other recommendations.

Would

-----------------------------Terre Ogden
Cincinnati, OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 11:18
From: Germaine Townsend
Subject: Considering a BLR Subscription- Is It Worth It?
In an HR Department of one and I'm considering a subscription with HR.BLR.com. Are there any BLR subscribers on this forum who can tell me about their experience with the service. Is it worth
the investment?
-----------------------------Germaine Townsend
HR Director
------------------------------
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top
438.

previous next
Re: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 12:27 PM
Ja'Net Christmas
This is a wonderful post! This is needed everyday lol
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
BEST. POST. EVER. I lost it at #23.
HRinVAâ€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 16:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
Thank you for the laugh! I always enjoy your posts and this one may be the best one yet!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 09:02
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
It's Friday the 13th and the temperature is going to drop 40 degrees today. In honor of the stupidity that is about to start knocking on my door, I thought I'd start the day by sharing 13 lessons I've
learned from contributing to this Community.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

HR is divided into 3 groups. It's not entry-level, mid-management, and executive; it's party planner, policy police, and strategic partner.
Santa isn't real. But, the tampon tax is.
Tina's husband won't eat Mexican food.
Mama bear still thinks it was appropriate to confront her daughter's employer.
Even after 25 years, we still struggle to correctly apply FMLA.
No ADA discussion is complete until Anonymonk has weighed in.
Some contributors give consistently great advice, some contributors give consistently personal opinions, and some of us just look for excuses to add snarky, condescending posts.
Marijuana-themed office parties are simultaneously good harmless fun and one step short of devil worship.
Every day will include a least one of each of the following posts: should we write up/fire this employee?, how can I get a HR job?, my boss doesn't respect HR, and is this job title a salary
position?.
Even though "Google it" is a common phrase for "research it on the internet", no one actually Googles it before posting their question.
If you ask a question about terminating an employee, you will get 2 posts that answer your question, and 20 posts that think your policy is dumb.
The only way to win the dress code game is not to play.
HR runs on coffee in morning wine at night and bourbon after 2:17pm.

Have a great weekend everyone.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
------------------------------

top
439.

previous next
Re: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:44 PM
Anonymous

_
and the food odor posts continue........sauteed veggies and garlic today
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
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This is a wonderful post! This is needed everyday lol
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington

top
440.

previous next
Re: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:14 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm going to say it....that sounds DELICIOUS.
My response to all the food smell haters- your constant throat clearing, pen clicking, loud typing, not-so-silent burping, silent but deadly gas emissions, overuse of the word "um" or whatever
annoying thing that you do is just as annoying and disruptive to someone else's work. Get some scented lotion and put it above your lip but under your nose and you would be absolutely surprised
how effective that can be.
But....instead my response is usually "I'm not policing what people are bringing in for lunch" :(
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
and the food odor posts continue........sauteed veggies and garlic today
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
This is a wonderful post! This is needed everyday lol
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Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
BEST. POST. EVER. I lost it at #23.
HRinVAâ€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 16:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
Thank you for the laugh! I always enjoy your posts and this one may be the best one yet!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 09:02
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
It's Friday the 13th and the temperature is going to drop 40 degrees today. In honor of the stupidity that is about to start knocking on my door, I thought I'd start the day by sharing 13 lessons I've
learned from contributing to this Community.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

HR is divided into 3 groups. It's not entry-level, mid-management, and executive; it's party planner, policy police, and strategic partner.
Santa isn't real. But, the tampon tax is.
Tina's husband won't eat Mexican food.
Mama bear still thinks it was appropriate to confront her daughter's employer.
Even after 25 years, we still struggle to correctly apply FMLA.
No ADA discussion is complete until Anonymonk has weighed in.
Some contributors give consistently great advice, some contributors give consistently personal opinions, and some of us just look for excuses to add snarky, condescending posts.
Marijuana-themed office parties are simultaneously good harmless fun and one step short of devil worship.
Every day will include a least one of each of the following posts: should we write up/fire this employee?, how can I get a HR job?, my boss doesn't respect HR, and is this job title a salary
position?.
Even though "Google it" is a common phrase for "research it on the internet", no one actually Googles it before posting their question.
If you ask a question about terminating an employee, you will get 2 posts that answer your question, and 20 posts that think your policy is dumb.
The only way to win the dress code game is not to play.
HR runs on coffee in morning wine at night and bourbon after 2:17pm.

Have a great weekend everyone.
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-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
------------------------------

top
441.

previous next
Re: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:37 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
This TGIF is even better on Monday!
And Todd, did you get whomped with some snow this weekend? Im heading for Door County and hear they got 2 feet yesterday!
Forgot the one...
"My CEO has directed me to..." with the invariable responses of
"you shouldn't have to do that,"
"That's not HRs job"
"The manager needs to do that..."
Oi.
HR Standup anyone?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
I'm going to say it....that sounds DELICIOUS.
My response to all the food smell haters- your constant throat clearing, pen clicking, loud typing, not-so-silent burping, silent but deadly gas emissions, overuse of the word "um" or whatever
annoying thing that you do is just as annoying and disruptive to someone else's work. Get some scented lotion and put it above your lip but under your nose and you would be absolutely surprised
how effective that can be.
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But....instead my response is usually "I'm not policing what people are bringing in for lunch" :(
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
and the food odor posts continue........sauteed veggies and garlic today
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
This is a wonderful post! This is needed everyday lol
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
BEST. POST. EVER. I lost it at #23.
HRinVAâ€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 16:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
Thank you for the laugh! I always enjoy your posts and this one may be the best one yet!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 09:02
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
It's Friday the 13th and the temperature is going to drop 40 degrees today. In honor of the stupidity that is about to start knocking on my door, I thought I'd start the day by sharing 13 lessons I've
learned from contributing to this Community.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

HR is divided into 3 groups. It's not entry-level, mid-management, and executive; it's party planner, policy police, and strategic partner.
Santa isn't real. But, the tampon tax is.
Tina's husband won't eat Mexican food.
Mama bear still thinks it was appropriate to confront her daughter's employer.
Even after 25 years, we still struggle to correctly apply FMLA.
No ADA discussion is complete until Anonymonk has weighed in.
Some contributors give consistently great advice, some contributors give consistently personal opinions, and some of us just look for excuses to add snarky, condescending posts.
Marijuana-themed office parties are simultaneously good harmless fun and one step short of devil worship.
Every day will include a least one of each of the following posts: should we write up/fire this employee?, how can I get a HR job?, my boss doesn't respect HR, and is this job title a salary
position?.
Even though "Google it" is a common phrase for "research it on the internet", no one actually Googles it before posting their question.
If you ask a question about terminating an employee, you will get 2 posts that answer your question, and 20 posts that think your policy is dumb.
The only way to win the dress code game is not to play.
HR runs on coffee in morning wine at night and bourbon after 2:17pm.

Have a great weekend everyone.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
------------------------------

top
442.

previous next
Re: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 2:09 PM
Anonymous

_
That the Anons give great advice and are Anon for legitimate business/personal reasons which do not include being mean or snarky.
That many of the "named" posters , who claim that Anons only post as Anons to be snarky, often are holier than thou and tout "professionalism".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
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_
â€‹
This TGIF is even better on Monday!
And Todd, did you get whomped with some snow this weekend? Im heading for Door County and hear they got 2 feet yesterday!
Forgot the one...
"My CEO has directed me to..." with the invariable responses of
"you shouldn't have to do that,"
"That's not HRs job"
"The manager needs to do that..."
Oi.
HR Standup anyone?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 13:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
I'm going to say it....that sounds DELICIOUS.
My response to all the food smell haters- your constant throat clearing, pen clicking, loud typing, not-so-silent burping, silent but deadly gas emissions, overuse of the word "um" or whatever
annoying thing that you do is just as annoying and disruptive to someone else's work. Get some scented lotion and put it above your lip but under your nose and you would be absolutely surprised
how effective that can be.
But....instead my response is usually "I'm not policing what people are bringing in for lunch" :(
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
and the food odor posts continue........sauteed veggies and garlic today
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:27
From: Ja'Net Christmas
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
This is a wonderful post! This is needed everyday lol
-----------------------------Ja'Net Christmas
Washington
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 11:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
BEST. POST. EVER. I lost it at #23.
HRinVAâ€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 16:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
Thank you for the laugh! I always enjoy your posts and this one may be the best one yet!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 09:02
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
It's Friday the 13th and the temperature is going to drop 40 degrees today. In honor of the stupidity that is about to start knocking on my door, I thought I'd start the day by sharing 13 lessons I've
learned from contributing to this Community.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

HR is divided into 3 groups. It's not entry-level, mid-management, and executive; it's party planner, policy police, and strategic partner.
Santa isn't real. But, the tampon tax is.
Tina's husband won't eat Mexican food.
Mama bear still thinks it was appropriate to confront her daughter's employer.
Even after 25 years, we still struggle to correctly apply FMLA.
No ADA discussion is complete until Anonymonk has weighed in.
Some contributors give consistently great advice, some contributors give consistently personal opinions, and some of us just look for excuses to add snarky, condescending posts.
Marijuana-themed office parties are simultaneously good harmless fun and one step short of devil worship.
Every day will include a least one of each of the following posts: should we write up/fire this employee?, how can I get a HR job?, my boss doesn't respect HR, and is this job title a salary
position?.
Even though "Google it" is a common phrase for "research it on the internet", no one actually Googles it before posting their question.
If you ask a question about terminating an employee, you will get 2 posts that answer your question, and 20 posts that think your policy is dumb.
The only way to win the dress code game is not to play.
HR runs on coffee in morning wine at night and bourbon after 2:17pm.

Have a great weekend everyone.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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top

previous next

443.

Re: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 2:23 PM
Sarah Marchese
Logged into Community to look for some info. Stumbled across this and am now thoroughly satisfied.
Hilarious.
-----------------------------Sarah Marchese
HR Specialist
PhoenixAZ
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 09:02
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
It's Friday the 13th and the temperature is going to drop 40 degrees today. In honor of the stupidity that is about to start knocking on my door, I thought I'd start the day by sharing 13 lessons I've
learned from contributing to this Community.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

HR is divided into 3 groups. It's not entry-level, mid-management, and executive; it's party planner, policy police, and strategic partner.
Santa isn't real. But, the tampon tax is.
Tina's husband won't eat Mexican food.
Mama bear still thinks it was appropriate to confront her daughter's employer.
Even after 25 years, we still struggle to correctly apply FMLA.
No ADA discussion is complete until Anonymonk has weighed in.
Some contributors give consistently great advice, some contributors give consistently personal opinions, and some of us just look for excuses to add snarky, condescending posts.
Marijuana-themed office parties are simultaneously good harmless fun and one step short of devil worship.
Every day will include a least one of each of the following posts: should we write up/fire this employee?, how can I get a HR job?, my boss doesn't respect HR, and is this job title a salary
position?.
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10.
11.
12.
13.

Even though "Google it" is a common phrase for "research it on the internet", no one actually Googles it before posting their question.
If you ask a question about terminating an employee, you will get 2 posts that answer your question, and 20 posts that think your policy is dumb.
The only way to win the dress code game is not to play.
HR runs on coffee in morning wine at night and bourbon after 2:17pm.

Have a great weekend everyone.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
------------------------------

top
444.

previous next
Re: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:32 PM
Anonymous

_
Someone needs to add the obligatory, "How do I handle the body-odor discussion?" question.....oh wait, I just did!
--Ray of Sunshine
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:22
From: Sarah Marchese
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Logged into Community to look for some info. Stumbled across this and am now thoroughly satisfied.
Hilarious.
-----------------------------Sarah Marchese
HR Specialist
PhoenixAZ
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previous next
Re: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:33 PM
Aaron Bauer

I think we need to have an anniversary celebration of some of these posts (like the "She won't come to the christmas party now" post).
-----------------------------Aaron Bauer
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
Someone needs to add the obligatory, "How do I handle the body-odor discussion?" question.....oh wait, I just did!
--Ray of Sunshine
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:22
From: Sarah Marchese
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Logged into Community to look for some info. Stumbled across this and am now thoroughly satisfied.
Hilarious.
-----------------------------Sarah Marchese
HR Specialist
PhoenixAZ
Original Message:
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Reply to Sender

Sent: 04-13-2018 09:02
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
It's Friday the 13th and the temperature is going to drop 40 degrees today. In honor of the stupidity that is about to start knocking on my door, I thought I'd start the day by sharing 13 lessons I've
learned from contributing to this Community.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

HR is divided into 3 groups. It's not entry-level, mid-management, and executive; it's party planner, policy police, and strategic partner.
Santa isn't real. But, the tampon tax is.
Tina's husband won't eat Mexican food.
Mama bear still thinks it was appropriate to confront her daughter's employer.
Even after 25 years, we still struggle to correctly apply FMLA.
No ADA discussion is complete until Anonymonk has weighed in.
Some contributors give consistently great advice, some contributors give consistently personal opinions, and some of us just look for excuses to add snarky, condescending posts.
Marijuana-themed office parties are simultaneously good harmless fun and one step short of devil worship.
Every day will include a least one of each of the following posts: should we write up/fire this employee?, how can I get a HR job?, my boss doesn't respect HR, and is this job title a salary
position?.
Even though "Google it" is a common phrase for "research it on the internet", no one actually Googles it before posting their question.
If you ask a question about terminating an employee, you will get 2 posts that answer your question, and 20 posts that think your policy is dumb.
The only way to win the dress code game is not to play.
HR runs on coffee in morning wine at night and bourbon after 2:17pm.

Have a great weekend everyone.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 3:39 PM
Anonymous

_
Aaron- fabulous idea.
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I like to think the name "Tina" will diminish in popularity thanks to that post. "No, honey, we can't call our daughter TINA, she ruined the office Christmas Party. I will not subject our daughter to a
future where she will marry a monster who doesn't like MEXICAN food!".
Mark my words. This conversation is definitely in someone's future.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:32
From: Aaron Bauer
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
I think we need to have an anniversary celebration of some of these posts (like the "She won't come to the christmas party now" post).
-----------------------------Aaron Bauer

top

previous next

447.

Re: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 3:47 PM
Aaron Bauer

Mark my words. This conversation is definitely in someone's future.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 15:39

I do not doubt that you are correct.
-----------------------------Aaron Bauer
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-16-2018 15:39
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
Aaron- fabulous idea.
I like to think the name "Tina" will diminish in popularity thanks to that post. "No, honey, we can't call our daughter TINA, she ruined the office Christmas Party. I will not subject our daughter to a
future where she will marry a monster who doesn't like MEXICAN food!".
Mark my words. This conversation is definitely in someone's future.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:32
From: Aaron Bauer
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
I think we need to have an anniversary celebration of some of these posts (like the "She won't come to the christmas party now" post).
-----------------------------Aaron Bauer
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 15:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
_
Someone needs to add the obligatory, "How do I handle the body-odor discussion?" question.....oh wait, I just did!
--Ray of Sunshine
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 14:22
From: Sarah Marchese
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
Logged into Community to look for some info. Stumbled across this and am now thoroughly satisfied.
Hilarious.
-----------------------------Sarah Marchese
HR Specialist
PhoenixAZ
Original Message:
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Sent: 04-13-2018 09:02
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: What I've learned - Friday the 13th Edition
It's Friday the 13th and the temperature is going to drop 40 degrees today. In honor of the stupidity that is about to start knocking on my door, I thought I'd start the day by sharing 13 lessons I've
learned from contributing to this Community.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

HR is divided into 3 groups. It's not entry-level, mid-management, and executive; it's party planner, policy police, and strategic partner.
Santa isn't real. But, the tampon tax is.
Tina's husband won't eat Mexican food.
Mama bear still thinks it was appropriate to confront her daughter's employer.
Even after 25 years, we still struggle to correctly apply FMLA.
No ADA discussion is complete until Anonymonk has weighed in.
Some contributors give consistently great advice, some contributors give consistently personal opinions, and some of us just look for excuses to add snarky, condescending posts.
Marijuana-themed office parties are simultaneously good harmless fun and one step short of devil worship.
Every day will include a least one of each of the following posts: should we write up/fire this employee?, how can I get a HR job?, my boss doesn't respect HR, and is this job title a salary
position?.
Even though "Google it" is a common phrase for "research it on the internet", no one actually Googles it before posting their question.
If you ask a question about terminating an employee, you will get 2 posts that answer your question, and 20 posts that think your policy is dumb.
The only way to win the dress code game is not to play.
HR runs on coffee in morning wine at night and bourbon after 2:17pm.

Have a great weekend everyone.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Enforcing dress code
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 7:36 PM
Anonymous

_
You are targeting people. You are targeting the temps that violate the dress code. If they didn't violate the dress code you would not be having this conversation. Also, occasionally you miss some
employees, they do indeed slide by. I had an employee tell me she didn't know why we had a casual dress code because she couldn't wear what she wanted. I advised that the dress code was business
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casual, not hang out with your friends at the local eatery causal.
I am with you 100 percent. It is a waste of your time to have to deal with this. As other stated, send out your dress code with a memo noting:
In the past months, we have noticed an increasing violation of our dress code. In order to clarify our policy, please note that our dress code is business casual. COMPANY cannot create a policy that
covers every type of business casual appropriate and inappropriate clothing that exists. However, employees should note that absence of language does not indicate consent. If the policy does not
mention a particular garment as inappropriate (such as whatever), it does not mean that garment is appropriate. We believe the guidelines we established are sufficiently clear; however, if you have a
question regarding a particular dress wear please contact (whoever)
FYI, I work for a very traditional corporate company. Anyone seen in leggings would have been escorted to the door, long top or not. That is one of the first things we discuss with our applicants.
Our dress code.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-12-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Enforcing dress code
_
I don't really have time for this, but I have to provide guidance. We have a casual dress code but have provided guidelines with what is NOT acceptable - sweatpants, beach wear, torn clothing and
torn jeans, offensive t-shirts/graphics, shorts, strapless or revealing clothing. You get the idea.
Still people push the envelope. Leggings were listed as not acceptable or appropriate for the workplace. When that is pointed out to someone, we usually get well so and so wore them. It could be
they were wearing skinny jeans. I'm not sure how to distinguish what's acceptable or not. We've even provided pictures in our dress code, but still there's a problem.
I think it's more of what can we see! Leggings are usually made of a thin, stretchy fabric. I wouldn't have a problem with leggings if the person is also wearing a longer top. Skinny jeans - well the
fabric is thicker and in that sense not as revealing as leggings. How do you get this across to people. We have 40-60 temps at any given time and it's mostly this group that has issues. We've even
had a couple of them walk out because they felt we were singling them out. We're not asking anyone to dress up, but there is still an appropriateness in the workplace.
Any ideas?

top
449.

previous next
Re: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:14 PM
Anonymous

_
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It's a shame this post didn't generate more guidance from HR professionals.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-12-2018 11:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
_
Hi all & good morning!
I am a greenhorn in HR, as I have no formal education or training in HR. We are a small construction/crane operation with less than 50 employees so we all wear multiple hats. Needless to say, I
spend hours on this site learning as much as I can! The amount of information on this site is sometimes overwhelming to a newcomer, so I'm hoping that y'all can help me out!
An employee approached me yesterday and shared that s/he feels s/he's being outcast and treated unfairly by his/her coworkers because s/he's a different color than most employees. S/He said others
make rude and derogatory comments to him/her regularly and that s/he's not getting the same hours/overtime opportunities as others. S/He also feels that s/he was unfairly singled out, and
disqualified from a safety bonus when others who received the bonus were involved in safety violations as well. S/He says his work environment is affecting his/her/job performance and his/her
overall job satisfaction. S/He also said that s/he has experienced this harassment for over a year. Note: This employee has come to me on two separate occasions about similar race-related comments
from others, which were fully investigated & both came to a he said/she said type case where there were no witnesses to corroborate either story. I printed a copy of the harassment section of our
handbook and distributed it to all employees at a safety meeting, and the two employees involved were counseled separately. This is the 3rd time this emplyee has reported harassment (accusing a
different employee than before), and there are witnesses to the incident. I am fully investigating this case with my boss, and I want to do a thorough job. I know documentation is imperative, but do
you have any other tips?
Thanks in advance!

top
450.

previous next
Re: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:21 PM
Anonymous

_
Why do you say this? Perhaps we didn't have anything to add.
Todd and the anons gave good advice and there were some likes on the posts.
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It's a shame this post didn't generate more guidance from HR professionals.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 12:14

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
_
It's a shame this post didn't generate more guidance from HR professionals.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-12-2018 11:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
_
Hi all & good morning!
I am a greenhorn in HR, as I have no formal education or training in HR. We are a small construction/crane operation with less than 50 employees so we all wear multiple hats. Needless to say, I
spend hours on this site learning as much as I can! The amount of information on this site is sometimes overwhelming to a newcomer, so I'm hoping that y'all can help me out!
An employee approached me yesterday and shared that s/he feels s/he's being outcast and treated unfairly by his/her coworkers because s/he's a different color than most employees. S/He said others
make rude and derogatory comments to him/her regularly and that s/he's not getting the same hours/overtime opportunities as others. S/He also feels that s/he was unfairly singled out, and
disqualified from a safety bonus when others who received the bonus were involved in safety violations as well. S/He says his work environment is affecting his/her/job performance and his/her
overall job satisfaction. S/He also said that s/he has experienced this harassment for over a year. Note: This employee has come to me on two separate occasions about similar race-related comments
from others, which were fully investigated & both came to a he said/she said type case where there were no witnesses to corroborate either story. I printed a copy of the harassment section of our
handbook and distributed it to all employees at a safety meeting, and the two employees involved were counseled separately. This is the 3rd time this emplyee has reported harassment (accusing a
different employee than before), and there are witnesses to the incident. I am fully investigating this case with my boss, and I want to do a thorough job. I know documentation is imperative, but do
you have any other tips?
Thanks in advance!
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previous next
Re: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
Reply to Group
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Apr 16, 2018 12:41 PM
Anonymous
_

I am fully investigating this case with my boss, and I want to do a thorough job. I know documentation is imperative, but do you have any other tips?
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 12:20

I was asking for tips on conducting this investigation thoroughly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
_
Why do you say this? Perhaps we didn't have anything to add.
Todd and the anons gave good advice and there were some likes on the posts.
It's a shame this post didn't generate more guidance from HR professionals.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 12:14

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
_
It's a shame this post didn't generate more guidance from HR professionals.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-12-2018 11:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
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_
Hi all & good morning!
I am a greenhorn in HR, as I have no formal education or training in HR. We are a small construction/crane operation with less than 50 employees so we all wear multiple hats. Needless to say, I
spend hours on this site learning as much as I can! The amount of information on this site is sometimes overwhelming to a newcomer, so I'm hoping that y'all can help me out!
An employee approached me yesterday and shared that s/he feels s/he's being outcast and treated unfairly by his/her coworkers because s/he's a different color than most employees. S/He said others
make rude and derogatory comments to him/her regularly and that s/he's not getting the same hours/overtime opportunities as others. S/He also feels that s/he was unfairly singled out, and
disqualified from a safety bonus when others who received the bonus were involved in safety violations as well. S/He says his work environment is affecting his/her/job performance and his/her
overall job satisfaction. S/He also said that s/he has experienced this harassment for over a year. Note: This employee has come to me on two separate occasions about similar race-related comments
from others, which were fully investigated & both came to a he said/she said type case where there were no witnesses to corroborate either story. I printed a copy of the harassment section of our
handbook and distributed it to all employees at a safety meeting, and the two employees involved were counseled separately. This is the 3rd time this emplyee has reported harassment (accusing a
different employee than before), and there are witnesses to the incident. I am fully investigating this case with my boss, and I want to do a thorough job. I know documentation is imperative, but do
you have any other tips?
Thanks in advance!

top
452.

previous next
Re: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:28 PM
Anonymous

_
Did you ask the employee for a list of witnesses?
If you keep coming up with he said/she said situations- I don't think you are doing a thorough enough job in your investigation. Go back to the basics- SHRM has good investigation resources
available (just type in investigations on the search bar on the regular SHRM website). They have templates for documentation, examples of timelines for investigations, and there was an article at one
point on "he said/she said" outcomes in investigations and how to push past that result for a real conclusion.
If these investigations aren't done thoroughly- you could find yourself in hot water with the employee accusing you of not taking the complaint seriously.
Todd gave you great pointers- however, like many posts on this site, you need to do some research and reading of your own to further your skills. SHRM does have a great book you can buy too that
is like an investigations 101 book. But again, that's going to require you to do some reading.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
_

I am fully investigating this case with my boss, and I want to do a thorough job. I know documentation is imperative, but do you have any other tips?
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 12:20

I was asking for tips on conducting this investigation thoroughly.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
_
Why do you say this? Perhaps we didn't have anything to add.
Todd and the anons gave good advice and there were some likes on the posts.
It's a shame this post didn't generate more guidance from HR professionals.
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 12:14

Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 12:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
_
It's a shame this post didn't generate more guidance from HR professionals.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-12-2018 11:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Racial Discrimination->Harassment->Retaliation Investigation
_
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Hi all & good morning!
I am a greenhorn in HR, as I have no formal education or training in HR. We are a small construction/crane operation with less than 50 employees so we all wear multiple hats. Needless to say, I
spend hours on this site learning as much as I can! The amount of information on this site is sometimes overwhelming to a newcomer, so I'm hoping that y'all can help me out!
An employee approached me yesterday and shared that s/he feels s/he's being outcast and treated unfairly by his/her coworkers because s/he's a different color than most employees. S/He said others
make rude and derogatory comments to him/her regularly and that s/he's not getting the same hours/overtime opportunities as others. S/He also feels that s/he was unfairly singled out, and
disqualified from a safety bonus when others who received the bonus were involved in safety violations as well. S/He says his work environment is affecting his/her/job performance and his/her
overall job satisfaction. S/He also said that s/he has experienced this harassment for over a year. Note: This employee has come to me on two separate occasions about similar race-related comments
from others, which were fully investigated & both came to a he said/she said type case where there were no witnesses to corroborate either story. I printed a copy of the harassment section of our
handbook and distributed it to all employees at a safety meeting, and the two employees involved were counseled separately. This is the 3rd time this emplyee has reported harassment (accusing a
different employee than before), and there are witnesses to the incident. I am fully investigating this case with my boss, and I want to do a thorough job. I know documentation is imperative, but do
you have any other tips?
Thanks in advance!

top
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previous next
Re: What can I do??
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 12:31 PM
Tracey McMillan

Good responses all- my question - why are we not addressing the performance issues which are certainly relevant. Would you address the performance issues if she were not pregnant or if one of her colleagues were demonstrating the same
deficiencies?

-----------------------------Trenton
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-12-2018 09:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can I do??
_
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We are a construction company. I have a pregnant female working in the field who is about 7 1/2 months along. I've received several reports that she doesn't do any work, but rather just sits down all
day, so we are not talking about a stellar employee here.
She emailed me this morning asking when she was able to take leave because she has been in a lot of pain lately. (She does not qualify for FMLA). I asked when she'd like to start to which she
responded "asap because I have fallen alot in the last few weeks).
I granted her leave and explain to her that she needs to continue paying her insurance premiums while off from work. She then responded that she'd now like to wait a few more weeks before going
on leave.
Is there anything I can do? Or do I have to keep her on the payroll to not really do any work for a few more weeks?

top
454.

previous next
Re: What can I do??
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 12:33 PM
Anonymous

_
Good responses all- my question - why are we not addressing the performance issues which are certainly relevant. Would you address the performance issues if she were not pregnant or if one of her colleagues were demonstrating the same
deficiencies?

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-12-2018 09:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can I do??
_
We are a construction company. I have a pregnant female working in the field who is about 7 1/2 months along. I've received several reports that she doesn't do any work, but rather just sits down all
day, so we are not talking about a stellar employee here.
She emailed me this morning asking when she was able to take leave because she has been in a lot of pain lately. (She does not qualify for FMLA). I asked when she'd like to start to which she
responded "asap because I have fallen alot in the last few weeks).
I granted her leave and explain to her that she needs to continue paying her insurance premiums while off from work. She then responded that she'd now like to wait a few more weeks before going
on leave.
Is there anything I can do? Or do I have to keep her on the payroll to not really do any work for a few more weeks?
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previous next
Re: What can I do??
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 1:00 PM
Anonymous

_
I guess I understand what you're getting at here, but this isn't really a "fun fact" or "LOL" worthy. At barely 30 weeks along, this woman and her child have a hard road ahead of them. I hope that
your company's offer of leave still stands. I also hope that the falls the employee suffered on the job didn't contribute to her pre-term labor.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 17:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can I do??
_
Fun fact --- She went into labor today!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-13-2018 10:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can I do??
_

Does that form have a place where restrictions can be checked? To me, it sounds like a generic note basically saying she can work. Since she's quite far along in her pregnancy, she should be having
bi-weekly (if not weekly) OB appointments. I would give her a copy of her job description, ask her physician to review it, and have any restrictions indicated on the Return to Work note. I wouldn't
suggest accepting a simple "Employee can return to work" from her physician. They need to see what the physical requirements of her job are before determining that. I would also require proof that
the job description was reviewed by asking her to have her physician sign the job description. It sounds like she's definitely avoiding being taken off of work because she doesn't want to pay full
health insurance premiums. I worked solely on FMLA/disability for 10 years with a large employer (8000+ employees) and we ran into this type of thing quite often. You want to protect yourself!
I'm from Wisconsin, so our State FMLA rules probably vary from each other, but Federal laws are the same. From your original note, it sounds like the reason she isn't eligible for FMLA is because
she's a less than 1 year employee.
Good luck!
VW

Original Message:
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Sent: 04-13-2018 08:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can I do??
_
OP here - We are in Michigan. We have about 140 employees in this state. We are non-union. She is not returning my calls to further discuss the falls so I'm not sure that they are work related.
Another question though - The work release from the doctor --- Does it need to specifically say that she can return to work? I had sent her an email yesterday letting her know that she needed to
provide a fit-for-duty slip before she could continue working and she sent me back a slip from the hospital titled "Antenatal/Triage Discharge Instructions" which is marked to "resume normal
activity". I'm no medical expert but that sounds to me like just went to an urgent care/ER facility, not her primary doctor. Is that sufficient? I believe I can send her to another doctor for a 2nd opinion
as long as the company pays for it, correct?
I really appreciate everyone's help. I'm still fairly new to HR and I'm a DOO so everything is a learning process. Thank you!!
Original Message:
Sent: 04-12-2018 17:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can I do??
_
In what state and what is your headcount? Is she in the union and does your CBA address this? What would you do/have you done for coworkers in similar situations but for different reasons? Is it
possible she has a disability/medical condition related to the pregnancy?
Did you report the falls to the workers' comp carrier?
Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-12-2018 09:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: What can I do??
_
We are a construction company. I have a pregnant female working in the field who is about 7 1/2 months along. I've received several reports that she doesn't do any work, but rather just sits down all
day, so we are not talking about a stellar employee here.
She emailed me this morning asking when she was able to take leave because she has been in a lot of pain lately. (She does not qualify for FMLA). I asked when she'd like to start to which she
responded "asap because I have fallen alot in the last few weeks).
I granted her leave and explain to her that she needs to continue paying her insurance premiums while off from work. She then responded that she'd now like to wait a few more weeks before going
on leave.
Is there anything I can do? Or do I have to keep her on the payroll to not really do any work for a few more weeks?

top
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previous next

456.

Re: Term Notification Letter to Company - Too much or ok?
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 7:42 PM
Anonymous

_
So the letter was about you and mention you by name?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-05-2018 20:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term Notification Letter to Company - Too much or ok?
_
Is this term notification letter to the Company too much information? Possible blowback? Have you ever written something like this?
Dear Team,
Today we terminated X's employment. His termination was based on an ongoing pattern of insubordinate behavior that compromised the company. These situations are always unpleasant, but it is my
firm belief that this decision was both justified and in the best interest of X and X employees.
I am aware that this news may be unsettling. It is important for you all to know that this decision was made exclusively on the basis of the actions X took. The specific issues have been resolved. We
will be working to find another marketing team member as quickly as possible. Effective immediately, X will be the interim manager of the Marketing team.

top
457.

previous next
Re: Term Notification Letter to Company - Too much or ok?
Reply to Group
Apr 17, 2018 9:16 AM
Anonymous

_
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So the letter was about you and mention you by name?
Anonymous, 04-16-2018 19:42

Please read the post again. But, no and no.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-16-2018 19:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term Notification Letter to Company - Too much or ok?
_
So the letter was about you and mention you by name?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-05-2018 20:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term Notification Letter to Company - Too much or ok?
_
Is this term notification letter to the Company too much information? Possible blowback? Have you ever written something like this?
Dear Team,
Today we terminated X's employment. His termination was based on an ongoing pattern of insubordinate behavior that compromised the company. These situations are always unpleasant, but it is my
firm belief that this decision was both justified and in the best interest of X and X employees.
I am aware that this news may be unsettling. It is important for you all to know that this decision was made exclusively on the basis of the actions X took. The specific issues have been resolved. We
will be working to find another marketing team member as quickly as possible. Effective immediately, X will be the interim manager of the Marketing team.

top
458.

previous next
Re: Recruiter Salary
Reply to Group
Apr 16, 2018 9:45 PM
Silvia Snyder
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Reply to Sender

40k for Colombia even if it's the capital Bogota is actually a very good salary for a recruiter. That many positions per month are not hard to fill either. I'm talking by experience because I'm
originally from Medellin, Colombia. The dollar change rate is in average 2700 Colombian pesos and normally they are salary they dont work per hour and the average of working hours per week
is min 45. So that means this person is going to have a 9 million pesos per month. I wish I ever had a salary like that while I was there, if you need some pay with college degree this is a very
good salary if you are not needing somebody with college this is way too high. You find people like IT people and designers making between 2 and 3 millions per month, so he is doing a great
offer with the 40k. If you have any other questions just let me know

-----------------------------Silvia Snyder
Mc Minnville
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-19-2018 14:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: Recruiter Salary
_
Hello everyone,
I need help. My company is considering to hire a Recruiter, almost 3 years of experience while working in Colombia. The hiring manager wants 40,000 as salary but I believe this is too low. We
usually have 3-7 open positions per month and this will be our only recruiter. He said 40,000 is the salary he wants to pay since the candidate experience is from another country and the candidate has
an accent. What are your thoughts? How much do you think is a good salary for a recruiter with 3 years of experience. We are an IT organization.

top
459.

previous
Re: Recruiter Salary
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 16, 2018 9:48 PM
Silvia Snyder
Sorry but the EEO law doesn't apply in Colombia because this person will be employed there and will not even received a W2, they dont even have to be legal in US to work there so all the laws and
policies you know here dont apply there is a sole and different country even if the corporate office is here in US
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-----------------------------Silvia Snyder
Mc Minnville
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 01-20-2018 14:33
From: Brett Schager
Subject: Recruiter Salary

I agree with the other posters, but want to add that altering usual pay based on national origin is expressly prohibited by EEO federal law. You can tell the hiring manager you're liable to get sued
unless there is a demonstrable gap in skills that is not related to the employee's national origin. Basing a pay decision in any way due to an accent is wildly inappropriate and expressly forbidden by
law as well: www.eeoc.gov/laws/types/nationalorigin.cfm
National Origin Discrimination

Literally send your hiring manager that link.
What is the standard way for determining pay rates at your company? If you don't have one, you should look into local labor market information to find what recruiter salaries are like in your
industry and a company of your size. $40,000 sounds low to me, but I live in Boulder, so maybe that's perfectly reasonable in another city.

-----------------------------Brett Schager, SPHR

You are subscribed to "General HR" as therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. To change your subscriptions, go to My Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to
Unsubscribe.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Society for Human Resource Management" <DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity.org>
Wed, 11 Apr 2018 10:45:51 -0600 (MDT)
General HR Digest for Wednesday April 11, 2018
<therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

General HR
Post New Message
Apr 10, 2018
started 9 minutes ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

4/10 Schedule and Holidays
1. _ Hi! We are a growing construction... Anonymous
started 25 minutes ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

FMLA and death
2. _ Is there ever a situation when fml would... Anonymous
3. _ If a doctor certifies the need for leave... Anonymous
4. _ Agree. FMLA has nothing to PTO. The... Anonymous
5. Most often bereavement leave follows. But, it... Ivette Dupuis
started 32 minutes ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Social Media posting during work hours
6. _ I am new to the HR world. I need some... Anonymous
7. _ There's a bit more here than social media. ... Anonymous
8. â€‹
Thank you very much. I need to meet with the... Paula Barnes
started 40 minutes ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

HR/Safety Professional ?? Need help
9. _ â€‹
Hi, I need assistance as far as some tools... Anonymous
10. _ The National Safety Council has some great... Anonymous
started 41 minutes ago, Amy Martin (0 replies)

Travelling Salesman and I-9 completion
11. The company I currently work for has statutory... Amy Martin
started an hour ago, Anne-Margaret Olsson (0 replies)

Join Us Today at 3pm ET for #Nextchat: Advice for New HR Professionals
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12. Today, Wednesday, April 11th, at 3:00 E.T. on... Anne-Margaret Olsson
started an hour ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Safety Manager at construction company
13. _ Hello, I work for a construction company... Anonymous
14. _ Confused here, your post title says Sales... Anonymous
15. _ Never mind on this statement, I can not... Anonymous
16. _ The title post states Safety Manager. I... Anonymous
17. _ To clarify - He wants an current employee ... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Student Loan Assistance Programs
18. _ I am researching options for a Student Loan... Anonymous
19. There is an article on the SHRM site which I... Eric Emerson
20. Here it is. Tips for Launching a Student-Loan... Eric Emerson
started an hour ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

FMLA up
21. _ We have an employee who as of today will... Anonymous
22. _ Call her and ask her directly for a firm... Anonymous
23. _ What state are you in? Anonymous
24. _ â€‹
Texas Anonymous
25. _ As poster #2 said, you need to get a direct... Anonymous
26. _ â€‹
Thanks for the input! This really helps. Anonymous
27. _ My answer would depend on the reason behind... Anonymous
started an hour ago, Anonymous (14 replies)

Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
28. _ We recently had an incident in the office... Anonymous
29. _ â€‹
Let it go. Those who are guilty will... Anonymous
30. _ Is this concern isolated to one individual... Anonymous
31. _ Why are you sending an email to all staff?... Anonymous
32. Start with the aggressor. Ivette Dupuis
33. _ â€‹
My company use to have me send out these... Anonymous
34. _ OMG NO/ Do not send out an email. The... Anonymous
35. _ Honestly, the offenders won't see... Anonymous
36. _ If someone was that aggressive about a... Anonymous
37. I agree- Let it go, and yes those with common... CINTIA SACANI
38. Then, you're clearly not as devoted (emotional)... Ivette Dupuis
39. All staff emails or bulletin board notifications... Todd Saffell
40. _ I wouldn't get involved. This isn't a... Anonymous
41. Completely agree with those who advise that you... Mary Dillman
started an hour ago, Priscila Parada (2 replies)

Working Interviews... Legal?
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42. Hi, I work in the restaurant industry and we... Priscila Parada
43. Just pay 'em for their time. Problem solved. ... Ivette Dupuis
44. _ You generally do not need to pay them if it... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Who has full access to your HRIS?
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

_ Who should be granted full access to your... Anonymous
_ Private company here as well. The... Anonymous
_ I'm the sole person in my company with full... Anonymous
_ â€‹
My backup and I are the only ones who have... Anonymous
_ VP of HR/ HR Generalist/ HR Assistant ... Anonymous
started 2 hours ago, Nicole Kushner (2 replies)

Relationship Policies
50. I work for a small business that has a family... Nicole Kushner
51. _ Close relationships as in friends? Anonymous
52. Close personal relationships as in romantic... Nicole Kushner
started 2 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

New Manager Training?
53. _ Good morning, I have been challenged... Anonymous
54. My HR 101 consisted of all the laws I felt the... Nicole Kushner
55. It is great that you have the support of... Mary Dillman
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (9 replies)

Abusing Sick Time
56. _ Good morning, I am new to a company that... Anonymous
57. _ You really don't know it is abuse. You don... Anonymous
58. Definitely a conversation with the employee is... Susana Guzman-Agle
59. _ The employee does not have to request FMLA Anonymous
60. _ No I don't know it's abuse. You are right... Anonymous
61. _ Once the 15 days as elapsed, you need to... Anonymous
62. _ Thanks everyone. Your feedback has... Anonymous
63. _ Please search for and read the DOL's FMLA... Anonymous
64. I agree with others and feel you should have a... Nicole Kushner
65. _ Thanks Nicole. That's exactly what I did... Anonymous
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

FLEX SCHEDULING - HELP!
66. _ Looking for any feedback on flex... Anonymous
67. _ We let each manager handle it within their... Anonymous
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Tennessee Unemployment
68. _ My company is in the state of TN to give... Anonymous
started 3 hours ago, CINTIA SACANI (5 replies)
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HR must have Policies
69. I have been assigned to be responsible for the... CINTIA SACANI
70. _ SHRM has good resources under the Resources... Anonymous
71. _ â€‹
I would start with the attached list of... Anonymous
72. Thank you very much. CINTIA SACANI
73. Thank you very much. CINTIA SACANI
74. I suggest you start with an SHRM Essentials of HR < Ivette Dupuis
started 3 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Discipline - Points Systems
75. _ â€‹
Looking to get information from folks who... Anonymous
started 9 hours ago, Md.Saiful Hoque (0 replies)

Employee Engagement Tool
76. Hi, I am working in a Leather goods... Md.Saiful Hoque
started 9 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

HR samples letter
77. _ Hello everybody, I am looking for a... Anonymous
78. _ Letters for what? Offers? Terminations?... Anonymous
79. Letter for which purpose ?? There are a lot of... Soulemane NGAPOUT
80. _ Letters for what purpose? Anonymous
81. _ OE Letters? Term Letters? 4:20 Snack Day... Anonymous
82. _ Severance Letters Term Letters Offer... Anonymous
started 12 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Seattle Sick and Safe Law/WA State Sick Leave Law
83. _ â€‹â€‹
The employees at our workplace are... Anonymous
started 13 hours ago, Darcy Bross (2 replies)

HR in Unique Indistries
84. Hello, SHRM Community! Do you work in a... Darcy Bross
85. _ Do you work at the prison or off site? If... Anonymous
86. _ I used to work in security management at an... Anonymous
started 15 hours ago, Anonymous (0 replies)

Employee Recognition Ideas
87. _ Can you share some ideas of how you would... Anonymous
started 16 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Employee and employer confidentiality
88. _ We have various sites where employees of... Anonymous
89. _ I can't think of a reason why the other... Anonymous
90. _ NO. You don't let them know the reason. You... Anonymous
91. _ Why do they think they should know? Did... Anonymous
92. I agree with everyone else on this. I would not... Nicole Kushner
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)
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Unemployment
93. _ My question is concerning unemployment... Anonymous
94. _ Hello! If an employee resigned they should... Anonymous
95. _ Sometimes unemployment is awarded if... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

controlling outside counsel
96. _ We have an outside law firm handling a... Anonymous
97. _ we already missed a deadline because... Anonymous
98. _ I agree. I'm not used to having more than 2... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
99. _ Hello. I am trying to understand HR best... Anonymous
100. _ â€‹
Not sure what your policy actually says,... Anonymous
101. _ â€‹
"Improper behavior" is a pretty vague... Anonymous
102. _ â€‹Because our zero tolerance policy... Anonymous
103. _ "Should we fire this person or train them... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

19 Temps
104. _ We had a client close it's doors yesterday... Anonymous
105. _ Just a suggestion but the topic of your... Anonymous
started 17 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Commission-only Sales: What do I need to know?
106. _ Currently, our sales people are paid an... Anonymous
107. _ I'm not in California and know only a few... Anonymous
108. Here's a good (detailed enough, but easy to... Ivette Dupuis
started 18 hours ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Sample AHRD Promotion Annoucements
109. _ â€‹
I'm new to the HR team as the HR Admin and... Anonymous
110. _ Why not look at previous announcements your... Anonymous
111. _ Why not look at previous announcements your... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
112. _ Our Loan Officers are required to meet a... Anonymous
113. I'll qualify my response that in my experience,... Mary Dillman
114. _ The personal external factors were not FMLA... Anonymous
115. _ You went from requiring the $1 million... Anonymous
116. _ â€‹
I agree with the above poster that you've... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Exempt/Salary Test
117. _ Wondering if SHRM could require anyone... Anonymous
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118. How are they supposed to learn if they can't ask... Todd Saffell
119. Are you thinking you got bad information, or... Eric Emerson
120. _ Seems that OP was posting with tongue in... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Mandie Mowatt (4 replies)

Employee Terminations
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.

Who does the talking in a termination? HR or the... Mandie Mowatt
_ I am present, but the manager does the... Anonymous
_ I have the Manager do the talking. There... Anonymous
For the most part it is on me. The plant... Eric Emerson
_ Who does the talking in a termination? ... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, CAROLYN SCHATZBERG (14 replies)

Salaried Employee working overtime
126. I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue... CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
127. â€‹
Terms are important. Are they exempt or non... Libby Hayes
128. _ Are these employees exempt or non-exempt? ... Anonymous
129. _ FLSA all day. Anonymous
130. â€‹
It they are truly exempt, there is no overtime Libby Hayes
131. _ â€‹
Commissioned sales are customarily exempt Anonymous
132. These statements are contradictory. Exempt... Todd Saffell
133. Todd I see your point and understand it which... CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
134. _ â€‹
No. Exempt employees are paid for the job... Anonymous
135. _ Should they be compensated in comp... Anonymous
136. _ Are they inside sales or outside sales? ... Anonymous
137. Thank you everyone for the advice! CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
138. _ You don't pay someone OT based on a job title. Anonymous
139. Public sector or private? Todd Saffell
140. _ FLSA clearly states that inside sales are... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (17 replies)

Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
141. _ Can your manager force you to be friends... Anonymous
142. â€‹
Depends on what your job responsibilities are... Libby Hayes
143. _ I don't have "friends" on LinkedIn and my... Anonymous
144. _ Unless its an essential part of your job, I... Anonymous
145. _ Just set up a business LinkedIn account and... Anonymous
146. _ I do not see what the issue would be with... Anonymous
147. _ My question was not about my boss but my... Anonymous
148. _ Has your boss explained why they want you... Anonymous
149. _ I agree with #8. I'm a generalist and DOO,... Anonymous
150. _ 4,000 connections? So glad I stopped ... Anonymous
151. _ I agree with the poster who suggested you... Anonymous
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152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.

_ I cringe when I hear the word "force" in... Anonymous
_ Could you share the reason why there are... Anonymous
_ To those suggesting a business and a... Anonymous
_ I didn't think I would need to explain... Anonymous
When employees reject my requests, I just... Ivette Dupuis
_ One example of personal vs business... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Good employee late every day
158. _ Why not follow policy, progressive discipline? Anonymous
159. _ What do you suggest if you have an employee... Anonymous
160. â€‹
If attendance and punctuality are important... Libby Hayes
161. _ What does this employee's boss want to do... Anonymous
162. _ If you would terminate a bad employee for... Anonymous
163. _ Are you this person's manager? Have you... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Granted vs. Accrued PTO?
164. _ I have a friend who was recently... Anonymous
165. _ Does the company have a separate vacation... Anonymous
started 19 hours ago, Roopa Mehta (5 replies)

Job Abandonment Policy
166. Hello HR Community, Need your feedback on... Roopa Mehta
167. â€‹
Usually it is three days no call no show. --... Libby Hayes
168. Thanks Libby, Does the manager tries to reach... Roopa Mehta
169. _ We do two days of NC/NS. We require the... Anonymous
170. _ We do 3 days NCNS. We do not attempt to... Anonymous
171. _ â€‹
I'm in Michigan - we recently revised our... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

SHRM Conference
172. _ Hello all! I am a department of 1 with 2.5... Anonymous
173. â€‹
What would you believe you would gain from... Libby Hayes
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Maximum hours worked in one shift
174. _ Is there a maximum number of hours worked... Anonymous
175. _ In what state? OSHA doesn't have... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
176. _ â€‹
Total brain loss right now Anonymous
177. _ Nepotism? Anonymous
178. _ â€‹
Life saver! Thanks! :) Anonymous
179. _ Nepotism refers to general favoritism... Anonymous
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180. _ â€‹
Yes - I understand that. Just couldn't... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Mariana Vera (1 reply)

Yearly evaluation and compensation
181. Hello all, I recently moved into the Real... Mariana Vera
182. â€‹
Does not having a college degree affect their... Natalie Novak
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Disability statement but not accomodation request
183. _ â€‹
Does an employee with a disability need to... Anonymous
184. _ Does an employee with a disability... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Stephanie Meyer (2 replies)

HR Internship Program/Curriculum Framework
185. Hi All! I'm bringing on our first HR Intern... Stephanie Meyer
186. _ I had 2 unpaid HR internships, -1 was a... Anonymous
187. following this - I'm interested in bringing on... Stefani Stump
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

Employees are slammed with taxes
188. _ â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and... Anonymous
189. _ From what you have described, it sounds... Anonymous
190. _ I'm not sure I understand the separate... Anonymous
191. _ â€‹
I am the OP. I was not around during the... Anonymous
192. _ Employees should be ensuring the... Anonymous
193. _ The way the taxing was explained to you... Anonymous
194. _ Responding to your second post OP The... Anonymous
195. _ â€‹
These additional checks are likely... Anonymous
196. â€‹
Thank you all so much for your responses. It... Karen Fiello
197. _ â€‹
These are likely to be considered... Anonymous
198. _ turbotax.intuit.com/tax-tips/jobs-and... Anonymous
started 20 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

Best Labor Law Poster Provider
199. _ Several months ago there was a post on here... Anonymous
200. I have used J. J. Keller for several issues... Mark Ellison
201. _ I use SHRM's services after posting my... Anonymous
202. Is there anyone here who has NOT had a nightmare... Stacy Stark
203. _ CalChamber does a very nice annual poster... Anonymous
204. _ Love Gov Docs! Super easy & convenient-... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Sharon Bryan (0 replies)

Charge Account Policy
205. Happy Tuesday! We allow our employees the... Sharon Bryan
started 21 hours ago, Anonymous (10 replies)

What to say to teens about HR
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206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.

_ I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each... Anonymous
You know how there are cliques in High School? ... Laurie Price
_ I would tell them that HR is just another... Anonymous
_ I wish someone had told me about employment... Anonymous
_ I wish someone had told me HR isn't all... Anonymous
_ Also maybe explain how HR can be utilized... Anonymous
Agreed with everything said so far - and LOL to... Sarah Stulga
_ start with "you get to fire people". ... Anonymous
_ Tell them they get to plan the 4:20 snack day. Anonymous
_ LOL! That will keep their interest for sure! Anonymous
_ But be careful not to serve Mexican food or... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Patricia Gibson Muslim (2 replies)

Exempt vs. Salaried
217. What is the difference between salaried and... Patricia Gibson Muslim
218. _ Exempt and non-exempt are position... Anonymous
219. _ Exempt means that they are exempt from the... Anonymous
started 21 hours ago, Natalie Novak (5 replies)

Employer requirements anti-glare?
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.

â€‹
We had an employee that got frequent headaches... Natalie Novak
_ You don't have to provide a glare screen... Anonymous
_ Just because an employee requests something... Anonymous
_ You don't have to provide a glare... Anonymous
_ Agreed with all above. We offer glare... Anonymous
_ I would inform anyone who asks for an anti... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (14 replies)

Wage discrimination
226. _ If you found this scenario in your company,... Anonymous
227. _ If you've proposed meetings, asked for them... Anonymous
228. _ No- because your work is not equal. Your... Anonymous
229. _ I've already started applying elsewhere. ... Anonymous
230. _ What in the general hell is a "Kelly girl"?... Anonymous
231. _ I believe a Kelly girl was the name of a... Anonymous
232. _ Kelly girl = Kelly Services = Temp to perm Anonymous
233. _ A long, long time ago (1970's and 80's),... Anonymous
234. _ hahahaha I love the HRWitch. Great... Anonymous
235. Would I say it is discriminatory? maybe, there... Susana Guzman-Agle
236. _ I too was a Kelly Girl. I took shorthand ... Anonymous
237. _ Kelly Services is still around. Anonymous
238. _ Whenever I see your signature I will always... Anonymous
239. _ It is a very small part of me, but this... Anonymous
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240. _ I am way beyond Kelly now. And I chuckle... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (4 replies)

Veer from salaried classification
241. _ Hi, Senior Eng at our firm are all full... Anonymous
242. _ â€‹
We did this for one of our Senior... Anonymous
243. _ You can still pay him on a salary and let... Anonymous
244. _ Agreed that you can call anyone hourly and... Anonymous
245. _ Exempt and non-exempt are classifications. ... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Tyavanna Skane (2 replies)

SMART goals + Performance Evaluation
246. HI, We are trying to implement a new... Tyavanna Skane
247. _ Warning!! Super long post ahead!! I... Anonymous
248. Moon Willow is awesome, and very wise! I'll add... Mary Dillman
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (5 replies)

ADA - obesity
249. _ â€‹â€‹
Is obesity a "disability" under ADA? Anonymous
250. _ Possibly. And maybe even probably. It's a... Anonymous
251. _ Potentially. There could also be related... Anonymous
252. _ That depends on the individual. If someone... Anonymous
253. _ â€‹â€‹
Is obesity a "disability" under ADA... Anonymous
254. _ Adding to the above - someone who's only 15... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, CINTIA SACANI (5 replies)

Start up-Company Policies
255. I have been assigned to be responsible for the... CINTIA SACANI
256. _ I see you are in Reston. Are you a gov't... Anonymous
257. Thanks. No. We are not government contractor CINTIA SACANI
258. Thanks. No. We are not government contractor CINTIA SACANI
259. _ Most small companies will first assess the... Anonymous
260. Thank you. Your comments are very helpful and... CINTIA SACANI
started 22 hours ago, Anonymous (6 replies)

Employee questions and concerns
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.

_ â€‹
Good Afternoon: Below are a series of... Anonymous
_ 1. Is this a test? If the answer is no,... Anonymous
_ And, why are they asking all of these... Anonymous
_ Why on earth would employees be asking... Anonymous
My response would likely be, 'If there's... Ivette Dupuis
_ I don't think this new supervisor has basic... Anonymous
_ Can an employee quit due to discrimination... Anonymous
started 22 hours ago, Erika Bechard (4 replies)

Recognition for obtaining college degree
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268.
269.
270.
271.
272.

What do you do to celebrate or recognize that an... Erika Bechard
_ We will recognize the achievement in our... Anonymous
_ Their department may do a little... Anonymous
_ None of the above. Many people have their... Anonymous
â€‹
We support continuing education for all... Lorraine Kost
started 23 hours ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Gender Identity and Dress Codes
273. _ I am revising my company's dress code... Anonymous
274. _ we mention clothes that are more likely to... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (9 replies)

Exempt Employee Missing Hours
275. â€‹
What is your attendance policy? Have they used... Jennifer Weber
276. _ We had a similar situation a few years ago Anonymous
277. _ You can't dock their pay, but you can make... Anonymous
278. _ Does FMLA apply? If not, are you ADA... Anonymous
279. _ FMLA? ADA? And I wouldn't bother with a... Anonymous
280. _ Sit the person down, look them squarely... Anonymous
281. _ The at-will doctrine applies to the... Anonymous
282. â€‹
Hi, Surprised nobody has said what about an... Robin Cooley
283. Just because an employee is exempt does not mean... Nicole Ozburn
started yesterday, Lori Bolema (8 replies)

Employee Retention Ideas
284. â€‹
Lori, We host the following: – Annual family... Jennifer Weber
285. â€‹
Lori, I also meant to attach the following... Jennifer Weber
286. _ If you're not already, try doing exit... Anonymous
287. â€‹
Thank you so much for including the downloads. ... Cindy Inman
288. Poster 5 nailed it - you need to find out... Mary Dillman
289. _ â€‹
Make sure you put together programs with a... Anonymous
290. Help them pay down/off their student loans or... Wayne Weber
291. _ Perks only get you so far if they're... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

Found sleeping on the job
292. _ â€‹
I know... that's what I was wondering. I... Anonymous
293. _ â€‹
Thank you! Anonymous
294. _ You are aware of a potential disability, so... Anonymous
295. _ â€‹
Thanks so much for the direction! Anonymous
296. _ In response to your question about asking... Anonymous
297. _ Thank you - I'm so glad to know of your... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (2 replies)

Payroll Action Forms
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298. Google Forms might be a good solution for you Ashley Rohner
299. Electronic solution opens the door to many... Kyle O'Donnell
started yesterday, Anonymous (8 replies)

Best way to term an employee
300. _ #OP - The company never established a... Anonymous
301. Kinda sounds like you have a process, it just... Ivette Dupuis
302. _ I would agree...it sounds like the managers... Anonymous
303. _ I used to have a similar issue with many of... Anonymous
304. _ This is absolutely one of the most... Anonymous
305. HR offices and Manager need to keep record of... Desiree Blandon
306. _ Any employee promoted to manager should go... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
307. AJ raises valid points. I especially agree with... Mary Dillman
308. Hi there, I'm sorry you're having to deal... Ashley Rohner
309. _ That makes sense. I don't know EE well, and... Anonymous
310. _ OP, I could have written your post... and I... Anonymous
311. _ Spend time at the site and get to know the... Anonymous
312. _ A lot of this input has helped a lot. I... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (6 replies)

FMLA Intermittent Leave
313. _ â€‹
A couple of suggestions: You are a little... Anonymous
314. _ Sepsis. Not septic, which many people... Anonymous
315. _ I agree that you should get an updated... Anonymous
started yesterday, Laura Seymour (1 reply)

Changing to PTO
316. _ We did the same thing last year. This is... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (12 replies)

Union Abusing Sick Time
317. _ â€‹
I'm confused Anonymous
318. We have in our CBA pattern use of sick which... Melanie Veal
319. _ First piece of advice - contact the... Anonymous
320. _ Since they are requesting sick time back to... Anonymous
321. _ They are also given 10 vacation days (15 at... Anonymous
322. _ Since you already give more than the... Anonymous
323. _ In what state? Anonymonk Anonymous
324. _ I'm in Illinois and our current contract... Anonymous
325. _ â€‹
I'd recommend you familiarize yourself... Anonymous
326. _ Signed in 2017, but was it retro to an... Anonymous
327. _ To my knowledge it was not retroactive to... Anonymous
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328. _ poster 11 & 9 again. Here's why I'm asking,... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (17 replies)

Drunk and at trade show
329. _ There are certain times where a PIP would... Anonymous
330. _ For those of you who would jump to... Anonymous
331. _ Yes sales mgr is willing to do whatever HR... Anonymous
332. _ If the sales manager is on board, then I... Anonymous
333. _ this sales person has been talked to before... Anonymous
334. _ We have an sales person who thru the... Anonymous
335. If this employee is otherwise a productive... Michele Haggerty
336. _ Our employee handbook is clear. We have a... Anonymous
337. If you do have a policy against alcohol and... Susana Guzman-Agle
338. _ This is a salesperson. Not a God. Any... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (13 replies)

HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
339. _ We have ADP now and I am not a fan at all!!... Anonymous
340. _ â€‹
You're probably not going to find a system... Anonymous
341. _ Run do not walk away from ADP. I am at a... Anonymous
342. _ We also had a terrible experience with ADP Anonymous
343. _ I went live with ADP Workforce Now 12/17... Anonymous
344. _ OP here - Thank you for the advice and... Anonymous
345. _ I understand not wanting to transition... Anonymous
346. _ Still struggling with ADP. All the add-ons... Anonymous
347. _ I've used ADP... NOT GOOD. I currently use... Anonymous
348. We switched from ADP to Paycom in October, and... Wendy Forgacs
349. A representative from ADP should be helping you Joanne Alwine
350. I used ADP WFN at my previous company. Although... Breanna Reyes
started yesterday, Rachel Stanek (4 replies)

Gifts from Vendors to Employees
351. _ Everything is $20 an item and most of... Anonymous
352. We are not charging employees. The values of $20... Rachel Stanek
353. My guess is the gifts are branded, low value,... Ivette Dupuis
started yesterday, Anonymous (7 replies)

Last Day of Employment? - WWYD?
354. _ It depends.You say there was an emergency Anonymous
started yesterday, Christine Heiser (6 replies)

COBRA Notice for waived coverage?
355. PA does not have a Service Letter Law, so apart... Milagros Ocasio
started yesterday, Anonymous (4 replies)

VP, HR Director
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356. It means: 1. The role is at the VP level Howard Spiegel
started yesterday, Anonymous (11 replies)

Salary Employees and sick days
357. _ If the occasion arises and we do not... Anonymous
358. This is only true for partial day absences. ... Ivette Dupuis
359. _ I'm dealing with a similar situation. My... Anonymous
360. _ I wouldn't use the word argument,... Anonymous
361. â€‹
We use PTO at our office and everyone exempt... Natalie Novak
started yesterday, Anonymous (3 replies)

Policy on lunch meetings?
362. _ Give her a budget...that would help... Anonymous
started yesterday, Anonymous (15 replies)

Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
363. Some employers like to create separate files for... Erin Joyce
364. _ I9s should also be separate. When... Anonymous
365. When I've had the opportunity to re-do a file... Ann Ortego
366. _ We have separate EE files for the following... Anonymous
367. In my opinion employee information should only... Claudia Vento
368. This may be a stupid question, but if you are of... Danielle Endler
369. _ Salmon Curry Broccoli Employees tell... Anonymous
370. _ Prongs. Why HR adopted these medical type... Anonymous
371. Supervisor showing up to someones house! That is... Affanali Syed
372. _ There should be a medical or confidential... Anonymous
373. _ "Prongs are a great way to turn a 30 second... Anonymous
374. We don't have paper file, so our HRIS take care... Susana Guzman-Agle
started yesterday, Anonymous (20 replies)

Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
375.
376.
377.
378.

I agree that her approach may not be correct but... Natalie Price
_ Seems a big over reacting and could... Anonymous
_ Really its HR for the most part... Anonymous
_ Also, if you get in the habit of answering... Anonymous
started yesterday, Kyle O'Donnell (1 reply)

Vibe HCM Help
379. Hi Kyle - Our company uses Vibe. I have been... Jolene Ortega
started 2 days ago, Anonymous (3 replies)

Same sex pay inequality
380. _ Answer Anonymous, 04-09-2018 10... Anonymous
started 3 days ago, Anonymous (1 reply)

Compensation.
381. I discuss salary expectations with every... Andy Lucas
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started 4 days ago, Anonymous (49 replies)

4/20 snack day
382. â€‹
So what happens when someone brings editable... Robin Cooley
383. _ FYI 4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a... Anonymous
384. _ FYI 4/20 (pronounced four-twenty)... Anonymous
385. _ â€‹
OMG - so the company is going to celebrate... Anonymous
386. _ I would assume most people here went to... Anonymous
387. _ â€‹
I went to college and an educated person. ... Anonymous
388. _ Thank you. I just posted the little tidbit... Anonymous
389. â€‹
Wink, wink. Nod, nod. That email certainly... Esther Miller
390. _ So much harshing the buzz here, man Anonymous
391. _ â€‹
" 4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code... Anonymous
392. _ Pot and cocaine, both drugs that are... Anonymous
393. _ Perhaps you meant FRAT party? Anonymous
394. I call myself HRDudette on Twitter, but the... Ivette Dupuis
395. _ I do not think I would ever in my life want... Anonymous
396. It's a workplace, not a fart party. I KNOW... Karla Kammerer Shedd
397. _ hahaha MONGO Anonymous
398. Brilliant. You could always add a disclaimer ... Ivette Dupuis
started 4 days ago, Anonymous (2 replies)

Goals for a corporate recruiter
399. Assuming this recruiter has previous experience... Andy Lucas
started 5 days ago, Anonymous (15 replies)

Term Notification Letter to Company - Too much or ok?
400. Would you address this with the CEO, who... Roberta Weingarten
started 5 days ago, Martha Richards (16 replies)

Switching to Paylocity?
401. _ We switched to Paylocity this year from... Anonymous
started 5 days ago, Anonymous (7 replies)

Sexual Harassment training video
402. My team and I can offer you web-based training... Karlie Hinman
403. I've used an online tool from HRTrain in the... Morgan Theriot
started 7 days ago, Anonymous (16 replies)

Interview Questions
404. The challenge is every interview we have is... Brandon Farrar
started one month ago, Anonymous (26 replies)

HRIS Systems
405. Have you looked at Paylocity? I am an HR... Lena Smith
406. _ Stay away from Paychex. It is absolutely... Anonymous
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1.

next
4/10 Schedule and Holidays
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:59 AM
Anonymous

_
Hi!
We are a growing construction company working to get firm up practices.
The majority of our workforce works a 4/10 schedule ( 4 days a weeek @ 10 hours a day). Most are non-exempt.
In the past, the company has paid 8 hours for the holiday and made available additional hours for employees to make up the time missed (difference of two hours). For example, instead of working
M-Thursday, they work for example Tu- Friday (many employees do not receive receive holiday pay).
My question is since the goal is to keep the employee whole, what reasons are there for not paying 10 hours (based on their scheduled shift)?
What is your practice or thought with this.
What do you do with your exempt employees- also 4/10 schedule.?
Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
2.

previous next
FMLA and death
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:43 AM
Anonymous

_
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Is there ever a situation when fml would extend beyond the death of a family member? My understanding is if someone wants to take more than what our policy states (3 days) s/he uses vacation or
some other paid time, correct? Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
3.

previous next
Re: FMLA and death
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:46 AM
Anonymous

_
If a doctor certifies the need for leave due to an employee's own serious health condition, it may be covered under the FLMA.
FMLA is job protection, it doesn't (yet) address paid time.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA and death
_
Is there ever a situation when fml would extend beyond the death of a family member? My understanding is if someone wants to take more than what our policy states (3 days) s/he uses vacation or
some other paid time, correct? Thanks.

top
4.

previous next
Re: FMLA and death
Reply to Group
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Apr 11, 2018 11:50 AM
Anonymous
_
Agree. FMLA has nothing to PTO. The question is, are there FMLA trigger events related to the death of the family member and the answer is, maybe. Is the employee experiencing medical issues
(i.e., depression) as a result? If so, you would go through the process again because this would no longer be FMLA for the care of a family member. It would be FMLA for the employee's own
serious health condition.
How much time does the employee need?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA and death
_
Is there ever a situation when fml would extend beyond the death of a family member? My understanding is if someone wants to take more than what our policy states (3 days) s/he uses vacation or
some other paid time, correct? Thanks.

top
5.

previous next
Re: FMLA and death
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:53 AM
Ivette Dupuis

Most often bereavement leave follows.
But, it's possible.
'Here are times when a grieving employee will be entitled to leave. Those include:
If the employee is clinically depressed because of the death, and that depression meets the FMLA's definition of a "serious health condition;"
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Reply to Sender

If the employee is caring for another family member who has a "serious health condition" as a result of the family member's death;
If the employee needs to handle matters pertaining to the death of a member of the military, including making funeral arrangements and recovery the body; or
If the employee develops a physical or mental disability that would be covered under the Americans with Disabilities Act.'
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA and death
_
Is there ever a situation when fml would extend beyond the death of a family member? My understanding is if someone wants to take more than what our policy states (3 days) s/he uses vacation or
some other paid time, correct? Thanks.

top
6.

previous next
Social Media posting during work hours
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:36 AM
Anonymous

_
I am new to the HR world. I need some thoughts and opinions regarding social media posting. We are in the state of Minnesota. Here is my situation and question. We have an employee that posted
on Snapchat a picture of herself during work hours. She works for our daycare center that we have on site. The post was picture of herself with flames across her head and â€‹â€‹
has a statement that
states "Break-less and alone all day." (The department was short due to illnesses) There were a few coworkers and outside people that reported it HR. I am relatively new to the company and I don't
see that we have a specific social media policy. We have an email, internet and computer policy, which does not address social media postings during working hours. This employee already has one
write up on her personnel file for posting on Facebook during working hours but no consequences should this continue. I want to write her up again and provide consequences should this continue. I
am not for though with all the research I have done if I am violating any laws, etc. I am open to any helpful advise and thank you kindly in advance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Social Media posting during work hours
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:45 AM
Anonymous

_
There's a bit more here than social media. I'll go in no particular order...
Does your state law require meal and/or rest breaks? Was this employee working a shift covered by that law and if so, was the employee permitted the legally required meal and/or rest breaks? If so,
then great. If not, then technically your company was in violation of local wage and hour laws.
Was the employee engaging in protected activity? She was technically discussing working conditions (the lack of meal and/or rest breaks), which could be considered protected under the NLRA.
That all being said, if the employee was posting on social media during a time when she was being paid to do something else, then she was misusing company time. I would focus any corrective
action at that rather than at what was specifically posted. I would also make sure that the employee's manager is driving this corrective action and fully supports and wants it.
I would clear up the wage and hour questions, though, too.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Social Media posting during work hours
_
I am new to the HR world. I need some thoughts and opinions regarding social media posting. We are in the state of Minnesota. Here is my situation and question. We have an employee that posted
on Snapchat a picture of herself during work hours. She works for our daycare center that we have on site. The post was picture of herself with flames across her head and â€‹â€‹
has a statement that
states "Break-less and alone all day." (The department was short due to illnesses) There were a few coworkers and outside people that reported it HR. I am relatively new to the company and I don't
see that we have a specific social media policy. We have an email, internet and computer policy, which does not address social media postings during working hours. This employee already has one
write up on her personnel file for posting on Facebook during working hours but no consequences should this continue. I want to write her up again and provide consequences should this continue. I
am not for though with all the research I have done if I am violating any laws, etc. I am open to any helpful advise and thank you kindly in advance.
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Re: Social Media posting during work hours
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 11:53 AM
Paula Barnes
â€‹
Thank you very much. I need to meet with the employee's department manager also to clear up some additional information. Thank you again for bringing me outside the box on the corrective
action plan.
-----------------------------Paula Barnes
Human Resource Director
St John Lutheran Home
Springfield MN
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Social Media posting during work hours
_
There's a bit more here than social media. I'll go in no particular order...
Does your state law require meal and/or rest breaks? Was this employee working a shift covered by that law and if so, was the employee permitted the legally required meal and/or rest breaks? If so,
then great. If not, then technically your company was in violation of local wage and hour laws.
Was the employee engaging in protected activity? She was technically discussing working conditions (the lack of meal and/or rest breaks), which could be considered protected under the NLRA.
That all being said, if the employee was posting on social media during a time when she was being paid to do something else, then she was misusing company time. I would focus any corrective
action at that rather than at what was specifically posted. I would also make sure that the employee's manager is driving this corrective action and fully supports and wants it.
I would clear up the wage and hour questions, though, too.
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Social Media posting during work hours
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_
I am new to the HR world. I need some thoughts and opinions regarding social media posting. We are in the state of Minnesota. Here is my situation and question. We have an employee that posted
on Snapchat a picture of herself during work hours. She works for our daycare center that we have on site. The post was picture of herself with flames across her head and â€‹â€‹
has a statement that
states "Break-less and alone all day." (The department was short due to illnesses) There were a few coworkers and outside people that reported it HR. I am relatively new to the company and I don't
see that we have a specific social media policy. We have an email, internet and computer policy, which does not address social media postings during working hours. This employee already has one
write up on her personnel file for posting on Facebook during working hours but no consequences should this continue. I want to write her up again and provide consequences should this continue. I
am not for though with all the research I have done if I am violating any laws, etc. I am open to any helpful advise and thank you kindly in advance.

top
9.

previous next
HR/Safety Professional ?? Need help
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:28 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Hi, I need assistance as far as some tools to track accident reports. Currently we're submitting our accident report to our WC and that's it. I'd like to track each accidents on a spreadsheet that can
calculate DART rate, types of accidents, etc. Any of you who have safety on your plate has any templates or can share where I can track accidents and show some metrics? Any resources is greatly
appreciate! Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
10.

previous next
Re: HR/Safety Professional ?? Need help
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:56 AM
Anonymous

_
The National Safety Council has some great tools in its Journey to Safety Excellence program (you have to be a member - there are a lot of membership benefits, so if that's something you could
do/afford I recommend it).
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The OSHA recordkeeping forms come in Excel format and they have tools too.
The BLS has online tools as well. They are a bit clunky but do produce the numbers that you could then place on your spreadsheet.
Hope that helps,
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR/Safety Professional ?? Need help
_
â€‹
Hi, I need assistance as far as some tools to track accident reports. Currently we're submitting our accident report to our WC and that's it. I'd like to track each accidents on a spreadsheet that can
calculate DART rate, types of accidents, etc. Any of you who have safety on your plate has any templates or can share where I can track accidents and show some metrics? Any resources is greatly
appreciate! Thanks!

top
11.

previous next
Travelling Salesman and I-9 completion
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 11:27 AM
Amy Martin
The company I currently work for has statutory representatives/travelling salesman who live in various states across the US. For those statutory reps who don't live near any other employees of the
company, we are having a difficult time finding someone to review/verify their I-9 documents and complete page 2 of the I-9 form. We have tried to find notaries in the new statutory representatives
territory, but we are finding that most notaries do not want to assist with the I-9 process.
We are hoping other companies have perhaps found a solution for this situation and any advice would be appreciated. Thank you.
-----------------------------Amy Martin SHRM-CP
HR Generalist
Boise ID
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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12.

Join Us Today at 3pm ET for #Nextchat: Advice for New HR Professionals
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 11:12 AM
Anne-Margaret Olsson
Today, Wednesday, April 11th, at 3:00 E.T. on Twitter - join the SHRM #Nextchat with HR professional Jazmine Wilkes and SHRM President & CEO Johnny C. Taylor, Jr., SHRM-SCP as they
tweet about advice for new HR professionals! See you there!
#Nextchat: Advice for New HR Professionals

preview

remove

Shrm

#Nextchat: Advice for New HR
Professionals
Starting a new career can be an
exhilarating experience, regardless of
the field or industry, but starting a new
career in HR-one of the 9 Best Jobs in
America for 2018 -is one of the most
challenging, exciting and rewarding
new job experiences you will ever
have.
View this on Shrm >

-----------------------------Anne-Margaret Olsson
Manager, Online Communities
SHRM
Alexandria VA
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previous next
Safety Manager at construction company
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:07 AM
Anonymous

_
Hello,
I work for a construction company with just about 100 employees and a large fleet of equipment. The type of construction is commercial, DOT, and industrial. The person that did safety for us quit
and our president wants to replace her with a current employee that does safety about 8 hours a week. I tried telling him that this should be a full time position due to the nature of our company. He's
still not convinced. Any advice on what else to include in my business case besides the cost of worker's comp claims, lawsuits, etc?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: Safety Manager at construction company
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:13 AM
Anonymous

_
Confused here, your post title says Sales Manager but you only mention Safety in your post.
Your president feels that safety is an 8 hour a week job, and you feel its more? Do you have documentation from what happens at YOUR company that this needs to be a full time role?
You have a current employee that is already doing safety? Why not ask this employee what amount of time they expect to need to perform the role.
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The person that did safety for us quit and our president wants to replace her with a current employee that does safety about 8 hours a week. I tried telling him that this should be a full time
position due to the nature of our company. He's still not convinced. Any advice on what else to include in my business case besides the cost of worker's comp claims, lawsuits, etc?
Anonymous, 04-11-2018 11:07

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Safety Manager at construction company
_
Hello,
I work for a construction company with just about 100 employees and a large fleet of equipment. The type of construction is commercial, DOT, and industrial. The person that did safety for us quit
and our president wants to replace her with a current employee that does safety about 8 hours a week. I tried telling him that this should be a full time position due to the nature of our company. He's
still not convinced. Any advice on what else to include in my business case besides the cost of worker's comp claims, lawsuits, etc?

top
15.

previous next
Re: Safety Manager at construction company
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:17 AM
Anonymous

_
Never mind on this statement, I can not read and just got out of a sales manager meeting, but I am still confused by the rest of your post.
Confused here, your post title says Sales Manager but you only mention Safety in your post.
Anonymous, 04-11-2018 11:12

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Safety Manager at construction company
_
Confused here, your post title says Sales Manager but you only mention Safety in your post.
Your president feels that safety is an 8 hour a week job, and you feel its more? Do you have documentation from what happens at YOUR company that this needs to be a full time role?
You have a current employee that is already doing safety? Why not ask this employee what amount of time they expect to need to perform the role.
The person that did safety for us quit and our president wants to replace her with a current employee that does safety about 8 hours a week. I tried telling him that this should be a full time
position due to the nature of our company. He's still not convinced. Any advice on what else to include in my business case besides the cost of worker's comp claims, lawsuits, etc?
Anonymous, 04-11-2018 11:07

Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Safety Manager at construction company
_
Hello,
I work for a construction company with just about 100 employees and a large fleet of equipment. The type of construction is commercial, DOT, and industrial. The person that did safety for us quit
and our president wants to replace her with a current employee that does safety about 8 hours a week. I tried telling him that this should be a full time position due to the nature of our company. He's
still not convinced. Any advice on what else to include in my business case besides the cost of worker's comp claims, lawsuits, etc?

top
16.

previous next
Re: Safety Manager at construction company
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:18 AM
Anonymous

_
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The title post states Safety Manager.
I have a job description but he still feels like it's only going to require 8 hours a week. From a strategic perspective, what else can I do to convince him that safety should be number 1 at a construction
company?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Safety Manager at construction company
_
Confused here, your post title says Sales Manager but you only mention Safety in your post.
Your president feels that safety is an 8 hour a week job, and you feel its more? Do you have documentation from what happens at YOUR company that this needs to be a full time role?
You have a current employee that is already doing safety? Why not ask this employee what amount of time they expect to need to perform the role.
The person that did safety for us quit and our president wants to replace her with a current employee that does safety about 8 hours a week. I tried telling him that this should be a full time
position due to the nature of our company. He's still not convinced. Any advice on what else to include in my business case besides the cost of worker's comp claims, lawsuits, etc?
Anonymous, 04-11-2018 11:07

Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Safety Manager at construction company
_
Hello,
I work for a construction company with just about 100 employees and a large fleet of equipment. The type of construction is commercial, DOT, and industrial. The person that did safety for us quit
and our president wants to replace her with a current employee that does safety about 8 hours a week. I tried telling him that this should be a full time position due to the nature of our company. He's
still not convinced. Any advice on what else to include in my business case besides the cost of worker's comp claims, lawsuits, etc?

top
17.

previous next
Re: Safety Manager at construction company
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Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:20 AM
Anonymous
_
To clarify - He wants an current employee (a foreman) to continue to work as a foreman but do safety as an additional responsibility. But when it gets busy this person will prioritize his foreman
responsibilities first.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Safety Manager at construction company
_
The title post states Safety Manager.
I have a job description but he still feels like it's only going to require 8 hours a week. From a strategic perspective, what else can I do to convince him that safety should be number 1 at a construction
company?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Safety Manager at construction company
_
Confused here, your post title says Sales Manager but you only mention Safety in your post.
Your president feels that safety is an 8 hour a week job, and you feel its more? Do you have documentation from what happens at YOUR company that this needs to be a full time role?
You have a current employee that is already doing safety? Why not ask this employee what amount of time they expect to need to perform the role.
The person that did safety for us quit and our president wants to replace her with a current employee that does safety about 8 hours a week. I tried telling him that this should be a full time
position due to the nature of our company. He's still not convinced. Any advice on what else to include in my business case besides the cost of worker's comp claims, lawsuits, etc?
Anonymous, 04-11-2018 11:07

Original Message:
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Sent: 04-11-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Safety Manager at construction company
_
Hello,
I work for a construction company with just about 100 employees and a large fleet of equipment. The type of construction is commercial, DOT, and industrial. The person that did safety for us quit
and our president wants to replace her with a current employee that does safety about 8 hours a week. I tried telling him that this should be a full time position due to the nature of our company. He's
still not convinced. Any advice on what else to include in my business case besides the cost of worker's comp claims, lawsuits, etc?

top
18.

previous next
Student Loan Assistance Programs
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:03 AM
Anonymous

_
I am researching options for a Student Loan Assistance Program, where we would provide a set amount per month to be paid to qualifying employees with qualifying loans. Has anyone implemented
this type of plan? Suggestions or concerns? My biggest question is if we would provide the monthly payment directly to the employee as a line item on their paycheck, or if it would be paid to the
loan provider. I think that option would be a huge headache administratively, but at least then we know the money is going where it is intended to go... I'd love to hear anyone else's success stories or
best practices for this type of plan.
Thank you!
Jennifer
Madison, WI
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Student Loan Assistance Programs
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:09 AM
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Reply to Sender

Eric Emerson
There is an article on the SHRM site which I read. If you haven't already looked at it, it would probably be helpful. I will see if I still have the link.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Student Loan Assistance Programs
_
I am researching options for a Student Loan Assistance Program, where we would provide a set amount per month to be paid to qualifying employees with qualifying loans. Has anyone implemented
this type of plan? Suggestions or concerns? My biggest question is if we would provide the monthly payment directly to the employee as a line item on their paycheck, or if it would be paid to the
loan provider. I think that option would be a huge headache administratively, but at least then we know the money is going where it is intended to go... I'd love to hear anyone else's success stories or
best practices for this type of plan.
Thank you!
Jennifer
Madison, WI

top
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previous next
Re: Student Loan Assistance Programs
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:10 AM
Eric Emerson

Here it is.
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Reply to Sender

Tips for Launching a Student-Loan Repayment Benefit
preview

remove

SHRM
Tips for Launching a
Student-Loan
Repayment Benefit
Helping employees pay
off their student loans
as a workplace benefit
continues to generate a
lot of buzz even though
it's offered by a small
minority of employersjust 4 percent according
to the Society for
Human Resource
Management's 2017
Employee Benefits
survey report, based on
a January/February poll
of the organization's
members.
View this on SHRM >

-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Student Loan Assistance Programs
_
I am researching options for a Student Loan Assistance Program, where we would provide a set amount per month to be paid to qualifying employees with qualifying loans. Has anyone implemented
this type of plan? Suggestions or concerns? My biggest question is if we would provide the monthly payment directly to the employee as a line item on their paycheck, or if it would be paid to the
loan provider. I think that option would be a huge headache administratively, but at least then we know the money is going where it is intended to go... I'd love to hear anyone else's success stories or
best practices for this type of plan.
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Thank you!
Jennifer
Madison, WI

top
21.

previous next
FMLA up
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:55 AM
Anonymous

_
We have an employee who as of today will have used all 12 weeks of their FMLA time for maternity leave. This employee is on the fence about whether they are going to come back to work or stay
at home, and made that clear with us yesterday when we spoke to them. What should we do if we do not hear anything from them by tomorrow and they do not show up to work? â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
22.

previous next
Re: FMLA up
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:01 AM
Anonymous

_
Call her and ask her directly for a firm response.
If she hasn't set up day care by now, she's not planning on returning.
Send her COBRA info and anything else you need to notify her of.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:54
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From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA up
_
We have an employee who as of today will have used all 12 weeks of their FMLA time for maternity leave. This employee is on the fence about whether they are going to come back to work or stay
at home, and made that clear with us yesterday when we spoke to them. What should we do if we do not hear anything from them by tomorrow and they do not show up to work? â€‹

top
23.

previous next
Re: FMLA up
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:06 AM
Anonymous

_
What state are you in?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA up
_
We have an employee who as of today will have used all 12 weeks of their FMLA time for maternity leave. This employee is on the fence about whether they are going to come back to work or stay
at home, and made that clear with us yesterday when we spoke to them. What should we do if we do not hear anything from them by tomorrow and they do not show up to work? â€‹

top
24.

previous next
Re: FMLA up
Reply to Group
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Apr 11, 2018 11:08 AM
Anonymous
_
â€‹
Texas
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA up
_
What state are you in?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA up
_
We have an employee who as of today will have used all 12 weeks of their FMLA time for maternity leave. This employee is on the fence about whether they are going to come back to work or stay
at home, and made that clear with us yesterday when we spoke to them. What should we do if we do not hear anything from them by tomorrow and they do not show up to work? â€‹

top
25.

previous next
Re: FMLA up
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:30 AM
Anonymous

_
As poster #2 said, you need to get a direct response. I understand this is a difficult decision, but the employee has had many many months to think this through. I would prefer to do this in writing via
a confirmed email or certified mail. â€‹
You need to tell the employee to provide a return to work answer immediately.
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On a similar note, many companies offer a phased return to work program for parents returning from baby leave. This could include flexible scheduling to assist in the transition back to work. Maybe
this could be a solution for your company moving forward.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA up
_
We have an employee who as of today will have used all 12 weeks of their FMLA time for maternity leave. This employee is on the fence about whether they are going to come back to work or stay
at home, and made that clear with us yesterday when we spoke to them. What should we do if we do not hear anything from them by tomorrow and they do not show up to work? â€‹

top
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previous next
Re: FMLA up
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:37 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thanks for the input! This really helps.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA up
_
As poster #2 said, you need to get a direct response. I understand this is a difficult decision, but the employee has had many many months to think this through. I would prefer to do this in writing via
a confirmed email or certified mail. â€‹
You need to tell the employee to provide a return to work answer immediately.
On a similar note, many companies offer a phased return to work program for parents returning from baby leave. This could include flexible scheduling to assist in the transition back to work. Maybe
this could be a solution for your company moving forward.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA up
_
We have an employee who as of today will have used all 12 weeks of their FMLA time for maternity leave. This employee is on the fence about whether they are going to come back to work or stay
at home, and made that clear with us yesterday when we spoke to them. What should we do if we do not hear anything from them by tomorrow and they do not show up to work? â€‹

top
27.

previous next
Re: FMLA up
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:51 AM
Anonymous

_
My answer would depend on the reason behind the request for original time. Is it day care? Not wanting to leave the baby at all? The baby's serious health condition? The mother's serious health
condition?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA up
_
We have an employee who as of today will have used all 12 weeks of their FMLA time for maternity leave. This employee is on the fence about whether they are going to come back to work or stay
at home, and made that clear with us yesterday when we spoke to them. What should we do if we do not hear anything from them by tomorrow and they do not show up to work? â€‹

top
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previous next

28.

Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:26 AM
Anonymous

_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
29.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:30 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Let it go.
Those who are guilty will not see themselves and those with common sense don't need an email
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
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being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
30.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:32 AM
Anonymous

_
Is this concern isolated to one individual or is it truly an issue with the culture/company? If it is isolated, it may be more effective to hold a direct discussion with the offender/coworker rather than
sending an email to "all".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
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previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:34 AM
Anonymous
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_
Why are you sending an email to all staff? This incident happened with one person or a few people and therefore should be handled accordingly. If it is an ongoing thing in the organization, then a
general email should be sent. Sending it to all staff might create other unnecessary drama. Just talk to the group of people who were involved.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
32.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:35 AM
Ivette Dupuis

Start with the aggressor.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
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Reply to Sender

We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
33.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:46 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
My company use to have me send out these types of emails all the time. Whenever one employee did something wrong, all employees were sent an email about appropriate behavior, etc.
I finally was able to convince them to stop this practice as it is demoralizing to the employees who do not behave this way. Address the person(s) responsible.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
â€‹
Let it go.
Those who are guilty will not see themselves and those with common sense don't need an email
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?
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top
34.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:50 AM
Anonymous

_
OMG NO/ Do not send out an email.
The supervisor stepped in an intervened. Did the manager say why it was inappropriate?
Though to be honest at most organizations I have been with the gifted employee does share their treats with the team or everyone. No policy or rule or even expectation. Certainly no obligation to
do so people respect the wishes of the giftee if they choose not to share but most giftees do share. Does not excuse the behavior of the agressor
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
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previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:04 AM
Anonymous
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_
Honestly, the offenders won't see themselves in a general e-mail.
If they were being such jerks, the manager should have told them directly to knock it off, which seems to be what was done.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
36.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:11 AM
Anonymous

_
If someone was that aggressive about a cookie, then the manager should address that person or people. I don't think a general email is needed.
I'm a fan of cookies, but I'm not about to be aggressive over one.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
37.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:15 AM
CINTIA SACANI

I agree- Let it go, and yes those with common sense do not need a reminder.
-----------------------------CS
HR
Reston, VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
â€‹
Let it go.
Those who are guilty will not see themselves and those with common sense don't need an email
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
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Reply to Sender

_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
38.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 11:16 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Then, you're clearly not as devoted (emotional) and dedicated (committed) as you should be.
No cookie for you.
jk
I'm a fan of cookies, but I'm not about to be aggressive over one.
Anonymous, 04-11-2018 11:10

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 11:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
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If someone was that aggressive about a cookie, then the manager should address that person or people. I don't think a general email is needed.
I'm a fan of cookies, but I'm not about to be aggressive over one.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
39.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 11:19 AM
Todd Saffell
All staff emails or bulletin board notifications sent to address a single violator are a sign of a weak leader who is unwilling to have a difficult conversation. I am much more concerned with the leader
than with the cookie monster.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?
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top
40.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:22 AM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't get involved. This isn't a company-wide issue, its a single incident.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
41.

previous next
Re: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 11:36 AM
Mary Dillman
Completely agree with those who advise that you don't send a company-wide email. Just curious - what led you to the conclusion that such an email is the best solution? Have there been other
incidents in this department or in the company of employees not demonstrating professional, respectful conduct to coworkers? Have there been issues within this supervisor's team regarding a lack of
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collaboration, unproductive competition, lack of trust? If so, then I think there are company culture, core values, and/or team engagement issues that the management team needs to address; issues
that will likely need more than a communication from HR to solve.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample email regarding workplace courtsey
_
We recently had an incident in the office where an employee received a cookie bouquet as a thank you for her hard work and great customer service. She was repeatedly asked by her coworker if she
was going to share her cookies. It became aggressive to the point her Supervisor had to step in and say no on behalf of the employee. I would like to send an email to "All" staff as just a reminder of
being courteous and respectful to your coworkers, but I'm not sure where to start. Any suggestions on wording?

top
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previous next
Working Interviews... Legal?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 10:12 AM
Priscila Parada
Hi,
I work in the restaurant industry and we've been having issues hiring line cooks because most do not have the skills they post in their resume. I want to find a way for my kitchen managers to be able
to better test out the candidates skills before hiring (and we can't afford to be paying everyone as a contractor during this day).
I realize working interviews are illegal in a lot of ways, so my question would be how much are we allowed to ask of the candidate legally?
Ideally we would want to be able to test their skills for a period of 1-3 hours. We do not want them to be helping with actual food orders, but want to be able to test if they actually posses the skills
they claim by placing them on the floor and asking to demonstrate. My first thought would be to have them sign a waiver stating that they know they are (1) not working and so not getting paid, (2)
can leave at any time, (3) and that a job offer is contingent on them being able to demonstrate the skills.
Thoughts?
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-----------------------------Priscila Parada
Miami, FL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Working Interviews... Legal?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 10:25 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Just pay 'em for their time.
Problem solved.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:12
From: Priscila Parada
Subject: Working Interviews... Legal?
Hi,
I work in the restaurant industry and we've been having issues hiring line cooks because most do not have the skills they post in their resume. I want to find a way for my kitchen managers to be able
to better test out the candidates skills before hiring (and we can't afford to be paying everyone as a contractor during this day).
I realize working interviews are illegal in a lot of ways, so my question would be how much are we allowed to ask of the candidate legally?
Ideally we would want to be able to test their skills for a period of 1-3 hours. We do not want them to be helping with actual food orders, but want to be able to test if they actually posses the skills
they claim by placing them on the floor and asking to demonstrate. My first thought would be to have them sign a waiver stating that they know they are (1) not working and so not getting paid, (2)
can leave at any time, (3) and that a job offer is contingent on them being able to demonstrate the skills.
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Thoughts?
-----------------------------Priscila Parada
Miami, FL
------------------------------
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Re: Working Interviews... Legal?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:29 AM
Anonymous

_
You generally do not need to pay them if it's simply a simulation. How obvious is it that they're not actually doing work for the business during the interview? Often times, these are conducted in
separate rooms and may have other people serving as "actors" and they're acting out what they would do rather than actually doing the work. Are they going to be working directly with your
employees or is it going to be more like "This is our kitchen. What would you do if...?"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:12
From: Priscila Parada
Subject: Working Interviews... Legal?
Hi,
I work in the restaurant industry and we've been having issues hiring line cooks because most do not have the skills they post in their resume. I want to find a way for my kitchen managers to be able
to better test out the candidates skills before hiring (and we can't afford to be paying everyone as a contractor during this day).
I realize working interviews are illegal in a lot of ways, so my question would be how much are we allowed to ask of the candidate legally?
Ideally we would want to be able to test their skills for a period of 1-3 hours. We do not want them to be helping with actual food orders, but want to be able to test if they actually posses the skills
they claim by placing them on the floor and asking to demonstrate. My first thought would be to have them sign a waiver stating that they know they are (1) not working and so not getting paid, (2)
can leave at any time, (3) and that a job offer is contingent on them being able to demonstrate the skills.
Thoughts?
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-----------------------------Priscila Parada
Miami, FL
------------------------------

top
45.

previous next
Who has full access to your HRIS?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:02 AM
Anonymous

_

Who should be granted full access to your HRIS besides HR? Owners, IT, your backup if your DOO? Trying to see if it's the norm to have multiple departments to have full
access to HRIS. I've come from big corporations so there's multiple layers to who have what type of access in the HRIS. Now I'm at a private family owned company where
there's multiple users (besides HR) have full access to HRIS. What's your process? Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Who has full access to your HRIS?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:13 AM
Anonymous

_
Private company here as well. The President and VP Accounting are the only ones that have any admin level of access. They are not family members of the owner either. Employees have their own
accounts where they can retrieve the pay stubs, see their compensation, etc.; they cannot make any changes.
There is no reason for anyone to see personal, confidential information and should be asking HR if information is needed.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who has full access to your HRIS?
_

Who should be granted full access to your HRIS besides HR? Owners, IT, your backup if your DOO? Trying to see if it's the norm to have multiple departments to have full
access to HRIS. I've come from big corporations so there's multiple layers to who have what type of access in the HRIS. Now I'm at a private family owned company where
there's multiple users (besides HR) have full access to HRIS. What's your process? Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Who has full access to your HRIS?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:20 AM
Anonymous

_
I'm the sole person in my company with full access. My Assistant has access to all records but can't run payroll, and our Controller and Accounting Manager have full access to payroll/comp info but
not the other private employee info.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who has full access to your HRIS?
_

Who should be granted full access to your HRIS besides HR? Owners, IT, your backup if your DOO? Trying to see if it's the norm to have multiple departments to have full
access to HRIS. I've come from big corporations so there's multiple layers to who have what type of access in the HRIS. Now I'm at a private family owned company where
there's multiple users (besides HR) have full access to HRIS. What's your process? Thanks!
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top
48.

previous next
Re: Who has full access to your HRIS?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:22 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
My backup and I are the only ones who have any access at all to HR and payroll.
Find out who your owner's want to have access and what amount of access. Different companies have different needs and uses.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who has full access to your HRIS?
_

Who should be granted full access to your HRIS besides HR? Owners, IT, your backup if your DOO? Trying to see if it's the norm to have multiple departments to have full
access to HRIS. I've come from big corporations so there's multiple layers to who have what type of access in the HRIS. Now I'm at a private family owned company where
there's multiple users (besides HR) have full access to HRIS. What's your process? Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Who has full access to your HRIS?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:38 AM
Anonymous
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_
VP of HR/ HR Generalist/ HR Assistant
Director of Finance, CFO/ Payroll Coordinator
Depending on the system you use, you should be able to give certain provisions to certain people. For example, permission to edit or grant access for other users. Keep in mind that some companies
charge for additional users, so you definitely want to be mindful of that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Who has full access to your HRIS?
_

Who should be granted full access to your HRIS besides HR? Owners, IT, your backup if your DOO? Trying to see if it's the norm to have multiple departments to have full
access to HRIS. I've come from big corporations so there's multiple layers to who have what type of access in the HRIS. Now I'm at a private family owned company where
there's multiple users (besides HR) have full access to HRIS. What's your process? Thanks!

top
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previous next
Relationship Policies
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 9:57 AM
Nicole Kushner
I work for a small business that has a family culture, yet no actual family members of the owner work here. We are growing and I feel we need to update some policies, specifically we need to create
a close relationships policy. I recently attended a Sexual Harassment in the Workplace seminar and the lawyer recommended not using love contracts in the workplace.
I think it is very important as we grow that we institute a policy stating that no one that has a close relationship to an employee is to be in a position where they make employment decisions for that
employee and they need to disclose the relationship to HR. This will cover nepotism as well. I'm not opposed to hiring someone's relative, but I don't want there to be any conflict of interest at any
time.
I am wondering if you have relationship policies at your workplace and what your perspectives are on close relationships.
-----------------------------Nicole Kushner SHRM-CP
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Oak Park
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Relationship Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:59 AM
Anonymous

_
Close relationships as in friends?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:57
From: Nicole Kushner
Subject: Relationship Policies
I work for a small business that has a family culture, yet no actual family members of the owner work here. We are growing and I feel we need to update some policies, specifically we need to create
a close relationships policy. I recently attended a Sexual Harassment in the Workplace seminar and the lawyer recommended not using love contracts in the workplace.
I think it is very important as we grow that we institute a policy stating that no one that has a close relationship to an employee is to be in a position where they make employment decisions for that
employee and they need to disclose the relationship to HR. This will cover nepotism as well. I'm not opposed to hiring someone's relative, but I don't want there to be any conflict of interest at any
time.
I am wondering if you have relationship policies at your workplace and what your perspectives are on close relationships.
-----------------------------Nicole Kushner SHRM-CP
Oak Park
------------------------------
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top
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previous next
Re: Relationship Policies
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 9:59 AM
Nicole Kushner
Close personal relationships as in romantic relationships or relatives.
-----------------------------Nicole Kushner SHRM-CP
Oak Park
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Relationship Policies
_
Close relationships as in friends?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:57
From: Nicole Kushner
Subject: Relationship Policies
I work for a small business that has a family culture, yet no actual family members of the owner work here. We are growing and I feel we need to update some policies, specifically we need to create
a close relationships policy. I recently attended a Sexual Harassment in the Workplace seminar and the lawyer recommended not using love contracts in the workplace.
I think it is very important as we grow that we institute a policy stating that no one that has a close relationship to an employee is to be in a position where they make employment decisions for that
employee and they need to disclose the relationship to HR. This will cover nepotism as well. I'm not opposed to hiring someone's relative, but I don't want there to be any conflict of interest at any
time.
I am wondering if you have relationship policies at your workplace and what your perspectives are on close relationships.
-----------------------------Nicole Kushner SHRM-CP
Oak Park
------------------------------
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top
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previous next
New Manager Training?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:50 AM
Anonymous

_
Good morning,
I have been challenged by our Executive Leadership to create a New Manager Training, The goal is that when individual contributors are promoted to a supervisor/leadership role (or new managers
hired on), that we provide them with some "101" training around our company, but also some basics such as performance appraisals, FLSA/timecards, etc.
Before I create the wheel, was wondering if anyone had an outline/existing program they would be willing to share? Or any other ideas/suggestions?
TIA.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: New Manager Training?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 10:07 AM
Nicole Kushner
My HR 101 consisted of all the laws I felt the managers needed to be aware of. I compiled a list and then created a power point to deliver this information to our managers. Good luck!
-----------------------------Nicole Kushner SHRM-CP
Oak Park
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager Training?
_
Good morning,
I have been challenged by our Executive Leadership to create a New Manager Training, The goal is that when individual contributors are promoted to a supervisor/leadership role (or new managers
hired on), that we provide them with some "101" training around our company, but also some basics such as performance appraisals, FLSA/timecards, etc.
Before I create the wheel, was wondering if anyone had an outline/existing program they would be willing to share? Or any other ideas/suggestions?
TIA.
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previous next
Re: New Manager Training?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 11:13 AM
Mary Dillman
It is great that you have the support of Executive Leadership for this important training investment. You may have already done this - what did the training needs analysis of new managers identify as
the most critical management skills and processes that your new managers need to be successful in their role? Also, I would anticipate that the needs for a newly promoted individual contributor
from within your company might be very different from a manager hired from the outside who has previous management experience.
I think you should consider a modularized approach to this - e.g., a training module on company business plan, operations and culture for new managers hired from the outside; an overview module
on regulatory/compliance requirements and HR's support of these policies; a module on management skills - performance management, progressive discipline process, team engagement, employee
recognition. For this last module, I highly recommend using a reputable training vendor - take a look at what AMA (American Management Association), the Ken Blanchard Company and DDI
(Development Dimensions Internationa) offer regarding management fundamentals and/or new manager training.
This topic has come up in previous posts - do a search of this forum and you should find some suggestions.
Good luck!
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Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: New Manager Training?
_
Good morning,
I have been challenged by our Executive Leadership to create a New Manager Training, The goal is that when individual contributors are promoted to a supervisor/leadership role (or new managers
hired on), that we provide them with some "101" training around our company, but also some basics such as performance appraisals, FLSA/timecards, etc.
Before I create the wheel, was wondering if anyone had an outline/existing program they would be willing to share? Or any other ideas/suggestions?
TIA.

top
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previous next
Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:07 AM
Anonymous

_
Good morning,
I am new to a company that has pretty much had no policies set in place. An employee has been calling out 2-3 times per week every 2-3 weeks. This is clearly abuse. I was told that the lawyer told
the manager to give employee an FMLA form. I informed the manager that we cannot force the employee to complete the FMLA form since he did not request it. The employee continues to call out
and has exhausted his sick time. He has four days left for vacation until May when his time renews.
I told the manager to bring the employee into HR and we can give him a verbal warning and I can re-offer him FMLA and fully explain how FMLA would benefit him if he actually needs it.
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Would anyone approach this differently?
This is my first time being an HR Department of One so I have no one to bounce ideas off of.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:12 AM
Anonymous

_
You really don't know it is abuse.
You don't even know if the reasons for missing work qualify under FMLA or any other state protected leave.
So, slow down and don't be so quick to pounce on this employee.
And, employees don't "request" FMLA paperwork.
I strongly suggest you read the FMLA regulations a few times before meeting with this employee.
He'll have a lot of questions and you need to be able to answer them, accurately.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
Good morning,
I am new to a company that has pretty much had no policies set in place. An employee has been calling out 2-3 times per week every 2-3 weeks. This is clearly abuse. I was told that the lawyer told
the manager to give employee an FMLA form. I informed the manager that we cannot force the employee to complete the FMLA form since he did not request it. The employee continues to call out
and has exhausted his sick time. He has four days left for vacation until May when his time renews.
I told the manager to bring the employee into HR and we can give him a verbal warning and I can re-offer him FMLA and fully explain how FMLA would benefit him if he actually needs it.
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Would anyone approach this differently?
This is my first time being an HR Department of One so I have no one to bounce ideas off of.
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Re: Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 9:15 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
Definitely a conversation with the employee is needed. If FMLA paperwork was given to him and he did not reply within 15 days. Then HR or your FMLA administrator should write him a letter
saying that the FMLA has been denied for lack of information. This would take care of closing that process and keep the employee informed of status.
On the other hand, if nobody knows the reason for the "abuse" it could very well be an ADA. Having an exploratory conversation with the employee would be very beneficial. HR and the manager
can partner on this. Once you understand the reasons or lack of for the absenteeism; then you can consider discipline, but I would not start there.

-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
Good morning,
I am new to a company that has pretty much had no policies set in place. An employee has been calling out 2-3 times per week every 2-3 weeks. This is clearly abuse. I was told that the lawyer told
the manager to give employee an FMLA form. I informed the manager that we cannot force the employee to complete the FMLA form since he did not request it. The employee continues to call out
and has exhausted his sick time. He has four days left for vacation until May when his time renews.
I told the manager to bring the employee into HR and we can give him a verbal warning and I can re-offer him FMLA and fully explain how FMLA would benefit him if he actually needs it.
Would anyone approach this differently?
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This is my first time being an HR Department of One so I have no one to bounce ideas off of.
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previous next
Re: Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:16 AM
Anonymous

_
The employee does not have to request FMLA. If you know there might be SHC then give the paperwork to the employee.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
Good morning,
I am new to a company that has pretty much had no policies set in place. An employee has been calling out 2-3 times per week every 2-3 weeks. This is clearly abuse. I was told that the lawyer told
the manager to give employee an FMLA form. I informed the manager that we cannot force the employee to complete the FMLA form since he did not request it. The employee continues to call out
and has exhausted his sick time. He has four days left for vacation until May when his time renews.
I told the manager to bring the employee into HR and we can give him a verbal warning and I can re-offer him FMLA and fully explain how FMLA would benefit him if he actually needs it.
Would anyone approach this differently?
This is my first time being an HR Department of One so I have no one to bounce ideas off of.
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Re: Abusing Sick Time
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Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:19 AM
Anonymous
_
No I don't know it's abuse. You are right which is why I feel the meeting is necessary to get to the bottom of why he is out so much. I left out the fact that he was a no call no show yesterday and has
done that several times in the past.
If he has a medical issue, I would re-offer him FMLA. At the organizations that I have worked, employees may not request the actual paperwork but they do request FMLA. Is this incorrect?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:12
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
You really don't know it is abuse.
You don't even know if the reasons for missing work qualify under FMLA or any other state protected leave.
So, slow down and don't be so quick to pounce on this employee.
And, employees don't "request" FMLA paperwork.
I strongly suggest you read the FMLA regulations a few times before meeting with this employee.
He'll have a lot of questions and you need to be able to answer them, accurately.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
Good morning,
I am new to a company that has pretty much had no policies set in place. An employee has been calling out 2-3 times per week every 2-3 weeks. This is clearly abuse. I was told that the lawyer told
the manager to give employee an FMLA form. I informed the manager that we cannot force the employee to complete the FMLA form since he did not request it. The employee continues to call out
and has exhausted his sick time. He has four days left for vacation until May when his time renews.
I told the manager to bring the employee into HR and we can give him a verbal warning and I can re-offer him FMLA and fully explain how FMLA would benefit him if he actually needs it.
Would anyone approach this differently?
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This is my first time being an HR Department of One so I have no one to bounce ideas off of.
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Re: Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:19 AM
Anonymous

_
Once the 15 days as elapsed, you need to give an additional 7 days.
A conversation should have been held with this employee with the original certification was given to him.
And I typically don't have employees brought in to my office for "verbal" warnings. That's a management task.
In this case, have a conversation with the employee. You're jumping to conclusions and you may be surprised to learn that he's not abusing sick leave.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
Good morning,
I am new to a company that has pretty much had no policies set in place. An employee has been calling out 2-3 times per week every 2-3 weeks. This is clearly abuse. I was told that the lawyer told
the manager to give employee an FMLA form. I informed the manager that we cannot force the employee to complete the FMLA form since he did not request it. The employee continues to call out
and has exhausted his sick time. He has four days left for vacation until May when his time renews.
I told the manager to bring the employee into HR and we can give him a verbal warning and I can re-offer him FMLA and fully explain how FMLA would benefit him if he actually needs it.
Would anyone approach this differently?
This is my first time being an HR Department of One so I have no one to bounce ideas off of.
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Re: Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:26 AM
Anonymous

_
Thanks everyone.
Your feedback has caused me to take a different approach. I will be having a conversation with the employee and no discipline at this point.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
Once the 15 days as elapsed, you need to give an additional 7 days.
A conversation should have been held with this employee with the original certification was given to him.
And I typically don't have employees brought in to my office for "verbal" warnings. That's a management task.
In this case, have a conversation with the employee. You're jumping to conclusions and you may be surprised to learn that he's not abusing sick leave.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
Good morning,
I am new to a company that has pretty much had no policies set in place. An employee has been calling out 2-3 times per week every 2-3 weeks. This is clearly abuse. I was told that the lawyer told
the manager to give employee an FMLA form. I informed the manager that we cannot force the employee to complete the FMLA form since he did not request it. The employee continues to call out
and has exhausted his sick time. He has four days left for vacation until May when his time renews.
I told the manager to bring the employee into HR and we can give him a verbal warning and I can re-offer him FMLA and fully explain how FMLA would benefit him if he actually needs it.
Would anyone approach this differently?
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This is my first time being an HR Department of One so I have no one to bounce ideas off of.
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Re: Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:58 AM
Anonymous

_
Please search for and read the DOL's FMLA Guides for Employers and Employees as well. And to your specific question about what constitutes a request,
When an employee seeks leave for the first time for a FMLA-qualifying reason, the employee need not expressly assert rights under the FMLA or even mention the FMLA.
29 CFR 825.302(c)
I think it helps to stop thinking of FML as something you "offer" (an offer is something that can be declined, and the employee doesn't have a choice). Instead, think of it as an employer obligation to
designate when you have enough information to do so (i.e., the certification or other information). You have enough information to start the process, have an obligation to do so, and should take any
employment action after you've completed this process.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
Thanks everyone.
Your feedback has caused me to take a different approach. I will be having a conversation with the employee and no discipline at this point.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
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_
Once the 15 days as elapsed, you need to give an additional 7 days.
A conversation should have been held with this employee with the original certification was given to him.
And I typically don't have employees brought in to my office for "verbal" warnings. That's a management task.
In this case, have a conversation with the employee. You're jumping to conclusions and you may be surprised to learn that he's not abusing sick leave.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
Good morning,
I am new to a company that has pretty much had no policies set in place. An employee has been calling out 2-3 times per week every 2-3 weeks. This is clearly abuse. I was told that the lawyer told
the manager to give employee an FMLA form. I informed the manager that we cannot force the employee to complete the FMLA form since he did not request it. The employee continues to call out
and has exhausted his sick time. He has four days left for vacation until May when his time renews.
I told the manager to bring the employee into HR and we can give him a verbal warning and I can re-offer him FMLA and fully explain how FMLA would benefit him if he actually needs it.
Would anyone approach this differently?
This is my first time being an HR Department of One so I have no one to bounce ideas off of.

top
64.

previous next
Re: Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 10:04 AM
Nicole Kushner
I agree with others and feel you should have a conversation with the employee and explain their rights under FMLA. It is very possible no one has had this conversation with the employee and the
form might mean nothing to him. Start here and then see what needs to be done.
-----------------------------Nicole Kushner SHRM-CP
Oak Park
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
_
Good morning,
I am new to a company that has pretty much had no policies set in place. An employee has been calling out 2-3 times per week every 2-3 weeks. This is clearly abuse. I was told that the lawyer told
the manager to give employee an FMLA form. I informed the manager that we cannot force the employee to complete the FMLA form since he did not request it. The employee continues to call out
and has exhausted his sick time. He has four days left for vacation until May when his time renews.
I told the manager to bring the employee into HR and we can give him a verbal warning and I can re-offer him FMLA and fully explain how FMLA would benefit him if he actually needs it.
Would anyone approach this differently?
This is my first time being an HR Department of One so I have no one to bounce ideas off of.
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Re: Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:13 AM
Anonymous

_
Thanks Nicole.
That's exactly what I did and he had no idea what FMLA really was. He said it was not properly explained to him. He may have a need for it as he does have some health conditions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:04
From: Nicole Kushner
Subject: Abusing Sick Time
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I agree with others and feel you should have a conversation with the employee and explain their rights under FMLA. It is very possible no one has had this conversation with the employee and the
form might mean nothing to him. Start here and then see what needs to be done.
-----------------------------Nicole Kushner SHRM-CP
Oak Park

top
66.

previous next
FLEX SCHEDULING - HELP!
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:01 AM
Anonymous

_
Looking for any feedback on flex scheduling, positive or negative feedback welcome. What are some policies you have implemented if you use it and has it been successful?
Thanks in advance!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: FLEX SCHEDULING - HELP!
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:23 AM
Anonymous

_
We let each manager handle it within their own department.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: FLEX SCHEDULING - HELP!
_
Looking for any feedback on flex scheduling, positive or negative feedback welcome. What are some policies you have implemented if you use it and has it been successful?
Thanks in advance!

top
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previous next
Tennessee Unemployment
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 8:41 AM
Anonymous

_
My company is in the state of TN to give some context. From what I understand, we must provide a separation notice to all employees leaving the company, regardless of it is a voluntary resignation
or an involuntary termination. Is this correct?
Beyond that, for employees who voluntarily resign, and then file for unemployment benefits, is it customary to appeal those? I'm new to the state of TN and also the company, and the only "HR
person," so I'm trying to learn the ropes here. We had an employee leave voluntarily (just before I joined the company, so I'm unaware of the specifics) but we still paid her severance. She then moved
to another state (NC) and filed for unemployment there! Because she only ever worked for us in TN, can we appeal? I just want to ensure we aren't paying for unemployment benefits when we don't
need to be, and also ensure I'm providing the correct documentation to every exiting employee. Is there a checklist someone could point me towards that has everything I need from a legal standpoint
for terminations, both voluntary and involuntary? Any input is appreciated.
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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HR must have Policies
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 8:27 AM
CINTIA SACANI
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I don't t have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks.
-----------------------------CS
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: HR must have Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 8:30 AM
Anonymous

_
SHRM has good resources under the Resources tab on the home page.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:27
From: CINTIA SACANI
Subject: HR must have Policies
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I don't t have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks.
-----------------------------CS
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Re: HR must have Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 8:59 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I would start with the attached list of employment laws. (I would also look up my state laws) and make sure you have compliance in these areas.
marylandwbc.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:27
From: CINTIA SACANI
Subject: HR must have Policies
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I don't t have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks.
-----------------------------CS
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: HR must have Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:42 AM
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Reply to Sender

CINTIA SACANI
Thank you very much.
-----------------------------CINTIA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR must have Policies
_
â€‹
I would start with the attached list of employment laws. (I would also look up my state laws) and make sure you have compliance in these areas.
marylandwbc.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/...
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:27
From: CINTIA SACANI
Subject: HR must have Policies
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I don't t have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks.
-----------------------------CS
------------------------------
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Re: HR must have Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:42 AM
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Reply to Sender

CINTIA SACANI
Thank you very much.
-----------------------------CINTIA S
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:29
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR must have Policies
_
SHRM has good resources under the Resources tab on the home page.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:27
From: CINTIA SACANI
Subject: HR must have Policies
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I don't t have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks.
-----------------------------CS
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: HR must have Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:12 AM
Ivette Dupuis
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Reply to Sender

I suggest you start with an SHRM Essentials of HR class.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:27
From: CINTIA SACANI
Subject: HR must have Policies
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I don't t have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks.
-----------------------------CS
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Discipline - Points Systems
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 8:21 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Looking to get information from folks who use a point system for disciplining employees. I would like to implement something like this in the company I work for, currently everything is verbal
and based on supervisors memory. Can any of you who use a point system please tell me how it works? How well it works? What doesn't really work?
Thanks in advance!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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76.

previous next
Employee Engagement Tool
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 2:40 AM
Md.Saiful Hoque
Hi,
I am working in a Leather goods Manufacturing Company in Bangladesh. We have 5000+ worker and 350 Staff. All are busy on daily work schedule.
We want to develop some employee engagement tool so employee can feel that we do value their opinion, their status, their contribution etc. We are rolling out some programmes like "The Idea
Junction"- Seeding ideas to reduce absenteeism, discussing the best idea and reward the best idea.
Apart from these, what other can be good programmes to increase employee engagement.
Regards
Saiful

-----------------------------Md.Saiful Hoque
Chittagong
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
HR samples letter
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 2:25 AM
Anonymous

_
Hello everybody,
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I am looking for a thorough source of HR letters. Can anybody direct me on this matter through SHRM hyper link or other professional sources.
Thank you in advance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: HR samples letter
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 2:46 AM
Anonymous

_
Letters for what? Offers? Terminations? Could you be more specific in what you are looking for? It's a pretty general question.

In the SHRM site under Resources there is a link to a variety of templates.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 02:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR samples letter
_
Hello everybody,
I am looking for a thorough source of HR letters. Can anybody direct me on this matter through SHRM hyper link or other professional sources.
Thank you in advance.
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previous next
Re: HR samples letter
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 4:59 AM
Soulemane NGAPOUT
Letter for which purpose ?? There are a lot of letter in HR activities ..
-----------------------------Soulemane NGAPOUT
HR Manager
Transimex
Douala
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 02:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR samples letter
_
Hello everybody,
I am looking for a thorough source of HR letters. Can anybody direct me on this matter through SHRM hyper link or other professional sources.
Thank you in advance.
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Re: HR samples letter
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:00 AM
Anonymous

_
Letters for what purpose?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 04:59
From: Soulemane NGAPOUT
Subject: HR samples letter
Letter for which purpose ?? There are a lot of letter in HR activities ..
-----------------------------Soulemane NGAPOUT
HR Manager
Transimex
Douala
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Re: HR samples letter
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:14 AM
Anonymous

_
OE Letters?
Term Letters?
4:20 Snack Day Letters?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 02:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR samples letter
_
Hello everybody,
I am looking for a thorough source of HR letters. Can anybody direct me on this matter through SHRM hyper link or other professional sources.
Thank you in advance.
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Re: HR samples letter
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:10 AM
Anonymous

_
Severance Letters
Term Letters
Offer Letters
Benefit Letters
Internal Offer Letters

What type of letters are you looking for?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:13
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR samples letter
_
OE Letters?
Term Letters?
4:20 Snack Day Letters?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 02:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: HR samples letter
_
Hello everybody,
I am looking for a thorough source of HR letters. Can anybody direct me on this matter through SHRM hyper link or other professional sources.
Thank you in advance.
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previous next
Seattle Sick and Safe Law/WA State Sick Leave Law
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 11:16 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
The employees at our workplace are convinced that the new Seattle sick leave and Washington state sick leave laws mean they can never be disciplined for using sick leave. Our place of
employment currently grants accrual rates in excess of the City and State laws for these employees by virtue of their collective bargaining agreements. However, our reading of the law is that the
protection against discipline applies only to the amounts of leave that the legislation generates, and not to the amounts of sick leave that the employees have bargained for in excess of what are now
legislated accruals.
There seems to be a lot of confusion, but essentially the employees are now persuaded to believe there can be no consequences for discipline. We are not interested in shrinking the amounts of sick
leave we have bargained; we just want to be sure every one is clear about their rights and their intersection with our absenteeism policies. Can anyone provide more insight?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
HR in Unique Indistries
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 11:03 PM
Darcy Bross
Hello, SHRM Community!
Do you work in a unique industry? What position do you hold? What are some interesting points and/or challenges that you face as an HR professional in that industry?
I recently began working in the corrections industry as an HR Specialist. A couple unique facts are that I do not deal with the inmate population very often, and (because I work for a private
company) the state is actually a private company. It's incredibly fast-paced, but there are many learning opportunities with this position that I am eager to take on.
-----------------------------DarcyBross
HR Specialist
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Re: HR in Unique Indistries
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:09 AM
Anonymous

_
Do you work at the prison or off site? If on site, do you feel safe?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 23:03
From: Darcy Bross
Subject: HR in Unique Indistries
Hello, SHRM Community!
Do you work in a unique industry? What position do you hold? What are some interesting points and/or challenges that you face as an HR professional in that industry?
I recently began working in the corrections industry as an HR Specialist. A couple unique facts are that I do not deal with the inmate population very often, and (because I work for a private
company) the state is actually a private company. It's incredibly fast-paced, but there are many learning opportunities with this position that I am eager to take on.
-----------------------------DarcyBross
HR Specialist
------------------------------
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Re: HR in Unique Indistries
Reply to Group
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Apr 11, 2018 9:16 AM
Anonymous
_
I used to work in security management at an airport.
Now that was an interesting job.
I'd tell you about it, but I'm not at liberty to disclose some of the more interesting situations I dealt with.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 23:03
From: Darcy Bross
Subject: HR in Unique Indistries
Hello, SHRM Community!
Do you work in a unique industry? What position do you hold? What are some interesting points and/or challenges that you face as an HR professional in that industry?
I recently began working in the corrections industry as an HR Specialist. A couple unique facts are that I do not deal with the inmate population very often, and (because I work for a private
company) the state is actually a private company. It's incredibly fast-paced, but there are many learning opportunities with this position that I am eager to take on.
-----------------------------DarcyBross
HR Specialist
------------------------------
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previous next
Employee Recognition Ideas
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 8:26 PM
Anonymous

_
Can you share some ideas of how you would recognize an employee who receives a compliment letter from a client for a job well done. Currently we send a mass email to everyone in the company
just saying Kudos for a job well done, but I think we should do more.
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previous next
Employee and employer confidentiality
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 7:20 PM
Anonymous

_
We have various sites where employees of ours work on customer premises. One of our customers requested that when an employee is terminated we let them know the reason.
Can we release that information? Or can we just say let them know employee: resigned, laid off; discharged? And no further information. We usually just let them know the employee is no longer
working with us.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Employee and employer confidentiality
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:29 AM
Anonymous

_
I can't think of a reason why the other company would need to know the reason. If you don't release reason for termination for regular verification of employment, I wouldn't do it here.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Employee and employer confidentiality
_
We have various sites where employees of ours work on customer premises. One of our customers requested that when an employee is terminated we let them know the reason.
Can we release that information? Or can we just say let them know employee: resigned, laid off; discharged? And no further information. We usually just let them know the employee is no longer
working with us.

top
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previous next
Re: Employee and employer confidentiality
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:46 AM
Anonymous

_
NO. You don't let them know the reason. You're opening yourself up to a defamation of character lawsuit. You don't even tell them they were fired, you simply tell them they are no longer with the
company, if asked. It's none of their business.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee and employer confidentiality
_
I can't think of a reason why the other company would need to know the reason. If you don't release reason for termination for regular verification of employment, I wouldn't do it here.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee and employer confidentiality
_
We have various sites where employees of ours work on customer premises. One of our customers requested that when an employee is terminated we let them know the reason.
Can we release that information? Or can we just say let them know employee: resigned, laid off; discharged? And no further information. We usually just let them know the employee is no longer
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working with us.
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Re: Employee and employer confidentiality
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:48 AM
Anonymous

_
Why do they think they should know? Did they provide a reason with their request?
I don't think ANY employment information should be shared with anyone outside or inside of the company (although inside there's a "need to know" factor).
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee and employer confidentiality
_
We have various sites where employees of ours work on customer premises. One of our customers requested that when an employee is terminated we let them know the reason.
Can we release that information? Or can we just say let them know employee: resigned, laid off; discharged? And no further information. We usually just let them know the employee is no longer
working with us.
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Re: Employee and employer confidentiality
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 10:11 AM
Nicole Kushner
I agree with everyone else on this. I would not let the other company know the reason. This is similar to employment verifications. I never disclose the reason someone is no longer with the company
to an outside company.
-----------------------------Nicole Kushner SHRM-CP
Oak Park
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 19:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee and employer confidentiality
_
We have various sites where employees of ours work on customer premises. One of our customers requested that when an employee is terminated we let them know the reason.
Can we release that information? Or can we just say let them know employee: resigned, laid off; discharged? And no further information. We usually just let them know the employee is no longer
working with us.

top
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previous next
Unemployment
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 7:08 PM
Anonymous

_
My question is concerning unemployment paperwork and what is required to provide an employee leaving the company. My company is in the state of TN to give some context. From what I
understand, we must provide a separation notice to all employees leaving the company, regardless of it is a voluntary resignation or an involuntary termination. Is this correct?
Beyond that, for employees who voluntarily resign, and then file for unemployment benefits, is it customary to appeal those? I'm new to the state of TN and also the company, and the only "HR
person," so I'm trying to learn the ropes here. We had an employee leave voluntarily (just before I joined the company, so I'm unaware of the specifics) but we still paid her severance. She then moved
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to another state (NC) and filed for unemployment there! Because she only ever worked for us in TN, can we appeal? I just want to ensure we aren't paying for unemployment benefits when we don't
need to be, and also ensure I'm providing the correct documentation to every exiting employee. Is there a checklist someone could point me towards that has everything I need from a legal standpoint
for terminations, both voluntary and involuntary? Any input is appreciated.
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top

previous next

94.

Re: Unemployment
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:10 AM
Anonymous

_
Hello! If an employee resigned they should not typically be eligible for unemployment benefits. I would appeal and submit a copy of their resignation along with the appeal. Even if we involuntarily
term someone I would appeal and provide a copy of the policy violated and the infraction that led to term.
In regards to paperwork, there is probably something on your state unemployment website. I usually provide all exiting employees a copy of ours from Texas and tell them they could be eligible for
unemployment but it's their responsibility to review eligibility requirements.

JOSSO 2 - Processing
...
View this on Shrm >
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In searching SHRM site I found this article that might help you: JOSSO 2 - Processing ...

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 19:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: Unemployment
_
My question is concerning unemployment paperwork and what is required to provide an employee leaving the company. My company is in the state of TN to give some context. From what I
understand, we must provide a separation notice to all employees leaving the company, regardless of it is a voluntary resignation or an involuntary termination. Is this correct?
Beyond that, for employees who voluntarily resign, and then file for unemployment benefits, is it customary to appeal those? I'm new to the state of TN and also the company, and the only "HR
person," so I'm trying to learn the ropes here. We had an employee leave voluntarily (just before I joined the company, so I'm unaware of the specifics) but we still paid her severance. She then moved
to another state (NC) and filed for unemployment there! Because she only ever worked for us in TN, can we appeal? I just want to ensure we aren't paying for unemployment benefits when we don't
need to be, and also ensure I'm providing the correct documentation to every exiting employee. Is there a checklist someone could point me towards that has everything I need from a legal standpoint
for terminations, both voluntary and involuntary? Any input is appreciated.
Thanks!

top
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Re: Unemployment
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:22 AM
Anonymous

_
Sometimes unemployment is awarded if someone needs to move a great distance as a trailing spouse.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 19:07
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Unemployment
_
My question is concerning unemployment paperwork and what is required to provide an employee leaving the company. My company is in the state of TN to give some context. From what I
understand, we must provide a separation notice to all employees leaving the company, regardless of it is a voluntary resignation or an involuntary termination. Is this correct?
Beyond that, for employees who voluntarily resign, and then file for unemployment benefits, is it customary to appeal those? I'm new to the state of TN and also the company, and the only "HR
person," so I'm trying to learn the ropes here. We had an employee leave voluntarily (just before I joined the company, so I'm unaware of the specifics) but we still paid her severance. She then moved
to another state (NC) and filed for unemployment there! Because she only ever worked for us in TN, can we appeal? I just want to ensure we aren't paying for unemployment benefits when we don't
need to be, and also ensure I'm providing the correct documentation to every exiting employee. Is there a checklist someone could point me towards that has everything I need from a legal standpoint
for terminations, both voluntary and involuntary? Any input is appreciated.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
controlling outside counsel
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 6:32 PM
Anonymous

_
We have an outside law firm handling a lawsuit from an ex-employee I am having an issue controlling our attorneys. Issues like not giving us enough time to gather documents when subpoenaed by
opposing cancel (I believe they wait to ask us for the documents) - we already missed a deadline because we got 2 week's notice to produce a mountain of docs (all archived). Issue two, emails from
law firm to all involved. We don't have the most sophisticated group involved here and legalese is not their strong suit, I have asked our firm to either send me the info so that I can translate it or put
their questions in more layman terms.
I'm not one to put attorneys up on a pedestal, the fact is they work for us, the employer and should take direction from us. I'm new here and don't know the firm that well (although plenty of
experience dealing with attorneys with other employers) so Im trying to avoid being heavy handed about things (not that there aren't enough firms that would gladly pick up the slack).
How would you handle uncooperative attorney types?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next

97.

Re: controlling outside counsel
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 8:32 AM
Anonymous

_

we already missed a deadline because we got 2 week's notice to produce a mountain of docs (all archived).
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 18:32

Honestly, two weeks should be plenty of time for you to produce whatever documents are necessary, wherever they are. You don't usually get that much time when unemployment asks for
paperwork. If there is an active lawsuit, I'm going to go out on a limb and guess that should be your main priority, especially since it's at a level where outside counsel is involved.

Issue two, emails from law firm to all involved.
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 18:32

Open your mouth - or your keyboard - and ask that information only be sent to you or certain people. That's not difficult. They're probably trying to cover all their bases to make sure that everyone is
informed. They're attempting to do their job efficiently.

How would you handle uncooperative attorney types?
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 18:32

Unless you've already asked them to do things differently (which it sounds like you haven't), they don't sound uncooperative to me.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: controlling outside counsel
_
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We have an outside law firm handling a lawsuit from an ex-employee I am having an issue controlling our attorneys. Issues like not giving us enough time to gather documents when subpoenaed by
opposing cancel (I believe they wait to ask us for the documents) - we already missed a deadline because we got 2 week's notice to produce a mountain of docs (all archived). Issue two, emails from
law firm to all involved. We don't have the most sophisticated group involved here and legalese is not their strong suit, I have asked our firm to either send me the info so that I can translate it or put
their questions in more layman terms.
I'm not one to put attorneys up on a pedestal, the fact is they work for us, the employer and should take direction from us. I'm new here and don't know the firm that well (although plenty of
experience dealing with attorneys with other employers) so Im trying to avoid being heavy handed about things (not that there aren't enough firms that would gladly pick up the slack).
How would you handle uncooperative attorney types?
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Re: controlling outside counsel
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 8:59 AM
Anonymous

_
I agree. I'm not used to having more than 2 weeks to prepare documents in these cases.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: controlling outside counsel
_

we already missed a deadline because we got 2 week's notice to produce a mountain of docs (all archived).
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 18:32

Honestly, two weeks should be plenty of time for you to produce whatever documents are necessary, wherever they are. You don't usually get that much time when unemployment asks for
paperwork. If there is an active lawsuit, I'm going to go out on a limb and guess that should be your main priority, especially since it's at a level where outside counsel is involved.
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Issue two, emails from law firm to all involved.
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 18:32

Open your mouth - or your keyboard - and ask that information only be sent to you or certain people. That's not difficult. They're probably trying to cover all their bases to make sure that everyone is
informed. They're attempting to do their job efficiently.

How would you handle uncooperative attorney types?
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 18:32

Unless you've already asked them to do things differently (which it sounds like you haven't), they don't sound uncooperative to me.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:32
From: Anonymous
Subject: controlling outside counsel
_
We have an outside law firm handling a lawsuit from an ex-employee I am having an issue controlling our attorneys. Issues like not giving us enough time to gather documents when subpoenaed by
opposing cancel (I believe they wait to ask us for the documents) - we already missed a deadline because we got 2 week's notice to produce a mountain of docs (all archived). Issue two, emails from
law firm to all involved. We don't have the most sophisticated group involved here and legalese is not their strong suit, I have asked our firm to either send me the info so that I can translate it or put
their questions in more layman terms.
I'm not one to put attorneys up on a pedestal, the fact is they work for us, the employer and should take direction from us. I'm new here and don't know the firm that well (although plenty of
experience dealing with attorneys with other employers) so Im trying to avoid being heavy handed about things (not that there aren't enough firms that would gladly pick up the slack).
How would you handle uncooperative attorney types?
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previous next
Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 6:19 PM
Anonymous
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_
Hello. I am trying to understand HR best practices around applicaiton of "zero tolerance" policies. My specific situation involves a potential violation of an ethics policy and involves potential
sexual assault. This is a he said, she said type of situation. The employee is a newer employee (about 5-6 months tenure). An evaluation of the process this employee goes through was done and the
result concluded he was doing things that violated the ethical policy. Because our zero tolerance policy says "we maintain a zero tolerance policy against any form of improper behavior." If the
complaint was in fact accurate, it would be improper.
Should we fire this person or train them now that we understand what he was doing wrong?
To my knowledge there were not other complaints made about him.
Thank you for your professional thoughts!!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 6:37 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Not sure what your policy actually says, but 'zero tolerance' is usually reserved for highly egregious or dangerous activity and means just that - it will not be tolerated, so termination is the
consequence. Based on your post, I do not have enough information to know if that is warranted in this case.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
_
Hello. I am trying to understand HR best practices around applicaiton of "zero tolerance" policies. My specific situation involves a potential violation of an ethics policy and involves potential
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sexual assault. This is a he said, she said type of situation. The employee is a newer employee (about 5-6 months tenure). An evaluation of the process this employee goes through was done and the
result concluded he was doing things that violated the ethical policy. Because our zero tolerance policy says "we maintain a zero tolerance policy against any form of improper behavior." If the
complaint was in fact accurate, it would be improper.
Should we fire this person or train them now that we understand what he was doing wrong?
To my knowledge there were not other complaints made about him.
Thank you for your professional thoughts!!
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Re: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 6:38 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
"Improper behavior" is a pretty vague expression. I would think the policy needs to be more definitive.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
_
â€‹
Not sure what your policy actually says, but 'zero tolerance' is usually reserved for highly egregious or dangerous activity and means just that - it will not be tolerated, so termination is the
consequence. Based on your post, I do not have enough information to know if that is warranted in this case.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
_
Hello. I am trying to understand HR best practices around applicaiton of "zero tolerance" policies. My specific situation involves a potential violation of an ethics policy and involves potential
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sexual assault. This is a he said, she said type of situation. The employee is a newer employee (about 5-6 months tenure). An evaluation of the process this employee goes through was done and the
result concluded he was doing things that violated the ethical policy. Because our zero tolerance policy says "we maintain a zero tolerance policy against any form of improper behavior." If the
complaint was in fact accurate, it would be improper.
Should we fire this person or train them now that we understand what he was doing wrong?
To my knowledge there were not other complaints made about him.
Thank you for your professional thoughts!!

top

previous next
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Re: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:30 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Because our zero tolerance policy says "we maintain a zero tolerance policy against any form of improper behavior." If the complaint was in fact accurate, it would be improper.
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 18:18

â€‹
Is this your whole policy? Or is the sentence regarding zero tolerance attached to a larger part of a policy - for example, does it fall in to your harassment policy? I agree, that "improper behavior" is
quite vague. Would I get fired for not covering my mouth when I coughed?
However, you've also stated that this is a he said/she said situation and that "if the complaint was accurate"; to me, it doesn't sound like you're actually sure this employee did anything wrong. If you
can't substantiate the behavior, I would do some training with the employee on behavioral expectations and move on.
As for the potential sexual assault piece - did the alleged victim file a police report? I would think this would be a bit more serious than for the company to handle...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:38
From: Anonymous
Subject: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
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_
â€‹
"Improper behavior" is a pretty vague expression. I would think the policy needs to be more definitive.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
_
â€‹
Not sure what your policy actually says, but 'zero tolerance' is usually reserved for highly egregious or dangerous activity and means just that - it will not be tolerated, so termination is the
consequence. Based on your post, I do not have enough information to know if that is warranted in this case.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
_
Hello. I am trying to understand HR best practices around applicaiton of "zero tolerance" policies. My specific situation involves a potential violation of an ethics policy and involves potential
sexual assault. This is a he said, she said type of situation. The employee is a newer employee (about 5-6 months tenure). An evaluation of the process this employee goes through was done and the
result concluded he was doing things that violated the ethical policy. Because our zero tolerance policy says "we maintain a zero tolerance policy against any form of improper behavior." If the
complaint was in fact accurate, it would be improper.
Should we fire this person or train them now that we understand what he was doing wrong?
To my knowledge there were not other complaints made about him.
Thank you for your professional thoughts!!
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Re: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:35 AM
Anonymous

_
"Should we fire this person or train them now that we understand what he was doing wrong?"
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Depends on what he was "doing wrong" and why he was doing it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Zero Tolerance Policies - Best Practices
_
Hello. I am trying to understand HR best practices around applicaiton of "zero tolerance" policies. My specific situation involves a potential violation of an ethics policy and involves potential
sexual assault. This is a he said, she said type of situation. The employee is a newer employee (about 5-6 months tenure). An evaluation of the process this employee goes through was done and the
result concluded he was doing things that violated the ethical policy. Because our zero tolerance policy says "we maintain a zero tolerance policy against any form of improper behavior." If the
complaint was in fact accurate, it would be improper.
Should we fire this person or train them now that we understand what he was doing wrong?
To my knowledge there were not other complaints made about him.
Thank you for your professional thoughts!!

top
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previous next
19 Temps
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 6:12 PM
Anonymous

_
We had a client close it's doors yesterday and 19 workers on temp assignments are out of work, most of them reside in the central Fort Lauderdale area. We have checked with our clientele to
reassign them, but many do not have a need right now. Does anybody have a need for customer service reps in the Fort Lauderdale area? They are background checked and have been working with
our client for some time. Please do not treat this as a solicitation, this is a real situation! We would love to keep them on our payroll as temps as some of them have benefits with us but happy to refer
them if you have a direct position as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: 19 Temps
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 10:48 PM
Anonymous

_
Just a suggestion but the topic of your post is vague-19 temps.
Perhaps state CSR available Ft Lauderdale.
If anyone hired these temps are we acan Bus the tonthe markuo and hire fee? Do we get a deal? make this attractive to take these eson. After all we are not
oy hiring these employees buyyoi are aloa making money still.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: 19 Temps
_
We had a client close it's doors yesterday and 19 workers on temp assignments are out of work, most of them reside in the central Fort Lauderdale area. We have checked with our clientele to
reassign them, but many do not have a need right now. Does anybody have a need for customer service reps in the Fort Lauderdale area? They are background checked and have been working with
our client for some time. Please do not treat this as a solicitation, this is a real situation! We would love to keep them on our payroll as temps as some of them have benefits with us but happy to refer
them if you have a direct position as well.
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previous next
Commission-only Sales: What do I need to know?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 6:09 PM
Anonymous
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_
Currently, our sales people are paid an hourly rate just over the minimum wage here for California plus commission. We are considering transitioning to Commission Only but I know it's not that
easy. What do I need to know? Do we still need to clock hours and pay overtime? Do we need to pay commissions when a sale is made or can we wait until we are paid first? Are 24 hours a year
sick time enough or do they have to get PTO? How can this be structured so it is compliant yet easy to manage and police. Are there any "best practices" out there? We need a lot of help, clues,
tips/tricks, and resources. Thanks for any and all help and suggestions.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top

previous next
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Re: Commission-only Sales: What do I need to know?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:10 AM
Anonymous

_
I'm not in California and know only a few things. For example, a commission agreement is required. I'm assuming that because they are currently paid hourly they are classified as non-exempt. Are
you planning on reclassifying to exempt? Do they qualify for the CA outside sales exemption? (Any person, 18 years of age or older, who customarily and regularly works more than half the
working time away from the employer's place of business selling tangible or intangible items or obtaining orders or contracts for products, services, or use of facilities.) How about the federal
outside sales exemption?
Do we still need to clock hours and pay overtime?
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 18:08

If they will remain non-exempt, I don't think you can go "commission only". You still have to track hours and pay the minimum wage. I would think (and this is simply my thought, not based in
fact) that if you pay commission only you would still have to total the commission, divide by hours worked, come up with an hourly rate, and pay overtime based on that.
Do you have a lawyer who can help? Perhaps more knowledgeable CA practitioners will write in.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:08
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Commission-only Sales: What do I need to know?
_
Currently, our sales people are paid an hourly rate just over the minimum wage here for California plus commission. We are considering transitioning to Commission Only but I know it's not that
easy. What do I need to know? Do we still need to clock hours and pay overtime? Do we need to pay commissions when a sale is made or can we wait until we are paid first? Are 24 hours a year
sick time enough or do they have to get PTO? How can this be structured so it is compliant yet easy to manage and police. Are there any "best practices" out there? We need a lot of help, clues,
tips/tricks, and resources. Thanks for any and all help and suggestions.
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Re: Commission-only Sales: What do I need to know?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 10:31 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Here's a good (detailed enough, but easy to understand) resource: The Law on Commission-Based Pay for Sales Employees in California
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 18:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Commission-only Sales: What do I need to know?
_
Currently, our sales people are paid an hourly rate just over the minimum wage here for California plus commission. We are considering transitioning to Commission Only but I know it's not that
easy. What do I need to know? Do we still need to clock hours and pay overtime? Do we need to pay commissions when a sale is made or can we wait until we are paid first? Are 24 hours a year
sick time enough or do they have to get PTO? How can this be structured so it is compliant yet easy to manage and police. Are there any "best practices" out there? We need a lot of help, clues,
tips/tricks, and resources. Thanks for any and all help and suggestions.
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previous next
Sample AHRD Promotion Annoucements
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 5:12 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I'm new to the HR team as the HR Admin and they have asked me to create a sample promotion announcement for our soon AHRD who is coming on board. I would like to get your
feedback/assistance/samples/creative ideas on your past announcements in how to begin one that captures the experience, education, skills an accomplishments with out having to be lengthy. I would
truly appreciate for most of you who have done this before could kindly share your samples with me.
Thank you so much!
IC
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Sample AHRD Promotion Annoucements
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 2:59 AM
Anonymous

_
Why not look at previous announcements your company has done for other positiond as a guide?
You have a good framework of items in your post why not draft something and we can give feedback?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 17:11
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Sample AHRD Promotion Annoucements
_
â€‹
I'm new to the HR team as the HR Admin and they have asked me to create a sample promotion announcement for our soon AHRD who is coming on board. I would like to get your
feedback/assistance/samples/creative ideas on your past announcements in how to begin one that captures the experience, education, skills an accomplishments with out having to be lengthy. I would
truly appreciate for most of you who have done this before could kindly share your samples with me.
Thank you so much!
IC

top
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Re: Sample AHRD Promotion Annoucements
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 3:00 AM
Anonymous

_
Why not look at previous announcements your company has done for other positiond as a guide?
You have a good framework of items in your post why not draft something and we can give feedback?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 17:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sample AHRD Promotion Annoucements
_
â€‹
I'm new to the HR team as the HR Admin and they have asked me to create a sample promotion announcement for our soon AHRD who is coming on board. I would like to get your
feedback/assistance/samples/creative ideas on your past announcements in how to begin one that captures the experience, education, skills an accomplishments with out having to be lengthy. I would
truly appreciate for most of you who have done this before could kindly share your samples with me.
Thank you so much!
IC
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previous next
Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 5:08 PM
Anonymous

_
Our Loan Officers are required to meet a $1M monthly quota for loan closings. This amount is averaged over a 3 month period (quarter), therefore is s/he does not meet the $1M quota in one month
but makes it up within the next 2 months, there are no disciplinary actions taken. However, the consequence of not meeting the quota for the quarter, is a 3 month probation, in which you do not earn
PTO and must meet the quota in the following quarter. The quota system is newly implemented (1 year now), we have never had an employee go into probation and not make their quota during that
time-frame. I am in a tough situation where my employee did not meet her quota during her probationary period, due to external personal factors, but is a great employee and we would hate to lose
her. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 8:26 AM
Mary Dillman
I'll qualify my response that in my experience, what you describe is a performance management issue, not a professional conduct or behavior compliance issue requiring "disciplinary" actions. Even
with established processes/actions for addressing an under-performing employee, IMO management needs the flexibility to come up with solutions on an individual case basis - determining what is in
the best long-term interests of the company. The fact that your company does not have a policy in place for the situation you describe may actually be a good thing - let managers manage given the
circumstances of each situation and the "big picture" of the employee's overall performance and potential.
Questions I have in the situation you describe - did the employee's manager work with the employee to identify specific root causes for missing the loan quotas? You mention "external personal
factors" - does FMLA and/or ADAA come into play? What does the employee's manager and senior leadership want to do? It sounds like the company doesn't want to terminate and find a way to
work with the employee. Good luck!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
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Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 17:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
_
Our Loan Officers are required to meet a $1M monthly quota for loan closings. This amount is averaged over a 3 month period (quarter), therefore is s/he does not meet the $1M quota in one month
but makes it up within the next 2 months, there are no disciplinary actions taken. However, the consequence of not meeting the quota for the quarter, is a 3 month probation, in which you do not earn
PTO and must meet the quota in the following quarter. The quota system is newly implemented (1 year now), we have never had an employee go into probation and not make their quota during that
time-frame. I am in a tough situation where my employee did not meet her quota during her probationary period, due to external personal factors, but is a great employee and we would hate to lose
her. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.
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Re: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:37 AM
Anonymous

_
The personal external factors were not FMLA or ADA. She is going through a divorce and also took 2 weeks vacation to go to Europe. We do not want to terminate this employee because she is a
hard worker and has never had this issues in the past. We decided to extend her probationary period another 90 days, she will not accrue PTO for 30 days and will be required to hit the $1M quote
each month, we will not average the quota over 90 days.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:25
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
I'll qualify my response that in my experience, what you describe is a performance management issue, not a professional conduct or behavior compliance issue requiring "disciplinary" actions. Even
with established processes/actions for addressing an under-performing employee, IMO management needs the flexibility to come up with solutions on an individual case basis - determining what is in
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the best long-term interests of the company. The fact that your company does not have a policy in place for the situation you describe may actually be a good thing - let managers manage given the
circumstances of each situation and the "big picture" of the employee's overall performance and potential.
Questions I have in the situation you describe - did the employee's manager work with the employee to identify specific root causes for missing the loan quotas? You mention "external personal
factors" - does FMLA and/or ADAA come into play? What does the employee's manager and senior leadership want to do? It sounds like the company doesn't want to terminate and find a way to
work with the employee. Good luck!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
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previous next
Re: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:41 AM
Anonymous

_
You went from requiring the $1 million quota over a 3 month period to a 1 month period, for 3 consecutive months. That seems extreme, and setting the EE up for failure.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
_
The personal external factors were not FMLA or ADA. She is going through a divorce and also took 2 weeks vacation to go to Europe. We do not want to terminate this employee because she is a
hard worker and has never had this issues in the past. We decided to extend her probationary period another 90 days, she will not accrue PTO for 30 days and will be required to hit the $1M quote
each month, we will not average the quota over 90 days.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:25
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
I'll qualify my response that in my experience, what you describe is a performance management issue, not a professional conduct or behavior compliance issue requiring "disciplinary" actions. Even
with established processes/actions for addressing an under-performing employee, IMO management needs the flexibility to come up with solutions on an individual case basis - determining what is in
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the best long-term interests of the company. The fact that your company does not have a policy in place for the situation you describe may actually be a good thing - let managers manage given the
circumstances of each situation and the "big picture" of the employee's overall performance and potential.
Questions I have in the situation you describe - did the employee's manager work with the employee to identify specific root causes for missing the loan quotas? You mention "external personal
factors" - does FMLA and/or ADAA come into play? What does the employee's manager and senior leadership want to do? It sounds like the company doesn't want to terminate and find a way to
work with the employee. Good luck!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 17:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
_
Our Loan Officers are required to meet a $1M monthly quota for loan closings. This amount is averaged over a 3 month period (quarter), therefore is s/he does not meet the $1M quota in one month
but makes it up within the next 2 months, there are no disciplinary actions taken. However, the consequence of not meeting the quota for the quarter, is a 3 month probation, in which you do not earn
PTO and must meet the quota in the following quarter. The quota system is newly implemented (1 year now), we have never had an employee go into probation and not make their quota during that
time-frame. I am in a tough situation where my employee did not meet her quota during her probationary period, due to external personal factors, but is a great employee and we would hate to lose
her. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.

top
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previous next
Re: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:51 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I agree with the above poster that you've really set this employee up for failure with the new requirements.
Additionally - would she have met the quota if you average her time with her two week vacation take out? Hopefully your policy accounts for time off - otherwise this will really encourage your loan
officers to not utilize any of their PTO.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
_
You went from requiring the $1 million quota over a 3 month period to a 1 month period, for 3 consecutive months. That seems extreme, and setting the EE up for failure.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
_
The personal external factors were not FMLA or ADA. She is going through a divorce and also took 2 weeks vacation to go to Europe. We do not want to terminate this employee because she is a
hard worker and has never had this issues in the past. We decided to extend her probationary period another 90 days, she will not accrue PTO for 30 days and will be required to hit the $1M quote
each month, we will not average the quota over 90 days.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:25
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
I'll qualify my response that in my experience, what you describe is a performance management issue, not a professional conduct or behavior compliance issue requiring "disciplinary" actions. Even
with established processes/actions for addressing an under-performing employee, IMO management needs the flexibility to come up with solutions on an individual case basis - determining what is in
the best long-term interests of the company. The fact that your company does not have a policy in place for the situation you describe may actually be a good thing - let managers manage given the
circumstances of each situation and the "big picture" of the employee's overall performance and potential.
Questions I have in the situation you describe - did the employee's manager work with the employee to identify specific root causes for missing the loan quotas? You mention "external personal
factors" - does FMLA and/or ADAA come into play? What does the employee's manager and senior leadership want to do? It sounds like the company doesn't want to terminate and find a way to
work with the employee. Good luck!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 17:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Disciplinary Actions no policy in place
_
Our Loan Officers are required to meet a $1M monthly quota for loan closings. This amount is averaged over a 3 month period (quarter), therefore is s/he does not meet the $1M quota in one month
but makes it up within the next 2 months, there are no disciplinary actions taken. However, the consequence of not meeting the quota for the quarter, is a 3 month probation, in which you do not earn
PTO and must meet the quota in the following quarter. The quota system is newly implemented (1 year now), we have never had an employee go into probation and not make their quota during that
time-frame. I am in a tough situation where my employee did not meet her quota during her probationary period, due to external personal factors, but is a great employee and we would hate to lose
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her. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.
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previous next
Exempt/Salary Test
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:54 PM
Anonymous

_
Wondering if SHRM could require anyone posting here to pass a basic test demonstrating knowledge of exempt, non-exempt, hourly, and salary. Just the basics.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Exempt/Salary Test
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 5:04 PM
Todd Saffell

How are they supposed to learn if they can't ask questions? We were all there at one point in our career.
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt/Salary Test
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Reply to Sender

_
Wondering if SHRM could require anyone posting here to pass a basic test demonstrating knowledge of exempt, non-exempt, hourly, and salary. Just the basics.

top
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previous next
Re: Exempt/Salary Test
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 5:05 PM
Eric Emerson
Are you thinking you got bad information, or that you want to make sure you don't get bad information in the future? Why not go straight to the source and visit the department of labor? I know
sometimes you can read through laws and policies and still have questions though. We have an HR consultant I can go to with serious questions that I want to be sure about.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt/Salary Test
_
Wondering if SHRM could require anyone posting here to pass a basic test demonstrating knowledge of exempt, non-exempt, hourly, and salary. Just the basics.
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Re: Exempt/Salary Test
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 7:34 PM
Anonymous
_
Seems that OP was posting with tongue in cheek, but with an underlying concern about the quality of information that gets posted here sometimes. I have seen too many instances of just wrong
information being given in responses, whether about the FLSA, or other subjects. For a long, long, time I have thought that SHRM should have this as a monitored/moderated board - the surely have
enough money from us in their bank account to hire a couple of experienced HR or lawyer-types to monitor/moderate the boards here. I use a couple of other boards much more frequently here than I
do this one, precisely for this reason.
As an example, I remember a thread a while back when OP asked about how long a "probationary period" should be, or some such thing. After about 25 responses telling the OP how "wrong" it is to
use a probationary period, someone finally asked OP the question, "Are you public or private sector?" OP turned out, of course, to be in the public sector. That makes a huge difference - having a
probationary period is actually a very important thing to have in the public sector.
I'm just saying - SHRM has enough of our money to invest in paying some professional moderators to monitor these boards. Just one person's opinion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt/Salary Test
_
Wondering if SHRM could require anyone posting here to pass a basic test demonstrating knowledge of exempt, non-exempt, hourly, and salary. Just the basics.
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previous next
Employee Terminations
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:37 PM
Mandie Mowatt
Who does the talking in a termination? HR or the Manager? Why would a manager refuse to say anything and want HR to do all of the talking? This seems weird to me, what are your thoughts?
-----------------------------Mandie Mowatt SHRM-CP
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Fowlerville
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Employee Terminations
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:46 PM
Anonymous

_
I am present, but the manager does the talking. I'm sure the managers would like me to do the talking. I get it's not a pleasant part of the job, but still part of the job.
The exception would be if the termination were a result of an investigation, particularly harassment or discrimination. Then I would take the lead.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:37
From: Mandie Mowatt
Subject: Employee Terminations
Who does the talking in a termination? HR or the Manager? Why would a manager refuse to say anything and want HR to do all of the talking? This seems weird to me, what are your thoughts?
-----------------------------Mandie Mowatt SHRM-CP
Fowlerville
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Employee Terminations
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 4:46 PM
Anonymous
_
I have the Manager do the talking. There have been times that I've spoken, but I'm usually there as a witness and to ensure nothing is said that shouldn't be. This may not be the norm, just what my
company wants me to do.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:37
From: Mandie Mowatt
Subject: Employee Terminations
Who does the talking in a termination? HR or the Manager? Why would a manager refuse to say anything and want HR to do all of the talking? This seems weird to me, what are your thoughts?
-----------------------------Mandie Mowatt SHRM-CP
Fowlerville
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Employee Terminations
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:49 PM
Eric Emerson
For the most part it is on me. The plant manager is well seasoned, but the team leaders are less so. Most of the time the plant manager wants me to handle so she does not have to stop what she is
doing. I only sort of mind, what I really need to do is develop the team leaders.
-----------------------------Eric Emerson SHRM-CP/PHR
H.R. Manager
Value Added Products
Alva, Oklahoma
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:37
From: Mandie Mowatt
Subject: Employee Terminations
Who does the talking in a termination? HR or the Manager? Why would a manager refuse to say anything and want HR to do all of the talking? This seems weird to me, what are your thoughts?
-----------------------------Mandie Mowatt SHRM-CP
Fowlerville
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Employee Terminations
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:50 PM
Anonymous

_
Who does the talking in a termination?

HR or the Manager? This isn't a black or white answer. You should discuss this with the manager before coming into a termination meeting.

Why would a manager refuse to say anything and want HR to do all of the talking? Again, this isn't a black or white answer unless the response comes from the person whose actions you are
questioning. You can receive 100s of "I suppose it could be this" and none of them could be remotely close to the reason.
This seems weird to me, what are your thoughts? This is not weird- I can easily name 5 people in my company who avoid confrontation like the plague and one of them is my Operations Manager.
I think you both dropped the ball on communicating with each other- a termination meeting should be discussed in detail before you sit down with the person you are firing. You can't just walk in
there without a game plan and expect it to go well. It doesn't sound like you are familiar at all with this manager and this manager wasn't comfortable going into the meeting. Instead of rising to the
occasion and taking on the termination confidently, he leaned in heavily on you and I'm not sure what emotion this post is but I think I can assume you didn't like that he leaned into you to lead this
meeting. Next time, have a meeting prior to the term, talk about who will talk about what, set expectations for the manager, support them through the meeting and let them know you will be there to
support them, and answer any questions and concerns they may have.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:37
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From: Mandie Mowatt
Subject: Employee Terminations
Who does the talking in a termination? HR or the Manager? Why would a manager refuse to say anything and want HR to do all of the talking? This seems weird to me, what are your thoughts?
-----------------------------Mandie Mowatt SHRM-CP
Fowlerville
------------------------------
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previous next
Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:24 PM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I know they should be compensated for
the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether this situation?
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:26 PM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
Terms are important. Are they exempt or non-exempt? That determines overtime eligibility.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I feel like they should be compensated
for the extra 2 - 4 hours a week.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether it is a federal or state labor law?

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
------------------------------
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previous next

128.

Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Are these employees exempt or non-exempt?

sigh.......
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I feel like they should be compensated
for the extra 2 - 4 hours a week.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether it is a federal or state labor law?

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
------------------------------
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Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 4:30 PM
Anonymous
_
FLSA all day.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I feel like they should be compensated
for the extra 2 - 4 hours a week.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether it is a federal or state labor law?

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
------------------------------
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Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:32 PM
Libby Hayes
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Reply to Sender

â€‹
It they are truly exempt, there is no overtime.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I know they should be compensated for
the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether this situation?
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
------------------------------
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Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:33 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
Commissioned sales are customarily exempt. There should be no OT.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I know they should be compensated for
the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether this situation?
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
------------------------------
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Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:44 PM
Todd Saffell
These statements are contradictory. Exempt literally (and I mean this literally) means exempt from overtime. You can't be exempt and be owned overtime based on FLSA. They are exempt = no
overtime.
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I know they should be compensated for the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG, 04-10-2018 16:24

-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I know they should be compensated for
the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether this situation?
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
------------------------------
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Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:49 PM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Todd I see your point and understand it which leads me to ask - Should they be compensated in comp time?
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:44
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
These statements are contradictory. Exempt literally (and I mean this literally) means exempt from overtime. You can't be exempt and be owned overtime based on FLSA. They are exempt = no
overtime.
I know they should be compensated for the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG, 04-10-2018 16:24

-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
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Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:55 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
No. Exempt employees are paid for the job they do - whatever hours it takes. You would not pay them less if they worked 39 hours and you do not owe them more (paid or comp time) if the work
more.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:49
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
Todd I see your point and understand it which leads me to ask - Should they be compensated in comp time?
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY

top
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Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:55 PM
Anonymous

_

Should they be compensated in comp time?
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG, 04-10-2018 16:49

This answer should be in your employee handbook. There is no law regarding comp time.
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And no- they are exempt and are paid to get a job done regardless of the amount of hours it takes to get it done. Working 2-4 hours over 40 a week is completely reasonable.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:49
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
Todd I see your point and understand it which leads me to ask - Should they be compensated in comp time?
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
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Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:56 PM
Anonymous

_
Are they inside sales or outside sales?
Inside sales need to be paid OT.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
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I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I know they should be compensated for
the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether this situation?
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
------------------------------
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Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:57 PM
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG

Thank you everyone for the advice!
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
_
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Reply to Sender

Should they be compensated in comp time?
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG, 04-10-2018 16:49

This answer should be in your employee handbook. There is no law regarding comp time.
And no- they are exempt and are paid to get a job done regardless of the amount of hours it takes to get it done. Working 2-4 hours over 40 a week is completely reasonable.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:49
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
Todd I see your point and understand it which leads me to ask - Should they be compensated in comp time?
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:44
From: Todd Saffell
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
These statements are contradictory. Exempt literally (and I mean this literally) means exempt from overtime. You can't be exempt and be owned overtime based on FLSA. They are exempt = no
overtime.
I know they should be compensated for the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees
CAROLYN SCHATZBERG, 04-10-2018 16:24

-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
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clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I know they should be compensated for
the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether this situation?
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
------------------------------

top
138.

previous next
Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:57 PM
Anonymous

_
You don't pay someone OT based on a job title.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
_
Are they inside sales or outside sales?
Inside sales need to be paid OT.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I know they should be compensated for
the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether this situation?
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
------------------------------

top
139.

previous next
Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:59 PM
Todd Saffell

Public sector or private?
-----------------------------In Todd We Trust
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Reply to Sender

Sent: 04-10-2018 16:49
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
Todd I see your point and understand it which leads me to ask - Should they be compensated in comp time?
-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY

top
140.

previous next
Re: Salaried Employee working overtime
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 5:08 PM
Anonymous

_
FLSA clearly states that inside sales are non-exempt, therefore OT would be required.
For the OP: comp time is something used in the public sector, like gov't entities. It is not really allowable in the private sector. You can have exempts take time off if they work additional on a
project.
I'm concerned that you might be making employment decisions with incorrect assumptions about what classifications these employees are and if they are owed OT. Also, if they do end up being nonexempt there are OT complications involved, including weighted Overtime with the commissions brought into the picture.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
_
You don't pay someone OT based on a job title.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:56
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
_
Are they inside sales or outside sales?
Inside sales need to be paid OT.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: CAROLYN SCHATZBERG
Subject: Salaried Employee working overtime
I am relatively new to HR and I have an issue and I need your advice. I have a salaried Sales Team who earn commission and are all base-salaried employees. They have a live chat with potential
clients which run 2 hours each morning and 4 hours each night. During the morning and evening time slots they work from home and any leads that turn into a client becomes part of their
commission.
I only learned today, that they have been working off hours to offset the live chat time - those that do the morning work in office 10 am - 5 pm and the evening work in office 9 am - 4 pm. I calculated
the hours and found they are working more than 40 hours a week. Looking at their schedule and taking the offset office hours, they are really working 42 - 44 hours in any given week. No one has
been keeping track of these hours, and while the team sees no issue with it because they earn more commission due to an increase in leads during those hours, I know they should be compensated for
the extra 2 - 4 hours a week based on the FLSA.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this or whether this situation?
Edited to add - They are considered exempt employees

-----------------------------Carolyn Schatzberg
HR Manager
Bethpage, NY
------------------------------

top
141.

previous next
Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:24 PM
Anonymous

_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
142.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:27 PM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
Depends on what your job responsibilities are and how LinkedIn fits into that equation.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
143.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:28 PM
Anonymous
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_
I don't have "friends" on LinkedIn and my boss would have no clue who has tried to reach out to me through LinkedIn.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
144.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:28 PM
Anonymous

_
Unless its an essential part of your job, I would say no. However, the point of LinkedIn is for professional networking and your manager would naturally be part of that network.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?
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top
145.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:34 PM
Anonymous

_
Just set up a business LinkedIn account and a personal LinkedIn account and block her from being able to see your personal LinkedIn account. It's very easy to do. Problem solved.
Technically you should be doing what she asks you to do unless its like murder your co-worker in which case I would think you know who to contact.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
146.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 8:42 AM
Anonymous

_
I do not see what the issue would be with having your boss as a connection on Linkedin, its work related and your boss should already know your work and educational experience.
It is not personal like Facebook.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
147.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 8:58 AM
Anonymous

_
My question was not about my boss but my boss telling me I need to be sending requests to certain people or accepting from people I don't know.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_

I do not see what the issue would be with having your boss as a connection on Linkedin, its work related and your boss should already know your work and educational experience.
It is not personal like Facebook.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
148.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:17 AM
Anonymous

_
Has your boss explained why they want you to do these things? Are you a recruiter and they want you to have a larger pool of connections for recruiting purposes? What types of people is your boss
wanting you to connect with (other employees, recruiters, just people your boss knows)?
Mercedes
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
My question was not about my boss but my boss telling me I need to be sending requests to certain people or accepting from people I don't know.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_

I do not see what the issue would be with having your boss as a connection on Linkedin, its work related and your boss should already know your work and educational experience.
It is not personal like Facebook.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
149.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:24 AM
Anonymous

_
I agree with #8. I'm a generalist and DOO, but I do heavy recruiting. I've grown my LI to more than 4,000 connections. It helps spread the work on open positions and really helps with my recruiting
efforts. There may be a business reason behind your manager's request. Try getting to the bottom of the business case. â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
My question was not about my boss but my boss telling me I need to be sending requests to certain people or accepting from people I don't know.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
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I do not see what the issue would be with having your boss as a connection on Linkedin, its work related and your boss should already know your work and educational experience.
It is not personal like Facebook.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
150.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:27 AM
Anonymous

_
4,000 connections?
So glad I stopped "connecting" with people I don't know.
I don't have the time to manage a lot connections with people I don't know.
For the OP, find out why you're being asked to do this. LinkedIn can be a great marketing resource for business needs - when used properly.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
I agree with #8. I'm a generalist and DOO, but I do heavy recruiting. I've grown my LI to more than 4,000 connections. It helps spread the work on open positions and really helps with my recruiting
efforts. There may be a business reason behind your manager's request. Try getting to the bottom of the business case. â€‹
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
My question was not about my boss but my boss telling me I need to be sending requests to certain people or accepting from people I don't know.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_

I do not see what the issue would be with having your boss as a connection on Linkedin, its work related and your boss should already know your work and educational experience.
It is not personal like Facebook.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
151.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:48 AM
Anonymous

_
I agree with the poster who suggested you have a business account, separate from your personal one (that he doesn't need to know about).
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
4,000 connections?
So glad I stopped "connecting" with people I don't know.
I don't have the time to manage a lot connections with people I don't know.
For the OP, find out why you're being asked to do this. LinkedIn can be a great marketing resource for business needs - when used properly.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
I agree with #8. I'm a generalist and DOO, but I do heavy recruiting. I've grown my LI to more than 4,000 connections. It helps spread the work on open positions and really helps with my recruiting
efforts. There may be a business reason behind your manager's request. Try getting to the bottom of the business case. â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
My question was not about my boss but my boss telling me I need to be sending requests to certain people or accepting from people I don't know.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_

I do not see what the issue would be with having your boss as a connection on Linkedin, its work related and your boss should already know your work and educational experience.
It is not personal like Facebook.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
152.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:52 AM
Anonymous

_
I cringe when I hear the word "force" in the context of manager requests. My (new) manager didn't "force" me to step up my LinkedIn game; when I learned how he had been using it and how its use
worked into the new direction of the department, it made sense to me. I still have the freedom to decline requests - I accept requests and issue invitations based on the role and how it fits into our HR
plan.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
153.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:55 AM
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Anonymous
_
Could you share the reason why there are people you don't want to connect with that your boss thinks you should? Perhaps you're using it heavily to look for a new role? Is that why you don't want
to make these connections? I don't see why they would want you to connect with people outside of business needs. What is their reasoning? To me LinkedIn is for business reasons, there is no
reason why I would not connect with my boss or anyone else I encounter in the professional world. If my boss asked me to make a connection with someone I assume she has a legit business reason
behind it so I would go ahead and do it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
154.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:58 AM
Anonymous

_
To those suggesting a business and a personal LinkedIn - what does that even mean? Why would someone need a "personal" LinkedIn? Wouldn't that be Facebook? (Where is the "This isn't
Facebook" poster when I need them!?)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
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_
I agree with the poster who suggested you have a business account, separate from your personal one (that he doesn't need to know about).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
4,000 connections?
So glad I stopped "connecting" with people I don't know.
I don't have the time to manage a lot connections with people I don't know.
For the OP, find out why you're being asked to do this. LinkedIn can be a great marketing resource for business needs - when used properly.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
I agree with #8. I'm a generalist and DOO, but I do heavy recruiting. I've grown my LI to more than 4,000 connections. It helps spread the work on open positions and really helps with my recruiting
efforts. There may be a business reason behind your manager's request. Try getting to the bottom of the business case. â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
My question was not about my boss but my boss telling me I need to be sending requests to certain people or accepting from people I don't know.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_

I do not see what the issue would be with having your boss as a connection on Linkedin, its work related and your boss should already know your work and educational experience.
It is not personal like Facebook.

Original Message:
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Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
155.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:14 AM
Anonymous

_
I didn't think I would need to explain personal vs. business but here we are. You have the laptop you use at work (business). The business tells you how to use it. You (probably) have a computer
or tablet at home (personal). The business cannot tell you how to use it.
It has absolutely no bearing on your behavior on LinkedIn. Just because something is personal, doesn't make it "like facebook". I'll liken this jump from A-Z as having a personal mug and someone
assuming you have liquor in it.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
To those suggesting a business and a personal LinkedIn - what does that even mean? Why would someone need a "personal" LinkedIn? Wouldn't that be Facebook? (Where is the "This isn't
Facebook" poster when I need them!?)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
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I agree with the poster who suggested you have a business account, separate from your personal one (that he doesn't need to know about).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
4,000 connections?
So glad I stopped "connecting" with people I don't know.
I don't have the time to manage a lot connections with people I don't know.
For the OP, find out why you're being asked to do this. LinkedIn can be a great marketing resource for business needs - when used properly.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
I agree with #8. I'm a generalist and DOO, but I do heavy recruiting. I've grown my LI to more than 4,000 connections. It helps spread the work on open positions and really helps with my recruiting
efforts. There may be a business reason behind your manager's request. Try getting to the bottom of the business case. â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
My question was not about my boss but my boss telling me I need to be sending requests to certain people or accepting from people I don't know.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_

I do not see what the issue would be with having your boss as a connection on Linkedin, its work related and your boss should already know your work and educational experience.
It is not personal like Facebook.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
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_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
156.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 11:47 AM
Ivette Dupuis
When employees reject my requests, I just withhold cookies for 'em.
jk
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
157.

previous next
Re: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
Reply to Group
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Apr 11, 2018 12:00 PM
Anonymous
_
One example of personal vs business LinkedIn:
By day, I'm a human resources professional. I love me job and I use this site and my LI to connect with other human resources professionals, and if I were in recruiting, that's the account I would use
to further my company's business if my boss asked.
In my off time, I'm a life coach and blogger. I use my personal LI to connect with people in that world and develop my business.
Maybe I'm schizophrenic, but those two worlds don't belong together in my eyes, so I compartmentalize.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
To those suggesting a business and a personal LinkedIn - what does that even mean? Why would someone need a "personal" LinkedIn? Wouldn't that be Facebook? (Where is the "This isn't
Facebook" poster when I need them!?)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
I agree with the poster who suggested you have a business account, separate from your personal one (that he doesn't need to know about).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:26
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
4,000 connections?
So glad I stopped "connecting" with people I don't know.
I don't have the time to manage a lot connections with people I don't know.
For the OP, find out why you're being asked to do this. LinkedIn can be a great marketing resource for business needs - when used properly.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 09:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
I agree with #8. I'm a generalist and DOO, but I do heavy recruiting. I've grown my LI to more than 4,000 connections. It helps spread the work on open positions and really helps with my recruiting
efforts. There may be a business reason behind your manager's request. Try getting to the bottom of the business case. â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
My question was not about my boss but my boss telling me I need to be sending requests to certain people or accepting from people I don't know.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_

I do not see what the issue would be with having your boss as a connection on Linkedin, its work related and your boss should already know your work and educational experience.
It is not personal like Facebook.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Can manager force you to accept LinkedIn requests?
_
Can your manager force you to be friends with all people who friend you on LinkedIn or require this as part of your role (friending people they want you to)?

top
158.

previous next
Re: Good employee late every day
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 4:21 PM
Anonymous
_
Why not follow policy, progressive discipline?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Good employee late every day
_
What do you suggest if you have an employee who is very good at there job but is late almost every day? Is this something that would rise to the level of up to an including termination?

top
159.

previous next
Good employee late every day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:21 PM
Anonymous

_
What do you suggest if you have an employee who is very good at there job but is late almost every day? Is this something that would rise to the level of up to an including termination?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
160.

previous next
Re: Good employee late every day
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:23 PM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
If attendance and punctuality are important then they are not a good employee. If you don't mind the tardiness, as long as they are getting their job done and putting in the required hours (if
applicable), I see no issue.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Good employee late every day
_
What do you suggest if you have an employee who is very good at there job but is late almost every day? Is this something that would rise to the level of up to an including termination?

top
161.

previous next
Re: Good employee late every day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:26 PM
Anonymous

_
What does this employee's boss want to do and is there a medical reason to cause the attendance issues?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:20
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Good employee late every day
_
What do you suggest if you have an employee who is very good at there job but is late almost every day? Is this something that would rise to the level of up to an including termination?

top
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previous next
Re: Good employee late every day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:26 PM
Anonymous

_
If you would terminate a bad employee for attendance, then you most certainly can terminate a good for it as well. They are only good at their job when they are present and doing their job. If they
are late, have their manager talk with them about it and continue with progressive discipline if the matter isn't resolved. The start of progressive discipline is verbal; have a conversation to find the
root issue, address it and move on.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Good employee late every day
_
What do you suggest if you have an employee who is very good at there job but is late almost every day? Is this something that would rise to the level of up to an including termination?
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Re: Good employee late every day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:38 PM
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Anonymous
_
Are you this person's manager? Have you talked to your HR department about your employee's tardiness? Have you talked to your employee about their tardiness?
If this is not your employee- stay out of it. If this is your employee- partner with HR if you are confused as to what do to. If you are part of an HR department- I would consult your supervisor.
Your company should have a very clear policy regarding attendance.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:20
From: Anonymous
Subject: Good employee late every day
_
What do you suggest if you have an employee who is very good at there job but is late almost every day? Is this something that would rise to the level of up to an including termination?

top
164.

previous next
Granted vs. Accrued PTO?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:18 PM
Anonymous

_
I have a friend who was recently terminated, & he was told by their HR department that he was not going to be paid for his remaining PTO because it had been "granted" and not "accrued." He asked
me about it, and I read over their PTO policy. The PTO policy was pretty standard, nothing out of the ordinary. It did note that PTO does not rollover from year-to-year, but no mention of what
happens upon termination. Has anyone heard of this differentiation between "granted" time & "accrued" time? It sounds to me like they're just trying to avoid paying out his vacation. I googled this
but didn't find much. When my friend inquired further, he was told "granted PTO gives you permission to take that time off, & accrued PTO is time earned time off." This doesn't make sense to me.
Anyone have any insight?
We are located in Louisiana, by the way (which does require payout of vacation upon termination).
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Thanks in advance!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Granted vs. Accrued PTO?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:32 PM
Anonymous

_
Does the company have a separate vacation allotment? Does he know if the company has ever paid other people out (standard practice without written policy)? I'm not familiar with the law, but it
might be worth checking the verbiage to see if companies without vacation "buckets" fall under the law. Some companies move away from calling time off "vacation" to avoid the payout obligation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:18
From: Anonymous
Subject: Granted vs. Accrued PTO?
_
I have a friend who was recently terminated, & he was told by their HR department that he was not going to be paid for his remaining PTO because it had been "granted" and not "accrued." He asked
me about it, and I read over their PTO policy. The PTO policy was pretty standard, nothing out of the ordinary. It did note that PTO does not rollover from year-to-year, but no mention of what
happens upon termination. Has anyone heard of this differentiation between "granted" time & "accrued" time? It sounds to me like they're just trying to avoid paying out his vacation. I googled this
but didn't find much. When my friend inquired further, he was told "granted PTO gives you permission to take that time off, & accrued PTO is time earned time off." This doesn't make sense to me.
Anyone have any insight?
We are located in Louisiana, by the way (which does require payout of vacation upon termination).
Thanks in advance!

top
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previous next

166.

Job Abandonment Policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:13 PM
Roopa Mehta
Hello HR Community,
Need your feedback on common practices surrounding job abandonment. We are reviewing our current policy, and would like to see what are other companies enforcing.
Thank you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Job Abandonment Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:20 PM
Libby Hayes

â€‹
Usually it is three days no call no show.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:13
From: Roopa Mehta
Subject: Job Abandonment Policy
Hello HR Community,
Need your feedback on common practices surrounding job abandonment. We are reviewing our current policy, and would like to see what are other companies enforcing.
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Reply to Sender

Thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: Job Abandonment Policy
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:24 PM
Roopa Mehta
Thanks Libby, Does the manager tries to reach the employee? or the job abandonment letter is sent?
-----------------------------Roopa Mehta
Woodbury NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:19
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: Job Abandonment Policy
â€‹
Usually it is three days no call no show.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
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previous next
Re: Job Abandonment Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 7:48 AM
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Anonymous
_
We do two days of NC/NS. We require the supervisor to make attempts to contact the ee by phone on both days. We send the letter on the next day.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:13
From: Roopa Mehta
Subject: Job Abandonment Policy
Hello HR Community,
Need your feedback on common practices surrounding job abandonment. We are reviewing our current policy, and would like to see what are other companies enforcing.
Thank you.

top
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previous next
Re: Job Abandonment Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 7:51 AM
Anonymous

_
We do 3 days NCNS. We do not attempt to contact the employee. We send a certified letter on the fourth day citing voluntary termination job abandonment.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:13
From: Roopa Mehta
Subject: Job Abandonment Policy
Hello HR Community,
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Need your feedback on common practices surrounding job abandonment. We are reviewing our current policy, and would like to see what are other companies enforcing.
Thank you.

top
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Re: Job Abandonment Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:19 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I'm in Michigan - we recently revised our policy to consider job abandonment 3 consecutive days of no call no show (up from 2) to better align with Unemployment. By moving to three days
instead of two, it puts the burden of proof on the claimant/former employee instead of the organization.
When someone quits showing up for work, we attempt a couple of phone calls and then send a certified letter giving them 5 days to respond back to us.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 07:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Job Abandonment Policy
_
We do 3 days NCNS. We do not attempt to contact the employee. We send a certified letter on the fourth day citing voluntary termination job abandonment.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:13
From: Roopa Mehta
Subject: Job Abandonment Policy
Hello HR Community,
Need your feedback on common practices surrounding job abandonment. We are reviewing our current policy, and would like to see what are other companies enforcing.
Thank you.
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previous next
SHRM Conference
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:04 PM
Anonymous

_
Hello all! I am a department of 1 with 2.5 years of experience and feel I could benefit from the SHRM conference in Chicago. How would you convince your boss to let you go and justify over $3k
for this trip?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
173.

previous next
Re: SHRM Conference
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:25 PM
Libby Hayes
â€‹
What would you believe you would gain from attending the conference and how would it benefit your organization? Could you get that knowledge/experience elsewhere for less money?
Personally, I have found state conference much more beneficial and less costly than the national conference.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:04
From: Anonymous
Subject: SHRM Conference
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_
Hello all! I am a department of 1 with 2.5 years of experience and feel I could benefit from the SHRM conference in Chicago. How would you convince your boss to let you go and justify over $3k
for this trip?

top
174.

previous next
Maximum hours worked in one shift
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Is there a maximum number of hours worked in one shift? I just found out an employee worked a 20-hour shift.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Maximum hours worked in one shift
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:05 PM
Anonymous

_
In what state?
OSHA doesn't have standards on this but it does have guidelines on fatigue that would apply. It could be state regulatory issue. More important is how are shifts like this impacting safety, and are
people being paid correctly?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: Maximum hours worked in one shift
_
Is there a maximum number of hours worked in one shift? I just found out an employee worked a 20-hour shift.

top
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previous next
Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:43 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Total brain loss right now.... what is the term when an employee reports to a family member. For example, husband reports to wife at work.
The only thing I can come up with is conflict of interest but I know there is a general term out there... what is it!?
Thanks!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:44 PM
Anonymous
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_
Nepotism?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
_
â€‹
Total brain loss right now.... what is the term when an employee reports to a family member. For example, husband reports to wife at work.
The only thing I can come up with is conflict of interest but I know there is a general term out there... what is it!?
Thanks!

top
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Re: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:46 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Life saver! Thanks! :)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
_
Nepotism?
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
_
â€‹
Total brain loss right now.... what is the term when an employee reports to a family member. For example, husband reports to wife at work.
The only thing I can come up with is conflict of interest but I know there is a general term out there... what is it!?
Thanks!

top
179.

previous next
Re: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:54 PM
Anonymous

_
Nepotism refers to general favoritism toward family members.. doesn't necessarily have anything to do with reporting status.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
_
Nepotism?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
_
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â€‹
Total brain loss right now.... what is the term when an employee reports to a family member. For example, husband reports to wife at work.
The only thing I can come up with is conflict of interest but I know there is a general term out there... what is it!?
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:59 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Yes - I understand that. Just couldn't think of the term and it was driving me crazy.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:54
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
_
Nepotism refers to general favoritism toward family members.. doesn't necessarily have anything to do with reporting status.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
_
Nepotism?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Help! Term for family members as direct reports?!
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_
â€‹
Total brain loss right now.... what is the term when an employee reports to a family member. For example, husband reports to wife at work.
The only thing I can come up with is conflict of interest but I know there is a general term out there... what is it!?
Thanks!

top
181.

previous next
Yearly evaluation and compensation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 3:39 PM
Mariana Vera
Hello all,
I recently moved into the Real Estate industry as an HR Generalist.
No big issues stand out to me as they maintain and keep in compliance, however it was brought to my attention that the way they compensate their employees after yearly evaluations might be
unjust.
Example: An employee had an amazing first year with the company admirable individual, implemented new stems, collaborates well, great team effort, overall the evaluation was perfect and no red
flags as to why they should not receive an increase. A 2% increase was recommended from corporate staff and when employee received noticed decided to have this re-evaluated. After much
discussion ( I was not part of) HR Mgr had a one on one meeting where she told employee they were not eligible for a higher raise because employee did not have a college degree. They hired this
employee knowing this and know employee feels
This has caused some what of a conflict between managers and staff as word is getting around. Has anyone ever experienced this? and if so is this a valid reason?
All suggestions welcomed,
-M

-----------------------------Mariana Vera
Los Angeles
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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top
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previous next
Re: Yearly evaluation and compensation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 6:00 PM
Natalie Novak
â€‹
Does not having a college degree affect their ability in anyway to do their job? For example, I work at a CPA firm and if someone got their degree, but didn't have enough credits to take the CPA
exam it would affect their ability to sign tax returns and at higher levels that would make a difference, but this doesn't sound like the same thing. If their performance is just as good as anyone with a
college degree and he/she is being limited just by that than it seems ridiculous. Unless they can justify why not having a degree makes a difference than I think they are creating a poor culture.
-----------------------------Natalie Novak SHRM-CP
Human Resources Director
Bader Martin, P.S.
Seattle WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:39
From: Mariana Vera
Subject: Yearly evaluation and compensation
Hello all,
I recently moved into the Real Estate industry as an HR Generalist.
No big issues stand out to me as they maintain and keep in compliance, however it was brought to my attention that the way they compensate their employees after yearly evaluations might be
unjust.
Example: An employee had an amazing first year with the company admirable individual, implemented new stems, collaborates well, great team effort, overall the evaluation was perfect and no red
flags as to why they should not receive an increase. A 2% increase was recommended from corporate staff and when employee received noticed decided to have this re-evaluated. After much
discussion ( I was not part of) HR Mgr had a one on one meeting where she told employee they were not eligible for a higher raise because employee did not have a college degree. They hired this
employee knowing this and know employee feels
This has caused some what of a conflict between managers and staff as word is getting around. Has anyone ever experienced this? and if so is this a valid reason?
All suggestions welcomed,
-M
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-----------------------------Mariana Vera
Los Angeles
------------------------------

top

previous next

183.

Disability statement but not accomodation request
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:38 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Does an employee with a disability need to actually REQUEST an accommodation, or is notifying the employer of a disability enough to trigger the employer to have to determine and provide an
accommodation? We have an employee with ongoing performance problems who recently informed his supervisor that he has a mental illness and his change in meds may be affecting his
performance. However it was just an explanation of perhaps why he's having performance problems, he didn't request an accommodation or a change of any type. His supervisor wants to terminate
him based on poor performance, which is documented.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top

previous next

184.

Re: Disability statement but not accomodation request
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:49 PM
Anonymous

_

Does an employee with a disability need to actually REQUEST an accommodation, or is notifying the employer of a disability enough to trigger the employer to have to determine and
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provide an accommodation?
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 15:37

The latter. The employee only has to let you know that he needs an adjustment or change at work for a reason related to a medical condition. That's what you have here:
We have an employee with ongoing performance problems who recently informed his supervisor that he has a mental illness and his change in meds may be affecting his performance.
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 15:37

Termination is risky and premature. You have an obligation to engage in the interactive process with him and his medical provider to explore what reasonable accommodations you can make. I
recommend the Job Accommodation Network as a great starting place.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Disability statement but not accomodation request
_
â€‹
Does an employee with a disability need to actually REQUEST an accommodation, or is notifying the employer of a disability enough to trigger the employer to have to determine and provide an
accommodation? We have an employee with ongoing performance problems who recently informed his supervisor that he has a mental illness and his change in meds may be affecting his
performance. However it was just an explanation of perhaps why he's having performance problems, he didn't request an accommodation or a change of any type. His supervisor wants to terminate
him based on poor performance, which is documented.

top
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previous next
HR Internship Program/Curriculum Framework
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 3:35 PM
Stephanie Meyer
Hi All! I'm bringing on our first HR Intern beginning in June, and am looking for ideas on how to build the program. Our organization is a non-profit healthcare environment, I want to ensure there
is structure in the program, and that I am exposing the intern to the many facets of HR, with the inclusion of some small special projects. This individual will be an unpaid intern and will have part
time hours for approximately 6 months with us. Does anyone have any resources they would recommend or be willing to share? Thanks in advance!
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-----------------------------Stephanie Meyer
Lutheran Senior Services
Saint Louis MO
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: HR Internship Program/Curriculum Framework
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:43 PM
Anonymous

_
I had 2 unpaid HR internships,
-1 was a lot of filing and the other had me track peoples training and do some special projects.
-One project was to create a memo that would be sent out explaining the new paternal leave law (this was also a study abroad internship so I also had to learn the current law).
-I also got to "make" the decision on if we fired someone. They gave me all of the facts and told me to make the decision. Once I gave them my decision they had me explain it. It gave me some real
world practical experience that I still use to this day.
One thing that really stuck with me about the internship where I mostly filed was that they let me sit it on some other company meetings and see how the show was produced (I was at a radio station)
although I hated that internship as I felt more like a file clerk than anything, that really stuck with me and I thought it was cool to see how its done.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:35
From: Stephanie Meyer
Subject: HR Internship Program/Curriculum Framework
Hi All! I'm bringing on our first HR Intern beginning in June, and am looking for ideas on how to build the program. Our organization is a non-profit healthcare environment, I want to ensure there
is structure in the program, and that I am exposing the intern to the many facets of HR, with the inclusion of some small special projects. This individual will be an unpaid intern and will have part
time hours for approximately 6 months with us. Does anyone have any resources they would recommend or be willing to share? Thanks in advance!
-----------------------------Stephanie Meyer
Lutheran Senior Services
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Saint Louis MO
------------------------------
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Re: HR Internship Program/Curriculum Framework
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 3:50 PM
Stefani Stump
following this - I'm interested in bringing on an intern, but could use some guidance re: structuring the program as well.
-----------------------------Stefani
OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:35
From: Stephanie Meyer
Subject: HR Internship Program/Curriculum Framework
Hi All! I'm bringing on our first HR Intern beginning in June, and am looking for ideas on how to build the program. Our organization is a non-profit healthcare environment, I want to ensure there
is structure in the program, and that I am exposing the intern to the many facets of HR, with the inclusion of some small special projects. This individual will be an unpaid intern and will have part
time hours for approximately 6 months with us. Does anyone have any resources they would recommend or be willing to share? Thanks in advance!
-----------------------------Stephanie Meyer
Lutheran Senior Services
Saint Louis MO
------------------------------
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previous next

188.

Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:35 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and tell me that they are getting slammed with owing money on their taxes. The people have not changed their exemptions nor had a significant income
change. I have met with the Payroll department and we believe we figured out why, but I need some help writing a communication piece to our employee explaining the reason. Let me give you
some background and let you know what I now know.
In the middle of 2016 my company was acquired by another company. Prior to the acquisition, when payroll was processed, any additional check beyond their normal paycheck was included in their
normal check - meaning no separate check was cut. Fast forward to 2017 - these additional checks were processed as a separate check and thus taxed differently.
I am far from an accountant so this part is what confused me when explained by the Director of Payroll. He said that these 'additional' checks were taxed at a lower rate because the system thought it
was their only check (which is less than their normal bi-weekly salary). He said the system would think to itself "this employee has to live off of this check for 2 weeks so I am going to tax it at a
lower rate".
Therefore, at the end of the year, any employee who received these additional checks (which over the course of the year actually can add up to a significant amount), they owe a lot of money back in
taxes.
I hope I am making sense. I am looking for suggestions how to communicate this news to our unhappy employees. (some people are saying they owe 10k in taxes).
I also want to remind them that they can always login to the system and modify their taxes whenever they want and also take an additional dollar or percentage taken out. And remind them that
throughout the year it is their responsibility to ensure that they are having enough taxes taken out.
HELP!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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Re: Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:43 PM
Anonymous

_
From what you have described, it sounds like payroll made a huge mistake in not adjusting withholdings for the new system. When your employees filed their W4s with the company, they indicated
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how many exemptions they claim and trusted that your company would follow through with accurate deductions.
That being said, I find it hard to believe that NONE of them noticed their paycheck increase with the admin change. They should have spoken up about this when they noticed a change in payroll
taxes withheld. I would certainly notice if I received 10k more in take home pay than I was expecting to be paid. I would investigate my withholdings if my paycheck changed in a situation like this.
We all know that if it were the other way (too much being held) that payroll would have been notified immediately.
So, the blame falls on both parties, in my opinion.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and tell me that they are getting slammed with owing money on their taxes. The people have not changed their exemptions nor had a significant income
change. I have met with the Payroll department and we believe we figured out why, but I need some help writing a communication piece to our employee explaining the reason. Let me give you
some background and let you know what I now know.
In the middle of 2016 my company was acquired by another company. Prior to the acquisition, when payroll was processed, any additional check beyond their normal paycheck was included in their
normal check - meaning no separate check was cut. Fast forward to 2017 - these additional checks were processed as a separate check and thus taxed differently.
I am far from an accountant so this part is what confused me when explained by the Director of Payroll. He said that these 'additional' checks were taxed at a lower rate because the system thought it
was their only check (which is less than their normal bi-weekly salary). He said the system would think to itself "this employee has to live off of this check for 2 weeks so I am going to tax it at a
lower rate".
Therefore, at the end of the year, any employee who received these additional checks (which over the course of the year actually can add up to a significant amount), they owe a lot of money back in
taxes.
I hope I am making sense. I am looking for suggestions how to communicate this news to our unhappy employees. (some people are saying they owe 10k in taxes).
I also want to remind them that they can always login to the system and modify their taxes whenever they want and also take an additional dollar or percentage taken out. And remind them that
throughout the year it is their responsibility to ensure that they are having enough taxes taken out.
HELP!
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Re: Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:50 PM
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Anonymous
_
I'm not sure I understand the separate check piece – are these bonuses? Is this a practice you're going to continue moving forward? Has someone audited the withholdings to make sure this piece is
working correctly?
I'm not sure I would send an email out specifically about this. If someone didn't realize they had $10k of extra cash in their pocket throughout the year, I'm not sure an email will solve this. You are
right that the employees are responsible for their own taxes, but your company needs to make sure its computing taxes correctly.
If you feel the need to send communication out about this, I would recommend sending out the new W4 for 2018, reminding employees about the new tax law, and reminding them about the IRS
Withholding calculator. If you find your company has not made an error, you should only reiterate the employee's personal responsibility to monitor their tax withholdings.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and tell me that they are getting slammed with owing money on their taxes. The people have not changed their exemptions nor had a significant income
change. I have met with the Payroll department and we believe we figured out why, but I need some help writing a communication piece to our employee explaining the reason. Let me give you
some background and let you know what I now know.
In the middle of 2016 my company was acquired by another company. Prior to the acquisition, when payroll was processed, any additional check beyond their normal paycheck was included in their
normal check - meaning no separate check was cut. Fast forward to 2017 - these additional checks were processed as a separate check and thus taxed differently.
I am far from an accountant so this part is what confused me when explained by the Director of Payroll. He said that these 'additional' checks were taxed at a lower rate because the system thought it
was their only check (which is less than their normal bi-weekly salary). He said the system would think to itself "this employee has to live off of this check for 2 weeks so I am going to tax it at a
lower rate".
Therefore, at the end of the year, any employee who received these additional checks (which over the course of the year actually can add up to a significant amount), they owe a lot of money back in
taxes.
I hope I am making sense. I am looking for suggestions how to communicate this news to our unhappy employees. (some people are saying they owe 10k in taxes).
I also want to remind them that they can always login to the system and modify their taxes whenever they want and also take an additional dollar or percentage taken out. And remind them that
throughout the year it is their responsibility to ensure that they are having enough taxes taken out.
HELP!
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previous next
Re: Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:52 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I am the OP. I was not around during the acquisition so I can't comment of that.
I guess I am confused as to why the system would tax check B (non-normal check), differently than check A (normal check). If check B is significantly less than check A, would the system think that
this person needs to survive on this one check and not take too many taxes out? That's what the Director of Payroll is telling me but really doesn't add up in my book. But, that is the only explanation
we have.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
From what you have described, it sounds like payroll made a huge mistake in not adjusting withholdings for the new system. When your employees filed their W4s with the company, they indicated
how many exemptions they claim and trusted that your company would follow through with accurate deductions.
That being said, I find it hard to believe that NONE of them noticed their paycheck increase with the admin change. They should have spoken up about this when they noticed a change in payroll
taxes withheld. I would certainly notice if I received 10k more in take home pay than I was expecting to be paid. I would investigate my withholdings if my paycheck changed in a situation like this.
We all know that if it were the other way (too much being held) that payroll would have been notified immediately.
So, the blame falls on both parties, in my opinion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and tell me that they are getting slammed with owing money on their taxes. The people have not changed their exemptions nor had a significant income
change. I have met with the Payroll department and we believe we figured out why, but I need some help writing a communication piece to our employee explaining the reason. Let me give you
some background and let you know what I now know.
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In the middle of 2016 my company was acquired by another company. Prior to the acquisition, when payroll was processed, any additional check beyond their normal paycheck was included in their
normal check - meaning no separate check was cut. Fast forward to 2017 - these additional checks were processed as a separate check and thus taxed differently.
I am far from an accountant so this part is what confused me when explained by the Director of Payroll. He said that these 'additional' checks were taxed at a lower rate because the system thought it
was their only check (which is less than their normal bi-weekly salary). He said the system would think to itself "this employee has to live off of this check for 2 weeks so I am going to tax it at a
lower rate".
Therefore, at the end of the year, any employee who received these additional checks (which over the course of the year actually can add up to a significant amount), they owe a lot of money back in
taxes.
I hope I am making sense. I am looking for suggestions how to communicate this news to our unhappy employees. (some people are saying they owe 10k in taxes).
I also want to remind them that they can always login to the system and modify their taxes whenever they want and also take an additional dollar or percentage taken out. And remind them that
throughout the year it is their responsibility to ensure that they are having enough taxes taken out.
HELP!

top
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previous next
Re: Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:53 PM
Anonymous

_
Employees should be ensuring the appropriate amount is withheld throughout the year, but if you changed your withholding practices, employees should have been notified. If they're receiving
bonuses, they may expect to have the additional income and not realize that it's a lot more than they should really have. If I got a $5000 bonus in a pay period, I don't know that I'd instantly recognize
if enough of my bonus was withheld when the direct deposit hits my account.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and tell me that they are getting slammed with owing money on their taxes. The people have not changed their exemptions nor had a significant income
change. I have met with the Payroll department and we believe we figured out why, but I need some help writing a communication piece to our employee explaining the reason. Let me give you
some background and let you know what I now know.
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In the middle of 2016 my company was acquired by another company. Prior to the acquisition, when payroll was processed, any additional check beyond their normal paycheck was included in their
normal check - meaning no separate check was cut. Fast forward to 2017 - these additional checks were processed as a separate check and thus taxed differently.
I am far from an accountant so this part is what confused me when explained by the Director of Payroll. He said that these 'additional' checks were taxed at a lower rate because the system thought it
was their only check (which is less than their normal bi-weekly salary). He said the system would think to itself "this employee has to live off of this check for 2 weeks so I am going to tax it at a
lower rate".
Therefore, at the end of the year, any employee who received these additional checks (which over the course of the year actually can add up to a significant amount), they owe a lot of money back in
taxes.
I hope I am making sense. I am looking for suggestions how to communicate this news to our unhappy employees. (some people are saying they owe 10k in taxes).
I also want to remind them that they can always login to the system and modify their taxes whenever they want and also take an additional dollar or percentage taken out. And remind them that
throughout the year it is their responsibility to ensure that they are having enough taxes taken out.
HELP!

top
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previous next
Re: Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:04 PM
Anonymous

_
The way the taxing was explained to you makes sense with them processing two separate payments. However, the person entering payroll should be noting that both payments should be consolidated
when calculating taxes to prevent this shortfall. If they don't know how to do that, they should contact their payroll company or reach out to someone with knowledge in payroll. Just because
someone has keyed numbers into payroll for years does not mean that they know the impact.
Since this seems to rest more on the company than the employee, I think the least the company could do is front the money for the tax shortfall by giving the employee a low or no interest loan. Of
course, get a signed promissory note and have the employee acknowledge the method of repayment through payroll deduction - or direct payment if they are no longer with the company. I think this
would go a long way to improve morale.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
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â€‹
I am the OP. I was not around during the acquisition so I can't comment of that.
I guess I am confused as to why the system would tax check B (non-normal check), differently than check A (normal check). If check B is significantly less than check A, would the system think that
this person needs to survive on this one check and not take too many taxes out? That's what the Director of Payroll is telling me but really doesn't add up in my book. But, that is the only explanation
we have.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
From what you have described, it sounds like payroll made a huge mistake in not adjusting withholdings for the new system. When your employees filed their W4s with the company, they indicated
how many exemptions they claim and trusted that your company would follow through with accurate deductions.
That being said, I find it hard to believe that NONE of them noticed their paycheck increase with the admin change. They should have spoken up about this when they noticed a change in payroll
taxes withheld. I would certainly notice if I received 10k more in take home pay than I was expecting to be paid. I would investigate my withholdings if my paycheck changed in a situation like this.
We all know that if it were the other way (too much being held) that payroll would have been notified immediately.
So, the blame falls on both parties, in my opinion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and tell me that they are getting slammed with owing money on their taxes. The people have not changed their exemptions nor had a significant income
change. I have met with the Payroll department and we believe we figured out why, but I need some help writing a communication piece to our employee explaining the reason. Let me give you
some background and let you know what I now know.
In the middle of 2016 my company was acquired by another company. Prior to the acquisition, when payroll was processed, any additional check beyond their normal paycheck was included in their
normal check - meaning no separate check was cut. Fast forward to 2017 - these additional checks were processed as a separate check and thus taxed differently.
I am far from an accountant so this part is what confused me when explained by the Director of Payroll. He said that these 'additional' checks were taxed at a lower rate because the system thought it
was their only check (which is less than their normal bi-weekly salary). He said the system would think to itself "this employee has to live off of this check for 2 weeks so I am going to tax it at a
lower rate".
Therefore, at the end of the year, any employee who received these additional checks (which over the course of the year actually can add up to a significant amount), they owe a lot of money back in
taxes.
I hope I am making sense. I am looking for suggestions how to communicate this news to our unhappy employees. (some people are saying they owe 10k in taxes).
I also want to remind them that they can always login to the system and modify their taxes whenever they want and also take an additional dollar or percentage taken out. And remind them that
throughout the year it is their responsibility to ensure that they are having enough taxes taken out.
HELP!
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previous next
Re: Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:04 PM
Anonymous

_
Responding to your second post OP
The logic of the payroll director in regard to how the system views the amounts and withholds taxes is correct. If you look at the published tax brackets from the IRS based on how you process
payroll (monthly, bi-weekly, weekly, etc) amounts between $$ - $$$ are taxed at one rate, while a higher amount is taxed at a higher rate. So that logic holds. What is concerning is why there are
separate checks being processed.
Lets say that bonuses are being paid on check #2, but maybe they are not coded as supplemental wages, so they are being taxed at an incorrect rate. This could cause an under payment to the IRS. I
think more research needs to be done what why check #2 is being issued, what that payment is for, and why its not included with check #1.
â€‹â€‹â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
â€‹
I am the OP. I was not around during the acquisition so I can't comment of that.
I guess I am confused as to why the system would tax check B (non-normal check), differently than check A (normal check). If check B is significantly less than check A, would the system think that
this person needs to survive on this one check and not take too many taxes out? That's what the Director of Payroll is telling me but really doesn't add up in my book. But, that is the only explanation
we have.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:42
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
From what you have described, it sounds like payroll made a huge mistake in not adjusting withholdings for the new system. When your employees filed their W4s with the company, they indicated
how many exemptions they claim and trusted that your company would follow through with accurate deductions.
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That being said, I find it hard to believe that NONE of them noticed their paycheck increase with the admin change. They should have spoken up about this when they noticed a change in payroll
taxes withheld. I would certainly notice if I received 10k more in take home pay than I was expecting to be paid. I would investigate my withholdings if my paycheck changed in a situation like this.
We all know that if it were the other way (too much being held) that payroll would have been notified immediately.
So, the blame falls on both parties, in my opinion.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and tell me that they are getting slammed with owing money on their taxes. The people have not changed their exemptions nor had a significant income
change. I have met with the Payroll department and we believe we figured out why, but I need some help writing a communication piece to our employee explaining the reason. Let me give you
some background and let you know what I now know.
In the middle of 2016 my company was acquired by another company. Prior to the acquisition, when payroll was processed, any additional check beyond their normal paycheck was included in their
normal check - meaning no separate check was cut. Fast forward to 2017 - these additional checks were processed as a separate check and thus taxed differently.
I am far from an accountant so this part is what confused me when explained by the Director of Payroll. He said that these 'additional' checks were taxed at a lower rate because the system thought it
was their only check (which is less than their normal bi-weekly salary). He said the system would think to itself "this employee has to live off of this check for 2 weeks so I am going to tax it at a
lower rate".
Therefore, at the end of the year, any employee who received these additional checks (which over the course of the year actually can add up to a significant amount), they owe a lot of money back in
taxes.
I hope I am making sense. I am looking for suggestions how to communicate this news to our unhappy employees. (some people are saying they owe 10k in taxes).
I also want to remind them that they can always login to the system and modify their taxes whenever they want and also take an additional dollar or percentage taken out. And remind them that
throughout the year it is their responsibility to ensure that they are having enough taxes taken out.
HELP!

top
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previous next
Re: Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:10 PM
Anonymous

_
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â€‹
These additional checks are likely considered supplemental wages and should be taxed at a Higher rate. Supplemental wages can be bonuses, commissions, overtime, payments for accumulated
sick leave, severance, awards, retro pay increases and others. If you pay in one check the supplemental tax rates does not apply, however, when you issue separate checks, it does.
See link:
Publication 15 (2018), (Circular E), Employer's Tax Guide | Internal Revenue Service

preview

remove

Irs

Publication 15 (2018), (Circular E),
Employer's Tax Guide | Internal
Revenue Service
This publication explains your tax
responsibilities as an employer. It
explains the requirements for
withholding, depositing, reporting,
paying, and correcting employment
taxes. It explains the forms you must
give to your employees, those your
employees must give to you, and those
you must send to the IRS and the SSA.
View this on Irs >

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and tell me that they are getting slammed with owing money on their taxes. The people have not changed their exemptions nor had a significant income
change. I have met with the Payroll department and we believe we figured out why, but I need some help writing a communication piece to our employee explaining the reason. Let me give you
some background and let you know what I now know.
In the middle of 2016 my company was acquired by another company. Prior to the acquisition, when payroll was processed, any additional check beyond their normal paycheck was included in their
normal check - meaning no separate check was cut. Fast forward to 2017 - these additional checks were processed as a separate check and thus taxed differently.
I am far from an accountant so this part is what confused me when explained by the Director of Payroll. He said that these 'additional' checks were taxed at a lower rate because the system thought it
was their only check (which is less than their normal bi-weekly salary). He said the system would think to itself "this employee has to live off of this check for 2 weeks so I am going to tax it at a
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lower rate".
Therefore, at the end of the year, any employee who received these additional checks (which over the course of the year actually can add up to a significant amount), they owe a lot of money back in
taxes.
I hope I am making sense. I am looking for suggestions how to communicate this news to our unhappy employees. (some people are saying they owe 10k in taxes).
I also want to remind them that they can always login to the system and modify their taxes whenever they want and also take an additional dollar or percentage taken out. And remind them that
throughout the year it is their responsibility to ensure that they are having enough taxes taken out.
HELP!

top
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previous next
Re: Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:14 PM
Karen Fiello
â€‹
Thank you all so much for your responses. It has been extremely helpful. I am HR and not a Payroll person.
Anyway, to explain how we pay some of our employees so you understand why they get separate checks. Let me also say that when we bonus someone we do code it as a bonus - so we are good
there.
We are an urgent care company and we pay our providers on a salaried basis. However, we also pay them an additional amount of money per month if they work more than 120 hours in the prior
month. So for example, if Sally works 150 hours in March, then in April, she will receive her 'hourly rate' multiplied by 30 hours. This is where that additional check comes in.

-----------------------------Karen Fiello
Human Resources Director
Five Star Medical Services
East Syracuse NY
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
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_
Employees should be ensuring the appropriate amount is withheld throughout the year, but if you changed your withholding practices, employees should have been notified. If they're receiving
bonuses, they may expect to have the additional income and not realize that it's a lot more than they should really have. If I got a $5000 bonus in a pay period, I don't know that I'd instantly recognize
if enough of my bonus was withheld when the direct deposit hits my account.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and tell me that they are getting slammed with owing money on their taxes. The people have not changed their exemptions nor had a significant income
change. I have met with the Payroll department and we believe we figured out why, but I need some help writing a communication piece to our employee explaining the reason. Let me give you
some background and let you know what I now know.
In the middle of 2016 my company was acquired by another company. Prior to the acquisition, when payroll was processed, any additional check beyond their normal paycheck was included in their
normal check - meaning no separate check was cut. Fast forward to 2017 - these additional checks were processed as a separate check and thus taxed differently.
I am far from an accountant so this part is what confused me when explained by the Director of Payroll. He said that these 'additional' checks were taxed at a lower rate because the system thought it
was their only check (which is less than their normal bi-weekly salary). He said the system would think to itself "this employee has to live off of this check for 2 weeks so I am going to tax it at a
lower rate".
Therefore, at the end of the year, any employee who received these additional checks (which over the course of the year actually can add up to a significant amount), they owe a lot of money back in
taxes.
I hope I am making sense. I am looking for suggestions how to communicate this news to our unhappy employees. (some people are saying they owe 10k in taxes).
I also want to remind them that they can always login to the system and modify their taxes whenever they want and also take an additional dollar or percentage taken out. And remind them that
throughout the year it is their responsibility to ensure that they are having enough taxes taken out.
HELP!
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previous next
Re: Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:17 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
These are likely to be considered supplemental wages.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:13
From: Karen Fiello
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
â€‹
Thank you all so much for your responses. It has been extremely helpful. I am HR and not a Payroll person.
Anyway, to explain how we pay some of our employees so you understand why they get separate checks. Let me also say that when we bonus someone we do code it as a bonus - so we are good
there.
We are an urgent care company and we pay our providers on a salaried basis. However, we also pay them an additional amount of money per month if they work more than 120 hours in the prior
month. So for example, if Sally works 150 hours in March, then in April, she will receive her 'hourly rate' multiplied by 30 hours. This is where that additional check comes in.

-----------------------------Karen Fiello
Human Resources Director
Five Star Medical Services
East Syracuse NY

top
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previous next
Re: Employees are slammed with taxes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 5:14 PM
Anonymous

_
turbotax.intuit.com/tax-tips/jobs-and-career/...

What is the Federal Supplemental Tax Rate?
Updated for Tax Year 2017
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OVERVIEW
If you receive any form of supplemental wages during the year, your employer may be required to withhold tax using a different method.
If you work as an employee, the amount of tax withheld from your paycheck is based upon the information you provided on Form W-4. However, if you receive any form of supplemental wages
during the year, your employer may be required to withhold tax using a different method.

Supplemental wages
If your employer pays you extra money, outside of your regular salary, the federal government can treat it as supplemental wages. These wages generally include commissions and bonuses, sick leave
payments, any severance payments upon termination of your employment, taxable prizes and awards, retroactive pay increases, reimbursements of nondeductible moving expenses, taxable fringe
benefits and certain kinds of expense reimbursements and allowances.

Supplemental wages of $1 million or less
If your supplemental wages are $1 million or less, the withholding rate depends upon how your supplemental wages are paid.
If your employer does not designate your pay as supplemental wages and includes it with your regular wages, the supplemental withholding rate does not apply and taxes are withheld using the
information you provided on Form W-4.
If your supplemental wages are identified separately from your salary (as a bonus, for example), your employer must withhold taxes using one of the following two methods:
Withhold at the supplemental rate of 25 percent or
Combine your regular wages for the pay period with your supplemental wages and treat the total as one payment of regular wages and then withhold taxes using ordinary withholding
rates.
As with your normal tax withholding, if the total of your taxes paid exceeds your taxes due for the year, you can receive a tax refund when you file your tax return.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employees are slammed with taxes
_
â€‹â€‹
I have had about 20 people come to me and tell me that they are getting slammed with owing money on their taxes. The people have not changed their exemptions nor had a significant income
change. I have met with the Payroll department and we believe we figured out why, but I need some help writing a communication piece to our employee explaining the reason. Let me give you
some background and let you know what I now know.
In the middle of 2016 my company was acquired by another company. Prior to the acquisition, when payroll was processed, any additional check beyond their normal paycheck was included in their
normal check - meaning no separate check was cut. Fast forward to 2017 - these additional checks were processed as a separate check and thus taxed differently.
I am far from an accountant so this part is what confused me when explained by the Director of Payroll. He said that these 'additional' checks were taxed at a lower rate because the system thought it
was their only check (which is less than their normal bi-weekly salary). He said the system would think to itself "this employee has to live off of this check for 2 weeks so I am going to tax it at a
lower rate".
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Therefore, at the end of the year, any employee who received these additional checks (which over the course of the year actually can add up to a significant amount), they owe a lot of money back in
taxes.
I hope I am making sense. I am looking for suggestions how to communicate this news to our unhappy employees. (some people are saying they owe 10k in taxes).
I also want to remind them that they can always login to the system and modify their taxes whenever they want and also take an additional dollar or percentage taken out. And remind them that
throughout the year it is their responsibility to ensure that they are having enough taxes taken out.
HELP!

top
199.

previous next
Best Labor Law Poster Provider
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:22 PM
Anonymous

_
Several months ago there was a post on here regarding the best labor law poster provider. I've searched for it and can't find it so I thought I would start anew.
Who have you found to be the best (price, no hassle, etc) labor law poster provider? We currently use Personnel Concepts and they are constantly trying new scare tactics to get me to buy additional
documentation from them and when I told them we weren't renewing they were very upset.
Does anyone have any suggestions on the best labor law poster providers out there?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:25 PM
Mark Ellison

I have used J. J. Keller for several issues related to employee communcations/training, including labor law postings.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Mark
Vice President
IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
_
Several months ago there was a post on here regarding the best labor law poster provider. I've searched for it and can't find it so I thought I would start anew.
Who have you found to be the best (price, no hassle, etc) labor law poster provider? We currently use Personnel Concepts and they are constantly trying new scare tactics to get me to buy additional
documentation from them and when I told them we weren't renewing they were very upset.
Does anyone have any suggestions on the best labor law poster providers out there?

top
201.

previous next
Re: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:26 PM
Anonymous

_
I use SHRM's services after posting my experience with personnel concepts here on this board (You can search for My Labor Law Poster Provider is Stalking Me or something similar in the search
bar for full details of the h*ll they put me through a few months ago).
Literally anyone is better than Personnel Concepts.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-10-2018 15:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
_
Several months ago there was a post on here regarding the best labor law poster provider. I've searched for it and can't find it so I thought I would start anew.
Who have you found to be the best (price, no hassle, etc) labor law poster provider? We currently use Personnel Concepts and they are constantly trying new scare tactics to get me to buy additional
documentation from them and when I told them we weren't renewing they were very upset.
Does anyone have any suggestions on the best labor law poster providers out there?

top
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previous next
Re: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 5:25 PM
Stacy Stark
Is there anyone here who has NOT had a nightmare experience with Personnel Concepts? How are they even still in business?!
I use Labor Law Center. No muss, no fuss. If they do email me about an update, I go to that agency's website to print the revision and stick it over that section on our poster. I buy a fresh poster at
the end of every calendar year.
-----------------------------Stacy Stark
Human Resources
Moreno Trenching, Ltd.
Rio Vista CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
_
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Several months ago there was a post on here regarding the best labor law poster provider. I've searched for it and can't find it so I thought I would start anew.
Who have you found to be the best (price, no hassle, etc) labor law poster provider? We currently use Personnel Concepts and they are constantly trying new scare tactics to get me to buy additional
documentation from them and when I told them we weren't renewing they were very upset.
Does anyone have any suggestions on the best labor law poster providers out there?

top
203.

previous next
Re: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 5:57 PM
Anonymous

_
CalChamber does a very nice annual poster with all the relevant updates (if you are in CA).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
_
Several months ago there was a post on here regarding the best labor law poster provider. I've searched for it and can't find it so I thought I would start anew.
Who have you found to be the best (price, no hassle, etc) labor law poster provider? We currently use Personnel Concepts and they are constantly trying new scare tactics to get me to buy additional
documentation from them and when I told them we weren't renewing they were very upset.
Does anyone have any suggestions on the best labor law poster providers out there?
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previous next
Re: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
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Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 6:38 PM
Anonymous
_
Love Gov Docs! Super easy & convenient--highly recommend! GovDocs - Home Page: Employment Law Management. Simplified.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 17:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
_
CalChamber does a very nice annual poster with all the relevant updates (if you are in CA).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best Labor Law Poster Provider
_
Several months ago there was a post on here regarding the best labor law poster provider. I've searched for it and can't find it so I thought I would start anew.
Who have you found to be the best (price, no hassle, etc) labor law poster provider? We currently use Personnel Concepts and they are constantly trying new scare tactics to get me to buy additional
documentation from them and when I told them we weren't renewing they were very upset.
Does anyone have any suggestions on the best labor law poster providers out there?
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previous next
Charge Account Policy
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:45 PM
Sharon Bryan
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Reply to Sender

Happy Tuesday!
We allow our employees the option of opening a charge account for personal use. Of course this also opens the door for no payment, past due accounts, over credit limit issues etc. Does anyone have
a policy that they'd be willing to share with us?

-----------------------------Sharon Bryan
HR Manager
Tri County Farmers Association
Brinkley, AR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:32 PM
Anonymous

_
I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 2:37 PM
Laurie Price
You know how there are cliques in High School? Well HR is the High School equivalent of the cool kids. :)
Or, you can explain the different areas of HR and why each is important to the organization and the employees.
-----------------------------Laurie SHRM-CP, PHR, CEBS
Benefits Manager
Bethesda, MD
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
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previous next
Re: What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:39 PM
Anonymous

_
I would tell them that HR is just another word for adult babysitter. Then I would station them outside of the breakroom with stop watches to time people's breaks and lunches. You could up the
level of engagement by writing up or firing someone for taking a long lunch or break and let them watch or even interact in the termination meeting.
Plan to have someone stop by your office "crying" because someone is eating smelly food, another person come by and say their co-worker doesn't talk to them and they think its rude and have them
act like they expect you to do something about it, and then finally have someone come in with a snuggie on and complain about the temperature in the office.
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(All kidding aside- I would describe the profession as truly being a resource for the company's biggest assets- its people. I had to do this with our interns and I think I bored them to death with my
day to day job duties. I saw one almost fall asleep and switched it up to talking about the overall *big* picture of HR. They found it much more appealing than "and then I take this piece of paper
and put it into this file....blah blah blah". And talk about firing people- they will love that).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.

top
209.

previous next
Re: What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:49 PM
Anonymous

_
I wish someone had told me about employment law and how it ties in with business operations.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.
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top
210.

previous next
Re: What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:56 PM
Anonymous

_
I wish someone had told me HR isn't all about "helping people" - it's about making the business better!
I'd show them clips of Michael and Toby.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.

top
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previous next
Re: What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:08 PM
Anonymous

_
Also maybe explain how HR can be utilized by employees- these teenagers may soon join the workforce. If me and my fellow teenage lifeguards had known there was a department we could go to
instead of petitioning the head of the parks department, we would have had a much happier summer. Instead I was subjected to daily sexual harassment. And it wasn't just that job or supervisor that
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sexually harassed the female staff where I worked. The things I know now...its disappointing no one knew what to do because we were teenagers.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.

top
212.

previous next
Re: What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 3:10 PM
Sarah Stulga
Agreed with everything said so far - and LOL to the person who suggested showing clips of Michael and Toby! Hopefully as an example of what not to do in HR :)
My director gave a presentation to interns once that included a very brief overview of HR as a profession - how we started out as personnel, what our role is/should be now. I think that was really
helpful context for teens who had little to no real HR exposure before. As other posters mentioned, focus more on the big picture - the day to day is important, but make sure to mention the value
behind the tasks as well.
I also think it's useful to talk about your career path into HR. Not everyone who winds up in the same place got there on the same path. Could you talk about your interests/skills you learned at that
age and connect it to lessons you learned or things you still use today?
Hope that helps and best of luck!
-----------------------------Sarah Stulga SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:55
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From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
I wish someone had told me HR isn't all about "helping people" - it's about making the business better!
I'd show them clips of Michael and Toby.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.

top
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previous next
Re: What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:45 PM
Anonymous

_
start with "you get to fire people".

Joking aside, I would talk about employment law, recruiting, career growth, and my favorite: strategic planning.
It is business with a side of social work.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
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I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.

top
214.

previous next
Re: What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:16 PM
Anonymous

_
Tell them they get to plan the 4:20 snack day.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.

top
215.

previous next
Re: What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:17 PM
Anonymous

_
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LOL! That will keep their interest for sure!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
Tell them they get to plan the 4:20 snack day.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.

top
216.

previous next
Re: What to say to teens about HR
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:19 PM
Anonymous

_
But be careful not to serve Mexican food or else you will p*ss off Tina and her husband ;)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
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_
Tell them they get to plan the 4:20 snack day.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: What to say to teens about HR
_
I work for a municipality . Tomorrow, each department of my organization is giving a short speech to a group of teens about what we do and then a couple of the teens will shadow me for the rest of
the morning. If you had an audience of teens, what would you want to tell them about our profession? I want to talk about careers in public service, but also introduce them to the HR profession.

top
217.

previous next
Exempt vs. Salaried
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 2:23 PM
Patricia Gibson Muslim
What is the difference between salaried and exempt?
-----------------------------Patricia Gibson Muslim
South Orange
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Exempt vs. Salaried
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:25 PM
Anonymous
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_
Exempt and non-exempt are position classifications.
Salaried and hourly are methods of pay.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:23
From: Patricia Gibson Muslim
Subject: Exempt vs. Salaried
What is the difference between salaried and exempt?
-----------------------------Patricia Gibson Muslim
South Orange
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Exempt vs. Salaried
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Exempt means that they are exempt from the FLSA regulations on overtime pay based on their job duties and responsibilities.
Salaried means they receive a fixed rate of pay each week (pay period). However, you can have salaried non-exempt (eligible for overtime) and salaried exempt (as stated above).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:23
From: Patricia Gibson Muslim
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Subject: Exempt vs. Salaried
What is the difference between salaried and exempt?
-----------------------------Patricia Gibson Muslim
South Orange
------------------------------

top
220.

previous next
Employer requirements anti-glare?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 2:13 PM
Natalie Novak
â€‹
We had an employee that got frequent headaches and she requested an anti-glare protector for monitor, which we provided. That employee has now left and someone took her anti-glare protector,
which is fine, but now everyone wants one. What is our requirement as far as purchasing anti-glare equipment for employees? We are concerned as the cost can become large. We are having the same
issue with sit/stand desks. We do require doctor's notes for those, but it seems like all doctors will write a note saying it would benefit the employee regardless of condition.
-----------------------------Natalie Novak SHRM-CP
Human Resources Director
Bader Martin, P.S.
Seattle WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Employer requirements anti-glare?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:18 PM
Anonymous
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_
You don't have to provide a glare screen just because someone asks for it. If you do want to require them to get a note for it, require them to get a note. There are no "laws" here other than needing to
engage in the ADA process if necessary.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:13
From: Natalie Novak
Subject: Employer requirements anti-glare?
â€‹
We had an employee that got frequent headaches and she requested an anti-glare protector for monitor, which we provided. That employee has now left and someone took her anti-glare protector,
which is fine, but now everyone wants one. What is our requirement as far as purchasing anti-glare equipment for employees? We are concerned as the cost can become large. We are having the same
issue with sit/stand desks. We do require doctor's notes for those, but it seems like all doctors will write a note saying it would benefit the employee regardless of condition.
-----------------------------Natalie Novak SHRM-CP
Human Resources Director
Bader Martin, P.S.
Seattle WA
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Employer requirements anti-glare?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Just because an employee requests something from you does not mean you have to provide it. However, if it is a request because of some sort of medical need then you'll need to go through the
interactive process.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:13
From: Natalie Novak
Subject: Employer requirements anti-glare?
â€‹
We had an employee that got frequent headaches and she requested an anti-glare protector for monitor, which we provided. That employee has now left and someone took her anti-glare protector,
which is fine, but now everyone wants one. What is our requirement as far as purchasing anti-glare equipment for employees? We are concerned as the cost can become large. We are having the same
issue with sit/stand desks. We do require doctor's notes for those, but it seems like all doctors will write a note saying it would benefit the employee regardless of condition.
-----------------------------Natalie Novak SHRM-CP
Human Resources Director
Bader Martin, P.S.
Seattle WA
------------------------------

top

previous next

223.

Re: Employer requirements anti-glare?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:25 PM
Anonymous

_

You don't have to provide a glare screen just because someone asks for it. If you do want to require them to get a note for it, require them to get a note. There are no "laws" here other than
needing to engage in the ADA process if necessary.
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 14:18

Sorry for basically posting the same thing as this poster- I had a delay in hitting send and basically just gave you the same advice unintentionally.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:18
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Employer requirements anti-glare?
_
You don't have to provide a glare screen just because someone asks for it. If you do want to require them to get a note for it, require them to get a note. There are no "laws" here other than needing to
engage in the ADA process if necessary.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:13
From: Natalie Novak
Subject: Employer requirements anti-glare?
â€‹
We had an employee that got frequent headaches and she requested an anti-glare protector for monitor, which we provided. That employee has now left and someone took her anti-glare protector,
which is fine, but now everyone wants one. What is our requirement as far as purchasing anti-glare equipment for employees? We are concerned as the cost can become large. We are having the same
issue with sit/stand desks. We do require doctor's notes for those, but it seems like all doctors will write a note saying it would benefit the employee regardless of condition.
-----------------------------Natalie Novak SHRM-CP
Human Resources Director
Bader Martin, P.S.
Seattle WA
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Employer requirements anti-glare?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:33 PM
Anonymous

_
Agreed with all above.
We offer glare protectors for people who work with confidential information, as it "hides" the screens better.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:13
From: Natalie Novak
Subject: Employer requirements anti-glare?
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â€‹
We had an employee that got frequent headaches and she requested an anti-glare protector for monitor, which we provided. That employee has now left and someone took her anti-glare protector,
which is fine, but now everyone wants one. What is our requirement as far as purchasing anti-glare equipment for employees? We are concerned as the cost can become large. We are having the same
issue with sit/stand desks. We do require doctor's notes for those, but it seems like all doctors will write a note saying it would benefit the employee regardless of condition.
-----------------------------Natalie Novak SHRM-CP
Human Resources Director
Bader Martin, P.S.
Seattle WA
------------------------------

top
225.

previous next
Re: Employer requirements anti-glare?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 6:04 PM
Anonymous

_
I would inform anyone who asks for an anti glare screen or sit-stand desk that we are formally entering into an ADA accommodation conversation, let them know you require a doctor's note and as a
reasonable accommodation, the company will split the cost of the anti-glare screen or desk. It is not reasonable for us to buy either for everyone in the company; it would be a financial hardship.
I feel like that conversation will shut up anyone who is just trying to get the company to buy them new toys so they can feel cool. Most would drop it then and there. The ones who follow through
and are willing to pay a portion, I'll probably order the equipment for them and "forget" to require them to pay anything.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:13
From: Natalie Novak
Subject: Employer requirements anti-glare?
â€‹
We had an employee that got frequent headaches and she requested an anti-glare protector for monitor, which we provided. That employee has now left and someone took her anti-glare protector,
which is fine, but now everyone wants one. What is our requirement as far as purchasing anti-glare equipment for employees? We are concerned as the cost can become large. We are having the same
issue with sit/stand desks. We do require doctor's notes for those, but it seems like all doctors will write a note saying it would benefit the employee regardless of condition.
-----------------------------Natalie Novak SHRM-CP
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Human Resources Director
Bader Martin, P.S.
Seattle WA
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:05 PM
Anonymous

_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?
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top
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previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:20 PM
Anonymous

_
If you've proposed meetings, asked for them to look into it and you've been blown off multiple times start looking for another job. This business doesn't value what you're bringing to the table if they
won't sit down to have the conversation.
*not having the employer's perspective this may be harsh, but based upon the information provided it's the best advice I can give.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
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I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
228.

previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:31 PM
Anonymous

_
No- because your work is not equal. Your job- your day to day duties are not equal. Just because you have the capability of doing something does not mean that is part of your job duties. There is
no real basis for a wage discrimination case here.
That being said- I'm not heartless and I absolutely think you're being F***'d by the company you work for. I would leave that company- they have absolutely no intention of paying you more and
they have made it very clear.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
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Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
229.

previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:51 PM
Anonymous

_
I've already started applying elsewhere.
Thanks for the insight.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
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No- because your work is not equal. Your job- your day to day duties are not equal. Just because you have the capability of doing something does not mean that is part of your job duties. There is
no real basis for a wage discrimination case here.
That being said- I'm not heartless and I absolutely think you're being F***'d by the company you work for. I would leave that company- they have absolutely no intention of paying you more and
they have made it very clear.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
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previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 2:57 PM
Anonymous
_
What in the general hell is a "Kelly girl"?
You are the only person who does what you do, so you can't really compare yourself to others in the company who have jobs that are different from yours and may have wage scales that are different
from yours.
That being said, you've requested meetings and been blown off. It's clear that your management doesn't care to even meet with you to discuss your concerns let alone give you a pay increase.
You need to decide for yourself if you want to continue working there for your wage or to look elsewhere for a position that values you more.
I would not recommend filing a wage and hour claim. You can certainly do so and if you feel strongly about it, then you do you. But HR is a small little place and if a company at which you are
interviewing finds out you reported your former employer, you may find that you are not the best qualified candidate for the position rather quickly.
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
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I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
231.

previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:04 PM
Anonymous

_
I believe a Kelly girl was the name of a temp staffing company back in the day.... sad to say back in the day is the 80s
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
What in the general hell is a "Kelly girl"?
You are the only person who does what you do, so you can't really compare yourself to others in the company who have jobs that are different from yours and may have wage scales that are different
from yours.
That being said, you've requested meetings and been blown off. It's clear that your management doesn't care to even meet with you to discuss your concerns let alone give you a pay increase.
You need to decide for yourself if you want to continue working there for your wage or to look elsewhere for a position that values you more.
I would not recommend filing a wage and hour claim. You can certainly do so and if you feel strongly about it, then you do you. But HR is a small little place and if a company at which you are
interviewing finds out you reported your former employer, you may find that you are not the best qualified candidate for the position rather quickly.
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-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
232.

previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:14 PM
Anonymous
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_
Kelly girl = Kelly Services = Temp to perm
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
What in the general hell is a "Kelly girl"?
You are the only person who does what you do, so you can't really compare yourself to others in the company who have jobs that are different from yours and may have wage scales that are different
from yours.
That being said, you've requested meetings and been blown off. It's clear that your management doesn't care to even meet with you to discuss your concerns let alone give you a pay increase.
You need to decide for yourself if you want to continue working there for your wage or to look elsewhere for a position that values you more.
I would not recommend filing a wage and hour claim. You can certainly do so and if you feel strongly about it, then you do you. But HR is a small little place and if a company at which you are
interviewing finds out you reported your former employer, you may find that you are not the best qualified candidate for the position rather quickly.
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
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no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
233.

previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:22 PM
Anonymous

_
A long, long time ago (1970's and 80's), when a company needed an office person (secretary) they would call Kelly Services who would send out a "girl" to help out.
Hence the nick name "Kelly Girl".
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
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I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
234.

previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:23 PM
Anonymous

_
hahahaha I love the HRWitch. Great response and gave me a good laugh at the beginning.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:56
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
What in the general hell is a "Kelly girl"?
You are the only person who does what you do, so you can't really compare yourself to others in the company who have jobs that are different from yours and may have wage scales that are different
from yours.
That being said, you've requested meetings and been blown off. It's clear that your management doesn't care to even meet with you to discuss your concerns let alone give you a pay increase.
You need to decide for yourself if you want to continue working there for your wage or to look elsewhere for a position that values you more.
I would not recommend filing a wage and hour claim. You can certainly do so and if you feel strongly about it, then you do you. But HR is a small little place and if a company at which you are
interviewing finds out you reported your former employer, you may find that you are not the best qualified candidate for the position rather quickly.
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
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As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
235.

previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 3:31 PM
Susana Guzman-Agle
Would I say it is discriminatory? maybe, there is not enough info to make a final conclusion. While I agree that your job is different and brings different value that then one of the drivers, I have
never heard that the base salary of a driver is higher than the one of the HR Manager. Maybe with the OT they make they can get to a comparison, but not likely.
What matters here is the fact that you are posting the question because you are already feeling that way; and that is the only point that matters.
Would I report it? H** no.
So what next ? You have done your homework, you have mentioned the issue and nobody seems to care. Sometimes when you have been in a company for so long, you become kind of a
commodity taken for granted. They might not be that happy with your performance and hope that you will move on, or they might believe that you will never leave no matter how they treat you.
Whichever the case, I would start looking for a company that actually cares about you.
Good luck!

-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:14
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
Kelly girl = Kelly Services = Temp to perm
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
What in the general hell is a "Kelly girl"?
You are the only person who does what you do, so you can't really compare yourself to others in the company who have jobs that are different from yours and may have wage scales that are different
from yours.
That being said, you've requested meetings and been blown off. It's clear that your management doesn't care to even meet with you to discuss your concerns let alone give you a pay increase.
You need to decide for yourself if you want to continue working there for your wage or to look elsewhere for a position that values you more.
I would not recommend filing a wage and hour claim. You can certainly do so and if you feel strongly about it, then you do you. But HR is a small little place and if a company at which you are
interviewing finds out you reported your former employer, you may find that you are not the best qualified candidate for the position rather quickly.
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
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of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
236.

previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:03 PM
Anonymous

_
I too was a Kelly Girl. I took shorthand (Gregg) and typed 102 wpm. And the typewriter in the ad looks like the one I learned on. Today I'm a speed demon on the laptop and PC.

Anonymonk
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?
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Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:11 PM
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Anonymous
_
Kelly Services is still around. https://www.kellyservices.com/
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
I believe a Kelly girl was the name of a temp staffing company back in the day.... sad to say back in the day is the 80s
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:56
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
What in the general hell is a "Kelly girl"?
You are the only person who does what you do, so you can't really compare yourself to others in the company who have jobs that are different from yours and may have wage scales that are different
from yours.
That being said, you've requested meetings and been blown off. It's clear that your management doesn't care to even meet with you to discuss your concerns let alone give you a pay increase.
You need to decide for yourself if you want to continue working there for your wage or to look elsewhere for a position that values you more.
I would not recommend filing a wage and hour claim. You can certainly do so and if you feel strongly about it, then you do you. But HR is a small little place and if a company at which you are
interviewing finds out you reported your former employer, you may find that you are not the best qualified candidate for the position rather quickly.
-The HRWitch
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
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If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
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previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:24 PM
Anonymous

_
Whenever I see your signature I will always imagine the woman in this ad :) But knowing that she broke the glass ceiling and moved on to being a subject matter expert in the ADA/FMLA among
other things.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
I too was a Kelly Girl. I took shorthand (Gregg) and typed 102 wpm. And the typewriter in the ad looks like the one I learned on. Today I'm a speed demon on the laptop and PC.

Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
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Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
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previous next
Re: Wage discrimination
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 8:50 AM
Anonymous

_
It is a very small part of me, but this makes my feminist hurt - badly!
OK, a Kelly Girl was the good looking female that the old white called the agency for back in the day. I get it.
But this was 1997, not 1957 (or even 1977 or 1987). This was after the Clarence Thomas Hearings, after women took a record number of seats in the US Congress, heck - it was after FMLA became
effective. This was a time when working women were the norm and women in executive positions (including CEO) was no longer front page news.
Jumping back to the point of the post and tying in my rant:
OP, I can assure you that the newly hired ex-military man you mention in your post thinks of himself as "starting as just a soldier who worked his way up" or whatever. He thinks of himself as the
most amazingly qualified person who has had a stellar military career and is worth as much as a company will pay him.
As long as you think of yourself as a Kelly Girl who worked her way up, you will present in such a way and be thought of in such a way. If you think of yourself as a knowledgeable business partner
with a diverse set of applicable skills that any company would be lucky to have, you will present in such a way and be thought of in such a way.
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If you've requested meetings and they were canceled than put your request in writing. Outline the positive impacts you've had on the company - cost savings, process improvements, increased
employee engagement. Provide some summary market data. Make your pitch. The worst they can say is no. And then you know what they think of you...
-The HRWitch
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?
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Re: Wage discrimination
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Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:02 AM
Anonymous
_
I am way beyond Kelly now. And I chuckle to think I created that image of myself. Nice hair.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
Whenever I see your signature I will always imagine the woman in this ad :) But knowing that she broke the glass ceiling and moved on to being a subject matter expert in the ADA/FMLA among
other things.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:02
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
I too was a Kelly Girl. I took shorthand (Gregg) and typed 102 wpm. And the typewriter in the ad looks like the one I learned on. Today I'm a speed demon on the laptop and PC.
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Anonymonk
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Wage discrimination
_
If you found this scenario in your company, would you see wage discrimination? If you were the HR department of one as I am, what else would you do, or what advice can you offer?
I am a female HR Generalist and Office Manager for a small, but growing family business. I started as a Kelly girl in 1997, and worked here on/off over the last 21 years while I raised my children
(full-time, to part-time telecommuter, to laid off, to part-time in office and now full-time again). Currently, I am a supervisor who is salaried, exempt and haven't had a raise since January 2016. Since
January of this year, I've been asking for and have scheduled 3 separate meetings with my supervisors to discuss a pay raise, all of which have been subsequently cancelled, because "we're too busy
for a meeting" even though our industry is seasonal and we are currently emerging from our "slow" season.
Recently, through the natural duties of my job, I've discovered that another manager who is on the same plane of our very flat organizational chart, a 22 year-old male, fresh out of the military, with
no experience in our specific industry (and it's a very specific industry), no professional work history other than the military and no college degree (I have a BA plus HR certification training) is
making more money than I am and has been since he was hired in 2016.
Additionally, our two delivery drivers make more money than I, neither has the experience in our industry that I do, nor any higher education, and are not supervisors. One of them was given a $5/hr
raise three months ago during an informal meeting in our supervisor's office right in front of me.
They are all male. The most ironic part is that I'm licensed to drive all of our trucks except the tractor-trailer which requires a CDL, because I used to be a firefighter.
When I asked about my pay, my supervisor would say, "Well, I want to do the research and see where you belong, then we can sit down and talk about it." That was 3 months ago.
I gave up waiting and spent the better part of last Friday doing the research for him. After comparing company size, location and job duties, I've discovered my current pay doesn't even hit the bottom
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of the pay scale in our area. I put together a compensation package proposal with a deadline of the end of April.
As the only HR person, and no one above my supervisor to go to, where do I go from here? If they counter with an unacceptable proposal, should I report it to my local department of labor for wage
discrimination? Has anyone ever done that and what were the consequences of reporting it?

top
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previous next
Veer from salaried classification
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:58 PM
Anonymous

_
Hi, Senior Eng at our firm are all full-time and salaried, 40 hour week very typical and the norm. We are looking to hire a Senior Eng who is asking for flexibility and wants to waive all full-time
benefits. His schedule might be anything from 25-40 hour week based on his family needs. How do I classify him and not confuse others or be in any violation? I have part time or seasonal
categories available which is then easier to classify as hourly, however, most weeks will be over 30 which is our full-time number. Any help?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Veer from salaried classification
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:01 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
We did this for one of our Senior Engineers. We just changed him to non-exempt, hourly. There is no issue doing that - you can always say someone is non-exempt, the reverse is not correct. We
did ask for some core hours, but classified him as under 30 hours. The one thing you will need to remember is ACA look back will likely mean you need to offer him benefits each year, but it is
probably a good idea to revisit this periodically anyway.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Veer from salaried classification
_
Hi, Senior Eng at our firm are all full-time and salaried, 40 hour week very typical and the norm. We are looking to hire a Senior Eng who is asking for flexibility and wants to waive all full-time
benefits. His schedule might be anything from 25-40 hour week based on his family needs. How do I classify him and not confuse others or be in any violation? I have part time or seasonal
categories available which is then easier to classify as hourly, however, most weeks will be over 30 which is our full-time number. Any help?

top
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previous next
Re: Veer from salaried classification
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:11 PM
Anonymous

_
You can still pay him on a salary and let him work as many or as few hours as he needs in order to get the job done.
His salary would just be lower than if he had a full plate. You pay him for what he is responsible for.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Veer from salaried classification
_
Hi, Senior Eng at our firm are all full-time and salaried, 40 hour week very typical and the norm. We are looking to hire a Senior Eng who is asking for flexibility and wants to waive all full-time
benefits. His schedule might be anything from 25-40 hour week based on his family needs. How do I classify him and not confuse others or be in any violation? I have part time or seasonal
categories available which is then easier to classify as hourly, however, most weeks will be over 30 which is our full-time number. Any help?
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Re: Veer from salaried classification
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:13 PM
Anonymous

_
Agreed that you can call anyone hourly and not reverse, but you have to be consistent with others with the same title and job description.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Veer from salaried classification
_
â€‹
We did this for one of our Senior Engineers. We just changed him to non-exempt, hourly. There is no issue doing that - you can always say someone is non-exempt, the reverse is not correct. We
did ask for some core hours, but classified him as under 30 hours. The one thing you will need to remember is ACA look back will likely mean you need to offer him benefits each year, but it is
probably a good idea to revisit this periodically anyway.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Veer from salaried classification
_
Hi, Senior Eng at our firm are all full-time and salaried, 40 hour week very typical and the norm. We are looking to hire a Senior Eng who is asking for flexibility and wants to waive all full-time
benefits. His schedule might be anything from 25-40 hour week based on his family needs. How do I classify him and not confuse others or be in any violation? I have part time or seasonal
categories available which is then easier to classify as hourly, however, most weeks will be over 30 which is our full-time number. Any help?
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Re: Veer from salaried classification
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 2:20 PM
Anonymous
_
Exempt and non-exempt are classifications.
Salary and hourly are methods of pay.
Positions aren't classified as "salary" and "hourly".
And you can have employees with the same job title/duties classified as exempt and non-exempt.
Just pay this person a reduced salary in an exempt capacity and avoid the hassle of tracking hours.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Veer from salaried classification
_
Hi, Senior Eng at our firm are all full-time and salaried, 40 hour week very typical and the norm. We are looking to hire a Senior Eng who is asking for flexibility and wants to waive all full-time
benefits. His schedule might be anything from 25-40 hour week based on his family needs. How do I classify him and not confuse others or be in any violation? I have part time or seasonal
categories available which is then easier to classify as hourly, however, most weeks will be over 30 which is our full-time number. Any help?
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previous next
SMART goals + Performance Evaluation
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:56 PM
Tyavanna Skane
HI,
We are trying to implement a new performance management + SMART goal tracking document, but have run into a few questions.
1. Input to the overall 3-point rating scale vs the 5-point scale.
2. Should our objective be to get to an overall/cumulative rating or should be it be by "section" (i.e., SMART Goal Rating + Conduct, or sep?)
Is there a weighting we should incorporate? (i.e., SMART Goals are prioritized and weighted appropriately; Conduct Attributes are weighted to best suit the Breakaway culture?)
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If we go with the overall/cumulative rating, is there a weighted average between SMART Goals and Conduct?
3. How/where do we incorporate 360/colleague input?
4. What is the outcome of this Review?
Professional and/or personal development plan
"Reward"
Merit increase
COLA increase
Market value increase
5. How does the rating/review drive the outcome? (I.e., if the overall rating is a 3 what does that mean – vs. a 2 or 1?)
Any guidance will be appreciated. Thank you!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: SMART goals + Performance Evaluation
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:41 PM
Anonymous

_

Warning!! Super long post ahead!!
I've been in the performance space a long long time and your questions are good ones (and the right ones to be asking). But there aren't easy answers to any of them - so this may need to be a
dialogue. If something I post doesn't make sense or creates more questions - as away.
I'll also add as an upfront disclaimer, that your company's culture can and will impact recommendations. My last two companies have been pretty old school, risk averse companies and the
performance process reflects that. There hasn't been much appetite at either company for rapid change or divergence from established best practices.
1. Input to the overall 3-point rating scale vs the 5-point scale.
I personally love a 3-point scale. I've never been at an organization brave enough to go for it. Why do I say brave - because it forces you to think about goals as either met, not-met, or exceeded and
there's no room for managers to hide behind "partial achievement."
Also, don't discount a 4-point scale, which has merits as well. For one, there's no middle ground. It also allows for partial achievement.
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A five point scale is also a very workable scale. And allows for more differentiation.
There's no right or wrong on scales - it's a matter of how you talk about performance, whether or not you tie performance and compensation together and how much differentiation do you really
want.

2. Should our objective be to get to an overall/cumulative rating or should be it be by "section" (i.e., SMART Goal Rating + Conduct, or sep?)
Is there a weighting we should incorporate? (i.e., SMART Goals are prioritized and weighted appropriately; Conduct Attributes are weighted to best suit the Breakaway culture?)
If we go with the overall/cumulative rating, is there a weighted average between SMART Goals and Conduct?
If you are linking compensation and performance you will need to get to an overall rating. The overall rating can be a weighted average of SMART goals and conduct/values.
I personally like an overall weighting of 70% SMART goals and 30% conduct / values. Some of this is cultural to your company and how strong the conduct /values component is. The stronger the
conduct & values, the more you can weight that section. 30% is a nice place to start. It can impact the overall score without changing it too much.
3. How/where do we incorporate 360/colleague input?
Again – this one is very company specific. Do you do regular 360s already? Are you looking to introduce that? Do you have a performance management system that supports that type of feedback?
How matrixed is your work? Do most employees need feedback from other managers or employees?
Depending on how established your performance process it, you may want to hold off on this part. Or at least manage it as needed. If a manager needs feedback from others, they can certainly reach
out and ask for that feedback.
I wouldn't make it a formal part of the process unless you have technology in place to support it.
4. What is the outcome of this Review?
Professional and/or personal development plan
"Reward"
Merit increase
COLA increase
Market value increase
All of those are good outcomes to the performance process. Make sure you incorporate the feedback portion into the process. Really the best outcome is using it as a way to set clear expectations
and hold folks accountable. Reward comes afterward depending on your company's compensation philosophy.
You may also want to include performance information in promotion decisions.
5. How does the rating/review drive the outcome? (I.e., if the overall rating is a 3 what does that mean – vs. a 2 or 1?)
There are certain pieces of the outcome that should be consistent regardless of rating. Feedback, professional development plans, and cost of living increases are typically universal regardless of
rating. For the below examples, I am assuming a 5 pt scale.
Merit increase would be impacted by rating. At my current company a rating of 1 means you are not eligible for an increase. A 2 is at manager discretion. You would need to again align with
compensation on the specifics. But in general, a higher rating = greater eligibility for an increase or bonus.
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In addition, consider a PIP for anyone who receives a 1 or a 2 (assuming a 5 pt scale).
I hope this helps somewhat. Let me know what follow up questions you have.
Moon Willow
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:55
From: Tyavanna Skane
Subject: SMART goals + Performance Evaluation
HI,
We are trying to implement a new performance management + SMART goal tracking document, but have run into a few questions.
1. Input to the overall 3-point rating scale vs the 5-point scale.
2. Should our objective be to get to an overall/cumulative rating or should be it be by "section" (i.e., SMART Goal Rating + Conduct, or sep?)
Is there a weighting we should incorporate? (i.e., SMART Goals are prioritized and weighted appropriately; Conduct Attributes are weighted to best suit the Breakaway culture?)
If we go with the overall/cumulative rating, is there a weighted average between SMART Goals and Conduct?
3. How/where do we incorporate 360/colleague input?
4. What is the outcome of this Review?
Professional and/or personal development plan
"Reward"
Merit increase
COLA increase
Market value increase
5. How does the rating/review drive the outcome? (I.e., if the overall rating is a 3 what does that mean – vs. a 2 or 1?)
Any guidance will be appreciated. Thank you!
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Reply to Sender

Mary Dillman
Moon Willow is awesome, and very wise! I'll add just a couple of thoughts. I agree that your questions are the right ones to be asking regarding your performance management tracking
document/performance evaluation process. In addition to your company's culture being a factor, I think HR and the company's senior leadership need to have a discussion on performance
management and rewards strategy, aligning that to the company's strategic business plan. It's not clear if such discussion and agreements have already taken place in your organization.
In deciding on a 3-point, 4-point or 5-point scale, keep in mind that the managers who will be using your evaluation document/process will need to be thoroughly trained or competent in
distinguishing different levels of performance results for the SMART goals and different levels of proficiency/mastery for the Conduct Attributes. Providing managers with specific examples and
assessment criteria is very helpful.
Good luck in your efforts!
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:55
From: Tyavanna Skane
Subject: SMART goals + Performance Evaluation
HI,
We are trying to implement a new performance management + SMART goal tracking document, but have run into a few questions.
1. Input to the overall 3-point rating scale vs the 5-point scale.
2. Should our objective be to get to an overall/cumulative rating or should be it be by "section" (i.e., SMART Goal Rating + Conduct, or sep?)
Is there a weighting we should incorporate? (i.e., SMART Goals are prioritized and weighted appropriately; Conduct Attributes are weighted to best suit the Breakaway culture?)
If we go with the overall/cumulative rating, is there a weighted average between SMART Goals and Conduct?
3. How/where do we incorporate 360/colleague input?
4. What is the outcome of this Review?
Professional and/or personal development plan
"Reward"
Merit increase
COLA increase
Market value increase
5. How does the rating/review drive the outcome? (I.e., if the overall rating is a 3 what does that mean – vs. a 2 or 1?)
Any guidance will be appreciated. Thank you!
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previous next
ADA - obesity
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:47 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹â€‹
Is obesity a "disability" under ADA?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: ADA - obesity
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:56 PM
Anonymous

_
Possibly. And maybe even probably. It's a vague question, so you'll get a vague answer. Providing a more complete question will yield better responses.
Moon Willow
Per regs:
The term "disability" means, with respect to an individual
(A) a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities of such individual;
(B) a record of such an impairment; or
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(C) being regarded as having such an impairment (as described in paragraph (3)).
(2) Major Life Activities
(A) In general
For purposes of paragraph (1), major life activities include, but are not limited to, caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, seeing, hearing, eating, sleeping, walking, standing, lifting, bending,
speaking, breathing, learning, reading, concentrating, thinking, communicating, and working.
(B) Major bodily functions
For purposes of paragraph (1), a major life activity also includes the operation of a major bodily function, including but not limited to, functions of the immune system, normal cell growth, digestive,
bowel, bladder, neurological, brain, respiratory, circulatory, endocrine, and reproductive functions.

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: ADA - obesity
_
â€‹â€‹
Is obesity a "disability" under ADA?
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previous next
Re: ADA - obesity
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:22 PM
Anonymous

_
Potentially. There could also be related medical conditions caused by obesity that would be protected. If you provide more information, we may be able to better provide an answer.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: ADA - obesity
_
â€‹â€‹
Is obesity a "disability" under ADA?
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previous next
Re: ADA - obesity
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:23 PM
Anonymous

_
That depends on the individual. If someone is asking or eluding to needing ADA accommodations, start to engage them in the ADA process. Vague questions are very challenging to give any insight
to.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: ADA - obesity
_
â€‹â€‹
Is obesity a "disability" under ADA?
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Re: ADA - obesity
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 3:45 PM
Anonymous
_

â€‹â€‹
Is obesity a "disability" under ADA?
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 13:46

From www.eeoc.gov/laws/statutes/adaaa_info.cfm
"On September 25, 2008, the President signed the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act of 2008 ("ADA Amendments Act" or "Act"). The Act emphasizes that the definition of
disability should be construed in favor of broad coverage of individuals to the maximum extent permitted by the terms of the ADA and generally shall not require extensive analysis.
The Act makes important changes to the definition of the term "disability" by rejecting the holdings in several Supreme Court decisions and portions of EEOC's ADA regulations. The effect of these
changes is to make it easier for an individual seeking protection under the ADA to establish that he or she has a disability within the meaning of the ADA."
This link has additional Q & A regarding the definition of "disabled": https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/regulations/ada_qa_final_rule.cfm
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: ADA - obesity
_
â€‹â€‹
Is obesity a "disability" under ADA?
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Re: ADA - obesity
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:49 PM
Anonymous
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_
Adding to the above - someone who's only 15 lbs overweight probably isn't 'disabled' because of that... but someone who's truly obese very well may be.
Morbid obesity (100+ lbs overweight) often impacts mobility and other issues.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:45
From: Anonymous
Subject: ADA - obesity
_

â€‹â€‹
Is obesity a "disability" under ADA?
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 13:46

From www.eeoc.gov/laws/statutes/adaaa_info.cfm

"On September 25, 2008, the President signed the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act of 2008 ("ADA Amendments Act" or "Act"). The Act emphasizes that the definition of
disability should be construed in favor of broad coverage of individuals to the maximum extent permitted by the terms of the ADA and generally shall not require extensive analysis.
The Act makes important changes to the definition of the term "disability" by rejecting the holdings in several Supreme Court decisions and portions of EEOC's ADA regulations. The effect of these
changes is to make it easier for an individual seeking protection under the ADA to establish that he or she has a disability within the meaning of the ADA."
This link has additional Q & A regarding the definition of "disabled": https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/regulations/ada_qa_final_rule.cfm

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:46
From: Anonymous
Subject: ADA - obesity
_
â€‹â€‹
Is obesity a "disability" under ADA?
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Start up-Company Policies
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:45 PM
CINTIA SACANI
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I dobt have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks
Cintia
-----------------------------CINTIA SACANI
HR Director
Aspen Medical International
Reston VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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previous next
Re: Start up-Company Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:49 PM
Anonymous

_
I see you are in Reston.
Are you a gov't contractor?
If so, you'll want to begin there and then move to things HR "related".
You are small, so you have time to learn as you go.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:45
From: CINTIA SACANI
Subject: Start up-Company Policies
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I dobt have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks
Cintia
-----------------------------CINTIA SACANI
HR Director
Aspen Medical International
Reston VA
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Start up-Company Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:57 PM
CINTIA SACANI

Thanks.
No. We are not government contractor.
-----------------------------CINTIA SACANI
HR Director
Aspen Medical International
Reston VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:48
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Reply to Sender

From: Anonymous
Subject: Start up-Company Policies
_
I see you are in Reston.
Are you a gov't contractor?
If so, you'll want to begin there and then move to things HR "related".
You are small, so you have time to learn as you go.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:45
From: CINTIA SACANI
Subject: Start up-Company Policies
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I dobt have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks
Cintia
-----------------------------CINTIA SACANI
HR Director
Aspen Medical International
Reston VA
------------------------------
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Re: Start up-Company Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:58 PM
CINTIA SACANI

Thanks.
No. We are not government contractor.
-----------------------------CINTIA SACANI
HR Director
Aspen Medical International
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Reply to Sender

Reston VA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:48
From: Anonymous
Subject: Start up-Company Policies
_
I see you are in Reston.
Are you a gov't contractor?
If so, you'll want to begin there and then move to things HR "related".
You are small, so you have time to learn as you go.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:45
From: CINTIA SACANI
Subject: Start up-Company Policies
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I dobt have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks
Cintia
-----------------------------CINTIA SACANI
HR Director
Aspen Medical International
Reston VA
------------------------------
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Re: Start up-Company Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 8:38 AM
Anonymous
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_
Most small companies will first assess the needs, what the company's pain points are and then work from there.
I'm sure you can find many boiler plate practices in SHRM's tool kits.
I caution you to avoid being "over policied". Sometimes it's best to not be so black and white and structured. Let managers manage and assist them to do so within regulatory guidelines.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:45
From: CINTIA SACANI
Subject: Start up-Company Policies
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I dobt have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks
Cintia
-----------------------------CINTIA SACANI
HR Director
Aspen Medical International
Reston VA
------------------------------
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Re: Start up-Company Policies
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:07 AM
CINTIA SACANI

Thank you. Your comments are very helpful and appreciated.
I will go from there.
-----------------------------CINTIA SACANI
HR Director
Aspen Medical International
Reston [State
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 08:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Start up-Company Policies
_
Most small companies will first assess the needs, what the company's pain points are and then work from there.
I'm sure you can find many boiler plate practices in SHRM's tool kits.
I caution you to avoid being "over policied". Sometimes it's best to not be so black and white and structured. Let managers manage and assist them to do so within regulatory guidelines.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:45
From: CINTIA SACANI
Subject: Start up-Company Policies
I have been assigned to be responsible for the HR on our company. It is a small company about 10 employees in the US and the rest over seas, consultants.
We didn't have an HR department until now so I am fairly new to the job although have been handling most our HR matters. I dobt have a HR background or former training.
I wanted to make sure we are in compliance with policies and procedures. Where can I start? What are the basic policies to set in place? Thanks
Cintia
-----------------------------CINTIA SACANI
HR Director
Aspen Medical International
Reston VA
------------------------------
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previous next
Employee questions and concerns
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:36 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Good Afternoon:
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Below are a series of questions asked by one of my employees.
I have been appointed as their new supervisor and would like assistance on answering their questions.
Can an employee quit due to discrimination and collect unemployment?
What constitutes retaliation?

What constitutes harassment?

What if an employee's discrimination claim was not investigated seriously?
Thank you for your assistance in advance
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Employee questions and concerns
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:37 PM
Anonymous

_
1. Is this a test?
If the answer is no,
please provide more information in order to intelligently and accurately provide answers.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee questions and concerns
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_
â€‹
Good Afternoon:
Below are a series of questions asked by one of my employees.
I have been appointed as their new supervisor and would like assistance on answering their questions.
Can an employee quit due to discrimination and collect unemployment?
What constitutes retaliation?

What constitutes harassment?

What if an employee's discrimination claim was not investigated seriously?
Thank you for your assistance in advance

top
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previous next
Re: Employee questions and concerns
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:38 PM
Anonymous

_
And, why are they asking all of these questions?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee questions and concerns
_
1. Is this a test?
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If the answer is no,
please provide more information in order to intelligently and accurately provide answers.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee questions and concerns
_
â€‹
Good Afternoon:
Below are a series of questions asked by one of my employees.
I have been appointed as their new supervisor and would like assistance on answering their questions.
Can an employee quit due to discrimination and collect unemployment?
What constitutes retaliation?

What constitutes harassment?

What if an employee's discrimination claim was not investigated seriously?
Thank you for your assistance in advance

top
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previous next
Re: Employee questions and concerns
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:43 PM
Anonymous

_
Why on earth would employees be asking these types of questions of their supervisor?!?!
Or are these HR employees asking you, their leader, so they understand items related to HR?
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If that's the case, anyone can file for unemployment. It's up to the state to make the determination.
Retaliation is simply that, retaliation.
You can find the definition to harassment right here on the SHRM website.
And if your team isn't investigating thoroughly, you need to provide them with the training on how to. An HR team should never be accused of not properly investigating a serious allegation.
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee questions and concerns
_
â€‹
Good Afternoon:
Below are a series of questions asked by one of my employees.
I have been appointed as their new supervisor and would like assistance on answering their questions.
Can an employee quit due to discrimination and collect unemployment?
What constitutes retaliation?

What constitutes harassment?

What if an employee's discrimination claim was not investigated seriously?
Thank you for your assistance in advance
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Re: Employee questions and concerns
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:44 PM
Ivette Dupuis
My response would likely be, 'If there's something you'd like to discuss with me, I am listening.'
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee questions and concerns
_
â€‹
Good Afternoon:
Below are a series of questions asked by one of my employees.
I have been appointed as their new supervisor and would like assistance on answering their questions.
Can an employee quit due to discrimination and collect unemployment?
What constitutes retaliation?

What constitutes harassment?

What if an employee's discrimination claim was not investigated seriously?
Thank you for your assistance in advance
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Re: Employee questions and concerns
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 1:47 PM
Anonymous
_
I don't think this new supervisor has basic HR skills. Sounds like the team was moved to him/her for some reason.
To OP - perhaps if you explained why you're asking these questions here so we can better respond.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:44
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Employee questions and concerns
My response would likely be, 'If there's something you'd like to discuss with me, I am listening.'
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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Re: Employee questions and concerns
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:47 PM
Anonymous

_
Can an employee quit due to discrimination and collect unemployment? You can quit for any reason you choose. The state determines if you are able to collect unemployment.
What constitutes retaliation? you can dictionary.com this word or type it into the search bar on the SHRM website.

What constitutes harassment? you can dictionary.com this word or type it into the search bar on the SHRM website.
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What if an employee's discrimination claim was not investigated seriously? Your personal opinion of whether or not a discrimination claim was investigated seriously doesn't really matter. You can
certainly file an EEOC claim. Just remember, you're not privvy to investigation details or outcomes so I'm not exactly sure why you have the impression it was investigated seriously.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: Employee questions and concerns
_
â€‹
Good Afternoon:
Below are a series of questions asked by one of my employees.
I have been appointed as their new supervisor and would like assistance on answering their questions.
Can an employee quit due to discrimination and collect unemployment?
What constitutes retaliation?

What constitutes harassment?

What if an employee's discrimination claim was not investigated seriously?
Thank you for your assistance in advance

top
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previous next
Recognition for obtaining college degree
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:15 PM
Erika Bechard

What do you do to celebrate or recognize that an employee has obtained their college degree? Do you provide them a one time bonus, a salary increase, public recognition?
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Erika Bechard
Benefits Specialist
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Recognition for obtaining college degree
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:18 PM
Anonymous

_
We will recognize the achievement in our employee newsletter. We do not give salary increases or bonus for attaining a degree especially if their job has not changed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:14
From: Erika Bechard
Subject: Recognition for obtaining college degree
What do you do to celebrate or recognize that an employee has obtained their college degree? Do you provide them a one time bonus, a salary increase, public recognition?
-----------------------------Erika Bechard
Benefits Specialist
------------------------------
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Re: Recognition for obtaining college degree
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 1:22 PM
Anonymous
_
Their department may do a little celebration, but that's about it.
Nothing spectacular since obviously the person was able to do the job without the degree.
And often the degree or certification obtained isn't even job related.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:14
From: Erika Bechard
Subject: Recognition for obtaining college degree
What do you do to celebrate or recognize that an employee has obtained their college degree? Do you provide them a one time bonus, a salary increase, public recognition?
-----------------------------Erika Bechard
Benefits Specialist
------------------------------
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Re: Recognition for obtaining college degree
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:22 PM
Anonymous

_
None of the above. Many people have their degrees, which is how they have the positions they do. Is there something special that the business gains by having this person have their degree? If that is
the case and their position is elevated due to the degree then there would be a promotional increase for the individual.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:14
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From: Erika Bechard
Subject: Recognition for obtaining college degree
What do you do to celebrate or recognize that an employee has obtained their college degree? Do you provide them a one time bonus, a salary increase, public recognition?
-----------------------------Erika Bechard
Benefits Specialist
------------------------------
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Re: Recognition for obtaining college degree
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 2:25 PM
Lorraine Kost
â€‹
We support continuing education for all employees, and many of our long time employees do not have a college degree. We have recognition on our internal website, and pay a bonus for jobrelated certifications, associates, bachelors and masters degrees. These bonuses range from $250 - $1,500. And we have a liberal tuition policy with a two-year commitment / payback.
-----------------------------Lorraine Kost
VP-Human Resources
Bannockburn IL
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Recognition for obtaining college degree
_
None of the above. Many people have their degrees, which is how they have the positions they do. Is there something special that the business gains by having this person have their degree? If that is
the case and their position is elevated due to the degree then there would be a promotional increase for the individual.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:14
From: Erika Bechard
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Subject: Recognition for obtaining college degree
What do you do to celebrate or recognize that an employee has obtained their college degree? Do you provide them a one time bonus, a salary increase, public recognition?
-----------------------------Erika Bechard
Benefits Specialist
------------------------------
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previous next
Gender Identity and Dress Codes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:50 PM
Anonymous

_
I am revising my company's dress code policy and I want to give employees examples of what they can wear. I am accustomed to policies that say, for example, men can wear slacks, button down
shirt, etc. Women may wear skirts, blouses, etc.
I feel like this should no longer be done. Has anyone else had to change their policy to exclude gender bias?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Re: Gender Identity and Dress Codes
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:08 PM
Anonymous

_
we mention clothes that are more likely to be worn by women more heavily than menswear, however, we dont mention gender in the requirements. just exclude gender, "you can wear slacks,
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buttondowns, blouses, skirts etc"
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 12:50
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gender Identity and Dress Codes
_
I am revising my company's dress code policy and I want to give employees examples of what they can wear. I am accustomed to policies that say, for example, men can wear slacks, button down
shirt, etc. Women may wear skirts, blouses, etc.
I feel like this should no longer be done. Has anyone else had to change their policy to exclude gender bias?
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previous next
Re: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 12:21 PM
Jennifer Weber
â€‹
What is your attendance policy? Have they used all of their PTO?
Have absences been documented?
Verbal warnings?
Written Warnings?
You could start him/her on a Performance Improvement Plan related to attendance and give him/her 90 days to improve. We have had to do this more than once with attendance, including
suspension, but it was with our hourly employees.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
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_
HR Professionals,
I have an employee who works hard but is consistently late or absent. They always have an excuse whether it's illness, spouses illness, spouse attempted suicide again, etc. It is not up to us to decide
whether or not the employee is making these excuses up, but regardless of whether or not the excuses are real, the team can't depend on this employee and it is hurting morale. This employee's
manager is frustrated and I'm at a loss for what to do next. This employee's position is a tough one to fill so we're trying to find a way around firing the employee until we are able to successfully hire
more team members. The manager, employee and I have had multiple conversations, set SMART goals and nothing has changed. The manager wants to dock the employee's pay for the hours missed,
but the employee is salaried and my understanding is (and my research shows) that we can't legally do this. Does anyone have any advice they could please share with me?
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Re: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:28 PM
Anonymous

_
We had a similar situation a few years ago. We put the employee on a PIP and final warning and gave them 90 days. We set up check in weekly meeting with their supervisor. The employee did
not attempt to comply and was let go a month into the PIP for making 0 progress. This was a hard to fill position as well. We did some reorganization following the termination. The morale in that
group went up tremendously within a few months.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
_
HR Professionals,
I have an employee who works hard but is consistently late or absent. They always have an excuse whether it's illness, spouses illness, spouse attempted suicide again, etc. It is not up to us to decide
whether or not the employee is making these excuses up, but regardless of whether or not the excuses are real, the team can't depend on this employee and it is hurting morale. This employee's
manager is frustrated and I'm at a loss for what to do next. This employee's position is a tough one to fill so we're trying to find a way around firing the employee until we are able to successfully hire
more team members. The manager, employee and I have had multiple conversations, set SMART goals and nothing has changed. The manager wants to dock the employee's pay for the hours missed,
but the employee is salaried and my understanding is (and my research shows) that we can't legally do this. Does anyone have any advice they could please share with me?
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Re: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:51 PM
Anonymous

_
You can't dock their pay, but you can make them take PTO. This is a performance issue, so I would start a PIP and insist on immediate improvement (assuming health issues aren't the reason behind
the tardiness).
Just curious, what is the position?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 12:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
_
We had a similar situation a few years ago. We put the employee on a PIP and final warning and gave them 90 days. We set up check in weekly meeting with their supervisor. The employee did
not attempt to comply and was let go a month into the PIP for making 0 progress. This was a hard to fill position as well. We did some reorganization following the termination. The morale in that
group went up tremendously within a few months.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
_
HR Professionals,
I have an employee who works hard but is consistently late or absent. They always have an excuse whether it's illness, spouses illness, spouse attempted suicide again, etc. It is not up to us to decide
whether or not the employee is making these excuses up, but regardless of whether or not the excuses are real, the team can't depend on this employee and it is hurting morale. This employee's
manager is frustrated and I'm at a loss for what to do next. This employee's position is a tough one to fill so we're trying to find a way around firing the employee until we are able to successfully hire
more team members. The manager, employee and I have had multiple conversations, set SMART goals and nothing has changed. The manager wants to dock the employee's pay for the hours missed,
but the employee is salaried and my understanding is (and my research shows) that we can't legally do this. Does anyone have any advice they could please share with me?
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previous next
Re: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:59 PM
Anonymous

_
Does FMLA apply? If not, are you ADA-covered (15+ employees)? In what state?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
_
HR Professionals,
I have an employee who works hard but is consistently late or absent. They always have an excuse whether it's illness, spouses illness, spouse attempted suicide again, etc. It is not up to us to decide
whether or not the employee is making these excuses up, but regardless of whether or not the excuses are real, the team can't depend on this employee and it is hurting morale. This employee's
manager is frustrated and I'm at a loss for what to do next. This employee's position is a tough one to fill so we're trying to find a way around firing the employee until we are able to successfully hire
more team members. The manager, employee and I have had multiple conversations, set SMART goals and nothing has changed. The manager wants to dock the employee's pay for the hours missed,
but the employee is salaried and my understanding is (and my research shows) that we can't legally do this. Does anyone have any advice they could please share with me?
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previous next
Re: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:04 PM
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Anonymous
_
FMLA?
ADA?
And I wouldn't bother with a PIP for attendance issues.
Either the person shows up for work on time or they don't and you end the employment relationship.
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
_
HR Professionals,
I have an employee who works hard but is consistently late or absent. They always have an excuse whether it's illness, spouses illness, spouse attempted suicide again, etc. It is not up to us to decide
whether or not the employee is making these excuses up, but regardless of whether or not the excuses are real, the team can't depend on this employee and it is hurting morale. This employee's
manager is frustrated and I'm at a loss for what to do next. This employee's position is a tough one to fill so we're trying to find a way around firing the employee until we are able to successfully hire
more team members. The manager, employee and I have had multiple conversations, set SMART goals and nothing has changed. The manager wants to dock the employee's pay for the hours missed,
but the employee is salaried and my understanding is (and my research shows) that we can't legally do this. Does anyone have any advice they could please share with me?

top
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previous next
Re: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:05 PM
Anonymous

_
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Sit the person down, look them squarely in the eye and say "stop it". If they have to ask why, then you know you have a problem. Exempts are typically "at will" remind them accordingly, and then
go down that path the employee opts for, #1; no change in behavior do the PIP or terminate (provided there's no protected leave involved) #2; employee grows up, probably no further action
required...â€‹â€‹
Always give them enough rope in case they need it...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
_
HR Professionals,
I have an employee who works hard but is consistently late or absent. They always have an excuse whether it's illness, spouses illness, spouse attempted suicide again, etc. It is not up to us to decide
whether or not the employee is making these excuses up, but regardless of whether or not the excuses are real, the team can't depend on this employee and it is hurting morale. This employee's
manager is frustrated and I'm at a loss for what to do next. This employee's position is a tough one to fill so we're trying to find a way around firing the employee until we are able to successfully hire
more team members. The manager, employee and I have had multiple conversations, set SMART goals and nothing has changed. The manager wants to dock the employee's pay for the hours missed,
but the employee is salaried and my understanding is (and my research shows) that we can't legally do this. Does anyone have any advice they could please share with me?

top
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previous next
Re: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:15 PM
Anonymous

_
The at-will doctrine applies to the relationships between employer and employee, regardless of the classification of that employee. Exempt employees aren't automatically "at-will".
OP, we really need to know if FMLA, the ADA, or state law applies.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
_

Sit the person down, look them squarely in the eye and say "stop it". If they have to ask why, then you know you have a problem. Exempts are typically "at will" remind them accordingly, and then
go down that path the employee opts for, #1; no change in behavior do the PIP or terminate (provided there's no protected leave involved) #2; employee grows up, probably no further action
required...â€‹â€‹
Always give them enough rope in case they need it...
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
_
HR Professionals,
I have an employee who works hard but is consistently late or absent. They always have an excuse whether it's illness, spouses illness, spouse attempted suicide again, etc. It is not up to us to decide
whether or not the employee is making these excuses up, but regardless of whether or not the excuses are real, the team can't depend on this employee and it is hurting morale. This employee's
manager is frustrated and I'm at a loss for what to do next. This employee's position is a tough one to fill so we're trying to find a way around firing the employee until we are able to successfully hire
more team members. The manager, employee and I have had multiple conversations, set SMART goals and nothing has changed. The manager wants to dock the employee's pay for the hours missed,
but the employee is salaried and my understanding is (and my research shows) that we can't legally do this. Does anyone have any advice they could please share with me?
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previous next
Re: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 2:06 PM
Robin Cooley
â€‹
Hi,
Surprised nobody has said what about an EAP? If all these things are really happening in the employee's life they need help. Talking to someone can really help. You will continue to monitor and
work with the employee on attendance but also show you care by trying to help with the issues, this could be a cry of help.
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Good Luck
-----------------------------Robin Cooley
SHRM-CP, PHR
Portland OR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
_
HR Professionals,
I have an employee who works hard but is consistently late or absent. They always have an excuse whether it's illness, spouses illness, spouse attempted suicide again, etc. It is not up to us to decide
whether or not the employee is making these excuses up, but regardless of whether or not the excuses are real, the team can't depend on this employee and it is hurting morale. This employee's
manager is frustrated and I'm at a loss for what to do next. This employee's position is a tough one to fill so we're trying to find a way around firing the employee until we are able to successfully hire
more team members. The manager, employee and I have had multiple conversations, set SMART goals and nothing has changed. The manager wants to dock the employee's pay for the hours missed,
but the employee is salaried and my understanding is (and my research shows) that we can't legally do this. Does anyone have any advice they could please share with me?

top
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previous next
Re: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 5:17 PM
Nicole Ozburn

Just because an employee is exempt does not mean they do not have expectations.
You can level set with an expectation memo, and begin progressive discipline up to and including termination.
If you are aware of any serious medical condition (suicidal husband...) you should offer FMLA. Definitely would make an EAP referral also.
I agree with previous comment - I never recommend PIPs for attendance.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Nicole Ozburn, SPHR, SHRM-CP
HR Director
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt Employee Missing Hours
_
HR Professionals,
I have an employee who works hard but is consistently late or absent. They always have an excuse whether it's illness, spouses illness, spouse attempted suicide again, etc. It is not up to us to decide
whether or not the employee is making these excuses up, but regardless of whether or not the excuses are real, the team can't depend on this employee and it is hurting morale. This employee's
manager is frustrated and I'm at a loss for what to do next. This employee's position is a tough one to fill so we're trying to find a way around firing the employee until we are able to successfully hire
more team members. The manager, employee and I have had multiple conversations, set SMART goals and nothing has changed. The manager wants to dock the employee's pay for the hours missed,
but the employee is salaried and my understanding is (and my research shows) that we can't legally do this. Does anyone have any advice they could please share with me?

top
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previous next
Re: Employee Retention Ideas
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:25 PM
Jennifer Weber

â€‹
Lori,
We host the following:
–Annual family & company picnic
–Employee recognition programs (birthdays, service anniversaries)
–Annual Christmas party
–Annual Easter dinners
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–Free turkey or ham in December
–Secret Santa exchange
–Potlucks, breakfasts, treats, donuts, grill-outs
–Safety Luncheons
–T-shirts
–Longer break times vs. other employers 20 minutes
-Birthdays off with pay
-Verizon wireless service discounts up to 18% off their bill each month
-Shoes for Crews corporate discount program
-Payroll winner - each payroll we draw an employee name from the pay stubs and they win a little prize - nothing big, but they LOVE it and can't wait to see who wins each payroll!

-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:50
From: Lori Bolema
Subject: Employee Retention Ideas
God Morning!
With turnover at an all time high I am wondering what other HR's are doing as far as retention? We have done Attendance Bonus', gift cards, drawings for various prizes but is time for something
BIGGER and better! We have to get our employees engaged for retention! I am hoping that some of you can share your ideas and what you are doing to "hold" on to your current employees. Yes,
we all know that money talks, but what else can we use to dangle the carrot?
Do any of you have any programs in place where employees can earn extra vacation days? If so, can you share them with me?
Thank-you in advance!
-----------------------------Lori Bolema
Almond Products Inc.
Spring Lake MI
------------------------------
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top
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previous next
Re: Employee Retention Ideas
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:28 PM |
Jennifer Weber

Reply to Sender

view attached

â€‹
Lori,
I also meant to attach the following that I saved from the SHRM Magazines.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:50
From: Lori Bolema
Subject: Employee Retention Ideas
God Morning!
With turnover at an all time high I am wondering what other HR's are doing as far as retention? We have done Attendance Bonus', gift cards, drawings for various prizes but is time for something
BIGGER and better! We have to get our employees engaged for retention! I am hoping that some of you can share your ideas and what you are doing to "hold" on to your current employees. Yes,
we all know that money talks, but what else can we use to dangle the carrot?
Do any of you have any programs in place where employees can earn extra vacation days? If so, can you share them with me?
Thank-you in advance!
-----------------------------Lori Bolema
Almond Products Inc.
Spring Lake MI
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Employee Retention Ideas
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 12:40 PM
Anonymous
_
If you're not already, try doing exit interviews to figure out why people are leaving. If there's an issue causing people to leave it would be most effective to address that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:50
From: Lori Bolema
Subject: Employee Retention Ideas
God Morning!
With turnover at an all time high I am wondering what other HR's are doing as far as retention? We have done Attendance Bonus', gift cards, drawings for various prizes but is time for something
BIGGER and better! We have to get our employees engaged for retention! I am hoping that some of you can share your ideas and what you are doing to "hold" on to your current employees. Yes,
we all know that money talks, but what else can we use to dangle the carrot?
Do any of you have any programs in place where employees can earn extra vacation days? If so, can you share them with me?
Thank-you in advance!
-----------------------------Lori Bolema
Almond Products Inc.
Spring Lake MI
------------------------------
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previous next
Re: Employee Retention Ideas
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:59 PM
Cindy Inman

â€‹
Thank you so much for including the downloads. I cannot wait to share these with our Department Managers!
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Reply to Sender

I appreciate your contribution!
-----------------------------Cindy Inman
Controller/Office Manager
Midland Country Club
Midland TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 12:27
From: Jennifer Weber
Subject: Employee Retention Ideas
â€‹
Lori,
I also meant to attach the following that I saved from the SHRM Magazines.
-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."

top
288.

previous next
Re: Employee Retention Ideas
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:06 PM
Mary Dillman
Poster 5 nailed it - you need to find out specifically why desirable employees are leaving, and what makes the good-performing employees stay. Any solutions for improving retention should target
those root causes. The special programs or events, IMO, are nice to do and are "icing on the cake". In my experience, you create and sustain highly-engaged, and high-performing teams with highlycompetent managers and leadership teams. Managers and leaders who actively and regularly communicate with employees about the business and business goals, ask for employee ideas/feedback on
improving the business, recognizing employees (individually and as teams), and providing opportunities for employee professional development.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-10-2018 11:50
From: Lori Bolema
Subject: Employee Retention Ideas
God Morning!
With turnover at an all time high I am wondering what other HR's are doing as far as retention? We have done Attendance Bonus', gift cards, drawings for various prizes but is time for something
BIGGER and better! We have to get our employees engaged for retention! I am hoping that some of you can share your ideas and what you are doing to "hold" on to your current employees. Yes,
we all know that money talks, but what else can we use to dangle the carrot?
Do any of you have any programs in place where employees can earn extra vacation days? If so, can you share them with me?
Thank-you in advance!
-----------------------------Lori Bolema
Almond Products Inc.
Spring Lake MI
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate

top
289.

previous next
Re: Employee Retention Ideas
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:12 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Make sure you put together programs with a purpose. Cindy gave you a lot of good ideas. You can also find a lit of good ideas on how to reward and energize employees from books on each of
these subject by Bob Nelson. But response number 5 hits the nail on the head. You can't fix a turnover problem until you know what is the cause of the problem. If you learn that a lack of positive
reinforcement is the problem, then Cindy's ideas can possibly serve as a great resource.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:50
From: Lori Bolema
Subject: Employee Retention Ideas
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God Morning!
With turnover at an all time high I am wondering what other HR's are doing as far as retention? We have done Attendance Bonus', gift cards, drawings for various prizes but is time for something
BIGGER and better! We have to get our employees engaged for retention! I am hoping that some of you can share your ideas and what you are doing to "hold" on to your current employees. Yes,
we all know that money talks, but what else can we use to dangle the carrot?
Do any of you have any programs in place where employees can earn extra vacation days? If so, can you share them with me?
Thank-you in advance!
-----------------------------Lori Bolema
Almond Products Inc.
Spring Lake MI
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Employee Retention Ideas
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:24 PM
Wayne Weber

Help them pay down/off their student loans or save for their children's college in 529's.
-----------------------------Wayne Weber
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 12:25
From: Jennifer Weber
Subject: Employee Retention Ideas
â€‹
Lori,
We host the following:
–Annual family & company picnic
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–Employee recognition programs (birthdays, service anniversaries)
–Annual Christmas party
–Annual Easter dinners
–Free turkey or ham in December
–Secret Santa exchange
–Potlucks, breakfasts, treats, donuts, grill-outs
–Safety Luncheons
–T-shirts
–Longer break times vs. other employers 20 minutes
-Birthdays off with pay
-Verizon wireless service discounts up to 18% off their bill each month
-Shoes for Crews corporate discount program
-Payroll winner - each payroll we draw an employee name from the pay stubs and they win a little prize - nothing big, but they LOVE it and can't wait to see who wins each payroll!

-----------------------------"Compassion is a state of constant giving of the self for others."

top
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previous next
Re: Employee Retention Ideas
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:06 PM
Anonymous

_
Perks only get you so far if they're covering the true problem. It could be an internal problem (i.e bad manager, organizational structure, misalignment with the culture), or it could be that your
company doesn't align with the demographics of its employees. For example, if the majority of the staff is from one generation, their needs and wants in benefits probably greatly differ from the
needs and wants of another generation. Take employee surveys, do exit interviews, ask for input from employees. Also, do you have a referral program? Referrals tend to have a better retention rate.
It really all depends on the underlying issues. I think that is your first step to guide you in the direction you need to go. The main project of my internship in college at a hospital was to find a fix to
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the retention issue they had in their dietary and housekeeping departments. I found that many of the candidates didn't really understand the extent of the grueling job duties of these job positions
before they started, despite giving them job descriptions. I created a job shadowing program that was included in the hiring process. Many other departments ended up adopting this.
My point is not that this is your solution, the point is you need to investigate to find the underlying problem. My previous job gave me a $10,000 annual bonus based on our team's performance, I left
it due to deeper rooted issues, and went to a job where I get a $100 Christmas bonus. Perks only get a disgruntled or unhappy employee so far.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:50
From: Lori Bolema
Subject: Employee Retention Ideas
God Morning!
With turnover at an all time high I am wondering what other HR's are doing as far as retention? We have done Attendance Bonus', gift cards, drawings for various prizes but is time for something
BIGGER and better! We have to get our employees engaged for retention! I am hoping that some of you can share your ideas and what you are doing to "hold" on to your current employees. Yes,
we all know that money talks, but what else can we use to dangle the carrot?
Do any of you have any programs in place where employees can earn extra vacation days? If so, can you share them with me?
Thank-you in advance!
-----------------------------Lori Bolema
Almond Products Inc.
Spring Lake MI
------------------------------

top
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previous next
Re: Found sleeping on the job
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:00 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I know... that's what I was wondering. I still hope that asking him to find a strategy for staying awake is appropriate - this is happening somewhat on schedule each day and it is a danger to him (and
therefore a liability to us).
There is a feeling that the reason is being fabricated, but I told the supervisor to stick strictly to the facts. We just don't want to make a wrong turn in addressing this.
Does anyone happen to know if we are allowed to ask for medical particulars since this potential condition is affecting the employee's ability to adhere to the employee conduct policy?
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
You need to enter into the land of ADA.
Think about this - you're considering disciplining someone who has disclosed that the issue is (may be) related to their medical condition.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello! It has come to our attention that an employee has been found sleeping on the john in the men's room three days in a row, and several days in the past. It appears that the first time he was
caught he subsequently told his supervisor that he has sleep apnea and is going for a sleep study since he's not sleeping at night. The study was postponed and is supposed to happen within the next
week (results would probably come about two weeks later)
His supervisor would like to write him up; I have told him to talk with the employee about our concern for his safety if he gets hurt because he has fallen asleep, and to let him know that we want him
to find strategies to keep himself awake while he is using the facilities. Our Employee Conduct & Disciplinary Action policy states:
"An employee of the company shall not:
14. Sleep or appear to be sleeping on the job
I am looking for direction - may we still administer a verbal warning even though he has stated that he thinks he has a medical condition that is causing him to be tired enough to fall asleep while in
the men's room?

top
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previous next
Re: Found sleeping on the job
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:03 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thank you!
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
You need to enter into the land of ADA.
Think about this - you're considering disciplining someone who has disclosed that the issue is (may be) related to their medical condition.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello! It has come to our attention that an employee has been found sleeping on the john in the men's room three days in a row, and several days in the past. It appears that the first time he was
caught he subsequently told his supervisor that he has sleep apnea and is going for a sleep study since he's not sleeping at night. The study was postponed and is supposed to happen within the next
week (results would probably come about two weeks later)
His supervisor would like to write him up; I have told him to talk with the employee about our concern for his safety if he gets hurt because he has fallen asleep, and to let him know that we want him
to find strategies to keep himself awake while he is using the facilities. Our Employee Conduct & Disciplinary Action policy states:
"An employee of the company shall not:
14. Sleep or appear to be sleeping on the job
I am looking for direction - may we still administer a verbal warning even though he has stated that he thinks he has a medical condition that is causing him to be tired enough to fall asleep while in
the men's room?
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previous next
Re: Found sleeping on the job
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:11 PM
Anonymous

_
You are aware of a potential disability, so I would begin the interactive process. HOWEVER...allowing someone to nap in the bathroom is not a reasonable accommodation. See what suggestions he
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has and try askjan.org.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello! It has come to our attention that an employee has been found sleeping on the john in the men's room three days in a row, and several days in the past. It appears that the first time he was
caught he subsequently told his supervisor that he has sleep apnea and is going for a sleep study since he's not sleeping at night. The study was postponed and is supposed to happen within the next
week (results would probably come about two weeks later)
His supervisor would like to write him up; I have told him to talk with the employee about our concern for his safety if he gets hurt because he has fallen asleep, and to let him know that we want him
to find strategies to keep himself awake while he is using the facilities. Our Employee Conduct & Disciplinary Action policy states:
"An employee of the company shall not:
14. Sleep or appear to be sleeping on the job
I am looking for direction - may we still administer a verbal warning even though he has stated that he thinks he has a medical condition that is causing him to be tired enough to fall asleep while in
the men's room?
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previous next
Re: Found sleeping on the job
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:37 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
Thanks so much for the direction!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 12:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
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_
You are aware of a potential disability, so I would begin the interactive process. HOWEVER...allowing someone to nap in the bathroom is not a reasonable accommodation. See what suggestions he
has and try askjan.org.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello! It has come to our attention that an employee has been found sleeping on the john in the men's room three days in a row, and several days in the past. It appears that the first time he was
caught he subsequently told his supervisor that he has sleep apnea and is going for a sleep study since he's not sleeping at night. The study was postponed and is supposed to happen within the next
week (results would probably come about two weeks later)
His supervisor would like to write him up; I have told him to talk with the employee about our concern for his safety if he gets hurt because he has fallen asleep, and to let him know that we want him
to find strategies to keep himself awake while he is using the facilities. Our Employee Conduct & Disciplinary Action policy states:
"An employee of the company shall not:
14. Sleep or appear to be sleeping on the job
I am looking for direction - may we still administer a verbal warning even though he has stated that he thinks he has a medical condition that is causing him to be tired enough to fall asleep while in
the men's room?
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previous next
Re: Found sleeping on the job
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:29 PM
Anonymous

_
In response to your question about asking for strategies to help employee stay awake, you could consider short naps on scheduled breaks (think 15 minutes with a cell phone alarm).
On a side note - My sister has narcolepsy and sleep apnea. It took a very long time (months) for her to find the right combination of meds that help her sleep at night and stay awake during the day. It
sounds like your employee is beginning the process with the sleep study.
My sister was nearly fired from her job, but now that her meds are working she has been recognized for several outstanding employee awards and has been a top contributor on her team.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
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Sent: 04-10-2018 12:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
â€‹
I know... that's what I was wondering. I still hope that asking him to find a strategy for staying awake is appropriate - this is happening somewhat on schedule each day and it is a danger to him (and
therefore a liability to us).
There is a feeling that the reason is being fabricated, but I told the supervisor to stick strictly to the facts. We just don't want to make a wrong turn in addressing this.
Does anyone happen to know if we are allowed to ask for medical particulars since this potential condition is affecting the employee's ability to adhere to the employee conduct policy?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
You need to enter into the land of ADA.
Think about this - you're considering disciplining someone who has disclosed that the issue is (may be) related to their medical condition.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello! It has come to our attention that an employee has been found sleeping on the john in the men's room three days in a row, and several days in the past. It appears that the first time he was
caught he subsequently told his supervisor that he has sleep apnea and is going for a sleep study since he's not sleeping at night. The study was postponed and is supposed to happen within the next
week (results would probably come about two weeks later)
His supervisor would like to write him up; I have told him to talk with the employee about our concern for his safety if he gets hurt because he has fallen asleep, and to let him know that we want him
to find strategies to keep himself awake while he is using the facilities. Our Employee Conduct & Disciplinary Action policy states:
"An employee of the company shall not:
14. Sleep or appear to be sleeping on the job
I am looking for direction - may we still administer a verbal warning even though he has stated that he thinks he has a medical condition that is causing him to be tired enough to fall asleep while in
the men's room?
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Re: Found sleeping on the job
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 2:37 PM
Anonymous
_
Thank you - I'm so glad to know of your sister's story - it lends compassion and understanding to our situation. The suggestion is good as well - I also saw it on askjan.org.
Congratulations to your sister for being able to blossom out of such a daunting and threatening situation!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
In response to your question about asking for strategies to help employee stay awake, you could consider short naps on scheduled breaks (think 15 minutes with a cell phone alarm).
On a side note - My sister has narcolepsy and sleep apnea. It took a very long time (months) for her to find the right combination of meds that help her sleep at night and stay awake during the day. It
sounds like your employee is beginning the process with the sleep study.
My sister was nearly fired from her job, but now that her meds are working she has been recognized for several outstanding employee awards and has been a top contributor on her team.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 12:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
â€‹
I know... that's what I was wondering. I still hope that asking him to find a strategy for staying awake is appropriate - this is happening somewhat on schedule each day and it is a danger to him (and
therefore a liability to us).
There is a feeling that the reason is being fabricated, but I told the supervisor to stick strictly to the facts. We just don't want to make a wrong turn in addressing this.
Does anyone happen to know if we are allowed to ask for medical particulars since this potential condition is affecting the employee's ability to adhere to the employee conduct policy?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
You need to enter into the land of ADA.
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Think about this - you're considering disciplining someone who has disclosed that the issue is (may be) related to their medical condition.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Found sleeping on the job
_
â€‹â€‹
Hello! It has come to our attention that an employee has been found sleeping on the john in the men's room three days in a row, and several days in the past. It appears that the first time he was
caught he subsequently told his supervisor that he has sleep apnea and is going for a sleep study since he's not sleeping at night. The study was postponed and is supposed to happen within the next
week (results would probably come about two weeks later)
His supervisor would like to write him up; I have told him to talk with the employee about our concern for his safety if he gets hurt because he has fallen asleep, and to let him know that we want him
to find strategies to keep himself awake while he is using the facilities. Our Employee Conduct & Disciplinary Action policy states:
"An employee of the company shall not:
14. Sleep or appear to be sleeping on the job
I am looking for direction - may we still administer a verbal warning even though he has stated that he thinks he has a medical condition that is causing him to be tired enough to fall asleep while in
the men's room?
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previous next
Re: Payroll Action Forms
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:23 PM
Ashley Rohner
Google Forms might be a good solution for you. You would just create an online form with whatever fields suit you -- name, effective date, department, supervisor, type of change, etc.
I would PDF-print the page once it is submitted and save it to the employee's electronic file.
You might also consider setting up a "ticket" system where department heads or supervisors send in tickets to an alias email address so that you can print a PDF of the email and file them that way.
-----------------------------Ashley Rohner SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:30
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Action Forms
_
How do departments, managers, HR staff submit compensation changes and other payroll actions into the HR system? We currently have a paper form that is submitted to the HR admin for
processing and then sent to Payroll for processing. We are looking for an electronic solution.
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Re: Payroll Action Forms
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 10:49 PM
Kyle O'Donnell
Electronic solution opens the door to many possibilities.
First I would recommend converting your internal forms into fillable PDF format.
Once they are fillable PDF it opens the door to utilizing document management software to provide audit trail history of the form along with configuration of process in which the form is passed from
one stage to the next. Version control would be in place to track the changes to the form and you could approve/reject the form at any point all within software without losing track and buried in your
email inbox.
Document Management software and HRIS/HCM can be easily integrated to pass data from the forms directly to your HR software which improves the accuracy of data entry.
HRIS/HCM systems typically have modules for document storage but they are extremely limited in functionality and often result in a situation where you find yourself now.
Document Management software is significantly less expensive than many HR professionals realize and the ROI is much quicker due to the automation available.
Would be happy to share more info about my industry.
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Payroll Action Forms
_
How do departments, managers, HR staff submit compensation changes and other payroll actions into the HR system? We currently have a paper form that is submitted to the HR admin for
processing and then sent to Payroll for processing. We are looking for an electronic solution.
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Re: Best way to term an employee
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:30 PM
Anonymous

_
#OP - The company never established a protocol and as we are growing I was brought in to develop a proper HR function. So the managers already don't like my interference as they â€‹
think I am
making things complex. The executive management is with me but I need to prepare a solid business case for them to implement a proper process. If only I could show them how many problems
could arise with the way we are handling things. I feel if we are terming an employee and letting him know he is been let go due to performance issues, he should have been given an opportunity to
fix him self before firing him.
Any resources, that I can look at to prepare my business case and develop a proper process ?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best way to term an employee
_
We are a growing company with most of our employees working remotely from different parts of the country. We currently do not have a proper process to term employees so I am curious to know
what's the best practice to follow. Our managers often make a decision to term an employee and HR is informed at times after the employee has been notified. I recently had an issue where an
employee was termed due to performance issues and I was notified after the fact. We have a progressive discipline policy and when I asked the manager if he has any documentation of talking to the
employee about his performance issues, the manager couldn't recall anything. There are other managers too who think it's at will employment so if they are not happy with the performance they can
term the employee. I think this is very subjective way of handling things.
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I am trying to solve two issues here, one communicating with the employee so the employee is not surprised when they are let go. Secondly, a proper process to follow with HR being involved to
avoid any loop holes. I would appreciate any thought on this or if you can share your termination process.
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Re: Best way to term an employee
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:38 PM
Ivette Dupuis
Kinda sounds like you have a process, it just wasn't followed.
I'd focus on re-establishing expectations again, i.e. helping 'em understand the process instead.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best way to term an employee
_
#OP - The company never established a protocol and as we are growing I was brought in to develop a proper HR function. So the managers already don't like my interference as they â€‹
think I am
making things complex. The executive management is with me but I need to prepare a solid business case for them to implement a proper process. If only I could show them how many problems
could arise with the way we are handling things. I feel if we are terming an employee and letting him know he is been let go due to performance issues, he should have been given an opportunity to
fix him self before firing him.
Any resources, that I can look at to prepare my business case and develop a proper process ?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best way to term an employee
_
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We are a growing company with most of our employees working remotely from different parts of the country. We currently do not have a proper process to term employees so I am curious to know
what's the best practice to follow. Our managers often make a decision to term an employee and HR is informed at times after the employee has been notified. I recently had an issue where an
employee was termed due to performance issues and I was notified after the fact. We have a progressive discipline policy and when I asked the manager if he has any documentation of talking to the
employee about his performance issues, the manager couldn't recall anything. There are other managers too who think it's at will employment so if they are not happy with the performance they can
term the employee. I think this is very subjective way of handling things.
I am trying to solve two issues here, one communicating with the employee so the employee is not surprised when they are let go. Secondly, a proper process to follow with HR being involved to
avoid any loop holes. I would appreciate any thought on this or if you can share your termination process.
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Re: Best way to term an employee
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:11 PM
Anonymous

_
I would agree...it sounds like the managers are unaware that they need to document performance issues. Maybe work with the managers to create a disciplinary process that works for HR and for
them...get their input so they have buy-in in the process. Help them understand why it is important to document and show them the business necessity.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:38
From: Ivette Dupuis
Subject: Best way to term an employee
Kinda sounds like you have a process, it just wasn't followed.
I'd focus on re-establishing expectations again, i.e. helping 'em understand the process instead.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
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previous next

303.

Re: Best way to term an employee
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:27 PM
Anonymous

_
I used to have a similar issue with many of my managers, getting them all on board and following the path was like herding cats. They didn't understand the why behind it. Make it matter to them,
share the results of a lawsuit and how easily this could happen to them. They need to know its not just because "HR likes rules", this protects the company.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best way to term an employee
_
#OP - The company never established a protocol and as we are growing I was brought in to develop a proper HR function. So the managers already don't like my interference as they â€‹
think I am
making things complex. The executive management is with me but I need to prepare a solid business case for them to implement a proper process. If only I could show them how many problems
could arise with the way we are handling things. I feel if we are terming an employee and letting him know he is been let go due to performance issues, he should have been given an opportunity to
fix him self before firing him.
Any resources, that I can look at to prepare my business case and develop a proper process ?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best way to term an employee
_
We are a growing company with most of our employees working remotely from different parts of the country. We currently do not have a proper process to term employees so I am curious to know
what's the best practice to follow. Our managers often make a decision to term an employee and HR is informed at times after the employee has been notified. I recently had an issue where an
employee was termed due to performance issues and I was notified after the fact. We have a progressive discipline policy and when I asked the manager if he has any documentation of talking to the
employee about his performance issues, the manager couldn't recall anything. There are other managers too who think it's at will employment so if they are not happy with the performance they can
term the employee. I think this is very subjective way of handling things.
I am trying to solve two issues here, one communicating with the employee so the employee is not surprised when they are let go. Secondly, a proper process to follow with HR being involved to
avoid any loop holes. I would appreciate any thought on this or if you can share your termination process.
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previous next

304.

Re: Best way to term an employee
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 5:35 PM
Anonymous

_
This is absolutely one of the most important roles of HR/Legal, particularly at larger companies.
I believe with the exception of gross insubordination or workplace violence, there should be an experienced gatekeeper who is well versed in the law and reviews ALL termination decisions for
consistency, adequacy of documentation, and to avoid potential violations of Title VII, ADA, ADEA, FMLA, and retaliation claims. This is even more important at union facilities where consistency
issues and just cause challenges (look up Daugherty's seven tests) can create a lot of headaches for the inexperienced new Supervisor or Manager.
This process starts with getting the Supervisors/Managers on the same sheet of music and helping them understand you're not there to stand in their way and be a burden to them, you're there to
educate employees and address company policy violations, protect the company from liability, and do things like ensure that a horrible employee doesn't find their way back to a job they were
terminated from because of inadequate documentation. You're also there to assist in areas outside their expertise (such as handling a reasonable accommodation request and the interactive process
under the ADA, sending an employee for a fitness for duty assessment, etc.). Leadership can become very comfortable bringing such issues to you. Show them a few EEOC claims that resulted in
big dollar settlements because someone was not crossing their i's or dotting their t's so they get on board and see what this can cost them personally if they get sued or accused of
discrimination/retaliation and they'll be happy to let you help them and ensure compliance.
Management has to understand that their documentation of employee attendance, behavior, conduct, and performance must be current, correct, complete, and consistent. With no documentation,
there is no defense for an agency claim. The best documentation will have been discussed with the employee in some way that creates a record (verbal/written corrective notice signed by the
employee, copied to them in an email as a summary of verbal discussion, etc.). There is a consistent continuum here of discipline, performance reviews, and ultimately termination.
The best method I've seen for termination is to do the following:
1. Suspend the employee in writing and explain the work/CBA rule they violated, how it appears it was violated, and what discipline is being considered.
2. Offer the employee an opportunity to respond, explain, provide any additional information before a final determination is made.
3. Set a deadline for the response, and require the response be in writing and go to a designated person. Review as a leadership team and make a decision.
4. Communicate the final decision to the employee in writing noting things such as whether the employee failed to admit wrongdoing when given an opportunity, or provided no credible explanation
for their conduct.
This process gives the employee notice and opportunity to respond, costs very little time or money, is fundamentally fair, and can often offer very valuable information. They may not respond at all,
which gives you great evidence in the event they bring a future claim against the Company because you can argue they never bothered to respond to their "due process" notice. They may admit to the
conduct, express remorse, and offer a plan for a second chance and you may want to consider bringing them back under a final written warning, performance improvement plan, or last chance
agreement. They may allege they missed work because their Manager is sexually harassing them, in which case you will want to hold off on termination until a qualified investigator assesses the
issues and makes factual findings.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best way to term an employee
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_
We are a growing company with most of our employees working remotely from different parts of the country. We currently do not have a proper process to term employees so I am curious to know
what's the best practice to follow. Our managers often make a decision to term an employee and HR is informed at times after the employee has been notified. I recently had an issue where an
employee was termed due to performance issues and I was notified after the fact. We have a progressive discipline policy and when I asked the manager if he has any documentation of talking to the
employee about his performance issues, the manager couldn't recall anything. There are other managers too who think it's at will employment so if they are not happy with the performance they can
term the employee. I think this is very subjective way of handling things.
I am trying to solve two issues here, one communicating with the employee so the employee is not surprised when they are let go. Secondly, a proper process to follow with HR being involved to
avoid any loop holes. I would appreciate any thought on this or if you can share your termination process.
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Re: Best way to term an employee
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 10:44 PM
Desiree Blandon
HR offices and Manager need to keep record of the employee progressive discipline. The reason is that they need to protect the company, Manager and also verify if the Manager followed company
policy procedure. In addition Before an employee is terminated HR must be informed.
-----------------------------Desiree Blandon
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best way to term an employee
_
#OP - The company never established a protocol and as we are growing I was brought in to develop a proper HR function. So the managers already don't like my interference as they â€‹
think I am
making things complex. The executive management is with me but I need to prepare a solid business case for them to implement a proper process. If only I could show them how many problems
could arise with the way we are handling things. I feel if we are terming an employee and letting him know he is been let go due to performance issues, he should have been given an opportunity to
fix him self before firing him.
Any resources, that I can look at to prepare my business case and develop a proper process ?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:23
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Best way to term an employee
_
We are a growing company with most of our employees working remotely from different parts of the country. We currently do not have a proper process to term employees so I am curious to know
what's the best practice to follow. Our managers often make a decision to term an employee and HR is informed at times after the employee has been notified. I recently had an issue where an
employee was termed due to performance issues and I was notified after the fact. We have a progressive discipline policy and when I asked the manager if he has any documentation of talking to the
employee about his performance issues, the manager couldn't recall anything. There are other managers too who think it's at will employment so if they are not happy with the performance they can
term the employee. I think this is very subjective way of handling things.
I am trying to solve two issues here, one communicating with the employee so the employee is not surprised when they are let go. Secondly, a proper process to follow with HR being involved to
avoid any loop holes. I would appreciate any thought on this or if you can share your termination process.
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Re: Best way to term an employee
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:56 AM
Anonymous

_
Any employee promoted to manager should go through a thorough training process. I usually find that managers are promoted but not trained in employment law matters.
Any applicant hired as a manager is interviewed on employment law matters. Specifically how they handle complex employee issues such as FMLA, etc. How they report these matter to
Administration. I've even asked for writing samples so I can ensure that the potential manager has the writing skills needed.
That's where we start.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:23
From: Anonymous
Subject: Best way to term an employee
_
We are a growing company with most of our employees working remotely from different parts of the country. We currently do not have a proper process to term employees so I am curious to know
what's the best practice to follow. Our managers often make a decision to term an employee and HR is informed at times after the employee has been notified. I recently had an issue where an
employee was termed due to performance issues and I was notified after the fact. We have a progressive discipline policy and when I asked the manager if he has any documentation of talking to the
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employee about his performance issues, the manager couldn't recall anything. There are other managers too who think it's at will employment so if they are not happy with the performance they can
term the employee. I think this is very subjective way of handling things.
I am trying to solve two issues here, one communicating with the employee so the employee is not surprised when they are let go. Secondly, a proper process to follow with HR being involved to
avoid any loop holes. I would appreciate any thought on this or if you can share your termination process.
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Re: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:23 PM
Mary Dillman
AJ raises valid points. I especially agree with starting the ADAA interactive process, and possibly FMLA process if it applies with the employee regarding the mental health issues. The supervisor
may need some immediate coaching on both of these processes/policies.
OP, do I understand correctly that you have received similar complaints/concerns from other employees reporting to this same supervisor, or from other departments in the company? If so, then I
think some action on HR's part is needed.
I like to make a "business case" for action by managers/leaders with organizational or business performance data. e.g., what is the turnover like for this supervisor's team? How does that compare to
turnover in other departments? Is this supervisor's team meeting business performance goals? How pervasive are attendance and tardiness problems in this supervisor's department? How does that
compare to other departments? Does your company conduct employee engagement surveys or focus groups? If not, I think you should recommend to leadership that you start.
-----------------------------Mary Dillman
Flemington
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
_
I'll try to make this brief, but I'd like some advice from more experienced HR pro's on how to handle this. I am in my first year of HR management and this is probably the first serious issue an
employee has approached me with.
Employee called me today upset about a number of grievances I've heard about from others before, namely:
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A culture of favoritism
Being held to standards that weren't made clear/no training, had to learn the job piecemeal
Being criticized for things with no consistency, ie. being told she was being written up for doing X, but someone else will do it and not get in trouble. They've recently begun cracking down on
some policies (time/attendance, dress code) but they haven't formally put any notices out, so there is a lot of confusion about what is expected.
Feeling like they had to let everyone know their business about struggling with mental health issues vs. having it confidentially brought to HR.

EE also made it a point to let me know that everyone says it's useless to go to HR (AKA department of me) because they won't do anything/don't care/because of their relationship to the main
supervisor. (For background, the supervisor used to train me before I took over their position and they moved on to this one, and we are known to be personal friends as well, though I do not let that
factor into work and involve my direct supervisor/VP of HR when it looks dicey from the outside).
EE is uncomfortable with me going to either of their supervisors because EE fears for losing their job, mentioning people being "phased out" or pushed to quit in the past. The two stories here are
employees who feel this way and management who view this as "that kind of culture" where you either make it or you don't. Both have valid points, but when someone is that distraught over the
phone with issues that hadn't been brought to my attention before, I want to help them. However, I'm not really sure where to begin. EE says if I approach management, they'll know who it was
because "EE is the only one who complains". But then if I do nothing, it proves their point that going to HR won't help anything.
I also feel like I should be addressing possible accommodations since they came forward about struggling with mental health issues. I work remotely so I'm not there in person to see this day to day,
but I am somewhat familiar with that sink or swim culture. I am a little stuck on where to start. I appreciate any insight.
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Re: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:46 PM
Ashley Rohner
Hi there,
I'm sorry you're having to deal with something like this in your first year. I am by no means a "pro," but I've been at it for about three (3) years and I've actually had to handle a very similar situation
before. I won't go into detail about that incident, but I'll try to advise based on what we dealt with and what worked for us.
First thing to note is that some employees, as poster #2 stated, are just going to look for issues or things to complain about. Remember that no company and no HR Department is perfect, despite our
best efforts. Also go into this knowing that you cannot please everyone. There will always be one person (or more) who will complain about something that is ultimately good for the majority of
employees.â€‹Try not to take that personally.
Now to address the employee's allegations:
1) Have you witnessed any favoritism or heard any complaints of this nature in the past? This sort of ties in with the remark your employee made about consistency. If favoritism really is an issue,
that needs to be addressed with the offending supervisor(s).
2) There are a few things that might help this situation if you do not have them in place already: a) thorough Job Descriptions for each employee that have been approved by the supervisor b) signed
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acknowledgements of the Company Handbook/Employee Handbook and/or any department-specific Standard Operating Procedures/Policies and c) a period of 30-90 days following hire date where
the supervisor and employee have weekly meetings to discuss expectations and goals, and whether or not those are being met. Honestly this issue could be nothing more than a lack of communication
between the supervisor and the employee. I've seen this happen so much at my company, and it is difficult to overcome. You may have to push and remind the supervisor to meet with his or her new
hires and keep an open line of communication. Remind them that they need to counsel the employee when an issue occurs without assuming that it is a behavioral problem, rather than a lack of
training.
3) This relates to our first point in a way, or it could. One thing I would be sure to ask the employee is whether these things are happening within the same department or if the employee is noticing
that someone from Sales (for example) is not being written up but someone in Accounting is. That could simply be a difference of opinions among supervisors in various departments. My suggestion
is: a) determine the nature of the violation (company-wide, department-specific, etc.) and b) write it down and have your employees sign acknowledgements stating that they have received and
understand said policy.
4) Make sure the employee understands that, unless a mental illness is severely interfering with his or her job, it is not required that they disclose this. From my experience, unless the employee
specifically introduces a mental or physical illness into the equation, we can only discipline and counsel based on performance issues alone. If the employee says that he or she cannot be expected to
perform to a certain standard due to Illness X, Y, or Z, then you can begin having conversations about accommodations or registered disabilities. If the employee has a disability and requires an
accommodation, it is his or her responsibility to notify you of that.
Finally, you mentioned that the employee is hesitant to come to you because of a perception that HR will not do anything or that his or her job will be threatened. Does your company have a policy
that addresses retaliation? I would start there if not. No employee should fear retaliation if he or she has a legitimate concern that needs to be addressed. I will refer again to poster #2 -- I agree that
you should ask direct questions regarding what exactly this employee expects from you if you are expected to assist and do your job but are not allowed to do certain things to accomplish that. Maybe
reassure the employee that you will remain unbiased and objective in this situation, but also make it clear that you cannot help if the employee demands certain restrictions that keep you from doing
your job. So have a discussion about where the employee is willing to bend and go from there.
Best of luck!
-----------------------------Ashley Rohner SHRM-CP
Human Resources Manager
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
_
I'll try to make this brief, but I'd like some advice from more experienced HR pro's on how to handle this. I am in my first year of HR management and this is probably the first serious issue an
employee has approached me with.
Employee called me today upset about a number of grievances I've heard about from others before, namely:
A culture of favoritism
Being held to standards that weren't made clear/no training, had to learn the job piecemeal
Being criticized for things with no consistency, ie. being told she was being written up for doing X, but someone else will do it and not get in trouble. They've recently begun cracking down on
some policies (time/attendance, dress code) but they haven't formally put any notices out, so there is a lot of confusion about what is expected.
Feeling like they had to let everyone know their business about struggling with mental health issues vs. having it confidentially brought to HR.
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EE also made it a point to let me know that everyone says it's useless to go to HR (AKA department of me) because they won't do anything/don't care/because of their relationship to the main
supervisor. (For background, the supervisor used to train me before I took over their position and they moved on to this one, and we are known to be personal friends as well, though I do not let that
factor into work and involve my direct supervisor/VP of HR when it looks dicey from the outside).
EE is uncomfortable with me going to either of their supervisors because EE fears for losing their job, mentioning people being "phased out" or pushed to quit in the past. The two stories here are
employees who feel this way and management who view this as "that kind of culture" where you either make it or you don't. Both have valid points, but when someone is that distraught over the
phone with issues that hadn't been brought to my attention before, I want to help them. However, I'm not really sure where to begin. EE says if I approach management, they'll know who it was
because "EE is the only one who complains". But then if I do nothing, it proves their point that going to HR won't help anything.
I also feel like I should be addressing possible accommodations since they came forward about struggling with mental health issues. I work remotely so I'm not there in person to see this day to day,
but I am somewhat familiar with that sink or swim culture. I am a little stuck on where to start. I appreciate any insight.
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previous next
Re: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:48 PM
Anonymous

_
That makes sense. I don't know EE well, and they've only been at the location about six months so I can't speak much to the history. Their name hasn't come up before this in a negative way and I
don't get a lot of paperwork about counseling notices/etc. Usually an okay sign. According to them they are outspoken and one of the only ones willing to come forward about issues others are having
but don't want to come to HR for.
I'm following up with EE to ask what they want done specifically, and so far EE has let me know of more specific instances/concerns they are unhappy with. Some of the complaints are valid, as
they've come up before with other employees/I've seen them in person on site, but it also feels like I'm arguing with them (which I shouldn't be).
I believe through the grapevine some news about restructuring/possible cuts have gotten around, and they seem concerned. They also requested to work from home, which I believe I can look into if
I'm doing the interactive process but can't guarantee?
This is a situation that's a little tough for me to grasp, I apologize. I'm not seasoned enough in this profession to know when/how to push back, and I tend to take it personally if someone feels I can't
or won't help them.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
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_
I am always suspicious of an employee who comes to me in the following way, because I think they are using these "tools" to manipulate me into getting into the middle before the confirming all is
true:
1. Lists a litany of issues
2. Tells me not to approach anyone in management to try to solve any of the issues
3. States that I don't know why I came to HR because HR never does anything.
You know your company, the management, etc. With a list this long, it seems that she is one who looks for issues rather than solutions.
My general recommendation is to turn it back around on her. Ask her what she is expecting from you. She lists the complaints but does not want anything done with them? As to the health issue, you
can initiate an interactive discussion about that aspect to see if there are accomodation needs, but otherwise I would really need to know a bit more about this employee and her history before going
further.
AJ
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
_
I'll try to make this brief, but I'd like some advice from more experienced HR pro's on how to handle this. I am in my first year of HR management and this is probably the first serious issue an
employee has approached me with.
Employee called me today upset about a number of grievances I've heard about from others before, namely:
A culture of favoritism
Being held to standards that weren't made clear/no training, had to learn the job piecemeal
Being criticized for things with no consistency, ie. being told she was being written up for doing X, but someone else will do it and not get in trouble. They've recently begun cracking down on
some policies (time/attendance, dress code) but they haven't formally put any notices out, so there is a lot of confusion about what is expected.
Feeling like they had to let everyone know their business about struggling with mental health issues vs. having it confidentially brought to HR.

EE also made it a point to let me know that everyone says it's useless to go to HR (AKA department of me) because they won't do anything/don't care/because of their relationship to the main
supervisor. (For background, the supervisor used to train me before I took over their position and they moved on to this one, and we are known to be personal friends as well, though I do not let that
factor into work and involve my direct supervisor/VP of HR when it looks dicey from the outside).
EE is uncomfortable with me going to either of their supervisors because EE fears for losing their job, mentioning people being "phased out" or pushed to quit in the past. The two stories here are
employees who feel this way and management who view this as "that kind of culture" where you either make it or you don't. Both have valid points, but when someone is that distraught over the
phone with issues that hadn't been brought to my attention before, I want to help them. However, I'm not really sure where to begin. EE says if I approach management, they'll know who it was
because "EE is the only one who complains". But then if I do nothing, it proves their point that going to HR won't help anything.
I also feel like I should be addressing possible accommodations since they came forward about struggling with mental health issues. I work remotely so I'm not there in person to see this day to day,
but I am somewhat familiar with that sink or swim culture. I am a little stuck on where to start. I appreciate any insight.
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previous next
Re: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:22 PM
Anonymous

_
OP, I could have written your post... and I've been in HR for a couple of decades now. I wish I could give you an easy fix, but there's really not one.
Reading between the lines a bit, this employee knows her job may be in jeopardy and she's deflecting - which is extremely common, if not standard. She may be correct that there is an appearance of
favorites or inconsistent application of rules, but a limited amount of that may be justifiable. I certainly wouldn't expect a supervisor to immediately write up a 20 year employee with a long history of
excellent attendance for having 2 call offs in one week. I WOULD expect action on a new hire that had 2 call offs during her first 2 weeks of employment though. The bad thing about blind
application of policy is that it doesn't allow for cutting anyone any slack, even when circumstances justify it. Point systems are a manifestation of that.
With regard to the "you won't do anything" comment, yeah, I've heard that one too. Some employees expect HR to advocate for them, regardless of circumstances. It's unrealistic and it's a
misunderstanding of HR's role. What's worse is when they talk to all their friends about how they're being victimized, and you really wish you could share the REST of the story with their
sympathetic onlookers! That said, I choose not to be personal friends with any coworkers, because it does create assumptions of being partial and/or of sharing confidential information with that
person. I used to think this was okay earlier in my career, but after hearing repeated comments like the one you got, I learned to keep my social life completely separate from work after a while. No
matter how professional and objective you actually are, people tend to assume otherwise.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
_
I'll try to make this brief, but I'd like some advice from more experienced HR pro's on how to handle this. I am in my first year of HR management and this is probably the first serious issue an
employee has approached me with.
Employee called me today upset about a number of grievances I've heard about from others before, namely:
A culture of favoritism
Being held to standards that weren't made clear/no training, had to learn the job piecemeal
Being criticized for things with no consistency, ie. being told she was being written up for doing X, but someone else will do it and not get in trouble. They've recently begun cracking down on
some policies (time/attendance, dress code) but they haven't formally put any notices out, so there is a lot of confusion about what is expected.
Feeling like they had to let everyone know their business about struggling with mental health issues vs. having it confidentially brought to HR.
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EE also made it a point to let me know that everyone says it's useless to go to HR (AKA department of me) because they won't do anything/don't care/because of their relationship to the main
supervisor. (For background, the supervisor used to train me before I took over their position and they moved on to this one, and we are known to be personal friends as well, though I do not let that
factor into work and involve my direct supervisor/VP of HR when it looks dicey from the outside).
EE is uncomfortable with me going to either of their supervisors because EE fears for losing their job, mentioning people being "phased out" or pushed to quit in the past. The two stories here are
employees who feel this way and management who view this as "that kind of culture" where you either make it or you don't. Both have valid points, but when someone is that distraught over the
phone with issues that hadn't been brought to my attention before, I want to help them. However, I'm not really sure where to begin. EE says if I approach management, they'll know who it was
because "EE is the only one who complains". But then if I do nothing, it proves their point that going to HR won't help anything.
I also feel like I should be addressing possible accommodations since they came forward about struggling with mental health issues. I work remotely so I'm not there in person to see this day to day,
but I am somewhat familiar with that sink or swim culture. I am a little stuck on where to start. I appreciate any insight.
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previous next
Re: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:27 PM
Anonymous

_
Spend time at the site and get to know the players. Working in HR remotely puts you at a disadvantage when it comes to dealing with issues like this. No face behind the name often means there isn't
an underlying trust that you will do something to support and assist if needed.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
_
OP, I could have written your post... and I've been in HR for a couple of decades now. I wish I could give you an easy fix, but there's really not one.
Reading between the lines a bit, this employee knows her job may be in jeopardy and she's deflecting - which is extremely common, if not standard. She may be correct that there is an appearance of
favorites or inconsistent application of rules, but a limited amount of that may be justifiable. I certainly wouldn't expect a supervisor to immediately write up a 20 year employee with a long history of
excellent attendance for having 2 call offs in one week. I WOULD expect action on a new hire that had 2 call offs during her first 2 weeks of employment though. The bad thing about blind
application of policy is that it doesn't allow for cutting anyone any slack, even when circumstances justify it. Point systems are a manifestation of that.
With regard to the "you won't do anything" comment, yeah, I've heard that one too. Some employees expect HR to advocate for them, regardless of circumstances. It's unrealistic and it's a
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misunderstanding of HR's role. What's worse is when they talk to all their friends about how they're being victimized, and you really wish you could share the REST of the story with their
sympathetic onlookers! That said, I choose not to be personal friends with any coworkers, because it does create assumptions of being partial and/or of sharing confidential information with that
person. I used to think this was okay earlier in my career, but after hearing repeated comments like the one you got, I learned to keep my social life completely separate from work after a while. No
matter how professional and objective you actually are, people tend to assume otherwise.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
_
I'll try to make this brief, but I'd like some advice from more experienced HR pro's on how to handle this. I am in my first year of HR management and this is probably the first serious issue an
employee has approached me with.
Employee called me today upset about a number of grievances I've heard about from others before, namely:
A culture of favoritism
Being held to standards that weren't made clear/no training, had to learn the job piecemeal
Being criticized for things with no consistency, ie. being told she was being written up for doing X, but someone else will do it and not get in trouble. They've recently begun cracking down on
some policies (time/attendance, dress code) but they haven't formally put any notices out, so there is a lot of confusion about what is expected.
Feeling like they had to let everyone know their business about struggling with mental health issues vs. having it confidentially brought to HR.

EE also made it a point to let me know that everyone says it's useless to go to HR (AKA department of me) because they won't do anything/don't care/because of their relationship to the main
supervisor. (For background, the supervisor used to train me before I took over their position and they moved on to this one, and we are known to be personal friends as well, though I do not let that
factor into work and involve my direct supervisor/VP of HR when it looks dicey from the outside).
EE is uncomfortable with me going to either of their supervisors because EE fears for losing their job, mentioning people being "phased out" or pushed to quit in the past. The two stories here are
employees who feel this way and management who view this as "that kind of culture" where you either make it or you don't. Both have valid points, but when someone is that distraught over the
phone with issues that hadn't been brought to my attention before, I want to help them. However, I'm not really sure where to begin. EE says if I approach management, they'll know who it was
because "EE is the only one who complains". But then if I do nothing, it proves their point that going to HR won't help anything.
I also feel like I should be addressing possible accommodations since they came forward about struggling with mental health issues. I work remotely so I'm not there in person to see this day to day,
but I am somewhat familiar with that sink or swim culture. I am a little stuck on where to start. I appreciate any insight.
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Re: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:31 AM
Anonymous
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_
A lot of this input has helped a lot. I feel "out of my depth" sometimes as I am still learning, but I don't feel like employees should have to suffer for my inexperience.
To address a few of the points (I need to copy/paste some into my answer in the future so I can refer to them!)
- We do have a pretty clear no retaliation policy in the handbook, which is good.
- I have heard similar complaints before, but it's a little bit of a grey area because that department has always sort of had an "us vs. them" dynamic going on, and there is a lot of power struggle. We're
in a somewhat unique position being a smaller business that is shifting around some key components of our business model and making a lot of changes - the atmosphere can come off unstable. One
of our top exec's actually addressed the entire group awhile ago saying this was going to be a rough time full of a lot of inconsistency and that it wasn't going to be for everyone.
- Additionally, there are perceived "favorites" across a lot of the departments, which I realize isn't illegal but still should be addressed.
- EE asked if they could work from home, which I don't think is going to be a possibility given that they are still relatively new. I'm not sure what I can request based on the info they gave me
regarding their medical condition (it's not every day and usually not debilitating, but when it flares up it is all-consuming and they have considered whether disability leave is needed, which I 100%
understand).
I brought this up to my direct supervisor (VP of HR) because he appears more objective, and he looked over our conversation and said he felt EE was being out of line and insubordinate/disrespectful.
I don't want to just punish anyone who rants at me and says I can't do my job because that does zero good.
EE asked if they could follow up with me this morning regarding whether I can speak with management about their concerns. I'm just worried it will drag out. And also, for what it's worth, I have
received comments from others at that facility complimenting my fast response time/willingness to help, so hopefully it's not the case that everyone there thinks I'm "useless" (I know I shouldn't even
take that bait...I hope the taking everything personally aspect goes away with time.)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
_
OP, I could have written your post... and I've been in HR for a couple of decades now. I wish I could give you an easy fix, but there's really not one.
Reading between the lines a bit, this employee knows her job may be in jeopardy and she's deflecting - which is extremely common, if not standard. She may be correct that there is an appearance of
favorites or inconsistent application of rules, but a limited amount of that may be justifiable. I certainly wouldn't expect a supervisor to immediately write up a 20 year employee with a long history of
excellent attendance for having 2 call offs in one week. I WOULD expect action on a new hire that had 2 call offs during her first 2 weeks of employment though. The bad thing about blind
application of policy is that it doesn't allow for cutting anyone any slack, even when circumstances justify it. Point systems are a manifestation of that.
With regard to the "you won't do anything" comment, yeah, I've heard that one too. Some employees expect HR to advocate for them, regardless of circumstances. It's unrealistic and it's a
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misunderstanding of HR's role. What's worse is when they talk to all their friends about how they're being victimized, and you really wish you could share the REST of the story with their
sympathetic onlookers! That said, I choose not to be personal friends with any coworkers, because it does create assumptions of being partial and/or of sharing confidential information with that
person. I used to think this was okay earlier in my career, but after hearing repeated comments like the one you got, I learned to keep my social life completely separate from work after a while. No
matter how professional and objective you actually are, people tend to assume otherwise.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:41
From: Anonymous
Subject: How to help when EE thinks HR won't do anything, unclear expectations
_
I'll try to make this brief, but I'd like some advice from more experienced HR pro's on how to handle this. I am in my first year of HR management and this is probably the first serious issue an
employee has approached me with.
Employee called me today upset about a number of grievances I've heard about from others before, namely:
A culture of favoritism
Being held to standards that weren't made clear/no training, had to learn the job piecemeal
Being criticized for things with no consistency, ie. being told she was being written up for doing X, but someone else will do it and not get in trouble. They've recently begun cracking down on
some policies (time/attendance, dress code) but they haven't formally put any notices out, so there is a lot of confusion about what is expected.
Feeling like they had to let everyone know their business about struggling with mental health issues vs. having it confidentially brought to HR.

EE also made it a point to let me know that everyone says it's useless to go to HR (AKA department of me) because they won't do anything/don't care/because of their relationship to the main
supervisor. (For background, the supervisor used to train me before I took over their position and they moved on to this one, and we are known to be personal friends as well, though I do not let that
factor into work and involve my direct supervisor/VP of HR when it looks dicey from the outside).
EE is uncomfortable with me going to either of their supervisors because EE fears for losing their job, mentioning people being "phased out" or pushed to quit in the past. The two stories here are
employees who feel this way and management who view this as "that kind of culture" where you either make it or you don't. Both have valid points, but when someone is that distraught over the
phone with issues that hadn't been brought to my attention before, I want to help them. However, I'm not really sure where to begin. EE says if I approach management, they'll know who it was
because "EE is the only one who complains". But then if I do nothing, it proves their point that going to HR won't help anything.
I also feel like I should be addressing possible accommodations since they came forward about struggling with mental health issues. I work remotely so I'm not there in person to see this day to day,
but I am somewhat familiar with that sink or swim culture. I am a little stuck on where to start. I appreciate any insight.
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_
â€‹
A couple of suggestions: You are a little too deep into the medical facts and diagnoses. Accept the medical certifications for what they recommend and move on from there. As the situation is
pretty fluid (no pun intended) you may have to update the medical certs more often or more frequently. Otherwise, you are doing all the right things. Sometimes the situation just sucks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Intermittent Leave
_
â€‹â€‹
So... question for those of you who are experts with FMLA.
I have an employee who has been dealing with a very ill spouse. Long story short - a relatively minor problem snowballed into a major health issue and the employee's spouse has been on death's
door a number of times over the course of the last few months. The spouse had a gall bladder infection that ruptured and turned septic. Long story short - they couldn't remove the septic gall bladder
until they could stabilize him (they were afraid he wouldn't survive the surgery). They put him on antibiotics to get the infection under control and stabilize him and eventually removed the gall
bladder - but in the mean time, it caused him to develop pancreatitis (the septic fluid inside him basically killed 90% of his pancreas). They've had to put shunts in to help drain off the septic fluid...
but he continues to battle problems with his pancreas and other secondary infections. Our employee requested intermittent leave to be able to be there with and provide care for her spouse.
The hospital provided us with a notice that the spouse was critically ill. Initially, it was assumed he'd be in critical care for 1-2 weeks (the notice we received was February 13th). The employee has
been updating us on her spouse's care. The had moved him to a skilled nursing facility about three weeks ago only to have him put back in the hospital in the critical care unit. They are hopeful he
can be moved back to a skilled nursing facility later this week.
My doctor's note from the employee was dated on February 13th and noted continuing care for 1-2 weeks. I'm assuming it probably would be a good idea - just for the documentation purposes - to
get a new doctor's note outlining her need for time. I haven't asked for it as of yet because she has been very good with keeping us in the loop... but we probably need the paperwork at this point. So
I do plan on asking her for an updated note from the doctor/hospital of her husband's continuing need for care.
For counting time... after her request, we've started tracking her time against the 480 hours of FMLA entitlement. We chose not to go back and retroactively count her time prior to February 11th (all
of this started January 19th) against her FMLA. Since that time, she's burned what little sick time she had remaining and has used some PTO time to cover absences for her spouse. Recently, she ran
out of PTO time and has been starting to take unpaid days. We've counted sick, PTO and unpaid time against the 480 hours allotment and she's down to 351.084 hours remaining. I am certain the
time we've recorded has been related to the spousal care and not for personal reasons not covered by the FMLA requested and approved.

1. I am trying to report back to her monthly on her usage vs. available time remaining under FMLA. Is that sufficient or do I need to step that up?
2. With regards to this being an intermittent leave - is there anything else that I should be doing in terms of tracking time?
3. The initial doctor's note that we received that substantiated the need for intermittent leave was dated February 13th and stated that they anticipated a 1 - 2 week timeframe for additional care.
Obviously, we're well beyond that time frame at this point. We haven't requested additional documentation (we've visited her and her husband in the hospital and had hopes that he'd get better
in short order - that doesn't seem to be happening). I assume I probably need to ask for additional documentation substantiating the need for additional intermittent leave to care for her spouse?
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Any advice you all can provide would be beneficial. This is my first intermittent FMLA request and I don't want anything falling through the cracks.
Thanks!
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Re: FMLA Intermittent Leave
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous

_
Sepsis.
Not septic, which many people easily confuse.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Intermittent Leave
_
â€‹â€‹
So... question for those of you who are experts with FMLA.
I have an employee who has been dealing with a very ill spouse. Long story short - a relatively minor problem snowballed into a major health issue and the employee's spouse has been on death's
door a number of times over the course of the last few months. The spouse had a gall bladder infection that ruptured and turned septic. Long story short - they couldn't remove the septic gall bladder
until they could stabilize him (they were afraid he wouldn't survive the surgery). They put him on antibiotics to get the infection under control and stabilize him and eventually removed the gall
bladder - but in the mean time, it caused him to develop pancreatitis (the septic fluid inside him basically killed 90% of his pancreas). They've had to put shunts in to help drain off the septic fluid...
but he continues to battle problems with his pancreas and other secondary infections. Our employee requested intermittent leave to be able to be there with and provide care for her spouse.
The hospital provided us with a notice that the spouse was critically ill. Initially, it was assumed he'd be in critical care for 1-2 weeks (the notice we received was February 13th). The employee has
been updating us on her spouse's care. The had moved him to a skilled nursing facility about three weeks ago only to have him put back in the hospital in the critical care unit. They are hopeful he
can be moved back to a skilled nursing facility later this week.
My doctor's note from the employee was dated on February 13th and noted continuing care for 1-2 weeks. I'm assuming it probably would be a good idea - just for the documentation purposes - to
get a new doctor's note outlining her need for time. I haven't asked for it as of yet because she has been very good with keeping us in the loop... but we probably need the paperwork at this point. So
I do plan on asking her for an updated note from the doctor/hospital of her husband's continuing need for care.
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For counting time... after her request, we've started tracking her time against the 480 hours of FMLA entitlement. We chose not to go back and retroactively count her time prior to February 11th (all
of this started January 19th) against her FMLA. Since that time, she's burned what little sick time she had remaining and has used some PTO time to cover absences for her spouse. Recently, she ran
out of PTO time and has been starting to take unpaid days. We've counted sick, PTO and unpaid time against the 480 hours allotment and she's down to 351.084 hours remaining. I am certain the
time we've recorded has been related to the spousal care and not for personal reasons not covered by the FMLA requested and approved.

1. I am trying to report back to her monthly on her usage vs. available time remaining under FMLA. Is that sufficient or do I need to step that up?
2. With regards to this being an intermittent leave - is there anything else that I should be doing in terms of tracking time?
3. The initial doctor's note that we received that substantiated the need for intermittent leave was dated February 13th and stated that they anticipated a 1 - 2 week timeframe for additional care.
Obviously, we're well beyond that time frame at this point. We haven't requested additional documentation (we've visited her and her husband in the hospital and had hopes that he'd get better
in short order - that doesn't seem to be happening). I assume I probably need to ask for additional documentation substantiating the need for additional intermittent leave to care for her spouse?

Any advice you all can provide would be beneficial. This is my first intermittent FMLA request and I don't want anything falling through the cracks.
Thanks!
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Re: FMLA Intermittent Leave
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:09 PM
Anonymous

_
I agree that you should get an updated certification (you use the term "doctor's note"; at this point I would require the FMLA certification). Be aware that you can do this now because your last
certification was for the 1-2 weeks and there's been a significant change. In most cases you can't require recertification unless your employee experiences a significant change. I would ask for it even
of those employees are are good at keeping us in the loop, following this process uniformly with all employees who take FML.
You said you "chose" not to retroactively count her time prior to February 11 and I want to make you aware that the retroactive designation is allowed only when it will not cause harm to the
employee (as in reducing available FMLA time, which would have happened if you had gone retro, or when the employee agrees with the retro designation.
You also said you were "certain" the time you've designated is for this FMLA reason. I would require her to tell you specifically - or have the manager find out for you - when time is used for this
reason. You can't require an employee use more FML than needed and if you designate time that was taken for other reasons, that is what you are doing.
We track and report FML time used and report that to the employees every 30 days. The employees also have access to our FMLA portal through our disability carrier, so they can look every time
And I agree, you've done a fine job with your first I-FMLA request and it's clear you've really thought things through.
Anonymonk
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:40
From: Anonymous
Subject: FMLA Intermittent Leave
_
â€‹â€‹
So... question for those of you who are experts with FMLA.
I have an employee who has been dealing with a very ill spouse. Long story short - a relatively minor problem snowballed into a major health issue and the employee's spouse has been on death's
door a number of times over the course of the last few months. The spouse had a gall bladder infection that ruptured and turned septic. Long story short - they couldn't remove the septic gall bladder
until they could stabilize him (they were afraid he wouldn't survive the surgery). They put him on antibiotics to get the infection under control and stabilize him and eventually removed the gall
bladder - but in the mean time, it caused him to develop pancreatitis (the septic fluid inside him basically killed 90% of his pancreas). They've had to put shunts in to help drain off the septic fluid...
but he continues to battle problems with his pancreas and other secondary infections. Our employee requested intermittent leave to be able to be there with and provide care for her spouse.
The hospital provided us with a notice that the spouse was critically ill. Initially, it was assumed he'd be in critical care for 1-2 weeks (the notice we received was February 13th). The employee has
been updating us on her spouse's care. The had moved him to a skilled nursing facility about three weeks ago only to have him put back in the hospital in the critical care unit. They are hopeful he
can be moved back to a skilled nursing facility later this week.
My doctor's note from the employee was dated on February 13th and noted continuing care for 1-2 weeks. I'm assuming it probably would be a good idea - just for the documentation purposes - to
get a new doctor's note outlining her need for time. I haven't asked for it as of yet because she has been very good with keeping us in the loop... but we probably need the paperwork at this point. So
I do plan on asking her for an updated note from the doctor/hospital of her husband's continuing need for care.
For counting time... after her request, we've started tracking her time against the 480 hours of FMLA entitlement. We chose not to go back and retroactively count her time prior to February 11th (all
of this started January 19th) against her FMLA. Since that time, she's burned what little sick time she had remaining and has used some PTO time to cover absences for her spouse. Recently, she ran
out of PTO time and has been starting to take unpaid days. We've counted sick, PTO and unpaid time against the 480 hours allotment and she's down to 351.084 hours remaining. I am certain the
time we've recorded has been related to the spousal care and not for personal reasons not covered by the FMLA requested and approved.

1. I am trying to report back to her monthly on her usage vs. available time remaining under FMLA. Is that sufficient or do I need to step that up?
2. With regards to this being an intermittent leave - is there anything else that I should be doing in terms of tracking time?
3. The initial doctor's note that we received that substantiated the need for intermittent leave was dated February 13th and stated that they anticipated a 1 - 2 week timeframe for additional care.
Obviously, we're well beyond that time frame at this point. We haven't requested additional documentation (we've visited her and her husband in the hospital and had hopes that he'd get better
in short order - that doesn't seem to be happening). I assume I probably need to ask for additional documentation substantiating the need for additional intermittent leave to care for her spouse?

Any advice you all can provide would be beneficial. This is my first intermittent FMLA request and I don't want anything falling through the cracks.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: Changing to PTO
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:03 PM
Anonymous

_
We did the same thing last year. This is what we did:
* It's not accrued, it's fronted on Jan 1st of every year
* The total is based on grade and tenure
* 10 days of sick were configured in for everyone and then the amount we would have given for vacation was added to determine their PTO bucket
* It was added to the handbook that if you leave the company and have used more than what you would have actually accrued, it will be deducted from your final pay
* It was added to the handbook that non-exempt could use PTO in 15 min increments, but exempt could only use in 8 hr increments
* A maximum of 10 days can be carried over to the next year
If I think of anything else, I'll post again. This was a great move, I hope you find the same. Good luck!
HRinVA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:31
From: Laura Seymour
Subject: Changing to PTO
We are looking to change our Vacation/Sick accruals and create a PTO approach to time off. Any recommendations as we move forward?
Laura Seymour

HR Consultant
952.261.3464
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Re: Union Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
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Anonymous
_
â€‹
I'm confused.....why are employees given 12 days of sick leave if you're going to terminate them if they use more than 7 of them?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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Re: Union Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 12:52 PM
Melanie Veal
We have in our CBA pattern use of sick which doesn't sound like the case of your CBA. Just because it isnt in the CBA doesn't say that you cant have policy in place to address it. We have policies
that are outside of our two CBA's but given there is language in your agreements that come close to what you are trying to implement I would suggest a Labor Management meeting. In doing so you
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can address the reasoning for the memo that was placed on the table, the concerns management has for the obvious pattern of sick usage and possible solutions without it becoming a negotiated item
that would need to wait until 2020. If the two sides can come to a conclusion, you can put in place a MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) to remain in effect until negotiations where it can then
become part of the CBA or changed if need be (negotiated).
-----------------------------Melanie Veal
Human Resources Director
Hamilton OH
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:56 PM
Anonymous

_
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First piece of advice - contact the employment attorney who was part of the last round of negotiation.
My opinion (not a lawyer, and not knowing the terms of your CBA or your state law): If employees are allowed 7 days of sick leave, then don't take action against them when they take less than that
entitlement. This sounds like more of an absentee management issue than a disciplinary issue. FMLA trigger events are broader than just the 3 day absence. FMLA can be triggered by a one day
event when that event meets the rest of the definition of serious health condition. For that reason, and to take a stab at curbing abuse, you could start the FMLA process sooner.
However, because of what you wrote about the union board members and the activity in the break room, I would most definitely begin with that attorney.
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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Re: Union Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:01 PM
Anonymous
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_
Since they are requesting sick time back to 1/1/17, that sounds like it is related to EO13706. Are you a federal contractor?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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Re: Union Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:53 PM
Anonymous

_
They are also given 10 vacation days (15 at 5 years, etc), Birthday off with pay, 8 Personal days and 6 holidays. 9 occurrences terminates them, sorry typo. I'm uncertain why they were given 12
days from the 7 required as I wasn't here during the last negotiations. Every place I've worked, if the sick time was not scheduled, it counted against them under the attendance policy. In our CBA,
they are given a verbal at 6 occurrences, then written, suspension and termination at 9. They are also aware what they can use the sick day for and what they can't as it's in the CBA.
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We are a federal contractor (public transportation) and implemented the EO 13706 in our last contract - I'm still learning all this and it seems like we walk on egg shells with the union as they like to
intimidate. I've had two other employees come to me today and tell me that the union president said we were looking at terminating them! It just makes me furious that they do this.
Our labor attorney recommend us telling them they are not getting pay for advanced absences if they call off 'sick' days in advance. But if they call off that day after telling them no, give them the
sick day and remind them that we need a note returning them to work with or without restrictions (if they've missed three or more straight days).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
Since they are requesting sick time back to 1/1/17, that sounds like it is related to EO13706. Are you a federal contractor?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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Reply to Group
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Anonymous
_
Since you already give more than the minimal 56, when was your CBA ratified?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:07 PM
Anonymous

_
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In what state?
Anonymonk
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
They are also given 10 vacation days (15 at 5 years, etc), Birthday off with pay, 8 Personal days and 6 holidays. 9 occurrences terminates them, sorry typo. I'm uncertain why they were given 12
days from the 7 required as I wasn't here during the last negotiations. Every place I've worked, if the sick time was not scheduled, it counted against them under the attendance policy. In our CBA,
they are given a verbal at 6 occurrences, then written, suspension and termination at 9. They are also aware what they can use the sick day for and what they can't as it's in the CBA.
We are a federal contractor (public transportation) and implemented the EO 13706 in our last contract - I'm still learning all this and it seems like we walk on egg shells with the union as they like to
intimidate. I've had two other employees come to me today and tell me that the union president said we were looking at terminating them! It just makes me furious that they do this.
Our labor attorney recommend us telling them they are not getting pay for advanced absences if they call off 'sick' days in advance. But if they call off that day after telling them no, give them the
sick day and remind them that we need a note returning them to work with or without restrictions (if they've missed three or more straight days).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
Since they are requesting sick time back to 1/1/17, that sounds like it is related to EO13706. Are you a federal contractor?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
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isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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Re: Union Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:12 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm in Illinois and our current contract was signed 07/01/17.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
Since you already give more than the minimal 56, when was your CBA ratified?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
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To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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Re: Union Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:14 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I'd recommend you familiarize yourself with that EO a little more if this is going to be a point of contention with the union. I don't see anything in the language stating you need to provide a detailed
report to employees who want to know if/when they used their Paid Sick Leave (this question doesn't seem to be addressed in the Final Rule Guidelines or the FAQs). You do, however, have to notify
them of what they currently have available to utilize.
I'd also rethink the attorney's advice....

Our labor attorney recommend us telling them they are not getting pay for advanced absences if they call off 'sick' days in advance.
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 15:52

12. Q. How far in advance does an employee have to request leave?
If the need to use paid sick leave is foreseeable, the employee's request must be made at least seven calendar days in advance. If the need for leave is not foreseeable, the employee must make the
request for leave as soon as is practicable.
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:52
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
They are also given 10 vacation days (15 at 5 years, etc), Birthday off with pay, 8 Personal days and 6 holidays. 9 occurrences terminates them, sorry typo. I'm uncertain why they were given 12
days from the 7 required as I wasn't here during the last negotiations. Every place I've worked, if the sick time was not scheduled, it counted against them under the attendance policy. In our CBA,
they are given a verbal at 6 occurrences, then written, suspension and termination at 9. They are also aware what they can use the sick day for and what they can't as it's in the CBA.
We are a federal contractor (public transportation) and implemented the EO 13706 in our last contract - I'm still learning all this and it seems like we walk on egg shells with the union as they like to
intimidate. I've had two other employees come to me today and tell me that the union president said we were looking at terminating them! It just makes me furious that they do this.
Our labor attorney recommend us telling them they are not getting pay for advanced absences if they call off 'sick' days in advance. But if they call off that day after telling them no, give them the
sick day and remind them that we need a note returning them to work with or without restrictions (if they've missed three or more straight days).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:01
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
Since they are requesting sick time back to 1/1/17, that sounds like it is related to EO13706. Are you a federal contractor?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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Re: Union Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:18 PM
Anonymous

_
Signed in 2017, but was it retro to an earlier date, say before September 30, 2016?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
I'm in Illinois and our current contract was signed 07/01/17.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:05
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
Since you already give more than the minimal 56, when was your CBA ratified?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).

top
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previous next
Re: Union Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:27 PM
Anonymous

_
To my knowledge it was not retroactive to the 2016 date, but honestly I'm uncertain. I don't see anything in there about it anyway. I do know there was an MOU dated 08/16 (absorbed in the CBA last
year) allowing our maintenance employees to break up their sick time in one hour increments - but not drivers.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
Signed in 2017, but was it retro to an earlier date, say before September 30, 2016?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
I'm in Illinois and our current contract was signed 07/01/17.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
Since you already give more than the minimal 56, when was your CBA ratified?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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previous next
Re: Union Abusing Sick Time
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:47 PM
Anonymous

_
poster 11 & 9 again. Here's why I'm asking, from the fact sheet:
"If a CBA ratified before September 30, 2016 applies to an employee's work performed on or in connection with a covered contract, and the CBA provides the employee with at least 56 hours (or 7
days) of paid sick time (or paid time off that may be used for reasons related to sickness or health care) each year, the requirements of the Executive Order and the Final Rule will not apply to
the employee until the date the agreement terminates or January 1, 2020, whichever is first."
Given this, I'd:
1. Find out date with certainty.
2. Ensure that the ee's work performed is on/in covered contract.
3. Talk with your attorney since you are IL and I am NY.
Our environment was tumultuous as we had a monkey wrench called consolidation thrown into the mix. I wish you luck, as this process is tedious. challenging and will try your patience. My advice;
stick to fact, and don't let weight be flexed on you because of your short tenure in your position. Modify policies to address habitual absences, and get something into force to the effect that you must
work the day prior to scheduled vacation or holiday in order to receive requested PTO, etc. Educate, research, learn, and work through it, with both parties.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:27
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
To my knowledge it was not retroactive to the 2016 date, but honestly I'm uncertain. I don't see anything in there about it anyway. I do know there was an MOU dated 08/16 (absorbed in the CBA last
year) allowing our maintenance employees to break up their sick time in one hour increments - but not drivers.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
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Signed in 2017, but was it retro to an earlier date, say before September 30, 2016?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
I'm in Illinois and our current contract was signed 07/01/17.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
Since you already give more than the minimal 56, when was your CBA ratified?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Union Abusing Sick Time
_
We are a union environment. Employees are given 12 sick days per year and what's not used can be rolled into their 457 retirement at the end of each year or they can accumulate up to 45 days.
Normally, if they use a sick day it counts as an occurrence and 7 occurrences will terminate an employee. For what ever reason, the CBA only gives one occurrence no matter how many sick days
are used together (any more than 3 in a row and we look at FMLA or ADA and dr note is required to rtw with or without/restrictions).
GM, Ops Manager and myself are fairly new and the union have been testing us lately. Last week they put out a memo on the Union table in the break room that was a fill in the blanks for employees
to request their sick time usage since 01/01/17. When printing these out, we noticed quite a few of them (mainly Union board members) are using sick days on Fri and Mon, Thur and Fri, or two days
around a day off (or vacation) in the week. Essentially, they are using them as extra vacation time.
To me this is pattern attendance that needs addressed. The Union President stated, "why would we take one sick day when we can take 2-3 and still only receive 1 occurrence"...ugh. Union contract
isn't up until 2020 - but we are allowed to make changes and create new policies.
Any suggestions on how to change without causing it to be a negotiable change? We thought about requiring them to being in a rtw slip if gone more than 3 straight days (if sick time was used before
and after days off).
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previous next
Re: Drunk and at trade show
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 12:49 PM
Anonymous
_
There are certain times where a PIP would be put into place. There are other times where the employee would be subject to immediate termination. Drunkenness, physical fight during office hours,
are a few. I would fire the employee without reservation.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but no
disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display booth and at
times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Drunk and at trade show
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:00 PM
Anonymous

_
For those of you who would jump to termination, you need to keep in mind that this is a salesperson.
A really good salesperson, even one who drinks while on the job, is a more valuable than a gold nugget.
They bring in the revenue that keeps the business operating. And pays your salary as well as the sales manager's.
That's why I asked if the sales manager is willing to follow through on threatened disciplinary actions.
anon #6 â€‹
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 12:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
There are certain times where a PIP would be put into place. There are other times where the employee would be subject to immediate termination. Drunkenness, physical fight during office hours,
are a few. I would fire the employee without reservation.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but no
disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display booth and at
times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!
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previous next
Re: Drunk and at trade show
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:23 PM
Anonymous

_
Yes sales mgr is willing to do whatever HR thinks fair and appropriate. We are leaning toward suspension. We do know that having to have someone babysat at future events is way to expensive.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 12:59
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
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For those of you who would jump to termination, you need to keep in mind that this is a salesperson.
A really good salesperson, even one who drinks while on the job, is a more valuable than a gold nugget.
They bring in the revenue that keeps the business operating. And pays your salary as well as the sales manager's.
That's why I asked if the sales manager is willing to follow through on threatened disciplinary actions.
anon #6 â€‹
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 12:49
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
There are certain times where a PIP would be put into place. There are other times where the employee would be subject to immediate termination. Drunkenness, physical fight during office hours,
are a few. I would fire the employee without reservation.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but no
disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display booth and at
times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Drunk and at trade show
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:26 PM
Anonymous

_
If the sales manager is on board, then I would simply tell the salesperson that if they are ever under the influence while representing the company again they will be terminated immediately.
And follow through.
anon #6 â€‹
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but no
disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display booth and at
times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Drunk and at trade show
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:27 PM
Anonymous

_
this sales person has been talked to before. has been explained that his drunken behavior is not good and is embarrassing to say the least.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
I don't support "suspensions," and I wouldn't terminate if this has never been discussed with the employee before based on the info provided in the original post.
(Please don't tell me this is one of those threads where we find out 50 posts in that this person drunkenly dropped their pants in front of the CEO...)
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 11:33
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
You wouldnt terminate ? Suspend?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:10
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
This person works in sales. They've had repeated issues that involve being drunk and sloppy while serving in a customer-facing capacity. You're aware, presumably, because others have noticed this
behavior. It's time to address it as a performance concern. They may be good at other aspects of their job, but this person's manager needs to address the areas of they're job where they're not meeting
expectations (this included). It will be especially helpful if you have something like a standards of conduct that you can point to that sets expectations for professional behavior.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but no
disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display booth and at
times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!

top

previous next

334.

Re: Drunk and at trade show
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:52 PM
Anonymous

_

We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but
no disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display
booth and at times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 10:06
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BTDT. What is it with sales people? We've been through this with the last several we've hired. Looking back on it, we should have sent a strong message early on, and nipped it in the bud. Instead,
what tends to happen is people make excuses and look the other way, until things spiral out of control and looking the other way is no longer an option.
We had numerous verbal counseling sessions with our last one in which we nearly begged him to get treatment. He obviously had a serious, longstanding problem with alcohol... but was an excellent
sales person when he stayed sober. We got nothing but angry denial and deflection. Things finally came to a head when he became a public embarrassment to our company and affiliates (who were
calling in to complain about him). We put him on final written warning - any further inappropriate behavior would result in immediate termination. He resigned 4 weeks later, and is now working in
sales at someone else's company.
Good luck...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but no
disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display booth and at
times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Drunk and at trade show
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 11:30 PM
Michele Haggerty
If this employee is otherwise a productive employee, the price of terminating the employee may far outweigh the value of providing the employee with alcohol treatment opportunity. Refer the
employee to your EAP or HR and assure him or her that the referral and its' outcome Is COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL. Remember that alcoholism is a disease and is covered under many
situations under the ADA. Poor job performance is not protected, per se, but a rehabilitated, sober and experienced employee is more valuable than a rookie.
-----------------------------Michele Haggerty
Director of Corporate Relations
Retreat Premier Addiction Treatment Centers
Ephrata PA
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-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but no
disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display booth and at
times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Drunk and at trade show
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 7:35 AM
Anonymous

_
Our employee handbook is clear. We have a zero tolerance policy for drugs and alcohol. This wasn't an after work party where alcohol was provided, this was a work function where he was
representing your company. In my company, he would have been fired years ago. We never would have gotten to this point.
He has not improved. He has not changed despite several conversations. He was drunk while representing your company. It is time to part ways.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but no
disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display booth and at
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times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Drunk and at trade show
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 9:29 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle
If you do have a policy against alcohol and drugs, you should follow it. Whether it is your superstar or your not so good employee.
If you don't have a policy, then you need to think how your company wants to deal with any similar issues in the future. If a sales person was high during the sales fair, would they do the same
thing. What if they are offering and abusing alcohol while in meetings with customers ? is that acceptable?
Some companies will fire in the act, some will offer some kind of help. Whatever you do, make sure you are consistent and communicate to all your population. However not doing anything is
definitely not a good option.
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 07:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
Our employee handbook is clear. We have a zero tolerance policy for drugs and alcohol. This wasn't an after work party where alcohol was provided, this was a work function where he was
representing your company. In my company, he would have been fired years ago. We never would have gotten to this point.
He has not improved. He has not changed despite several conversations. He was drunk while representing your company. It is time to part ways.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
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We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but no
disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display booth and at
times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!

top
338.

previous next
Re: Drunk and at trade show
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:14 AM
Anonymous

_
This is a salesperson. Not a God.
Any good salesperson would know that getting drunk at a tradeshow where you make your bread and butter is the act of sheer and utter stupidity. Watching clients take their business elsewhere
because their product is in the hands of a drunken lush makes no never mind for the amount of business this salesperson brings in.
If the salesperson was worth their salt they would figure out they have a problem and go to AA.
Also, what happens if this person falls during office hours or has an accident, and you slap this person on the hand? Do you think the family will say, well they slapped his hand it's his own fault if he
took the keys to the car and had an accident? Thank goodness no one was in the passenger seat when he ran off the road. From a liability point of view, the company has a huge problem. So do you
worry that every time this salesperson goes out to lunch he comes back drunk? Do you worry, hey, employee is taking the client out, gee I hope he doesn't get sloshed. Who's going to drive him
back to the office? Do I wonder if the work that this person performs was under the influence? Do I have someone recheck all the work?
Been there. We gave the employee one chance. We fired the employee after that.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Drunk and at trade show
_
We have an sales person who thru the years has had some embarrassing moments while representing our company which all was a result of alcohol. This employee has been talked to, but no
disciplinary actions taken, Now, fast forward to this past week,. While at a trade show, with a new salesperson under his wing, this employee was drunk during the day, at our display booth and at
times very embarrassing, slurring his speech etc, for the entire three days. What steps would you take, this employee does a good job other than these issues. Thank you!
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top
339.

previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:03 PM
Anonymous

_
We have ADP now and I am not a fan at all!!! Super "clunky" and the reports are horrible. I used Paycom previously and loved it! I've heard good things about Paylocity as well.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:29 PM
Anonymous
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_
â€‹
You're probably not going to find a system that you love 360. However, I would not recommend ADP, especially if you're a department of one. They are a technology company that can't supply
adequate support for all of the changes they implement. Often their support people don't understand the products. Here are some examples:
New Open Enrollment system - no Implementation Specialists this time. There's a printed Training Guide and standard support desk help (which is often useless). A dedicated support person will cost
$500 for 5 hours.
Reports - tried to run an employee + dependent enrollment report to submit to insurer for new rates. Not all of the data landed in the correct column and employees with self only coverage were
missing from the report. When I called support, I was told to use "Sample Reports" instead of reports from the other report lists because they "work better". When I ran the recommended sample
report ,the info was in the correct columns but the report was entirely insufficient for medical coverage ratings (no dependent information was included).
Honestly, I'd rather spend my time entering employee address changes in a few different systems than mud wrestle ADP . I could also do without the anxiety every time I begin a process anew (open
enrollment, compensation events (merit increases). The worst of it stems from the fact that the system is complex and opaque - unintended consequences abound.
I don't handle payroll here so I'm am stuck with ADP for a number of things until I can convince the payroll person to make a change.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!
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previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:46 PM
Anonymous
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_
Run do not walk away from ADP. I am at a manufacturing organization of approximately 350 ees and we use ADP. As I said to my Rep last week, (the one I have to call first, and then can get
someone else if she does not answer), ADP has outgrown me. The reporting is difficult at best sometimes. Reports that should be relatively easy, can be fairly difficult to run. Years ago, we had to
change from PC based to Web Based, which was great. The rep repeatedly told me I would have everything I have no. Even have it in an e-mail. Everything is implemented and no benefit
tracking. I asked the rep, and he replied no that is extra. After much arguing, and going up the corporate ladder, they were willing to give it to me for a "discounted" price. So I basically received
less product and functionality for the same amount of money. Finally have new PTB, and we are actually exploring other options at this time. We liked Paycomm, and a couple of others were
okay. Have not made any decisions on who to go with.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!

top
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previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:58 PM
Anonymous

_
We also had a terrible experience with ADP. It took us almost two whole years to get a benefits deduction issue fixed (no thanks to ADP; we finally figured it out ourselves), and it resulted in our
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company eating the cost for a lot of deductions that were not withheld/paying back employees who were deducted too much.
Our open enrollment implementation specialist our second year was a waste of money. We knew more about the system from doing the open enrollment the year before than she did.
We merged with another company and were moving over to their system. In order to do so, we needed to add some additional info into ADP (just to make report running easier), and it caused over 80
of our employees to be unable to see their paystubs, but we didn't know who until they told us they couldn't see their information. ADP's solution? Call the call center every time someone tells you
they can't see their paystub, sit on hold for 30 minutes, and then re-explain the problem every time to a new representative.
Long story short, it was a terrible experience.
Mercedes
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 12:28
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
â€‹
You're probably not going to find a system that you love 360. However, I would not recommend ADP, especially if you're a department of one. They are a technology company that can't supply
adequate support for all of the changes they implement. Often their support people don't understand the products. Here are some examples:
New Open Enrollment system - no Implementation Specialists this time. There's a printed Training Guide and standard support desk help (which is often useless). A dedicated support person will cost
$500 for 5 hours.
Reports - tried to run an employee + dependent enrollment report to submit to insurer for new rates. Not all of the data landed in the correct column and employees with self only coverage were
missing from the report. When I called support, I was told to use "Sample Reports" instead of reports from the other report lists because they "work better". When I ran the recommended sample
report ,the info was in the correct columns but the report was entirely insufficient for medical coverage ratings (no dependent information was included).
Honestly, I'd rather spend my time entering employee address changes in a few different systems than mud wrestle ADP . I could also do without the anxiety every time I begin a process anew (open
enrollment, compensation events (merit increases). The worst of it stems from the fact that the system is complex and opaque - unintended consequences abound.
I don't handle payroll here so I'm am stuck with ADP for a number of things until I can convince the payroll person to make a change.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
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Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!

top
343.

previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:05 PM
Anonymous

_
I went live with ADP Workforce Now 12/17 for the 1/05 PR run and have experienced similar issues. However, our business has a lot of preferences that have developed over the years and to ADP's
defense, they had to add many customized items to make my senior team happy.

Now that we are a few PRs in, everything is working fine. I would recommend speaking up when things go wrong. I didn't just let my implementation team know I wasn't happy, I went all the way up
the chain. I assumed the first PR would have issues, but not the 1st four PRs. Speak up with your implementation team, tell your sales person you want more oversight from a senior manager and
things will magically start to go well.
I considered leaving ADP at one point as well, but I had been working this implementation alone for so many months, the thought of starting all over was too much. I hope things get better.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
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Thanks!

top
344.

previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:19 PM
Anonymous

_
OP here Thank you for the advice and insight. We are moving from Paychex and the talk this morning was that we would go back to Paychex. I'm desperately trying to make ADP work at this point so I don't
have to go back.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_

I went live with ADP Workforce Now 12/17 for the 1/05 PR run and have experienced similar issues. However, our business has a lot of preferences that have developed over the years and to ADP's
defense, they had to add many customized items to make my senior team happy.

Now that we are a few PRs in, everything is working fine. I would recommend speaking up when things go wrong. I didn't just let my implementation team know I wasn't happy, I went all the way up
the chain. I assumed the first PR would have issues, but not the 1st four PRs. Speak up with your implementation team, tell your sales person you want more oversight from a senior manager and
things will magically start to go well.
I considered leaving ADP at one point as well, but I had been working this implementation alone for so many months, the thought of starting all over was too much. I hope things get better.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
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_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!

top
345.

previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:39 PM
Anonymous

_
I understand not wanting to transition again - so much work without a guarantee that the recipient company will process the info correctly. ADP took my last company's data and dropped the social
security numbers one row... it took us a while to realize just what they had done. Current company uses ADP and we are about to down grade because of the horrible support (the call center is decent,
it's the implementation and bigger issues that get dropped over and over). The billing isn't accurate, the systems are not logical (as mentioned before e.g. the reporting). and I think we could all go on
and on! Although I have never used it, I have heard that PeopleSoft is good software...
Good luck!
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
OP here Thank you for the advice and insight. We are moving from Paychex and the talk this morning was that we would go back to Paychex. I'm desperately trying to make ADP work at this point so I don't
have to go back.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_

I went live with ADP Workforce Now 12/17 for the 1/05 PR run and have experienced similar issues. However, our business has a lot of preferences that have developed over the years and to ADP's
defense, they had to add many customized items to make my senior team happy.

Now that we are a few PRs in, everything is working fine. I would recommend speaking up when things go wrong. I didn't just let my implementation team know I wasn't happy, I went all the way up
the chain. I assumed the first PR would have issues, but not the 1st four PRs. Speak up with your implementation team, tell your sales person you want more oversight from a senior manager and
things will magically start to go well.
I considered leaving ADP at one point as well, but I had been working this implementation alone for so many months, the thought of starting all over was too much. I hope things get better.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!

top
346.

previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:20 PM
Anonymous
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_
Still struggling with ADP. All the add-ons should be renamed to "buy-ups". Everything costs extra.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:19
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
OP here Thank you for the advice and insight. We are moving from Paychex and the talk this morning was that we would go back to Paychex. I'm desperately trying to make ADP work at this point so I don't
have to go back.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_

I went live with ADP Workforce Now 12/17 for the 1/05 PR run and have experienced similar issues. However, our business has a lot of preferences that have developed over the years and to ADP's
defense, they had to add many customized items to make my senior team happy.

Now that we are a few PRs in, everything is working fine. I would recommend speaking up when things go wrong. I didn't just let my implementation team know I wasn't happy, I went all the way up
the chain. I assumed the first PR would have issues, but not the 1st four PRs. Speak up with your implementation team, tell your sales person you want more oversight from a senior manager and
things will magically start to go well.
I considered leaving ADP at one point as well, but I had been working this implementation alone for so many months, the thought of starting all over was too much. I hope things get better.

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
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manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!

top
347.

previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:23 PM
Anonymous

_
I've used ADP... NOT GOOD. I currently use Paylocity. It works very well for our 85 employees.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!

top
348.

previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
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Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 2:33 PM
Wendy Forgacs
We switched from ADP to Paycom in October, and while no platform is perfect, Paycom has been without a doubt MUCH BETTER than ADP. The entire system is much more user-friendly than
ADP. The self-service site (and mobile app) are easy for the employee to navigate...as long as they remember their passwords!
We are still in the process of customizing Paycom to our likes and needs but we have already been able to do more with this system than we could have dreamed of with ADP.
Good luck!
-----------------------------Wendy Forgacs
Corporate HR Assistant
Bradley/Dixie Companies
Savannah GA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!

top
349.

previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 6:26 PM
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Reply to Sender

Joanne Alwine
A representative from ADP should be helping you. Are you using RUN or Workforce? ADP is the easiest payroll system on the market. You can contact me and I can help you.

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------Original Message-----_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!

top
350.

previous next
Re: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 7:57 AM
Breanna Reyes
I used ADP WFN at my previous company. Although it did what we needed, I wouldn't recommend it. Getting help with any issue is convoluted and takes way too long, in my opinion. I have had
tickets created for issues that went unresolved for months, and ultimately I had to find a work around. They provide learning bytes for pieces of the program, but the training can be clunky. It is easy
to navigate once you get the hang of it, but it can take awhile. And be prepared for updates frequently. They definitely are improvements, but as soon as you feel like you got the last set of updates
down, new ones seem to flow in.
I have used Paychex before as well. ADP is much better/user friendly in the long run - but you have to go through the hiccups initially. Paycom o far is my favorite HRIS to utilize, however.
-----------------------------Bre Reyes. SHRM-SCP, CEBS
Human Resources Specialist
Hendricks Power Cooperative
Avon, IN
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Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 10:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS/Payroll - ADP?
_
Currently working to implement ADP. We went live on April 1st and are still experiencing issues with payroll. Our accountant talked to one individual she knows whose company uses ADP and 2
years in they still don't have the system set up like they were promised. Does anyone have any successes or failures with ADP they can share?
Also, there has already been talk about leaving ADP. Is there a company you would recommend for a manufacturing company of 100? I'm looking for an HRIS that will allow us to move away from
manual processes and provide the employees with access to their information instead of coming to me with something like an address change which I then have to input into 4 different systems.
Thanks!

top

previous next

351.

Re: Gifts from Vendors to Employees
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:15 PM
Anonymous

_

Everything is $20 an item and most of it is under $5.
Rachel Stanek, 04-10-2018 09:38

Rachel - this is confusing. Could you please clarify?
Are you charging the employee's for the raffle tickets?
HRinVA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:38
From: Rachel Stanek
Subject: Gifts from Vendors to Employees
Our company is celebrating World Safety Day to highlight and reinforce safety in the workplace. As part of this, we asked our vendors if they had any items for this that they would like to donate.
They responded admirably and we received a lot of items. We are planning on raffling these items out to our employees. There are no gift cards, certificates or cash. They are all items like t-shirts,
safety vests, roadside kits, etc. Everything is $20 an item and most of it is under $5. Are any of these items taxable to the employee?
-----------------------------Rachel Stanek SHRM-CP
HR Specialist
Gainesville
------------------------------

top
352.

previous next
Re: Gifts from Vendors to Employees
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:36 PM
Rachel Stanek
We are not charging employees. The values of $20 and $5 were me referring to the estimated values of what we received from the vendors. Meaning that estimating value based off of similar items,
each thing is under $20 and the majority of it is under $5.
-----------------------------Rachel Stanek SHRM-CP
HR Specialist
Gainesville
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:15
From: Anonymous
Subject: Gifts from Vendors to Employees
_
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Everything is $20 an item and most of it is under $5.
Rachel Stanek, 04-10-2018 09:38

Rachel - this is confusing. Could you please clarify?
Are you charging the employee's for the raffle tickets?
HRinVA
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:38
From: Rachel Stanek
Subject: Gifts from Vendors to Employees
Our company is celebrating World Safety Day to highlight and reinforce safety in the workplace. As part of this, we asked our vendors if they had any items for this that they would like to donate.
They responded admirably and we received a lot of items. We are planning on raffling these items out to our employees. There are no gift cards, certificates or cash. They are all items like t-shirts,
safety vests, roadside kits, etc. Everything is $20 an item and most of it is under $5. Are any of these items taxable to the employee?
-----------------------------Rachel Stanek SHRM-CP
HR Specialist
Gainesville
------------------------------

top
353.

previous next
Re: Gifts from Vendors to Employees
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:51 PM
Ivette Dupuis

My guess is the gifts are branded, low value, and provided infrequently.
If so, not taxable.
-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
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Reply to Sender

Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:38
From: Rachel Stanek
Subject: Gifts from Vendors to Employees
Our company is celebrating World Safety Day to highlight and reinforce safety in the workplace. As part of this, we asked our vendors if they had any items for this that they would like to donate.
They responded admirably and we received a lot of items. We are planning on raffling these items out to our employees. There are no gift cards, certificates or cash. They are all items like t-shirts,
safety vests, roadside kits, etc. Everything is $20 an item and most of it is under $5. Are any of these items taxable to the employee?
-----------------------------Rachel Stanek SHRM-CP
HR Specialist
Gainesville
------------------------------

top
354.

previous next
Re: Last Day of Employment? - WWYD?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:21 PM
Anonymous

_
It depends.You say there was an emergency. Was the EE resigning prior to the emergency arising, or was it as a result of it? You said it as understandable that the EE couldn't call in or respond to
you. This is a judgement call. Personally, and basing it on solely what you've said and my interpretation of it, I would use the day the resignation letter was received as the term date. The last day
worked is just that.
HRinVA
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:49
From: Anonymous
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Subject: Last Day of Employment? - WWYD?
_
We often have two different dates in our system: 1) Last Day Worked and 2) Last Day Of Employment. These may or may not be the same.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:24
From: Anonymous
Subject: Last Day of Employment? - WWYD?
_
Employee did give advance notice of the possibility of being out for a short period of time (1 wk) but then failed to respond to multiple attempts requesting updates .. last communication with ee was
4/2 then on 4/9 received notice from ee they would not be returning. So LDW 3/30 with actual day of separation being 4/9.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:08
From: Anonymous
Subject: Last Day of Employment? - WWYD?
_
Employee doesn't qualify for FMLA and did not yet qualify for health benefits. Left town due to emergency .. last day of actual work was 3/30 .. company trying to sympathize with situation but
employee not staying in contact with employer after multiple attempts (due to situation is understandable). Received notice of resignation from employee on 4/9/2018. For purposes of the employee
file .. listing 3/30/2018 as last day of employment even though resignation wasn't received until 4/9. Am I missing anything?

top
355.

previous next
Re: COBRA Notice for waived coverage?
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:21 AM
Milagros Ocasio

PA does not have a Service Letter Law, so apart from the required notices you are fine. However, as a best practice, you could always provide one.
-----------------------------Milagros Ocasio
Director, Human Resources
Jaspan Schlesinger LLP
Garden City, NY 11530
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 16:54
From: Christine Heiser
Subject: COBRA Notice for waived coverage?
â€‹
Hello AllI am preparing my exit interview with a long time employee. We are actually quite sad to see her go.
This particular EE has always waived coverage of health and dental benefits through our plan. I just want to make sure that I am not required to send her a COBRA Notice. I've tried to look in SHRM
and also google the information on DOL but failed. Any insight would be helpful! Thank you. We must stay in COmploiance!
-----------------------------Assistant Vice President
Human Resource Manager
Hatboro, Pennsylvania
------------------------------

top
356.

previous next
Re: VP, HR Director
Reply to Group

Apr 10, 2018 1:07 PM
Howard Spiegel

It means:
1. The role is at the VP level. Important. Should imply reporting relationship.
2. Duties are those of the Director HR, meaning over all HR functions.
It is possible that the old job was just Director, HR and the role was elevated to a VP. Not the best wording but still understandable.
-----------------------------Howard Spiegel
HR Consultant
Houston, TX
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Reply to Sender

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 16:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: VP, HR Director
_
I've seen this title a few times recently. What does it mean?

top

previous next

357.

Re: Salary Employees and sick days
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:26 PM
Anonymous

_

If the occasion arises and we do not have time then she will dock pay.
Anonymous, 04-09-2018 16:31

I'm going to assume when you said "salaried", you meant "exempt". If this is the case, she cannot legally dock their pay. She can require the use of PTO, but if there's no PTO, she still can't dock their
pay. Do these exempt employees check email or perform any work in the evenings or on the weekends? If so, the supervisor should remember this.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 16:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Employees and sick days
_
In my previous experience when a salaried person took a day off no one said much about it, if you were sick or had to leave early you just did. In my new role, the supervisor is a clock watcher and
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wants all salary people to use down to a 1-2 hours block of time of PTO if they have to leave early for an appointment. She also is saying we have to use our PTO time even for a sick day. If the
occasion arises and we do not have time then she will dock pay.
My arguments is what is the perk of being salary then? The hourly employees have the exact allotment of time and policy. I feel very frustrated with this topic.

top

previous next

358.

Re: Salary Employees and sick days
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:31 PM
Ivette Dupuis
This is only true for partial day absences.
if there's no PTO, she still can't dock their pay
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 13:25

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 13:25
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Employees and sick days
_

If the occasion arises and we do not have time then she will dock pay.
Anonymous, 04-09-2018 16:31
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I'm going to assume when you said "salaried", you meant "exempt". If this is the case, she cannot legally dock their pay. She can require the use of PTO, but if there's no PTO, she still can't dock their
pay. Do these exempt employees check email or perform any work in the evenings or on the weekends? If so, the supervisor should remember this.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 16:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Employees and sick days
_
In my previous experience when a salaried person took a day off no one said much about it, if you were sick or had to leave early you just did. In my new role, the supervisor is a clock watcher and
wants all salary people to use down to a 1-2 hours block of time of PTO if they have to leave early for an appointment. She also is saying we have to use our PTO time even for a sick day. If the
occasion arises and we do not have time then she will dock pay.
My arguments is what is the perk of being salary then? The hourly employees have the exact allotment of time and policy. I feel very frustrated with this topic.

top
359.

previous next
Re: Salary Employees and sick days
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:31 PM
Anonymous

_
I'm dealing with a similar situation. My salaried, exempt employees are professional exemptions - physicians, nurse practitioners and behavioral health therapists - as well as a few administrative
salaried exempt. Because the clinical employees are responsible for seeing patients, any missed time can't be made up by working past clinic hours and their missed time is viewed as a missed
opportunity for revenue. They are currently using their vacation and sick hours in increments as small as 1 hour. They request time off through our time and attendance system which alerts the person
who manages the schedule so their availability can be appropriately blocked. The administrative employees are managed differently and don't use PTO unless it is 4 hours or more in a day. I will be
talking to our employment attorney about this at some point, but would be interested in feedback. Thanks.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 16:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Employees and sick days
_
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In my previous experience when a salaried person took a day off no one said much about it, if you were sick or had to leave early you just did. In my new role, the supervisor is a clock watcher and
wants all salary people to use down to a 1-2 hours block of time of PTO if they have to leave early for an appointment. She also is saying we have to use our PTO time even for a sick day. If the
occasion arises and we do not have time then she will dock pay.
My arguments is what is the perk of being salary then? The hourly employees have the exact allotment of time and policy. I feel very frustrated with this topic.

top
360.

previous next
Re: Salary Employees and sick days
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:54 PM
Anonymous

_
I wouldn't use the word argument, especially if you bring this up to your supervisor.
"Being salary" (you mean to say exempt) doesn't give you extra perks- it exempts you from overtime regulations (FLSA). That's all that means. It doesn't give you the right to do as you please.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 16:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Employees and sick days
_
In my previous experience when a salaried person took a day off no one said much about it, if you were sick or had to leave early you just did. In my new role, the supervisor is a clock watcher and
wants all salary people to use down to a 1-2 hours block of time of PTO if they have to leave early for an appointment. She also is saying we have to use our PTO time even for a sick day. If the
occasion arises and we do not have time then she will dock pay.
My arguments is what is the perk of being salary then? The hourly employees have the exact allotment of time and policy. I feel very frustrated with this topic.

top
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previous next
Re: Salary Employees and sick days
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Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 5:55 PM
Natalie Novak
â€‹
We use PTO at our office and everyone exempt/non-exempt is required to use PTO if they didn't meet the 40 hour per week requirement due to personal days off or sick days. We wouldn't dock if
an exempt ee was out of PTO (except for those circumstances allowed by law), but that's never been an issue here because we provide so much PTO.
-----------------------------Natalie Novak SHRM-CP
Human Resources Director
Bader Martin, P.S.
Seattle WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 16:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: Salary Employees and sick days
_
In my previous experience when a salaried person took a day off no one said much about it, if you were sick or had to leave early you just did. In my new role, the supervisor is a clock watcher and
wants all salary people to use down to a 1-2 hours block of time of PTO if they have to leave early for an appointment. She also is saying we have to use our PTO time even for a sick day. If the
occasion arises and we do not have time then she will dock pay.
My arguments is what is the perk of being salary then? The hourly employees have the exact allotment of time and policy. I feel very frustrated with this topic.

top
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previous next
Re: Policy on lunch meetings?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:34 PM
Anonymous

_
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Give her a budget...that would help control costs.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Policy on lunch meetings?
_
Hello,
We are a small nonprofit and have a marketing employee who plans meetings with community contacts around lunch time, and then expenses it to the organization. This individual is often on-site
before or after the meeting. Does anyone have a policy they could share with me of when it is appropriate to expense lunches to the company? We feel these meetings could have taken place outside
of lunch, or could have been paid personally (since some of the lunches were with individuals who they were more friends with, than were meeting for business purposes).
Thank you in advance.

top
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 12:46 PM
Erin Joyce
Some employers like to create separate files for "confidential" info (SSNs, personal demographics, contact info, etc). If you like to keep it all together, which many employers do, consider creating a
separate section for confidential information that can easily be removed. If a supervisor has a need to access the file, I would have someone from HR remove that section before giving the file to the
supervisor to review. Access to files should be restricted to a 'need to know' and controlled (usually by HR).
-----------------------------Erin Joyce SHRM-SCP
HR Compliance
Cranberry Township
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
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From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!

top
364.

previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 12:53 PM
Anonymous

_
I9s should also be separate.
When supervisors at my previous organization asked to review a file, I or another HR team member would sit with them.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:25 PM
Ann Ortego
When I've had the opportunity to re-do a file system, I always create a 'supervisor' file that contains reviews, raises, etc. Things that the supervisor can see and only things that a supervisor can see.
Nothing else goes in that file. If a supervisor needs to see something on an employee, I can easily pull it out and hand it to them (to view in my office) with minimal effort and time and know they are
only seeing what's needed.
-----------------------------Ann Ortego
HR Generalist
Raleigh, NC
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group
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Apr 10, 2018 1:34 PM
Anonymous
_
We have separate EE files for the following:
1. Performance
2. Payroll
3. Medical
4.I-9
1 & 2 are in the same folder, but divided, and can be quickly separated depending on what information needs to be seen by supervisor.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:53 PM
Claudia Vento
In my opinion employee information should only be seen and handled by the HR department. I have seen some companies that create a separate file for the other departments. With information such
as PTOs, Performance and Dicsiplanory Action.
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Claudia Vento
Human Resources Admin/Receptionist
Seasons Primary Home Care
Brownsville TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 4:21 PM
Danielle Endler
This may be a stupid question, but if you are of the opinion that only HR should see employee files doesn't that basically force the manager to create a desk file for their staff so that they have access
to the information/documents that they need? I would have thought that it is better to have the separate files in HR so that the supervisor can access (performance reviews, disciplinary action, etc.)
the applicable sections as necessary.
-----------------------------Danielle Endler, PHR
Human Resources Administrator
Fairfax Station, Virginia
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:22 PM
Anonymous

_
Salmon
Curry
Broccoli
Employees tell me those really stink up the office.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
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Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 5:55 PM
Anonymous

_
Prongs. Why HR adopted these medical type file folders is beyond me, had have been before the concept of "business lean." Prongs are a great way to turn a 30 second document filing or document
retrieval from a file to a 8 minute project. Don't get me started on the same employee and his/her various files being scattered between 4 different filing cabinets as opposed to 1 file behind the other.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Salmon
Curry
Broccoli
Employees tell me those really stink up the office.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 1:49 AM
Affanali Syed
Supervisor showing up to someones house! That is such an invasion of privacy, I hope strict action was taken against the Supervisor.
Getting back to the question, Why does the supervisor need access to the entire file, shouldn't shouldn't he be "given" whatever relevant documents he needs.
-----------------------------Affanali Syed
QAFAM
Doha
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group
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Apr 11, 2018 8:20 AM
Anonymous
_
There should be a medical or confidential folder. When a personnel file is subpoenaed by a court, not providing every single document in the file could be seen as a violation of the subpoena. Just
because it is on a separate prong does not exclude it from being a part of the personnel file. If you feel so passionately against having a medical/confidential file, I would suggest you consult with
legal counsel. From my experience with past legal counsel, you need to have medial/confidential info in a separate folder. Especially if you have some sort of privacy notification that goes out to
the effect of "we will keep your information confidential and only those with a need to know will see information that they actually need to see".
But you do you.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 17:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Prongs. Why HR adopted these medical type file folders is beyond me, had have been before the concept of "business lean." Prongs are a great way to turn a 30 second document filing or document
retrieval from a file to a 8 minute project. Don't get me started on the same employee and his/her various files being scattered between 4 different filing cabinets as opposed to 1 file behind the other.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Salmon
Curry
Broccoli
Employees tell me those really stink up the office.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
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Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 9:00 AM
Anonymous

_
"Prongs are a great way to turn a 30 second document filing or document retrieval from a file to a 8 minute project. "
So true! I worked for a company that had a huge file room with everything in prong folders. They could have have hired a full-time HR file clerk with how long it took to file and retrieve files with
those stupid prongs.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 17:55
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Prongs. Why HR adopted these medical type file folders is beyond me, had have been before the concept of "business lean." Prongs are a great way to turn a 30 second document filing or document
retrieval from a file to a 8 minute project. Don't get me started on the same employee and his/her various files being scattered between 4 different filing cabinets as opposed to 1 file behind the other.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 16:21
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Salmon
Curry
Broccoli
Employees tell me those really stink up the office.
Original Message:
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Sent: 04-09-2018 14:30
From: Anonymous
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
_
Hi,
We are reorganizing our HR files. In the personnel file, I've heard that you should not have anything that a supervisor should not be able to see in it. Is it okay to have the employee's address and
phone number in this file or should it go in a confidential file? The reason I'm asking is, I've worked at places where a supervisor showed up at one of their employee's apartments before.
Also, besides medical forms, what else should you avoid putting in the main personnel file please? Thank you!

top
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previous next
Re: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 9:22 AM
Susana Guzman-Agle

We don't have paper file, so our HRIS take care of storing all the necessary information, and yes it does organize it in "electronic folders". Supervisors have access to anything related to disciplines,
emergency contact, and performance rating. Managers have access to all that + salaries. Safety and Health (who also manages WC) has access to emergency contact and medical. Very easy to do
and hassle of paperwork is gone (Except for I-9s)
-----------------------------HR Yardley
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 01:49
From: Affanali Syed
Subject: Personnel File - things that don't belong in that file
Supervisor showing up to someones house! That is such an invasion of privacy, I hope strict action was taken against the Supervisor.
Getting back to the question, Why does the supervisor need access to the entire file, shouldn't shouldn't he be "given" whatever relevant documents he needs.
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Affanali Syed
QAFAM
Doha

top
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previous next
Re: Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 12:58 PM
Natalie Price
I agree that her approach may not be correct but can see where she may be coming from. Is it possible that she wants HR to set the standard for not working while on PTO? There have been suits
filed against companies by employees because they said it was "understood" that they were supposed to respond to emails even while on PTO. Even though you are exempt, there could be other nonexempt employees that may also respond to email while on PTO and then cite you as an example as to why they thought they needed to respond. When they later file a suit because they were not
paid for that time it is going to be much more difficult for the company to defend.
-----------------------------Natalie Price SHRM-CP
Director of HR
Grub Burger Bar
Bryan TX
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:29
From: Mary Dillman
Subject: Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
Lots of sage advice offered. I'll add some thoughts on the broader perspective of you and your new manager developing a relationship. She appears to place a great deal of importance on you and she
"being on the same page" and having your commitment to comply with her expectations. As others have pointed out, I think she could have communicated this better, but I think this is something
you should keep in mind as you move forward.
She also appears to put a lot of attention on small details (e.g., reminding you of your two email responses). This is not necessarily a bad thing; just another thing to keep in mind as the two of you
work on HR goals and initiatives for the company. Building relationships take time, and only time will tell if these characteristics of her communication and management style just reflect her being
new to the role, or are they part of her normal management style. My advice is "don't sweat the small stuff" and focus on collaborating with and supporting your new manager to deliver on what the
company needs from HR. Good luck!
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Mary Dillman
Flemington

top

previous next

376.

Re: Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:45 PM
Anonymous

_

Seems a big over reacting and could have been communicated better if she really just wants you to enjoy your time off.
Libby Hayes, 04-09-2018 14:16

Agreed. I'm suspicious.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 14:16
From: Libby Hayes
Subject: Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
â€‹
Seems a big over reacting and could have been communicated better if she really just wants you to enjoy your time off.
-----------------------------Libby H
Ohio
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previous next
Re: Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
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Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:49 PM
Anonymous
_

Really its HR for the most part things can wait
Anonymous, 04-09-2018 15:37

Sometimes, however, I don't know how many emails you get on a daily basis, but multiply that by the number of days you are out. I check emails once in the evening when I'm on PTO. Anything
urgent, they know to call my cell.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 15:37
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
_

The manager was telling the OP to take time off as she was on PTO. The manager told her not to work on PTO and yet OP responded to a mail anyway and the manager reminded OP again.
Manager did not communicate well, too personally check, though only reply to critical mails on PTO but you can bet if my manager (and she has) told me not to work on PTO, you bet I would not.
Really its HR for the most part things can wait or will be handled by others if there is a team environment.
Does your manager understand the difference between exempt and non-exempt? Maybe she's got it in her head that she's supposed to pay you if you work while on PTO?
Anonymous, 04-09-2018 15:03

Actually, I don't think OP has a handle on exempt/non-exempt, judging by her statement below.
Exempts are paid for their scope of work not necessarily just the hours they work. Could this type of dictation of my work schedule jeopardize my exempt status and thus cause me to ask
for back wages?
Anonymous, 04-09-2018 15:03
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 15:03
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
_
â€‹
Does your manager understand the difference between exempt and non-exempt? Maybe she's got it in her head that she's supposed to pay you if you work while on PTO?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 13:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
_
HI, HR Folks. In my 20 years in HR, I've never had a manager reprimand me for acknowledging an email while I was on PTO. It's happened twice with this new manager. The first time I did
respond to an email via my phone before 5pm about a sensitive issue that needed my attention. The second time was acknowledging an email with a simply "thank you" to my manager. The second
email sent to me at 6:20pm to which I responded at 7:30pm, outside of my PTO for that day (my typical hours are 8:30-5:30). When she approached me about these instances, she asked for my
commitment to not work while on PTO. It floored me because I didn't see my simply acknowledging these emails as working as they did not take me away from the time I took off for that day...both
responses were made outside of my core hours. When I responded to her that I will work on not doing that, she responded rather abruptly "this is non-negotiable so I need your commitment that you
will stop immediately". When I told her I don't recall working on my day off recently is when she forwarded these two emails referenced above, neither within the 8:30-5:30 window.
Any feedback on this? Anyone find it odd that a manager tells a salaried, exempt employee not to do this? Exempts are paid for their scope of work not necessarily just the hours they work.
this type of dictation of my work schedule jeopardize my exempt status and thus cause me to ask for back wages?

Could

I could be reaching into this from a sensitive standpoint given this manager is new and she's quite different than the previous manager in that role.

top
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previous next
Re: Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:53 PM
Anonymous

_
Also, if you get in the habit of answering emails while on PTO, would you do this if you had no PTO left? If you are off for a day and you answer an email or phone call, according to the FLSA, you
must be paid for that day, even if you have no PTO left. This manager may want you to enjoy your day off, but she could also want to protect the company.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 13:11
From: Anonymous
Subject: Exempt EE being reprimanded for responding to an email on PTO
_
HI, HR Folks. In my 20 years in HR, I've never had a manager reprimand me for acknowledging an email while I was on PTO. It's happened twice with this new manager. The first time I did
respond to an email via my phone before 5pm about a sensitive issue that needed my attention. The second time was acknowledging an email with a simply "thank you" to my manager. The second
email sent to me at 6:20pm to which I responded at 7:30pm, outside of my PTO for that day (my typical hours are 8:30-5:30). When she approached me about these instances, she asked for my
commitment to not work while on PTO. It floored me because I didn't see my simply acknowledging these emails as working as they did not take me away from the time I took off for that day...both
responses were made outside of my core hours. When I responded to her that I will work on not doing that, she responded rather abruptly "this is non-negotiable so I need your commitment that you
will stop immediately". When I told her I don't recall working on my day off recently is when she forwarded these two emails referenced above, neither within the 8:30-5:30 window.
Any feedback on this? Anyone find it odd that a manager tells a salaried, exempt employee not to do this? Exempts are paid for their scope of work not necessarily just the hours they work.
this type of dictation of my work schedule jeopardize my exempt status and thus cause me to ask for back wages?

Could

I could be reaching into this from a sensitive standpoint given this manager is new and she's quite different than the previous manager in that role.

top
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previous next
Re: Vibe HCM Help
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 7:29 PM
Jolene Ortega

Hi Kyle Our company uses Vibe. I have been using it now for 8 months but am no expert by any means. How can I help?
-----------------------------Jolene Ortega
Kaukauna
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 12:58
From: Kyle O'Donnell
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Reply to Sender

Subject: Vibe HCM Help
Hello,
I have a client in process of making transition to Vibe HCM.
If there are any members with experience with this platform and would be open to providing any advice please let me know.
Thanks,
Kyle
-----------------------------K. Howard Enterprise Solutions LLC
Kyle O'Donnell
President
973-866-7366
kyle@khesolutions.com
www.ademero.com
------------------------------

top

previous next

380.

Re: Same sex pay inequality
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 9:34 PM
Anonymous

_

Answer
Anonymous, 04-09-2018 10:53

... is only the answer if we're talking about discrimination between members of the opposite sex, which is - literally - exactly the opposite of what OP was asking.
The answer is no - there's no law barring "same sex pay inequality" because, as members of the same protected class, there is no differential by which they could (under law) claim discrimination. If
John protests he is being paid less than David "because David is a man" ... the idiocy of his protest is obvious. Now, if he protests he's being paid less than David because David is a cis-gender
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heterosexual male, while John is a trans gay male, then that might be something - not because they're both men, but because of trans/LGBT equality protections.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 10:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: Same sex pay inequality
_
Answer
Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 10:47
From: Anonymous
Subject: Same sex pay inequality
_
Is there any law pertaining to same sex pay inequality - specifically California?

top
381.

previous next
Re: Compensation.
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 9:19 PM
Andy Lucas
I discuss salary expectations with every candidate I talk to, the first time we have a conversation (usually on the phone). Being in California, we can no longer ask about salary history, but it's
perfectly acceptable to get a sense of their targeted range.
It's not unusual for them to have done research, but we usually benchmark our salaries ahead of each search (we use payscale.com, but there are other reliable sources out there as well). If they're
coming in above our range, I'll just tell them "well that's a little north of where we were hoping to land..." and then - depending on how far off we are, I may continue the process (we may be able to
stretch upward a bit for the right person), or I put a pause to the conversation until we have the go-ahead for a more senior-level role. One of the benefits of our organization is that there are a lot of
fringe benefits (2x/week lunches, work-from-home Fridays, fully stocked snack cupboards, company-subsidized healthcare premiums, and more) that "boost" the value of our total compensation.
When I describe all those "extras", we can usually come in about $5-10k under their target, and still "get to yes."
As for my impression of the candidate, I think it's great: it shows they're interested enough in the job to do some research, and they're not afraid of what could potentially be - for many people - a very
difficult conversation. If you show that you're not afraid of the conversation either, the experience can be a positive one for everyone.
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-----------------------------Andy Lucas
Senior Manager, Talent Acquisition
The Search Agency
Glendale CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-07-2018 15:17
From: Anonymous
Subject: Compensation.
_
Hello,
When recruiting how do you respond to a candidate when they come prepared to discuss salary? Not necessarily initiating the topic, but when
asked, they are prepared--their ranges are based on credible sources and such. Are you, the recruiter/hiring manager, more willing to grant them the range? How does your perception of the candidate
change?
I would assume that preparation would indicate initiative and resourcefulness.
I look forward to hearing your responses!

top
382.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:37 PM
Robin Cooley

â€‹
So what happens when someone brings editable baked goods (with Pot in them) and doesn't tell anyone? I see this as a problem waiting to happen and your encouraging it.
On 4/23 are you going to do your random drug testing for the 2nd Quarter?
Not good.
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Reply to Sender

-----------------------------Robin Cooley
SHRM-CP, PHR
Portland OR
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
Even if it is legal in your state, you are encouraging employees to "get baked". I would see it the same as an invitation saying "let's all get drunk at a work event".
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
383.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:44 PM
Anonymous

_
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FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour notation)
and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:36
From: Robin Cooley
Subject: 4/20 snack day
â€‹
So what happens when someone brings editable baked goods (with Pot in them) and doesn't tell anyone? I see this as a problem waiting to happen and your encouraging it.
On 4/23 are you going to do your random drug testing for the 2nd Quarter?
Not good.
-----------------------------Robin Cooley
SHRM-CP, PHR
Portland OR

top

previous next

384.

Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:47 PM
Anonymous

_

FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour
notation) and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 14:44
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yes...
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour notation)
and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:36
From: Robin Cooley
Subject: 4/20 snack day
â€‹
So what happens when someone brings editable baked goods (with Pot in them) and doesn't tell anyone? I see this as a problem waiting to happen and your encouraging it.
On 4/23 are you going to do your random drug testing for the 2nd Quarter?
Not good.
-----------------------------Robin Cooley
SHRM-CP, PHR
Portland OR
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
Even if it is legal in your state, you are encouraging employees to "get baked". I would see it the same as an invitation saying "let's all get drunk at a work event".
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
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â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
385.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:50 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
OMG - so the company is going to celebrate/promote cannabis day basically. If your company is a company that grows medical marijuana then I would almost say yes. Other than that - I think it
would be insane for a company to celebrate such a day - especially is you promote a drug-free work force/environment.
OP - please let us know what the final determination
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour notation)
and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:36
From: Robin Cooley
Subject: 4/20 snack day
â€‹
So what happens when someone brings editable baked goods (with Pot in them) and doesn't tell anyone? I see this as a problem waiting to happen and your encouraging it.
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On 4/23 are you going to do your random drug testing for the 2nd Quarter?
Not good.
-----------------------------Robin Cooley
SHRM-CP, PHR
Portland OR
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
Even if it is legal in your state, you are encouraging employees to "get baked". I would see it the same as an invitation saying "let's all get drunk at a work event".
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
386.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:01 PM
Anonymous

_
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I would assume most people here went to college and are, as a direct result, very aware of what 4/20 is and what it stands for (and probably participated in celebrating the holiday on more than one
occasion). Also that definition is missing some details but oh well.
FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour
notation) and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 14:44

Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour notation)
and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:36
From: Robin Cooley
Subject: 4/20 snack day
â€‹
So what happens when someone brings editable baked goods (with Pot in them) and doesn't tell anyone? I see this as a problem waiting to happen and your encouraging it.
On 4/23 are you going to do your random drug testing for the 2nd Quarter?
Not good.
-----------------------------Robin Cooley
SHRM-CP, PHR
Portland OR
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
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_
Even if it is legal in your state, you are encouraging employees to "get baked". I would see it the same as an invitation saying "let's all get drunk at a work event".
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
387.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:05 PM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
I went to college and an educated person. I didn't know 4/20 was cannabis celebrations day.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
I would assume most people here went to college and are, as a direct result, very aware of what 4/20 is and what it stands for (and probably participated in celebrating the holiday on more than one
occasion). Also that definition is missing some details but oh well.
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FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour
notation) and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 14:44

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour notation)
and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:36
From: Robin Cooley
Subject: 4/20 snack day
â€‹
So what happens when someone brings editable baked goods (with Pot in them) and doesn't tell anyone? I see this as a problem waiting to happen and your encouraging it.
On 4/23 are you going to do your random drug testing for the 2nd Quarter?
Not good.
-----------------------------Robin Cooley
SHRM-CP, PHR
Portland OR
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
Even if it is legal in your state, you are encouraging employees to "get baked". I would see it the same as an invitation saying "let's all get drunk at a work event".
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
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Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
388.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 3:07 PM
Anonymous

_
Thank you. I just posted the little tidbit of information in case someone didn't know and I did not but guessed 4/20 meant something and googled. People are quick to judge here.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:05
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹
I went to college and an educated person. I didn't know 4/20 was cannabis celebrations day.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 15:00
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
I would assume most people here went to college and are, as a direct result, very aware of what 4/20 is and what it stands for (and probably participated in celebrating the holiday on more than one
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occasion). Also that definition is missing some details but oh well.
FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour
notation) and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Anonymous, 04-10-2018 14:44

Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour notation)
and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:36
From: Robin Cooley
Subject: 4/20 snack day
â€‹
So what happens when someone brings editable baked goods (with Pot in them) and doesn't tell anyone? I see this as a problem waiting to happen and your encouraging it.
On 4/23 are you going to do your random drug testing for the 2nd Quarter?
Not good.
-----------------------------Robin Cooley
SHRM-CP, PHR
Portland OR
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
Even if it is legal in your state, you are encouraging employees to "get baked". I would see it the same as an invitation saying "let's all get drunk at a work event".
Original Message:
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Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
389.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 3:41 PM
Esther Miller
â€‹
Wink, wink. Nod, nod. That email certainly suggests it would be OK to get high before after or during this company event with no reprisals. I'm in WA state where pot is legal both recreationally
and medically and even in marijuana distribution facilities, they have a "no getting high" rule while on the job. As others have said, no, just no.
-----------------------------Esther Miller
Director of Marketing
Drug Free Business
Bothell WA
www.drugfreebusiness.org
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
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â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
390.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 8:59 PM
Anonymous

_
So much harshing the buzz here, man... Seriously people: get a grip. It's pot, not cocaine.
This Californian says add "dudettes" to the end, and let the joke live. Assuming you hired a team of professionals, they're not going to bring their bongs to work simply because the Events Team sent
out a funny email.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!
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top
391.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:28 AM
Anonymous

_
â€‹
" 4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour notation)
and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form)."
Originally 420 was the police violation code used when calling over radios
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
FYI
4/20 (pronounced four-twenty) is a code-term in cannabis culture that refers to the consumption of cannabis, especially smoking cannabis around the time 4:20 p.m. (or 16:20 in 24-hour notation)
and smoking cannabis in celebration on the date April 20 (which is 4/20 in U.S. form).
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 14:36
From: Robin Cooley
Subject: 4/20 snack day
â€‹
So what happens when someone brings editable baked goods (with Pot in them) and doesn't tell anyone? I see this as a problem waiting to happen and your encouraging it.
On 4/23 are you going to do your random drug testing for the 2nd Quarter?
Not good.
-----------------------------Robin Cooley
SHRM-CP, PHR
Portland OR
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 09:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
Even if it is legal in your state, you are encouraging employees to "get baked". I would see it the same as an invitation saying "let's all get drunk at a work event".
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
392.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:31 AM
Anonymous

_
Pot and cocaine, both drugs that are illegal under federal law. I don't think legality has anything to do with it though... would you advertise a company event with a bunch of innuendos about getting
drunk? It's a workplace, not a fart party.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 20:58
From: Anonymous
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Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
So much harshing the buzz here, man... Seriously people: get a grip. It's pot, not cocaine.
This Californian says add "dudettes" to the end, and let the joke live. Assuming you hired a team of professionals, they're not going to bring their bongs to work simply because the Events Team sent
out a funny email.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
393.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:37 AM
Anonymous

_
Perhaps you meant FRAT party?
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
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_
Pot and cocaine, both drugs that are illegal under federal law. I don't think legality has anything to do with it though... would you advertise a company event with a bunch of innuendos about getting
drunk? It's a workplace, not a fart party.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 20:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
So much harshing the buzz here, man... Seriously people: get a grip. It's pot, not cocaine.
This Californian says add "dudettes" to the end, and let the joke live. Assuming you hired a team of professionals, they're not going to bring their bongs to work simply because the Events Team sent
out a funny email.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
394.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:37 AM
Ivette Dupuis

I call myself HRDudette on Twitter, but the correct term is Dudine. ; )
Some trivia for you...
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Reply to Sender

Dudes & Dudettes... ?
Alyssa Graif, 04-06-2018 17:11

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 17:11
From: Alyssa Graif
Subject: 4/20 snack day
Dudes & Dudettes... ?
-----------------------------Alyssa Graif
Human Resources Specialist
Bridgewater Bank
Bloomington MN

top
395.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 10:39 AM
Anonymous

_
I do not think I would ever in my life want to show up to a fart party ;o)
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:36
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
Perhaps you meant FRAT party?
Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
Pot and cocaine, both drugs that are illegal under federal law. I don't think legality has anything to do with it though... would you advertise a company event with a bunch of innuendos about getting
drunk? It's a workplace, not a fart party.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 20:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
So much harshing the buzz here, man... Seriously people: get a grip. It's pot, not cocaine.
This Californian says add "dudettes" to the end, and let the joke live. Assuming you hired a team of professionals, they're not going to bring their bongs to work simply because the Events Team sent
out a funny email.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
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previous next

396.

Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 10:39 AM
Karla Kammerer Shedd
It's a workplace, not a fart party.
I KNOW this is a typo but I cant stop laughing at this...All I can picture is the movie Blazing Saddles and the campfire scene

-----------------------------kkshedd
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:31
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
Pot and cocaine, both drugs that are illegal under federal law. I don't think legality has anything to do with it though... would you advertise a company event with a bunch of innuendos about getting
drunk? It's a workplace, not a fart party.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-10-2018 20:58
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
So much harshing the buzz here, man... Seriously people: get a grip. It's pot, not cocaine.
This Californian says add "dudettes" to the end, and let the joke live. Assuming you hired a team of professionals, they're not going to bring their bongs to work simply because the Events Team sent
out a funny email.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
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_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.

We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
397.

previous next
Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group
Apr 11, 2018 11:03 AM
Anonymous

_
hahaha MONGO
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-11-2018 10:39
From: Karla Kammerer Shedd
Subject: 4/20 snack day
It's a workplace, not a fart party.
I KNOW this is a typo but I cant stop laughing at this...All I can picture is the movie Blazing Saddles and the campfire scene

-----------------------------kkshedd
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top

previous next

398.

Re: 4/20 snack day
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 11:07 AM
Ivette Dupuis
Brilliant.
You could always add a disclaimer (warning).
E.g. 'We've grown to trust you and believe you share our high standards. This event in no way encourages you to get lit at work. '
We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just
Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!
Anonymous, 04-06-2018 16:53

-----------------------------Ivette Dupuis SHRM-SCP
Orlando
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 16:53
From: Anonymous
Subject: 4/20 snack day
_
â€‹â€‹
Our company's event committee is having a Snack Day on 4/20, which is fine. However, the proposed email below to send out to all our employees is very clever, however I think it
is inappropriate. Please let me know your thoughts.
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We will be serving a pot luck lunch at high noon on 4-20-2018 featuring smoked meats. So bring your favorite munchies be they baked brownies or Funyuns. We don't much care, just Abide!
We'll being doing this for both joints (locations). We'd appreciate all Dudes (which includes ladies) to be present!

top
399.

previous next
Re: Goals for a corporate recruiter
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 9:02 PM
Andy Lucas
Assuming this recruiter has previous experience with recruiting metrics, they may have some ideas to share. An interactive process will also gain their buy-in. It may also take some time in the initial
90 days to re-vamp the process (if necessary), and build their pipeline.
I'd recommend working with them to build some SMART goals, and meet regularly to assess general hiring progress, as well as assess the metrics themselves.
-----------------------------Andy Lucas
Senior Manager, Talent Acquisition
The Search Agency
Glendale CA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2018 15:43
From: Anonymous
Subject: Goals for a corporate recruiter
_
We have our first in-house recruiter starting in a week, and I'm working on some 90-day and 180-day goals.
Does anyone who has set recruiting goals in the past have suggestions? I want to set challenging but attainable goals. We typically have 15-25 positions open at any one time (mostly engineers).
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top

previous next

400.

Re: Term Notification Letter to Company - Too much or ok?
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 10, 2018 1:10 PM
Roberta Weingarten

Would you address this with the CEO, who obviously approved it, or would you let it go?
Anonymous, 04-09-2018 21:44

Do your best Elsa imitation and LET IT GO.
Why would you even consider getting involved in this? You don't work there anymore.
-----------------------------Roberta Weingarten, PHR, SHRM-CP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-09-2018 21:44
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term Notification Letter to Company - Too much or ok?
_
OP Here Thanks everyone! This is what the VP of Operations sent out to the Company last week on a termination. NOW here is the twist. I recently left the Company, on good terms, and a current
employee forwarded this to me. Would you address this with the CEO, who obviously approved it, or would you let it go? I still care about the Company and the CEO, and technically it's not my
job, but when I read this I was floored. In the past my term notifications would have been 3 sentences.
Curious.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-05-2018 20:57
From: Anonymous
Subject: Term Notification Letter to Company - Too much or ok?
_
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Is this term notification letter to the Company too much information? Possible blowback? Have you ever written something like this?
Dear Team,
Today we terminated X's employment. His termination was based on an ongoing pattern of insubordinate behavior that compromised the company. These situations are always unpleasant, but it is my
firm belief that this decision was both justified and in the best interest of X and X employees.
I am aware that this news may be unsettling. It is important for you all to know that this decision was made exclusively on the basis of the actions X took. The specific issues have been resolved. We
will be working to find another marketing team member as quickly as possible. Effective immediately, X will be the interim manager of the Marketing team.

top
401.

previous next
Re: Switching to Paylocity?
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 4:36 PM
Anonymous

_
We switched to Paylocity this year from using spreadsheets and QB. Overall, I'm very happy. We are engineers with 40+ employees. There are a couple of small issues I have with some of
Paylocity's features (like it's inability to account for future accruals in a time-off setting)...but overall, it accomplishes all I need and more.
It does take a lot of work to set everything up. We've been setting up various aspects (GL, Recruiting, Onboarding, Performance Management, Payroll, Expense Reports) for around 6 months now
and there is still a lot of work and fine tuning to be done but for the most part, service has been exemplary and I find something new almost every week that makes my job a little easier.
I agree with the poster who said someone needs to become a guru but once that person knows about the system, you can build a lot of your own custom reports and functionality.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-05-2018 17:14
From: Martha Richards
Subject: Switching to Paylocity?

I am looking for feedback on making a switch to Paylocity from anyone who has made the move. How was the transition? Has anyone had a bad experience with Paylocity? Is anyone leaving
Paylocity to go somewhere else and if so, why?
We are seriously considering making the switch from ADP Workforce Now to Paylocity. We have been with ADP for 20+ years and have about 250 employees, mostly all in the same state (less than
10 out of state), and 6 companies. Our biggest pain point with ADP is customer support, followed by lack of functionality and a lot of technical issues.
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Right now its really just a decision between staying with ADP or switching to Paylocity. We looked closely at other vendors, but this is our top pick at this point.
Any feedback/experiences welcome!!â€‹

-----------------------------Martha Richards SHRM-CP
Human Resources Generalist
Coastal Flow Measurement, Inc.
Houston TX
------------------------------

top
402.

previous next
Re: Sexual Harassment training video
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 10:10 AM
Karlie Hinman
My team and I can offer you web-based training not just on harassment but on a number of other topics as well. For harassment, we can offer a separate course for employees and another more in
depth course for supervisors. The training is delivered on a per seat basis and can be offered as a one time class or on a continual/ ongoing basis as you hire new employees. If you would like more
information please reach out to me at karlie.hinman@sikich.com.
-----------------------------Karlie Hinman
HR Consultant
Sikich LLP
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-05-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sexual Harassment training video
_
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â€‹â€‹
Can anyone recommend a sexual harassment training video?

top
403.

previous next
Re: Sexual Harassment training video
Reply to Group

Reply to Sender

Apr 11, 2018 11:35 AM
Morgan Theriot
I've used an online tool from HRTrain in the past to assist with this training.
-----------------------------Morgan Theriot SHRM-CP
Human Resources Consultant
Silver Spring
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-05-2018 15:34
From: Anonymous
Subject: Sexual Harassment training video
_
â€‹â€‹
Can anyone recommend a sexual harassment training video?

top
404.

previous next
Re: Interview Questions
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:00 PM
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Reply to Sender

Brandon Farrar
The challenge is every interview we have is customized to the position itself. We work directly with the organization researching their best employees attitudes, beliefs and behaviors. Through this
process we develop a set of Themes and Attributes that each of these people have to develop the "perfect person" for the role. We then develop questions for the screening process and the in-depth
interview process. Screening is attempting to see if people can recognize the qualities of the individual. The in-depth pulls out if they are able to think and act like the very best already within the
organization. Some of the Themes are areas like Positively Relating, Mission Focusing, Performance Drive, Results Focusing, Multiplying Impact, etc. As a manager, everyone uses the same
interview and has the same criteria to look for. It eliminates a good portion of subjectivity allowing the organization to "justify" why they hired someone. We have discovered that it is very difficult
for people to fake their way through this process. We are looking for what a person DOES and most often people answer with what they THINK or SHOULD do. We listen for concept versus action.
Care to give an example of this? It's great that you and your company has interviewing all figured out, but you didn't provide anything that OP can use.Are you referring to presenting
candidates with various job specific scenarios/dilemmas (in lieu of asking for examples of past experiences handling those)? We do that too, but still, it isn't too hard for sophisticated
candidates to BS their way through those. The right answer to any dilemma typically boils down to "I'd try to achieve both conflicting goals at the same time"... even though in reality an
individual will tend to er more toward one side or the other when goals conflict. In other words, what someone says they'll do, and what they'll actually do, may not be the same.
Anonymous, 04-05-2018 10:06

One of our clients for a sales role went from 20% successful hiring to 90% successful hiring where new people were hitting quota within their first year (unheard of prior in this organization).
-----------------------------Brandon Farrar
Lincoln
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 04-05-2018 10:06
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview Questions
_

Then we develop an in-depth interview based on the exact same attributes the person was screened in on but doesn't require a person to have had specific experience to answer the questions.
Aligned like they are and given specific criteria the interviewer is looking for to give credit, we are able to provide an accurate picture of how a person will act within the assigned role.
-- Brandon Farrar

Care to give an example of this? It's great that you and your company has interviewing all figured out, but you didn't provide anything that OP can use.
Are you referring to presenting candidates with various job specific scenarios/dilemmas (in lieu of asking for examples of past experiences handling those)? We do that too, but still, it isn't too hard
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for sophisticated candidates to BS their way through those. The right answer to any dilemma typically boils down to "I'd try to achieve both conflicting goals at the same time"... even though in
reality an individual will tend to er more toward one side or the other when goals conflict. In other words, what someone says they'll do, and what they'll actually do, may not be the same.
Original Message:
Sent: 04-04-2018 10:35
From: Anonymous
Subject: Interview Questions
_
We have 8 requirements listed in our job description. A couple of these are: has a strong work ethic, great attention to detail, and takes direction well. I screen the candidate, then 6 others interview
one-on-one (including the owners). Everyone enjoys asking their own questions, I don't want to write them out. However, when we discuss the candidate it is clear they are not asking questions that
relate to the requirements and I am ofter struggling to check off if they meet these or not.
Does anyone know where I can find interview questions for requirements? I know I can google them individually but wasn't sure if there was something better. I would love to see a list of questions
for "takes direction well", etc. so I can touch upon this in the next candidate meeting.
Also, should I ask for each of them to ask at least X amount of questions for the requirements and the rest can be what they wish to find out strengths and if they would be a good cultural fit?

The reason I ask is that a manager just sent me what her thoughts were on a candidate, and it did not touch upon any of our requirements. It was just what she thought of him as a person.

Thanks!

top
405.

previous next
Re: HRIS Systems
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 1:16 PM
Lena Smith

Have you looked at Paylocity? I am an HR/Payroll of one for 167 employees and we use Paylocity Web Time and Web Pay. It works fantastic.
-----------------------------Lena Smith
Human Resource Manager
Print NW
Lakewood WA
-----------------------------Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
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Reply to Sender

------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS Systems
_
Hi guys, my company has almost 200 employees. We are currently looking for a new HRIS and Payroll system (preferably all-in-one). ADP, Namely, EPAY systems, Payroll Network, Kronos, and
Ultipro are all out for us. We are still looking into Paychex and BambooHR. We would love BambooHR, but they don't have a time keeping system. Could anyone provide other systems or pro's and
con's of Paychex and BambooHR?

top
406.

previous
Re: HRIS Systems
Reply to Group
Apr 10, 2018 2:49 PM
Anonymous

_
Stay away from Paychex. It is absolutely the worst. ADP isn't much better either.
We use eStratex for our HRIS and it has worked out well for us. Our payroll is extremely complex and they're able to handle it across multiple locations.
Timekeeping also integrates well with PTO and payroll.
Reply to Group Online View Thread Recommend Forward Flag as Inappropriate
------------------------------------------Original Message:
Sent: 02-15-2018 11:07
From: Anonymous
Subject: HRIS Systems
_
Hi guys, my company has almost 200 employees. We are currently looking for a new HRIS and Payroll system (preferably all-in-one). ADP, Namely, EPAY systems, Payroll Network, Kronos, and
Ultipro are all out for us. We are still looking into Paychex and BambooHR. We would love BambooHR, but they don't have a time keeping system. Could anyone provide other systems or pro's and
con's of Paychex and BambooHR?
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You are subscribed to "General HR" as therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. To change your subscriptions, go to My Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to
Unsubscribe.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Juhree Cope" <Juhree.Cope@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 29 Jan 2018 08:31:21 -0700 (MST)
GO BOND PO - ABDO
"Lorie Mitchell" <Lorie.Mitchell@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Copy of CARLSBAD MONTERRERY ABDO SPRING FOR PO.xlsm (9.51 MB) CMS LIbraries Purchase Order Request - ABDO GO BOND 2018.xlsx (17.29k)

Thank You!!
Juhree
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Julie Klein" <Julie.Klein@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 08:29:28 -0700 (MST)
GO BOND with ABDO
"Lorie Mitchell" <Lorie.Mitchell@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:ABDO FEB 18 (003).xlsm (9.1 MB) CMS LIbraries Purchase Order Request - ABDOsp18.xlsx (18.97k)

Good morning Lorie,
I have tried my best to fill out the form. I couldn’t get the x next to GO Bond and tried to put the total in but went wacko on me. So instead of messing that one up…Here is what I could get. Slowly
but surely I am going to get all this again. Thanks!

Julie Klein
Sunset Elementary Library
julie.klein@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Julie Klein" <Julie.Klein@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 27 Feb 2018 11:58:30 -0700 (MST)
go bonds...
"Lorie Mitchell" <Lorie.Mitchell@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CMS LIbraries Purchase Order Request - ABDOsp18.xlsx (18.99k) ABDO FEB 18 (003).xlsm (9.1 MB)

Good afternoon Lorie,
I sent the Capstone Go Bond into Cathy. You do have the ABDO one also right? Here it is again in case. I still can’t get editing to let me put the x in front of Go Bond. I did put the total in at the top
and didn’t see it at the final cost. Only this one left. Thanks.
Julie

Julie Klein
Sunset Elementary Library
julie.klein@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Donna Johns" <Donna.Johns@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Wed, 10 Jan 2018 11:43:56 -0700 (MST)
government exam
"Jaime Berdoza" <Jaime.Berdoza@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Stephen Parr" <Stephen.Parr@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Government Semester Exam.doc (103.32k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"MeriTalk" <newsletter@meritalk.com>
Wed, 28 Mar 2018 08:31:42 -0600 (MDT)
Government Responds to Russian Infrastructure Attacks | 5G and Rural Internet Access and more...
<daniel.olivas@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Read All About IT
MARCH 28, 2018
FORWARD TO A FRIEND

CYBERSECURITY

Department of Defense Ramps Up Defenses
Against Russian Infrastructure Attacks
The Department of Homeland Security’s rare public alert last week about a large-scale
Russian cyber campaign targeting U.S. infrastructure raised a piercing alarm about
vulnerabilities in the nation’s power grid, and underscored what officials have meant when
talking about the need for a whole-of-government and whole-of-nation approach to cyber
defense.
READ MORE
BROADBAND ACCESS

Is 5G the Magic Bullet for Rural Internet
Access?
The Senate Subcommittee on Communications, Technology, Innovation, and the Internet
took a deep dive look at the future of broadband in the United States during a recent
hearing. 5G, the latest and greatest in wireless technology, is the cream of the
crop–providing faster and more reliable connections on devices than ever before. The
downside? 5G requires different hardware installation to deliver that level of speed and
reliability, putting it out of reach for some underserved, rural communities.
READ MORE

ELECTION SECURITY

Should States Call in the Guard to Combat
Election Hacking? In times of emergency, state governors have regularly
called in the National Guard, for reasons such as assisting the recovery after natural
disasters like Hurricane Katrina in 2005 or to suppress protests in Ferguson, Mo., in 2014.
If voting systems are under siege, should they do the same?
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READ MORE
EVENT

Phishing in a Mobile World: Staying Ahead of
Federal Cyber Threats
Join MeriTalk on Wednesday, April 11 from 8–10 a.m. at the City Club of Washington for
a government-only roundtable discussion on mobile security. Attend to get the inside
scoop on ways Federal agencies can prioritize mobile security in cyber defense plans,
methods to combat future phishing attacks, and much more.
REGISTER

CONNECT WITH MERITALK STATE & LOCAL
MeriTalk, P.O. Box 1356, Alexandria, VA 22313
page 2 of 3
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(703) 634-9525 | Info@meritalk.com

CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR PRIVACY POLICY.
THE EMAIL ADDRESS FOR YOU IS DANIEL.OLIVAS@CARLSBAD.K12.NM.US
IF YOU NO LONGER WISH TO RECEIVE EMAIL COMMUNICATION FROM MERITALK YOU MAY MANAGE YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS
HERE.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"MeriTalk" <newsletter@meritalk.com>
Wed, 28 Mar 2018 08:31:57 -0600 (MDT)
Government Responds to Russian Infrastructure Attacks | 5G and Rural Internet Access and more...
<wayne.steffan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Read All About IT
MARCH 28, 2018
FORWARD TO A FRIEND

CYBERSECURITY

Department of Defense Ramps Up Defenses
Against Russian Infrastructure Attacks
The Department of Homeland Security’s rare public alert last week about a large-scale
Russian cyber campaign targeting U.S. infrastructure raised a piercing alarm about
vulnerabilities in the nation’s power grid, and underscored what officials have meant when
talking about the need for a whole-of-government and whole-of-nation approach to cyber
defense.
READ MORE
BROADBAND ACCESS

Is 5G the Magic Bullet for Rural Internet
Access?
The Senate Subcommittee on Communications, Technology, Innovation, and the Internet
took a deep dive look at the future of broadband in the United States during a recent
hearing. 5G, the latest and greatest in wireless technology, is the cream of the
crop–providing faster and more reliable connections on devices than ever before. The
downside? 5G requires different hardware installation to deliver that level of speed and
reliability, putting it out of reach for some underserved, rural communities.
READ MORE

ELECTION SECURITY

Should States Call in the Guard to Combat
Election Hacking? In times of emergency, state governors have regularly
called in the National Guard, for reasons such as assisting the recovery after natural
disasters like Hurricane Katrina in 2005 or to suppress protests in Ferguson, Mo., in 2014.
If voting systems are under siege, should they do the same?
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READ MORE
EVENT

Phishing in a Mobile World: Staying Ahead of
Federal Cyber Threats
Join MeriTalk on Wednesday, April 11 from 8–10 a.m. at the City Club of Washington for
a government-only roundtable discussion on mobile security. Attend to get the inside
scoop on ways Federal agencies can prioritize mobile security in cyber defense plans,
methods to combat future phishing attacks, and much more.
REGISTER

CONNECT WITH MERITALK STATE & LOCAL
MeriTalk, P.O. Box 1356, Alexandria, VA 22313
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(703) 634-9525 | Info@meritalk.com

CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR PRIVACY POLICY.
THE EMAIL ADDRESS FOR YOU IS WAYNE.STEFFAN@CARLSBAD.K12.NM.US
IF YOU NO LONGER WISH TO RECEIVE EMAIL COMMUNICATION FROM MERITALK YOU MAY MANAGE YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS
HERE.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"DALE FULLERTON" <dale.fullerton@clovis-schools.org>
Thu, 18 Jan 2018 09:26:18 -0700 (MST)
Handbook
"James Johns" <james.johns@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:District 4-6A Handbook.docx (134.21k)

James,
I am attaching Handbook.
Did you make it home ok?
df
-Dale Fullerton, CAA

Boys Golf Coach
Clovis Municipal Schools
575-769-4350 Ext. 1024
dale.fullerton@clovis-schools.org

Disclaimer: Privileged/confidential information may be contained in this message and may be subject to legal privilege. Access to this email by anyone other than the intended is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient (or responsible for
delivery of this message to such person), you may not use, copy, distribute, or deliver this message to anyone this message (or any part of its contents) or take any action in reliance on it. In such case, you should destroy this message immediately.
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From: "Walmart Giveaway" <walmart.giveaway@dixieimport.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 3 Jan 2018 12:16:00 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Happy-New-Year From Walmart ($100 inside)
To: <jaime.berdoza@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Congratulations Jaime.berdoza!
Ring in 2018 with this exclusive reward from Walmart.You have
been selected to receive this bonus of$100 to spend at
Walmart.

Unlock Your Walmart Card

There is no doubt that this is the easiest and fastest way you'll
earn one hundred bucks today. And you can spend it online or
in-store at the place that has everything.

So what on earth are you waiting for?

Take The Survey
page 1 of 2
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would be riots, protests, contestant & entire black community saying the show is racist, etc etc etc.
this is one of my favorite jeopardy episode next question, "the acronym nwa stands for this. be
careful here contestants." bull on that one. they did that on purpose.
in nyc. honestly, the fact that so much of the transit is automobile centered should be a plus. the
lack of sensible biking options is probably a big con, though. it is different because that commute
in detroit leads to a
when waking up are extremely common, especially in children. nothing to be concerned about.
sometimes my skin aches. not sure why. it doesn't happen often but when
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Capstone" <noreply@capstonepub.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 10:11:28 -0600 (MDT)
Help students understand protests
<roxy.espinoza@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Examining social movements: then & now.

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

"A dynamic, well-rounded resource that's widely
informative and encourages critical thinking."
- Booklist Starred Review
Students are interested in using their voice and advocating for causes that matter to them. The
context of past protest movements can help shape their sense of civic engagement.
The 1960s brought about some of America's biggest social movements: Civil Rights,
Environment, Protest, and Women's Rights. These books examine each of the movements,
discussing the main concerns of the origins, and how those have evolved since. Students will
learn what's changed for the better, what might be worse, and where we go from here.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Capstone" <noreply@capstonepub.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 10:11:40 -0600 (MDT)
Help students understand protests
<allison.hervol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Examining social movements: then & now.

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

"A dynamic, well-rounded resource that's widely
informative and encourages critical thinking."
- Booklist Starred Review
Students are interested in using their voice and advocating for causes that matter to them. The
context of past protest movements can help shape their sense of civic engagement.
The 1960s brought about some of America's biggest social movements: Civil Rights,
Environment, Protest, and Women's Rights. These books examine each of the movements,
discussing the main concerns of the origins, and how those have evolved since. Students will
learn what's changed for the better, what might be worse, and where we go from here.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Capstone" <noreply@capstonepub.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 10:13:46 -0600 (MDT)
Help students understand protests
<sandra.saenz@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Examining social movements: then & now.

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

"A dynamic, well-rounded resource that's widely
informative and encourages critical thinking."
- Booklist Starred Review
Students are interested in using their voice and advocating for causes that matter to them. The
context of past protest movements can help shape their sense of civic engagement.
The 1960s brought about some of America's biggest social movements: Civil Rights,
Environment, Protest, and Women's Rights. These books examine each of the movements,
discussing the main concerns of the origins, and how those have evolved since. Students will
learn what's changed for the better, what might be worse, and where we go from here.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Capstone" <noreply@capstonepub.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 10:12:10 -0600 (MDT)
Help students understand protests
<kelli.barta@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Examining social movements: then & now.

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

"A dynamic, well-rounded resource that's widely
informative and encourages critical thinking."
- Booklist Starred Review
Students are interested in using their voice and advocating for causes that matter to them. The
context of past protest movements can help shape their sense of civic engagement.
The 1960s brought about some of America's biggest social movements: Civil Rights,
Environment, Protest, and Women's Rights. These books examine each of the movements,
discussing the main concerns of the origins, and how those have evolved since. Students will
learn what's changed for the better, what might be worse, and where we go from here.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Capstone" <noreply@capstonepub.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 10:10:31 -0600 (MDT)
Help students understand protests
<rosemary.carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Examining social movements: then & now.

Email not displaying correctly?
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"A dynamic, well-rounded resource that's widely
informative and encourages critical thinking."
- Booklist Starred Review
Students are interested in using their voice and advocating for causes that matter to them. The
context of past protest movements can help shape their sense of civic engagement.
The 1960s brought about some of America's biggest social movements: Civil Rights,
Environment, Protest, and Women's Rights. These books examine each of the movements,
discussing the main concerns of the origins, and how those have evolved since. Students will
learn what's changed for the better, what might be worse, and where we go from here.
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"Capstone" <noreply@capstonepub.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 10:08:08 -0600 (MDT)
Help students understand protests
<deborah.beard@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Examining social movements: then & now.
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"A dynamic, well-rounded resource that's widely
informative and encourages critical thinking."
- Booklist Starred Review
Students are interested in using their voice and advocating for causes that matter to them. The
context of past protest movements can help shape their sense of civic engagement.
The 1960s brought about some of America's biggest social movements: Civil Rights,
Environment, Protest, and Women's Rights. These books examine each of the movements,
discussing the main concerns of the origins, and how those have evolved since. Students will
learn what's changed for the better, what might be worse, and where we go from here.
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To:

"Capstone" <noreply@capstonepub.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 10:13:05 -0600 (MDT)
Help students understand protests
<socorro.nava@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Examining social movements: then & now.

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

"A dynamic, well-rounded resource that's widely
informative and encourages critical thinking."
- Booklist Starred Review
Students are interested in using their voice and advocating for causes that matter to them. The
context of past protest movements can help shape their sense of civic engagement.
The 1960s brought about some of America's biggest social movements: Civil Rights,
Environment, Protest, and Women's Rights. These books examine each of the movements,
discussing the main concerns of the origins, and how those have evolved since. Students will
learn what's changed for the better, what might be worse, and where we go from here.
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Sent Date:
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To:

"Capstone" <noreply@capstonepub.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 10:10:16 -0600 (MDT)
Help students understand protests
<denice.peterson@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Examining social movements: then & now.
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"A dynamic, well-rounded resource that's widely
informative and encourages critical thinking."
- Booklist Starred Review
Students are interested in using their voice and advocating for causes that matter to them. The
context of past protest movements can help shape their sense of civic engagement.
The 1960s brought about some of America's biggest social movements: Civil Rights,
Environment, Protest, and Women's Rights. These books examine each of the movements,
discussing the main concerns of the origins, and how those have evolved since. Students will
learn what's changed for the better, what might be worse, and where we go from here.
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To:

"Capstone" <noreply@capstonepub.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 10:13:29 -0600 (MDT)
Help students understand protests
<lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Examining social movements: then & now.
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"A dynamic, well-rounded resource that's widely
informative and encourages critical thinking."
- Booklist Starred Review
Students are interested in using their voice and advocating for causes that matter to them. The
context of past protest movements can help shape their sense of civic engagement.
The 1960s brought about some of America's biggest social movements: Civil Rights,
Environment, Protest, and Women's Rights. These books examine each of the movements,
discussing the main concerns of the origins, and how those have evolved since. Students will
learn what's changed for the better, what might be worse, and where we go from here.
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Sent Date:
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To:

"Capstone" <noreply@capstonepub.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 10:08:29 -0600 (MDT)
Help students understand protests
<april.chairez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Examining social movements: then & now.
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"A dynamic, well-rounded resource that's widely
informative and encourages critical thinking."
- Booklist Starred Review
Students are interested in using their voice and advocating for causes that matter to them. The
context of past protest movements can help shape their sense of civic engagement.
The 1960s brought about some of America's biggest social movements: Civil Rights,
Environment, Protest, and Women's Rights. These books examine each of the movements,
discussing the main concerns of the origins, and how those have evolved since. Students will
learn what's changed for the better, what might be worse, and where we go from here.
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From: "Allianz Global Assistance" <donotreplypolicy@allianzassistance.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 27 Mar 2018 18:41:41 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Here is your new travel insurance policy (ref:AMR00026821832)
To: <MARK.HAMEL@CARLSBAD.K12.NM.US>

Attachments:policy_information.pdf (690.35k)

Official policy document attached.

How can we help?

Thanks for choosing
Allianz Global Assistance
Here's your important policy information.
Hi MARK,
Thanks for protecting your upcoming travel plans
with us. More than 35 million U.S. customers trust
Allianz Global Assistance each year — so travel
confidently knowing you're in good company.

About your new policy
Policy:
Trip Protector

We've attached your policy document to this
email as a PDF, which includes your Letter of
Confirmation or Declaration of Coverage and

Policy No.:
AMR00026821832

Certificate of Insurance/Policy.

Purchase date:
March 27, 2018

Please check out our FAQs or contact us if you
have any questions. We're also here to help if your
travel plans change and you need to update your

Effective date:
March 28, 2018

policy or add coverage.
Thanks again for protecting your trip with us, and
don't forget to download your free TravelSmart
app to manage your policy on the go, find local
emergency services wherever you are, and
much more.
page 1 of 3
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Travel dates:
July 29, 2018–August 4,
2018

Manage My Policy

Take Us With You
Don't forget to pack your
TravelSmart app — it's the
easiest way to get help
while you're away.
Get TravelSmart

Join Our Community

Contact Us Anytime

Like us on Facebook to check out our travel tips, guides to
popular destinations, and more.

If you need travel or medical assistance on
your trip, our team is here for you 24/7.

Get Social
Contact Us

Please do not reply to this automated
message. Need to get in touch?
Contact us today.
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Allianz Global Assistance
9950 Mayland Drive, Richmond, Virginia
23233

Terms, conditions, and exclusions apply.
Insurance benefits underwritten by BCS Insurance Company, Jefferson Insurance Company or Nationwide Mutual
Insurance Company and Affiliated Companies, depending on insured's state of residence and plan type. Plan(s) may
not be available to residents of all states. Allianz Global Assistance and Allianz Travel Insurance are brands of AGA
Service Company. AGA Service Company is the licensed producer and administrator of these plans and an affiliate of
Jefferson Insurance Company. The insured shall not receive any special benefit or advantage due to the affiliation
between AGA Service Company and Jefferson Insurance Company. Non-insurance benefits/products are provided and
serviced by AGA Service Company. Contact AGA Service Company at 1â€‘
800â€‘
284â€‘
8300 or 9950 Mayland Drive,
Richmond, VA 23233 or customerservice @ allianzassistance. com. © 2016 AGA Service Company. We respect
your privacy. We never sell your personal information to third parties or use it for any purpose other than as we
describe in our privacy policy.
142798-1
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Robi Hess" <Robi.Hess@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 16 Mar 2018 17:41:09 -0600 (MDT)
Hess Completed Class Materials (Teaching American Revolution)
"submit@advancementcourses.com" <submit@advancementcourses.com>

Attachments:Teaching the American Revolution_P_FCP (1).pdf (2.05 MB)

Here are is my completed document for Teaching the American Revolution. Thanks in advance for your time. Have a great weekend.
Blessings,
Rob Hess
928-221-9947
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Smith, Lindsay (Inside Sales)" <Lindsay.Smith@cengage.com>
Tue, 27 Feb 2018 15:01:29 -0700 (MST)
Hi Lorie!
"lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us" <lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:image001.jpg (2.78k) 2018 GVRL Gale New Releases.xlsx (5.24 MB)

Hi Lorie!
I hope this email finds you well, it’s been a while since we connected.
I’ve been waiting to hear about the kitten your daughter got for Christmas?
Are you working on any orders between now and next month? We have the following new Gale GVRL and print titles and year end specials going on:
Ignition Science just released last Friday and has embedded videos and teacher tools included – this title looks more like a textbook than an encyclopedia. The following titles will be released
next month and all will have embedded videos and teachers tools!
1.
Ignition Science
2.
Animal Rights & Welfare (includes volumes on Farm Animals, Lab Animals, Big Game Hunting, Pets, & Zoos and Aquariums) available in March
3.
Unlocking Current Issues (includes volumes on Bullying, Transgender Life, Guns in America, Immigration in America, Race and the Law) available in March
4.
Genetics available in March
SNEAK PEEK VIDEO! I created this 2 minute video about the embedded videos: https://www.screencast.com/t/Jl5mRBJihZO
The end of our fiscal year is next month and the following special offers available through 3/25/18:
Britannica Learning titles are 30% off now through 3/25/18
Purchase 5 GVRL Foundation Classics and get 75% off! These are our most used Gale eBooks -– title list attached
Make a GVRL purchase and get a free eBook from a list of titles (I can send it to you)
Subscribe to a new database and get a 15 month subscription for 12 month price for 1st year
$50 annual hosting fee applies if this is your first GVRL order
I look forward to hearing from you and hope you can take advantage of these offer, let me know if you’d like to connect via phone, a trial or a quote.
Thanks!
Lindsay
Remember: Gale Before Google!
Lindsay Smith
K12 Sr. Educational Sales Consultant/ Gale
Gale Cengage Learning
27500 Drake Road, Farmington Hills, MI 48336
1-800-877-4253 x18374
Lindsay.smith@cengage.com
Engaged with you

I

www.gale.com I www.cengage.com

@Lindsay3976

Something to think about: “A university is just a group of buildings gathered around a library,” Shelby Foote. Is your school a group of buildings gathered around the library? How important your school library
to the overall function of your institution? How can your library be even more impactful? http://www.slj.com/2018/01/opinion/advocate-this-not-that/#_

Gale resources are known to help with:
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Learning outcomes
College readiness
Grades and saving time
Novels for Students had over 100,000 retrievals for the 2016/17 school year! NFS is a guide for teachers and students that provides literary content, biographies, criticism, media adaptions, plot
analysis, characters, classroom activities and much more for the most studied K12 novels, this series can be helpful to all students!
Click here to view our 2017 Catalog
calendly.com/lindsay-smith
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Wed, 7 Mar 2018 05:28:06 -0700 (MST)
House To Debate School Safety Bill Next Week
<david.shoup@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning David Shoup

March 7, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
House To Debate School Safety Bill Next Week.
House Majority Leader McCarthy said Tuesday that the House will debate legislation next week “aimed at preventing
violence at schools,” Reuters (3/6) reports. McCarthy “did not outline any other bills the chamber might consider that
are urged by gun control groups, such as raising the minimum age for buying semi-automatic rifles or banning them
altogether.” House Minority Whip Hoyer “said the House floor should be opened to a wide-ranging debate on gun
measures,” and argued that alongside the school safety bill, “We ought to put additional protections, not just for
students, but people in theaters, nightclubs, shopping malls and churches alike.” In addition, Hoyer “called for votes
on assault weapon restrictions, broader gun-sale background checks and banning ‘bump stocks.’”
Kathleen Parker writes in the Washington Post (3/6, Parker) that in the wake of the Florida school shooting, state
legislators “cobbled together a bill that likely wouldn’t do much good.” Parker details what she views as problems
with the measure and notes that “in Washington, everyone passes through some level of security during the course
of a day. Such is life in a target zone.” Parker argues that “schools should be treated as target zones, too, and
security starts at the door.” The AP (3/6, Daly) also covers this story.
Alexander Calls For ESSA Amendments For School Counselors, Safety Technology. Education
Week (3/6) reports Senate HELP Chairman Lamar Alexander said Tuesday he “wants to change the main federal
education law to allow schools to hire more counselors, make infrastructure improvements, and fund violenceprevention programs.” Alexander’s School Safety and Mental Health Service Improvement Act “would change Title
IV, which gets $400 billion in the fiscal 2018 federal budget, in order to let schools pay for new safety technology,
‘physical security,’ and training school personnel to help them recognize and defuse threats of violence. And his
proposal would also change Title II to make it easier for the $2 billion program for educator professional development
to fund school counselors. Both Title II and Title IV are part of the Every Student Succeeds Act—Title IV was created
when ESSA became law in 2015.”
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POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Under Pressure To End Obama’s School Discipline Directive.
The Washington Times (3/6, Richardson) reports there is increasing pressure on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos to
end “the Obama administration’s lenient school-discipline directive, which critics say backfired tragically with last
month’s high school shooting in Parkland, Florida.” The policies, which were “embraced at the outset by the
Broward County Public Schools, have been blamed for allowing shooting suspect Nikolas Cruz to avoid being
arrested or taken into custody despite committing offenses such as assault and carrying bullets to Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School.” In a letter to DeVos Monday, Sen. Marco Rubio wrote, “The overarching goals of the 2014
directive to mitigate the school-to-prison pipeline, reduce suspensions and expulsions, and to prevent racially biased
discipline are laudable and should be explored. ... However, any policy seeking to achieve these goals requires basic
common sense and an understanding that failure to report troubled students, like Cruz, to law enforcement can have
dangerous repercussions.” U.S. News & World Report (3/6) also covers this story.

Banks Urges School Choice For Military Families.
In an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal (3/6, Subscription Publication), Rep. Jim Banks makes a case for the
Education Savings Accounts for Military Families Act, legislation he will introduce Wednesday would allow militarydependent children to use funds allocated to the Federal Impact Aid program to pay for private-school tuition, among
other educational expenses. Banks writes that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and several members of Congress
support the idea.

DeVos CCSSO Comments Counter States’ ESSA Plan PR Campaign.
Education Week (3/6) reports that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ criticism of states’ ESSA plans at a
conference of the Council of Chief State Schools Officers on Monday came “on the heels of education think tanks
that have described the plans in terms such as ‘ineffective,’ and ‘uninteresting,’ as well as a chorus of civil rights
groups that have blasted the plans for failing to set a strict framework to assure progress for minority students, those
with disabilities, and English-learners.” States have pushed back with a “sleek public relations campaign to highlight
some of the innovation tucked into states’ plans.” However, DeVos “seemed to scoff at the PR effort in her speech
to the CCSSO on Monday. ‘Even the best plan is short on the meaningful solutions that the law encourages,’ she
said to a visibly stunned audience. ‘Even the best plan doesn’t take full advantage of the law’s built-in flexibility.
And launching a PR push to defend these plans doesn’t change that. It misses the point.’”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Teachers End Strike, Other States Could Strike.
ABC World News Tonight (3/6, story 12, 0:10, Muir) reported that “cheers rang at the state capital” in West Virginia
on Tuesday after “lawmakers agreed to a five percent raise for teachers and all state employees.” The state’s
page 2 of 10
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teachers are now ending “their nine-day walkout.”
The CBS Evening News (3/6, story 8, 0:45, Glor) reported, “Most public schools will be open in West Virginia
tomorrow.” CBS’ Meg Oliver said the deal includes a pay increase “for all state employees, not just striking
teachers,” and added “this strike has motivated other teachers across the country to follow suit. Oklahoma teachers
could strike as early as next month.” On NBC Nightly News’ (3/6, story 6, 1:45, Holt), Ron Allen said, “It’s being
called the biggest pay raise ever in West Virginia, five percent.”
The Washington Post (3/6, Larimer) reports Gov. Jim Justice “proclaimed a new day for education in his state,”
quoting him saying, “We will move forward. No more looking back. West Virginia renews its investment in education
and our precious children today.” The Post reports the deal ends “a nine-day strike by educators that swept across
all of West Virginia’s 55 counties and left more than 277,000 public-school students out of school. Teachers — and
all state workers — would get a 5 percent raise.” Districts immediately announced plans to reopen schools, and
American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “described a sense of relief and joy.”
The AP (3/6) reports legislators will seek to pay for the raise by cutting “state spending by $20 million, taking
funds from general services and Medicaid, Senate Finance Committee Chairman Craig Blair said.” In a subsequent
article, the AP (3/6) reports “lawmakers acted swiftly Tuesday after Gov. Jim Justice and Republican leaders
tentatively agreed to end the state’s nine-day teachers’ walkout by giving 5 percent raises not just to teachers, but to
all state workers.” Both chambers voted unanimously to pass the bill.
Bloomberg News (3/6, Eidelson) reports the “fury among low-paid teachers that triggered a wildcat teachers’
strike in West Virginia...may be spreading.” The piece notes that the Oklahoma Education Association “said it will
shut down schools within months if its demands aren’t met, and some teachers said they may strike even if a deal is
reached.” According to Heidi Shierholz, “who served as chief economist for the US Department of Labor during the
Obama administration,” teachers across the country “are benefiting from a tailwind these days thanks to a tightening
private-sector labor market, which brings stronger state revenue as well as alternative job opportunities.” CNN (3/6)
also covers this story.

Tulsa School District Leaders Support Statewide Teachers Strike.
The Washington Post (3/6, Strauss) reports a coalition of Oklahoma teachers, union and school district leaders, and
activists have been organizing a public teacher strike “to push for better classroom conditions and higher pay.”
Notably, the Tulsa schools superintendent and the presidents of the School board and the PTA council “joined the
heads of the teachers union to pledge support for a Tulsa Board of Education resolution that supports ‘any steps
necessary to improve conditions for our teachers — including a districtwide suspension of classes.”

Arizona Teachers Plan Wednesday Protest Over Low Pay.
The Arizona Republic (3/6) reports thousands of public school teachers and their supporters in Arizona, emboldened
“by the efforts of the West Virginia teachers who started a nine-day strike across all 55 of the state’s school districts,
” are planning “to wear red to work Wednesday in protest of the low pay they say has exacerbated the state’s critical
shortage of qualified teachers.” Meanwhile, music teacher Noah Karvelis, one of the protest organizers, “created a
closed Facebook group over the weekend called Arizona Teachers United to mobilize teachers’ support for the
protest.” As of Tuesday evening, more than 11,000 people joined the group. The Republic notes that last year, the
state legislature approved a one percent pay increase and “an infusion of cash from a ballot measure.” Still, “many
teachers have been unsatisfied by the state’s efforts and have said they don’t do enough to address the flood of
qualified educators leaving Arizona’s classrooms.”
The AP (3/6) reports Arizona Education Association president Joe Thomas “said he’s seen increasing interest
in a teacher strike,” and “suggested to Karvelis recently that a group action like wearing red would be a good way to
gauge teachers’ sentiments and the potential willingness for a statewide job action.” Social studies teacher Dylan
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Wegela, a moderator for Arizona Teachers United, said while teachers are hoping to avoid a strike, “I’m hesitant to
say it’s out of the realm of possibility, but the organization needs to be there and there needs to be support for it.”
The AP notes “Arizona teacher pay is among the lowest in the nation,” and educators “in another low-teacher pay
state, Oklahoma, are also organizing for possible job action.”

Indiana Bill Would Let School Leaders Hire Unlicensed Teachers To Fill Shortages.
The Indianapolis Star (3/6, Herron) reports Indiana lawmakers have proposed using unlicensed teachers to fill public
school classrooms. Public schools can currently only hire teachers who have met the state’s licensing requirements,
which usually requires a “college teacher preparation program, student teaching and licensing exams in content and
pedagogy, the actual practice of teaching.” A Senate bill would “give new flexibility to Indiana’s public schools in
their hiring practices, allowing for schools to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching staff with unlicensed teachers.”
According to the Star, the decision to hire unlicensed teachers would be made by the superintendent and local school
boards.

Working Paper Suggests Prospective Teachers Dissuaded By Evaluation Reforms.
Education Week’s (3/6, Will) “Teacher Beat” blog reports on a working paper that suggested teacher-evaluation
reforms have the “unintended consequence” of dissuading prospective teachers, including “some from selective
universities, an indication that high-quality would-be teachers might be among those being deterred.” The
researchers found “the new teacher labor supply fell more than 20 percent” between 2007 and 2016 – the very same
years during which “states across the country beefed up their teacher-evaluation systems, in part due to incentives
from the Obama administration’s Race to the Top grant competition.” Brown University education and economics
assistant professor Matthew Kraft, a co-author of the paper, said reforms are not meant to dissuade prospective
teachers, but it “looks as if it did have that negative overall effect.” Kraft explained many believe the reforms are
aimed primarily at “dismissing low-performing teachers, and that’s a harsh working environment to enter,” when in
fact “‘very few teachers were dismissed under this system,’ but the perception is still there.”

Supreme Court Hears Oral Arguments In Key Union Fees Case.
In what Education Week (3/7) calls the “latest showdown over public-employee unions,” the Supreme Court on Feb.
26 heard oral arguments in the case Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
Council 31 (AFSCME). The courtroom “was packed,” with Education Secretary Betsy DeVos in attendance. On
behalf of AFSCME, attorney David Frederick defended a 1977 case that authorized “public unions to charge fees for
collective bargaining-related services to those workers who decline to join the union.” Justices Neil Gorsuch and
Clarence Thomas are expected to side with Justices Samuel Alito and Anthony Kennedy, who “aggressively – and at
times angrily – questioned lawyers for the state of Illinois and for AFSCME.” Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. similarly
“made comments sympathetic to the side of Mark Janus.” Meanwhile, Justices Sonia Sotomayor, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Stephen Breyer, and Elena Kagan – the “liberal bloc” – “were just as aggressive in questioning the
lawyers arguing for overruling the 1977 decision.”

Teachers Balance Student Interest, Ethics In “Cyber Hygiene” Curriculum.
Education Week (3/7, Schwartz) reports a growing number of schools are “teaching what is being dubbed ‘cyber
hygiene,’ the basic cybersecurity habits that will keep students safe online at home and on their school networks.”
One district, Louisiana’s Bossier Parish, uses “the CyberPatriot program, a national competition for middle and high
school students run by the Air Force Association,” and “also offers cyber literacy and cyber science electives, taught
with National Integrated Cyber Education Research Center curriculum materials.” Educators are challenged on how
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to “present lessons on cybersecurity habits in ways that engage, rather than overwhelm, students and resonate with
their daily experiences, educators and advocates say.” Teachers also maintain that “there’s a need to remind
students of the ethical choices that come with making decisions about how they use technology.” I-SAFE chief
strategy officer Jonathan King said schools must take security precautions, and anything teachers “can do to help
mitigate irregular use on their infrastructure helps them in the long run.”

Report Shows Decline In Proficiency Among Michigan Third-Graders.
The Detroit Free Press (3/6, Higgins) reports an analysis of Michigan public student achievement by the Education
Trust-Midwest “raises concerns about big declines in proficiency among third-graders — struggles that are impacting
kids across all demographic areas, including higher-income students and white students.” The report compared
Michigan’s performance with 11 states that use a similar standardized exam based on the Common Core Standards.
The findings indicate Michigan saw the largest decline in third-grade English language proficiency for the 11 states
that had annual data from 2014 to 2016. Michigan was also the “only state that saw a decline in third-grade math
from 2014 to 2016.” The Detroit News (3/6) also covers this story.

DC Students Worried About Not Graduating Due To Tightened Attendance Enforcement.
The Washington Post (3/6, A1, Stein) reports in a front-page story that a recent investigation found nearly a third of
graduates from DC’s public schools last year missed too many classes or improperly took makeup classes,
“undermining the validity of hundreds of diplomas.” In response, school administrators “tightened enforcement of
long-ignored attendance rules, meaning seniors with too many absences will not be allowed to graduate.” These
students want city leaders to realize that it is they who “stand to face the steepest consequences over the graduation
scandal and the stricter enforcement of standards for receiving a diploma.”

OPERATIONS
WPost: Transfer Of DC School Chancellor’s Daughter Should Be DC IG’s “Top Priority.”
In an editorial, the Washington Post (3/6) calls it “striking” that former DC Public Schools chancellor Antwan Wilson
claims “that he did nothing wrong when his daughter bypassed the system’s competitive lottery to transfer to one of
the city’s most desirable high schools – even though the transfer violated a rule that Mr. Wilson himself had
promulgated only months before.” The Post adds that Wilson’s claim that DC Mayor Muriel Bowser “knew and had
no objections to plans to transfer his daughter from Duke Ellington School for the Arts, where she was unhappy, must
be investigated.” Noting that Bowser denies the claim, the Post says her “credibility [is] under challenge in an
election year,” and urges DC Inspector General Daniel W. Lucas, who investigating the matter, to give it “top
priority” and “report to the public as expeditiously as possible.”

Superintendent Of NYC Renewal Turnaround Program Leaves For Separate Initiative.
Chalkbeat New York (3/6, Zimmerman) reports Aimee Horowitz, superintendent of New York Mayor Bill de Blasio’s
Renewal turnaround program, has accepted a role in the education department to lead an initiative to support schools
that share the same buildings. Horowitz’s exit means that “incoming chancellor Richard Carranza will get to choose
a permanent leader for the three-year-old Renewal program, according to department officials. The $582 million effort
has given struggling schools additional social services and academic support.”

Puerto Rico Evaluating Mental Health Of Public School Students, Teachers.
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Education Week (3/7, Ujifusa) reports that last month, the Puerto Rico Department of Education “began a formal
needs-assessment of all students from the 3rd grade up, as well as all teachers, to determine which schools have the
most acute need for aid from counselors and social workers in managing trauma triggered by Hurricane Maria.”
Research also suggests that “roughly six months after something like the hurricane, young Puerto Ricans could
experience a wave of new symptoms stemming from Maria’s devastating effects,” such as fear of rain at night to
violent behavior. The department is training “a team of 30 psychologists and other mental-health professionals to go
into those highly affected schools to address the trauma of children and educators.”

School Choice Group To Advise Puerto Rico On Expanding Charters, Vouchers.
Chalkbeat (3/6, Barnum) reports school voucher group EdChoice is preparing to help Puerto Rico officials expand
school choice. EdChoice President Robert Enlow said the request came from Julia Keleher, Puerto Rico’s secretary
of education, and that his group would “provide some technical assistance.” In the wake of Hurricane Maria,
“Keleher and Governor Ricardo Rosselló have proposed closing 300 of its 1,100 traditional public schools. Rosselló
also introduced a bill to Puerto Rico’s legislature that would allow for charter schools and vouchers.” This move was
met with “fierce pushback” from Puerto Rico’s teacher unions and progressive US Senators who oppose “school
privatization” efforts.

DIGITAL LEARNING
Google’s Influence On Modern Classroom Explored.
Education Week’s (3/6, Lynch) “Education Futures: Emerging Trends in K-12” blog reports on ways Google has
“made a lasting effort to take over the modern classroom with its variety and cost efficiency.” Google devices are
less expensive than other manufacturers, offering school districts the cheaper Chromebook instead of more
expensive laptops. Students can also use the Google Docs platform to conveniently share documents. The Google
Admin panel also “allows educators to be more involved in what their students are doing on their Chromebooks.”

Rural Schools Consider Online AP Classes To Boost College Readiness, But Experts Urge
Caution.
The Hechinger Report (3/6, Mader) reports on how online AP classes mixed with in-person learning can help students
in rural parts of the country get access to similar classes as students in more affluent areas. A lack of teachers, right
budgets, and “dwindling enrollment numbers” make it difficult for schools to offer electives offered in many suburban
and urban schools. As a result, rural students “often lag their peers in advances courses, and also in college and
completion.” Moreover, the lack of AP classes “may increase the financial burden on college-bound rural students.”
But as more rural schools turn to virtual programs, “there’s little evidence that online learning is equal to or can
exceed outcomes from traditional in-person instruction,” and dome of the “more time intensive virtual programs have
shown poor outcomes.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Indiana District’s Board Delays Request To Put Additional Funding Referendum On Ballot.
The AP (3/6) reports the Indianapolis Public Schools Board of School Commissioners on Monday pulled a request to
put a proposed tax referendum on the May ballot. If the operating referendum is put before voters and passed in
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November, it “will provide the school district with an additional $65.7 million each year.” A $200 million capital
referendum also seeks to “help build improvements and other capital projects.” The AP notes IPS initially sought to
generate about $936 million in additional taxes over eight years, but it dropped the amount to $725 million in a revised
request submitted last month “amid concerns about the impact on taxes.”

Iowa State Senator Summarizes Recent Actions On Education Funding Measures.
In a piece for the Newton (IA) Daily News (3/5), Iowa state Sen. Amy Sinclair describes education funding bills that
were finalized in the state Senate last week, among other legislative actions. The first bill, House File 2230, would
increase education funding in the next fiscal year by $32 million. The second, an amended version of Senate File 455,
“provides $14 million in new money for schools to dedicate to transportation and funding to educate all our students
fairly, regardless of zip code.” She notes that in a bipartisan 38-12 vote, the state Senate also passed Senate File
2341, which would require “students to pass a civics exam with a score of 60 percent or above in order to graduate
from high school.” While the state remains focused on STEM, Sinclair writes, “it also important students are learning
the history of our country, how government works, and the basics of the United States Constitution.”

Wyoming State Senate Committee Votes On Amended Education Funding Bill.
The Wyoming Tribune Eagle (3/6) reports the Wyoming state Legislature’s “push and pull on K-12 education funding
continued Monday,” with both the state House and state Senate putting “forward their own bills amending K-12
education funding with significant differences in cuts.” House Bill 140 called for “far lower level of reductions – by
around $30 million – in the next three years and attempted to divert savings in a way proponents hoped would ensure
stable funding levels in coming years without raising taxes.” The state Senate’s amended version of the bill, Senate
File 117, failed to gain “the support of the House’s committee as it was voted down 8-1 Friday.” State senators
“essentially returned the favor Monday in the form of an amendment proposed by House Education Committee
Chairman Hank Coe” that ultimately “passed committee 3-2.” Prior to the vote, high school students and “several
adult representatives of K-12 education” warned the committee against additional education funding cuts.
Wyoming Public Radio (3/6) reports state “Speaker of the House Steve Harshman and House Education
Chairman David Northrup were frustrated” with the state Senate Education Committee’s decision to remove the
“innovative school funding amendments” from the bill. Northrup stressed that new revenue is needed for education,
but the amended bill “now probably amounts to a $13 million cut to education funding.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Quinnipiac Poll: Majority Of Americans Oppose Teachers Carrying Guns.
The New York Post (3/6, Fredericks) reports that according to a Quinnipiac University poll, “a majority of American
voters don’t want teachers packing heat in the classroom – but they overwhelmingly support staffing schools with
armed security guards.” The survey “showed that by 58 percent to 40 percent, voters oppose allowing teachers and
school officials to carry guns on school grounds,” but by “82 percent to 14 percent” they support “having armed
security officers in schools.”

WPost Analysis: Student Gun Control Advocate Foreshadows New Generation Of Latino Youth.
The Washington Post (3/1, Morales) reports on the youth protest movement that has emerged in the wake of the
Florida school shooting, calling it “the strongest voice for changing laws about automatic assault weapons since the
Columbine massacre of 1999.” The Post says that Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student Emma González,
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who has taken a leadership role in the movement, “stands out as an emblematic challenge to the old ways of CubanAmerican voting preferences in Florida,” and “portends a new generation of Latino youth who have the potential to
be major political players through their ability to straddle different constituencies and mold a coherent message for
change.”

Florida House Debates School Safety Measures.
The AP (3/6, Farrington, Spencer, Fineout) reports the Florida state House on Tuesday debated “a proposal to arm
some teachers and school employees,” noting that the legislation also “would put some restrictions on rifle sales,
provide new mental health programs for schools and improve communication between school districts, law
enforcement and state agencies.” The AP says “students’ anger at the availability of guns, access to weapons by
the mentally ill and school safety spurred lawmakers to act.” A number of Democrats balked at “language from the
bill that would create a program to arm some teachers and school employees who have undergone law enforcement
training.”
The Tallahassee (FL) Democrat (3/6, Call) reports that all told, the chamber spent “nearly seven hours Tuesday
debating a school safety plan that would arm some school employees.” Noting that students from Florida State and
Florida A&M “held a die-in at the Capitol Rotunda to call for stricter gun-control measures,” the paper reports that the
legislation being debated “faces criticism from both sides of the gun-control debate. Those in favor of stricter
measures lament its lack of a ban on semi-automatic weapons, expanded background checks and proposals to close
the gun show loophole on background checks and waiting periods. The National Rifle Association views the proposal
as a do-nothing, unnecessary infringement on Second Amendment rights.”
The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (3/6) reports, “Democratic attempts to eliminate arming of public school staff and
establish a memorial for Pulse nightclub victims were voted down Tuesday, as the Florida House spent hours in an
emotional debate over the $400 million school-safety bill prompted by the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School.” Republicans “rejected an amendment to remove the ‘guardian’ program from the bill to
allow some school employees to carry weapons.”

New Mexico Governor Backs School Security Bill.
The AP (3/6) reports the office of New Mexico Gov. Susana Martinez says she will sign a bill “that would set aside up
to $10 million over four years for bolstering security at schools around New Mexico.” The funding “would go to
projects such as perimeter fencing, intercom systems and restricting campus access.”

South Carolina Law Enforcement Chief Rejects Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/6) reports South Carolina State Law Enforcement Division Chief Mark Keel, testifying before a state Senate
panel on Tuesday, said “arming the state’s teachers ‘is not the answer’ to making schools safer.” Keel said “he
feels teachers should be focused on teaching, not weapons training. Keel also says he feels the presence of school
resource officers is the best way to keep students safe.”

Alabama Governor Announces School Security Task Force.
The AP (3/6) reports Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey “announced Tuesday that she is creating a school safety council to
make recommendations on securing schools.” Ivey said the panel “will seek to make sure that schools have an
updated security response plan and training as well as plans for sharing information about potential threats.”

Minnesota Legislature Moving Toward Adopting School Safety Measures.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (3/6) reports on rising momentum in the Minnesota legislature “for changes to school
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safety and gun laws in the wake of the Feb. 14 shooting at a Florida high school that left 17 dead.” Gov. Mark Dayton
(D), who said last week, “I’m willing to consider anything and everything,” is to release a school safety plan on
Wednesday. On Tuesday, a state House panel discussed legislation “that would allow schools to use for the first time
a routine maintenance fund for safety upgrades, including secure entrances, security cameras and communications
devices.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Education Week Package Explores “Teaching Vulnerable Students.”
Education Week (3/7) runs a special package of stories titled “Teaching Vulnerable Students” that explores policies
regarding “fragile student populations, their needs, and the challenges educators face in engaging them in learning.”
Topics include effectively teaching incarcerated students (3/7), challenges keeping undocumented students engaged
(3/7), helping homeless students with disabilities (3/7), and teaching gifted students in foster care (3/7).

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVos Pushes State Schools Chiefs To Improve Innovation, Better Serve Students.
• Lawmakers Call On ED To Investigate Transgender Bathroom Complaints.
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Continues.
• New York Mayor Taps Houston Superintendent After Carvalho Backs Out.
• Wyoming State Legislature At Impasse Over Education Spending.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

March 7, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
House To Debate School Safety Bill Next Week.
House Majority Leader McCarthy said Tuesday that the House will debate legislation next week “aimed at preventing
violence at schools,” Reuters (3/6) reports. McCarthy “did not outline any other bills the chamber might consider that
are urged by gun control groups, such as raising the minimum age for buying semi-automatic rifles or banning them
altogether.” House Minority Whip Hoyer “said the House floor should be opened to a wide-ranging debate on gun
measures,” and argued that alongside the school safety bill, “We ought to put additional protections, not just for
students, but people in theaters, nightclubs, shopping malls and churches alike.” In addition, Hoyer “called for votes
on assault weapon restrictions, broader gun-sale background checks and banning ‘bump stocks.’”
Kathleen Parker writes in the Washington Post (3/6, Parker) that in the wake of the Florida school shooting, state
legislators “cobbled together a bill that likely wouldn’t do much good.” Parker details what she views as problems
with the measure and notes that “in Washington, everyone passes through some level of security during the course
of a day. Such is life in a target zone.” Parker argues that “schools should be treated as target zones, too, and
security starts at the door.” The AP (3/6, Daly) also covers this story.
Alexander Calls For ESSA Amendments For School Counselors, Safety Technology. Education
Week (3/6) reports Senate HELP Chairman Lamar Alexander said Tuesday he “wants to change the main federal
education law to allow schools to hire more counselors, make infrastructure improvements, and fund violenceprevention programs.” Alexander’s School Safety and Mental Health Service Improvement Act “would change Title
IV, which gets $400 billion in the fiscal 2018 federal budget, in order to let schools pay for new safety technology,
‘physical security,’ and training school personnel to help them recognize and defuse threats of violence. And his
proposal would also change Title II to make it easier for the $2 billion program for educator professional development
to fund school counselors. Both Title II and Title IV are part of the Every Student Succeeds Act—Title IV was created
when ESSA became law in 2015.”
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POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Under Pressure To End Obama’s School Discipline Directive.
The Washington Times (3/6, Richardson) reports there is increasing pressure on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos to
end “the Obama administration’s lenient school-discipline directive, which critics say backfired tragically with last
month’s high school shooting in Parkland, Florida.” The policies, which were “embraced at the outset by the
Broward County Public Schools, have been blamed for allowing shooting suspect Nikolas Cruz to avoid being
arrested or taken into custody despite committing offenses such as assault and carrying bullets to Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School.” In a letter to DeVos Monday, Sen. Marco Rubio wrote, “The overarching goals of the 2014
directive to mitigate the school-to-prison pipeline, reduce suspensions and expulsions, and to prevent racially biased
discipline are laudable and should be explored. ... However, any policy seeking to achieve these goals requires basic
common sense and an understanding that failure to report troubled students, like Cruz, to law enforcement can have
dangerous repercussions.” U.S. News & World Report (3/6) also covers this story.

Banks Urges School Choice For Military Families.
In an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal (3/6, Subscription Publication), Rep. Jim Banks makes a case for the
Education Savings Accounts for Military Families Act, legislation he will introduce Wednesday would allow militarydependent children to use funds allocated to the Federal Impact Aid program to pay for private-school tuition, among
other educational expenses. Banks writes that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and several members of Congress
support the idea.

DeVos CCSSO Comments Counter States’ ESSA Plan PR Campaign.
Education Week (3/6) reports that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ criticism of states’ ESSA plans at a
conference of the Council of Chief State Schools Officers on Monday came “on the heels of education think tanks
that have described the plans in terms such as ‘ineffective,’ and ‘uninteresting,’ as well as a chorus of civil rights
groups that have blasted the plans for failing to set a strict framework to assure progress for minority students, those
with disabilities, and English-learners.” States have pushed back with a “sleek public relations campaign to highlight
some of the innovation tucked into states’ plans.” However, DeVos “seemed to scoff at the PR effort in her speech
to the CCSSO on Monday. ‘Even the best plan is short on the meaningful solutions that the law encourages,’ she
said to a visibly stunned audience. ‘Even the best plan doesn’t take full advantage of the law’s built-in flexibility.
And launching a PR push to defend these plans doesn’t change that. It misses the point.’”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Teachers End Strike, Other States Could Strike.
ABC World News Tonight (3/6, story 12, 0:10, Muir) reported that “cheers rang at the state capital” in West Virginia
on Tuesday after “lawmakers agreed to a five percent raise for teachers and all state employees.” The state’s
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teachers are now ending “their nine-day walkout.”
The CBS Evening News (3/6, story 8, 0:45, Glor) reported, “Most public schools will be open in West Virginia
tomorrow.” CBS’ Meg Oliver said the deal includes a pay increase “for all state employees, not just striking
teachers,” and added “this strike has motivated other teachers across the country to follow suit. Oklahoma teachers
could strike as early as next month.” On NBC Nightly News’ (3/6, story 6, 1:45, Holt), Ron Allen said, “It’s being
called the biggest pay raise ever in West Virginia, five percent.”
The Washington Post (3/6, Larimer) reports Gov. Jim Justice “proclaimed a new day for education in his state,”
quoting him saying, “We will move forward. No more looking back. West Virginia renews its investment in education
and our precious children today.” The Post reports the deal ends “a nine-day strike by educators that swept across
all of West Virginia’s 55 counties and left more than 277,000 public-school students out of school. Teachers — and
all state workers — would get a 5 percent raise.” Districts immediately announced plans to reopen schools, and
American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “described a sense of relief and joy.”
The AP (3/6) reports legislators will seek to pay for the raise by cutting “state spending by $20 million, taking
funds from general services and Medicaid, Senate Finance Committee Chairman Craig Blair said.” In a subsequent
article, the AP (3/6) reports “lawmakers acted swiftly Tuesday after Gov. Jim Justice and Republican leaders
tentatively agreed to end the state’s nine-day teachers’ walkout by giving 5 percent raises not just to teachers, but to
all state workers.” Both chambers voted unanimously to pass the bill.
Bloomberg News (3/6, Eidelson) reports the “fury among low-paid teachers that triggered a wildcat teachers’
strike in West Virginia...may be spreading.” The piece notes that the Oklahoma Education Association “said it will
shut down schools within months if its demands aren’t met, and some teachers said they may strike even if a deal is
reached.” According to Heidi Shierholz, “who served as chief economist for the US Department of Labor during the
Obama administration,” teachers across the country “are benefiting from a tailwind these days thanks to a tightening
private-sector labor market, which brings stronger state revenue as well as alternative job opportunities.” CNN (3/6)
also covers this story.

Tulsa School District Leaders Support Statewide Teachers Strike.
The Washington Post (3/6, Strauss) reports a coalition of Oklahoma teachers, union and school district leaders, and
activists have been organizing a public teacher strike “to push for better classroom conditions and higher pay.”
Notably, the Tulsa schools superintendent and the presidents of the School board and the PTA council “joined the
heads of the teachers union to pledge support for a Tulsa Board of Education resolution that supports ‘any steps
necessary to improve conditions for our teachers — including a districtwide suspension of classes.”

Arizona Teachers Plan Wednesday Protest Over Low Pay.
The Arizona Republic (3/6) reports thousands of public school teachers and their supporters in Arizona, emboldened
“by the efforts of the West Virginia teachers who started a nine-day strike across all 55 of the state’s school districts,
” are planning “to wear red to work Wednesday in protest of the low pay they say has exacerbated the state’s critical
shortage of qualified teachers.” Meanwhile, music teacher Noah Karvelis, one of the protest organizers, “created a
closed Facebook group over the weekend called Arizona Teachers United to mobilize teachers’ support for the
protest.” As of Tuesday evening, more than 11,000 people joined the group. The Republic notes that last year, the
state legislature approved a one percent pay increase and “an infusion of cash from a ballot measure.” Still, “many
teachers have been unsatisfied by the state’s efforts and have said they don’t do enough to address the flood of
qualified educators leaving Arizona’s classrooms.”
The AP (3/6) reports Arizona Education Association president Joe Thomas “said he’s seen increasing interest
in a teacher strike,” and “suggested to Karvelis recently that a group action like wearing red would be a good way to
gauge teachers’ sentiments and the potential willingness for a statewide job action.” Social studies teacher Dylan
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Wegela, a moderator for Arizona Teachers United, said while teachers are hoping to avoid a strike, “I’m hesitant to
say it’s out of the realm of possibility, but the organization needs to be there and there needs to be support for it.”
The AP notes “Arizona teacher pay is among the lowest in the nation,” and educators “in another low-teacher pay
state, Oklahoma, are also organizing for possible job action.”

Indiana Bill Would Let School Leaders Hire Unlicensed Teachers To Fill Shortages.
The Indianapolis Star (3/6, Herron) reports Indiana lawmakers have proposed using unlicensed teachers to fill public
school classrooms. Public schools can currently only hire teachers who have met the state’s licensing requirements,
which usually requires a “college teacher preparation program, student teaching and licensing exams in content and
pedagogy, the actual practice of teaching.” A Senate bill would “give new flexibility to Indiana’s public schools in
their hiring practices, allowing for schools to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching staff with unlicensed teachers.”
According to the Star, the decision to hire unlicensed teachers would be made by the superintendent and local school
boards.

Working Paper Suggests Prospective Teachers Dissuaded By Evaluation Reforms.
Education Week’s (3/6, Will) “Teacher Beat” blog reports on a working paper that suggested teacher-evaluation
reforms have the “unintended consequence” of dissuading prospective teachers, including “some from selective
universities, an indication that high-quality would-be teachers might be among those being deterred.” The
researchers found “the new teacher labor supply fell more than 20 percent” between 2007 and 2016 – the very same
years during which “states across the country beefed up their teacher-evaluation systems, in part due to incentives
from the Obama administration’s Race to the Top grant competition.” Brown University education and economics
assistant professor Matthew Kraft, a co-author of the paper, said reforms are not meant to dissuade prospective
teachers, but it “looks as if it did have that negative overall effect.” Kraft explained many believe the reforms are
aimed primarily at “dismissing low-performing teachers, and that’s a harsh working environment to enter,” when in
fact “‘very few teachers were dismissed under this system,’ but the perception is still there.”

Supreme Court Hears Oral Arguments In Key Union Fees Case.
In what Education Week (3/7) calls the “latest showdown over public-employee unions,” the Supreme Court on Feb.
26 heard oral arguments in the case Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
Council 31 (AFSCME). The courtroom “was packed,” with Education Secretary Betsy DeVos in attendance. On
behalf of AFSCME, attorney David Frederick defended a 1977 case that authorized “public unions to charge fees for
collective bargaining-related services to those workers who decline to join the union.” Justices Neil Gorsuch and
Clarence Thomas are expected to side with Justices Samuel Alito and Anthony Kennedy, who “aggressively – and at
times angrily – questioned lawyers for the state of Illinois and for AFSCME.” Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. similarly
“made comments sympathetic to the side of Mark Janus.” Meanwhile, Justices Sonia Sotomayor, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Stephen Breyer, and Elena Kagan – the “liberal bloc” – “were just as aggressive in questioning the
lawyers arguing for overruling the 1977 decision.”

Teachers Balance Student Interest, Ethics In “Cyber Hygiene” Curriculum.
Education Week (3/7, Schwartz) reports a growing number of schools are “teaching what is being dubbed ‘cyber
hygiene,’ the basic cybersecurity habits that will keep students safe online at home and on their school networks.”
One district, Louisiana’s Bossier Parish, uses “the CyberPatriot program, a national competition for middle and high
school students run by the Air Force Association,” and “also offers cyber literacy and cyber science electives, taught
with National Integrated Cyber Education Research Center curriculum materials.” Educators are challenged on how
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to “present lessons on cybersecurity habits in ways that engage, rather than overwhelm, students and resonate with
their daily experiences, educators and advocates say.” Teachers also maintain that “there’s a need to remind
students of the ethical choices that come with making decisions about how they use technology.” I-SAFE chief
strategy officer Jonathan King said schools must take security precautions, and anything teachers “can do to help
mitigate irregular use on their infrastructure helps them in the long run.”

Report Shows Decline In Proficiency Among Michigan Third-Graders.
The Detroit Free Press (3/6, Higgins) reports an analysis of Michigan public student achievement by the Education
Trust-Midwest “raises concerns about big declines in proficiency among third-graders — struggles that are impacting
kids across all demographic areas, including higher-income students and white students.” The report compared
Michigan’s performance with 11 states that use a similar standardized exam based on the Common Core Standards.
The findings indicate Michigan saw the largest decline in third-grade English language proficiency for the 11 states
that had annual data from 2014 to 2016. Michigan was also the “only state that saw a decline in third-grade math
from 2014 to 2016.” The Detroit News (3/6) also covers this story.

DC Students Worried About Not Graduating Due To Tightened Attendance Enforcement.
The Washington Post (3/6, A1, Stein) reports in a front-page story that a recent investigation found nearly a third of
graduates from DC’s public schools last year missed too many classes or improperly took makeup classes,
“undermining the validity of hundreds of diplomas.” In response, school administrators “tightened enforcement of
long-ignored attendance rules, meaning seniors with too many absences will not be allowed to graduate.” These
students want city leaders to realize that it is they who “stand to face the steepest consequences over the graduation
scandal and the stricter enforcement of standards for receiving a diploma.”

OPERATIONS
WPost: Transfer Of DC School Chancellor’s Daughter Should Be DC IG’s “Top Priority.”
In an editorial, the Washington Post (3/6) calls it “striking” that former DC Public Schools chancellor Antwan Wilson
claims “that he did nothing wrong when his daughter bypassed the system’s competitive lottery to transfer to one of
the city’s most desirable high schools – even though the transfer violated a rule that Mr. Wilson himself had
promulgated only months before.” The Post adds that Wilson’s claim that DC Mayor Muriel Bowser “knew and had
no objections to plans to transfer his daughter from Duke Ellington School for the Arts, where she was unhappy, must
be investigated.” Noting that Bowser denies the claim, the Post says her “credibility [is] under challenge in an
election year,” and urges DC Inspector General Daniel W. Lucas, who investigating the matter, to give it “top
priority” and “report to the public as expeditiously as possible.”

Superintendent Of NYC Renewal Turnaround Program Leaves For Separate Initiative.
Chalkbeat New York (3/6, Zimmerman) reports Aimee Horowitz, superintendent of New York Mayor Bill de Blasio’s
Renewal turnaround program, has accepted a role in the education department to lead an initiative to support schools
that share the same buildings. Horowitz’s exit means that “incoming chancellor Richard Carranza will get to choose
a permanent leader for the three-year-old Renewal program, according to department officials. The $582 million effort
has given struggling schools additional social services and academic support.”

Puerto Rico Evaluating Mental Health Of Public School Students, Teachers.
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Education Week (3/7, Ujifusa) reports that last month, the Puerto Rico Department of Education “began a formal
needs-assessment of all students from the 3rd grade up, as well as all teachers, to determine which schools have the
most acute need for aid from counselors and social workers in managing trauma triggered by Hurricane Maria.”
Research also suggests that “roughly six months after something like the hurricane, young Puerto Ricans could
experience a wave of new symptoms stemming from Maria’s devastating effects,” such as fear of rain at night to
violent behavior. The department is training “a team of 30 psychologists and other mental-health professionals to go
into those highly affected schools to address the trauma of children and educators.”

School Choice Group To Advise Puerto Rico On Expanding Charters, Vouchers.
Chalkbeat (3/6, Barnum) reports school voucher group EdChoice is preparing to help Puerto Rico officials expand
school choice. EdChoice President Robert Enlow said the request came from Julia Keleher, Puerto Rico’s secretary
of education, and that his group would “provide some technical assistance.” In the wake of Hurricane Maria,
“Keleher and Governor Ricardo Rosselló have proposed closing 300 of its 1,100 traditional public schools. Rosselló
also introduced a bill to Puerto Rico’s legislature that would allow for charter schools and vouchers.” This move was
met with “fierce pushback” from Puerto Rico’s teacher unions and progressive US Senators who oppose “school
privatization” efforts.

DIGITAL LEARNING
Google’s Influence On Modern Classroom Explored.
Education Week’s (3/6, Lynch) “Education Futures: Emerging Trends in K-12” blog reports on ways Google has
“made a lasting effort to take over the modern classroom with its variety and cost efficiency.” Google devices are
less expensive than other manufacturers, offering school districts the cheaper Chromebook instead of more
expensive laptops. Students can also use the Google Docs platform to conveniently share documents. The Google
Admin panel also “allows educators to be more involved in what their students are doing on their Chromebooks.”

Rural Schools Consider Online AP Classes To Boost College Readiness, But Experts Urge
Caution.
The Hechinger Report (3/6, Mader) reports on how online AP classes mixed with in-person learning can help students
in rural parts of the country get access to similar classes as students in more affluent areas. A lack of teachers, right
budgets, and “dwindling enrollment numbers” make it difficult for schools to offer electives offered in many suburban
and urban schools. As a result, rural students “often lag their peers in advances courses, and also in college and
completion.” Moreover, the lack of AP classes “may increase the financial burden on college-bound rural students.”
But as more rural schools turn to virtual programs, “there’s little evidence that online learning is equal to or can
exceed outcomes from traditional in-person instruction,” and dome of the “more time intensive virtual programs have
shown poor outcomes.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Indiana District’s Board Delays Request To Put Additional Funding Referendum On Ballot.
The AP (3/6) reports the Indianapolis Public Schools Board of School Commissioners on Monday pulled a request to
put a proposed tax referendum on the May ballot. If the operating referendum is put before voters and passed in
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November, it “will provide the school district with an additional $65.7 million each year.” A $200 million capital
referendum also seeks to “help build improvements and other capital projects.” The AP notes IPS initially sought to
generate about $936 million in additional taxes over eight years, but it dropped the amount to $725 million in a revised
request submitted last month “amid concerns about the impact on taxes.”

Iowa State Senator Summarizes Recent Actions On Education Funding Measures.
In a piece for the Newton (IA) Daily News (3/5), Iowa state Sen. Amy Sinclair describes education funding bills that
were finalized in the state Senate last week, among other legislative actions. The first bill, House File 2230, would
increase education funding in the next fiscal year by $32 million. The second, an amended version of Senate File 455,
“provides $14 million in new money for schools to dedicate to transportation and funding to educate all our students
fairly, regardless of zip code.” She notes that in a bipartisan 38-12 vote, the state Senate also passed Senate File
2341, which would require “students to pass a civics exam with a score of 60 percent or above in order to graduate
from high school.” While the state remains focused on STEM, Sinclair writes, “it also important students are learning
the history of our country, how government works, and the basics of the United States Constitution.”

Wyoming State Senate Committee Votes On Amended Education Funding Bill.
The Wyoming Tribune Eagle (3/6) reports the Wyoming state Legislature’s “push and pull on K-12 education funding
continued Monday,” with both the state House and state Senate putting “forward their own bills amending K-12
education funding with significant differences in cuts.” House Bill 140 called for “far lower level of reductions – by
around $30 million – in the next three years and attempted to divert savings in a way proponents hoped would ensure
stable funding levels in coming years without raising taxes.” The state Senate’s amended version of the bill, Senate
File 117, failed to gain “the support of the House’s committee as it was voted down 8-1 Friday.” State senators
“essentially returned the favor Monday in the form of an amendment proposed by House Education Committee
Chairman Hank Coe” that ultimately “passed committee 3-2.” Prior to the vote, high school students and “several
adult representatives of K-12 education” warned the committee against additional education funding cuts.
Wyoming Public Radio (3/6) reports state “Speaker of the House Steve Harshman and House Education
Chairman David Northrup were frustrated” with the state Senate Education Committee’s decision to remove the
“innovative school funding amendments” from the bill. Northrup stressed that new revenue is needed for education,
but the amended bill “now probably amounts to a $13 million cut to education funding.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Quinnipiac Poll: Majority Of Americans Oppose Teachers Carrying Guns.
The New York Post (3/6, Fredericks) reports that according to a Quinnipiac University poll, “a majority of American
voters don’t want teachers packing heat in the classroom – but they overwhelmingly support staffing schools with
armed security guards.” The survey “showed that by 58 percent to 40 percent, voters oppose allowing teachers and
school officials to carry guns on school grounds,” but by “82 percent to 14 percent” they support “having armed
security officers in schools.”

WPost Analysis: Student Gun Control Advocate Foreshadows New Generation Of Latino Youth.
The Washington Post (3/1, Morales) reports on the youth protest movement that has emerged in the wake of the
Florida school shooting, calling it “the strongest voice for changing laws about automatic assault weapons since the
Columbine massacre of 1999.” The Post says that Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student Emma González,
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who has taken a leadership role in the movement, “stands out as an emblematic challenge to the old ways of CubanAmerican voting preferences in Florida,” and “portends a new generation of Latino youth who have the potential to
be major political players through their ability to straddle different constituencies and mold a coherent message for
change.”

Florida House Debates School Safety Measures.
The AP (3/6, Farrington, Spencer, Fineout) reports the Florida state House on Tuesday debated “a proposal to arm
some teachers and school employees,” noting that the legislation also “would put some restrictions on rifle sales,
provide new mental health programs for schools and improve communication between school districts, law
enforcement and state agencies.” The AP says “students’ anger at the availability of guns, access to weapons by
the mentally ill and school safety spurred lawmakers to act.” A number of Democrats balked at “language from the
bill that would create a program to arm some teachers and school employees who have undergone law enforcement
training.”
The Tallahassee (FL) Democrat (3/6, Call) reports that all told, the chamber spent “nearly seven hours Tuesday
debating a school safety plan that would arm some school employees.” Noting that students from Florida State and
Florida A&M “held a die-in at the Capitol Rotunda to call for stricter gun-control measures,” the paper reports that the
legislation being debated “faces criticism from both sides of the gun-control debate. Those in favor of stricter
measures lament its lack of a ban on semi-automatic weapons, expanded background checks and proposals to close
the gun show loophole on background checks and waiting periods. The National Rifle Association views the proposal
as a do-nothing, unnecessary infringement on Second Amendment rights.”
The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (3/6) reports, “Democratic attempts to eliminate arming of public school staff and
establish a memorial for Pulse nightclub victims were voted down Tuesday, as the Florida House spent hours in an
emotional debate over the $400 million school-safety bill prompted by the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School.” Republicans “rejected an amendment to remove the ‘guardian’ program from the bill to
allow some school employees to carry weapons.”

New Mexico Governor Backs School Security Bill.
The AP (3/6) reports the office of New Mexico Gov. Susana Martinez says she will sign a bill “that would set aside up
to $10 million over four years for bolstering security at schools around New Mexico.” The funding “would go to
projects such as perimeter fencing, intercom systems and restricting campus access.”

South Carolina Law Enforcement Chief Rejects Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/6) reports South Carolina State Law Enforcement Division Chief Mark Keel, testifying before a state Senate
panel on Tuesday, said “arming the state’s teachers ‘is not the answer’ to making schools safer.” Keel said “he
feels teachers should be focused on teaching, not weapons training. Keel also says he feels the presence of school
resource officers is the best way to keep students safe.”

Alabama Governor Announces School Security Task Force.
The AP (3/6) reports Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey “announced Tuesday that she is creating a school safety council to
make recommendations on securing schools.” Ivey said the panel “will seek to make sure that schools have an
updated security response plan and training as well as plans for sharing information about potential threats.”

Minnesota Legislature Moving Toward Adopting School Safety Measures.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (3/6) reports on rising momentum in the Minnesota legislature “for changes to school
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safety and gun laws in the wake of the Feb. 14 shooting at a Florida high school that left 17 dead.” Gov. Mark Dayton
(D), who said last week, “I’m willing to consider anything and everything,” is to release a school safety plan on
Wednesday. On Tuesday, a state House panel discussed legislation “that would allow schools to use for the first time
a routine maintenance fund for safety upgrades, including secure entrances, security cameras and communications
devices.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Education Week Package Explores “Teaching Vulnerable Students.”
Education Week (3/7) runs a special package of stories titled “Teaching Vulnerable Students” that explores policies
regarding “fragile student populations, their needs, and the challenges educators face in engaging them in learning.”
Topics include effectively teaching incarcerated students (3/7), challenges keeping undocumented students engaged
(3/7), helping homeless students with disabilities (3/7), and teaching gifted students in foster care (3/7).

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVos Pushes State Schools Chiefs To Improve Innovation, Better Serve Students.
• Lawmakers Call On ED To Investigate Transgender Bathroom Complaints.
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Continues.
• New York Mayor Taps Houston Superintendent After Carvalho Backs Out.
• Wyoming State Legislature At Impasse Over Education Spending.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

March 7, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
House To Debate School Safety Bill Next Week.
House Majority Leader McCarthy said Tuesday that the House will debate legislation next week “aimed at preventing
violence at schools,” Reuters (3/6) reports. McCarthy “did not outline any other bills the chamber might consider that
are urged by gun control groups, such as raising the minimum age for buying semi-automatic rifles or banning them
altogether.” House Minority Whip Hoyer “said the House floor should be opened to a wide-ranging debate on gun
measures,” and argued that alongside the school safety bill, “We ought to put additional protections, not just for
students, but people in theaters, nightclubs, shopping malls and churches alike.” In addition, Hoyer “called for votes
on assault weapon restrictions, broader gun-sale background checks and banning ‘bump stocks.’”
Kathleen Parker writes in the Washington Post (3/6, Parker) that in the wake of the Florida school shooting, state
legislators “cobbled together a bill that likely wouldn’t do much good.” Parker details what she views as problems
with the measure and notes that “in Washington, everyone passes through some level of security during the course
of a day. Such is life in a target zone.” Parker argues that “schools should be treated as target zones, too, and
security starts at the door.” The AP (3/6, Daly) also covers this story.
Alexander Calls For ESSA Amendments For School Counselors, Safety Technology. Education
Week (3/6) reports Senate HELP Chairman Lamar Alexander said Tuesday he “wants to change the main federal
education law to allow schools to hire more counselors, make infrastructure improvements, and fund violenceprevention programs.” Alexander’s School Safety and Mental Health Service Improvement Act “would change Title
IV, which gets $400 billion in the fiscal 2018 federal budget, in order to let schools pay for new safety technology,
‘physical security,’ and training school personnel to help them recognize and defuse threats of violence. And his
proposal would also change Title II to make it easier for the $2 billion program for educator professional development
to fund school counselors. Both Title II and Title IV are part of the Every Student Succeeds Act—Title IV was created
when ESSA became law in 2015.”
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POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Under Pressure To End Obama’s School Discipline Directive.
The Washington Times (3/6, Richardson) reports there is increasing pressure on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos to
end “the Obama administration’s lenient school-discipline directive, which critics say backfired tragically with last
month’s high school shooting in Parkland, Florida.” The policies, which were “embraced at the outset by the
Broward County Public Schools, have been blamed for allowing shooting suspect Nikolas Cruz to avoid being
arrested or taken into custody despite committing offenses such as assault and carrying bullets to Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School.” In a letter to DeVos Monday, Sen. Marco Rubio wrote, “The overarching goals of the 2014
directive to mitigate the school-to-prison pipeline, reduce suspensions and expulsions, and to prevent racially biased
discipline are laudable and should be explored. ... However, any policy seeking to achieve these goals requires basic
common sense and an understanding that failure to report troubled students, like Cruz, to law enforcement can have
dangerous repercussions.” U.S. News & World Report (3/6) also covers this story.

Banks Urges School Choice For Military Families.
In an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal (3/6, Subscription Publication), Rep. Jim Banks makes a case for the
Education Savings Accounts for Military Families Act, legislation he will introduce Wednesday would allow militarydependent children to use funds allocated to the Federal Impact Aid program to pay for private-school tuition, among
other educational expenses. Banks writes that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and several members of Congress
support the idea.

DeVos CCSSO Comments Counter States’ ESSA Plan PR Campaign.
Education Week (3/6) reports that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ criticism of states’ ESSA plans at a
conference of the Council of Chief State Schools Officers on Monday came “on the heels of education think tanks
that have described the plans in terms such as ‘ineffective,’ and ‘uninteresting,’ as well as a chorus of civil rights
groups that have blasted the plans for failing to set a strict framework to assure progress for minority students, those
with disabilities, and English-learners.” States have pushed back with a “sleek public relations campaign to highlight
some of the innovation tucked into states’ plans.” However, DeVos “seemed to scoff at the PR effort in her speech
to the CCSSO on Monday. ‘Even the best plan is short on the meaningful solutions that the law encourages,’ she
said to a visibly stunned audience. ‘Even the best plan doesn’t take full advantage of the law’s built-in flexibility.
And launching a PR push to defend these plans doesn’t change that. It misses the point.’”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Teachers End Strike, Other States Could Strike.
ABC World News Tonight (3/6, story 12, 0:10, Muir) reported that “cheers rang at the state capital” in West Virginia
on Tuesday after “lawmakers agreed to a five percent raise for teachers and all state employees.” The state’s
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teachers are now ending “their nine-day walkout.”
The CBS Evening News (3/6, story 8, 0:45, Glor) reported, “Most public schools will be open in West Virginia
tomorrow.” CBS’ Meg Oliver said the deal includes a pay increase “for all state employees, not just striking
teachers,” and added “this strike has motivated other teachers across the country to follow suit. Oklahoma teachers
could strike as early as next month.” On NBC Nightly News’ (3/6, story 6, 1:45, Holt), Ron Allen said, “It’s being
called the biggest pay raise ever in West Virginia, five percent.”
The Washington Post (3/6, Larimer) reports Gov. Jim Justice “proclaimed a new day for education in his state,”
quoting him saying, “We will move forward. No more looking back. West Virginia renews its investment in education
and our precious children today.” The Post reports the deal ends “a nine-day strike by educators that swept across
all of West Virginia’s 55 counties and left more than 277,000 public-school students out of school. Teachers — and
all state workers — would get a 5 percent raise.” Districts immediately announced plans to reopen schools, and
American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “described a sense of relief and joy.”
The AP (3/6) reports legislators will seek to pay for the raise by cutting “state spending by $20 million, taking
funds from general services and Medicaid, Senate Finance Committee Chairman Craig Blair said.” In a subsequent
article, the AP (3/6) reports “lawmakers acted swiftly Tuesday after Gov. Jim Justice and Republican leaders
tentatively agreed to end the state’s nine-day teachers’ walkout by giving 5 percent raises not just to teachers, but to
all state workers.” Both chambers voted unanimously to pass the bill.
Bloomberg News (3/6, Eidelson) reports the “fury among low-paid teachers that triggered a wildcat teachers’
strike in West Virginia...may be spreading.” The piece notes that the Oklahoma Education Association “said it will
shut down schools within months if its demands aren’t met, and some teachers said they may strike even if a deal is
reached.” According to Heidi Shierholz, “who served as chief economist for the US Department of Labor during the
Obama administration,” teachers across the country “are benefiting from a tailwind these days thanks to a tightening
private-sector labor market, which brings stronger state revenue as well as alternative job opportunities.” CNN (3/6)
also covers this story.

Tulsa School District Leaders Support Statewide Teachers Strike.
The Washington Post (3/6, Strauss) reports a coalition of Oklahoma teachers, union and school district leaders, and
activists have been organizing a public teacher strike “to push for better classroom conditions and higher pay.”
Notably, the Tulsa schools superintendent and the presidents of the School board and the PTA council “joined the
heads of the teachers union to pledge support for a Tulsa Board of Education resolution that supports ‘any steps
necessary to improve conditions for our teachers — including a districtwide suspension of classes.”

Arizona Teachers Plan Wednesday Protest Over Low Pay.
The Arizona Republic (3/6) reports thousands of public school teachers and their supporters in Arizona, emboldened
“by the efforts of the West Virginia teachers who started a nine-day strike across all 55 of the state’s school districts,
” are planning “to wear red to work Wednesday in protest of the low pay they say has exacerbated the state’s critical
shortage of qualified teachers.” Meanwhile, music teacher Noah Karvelis, one of the protest organizers, “created a
closed Facebook group over the weekend called Arizona Teachers United to mobilize teachers’ support for the
protest.” As of Tuesday evening, more than 11,000 people joined the group. The Republic notes that last year, the
state legislature approved a one percent pay increase and “an infusion of cash from a ballot measure.” Still, “many
teachers have been unsatisfied by the state’s efforts and have said they don’t do enough to address the flood of
qualified educators leaving Arizona’s classrooms.”
The AP (3/6) reports Arizona Education Association president Joe Thomas “said he’s seen increasing interest
in a teacher strike,” and “suggested to Karvelis recently that a group action like wearing red would be a good way to
gauge teachers’ sentiments and the potential willingness for a statewide job action.” Social studies teacher Dylan
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Wegela, a moderator for Arizona Teachers United, said while teachers are hoping to avoid a strike, “I’m hesitant to
say it’s out of the realm of possibility, but the organization needs to be there and there needs to be support for it.”
The AP notes “Arizona teacher pay is among the lowest in the nation,” and educators “in another low-teacher pay
state, Oklahoma, are also organizing for possible job action.”

Indiana Bill Would Let School Leaders Hire Unlicensed Teachers To Fill Shortages.
The Indianapolis Star (3/6, Herron) reports Indiana lawmakers have proposed using unlicensed teachers to fill public
school classrooms. Public schools can currently only hire teachers who have met the state’s licensing requirements,
which usually requires a “college teacher preparation program, student teaching and licensing exams in content and
pedagogy, the actual practice of teaching.” A Senate bill would “give new flexibility to Indiana’s public schools in
their hiring practices, allowing for schools to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching staff with unlicensed teachers.”
According to the Star, the decision to hire unlicensed teachers would be made by the superintendent and local school
boards.

Working Paper Suggests Prospective Teachers Dissuaded By Evaluation Reforms.
Education Week’s (3/6, Will) “Teacher Beat” blog reports on a working paper that suggested teacher-evaluation
reforms have the “unintended consequence” of dissuading prospective teachers, including “some from selective
universities, an indication that high-quality would-be teachers might be among those being deterred.” The
researchers found “the new teacher labor supply fell more than 20 percent” between 2007 and 2016 – the very same
years during which “states across the country beefed up their teacher-evaluation systems, in part due to incentives
from the Obama administration’s Race to the Top grant competition.” Brown University education and economics
assistant professor Matthew Kraft, a co-author of the paper, said reforms are not meant to dissuade prospective
teachers, but it “looks as if it did have that negative overall effect.” Kraft explained many believe the reforms are
aimed primarily at “dismissing low-performing teachers, and that’s a harsh working environment to enter,” when in
fact “‘very few teachers were dismissed under this system,’ but the perception is still there.”

Supreme Court Hears Oral Arguments In Key Union Fees Case.
In what Education Week (3/7) calls the “latest showdown over public-employee unions,” the Supreme Court on Feb.
26 heard oral arguments in the case Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
Council 31 (AFSCME). The courtroom “was packed,” with Education Secretary Betsy DeVos in attendance. On
behalf of AFSCME, attorney David Frederick defended a 1977 case that authorized “public unions to charge fees for
collective bargaining-related services to those workers who decline to join the union.” Justices Neil Gorsuch and
Clarence Thomas are expected to side with Justices Samuel Alito and Anthony Kennedy, who “aggressively – and at
times angrily – questioned lawyers for the state of Illinois and for AFSCME.” Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. similarly
“made comments sympathetic to the side of Mark Janus.” Meanwhile, Justices Sonia Sotomayor, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Stephen Breyer, and Elena Kagan – the “liberal bloc” – “were just as aggressive in questioning the
lawyers arguing for overruling the 1977 decision.”

Teachers Balance Student Interest, Ethics In “Cyber Hygiene” Curriculum.
Education Week (3/7, Schwartz) reports a growing number of schools are “teaching what is being dubbed ‘cyber
hygiene,’ the basic cybersecurity habits that will keep students safe online at home and on their school networks.”
One district, Louisiana’s Bossier Parish, uses “the CyberPatriot program, a national competition for middle and high
school students run by the Air Force Association,” and “also offers cyber literacy and cyber science electives, taught
with National Integrated Cyber Education Research Center curriculum materials.” Educators are challenged on how
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to “present lessons on cybersecurity habits in ways that engage, rather than overwhelm, students and resonate with
their daily experiences, educators and advocates say.” Teachers also maintain that “there’s a need to remind
students of the ethical choices that come with making decisions about how they use technology.” I-SAFE chief
strategy officer Jonathan King said schools must take security precautions, and anything teachers “can do to help
mitigate irregular use on their infrastructure helps them in the long run.”

Report Shows Decline In Proficiency Among Michigan Third-Graders.
The Detroit Free Press (3/6, Higgins) reports an analysis of Michigan public student achievement by the Education
Trust-Midwest “raises concerns about big declines in proficiency among third-graders — struggles that are impacting
kids across all demographic areas, including higher-income students and white students.” The report compared
Michigan’s performance with 11 states that use a similar standardized exam based on the Common Core Standards.
The findings indicate Michigan saw the largest decline in third-grade English language proficiency for the 11 states
that had annual data from 2014 to 2016. Michigan was also the “only state that saw a decline in third-grade math
from 2014 to 2016.” The Detroit News (3/6) also covers this story.

DC Students Worried About Not Graduating Due To Tightened Attendance Enforcement.
The Washington Post (3/6, A1, Stein) reports in a front-page story that a recent investigation found nearly a third of
graduates from DC’s public schools last year missed too many classes or improperly took makeup classes,
“undermining the validity of hundreds of diplomas.” In response, school administrators “tightened enforcement of
long-ignored attendance rules, meaning seniors with too many absences will not be allowed to graduate.” These
students want city leaders to realize that it is they who “stand to face the steepest consequences over the graduation
scandal and the stricter enforcement of standards for receiving a diploma.”

OPERATIONS
WPost: Transfer Of DC School Chancellor’s Daughter Should Be DC IG’s “Top Priority.”
In an editorial, the Washington Post (3/6) calls it “striking” that former DC Public Schools chancellor Antwan Wilson
claims “that he did nothing wrong when his daughter bypassed the system’s competitive lottery to transfer to one of
the city’s most desirable high schools – even though the transfer violated a rule that Mr. Wilson himself had
promulgated only months before.” The Post adds that Wilson’s claim that DC Mayor Muriel Bowser “knew and had
no objections to plans to transfer his daughter from Duke Ellington School for the Arts, where she was unhappy, must
be investigated.” Noting that Bowser denies the claim, the Post says her “credibility [is] under challenge in an
election year,” and urges DC Inspector General Daniel W. Lucas, who investigating the matter, to give it “top
priority” and “report to the public as expeditiously as possible.”

Superintendent Of NYC Renewal Turnaround Program Leaves For Separate Initiative.
Chalkbeat New York (3/6, Zimmerman) reports Aimee Horowitz, superintendent of New York Mayor Bill de Blasio’s
Renewal turnaround program, has accepted a role in the education department to lead an initiative to support schools
that share the same buildings. Horowitz’s exit means that “incoming chancellor Richard Carranza will get to choose
a permanent leader for the three-year-old Renewal program, according to department officials. The $582 million effort
has given struggling schools additional social services and academic support.”

Puerto Rico Evaluating Mental Health Of Public School Students, Teachers.
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Education Week (3/7, Ujifusa) reports that last month, the Puerto Rico Department of Education “began a formal
needs-assessment of all students from the 3rd grade up, as well as all teachers, to determine which schools have the
most acute need for aid from counselors and social workers in managing trauma triggered by Hurricane Maria.”
Research also suggests that “roughly six months after something like the hurricane, young Puerto Ricans could
experience a wave of new symptoms stemming from Maria’s devastating effects,” such as fear of rain at night to
violent behavior. The department is training “a team of 30 psychologists and other mental-health professionals to go
into those highly affected schools to address the trauma of children and educators.”

School Choice Group To Advise Puerto Rico On Expanding Charters, Vouchers.
Chalkbeat (3/6, Barnum) reports school voucher group EdChoice is preparing to help Puerto Rico officials expand
school choice. EdChoice President Robert Enlow said the request came from Julia Keleher, Puerto Rico’s secretary
of education, and that his group would “provide some technical assistance.” In the wake of Hurricane Maria,
“Keleher and Governor Ricardo Rosselló have proposed closing 300 of its 1,100 traditional public schools. Rosselló
also introduced a bill to Puerto Rico’s legislature that would allow for charter schools and vouchers.” This move was
met with “fierce pushback” from Puerto Rico’s teacher unions and progressive US Senators who oppose “school
privatization” efforts.

DIGITAL LEARNING
Google’s Influence On Modern Classroom Explored.
Education Week’s (3/6, Lynch) “Education Futures: Emerging Trends in K-12” blog reports on ways Google has
“made a lasting effort to take over the modern classroom with its variety and cost efficiency.” Google devices are
less expensive than other manufacturers, offering school districts the cheaper Chromebook instead of more
expensive laptops. Students can also use the Google Docs platform to conveniently share documents. The Google
Admin panel also “allows educators to be more involved in what their students are doing on their Chromebooks.”

Rural Schools Consider Online AP Classes To Boost College Readiness, But Experts Urge
Caution.
The Hechinger Report (3/6, Mader) reports on how online AP classes mixed with in-person learning can help students
in rural parts of the country get access to similar classes as students in more affluent areas. A lack of teachers, right
budgets, and “dwindling enrollment numbers” make it difficult for schools to offer electives offered in many suburban
and urban schools. As a result, rural students “often lag their peers in advances courses, and also in college and
completion.” Moreover, the lack of AP classes “may increase the financial burden on college-bound rural students.”
But as more rural schools turn to virtual programs, “there’s little evidence that online learning is equal to or can
exceed outcomes from traditional in-person instruction,” and dome of the “more time intensive virtual programs have
shown poor outcomes.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Indiana District’s Board Delays Request To Put Additional Funding Referendum On Ballot.
The AP (3/6) reports the Indianapolis Public Schools Board of School Commissioners on Monday pulled a request to
put a proposed tax referendum on the May ballot. If the operating referendum is put before voters and passed in
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November, it “will provide the school district with an additional $65.7 million each year.” A $200 million capital
referendum also seeks to “help build improvements and other capital projects.” The AP notes IPS initially sought to
generate about $936 million in additional taxes over eight years, but it dropped the amount to $725 million in a revised
request submitted last month “amid concerns about the impact on taxes.”

Iowa State Senator Summarizes Recent Actions On Education Funding Measures.
In a piece for the Newton (IA) Daily News (3/5), Iowa state Sen. Amy Sinclair describes education funding bills that
were finalized in the state Senate last week, among other legislative actions. The first bill, House File 2230, would
increase education funding in the next fiscal year by $32 million. The second, an amended version of Senate File 455,
“provides $14 million in new money for schools to dedicate to transportation and funding to educate all our students
fairly, regardless of zip code.” She notes that in a bipartisan 38-12 vote, the state Senate also passed Senate File
2341, which would require “students to pass a civics exam with a score of 60 percent or above in order to graduate
from high school.” While the state remains focused on STEM, Sinclair writes, “it also important students are learning
the history of our country, how government works, and the basics of the United States Constitution.”

Wyoming State Senate Committee Votes On Amended Education Funding Bill.
The Wyoming Tribune Eagle (3/6) reports the Wyoming state Legislature’s “push and pull on K-12 education funding
continued Monday,” with both the state House and state Senate putting “forward their own bills amending K-12
education funding with significant differences in cuts.” House Bill 140 called for “far lower level of reductions – by
around $30 million – in the next three years and attempted to divert savings in a way proponents hoped would ensure
stable funding levels in coming years without raising taxes.” The state Senate’s amended version of the bill, Senate
File 117, failed to gain “the support of the House’s committee as it was voted down 8-1 Friday.” State senators
“essentially returned the favor Monday in the form of an amendment proposed by House Education Committee
Chairman Hank Coe” that ultimately “passed committee 3-2.” Prior to the vote, high school students and “several
adult representatives of K-12 education” warned the committee against additional education funding cuts.
Wyoming Public Radio (3/6) reports state “Speaker of the House Steve Harshman and House Education
Chairman David Northrup were frustrated” with the state Senate Education Committee’s decision to remove the
“innovative school funding amendments” from the bill. Northrup stressed that new revenue is needed for education,
but the amended bill “now probably amounts to a $13 million cut to education funding.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Quinnipiac Poll: Majority Of Americans Oppose Teachers Carrying Guns.
The New York Post (3/6, Fredericks) reports that according to a Quinnipiac University poll, “a majority of American
voters don’t want teachers packing heat in the classroom – but they overwhelmingly support staffing schools with
armed security guards.” The survey “showed that by 58 percent to 40 percent, voters oppose allowing teachers and
school officials to carry guns on school grounds,” but by “82 percent to 14 percent” they support “having armed
security officers in schools.”

WPost Analysis: Student Gun Control Advocate Foreshadows New Generation Of Latino Youth.
The Washington Post (3/1, Morales) reports on the youth protest movement that has emerged in the wake of the
Florida school shooting, calling it “the strongest voice for changing laws about automatic assault weapons since the
Columbine massacre of 1999.” The Post says that Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student Emma González,
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who has taken a leadership role in the movement, “stands out as an emblematic challenge to the old ways of CubanAmerican voting preferences in Florida,” and “portends a new generation of Latino youth who have the potential to
be major political players through their ability to straddle different constituencies and mold a coherent message for
change.”

Florida House Debates School Safety Measures.
The AP (3/6, Farrington, Spencer, Fineout) reports the Florida state House on Tuesday debated “a proposal to arm
some teachers and school employees,” noting that the legislation also “would put some restrictions on rifle sales,
provide new mental health programs for schools and improve communication between school districts, law
enforcement and state agencies.” The AP says “students’ anger at the availability of guns, access to weapons by
the mentally ill and school safety spurred lawmakers to act.” A number of Democrats balked at “language from the
bill that would create a program to arm some teachers and school employees who have undergone law enforcement
training.”
The Tallahassee (FL) Democrat (3/6, Call) reports that all told, the chamber spent “nearly seven hours Tuesday
debating a school safety plan that would arm some school employees.” Noting that students from Florida State and
Florida A&M “held a die-in at the Capitol Rotunda to call for stricter gun-control measures,” the paper reports that the
legislation being debated “faces criticism from both sides of the gun-control debate. Those in favor of stricter
measures lament its lack of a ban on semi-automatic weapons, expanded background checks and proposals to close
the gun show loophole on background checks and waiting periods. The National Rifle Association views the proposal
as a do-nothing, unnecessary infringement on Second Amendment rights.”
The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (3/6) reports, “Democratic attempts to eliminate arming of public school staff and
establish a memorial for Pulse nightclub victims were voted down Tuesday, as the Florida House spent hours in an
emotional debate over the $400 million school-safety bill prompted by the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School.” Republicans “rejected an amendment to remove the ‘guardian’ program from the bill to
allow some school employees to carry weapons.”

New Mexico Governor Backs School Security Bill.
The AP (3/6) reports the office of New Mexico Gov. Susana Martinez says she will sign a bill “that would set aside up
to $10 million over four years for bolstering security at schools around New Mexico.” The funding “would go to
projects such as perimeter fencing, intercom systems and restricting campus access.”

South Carolina Law Enforcement Chief Rejects Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/6) reports South Carolina State Law Enforcement Division Chief Mark Keel, testifying before a state Senate
panel on Tuesday, said “arming the state’s teachers ‘is not the answer’ to making schools safer.” Keel said “he
feels teachers should be focused on teaching, not weapons training. Keel also says he feels the presence of school
resource officers is the best way to keep students safe.”

Alabama Governor Announces School Security Task Force.
The AP (3/6) reports Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey “announced Tuesday that she is creating a school safety council to
make recommendations on securing schools.” Ivey said the panel “will seek to make sure that schools have an
updated security response plan and training as well as plans for sharing information about potential threats.”

Minnesota Legislature Moving Toward Adopting School Safety Measures.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (3/6) reports on rising momentum in the Minnesota legislature “for changes to school
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safety and gun laws in the wake of the Feb. 14 shooting at a Florida high school that left 17 dead.” Gov. Mark Dayton
(D), who said last week, “I’m willing to consider anything and everything,” is to release a school safety plan on
Wednesday. On Tuesday, a state House panel discussed legislation “that would allow schools to use for the first time
a routine maintenance fund for safety upgrades, including secure entrances, security cameras and communications
devices.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Education Week Package Explores “Teaching Vulnerable Students.”
Education Week (3/7) runs a special package of stories titled “Teaching Vulnerable Students” that explores policies
regarding “fragile student populations, their needs, and the challenges educators face in engaging them in learning.”
Topics include effectively teaching incarcerated students (3/7), challenges keeping undocumented students engaged
(3/7), helping homeless students with disabilities (3/7), and teaching gifted students in foster care (3/7).

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVos Pushes State Schools Chiefs To Improve Innovation, Better Serve Students.
• Lawmakers Call On ED To Investigate Transgender Bathroom Complaints.
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Continues.
• New York Mayor Taps Houston Superintendent After Carvalho Backs Out.
• Wyoming State Legislature At Impasse Over Education Spending.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

March 7, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
House To Debate School Safety Bill Next Week.
House Majority Leader McCarthy said Tuesday that the House will debate legislation next week “aimed at preventing
violence at schools,” Reuters (3/6) reports. McCarthy “did not outline any other bills the chamber might consider that
are urged by gun control groups, such as raising the minimum age for buying semi-automatic rifles or banning them
altogether.” House Minority Whip Hoyer “said the House floor should be opened to a wide-ranging debate on gun
measures,” and argued that alongside the school safety bill, “We ought to put additional protections, not just for
students, but people in theaters, nightclubs, shopping malls and churches alike.” In addition, Hoyer “called for votes
on assault weapon restrictions, broader gun-sale background checks and banning ‘bump stocks.’”
Kathleen Parker writes in the Washington Post (3/6, Parker) that in the wake of the Florida school shooting, state
legislators “cobbled together a bill that likely wouldn’t do much good.” Parker details what she views as problems
with the measure and notes that “in Washington, everyone passes through some level of security during the course
of a day. Such is life in a target zone.” Parker argues that “schools should be treated as target zones, too, and
security starts at the door.” The AP (3/6, Daly) also covers this story.
Alexander Calls For ESSA Amendments For School Counselors, Safety Technology. Education
Week (3/6) reports Senate HELP Chairman Lamar Alexander said Tuesday he “wants to change the main federal
education law to allow schools to hire more counselors, make infrastructure improvements, and fund violenceprevention programs.” Alexander’s School Safety and Mental Health Service Improvement Act “would change Title
IV, which gets $400 billion in the fiscal 2018 federal budget, in order to let schools pay for new safety technology,
‘physical security,’ and training school personnel to help them recognize and defuse threats of violence. And his
proposal would also change Title II to make it easier for the $2 billion program for educator professional development
to fund school counselors. Both Title II and Title IV are part of the Every Student Succeeds Act—Title IV was created
when ESSA became law in 2015.”
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POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Under Pressure To End Obama’s School Discipline Directive.
The Washington Times (3/6, Richardson) reports there is increasing pressure on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos to
end “the Obama administration’s lenient school-discipline directive, which critics say backfired tragically with last
month’s high school shooting in Parkland, Florida.” The policies, which were “embraced at the outset by the
Broward County Public Schools, have been blamed for allowing shooting suspect Nikolas Cruz to avoid being
arrested or taken into custody despite committing offenses such as assault and carrying bullets to Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School.” In a letter to DeVos Monday, Sen. Marco Rubio wrote, “The overarching goals of the 2014
directive to mitigate the school-to-prison pipeline, reduce suspensions and expulsions, and to prevent racially biased
discipline are laudable and should be explored. ... However, any policy seeking to achieve these goals requires basic
common sense and an understanding that failure to report troubled students, like Cruz, to law enforcement can have
dangerous repercussions.” U.S. News & World Report (3/6) also covers this story.

Banks Urges School Choice For Military Families.
In an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal (3/6, Subscription Publication), Rep. Jim Banks makes a case for the
Education Savings Accounts for Military Families Act, legislation he will introduce Wednesday would allow militarydependent children to use funds allocated to the Federal Impact Aid program to pay for private-school tuition, among
other educational expenses. Banks writes that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and several members of Congress
support the idea.

DeVos CCSSO Comments Counter States’ ESSA Plan PR Campaign.
Education Week (3/6) reports that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ criticism of states’ ESSA plans at a
conference of the Council of Chief State Schools Officers on Monday came “on the heels of education think tanks
that have described the plans in terms such as ‘ineffective,’ and ‘uninteresting,’ as well as a chorus of civil rights
groups that have blasted the plans for failing to set a strict framework to assure progress for minority students, those
with disabilities, and English-learners.” States have pushed back with a “sleek public relations campaign to highlight
some of the innovation tucked into states’ plans.” However, DeVos “seemed to scoff at the PR effort in her speech
to the CCSSO on Monday. ‘Even the best plan is short on the meaningful solutions that the law encourages,’ she
said to a visibly stunned audience. ‘Even the best plan doesn’t take full advantage of the law’s built-in flexibility.
And launching a PR push to defend these plans doesn’t change that. It misses the point.’”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Teachers End Strike, Other States Could Strike.
ABC World News Tonight (3/6, story 12, 0:10, Muir) reported that “cheers rang at the state capital” in West Virginia
on Tuesday after “lawmakers agreed to a five percent raise for teachers and all state employees.” The state’s
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teachers are now ending “their nine-day walkout.”
The CBS Evening News (3/6, story 8, 0:45, Glor) reported, “Most public schools will be open in West Virginia
tomorrow.” CBS’ Meg Oliver said the deal includes a pay increase “for all state employees, not just striking
teachers,” and added “this strike has motivated other teachers across the country to follow suit. Oklahoma teachers
could strike as early as next month.” On NBC Nightly News’ (3/6, story 6, 1:45, Holt), Ron Allen said, “It’s being
called the biggest pay raise ever in West Virginia, five percent.”
The Washington Post (3/6, Larimer) reports Gov. Jim Justice “proclaimed a new day for education in his state,”
quoting him saying, “We will move forward. No more looking back. West Virginia renews its investment in education
and our precious children today.” The Post reports the deal ends “a nine-day strike by educators that swept across
all of West Virginia’s 55 counties and left more than 277,000 public-school students out of school. Teachers — and
all state workers — would get a 5 percent raise.” Districts immediately announced plans to reopen schools, and
American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “described a sense of relief and joy.”
The AP (3/6) reports legislators will seek to pay for the raise by cutting “state spending by $20 million, taking
funds from general services and Medicaid, Senate Finance Committee Chairman Craig Blair said.” In a subsequent
article, the AP (3/6) reports “lawmakers acted swiftly Tuesday after Gov. Jim Justice and Republican leaders
tentatively agreed to end the state’s nine-day teachers’ walkout by giving 5 percent raises not just to teachers, but to
all state workers.” Both chambers voted unanimously to pass the bill.
Bloomberg News (3/6, Eidelson) reports the “fury among low-paid teachers that triggered a wildcat teachers’
strike in West Virginia...may be spreading.” The piece notes that the Oklahoma Education Association “said it will
shut down schools within months if its demands aren’t met, and some teachers said they may strike even if a deal is
reached.” According to Heidi Shierholz, “who served as chief economist for the US Department of Labor during the
Obama administration,” teachers across the country “are benefiting from a tailwind these days thanks to a tightening
private-sector labor market, which brings stronger state revenue as well as alternative job opportunities.” CNN (3/6)
also covers this story.

Tulsa School District Leaders Support Statewide Teachers Strike.
The Washington Post (3/6, Strauss) reports a coalition of Oklahoma teachers, union and school district leaders, and
activists have been organizing a public teacher strike “to push for better classroom conditions and higher pay.”
Notably, the Tulsa schools superintendent and the presidents of the School board and the PTA council “joined the
heads of the teachers union to pledge support for a Tulsa Board of Education resolution that supports ‘any steps
necessary to improve conditions for our teachers — including a districtwide suspension of classes.”

Arizona Teachers Plan Wednesday Protest Over Low Pay.
The Arizona Republic (3/6) reports thousands of public school teachers and their supporters in Arizona, emboldened
“by the efforts of the West Virginia teachers who started a nine-day strike across all 55 of the state’s school districts,
” are planning “to wear red to work Wednesday in protest of the low pay they say has exacerbated the state’s critical
shortage of qualified teachers.” Meanwhile, music teacher Noah Karvelis, one of the protest organizers, “created a
closed Facebook group over the weekend called Arizona Teachers United to mobilize teachers’ support for the
protest.” As of Tuesday evening, more than 11,000 people joined the group. The Republic notes that last year, the
state legislature approved a one percent pay increase and “an infusion of cash from a ballot measure.” Still, “many
teachers have been unsatisfied by the state’s efforts and have said they don’t do enough to address the flood of
qualified educators leaving Arizona’s classrooms.”
The AP (3/6) reports Arizona Education Association president Joe Thomas “said he’s seen increasing interest
in a teacher strike,” and “suggested to Karvelis recently that a group action like wearing red would be a good way to
gauge teachers’ sentiments and the potential willingness for a statewide job action.” Social studies teacher Dylan
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Wegela, a moderator for Arizona Teachers United, said while teachers are hoping to avoid a strike, “I’m hesitant to
say it’s out of the realm of possibility, but the organization needs to be there and there needs to be support for it.”
The AP notes “Arizona teacher pay is among the lowest in the nation,” and educators “in another low-teacher pay
state, Oklahoma, are also organizing for possible job action.”

Indiana Bill Would Let School Leaders Hire Unlicensed Teachers To Fill Shortages.
The Indianapolis Star (3/6, Herron) reports Indiana lawmakers have proposed using unlicensed teachers to fill public
school classrooms. Public schools can currently only hire teachers who have met the state’s licensing requirements,
which usually requires a “college teacher preparation program, student teaching and licensing exams in content and
pedagogy, the actual practice of teaching.” A Senate bill would “give new flexibility to Indiana’s public schools in
their hiring practices, allowing for schools to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching staff with unlicensed teachers.”
According to the Star, the decision to hire unlicensed teachers would be made by the superintendent and local school
boards.

Working Paper Suggests Prospective Teachers Dissuaded By Evaluation Reforms.
Education Week’s (3/6, Will) “Teacher Beat” blog reports on a working paper that suggested teacher-evaluation
reforms have the “unintended consequence” of dissuading prospective teachers, including “some from selective
universities, an indication that high-quality would-be teachers might be among those being deterred.” The
researchers found “the new teacher labor supply fell more than 20 percent” between 2007 and 2016 – the very same
years during which “states across the country beefed up their teacher-evaluation systems, in part due to incentives
from the Obama administration’s Race to the Top grant competition.” Brown University education and economics
assistant professor Matthew Kraft, a co-author of the paper, said reforms are not meant to dissuade prospective
teachers, but it “looks as if it did have that negative overall effect.” Kraft explained many believe the reforms are
aimed primarily at “dismissing low-performing teachers, and that’s a harsh working environment to enter,” when in
fact “‘very few teachers were dismissed under this system,’ but the perception is still there.”

Supreme Court Hears Oral Arguments In Key Union Fees Case.
In what Education Week (3/7) calls the “latest showdown over public-employee unions,” the Supreme Court on Feb.
26 heard oral arguments in the case Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
Council 31 (AFSCME). The courtroom “was packed,” with Education Secretary Betsy DeVos in attendance. On
behalf of AFSCME, attorney David Frederick defended a 1977 case that authorized “public unions to charge fees for
collective bargaining-related services to those workers who decline to join the union.” Justices Neil Gorsuch and
Clarence Thomas are expected to side with Justices Samuel Alito and Anthony Kennedy, who “aggressively – and at
times angrily – questioned lawyers for the state of Illinois and for AFSCME.” Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. similarly
“made comments sympathetic to the side of Mark Janus.” Meanwhile, Justices Sonia Sotomayor, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Stephen Breyer, and Elena Kagan – the “liberal bloc” – “were just as aggressive in questioning the
lawyers arguing for overruling the 1977 decision.”

Teachers Balance Student Interest, Ethics In “Cyber Hygiene” Curriculum.
Education Week (3/7, Schwartz) reports a growing number of schools are “teaching what is being dubbed ‘cyber
hygiene,’ the basic cybersecurity habits that will keep students safe online at home and on their school networks.”
One district, Louisiana’s Bossier Parish, uses “the CyberPatriot program, a national competition for middle and high
school students run by the Air Force Association,” and “also offers cyber literacy and cyber science electives, taught
with National Integrated Cyber Education Research Center curriculum materials.” Educators are challenged on how
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to “present lessons on cybersecurity habits in ways that engage, rather than overwhelm, students and resonate with
their daily experiences, educators and advocates say.” Teachers also maintain that “there’s a need to remind
students of the ethical choices that come with making decisions about how they use technology.” I-SAFE chief
strategy officer Jonathan King said schools must take security precautions, and anything teachers “can do to help
mitigate irregular use on their infrastructure helps them in the long run.”

Report Shows Decline In Proficiency Among Michigan Third-Graders.
The Detroit Free Press (3/6, Higgins) reports an analysis of Michigan public student achievement by the Education
Trust-Midwest “raises concerns about big declines in proficiency among third-graders — struggles that are impacting
kids across all demographic areas, including higher-income students and white students.” The report compared
Michigan’s performance with 11 states that use a similar standardized exam based on the Common Core Standards.
The findings indicate Michigan saw the largest decline in third-grade English language proficiency for the 11 states
that had annual data from 2014 to 2016. Michigan was also the “only state that saw a decline in third-grade math
from 2014 to 2016.” The Detroit News (3/6) also covers this story.

DC Students Worried About Not Graduating Due To Tightened Attendance Enforcement.
The Washington Post (3/6, A1, Stein) reports in a front-page story that a recent investigation found nearly a third of
graduates from DC’s public schools last year missed too many classes or improperly took makeup classes,
“undermining the validity of hundreds of diplomas.” In response, school administrators “tightened enforcement of
long-ignored attendance rules, meaning seniors with too many absences will not be allowed to graduate.” These
students want city leaders to realize that it is they who “stand to face the steepest consequences over the graduation
scandal and the stricter enforcement of standards for receiving a diploma.”

OPERATIONS
WPost: Transfer Of DC School Chancellor’s Daughter Should Be DC IG’s “Top Priority.”
In an editorial, the Washington Post (3/6) calls it “striking” that former DC Public Schools chancellor Antwan Wilson
claims “that he did nothing wrong when his daughter bypassed the system’s competitive lottery to transfer to one of
the city’s most desirable high schools – even though the transfer violated a rule that Mr. Wilson himself had
promulgated only months before.” The Post adds that Wilson’s claim that DC Mayor Muriel Bowser “knew and had
no objections to plans to transfer his daughter from Duke Ellington School for the Arts, where she was unhappy, must
be investigated.” Noting that Bowser denies the claim, the Post says her “credibility [is] under challenge in an
election year,” and urges DC Inspector General Daniel W. Lucas, who investigating the matter, to give it “top
priority” and “report to the public as expeditiously as possible.”

Superintendent Of NYC Renewal Turnaround Program Leaves For Separate Initiative.
Chalkbeat New York (3/6, Zimmerman) reports Aimee Horowitz, superintendent of New York Mayor Bill de Blasio’s
Renewal turnaround program, has accepted a role in the education department to lead an initiative to support schools
that share the same buildings. Horowitz’s exit means that “incoming chancellor Richard Carranza will get to choose
a permanent leader for the three-year-old Renewal program, according to department officials. The $582 million effort
has given struggling schools additional social services and academic support.”

Puerto Rico Evaluating Mental Health Of Public School Students, Teachers.
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Education Week (3/7, Ujifusa) reports that last month, the Puerto Rico Department of Education “began a formal
needs-assessment of all students from the 3rd grade up, as well as all teachers, to determine which schools have the
most acute need for aid from counselors and social workers in managing trauma triggered by Hurricane Maria.”
Research also suggests that “roughly six months after something like the hurricane, young Puerto Ricans could
experience a wave of new symptoms stemming from Maria’s devastating effects,” such as fear of rain at night to
violent behavior. The department is training “a team of 30 psychologists and other mental-health professionals to go
into those highly affected schools to address the trauma of children and educators.”

School Choice Group To Advise Puerto Rico On Expanding Charters, Vouchers.
Chalkbeat (3/6, Barnum) reports school voucher group EdChoice is preparing to help Puerto Rico officials expand
school choice. EdChoice President Robert Enlow said the request came from Julia Keleher, Puerto Rico’s secretary
of education, and that his group would “provide some technical assistance.” In the wake of Hurricane Maria,
“Keleher and Governor Ricardo Rosselló have proposed closing 300 of its 1,100 traditional public schools. Rosselló
also introduced a bill to Puerto Rico’s legislature that would allow for charter schools and vouchers.” This move was
met with “fierce pushback” from Puerto Rico’s teacher unions and progressive US Senators who oppose “school
privatization” efforts.

DIGITAL LEARNING
Google’s Influence On Modern Classroom Explored.
Education Week’s (3/6, Lynch) “Education Futures: Emerging Trends in K-12” blog reports on ways Google has
“made a lasting effort to take over the modern classroom with its variety and cost efficiency.” Google devices are
less expensive than other manufacturers, offering school districts the cheaper Chromebook instead of more
expensive laptops. Students can also use the Google Docs platform to conveniently share documents. The Google
Admin panel also “allows educators to be more involved in what their students are doing on their Chromebooks.”

Rural Schools Consider Online AP Classes To Boost College Readiness, But Experts Urge
Caution.
The Hechinger Report (3/6, Mader) reports on how online AP classes mixed with in-person learning can help students
in rural parts of the country get access to similar classes as students in more affluent areas. A lack of teachers, right
budgets, and “dwindling enrollment numbers” make it difficult for schools to offer electives offered in many suburban
and urban schools. As a result, rural students “often lag their peers in advances courses, and also in college and
completion.” Moreover, the lack of AP classes “may increase the financial burden on college-bound rural students.”
But as more rural schools turn to virtual programs, “there’s little evidence that online learning is equal to or can
exceed outcomes from traditional in-person instruction,” and dome of the “more time intensive virtual programs have
shown poor outcomes.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Indiana District’s Board Delays Request To Put Additional Funding Referendum On Ballot.
The AP (3/6) reports the Indianapolis Public Schools Board of School Commissioners on Monday pulled a request to
put a proposed tax referendum on the May ballot. If the operating referendum is put before voters and passed in
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November, it “will provide the school district with an additional $65.7 million each year.” A $200 million capital
referendum also seeks to “help build improvements and other capital projects.” The AP notes IPS initially sought to
generate about $936 million in additional taxes over eight years, but it dropped the amount to $725 million in a revised
request submitted last month “amid concerns about the impact on taxes.”

Iowa State Senator Summarizes Recent Actions On Education Funding Measures.
In a piece for the Newton (IA) Daily News (3/5), Iowa state Sen. Amy Sinclair describes education funding bills that
were finalized in the state Senate last week, among other legislative actions. The first bill, House File 2230, would
increase education funding in the next fiscal year by $32 million. The second, an amended version of Senate File 455,
“provides $14 million in new money for schools to dedicate to transportation and funding to educate all our students
fairly, regardless of zip code.” She notes that in a bipartisan 38-12 vote, the state Senate also passed Senate File
2341, which would require “students to pass a civics exam with a score of 60 percent or above in order to graduate
from high school.” While the state remains focused on STEM, Sinclair writes, “it also important students are learning
the history of our country, how government works, and the basics of the United States Constitution.”

Wyoming State Senate Committee Votes On Amended Education Funding Bill.
The Wyoming Tribune Eagle (3/6) reports the Wyoming state Legislature’s “push and pull on K-12 education funding
continued Monday,” with both the state House and state Senate putting “forward their own bills amending K-12
education funding with significant differences in cuts.” House Bill 140 called for “far lower level of reductions – by
around $30 million – in the next three years and attempted to divert savings in a way proponents hoped would ensure
stable funding levels in coming years without raising taxes.” The state Senate’s amended version of the bill, Senate
File 117, failed to gain “the support of the House’s committee as it was voted down 8-1 Friday.” State senators
“essentially returned the favor Monday in the form of an amendment proposed by House Education Committee
Chairman Hank Coe” that ultimately “passed committee 3-2.” Prior to the vote, high school students and “several
adult representatives of K-12 education” warned the committee against additional education funding cuts.
Wyoming Public Radio (3/6) reports state “Speaker of the House Steve Harshman and House Education
Chairman David Northrup were frustrated” with the state Senate Education Committee’s decision to remove the
“innovative school funding amendments” from the bill. Northrup stressed that new revenue is needed for education,
but the amended bill “now probably amounts to a $13 million cut to education funding.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Quinnipiac Poll: Majority Of Americans Oppose Teachers Carrying Guns.
The New York Post (3/6, Fredericks) reports that according to a Quinnipiac University poll, “a majority of American
voters don’t want teachers packing heat in the classroom – but they overwhelmingly support staffing schools with
armed security guards.” The survey “showed that by 58 percent to 40 percent, voters oppose allowing teachers and
school officials to carry guns on school grounds,” but by “82 percent to 14 percent” they support “having armed
security officers in schools.”

WPost Analysis: Student Gun Control Advocate Foreshadows New Generation Of Latino Youth.
The Washington Post (3/1, Morales) reports on the youth protest movement that has emerged in the wake of the
Florida school shooting, calling it “the strongest voice for changing laws about automatic assault weapons since the
Columbine massacre of 1999.” The Post says that Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student Emma González,
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who has taken a leadership role in the movement, “stands out as an emblematic challenge to the old ways of CubanAmerican voting preferences in Florida,” and “portends a new generation of Latino youth who have the potential to
be major political players through their ability to straddle different constituencies and mold a coherent message for
change.”

Florida House Debates School Safety Measures.
The AP (3/6, Farrington, Spencer, Fineout) reports the Florida state House on Tuesday debated “a proposal to arm
some teachers and school employees,” noting that the legislation also “would put some restrictions on rifle sales,
provide new mental health programs for schools and improve communication between school districts, law
enforcement and state agencies.” The AP says “students’ anger at the availability of guns, access to weapons by
the mentally ill and school safety spurred lawmakers to act.” A number of Democrats balked at “language from the
bill that would create a program to arm some teachers and school employees who have undergone law enforcement
training.”
The Tallahassee (FL) Democrat (3/6, Call) reports that all told, the chamber spent “nearly seven hours Tuesday
debating a school safety plan that would arm some school employees.” Noting that students from Florida State and
Florida A&M “held a die-in at the Capitol Rotunda to call for stricter gun-control measures,” the paper reports that the
legislation being debated “faces criticism from both sides of the gun-control debate. Those in favor of stricter
measures lament its lack of a ban on semi-automatic weapons, expanded background checks and proposals to close
the gun show loophole on background checks and waiting periods. The National Rifle Association views the proposal
as a do-nothing, unnecessary infringement on Second Amendment rights.”
The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (3/6) reports, “Democratic attempts to eliminate arming of public school staff and
establish a memorial for Pulse nightclub victims were voted down Tuesday, as the Florida House spent hours in an
emotional debate over the $400 million school-safety bill prompted by the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School.” Republicans “rejected an amendment to remove the ‘guardian’ program from the bill to
allow some school employees to carry weapons.”

New Mexico Governor Backs School Security Bill.
The AP (3/6) reports the office of New Mexico Gov. Susana Martinez says she will sign a bill “that would set aside up
to $10 million over four years for bolstering security at schools around New Mexico.” The funding “would go to
projects such as perimeter fencing, intercom systems and restricting campus access.”

South Carolina Law Enforcement Chief Rejects Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/6) reports South Carolina State Law Enforcement Division Chief Mark Keel, testifying before a state Senate
panel on Tuesday, said “arming the state’s teachers ‘is not the answer’ to making schools safer.” Keel said “he
feels teachers should be focused on teaching, not weapons training. Keel also says he feels the presence of school
resource officers is the best way to keep students safe.”

Alabama Governor Announces School Security Task Force.
The AP (3/6) reports Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey “announced Tuesday that she is creating a school safety council to
make recommendations on securing schools.” Ivey said the panel “will seek to make sure that schools have an
updated security response plan and training as well as plans for sharing information about potential threats.”

Minnesota Legislature Moving Toward Adopting School Safety Measures.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (3/6) reports on rising momentum in the Minnesota legislature “for changes to school
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safety and gun laws in the wake of the Feb. 14 shooting at a Florida high school that left 17 dead.” Gov. Mark Dayton
(D), who said last week, “I’m willing to consider anything and everything,” is to release a school safety plan on
Wednesday. On Tuesday, a state House panel discussed legislation “that would allow schools to use for the first time
a routine maintenance fund for safety upgrades, including secure entrances, security cameras and communications
devices.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Education Week Package Explores “Teaching Vulnerable Students.”
Education Week (3/7) runs a special package of stories titled “Teaching Vulnerable Students” that explores policies
regarding “fragile student populations, their needs, and the challenges educators face in engaging them in learning.”
Topics include effectively teaching incarcerated students (3/7), challenges keeping undocumented students engaged
(3/7), helping homeless students with disabilities (3/7), and teaching gifted students in foster care (3/7).

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVos Pushes State Schools Chiefs To Improve Innovation, Better Serve Students.
• Lawmakers Call On ED To Investigate Transgender Bathroom Complaints.
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Continues.
• New York Mayor Taps Houston Superintendent After Carvalho Backs Out.
• Wyoming State Legislature At Impasse Over Education Spending.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Ford Stone" <Ford.Stone@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 6 Feb 2018 13:31:40 -0700 (MST)
How Civilization Could Collapse.pdf
"ford-stone@bajabb.com" <ford-stone@bajabb.com>

Attachments:How Civilization Could Collapse.pdf (453.01k)
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From: "FSD C-U Spotlight" <admin@e.foodservicedirector.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 23 Feb 2018 08:02:19 -0700 (MST)
Subject: How colleges are tackling allergies now
To: <kennie.ryan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

VIEW IN BROWSER

February 23, 2018

How colleges are tackling
allergies now
Smart operators are leading the charge on food allergies,
special diets and beyond.

READ MORE
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From Mrs. Dash Foodservice

3 ways to catch more Gen Zers
With a focus on personalization and portability, Gen Z has specific
consumer mindsets operators can't ignore.

NEWS

UW students protest new mandatory
meal plan
Around 100 students demonstrated at a dining hall on campus.

STEAL THIS IDEA

Snap a pic: Have students use
smartphones to document
preferences
At one operation, soliciting images has sparked conversation and
provided important insight.

FEATURED PRODUCT

Create Your Own Classic
Stouffer’s® White Cheddar Macaroni & Cheese elevates classic
comfort with melty, creamy 9-month-aged white New York Sharp
Cheddar, tender cavatappi and scratch-made taste you can be proud to
call your own. Learn more.
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Sponsored By

NEWS

University takes on flu season with
meal delivery service
Students sick with the flu can now get prepared meals delivered to
their rooms.
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From: "ford-stone@bajabb.com" <ford-stone@bajabb.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Mar 2018 12:55:46 -0700 (MST)
Subject: How populist uprisings could bring down liberal democracy Yascha Mounk Opini.pdf
"Nancy Stone" <nancymedarisstone@comcast.net>, <Gregory.Geanious@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Richard Pagano" <pagsnm32@yahoo.com>, "Elizabeth
To:
Thomas" <thomase@hushmail.com>

Attachments:How populist uprisings could bring down liberal democracy Yascha Mounk Opini.pdf (1 MB)

I found this interesting as a summation of the problem, but maybe not the solution.
I’m fearful that it may be a situation where “Ya don’t know what ya got til it’s gone. “
It’s my view that both sides will need to grow up and face the fact that half the nation doesn’t think like I do ( regardless of who the “I” is) and that major concessions and more sweeping
accommodations will have to be made on both sides in order to keep the peace. But, sadly, I don’t think we are anywhere near the point where we are ready to do it. The silent actor we have not yet
heard from is “Mother Nature”, who, if she is further ignored, will strike back with devastating force.

-------------------------------

-f.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Keto Burn" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Tue, 30 Jan 2018 13:43:11 -0700 (MST)
How to Become a Fat Burning Machine in 3 Days (This is Crazy)
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

The Ultimate Weight Loss Hack (Become a Fat Burning Machine in 3 Days)
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From: "FSD Update" <admin@e.foodservicedirector.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 17 Jan 2018 06:00:59 -0700 (MST)
Subject: How to gauge staff satisfaction
To: <lyman.graham@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

VIEW IN BROWSER

January 17, 2018

How to gauge staff
satisfaction
Check out how operators are regularly touching base with
their workers.

READ MORE

FSO OF THE MONTH

A mammoth food hall built on big
thinking
Sponsored by Hormel Foodservice
Crafting Florida State University's 24,000-sqaure-foot eatery was
no small feat.
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NEWS

School Nutrition Heroes for 2018
unveiled
The five honorees were selected by the School Nutrition
Foundation for their efforts to help those in need.

FEATURED PRODUCT

Create Healthful Dishes with
Custom Culinary Gold Label
True Foundations Bases.
®

™

Serve up this on-trend Charred Beef and Vegetable Grain Bowl, with
ease! Our Gold Label True Foundations ™Bases are made with clean,
simple ingredients—no added MSG, gluten, artificial colors or
artificial flavors.
Sponsored By

NEWS
page 2 of 3
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Stanford Dining workers asked to
remove protest stickers
Staff wore the stickers to protest what they claim are untenable
working conditions.
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From: "FSD Update" <admin@e.foodservicedirector.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 17 Jan 2018 06:01:21 -0700 (MST)
Subject: How to gauge staff satisfaction
To: <kennie.ryan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

VIEW IN BROWSER

January 17, 2018

How to gauge staff
satisfaction
Check out how operators are regularly touching base with
their workers.

READ MORE

FSO OF THE MONTH

A mammoth food hall built on big
thinking
Sponsored by Hormel Foodservice
Crafting Florida State University's 24,000-sqaure-foot eatery was
no small feat.
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NEWS

School Nutrition Heroes for 2018
unveiled
The five honorees were selected by the School Nutrition
Foundation for their efforts to help those in need.

FEATURED PRODUCT

Create Healthful Dishes with
Custom Culinary Gold Label
True Foundations Bases.
®

™

Serve up this on-trend Charred Beef and Vegetable Grain Bowl, with
ease! Our Gold Label True Foundations ™Bases are made with clean,
simple ingredients—no added MSG, gluten, artificial colors or
artificial flavors.
Sponsored By

NEWS
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Stanford Dining workers asked to
remove protest stickers
Staff wore the stickers to protest what they claim are untenable
working conditions.
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From: "FSD Update" <admin@e.foodservicedirector.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 17 Jan 2018 06:01:20 -0700 (MST)
Subject: How to gauge staff satisfaction
To: <deborah.beard@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

VIEW IN BROWSER

January 17, 2018

How to gauge staff
satisfaction
Check out how operators are regularly touching base with
their workers.

READ MORE

FSO OF THE MONTH

A mammoth food hall built on big
thinking
Sponsored by Hormel Foodservice
Crafting Florida State University's 24,000-sqaure-foot eatery was
no small feat.
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NEWS

School Nutrition Heroes for 2018
unveiled
The five honorees were selected by the School Nutrition
Foundation for their efforts to help those in need.

FEATURED PRODUCT

Create Healthful Dishes with
Custom Culinary Gold Label
True Foundations Bases.
®

™

Serve up this on-trend Charred Beef and Vegetable Grain Bowl, with
ease! Our Gold Label True Foundations ™Bases are made with clean,
simple ingredients—no added MSG, gluten, artificial colors or
artificial flavors.
Sponsored By

NEWS
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Stanford Dining workers asked to
remove protest stickers
Staff wore the stickers to protest what they claim are untenable
working conditions.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Mon, 26 Mar 2018 05:31:05 -0600 (MDT)
Hundreds Of Thousands Gather To Protest Gun Violence At Parkland-Inspired Rallies
<cindy.romero@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Cindy Romero

March 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Hundreds Of Thousands Gather To Protest Gun
Violence At Parkland-Inspired Rallies.
The AP (3/24, Khalil, Woodward) reports that “in a historic
groundswell of youth activism, hundreds of thousands of
teenagers and their supporters rallied across the U.S.
against gun violence Saturday, vowing to transform fear and
grief into a “vote-them-out” movement and tougher laws
against weapons and ammo.” The AP adds that
demonstrators “took to the streets of the nation’s capital
and such cities as Boston, New York, Chicago, Houston,
Minneapolis, Phoenix, Los Angeles and Oakland, California,
in the kind of numbers seen during the Vietnam era,
sweeping up activists long frustrated by stalemate in the
gun debate and bringing in lots of new, young voices.”
The Washington Post (3/24, A1, Jamison, Chason,
Heim) in a front-page article reports that “organized by students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, where
a gunman killed 17 last month, the March for Our Lives showcased impassioned teens calling on Congress to enact
stricter gun-control laws to end the nation’s two-decade stretch of campus shootings.” According to the Post,
“hundreds of “sibling protests” took place across the world, from New York City – where demonstrators spread
across 20 blocks – to Jonesboro, Ark., a small city marking the 20th anniversary of a middle-school shooting that left
four students and a teacher dead.”
USA Today (3/24, Hayes, Jackson, Collins, Dastagir) reports “well over 1 million students – and their
supporters” took part in marches “around the globe Saturday to make a powerful statement against gun violence
and call on lawmakers to pass stricter laws or face their wrath at the polls.”
In a separate article, the Washington Post (3/24, Zezima) says “more than 800 events were scheduled
worldwide, according to the gun-control group Everytown for Gun Safety,” while “counterprotests and separate
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rallies organized by gun rights groups” also took place. In the lead ABC World News Tonight (3/24, lead story, 4:05,
Llamas) segment, David Wright reported that “in Parkland, Florida, in Texas and other deep red states, in California
and other blue states, the crowds exceeded expectations” while the Wall Street Journal (3/24, Hackman, Gordon,
Levitz, McWhirter, Mahtani, King, Malas, Subscription Publication) live feed also recaps the large rallies that took
place in Washington, DC as well as Boston, Atlanta, Chicago, New York City, and Los Angeles.
The New York Times (3/24, A1, Shear, Subscription Publication) in a front-page article reports that “standing
before vast crowds from Washington to Los Angeles to Parkland, Fla., the speakers – nearly all of them students,
some still in elementary school – delivered an anguished and defiant message: They are ‘done hiding’ from gun
violence, and will ‘stop at nothing’ to get politicians to finally prevent it.” In the lead NBC Nightly News (3/24, lead
story, 3:30, Diaz-Balart) segment, Kate Snow reported 1,300 children under the age of 17 “are killed by guns every
year.” Snow highlighted that as “gun violence is the third leading cause of death for that age group” and she added
“the voices of a younger generation” on Saturday said that they have had enough.
Bloomberg News (3/24, Yang, Flatley, Shields) reports the “protesters...demand[ed] protection from gun
violence, including a ban on assault weapons such as the rifle used in Parkland, a prohibition on high-capacity
magazines that let killers shoot long bursts without reloading, and more effective background checks for gun
purchases.” On the CBS Weekend News (3/24, story 3, 1:55, Quijano), Adriana Diaz reported “students told us this
isn’t the culminating end of their movement. It’s just the beginning. They say if they don’t see legislative action,
they will continue to march and they even have another walkout scheduled.”
Reuters (3/24, Simpson, Johnson, Johnson, Young, Popovici, Tso, Fagenson, Chiarito, Oliphant, Hay) says that
in what was “the largest March For Our Lives protest, demonstrators jammed Washington’s Pennsylvania Avenue
where they listened to speeches from survivors of the Feb. 14 mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School.” On the lead CBS Weekend News (3/24, lead story, 2:45, Quijano) segment, Jeff Pegues reported “an
expected crowd of half a million people” took part in the March For Our Lives in Washington, DC.

POLITICS & POLICY
WPost Analysis: GOP Governors Increasingly Investing In Education.
In an analysis piece, the Washington Post (3/25, Scherer) writes that in “a major turnabout for a generation of
conservative leaders,” cost-cutting GOP governors are now bragging about investing in public schools. The Post
attributes this to “the backlash that boiled over into a teacher walkout in West Virginia” as well as teachers and the
public demands for “more money after years of tight budgets and a Republican focus on tax cuts” having “forced a
change in strategy.” The piece reports that declining revenues in states have resulted in “educators leaving en
masse for higher-wage jobs, classroom conditions deteriorating and some districts even adopting four-day school
weeks.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
North Carolina Nonprofit Aims To Prepare New Generation Of Pilots.
The AP (3/24, Childress) reported on the Airolina Young Aviators Program (AYA), a nonprofit and STEM (science,
technology, engineering and math) program for high school students in Durham. The program “is open to all
students,” but is focused on helping “prepare the next generation of black aviators for the opportunities that will
present themselves over the next two decades as thousands of commercial pilots reach the mandatory retirement
age of 65.” The story mentions that flying lessons in today’s day and age “cost about $180 an hour, compared to
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the $14 an hour” students used to pay back in the ‘60s. The AP mentions that FAA “requires 40 hours of flight time
in addition to passing the FAA Private Pilot written exam and the Private Pilot Oral and Practical (Flying) Exam to
earn a pilot’s license.”

Carnegie Foundation Program Helps Teachers Use Motivation To Improve Math Proficiency.
The National Center for Education Statistics found that in 2015, “a mere 25 percent of high school seniors were
proficient or higher” in math, underscoring for the Washington Post (3/25, Spencer) that “American students are
bombing” the subject. “Efforts to improve these numbers have abounded,” but a program by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching may be yielding results. Hundreds of teachers across the country are
working with the foundation to test “their own ways to re-energize students plagued by past failures through merging
specific emotional skills with academic ones.” At KAPPA International High School in the Bronx, for example,
attendance and four-year-graduation rates have climbed as more teachers sign on to the program. Additionally, the
“school’s overall average Algebra Regents exam score went from 60 in 2015 to 67 last year.” Notably, the Post
says, teachers participating in the Carnegie Foundation program at “other schools around the country have reported
similar gains.”

North Carolina STEM School Prepares Future Commercial Pilots.
The AP (3/24) profiled the Airolina Young Aviators Program (AYA), a nonprofit STEM program that provides
introductory flight training and mentoring to Durham, North Carolina high school students. Instructor Warren Hervey
Wheeler, “one of the nation’s first black commercial pilots,” said that “the program can help students perform better
in the classroom.” He pointed to the practical math problems used in flight schooland said he “fault[s] the school
system for not making math interesting and relevant.” Wheeler added that he “believes its important to help prepare
the next generation of black aviators for the opportunities that will present themselves over the next two decades as
thousands of commercial pilots reach the mandatory retirement age of 65.” The AP notes AYA helps students defray
the costs of flight lessons, but it “has found that increasingly difficult to do in recent months.”

Apple Poised To Announce Education-Focused Tool In Chicago.
The Seventy Four (3/25) reports that on March 27 at Lane Tech College Prep High School in Chicago, Apple will
unveil “what type of educational focus the brand has in mind for 2018 and beyond.” Apple events are “almost
always cloaked in vagueness to get folks talking beforehand,” and so “there’s no shortage of guesses as to what
the big reveal will be.” Still, in light of the announcement’s timing and location – “Apple announced a partnership
with the City of Chicago to bring its Everyone Can Code effort to 500,000 students” in December – the Seventy Four
speculates that Apple’s focus will be “on expanding coding in education.” The company could also unveil its
“rumored ClassKit,” which helps teachers and students make educational apps; “a more cost-effective MacBook
Air” to be used in classrooms; or an Apple Pencil 2, which is currently too costly to “have appeal inside schools.”

Virginia Student Wins National Engineering Contest.
The Hampton Roads (VA) Virginian-Pilot (3/25) reports that earlier this month, Virginia eighth-grader Jason Qin won
the junior division of the “Two for the Crew” challenge, a national engineering competition that encourages students
“to come up with something useful for the International Space Station.” The event is supported by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and “Future Engineers, an online educational platform that hosts national
innovation challenges for students from kindergarten through 12th grade.” Qin ‘s “tool combines needle-nose and
lineman’s pliers, as well as a set of attachable handles.” He “suggested that NASA keep the heads of the pliers on
the station, and astronauts use a 3-D printer in space to create custom handles that fit their hand sizes,” with
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previous crew members’ handles “melted down and recycled into a new set of customized handles using the 3-D
printer.”

Massachusetts Bill Seeks To Expand Civics, History Requirements.
The AP (3/24, Leblanc) reported the Massachusetts state Senate has approved a bill, dubbed “An Act to Promote
and Enhance Civic Engagement,” that “would require schools to expand on existing requirements that American
history and civics education be taught.” It would also mandate instruction on “the function and makeup of the
branches of local, state and federal government” and electoral process, and help students “navigate an increasingly
complex media environment.” The measure, which is now headed to the state House, was opposed by some state
“lawmakers concerned the state is dumping more requirements on schools without additional resources.” Supporters
of the measure, meanwhile, argue that “civics education is something schools should be expected to teach.” One
“supporter of the bill is Secretary of the Commonwealth William Galvin, who linked the push for civic education to the
recent rise in activism among young people pushing for stricter gun laws.”

NYTimes Analysis: Concern Over Status As Professionals Drove WV Teachers’ Strike.
In an analysis piece, the New York Times (3/25, Scheiber, Subscription Publication) writes that the “rare statewide
walkout” by West Virginia teachers was not just due to questions of pay and benefits, but “anxiety about their status
as professionals,” and “the anger shows little sign of dissipating.” Such concerns put teachers “in the mainstream of
recent labor history,” with doctors, nurses, government workers, and journalists, among others. “Some of the most
aggressive and successful labor actions in recent years have erupted when professionals felt their judgment,
expertise and autonomy were under assault.” Part of the concern arises as “technological developments like the
internet have undermined claims to expertise,” tight budgets reduced professionals’ resources, and consolidation
made then “feel like cogs in corporate machines that don’t share their values.”

Threat Of Teacher Walkout Looms Over Oklahoma In Week Before Deadline.
The Tulsa (OK) World (3/25) reports the Oklahoma Education Association, the “state’s largest teachers union,” is
striving to unite and direct “a grass-roots movement for what could be an extended school shutdown and teacher
walkout.” Meanwhile, “the state’s other large teachers union, Professional Oklahoma Educators, with its 11,000
members, has said it doesn’t support a walkout.” With support “from the Oklahoma City American Federation of
Teachers and the Oklahoma Public Employees Association,” the OEA “identified $905.7 million in recurring revenue
that could fund teacher raises.” The union granted state lawmakers an April 1 deadline to “fund a teacher and
support personnel pay raise as well as restore common education funding.” School districts across the state have
already “authorized their superintendents to shut down school if” the walkout proceeds on April 2.
In an editorial, Tulsa (OK) World (3/25) says state lawmaker cannot “claim they weren’t warned” about the
strike, because even though the ultimatum was announced on March 6, “anyone could have seen it coming for
months – years – before that.” Tulsa World outlines various events over the last four years that put state lawmakers
on notice about the growing demand for “better education funding.” Despite those incidents, Tulsa World says,
“Oklahoma’s funding of public schools has gone down more than that of any other state since 2008,” even though
“the number of students went up.”

OPERATIONS
Florida District Braces For Enrollment Growth.
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The Lakeland (FL) Ledger (3/25) reports the population in Polk County, Florida is expected to grow by 350,000 over
the next 20 to 25 years. Polk County School District anticipates an enrollment surge, but already it cannot keep up
with routine maintenance costs. Currently, the district spends roughly “$10 million each year just to maintain its 135
school campuses and facilities, and another $10.4 million on major projects.” Because of a lack of funds, PCSD’s
“deferred maintenance backlog now stands at $421 million, and there’s another $172 million in scheduled new
construction on hold.” The district is hoping voters will renew a half-cent sales tax in November, because without that
“projected $40 million in sales-tax funds, the district would have only about $65 million at its disposal for annual
capital needs, everything from replacing an air conditioner to building a new school from scratch.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Ohio State Lawmakers Consider Bill To Expand Rural High-Speed Internet Accessibility.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (3/25) reports roughly a third of Ohio’s rural residents – more than one million people
– “lack home access to broadband, compared with just 2 percent of urbanites, according to Federal Communications
Commission estimates.” Last week, a bill before state lawmakers “to establish a $50-million-per-year broadband
development grant program inched forward, fueling the hopes of advocates” who caution that “the implications of an
internetless life – or one where connection is slow, expensive, limited and unreliable – are far-reaching,” especially
for students. If the bill is passed, the program would provide “grants to private businesses, political subdivisions,
nonprofit organizations and phone and internet cooperatives.” It would also “expand coverage to about 14,000 Ohio
households annually without raising taxes or using money from the state’s General Revenue Fund.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Arizona State Lawmakers Secure $500 Million In School Funding Through Sales Tax Extension.
In what the AP (3/25, Christie) calls “an unexpected move that averts a looming ‘fiscal cliff’ that threatened more
than 10 percent of” school funding in Arizona, the state legislature “overwhelmingly passed legislation” to extend “a
sales tax that provides more than $500 million a year for K-12 education.” On Thursday, only 10 of the 90 state
lawmakers – “all majority Republicans” – opposed the measure, leaving “a bipartisan group of Republicans and
Democrats cheering the approval, although both sides acknowledged that the state’s woefully underfunded schools
need more money, not just current funding levels.” The bill’s original sponsor, Republican state Rep. Doug
Coleman, said the “Band-Aid” measure provides “$13 billion over the next 20 years that would have gone away.”
He conceded, however, that “much more needs to be done.”

Alabama District Reimbursed $1.4 Million In Misdirected Funds.
The AP (3/24) reported the Alabama state Department of Education reimbursed $1.4 million to Montgomery Public
Schools “for money that was wrongly sent to another school system in 2016.” The Alabama Education Association
had mentioned the misdirected funds in a lawsuit filed last month against state “Interim Superintendent Ed
Richardson to block the sale of Georgia Washington Middle School to the Pike Road system,” which received the
funds. Richardson, who “is overseeing an intervention of Montgomery Public Schools by the state for financial and
academic reasons,” announced the planned middle school sale “to help shore up finances for the Montgomery
system.” AEA’s lawsuit alleged “that Richardson had no authority to sell the school and was not acting in the best
interests of Montgomery schools, noting that he had worked as a consultant for Pike Road when it separated from the
Montgomery system.” The funds were ultimately reimbursed to MPS through “mediation in the lawsuit.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
Many Teachers Joins Students At DC Rally.
The Washington Post (3/24, Stein, Truong) reports “the youth led the rally, but alongside them were teachers who
said they witness each day how fear and violence puncture their students’ lives.” The Post adds “teachers said the
conversation needs to go beyond mass shootings and include the violence that the nation’s most vulnerable children
face daily in their communities.” According to Anna Fusco, president of the Broward Teachers Union, hundreds of the
district’s teachers “attended the rally to call for change and to honor the students and co-workers murdered on
campus last month.”
The Huffington Post (3/24, Fang) reports that teachers were “rallying for safer schools and better protections for
their students. When asked about the subject of safety in the wake of countless school shootings, many of them
vehemently opposed arming teachers,” a proposal which “had gained traction in response to the Parkland, Florida,
school shooting, including support from President Donald Trump.”

Media Analyses: Students Sought To Make Gun Control A Key 2018 Issue.
In a brief segment, ABC World News Tonight (3/25, story 5, 0:20, Llamas) offered “an update on the March for Our
Lives protests, taking place across the US and overseas [Saturday]. The global event is now considered to be the
largest youth-led protest since the Vietnam War-era. The students say they’re determined to stop gun violence, and
will go to the polls to make it happen.” On the CBS Weekend News (3/25, lead story, 2:20), DeMarco Morgan
reported, “At least 4,000 young Americans reportedly registered to vote Saturday at gun control rallies across the
country. About 4 million Americans will turn 18 this year.”
The New York Times (3/25, Burns, Martin, Subscription Publication) reports, “The passionate gun-control rallies
that brought out large crowds around the country over the weekend signaled that gun violence is not going away as
an issue in the 2018 midterm elections,” raising the possibility that GOP “candidates might be pushed mainly on the
defensive on gun issues for the first time in decades.” The Times adds that “across the landscape of midterm races,
Republican and Democratic leaders say the gun issue appears to have become a potent rallying point for voters
opposed to President Trump and fed up with what they see as Washington’s indifference to mass shootings.”
The AP (3/25, Irvine) reports, “The marches unified hundreds of thousands of people in cities across the country
and have galvanized this movement,” according to some students who took part. Those students “are vowing to get
young voters registered and send a message in upcoming elections.” USA Today (3/24, Hayes) reports that in the
wake of Saturday’s marches, “the question is whether these young people who call themselves ‘the mass-shooting
generation’ will fade into the background of the debate over gun control or be the leading charge in changing the
country’s policies. Many of the Parkland students at the march in Washington on Saturday made it clear one of the
next revolutions would be at the polls.”

White House Praises “Courageous” Youths Marching Over School Shootings.
White House deputy press secretary Lindsay Walters issued a statement on Saturday applauding the youths
participating in the nationwide “March For Our Lives” demonstrations against school shootings. While a number of
articles noted the White House’s remarks in a favorable context, several highlighted that President Trump’s
motorcade took a detour to avoid the protests as he traveled to and from his Palm Beach, Florida golf course.
However, the media coverage, which included nearly 27 minutes on the network newscasts, was overall much more
focused on the student speakers at the rallies and their calls for more gun control.
The Washington Times (3/24, Boyer) reports that “as hundreds of thousands of students, parents and teachers
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marched on Washington and other cities Saturday against gun violence, the White House said President Trump
praised their activism.” The Hill (3/24, Anapol) reports Walters said the White House “applaud[s] the many
courageous young Americans exercising their First Amendment rights today.” According to The Hill, Walters also
“underscored efforts President Trump has taken on school safety, including support for bills strengthening the
background check system for gun purchases and an anti-school violence act while also moving to ban bump stocks,
which allow semi-automatic weapons to fire more rapidly.” She asserted, “Keeping our children safe is a top priority
of the President’s, which is why he urged Congress to pass the Fix NICS [National Instant Criminal Background
Check System] and STOP School Violence Acts, and signed them into law.” Walters added the Department of
Justice on Friday “issued the rule to ban bump stocks following through on the President’s commitment to ban
devices that turn legal weapons into illegal machine guns.”
However, the Los Angeles Times (3/24, Megerian) reports the statement “was not issued in [Trump’s] name”
and states that the White House “has not responded to questions about his plans for the day.” The Hill (3/24,
Anapol) says that although the White House “did not say whether the president was golfing,” Saturday was “the
101st day he has spent at one of his golf properties, and the 135th he has spent at one of his properties since taking
office.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Analysis: South-Central Idaho Grapples With Special Education Growth.
In a more than 3,000-word article, the Twin Falls (ID) Times-News (3/25, Wootton-Greener) examines how southcentral Idaho schools are accommodating a nationwide increase in students in need of special education services.
The region has seen the largest increase in the state, and its schools face “a multitude of challenges with educating
students who have special needs.” There is “no shortage of theories for why local schools are seeing more special
education students,” especially “those with severe needs and behavioral issues,” and teachers “don’t have a firm
answer for the cause of those trends.” The region is already struggling with “a shortage of federal funding,” meaning
“school districts are dipping more into their general fund to pay for services they’re required by law to provide.”
Furthermore, the region is “being hit the hardest of any region in the state by a teacher shortage” – a “monumental
challenge” rendering it “especially tough to find teachers and other support professionals, such as occupational and
speech therapists.”
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• Spending Bill Omits Administration Education Proposals.
• New Project Aims To Promote Digital Media Literacy To Arm Students Against Fake News.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Monday, March 26, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Hundreds Of Thousands Gather To Protest Gun
Violence At Parkland-Inspired Rallies.
The AP (3/24, Khalil, Woodward) reports that “in a historic
groundswell of youth activism, hundreds of thousands of
teenagers and their supporters rallied across the U.S.
against gun violence Saturday, vowing to transform fear and
grief into a “vote-them-out” movement and tougher laws
against weapons and ammo.” The AP adds that
demonstrators “took to the streets of the nation’s capital
and such cities as Boston, New York, Chicago, Houston,
Minneapolis, Phoenix, Los Angeles and Oakland, California,
in the kind of numbers seen during the Vietnam era,
sweeping up activists long frustrated by stalemate in the
gun debate and bringing in lots of new, young voices.”
The Washington Post (3/24, A1, Jamison, Chason,
Heim) in a front-page article reports that “organized by students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, where
a gunman killed 17 last month, the March for Our Lives showcased impassioned teens calling on Congress to enact
stricter gun-control laws to end the nation’s two-decade stretch of campus shootings.” According to the Post,
“hundreds of “sibling protests” took place across the world, from New York City – where demonstrators spread
across 20 blocks – to Jonesboro, Ark., a small city marking the 20th anniversary of a middle-school shooting that left
four students and a teacher dead.”
USA Today (3/24, Hayes, Jackson, Collins, Dastagir) reports “well over 1 million students – and their
supporters” took part in marches “around the globe Saturday to make a powerful statement against gun violence
and call on lawmakers to pass stricter laws or face their wrath at the polls.”
In a separate article, the Washington Post (3/24, Zezima) says “more than 800 events were scheduled
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worldwide, according to the gun-control group Everytown for Gun Safety,” while “counterprotests and separate
rallies organized by gun rights groups” also took place. In the lead ABC World News Tonight (3/24, lead story, 4:05,
Llamas) segment, David Wright reported that “in Parkland, Florida, in Texas and other deep red states, in California
and other blue states, the crowds exceeded expectations” while the Wall Street Journal (3/24, Hackman, Gordon,
Levitz, McWhirter, Mahtani, King, Malas, Subscription Publication) live feed also recaps the large rallies that took
place in Washington, DC as well as Boston, Atlanta, Chicago, New York City, and Los Angeles.
The New York Times (3/24, A1, Shear, Subscription Publication) in a front-page article reports that “standing
before vast crowds from Washington to Los Angeles to Parkland, Fla., the speakers – nearly all of them students,
some still in elementary school – delivered an anguished and defiant message: They are ‘done hiding’ from gun
violence, and will ‘stop at nothing’ to get politicians to finally prevent it.” In the lead NBC Nightly News (3/24, lead
story, 3:30, Diaz-Balart) segment, Kate Snow reported 1,300 children under the age of 17 “are killed by guns every
year.” Snow highlighted that as “gun violence is the third leading cause of death for that age group” and she added
“the voices of a younger generation” on Saturday said that they have had enough.
Bloomberg News (3/24, Yang, Flatley, Shields) reports the “protesters...demand[ed] protection from gun
violence, including a ban on assault weapons such as the rifle used in Parkland, a prohibition on high-capacity
magazines that let killers shoot long bursts without reloading, and more effective background checks for gun
purchases.” On the CBS Weekend News (3/24, story 3, 1:55, Quijano), Adriana Diaz reported “students told us this
isn’t the culminating end of their movement. It’s just the beginning. They say if they don’t see legislative action,
they will continue to march and they even have another walkout scheduled.”
Reuters (3/24, Simpson, Johnson, Johnson, Young, Popovici, Tso, Fagenson, Chiarito, Oliphant, Hay) says that
in what was “the largest March For Our Lives protest, demonstrators jammed Washington’s Pennsylvania Avenue
where they listened to speeches from survivors of the Feb. 14 mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School.” On the lead CBS Weekend News (3/24, lead story, 2:45, Quijano) segment, Jeff Pegues reported “an
expected crowd of half a million people” took part in the March For Our Lives in Washington, DC.

Many Teachers Joins Students At DC Rally.
The Washington Post (3/24, Stein, Truong) reports “the youth led the rally, but alongside them were teachers who
said they witness each day how fear and violence puncture their students’ lives.” The Post adds “teachers said the
conversation needs to go beyond mass shootings and include the violence that the nation’s most vulnerable children
face daily in their communities.” According to Anna Fusco, president of the Broward Teachers Union, hundreds of the
district’s teachers “attended the rally to call for change and to honor the students and co-workers murdered on
campus last month.”
The Huffington Post (3/24, Fang) reports that teachers were “rallying for safer schools and better protections for
their students. When asked about the subject of safety in the wake of countless school shootings, many of them
vehemently opposed arming teachers,” a proposal which “had gained traction in response to the Parkland, Florida,
school shooting, including support from President Donald Trump.”

Media Analyses: Students Sought To Make Gun Control A Key 2018 Issue.
In a brief segment, ABC World News Tonight (3/25, story 5, 0:20, Llamas) offered “an update on the March for Our
Lives protests, taking place across the US and overseas [Saturday]. The global event is now considered to be the
largest youth-led protest since the Vietnam War-era. The students say they’re determined to stop gun violence, and
will go to the polls to make it happen.” On the CBS Weekend News (3/25, lead story, 2:20), DeMarco Morgan
reported, “At least 4,000 young Americans reportedly registered to vote Saturday at gun control rallies across the
country. About 4 million Americans will turn 18 this year.”
The New York Times (3/25, Burns, Martin, Subscription Publication) reports, “The passionate gun-control rallies
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that brought out large crowds around the country over the weekend signaled that gun violence is not going away as
an issue in the 2018 midterm elections,” raising the possibility that GOP “candidates might be pushed mainly on the
defensive on gun issues for the first time in decades.” The Times adds that “across the landscape of midterm races,
Republican and Democratic leaders say the gun issue appears to have become a potent rallying point for voters
opposed to President Trump and fed up with what they see as Washington’s indifference to mass shootings.”
The AP (3/25, Irvine) reports, “The marches unified hundreds of thousands of people in cities across the country
and have galvanized this movement,” according to some students who took part. Those students “are vowing to get
young voters registered and send a message in upcoming elections.” USA Today (3/24, Hayes) reports that in the
wake of Saturday’s marches, “the question is whether these young people who call themselves ‘the mass-shooting
generation’ will fade into the background of the debate over gun control or be the leading charge in changing the
country’s policies. Many of the Parkland students at the march in Washington on Saturday made it clear one of the
next revolutions would be at the polls.”

FROM NASSP
College Decision-Making Is Focus of Next NHS/NJHS College Planning Webinar
The National Honor Societies will present a comprehensive guide to the entire college search process as
the final college admission and planning webinar of the 2017–18 academic year. “Getting Started with
Your College Search” will air Wednesday, April 18, from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. (ET). Expert panelists will
cover a wide range of needs related to the search process—from developing a college wish list to
meeting with admissions officers to submitting an application. The webinar is offered exclusively for NHS
and NJHS members and their parents, as well as faculty/staff of NHS and NJHS affiliated schools.
Registration is now open at www.nhs.us/webinars and www.njhs.us/webinars.
NHS and NJHS are programs of NASSP.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
WPost Analysis: GOP Governors Increasingly Investing In Education.
In an analysis piece, the Washington Post (3/25, Scherer) writes that in “a major turnabout for a generation of
conservative leaders,” cost-cutting GOP governors are now bragging about investing in public schools. The Post
attributes this to “the backlash that boiled over into a teacher walkout in West Virginia” as well as teachers and the
public demands for “more money after years of tight budgets and a Republican focus on tax cuts” having “forced a
change in strategy.” The piece reports that declining revenues in states have resulted in “educators leaving en
masse for higher-wage jobs, classroom conditions deteriorating and some districts even adopting four-day school
weeks.”
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DIGITAL LEARNING
Ohio State Lawmakers Consider Bill To Expand Rural High-Speed Internet Accessibility.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (3/25) reports roughly a third of Ohio’s rural residents – more than one million people
– “lack home access to broadband, compared with just 2 percent of urbanites, according to Federal Communications
Commission estimates.” Last week, a bill before state lawmakers “to establish a $50-million-per-year broadband
development grant program inched forward, fueling the hopes of advocates” who caution that “the implications of an
internetless life – or one where connection is slow, expensive, limited and unreliable – are far-reaching,” especially
for students. If the bill is passed, the program would provide “grants to private businesses, political subdivisions,
nonprofit organizations and phone and internet cooperatives.” It would also “expand coverage to about 14,000 Ohio
households annually without raising taxes or using money from the state’s General Revenue Fund.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Harvard University Will Allow Students To Report Offensive Professors.
The Washington Times (3/23, Richardson) says Harvard University on Thursday night announced an update to its
online course evaluation system, which will “allow students to report professors who say ‘offensive’ things in class
or make them feel ‘uncomfortable.’” Dean of Undergraduate Education Jay Harris made the announcement at “a
town hall convened to discuss the power dynamic between students and professors.” Attendees at the town hall
“expressed fear that reporting misbehavior could result in academic or professional retaliation.” Harris said the
school was working to revise the evaluations, saying “There will be a question of some kind that at least is trying to
get at that.”

Community Colleges, Trade Schools Looking To Attract More Adult Students.
The Wall Street Journal (3/25, Ward, Subscription Publication) reports that community colleges and technical schools
across the country are hoping to attract more adult students by lowering costs and shortening the amount of time
needed to earn a degree or credential. Several state governments are supporting the effort in an attempt to improve
their pools of skilled workers.

Report: New York For-Profit Colleges Fail To Serve Students.
Diverse Education (3/25) reports according to a study published by think tank The Century Foundation, “New York’s
for-profit colleges leave students with huge debt and have little impact on earning potential.” The study “compared
student outcomes at 427 colleges and universities, including 112 public, 196 nonprofit and 119 for-profit institutions,”
finding that “for-profit schools display a pattern of failing to meaningfully serve their students, especially AfricanAmericans and first-generation students.” Moreover, “many for-profit schools show high default rates on student
loans.”
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Monday, March 26, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Hundreds Of Thousands Gather To Protest Gun
Violence At Parkland-Inspired Rallies.
The AP (3/24, Khalil, Woodward) reports that “in a historic
groundswell of youth activism, hundreds of thousands of
teenagers and their supporters rallied across the U.S.
against gun violence Saturday, vowing to transform fear and
grief into a “vote-them-out” movement and tougher laws
against weapons and ammo.” The AP adds that
demonstrators “took to the streets of the nation’s capital
and such cities as Boston, New York, Chicago, Houston,
Minneapolis, Phoenix, Los Angeles and Oakland, California,
in the kind of numbers seen during the Vietnam era,
sweeping up activists long frustrated by stalemate in the
gun debate and bringing in lots of new, young voices.”
The Washington Post (3/24, A1, Jamison, Chason,
Heim) in a front-page article reports that “organized by students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, where
a gunman killed 17 last month, the March for Our Lives showcased impassioned teens calling on Congress to enact
stricter gun-control laws to end the nation’s two-decade stretch of campus shootings.” According to the Post,
“hundreds of “sibling protests” took place across the world, from New York City – where demonstrators spread
across 20 blocks – to Jonesboro, Ark., a small city marking the 20th anniversary of a middle-school shooting that left
four students and a teacher dead.”
USA Today (3/24, Hayes, Jackson, Collins, Dastagir) reports “well over 1 million students – and their
supporters” took part in marches “around the globe Saturday to make a powerful statement against gun violence
and call on lawmakers to pass stricter laws or face their wrath at the polls.”
In a separate article, the Washington Post (3/24, Zezima) says “more than 800 events were scheduled
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worldwide, according to the gun-control group Everytown for Gun Safety,” while “counterprotests and separate
rallies organized by gun rights groups” also took place. In the lead ABC World News Tonight (3/24, lead story, 4:05,
Llamas) segment, David Wright reported that “in Parkland, Florida, in Texas and other deep red states, in California
and other blue states, the crowds exceeded expectations” while the Wall Street Journal (3/24, Hackman, Gordon,
Levitz, McWhirter, Mahtani, King, Malas, Subscription Publication) live feed also recaps the large rallies that took
place in Washington, DC as well as Boston, Atlanta, Chicago, New York City, and Los Angeles.
The New York Times (3/24, A1, Shear, Subscription Publication) in a front-page article reports that “standing
before vast crowds from Washington to Los Angeles to Parkland, Fla., the speakers – nearly all of them students,
some still in elementary school – delivered an anguished and defiant message: They are ‘done hiding’ from gun
violence, and will ‘stop at nothing’ to get politicians to finally prevent it.” In the lead NBC Nightly News (3/24, lead
story, 3:30, Diaz-Balart) segment, Kate Snow reported 1,300 children under the age of 17 “are killed by guns every
year.” Snow highlighted that as “gun violence is the third leading cause of death for that age group” and she added
“the voices of a younger generation” on Saturday said that they have had enough.
Bloomberg News (3/24, Yang, Flatley, Shields) reports the “protesters...demand[ed] protection from gun
violence, including a ban on assault weapons such as the rifle used in Parkland, a prohibition on high-capacity
magazines that let killers shoot long bursts without reloading, and more effective background checks for gun
purchases.” On the CBS Weekend News (3/24, story 3, 1:55, Quijano), Adriana Diaz reported “students told us this
isn’t the culminating end of their movement. It’s just the beginning. They say if they don’t see legislative action,
they will continue to march and they even have another walkout scheduled.”
Reuters (3/24, Simpson, Johnson, Johnson, Young, Popovici, Tso, Fagenson, Chiarito, Oliphant, Hay) says that
in what was “the largest March For Our Lives protest, demonstrators jammed Washington’s Pennsylvania Avenue
where they listened to speeches from survivors of the Feb. 14 mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School.” On the lead CBS Weekend News (3/24, lead story, 2:45, Quijano) segment, Jeff Pegues reported “an
expected crowd of half a million people” took part in the March For Our Lives in Washington, DC.

Many Teachers Joins Students At DC Rally.
The Washington Post (3/24, Stein, Truong) reports “the youth led the rally, but alongside them were teachers who
said they witness each day how fear and violence puncture their students’ lives.” The Post adds “teachers said the
conversation needs to go beyond mass shootings and include the violence that the nation’s most vulnerable children
face daily in their communities.” According to Anna Fusco, president of the Broward Teachers Union, hundreds of the
district’s teachers “attended the rally to call for change and to honor the students and co-workers murdered on
campus last month.”
The Huffington Post (3/24, Fang) reports that teachers were “rallying for safer schools and better protections for
their students. When asked about the subject of safety in the wake of countless school shootings, many of them
vehemently opposed arming teachers,” a proposal which “had gained traction in response to the Parkland, Florida,
school shooting, including support from President Donald Trump.”

Media Analyses: Students Sought To Make Gun Control A Key 2018 Issue.
In a brief segment, ABC World News Tonight (3/25, story 5, 0:20, Llamas) offered “an update on the March for Our
Lives protests, taking place across the US and overseas [Saturday]. The global event is now considered to be the
largest youth-led protest since the Vietnam War-era. The students say they’re determined to stop gun violence, and
will go to the polls to make it happen.” On the CBS Weekend News (3/25, lead story, 2:20), DeMarco Morgan
reported, “At least 4,000 young Americans reportedly registered to vote Saturday at gun control rallies across the
country. About 4 million Americans will turn 18 this year.”
The New York Times (3/25, Burns, Martin, Subscription Publication) reports, “The passionate gun-control rallies
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that brought out large crowds around the country over the weekend signaled that gun violence is not going away as
an issue in the 2018 midterm elections,” raising the possibility that GOP “candidates might be pushed mainly on the
defensive on gun issues for the first time in decades.” The Times adds that “across the landscape of midterm races,
Republican and Democratic leaders say the gun issue appears to have become a potent rallying point for voters
opposed to President Trump and fed up with what they see as Washington’s indifference to mass shootings.”
The AP (3/25, Irvine) reports, “The marches unified hundreds of thousands of people in cities across the country
and have galvanized this movement,” according to some students who took part. Those students “are vowing to get
young voters registered and send a message in upcoming elections.” USA Today (3/24, Hayes) reports that in the
wake of Saturday’s marches, “the question is whether these young people who call themselves ‘the mass-shooting
generation’ will fade into the background of the debate over gun control or be the leading charge in changing the
country’s policies. Many of the Parkland students at the march in Washington on Saturday made it clear one of the
next revolutions would be at the polls.”

FROM NASSP
College Decision-Making Is Focus of Next NHS/NJHS College Planning Webinar
The National Honor Societies will present a comprehensive guide to the entire college search process as
the final college admission and planning webinar of the 2017–18 academic year. “Getting Started with
Your College Search” will air Wednesday, April 18, from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. (ET). Expert panelists will
cover a wide range of needs related to the search process—from developing a college wish list to
meeting with admissions officers to submitting an application. The webinar is offered exclusively for NHS
and NJHS members and their parents, as well as faculty/staff of NHS and NJHS affiliated schools.
Registration is now open at www.nhs.us/webinars and www.njhs.us/webinars.
NHS and NJHS are programs of NASSP.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
WPost Analysis: GOP Governors Increasingly Investing In Education.
In an analysis piece, the Washington Post (3/25, Scherer) writes that in “a major turnabout for a generation of
conservative leaders,” cost-cutting GOP governors are now bragging about investing in public schools. The Post
attributes this to “the backlash that boiled over into a teacher walkout in West Virginia” as well as teachers and the
public demands for “more money after years of tight budgets and a Republican focus on tax cuts” having “forced a
change in strategy.” The piece reports that declining revenues in states have resulted in “educators leaving en
masse for higher-wage jobs, classroom conditions deteriorating and some districts even adopting four-day school
weeks.”
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DIGITAL LEARNING
Ohio State Lawmakers Consider Bill To Expand Rural High-Speed Internet Accessibility.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (3/25) reports roughly a third of Ohio’s rural residents – more than one million people
– “lack home access to broadband, compared with just 2 percent of urbanites, according to Federal Communications
Commission estimates.” Last week, a bill before state lawmakers “to establish a $50-million-per-year broadband
development grant program inched forward, fueling the hopes of advocates” who caution that “the implications of an
internetless life – or one where connection is slow, expensive, limited and unreliable – are far-reaching,” especially
for students. If the bill is passed, the program would provide “grants to private businesses, political subdivisions,
nonprofit organizations and phone and internet cooperatives.” It would also “expand coverage to about 14,000 Ohio
households annually without raising taxes or using money from the state’s General Revenue Fund.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Harvard University Will Allow Students To Report Offensive Professors.
The Washington Times (3/23, Richardson) says Harvard University on Thursday night announced an update to its
online course evaluation system, which will “allow students to report professors who say ‘offensive’ things in class
or make them feel ‘uncomfortable.’” Dean of Undergraduate Education Jay Harris made the announcement at “a
town hall convened to discuss the power dynamic between students and professors.” Attendees at the town hall
“expressed fear that reporting misbehavior could result in academic or professional retaliation.” Harris said the
school was working to revise the evaluations, saying “There will be a question of some kind that at least is trying to
get at that.”

Community Colleges, Trade Schools Looking To Attract More Adult Students.
The Wall Street Journal (3/25, Ward, Subscription Publication) reports that community colleges and technical schools
across the country are hoping to attract more adult students by lowering costs and shortening the amount of time
needed to earn a degree or credential. Several state governments are supporting the effort in an attempt to improve
their pools of skilled workers.

Report: New York For-Profit Colleges Fail To Serve Students.
Diverse Education (3/25) reports according to a study published by think tank The Century Foundation, “New York’s
for-profit colleges leave students with huge debt and have little impact on earning potential.” The study “compared
student outcomes at 427 colleges and universities, including 112 public, 196 nonprofit and 119 for-profit institutions,”
finding that “for-profit schools display a pattern of failing to meaningfully serve their students, especially AfricanAmericans and first-generation students.” Moreover, “many for-profit schools show high default rates on student
loans.”
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Good morning Ron Singleton

March 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Hundreds Of Thousands Gather To Protest Gun
Violence At Parkland-Inspired Rallies.
The AP (3/24, Khalil, Woodward) reports that “in a historic
groundswell of youth activism, hundreds of thousands of
teenagers and their supporters rallied across the U.S.
against gun violence Saturday, vowing to transform fear and
grief into a “vote-them-out” movement and tougher laws
against weapons and ammo.” The AP adds that
demonstrators “took to the streets of the nation’s capital
and such cities as Boston, New York, Chicago, Houston,
Minneapolis, Phoenix, Los Angeles and Oakland, California,
in the kind of numbers seen during the Vietnam era,
sweeping up activists long frustrated by stalemate in the
gun debate and bringing in lots of new, young voices.”
The Washington Post (3/24, A1, Jamison, Chason,
Heim) in a front-page article reports that “organized by students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, where
a gunman killed 17 last month, the March for Our Lives showcased impassioned teens calling on Congress to enact
stricter gun-control laws to end the nation’s two-decade stretch of campus shootings.” According to the Post,
“hundreds of “sibling protests” took place across the world, from New York City – where demonstrators spread
across 20 blocks – to Jonesboro, Ark., a small city marking the 20th anniversary of a middle-school shooting that left
four students and a teacher dead.”
USA Today (3/24, Hayes, Jackson, Collins, Dastagir) reports “well over 1 million students – and their
supporters” took part in marches “around the globe Saturday to make a powerful statement against gun violence
and call on lawmakers to pass stricter laws or face their wrath at the polls.”
In a separate article, the Washington Post (3/24, Zezima) says “more than 800 events were scheduled
worldwide, according to the gun-control group Everytown for Gun Safety,” while “counterprotests and separate
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rallies organized by gun rights groups” also took place. In the lead ABC World News Tonight (3/24, lead story, 4:05,
Llamas) segment, David Wright reported that “in Parkland, Florida, in Texas and other deep red states, in California
and other blue states, the crowds exceeded expectations” while the Wall Street Journal (3/24, Hackman, Gordon,
Levitz, McWhirter, Mahtani, King, Malas, Subscription Publication) live feed also recaps the large rallies that took
place in Washington, DC as well as Boston, Atlanta, Chicago, New York City, and Los Angeles.
The New York Times (3/24, A1, Shear, Subscription Publication) in a front-page article reports that “standing
before vast crowds from Washington to Los Angeles to Parkland, Fla., the speakers – nearly all of them students,
some still in elementary school – delivered an anguished and defiant message: They are ‘done hiding’ from gun
violence, and will ‘stop at nothing’ to get politicians to finally prevent it.” In the lead NBC Nightly News (3/24, lead
story, 3:30, Diaz-Balart) segment, Kate Snow reported 1,300 children under the age of 17 “are killed by guns every
year.” Snow highlighted that as “gun violence is the third leading cause of death for that age group” and she added
“the voices of a younger generation” on Saturday said that they have had enough.
Bloomberg News (3/24, Yang, Flatley, Shields) reports the “protesters...demand[ed] protection from gun
violence, including a ban on assault weapons such as the rifle used in Parkland, a prohibition on high-capacity
magazines that let killers shoot long bursts without reloading, and more effective background checks for gun
purchases.” On the CBS Weekend News (3/24, story 3, 1:55, Quijano), Adriana Diaz reported “students told us this
isn’t the culminating end of their movement. It’s just the beginning. They say if they don’t see legislative action,
they will continue to march and they even have another walkout scheduled.”
Reuters (3/24, Simpson, Johnson, Johnson, Young, Popovici, Tso, Fagenson, Chiarito, Oliphant, Hay) says that
in what was “the largest March For Our Lives protest, demonstrators jammed Washington’s Pennsylvania Avenue
where they listened to speeches from survivors of the Feb. 14 mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School.” On the lead CBS Weekend News (3/24, lead story, 2:45, Quijano) segment, Jeff Pegues reported “an
expected crowd of half a million people” took part in the March For Our Lives in Washington, DC.

POLITICS & POLICY
WPost Analysis: GOP Governors Increasingly Investing In Education.
In an analysis piece, the Washington Post (3/25, Scherer) writes that in “a major turnabout for a generation of
conservative leaders,” cost-cutting GOP governors are now bragging about investing in public schools. The Post
attributes this to “the backlash that boiled over into a teacher walkout in West Virginia” as well as teachers and the
public demands for “more money after years of tight budgets and a Republican focus on tax cuts” having “forced a
change in strategy.” The piece reports that declining revenues in states have resulted in “educators leaving en
masse for higher-wage jobs, classroom conditions deteriorating and some districts even adopting four-day school
weeks.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
North Carolina Nonprofit Aims To Prepare New Generation Of Pilots.
The AP (3/24, Childress) reported on the Airolina Young Aviators Program (AYA), a nonprofit and STEM (science,
technology, engineering and math) program for high school students in Durham. The program “is open to all
students,” but is focused on helping “prepare the next generation of black aviators for the opportunities that will
present themselves over the next two decades as thousands of commercial pilots reach the mandatory retirement
age of 65.” The story mentions that flying lessons in today’s day and age “cost about $180 an hour, compared to
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the $14 an hour” students used to pay back in the ‘60s. The AP mentions that FAA “requires 40 hours of flight time
in addition to passing the FAA Private Pilot written exam and the Private Pilot Oral and Practical (Flying) Exam to
earn a pilot’s license.”

Carnegie Foundation Program Helps Teachers Use Motivation To Improve Math Proficiency.
The National Center for Education Statistics found that in 2015, “a mere 25 percent of high school seniors were
proficient or higher” in math, underscoring for the Washington Post (3/25, Spencer) that “American students are
bombing” the subject. “Efforts to improve these numbers have abounded,” but a program by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching may be yielding results. Hundreds of teachers across the country are
working with the foundation to test “their own ways to re-energize students plagued by past failures through merging
specific emotional skills with academic ones.” At KAPPA International High School in the Bronx, for example,
attendance and four-year-graduation rates have climbed as more teachers sign on to the program. Additionally, the
“school’s overall average Algebra Regents exam score went from 60 in 2015 to 67 last year.” Notably, the Post
says, teachers participating in the Carnegie Foundation program at “other schools around the country have reported
similar gains.”

North Carolina STEM School Prepares Future Commercial Pilots.
The AP (3/24) profiled the Airolina Young Aviators Program (AYA), a nonprofit STEM program that provides
introductory flight training and mentoring to Durham, North Carolina high school students. Instructor Warren Hervey
Wheeler, “one of the nation’s first black commercial pilots,” said that “the program can help students perform better
in the classroom.” He pointed to the practical math problems used in flight schooland said he “fault[s] the school
system for not making math interesting and relevant.” Wheeler added that he “believes its important to help prepare
the next generation of black aviators for the opportunities that will present themselves over the next two decades as
thousands of commercial pilots reach the mandatory retirement age of 65.” The AP notes AYA helps students defray
the costs of flight lessons, but it “has found that increasingly difficult to do in recent months.”

Apple Poised To Announce Education-Focused Tool In Chicago.
The Seventy Four (3/25) reports that on March 27 at Lane Tech College Prep High School in Chicago, Apple will
unveil “what type of educational focus the brand has in mind for 2018 and beyond.” Apple events are “almost
always cloaked in vagueness to get folks talking beforehand,” and so “there’s no shortage of guesses as to what
the big reveal will be.” Still, in light of the announcement’s timing and location – “Apple announced a partnership
with the City of Chicago to bring its Everyone Can Code effort to 500,000 students” in December – the Seventy Four
speculates that Apple’s focus will be “on expanding coding in education.” The company could also unveil its
“rumored ClassKit,” which helps teachers and students make educational apps; “a more cost-effective MacBook
Air” to be used in classrooms; or an Apple Pencil 2, which is currently too costly to “have appeal inside schools.”

Virginia Student Wins National Engineering Contest.
The Hampton Roads (VA) Virginian-Pilot (3/25) reports that earlier this month, Virginia eighth-grader Jason Qin won
the junior division of the “Two for the Crew” challenge, a national engineering competition that encourages students
“to come up with something useful for the International Space Station.” The event is supported by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and “Future Engineers, an online educational platform that hosts national
innovation challenges for students from kindergarten through 12th grade.” Qin ‘s “tool combines needle-nose and
lineman’s pliers, as well as a set of attachable handles.” He “suggested that NASA keep the heads of the pliers on
the station, and astronauts use a 3-D printer in space to create custom handles that fit their hand sizes,” with
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previous crew members’ handles “melted down and recycled into a new set of customized handles using the 3-D
printer.”

Massachusetts Bill Seeks To Expand Civics, History Requirements.
The AP (3/24, Leblanc) reported the Massachusetts state Senate has approved a bill, dubbed “An Act to Promote
and Enhance Civic Engagement,” that “would require schools to expand on existing requirements that American
history and civics education be taught.” It would also mandate instruction on “the function and makeup of the
branches of local, state and federal government” and electoral process, and help students “navigate an increasingly
complex media environment.” The measure, which is now headed to the state House, was opposed by some state
“lawmakers concerned the state is dumping more requirements on schools without additional resources.” Supporters
of the measure, meanwhile, argue that “civics education is something schools should be expected to teach.” One
“supporter of the bill is Secretary of the Commonwealth William Galvin, who linked the push for civic education to the
recent rise in activism among young people pushing for stricter gun laws.”

NYTimes Analysis: Concern Over Status As Professionals Drove WV Teachers’ Strike.
In an analysis piece, the New York Times (3/25, Scheiber, Subscription Publication) writes that the “rare statewide
walkout” by West Virginia teachers was not just due to questions of pay and benefits, but “anxiety about their status
as professionals,” and “the anger shows little sign of dissipating.” Such concerns put teachers “in the mainstream of
recent labor history,” with doctors, nurses, government workers, and journalists, among others. “Some of the most
aggressive and successful labor actions in recent years have erupted when professionals felt their judgment,
expertise and autonomy were under assault.” Part of the concern arises as “technological developments like the
internet have undermined claims to expertise,” tight budgets reduced professionals’ resources, and consolidation
made then “feel like cogs in corporate machines that don’t share their values.”

Threat Of Teacher Walkout Looms Over Oklahoma In Week Before Deadline.
The Tulsa (OK) World (3/25) reports the Oklahoma Education Association, the “state’s largest teachers union,” is
striving to unite and direct “a grass-roots movement for what could be an extended school shutdown and teacher
walkout.” Meanwhile, “the state’s other large teachers union, Professional Oklahoma Educators, with its 11,000
members, has said it doesn’t support a walkout.” With support “from the Oklahoma City American Federation of
Teachers and the Oklahoma Public Employees Association,” the OEA “identified $905.7 million in recurring revenue
that could fund teacher raises.” The union granted state lawmakers an April 1 deadline to “fund a teacher and
support personnel pay raise as well as restore common education funding.” School districts across the state have
already “authorized their superintendents to shut down school if” the walkout proceeds on April 2.
In an editorial, Tulsa (OK) World (3/25) says state lawmaker cannot “claim they weren’t warned” about the
strike, because even though the ultimatum was announced on March 6, “anyone could have seen it coming for
months – years – before that.” Tulsa World outlines various events over the last four years that put state lawmakers
on notice about the growing demand for “better education funding.” Despite those incidents, Tulsa World says,
“Oklahoma’s funding of public schools has gone down more than that of any other state since 2008,” even though
“the number of students went up.”

OPERATIONS
Florida District Braces For Enrollment Growth.
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The Lakeland (FL) Ledger (3/25) reports the population in Polk County, Florida is expected to grow by 350,000 over
the next 20 to 25 years. Polk County School District anticipates an enrollment surge, but already it cannot keep up
with routine maintenance costs. Currently, the district spends roughly “$10 million each year just to maintain its 135
school campuses and facilities, and another $10.4 million on major projects.” Because of a lack of funds, PCSD’s
“deferred maintenance backlog now stands at $421 million, and there’s another $172 million in scheduled new
construction on hold.” The district is hoping voters will renew a half-cent sales tax in November, because without that
“projected $40 million in sales-tax funds, the district would have only about $65 million at its disposal for annual
capital needs, everything from replacing an air conditioner to building a new school from scratch.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Ohio State Lawmakers Consider Bill To Expand Rural High-Speed Internet Accessibility.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (3/25) reports roughly a third of Ohio’s rural residents – more than one million people
– “lack home access to broadband, compared with just 2 percent of urbanites, according to Federal Communications
Commission estimates.” Last week, a bill before state lawmakers “to establish a $50-million-per-year broadband
development grant program inched forward, fueling the hopes of advocates” who caution that “the implications of an
internetless life – or one where connection is slow, expensive, limited and unreliable – are far-reaching,” especially
for students. If the bill is passed, the program would provide “grants to private businesses, political subdivisions,
nonprofit organizations and phone and internet cooperatives.” It would also “expand coverage to about 14,000 Ohio
households annually without raising taxes or using money from the state’s General Revenue Fund.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Arizona State Lawmakers Secure $500 Million In School Funding Through Sales Tax Extension.
In what the AP (3/25, Christie) calls “an unexpected move that averts a looming ‘fiscal cliff’ that threatened more
than 10 percent of” school funding in Arizona, the state legislature “overwhelmingly passed legislation” to extend “a
sales tax that provides more than $500 million a year for K-12 education.” On Thursday, only 10 of the 90 state
lawmakers – “all majority Republicans” – opposed the measure, leaving “a bipartisan group of Republicans and
Democrats cheering the approval, although both sides acknowledged that the state’s woefully underfunded schools
need more money, not just current funding levels.” The bill’s original sponsor, Republican state Rep. Doug
Coleman, said the “Band-Aid” measure provides “$13 billion over the next 20 years that would have gone away.”
He conceded, however, that “much more needs to be done.”

Alabama District Reimbursed $1.4 Million In Misdirected Funds.
The AP (3/24) reported the Alabama state Department of Education reimbursed $1.4 million to Montgomery Public
Schools “for money that was wrongly sent to another school system in 2016.” The Alabama Education Association
had mentioned the misdirected funds in a lawsuit filed last month against state “Interim Superintendent Ed
Richardson to block the sale of Georgia Washington Middle School to the Pike Road system,” which received the
funds. Richardson, who “is overseeing an intervention of Montgomery Public Schools by the state for financial and
academic reasons,” announced the planned middle school sale “to help shore up finances for the Montgomery
system.” AEA’s lawsuit alleged “that Richardson had no authority to sell the school and was not acting in the best
interests of Montgomery schools, noting that he had worked as a consultant for Pike Road when it separated from the
Montgomery system.” The funds were ultimately reimbursed to MPS through “mediation in the lawsuit.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
Many Teachers Joins Students At DC Rally.
The Washington Post (3/24, Stein, Truong) reports “the youth led the rally, but alongside them were teachers who
said they witness each day how fear and violence puncture their students’ lives.” The Post adds “teachers said the
conversation needs to go beyond mass shootings and include the violence that the nation’s most vulnerable children
face daily in their communities.” According to Anna Fusco, president of the Broward Teachers Union, hundreds of the
district’s teachers “attended the rally to call for change and to honor the students and co-workers murdered on
campus last month.”
The Huffington Post (3/24, Fang) reports that teachers were “rallying for safer schools and better protections for
their students. When asked about the subject of safety in the wake of countless school shootings, many of them
vehemently opposed arming teachers,” a proposal which “had gained traction in response to the Parkland, Florida,
school shooting, including support from President Donald Trump.”

Media Analyses: Students Sought To Make Gun Control A Key 2018 Issue.
In a brief segment, ABC World News Tonight (3/25, story 5, 0:20, Llamas) offered “an update on the March for Our
Lives protests, taking place across the US and overseas [Saturday]. The global event is now considered to be the
largest youth-led protest since the Vietnam War-era. The students say they’re determined to stop gun violence, and
will go to the polls to make it happen.” On the CBS Weekend News (3/25, lead story, 2:20), DeMarco Morgan
reported, “At least 4,000 young Americans reportedly registered to vote Saturday at gun control rallies across the
country. About 4 million Americans will turn 18 this year.”
The New York Times (3/25, Burns, Martin, Subscription Publication) reports, “The passionate gun-control rallies
that brought out large crowds around the country over the weekend signaled that gun violence is not going away as
an issue in the 2018 midterm elections,” raising the possibility that GOP “candidates might be pushed mainly on the
defensive on gun issues for the first time in decades.” The Times adds that “across the landscape of midterm races,
Republican and Democratic leaders say the gun issue appears to have become a potent rallying point for voters
opposed to President Trump and fed up with what they see as Washington’s indifference to mass shootings.”
The AP (3/25, Irvine) reports, “The marches unified hundreds of thousands of people in cities across the country
and have galvanized this movement,” according to some students who took part. Those students “are vowing to get
young voters registered and send a message in upcoming elections.” USA Today (3/24, Hayes) reports that in the
wake of Saturday’s marches, “the question is whether these young people who call themselves ‘the mass-shooting
generation’ will fade into the background of the debate over gun control or be the leading charge in changing the
country’s policies. Many of the Parkland students at the march in Washington on Saturday made it clear one of the
next revolutions would be at the polls.”

White House Praises “Courageous” Youths Marching Over School Shootings.
White House deputy press secretary Lindsay Walters issued a statement on Saturday applauding the youths
participating in the nationwide “March For Our Lives” demonstrations against school shootings. While a number of
articles noted the White House’s remarks in a favorable context, several highlighted that President Trump’s
motorcade took a detour to avoid the protests as he traveled to and from his Palm Beach, Florida golf course.
However, the media coverage, which included nearly 27 minutes on the network newscasts, was overall much more
focused on the student speakers at the rallies and their calls for more gun control.
The Washington Times (3/24, Boyer) reports that “as hundreds of thousands of students, parents and teachers
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marched on Washington and other cities Saturday against gun violence, the White House said President Trump
praised their activism.” The Hill (3/24, Anapol) reports Walters said the White House “applaud[s] the many
courageous young Americans exercising their First Amendment rights today.” According to The Hill, Walters also
“underscored efforts President Trump has taken on school safety, including support for bills strengthening the
background check system for gun purchases and an anti-school violence act while also moving to ban bump stocks,
which allow semi-automatic weapons to fire more rapidly.” She asserted, “Keeping our children safe is a top priority
of the President’s, which is why he urged Congress to pass the Fix NICS [National Instant Criminal Background
Check System] and STOP School Violence Acts, and signed them into law.” Walters added the Department of
Justice on Friday “issued the rule to ban bump stocks following through on the President’s commitment to ban
devices that turn legal weapons into illegal machine guns.”
However, the Los Angeles Times (3/24, Megerian) reports the statement “was not issued in [Trump’s] name”
and states that the White House “has not responded to questions about his plans for the day.” The Hill (3/24,
Anapol) says that although the White House “did not say whether the president was golfing,” Saturday was “the
101st day he has spent at one of his golf properties, and the 135th he has spent at one of his properties since taking
office.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Analysis: South-Central Idaho Grapples With Special Education Growth.
In a more than 3,000-word article, the Twin Falls (ID) Times-News (3/25, Wootton-Greener) examines how southcentral Idaho schools are accommodating a nationwide increase in students in need of special education services.
The region has seen the largest increase in the state, and its schools face “a multitude of challenges with educating
students who have special needs.” There is “no shortage of theories for why local schools are seeing more special
education students,” especially “those with severe needs and behavioral issues,” and teachers “don’t have a firm
answer for the cause of those trends.” The region is already struggling with “a shortage of federal funding,” meaning
“school districts are dipping more into their general fund to pay for services they’re required by law to provide.”
Furthermore, the region is “being hit the hardest of any region in the state by a teacher shortage” – a “monumental
challenge” rendering it “especially tough to find teachers and other support professionals, such as occupational and
speech therapists.”
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• New Project Aims To Promote Digital Media Literacy To Arm Students Against Fake News.
• Success Academy Charters Show High Success Rate.
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Good morning David Shoup

March 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Hundreds Of Thousands Gather To Protest Gun
Violence At Parkland-Inspired Rallies.
The AP (3/24, Khalil, Woodward) reports that “in a historic
groundswell of youth activism, hundreds of thousands of
teenagers and their supporters rallied across the U.S.
against gun violence Saturday, vowing to transform fear and
grief into a “vote-them-out” movement and tougher laws
against weapons and ammo.” The AP adds that
demonstrators “took to the streets of the nation’s capital
and such cities as Boston, New York, Chicago, Houston,
Minneapolis, Phoenix, Los Angeles and Oakland, California,
in the kind of numbers seen during the Vietnam era,
sweeping up activists long frustrated by stalemate in the
gun debate and bringing in lots of new, young voices.”
The Washington Post (3/24, A1, Jamison, Chason,
Heim) in a front-page article reports that “organized by students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, where
a gunman killed 17 last month, the March for Our Lives showcased impassioned teens calling on Congress to enact
stricter gun-control laws to end the nation’s two-decade stretch of campus shootings.” According to the Post,
“hundreds of “sibling protests” took place across the world, from New York City – where demonstrators spread
across 20 blocks – to Jonesboro, Ark., a small city marking the 20th anniversary of a middle-school shooting that left
four students and a teacher dead.”
USA Today (3/24, Hayes, Jackson, Collins, Dastagir) reports “well over 1 million students – and their
supporters” took part in marches “around the globe Saturday to make a powerful statement against gun violence
and call on lawmakers to pass stricter laws or face their wrath at the polls.”
In a separate article, the Washington Post (3/24, Zezima) says “more than 800 events were scheduled
worldwide, according to the gun-control group Everytown for Gun Safety,” while “counterprotests and separate
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rallies organized by gun rights groups” also took place. In the lead ABC World News Tonight (3/24, lead story, 4:05,
Llamas) segment, David Wright reported that “in Parkland, Florida, in Texas and other deep red states, in California
and other blue states, the crowds exceeded expectations” while the Wall Street Journal (3/24, Hackman, Gordon,
Levitz, McWhirter, Mahtani, King, Malas, Subscription Publication) live feed also recaps the large rallies that took
place in Washington, DC as well as Boston, Atlanta, Chicago, New York City, and Los Angeles.
The New York Times (3/24, A1, Shear, Subscription Publication) in a front-page article reports that “standing
before vast crowds from Washington to Los Angeles to Parkland, Fla., the speakers – nearly all of them students,
some still in elementary school – delivered an anguished and defiant message: They are ‘done hiding’ from gun
violence, and will ‘stop at nothing’ to get politicians to finally prevent it.” In the lead NBC Nightly News (3/24, lead
story, 3:30, Diaz-Balart) segment, Kate Snow reported 1,300 children under the age of 17 “are killed by guns every
year.” Snow highlighted that as “gun violence is the third leading cause of death for that age group” and she added
“the voices of a younger generation” on Saturday said that they have had enough.
Bloomberg News (3/24, Yang, Flatley, Shields) reports the “protesters...demand[ed] protection from gun
violence, including a ban on assault weapons such as the rifle used in Parkland, a prohibition on high-capacity
magazines that let killers shoot long bursts without reloading, and more effective background checks for gun
purchases.” On the CBS Weekend News (3/24, story 3, 1:55, Quijano), Adriana Diaz reported “students told us this
isn’t the culminating end of their movement. It’s just the beginning. They say if they don’t see legislative action,
they will continue to march and they even have another walkout scheduled.”
Reuters (3/24, Simpson, Johnson, Johnson, Young, Popovici, Tso, Fagenson, Chiarito, Oliphant, Hay) says that
in what was “the largest March For Our Lives protest, demonstrators jammed Washington’s Pennsylvania Avenue
where they listened to speeches from survivors of the Feb. 14 mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School.” On the lead CBS Weekend News (3/24, lead story, 2:45, Quijano) segment, Jeff Pegues reported “an
expected crowd of half a million people” took part in the March For Our Lives in Washington, DC.

POLITICS & POLICY
WPost Analysis: GOP Governors Increasingly Investing In Education.
In an analysis piece, the Washington Post (3/25, Scherer) writes that in “a major turnabout for a generation of
conservative leaders,” cost-cutting GOP governors are now bragging about investing in public schools. The Post
attributes this to “the backlash that boiled over into a teacher walkout in West Virginia” as well as teachers and the
public demands for “more money after years of tight budgets and a Republican focus on tax cuts” having “forced a
change in strategy.” The piece reports that declining revenues in states have resulted in “educators leaving en
masse for higher-wage jobs, classroom conditions deteriorating and some districts even adopting four-day school
weeks.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
North Carolina Nonprofit Aims To Prepare New Generation Of Pilots.
The AP (3/24, Childress) reported on the Airolina Young Aviators Program (AYA), a nonprofit and STEM (science,
technology, engineering and math) program for high school students in Durham. The program “is open to all
students,” but is focused on helping “prepare the next generation of black aviators for the opportunities that will
present themselves over the next two decades as thousands of commercial pilots reach the mandatory retirement
age of 65.” The story mentions that flying lessons in today’s day and age “cost about $180 an hour, compared to
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the $14 an hour” students used to pay back in the ‘60s. The AP mentions that FAA “requires 40 hours of flight time
in addition to passing the FAA Private Pilot written exam and the Private Pilot Oral and Practical (Flying) Exam to
earn a pilot’s license.”

Carnegie Foundation Program Helps Teachers Use Motivation To Improve Math Proficiency.
The National Center for Education Statistics found that in 2015, “a mere 25 percent of high school seniors were
proficient or higher” in math, underscoring for the Washington Post (3/25, Spencer) that “American students are
bombing” the subject. “Efforts to improve these numbers have abounded,” but a program by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching may be yielding results. Hundreds of teachers across the country are
working with the foundation to test “their own ways to re-energize students plagued by past failures through merging
specific emotional skills with academic ones.” At KAPPA International High School in the Bronx, for example,
attendance and four-year-graduation rates have climbed as more teachers sign on to the program. Additionally, the
“school’s overall average Algebra Regents exam score went from 60 in 2015 to 67 last year.” Notably, the Post
says, teachers participating in the Carnegie Foundation program at “other schools around the country have reported
similar gains.”

North Carolina STEM School Prepares Future Commercial Pilots.
The AP (3/24) profiled the Airolina Young Aviators Program (AYA), a nonprofit STEM program that provides
introductory flight training and mentoring to Durham, North Carolina high school students. Instructor Warren Hervey
Wheeler, “one of the nation’s first black commercial pilots,” said that “the program can help students perform better
in the classroom.” He pointed to the practical math problems used in flight schooland said he “fault[s] the school
system for not making math interesting and relevant.” Wheeler added that he “believes its important to help prepare
the next generation of black aviators for the opportunities that will present themselves over the next two decades as
thousands of commercial pilots reach the mandatory retirement age of 65.” The AP notes AYA helps students defray
the costs of flight lessons, but it “has found that increasingly difficult to do in recent months.”

Apple Poised To Announce Education-Focused Tool In Chicago.
The Seventy Four (3/25) reports that on March 27 at Lane Tech College Prep High School in Chicago, Apple will
unveil “what type of educational focus the brand has in mind for 2018 and beyond.” Apple events are “almost
always cloaked in vagueness to get folks talking beforehand,” and so “there’s no shortage of guesses as to what
the big reveal will be.” Still, in light of the announcement’s timing and location – “Apple announced a partnership
with the City of Chicago to bring its Everyone Can Code effort to 500,000 students” in December – the Seventy Four
speculates that Apple’s focus will be “on expanding coding in education.” The company could also unveil its
“rumored ClassKit,” which helps teachers and students make educational apps; “a more cost-effective MacBook
Air” to be used in classrooms; or an Apple Pencil 2, which is currently too costly to “have appeal inside schools.”

Virginia Student Wins National Engineering Contest.
The Hampton Roads (VA) Virginian-Pilot (3/25) reports that earlier this month, Virginia eighth-grader Jason Qin won
the junior division of the “Two for the Crew” challenge, a national engineering competition that encourages students
“to come up with something useful for the International Space Station.” The event is supported by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and “Future Engineers, an online educational platform that hosts national
innovation challenges for students from kindergarten through 12th grade.” Qin ‘s “tool combines needle-nose and
lineman’s pliers, as well as a set of attachable handles.” He “suggested that NASA keep the heads of the pliers on
the station, and astronauts use a 3-D printer in space to create custom handles that fit their hand sizes,” with
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previous crew members’ handles “melted down and recycled into a new set of customized handles using the 3-D
printer.”

Massachusetts Bill Seeks To Expand Civics, History Requirements.
The AP (3/24, Leblanc) reported the Massachusetts state Senate has approved a bill, dubbed “An Act to Promote
and Enhance Civic Engagement,” that “would require schools to expand on existing requirements that American
history and civics education be taught.” It would also mandate instruction on “the function and makeup of the
branches of local, state and federal government” and electoral process, and help students “navigate an increasingly
complex media environment.” The measure, which is now headed to the state House, was opposed by some state
“lawmakers concerned the state is dumping more requirements on schools without additional resources.” Supporters
of the measure, meanwhile, argue that “civics education is something schools should be expected to teach.” One
“supporter of the bill is Secretary of the Commonwealth William Galvin, who linked the push for civic education to the
recent rise in activism among young people pushing for stricter gun laws.”

NYTimes Analysis: Concern Over Status As Professionals Drove WV Teachers’ Strike.
In an analysis piece, the New York Times (3/25, Scheiber, Subscription Publication) writes that the “rare statewide
walkout” by West Virginia teachers was not just due to questions of pay and benefits, but “anxiety about their status
as professionals,” and “the anger shows little sign of dissipating.” Such concerns put teachers “in the mainstream of
recent labor history,” with doctors, nurses, government workers, and journalists, among others. “Some of the most
aggressive and successful labor actions in recent years have erupted when professionals felt their judgment,
expertise and autonomy were under assault.” Part of the concern arises as “technological developments like the
internet have undermined claims to expertise,” tight budgets reduced professionals’ resources, and consolidation
made then “feel like cogs in corporate machines that don’t share their values.”

Threat Of Teacher Walkout Looms Over Oklahoma In Week Before Deadline.
The Tulsa (OK) World (3/25) reports the Oklahoma Education Association, the “state’s largest teachers union,” is
striving to unite and direct “a grass-roots movement for what could be an extended school shutdown and teacher
walkout.” Meanwhile, “the state’s other large teachers union, Professional Oklahoma Educators, with its 11,000
members, has said it doesn’t support a walkout.” With support “from the Oklahoma City American Federation of
Teachers and the Oklahoma Public Employees Association,” the OEA “identified $905.7 million in recurring revenue
that could fund teacher raises.” The union granted state lawmakers an April 1 deadline to “fund a teacher and
support personnel pay raise as well as restore common education funding.” School districts across the state have
already “authorized their superintendents to shut down school if” the walkout proceeds on April 2.
In an editorial, Tulsa (OK) World (3/25) says state lawmaker cannot “claim they weren’t warned” about the
strike, because even though the ultimatum was announced on March 6, “anyone could have seen it coming for
months – years – before that.” Tulsa World outlines various events over the last four years that put state lawmakers
on notice about the growing demand for “better education funding.” Despite those incidents, Tulsa World says,
“Oklahoma’s funding of public schools has gone down more than that of any other state since 2008,” even though
“the number of students went up.”

OPERATIONS
Florida District Braces For Enrollment Growth.
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The Lakeland (FL) Ledger (3/25) reports the population in Polk County, Florida is expected to grow by 350,000 over
the next 20 to 25 years. Polk County School District anticipates an enrollment surge, but already it cannot keep up
with routine maintenance costs. Currently, the district spends roughly “$10 million each year just to maintain its 135
school campuses and facilities, and another $10.4 million on major projects.” Because of a lack of funds, PCSD’s
“deferred maintenance backlog now stands at $421 million, and there’s another $172 million in scheduled new
construction on hold.” The district is hoping voters will renew a half-cent sales tax in November, because without that
“projected $40 million in sales-tax funds, the district would have only about $65 million at its disposal for annual
capital needs, everything from replacing an air conditioner to building a new school from scratch.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Ohio State Lawmakers Consider Bill To Expand Rural High-Speed Internet Accessibility.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (3/25) reports roughly a third of Ohio’s rural residents – more than one million people
– “lack home access to broadband, compared with just 2 percent of urbanites, according to Federal Communications
Commission estimates.” Last week, a bill before state lawmakers “to establish a $50-million-per-year broadband
development grant program inched forward, fueling the hopes of advocates” who caution that “the implications of an
internetless life – or one where connection is slow, expensive, limited and unreliable – are far-reaching,” especially
for students. If the bill is passed, the program would provide “grants to private businesses, political subdivisions,
nonprofit organizations and phone and internet cooperatives.” It would also “expand coverage to about 14,000 Ohio
households annually without raising taxes or using money from the state’s General Revenue Fund.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Arizona State Lawmakers Secure $500 Million In School Funding Through Sales Tax Extension.
In what the AP (3/25, Christie) calls “an unexpected move that averts a looming ‘fiscal cliff’ that threatened more
than 10 percent of” school funding in Arizona, the state legislature “overwhelmingly passed legislation” to extend “a
sales tax that provides more than $500 million a year for K-12 education.” On Thursday, only 10 of the 90 state
lawmakers – “all majority Republicans” – opposed the measure, leaving “a bipartisan group of Republicans and
Democrats cheering the approval, although both sides acknowledged that the state’s woefully underfunded schools
need more money, not just current funding levels.” The bill’s original sponsor, Republican state Rep. Doug
Coleman, said the “Band-Aid” measure provides “$13 billion over the next 20 years that would have gone away.”
He conceded, however, that “much more needs to be done.”

Alabama District Reimbursed $1.4 Million In Misdirected Funds.
The AP (3/24) reported the Alabama state Department of Education reimbursed $1.4 million to Montgomery Public
Schools “for money that was wrongly sent to another school system in 2016.” The Alabama Education Association
had mentioned the misdirected funds in a lawsuit filed last month against state “Interim Superintendent Ed
Richardson to block the sale of Georgia Washington Middle School to the Pike Road system,” which received the
funds. Richardson, who “is overseeing an intervention of Montgomery Public Schools by the state for financial and
academic reasons,” announced the planned middle school sale “to help shore up finances for the Montgomery
system.” AEA’s lawsuit alleged “that Richardson had no authority to sell the school and was not acting in the best
interests of Montgomery schools, noting that he had worked as a consultant for Pike Road when it separated from the
Montgomery system.” The funds were ultimately reimbursed to MPS through “mediation in the lawsuit.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
Many Teachers Joins Students At DC Rally.
The Washington Post (3/24, Stein, Truong) reports “the youth led the rally, but alongside them were teachers who
said they witness each day how fear and violence puncture their students’ lives.” The Post adds “teachers said the
conversation needs to go beyond mass shootings and include the violence that the nation’s most vulnerable children
face daily in their communities.” According to Anna Fusco, president of the Broward Teachers Union, hundreds of the
district’s teachers “attended the rally to call for change and to honor the students and co-workers murdered on
campus last month.”
The Huffington Post (3/24, Fang) reports that teachers were “rallying for safer schools and better protections for
their students. When asked about the subject of safety in the wake of countless school shootings, many of them
vehemently opposed arming teachers,” a proposal which “had gained traction in response to the Parkland, Florida,
school shooting, including support from President Donald Trump.”

Media Analyses: Students Sought To Make Gun Control A Key 2018 Issue.
In a brief segment, ABC World News Tonight (3/25, story 5, 0:20, Llamas) offered “an update on the March for Our
Lives protests, taking place across the US and overseas [Saturday]. The global event is now considered to be the
largest youth-led protest since the Vietnam War-era. The students say they’re determined to stop gun violence, and
will go to the polls to make it happen.” On the CBS Weekend News (3/25, lead story, 2:20), DeMarco Morgan
reported, “At least 4,000 young Americans reportedly registered to vote Saturday at gun control rallies across the
country. About 4 million Americans will turn 18 this year.”
The New York Times (3/25, Burns, Martin, Subscription Publication) reports, “The passionate gun-control rallies
that brought out large crowds around the country over the weekend signaled that gun violence is not going away as
an issue in the 2018 midterm elections,” raising the possibility that GOP “candidates might be pushed mainly on the
defensive on gun issues for the first time in decades.” The Times adds that “across the landscape of midterm races,
Republican and Democratic leaders say the gun issue appears to have become a potent rallying point for voters
opposed to President Trump and fed up with what they see as Washington’s indifference to mass shootings.”
The AP (3/25, Irvine) reports, “The marches unified hundreds of thousands of people in cities across the country
and have galvanized this movement,” according to some students who took part. Those students “are vowing to get
young voters registered and send a message in upcoming elections.” USA Today (3/24, Hayes) reports that in the
wake of Saturday’s marches, “the question is whether these young people who call themselves ‘the mass-shooting
generation’ will fade into the background of the debate over gun control or be the leading charge in changing the
country’s policies. Many of the Parkland students at the march in Washington on Saturday made it clear one of the
next revolutions would be at the polls.”

White House Praises “Courageous” Youths Marching Over School Shootings.
White House deputy press secretary Lindsay Walters issued a statement on Saturday applauding the youths
participating in the nationwide “March For Our Lives” demonstrations against school shootings. While a number of
articles noted the White House’s remarks in a favorable context, several highlighted that President Trump’s
motorcade took a detour to avoid the protests as he traveled to and from his Palm Beach, Florida golf course.
However, the media coverage, which included nearly 27 minutes on the network newscasts, was overall much more
focused on the student speakers at the rallies and their calls for more gun control.
The Washington Times (3/24, Boyer) reports that “as hundreds of thousands of students, parents and teachers
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marched on Washington and other cities Saturday against gun violence, the White House said President Trump
praised their activism.” The Hill (3/24, Anapol) reports Walters said the White House “applaud[s] the many
courageous young Americans exercising their First Amendment rights today.” According to The Hill, Walters also
“underscored efforts President Trump has taken on school safety, including support for bills strengthening the
background check system for gun purchases and an anti-school violence act while also moving to ban bump stocks,
which allow semi-automatic weapons to fire more rapidly.” She asserted, “Keeping our children safe is a top priority
of the President’s, which is why he urged Congress to pass the Fix NICS [National Instant Criminal Background
Check System] and STOP School Violence Acts, and signed them into law.” Walters added the Department of
Justice on Friday “issued the rule to ban bump stocks following through on the President’s commitment to ban
devices that turn legal weapons into illegal machine guns.”
However, the Los Angeles Times (3/24, Megerian) reports the statement “was not issued in [Trump’s] name”
and states that the White House “has not responded to questions about his plans for the day.” The Hill (3/24,
Anapol) says that although the White House “did not say whether the president was golfing,” Saturday was “the
101st day he has spent at one of his golf properties, and the 135th he has spent at one of his properties since taking
office.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Analysis: South-Central Idaho Grapples With Special Education Growth.
In a more than 3,000-word article, the Twin Falls (ID) Times-News (3/25, Wootton-Greener) examines how southcentral Idaho schools are accommodating a nationwide increase in students in need of special education services.
The region has seen the largest increase in the state, and its schools face “a multitude of challenges with educating
students who have special needs.” There is “no shortage of theories for why local schools are seeing more special
education students,” especially “those with severe needs and behavioral issues,” and teachers “don’t have a firm
answer for the cause of those trends.” The region is already struggling with “a shortage of federal funding,” meaning
“school districts are dipping more into their general fund to pay for services they’re required by law to provide.”
Furthermore, the region is “being hit the hardest of any region in the state by a teacher shortage” – a “monumental
challenge” rendering it “especially tough to find teachers and other support professionals, such as occupational and
speech therapists.”
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• New Project Aims To Promote Digital Media Literacy To Arm Students Against Fake News.
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From: "Laureen Bowman" <laureen@archieassociates.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 08:14:29 -0700 (MST)
Hurry to order for Black History Month--African American Journey--DVD with entire I Have A Dream Speech, lesson and interactive glossary of terms-for
Subject:
Black History Month
To: <kcowan@bps.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:PHAR order form.rtf (7.32k)

Good Afternoon New Mexico School Principal:
Does your school have an engaging DVD to use in classrooms for Black History Month, February 2018?
The African American Journey is now available from PHAR Productions. This compelling DVD will be an outstanding addition to your Black History Month classroom activities.
In addition to the full length 36 minute DVD, which is chaptered, the African American Journey includes a 14 page lesson, an interactive vocabulary lesson, and also the entire I
Have a Dream speech read by Dr. Martin Luther King with archival photographs in the background. The price is $99.00 plus $8.95 shipping charges. 248-474-5090 FAX. Please make
purchase orders out to PHAR Productions, 35460 Heritage Lane, Farmington, MI 48335.

Your order will be shipped within 24 hours.

Preview and order online: www.pharproductions.com
Chapters include detailed information as outlined in the below section:
· Africa
o History of the African People
o Geography of Africa
o Economy and trade in Africa
o Early kingdoms of Ghana, Kush, and Askum
· Colonial America
o 1619 Jamestown arrival of Africans from Angola
o Indentured servitude turns into slavery for African immigrants in America
o Maryland and Virginia pass laws stating all children of slaves will be slaves also
· From Revolutionary War to Civil War
o Slaves work hard to build the colonies
o By 1770 slavery is entrenched in the Southern, Middle and Northern Colonies
o Crispus Attucks, patriot, killed in the Boston Massacre of 1770
o 1808 law passed banning the importing of Africans into slavery
o 1860 –4 million enslaved people are living in the Southern states
· Underground Railroad
o 100,000 slaves were assisted by Underground Railroad to Canada or Mexico
o Abolitionists are mentioned including Frederick Douglass, Levi Coffin, Thomas Garrett, and Harriet Tubman
o Fugitive Slave Laws permit capture of freed people living in the North
· Civil War
o Abraham Lincoln elected president in 1861
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·

·

·

·

o Confederate States of America secede from the United States
o 1861 attack on Fort Sumter starts Civil War
Emancipation
o Emancipation Proclamation of 1863 grants freedom to all people living in slavery
o Gettysburg Address in November of 1863
o 13th Amendment mandates abolishment of slavery
o 14th Amendment grants citizenship to all slaves
o 15th Amendment dictates voting rights for all African Americans
o 6/19/1865 Gordon Granger announces the end of slavery as Juneteenth in Texas
Still in Struggle
o Difficult period of Reconstruction in U.S.
o Racism continues with the establishment of Ku Klux Klan
o The Great Migration from the South to work in industrial cities of New York, Detroit, St. Louis and Chicago
o In the 1930’s Harlem is the largest African American neighborhood in the U.S.
o African American talents include Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Cab Calloway, Ella Fitzgerald and Langston Hughes
Civil Rights Movement
o Racism and segregation continue in communities
o Dr. Martin Luther King inspired by non violent protests written by Gandhi
o King meets Ralph Abernathy and forms NAACP
o Montgomery Bus Boycott and Rosa Parks
o King delivers I Have a Dream speech
o MLK is the youngest person in history to receive Nobel Peace Prize
o Thurgood Marshall and Brown vs. Board of Education
o 1967 Marshall is appointed to US Supreme Court
o Toni Morrison, Gloria Naylor and Alice Walker emerge as literary giants
Barack Obama
o 1/20/2009 became first African American President of the U.S.
o New Birth of Freedom theme to his campaign
o 44th President of the United States

Please send all purchase orders to PHAR Productions, 35460 Heritage Lane, Farmington, MI 48335. 248-474-6527 office. FAX 248-474-5090. Your
order will be shipped within 24 hours.

Preview and order online: www.pharproductions.com
Thank you.

Laureen Bowman
PHAR Productions
35460 Heritage Lane
Farmington, MI 48335
248-474-6527
248-474-5090 FAX
Laureen@archieassociates.com
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From: "Laureen Bowman" <laureen@archieassociates.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 07:58:22 -0700 (MST)
Hurry to order for Black History Month--African American Journey--DVD with entire I Have A Dream Speech, lesson and interactive glossary of terms-for
Subject:
Black History Month
To: <eduardo.hernandez@demingps.org>

Attachments:PHAR order form.rtf (7.32k)

Good Afternoon New Mexico School Principal:
Does your school have an engaging DVD to use in classrooms for Black History Month, February 2018?
The African American Journey is now available from PHAR Productions. This compelling DVD will be an outstanding addition to your Black History Month classroom activities.
In addition to the full length 36 minute DVD, which is chaptered, the African American Journey includes a 14 page lesson, an interactive vocabulary lesson, and also the entire I
Have a Dream speech read by Dr. Martin Luther King with archival photographs in the background. The price is $99.00 plus $8.95 shipping charges. 248-474-5090 FAX. Please make
purchase orders out to PHAR Productions, 35460 Heritage Lane, Farmington, MI 48335.

Your order will be shipped within 24 hours.

Preview and order online: www.pharproductions.com
Chapters include detailed information as outlined in the below section:
· Africa
o History of the African People
o Geography of Africa
o Economy and trade in Africa
o Early kingdoms of Ghana, Kush, and Askum
· Colonial America
o 1619 Jamestown arrival of Africans from Angola
o Indentured servitude turns into slavery for African immigrants in America
o Maryland and Virginia pass laws stating all children of slaves will be slaves also
· From Revolutionary War to Civil War
o Slaves work hard to build the colonies
o By 1770 slavery is entrenched in the Southern, Middle and Northern Colonies
o Crispus Attucks, patriot, killed in the Boston Massacre of 1770
o 1808 law passed banning the importing of Africans into slavery
o 1860 –4 million enslaved people are living in the Southern states
· Underground Railroad
o 100,000 slaves were assisted by Underground Railroad to Canada or Mexico
o Abolitionists are mentioned including Frederick Douglass, Levi Coffin, Thomas Garrett, and Harriet Tubman
o Fugitive Slave Laws permit capture of freed people living in the North
· Civil War
o Abraham Lincoln elected president in 1861
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·

·

·

·

o Confederate States of America secede from the United States
o 1861 attack on Fort Sumter starts Civil War
Emancipation
o Emancipation Proclamation of 1863 grants freedom to all people living in slavery
o Gettysburg Address in November of 1863
o 13th Amendment mandates abolishment of slavery
o 14th Amendment grants citizenship to all slaves
o 15th Amendment dictates voting rights for all African Americans
o 6/19/1865 Gordon Granger announces the end of slavery as Juneteenth in Texas
Still in Struggle
o Difficult period of Reconstruction in U.S.
o Racism continues with the establishment of Ku Klux Klan
o The Great Migration from the South to work in industrial cities of New York, Detroit, St. Louis and Chicago
o In the 1930’s Harlem is the largest African American neighborhood in the U.S.
o African American talents include Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Cab Calloway, Ella Fitzgerald and Langston Hughes
Civil Rights Movement
o Racism and segregation continue in communities
o Dr. Martin Luther King inspired by non violent protests written by Gandhi
o King meets Ralph Abernathy and forms NAACP
o Montgomery Bus Boycott and Rosa Parks
o King delivers I Have a Dream speech
o MLK is the youngest person in history to receive Nobel Peace Prize
o Thurgood Marshall and Brown vs. Board of Education
o 1967 Marshall is appointed to US Supreme Court
o Toni Morrison, Gloria Naylor and Alice Walker emerge as literary giants
Barack Obama
o 1/20/2009 became first African American President of the U.S.
o New Birth of Freedom theme to his campaign
o 44th President of the United States

Please send all purchase orders to PHAR Productions, 35460 Heritage Lane, Farmington, MI 48335. 248-474-6527 office. FAX 248-474-5090. Your
order will be shipped within 24 hours.

Preview and order online: www.pharproductions.com
Thank you.

Laureen Bowman
PHAR Productions
35460 Heritage Lane
Farmington, MI 48335
248-474-6527
248-474-5090 FAX
Laureen@archieassociates.com
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From: "Laureen Bowman" <laureen@archieassociates.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 08:14:29 -0700 (MST)
Hurry to order for Black History Month--African American Journey--DVD with entire I Have A Dream Speech, lesson and interactive glossary of terms-for
Subject:
Black History Month
To: <larchuleta@bps.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:PHAR order form.rtf (7.32k)

Good Morning New Mexico School Principal:
Does your school have an engaging DVD to use in classrooms for Black History Month, February 2018?
The African American Journey is now available from PHAR Productions. This compelling DVD will be an outstanding addition to your Black History Month classroom activities.
In addition to the full length 36 minute DVD, which is chaptered, the African American Journey includes a 14 page lesson, an interactive vocabulary lesson, and also the entire I
Have a Dream speech read by Dr. Martin Luther King with archival photographs in the background. The price is $99.00 plus $8.95 shipping charges. 248-474-5090 FAX. Please make
purchase orders out to PHAR Productions, 35460 Heritage Lane, Farmington, MI 48335.

Your order will be shipped within 24 hours.

Preview and order online: www.pharproductions.com
Chapters include detailed information as outlined in the below section:
· Africa
o History of the African People
o Geography of Africa
o Economy and trade in Africa
o Early kingdoms of Ghana, Kush, and Askum
· Colonial America
o 1619 Jamestown arrival of Africans from Angola
o Indentured servitude turns into slavery for African immigrants in America
o Maryland and Virginia pass laws stating all children of slaves will be slaves also
· From Revolutionary War to Civil War
o Slaves work hard to build the colonies
o By 1770 slavery is entrenched in the Southern, Middle and Northern Colonies
o Crispus Attucks, patriot, killed in the Boston Massacre of 1770
o 1808 law passed banning the importing of Africans into slavery
o 1860 –4 million enslaved people are living in the Southern states
· Underground Railroad
o 100,000 slaves were assisted by Underground Railroad to Canada or Mexico
o Abolitionists are mentioned including Frederick Douglass, Levi Coffin, Thomas Garrett, and Harriet Tubman
o Fugitive Slave Laws permit capture of freed people living in the North
· Civil War
o Abraham Lincoln elected president in 1861
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·

·

·

·

o Confederate States of America secede from the United States
o 1861 attack on Fort Sumter starts Civil War
Emancipation
o Emancipation Proclamation of 1863 grants freedom to all people living in slavery
o Gettysburg Address in November of 1863
o 13th Amendment mandates abolishment of slavery
o 14th Amendment grants citizenship to all slaves
o 15th Amendment dictates voting rights for all African Americans
o 6/19/1865 Gordon Granger announces the end of slavery as Juneteenth in Texas
Still in Struggle
o Difficult period of Reconstruction in U.S.
o Racism continues with the establishment of Ku Klux Klan
o The Great Migration from the South to work in industrial cities of New York, Detroit, St. Louis and Chicago
o In the 1930’s Harlem is the largest African American neighborhood in the U.S.
o African American talents include Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Cab Calloway, Ella Fitzgerald and Langston Hughes
Civil Rights Movement
o Racism and segregation continue in communities
o Dr. Martin Luther King inspired by non violent protests written by Gandhi
o King meets Ralph Abernathy and forms NAACP
o Montgomery Bus Boycott and Rosa Parks
o King delivers I Have a Dream speech
o MLK is the youngest person in history to receive Nobel Peace Prize
o Thurgood Marshall and Brown vs. Board of Education
o 1967 Marshall is appointed to US Supreme Court
o Toni Morrison, Gloria Naylor and Alice Walker emerge as literary giants
Barack Obama
o 1/20/2009 became first African American President of the U.S.
o New Birth of Freedom theme to his campaign
o 44th President of the United States

Please send all purchase orders to PHAR Productions, 35460 Heritage Lane, Farmington, MI 48335. 248-474-6527 office. FAX 248-474-5090. Your
order will be shipped within 24 hours.

Preview and order online: www.pharproductions.com
Thank you.

Laureen Bowman
PHAR Productions
35460 Heritage Lane
Farmington, MI 48335
248-474-6527
248-474-5090 FAX
Laureen@archieassociates.com
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From: "Sharla Autry" <Sharla.Autry@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent Date: Tue, 30 Jan 2018 11:11:22 -0700 (MST)
Subject: In case you want to use them...
"Cindy Henderson" <Cindy.Henderson@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Paula Spencer" <Paula.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Michael Stokum"
To:
<Michael.Stokum@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Nancy Johnson" <Nancy.Johnson@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:GeorgesSecretKeytotheUniverseAssessments.pdf (325.12k) GeorgesSecretKeyToTheUniverseActivityGuide.pdf (1.94 MB)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Wed, 21 Feb 2018 05:30:11 -0700 (MST)
In Wake Of Florida School Shooting, Trump Moves To Ban Bump Stocks
<ron.singleton@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Ron Singleton

February 21, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DC Schools Chancellor Forced Out Over
Admittance Lottery Scandal.
The Washington Post (2/20, Stein, Jamison, Nirappil)
reports DC Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson “was forced
to resign Tuesday amid revelations he skirted the city’s
competitive lottery system so his daughter could transfer to
a high-performing school.” Wilson’s departure after just a
year “sends another jolt through a beleaguered school
system already engulfed in a graduation scandal.” The Post
reports that Wilson’s “stunningly swift fall” – the scandal
first broke on Friday – follows the resignation of Deputy
Mayor for Education Jennifer Niles. Wilson had been
“hailed as the heir to the school reform agenda crafted by
Michelle Rhee and her successor, Kaya Henderson,” and
his departure “means that two key positions sit vacant in a
school district roiled by turmoil.”
The Seventy Four (2/20) reports the district “requires students to navigate an admissions lottery if they want to
apply to a school outside their residential boundary. But Wilson and his wife had approached Deputy Mayor for
Education Jennifer Niles about problems their daughter was having at school.” Niles “ultimately helped Wilson
bypass the lottery so his daughter could transfer from the Duke Ellington School of the Arts to Woodrow Wilson High
School, a popular school with a waitlist.” The article notes that Wilson last year overhauled rules to “prevent public
officials from bypassing the lottery to secure highly-sought school placements for their children. Wilson’s
predecessors...had previously allowed the children of local and federal officials to attend choice schools outside the
lottery.”
WRC-TV Washington (2/20) reports Wilson had “initially refused” to step down, despite pressure from seven
DC Council members. However, said Mayor Muriel Bowser at a Tuesday news conference, “It became very clear to
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me over the last several days that Chancellor Wilson would be unable to successfully lead the schools, having not
been able to regain the community’s trust. ... There are too many tough decisions in the coming months to have any
distractions, and we want to make very clear to parents and students that we are going to support them in any way
possible.”
WPost: DCPS Sorely In Need Of Improvement, Must Have “Top-Notch” Chancellor. The
Washington Post (2/20) editorializes that DC Mayor Muriel Bowser made “the correct call” in asking for the
resignation of Public Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson following his “violation of school policy that allowed his
daughter to get preferential treatment for enrollment in one of the city’s most desirable high schools.” Nonetheless,
the editors assert, “major problems remain” in the city’s school system, and the resignation loses “the continuity
that is important to school improvement.” Therefore, “the selection of a top-notch replacement for Mr. Wilson will be
critical;” Interim Chancellor Amanda Alexander “has her work cut out for her” in the meantime.

POLITICS & POLICY
ESSA Gives States Opportunity To Promote School Climate Improvements.
The Seventy Four (2/20) reports that ESSA gives states the chance to “spotlight holistic support systems that can
improve outcomes for students.” The piece reports state ESSA plans “highlight a variety of policies and programs to
improve conditions for student learning, particularly around school climate.” The article reports on the academic and
social benefits of a positive school climate, “including decreased absenteeism, suspension rates, and substance
abuse,” as well as reduced achievement gaps.

ACLU Seeks Dismissal Of Oregon Transgender Bathroom Lawsuit Naming DeVos.
The Oregonian (2/20) reports that the ACLU has filed motions asking a court in Oregon to dismiss “a lawsuit that
transgender students and LGBTQ supporters say is troubling and harmful.” The lawsuit challenges the decision of
the school district in Dallas, Oregon to allow a transgender boy to use boys’ facilities in school. The article notes that
despite ED’s recent changes to “the Obama-era directive on transgender inclusion...the lawsuit names the U.S.
Department of Education and U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos.”

New Zealand’s Experience With Universal School Choice Offers Lessons For US Policy.
The Hechinger Report (2/20, Butrymowicz) reports with a 2,000-word story examining how New Zealand’s approach
to school choice provides “a good example of the pitfalls of relying on choice and competition between schools,” as
New Zealand Council for Educational Research chief researcher Cathy Wylie says. In New Zealand, “a school choice
utopia,” parents have been able to “enroll their children wherever they wanted” since 1989, but while “parents in
New Zealand said they are generally happy that they have choice and happy with their schools,” their children’s
exam scores “have remained largely unchanged since the tests were first administered in 2000,” even if they remain
“above average.” The Hechinger Report couches the article in the context of Education Secretary Betsy Devos’
proposals to increase school choice in the US.

TEACHING & LEARNING
Idaho Junior High Team Competes In State FIRST Competition.
The Preston (ID) Citizen (2/19, Seamons) reports on the participation of Idaho’s Preston Junior High School’s
Robotic Indians team in the FIRST tech challenge state competition. The team “placed sixth out of 36 teams in
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individual team competition,” among other accomplishments.

Chelsea Fifth Graders Build Mousetrap Cars As Part Of STEM Education.
The Daily Southtown (IL) (2/20, Neuzil) reports that fifth grade students in Illinois’ Chelsea Intermediate School
“worked collaboratively in pairs to engineer” and race mousetrap cars in their STEM classes. Students “then tested
their cars and redesigned them to improve their velocity and distance,” and “the winners of each of the 12 fifth grade
classes competed in the 2018 Mousetrap Car Championship Race.” The article describes other STEM opportunities
for Chelsea students this year.

Pennsylvania District’s FIRST Lego Team Qualifies For League World Festival.
The Carlisle (PA) Sentinel (2/20) reports that a team of students from Pennsylvania’s Cumberland Valley School
District have qualified for the FIRST Lego League World Festival to be held in Detroit this April. The team “topped 43
others to win the regional title in their division (for ages 9-14) with their design of a website
(www.bottlefillstations.com) that lists the locations of water bottle fill stations around the world.”

Data Science Classes Prove Popular Among California High School Students.
EdSource (2/19, Jones) reports data science curriculum has “proven to be a popular addition to high school math
departments” in California, where about 30 high schools have begun offering such classes to juniors and seniors.
The material includes “a hands-on blend of statistics and computer programming” that “meets the requirements of
A-G coursework...and doesn’t require prior knowledge of computers or statistics,” and participants “write computer
programs that help sort through data and identify regularities.”

Climate Change Curriculum A “Hot-Button Issue” In Many States.
Special correspondent Lisa Stark of Education Week reports in the weekly PBS NewsHour (2/20) audio segment
“Making the Grade” that curriculum involving climate change has become “a hot-button issue in a number of states,
including Idaho and New Mexico, where lawmakers have tried to weaken or dismantle science standards crafted by
educators and scientists.” Throughout the US, Stark explains, at least nine states have seen “recent attempts...to
block, repeal or modify state science standards, partly because of the treatment of climate change,” which “have
largely failed.”

Pennsylvania High School Teaches STEM Curriculum Through Guitar Making.
Philadelphia Inquirer (2/20, Boccella) reports on a guitar-building class at Pennridge High School in Buck County,
Pennsylvania that “uses the STEM Guitar curriculum,” which was “developed by a group of college professors a
decade ago to use guitar-making as a fun way to hook kids on learning the basics of science, technology, engineering
and math.”

Oregon Legislature Advances Bill To Include Class Size In Bargaining Agreements.
The AP (2/20, James) reports on a bill in Oregon “to include class sizes as required bargaining items during
negotiations between teachers and school districts,” saying the measure “is moving ahead in the Oregon
Legislature.” Some lawmakers object to the bill on the basis of cost, but the Oregon Education Association believes
passing the bill first is more important than figuring out unknown costs first. Other school leaders, such as Tillamook
School District Superintendent Randy Schild, worry “small districts without space to add classrooms would still end
up increasing class sizes, and would likely end up choosing to pay teachers more in exchange for the managing the
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larger classes.”

Latinx Educators Remain Underrepresented Compared To Students.
The Huffington Post (2/20, Klein) says educators working with students from minority groups are “still overwhelmingly
white and female,” and that President Trump’s “immigration policies may only make this problem worse – especially
for Latinx students and teachers.” The article adds that, “as the president generally maintains a contentious
relationship with the nation’s immigrant and Latinx communities, teachers who understand” issues facing those
communities “can be an important resource for students.” The article provides information from a recent data
analysis by the Center for American Progress.

St. Paul Teacher Federation Acknowledges Teacher Frustration In Minneapolis
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (2/20, Lonetree) reports that St. Paul Federation of Teachers President Nick Faber
visited Minneapolis School District headquarters last week, where he recognized teachers’ frustration with the lack of
funding for public education. Faber said, “We’re entering a new era of teachers confounded about how little a priority
that public education is and how much funding is appropriated to it.” The article provides background on the problem
and the recent near-strike by the St. Paul Federation.

West Virginia Teachers Plan Statewide Strike To Protest Pay, Healthcare Costs.
The Huffington Post (2/20, Jamieson) reports West Virginia teachers and other public employees are expected to
strike on Thursday and Friday to protest the state’s “stagnant pay and rising health care costs” and “to send a
strong message to the state legislature, which hasn’t funded the public employees’ health care program enough to
curb rising premiums.” According to the state’s two teacher unions, workers in every county of the state will
participate in the strike.

OPERATIONS
Idaho Charter School Leaders Write In Support Of More Charter Schools.
Writing a joint op-ed for the Seventy Four (2/20), Idaho Charter School Network President Terry Ryan and Teton
Science Schools vice president of education and innovation Nate McClennen praise charter schools around the
country for bringing educational opportunities to “thousands of students in rural communities,” but they say “more
needs to be done better to support high-quality charter schools in rural areas, as a recent report from the National
Alliance for Public Charter Schools demonstrates.” Ryan and McClennen say more policies should support online
charter schools and “blended models...that marry online courses and instruction.” They also support “amending
laws that restrict charters from opening in rural districts” and revising the laws “to encourage rural districts and
charter school supporters to work together to break barriers that will benefit their children and communities.”

School Officials In North Alabama Say They Are Ready For Growth.
The AP (2/20) reports local officials in Limestone County, Alabama and its county seat, Athens, “believe they are
either ready to handle more students or can get ready when the time comes.” The county is expecting an influx of
students when the new Toyota-Mazda plant comes to the area. Athens City Schools Superintendent Trey Holladay
says, “We are covered for the next 10 years for average growth,” and “We feel very good about the next five years
with no trouble.”
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National School Boards Association President Visits South Carolina School District.
Bluffton (SC) Today (2/20) reports National School Boards Association President Kevin Ciak “visited three Beaufort
County schools” in South Carolina and delivered a keynote address at the South Carolina School Boards
Association’s annual conference last week. Ciak said in his speech: “What I saw today was the definition of 21stcentury learning...I saw students working on all of the things that today’s employers want, everything from problemsolving and teamwork to leadership and soft skills. Students were busy acquiring the knowledge and skills they’ll
need if our country hopes to be competitive.”

Tennessee District Wants To Keep Struggling Schools In Turnaround Program.
The Memphis (TN) Commercial Appeal (2/20, Pignolet) says the Shelby County school board reviewed a resolution
on Tuesday “that would commit the district to putting American Way Middle School” into the county’s turnaround
program, the Innovation Zone. Such a commitment would go against recent recommendations to the district from the
Tennessee Department of Education that the school either partner with a charter school or be absorbed into a staterun achievement program, marking “the district’s latest attempt to ward off state takeover of its schools.”

Mississippi Students Testify About Experiences In Underfunded District.
The Jackson (MS) Clarion Ledger (2/20, Harris) reports on testimonies by students from Mississippi’s Jackson Public
School District describing their “experiences of receiving an education in inadequate and resource-strapped school
buildings.” The testimonies came as lawmakers were moving “to scrap the state’s existing school funding formula.”

Prince William School Board Chairman Calls For Resignation Of Superintendent.
The Washington Post (2/20, Truong) reports Prince William County School Board Chairman Ryan Sawyers is calling
for the resignation of Steven Walts, superintendent of Prince William County Public Schools, due to an incident in
which Walts struck a moped while driving a car belonging to the school district. Sawyers claims that Walts misled the
board as to the severity of the accident, and “wrote in an email to Walts and the school board that the superintendent
failed to live up to the professional and ethical standards expected of district employees.”

Analysis: Retiring NYC Schools Chancellor Leaves Behind Legacy Of Modest Progress.
Contributor John O’Neil writes an article in the Seventy Four (2/20) that examines the legacy of New York City
Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, who now prepares to retire after four years on the job that saw “modest but
measurable progress” for the state’s special education students.

Research Paints Uneven Picture Of Community School Model’s Impact On Academics.
Chalkbeat (2/20) reports that the body of research on the community school model, which aims to “help kids in class
by directly dealing with out-of-school factors, like poverty, that affect learning,” shows that such efforts “often do help
learning, but in a number of cases they don’t seem to have any effect — and it’s not clear why efforts sometimes
succeed and sometimes don’t.” The article examines research “that tried to isolate the effects of efforts to improve
students’ mental and physical health, offer counseling services, add after-school programs, provide direct social
services to families in need, and other similar programs.”

South Carolina Pilot Would Allow Students To Make Up Snow Days Online.
The Columbia (SC) State (2/20) reports that South Carolina legislators are considering language in the 2018-19
budget to allow “students to complete work online at home rather than make up missed days [because of inclement
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weather] at school.” The legislation “includes a one-year request directing the S.C. Education Oversight Committee
to select school districts for a pilot program using online or virtual work — or something else — instead of bringing
students back to school in case bad weather cancels classes.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Louisiana Task Force Recommends $40 Million Increase For School Funding.
The Baton Rouge (LA) Advocate (2/20) reports that a Louisiana “panel of state and local education leaders, key
lawmakers and others” on Tuesday “recommended a hike of about $40 million in basic state aid for public schools.”
This “assistance has been frozen for nine of the past 10 years amid state budget problems, and Gov. John Bel
Edwards has endorsed another freeze for the 2018-19 school year.” However, the panel “said it is vital the
Legislature understands the financial plight of public schools.”

Washington State Democrats’ Plan Would Use Higher Revenues To Boost Teacher Pay.
The AP (2/19) reports that Democrats in the Washington state Senate have released a plan “that would use a
projected increase in state revenues to expedite the timeline on fully funding teacher salaries as they work on the final
component to bring Washington state into compliance with a state Supreme Court mandate on education.” The piece
explains that new projections released last week show that state revenues will “increase by about $1.3 billion more
than expected through 2021. The supplemental budget proposal plans to allocate much of that money toward
education, including $972 million to fully fund teacher and school staff salaries by later this year.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
In Wake Of Florida School Shooting, Trump Moves To Ban Bump Stocks.
President Trump announced yesterday that he has signed a memorandum ordering Attorney General Sessions to
regulate the use of bump stocks. Coverage of the move portrays the President as willing to consider “modest guncontrol measures,” and many reports cast the White House as facing pressure to act quickly amid a growing student
movement demanding action on gun control. The New York Post (2/20, Fredericks) notes that the President said,
“After the deadly shooting in Las Vegas, I directed the attorney general to clarify whether certain bump stock devices
like the one used in Las Vegas are illegal under current law. ... Just a few moments ago, I signed a memorandum
directing the attorney general to propose regulations to ban all devices that turn legal weapons into machine guns. ...
I expect that these critical regulations will be finalized very soon.” The New York Times (2/20, Shear, Subscription
Publication) reports that Trump said that the regulations “would help prevent future mass shootings,” and USA
Today (2/20, Korte, Gaudiano, Jackson) that he announced the order at a Medal of Valor ceremony and at the White
House for firefighters and police officers, saying, “We can do more to protect our children. We must do more to
protect our children.”

Trump Will Visit Florida To Host Listening Forum On Mass Shootings. The Washington Times (2/20,
Boyer) says that President Trump “will host representatives involved with the shooting last week in Parkland, Florida,
as well as the shootings in 2012 at the Sandy Hook elementary school in Connecticut and at Columbine High School
in Colorado in 1999.”
Students Plan Anti-Gun Marches, School Walkouts. The Wall Street Journal (2/19, McWhirter,
Subscription Publication) says that high school students across the country are planning anti-gun marches and school
walkouts over the next weeks and months. A nationwide walkout is planned for March 14 and marches are slated for
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March 24. In addition, a day of protests is set for April 20, the anniversary of the Columbine High School shooting.
The New York Times (2/20, Turkewitz, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that students from Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School, where last week’s shooting occurred, “were traveling on Tuesday to Tallahassee,
the state capital, to call for an assault weapons ban.” The trip “follows protests outside schools, social media
appeals and national television appearances.” Savannah Guthrie said on the lead story for NBC Nightly News (2/20,
lead story, 3:05) that the protests “are showing no signs of slowing down. In fact, they’re growing.”
Students, Public Officials Pushing School Shooting Solutions. The Washington Post (2/20, Berman)
reports that in the aftermath of the Parkland shooting, “students transformed into activists and public officials alike
are preparing for days of high-profile events highlighting the renewed debate over gun control and school safety.”
Students who survived the massacre “have repeatedly made clear that they view guns as the central problem. Public
officials such as Gov. Rick Scott (R) have stressed the need to keep firearms away from people with mental health
issues and pledged to work on increasing safety at schools.”

Armed Police To Become More Regular Presence At Schools Across New Jersey.
The New York Times (2/20, Chen, Sterenfeld, Subscription Publication) reports “Tuesday was the first day that a new
policy adding armed police officers to the security forces at East Brunswick schools” in New Jersey went into effect.
The new security measures approved by the school district last week have “thrust this central New Jersey town into
the spotlight as one of the first districts to take concrete action on security in the wake of the Parkland, Fla.,
shooting.” Additionally, in the midst of “a spate of false alarms and threats,” New Jersey Gov. Philip Murphy
announced that state police officers would begin making regular, unscheduled visits to “107 schools in districts where
it has jurisdiction.”

Alabama State Rep. Introduces Bill That Would Allow Teachers To Carry Guns.
The AP (2/20, Moench) reports Alabama state Rep. Will Ainsworth has “proposed legislation that would allow the
state’s teachers to carry guns in school following a deadly school shooting in Florida last week.” Ainsworth, who is
running for lieutenant governor, has been joined by 33 lawmakers in sponsoring the bill. But the National Education
Association and the American Federation of Teachers both oppose “arming teachers in school,” as well as some
lawmakers on both sides of the aisle.

New Jersey Gov. Praises Young People For Leading Efforts To Reform School Safety, Promises
Review Of State Safety Protocols.
The AP (2/20) reports New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy “praised students pushing for gun control measures and called
for a review of school shooting protocols in the state.” Speaking at a press conference, Murphy said, “Nearly one
week has passed since 17 innocent lives were taken during the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School,” and now students across the state and nation “are showing us the way.” Murphy also “reiterated promises
to sign legislation vetoed by Republican Gov. Chris Christie, including a high-caliber ammunition ban, and to create a
multistate coalition against gun violence.”

Michigan Police Probing Threat Targeting Principal.
The AP (2/20) reports that the Marine City, Michigan Police Department is “investigating after a Twitter post was
spotted that targeted the principal at the Marine City Middle School. Police say the East China School District is
taking precautionary measures this week to ensure safety.”

Ohio Seventh-Grader Shoots Self In School Bathroom, Hospitalized.
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The Washington Post (2/20, Horton) reports authorities say a seventh-grade student in Jackson Township, Ohio
“was rushed to a hospital after he apparently shot himself in an Ohio middle school boys’ bathroom just before 8
a.m. local time.” Other students were “safe and unharmed” and the school was locked down. “It remains unclear
whether the student’s wounds were intentional or accidental or what injuries he incurred with the gunshot, which
came from a .22 long gun, local media reported.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• House Education Democrats Join DeVos In Calling For Hearings On School Shootings.
• ED Official: DeVos, Team Working To Streamline Agency, Improve Efficiency, Transparency.
• Florida’s State-Wide Teacher Strike In 1968 Commemorated.
• Fresh Crisis Hits DC Schools, Official Resigns After Chancellor’s Daughter Improperly Transferred.
• Massachusetts Governor Signs Budget Bill Including Aid For Districts Educating Puerto Rican Students.
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Good morning David Shoup

February 21, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DC Schools Chancellor Forced Out Over
Admittance Lottery Scandal.
The Washington Post (2/20, Stein, Jamison, Nirappil)
reports DC Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson “was forced
to resign Tuesday amid revelations he skirted the city’s
competitive lottery system so his daughter could transfer to
a high-performing school.” Wilson’s departure after just a
year “sends another jolt through a beleaguered school
system already engulfed in a graduation scandal.” The Post
reports that Wilson’s “stunningly swift fall” – the scandal
first broke on Friday – follows the resignation of Deputy
Mayor for Education Jennifer Niles. Wilson had been
“hailed as the heir to the school reform agenda crafted by
Michelle Rhee and her successor, Kaya Henderson,” and
his departure “means that two key positions sit vacant in a
school district roiled by turmoil.”
The Seventy Four (2/20) reports the district “requires students to navigate an admissions lottery if they want to
apply to a school outside their residential boundary. But Wilson and his wife had approached Deputy Mayor for
Education Jennifer Niles about problems their daughter was having at school.” Niles “ultimately helped Wilson
bypass the lottery so his daughter could transfer from the Duke Ellington School of the Arts to Woodrow Wilson High
School, a popular school with a waitlist.” The article notes that Wilson last year overhauled rules to “prevent public
officials from bypassing the lottery to secure highly-sought school placements for their children. Wilson’s
predecessors...had previously allowed the children of local and federal officials to attend choice schools outside the
lottery.”
WRC-TV Washington (2/20) reports Wilson had “initially refused” to step down, despite pressure from seven
DC Council members. However, said Mayor Muriel Bowser at a Tuesday news conference, “It became very clear to
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me over the last several days that Chancellor Wilson would be unable to successfully lead the schools, having not
been able to regain the community’s trust. ... There are too many tough decisions in the coming months to have any
distractions, and we want to make very clear to parents and students that we are going to support them in any way
possible.”
WPost: DCPS Sorely In Need Of Improvement, Must Have “Top-Notch” Chancellor. The
Washington Post (2/20) editorializes that DC Mayor Muriel Bowser made “the correct call” in asking for the
resignation of Public Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson following his “violation of school policy that allowed his
daughter to get preferential treatment for enrollment in one of the city’s most desirable high schools.” Nonetheless,
the editors assert, “major problems remain” in the city’s school system, and the resignation loses “the continuity
that is important to school improvement.” Therefore, “the selection of a top-notch replacement for Mr. Wilson will be
critical;” Interim Chancellor Amanda Alexander “has her work cut out for her” in the meantime.

POLITICS & POLICY
ESSA Gives States Opportunity To Promote School Climate Improvements.
The Seventy Four (2/20) reports that ESSA gives states the chance to “spotlight holistic support systems that can
improve outcomes for students.” The piece reports state ESSA plans “highlight a variety of policies and programs to
improve conditions for student learning, particularly around school climate.” The article reports on the academic and
social benefits of a positive school climate, “including decreased absenteeism, suspension rates, and substance
abuse,” as well as reduced achievement gaps.

ACLU Seeks Dismissal Of Oregon Transgender Bathroom Lawsuit Naming DeVos.
The Oregonian (2/20) reports that the ACLU has filed motions asking a court in Oregon to dismiss “a lawsuit that
transgender students and LGBTQ supporters say is troubling and harmful.” The lawsuit challenges the decision of
the school district in Dallas, Oregon to allow a transgender boy to use boys’ facilities in school. The article notes that
despite ED’s recent changes to “the Obama-era directive on transgender inclusion...the lawsuit names the U.S.
Department of Education and U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos.”

New Zealand’s Experience With Universal School Choice Offers Lessons For US Policy.
The Hechinger Report (2/20, Butrymowicz) reports with a 2,000-word story examining how New Zealand’s approach
to school choice provides “a good example of the pitfalls of relying on choice and competition between schools,” as
New Zealand Council for Educational Research chief researcher Cathy Wylie says. In New Zealand, “a school choice
utopia,” parents have been able to “enroll their children wherever they wanted” since 1989, but while “parents in
New Zealand said they are generally happy that they have choice and happy with their schools,” their children’s
exam scores “have remained largely unchanged since the tests were first administered in 2000,” even if they remain
“above average.” The Hechinger Report couches the article in the context of Education Secretary Betsy Devos’
proposals to increase school choice in the US.

TEACHING & LEARNING
Idaho Junior High Team Competes In State FIRST Competition.
The Preston (ID) Citizen (2/19, Seamons) reports on the participation of Idaho’s Preston Junior High School’s
Robotic Indians team in the FIRST tech challenge state competition. The team “placed sixth out of 36 teams in
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individual team competition,” among other accomplishments.

Chelsea Fifth Graders Build Mousetrap Cars As Part Of STEM Education.
The Daily Southtown (IL) (2/20, Neuzil) reports that fifth grade students in Illinois’ Chelsea Intermediate School
“worked collaboratively in pairs to engineer” and race mousetrap cars in their STEM classes. Students “then tested
their cars and redesigned them to improve their velocity and distance,” and “the winners of each of the 12 fifth grade
classes competed in the 2018 Mousetrap Car Championship Race.” The article describes other STEM opportunities
for Chelsea students this year.

Pennsylvania District’s FIRST Lego Team Qualifies For League World Festival.
The Carlisle (PA) Sentinel (2/20) reports that a team of students from Pennsylvania’s Cumberland Valley School
District have qualified for the FIRST Lego League World Festival to be held in Detroit this April. The team “topped 43
others to win the regional title in their division (for ages 9-14) with their design of a website
(www.bottlefillstations.com) that lists the locations of water bottle fill stations around the world.”

Data Science Classes Prove Popular Among California High School Students.
EdSource (2/19, Jones) reports data science curriculum has “proven to be a popular addition to high school math
departments” in California, where about 30 high schools have begun offering such classes to juniors and seniors.
The material includes “a hands-on blend of statistics and computer programming” that “meets the requirements of
A-G coursework...and doesn’t require prior knowledge of computers or statistics,” and participants “write computer
programs that help sort through data and identify regularities.”

Climate Change Curriculum A “Hot-Button Issue” In Many States.
Special correspondent Lisa Stark of Education Week reports in the weekly PBS NewsHour (2/20) audio segment
“Making the Grade” that curriculum involving climate change has become “a hot-button issue in a number of states,
including Idaho and New Mexico, where lawmakers have tried to weaken or dismantle science standards crafted by
educators and scientists.” Throughout the US, Stark explains, at least nine states have seen “recent attempts...to
block, repeal or modify state science standards, partly because of the treatment of climate change,” which “have
largely failed.”

Pennsylvania High School Teaches STEM Curriculum Through Guitar Making.
Philadelphia Inquirer (2/20, Boccella) reports on a guitar-building class at Pennridge High School in Buck County,
Pennsylvania that “uses the STEM Guitar curriculum,” which was “developed by a group of college professors a
decade ago to use guitar-making as a fun way to hook kids on learning the basics of science, technology, engineering
and math.”

Oregon Legislature Advances Bill To Include Class Size In Bargaining Agreements.
The AP (2/20, James) reports on a bill in Oregon “to include class sizes as required bargaining items during
negotiations between teachers and school districts,” saying the measure “is moving ahead in the Oregon
Legislature.” Some lawmakers object to the bill on the basis of cost, but the Oregon Education Association believes
passing the bill first is more important than figuring out unknown costs first. Other school leaders, such as Tillamook
School District Superintendent Randy Schild, worry “small districts without space to add classrooms would still end
up increasing class sizes, and would likely end up choosing to pay teachers more in exchange for the managing the
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larger classes.”

Latinx Educators Remain Underrepresented Compared To Students.
The Huffington Post (2/20, Klein) says educators working with students from minority groups are “still overwhelmingly
white and female,” and that President Trump’s “immigration policies may only make this problem worse – especially
for Latinx students and teachers.” The article adds that, “as the president generally maintains a contentious
relationship with the nation’s immigrant and Latinx communities, teachers who understand” issues facing those
communities “can be an important resource for students.” The article provides information from a recent data
analysis by the Center for American Progress.

St. Paul Teacher Federation Acknowledges Teacher Frustration In Minneapolis
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (2/20, Lonetree) reports that St. Paul Federation of Teachers President Nick Faber
visited Minneapolis School District headquarters last week, where he recognized teachers’ frustration with the lack of
funding for public education. Faber said, “We’re entering a new era of teachers confounded about how little a priority
that public education is and how much funding is appropriated to it.” The article provides background on the problem
and the recent near-strike by the St. Paul Federation.

West Virginia Teachers Plan Statewide Strike To Protest Pay, Healthcare Costs.
The Huffington Post (2/20, Jamieson) reports West Virginia teachers and other public employees are expected to
strike on Thursday and Friday to protest the state’s “stagnant pay and rising health care costs” and “to send a
strong message to the state legislature, which hasn’t funded the public employees’ health care program enough to
curb rising premiums.” According to the state’s two teacher unions, workers in every county of the state will
participate in the strike.

OPERATIONS
Idaho Charter School Leaders Write In Support Of More Charter Schools.
Writing a joint op-ed for the Seventy Four (2/20), Idaho Charter School Network President Terry Ryan and Teton
Science Schools vice president of education and innovation Nate McClennen praise charter schools around the
country for bringing educational opportunities to “thousands of students in rural communities,” but they say “more
needs to be done better to support high-quality charter schools in rural areas, as a recent report from the National
Alliance for Public Charter Schools demonstrates.” Ryan and McClennen say more policies should support online
charter schools and “blended models...that marry online courses and instruction.” They also support “amending
laws that restrict charters from opening in rural districts” and revising the laws “to encourage rural districts and
charter school supporters to work together to break barriers that will benefit their children and communities.”

School Officials In North Alabama Say They Are Ready For Growth.
The AP (2/20) reports local officials in Limestone County, Alabama and its county seat, Athens, “believe they are
either ready to handle more students or can get ready when the time comes.” The county is expecting an influx of
students when the new Toyota-Mazda plant comes to the area. Athens City Schools Superintendent Trey Holladay
says, “We are covered for the next 10 years for average growth,” and “We feel very good about the next five years
with no trouble.”
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National School Boards Association President Visits South Carolina School District.
Bluffton (SC) Today (2/20) reports National School Boards Association President Kevin Ciak “visited three Beaufort
County schools” in South Carolina and delivered a keynote address at the South Carolina School Boards
Association’s annual conference last week. Ciak said in his speech: “What I saw today was the definition of 21stcentury learning...I saw students working on all of the things that today’s employers want, everything from problemsolving and teamwork to leadership and soft skills. Students were busy acquiring the knowledge and skills they’ll
need if our country hopes to be competitive.”

Tennessee District Wants To Keep Struggling Schools In Turnaround Program.
The Memphis (TN) Commercial Appeal (2/20, Pignolet) says the Shelby County school board reviewed a resolution
on Tuesday “that would commit the district to putting American Way Middle School” into the county’s turnaround
program, the Innovation Zone. Such a commitment would go against recent recommendations to the district from the
Tennessee Department of Education that the school either partner with a charter school or be absorbed into a staterun achievement program, marking “the district’s latest attempt to ward off state takeover of its schools.”

Mississippi Students Testify About Experiences In Underfunded District.
The Jackson (MS) Clarion Ledger (2/20, Harris) reports on testimonies by students from Mississippi’s Jackson Public
School District describing their “experiences of receiving an education in inadequate and resource-strapped school
buildings.” The testimonies came as lawmakers were moving “to scrap the state’s existing school funding formula.”

Prince William School Board Chairman Calls For Resignation Of Superintendent.
The Washington Post (2/20, Truong) reports Prince William County School Board Chairman Ryan Sawyers is calling
for the resignation of Steven Walts, superintendent of Prince William County Public Schools, due to an incident in
which Walts struck a moped while driving a car belonging to the school district. Sawyers claims that Walts misled the
board as to the severity of the accident, and “wrote in an email to Walts and the school board that the superintendent
failed to live up to the professional and ethical standards expected of district employees.”

Analysis: Retiring NYC Schools Chancellor Leaves Behind Legacy Of Modest Progress.
Contributor John O’Neil writes an article in the Seventy Four (2/20) that examines the legacy of New York City
Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, who now prepares to retire after four years on the job that saw “modest but
measurable progress” for the state’s special education students.

Research Paints Uneven Picture Of Community School Model’s Impact On Academics.
Chalkbeat (2/20) reports that the body of research on the community school model, which aims to “help kids in class
by directly dealing with out-of-school factors, like poverty, that affect learning,” shows that such efforts “often do help
learning, but in a number of cases they don’t seem to have any effect — and it’s not clear why efforts sometimes
succeed and sometimes don’t.” The article examines research “that tried to isolate the effects of efforts to improve
students’ mental and physical health, offer counseling services, add after-school programs, provide direct social
services to families in need, and other similar programs.”

South Carolina Pilot Would Allow Students To Make Up Snow Days Online.
The Columbia (SC) State (2/20) reports that South Carolina legislators are considering language in the 2018-19
budget to allow “students to complete work online at home rather than make up missed days [because of inclement
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weather] at school.” The legislation “includes a one-year request directing the S.C. Education Oversight Committee
to select school districts for a pilot program using online or virtual work — or something else — instead of bringing
students back to school in case bad weather cancels classes.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Louisiana Task Force Recommends $40 Million Increase For School Funding.
The Baton Rouge (LA) Advocate (2/20) reports that a Louisiana “panel of state and local education leaders, key
lawmakers and others” on Tuesday “recommended a hike of about $40 million in basic state aid for public schools.”
This “assistance has been frozen for nine of the past 10 years amid state budget problems, and Gov. John Bel
Edwards has endorsed another freeze for the 2018-19 school year.” However, the panel “said it is vital the
Legislature understands the financial plight of public schools.”

Washington State Democrats’ Plan Would Use Higher Revenues To Boost Teacher Pay.
The AP (2/19) reports that Democrats in the Washington state Senate have released a plan “that would use a
projected increase in state revenues to expedite the timeline on fully funding teacher salaries as they work on the final
component to bring Washington state into compliance with a state Supreme Court mandate on education.” The piece
explains that new projections released last week show that state revenues will “increase by about $1.3 billion more
than expected through 2021. The supplemental budget proposal plans to allocate much of that money toward
education, including $972 million to fully fund teacher and school staff salaries by later this year.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
In Wake Of Florida School Shooting, Trump Moves To Ban Bump Stocks.
President Trump announced yesterday that he has signed a memorandum ordering Attorney General Sessions to
regulate the use of bump stocks. Coverage of the move portrays the President as willing to consider “modest guncontrol measures,” and many reports cast the White House as facing pressure to act quickly amid a growing student
movement demanding action on gun control. The New York Post (2/20, Fredericks) notes that the President said,
“After the deadly shooting in Las Vegas, I directed the attorney general to clarify whether certain bump stock devices
like the one used in Las Vegas are illegal under current law. ... Just a few moments ago, I signed a memorandum
directing the attorney general to propose regulations to ban all devices that turn legal weapons into machine guns. ...
I expect that these critical regulations will be finalized very soon.” The New York Times (2/20, Shear, Subscription
Publication) reports that Trump said that the regulations “would help prevent future mass shootings,” and USA
Today (2/20, Korte, Gaudiano, Jackson) that he announced the order at a Medal of Valor ceremony and at the White
House for firefighters and police officers, saying, “We can do more to protect our children. We must do more to
protect our children.”

Trump Will Visit Florida To Host Listening Forum On Mass Shootings. The Washington Times (2/20,
Boyer) says that President Trump “will host representatives involved with the shooting last week in Parkland, Florida,
as well as the shootings in 2012 at the Sandy Hook elementary school in Connecticut and at Columbine High School
in Colorado in 1999.”
Students Plan Anti-Gun Marches, School Walkouts. The Wall Street Journal (2/19, McWhirter,
Subscription Publication) says that high school students across the country are planning anti-gun marches and school
walkouts over the next weeks and months. A nationwide walkout is planned for March 14 and marches are slated for
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March 24. In addition, a day of protests is set for April 20, the anniversary of the Columbine High School shooting.
The New York Times (2/20, Turkewitz, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that students from Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School, where last week’s shooting occurred, “were traveling on Tuesday to Tallahassee,
the state capital, to call for an assault weapons ban.” The trip “follows protests outside schools, social media
appeals and national television appearances.” Savannah Guthrie said on the lead story for NBC Nightly News (2/20,
lead story, 3:05) that the protests “are showing no signs of slowing down. In fact, they’re growing.”
Students, Public Officials Pushing School Shooting Solutions. The Washington Post (2/20, Berman)
reports that in the aftermath of the Parkland shooting, “students transformed into activists and public officials alike
are preparing for days of high-profile events highlighting the renewed debate over gun control and school safety.”
Students who survived the massacre “have repeatedly made clear that they view guns as the central problem. Public
officials such as Gov. Rick Scott (R) have stressed the need to keep firearms away from people with mental health
issues and pledged to work on increasing safety at schools.”

Armed Police To Become More Regular Presence At Schools Across New Jersey.
The New York Times (2/20, Chen, Sterenfeld, Subscription Publication) reports “Tuesday was the first day that a new
policy adding armed police officers to the security forces at East Brunswick schools” in New Jersey went into effect.
The new security measures approved by the school district last week have “thrust this central New Jersey town into
the spotlight as one of the first districts to take concrete action on security in the wake of the Parkland, Fla.,
shooting.” Additionally, in the midst of “a spate of false alarms and threats,” New Jersey Gov. Philip Murphy
announced that state police officers would begin making regular, unscheduled visits to “107 schools in districts where
it has jurisdiction.”

Alabama State Rep. Introduces Bill That Would Allow Teachers To Carry Guns.
The AP (2/20, Moench) reports Alabama state Rep. Will Ainsworth has “proposed legislation that would allow the
state’s teachers to carry guns in school following a deadly school shooting in Florida last week.” Ainsworth, who is
running for lieutenant governor, has been joined by 33 lawmakers in sponsoring the bill. But the National Education
Association and the American Federation of Teachers both oppose “arming teachers in school,” as well as some
lawmakers on both sides of the aisle.

New Jersey Gov. Praises Young People For Leading Efforts To Reform School Safety, Promises
Review Of State Safety Protocols.
The AP (2/20) reports New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy “praised students pushing for gun control measures and called
for a review of school shooting protocols in the state.” Speaking at a press conference, Murphy said, “Nearly one
week has passed since 17 innocent lives were taken during the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School,” and now students across the state and nation “are showing us the way.” Murphy also “reiterated promises
to sign legislation vetoed by Republican Gov. Chris Christie, including a high-caliber ammunition ban, and to create a
multistate coalition against gun violence.”

Michigan Police Probing Threat Targeting Principal.
The AP (2/20) reports that the Marine City, Michigan Police Department is “investigating after a Twitter post was
spotted that targeted the principal at the Marine City Middle School. Police say the East China School District is
taking precautionary measures this week to ensure safety.”

Ohio Seventh-Grader Shoots Self In School Bathroom, Hospitalized.
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The Washington Post (2/20, Horton) reports authorities say a seventh-grade student in Jackson Township, Ohio
“was rushed to a hospital after he apparently shot himself in an Ohio middle school boys’ bathroom just before 8
a.m. local time.” Other students were “safe and unharmed” and the school was locked down. “It remains unclear
whether the student’s wounds were intentional or accidental or what injuries he incurred with the gunshot, which
came from a .22 long gun, local media reported.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• House Education Democrats Join DeVos In Calling For Hearings On School Shootings.
• ED Official: DeVos, Team Working To Streamline Agency, Improve Efficiency, Transparency.
• Florida’s State-Wide Teacher Strike In 1968 Commemorated.
• Fresh Crisis Hits DC Schools, Official Resigns After Chancellor’s Daughter Improperly Transferred.
• Massachusetts Governor Signs Budget Bill Including Aid For Districts Educating Puerto Rican Students.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

February 21, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DC Schools Chancellor Forced Out Over
Admittance Lottery Scandal.
The Washington Post (2/20, Stein, Jamison, Nirappil)
reports DC Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson “was forced
to resign Tuesday amid revelations he skirted the city’s
competitive lottery system so his daughter could transfer to
a high-performing school.” Wilson’s departure after just a
year “sends another jolt through a beleaguered school
system already engulfed in a graduation scandal.” The Post
reports that Wilson’s “stunningly swift fall” – the scandal
first broke on Friday – follows the resignation of Deputy
Mayor for Education Jennifer Niles. Wilson had been
“hailed as the heir to the school reform agenda crafted by
Michelle Rhee and her successor, Kaya Henderson,” and
his departure “means that two key positions sit vacant in a
school district roiled by turmoil.”
The Seventy Four (2/20) reports the district “requires students to navigate an admissions lottery if they want to
apply to a school outside their residential boundary. But Wilson and his wife had approached Deputy Mayor for
Education Jennifer Niles about problems their daughter was having at school.” Niles “ultimately helped Wilson
bypass the lottery so his daughter could transfer from the Duke Ellington School of the Arts to Woodrow Wilson High
School, a popular school with a waitlist.” The article notes that Wilson last year overhauled rules to “prevent public
officials from bypassing the lottery to secure highly-sought school placements for their children. Wilson’s
predecessors...had previously allowed the children of local and federal officials to attend choice schools outside the
lottery.”
WRC-TV Washington (2/20) reports Wilson had “initially refused” to step down, despite pressure from seven
DC Council members. However, said Mayor Muriel Bowser at a Tuesday news conference, “It became very clear to
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me over the last several days that Chancellor Wilson would be unable to successfully lead the schools, having not
been able to regain the community’s trust. ... There are too many tough decisions in the coming months to have any
distractions, and we want to make very clear to parents and students that we are going to support them in any way
possible.”
WPost: DCPS Sorely In Need Of Improvement, Must Have “Top-Notch” Chancellor. The
Washington Post (2/20) editorializes that DC Mayor Muriel Bowser made “the correct call” in asking for the
resignation of Public Schools Chancellor Antwan Wilson following his “violation of school policy that allowed his
daughter to get preferential treatment for enrollment in one of the city’s most desirable high schools.” Nonetheless,
the editors assert, “major problems remain” in the city’s school system, and the resignation loses “the continuity
that is important to school improvement.” Therefore, “the selection of a top-notch replacement for Mr. Wilson will be
critical;” Interim Chancellor Amanda Alexander “has her work cut out for her” in the meantime.

POLITICS & POLICY
ESSA Gives States Opportunity To Promote School Climate Improvements.
The Seventy Four (2/20) reports that ESSA gives states the chance to “spotlight holistic support systems that can
improve outcomes for students.” The piece reports state ESSA plans “highlight a variety of policies and programs to
improve conditions for student learning, particularly around school climate.” The article reports on the academic and
social benefits of a positive school climate, “including decreased absenteeism, suspension rates, and substance
abuse,” as well as reduced achievement gaps.

ACLU Seeks Dismissal Of Oregon Transgender Bathroom Lawsuit Naming DeVos.
The Oregonian (2/20) reports that the ACLU has filed motions asking a court in Oregon to dismiss “a lawsuit that
transgender students and LGBTQ supporters say is troubling and harmful.” The lawsuit challenges the decision of
the school district in Dallas, Oregon to allow a transgender boy to use boys’ facilities in school. The article notes that
despite ED’s recent changes to “the Obama-era directive on transgender inclusion...the lawsuit names the U.S.
Department of Education and U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos.”

New Zealand’s Experience With Universal School Choice Offers Lessons For US Policy.
The Hechinger Report (2/20, Butrymowicz) reports with a 2,000-word story examining how New Zealand’s approach
to school choice provides “a good example of the pitfalls of relying on choice and competition between schools,” as
New Zealand Council for Educational Research chief researcher Cathy Wylie says. In New Zealand, “a school choice
utopia,” parents have been able to “enroll their children wherever they wanted” since 1989, but while “parents in
New Zealand said they are generally happy that they have choice and happy with their schools,” their children’s
exam scores “have remained largely unchanged since the tests were first administered in 2000,” even if they remain
“above average.” The Hechinger Report couches the article in the context of Education Secretary Betsy Devos’
proposals to increase school choice in the US.

TEACHING & LEARNING
Idaho Junior High Team Competes In State FIRST Competition.
The Preston (ID) Citizen (2/19, Seamons) reports on the participation of Idaho’s Preston Junior High School’s
Robotic Indians team in the FIRST tech challenge state competition. The team “placed sixth out of 36 teams in
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individual team competition,” among other accomplishments.

Chelsea Fifth Graders Build Mousetrap Cars As Part Of STEM Education.
The Daily Southtown (IL) (2/20, Neuzil) reports that fifth grade students in Illinois’ Chelsea Intermediate School
“worked collaboratively in pairs to engineer” and race mousetrap cars in their STEM classes. Students “then tested
their cars and redesigned them to improve their velocity and distance,” and “the winners of each of the 12 fifth grade
classes competed in the 2018 Mousetrap Car Championship Race.” The article describes other STEM opportunities
for Chelsea students this year.

Pennsylvania District’s FIRST Lego Team Qualifies For League World Festival.
The Carlisle (PA) Sentinel (2/20) reports that a team of students from Pennsylvania’s Cumberland Valley School
District have qualified for the FIRST Lego League World Festival to be held in Detroit this April. The team “topped 43
others to win the regional title in their division (for ages 9-14) with their design of a website
(www.bottlefillstations.com) that lists the locations of water bottle fill stations around the world.”

Data Science Classes Prove Popular Among California High School Students.
EdSource (2/19, Jones) reports data science curriculum has “proven to be a popular addition to high school math
departments” in California, where about 30 high schools have begun offering such classes to juniors and seniors.
The material includes “a hands-on blend of statistics and computer programming” that “meets the requirements of
A-G coursework...and doesn’t require prior knowledge of computers or statistics,” and participants “write computer
programs that help sort through data and identify regularities.”

Climate Change Curriculum A “Hot-Button Issue” In Many States.
Special correspondent Lisa Stark of Education Week reports in the weekly PBS NewsHour (2/20) audio segment
“Making the Grade” that curriculum involving climate change has become “a hot-button issue in a number of states,
including Idaho and New Mexico, where lawmakers have tried to weaken or dismantle science standards crafted by
educators and scientists.” Throughout the US, Stark explains, at least nine states have seen “recent attempts...to
block, repeal or modify state science standards, partly because of the treatment of climate change,” which “have
largely failed.”

Pennsylvania High School Teaches STEM Curriculum Through Guitar Making.
Philadelphia Inquirer (2/20, Boccella) reports on a guitar-building class at Pennridge High School in Buck County,
Pennsylvania that “uses the STEM Guitar curriculum,” which was “developed by a group of college professors a
decade ago to use guitar-making as a fun way to hook kids on learning the basics of science, technology, engineering
and math.”

Oregon Legislature Advances Bill To Include Class Size In Bargaining Agreements.
The AP (2/20, James) reports on a bill in Oregon “to include class sizes as required bargaining items during
negotiations between teachers and school districts,” saying the measure “is moving ahead in the Oregon
Legislature.” Some lawmakers object to the bill on the basis of cost, but the Oregon Education Association believes
passing the bill first is more important than figuring out unknown costs first. Other school leaders, such as Tillamook
School District Superintendent Randy Schild, worry “small districts without space to add classrooms would still end
up increasing class sizes, and would likely end up choosing to pay teachers more in exchange for the managing the
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larger classes.”

Latinx Educators Remain Underrepresented Compared To Students.
The Huffington Post (2/20, Klein) says educators working with students from minority groups are “still overwhelmingly
white and female,” and that President Trump’s “immigration policies may only make this problem worse – especially
for Latinx students and teachers.” The article adds that, “as the president generally maintains a contentious
relationship with the nation’s immigrant and Latinx communities, teachers who understand” issues facing those
communities “can be an important resource for students.” The article provides information from a recent data
analysis by the Center for American Progress.

St. Paul Teacher Federation Acknowledges Teacher Frustration In Minneapolis
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (2/20, Lonetree) reports that St. Paul Federation of Teachers President Nick Faber
visited Minneapolis School District headquarters last week, where he recognized teachers’ frustration with the lack of
funding for public education. Faber said, “We’re entering a new era of teachers confounded about how little a priority
that public education is and how much funding is appropriated to it.” The article provides background on the problem
and the recent near-strike by the St. Paul Federation.

West Virginia Teachers Plan Statewide Strike To Protest Pay, Healthcare Costs.
The Huffington Post (2/20, Jamieson) reports West Virginia teachers and other public employees are expected to
strike on Thursday and Friday to protest the state’s “stagnant pay and rising health care costs” and “to send a
strong message to the state legislature, which hasn’t funded the public employees’ health care program enough to
curb rising premiums.” According to the state’s two teacher unions, workers in every county of the state will
participate in the strike.

OPERATIONS
Idaho Charter School Leaders Write In Support Of More Charter Schools.
Writing a joint op-ed for the Seventy Four (2/20), Idaho Charter School Network President Terry Ryan and Teton
Science Schools vice president of education and innovation Nate McClennen praise charter schools around the
country for bringing educational opportunities to “thousands of students in rural communities,” but they say “more
needs to be done better to support high-quality charter schools in rural areas, as a recent report from the National
Alliance for Public Charter Schools demonstrates.” Ryan and McClennen say more policies should support online
charter schools and “blended models...that marry online courses and instruction.” They also support “amending
laws that restrict charters from opening in rural districts” and revising the laws “to encourage rural districts and
charter school supporters to work together to break barriers that will benefit their children and communities.”

School Officials In North Alabama Say They Are Ready For Growth.
The AP (2/20) reports local officials in Limestone County, Alabama and its county seat, Athens, “believe they are
either ready to handle more students or can get ready when the time comes.” The county is expecting an influx of
students when the new Toyota-Mazda plant comes to the area. Athens City Schools Superintendent Trey Holladay
says, “We are covered for the next 10 years for average growth,” and “We feel very good about the next five years
with no trouble.”
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National School Boards Association President Visits South Carolina School District.
Bluffton (SC) Today (2/20) reports National School Boards Association President Kevin Ciak “visited three Beaufort
County schools” in South Carolina and delivered a keynote address at the South Carolina School Boards
Association’s annual conference last week. Ciak said in his speech: “What I saw today was the definition of 21stcentury learning...I saw students working on all of the things that today’s employers want, everything from problemsolving and teamwork to leadership and soft skills. Students were busy acquiring the knowledge and skills they’ll
need if our country hopes to be competitive.”

Tennessee District Wants To Keep Struggling Schools In Turnaround Program.
The Memphis (TN) Commercial Appeal (2/20, Pignolet) says the Shelby County school board reviewed a resolution
on Tuesday “that would commit the district to putting American Way Middle School” into the county’s turnaround
program, the Innovation Zone. Such a commitment would go against recent recommendations to the district from the
Tennessee Department of Education that the school either partner with a charter school or be absorbed into a staterun achievement program, marking “the district’s latest attempt to ward off state takeover of its schools.”

Mississippi Students Testify About Experiences In Underfunded District.
The Jackson (MS) Clarion Ledger (2/20, Harris) reports on testimonies by students from Mississippi’s Jackson Public
School District describing their “experiences of receiving an education in inadequate and resource-strapped school
buildings.” The testimonies came as lawmakers were moving “to scrap the state’s existing school funding formula.”

Prince William School Board Chairman Calls For Resignation Of Superintendent.
The Washington Post (2/20, Truong) reports Prince William County School Board Chairman Ryan Sawyers is calling
for the resignation of Steven Walts, superintendent of Prince William County Public Schools, due to an incident in
which Walts struck a moped while driving a car belonging to the school district. Sawyers claims that Walts misled the
board as to the severity of the accident, and “wrote in an email to Walts and the school board that the superintendent
failed to live up to the professional and ethical standards expected of district employees.”

Analysis: Retiring NYC Schools Chancellor Leaves Behind Legacy Of Modest Progress.
Contributor John O’Neil writes an article in the Seventy Four (2/20) that examines the legacy of New York City
Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, who now prepares to retire after four years on the job that saw “modest but
measurable progress” for the state’s special education students.

Research Paints Uneven Picture Of Community School Model’s Impact On Academics.
Chalkbeat (2/20) reports that the body of research on the community school model, which aims to “help kids in class
by directly dealing with out-of-school factors, like poverty, that affect learning,” shows that such efforts “often do help
learning, but in a number of cases they don’t seem to have any effect — and it’s not clear why efforts sometimes
succeed and sometimes don’t.” The article examines research “that tried to isolate the effects of efforts to improve
students’ mental and physical health, offer counseling services, add after-school programs, provide direct social
services to families in need, and other similar programs.”

South Carolina Pilot Would Allow Students To Make Up Snow Days Online.
The Columbia (SC) State (2/20) reports that South Carolina legislators are considering language in the 2018-19
budget to allow “students to complete work online at home rather than make up missed days [because of inclement
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weather] at school.” The legislation “includes a one-year request directing the S.C. Education Oversight Committee
to select school districts for a pilot program using online or virtual work — or something else — instead of bringing
students back to school in case bad weather cancels classes.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Louisiana Task Force Recommends $40 Million Increase For School Funding.
The Baton Rouge (LA) Advocate (2/20) reports that a Louisiana “panel of state and local education leaders, key
lawmakers and others” on Tuesday “recommended a hike of about $40 million in basic state aid for public schools.”
This “assistance has been frozen for nine of the past 10 years amid state budget problems, and Gov. John Bel
Edwards has endorsed another freeze for the 2018-19 school year.” However, the panel “said it is vital the
Legislature understands the financial plight of public schools.”

Washington State Democrats’ Plan Would Use Higher Revenues To Boost Teacher Pay.
The AP (2/19) reports that Democrats in the Washington state Senate have released a plan “that would use a
projected increase in state revenues to expedite the timeline on fully funding teacher salaries as they work on the final
component to bring Washington state into compliance with a state Supreme Court mandate on education.” The piece
explains that new projections released last week show that state revenues will “increase by about $1.3 billion more
than expected through 2021. The supplemental budget proposal plans to allocate much of that money toward
education, including $972 million to fully fund teacher and school staff salaries by later this year.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
In Wake Of Florida School Shooting, Trump Moves To Ban Bump Stocks.
President Trump announced yesterday that he has signed a memorandum ordering Attorney General Sessions to
regulate the use of bump stocks. Coverage of the move portrays the President as willing to consider “modest guncontrol measures,” and many reports cast the White House as facing pressure to act quickly amid a growing student
movement demanding action on gun control. The New York Post (2/20, Fredericks) notes that the President said,
“After the deadly shooting in Las Vegas, I directed the attorney general to clarify whether certain bump stock devices
like the one used in Las Vegas are illegal under current law. ... Just a few moments ago, I signed a memorandum
directing the attorney general to propose regulations to ban all devices that turn legal weapons into machine guns. ...
I expect that these critical regulations will be finalized very soon.” The New York Times (2/20, Shear, Subscription
Publication) reports that Trump said that the regulations “would help prevent future mass shootings,” and USA
Today (2/20, Korte, Gaudiano, Jackson) that he announced the order at a Medal of Valor ceremony and at the White
House for firefighters and police officers, saying, “We can do more to protect our children. We must do more to
protect our children.”

Trump Will Visit Florida To Host Listening Forum On Mass Shootings. The Washington Times (2/20,
Boyer) says that President Trump “will host representatives involved with the shooting last week in Parkland, Florida,
as well as the shootings in 2012 at the Sandy Hook elementary school in Connecticut and at Columbine High School
in Colorado in 1999.”
Students Plan Anti-Gun Marches, School Walkouts. The Wall Street Journal (2/19, McWhirter,
Subscription Publication) says that high school students across the country are planning anti-gun marches and school
walkouts over the next weeks and months. A nationwide walkout is planned for March 14 and marches are slated for
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March 24. In addition, a day of protests is set for April 20, the anniversary of the Columbine High School shooting.
The New York Times (2/20, Turkewitz, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that students from Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School, where last week’s shooting occurred, “were traveling on Tuesday to Tallahassee,
the state capital, to call for an assault weapons ban.” The trip “follows protests outside schools, social media
appeals and national television appearances.” Savannah Guthrie said on the lead story for NBC Nightly News (2/20,
lead story, 3:05) that the protests “are showing no signs of slowing down. In fact, they’re growing.”
Students, Public Officials Pushing School Shooting Solutions. The Washington Post (2/20, Berman)
reports that in the aftermath of the Parkland shooting, “students transformed into activists and public officials alike
are preparing for days of high-profile events highlighting the renewed debate over gun control and school safety.”
Students who survived the massacre “have repeatedly made clear that they view guns as the central problem. Public
officials such as Gov. Rick Scott (R) have stressed the need to keep firearms away from people with mental health
issues and pledged to work on increasing safety at schools.”

Armed Police To Become More Regular Presence At Schools Across New Jersey.
The New York Times (2/20, Chen, Sterenfeld, Subscription Publication) reports “Tuesday was the first day that a new
policy adding armed police officers to the security forces at East Brunswick schools” in New Jersey went into effect.
The new security measures approved by the school district last week have “thrust this central New Jersey town into
the spotlight as one of the first districts to take concrete action on security in the wake of the Parkland, Fla.,
shooting.” Additionally, in the midst of “a spate of false alarms and threats,” New Jersey Gov. Philip Murphy
announced that state police officers would begin making regular, unscheduled visits to “107 schools in districts where
it has jurisdiction.”

Alabama State Rep. Introduces Bill That Would Allow Teachers To Carry Guns.
The AP (2/20, Moench) reports Alabama state Rep. Will Ainsworth has “proposed legislation that would allow the
state’s teachers to carry guns in school following a deadly school shooting in Florida last week.” Ainsworth, who is
running for lieutenant governor, has been joined by 33 lawmakers in sponsoring the bill. But the National Education
Association and the American Federation of Teachers both oppose “arming teachers in school,” as well as some
lawmakers on both sides of the aisle.

New Jersey Gov. Praises Young People For Leading Efforts To Reform School Safety, Promises
Review Of State Safety Protocols.
The AP (2/20) reports New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy “praised students pushing for gun control measures and called
for a review of school shooting protocols in the state.” Speaking at a press conference, Murphy said, “Nearly one
week has passed since 17 innocent lives were taken during the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School,” and now students across the state and nation “are showing us the way.” Murphy also “reiterated promises
to sign legislation vetoed by Republican Gov. Chris Christie, including a high-caliber ammunition ban, and to create a
multistate coalition against gun violence.”

Michigan Police Probing Threat Targeting Principal.
The AP (2/20) reports that the Marine City, Michigan Police Department is “investigating after a Twitter post was
spotted that targeted the principal at the Marine City Middle School. Police say the East China School District is
taking precautionary measures this week to ensure safety.”

Ohio Seventh-Grader Shoots Self In School Bathroom, Hospitalized.
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The Washington Post (2/20, Horton) reports authorities say a seventh-grade student in Jackson Township, Ohio
“was rushed to a hospital after he apparently shot himself in an Ohio middle school boys’ bathroom just before 8
a.m. local time.” Other students were “safe and unharmed” and the school was locked down. “It remains unclear
whether the student’s wounds were intentional or accidental or what injuries he incurred with the gunshot, which
came from a .22 long gun, local media reported.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• House Education Democrats Join DeVos In Calling For Hearings On School Shootings.
• ED Official: DeVos, Team Working To Streamline Agency, Improve Efficiency, Transparency.
• Florida’s State-Wide Teacher Strike In 1968 Commemorated.
• Fresh Crisis Hits DC Schools, Official Resigns After Chancellor’s Daughter Improperly Transferred.
• Massachusetts Governor Signs Budget Bill Including Aid For Districts Educating Puerto Rican Students.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Jaden Bratcher (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 26 Feb 2018 14:12:47 -0700 (MST)
Indian Removal Act Opinion
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Indian Removal Act Opinion.pdf (31.13k)

jaden.bratcher@carlsbadnmschools.com has attached the following document:

Indian Removal Act Opinion

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Madeline Clark (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 09:29:54 -0700 (MST)
Indian Removal Act Question
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Indian Removal Act Question.pdf (69.7k)

madeline.clark@carlsbadschools.net has attached the following document:

Indian Removal Act Question

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Caleb Kayser (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 10:23:57 -0700 (MST)
Indian Removal Act
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Indian Removal Act.pdf (31.7k)

caleb.kayser@carlsbadnmschools.com has attached the following document:

Indian Removal Act

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Thomas Mendoza (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 09:35:56 -0700 (MST)
Indian Removal Act
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Indian Removal Act.pdf (40.25k)

thomas.mendoza@carlsbadnmschools.com has attached the following document:

Indian Removal Act

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Zachary Lopez (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 09:27:16 -0700 (MST)
Indian Removal Act
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Indian Removal Act.pdf (56.84k)

zachary.lopez@carlsbadschools.net has attached the following document:

Indian Removal Act

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Vanessa Vargas (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 14:16:13 -0700 (MST)
Indian Removal Act
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Indian Removal Act.pdf (40.02k)

vanessa.vargas@carlsbadnmschools.com has attached the following document:

Indian Removal Act

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Tyler Negrete (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 09:30:15 -0700 (MST)
indian removal act
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:indian removal act.pdf (30.23k)

tyler.negrete@carlsbadschools.net has attached the following document:

indian removal act

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Ezequiel Pena (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 09:29:53 -0700 (MST)
Indian Removal Act
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Indian Removal Act.pdf (32.44k)

ezequiel.pena@carlsbadnmschools.com has attached the following document:

Indian Removal Act

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From:

"EdSurge" <feedback@edsurge.com>

Sent Date:

Thu, 15 Mar 2018 05:06:30 -0600 (MDT)

Subject:

Instruct 318: 10 essential VR apps; Is FERPA at risk?

To:

<greg.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

No. 318 | March 15, 2018

Subscribe to this Newsletter »

Instruct
Edtech insights for decision makers

This issue is sponsored by

“Who doesn't love the ‘90s?” EdSurge’s research project manager
Marisa Kaplan recently asked in Slack, our 21st century buddy list. This
week, we’re certainly feeling the love as a pair of stories takes us back to
the time of dial-up internet, boy band battles and Palm Pilots.
First, a current teacher shares how her ‘90s obsessions with GeoCities
and Hanson inspired a student-powered conference that is helping
kids see how their interests can someday become careers. Then, a
retiring educator checks in with her science research students from
20 years ago to see if that theory holds water (or Crystal Pepsi). So join
us on our little nostalgia trip—we promise there’s no ultimate ‘90s
quizzes or lists lurking about. (Oh, wait...)

LIVE FROM THE FIELD
STUDENT HIT THE STREETS: Outside the White House, hundreds of
students participated in a walkout to protest gun violence. On the scene,
EdSurge reporter Jenny Abamu interviewed students to learn how gun
violence has impacted their lives. Hear their stories in a unique audio
and visual format.
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WALKOUT, SPEAK UP: Yesterday marked the first in a series of
planned student walkouts protesting gun violence. Here’s how one
school merged protest with action, and what every school needs to
know about students’ rights and free speech both on campus and
online.
—Robert W. Runcie, Superintendent of Broward County Public Schools
in Florida, joins education leaders from across the country in supporting
students’ standing up and their role in the #NeverAgain movement.
Here’s their letter .
PRIVACY REGULATOR SHAKEUP: The U.S. Department of
Education’s first chief privacy officer may be its last. In a surprising
shakeup, the department has reassigned Kathleen Styles, who had
served that role since 2011. The change leaves advocates concerned
about the future of federal student privacy rules like FERPA.
PRIVATE MESSAGE: Last fall Connecticut told edtech vendors to comply
new data privacy requirements or quit doing business in the state.
Elsewhere, new laws have similarly restricted how and when student
information can be shared. Advocates have applauded the measures, but
stricter privacy regulations can create headaches for both vendors and
districts looking to stay on the right side of the law.
Sponsored by eSpark Learning
HELP FOR HATERS: What does a school leader to do when teachers
hate to teach writing? eSpark Learning’s Priya Mathew interviewed
hundreds of educators about the challenges—from disengaged students
to a lack of PD. She also discovered the “ creative ways that districts
are tackling these challenges and supporting effective writing
instruction,” from “book tastings” to “cold writes”, and digital lessons
to feedback reports.
SIX ENCOUNTERS WITH SEXUAL HARASSMENT: From classrooms
to boardrooms, startups to conferences, the education industry is no
stranger to sexual harassment. EdSurge columnist Mary Jo Madda
interviewed six women who share what those encounters look like
and asks: When these issues are routinely ignored, what does our silence
communicate to children?
page 2 of 8
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IN-SCHOOL DEBATES
TWEENAGE DREAMS: As a middle schooler, Angie Kalthoff loved two
things: Hanson and building websites. Now a middle school tech
integrationist, she’s devoted to helping today’s tweens nurture their
interests. Here’s how a student-driven conference she helped organize is
helping students make broader connections between their passions
and their future.
WHERE ARE THEY NOW? Personalized learning isn’t new; good
educators have been doing it for years. After starting a passion-based
science research program 20 years ago, one educator checks back in
with her old students and discovers they were learning much more than
science— namely life skills that have carried into their careers.
Follow your EdSurgents @tonywan, @JennyAbamu, @jryoung,
@sydneyfjohnson, @journoinred and @stephenoonoo for the latest
news and scoops as they hit the wire.
The following is a message from our sponsor

Peergrade is a free teacher tool that makes peer review easy!
Peergrade assigns students to review each other’s work
anonymously, and provides teachers with an overview. Students
learn to think critically, take ownership of their learning, and
develop the skills to write kind and meaningful feedback for their
peers.
Use the code EDSURGENL after sign-up to get 3 months of
Peergrade Pro for free!

ALL SCHOOL
REAL APPS FOR VIRTUAL REALITY: Following a dramatic price drop,
Merge Cubes are some of the hottest low-cost VR tools around.
Compatible with nearly all tablets and smartphones, the stress ball-like
cubes layer virtual images on top of the screen and can help teach
astronomy, anatomy, creative making and even storytelling. Check out
these 10 essential apps for classrooms, including many freebies.
WHAT EDUCATION INVESTORS GET WRONG: An Ivy Leaguepage 3 of 8
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educated technologist decides to champion education as his next cause.
No, we’re not talking about Bill G or Zuck. Rather, meet Ted Dintersmith,
the producer behind the film “Most Likely to Succeed” who recently
visited schools across all 50 states. On this week’s EdSurge podcast, he
shares what he’s learned—along with contrarian views about coding,
college and education investing.
WHEN THE ODDS ARE AGAINST YOU: Creating pathways for students
to be successful after high schools is not a linear journey. The road gets
bumpier when resources are limited and success has not been part of the
narrative. Away from all the fanfare at SXSW EDU, students in Austin are
struggling with poverty and gentrification. But they have dreams of
being successful in a system they say was not designed for them.
MAKING THE GRADE: The jury’s still out as to whether any education
technology materials really “work”—and whether educators actually
care. Still, EdReports wants to help school leaders make more informed
choices around the curriculum they use. Last week, it awarded high
grades to two programs from Carnegie Learning and Open Up
Resources.
PARENT ENGAGEMENT: One Oregon district realized its online
communication strategy wasn’t reaching a big part of its community:
Latino parents. The reason? Many families only checked email
occasionally, and some didn’t have email at all. In response, the district
began hosting regular tech nights that have galvanized the community
and strengthened parent-teacher ties.
ADVICE FOR AN IT CRISIS: Educators curious about how IT leaders
manage crises gathered at CoSN in Washington, D.C. to discuss
technical challenges and ways to promote internet access, stability and
security. From massive data breaches to natural disasters, school
leaders acknowledged they have their work cut out for them.

BUZZ ABOUT TOWN
Are robotics moms the new soccer moms? (Naples Daily News)
Inside the data breach at Florida Learning School, which exposed
page 4 of 8
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information for more than 30,000 students for up to two years.
(Education Week)
The Learning Accelerator and Yet Analytics have launched the Learning
Commons, a free site where educators can search for resources to find
professional support for implementing blended and personalized learning.

S’COOL TOOLS
Parent-teacher communication apps have become an essential part of
the modern classroom as both parties take advantage of the ever-present
smartphone to keep tabs. This week, Jude Miqueli, an elementary
teacher at West Seattle Montessori School in Washington shares her
experience with Bloomz, a two-way communication app that includes
behavior management and assessment updates.
The Claim: Like most communication apps, Bloomz is focused on
keeping parents in the loopi. Teachers share what’s happening in their
classroom and parents get notified by text or mobile alerts. Additional
features like a digital portfolio for student work round out its functionality.
The Consensus: “Sometimes parents aren't sure what to talk about with
their children when it comes to school,” Miqueli says. So she uses the
app to schedule parent-teacher conferences and to post flyers for
upcoming events, curriculum updates, or photos of student artwork.
“These are all great conversation starters,” she says. “When parents
are inquisitive it motivates children to take their education seriously
because they know it is important to their family.”
The Cons: Miqueli has been using the app’s digital portfolio tools to
make parents aware of specific learning targets, but she’d love to see
them better organized by subject area. “Math could be one subcategory,
” she suggests. “I would upload all math work samples in the math
portfolio so that users can scroll down and see just the math progress.”
The Cost: Free
Have a favorite tech tool you’d like to share? Fill out our short Google
form and let the world know.
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EVENTS AND UPDATES
Personalized learning doesn’t start or end with technology. It needs
to fit into a holistic picture of the whole learner. That is why this October at
the EdSurge Fusion Conference we will focus on the Whole
Learner—bringing together speakers and practitioners focused on school
models, learning sciences and social emotional learning as they relate to
personalized learning. Apply today!

SPONSORED PRODUCT OF THE WEEK
Looking for a free tool to facilitate peer review? Peegrade assigns
students to review each other’s work anonymously, and provides
teachers with the reviewer names. With Peergrade students learn to take
ownership of their learning and develop the skills to write kind and
meaningful feedback for their peers.
Use the code EDSURGESP after sign-up to get 3 months of
Peergrade Pro for free!
Looking for a job in edtech? You’ve come to the right place.
EdSurge has the leading edtech jobs board with over 400 openings
from schools, nonprofits and companies.
Post a JobSee all edtech jobs

Principal UCLA Lab School â˜…
Innovative K-6 school seeks exceptional administrator to lead the
vision, manage staff, serve as external ambassador, and blend
research and application in a laboratory environment in close
partnership with the UCLA Graduate School of Education.
Câ€‹
-â€‹
Level executive leadership • School • Los Angeles, CA

Academic Superintendent, Citizens Model Education Leader
Breakthrough Schools â˜…
Nationally recognized charter network seeks visionary leader for
Citizens Academy Schools, a cluster of three high-performing
college preparatory elementary schools within the Breakthrough
network, serving 1,200 Cleveland students in grades K-5.
Superintendent / assistant supe • CMO • Cleveland, OH
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Community Specialist Teachers Pay Teachers â˜…
From collaborating on exciting new initiatives, to acting as a trusted
TpT voice, to creating and maintaining programs that recognize
educator awesomeness, the Community Specialist is an essential
and nimble part of multiple projects and goals.
Customer Implementation / Customer Success • Startup • New York, NY

Customer Experience Coordinator Teachers Pay Teachers â˜…
We're looking for a Customer Experience Coordinator to provide
outstanding email based customer technical support for our
community of millions of educators who come together to share their
work, insights, and inspiration with one another.
Operations • Startup • New York, NY

Professional Learning Specialist, Science Amplify
Amplify is looking for passionate Professional Development
specialists to instruct and coach teachers on how to use Amplify
Science products in their classrooms.
Customer implementation / customer success • Large Company • Remote

K-8 Teachers Southwest Leadership Academy Charter School
SLACS is committed to building talented and committed cadres of
teachers charged with the skills to develop leaders by empowering
scholars to change the factors that define their reality.
Teaching • School • Philadelphia, PA

Instructional Design and Content Manager, Corwin SAGE
Publications
The Corwin Instructional Designer & Content Manager is responsible
for producing and developing exceptional quality online courses that
help educators strengthen classroom practice and grow as
professionals.
Curriculum design • Large Company • Remote

VP of Education Ironhack
Ironhack is looking for VP of Education to lead all academic matters
of our programs, including driving innovation in our pedagogy and
curriculum.
Curriculum design • Startup • Miami, FL

Events
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Post an event • See all events and meetups

EdSurge SF Edtech Jobs Fair Spring 2018
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in the San Francisco Bay Area to
help you find your next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 10 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm • San Francisco, CA • $1 to $50

EdSurge & LearnLaunch present: Boston Edtech Jobs Fair
Spring 2018
â€‹
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in Boston to help you find your next
role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 18 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm • Boston, MA • Free

EdSurge DC Edtech Jobs Fair Spring 2018
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in the San Francisco Bay Area to
help you find your next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 19 6:30 pm to 9:30 pm • Arlington, VA • Free

EdSurge, NYEdtech Meetup, and Teachers College present:
NY Edtech Jobs Fair
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in the San Francisco Bay Area to
help you find your next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 24 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm • New York, NY • $1 to $50

THANKS FOR READING
âž”
Got any feedback? We love hearing from readers. Shoot us a
note, critiques, a joke—whatever you've got!
âž”
Interested in sponsoring this newslettter? Click here.
EdSurge is the leading edtech news & information resource for
educators, entrepreneurs, investors and policy makers. We
help schools find, select and use the right technology to
support all learners.
Tips? Email us at feedback@edsurge.com
Manage Subscription
Copyright © 2018 EdSurge. All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is: EdSurge 1801 Murchison Dr, Ste 220
Burlingame, CA 94010 USA
This email was sent to greg.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. If you no longer wish to receive any emails from
EdSurge, you may opt-out at any time.
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“Who doesn't love the ‘90s?” EdSurge’s research project manager
Marisa Kaplan recently asked in Slack, our 21st century buddy list. This
week, we’re certainly feeling the love as a pair of stories takes us back to
the time of dial-up internet, boy band battles and Palm Pilots.
First, a current teacher shares how her ‘90s obsessions with GeoCities
and Hanson inspired a student-powered conference that is helping
kids see how their interests can someday become careers. Then, a
retiring educator checks in with her science research students from
20 years ago to see if that theory holds water (or Crystal Pepsi). So join
us on our little nostalgia trip—we promise there’s no ultimate ‘90s
quizzes or lists lurking about. (Oh, wait...)

LIVE FROM THE FIELD
STUDENT HIT THE STREETS: Outside the White House, hundreds of
students participated in a walkout to protest gun violence. On the scene,
EdSurge reporter Jenny Abamu interviewed students to learn how gun
violence has impacted their lives. Hear their stories in a unique audio
and visual format.
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WALKOUT, SPEAK UP: Yesterday marked the first in a series of
planned student walkouts protesting gun violence. Here’s how one
school merged protest with action, and what every school needs to
know about students’ rights and free speech both on campus and
online.
—Robert W. Runcie, Superintendent of Broward County Public Schools
in Florida, joins education leaders from across the country in supporting
students’ standing up and their role in the #NeverAgain movement.
Here’s their letter .
PRIVACY REGULATOR SHAKEUP: The U.S. Department of
Education’s first chief privacy officer may be its last. In a surprising
shakeup, the department has reassigned Kathleen Styles, who had
served that role since 2011. The change leaves advocates concerned
about the future of federal student privacy rules like FERPA.
PRIVATE MESSAGE: Last fall Connecticut told edtech vendors to comply
new data privacy requirements or quit doing business in the state.
Elsewhere, new laws have similarly restricted how and when student
information can be shared. Advocates have applauded the measures, but
stricter privacy regulations can create headaches for both vendors and
districts looking to stay on the right side of the law.
Sponsored by eSpark Learning
HELP FOR HATERS: What does a school leader to do when teachers
hate to teach writing? eSpark Learning’s Priya Mathew interviewed
hundreds of educators about the challenges—from disengaged students
to a lack of PD. She also discovered the “ creative ways that districts
are tackling these challenges and supporting effective writing
instruction,” from “book tastings” to “cold writes”, and digital lessons
to feedback reports.
SIX ENCOUNTERS WITH SEXUAL HARASSMENT: From classrooms
to boardrooms, startups to conferences, the education industry is no
stranger to sexual harassment. EdSurge columnist Mary Jo Madda
interviewed six women who share what those encounters look like
and asks: When these issues are routinely ignored, what does our silence
communicate to children?
page 2 of 8
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IN-SCHOOL DEBATES
TWEENAGE DREAMS: As a middle schooler, Angie Kalthoff loved two
things: Hanson and building websites. Now a middle school tech
integrationist, she’s devoted to helping today’s tweens nurture their
interests. Here’s how a student-driven conference she helped organize is
helping students make broader connections between their passions
and their future.
WHERE ARE THEY NOW? Personalized learning isn’t new; good
educators have been doing it for years. After starting a passion-based
science research program 20 years ago, one educator checks back in
with her old students and discovers they were learning much more than
science— namely life skills that have carried into their careers.
Follow your EdSurgents @tonywan, @JennyAbamu, @jryoung,
@sydneyfjohnson, @journoinred and @stephenoonoo for the latest
news and scoops as they hit the wire.
The following is a message from our sponsor

Peergrade is a free teacher tool that makes peer review easy!
Peergrade assigns students to review each other’s work
anonymously, and provides teachers with an overview. Students
learn to think critically, take ownership of their learning, and
develop the skills to write kind and meaningful feedback for their
peers.
Use the code EDSURGENL after sign-up to get 3 months of
Peergrade Pro for free!

ALL SCHOOL
REAL APPS FOR VIRTUAL REALITY: Following a dramatic price drop,
Merge Cubes are some of the hottest low-cost VR tools around.
Compatible with nearly all tablets and smartphones, the stress ball-like
cubes layer virtual images on top of the screen and can help teach
astronomy, anatomy, creative making and even storytelling. Check out
these 10 essential apps for classrooms, including many freebies.
WHAT EDUCATION INVESTORS GET WRONG: An Ivy Leaguepage 3 of 8
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educated technologist decides to champion education as his next cause.
No, we’re not talking about Bill G or Zuck. Rather, meet Ted Dintersmith,
the producer behind the film “Most Likely to Succeed” who recently
visited schools across all 50 states. On this week’s EdSurge podcast, he
shares what he’s learned—along with contrarian views about coding,
college and education investing.
WHEN THE ODDS ARE AGAINST YOU: Creating pathways for students
to be successful after high schools is not a linear journey. The road gets
bumpier when resources are limited and success has not been part of the
narrative. Away from all the fanfare at SXSW EDU, students in Austin are
struggling with poverty and gentrification. But they have dreams of
being successful in a system they say was not designed for them.
MAKING THE GRADE: The jury’s still out as to whether any education
technology materials really “work”—and whether educators actually
care. Still, EdReports wants to help school leaders make more informed
choices around the curriculum they use. Last week, it awarded high
grades to two programs from Carnegie Learning and Open Up
Resources.
PARENT ENGAGEMENT: One Oregon district realized its online
communication strategy wasn’t reaching a big part of its community:
Latino parents. The reason? Many families only checked email
occasionally, and some didn’t have email at all. In response, the district
began hosting regular tech nights that have galvanized the community
and strengthened parent-teacher ties.
ADVICE FOR AN IT CRISIS: Educators curious about how IT leaders
manage crises gathered at CoSN in Washington, D.C. to discuss
technical challenges and ways to promote internet access, stability and
security. From massive data breaches to natural disasters, school
leaders acknowledged they have their work cut out for them.

BUZZ ABOUT TOWN
Are robotics moms the new soccer moms? (Naples Daily News)
Inside the data breach at Florida Learning School, which exposed
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information for more than 30,000 students for up to two years.
(Education Week)
The Learning Accelerator and Yet Analytics have launched the Learning
Commons, a free site where educators can search for resources to find
professional support for implementing blended and personalized learning.

S’COOL TOOLS
Parent-teacher communication apps have become an essential part of
the modern classroom as both parties take advantage of the ever-present
smartphone to keep tabs. This week, Jude Miqueli, an elementary
teacher at West Seattle Montessori School in Washington shares her
experience with Bloomz, a two-way communication app that includes
behavior management and assessment updates.
The Claim: Like most communication apps, Bloomz is focused on
keeping parents in the loopi. Teachers share what’s happening in their
classroom and parents get notified by text or mobile alerts. Additional
features like a digital portfolio for student work round out its functionality.
The Consensus: “Sometimes parents aren't sure what to talk about with
their children when it comes to school,” Miqueli says. So she uses the
app to schedule parent-teacher conferences and to post flyers for
upcoming events, curriculum updates, or photos of student artwork.
“These are all great conversation starters,” she says. “When parents
are inquisitive it motivates children to take their education seriously
because they know it is important to their family.”
The Cons: Miqueli has been using the app’s digital portfolio tools to
make parents aware of specific learning targets, but she’d love to see
them better organized by subject area. “Math could be one subcategory,
” she suggests. “I would upload all math work samples in the math
portfolio so that users can scroll down and see just the math progress.”
The Cost: Free
Have a favorite tech tool you’d like to share? Fill out our short Google
form and let the world know.
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EVENTS AND UPDATES
Personalized learning doesn’t start or end with technology. It needs
to fit into a holistic picture of the whole learner. That is why this October at
the EdSurge Fusion Conference we will focus on the Whole
Learner—bringing together speakers and practitioners focused on school
models, learning sciences and social emotional learning as they relate to
personalized learning. Apply today!

SPONSORED PRODUCT OF THE WEEK
Looking for a free tool to facilitate peer review? Peegrade assigns
students to review each other’s work anonymously, and provides
teachers with the reviewer names. With Peergrade students learn to take
ownership of their learning and develop the skills to write kind and
meaningful feedback for their peers.
Use the code EDSURGESP after sign-up to get 3 months of
Peergrade Pro for free!
Looking for a job in edtech? You’ve come to the right place.
EdSurge has the leading edtech jobs board with over 400 openings
from schools, nonprofits and companies.
Post a JobSee all edtech jobs

Principal UCLA Lab School â˜…
Innovative K-6 school seeks exceptional administrator to lead the
vision, manage staff, serve as external ambassador, and blend
research and application in a laboratory environment in close
partnership with the UCLA Graduate School of Education.
Câ€‹
-â€‹
Level executive leadership • School • Los Angeles, CA

Academic Superintendent, Citizens Model Education Leader
Breakthrough Schools â˜…
Nationally recognized charter network seeks visionary leader for
Citizens Academy Schools, a cluster of three high-performing
college preparatory elementary schools within the Breakthrough
network, serving 1,200 Cleveland students in grades K-5.
Superintendent / assistant supe • CMO • Cleveland, OH
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Community Specialist Teachers Pay Teachers â˜…
From collaborating on exciting new initiatives, to acting as a trusted
TpT voice, to creating and maintaining programs that recognize
educator awesomeness, the Community Specialist is an essential
and nimble part of multiple projects and goals.
Customer Implementation / Customer Success • Startup • New York, NY

Customer Experience Coordinator Teachers Pay Teachers â˜…
We're looking for a Customer Experience Coordinator to provide
outstanding email based customer technical support for our
community of millions of educators who come together to share their
work, insights, and inspiration with one another.
Operations • Startup • New York, NY

Professional Learning Specialist, Science Amplify
Amplify is looking for passionate Professional Development
specialists to instruct and coach teachers on how to use Amplify
Science products in their classrooms.
Customer implementation / customer success • Large Company • Remote

K-8 Teachers Southwest Leadership Academy Charter School
SLACS is committed to building talented and committed cadres of
teachers charged with the skills to develop leaders by empowering
scholars to change the factors that define their reality.
Teaching • School • Philadelphia, PA

Instructional Design and Content Manager, Corwin SAGE
Publications
The Corwin Instructional Designer & Content Manager is responsible
for producing and developing exceptional quality online courses that
help educators strengthen classroom practice and grow as
professionals.
Curriculum design • Large Company • Remote

VP of Education Ironhack
Ironhack is looking for VP of Education to lead all academic matters
of our programs, including driving innovation in our pedagogy and
curriculum.
Curriculum design • Startup • Miami, FL

Events
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Post an event • See all events and meetups

EdSurge SF Edtech Jobs Fair Spring 2018
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in the San Francisco Bay Area to
help you find your next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 10 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm • San Francisco, CA • $1 to $50

EdSurge & LearnLaunch present: Boston Edtech Jobs Fair
Spring 2018
â€‹
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in Boston to help you find your next
role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 18 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm • Boston, MA • Free

EdSurge DC Edtech Jobs Fair Spring 2018
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in the San Francisco Bay Area to
help you find your next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 19 6:30 pm to 9:30 pm • Arlington, VA • Free

EdSurge, NYEdtech Meetup, and Teachers College present:
NY Edtech Jobs Fair
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in the San Francisco Bay Area to
help you find your next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 24 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm • New York, NY • $1 to $50

THANKS FOR READING
âž”
Got any feedback? We love hearing from readers. Shoot us a
note, critiques, a joke—whatever you've got!
âž”
Interested in sponsoring this newslettter? Click here.
EdSurge is the leading edtech news & information resource for
educators, entrepreneurs, investors and policy makers. We
help schools find, select and use the right technology to
support all learners.
Tips? Email us at feedback@edsurge.com
Manage Subscription
Copyright © 2018 EdSurge. All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is: EdSurge 1801 Murchison Dr, Ste 220
Burlingame, CA 94010 USA
This email was sent to sherry.day@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. If you no longer wish to receive any emails from
EdSurge, you may opt-out at any time.
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Hope shows up in surprising ways. That was the undercurrent of the
message from Baltimore City Public Schools CEO, Sonja Brookins
Santelises, on Wednesday at the Carnegie Foundation’s annual
conference, coincidentally the 50th anniversary of the death of Martin
Luther King. Much of the conference centers on using rigorous analytics
to manage the hard, messy work of improving schools. But, Santelises
cautions, data is only part of the story: the people, the community are the
other half. Santelises shared this stunning three-minute film by a
Baltimore student who might have otherwise been overlooked by the
system. Instead, the film is a powerful reminder, as she says, that
educators must do their work “with communities, not to
communities.”

LIVE FROM THE FIELD
WHAT DATA SAYS ABOUT TEACHER SALARIES: Economists
following the teacher protests in Oklahoma, West Virginia, Kentucky and
Arizona say they saw this coming. As the costs of living, higher education,
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healthcare and retirement continue to rise, the average pay for teachers
has dipped. How do teaching careers compare to other college grad
professionals? Do unions help? The data tells the story.
PAYING FOR PADLET? Over the years, Padlet has become a popular
destination for teachers and students to post and share messages,
images and videos. But the company’s sudden switch to a new pricing
plan has upset teachers who had become used to a generously free
product. Here’s a look at the difficult—and unpopular—decision
(and a reminder that some free things are too good to last).
A FEW GOOD TEACHERS: It’s a popular plot: A teacher goes into a
troubled neighborhood and turns around its school. The reality is much
messier—yet equally inspirational. EdSurge’s Jenny Abamu profiles Carl
Brownlee, who teaches in one of Michigan’s worst-performing schools.
“My children are being cheated because they are not given the same
experiences as their counterparts...and that’s not fair,” he says. “ That’s
one of the reasons I stay where I am at.”

IN-SCHOOL DEBATES
B-B-B-BAD TO THE BRAIN? It’s a question as frustrating as a hangnail
for author John Medina: Is digital technology bad for the teenage brain?
As it turns out, it’s puzzling for researchers, too. Medina recently took a
look at how tech influences empathy, attention and communication
skills. The answers may surprise you as well.
Follow your EdSurgents @tonywan, @JennyAbamu, @jryoung,
@sydneyfjohnson, @journoinred and @stephenoonoo for the latest
news and scoops as they hit the wire.
The following is a message from our sponsor

Gain Your Edge With Drexel’s School of Education
Ranked among “America’s Best Graduate Schools” by U.S.
News & World Report, Drexel University’s School of
Education offers more than 30 online bachelor’s, master’s,
doctoral and certificate programs, including: EdD in Educational
Leadership and Management, MS in Learning Technologies, and
Certificate in Instructional Design. Learn more today.
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ALL SCHOOL
APP-Y ENDINGS: Teachers have long known that storytelling is one of
the best ways to help students master concepts. Now new virtual and
augmented reality tools let students tell those stories in previously
unimaginable ways. Learn how to create stories using 360° images,
spring plot-driven narratives to life and take adventure books to a whole
new level. Here’s a sampling of some of the newest tools to try .
GAME OVER, TRY AGAIN? What keeps kids so stubbornly motivated
while playing games, trying again and again to get to the next level or to
find a hidden key? And how teachers channel that persistence to the
classroom? . Special education teacher and game-lover Sean Arnold has
created gamer personality profiles to help him understand what
motivates his students in play—so he can tap into it during teaching
and learning.
JOBS, JOBS, JOBS. If you’re looking, take a peek at this year’s

Guide

to Landing a Job—or Finding a Perfect Candidate . One handy tool: A
‘Mad Libs” approach to writing personalized cover letters, tips for your
resume, your social media presence and so on. Yes, you will be ready for
our Edtech Jobs Fair!
MISSING THE MARK: When Missouri teacher Ashley Horton got an
email from TenMarks that it will be shutting down, she thought it was an
early April Fool’s joke. It was not. Amazon, which bought the K-12 math
and writing provider in 2013, will shutter the products in 2019. Not
surprisingly, educators like her who rely on the platform were anything but
amused.
— But Amazon’s still in the K-12 jungle. Just a few days after the
TenMarks announcement, the company announced a partnership with
Edhesive to cover the cost of bringing AP computer science curricula and
tools for high-school students. Here’s what interested schools should
know.

BUZZ ABOUT TOWN
Microsoft is partnering with OER provider Open Up Resources to
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integrate the latter’s middle-school math curricula into the Office
365 suite. (Microsoft)
Last week we mentioned an NPR story about teachers who had their
teaching grants converted into interest-added loans. Now NPR is looking
to speak with those affected via email: npred@npr.org (NPR)
As Oklahoma teachers step out of the classroom and into the state
capitol, teachers are posting the shredded textbooks their students
use online. (PBS)
A new resource site, the DEI Expert Hub, aims to help school leaders
advance diversity, equity and inclusion and connect with specialists in the
field. (Catalyst:Ed)

S’COOL TOOLS
This week, we’re looking at presentation-enhancer Adobe Spark,
recommended by 9th grade ELA teacher AJ Woods.
The Claim: Adobe Spark lets students and their teachers create
animated videos, web stories and multimedia visuals that can be shared
online via social media.
The Consensus: Woods says Spark provides a great way for her
students to create short videos when exploring simple concepts. “I use it
to have kids practice sharing a character’s point of view while reading a
novel,” she says. “Or present on grammar topics.” She especially likes
the multimedia aspect: “My students are really excited about choosing
music and visuals for their videos. Plus,” she adds, “it forces them to use
concise language because they have a limited number of words per
frame.”
The Cons: Because the app is free, Woods says, options are somewhat
limited. But she adds that overall “it was easier than PowerPoint and
much more interactive.”
The Cost: Woods uses the free version but extra features are available
for $10 per month.
page 4 of 8
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Have a favorite tech tool you’d like to share? Fill out our short Google
form and let the world know.

EVENTS AND UPDATES
SPRING INTO ACTION: Don’t miss an opportunity for face time at our
upcoming spring jobs fairs! We’re bringing together top hiring edtech
organizations and talent for a night of informal networking, panels, and
light bites. Register for SF 4/10, Boston 4/18, DC 4/19, and NYC 4/24
today! Can’t make it? No worries! Just fill out this form and we’ll get
your information over to attending companies.
Personalized learning doesn’t start or end with technology. It needs
to fit into a holistic picture of the whole learner. That is why this October at
the EdSurge Fusion Conference we will focus on the Whole
Learner—bringing together speakers and practitioners focused on school
models, learning sciences and social emotional learning as they relate to
personalized learning. Apply today!
Looking for a job in edtech? You’ve come to the right place.
EdSurge has the leading edtech jobs board with over 400 openings
from schools, nonprofits and companies.
Post a JobSee all edtech jobs

Executive Director Los Feliz Charter School for the Arts â˜…
Diverse school with unique project-based, constructivist, and arts
integrated educational model seeks a seasoned leader, strong
external relations and fundraising professional, skilled strategic
planner, and passionate advocate of the school’s mission.
Executive • School • Los Angeles, CA

Curriculum and Instruction Director Level Playing Field
Institute â˜…
Working at LPFI is about fast growth, personal commitment, and
the tenacity to challenge the status quo. Seeking a director to
sustain and improve the transformative educational experience that
scholars need to pursue STEM majors at selective colleges.
Curriculum Design • Non Profit • Oakland, CA
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Site Director Level Playing Field Institute â˜…
Are you committed to eliminating the barriers faced by
underrepresented people of color in science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM)? We're seeking an experienced
director to lead a large group of summer staff and scholars to
success at its flagship location.
Program Management • Non Profit • Berkeley, CA

Sr. Program Manager, Leadership Cultivation Innovate Public
Schools
Innovate Public Schools is looking for a Sr. Program Manager,
Leadership Cultivation, who will play a critical role in identifying and
recruiting a diverse group of leaders to join Innovate’s current
Fellowship, Residency, and school design programs.
Project Management • School • San Jose, CA

Professional Learning Specialist, Science Amplify
Help build on our success as the award-winning video observation
platform and propel our expansion in K-12 districts.
Customer implementation / customer success • Large Company • Remote

Education Specialist K-12 Delightex
In your heart you never really left school? And you have a passion
for teaching and combining this with the newest technologies?
Then we’d love to have you join our team!
Curriculum design • Startup • Boston, MA

School Counselor Khan Lab School
The School Counselor will assist students facing behavioral/social
problems and learning differences, implement interventions,
provide professional development opportunities, and implement a
school counseling program.
K12 school operations • School • Mountain View, CA

Director of Instructional and Information Technology Prospect
Hill Academy Charter School
The Director of Instructional and Information Technology provides
leadership, vision, and planning for the school's technology
solutions. The DIIT oversees instructional technology, promotes
tech integration, and manages tech assets/infrastructure.
District / charter chief information officer • School • Cambridge, MA
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Events
Post an event • See all events and meetups

EdSurge SF Edtech Jobs Fair Spring 2018
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in the San Francisco Bay Area to help
you find your next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 10 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm • San Francisco, CA • $1 to $50

EdSurge & LearnLaunch present: Boston Edtech Jobs Fair
Spring 2018
â€‹
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in Boston to help you find your next
role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 18 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm • Boston, MA • Free

EdSurge DC Edtech Jobs Fair Spring 2018
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in Washington DC to help you find
your next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 19 6:30 pm to 9:30 pm • Arlington, VA • Free

EdSurge, NYEdtech Meetup, and Teachers College present: NY
Edtech Jobs Fair
EdSurge, NYEdtech Meetup and Teachers College, Columbia
University are hosting a jobs fair in New York to help you find your
next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 24 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm • New York, NY • $1 to $50

Techstars Startup Weekend Education San Jose
Do you have an idea you'd like to pursue or a problem in education
you'd like to solve but don't know where to start or who to start with?
In 54 hours, participants share ideas, form teams, and turn ideas into
realities.
Apr 27 6:30 pm to Apr 29 7:00 pm • San Jose, CA • $51 to $250

2018 SET Lab Exhibition
The SET Lab Exhibition is an annual educational innovation
exhibition for edtech industry leaders, educators, education leaders,
and students.
Jun 1 9:30 am to 1:30 pm • Washington, DC • Free

EdSurge Fusion
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Join us as we bring together the ideas, practices, research,
technology and evidence for making education relevant for the whole
learner.
Oct 2 10:00 am to Oct 4 12:00 pm • South San Francisco, CA • more than $250

THANKS FOR READING
âž”
Got any feedback? We love hearing from readers. Shoot us a
note, critiques, a joke—whatever you've got!
âž”
Interested in sponsoring this newslettter? Click here.
EdSurge is the leading edtech news & information resource for
educators, entrepreneurs, investors and policy makers. We
help schools find, select and use the right technology to
support all learners.
Tips? Email us at feedback@edsurge.com
Manage Subscription
Copyright © 2018 EdSurge. All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is: EdSurge 1801 Murchison Dr, Ste 220
Burlingame, CA 94010 USA
This email was sent to greg.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. If you no longer wish to receive any emails from
EdSurge, you may opt-out at any time.
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"EdSurge" <feedback@edsurge.com>

Sent Date:

Thu, 5 Apr 2018 05:09:43 -0600 (MDT)

Subject:

Instruct 321: Padlet's new paywall; The real data on teacher salaries

To:

<sherry.day@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

No. 321 | April 5, 2018

Subscribe to this Newsletter »

Instruct
Edtech insights for decision makers

This issue is sponsored by

Hope shows up in surprising ways. That was the undercurrent of the
message from Baltimore City Public Schools CEO, Sonja Brookins
Santelises, on Wednesday at the Carnegie Foundation’s annual
conference, coincidentally the 50th anniversary of the death of Martin
Luther King. Much of the conference centers on using rigorous analytics
to manage the hard, messy work of improving schools. But, Santelises
cautions, data is only part of the story: the people, the community are the
other half. Santelises shared this stunning three-minute film by a
Baltimore student who might have otherwise been overlooked by the
system. Instead, the film is a powerful reminder, as she says, that
educators must do their work “with communities, not to
communities.”

LIVE FROM THE FIELD
WHAT DATA SAYS ABOUT TEACHER SALARIES: Economists
following the teacher protests in Oklahoma, West Virginia, Kentucky and
Arizona say they saw this coming. As the costs of living, higher education,
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healthcare and retirement continue to rise, the average pay for teachers
has dipped. How do teaching careers compare to other college grad
professionals? Do unions help? The data tells the story.
PAYING FOR PADLET? Over the years, Padlet has become a popular
destination for teachers and students to post and share messages,
images and videos. But the company’s sudden switch to a new pricing
plan has upset teachers who had become used to a generously free
product. Here’s a look at the difficult—and unpopular—decision
(and a reminder that some free things are too good to last).
A FEW GOOD TEACHERS: It’s a popular plot: A teacher goes into a
troubled neighborhood and turns around its school. The reality is much
messier—yet equally inspirational. EdSurge’s Jenny Abamu profiles Carl
Brownlee, who teaches in one of Michigan’s worst-performing schools.
“My children are being cheated because they are not given the same
experiences as their counterparts...and that’s not fair,” he says. “ That’s
one of the reasons I stay where I am at.”

IN-SCHOOL DEBATES
B-B-B-BAD TO THE BRAIN? It’s a question as frustrating as a hangnail
for author John Medina: Is digital technology bad for the teenage brain?
As it turns out, it’s puzzling for researchers, too. Medina recently took a
look at how tech influences empathy, attention and communication
skills. The answers may surprise you as well.
Follow your EdSurgents @tonywan, @JennyAbamu, @jryoung,
@sydneyfjohnson, @journoinred and @stephenoonoo for the latest
news and scoops as they hit the wire.
The following is a message from our sponsor

Gain Your Edge With Drexel’s School of Education
Ranked among “America’s Best Graduate Schools” by U.S.
News & World Report, Drexel University’s School of
Education offers more than 30 online bachelor’s, master’s,
doctoral and certificate programs, including: EdD in Educational
Leadership and Management, MS in Learning Technologies, and
Certificate in Instructional Design. Learn more today.
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ALL SCHOOL
APP-Y ENDINGS: Teachers have long known that storytelling is one of
the best ways to help students master concepts. Now new virtual and
augmented reality tools let students tell those stories in previously
unimaginable ways. Learn how to create stories using 360° images,
spring plot-driven narratives to life and take adventure books to a whole
new level. Here’s a sampling of some of the newest tools to try .
GAME OVER, TRY AGAIN? What keeps kids so stubbornly motivated
while playing games, trying again and again to get to the next level or to
find a hidden key? And how teachers channel that persistence to the
classroom? . Special education teacher and game-lover Sean Arnold has
created gamer personality profiles to help him understand what
motivates his students in play—so he can tap into it during teaching
and learning.
JOBS, JOBS, JOBS. If you’re looking, take a peek at this year’s

Guide

to Landing a Job—or Finding a Perfect Candidate . One handy tool: A
‘Mad Libs” approach to writing personalized cover letters, tips for your
resume, your social media presence and so on. Yes, you will be ready for
our Edtech Jobs Fair!
MISSING THE MARK: When Missouri teacher Ashley Horton got an
email from TenMarks that it will be shutting down, she thought it was an
early April Fool’s joke. It was not. Amazon, which bought the K-12 math
and writing provider in 2013, will shutter the products in 2019. Not
surprisingly, educators like her who rely on the platform were anything but
amused.
— But Amazon’s still in the K-12 jungle. Just a few days after the
TenMarks announcement, the company announced a partnership with
Edhesive to cover the cost of bringing AP computer science curricula and
tools for high-school students. Here’s what interested schools should
know.

BUZZ ABOUT TOWN
Microsoft is partnering with OER provider Open Up Resources to
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integrate the latter’s middle-school math curricula into the Office
365 suite. (Microsoft)
Last week we mentioned an NPR story about teachers who had their
teaching grants converted into interest-added loans. Now NPR is looking
to speak with those affected via email: npred@npr.org (NPR)
As Oklahoma teachers step out of the classroom and into the state
capitol, teachers are posting the shredded textbooks their students
use online. (PBS)
A new resource site, the DEI Expert Hub, aims to help school leaders
advance diversity, equity and inclusion and connect with specialists in the
field. (Catalyst:Ed)

S’COOL TOOLS
This week, we’re looking at presentation-enhancer Adobe Spark,
recommended by 9th grade ELA teacher AJ Woods.
The Claim: Adobe Spark lets students and their teachers create
animated videos, web stories and multimedia visuals that can be shared
online via social media.
The Consensus: Woods says Spark provides a great way for her
students to create short videos when exploring simple concepts. “I use it
to have kids practice sharing a character’s point of view while reading a
novel,” she says. “Or present on grammar topics.” She especially likes
the multimedia aspect: “My students are really excited about choosing
music and visuals for their videos. Plus,” she adds, “it forces them to use
concise language because they have a limited number of words per
frame.”
The Cons: Because the app is free, Woods says, options are somewhat
limited. But she adds that overall “it was easier than PowerPoint and
much more interactive.”
The Cost: Woods uses the free version but extra features are available
for $10 per month.
page 4 of 8
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Have a favorite tech tool you’d like to share? Fill out our short Google
form and let the world know.

EVENTS AND UPDATES
SPRING INTO ACTION: Don’t miss an opportunity for face time at our
upcoming spring jobs fairs! We’re bringing together top hiring edtech
organizations and talent for a night of informal networking, panels, and
light bites. Register for SF 4/10, Boston 4/18, DC 4/19, and NYC 4/24
today! Can’t make it? No worries! Just fill out this form and we’ll get
your information over to attending companies.
Personalized learning doesn’t start or end with technology. It needs
to fit into a holistic picture of the whole learner. That is why this October at
the EdSurge Fusion Conference we will focus on the Whole
Learner—bringing together speakers and practitioners focused on school
models, learning sciences and social emotional learning as they relate to
personalized learning. Apply today!
Looking for a job in edtech? You’ve come to the right place.
EdSurge has the leading edtech jobs board with over 400 openings
from schools, nonprofits and companies.
Post a JobSee all edtech jobs

Executive Director Los Feliz Charter School for the Arts â˜…
Diverse school with unique project-based, constructivist, and arts
integrated educational model seeks a seasoned leader, strong
external relations and fundraising professional, skilled strategic
planner, and passionate advocate of the school’s mission.
Executive • School • Los Angeles, CA

Curriculum and Instruction Director Level Playing Field
Institute â˜…
Working at LPFI is about fast growth, personal commitment, and
the tenacity to challenge the status quo. Seeking a director to
sustain and improve the transformative educational experience that
scholars need to pursue STEM majors at selective colleges.
Curriculum Design • Non Profit • Oakland, CA
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Site Director Level Playing Field Institute â˜…
Are you committed to eliminating the barriers faced by
underrepresented people of color in science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM)? We're seeking an experienced
director to lead a large group of summer staff and scholars to
success at its flagship location.
Program Management • Non Profit • Berkeley, CA

Sr. Program Manager, Leadership Cultivation Innovate Public
Schools
Innovate Public Schools is looking for a Sr. Program Manager,
Leadership Cultivation, who will play a critical role in identifying and
recruiting a diverse group of leaders to join Innovate’s current
Fellowship, Residency, and school design programs.
Project Management • School • San Jose, CA

Professional Learning Specialist, Science Amplify
Help build on our success as the award-winning video observation
platform and propel our expansion in K-12 districts.
Customer implementation / customer success • Large Company • Remote

Education Specialist K-12 Delightex
In your heart you never really left school? And you have a passion
for teaching and combining this with the newest technologies?
Then we’d love to have you join our team!
Curriculum design • Startup • Boston, MA

School Counselor Khan Lab School
The School Counselor will assist students facing behavioral/social
problems and learning differences, implement interventions,
provide professional development opportunities, and implement a
school counseling program.
K12 school operations • School • Mountain View, CA

Director of Instructional and Information Technology Prospect
Hill Academy Charter School
The Director of Instructional and Information Technology provides
leadership, vision, and planning for the school's technology
solutions. The DIIT oversees instructional technology, promotes
tech integration, and manages tech assets/infrastructure.
District / charter chief information officer • School • Cambridge, MA
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Events
Post an event • See all events and meetups

EdSurge SF Edtech Jobs Fair Spring 2018
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in the San Francisco Bay Area to help
you find your next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 10 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm • San Francisco, CA • $1 to $50

EdSurge & LearnLaunch present: Boston Edtech Jobs Fair
Spring 2018
â€‹
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in Boston to help you find your next
role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 18 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm • Boston, MA • Free

EdSurge DC Edtech Jobs Fair Spring 2018
EdSurge is hosting a jobs fair in Washington DC to help you find
your next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 19 6:30 pm to 9:30 pm • Arlington, VA • Free

EdSurge, NYEdtech Meetup, and Teachers College present: NY
Edtech Jobs Fair
EdSurge, NYEdtech Meetup and Teachers College, Columbia
University are hosting a jobs fair in New York to help you find your
next role at the hottest edtech companies!
Apr 24 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm • New York, NY • $1 to $50

Techstars Startup Weekend Education San Jose
Do you have an idea you'd like to pursue or a problem in education
you'd like to solve but don't know where to start or who to start with?
In 54 hours, participants share ideas, form teams, and turn ideas into
realities.
Apr 27 6:30 pm to Apr 29 7:00 pm • San Jose, CA • $51 to $250

2018 SET Lab Exhibition
The SET Lab Exhibition is an annual educational innovation
exhibition for edtech industry leaders, educators, education leaders,
and students.
Jun 1 9:30 am to 1:30 pm • Washington, DC • Free

EdSurge Fusion
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Join us as we bring together the ideas, practices, research,
technology and evidence for making education relevant for the whole
learner.
Oct 2 10:00 am to Oct 4 12:00 pm • South San Francisco, CA • more than $250

THANKS FOR READING
âž”
Got any feedback? We love hearing from readers. Shoot us a
note, critiques, a joke—whatever you've got!
âž”
Interested in sponsoring this newslettter? Click here.
EdSurge is the leading edtech news & information resource for
educators, entrepreneurs, investors and policy makers. We
help schools find, select and use the right technology to
support all learners.
Tips? Email us at feedback@edsurge.com
Manage Subscription
Copyright © 2018 EdSurge. All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is: EdSurge 1801 Murchison Dr, Ste 220
Burlingame, CA 94010 USA
This email was sent to sherry.day@carlsbad.k12.nm.us. If you no longer wish to receive any emails from
EdSurge, you may opt-out at any time.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"MeriTalk State & Local" <meritalk@300brand.com>
Tue, 20 Mar 2018 12:12:21 -0600 (MDT)
Is 5G the Magic Bullet for Rural Internet Access? | States May Call in the Guard to Combat Election Hacking and more…
<daniel.olivas@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Read All About IT
MARCH 20, 2018
FORWARD TO A FRIEND

BROADBAND ACCESS

Is 5G the Magic Bullet for Rural Internet
Access?
The Senate Subcommittee on Communications, Technology, Innovation, and the
Internet took a deep dive look at the future of broadband in the United States
during a hearing last week. “To make next-generation broadband a reality and
position the United States so it can win the global race to 5G, we should
modernize outdated rules that delay and add unnecessary costs to broadband
infrastructure deployment,” said subcommittee Chairman Sen. Roger Wicker, RMiss. 5G, the latest and greatest in wireless technology, is the cream of the
crop–providing faster and more reliable connections on devices than ever before.
The downside? 5G requires different hardware installation to deliver that level of
speed and reliability, putting it out of reach for some underserved, rural
communities.
READ MORE

ELECTION SECURITY

Should States Call in the Guard to Combat
Election Hacking?
In times of emergency, state governors have regularly called in the National
Guard, for reasons such as assisting the recovery after natural disasters like
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Hurricane Katrina in 2005 or to suppress protests in Ferguson, Mo., in 2014. If
voting systems are under siege, should they do the same? Sen. Kirsten
Gillibrand, D-N.Y., floated that idea at a recent hearing of the Senate Armed
Services cybersecurity subcommittee, comparing cyberattacks to kinetic attacks
and saying states could call on the cyber expertise of the Guard and Reserves. In
the wake of widespread Russian efforts to meddle in the 2016 presidential
election, resulting in indictments against 13 Russian nationals and three Russian
organizations for conducting “information warfare” to disrupt the election, U.S.
officials are raising the alarm about threats to the integrity of the 2018 midterm
elections.
READ MORE

CLOUD

Cloud Better Poised to Lock Up Law
Enforcement?
About five years ago, many law enforcement officials wondered if the cloud was
safe enough to hold their data. Now the FBI, the nation’s top law enforcement
agency, is considering a move to a large-scale, commercial software cloud
provider. The FBI’s Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) is conducting
market research via a Request for Information (RFI) to better understand
commercial cloud capabilities. And, in accordance with the government’s “Cloud
First” policy, the FBI is seeking ways to optimize the tools, functions, capabilities,
security risk management, and products that can support multiple business
processes and architectures within the FBI’s enterprise systems.
READ MORE

EVENT

Phishing in a Mobile World: Staying Ahead
of Federal Cyber Threats
Join MeriTalk on Wednesday, April 11 from 8-10 a.m. at the City Club of
Washington for a government-only roundtable discussion on mobile security.
Attend to hear Federal cyber leaders discuss how to stay ahead of emerging
threat vectors, ways to keep data safe from catastrophic loss through phishing
attacks, and much more.
REGISTER
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CONNECT WITH MERITALK STATE & LOCAL

P.O. Box 1356, Alexandria, Virginia 22313
(703) 634-9525 | info@meritalk.com

CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR PRIVACY POLICY.
THE EMAIL ADDRESS FOR YOU IS DANIEL.OLIVAS@CARLSBAD.K12.NM.US
IF YOU NO LONGER WISH TO RECEIVE EMAIL COMMUNICATION FROM 21ST CENTURY STATE AND LOCAL YOU MAY MANAGE
YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS HERE.

.
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Sent Date:
Subject:
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"MeriTalk State & Local" <meritalk@300brand.com>
Tue, 20 Mar 2018 12:12:08 -0600 (MDT)
Is 5G the Magic Bullet for Rural Internet Access? | States May Call in the Guard to Combat Election Hacking and more…
<wayne.steffan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Read All About IT
MARCH 20, 2018
FORWARD TO A FRIEND

BROADBAND ACCESS

Is 5G the Magic Bullet for Rural Internet
Access?
The Senate Subcommittee on Communications, Technology, Innovation, and the
Internet took a deep dive look at the future of broadband in the United States
during a hearing last week. “To make next-generation broadband a reality and
position the United States so it can win the global race to 5G, we should
modernize outdated rules that delay and add unnecessary costs to broadband
infrastructure deployment,” said subcommittee Chairman Sen. Roger Wicker, RMiss. 5G, the latest and greatest in wireless technology, is the cream of the
crop–providing faster and more reliable connections on devices than ever before.
The downside? 5G requires different hardware installation to deliver that level of
speed and reliability, putting it out of reach for some underserved, rural
communities.
READ MORE

ELECTION SECURITY

Should States Call in the Guard to Combat
Election Hacking?
In times of emergency, state governors have regularly called in the National
Guard, for reasons such as assisting the recovery after natural disasters like
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Hurricane Katrina in 2005 or to suppress protests in Ferguson, Mo., in 2014. If
voting systems are under siege, should they do the same? Sen. Kirsten
Gillibrand, D-N.Y., floated that idea at a recent hearing of the Senate Armed
Services cybersecurity subcommittee, comparing cyberattacks to kinetic attacks
and saying states could call on the cyber expertise of the Guard and Reserves. In
the wake of widespread Russian efforts to meddle in the 2016 presidential
election, resulting in indictments against 13 Russian nationals and three Russian
organizations for conducting “information warfare” to disrupt the election, U.S.
officials are raising the alarm about threats to the integrity of the 2018 midterm
elections.
READ MORE

CLOUD

Cloud Better Poised to Lock Up Law
Enforcement?
About five years ago, many law enforcement officials wondered if the cloud was
safe enough to hold their data. Now the FBI, the nation’s top law enforcement
agency, is considering a move to a large-scale, commercial software cloud
provider. The FBI’s Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) is conducting
market research via a Request for Information (RFI) to better understand
commercial cloud capabilities. And, in accordance with the government’s “Cloud
First” policy, the FBI is seeking ways to optimize the tools, functions, capabilities,
security risk management, and products that can support multiple business
processes and architectures within the FBI’s enterprise systems.
READ MORE

EVENT

Phishing in a Mobile World: Staying Ahead
of Federal Cyber Threats
Join MeriTalk on Wednesday, April 11 from 8-10 a.m. at the City Club of
Washington for a government-only roundtable discussion on mobile security.
Attend to hear Federal cyber leaders discuss how to stay ahead of emerging
threat vectors, ways to keep data safe from catastrophic loss through phishing
attacks, and much more.
REGISTER
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CONNECT WITH MERITALK STATE & LOCAL

P.O. Box 1356, Alexandria, Virginia 22313
(703) 634-9525 | info@meritalk.com

CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR PRIVACY POLICY.
THE EMAIL ADDRESS FOR YOU IS WAYNE.STEFFAN@CARLSBAD.K12.NM.US
IF YOU NO LONGER WISH TO RECEIVE EMAIL COMMUNICATION FROM 21ST CENTURY STATE AND LOCAL YOU MAY MANAGE
YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS HERE.

.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Kelli Barta" <Kelli.Barta@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 16 Feb 2018 13:04:31 -0700 (MST)
is this like it?
"Marsha Knight" <Marsha.Knight@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:springboard mapping.pdf (1.16 MB)

Kelli Barta
Kelli Barta
Assistant Superintendent
Carlsbad Municipal School District
408 N. Canyon St.
Carlsbad, NM 88220
www.carlsbadnmschools.com
575-234-3300 (office)
575-234-3367 (fax)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"BitcoinTrader" <jennifer.mcbee@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Fri, 9 Feb 2018 01:01:14 -0700 (MST)
Jennifer.mcbee,Are you going to do nothing about this?
<jennifer.mcbee@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Bitcoin Is Making People Rich
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Twitter" <info@twitter.com>
Fri, 30 Mar 2018 14:04:51 -0600 (MDT)
"Kentucky teachers shut down schools in protest over surprise pensio...
"Karen Ann Tackitt" <karen.tackitt@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

What’s happening

Kentucky teachers shut down schools in protest over
surprise pension bill
US news â‹…
4 hours ago
Teachers throughout Kentucky's largest school districts have
gone on strike in frustration over an abrupt pension bil...
Go to Moment

Dutch Sheets shared
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Giants Will Fall
Store
Dutch Sheets Ministries remains steadfast in carrying out an
apostolic mandate to restore hope to America, empower be...
Read more at Store

Texas woman sentenced to five years in prison for voting
while on probation
US news â‹…
3 hours ago
Tarrant County District Judge Ruben Gonzalez sentenced 43year-old Crystal Mason for casting a vote in the 2016 presi...
Go to Moment
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Accused Howard financial aid embezzler Tyrone Hankerson
Jr. defends self in interview
US news â‹…
1 hour ago
Roland S. Martin (@rolandsmartin) sat down with Hankerson
and his lawyer, James L. Walker Jr., to discuss the accusat...
Go to Moment

El Paso Times shared
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New US Census citizenship question could effect local
money and representation in El Paso
El Paso Times
Asking people their citizenship status in the 2020 census could
result in a loss of funding and representation to El ...
Read more at El Paso Times

El Paso Times shared

Here's how to make cascarones, the confetti-filled Easter
eggs you can crack
page 4 of 5
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El Paso Times
There's still time to get Easter weekend cascarones. Just make
a lot of scrambled eggs and dye the shells or head to ...
Read more at El Paso Times

Settings | Help | Unsubscribe
We sent this email to @TackittAnn
Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco,
CA 94103
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Stephen Hollis" <stephenhollissch@gmail.com>
Sun, 14 Jan 2018 15:17:57 -0700 (MST)
Khan Academy HW
<marta.donaghe@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Protestant Reformation Khan.docx (11.36k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Justin Mcclane" <justinmcclane11737@gmail.com>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 11:32:34 -0700 (MST)
Khan Academy Jan 16th
<marta.donaghe@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:KA.docx (18.02k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Caleb McCarty" <calebtmccarty@gmail.com>
Tue, 16 Jan 2018 05:47:48 -0700 (MST)
Khan Academy
"Marta Donaghe" <marta.donaghe@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:World History-Khan Academy-1-15-2018-Caleb McCrty.docx (25.66k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"jennie oney" <jennie.oney@carcinc.org>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 09:50:46 -0600 (MDT)
KN's IFSP
<marianne.burnett@carlsbadschools.net>

Attachments:FIT IFSP Kyle Neill Annual.pdf (663.97k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Twitter" <info@twitter.com>
Fri, 23 Mar 2018 22:24:34 -0600 (MDT)
KRQE.com Headlines Tweeted: UNM psychiatrist shares how parents can ...
"NMAESP" <markbarela@nmaesp.org>

57

Your Highlights
KRQE.com Headlines
@krqe_headlines
UNM psychiatrist shares how parents can control kids' tech
obsessions

UNM psychiatrist shares how parents can control
kids' tech obsessions
Studies show most kids these days spend the same
amount of time on their phones and computers... more
krqe.com

AASA
@AASAHQ
"The opportunity to connect with leaders from across the country
through [the National Superintendent Certification®] Program
has been priceless for me."
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5

KOB 4
@KOB4
"Everyone prays, everyone forgets," Andrew Martinez sings in
his new music video, his own personal contribution to a growing
national movement.

NM musician lends voice, support to students
demanding school safety reform
The song starts off slow and somber, but listen closely
and the message is clear.
kob.com

Education Week
@educationweek
.@EarlyYearsEW: Early Educators Help Children Navigate
Fears of Violence, Times of Protest

Early Educators Help Children Navigate Fears of
Violence, Times of Protest
Early-childhood educators nationwide are grappling with
how to help young students deal with ... more
blogs.edweek.org
page 2 of 3
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4

6

NSBA | School Boards liked

Rory Davenport
@rorydavenport
Spending bill makes needed investment in students and public
schools. bit.ly/2ugVyW4 #NSBAComm
1

3

Politics K-12
@PoliticsK12
New Guidelines Let Civil Rights Office Ignore Cases From
Serial Complainers via @educationweek

New Guidelines Let Civil Rights Office Ignore Cases
From Serial Complainers
Opponents say changes intended to make the complaint
process more efficient may end up scuttl... more
edweek.org

1

See more on Twitter

Settings | Help | Unsubscribe
We sent this email to @NMAESP
Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco,
CA 94103
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Tracy Bellah" <Tracy.Bellah@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 30 Apr 2018 07:41:17 -0600 (MDT)
L.V. arena assessment
"Julie Meadors" <Julie.Meadors@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:L.V. arena assessment.docx (89.88k)

BAM! It is what it is…..
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Twitter" <info@twitter.com>
Sat, 17 Mar 2018 15:39:24 -0600 (MDT)
Las Cruces Sun-News Tweeted: Meet Shamrock and five other adorable a...
"Kim Arrington" <kim.arrington@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Your Highlights
Las Cruces Sun-News
@CrucesSunNews
Meet Shamrock and five other adorable adoptables.

This week's adoptable animals
The following animals are available for adoption at the
Animal Service Center of the Mesilla ... more
lcsun-news.com

1

2

Bill McCamley
@BillMcCamley
Finland, Norway, Denmark, and Iceland are world's happiest
countries. They've great education, health care, parental leave.
Maybe we should take notes?
via @CNNTravel

This is the world's happiest country
The United Nations' has released its annual World
Happiness Report. What country bumped Norwa... more
edition.cnn.com
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1

7

Hobbs News-Sun
@HobbsNewsSun
Feral cats make Western Governor’s list of invasive species

Feral cats make Western Governor's list of invasive
species - Hobbs News Sun
Feral cats make Western Governor’s list of invasive
species DENVER (AP) — Weeds, feral cats, ... more
hobbsnews.com

1

1

CarlsbadCurrentArgus
@CCurrentArgus
ICYMI About 100 Carlsbad High School Students shared 17
minutes of solidarity with students throughout the nation.

Carlsbad high school students walk out in protest
against gun violence
About 100 students joined others across the country
protesting for stricter gun laws.
currentargus.com

Rebecca Dow and 1 others liked

Kelly Fajardo
@KellyFajardoNM
Great job #Belen!!! Another successful St. Patrick’s Day
Balloon Rally. What started as a handful of balloons has grown
to hundreds. via Facebook ift.tt/2HGfKCr
page 2 of 4
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5

ASB
@AllSportsBest
Big shout out to @cmillargonzaga for jumping on the show to
discuss track and field!
â¬‡
ï¸•
allsportsbest.com/podcasts

See more on Twitter

Settings | Help | Unsubscribe
We sent this email to @arringtonkim10
Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco,
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Jessica Blea" <Jessica.Blea@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 29 Jan 2018 12:47:20 -0700 (MST)
Lesson Plans
"Nora Villarreal" <Nora.Villarreal@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:GRADE_5_UNIT_2_MODULE_B_LESSON_PLANNER.docx (225.16k)

I have attached Reading plans.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Jessica Blea" <Jessica.Blea@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 6 Feb 2018 07:33:10 -0700 (MST)
Lesson Plans
"Nora Villarreal" <Nora.Villarreal@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:GRADE_5_UNIT_2_MODULE_B_LESSON_PLANNER.docx (225.16k) 5.md.3 lesson plan continued.docx (99.22k)

I have attached my lesson plans.

Jessica Blea
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Andrea Molina" <Andrea.Molina@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 12:45:21 -0600 (MDT)
Lesson Plans
"Misti Fernandez" <Misti.Fernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:March-ELA LessonPlans (Molina_Munoz) 1-16.docx (71.77k) RISE March 26-April 20.docx (17.73k) Math March 26-April 13.xlsx (45.4k)

Here are our Lesson Plans that will cover us through testing. I’m not sure if you want them every week since they last for a few weeks at a time. Sorry to be confusing. Thank you J
Andrea Molina
JSS Elementary
5th Grade Teacher
andrea.molina@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Rita Dorado" <Rita.Dorado@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 9 Apr 2018 16:14:23 -0600 (MDT)
Lesson plans
"Jaime Berdoza" <Jaime.Berdoza@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Jana Smith" <Jana.Smith@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Civil Rights.docx (59.51k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Michael Stokum" <Michael.Stokum@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 19 Jan 2018 15:28:12 -0700 (MST)
Lesson Plans
"Deborah Beard" <Deborah.Beard@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Amy Newton" <Amy.Newton@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 18.doc (138.21k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 17.doc (134.11k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 16.doc (132.74k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 15.doc (126.58k) Grade 5 Unit 2B
Lesson 14.doc (125.89k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 13.doc (125.21k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 12.doc (123.84k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 11.doc (123.16k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 10.doc (123.84k) Grade
5 Unit 2B Lesson 9.doc (121.79k) Grade 5 Unit 2B Lesson 8.doc (121.1k) ScienceSocialStudies Lesson Template.doc (99.9k) Quarter 4.doc (377.68k) Quarter 3.doc (784.79k)

Please find attached lesson plans for the next month.
M. Stokum
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Nicole Munoz" <Nicole.Munoz@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 5 Mar 2018 09:55:48 -0700 (MST)
**Lessons
"Andrea Molina" <Andrea.Molina@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:March-ELA LessonPlans (Molina_Munoz) 1-16.docx (71.88k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NMSDA" <newmexicospeechanddebate@gmail.com>
Mon, 19 Feb 2018 13:16:35 -0700 (MST)
Manuals, Reminders
"NMSDA Members" <nmsda-members@googlegroups.com>

Attachments:NMAA_Activities_Verification_of_Eligibility.pdf (138.97k) Checklist for Speech and Debate State.docx (17.99k) NMSDA Constitution and Bylaws as of January 2018.docx (163.23k)
State Tournament Operations Manual as of August 2017.docx (181.4k)

Hi all,
As we approach state, I will provide you all with the latest state tournament manual and our constitution, attached here.
NMSDA uses event rules provided by the National Speech & Debate Association, available here, starting at page 22: https://www.speechanddebate.org/wp-content/uploads/High-School-UnifiedManual-2017-2018.pdf
Rules for using computers in debate start on page 25, and evidence rules follow. Computer use during extemp prep guidelines start on page 48.
Other reminders:
Students in extemp need to show up to draw by their scheduled draw time. The thirty minutes of time before they are schedule to speak will not be lengthened because of a student's failure to show up at
the designated time. If there is an unavoidable problem, such as a late bus, coaches should text, email, and/or call Hannah so that we can authorize a student's movement in speaking order.
Checklist of necessary items at state registration is attached. Make sure you get in your NMAA eligibility form with list of competitors names attached. Make sure you also get copies of oratories,
informatives, and interp scripts together.
Joy of tournaments will be open until 3:30 tomorrow, text drops to Hannah after that time: 505-306-9086
Looking forward to our competition this weekend!
---You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "NMSDA Members" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to nmsda-members+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/nmsda-members/38044794-9c89-41d9-ac4c-f8943a615389%40googlegroups.com.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"The Black Star Project" <blackstar1000@ameritech.net>
Fri, 23 Feb 2018 09:52:58 -0700 (MST)
March For Our Lives
"The Black Star Project Recipients" <recipients@blackstarproject.parentlink.net>

Students Without Borders
March For Our Lives
In your city, in your community, at your school

#Neveragain, #Standup,
#Shameonyou, #Enoughisenough
February 23, 2018

The Children of America have taken it on themselves to reduce all homicides by gun, reduce suicides by gun, reduce mass shootings and school shootings, and
reduce gun crime. You should help them!
1.
Organize your school, community and city to mobilize on Saturday, March 24, 2018 with a rally, march, teach-in or protest action in Washington D.C., your state capital, at your municipal city
hall or in a downtown or commercial business district.
2.
Encourage your friends, parents and relatives to participate in a rally, march, teach-in or protest action on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
3.
Wear a Red Ribbon through the week leading up to Saturday, March 24, 2018 in support of gun control.
4.
Call, email and write letters to all elected officials using the information below. Include a Red Ribbon in each postal letter.
5.
Create signs, banners and carry American Flags in your rally, march, teach-in or protest action on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
page 1 of 3
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6.
7.
8.

Stage a mock "die in" in support of gun control.
Post your feelings and your support for this effort on Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. everyday leading up to Saturday, March 24, 2018.
Register to vote. Encourage friends and family to register to vote. Vote your interest in every election.

Gun ownership in the United States is rooted in the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. "A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed." None of the suggestions below would repeal or circumvent the Second
Amendment.
- Create a national database and permit system for gun ownership with manditory registration of guns
- Increase vigor of background checks and establish universal background checks
- Limit the number of firearms that one person can purchase and own
- Create and enforce a waiting/cooling off period for gun purchasers
- Ban assault weapons and weapons of war
- Ban high-capacity magazines, bump stocks, trigger cranks and enhancements that change semi-automatic weapons to automatic weapons
- Do not allow people with mental health issues to purchase guns
- Do not allow people on "No Fly" list to purchase guns
page 2 of 3
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- Impose stiff penalties for vendors violating gun purchasing laws
- Create a minimum age requirement for owing a gun
- Close "gun show" loophole to better track the selling guns outside of gunshops
- Create a required gun owner public safety training course
- Create a nationally sanctioned "Gun Buy Back" program
- Ensure that all firearms will be kept in proper locking storage units
- Mandatory reporting of stolen firearms
- Create guidelines and controls on guns and violence in video games, media and music
Please visit MarchforOurLives.com for more information. Please call 773.285.9600 to register and coordinate your activities in the Midwest.

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with The Black Star Project. If you wish to stop receiving email updates sent through the Blackboard service, please unsubscribe.
The Black Star Project | 3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B, Chicago, IL 60653 | 773-285-9600
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"The Black Star Project" <blackstar1000@ameritech.net>
Fri, 23 Feb 2018 09:52:49 -0700 (MST)
March For Our Lives
"The Black Star Project Recipients" <recipients@blackstarproject.parentlink.net>

Students Without Borders
March For Our Lives
In your city, in your community, at your school

#Neveragain, #Standup,
#Shameonyou, #Enoughisenough
February 23, 2018

The Children of America have taken it on themselves to reduce all homicides by gun, reduce suicides by gun, reduce mass shootings and school shootings, and
reduce gun crime. You should help them!
1.
Organize your school, community and city to mobilize on Saturday, March 24, 2018 with a rally, march, teach-in or protest action in Washington D.C., your state capital, at your municipal city
hall or in a downtown or commercial business district.
2.
Encourage your friends, parents and relatives to participate in a rally, march, teach-in or protest action on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
3.
Wear a Red Ribbon through the week leading up to Saturday, March 24, 2018 in support of gun control.
4.
Call, email and write letters to all elected officials using the information below. Include a Red Ribbon in each postal letter.
5.
Create signs, banners and carry American Flags in your rally, march, teach-in or protest action on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
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6.
7.
8.

Stage a mock "die in" in support of gun control.
Post your feelings and your support for this effort on Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. everyday leading up to Saturday, March 24, 2018.
Register to vote. Encourage friends and family to register to vote. Vote your interest in every election.

Gun ownership in the United States is rooted in the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. "A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed." None of the suggestions below would repeal or circumvent the Second
Amendment.
- Create a national database and permit system for gun ownership with manditory registration of guns
- Increase vigor of background checks and establish universal background checks
- Limit the number of firearms that one person can purchase and own
- Create and enforce a waiting/cooling off period for gun purchasers
- Ban assault weapons and weapons of war
- Ban high-capacity magazines, bump stocks, trigger cranks and enhancements that change semi-automatic weapons to automatic weapons
- Do not allow people with mental health issues to purchase guns
- Do not allow people on "No Fly" list to purchase guns
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- Impose stiff penalties for vendors violating gun purchasing laws
- Create a minimum age requirement for owing a gun
- Close "gun show" loophole to better track the selling guns outside of gunshops
- Create a required gun owner public safety training course
- Create a nationally sanctioned "Gun Buy Back" program
- Ensure that all firearms will be kept in proper locking storage units
- Mandatory reporting of stolen firearms
- Create guidelines and controls on guns and violence in video games, media and music
Please visit MarchforOurLives.com for more information. Please call 773.285.9600 to register and coordinate your activities in the Midwest.

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with The Black Star Project. If you wish to stop receiving email updates sent through the Blackboard service, please unsubscribe.
The Black Star Project | 3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B, Chicago, IL 60653 | 773-285-9600
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"The Black Star Project" <blackstar1000@ameritech.net>
Fri, 23 Feb 2018 09:52:50 -0700 (MST)
March For Our Lives
"The Black Star Project Recipients" <recipients@blackstarproject.parentlink.net>

Students Without Borders
March For Our Lives
In your city, in your community, at your school

#Neveragain, #Standup,
#Shameonyou, #Enoughisenough
February 23, 2018

The Children of America have taken it on themselves to reduce all homicides by gun, reduce suicides by gun, reduce mass shootings and school shootings, and
reduce gun crime. You should help them!
1.
Organize your school, community and city to mobilize on Saturday, March 24, 2018 with a rally, march, teach-in or protest action in Washington D.C., your state capital, at your municipal city
hall or in a downtown or commercial business district.
2.
Encourage your friends, parents and relatives to participate in a rally, march, teach-in or protest action on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
3.
Wear a Red Ribbon through the week leading up to Saturday, March 24, 2018 in support of gun control.
4.
Call, email and write letters to all elected officials using the information below. Include a Red Ribbon in each postal letter.
5.
Create signs, banners and carry American Flags in your rally, march, teach-in or protest action on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
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6.
7.
8.

Stage a mock "die in" in support of gun control.
Post your feelings and your support for this effort on Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. everyday leading up to Saturday, March 24, 2018.
Register to vote. Encourage friends and family to register to vote. Vote your interest in every election.

Gun ownership in the United States is rooted in the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. "A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed." None of the suggestions below would repeal or circumvent the Second
Amendment.
- Create a national database and permit system for gun ownership with manditory registration of guns
- Increase vigor of background checks and establish universal background checks
- Limit the number of firearms that one person can purchase and own
- Create and enforce a waiting/cooling off period for gun purchasers
- Ban assault weapons and weapons of war
- Ban high-capacity magazines, bump stocks, trigger cranks and enhancements that change semi-automatic weapons to automatic weapons
- Do not allow people with mental health issues to purchase guns
- Do not allow people on "No Fly" list to purchase guns
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- Impose stiff penalties for vendors violating gun purchasing laws
- Create a minimum age requirement for owing a gun
- Close "gun show" loophole to better track the selling guns outside of gunshops
- Create a required gun owner public safety training course
- Create a nationally sanctioned "Gun Buy Back" program
- Ensure that all firearms will be kept in proper locking storage units
- Mandatory reporting of stolen firearms
- Create guidelines and controls on guns and violence in video games, media and music
Please visit MarchforOurLives.com for more information. Please call 773.285.9600 to register and coordinate your activities in the Midwest.
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Students Without Borders
March For Our Lives
In your city, in your community, at your school

#Neveragain, #Standup,
#Shameonyou, #Enoughisenough
February 23, 2018

The Children of America have taken it on themselves to reduce all homicides by gun, reduce suicides by gun, reduce mass shootings and school shootings, and
reduce gun crime. You should help them!
1.
Organize your school, community and city to mobilize on Saturday, March 24, 2018 with a rally, march, teach-in or protest action in Washington D.C., your state capital, at your municipal city
hall or in a downtown or commercial business district.
2.
Encourage your friends, parents and relatives to participate in a rally, march, teach-in or protest action on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
3.
Wear a Red Ribbon through the week leading up to Saturday, March 24, 2018 in support of gun control.
4.
Call, email and write letters to all elected officials using the information below. Include a Red Ribbon in each postal letter.
5.
Create signs, banners and carry American Flags in your rally, march, teach-in or protest action on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
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6.
7.
8.

Stage a mock "die in" in support of gun control.
Post your feelings and your support for this effort on Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. everyday leading up to Saturday, March 24, 2018.
Register to vote. Encourage friends and family to register to vote. Vote your interest in every election.

Gun ownership in the United States is rooted in the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. "A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed." None of the suggestions below would repeal or circumvent the Second
Amendment.
- Create a national database and permit system for gun ownership with manditory registration of guns
- Increase vigor of background checks and establish universal background checks
- Limit the number of firearms that one person can purchase and own
- Create and enforce a waiting/cooling off period for gun purchasers
- Ban assault weapons and weapons of war
- Ban high-capacity magazines, bump stocks, trigger cranks and enhancements that change semi-automatic weapons to automatic weapons
- Do not allow people with mental health issues to purchase guns
- Do not allow people on "No Fly" list to purchase guns
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- Impose stiff penalties for vendors violating gun purchasing laws
- Create a minimum age requirement for owing a gun
- Close "gun show" loophole to better track the selling guns outside of gunshops
- Create a required gun owner public safety training course
- Create a nationally sanctioned "Gun Buy Back" program
- Ensure that all firearms will be kept in proper locking storage units
- Mandatory reporting of stolen firearms
- Create guidelines and controls on guns and violence in video games, media and music
Please visit MarchforOurLives.com for more information. Please call 773.285.9600 to register and coordinate your activities in the Midwest.
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Register to vote. Encourage friends and family to register to vote. Vote your interest in every election.

Gun ownership in the United States is rooted in the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. "A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed." None of the suggestions below would repeal or circumvent the Second
Amendment.
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- Impose stiff penalties for vendors violating gun purchasing laws
- Create a minimum age requirement for owing a gun
- Close "gun show" loophole to better track the selling guns outside of gunshops
- Create a required gun owner public safety training course
- Create a nationally sanctioned "Gun Buy Back" program
- Ensure that all firearms will be kept in proper locking storage units
- Mandatory reporting of stolen firearms
- Create guidelines and controls on guns and violence in video games, media and music
Please visit MarchforOurLives.com for more information. Please call 773.285.9600 to register and coordinate your activities in the Midwest.
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- Impose stiff penalties for vendors violating gun purchasing laws
- Create a minimum age requirement for owing a gun
- Close "gun show" loophole to better track the selling guns outside of gunshops
- Create a required gun owner public safety training course
- Create a nationally sanctioned "Gun Buy Back" program
- Ensure that all firearms will be kept in proper locking storage units
- Mandatory reporting of stolen firearms
- Create guidelines and controls on guns and violence in video games, media and music
Please visit MarchforOurLives.com for more information. Please call 773.285.9600 to register and coordinate your activities in the Midwest.
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- Impose stiff penalties for vendors violating gun purchasing laws
- Create a minimum age requirement for owing a gun
- Close "gun show" loophole to better track the selling guns outside of gunshops
- Create a required gun owner public safety training course
- Create a nationally sanctioned "Gun Buy Back" program
- Ensure that all firearms will be kept in proper locking storage units
- Mandatory reporting of stolen firearms
- Create guidelines and controls on guns and violence in video games, media and music
Please visit MarchforOurLives.com for more information. Please call 773.285.9600 to register and coordinate your activities in the Midwest.
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- Impose stiff penalties for vendors violating gun purchasing laws
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No One Ever Told Me My Job Would Include... Dealing with a Korean Missile
Alert!
By Michelle A. Moore
The Hawaii State Library System has mandatory employee training on workplace violence and
safety because, let’s face it, things happen. The premise is to make us more aware and
prepared to effectively manage a crisis.
Hawaii libraries have been closed for hurricanes, tsunami’s, and even volcano activity, but no
ever told me my job would include handling a false ballistic missile alert. This unexpected event
occurred on January 13, 2018, approximately one hour before the library would open its doors
to the public. To make things more interesting, I handled the crisis from my car as I had the day
off and was heading to a workshop when the alert came through my mobile phone.

Read the rest of what happened during this incident.

______________________________________________
CAREER ADVANCEMENT
______________________________________________
Career Questions from Your Fellow Library Professionals
By Caitlin Williams, Ph.D.
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Career Questions from Your Fellow Library Professionals
During the recent ALA 2018 Midwinter Meeting in Denver, Colorado several questions arose
during the counseling sessions which were conducted in the ALA JobLIST Placement & Career
Development Center. In this brief video chat, Caitlin Williams discusses these questions along
with responses for how to handle each situation mentioned. She also includes a resource list
for additional reading.

______________________________________________
HR PRACTICE
______________________________________________
6 Keys to Turning an Employee into a Manager

Wouldn’t it be great if every time you needed a new manager, you could fill the position with
someone who was already in your employ? How much time, money and energy would this save
you? The author of this article says that you shouldn’t just place any employee, even a high
performing one, in a manager’s role and expect them to succeed if they have not been
prepared. Employees need to be groomed and trained to be successful managers. This article
suggests that employers provide ongoing training to employees to foster growth and
development and to ensure that they are effectively prepared to step into a managerial role.
The author offers tips for doing just that.

______________________________________________
HR LAW
______________________________________________
Managing the Legal Way: 4 Lessons from the Courts

Are you curious about the proper way to handle various topics related to employment law? If
you said yes, then read on. This article provides brief details on four court cases which
exemplify core concepts—and traps to watch out for—in employment law. Key take-aways
include the suggestions that managers avoid comments or questions about employee doctor
visits, that managers focus on employee actions, not feelings when it comes to disciplining
employees, that managers not encourage or allow employees to work off-the-clock, and that
managers never stereotype a job assignment based on gender.

Department of Labor Launches Wage Violation Self-Reporting Program
The Wage and Hour Division (WHD) of the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) announced the
launching of a nationwide pilot program that encourages employers to audit their own pay
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practices and self-report any Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) violations they find. The new
program, the Payroll Audit Independent Determination (PAID) program, is intended to facilitate
resolutions of potential overtime and minimum wage violations. The DOL said that the
program’s primary objectives are to resolve claims expeditiously and without litigation, to
improve employers’ compliance with overtime and minimum wage obligations, and to ensure
that more employees receive the back wages they are owed—faster.
WHD will implement this pilot program for approximately six months. At the end of the pilot
period, WHD will evaluate the effectiveness of the program, as well as potential modifications to
the program, to determine its next steps.
For details on how the program works, who can participate, and other pertinent information,
visit the Wage and Hour Division’s (WHD) web site.

______________________________________________
APA News
______________________________________________
Resources on Sexual Harassment Available as We Recognize National Women's History
Month
As the #MeToo movement continues to expand, libraries have been asking for resources to
help address concerns of their staff. In response to these requests, a website with a variety of
resources on sexual harassment has been posted on the ALA website. Included on the site are
tips on What to Do If You Feel You Have Been Subjected to Sexual Harassment, resources
from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), articles related to sexual
harassment in libraries as well as a number of other materials.
Although harassment is not a woman’s-only issue, we are taking the opportunity to highlight
contributions of women. During the entire month of March, the ALA Committee on the Status
of Women in Librarianship (COSWL) will recognize and celebrate women’s achievements
with National Women’s History Month.
National Women’s History Month traces its origins back to March 8, 1857, when women from
New York City factories staged a protest over working conditions. International Women’s Day
was later observed in 1909. In 1981, the U.S. Congress designated the second week of March
National Women’s History Week, and in 1987 Congress expanded it to a month-long
observance.
According to a recently published report by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Women in the
Labor Force: A Databook, women make up over 85 percent of the library profession. Over the
years, the ALA women’s groups have helped to develop evaluative tools, guidelines and
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programs to enhance the opportunities and the image of women in the library profession.
Here are some resources that are available:
Harassment in the Workplace
Caregiver’s Toolkit (COSWL)
Women of Library History (FTF)
Women and Gender Studies Web Sites (WGSS)
For additional resources and information on how to celebrate National Women’s History
Month, visit: the National Women’s History Month Resources page .

National Library Workers Day

Reminder: National Library Workers Day (NLWD) and Equal Pay Day Next Month
In the February issue of Library Worklife we mentioned the fact that once every few years
the dates for National Library Workers Day (NLWD) and Equal Pay Day coincide with one
another. This is one of those years. Both will be held on April 10, 2018. We are encouraging
individuals, groups, and libraries to celebrate both days together. Library organizations are
encouraged to host celebrations and submit names of stars to honor great workers, teams or
departments by visiting the NLWD website. Consider purchasing an official NLWD poster,
satchels or t-shirts for your staff from the ALA Store.
In addition, library workers are asked to wear red on April 10, 2018 to symbolize how far
women and minorities are “in the red” with their pay. As a female dominated profession (over
85%) pay equity is an issue that affects all library workers regardless of gender. For more
details on both days, see the February issue of Library Worklife.

______________________________________________
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WORK/LIFE
______________________________________________
Ways to Relax Before Bedtime and Improve Sleep
Have you ever had one of those days when everything seems to be going non-stop, full-speed
ahead with no time for breaks or even lunch? Are there days when you leave work and even
then, things don’t seem to slow down? Days like this make it hard to shut down at the end of
the day. You might find that it can be difficult to fall asleep if you haven’t prepared your body
and mind for this transition. If you are constantly moving and on the go in the hours before
bedtime and then jump into bed, should it be any surprise that your mind is still going when
you’d rather fall asleep? The author of this article suggests six calming things to try to help
ease yourself into a state of readiness for sleep.

______________________________________________
_____________________________
DONATE to APA
The APA does not have members. It is a companion
organization to the ALA and serves its members and the library community at large.
Please consider supporting our efforts by giving financially. Your contributions and
support make it possible for the organization to continue to strive every day for the
advancement of all library employees. No gift is too small. On the ALA homepage, go to
“ giveALA” and select “ Offices â†’
Other” and then ALA-APA.

______________________________________________
Subscribe
______________________________________________
Did someone forward this issue of Library Worklife to you? Want your own issue sent
directly to your in-box? Visit our subscription page.

______________________________________________
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From: "Twitter" <info@twitter.com>
Sent Date: Sat, 13 Jan 2018 18:19:24 -0700 (MST)
Michelle Hayward Tweeted: RT @mccoyderek: Two years ago we removed the biggest bank of lockers to create this collab workspace for students. When I see
Subject:
this many st…
To: "Deborah Beard" <deborah.beard@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Your Highlights
Michelle Hayward
@Principal_MOH
RT @mccoyderek: Two years ago we removed the biggest
bank of lockers to create this collab workspace for students.
When I see this many st…

Paul Erickson
@PrincipalPaul
RT @SJNeill13: New Blog Post: Finding Hope in Our Students ----> samanthaneill.blogspot.com/2018/01/hope-i…
#ecet2 #whyiteach #ksedchat @Tolerance_org @teach…

ABC News
@ABC
Members of a South African opposition party stormed into some
H&M stores across the country in protest of a controversial
promotional image posted to the company's website recently.
abcn.ws/2r4zKLP
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79

120

240

Brad Currie
@TheBradCurrie
Love it!!!! #FlyEaglesFly twitter.com/angelocataldi/…
2

Tom Murray
@thomascmurray
4 Tools to Help Empower Kids to Stand Up for What’s Right
#edchat

4 Tools to Help Empower Kids to Stand Up for What’s
Right
Compared to some of the other social and emotional
learning (SEL) strengths , there’s limited... more
edtechupdate.com
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3

Dr. Tony Sinanis
@TonySinanis
Something to consider as we reflect on our potentially gender
biased expectations of students in our schools...

I’m Not Trying to Raise A ‘Sweet’ Little Girl
I want her to be able to draw her own boundaries and
stick to them, without guilt.
scarymommy.com
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See more on Twitter
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We sent this email to @eduktor1
Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco,
CA 94103
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Annette Hardin" <Annette.Hardin@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 16 Jan 2018 11:23:42 -0700 (MST)
MLK I have a dream Speech Analysis
"Teresa Naggs" <Teresa.Naggs@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:MLK I have a dream Speech Analysis.docx (31.46k)

I found this and thought you may make some use of it. The workbook page with rhetoric notes is page 86. Thanks for the suggestion.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Andrea Molina" <Andrea.Molina@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 5 Mar 2018 10:13:32 -0700 (MST)
Molina & Munoz Lesson Plans
"Misti Fernandez" <Misti.Fernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RISE Feb 26-March 9.docx (17.88k) Math-February 26-March 16.xlsx (45.6k) March-ELA LessonPlans (Molina_Munoz) 1-16.docx (71.88k)

Here are our March lesson plans. Please let me know if you have any questions J
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Michele Perez" <moonchele6780@yahoo.com>
Sun, 29 Apr 2018 21:52:22 -0600 (MDT)
My newest paper
"Michele Perez" <michele.perez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Dad (Doug Mullins)" <douglasmullins@att.net>

Attachments:Organizational Problem and Background PSL 7020 Unit 3, Assignment 1.docx (49.98k)

Read when you can......love you, Chele
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Sarah Flores" <cggs.school.email@gmail.com>
Tue, 30 Jan 2018 10:53:17 -0700 (MST)
N Ren / Ref Test
"Marta Donaghe" <marta.donaghe@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Question: Using the information you have gained from studying the Northern Renaissance, and the Reformation, what is the most significant aspect, person, event, or item within this time period? Make
sure to justify the choice with evidence which is explained. Also, make sure you explain HOW it has influenced today.
Answer: The most significant event within the Northern Renaissance and the Reformation time period is when the Protestant Christians separated from the Catholic Church. Previously, almost everyone
followed Catholic Church and ignorantly obeyed their corrupted commands, but with the invention of the printing press, people could read the Bible for themselves and began to question the Church's
methods. This initiated the Reformation, a protest of the Catholic Church that resulted in new Protestant religions and warfare between these religions and the Catholic Church. The effects of such an
earth-shattering event are still clearly evident in today's society. Some examples include the existence of various Protestant religions and the ability for people to interpret the Bible for themselves. In
conclusion, the Reformation brought about momentous changes in society, culture, and religion that are still present to this day.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"LaVern Shan" <LaVern.Shan@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sat, 24 Feb 2018 11:50:31 -0700 (MST)
National Day of Action Walkout Response
"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:National Day of Action Walkout Response.docx (23.07k)

Dr. Rodríguez,
You may have already seen this. . .but I liked the format and the messaging.
Something along this format in a couple of areas would be excellent guidance to school leaders.
LaVern
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"LaVern Shan" <LaVern.Shan@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 23 Feb 2018 22:37:53 -0700 (MST)
National Day of Action Walkout Response.docx
"LaVern Shan" <LaVern.Shan@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:ATT00001.txt (32 bytes) National Day of Action Walkout Response.docx (24.5k)

http://www.aasa.org/uploadedFiles/Policy_and_Advocacy/files/National%20Day%20of%20Action%20Walkout%20Response.docx

-------------------------------

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Cindy Romero" <Cindy.Romero@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 28 Feb 2018 09:40:38 -0700 (MST)
National Day of Action Walkout
"Andrew Harris" <Andrew.Harris@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:National Day of Action Walkout Response.pdf (82.79k)

Dr. Rodríguez asked me to forward this to you.
Thanks,
Cindy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Male Supplements TRIAL" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Tue, 23 Jan 2018 20:43:07 -0700 (MST)
Naturally bigger by 4 inches overnight
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

#1 weird trick to grow extra inches OVERNIGHT

Get Your FREE Trial Now!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Marta Donaghe" <Marta.Donaghe@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 6 Apr 2018 13:12:01 -0600 (MDT)
NCAA ELIGIBILITY INFO
"Eric Spencer" <Eric.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:NCAA EVAL QUESTION.docx (23.34k) CECHS WORLD HISTORY PRE AND POST TEST.docx (28.12k) CECHS WORLD HISTORY MIDTERM EXAM.docx (24.47k)
CECHS WORLD HISTORY AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT UNIT EXAM.docx (500.39k) CECHS WORLD HISTORY 2018 CURRIC MAP.docx (66.23k)

Mr. Spencer,
Attached is the information I believe you need in regards to the World History Course. I am also sending a USB to you if you are needing to upload it instead of scanning it. I will also
provide a hard copy once my 4th period is over and am able to print it in the ECHS building! Let me know if there is anything else I need to do for this. I'm apologize for not getting this
to you much sooner.
-Ms.Donaghe
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From: "Tammy" <tammy@bringthenews.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2018 07:56:05 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Need to Rent a Home?
To: <yolanda.pirtle@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

agood
have
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Yolanda.pirtle
roadmap
hmm...
docking.
ship
for
used
be
will
tech
same
the
loaded.
fully
when
dock
to
need
weekend?

Turn rent payments intoHOME
OWNERSHIP!
Feb 6, 2018
Use our fun and easy tool too see rent-to-own listings in your area. If
you can't find a new home ranting-to-own is a great path to home
ownership.

View Homes In Your Area

MORE ABOUT STORMS
>Weather
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>Tornadoes
>Thunderstorms
>Snowstorms

Exit-these-messages- C.P.N.M Street--4 4 5 North Delany rd City--gurnee State--IL Zip--60031
ferguson wasn?t a protest. it was a riot. por que no los dos? it was. there were peaceful people and then there were rioters. unfortunately law enforcement had to equip to deal with the worst. eh, i get the tanks part, don?t really see the problem with ?grenade? launchers (they use tear gas rounds in
box? i'd imagine it'd want to relieve itself at some point during the day...sorry if it's a weird question but i keep wondering lol i was pretty sure the air freshener is a bear crossing the road politely holding up
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NASSP Principals Update" <PrincipalUpdate@nassp.bulletinmedia.com>
Tue, 13 Mar 2018 05:38:33 -0600 (MDT)
New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment
<jana.smith@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Jana Smith

Tuesday, March 13, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Washington Arts Commission Brings Art Program To
Local Elementary School.
The Skagit Valley (WA) Herald (3/12) reports the Mount Vernon
Arts Commission in Washington recently brought its “Meet the
Masters” program to Jefferson Elementary School. For the last
two months, the program “has been held after school locally once
a week.” The Arts Commission financed the program’s
“curricula, which includes art supplies so students can re-create
the work of famous artists.” The “Meet the Masters” program
“has existed since the mid-1980s, according to its website,” but it
was introduced to the Arts Commission by Mount Vernon Mayor
Jill Boudreau, whose own children “participated in the program
when the family was living in California.”

Michigan Elementary School Hosts Expo To Introduce STEM To Young Students.
The Midland (MI) Daily News (3/12) reports Central Park Elementary School in Michigan hosted the Great Lakes Bay
Region FIRST LEGO League Jr. Expo on Saturday, granting more than 100 students on 17 teams “the chance to
explore STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) concepts with a challenge called ‘Aqua Adventure.’”
Each team received a trophy and all students were awarded medals. Bob Lipscomb, the IT project manager at
Nexteer Automotive, which sponsored Saturday’s event, explained that not a competition, as “FIRST LEGO League
Jr. is geared toward K-3 students, and aims to build interest in STEM and get young students ‘exposed to a very
simple programming concept.’”

Indiana State Lawmaker Abandons Plan To Let Schools Hire Unlicensed Teachers.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports that on Monday, three days before the end of Indiana’s state legislative session,
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state Sen. Andy Zay said “he plans to strip out the language that would have allowed schools to hire unlicensed
teachers to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching positions.” Zay explained that “even without the unlicensed teacher
language, there are still tools in the bill available to schools looking to address the teacher shortage.” The provision
was controversial, and state teacher agencies, including the Indiana Federation of Teachers, argued “that salary
increases for all teachers would be more effective in addressing pipeline concerns than extra pay for a few select
classes of teachers.” The search “for creative solutions to the teaching shortage has been a priority of the
department and Jennifer McCormick, the state superintendent of public instruction.”

Minneapolis Public Schools, Teachers Union Reach Tentative Contract Agreement.
Minneapolis Public Schools superintendent Ed Graff sent a letter to district staff and obtained by the Minneapolis Star
Tribune (3/11) revealing that the negotiators for the district and Minneapolis Federation of Teachers “broke a
deadlock that followed numerous talks over 10 months” and reached a tentative contract agreement. In the letter,
Graff said “that he is pleased the district found a way to honor teachers with the realities of building a financially
sustainable future for the district.” The MFT’s executive board will review the tentative deal on Tuesday and publicly
reveal the details if its teachers approve it in a vote scheduled for March 29 and 30. The Tribune notes MPS “is
wrestling with a $33 million budget deficit for the 2018-19 school year and decreasing enrollment,” while MFT “is
pushing for pay raises, smaller class sizes and a $15 minimum wage for all employees.”

Tulsa Teachers Protest In Anticipation Of Possible Statewide Walkout.
The Tulsa (OK) World (3/12) reports Tulsa Public Schools, the second-largest district in Oklahoma, protested Monday
“to ‘work the contract,’ an effort to not work beyond the seven hours and 50 minutes required of them by their
contract.” The “teachers’ unified front” was aimed at building momentum for a statewide teacher walkout that the
Oklahoma Education Association threatened last week “if the Oklahoma Legislature doesn’t fund a teacher pay
raise and increase common education funding by April 1.” In a Facebook post, TPS superintendent Deborah Gist
said if the OEA calls for the walkout, it “will be extraordinarily difficult for our teachers – they are deeply committed to
your children and want only what is best for them academically, personally, and socially.” She added, “Your teachers
are taking this job action because your children matter, and they deserve a well-funded public education system
where their teachers can afford to stay long enough to see them graduate.”

Transgender Teachers Discuss Efforts To Combat Bullying, Facilitate Gender Diversity
Awareness.
NPR’s (3/12) “NPR Ed” said as gender diversity awareness grows, “schools in particular have been a battleground
for gender rights.” Citing interviews with 15 individuals and a “survey of dozens more trans and gendernonconforming educators around the country,” NPR says that teachers “are becoming more visible, more active,
more organized.” Many trans teachers told NPR that “they were bullied as students, and they feel that their work in
the classroom can be, quite literally, a matter of life and death.” They recalled having few role models in their youth –
“largely in the 1980s and 1990s” – and that school in particular “was not always an accepting space.” Those
teachers are now “marching, writing lesson plans, changing the signs on bathroom doors and, alongside their
students, pushing colleagues and school administrators and elected officials to improve awareness of gender
issues.”

NJ Senate President Proposes Funding For Special-Education Programs.
Philly (PA) (3/12) reports that New Jersey state Senate President Stephen Sweeney (D-Gloucester) is seeking “to
devote the bulk of a proposed education funding increase next year to special education.” The article notes that
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under Sweeney’s plan, state funds going towards special-education costs would be “paid for by a corporate-tax”
increase. However, it’s unclear if Gov. Phil Murphy (D-NJ) will endorse the plan. John Donahue, executive director of
the New Jersey Association of School Business Officials, said, “I have been asked, if the state could provide school
districts with additional support, where would you put it? My answer is special education.” He added, “Every district
has this problem.” He noted that districts typically spend around 22% of their budget on special education, an
increase from around 13% for the 2006-2007 school year.

Congress Proposes Contrasting School Safety Bills.
Education Week (3/12) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, congressional Republicans “want to focus
on school-safety initiatives, not gun control.” The House and Senate are both pushing bills called the Students,
Teachers and Officers Preventing (STOP) School Violence Act that are broadly similar, but there are “a few key
areas where the bills aren’t the same.” The article contrasts the two plans.
ABC News (3/12, Phelps) reports President Trump is “set to endorse formally” the STOP School Violence Act
and the “FIX NICS Bill, which calls for making improvements to the nation’s background check system.”

Students Around Country Planning Walkout
Wednesday, Again On April 20.
The Albuquerque (NM) Journal (3/12) reports students across the
country are expected to walk out of classes on March 14 and April
20 “in response to school shootings. The walkouts, which aim to
honor the victims of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
and Columbine High School massacres, are stirring some
controversy and confusion at a local level.” The paper relates the
debate over how administrators should address “keeping
students safe while not quashing their First Amendment rights.”
The Houston Chronicle (3/12, Lewis) reports on lingering
controversy in Fort Bend County, Texas, where students “are still
finalizing plans to honor the 17 students and teachers gunned
down at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School on Valentine’s
Day in a way that won’t cross the line that their superintendent drew last month when he made national headlines for
threatening to suspend students who walk out of class in protest of gun violence.” Local students “say they
understand the firm stance — called unconstitutional by some civil rights groups — that Superintendent Curtis
Rhodes took.” However, “three civil rights organizations, the Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights Project and Texas
Appleseed, sent a letter saying his comments raised constitutional problems.” Also reporting are WRC-TV
Washington Washington (3/12), Philly (PA) (3/12), the Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/12), the San Francisco Chronicle
(3/12), and Chalkbeat (3/12).

WPost Analysis Examines Armed Staff In Ohio Schools.
The Washington Post (3/12, Heim) reports from Riverside, OH that 32 safes were installed last summer “spread out
among the four elementary schools, the two middle schools, the high school and the administration building of the
Mad River Local Schools district...on the outskirts of Dayton,” and on August 14, “the first day of school for the
district’s 3,900 students, each safe contained the centerpiece of the district’s new security plan: a semiautomatic
pistol and a removable magazine loaded with bullets.” The weapons, “paid for with money from the district’s
operating budget, are for teachers and staffers who have volunteered and trained to be part of the school’s response
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team if a shooter enters a building.” The Post adds that “in 10 states, schools allow teachers and staff members to
be armed, with administrators’ permission,” and that “after the shooting that took 17 lives at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Florida last month, pressure is increasing to expand that approach.”

Teachers Report Feeling “Hyper-Aware” Of Possibility Of Threats After Parkland.
NBC News (3/12) reports that Sylvania, Ohio high school teacher Dan Greenberg says “he’s hyper-aware of the
possibility of more school shootings” in a way that he was not before the Parkland massacre. The attack “has left an
indelible uneasiness among teachers and students across the country — and a determination to bring a sense of
safety back to the classroom.”

Iowa District Debates Training Students To Fight Back.
The Hechinger Report (3/12) reports that administrators in Ames, Iowa have revisited how they are preparing for
potential active shooter attacks, and that the debate is centered on whether to train students “to fight back” in such a
scenario. The district already puts staff through ALICE Training, which “stands for alert, lockdown, inform, counter
and evacuate.’ The ‘C’ in this acronym, for ‘counter,’ is controversial, because it means training people to fight
back if a person with a gun enters their classroom.” The article notes that ED “has supported teaching adults the
fight method, but not students.”

FBI: Over 100 School Threats In Louisiana Since Parkland Shootings.
The AP (3/11) reports the FBI and Louisiana state police said on Monday that in the month since the Parkland
massacre, “authorities have investigated at least 106 threats of violence in or near schools in Louisiana.” This report
came “as the University of New Orleans was reopening its campus following the arrest of a suspect in one such
threat.”

Parents, Officials Express Concerns About Indiana Bullying Prevention System.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports on “large discrepancies” in Indiana state data on school bullying which “officials
and parents worried” that schools are failing to report many bullying incidents to the state as required by a five-yearold law. “Last academic year, Indiana schools reported more than 4,500 instances of bullying — a number parents
say barely scratches the surface, and officials acknowledge is likely inaccurate.”

Family Of Alabama School Shooting Victim Calls For Reform.
The AP (3/11, Moench) reports that Shenise Abercrombie, the aunt of Courtlin Arrington, who was “killed by a fellow
student at an Alabama high school last week is calling for school safety reform and action against gun violence. ...
Abercrombie said her family wants to work with the city to make Birmingham schools safer. She suggested more
security officers and increased searches at school entrances.”

FROM NASSP
College Decision-Making Is Focus of Next NHS/NJHS College Planning Webinar
The National Honor Societies present the next in their college admission and planning webinar series,
“You’re Accepted—Now What?” The webinar is ideal for seniors faced with a decision in choosing
one school among multiple offers. For those students who have made a selection, valuable tips to prepare
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for fall entry will be shared. Younger NHS and NJHS members will also pick up important guidance well
before faced with the decision-making process. The webinar airs Wednesday, March 21, 7:00–8:00 p.m.
(ET). Registration is now open for NHS and NJHS student members, parents, and faculty/staff of affiliated
schools at www.nhs.us/webinars and www.njhs.us/webinars.
The National Honor Societies—NHS and NJHS—are programs of NASSP.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
USA Today (3/12, Cerbin) reports that after West Virginia Secretary of Education and the Arts Gayle Manchin “called
politics on a bill that would terminate her department,” Gov. Jim Justice fired her. In a Monday statement, Manchin,
the state’s former first lady, wrote, “In an obvious rush to score partisan points, the Republican state legislature
passed dangerous and destructive legislation to eliminate the Office of Education and the Arts on a mostly party-line
vote.” Justice subsequently released a statement accusing Manchin of introducing politics to the issue and
disregarding instructions from his chief of staff to refrain from commenting on the issue.
The Charleston (WV) Gazette-Mail (3/12) reports Justice fired Manchin after she “sent out a news release in
which she offered to ‘resign to remove any political pressure.’” In Justice’s statement, he said, “She was told that
we accepted her resignation, she refused, and we terminated her.” After being informed of the governor’s decision,
Manchin “said her earlier offer to resign was contingent on being able to ‘sit down and work out how we can resolve
this in a responsible, compassionate way if he wanted to dissolve the Cabinet.’”
The AP (3/12) reports that under the bill, the department’s agencies, which “include Culture and History, Public
Broadcasting, the Center for Professional Development, the Library Commission, Rehabilitation Services and
Volunteer West Virginia,” would “either be absorbed by other departments or continue as separate agencies within
the executive branch.” The Huntington (WV) Herald-Dispatch (3/12) also covers this story.

DOJ Unveils School Safety Proposals.
USA Today (3/13, Icsman) reports DOJ “announced Monday its plans to prioritize giving grants to local and state law
enforcement agencies that plan to hire more officers in an attempt to improve school safety.” Attorney General
Sessions said in a statement, “No child should have to fear going to school or walking the streets of their
neighborhood. ... Today, I am directing the Department of Justice to take a number of new steps that will help make
schools and the American people safer from the threat of gun violence.” Sessions “will also encourage each state to
make sure local law enforcement is reporting to state-run databases that the FBI accesses during background
checks. Right now, reporting that information is voluntary on the part of states.”
The Washington Times (3/12, Mordock) says Sessions’ “proposals include holding federal agencies
accountable for failing to update the National Instant Criminal Background Check System; ordering the FBI to identify
states that are not reporting arrests to state databases and more aggressive prosecution of individuals who lie on gun
applications.” Said Sessions, in a letter to FBI Director Wray, “It is essential that relevant mental health
determinations by state and local officers are accessible to the NICS system. ... We cannot allow an individual who is
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prohibited from possessing firearms to pass a background check simply because the information was not made
available to you.” Sessions also “sent a letter to US Attorneys across the country demanding ‘swift and aggressive’
prosecution of people who lie on their firearm applications.”
Politico (3/12, Gerstein) reports DOJ is also “offering up to $1 million in emergency grant funding to Broward
County and other jurisdictions that responded to the shooting at the high school in Parkland, Florida, last month.”
The Washington Examiner (3/13, Cohen) reports DOJ also” reiterated that it has submitted a proposed
regulation to the Office of Management and Budget that would ‘effectively ban the manufacture, sale or possession’
of bump stocks – an announcement made Saturday.” However, says the Washington Post (3/12, Horwitz), “neither
the Justice Department initiatives nor Trump’s plan contain significant proposals to change gun laws. Instead,
Sessions’s actions enhance existing programs and call for more aggressively enforcing current law.”

DeVos Touts Administration’s School Safety Plan On
Morning Shows.
Politico (3/12, Emma) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos appeared
on NBC’s “Today” to promote “the Trump administration’s plan to arm
school staff, but said a gun in every classroom wouldn’t be
‘appropriate.’” Asked by co-anchor Savannah Guthrie “what
percentage of teachers should be armed,” DeVos replied, “I don’t have
a percentage. It should only be those capable and qualified and only in
places where it’s appropriate.” Asked whether every classroom should
have an armed adult, DeVos replied, “I don’t think that would be
appropriate and I don’t think anybody would agree that would be. ... The
point is that schools should have this tool if they choose to use the tool. …
Nobody should be mandated to do it.”
Asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) why the school safety proposal
does not include raising the age to by “assault-style” weapons from 18 to 21 since the President specifically said he
supported it, DeVos said, “The plan is a first step in a more lengthy process. And the proposals that the President
has put forward really encompass a lot of things that are supported on a broad bipartisan basis.” Asked again why it
is not included int he proposal given the President professed support, DeVos said, “Everything is on the table. And
the commission that is being formed that I will lead, is looking at this issue, along with a number of other issues. The
point being that we have to get much broader than just talking about guns and a gun issue, where camps go into their
corners.”
DeVos was asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) about the idea of arming teachers. Asked, “What percentage
of teachers at schools would need to be armed in your mind to be effective,” DeVos said, “I don’t have a
percentage. It should be those who are capable and qualified and only in place where’s it’s appropriate.” Asked if
there would be an armed teacher in every classroom, DeVos said, “I don’t think that would be appropriate. And I
don’t think anybody would agree that would be.” DeVos added, “This is an issue that is best decided by local
communities and by states. It is not going to be appropriate in every location. But it is going to be appropriate in some
places, like Texas has determined and Polk County, Florida has determined.”
Asked on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (3/12) if the ultimate goal is to “harden the schools,” DeVos said, “That’s
one of the opportunities we have and one of the responsibilities we have, frankly. We have many other venues in our
country that are kept safe and schools have to be a part of that equation as well. And, every state and every
community is going to do this slightly differently, but we are going to advance ways in which schools can be made
safer for students and which works for each community and for each state.” DeVos added that “there are pieces of
legislation before Congress today that can take significant steps in the right direction. Background checks, the Stop
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Violence Act. They have broad bipartisan support. And the President wants to see Congress act now, take these
steps today and then let’s look at what we can do as next steps beyond that.”
The Hill (3/12, Shelbourne) reports DeVos said on Today “that she does not think teachers should carry assaultstyle weapons as part of the Trump administration’s push to harden schools.” The Hill quotes DeVos saying, “I
don’t think assault weapons in schools, carried by any school personnel, is the appropriate thing. But again this is an
issue that I think is best decided at the local level by communities and by states.” Newsweek (3/12, Difazio) also
covers this story.

School Safety Commission Will Weigh Repealing Obama School Discipline Rules.
The Washington Times (3/12, Boyer) reports that “Trump’s new federal commission on school safety will consider
repealing an Obama administration policy that discourages expelling or suspending unruly students due to concerns
that such disciplinary actions unfairly target minorities.” The Obama-era directive “advised school districts that
disciplinary policies could constitute ‘unlawful discrimination’ under federal civil rights law if they resulted in a
‘disproportionate and unjustified effect on students of a particular race.’”
USA Today (3/12, Toppo) reports the Trump Administration’s school safety plan includes “the announcement
of a new Federal Commission on School Safety, led by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos. It will consider, among
other issues, repealing the Obama administration’s ‘Rethink School Discipline’ policies.” The announcement
sparked concern among “school safety, civil rights and teachers’ advocates,” who “say protecting schools from
outside gunmen is an entirely different job from the day-to-day effort to manage school discipline so it doesn’t
discriminate against minority and disabled students.”
The Wall Street Journal (3/12, Subscription Publication) reports DeVos’ history of opposing federal gun control
and of criticizing school discipline policies as lenient could foreshadow how she will move forward in leading the
school safety panel. The Journal notes that under DeVos, ED has appeared to be moving toward reversing the
Obama-era discipline policies.
In a separate article, the Washington Times (3/12, Persons) reports that DeVos said on Fox News Monday
morning that the commission “will take a look at increasing the age requirement to purchase all firearms.” The Times
quotes DeVos saying, “Everything is on the table, and part of the job of this commission will be to study that and see
if that is advanced ultimately as a recommendation in next steps.”

NASBE, CCSSO Say States Are Exceeding ESSA’s Requirements.
In commentary for the Seventy Four (3/12), Kristen J. Amundson, president and CEO of the National Association of
State Boards of Education, and Carissa Miller, interim executive director of the Council of Chief State School Officers,
write about the work their organizations have done with states in drafting their ESSA plans, saying that the states are
taking advantage of the law’s flexibility and requirement that states “move from a compliance mentality, asking only
what the law allows, to asking what will improve schools for all kids.” The writers say states are “not only meeting
ESSA requirements but, in many cases, moving beyond them to realize a better vision of education for all students.”

Indiana State DOE Report Examines School Voucher Program.
The AP (3/12) reports the Indiana state Department of Education released a report that found state spending on the
school voucher program increased “to $153 million for the 2017-18 academic year and helped more than 35,000
students attend private secular and religious schools.” The report found participation in the program increased by 3.4
percent in the current school year, and that “the number of students who are using vouchers and have never
attended an Indiana public school” reached a record high. It also “estimated financial losses for public school
districts based on the number of students living within district boundaries who attend voucher schools.” Fort Wayne
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Community Schools “saw the highest financial hit, more than $20 million, among Indiana public schools.” FWCS
school board president Julie Hollingsworth lamented that “it is easy to see that public school districts are being asked
to do more with fewer resources.”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
The Press of Atlantic City (NJ) (3/12) reports that last week, the New Jersey state Department of Education released
guidance detailing its plans to replace the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers, or
PARCC, which “has been criticized by many educators and school districts since its implementation four years ago
as overly burdensome.” In a March 6 memo, acting state Education Commissioner Lamont Repollet confirmed the
assessment will be administered this year because it is logistically too late to shift to another exam, but added that the
state DOE will form an advisory group and meet with stakeholders from every county to devise a plan. The New
Jersey Education Association was “pleased with the content of the memo,” with president Marie Blistan saying that
NJEA officials “are glad to know that PARCC’s days are numbered,” as “it was a poorly planned, poorly executed
fiasco that undermined real teaching and learning in New Jersey’s classrooms.”
In an editorial, North Jersey (NJ) Media Group (3/12) cautions that “it’s a little more complicated” than what
Gov. Phil Murphy portrayed when he vowed to “promptly jettison” PARCC after taking office. New Jersey cannot
“just decide to drop standardized student assessments entirely; laws require that it have some form of testing to
evaluate how students are being served,” NJMG says. It that former Gov. Chris Christie’s administration had a
“desire to denigrate public schools, and the PARCC exams, with far lower passing rates than predecessor tests
under the guise of raising the academic bar,” but his successor, Murphy, “brings a different, more supportive
perspective.” While Murphy’s reevaluation may end “without major changes,” NJMG says it imagines PARCC’s
replacement “will be a more reasonable assessment of student performance.” Yet, NJMG cautions, “that can’t just
mean making it easier.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
DeVos Stresses States’ Lack Authority To Regulate Student Loan Servicers.
Inside Higher Ed (3/12) reports that on Friday, Education Secretary Betsy DeVos issued a legal interpretation
regarding “whether states have the authority to regulate federal student loan servicers,” saying “that the federal
government exclusively has the power to provide that oversight.” DeVos argued that state regulatory efforts “conflict
with federal law and the obligations of federally contracted entities.” Democrats and consumer advocacy groups
“called it another attempt to weaken protections for student loan borrowers.”
The Chronicle of Higher Education (3/12) reports that ED published a notice in the Federal Register on Monday
laying out “that the federal government, not the states, is responsible for overseeing loan servicing. But several state
legislatures are considering — or have passed — bills to tighten the rules governing the companies, and the
department’s new interpretation would pre-empt those laws.” This piece reports “several consumer advocates and
state attorneys general quickly voiced their displeasure with the department’s interpretation after it became clear on
Friday that the department would use a broad reading of its authority. And two Democratic attorneys general said
they would disregard the guidance.”

Universities Express Concern About Shrinking Number Of Student Visas.
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CNN Money (3/12, Kavilanz) reports that according to recent data from the State Department, “the number of F-1
visas issued to foreign students seeking to attend college and other types of academic institutions in the United
States decreased by 17% in the year that ended September 30, 2017.” The piece quotes Earl Johnson, vice
president of enrollment and student services at the University of Tulsa in Oklahoma, saying, “The current
administration’s ‘America First’ mantra is causing [international students] a great deal of anxiety and fear. Also, the
cost of college tuition, on average, has gone up 40% in the last 10 years. It’s weighing on them.” The article says
these developments are “bad news for schools that have large international student populations.”

Op-Ed: Survey Results Show US College Students More Inclined To Protest Free Speech.
In an op-ed in the Washington Post (3/9) Jeffrey Selingo, a professor of practice at Arizona State University, notes
the results of a new Gallup and Knight Foundation survey released Monday of 3,000 US college students. The survey
indicated that students “generally endorse the ideals of free speech.” However, “once that speech begins to infringe
on their values, they’re likely to support policies that place limits on speech” like “free-speech zones, speech codes
and prohibitions on hate speech.” The survey found that 53% “think that handing out literature on controversial
issues is ‘always acceptable.’” Furthermore, 37% “said that shouting down speakers was acceptable, at least
sometimes” while 10% “said it was acceptable sometimes to use violence to prevent someone from speaking.”
Selingo concludes by saying that students are not “protesting with as much passion about the things that directly
affect them: cuts to state budgets, taxes on endowments and proposals before Congress right now to revise federal
student loans.”
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Tuesday, March 13, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Washington Arts Commission Brings Art Program To
Local Elementary School.
The Skagit Valley (WA) Herald (3/12) reports the Mount Vernon
Arts Commission in Washington recently brought its “Meet the
Masters” program to Jefferson Elementary School. For the last
two months, the program “has been held after school locally once
a week.” The Arts Commission financed the program’s
“curricula, which includes art supplies so students can re-create
the work of famous artists.” The “Meet the Masters” program
“has existed since the mid-1980s, according to its website,” but it
was introduced to the Arts Commission by Mount Vernon Mayor
Jill Boudreau, whose own children “participated in the program
when the family was living in California.”

Michigan Elementary School Hosts Expo To Introduce STEM To Young Students.
The Midland (MI) Daily News (3/12) reports Central Park Elementary School in Michigan hosted the Great Lakes Bay
Region FIRST LEGO League Jr. Expo on Saturday, granting more than 100 students on 17 teams “the chance to
explore STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) concepts with a challenge called ‘Aqua Adventure.’”
Each team received a trophy and all students were awarded medals. Bob Lipscomb, the IT project manager at
Nexteer Automotive, which sponsored Saturday’s event, explained that not a competition, as “FIRST LEGO League
Jr. is geared toward K-3 students, and aims to build interest in STEM and get young students ‘exposed to a very
simple programming concept.’”

Indiana State Lawmaker Abandons Plan To Let Schools Hire Unlicensed Teachers.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports that on Monday, three days before the end of Indiana’s state legislative session,
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state Sen. Andy Zay said “he plans to strip out the language that would have allowed schools to hire unlicensed
teachers to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching positions.” Zay explained that “even without the unlicensed teacher
language, there are still tools in the bill available to schools looking to address the teacher shortage.” The provision
was controversial, and state teacher agencies, including the Indiana Federation of Teachers, argued “that salary
increases for all teachers would be more effective in addressing pipeline concerns than extra pay for a few select
classes of teachers.” The search “for creative solutions to the teaching shortage has been a priority of the
department and Jennifer McCormick, the state superintendent of public instruction.”

Minneapolis Public Schools, Teachers Union Reach Tentative Contract Agreement.
Minneapolis Public Schools superintendent Ed Graff sent a letter to district staff and obtained by the Minneapolis Star
Tribune (3/11) revealing that the negotiators for the district and Minneapolis Federation of Teachers “broke a
deadlock that followed numerous talks over 10 months” and reached a tentative contract agreement. In the letter,
Graff said “that he is pleased the district found a way to honor teachers with the realities of building a financially
sustainable future for the district.” The MFT’s executive board will review the tentative deal on Tuesday and publicly
reveal the details if its teachers approve it in a vote scheduled for March 29 and 30. The Tribune notes MPS “is
wrestling with a $33 million budget deficit for the 2018-19 school year and decreasing enrollment,” while MFT “is
pushing for pay raises, smaller class sizes and a $15 minimum wage for all employees.”

Tulsa Teachers Protest In Anticipation Of Possible Statewide Walkout.
The Tulsa (OK) World (3/12) reports Tulsa Public Schools, the second-largest district in Oklahoma, protested Monday
“to ‘work the contract,’ an effort to not work beyond the seven hours and 50 minutes required of them by their
contract.” The “teachers’ unified front” was aimed at building momentum for a statewide teacher walkout that the
Oklahoma Education Association threatened last week “if the Oklahoma Legislature doesn’t fund a teacher pay
raise and increase common education funding by April 1.” In a Facebook post, TPS superintendent Deborah Gist
said if the OEA calls for the walkout, it “will be extraordinarily difficult for our teachers – they are deeply committed to
your children and want only what is best for them academically, personally, and socially.” She added, “Your teachers
are taking this job action because your children matter, and they deserve a well-funded public education system
where their teachers can afford to stay long enough to see them graduate.”

Transgender Teachers Discuss Efforts To Combat Bullying, Facilitate Gender Diversity
Awareness.
NPR’s (3/12) “NPR Ed” said as gender diversity awareness grows, “schools in particular have been a battleground
for gender rights.” Citing interviews with 15 individuals and a “survey of dozens more trans and gendernonconforming educators around the country,” NPR says that teachers “are becoming more visible, more active,
more organized.” Many trans teachers told NPR that “they were bullied as students, and they feel that their work in
the classroom can be, quite literally, a matter of life and death.” They recalled having few role models in their youth –
“largely in the 1980s and 1990s” – and that school in particular “was not always an accepting space.” Those
teachers are now “marching, writing lesson plans, changing the signs on bathroom doors and, alongside their
students, pushing colleagues and school administrators and elected officials to improve awareness of gender
issues.”

NJ Senate President Proposes Funding For Special-Education Programs.
Philly (PA) (3/12) reports that New Jersey state Senate President Stephen Sweeney (D-Gloucester) is seeking “to
devote the bulk of a proposed education funding increase next year to special education.” The article notes that
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under Sweeney’s plan, state funds going towards special-education costs would be “paid for by a corporate-tax”
increase. However, it’s unclear if Gov. Phil Murphy (D-NJ) will endorse the plan. John Donahue, executive director of
the New Jersey Association of School Business Officials, said, “I have been asked, if the state could provide school
districts with additional support, where would you put it? My answer is special education.” He added, “Every district
has this problem.” He noted that districts typically spend around 22% of their budget on special education, an
increase from around 13% for the 2006-2007 school year.

Congress Proposes Contrasting School Safety Bills.
Education Week (3/12) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, congressional Republicans “want to focus
on school-safety initiatives, not gun control.” The House and Senate are both pushing bills called the Students,
Teachers and Officers Preventing (STOP) School Violence Act that are broadly similar, but there are “a few key
areas where the bills aren’t the same.” The article contrasts the two plans.
ABC News (3/12, Phelps) reports President Trump is “set to endorse formally” the STOP School Violence Act
and the “FIX NICS Bill, which calls for making improvements to the nation’s background check system.”

Students Around Country Planning Walkout
Wednesday, Again On April 20.
The Albuquerque (NM) Journal (3/12) reports students across the
country are expected to walk out of classes on March 14 and April
20 “in response to school shootings. The walkouts, which aim to
honor the victims of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
and Columbine High School massacres, are stirring some
controversy and confusion at a local level.” The paper relates the
debate over how administrators should address “keeping
students safe while not quashing their First Amendment rights.”
The Houston Chronicle (3/12, Lewis) reports on lingering
controversy in Fort Bend County, Texas, where students “are still
finalizing plans to honor the 17 students and teachers gunned
down at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School on Valentine’s
Day in a way that won’t cross the line that their superintendent drew last month when he made national headlines for
threatening to suspend students who walk out of class in protest of gun violence.” Local students “say they
understand the firm stance — called unconstitutional by some civil rights groups — that Superintendent Curtis
Rhodes took.” However, “three civil rights organizations, the Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights Project and Texas
Appleseed, sent a letter saying his comments raised constitutional problems.” Also reporting are WRC-TV
Washington Washington (3/12), Philly (PA) (3/12), the Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/12), the San Francisco Chronicle
(3/12), and Chalkbeat (3/12).

WPost Analysis Examines Armed Staff In Ohio Schools.
The Washington Post (3/12, Heim) reports from Riverside, OH that 32 safes were installed last summer “spread out
among the four elementary schools, the two middle schools, the high school and the administration building of the
Mad River Local Schools district...on the outskirts of Dayton,” and on August 14, “the first day of school for the
district’s 3,900 students, each safe contained the centerpiece of the district’s new security plan: a semiautomatic
pistol and a removable magazine loaded with bullets.” The weapons, “paid for with money from the district’s
operating budget, are for teachers and staffers who have volunteered and trained to be part of the school’s response
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team if a shooter enters a building.” The Post adds that “in 10 states, schools allow teachers and staff members to
be armed, with administrators’ permission,” and that “after the shooting that took 17 lives at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Florida last month, pressure is increasing to expand that approach.”

Teachers Report Feeling “Hyper-Aware” Of Possibility Of Threats After Parkland.
NBC News (3/12) reports that Sylvania, Ohio high school teacher Dan Greenberg says “he’s hyper-aware of the
possibility of more school shootings” in a way that he was not before the Parkland massacre. The attack “has left an
indelible uneasiness among teachers and students across the country — and a determination to bring a sense of
safety back to the classroom.”

Iowa District Debates Training Students To Fight Back.
The Hechinger Report (3/12) reports that administrators in Ames, Iowa have revisited how they are preparing for
potential active shooter attacks, and that the debate is centered on whether to train students “to fight back” in such a
scenario. The district already puts staff through ALICE Training, which “stands for alert, lockdown, inform, counter
and evacuate.’ The ‘C’ in this acronym, for ‘counter,’ is controversial, because it means training people to fight
back if a person with a gun enters their classroom.” The article notes that ED “has supported teaching adults the
fight method, but not students.”

FBI: Over 100 School Threats In Louisiana Since Parkland Shootings.
The AP (3/11) reports the FBI and Louisiana state police said on Monday that in the month since the Parkland
massacre, “authorities have investigated at least 106 threats of violence in or near schools in Louisiana.” This report
came “as the University of New Orleans was reopening its campus following the arrest of a suspect in one such
threat.”

Parents, Officials Express Concerns About Indiana Bullying Prevention System.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports on “large discrepancies” in Indiana state data on school bullying which “officials
and parents worried” that schools are failing to report many bullying incidents to the state as required by a five-yearold law. “Last academic year, Indiana schools reported more than 4,500 instances of bullying — a number parents
say barely scratches the surface, and officials acknowledge is likely inaccurate.”

Family Of Alabama School Shooting Victim Calls For Reform.
The AP (3/11, Moench) reports that Shenise Abercrombie, the aunt of Courtlin Arrington, who was “killed by a fellow
student at an Alabama high school last week is calling for school safety reform and action against gun violence. ...
Abercrombie said her family wants to work with the city to make Birmingham schools safer. She suggested more
security officers and increased searches at school entrances.”

FROM NASSP
College Decision-Making Is Focus of Next NHS/NJHS College Planning Webinar
The National Honor Societies present the next in their college admission and planning webinar series,
“You’re Accepted—Now What?” The webinar is ideal for seniors faced with a decision in choosing
one school among multiple offers. For those students who have made a selection, valuable tips to prepare
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for fall entry will be shared. Younger NHS and NJHS members will also pick up important guidance well
before faced with the decision-making process. The webinar airs Wednesday, March 21, 7:00–8:00 p.m.
(ET). Registration is now open for NHS and NJHS student members, parents, and faculty/staff of affiliated
schools at www.nhs.us/webinars and www.njhs.us/webinars.
The National Honor Societies—NHS and NJHS—are programs of NASSP.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
USA Today (3/12, Cerbin) reports that after West Virginia Secretary of Education and the Arts Gayle Manchin “called
politics on a bill that would terminate her department,” Gov. Jim Justice fired her. In a Monday statement, Manchin,
the state’s former first lady, wrote, “In an obvious rush to score partisan points, the Republican state legislature
passed dangerous and destructive legislation to eliminate the Office of Education and the Arts on a mostly party-line
vote.” Justice subsequently released a statement accusing Manchin of introducing politics to the issue and
disregarding instructions from his chief of staff to refrain from commenting on the issue.
The Charleston (WV) Gazette-Mail (3/12) reports Justice fired Manchin after she “sent out a news release in
which she offered to ‘resign to remove any political pressure.’” In Justice’s statement, he said, “She was told that
we accepted her resignation, she refused, and we terminated her.” After being informed of the governor’s decision,
Manchin “said her earlier offer to resign was contingent on being able to ‘sit down and work out how we can resolve
this in a responsible, compassionate way if he wanted to dissolve the Cabinet.’”
The AP (3/12) reports that under the bill, the department’s agencies, which “include Culture and History, Public
Broadcasting, the Center for Professional Development, the Library Commission, Rehabilitation Services and
Volunteer West Virginia,” would “either be absorbed by other departments or continue as separate agencies within
the executive branch.” The Huntington (WV) Herald-Dispatch (3/12) also covers this story.

DOJ Unveils School Safety Proposals.
USA Today (3/13, Icsman) reports DOJ “announced Monday its plans to prioritize giving grants to local and state law
enforcement agencies that plan to hire more officers in an attempt to improve school safety.” Attorney General
Sessions said in a statement, “No child should have to fear going to school or walking the streets of their
neighborhood. ... Today, I am directing the Department of Justice to take a number of new steps that will help make
schools and the American people safer from the threat of gun violence.” Sessions “will also encourage each state to
make sure local law enforcement is reporting to state-run databases that the FBI accesses during background
checks. Right now, reporting that information is voluntary on the part of states.”
The Washington Times (3/12, Mordock) says Sessions’ “proposals include holding federal agencies
accountable for failing to update the National Instant Criminal Background Check System; ordering the FBI to identify
states that are not reporting arrests to state databases and more aggressive prosecution of individuals who lie on gun
applications.” Said Sessions, in a letter to FBI Director Wray, “It is essential that relevant mental health
determinations by state and local officers are accessible to the NICS system. ... We cannot allow an individual who is
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prohibited from possessing firearms to pass a background check simply because the information was not made
available to you.” Sessions also “sent a letter to US Attorneys across the country demanding ‘swift and aggressive’
prosecution of people who lie on their firearm applications.”
Politico (3/12, Gerstein) reports DOJ is also “offering up to $1 million in emergency grant funding to Broward
County and other jurisdictions that responded to the shooting at the high school in Parkland, Florida, last month.”
The Washington Examiner (3/13, Cohen) reports DOJ also” reiterated that it has submitted a proposed
regulation to the Office of Management and Budget that would ‘effectively ban the manufacture, sale or possession’
of bump stocks – an announcement made Saturday.” However, says the Washington Post (3/12, Horwitz), “neither
the Justice Department initiatives nor Trump’s plan contain significant proposals to change gun laws. Instead,
Sessions’s actions enhance existing programs and call for more aggressively enforcing current law.”

DeVos Touts Administration’s School Safety Plan On
Morning Shows.
Politico (3/12, Emma) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos appeared
on NBC’s “Today” to promote “the Trump administration’s plan to arm
school staff, but said a gun in every classroom wouldn’t be
‘appropriate.’” Asked by co-anchor Savannah Guthrie “what
percentage of teachers should be armed,” DeVos replied, “I don’t have
a percentage. It should only be those capable and qualified and only in
places where it’s appropriate.” Asked whether every classroom should
have an armed adult, DeVos replied, “I don’t think that would be
appropriate and I don’t think anybody would agree that would be. ... The
point is that schools should have this tool if they choose to use the tool. …
Nobody should be mandated to do it.”
Asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) why the school safety proposal
does not include raising the age to by “assault-style” weapons from 18 to 21 since the President specifically said he
supported it, DeVos said, “The plan is a first step in a more lengthy process. And the proposals that the President
has put forward really encompass a lot of things that are supported on a broad bipartisan basis.” Asked again why it
is not included int he proposal given the President professed support, DeVos said, “Everything is on the table. And
the commission that is being formed that I will lead, is looking at this issue, along with a number of other issues. The
point being that we have to get much broader than just talking about guns and a gun issue, where camps go into their
corners.”
DeVos was asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) about the idea of arming teachers. Asked, “What percentage
of teachers at schools would need to be armed in your mind to be effective,” DeVos said, “I don’t have a
percentage. It should be those who are capable and qualified and only in place where’s it’s appropriate.” Asked if
there would be an armed teacher in every classroom, DeVos said, “I don’t think that would be appropriate. And I
don’t think anybody would agree that would be.” DeVos added, “This is an issue that is best decided by local
communities and by states. It is not going to be appropriate in every location. But it is going to be appropriate in some
places, like Texas has determined and Polk County, Florida has determined.”
Asked on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (3/12) if the ultimate goal is to “harden the schools,” DeVos said, “That’s
one of the opportunities we have and one of the responsibilities we have, frankly. We have many other venues in our
country that are kept safe and schools have to be a part of that equation as well. And, every state and every
community is going to do this slightly differently, but we are going to advance ways in which schools can be made
safer for students and which works for each community and for each state.” DeVos added that “there are pieces of
legislation before Congress today that can take significant steps in the right direction. Background checks, the Stop
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Violence Act. They have broad bipartisan support. And the President wants to see Congress act now, take these
steps today and then let’s look at what we can do as next steps beyond that.”
The Hill (3/12, Shelbourne) reports DeVos said on Today “that she does not think teachers should carry assaultstyle weapons as part of the Trump administration’s push to harden schools.” The Hill quotes DeVos saying, “I
don’t think assault weapons in schools, carried by any school personnel, is the appropriate thing. But again this is an
issue that I think is best decided at the local level by communities and by states.” Newsweek (3/12, Difazio) also
covers this story.

School Safety Commission Will Weigh Repealing Obama School Discipline Rules.
The Washington Times (3/12, Boyer) reports that “Trump’s new federal commission on school safety will consider
repealing an Obama administration policy that discourages expelling or suspending unruly students due to concerns
that such disciplinary actions unfairly target minorities.” The Obama-era directive “advised school districts that
disciplinary policies could constitute ‘unlawful discrimination’ under federal civil rights law if they resulted in a
‘disproportionate and unjustified effect on students of a particular race.’”
USA Today (3/12, Toppo) reports the Trump Administration’s school safety plan includes “the announcement
of a new Federal Commission on School Safety, led by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos. It will consider, among
other issues, repealing the Obama administration’s ‘Rethink School Discipline’ policies.” The announcement
sparked concern among “school safety, civil rights and teachers’ advocates,” who “say protecting schools from
outside gunmen is an entirely different job from the day-to-day effort to manage school discipline so it doesn’t
discriminate against minority and disabled students.”
The Wall Street Journal (3/12, Subscription Publication) reports DeVos’ history of opposing federal gun control
and of criticizing school discipline policies as lenient could foreshadow how she will move forward in leading the
school safety panel. The Journal notes that under DeVos, ED has appeared to be moving toward reversing the
Obama-era discipline policies.
In a separate article, the Washington Times (3/12, Persons) reports that DeVos said on Fox News Monday
morning that the commission “will take a look at increasing the age requirement to purchase all firearms.” The Times
quotes DeVos saying, “Everything is on the table, and part of the job of this commission will be to study that and see
if that is advanced ultimately as a recommendation in next steps.”

NASBE, CCSSO Say States Are Exceeding ESSA’s Requirements.
In commentary for the Seventy Four (3/12), Kristen J. Amundson, president and CEO of the National Association of
State Boards of Education, and Carissa Miller, interim executive director of the Council of Chief State School Officers,
write about the work their organizations have done with states in drafting their ESSA plans, saying that the states are
taking advantage of the law’s flexibility and requirement that states “move from a compliance mentality, asking only
what the law allows, to asking what will improve schools for all kids.” The writers say states are “not only meeting
ESSA requirements but, in many cases, moving beyond them to realize a better vision of education for all students.”

Indiana State DOE Report Examines School Voucher Program.
The AP (3/12) reports the Indiana state Department of Education released a report that found state spending on the
school voucher program increased “to $153 million for the 2017-18 academic year and helped more than 35,000
students attend private secular and religious schools.” The report found participation in the program increased by 3.4
percent in the current school year, and that “the number of students who are using vouchers and have never
attended an Indiana public school” reached a record high. It also “estimated financial losses for public school
districts based on the number of students living within district boundaries who attend voucher schools.” Fort Wayne
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Community Schools “saw the highest financial hit, more than $20 million, among Indiana public schools.” FWCS
school board president Julie Hollingsworth lamented that “it is easy to see that public school districts are being asked
to do more with fewer resources.”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
The Press of Atlantic City (NJ) (3/12) reports that last week, the New Jersey state Department of Education released
guidance detailing its plans to replace the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers, or
PARCC, which “has been criticized by many educators and school districts since its implementation four years ago
as overly burdensome.” In a March 6 memo, acting state Education Commissioner Lamont Repollet confirmed the
assessment will be administered this year because it is logistically too late to shift to another exam, but added that the
state DOE will form an advisory group and meet with stakeholders from every county to devise a plan. The New
Jersey Education Association was “pleased with the content of the memo,” with president Marie Blistan saying that
NJEA officials “are glad to know that PARCC’s days are numbered,” as “it was a poorly planned, poorly executed
fiasco that undermined real teaching and learning in New Jersey’s classrooms.”
In an editorial, North Jersey (NJ) Media Group (3/12) cautions that “it’s a little more complicated” than what
Gov. Phil Murphy portrayed when he vowed to “promptly jettison” PARCC after taking office. New Jersey cannot
“just decide to drop standardized student assessments entirely; laws require that it have some form of testing to
evaluate how students are being served,” NJMG says. It that former Gov. Chris Christie’s administration had a
“desire to denigrate public schools, and the PARCC exams, with far lower passing rates than predecessor tests
under the guise of raising the academic bar,” but his successor, Murphy, “brings a different, more supportive
perspective.” While Murphy’s reevaluation may end “without major changes,” NJMG says it imagines PARCC’s
replacement “will be a more reasonable assessment of student performance.” Yet, NJMG cautions, “that can’t just
mean making it easier.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
DeVos Stresses States’ Lack Authority To Regulate Student Loan Servicers.
Inside Higher Ed (3/12) reports that on Friday, Education Secretary Betsy DeVos issued a legal interpretation
regarding “whether states have the authority to regulate federal student loan servicers,” saying “that the federal
government exclusively has the power to provide that oversight.” DeVos argued that state regulatory efforts “conflict
with federal law and the obligations of federally contracted entities.” Democrats and consumer advocacy groups
“called it another attempt to weaken protections for student loan borrowers.”
The Chronicle of Higher Education (3/12) reports that ED published a notice in the Federal Register on Monday
laying out “that the federal government, not the states, is responsible for overseeing loan servicing. But several state
legislatures are considering — or have passed — bills to tighten the rules governing the companies, and the
department’s new interpretation would pre-empt those laws.” This piece reports “several consumer advocates and
state attorneys general quickly voiced their displeasure with the department’s interpretation after it became clear on
Friday that the department would use a broad reading of its authority. And two Democratic attorneys general said
they would disregard the guidance.”

Universities Express Concern About Shrinking Number Of Student Visas.
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CNN Money (3/12, Kavilanz) reports that according to recent data from the State Department, “the number of F-1
visas issued to foreign students seeking to attend college and other types of academic institutions in the United
States decreased by 17% in the year that ended September 30, 2017.” The piece quotes Earl Johnson, vice
president of enrollment and student services at the University of Tulsa in Oklahoma, saying, “The current
administration’s ‘America First’ mantra is causing [international students] a great deal of anxiety and fear. Also, the
cost of college tuition, on average, has gone up 40% in the last 10 years. It’s weighing on them.” The article says
these developments are “bad news for schools that have large international student populations.”

Op-Ed: Survey Results Show US College Students More Inclined To Protest Free Speech.
In an op-ed in the Washington Post (3/9) Jeffrey Selingo, a professor of practice at Arizona State University, notes
the results of a new Gallup and Knight Foundation survey released Monday of 3,000 US college students. The survey
indicated that students “generally endorse the ideals of free speech.” However, “once that speech begins to infringe
on their values, they’re likely to support policies that place limits on speech” like “free-speech zones, speech codes
and prohibitions on hate speech.” The survey found that 53% “think that handing out literature on controversial
issues is ‘always acceptable.’” Furthermore, 37% “said that shouting down speakers was acceptable, at least
sometimes” while 10% “said it was acceptable sometimes to use violence to prevent someone from speaking.”
Selingo concludes by saying that students are not “protesting with as much passion about the things that directly
affect them: cuts to state budgets, taxes on endowments and proposals before Congress right now to revise federal
student loans.”

MONDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Oklahoma Braces For Possible State-Wide Teacher Walkout.
• Investigations Seek Answers About Parkland, Florida School Shooting.
• Alaska Elementary School Experiments With “Screen-Free” Week.
• New Education Department Guidance Tells State Regulators To “Back Off” Student Loan Servicers.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Thursday, April 26, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Arizona, Colorado Teachers Set To Begin Walkouts.
The Arizona Republic (4/25) reports teachers in Arizona are
making preparations for a “mass teacher walkout” on Thursday.
On Wednesday, “thousands of Arizona educators and
supporters” took part in protests to make “their final public
stand” before the walkout. “For the hundreds of educators who
lined the street, it was one part protest, one part mutual
acknowledgment that years of frustration and weeks of action
were about to explode.”
Education Week (4/25) reports Arizona teachers “will walk
out on Thursday in the first-ever statewide strike to press for
higher salaries and school funding.” The walkout follows “three
days of school ‘walk-ins’ this week. Walk-ins are meant to be a
nondisruptive way for parents and community members to join
educators before or after school hours to show their support.” Gov. Doug Ducey (R) “has said he will urge the state
legislature to pass a 20 percent pay raise for teachers,” but educators are “skeptical of the plan, questioning where
the money will come from.” Echoing this concern, the state PTA has withdrawn support. “However, the Arizona
School Boards Association and the Association of School Business Officials still support the plan.”
Education Week (4/25) reports “tens of thousands” of Arizona and Colorado teachers are expected to “walk
out of their classrooms and head to the state capitols” on Thursday. Says Arizona Education Association President
Joe Thomas, “I know that it sounds like it’s almost incredulous that anyone would ask for that much of a raise, but
we’re just trying to get competitive salaries. A 20 percent raise still has us beneath the national average.”
The Denver Post (4/25) reports that in Colorado, “thousands of teachers from mostly Front Range school
districts” in Colorado “are expected to march to the state Capitol” on Thursday and Friday “to demand more state
funding for schools and a fix for the state’s pension plan for public employees.”
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Arizona Republic: Ducey Plan Would Require New Revenue Stream. An Arizona Republic (4/23) editorial
explores the factors that have led Arizona teachers to “a breaking point,” citing data from a new Education Resource
Strategies report which show that the state’s “investment in K-12 has been behind nationally since 1990.” The
editors say that polling shows widespread public support for Ducey’s plan to give teachers a 20% raise, but add that
“teachers who began this movement are correct in voicing strong concerns about how this will be financed in future
years. Ducey’s plan does not create a dedicated funding source for what would be a significant increase in state
spending.” The paper concedes that Ducey’s plan could serve as a “stopgap,” but argues that “in the long run,
Arizona will need new revenue to sustain the promised raises and the other necessary investments in our schools.”

New Research Explores Preschool “Fade Out.”
Education Week (4/25) reports that early childhood education research has shown that the academic improvements
attributable to pre-K education fade in the ensuing years. “Two new studies have tackled the topic of early-education
‘fadeout’” and reached “similar conclusions: For positive benefits to last, early-childhood programs have to be of
high quality and can’t be seen as a one-shot inoculation that will sustain children throughout their academic
careers.”

Students From Around Globe Converge On Detroit For FIRST Robotics Competition.
The Detroit News (4/25) reports students from around the world gathered in Detroit in Wednesday for the first day of
the FIRST Robotics Competition. “More than 15,000 students on 700 teams from 37 countries are fighting for
bragging rights for the best robot and inventions in competitions through Saturday.” The News quotes FIRST
President Donald Bossi saying, “We’re a friendly version of TV’s Battle Bots. We are a competition, but it’s not that
head-to-head-I-need-to-beat-you type of thing.” Students take part in robotics and technology challenges.

Houston Students Selected For National Rocketry Competition.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Stuckey) reports students at Harmony Science Academy in Houston, along with 100
other teams from around the US, have been selected to compete in the 16th annual Team America Rocketry
Challenge, which “aims to encourage students to enter Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields by
having middle and high school students design, build and fly rockets.”

Teachers At First Unionized DC Charter School Rally
To Protest High Consultant Spending.
The Washington Post (4/25, Stein) reports that teachers at
Chavez Prep Middle, “the first DC charter school to unionize,”
are “taking to the streets of a D.C. neighborhood to press their
case that the school is spending millions of dollars on consultants
while cutting core classroom positions.” The Post characterizes
the protest as “a rare battle between teachers and administrators
at a charter school.” Teachers, who voted in June to be
represented by the American Federation of Teachers, “say the
administration’s spending is hurting students, who predominantly
come from low-income, Hispanic families.”

Wisconsin AG Urges Districts To Apply For School
Security Grants.
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The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (4/25) reports Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel, speaking at a school in
Madison on Wednesday, “said the state will use $30 million in grants to ensure that by fall all Wisconsin schools are
using a single secure entrance and other basic safeguards.” Schimel “said by mid-June he wants to award the first
round of school safety grants, which could go to thousands of public and private schools.” Said Schimel, “We need
to get every school to a baseline. Our hope is that we can get the grant (awards) to schools in time to have
construction happen over the summer.”
The Wisconsin State Journal (4/25, Beck) reports Schimel was speaking at St. Dennis School in Madison, which
“has a small sign that directs visitors to register at the school office, and not much else. Some of the entryway’s
glass is shatterproof, there are security cameras in the front hallway, but nobody’s guarding the door.” The school’s
administrators “hope that will change this year through $100 million in school safety grants lawmakers approved
earlier this year.” Schimel “announced the start of the grant application process at the school Wednesday – urging
all public and private schools to apply for a grant to ensure students in their buildings have at least ‘baseline’
measures in place to prevent school violence.” The AP (4/24) reports Schimel “said Wednesday that he’ll work to
give a share of new safety grants to every school that applies, but buildings that need basic security upgrades will be
a priority.”

Florida Senators Push Bill To Expand Secret Service Threat Center To Prevent School
Shootings.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/25) reports Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) and Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) have introduced
legislation “to expand the U.S. Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center” as part of an effort to prevent
school shootings. Rubio released a statement saying, “To prevent future tragedies like Parkland, a multi-pronged
approach is needed to ensure that threats do not fall through the cracks. By providing funding to the National Threat
Assessment Center, top-notch research to stop school violence will help prevent future tragedies,” Rubio said in a
statement.

FROM NASSP
Teacher Quality and Student Activities Position Statements—Last Call for Comments
The NASSP Board of Directors has stated its intent to adopt the position statements on Teacher Quality
and the Importance and Accessibility of Student Activities. Following a 30-day public comment period, the
board will give final approval to the position statement at its July 2018 meeting. Today is the last day to
submit any comments or recommendations you have for this statement. Please submit them to Amanda
Karhuse, NASSP’s director of advocacy, at karhusea@nassp.org today.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
New York Mayor Announces Plan To Equalize School Funding.
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The New York Times (4/25, Harris, Subscription Publication) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio announced
Wednesday a $125 million boost in public school funding, but his statement “was overshadowed by Mr. de Blasio’s
suggestion, in response to questions from reporters, that the number of sexual harassment allegations at the
education department was inflated because of a ‘hyper complaint dynamic’ at the department.” De Blasio spoke
about “what he described as a culture of complaint-filing.” The Times says the school funding boost “was intended
to narrow the substantial gaps between how much money schools in the city receive. At the announcement, Mr. de
Blasio repeatedly criticized Albany for failing to fund schools sufficiently, and said the city was stepping up where the
state was not.”
Chalkbeat (4/25) reports the funding boost “means that all city schools will soon receive at least 90 percent of
the money they are supposed to get under the city’s funding formula.” De Blasio said the supplement “will allow 854
schools to spend more on things like literacy specialists, tutoring, supplies, and technology.” However, Chalkbeat
reports, “many schools will still not reach the level the city considers fully funded.” Principals have complained that
short of this goal, “the neediest schools will struggle to afford crucial services, such as additional academic programs
or after-school classes.”

Education Stakeholders Address Chronic
Absenteeism, Discipline Practices Under ESSA.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that district officials and
education advocates took part in a Brookings Institution forum on
“expanded accountability under the Every Student Succeeds
Act.” Attendees said that “as more states rate schools based on
how many of their students are chronically absent, policymakers
must consider harsh discipline practices, an issue at the fore in
education circles as the Education Department considers whether
to revoke federal guidance on disparate discipline.” The Seventy
Four adds that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “has held
several ‘listening sessions’ as she considers removing a 2014
guidance document that urged schools to limit exclusionary
discipline, like suspensions and expulsions, and reminded district
leaders that disparate discipline outcomes based on race could be a violation of federal law.”

Civil Rights Data Collection Could Affect DeVos School Discipline Decision.
Politico Morning Education (4/25, Wermund) reports on the potential impact of the release this week of ED’s Civil
Rights Data Collection on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ decision over whether to “scrap Obama-era school
discipline guidance.” The data make “clear that big disparities remain in the way students are treated in the nation’s
schools.” Politico says the report “shows that black students and those with disabilities are suspended and arrested
far more often than their peers – just as DeVos is mulling whether to scrap policies meant to combat those
problems.”

Missouri Senate, House Pass Rival School Funding Boost Measures.
The AP (4/25, Ballentine) reports that on Wednesday the Missouri state Senate passed “a budget proposal that
would give more money to public K-12 schools in the upcoming fiscal year, but not as much as recommended by their
House colleagues.” The Senate plan “would give $48 million more in core school funding in the fiscal year that
begins in July.” The plan passed by the House gives $50 million more and would meet “funding goals outlined in
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state law.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Education Tech Trends Expected To Dominate Coming Year.
THE Journal (4/25) reports on a number of emerging education technology trends, such as virtual reality, projectbased learning, makerspaces, a growing focus on computational thinking, and the protection of student data privacy,
which are “evolving in new ways that we believe will dominate education conversations for the rest of the year.”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
State Data On How Well High Schools Prepare
Students For College Lacking.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that only nine states gather
and report data on how well students from specific high
schools do in college, and only two “publish full information
on whether students from specific high schools go on to
graduate from postsecondary education.” The Seventy
Four quotes nonprofit education data group GreatSchools
Chief Strategy Officer Samantha Brown Olivieri saying, “A
clear reason is that [states are] not federally mandated to
publish this data. But more and more states are seeing their
role as the data steward – not just one of compliance, but
one of transparency, and they’re using data to inform
improvement rather than as just a form of reporting for
accountability.” The article adds that ESSA “requires states
to report how many graduates from individual high schools enroll in postsecondary education, but it doesn’t mandate
states to follow those students through college and see how they perform once they’re there, and whether they
ultimately earn a degree.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Student Loan Report Admits Founder, Editor Does Not Exist.
The Chronicle of Higher Education (4/24) reported that Drew Cloud, founder of the website Student Loan Report,
“has been quoted in major news outlets, including The Washington Post, The Boston Globe, and CNBC, and is a
fixture in the smaller, specialized blogosphere of student debt.” However, “he’s a fiction, the invention of a studentloan refinancing company.” The piece quotes Nate Matherson, CEO of student loan refinancing firm LendEDU,
saying in a statement, “Drew Cloud is a pseudonym that a diverse group of authors at Student Loan Report, LLC use
to share experiences and information related to the challenges college students face with funding their education.”
However, before this revelation, “Cloud had corresponded at length with many journalists, pitching them stories and
offering email interviews, many of which were published.”
The Washington Post (4/25, Siegel) reports “Cloud,” who “has been quoted by a wide array of news outlets, is
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a fictitious person manufactured by a for-profit student loan refinancing firm called LendEDU, the company
acknowledged Wednesday.” The identity “was manufactured when LendEDU created a news site called The
Student Loan Report in 2016.” The Post reports that “Matherson also acknowledged that The Student Loan Report
had written about LendEDU without acknowledging that it had a relationship with the company in those articles.”
NPR (4/25, Ingber) reports Chronicle of Higher Education reporters were seeking information from “Cloud”
because they “were skeptical of a survey conducted by The Student Loan Report and published on its website. More
than one in five students were using excess money from their loans to invest in cryptocurrency, according to the
survey.”

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Suspends Greek Organizations After Racially Charged Incidents.
The Washington Post (4/25, Kuznia) reports Cal Poly San Luis Obispo “has suspended all fraternities and sororities
following racially insensitive incidents and become the latest school to crack down on campus fraternal
organizations.” The piece describes a number of incidents in which photos of racially insensitive activities at Lambda
Chi Alpha parties emerged, and quotes President Jeffrey Armstrong saying, “Words cannot begin to explain how gutwrenching it has been for me to witness the hurt so many have felt and continue to feel regarding the Lambda Chi
Alpha incident. I know the discomfort I sit with cannot compare with what so many of our students, faculty and staff of
color feel.”

Center For American Progress Urges Accreditors To Rethink College Performance Metrics.
Inside Higher Ed (4/25) reports the Center for American Progress, which has criticized college accreditors “in part
because of the lack of significant, accreditor-imposed consequences for colleges with problematically low student
outcomes,” has released “a report about an analysis it conducted on the policies and practices of 11 accrediting
agencies.” While “the report included some positive findings,” the center “said accreditors still need a ‘sizable
mentality shift’ to better define what constitutes adequate performance by colleges, and to do more to require that
institutions meet performance standards.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• New Mexico State Lawmakers Criticize School Retention Plan.
• ED Civil Rights Data Collection Shows Growing Racial Disparities In School Discipline.
• Schools Grapple With How To Protect Student Privacy On Facebook.
• Colleges Broadening STEM Classification In Bid To Attract International Students.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Thursday, April 26, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Arizona, Colorado Teachers Set To Begin Walkouts.
The Arizona Republic (4/25) reports teachers in Arizona are
making preparations for a “mass teacher walkout” on Thursday.
On Wednesday, “thousands of Arizona educators and
supporters” took part in protests to make “their final public
stand” before the walkout. “For the hundreds of educators who
lined the street, it was one part protest, one part mutual
acknowledgment that years of frustration and weeks of action
were about to explode.”
Education Week (4/25) reports Arizona teachers “will walk
out on Thursday in the first-ever statewide strike to press for
higher salaries and school funding.” The walkout follows “three
days of school ‘walk-ins’ this week. Walk-ins are meant to be a
nondisruptive way for parents and community members to join
educators before or after school hours to show their support.” Gov. Doug Ducey (R) “has said he will urge the state
legislature to pass a 20 percent pay raise for teachers,” but educators are “skeptical of the plan, questioning where
the money will come from.” Echoing this concern, the state PTA has withdrawn support. “However, the Arizona
School Boards Association and the Association of School Business Officials still support the plan.”
Education Week (4/25) reports “tens of thousands” of Arizona and Colorado teachers are expected to “walk
out of their classrooms and head to the state capitols” on Thursday. Says Arizona Education Association President
Joe Thomas, “I know that it sounds like it’s almost incredulous that anyone would ask for that much of a raise, but
we’re just trying to get competitive salaries. A 20 percent raise still has us beneath the national average.”
The Denver Post (4/25) reports that in Colorado, “thousands of teachers from mostly Front Range school
districts” in Colorado “are expected to march to the state Capitol” on Thursday and Friday “to demand more state
funding for schools and a fix for the state’s pension plan for public employees.”
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Arizona Republic: Ducey Plan Would Require New Revenue Stream. An Arizona Republic (4/23) editorial
explores the factors that have led Arizona teachers to “a breaking point,” citing data from a new Education Resource
Strategies report which show that the state’s “investment in K-12 has been behind nationally since 1990.” The
editors say that polling shows widespread public support for Ducey’s plan to give teachers a 20% raise, but add that
“teachers who began this movement are correct in voicing strong concerns about how this will be financed in future
years. Ducey’s plan does not create a dedicated funding source for what would be a significant increase in state
spending.” The paper concedes that Ducey’s plan could serve as a “stopgap,” but argues that “in the long run,
Arizona will need new revenue to sustain the promised raises and the other necessary investments in our schools.”

New Research Explores Preschool “Fade Out.”
Education Week (4/25) reports that early childhood education research has shown that the academic improvements
attributable to pre-K education fade in the ensuing years. “Two new studies have tackled the topic of early-education
‘fadeout’” and reached “similar conclusions: For positive benefits to last, early-childhood programs have to be of
high quality and can’t be seen as a one-shot inoculation that will sustain children throughout their academic
careers.”

Students From Around Globe Converge On Detroit For FIRST Robotics Competition.
The Detroit News (4/25) reports students from around the world gathered in Detroit in Wednesday for the first day of
the FIRST Robotics Competition. “More than 15,000 students on 700 teams from 37 countries are fighting for
bragging rights for the best robot and inventions in competitions through Saturday.” The News quotes FIRST
President Donald Bossi saying, “We’re a friendly version of TV’s Battle Bots. We are a competition, but it’s not that
head-to-head-I-need-to-beat-you type of thing.” Students take part in robotics and technology challenges.

Houston Students Selected For National Rocketry Competition.
The Houston Chronicle (4/25, Stuckey) reports students at Harmony Science Academy in Houston, along with 100
other teams from around the US, have been selected to compete in the 16th annual Team America Rocketry
Challenge, which “aims to encourage students to enter Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields by
having middle and high school students design, build and fly rockets.”

Teachers At First Unionized DC Charter School Rally
To Protest High Consultant Spending.
The Washington Post (4/25, Stein) reports that teachers at
Chavez Prep Middle, “the first DC charter school to unionize,”
are “taking to the streets of a D.C. neighborhood to press their
case that the school is spending millions of dollars on consultants
while cutting core classroom positions.” The Post characterizes
the protest as “a rare battle between teachers and administrators
at a charter school.” Teachers, who voted in June to be
represented by the American Federation of Teachers, “say the
administration’s spending is hurting students, who predominantly
come from low-income, Hispanic families.”

Wisconsin AG Urges Districts To Apply For School
Security Grants.
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The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (4/25) reports Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel, speaking at a school in
Madison on Wednesday, “said the state will use $30 million in grants to ensure that by fall all Wisconsin schools are
using a single secure entrance and other basic safeguards.” Schimel “said by mid-June he wants to award the first
round of school safety grants, which could go to thousands of public and private schools.” Said Schimel, “We need
to get every school to a baseline. Our hope is that we can get the grant (awards) to schools in time to have
construction happen over the summer.”
The Wisconsin State Journal (4/25, Beck) reports Schimel was speaking at St. Dennis School in Madison, which
“has a small sign that directs visitors to register at the school office, and not much else. Some of the entryway’s
glass is shatterproof, there are security cameras in the front hallway, but nobody’s guarding the door.” The school’s
administrators “hope that will change this year through $100 million in school safety grants lawmakers approved
earlier this year.” Schimel “announced the start of the grant application process at the school Wednesday – urging
all public and private schools to apply for a grant to ensure students in their buildings have at least ‘baseline’
measures in place to prevent school violence.” The AP (4/24) reports Schimel “said Wednesday that he’ll work to
give a share of new safety grants to every school that applies, but buildings that need basic security upgrades will be
a priority.”

Florida Senators Push Bill To Expand Secret Service Threat Center To Prevent School
Shootings.
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/25) reports Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) and Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) have introduced
legislation “to expand the U.S. Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center” as part of an effort to prevent
school shootings. Rubio released a statement saying, “To prevent future tragedies like Parkland, a multi-pronged
approach is needed to ensure that threats do not fall through the cracks. By providing funding to the National Threat
Assessment Center, top-notch research to stop school violence will help prevent future tragedies,” Rubio said in a
statement.

FROM NASSP
Teacher Quality and Student Activities Position Statements—Last Call for Comments
The NASSP Board of Directors has stated its intent to adopt the position statements on Teacher Quality
and the Importance and Accessibility of Student Activities. Following a 30-day public comment period, the
board will give final approval to the position statement at its July 2018 meeting. Today is the last day to
submit any comments or recommendations you have for this statement. Please submit them to Amanda
Karhuse, NASSP’s director of advocacy, at karhusea@nassp.org today.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
New York Mayor Announces Plan To Equalize School Funding.
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The New York Times (4/25, Harris, Subscription Publication) reports New York Mayor Bill de Blasio announced
Wednesday a $125 million boost in public school funding, but his statement “was overshadowed by Mr. de Blasio’s
suggestion, in response to questions from reporters, that the number of sexual harassment allegations at the
education department was inflated because of a ‘hyper complaint dynamic’ at the department.” De Blasio spoke
about “what he described as a culture of complaint-filing.” The Times says the school funding boost “was intended
to narrow the substantial gaps between how much money schools in the city receive. At the announcement, Mr. de
Blasio repeatedly criticized Albany for failing to fund schools sufficiently, and said the city was stepping up where the
state was not.”
Chalkbeat (4/25) reports the funding boost “means that all city schools will soon receive at least 90 percent of
the money they are supposed to get under the city’s funding formula.” De Blasio said the supplement “will allow 854
schools to spend more on things like literacy specialists, tutoring, supplies, and technology.” However, Chalkbeat
reports, “many schools will still not reach the level the city considers fully funded.” Principals have complained that
short of this goal, “the neediest schools will struggle to afford crucial services, such as additional academic programs
or after-school classes.”

Education Stakeholders Address Chronic
Absenteeism, Discipline Practices Under ESSA.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that district officials and
education advocates took part in a Brookings Institution forum on
“expanded accountability under the Every Student Succeeds
Act.” Attendees said that “as more states rate schools based on
how many of their students are chronically absent, policymakers
must consider harsh discipline practices, an issue at the fore in
education circles as the Education Department considers whether
to revoke federal guidance on disparate discipline.” The Seventy
Four adds that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “has held
several ‘listening sessions’ as she considers removing a 2014
guidance document that urged schools to limit exclusionary
discipline, like suspensions and expulsions, and reminded district
leaders that disparate discipline outcomes based on race could be a violation of federal law.”

Civil Rights Data Collection Could Affect DeVos School Discipline Decision.
Politico Morning Education (4/25, Wermund) reports on the potential impact of the release this week of ED’s Civil
Rights Data Collection on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ decision over whether to “scrap Obama-era school
discipline guidance.” The data make “clear that big disparities remain in the way students are treated in the nation’s
schools.” Politico says the report “shows that black students and those with disabilities are suspended and arrested
far more often than their peers – just as DeVos is mulling whether to scrap policies meant to combat those
problems.”

Missouri Senate, House Pass Rival School Funding Boost Measures.
The AP (4/25, Ballentine) reports that on Wednesday the Missouri state Senate passed “a budget proposal that
would give more money to public K-12 schools in the upcoming fiscal year, but not as much as recommended by their
House colleagues.” The Senate plan “would give $48 million more in core school funding in the fiscal year that
begins in July.” The plan passed by the House gives $50 million more and would meet “funding goals outlined in
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state law.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
New Education Tech Trends Expected To Dominate Coming Year.
THE Journal (4/25) reports on a number of emerging education technology trends, such as virtual reality, projectbased learning, makerspaces, a growing focus on computational thinking, and the protection of student data privacy,
which are “evolving in new ways that we believe will dominate education conversations for the rest of the year.”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
State Data On How Well High Schools Prepare
Students For College Lacking.
The Seventy Four (4/25) reports that only nine states gather
and report data on how well students from specific high
schools do in college, and only two “publish full information
on whether students from specific high schools go on to
graduate from postsecondary education.” The Seventy
Four quotes nonprofit education data group GreatSchools
Chief Strategy Officer Samantha Brown Olivieri saying, “A
clear reason is that [states are] not federally mandated to
publish this data. But more and more states are seeing their
role as the data steward – not just one of compliance, but
one of transparency, and they’re using data to inform
improvement rather than as just a form of reporting for
accountability.” The article adds that ESSA “requires states
to report how many graduates from individual high schools enroll in postsecondary education, but it doesn’t mandate
states to follow those students through college and see how they perform once they’re there, and whether they
ultimately earn a degree.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Student Loan Report Admits Founder, Editor Does Not Exist.
The Chronicle of Higher Education (4/24) reported that Drew Cloud, founder of the website Student Loan Report,
“has been quoted in major news outlets, including The Washington Post, The Boston Globe, and CNBC, and is a
fixture in the smaller, specialized blogosphere of student debt.” However, “he’s a fiction, the invention of a studentloan refinancing company.” The piece quotes Nate Matherson, CEO of student loan refinancing firm LendEDU,
saying in a statement, “Drew Cloud is a pseudonym that a diverse group of authors at Student Loan Report, LLC use
to share experiences and information related to the challenges college students face with funding their education.”
However, before this revelation, “Cloud had corresponded at length with many journalists, pitching them stories and
offering email interviews, many of which were published.”
The Washington Post (4/25, Siegel) reports “Cloud,” who “has been quoted by a wide array of news outlets, is
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a fictitious person manufactured by a for-profit student loan refinancing firm called LendEDU, the company
acknowledged Wednesday.” The identity “was manufactured when LendEDU created a news site called The
Student Loan Report in 2016.” The Post reports that “Matherson also acknowledged that The Student Loan Report
had written about LendEDU without acknowledging that it had a relationship with the company in those articles.”
NPR (4/25, Ingber) reports Chronicle of Higher Education reporters were seeking information from “Cloud”
because they “were skeptical of a survey conducted by The Student Loan Report and published on its website. More
than one in five students were using excess money from their loans to invest in cryptocurrency, according to the
survey.”

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Suspends Greek Organizations After Racially Charged Incidents.
The Washington Post (4/25, Kuznia) reports Cal Poly San Luis Obispo “has suspended all fraternities and sororities
following racially insensitive incidents and become the latest school to crack down on campus fraternal
organizations.” The piece describes a number of incidents in which photos of racially insensitive activities at Lambda
Chi Alpha parties emerged, and quotes President Jeffrey Armstrong saying, “Words cannot begin to explain how gutwrenching it has been for me to witness the hurt so many have felt and continue to feel regarding the Lambda Chi
Alpha incident. I know the discomfort I sit with cannot compare with what so many of our students, faculty and staff of
color feel.”

Center For American Progress Urges Accreditors To Rethink College Performance Metrics.
Inside Higher Ed (4/25) reports the Center for American Progress, which has criticized college accreditors “in part
because of the lack of significant, accreditor-imposed consequences for colleges with problematically low student
outcomes,” has released “a report about an analysis it conducted on the policies and practices of 11 accrediting
agencies.” While “the report included some positive findings,” the center “said accreditors still need a ‘sizable
mentality shift’ to better define what constitutes adequate performance by colleges, and to do more to require that
institutions meet performance standards.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• New Mexico State Lawmakers Criticize School Retention Plan.
• ED Civil Rights Data Collection Shows Growing Racial Disparities In School Discipline.
• Schools Grapple With How To Protect Student Privacy On Facebook.
• Colleges Broadening STEM Classification In Bid To Attract International Students.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

March 1, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Parkland Students Return To Class Two Weeks After Mass Shooting.
The Washington Post (2/28, Balingit, Svrluga) reports that students returned to class at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida on Wednesday, “two weeks after police
say a former student opened fire in the school with an AR-15, killing 14 classmates and three
staff members.” The Post, noting that the massacre “brought renewed urgency to the national
debate over school safety, with young survivors tearfully calling for changes to gun laws,
students walking out of classrooms to protest gun violence, and President Trump urging
schools to arm their teachers,” reports “students came back to a place both familiar and
surreal, with armed guards, TV trucks and piles of flowers and homemade memorials outside.”
The CBS Evening News (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Daiz) said “the day started with fourth period
so students could be reunited with the classmates they were with during the shooting.” The
South Florida Sun Sentinel (2/28, Travis, Solomon, Geggis) reported the students “observed
17 seconds of silence in first period, one for each victim,” and “were given goodies, like
bagels and cream cheese, and comfort from 40 therapy dogs. And there were hugs all
around.” NBC Nightly News (2/28, story 4, 2:30, Sanders) reported “officials say 95 percent of
the 3,000-plus students who go to school here showed up today. Fifteen students have told the
school principal they don’t think they can ever come back to this school.” The Miami Herald
(2/28, Harris) reports “it wasn’t a normal school day,” but “it was a first step.”
ABC World
News Tonight (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Muir) similarly recounted the “emotional return to
school...for the students in Parkland,” while the New York Times (2/28, Healy, Subscription
Publication), among other new outlets, also reports the story.
USA Today (2/28, Collins, Carloni, Stanglin) reports students “were greeted by grief
counselors, therapy dogs, an outpouring of support from teachers — and about 50 heavily
armed police officers.” Superintendent Robert Runcie said “the counselors and friendly
animals were there ‘to provide a lot of love, a lot of understanding’ and to help students
‘ease back’ into their school routines.” The article details the “emotional — almost surreal
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— moment for students, staff, police, parents and teachers,” and reports Runcie “said 3,123
students showed up, only about 170 fewer than on a normal day, for an attendance of 95%.”

Media Analyses: Trump Stands Up To NRA, Appears To Embrace Gun
Restrictions. President Trump yesterday appeared to support legislation opposed by the
NRA and GOP leaders. His comments came at a televised White House meeting with 17
lawmakers. As the New York Times (2/28, Shear, Subscription Publication) reports, Trump “appeared to stun giddy
Democrats and stone-faced Republicans by calling for comprehensive gun control that would expand background
checks, keep guns from the mentally ill, secure schools and restrict gun sales from some young adults.” Trump
“repeatedly suggested that the dynamics had changed, in part because of his leadership in the White House, a
sentiment that the Democrats in the room readily agreed with as they saw the president supporting their ideas.” Roll
Call (2/28, McKinless) reports Trump “told lawmakers if they combine their various gun-related measures into a bill in
the ballpark of the ideas he endorsed on Wednesday, he ‘will sign it.’”

Florida Polls Finds Support For Assault-Weapons Ban, Opposition To Arming Teachers. The South
Florida Sun Sentinel (2/28, Man) reports “the latest poll of Florida voters, released Wednesday, shows a broad
consensus in favor of stricter gun laws, including a ban on assault weapons, and opposition to arming teachers.” In
effect, the poll “found some of what most Florida voters want [is] the opposite of what the Florida Legislature is
working on.”
The Miami Herald (2/28, Vassolo, Smiley) reports a Quinnipiac survey “found that 62 percent of voters favor a
ban on assault weapons, and about two-thirds support ‘stricter gun laws,’ like universal background checks or a ban
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on the sale of high-capacity ammunition magazines, while 56 percent oppose arming faculty members.” Those
“results closely mirror those from a separate poll conducted by Florida Atlantic University’s Business and Economic
Polling Initiative and also released Wednesday.” That poll found “nearly 70 percent of people in the state want to see
a ban on the sale of assault-style weapons and support stricter gun laws.” The FAU survey, says Politico (2/28,
Caputo), also found “56 percent of voters opposed arming teachers.”
Maryland Governor Opposes Arming Teachers, Proposes $125M For School Security. The
Baltimore Sun (2/28, Cox) reports that Gov. Larry Hogan (R), who faces reelection this fall, “announced support for a
pair of gun-control measures on Wednesday and proposed spending $125 million to enhance security at schools in
the wake of a mass shooting that killed 17 people at a Florida high school.” Hogan “endorsed creating a so-called
‘red flag’ law that would allow judges to temporarily order gun owners to surrender firearms if they are deemed to be
a danger to themselves or others.” He “said he also supports a measure that would ensure gun owners convicted of
domestic violence surrender their weapons.” The Sun adds, “The $125 million possible expense for securing public
schools in Maryland would include reinforced doors and panic buttons to prevent and react to shooters.”
AFT President Asks Trump For Invitation To Discuss School Safety. The Washington Post (2/28,
Strauss) reports, “American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten sent a letter to President Trump on
Wednesday, telling him that teachers oppose his proposal to give them weapons to carry in the classroom and asking
him to meet with teacher union leaders to discuss how to keep schools safer.” The Post reports the White House has
yet to reply to the letter.
Arming Teachers Presents Challenges For States, Districts. Education Week (2/28) reports on some of
the hurdles to a policy of large numbers of teachers carrying weapons in the classroom. The article points to Utah and
Texas, which both allow teachers who meet certain restrictions to carry guns on campus, and explores the legislative
challenges other states would face in crafting such policies. The article also examines the costs involved and the
need for initial and ongoing training.

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Announces $2.7 Billion In Additional Funding For Schools Impacted By 2017 Disasters.
Education Week (2/28) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos on Wednesday announced an additional $2.7
billion in federal funding for “students impacted by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, as well as the California
wildfires, last year.” According to an ED statement, the “‘Restart’ money is intended ‘to help defray expenses
related to the restart of operations in, the reopening of, and the re-enrollment of students in elementary and
secondary schools.’”
The AP (2/28) reports ED says it “will use $2.7 billion from the new federal budget to aid K-12 schools, school
districts and institutions of higher learning in recovering from three disastrous hurricanes and the recent California
wildfires.” DeVos “said she had been inspired daily by efforts of educators, administrators and local leaders in
getting students’ lives back to normal after hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria, as well as the wildfires.”

OCR Dismisses Most Transgender Student Complaints.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that according to data obtained through a FOIA request, ED’s
Office for Civil Rights “has dismissed most of the complaints filed in the past year by transgender students who
alleged that they were being excluded, treated differently or denied certain benefits under Title IX. ... Out of 19 total
complaints at all educational levels received by the agency between Jan. 20, 2017, and Feb. 21 of this year, 15 were
dismissed, three are under evaluation and one was resolved quickly. No complaints are actively under investigation.”
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ED OIG Audit Seeks $100,000 Clawback From Puerto Rico Adult Education Program.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that a “damning audit” from ED’s Office of the Inspector General
“into Puerto Rico’s adult education program during 2012 and 2013 found issues with the record-keeping of
performance data and contract awards — and compels the island’s education agency to return almost $100,000 in
questionably allocated funds.” The audit “found that the island’s education agency could not provide documentation
proving that eight of the 29 contracts reviewed by in the audit were properly awarded.”

ESSA School-Level Spending Mandate Leaves Education Stakeholders Scrambling.
Education Week (2/28) reports that the requirement under ESSA for districts to “break out school-level spending by
2019” has “cranked up tensions among state politicians, school district administrators, and civil rights activists over
public understanding of how districts divvy up their money among schools.” The piece reports that “interest groups
are split over whether such items as transportation, technology, special education, and pre-K—some of the biggest
drivers of the rise in school spending—should be categorized as regular school costs, or as extraordinary costs or
overhead.”

Kansas Legislature Holds Hearing On Lunch Shaming.
The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (2/28) reports that the Kansas state Senate Education Committee “heard
Wednesday from nutritional directors who addressed fears of children being shamed by alternative meals” when their
lunch accounts are in arrears. Legislators also heard “how schools pay for food that must be balanced according to
federal standards.” Kansas Department of Education Director of Nutrition Cheryl Johnson “led a wide-ranging
discussion on school lunch policies. Local school boards set policy, she said, but the state encourages best
practices.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Teachers’ Strike Continues.
The Huffington Post (2/28, Jamieson) reports, “All of West Virginia’s schools will remain closed on Thursday,
despite a tentative deal” announced earlier between Gov. Jim Justice and the union leaders. On Wednesday,
“striking teachers continued to fill the halls of the state capitol.” The announced agreement would have given
“teachers and other school personnel a five percent raise, and workers employed by the state a three percent raise.”
Healthcare costs are a major concern, and many “fear increased health costs could wipe away their raises.”
The Washington Post (2/28, Larimer) reports on the effects of the strike on parents as teachers objected to their
“salary and benefits in a work action that engulfed the state.”

Anaheim Ducks Teach Students About Energy.
The Orange County (CA) Register (2/28, Rightmire) reports in Anaheim, California, the Anaheim Ducks hosted
students from over 170 schools “for the First Flight Field Trip” at which students watched the Ducks skate and had
the chance “to try hands-on science experiments that demonstrated the principals of energy at various stations set
up in the parking lot of the Honda Center.” The Ducks also demonstrated “the ways the hockey players use different
forms of energy in their sport.”

Texas Instruments Teaches San Antonio Students How To Use TI Calculators To Control TI
Robot.
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The San Antonio Express-News (3/1, Caruba) reports Texas Instruments has conducted “robot coding workshops”
at 11 schools in San Antonio reaching “at least 1,200” students. The workshops teach “students how to use the
firm’s calculators to program the movements of the TI-Innovator Rover, an educational robot it also makes.” Judson
ISD STEM coordinator Deborah Rice “said the workshop gave students an opportunity to practice their problem
solving and math skills in an entertaining, hands-on setting.”

Wyoming Legislature Moves To Require Districts To Offer Computer Science.
Wyoming Public Radio (2/28, Watson) reports both the Wyoming House and Senate have approved bills to “require
districts to offer computer science courses.” Dicky Shanor, Chief of Staff for the Wyoming Department of Education,
“said the Senate’s version of the bill is stronger because it treats computer science has a stand-alone knowledge
area, where as the House places it under career and technical education.”

Iowa Legislature Moves Toward Awarding Test Contract To University Of Iowa.
The Des Moines (IA) Register (2/27, Ryan) reports on Tuesday, legislation advanced to the full Senate Education
Committee to award a state testing contract to the University of Iowa. The bill was already approved by the House
95-3. In 2014, “a state task force selected the Smarter Balanced exams” while in 2017, the state chose the
American Institutes of Research “through a bidding process.” NCS Pearson “challenged the 2017 contract,” but
“an administrative law judge upheld the state’s selection process and its chosen winner.” The Register adds, “the
U.S. Department of Education gives Iowa $225 million a year to have a peer-reviewed state assessment in place.”
The state Department of Education said that the AIR exam “has already passed peer review and is aligned with
learning standards already in place in Iowa schools,” while the University of Iowa exam is a “proof of concept.”

DMNews: Dallas Must Keep Teacher Evaluation And Merit Pay System.
The Dallas Morning News (2/28) in an editorial says that due to budget constraints, Dallas schools Superintendent
Michael Hinojosa “said this week he will propose changes to DISD’s innovative teacher evaluation and merit pay
system.” The Morning News says that while it supports “smart tweaks to improve” the program, “we implore Dallas
ISD not to water down the major tenets of one of its most important reforms in years.”

Report Finds Few States Compare Teacher Supply And Demand.
Education Week (2/28, Iasevoli) reports on a study issued by the National Council on Teacher Quality finding that
“too few states are using data to determine if their supply of teachers is meeting the demand of school districts.”
While “29 states track the number of teacher-prep graduates and their certification fields,” just “eight states compare
those numbers against their local districts’ hiring stats.” The study identifies Maryland, Massachusetts, Kentucky,
and Tennessee as having “promising practices.” The study also “suggests states could do more to increase their
pool of teachers in hard-to-staff areas.”

OPERATIONS
New York Mayor Taps Miami Superintendent To Serve A Schools Chancellor.
The New York Times (2/28, Taylor, Neuman, Subscription Publication) reports that the office of New York Mayor Bill
de Blasio announced Wednesday that “Alberto M. Carvalho, who rose from undocumented immigrant and day
laborer to superintendent of the Miami-Dade County Public Schools, has found a bigger stage: He will become the
next New York City schools chancellor.” The Times reports many of New York’s students, like those in Miami, “face
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similar challenges to those he has overcome. Over 70 percent of New York City students come from families that are
on some form of public assistance, and one in every 10 students was homeless at some point in the 2016-17 school
year.” Carvalho, the Times reports, “has a remarkably successful record,” listing some of his achievements in
Miami.
The Miami Herald (2/28) reports a Miami-Dade Public Schools spokesperson said Carvalho “has been offered
the job of New York City schools chancellor but has not yet accepted the post.” Miami school board members plan to
discuss the offer and a possible search for a replacement for Carvalho on Thursday. A district spokesperson said
Carvalho “will not comment on the job offer until he meets with the School Board.”
Education Week (2/28) reports Carvalho “would be moving from the nation’s fourth-largest district—with
345,000 students—to the largest one, which educates 1.1 million students. He would take over from Carmen Fariña,
a former principal and deputy chancellor, who came out of retirement in 2013 to help New York City Mayor Bill de
Blasio implement his education agenda.” Carvalho has led the district since 2008, and his current contract runs
through 2020. Should he take the job, he could face such issues as New York’s “ambitious Pre-K for All program,
which expands the successful pre-K initiative to include 3-year-olds, and the city’s long-standing efforts to turn
around some of its lowest-performing schools, known as Renewal Schools.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/28, Campo-Flores, Gay, Brody, Subscription Publication) quotes de Blasio saying in a
statement, “Alberto Carvalho is a world-class educator with an unmatched track record of success. I am very
confident that our extensive, national search has found New York City the best person.”
Also reporting are U.S. News & World Report (2/28), Chalkbeat (2/28), POLITICO New York (2/28), the New
York Daily News (3/1), and the New York Post (2/28).

DIGITAL LEARNING
School Systems Face Data Challenge Of Interoperability.
The Hechinger Report (2/28, Mathewson) reports that making use of data collected by schools is difficult because
getting it on “one system, formatted the same way, is a pressing challenge for districts.” The Providence, Rhode
Island schools are demanding of their vendors “that all of the data that Providence classrooms generate, in any
platform, will be available to the district in a single language, as puzzle pieces primed to be automatically assembled
into a cohesive whole.” One expert says it may take 10 years for many school systems to achieve interoperability.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Shelby County, Tennessee Voters To Choose New Leaders.
Chalkbeat (2/28, Wang, McCoy) reports that with coming elections, Shelby County, Tennessee voters will choose “a
new mayor and a mostly new county commission” as outgoing Mayor Mark Luttrell and seven of 13 commissioners
are not running for reelection. There is a primary on May 1, and the general election is August 2. Luttrell has “called
on the next iteration of leaders to invest more in early childhood education and classes that focus on science, math,
and technology.”

Philadelphia Mayor Expected To Propose Covering Most Of Philadelphia Schools’ Shortfall.
Philly (PA) (2/28, Otterbein, Vargas) reports Philadelphia Mayor Jim Kenney last year “pledged to seize control of
Philadelphia’s schools – and cover most of their nearly $1 billion shortfall.” On Thursday, in “his annual budget
address, Kenney will propose directing somewhere between an extra $700 million and $1 billion to the city’s schools
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over the next five years,” according to unnamed sources. To pay for it, he will request an increase in “the property
tax rate and the real estate transfer tax.”

Wyoming Senate Approves Bill To Moderate Cuts To Schools.
Wyoming Public Radio (2/28, Beck) reports the Wyoming state Senate approved on second reading a bill to “remove
several million dollars from the education funding model” after amendments “to reduce cuts that most school districts
would face to roughly three percent.” The Senate also approved “a proposed constitutional amendment that would
make it clear that lawmakers are in charge of school funding and not the courts.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parents And Schools Buy Products To Stop Shooters.
USA Today (2/28, McCoy) reports that in response to the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
Parkland, Florida “sales of bulletproof backpacks boomed this month” while “a small but growing number of U.S.
educational leaders have been responding to the wave of similar recent tragedies by fortifying their schools with blastresistant doors and locks, high-tech glass, and” related materials. USA adds that School Guard Glass began “after
the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting” and sales have grown from 50 schools in 2014 to “nearly 400
last year.” The product is intended not to “stop an attacker’s bullets but would keep the gunman from getting inside
a school for at least four minutes.” Because it is not heavy bulletproof glass it “can be installed in schools’ existing
doors and window openings.”

Colleges Promise Not To Penalize Students Disciplined For Protests After Florida School
Shooting.
The Hill (2/28, Savransky) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog, “Nearly 200 colleges have promised not to penalize
high school students who are disciplined for taking part in peaceful protests in the wake of the mass shooting” at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. On the list of 182 schools are “Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Harvard University, Yale University, Columbia University and the University of Florida.”

Massachusetts Court Rules Law Protects School Districts From Bullying Lawsuit.
The AP (2/28) reports the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court on Tuesday ruled “state law protects school
districts from being held liable for injuries a bullied student sustains.” The case was about “Matthew Mumbauer, a
fourth-grade student at Brickett Elementary School in Lynn.” Mumbauer was pushed “down a stairwell in 2008
causing permanent paralysis.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress, Trump To Unveil School Safety Proposals This Week.
• West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers To Return To Class Thursday.
• Public Advocate Blasts New York’s Renewal Program.
• Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
• Report Finds Ohio Among Top States For Equitable Distribution Of School Funds.
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Good morning David Shoup

March 1, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Parkland Students Return To Class Two Weeks After Mass Shooting.
The Washington Post (2/28, Balingit, Svrluga) reports that students returned to class at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida on Wednesday, “two weeks after police
say a former student opened fire in the school with an AR-15, killing 14 classmates and three
staff members.” The Post, noting that the massacre “brought renewed urgency to the national
debate over school safety, with young survivors tearfully calling for changes to gun laws,
students walking out of classrooms to protest gun violence, and President Trump urging
schools to arm their teachers,” reports “students came back to a place both familiar and
surreal, with armed guards, TV trucks and piles of flowers and homemade memorials outside.”
The CBS Evening News (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Daiz) said “the day started with fourth period
so students could be reunited with the classmates they were with during the shooting.” The
South Florida Sun Sentinel (2/28, Travis, Solomon, Geggis) reported the students “observed
17 seconds of silence in first period, one for each victim,” and “were given goodies, like
bagels and cream cheese, and comfort from 40 therapy dogs. And there were hugs all
around.” NBC Nightly News (2/28, story 4, 2:30, Sanders) reported “officials say 95 percent of
the 3,000-plus students who go to school here showed up today. Fifteen students have told the
school principal they don’t think they can ever come back to this school.” The Miami Herald
(2/28, Harris) reports “it wasn’t a normal school day,” but “it was a first step.”
ABC World
News Tonight (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Muir) similarly recounted the “emotional return to
school...for the students in Parkland,” while the New York Times (2/28, Healy, Subscription
Publication), among other new outlets, also reports the story.
USA Today (2/28, Collins, Carloni, Stanglin) reports students “were greeted by grief
counselors, therapy dogs, an outpouring of support from teachers — and about 50 heavily
armed police officers.” Superintendent Robert Runcie said “the counselors and friendly
animals were there ‘to provide a lot of love, a lot of understanding’ and to help students
‘ease back’ into their school routines.” The article details the “emotional — almost surreal
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— moment for students, staff, police, parents and teachers,” and reports Runcie “said 3,123
students showed up, only about 170 fewer than on a normal day, for an attendance of 95%.”

Media Analyses: Trump Stands Up To NRA, Appears To Embrace Gun
Restrictions. President Trump yesterday appeared to support legislation opposed by the
NRA and GOP leaders. His comments came at a televised White House meeting with 17
lawmakers. As the New York Times (2/28, Shear, Subscription Publication) reports, Trump “appeared to stun giddy
Democrats and stone-faced Republicans by calling for comprehensive gun control that would expand background
checks, keep guns from the mentally ill, secure schools and restrict gun sales from some young adults.” Trump
“repeatedly suggested that the dynamics had changed, in part because of his leadership in the White House, a
sentiment that the Democrats in the room readily agreed with as they saw the president supporting their ideas.” Roll
Call (2/28, McKinless) reports Trump “told lawmakers if they combine their various gun-related measures into a bill in
the ballpark of the ideas he endorsed on Wednesday, he ‘will sign it.’”

Florida Polls Finds Support For Assault-Weapons Ban, Opposition To Arming Teachers. The South
Florida Sun Sentinel (2/28, Man) reports “the latest poll of Florida voters, released Wednesday, shows a broad
consensus in favor of stricter gun laws, including a ban on assault weapons, and opposition to arming teachers.” In
effect, the poll “found some of what most Florida voters want [is] the opposite of what the Florida Legislature is
working on.”
The Miami Herald (2/28, Vassolo, Smiley) reports a Quinnipiac survey “found that 62 percent of voters favor a
ban on assault weapons, and about two-thirds support ‘stricter gun laws,’ like universal background checks or a ban
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on the sale of high-capacity ammunition magazines, while 56 percent oppose arming faculty members.” Those
“results closely mirror those from a separate poll conducted by Florida Atlantic University’s Business and Economic
Polling Initiative and also released Wednesday.” That poll found “nearly 70 percent of people in the state want to see
a ban on the sale of assault-style weapons and support stricter gun laws.” The FAU survey, says Politico (2/28,
Caputo), also found “56 percent of voters opposed arming teachers.”
Maryland Governor Opposes Arming Teachers, Proposes $125M For School Security. The
Baltimore Sun (2/28, Cox) reports that Gov. Larry Hogan (R), who faces reelection this fall, “announced support for a
pair of gun-control measures on Wednesday and proposed spending $125 million to enhance security at schools in
the wake of a mass shooting that killed 17 people at a Florida high school.” Hogan “endorsed creating a so-called
‘red flag’ law that would allow judges to temporarily order gun owners to surrender firearms if they are deemed to be
a danger to themselves or others.” He “said he also supports a measure that would ensure gun owners convicted of
domestic violence surrender their weapons.” The Sun adds, “The $125 million possible expense for securing public
schools in Maryland would include reinforced doors and panic buttons to prevent and react to shooters.”
AFT President Asks Trump For Invitation To Discuss School Safety. The Washington Post (2/28,
Strauss) reports, “American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten sent a letter to President Trump on
Wednesday, telling him that teachers oppose his proposal to give them weapons to carry in the classroom and asking
him to meet with teacher union leaders to discuss how to keep schools safer.” The Post reports the White House has
yet to reply to the letter.
Arming Teachers Presents Challenges For States, Districts. Education Week (2/28) reports on some of
the hurdles to a policy of large numbers of teachers carrying weapons in the classroom. The article points to Utah and
Texas, which both allow teachers who meet certain restrictions to carry guns on campus, and explores the legislative
challenges other states would face in crafting such policies. The article also examines the costs involved and the
need for initial and ongoing training.

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Announces $2.7 Billion In Additional Funding For Schools Impacted By 2017 Disasters.
Education Week (2/28) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos on Wednesday announced an additional $2.7
billion in federal funding for “students impacted by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, as well as the California
wildfires, last year.” According to an ED statement, the “‘Restart’ money is intended ‘to help defray expenses
related to the restart of operations in, the reopening of, and the re-enrollment of students in elementary and
secondary schools.’”
The AP (2/28) reports ED says it “will use $2.7 billion from the new federal budget to aid K-12 schools, school
districts and institutions of higher learning in recovering from three disastrous hurricanes and the recent California
wildfires.” DeVos “said she had been inspired daily by efforts of educators, administrators and local leaders in
getting students’ lives back to normal after hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria, as well as the wildfires.”

OCR Dismisses Most Transgender Student Complaints.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that according to data obtained through a FOIA request, ED’s
Office for Civil Rights “has dismissed most of the complaints filed in the past year by transgender students who
alleged that they were being excluded, treated differently or denied certain benefits under Title IX. ... Out of 19 total
complaints at all educational levels received by the agency between Jan. 20, 2017, and Feb. 21 of this year, 15 were
dismissed, three are under evaluation and one was resolved quickly. No complaints are actively under investigation.”
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ED OIG Audit Seeks $100,000 Clawback From Puerto Rico Adult Education Program.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that a “damning audit” from ED’s Office of the Inspector General
“into Puerto Rico’s adult education program during 2012 and 2013 found issues with the record-keeping of
performance data and contract awards — and compels the island’s education agency to return almost $100,000 in
questionably allocated funds.” The audit “found that the island’s education agency could not provide documentation
proving that eight of the 29 contracts reviewed by in the audit were properly awarded.”

ESSA School-Level Spending Mandate Leaves Education Stakeholders Scrambling.
Education Week (2/28) reports that the requirement under ESSA for districts to “break out school-level spending by
2019” has “cranked up tensions among state politicians, school district administrators, and civil rights activists over
public understanding of how districts divvy up their money among schools.” The piece reports that “interest groups
are split over whether such items as transportation, technology, special education, and pre-K—some of the biggest
drivers of the rise in school spending—should be categorized as regular school costs, or as extraordinary costs or
overhead.”

Kansas Legislature Holds Hearing On Lunch Shaming.
The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (2/28) reports that the Kansas state Senate Education Committee “heard
Wednesday from nutritional directors who addressed fears of children being shamed by alternative meals” when their
lunch accounts are in arrears. Legislators also heard “how schools pay for food that must be balanced according to
federal standards.” Kansas Department of Education Director of Nutrition Cheryl Johnson “led a wide-ranging
discussion on school lunch policies. Local school boards set policy, she said, but the state encourages best
practices.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Teachers’ Strike Continues.
The Huffington Post (2/28, Jamieson) reports, “All of West Virginia’s schools will remain closed on Thursday,
despite a tentative deal” announced earlier between Gov. Jim Justice and the union leaders. On Wednesday,
“striking teachers continued to fill the halls of the state capitol.” The announced agreement would have given
“teachers and other school personnel a five percent raise, and workers employed by the state a three percent raise.”
Healthcare costs are a major concern, and many “fear increased health costs could wipe away their raises.”
The Washington Post (2/28, Larimer) reports on the effects of the strike on parents as teachers objected to their
“salary and benefits in a work action that engulfed the state.”

Anaheim Ducks Teach Students About Energy.
The Orange County (CA) Register (2/28, Rightmire) reports in Anaheim, California, the Anaheim Ducks hosted
students from over 170 schools “for the First Flight Field Trip” at which students watched the Ducks skate and had
the chance “to try hands-on science experiments that demonstrated the principals of energy at various stations set
up in the parking lot of the Honda Center.” The Ducks also demonstrated “the ways the hockey players use different
forms of energy in their sport.”

Texas Instruments Teaches San Antonio Students How To Use TI Calculators To Control TI
Robot.
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The San Antonio Express-News (3/1, Caruba) reports Texas Instruments has conducted “robot coding workshops”
at 11 schools in San Antonio reaching “at least 1,200” students. The workshops teach “students how to use the
firm’s calculators to program the movements of the TI-Innovator Rover, an educational robot it also makes.” Judson
ISD STEM coordinator Deborah Rice “said the workshop gave students an opportunity to practice their problem
solving and math skills in an entertaining, hands-on setting.”

Wyoming Legislature Moves To Require Districts To Offer Computer Science.
Wyoming Public Radio (2/28, Watson) reports both the Wyoming House and Senate have approved bills to “require
districts to offer computer science courses.” Dicky Shanor, Chief of Staff for the Wyoming Department of Education,
“said the Senate’s version of the bill is stronger because it treats computer science has a stand-alone knowledge
area, where as the House places it under career and technical education.”

Iowa Legislature Moves Toward Awarding Test Contract To University Of Iowa.
The Des Moines (IA) Register (2/27, Ryan) reports on Tuesday, legislation advanced to the full Senate Education
Committee to award a state testing contract to the University of Iowa. The bill was already approved by the House
95-3. In 2014, “a state task force selected the Smarter Balanced exams” while in 2017, the state chose the
American Institutes of Research “through a bidding process.” NCS Pearson “challenged the 2017 contract,” but
“an administrative law judge upheld the state’s selection process and its chosen winner.” The Register adds, “the
U.S. Department of Education gives Iowa $225 million a year to have a peer-reviewed state assessment in place.”
The state Department of Education said that the AIR exam “has already passed peer review and is aligned with
learning standards already in place in Iowa schools,” while the University of Iowa exam is a “proof of concept.”

DMNews: Dallas Must Keep Teacher Evaluation And Merit Pay System.
The Dallas Morning News (2/28) in an editorial says that due to budget constraints, Dallas schools Superintendent
Michael Hinojosa “said this week he will propose changes to DISD’s innovative teacher evaluation and merit pay
system.” The Morning News says that while it supports “smart tweaks to improve” the program, “we implore Dallas
ISD not to water down the major tenets of one of its most important reforms in years.”

Report Finds Few States Compare Teacher Supply And Demand.
Education Week (2/28, Iasevoli) reports on a study issued by the National Council on Teacher Quality finding that
“too few states are using data to determine if their supply of teachers is meeting the demand of school districts.”
While “29 states track the number of teacher-prep graduates and their certification fields,” just “eight states compare
those numbers against their local districts’ hiring stats.” The study identifies Maryland, Massachusetts, Kentucky,
and Tennessee as having “promising practices.” The study also “suggests states could do more to increase their
pool of teachers in hard-to-staff areas.”

OPERATIONS
New York Mayor Taps Miami Superintendent To Serve A Schools Chancellor.
The New York Times (2/28, Taylor, Neuman, Subscription Publication) reports that the office of New York Mayor Bill
de Blasio announced Wednesday that “Alberto M. Carvalho, who rose from undocumented immigrant and day
laborer to superintendent of the Miami-Dade County Public Schools, has found a bigger stage: He will become the
next New York City schools chancellor.” The Times reports many of New York’s students, like those in Miami, “face
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similar challenges to those he has overcome. Over 70 percent of New York City students come from families that are
on some form of public assistance, and one in every 10 students was homeless at some point in the 2016-17 school
year.” Carvalho, the Times reports, “has a remarkably successful record,” listing some of his achievements in
Miami.
The Miami Herald (2/28) reports a Miami-Dade Public Schools spokesperson said Carvalho “has been offered
the job of New York City schools chancellor but has not yet accepted the post.” Miami school board members plan to
discuss the offer and a possible search for a replacement for Carvalho on Thursday. A district spokesperson said
Carvalho “will not comment on the job offer until he meets with the School Board.”
Education Week (2/28) reports Carvalho “would be moving from the nation’s fourth-largest district—with
345,000 students—to the largest one, which educates 1.1 million students. He would take over from Carmen Fariña,
a former principal and deputy chancellor, who came out of retirement in 2013 to help New York City Mayor Bill de
Blasio implement his education agenda.” Carvalho has led the district since 2008, and his current contract runs
through 2020. Should he take the job, he could face such issues as New York’s “ambitious Pre-K for All program,
which expands the successful pre-K initiative to include 3-year-olds, and the city’s long-standing efforts to turn
around some of its lowest-performing schools, known as Renewal Schools.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/28, Campo-Flores, Gay, Brody, Subscription Publication) quotes de Blasio saying in a
statement, “Alberto Carvalho is a world-class educator with an unmatched track record of success. I am very
confident that our extensive, national search has found New York City the best person.”
Also reporting are U.S. News & World Report (2/28), Chalkbeat (2/28), POLITICO New York (2/28), the New
York Daily News (3/1), and the New York Post (2/28).

DIGITAL LEARNING
School Systems Face Data Challenge Of Interoperability.
The Hechinger Report (2/28, Mathewson) reports that making use of data collected by schools is difficult because
getting it on “one system, formatted the same way, is a pressing challenge for districts.” The Providence, Rhode
Island schools are demanding of their vendors “that all of the data that Providence classrooms generate, in any
platform, will be available to the district in a single language, as puzzle pieces primed to be automatically assembled
into a cohesive whole.” One expert says it may take 10 years for many school systems to achieve interoperability.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Shelby County, Tennessee Voters To Choose New Leaders.
Chalkbeat (2/28, Wang, McCoy) reports that with coming elections, Shelby County, Tennessee voters will choose “a
new mayor and a mostly new county commission” as outgoing Mayor Mark Luttrell and seven of 13 commissioners
are not running for reelection. There is a primary on May 1, and the general election is August 2. Luttrell has “called
on the next iteration of leaders to invest more in early childhood education and classes that focus on science, math,
and technology.”

Philadelphia Mayor Expected To Propose Covering Most Of Philadelphia Schools’ Shortfall.
Philly (PA) (2/28, Otterbein, Vargas) reports Philadelphia Mayor Jim Kenney last year “pledged to seize control of
Philadelphia’s schools – and cover most of their nearly $1 billion shortfall.” On Thursday, in “his annual budget
address, Kenney will propose directing somewhere between an extra $700 million and $1 billion to the city’s schools
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over the next five years,” according to unnamed sources. To pay for it, he will request an increase in “the property
tax rate and the real estate transfer tax.”

Wyoming Senate Approves Bill To Moderate Cuts To Schools.
Wyoming Public Radio (2/28, Beck) reports the Wyoming state Senate approved on second reading a bill to “remove
several million dollars from the education funding model” after amendments “to reduce cuts that most school districts
would face to roughly three percent.” The Senate also approved “a proposed constitutional amendment that would
make it clear that lawmakers are in charge of school funding and not the courts.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parents And Schools Buy Products To Stop Shooters.
USA Today (2/28, McCoy) reports that in response to the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
Parkland, Florida “sales of bulletproof backpacks boomed this month” while “a small but growing number of U.S.
educational leaders have been responding to the wave of similar recent tragedies by fortifying their schools with blastresistant doors and locks, high-tech glass, and” related materials. USA adds that School Guard Glass began “after
the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting” and sales have grown from 50 schools in 2014 to “nearly 400
last year.” The product is intended not to “stop an attacker’s bullets but would keep the gunman from getting inside
a school for at least four minutes.” Because it is not heavy bulletproof glass it “can be installed in schools’ existing
doors and window openings.”

Colleges Promise Not To Penalize Students Disciplined For Protests After Florida School
Shooting.
The Hill (2/28, Savransky) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog, “Nearly 200 colleges have promised not to penalize
high school students who are disciplined for taking part in peaceful protests in the wake of the mass shooting” at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. On the list of 182 schools are “Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Harvard University, Yale University, Columbia University and the University of Florida.”

Massachusetts Court Rules Law Protects School Districts From Bullying Lawsuit.
The AP (2/28) reports the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court on Tuesday ruled “state law protects school
districts from being held liable for injuries a bullied student sustains.” The case was about “Matthew Mumbauer, a
fourth-grade student at Brickett Elementary School in Lynn.” Mumbauer was pushed “down a stairwell in 2008
causing permanent paralysis.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress, Trump To Unveil School Safety Proposals This Week.
• West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers To Return To Class Thursday.
• Public Advocate Blasts New York’s Renewal Program.
• Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
• Report Finds Ohio Among Top States For Equitable Distribution Of School Funds.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

March 1, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Parkland Students Return To Class Two Weeks After Mass Shooting.
The Washington Post (2/28, Balingit, Svrluga) reports that students returned to class at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida on Wednesday, “two weeks after police
say a former student opened fire in the school with an AR-15, killing 14 classmates and three
staff members.” The Post, noting that the massacre “brought renewed urgency to the national
debate over school safety, with young survivors tearfully calling for changes to gun laws,
students walking out of classrooms to protest gun violence, and President Trump urging
schools to arm their teachers,” reports “students came back to a place both familiar and
surreal, with armed guards, TV trucks and piles of flowers and homemade memorials outside.”
The CBS Evening News (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Daiz) said “the day started with fourth period
so students could be reunited with the classmates they were with during the shooting.” The
South Florida Sun Sentinel (2/28, Travis, Solomon, Geggis) reported the students “observed
17 seconds of silence in first period, one for each victim,” and “were given goodies, like
bagels and cream cheese, and comfort from 40 therapy dogs. And there were hugs all
around.” NBC Nightly News (2/28, story 4, 2:30, Sanders) reported “officials say 95 percent of
the 3,000-plus students who go to school here showed up today. Fifteen students have told the
school principal they don’t think they can ever come back to this school.” The Miami Herald
(2/28, Harris) reports “it wasn’t a normal school day,” but “it was a first step.”
ABC World
News Tonight (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Muir) similarly recounted the “emotional return to
school...for the students in Parkland,” while the New York Times (2/28, Healy, Subscription
Publication), among other new outlets, also reports the story.
USA Today (2/28, Collins, Carloni, Stanglin) reports students “were greeted by grief
counselors, therapy dogs, an outpouring of support from teachers — and about 50 heavily
armed police officers.” Superintendent Robert Runcie said “the counselors and friendly
animals were there ‘to provide a lot of love, a lot of understanding’ and to help students
‘ease back’ into their school routines.” The article details the “emotional — almost surreal
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— moment for students, staff, police, parents and teachers,” and reports Runcie “said 3,123
students showed up, only about 170 fewer than on a normal day, for an attendance of 95%.”

Media Analyses: Trump Stands Up To NRA, Appears To Embrace Gun
Restrictions. President Trump yesterday appeared to support legislation opposed by the
NRA and GOP leaders. His comments came at a televised White House meeting with 17
lawmakers. As the New York Times (2/28, Shear, Subscription Publication) reports, Trump “appeared to stun giddy
Democrats and stone-faced Republicans by calling for comprehensive gun control that would expand background
checks, keep guns from the mentally ill, secure schools and restrict gun sales from some young adults.” Trump
“repeatedly suggested that the dynamics had changed, in part because of his leadership in the White House, a
sentiment that the Democrats in the room readily agreed with as they saw the president supporting their ideas.” Roll
Call (2/28, McKinless) reports Trump “told lawmakers if they combine their various gun-related measures into a bill in
the ballpark of the ideas he endorsed on Wednesday, he ‘will sign it.’”

Florida Polls Finds Support For Assault-Weapons Ban, Opposition To Arming Teachers. The South
Florida Sun Sentinel (2/28, Man) reports “the latest poll of Florida voters, released Wednesday, shows a broad
consensus in favor of stricter gun laws, including a ban on assault weapons, and opposition to arming teachers.” In
effect, the poll “found some of what most Florida voters want [is] the opposite of what the Florida Legislature is
working on.”
The Miami Herald (2/28, Vassolo, Smiley) reports a Quinnipiac survey “found that 62 percent of voters favor a
ban on assault weapons, and about two-thirds support ‘stricter gun laws,’ like universal background checks or a ban
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on the sale of high-capacity ammunition magazines, while 56 percent oppose arming faculty members.” Those
“results closely mirror those from a separate poll conducted by Florida Atlantic University’s Business and Economic
Polling Initiative and also released Wednesday.” That poll found “nearly 70 percent of people in the state want to see
a ban on the sale of assault-style weapons and support stricter gun laws.” The FAU survey, says Politico (2/28,
Caputo), also found “56 percent of voters opposed arming teachers.”
Maryland Governor Opposes Arming Teachers, Proposes $125M For School Security. The
Baltimore Sun (2/28, Cox) reports that Gov. Larry Hogan (R), who faces reelection this fall, “announced support for a
pair of gun-control measures on Wednesday and proposed spending $125 million to enhance security at schools in
the wake of a mass shooting that killed 17 people at a Florida high school.” Hogan “endorsed creating a so-called
‘red flag’ law that would allow judges to temporarily order gun owners to surrender firearms if they are deemed to be
a danger to themselves or others.” He “said he also supports a measure that would ensure gun owners convicted of
domestic violence surrender their weapons.” The Sun adds, “The $125 million possible expense for securing public
schools in Maryland would include reinforced doors and panic buttons to prevent and react to shooters.”
AFT President Asks Trump For Invitation To Discuss School Safety. The Washington Post (2/28,
Strauss) reports, “American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten sent a letter to President Trump on
Wednesday, telling him that teachers oppose his proposal to give them weapons to carry in the classroom and asking
him to meet with teacher union leaders to discuss how to keep schools safer.” The Post reports the White House has
yet to reply to the letter.
Arming Teachers Presents Challenges For States, Districts. Education Week (2/28) reports on some of
the hurdles to a policy of large numbers of teachers carrying weapons in the classroom. The article points to Utah and
Texas, which both allow teachers who meet certain restrictions to carry guns on campus, and explores the legislative
challenges other states would face in crafting such policies. The article also examines the costs involved and the
need for initial and ongoing training.

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Announces $2.7 Billion In Additional Funding For Schools Impacted By 2017 Disasters.
Education Week (2/28) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos on Wednesday announced an additional $2.7
billion in federal funding for “students impacted by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, as well as the California
wildfires, last year.” According to an ED statement, the “‘Restart’ money is intended ‘to help defray expenses
related to the restart of operations in, the reopening of, and the re-enrollment of students in elementary and
secondary schools.’”
The AP (2/28) reports ED says it “will use $2.7 billion from the new federal budget to aid K-12 schools, school
districts and institutions of higher learning in recovering from three disastrous hurricanes and the recent California
wildfires.” DeVos “said she had been inspired daily by efforts of educators, administrators and local leaders in
getting students’ lives back to normal after hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria, as well as the wildfires.”

OCR Dismisses Most Transgender Student Complaints.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that according to data obtained through a FOIA request, ED’s
Office for Civil Rights “has dismissed most of the complaints filed in the past year by transgender students who
alleged that they were being excluded, treated differently or denied certain benefits under Title IX. ... Out of 19 total
complaints at all educational levels received by the agency between Jan. 20, 2017, and Feb. 21 of this year, 15 were
dismissed, three are under evaluation and one was resolved quickly. No complaints are actively under investigation.”
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ED OIG Audit Seeks $100,000 Clawback From Puerto Rico Adult Education Program.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that a “damning audit” from ED’s Office of the Inspector General
“into Puerto Rico’s adult education program during 2012 and 2013 found issues with the record-keeping of
performance data and contract awards — and compels the island’s education agency to return almost $100,000 in
questionably allocated funds.” The audit “found that the island’s education agency could not provide documentation
proving that eight of the 29 contracts reviewed by in the audit were properly awarded.”

ESSA School-Level Spending Mandate Leaves Education Stakeholders Scrambling.
Education Week (2/28) reports that the requirement under ESSA for districts to “break out school-level spending by
2019” has “cranked up tensions among state politicians, school district administrators, and civil rights activists over
public understanding of how districts divvy up their money among schools.” The piece reports that “interest groups
are split over whether such items as transportation, technology, special education, and pre-K—some of the biggest
drivers of the rise in school spending—should be categorized as regular school costs, or as extraordinary costs or
overhead.”

Kansas Legislature Holds Hearing On Lunch Shaming.
The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (2/28) reports that the Kansas state Senate Education Committee “heard
Wednesday from nutritional directors who addressed fears of children being shamed by alternative meals” when their
lunch accounts are in arrears. Legislators also heard “how schools pay for food that must be balanced according to
federal standards.” Kansas Department of Education Director of Nutrition Cheryl Johnson “led a wide-ranging
discussion on school lunch policies. Local school boards set policy, she said, but the state encourages best
practices.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Teachers’ Strike Continues.
The Huffington Post (2/28, Jamieson) reports, “All of West Virginia’s schools will remain closed on Thursday,
despite a tentative deal” announced earlier between Gov. Jim Justice and the union leaders. On Wednesday,
“striking teachers continued to fill the halls of the state capitol.” The announced agreement would have given
“teachers and other school personnel a five percent raise, and workers employed by the state a three percent raise.”
Healthcare costs are a major concern, and many “fear increased health costs could wipe away their raises.”
The Washington Post (2/28, Larimer) reports on the effects of the strike on parents as teachers objected to their
“salary and benefits in a work action that engulfed the state.”

Anaheim Ducks Teach Students About Energy.
The Orange County (CA) Register (2/28, Rightmire) reports in Anaheim, California, the Anaheim Ducks hosted
students from over 170 schools “for the First Flight Field Trip” at which students watched the Ducks skate and had
the chance “to try hands-on science experiments that demonstrated the principals of energy at various stations set
up in the parking lot of the Honda Center.” The Ducks also demonstrated “the ways the hockey players use different
forms of energy in their sport.”

Texas Instruments Teaches San Antonio Students How To Use TI Calculators To Control TI
Robot.
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The San Antonio Express-News (3/1, Caruba) reports Texas Instruments has conducted “robot coding workshops”
at 11 schools in San Antonio reaching “at least 1,200” students. The workshops teach “students how to use the
firm’s calculators to program the movements of the TI-Innovator Rover, an educational robot it also makes.” Judson
ISD STEM coordinator Deborah Rice “said the workshop gave students an opportunity to practice their problem
solving and math skills in an entertaining, hands-on setting.”

Wyoming Legislature Moves To Require Districts To Offer Computer Science.
Wyoming Public Radio (2/28, Watson) reports both the Wyoming House and Senate have approved bills to “require
districts to offer computer science courses.” Dicky Shanor, Chief of Staff for the Wyoming Department of Education,
“said the Senate’s version of the bill is stronger because it treats computer science has a stand-alone knowledge
area, where as the House places it under career and technical education.”

Iowa Legislature Moves Toward Awarding Test Contract To University Of Iowa.
The Des Moines (IA) Register (2/27, Ryan) reports on Tuesday, legislation advanced to the full Senate Education
Committee to award a state testing contract to the University of Iowa. The bill was already approved by the House
95-3. In 2014, “a state task force selected the Smarter Balanced exams” while in 2017, the state chose the
American Institutes of Research “through a bidding process.” NCS Pearson “challenged the 2017 contract,” but
“an administrative law judge upheld the state’s selection process and its chosen winner.” The Register adds, “the
U.S. Department of Education gives Iowa $225 million a year to have a peer-reviewed state assessment in place.”
The state Department of Education said that the AIR exam “has already passed peer review and is aligned with
learning standards already in place in Iowa schools,” while the University of Iowa exam is a “proof of concept.”

DMNews: Dallas Must Keep Teacher Evaluation And Merit Pay System.
The Dallas Morning News (2/28) in an editorial says that due to budget constraints, Dallas schools Superintendent
Michael Hinojosa “said this week he will propose changes to DISD’s innovative teacher evaluation and merit pay
system.” The Morning News says that while it supports “smart tweaks to improve” the program, “we implore Dallas
ISD not to water down the major tenets of one of its most important reforms in years.”

Report Finds Few States Compare Teacher Supply And Demand.
Education Week (2/28, Iasevoli) reports on a study issued by the National Council on Teacher Quality finding that
“too few states are using data to determine if their supply of teachers is meeting the demand of school districts.”
While “29 states track the number of teacher-prep graduates and their certification fields,” just “eight states compare
those numbers against their local districts’ hiring stats.” The study identifies Maryland, Massachusetts, Kentucky,
and Tennessee as having “promising practices.” The study also “suggests states could do more to increase their
pool of teachers in hard-to-staff areas.”

OPERATIONS
New York Mayor Taps Miami Superintendent To Serve A Schools Chancellor.
The New York Times (2/28, Taylor, Neuman, Subscription Publication) reports that the office of New York Mayor Bill
de Blasio announced Wednesday that “Alberto M. Carvalho, who rose from undocumented immigrant and day
laborer to superintendent of the Miami-Dade County Public Schools, has found a bigger stage: He will become the
next New York City schools chancellor.” The Times reports many of New York’s students, like those in Miami, “face
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similar challenges to those he has overcome. Over 70 percent of New York City students come from families that are
on some form of public assistance, and one in every 10 students was homeless at some point in the 2016-17 school
year.” Carvalho, the Times reports, “has a remarkably successful record,” listing some of his achievements in
Miami.
The Miami Herald (2/28) reports a Miami-Dade Public Schools spokesperson said Carvalho “has been offered
the job of New York City schools chancellor but has not yet accepted the post.” Miami school board members plan to
discuss the offer and a possible search for a replacement for Carvalho on Thursday. A district spokesperson said
Carvalho “will not comment on the job offer until he meets with the School Board.”
Education Week (2/28) reports Carvalho “would be moving from the nation’s fourth-largest district—with
345,000 students—to the largest one, which educates 1.1 million students. He would take over from Carmen Fariña,
a former principal and deputy chancellor, who came out of retirement in 2013 to help New York City Mayor Bill de
Blasio implement his education agenda.” Carvalho has led the district since 2008, and his current contract runs
through 2020. Should he take the job, he could face such issues as New York’s “ambitious Pre-K for All program,
which expands the successful pre-K initiative to include 3-year-olds, and the city’s long-standing efforts to turn
around some of its lowest-performing schools, known as Renewal Schools.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/28, Campo-Flores, Gay, Brody, Subscription Publication) quotes de Blasio saying in a
statement, “Alberto Carvalho is a world-class educator with an unmatched track record of success. I am very
confident that our extensive, national search has found New York City the best person.”
Also reporting are U.S. News & World Report (2/28), Chalkbeat (2/28), POLITICO New York (2/28), the New
York Daily News (3/1), and the New York Post (2/28).

DIGITAL LEARNING
School Systems Face Data Challenge Of Interoperability.
The Hechinger Report (2/28, Mathewson) reports that making use of data collected by schools is difficult because
getting it on “one system, formatted the same way, is a pressing challenge for districts.” The Providence, Rhode
Island schools are demanding of their vendors “that all of the data that Providence classrooms generate, in any
platform, will be available to the district in a single language, as puzzle pieces primed to be automatically assembled
into a cohesive whole.” One expert says it may take 10 years for many school systems to achieve interoperability.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Shelby County, Tennessee Voters To Choose New Leaders.
Chalkbeat (2/28, Wang, McCoy) reports that with coming elections, Shelby County, Tennessee voters will choose “a
new mayor and a mostly new county commission” as outgoing Mayor Mark Luttrell and seven of 13 commissioners
are not running for reelection. There is a primary on May 1, and the general election is August 2. Luttrell has “called
on the next iteration of leaders to invest more in early childhood education and classes that focus on science, math,
and technology.”

Philadelphia Mayor Expected To Propose Covering Most Of Philadelphia Schools’ Shortfall.
Philly (PA) (2/28, Otterbein, Vargas) reports Philadelphia Mayor Jim Kenney last year “pledged to seize control of
Philadelphia’s schools – and cover most of their nearly $1 billion shortfall.” On Thursday, in “his annual budget
address, Kenney will propose directing somewhere between an extra $700 million and $1 billion to the city’s schools
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over the next five years,” according to unnamed sources. To pay for it, he will request an increase in “the property
tax rate and the real estate transfer tax.”

Wyoming Senate Approves Bill To Moderate Cuts To Schools.
Wyoming Public Radio (2/28, Beck) reports the Wyoming state Senate approved on second reading a bill to “remove
several million dollars from the education funding model” after amendments “to reduce cuts that most school districts
would face to roughly three percent.” The Senate also approved “a proposed constitutional amendment that would
make it clear that lawmakers are in charge of school funding and not the courts.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parents And Schools Buy Products To Stop Shooters.
USA Today (2/28, McCoy) reports that in response to the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
Parkland, Florida “sales of bulletproof backpacks boomed this month” while “a small but growing number of U.S.
educational leaders have been responding to the wave of similar recent tragedies by fortifying their schools with blastresistant doors and locks, high-tech glass, and” related materials. USA adds that School Guard Glass began “after
the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting” and sales have grown from 50 schools in 2014 to “nearly 400
last year.” The product is intended not to “stop an attacker’s bullets but would keep the gunman from getting inside
a school for at least four minutes.” Because it is not heavy bulletproof glass it “can be installed in schools’ existing
doors and window openings.”

Colleges Promise Not To Penalize Students Disciplined For Protests After Florida School
Shooting.
The Hill (2/28, Savransky) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog, “Nearly 200 colleges have promised not to penalize
high school students who are disciplined for taking part in peaceful protests in the wake of the mass shooting” at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. On the list of 182 schools are “Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Harvard University, Yale University, Columbia University and the University of Florida.”

Massachusetts Court Rules Law Protects School Districts From Bullying Lawsuit.
The AP (2/28) reports the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court on Tuesday ruled “state law protects school
districts from being held liable for injuries a bullied student sustains.” The case was about “Matthew Mumbauer, a
fourth-grade student at Brickett Elementary School in Lynn.” Mumbauer was pushed “down a stairwell in 2008
causing permanent paralysis.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress, Trump To Unveil School Safety Proposals This Week.
• West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers To Return To Class Thursday.
• Public Advocate Blasts New York’s Renewal Program.
• Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
• Report Finds Ohio Among Top States For Equitable Distribution Of School Funds.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

March 1, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Parkland Students Return To Class Two Weeks After Mass Shooting.
The Washington Post (2/28, Balingit, Svrluga) reports that students returned to class at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida on Wednesday, “two weeks after police
say a former student opened fire in the school with an AR-15, killing 14 classmates and three
staff members.” The Post, noting that the massacre “brought renewed urgency to the national
debate over school safety, with young survivors tearfully calling for changes to gun laws,
students walking out of classrooms to protest gun violence, and President Trump urging
schools to arm their teachers,” reports “students came back to a place both familiar and
surreal, with armed guards, TV trucks and piles of flowers and homemade memorials outside.”
The CBS Evening News (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Daiz) said “the day started with fourth period
so students could be reunited with the classmates they were with during the shooting.” The
South Florida Sun Sentinel (2/28, Travis, Solomon, Geggis) reported the students “observed
17 seconds of silence in first period, one for each victim,” and “were given goodies, like
bagels and cream cheese, and comfort from 40 therapy dogs. And there were hugs all
around.” NBC Nightly News (2/28, story 4, 2:30, Sanders) reported “officials say 95 percent of
the 3,000-plus students who go to school here showed up today. Fifteen students have told the
school principal they don’t think they can ever come back to this school.” The Miami Herald
(2/28, Harris) reports “it wasn’t a normal school day,” but “it was a first step.”
ABC World
News Tonight (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Muir) similarly recounted the “emotional return to
school...for the students in Parkland,” while the New York Times (2/28, Healy, Subscription
Publication), among other new outlets, also reports the story.
USA Today (2/28, Collins, Carloni, Stanglin) reports students “were greeted by grief
counselors, therapy dogs, an outpouring of support from teachers — and about 50 heavily
armed police officers.” Superintendent Robert Runcie said “the counselors and friendly
animals were there ‘to provide a lot of love, a lot of understanding’ and to help students
‘ease back’ into their school routines.” The article details the “emotional — almost surreal
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— moment for students, staff, police, parents and teachers,” and reports Runcie “said 3,123
students showed up, only about 170 fewer than on a normal day, for an attendance of 95%.”

Media Analyses: Trump Stands Up To NRA, Appears To Embrace Gun
Restrictions. President Trump yesterday appeared to support legislation opposed by the
NRA and GOP leaders. His comments came at a televised White House meeting with 17
lawmakers. As the New York Times (2/28, Shear, Subscription Publication) reports, Trump “appeared to stun giddy
Democrats and stone-faced Republicans by calling for comprehensive gun control that would expand background
checks, keep guns from the mentally ill, secure schools and restrict gun sales from some young adults.” Trump
“repeatedly suggested that the dynamics had changed, in part because of his leadership in the White House, a
sentiment that the Democrats in the room readily agreed with as they saw the president supporting their ideas.” Roll
Call (2/28, McKinless) reports Trump “told lawmakers if they combine their various gun-related measures into a bill in
the ballpark of the ideas he endorsed on Wednesday, he ‘will sign it.’”

Florida Polls Finds Support For Assault-Weapons Ban, Opposition To Arming Teachers. The South
Florida Sun Sentinel (2/28, Man) reports “the latest poll of Florida voters, released Wednesday, shows a broad
consensus in favor of stricter gun laws, including a ban on assault weapons, and opposition to arming teachers.” In
effect, the poll “found some of what most Florida voters want [is] the opposite of what the Florida Legislature is
working on.”
The Miami Herald (2/28, Vassolo, Smiley) reports a Quinnipiac survey “found that 62 percent of voters favor a
ban on assault weapons, and about two-thirds support ‘stricter gun laws,’ like universal background checks or a ban
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on the sale of high-capacity ammunition magazines, while 56 percent oppose arming faculty members.” Those
“results closely mirror those from a separate poll conducted by Florida Atlantic University’s Business and Economic
Polling Initiative and also released Wednesday.” That poll found “nearly 70 percent of people in the state want to see
a ban on the sale of assault-style weapons and support stricter gun laws.” The FAU survey, says Politico (2/28,
Caputo), also found “56 percent of voters opposed arming teachers.”
Maryland Governor Opposes Arming Teachers, Proposes $125M For School Security. The
Baltimore Sun (2/28, Cox) reports that Gov. Larry Hogan (R), who faces reelection this fall, “announced support for a
pair of gun-control measures on Wednesday and proposed spending $125 million to enhance security at schools in
the wake of a mass shooting that killed 17 people at a Florida high school.” Hogan “endorsed creating a so-called
‘red flag’ law that would allow judges to temporarily order gun owners to surrender firearms if they are deemed to be
a danger to themselves or others.” He “said he also supports a measure that would ensure gun owners convicted of
domestic violence surrender their weapons.” The Sun adds, “The $125 million possible expense for securing public
schools in Maryland would include reinforced doors and panic buttons to prevent and react to shooters.”
AFT President Asks Trump For Invitation To Discuss School Safety. The Washington Post (2/28,
Strauss) reports, “American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten sent a letter to President Trump on
Wednesday, telling him that teachers oppose his proposal to give them weapons to carry in the classroom and asking
him to meet with teacher union leaders to discuss how to keep schools safer.” The Post reports the White House has
yet to reply to the letter.
Arming Teachers Presents Challenges For States, Districts. Education Week (2/28) reports on some of
the hurdles to a policy of large numbers of teachers carrying weapons in the classroom. The article points to Utah and
Texas, which both allow teachers who meet certain restrictions to carry guns on campus, and explores the legislative
challenges other states would face in crafting such policies. The article also examines the costs involved and the
need for initial and ongoing training.

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos Announces $2.7 Billion In Additional Funding For Schools Impacted By 2017 Disasters.
Education Week (2/28) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos on Wednesday announced an additional $2.7
billion in federal funding for “students impacted by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, as well as the California
wildfires, last year.” According to an ED statement, the “‘Restart’ money is intended ‘to help defray expenses
related to the restart of operations in, the reopening of, and the re-enrollment of students in elementary and
secondary schools.’”
The AP (2/28) reports ED says it “will use $2.7 billion from the new federal budget to aid K-12 schools, school
districts and institutions of higher learning in recovering from three disastrous hurricanes and the recent California
wildfires.” DeVos “said she had been inspired daily by efforts of educators, administrators and local leaders in
getting students’ lives back to normal after hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria, as well as the wildfires.”

OCR Dismisses Most Transgender Student Complaints.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that according to data obtained through a FOIA request, ED’s
Office for Civil Rights “has dismissed most of the complaints filed in the past year by transgender students who
alleged that they were being excluded, treated differently or denied certain benefits under Title IX. ... Out of 19 total
complaints at all educational levels received by the agency between Jan. 20, 2017, and Feb. 21 of this year, 15 were
dismissed, three are under evaluation and one was resolved quickly. No complaints are actively under investigation.”
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ED OIG Audit Seeks $100,000 Clawback From Puerto Rico Adult Education Program.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that a “damning audit” from ED’s Office of the Inspector General
“into Puerto Rico’s adult education program during 2012 and 2013 found issues with the record-keeping of
performance data and contract awards — and compels the island’s education agency to return almost $100,000 in
questionably allocated funds.” The audit “found that the island’s education agency could not provide documentation
proving that eight of the 29 contracts reviewed by in the audit were properly awarded.”

ESSA School-Level Spending Mandate Leaves Education Stakeholders Scrambling.
Education Week (2/28) reports that the requirement under ESSA for districts to “break out school-level spending by
2019” has “cranked up tensions among state politicians, school district administrators, and civil rights activists over
public understanding of how districts divvy up their money among schools.” The piece reports that “interest groups
are split over whether such items as transportation, technology, special education, and pre-K—some of the biggest
drivers of the rise in school spending—should be categorized as regular school costs, or as extraordinary costs or
overhead.”

Kansas Legislature Holds Hearing On Lunch Shaming.
The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (2/28) reports that the Kansas state Senate Education Committee “heard
Wednesday from nutritional directors who addressed fears of children being shamed by alternative meals” when their
lunch accounts are in arrears. Legislators also heard “how schools pay for food that must be balanced according to
federal standards.” Kansas Department of Education Director of Nutrition Cheryl Johnson “led a wide-ranging
discussion on school lunch policies. Local school boards set policy, she said, but the state encourages best
practices.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Teachers’ Strike Continues.
The Huffington Post (2/28, Jamieson) reports, “All of West Virginia’s schools will remain closed on Thursday,
despite a tentative deal” announced earlier between Gov. Jim Justice and the union leaders. On Wednesday,
“striking teachers continued to fill the halls of the state capitol.” The announced agreement would have given
“teachers and other school personnel a five percent raise, and workers employed by the state a three percent raise.”
Healthcare costs are a major concern, and many “fear increased health costs could wipe away their raises.”
The Washington Post (2/28, Larimer) reports on the effects of the strike on parents as teachers objected to their
“salary and benefits in a work action that engulfed the state.”

Anaheim Ducks Teach Students About Energy.
The Orange County (CA) Register (2/28, Rightmire) reports in Anaheim, California, the Anaheim Ducks hosted
students from over 170 schools “for the First Flight Field Trip” at which students watched the Ducks skate and had
the chance “to try hands-on science experiments that demonstrated the principals of energy at various stations set
up in the parking lot of the Honda Center.” The Ducks also demonstrated “the ways the hockey players use different
forms of energy in their sport.”

Texas Instruments Teaches San Antonio Students How To Use TI Calculators To Control TI
Robot.
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The San Antonio Express-News (3/1, Caruba) reports Texas Instruments has conducted “robot coding workshops”
at 11 schools in San Antonio reaching “at least 1,200” students. The workshops teach “students how to use the
firm’s calculators to program the movements of the TI-Innovator Rover, an educational robot it also makes.” Judson
ISD STEM coordinator Deborah Rice “said the workshop gave students an opportunity to practice their problem
solving and math skills in an entertaining, hands-on setting.”

Wyoming Legislature Moves To Require Districts To Offer Computer Science.
Wyoming Public Radio (2/28, Watson) reports both the Wyoming House and Senate have approved bills to “require
districts to offer computer science courses.” Dicky Shanor, Chief of Staff for the Wyoming Department of Education,
“said the Senate’s version of the bill is stronger because it treats computer science has a stand-alone knowledge
area, where as the House places it under career and technical education.”

Iowa Legislature Moves Toward Awarding Test Contract To University Of Iowa.
The Des Moines (IA) Register (2/27, Ryan) reports on Tuesday, legislation advanced to the full Senate Education
Committee to award a state testing contract to the University of Iowa. The bill was already approved by the House
95-3. In 2014, “a state task force selected the Smarter Balanced exams” while in 2017, the state chose the
American Institutes of Research “through a bidding process.” NCS Pearson “challenged the 2017 contract,” but
“an administrative law judge upheld the state’s selection process and its chosen winner.” The Register adds, “the
U.S. Department of Education gives Iowa $225 million a year to have a peer-reviewed state assessment in place.”
The state Department of Education said that the AIR exam “has already passed peer review and is aligned with
learning standards already in place in Iowa schools,” while the University of Iowa exam is a “proof of concept.”

DMNews: Dallas Must Keep Teacher Evaluation And Merit Pay System.
The Dallas Morning News (2/28) in an editorial says that due to budget constraints, Dallas schools Superintendent
Michael Hinojosa “said this week he will propose changes to DISD’s innovative teacher evaluation and merit pay
system.” The Morning News says that while it supports “smart tweaks to improve” the program, “we implore Dallas
ISD not to water down the major tenets of one of its most important reforms in years.”

Report Finds Few States Compare Teacher Supply And Demand.
Education Week (2/28, Iasevoli) reports on a study issued by the National Council on Teacher Quality finding that
“too few states are using data to determine if their supply of teachers is meeting the demand of school districts.”
While “29 states track the number of teacher-prep graduates and their certification fields,” just “eight states compare
those numbers against their local districts’ hiring stats.” The study identifies Maryland, Massachusetts, Kentucky,
and Tennessee as having “promising practices.” The study also “suggests states could do more to increase their
pool of teachers in hard-to-staff areas.”

OPERATIONS
New York Mayor Taps Miami Superintendent To Serve A Schools Chancellor.
The New York Times (2/28, Taylor, Neuman, Subscription Publication) reports that the office of New York Mayor Bill
de Blasio announced Wednesday that “Alberto M. Carvalho, who rose from undocumented immigrant and day
laborer to superintendent of the Miami-Dade County Public Schools, has found a bigger stage: He will become the
next New York City schools chancellor.” The Times reports many of New York’s students, like those in Miami, “face
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similar challenges to those he has overcome. Over 70 percent of New York City students come from families that are
on some form of public assistance, and one in every 10 students was homeless at some point in the 2016-17 school
year.” Carvalho, the Times reports, “has a remarkably successful record,” listing some of his achievements in
Miami.
The Miami Herald (2/28) reports a Miami-Dade Public Schools spokesperson said Carvalho “has been offered
the job of New York City schools chancellor but has not yet accepted the post.” Miami school board members plan to
discuss the offer and a possible search for a replacement for Carvalho on Thursday. A district spokesperson said
Carvalho “will not comment on the job offer until he meets with the School Board.”
Education Week (2/28) reports Carvalho “would be moving from the nation’s fourth-largest district—with
345,000 students—to the largest one, which educates 1.1 million students. He would take over from Carmen Fariña,
a former principal and deputy chancellor, who came out of retirement in 2013 to help New York City Mayor Bill de
Blasio implement his education agenda.” Carvalho has led the district since 2008, and his current contract runs
through 2020. Should he take the job, he could face such issues as New York’s “ambitious Pre-K for All program,
which expands the successful pre-K initiative to include 3-year-olds, and the city’s long-standing efforts to turn
around some of its lowest-performing schools, known as Renewal Schools.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/28, Campo-Flores, Gay, Brody, Subscription Publication) quotes de Blasio saying in a
statement, “Alberto Carvalho is a world-class educator with an unmatched track record of success. I am very
confident that our extensive, national search has found New York City the best person.”
Also reporting are U.S. News & World Report (2/28), Chalkbeat (2/28), POLITICO New York (2/28), the New
York Daily News (3/1), and the New York Post (2/28).

DIGITAL LEARNING
School Systems Face Data Challenge Of Interoperability.
The Hechinger Report (2/28, Mathewson) reports that making use of data collected by schools is difficult because
getting it on “one system, formatted the same way, is a pressing challenge for districts.” The Providence, Rhode
Island schools are demanding of their vendors “that all of the data that Providence classrooms generate, in any
platform, will be available to the district in a single language, as puzzle pieces primed to be automatically assembled
into a cohesive whole.” One expert says it may take 10 years for many school systems to achieve interoperability.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Shelby County, Tennessee Voters To Choose New Leaders.
Chalkbeat (2/28, Wang, McCoy) reports that with coming elections, Shelby County, Tennessee voters will choose “a
new mayor and a mostly new county commission” as outgoing Mayor Mark Luttrell and seven of 13 commissioners
are not running for reelection. There is a primary on May 1, and the general election is August 2. Luttrell has “called
on the next iteration of leaders to invest more in early childhood education and classes that focus on science, math,
and technology.”

Philadelphia Mayor Expected To Propose Covering Most Of Philadelphia Schools’ Shortfall.
Philly (PA) (2/28, Otterbein, Vargas) reports Philadelphia Mayor Jim Kenney last year “pledged to seize control of
Philadelphia’s schools – and cover most of their nearly $1 billion shortfall.” On Thursday, in “his annual budget
address, Kenney will propose directing somewhere between an extra $700 million and $1 billion to the city’s schools
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over the next five years,” according to unnamed sources. To pay for it, he will request an increase in “the property
tax rate and the real estate transfer tax.”

Wyoming Senate Approves Bill To Moderate Cuts To Schools.
Wyoming Public Radio (2/28, Beck) reports the Wyoming state Senate approved on second reading a bill to “remove
several million dollars from the education funding model” after amendments “to reduce cuts that most school districts
would face to roughly three percent.” The Senate also approved “a proposed constitutional amendment that would
make it clear that lawmakers are in charge of school funding and not the courts.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parents And Schools Buy Products To Stop Shooters.
USA Today (2/28, McCoy) reports that in response to the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
Parkland, Florida “sales of bulletproof backpacks boomed this month” while “a small but growing number of U.S.
educational leaders have been responding to the wave of similar recent tragedies by fortifying their schools with blastresistant doors and locks, high-tech glass, and” related materials. USA adds that School Guard Glass began “after
the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting” and sales have grown from 50 schools in 2014 to “nearly 400
last year.” The product is intended not to “stop an attacker’s bullets but would keep the gunman from getting inside
a school for at least four minutes.” Because it is not heavy bulletproof glass it “can be installed in schools’ existing
doors and window openings.”

Colleges Promise Not To Penalize Students Disciplined For Protests After Florida School
Shooting.
The Hill (2/28, Savransky) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog, “Nearly 200 colleges have promised not to penalize
high school students who are disciplined for taking part in peaceful protests in the wake of the mass shooting” at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. On the list of 182 schools are “Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Harvard University, Yale University, Columbia University and the University of Florida.”

Massachusetts Court Rules Law Protects School Districts From Bullying Lawsuit.
The AP (2/28) reports the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court on Tuesday ruled “state law protects school
districts from being held liable for injuries a bullied student sustains.” The case was about “Matthew Mumbauer, a
fourth-grade student at Brickett Elementary School in Lynn.” Mumbauer was pushed “down a stairwell in 2008
causing permanent paralysis.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress, Trump To Unveil School Safety Proposals This Week.
• West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers To Return To Class Thursday.
• Public Advocate Blasts New York’s Renewal Program.
• Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
• Report Finds Ohio Among Top States For Equitable Distribution Of School Funds.
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From: "David Allen" <dallen224@hotmail.com>
Sent Date: Tue, 1 May 2018 13:37:09 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: NM Chapter Phi Beta Mu
"Ldelgado26" <Ldelgado26@comcast.net>, "shaverg" <shaverg@ruidososchools.org>, "robertgalindo" <robertgalindo@yahoo.com>, "pressler"
<pressler@aznex.net>, "cobreband" <CHEART@cobre.k12.nm.us>, "nhowell" <nhowell@plateautel.net>, "Chrisger" <Chrisger@cobre.k12.nm.us>, "hjestrada"
<hjestrada@aol.com>, "johndianeschutz" <johndianeschutz@msn.com>, "crower" <ruscrowe@hotmail.com>, "grantstuba" <grantstuba@yahoo.com>,
"kdschmidt1608" <kdschmidt1608@msn.com>, "nesbitt" <nesbitt@aps.edu>, "williams_amy" <williams_amy@aps.edu>, "tjnorth" <tjnorth@hotmail.com>,
"gerheart57" <gerheart@earthlink.net>, "berniechavez" <bernie.chavez@demingps.org>, "clfaulkner4346" <clfaulkner4346@comcast.net>, "jpduskey"
<jpduskey@windstream.net>, "pmlee1954" <pmlee1954@gmail.com>, "tubamonkey1974" <tubamonkey1974@gmail.com>, "scsjrtuba"
<scsjrtuba@msn.com>, "godom" <godom72@aol.com>, "josephflores" <josephnflores@msn.com>, "neilswapp@gmail.com" <neilswapp@gmail.com>,
"pgaskill" <pgaskill@cmsbears.org>, "CheneyB" <CheneyB@hobbsschools.net>, "kschmidt" <kschmidt@rrps.net>, "gfant" <gfant@NMSU.Edu>, "towryp"
<towryp@yahoo.com>, "gfant@ad.nmsu.edu" <gfant@ad.nmsu.edu>, "ballen224" <ballen224@hotmail.com>, "Kadorall" <Kadorall@msn.com>,
"clfaulkner4346" <clfaulkner4346@q.com>, "dustinseifert" <dustin.seifert@gmail.com>, "bryancheney" <bryancheney@gmail.com>, "veteb26698"
To:
<veteb26698@signalpeak.net>, "bandgodrivera" <bandgodrivera@gmail.com>, "rusty" <rusty@crowerealty.net>, "duwayneshaver"
<duwayne.shaver@capitantigers.org>, "dfear" <dfear@fms.k12.nm.us>, "robertgalindo" <robert.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "dubbsbrad"
<dubbsbrad@gmail.com>, "matthewcasarez" <matthew.casarez@rrps.net>, "David Allen" <dallen224@hotmail.com>, "Adam Bryant"
<adambryant01@yahoo.com>, "tonybaca@gmail.com" <tonybaca@gmail.com>, "jjohnson@portalesschools.com" <jjohnson@portalesschools.com>,
"blackdragnn@netscape.net" <blackdragnn@netscape.net>, "shamlan.al-masoud@aps4kids.org" <shamlan.al-masoud@aps4kids.org>, "simochad@unm.edu"
<simochad@unm.edu>, "trbnman1@aol.com" <trbnman1@aol.com>, "David Lambert" <dlambert55@comcast.net>, "4346@comcast.net"
<4346@comcast.net>, "mhseltzer" <mhseltzer@msn.com>, "newmexicomusician" <newmexicomusician@gmail.com>, "bobmarilynmyers"
<bobmarilynmyers@aol.com>, "Manuel Sanchez" <sanchezm@hobbsschools.net>, "Rod Pior" <rod.pior@aps4kids.org>, "Lamb Jr., William"
<lambw@nmmi.edu>, "Dustin Seifert" <dustin.seifert@enmu.edu>, "John Duskey" <johnpduskey@gmail.com>, "James Young" <bandmus@msn.com>,
"siuldelgado3.gmail.com" <siuldelgado3@gmail.com>

Attachments:Norvill.docx (301.7k)

May 1, 2018
Greetings and Congratulations for almost making it to the end of the school year.
CONGRATULATIONS go out to the State Band Concert Participants.
Class 3A - 1st Place - Cimarron High School Wind Ensemble - Pam Towry-Church
2nd Place - Capitan Schools 8th-12th Grade Concert Band - Duwayne Shaver
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Class 4A - 1st Place - Silver High School Band - Jonathan Wheatley
2nd Place - Cobre High School Band - Chuck Gerheart
Class 5A - 1st Place - Artesia High School Concert Band - Lisa Dillon
2nd Place - Alamogordo High School Wind Ensemble - Shamlan Al-Masoud
A great article appeared in the ENMU Silver and Gray bulletin on Clovis Director, Norvil Howell. Attached you will find a copy of the article.
ENMU will be having it's Band Alumni Reunion June 21-23. Great time to practice and play with alum.
Spring cleaning time and time to pay our International dues. The following people need to pay your State dues to be included on the International records.
John Converse 2017 & 2018
Rusty Crowe 2018
Brad Dubbs 2017 & 2018
Henry Estrada 2017 & 2018
Joseph Flores 2018
Robert Galindo 2018
Bill Griner 2017 & 2018
Manuel Sanchez 2018
Gary Shaver 2018
Chad Simons 2018
Send payment to David Allen, 224 West Alto, Hobbs, NM 88240 by May 15 to be included and remain a member in good standing.
Have a great summer,
David Allen
Executive Secretary
Phi Beta Mu NM Chapter
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Ida Webb" <Ida.Webb@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sun, 25 Mar 2018 20:53:50 -0600 (MDT)
<no subject>
"Ida Webb" <Ida.Webb@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Present Levels.docx (18k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 13 Mar 2018 15:22:17 -0600 (MDT)
<no subject>
"Lisa Rhoades" <Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Bid Food Services - 2017-2018-05 Fresh Produce.docx (249.39k) Bid Food Service-2017-2018-04 Bread (002).doc (322.95k) Bid Food Service-2017-2018-03 Dairy.docx (245.03k) Bid
Food Service-2017-2018-02 Non Food.docx (244.71k) Bid Food Service-2017-2018-01 Food.docx (249.14k)

Brenda Cureton
Food Service
Central Office ext 1020
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Louriz H. Soto" <lourizh18@gmail.com>
Mon, 9 Apr 2018 06:53:33 -0600 (MDT)
<no subject>
"Sid Rascon" <sid.rascon@carlsbadschools.net>

Attachments:d556aefc-12f0-4466-9168-5fee336a1a7f.pdf (87.99k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Donna Johns" <donnajohns930@yahoo.com>
Mon, 5 Feb 2018 05:56:31 -0700 (MST)
<no subject>
<donna.johns@carlsbadschools.net>

Attachments:SOTU-Lesson-Plan.pdf (362.02k)

https://ww2.kqed.org/lowdown/wp-content/uploads/sites/26/2018/01/SOTU-Lesson-Plan.pdf

-------------------------------

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Ursulita Vigil" <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 31 Jan 2018 10:24:50 -0700 (MST)
<no subject>
"Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-04 Student Information System.docx (309.12k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"April Chairez" <April.Chairez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 23 Feb 2018 09:36:12 -0700 (MST)
<no subject>
"April Chairez" <April.Chairez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Vocabulario de Constitucion.docx (19k) Constitution Level 5-6 NM-1.docx (12.1 MB)

April Chairez
Bilingual Teacher-Desert Willow
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Sheryl White" <sherylwhite54@gmail.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 15:32:04 -0600 (MDT)
<no subject>
"Donna Todd" <Donna.Todd@carlsbadschools.net>

Attachments:Appendix_A.pdf (1.18 MB)

Sincerely,
Sheryl White
575.644.3705
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Adam Amador" <Adam.Amador@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 07:31:20 -0600 (MDT)
<no subject>
"Adam Amador" <Adam.Amador@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Lesson_Plans_Oct__10_13_17__7_.docx (96.72k) AP Syllabus.pdf (406.69k) Amador Curriculum Map.docx (24.53k) acad meeting minutes template 02062013.doc (47.21k)

Mr. Adam Garcia Amador
Principal
Carlsbad High School
3000 W. Church
Carlsbad, NM 88220
575.234.3319
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sun, 4 Mar 2018 18:59:12 -0700 (MST)
<no subject>
"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:ATT00001.htm (496 bytes) considerations-in-response-to-school-violence.pdf (235.16k)

Greg Rodriguez, PhD

Superintendent
Carlsbad Municipal Schools

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Joanna May" <Joanna.May@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 23 Jan 2018 15:23:05 -0700 (MST)
<no subject>
"Frances McCoy" <Frances.McCoy@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:US History Curriculum Map.docx (147.73k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Burna Bevers" <beversb@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 8 Mar 2018 16:07:11 -0700 (MST)
<no subject>
"Gabriel Lopez" <Gabriel.Lopez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2016-2017-01 Technology Support Service2.docx (301.99k)

Burna Bevers
IT Department Admin Assistant
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
408 North Canyon Street
Carlsbad, NM 88220
ph: 575-234-3323
fax: 575-234-2607
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NASSP Principals Update" <PrincipalUpdate@nassp.bulletinmedia.com>
Thu, 5 Apr 2018 05:28:17 -0600 (MDT)
Oklahoma House Approves $20 Million Internet Sales Tax As Teacher Walkout Continues
<eric.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Eric Spencer

Thursday, April 5, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Oklahoma House Approves $20 Million Internet
Sales Tax As Teacher Walkout Continues.
Reuters (4/4) reports, “The Oklahoma House of
Representatives approved a $20 million internet sales tax
on Wednesday as part of a revenue package aimed at
ending a statewide walkout by teachers seeking higher pay
and more education funding.” Reuters notes that teachers
on Wednesday “packed the Capitol in Oklahoma City to
press for a $200 million package to raise education
spending in Oklahoma, which ranks near the bottom for
U.S. states.” Over 100 districts in the state will remain
closed on Thursday.
Teachers Plan Tulsa-To-Oklahoma City March. NBC
News (4/4) reports that as the Oklahoma teacher walkout
continues, “more than 100 educators embarked
Wednesday on a 110-mile march from Tulsa, Oklahoma, to the state Capitol building.” The teachers’ trip “is
anticipated to take seven days,” and Tulsa Superintendent Deborah Gist “said those walking have already received
a lot of support.”
CNN (4/4, Silverman) reports marchers “plan to walk from Tulsa to Oklahoma City, the state capital, to join
thousands of teachers who have been protesting all week for higher pay and more resources, such as new
textbooks.” The Huffington Post (4/4, Murdock) also covers this story.
Oklahoma Governor Compares Teachers To Teens Asking For “Better Car.” The Washington Post (4/4, Balingit)
reports Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin (R), whose state is experiencing a days-long walkout by teachers calling for
greater education funding, “is under siege after she compared striking teachers converging on the state Capitol to
rally for education funding to ‘a teenage kid that wants a better car.’” Speaking to CBS News correspondent Omar
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Villafranca, Fallin said, “Teachers want more. But it’s kind of like having a teenage kid that wants a better car.”
Fallin also said “she was skeptical the teacher walkout was a homegrown movement, saying she suspected outside
groups, including Antifa — short for anti-fascist — were involved.”
Analysis: As Walkout Continues, Oklahoma Teachers Risk Overplaying Hand. The AP (4/4) reports that teachers
in Oklahoma who have marched on the state Capitol “brought pent-up with them frustration after years of budget
cuts, swelling class sizes and a decade without a raise. ... Now these teachers face a tough question as the walkout
threatens to keep many schools closed for the rest of the week — do they risk losing public support for their efforts,
especially after lawmakers handed them much of what they asked for?” The AP reports that while teachers continue
to enjoy support from some parents, others in the state “question why teachers are continuing to stay off the job after
lawmakers approved new money for schools and raises.”

Oklahoma, Kentucky Teachers Running For State Legislative Seats.
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/4) reports that 30-year educator Cyndi Ralston of Oklahoma’s Haskell Public Schools
announced Tuesday “that she is running as a Democrat to represent the people of District 12.” Her announcement
came after state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R), the district’s current representative, “said Tuesday that he didn’t think
protesting teachers were setting a good example for students.” Ralston “wrote in a Facebook post that McDugle’s
video ‘disrespected and denigrated teachers and administrators’ who went to the Capitol to advocate for increased
education funding.”
The Hill (4/4, Gstalter) reports that McDugle “later apologized” for his video. The piece quotes Ralston saying in
a Facebook post, “If Kevin McDugle won’t fight for teachers and students, then I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t back
parents over oil companies, I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t treat his constituents with respect and dignity, I will.”
Meanwhile, the Huffington Post (4/4, Waldron, Klein) reports that after the Kentucky state legislature last week
“passed a controversial bill making sweeping changes to the public pension system that guarantees teachers’
retirement plans,” Louisville high school teacher Andrew Bailey “finally launched that political career he’d long
considered,” filing paperwork on Monday “to run for the state Senate seat held by Sen. Dan Seum, a Republican
who had voted for the pension overhaul on Thursday night.”

AFT President: Teacher Protests Likely To Continue.
Reuters (4/4) reports teacher protests “are likely to spread as more educators hit the streets to take on states that
they claim are choosing tax cuts over the education of students in elementary and secondary public schools.” The
piece reports American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “said the demonstrations, which have
so far taken place in right-to-work states with weak labor laws, underscore how fed up teachers have become over
the deprivation caused by inadequate funding due to tax cuts.”

Teacher Walkouts Enjoy Widespread Student Support.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Jamieson) reports that as teachers protested in Oklahoma City this week, “ a dozen
students â€•
one of them a sixth-grader â€•
came to give speeches to a crowd of thousands outside the state capitol on
Wednesday. One by one, glancing at notes on their phones, they spoke of crowded classrooms, crumbling textbooks
and, most of all, overworked and underpaid teachers whom they adore.” While critics of the walkouts have
characterized them as harmful to students, “ from Charleston, West Virginia, to Oklahoma City, student support has
helped build the teachers’ case that their own interests are aligned with the public interest.”

Kentucky Teachers Could Renew Protests If Governor Vetoes Education Funding Measure.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/4) reports that in the wake of “massive” teacher demonstrations in the
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Kentucky state Capitol, teachers could renew their protests “if Gov. Matt Bevin exercises his veto power to strike
down tax or budget measures favorable to public education.” The state legislature “passed the tax reform and
budget bills on Monday amid a raucous teacher protest” and “Bevin has until midnight” April 13 “to decide whether
to veto those bills outright. He also could veto specific items in the budget bill.”

Innovative Classroom Designs Used To Increase Student Collaboration, Autonomy.
The Hechinger Report (4/4) reports that last year, Shari Camhi, superintendent for Long Island’s Baldwin Schools,
“invited staff members to apply to redesign their classrooms...as a strategy for bringing more innovative instruction to
the district.” The article describes how the process has led to “much more student collaboration and autonomy,” and
describes some of the layouts being used in the classroom.

Analysis: Middle School Common Core Math
Instruction Aligns With Standards But Lacks
Rigor.
Education Week (4/4) reports that according to an analysis
from Education Trust, “while middle school teachers have
largely embraced the leaner, more-focused Common Core
State Standards, many math assignments prioritize
procedures and algorithms at the expense of conceptual
thinking and argumentation.” The report “raises fresh
questions about the challenges to upgrading math
instruction in the crucial grades 6-8.”

Idaho District Robotics Team Heading To World
Festival In Houston.
The Moscow-Pullman (ID) Daily News (4/4) reports that a
robotics team consisting of middle and high school students in Moscow, Idaho dubbed the Knights of the Rectangular
Table “will represent the city and the state of Idaho in two weeks in Houston at the For Inspiration and Recognition of
Science and Technology LEGO League World Festival, part of the FIRST Championship. The team won the FIRST
LEGO League North Idaho Championship in January at the University of Idaho’s Memorial Gym, punching its ticket
to the international competition April 18-21.”

Bill To Arm Teachers Dies In Louisiana House Committee.
The AP (4/4) reports that the Louisiana state House “criminal justice committee” on Wednesday “rejected a
proposal” to allow teachers to carry guns at school that was “opposed by law enforcement, educators and the
governor.” Sponsor Rep. Raymond Garofalo (R) “said that laws barring guns on school grounds invite attacks. But if
teachers who have concealed carry permits and have gone through active shooter training were allowed to bring
guns to school, shooters would stay away.” However, opponents “said the policy is bound to result in unintended
shootings and would create confusion in the event of a school shooting.”

School Safety Standards Bill Advances In Maryland Senate.
The AP (4/4, Witte) reports the Maryland state Senate Budget and Taxation Committee “approved a measure to
create consistent standards for school safety statewide.” The measure “requires the Maryland State Department of
Education and the Maryland Center for School Safety to develop a policy for school-safety assessment. The policy
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will include guidance on identifying people whose behavior could pose a threat to a school.”

California Districts Taking Part In School Climate, Safety Study.
EdSource (4/3) reports that California districts are taking part in a new five-year study by the American Institutes for
Research on school safety and climate. The study “promises to be a groundbreaking examination of school safety in
California schools. Virginia Tech University’s Laboratory for the Study of Youth Inequality is partnering with AIR on
the research and Public Counsel, the Los Angeles-based public interest law firm, is also involved.”

FROM NASSP
Teacher Quality and Student Activities Position Statements Open for Comments
The NASSP Board of Directors has stated its intent to adopt the position statements on Teacher Quality
and the Importance and Accessibility of Student Activities. Following a 30-day public comment period, the
board will give final approval to the position statement at its July 2018 meeting. Comments or
recommendations should be sent to NASSP Director of Advocacy Amanda Karhuse
at karhusea@nassp.org by April 26, 2018.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
GAO Finds Racial Bias In School Discipline As ED Mulls Revising Guidance.
The New York Times (4/4, Green, Subscription Publication) reports that “black students continue to be disciplined at
school more often and more harshly than their white peers, often for similar infractions, according to a new report by
Congress’s nonpartisan watchdog agency, which counters claims fueling” the Trump Administration’s “efforts to reexamine discipline policies of the Obama administration.” The report, issued by the Government Accountability Office
on Wednesday, “is the first national governmental analysis of discipline policies since the Obama administration
issued guidance in 2014 that urged schools to examine the disproportionate rates at which black students were being
punished.” The Times adds that critics “of the Obama-era guidance have questioned whether students of color
suffer from unfair treatment under school discipline policies,” but the GAO “found that not only have black students
across the nation continued to bear the brunt of such policies, but the impact was felt more widely than previously
reported – including by black students in affluent schools.”
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports the GAO “ released a report Wednesday outlining severe disparities
between how white students and students of color are disciplined â€•
the same day Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
met with groups to discuss possibly rescinding Obama-era guidance designed to reduce these inequities.” The report
“ comes as civil rights leaders are fighting tooth and nail to save this guidance” which “ calls on schools to reduce
their reliance on harsh disciplinary practices like suspensions and expulsions. It also warns schools they could run
afoul of federal law if certain groups of students are disproportionately punished.” The report analyzed ED data from
2013-15 and “ reveal[ed] deep discipline disparities across student groups â€•
the very problem the guidance is
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intended to address.”
U.S. News & World Report (4/4) reports the GAO study “found that the disparities were widespread and present
regardless of the type of disciplinary action, level of school poverty or type of public school attended.” US News says
the report comes “amid a divisive national debate over federal guidance on school discipline issued during the
Obama administration in 2014. The guidance sought to stem the school-to-prison pipeline by addressing the
disproportionate rate at which students of color and students with disabilities are suspended and expelled.” However,
“some educators and education policy researchers now argue the Obama-era guidance did a disservice to schools,
creating disruptive classrooms where teachers feel unsafe because they are pressure by school administrators not to
report students.”
NPR (4/4, Turner) reports GAO researcher Jacqueline Nowicki “and her team interviewed administrators, visited
schools across the country, and used 2013-2014 data from the Civil Rights Data Collection, which includes
disciplinary actions in more than 95,000 schools across the country. Those numbers include suspensions, expulsions
and referrals to law enforcement.”
DeVos Meets With Stakeholders On School Discipline Guidance. The AP (4/4) reports Education Secretary
Betsy DeVos met Wednesday with in a closed-door session “with educators who believe that rolling back the Obama
rule will further entrench discrimination. Later in the day she heard from opponents who say that softening discipline
practices makes schools less safe and prevents effective learning.” The AP reports that while there is little debate on
whether disparities are “a serious problem, there’s intense debate over what causes them and how to fix them.”
Education Week (4/4) reports DeVos’ Wednesday meetings came “as she considers whether to rescind the
document,” which “put schools on notice that they may be found in violation of federal civil rights laws if they
enforce...discriminatory rules or if their policies lead to disproportionately higher rates of discipline for students in one
racial group, even if those policies were written without discriminatory intent.” The piece says the debate hinges on
“why those differing discipline rates occur and the role of the federal government in addressing them.” Meanwhile,
Education Week reports, “DeVos and her team have not committed to a particular time frame for making a final
decision on whether to keep, toss, or tweak the guidance. That decision is also on the agenda of a new school safety
task force assembled by the White House, which DeVos chairs.”
Noting that the 2014 guidance was a joint document from ED and the Department of Justice, the Wall Street
Journal (4/4, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports on similarities to meetings held before ED ended
controversial Obama-era guidance on campus sexual assault.
Politico Morning Education (4/4, Emma) reports that a number of organizations, including the National Women’s
Law Center, the Human Rights Campaign, the National Indian Education Association, and GLSEN, wrote to DeVos
expressing concerns about a lack of transparency and broad representation surrounding the meetings.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports DeVos met with “civil rights leaders, parents and teachers Wednesday
morning to discuss the impact of Obama-era guidance that calls on schools to reduce their reliance on suspensions
and to consider whether racial bias plays a role in their disciplinary practices,” saying the “examination of this
guidance is part of DeVos’ work as leader of a new Federal Commission on School Safety, although she has
reportedly been thinking for months about rescinding the guidance.”
The Washington Times (4/4, Richardson) reports DeVos “heard radically different takes” on the issue, saying
stakeholders said the guidance, “depending on who was testifying, is either working like a charm in some classrooms
or creating hair-raising chaos in others.” The Times reports ED spokesman Nate Bailey “said there is no timetable
for a decision on the guidance, which was aimed at addressing concerns about racial disparities in discipline.”

Top Kansas Republicans Drop Effort To Bar Judges From Ruling On School Funding Cases.
The AP (4/4, John Hanna |, Ap) reports Kansas state Senate President Susan Wagle (R) and Majority Leader Jim
Denning (R) “on Wednesday dropped a demand that lawmakers move to curb judges’ power before increasing
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spending on public schools, allowing work to move forward on satisfying a court mandate on education funding.” The
two “had said Tuesday that their chamber would not debate school funding until the GOP-controlled Legislature
approved a proposed amendment to the Kansas Constitution to limit the courts’ power to decide education spending
issues.” State House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr. (R) said the measure would not see a vote in the state House this
week.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (4/4) reports the “stalemate...finally broke late Wednesday when Republican
leaders in the Senate withdrew their demand that lawmakers first pass a constitutional amendment to take away the
authority of state courts to review school funding adequacy cases.” The article reports Wagle and Denning
announced their withdrawal of their ultimatum “just hours after the House Judiciary Committee voted narrowly to
advance a constitutional amendment to the full House, even though House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr., R-Olathe, had
said he would not bring it to the floor for debate this week.”
The High Plains Public Radio (KS) (4/4) reports that on Tuesday, the state House “voted 71-53 to back a $500
million school funding plan, passing it on to the Senate.” However, “Wagle fears that plan will again drive Kansas
into a budget deficit and won’t guarantee an end to the lawsuits.” The paper explains that the state is “facing an
April 30 deadline to pass a school funding increase and defend the solution at the Kansas Supreme Court.
Lawmakers agreed last spring to hike school funding by around $300 million, but failed to win the court over.”

Trump Discusses Cutting Education Funding From Omnibus Bill.
Education Week (4/4) reports President Trump “wasn’t totally thrilled about signing a spending bill that included a
$2.6 billion increase for education” and is “still trying to find a way to make cuts. Trump has reportedly discussed
with House Republican leaders the idea of effectively cutting some spending out of the $1.3 trillion omnibus bill he
signed late last month.”

Texas Education Officials Seeking Public Feedback On Special Education Overhaul.
The Houston Chronicle (4/4) reports Texas Education Agency officials are seeking feedback from the public “on the
latest proposal to overhaul Texas’ special education services. In March, the Texas Education Agency officials
proposed spending $211.3 million over six years on professional development, engaging special education parents,
monitoring special education practices at school districts and identifying previously unidentified students who may be
eligible for special education services.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
DeVos To Consider Restoring Recognition To ACICS.
Inside Higher Ed (4/4) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “said in a signed order Tuesday that she was
restoring the federal recognition of the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools, the for-profit
accreditor that had waged a fight for reinstatement since the Obama administration withdrew its recognition in 2016.”
This piece says DeVos’ move came in response to “a federal district court judge’s ruling last month that former
secretary John King failed to consider key evidence before terminating the recognition of ACICS.”
The Chronicle of Higher Education (4/3) reports the move makes ACICS, which “oversees primarily for-profit
career colleges,” once again “eligible to serve as a gatekeeper of financial aid.” The move “means that more than
100 colleges still accredited by the council will remain eligible to receive federal student aid, for now” and that ACICS
“will not have to face a federal advisory panel in May as part of the process to regain recognition.” The Chronicle
reports the move “does not necessarily mean she will reverse the decision made under the Obama administration.
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But [DeVos] will consider more options than just the binary choice of either renewing or denying the council’s
recognition.”
The Washington Post (4/4, Douglas-Gabriel) reports DeVos “said Tuesday evening that she will consider
reinstating the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools, following a court ruling in favor of the
controversial higher education accrediting agency.” The Post says DeVos “has temporarily restored its status as a
federally recognized agency pending her final decision. That will give any schools still accredited by the agency more
time to find another accreditor, though the vast majority have already.” The Post quotes DeVos saying in a
statement, “As the court ordered, we will fairly consider all of the facts presented and make an appropriate
determination on ACICS’s petition.” MarketWatch (4/4) also covers this story.

Video Captures University Of Chicago Police Officer Shooting Student.
The Chicago Tribune (4/4, Cherney, Briscoe) reports that a University of Chicago police officer “shot and seriously
wounded a 21-year-old student who charged an officer with a metal pipe near the South Side campus late Tuesday,
authorities said.” According to the Tribune, “body camera footage showing the shooting, which happened off campus
just before 10:15 p.m. in the Hyde Park neighborhood, was released by the school on Wednesday night.” Three
university police officers “responding to a call of a burglary...encountered a man – later identified as a student –
breaking car and apartment windows with a long metal pipe, university officials said in an email to students.” The
officers “ordered the student to drop the pipe, but he refused and charged at the officer in an alley,” according to
university officials. One of the officers “fired his weapon, hitting the student in the shoulder, according to the
university,” and he “was initially taken to Northwestern Memorial Hospital in serious condition, authorities said.”

Asian-Americans Suing Harvard Over Admissions.
The New York Times (4/4, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that “a group that is suing Harvard University
is demanding that it publicly release admissions data on hundreds of thousands of applicants, saying the records
show a pattern of discrimination against Asian-Americans going back decades.” The group “was able to view the
documents through its” 2014 lawsuit challenging Harvard’s admissions policies. According to the Times, the
plaintiffs “said in a letter to the court last week that the documents were so compelling that” the judge should “rule
summarily in their favor based on the documents alone,” and that “the public...has a right to see the evidence that
the judge will consider in her decision.” Harvard “counters that the documents are tantamount to trade secrets, and
that even in the unlikely event that the judge agrees to decide the case without a trial, she is likely to use only a
fraction of the evidence in her decision.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third Day.
• Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress Toward ESSA Implementation.
• Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
• Survey: 36 Percent Of College Students Don’t Have Enough To Eat.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Thursday, April 5, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Oklahoma House Approves $20 Million Internet
Sales Tax As Teacher Walkout Continues.
Reuters (4/4) reports, “The Oklahoma House of
Representatives approved a $20 million internet sales tax
on Wednesday as part of a revenue package aimed at
ending a statewide walkout by teachers seeking higher pay
and more education funding.” Reuters notes that teachers
on Wednesday “packed the Capitol in Oklahoma City to
press for a $200 million package to raise education
spending in Oklahoma, which ranks near the bottom for
U.S. states.” Over 100 districts in the state will remain
closed on Thursday.
Teachers Plan Tulsa-To-Oklahoma City March. NBC
News (4/4) reports that as the Oklahoma teacher walkout
continues, “more than 100 educators embarked
Wednesday on a 110-mile march from Tulsa, Oklahoma, to the state Capitol building.” The teachers’ trip “is
anticipated to take seven days,” and Tulsa Superintendent Deborah Gist “said those walking have already received
a lot of support.”
CNN (4/4, Silverman) reports marchers “plan to walk from Tulsa to Oklahoma City, the state capital, to join
thousands of teachers who have been protesting all week for higher pay and more resources, such as new
textbooks.” The Huffington Post (4/4, Murdock) also covers this story.
Oklahoma Governor Compares Teachers To Teens Asking For “Better Car.” The Washington Post (4/4, Balingit)
reports Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin (R), whose state is experiencing a days-long walkout by teachers calling for
greater education funding, “is under siege after she compared striking teachers converging on the state Capitol to
rally for education funding to ‘a teenage kid that wants a better car.’” Speaking to CBS News correspondent Omar
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Villafranca, Fallin said, “Teachers want more. But it’s kind of like having a teenage kid that wants a better car.”
Fallin also said “she was skeptical the teacher walkout was a homegrown movement, saying she suspected outside
groups, including Antifa — short for anti-fascist — were involved.”
Analysis: As Walkout Continues, Oklahoma Teachers Risk Overplaying Hand. The AP (4/4) reports that teachers
in Oklahoma who have marched on the state Capitol “brought pent-up with them frustration after years of budget
cuts, swelling class sizes and a decade without a raise. ... Now these teachers face a tough question as the walkout
threatens to keep many schools closed for the rest of the week — do they risk losing public support for their efforts,
especially after lawmakers handed them much of what they asked for?” The AP reports that while teachers continue
to enjoy support from some parents, others in the state “question why teachers are continuing to stay off the job after
lawmakers approved new money for schools and raises.”

Oklahoma, Kentucky Teachers Running For State Legislative Seats.
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/4) reports that 30-year educator Cyndi Ralston of Oklahoma’s Haskell Public Schools
announced Tuesday “that she is running as a Democrat to represent the people of District 12.” Her announcement
came after state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R), the district’s current representative, “said Tuesday that he didn’t think
protesting teachers were setting a good example for students.” Ralston “wrote in a Facebook post that McDugle’s
video ‘disrespected and denigrated teachers and administrators’ who went to the Capitol to advocate for increased
education funding.”
The Hill (4/4, Gstalter) reports that McDugle “later apologized” for his video. The piece quotes Ralston saying in
a Facebook post, “If Kevin McDugle won’t fight for teachers and students, then I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t back
parents over oil companies, I will. If Kevin McDugle won’t treat his constituents with respect and dignity, I will.”
Meanwhile, the Huffington Post (4/4, Waldron, Klein) reports that after the Kentucky state legislature last week
“passed a controversial bill making sweeping changes to the public pension system that guarantees teachers’
retirement plans,” Louisville high school teacher Andrew Bailey “finally launched that political career he’d long
considered,” filing paperwork on Monday “to run for the state Senate seat held by Sen. Dan Seum, a Republican
who had voted for the pension overhaul on Thursday night.”

AFT President: Teacher Protests Likely To Continue.
Reuters (4/4) reports teacher protests “are likely to spread as more educators hit the streets to take on states that
they claim are choosing tax cuts over the education of students in elementary and secondary public schools.” The
piece reports American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “said the demonstrations, which have
so far taken place in right-to-work states with weak labor laws, underscore how fed up teachers have become over
the deprivation caused by inadequate funding due to tax cuts.”

Teacher Walkouts Enjoy Widespread Student Support.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Jamieson) reports that as teachers protested in Oklahoma City this week, “ a dozen
students â€•
one of them a sixth-grader â€•
came to give speeches to a crowd of thousands outside the state capitol on
Wednesday. One by one, glancing at notes on their phones, they spoke of crowded classrooms, crumbling textbooks
and, most of all, overworked and underpaid teachers whom they adore.” While critics of the walkouts have
characterized them as harmful to students, “ from Charleston, West Virginia, to Oklahoma City, student support has
helped build the teachers’ case that their own interests are aligned with the public interest.”

Kentucky Teachers Could Renew Protests If Governor Vetoes Education Funding Measure.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/4) reports that in the wake of “massive” teacher demonstrations in the
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Kentucky state Capitol, teachers could renew their protests “if Gov. Matt Bevin exercises his veto power to strike
down tax or budget measures favorable to public education.” The state legislature “passed the tax reform and
budget bills on Monday amid a raucous teacher protest” and “Bevin has until midnight” April 13 “to decide whether
to veto those bills outright. He also could veto specific items in the budget bill.”

Innovative Classroom Designs Used To Increase Student Collaboration, Autonomy.
The Hechinger Report (4/4) reports that last year, Shari Camhi, superintendent for Long Island’s Baldwin Schools,
“invited staff members to apply to redesign their classrooms...as a strategy for bringing more innovative instruction to
the district.” The article describes how the process has led to “much more student collaboration and autonomy,” and
describes some of the layouts being used in the classroom.

Analysis: Middle School Common Core Math
Instruction Aligns With Standards But Lacks
Rigor.
Education Week (4/4) reports that according to an analysis
from Education Trust, “while middle school teachers have
largely embraced the leaner, more-focused Common Core
State Standards, many math assignments prioritize
procedures and algorithms at the expense of conceptual
thinking and argumentation.” The report “raises fresh
questions about the challenges to upgrading math
instruction in the crucial grades 6-8.”

Idaho District Robotics Team Heading To World
Festival In Houston.
The Moscow-Pullman (ID) Daily News (4/4) reports that a
robotics team consisting of middle and high school students in Moscow, Idaho dubbed the Knights of the Rectangular
Table “will represent the city and the state of Idaho in two weeks in Houston at the For Inspiration and Recognition of
Science and Technology LEGO League World Festival, part of the FIRST Championship. The team won the FIRST
LEGO League North Idaho Championship in January at the University of Idaho’s Memorial Gym, punching its ticket
to the international competition April 18-21.”

Bill To Arm Teachers Dies In Louisiana House Committee.
The AP (4/4) reports that the Louisiana state House “criminal justice committee” on Wednesday “rejected a
proposal” to allow teachers to carry guns at school that was “opposed by law enforcement, educators and the
governor.” Sponsor Rep. Raymond Garofalo (R) “said that laws barring guns on school grounds invite attacks. But if
teachers who have concealed carry permits and have gone through active shooter training were allowed to bring
guns to school, shooters would stay away.” However, opponents “said the policy is bound to result in unintended
shootings and would create confusion in the event of a school shooting.”

School Safety Standards Bill Advances In Maryland Senate.
The AP (4/4, Witte) reports the Maryland state Senate Budget and Taxation Committee “approved a measure to
create consistent standards for school safety statewide.” The measure “requires the Maryland State Department of
Education and the Maryland Center for School Safety to develop a policy for school-safety assessment. The policy
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will include guidance on identifying people whose behavior could pose a threat to a school.”

California Districts Taking Part In School Climate, Safety Study.
EdSource (4/3) reports that California districts are taking part in a new five-year study by the American Institutes for
Research on school safety and climate. The study “promises to be a groundbreaking examination of school safety in
California schools. Virginia Tech University’s Laboratory for the Study of Youth Inequality is partnering with AIR on
the research and Public Counsel, the Los Angeles-based public interest law firm, is also involved.”

FROM NASSP
Teacher Quality and Student Activities Position Statements Open for Comments
The NASSP Board of Directors has stated its intent to adopt the position statements on Teacher Quality
and the Importance and Accessibility of Student Activities. Following a 30-day public comment period, the
board will give final approval to the position statement at its July 2018 meeting. Comments or
recommendations should be sent to NASSP Director of Advocacy Amanda Karhuse
at karhusea@nassp.org by April 26, 2018.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
GAO Finds Racial Bias In School Discipline As ED Mulls Revising Guidance.
The New York Times (4/4, Green, Subscription Publication) reports that “black students continue to be disciplined at
school more often and more harshly than their white peers, often for similar infractions, according to a new report by
Congress’s nonpartisan watchdog agency, which counters claims fueling” the Trump Administration’s “efforts to reexamine discipline policies of the Obama administration.” The report, issued by the Government Accountability Office
on Wednesday, “is the first national governmental analysis of discipline policies since the Obama administration
issued guidance in 2014 that urged schools to examine the disproportionate rates at which black students were being
punished.” The Times adds that critics “of the Obama-era guidance have questioned whether students of color
suffer from unfair treatment under school discipline policies,” but the GAO “found that not only have black students
across the nation continued to bear the brunt of such policies, but the impact was felt more widely than previously
reported – including by black students in affluent schools.”
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports the GAO “ released a report Wednesday outlining severe disparities
between how white students and students of color are disciplined â€•
the same day Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
met with groups to discuss possibly rescinding Obama-era guidance designed to reduce these inequities.” The report
“ comes as civil rights leaders are fighting tooth and nail to save this guidance” which “ calls on schools to reduce
their reliance on harsh disciplinary practices like suspensions and expulsions. It also warns schools they could run
afoul of federal law if certain groups of students are disproportionately punished.” The report analyzed ED data from
2013-15 and “ reveal[ed] deep discipline disparities across student groups â€•
the very problem the guidance is
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intended to address.”
U.S. News & World Report (4/4) reports the GAO study “found that the disparities were widespread and present
regardless of the type of disciplinary action, level of school poverty or type of public school attended.” US News says
the report comes “amid a divisive national debate over federal guidance on school discipline issued during the
Obama administration in 2014. The guidance sought to stem the school-to-prison pipeline by addressing the
disproportionate rate at which students of color and students with disabilities are suspended and expelled.” However,
“some educators and education policy researchers now argue the Obama-era guidance did a disservice to schools,
creating disruptive classrooms where teachers feel unsafe because they are pressure by school administrators not to
report students.”
NPR (4/4, Turner) reports GAO researcher Jacqueline Nowicki “and her team interviewed administrators, visited
schools across the country, and used 2013-2014 data from the Civil Rights Data Collection, which includes
disciplinary actions in more than 95,000 schools across the country. Those numbers include suspensions, expulsions
and referrals to law enforcement.”
DeVos Meets With Stakeholders On School Discipline Guidance. The AP (4/4) reports Education Secretary
Betsy DeVos met Wednesday with in a closed-door session “with educators who believe that rolling back the Obama
rule will further entrench discrimination. Later in the day she heard from opponents who say that softening discipline
practices makes schools less safe and prevents effective learning.” The AP reports that while there is little debate on
whether disparities are “a serious problem, there’s intense debate over what causes them and how to fix them.”
Education Week (4/4) reports DeVos’ Wednesday meetings came “as she considers whether to rescind the
document,” which “put schools on notice that they may be found in violation of federal civil rights laws if they
enforce...discriminatory rules or if their policies lead to disproportionately higher rates of discipline for students in one
racial group, even if those policies were written without discriminatory intent.” The piece says the debate hinges on
“why those differing discipline rates occur and the role of the federal government in addressing them.” Meanwhile,
Education Week reports, “DeVos and her team have not committed to a particular time frame for making a final
decision on whether to keep, toss, or tweak the guidance. That decision is also on the agenda of a new school safety
task force assembled by the White House, which DeVos chairs.”
Noting that the 2014 guidance was a joint document from ED and the Department of Justice, the Wall Street
Journal (4/4, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports on similarities to meetings held before ED ended
controversial Obama-era guidance on campus sexual assault.
Politico Morning Education (4/4, Emma) reports that a number of organizations, including the National Women’s
Law Center, the Human Rights Campaign, the National Indian Education Association, and GLSEN, wrote to DeVos
expressing concerns about a lack of transparency and broad representation surrounding the meetings.
The Huffington Post (4/4, Klein) reports DeVos met with “civil rights leaders, parents and teachers Wednesday
morning to discuss the impact of Obama-era guidance that calls on schools to reduce their reliance on suspensions
and to consider whether racial bias plays a role in their disciplinary practices,” saying the “examination of this
guidance is part of DeVos’ work as leader of a new Federal Commission on School Safety, although she has
reportedly been thinking for months about rescinding the guidance.”
The Washington Times (4/4, Richardson) reports DeVos “heard radically different takes” on the issue, saying
stakeholders said the guidance, “depending on who was testifying, is either working like a charm in some classrooms
or creating hair-raising chaos in others.” The Times reports ED spokesman Nate Bailey “said there is no timetable
for a decision on the guidance, which was aimed at addressing concerns about racial disparities in discipline.”

Top Kansas Republicans Drop Effort To Bar Judges From Ruling On School Funding Cases.
The AP (4/4, John Hanna |, Ap) reports Kansas state Senate President Susan Wagle (R) and Majority Leader Jim
Denning (R) “on Wednesday dropped a demand that lawmakers move to curb judges’ power before increasing
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spending on public schools, allowing work to move forward on satisfying a court mandate on education funding.” The
two “had said Tuesday that their chamber would not debate school funding until the GOP-controlled Legislature
approved a proposed amendment to the Kansas Constitution to limit the courts’ power to decide education spending
issues.” State House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr. (R) said the measure would not see a vote in the state House this
week.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (4/4) reports the “stalemate...finally broke late Wednesday when Republican
leaders in the Senate withdrew their demand that lawmakers first pass a constitutional amendment to take away the
authority of state courts to review school funding adequacy cases.” The article reports Wagle and Denning
announced their withdrawal of their ultimatum “just hours after the House Judiciary Committee voted narrowly to
advance a constitutional amendment to the full House, even though House Speaker Ron Ryckman Jr., R-Olathe, had
said he would not bring it to the floor for debate this week.”
The High Plains Public Radio (KS) (4/4) reports that on Tuesday, the state House “voted 71-53 to back a $500
million school funding plan, passing it on to the Senate.” However, “Wagle fears that plan will again drive Kansas
into a budget deficit and won’t guarantee an end to the lawsuits.” The paper explains that the state is “facing an
April 30 deadline to pass a school funding increase and defend the solution at the Kansas Supreme Court.
Lawmakers agreed last spring to hike school funding by around $300 million, but failed to win the court over.”

Trump Discusses Cutting Education Funding From Omnibus Bill.
Education Week (4/4) reports President Trump “wasn’t totally thrilled about signing a spending bill that included a
$2.6 billion increase for education” and is “still trying to find a way to make cuts. Trump has reportedly discussed
with House Republican leaders the idea of effectively cutting some spending out of the $1.3 trillion omnibus bill he
signed late last month.”

Texas Education Officials Seeking Public Feedback On Special Education Overhaul.
The Houston Chronicle (4/4) reports Texas Education Agency officials are seeking feedback from the public “on the
latest proposal to overhaul Texas’ special education services. In March, the Texas Education Agency officials
proposed spending $211.3 million over six years on professional development, engaging special education parents,
monitoring special education practices at school districts and identifying previously unidentified students who may be
eligible for special education services.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
DeVos To Consider Restoring Recognition To ACICS.
Inside Higher Ed (4/4) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “said in a signed order Tuesday that she was
restoring the federal recognition of the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools, the for-profit
accreditor that had waged a fight for reinstatement since the Obama administration withdrew its recognition in 2016.”
This piece says DeVos’ move came in response to “a federal district court judge’s ruling last month that former
secretary John King failed to consider key evidence before terminating the recognition of ACICS.”
The Chronicle of Higher Education (4/3) reports the move makes ACICS, which “oversees primarily for-profit
career colleges,” once again “eligible to serve as a gatekeeper of financial aid.” The move “means that more than
100 colleges still accredited by the council will remain eligible to receive federal student aid, for now” and that ACICS
“will not have to face a federal advisory panel in May as part of the process to regain recognition.” The Chronicle
reports the move “does not necessarily mean she will reverse the decision made under the Obama administration.
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But [DeVos] will consider more options than just the binary choice of either renewing or denying the council’s
recognition.”
The Washington Post (4/4, Douglas-Gabriel) reports DeVos “said Tuesday evening that she will consider
reinstating the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools, following a court ruling in favor of the
controversial higher education accrediting agency.” The Post says DeVos “has temporarily restored its status as a
federally recognized agency pending her final decision. That will give any schools still accredited by the agency more
time to find another accreditor, though the vast majority have already.” The Post quotes DeVos saying in a
statement, “As the court ordered, we will fairly consider all of the facts presented and make an appropriate
determination on ACICS’s petition.” MarketWatch (4/4) also covers this story.

Video Captures University Of Chicago Police Officer Shooting Student.
The Chicago Tribune (4/4, Cherney, Briscoe) reports that a University of Chicago police officer “shot and seriously
wounded a 21-year-old student who charged an officer with a metal pipe near the South Side campus late Tuesday,
authorities said.” According to the Tribune, “body camera footage showing the shooting, which happened off campus
just before 10:15 p.m. in the Hyde Park neighborhood, was released by the school on Wednesday night.” Three
university police officers “responding to a call of a burglary...encountered a man – later identified as a student –
breaking car and apartment windows with a long metal pipe, university officials said in an email to students.” The
officers “ordered the student to drop the pipe, but he refused and charged at the officer in an alley,” according to
university officials. One of the officers “fired his weapon, hitting the student in the shoulder, according to the
university,” and he “was initially taken to Northwestern Memorial Hospital in serious condition, authorities said.”

Asian-Americans Suing Harvard Over Admissions.
The New York Times (4/4, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that “a group that is suing Harvard University
is demanding that it publicly release admissions data on hundreds of thousands of applicants, saying the records
show a pattern of discrimination against Asian-Americans going back decades.” The group “was able to view the
documents through its” 2014 lawsuit challenging Harvard’s admissions policies. According to the Times, the
plaintiffs “said in a letter to the court last week that the documents were so compelling that” the judge should “rule
summarily in their favor based on the documents alone,” and that “the public...has a right to see the evidence that
the judge will consider in her decision.” Harvard “counters that the documents are tantamount to trade secrets, and
that even in the unlikely event that the judge agrees to decide the case without a trial, she is likely to use only a
fraction of the evidence in her decision.”
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Wednesday, April 4, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third
Day.
ABC World News Tonight (4/3, story 8, 0:15, Llamas) reported
there is “no end in sight for the teacher protests in Oklahoma.
Hundreds of teachers at the state capital...again today meeting
with legislators, asking for more funding for their schools. Many
schools across the state have canceled classes again
[Wednesday], the third day of the action.” The CBS Evening
News (4/3, story 5, 2:05, Glor) reported Oklahoma Gov. Mary
Fallin signed a bill Tuesday “giving teacher support staff, like
teacher aides and janitors, a $1,250 raise. Last week, she signed
a measure giving teachers $6,000 pay raise, but added only
added an additional $50 million to school funding. Teachers were
asking for $200 million more.” On NBC Nightly News (4/3, story
6, 2:05, Holt), Gabe Gutierrez said, “The governor says that the legislature has already passed an average 16
percent increase for teachers, and the state can only do what its budget allows.”
USA Today (4/3, White, Jansen, Network) reports that teachers in Oklahoma City “continued to rally Tuesday,
shuttering many schools for a second day to demand higher pay and education funding, in an effort that also recently
engulfed West Virginia, Kentucky and Arizona.” The piece reports that Oklahoma City Public Schools said classes
will also be canceled on Wednesday, quoting a district statement saying, “We are hopeful that our legislators will
continue working this afternoon toward a solution, but we wanted to make this decision as early as possible to give
our families adequate time to plan.”
Reuters (4/3) reports Oklahoma teachers staged “boisterous rallies in front of lawmakers and clos[ed] hundreds
of public schools across the state as they demanded higher pay and more money for education in the latest U.S.
labor action by educators. ... Teachers, parents and students staged sympathy rallies around the state and some 70
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public school districts were forced to suspend classes on Tuesday.”
The AP (4/3) reports that “rowdy teachers” in Oklahoma City were part of “a rebellion of educators in
Republican-led states across the country,” saying that “rowdy teachers booed lawmakers when the Oklahoma
House adjourned. House officials initially called on state troopers to clear the gallery of protesting teachers but later
backed off. Education advocates filled the Capitol to capacity, and troopers limited access to the building.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/3) reports that the protests come “on the heels of a pay raise for teachers signed
by Republican Gov. Mary Fallin last week, which increased teachers’ pay by 15 to 18 percent. But protesting
educators and school employees said they need more from the state after years of struggling with outdated
textbooks, broken desks and shorter school weeks in the absence of desperately needed funding.” Also reporting are
the Tulsa (OK) World (4/3), PBS NewsHour (4/3), Fox Business (4/3), the Huffington Post (4/3, Jamieson), TIME
(4/3), and the Washington Examiner (4/3, Higgins).
Analyses: Teacher Activism Seen As Opposition To GOP Austerity. The AP (4/3) reports that the ongoing
“teacher rebellions” in GOP-led states “has put Republicans on the defensive, forcing them to walk a fine line in the
months before midterm elections between placating constituents who are angry over education cuts and conservative
supporters who want a smaller government and low taxes.” The piece reports Republicans in Oklahoma last week
“broke with the party orthodoxy and endorsed hundreds of millions of dollars in tax increases to fund public schools
and give teachers a raise of 15 to 18 percent.” The piece reports that while the movement first came to prominence
in West Virginia, Oklahoma has become “the epicenter of the revolt.”
The Christian Science Monitor (4/3) reports the “teacher walkouts in Republican-run states...has cast a national
spotlight on their tax-and-spend priorities amid growing public disquiet over funding for education and other public
services.” The piece reports teacher “activism in red states is challenging the tenets of Republican governance in
which austerity for public employees is bracketed with tax breaks for private business.”
The New York Times (4/3, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports details of the protests in various states,
saying “the states in question, whose legislatures are dominated by the Republican Party, have pursued years of tax
cuts and cuts to public services. Teachers, parents and students have noticed the impact of budget cuts on the
classroom, whether it is a four-day school week in rural Oklahoma or canceled drama classes in Tulsa. When
educators saw West Virginia teachers win a raise last month after a daring strike, they realized more radical tactics
might work in their states, too.” The Washington Post (4/3, Strauss) reports walkouts and protests are happening “in
states that have seen the country’s deepest funding cuts for public education by Republican legislators, including
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Arizona.”
Oklahoma Legislator Vows To Vote Against Funding Measures Inspired By Walkouts. The Hill (4/3, Thomsen)
reports Oklahoma state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R) “is vowing to vote against any measures that fund public education
in response to the state’s days-long teachers strike.” McDugle “said that he had voted in favor of education funding
measures last year, but that he didn’t believe the striking teachers were acting as good role models for their
students.”
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/3) reports McDugle “took to Facebook Live with his frustrations on Tuesday. He has
since deleted the post.” The piece quotes him saying, “I’m not voting for another stinking measure when they’re
acting the way they’re acting. ... You’re losing support of people who supported you all year long. Now you’re going
to come here and act like this after you got a raise?”

Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding.
The Payson (AZ) Roundup (4/3) reports that an estimated 2,500 teachers and their supporters rallied outside the
Arizona state Capitol last week to demand a 20 percent pay increase “and a restoration to the inflation-adjusted, perstudent funding levels in 2008, prior to the recession.” In an attempt “to head off the issue,” state lawmakers passed
and Gov. Doug Ducey “swiftly signed” into law a measure “extend a half-cent sales tax surcharge set to expire in
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2020.” Previously, state voters approved “the half a penny per $1 spent, which generates $600 million for
education.” Ducey has “said the state can’t afford a 20 percent raise for teachers,” but his budget calls for a one
percent pay raise for the upcoming fiscal year.
The White Mountain (AZ) Independent (4/3) also reports on the rally and notes that Ducey has also “promised
to eventually restore funds that the state has failed to pay schools for things like books, computers and school buses,
a move he said should free local districts to use more of their existing funds for pay hikes.” Nonetheless, “that is
proving too little for members of the newly formed Arizona Educators United who say that there is no reason teacher
pay here should be at or near the bottom of the nation.” The Independent says because the group is currently “trying
to gauge support, both among teachers and the community at large,” it is unclear “how quickly teachers expect
action – and what they will do if they are ignored.” The dispute “comes as the most recent data from the National
Education Association put average pay in Arizona at $47,218, a figure the association said ranked 43rd in the
country.”

Florida Education Association Warns Teachers To Eschew Illegal Walkouts.
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (4/3) reports some teachers in Florida are wondering whether they should follow the
example of teachers “in other states...walkout out over low pay this week.” However, the Florida Education
Association is warning that such an action in Florida “is against the law.” The Times quotes a statement from the
group saying, “the activist options for teachers and education staff professionals are somewhat limited. Walking off
the job or reporting to work late is not an appropriate action and it comes with harsh consequences. It is important for
all FEA members to follow the law.”

Walkout Unlikely In Tennessee.
The Tennessean (4/3) reports that a teacher walkout in Tennessee is “unlikely, but not out of the realm of possibility.
That’s because there are numerous issues at play that make a Tennessee teacher strike doubtful.” The piece cites
Gov. Bill Haslam’s approval of significant teacher raises, an ample teacher retirement fund, and laws against strikes
in the state.

New York City Program Seeks To Diversify Teacher Workforce.
Diverse Education (4/3, Pennamon) profiles NYC Men Teach, a teacher recruitment and retention program launched
by the Young Men’s Initiative (YMI) “in January 2015 and backed by a $16-million pledge from Mayor Bill de Blasio”
that “is actively working to diversify the teacher workforce to reflect the city’s diverse student population.” The
program “is in its third and final year of a strategic plan to recruit, support and retain 1,000 more Black, Hispanic and
Asian male teachers in the city’s classrooms.” Currently, men of color account for only 8.3 percent of the city’s
teacher workforce, “a stark contrast to the majority of students that come from various cultural backgrounds.” Boston
University Peter Paul Assistant Professor Dr. Travis Bristol, the program’s primary researcher, said men of color
often face challenges in the teacher pipeline that “include coming from ‘historically marginalized and disenfranchised
schools,’” hiring practice biases, school placement, and disproportionate teacher state-certification exam passage
rates.

Audit Finds Detroit District Has Outdated Curriculum Inconsistent With State Standards.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (4/3, Einhorn) reports an audit conducted last fall of Detroit’s main school district has “found
that students here have been set up to fail” by virtue of the district’s outdated curriculum, which often does not align
with the state’s learning standards. And while the “district plans to spend between $1 million and $3 million in the
coming year to” update its materials, “curriculum experts” say the situation is not unique to Detroit. In fact,
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“hundreds – possibly thousands – of districts across the country...are using textbooks and educational materials that
are not aligned to state standards,” and because “most districts don’t do curriculum audits,” many are unaware that
their materials may be lacking.

A Primer On Visible Trends, Initiatives In K-12 Education.
In a perspective piece for the “On Parenting” feature of the Washington Post’s (4/3) Lifestyle section, freelance
writer and illustrator James Paterson writes “a primer about some of the most visible initiatives and trends in K-12
education.” These include: prioritizing “a trauma-informed approach” to helping students recover from “bullying and
violent incidents,” adopting “restorative justice practices for disciplinary infractions,” shifting toward “learnercentered and personalized approaches” to teaching, implementing “new methods of assessing students,”
introducing project-based learning, “reversing lecture and homework time,” adopting flexible seating techniques, and
overworked school counselors teaching new problem-solving skills to students.

Bogue Chitto Robotics Team Raising Money For FIRST Tech Challenge.
The Brookhaven (MS) Daily Leader (4/3, Campbell) reports the Bogue Chitto Technocats, Bogue Chitto High
School’s robotics team, are trying “to raise more than $5,000 in two weeks to get to the FIRST Tech Challenge
world championship,” a four-day, invitation-only event held in Houston that sees “the best of the best in robotics
competing against each other.”

Indiana Looking For High School Students To Join Governor’s “STEM Team.”
The AP (4/3) reports, “The state of Indiana is accepting nominations for high school students to be named to Gov.
Eric Holcomb’s 2018 ‘STEM Team,’” which “recognizes four high school students for accomplishments in science,
technology, engineering and math.” Winners, which will be announced in May, “receive a $1,000 college
scholarships and a commemorative letterman jacket.”

Michigan Prepares To Host FIRST Championship In
April.
The Detroit News (4/2, Chambers) reports on preparations in
Michigan for the FIRST Championship, which will take place from
April 25-29 and will see “tens of thousands of students from
across the world descend on Detroit” to “battle robots on a
playing field.” The article focuses mainly on the state’s robotics
teams, of which there are 508 comprised of 15,240 students.

Minnesota’s ESSA Plan To Designate Opt-Out
Students As “Not Proficient.”
The St. Paul (MN) Pioneer Press (4/3) reports Minnesota’s “new
plan under the federal Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) will
count every student who misses the Minnesota Comprehensive
Assessments as ‘not proficient,’ except in rare cases of a medical exemption.” In past years, thousands of
Minnesota students have opted out of the standardized math and reading assessments. Therefore, the change
“could mean a small number of schools will be targeted for state support – at the expense of truly low-performing
schools – simply because parents and students refused the test.” As such, the move “is drawing criticism from both
detractors and supporters of standardized testing.” State Education Department spokesman Josh Collins, however,
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“said Minnesota had no choice but to measure proficiency this way.” The Pioneer Press adds that “because the
state’s new school accountability uses multiple factors to identify struggling schools,” it is unlikely that a high opt-out
school will get “much state attention.”

Parkland Students Bristle At Clear Backpacks.
USA Today (4/3, May) reports many students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas high school “don’t support a new
requirement to carry only clear backpacks.” Some students “see it as an invasion of privacy, and some say it’s not
the change that’s needed to ensure school safety.”
The Huffington Post (4/3, Mosbergen) reports the students “were met with a slew of new security measures”
when they returned to school Monday, “including a widely resented policy: mandatory clear backpacks for
everyone.” Students “were quick to express their disdain for their new accessory. Junior Cameron Kasky stuffed his
backpack with tampons on Tuesday to protest what students have called an invasion of privacy.”
TIME (4/3) reports “many students, some of whom have become leaders in a nationwide effort to achieve gun
control reform, weren’t impressed with the policy.” Some students “took to social media to make further calls for
regulating guns instead of teenagers’ property. Some simply had a laugh at the effort.”

Ducey Submits Draft School Safety Plan.
The Arizona Capitol Times (4/3) reports about the draft of Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey’s plan to improve school safety,
which “includes requirements for a new Center for School Training, active shooter training for school resource
officers and more opportunities for schools to work with local law enforcement and for DPS to put AZPOST certified
officers on school grounds.”

Virginia House Democrats Organize Task Force To Probe Gun Violence, School Safety.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (4/3, Mattingly) reports Virginia House Democrats on Tuesday announced the
formation of the “Safe Virginia Initiative” task force “to investigate school safety and gun violence in the state.” The
group “will host meetings through October across the state,” during which “the task force plans to garner public
input” on gun control and school safety. The AP (4/3, Davison) also reports on the announcement.

Detroit Career School Joins Project Green Light Crime Prevention Program.
The Detroit Free Press (4/3, Higgins) reports Randolph Career and Technical Education Center has become the first
school to join Detroit’s Project Green Light crime prevention program, which has a total of 300 locations across the
city. Joining through a partnership between the Detroit Public Schools Community District, “the mayor’s office of
workforce development, Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation and several private funders,” Randolph has
committed to installing 23 cameras – paid for by Detroit Employment Solutions – that will monitor the school grounds
in real time.

State, Local Authorities Gather To Discuss “Alarming Uptick” In Michigan School Threats.
WDIV-TV Detroit (4/3, Bartkowiak, Spruill) reports an “alarming uptick in school social media threats prompted a
harsh message from prosecutors” who gathered with local law enforcement on Tuesday “to discuss tackling school
threats across Michigan.” Those present, including US Attorney Matthew Schneider, “stressed serious charges
including 20-year felonies will be sought against anyone suspected of making a threat of violence against a school.”

School Safety Measures Continue To Move Ahead In Maryland General Assembly.
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WTOP-FM Washington (4/3, Ryan) reports on the progress of “a variety of school safety measures” under review by
Maryland lawmakers, including one bill that would require schools to make security upgrades and another that
“would require elementary and middle schools to have armed resource officers.” State Sen. Steve Waugh, a
Republican, “said he’s optimistic that all the provisions – in one form or another – will pass the General Assembly
before the session ends next Monday.”

New Idaho Law Imposes Stiffer Penalties For School Security Threats.
The Twin Falls (ID) Times-News (4/3, Wootton-Greener) reports House Bill 665, which Idaho Gov. C.L. “Butch” Otter
signed into law on March 23, has imposed stiffer penalties for school security threats. Under the new law, which is
“already in effect” due to an emergency clause, threatening a school is “now a misdemeanor” if it “disrupts school
activities” and is “a felony offense if a person who makes a threat has a firearm or other deadly weapons.”

FROM NASSP
Contest to Award $250 for Service Project Ideas
How would your chapter or council use a $250 prize to implement a school or community service project?
NatStuCo member councils and chapters of the National Honor Societies are being challenged to
creatively address that question with a contest to amplify this year’s National Student Leadership Week
(NSLW) theme—“Make Your Mark on the World: Dream. Lead. Serve.” The contest is now open and
accepting entries through April 30. Think of a “dream” service project, then present a pitch in an
imaginative way, posting it to social media using #OurDream18. NSLW, being celebrated April 15–21, is
sponsored by NASSP’s student programs.
Complete contest details, as well as other ideas and resources to celebrate NSLW, can be found
on www.NatStuCo.org/nslw, www.nhs.us/nslw, or www.njhs.us/nslw.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress
Toward ESSA Implementation.
Education Week (4/4) runs a package of stories titled “ESSA on the
Runway” which “analyzes the state of ESSA implementation on the eve
of the law’s operational debut, from teaching and testing to the political
pain points that may shape just how successful that rollout proves to be.
This report takes a multifaceted look at just how ready those states,
districts, and schools are to bringing ESSA’s changes in for a successful
landing when the law goes into full effect for the 2018-19 school year.”
Topics include how the law is moving from “policy to practice (4/4),” The
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difficulty states are facing in meeting the requirement to back up school
improvement efforts with research (4/4), new school assessment metrics
(4/4), and most states’ failure to avail themselves of testing flexibility
(4/4) under the law.

Louisiana, New Hampshire, Puerto Rico Apply To Take Part In ESSA Testing Pilot.
Education Week (4/3) reports ED has announced that Louisiana, New Hampshire, and Puerto Rico “have officially
submitted applications for the Every Student Succeeds Act’s Innovative Assessment pilot.” The piece reports that
several states, “including biggies like New York,” originally expressed interest in applying for the program, which
“allows states to try out new forms of testing in a handful of districts, with the goal of eventually taking them
statewide.” However, most “ended up deciding against it.” The piece surmises that many states backed out
because the program “has clear rules that don’t make participation easy.” Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor)
reports Louisiana announced this week “that it had submitted a proposal” which “would allow five local systems to
try out a ‘streamlined English and social studies assessment.’”

ED, Interior At Odds Over $1.6 Million In Funding For BIE Schools.
Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke
“are clashing over $1.6 million in federal funds meant to help administer Bureau of Indian Education schools.” Zinke,
in a letter to DeVos, “charges that the Education Department appears to be acting ‘not in the best interests of our
students’ by withholding the funds” and “questions the Education Department’s legal authority for holding back the
money. The Title I administrative funding was withheld by Education when the bureau did not meet an Oct. 2 deadline
to appoint members to a negotiated rulemaking committee, according to a letter from Jason Botel, an Education
official, also obtained by POLITICO.”

Kansas Senate Leadership Says Education Funding Bill Will Not Proceed Before Vote On
Constitutional Amendment.
The AP (4/3, Hanna) reports that “two top Republicans” in the Kansas state legislature, Senate President Susan
Wagle and Majority Leader Jim Denning, “brought action on education funding to a halt” with their demand that the
state first curtail the power of courts to issue rulings on what does and does not constitute adequate funding for
schools. Wagle and Denning’s demand comes “after significant progress had been made” on education funding,
the state House having passed a funding bill providing “roughly a $520 million increase in education funding over five
years,” and the Senate having moved forward “a bill that would phase in a $274 million increase over five years.”
The AP (4/3) reports in another story that “a coalition of Kansas business and agricultural groups is proposing a
constitutional amendment that would give the Legislature sole authority to decide education funding levels, as the
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Legislature struggles to satisfy a state Supreme Court order to spend more on schools.” The Kansas Coalition for
Fair Funding has proposed an amendment to the state constitution that “would remove the state courts’ role in
deciding what constitutes suitable education funding.”
The Kansas City (MO) Star (4/3, Woodall, Shorman) reports with additional coverage of the Senate roadblock to
debating funding. The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (4/3, Smith) reports about the passage of the House education
funding bill. The Capital-Journal says state “lawmakers face an April 30 deadline to present a plan with adequate
funding to the Kansas Supreme Court.” The Hays (KS) Daily News (4/3, Smith) reports with similar coverage.

Analysis: Educating Funding Increase Reflects Alabama’s Economic Recovery, Shifting
Priorities.
In an analysis, Alabama Live (4/3) says the 2019 budget that Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey signed on Monday allocates an
additional $216 million in education spending, “bringing the total to $6.63 billion, making it the largest education
budget since 2008, the year considered as the high-water mark for education funding in Alabama.” The budget
allocates $18.5 million to the voluntary, nationally-recognized First Class Pre-K program; increases overall K-12
funding by $146 million for a total $4.6 billion; and increases higher education funding by $42 million for a total $1.7
billion. It also grants a 2.5 percent pay raise to education employees and allocates additional funds to “ongoing
teacher training.” According to Alabama Live, the budget not only reflects how the state’s “economy is recovering
after the recession,” but also highlights how “public education has grown increasingly important to Alabama
lawmakers in recent years.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
The Baltimore Sun (4/3, Bowie) reports the Baltimore County school board on Tuesday “approved a $140 million
technology contract...that would expand its four-year-old technology initiative into its high schools.” The county
currently “provide[s] every student with a free laptop to use at school and for the older students to take home.” The
contract would, in its first year, replace teachers’ four-year-old laptops with new ones and “expand the laptops to
every high schooler.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Survey: 36 Percent Of College Students Don’t Have Enough To Eat.
The Washington Post (4/3, Dewey) reports that according to “a first-of-its-kind survey released Tuesday by
researchers at Temple University and the Wisconsin HOPE Lab, 36 percent of students at 66 surveyed colleges and
universities do not get enough to eat, and a similar number lack a secure place to live.” The report, “which is the first
to include students from two-year, four-year, private and public universities,” found that “nearly 1 in 10 community
college students” and 6 percent of university students “have gone a whole day without eating in the past month.”
The Post says researchers blame “ballooning college costs, inadequate aid packages and growing enrollment
among low-income students — as well as some colleges’ unwillingness to admit they have a hunger problem.”

California Gubernatorial Candidate Wants Sharp Tuition Cut.
EdSource (4/3) reports California gubernatorial candidate and Treasurer John Chiang “wants to roll back a decade of
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tuition increases at the University of California and the Cal State systems, reducing those costs by more than 40
percent, while also providing two years of free community college.” Chiang “said he would use general fund
revenues, money from cutting out government waste, tax revenues from legal marijuana sales and other sources to
fund those savings for in-state students at the two- and four-year public campuses.”

Facebook Offering Houston 25 Residents Coding Boot Camp Scholarships.
The Houston Chronicle (4/3, Rumbaugh) reports, “Facebook is providing scholarships for 25 Houstonians to attend a
15-week coding boot camp, part of the technology giant’s efforts to help job seekers, business owners and others
learn the digital skills crucial in today’s workforce.” The piece explains that the selected students will be the first
class in the Flatiron School’s new Houston location.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Wednesday, April 4, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Oklahoma Teachers Protest To Continue For A Third
Day.
ABC World News Tonight (4/3, story 8, 0:15, Llamas) reported
there is “no end in sight for the teacher protests in Oklahoma.
Hundreds of teachers at the state capital...again today meeting
with legislators, asking for more funding for their schools. Many
schools across the state have canceled classes again
[Wednesday], the third day of the action.” The CBS Evening
News (4/3, story 5, 2:05, Glor) reported Oklahoma Gov. Mary
Fallin signed a bill Tuesday “giving teacher support staff, like
teacher aides and janitors, a $1,250 raise. Last week, she signed
a measure giving teachers $6,000 pay raise, but added only
added an additional $50 million to school funding. Teachers were
asking for $200 million more.” On NBC Nightly News (4/3, story
6, 2:05, Holt), Gabe Gutierrez said, “The governor says that the legislature has already passed an average 16
percent increase for teachers, and the state can only do what its budget allows.”
USA Today (4/3, White, Jansen, Network) reports that teachers in Oklahoma City “continued to rally Tuesday,
shuttering many schools for a second day to demand higher pay and education funding, in an effort that also recently
engulfed West Virginia, Kentucky and Arizona.” The piece reports that Oklahoma City Public Schools said classes
will also be canceled on Wednesday, quoting a district statement saying, “We are hopeful that our legislators will
continue working this afternoon toward a solution, but we wanted to make this decision as early as possible to give
our families adequate time to plan.”
Reuters (4/3) reports Oklahoma teachers staged “boisterous rallies in front of lawmakers and clos[ed] hundreds
of public schools across the state as they demanded higher pay and more money for education in the latest U.S.
labor action by educators. ... Teachers, parents and students staged sympathy rallies around the state and some 70
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public school districts were forced to suspend classes on Tuesday.”
The AP (4/3) reports that “rowdy teachers” in Oklahoma City were part of “a rebellion of educators in
Republican-led states across the country,” saying that “rowdy teachers booed lawmakers when the Oklahoma
House adjourned. House officials initially called on state troopers to clear the gallery of protesting teachers but later
backed off. Education advocates filled the Capitol to capacity, and troopers limited access to the building.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/3) reports that the protests come “on the heels of a pay raise for teachers signed
by Republican Gov. Mary Fallin last week, which increased teachers’ pay by 15 to 18 percent. But protesting
educators and school employees said they need more from the state after years of struggling with outdated
textbooks, broken desks and shorter school weeks in the absence of desperately needed funding.” Also reporting are
the Tulsa (OK) World (4/3), PBS NewsHour (4/3), Fox Business (4/3), the Huffington Post (4/3, Jamieson), TIME
(4/3), and the Washington Examiner (4/3, Higgins).
Analyses: Teacher Activism Seen As Opposition To GOP Austerity. The AP (4/3) reports that the ongoing
“teacher rebellions” in GOP-led states “has put Republicans on the defensive, forcing them to walk a fine line in the
months before midterm elections between placating constituents who are angry over education cuts and conservative
supporters who want a smaller government and low taxes.” The piece reports Republicans in Oklahoma last week
“broke with the party orthodoxy and endorsed hundreds of millions of dollars in tax increases to fund public schools
and give teachers a raise of 15 to 18 percent.” The piece reports that while the movement first came to prominence
in West Virginia, Oklahoma has become “the epicenter of the revolt.”
The Christian Science Monitor (4/3) reports the “teacher walkouts in Republican-run states...has cast a national
spotlight on their tax-and-spend priorities amid growing public disquiet over funding for education and other public
services.” The piece reports teacher “activism in red states is challenging the tenets of Republican governance in
which austerity for public employees is bracketed with tax breaks for private business.”
The New York Times (4/3, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports details of the protests in various states,
saying “the states in question, whose legislatures are dominated by the Republican Party, have pursued years of tax
cuts and cuts to public services. Teachers, parents and students have noticed the impact of budget cuts on the
classroom, whether it is a four-day school week in rural Oklahoma or canceled drama classes in Tulsa. When
educators saw West Virginia teachers win a raise last month after a daring strike, they realized more radical tactics
might work in their states, too.” The Washington Post (4/3, Strauss) reports walkouts and protests are happening “in
states that have seen the country’s deepest funding cuts for public education by Republican legislators, including
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Arizona.”
Oklahoma Legislator Vows To Vote Against Funding Measures Inspired By Walkouts. The Hill (4/3, Thomsen)
reports Oklahoma state Rep. Kevin McDugle (R) “is vowing to vote against any measures that fund public education
in response to the state’s days-long teachers strike.” McDugle “said that he had voted in favor of education funding
measures last year, but that he didn’t believe the striking teachers were acting as good role models for their
students.”
The Tulsa (OK) World (4/3) reports McDugle “took to Facebook Live with his frustrations on Tuesday. He has
since deleted the post.” The piece quotes him saying, “I’m not voting for another stinking measure when they’re
acting the way they’re acting. ... You’re losing support of people who supported you all year long. Now you’re going
to come here and act like this after you got a raise?”

Arizona Teachers Rally For Pay Raise, Pre-Recession Student Funding.
The Payson (AZ) Roundup (4/3) reports that an estimated 2,500 teachers and their supporters rallied outside the
Arizona state Capitol last week to demand a 20 percent pay increase “and a restoration to the inflation-adjusted, perstudent funding levels in 2008, prior to the recession.” In an attempt “to head off the issue,” state lawmakers passed
and Gov. Doug Ducey “swiftly signed” into law a measure “extend a half-cent sales tax surcharge set to expire in
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2020.” Previously, state voters approved “the half a penny per $1 spent, which generates $600 million for
education.” Ducey has “said the state can’t afford a 20 percent raise for teachers,” but his budget calls for a one
percent pay raise for the upcoming fiscal year.
The White Mountain (AZ) Independent (4/3) also reports on the rally and notes that Ducey has also “promised
to eventually restore funds that the state has failed to pay schools for things like books, computers and school buses,
a move he said should free local districts to use more of their existing funds for pay hikes.” Nonetheless, “that is
proving too little for members of the newly formed Arizona Educators United who say that there is no reason teacher
pay here should be at or near the bottom of the nation.” The Independent says because the group is currently “trying
to gauge support, both among teachers and the community at large,” it is unclear “how quickly teachers expect
action – and what they will do if they are ignored.” The dispute “comes as the most recent data from the National
Education Association put average pay in Arizona at $47,218, a figure the association said ranked 43rd in the
country.”

Florida Education Association Warns Teachers To Eschew Illegal Walkouts.
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (4/3) reports some teachers in Florida are wondering whether they should follow the
example of teachers “in other states...walkout out over low pay this week.” However, the Florida Education
Association is warning that such an action in Florida “is against the law.” The Times quotes a statement from the
group saying, “the activist options for teachers and education staff professionals are somewhat limited. Walking off
the job or reporting to work late is not an appropriate action and it comes with harsh consequences. It is important for
all FEA members to follow the law.”

Walkout Unlikely In Tennessee.
The Tennessean (4/3) reports that a teacher walkout in Tennessee is “unlikely, but not out of the realm of possibility.
That’s because there are numerous issues at play that make a Tennessee teacher strike doubtful.” The piece cites
Gov. Bill Haslam’s approval of significant teacher raises, an ample teacher retirement fund, and laws against strikes
in the state.

New York City Program Seeks To Diversify Teacher Workforce.
Diverse Education (4/3, Pennamon) profiles NYC Men Teach, a teacher recruitment and retention program launched
by the Young Men’s Initiative (YMI) “in January 2015 and backed by a $16-million pledge from Mayor Bill de Blasio”
that “is actively working to diversify the teacher workforce to reflect the city’s diverse student population.” The
program “is in its third and final year of a strategic plan to recruit, support and retain 1,000 more Black, Hispanic and
Asian male teachers in the city’s classrooms.” Currently, men of color account for only 8.3 percent of the city’s
teacher workforce, “a stark contrast to the majority of students that come from various cultural backgrounds.” Boston
University Peter Paul Assistant Professor Dr. Travis Bristol, the program’s primary researcher, said men of color
often face challenges in the teacher pipeline that “include coming from ‘historically marginalized and disenfranchised
schools,’” hiring practice biases, school placement, and disproportionate teacher state-certification exam passage
rates.

Audit Finds Detroit District Has Outdated Curriculum Inconsistent With State Standards.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (4/3, Einhorn) reports an audit conducted last fall of Detroit’s main school district has “found
that students here have been set up to fail” by virtue of the district’s outdated curriculum, which often does not align
with the state’s learning standards. And while the “district plans to spend between $1 million and $3 million in the
coming year to” update its materials, “curriculum experts” say the situation is not unique to Detroit. In fact,
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“hundreds – possibly thousands – of districts across the country...are using textbooks and educational materials that
are not aligned to state standards,” and because “most districts don’t do curriculum audits,” many are unaware that
their materials may be lacking.

A Primer On Visible Trends, Initiatives In K-12 Education.
In a perspective piece for the “On Parenting” feature of the Washington Post’s (4/3) Lifestyle section, freelance
writer and illustrator James Paterson writes “a primer about some of the most visible initiatives and trends in K-12
education.” These include: prioritizing “a trauma-informed approach” to helping students recover from “bullying and
violent incidents,” adopting “restorative justice practices for disciplinary infractions,” shifting toward “learnercentered and personalized approaches” to teaching, implementing “new methods of assessing students,”
introducing project-based learning, “reversing lecture and homework time,” adopting flexible seating techniques, and
overworked school counselors teaching new problem-solving skills to students.

Bogue Chitto Robotics Team Raising Money For FIRST Tech Challenge.
The Brookhaven (MS) Daily Leader (4/3, Campbell) reports the Bogue Chitto Technocats, Bogue Chitto High
School’s robotics team, are trying “to raise more than $5,000 in two weeks to get to the FIRST Tech Challenge
world championship,” a four-day, invitation-only event held in Houston that sees “the best of the best in robotics
competing against each other.”

Indiana Looking For High School Students To Join Governor’s “STEM Team.”
The AP (4/3) reports, “The state of Indiana is accepting nominations for high school students to be named to Gov.
Eric Holcomb’s 2018 ‘STEM Team,’” which “recognizes four high school students for accomplishments in science,
technology, engineering and math.” Winners, which will be announced in May, “receive a $1,000 college
scholarships and a commemorative letterman jacket.”

Michigan Prepares To Host FIRST Championship In
April.
The Detroit News (4/2, Chambers) reports on preparations in
Michigan for the FIRST Championship, which will take place from
April 25-29 and will see “tens of thousands of students from
across the world descend on Detroit” to “battle robots on a
playing field.” The article focuses mainly on the state’s robotics
teams, of which there are 508 comprised of 15,240 students.

Minnesota’s ESSA Plan To Designate Opt-Out
Students As “Not Proficient.”
The St. Paul (MN) Pioneer Press (4/3) reports Minnesota’s “new
plan under the federal Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) will
count every student who misses the Minnesota Comprehensive
Assessments as ‘not proficient,’ except in rare cases of a medical exemption.” In past years, thousands of
Minnesota students have opted out of the standardized math and reading assessments. Therefore, the change
“could mean a small number of schools will be targeted for state support – at the expense of truly low-performing
schools – simply because parents and students refused the test.” As such, the move “is drawing criticism from both
detractors and supporters of standardized testing.” State Education Department spokesman Josh Collins, however,
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“said Minnesota had no choice but to measure proficiency this way.” The Pioneer Press adds that “because the
state’s new school accountability uses multiple factors to identify struggling schools,” it is unlikely that a high opt-out
school will get “much state attention.”

Parkland Students Bristle At Clear Backpacks.
USA Today (4/3, May) reports many students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas high school “don’t support a new
requirement to carry only clear backpacks.” Some students “see it as an invasion of privacy, and some say it’s not
the change that’s needed to ensure school safety.”
The Huffington Post (4/3, Mosbergen) reports the students “were met with a slew of new security measures”
when they returned to school Monday, “including a widely resented policy: mandatory clear backpacks for
everyone.” Students “were quick to express their disdain for their new accessory. Junior Cameron Kasky stuffed his
backpack with tampons on Tuesday to protest what students have called an invasion of privacy.”
TIME (4/3) reports “many students, some of whom have become leaders in a nationwide effort to achieve gun
control reform, weren’t impressed with the policy.” Some students “took to social media to make further calls for
regulating guns instead of teenagers’ property. Some simply had a laugh at the effort.”

Ducey Submits Draft School Safety Plan.
The Arizona Capitol Times (4/3) reports about the draft of Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey’s plan to improve school safety,
which “includes requirements for a new Center for School Training, active shooter training for school resource
officers and more opportunities for schools to work with local law enforcement and for DPS to put AZPOST certified
officers on school grounds.”

Virginia House Democrats Organize Task Force To Probe Gun Violence, School Safety.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (4/3, Mattingly) reports Virginia House Democrats on Tuesday announced the
formation of the “Safe Virginia Initiative” task force “to investigate school safety and gun violence in the state.” The
group “will host meetings through October across the state,” during which “the task force plans to garner public
input” on gun control and school safety. The AP (4/3, Davison) also reports on the announcement.

Detroit Career School Joins Project Green Light Crime Prevention Program.
The Detroit Free Press (4/3, Higgins) reports Randolph Career and Technical Education Center has become the first
school to join Detroit’s Project Green Light crime prevention program, which has a total of 300 locations across the
city. Joining through a partnership between the Detroit Public Schools Community District, “the mayor’s office of
workforce development, Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation and several private funders,” Randolph has
committed to installing 23 cameras – paid for by Detroit Employment Solutions – that will monitor the school grounds
in real time.

State, Local Authorities Gather To Discuss “Alarming Uptick” In Michigan School Threats.
WDIV-TV Detroit (4/3, Bartkowiak, Spruill) reports an “alarming uptick in school social media threats prompted a
harsh message from prosecutors” who gathered with local law enforcement on Tuesday “to discuss tackling school
threats across Michigan.” Those present, including US Attorney Matthew Schneider, “stressed serious charges
including 20-year felonies will be sought against anyone suspected of making a threat of violence against a school.”

School Safety Measures Continue To Move Ahead In Maryland General Assembly.
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WTOP-FM Washington (4/3, Ryan) reports on the progress of “a variety of school safety measures” under review by
Maryland lawmakers, including one bill that would require schools to make security upgrades and another that
“would require elementary and middle schools to have armed resource officers.” State Sen. Steve Waugh, a
Republican, “said he’s optimistic that all the provisions – in one form or another – will pass the General Assembly
before the session ends next Monday.”

New Idaho Law Imposes Stiffer Penalties For School Security Threats.
The Twin Falls (ID) Times-News (4/3, Wootton-Greener) reports House Bill 665, which Idaho Gov. C.L. “Butch” Otter
signed into law on March 23, has imposed stiffer penalties for school security threats. Under the new law, which is
“already in effect” due to an emergency clause, threatening a school is “now a misdemeanor” if it “disrupts school
activities” and is “a felony offense if a person who makes a threat has a firearm or other deadly weapons.”

FROM NASSP
Contest to Award $250 for Service Project Ideas
How would your chapter or council use a $250 prize to implement a school or community service project?
NatStuCo member councils and chapters of the National Honor Societies are being challenged to
creatively address that question with a contest to amplify this year’s National Student Leadership Week
(NSLW) theme—“Make Your Mark on the World: Dream. Lead. Serve.” The contest is now open and
accepting entries through April 30. Think of a “dream” service project, then present a pitch in an
imaginative way, posting it to social media using #OurDream18. NSLW, being celebrated April 15–21, is
sponsored by NASSP’s student programs.
Complete contest details, as well as other ideas and resources to celebrate NSLW, can be found
on www.NatStuCo.org/nslw, www.nhs.us/nslw, or www.njhs.us/nslw.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Education Week Package Explores States’ Progress
Toward ESSA Implementation.
Education Week (4/4) runs a package of stories titled “ESSA on the
Runway” which “analyzes the state of ESSA implementation on the eve
of the law’s operational debut, from teaching and testing to the political
pain points that may shape just how successful that rollout proves to be.
This report takes a multifaceted look at just how ready those states,
districts, and schools are to bringing ESSA’s changes in for a successful
landing when the law goes into full effect for the 2018-19 school year.”
Topics include how the law is moving from “policy to practice (4/4),” The
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difficulty states are facing in meeting the requirement to back up school
improvement efforts with research (4/4), new school assessment metrics
(4/4), and most states’ failure to avail themselves of testing flexibility
(4/4) under the law.

Louisiana, New Hampshire, Puerto Rico Apply To Take Part In ESSA Testing Pilot.
Education Week (4/3) reports ED has announced that Louisiana, New Hampshire, and Puerto Rico “have officially
submitted applications for the Every Student Succeeds Act’s Innovative Assessment pilot.” The piece reports that
several states, “including biggies like New York,” originally expressed interest in applying for the program, which
“allows states to try out new forms of testing in a handful of districts, with the goal of eventually taking them
statewide.” However, most “ended up deciding against it.” The piece surmises that many states backed out
because the program “has clear rules that don’t make participation easy.” Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor)
reports Louisiana announced this week “that it had submitted a proposal” which “would allow five local systems to
try out a ‘streamlined English and social studies assessment.’”

ED, Interior At Odds Over $1.6 Million In Funding For BIE Schools.
Politico Morning Education (4/3, Leonor) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke
“are clashing over $1.6 million in federal funds meant to help administer Bureau of Indian Education schools.” Zinke,
in a letter to DeVos, “charges that the Education Department appears to be acting ‘not in the best interests of our
students’ by withholding the funds” and “questions the Education Department’s legal authority for holding back the
money. The Title I administrative funding was withheld by Education when the bureau did not meet an Oct. 2 deadline
to appoint members to a negotiated rulemaking committee, according to a letter from Jason Botel, an Education
official, also obtained by POLITICO.”

Kansas Senate Leadership Says Education Funding Bill Will Not Proceed Before Vote On
Constitutional Amendment.
The AP (4/3, Hanna) reports that “two top Republicans” in the Kansas state legislature, Senate President Susan
Wagle and Majority Leader Jim Denning, “brought action on education funding to a halt” with their demand that the
state first curtail the power of courts to issue rulings on what does and does not constitute adequate funding for
schools. Wagle and Denning’s demand comes “after significant progress had been made” on education funding,
the state House having passed a funding bill providing “roughly a $520 million increase in education funding over five
years,” and the Senate having moved forward “a bill that would phase in a $274 million increase over five years.”
The AP (4/3) reports in another story that “a coalition of Kansas business and agricultural groups is proposing a
constitutional amendment that would give the Legislature sole authority to decide education funding levels, as the
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Legislature struggles to satisfy a state Supreme Court order to spend more on schools.” The Kansas Coalition for
Fair Funding has proposed an amendment to the state constitution that “would remove the state courts’ role in
deciding what constitutes suitable education funding.”
The Kansas City (MO) Star (4/3, Woodall, Shorman) reports with additional coverage of the Senate roadblock to
debating funding. The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (4/3, Smith) reports about the passage of the House education
funding bill. The Capital-Journal says state “lawmakers face an April 30 deadline to present a plan with adequate
funding to the Kansas Supreme Court.” The Hays (KS) Daily News (4/3, Smith) reports with similar coverage.

Analysis: Educating Funding Increase Reflects Alabama’s Economic Recovery, Shifting
Priorities.
In an analysis, Alabama Live (4/3) says the 2019 budget that Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey signed on Monday allocates an
additional $216 million in education spending, “bringing the total to $6.63 billion, making it the largest education
budget since 2008, the year considered as the high-water mark for education funding in Alabama.” The budget
allocates $18.5 million to the voluntary, nationally-recognized First Class Pre-K program; increases overall K-12
funding by $146 million for a total $4.6 billion; and increases higher education funding by $42 million for a total $1.7
billion. It also grants a 2.5 percent pay raise to education employees and allocates additional funds to “ongoing
teacher training.” According to Alabama Live, the budget not only reflects how the state’s “economy is recovering
after the recession,” but also highlights how “public education has grown increasingly important to Alabama
lawmakers in recent years.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Baltimore County School Board Approves New Technology Contract.
The Baltimore Sun (4/3, Bowie) reports the Baltimore County school board on Tuesday “approved a $140 million
technology contract...that would expand its four-year-old technology initiative into its high schools.” The county
currently “provide[s] every student with a free laptop to use at school and for the older students to take home.” The
contract would, in its first year, replace teachers’ four-year-old laptops with new ones and “expand the laptops to
every high schooler.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Survey: 36 Percent Of College Students Don’t Have Enough To Eat.
The Washington Post (4/3, Dewey) reports that according to “a first-of-its-kind survey released Tuesday by
researchers at Temple University and the Wisconsin HOPE Lab, 36 percent of students at 66 surveyed colleges and
universities do not get enough to eat, and a similar number lack a secure place to live.” The report, “which is the first
to include students from two-year, four-year, private and public universities,” found that “nearly 1 in 10 community
college students” and 6 percent of university students “have gone a whole day without eating in the past month.”
The Post says researchers blame “ballooning college costs, inadequate aid packages and growing enrollment
among low-income students — as well as some colleges’ unwillingness to admit they have a hunger problem.”

California Gubernatorial Candidate Wants Sharp Tuition Cut.
EdSource (4/3) reports California gubernatorial candidate and Treasurer John Chiang “wants to roll back a decade of
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tuition increases at the University of California and the Cal State systems, reducing those costs by more than 40
percent, while also providing two years of free community college.” Chiang “said he would use general fund
revenues, money from cutting out government waste, tax revenues from legal marijuana sales and other sources to
fund those savings for in-state students at the two- and four-year public campuses.”

Facebook Offering Houston 25 Residents Coding Boot Camp Scholarships.
The Houston Chronicle (4/3, Rumbaugh) reports, “Facebook is providing scholarships for 25 Houstonians to attend a
15-week coding boot camp, part of the technology giant’s efforts to help job seekers, business owners and others
learn the digital skills crucial in today’s workforce.” The piece explains that the selected students will be the first
class in the Flatiron School’s new Houston location.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

April 3, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As
Protests Gain Momentum.
All three networks reported last night on teacher strikes in several
states, a movement they cast as gaining momentum. Bloomberg
News (4/2, Eidelson), for examples, says the teacher strikes are
“spreading fast across the country, with no clear endgame in
sight.” The CBS Evening News (4/2, story 6, 2:10, Glor) reported
that “hundreds of schools were closed today in Oklahoma and
Kentucky” as “thousands of teachers walked out of classrooms to
rally in state capitals. They are demanding higher pay and
increased funding for students.” CBS noted that the strikes
“follow a growing trend of teacher walkouts across the country.”
NBC Nightly News (4/2, lead story, 2:35, Holt), which led its
broadcast with the story, called it “a widening teachers’
movement that is pulling back the curtain on what we really spend on classroom learning in this country and on the
people who teach our kids. Today, it was Oklahoma, where tens of thousands of teachers walked out on strike and
walked to the state capitol in protest. ... We saw it in West Virginia, and most recently in Arizona.”
ABC World News Tonight (4/2, story 2, 2:05, Llamas) similarly called it “the latest in a wave of protests
sweeping across the country, led by teachers who say the future of public education is at stake.” ABC’s Clayton
Sandell said Oklahoma teachers, “along with educators in West Virginia, Arizona and Kentucky, are riding a growing
wave of anger over deep education cuts made by Republican-led legislatures.” The AP (4/2, Murphy, Schreiner)
likewise reported that “thousands of Oklahoma educators walked out of classrooms in the latest evidence of teacher
rebellion in some Republican-led states.” Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin “signed legislation last week granting teachers
pay raises of about $6,100,” but “some educators — who haven’t seen a pay increase in 10 years — say that isn’t
good enough and walked out.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/2) reports, “The state Capitol in Kentucky filled with teachers protesting pension
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changes and demanding generous school funding Monday, and thousands of Oklahoma educators walked out of
classrooms in the latest evidence of teacher rebellion in some Republican-led states.”
Reuters (4/2) reports teachers in the two states “walked off the job on Monday to protest cuts in pay, pensions
and benefits, as discontent over years of sluggish spending on public education spilled over in two more U.S. states
and threatened to spread.” Reuters notes that the walkouts “come a month after teachers in West Virginia staged a
series of strikes for nearly two weeks before winning a pay raise. Last week teachers in Arizona also rallied for more
educational funding.”
The New York Times (4/2, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports that the “wave of strikes in red states,
mainly organized by ordinary teachers on Facebook, has caught lawmakers and sometimes the teachers’ own labor
unions flat-footed.” The “next red state domino to fall,” the Times says, “could be Arizona. On March 28, thousands
of teachers gathered in Phoenix to demand a 20 percent pay raise and more funding for schools. As the movement
has gained momentum, it has also grown more ambitious.”
The Oklahoman (4/2, Willert) reports that “about 200 school districts across Oklahoma closed Monday for the
walkout, according to Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest,” who said may of those schools would
remain closed until “our children get what they deserve for public education.” According to the Tulsa (OK) World (4/2,
Hardiman), Tulsa-area districts announced “they would shut down again Tuesday in support of the teacher walkout.”
Oklahoma City Public Schools also are closed Tuesday.
The Washington Post (4/2, Balingit) says the Oklahoma teacher walkout “is part of a wave of protests from
educators furious over stagnant wages and cuts to education funding.”
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2, McDonogh) reports “thousands of teachers flooded Kentucky’s Capitol
on Monday in a noisy, boisterous display of their displeasure with a last-minute pension bill and broader concerns
about legislative support for public education.” The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/2, Blackford) says that “what
started as a rally appeared to turn into a broader electoral referendum on majority Republican lawmakers who last
week attached a revised pension plan to a sewage bill without public input.” USA Today (4/2, White, Novelly, Bacon)
reports teachers in Kentucky “also oppose financing proposals for privately run, publicly financed charter schools.”
The Hill (4/2, Wilson) reports that the “walkouts, sick-outs and strikes are the first major actions since the end of
the recession, when state budgets were squeezed across the country, making raises untenable.”
The AP (4/2) runs a sidebar briefly profiling several Oklahoma teachers “who moonlight to make ends meet,
sometimes working more than 40 hours extra per week.”
Also reporting are NPR (4/2, Neuman), Yahoo! News (4/2, Staff), Business Insider (4/2), NBC News (4/2), the
Tulsa (OK) World (4/2), the Enid (OK) News & Eagle (4/2), the Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2), the Joplin (MO)
Globe (4/2), the Tulsa (OK) World (4/2), ABC News (4/2, Hutchinson), the Springfield (MO) News-Leader (4/2), the
Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2), the Oklahoman (4/2), the Huffington Post (4/2, Jamieson), the Huffington Post
(4/2, Waldron), and the Norman (OK) Transcript (4/2).

Labor Experts: Teacher Walkouts Show Women’s Political Power. USA Today (4/2, Dastagir) reports
that as “angry teachers” across the country “are in revolt,” the “protests show more than the power of collective
organizing, political scientists and labor experts say. They show the power of women.” Noting that over three quarters
of public school teachers are women, the article reports political scientists say “the discontent driving this wave of
strikes...is part of a broader resurgence in women’s civic engagement.”
Unions Taking Back Seat To Grassroots Teachers Groups. NPR (4/2, Lombardo) reports that while
teachers unions in the states being impacted by teacher walkouts and protests support the movement, and while the
Kentucky Education Association is leading protests in that states, “in many other states, grassroots teachers
groups...have taken the lead — often using social media to organize. Arizona Educators United, a grassroots group
similar to Oklahoma Teachers United, has taken the helm in that state. The union affiliate, the Arizona Education
Association, has offered its full support of protest efforts.”
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Commentary: Teacher Protests Direct Result Of Red-State Austerity Measures. In a piece for the
Washington Post (4/2), Paul Waldman writes that the teacher protests “might be more properly understood as a
revolt among teachers in states governed by Republicans, although it’s almost never framed that way in the news
media. But that’s exactly what it is. What we’re seeing is an indictment of the Republican model of taxation,
spending and governance.” Waldman describes the impact that funding cuts have had on schools in West Virginia,
Oklahoma, Kentucky, and Arizona, saying privation in schools and the teacher strikes are “a direct and predictable
result of the Republican model of governing, which dictates low taxes and social services — like schools — that are
as minimally funded as possible.”

POLITICS & POLICY
OCR Concludes Discrimination Probe Into Cedar Rapids District.
The Cedar Rapids (IA) Gazette (4/2) reports that ED’s Office for Civil Rights has ended “a four-year federal civil
rights investigation into the Cedar Rapids school district...finding insufficient or no evidence of the district
discriminating against African-American students.” OCR “opened the investigation in 2014 after receiving three
related complaints that black students at Washington High School were subjected to harsher punishment than their
white peers.” A letter from ED “describes the investigators’ conclusions, ‘the preponderance of the evidence does
not establish a violation’ of civil rights law.”
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, IA (4/2) reports, “New documents reveal a fight between students is essentially what
led to” the investigation, which “cleared the district.” The original complaint “argued the district did not respond to
complaints of bullying from two black students the same way it investigated bullying claims from white students.”
However, the investigation concluded that “in this case that there was no clear bully but, instead two feuding groups
of students who were both at fault.”

Judge Allows Grand Canyon Havasupai Tribal School Lawsuit To Proceed.
The Arizona Republic (4/2, Woods) reports US District Judge Steven P. Logan refused to dismiss a lawsuit by
members of the Havasupai Tribe alleging that the Bureau of Indian Education “dismally failed” to provide education
for student at Havasupai Elementary School, which is located on the floor of the Grand Canyon. The government
acknowledged the school’s failures but argued “that exposure to trauma does not qualify as a disability that caused
them to be denied services.” Attorneys for the plaintiffs “contend that Logan’s ruling is the first time a federal court
has recognized that the government may be responsible for managing the educational impacts of childhood trauma
suffered by Native American children.” Logan’s order “acknowledged that trauma and adversity can limit ‘major life
activities’...protected under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.” The judge “also acknowledged that Havasupai
Elementary’s constant lack of teachers may be directly related to its failure to identify children with specialeducational needs.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Amazon To Invest $50 Million Into CS Education.
THE Journal (4/2, Nagel) reports that as part of the new Amazon Future Engineer (AFE) Pathway, the company “is
committing $50 million to computer science education in the United States with new programs supporting high school
and early undergraduate students, including financial aid to help schools bring AP CS courses to their students.” In
addition, the AE Pathway “will support schools and individual students needing access to Advanced Placement
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courses in CS.” THE Journal adds that “for the AP courses, Amazon’s AWS Educate is partnering with Edhesive to
provide access to the AP CS Java and AP CS Principles courses.”

Wyoming State DOE To Develop Statewide Computer Science Standards.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (4/2) reports Wyoming passed legislation this winter mandating that new
computer science standards be developed, approved, and “integrated into kindergarten through 12th-grade
curriculums in schools statewide” by the 2022-23 school year. To accomplish this, the state Department of Education
launched a new initiative dubbed Boot Up Wyoming 2022 to “analyze the costs districts will face to offer computer
science programming, ensure teachers are trained to teach the subject and develop state standards.” Meanwhile, the
state DOE’s Professional Teaching Standards Board is offering “four pathways to educators and districts to obtain
computer science certifications,” and all public school districts “are eligible for a one-year grant through the Wyoming
Educational Trust Fund for Innovative Education, which will give priority to districts showing creation or improvement
of computer science programs and developments.”

Massachusetts District Receives Grant To Expand Computer Science Curriculum.
Wicked Local (MA) (4/2) reports the nonprofit American Student Assistance granted $125,000 to Hopedale Public
Schools to expand the district’s computer science course offerings. In February, Project Lead the Way granted
$20,000 to the Massachusetts district “to create elective courses in computer science for high school students.” The
latest funding will allow HPS “to create similar classes for middle school students” focused on “topics like computer
coding and algorithm design, according to a press release.” HPS superintendent Karen Crebase said teachers “hope
the mandated classes – among the four ‘Explore’ classes students take – will introduce students to science,
technology, engineering, art and math, or STEAM, subjects and build their interest even earlier than in their high
school years.” The article notes ASA “works to support education through creating strategies, philanthropic programs
and partnerships,” and Project Lead the Way is “a nonprofit that makes science, technology, engineering and math
curriculum.”

New York Middle School Robotics Team Profiled.
The Utica (NY) Observer Dispatch (4/2) profiles the “Aqua Challengers,” a robotics team at Gregory B. Jarvis Middle
School in New York. The middle school students have “been working together since October in preparation for last
month’s FIRST Lego League competition at SUNY Polytechnic,” where they “won the regional title.” The team is
now preparing for the FIRST Lego League championships, to take place in Detroit in late April. This year’s
“challenge was hydro dynamics,” so the Aqua Challengers built and programmed a “a device that records usage for
each water outlet in a home” that “would allow residents to monitor water use with a goal to conserve.” Jarvis math
teacher and Aqua Challengers co-adviser Ryan Biamonte “said the competition teaches 21st century skills.”

Study Examines Average Classroom Time Lost To Mississippi Assessments.
The Jackson (MS) Clarion Ledger (4/2) reports the education policy group Mississippi First released a report on
Monday that found “although students on average spent roughly eight hours taking state-mandated exams, the
number of district tests students took varied greatly.” Angela Bass, a co-author of the report, “said how schools use
data from district-mandated tests matters when discussing whether students are over-tested.” When the state
transitioned “to the controversial Common Core testing consortium known as PARCC during the 2015 school year,
students in one D-rated school district spent 50 hours taking district-mandated tests in preparation,” while “students
enrolled in a similar-sized, A-rated school system spent six hours on standardized tests required by their district.” The
Clarion Ledger says the report is “a tentative step toward filling” Mississippi’s lack of “data on how much
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instructional time the average student loses from standardized testing.”

Study: For-Profit Charter School Enrollment May Boost Math Proficiency.
Education Week’s (4/2, Prothero) “Charters & Choice” blog says Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ “overnight rise
from Michigan philanthropist on a mission to spread school choice to the country’s top ed job” has increased scrutiny
of “her favored policies.” For example, “recent research has found that some types of for-profit charter operators,
mainly those that educate students online, can have a pretty adverse effect on how students perform academically.”
The University of Michigan Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy researchers found otherwise. Specifically, the
researchers found enrollment at Michigan schools operated by the National Heritage Foundation, “the fourth largest
for-profit charter operator in the country,” for one year “gave students a moderate academic boost in math, and had
no statistically significant effect on student reading scores.” Additionally, “students who benefited the most” were
“blue-collar and middle-income white and Asian students living in towns and suburban areas.”

OPERATIONS
Study: Large For-Profit Charter Chain Boosts Student Achievement In Michigan.
The Seventy Four (4/2, Mahnken) reports that according to a “new study circulated by the National Bureau of
Economic Research,” large for-profit network National Heritage Academies “produces substantial gains in student
achievement compared to traditional public schools in Michigan. ... Unlike most research on charters, which have
focused on urban schools serving largely minority and low-income student populations, it finds that improvements
were mostly enjoyed by female, non-poor, and white or Asian students.”

Sonoma County Schools Still Dealing With Aftermath Of October Fires.
McClatchy (4/2, Leavenworth) reports school communities in Sonoma County, California are still suffering the
aftereffects of last October’s devastating wildfires “that killed 24 people in Sonoma County and caused more than $7
billion in property damage.” The piece reports that “at least six public and private schools were destroyed or heavily
damaged. Public schools took three weeks to restart, and some were shuttered for months because the surrounding
neighborhoods were toxic ash fields. Six months later, classes are back to normal,” but enrollment has declined and
absenteeism has risen. “If those numbers hold or if the number of students dwindles further, the schools stand to lose
more than $8 million in annual funding, since California school districts are financed based on their attendance.”

Diversity Advocates Optimistic About New York City Schools’ Newest Chancellor.
Chalkbeat (4/2, Veiga) profiles Richard Carranza, who officially became the “chancellor of New York City schools on
April 2.” As a novice social studies teacher at Pueblo Magnet High School in Arizona, he launched a traveling
mariachi group. As a superintendent in San Francisco, “he oversaw an expansion of ethnic studies,” and in Houston,
“he proposed an LGBTQ curriculum that would give students ‘a bigger picture of who we are as America.’” Now, in
New York City, advocates “who have pushed for more diverse and inclusive schools are hopeful Carranza’s record
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will carry over.” Chalkbeat notes it will not “be solely up to Carranza whether New York City goes further to meet
advocates’ demands around integration and diversity,” because Mayor Bill de Blasio “has control over the school
system” and made clear “he was looking for someone to stay the course laid out by the retiring chief of schools,
Carmen Fariña.”

California Schools Have Yet To Recover From Devastating California Fire.
The McClatchy (4/2) reports that in the “October inferno that killed 24 people in Sonoma County and caused more
than $7 billion in property damage,” more than 1,400 of Sonoma’s “70,000 public school students lost their homes in
the fire, as did 250 school teachers and staff.” Additionally, enrollment across Sonoma’s 40 school districts is still
down “by about 600 students.” If those enrollment figures “hold or if the number of students dwindles further, the
schools stand to lose more than $8 million in annual funding, since California school districts are financed based on
their attendance.” Sonoma County “education leaders are urging California lawmakers to enact legislation that will
hold funding steady until affected school systems can recover.” Meanwhile, Santa Rosa School District, which spent
$3 million in fire remediation, asked Education Secretary Betsy DeVos to grant “a one-year waiver on federal
standardized testing requirements” under the Every Student Succeeds Act.

Los Angeles Unified To Begin Screening Superintendent Candidates.
The Los Angeles Times (4/2, Blume) reports that the “search for the next superintendent to lead” Los Angeles
Unified School District “moves into high gear this week as the school board starts to interview and discuss candidates
Monday and Tuesday.” While “the process is confidential, and it’s not clear that anyone has the inside track,”
advocates who have influence with the elected board members “are pushing certain names.” The decision is
expected to largely hinge “on what the board views as the most pressing challenge for the nation’s second-largest
school system: lagging student achievement or looming financial pressures.”

Houston District Seeks To Fill Budget Gap By Cutting Per-Pupil Spending, Administrative
Costs.
The Houston Chronicle (4/2, Webb) reports Houston Independent School District has “abandoned plans to overhaul
the way the district funds its schools, opting to keep HISD’s long-standing financing system” as officials “work to fill
a $115 million budget deficit.” The district’s schools will still “receive an allotment of money based on their
enrollments next school year, but the amount campuses receive will shrink by nearly $200 per student.” The decision
also retracts proposals that former superintendent Richard Carranza made in January “to centralize some staffing
and budgeting decisions now made by principals.” HISD’s interim superintendent, Grenita Lathan, explained that the
district must “do more outreach and study its funding mechanisms before changing the way schools are allotted
money.” In coming months, the district is expected to create a committee tasked with studying the resource
allocation.

US Charges Texas County School Bus Executive In Kickback Probe.
The AP (4/2) reports from Dallas that “the superintendent of the agency that provides school bus service to public
schools in Dallas County has been charged with conspiracy relating to bribery and kickback allegations involving
school bus cameras.” Federal prosecutors said in a statement on Monday that Rickey Dale Sorrels “signed a plea
deal Monday that calls for him to plead guilty to the conspiracy count.” According to the AP, “court documents
accuse the 62-year-old Dallas man of taking more than $3 million in bribes and kickbacks to help secure more than
$70 million in contracts, agreements and orders.”
The Dallas Morning News (4/2, Moffeit) reports Sorrels “admitted to receiving the payments in exchange for
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approving $70 million in contracts with a company that provided surveillance cameras for the agency’s school
buses.” The camera deal was “expected to bring in revenue by collecting fees from motorists ticketed for driving
around school bus stop arms,” but never paid off.

DIGITAL LEARNING
NCES Data Show More US Schools Allowing Cellphones.
The AP (4/2, Thompson) reports that according to recent National Center for Education Statistics data, the number of
public K-12 schools that prohibit cellphones has declined from 90% in 2009-10 to 66% in 2015-16, “as administrators
bow to parents’ wishes to keep tabs on their kids and teachers find ways to work them into lessons. ... Among high
schools, the shift over the same period was especially striking — dropping from 80 percent with bans to 35 percent.”
As families press to be able to stay connected to their children, “teachers also are taking advantage of the technology
at a time when many districts are spending millions of dollars to give students access to tablets or laptop computers
and their countless academic apps and programs.”

Google Expanding School Bus Wi-Fi Program.
USA Today (4/2, Hughes) reports Google is giving free Chromebooks and outfitting school buses with Wi-Fi systems
in “rural school districts in a dozen states to transform school buses into rolling classrooms. Google officials
announced the expansion of their ‘Rolling Study Halls’ program on Monday at a school district on the plains east of
Denver.” The plan is intended to “help reclaim 1.5 million hours of time the thousands of students would otherwise be
spending just sitting on buses riding to and from school.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Study Finds Most States’ Diploma Requirements Fall Short Of College Admissions Standards.
Education Week (4/2, Gewertz) reports the Center for American Progress released an analysis on Monday examining
“how states’ requirements for a standard diploma match up with the admissions criteria at their respective state
universities.” CAP “found that in most states, in at least one subject area, students must exceed their state’s high
school graduation requirements in order to cross the threshold of the public four-year institutions in their state.” Most
state diploma requirements failed to “meet admissions criteria for the state’s public universities,” resulting in a
“preparation gap” that “can form a barrier to college when students find that the diploma requirements they
completed fall short of the ones their state colleges and universities expect for admission.” Many state diploma
requirements also let students “decide which core courses to take in order to fulfill graduation requirements,”
meaning “they could finish high school with a relatively weak lineup of classes, or courses that don’t match well with
their postsecondary goals.” Education Week says in light “of a series of graduation-rate scandals,” the CAP analysis
“is a call to keep expectations high, and make sure all students get what they need to meet them.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas State House Rejects School Finance Bill.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (4/2) reports that after “more than two hours of debate” on Monday, Kansas state
House lawmakers rejected a bill “that would have phased in an increase of more than $500 million per year in funding
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for public schools over the next five years.” The measure was “aimed at responding to a Kansas Supreme Court
ruling in October that said current funding levels for public schools were inadequate and unconstitutional,” but it was
opposed by “those who thought it added too little and those who said it would cost too much.” State Rep. Ed
Trimmer, “the ranking Democrat on that panel, argued that the authors of the bill had miscalculated the inflation
factor, and he offered an amendment to raise the base aid formula even more.” Conservative state lawmakers
objected to the amendment, “saying the state’s long-term budget outlook does not support such an increase.”
Trimmer’s amendment ultimately failed in a 76-46 vote.
The AP (4/2, Hanna, Writer) similarly reports that state lawmakers are slated “to start an annual spring break
Saturday,” but Republicam Gov. Jeff Colyer “has said he doesn’t want them taking off without passing a school
funding bill.” Republican state House leaders “immediately scheduled another school funding debate for Tuesday,”
while the state Senate is drafting its own proposal. As for the bill rejected on Monday, “Republicans who supported
the bill believed the state could provide the annual education funding increases and scrape by with the rest of the
budget with the annual growth in state tax revenues.” Some Republican state lawmakers “are skeptical, particularly
conservatives who remain upset by the court’s ruling.” Meanwhile, many state Democratic lawmakers, including
Trimmer, “didn’t see the total increase in spending as enough to satisfy the court, arguing that inflation would force
the state’s 286 school districts to use much of their new dollars to maintain current operations.”

Study Correlates Four-Day School Weeks, Youth Crime Spikes.
Chalkbeat (4/2, Barnum) reports school districts in at least 21 states have mitigated budget cuts by adopting a fourday school week; however, a new study by researchers Stefanie Fischer and Daniel Argyle “points to an unintended
but perhaps unsurprising consequence of cutting the school week: a spike in juvenile crime.” The researchers used
“sophisticated statistical techniques and data from 1997 and 2014 in Colorado” to determine how the schedule
“affected crime among high-schoolers,” and according to Chalkbeat, the findings “aren’t pretty.” Shorter weeks
correlated with a nearly 20 percent increase in youth crime, “with the biggest spikes in property crime.” The
researchers did not find “clear increases in violent crime,” but they found “some evidence of an increase in drug
offenses.” Because crime spikes were most stark on Thursdays, “the researchers theorized that students treated that
evening like an additional weekend night.” The impact of shorter weeks on student academics, meanwhile, is
“unclear,” as recent studies on the matter have yielded mixed findings. Chalkbeat says this suggests that schools
facing budget cuts are left “with tough choices – especially when schools serve many purposes, such as providing
lunch to hungry kids.”

Study: Massachusetts Governor’s Proposal Would Generate Modest Education Aid Increase.
Citing a Boston Globe article (4/1), the AP (4/2) reports that “Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker’s proposal to boost
aid to local education would have a modest impact by increasing aid by about 2 percent overall.” Roughly “60
percent of school systems would receive an increase of less than 1 percent in general education aid, while two school
systems – Holyoke and Southbridge – would only see aid increase by 0.2 percent.” Meanwhile, statewide trends
suggest “that school spending has increased by a rate of 4 percent annually.” According to state Education
Secretary James Peyser, “the wide span of increases reflects the intricacies of the state’s funding formula and takes
a number of factors into account.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Students Criticize Clear Backpacks.
The AP (4/2) reports that students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida “are now carrying
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their belongings in clear plastic backpacks in hopes that it will make it difficult to smuggle weapons onto campus.”
The district also “plans to issue metal-detecting wands to the law enforcement officers stationed at the gates. Sports
bags and musical instrument cases are being searched.” The decision to require clear backpacks “was met with
skepticism and derision by students.”
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/2) reports many students “took to social media after transparent backpacks
were handed out to the school’s 3,300 students on Monday...showing off their backpack hacks, or the ways in which
they’ve managed to personalize their new school bags. Many of the students used their new backpacks to make a
statement, with the inference being that trying to reduce gun violence with transparent plastic backpacks was
ridiculous, and for some, insulting.”

Maryland Legislature Considering Armed Resource Officers In All Schools.
The Baltimore Sun (4/2) reports the Maryland legislature is “considering a measure to put an armed school resource
officer in every public school.” Backers of the plan call it the “deterrence” portion of a package of legislation “which
also includes prevention, anticipation and protection stages.” The measure “calls for 1,000 new officers” to staff
schools without SROs, at a cost of “around $224 million in just the first year.”

Arizona Republicans Call For School Safety Plan To Feature Armed Teachers.
The AP (4/2, Christie, Press) reports some key Republicans in the Arizona legislature “want to add armed and
specially trained school personnel to Gov. Doug Ducey’s proposal to boost school safety.” The plan would “train
select teachers, principals or even janitors who would access a secured weapon and bulletproof vest and intervene
quickly during a school shooting.”

Utah Panel Seeking Public Input On School Safety.
The AP (4/2) reports the Utah School Safety Commission “says it’s holding a series of hearings to get public input”
and “has also created an online forum on the state House of Representatives website where people can offer
feedback.”

PNNL Engineer Develops Gunshot Detection System For Schools.
NPR (4/2, King) reports Pacific Northwest National Laboratory electrical engineer Jim Korpik has “designed a system
to identify a gunshot’s location and caliber. When it’s integrated with a [school] security system it can alert
authorities, train cameras on the area where shots were fired, lock doors, sound the building’s public address system
and lock perimeter doors.” After the Sandy Hook massacre and after his own grandchildren were involved in a
harrowing school lockdown, Korpik “applied for money to develop a sensor for schools to detect and locate gunfire
within the building. EAGL Technology of Albuquerque has licensed the technology and it’s been installed and tested
at Hermosa Elementary School in Artesia, N.M.”

MONDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Analyses: “Teacher Rebellion” Gaining Momentum.
• ED Approves Mississippi ESSA Plan, Won’t Require Accountability System Overhaul.
• Teachers Go On Strike In Kentucky, Threaten Strikes In Oklahoma.
• West Virginia Governor Appoints New State School Building Authority Chief.
• Commentaries Discuss Kansas State Legislature’s School Funding Reform Efforts.
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Good morning David Shoup

April 3, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As
Protests Gain Momentum.
All three networks reported last night on teacher strikes in several
states, a movement they cast as gaining momentum. Bloomberg
News (4/2, Eidelson), for examples, says the teacher strikes are
“spreading fast across the country, with no clear endgame in
sight.” The CBS Evening News (4/2, story 6, 2:10, Glor) reported
that “hundreds of schools were closed today in Oklahoma and
Kentucky” as “thousands of teachers walked out of classrooms to
rally in state capitals. They are demanding higher pay and
increased funding for students.” CBS noted that the strikes
“follow a growing trend of teacher walkouts across the country.”
NBC Nightly News (4/2, lead story, 2:35, Holt), which led its
broadcast with the story, called it “a widening teachers’
movement that is pulling back the curtain on what we really spend on classroom learning in this country and on the
people who teach our kids. Today, it was Oklahoma, where tens of thousands of teachers walked out on strike and
walked to the state capitol in protest. ... We saw it in West Virginia, and most recently in Arizona.”
ABC World News Tonight (4/2, story 2, 2:05, Llamas) similarly called it “the latest in a wave of protests
sweeping across the country, led by teachers who say the future of public education is at stake.” ABC’s Clayton
Sandell said Oklahoma teachers, “along with educators in West Virginia, Arizona and Kentucky, are riding a growing
wave of anger over deep education cuts made by Republican-led legislatures.” The AP (4/2, Murphy, Schreiner)
likewise reported that “thousands of Oklahoma educators walked out of classrooms in the latest evidence of teacher
rebellion in some Republican-led states.” Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin “signed legislation last week granting teachers
pay raises of about $6,100,” but “some educators — who haven’t seen a pay increase in 10 years — say that isn’t
good enough and walked out.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/2) reports, “The state Capitol in Kentucky filled with teachers protesting pension
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changes and demanding generous school funding Monday, and thousands of Oklahoma educators walked out of
classrooms in the latest evidence of teacher rebellion in some Republican-led states.”
Reuters (4/2) reports teachers in the two states “walked off the job on Monday to protest cuts in pay, pensions
and benefits, as discontent over years of sluggish spending on public education spilled over in two more U.S. states
and threatened to spread.” Reuters notes that the walkouts “come a month after teachers in West Virginia staged a
series of strikes for nearly two weeks before winning a pay raise. Last week teachers in Arizona also rallied for more
educational funding.”
The New York Times (4/2, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports that the “wave of strikes in red states,
mainly organized by ordinary teachers on Facebook, has caught lawmakers and sometimes the teachers’ own labor
unions flat-footed.” The “next red state domino to fall,” the Times says, “could be Arizona. On March 28, thousands
of teachers gathered in Phoenix to demand a 20 percent pay raise and more funding for schools. As the movement
has gained momentum, it has also grown more ambitious.”
The Oklahoman (4/2, Willert) reports that “about 200 school districts across Oklahoma closed Monday for the
walkout, according to Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest,” who said may of those schools would
remain closed until “our children get what they deserve for public education.” According to the Tulsa (OK) World (4/2,
Hardiman), Tulsa-area districts announced “they would shut down again Tuesday in support of the teacher walkout.”
Oklahoma City Public Schools also are closed Tuesday.
The Washington Post (4/2, Balingit) says the Oklahoma teacher walkout “is part of a wave of protests from
educators furious over stagnant wages and cuts to education funding.”
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2, McDonogh) reports “thousands of teachers flooded Kentucky’s Capitol
on Monday in a noisy, boisterous display of their displeasure with a last-minute pension bill and broader concerns
about legislative support for public education.” The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/2, Blackford) says that “what
started as a rally appeared to turn into a broader electoral referendum on majority Republican lawmakers who last
week attached a revised pension plan to a sewage bill without public input.” USA Today (4/2, White, Novelly, Bacon)
reports teachers in Kentucky “also oppose financing proposals for privately run, publicly financed charter schools.”
The Hill (4/2, Wilson) reports that the “walkouts, sick-outs and strikes are the first major actions since the end of
the recession, when state budgets were squeezed across the country, making raises untenable.”
The AP (4/2) runs a sidebar briefly profiling several Oklahoma teachers “who moonlight to make ends meet,
sometimes working more than 40 hours extra per week.”
Also reporting are NPR (4/2, Neuman), Yahoo! News (4/2, Staff), Business Insider (4/2), NBC News (4/2), the
Tulsa (OK) World (4/2), the Enid (OK) News & Eagle (4/2), the Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2), the Joplin (MO)
Globe (4/2), the Tulsa (OK) World (4/2), ABC News (4/2, Hutchinson), the Springfield (MO) News-Leader (4/2), the
Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2), the Oklahoman (4/2), the Huffington Post (4/2, Jamieson), the Huffington Post
(4/2, Waldron), and the Norman (OK) Transcript (4/2).

Labor Experts: Teacher Walkouts Show Women’s Political Power. USA Today (4/2, Dastagir) reports
that as “angry teachers” across the country “are in revolt,” the “protests show more than the power of collective
organizing, political scientists and labor experts say. They show the power of women.” Noting that over three quarters
of public school teachers are women, the article reports political scientists say “the discontent driving this wave of
strikes...is part of a broader resurgence in women’s civic engagement.”
Unions Taking Back Seat To Grassroots Teachers Groups. NPR (4/2, Lombardo) reports that while
teachers unions in the states being impacted by teacher walkouts and protests support the movement, and while the
Kentucky Education Association is leading protests in that states, “in many other states, grassroots teachers
groups...have taken the lead — often using social media to organize. Arizona Educators United, a grassroots group
similar to Oklahoma Teachers United, has taken the helm in that state. The union affiliate, the Arizona Education
Association, has offered its full support of protest efforts.”
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Commentary: Teacher Protests Direct Result Of Red-State Austerity Measures. In a piece for the
Washington Post (4/2), Paul Waldman writes that the teacher protests “might be more properly understood as a
revolt among teachers in states governed by Republicans, although it’s almost never framed that way in the news
media. But that’s exactly what it is. What we’re seeing is an indictment of the Republican model of taxation,
spending and governance.” Waldman describes the impact that funding cuts have had on schools in West Virginia,
Oklahoma, Kentucky, and Arizona, saying privation in schools and the teacher strikes are “a direct and predictable
result of the Republican model of governing, which dictates low taxes and social services — like schools — that are
as minimally funded as possible.”

POLITICS & POLICY
OCR Concludes Discrimination Probe Into Cedar Rapids District.
The Cedar Rapids (IA) Gazette (4/2) reports that ED’s Office for Civil Rights has ended “a four-year federal civil
rights investigation into the Cedar Rapids school district...finding insufficient or no evidence of the district
discriminating against African-American students.” OCR “opened the investigation in 2014 after receiving three
related complaints that black students at Washington High School were subjected to harsher punishment than their
white peers.” A letter from ED “describes the investigators’ conclusions, ‘the preponderance of the evidence does
not establish a violation’ of civil rights law.”
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, IA (4/2) reports, “New documents reveal a fight between students is essentially what
led to” the investigation, which “cleared the district.” The original complaint “argued the district did not respond to
complaints of bullying from two black students the same way it investigated bullying claims from white students.”
However, the investigation concluded that “in this case that there was no clear bully but, instead two feuding groups
of students who were both at fault.”

Judge Allows Grand Canyon Havasupai Tribal School Lawsuit To Proceed.
The Arizona Republic (4/2, Woods) reports US District Judge Steven P. Logan refused to dismiss a lawsuit by
members of the Havasupai Tribe alleging that the Bureau of Indian Education “dismally failed” to provide education
for student at Havasupai Elementary School, which is located on the floor of the Grand Canyon. The government
acknowledged the school’s failures but argued “that exposure to trauma does not qualify as a disability that caused
them to be denied services.” Attorneys for the plaintiffs “contend that Logan’s ruling is the first time a federal court
has recognized that the government may be responsible for managing the educational impacts of childhood trauma
suffered by Native American children.” Logan’s order “acknowledged that trauma and adversity can limit ‘major life
activities’...protected under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.” The judge “also acknowledged that Havasupai
Elementary’s constant lack of teachers may be directly related to its failure to identify children with specialeducational needs.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Amazon To Invest $50 Million Into CS Education.
THE Journal (4/2, Nagel) reports that as part of the new Amazon Future Engineer (AFE) Pathway, the company “is
committing $50 million to computer science education in the United States with new programs supporting high school
and early undergraduate students, including financial aid to help schools bring AP CS courses to their students.” In
addition, the AE Pathway “will support schools and individual students needing access to Advanced Placement
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courses in CS.” THE Journal adds that “for the AP courses, Amazon’s AWS Educate is partnering with Edhesive to
provide access to the AP CS Java and AP CS Principles courses.”

Wyoming State DOE To Develop Statewide Computer Science Standards.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (4/2) reports Wyoming passed legislation this winter mandating that new
computer science standards be developed, approved, and “integrated into kindergarten through 12th-grade
curriculums in schools statewide” by the 2022-23 school year. To accomplish this, the state Department of Education
launched a new initiative dubbed Boot Up Wyoming 2022 to “analyze the costs districts will face to offer computer
science programming, ensure teachers are trained to teach the subject and develop state standards.” Meanwhile, the
state DOE’s Professional Teaching Standards Board is offering “four pathways to educators and districts to obtain
computer science certifications,” and all public school districts “are eligible for a one-year grant through the Wyoming
Educational Trust Fund for Innovative Education, which will give priority to districts showing creation or improvement
of computer science programs and developments.”

Massachusetts District Receives Grant To Expand Computer Science Curriculum.
Wicked Local (MA) (4/2) reports the nonprofit American Student Assistance granted $125,000 to Hopedale Public
Schools to expand the district’s computer science course offerings. In February, Project Lead the Way granted
$20,000 to the Massachusetts district “to create elective courses in computer science for high school students.” The
latest funding will allow HPS “to create similar classes for middle school students” focused on “topics like computer
coding and algorithm design, according to a press release.” HPS superintendent Karen Crebase said teachers “hope
the mandated classes – among the four ‘Explore’ classes students take – will introduce students to science,
technology, engineering, art and math, or STEAM, subjects and build their interest even earlier than in their high
school years.” The article notes ASA “works to support education through creating strategies, philanthropic programs
and partnerships,” and Project Lead the Way is “a nonprofit that makes science, technology, engineering and math
curriculum.”

New York Middle School Robotics Team Profiled.
The Utica (NY) Observer Dispatch (4/2) profiles the “Aqua Challengers,” a robotics team at Gregory B. Jarvis Middle
School in New York. The middle school students have “been working together since October in preparation for last
month’s FIRST Lego League competition at SUNY Polytechnic,” where they “won the regional title.” The team is
now preparing for the FIRST Lego League championships, to take place in Detroit in late April. This year’s
“challenge was hydro dynamics,” so the Aqua Challengers built and programmed a “a device that records usage for
each water outlet in a home” that “would allow residents to monitor water use with a goal to conserve.” Jarvis math
teacher and Aqua Challengers co-adviser Ryan Biamonte “said the competition teaches 21st century skills.”

Study Examines Average Classroom Time Lost To Mississippi Assessments.
The Jackson (MS) Clarion Ledger (4/2) reports the education policy group Mississippi First released a report on
Monday that found “although students on average spent roughly eight hours taking state-mandated exams, the
number of district tests students took varied greatly.” Angela Bass, a co-author of the report, “said how schools use
data from district-mandated tests matters when discussing whether students are over-tested.” When the state
transitioned “to the controversial Common Core testing consortium known as PARCC during the 2015 school year,
students in one D-rated school district spent 50 hours taking district-mandated tests in preparation,” while “students
enrolled in a similar-sized, A-rated school system spent six hours on standardized tests required by their district.” The
Clarion Ledger says the report is “a tentative step toward filling” Mississippi’s lack of “data on how much
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instructional time the average student loses from standardized testing.”

Study: For-Profit Charter School Enrollment May Boost Math Proficiency.
Education Week’s (4/2, Prothero) “Charters & Choice” blog says Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ “overnight rise
from Michigan philanthropist on a mission to spread school choice to the country’s top ed job” has increased scrutiny
of “her favored policies.” For example, “recent research has found that some types of for-profit charter operators,
mainly those that educate students online, can have a pretty adverse effect on how students perform academically.”
The University of Michigan Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy researchers found otherwise. Specifically, the
researchers found enrollment at Michigan schools operated by the National Heritage Foundation, “the fourth largest
for-profit charter operator in the country,” for one year “gave students a moderate academic boost in math, and had
no statistically significant effect on student reading scores.” Additionally, “students who benefited the most” were
“blue-collar and middle-income white and Asian students living in towns and suburban areas.”

OPERATIONS
Study: Large For-Profit Charter Chain Boosts Student Achievement In Michigan.
The Seventy Four (4/2, Mahnken) reports that according to a “new study circulated by the National Bureau of
Economic Research,” large for-profit network National Heritage Academies “produces substantial gains in student
achievement compared to traditional public schools in Michigan. ... Unlike most research on charters, which have
focused on urban schools serving largely minority and low-income student populations, it finds that improvements
were mostly enjoyed by female, non-poor, and white or Asian students.”

Sonoma County Schools Still Dealing With Aftermath Of October Fires.
McClatchy (4/2, Leavenworth) reports school communities in Sonoma County, California are still suffering the
aftereffects of last October’s devastating wildfires “that killed 24 people in Sonoma County and caused more than $7
billion in property damage.” The piece reports that “at least six public and private schools were destroyed or heavily
damaged. Public schools took three weeks to restart, and some were shuttered for months because the surrounding
neighborhoods were toxic ash fields. Six months later, classes are back to normal,” but enrollment has declined and
absenteeism has risen. “If those numbers hold or if the number of students dwindles further, the schools stand to lose
more than $8 million in annual funding, since California school districts are financed based on their attendance.”

Diversity Advocates Optimistic About New York City Schools’ Newest Chancellor.
Chalkbeat (4/2, Veiga) profiles Richard Carranza, who officially became the “chancellor of New York City schools on
April 2.” As a novice social studies teacher at Pueblo Magnet High School in Arizona, he launched a traveling
mariachi group. As a superintendent in San Francisco, “he oversaw an expansion of ethnic studies,” and in Houston,
“he proposed an LGBTQ curriculum that would give students ‘a bigger picture of who we are as America.’” Now, in
New York City, advocates “who have pushed for more diverse and inclusive schools are hopeful Carranza’s record
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will carry over.” Chalkbeat notes it will not “be solely up to Carranza whether New York City goes further to meet
advocates’ demands around integration and diversity,” because Mayor Bill de Blasio “has control over the school
system” and made clear “he was looking for someone to stay the course laid out by the retiring chief of schools,
Carmen Fariña.”

California Schools Have Yet To Recover From Devastating California Fire.
The McClatchy (4/2) reports that in the “October inferno that killed 24 people in Sonoma County and caused more
than $7 billion in property damage,” more than 1,400 of Sonoma’s “70,000 public school students lost their homes in
the fire, as did 250 school teachers and staff.” Additionally, enrollment across Sonoma’s 40 school districts is still
down “by about 600 students.” If those enrollment figures “hold or if the number of students dwindles further, the
schools stand to lose more than $8 million in annual funding, since California school districts are financed based on
their attendance.” Sonoma County “education leaders are urging California lawmakers to enact legislation that will
hold funding steady until affected school systems can recover.” Meanwhile, Santa Rosa School District, which spent
$3 million in fire remediation, asked Education Secretary Betsy DeVos to grant “a one-year waiver on federal
standardized testing requirements” under the Every Student Succeeds Act.

Los Angeles Unified To Begin Screening Superintendent Candidates.
The Los Angeles Times (4/2, Blume) reports that the “search for the next superintendent to lead” Los Angeles
Unified School District “moves into high gear this week as the school board starts to interview and discuss candidates
Monday and Tuesday.” While “the process is confidential, and it’s not clear that anyone has the inside track,”
advocates who have influence with the elected board members “are pushing certain names.” The decision is
expected to largely hinge “on what the board views as the most pressing challenge for the nation’s second-largest
school system: lagging student achievement or looming financial pressures.”

Houston District Seeks To Fill Budget Gap By Cutting Per-Pupil Spending, Administrative
Costs.
The Houston Chronicle (4/2, Webb) reports Houston Independent School District has “abandoned plans to overhaul
the way the district funds its schools, opting to keep HISD’s long-standing financing system” as officials “work to fill
a $115 million budget deficit.” The district’s schools will still “receive an allotment of money based on their
enrollments next school year, but the amount campuses receive will shrink by nearly $200 per student.” The decision
also retracts proposals that former superintendent Richard Carranza made in January “to centralize some staffing
and budgeting decisions now made by principals.” HISD’s interim superintendent, Grenita Lathan, explained that the
district must “do more outreach and study its funding mechanisms before changing the way schools are allotted
money.” In coming months, the district is expected to create a committee tasked with studying the resource
allocation.

US Charges Texas County School Bus Executive In Kickback Probe.
The AP (4/2) reports from Dallas that “the superintendent of the agency that provides school bus service to public
schools in Dallas County has been charged with conspiracy relating to bribery and kickback allegations involving
school bus cameras.” Federal prosecutors said in a statement on Monday that Rickey Dale Sorrels “signed a plea
deal Monday that calls for him to plead guilty to the conspiracy count.” According to the AP, “court documents
accuse the 62-year-old Dallas man of taking more than $3 million in bribes and kickbacks to help secure more than
$70 million in contracts, agreements and orders.”
The Dallas Morning News (4/2, Moffeit) reports Sorrels “admitted to receiving the payments in exchange for
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approving $70 million in contracts with a company that provided surveillance cameras for the agency’s school
buses.” The camera deal was “expected to bring in revenue by collecting fees from motorists ticketed for driving
around school bus stop arms,” but never paid off.

DIGITAL LEARNING
NCES Data Show More US Schools Allowing Cellphones.
The AP (4/2, Thompson) reports that according to recent National Center for Education Statistics data, the number of
public K-12 schools that prohibit cellphones has declined from 90% in 2009-10 to 66% in 2015-16, “as administrators
bow to parents’ wishes to keep tabs on their kids and teachers find ways to work them into lessons. ... Among high
schools, the shift over the same period was especially striking — dropping from 80 percent with bans to 35 percent.”
As families press to be able to stay connected to their children, “teachers also are taking advantage of the technology
at a time when many districts are spending millions of dollars to give students access to tablets or laptop computers
and their countless academic apps and programs.”

Google Expanding School Bus Wi-Fi Program.
USA Today (4/2, Hughes) reports Google is giving free Chromebooks and outfitting school buses with Wi-Fi systems
in “rural school districts in a dozen states to transform school buses into rolling classrooms. Google officials
announced the expansion of their ‘Rolling Study Halls’ program on Monday at a school district on the plains east of
Denver.” The plan is intended to “help reclaim 1.5 million hours of time the thousands of students would otherwise be
spending just sitting on buses riding to and from school.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Study Finds Most States’ Diploma Requirements Fall Short Of College Admissions Standards.
Education Week (4/2, Gewertz) reports the Center for American Progress released an analysis on Monday examining
“how states’ requirements for a standard diploma match up with the admissions criteria at their respective state
universities.” CAP “found that in most states, in at least one subject area, students must exceed their state’s high
school graduation requirements in order to cross the threshold of the public four-year institutions in their state.” Most
state diploma requirements failed to “meet admissions criteria for the state’s public universities,” resulting in a
“preparation gap” that “can form a barrier to college when students find that the diploma requirements they
completed fall short of the ones their state colleges and universities expect for admission.” Many state diploma
requirements also let students “decide which core courses to take in order to fulfill graduation requirements,”
meaning “they could finish high school with a relatively weak lineup of classes, or courses that don’t match well with
their postsecondary goals.” Education Week says in light “of a series of graduation-rate scandals,” the CAP analysis
“is a call to keep expectations high, and make sure all students get what they need to meet them.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas State House Rejects School Finance Bill.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (4/2) reports that after “more than two hours of debate” on Monday, Kansas state
House lawmakers rejected a bill “that would have phased in an increase of more than $500 million per year in funding
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for public schools over the next five years.” The measure was “aimed at responding to a Kansas Supreme Court
ruling in October that said current funding levels for public schools were inadequate and unconstitutional,” but it was
opposed by “those who thought it added too little and those who said it would cost too much.” State Rep. Ed
Trimmer, “the ranking Democrat on that panel, argued that the authors of the bill had miscalculated the inflation
factor, and he offered an amendment to raise the base aid formula even more.” Conservative state lawmakers
objected to the amendment, “saying the state’s long-term budget outlook does not support such an increase.”
Trimmer’s amendment ultimately failed in a 76-46 vote.
The AP (4/2, Hanna, Writer) similarly reports that state lawmakers are slated “to start an annual spring break
Saturday,” but Republicam Gov. Jeff Colyer “has said he doesn’t want them taking off without passing a school
funding bill.” Republican state House leaders “immediately scheduled another school funding debate for Tuesday,”
while the state Senate is drafting its own proposal. As for the bill rejected on Monday, “Republicans who supported
the bill believed the state could provide the annual education funding increases and scrape by with the rest of the
budget with the annual growth in state tax revenues.” Some Republican state lawmakers “are skeptical, particularly
conservatives who remain upset by the court’s ruling.” Meanwhile, many state Democratic lawmakers, including
Trimmer, “didn’t see the total increase in spending as enough to satisfy the court, arguing that inflation would force
the state’s 286 school districts to use much of their new dollars to maintain current operations.”

Study Correlates Four-Day School Weeks, Youth Crime Spikes.
Chalkbeat (4/2, Barnum) reports school districts in at least 21 states have mitigated budget cuts by adopting a fourday school week; however, a new study by researchers Stefanie Fischer and Daniel Argyle “points to an unintended
but perhaps unsurprising consequence of cutting the school week: a spike in juvenile crime.” The researchers used
“sophisticated statistical techniques and data from 1997 and 2014 in Colorado” to determine how the schedule
“affected crime among high-schoolers,” and according to Chalkbeat, the findings “aren’t pretty.” Shorter weeks
correlated with a nearly 20 percent increase in youth crime, “with the biggest spikes in property crime.” The
researchers did not find “clear increases in violent crime,” but they found “some evidence of an increase in drug
offenses.” Because crime spikes were most stark on Thursdays, “the researchers theorized that students treated that
evening like an additional weekend night.” The impact of shorter weeks on student academics, meanwhile, is
“unclear,” as recent studies on the matter have yielded mixed findings. Chalkbeat says this suggests that schools
facing budget cuts are left “with tough choices – especially when schools serve many purposes, such as providing
lunch to hungry kids.”

Study: Massachusetts Governor’s Proposal Would Generate Modest Education Aid Increase.
Citing a Boston Globe article (4/1), the AP (4/2) reports that “Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker’s proposal to boost
aid to local education would have a modest impact by increasing aid by about 2 percent overall.” Roughly “60
percent of school systems would receive an increase of less than 1 percent in general education aid, while two school
systems – Holyoke and Southbridge – would only see aid increase by 0.2 percent.” Meanwhile, statewide trends
suggest “that school spending has increased by a rate of 4 percent annually.” According to state Education
Secretary James Peyser, “the wide span of increases reflects the intricacies of the state’s funding formula and takes
a number of factors into account.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Students Criticize Clear Backpacks.
The AP (4/2) reports that students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida “are now carrying
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their belongings in clear plastic backpacks in hopes that it will make it difficult to smuggle weapons onto campus.”
The district also “plans to issue metal-detecting wands to the law enforcement officers stationed at the gates. Sports
bags and musical instrument cases are being searched.” The decision to require clear backpacks “was met with
skepticism and derision by students.”
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/2) reports many students “took to social media after transparent backpacks
were handed out to the school’s 3,300 students on Monday...showing off their backpack hacks, or the ways in which
they’ve managed to personalize their new school bags. Many of the students used their new backpacks to make a
statement, with the inference being that trying to reduce gun violence with transparent plastic backpacks was
ridiculous, and for some, insulting.”

Maryland Legislature Considering Armed Resource Officers In All Schools.
The Baltimore Sun (4/2) reports the Maryland legislature is “considering a measure to put an armed school resource
officer in every public school.” Backers of the plan call it the “deterrence” portion of a package of legislation “which
also includes prevention, anticipation and protection stages.” The measure “calls for 1,000 new officers” to staff
schools without SROs, at a cost of “around $224 million in just the first year.”

Arizona Republicans Call For School Safety Plan To Feature Armed Teachers.
The AP (4/2, Christie, Press) reports some key Republicans in the Arizona legislature “want to add armed and
specially trained school personnel to Gov. Doug Ducey’s proposal to boost school safety.” The plan would “train
select teachers, principals or even janitors who would access a secured weapon and bulletproof vest and intervene
quickly during a school shooting.”

Utah Panel Seeking Public Input On School Safety.
The AP (4/2) reports the Utah School Safety Commission “says it’s holding a series of hearings to get public input”
and “has also created an online forum on the state House of Representatives website where people can offer
feedback.”

PNNL Engineer Develops Gunshot Detection System For Schools.
NPR (4/2, King) reports Pacific Northwest National Laboratory electrical engineer Jim Korpik has “designed a system
to identify a gunshot’s location and caliber. When it’s integrated with a [school] security system it can alert
authorities, train cameras on the area where shots were fired, lock doors, sound the building’s public address system
and lock perimeter doors.” After the Sandy Hook massacre and after his own grandchildren were involved in a
harrowing school lockdown, Korpik “applied for money to develop a sensor for schools to detect and locate gunfire
within the building. EAGL Technology of Albuquerque has licensed the technology and it’s been installed and tested
at Hermosa Elementary School in Artesia, N.M.”

MONDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Analyses: “Teacher Rebellion” Gaining Momentum.
• ED Approves Mississippi ESSA Plan, Won’t Require Accountability System Overhaul.
• Teachers Go On Strike In Kentucky, Threaten Strikes In Oklahoma.
• West Virginia Governor Appoints New State School Building Authority Chief.
• Commentaries Discuss Kansas State Legislature’s School Funding Reform Efforts.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

April 3, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As
Protests Gain Momentum.
All three networks reported last night on teacher strikes in several
states, a movement they cast as gaining momentum. Bloomberg
News (4/2, Eidelson), for examples, says the teacher strikes are
“spreading fast across the country, with no clear endgame in
sight.” The CBS Evening News (4/2, story 6, 2:10, Glor) reported
that “hundreds of schools were closed today in Oklahoma and
Kentucky” as “thousands of teachers walked out of classrooms to
rally in state capitals. They are demanding higher pay and
increased funding for students.” CBS noted that the strikes
“follow a growing trend of teacher walkouts across the country.”
NBC Nightly News (4/2, lead story, 2:35, Holt), which led its
broadcast with the story, called it “a widening teachers’
movement that is pulling back the curtain on what we really spend on classroom learning in this country and on the
people who teach our kids. Today, it was Oklahoma, where tens of thousands of teachers walked out on strike and
walked to the state capitol in protest. ... We saw it in West Virginia, and most recently in Arizona.”
ABC World News Tonight (4/2, story 2, 2:05, Llamas) similarly called it “the latest in a wave of protests
sweeping across the country, led by teachers who say the future of public education is at stake.” ABC’s Clayton
Sandell said Oklahoma teachers, “along with educators in West Virginia, Arizona and Kentucky, are riding a growing
wave of anger over deep education cuts made by Republican-led legislatures.” The AP (4/2, Murphy, Schreiner)
likewise reported that “thousands of Oklahoma educators walked out of classrooms in the latest evidence of teacher
rebellion in some Republican-led states.” Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin “signed legislation last week granting teachers
pay raises of about $6,100,” but “some educators — who haven’t seen a pay increase in 10 years — say that isn’t
good enough and walked out.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/2) reports, “The state Capitol in Kentucky filled with teachers protesting pension
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changes and demanding generous school funding Monday, and thousands of Oklahoma educators walked out of
classrooms in the latest evidence of teacher rebellion in some Republican-led states.”
Reuters (4/2) reports teachers in the two states “walked off the job on Monday to protest cuts in pay, pensions
and benefits, as discontent over years of sluggish spending on public education spilled over in two more U.S. states
and threatened to spread.” Reuters notes that the walkouts “come a month after teachers in West Virginia staged a
series of strikes for nearly two weeks before winning a pay raise. Last week teachers in Arizona also rallied for more
educational funding.”
The New York Times (4/2, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports that the “wave of strikes in red states,
mainly organized by ordinary teachers on Facebook, has caught lawmakers and sometimes the teachers’ own labor
unions flat-footed.” The “next red state domino to fall,” the Times says, “could be Arizona. On March 28, thousands
of teachers gathered in Phoenix to demand a 20 percent pay raise and more funding for schools. As the movement
has gained momentum, it has also grown more ambitious.”
The Oklahoman (4/2, Willert) reports that “about 200 school districts across Oklahoma closed Monday for the
walkout, according to Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest,” who said may of those schools would
remain closed until “our children get what they deserve for public education.” According to the Tulsa (OK) World (4/2,
Hardiman), Tulsa-area districts announced “they would shut down again Tuesday in support of the teacher walkout.”
Oklahoma City Public Schools also are closed Tuesday.
The Washington Post (4/2, Balingit) says the Oklahoma teacher walkout “is part of a wave of protests from
educators furious over stagnant wages and cuts to education funding.”
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2, McDonogh) reports “thousands of teachers flooded Kentucky’s Capitol
on Monday in a noisy, boisterous display of their displeasure with a last-minute pension bill and broader concerns
about legislative support for public education.” The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/2, Blackford) says that “what
started as a rally appeared to turn into a broader electoral referendum on majority Republican lawmakers who last
week attached a revised pension plan to a sewage bill without public input.” USA Today (4/2, White, Novelly, Bacon)
reports teachers in Kentucky “also oppose financing proposals for privately run, publicly financed charter schools.”
The Hill (4/2, Wilson) reports that the “walkouts, sick-outs and strikes are the first major actions since the end of
the recession, when state budgets were squeezed across the country, making raises untenable.”
The AP (4/2) runs a sidebar briefly profiling several Oklahoma teachers “who moonlight to make ends meet,
sometimes working more than 40 hours extra per week.”
Also reporting are NPR (4/2, Neuman), Yahoo! News (4/2, Staff), Business Insider (4/2), NBC News (4/2), the
Tulsa (OK) World (4/2), the Enid (OK) News & Eagle (4/2), the Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2), the Joplin (MO)
Globe (4/2), the Tulsa (OK) World (4/2), ABC News (4/2, Hutchinson), the Springfield (MO) News-Leader (4/2), the
Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2), the Oklahoman (4/2), the Huffington Post (4/2, Jamieson), the Huffington Post
(4/2, Waldron), and the Norman (OK) Transcript (4/2).

Labor Experts: Teacher Walkouts Show Women’s Political Power. USA Today (4/2, Dastagir) reports
that as “angry teachers” across the country “are in revolt,” the “protests show more than the power of collective
organizing, political scientists and labor experts say. They show the power of women.” Noting that over three quarters
of public school teachers are women, the article reports political scientists say “the discontent driving this wave of
strikes...is part of a broader resurgence in women’s civic engagement.”
Unions Taking Back Seat To Grassroots Teachers Groups. NPR (4/2, Lombardo) reports that while
teachers unions in the states being impacted by teacher walkouts and protests support the movement, and while the
Kentucky Education Association is leading protests in that states, “in many other states, grassroots teachers
groups...have taken the lead — often using social media to organize. Arizona Educators United, a grassroots group
similar to Oklahoma Teachers United, has taken the helm in that state. The union affiliate, the Arizona Education
Association, has offered its full support of protest efforts.”
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Commentary: Teacher Protests Direct Result Of Red-State Austerity Measures. In a piece for the
Washington Post (4/2), Paul Waldman writes that the teacher protests “might be more properly understood as a
revolt among teachers in states governed by Republicans, although it’s almost never framed that way in the news
media. But that’s exactly what it is. What we’re seeing is an indictment of the Republican model of taxation,
spending and governance.” Waldman describes the impact that funding cuts have had on schools in West Virginia,
Oklahoma, Kentucky, and Arizona, saying privation in schools and the teacher strikes are “a direct and predictable
result of the Republican model of governing, which dictates low taxes and social services — like schools — that are
as minimally funded as possible.”

POLITICS & POLICY
OCR Concludes Discrimination Probe Into Cedar Rapids District.
The Cedar Rapids (IA) Gazette (4/2) reports that ED’s Office for Civil Rights has ended “a four-year federal civil
rights investigation into the Cedar Rapids school district...finding insufficient or no evidence of the district
discriminating against African-American students.” OCR “opened the investigation in 2014 after receiving three
related complaints that black students at Washington High School were subjected to harsher punishment than their
white peers.” A letter from ED “describes the investigators’ conclusions, ‘the preponderance of the evidence does
not establish a violation’ of civil rights law.”
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, IA (4/2) reports, “New documents reveal a fight between students is essentially what
led to” the investigation, which “cleared the district.” The original complaint “argued the district did not respond to
complaints of bullying from two black students the same way it investigated bullying claims from white students.”
However, the investigation concluded that “in this case that there was no clear bully but, instead two feuding groups
of students who were both at fault.”

Judge Allows Grand Canyon Havasupai Tribal School Lawsuit To Proceed.
The Arizona Republic (4/2, Woods) reports US District Judge Steven P. Logan refused to dismiss a lawsuit by
members of the Havasupai Tribe alleging that the Bureau of Indian Education “dismally failed” to provide education
for student at Havasupai Elementary School, which is located on the floor of the Grand Canyon. The government
acknowledged the school’s failures but argued “that exposure to trauma does not qualify as a disability that caused
them to be denied services.” Attorneys for the plaintiffs “contend that Logan’s ruling is the first time a federal court
has recognized that the government may be responsible for managing the educational impacts of childhood trauma
suffered by Native American children.” Logan’s order “acknowledged that trauma and adversity can limit ‘major life
activities’...protected under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.” The judge “also acknowledged that Havasupai
Elementary’s constant lack of teachers may be directly related to its failure to identify children with specialeducational needs.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Amazon To Invest $50 Million Into CS Education.
THE Journal (4/2, Nagel) reports that as part of the new Amazon Future Engineer (AFE) Pathway, the company “is
committing $50 million to computer science education in the United States with new programs supporting high school
and early undergraduate students, including financial aid to help schools bring AP CS courses to their students.” In
addition, the AE Pathway “will support schools and individual students needing access to Advanced Placement
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courses in CS.” THE Journal adds that “for the AP courses, Amazon’s AWS Educate is partnering with Edhesive to
provide access to the AP CS Java and AP CS Principles courses.”

Wyoming State DOE To Develop Statewide Computer Science Standards.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (4/2) reports Wyoming passed legislation this winter mandating that new
computer science standards be developed, approved, and “integrated into kindergarten through 12th-grade
curriculums in schools statewide” by the 2022-23 school year. To accomplish this, the state Department of Education
launched a new initiative dubbed Boot Up Wyoming 2022 to “analyze the costs districts will face to offer computer
science programming, ensure teachers are trained to teach the subject and develop state standards.” Meanwhile, the
state DOE’s Professional Teaching Standards Board is offering “four pathways to educators and districts to obtain
computer science certifications,” and all public school districts “are eligible for a one-year grant through the Wyoming
Educational Trust Fund for Innovative Education, which will give priority to districts showing creation or improvement
of computer science programs and developments.”

Massachusetts District Receives Grant To Expand Computer Science Curriculum.
Wicked Local (MA) (4/2) reports the nonprofit American Student Assistance granted $125,000 to Hopedale Public
Schools to expand the district’s computer science course offerings. In February, Project Lead the Way granted
$20,000 to the Massachusetts district “to create elective courses in computer science for high school students.” The
latest funding will allow HPS “to create similar classes for middle school students” focused on “topics like computer
coding and algorithm design, according to a press release.” HPS superintendent Karen Crebase said teachers “hope
the mandated classes – among the four ‘Explore’ classes students take – will introduce students to science,
technology, engineering, art and math, or STEAM, subjects and build their interest even earlier than in their high
school years.” The article notes ASA “works to support education through creating strategies, philanthropic programs
and partnerships,” and Project Lead the Way is “a nonprofit that makes science, technology, engineering and math
curriculum.”

New York Middle School Robotics Team Profiled.
The Utica (NY) Observer Dispatch (4/2) profiles the “Aqua Challengers,” a robotics team at Gregory B. Jarvis Middle
School in New York. The middle school students have “been working together since October in preparation for last
month’s FIRST Lego League competition at SUNY Polytechnic,” where they “won the regional title.” The team is
now preparing for the FIRST Lego League championships, to take place in Detroit in late April. This year’s
“challenge was hydro dynamics,” so the Aqua Challengers built and programmed a “a device that records usage for
each water outlet in a home” that “would allow residents to monitor water use with a goal to conserve.” Jarvis math
teacher and Aqua Challengers co-adviser Ryan Biamonte “said the competition teaches 21st century skills.”

Study Examines Average Classroom Time Lost To Mississippi Assessments.
The Jackson (MS) Clarion Ledger (4/2) reports the education policy group Mississippi First released a report on
Monday that found “although students on average spent roughly eight hours taking state-mandated exams, the
number of district tests students took varied greatly.” Angela Bass, a co-author of the report, “said how schools use
data from district-mandated tests matters when discussing whether students are over-tested.” When the state
transitioned “to the controversial Common Core testing consortium known as PARCC during the 2015 school year,
students in one D-rated school district spent 50 hours taking district-mandated tests in preparation,” while “students
enrolled in a similar-sized, A-rated school system spent six hours on standardized tests required by their district.” The
Clarion Ledger says the report is “a tentative step toward filling” Mississippi’s lack of “data on how much
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instructional time the average student loses from standardized testing.”

Study: For-Profit Charter School Enrollment May Boost Math Proficiency.
Education Week’s (4/2, Prothero) “Charters & Choice” blog says Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ “overnight rise
from Michigan philanthropist on a mission to spread school choice to the country’s top ed job” has increased scrutiny
of “her favored policies.” For example, “recent research has found that some types of for-profit charter operators,
mainly those that educate students online, can have a pretty adverse effect on how students perform academically.”
The University of Michigan Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy researchers found otherwise. Specifically, the
researchers found enrollment at Michigan schools operated by the National Heritage Foundation, “the fourth largest
for-profit charter operator in the country,” for one year “gave students a moderate academic boost in math, and had
no statistically significant effect on student reading scores.” Additionally, “students who benefited the most” were
“blue-collar and middle-income white and Asian students living in towns and suburban areas.”

OPERATIONS
Study: Large For-Profit Charter Chain Boosts Student Achievement In Michigan.
The Seventy Four (4/2, Mahnken) reports that according to a “new study circulated by the National Bureau of
Economic Research,” large for-profit network National Heritage Academies “produces substantial gains in student
achievement compared to traditional public schools in Michigan. ... Unlike most research on charters, which have
focused on urban schools serving largely minority and low-income student populations, it finds that improvements
were mostly enjoyed by female, non-poor, and white or Asian students.”

Sonoma County Schools Still Dealing With Aftermath Of October Fires.
McClatchy (4/2, Leavenworth) reports school communities in Sonoma County, California are still suffering the
aftereffects of last October’s devastating wildfires “that killed 24 people in Sonoma County and caused more than $7
billion in property damage.” The piece reports that “at least six public and private schools were destroyed or heavily
damaged. Public schools took three weeks to restart, and some were shuttered for months because the surrounding
neighborhoods were toxic ash fields. Six months later, classes are back to normal,” but enrollment has declined and
absenteeism has risen. “If those numbers hold or if the number of students dwindles further, the schools stand to lose
more than $8 million in annual funding, since California school districts are financed based on their attendance.”

Diversity Advocates Optimistic About New York City Schools’ Newest Chancellor.
Chalkbeat (4/2, Veiga) profiles Richard Carranza, who officially became the “chancellor of New York City schools on
April 2.” As a novice social studies teacher at Pueblo Magnet High School in Arizona, he launched a traveling
mariachi group. As a superintendent in San Francisco, “he oversaw an expansion of ethnic studies,” and in Houston,
“he proposed an LGBTQ curriculum that would give students ‘a bigger picture of who we are as America.’” Now, in
New York City, advocates “who have pushed for more diverse and inclusive schools are hopeful Carranza’s record
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will carry over.” Chalkbeat notes it will not “be solely up to Carranza whether New York City goes further to meet
advocates’ demands around integration and diversity,” because Mayor Bill de Blasio “has control over the school
system” and made clear “he was looking for someone to stay the course laid out by the retiring chief of schools,
Carmen Fariña.”

California Schools Have Yet To Recover From Devastating California Fire.
The McClatchy (4/2) reports that in the “October inferno that killed 24 people in Sonoma County and caused more
than $7 billion in property damage,” more than 1,400 of Sonoma’s “70,000 public school students lost their homes in
the fire, as did 250 school teachers and staff.” Additionally, enrollment across Sonoma’s 40 school districts is still
down “by about 600 students.” If those enrollment figures “hold or if the number of students dwindles further, the
schools stand to lose more than $8 million in annual funding, since California school districts are financed based on
their attendance.” Sonoma County “education leaders are urging California lawmakers to enact legislation that will
hold funding steady until affected school systems can recover.” Meanwhile, Santa Rosa School District, which spent
$3 million in fire remediation, asked Education Secretary Betsy DeVos to grant “a one-year waiver on federal
standardized testing requirements” under the Every Student Succeeds Act.

Los Angeles Unified To Begin Screening Superintendent Candidates.
The Los Angeles Times (4/2, Blume) reports that the “search for the next superintendent to lead” Los Angeles
Unified School District “moves into high gear this week as the school board starts to interview and discuss candidates
Monday and Tuesday.” While “the process is confidential, and it’s not clear that anyone has the inside track,”
advocates who have influence with the elected board members “are pushing certain names.” The decision is
expected to largely hinge “on what the board views as the most pressing challenge for the nation’s second-largest
school system: lagging student achievement or looming financial pressures.”

Houston District Seeks To Fill Budget Gap By Cutting Per-Pupil Spending, Administrative
Costs.
The Houston Chronicle (4/2, Webb) reports Houston Independent School District has “abandoned plans to overhaul
the way the district funds its schools, opting to keep HISD’s long-standing financing system” as officials “work to fill
a $115 million budget deficit.” The district’s schools will still “receive an allotment of money based on their
enrollments next school year, but the amount campuses receive will shrink by nearly $200 per student.” The decision
also retracts proposals that former superintendent Richard Carranza made in January “to centralize some staffing
and budgeting decisions now made by principals.” HISD’s interim superintendent, Grenita Lathan, explained that the
district must “do more outreach and study its funding mechanisms before changing the way schools are allotted
money.” In coming months, the district is expected to create a committee tasked with studying the resource
allocation.

US Charges Texas County School Bus Executive In Kickback Probe.
The AP (4/2) reports from Dallas that “the superintendent of the agency that provides school bus service to public
schools in Dallas County has been charged with conspiracy relating to bribery and kickback allegations involving
school bus cameras.” Federal prosecutors said in a statement on Monday that Rickey Dale Sorrels “signed a plea
deal Monday that calls for him to plead guilty to the conspiracy count.” According to the AP, “court documents
accuse the 62-year-old Dallas man of taking more than $3 million in bribes and kickbacks to help secure more than
$70 million in contracts, agreements and orders.”
The Dallas Morning News (4/2, Moffeit) reports Sorrels “admitted to receiving the payments in exchange for
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approving $70 million in contracts with a company that provided surveillance cameras for the agency’s school
buses.” The camera deal was “expected to bring in revenue by collecting fees from motorists ticketed for driving
around school bus stop arms,” but never paid off.

DIGITAL LEARNING
NCES Data Show More US Schools Allowing Cellphones.
The AP (4/2, Thompson) reports that according to recent National Center for Education Statistics data, the number of
public K-12 schools that prohibit cellphones has declined from 90% in 2009-10 to 66% in 2015-16, “as administrators
bow to parents’ wishes to keep tabs on their kids and teachers find ways to work them into lessons. ... Among high
schools, the shift over the same period was especially striking — dropping from 80 percent with bans to 35 percent.”
As families press to be able to stay connected to their children, “teachers also are taking advantage of the technology
at a time when many districts are spending millions of dollars to give students access to tablets or laptop computers
and their countless academic apps and programs.”

Google Expanding School Bus Wi-Fi Program.
USA Today (4/2, Hughes) reports Google is giving free Chromebooks and outfitting school buses with Wi-Fi systems
in “rural school districts in a dozen states to transform school buses into rolling classrooms. Google officials
announced the expansion of their ‘Rolling Study Halls’ program on Monday at a school district on the plains east of
Denver.” The plan is intended to “help reclaim 1.5 million hours of time the thousands of students would otherwise be
spending just sitting on buses riding to and from school.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Study Finds Most States’ Diploma Requirements Fall Short Of College Admissions Standards.
Education Week (4/2, Gewertz) reports the Center for American Progress released an analysis on Monday examining
“how states’ requirements for a standard diploma match up with the admissions criteria at their respective state
universities.” CAP “found that in most states, in at least one subject area, students must exceed their state’s high
school graduation requirements in order to cross the threshold of the public four-year institutions in their state.” Most
state diploma requirements failed to “meet admissions criteria for the state’s public universities,” resulting in a
“preparation gap” that “can form a barrier to college when students find that the diploma requirements they
completed fall short of the ones their state colleges and universities expect for admission.” Many state diploma
requirements also let students “decide which core courses to take in order to fulfill graduation requirements,”
meaning “they could finish high school with a relatively weak lineup of classes, or courses that don’t match well with
their postsecondary goals.” Education Week says in light “of a series of graduation-rate scandals,” the CAP analysis
“is a call to keep expectations high, and make sure all students get what they need to meet them.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas State House Rejects School Finance Bill.
The Lawrence (KS) Journal World (4/2) reports that after “more than two hours of debate” on Monday, Kansas state
House lawmakers rejected a bill “that would have phased in an increase of more than $500 million per year in funding
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for public schools over the next five years.” The measure was “aimed at responding to a Kansas Supreme Court
ruling in October that said current funding levels for public schools were inadequate and unconstitutional,” but it was
opposed by “those who thought it added too little and those who said it would cost too much.” State Rep. Ed
Trimmer, “the ranking Democrat on that panel, argued that the authors of the bill had miscalculated the inflation
factor, and he offered an amendment to raise the base aid formula even more.” Conservative state lawmakers
objected to the amendment, “saying the state’s long-term budget outlook does not support such an increase.”
Trimmer’s amendment ultimately failed in a 76-46 vote.
The AP (4/2, Hanna, Writer) similarly reports that state lawmakers are slated “to start an annual spring break
Saturday,” but Republicam Gov. Jeff Colyer “has said he doesn’t want them taking off without passing a school
funding bill.” Republican state House leaders “immediately scheduled another school funding debate for Tuesday,”
while the state Senate is drafting its own proposal. As for the bill rejected on Monday, “Republicans who supported
the bill believed the state could provide the annual education funding increases and scrape by with the rest of the
budget with the annual growth in state tax revenues.” Some Republican state lawmakers “are skeptical, particularly
conservatives who remain upset by the court’s ruling.” Meanwhile, many state Democratic lawmakers, including
Trimmer, “didn’t see the total increase in spending as enough to satisfy the court, arguing that inflation would force
the state’s 286 school districts to use much of their new dollars to maintain current operations.”

Study Correlates Four-Day School Weeks, Youth Crime Spikes.
Chalkbeat (4/2, Barnum) reports school districts in at least 21 states have mitigated budget cuts by adopting a fourday school week; however, a new study by researchers Stefanie Fischer and Daniel Argyle “points to an unintended
but perhaps unsurprising consequence of cutting the school week: a spike in juvenile crime.” The researchers used
“sophisticated statistical techniques and data from 1997 and 2014 in Colorado” to determine how the schedule
“affected crime among high-schoolers,” and according to Chalkbeat, the findings “aren’t pretty.” Shorter weeks
correlated with a nearly 20 percent increase in youth crime, “with the biggest spikes in property crime.” The
researchers did not find “clear increases in violent crime,” but they found “some evidence of an increase in drug
offenses.” Because crime spikes were most stark on Thursdays, “the researchers theorized that students treated that
evening like an additional weekend night.” The impact of shorter weeks on student academics, meanwhile, is
“unclear,” as recent studies on the matter have yielded mixed findings. Chalkbeat says this suggests that schools
facing budget cuts are left “with tough choices – especially when schools serve many purposes, such as providing
lunch to hungry kids.”

Study: Massachusetts Governor’s Proposal Would Generate Modest Education Aid Increase.
Citing a Boston Globe article (4/1), the AP (4/2) reports that “Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker’s proposal to boost
aid to local education would have a modest impact by increasing aid by about 2 percent overall.” Roughly “60
percent of school systems would receive an increase of less than 1 percent in general education aid, while two school
systems – Holyoke and Southbridge – would only see aid increase by 0.2 percent.” Meanwhile, statewide trends
suggest “that school spending has increased by a rate of 4 percent annually.” According to state Education
Secretary James Peyser, “the wide span of increases reflects the intricacies of the state’s funding formula and takes
a number of factors into account.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Students Criticize Clear Backpacks.
The AP (4/2) reports that students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida “are now carrying
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their belongings in clear plastic backpacks in hopes that it will make it difficult to smuggle weapons onto campus.”
The district also “plans to issue metal-detecting wands to the law enforcement officers stationed at the gates. Sports
bags and musical instrument cases are being searched.” The decision to require clear backpacks “was met with
skepticism and derision by students.”
The South Florida Sun Sentinel (4/2) reports many students “took to social media after transparent backpacks
were handed out to the school’s 3,300 students on Monday...showing off their backpack hacks, or the ways in which
they’ve managed to personalize their new school bags. Many of the students used their new backpacks to make a
statement, with the inference being that trying to reduce gun violence with transparent plastic backpacks was
ridiculous, and for some, insulting.”

Maryland Legislature Considering Armed Resource Officers In All Schools.
The Baltimore Sun (4/2) reports the Maryland legislature is “considering a measure to put an armed school resource
officer in every public school.” Backers of the plan call it the “deterrence” portion of a package of legislation “which
also includes prevention, anticipation and protection stages.” The measure “calls for 1,000 new officers” to staff
schools without SROs, at a cost of “around $224 million in just the first year.”

Arizona Republicans Call For School Safety Plan To Feature Armed Teachers.
The AP (4/2, Christie, Press) reports some key Republicans in the Arizona legislature “want to add armed and
specially trained school personnel to Gov. Doug Ducey’s proposal to boost school safety.” The plan would “train
select teachers, principals or even janitors who would access a secured weapon and bulletproof vest and intervene
quickly during a school shooting.”

Utah Panel Seeking Public Input On School Safety.
The AP (4/2) reports the Utah School Safety Commission “says it’s holding a series of hearings to get public input”
and “has also created an online forum on the state House of Representatives website where people can offer
feedback.”

PNNL Engineer Develops Gunshot Detection System For Schools.
NPR (4/2, King) reports Pacific Northwest National Laboratory electrical engineer Jim Korpik has “designed a system
to identify a gunshot’s location and caliber. When it’s integrated with a [school] security system it can alert
authorities, train cameras on the area where shots were fired, lock doors, sound the building’s public address system
and lock perimeter doors.” After the Sandy Hook massacre and after his own grandchildren were involved in a
harrowing school lockdown, Korpik “applied for money to develop a sensor for schools to detect and locate gunfire
within the building. EAGL Technology of Albuquerque has licensed the technology and it’s been installed and tested
at Hermosa Elementary School in Artesia, N.M.”

MONDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Analyses: “Teacher Rebellion” Gaining Momentum.
• ED Approves Mississippi ESSA Plan, Won’t Require Accountability System Overhaul.
• Teachers Go On Strike In Kentucky, Threaten Strikes In Oklahoma.
• West Virginia Governor Appoints New State School Building Authority Chief.
• Commentaries Discuss Kansas State Legislature’s School Funding Reform Efforts.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Thursday, March 1, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
West Virginia Teachers’ Strike Continues.
The Huffington Post (2/28, Jamieson) reports, “All of West
Virginia’s schools will remain closed on Thursday, despite a
tentative deal” announced earlier between Gov. Jim Justice and
the union leaders. On Wednesday, “striking teachers continued
to fill the halls of the state capitol.” The announced agreement
would have given “teachers and other school personnel a five
percent raise, and workers employed by the state a three percent
raise.” Healthcare costs are a major concern, and many “fear
increased health costs could wipe away their raises.”
The Washington Post (2/28, Larimer) reports on the effects
of the strike on parents as teachers objected to their “salary and
benefits in a work action that engulfed the state.”

Anaheim Ducks Teach Students About Energy.
The Orange County (CA) Register (2/28, Rightmire) reports in Anaheim, California, the Anaheim Ducks hosted
students from over 170 schools “for the First Flight Field Trip” at which students watched the Ducks skate and had
the chance “to try hands-on science experiments that demonstrated the principals of energy at various stations set
up in the parking lot of the Honda Center.” The Ducks also demonstrated “the ways the hockey players use different
forms of energy in their sport.”

Texas Instruments Teaches San Antonio Students How To Use TI Calculators To Control TI
Robot.
The San Antonio Express-News (3/1, Caruba) reports Texas Instruments has conducted “robot coding workshops”
at 11 schools in San Antonio reaching “at least 1,200” students. The workshops teach “students how to use the
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firm’s calculators to program the movements of the TI-Innovator Rover, an educational robot it also makes.” Judson
ISD STEM coordinator Deborah Rice “said the workshop gave students an opportunity to practice their problem
solving and math skills in an entertaining, hands-on setting.”

Wyoming Legislature Moves To Require Districts To Offer Computer Science.
Wyoming Public Radio (2/28, Watson) reports both the Wyoming House and Senate have approved bills to “require
districts to offer computer science courses.” Dicky Shanor, Chief of Staff for the Wyoming Department of Education,
“said the Senate’s version of the bill is stronger because it treats computer science has a stand-alone knowledge
area, where as the House places it under career and technical education.”

Iowa Legislature Moves Toward Awarding Test Contract To University Of Iowa.
The Des Moines (IA) Register (2/27, Ryan) reports on Tuesday, legislation advanced to the full Senate Education
Committee to award a state testing contract to the University of Iowa. The bill was already approved by the House
95-3. In 2014, “a state task force selected the Smarter Balanced exams” while in 2017, the state chose the
American Institutes of Research “through a bidding process.” NCS Pearson “challenged the 2017 contract,” but
“an administrative law judge upheld the state’s selection process and its chosen winner.” The Register adds, “the
U.S. Department of Education gives Iowa $225 million a year to have a peer-reviewed state assessment in place.”
The state Department of Education said that the AIR exam “has already passed peer review and is aligned with
learning standards already in place in Iowa schools,” while the University of Iowa exam is a “proof of concept.”

DMNews: Dallas Must Keep Teacher Evaluation And Merit Pay System.
The Dallas Morning News (2/28) in an editorial says that due to budget constraints, Dallas schools Superintendent
Michael Hinojosa “said this week he will propose changes to DISD’s innovative teacher evaluation and merit pay
system.” The Morning News says that while it supports “smart tweaks to improve” the program, “we implore Dallas
ISD not to water down the major tenets of one of its most important reforms in years.”

Report Finds Few States Compare Teacher
Supply And Demand.
Education Week (2/28, Iasevoli) reports on a study issued
by the National Council on Teacher Quality finding that “too
few states are using data to determine if their supply of
teachers is meeting the demand of school districts.” While
“29 states track the number of teacher-prep graduates and
their certification fields,” just “eight states compare those
numbers against their local districts’ hiring stats.” The
study identifies Maryland, Massachusetts, Kentucky, and
Tennessee as having “promising practices.” The study also
“suggests states could do more to increase their pool of
teachers in hard-to-staff areas.”

Parents And Schools Buy Products To Stop
Shooters.
USA Today (2/28, McCoy) reports that in response to the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
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Parkland, Florida “sales of bulletproof backpacks boomed this month” while “a small but growing number of U.S.
educational leaders have been responding to the wave of similar recent tragedies by fortifying their schools with blastresistant doors and locks, high-tech glass, and” related materials. USA adds that School Guard Glass began “after
the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting” and sales have grown from 50 schools in 2014 to “nearly 400
last year.” The product is intended not to “stop an attacker’s bullets but would keep the gunman from getting inside
a school for at least four minutes.” Because it is not heavy bulletproof glass it “can be installed in schools’ existing
doors and window openings.”

Colleges Promise Not To Penalize Students Disciplined For Protests After Florida School
Shooting.
The Hill (2/28, Savransky) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog, “Nearly 200 colleges have promised not to penalize
high school students who are disciplined for taking part in peaceful protests in the wake of the mass shooting” at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. On the list of 182 schools are “Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Harvard University, Yale University, Columbia University and the University of Florida.”

Massachusetts Court Rules Law Protects School Districts From Bullying Lawsuit.
The AP (2/28) reports the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court on Tuesday ruled “state law protects school
districts from being held liable for injuries a bullied student sustains.” The case was about “Matthew Mumbauer, a
fourth-grade student at Brickett Elementary School in Lynn.” Mumbauer was pushed “down a stairwell in 2008
causing permanent paralysis.”

FROM NASSP
March Webinars: Student Emotional Health and Collaborative Conversations
NASSP’s March webinar schedule includes sessions on a program addressing student emotional health
and a tool aimed at structuring conversations related to student outcomes. “ Set to Go: Supporting
Students’ Emotional Readiness for College and Adult Life ” airs Wednesday, March 14, and explores
a program developed by the Jed Foundation. “ Using Collaborative Conversation to Enhance Your
PLC” acquaints viewers with the Collaborative Conversation Performance Guide, developed during The
Wallace Foundation/NASSP Principal PLC. It airs Wednesday, March 28. Register for one or both today.

Connect with NASSP:

NASSP IN THE NEWS
NASSP Advises Administrators On How To Respond To Student Protests.
Education Week (2/27) [2/27] reports students across the country are planning walkouts and other protests to call for
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“more gun-safety measures” in the wake of the Parkland massacre, and are meeting with “varied” responses from
administrators, some of whom have threatened students with punishment if they participate in protests during school
hours. The piece suggests that there may be some uncertainty among administrators about how to respond to
student protests, and reports “two organizations representing principals and superintendents offered some
guidance.” The article reports the National Association of Secondary School Principals says “teachers and principals
should not endorse or participate in walkouts.” Education Week quotes an NASSP statement saying, “Specifically in
the case of a walkout, school officials’ participation sets a harmful precedent for endorsing a flagrant violation of
school or district policy. Moreover, students with differing views might feel alienated or compelled to participate
against their will if school officials are perceived as supporting the protest. Teachers can, however, reduce the
negative academic effects of the protest by, for instance, not assigning tests or work that cannot be made up if an
absence is unexcused. More appropriately, teachers can provide opportunities for remaining students to have their
voices heard as well by writing a letter to a legislator, leading a structured conversation about the topic of protest, and
so forth.”

EDUCATION POLICY
Parkland Students Return To Class Two Weeks After Mass Shooting.
The Washington Post (2/28, Balingit, Svrluga) reports that students returned to class at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School in Parkland, Florida on Wednesday, “two weeks after police say a former student opened fire in the
school with an AR-15, killing 14 classmates and three staff members.” The Post, noting that the massacre “brought
renewed urgency to the national debate over school safety, with young survivors tearfully calling for changes to gun
laws, students walking out of classrooms to protest gun violence, and President Trump urging schools to arm their
teachers,” reports “students came back to a place both familiar and surreal, with armed guards, TV trucks and piles
of flowers and homemade memorials outside.”
The CBS Evening News (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Daiz) said “the day started with fourth period so students could be
reunited with the classmates they were with during the shooting.” The South Florida Sun Sentinel (2/28, Travis,
Solomon, Geggis) reported the students “observed 17 seconds of silence in first period, one for each victim,” and
“were given goodies, like bagels and cream cheese, and comfort from 40 therapy dogs. And there were hugs all
around.” NBC Nightly News (2/28, story 4, 2:30, Sanders) reported “officials say 95 percent of the 3,000-plus
students who go to school here showed up today. Fifteen students have told the school principal they don’t think
they can ever come back to this school.” The Miami Herald (2/28, Harris) reports “it wasn’t a normal school day,”
but “it was a first step.” ABC World News Tonight (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Muir) similarly recounted the “emotional
return to school...for the students in Parkland,” while the New York Times (2/28, Healy, Subscription Publication),
among other new outlets, also reports the story.
USA Today (2/28, Collins, Carloni, Stanglin) reports students “were greeted by grief counselors, therapy dogs,
an outpouring of support from teachers — and about 50 heavily armed police officers.” Superintendent Robert
Runcie said “the counselors and friendly animals were there ‘to provide a lot of love, a lot of understanding’ and to
help students ‘ease back’ into their school routines.” The article details the “emotional — almost surreal —
moment for students, staff, police, parents and teachers,” and reports Runcie “said 3,123 students showed up, only
about 170 fewer than on a normal day, for an attendance of 95%.”
Media Analyses: Trump Stands Up To NRA, Appears To Embrace Gun Restrictions. President Trump yesterday
appeared to support legislation opposed by the NRA and GOP leaders. His comments came at a televised White
House meeting with 17 lawmakers. As the New York Times (2/28, Shear, Subscription Publication) reports, Trump
“appeared to stun giddy Democrats and stone-faced Republicans by calling for comprehensive gun control that
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would expand background checks, keep guns from the mentally ill, secure schools and restrict gun sales from some
young adults.” Trump “repeatedly suggested that the dynamics had changed, in part because of his leadership in the
White House, a sentiment that the Democrats in the room readily agreed with as they saw the president supporting
their ideas.” Roll Call (2/28, McKinless) reports Trump “told lawmakers if they combine their various gun-related
measures into a bill in the ballpark of the ideas he endorsed on Wednesday, he ‘will sign it.’”
Florida Polls Finds Support For Assault-Weapons Ban, Opposition To Arming Teachers. The South Florida Sun
Sentinel (2/28, Man) reports “the latest poll of Florida voters, released Wednesday, shows a broad consensus in
favor of stricter gun laws, including a ban on assault weapons, and opposition to arming teachers.” In effect, the poll
“found some of what most Florida voters want [is] the opposite of what the Florida Legislature is working on.”
The Miami Herald (2/28, Vassolo, Smiley) reports a Quinnipiac survey “found that 62 percent of voters favor a
ban on assault weapons, and about two-thirds support ‘stricter gun laws,’ like universal background checks or a ban
on the sale of high-capacity ammunition magazines, while 56 percent oppose arming faculty members.” Those
“results closely mirror those from a separate poll conducted by Florida Atlantic University’s Business and Economic
Polling Initiative and also released Wednesday.” That poll found “nearly 70 percent of people in the state want to see
a ban on the sale of assault-style weapons and support stricter gun laws.” The FAU survey, says Politico (2/28,
Caputo), also found “56 percent of voters opposed arming teachers.”
Maryland Governor Opposes Arming Teachers, Proposes $125M For School Security. The Baltimore Sun (2/28,
Cox) reports that Gov. Larry Hogan (R), who faces reelection this fall, “announced support for a pair of gun-control
measures on Wednesday and proposed spending $125 million to enhance security at schools in the wake of a mass
shooting that killed 17 people at a Florida high school.” Hogan “endorsed creating a so-called ‘red flag’ law that
would allow judges to temporarily order gun owners to surrender firearms if they are deemed to be a danger to
themselves or others.” He “said he also supports a measure that would ensure gun owners convicted of domestic
violence surrender their weapons.” The Sun adds, “The $125 million possible expense for securing public schools in
Maryland would include reinforced doors and panic buttons to prevent and react to shooters.”
AFT President Asks Trump For Invitation To Discuss School Safety. The Washington Post (2/28, Strauss)
reports, “American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten sent a letter to President Trump on
Wednesday, telling him that teachers oppose his proposal to give them weapons to carry in the classroom and asking
him to meet with teacher union leaders to discuss how to keep schools safer.” The Post reports the White House has
yet to reply to the letter.
Arming Teachers Presents Challenges For States, Districts. Education Week (2/28) reports on some of the
hurdles to a policy of large numbers of teachers carrying weapons in the classroom. The article points to Utah and
Texas, which both allow teachers who meet certain restrictions to carry guns on campus, and explores the legislative
challenges other states would face in crafting such policies. The article also examines the costs involved and the
need for initial and ongoing training.

DeVos Announces $2.7 Billion In Additional Funding For Schools Impacted By 2017 Disasters.
Education Week (2/28) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos on Wednesday announced an additional $2.7
billion in federal funding for “students impacted by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, as well as the California
wildfires, last year.” According to an ED statement, the “‘Restart’ money is intended ‘to help defray expenses
related to the restart of operations in, the reopening of, and the re-enrollment of students in elementary and
secondary schools.’”
The AP (2/28) reports ED says it “will use $2.7 billion from the new federal budget to aid K-12 schools, school
districts and institutions of higher learning in recovering from three disastrous hurricanes and the recent California
wildfires.” DeVos “said she had been inspired daily by efforts of educators, administrators and local leaders in
getting students’ lives back to normal after hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria, as well as the wildfires.”
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OCR Dismisses Most Transgender Student
Complaints.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that
according to data obtained through a FOIA request, ED’s
Office for Civil Rights “has dismissed most of the
complaints filed in the past year by transgender students
who alleged that they were being excluded, treated
differently or denied certain benefits under Title IX. ... Out of
19 total complaints at all educational levels received by the
agency between Jan. 20, 2017, and Feb. 21 of this year, 15
were dismissed, three are under evaluation and one was
resolved quickly. No complaints are actively under
investigation.”

ED OIG Audit Seeks $100,000 Clawback From
Puerto Rico Adult Education Program.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that a “damning audit” from ED’s Office of the Inspector General
“into Puerto Rico’s adult education program during 2012 and 2013 found issues with the record-keeping of
performance data and contract awards — and compels the island’s education agency to return almost $100,000 in
questionably allocated funds.” The audit “found that the island’s education agency could not provide documentation
proving that eight of the 29 contracts reviewed by in the audit were properly awarded.”

ESSA School-Level Spending Mandate Leaves Education Stakeholders Scrambling.
Education Week (2/28) reports that the requirement under ESSA for districts to “break out school-level spending by
2019” has “cranked up tensions among state politicians, school district administrators, and civil rights activists over
public understanding of how districts divvy up their money among schools.” The piece reports that “interest groups
are split over whether such items as transportation, technology, special education, and pre-K—some of the biggest
drivers of the rise in school spending—should be categorized as regular school costs, or as extraordinary costs or
overhead.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
School Systems Face Data Challenge Of Interoperability.
The Hechinger Report (2/28, Mathewson) reports that making use of data collected by schools is difficult because
getting it on “one system, formatted the same way, is a pressing challenge for districts.” The Providence, Rhode
Island schools are demanding of their vendors “that all of the data that Providence classrooms generate, in any
platform, will be available to the district in a single language, as puzzle pieces primed to be automatically assembled
into a cohesive whole.” One expert says it may take 10 years for many school systems to achieve interoperability.

HIGHER EDUCATION
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Confucius Institutes Face Skepticism Amid Current Climate Of Suspicion Of Foreign
Governments.
The Chronicle of Higher Education (2/28, Bauman) reports that amid concerns about “Russian interference in the
2016 election and broader efforts to stoke discord in American society, China’s relationship with the nation’s
colleges and universities is drawing renewed attention as well.” The article describes Confucius Institutes at US
colleges, which are “teaching centers on the language and history of China.” The article describes a number of
issues that have been raised about the institutes in recent years, and says “the growing economic and geopolitical
rivalry between the United States and China, a rising global power, is likely to be another source of the renewed
scrutiny of Confucius Institutes in recent years.”

Idaho House Considers Student Loan Forgiveness For Rural Teachers.
The Spokane (WA) Spokesman-Review (2/28, Russell) in its “Boise” blog, carries an article from Idaho Education
News reporting that “a bill to forgive rural teachers’ student loan debt is headed to the House floor for
amendments.” The bill, HB 504, “Pushed by Rep. Sally Toone, D-Gooding...would provide $3,000 per year in
student loan forgiveness for up to 500 qualified teachers working in rural districts.” It is being supported by the State
Board of Education, State Department of Education, and Rural Schools Association, and “nobody opposed it”
though some members “pointed out the bill does nothing for teachers who graduate college without student loan
debt” and suggested “a bonus program” would be better.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers To Return To Class Thursday.
• As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress, Trump To Unveil School Safety Proposals This Week.
• Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
• ED Clery Official Enlists Students’ Aid In Michigan State University Investigation.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Thursday, March 1, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
West Virginia Teachers’ Strike Continues.
The Huffington Post (2/28, Jamieson) reports, “All of West
Virginia’s schools will remain closed on Thursday, despite a
tentative deal” announced earlier between Gov. Jim Justice and
the union leaders. On Wednesday, “striking teachers continued
to fill the halls of the state capitol.” The announced agreement
would have given “teachers and other school personnel a five
percent raise, and workers employed by the state a three percent
raise.” Healthcare costs are a major concern, and many “fear
increased health costs could wipe away their raises.”
The Washington Post (2/28, Larimer) reports on the effects
of the strike on parents as teachers objected to their “salary and
benefits in a work action that engulfed the state.”

Anaheim Ducks Teach Students About Energy.
The Orange County (CA) Register (2/28, Rightmire) reports in Anaheim, California, the Anaheim Ducks hosted
students from over 170 schools “for the First Flight Field Trip” at which students watched the Ducks skate and had
the chance “to try hands-on science experiments that demonstrated the principals of energy at various stations set
up in the parking lot of the Honda Center.” The Ducks also demonstrated “the ways the hockey players use different
forms of energy in their sport.”

Texas Instruments Teaches San Antonio Students How To Use TI Calculators To Control TI
Robot.
The San Antonio Express-News (3/1, Caruba) reports Texas Instruments has conducted “robot coding workshops”
at 11 schools in San Antonio reaching “at least 1,200” students. The workshops teach “students how to use the
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firm’s calculators to program the movements of the TI-Innovator Rover, an educational robot it also makes.” Judson
ISD STEM coordinator Deborah Rice “said the workshop gave students an opportunity to practice their problem
solving and math skills in an entertaining, hands-on setting.”

Wyoming Legislature Moves To Require Districts To Offer Computer Science.
Wyoming Public Radio (2/28, Watson) reports both the Wyoming House and Senate have approved bills to “require
districts to offer computer science courses.” Dicky Shanor, Chief of Staff for the Wyoming Department of Education,
“said the Senate’s version of the bill is stronger because it treats computer science has a stand-alone knowledge
area, where as the House places it under career and technical education.”

Iowa Legislature Moves Toward Awarding Test Contract To University Of Iowa.
The Des Moines (IA) Register (2/27, Ryan) reports on Tuesday, legislation advanced to the full Senate Education
Committee to award a state testing contract to the University of Iowa. The bill was already approved by the House
95-3. In 2014, “a state task force selected the Smarter Balanced exams” while in 2017, the state chose the
American Institutes of Research “through a bidding process.” NCS Pearson “challenged the 2017 contract,” but
“an administrative law judge upheld the state’s selection process and its chosen winner.” The Register adds, “the
U.S. Department of Education gives Iowa $225 million a year to have a peer-reviewed state assessment in place.”
The state Department of Education said that the AIR exam “has already passed peer review and is aligned with
learning standards already in place in Iowa schools,” while the University of Iowa exam is a “proof of concept.”

DMNews: Dallas Must Keep Teacher Evaluation And Merit Pay System.
The Dallas Morning News (2/28) in an editorial says that due to budget constraints, Dallas schools Superintendent
Michael Hinojosa “said this week he will propose changes to DISD’s innovative teacher evaluation and merit pay
system.” The Morning News says that while it supports “smart tweaks to improve” the program, “we implore Dallas
ISD not to water down the major tenets of one of its most important reforms in years.”

Report Finds Few States Compare Teacher
Supply And Demand.
Education Week (2/28, Iasevoli) reports on a study issued
by the National Council on Teacher Quality finding that “too
few states are using data to determine if their supply of
teachers is meeting the demand of school districts.” While
“29 states track the number of teacher-prep graduates and
their certification fields,” just “eight states compare those
numbers against their local districts’ hiring stats.” The
study identifies Maryland, Massachusetts, Kentucky, and
Tennessee as having “promising practices.” The study also
“suggests states could do more to increase their pool of
teachers in hard-to-staff areas.”

Parents And Schools Buy Products To Stop
Shooters.
USA Today (2/28, McCoy) reports that in response to the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
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Parkland, Florida “sales of bulletproof backpacks boomed this month” while “a small but growing number of U.S.
educational leaders have been responding to the wave of similar recent tragedies by fortifying their schools with blastresistant doors and locks, high-tech glass, and” related materials. USA adds that School Guard Glass began “after
the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting” and sales have grown from 50 schools in 2014 to “nearly 400
last year.” The product is intended not to “stop an attacker’s bullets but would keep the gunman from getting inside
a school for at least four minutes.” Because it is not heavy bulletproof glass it “can be installed in schools’ existing
doors and window openings.”

Colleges Promise Not To Penalize Students Disciplined For Protests After Florida School
Shooting.
The Hill (2/28, Savransky) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog, “Nearly 200 colleges have promised not to penalize
high school students who are disciplined for taking part in peaceful protests in the wake of the mass shooting” at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. On the list of 182 schools are “Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Harvard University, Yale University, Columbia University and the University of Florida.”

Massachusetts Court Rules Law Protects School Districts From Bullying Lawsuit.
The AP (2/28) reports the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court on Tuesday ruled “state law protects school
districts from being held liable for injuries a bullied student sustains.” The case was about “Matthew Mumbauer, a
fourth-grade student at Brickett Elementary School in Lynn.” Mumbauer was pushed “down a stairwell in 2008
causing permanent paralysis.”

FROM NASSP
March Webinars: Student Emotional Health and Collaborative Conversations
NASSP’s March webinar schedule includes sessions on a program addressing student emotional health
and a tool aimed at structuring conversations related to student outcomes. “ Set to Go: Supporting
Students’ Emotional Readiness for College and Adult Life ” airs Wednesday, March 14, and explores
a program developed by the Jed Foundation. “ Using Collaborative Conversation to Enhance Your
PLC” acquaints viewers with the Collaborative Conversation Performance Guide, developed during The
Wallace Foundation/NASSP Principal PLC. It airs Wednesday, March 28. Register for one or both today.

Connect with NASSP:

NASSP IN THE NEWS
NASSP Advises Administrators On How To Respond To Student Protests.
Education Week (2/27) [2/27] reports students across the country are planning walkouts and other protests to call for
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“more gun-safety measures” in the wake of the Parkland massacre, and are meeting with “varied” responses from
administrators, some of whom have threatened students with punishment if they participate in protests during school
hours. The piece suggests that there may be some uncertainty among administrators about how to respond to
student protests, and reports “two organizations representing principals and superintendents offered some
guidance.” The article reports the National Association of Secondary School Principals says “teachers and principals
should not endorse or participate in walkouts.” Education Week quotes an NASSP statement saying, “Specifically in
the case of a walkout, school officials’ participation sets a harmful precedent for endorsing a flagrant violation of
school or district policy. Moreover, students with differing views might feel alienated or compelled to participate
against their will if school officials are perceived as supporting the protest. Teachers can, however, reduce the
negative academic effects of the protest by, for instance, not assigning tests or work that cannot be made up if an
absence is unexcused. More appropriately, teachers can provide opportunities for remaining students to have their
voices heard as well by writing a letter to a legislator, leading a structured conversation about the topic of protest, and
so forth.”

EDUCATION POLICY
Parkland Students Return To Class Two Weeks After Mass Shooting.
The Washington Post (2/28, Balingit, Svrluga) reports that students returned to class at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School in Parkland, Florida on Wednesday, “two weeks after police say a former student opened fire in the
school with an AR-15, killing 14 classmates and three staff members.” The Post, noting that the massacre “brought
renewed urgency to the national debate over school safety, with young survivors tearfully calling for changes to gun
laws, students walking out of classrooms to protest gun violence, and President Trump urging schools to arm their
teachers,” reports “students came back to a place both familiar and surreal, with armed guards, TV trucks and piles
of flowers and homemade memorials outside.”
The CBS Evening News (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Daiz) said “the day started with fourth period so students could be
reunited with the classmates they were with during the shooting.” The South Florida Sun Sentinel (2/28, Travis,
Solomon, Geggis) reported the students “observed 17 seconds of silence in first period, one for each victim,” and
“were given goodies, like bagels and cream cheese, and comfort from 40 therapy dogs. And there were hugs all
around.” NBC Nightly News (2/28, story 4, 2:30, Sanders) reported “officials say 95 percent of the 3,000-plus
students who go to school here showed up today. Fifteen students have told the school principal they don’t think
they can ever come back to this school.” The Miami Herald (2/28, Harris) reports “it wasn’t a normal school day,”
but “it was a first step.” ABC World News Tonight (2/28, story 3, 2:25, Muir) similarly recounted the “emotional
return to school...for the students in Parkland,” while the New York Times (2/28, Healy, Subscription Publication),
among other new outlets, also reports the story.
USA Today (2/28, Collins, Carloni, Stanglin) reports students “were greeted by grief counselors, therapy dogs,
an outpouring of support from teachers — and about 50 heavily armed police officers.” Superintendent Robert
Runcie said “the counselors and friendly animals were there ‘to provide a lot of love, a lot of understanding’ and to
help students ‘ease back’ into their school routines.” The article details the “emotional — almost surreal —
moment for students, staff, police, parents and teachers,” and reports Runcie “said 3,123 students showed up, only
about 170 fewer than on a normal day, for an attendance of 95%.”
Media Analyses: Trump Stands Up To NRA, Appears To Embrace Gun Restrictions. President Trump yesterday
appeared to support legislation opposed by the NRA and GOP leaders. His comments came at a televised White
House meeting with 17 lawmakers. As the New York Times (2/28, Shear, Subscription Publication) reports, Trump
“appeared to stun giddy Democrats and stone-faced Republicans by calling for comprehensive gun control that
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would expand background checks, keep guns from the mentally ill, secure schools and restrict gun sales from some
young adults.” Trump “repeatedly suggested that the dynamics had changed, in part because of his leadership in the
White House, a sentiment that the Democrats in the room readily agreed with as they saw the president supporting
their ideas.” Roll Call (2/28, McKinless) reports Trump “told lawmakers if they combine their various gun-related
measures into a bill in the ballpark of the ideas he endorsed on Wednesday, he ‘will sign it.’”
Florida Polls Finds Support For Assault-Weapons Ban, Opposition To Arming Teachers. The South Florida Sun
Sentinel (2/28, Man) reports “the latest poll of Florida voters, released Wednesday, shows a broad consensus in
favor of stricter gun laws, including a ban on assault weapons, and opposition to arming teachers.” In effect, the poll
“found some of what most Florida voters want [is] the opposite of what the Florida Legislature is working on.”
The Miami Herald (2/28, Vassolo, Smiley) reports a Quinnipiac survey “found that 62 percent of voters favor a
ban on assault weapons, and about two-thirds support ‘stricter gun laws,’ like universal background checks or a ban
on the sale of high-capacity ammunition magazines, while 56 percent oppose arming faculty members.” Those
“results closely mirror those from a separate poll conducted by Florida Atlantic University’s Business and Economic
Polling Initiative and also released Wednesday.” That poll found “nearly 70 percent of people in the state want to see
a ban on the sale of assault-style weapons and support stricter gun laws.” The FAU survey, says Politico (2/28,
Caputo), also found “56 percent of voters opposed arming teachers.”
Maryland Governor Opposes Arming Teachers, Proposes $125M For School Security. The Baltimore Sun (2/28,
Cox) reports that Gov. Larry Hogan (R), who faces reelection this fall, “announced support for a pair of gun-control
measures on Wednesday and proposed spending $125 million to enhance security at schools in the wake of a mass
shooting that killed 17 people at a Florida high school.” Hogan “endorsed creating a so-called ‘red flag’ law that
would allow judges to temporarily order gun owners to surrender firearms if they are deemed to be a danger to
themselves or others.” He “said he also supports a measure that would ensure gun owners convicted of domestic
violence surrender their weapons.” The Sun adds, “The $125 million possible expense for securing public schools in
Maryland would include reinforced doors and panic buttons to prevent and react to shooters.”
AFT President Asks Trump For Invitation To Discuss School Safety. The Washington Post (2/28, Strauss)
reports, “American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten sent a letter to President Trump on
Wednesday, telling him that teachers oppose his proposal to give them weapons to carry in the classroom and asking
him to meet with teacher union leaders to discuss how to keep schools safer.” The Post reports the White House has
yet to reply to the letter.
Arming Teachers Presents Challenges For States, Districts. Education Week (2/28) reports on some of the
hurdles to a policy of large numbers of teachers carrying weapons in the classroom. The article points to Utah and
Texas, which both allow teachers who meet certain restrictions to carry guns on campus, and explores the legislative
challenges other states would face in crafting such policies. The article also examines the costs involved and the
need for initial and ongoing training.

DeVos Announces $2.7 Billion In Additional Funding For Schools Impacted By 2017 Disasters.
Education Week (2/28) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos on Wednesday announced an additional $2.7
billion in federal funding for “students impacted by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, as well as the California
wildfires, last year.” According to an ED statement, the “‘Restart’ money is intended ‘to help defray expenses
related to the restart of operations in, the reopening of, and the re-enrollment of students in elementary and
secondary schools.’”
The AP (2/28) reports ED says it “will use $2.7 billion from the new federal budget to aid K-12 schools, school
districts and institutions of higher learning in recovering from three disastrous hurricanes and the recent California
wildfires.” DeVos “said she had been inspired daily by efforts of educators, administrators and local leaders in
getting students’ lives back to normal after hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria, as well as the wildfires.”
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OCR Dismisses Most Transgender Student
Complaints.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that
according to data obtained through a FOIA request, ED’s
Office for Civil Rights “has dismissed most of the
complaints filed in the past year by transgender students
who alleged that they were being excluded, treated
differently or denied certain benefits under Title IX. ... Out of
19 total complaints at all educational levels received by the
agency between Jan. 20, 2017, and Feb. 21 of this year, 15
were dismissed, three are under evaluation and one was
resolved quickly. No complaints are actively under
investigation.”

ED OIG Audit Seeks $100,000 Clawback From
Puerto Rico Adult Education Program.
Politico Morning Education (2/28, Emma) reports that a “damning audit” from ED’s Office of the Inspector General
“into Puerto Rico’s adult education program during 2012 and 2013 found issues with the record-keeping of
performance data and contract awards — and compels the island’s education agency to return almost $100,000 in
questionably allocated funds.” The audit “found that the island’s education agency could not provide documentation
proving that eight of the 29 contracts reviewed by in the audit were properly awarded.”

ESSA School-Level Spending Mandate Leaves Education Stakeholders Scrambling.
Education Week (2/28) reports that the requirement under ESSA for districts to “break out school-level spending by
2019” has “cranked up tensions among state politicians, school district administrators, and civil rights activists over
public understanding of how districts divvy up their money among schools.” The piece reports that “interest groups
are split over whether such items as transportation, technology, special education, and pre-K—some of the biggest
drivers of the rise in school spending—should be categorized as regular school costs, or as extraordinary costs or
overhead.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
School Systems Face Data Challenge Of Interoperability.
The Hechinger Report (2/28, Mathewson) reports that making use of data collected by schools is difficult because
getting it on “one system, formatted the same way, is a pressing challenge for districts.” The Providence, Rhode
Island schools are demanding of their vendors “that all of the data that Providence classrooms generate, in any
platform, will be available to the district in a single language, as puzzle pieces primed to be automatically assembled
into a cohesive whole.” One expert says it may take 10 years for many school systems to achieve interoperability.

HIGHER EDUCATION
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Confucius Institutes Face Skepticism Amid Current Climate Of Suspicion Of Foreign
Governments.
The Chronicle of Higher Education (2/28, Bauman) reports that amid concerns about “Russian interference in the
2016 election and broader efforts to stoke discord in American society, China’s relationship with the nation’s
colleges and universities is drawing renewed attention as well.” The article describes Confucius Institutes at US
colleges, which are “teaching centers on the language and history of China.” The article describes a number of
issues that have been raised about the institutes in recent years, and says “the growing economic and geopolitical
rivalry between the United States and China, a rising global power, is likely to be another source of the renewed
scrutiny of Confucius Institutes in recent years.”

Idaho House Considers Student Loan Forgiveness For Rural Teachers.
The Spokane (WA) Spokesman-Review (2/28, Russell) in its “Boise” blog, carries an article from Idaho Education
News reporting that “a bill to forgive rural teachers’ student loan debt is headed to the House floor for
amendments.” The bill, HB 504, “Pushed by Rep. Sally Toone, D-Gooding...would provide $3,000 per year in
student loan forgiveness for up to 500 qualified teachers working in rural districts.” It is being supported by the State
Board of Education, State Department of Education, and Rural Schools Association, and “nobody opposed it”
though some members “pointed out the bill does nothing for teachers who graduate college without student loan
debt” and suggested “a bonus program” would be better.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers To Return To Class Thursday.
• As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress, Trump To Unveil School Safety Proposals This Week.
• Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
• ED Clery Official Enlists Students’ Aid In Michigan State University Investigation.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Friday, March 23, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Parkland Superintendent Introduces New
Security Measures Including Clear Backpacks.
The Washington Post (3/22, Heim) reports on a number of
security measures that Broward County Schools
Superintendent Robert Runcie detailed in a letter to
students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School this
week, including the requirement that all backpacks be clear.
Moreover, “students and staff will have to wear
identification badges at all times on campus.” There will
also be an increased security presence and “the district is
considering using metal detecting wands and installing
permanent metal detectors.” However, “the requirement
that they use clear plastic backpacks did not sit well with
many teens, said Jenna Korsten, a Stoneman Douglas
senior.”
USA Today (3/22, Miller) reports Runcie’s letter said “students will be provided the backpacks for free.” The
security measures also include “locking classroom doors at all times and evaluating active shooter training.”
Students “pushed back against their new backpack requirements on social media, repeating their calls for stricter
gun laws instead.” The Hill (3/22, Samuels) and the AP (3/22) also cover this story.

Report: Despite Improvement, California Districts Lagging On Racial Discipline Disparities.
EdSource (3/21) reports that according to a new report from the group Fight Crime, Invest in Kids, despite
California’s reputation for “holding school districts accountable for their suspension rates,” some “districts are still
lagging considerably when it comes to addressing suspension disparities among specific groups of students and
supporting alternatives to traditional discipline.”
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Gallup Poll: Most US Teachers Support Gun Control, Don’t Want To Carry In School.
NPR (3/22) reports that according to a new Gallup poll, “nearly three-fourths of U.S. teachers do not want to carry
guns in school, and they overwhelmingly favor gun control measures over security steps meant to ‘harden’
schools.” Teachers “were asked in an open-ended question to name one thing that could be done to prevent U.S.
school shootings. One-third named gun control or stricter gun laws, the most popular response.” Only 7% of
respondents “mentioned arming teachers.” “In a separate question, just 1 in 5 teachers agreed that arming teachers
and staff members would make schools safer...while 58 percent said it would make schools less safe.”

Commentary: School Resource Officers Require Training In Violence Prevention.
In a piece for The Conversation (US) (3/22), Elizabeth Englander, the director of the Massachusetts Aggression
Reduction Center at Bridgewater State University, writes that the presence of school resource officers “can literally
save lives and avert tragedy.” However, a school resource officer’s success is founded in proactive prevention
efforts, she writes. “Stopping school violence before it ever begins relies heavily on the training that school resource
officers, commonly referred to as SROs, receive or don’t receive.” Englander laments a lack of state or national
training standards for resource officers, and says that what training there is “tends to focus on legal issues or school
security, as opposed to other things like de-escalation techniques, bullying and cyberbullying, child development,
symptoms of trauma, or educational issues, such as working with children with special needs.”

After Parkland Massacre, Some NRA Strongholds Considering Gun Law Reform.
Reuters (3/22) reports that Vermont Gov. Phil Scott, whose state “has a reputation as a pro-gun stronghold.” says
the school shooting in Parkland, Florida “jolted” him “into a new willingness to consider limiting access to guns ‘by
those who shouldn’t have them.’ ... It was a remarkable turnabout for a Republican governor with a 93 percent
approval rating from the National Rifle Association (NRA) gun rights advocacy group in an otherwise politically liberal
state with some of America’s most permissive gun laws.”

Michigan House Passes Cyberbullying Bill.
The AP (3/22) reports a bill “criminally defining threatening behavior specifically on the internet for the first time” has
passed the Michigan state House, saying that the bill “describes cyberbullying as ‘harassing or intimidating
behavior.’” Should the bill pass, “Michigan would join the growing ranks of states moving to criminalize the evolving
mediums for bullying. In 2016, Michigan was ranked last by WalletHub’s analysis on which states are most adept at
controlling bullying.”

Key New Mexico Legislators Call For School Safety Task
Force.
The AP (3/22) reports that on Thursday a number of “New Mexico’s
most influential lawmakers” called for a school safety task force “after
hearing from top law enforcement officers and administrators from a
district where two students were shot and killed in December.”

New Project Aims To Promote Digital Media Literacy To Arm
Students Against Fake News.
Education Week (3/22) reports that “in the wake of Russian meddling in
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the 2016 presidential election and the proliferation of fake news all over
the internet,” there is an increased focus on “educating young people on
how to judge the accuracy of the information they encounter online.” To
this end, a new project called MediaWise will use a $3 million grant from Google to “join the fight against fake news,
partnering with the nonprofit journalism school Poynter Institute and the Stanford Graduate School of Education to
create a curriculum and videos that train middle and high school students to become smarter consumers of online
news. The goal is to reach a million students, half from low-income communities.”

PSU Students Work In Community Classrooms On Technological Literacy.
The Joplin (MO) Globe (3/22, Younker) reports on a “new partnership” between Pittsburg State University and
community schools which is “ensuring that young schoolchildren are introduced to science, technology, engineering,
and math fields.” Students enrolled in the “relatively new minor in technological literacy” at PSU “are tasked with
building skills and strategies to implement STEM activities in their future classrooms, and they’re spending the
academic year testing those activities in actual classrooms in Pittsburg schools.” The article describes experiences of
elementary school students befitting from the program

Georgia Tech, Honeywell Announce New Partnership.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (3/22) reports that Georgia Tech and the Honeywell company “announced Thursday
a partnership” in which “teachers will have access to Georgia Tech’s computing research and Honeywell engineers,
who will serve as mentors and coaches.” The partnership aims “to provide advanced teaching techniques to select
middle and high school teachers in metro Atlanta in science, technology, engineering, and math.” The article
provides detail on the planned partnership.

Ohio Moves Toward Eliminating Use Of Test Scores In Teacher Ratings.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer (3/22, O'Donnell) says the Ohio Senate voted Wednesday on a bill that “calls for
eliminating use of test scores as a percentage..of a teacher’s rating each year.” Although the bill still needs House
approval, the article says it is “a major step toward moving Ohio’s teacher rating system to a new method proposed
last spring by State Superintendent Paolo DeMaria and a panel of educators.”

Oklahoma Union Proposes Alternative Funding For Teachers, Threatens Strike.
The Oklahoman (3/22, Felder) says the Oklahoma Education Association has called for teachers strike “if more than
$800 million in funding demands are not met for next fiscal year.” The union’s executive director, David DuVall, said,
“If the Legislature is unable (to pass a funding measure) we are ready to roll one out.” The article provides
background on the debate in the state legislature over “how to fund a teacher pay raise,” and the views of the union.
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New Study Finds Relocation Strongest Predictor Of Diversity Among Teachers.
Education Week (3/22, Will) reports that a new analysis published by the Brookings Institution found that “offering
relocation assistance is the strongest predictor of a more diverse teacher workforce,” followed by “student loan
forgiveness, bonuses for excellence in teaching, and bonuses for teaching in less desirable locations.” The article
provides detail on the report’s findings.

FROM NASSP
Students Asked to Dream, Lead, Serve
National Student Leadership Week (NSLW)—an annual celebration of the significant contributions
student leaders make in schools and communities—will be celebrated April 15–21. The 2018 theme is
“Make Your Mark on the World: Dream. Lead. Serve.” This year, student councils and Honor Society
chapters have an enticing incentive to bring the theme to life. Up to 12 micro-grants of $250 will be
awarded to schools that successfully pitch their concept for a “dream” service project. To participate,
councils and chapters need to post their pitch on social media using #OurDream18 between April 1 and
30.
Complete contest rules, as well as other ideas and resources to celebrate NSLW, can be found on
the NASSP student programs’ websites: www.NatStuCo.org/nslw, www.nhs.us/nslw, or
www.njhs.us/nslw.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Spending Bill Omits Administration Education Proposals.
The Washington Post (3/21, Balingit, Douglas-Gabriel) reports the $1.3 trillion omnibus spending bill passed by the
House this week “dealt a blow to Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’s school choice agenda in a tentative spending
bill released late Wednesday, rejecting her attempt to spend more than $1 billion promoting choice-friendly policies
and private school vouchers.” The measure “includes a $3.9 billion boost for the Education Department,” whereas
“DeVos had sought to cut Education Department funding by $3.6 billion — about 5 percent.” DeVos, the Post
reports, “wanted to eliminate money for after-school programs for needy youth and ax a grant program that helps
low-income students go to college in favor of spending more than $1 billion to promote charter schools, magnet
schools and private school vouchers.” The Post reports ED Press Secretary Liz Hill “said the secretary was
disappointed Congress rejected her efforts to expand school choice,” quoting Hill saying, “Too many students are
stuck in a school that isn’t meeting their needs, through no fault of their own. We must end the system that forces
students into schools based on their Zip code or family income.” The Hill (3/22, Delk) runs a report based on the
Post’s article.
CNN (3/22) reports that the $1.3 trillion omnibus spending bill that cleared the House this week omits “some
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significant proposals championed by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and President Donald Trump.” The
administration’s education budget proposal “would have cut the Education Department’s budget by $3.6 billion and
funneled more than $1 billion toward private school vouchers and other school choice plans. But lawmakers rejected
a number of those proposals, including slashing funding for the department’s Office for Civil Rights, halving federal
work study programs and spending $250 million on a private school choice program.”
The Chronicle of Higher Education (3/22) reports the budget includes “an additional $8.5 million for the Office
for Civil Rights; a $175 expansion in the size of the maximum Pell Grant; a $107-million rise for the Supplemental
Education Opportunity Grant program; and a $140-million lift in the Federal Work-Study program.” The piece also
says “historically black colleges would see a 14-percent increase in federal dollars, and the bill would triple the
money for campus child care.”
Education Research Programs To Get Boost. Education Week (3/22) reports though “education research
programs across several agencies have faced cuts and consolidations this year,” the spending bill “rejects cuts in
favor of some modest increases to federal education research and data.” The Institute of Education Sciences “would
get $613.5 million, up $8 million from fiscal 2017. The budget agreement would provide $192.7 million for research
and dissemination and $109.5 million for the National Center for Education Statistics; both small increases over the
current budget, but below the White House’s requests.”
Bill Includes Funding Increase For HBCUs. Diverse Education (3/22) reports the bill includes a 14% increase in
funding for historically black colleges and universities of $5 million. The piece reports the funding comes after “strong
advocacy by U.S. Senators Kamala Harris and Doug Jones,” who “sent a letter with 12 of their colleagues to
committee chairman Roy Blunt, R-Mo., and ranking member Patty Murray, D-Wa., of the Senate Appropriations
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies. The letter requested that
the upcoming omnibus spending bill contain a restoration and increase in federal support for HBCUs.”
Bill Contains Language Barring Changes To ED Budget Office. The Washington Post (3/22, Strauss) reports
Congress inserted language in the spending bill barring changes to ED’s budget service. The Post provides the
relevant passage, saying “legislators are essentially accusing DeVos of making structural changes to her budget
office — part of a major reorganization of the entire department — without telling them the details.”
Spending Bill Raises Pell Grant, Boosts Funding To Higher Education Programs. Inside Higher Ed (3/22) reports
the bill “raises the maximum Pell Grant by $175, includes an additional $3 billion for the National Institutes of Health
as well as increased funds for the National Science Foundation, and provides $152.8 million for the National
Endowment for the Humanities, which President Trump had sought to eliminate.” The plan also “includes about
$350 million in funding to address eligibility for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program.”
Bill Fully Funds DC Tuition Assistance Grant. The Washington Post (3/22, Douglas-Gabriel) reports the bill
provides “full federal funding for a tuition aid initiative that helps D.C. residents attend college, rejecting a White
House bid to cut support for the popular DC Tuition Assistance Grant.” Appropriators allotted $40 million for the
program, which “gives District students — who don’t have access to a robust in-state university system —
affordable college options.”
Bill Preserves Title II Funding. Education Week (3/22) reports the bill preserves $2 billion in funding for Title II
teacher development programs “despite President Donald Trump’s proposal to eliminate the program entirely.” The
Trump administration argued that the program is ineffective, but “the proposal to eliminate Title II sparked backlash
among the education community,” with advocates saying “state and district leaders are working to improve
professional development, in large part due to the Every Student Succeeds Act, which calls for PD Programs to be
evidence-based.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
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WSJournal Analysis: Companies Decreasing Reliance On Degrees In Hiring.
The Wall Street Journal (3/22, Belkin, Subscription Publication) reports that despite long-standing federal policy
seeking to increase the number of people getting four-year college degrees, employers say that such schools aren’t
teaching critical thinking or keeping up with technology changes to teach the skills students will need in the business
world. As a results, companies are increasingly hiring workers not based on their degrees but on what they can do or
what the company believes can be taught to them.

Wisconsin Students Stage “Save Our Majors” Protest.
The Washington Post (3/22, Strauss) reports that “several hundred students at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point staged a ‘Save Our Majors’ protest” on Wednesday in response to “a proposal by the school’s
administration to drop 13 majors in the humanities and social sciences – including English and history – and add
programs deemed to provide technical skills wanted in the job market.” The student group’s leaders “presented a
letter to the administration seeking the creation of a task force...to create ‘a counter proposal,” and “student leaders
said they are now talking to administrators.”

Cryptocurrency Craze Hits College Campuses.
CNBC (3/22, Roy) reports on its website that “the craze over the price of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies” has
“spread to college campuses nationwide.” The article says several “elite universities” are offering “jam-packed”
courses in cryptocurrencies and blockchain. Yet “most students” still “say they’re not driven by the financial
prospects of blockchain.”

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Man Accuses Texas District Superintendent Of Bullying Decades Ago.
• DeVos Explains Makeup Of School Safety Commission.
• Studies Examine Relationship Between Class Size And Teaching Effectiveness.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Friday, March 23, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Parkland Superintendent Introduces New
Security Measures Including Clear Backpacks.
The Washington Post (3/22, Heim) reports on a number of
security measures that Broward County Schools
Superintendent Robert Runcie detailed in a letter to
students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School this
week, including the requirement that all backpacks be clear.
Moreover, “students and staff will have to wear
identification badges at all times on campus.” There will
also be an increased security presence and “the district is
considering using metal detecting wands and installing
permanent metal detectors.” However, “the requirement
that they use clear plastic backpacks did not sit well with
many teens, said Jenna Korsten, a Stoneman Douglas
senior.”
USA Today (3/22, Miller) reports Runcie’s letter said “students will be provided the backpacks for free.” The
security measures also include “locking classroom doors at all times and evaluating active shooter training.”
Students “pushed back against their new backpack requirements on social media, repeating their calls for stricter
gun laws instead.” The Hill (3/22, Samuels) and the AP (3/22) also cover this story.

Report: Despite Improvement, California Districts Lagging On Racial Discipline Disparities.
EdSource (3/21) reports that according to a new report from the group Fight Crime, Invest in Kids, despite
California’s reputation for “holding school districts accountable for their suspension rates,” some “districts are still
lagging considerably when it comes to addressing suspension disparities among specific groups of students and
supporting alternatives to traditional discipline.”
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Gallup Poll: Most US Teachers Support Gun Control, Don’t Want To Carry In School.
NPR (3/22) reports that according to a new Gallup poll, “nearly three-fourths of U.S. teachers do not want to carry
guns in school, and they overwhelmingly favor gun control measures over security steps meant to ‘harden’
schools.” Teachers “were asked in an open-ended question to name one thing that could be done to prevent U.S.
school shootings. One-third named gun control or stricter gun laws, the most popular response.” Only 7% of
respondents “mentioned arming teachers.” “In a separate question, just 1 in 5 teachers agreed that arming teachers
and staff members would make schools safer...while 58 percent said it would make schools less safe.”

Commentary: School Resource Officers Require Training In Violence Prevention.
In a piece for The Conversation (US) (3/22), Elizabeth Englander, the director of the Massachusetts Aggression
Reduction Center at Bridgewater State University, writes that the presence of school resource officers “can literally
save lives and avert tragedy.” However, a school resource officer’s success is founded in proactive prevention
efforts, she writes. “Stopping school violence before it ever begins relies heavily on the training that school resource
officers, commonly referred to as SROs, receive or don’t receive.” Englander laments a lack of state or national
training standards for resource officers, and says that what training there is “tends to focus on legal issues or school
security, as opposed to other things like de-escalation techniques, bullying and cyberbullying, child development,
symptoms of trauma, or educational issues, such as working with children with special needs.”

After Parkland Massacre, Some NRA Strongholds Considering Gun Law Reform.
Reuters (3/22) reports that Vermont Gov. Phil Scott, whose state “has a reputation as a pro-gun stronghold.” says
the school shooting in Parkland, Florida “jolted” him “into a new willingness to consider limiting access to guns ‘by
those who shouldn’t have them.’ ... It was a remarkable turnabout for a Republican governor with a 93 percent
approval rating from the National Rifle Association (NRA) gun rights advocacy group in an otherwise politically liberal
state with some of America’s most permissive gun laws.”

Michigan House Passes Cyberbullying Bill.
The AP (3/22) reports a bill “criminally defining threatening behavior specifically on the internet for the first time” has
passed the Michigan state House, saying that the bill “describes cyberbullying as ‘harassing or intimidating
behavior.’” Should the bill pass, “Michigan would join the growing ranks of states moving to criminalize the evolving
mediums for bullying. In 2016, Michigan was ranked last by WalletHub’s analysis on which states are most adept at
controlling bullying.”

Key New Mexico Legislators Call For School Safety Task
Force.
The AP (3/22) reports that on Thursday a number of “New Mexico’s
most influential lawmakers” called for a school safety task force “after
hearing from top law enforcement officers and administrators from a
district where two students were shot and killed in December.”

New Project Aims To Promote Digital Media Literacy To Arm
Students Against Fake News.
Education Week (3/22) reports that “in the wake of Russian meddling in
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the 2016 presidential election and the proliferation of fake news all over
the internet,” there is an increased focus on “educating young people on
how to judge the accuracy of the information they encounter online.” To
this end, a new project called MediaWise will use a $3 million grant from Google to “join the fight against fake news,
partnering with the nonprofit journalism school Poynter Institute and the Stanford Graduate School of Education to
create a curriculum and videos that train middle and high school students to become smarter consumers of online
news. The goal is to reach a million students, half from low-income communities.”

PSU Students Work In Community Classrooms On Technological Literacy.
The Joplin (MO) Globe (3/22, Younker) reports on a “new partnership” between Pittsburg State University and
community schools which is “ensuring that young schoolchildren are introduced to science, technology, engineering,
and math fields.” Students enrolled in the “relatively new minor in technological literacy” at PSU “are tasked with
building skills and strategies to implement STEM activities in their future classrooms, and they’re spending the
academic year testing those activities in actual classrooms in Pittsburg schools.” The article describes experiences of
elementary school students befitting from the program

Georgia Tech, Honeywell Announce New Partnership.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (3/22) reports that Georgia Tech and the Honeywell company “announced Thursday
a partnership” in which “teachers will have access to Georgia Tech’s computing research and Honeywell engineers,
who will serve as mentors and coaches.” The partnership aims “to provide advanced teaching techniques to select
middle and high school teachers in metro Atlanta in science, technology, engineering, and math.” The article
provides detail on the planned partnership.

Ohio Moves Toward Eliminating Use Of Test Scores In Teacher Ratings.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer (3/22, O'Donnell) says the Ohio Senate voted Wednesday on a bill that “calls for
eliminating use of test scores as a percentage..of a teacher’s rating each year.” Although the bill still needs House
approval, the article says it is “a major step toward moving Ohio’s teacher rating system to a new method proposed
last spring by State Superintendent Paolo DeMaria and a panel of educators.”

Oklahoma Union Proposes Alternative Funding For Teachers, Threatens Strike.
The Oklahoman (3/22, Felder) says the Oklahoma Education Association has called for teachers strike “if more than
$800 million in funding demands are not met for next fiscal year.” The union’s executive director, David DuVall, said,
“If the Legislature is unable (to pass a funding measure) we are ready to roll one out.” The article provides
background on the debate in the state legislature over “how to fund a teacher pay raise,” and the views of the union.
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New Study Finds Relocation Strongest Predictor Of Diversity Among Teachers.
Education Week (3/22, Will) reports that a new analysis published by the Brookings Institution found that “offering
relocation assistance is the strongest predictor of a more diverse teacher workforce,” followed by “student loan
forgiveness, bonuses for excellence in teaching, and bonuses for teaching in less desirable locations.” The article
provides detail on the report’s findings.

FROM NASSP
Students Asked to Dream, Lead, Serve
National Student Leadership Week (NSLW)—an annual celebration of the significant contributions
student leaders make in schools and communities—will be celebrated April 15–21. The 2018 theme is
“Make Your Mark on the World: Dream. Lead. Serve.” This year, student councils and Honor Society
chapters have an enticing incentive to bring the theme to life. Up to 12 micro-grants of $250 will be
awarded to schools that successfully pitch their concept for a “dream” service project. To participate,
councils and chapters need to post their pitch on social media using #OurDream18 between April 1 and
30.
Complete contest rules, as well as other ideas and resources to celebrate NSLW, can be found on
the NASSP student programs’ websites: www.NatStuCo.org/nslw, www.nhs.us/nslw, or
www.njhs.us/nslw.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Spending Bill Omits Administration Education Proposals.
The Washington Post (3/21, Balingit, Douglas-Gabriel) reports the $1.3 trillion omnibus spending bill passed by the
House this week “dealt a blow to Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’s school choice agenda in a tentative spending
bill released late Wednesday, rejecting her attempt to spend more than $1 billion promoting choice-friendly policies
and private school vouchers.” The measure “includes a $3.9 billion boost for the Education Department,” whereas
“DeVos had sought to cut Education Department funding by $3.6 billion — about 5 percent.” DeVos, the Post
reports, “wanted to eliminate money for after-school programs for needy youth and ax a grant program that helps
low-income students go to college in favor of spending more than $1 billion to promote charter schools, magnet
schools and private school vouchers.” The Post reports ED Press Secretary Liz Hill “said the secretary was
disappointed Congress rejected her efforts to expand school choice,” quoting Hill saying, “Too many students are
stuck in a school that isn’t meeting their needs, through no fault of their own. We must end the system that forces
students into schools based on their Zip code or family income.” The Hill (3/22, Delk) runs a report based on the
Post’s article.
CNN (3/22) reports that the $1.3 trillion omnibus spending bill that cleared the House this week omits “some
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significant proposals championed by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and President Donald Trump.” The
administration’s education budget proposal “would have cut the Education Department’s budget by $3.6 billion and
funneled more than $1 billion toward private school vouchers and other school choice plans. But lawmakers rejected
a number of those proposals, including slashing funding for the department’s Office for Civil Rights, halving federal
work study programs and spending $250 million on a private school choice program.”
The Chronicle of Higher Education (3/22) reports the budget includes “an additional $8.5 million for the Office
for Civil Rights; a $175 expansion in the size of the maximum Pell Grant; a $107-million rise for the Supplemental
Education Opportunity Grant program; and a $140-million lift in the Federal Work-Study program.” The piece also
says “historically black colleges would see a 14-percent increase in federal dollars, and the bill would triple the
money for campus child care.”
Education Research Programs To Get Boost. Education Week (3/22) reports though “education research
programs across several agencies have faced cuts and consolidations this year,” the spending bill “rejects cuts in
favor of some modest increases to federal education research and data.” The Institute of Education Sciences “would
get $613.5 million, up $8 million from fiscal 2017. The budget agreement would provide $192.7 million for research
and dissemination and $109.5 million for the National Center for Education Statistics; both small increases over the
current budget, but below the White House’s requests.”
Bill Includes Funding Increase For HBCUs. Diverse Education (3/22) reports the bill includes a 14% increase in
funding for historically black colleges and universities of $5 million. The piece reports the funding comes after “strong
advocacy by U.S. Senators Kamala Harris and Doug Jones,” who “sent a letter with 12 of their colleagues to
committee chairman Roy Blunt, R-Mo., and ranking member Patty Murray, D-Wa., of the Senate Appropriations
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies. The letter requested that
the upcoming omnibus spending bill contain a restoration and increase in federal support for HBCUs.”
Bill Contains Language Barring Changes To ED Budget Office. The Washington Post (3/22, Strauss) reports
Congress inserted language in the spending bill barring changes to ED’s budget service. The Post provides the
relevant passage, saying “legislators are essentially accusing DeVos of making structural changes to her budget
office — part of a major reorganization of the entire department — without telling them the details.”
Spending Bill Raises Pell Grant, Boosts Funding To Higher Education Programs. Inside Higher Ed (3/22) reports
the bill “raises the maximum Pell Grant by $175, includes an additional $3 billion for the National Institutes of Health
as well as increased funds for the National Science Foundation, and provides $152.8 million for the National
Endowment for the Humanities, which President Trump had sought to eliminate.” The plan also “includes about
$350 million in funding to address eligibility for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program.”
Bill Fully Funds DC Tuition Assistance Grant. The Washington Post (3/22, Douglas-Gabriel) reports the bill
provides “full federal funding for a tuition aid initiative that helps D.C. residents attend college, rejecting a White
House bid to cut support for the popular DC Tuition Assistance Grant.” Appropriators allotted $40 million for the
program, which “gives District students — who don’t have access to a robust in-state university system —
affordable college options.”
Bill Preserves Title II Funding. Education Week (3/22) reports the bill preserves $2 billion in funding for Title II
teacher development programs “despite President Donald Trump’s proposal to eliminate the program entirely.” The
Trump administration argued that the program is ineffective, but “the proposal to eliminate Title II sparked backlash
among the education community,” with advocates saying “state and district leaders are working to improve
professional development, in large part due to the Every Student Succeeds Act, which calls for PD Programs to be
evidence-based.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
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WSJournal Analysis: Companies Decreasing Reliance On Degrees In Hiring.
The Wall Street Journal (3/22, Belkin, Subscription Publication) reports that despite long-standing federal policy
seeking to increase the number of people getting four-year college degrees, employers say that such schools aren’t
teaching critical thinking or keeping up with technology changes to teach the skills students will need in the business
world. As a results, companies are increasingly hiring workers not based on their degrees but on what they can do or
what the company believes can be taught to them.

Wisconsin Students Stage “Save Our Majors” Protest.
The Washington Post (3/22, Strauss) reports that “several hundred students at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point staged a ‘Save Our Majors’ protest” on Wednesday in response to “a proposal by the school’s
administration to drop 13 majors in the humanities and social sciences – including English and history – and add
programs deemed to provide technical skills wanted in the job market.” The student group’s leaders “presented a
letter to the administration seeking the creation of a task force...to create ‘a counter proposal,” and “student leaders
said they are now talking to administrators.”

Cryptocurrency Craze Hits College Campuses.
CNBC (3/22, Roy) reports on its website that “the craze over the price of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies” has
“spread to college campuses nationwide.” The article says several “elite universities” are offering “jam-packed”
courses in cryptocurrencies and blockchain. Yet “most students” still “say they’re not driven by the financial
prospects of blockchain.”

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Man Accuses Texas District Superintendent Of Bullying Decades Ago.
• DeVos Explains Makeup Of School Safety Commission.
• Studies Examine Relationship Between Class Size And Teaching Effectiveness.

Subscriber Tools
•
•
•
•
•

Change Email Address
Send Feedback
Unsubscribe
Email Help
Archives

Advertise with Principal's Update:
David Schneider, 646.932.5828

Click Here For Media Kit
Principal's Update is a digest of the most important education news selected from thousands of sources by the analysts of Bulletin Media.
This copy of Principal’s Update was sent to eric.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us as part of your National Association of Secondary School
Principals membership. View Bulletin Media's privacy policy.
Please do not reply directly to this email. Contact NASSP at membership@nassp.org if you have any questions or problems.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Misty Miller" <Misty.Miller@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 2 Feb 2018 10:52:52 -0700 (MST)
please print
"Veronica Campos" <Veronica.Campos@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:ReadyGenTheodoreRooseveltVocabulary2ndGradeUnit3ModuleA.pdf (8.31 MB)

Can you print this in color for me please?
Thanks,
Misty J
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"SP&M Weekly Update" <SchoolPlanning&Mgmt@1105direct.com>
Thu, 22 Feb 2018 08:01:06 -0700 (MST)
Poll of Top Priorities for 2018 Has Education at No. 2
<don.owen@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

This email can be viewed as a web page.

A 5-Minute Insight into pK-12 Education

2/22/2018

From the Industry
State Chiefs Boost Student Achievement by Leveraging the Power of Teacher
Leadership Networks
AASA Honors Veteran Educators for Distinguished Service at National
Conference on Education
EDspaces 2018 Call for Presentations Now Open

Products and Services
Mitsubishi Electric's Smart HVAC Systems
Mitsubishi Electric Cooling & Heating VRF systems help meet the diverse needs
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of educational buildings, delivering quiet comfort that doesn't disrupt learning
and maximizes air quality. PremiSys® dedicated outdoor air systems handle
100% outdoor air with optional energy recovery.
Learn more.

In the News
New Poll of Top Priorities for 2018 Has Education at No. 2
Valerie Strauss – The Washington Post – January 25, 2018

Washington, D.C. – A new poll of American adults released by the Washington-based Pew
Research Center shows that the economy is not the No. 1 public priority for 2018. Fighting terrorism
is No. 1, and No. 2 is improving education. Other issues, which had been less prominent public
priorities in the past, have grown in importance.

Students Plan Protests, Washington March, to Demand Gun Control
Zachary Fagenson – REUTERS – February 18, 2018

Parkland, Fla. – Stunned by the deadliest high school shooting in U.S. history, students mobilized
across the country on Sunday to organize rallies and a national walkout in support of stronger gun
laws, challenging politicians they say have failed to protect them.

Construction Project News
AISD Career + Technical Center Dedicated
On Feb. 10th, the Arlington, Texas, Independent School District held a dedication ceremony for their
new Dan Dipert Career + Technical Center. This world class facility opened August 2017 and
provides coursework centered on specific career and technical professions like animation,
automotive technology, broadcasting, cosmetology, graphic design, and law enforcement.
» Read More

New School to Connect Preschoolers with Nature
Construction started Feb. 15 on a new nature-based preschool facility for the Environmental Nature
Center (ENC), in Newport Beach, Calif., designed to create a hands-on, outdoor learning
environment and demonstrate sustainable values for preschool students.
» Read More

Renovation Begins at Connecticut High School
Nonnewaug High School (Region 14) recently kicked off their renovation witht a traditional
groundbreaking ceremony. The $63.8-million project involves a 145,000-square-foot renovation of
the school facility.
» Read More
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Also of Interest
Rainwater Harvesting Made Easy
Jessica Molter

Incorporating a rainwater harvesting system on your campus for irrigation is, conceptually, simple.
However, a well-intentioned concept can easily turn into a complex and expensive system that is
difficult and expensive to maintain. An easy solution to incorporate rainwater harvesting is to limit
the scope.

Paying for Personalized Learning
By Dian Schaffhauser

Just how much does it cost to set up a personalized learning plan for an entire school, and is it
really sustainable? Could a typical school budget cover the expense — and what would happen if
budget cuts had to be made?

Featured Topic
CPTED
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) can reduce the opportunities for crime to
occur by focusing on physical design features that discourage crime, while encouraging legitimate
use of the environment.
Learn more about CPTED and how to create a safer, healthier environment for students and staff.

School Planning & Management is a solution-oriented magazine for professionals serving the K-12 education market. Editorial
features practitioner-based articles, topical supplements and special reports that focus on Facilities, Safety & Security, Technology,
Business, Finance and the Learning Environment.

Forward to a Friend • Subscribe to our Newsletters • Unsubscribe
Subscribe to the Magazine • Contact our Staff

This message was sent to: don.owen@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
School Planning & Management values your privacy. To discontinue your subscription to the SP&M Weekly Update, please click on
this unsubscribe link. Your email address will be removed from this list during our next update cycle.
School Planning & Management is published by 1105 Media. Corporate offices are located at: 9201 Oakdale Avenue, Suite 101,
Chatsworth, CA 91311. Phone: (866) 410-1321. Please view our privacy statement.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 9 Feb 2018 11:07:18 -0700 (MST)
Post RFP-05 to district RFP page
"Veronica Patrick" <Veronica.Patrick@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)

Hi Veronica,
Please post attached RFP to the district website RFP page.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 16:40:16 -0600 (MDT)
Post RFP
"Veronica Patrick" <Veronica.Patrick@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-6 - Contract Related Services.docx (290.54k)

Hi Veronica,
Can you please post this RFP on our website bid/RFP page affect tomorrow 4/24/2018?
Thank you so much.
Alex
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"AASA News of the Nation" <communications@aasa.org>
Tue, 27 Mar 2018 16:06:39 -0600 (MDT)
President Trump Signs Spending Bill That Includes Billions More for K-12
<lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Member Benefits

AASA Store

Subscribe to RSS Feed

Superintendents on Twitter

AASA Job Bulletin

March 27, 2018

Linda Brown, Center of Brown v. Board of Education, Dies at 76
March 26, The Huffington Post
"Sixty-four years ago a young girl from Topeka brought a case that ended
segregation in public schools in America." huffpost.com
Students Make Their Stand at D.C.'s 'March For Our Lives'
March 25, NPR
The "March for Our Lives" protest displayed the resilience behind a new wave of
political activism, led by survivors of the Feb. 14 mass shooting at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Fla. npr.org
President Trump Signs Spending Bill that Including Billions More for
Education
March 24, Politics K-12
President Donald Trump signed into law spending legislation that provides a
significant funding increase for the U.S. Department of Education, including more
money for educator development, after-school programs, and special education,
among other programs. edweek.org
Scarred by School Shootings
March 25, The Washington Post
More than 187,000 students have been exposed to gun violence at school since
Columbine, The Washington Post found. Many are never the same.
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Webinar: April 4, 2018 at 2:00 p.m. ET
Women comprise more than 70 percent of the
education workforce, but few occupy the top
leadership position in U.S. public school systems.
Hear from the courageous women leaders who have
broken through the barriers and taken over the helm

washingtonpost.com.

of our nation's school systems. Learn about their
successes, challenges and lessons learned, while
navigating pathways to the superintendency. Get
advice and tips on how to make your journey a
success. Register here.

Can You Identify Three Emerging Leaders?
March 26, AASA
AASA is now accepting applications for its Aspiring Superintendents Academy®.

Encourage your district's most promising leaders apply at aasa.org
Leaders Who Don't Fear Failure Become Change Agents
March 22, Leadership 360
"We need leaders who understand child development and who love children. It is
this that sets our work apart from all other leadership." edweek.org
'You Have to Redefine Normal': Leading Schools in the Aftermath of a
Shooting
March 21, Education Week
"I think the bottom line is that you don't do this work in isolation, and what you
must do is reach out for guidance and assistance," said Joseph Erardi, the former
superintendent of Newtown (Conn.) Public Schools. edweek.org
Picture a Leader. Is She a Woman?
March 16, The New York Times
Why getting noticed as a leader in the workplace is more difficult for women than
men. nytimes.com

[WEBINAR TOMORROW] Improving School
Discipline Outcomes and Reducing Exclusion and
Disproportionality through Code of Conduct Revision
Be a Part of the Urban Superintendents Academy
(Now Accepting Applicants!)
2019 National Conference on Education Call for
Proposals Now Open
Registration Open: 2018 Legislative Advocacy
Conference July 10-12

Sudden Cardiac Arrest (SCA) can happen at any time. Find out how ZOLL AEDs
with real-time CPR feedback can help save lives. Learn more and receive a free
first aid kit. zoll.com

Get Involved: Tuesday, April 3 is National Healthy
Schools Day
[WEBINAR: 4/12 at 2 p.m. ET] Supporting the
Whole Child: A Superintendents' Roundtable
Last Chance: Redefining Ready! National
Scholarship Contest Closes March 31
May 1-3, 2018 - Orange Frog Public Workshop
School Administrator Magazine March 2018: The
Stigma of Job Hopping

"Tired of Fighting that Fight": School Districts' Uphill Battle to Get Good
Deals on Ed Tech
March 26, The Hechinger Report
Would price transparency keep districts from spending more than they have to?
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Support Our Nation's Public Schools: Adopt the "I
Love Public Education" Resolution in Your District

hechingerreport.org
Superintendent: It's a Tough Job
March 23, School News Network
Rockford, Mich., superintendent Michael Shibler spent 29 years as superintendent
in one district, nearly five times the six-year average. schoolnewsnetwork.org
I'm a Superintendent. My School District Decided to Arm Teachers
March 23, Chicago Tribune
"I'll be the first to say that not every school employee is cut out to carry a weapon
or to act in a life-and-death emergency," said David Thweatt, superintendent,
Harrold Independent School District, Texas. "But many are." chicagotribune.com
District Announces Childcare Program for Faculty and Staff
March 21, K-12 Daily
Beginning this summer, teachers at Hardin County (Ky.) School District can enroll
their own children in a district-run childcare program that officials say they hope
will boost educator attendance and retainment. k-12daily.org

Periodically, AASA will inform its members and
constituents of beneficial services directly or will
allow selected other entities to provide pertinent
messages that have been carefully screened by
AASA. If you do not wish to receive information from
outside organizations that have been approved by
AASA, please click do not release my e-mail
address.

Follow Us On Twitter:
@SPudelski | @Noellerson | @AASAHQ | @AASADan | @AASATotalChild
1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314 | 703-528-0700 | info@aasa.org

E-mail Editor

Manage Your Subscriptions

Unsubscribe Now

1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
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Advertise with AASA

From: "Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent Date: Fri, 16 Mar 2018 12:16:03 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Previous RFP for Contract Services
"Justin Gossett" <Justin.Gossett@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Agnes Quintana" <Agnes.Quintana@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Anna Carrasco"
To:
<Anna.Carrasco@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2014-2015-01 CONTRACT RELATED SERV.docx (98.56k)

Hi Justin,
Per our conversation, attached the previous RFP for your special education contract services. You just need to update the specification and then we can meet and finalized it.
After we finalized it, please provide me a vendor list that you want to informed and we can post it.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Charles Millar" <Charles.Millar@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 16 Apr 2018 08:41:27 -0600 (MDT)
Print
"Kevin Whalen" <Kevin.Whalen@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:America The Story of Us Episode 05 Civil War.pdf (1.77 MB) America The Story of Us Episode 04 Division.pdf (1.75 MB)

Any way you could print this out when you get a chance? My printer is out of ink…
I only need the pages with the questions on them, not all 22.
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From: "Inman, Susan, GSD" <Susan.Inman@state.nm.us>
Sent Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 09:45:07 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Procurement 101
"tammy.healey@carlsbadschools.net" <tammy.healey@carlsbadschools.net>, "crystal.hernandez@carlsbadschools.net"
To:
<crystal.hernandez@carlsbadschools.net>

Attachments:_1 4 1 NMAC.PDF (154k) _State Procurement 101 020617.pdf (97.17k)

Good morning, ladies;
Below is the information for the February 6th Procurement 101 class. However, I received a message that the attachments are too large for your system to receive. I will try splitting them up.
Attached to this e-mail are the two smaller attachments. I will send one other e-mail with the Procurement Code attached.
The February 6 th Procurement 101 (aka Procurement Code Overview) class will be held in the HSD Building at 1474 Rodeo Road, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505 (address is a clickable link to a
map). The building is next to Posa’s on Rodeo Road. The conference room is just off of the lobby.
Class is from 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM.
Attached are the handouts we’ll be going over in class. Please print them out and bring them with you to class.
Please let me know if you will not be able to attend tomorrow’s class.
Thank you,
Susan
PS: If you are unable to attend tomorrow’s class, you can always go to our Training Registration page to look at the upcoming class schedules:
http://www.generalservices.state.nm.us/statepurchasing/trainingregistration.aspx

Susan Inman
General Services Department, State Purchasing Division
Joseph Montoya Building
1100 S. St. Francis Drive, Room 2016
PO Box 6850
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 827-0294

susan.inman@state.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 12 Apr 2018 14:31:04 -0600 (MDT)
Procurement Files
"Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Procurement Officer Apprentice Transition Plan 03-14-18.docx (32.87k) Procurement Mtg 01-16-18.docx (17.42k) Procurement Overview.pdf (455.36k) CMS Procurement Schedule
17-18.xls (99.9k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Thu, 11 Jan 2018 20:58:42 -0700 (MST)
Progress Report for Amayaz B.
"liz.rocha@carlsbad.k12.nm.us" <liz.rocha@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Amayaz Bustamante Progress Report 1-2018.docx (16.31k)

Hi Liz,
Please print this and give the copy to his teacher to send home. Thanks.
Regards,
Katherine
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"chanlee vasquez" <chanlee.vasquez@yahoo.com>
Mon, 26 Feb 2018 08:52:30 -0700 (MST)
Publication2.pub
<elizabeth.burke@carlsbadschools.net>

Attachments:Publication2.pub (797.79k)

-------------------------------

Sent from my iPhone
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From: "Infobase" <Email-Manager@email.infobaselearning.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 10:01:39 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Puerto Rico, World Almanac for Kids Relaunch, Johnson Impeachment, and More
To: "Jamie Clarkston" <JAMIE.CLARKSTON@CARLSBAD.K12.NM.US>

View this email in your browser

SCHOOLS + DISTRICTS
DATABASES + eBOOKS

Facts On File / Chelsea House / Bloom’s / The World Almanac®

Your Partner in Reference and Research
FEBRUARY 2018 EDITION: Product Relaunch • Timely Topic • Product Updates
• Issues in American History • Webinars • Conferences • Contact Us
Please note: The exact content to which you have access depends on which Infobase databases and eBook collections are part of your institution’s subscription; your institution may not
subscribe to all of the content featured here. If you are interested in adding additional products
to your subscription, please contact SchoolOnline@Infobase.com.

Not a subscriber? Learn more about Infobase Databases & eBooks.

PRODUCT RELAUNCH
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.

KEEP IN TOUCH!
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Copyright 2018 Infobase. All rights reserved.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.

KEEP IN TOUCH!
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
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Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
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Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
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Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755
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From: "Infobase" <Email-Manager@email.infobaselearning.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 10:03:06 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Puerto Rico, World Almanac for Kids Relaunch, Johnson Impeachment, and More
To: "Jesse Fuentes" <JESSE.FUENTES@CARLSBAD.K12.NM.US>
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Your Partner in Reference and Research
FEBRUARY 2018 EDITION: Product Relaunch • Timely Topic • Product Updates
• Issues in American History • Webinars • Conferences • Contact Us
Please note: The exact content to which you have access depends on which Infobase databases and eBook collections are part of your institution’s subscription; your institution may not
subscribe to all of the content featured here. If you are interested in adding additional products
to your subscription, please contact SchoolOnline@Infobase.com.

Not a subscriber? Learn more about Infobase Databases & eBooks.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More

ISSUES IN AMERICAN HISTORY
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.

KEEP IN TOUCH!

Facts On File • Chelsea House • Bloom’s • Ferguson’s • The World Almanac
• Learn360 • The Mailbox ® • Films Media Group
Copyright 2018 Infobase. All rights reserved.
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Opt out of this mailing list or unsubscribe from all Infobase emails.
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From: "Infobase" <Email-Manager@email.infobaselearning.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 10:02:47 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Puerto Rico, World Almanac for Kids Relaunch, Johnson Impeachment, and More
To: "Member" <teresa.hernandez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

View this email in your browser
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Your Partner in Reference and Research
FEBRUARY 2018 EDITION: Product Relaunch • Timely Topic • Product Updates
• Issues in American History • Webinars • Conferences • Contact Us
Please note: The exact content to which you have access depends on which Infobase databases and eBook collections are part of your institution’s subscription; your institution may not
subscribe to all of the content featured here. If you are interested in adding additional products
to your subscription, please contact SchoolOnline@Infobase.com.

Not a subscriber? Learn more about Infobase Databases & eBooks.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More

ISSUES IN AMERICAN HISTORY
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.

KEEP IN TOUCH!

Facts On File • Chelsea House • Bloom’s • Ferguson’s • The World Almanac
• Learn360 • The Mailbox ® • Films Media Group
Copyright 2018 Infobase. All rights reserved.
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From: "Infobase" <Email-Manager@email.infobaselearning.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 10:00:26 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Puerto Rico, World Almanac for Kids Relaunch, Johnson Impeachment, and More
To: "Mark Barela" <MARK.BARELA@CARLSBAD.K12.NM.US>

View this email in your browser
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Your Partner in Reference and Research
FEBRUARY 2018 EDITION: Product Relaunch • Timely Topic • Product Updates
• Issues in American History • Webinars • Conferences • Contact Us
Please note: The exact content to which you have access depends on which Infobase databases and eBook collections are part of your institution’s subscription; your institution may not
subscribe to all of the content featured here. If you are interested in adding additional products
to your subscription, please contact SchoolOnline@Infobase.com.

Not a subscriber? Learn more about Infobase Databases & eBooks.
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Take a New Look at The World Almanac®
for Kids—Now Better Than Ever
Infobase is pleased to announce the relaunch of The World Almanac®
for Kids, our one-stop reference resource for intermediate-level
students.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RELAUNCH INCLUDE:
Dynamic, intuitive interface and improved organization—making it easier to find related content
New modules—Technology Today and America’s National
Parks (plus Symbols of American Freedom—coming soon!)
New videos and interactive games
And more! Read more…
Learn more about The World Almanac® for Kids.
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TIMELY TOPIC: Puerto Rico

Issues & Controversies: Puerto Rico
This month’s featured controversy from Issues & Controversies asks,
“Should Puerto Rico Become a U.S. State?” Let students and
researchers review the database’s complete and unbiased coverage of
this divisive and timely issue and decide for themselves. Enhance the
debate with the discussion questions, “By the Numbers” data, primary
sources, editorials, and newsfeed that are linked to the article. Read
more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies.

PRODUCT UPDATES
World Geography and
Culture
Along with the regular updates to
entries and statistical data—for
countries including Zimbabwe,
Croatia, Pakistan, Belgium,
Cuba, Paraguay, Iran, Syria, and
Indonesia—new images have
been added.
Not a subscriber? Learn More
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Today’s Science
New articles include “Beyond
the Four-Letter Code: Scientists
Expand the DNA ‘Alphabet,’”
“SEEKing Out Cancer,” and
“Abominable No More: DNA
Analysis Dissolves ‘Yeti.’”
New Conversations with Scientists include “Andrew J. Pask:
Exploring Convergent
Evolution.”
Not a subscriber? Learn More

Polling the Nations
81 new polls with 2,809 questions—from such trusted
sources as CBS News, Fox,
Quinnipiac, and Monmouth
University Polling
Institute—have been added,
covering border security, the
economy, the Alabama 2017
special election, recent hurricane
damage, and sports protests,
among many other topics.
Not a subscriber? Learn More

ISSUES IN AMERICAN HISTORY
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Johnson Impeachment
The featured issue in Issues & Controversies in American History
questions whether the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in
1868 was “Punishment for Violating the Constitution, or Politically
Motivated?” Use this pro/con article to help students understand the
history of U.S. politics. Read more…
Not a subscriber? Learn more about Issues & Controversies in
American History.

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Can’t attend? Register now, and you’ll automatically be emailed a
recording of the webinar, after the live session ends, to view at
your convenience!
Wednesday 2/14/18
Increase Religious Literacy with WORLD RELIGIONS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Reintroducing THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR KIDS Register Now
Tuesday 2/20/18
Engage Younger Students with THE WORLD ALMANAC® FOR
KIDS ELEMENTARY Register Now
SEE ALL UPCOMING WEBINARS
Find archived webinars in the Support Center.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Feb. 12 – 13: (PETE&C) Pennsylvania Educational Technology
Expo and Conference
Feb. 15 – 16: (NCCE) Northwest Council for Computer Education
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Feb. 16 – 17: (ECIS) Educational Collaborative for International
Schools
Feb. 26 – 28: (ICE) Illinois Computing Educators Conference
SEE ALL UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CONTACT US
Technical Support
Infobase Support Center, with live chat help
Support@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755, ext. 4230

Sales Representatives
SchoolOnline@Infobase.com
P: (800) 322-8755

Want to Learn More or Try a New Product?
www.Infobase.com
Free trial: www.Infobase.com/Trial
Looking for Streaming Video? Infobase is the home of the awardwinning Learn360 and Classroom Video On Demand. Learn More.

KEEP IN TOUCH!

Facts On File • Chelsea House • Bloom’s • Ferguson’s • The World Almanac
• Learn360 • The Mailbox ® • Films Media Group
Copyright 2018 Infobase. All rights reserved.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Grant, LaShawn" <LDGrant@dcccd.edu>
Wed, 28 Feb 2018 13:30:51 -0700 (MST)
RE: [ATIXA] Student Organization Fundraising Discrimination
"atixa@googlegroups.com" <atixa@googlegroups.com>

Attachments:image001.jpg (24.87k)

Good Afternoon,
I attended the Texas Association of Community College Attorneys Conference in January.
Joe Bontke of the EEOC, Office of Outreach and Ombudsmen used this very activity to discuss and bring awareness to the discrepancy in pay between men and women and the need to highlight Equal Pay Act of
1964 and the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act or 2009.
He is a great speaker and representative of the EEOC!

LaShawn Grant CDP, SPHR, SHRM-SCP
Institutional Equity and Compliance Officer
District Title IX Coordinator
1601 South Lamar Street, Office #134
Dallas, TX 75215-1816
Email: ldgrant@dcccd.edu
Phone: 214-378-1558
Fax: 214-378-1730
Title IX Email: TitleIX-District@dcccd.edu
Title IX Phone: 214-378-1633
Title IX Fax: 214-378-1730
“When we work for the common good, we experience each other in new ways. We
don’t worry about differences, or status, or traditional power relationships. We
worry about whether we’ll succeed in accomplishing what needs to be done. We
focus on the work, not on each other. We learn what trust is. We learn the
necessity of good communication.” - Margaret J. Wheatley
“Make it a great day!”
NOTICE: This communication, including attachments, may contain information that is confidential and protected by the attorney/client or other privileges. It constitutes non-public information intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s). If the reader or recipient of this
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communication is not the intended recipient, an employee or agent of the intended recipient who is responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, or you believe that you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and promptly delete
this e-mail, including attachments without reading or saving them in any manner. The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this e-mail, including attachments, is prohibited and may be unlawful. Receipt by anyone other than the intended recipient(s) is not a waiver of
any attorney/client or other privilege.

From: atixa@googlegroups.com [mailto:atixa@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Carin Silkaitis
Sent: Wednesday, February 28, 2018 12:22 PM
To: ATIXA <atixa@googlegroups.com>
Subject: Re: [ATIXA] Student Organization Fundraising Discrimination

It sounds to me like this was an awareness campaign. They charged male students more because men make more than women. 30 cents more than white women... and even more for women of color. I'm
not an expert - but from my training and what I know on my campus... this isn't a violation it's a protest/awareness campaign.
They didn't force the men to buy baked goods. They merely made a point. If the men were forced to buy the goods (like books for class, etc...) and we charged men more than women - maybe then you'd
have a violation. Anyway... that's my guess! Good luck!
From: atixa@googlegroups.com <atixa@googlegroups.com> on behalf of Andy McAllister <mcallistera@lindsey.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 28, 2018 10:50:37 AM
To: ATIXA
Subject: [ATIXA] Student Organization Fundraising Discrimination

Good morning,
I have received a student complaint claiming sex discrimination from a Student Organization during a fundraising event on our campus.

A Student Organization held a Pay Gap Fundraising Bake Sale in which male students were charged higher prices than female students for the baked goods. Proceeds from this event are designated to be
donated to a local women's shelter. It is unclear if this fundraiser was an educational attempt to bring awareness of Female/Male Pay Gap or solely support of the local women's shelter.
Being as this fundraiser was marked as an educational/awareness event I'm not convinced there is a violation here. However, if there was no educational/awareness intent from this fundraiser, I could be
thinking differently.
I would appreciate any feedback from others that may have had a similar complaint.
Thanks,

-The ATIXA Member listserv is moderated. To reach a moderator directly, please email info@atixa.org. Anonymous posting requests can be submitted to info@atixa.org. Questions or concerns regarding
the listserv can be directed to info@atixa.org.
www.atixa.org
--You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ATIXA" group.
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To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to atixa+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To post to this group, send email to atixa@googlegroups.com.
Visit this group at https://groups.google.com/group/atixa.
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/atixa/c6e9cd52-03a2-4447-8ec1-8ace62bfe8f3%40googlegroups.com.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.
-The ATIXA Member listserv is moderated. To reach a moderator directly, please email info@atixa.org. Anonymous posting requests can be submitted to info@atixa.org. Questions or concerns regarding
the listserv can be directed to info@atixa.org.
www.atixa.org
--You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ATIXA" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to atixa+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To post to this group, send email to atixa@googlegroups.com.
Visit this group at https://groups.google.com/group/atixa.
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/atixa/BN6PR13MB179496529449935C450FAF1AD4C70%40BN6PR13MB1794.namprd13.prod.outlook.com.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Carin Silkaitis" <cdsilkaitis@noctrl.edu>
Wed, 28 Feb 2018 11:22:15 -0700 (MST)
Re: [ATIXA] Student Organization Fundraising Discrimination
"ATIXA" <atixa@googlegroups.com>

It sounds to me like this was an awareness campaign. They charged male students more because men make more than women. 30 cents more than white women... and even more for
women of color. I'm not an expert - but from my training and what I know on my campus... this isn't a violation it's a protest/awareness campaign.
They didn't force the men to buy baked goods. They merely made a point. If the men were forced to buy the goods (like books for class, etc...) and we charged men more than women maybe then you'd have a violation. Anyway... that's my guess! Good luck!
From: atixa@googlegroups.com <atixa@googlegroups.com> on behalf of Andy McAllister <mcallistera@lindsey.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 28, 2018 10:50:37 AM
To: ATIXA
Subject: [ATIXA] Student Organization Fundraising Discrimination

Good morning,
I have received a student complaint claiming sex discrimination from a Student Organization during a fundraising event on our campus.
A Student Organization held a Pay Gap Fundraising Bake Sale in which male students were charged higher prices than female students for the baked goods. Proceeds from this event are designated to be
donated to a local women's shelter. It is unclear if this fundraiser was an educational attempt to bring awareness of Female/Male Pay Gap or solely support of the local women's shelter.
Being as this fundraiser was marked as an educational/awareness event I'm not convinced there is a violation here. However, if there was no educational/awareness intent from this fundraiser, I could be
thinking differently.
I would appreciate any feedback from others that may have had a similar complaint.
Thanks,

-The ATIXA Member listserv is moderated. To reach a moderator directly, please email info@atixa.org. Anonymous posting requests can be submitted to info@atixa.org. Questions or concerns regarding
the listserv can be directed to info@atixa.org.
www.atixa.org
--You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ATIXA" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to atixa+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To post to this group, send email to atixa@googlegroups.com.
Visit this group at https://groups.google.com/group/atixa.
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/atixa/c6e9cd52-03a2-4447-8ec1-8ace62bfe8f3%40googlegroups.com.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Sarah Stubbs" <sstubbs@portalesschools.com>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 11:13:34 -0700 (MST)
Re: [NMASBO General List Serve] Audit RFP
<general@lists.nmasbo.org>

Attachments:AuditRFP 2016-17.docx (66.62k)

Here you go.
Thank you,

Sarah M. Stubbs, MBA, SBO II, and CPO
Director of Finance
Portales Municipal Schools
www.portalesschools.com
(575) 356-7000
Fax (575) 356-4377
On Thu, Feb 8, 2018 at 11:05 AM, Carole Gomez <cmgomez@dulceschools.com> wrote:
Good Morning,

Would anyone be willing to share an audit RFP template with our school district?

Thank you.
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Sincerely,
Carole Gomez
Business Manager
Dulce Independent Schools
575-759-2909

You are receiving a message from NMASBO's General List Serve.
You are receiving a message from NMASBO's General List Serve.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Heather Whetham" <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 15:14:10 -0600 (MDT)
RE: annual IEP
"Carrie Boatwright" <Carrie.Boatwright@CarlsbadSchools.net>

I do not know who is on or how his roster is configured.
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:10 PM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: annual IEP
Hmm, let me get a little bit more information from Greg Maxie about it. Who is on Griffin’s roster then?
From: Heather Whetham
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:08 PM
To: Carrie Boatwright <Carrie.Boatwright@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: annual IEP
He is still on my roster. He is on a first grade level. His initial IEP meeting is Thursday. I know we can’t deny but that how I feel. If I’m getting evaluated for his testing then I should do his
services. But I had two on my roster for last year’s evaluation and I didn’t give grades to one all year and to one the last 9 weeks. That is why I’m wondering. Do I need to protest my evaluation
because of that?
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 6:05 AM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Re: annual IEP

What level is this student? Keep in mind we can’t deny any student services that he is entitled to. I want you to check your roster. He probably is still on your roster. When is the testing
window for your grade?
From: Heather Whetham
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 3:17:00 PM
To: Carrie Boatwright
Subject: RE: annual IEP
Yes. My question I was going to ask about evaluations is when does a student get added to your roster or taken from your roster? For example this year and last I had a student that qualified for
an IEP in the last 9 weeks and then received grades from Brandon for the remainder of the year. How does that affect who receives the evaluation on him? If it’s still me then I do not want him
going to Brandon.
Heather
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 2:44 PM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
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Subject: annual IEP
Can you do Holdyn’s IEP on April 16 or 17 after school?
Carrie Boatwright
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Heather Whetham" <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 15:07:47 -0600 (MDT)
RE: annual IEP
"Carrie Boatwright" <Carrie.Boatwright@CarlsbadSchools.net>

He is still on my roster. He is on a first grade level. His initial IEP meeting is Thursday. I know we can’t deny but that how I feel. If I’m getting evaluated for his testing then I should do his
services. But I had two on my roster for last year’s evaluation and I didn’t give grades to one all year and to one the last 9 weeks. That is why I’m wondering. Do I need to protest my evaluation
because of that?
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 6:05 AM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Re: annual IEP

What level is this student? Keep in mind we can’t deny any student services that he is entitled to. I want you to check your roster. He probably is still on your roster. When is the testing
window for your grade?
From: Heather Whetham
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 3:17:00 PM
To: Carrie Boatwright
Subject: RE: annual IEP
Yes. My question I was going to ask about evaluations is when does a student get added to your roster or taken from your roster? For example this year and last I had a student that qualified for
an IEP in the last 9 weeks and then received grades from Brandon for the remainder of the year. How does that affect who receives the evaluation on him? If it’s still me then I do not want him
going to Brandon.
Heather
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 2:44 PM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: annual IEP
Can you do Holdyn’s IEP on April 16 or 17 after school?
Carrie Boatwright
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Carrie Boatwright" <Carrie.Boatwright@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 15:10:26 -0600 (MDT)
RE: annual IEP
"Heather Whetham" <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Hmm, let me get a little bit more information from Greg Maxie about it. Who is on Griffin’s roster then?
From: Heather Whetham
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:08 PM
To: Carrie Boatwright <Carrie.Boatwright@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: annual IEP
He is still on my roster. He is on a first grade level. His initial IEP meeting is Thursday. I know we can’t deny but that how I feel. If I’m getting evaluated for his testing then I should do his
services. But I had two on my roster for last year’s evaluation and I didn’t give grades to one all year and to one the last 9 weeks. That is why I’m wondering. Do I need to protest my evaluation
because of that?
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 6:05 AM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Re: annual IEP

What level is this student? Keep in mind we can’t deny any student services that he is entitled to. I want you to check your roster. He probably is still on your roster. When is the testing
window for your grade?
From: Heather Whetham
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 3:17:00 PM
To: Carrie Boatwright
Subject: RE: annual IEP
Yes. My question I was going to ask about evaluations is when does a student get added to your roster or taken from your roster? For example this year and last I had a student that qualified for
an IEP in the last 9 weeks and then received grades from Brandon for the remainder of the year. How does that affect who receives the evaluation on him? If it’s still me then I do not want him
going to Brandon.
Heather
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 2:44 PM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: annual IEP
Can you do Holdyn’s IEP on April 16 or 17 after school?
Carrie Boatwright
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Carrie Boatwright" <Carrie.Boatwright@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 15:24:42 -0600 (MDT)
RE: annual IEP
"Heather Whetham" <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Ok, I need more time to get some things answered before I give you a definite plan of action
From: Heather Whetham
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:14 PM
To: Carrie Boatwright <Carrie.Boatwright@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: annual IEP
I do not know who is on or how his roster is configured.
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:10 PM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: annual IEP
Hmm, let me get a little bit more information from Greg Maxie about it. Who is on Griffin’s roster then?
From: Heather Whetham
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:08 PM
To: Carrie Boatwright <Carrie.Boatwright@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: annual IEP
He is still on my roster. He is on a first grade level. His initial IEP meeting is Thursday. I know we can’t deny but that how I feel. If I’m getting evaluated for his testing then I should do his
services. But I had two on my roster for last year’s evaluation and I didn’t give grades to one all year and to one the last 9 weeks. That is why I’m wondering. Do I need to protest my evaluation
because of that?
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 6:05 AM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Re: annual IEP

What level is this student? Keep in mind we can’t deny any student services that he is entitled to. I want you to check your roster. He probably is still on your roster. When is the testing
window for your grade?
From: Heather Whetham
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 3:17:00 PM
To: Carrie Boatwright
Subject: RE: annual IEP
Yes. My question I was going to ask about evaluations is when does a student get added to your roster or taken from your roster? For example this year and last I had a student that qualified for
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an IEP in the last 9 weeks and then received grades from Brandon for the remainder of the year. How does that affect who receives the evaluation on him? If it’s still me then I do not want him
going to Brandon.
Heather
From: Carrie Boatwright
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 2:44 PM
To: Heather Whetham <Heather.Whetham@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: annual IEP
Can you do Holdyn’s IEP on April 16 or 17 after school?
Carrie Boatwright
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Lisa Rhoades" <Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 13 Mar 2018 15:07:50 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Bread
"Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Bid Food Service-2017-2018-04 Bread.doc (322.26k)

Lisa Rhoades
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
Food Service Secretary
408 N. Canyon
Carlsbad, NM 88220
575-234-3300 ext. 1040
Fax 575-234-3366
From: Brenda Cureton
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 2:33 PM
To: Lisa Rhoades
Subject: Bread

Brenda Cureton
Food Service
Central Office ext 1020
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Deborah Beard" <Deborah.Beard@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 21:58:52 -0600 (MDT)
Re: Denim Day Wednesday
"Megan Perez" <Megan.Perez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image013.jpg (132.79k)

Absolutely! Let's do it!
Deborah
On Apr 23, 2018, at 2:13 PM, Megan Perez <Megan.Perez@CarlsbadSchools.net> wrote:
Is it ok for me to send this out to the staff? Staff would wear denim on Wed.
Megan Perez, RN
Desert Willow School Nurse
575-234-3310 Ext 1409
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay;
Lynda White (nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin
(smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin (susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R.
Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org); Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie;
Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna; Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young;
Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster (lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez
(mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
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NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace Over
Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to this
case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials, businesses
and students to make a social statement with their fashion by
wearing jeans on this day as a visible means of protest against
the misconceptions that surround sexual assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Beverly Carrasco" <Beverly.Carrasco@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 24 Apr 2018 08:33:51 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Denim Day Wednesday
"Megan Perez" <Megan.Perez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image001.jpg (132.79k)

Yes!!!!!
From: Megan Perez
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 7:43 AM
To: Desert Willow Staff
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Good Morning!
I would like to invite you all to participate in this with me tomorrow April 25, 2018 and wear denim. I have cleared it with Mrs. Beard so feel free to wear your denim and show support for this great
cause.
Megan Perez, RN
Desert Willow School Nurse
575-234-3310 Ext 1409
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!
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Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Bonnie McKenzie" <Bonnie.McKenzie@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 24 Apr 2018 09:14:09 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Denim Day Wednesday
"Beverly Carrasco" <Beverly.Carrasco@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image001.jpg (132.79k)

I will definitely try to do this! Thanks Bev!
From: Beverly Carrasco
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 8:35 AM
To: Bonnie McKenzie <Bonnie.McKenzie@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
This would be great to spread on the campus in light of the abuse that has occurred. I am wearing denim tomorrow!!
From: Megan Perez
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 7:43 AM
To: Desert Willow Staff
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Good Morning!
I would like to invite you all to participate in this with me tomorrow April 25, 2018 and wear denim. I have cleared it with Mrs. Beard so feel free to wear your denim and show support for this great
cause.
Megan Perez, RN
Desert Willow School Nurse
575-234-3310 Ext 1409
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
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Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Beverly Carrasco" <Beverly.Carrasco@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 24 Apr 2018 09:14:50 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Denim Day Wednesday
"Bonnie McKenzie" <Bonnie.McKenzie@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image001.jpg (132.79k)

Absolutely! Share it with your coworkers.
From: Bonnie McKenzie
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 9:14 AM
To: Beverly Carrasco
Subject: RE: Denim Day Wednesday
I will definitely try to do this! Thanks Bev!
From: Beverly Carrasco
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 8:35 AM
To: Bonnie McKenzie <Bonnie.McKenzie@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
This would be great to spread on the campus in light of the abuse that has occurred. I am wearing denim tomorrow!!
From: Megan Perez
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 7:43 AM
To: Desert Willow Staff
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Good Morning!
I would like to invite you all to participate in this with me tomorrow April 25, 2018 and wear denim. I have cleared it with Mrs. Beard so feel free to wear your denim and show support for this great
cause.
Megan Perez, RN
Desert Willow School Nurse
575-234-3310 Ext 1409
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
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From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
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of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Bonnie McKenzie" <Bonnie.McKenzie@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 24 Apr 2018 09:25:38 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Denim Day Wednesday
"Beverly Carrasco" <Beverly.Carrasco@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image001.jpg (132.79k)

Yes I surely will, I just asked Mr. Amador if we could do it as a school. I’m awaiting his response. And I’m about to share it with my Health class too.

J

From: Beverly Carrasco
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 9:15 AM
To: Bonnie McKenzie <Bonnie.McKenzie@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: Denim Day Wednesday
Absolutely! Share it with your coworkers.
From: Bonnie McKenzie
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 9:14 AM
To: Beverly Carrasco
Subject: RE: Denim Day Wednesday
I will definitely try to do this! Thanks Bev!
From: Beverly Carrasco
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 8:35 AM
To: Bonnie McKenzie <Bonnie.McKenzie@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
This would be great to spread on the campus in light of the abuse that has occurred. I am wearing denim tomorrow!!
From: Megan Perez
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 7:43 AM
To: Desert Willow Staff
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Good Morning!
I would like to invite you all to participate in this with me tomorrow April 25, 2018 and wear denim. I have cleared it with Mrs. Beard so feel free to wear your denim and show support for this great
cause.
Megan Perez, RN
Desert Willow School Nurse
575-234-3310 Ext 1409
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From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
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assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Julie Volpato" <Julie.Volpato@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 12:06:14 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Denim Day Wednesday
"Sara Madrid" <Sara.Madrid@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image001.jpg (132.79k)

This sounds great! Let’s do it. I’ll forward this to the staff.
From: Sara Madrid
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:59 AM
To: Julie Volpato
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Just got this from Sheryl Dugger. Don’t know if you want the staff to participate but thought I would let you know.
Sara
From: Sheryl Dugger
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 11:15 AM
To: Nurses and Nurse Assistants <NursesandNurseAssistants@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday

From: Trujillo, Rebecca, DOH [mailto:Rebecca.Trujillo@state.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:03 AM
To: Bretta Thompson; Cindy Henson; Cyndi Valdez (cvaldez@lovingschools.org); Darlene Oliver (doliver@loganschool.net); Dodson, Erin; Heather Runyan; Idania Aguilar
(aguilarid@dexterdemons.org); k.mericle@tucumcarischools.com; Stevenson, Karen; kysha McBee; Kysha McBee - Eunice Schools (bowtotheshmo@gmail.com); Leecha Lamay; Lynda White
(nwhite@gradyschool.com); Marie Dickerman; Patricia Payne; Sparks, Rhonda; Sheryl Dugger (shdugger@gmail.com); Sheryl Dugger; Susie Mauldin (smauldin2@hotmail.com); Susie Mauldin
(susiemauldin@lovingtonschools.net); James, Tamara; blucero08@gmail.com; Alise.mullen (Alise.mullen@yahoo.com); Lucero, Bertha; J. R. Null - Artesia Public Schools (jrnull@bulldogs.org);
Judy Herrera; McCombs, Kathy; Kelli Hammond (kellikucelhammond@gmail.com); Lisa Neel (lneel@bulldogs.org); Watson, Jorie; Jorie Watson (jwatson@rec6.net); Smith, Desiree; Elva Gloyna;
Jody Paden; Massey, Laura; Mila Garcia - Portales municipal Schools (milagarcia@portalesschools.com); Ruth Young; Karen Deets; Keller, Leslie; Pamela Lancaster
(lancasterp@ruidososchools.org); Patricia Ordorica (ordoricap@ruidososchools.org); Valliantl@ruidososchools.org; Melissa Hernandez (mhernandez@tatumschools.org)
Subject: FW: Denim Day Wednesday
Hi all, Hope you can pass this to all and make Wednesday Denim Day!

Wednesday, April 25th is Denim Day and
NMDOH is taking part to promote
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awareness for sexual assault
For the past 19 years, the Denim Day campaign has been
commemorated on a Wednesday in April in honor of Sexual
Violence Awareness Month.
The campaign was originally triggered by a ruling by the Italian
Supreme Court where a rape conviction was overturned because
the justices felt that since the victim was wearing tight jeans she
must have helped her rapist remove her jeans, thereby implying
consent. The following day, the women in the Italian Parliament
came to work wearing jeans in solidarity with the victim. Peace
Over Violence developed the Denim Day campaign in response to
this case and the activism surrounding it.
Since then, wearing jeans on Denim Day has become a symbol of
protest against erroneous and destructive attitudes about sexual
assault.
In this rape prevention education campaign we invite NMDOH
employees, community members, elected officials,
businesses and students to make a social statement with
their fashion by wearing jeans on this day as a visible means
of protest against the misconceptions that surround sexual
assault.
Visit http://denimdayinfo.org/about/ for more details.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Tony F. Ortiz" <tony@ortiz-zamora.com>
Thu, 15 Feb 2018 10:41:31 -0700 (MST)
RE: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:ATT36401 1.jpg (6.11k)

Greg,
Will the letter to the IRS suffice? Any concerns?
The response to the DOI subpoena will go today.
Tony

Tony F. Ortiz, Esq.
2011 Botulph Road, Suite 200
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 986-2900 phone
(505) 986-2911 fax
tony@ortiz-zamora.com

_____________________________________________
From: Gregory Rodriguez [mailto:Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2018 5:07 PM
To: Tony F. Ortiz <tony@ortiz-zamora.com>
Subject: Read: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
Importance: High

Your message
To:
Subject: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
Sent: Thursday, February 15, 2018 12:06:31 AM (UTC+00:00) Monrovia, Reykjavik
was read on Thursday, February 15, 2018 12:07:10 AM (UTC+00:00) Monrovia, Reykjavik.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 15 Feb 2018 10:47:17 -0700 (MST)
Re: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
"Tony F. Ortiz" <tony@ortiz-zamora.com>

Attachments:ATT36401 1.jpg (6.11k)

Yes, sending today via fax and certified mail
Greg Rodriguez, PhD

Superintendent
Carlsbad Municipal Schools

Sent from my iPhone
On Feb 15, 2018, at 10:41 AM, Tony F. Ortiz <tony@ortiz-zamora.com> wrote:
Greg,
Will the letter to the IRS suffice? Any concerns?
The response to the DOI subpoena will go today.
Tony

<ATT36401 1.jpg>

Tony F. Ortiz, Esq.
2011 Botulph Road, Suite 200
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 986-2900 phone
(505) 986-2911 fax
tony@ortiz-zamora.com

_____________________________________________
From: Gregory Rodriguez [mailto:Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2018 5:07 PM
To: Tony F. Ortiz <tony@ortiz-zamora.com>
Subject: Read: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
Importance: High
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Your message
To:
Subject: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
Sent: Thursday, February 15, 2018 12:06:31 AM (UTC+00:00) Monrovia, Reykjavik
was read on Thursday, February 15, 2018 12:07:10 AM (UTC+00:00) Monrovia, Reykjavik.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"James Johns" <James.Johns@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 6 Feb 2018 18:00:13 -0700 (MST)
RE: District Meeting
"DALE FULLERTON" <dale.fullerton@clovis-schools.org>, "Brenda Wilson" <WilsonB@hobbsschools.net>, "Brian Byrd" <bbyrd@risd.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:INVOICE for Buy in Distrcit 4-5A.docx (176.29k) DISTRICT 4-5A MEETING AGENDA -FEBRUARY -2018.docx (81.09k) District 4-5A Handbook -REVISED-2018.docx (133.98k)

Hello Everyone,
Look forward to seeing all of you tomorrow morning.
I have attached the meeting agenda for tomorrow, and the revisions/updates I made thus for to the District 4-5A Notebook for your review. I have added new language in red, and have made strikethroughs in
language that might not be needed.
I have also attached an invoice for district buy in.
Safe Travels,
James Johns

From: James Johns
Sent: Monday, February 05, 2018 4:09 PM
To: 'DALE FULLERTON'; 'Brenda Wilson'; 'Brian Byrd'
Subject: RE: District Meeting
We definitely have a district meeting scheduled for this Wednesday, February 7th at 10:00 AM and we will be meeting at RISD Central Office, I guess the same spot?
I will send everyone an agenda tomorrow, and I have been working on making the revisions for the new handbook, which I will send you also.
Thanks and let me know if you have any questions,
James
From: DALE FULLERTON [mailto:dale.fullerton@clovis-schools.org]
Sent: Monday, February 05, 2018 2:13 PM
To: James Johns
Subject: District Meeting

James,
We still meeting Wednesday? Any particular agenda?
df
-Dale Fullerton, CAA
Interim Athletic Director

Boys Golf Coach
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Clovis Municipal Schools
575-769-4350 Ext. 1024
Cell: 575-760-1749
dale.fullerton@clovis-schools.org

Disclaimer: Privileged/confidential information may be contained in this message and may be subject to legal privilege. Access to this email by anyone other than the intended is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient (or
responsible for delivery of this message to such person), you may not use, copy, distribute, or deliver this message to anyone this message (or any part of its contents) or take any action in reliance on it. In such case, you should
destroy this message immediately.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Johnson, Julie" <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Mon, 8 Jan 2018 14:10:07 -0700 (MST)
Re: EG
"Ingris Campos" <Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If I'm where there is service I'll call you then.

Julie Johnson
NMSBVI Outreach Coordinator
(575)439-4432
FAX (575)439-4454
jjohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us
Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

-------- Original message -------From: Ingris Campos <Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Date: 1/8/18 1:59 PM (GMT-07:00)
To: "Johnson, Julie" <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Subject: Re: EG
I’m in a training until 3:30. I’m free after that.
From: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 1:54:03 PM
To: Ingris Campos
Subject: RE: EG
We can send an email or something. Usually the school knows and just takes care of it. Tell me what you need me to do and I can send a message verifying she is here. Maybe I should do it at the end of the week to
make sure she does the whole week.
Is there a time I can call you later (I’m heading to ABQ so will have limited cell service) but I have a few questions about her.

Julie Johnson
Outreach Coordinator
New Mexico School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
Office (575)439-4432
Cell (575)430-7806
FAX (575)439-4454
From: Ingris Campos [mailto:Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 1:16 PM
To: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
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Subject: Re: EG

Ok. Thanks. Does NMSBVI provide an excuse for the absences at the district (don’t know how else to phrase it)?
From: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 9:30:35 AM
To: Ingris Campos
Subject: RE: EG
Yes, she is here.
She is now claiming to be here under protest and she said she won’t eat all week. She didn’t eat breakfast this morning. She did all this before she even went to a single class. We will not offer to take her home
early. She told the dorm her mom would come Tuesday to take her home – not sure I believe that since she usually can’t get to out of town places very easily.
I’m hoping it gets better after she gets in the swing of the classes. Jackie and I are going to talk to her after lunch today.

Julie Johnson
Outreach Coordinator
New Mexico School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
Office (575)439-4432
Cell (575)430-7806
FAX (575)439-4454
From: Ingris Campos [mailto:Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 9:27 AM
To: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Subject: EG

Did Elliana go to NMSBVI?
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Johnson, Julie" <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Mon, 8 Jan 2018 09:30:35 -0700 (MST)
RE: EG
"Ingris Campos" <Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Yes, she is here.
She is now claiming to be here under protest and she said she won’t eat all week. She didn’t eat breakfast this morning. She did all this before she even went to a single class. We will not offer to take her home
early. She told the dorm her mom would come Tuesday to take her home – not sure I believe that since she usually can’t get to out of town places very easily.
I’m hoping it gets better after she gets in the swing of the classes. Jackie and I are going to talk to her after lunch today.

Julie Johnson
Outreach Coordinator
New Mexico School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
Office (575)439-4432
Cell (575)430-7806
FAX (575)439-4454
From: Ingris Campos [mailto:Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 9:27 AM
To: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Subject: EG

Did Elliana go to NMSBVI?
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Johnson, Julie" <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Mon, 8 Jan 2018 13:54:03 -0700 (MST)
RE: EG
"Ingris Campos" <Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

We can send an email or something. Usually the school knows and just takes care of it. Tell me what you need me to do and I can send a message verifying she is here. Maybe I should do it at the end of the week to
make sure she does the whole week.
Is there a time I can call you later (I’m heading to ABQ so will have limited cell service) but I have a few questions about her.

Julie Johnson
Outreach Coordinator
New Mexico School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
Office (575)439-4432
Cell (575)430-7806
FAX (575)439-4454
From: Ingris Campos [mailto:Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 1:16 PM
To: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Subject: Re: EG

Ok. Thanks. Does NMSBVI provide an excuse for the absences at the district (don’t know how else to phrase it)?
From: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 9:30:35 AM
To: Ingris Campos
Subject: RE: EG
Yes, she is here.
She is now claiming to be here under protest and she said she won’t eat all week. She didn’t eat breakfast this morning. She did all this before she even went to a single class. We will not offer to take her home
early. She told the dorm her mom would come Tuesday to take her home – not sure I believe that since she usually can’t get to out of town places very easily.
I’m hoping it gets better after she gets in the swing of the classes. Jackie and I are going to talk to her after lunch today.

Julie Johnson
Outreach Coordinator
New Mexico School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
Office (575)439-4432
Cell (575)430-7806
FAX (575)439-4454
From: Ingris Campos [mailto:Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
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Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 9:27 AM
To: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Subject: EG

Did Elliana go to NMSBVI?
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Ingris Campos" <Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Mon, 8 Jan 2018 13:59:46 -0700 (MST)
Re: EG
"Johnson, Julie" <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>

I’m in a training until 3:30. I’m free after that.
From: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 1:54:03 PM
To: Ingris Campos
Subject: RE: EG
We can send an email or something. Usually the school knows and just takes care of it. Tell me what you need me to do and I can send a message verifying she is here. Maybe I should do it at the end of the week to
make sure she does the whole week.
Is there a time I can call you later (I’m heading to ABQ so will have limited cell service) but I have a few questions about her.

Julie Johnson
Outreach Coordinator
New Mexico School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
Office (575)439-4432
Cell (575)430-7806
FAX (575)439-4454
From: Ingris Campos [mailto:Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 1:16 PM
To: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Subject: Re: EG

Ok. Thanks. Does NMSBVI provide an excuse for the absences at the district (don’t know how else to phrase it)?
From: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 9:30:35 AM
To: Ingris Campos
Subject: RE: EG
Yes, she is here.
She is now claiming to be here under protest and she said she won’t eat all week. She didn’t eat breakfast this morning. She did all this before she even went to a single class. We will not offer to take her home
early. She told the dorm her mom would come Tuesday to take her home – not sure I believe that since she usually can’t get to out of town places very easily.
I’m hoping it gets better after she gets in the swing of the classes. Jackie and I are going to talk to her after lunch today.

Julie Johnson
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Outreach Coordinator
New Mexico School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
Office (575)439-4432
Cell (575)430-7806
FAX (575)439-4454
From: Ingris Campos [mailto:Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 9:27 AM
To: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Subject: EG

Did Elliana go to NMSBVI?
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Ingris Campos" <Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Mon, 8 Jan 2018 13:16:06 -0700 (MST)
Re: EG
"Johnson, Julie" <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>

Ok. Thanks. Does NMSBVI provide an excuse for the absences at the district (don’t know how else to phrase it)?
From: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 9:30:35 AM
To: Ingris Campos
Subject: RE: EG
Yes, she is here.
She is now claiming to be here under protest and she said she won’t eat all week. She didn’t eat breakfast this morning. She did all this before she even went to a single class. We will not offer to take her home
early. She told the dorm her mom would come Tuesday to take her home – not sure I believe that since she usually can’t get to out of town places very easily.
I’m hoping it gets better after she gets in the swing of the classes. Jackie and I are going to talk to her after lunch today.

Julie Johnson
Outreach Coordinator
New Mexico School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
Office (575)439-4432
Cell (575)430-7806
FAX (575)439-4454
From: Ingris Campos [mailto:Ingris.Campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us]
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 9:27 AM
To: Johnson, Julie <JJohnson@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us>
Subject: EG

Did Elliana go to NMSBVI?
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Leonard Lauriault" <lmlaur@ad.nmsu.edu>
Sat, 3 Mar 2018 15:00:40 -0700 (MST)
Re: Faculty-talk A question
"Jamie Bronstein" <jbronste@nmsu.edu>, "Julie Steinkopf" <juliestk@nmsu.edu>, "faculty-talk@mailman.nmsu.edu" <faculty-talk@mailman.nmsu.edu>

Attachments:image001.jpg (1.58k) image002.jpg (17.62k)

That was worth saying.

Mr. Leonard Lauriault, Certified Forage and Grassland Professional
College Professor - Superintendent and Forage Crop Management Scientist
http://aces.nmsu.edu/directory/person.php?person_id=304
College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences: http://aces.nmsu.edu/
Plant and Environmental Sciences Department: http://aces.nmsu.edu/pes
Agricultural Science Center at Tucumcari: http://tucumcarisc.nmsu.edu/
6502 Quay Rd AM.5
Tucumcari, NM 88401
Phone: 575-461-1620 x 103
FAX: 575-461-1631

Perseverance is the pathway to perfection (Philippians 3:12-16).

From: Faculty-talk [mailto:faculty-talk-bounces@lists.nmsu.edu] On Behalf Of Jamie Bronstein
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2018 11:02 PM
To: Julie Steinkopf <juliestk@nmsu.edu>; faculty-talk@mailman.nmsu.edu
Subject: Re: Faculty-talk A question

Hi Julie:
First of all, let me commend you on the gender politics of asking everything as a question instead of just saying what you rhink.
There isn't any reason why faculty even at institutions like nmsu can't be public intellectuals. It used to be the function of the university to promote critical thinking for society in general, not just for
students. When you think about really well known faculty members who are public intellectuals--Steve Pinker, Cornel West, Henry Louis Gates, Lawrence Tribe--nobody questions their right to make a
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noise in a public forum. And these voices are important in the larger discourse. So whoever feels like they have something to say should say it, in whatever public fora are available to them.
In terms of getting nmsu faculty as a group to do anything--that's a lost cause. A group of purportedly smart people who can't even be bothered to assert shared governance are not going to rise up and
protect anyone else.
That's my two cents that I will never state as a question.
:)
Jamie

-------- Original message -------From: Julie Steinkopf <juliestk@nmsu.edu>
Date: 3/3/18 3:28 AM (GMT+00:00)
To: faculty-talk@mailman.nmsu.edu
Subject: Faculty-talk A question
Hello all,
I have a question for everyone.
I personally am increasingly deeply disturbed about the current state of our political climate. An abbreviated list: the normalization of racist rhetoric; the fate of our DACA students; climate deniars; the
assault against higher education and science; the assault against our democracy. Etc.
Here is my question. What is the appropriate role of faculty in these matters? Many say that it is up to the students to protest and otherwise state their response to these issues. I totally get that!
But as a faculty member who has the privilege of being tenured (and white European, an American citizen, etc), what is the appropriate response? Is it only to let the students respond? And I, as a tenured
faculty member remain silenced? Or do I, as a tenured faculty member have a role/responsibility as an authority figure to speak against the things I feel directly and negatively affect our students and our
campus community? Whether making them feel unsafe on campus, or concerned about the deportations of themselves and/or family members, or speaking untruths about science, and so forth?
Do many of our students (and faculty and staff) even know about these issues due to their privileged positions of race, class, citizenship and so forth?
To phrase this another way: Are only student voices allowed? Or a combination of faculty-student? Or faculty? (e.g. think of a faculty rally of support of our DACA students…would that be a powerful
message?)
I personally feel there is a reticence among faculty here on campus to get engage on important political issues currently confronting us. (okay, I will probably get hate mail for that sentence and yes, I
have gotten hate mail from faculty off this list serv).
That said, I feel that we – particularly given our status as an HSI institution here on the borderlands and as a land grant institution – have a particular responsibility on these issues. Further, as authority
figures as professors, I personally feel we need to show our support to our students (and faculty and staff) directly affected by these issues. And, for those students (and faculty and staff) who don’t
recognize the human faces sitting next to them in class, who are affected by the current political climate and decisions – we need to take the lead and illuminate these issues. And perhaps a path(s)
forward.
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For many of us faculty, we are in positions of privilege (white privilege, the privilege of citizenship, of class, etc). So many don’t recognize the pain of our students, faculty and staff who don’t inhabit
these privileged positions. Isn’t it our responsibility, as tenured faculty, to illuminate these marginalized and invisible/silenced positions? And support them / show our support?
If so, what is the appropriate avenue?
To take it a step further, how might we create a culture of resistance (for lack of a better term) on our campuses? (DACC is part of NMSU).
Thoughts?
Thank you
Julie
Dr. Julie Steinkopf, Associate Professor
Dept. of Sociology
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Dr R. T. James McAteer" <mcateer@nmsu.edu>
Mon, 5 Mar 2018 11:08:45 -0700 (MST)
Re: Faculty-talk Digest, Vol 118, Issue 10
"faculty-talk" <faculty-talk@lists.nmsu.edu>

Hi Julie,
Thank you for your posting to faculty talk. I was still thinking about it on Sunday as I read the NYT, and three items in that newspaper resonated with your email.
In the book review section, in a review of The Case for Reason, Science, Humanism, and Progress By Steven Pinker
"Bertrand Russell once pointed out that maintaining a sense of hope can be hard work. In the closing pages of his autobiography, with its account of his many activist years, he wrote: “To preserve hope in our
world makes calls upon our intelligence and our energy. In those who despair it is frequently the energy that is lacking.”
In the News section, regarding encouraging students to register to vote at their campus.
"Now a growing number of universities are using their institutional power to increase student turnout on their campuses, spurred by a desire to develop students into better citizens. And schools like the
University of Michigan are armed with data showing them for the first time which kinds of students are voting and which are not, so they can target their efforts and measure which strategies work. “It’s exciting
that colleges are starting to wake up to the role that they should play to teaching people how to be citizens of democracy,” said Robert J. Donahue, associate director of the Center for Civic Engagement at
Northwestern University. “Hopefully we’ll live up to the charge and start turning out more active citizens and not just scholars.”
In the Review section, regarding iniatives to identify at-risk students and work with them, rather than adopt a sink-or-swim attitude
"Initiatives like these build a “we have your back” community. They enable vulnerable undergraduates to realize that they’re not impostors, an all-too-common belief, and that they can handle the obstacles
they’ll predictably encounter. These are wise moves, as psychologists have demonstrated that students’ chances of graduating increase substantially when they believe that they belong at the university and
that, with effort, they can do the work. Why doesn’t every university make the same type of effort to help students succeed? “The force of inertia is strong, and other presidents cannot believe this is possible to
fix,” William Moses, the managing director of the Kresge Foundation’s Education Program, told me. “This goes to the core of who they are and how they see their jobs. How can we take $40,000 from a
student, knowing that he’s likely to fail? Are we like for-profit colleges that don’t care about the outcomes, only the revenue?”
So, to provide a contribution, albeit small, to the answer to your question - what is the appropriate role of faculty?
First we should sense when our energy is lacking and overcome this. This is a personal initiative, although it would surely benefit from a faculty community where we would have physical space to meet face to
face on regular occasions as part of our normal workday.
Second, any action that turns out active citizens is worthy of pursuing. And data can help to show us where to put our efforts.
Third, any inclusive action that we can take to help all students succeed is worthy of pursuing. And data can help to show us where to put our efforts.
Julie, thank you for your posting. It gave me the energy I needed.
James

Continue reading the main storyMARCH 29, 2017
On Mar 3, 2018, at 12:00 PM, faculty-talk-request@lists.nmsu.edu wrote:
Send Faculty-talk mailing list submissions to
faculty-talk@lists.nmsu.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
https://lists.nmsu.edu/mailman/listinfo/faculty-talk
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
faculty-talk-request@lists.nmsu.edu
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You can reach the person managing the list at
faculty-talk-owner@lists.nmsu.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of Faculty-talk digest..."

Today's Topics:
1. A question (Julie Steinkopf)
2. Re: A question (Jamie Bronstein)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Sat, 3 Mar 2018 03:28:11 +0000
From: Julie Steinkopf <juliestk@nmsu.edu>
To: "faculty-talk@mailman.nmsu.edu" <faculty-talk@mailman.nmsu.edu>
Subject: Faculty-talk A question
Message-ID:
<MWHPR01MB2270333BFBFA7CA94567E535B6C40@MWHPR01MB2270.prod.exchangelabs.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="windows-1252"
Hello all,
I have a question for everyone.
I personally am increasingly deeply disturbed about the current state of our political climate. An abbreviated list: the normalization of racist rhetoric; the fate of our DACA students; climate
deniars; the assault against higher education and science; the assault against our democracy. Etc.
Here is my question. What is the appropriate role of faculty in these matters? Many say that it is up to the students to protest and otherwise state their response to these issues. I totally get
that!
But as a faculty member who has the privilege of being tenured (and white European, an American citizen, etc), what is the appropriate response? Is it only to let the students respond? And I,
as a tenured faculty member remain silenced? Or do I, as a tenured faculty member have a role/responsibility as an authority figure to speak against the things I feel directly and negatively
affect our students and our campus community? Whether making them feel unsafe on campus, or concerned about the deportations of themselves and/or family members, or speaking
untruths about science, and so forth?
Do many of our students (and faculty and staff) even know about these issues due to their privileged positions of race, class, citizenship and so forth?
To phrase this another way: Are only student voices allowed? Or a combination of faculty-student? Or faculty? (e.g. think of a faculty rally of support of our DACA students?would that be a
powerful message?)
I personally feel there is a reticence among faculty here on campus to get engage on important political issues currently confronting us. (okay, I will probably get hate mail for that sentence
and yes, I have gotten hate mail from faculty off this list serv).
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That said, I feel that we ? particularly given our status as an HSI institution here on the borderlands and as a land grant institution ? have a particular responsibility on these issues. Further, as
authority figures as professors, I personally feel we need to show our support to our students (and faculty and staff) directly affected by these issues. And, for those students (and faculty and
staff) who don?t recognize the human faces sitting next to them in class, who are affected by the current political climate and decisions ? we need to take the lead and illuminate these issues.
And perhaps a path(s) forward.
For many of us faculty, we are in positions of privilege (white privilege, the privilege of citizenship, of class, etc). So many don?t recognize the pain of our students, faculty and staff who
don?t inhabit these privileged positions. Isn?t it our responsibility, as tenured faculty, to illuminate these marginalized and invisible/silenced positions? And support them / show our support?
If so, what is the appropriate avenue?
To take it a step further, how might we create a culture of resistance (for lack of a better term) on our campuses? (DACC is part of NMSU).
Thoughts?
Thank you
Julie

Dr. Julie Steinkopf, Associate Professor
Dept. of Sociology
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <https://lists.nmsu.edu/mailman/private/faculty-talk/attachments/20180303/117dad83/attachment-0001.html>
------------------------------

*********************************************
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Robert Wood" <bobwood@ad.nmsu.edu>
Wed, 14 Feb 2018 17:21:30 -0700 (MST)
Re: Faculty-talk Student organizations not allowed to support community girl scouts on campus
"Leonard Lauriault" <lmlaur@ad.nmsu.edu>

Attachments:image001.jpg (1.58k) image002.jpg (17.62k) image002.jpg (17.62k)

I agree with Leonard. Put me down for four boxes of Trefoils!
Bob
Sent from my iPhone
On Feb 14, 2018, at 3:26 PM, Leonard Lauriault <lmlaur@ad.nmsu.edu> wrote:
This looks like an interpretation issue. It seems that the excerpt from 14.92C is meant to protect the organization earning the funds so that no other University entity can swipe them.
Did you ask University Legal Counsel for clarification of the statement?

<image001.jpg>
Mr. Leonard Lauriault, Certified Forage and Grassland Professional
College Professor - Superintendent and Forage Crop Management Scientist
http://aces.nmsu.edu/directory/person.php?person_id=304
College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences: http://aces.nmsu.edu/
Plant and Environmental Sciences Department: http://aces.nmsu.edu/pes
Agricultural Science Center at Tucumcari: http://tucumcarisc.nmsu.edu/
6502 Quay Rd AM.5
Tucumcari, NM 88401
Phone: 575-461-1620 x 103
FAX: 575-461-1631

Perseverance is the pathway to perfection (Philippians 3:12-16).

From: Faculty-talk [mailto:faculty-talk-bounces@lists.nmsu.edu] On Behalf Of Anne Hubbell
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2018 3:16 PM
To: Laurence Creider <lcreider@nmsu.edu>; faculty-talk <faculty-talk@nmsu.edu>
Subject: Re: Faculty-talk Student organizations not allowed to support community girl scouts on campus
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Larry,
To assume that women do not discriminate against other women is inaccurate and a little offensive. I know that was not your intention though. :)
The fact that this had to go to legal council and then was denied is strange to me and does not make sense. Our grad organization suggested that maybe it is because the girls "take" the money directly when with other
organizations, the grad organization sells something to raise money for them and then gives the organization the money. They offered to "take" the money and then give it to the girl scouts if that will make this go
through. Great group of students wanting to help some young women and girls, I have to say.
I agree, though, that often policies happen because there was abuse. With regard to a holocaust denial protest, that would make me physically ill and I would be in on a protest saying they were at best, wrong. But at a
public institution we have to support the rights of others to state their opinions, even when they are wrong, unless they are physically hurting someone.
The fact that these grad students can't help some young girls fundraise so they can go to a camp or participate in other Girl Scout activities (they have to pay for EVERYTHING) makes no sense to me. It is a ludricrous
and possibly discriminatory application of a bad policy.
Just my thoughts! :) thanks for yours, Larry!
anne
From: Laurence Creider [lcreider@nmsu.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2018 2:58 PM
To: Anne Hubbell; faculty-talk
Subject: Re: Student organizations not allowed to support community girl scouts on campus

Anne,
Given the gender and character of both the University General Counsel, Lizbeth Ellis, and the Associate General Counsel, Lisa Warren, I doubt very much that either of them would even
contemplate discriminating against other women. Besides, it would be illegal.
If others have not had this problem, (and I assume that some have not or we would have heard about it before), it may well be that they never asked so that the problem never rose to the level
that someone in authority had to deal with it.
I do not know the reason for this regulation, whether it is a state law or a university policy. The latter might be tweaked. It is an unfortunate fact that no good deed goes unpunished in our
society, generally because someone in the past abused the situation and someone else felt the only solution was a draconian one. As you know, making good law or even good policy is very
difficult. How do you write a policy that allows a group of students to support Girl Scout cookies without also having to support another student group that wants to support Holocaust
Denial? Sigh. Maybe non-profit status?
Good luck,
Larry
P.S. I have no brief for Girl Scout cookies or Girl Scouts, but this does seem a bit extreme. Good luck.a

Laurence S. Creider
Professor Emeritus
Archives and Special Collections
New Mexico State University Library
P.O. Box 30006
Las Cruces, NM 88003-8006
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lcreider@nmsu.edu

From: Faculty-talk <faculty-talk-bounces@lists.nmsu.edu> on behalf of Anne Hubbell <ahubbell@ad.nmsu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2018 2:11:37 PM
To: faculty-talk
Subject: Faculty-talk Student organizations not allowed to support community girl scouts on campus

HELLO Colleagues!
Our Graduate Student Organization officially requested working with Girl Scouts at a Girl Scout Cookie Booth on campus. This request went to our Legal Counsel and was denied because "
Rule 14.92 C, regarding on-campus sales by university units and members including student organizations states: 'All funds collected shall be exclusively used to fulfill the purpose of the
group earning the funds.'"
YET, NMSU student organizations are REQUIRED to have service hours in the community in order to receive funding from ASNMSU. Also, experiential learning in my classes often means
running a fundraiser for a non-profit organization. So, basically, I learned today that all our student organizations doing fundraisers on campus for community organizations are NOT
ALLOWED to do this. Yet, I have worked with student organizations and classes that have had their activities on campus to raise money for non-profits accepted under this same policy.
My question is, have any of you experienced this or is this a clear bias against an organization supporting young girls and women?
Anne Hubbell

***********************************
If you wish to turn off your email delivery for the faculty-talk listserver, please DO NOT send a message to the list with your request. Instead, go to
https://mailman.nmsu.edu/mailman/options/faculty-talk
Fill in your NMSU email account. If you don't yet have your listserver password, hit the remind button at the bottom of the page to have it sent to you. Then, using that password, login to the
listserver configuration, scroll down, and Disable Mail Delivery. DO NOT just choose the Unsubscribe from List option, or you will likely be re-enrolled as the list membership is
periodically regenerated to allow for new faculty members to be added to the list.
You can also change your configuation to have the postings delivered in a digest format, e.g. bundled and delivered once per day.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Sheryl White" <sherylwhite54@gmail.com>
Wed, 11 Apr 2018 15:40:54 -0600 (MDT)
Re: Foundational Skills Questions
"Summer Daughtry" <Summer.Daughtry@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Appendix_A.pdf (1.18 MB)

Sincerely,
Sheryl White
575.644.3705

On Apr 11, 2018, at 1:37 PM, Summer Daughtry <Summer.Daughtry@CarlsbadSchools.net> wrote:
I am so sorry to bother you. I heard you were having surgery today and I hope all went well and your recovery is quick! We are working on unpacking the ELA standards and are stuck
in the foundational skills section. On RF 2.3f does this include sight words? And if it does are there specific Sight words? And what are the specifics to the Foundational skills?
Specifically which vowel teams, etc. And also, what are the grade appropriate irregularly spelled words? Is there a reference I can use that will be specific? We want to be standards
driven and not program, so we are wanting to teach what the standards. Saxon is very heavy and Ready Gen is not, so we are looking for a balance. Maybe Ready Gen is exactly what
we are supposed to teach and we have been overloading on Saxon. I just need some major help!!! LOL Sorry to bombard you!
Summer
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Mon, 5 Feb 2018 14:39:39 -0700 (MST)
RE: go bond order sp 18
"Julie Klein" <Julie.Klein@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD SUNSET ABDO FEB 18.xlsm (8.86 MB)

Julie
Thank you.. bet we can’t do this again.. I used all books listed.. got 25 free!.. if you need changes just let me kmow
Coye
From: Julie Klein [mailto:Julie.Klein@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 2:36 PM
To: 'Coye Duncan' <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: go bond order sp 18
Good morning Ms. Coye,
I need a quote from you in alphabetical order if you would be so kind, for our GO BOND $. I would like:
Page #
25
41
68
89
99
117
151
157
197
239
247
255
279
285
298
301
311

Set Title
Animal Migration
Baby Animals
Modern Engineering Marvels
Materials
How Is It Made?
Inside Your Body
Creepy Creatures (’16)
Day of the Dead, Diwali, Ramadan
Off Road Vehicles
History’s Hotshots
Exploring America’s Regions
First Ladies
Odell Beckham Jr.
John Cena: Hustle, Loyalty, Respect
Farmyard Friends
Adventures of Sophie Mouse
Ghost Detectors 18 edition (4)

Total

ATOS
2.3-2.6
.9-1.1
4.9-5.7
2.1-2.3
2.4-2.9
3.5-4.6
4.1-4.4
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
2.1-2.6
4.2
Pending
2.2-2.6
2.9-3.5
Pending

Title Cost
119.70
113.70
113.70
113.70
119.70
107.70
159.60
56.85
113.70
113.70
137.70
113.70
18.95
18.95
75.80
161.55
79.80
1738.50

I cannot go over 1702.68. If you have to take any books off, please take them from the end of the Adventures of Sophie Mouse (the #8 and 9).
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Here is the list for substitutions:
68
69
92
113

Engineering Super Structures
Engineering Marvels
Natural Disasters
Character Education

1.8-2.0
3.4-3.7
2.2-2.5
0.9-1.1

If there are any problems or questions, just let me know. Thanks so much.

Julie Klein
Sunset Elementary Library
julie.klein@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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101.70
107.70
113.70
113.70

From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Coye Duncan" <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Tue, 6 Feb 2018 14:56:16 -0700 (MST)
RE: go bond order sp 18
"Julie Klein" <Julie.Klein@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CARLSBAD SUNSET ABDO FEB 18.xlsm (9.1 MB)

SORRY forgot about the crazy alphabet thing.. changed your Ghost Detectors..thanks

From: Julie Klein [mailto:Julie.Klein@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 6, 2018 3:25 PM
To: 'Coye Duncan' <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: RE: go bond order sp 18
Hi Ms. Coye,
That is so cool! The only thing that I want to change is the Ghost Detectors to books 21, 22, 23 & 24. Is it possible to put the titles in abc order? Thanks NM PED! If not, I can before I send it in to
Lorie.
Thanks so much!
Julie
From: Coye Duncan [mailto:abookworm@suddenlink.net]
Sent: Monday, February 05, 2018 2:40 PM
To: Julie Klein <Julie.Klein@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: go bond order sp 18
Julie
Thank you.. bet we can’t do this again.. I used all books listed.. got 25 free!.. if you need changes just let me kmow
Coye
From: Julie Klein [mailto:Julie.Klein@CarlsbadSchools.net]
Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 2:36 PM
To: 'Coye Duncan' <abookworm@suddenlink.net>
Subject: go bond order sp 18
Good morning Ms. Coye,
I need a quote from you in alphabetical order if you would be so kind, for our GO BOND $. I would like:
Page #
25
41
page 1 of 2

Set Title
Animal Migration
Baby Animals
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ATOS
2.3-2.6
.9-1.1

Title Cost
119.70
113.70

68
89
99
117
151
157
197
239
247
255
279
285
298
301
311

Modern Engineering Marvels
Materials
How Is It Made?
Inside Your Body
Creepy Creatures (’16)
Day of the Dead, Diwali, Ramadan
Off Road Vehicles
History’s Hotshots
Exploring America’s Regions
First Ladies
Odell Beckham Jr.
John Cena: Hustle, Loyalty, Respect
Farmyard Friends
Adventures of Sophie Mouse
Ghost Detectors 18 edition (4)

4.9-5.7
2.1-2.3
2.4-2.9
3.5-4.6
4.1-4.4
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
2.1-2.6
4.2
Pending
2.2-2.6
2.9-3.5
Pending

Total

113.70
113.70
119.70
107.70
159.60
56.85
113.70
113.70
137.70
113.70
18.95
18.95
75.80
161.55
79.80
1738.50

I cannot go over 1702.68. If you have to take any books off, please take them from the end of the Adventures of Sophie Mouse (the #8 and 9).
Here is the list for substitutions:
68
69
92
113

Engineering Super Structures
Engineering Marvels
Natural Disasters
Character Education

1.8-2.0
3.4-3.7
2.2-2.5
0.9-1.1

If there are any problems or questions, just let me know. Thanks so much.

Julie Klein
Sunset Elementary Library
julie.klein@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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101.70
107.70
113.70
113.70

From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 5 Feb 2018 22:31:28 -0700 (MST)
RE: Illuminate Documents
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Procurement Determination - Istation License Renewal 1-1-2018.docx (20.23k)

Hi Alex…..
I have attached a copy of the Determination we issued for Istation license renewal. A Determination will be required for the “piggy back” use of the Rio Rancho award for the purchase of the
Illuminate system.
When completing the Determination, all supporting procurement documents will need to be reviewed and the CMS contract will have to be verified to ensure that all terms and conditions in the Rio
Rancho agreement are passed on to us.
Thanks,
Laura
From: Chenyu Liu
Sent: Monday, February 05, 2018 2:43 PM
To: Laura Garcia <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Illuminate Documents
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 10:36:08 -0700 (MST)
RE: Legal Ad - RFP Wireless Access Points
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.docx (314.16k)

Please disregard the last document I sent and use this one instead. We made a couple of revisions. Thanks, Laura
From: Laura Garcia
Sent: Thursday, February 08, 2018 9:59 AM
To: Chenyu Liu <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Crystal Hernandez <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Cc: Ursulita Vigil <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Legal Ad - RFP Wireless Access Points
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 10:50:37 -0700 (MST)
RE: Legal Ad - RFP Wireless Access Points
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.37k)

PDF Version
From: Laura Garcia
Sent: Thursday, February 08, 2018 10:37 AM
To: Chenyu Liu <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Crystal Hernandez <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Cc: Ursulita Vigil <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: Legal Ad - RFP Wireless Access Points
Please disregard the last document I sent and use this one instead. We made a couple of revisions. Thanks, Laura
From: Laura Garcia
Sent: Thursday, February 08, 2018 9:59 AM
To: Chenyu Liu <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Crystal Hernandez <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Cc: Ursulita Vigil <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Legal Ad - RFP Wireless Access Points
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Lisa Rhoades" <Lisa.Rhoades@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 13 Mar 2018 09:40:06 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Likn
"Brenda Cureton" <Brenda.Cureton@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:FOOD SERVICE-BREAD.doc (319.53k)

Lisa Rhoades
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
Food Service Secretary
408 N. Canyon
Carlsbad, NM 88220
575-234-3300 ext. 1040
Fax 575-234-3366
From: Brenda Cureton
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 9:35 AM
To: Lisa Rhoades
Subject: Likn
http://www.edline.net/pages/Carlsbad_Municipal_Schools/District_Events/INVITATION_TO_BID

Brenda Cureton
Food Service
Central Office ext 1020
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Christopher Brown" <brownchr@ad.nmsu.edu>
Mon, 5 Mar 2018 08:38:28 -0700 (MST)
Re: Recent proposal to move I&G funds to Athletics
"Julie Steinkopf" <juliestk@nmsu.edu>, "all-faculty@nmsu.edu" <all-faculty@nmsu.edu>

Julie and all NMSU Faculty,
I just heard back from Provost Howard; here is what I learned.
1. Public comment is not required at a work session, and it’s up to Chair Hicks if she wishes to include it. I am guessing she will not.
2. While the work session is open to the public, the public is expected to observe, not participate. I would pass on the signs of protest in the Work
Session, but this is up to each person reading this note. I think just having many faculty attend, perhaps to filling the room, is enough.
3. As to signs outside, I similarly, I leave it to faculty as to what else they wish to do besides attending the BoR meeting and speaking in the public
comment period.
4. A public comment period IS required for the Regents meeting. As noted in my All Faculty email thread below, the Regents meeting has a public
comment period in which faculty (actually, anyone) can speak, and the procedure is for faculty who wish to speak, to sign up on the sign in sheet that
VP Justin Bannister manages.
I think that covers it, but please feel free to contact me with any questions. Unless folks have a compelling reason to send queries to the entire list, I
suggest people just contact me off list to keep ALL FACULTY email messages from cluttering up peoples’ inboxes. If folks want to post to a larger
audience, I suggest Faculty Talk.
Chris
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Christopher Brown, Ph.D.
Chair, NMSU Faculty Senate
Associate Professor - Department of Geography
Director, NMSU Spatial Applications Research Center
PO Box 30001, MSC MAP
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003-8001
575-646-3509 (Department office)
575-646-1892 (my office)
575-646-7430 (Facsimile)
EMAIL: brownchr@nmsu.edu
"One hand washes the other, and the two wash the face."
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Translation of Spanish proverb on cooperation
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From: Julie Steinkopf <juliestk@nmsu.edu>
Date: Sunday, March 4, 2018 at 11:49 AM
To: Christopher Brown <brownchr@ad.nmsu.edu>, All_Faculty_Email <all-faculty@nmsu.edu>
Subject: Re: Recent proposal to move I&G funds to Athletics
Chris and everyone else,
Thank you, Chris, for notifying us of this issue and about the meetings on the 6th. And thank you for your work as senate chair - you have repeatedly demonstrated concern for our
students and our institution with your efforts such as this. And thank you to the members of the faculty senate for this memorial unanimously opposing this effort by the regents. The
points in it are well-stated.
I am planning on attending and speaking at the 3:00 meeting. In terms of the work meeting from 1-2, what would faculty do at that meeting since public input at that meeting is not
typical? Just sit and silently observe?
And this may be a question for others as it may not be appropriate for Chris to respond (which I fully respect).
At the work meeting and at the main meeting at 3:00, is it appropriate to potentially show faculty opposition in other ways? For example, holding up signs in the meeting, or outside the
venues, etc? If it is appropriate or otherwise desirable, is there the will among (tenured) faculty to potentially do something along these lines?
I know that I myself am so very, very tired of the budget cuts which are now cutting deeply into bone, the disregard the regents have for the well-being of our students, the disregard
they demonstrate for our land grant mission, etc. Perhaps (and if appropriate and if the desire is there) this is an opportunity to make our voices and concerns made loud and clear on
these matters in a multitude of ways?
Julie
Dr. Julie Steinkopf, Associate Professor
Dept. of Sociology
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003

From: Julie Steinkopf
Sent: Sunday, March 4, 2018 11:47:29 AM
To: brownchr@ad.nmsu.edu; all-faculty
Subject: Re: Recent proposal to move I&G funds to Athletics

Chris and everyone else,
Thank you, Chris, for notifying us of this issue and about the meetings on the 6th. And thank you for your work as senate chair - you have repeatedly demonstrated concern for our
students and our institution with your efforts such as this. And thank you to the members of the faculty senate for this memorial unanimously opposing this effort by the regents. The
points in it are well-stated.
I am planning on attending and speaking at the 3:00 meeting. In terms of the work meeting from 1-2, what would faculty do at that meeting since public input at that meeting is not
typical? Just sit and silently observe?
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And this may be a question for others as it may not be appropriate for Chris to respond (which I fully respect).
At the work meeting and at the main meeting at 3:00, is it appropriate to potentially show faculty opposition in other ways? For example, holding up signs in the meeting, or outside the
venues, etc? If it is appropriate or otherwise desirable, is there the will among (tenured) faculty to potentially do something along these lines?
I know that I myself am so very, very tired of the budget cuts which are now cutting deeply into bone, the disregard the regents have for the well-being of our students, the disregard
they demonstrate for our land grant mission, etc. Perhaps (and if appropriate and if the desire is there) this is an opportunity to make our voices and concerns made loud and clear on
these matters in a multitude of ways?
Julie

Dr. Julie Steinkopf, Associate Professor
Dept. of Sociology
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003

From: All-faculty <all-faculty-bounces@nmsu.edu> on behalf of Christopher Brown <brownchr@ad.nmsu.edu>
Sent: Saturday, March 3, 2018 6:34:07 PM
To: all-faculty
Subject: Recent proposal to move I&G funds to Athletics

Fellow faculty,
As many of you may know, the NMSU Board of Regents (BoR) has tasked an Athletic Review Committee to explore ideas by which additional financial
resources could be devoted to NMSU Athletics to sustain the recent success of the NMSU Men’s Basketball and Football Programs. The result of these
discussions is a document (attached) that lays out several ideas by which additional resources could be directed to Athletics. Prominent in the ideas
shared are two proposed actions that the NMSU Faculty Senate finds highly problematic and ill-conceived:
Reallocation of $1.1M of I&G funds, currently allocated to Academics, to Athletics (this would be an increase of 25% above the current reallocation of
$4.37M that Athletics receives from I&G).
Suggestions to either forgive the existing debt that Athletics owes to the University, or to restructure the debt to a more extended payment schedule.
As a result of these developments, the NMSU Faculty Senate unanimously passed on March 1 the attached memorial in which we clearly and resolutely
express our opposition to these proposed ideas. I sent the memorial to the Board of Regents on Friday, March 2, and hoped that the memorial and other
voices on campus (Chancellor’s, Provost’s and Regents Professors’ voices) would convince the Regents not to move this forward. This afternoon, I
learned this was not the case; this item is on the agenda for both the Board of Regents Work Session and Board of Regents Meeting scheduled for
Tuesday, March 6. Agendas of these meetings and the BoR Meeting packet are at the following link:
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https://regents.nmsu.edu/regent-meetings/

Regent Meetings | Board of Regents | New Mexico State ...
regents.nmsu.edu

New Mexico's land grant, New Mexico State University is a Hispanic-serving and comprehensive research institution serving a multicultural population statewide with ...

By this email, I ask any faculty members that oppose these ideas and that are able to make the work session, the Regents meeting, or both, to attend
these meetings and voice your clear and loud objection to the ideas the Regents are working to advance. Here are relevant details:
The work session will be held from 1-2pm at the University Center and Residence, 4501 Geothermal Drive. Normally, the public does not speak at
these sessions.
The Regents meeting will be held at 3pm in the Regents Room of the Educational Services Building, and we ARE able to speak at these meetings.
These meetings are likely to see many people attending, and the rooms involved have limited space. Accordingly, I strongly suggest that faculty get
there early so you are able to get into the room and get a seat.
The Regents meeting has a public comment period in which faculty can speak, and the procedure is for faculty who wish to speak, to sign up on the
sign in sheet that VP Justin Bannister manages.
Comments are limited to 3 minutes, so please plan accordingly.
The Faculty Senate has spoken unanimously in opposition to this issue, and it is now time for the faculty at large to also speak. We need a large turnout at
these meetings with a loud and clear voice, and I ask folks to attend and speak your voice.
Christopher Brown
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Christopher Brown, Ph.D.
Chair, NMSU Faculty Senate
Associate Professor - Department of Geography
Director, NMSU Spatial Applications Research Center
PO Box 30001, MSC MAP
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003-8001
575-646-3509 (Department office)
575-646-1892 (my office)
575-646-7430 (Facsimile)
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EMAIL: brownchr@nmsu.edu
"One hand washes the other, and the two wash the face."
Translation of Spanish proverb on cooperation
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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From: "Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 09:44:25 -0700 (MST)
Subject: RE: RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points
"Gabriel Lopez" <Gabriel.Lopez@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Ursulita Vigil"
To:
<Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points (REV).docx (311.46k)

Good morning Gabe…..
As I recall, the IT Department had several procurements that needed attention back in November/December and you set the priority for the order that those procurements needed to be worked on.
The RFP for the SIS system was the top priority. I have put in many hours reviewing and updating this RFP(Wireless Access Points), including the review of the document that you and Alex
reviewed for the second time last week. It was clear that no one had read through the entire document because the language from the RFP “template” used for this procurement still included
language specific to the SIS procurement.
In releasing this Draft document, I tried to identify (highlighted in yellow) the areas that needed attention and included suggestions for the information to be added (notes in red font). This should
facilitate your input and make your task easier.
I did ask you for a firm date that this RFP needed to be awarded, based on the submission of your E-rate application; you never gave me a firm date. If you feel the procurement timeline is too
long and will put a burden on your budget, then you need to recommend changes to the procurement schedule on page 6 of the RFP document. I have no control over the scheduled Board
Meeting dates so the final award is contingent on Board approval. If a special Board Meeting will be required then that will need to be discussed with the Superintendent. I did not promise you that
this RFP would be ready to release last week and releasing it this week does not change the final Contract Award date, based on the Board meeting schedule.
I would suggest that you read through the draft document I sent and get your information updated as quickly as possible today. Once that is done we can finalize the RFP document and release it.
I will be traveling to Carlsbad today and will be in the office late this afternoon and tomorrow. I can make to time to meet about your concerns then if you would like.
Thanks,
Laura
From: Gabriel Lopez
Sent: Wednesday, February 07, 2018 8:27 AM
To: Laura Garcia <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Chenyu Liu <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Ursulita Vigil <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Crystal Hernandez
<Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points
This was to be sent out last week, our time line was very tight. I have been very patient since December to work on this. I have to check to see if we are going to make the timeline deadlines for it. I
really do not want to pay for this out of tech funds it would really put us behind on other projects that I have prepared to do for the Superintendent.
Gabe
From: Laura Garcia
Sent: Wednesday, February 07, 2018 4:32 AM
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To: Chenyu Liu <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Gabriel Lopez <Gabriel.Lopez@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Ursulita Vigil <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Crystal Hernandez
<Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: FW: RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points
Importance: High
Hi Alex
Here is a revised draft copy of the RFP. The sections highlighted in yellow need to reviewed and updated. The notes in red list the additional information needed or suggestions for follow up.
When the RFP document is finalized, the Table of Contents will need to be updated to reflect the correct page numbers. The NIGP code needs to be verified and updated on the RFP, if needed.
The NIGP code also needs to be added to the Legal Ad.
I will be traveling to Carlsbad later this morning and won’t be available by phone. I wanted to get this draft copy to you for review, hoping you can fill in the missing information. I know you wanted
to release the RFP as soon as it was ready.
Thanks,
Laura
From: Chenyu Liu
Sent: Monday, January 29, 2018 2:31 PM
To: Laura Garcia <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>; Crystal Hernandez <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Cc: Ursulita Vigil <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points
Hi Laura,
We meet with Gabe to finalized the draft of RFP for wireless access points. Please let me know whether it is good to go.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Ursulita Vigil" <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 24 Jan 2018 07:58:40 -0700 (MST)
RE: RFP example - word
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:2015-2016-02 Telecommunications Services.docx (1.43 MB) RFP 2016-2017-01 Technology Support Service.docx (297.66k)

Sample RFP’s are attached. I only have 2 recent technology related RFP’s that are complete and awarded.
Ursulita
From: Chenyu Liu
Sent: Thursday, January 18, 2018 10:45 AM
To: Ursulita Vigil
Subject: RFP example - word
Hi Ursulita,
Just a reminder, please email me 3 technology related RFP examples in word documents.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Tammy West" <WesttLLC@outlook.com>
Tue, 17 Apr 2018 22:29:22 -0600 (MDT)
RE: RFP support
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image003.png (10.54k) Special Ed Services RFP with markup.docx (295.8k) SFCC RFP Example.pdf (168.63k) Eddy County RFP Sample.docx (955.32k)

Hello Chenyu. I have reviewed the RFP and have made recommended changes on the document through the mark-up feature in Word so you can accept or reject easily. I have also listed other
recommendations and comments below. In addition, I have attached two RFPs from other agencies, just so you can see what they look like. Feel free to utilize either for your own purposes.
1. Commodity codes need to be listed on the front page which reference the services being requested. These can be obtained by going to State Purchasing’s website, clicking on Resources
and Information and scrolling down to Vendors. It is an excel spreadsheet. I personally prefer any of several searchable lists provided online by various other public agencies. Here are two
that are easy to use: http://ssl.doas.state.ga.us/PRSapp/PR_nigp_keyword_selectionPUBLIC.jsp; https://cmblreg.cpa.state.tx.us/commodity_book/Alpha_index_inquiry.cfm
Let me know if you have questions or need assistance with this.
2. On page 5, under paragraph II E – the language seems unclear. Are they to provide proof of attending a workshop or ? Should probably be made more clear as to what is required.
3. Throughout the RFP the terms “Offeror” “Contractor” “Respondent” and “Provider” are used to refer to those submitting proposals or awarded a contract. I recommend choosing a term
and remaining consistent with that throughout the document. I personally refer to them as “Offeror(s)” and, if awarded a contract, “Successful Offeror(s)”. (The search and replace function
of word is terrific for this. ??)
4. It is customary (and advised) to instruct offerors as to the format of their proposals. Here is an example of a requirement:
Only hard copies will be accepted and must be submitted manually via hand delivery, carrier or first-class mail. The following must be submitted:
One (1) Original, marked on the cover as “Original,”
Four (4) copies, marked on the cover as “copy,” and
One (1) CD/DVD disc or USB flash drive with a complete copy of the proposal
All submitted proposals, both hard copy and digital, become property of CMS upon opening.
5. The RFP stated that “all proposals that were submitted are open for public inspection, by appointment, for a period of thirty (30) days after the award.” I have this taken out. Proposals must
be kept on file and available for public inspection for minimum of three years following award, pursuant to both the Procurement Code and Public Records Inspection Act.
6. Referencing Section VII H & I: I find it very helpful to specify the following in lieu of listing each form to be completed: “Offerors must complete all forms marked ‘Proposal Form’ contained
in this RFP. All completed Proposal Forms must be included with the proposal. Failure to complete and include all Proposal Forms may result in the proposal being deemed non-responsive
and rejected. Otherwise, I recommend individually listing all appendices required to be completed and submitted with the proposal. The RFP currently only cites a few.
7. If it is the intention of CMS to award separate contracts for the services specified, I recommend that language be inserted that states that offerors may submit proposals on any individual
contract related service specified.
8. I separated the information on page 11 into its own form, however I did not formalize the page to “look better”. I do recommend formalizing the content a bit or even better, incorporating this
page into one of the other appendices, since there is a few items being requested multiple times.
I realize that this is quite a bit of markup and recommended changes. I would like to either offer to provide you with a better “boiler plate” RFP document to use in the future or recommend the
consideration of adopting formats more similar to the RFPs I have attached as examples. The format your agency has been using is not bad, but it could be better.
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Let me know if you have questions or would like to further discuss anything. I hope the day is kind to you.
Tammy

Tammy Brisco West, Owner/CEO
WESTT LLC
Diverse Contract Services and more

Phone: 575-626-1970
Fax: 1-575-448-7250
From: Chenyu Liu <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 9:10 AM
To: Tammy West <WesttLLC@outlook.com>
Subject: RFP support
Hi Tammy,
Good morning. Hope you had a nice weekend.
Attached a draft RFP. It is for special education contract services. I used the previous special education contract services RFP as example and just updated the name and the dates. But the RFP
was from FY14-15, so maybe it needs updates. Can you please review it for me? This will be my first RFP here.
Please let me know when you have time. I want to give you a call and double check the process with you before I post this.
Thanks a lot and you have a nice day.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance/CPO
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Kelley Alsup" <kalsup@pvrec8.com>
Mon, 26 Feb 2018 14:41:01 -0700 (MST)
Re: RFP
"Justin Gossett" <Justin.Gossett@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP Notice of posting 2017 for all ancillary services.docx (18.81k) RFP for Professional Services - all related services 2017.doc (470.05k) Related Services RFP Evaluation Sheet 2017.docx
(19.8k)

Hi Justin~
We didn’t necessarily put in language for that, but Ardor got a bid for our related service RFP and have yet to be able to provide therapists. So…we can use other companies who responded to the RFP, even if
they cost more, since Ardor can’t provide.
We awarded the bid to all who responded to our RFP for that reason…so we could have options.
I am still learning, but this last time, I handled the whole thing and was the one who got responses, organized it, wrote award letters, etc. I still don’t know what I’m doing, but I think we did it okay, maybe?!
I will attach our RFP here if you are interested?
Call me if you have questions, too~
Hope this helps!
Thanks,
Kelley

From: Justin Gossett <Justin.Gossett@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Date: Sunday, February 25, 2018 at 12:35 PM
To: Kelley Alsup <kalsup@pvrec8.com>
Subject: RFP
Hello Kelley,
On RFPs, did you put language in yours for related services staff about having the staff available. I know we you had a company that was awarded an RFP but then didn’t have the staff available
to fill the positions. Is there anything you have learned from your RFPs for related staff? I hope this makes since?
Thank you,
Justin Gossett
Director of Special Education
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
406 N. Alameda St. Carlsbad, NM 88220
Phone: 575-234-3320 Ext. 2801
Fax: 575-234-3501
justin.gossett@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Erin Aragon" <Erin.Aragon@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 30 Apr 2018 09:25:08 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Spring Semester test
"Rita Dorado" <Rita.Dorado@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:approved Spring Semester exam.doc (259.32k)

This is from 2013. You may what to check with Liz to see if there is a newer version.
Sincerely,
Erin Aragon
CHS Teacher
CHARACTER COUNTS! President
Interact co-sponsor
From: Rita Dorado
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2018 9:12 AM
To: Erin Aragon <Erin.Aragon@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Spring Semester test
Erin,
Do you mind sending me the Spring Semester test for US History.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Elaine Finley" <Elaine.Finley@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 12:36:47 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.
"August Loya" <August.Loya@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image001.jpg (5.2k)

That is a good idea! Sounds like we have a plan!
From: August Loya
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 12:04 PM
To: Elaine Finley
Subject: RE: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.
I am just going to put them on the fine list, and they won’t receive a report card. I know that in culinary, they cannot do the cooking portion of their class if they don’t pay. Maybe you can do that
and then they get zeros for certain asignments. The parents will be wondering whats going on then.
From: Elaine Finley
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 12:01 PM
To: August Loya
Subject: RE: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.
The problem is cell phones. In the past, students had cell phones in the studio. We sent text messages to parents every week so that we had an 85 to 95% collection rate. This year, no cell
phones. No way to guarantee parent contact via Remind since students refused to sign up in protest.
I know lots of parents are going to be upset they received no notice. I cannot force students to hand parents the slips.
From: August Loya
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 11:13 AM
To: Elaine Finley
Subject: RE: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.
Wow,
That’s a lot!!
From: Elaine Finley
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 11:06 AM
To: August Loya
Subject: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.

Greetings.
I have attached the list of students owing a lab fee for this year. Please send out over due notices to parents.
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Thank you,
Elaine Finley
Art Teacher
CMS Art Dept. Chair
Carlsbad, NM 88220
575.234.3318 ext. 2092
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"August Loya" <August.Loya@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 12:04:22 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.
"Elaine Finley" <Elaine.Finley@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image001.jpg (4.4k)

I am just going to put them on the fine list, and they won’t receive a report card. I know that in culinary, they cannot do the cooking portion of their class if they don’t pay. Maybe you can do that
and then they get zeros for certain asignments. The parents will be wondering whats going on then.
From: Elaine Finley
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 12:01 PM
To: August Loya
Subject: RE: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.
The problem is cell phones. In the past, students had cell phones in the studio. We sent text messages to parents every week so that we had an 85 to 95% collection rate. This year, no cell
phones. No way to guarantee parent contact via Remind since students refused to sign up in protest.
I know lots of parents are going to be upset they received no notice. I cannot force students to hand parents the slips.
From: August Loya
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 11:13 AM
To: Elaine Finley
Subject: RE: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.
Wow,
That’s a lot!!
From: Elaine Finley
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 11:06 AM
To: August Loya
Subject: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.

Greetings.
I have attached the list of students owing a lab fee for this year. Please send out over due notices to parents.
Thank you,
Elaine Finley
Art Teacher
CMS Art Dept. Chair
Carlsbad, NM 88220
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Elaine Finley" <Elaine.Finley@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 12:01:13 -0600 (MDT)
RE: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.
"August Loya" <August.Loya@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image001.jpg (4.4k)

The problem is cell phones. In the past, students had cell phones in the studio. We sent text messages to parents every week so that we had an 85 to 95% collection rate. This year, no cell
phones. No way to guarantee parent contact via Remind since students refused to sign up in protest.
I know lots of parents are going to be upset they received no notice. I cannot force students to hand parents the slips.
From: August Loya
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 11:13 AM
To: Elaine Finley
Subject: RE: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.
Wow,
That’s a lot!!
From: Elaine Finley
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 11:06 AM
To: August Loya
Subject: Student who have not paid a lab fee for this year list.

Greetings.
I have attached the list of students owing a lab fee for this year. Please send out over due notices to parents.
Thank you,
Elaine Finley
Art Teacher
CMS Art Dept. Chair
Carlsbad, NM 88220
575.234.3318 ext. 2092
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Leah Olivas" <Leah.Olivas@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 4 Apr 2018 12:13:07 -0600 (MDT)
RE: thank you
"Mercedes Keller" <Mercedes.Keller@CarlsbadSchools.net>

He will be with you unless mom decides to protest. I had him switched last week, but Connie was gone. I am not sure if they remembered to get his new schedule to his mentor teacher or not.
From: Mercedes Keller
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2018 12:05 PM
To: Leah Olivas <Leah.Olivas@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: RE: thank you
Okay good! Yah that didn’t sound right. Thank you!
mk
From: Leah Olivas
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2018 12:01 PM
To: Mercedes Keller
Subject: RE: thank you
I don’t know why he hasn’t gotten his new schedule yet… I need to check with the counselors today and call his mom to let her know of the switch.
From: Mercedes Keller
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2018 12:00 PM
To: Leah Olivas <Leah.Olivas@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: thank you
Just making sure ganaway wasn’t truant or somewhere he wasn’t supposed to be
Thank you!
mk
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Colby Carr" <ccarr@aerohive.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 18:49:36 -0700 (MST)
Re: Vendors that sell Aerohive
"Wayne Steffan" <Wayne.Steffan@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:image001.png (10.77k) RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)

HI Wayne, I just looked at the RFP, attached, I don’t see a request for the additional 120 5yr licenses.
I also only see a request for 200 AP-550’s and nothing about the 5 year subscription. Did something change?

4.2 Specifications
The successful Offeror will provide a quantity of two hundred (200) Aerohive AP-550 Wireless Access Points.

Thanks Wayne!
-Colby

Colby Carr Regional Sales Manager | Rockies Region
Office: 303-285-0021
Cell: â€ª
303-931-4693
Email: ccarr@aerohive.com
Douglas Haider, CWNE #32, CISSP | Systems Engineer | Rockies Region Cell: 623-332-8040
Email: dhaider@aerohive.com

From: Wayne Steffan <Wayne.Steffan@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Date: Thursday, January 25, 2018 at 4:09 PM
To: Colby Carr <ccarr@aerohive.com>
Subject: RE: Vendors that sell Aerohive
Caution: This email came from outside Aerohive Networks. Do not open attachments or click on links if you do not recognize the sender.
500 Aps 550s and licenses for those 500 for 5 years.
On a separate quote.
120 licenses for 5 years.
rd
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We need 2 vendors to 3 party quote Aerohive ASAP please!
Wayne

From: Colby Carr [mailto:ccarr@aerohive.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 10:02 AM
To: Wayne Steffan <Wayne.Steffan@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Re: Vendors that sell Aerohive
No problem Wayne, but I’m a little concerned about if we need to quote you 400 or 500 AP-550’s?
And how we propose the extra 120 licenses.
I’m in meetings all day but I can try to call you later during a break, can you send me what you have so far so I can take a peek?
-Colby

From: Wayne Steffan <Wayne.Steffan@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Date: Thursday, January 25, 2018 at 7:56 AM
To: Colby Carr <ccarr@aerohive.com>
Cc: Douglas Haider <dhaider@aerohive.com>
Subject: Vendors that sell Aerohive
Caution: This email came from outside Aerohive Networks. Do not open attachments or click on links if you do not recognize the sender.
Colby,
We have the RFP ready to go out for the Cat 2 wireless.
We loaded it so we will pick Aerohive as the vendor.
However we need 2 other vendors besides IT connect to email the RFP to.
Can you give me some contacts. So we can send off the RFP.
Thanks
Wayne
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Arreola, Krystie" <krystiearreola@lovingtonschools.net>
Thu, 1 Feb 2018 10:33:18 -0700 (MST)
Re: Wildcat Spirit Classic Line-up and Other Info
"Cheri Young" <Cheri.Young@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Dance_Guidelines.pdf (156.24k)

Good Morning,
Dance teams have 45 seconds to enter the floor. I found it on page four of the dance guidelines. I couldn't find anything on exit time. Please let me know if you need anything else.
Have a great day,
Krystie

From: Cheri Young <Cheri.Young@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent: Thursday, February 1, 2018 9:46:44 AM
To: Arreola, Krystie
Subject: RE: Wildcat Spirit Classic Line-up and Other Info
Is there a time limit on entrances and exits or just music?
From: Arreola, Krystie [mailto:krystiearreola@lovingtonschools.net]
Sent: Monday, January 29, 2018 2:07 PM
To: Cheri Young <Cheri.Young@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Re: Wildcat Spirit Classic Line-up and Other Info

We made a slight change on the schedule.
From: Arreola, Krystie
Sent: Monday, January 29, 2018 11:10:47 AM
To: Cheri Young
Subject: Wildcat Spirit Classic Line-up and Other Info

Good Morning Again,
Attached you will find the line-up, flyer, and competition t-shirt sample for the Wildcat Spirit Classic. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Looking forward to seeing you!
Krystie
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Angela Hurley" <ajh2me@yahoo.com>
Thu, 25 Jan 2018 06:11:42 -0700 (MST)
Read aloud 3
<angela.hurley@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:interactive_read_aloud.pdf (1.03 MB)

http://readingandwritingproject.com/public/resources/booklists/archived/reading/interactive_read_aloud.pdf

-------------------------------

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 14 Feb 2018 17:07:10 -0700 (MST)
Read: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
"Tony F. Ortiz" <tony@ortiz-zamora.com>

Your message
To: Gregory Rodriguez
Subject: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2018 3:46:44 PM (UTC-07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada)
was read on Wednesday, February 14, 2018 5:07:10 PM (UTC-07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada).
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Gregory Rodriguez" <Gregory.Rodriguez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 15 Feb 2018 10:46:53 -0700 (MST)
Read: RE: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
"Tony F. Ortiz" <tony@ortiz-zamora.com>

Your message
To: Gregory Rodriguez
Subject: RE: Department of the Treasury.ESRP. protest
Sent: Thursday, February 15, 2018 10:41:31 AM (UTC-07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada)
was read on Thursday, February 15, 2018 10:46:53 AM (UTC-07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada).
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Angel Ramirez" <cavemencoach21@yahoo.com>
Wed, 21 Feb 2018 09:48:05 -0700 (MST)
Reading 5
<angel.ramirez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:ContentServer.asp.pdf (5.88 MB)

http://content.ebscohost.com/ContentServer.asp?T=P&P=AN&K=103721595&S=R&D=a9h&EbscoContent=dGJyMNXb4kSeqK84xNvgOLCmr1Cep69Ssq24SrKWxWXS&ContentCustomer=dGJyMOzprlCx

-------------------------------

Sent from my iPhone
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From: "Consumer Card #68" <consumer.card.n2n3@floristeriacalapr.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 09:19:32 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Real rewards for less than two minutes of your time.
To: <karen.urquidez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

This exclusive offer is only valid for Amazon shoppers who have been carefully
selected. We appreciate your feedback and your reward is available upon
completion of the survey. Your survey is waiting.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"REMS TA Center" <info@remstacenter.org>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 13:13:56 -0600 (MDT)
REMS TA Center Twitter and Community of Practice Digest
<marianne.burnett@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Having trouble reading this newsletter? Click here to see it in your browser.

Recent Discussions in the Community of Practice (CoP)
Introduce Yourself to the Community
Are you a new member of the CoP? Take a moment this month to share details about your role and experience in the field via this forum.
You can also get to know other community members by reading descriptions of others who have joined. Access details here:
https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/topics.aspx?ForumID=131.
Do you know a colleague who may benefit from joining the CoP? Forward a copy of this digest and encourage them to join the CoP here:
https://rems.ed.gov/COP/Account/Register.aspx.

School and Campus Safety Questions of the Month
In January, the REMS TA Center launched a new monthly campaign via the CoP in an effort to glean information from the field about key
topics in school and higher ed safety and emergency preparedness. Each month, we post a new question for our CoP members
representing both K-12 and higher ed audiences. Find a list of the questions posted thus far below:
January: What community partners would you turn to if you needed volunteers to support your school or campus during
or after an emergency?
February: What training do you provide to school bus drivers or campus shuttle bus drivers on responding to
emergencies? Do you provide ongoing professional development opportunities for them to learn more about emerging
safety, security, and emergency management issues?
March: Does your school, school district, or campus receive funding from nongovernmental sources such as
philanthropy, foundations, NGOs, and fundraising programs, to support safety and emergency management? What are
your other sources of funding support for preparedness (e.g., training and exercises hosted by community partners)?

Answer the school safety questions here: https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/topics.aspx?ForumID=132.
Answer the campus safety questions here: https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/topics.aspx?ForumID=133.

Managing Donations and Volunteers
On January 19, REMS TA Center staff added a new forum to host a Web chat that we conducted to supplement our Managing Donations
and Volunteers Before, During, and After School and Campus Emergencies Webinar. During the Web chat, Webinar presenters answered
follow-up questions from participants on topics including preparing Memoranda of Understanding and Agreement in advance, who to contact
on the Federal level for support, and additional resources. Access details here:
https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/messages.aspx?TopicID=344#post841.
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Hurricane Harvey Peer-to-Peer Mentoring Group
In February, the REMS TA Center created a new Community Huddle to support collaboration amongst administrators throughout Texas who
are dealing with recovery following last year’s hurricanes. Are you an administrator from the state of Texas? Are you interested in joining
this group? Contact us at info@remstacenter.org so that we can put you in touch with the group moderator. Interested in starting your own
Community Huddle? Send us an email under the Subject line “New Community Huddle” and we’ll help get you started!

School Preparedness Leadership Group
REMS TA Center staff created this forum in January to supplement monthly virtual meetings that we host with Federal, state, territorial, and
local leaders in school safety and emergency preparedness. Are you a member of the School Preparedness Leadership Group? Share
resources that local education agencies can access on key topics. Do you represent a local education agency? Check this forum regularly to
access key resources and information from the REMS TA Center and Federal, state, territorial, local leaders, and experts on key school
safety and emergency preparedness topics. Access details here: https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/topics.aspx?ForumID=136.

Responding to Student Demonstrations and Protests
Recent local and national events have prompted schools to examine how they can prepare for, respond to and recover from student
demonstrations and protests, including student walkouts planned for March 14 and other dates this spring. REMS TA Center staff created
this forum to share resources, lessons learned, and smart practices about student demonstrations and protests. Access details here:
https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/topics.aspx?ForumID=137.

Cyber Security and Protecting Students and Staff
On March 28, a CoP member posted a question to this new forum focused on cybersecurity and how to protect students and staff from
cyber threats. Specifically, he asked if anyone from the field has any “good ideas or experiences to share on how to protect student and
staff data.” Take time to log on to the CoP to share insight today and to read our response! Access details here:
https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/messages.aspx?TopicID=390.

#REMSonTheRoad Trainings by Request
Have you attended a recent training hosted by the REMS TA Center? Log on to the CoP today and add a post to the general
#REMSonTheRoad | Share Your Experiences Forum and/or to any of the individual forums we’ve created for your specific training. To find
your training, log on to the CoP, click K-12 Public Forums or IHE Public Forums, select the appropriate #REMSonTheRoad training type
(K-12 101, Threat Assessments, Resilience Strategies and Earthquake Preparedness), and then search for your related training date and
location. Once you’ve located the proper forum, click Add Reply to start sharing! We use your feedback and insight to ensure that our
trainings meet your state and local needs. Share feedback, post state-based resources, and ask preliminary and/or follow-up questions
about your training there! https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/default.aspx

Top Tweets from @remstacenter
#Schools, check out these apps to prepare your students & staff for all threats and hazards and check out our interactive
tools to help you create and evaluate your emergency operations plans! https://rems.ed.gov/EOPinteractivetools.aspx
https://twitter.com/nlm_news/status/949340104606277638
Spring begins this month! #Schools, are you prepared for spring weather hazards such as floods? Get resources to help
you prepare: https://rems.ed.gov/Resources_Hazards_Threats_Natural_Hazards.aspx
We're traveling to several states this month to train on key topics in #schoolsafety and #emergency #preparedness,
including earthquake preparedness, emergency ops plan development and #K12ThreatAssessment. Check out our
#REMSonTheRoad Calendar to see if we'll be in your state! pic.twitter.com/YfbYn5AcuQ
#DataPrivacyDay was yesterday! #EdLeadership: What steps are you taking to ensure #student data privacy? Share
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this @CommonSenseEd graphic with #teachers on protecting student privacy on social media.
https://www.commonsense.org/education/asset/document/social-media-privacyinfographic?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=social Follow us & @OfficeofEdTech for more recommendations!
pic.twitter.com/iJaZUz96AN
#WednesdayWisdom Check out this article published by @CDCemergency Risk Communications Branch.
https://blogs.cdc.gov/publichealthmatters/2018/02/kids-cope/ Caitlyn Lutfy shares lessons learned from displaced PR
students + resources educators and others can use to help students cope post-disaster. @StopBullyingGov
"Schools with positive school climates were those in which students reported high levels of safety/connectedness, caring
relationships with adults, & meaningful student participation, as well as low levels of substance use at school,
bullying/discrimination & student delinquency. https://twitter.com/REL_West/status/949383778811744256
@edutopia #EdLeaders: Looking for ways to enhance #schoolclimate? Check out this bingo game card! Share w/
educators to promote #kindness. Spread the love today by checking out resources from @StopBullyingGov + our
Webinar on #bullying prevention. https://rems.ed.gov/Bullying2016Webinar.aspx #ValentinesDay2018
pic.twitter.com/pXYFp1hqUW
A huge thank you goes out to @TravelGov for all that they do to help keep U.S. students safe abroad! Find helpful
information and resources on their website: http://travel.state.gov/travelsafely/DOE
If your #school is having a power outage during or after a storm, check out these important tips from @Readygov:
https://www.ready.gov/power-outages
Check out this report from the U.S. Department of Justice on #Schoolsafety statistics. It shows that school crime rates
are decreasing, school shootings are rare, and traumatic events are common at schools. View the full report here:
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/251173.pdf
#School #Counselors and #psychologists: Are you attending #NASP2018? Adding 2/13 session on family
#reunification to your list of events to attend? Check out our sample resources on the topic before you go! Click Related
Resources on this page: https://rems.ed.gov/K12FamilyRAnnex.aspx @nasponline pic.twitter.com/IHAcxgGvhb
#School and #campus leaders: Join us each month by responding to our monthly #SchoolSafety and #CampusSafety
Questions of the Month via our Community of Practice! Join now! For #K12: https://t.co/fAsemTyHri?amp=1. For
#highered: https://t.co/sh84YiZWbR?amp=1 pic.twitter.com/7Gr7y9NkWM
Interested in hearing experts discuss key topics in #emergency #preparedness? Check out @fema's new #PrepTalks!
The first was held last month. https://www.fema.gov/preptalks# Also stay tuned for upcoming Webinars we're hosting with
experts from the field. #schoolsafety #campussafety
Awesome work @Mizzou! We love to see #highered engaged in preparedness. For more information and resources on
preparing for tornadoes and other natural hazards, visit our Web page:
https://rems.ed.gov/Resources_Hazards_Threats_Natural_Hazards.aspx #TornadoDrill
https://twitter.com/Mizzou/status/971056155614240773
Ready to start a new week of #preparedness activities? Share your #SchoolSafetySelfie during a drill, exercise, or
training and tag @remstacenter. #MondayMotivaton pic.twitter.com/iIRHPh6H9C
School resources officers (SROs) and campus police have an important role in #school and #highered safety. Thank
your SROs and campus police officers today! #LawEnforcementAppreciationDay
@HuronHighA2 @massp Great program! TY for sharing! Events like this one help promote a positive #schoolclimate &
provide chances for #EdLeaders to find #schoolsafety leaders among youth in their school communities.
#youthpreparedness #mentalhealth @nasponline @NASBE @CCSSO https://rems.ed.gov/COP/Default.aspx
pic.twitter.com/vIkzXyJ37c
#FollowFriday #Schools: Follow @USCERT_gov to learn about the recent Adobe and Cisco updates and fixes, then
download our #cybersecurity fact sheets. K-12: https://rems.ed.gov/docs/Cybersecurity_K-12_Fact_Sheet_508C.PDF
Higher ed: https://rems.ed.gov/docs/Cybersecurity_Considerations_for_Higher_ed_Fact_Sheet_508C.pdf
Awesome work coming out of New Hampshire! If #schools are interested in assessing the safety, security, accessibility,
and emergency preparedness of their building grounds, they should check out our new app SITE ASSESS!:
https://rems.ed.gov/SITEASSESS.aspx https://twitter.com/Koshka4Schools/status/957786873895665664
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"REMS TA Center" <info@remstacenter.org>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 13:19:52 -0600 (MDT)
REMS TA Center Twitter and Community of Practice Digest
<sheryl.dugger@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Having trouble reading this newsletter? Click here to see it in your browser.

Recent Discussions in the Community of Practice (CoP)
Introduce Yourself to the Community
Are you a new member of the CoP? Take a moment this month to share details about your role and experience in the field via this forum.
You can also get to know other community members by reading descriptions of others who have joined. Access details here:
https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/topics.aspx?ForumID=131.
Do you know a colleague who may benefit from joining the CoP? Forward a copy of this digest and encourage them to join the CoP here:
https://rems.ed.gov/COP/Account/Register.aspx.

School and Campus Safety Questions of the Month
In January, the REMS TA Center launched a new monthly campaign via the CoP in an effort to glean information from the field about key
topics in school and higher ed safety and emergency preparedness. Each month, we post a new question for our CoP members
representing both K-12 and higher ed audiences. Find a list of the questions posted thus far below:
January: What community partners would you turn to if you needed volunteers to support your school or campus during
or after an emergency?
February: What training do you provide to school bus drivers or campus shuttle bus drivers on responding to
emergencies? Do you provide ongoing professional development opportunities for them to learn more about emerging
safety, security, and emergency management issues?
March: Does your school, school district, or campus receive funding from nongovernmental sources such as
philanthropy, foundations, NGOs, and fundraising programs, to support safety and emergency management? What are
your other sources of funding support for preparedness (e.g., training and exercises hosted by community partners)?

Answer the school safety questions here: https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/topics.aspx?ForumID=132.
Answer the campus safety questions here: https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/topics.aspx?ForumID=133.

Managing Donations and Volunteers
On January 19, REMS TA Center staff added a new forum to host a Web chat that we conducted to supplement our Managing Donations
and Volunteers Before, During, and After School and Campus Emergencies Webinar. During the Web chat, Webinar presenters answered
follow-up questions from participants on topics including preparing Memoranda of Understanding and Agreement in advance, who to contact
on the Federal level for support, and additional resources. Access details here:
https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/messages.aspx?TopicID=344#post841.
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Hurricane Harvey Peer-to-Peer Mentoring Group
In February, the REMS TA Center created a new Community Huddle to support collaboration amongst administrators throughout Texas who
are dealing with recovery following last year’s hurricanes. Are you an administrator from the state of Texas? Are you interested in joining
this group? Contact us at info@remstacenter.org so that we can put you in touch with the group moderator. Interested in starting your own
Community Huddle? Send us an email under the Subject line “New Community Huddle” and we’ll help get you started!

School Preparedness Leadership Group
REMS TA Center staff created this forum in January to supplement monthly virtual meetings that we host with Federal, state, territorial, and
local leaders in school safety and emergency preparedness. Are you a member of the School Preparedness Leadership Group? Share
resources that local education agencies can access on key topics. Do you represent a local education agency? Check this forum regularly to
access key resources and information from the REMS TA Center and Federal, state, territorial, local leaders, and experts on key school
safety and emergency preparedness topics. Access details here: https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/topics.aspx?ForumID=136.

Responding to Student Demonstrations and Protests
Recent local and national events have prompted schools to examine how they can prepare for, respond to and recover from student
demonstrations and protests, including student walkouts planned for March 14 and other dates this spring. REMS TA Center staff created
this forum to share resources, lessons learned, and smart practices about student demonstrations and protests. Access details here:
https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/topics.aspx?ForumID=137.

Cyber Security and Protecting Students and Staff
On March 28, a CoP member posted a question to this new forum focused on cybersecurity and how to protect students and staff from
cyber threats. Specifically, he asked if anyone from the field has any “good ideas or experiences to share on how to protect student and
staff data.” Take time to log on to the CoP to share insight today and to read our response! Access details here:
https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/messages.aspx?TopicID=390.

#REMSonTheRoad Trainings by Request
Have you attended a recent training hosted by the REMS TA Center? Log on to the CoP today and add a post to the general
#REMSonTheRoad | Share Your Experiences Forum and/or to any of the individual forums we’ve created for your specific training. To find
your training, log on to the CoP, click K-12 Public Forums or IHE Public Forums, select the appropriate #REMSonTheRoad training type
(K-12 101, Threat Assessments, Resilience Strategies and Earthquake Preparedness), and then search for your related training date and
location. Once you’ve located the proper forum, click Add Reply to start sharing! We use your feedback and insight to ensure that our
trainings meet your state and local needs. Share feedback, post state-based resources, and ask preliminary and/or follow-up questions
about your training there! https://rems.ed.gov/COP/REMSCOPforum/default.aspx

Top Tweets from @remstacenter
#Schools, check out these apps to prepare your students & staff for all threats and hazards and check out our interactive
tools to help you create and evaluate your emergency operations plans! https://rems.ed.gov/EOPinteractivetools.aspx
https://twitter.com/nlm_news/status/949340104606277638
Spring begins this month! #Schools, are you prepared for spring weather hazards such as floods? Get resources to help
you prepare: https://rems.ed.gov/Resources_Hazards_Threats_Natural_Hazards.aspx
We're traveling to several states this month to train on key topics in #schoolsafety and #emergency #preparedness,
including earthquake preparedness, emergency ops plan development and #K12ThreatAssessment. Check out our
#REMSonTheRoad Calendar to see if we'll be in your state! pic.twitter.com/YfbYn5AcuQ
#DataPrivacyDay was yesterday! #EdLeadership: What steps are you taking to ensure #student data privacy? Share
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this @CommonSenseEd graphic with #teachers on protecting student privacy on social media.
https://www.commonsense.org/education/asset/document/social-media-privacyinfographic?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=social Follow us & @OfficeofEdTech for more recommendations!
pic.twitter.com/iJaZUz96AN
#WednesdayWisdom Check out this article published by @CDCemergency Risk Communications Branch.
https://blogs.cdc.gov/publichealthmatters/2018/02/kids-cope/ Caitlyn Lutfy shares lessons learned from displaced PR
students + resources educators and others can use to help students cope post-disaster. @StopBullyingGov
"Schools with positive school climates were those in which students reported high levels of safety/connectedness, caring
relationships with adults, & meaningful student participation, as well as low levels of substance use at school,
bullying/discrimination & student delinquency. https://twitter.com/REL_West/status/949383778811744256
@edutopia #EdLeaders: Looking for ways to enhance #schoolclimate? Check out this bingo game card! Share w/
educators to promote #kindness. Spread the love today by checking out resources from @StopBullyingGov + our
Webinar on #bullying prevention. https://rems.ed.gov/Bullying2016Webinar.aspx #ValentinesDay2018
pic.twitter.com/pXYFp1hqUW
A huge thank you goes out to @TravelGov for all that they do to help keep U.S. students safe abroad! Find helpful
information and resources on their website: http://travel.state.gov/travelsafely/DOE
If your #school is having a power outage during or after a storm, check out these important tips from @Readygov:
https://www.ready.gov/power-outages
Check out this report from the U.S. Department of Justice on #Schoolsafety statistics. It shows that school crime rates
are decreasing, school shootings are rare, and traumatic events are common at schools. View the full report here:
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/251173.pdf
#School #Counselors and #psychologists: Are you attending #NASP2018? Adding 2/13 session on family
#reunification to your list of events to attend? Check out our sample resources on the topic before you go! Click Related
Resources on this page: https://rems.ed.gov/K12FamilyRAnnex.aspx @nasponline pic.twitter.com/IHAcxgGvhb
#School and #campus leaders: Join us each month by responding to our monthly #SchoolSafety and #CampusSafety
Questions of the Month via our Community of Practice! Join now! For #K12: https://t.co/fAsemTyHri?amp=1. For
#highered: https://t.co/sh84YiZWbR?amp=1 pic.twitter.com/7Gr7y9NkWM
Interested in hearing experts discuss key topics in #emergency #preparedness? Check out @fema's new #PrepTalks!
The first was held last month. https://www.fema.gov/preptalks# Also stay tuned for upcoming Webinars we're hosting with
experts from the field. #schoolsafety #campussafety
Awesome work @Mizzou! We love to see #highered engaged in preparedness. For more information and resources on
preparing for tornadoes and other natural hazards, visit our Web page:
https://rems.ed.gov/Resources_Hazards_Threats_Natural_Hazards.aspx #TornadoDrill
https://twitter.com/Mizzou/status/971056155614240773
Ready to start a new week of #preparedness activities? Share your #SchoolSafetySelfie during a drill, exercise, or
training and tag @remstacenter. #MondayMotivaton pic.twitter.com/iIRHPh6H9C
School resources officers (SROs) and campus police have an important role in #school and #highered safety. Thank
your SROs and campus police officers today! #LawEnforcementAppreciationDay
@HuronHighA2 @massp Great program! TY for sharing! Events like this one help promote a positive #schoolclimate &
provide chances for #EdLeaders to find #schoolsafety leaders among youth in their school communities.
#youthpreparedness #mentalhealth @nasponline @NASBE @CCSSO https://rems.ed.gov/COP/Default.aspx
pic.twitter.com/vIkzXyJ37c
#FollowFriday #Schools: Follow @USCERT_gov to learn about the recent Adobe and Cisco updates and fixes, then
download our #cybersecurity fact sheets. K-12: https://rems.ed.gov/docs/Cybersecurity_K-12_Fact_Sheet_508C.PDF
Higher ed: https://rems.ed.gov/docs/Cybersecurity_Considerations_for_Higher_ed_Fact_Sheet_508C.pdf
Awesome work coming out of New Hampshire! If #schools are interested in assessing the safety, security, accessibility,
and emergency preparedness of their building grounds, they should check out our new app SITE ASSESS!:
https://rems.ed.gov/SITEASSESS.aspx https://twitter.com/Koshka4Schools/status/957786873895665664
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 12 Mar 2018 16:18:03 -0600 (MDT)
REQ# 82849
"Gabriel Lopez" <Gabriel.Lopez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2016-2017-01 Technology Support Service.docx (301.59k)

Good Afternoon Gabe,
We are reviewing REQ# 82849 and are having difficulty matching the items requested to the RFP specifications. Please review the attached RFP document and identify the items you are wishing
to purchase at this time.

Thank You,
Crystal Hernandez
Procurement Officer Apprentice
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
408 N. Canyon
Carlsbad, NM 88220
(575) 234-3300 ext. 1013
Crystal.Hernandez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"REMS TA Center" <info@remstacenter.org>
Mon, 12 Mar 2018 08:26:00 -0600 (MDT)
Responding to Student Demonstrations and Protests in Schools and School Districts
<sheryl.dugger@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Responding to Student Protests and Demonstrations in Schools and School Districts
Classrooms are often the first settings in which students learn what it means to be civically engaged; and when students
choose to use demonstrations and protests as a tool for civic engagement, school buildings, grounds, and communities
are often selected as the setting. The response of students across the country to the February 14, 2018, active shooter
situation at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, has drawn attention to one type of student
demonstration and protest in particular—school walkouts—and the need for education agencies to prepare and
respond.
On March 14 and April 20, 2018 (and on various other dates during the spring semester), students across the country
plan to leave their classrooms and school buildings to protest gun violence in honor of the students and staff members
who lost their lives last month, and to commemorate the anniversary of the Columbine High School shooting.
Our research has shown that the response from education agencies to these planned walkouts has been varied. Some
school districts are using these events as opportunities to teach and host discussions with students and the whole school
community about violence and other key topics in school safety and emergency prevention, protection, mitigation,
response, and recovery. Others may be exploring how to handle lost instructional time and disciplinary issues that may
result from the demonstrations. Many education agencies are likely working with community partners to balance the need
to ensure continuity of learning and operations, as well as whole school community safety and security, while still
encouraging the interest among youth in civic engagement and school safety.
Demonstrations and protests like school walkouts impact the entire school community, including students, teachers, staff,
and families. From safety and mental and behavioral health to continuity of learning and operations, schools (public and
nonpublic) and school districts may have to address and support students and staff in a variety of areas when
responding to planned demonstrations and protests. For school administrators and emergency planning teams, this can
seem daunting. However, pre-planning—especially with community partners—using the six-step planning process
outlined in the Guide for Developing High-Quality School Emergency Operations Plans (School Guide) can help ensure
the whole community stays safe.
Download our NEW fact sheet to get recommendations on incorporating plans to respond to student
demonstrations in school emergency operations plans.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"REMS TA Center" <info@remstacenter.org>
Mon, 12 Mar 2018 08:20:22 -0600 (MDT)
Responding to Student Demonstrations and Protests in Schools and School Districts
<marianne.burnett@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Responding to Student Protests and Demonstrations in Schools and School Districts
Classrooms are often the first settings in which students learn what it means to be civically engaged; and when students
choose to use demonstrations and protests as a tool for civic engagement, school buildings, grounds, and communities
are often selected as the setting. The response of students across the country to the February 14, 2018, active shooter
situation at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, has drawn attention to one type of student
demonstration and protest in particular—school walkouts—and the need for education agencies to prepare and
respond.
On March 14 and April 20, 2018 (and on various other dates during the spring semester), students across the country
plan to leave their classrooms and school buildings to protest gun violence in honor of the students and staff members
who lost their lives last month, and to commemorate the anniversary of the Columbine High School shooting.
Our research has shown that the response from education agencies to these planned walkouts has been varied. Some
school districts are using these events as opportunities to teach and host discussions with students and the whole school
community about violence and other key topics in school safety and emergency prevention, protection, mitigation,
response, and recovery. Others may be exploring how to handle lost instructional time and disciplinary issues that may
result from the demonstrations. Many education agencies are likely working with community partners to balance the need
to ensure continuity of learning and operations, as well as whole school community safety and security, while still
encouraging the interest among youth in civic engagement and school safety.
Demonstrations and protests like school walkouts impact the entire school community, including students, teachers, staff,
and families. From safety and mental and behavioral health to continuity of learning and operations, schools (public and
nonpublic) and school districts may have to address and support students and staff in a variety of areas when
responding to planned demonstrations and protests. For school administrators and emergency planning teams, this can
seem daunting. However, pre-planning—especially with community partners—using the six-step planning process
outlined in the Guide for Developing High-Quality School Emergency Operations Plans (School Guide) can help ensure
the whole community stays safe.
Download our NEW fact sheet to get recommendations on incorporating plans to respond to student
demonstrations in school emergency operations plans.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 8 Feb 2018 09:51:35 -0700 (MST)
RFP - Wireless Access Points
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 7 Feb 2018 11:09:52 -0700 (MST)
RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Point Updated
"Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points Updated.docx (308.67k)

Hi Laura,
Attached the updated RFP number 5. I correct the table of contents. I called Current Argus Anthony, he said the legal ad need to be sent to him by 1:00pm each day, so I think we can review it
today and I can send it in tomorrow to post for Friday 2/9/2018.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 26 Jan 2018 11:03:00 -0700 (MST)
RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points.docx (298.45k)

Good Morning,
Here is the draft RFP for the Wireless Access Point. Revisions are still needed. Please review.
Thanks,
Crystal
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 29 Jan 2018 14:31:29 -0700 (MST)
RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points
"Laura Garcia" <Laura.Garcia@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Access Point - Vendors.pdf (168.9k) RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points.docx (303.29k) Legal Ad 2017-2018-05 - RFP.docx (17.09k)

Hi Laura,
We meet with Gabe to finalized the draft of RFP for wireless access points. Please let me know whether it is good to go.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Inman, Susan, GSD" <Susan.Inman@state.nm.us>
Fri, 23 Mar 2018 16:14:50 -0600 (MDT)
RFP Class Materials - Day 1
<Undisclosed recipients:;>

Attachments:RFP Template Version 1_0 2014-11-12.doc (454.32k) Exercise03 - Schedule Development 2009 Calendar.pdf (405.37k) Exercise03 - Schedule Development - Schedules.pdf (19.58k)
Exercise03 - Schedule Development - Sample Good.pdf (378.37k) Exercise01 - Specifications.pdf (9.34k) _Anatomy of an RFP 111917.pdf (414.57k)

Attached please find the materials for Day 1 of the RFP class. In the subject line, it is stated to which day the materials apply.
I will be sending materials for each day (Day 1, Day 2 and Day 3), as well as Reference materials. You will not need the reference materials for class.
**IMPORTANT: If you are planning on accessing class materials electronically, please be aware that there is no public wireless access in the classroom. You will need to download the materials
to the device you will be using. You may want to print out the exercises, because we will be completing them in class, and you may want to write answers on the actual exercise sheet.**
Let me know if you have any questions.
Susan

Susan Inman
General Services Department, State Purchasing Division
Joseph Montoya Building
1100 S. St. Francis Drive, Room 2016
PO Box 6850
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 827-0294

susan.inman@state.nm.us
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From: "Inman, Susan, GSD" <Susan.Inman@state.nm.us>
Sent Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 13:23:51 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: RFP Class Materials - Day 1
"Burt, Jennifer, DOH" <Jennifer.Burt@state.nm.us>, "Diaz, Elsy, PED" <Elsy.Diaz@state.nm.us>, "Glover, Tomas, TRD" <Tomas.Glover@state.nm.us>,
"TAMMY.HEALEY@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET" <TAMMY.HEALEY@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET>,
"CRYSTAL.HERNANDEZ@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET" <CRYSTAL.HERNANDEZ@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET>, "Mendonca, Dorothy, OSI"
To:
<Dorothy.Mendonca@state.nm.us>, "Rivera, Mary, NMENV" <Mary.Rivera2@state.nm.us>, "Roper, Brieanna, NMHED" <Brieanna.Roper@state.nm.us>,
"Sanchez, Kimber, PED" <Kimber.Sanchez@state.nm.us>, "Sintas, Tim, DGF" <Tim.Sintas@state.nm.us>, "Vargas, Theresa, ERB"
<Theresa.Vargas2@state.nm.us>

Attachments:RFP Template Version 1_0 2014-11-12.doc (454.32k) Exercise03 - Schedule Development 2009 Calendar.pdf (405.37k) Exercise03 - Schedule Development - Schedules.pdf (19.58k)
Exercise03 - Schedule Development - Sample Good.pdf (378.37k) Exercise01 - Specifications.pdf (9.34k) _Anatomy of an RFP 111917.pdf (414.57k)

Good afternoon, everyone:
Attached please find the materials for Day 1 of the RFP class. In the subject line, it is stated to which day the materials apply.
I will be sending materials for each day (Day 1, Day 2 and Day 3), as well as Reference materials. You will not need the reference materials for class.
**IMPORTANT: If you are planning on accessing class materials electronically, please be aware that there is no public wireless access in the classroom. You will need to download the
materials to the device you will be using. I would highly suggest that you print out the exercises, because we will be completing them in class, and you may want to write answers on the actual
exercise sheet. No extra hard copies will be provided.**
Let me know if you have any questions.
Susan

Susan Inman
General Services Department, State Purchasing Division
Joseph Montoya Building
1100 S. St. Francis Drive, Room 2016
PO Box 6850
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 827-0294

susan.inman@state.nm.us
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From: "Inman, Susan, GSD" <Susan.Inman@state.nm.us>
Sent Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 13:24:18 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: RFP Class Materials - Day 2
"Burt, Jennifer, DOH" <Jennifer.Burt@state.nm.us>, "Diaz, Elsy, PED" <Elsy.Diaz@state.nm.us>, "Glover, Tomas, TRD" <Tomas.Glover@state.nm.us>,
"TAMMY.HEALEY@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET" <TAMMY.HEALEY@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET>,
"CRYSTAL.HERNANDEZ@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET" <CRYSTAL.HERNANDEZ@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET>, "Mendonca, Dorothy, OSI"
To:
<Dorothy.Mendonca@state.nm.us>, "Rivera, Mary, NMENV" <Mary.Rivera2@state.nm.us>, "Roper, Brieanna, NMHED" <Brieanna.Roper@state.nm.us>,
"Sanchez, Kimber, PED" <Kimber.Sanchez@state.nm.us>, "Sintas, Tim, DGF" <Tim.Sintas@state.nm.us>, "Vargas, Theresa, ERB"
<Theresa.Vargas2@state.nm.us>

Attachments:_Evaluation Committee Confidentiality and Standards Agreement (2).doc (1.51 MB) Exercise06 - Evaluating Criteria - Indian Gaming RFP.pdf (214.79k) Exercise05 - Proposal
Handling.pdf (124.36k) Exercise - Evaluation Committee Report - Emergency Call.pdf (217.73k) Evaluation Committee Kick-Off Meeting Sign-In.pdf (31.9k) _Procurement Manager Responsibilities
110917.pdf (290.75k)

Attached please find the materials for Day 2 of the RFP class.

Susan Inman
General Services Department, State Purchasing Division
Joseph Montoya Building
1100 S. St. Francis Drive, Room 2016
PO Box 6850
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 827-0294

susan.inman@state.nm.us
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From: "Inman, Susan, GSD" <Susan.Inman@state.nm.us>
Sent Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 13:25:45 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: RFP Class Materials - Reference 3 of 3
"Burt, Jennifer, DOH" <Jennifer.Burt@state.nm.us>, "Diaz, Elsy, PED" <Elsy.Diaz@state.nm.us>, "Glover, Tomas, TRD" <Tomas.Glover@state.nm.us>,
"TAMMY.HEALEY@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET" <TAMMY.HEALEY@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET>,
"CRYSTAL.HERNANDEZ@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET" <CRYSTAL.HERNANDEZ@CARLSBADSCHOOLS.NET>, "Mendonca, Dorothy, OSI"
To:
<Dorothy.Mendonca@state.nm.us>, "Rivera, Mary, NMENV" <Mary.Rivera2@state.nm.us>, "Roper, Brieanna, NMHED" <Brieanna.Roper@state.nm.us>,
"Sanchez, Kimber, PED" <Kimber.Sanchez@state.nm.us>, "Sintas, Tim, DGF" <Tim.Sintas@state.nm.us>, "Vargas, Theresa, ERB"
<Theresa.Vargas2@state.nm.us>

Attachments:_2017 NMSA Supplement.pdf (6.28 MB) _1 4 1 NMAC.pdf (154k)

Attached please find the Reference materials for the RFP class. These are the Regulations (aka Rules) and the Supplement. We will mention the Rules, and the Supplement in class.
You do not need to print these materials.
This is the end of the class materials.

Susan Inman
General Services Department, State Purchasing Division
Joseph Montoya Building
1100 S. St. Francis Drive, Room 2016
PO Box 6850
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 827-0294

susan.inman@state.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Inman, Susan, GSD" <Susan.Inman@state.nm.us>
Fri, 23 Mar 2018 16:34:12 -0600 (MDT)
RFP Class Materials - Reference 3 of 3
<Undisclosed recipients:;>

Attachments:_2017 NMSA Supplement.pdf (6.28 MB) _1 4 1 NMAC.pdf (154k)

Attached please find the Reference materials for the RFP class. These are the Regulations (aka Rules) and the Supplement. We will mention the Rules, and the Supplement in class.
You do not need to print these materials.
This is the end of the class materials.

Susan Inman
General Services Department, State Purchasing Division
Joseph Montoya Building
1100 S. St. Francis Drive, Room 2016
PO Box 6850
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 827-0294

susan.inman@state.nm.us
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Gabriel Lopez" <Gabriel.Lopez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 7 Feb 2018 09:56:19 -0700 (MST)
RFP edit
"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points (REV).docx (311.09k)

Attached is the revised RFP
Gabe
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 11 Apr 2018 16:07:11 -0600 (MDT)
RFP for Special Education Contract Services
"Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-06 Contract Related Services.docx (284.51k)

Hi Crystal,
I updated the dates and same info using the previous RFP for Contract Related Services. Please work with Ursulita to review this draft and let me know when you guys think it is ready to be
posted.
Thanks a lot.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 16 Apr 2018 09:10:27 -0600 (MDT)
RFP support
"Tammy West" <WesttLLC@outlook.com>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-06 Contract Related Services.docx (284.51k)

Hi Tammy,
Good morning. Hope you had a nice weekend.
Attached a draft RFP. It is for special education contract services. I used the previous special education contract services RFP as example and just updated the name and the dates. But the RFP
was from FY14-15, so maybe it needs updates. Can you please review it for me? This will be my first RFP here.
Please let me know when you have time. I want to give you a call and double check the process with you before I post this.
Thanks a lot and you have a nice day.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance/CPO
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Carolyn M" <csmay1802@gmail.com>
Mon, 22 Jan 2018 08:52:28 -0700 (MST)
Road to Revolution
<joanna.may@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Road to Revolution.docx (27.21k)

-
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Twitter" <info@twitter.com>
Tue, 23 Jan 2018 17:39:33 -0700 (MST)
Rob Riggle Tweeted: We want your questions for our new @PodcastOne show. Tweet your questions using #RigglesPicks and subscribe here!
"Mark Anthony Barela" <mark.barela@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Your Highlights
Rob Riggle
@RobRiggle
We want your questions for our new @PodcastOne show.
Tweet your questions using #RigglesPicks and subscribe here!

Riggle's Picks with Rob Riggle & Sarah Tiana by
PodcastOne on Apple Podcasts
Download past episodes or subscribe to future episodes
of Riggle's Picks with Rob Riggle & Sa... more
itunes.apple.com

2

7

32

JUANPA ZURITA ????
@ElJuanpaZurita
Santo throwback!
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610

1.5K

10K

Kyle Griffin
@kylegriffin1
House Judiciary ranking member Jerry Nadler tells Chairman
Goodlatte he considers the Nunes memo “profoundly
misleading”: “Those materials tell a very different story than the
conspiracy theory concocted by Chairman Nunes and being
repeated in the press.” politi.co/2rvpBYP

91
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1.6K

2.2K

??Rey from Nowhere??
@1Jedi_Rey
“This Immigration Debate will have a Level Playing Field at the
Outset & an Amendment Process that is Fair to all Sides”
~Mitch McConnel
The Senate must Hold @SenMajLdr True to These Words,
If not we #VoteThemOut2018âœŠ
??
#Dreamers are an Integral Part of America!
#NoDACANoDeal

25

230

240

Scott Dworkin
@funder
LIVE VIDEO: Anti-Trump protests are already happening in
Switzerland, where the Trump is due to speak at the World
Economic Forum on Friday #TrumpResign
pscp.tv/w/bTYWNTMwMTA0…
page 3 of 4
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590

4.9K

8.8K

The Hummingbird ??
@SaysHummingbird
Lara Trump tells Fox that women who marched are too dumb to
know why they're anti-Trump "They just think that's the thing to
do"
RT if you think Lara Trump is an utter disgrace to the human
race.

Lara Trump tells Fox that women who marched are
too dumb to know why they're anti-Trump, "They
just...
Lara Trump tells Fox that women who marched are too
dumb to know why they're anti-Trump, "The... more
mediamatters.org

1.2K

7.2K

4K

See more on Twitter

Settings | Help | Unsubscribe
We sent this email to @markbarela
Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco,
CA 94103
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From: "Franciscan Media" <goodnews@franciscanmedia.org>
Sent Date: Tue, 10 Apr 2018 03:12:45 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Saint Magdalen of Canossa
To: <liza.carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Not rendering correctly? View this email as a web page here.

Image: Monument of Saint Magdalene of Canossa in Verona | photo by Chrumps

Saint Magdalen of Canossa
Saint of the Day for April 10
(March 1, 1774 – April 10, 1835)

https://www.franciscanmedia.org/wp-
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content/uploads/2016/08/SODApr10.mp3

Saint Magdalen of Canossa’s Story
Wealth and privilege did nothing to prevent today’s saint from following her calling to serve
Christ in the poor. Nor did the protests of her relatives, concerned that such work was beneath
her.
Born in northern Italy in 1774, Magdalen knew her mind—and spoke it. At age 15 she
announced she wished to become a nun. After trying out her vocation with the cloistered
Carmelites, she realized her desire was to serve the needy without restriction. For years she
worked among the poor and sick in hospitals and in their homes, and also among delinquent
and abandoned girls.
In her mid-20s, Magdalen began offering lodging to poor girls in her own home. In time she
opened a school, which offered practical training and religious instruction. As other women
joined her in the work, the new Congregation of the Canossian Daughters of Charity—or
Canossian Sisters—emerged. Over time, houses were opened throughout Italy.
Members of the new religious congregation focused on the educational and spiritual needs of
women. Magdalen also founded a smaller congregation for priests and brothers. Both groups
continue to this day.
Magdalen died in 1835. Pope John Paul II canonized her in 1988.
Reflection
Let us pray to Saint Magdalen for the many young women who are caught up in the sex
trafficking epidemic of our day.

Read more »
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Mission
To spread the Gospel in the spirit of St. Francis.

Share this with your friends

Franciscan Media 28 West Liberty Street

Cincinnati OH 45202 USA

You received this email because you are subscribed to Saint of the Day from Franciscan Media .
Update your email preferences to choose the types of emails you receive.
Unsubscribe from all future emails
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From: "Grant Symonds" <g.symonds@lowcountrymontessori.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 16 Mar 2018 06:46:56 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: School safety
<adrianne.salas@aps4kids.org>, <reedy@aps.edu>, <lrcushman@animask12.net>, <cdcaton@bulldogs.org>, <adcarpki@aztec.k12.nm.us>,
<perezm@beleneagles.org>, <kcowan@bps.k12.nm.us>, <kmizell@bsin.k12.nm.us>, <sean.wootton@capitantigers.org>,
<gregory.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, <ricky.espinoza@carrizozogrizzlies.org>, <bowmc@centralschools.org>, <acasados@chamaschools.org>,
<aestrada@cimarronschools.org>, <stacy.diller@claytonschools.org>, <tdempsey@cmsbears.org>, <jody.balch@clovis-schools.org>,
<rmendoza@cobre.k12.nm.us>, <travis.lightfoot@cpscardinals.org>, <tarchuleta@cuba.k12.nm.us>, <dan.lere@demingps.org>,
<ksumpterdms@bacavalley.com>, <doddl@dexterdemons.org>, <sbarron@doraschools.com>, <tsavage@dulceschools.net>, <tdelk@elidaschools.net>,
<bobbie.gutierrez@k12espanola.org>, <joel.shirley@estancia.k12.nm.us>, <dhaynes@eunice.org>, <eschmidt@fms.k12.nm.us>, <dterry@floydbroncos.com>,
<mmoyer@ftsumnerk12.com>, <cavazos_n@jmsd.k12.nm.us>, <mhyatt@gmcs.k12.nm.us>, <egrau@gradyschool.com>, <marc.space@gccs.k12.nm.us>,
<rwilliams@bobcat.net>, <lhale@hatchschools.net>, <parkstj@hobbsschools.net>, <marvin.martin@hondoeagles.org>, <blightfoot@houseschools.org>,
To: <brian.snider@jalnm.org>, <swdavis@jvps.org>, <michael.grossman@la-panthers.org>, <gewing@lcps.net>, <keltcooper@cybercardinals.com>,
<christopher_gutierrez@wlvs.k12.nm.us>, <droch@loganschool.net>, <rpiper@lmsed.org>, <k.steinhaus@laschools.net>, <dsanders@llschools.net>,
<amcilroy@lovingschools.org>, <leannegandy@lovingtonschools.net>, <ghaven@magdalena.k12.nm.us>, <kforrester@maxwellp12.com>,
<jwidner@melroseschools.org>, <ernesto.valdez@mesavista.org>, <earellano@mora.k12.nm.us>, <tom.sullivan@mesd.us>, <superintendent@mosquero.net>,
<dapodaca@mpschools.net>, <ftrujillo@pecos.k12.nm.us>, <mmacaauley@penasco.k12.nm.us>, <mlm@pvs.k12.nm.us>, <jcain@portalesschools.com>,
<dlackey@quemadoschools.org>, <dalbert@questa.k12.nm.us>, <andy.ortiz@ratonschools.com>, <billgreen@reserveschools.com>, <scleveland@rrps.net>,
<ssanchez@risd.k12.nm.us>, <supt@royschools.org>, <bickertg@ruidososchools.org>, <ctaylor@sanjonschools.com>, <vcgarcia@sfps.k12.nm.us>,
<rperea@srlions.com>, <abrown@silverschools.org>, <rhendrix@socorro.k12.nm.us>, <eking@springerschools.org>, <ccummins@torcschools.net>,
<blittle@tatumschools.org>, <rbrown@texicoschools.com>, <lillian.torrez@taosschools.org>, <a.mckinney@tucumcarischools.com>,
<brenda.vigil@tularosak12.us>, <jprops@vaughn.k12.nm.us>, <anita.romero@wm.k12.nm.us>, <daniel.benavidez@zpsd.org>

On Wednesday students across the country planned to protest gun violence. The National School Walkout is scheduled to begin at 10 a.m. and last for 17 minutes.. one for each life lost in the
Parkland school shooting.
Many students to whom I’ve spoken were at the least apprehensive to walking out of school and at best afraid of receiving a suspension. There are certain rights and restrictions associated with
this protest however as an alternative it is offered for your consideration as superintendents to launch an EMAIL campaign to the Senators, Representatives, Governor, State Senators and
Representatives.
I have attached suggested text for such an email below. Hope your students join this campaign.
Please feel free to contact me if you have questions.
Thanks
Grant Symonds

Bluffton SC
gwsymonds@gmail.com

My name is _________ (name) and I am a high school student at __________ (school name). As an upcoming voter I am most concerned about school safety and the lack of progress on
protecting all students while we seek to learn. I encourage you as a leader in our state to immediately begin to discuss, consider and enact policies that will provide us a safe learning
environment.
page 1 of 2
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Thank you for your consideration on this public health matter.

Sincerely
___________(name)
Future Voter!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Robi Hess" <Robi.Hess@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sun, 25 Mar 2018 16:14:01 -0600 (MDT)
Second Submission
"submit@advancementcourses.com" <submit@advancementcourses.com>

Attachments:Teaching the American Revolution_P_FCP (1).pdf (2.05 MB)

â€‹
To Whom It May Concern,
This is my second submission of this coursework. I did not receive a reply when I submitted this packet on March 16, 2018. Please reply and let me know that you have received this
document and that is will be graded.
Thanks for your help,
Rob Hess
928-221-9947
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From: "Booklist Online Read Alert" <booklist@ala.org>
Sent Date: Thu, 15 Mar 2018 11:10:25 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Series Nonfiction and a Seriously New Editor
To: <lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

A hand-picked selection of reviews and features from the latest issue of Booklist.

Display trouble? View online. Forwarded from a friend? Subscribe today!

#210 — March 15, 2018
• High-Demand Reviews
• Spotlight on Series Nonfiction
• Subscriber Exclusive
• The Booklist Reader
• Booklist on Social Media

BOOKLIST REVIEWERS TURN A PHRASE
"Princess Serena knows her name is a terrible mistake; she hasn't a serene bone in her body. She renames herself Princess Pulverizer and petitions to join knight school
instead of continuing to learn ladylike manners."
—Amanda Blau on Nancy Krulik's Princess Pulverizer: Grilled Cheese and Dragons
page 1 of 18
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FROM THE EDITOR

Greetings! It is I, Eugenia Williamson, the new (and second-ever) editor of Read Alert! I've got a five-alarm Dread Alert going on, since my predecessor, Keir Graff, has left some
awfully big shoes to fill.
I spend my days editing and contributing to The Booklist Reader and running the @booklistreader Twitter feed, so it's lovely to get the chance to plunge into our print issues.
Already, this endeavor has paid dividends, for had I not edited this very newsletter, it might have taken me far longer to learn that children's series nonfiction—the spotlight of our
latest issue—has, of late, been dominated by titles about politics and the environment, much like the thoughts that keep me up at night. Although my personal and professional
reading veers toward the adult side of things, I'm amped to report the hottest forthcoming youth titles to you.

My assumption of the Read Alert command has coincided with my acquisition of a tiny aloe plant, which now sits in the window of my office, far away from my tuxedo cat, a toothy
creature who loves nothing more than chewing the fauna in my apartment. If Read Alert were a plant, it'd be far taller and more robust than my new succulent, but I look forward
to watching both grow ever-larger and sheltering each from being bitten to death.
If you have complaints, questions, or suggestions—including those on how to improve my plant-cat metaphors—I'd love to hear from you.
—Eugenia Williamson
ewilliamson@ala.org
@BooklistReader
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HIGH-DEMAND REVIEWS
Adult Books

Bob Honey Who Just Do Stuff
By Sean Penn

The first novel by actor and director Penn is a charmingly weird tale of an eccentric fellow, Bob Honey, who is viewed by his neighbors— and, indeed, by most of the rest of the
world— as a crackpot, the kind of guy who obsesses over irrelevant minutiae and complains about the silliest things. read moreâ†’
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Fascism: A Warning
By Madeleine Albright

The founders of fascism—Mussolini, Hitler, and Stalin—and fascism's current practitioners—Kim Jong-un, Vladimir Putin, and Recep Erdogan—are profiled in former secretary
of state and author Albright's (Prague Winter, 2012) cautionary primer on what democracy's antithesis looks like. read moreâ†’
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Figures in a Landscape: People & Places
By Paul Theroux

Essays— from profiles and short travel pieces to book reviews and book introductions— surely seem quaternary to the prolific Theroux's novels, short stories, and travel books.
And yet these pieces now make up a respectable portion of his output. read moreâ†’
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The Outsider
By Stephen King

Two quick years after concluding his Bill Hodges trilogy of mystery novels with End of Watch (2016), King returns to the genre (and even brings back a character) with a book that
showcases his best and worst instincts. The first half, a police procedural, is absolutely riveting. read moreâ†’
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Pops: Fatherhood in Pieces
By Michael Chabon

"Don't have children," an established writer once cautioned Chabon, since doing so would stunt his career. So recalls the prolific, best-selling Chabon (Moonglow, 2016)— father
of four— in the opener to his latest essay collection, a celebration of fatherhood. read moreâ†’

Books For Youth
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For Every One
By Jason Reynolds

Reynolds shares this letter-poem, written several years ago, in the hope that it will encourage readers to continue reaching for their own dreams. "This letter is / being written /
from a place of raw honesty / and love / but not at all / a place of expertise on / how to make your / dreams come true." read moreâ†’
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Rebound
By Kwame Alexander. Illus. by Dawud Anyabwile

It's the end of the school year in 1988, and Charlie Bell is flattened by the death of his father, so his mother ships him off to stay with his grandparents for the summer. Librarians
who were delighted at The Crossover's popularity will be thrilled with this pitch-perfect follow-up. read moreâ†’

SPOTLIGHT ON SERIES NONFICTION

Top 10 Series Nonfiction
By Julia Smith

What do Bigfoot, Yosemite National Park, squishy robots, and the Civil War all have in common? They're topics covered by our 10 best new nonfiction series for youth, all
reviewed in Booklist between April 1, 2017, and March 1, 2018. read moreâ†’
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[view/print in Digital Edition]

Earth's Resources
By Izzi Howell

Splashy, colorful pages with infographics, photos, and diagrams are packed with information in this installment in the Geo Facts series (8 titles). Where this volume truly shines is
in its accessible discussion of geopolitical and ecological considerations associated with minerals, oil and gas, wood, and food. read moreâ†’

Forces
By Andi Diehn and illustrated by Shululu

Despite its down-to-earth scientific grounding, this manages to do the almost impossible: Diehn brings gravity, magnetism, push-pull forces, and friction to life in everyday
page 12 of 18
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contexts, without a hint of schoolroom jargon. read moreâ†’

The Illinois Chronicles
By Mark Skipworth

In honor of the Illinois bicentennial, this creative history launches the Chronicles series (1 title). Beautifully designed, the pages resemble spreads from a fictional Illinois
newspaper and feature "articles" on events ranging from Illinois' 1818 admittance to the Union to current plans for the state's 2018 bicentennial celebration. read moreâ†’

ISIS Brides
page 13 of 18
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By Bridey Heing

ISIS has taken the world's attention hostage with its frequent acts of terrorism and violence. The Crimes of ISIS series (4 titles) sheds light on how the group came to power, who
is among its ranks, and what life is like under the organization's control. All these elements appear to some degree in this frank examination of the women and girls who have
joined ISIS, some by choice, most by force. read moreâ†’

Protest Movements: Then and Now
By Eric Braun

America was built on a protest movement, this entry in the America: 50 Years of Change series (4 titles) states, and since its founding, U.S. citizens have continued to fight for
social change. This book focuses primarily on the tumultuous 1960s. read moreâ†’

Talking With: Virginia Loh-Hagan
By Sarah Hunter

We're always curious about how series nonfiction authors produce mountains of titles on a such a dizzying array of topics. To shed light on the matter, we turned to Virginia LohHagan, a professor of education and one of the most prolific series nonfiction authors of the last few years. read moreâ†’
page 14 of 18
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The Wilhelm Gustloff Story
By Michael Capek

Though the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff resulted in far more casualties than the Titanic, the wreck is much less well-known. This entry in the Famous Ships series (4 titles)
aims to rectify that by explaining the event and its historical context, as well as offering reasons for its lack of attention. read moreâ†’

BOOKLIST SUBSCRIBER EXCLUSIVE
Editor's note: This full list is available only to paid Booklist subscribers. Please log in to read—or subscribe today!

SUBSCRIBER EXCLUSIVE

Series Nonfiction Watch
By Julia Smith

Welcome to the newest roundup of series nonfiction trends! America has emerged as a strong theme this year, from state guides to citizens' rights. Publishers also have their
eyes on the environment, shining solar-powered lights on climate change and conservation. read moreâ†’
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THE BOOKLIST READER

Visit our blog, The Booklist Reader, for a wealth of opinion, news, and lists from the book people at Booklist, Book Links, and Booklist Online.

Trend Alert! Chefs Behaving Badly
Posted: 06 Mar 2018 11:30 AM CST
By Suan Maguire
I don't want to disparage the good name of celebrity chefs, but if current fiction is anything to go by, they're all cheating scoundrels. Or they're victims of cheating scoundrels. Or they're just
generally getting too salty, if you know what I mean.
There must be something in the ratatouille that's making all these fictional chefs behave badly, because it's a dadgum trend—and authors serve the angst up hot! read more â†’

BOOKLIST ON SOCIAL MEDIA

The Booklist Reader @booklistreader · 10:21 AM - 06 Mar 2018
We're all still wrapping our heads around our colleague Dan "Hollywood" Kraus' trip to the Oscars, and now his novel is out. It's about water, or something?
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FOLLOW US ON TWITTER!
@ALA_Booklist
Booklist Publications
@BooklistReader
The Booklist Reader blog
@BooklistYA
Booklist Youth Department
@Booklist_Bill
Bill Ott, Editor & Publisher
@Booklist_Keir
Keir Graff, Executive Editor
@Booklist_Donna
Donna Seaman, Adult Books Editor
@Booklist_Susan
Susan Maguire, Senior Editor, Collection Management and Library Outreach
@Booklist_Annie
Annie Bostrom, Associate Editor, Adult Books
@Booklist_Joyce
Joyce Saricks, Audio Editor
@Booklist_Ilene
Ilene Cooper, Contributing Editor
@Booklist_Grant
Sarah Grant, Marketing Associate
@Booklist_Briana
Briana Shemroske, Editorial Assistant

Manage your subscriptions to Booklist e-mails here.
If you no longer wish to receive Booklist e-mails, please click here.
To subscribe to Booklist magazine, click here.
To unsubscribe from all American Library Association communications, click here.
American Library Association, 5 0 East Huron Street, Chicago, IL 60 611
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You are receiving this newsletter either because you subscribed to it or because you have expressed interest in Booklist, Booklist Online, or other publications of the American Library Association. We will not sell your e-mail to outside
parties, although we may share it with other similar publications of the ALA. To unsubscribe from this newsletter, click here. To manage your e-mail subscriptions and to sign up for this or other Booklist newsletters, click here. Your e-mail
may be shared with sponsors of this newsletter should you express interest in their products or content related to those products. If the sponsors choose to communicate with you by email, they are obligated to provide you with an
opportunity to opt-out from future emails in compliance with the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. To read the ALA privacy policy, click here.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Surgery-free Facelift" <jennifer.mcbee@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Wed, 31 Jan 2018 10:34:59 -0700 (MST)
Shark Tank Anti-Aging Product Now Just $4.95
<jennifer.mcbee@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Shark Tank Anti-Aging Product Free Sample

Get FREE sample Now!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"MeriTalk State & Local" <meritalk@300brand.com>
Wed, 14 Mar 2018 07:44:50 -0600 (MDT)
Should States Call in the Guard to Combat Election Hacking? | Cloud Better Poised to Lock Up Law Enforcement and more…
<wayne.steffan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Read All About IT
MARCH 13, 2018
FORWARD TO A FRIEND

ELECTION SECURITY

Should States Call in the Guard to Combat
Election Hacking?
In times of emergency, state governors have regularly called in the National
Guard, for reasons such as assisting the recovery after natural disasters like
Hurricane Katrina in 2005 or to suppress protests in Ferguson, Mo., in 2014. If
voting systems are under siege, should they do the same? Sen. Kirsten
Gillibrand, D-N.Y., floated that idea at a recent hearing of the Senate Armed
Services cybersecurity subcommittee, comparing cyberattacks to kinetic attacks
and saying states could call on the cyber expertise of the Guard and Reserves. In
the wake of widespread Russian efforts to meddle in the 2016 presidential
election, resulting in indictments against 13 Russian nationals and three Russian
organizations for conducting “information warfare” to disrupt the election, U.S.
officials are raising the alarm about threats to the integrity of the 2018 midterm
elections.
READ MORE

CLOUD

Cloud Better Poised to Lock Up Law
Enforcement?
About five years ago, many law enforcement officials wondered if the cloud was
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safe enough to hold their data. Now the FBI, the nation’s top law enforcement
agency, is considering a move to a large-scale, commercial software cloud
provider. The FBI’s Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) is conducting
market research via a Request for Information (RFI) to better understand
commercial cloud capabilities. And, in accordance with the government’s “Cloud
First” policy, the FBI is seeking ways to optimize the tools, functions, capabilities,
security risk management, and products that can support multiple business
processes and architectures within the FBI’s enterprise systems.
READ MORE

CYBERSECURITY

Trustwave Goes Threat Hunting
Reports surfaced five years ago that the Kremlin had started buying typewriters to
avoid computer leaks. Suffice to say, it’s a complicated cyber world out there
today–from nation states to cyber criminals to organized crime to 400lbs guys in
their bedrooms in New Jersey. And, in this dynamic environment, the only thing
we know for sure is that the way we’ve done things before won’t protect us
anymore. Trustwave Government Solutions is debuting its new Threat Hunting
service for forward-leaning Federal agencies and state governments that are tired
of having their cyber clocks cleaned.
READ MORE

EVENT

Phishing in a Mobile World: Staying Ahead
of Federal Cyber Threats
Join MeriTalk on Wednesday, April 11 from 8-10 a.m. at the City Club of
Washington for a government-only roundtable discussion on mobile
security. Attend to hear Federal cyber leaders discuss ways to stay ahead
of new vectors for phishing including SMS and messaging apps, how to
develop a comprehensive strategy to protect data from catastrophic loss,
and much more.
REGISTER

CONNECT WITH MERITALK STATE & LOCAL
page 2 of 3
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P.O. Box 1356, Alexandria, Virginia 22313
(703) 634-9525 | info@meritalk.com

CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR PRIVACY POLICY.
THE EMAIL ADDRESS FOR YOU IS WAYNE.STEFFAN@CARLSBAD.K12.NM.US
IF YOU NO LONGER WISH TO RECEIVE EMAIL COMMUNICATION FROM 21ST CENTURY STATE AND LOCAL YOU MAY MANAGE
YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS HERE.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"MeriTalk State & Local" <meritalk@300brand.com>
Wed, 14 Mar 2018 07:44:59 -0600 (MDT)
Should States Call in the Guard to Combat Election Hacking? | Cloud Better Poised to Lock Up Law Enforcement and more…
<daniel.olivas@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Read All About IT
MARCH 13, 2018
FORWARD TO A FRIEND

ELECTION SECURITY

Should States Call in the Guard to Combat
Election Hacking?
In times of emergency, state governors have regularly called in the National
Guard, for reasons such as assisting the recovery after natural disasters like
Hurricane Katrina in 2005 or to suppress protests in Ferguson, Mo., in 2014. If
voting systems are under siege, should they do the same? Sen. Kirsten
Gillibrand, D-N.Y., floated that idea at a recent hearing of the Senate Armed
Services cybersecurity subcommittee, comparing cyberattacks to kinetic attacks
and saying states could call on the cyber expertise of the Guard and Reserves. In
the wake of widespread Russian efforts to meddle in the 2016 presidential
election, resulting in indictments against 13 Russian nationals and three Russian
organizations for conducting “information warfare” to disrupt the election, U.S.
officials are raising the alarm about threats to the integrity of the 2018 midterm
elections.
READ MORE

CLOUD

Cloud Better Poised to Lock Up Law
Enforcement?
About five years ago, many law enforcement officials wondered if the cloud was
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safe enough to hold their data. Now the FBI, the nation’s top law enforcement
agency, is considering a move to a large-scale, commercial software cloud
provider. The FBI’s Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) is conducting
market research via a Request for Information (RFI) to better understand
commercial cloud capabilities. And, in accordance with the government’s “Cloud
First” policy, the FBI is seeking ways to optimize the tools, functions, capabilities,
security risk management, and products that can support multiple business
processes and architectures within the FBI’s enterprise systems.
READ MORE

CYBERSECURITY

Trustwave Goes Threat Hunting
Reports surfaced five years ago that the Kremlin had started buying typewriters to
avoid computer leaks. Suffice to say, it’s a complicated cyber world out there
today–from nation states to cyber criminals to organized crime to 400lbs guys in
their bedrooms in New Jersey. And, in this dynamic environment, the only thing
we know for sure is that the way we’ve done things before won’t protect us
anymore. Trustwave Government Solutions is debuting its new Threat Hunting
service for forward-leaning Federal agencies and state governments that are tired
of having their cyber clocks cleaned.
READ MORE

EVENT

Phishing in a Mobile World: Staying Ahead
of Federal Cyber Threats
Join MeriTalk on Wednesday, April 11 from 8-10 a.m. at the City Club of
Washington for a government-only roundtable discussion on mobile
security. Attend to hear Federal cyber leaders discuss ways to stay ahead
of new vectors for phishing including SMS and messaging apps, how to
develop a comprehensive strategy to protect data from catastrophic loss,
and much more.
REGISTER

CONNECT WITH MERITALK STATE & LOCAL
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P.O. Box 1356, Alexandria, Virginia 22313
(703) 634-9525 | info@meritalk.com

CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR PRIVACY POLICY.
THE EMAIL ADDRESS FOR YOU IS DANIEL.OLIVAS@CARLSBAD.K12.NM.US
IF YOU NO LONGER WISH TO RECEIVE EMAIL COMMUNICATION FROM 21ST CENTURY STATE AND LOCAL YOU MAY MANAGE
YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS HERE.
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From:

"Josh Nelson, CREDO Action" <act@credoaction.com>

Sent Date:

Tue, 6 Feb 2018 08:36:41 -0700 (MST)

Subject:

Sign if you agree: No drilling on sacred Native lands

To:

"Landreth Patrice" <patrice.landreth@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

No drilling at Chaco Culture National Historical Park
The petition to the Bureau of Land Management reads:
"Protect one of our nation's most significant cultural and historical Native sites. Stop the proposed fossil fuel lease sales near the Chaco Culture National Historical Park."
Add your name:

Dear Landreth,
If the Trump regime's war on public lands wasn't already dangerous enough, Big Oil is now set to destroy one of the nation's most significant cultural and historical sites if we don't stop them.
On the heels of Donald Trump's reckless decision to slash the size of Bears Ears and Grand Staircase-Escalante national monuments, Trump and his fossil fuel regime are ready to hand
over drilling rights near the Chaco Culture National Historical Park in New Mexico, threatening 1,000-year-old Pueblan artifacts and structures of immense cultural, historical and tribal value.
Public lands enemy Sec. Ryan Zinke, who oversees the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), plans to put these lands up for lease to the fossil fuel industry this March. We must act now to
prevent these sales from moving forward.
Tell the Bureau of Land Management: No drilling at the Chaco Culture National Historical Park. Click here to sign the petition.
The areas in and around the Chaco Culture National Historical Park contain the threatened ruins of Chaco Canyon – what some have referred to "as close as the U.S. gets to Egypt’s pyramids and Peru’s Machu Picchu"
– as well as "the remnants of great houses, kivas, ancient roads and sacred places built a millennium ago by an indigenous people who became proficient in architecture, agriculture, astronomy and the arts." 1,2 Today, the
Navajo people, whose land surrounds the park, regard the Chaco region as culturally important, and a number of New Mexican Pueblos consider these sites sacred.3
In response to massive backlash by the public and Native people to potential drilling and fracking in the region, the BLM promised tribal leaders and lawmakers that it would delay lease sales inside a 10-mile radius of the
park until 2020, when the agency could complete a full assessment to determine the impact drilling would have on ancient sacred sites.
But last summer, the BLM reversed course, and in accordance with Sec. Zinke's plan to rapidly open up public lands for fossil fuel drilling, put up 4,800 acres of land near Chaco for sale, some of which lay within the buffer
zone, potentially endangering sacred Native sites.4
Right now, progressive activists and tribal leaders are organizing protests on the ground to resist this wholesale giveaway of sacred Native lands to the fossil fuel industry.5 We must have their backs and demand that the
Trump regime back down from these lease sales immediately.
Tell the Bureau of Land Management: No drilling at the Chaco Culture National Historical Park. Click the link below to sign the petition:
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https://act.credoaction.com/sign/no_chaco_drilling?t=7&akid=27139%2E12772310%2EozgDhThanks for all you do.
Josh Nelson, Deputy Political Director
CREDO Action from Working Assets
Add your name:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Elizabeth Miller, "'As close as the US gets to Egypt’s pyramids': how Chaco Canyon is endangered by drilling ," The Guardian, Nov. 8, 2017.
Richard Moe, "The Treasures of Chaco Canyon Are Threatened by Drilling," The New York Times, Dec. 1, 2017.
Sen. Tom Udall, "Udall, Heinrich, Luján Urge Secretary Zinke to Defer All Leases on Land Near Chaco Culture National Historical Park," Sept. 6, 2017.
Rebecca Moss, "N.M. leaders urge feds to protect Chaco from oil and gas encroachment," The Santa Fe New Mexican, Sept. 8, 2017.
Rebecca Moss, "Over 100 protest BLM plans to lease land near Chaco Canyon for fracking," The Santa Fe New Mexican, Jan. 17, 2017.

Share on Facebook
Post to your wall
Tweet this
Post to Twitter

© 2018 CREDO. All rights reserved.

This email was sent to patrice.landreth@carlsbad.k12.nm.us.

To change your email or mailing address, please click here: https://act.credoaction.com/me/update/?t=20&akid=27139%2E12772310%2EozgDh-

To unsubscribe, please visit our subscription management page at: http://act.credoaction.com/cms/unsubscribe/unsubscribe/?t=22&akid=27139%2E12772310%2EozgDh-
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From:

"Josh Nelson, CREDO Action" <act@credoaction.com>

Sent Date:

Fri, 26 Jan 2018 07:49:12 -0700 (MST)

Subject:

Sign the petition: No drilling on sacred Native lands

To:

"Landreth Patrice" <patrice.landreth@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

No drilling at Chaco Culture National Historical Park
The petition to the Bureau of Land Management reads:
"Protect one of our nation's most significant cultural and historical Native sites. Stop the proposed fossil fuel lease sales near the Chaco Culture National Historical Park."
Add your name:

Dear Landreth,
If the Trump regime's war on public lands wasn't already dangerous enough, Big Oil is now set to destroy one of the nation's most significant cultural and historical sites if we don't stop them.
On the heels of Donald Trump's reckless decision to slash the size of Bears Ears and Grand Staircase-Escalante national monuments, Trump and his fossil fuel regime are ready to hand
over drilling rights near the Chaco Culture National Historical Park in New Mexico, threatening 1,000-year-old Pueblan artifacts and structures of immense cultural, historical and tribal value.
Public lands enemy Sec. Ryan Zinke, who oversees the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), plans to put these lands up for lease to the fossil fuel industry this March. We must act now to
prevent these sales from moving forward.
Tell the Bureau of Land Management: No drilling at the Chaco Culture National Historical Park. Click here to sign the petition.
The areas in and around the Chaco Culture National Historical Park contain the threatened ruins of Chaco Canyon – what some have referred to "as close as the U.S. gets to Egypt’s pyramids and Peru’s Machu Picchu"
– as well as "the remnants of great houses, kivas, ancient roads and sacred places built a millennium ago by an indigenous people who became proficient in architecture, agriculture, astronomy and the arts." 1,2 Today, the
Navajo people, whose land surrounds the park, regard the Chaco region as culturally important, and a number of New Mexican Pueblos consider these sites sacred.3
In response to massive backlash by the public and Native people to potential drilling and fracking in the region, the BLM promised tribal leaders and lawmakers that it would delay lease sales inside a 10-mile radius of the
park until 2020, when the agency could complete a full assessment to determine the impact drilling would have on ancient sacred sites.
But last summer, the BLM reversed course, and in accordance with Sec. Zinke's plan to rapidly open up public lands for fossil fuel drilling, put up 4,800 acres of land near Chaco for sale, some of which lay within the buffer
zone, potentially endangering sacred Native sites.4
Right now, progressive activists and tribal leaders are organizing protests on the ground to resist this wholesale giveaway of sacred Native lands to the fossil fuel industry.5 We must have their backs and demand that the
Trump regime back down from these lease sales immediately.
Tell the Bureau of Land Management: No drilling at the Chaco Culture National Historical Park. Click the link below to sign the petition:
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https://act.credoaction.com/sign/no_chaco_drilling?t=7&akid=26990%2E12772310%2E74Z2t4
Thanks for all you do.
Josh Nelson, Deputy Political Director
CREDO Action from Working Assets
Add your name:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Elizabeth Miller, "'As close as the US gets to Egypt’s pyramids': how Chaco Canyon is endangered by drilling ," The Guardian, Nov. 8, 2017.
Richard Moe, "The Treasures of Chaco Canyon Are Threatened by Drilling," The New York Times, Dec. 1, 2017.
Sen. Tom Udall, "Udall, Heinrich, Luján Urge Secretary Zinke to Defer All Leases on Land Near Chaco Culture National Historical Park," Sept. 6, 2017.
Rebecca Moss, "N.M. leaders urge feds to protect Chaco from oil and gas encroachment," The Santa Fe New Mexican, Sept. 8, 2017.
Rebecca Moss, "Over 100 protest BLM plans to lease land near Chaco Canyon for fracking," The Santa Fe New Mexican, Jan. 17, 2017.

Share on Facebook
Post to your wall
Tweet this
Post to Twitter

© 2018 CREDO. All rights reserved.

This email was sent to patrice.landreth@carlsbad.k12.nm.us.

To change your email or mailing address, please click here: https://act.credoaction.com/me/update/?t=20&akid=26990%2E12772310%2E74Z2t4

To unsubscribe, please visit our subscription management page at: http://act.credoaction.com/cms/unsubscribe/unsubscribe/?t=22&akid=26990%2E12772310%2E74Z2t4
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Rotor & Wing International" <eletters@email.rotorandwing.com>
Sun, 18 Feb 2018 06:04:21 -0700 (MST)
Sikorsky Protest, New Airbus CEO and More Top Last Week's Stories
<lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Sunday, Feb. 18

FROM THE EDITORS
Here's What's Buzzing This Week on R&WI:
Sikorsky protests the U.S. Air Force's request for proposal in the source
page 1 of 2
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Sikorsky protests the U.S. Air Force's request for proposal in the source
selection phase of its Bell Helicopter UH-1N replacement contract.
Starting April 1, Airbus Helicopters' new CEO will be Safran Helicopter
Engines' Bruno Even. He replaces outgoing CEO Guillaume Faury.
Leonardo will discontinue its pursuit of competing against Airbus
Helicopters to supply the U.S. Army with helicopters.
Developments in Airbus Helicopters' projects with Voom, Vahana,
CityAirbus and more show the manufacturer means business.
The Philippines has reportedly canceled the recently signed deal it
struck with Bell Helicopter for 16 412EPIs.

Subscribe to receive all the latest podcast alerts.

Listen Now!

Rotor & Wing International | Rotor & Wing International Advertising Opportunities

View in web browser
This message was sent to lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
Rotor & Wing International • Access Intelligence LLC • 9211 Corporate Blvd., 4th Floor, Rockville, MD 20850 | Privacy Policy
Update My Preferences | Unsubscribe
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Rotor & Wing International" <eletters@email.rotorandwing.com>
Sun, 4 Mar 2018 06:04:09 -0700 (MST)
Sikorsky, Bell and More Top February's Stories
<lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Sunday, March 4

FROM THE EDITORS
Here's What's Buzzing Last Month on R&WI:
Sikorsky protests the U.S. Air Force's request for proposal in the
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Sikorsky protests the U.S. Air Force's request for proposal in the
source selection phase of its Bell Helicopter UH-1N replacement contract.
The Bell Helicopter V-280 has shown it is capable of 80-kt forward flight.
Watch it now.
Marenco Swisshelicopter rebranded itself in an effort to establish its
business as a "full-fledged helicopter manufacturer."
Airbus Helicopters' new CEO is Bruno Even, Safran Helicopter Engines’
CEO. He is set to take over April 1.
Bell has unveiled a new logo, new name and a new focus on being a
technology company that will re-define the concept of flight.

The latest podcast episode talks the connected
helicopter.

Listen
Now!

Rotor & Wing International | Rotor & Wing International Advertising Opportunities

View in web browser
This message was sent to lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
Rotor & Wing International • Access Intelligence LLC • 9211 Corporate Blvd., 4th Floor, Rockville, MD 20850 | Privacy Policy
Update My Preferences | Unsubscribe
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2018 06:08:35 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Some not-so-traditional tipis; Repair shop for Paralympics; Planet-friendly Legos
To: "Paula Spencer" <paula.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 19, 2018

Daily News
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ARTS

Artists show what a modern tipi looks like
Assign Article Now
SPORTS

Technicians repair equipment for
athletes in Paralympics
Assign Article

ARTS

Lego wants to save the planet
Assign Article
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ARTS

Fact versus fiction is tricky to pick
out these days from some "news"
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
GEOGRAPHY

Geography of California
Assign Article

SCIENCE & MATH

World's largest rodent can
weigh up to 150 pounds!
Assign Article
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Assign Article

Max6

Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
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Lego wants to save the planet
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World's largest rodent can
weigh up to 150 pounds!
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Most Assigned By Teachers...
KIDS

Thousands of students protest gun
violence with school walkout
Assign Article

Most Saved By Students...
SPORTS

College football player with one
hand shows NFL scouts that he
belongs
Assign Article
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2018 06:01:21 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Some not-so-traditional tipis; Repair shop for Paralympics; Planet-friendly Legos
To: "Mandy Morgan" <mandy.morgan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 19, 2018

Daily News

page 1 of 6
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2018 06:15:43 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Some not-so-traditional tipis; Repair shop for Paralympics; Planet-friendly Legos
To: "Amy Hollis" <amy.hollis@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 19, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2018 06:18:28 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Some not-so-traditional tipis; Repair shop for Paralympics; Planet-friendly Legos
To: "Sharla Autry" <sharla.autry@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 19, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2018 06:11:34 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Some not-so-traditional tipis; Repair shop for Paralympics; Planet-friendly Legos
To: "Victoria Gonzales" <victoria.gonzales@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 19, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2018 06:18:13 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Some not-so-traditional tipis; Repair shop for Paralympics; Planet-friendly Legos
To: "Louriz H.Soto" <louri.soto@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 19, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2018 06:10:56 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Some not-so-traditional tipis; Repair shop for Paralympics; Planet-friendly Legos
To: "Traci Burns" <traci.burns@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 19, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2018 05:18:05 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Some not-so-traditional tipis; Repair shop for Paralympics; Planet-friendly Legos
To: "Rosemary Carrasco" <rosemary.carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 19, 2018

Daily News
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2018 06:06:38 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Some not-so-traditional tipis; Repair shop for Paralympics; Planet-friendly Legos
To: "teresa naggs" <teresa.naggs@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 19, 2018

Daily News
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Thu, 12 Apr 2018 05:51:46 -0600 (MDT)
Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses With CTE
<cindy.romero@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Cindy Romero

April 12, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses
With CTE.
The Hechinger Report (4/11) reports that some “rare” schools
combine “a college-oriented curriculum with one aimed at
employment.” The goal is “to provide both the academic
foundation and real-world skills education advocates say students
will need to thrive in a rapidly evolving career landscape.”
Recently, vocational education has been rebrand as CTE and
“staples like woodshop and auto repair have given way to a new
breed of courses aimed at careers in everything from film
production to science and engineering.” For instance, at Tesla
STEM High School in Redmonds, Washington, offers an AP
Psychology class that includes a CTE forensics course.

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On Education.
The Washington Times (4/11, Harper) reports the bipartisan Reagan Institute Summit on
Education will begin Thursday, “featuring Education Secretary Betsy DeVos,” who will
“parse educational policies both past and present that can have profound effects on
American families – including the Every Student Succeeds Act, school choice,
measurements of student achievement and alternatives to traditional higher education.”
All the event’s speakers “will review the ‘shifting educational landscape’ over the last
three decades.”
Inside Higher Ed (4/12, Fain) reports, “DeVos will join William J. Bennett,
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Reagan’s education secretary, for a discussion on ‘policy priorities past and present
that shape the American education system.’”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Study Finds Head Start Crucial to Rural Counties.
U.S. News & World Report (4/11, Salem) says a new report from the Center for American Progress “underscores the
importance of Head Start, stating that without the federally funded program rural counties would lose what in many
cases is their only provider of health and educational services to impoverished children and families.” According to
the study, “1 out of every 3 rural child care centers is a Head Start program, nearly 2 1/2 times as great as the
proportion in metropolitan counties.” Rasheed Malik, a senior policy analyst for early childhood policy at the Center
for American Progress, said, “We’ve known for some time that Head Start plays a critical role in enhancing child
development, but what this report shows is that, in many rural communities, children would lack access to an early
education altogether if it were not for Head Start.”
Education Week (4/11, Hinton) reports in its “Early Years” blog, “Prior CAP research found that small towns
and rural areas with below-average median family incomes faced critical child-care shortages.” Additionally, Head
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Start “provides benefits such as health and developmental screenings, dental care, and job training,” and “the need
for these services in rural areas is great, as this population tends to have less access to medical care.” The CAP
report also found “special challenges” for Head Start “in communities outside of large, urban centers,” with the two
biggest issues being “finding staff and providing transportation.”

Studies Suggest Students Don’t Have “Learning Styles.”
The Atlantic (4/11, Khazan) reports Neil Fleming’s suggestion that people have different learning style has lead to
“Visual, Auditory, Reading, and Kinesthetic” classification becoming “one of the most prominent models out there.”
Such a “concept is intuitively appealing, promising to reveal secret brain processes with just a few questions.”
However, while “most research on learning styles starts out with a positive portrayal of the theory,” they also show
“it doesn’t work”; in fact, “a lot of evidence suggests that people aren’t really one certain kind of learner or
another.” For instance, Indiana University professor Polly Husmann and colleagues, in a study published last month
in the journal Anatomical Sciences Education, gave students study strategies correlated with what kind of learner a
VARK questionnaire indicated they were. However, “Husmann found that not only did students not study in ways that
seemed to reflect their learning style, those who did tailor their studying to suit their style didn’t do any better on their
tests.”

GAO: Black Students Disproportionately Disciplined.
The New Orleans Times-Picayune (4/11) reports a Government Accountability Office analysis found that “black boys
and girls were disciplined at school far more than their white peers in 2013-2014,” as were boys and students with
disabilities. Black students were “particularly overrepresented,” making up 15.5 percent of public school students but
39 percent of students suspended from school. The GAO conclude, “Implicit bias – stereotypes or unconscious
association about people – on the part of teachers and staff may cause them to judge students’ behaviors differently
based on the students’ race and sex.”

OPERATIONS
California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
Rachel M. Cohen writes in The Atlantic (4/11) that while “U.S. Education Secretary Betsy DeVos has touted virtual
charter schooling as a particularly ripe area for expansion, emphasizing its flexibility and potential to offer courses that
a student’s traditional school might not have,” when implemented “virtual schools, especially charters, have tended
to deliver significantly lower academic results than brick-and-mortar ones.” Also their “salaries can be low, and class
sizes are, on average, much larger than in brick-and-mortar charter schools or traditional public schools.” In 2014,
teachers at California online charter schools “decided to create a union, California Virtual Educators United, under
the umbrella of the California Teachers Association.” They started negotiations over their contract in September
2016. This could be “an important test case of how educators might wield power in a future where online education
becomes even more common,” and should the teachers be successful, “online charters’ freewheeling days may be
numbered. That would be good not just for educators but for the students entrusted to them.”
Education Week (4/11, Prothero) reports California Virtual Academies and California Virtual Educators United
“settled on their first contract, union representatives announced Wednesday. Among the teacher demands the school
has agreed to: some limits on the number of students they oversee, more flexibility in interacting with students and
parents, and a whopping 17.8 percent increase in pay.” The president of California Virtual Educators United “said
the pay increase will bring teachers at California Virtual Academies, or CAVA, in line with what educators make at
page 3 of 6
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other charter schools.” NPR (4/11, Kamenetz) also covers this story.

Arizona Teachers Protest For Increased Salary, Education Spending.
The AP (4/11, Daniels) reports that before classes, thousands of Arizona teachers protested on Wednesday, seeking
“higher salaries and better school funding.” The goals is to get “a 20 percent raise and more than $1 billion in new
education funding,” as well as “increased pay for support professionals, a permanent raise structure, and a freeze
on corporate tax cuts until per-pupil spending reaches the national average.” Gov. Doug Ducey “defended his school
funding plan, which includes a 1 percent teacher raise, and has been touting his promise of $100 million in funding for
districts this year as a start to restoring nearly $400 million in cuts.” He also “called talk of a teacher strike a partisan
ploy.”
USA Today (4/11, White, Cano) reports, “Thousands of parents and students” joined the teachers in the
protests. The “walk-in” was scheduled so as to not disrupt class time. The Arizona Republic (4/11) reports, “The
school boards of Arizona’s two largest districts – Mesa Public Schools and Tucson Unified School District –
unanimously approved motions supporting the state’s teacher-led #RedForEd movement.” The Arizona Republic
(4/11), NPR (4/11, Kuhn), and Sahuarita (AZ) Sun (4/11, Shearer) also cover this story.

Oklahoma Teacher Strike Continues.
The AP (4/11) reports Oklahoma City Public Schools and Tulsa Public Schools, Oklahoma’s two largest school
districts, “will close for the ninth consecutive day because of a teacher strike.” However, “smaller schools districts
have said they will resume classes on Thursday.” Reuters (4/11, Brandes) reports Oklahoma “Republican leaders
warned they planned no further increases after approving $450 million in new revenue to boost teacher pay.”
The Washington Post (4/11, Stein) “Wonk Blog” reports the new law increasing teachers’ pay by an average of
$6,100 per year “did little to create new positions or put more money for funding classroom supplies, key demands of
the teachers.” Oklahoma’s “strikes have their origin in more than a decade of tax cuts” as well as a downturn in
global energy prices that hurt the state’s economy and “triggered a series of a state budget crises over the past four
years.”
Newsweek (4/11, Perez) reports, “Supporters of the teacher walkout in Oklahoma” used sidewalk chalk to
cover Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin and Lieutenant Governor Todd Lamb’s Capitol parking spots will messages
such as “I do my job, now go do yours!,” “Give us our teachers back” and “Brenna was here but Mary Fallin
wasn’t.” Chris Benge, Fallin’s chief of staff, told Newsweek, “Some have wrongly assumed that the governor has
not been at the Capitol during the teacher walkout because no vehicle is parked in a space that has the word
governor on the curb.”

Madison, Wisconsin Schools Offer Food Truck For High Schoolers’ Lunches.
The Madison (WI) Capital Times (4/11, Walker) reports, “REAP Food Group and the Madison Metropolitan School
District launched Uproot by Reap, a food truck that will serve healthy, locally sourced lunch options for Madison high
school students.” The truck plans to “rotate between Madison’s four comprehensive high schools Tuesday through
Friday.” Just as in the cafeteria, “students who qualify for free and reduced lunch are able to use their status for nocost or discounted meals from the truck.” REAP and MMSD “collaborated with students to envision the menu,
offering taste-testing and surveys earlier this school year to gather input.” REAP partners with state farmers to
source ingredients for the meals, which meet federal school lunch requirements.

DIGITAL LEARNING
page 4 of 6
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Google Putting Wifi In Buses To Add To Students’ Learning Time.
The Raleigh (NC) News & Observer (4/10, Ballentine) reported Google’s Rolling Study Halls program “powers
regular school buses with Wi-Fi to help students maximize their learning.” The company is working with “16 school
districts across the country.” Lilyn Hester, Google’s head of external affairs in the southeast US region, who founded
the program, said she was inspired after learning that students faced bus rides of more than an hour one way. Hester
said, “What if we turn that bus ride into a classroom of sorts? And what if we put teachers on those buses to help
kids with their homework on that commute?”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Gun Owners Challenge In Michigan Supreme Court School Restrictions.
The AP (4/11, White) reports that in a case that “will test the ability of school boards to set their own safety policies,”
attorneys for “gun owners urged the Michigan Supreme Court on Wednesday to stop” the Ann Arbor and Clio school
districts from banning the open carry of guns by visitors. Chief Justice Stephen Markman “dominated” the
questioning by the justices, and “repeatedly referred to a sentence in state law that says school gun prohibitions
don’t apply to people who are licensed to carry a concealed weapon.” However, William Blaha, a lawyer for Ann
Arbor schools, “told the court that Michigan lawmakers could have barred schools from regulating guns but didn’t
specifically mention them.” Justice Bridget McCormack “suggested there’s room for schools to set restrictions.”

Expert Warns Clear Backpacks, Student ID Carrying Doesn’t Help All Schools.
Newsweek (4/11, Godlewski) reports that requiring clear backpacks and that students carry around their school ID
“are tactics schools across the country have used over the years to prevent violence, but school safety is not a one
size fits all approach.” Such measures’ effectiveness “is situational and varies from school to school.” Michael
Dorn, the executive director of Safe Havens International, a company that works with schools to come up with safety
plans, said, “You really have to look at a lot of factors to determine what measures make the most sense for every
school.” He added, “These are not simple problems, these are very longstanding very complex problems.” Dorn
added that, in Newsweek’s words, “what’s more important than the physical objects like IDs, backpacks, metal
detectors or bulletproof glass, is how they’re used and the behaviors around safety.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Special Needs Students Hatch, Raise Ducklings.
USA Today (4/11, Mays) reports that Poplar Grove Middle School in Franklin, Tennessee, is conducting “a new
project to give special-needs students hands-on experience in learning about an egg’s life cycle and caring for a
baby animal.” The class incubated duck eggs and is raising the duck that hatched, as well as four other ducklings
that were purchased. Soon the ducks will have “a permanent home on a Thompson’s Station farm.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• NAEP: Little Change In Students’ Scores.
• DeVos Meets With Both Sides On School Discipline Issue.
• Kentucky Teachers Prepare For Another Rally At State Capitol.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Thursday, April 12, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Studies Suggest Students Don’t Have “Learning
Styles.”
The Atlantic (4/11, Khazan) reports Neil Fleming’s
suggestion that people have different learning style has lead
to “Visual, Auditory, Reading, and Kinesthetic”
classification becoming “one of the most prominent models
out there.” Such a “concept is intuitively appealing,
promising to reveal secret brain processes with just a few
questions.” However, while “most research on learning
styles starts out with a positive portrayal of the theory,” they
also show “it doesn’t work”; in fact, “a lot of evidence
suggests that people aren’t really one certain kind of
learner or another.” For instance, Indiana University
professor Polly Husmann and colleagues, in a study
published last month in the journal Anatomical Sciences
Education, gave students study strategies correlated with what kind of learner a VARK questionnaire indicated they
were. However, “Husmann found that not only did students not study in ways that seemed to reflect their learning
style, those who did tailor their studying to suit their style didn’t do any better on their tests.”

Arizona Teachers Protest For Increased Salary, Education Spending.
The AP (4/11, Daniels) reports that before classes, thousands of Arizona teachers protested on Wednesday, seeking
“higher salaries and better school funding.” The goals is to get “a 20 percent raise and more than $1 billion in new
education funding,” as well as “increased pay for support professionals, a permanent raise structure, and a freeze
on corporate tax cuts until per-pupil spending reaches the national average.” Gov. Doug Ducey “defended his school
funding plan, which includes a 1 percent teacher raise, and has been touting his promise of $100 million in funding for
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districts this year as a start to restoring nearly $400 million in cuts.” He also “called talk of a teacher strike a partisan
ploy.”
USA Today (4/11, White, Cano) reports, “Thousands of parents and students” joined the teachers in the
protests. The “walk-in” was scheduled so as to not disrupt class time. The Arizona Republic (4/11) reports, “The
school boards of Arizona’s two largest districts – Mesa Public Schools and Tucson Unified School District –
unanimously approved motions supporting the state’s teacher-led #RedForEd movement.” The Arizona Republic
(4/11), NPR (4/11, Kuhn), and Sahuarita (AZ) Sun (4/11, Shearer) also cover this story.

Oklahoma Teacher Strike Continues.
The AP (4/11) reports Oklahoma City Public Schools and Tulsa Public Schools, Oklahoma’s two largest school
districts, “will close for the ninth consecutive day because of a teacher strike.” However, “smaller schools districts
have said they will resume classes on Thursday.” Reuters (4/11, Brandes) reports Oklahoma “Republican leaders
warned they planned no further increases after approving $450 million in new revenue to boost teacher pay.”
The Washington Post (4/11, Stein) “Wonk Blog” reports the new law increasing teachers’ pay by an average of
$6,100 per year “did little to create new positions or put more money for funding classroom supplies, key demands of
the teachers.” Oklahoma’s “strikes have their origin in more than a decade of tax cuts” as well as a downturn in
global energy prices that hurt the state’s economy and “triggered a series of a state budget crises over the past four
years.”
Newsweek (4/11, Perez) reports, “Supporters of the teacher walkout in Oklahoma” used sidewalk chalk to
cover Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin and Lieutenant Governor Todd Lamb’s Capitol parking spots will messages
such as “I do my job, now go do yours!,” “Give us our teachers back” and “Brenna was here but Mary Fallin
wasn’t.” Chris Benge, Fallin’s chief of staff, told Newsweek, “Some have wrongly assumed that the governor has
not been at the Capitol during the teacher walkout because no vehicle is parked in a space that has the word
governor on the curb.”

Madison, Wisconsin Schools Offer Food Truck For High Schoolers’ Lunches.
The Madison (WI) Capital Times (4/11, Walker) reports, “REAP Food Group and the Madison Metropolitan School
District launched Uproot by Reap, a food truck that will serve healthy, locally sourced lunch options for Madison high
school students.” The truck plans to “rotate between Madison’s four comprehensive high schools Tuesday through
Friday.” Just as in the cafeteria, “students who qualify for free and reduced lunch are able to use their status for nocost or discounted meals from the truck.” REAP and MMSD “collaborated with students to envision the menu,
offering taste-testing and surveys earlier this school year to gather input.” REAP partners with state farmers to
source ingredients for the meals, which meet federal school lunch requirements.

Colorado In Teacher Shortage.
Chalkbeat (4/11, Cavazos) reports Colorado’s teacher shortage has “district officials anxious about unfilled
vacancies, under-staffed schools, and sometimes, second-rate hires.” While “a state strategic plan released in
December contains lots of ideas that could help...recruit and retain educators in shortage areas – everything from
loan forgiveness programs to extra compensation for teachers in hard-to-staff schools.” However, currently “school
districts will have to muddle along,” often offering perks such as free board for horses and discounted housing.

FROM NASSP
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Defend Title II Funding for Our Schools
NASSP continues to support fully funding Title II, Part A of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) and
we need your help. This funding is for states to use to prepare, train, recruit, and retain high-quality
teachers, principals, and other school leaders. Title II, Part A has already suffered a $295 million cut in FY
2017 and President Trump is proposing to eliminate funding altogether. Join us at this critical juncture by
contacting your representatives to let them know that you oppose these detrimental cuts. Use this action
alert to send your message by email, phone, or through social media.

Connect with NASSP:

NASSP IN THE NEWS
NASSP Announces National Principal Of The Year Award.
Columbia (SC) State (4/11, Ellis) reports the National Association of Secondary School Principals named Erica Page
of South Carolina the 2018 National Assistant Principal of the Year. The Columbia (SC) Daily (4/11) reports NASSP
Executive Director JoAnn Bartoletti said, “Erica Page is a shining example of an assistant principal as a powerful
multiplier of effective practice.” She added, “We at NASSP are proud to congratulate her as our 2018 National
Assistant Principal of the Year and commend her for her achievements in building a safe and academically
challenging school environment.”

EDUCATION POLICY
DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On
Education.
The Washington Times (4/11, Harper) reports the bipartisan
Reagan Institute Summit on Education will begin Thursday,
“featuring Education Secretary Betsy DeVos,” who will
“parse educational policies both past and present that can
have profound effects on American families – including the
Every Student Succeeds Act, school choice, measurements
of student achievement and alternatives to traditional higher
education.” All the event’s speakers “will review the
‘shifting educational landscape’ over the last three
decades.”
Inside Higher Ed (4/12, Fain) reports, “DeVos will join
William J. Bennett, Reagan’s education secretary, for a
discussion on ‘policy priorities past and present that shape
the American education system.’”
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Expert Warns Clear Backpacks, Student ID Carrying Doesn’t Help All Schools.
Newsweek (4/11, Godlewski) reports that requiring clear backpacks and that students carry around their school ID
“are tactics schools across the country have used over the years to prevent violence, but school safety is not a one
size fits all approach.” Such measures’ effectiveness “is situational and varies from school to school.” Michael
Dorn, the executive director of Safe Havens International, a company that works with schools to come up with safety
plans, said, “You really have to look at a lot of factors to determine what measures make the most sense for every
school.” He added, “These are not simple problems, these are very longstanding very complex problems.” Dorn
added that, in Newsweek’s words, “what’s more important than the physical objects like IDs, backpacks, metal
detectors or bulletproof glass, is how they’re used and the behaviors around safety.”

GAO: Black Students Disproportionately Disciplined.
The New Orleans Times-Picayune (4/11) reports a Government Accountability Office analysis found that “black boys
and girls were disciplined at school far more than their white peers in 2013-2014,” as were boys and students with
disabilities. Black students were “particularly overrepresented,” making up 15.5 percent of public school students but
39 percent of students suspended from school. The GAO conclude, “Implicit bias – stereotypes or unconscious
association about people – on the part of teachers and staff may cause them to judge students’ behaviors differently
based on the students’ race and sex.”

New Pittsburgh Teachers’ Contract Drops Performance-Based Pay System.
The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (4/11, Lindstrom) reports that as part of “three-year contracts unanimously approved
Wednesday by the Pittsburgh Federation of Teachers,” Union President Nina Esposito-Visgitis said, in the TribuneReview’s words, “Pittsburgh Public Schools is scrapping a performance-based pay system, giving all its teachers at
least a 2 percent raise and paying its least experienced teachers as much as 15 percent more per year.” EspositoVisgitis said, “We were falling behind other districts in terms of our starting salary.” She added, “A lot of money was
put at the bottom of the salary schedule because we want to attract the best and the brightest in Pittsburgh.” In a
statement, Superintendent Anthony Hamlet thanked “‘parents, stakeholders and the larger city for their patience’
through stalled negotiations that nearly culminated in districtwide school closures.”

New Jersey Law Seeks To Keep Schools From Hiring Teachers Accused Of Sex Abuse.
NJ News (4/11) reports New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy. signed “a historic law giving school administrators sweeping
new powers to warn other districts about teachers accused of sexual abuse.” Under the current system
administrators, “in an effort to avoid lawsuits, often have remained silent about teachers under investigation.” Under
the new law, schools must “ask teachers’ previous employers if they were under investigation for sexual misconduct
at the time they resigned,” and districts are “required to share complaints against former teachers unless the cases
were proven false or unsubstantiated.” Additionally, the law grants “districts legal immunity for sharing such
information” and forbids “separation agreements that force districts to destroy or withhold files detailing those
probes.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
Rachel M. Cohen writes in The Atlantic (4/11) that while “U.S. Education Secretary Betsy DeVos has touted virtual
charter schooling as a particularly ripe area for expansion, emphasizing its flexibility and potential to offer courses that
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a student’s traditional school might not have,” when implemented “virtual schools, especially charters, have tended
to deliver significantly lower academic results than brick-and-mortar ones.” Also their “salaries can be low, and class
sizes are, on average, much larger than in brick-and-mortar charter schools or traditional public schools.” In 2014,
teachers at California online charter schools “decided to create a union, California Virtual Educators United, under
the umbrella of the California Teachers Association.” They started negotiations over their contract in September
2016. This could be “an important test case of how educators might wield power in a future where online education
becomes even more common,” and should the teachers be successful, “online charters’ freewheeling days may be
numbered. That would be good not just for educators but for the students entrusted to them.”
Education Week (4/11, Prothero) reports California Virtual Academies and California Virtual Educators United
“settled on their first contract, union representatives announced Wednesday. Among the teacher demands the school
has agreed to: some limits on the number of students they oversee, more flexibility in interacting with students and
parents, and a whopping 17.8 percent increase in pay.” The president of California Virtual Educators United “said
the pay increase will bring teachers at California Virtual Academies, or CAVA, in line with what educators make at
other charter schools.” NPR (4/11, Kamenetz) also covers this story.

Google Putting Wifi In Buses To Add To Students’ Learning Time.
The Raleigh (NC) News & Observer (4/10, Ballentine) reported Google’s Rolling Study Halls program “powers
regular school buses with Wi-Fi to help students maximize their learning.” The company is working with “16 school
districts across the country.” Lilyn Hester, Google’s head of external affairs in the southeast US region, who founded
the program, said she was inspired after learning that students faced bus rides of more than an hour one way. Hester
said, “What if we turn that bus ride into a classroom of sorts? And what if we put teachers on those buses to help
kids with their homework on that commute?”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses With CTE.
The Hechinger Report (4/11) reports that some “rare” schools combine “a college-oriented curriculum with one
aimed at employment.” The goal is “to provide both the academic foundation and real-world skills education
advocates say students will need to thrive in a rapidly evolving career landscape.” Recently, vocational education
has been rebrand as CTE and “staples like woodshop and auto repair have given way to a new breed of courses
aimed at careers in everything from film production to science and engineering.” For instance, at Tesla STEM High
School in Redmonds, Washington, offers an AP Psychology class that includes a CTE forensics course.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• NAEP: Little Change In Students’ Scores.
• DeVos Meets With Both Sides On School Discipline Issue.
• Study Finds Most State’s Diploma Requirements Do Not Meet University Admission Requirements.
• DOJ Probing College Early Admissions.
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Good morning David Shoup

April 12, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses
With CTE.
The Hechinger Report (4/11) reports that some “rare” schools
combine “a college-oriented curriculum with one aimed at
employment.” The goal is “to provide both the academic
foundation and real-world skills education advocates say students
will need to thrive in a rapidly evolving career landscape.”
Recently, vocational education has been rebrand as CTE and
“staples like woodshop and auto repair have given way to a new
breed of courses aimed at careers in everything from film
production to science and engineering.” For instance, at Tesla
STEM High School in Redmonds, Washington, offers an AP
Psychology class that includes a CTE forensics course.

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On Education.
The Washington Times (4/11, Harper) reports the bipartisan Reagan Institute Summit on
Education will begin Thursday, “featuring Education Secretary Betsy DeVos,” who will
“parse educational policies both past and present that can have profound effects on
American families – including the Every Student Succeeds Act, school choice,
measurements of student achievement and alternatives to traditional higher education.”
All the event’s speakers “will review the ‘shifting educational landscape’ over the last
three decades.”
Inside Higher Ed (4/12, Fain) reports, “DeVos will join William J. Bennett,
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Reagan’s education secretary, for a discussion on ‘policy priorities past and present
that shape the American education system.’”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Study Finds Head Start Crucial to Rural Counties.
U.S. News & World Report (4/11, Salem) says a new report from the Center for American Progress “underscores the
importance of Head Start, stating that without the federally funded program rural counties would lose what in many
cases is their only provider of health and educational services to impoverished children and families.” According to
the study, “1 out of every 3 rural child care centers is a Head Start program, nearly 2 1/2 times as great as the
proportion in metropolitan counties.” Rasheed Malik, a senior policy analyst for early childhood policy at the Center
for American Progress, said, “We’ve known for some time that Head Start plays a critical role in enhancing child
development, but what this report shows is that, in many rural communities, children would lack access to an early
education altogether if it were not for Head Start.”
Education Week (4/11, Hinton) reports in its “Early Years” blog, “Prior CAP research found that small towns
and rural areas with below-average median family incomes faced critical child-care shortages.” Additionally, Head
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Start “provides benefits such as health and developmental screenings, dental care, and job training,” and “the need
for these services in rural areas is great, as this population tends to have less access to medical care.” The CAP
report also found “special challenges” for Head Start “in communities outside of large, urban centers,” with the two
biggest issues being “finding staff and providing transportation.”

Studies Suggest Students Don’t Have “Learning Styles.”
The Atlantic (4/11, Khazan) reports Neil Fleming’s suggestion that people have different learning style has lead to
“Visual, Auditory, Reading, and Kinesthetic” classification becoming “one of the most prominent models out there.”
Such a “concept is intuitively appealing, promising to reveal secret brain processes with just a few questions.”
However, while “most research on learning styles starts out with a positive portrayal of the theory,” they also show
“it doesn’t work”; in fact, “a lot of evidence suggests that people aren’t really one certain kind of learner or
another.” For instance, Indiana University professor Polly Husmann and colleagues, in a study published last month
in the journal Anatomical Sciences Education, gave students study strategies correlated with what kind of learner a
VARK questionnaire indicated they were. However, “Husmann found that not only did students not study in ways that
seemed to reflect their learning style, those who did tailor their studying to suit their style didn’t do any better on their
tests.”

GAO: Black Students Disproportionately Disciplined.
The New Orleans Times-Picayune (4/11) reports a Government Accountability Office analysis found that “black boys
and girls were disciplined at school far more than their white peers in 2013-2014,” as were boys and students with
disabilities. Black students were “particularly overrepresented,” making up 15.5 percent of public school students but
39 percent of students suspended from school. The GAO conclude, “Implicit bias – stereotypes or unconscious
association about people – on the part of teachers and staff may cause them to judge students’ behaviors differently
based on the students’ race and sex.”

OPERATIONS
California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
Rachel M. Cohen writes in The Atlantic (4/11) that while “U.S. Education Secretary Betsy DeVos has touted virtual
charter schooling as a particularly ripe area for expansion, emphasizing its flexibility and potential to offer courses that
a student’s traditional school might not have,” when implemented “virtual schools, especially charters, have tended
to deliver significantly lower academic results than brick-and-mortar ones.” Also their “salaries can be low, and class
sizes are, on average, much larger than in brick-and-mortar charter schools or traditional public schools.” In 2014,
teachers at California online charter schools “decided to create a union, California Virtual Educators United, under
the umbrella of the California Teachers Association.” They started negotiations over their contract in September
2016. This could be “an important test case of how educators might wield power in a future where online education
becomes even more common,” and should the teachers be successful, “online charters’ freewheeling days may be
numbered. That would be good not just for educators but for the students entrusted to them.”
Education Week (4/11, Prothero) reports California Virtual Academies and California Virtual Educators United
“settled on their first contract, union representatives announced Wednesday. Among the teacher demands the school
has agreed to: some limits on the number of students they oversee, more flexibility in interacting with students and
parents, and a whopping 17.8 percent increase in pay.” The president of California Virtual Educators United “said
the pay increase will bring teachers at California Virtual Academies, or CAVA, in line with what educators make at
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other charter schools.” NPR (4/11, Kamenetz) also covers this story.

Arizona Teachers Protest For Increased Salary, Education Spending.
The AP (4/11, Daniels) reports that before classes, thousands of Arizona teachers protested on Wednesday, seeking
“higher salaries and better school funding.” The goals is to get “a 20 percent raise and more than $1 billion in new
education funding,” as well as “increased pay for support professionals, a permanent raise structure, and a freeze
on corporate tax cuts until per-pupil spending reaches the national average.” Gov. Doug Ducey “defended his school
funding plan, which includes a 1 percent teacher raise, and has been touting his promise of $100 million in funding for
districts this year as a start to restoring nearly $400 million in cuts.” He also “called talk of a teacher strike a partisan
ploy.”
USA Today (4/11, White, Cano) reports, “Thousands of parents and students” joined the teachers in the
protests. The “walk-in” was scheduled so as to not disrupt class time. The Arizona Republic (4/11) reports, “The
school boards of Arizona’s two largest districts – Mesa Public Schools and Tucson Unified School District –
unanimously approved motions supporting the state’s teacher-led #RedForEd movement.” The Arizona Republic
(4/11), NPR (4/11, Kuhn), and Sahuarita (AZ) Sun (4/11, Shearer) also cover this story.

Oklahoma Teacher Strike Continues.
The AP (4/11) reports Oklahoma City Public Schools and Tulsa Public Schools, Oklahoma’s two largest school
districts, “will close for the ninth consecutive day because of a teacher strike.” However, “smaller schools districts
have said they will resume classes on Thursday.” Reuters (4/11, Brandes) reports Oklahoma “Republican leaders
warned they planned no further increases after approving $450 million in new revenue to boost teacher pay.”
The Washington Post (4/11, Stein) “Wonk Blog” reports the new law increasing teachers’ pay by an average of
$6,100 per year “did little to create new positions or put more money for funding classroom supplies, key demands of
the teachers.” Oklahoma’s “strikes have their origin in more than a decade of tax cuts” as well as a downturn in
global energy prices that hurt the state’s economy and “triggered a series of a state budget crises over the past four
years.”
Newsweek (4/11, Perez) reports, “Supporters of the teacher walkout in Oklahoma” used sidewalk chalk to
cover Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin and Lieutenant Governor Todd Lamb’s Capitol parking spots will messages
such as “I do my job, now go do yours!,” “Give us our teachers back” and “Brenna was here but Mary Fallin
wasn’t.” Chris Benge, Fallin’s chief of staff, told Newsweek, “Some have wrongly assumed that the governor has
not been at the Capitol during the teacher walkout because no vehicle is parked in a space that has the word
governor on the curb.”

Madison, Wisconsin Schools Offer Food Truck For High Schoolers’ Lunches.
The Madison (WI) Capital Times (4/11, Walker) reports, “REAP Food Group and the Madison Metropolitan School
District launched Uproot by Reap, a food truck that will serve healthy, locally sourced lunch options for Madison high
school students.” The truck plans to “rotate between Madison’s four comprehensive high schools Tuesday through
Friday.” Just as in the cafeteria, “students who qualify for free and reduced lunch are able to use their status for nocost or discounted meals from the truck.” REAP and MMSD “collaborated with students to envision the menu,
offering taste-testing and surveys earlier this school year to gather input.” REAP partners with state farmers to
source ingredients for the meals, which meet federal school lunch requirements.

DIGITAL LEARNING
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Google Putting Wifi In Buses To Add To Students’ Learning Time.
The Raleigh (NC) News & Observer (4/10, Ballentine) reported Google’s Rolling Study Halls program “powers
regular school buses with Wi-Fi to help students maximize their learning.” The company is working with “16 school
districts across the country.” Lilyn Hester, Google’s head of external affairs in the southeast US region, who founded
the program, said she was inspired after learning that students faced bus rides of more than an hour one way. Hester
said, “What if we turn that bus ride into a classroom of sorts? And what if we put teachers on those buses to help
kids with their homework on that commute?”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Gun Owners Challenge In Michigan Supreme Court School Restrictions.
The AP (4/11, White) reports that in a case that “will test the ability of school boards to set their own safety policies,”
attorneys for “gun owners urged the Michigan Supreme Court on Wednesday to stop” the Ann Arbor and Clio school
districts from banning the open carry of guns by visitors. Chief Justice Stephen Markman “dominated” the
questioning by the justices, and “repeatedly referred to a sentence in state law that says school gun prohibitions
don’t apply to people who are licensed to carry a concealed weapon.” However, William Blaha, a lawyer for Ann
Arbor schools, “told the court that Michigan lawmakers could have barred schools from regulating guns but didn’t
specifically mention them.” Justice Bridget McCormack “suggested there’s room for schools to set restrictions.”

Expert Warns Clear Backpacks, Student ID Carrying Doesn’t Help All Schools.
Newsweek (4/11, Godlewski) reports that requiring clear backpacks and that students carry around their school ID
“are tactics schools across the country have used over the years to prevent violence, but school safety is not a one
size fits all approach.” Such measures’ effectiveness “is situational and varies from school to school.” Michael
Dorn, the executive director of Safe Havens International, a company that works with schools to come up with safety
plans, said, “You really have to look at a lot of factors to determine what measures make the most sense for every
school.” He added, “These are not simple problems, these are very longstanding very complex problems.” Dorn
added that, in Newsweek’s words, “what’s more important than the physical objects like IDs, backpacks, metal
detectors or bulletproof glass, is how they’re used and the behaviors around safety.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Special Needs Students Hatch, Raise Ducklings.
USA Today (4/11, Mays) reports that Poplar Grove Middle School in Franklin, Tennessee, is conducting “a new
project to give special-needs students hands-on experience in learning about an egg’s life cycle and caring for a
baby animal.” The class incubated duck eggs and is raising the duck that hatched, as well as four other ducklings
that were purchased. Soon the ducks will have “a permanent home on a Thompson’s Station farm.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• NAEP: Little Change In Students’ Scores.
• DeVos Meets With Both Sides On School Discipline Issue.
• Kentucky Teachers Prepare For Another Rally At State Capitol.
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• Study Finds Most State’s Diploma Requirements Do Not Meet University Admission Requirements.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

April 12, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses
With CTE.
The Hechinger Report (4/11) reports that some “rare” schools
combine “a college-oriented curriculum with one aimed at
employment.” The goal is “to provide both the academic
foundation and real-world skills education advocates say students
will need to thrive in a rapidly evolving career landscape.”
Recently, vocational education has been rebrand as CTE and
“staples like woodshop and auto repair have given way to a new
breed of courses aimed at careers in everything from film
production to science and engineering.” For instance, at Tesla
STEM High School in Redmonds, Washington, offers an AP
Psychology class that includes a CTE forensics course.

POLITICS & POLICY
DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On Education.
The Washington Times (4/11, Harper) reports the bipartisan Reagan Institute Summit on
Education will begin Thursday, “featuring Education Secretary Betsy DeVos,” who will
“parse educational policies both past and present that can have profound effects on
American families – including the Every Student Succeeds Act, school choice,
measurements of student achievement and alternatives to traditional higher education.”
All the event’s speakers “will review the ‘shifting educational landscape’ over the last
three decades.”
Inside Higher Ed (4/12, Fain) reports, “DeVos will join William J. Bennett,
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Reagan’s education secretary, for a discussion on ‘policy priorities past and present
that shape the American education system.’”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Study Finds Head Start Crucial to Rural Counties.
U.S. News & World Report (4/11, Salem) says a new report from the Center for American Progress “underscores the
importance of Head Start, stating that without the federally funded program rural counties would lose what in many
cases is their only provider of health and educational services to impoverished children and families.” According to
the study, “1 out of every 3 rural child care centers is a Head Start program, nearly 2 1/2 times as great as the
proportion in metropolitan counties.” Rasheed Malik, a senior policy analyst for early childhood policy at the Center
for American Progress, said, “We’ve known for some time that Head Start plays a critical role in enhancing child
development, but what this report shows is that, in many rural communities, children would lack access to an early
education altogether if it were not for Head Start.”
Education Week (4/11, Hinton) reports in its “Early Years” blog, “Prior CAP research found that small towns
and rural areas with below-average median family incomes faced critical child-care shortages.” Additionally, Head
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Start “provides benefits such as health and developmental screenings, dental care, and job training,” and “the need
for these services in rural areas is great, as this population tends to have less access to medical care.” The CAP
report also found “special challenges” for Head Start “in communities outside of large, urban centers,” with the two
biggest issues being “finding staff and providing transportation.”

Studies Suggest Students Don’t Have “Learning Styles.”
The Atlantic (4/11, Khazan) reports Neil Fleming’s suggestion that people have different learning style has lead to
“Visual, Auditory, Reading, and Kinesthetic” classification becoming “one of the most prominent models out there.”
Such a “concept is intuitively appealing, promising to reveal secret brain processes with just a few questions.”
However, while “most research on learning styles starts out with a positive portrayal of the theory,” they also show
“it doesn’t work”; in fact, “a lot of evidence suggests that people aren’t really one certain kind of learner or
another.” For instance, Indiana University professor Polly Husmann and colleagues, in a study published last month
in the journal Anatomical Sciences Education, gave students study strategies correlated with what kind of learner a
VARK questionnaire indicated they were. However, “Husmann found that not only did students not study in ways that
seemed to reflect their learning style, those who did tailor their studying to suit their style didn’t do any better on their
tests.”

GAO: Black Students Disproportionately Disciplined.
The New Orleans Times-Picayune (4/11) reports a Government Accountability Office analysis found that “black boys
and girls were disciplined at school far more than their white peers in 2013-2014,” as were boys and students with
disabilities. Black students were “particularly overrepresented,” making up 15.5 percent of public school students but
39 percent of students suspended from school. The GAO conclude, “Implicit bias – stereotypes or unconscious
association about people – on the part of teachers and staff may cause them to judge students’ behaviors differently
based on the students’ race and sex.”

OPERATIONS
California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
Rachel M. Cohen writes in The Atlantic (4/11) that while “U.S. Education Secretary Betsy DeVos has touted virtual
charter schooling as a particularly ripe area for expansion, emphasizing its flexibility and potential to offer courses that
a student’s traditional school might not have,” when implemented “virtual schools, especially charters, have tended
to deliver significantly lower academic results than brick-and-mortar ones.” Also their “salaries can be low, and class
sizes are, on average, much larger than in brick-and-mortar charter schools or traditional public schools.” In 2014,
teachers at California online charter schools “decided to create a union, California Virtual Educators United, under
the umbrella of the California Teachers Association.” They started negotiations over their contract in September
2016. This could be “an important test case of how educators might wield power in a future where online education
becomes even more common,” and should the teachers be successful, “online charters’ freewheeling days may be
numbered. That would be good not just for educators but for the students entrusted to them.”
Education Week (4/11, Prothero) reports California Virtual Academies and California Virtual Educators United
“settled on their first contract, union representatives announced Wednesday. Among the teacher demands the school
has agreed to: some limits on the number of students they oversee, more flexibility in interacting with students and
parents, and a whopping 17.8 percent increase in pay.” The president of California Virtual Educators United “said
the pay increase will bring teachers at California Virtual Academies, or CAVA, in line with what educators make at
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other charter schools.” NPR (4/11, Kamenetz) also covers this story.

Arizona Teachers Protest For Increased Salary, Education Spending.
The AP (4/11, Daniels) reports that before classes, thousands of Arizona teachers protested on Wednesday, seeking
“higher salaries and better school funding.” The goals is to get “a 20 percent raise and more than $1 billion in new
education funding,” as well as “increased pay for support professionals, a permanent raise structure, and a freeze
on corporate tax cuts until per-pupil spending reaches the national average.” Gov. Doug Ducey “defended his school
funding plan, which includes a 1 percent teacher raise, and has been touting his promise of $100 million in funding for
districts this year as a start to restoring nearly $400 million in cuts.” He also “called talk of a teacher strike a partisan
ploy.”
USA Today (4/11, White, Cano) reports, “Thousands of parents and students” joined the teachers in the
protests. The “walk-in” was scheduled so as to not disrupt class time. The Arizona Republic (4/11) reports, “The
school boards of Arizona’s two largest districts – Mesa Public Schools and Tucson Unified School District –
unanimously approved motions supporting the state’s teacher-led #RedForEd movement.” The Arizona Republic
(4/11), NPR (4/11, Kuhn), and Sahuarita (AZ) Sun (4/11, Shearer) also cover this story.

Oklahoma Teacher Strike Continues.
The AP (4/11) reports Oklahoma City Public Schools and Tulsa Public Schools, Oklahoma’s two largest school
districts, “will close for the ninth consecutive day because of a teacher strike.” However, “smaller schools districts
have said they will resume classes on Thursday.” Reuters (4/11, Brandes) reports Oklahoma “Republican leaders
warned they planned no further increases after approving $450 million in new revenue to boost teacher pay.”
The Washington Post (4/11, Stein) “Wonk Blog” reports the new law increasing teachers’ pay by an average of
$6,100 per year “did little to create new positions or put more money for funding classroom supplies, key demands of
the teachers.” Oklahoma’s “strikes have their origin in more than a decade of tax cuts” as well as a downturn in
global energy prices that hurt the state’s economy and “triggered a series of a state budget crises over the past four
years.”
Newsweek (4/11, Perez) reports, “Supporters of the teacher walkout in Oklahoma” used sidewalk chalk to
cover Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin and Lieutenant Governor Todd Lamb’s Capitol parking spots will messages
such as “I do my job, now go do yours!,” “Give us our teachers back” and “Brenna was here but Mary Fallin
wasn’t.” Chris Benge, Fallin’s chief of staff, told Newsweek, “Some have wrongly assumed that the governor has
not been at the Capitol during the teacher walkout because no vehicle is parked in a space that has the word
governor on the curb.”

Madison, Wisconsin Schools Offer Food Truck For High Schoolers’ Lunches.
The Madison (WI) Capital Times (4/11, Walker) reports, “REAP Food Group and the Madison Metropolitan School
District launched Uproot by Reap, a food truck that will serve healthy, locally sourced lunch options for Madison high
school students.” The truck plans to “rotate between Madison’s four comprehensive high schools Tuesday through
Friday.” Just as in the cafeteria, “students who qualify for free and reduced lunch are able to use their status for nocost or discounted meals from the truck.” REAP and MMSD “collaborated with students to envision the menu,
offering taste-testing and surveys earlier this school year to gather input.” REAP partners with state farmers to
source ingredients for the meals, which meet federal school lunch requirements.

DIGITAL LEARNING
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Google Putting Wifi In Buses To Add To Students’ Learning Time.
The Raleigh (NC) News & Observer (4/10, Ballentine) reported Google’s Rolling Study Halls program “powers
regular school buses with Wi-Fi to help students maximize their learning.” The company is working with “16 school
districts across the country.” Lilyn Hester, Google’s head of external affairs in the southeast US region, who founded
the program, said she was inspired after learning that students faced bus rides of more than an hour one way. Hester
said, “What if we turn that bus ride into a classroom of sorts? And what if we put teachers on those buses to help
kids with their homework on that commute?”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Gun Owners Challenge In Michigan Supreme Court School Restrictions.
The AP (4/11, White) reports that in a case that “will test the ability of school boards to set their own safety policies,”
attorneys for “gun owners urged the Michigan Supreme Court on Wednesday to stop” the Ann Arbor and Clio school
districts from banning the open carry of guns by visitors. Chief Justice Stephen Markman “dominated” the
questioning by the justices, and “repeatedly referred to a sentence in state law that says school gun prohibitions
don’t apply to people who are licensed to carry a concealed weapon.” However, William Blaha, a lawyer for Ann
Arbor schools, “told the court that Michigan lawmakers could have barred schools from regulating guns but didn’t
specifically mention them.” Justice Bridget McCormack “suggested there’s room for schools to set restrictions.”

Expert Warns Clear Backpacks, Student ID Carrying Doesn’t Help All Schools.
Newsweek (4/11, Godlewski) reports that requiring clear backpacks and that students carry around their school ID
“are tactics schools across the country have used over the years to prevent violence, but school safety is not a one
size fits all approach.” Such measures’ effectiveness “is situational and varies from school to school.” Michael
Dorn, the executive director of Safe Havens International, a company that works with schools to come up with safety
plans, said, “You really have to look at a lot of factors to determine what measures make the most sense for every
school.” He added, “These are not simple problems, these are very longstanding very complex problems.” Dorn
added that, in Newsweek’s words, “what’s more important than the physical objects like IDs, backpacks, metal
detectors or bulletproof glass, is how they’re used and the behaviors around safety.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Special Needs Students Hatch, Raise Ducklings.
USA Today (4/11, Mays) reports that Poplar Grove Middle School in Franklin, Tennessee, is conducting “a new
project to give special-needs students hands-on experience in learning about an egg’s life cycle and caring for a
baby animal.” The class incubated duck eggs and is raising the duck that hatched, as well as four other ducklings
that were purchased. Soon the ducks will have “a permanent home on a Thompson’s Station farm.”

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• NAEP: Little Change In Students’ Scores.
• DeVos Meets With Both Sides On School Discipline Issue.
• Kentucky Teachers Prepare For Another Rally At State Capitol.
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• Idaho Launches Web-based Program For Kindergarten Readiness.
• Study Finds Most State’s Diploma Requirements Do Not Meet University Admission Requirements.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Thursday, April 12, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Studies Suggest Students Don’t Have “Learning
Styles.”
The Atlantic (4/11, Khazan) reports Neil Fleming’s
suggestion that people have different learning style has lead
to “Visual, Auditory, Reading, and Kinesthetic”
classification becoming “one of the most prominent models
out there.” Such a “concept is intuitively appealing,
promising to reveal secret brain processes with just a few
questions.” However, while “most research on learning
styles starts out with a positive portrayal of the theory,” they
also show “it doesn’t work”; in fact, “a lot of evidence
suggests that people aren’t really one certain kind of
learner or another.” For instance, Indiana University
professor Polly Husmann and colleagues, in a study
published last month in the journal Anatomical Sciences
Education, gave students study strategies correlated with what kind of learner a VARK questionnaire indicated they
were. However, “Husmann found that not only did students not study in ways that seemed to reflect their learning
style, those who did tailor their studying to suit their style didn’t do any better on their tests.”

Arizona Teachers Protest For Increased Salary, Education Spending.
The AP (4/11, Daniels) reports that before classes, thousands of Arizona teachers protested on Wednesday, seeking
“higher salaries and better school funding.” The goals is to get “a 20 percent raise and more than $1 billion in new
education funding,” as well as “increased pay for support professionals, a permanent raise structure, and a freeze
on corporate tax cuts until per-pupil spending reaches the national average.” Gov. Doug Ducey “defended his school
funding plan, which includes a 1 percent teacher raise, and has been touting his promise of $100 million in funding for
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districts this year as a start to restoring nearly $400 million in cuts.” He also “called talk of a teacher strike a partisan
ploy.”
USA Today (4/11, White, Cano) reports, “Thousands of parents and students” joined the teachers in the
protests. The “walk-in” was scheduled so as to not disrupt class time. The Arizona Republic (4/11) reports, “The
school boards of Arizona’s two largest districts – Mesa Public Schools and Tucson Unified School District –
unanimously approved motions supporting the state’s teacher-led #RedForEd movement.” The Arizona Republic
(4/11), NPR (4/11, Kuhn), and Sahuarita (AZ) Sun (4/11, Shearer) also cover this story.

Oklahoma Teacher Strike Continues.
The AP (4/11) reports Oklahoma City Public Schools and Tulsa Public Schools, Oklahoma’s two largest school
districts, “will close for the ninth consecutive day because of a teacher strike.” However, “smaller schools districts
have said they will resume classes on Thursday.” Reuters (4/11, Brandes) reports Oklahoma “Republican leaders
warned they planned no further increases after approving $450 million in new revenue to boost teacher pay.”
The Washington Post (4/11, Stein) “Wonk Blog” reports the new law increasing teachers’ pay by an average of
$6,100 per year “did little to create new positions or put more money for funding classroom supplies, key demands of
the teachers.” Oklahoma’s “strikes have their origin in more than a decade of tax cuts” as well as a downturn in
global energy prices that hurt the state’s economy and “triggered a series of a state budget crises over the past four
years.”
Newsweek (4/11, Perez) reports, “Supporters of the teacher walkout in Oklahoma” used sidewalk chalk to
cover Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin and Lieutenant Governor Todd Lamb’s Capitol parking spots will messages
such as “I do my job, now go do yours!,” “Give us our teachers back” and “Brenna was here but Mary Fallin
wasn’t.” Chris Benge, Fallin’s chief of staff, told Newsweek, “Some have wrongly assumed that the governor has
not been at the Capitol during the teacher walkout because no vehicle is parked in a space that has the word
governor on the curb.”

Madison, Wisconsin Schools Offer Food Truck For High Schoolers’ Lunches.
The Madison (WI) Capital Times (4/11, Walker) reports, “REAP Food Group and the Madison Metropolitan School
District launched Uproot by Reap, a food truck that will serve healthy, locally sourced lunch options for Madison high
school students.” The truck plans to “rotate between Madison’s four comprehensive high schools Tuesday through
Friday.” Just as in the cafeteria, “students who qualify for free and reduced lunch are able to use their status for nocost or discounted meals from the truck.” REAP and MMSD “collaborated with students to envision the menu,
offering taste-testing and surveys earlier this school year to gather input.” REAP partners with state farmers to
source ingredients for the meals, which meet federal school lunch requirements.

Colorado In Teacher Shortage.
Chalkbeat (4/11, Cavazos) reports Colorado’s teacher shortage has “district officials anxious about unfilled
vacancies, under-staffed schools, and sometimes, second-rate hires.” While “a state strategic plan released in
December contains lots of ideas that could help...recruit and retain educators in shortage areas – everything from
loan forgiveness programs to extra compensation for teachers in hard-to-staff schools.” However, currently “school
districts will have to muddle along,” often offering perks such as free board for horses and discounted housing.

FROM NASSP
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Defend Title II Funding for Our Schools
NASSP continues to support fully funding Title II, Part A of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) and
we need your help. This funding is for states to use to prepare, train, recruit, and retain high-quality
teachers, principals, and other school leaders. Title II, Part A has already suffered a $295 million cut in FY
2017 and President Trump is proposing to eliminate funding altogether. Join us at this critical juncture by
contacting your representatives to let them know that you oppose these detrimental cuts. Use this action
alert to send your message by email, phone, or through social media.

Connect with NASSP:

NASSP IN THE NEWS
NASSP Announces National Principal Of The Year Award.
Columbia (SC) State (4/11, Ellis) reports the National Association of Secondary School Principals named Erica Page
of South Carolina the 2018 National Assistant Principal of the Year. The Columbia (SC) Daily (4/11) reports NASSP
Executive Director JoAnn Bartoletti said, “Erica Page is a shining example of an assistant principal as a powerful
multiplier of effective practice.” She added, “We at NASSP are proud to congratulate her as our 2018 National
Assistant Principal of the Year and commend her for her achievements in building a safe and academically
challenging school environment.”

EDUCATION POLICY
DeVos To Speak At Reagan Institute Summit On
Education.
The Washington Times (4/11, Harper) reports the bipartisan
Reagan Institute Summit on Education will begin Thursday,
“featuring Education Secretary Betsy DeVos,” who will
“parse educational policies both past and present that can
have profound effects on American families – including the
Every Student Succeeds Act, school choice, measurements
of student achievement and alternatives to traditional higher
education.” All the event’s speakers “will review the
‘shifting educational landscape’ over the last three
decades.”
Inside Higher Ed (4/12, Fain) reports, “DeVos will join
William J. Bennett, Reagan’s education secretary, for a
discussion on ‘policy priorities past and present that shape
the American education system.’”
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Expert Warns Clear Backpacks, Student ID Carrying Doesn’t Help All Schools.
Newsweek (4/11, Godlewski) reports that requiring clear backpacks and that students carry around their school ID
“are tactics schools across the country have used over the years to prevent violence, but school safety is not a one
size fits all approach.” Such measures’ effectiveness “is situational and varies from school to school.” Michael
Dorn, the executive director of Safe Havens International, a company that works with schools to come up with safety
plans, said, “You really have to look at a lot of factors to determine what measures make the most sense for every
school.” He added, “These are not simple problems, these are very longstanding very complex problems.” Dorn
added that, in Newsweek’s words, “what’s more important than the physical objects like IDs, backpacks, metal
detectors or bulletproof glass, is how they’re used and the behaviors around safety.”

GAO: Black Students Disproportionately Disciplined.
The New Orleans Times-Picayune (4/11) reports a Government Accountability Office analysis found that “black boys
and girls were disciplined at school far more than their white peers in 2013-2014,” as were boys and students with
disabilities. Black students were “particularly overrepresented,” making up 15.5 percent of public school students but
39 percent of students suspended from school. The GAO conclude, “Implicit bias – stereotypes or unconscious
association about people – on the part of teachers and staff may cause them to judge students’ behaviors differently
based on the students’ race and sex.”

New Pittsburgh Teachers’ Contract Drops Performance-Based Pay System.
The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (4/11, Lindstrom) reports that as part of “three-year contracts unanimously approved
Wednesday by the Pittsburgh Federation of Teachers,” Union President Nina Esposito-Visgitis said, in the TribuneReview’s words, “Pittsburgh Public Schools is scrapping a performance-based pay system, giving all its teachers at
least a 2 percent raise and paying its least experienced teachers as much as 15 percent more per year.” EspositoVisgitis said, “We were falling behind other districts in terms of our starting salary.” She added, “A lot of money was
put at the bottom of the salary schedule because we want to attract the best and the brightest in Pittsburgh.” In a
statement, Superintendent Anthony Hamlet thanked “‘parents, stakeholders and the larger city for their patience’
through stalled negotiations that nearly culminated in districtwide school closures.”

New Jersey Law Seeks To Keep Schools From Hiring Teachers Accused Of Sex Abuse.
NJ News (4/11) reports New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy. signed “a historic law giving school administrators sweeping
new powers to warn other districts about teachers accused of sexual abuse.” Under the current system
administrators, “in an effort to avoid lawsuits, often have remained silent about teachers under investigation.” Under
the new law, schools must “ask teachers’ previous employers if they were under investigation for sexual misconduct
at the time they resigned,” and districts are “required to share complaints against former teachers unless the cases
were proven false or unsubstantiated.” Additionally, the law grants “districts legal immunity for sharing such
information” and forbids “separation agreements that force districts to destroy or withhold files detailing those
probes.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
California Online Schools’ Teachers Negotiate Contract.
Rachel M. Cohen writes in The Atlantic (4/11) that while “U.S. Education Secretary Betsy DeVos has touted virtual
charter schooling as a particularly ripe area for expansion, emphasizing its flexibility and potential to offer courses that
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a student’s traditional school might not have,” when implemented “virtual schools, especially charters, have tended
to deliver significantly lower academic results than brick-and-mortar ones.” Also their “salaries can be low, and class
sizes are, on average, much larger than in brick-and-mortar charter schools or traditional public schools.” In 2014,
teachers at California online charter schools “decided to create a union, California Virtual Educators United, under
the umbrella of the California Teachers Association.” They started negotiations over their contract in September
2016. This could be “an important test case of how educators might wield power in a future where online education
becomes even more common,” and should the teachers be successful, “online charters’ freewheeling days may be
numbered. That would be good not just for educators but for the students entrusted to them.”
Education Week (4/11, Prothero) reports California Virtual Academies and California Virtual Educators United
“settled on their first contract, union representatives announced Wednesday. Among the teacher demands the school
has agreed to: some limits on the number of students they oversee, more flexibility in interacting with students and
parents, and a whopping 17.8 percent increase in pay.” The president of California Virtual Educators United “said
the pay increase will bring teachers at California Virtual Academies, or CAVA, in line with what educators make at
other charter schools.” NPR (4/11, Kamenetz) also covers this story.

Google Putting Wifi In Buses To Add To Students’ Learning Time.
The Raleigh (NC) News & Observer (4/10, Ballentine) reported Google’s Rolling Study Halls program “powers
regular school buses with Wi-Fi to help students maximize their learning.” The company is working with “16 school
districts across the country.” Lilyn Hester, Google’s head of external affairs in the southeast US region, who founded
the program, said she was inspired after learning that students faced bus rides of more than an hour one way. Hester
said, “What if we turn that bus ride into a classroom of sorts? And what if we put teachers on those buses to help
kids with their homework on that commute?”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
Some Schools Pairing College-Oriented Courses With CTE.
The Hechinger Report (4/11) reports that some “rare” schools combine “a college-oriented curriculum with one
aimed at employment.” The goal is “to provide both the academic foundation and real-world skills education
advocates say students will need to thrive in a rapidly evolving career landscape.” Recently, vocational education
has been rebrand as CTE and “staples like woodshop and auto repair have given way to a new breed of courses
aimed at careers in everything from film production to science and engineering.” For instance, at Tesla STEM High
School in Redmonds, Washington, offers an AP Psychology class that includes a CTE forensics course.

WEDNESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• NAEP: Little Change In Students’ Scores.
• DeVos Meets With Both Sides On School Discipline Issue.
• Study Finds Most State’s Diploma Requirements Do Not Meet University Admission Requirements.
• DOJ Probing College Early Admissions.
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From: "Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2018 14:04:42 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Speech Evaluation for CP Attached
"Beverly Carrasco" <Beverly.Carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Judy Carter"
To:
<Judy.Carter@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Cesar Puente FIE 3-7-18.doc (114.95k)

Hi Bev and Judy,
Here is the speech evaluation for Cesar P. Please let me know if you need anything else. Thanks.
Regards,
Katherine

Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Wed, 21 Mar 2018 19:57:55 -0600 (MDT)
Speech Evaluation for DL Attached
"Beverly Carrasco" <Beverly.Carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Diego Leija FIE 2-16-18.doc (112.89k)

Hi Bev,
I have attached my report for Diego L. Please let me know if you need anything else for him. Please note that I have recommended 30 minutes weekly rather than consult. There
seems to be a lot of oral language skill weaknesses.
Regards,
Katherine
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From: "Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Sent Date: Sun, 29 Apr 2018 22:40:05 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Speech Evaluation for DL Attached
"Mark Hamel" <Mark.Hamel@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Brandon.Griffin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us"
To:
<Brandon.Griffin@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Daniel Lucero FIE 4-19-18.doc (117k)

Hi Everyone,
Here is my assessment report for Daniel L. Please let me know if you need anything else.
Regards,
Katherine
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Wed, 25 Apr 2018 21:23:07 -0600 (MDT)
Speech Evaluation for ER Attached
"Beverly Carrasco" <Beverly.Carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Eliyanna Rodriguez FIE 3-30-18.doc (120.42k)

Hi Bev,
Please find attached the speech evaluation report for Eliyanna R. She qualifies as language impaired. Will she qualify for you or will she be just speech? I am not sure if she will have
sped support and another case manager. If you need anything else or want me to share the report with someone else, please let me know.
Regards,
Katherine
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From: "Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 4 Apr 2018 22:38:37 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Speech Report for RM
"Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Beverly Carrasco" <Beverly.Carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>, "Gregory Geanious"
To:
<Gregory.Geanious@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Raymond Miranda FIE 3-13-18.doc (119.74k)

Hi Everyone,
Here is the completed speech/language evaluation report for Raymond Miranda. I am not sure who the case manager will be. You are welcomed to share this with that person or let me
know who it is and I will pass it on. Please let me know if you need anything else.
Regards,
Katherine
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Katherine Skarphol" <katherine.skarphol@hotmail.com>
Sun, 4 Mar 2018 21:28:23 -0700 (MST)
Speech Report for RVH
"Katherine Skarphol" <Katherine.Skarphol@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Richard Van Horn FIE 2-14-18.doc (125.89k)

Attached
Katherine Skarphol, M.S.,CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
VocoVision Teletherapy
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From: "Sharla Autry" <Sharla.Autry@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent Date: Tue, 16 Jan 2018 11:55:48 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Spelling
"Paula Spencer" <Paula.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Cindy Henderson" <Cindy.Henderson@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Michael Stokum"
To:
<Michael.Stokum@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Nancy Johnson" <Nancy.Johnson@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Superheroes spelling and vocabularyWeek2.docx (20.1k) Superheroes spelling and vocabulary.docx (19.59k)

Sorry I didn’t send this out to you guys! I’m a scatterbrain! The Vocabulary Test on Week 2 is not done…so don’t use it before you or I fix it!
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Twitter" <info@twitter.com>
Tue, 24 Apr 2018 22:54:01 -0600 (MDT)
SREB Tweeted: >> See one school's tool for helping #teachers informa...
"NMAESP" <markbarela@nmaesp.org>

59

Your Highlights
SREB
@srebeducation
>> See one school's tool for helping #teachers informally
observe each other!
#edchat #teachchat #teachertips #teachingideas #teacherpd
#profdev #edadmin #happyclassrooms
twitter.com/RHansen4thGrad…

School Is My Happy Place - Southern Regional
Education Board
Educator Effectiveness Spotlight
sreb.org

2

4

Robert Doc Reid
@GoDocReid
Keep 95% of Real Estate Profit and Defer Taxes for 30 Years!
by Marc Ellis LTD on Thursday, May 31.

Keep 95% of Real Estate Profit and Defer Taxes for 30
Years!
Offered by Marc Ellis LTD - May 31st 6:30pm-8:30pm:
Learn about a unique strategy allows the ... more
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alignable.com

NM Senate Democrats
@NMSenateDems
Legislative Finance Committee meets Wed-Fri this week in the
Capitol, Room 307. First up on Wednesday: Criminal Justice in
Bernalillo County, Early Childhood Business Plan, and Tax
Refund Claims and Protests. Full Agenda:
nmlegis.gov/Agendas/ALFCag…#nmleg #nmpol
1

NM Political Report
@NMreport
ABQ mayor signs immigrant friendly ordinance #nmpol

ABQ mayor signs immigrant friendly ordinance
Albuquerque Mayor Tim Keller signed legislation on
Tuesday that prevents federal immigration ... more
nmpoliticalreport.com

3

3

Politics K-12
@PoliticsK12
A protest against school closures in Puerto Rico is scheduled
for tomorrow in San Juan. Roughly a quarter of the island's
public schools are due to shut down
twitter.com/FMPRLucha/stat…
1
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11

6

ASCD
@ASCD
In “Every Teacher Deserves a Coach,” experts share how to
reframe coaching as an opportunity “to go from good to great.”
bit.ly/2GLIvym
1

40

77

See more on Twitter

Settings | Help | Unsubscribe
We sent this email to @NMAESP
Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco,
CA 94103
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NMSDA" <newmexicospeechanddebate@gmail.com>
Mon, 5 Mar 2018 16:44:12 -0700 (MST)
Step Two for Nat Quals and Thursday Deadline
"NMSDA Members" <nmsda-members@googlegroups.com>

Attachments:District-Tournament-Single-Entry-Letter-of-Intent.pdf (1.45 MB) 2018 NM District Congress Packet.docx (542.78k)

Hi Coaches,
First, I have attached a new version of the Congressional Debate legislation packet that fixes a small typo.
Next, here is the next list of things to be working on this week for the National Qualifying Tournament. Thanks again to Jose for making video instructions that accompany these instructions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAWpIRam-g0&t=315s
DUE DATE: All entries finalized in your Joy of Tournaments account by the end of Thursday, March 8.
1) Entering Piece Titles
At the bottom of your home entries screen, click on each event in which you have entries.
For interpretation, you will enter the the Title and Author of each piece. You can leave ISBN blank here, because you will take care of that elsewhere.
For Oratory and Informative, enter the title of their speeches.
2) Main Events Green Sheet
If you do not have any interpretation entries, you will only need to print the first three pages, sign the first page, and then submit to Google Drive. You can skip the rest of these instructions in #2 if you don't have Interp entries.
If you have entries in Interpretation events, there will be many steps to follow here. First, I recommend that you skip to the last page of the Main Events Green Sheet. There, you will find a "Script Verification Cover Sheet" that must be filled in for
every interpretation entry. Please read each of the certification statements so that you understand the rules.
On page 4, you will find the bibliography page. Please note- if you have more than three entries in Interpretation, you will need to print additional sheets of this page to accommodate all of your entries.
If you have POI entries, you will probably want to create your own POI Bibliography page that includes all the necessary publication information for each component of the POI.
3) Submit scripts to Google Drive
In your Google Drive, you have been given a folder for Oratory and info scripts and a folder for Interp scripts. You need to upload electronic versions of those scripts into your Google Drive. Please label each of your scripts so that it's easy to
locate them.
Please note, it's not enough to just bring the full book with you to the tournament. We need photocopied versions of the original publications uploaded-just the pages used in the cutting-not the full book. It is recommended; however, that you bring
original books with you in case of discrepancies. But before the tournament begins, we need uploaded versions in your Google Drive. Also, please note, typed out Word documents are not acceptable. We need to be able to tell where the piece
came from.
4) Single Entry Forms
For each of your students that enters more than one event, you will need to fill in the Single Entry Letter of Intent, attached to this email. Students are only allowed to enter one event at the National Tournament, so this form is required to make
sure we know which event your student would prefer to go in.
On the form, you can all skip "section A" because we have no auto-qualifiers.
Fill in the appropriate answers to "Section B." Things to note: If a student is competing in a partner event, they cannot do another partner event with a different partner. For example, Trey and Jose can do Public Forum and Trey and Jose can do
Duo. However, if Trey and Jose do Public Forum, Trey CANNOT do Duo with Hannah. It must be the same partner for both events. Furthermore, partner events must be preferred on the sheet UNLESS both members of the partnership agree to
prefer their individual events first.
Only the coach needs to sign these forms now. When all forms are gathered, please upload to Google Drive. We would prefer that you upload all of these forms in one big file together. If you do them individually for each student, that's fine, too.
5) Fees
Finally, please remember that fees for this tournament are $13 per entry!
Checks for those entry fees will be made out to "New Mexico District, National Forensic League."
There will be additional information for those of you who still owe money to the national office...more on that later.

As always, let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks!
Trey
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tsmith@eastmountainhigh.net
---You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "NMSDA Members" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to nmsda-members+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/nmsda-members/35330f21-b7f0-4875-9a7a-6930fb02ceae%40googlegroups.com.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Mercedes Keller" <Mercedes.Keller@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 21 Feb 2018 13:35:45 -0700 (MST)
Student Protests
"Andrea Edmonson" <Andrea.Edmonson@CarlsbadSchools.net>

I am sure you are aware that many students plan to walk out of school on April 20th at 10am and walk for 17 minutes in honor of the Parkland Florida victims. I am aware because several students
asked my daughter last night about organizing it (she has led a large scale peaceful protest in the past). However, she is hesitant to participate in the event because of the lack of sincerity
students may have for a vitally important protest given that it is “420” day. But I thought you should be aware that the kids are talking about it. And the closer we get to that date, the more buzz
will be made about it.
Further, My daughter has been working with Governor Martinez and Secretary Latham on a campaign to change how kids interact with each other. A NM KIND campaign, if it comes to fruition.
She met with the Governor’s office two Fridays ago and is working on her final presentation to the governor and members of NMPED administration on April 5 th. She is proposing a mandate to
redefine what an “anti-bullying” campaign qualifies for the schools and it’s duration and to include the role of the bystander. She will also be asking to work with NMAA to make the role of the
student athlete more responsible by taking yearly training in bystander intervention (much like a concussion test) and better ways to communicate with coaches when a student athlete is reported
for playing a role in bullying/sexual assault. Thirdly she will address the NM KIND campaign and the role she is petitioning the governor to play in that campaign. I have given her the academic
task of creating a sound presentation with data to back her suggestions. She has a lot of work ahead of her but it has become a therapeutic endeavor given the pain she has struggled with from
bullying.
So I will not be here on April 5th. Mrs. Laird, Please mark my absence, I apologize for the burden. I am still unable to get into Aesop I am not sure why.
If you have any ideas or information to share for her meeting on April 5th she will be happy to hear them.
Thank you so much for you time!
MK
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NASSP Principals Update" <PrincipalUpdate@nassp.bulletinmedia.com>
Wed, 14 Mar 2018 05:29:20 -0600 (MDT)
Students Around Country Planning Gun Violence Demonstrations Wednesday
<jana.smith@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Jana Smith

Wednesday, March 14, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Students Around Country Planning Gun Violence
Demonstrations Wednesday.
The NPR (3/13) “NPR Ed” blog reports that “students at schools
across the country will walk out of their classrooms” Wednesday
morning “to leave school — or at least gather in the hallway —
for 17 minutes. That’s one minute for each of the victims in last
month’s school shooting in Parkland, Fla.” The planned
demonstrations have “raised big questions for schools about how
to handle protests.” National organizers say “while this walkout is
meant to honor the victims in Parkland, as well as anyone who’s
experienced gun violence, it is also a political call to action.” The
article describes the dilemma of administrators caught between
preventing disruptions to learning and protecting students’ right
to expression, and quotes National School Boards Association
Chief Legal Officer Francisco Negron saying, “Schools stand in what’s known as loco parentis, so we don’t simply
release our students into the ether.” Negron “recently sent guidance to districts to help them walk this tightrope .”
TIME (3/13) reports, “Thousands of students and teachers are planning to walk out of their classrooms on
Wednesday, March 14 as part of the #Enough! National School Walkout to raise awareness about issues of school
safety and the impact of gun violence.”
Several other media outlets from around the country also cover the planned walkouts, including Chalkbeat
(3/13), the Indianapolis Star (3/13), the Baltimore Sun (3/12), the Denver Post (3/13), the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review
(3/13, Tribune-Review), the Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/13).
Elementary Schools Grapple With School Safety Protests. The New York Times (3/13, Saul, Hartocollis,
Subscription Publication) reports that fifth-grade students at Case Elementary School in Akron, Ohio “will pick up
posters they drew and walk out of their classrooms, joining many thousands of other students in a nationwide protest
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against gun violence after the killing of 17 people in a Florida high school last month.” Principal Danijile Henderson
said older students had expressed a desire to hold protests, but “she drew lines around who could participate and
how. Third through fifth graders may walk out; second graders can observe the protest, but not walk; kindergartners
and first-grade students will remain in their classrooms for discussions on school safety in general that avoid the
shooting itself.” Districts that are open to permitting protests “are also calibrating their approach for their youngest
students.”
Chicago GOP To Sue District For Permitting Walkouts. The Madison (IL) Record (3/13) reports Chicago GOP
Chairman Chris Cleveland said the party is “preparing to sue CPS” over plans to allow students to take part in the
national walkout. The party took exception to an email from Lincoln Elementary informing parents of plans to allow
students to take part in the demonstrations. Cleveland said the party “has sent a letter to CPS CEO Janice Jackson
asking CPS to cancel the demonstrations, and will likely sue if they do not, Cleveland indicated.”
WLS-TV Chicago (3/13) reports students in the Chicago area will be taking part in the demonstrations, and that
“their message has been modified due to Governor Bruce Rauner’s veto of legislation requiring gun dealers to be
licensed by the state.” This piece reports the Chicago GOP “is threatening a lawsuit, accusing some CPS principals
of forcing students to participate.” This piece quotes Cleveland saying, “This is just straight-out political
indoctrination. It’s wrong. School is not the place for this kind of thing.”

Houston All-Girl Team Advances To FIRST Lego League World Championship.
The Houston Chronicle (3/13, Zurawski) reports the Houston-area Brainiac Maniacs, a first-year, all-girl robotics team
sponsored by the Girl Scouts and Schneider Electric, is “one of only 108 teams from 45 countries advancing” to the
FIRST Lego League world championship, slated to take place in April. “Ten girls ranging in age from 8 to 10 and
coming from diverse backgrounds” make up the Brainiac Maniacs, and they took “the first-place championship at the
South Texas regional tournament against 60 other teams.” For the competition, the girls designed “a Water Wizard
program to reduce lawn overwatering by combining an app and physical devices to replace sprinklers.” The Brainian
Maniacs presented their project to Schneider Electric, NASA, and “a global water expert who all gave feedback on
how to better present their program.” They are also “learning to use a 3D printer to make a device for their Water
Wizard Project.”

Illinois Robotics Teams Collaborate To Advance To Super-Regional Competition.
The Mundelein (IL) Review (3/15) reports that on Feb. 24, Highland Park High School’s Vertigo robotics team
partnered with Carmel Catholic High School’s “top-ranked” Not Your Average Nerds (NYAN) and Robo Raiders, a
home-schooled team, to become Illinois First Tech Challenge state champions. The alliance will now compete against
six dozen teams from nine states at the “super-regional competition in Cedar Rapids, Iowa on March 15 through
March 17.” Participants create a robot that autonomously executes tasks using artificial intelligence technology.
Engineer and varsity NYAN team coach Brian Donahoe said the competition’s structure “forces teams to
cooperate” and “strategize” in a manner “not unlike how engineers like myself do their real work.” The program
emphasizes “what’s called ‘gracious professionalism,’” or “a spirit of friendly competition, courtesy, compassion
and respect.” Participating teams “are judged not only on how well their robot performs, but on their fundraising
plans to cover team costs, community outreach and efforts to get younger pupils involved in robotics.”

Legislation To Bring Computer Science Into Wyoming Schools Heads To Governor’s Desk.
The Casper (WY) Star-Tribune (3/13, Klamann) reports on legislation passed last week in Wyoming that “will fold
computer science into the state’s educational program” and make the subject “one of several areas – like math and
science – that will have its own content standards, created by state educators.” The measure has been sent to Gov.
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Matt Mead’s desk for final approval.

Teacher Protests Could Stem Partly From Tax Cuts In Several States.
The Huffington Post (3/13, Jamieson) examines “the parallels between the funding crises unfolding in West Virginia
and Oklahoma,” which the Post attributes primarily to “a series of bipartisan tax cuts” in both states and the
education funding cuts many states were forced to enact during the Great Recession. “States like Oklahoma are now
dealing with the reckoning,” the article explains, “as educators and other public servants revolt against shrinking
budgets that have stretched their workloads and left no money for pay raises.”

Parkland Families, Florida Senators Call On Congress To Pass School Safety Legislation.
USA Today (3/13, Gaudiano) reports Ryan Petty, the father of Parkland shooting victim Alaina Petty, on Tuesday
called on Congress “to pass school safety legislation,” quoting him saying, “I didn’t get a chance that morning to
say goodbye to my daughter, but I’m here today to make sure that I’m one of the last fathers that ever has to bury
their daughter or son or loved one from a senseless act of violence in a school.” On Wednesday, USA Today reports,
the House is set to debate legislation that “would pay for threat assessments and training for students, teachers,
school officials and law enforcement to detect early signs of violence. It would also fund ‘anonymous reporting
systems,’ such as phone apps, hotlines and websites, for threats of school violence.”
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (3/13) reports Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) and Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) met with
“members of the Parkland community” on Tuesday and “called for swift passage of a bill to address school violence.
... The bill, led by Sen. Orrin Hatch, is the Students, Teachers, and Officers Preventing School Violence Act and the
House companion is up for a vote this week.”

Prosecutors To Seek Death Penalty For Parkland Shooting Suspect.
NBC Nightly News (3/13, story 7, 0:25, Holt) briefly reported that Florida prosecutors said Tuesday they plan to seek
the death penalty against Nikolas Cruz, who has been charged with killing 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School. ABC World News Tonight (3/13, story 10, 0:20, Muir) said Cruz is scheduled to be arraigned
Wednesday, and “his attorney says Cruz is still willing to plead guilty to avoid the death penalty.” The Washington
Post (3/13, Berman) reports Howard Finkelstein, the Broward public defender, “has said it would be wrong for Cruz
to be executed when authorities missed so many red flags and warning signs preceding the shooting.”
The New York Times (3/13, Blinder, Subscription Publication) says the decision to seek the death penalty
against Cruz “was widely expected, in part because [state attorney for Broward County Michael J.] Satz had hinted at
his plans days after the attack.” The Washington Times (3/13, Persons) also briefly reports the decision.

NEA Poll: Most Teachers Oppose Arming School Staff.
Education Week (3/13) reports that according to a new NEA poll, “nearly three-quarters of educators oppose
President Donald Trump’s push to arm school staff, and a clear majority also say working with armed school
personnel would make them feel less safe.” The piece reports the results echo “the message from NEA President
Lily Eskelsen García, who has blasted the Trump administration’s support for states that choose to arm educators.”
Baltimore Teachers Union Opposes Weapons Training For Teachers. WBFF-TV Baltimore (3/13) reports the
Baltimore Teachers Union has announced its opposition to “President Trump’s recent call to train and arm specially
qualified school personnel, on a volunteer basis.” Union President Marietta English “called on Maryland’s
government to take a strong stance on the idea and reject any federal funding meant for arming teachers.”

Cole: Congress Will Likely Increase School Safety Funding.
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The Hill (3/13, Zanona) reports that Rep. Tom Cole (R-OK), chairman of the House
Appropriations subcommittee on labor, health and human services, and education, said
Tuesday that “lawmakers will likely boost money for school safety in an upcoming
government funding package.” Cole “said appropriators want to increase funding for an
existing grant program that is designed to prevent violence in and around schools.”

Senate Democrats Seek More Funding For ESSA Mental Health Services
Program.
Education Week (3/13) reports that a group of Democratic senators wants “Congress to
give more money to an Every Student Succeeds Act program in order to fund more
counselors, trauma-informed classroom management, and mental-health services for
schools.” In a letter to Senate appropriators, “the Democrats said the Student Support
and Academic Enrichment grants—which are a part of Title IV in ESSA—should be
funded at ‘the highest possible level’ for fiscal 2018.” Education Week notes that the
plea comes as a response to the Parkland massacre.

Parkland Students Pushing Parents To Commit To Candidates “Who
Put Children’s Safety Over Guns.”
The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports Parkland shooing survivors Adam Buchwald and Zach
Hibshman “have started a movement asking parents to sign a contract pledging they will
vote for lawmakers who put children’s safety over guns.” The website of the “Parent’s
Promise to Kids” movement “says its goal is to get parents to vote for legislators who
‘believe that the safety of our children is much more important than the right to own
guns.’”

Proposed Overhaul Of DC’s School Punishment Policy Advances.
The Washington Post (3/13, Stein) reports that on Tuesday, the DC Council’s fivemember education committee “voted unanimously in favor of restricting the
circumstances when a school can suspend or expel a student.” The committee
members “framed the disproportionate suspensions and expulsions of black students in the District as a civil rights
issue,” as black students enrolled in DC schools “are nearly eight times more likely to receive an out-of-school
suspension than their white peers, according to city data.” Specifically, the legislation would limit the use of
suspensions and expulsions for students in the eighth grade or lower “to incidents of threatened or actual violence,
and emotional distress.” At the high school level, students “would not be suspended or expelled from school for rule
infractions such as uniform violations or disrupting a class.” The measure “will now move to the full 13-member
council,” and if approved, “the revised discipline policy would be phased in over the next three years.”

Denver District Receives National Recognition For Restorative Justice Policy.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Asmar) reports Denver Public Schools “began dabbling in restorative justice more than a decade
ago” by launching a pilot program at three schools. The district has since incorporated the approach into its discipline
code, and DPS officials “said more than 40 percent of Denver’s 207 schools have staff dedicated to restorative
justice.” Notably, DPS “has seen its number of suspensions drop even as its enrollment has grown.” The three
schools that piloted the approach are now “serving as national examples of restorative justice.” With funding from a
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three-year National Education Association grant, DPS partnered with the Advancement Project to arrange visits for
teachers and community members aimed at promoting restorative justice. Chalkbeat says many teachers unions do
not support the approach, as some teachers are concerned it “will leave them without enough tools to deal with
unruly students and might even make classrooms less safe.”

Study Suggests Modest Suspension Rate Drop Yields Small Attendance, Academic Gains.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Barnum) reports the peer-reviewed Peabody Journal of Education published a study conducted by
Lauren Sartain of the University of Chicago and Rebecca Hinze-Pifer of Stanford University that “found that a modest
drop in suspensions for high-level offenses actually led to small increases in test scores and attendance for all
students in a school.” According to Chalkbeat, the research “bolsters the case of discipline reformers who argue that
school suspensions are ineffective and disproportionately target students of color.” Sartain and Hinze-Pifer focused
their research on Chicago Public Schools, which “began working to reduce suspensions and other kinds of discipline
that pull students out of their classrooms in 2008.” The researchers wrote, “Reducing suspension use for severe
infractions seems consistent with a set of generally positive but small impacts,” although there was “no indication
students overall experience schools as less safe when suspension use for severe infractions declines.”

Pennsylvania Bill Would Fine Parents For Student Bullying Incidents.
The Washington Post (3/13, Phillips) reports Pennsylvania state Rep. Frank Burns “plans to propose legislation that
would require parents to pay up to $750 if their child is a habitual bully and require school officials to notify parents
each time their child bullies another student.” The bill “would not immediately impose the stiff penalty,” but instead
require school officials “to take some type of action” when “a child bullies for the first time,” and parenting classes if
the student bullies a second time. After a third incident, a judge would “determine whether there’s enough evidence
to fine the parents and issue a court order forcing them to pay $500,” and “$750 for each offense thereafter, Burns
said.” The measure “also covers cyberbullying, which is considered a crime in Pennsylvania.” Before Burns
announced his plans, his “office said he has visited classrooms throughout his district, located east of Pittsburgh, to
talk about bullying and urge students to sign an anti-bullying pledge.”
In a statement, Burns wrote, “Bullying is underreported and often unaddressed in a meaningful way. When it’s
not addressed, bullying can escalate quickly from taunts and hurtful online posts to physical assaults and – in worst
cases – suicide,” The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports. Burns added, “Holding students, parents and officials at all
levels accountable is the only way to put an end to this scourge.” Last month, Florida state lawmakers “weighed a
proposal that would allow children who have been bullied to receive a state-funded voucher to attend private school.”
Florida Gov. Rick Scott signed a version of the bill into law on Sunday. The Hill notes that in a 2011 survey, the
National Center for Education Statistics found “about 28 percent of the students surveyed said they had been
bullied.”

Virginia Middle School Resource Officer Accidentally Fires Gun At School.
The AP (3/13) reports a school resource officer at George Washington Middle School in Alexandria, Virginia
“accidentally fired his gun while on assignment” on Tuesday. “No one was injured.” Newsweek (3/13, Tennent)
reports the officer “has been placed on administrative leave.” The five-year veteran of the Alexandria Police
Department “immediately checked to make sure no one was injured, and then contacted his supervisor and school
staff, police added. Classes continued as normal.”

California Teacher Accidentally Fires Gun During Public Safety Lesson.
USA Today (3/13, Szydlowski) reports a teacher at Seaside High School in Salinas, California “accidentally fired a
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gun Tuesday during a class about public safety.” No one was injured and classes “resumed shortly after the
incident.” The article notes that the teacher, Dennis Alexander, “also serves as a reserve police officer for the Sand
City police and is a Seaside city councilman.”

Michigan Sheriff Accidentally Left Gun In Middle School Gym Locker.
The AP (3/13) reports Isabella County, Michigan Sheriff Michael Main “apologized Tuesday for accidentally leaving
his backup gun in a Michigan school gym locker room,” saying “his mistake is inexcusable.” Main had changed into
his uniform for an event at the school and “said he believed the gun – his backup weapon – was in his bag when he
left. A student later found the gun and told an adult, according to Main.”

Alabama House Votes To Resurrect School Safety Panel.
The AP (3/13) reports the Alabama state House voted Tuesday to reinstate a school safety task force originally
established in 2016 in response to the Parkland massacre. However, Democrats in the legislature “said a task force
isn’t strong enough action on gun control and mental health.”

FROM NASSP
National Principals Conference Schedule
The National Principals Conference has released its Schedule-at-a-Glance. Browse an overview of the
three days that will provide opportunities to turn theory into practice as you connect with great leaders
across the K-12 continuum. You can register now at www.principalsconference.org/register/. Follow the
National Principals Conference on Facebook and Twitter with #NPC18 for more information as July 11-13
gets closer.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Nebraska Education Official Nominated For ED Rehabilitative Services
Post.
Education Week (3/13) reports President Trump has nominated Nebraska Department of
Education Deputy Commissioner Mark Schultz “to serve as commissioner of the
rehabilitation services administration at the U.S. Department of Education. The RSA
helps people with disabilities and others who face barriers in the workforce.” The White
House says Schultz “has over 35 years of experience working at the national, state, and
local levels to provide services for people with disabilities.”

DC Special Education Analyst Pleads Guilty To Bribery Scheme.
The Washington Post (3/13, Hsu) reports that a Washington, DC special education
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analyst pleaded guilty on Tuesday “to plotting with others to steer more than $480,000
in tax dollars to two business owners in the District and Maryland for work that was
never done in exchange for bribes.” Shauntell Harley, 48, “a management analyst for
fiscal policy and grant management in the office of the D.C. State Superintendent of
Education, agreed to repay $488,000 to the school agency and to a $100,000 forfeiture
judgment in entering her guilty plea to two counts of conspiracy to commit bribery.”
Prosecutors said the investigation is ongoing. The charges “carry a maximum penalty of
five years, but in a plea deal Harley agreed she would face a recommended prison term
of between 70 and 87 months under federal guidelines at sentencing June 7 before U.S.
District Judge Randolph D. Moss of the District.”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
Study Argues States Shouldn’t Use SAT, ACT To Measure High School Achievement.
Education Week (3/13, Gewertz) reports a study released by Achieve on Tuesday contends that states should not
use the SAT or ACT to measure high school achievement because the tests do not adequately reflect the states’
academic standards or gauge students’ understanding of those standards. In its paper, Achieve “also urges caution
if states are considering giving individual districts the freedom to substitute a college-entrance exam for a state high
school test.” The paper suggests that states already using the SAT or ACT to measure statewide achievement
“should consider augmenting those tests with additional or revised items to get a fuller representation of their
academic standards.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
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Tennessee State Lawmakers Consider Granting In-State Tuition To Undocumented Immigrants.
The Chalkbeat Colorado (3/13, Aldrich) reports that in a 4-1 vote on Tuesday, the Tennessee state House Education
Administration and Planning Subcommittee passed a bill “that would provide in-state tuition to any student who
attends a Tennessee high school for at least three years, regardless of their immigration status.” The bill is
sponsored by state Rep. Mark White and state Sen. Todd Gardenhire, “who have championed the proposal since
2015,” when a similar measure “passed in the Senate but fell one vote short of clearing the House.” Tennessee
Gov. Bill Haslam stated that “he would sign the bill if it reaches his desk,” and most public colleges and universities
in the state have voiced their support. Vanderbilt University conducted a poll last year that found “about 72 percent of
Tennesseans favor it, too.” State Rep. Dawn White, however, “voted against the measure, arguing that Tennessee
taxpayers should not give a tuition break to students who are in the country illegally.”

In-State Tuition Bill For Tennessee’s Undocumented Immigrants Passes House Subcommittee.
Chalkbeat (3/13) reports Tennessee’s House Education Administration and Planning Subcommittee on Tuesday
passed a bill 4-1 “that would provide in-state tuition to any student who attends a Tennessee high school for at least
three years, regardless of their immigration status.” The legislation must now “pass a full House committee and a
Senate panel before heading to both chambers. Gov. Bill Haslam has said he would sign the bill if it reaches his
desk.”

Education Department’s Report On First-Generation Students Shows Enrollment Decline.
The Washington Post (3/13, Strauss) reports on the Department of Education’s new “report on ‘first-generation
students’ and their college access, persistence and postbachelor’s outcomes,” the findings of which were “not
especially good.” The article focuses on the fact that “the share of students enrolled in postsecondary education
whose parents had not attended college...declined” between 1999-2000 and 2011-2012. The Post also includes an
essay “written by Laura Pappano, a first-generation Ivy League student and an education journalist,” describing her
experiences as a first-generation student at college.

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Washington Arts Commission Brings Art Program To Local Elementary School.
• West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
• New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
• DeVos Stresses States’ Lack Authority To Regulate Student Loan Servicers.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

March 14, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Students Around Country Planning Gun Violence Demonstrations
Wednesday.
The NPR (3/13) “NPR Ed” blog reports that “students at schools across the country will walk
out of their classrooms” Wednesday morning “to leave school — or at least gather in the
hallway — for 17 minutes. That’s one minute for each of the victims in last month’s school
shooting in Parkland, Fla.” The planned demonstrations have “raised big questions for
schools about how to handle protests.” National organizers say “while this walkout is meant to
honor the victims in Parkland, as well as anyone who’s experienced gun violence, it is also a
political call to action.” The article describes the dilemma of administrators caught between
preventing disruptions to learning and protecting students’ right to expression, and quotes
National School Boards Association Chief Legal Officer Francisco Negron saying, “Schools
stand in what’s known as loco parentis, so we don’t simply release our students into the
ether.” Negron “recently sent guidance to districts to help them walk this tightrope .”
TIME (3/13) reports, “Thousands of students and teachers are planning to walk out of
their classrooms on Wednesday, March 14 as part of the #Enough! National School Walkout to
raise awareness about issues of school safety and the impact of gun violence.”
Several other media outlets from around the country also cover the planned walkouts,
including Chalkbeat (3/13), the Indianapolis Star (3/13), the Baltimore Sun (3/12), the Denver
Post (3/13), the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (3/13, Tribune-Review), the Omaha (NE) WorldHerald (3/13).

Elementary Schools Grapple With School Safety Protests. The New York Times
(3/13, Saul, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that fifth-grade students at Case
Elementary School in Akron, Ohio “will pick up posters they drew and walk out of their
classrooms, joining many thousands of other students in a nationwide protest against gun
violence after the killing of 17 people in a Florida high school last month.” Principal Danijile
Henderson said older students had expressed a desire to hold protests, but “she drew lines
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around who could participate and how. Third through fifth graders may walk out; second
graders can observe the protest, but not walk; kindergartners and first-grade students will
remain in their classrooms for discussions on school safety in general that avoid the shooting
itself.” Districts that are open to permitting protests “are also calibrating their approach for
their youngest students.”
Chicago GOP To Sue District For Permitting Walkouts. The Madison (IL) Record (3/13) reports Chicago
GOP Chairman Chris Cleveland said the party is “preparing to sue CPS” over plans to allow students to take part in
the national walkout. The party took exception to an email from Lincoln Elementary informing parents of plans to allow
students to take part in the demonstrations. Cleveland said the party “has sent a letter to CPS CEO Janice Jackson
asking CPS to cancel the demonstrations, and will likely sue if they do not, Cleveland indicated.”
WLS-TV Chicago (3/13) reports students in the Chicago area will be taking part in the demonstrations, and that
“their message has been modified due to Governor Bruce Rauner’s veto of legislation requiring gun dealers to be
licensed by the state.” This piece reports the Chicago GOP “is threatening a lawsuit, accusing some CPS principals
of forcing students to participate.” This piece quotes Cleveland saying, “This is just straight-out political
indoctrination. It’s wrong. School is not the place for this kind of thing.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Nebraska Education Official Nominated For ED Rehabilitative Services Post.
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Education Week (3/13) reports President Trump has nominated Nebraska Department of Education Deputy
Commissioner Mark Schultz “to serve as commissioner of the rehabilitation services administration at the U.S.
Department of Education. The RSA helps people with disabilities and others who face barriers in the workforce.” The
White House says Schultz “has over 35 years of experience working at the national, state, and local levels to provide
services for people with disabilities.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Houston All-Girl Team Advances To FIRST Lego League World Championship.
The Houston Chronicle (3/13, Zurawski) reports the Houston-area Brainiac Maniacs, a first-year, all-girl robotics team
sponsored by the Girl Scouts and Schneider Electric, is “one of only 108 teams from 45 countries advancing” to the
FIRST Lego League world championship, slated to take place in April. “Ten girls ranging in age from 8 to 10 and
coming from diverse backgrounds” make up the Brainiac Maniacs, and they took “the first-place championship at the
South Texas regional tournament against 60 other teams.” For the competition, the girls designed “a Water Wizard
program to reduce lawn overwatering by combining an app and physical devices to replace sprinklers.” The Brainian
Maniacs presented their project to Schneider Electric, NASA, and “a global water expert who all gave feedback on
how to better present their program.” They are also “learning to use a 3D printer to make a device for their Water
Wizard Project.”

Illinois Robotics Teams Collaborate To Advance To Super-Regional Competition.
The Mundelein (IL) Review (3/15) reports that on Feb. 24, Highland Park High School’s Vertigo robotics team
partnered with Carmel Catholic High School’s “top-ranked” Not Your Average Nerds (NYAN) and Robo Raiders, a
home-schooled team, to become Illinois First Tech Challenge state champions. The alliance will now compete against
six dozen teams from nine states at the “super-regional competition in Cedar Rapids, Iowa on March 15 through
March 17.” Participants create a robot that autonomously executes tasks using artificial intelligence technology.
Engineer and varsity NYAN team coach Brian Donahoe said the competition’s structure “forces teams to
cooperate” and “strategize” in a manner “not unlike how engineers like myself do their real work.” The program
emphasizes “what’s called ‘gracious professionalism,’” or “a spirit of friendly competition, courtesy, compassion
and respect.” Participating teams “are judged not only on how well their robot performs, but on their fundraising
plans to cover team costs, community outreach and efforts to get younger pupils involved in robotics.”

Legislation To Bring Computer Science Into Wyoming Schools Heads To Governor’s Desk.
The Casper (WY) Star-Tribune (3/13, Klamann) reports on legislation passed last week in Wyoming that “will fold
computer science into the state’s educational program” and make the subject “one of several areas – like math and
science – that will have its own content standards, created by state educators.” The measure has been sent to Gov.
Matt Mead’s desk for final approval.

Teacher Protests Could Stem Partly From Tax Cuts In Several States.
The Huffington Post (3/13, Jamieson) examines “the parallels between the funding crises unfolding in West Virginia
and Oklahoma,” which the Post attributes primarily to “a series of bipartisan tax cuts” in both states and the
education funding cuts many states were forced to enact during the Great Recession. “States like Oklahoma are now
dealing with the reckoning,” the article explains, “as educators and other public servants revolt against shrinking
budgets that have stretched their workloads and left no money for pay raises.”
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OPERATIONS
Austin-Area School District Puts Finishing Touches On Two-Campus High School Project.
The AP (3/13) reports the Manor school district in Austin, Texas is putting the final touches on a new secondary
school building, Manor Senior High School, that the district intends “to be the home base for juniors and seniors,
leaving the old Manor High School primarily for freshmen and sophomores.” The two-campus plan “is also an
attempt to better engage students and give them more ownership of their studies,” partly through adopting “the look
and feel of a small college campus: open and collaborative work spaces, large windows and natural light, and
charging stations for cellphones and laptops.” The senior high section of the campus is scheduled to open in August.

DC Charter School At Risk Of Losing Operating License.
The Washington Post (3/13, Stein) reports that at an emergency meeting on Monday, the DC Public Charter School
Board unanimously voted “to begin the process of stripping” Washington Mathematics Science Technology Public
Charter High School of its operating license. A financial audit estimated that it needs “an infusion of more than
$830,000 between now and the end of the fiscal year, which concludes June 30.” Meanwhile, a separate report
released by the charter board on Monday “declared that the school ‘has engaged in a pattern of fiscal
mismanagement’ and said ‘its expense structure is not in line with the school’s revenues.’” Additionally, the
school “has experienced dwindling enrollment over the past five years, accelerating its financial demise.”
Washington Mathematics has 15 days before it must “present a convincing plan to regulators demonstrating how it
will remain financially viable.” The oversight board will then hold “a final vote on whether to revoke the school’s
operating license.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Study Argues States Shouldn’t Use SAT, ACT To Measure High School Achievement.
Education Week (3/13, Gewertz) reports a study released by Achieve on Tuesday contends that states should not
use the SAT or ACT to measure high school achievement because the tests do not adequately reflect the states’
academic standards or gauge students’ understanding of those standards. In its paper, Achieve “also urges caution
if states are considering giving individual districts the freedom to substitute a college-entrance exam for a state high
school test.” The paper suggests that states already using the SAT or ACT to measure statewide achievement
“should consider augmenting those tests with additional or revised items to get a fuller representation of their
academic standards.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas School Finance Bill Elicits Mixed Reactions.
The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (3/13) reports a bill now before the Kansas state House K-12 Education Budget
Committee reflects lawmakers’ attempt “to address inequalities in the state’s school finance system identified by
the Kansas Supreme Court.” The bill, House Bill 2445, “included a collection of complex pieces of a formula for
school finance, including local-option budget provisions, at-risk weightings, capital outlay expenditures and
transportation earmarks.” It would also “place into state law the Kansas State Board of Education’s controversial
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practice of distributing transportation funding to districts” and require “agitated Kansans” to “collect signatures from
10 percent of the electorate rather than 5 percent.” The measure drew “fire Tuesday from a conservative
organization,” the Kansas Policy Institute, “for making it harder to protest through a petition drive proposed increases
in local property tax collections for public schools.” Kansas National Education Association and Kansas Association
of School Boards representatives, however, endorsed the overall measure.

Alabama’s Second-Largest School Budget Advances In State Legislature.
Alabama Live (3/13) reports a proposed budget that would allocate “the second highest amount ever from
Alabama’s Education Trust Fund won approval in a Senate committee today, continuing a mostly smooth ride
through the State House.” If passed, the plan would increase ETF spending by $216 million this year; raise salaries
for K-12 and two-year college employees by 2.5 percent; and spend $6.6 million in ETF funds on “public schools,
colleges and other purposes next year” – the highest amount “since $6.7 billion in 2008.” The latest version of the
measure would also “increase funding for Alabama’s voluntary prekindergarten program, called First Class, by $18
million, to $95 million.” The state House, which “passed the budget by a vote of 102-0 a month ago,” had approved
$2 million more in prekindergarten spending. Additionally, the measure “would provide $500,000 to put mental health
professionals in public schools to work with troubled students.”

Supporters Rally To Support Maryland Governor’s BOOST Program.
The AP (3/13, Whooley) reports that “hundreds of private school students, faculty, parents and supporters” gathered
at a rally in Annapolis on Tuesday to support Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan’s Broadening Options and Opportunities
for Students Today program, also known as “BOOST.” Sponsored by the Maryland Council for American Private
Education, the event featured a number of speakers, including “Hogan, legislators and education administrators,” all
of whom touted the program that “provides scholarships for some students who are eligible for the free or reducedprice lunch program to attend eligible nonpublic schools.”

Education Advocates Seek District Funding Disclosures For New York Schools.
The AP (3/12) report a group of education advocates met on Wednesday with New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo and his
budget director “to discuss [Cuomo’s] effort to require New York school districts to disclose how much state funding
is going to individual schools.” After the meeting, “the advocates told reporters they’re seeking equitable funding for
underperforming schools.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Families, Florida Senators Call On Congress To Pass School Safety Legislation.
USA Today (3/13, Gaudiano) reports Ryan Petty, the father of Parkland shooting victim Alaina Petty, on Tuesday
called on Congress “to pass school safety legislation,” quoting him saying, “I didn’t get a chance that morning to
say goodbye to my daughter, but I’m here today to make sure that I’m one of the last fathers that ever has to bury
their daughter or son or loved one from a senseless act of violence in a school.” On Wednesday, USA Today reports,
the House is set to debate legislation that “would pay for threat assessments and training for students, teachers,
school officials and law enforcement to detect early signs of violence. It would also fund ‘anonymous reporting
systems,’ such as phone apps, hotlines and websites, for threats of school violence.”
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (3/13) reports Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) and Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) met with
“members of the Parkland community” on Tuesday and “called for swift passage of a bill to address school violence.
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... The bill, led by Sen. Orrin Hatch, is the Students, Teachers, and Officers Preventing School Violence Act and the
House companion is up for a vote this week.”

Prosecutors To Seek Death Penalty For Parkland Shooting Suspect.
NBC Nightly News (3/13, story 7, 0:25, Holt) briefly reported that Florida prosecutors said Tuesday they plan to seek
the death penalty against Nikolas Cruz, who has been charged with killing 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School. ABC World News Tonight (3/13, story 10, 0:20, Muir) said Cruz is scheduled to be arraigned
Wednesday, and “his attorney says Cruz is still willing to plead guilty to avoid the death penalty.” The Washington
Post (3/13, Berman) reports Howard Finkelstein, the Broward public defender, “has said it would be wrong for Cruz
to be executed when authorities missed so many red flags and warning signs preceding the shooting.”
The New York Times (3/13, Blinder, Subscription Publication) says the decision to seek the death penalty
against Cruz “was widely expected, in part because [state attorney for Broward County Michael J.] Satz had hinted at
his plans days after the attack.” The Washington Times (3/13, Persons) also briefly reports the decision.

NEA Poll: Most Teachers Oppose Arming School Staff.
Education Week (3/13) reports that according to a new NEA poll, “nearly three-quarters of educators oppose
President Donald Trump’s push to arm school staff, and a clear majority also say working with armed school
personnel would make them feel less safe.” The piece reports the results echo “the message from NEA President
Lily Eskelsen García, who has blasted the Trump administration’s support for states that choose to arm educators.”
Baltimore Teachers Union Opposes Weapons Training For Teachers. WBFF-TV Baltimore (3/13) reports the
Baltimore Teachers Union has announced its opposition to “President Trump’s recent call to train and arm specially
qualified school personnel, on a volunteer basis.” Union President Marietta English “called on Maryland’s
government to take a strong stance on the idea and reject any federal funding meant for arming teachers.”

Cole: Congress Will Likely Increase School Safety Funding.
The Hill (3/13, Zanona) reports that Rep. Tom Cole (R-OK), chairman of the House Appropriations subcommittee on
labor, health and human services, and education, said Tuesday that “lawmakers will likely boost money for school
safety in an upcoming government funding package.” Cole “said appropriators want to increase funding for an
existing grant program that is designed to prevent violence in and around schools.”

Senate Democrats Seek More Funding For ESSA Mental Health Services Program.
Education Week (3/13) reports that a group of Democratic senators wants “Congress to give more money to an
Every Student Succeeds Act program in order to fund more counselors, trauma-informed classroom management,
and mental-health services for schools.” In a letter to Senate appropriators, “the Democrats said the Student
Support and Academic Enrichment grants—which are a part of Title IV in ESSA—should be funded at ‘the highest
possible level’ for fiscal 2018.” Education Week notes that the plea comes as a response to the Parkland massacre.

Parkland Students Pushing Parents To Commit To Candidates “Who Put Children’s Safety
Over Guns.”
The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports Parkland shooing survivors Adam Buchwald and Zach Hibshman “have started a
movement asking parents to sign a contract pledging they will vote for lawmakers who put children’s safety over
guns.” The website of the “Parent’s Promise to Kids” movement “says its goal is to get parents to vote for
legislators who ‘believe that the safety of our children is much more important than the right to own guns.’”
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Proposed Overhaul Of DC’s School Punishment Policy Advances.
The Washington Post (3/13, Stein) reports that on Tuesday, the DC Council’s five-member education committee
“voted unanimously in favor of restricting the circumstances when a school can suspend or expel a student.” The
committee members “framed the disproportionate suspensions and expulsions of black students in the District as a
civil rights issue,” as black students enrolled in DC schools “are nearly eight times more likely to receive an out-ofschool suspension than their white peers, according to city data.” Specifically, the legislation would limit the use of
suspensions and expulsions for students in the eighth grade or lower “to incidents of threatened or actual violence,
and emotional distress.” At the high school level, students “would not be suspended or expelled from school for rule
infractions such as uniform violations or disrupting a class.” The measure “will now move to the full 13-member
council,” and if approved, “the revised discipline policy would be phased in over the next three years.”

Denver District Receives National Recognition For Restorative Justice Policy.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Asmar) reports Denver Public Schools “began dabbling in restorative justice more than a decade
ago” by launching a pilot program at three schools. The district has since incorporated the approach into its discipline
code, and DPS officials “said more than 40 percent of Denver’s 207 schools have staff dedicated to restorative
justice.” Notably, DPS “has seen its number of suspensions drop even as its enrollment has grown.” The three
schools that piloted the approach are now “serving as national examples of restorative justice.” With funding from a
three-year National Education Association grant, DPS partnered with the Advancement Project to arrange visits for
teachers and community members aimed at promoting restorative justice. Chalkbeat says many teachers unions do
not support the approach, as some teachers are concerned it “will leave them without enough tools to deal with
unruly students and might even make classrooms less safe.”

Study Suggests Modest Suspension Rate Drop Yields Small Attendance, Academic Gains.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Barnum) reports the peer-reviewed Peabody Journal of Education published a study conducted by
Lauren Sartain of the University of Chicago and Rebecca Hinze-Pifer of Stanford University that “found that a modest
drop in suspensions for high-level offenses actually led to small increases in test scores and attendance for all
students in a school.” According to Chalkbeat, the research “bolsters the case of discipline reformers who argue that
school suspensions are ineffective and disproportionately target students of color.” Sartain and Hinze-Pifer focused
their research on Chicago Public Schools, which “began working to reduce suspensions and other kinds of discipline
that pull students out of their classrooms in 2008.” The researchers wrote, “Reducing suspension use for severe
infractions seems consistent with a set of generally positive but small impacts,” although there was “no indication
students overall experience schools as less safe when suspension use for severe infractions declines.”

Pennsylvania Bill Would Fine Parents For Student Bullying Incidents.
The Washington Post (3/13, Phillips) reports Pennsylvania state Rep. Frank Burns “plans to propose legislation that
would require parents to pay up to $750 if their child is a habitual bully and require school officials to notify parents
each time their child bullies another student.” The bill “would not immediately impose the stiff penalty,” but instead
require school officials “to take some type of action” when “a child bullies for the first time,” and parenting classes if
the student bullies a second time. After a third incident, a judge would “determine whether there’s enough evidence
to fine the parents and issue a court order forcing them to pay $500,” and “$750 for each offense thereafter, Burns
said.” The measure “also covers cyberbullying, which is considered a crime in Pennsylvania.” Before Burns
announced his plans, his “office said he has visited classrooms throughout his district, located east of Pittsburgh, to
talk about bullying and urge students to sign an anti-bullying pledge.”
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In a statement, Burns wrote, “Bullying is underreported and often unaddressed in a meaningful way. When it’s
not addressed, bullying can escalate quickly from taunts and hurtful online posts to physical assaults and – in worst
cases – suicide,” The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports. Burns added, “Holding students, parents and officials at all
levels accountable is the only way to put an end to this scourge.” Last month, Florida state lawmakers “weighed a
proposal that would allow children who have been bullied to receive a state-funded voucher to attend private school.”
Florida Gov. Rick Scott signed a version of the bill into law on Sunday. The Hill notes that in a 2011 survey, the
National Center for Education Statistics found “about 28 percent of the students surveyed said they had been
bullied.”

Virginia Middle School Resource Officer Accidentally Fires Gun At School.
The AP (3/13) reports a school resource officer at George Washington Middle School in Alexandria, Virginia
“accidentally fired his gun while on assignment” on Tuesday. “No one was injured.” Newsweek (3/13, Tennent)
reports the officer “has been placed on administrative leave.” The five-year veteran of the Alexandria Police
Department “immediately checked to make sure no one was injured, and then contacted his supervisor and school
staff, police added. Classes continued as normal.”

California Teacher Accidentally Fires Gun During Public Safety Lesson.
USA Today (3/13, Szydlowski) reports a teacher at Seaside High School in Salinas, California “accidentally fired a
gun Tuesday during a class about public safety.” No one was injured and classes “resumed shortly after the
incident.” The article notes that the teacher, Dennis Alexander, “also serves as a reserve police officer for the Sand
City police and is a Seaside city councilman.”

Michigan Sheriff Accidentally Left Gun In Middle School Gym Locker.
The AP (3/13) reports Isabella County, Michigan Sheriff Michael Main “apologized Tuesday for accidentally leaving
his backup gun in a Michigan school gym locker room,” saying “his mistake is inexcusable.” Main had changed into
his uniform for an event at the school and “said he believed the gun – his backup weapon – was in his bag when he
left. A student later found the gun and told an adult, according to Main.”

Alabama House Votes To Resurrect School Safety Panel.
The AP (3/13) reports the Alabama state House voted Tuesday to reinstate a school safety task force originally
established in 2016 in response to the Parkland massacre. However, Democrats in the legislature “said a task force
isn’t strong enough action on gun control and mental health.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
DC Special Education Analyst Pleads Guilty To Bribery Scheme.
The Washington Post (3/13, Hsu) reports that a Washington, DC special education analyst pleaded guilty on Tuesday
“to plotting with others to steer more than $480,000 in tax dollars to two business owners in the District and Maryland
for work that was never done in exchange for bribes.” Shauntell Harley, 48, “a management analyst for fiscal policy
and grant management in the office of the D.C. State Superintendent of Education, agreed to repay $488,000 to the
school agency and to a $100,000 forfeiture judgment in entering her guilty plea to two counts of conspiracy to commit
bribery.” Prosecutors said the investigation is ongoing. The charges “carry a maximum penalty of five years, but in a
plea deal Harley agreed she would face a recommended prison term of between 70 and 87 months under federal
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guidelines at sentencing June 7 before U.S. District Judge Randolph D. Moss of the District.”
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Wednesday, March 14, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Students Around Country Planning Gun Violence
Demonstrations Wednesday.
The NPR (3/13) “NPR Ed” blog reports that “students at schools
across the country will walk out of their classrooms” Wednesday
morning “to leave school — or at least gather in the hallway —
for 17 minutes. That’s one minute for each of the victims in last
month’s school shooting in Parkland, Fla.” The planned
demonstrations have “raised big questions for schools about how
to handle protests.” National organizers say “while this walkout is
meant to honor the victims in Parkland, as well as anyone who’s
experienced gun violence, it is also a political call to action.” The
article describes the dilemma of administrators caught between
preventing disruptions to learning and protecting students’ right
to expression, and quotes National School Boards Association
Chief Legal Officer Francisco Negron saying, “Schools stand in what’s known as loco parentis, so we don’t simply
release our students into the ether.” Negron “recently sent guidance to districts to help them walk this tightrope .”
TIME (3/13) reports, “Thousands of students and teachers are planning to walk out of their classrooms on
Wednesday, March 14 as part of the #Enough! National School Walkout to raise awareness about issues of school
safety and the impact of gun violence.”
Several other media outlets from around the country also cover the planned walkouts, including Chalkbeat
(3/13), the Indianapolis Star (3/13), the Baltimore Sun (3/12), the Denver Post (3/13), the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review
(3/13, Tribune-Review), the Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/13).
Elementary Schools Grapple With School Safety Protests. The New York Times (3/13, Saul, Hartocollis,
Subscription Publication) reports that fifth-grade students at Case Elementary School in Akron, Ohio “will pick up
posters they drew and walk out of their classrooms, joining many thousands of other students in a nationwide protest
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against gun violence after the killing of 17 people in a Florida high school last month.” Principal Danijile Henderson
said older students had expressed a desire to hold protests, but “she drew lines around who could participate and
how. Third through fifth graders may walk out; second graders can observe the protest, but not walk; kindergartners
and first-grade students will remain in their classrooms for discussions on school safety in general that avoid the
shooting itself.” Districts that are open to permitting protests “are also calibrating their approach for their youngest
students.”
Chicago GOP To Sue District For Permitting Walkouts. The Madison (IL) Record (3/13) reports Chicago GOP
Chairman Chris Cleveland said the party is “preparing to sue CPS” over plans to allow students to take part in the
national walkout. The party took exception to an email from Lincoln Elementary informing parents of plans to allow
students to take part in the demonstrations. Cleveland said the party “has sent a letter to CPS CEO Janice Jackson
asking CPS to cancel the demonstrations, and will likely sue if they do not, Cleveland indicated.”
WLS-TV Chicago (3/13) reports students in the Chicago area will be taking part in the demonstrations, and that
“their message has been modified due to Governor Bruce Rauner’s veto of legislation requiring gun dealers to be
licensed by the state.” This piece reports the Chicago GOP “is threatening a lawsuit, accusing some CPS principals
of forcing students to participate.” This piece quotes Cleveland saying, “This is just straight-out political
indoctrination. It’s wrong. School is not the place for this kind of thing.”

Houston All-Girl Team Advances To FIRST Lego League World Championship.
The Houston Chronicle (3/13, Zurawski) reports the Houston-area Brainiac Maniacs, a first-year, all-girl robotics team
sponsored by the Girl Scouts and Schneider Electric, is “one of only 108 teams from 45 countries advancing” to the
FIRST Lego League world championship, slated to take place in April. “Ten girls ranging in age from 8 to 10 and
coming from diverse backgrounds” make up the Brainiac Maniacs, and they took “the first-place championship at the
South Texas regional tournament against 60 other teams.” For the competition, the girls designed “a Water Wizard
program to reduce lawn overwatering by combining an app and physical devices to replace sprinklers.” The Brainian
Maniacs presented their project to Schneider Electric, NASA, and “a global water expert who all gave feedback on
how to better present their program.” They are also “learning to use a 3D printer to make a device for their Water
Wizard Project.”

Illinois Robotics Teams Collaborate To Advance To Super-Regional Competition.
The Mundelein (IL) Review (3/15) reports that on Feb. 24, Highland Park High School’s Vertigo robotics team
partnered with Carmel Catholic High School’s “top-ranked” Not Your Average Nerds (NYAN) and Robo Raiders, a
home-schooled team, to become Illinois First Tech Challenge state champions. The alliance will now compete against
six dozen teams from nine states at the “super-regional competition in Cedar Rapids, Iowa on March 15 through
March 17.” Participants create a robot that autonomously executes tasks using artificial intelligence technology.
Engineer and varsity NYAN team coach Brian Donahoe said the competition’s structure “forces teams to
cooperate” and “strategize” in a manner “not unlike how engineers like myself do their real work.” The program
emphasizes “what’s called ‘gracious professionalism,’” or “a spirit of friendly competition, courtesy, compassion
and respect.” Participating teams “are judged not only on how well their robot performs, but on their fundraising
plans to cover team costs, community outreach and efforts to get younger pupils involved in robotics.”

Legislation To Bring Computer Science Into Wyoming Schools Heads To Governor’s Desk.
The Casper (WY) Star-Tribune (3/13, Klamann) reports on legislation passed last week in Wyoming that “will fold
computer science into the state’s educational program” and make the subject “one of several areas – like math and
science – that will have its own content standards, created by state educators.” The measure has been sent to Gov.
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Matt Mead’s desk for final approval.

Teacher Protests Could Stem Partly From Tax Cuts In Several States.
The Huffington Post (3/13, Jamieson) examines “the parallels between the funding crises unfolding in West Virginia
and Oklahoma,” which the Post attributes primarily to “a series of bipartisan tax cuts” in both states and the
education funding cuts many states were forced to enact during the Great Recession. “States like Oklahoma are now
dealing with the reckoning,” the article explains, “as educators and other public servants revolt against shrinking
budgets that have stretched their workloads and left no money for pay raises.”

Parkland Families, Florida Senators Call On Congress To Pass School Safety Legislation.
USA Today (3/13, Gaudiano) reports Ryan Petty, the father of Parkland shooting victim Alaina Petty, on Tuesday
called on Congress “to pass school safety legislation,” quoting him saying, “I didn’t get a chance that morning to
say goodbye to my daughter, but I’m here today to make sure that I’m one of the last fathers that ever has to bury
their daughter or son or loved one from a senseless act of violence in a school.” On Wednesday, USA Today reports,
the House is set to debate legislation that “would pay for threat assessments and training for students, teachers,
school officials and law enforcement to detect early signs of violence. It would also fund ‘anonymous reporting
systems,’ such as phone apps, hotlines and websites, for threats of school violence.”
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (3/13) reports Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) and Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) met with
“members of the Parkland community” on Tuesday and “called for swift passage of a bill to address school violence.
... The bill, led by Sen. Orrin Hatch, is the Students, Teachers, and Officers Preventing School Violence Act and the
House companion is up for a vote this week.”

Prosecutors To Seek Death Penalty For Parkland Shooting Suspect.
NBC Nightly News (3/13, story 7, 0:25, Holt) briefly reported that Florida prosecutors said Tuesday they plan to seek
the death penalty against Nikolas Cruz, who has been charged with killing 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School. ABC World News Tonight (3/13, story 10, 0:20, Muir) said Cruz is scheduled to be arraigned
Wednesday, and “his attorney says Cruz is still willing to plead guilty to avoid the death penalty.” The Washington
Post (3/13, Berman) reports Howard Finkelstein, the Broward public defender, “has said it would be wrong for Cruz
to be executed when authorities missed so many red flags and warning signs preceding the shooting.”
The New York Times (3/13, Blinder, Subscription Publication) says the decision to seek the death penalty
against Cruz “was widely expected, in part because [state attorney for Broward County Michael J.] Satz had hinted at
his plans days after the attack.” The Washington Times (3/13, Persons) also briefly reports the decision.

NEA Poll: Most Teachers Oppose Arming School Staff.
Education Week (3/13) reports that according to a new NEA poll, “nearly three-quarters of educators oppose
President Donald Trump’s push to arm school staff, and a clear majority also say working with armed school
personnel would make them feel less safe.” The piece reports the results echo “the message from NEA President
Lily Eskelsen García, who has blasted the Trump administration’s support for states that choose to arm educators.”
Baltimore Teachers Union Opposes Weapons Training For Teachers. WBFF-TV Baltimore (3/13) reports the
Baltimore Teachers Union has announced its opposition to “President Trump’s recent call to train and arm specially
qualified school personnel, on a volunteer basis.” Union President Marietta English “called on Maryland’s
government to take a strong stance on the idea and reject any federal funding meant for arming teachers.”

Cole: Congress Will Likely Increase School Safety Funding.
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The Hill (3/13, Zanona) reports that Rep. Tom Cole (R-OK), chairman of the House
Appropriations subcommittee on labor, health and human services, and education, said
Tuesday that “lawmakers will likely boost money for school safety in an upcoming
government funding package.” Cole “said appropriators want to increase funding for an
existing grant program that is designed to prevent violence in and around schools.”

Senate Democrats Seek More Funding For ESSA Mental Health Services
Program.
Education Week (3/13) reports that a group of Democratic senators wants “Congress to
give more money to an Every Student Succeeds Act program in order to fund more
counselors, trauma-informed classroom management, and mental-health services for
schools.” In a letter to Senate appropriators, “the Democrats said the Student Support
and Academic Enrichment grants—which are a part of Title IV in ESSA—should be
funded at ‘the highest possible level’ for fiscal 2018.” Education Week notes that the
plea comes as a response to the Parkland massacre.

Parkland Students Pushing Parents To Commit To Candidates “Who
Put Children’s Safety Over Guns.”
The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports Parkland shooing survivors Adam Buchwald and Zach
Hibshman “have started a movement asking parents to sign a contract pledging they will
vote for lawmakers who put children’s safety over guns.” The website of the “Parent’s
Promise to Kids” movement “says its goal is to get parents to vote for legislators who
‘believe that the safety of our children is much more important than the right to own
guns.’”

Proposed Overhaul Of DC’s School Punishment Policy Advances.
The Washington Post (3/13, Stein) reports that on Tuesday, the DC Council’s fivemember education committee “voted unanimously in favor of restricting the
circumstances when a school can suspend or expel a student.” The committee
members “framed the disproportionate suspensions and expulsions of black students in the District as a civil rights
issue,” as black students enrolled in DC schools “are nearly eight times more likely to receive an out-of-school
suspension than their white peers, according to city data.” Specifically, the legislation would limit the use of
suspensions and expulsions for students in the eighth grade or lower “to incidents of threatened or actual violence,
and emotional distress.” At the high school level, students “would not be suspended or expelled from school for rule
infractions such as uniform violations or disrupting a class.” The measure “will now move to the full 13-member
council,” and if approved, “the revised discipline policy would be phased in over the next three years.”

Denver District Receives National Recognition For Restorative Justice Policy.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Asmar) reports Denver Public Schools “began dabbling in restorative justice more than a decade
ago” by launching a pilot program at three schools. The district has since incorporated the approach into its discipline
code, and DPS officials “said more than 40 percent of Denver’s 207 schools have staff dedicated to restorative
justice.” Notably, DPS “has seen its number of suspensions drop even as its enrollment has grown.” The three
schools that piloted the approach are now “serving as national examples of restorative justice.” With funding from a
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three-year National Education Association grant, DPS partnered with the Advancement Project to arrange visits for
teachers and community members aimed at promoting restorative justice. Chalkbeat says many teachers unions do
not support the approach, as some teachers are concerned it “will leave them without enough tools to deal with
unruly students and might even make classrooms less safe.”

Study Suggests Modest Suspension Rate Drop Yields Small Attendance, Academic Gains.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Barnum) reports the peer-reviewed Peabody Journal of Education published a study conducted by
Lauren Sartain of the University of Chicago and Rebecca Hinze-Pifer of Stanford University that “found that a modest
drop in suspensions for high-level offenses actually led to small increases in test scores and attendance for all
students in a school.” According to Chalkbeat, the research “bolsters the case of discipline reformers who argue that
school suspensions are ineffective and disproportionately target students of color.” Sartain and Hinze-Pifer focused
their research on Chicago Public Schools, which “began working to reduce suspensions and other kinds of discipline
that pull students out of their classrooms in 2008.” The researchers wrote, “Reducing suspension use for severe
infractions seems consistent with a set of generally positive but small impacts,” although there was “no indication
students overall experience schools as less safe when suspension use for severe infractions declines.”

Pennsylvania Bill Would Fine Parents For Student Bullying Incidents.
The Washington Post (3/13, Phillips) reports Pennsylvania state Rep. Frank Burns “plans to propose legislation that
would require parents to pay up to $750 if their child is a habitual bully and require school officials to notify parents
each time their child bullies another student.” The bill “would not immediately impose the stiff penalty,” but instead
require school officials “to take some type of action” when “a child bullies for the first time,” and parenting classes if
the student bullies a second time. After a third incident, a judge would “determine whether there’s enough evidence
to fine the parents and issue a court order forcing them to pay $500,” and “$750 for each offense thereafter, Burns
said.” The measure “also covers cyberbullying, which is considered a crime in Pennsylvania.” Before Burns
announced his plans, his “office said he has visited classrooms throughout his district, located east of Pittsburgh, to
talk about bullying and urge students to sign an anti-bullying pledge.”
In a statement, Burns wrote, “Bullying is underreported and often unaddressed in a meaningful way. When it’s
not addressed, bullying can escalate quickly from taunts and hurtful online posts to physical assaults and – in worst
cases – suicide,” The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports. Burns added, “Holding students, parents and officials at all
levels accountable is the only way to put an end to this scourge.” Last month, Florida state lawmakers “weighed a
proposal that would allow children who have been bullied to receive a state-funded voucher to attend private school.”
Florida Gov. Rick Scott signed a version of the bill into law on Sunday. The Hill notes that in a 2011 survey, the
National Center for Education Statistics found “about 28 percent of the students surveyed said they had been
bullied.”

Virginia Middle School Resource Officer Accidentally Fires Gun At School.
The AP (3/13) reports a school resource officer at George Washington Middle School in Alexandria, Virginia
“accidentally fired his gun while on assignment” on Tuesday. “No one was injured.” Newsweek (3/13, Tennent)
reports the officer “has been placed on administrative leave.” The five-year veteran of the Alexandria Police
Department “immediately checked to make sure no one was injured, and then contacted his supervisor and school
staff, police added. Classes continued as normal.”

California Teacher Accidentally Fires Gun During Public Safety Lesson.
USA Today (3/13, Szydlowski) reports a teacher at Seaside High School in Salinas, California “accidentally fired a
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gun Tuesday during a class about public safety.” No one was injured and classes “resumed shortly after the
incident.” The article notes that the teacher, Dennis Alexander, “also serves as a reserve police officer for the Sand
City police and is a Seaside city councilman.”

Michigan Sheriff Accidentally Left Gun In Middle School Gym Locker.
The AP (3/13) reports Isabella County, Michigan Sheriff Michael Main “apologized Tuesday for accidentally leaving
his backup gun in a Michigan school gym locker room,” saying “his mistake is inexcusable.” Main had changed into
his uniform for an event at the school and “said he believed the gun – his backup weapon – was in his bag when he
left. A student later found the gun and told an adult, according to Main.”

Alabama House Votes To Resurrect School Safety Panel.
The AP (3/13) reports the Alabama state House voted Tuesday to reinstate a school safety task force originally
established in 2016 in response to the Parkland massacre. However, Democrats in the legislature “said a task force
isn’t strong enough action on gun control and mental health.”

FROM NASSP
National Principals Conference Schedule
The National Principals Conference has released its Schedule-at-a-Glance. Browse an overview of the
three days that will provide opportunities to turn theory into practice as you connect with great leaders
across the K-12 continuum. You can register now at www.principalsconference.org/register/. Follow the
National Principals Conference on Facebook and Twitter with #NPC18 for more information as July 11-13
gets closer.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Nebraska Education Official Nominated For ED Rehabilitative Services
Post.
Education Week (3/13) reports President Trump has nominated Nebraska Department of
Education Deputy Commissioner Mark Schultz “to serve as commissioner of the
rehabilitation services administration at the U.S. Department of Education. The RSA
helps people with disabilities and others who face barriers in the workforce.” The White
House says Schultz “has over 35 years of experience working at the national, state, and
local levels to provide services for people with disabilities.”

DC Special Education Analyst Pleads Guilty To Bribery Scheme.
The Washington Post (3/13, Hsu) reports that a Washington, DC special education
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analyst pleaded guilty on Tuesday “to plotting with others to steer more than $480,000
in tax dollars to two business owners in the District and Maryland for work that was
never done in exchange for bribes.” Shauntell Harley, 48, “a management analyst for
fiscal policy and grant management in the office of the D.C. State Superintendent of
Education, agreed to repay $488,000 to the school agency and to a $100,000 forfeiture
judgment in entering her guilty plea to two counts of conspiracy to commit bribery.”
Prosecutors said the investigation is ongoing. The charges “carry a maximum penalty of
five years, but in a plea deal Harley agreed she would face a recommended prison term
of between 70 and 87 months under federal guidelines at sentencing June 7 before U.S.
District Judge Randolph D. Moss of the District.”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
Study Argues States Shouldn’t Use SAT, ACT To Measure High School Achievement.
Education Week (3/13, Gewertz) reports a study released by Achieve on Tuesday contends that states should not
use the SAT or ACT to measure high school achievement because the tests do not adequately reflect the states’
academic standards or gauge students’ understanding of those standards. In its paper, Achieve “also urges caution
if states are considering giving individual districts the freedom to substitute a college-entrance exam for a state high
school test.” The paper suggests that states already using the SAT or ACT to measure statewide achievement
“should consider augmenting those tests with additional or revised items to get a fuller representation of their
academic standards.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
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Tennessee State Lawmakers Consider Granting In-State Tuition To Undocumented Immigrants.
The Chalkbeat Colorado (3/13, Aldrich) reports that in a 4-1 vote on Tuesday, the Tennessee state House Education
Administration and Planning Subcommittee passed a bill “that would provide in-state tuition to any student who
attends a Tennessee high school for at least three years, regardless of their immigration status.” The bill is
sponsored by state Rep. Mark White and state Sen. Todd Gardenhire, “who have championed the proposal since
2015,” when a similar measure “passed in the Senate but fell one vote short of clearing the House.” Tennessee
Gov. Bill Haslam stated that “he would sign the bill if it reaches his desk,” and most public colleges and universities
in the state have voiced their support. Vanderbilt University conducted a poll last year that found “about 72 percent of
Tennesseans favor it, too.” State Rep. Dawn White, however, “voted against the measure, arguing that Tennessee
taxpayers should not give a tuition break to students who are in the country illegally.”

In-State Tuition Bill For Tennessee’s Undocumented Immigrants Passes House Subcommittee.
Chalkbeat (3/13) reports Tennessee’s House Education Administration and Planning Subcommittee on Tuesday
passed a bill 4-1 “that would provide in-state tuition to any student who attends a Tennessee high school for at least
three years, regardless of their immigration status.” The legislation must now “pass a full House committee and a
Senate panel before heading to both chambers. Gov. Bill Haslam has said he would sign the bill if it reaches his
desk.”

Education Department’s Report On First-Generation Students Shows Enrollment Decline.
The Washington Post (3/13, Strauss) reports on the Department of Education’s new “report on ‘first-generation
students’ and their college access, persistence and postbachelor’s outcomes,” the findings of which were “not
especially good.” The article focuses on the fact that “the share of students enrolled in postsecondary education
whose parents had not attended college...declined” between 1999-2000 and 2011-2012. The Post also includes an
essay “written by Laura Pappano, a first-generation Ivy League student and an education journalist,” describing her
experiences as a first-generation student at college.

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Washington Arts Commission Brings Art Program To Local Elementary School.
• West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
• New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
• DeVos Stresses States’ Lack Authority To Regulate Student Loan Servicers.
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Good morning David Shoup

March 14, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Students Around Country Planning Gun Violence Demonstrations
Wednesday.
The NPR (3/13) “NPR Ed” blog reports that “students at schools across the country will walk
out of their classrooms” Wednesday morning “to leave school — or at least gather in the
hallway — for 17 minutes. That’s one minute for each of the victims in last month’s school
shooting in Parkland, Fla.” The planned demonstrations have “raised big questions for
schools about how to handle protests.” National organizers say “while this walkout is meant to
honor the victims in Parkland, as well as anyone who’s experienced gun violence, it is also a
political call to action.” The article describes the dilemma of administrators caught between
preventing disruptions to learning and protecting students’ right to expression, and quotes
National School Boards Association Chief Legal Officer Francisco Negron saying, “Schools
stand in what’s known as loco parentis, so we don’t simply release our students into the
ether.” Negron “recently sent guidance to districts to help them walk this tightrope .”
TIME (3/13) reports, “Thousands of students and teachers are planning to walk out of
their classrooms on Wednesday, March 14 as part of the #Enough! National School Walkout to
raise awareness about issues of school safety and the impact of gun violence.”
Several other media outlets from around the country also cover the planned walkouts,
including Chalkbeat (3/13), the Indianapolis Star (3/13), the Baltimore Sun (3/12), the Denver
Post (3/13), the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (3/13, Tribune-Review), the Omaha (NE) WorldHerald (3/13).

Elementary Schools Grapple With School Safety Protests. The New York Times
(3/13, Saul, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that fifth-grade students at Case
Elementary School in Akron, Ohio “will pick up posters they drew and walk out of their
classrooms, joining many thousands of other students in a nationwide protest against gun
violence after the killing of 17 people in a Florida high school last month.” Principal Danijile
Henderson said older students had expressed a desire to hold protests, but “she drew lines
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around who could participate and how. Third through fifth graders may walk out; second
graders can observe the protest, but not walk; kindergartners and first-grade students will
remain in their classrooms for discussions on school safety in general that avoid the shooting
itself.” Districts that are open to permitting protests “are also calibrating their approach for
their youngest students.”
Chicago GOP To Sue District For Permitting Walkouts. The Madison (IL) Record (3/13) reports Chicago
GOP Chairman Chris Cleveland said the party is “preparing to sue CPS” over plans to allow students to take part in
the national walkout. The party took exception to an email from Lincoln Elementary informing parents of plans to allow
students to take part in the demonstrations. Cleveland said the party “has sent a letter to CPS CEO Janice Jackson
asking CPS to cancel the demonstrations, and will likely sue if they do not, Cleveland indicated.”
WLS-TV Chicago (3/13) reports students in the Chicago area will be taking part in the demonstrations, and that
“their message has been modified due to Governor Bruce Rauner’s veto of legislation requiring gun dealers to be
licensed by the state.” This piece reports the Chicago GOP “is threatening a lawsuit, accusing some CPS principals
of forcing students to participate.” This piece quotes Cleveland saying, “This is just straight-out political
indoctrination. It’s wrong. School is not the place for this kind of thing.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Nebraska Education Official Nominated For ED Rehabilitative Services Post.
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Education Week (3/13) reports President Trump has nominated Nebraska Department of Education Deputy
Commissioner Mark Schultz “to serve as commissioner of the rehabilitation services administration at the U.S.
Department of Education. The RSA helps people with disabilities and others who face barriers in the workforce.” The
White House says Schultz “has over 35 years of experience working at the national, state, and local levels to provide
services for people with disabilities.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Houston All-Girl Team Advances To FIRST Lego League World Championship.
The Houston Chronicle (3/13, Zurawski) reports the Houston-area Brainiac Maniacs, a first-year, all-girl robotics team
sponsored by the Girl Scouts and Schneider Electric, is “one of only 108 teams from 45 countries advancing” to the
FIRST Lego League world championship, slated to take place in April. “Ten girls ranging in age from 8 to 10 and
coming from diverse backgrounds” make up the Brainiac Maniacs, and they took “the first-place championship at the
South Texas regional tournament against 60 other teams.” For the competition, the girls designed “a Water Wizard
program to reduce lawn overwatering by combining an app and physical devices to replace sprinklers.” The Brainian
Maniacs presented their project to Schneider Electric, NASA, and “a global water expert who all gave feedback on
how to better present their program.” They are also “learning to use a 3D printer to make a device for their Water
Wizard Project.”

Illinois Robotics Teams Collaborate To Advance To Super-Regional Competition.
The Mundelein (IL) Review (3/15) reports that on Feb. 24, Highland Park High School’s Vertigo robotics team
partnered with Carmel Catholic High School’s “top-ranked” Not Your Average Nerds (NYAN) and Robo Raiders, a
home-schooled team, to become Illinois First Tech Challenge state champions. The alliance will now compete against
six dozen teams from nine states at the “super-regional competition in Cedar Rapids, Iowa on March 15 through
March 17.” Participants create a robot that autonomously executes tasks using artificial intelligence technology.
Engineer and varsity NYAN team coach Brian Donahoe said the competition’s structure “forces teams to
cooperate” and “strategize” in a manner “not unlike how engineers like myself do their real work.” The program
emphasizes “what’s called ‘gracious professionalism,’” or “a spirit of friendly competition, courtesy, compassion
and respect.” Participating teams “are judged not only on how well their robot performs, but on their fundraising
plans to cover team costs, community outreach and efforts to get younger pupils involved in robotics.”

Legislation To Bring Computer Science Into Wyoming Schools Heads To Governor’s Desk.
The Casper (WY) Star-Tribune (3/13, Klamann) reports on legislation passed last week in Wyoming that “will fold
computer science into the state’s educational program” and make the subject “one of several areas – like math and
science – that will have its own content standards, created by state educators.” The measure has been sent to Gov.
Matt Mead’s desk for final approval.

Teacher Protests Could Stem Partly From Tax Cuts In Several States.
The Huffington Post (3/13, Jamieson) examines “the parallels between the funding crises unfolding in West Virginia
and Oklahoma,” which the Post attributes primarily to “a series of bipartisan tax cuts” in both states and the
education funding cuts many states were forced to enact during the Great Recession. “States like Oklahoma are now
dealing with the reckoning,” the article explains, “as educators and other public servants revolt against shrinking
budgets that have stretched their workloads and left no money for pay raises.”
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OPERATIONS
Austin-Area School District Puts Finishing Touches On Two-Campus High School Project.
The AP (3/13) reports the Manor school district in Austin, Texas is putting the final touches on a new secondary
school building, Manor Senior High School, that the district intends “to be the home base for juniors and seniors,
leaving the old Manor High School primarily for freshmen and sophomores.” The two-campus plan “is also an
attempt to better engage students and give them more ownership of their studies,” partly through adopting “the look
and feel of a small college campus: open and collaborative work spaces, large windows and natural light, and
charging stations for cellphones and laptops.” The senior high section of the campus is scheduled to open in August.

DC Charter School At Risk Of Losing Operating License.
The Washington Post (3/13, Stein) reports that at an emergency meeting on Monday, the DC Public Charter School
Board unanimously voted “to begin the process of stripping” Washington Mathematics Science Technology Public
Charter High School of its operating license. A financial audit estimated that it needs “an infusion of more than
$830,000 between now and the end of the fiscal year, which concludes June 30.” Meanwhile, a separate report
released by the charter board on Monday “declared that the school ‘has engaged in a pattern of fiscal
mismanagement’ and said ‘its expense structure is not in line with the school’s revenues.’” Additionally, the
school “has experienced dwindling enrollment over the past five years, accelerating its financial demise.”
Washington Mathematics has 15 days before it must “present a convincing plan to regulators demonstrating how it
will remain financially viable.” The oversight board will then hold “a final vote on whether to revoke the school’s
operating license.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Study Argues States Shouldn’t Use SAT, ACT To Measure High School Achievement.
Education Week (3/13, Gewertz) reports a study released by Achieve on Tuesday contends that states should not
use the SAT or ACT to measure high school achievement because the tests do not adequately reflect the states’
academic standards or gauge students’ understanding of those standards. In its paper, Achieve “also urges caution
if states are considering giving individual districts the freedom to substitute a college-entrance exam for a state high
school test.” The paper suggests that states already using the SAT or ACT to measure statewide achievement
“should consider augmenting those tests with additional or revised items to get a fuller representation of their
academic standards.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas School Finance Bill Elicits Mixed Reactions.
The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (3/13) reports a bill now before the Kansas state House K-12 Education Budget
Committee reflects lawmakers’ attempt “to address inequalities in the state’s school finance system identified by
the Kansas Supreme Court.” The bill, House Bill 2445, “included a collection of complex pieces of a formula for
school finance, including local-option budget provisions, at-risk weightings, capital outlay expenditures and
transportation earmarks.” It would also “place into state law the Kansas State Board of Education’s controversial
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practice of distributing transportation funding to districts” and require “agitated Kansans” to “collect signatures from
10 percent of the electorate rather than 5 percent.” The measure drew “fire Tuesday from a conservative
organization,” the Kansas Policy Institute, “for making it harder to protest through a petition drive proposed increases
in local property tax collections for public schools.” Kansas National Education Association and Kansas Association
of School Boards representatives, however, endorsed the overall measure.

Alabama’s Second-Largest School Budget Advances In State Legislature.
Alabama Live (3/13) reports a proposed budget that would allocate “the second highest amount ever from
Alabama’s Education Trust Fund won approval in a Senate committee today, continuing a mostly smooth ride
through the State House.” If passed, the plan would increase ETF spending by $216 million this year; raise salaries
for K-12 and two-year college employees by 2.5 percent; and spend $6.6 million in ETF funds on “public schools,
colleges and other purposes next year” – the highest amount “since $6.7 billion in 2008.” The latest version of the
measure would also “increase funding for Alabama’s voluntary prekindergarten program, called First Class, by $18
million, to $95 million.” The state House, which “passed the budget by a vote of 102-0 a month ago,” had approved
$2 million more in prekindergarten spending. Additionally, the measure “would provide $500,000 to put mental health
professionals in public schools to work with troubled students.”

Supporters Rally To Support Maryland Governor’s BOOST Program.
The AP (3/13, Whooley) reports that “hundreds of private school students, faculty, parents and supporters” gathered
at a rally in Annapolis on Tuesday to support Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan’s Broadening Options and Opportunities
for Students Today program, also known as “BOOST.” Sponsored by the Maryland Council for American Private
Education, the event featured a number of speakers, including “Hogan, legislators and education administrators,” all
of whom touted the program that “provides scholarships for some students who are eligible for the free or reducedprice lunch program to attend eligible nonpublic schools.”

Education Advocates Seek District Funding Disclosures For New York Schools.
The AP (3/12) report a group of education advocates met on Wednesday with New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo and his
budget director “to discuss [Cuomo’s] effort to require New York school districts to disclose how much state funding
is going to individual schools.” After the meeting, “the advocates told reporters they’re seeking equitable funding for
underperforming schools.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Families, Florida Senators Call On Congress To Pass School Safety Legislation.
USA Today (3/13, Gaudiano) reports Ryan Petty, the father of Parkland shooting victim Alaina Petty, on Tuesday
called on Congress “to pass school safety legislation,” quoting him saying, “I didn’t get a chance that morning to
say goodbye to my daughter, but I’m here today to make sure that I’m one of the last fathers that ever has to bury
their daughter or son or loved one from a senseless act of violence in a school.” On Wednesday, USA Today reports,
the House is set to debate legislation that “would pay for threat assessments and training for students, teachers,
school officials and law enforcement to detect early signs of violence. It would also fund ‘anonymous reporting
systems,’ such as phone apps, hotlines and websites, for threats of school violence.”
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (3/13) reports Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) and Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) met with
“members of the Parkland community” on Tuesday and “called for swift passage of a bill to address school violence.
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... The bill, led by Sen. Orrin Hatch, is the Students, Teachers, and Officers Preventing School Violence Act and the
House companion is up for a vote this week.”

Prosecutors To Seek Death Penalty For Parkland Shooting Suspect.
NBC Nightly News (3/13, story 7, 0:25, Holt) briefly reported that Florida prosecutors said Tuesday they plan to seek
the death penalty against Nikolas Cruz, who has been charged with killing 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School. ABC World News Tonight (3/13, story 10, 0:20, Muir) said Cruz is scheduled to be arraigned
Wednesday, and “his attorney says Cruz is still willing to plead guilty to avoid the death penalty.” The Washington
Post (3/13, Berman) reports Howard Finkelstein, the Broward public defender, “has said it would be wrong for Cruz
to be executed when authorities missed so many red flags and warning signs preceding the shooting.”
The New York Times (3/13, Blinder, Subscription Publication) says the decision to seek the death penalty
against Cruz “was widely expected, in part because [state attorney for Broward County Michael J.] Satz had hinted at
his plans days after the attack.” The Washington Times (3/13, Persons) also briefly reports the decision.

NEA Poll: Most Teachers Oppose Arming School Staff.
Education Week (3/13) reports that according to a new NEA poll, “nearly three-quarters of educators oppose
President Donald Trump’s push to arm school staff, and a clear majority also say working with armed school
personnel would make them feel less safe.” The piece reports the results echo “the message from NEA President
Lily Eskelsen García, who has blasted the Trump administration’s support for states that choose to arm educators.”
Baltimore Teachers Union Opposes Weapons Training For Teachers. WBFF-TV Baltimore (3/13) reports the
Baltimore Teachers Union has announced its opposition to “President Trump’s recent call to train and arm specially
qualified school personnel, on a volunteer basis.” Union President Marietta English “called on Maryland’s
government to take a strong stance on the idea and reject any federal funding meant for arming teachers.”

Cole: Congress Will Likely Increase School Safety Funding.
The Hill (3/13, Zanona) reports that Rep. Tom Cole (R-OK), chairman of the House Appropriations subcommittee on
labor, health and human services, and education, said Tuesday that “lawmakers will likely boost money for school
safety in an upcoming government funding package.” Cole “said appropriators want to increase funding for an
existing grant program that is designed to prevent violence in and around schools.”

Senate Democrats Seek More Funding For ESSA Mental Health Services Program.
Education Week (3/13) reports that a group of Democratic senators wants “Congress to give more money to an
Every Student Succeeds Act program in order to fund more counselors, trauma-informed classroom management,
and mental-health services for schools.” In a letter to Senate appropriators, “the Democrats said the Student
Support and Academic Enrichment grants—which are a part of Title IV in ESSA—should be funded at ‘the highest
possible level’ for fiscal 2018.” Education Week notes that the plea comes as a response to the Parkland massacre.

Parkland Students Pushing Parents To Commit To Candidates “Who Put Children’s Safety
Over Guns.”
The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports Parkland shooing survivors Adam Buchwald and Zach Hibshman “have started a
movement asking parents to sign a contract pledging they will vote for lawmakers who put children’s safety over
guns.” The website of the “Parent’s Promise to Kids” movement “says its goal is to get parents to vote for
legislators who ‘believe that the safety of our children is much more important than the right to own guns.’”
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Proposed Overhaul Of DC’s School Punishment Policy Advances.
The Washington Post (3/13, Stein) reports that on Tuesday, the DC Council’s five-member education committee
“voted unanimously in favor of restricting the circumstances when a school can suspend or expel a student.” The
committee members “framed the disproportionate suspensions and expulsions of black students in the District as a
civil rights issue,” as black students enrolled in DC schools “are nearly eight times more likely to receive an out-ofschool suspension than their white peers, according to city data.” Specifically, the legislation would limit the use of
suspensions and expulsions for students in the eighth grade or lower “to incidents of threatened or actual violence,
and emotional distress.” At the high school level, students “would not be suspended or expelled from school for rule
infractions such as uniform violations or disrupting a class.” The measure “will now move to the full 13-member
council,” and if approved, “the revised discipline policy would be phased in over the next three years.”

Denver District Receives National Recognition For Restorative Justice Policy.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Asmar) reports Denver Public Schools “began dabbling in restorative justice more than a decade
ago” by launching a pilot program at three schools. The district has since incorporated the approach into its discipline
code, and DPS officials “said more than 40 percent of Denver’s 207 schools have staff dedicated to restorative
justice.” Notably, DPS “has seen its number of suspensions drop even as its enrollment has grown.” The three
schools that piloted the approach are now “serving as national examples of restorative justice.” With funding from a
three-year National Education Association grant, DPS partnered with the Advancement Project to arrange visits for
teachers and community members aimed at promoting restorative justice. Chalkbeat says many teachers unions do
not support the approach, as some teachers are concerned it “will leave them without enough tools to deal with
unruly students and might even make classrooms less safe.”

Study Suggests Modest Suspension Rate Drop Yields Small Attendance, Academic Gains.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Barnum) reports the peer-reviewed Peabody Journal of Education published a study conducted by
Lauren Sartain of the University of Chicago and Rebecca Hinze-Pifer of Stanford University that “found that a modest
drop in suspensions for high-level offenses actually led to small increases in test scores and attendance for all
students in a school.” According to Chalkbeat, the research “bolsters the case of discipline reformers who argue that
school suspensions are ineffective and disproportionately target students of color.” Sartain and Hinze-Pifer focused
their research on Chicago Public Schools, which “began working to reduce suspensions and other kinds of discipline
that pull students out of their classrooms in 2008.” The researchers wrote, “Reducing suspension use for severe
infractions seems consistent with a set of generally positive but small impacts,” although there was “no indication
students overall experience schools as less safe when suspension use for severe infractions declines.”

Pennsylvania Bill Would Fine Parents For Student Bullying Incidents.
The Washington Post (3/13, Phillips) reports Pennsylvania state Rep. Frank Burns “plans to propose legislation that
would require parents to pay up to $750 if their child is a habitual bully and require school officials to notify parents
each time their child bullies another student.” The bill “would not immediately impose the stiff penalty,” but instead
require school officials “to take some type of action” when “a child bullies for the first time,” and parenting classes if
the student bullies a second time. After a third incident, a judge would “determine whether there’s enough evidence
to fine the parents and issue a court order forcing them to pay $500,” and “$750 for each offense thereafter, Burns
said.” The measure “also covers cyberbullying, which is considered a crime in Pennsylvania.” Before Burns
announced his plans, his “office said he has visited classrooms throughout his district, located east of Pittsburgh, to
talk about bullying and urge students to sign an anti-bullying pledge.”
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In a statement, Burns wrote, “Bullying is underreported and often unaddressed in a meaningful way. When it’s
not addressed, bullying can escalate quickly from taunts and hurtful online posts to physical assaults and – in worst
cases – suicide,” The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports. Burns added, “Holding students, parents and officials at all
levels accountable is the only way to put an end to this scourge.” Last month, Florida state lawmakers “weighed a
proposal that would allow children who have been bullied to receive a state-funded voucher to attend private school.”
Florida Gov. Rick Scott signed a version of the bill into law on Sunday. The Hill notes that in a 2011 survey, the
National Center for Education Statistics found “about 28 percent of the students surveyed said they had been
bullied.”

Virginia Middle School Resource Officer Accidentally Fires Gun At School.
The AP (3/13) reports a school resource officer at George Washington Middle School in Alexandria, Virginia
“accidentally fired his gun while on assignment” on Tuesday. “No one was injured.” Newsweek (3/13, Tennent)
reports the officer “has been placed on administrative leave.” The five-year veteran of the Alexandria Police
Department “immediately checked to make sure no one was injured, and then contacted his supervisor and school
staff, police added. Classes continued as normal.”

California Teacher Accidentally Fires Gun During Public Safety Lesson.
USA Today (3/13, Szydlowski) reports a teacher at Seaside High School in Salinas, California “accidentally fired a
gun Tuesday during a class about public safety.” No one was injured and classes “resumed shortly after the
incident.” The article notes that the teacher, Dennis Alexander, “also serves as a reserve police officer for the Sand
City police and is a Seaside city councilman.”

Michigan Sheriff Accidentally Left Gun In Middle School Gym Locker.
The AP (3/13) reports Isabella County, Michigan Sheriff Michael Main “apologized Tuesday for accidentally leaving
his backup gun in a Michigan school gym locker room,” saying “his mistake is inexcusable.” Main had changed into
his uniform for an event at the school and “said he believed the gun – his backup weapon – was in his bag when he
left. A student later found the gun and told an adult, according to Main.”

Alabama House Votes To Resurrect School Safety Panel.
The AP (3/13) reports the Alabama state House voted Tuesday to reinstate a school safety task force originally
established in 2016 in response to the Parkland massacre. However, Democrats in the legislature “said a task force
isn’t strong enough action on gun control and mental health.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
DC Special Education Analyst Pleads Guilty To Bribery Scheme.
The Washington Post (3/13, Hsu) reports that a Washington, DC special education analyst pleaded guilty on Tuesday
“to plotting with others to steer more than $480,000 in tax dollars to two business owners in the District and Maryland
for work that was never done in exchange for bribes.” Shauntell Harley, 48, “a management analyst for fiscal policy
and grant management in the office of the D.C. State Superintendent of Education, agreed to repay $488,000 to the
school agency and to a $100,000 forfeiture judgment in entering her guilty plea to two counts of conspiracy to commit
bribery.” Prosecutors said the investigation is ongoing. The charges “carry a maximum penalty of five years, but in a
plea deal Harley agreed she would face a recommended prison term of between 70 and 87 months under federal
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guidelines at sentencing June 7 before U.S. District Judge Randolph D. Moss of the District.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DOJ Unveils School Safety Proposals.
• NASBE, CCSSO Say States Are Exceeding ESSA’s Requirements.
• New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
• West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
• New York State Officials Discuss Forthcoming Changes To Education Spending Disclosure.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

March 14, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Students Around Country Planning Gun Violence Demonstrations
Wednesday.
The NPR (3/13) “NPR Ed” blog reports that “students at schools across the country will walk
out of their classrooms” Wednesday morning “to leave school — or at least gather in the
hallway — for 17 minutes. That’s one minute for each of the victims in last month’s school
shooting in Parkland, Fla.” The planned demonstrations have “raised big questions for
schools about how to handle protests.” National organizers say “while this walkout is meant to
honor the victims in Parkland, as well as anyone who’s experienced gun violence, it is also a
political call to action.” The article describes the dilemma of administrators caught between
preventing disruptions to learning and protecting students’ right to expression, and quotes
National School Boards Association Chief Legal Officer Francisco Negron saying, “Schools
stand in what’s known as loco parentis, so we don’t simply release our students into the
ether.” Negron “recently sent guidance to districts to help them walk this tightrope .”
TIME (3/13) reports, “Thousands of students and teachers are planning to walk out of
their classrooms on Wednesday, March 14 as part of the #Enough! National School Walkout to
raise awareness about issues of school safety and the impact of gun violence.”
Several other media outlets from around the country also cover the planned walkouts,
including Chalkbeat (3/13), the Indianapolis Star (3/13), the Baltimore Sun (3/12), the Denver
Post (3/13), the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (3/13, Tribune-Review), the Omaha (NE) WorldHerald (3/13).

Elementary Schools Grapple With School Safety Protests. The New York Times
(3/13, Saul, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that fifth-grade students at Case
Elementary School in Akron, Ohio “will pick up posters they drew and walk out of their
classrooms, joining many thousands of other students in a nationwide protest against gun
violence after the killing of 17 people in a Florida high school last month.” Principal Danijile
Henderson said older students had expressed a desire to hold protests, but “she drew lines
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around who could participate and how. Third through fifth graders may walk out; second
graders can observe the protest, but not walk; kindergartners and first-grade students will
remain in their classrooms for discussions on school safety in general that avoid the shooting
itself.” Districts that are open to permitting protests “are also calibrating their approach for
their youngest students.”
Chicago GOP To Sue District For Permitting Walkouts. The Madison (IL) Record (3/13) reports Chicago
GOP Chairman Chris Cleveland said the party is “preparing to sue CPS” over plans to allow students to take part in
the national walkout. The party took exception to an email from Lincoln Elementary informing parents of plans to allow
students to take part in the demonstrations. Cleveland said the party “has sent a letter to CPS CEO Janice Jackson
asking CPS to cancel the demonstrations, and will likely sue if they do not, Cleveland indicated.”
WLS-TV Chicago (3/13) reports students in the Chicago area will be taking part in the demonstrations, and that
“their message has been modified due to Governor Bruce Rauner’s veto of legislation requiring gun dealers to be
licensed by the state.” This piece reports the Chicago GOP “is threatening a lawsuit, accusing some CPS principals
of forcing students to participate.” This piece quotes Cleveland saying, “This is just straight-out political
indoctrination. It’s wrong. School is not the place for this kind of thing.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Nebraska Education Official Nominated For ED Rehabilitative Services Post.
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Education Week (3/13) reports President Trump has nominated Nebraska Department of Education Deputy
Commissioner Mark Schultz “to serve as commissioner of the rehabilitation services administration at the U.S.
Department of Education. The RSA helps people with disabilities and others who face barriers in the workforce.” The
White House says Schultz “has over 35 years of experience working at the national, state, and local levels to provide
services for people with disabilities.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Houston All-Girl Team Advances To FIRST Lego League World Championship.
The Houston Chronicle (3/13, Zurawski) reports the Houston-area Brainiac Maniacs, a first-year, all-girl robotics team
sponsored by the Girl Scouts and Schneider Electric, is “one of only 108 teams from 45 countries advancing” to the
FIRST Lego League world championship, slated to take place in April. “Ten girls ranging in age from 8 to 10 and
coming from diverse backgrounds” make up the Brainiac Maniacs, and they took “the first-place championship at the
South Texas regional tournament against 60 other teams.” For the competition, the girls designed “a Water Wizard
program to reduce lawn overwatering by combining an app and physical devices to replace sprinklers.” The Brainian
Maniacs presented their project to Schneider Electric, NASA, and “a global water expert who all gave feedback on
how to better present their program.” They are also “learning to use a 3D printer to make a device for their Water
Wizard Project.”

Illinois Robotics Teams Collaborate To Advance To Super-Regional Competition.
The Mundelein (IL) Review (3/15) reports that on Feb. 24, Highland Park High School’s Vertigo robotics team
partnered with Carmel Catholic High School’s “top-ranked” Not Your Average Nerds (NYAN) and Robo Raiders, a
home-schooled team, to become Illinois First Tech Challenge state champions. The alliance will now compete against
six dozen teams from nine states at the “super-regional competition in Cedar Rapids, Iowa on March 15 through
March 17.” Participants create a robot that autonomously executes tasks using artificial intelligence technology.
Engineer and varsity NYAN team coach Brian Donahoe said the competition’s structure “forces teams to
cooperate” and “strategize” in a manner “not unlike how engineers like myself do their real work.” The program
emphasizes “what’s called ‘gracious professionalism,’” or “a spirit of friendly competition, courtesy, compassion
and respect.” Participating teams “are judged not only on how well their robot performs, but on their fundraising
plans to cover team costs, community outreach and efforts to get younger pupils involved in robotics.”

Legislation To Bring Computer Science Into Wyoming Schools Heads To Governor’s Desk.
The Casper (WY) Star-Tribune (3/13, Klamann) reports on legislation passed last week in Wyoming that “will fold
computer science into the state’s educational program” and make the subject “one of several areas – like math and
science – that will have its own content standards, created by state educators.” The measure has been sent to Gov.
Matt Mead’s desk for final approval.

Teacher Protests Could Stem Partly From Tax Cuts In Several States.
The Huffington Post (3/13, Jamieson) examines “the parallels between the funding crises unfolding in West Virginia
and Oklahoma,” which the Post attributes primarily to “a series of bipartisan tax cuts” in both states and the
education funding cuts many states were forced to enact during the Great Recession. “States like Oklahoma are now
dealing with the reckoning,” the article explains, “as educators and other public servants revolt against shrinking
budgets that have stretched their workloads and left no money for pay raises.”
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OPERATIONS
Austin-Area School District Puts Finishing Touches On Two-Campus High School Project.
The AP (3/13) reports the Manor school district in Austin, Texas is putting the final touches on a new secondary
school building, Manor Senior High School, that the district intends “to be the home base for juniors and seniors,
leaving the old Manor High School primarily for freshmen and sophomores.” The two-campus plan “is also an
attempt to better engage students and give them more ownership of their studies,” partly through adopting “the look
and feel of a small college campus: open and collaborative work spaces, large windows and natural light, and
charging stations for cellphones and laptops.” The senior high section of the campus is scheduled to open in August.

DC Charter School At Risk Of Losing Operating License.
The Washington Post (3/13, Stein) reports that at an emergency meeting on Monday, the DC Public Charter School
Board unanimously voted “to begin the process of stripping” Washington Mathematics Science Technology Public
Charter High School of its operating license. A financial audit estimated that it needs “an infusion of more than
$830,000 between now and the end of the fiscal year, which concludes June 30.” Meanwhile, a separate report
released by the charter board on Monday “declared that the school ‘has engaged in a pattern of fiscal
mismanagement’ and said ‘its expense structure is not in line with the school’s revenues.’” Additionally, the
school “has experienced dwindling enrollment over the past five years, accelerating its financial demise.”
Washington Mathematics has 15 days before it must “present a convincing plan to regulators demonstrating how it
will remain financially viable.” The oversight board will then hold “a final vote on whether to revoke the school’s
operating license.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Study Argues States Shouldn’t Use SAT, ACT To Measure High School Achievement.
Education Week (3/13, Gewertz) reports a study released by Achieve on Tuesday contends that states should not
use the SAT or ACT to measure high school achievement because the tests do not adequately reflect the states’
academic standards or gauge students’ understanding of those standards. In its paper, Achieve “also urges caution
if states are considering giving individual districts the freedom to substitute a college-entrance exam for a state high
school test.” The paper suggests that states already using the SAT or ACT to measure statewide achievement
“should consider augmenting those tests with additional or revised items to get a fuller representation of their
academic standards.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas School Finance Bill Elicits Mixed Reactions.
The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (3/13) reports a bill now before the Kansas state House K-12 Education Budget
Committee reflects lawmakers’ attempt “to address inequalities in the state’s school finance system identified by
the Kansas Supreme Court.” The bill, House Bill 2445, “included a collection of complex pieces of a formula for
school finance, including local-option budget provisions, at-risk weightings, capital outlay expenditures and
transportation earmarks.” It would also “place into state law the Kansas State Board of Education’s controversial
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practice of distributing transportation funding to districts” and require “agitated Kansans” to “collect signatures from
10 percent of the electorate rather than 5 percent.” The measure drew “fire Tuesday from a conservative
organization,” the Kansas Policy Institute, “for making it harder to protest through a petition drive proposed increases
in local property tax collections for public schools.” Kansas National Education Association and Kansas Association
of School Boards representatives, however, endorsed the overall measure.

Alabama’s Second-Largest School Budget Advances In State Legislature.
Alabama Live (3/13) reports a proposed budget that would allocate “the second highest amount ever from
Alabama’s Education Trust Fund won approval in a Senate committee today, continuing a mostly smooth ride
through the State House.” If passed, the plan would increase ETF spending by $216 million this year; raise salaries
for K-12 and two-year college employees by 2.5 percent; and spend $6.6 million in ETF funds on “public schools,
colleges and other purposes next year” – the highest amount “since $6.7 billion in 2008.” The latest version of the
measure would also “increase funding for Alabama’s voluntary prekindergarten program, called First Class, by $18
million, to $95 million.” The state House, which “passed the budget by a vote of 102-0 a month ago,” had approved
$2 million more in prekindergarten spending. Additionally, the measure “would provide $500,000 to put mental health
professionals in public schools to work with troubled students.”

Supporters Rally To Support Maryland Governor’s BOOST Program.
The AP (3/13, Whooley) reports that “hundreds of private school students, faculty, parents and supporters” gathered
at a rally in Annapolis on Tuesday to support Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan’s Broadening Options and Opportunities
for Students Today program, also known as “BOOST.” Sponsored by the Maryland Council for American Private
Education, the event featured a number of speakers, including “Hogan, legislators and education administrators,” all
of whom touted the program that “provides scholarships for some students who are eligible for the free or reducedprice lunch program to attend eligible nonpublic schools.”

Education Advocates Seek District Funding Disclosures For New York Schools.
The AP (3/12) report a group of education advocates met on Wednesday with New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo and his
budget director “to discuss [Cuomo’s] effort to require New York school districts to disclose how much state funding
is going to individual schools.” After the meeting, “the advocates told reporters they’re seeking equitable funding for
underperforming schools.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Families, Florida Senators Call On Congress To Pass School Safety Legislation.
USA Today (3/13, Gaudiano) reports Ryan Petty, the father of Parkland shooting victim Alaina Petty, on Tuesday
called on Congress “to pass school safety legislation,” quoting him saying, “I didn’t get a chance that morning to
say goodbye to my daughter, but I’m here today to make sure that I’m one of the last fathers that ever has to bury
their daughter or son or loved one from a senseless act of violence in a school.” On Wednesday, USA Today reports,
the House is set to debate legislation that “would pay for threat assessments and training for students, teachers,
school officials and law enforcement to detect early signs of violence. It would also fund ‘anonymous reporting
systems,’ such as phone apps, hotlines and websites, for threats of school violence.”
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (3/13) reports Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) and Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) met with
“members of the Parkland community” on Tuesday and “called for swift passage of a bill to address school violence.
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... The bill, led by Sen. Orrin Hatch, is the Students, Teachers, and Officers Preventing School Violence Act and the
House companion is up for a vote this week.”

Prosecutors To Seek Death Penalty For Parkland Shooting Suspect.
NBC Nightly News (3/13, story 7, 0:25, Holt) briefly reported that Florida prosecutors said Tuesday they plan to seek
the death penalty against Nikolas Cruz, who has been charged with killing 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School. ABC World News Tonight (3/13, story 10, 0:20, Muir) said Cruz is scheduled to be arraigned
Wednesday, and “his attorney says Cruz is still willing to plead guilty to avoid the death penalty.” The Washington
Post (3/13, Berman) reports Howard Finkelstein, the Broward public defender, “has said it would be wrong for Cruz
to be executed when authorities missed so many red flags and warning signs preceding the shooting.”
The New York Times (3/13, Blinder, Subscription Publication) says the decision to seek the death penalty
against Cruz “was widely expected, in part because [state attorney for Broward County Michael J.] Satz had hinted at
his plans days after the attack.” The Washington Times (3/13, Persons) also briefly reports the decision.

NEA Poll: Most Teachers Oppose Arming School Staff.
Education Week (3/13) reports that according to a new NEA poll, “nearly three-quarters of educators oppose
President Donald Trump’s push to arm school staff, and a clear majority also say working with armed school
personnel would make them feel less safe.” The piece reports the results echo “the message from NEA President
Lily Eskelsen García, who has blasted the Trump administration’s support for states that choose to arm educators.”
Baltimore Teachers Union Opposes Weapons Training For Teachers. WBFF-TV Baltimore (3/13) reports the
Baltimore Teachers Union has announced its opposition to “President Trump’s recent call to train and arm specially
qualified school personnel, on a volunteer basis.” Union President Marietta English “called on Maryland’s
government to take a strong stance on the idea and reject any federal funding meant for arming teachers.”

Cole: Congress Will Likely Increase School Safety Funding.
The Hill (3/13, Zanona) reports that Rep. Tom Cole (R-OK), chairman of the House Appropriations subcommittee on
labor, health and human services, and education, said Tuesday that “lawmakers will likely boost money for school
safety in an upcoming government funding package.” Cole “said appropriators want to increase funding for an
existing grant program that is designed to prevent violence in and around schools.”

Senate Democrats Seek More Funding For ESSA Mental Health Services Program.
Education Week (3/13) reports that a group of Democratic senators wants “Congress to give more money to an
Every Student Succeeds Act program in order to fund more counselors, trauma-informed classroom management,
and mental-health services for schools.” In a letter to Senate appropriators, “the Democrats said the Student
Support and Academic Enrichment grants—which are a part of Title IV in ESSA—should be funded at ‘the highest
possible level’ for fiscal 2018.” Education Week notes that the plea comes as a response to the Parkland massacre.

Parkland Students Pushing Parents To Commit To Candidates “Who Put Children’s Safety
Over Guns.”
The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports Parkland shooing survivors Adam Buchwald and Zach Hibshman “have started a
movement asking parents to sign a contract pledging they will vote for lawmakers who put children’s safety over
guns.” The website of the “Parent’s Promise to Kids” movement “says its goal is to get parents to vote for
legislators who ‘believe that the safety of our children is much more important than the right to own guns.’”
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Proposed Overhaul Of DC’s School Punishment Policy Advances.
The Washington Post (3/13, Stein) reports that on Tuesday, the DC Council’s five-member education committee
“voted unanimously in favor of restricting the circumstances when a school can suspend or expel a student.” The
committee members “framed the disproportionate suspensions and expulsions of black students in the District as a
civil rights issue,” as black students enrolled in DC schools “are nearly eight times more likely to receive an out-ofschool suspension than their white peers, according to city data.” Specifically, the legislation would limit the use of
suspensions and expulsions for students in the eighth grade or lower “to incidents of threatened or actual violence,
and emotional distress.” At the high school level, students “would not be suspended or expelled from school for rule
infractions such as uniform violations or disrupting a class.” The measure “will now move to the full 13-member
council,” and if approved, “the revised discipline policy would be phased in over the next three years.”

Denver District Receives National Recognition For Restorative Justice Policy.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Asmar) reports Denver Public Schools “began dabbling in restorative justice more than a decade
ago” by launching a pilot program at three schools. The district has since incorporated the approach into its discipline
code, and DPS officials “said more than 40 percent of Denver’s 207 schools have staff dedicated to restorative
justice.” Notably, DPS “has seen its number of suspensions drop even as its enrollment has grown.” The three
schools that piloted the approach are now “serving as national examples of restorative justice.” With funding from a
three-year National Education Association grant, DPS partnered with the Advancement Project to arrange visits for
teachers and community members aimed at promoting restorative justice. Chalkbeat says many teachers unions do
not support the approach, as some teachers are concerned it “will leave them without enough tools to deal with
unruly students and might even make classrooms less safe.”

Study Suggests Modest Suspension Rate Drop Yields Small Attendance, Academic Gains.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Barnum) reports the peer-reviewed Peabody Journal of Education published a study conducted by
Lauren Sartain of the University of Chicago and Rebecca Hinze-Pifer of Stanford University that “found that a modest
drop in suspensions for high-level offenses actually led to small increases in test scores and attendance for all
students in a school.” According to Chalkbeat, the research “bolsters the case of discipline reformers who argue that
school suspensions are ineffective and disproportionately target students of color.” Sartain and Hinze-Pifer focused
their research on Chicago Public Schools, which “began working to reduce suspensions and other kinds of discipline
that pull students out of their classrooms in 2008.” The researchers wrote, “Reducing suspension use for severe
infractions seems consistent with a set of generally positive but small impacts,” although there was “no indication
students overall experience schools as less safe when suspension use for severe infractions declines.”

Pennsylvania Bill Would Fine Parents For Student Bullying Incidents.
The Washington Post (3/13, Phillips) reports Pennsylvania state Rep. Frank Burns “plans to propose legislation that
would require parents to pay up to $750 if their child is a habitual bully and require school officials to notify parents
each time their child bullies another student.” The bill “would not immediately impose the stiff penalty,” but instead
require school officials “to take some type of action” when “a child bullies for the first time,” and parenting classes if
the student bullies a second time. After a third incident, a judge would “determine whether there’s enough evidence
to fine the parents and issue a court order forcing them to pay $500,” and “$750 for each offense thereafter, Burns
said.” The measure “also covers cyberbullying, which is considered a crime in Pennsylvania.” Before Burns
announced his plans, his “office said he has visited classrooms throughout his district, located east of Pittsburgh, to
talk about bullying and urge students to sign an anti-bullying pledge.”
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In a statement, Burns wrote, “Bullying is underreported and often unaddressed in a meaningful way. When it’s
not addressed, bullying can escalate quickly from taunts and hurtful online posts to physical assaults and – in worst
cases – suicide,” The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports. Burns added, “Holding students, parents and officials at all
levels accountable is the only way to put an end to this scourge.” Last month, Florida state lawmakers “weighed a
proposal that would allow children who have been bullied to receive a state-funded voucher to attend private school.”
Florida Gov. Rick Scott signed a version of the bill into law on Sunday. The Hill notes that in a 2011 survey, the
National Center for Education Statistics found “about 28 percent of the students surveyed said they had been
bullied.”

Virginia Middle School Resource Officer Accidentally Fires Gun At School.
The AP (3/13) reports a school resource officer at George Washington Middle School in Alexandria, Virginia
“accidentally fired his gun while on assignment” on Tuesday. “No one was injured.” Newsweek (3/13, Tennent)
reports the officer “has been placed on administrative leave.” The five-year veteran of the Alexandria Police
Department “immediately checked to make sure no one was injured, and then contacted his supervisor and school
staff, police added. Classes continued as normal.”

California Teacher Accidentally Fires Gun During Public Safety Lesson.
USA Today (3/13, Szydlowski) reports a teacher at Seaside High School in Salinas, California “accidentally fired a
gun Tuesday during a class about public safety.” No one was injured and classes “resumed shortly after the
incident.” The article notes that the teacher, Dennis Alexander, “also serves as a reserve police officer for the Sand
City police and is a Seaside city councilman.”

Michigan Sheriff Accidentally Left Gun In Middle School Gym Locker.
The AP (3/13) reports Isabella County, Michigan Sheriff Michael Main “apologized Tuesday for accidentally leaving
his backup gun in a Michigan school gym locker room,” saying “his mistake is inexcusable.” Main had changed into
his uniform for an event at the school and “said he believed the gun – his backup weapon – was in his bag when he
left. A student later found the gun and told an adult, according to Main.”

Alabama House Votes To Resurrect School Safety Panel.
The AP (3/13) reports the Alabama state House voted Tuesday to reinstate a school safety task force originally
established in 2016 in response to the Parkland massacre. However, Democrats in the legislature “said a task force
isn’t strong enough action on gun control and mental health.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
DC Special Education Analyst Pleads Guilty To Bribery Scheme.
The Washington Post (3/13, Hsu) reports that a Washington, DC special education analyst pleaded guilty on Tuesday
“to plotting with others to steer more than $480,000 in tax dollars to two business owners in the District and Maryland
for work that was never done in exchange for bribes.” Shauntell Harley, 48, “a management analyst for fiscal policy
and grant management in the office of the D.C. State Superintendent of Education, agreed to repay $488,000 to the
school agency and to a $100,000 forfeiture judgment in entering her guilty plea to two counts of conspiracy to commit
bribery.” Prosecutors said the investigation is ongoing. The charges “carry a maximum penalty of five years, but in a
plea deal Harley agreed she would face a recommended prison term of between 70 and 87 months under federal
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guidelines at sentencing June 7 before U.S. District Judge Randolph D. Moss of the District.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DOJ Unveils School Safety Proposals.
• NASBE, CCSSO Say States Are Exceeding ESSA’s Requirements.
• New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
• West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
• New York State Officials Discuss Forthcoming Changes To Education Spending Disclosure.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

March 14, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Students Around Country Planning Gun Violence Demonstrations
Wednesday.
The NPR (3/13) “NPR Ed” blog reports that “students at schools across the country will walk
out of their classrooms” Wednesday morning “to leave school — or at least gather in the
hallway — for 17 minutes. That’s one minute for each of the victims in last month’s school
shooting in Parkland, Fla.” The planned demonstrations have “raised big questions for
schools about how to handle protests.” National organizers say “while this walkout is meant to
honor the victims in Parkland, as well as anyone who’s experienced gun violence, it is also a
political call to action.” The article describes the dilemma of administrators caught between
preventing disruptions to learning and protecting students’ right to expression, and quotes
National School Boards Association Chief Legal Officer Francisco Negron saying, “Schools
stand in what’s known as loco parentis, so we don’t simply release our students into the
ether.” Negron “recently sent guidance to districts to help them walk this tightrope .”
TIME (3/13) reports, “Thousands of students and teachers are planning to walk out of
their classrooms on Wednesday, March 14 as part of the #Enough! National School Walkout to
raise awareness about issues of school safety and the impact of gun violence.”
Several other media outlets from around the country also cover the planned walkouts,
including Chalkbeat (3/13), the Indianapolis Star (3/13), the Baltimore Sun (3/12), the Denver
Post (3/13), the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (3/13, Tribune-Review), the Omaha (NE) WorldHerald (3/13).

Elementary Schools Grapple With School Safety Protests. The New York Times
(3/13, Saul, Hartocollis, Subscription Publication) reports that fifth-grade students at Case
Elementary School in Akron, Ohio “will pick up posters they drew and walk out of their
classrooms, joining many thousands of other students in a nationwide protest against gun
violence after the killing of 17 people in a Florida high school last month.” Principal Danijile
Henderson said older students had expressed a desire to hold protests, but “she drew lines
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around who could participate and how. Third through fifth graders may walk out; second
graders can observe the protest, but not walk; kindergartners and first-grade students will
remain in their classrooms for discussions on school safety in general that avoid the shooting
itself.” Districts that are open to permitting protests “are also calibrating their approach for
their youngest students.”
Chicago GOP To Sue District For Permitting Walkouts. The Madison (IL) Record (3/13) reports Chicago
GOP Chairman Chris Cleveland said the party is “preparing to sue CPS” over plans to allow students to take part in
the national walkout. The party took exception to an email from Lincoln Elementary informing parents of plans to allow
students to take part in the demonstrations. Cleveland said the party “has sent a letter to CPS CEO Janice Jackson
asking CPS to cancel the demonstrations, and will likely sue if they do not, Cleveland indicated.”
WLS-TV Chicago (3/13) reports students in the Chicago area will be taking part in the demonstrations, and that
“their message has been modified due to Governor Bruce Rauner’s veto of legislation requiring gun dealers to be
licensed by the state.” This piece reports the Chicago GOP “is threatening a lawsuit, accusing some CPS principals
of forcing students to participate.” This piece quotes Cleveland saying, “This is just straight-out political
indoctrination. It’s wrong. School is not the place for this kind of thing.”

POLITICS & POLICY
Nebraska Education Official Nominated For ED Rehabilitative Services Post.
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Education Week (3/13) reports President Trump has nominated Nebraska Department of Education Deputy
Commissioner Mark Schultz “to serve as commissioner of the rehabilitation services administration at the U.S.
Department of Education. The RSA helps people with disabilities and others who face barriers in the workforce.” The
White House says Schultz “has over 35 years of experience working at the national, state, and local levels to provide
services for people with disabilities.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Houston All-Girl Team Advances To FIRST Lego League World Championship.
The Houston Chronicle (3/13, Zurawski) reports the Houston-area Brainiac Maniacs, a first-year, all-girl robotics team
sponsored by the Girl Scouts and Schneider Electric, is “one of only 108 teams from 45 countries advancing” to the
FIRST Lego League world championship, slated to take place in April. “Ten girls ranging in age from 8 to 10 and
coming from diverse backgrounds” make up the Brainiac Maniacs, and they took “the first-place championship at the
South Texas regional tournament against 60 other teams.” For the competition, the girls designed “a Water Wizard
program to reduce lawn overwatering by combining an app and physical devices to replace sprinklers.” The Brainian
Maniacs presented their project to Schneider Electric, NASA, and “a global water expert who all gave feedback on
how to better present their program.” They are also “learning to use a 3D printer to make a device for their Water
Wizard Project.”

Illinois Robotics Teams Collaborate To Advance To Super-Regional Competition.
The Mundelein (IL) Review (3/15) reports that on Feb. 24, Highland Park High School’s Vertigo robotics team
partnered with Carmel Catholic High School’s “top-ranked” Not Your Average Nerds (NYAN) and Robo Raiders, a
home-schooled team, to become Illinois First Tech Challenge state champions. The alliance will now compete against
six dozen teams from nine states at the “super-regional competition in Cedar Rapids, Iowa on March 15 through
March 17.” Participants create a robot that autonomously executes tasks using artificial intelligence technology.
Engineer and varsity NYAN team coach Brian Donahoe said the competition’s structure “forces teams to
cooperate” and “strategize” in a manner “not unlike how engineers like myself do their real work.” The program
emphasizes “what’s called ‘gracious professionalism,’” or “a spirit of friendly competition, courtesy, compassion
and respect.” Participating teams “are judged not only on how well their robot performs, but on their fundraising
plans to cover team costs, community outreach and efforts to get younger pupils involved in robotics.”

Legislation To Bring Computer Science Into Wyoming Schools Heads To Governor’s Desk.
The Casper (WY) Star-Tribune (3/13, Klamann) reports on legislation passed last week in Wyoming that “will fold
computer science into the state’s educational program” and make the subject “one of several areas – like math and
science – that will have its own content standards, created by state educators.” The measure has been sent to Gov.
Matt Mead’s desk for final approval.

Teacher Protests Could Stem Partly From Tax Cuts In Several States.
The Huffington Post (3/13, Jamieson) examines “the parallels between the funding crises unfolding in West Virginia
and Oklahoma,” which the Post attributes primarily to “a series of bipartisan tax cuts” in both states and the
education funding cuts many states were forced to enact during the Great Recession. “States like Oklahoma are now
dealing with the reckoning,” the article explains, “as educators and other public servants revolt against shrinking
budgets that have stretched their workloads and left no money for pay raises.”
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OPERATIONS
Austin-Area School District Puts Finishing Touches On Two-Campus High School Project.
The AP (3/13) reports the Manor school district in Austin, Texas is putting the final touches on a new secondary
school building, Manor Senior High School, that the district intends “to be the home base for juniors and seniors,
leaving the old Manor High School primarily for freshmen and sophomores.” The two-campus plan “is also an
attempt to better engage students and give them more ownership of their studies,” partly through adopting “the look
and feel of a small college campus: open and collaborative work spaces, large windows and natural light, and
charging stations for cellphones and laptops.” The senior high section of the campus is scheduled to open in August.

DC Charter School At Risk Of Losing Operating License.
The Washington Post (3/13, Stein) reports that at an emergency meeting on Monday, the DC Public Charter School
Board unanimously voted “to begin the process of stripping” Washington Mathematics Science Technology Public
Charter High School of its operating license. A financial audit estimated that it needs “an infusion of more than
$830,000 between now and the end of the fiscal year, which concludes June 30.” Meanwhile, a separate report
released by the charter board on Monday “declared that the school ‘has engaged in a pattern of fiscal
mismanagement’ and said ‘its expense structure is not in line with the school’s revenues.’” Additionally, the
school “has experienced dwindling enrollment over the past five years, accelerating its financial demise.”
Washington Mathematics has 15 days before it must “present a convincing plan to regulators demonstrating how it
will remain financially viable.” The oversight board will then hold “a final vote on whether to revoke the school’s
operating license.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Study Argues States Shouldn’t Use SAT, ACT To Measure High School Achievement.
Education Week (3/13, Gewertz) reports a study released by Achieve on Tuesday contends that states should not
use the SAT or ACT to measure high school achievement because the tests do not adequately reflect the states’
academic standards or gauge students’ understanding of those standards. In its paper, Achieve “also urges caution
if states are considering giving individual districts the freedom to substitute a college-entrance exam for a state high
school test.” The paper suggests that states already using the SAT or ACT to measure statewide achievement
“should consider augmenting those tests with additional or revised items to get a fuller representation of their
academic standards.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
Kansas School Finance Bill Elicits Mixed Reactions.
The Topeka (KS) Capital-Journal (3/13) reports a bill now before the Kansas state House K-12 Education Budget
Committee reflects lawmakers’ attempt “to address inequalities in the state’s school finance system identified by
the Kansas Supreme Court.” The bill, House Bill 2445, “included a collection of complex pieces of a formula for
school finance, including local-option budget provisions, at-risk weightings, capital outlay expenditures and
transportation earmarks.” It would also “place into state law the Kansas State Board of Education’s controversial
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practice of distributing transportation funding to districts” and require “agitated Kansans” to “collect signatures from
10 percent of the electorate rather than 5 percent.” The measure drew “fire Tuesday from a conservative
organization,” the Kansas Policy Institute, “for making it harder to protest through a petition drive proposed increases
in local property tax collections for public schools.” Kansas National Education Association and Kansas Association
of School Boards representatives, however, endorsed the overall measure.

Alabama’s Second-Largest School Budget Advances In State Legislature.
Alabama Live (3/13) reports a proposed budget that would allocate “the second highest amount ever from
Alabama’s Education Trust Fund won approval in a Senate committee today, continuing a mostly smooth ride
through the State House.” If passed, the plan would increase ETF spending by $216 million this year; raise salaries
for K-12 and two-year college employees by 2.5 percent; and spend $6.6 million in ETF funds on “public schools,
colleges and other purposes next year” – the highest amount “since $6.7 billion in 2008.” The latest version of the
measure would also “increase funding for Alabama’s voluntary prekindergarten program, called First Class, by $18
million, to $95 million.” The state House, which “passed the budget by a vote of 102-0 a month ago,” had approved
$2 million more in prekindergarten spending. Additionally, the measure “would provide $500,000 to put mental health
professionals in public schools to work with troubled students.”

Supporters Rally To Support Maryland Governor’s BOOST Program.
The AP (3/13, Whooley) reports that “hundreds of private school students, faculty, parents and supporters” gathered
at a rally in Annapolis on Tuesday to support Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan’s Broadening Options and Opportunities
for Students Today program, also known as “BOOST.” Sponsored by the Maryland Council for American Private
Education, the event featured a number of speakers, including “Hogan, legislators and education administrators,” all
of whom touted the program that “provides scholarships for some students who are eligible for the free or reducedprice lunch program to attend eligible nonpublic schools.”

Education Advocates Seek District Funding Disclosures For New York Schools.
The AP (3/12) report a group of education advocates met on Wednesday with New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo and his
budget director “to discuss [Cuomo’s] effort to require New York school districts to disclose how much state funding
is going to individual schools.” After the meeting, “the advocates told reporters they’re seeking equitable funding for
underperforming schools.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Parkland Families, Florida Senators Call On Congress To Pass School Safety Legislation.
USA Today (3/13, Gaudiano) reports Ryan Petty, the father of Parkland shooting victim Alaina Petty, on Tuesday
called on Congress “to pass school safety legislation,” quoting him saying, “I didn’t get a chance that morning to
say goodbye to my daughter, but I’m here today to make sure that I’m one of the last fathers that ever has to bury
their daughter or son or loved one from a senseless act of violence in a school.” On Wednesday, USA Today reports,
the House is set to debate legislation that “would pay for threat assessments and training for students, teachers,
school officials and law enforcement to detect early signs of violence. It would also fund ‘anonymous reporting
systems,’ such as phone apps, hotlines and websites, for threats of school violence.”
The Tampa Bay (FL) Times (3/13) reports Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) and Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) met with
“members of the Parkland community” on Tuesday and “called for swift passage of a bill to address school violence.
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... The bill, led by Sen. Orrin Hatch, is the Students, Teachers, and Officers Preventing School Violence Act and the
House companion is up for a vote this week.”

Prosecutors To Seek Death Penalty For Parkland Shooting Suspect.
NBC Nightly News (3/13, story 7, 0:25, Holt) briefly reported that Florida prosecutors said Tuesday they plan to seek
the death penalty against Nikolas Cruz, who has been charged with killing 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School. ABC World News Tonight (3/13, story 10, 0:20, Muir) said Cruz is scheduled to be arraigned
Wednesday, and “his attorney says Cruz is still willing to plead guilty to avoid the death penalty.” The Washington
Post (3/13, Berman) reports Howard Finkelstein, the Broward public defender, “has said it would be wrong for Cruz
to be executed when authorities missed so many red flags and warning signs preceding the shooting.”
The New York Times (3/13, Blinder, Subscription Publication) says the decision to seek the death penalty
against Cruz “was widely expected, in part because [state attorney for Broward County Michael J.] Satz had hinted at
his plans days after the attack.” The Washington Times (3/13, Persons) also briefly reports the decision.

NEA Poll: Most Teachers Oppose Arming School Staff.
Education Week (3/13) reports that according to a new NEA poll, “nearly three-quarters of educators oppose
President Donald Trump’s push to arm school staff, and a clear majority also say working with armed school
personnel would make them feel less safe.” The piece reports the results echo “the message from NEA President
Lily Eskelsen García, who has blasted the Trump administration’s support for states that choose to arm educators.”
Baltimore Teachers Union Opposes Weapons Training For Teachers. WBFF-TV Baltimore (3/13) reports the
Baltimore Teachers Union has announced its opposition to “President Trump’s recent call to train and arm specially
qualified school personnel, on a volunteer basis.” Union President Marietta English “called on Maryland’s
government to take a strong stance on the idea and reject any federal funding meant for arming teachers.”

Cole: Congress Will Likely Increase School Safety Funding.
The Hill (3/13, Zanona) reports that Rep. Tom Cole (R-OK), chairman of the House Appropriations subcommittee on
labor, health and human services, and education, said Tuesday that “lawmakers will likely boost money for school
safety in an upcoming government funding package.” Cole “said appropriators want to increase funding for an
existing grant program that is designed to prevent violence in and around schools.”

Senate Democrats Seek More Funding For ESSA Mental Health Services Program.
Education Week (3/13) reports that a group of Democratic senators wants “Congress to give more money to an
Every Student Succeeds Act program in order to fund more counselors, trauma-informed classroom management,
and mental-health services for schools.” In a letter to Senate appropriators, “the Democrats said the Student
Support and Academic Enrichment grants—which are a part of Title IV in ESSA—should be funded at ‘the highest
possible level’ for fiscal 2018.” Education Week notes that the plea comes as a response to the Parkland massacre.

Parkland Students Pushing Parents To Commit To Candidates “Who Put Children’s Safety
Over Guns.”
The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports Parkland shooing survivors Adam Buchwald and Zach Hibshman “have started a
movement asking parents to sign a contract pledging they will vote for lawmakers who put children’s safety over
guns.” The website of the “Parent’s Promise to Kids” movement “says its goal is to get parents to vote for
legislators who ‘believe that the safety of our children is much more important than the right to own guns.’”
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Proposed Overhaul Of DC’s School Punishment Policy Advances.
The Washington Post (3/13, Stein) reports that on Tuesday, the DC Council’s five-member education committee
“voted unanimously in favor of restricting the circumstances when a school can suspend or expel a student.” The
committee members “framed the disproportionate suspensions and expulsions of black students in the District as a
civil rights issue,” as black students enrolled in DC schools “are nearly eight times more likely to receive an out-ofschool suspension than their white peers, according to city data.” Specifically, the legislation would limit the use of
suspensions and expulsions for students in the eighth grade or lower “to incidents of threatened or actual violence,
and emotional distress.” At the high school level, students “would not be suspended or expelled from school for rule
infractions such as uniform violations or disrupting a class.” The measure “will now move to the full 13-member
council,” and if approved, “the revised discipline policy would be phased in over the next three years.”

Denver District Receives National Recognition For Restorative Justice Policy.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Asmar) reports Denver Public Schools “began dabbling in restorative justice more than a decade
ago” by launching a pilot program at three schools. The district has since incorporated the approach into its discipline
code, and DPS officials “said more than 40 percent of Denver’s 207 schools have staff dedicated to restorative
justice.” Notably, DPS “has seen its number of suspensions drop even as its enrollment has grown.” The three
schools that piloted the approach are now “serving as national examples of restorative justice.” With funding from a
three-year National Education Association grant, DPS partnered with the Advancement Project to arrange visits for
teachers and community members aimed at promoting restorative justice. Chalkbeat says many teachers unions do
not support the approach, as some teachers are concerned it “will leave them without enough tools to deal with
unruly students and might even make classrooms less safe.”

Study Suggests Modest Suspension Rate Drop Yields Small Attendance, Academic Gains.
Chalkbeat (3/13, Barnum) reports the peer-reviewed Peabody Journal of Education published a study conducted by
Lauren Sartain of the University of Chicago and Rebecca Hinze-Pifer of Stanford University that “found that a modest
drop in suspensions for high-level offenses actually led to small increases in test scores and attendance for all
students in a school.” According to Chalkbeat, the research “bolsters the case of discipline reformers who argue that
school suspensions are ineffective and disproportionately target students of color.” Sartain and Hinze-Pifer focused
their research on Chicago Public Schools, which “began working to reduce suspensions and other kinds of discipline
that pull students out of their classrooms in 2008.” The researchers wrote, “Reducing suspension use for severe
infractions seems consistent with a set of generally positive but small impacts,” although there was “no indication
students overall experience schools as less safe when suspension use for severe infractions declines.”

Pennsylvania Bill Would Fine Parents For Student Bullying Incidents.
The Washington Post (3/13, Phillips) reports Pennsylvania state Rep. Frank Burns “plans to propose legislation that
would require parents to pay up to $750 if their child is a habitual bully and require school officials to notify parents
each time their child bullies another student.” The bill “would not immediately impose the stiff penalty,” but instead
require school officials “to take some type of action” when “a child bullies for the first time,” and parenting classes if
the student bullies a second time. After a third incident, a judge would “determine whether there’s enough evidence
to fine the parents and issue a court order forcing them to pay $500,” and “$750 for each offense thereafter, Burns
said.” The measure “also covers cyberbullying, which is considered a crime in Pennsylvania.” Before Burns
announced his plans, his “office said he has visited classrooms throughout his district, located east of Pittsburgh, to
talk about bullying and urge students to sign an anti-bullying pledge.”
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In a statement, Burns wrote, “Bullying is underreported and often unaddressed in a meaningful way. When it’s
not addressed, bullying can escalate quickly from taunts and hurtful online posts to physical assaults and – in worst
cases – suicide,” The Hill (3/13, Savransky) reports. Burns added, “Holding students, parents and officials at all
levels accountable is the only way to put an end to this scourge.” Last month, Florida state lawmakers “weighed a
proposal that would allow children who have been bullied to receive a state-funded voucher to attend private school.”
Florida Gov. Rick Scott signed a version of the bill into law on Sunday. The Hill notes that in a 2011 survey, the
National Center for Education Statistics found “about 28 percent of the students surveyed said they had been
bullied.”

Virginia Middle School Resource Officer Accidentally Fires Gun At School.
The AP (3/13) reports a school resource officer at George Washington Middle School in Alexandria, Virginia
“accidentally fired his gun while on assignment” on Tuesday. “No one was injured.” Newsweek (3/13, Tennent)
reports the officer “has been placed on administrative leave.” The five-year veteran of the Alexandria Police
Department “immediately checked to make sure no one was injured, and then contacted his supervisor and school
staff, police added. Classes continued as normal.”

California Teacher Accidentally Fires Gun During Public Safety Lesson.
USA Today (3/13, Szydlowski) reports a teacher at Seaside High School in Salinas, California “accidentally fired a
gun Tuesday during a class about public safety.” No one was injured and classes “resumed shortly after the
incident.” The article notes that the teacher, Dennis Alexander, “also serves as a reserve police officer for the Sand
City police and is a Seaside city councilman.”

Michigan Sheriff Accidentally Left Gun In Middle School Gym Locker.
The AP (3/13) reports Isabella County, Michigan Sheriff Michael Main “apologized Tuesday for accidentally leaving
his backup gun in a Michigan school gym locker room,” saying “his mistake is inexcusable.” Main had changed into
his uniform for an event at the school and “said he believed the gun – his backup weapon – was in his bag when he
left. A student later found the gun and told an adult, according to Main.”

Alabama House Votes To Resurrect School Safety Panel.
The AP (3/13) reports the Alabama state House voted Tuesday to reinstate a school safety task force originally
established in 2016 in response to the Parkland massacre. However, Democrats in the legislature “said a task force
isn’t strong enough action on gun control and mental health.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
DC Special Education Analyst Pleads Guilty To Bribery Scheme.
The Washington Post (3/13, Hsu) reports that a Washington, DC special education analyst pleaded guilty on Tuesday
“to plotting with others to steer more than $480,000 in tax dollars to two business owners in the District and Maryland
for work that was never done in exchange for bribes.” Shauntell Harley, 48, “a management analyst for fiscal policy
and grant management in the office of the D.C. State Superintendent of Education, agreed to repay $488,000 to the
school agency and to a $100,000 forfeiture judgment in entering her guilty plea to two counts of conspiracy to commit
bribery.” Prosecutors said the investigation is ongoing. The charges “carry a maximum penalty of five years, but in a
plea deal Harley agreed she would face a recommended prison term of between 70 and 87 months under federal
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guidelines at sentencing June 7 before U.S. District Judge Randolph D. Moss of the District.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DOJ Unveils School Safety Proposals.
• NASBE, CCSSO Say States Are Exceeding ESSA’s Requirements.
• New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
• West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
• New York State Officials Discuss Forthcoming Changes To Education Spending Disclosure.
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 16 Mar 2018 06:06:32 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Students stage school walkouts; Group helps poor, rural women; Seizure-detecting rescue dog
To: "Amy Hollis" <amy.hollis@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 16, 2018

Daily News
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KIDS

Thousands of students protest gun violence with school
walkout
Assign Article Now
WAR & PEACE

U.S. group helps women in some
of the world's poorest communities
Assign Article

HEALTH

Toby to the rescue: Shelter dog
changes life for owner with epilepsy
Assign Article
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SPORTS

South Korean Paralympian is no
ordinary skier
Assign Article

Library

New Additions
ARTS & CULTURE

"A Wrinkle in Time": Looking at
long religious controversy about the
book
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Belgium
Assign Article
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Perfect for Grade 6 and Below
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Toby to the rescue: Shelter dog
changes life for owner with epilepsy
Assign Article

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS

Countries Of The World: Belgium
Assign Article
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Students Stage Walkouts On Columbine Anniversary To Protest Against Gun Violence
<jana.smith@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Jana Smith

Monday, April 23, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Students Stage Walkouts On Columbine
Anniversary To Protest Against Gun Violence.
The Washington Post (4/20, Lang, Heim, Rozsa) reports
“several hundred students left their schools Friday morning
and staged a vigil outside the White House” as part of
nationwide walkouts “calling for an end to gun violence on
the 19th anniversary of the school shooting in Columbine,
Colo., an event that marked the start of an era of deadly
school rampages.” The Post adds the walkouts “signaled
the resolve of students who continue to demand action on
gun control measures and to remember victims of school
shootings, including the 17 killed at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High in Florida.” However, the Post says “the
events Friday were more muted, missing some of the
adrenaline and exuberance that had propelled hundreds of
thousands of students through the previous protests.”
NBC Nightly News’ (4/20, story 5, 1:55, Holt) Gabe Gutierrez said “from Atlanta to Philadelphia to Chicago,”
students engaged in “another wave of powerful protests,” which the Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hobbs, Brody,
Subscription Publication) says also included demonstrations in New York City.
The New York Times (4/20, Times, Subscription Publication) says that the rallies were “the third nationally
organized student protest in the two months” since the Parkland shooting, but on the CBS Evening News (4/20, story
5, 2:05, Glor), Jericka Duncan acknowledged Florida and Vermont are the only states that “strengthened gun
legislation” since February, and “at the federal level, not much has changed.”
Meanwhile, ABC World News Tonight’s (4/20, story 4, 1:35, Muir) Steve Osunsami reported “students at Forest
High School in Central Florida were just about to join their peers across the country walking out of school to protest
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gun violence, when the issue hit home. Just after 8:30 a.m. police say that 19-year-old Sky Bouche, who didn’t
attend classes here, managed to get into the main building with a gun and opened fire on a 17-year-old student.”
Osunsami added “police report that the student who was shot did not suffer any life-threatening wounds.” The
Washington Post (4/20, Wootson) reports Sheriff Billy Woods “said the shooter – a 19-year-old who was not a
student – was taken into custody and “offered no resistance” to responding officers. Investigators haven’t released
the man’s identity or given details about his suspected motive.”
Broward Deputies To Hold “No Confidence” Vote In Sheriff Next Week Over Parkland Shooting. The South
Florida Sun Sentinel (4/20, O'Matz) reports “upset with Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel, members of a union of
rank-and-file deputies will vote electronically over the next week on whether they have faith in his leadership.”
According to the Sun Sentinel, “the so-called ‘no confidence’ vote, slated to begin tonight, is a first for the office.”
After Parkland, Gun Control Advocates Embrace Voter Registration In Bid To Enact Policy Changes. The
Washington Post (4/21, Zezima) reports “the massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in February
sparked a renewed interest in gun control,” and leaders of the movement are now “hoping the momentum from the
March for Our Lives movement will lead to a more enduring next phase: getting young people to the voting booth in
November, an effort to change not just policy in Washington, but the people who set it.” The Post says groups
nationwide have begun “hosting voter drives at high schools and colleges, including during widespread school
walkouts on Friday, the anniversary of the 1999 massacre at Colorado’s Columbine High School.”
Texas Sixth-Grader Struck, Killed By Car During Gun Violence Walkout. The Dallas Morning News (4/22,
Branham) reports an 11-year-old Texas sixth-grader “was hit by a car and killed when he attempted to walk across a
highway” after leaving school “during national student walkouts Friday.” The student “was struck while leaving
Parkland Middle School in El Paso during the walkout, but he was not participating in it, Ysleta Independent School
District Superintendent Xavier De La Torre said at a news conference.”
El Paso (TX) Times (4/21, Borunda) reports that De La Torre “said the boy was with a group of about 12 to 15
students who used the National School Walkout as a way to leave Parkland Middle to go to a park.”

Texas School Apologizes After Students Asked To Identify Benefits Of Slavery.
The AP (4/21) reports Great Hearts Monte Vista, a charter school San Antonio, “apologized after a teacher asked
students in an eighth grade American history class to list the positive and negative aspects of slavery.” According to
the AP, the teacher “who distributed the worksheet titled ‘The Life of Slaves: A Balanced View’ was placed on leave
and the school said it would audit the textbook associated with the lesson, said Aaron Kindel, the superintendent of
Great Hearts Texas, which operates 28 public charter schools in Texas and Arizona.” In a statement, Kindel said,
“To be clear, there is no debate about slavery. It is immoral and a crime against humanity.” The AP adds that “Scott
Overland, a spokesman for Pearson, which published the textbook, said the company didn’t create and doesn’t
endorse the worksheet assigned to the students, KENS-TV reported.”

Commentary Urges Retired STEM Professionals To Go Into Teaching.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (4/22, Subscription Publication), Marc Freedman, founder and CEO of
Encore.org and chairman of the Generation to Generation campaign, writes about Now Teach, a program started by
British business columnist Lucy Kellaway, who retired to go into teaching math. In the US, Hollywood film executive
Sherry Lansing has founded the EnCorps STEM Teachers Program, which recruits experienced STEM professionals
to teach in California schools. Freedman praises the concept of STEM professionals teaching.

Ohio Program Encourages Teachers To Help Students Learn To Avoid Opioid Abuse.
The Washington Post (4/20, Schaaff) reports a “controversial” Ohio plan “is taking the fight against the opioid
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epidemic into the classroom with a new style of drug-abuse-prevention education.” The plan “features lessons that
begin in kindergarten. Instead of relying on scare tactics about drug use or campaigns that recite facts about drugs’
toll on the body, teachers are encouraged to discuss real-life situations and ways to deal with them and to build the
social and emotional skills that experts say can reduce the risk of substance abuse.”

FIRST World Championship Highlights Robotics Program’s Growing Popularity In Michigan.
Under the headline “The Robots Are Coming – Really,” Crain’s Detroit Business (4/22, Livengood) reports “more
than 35,000 students, parents and team coaches” will convene Wednesday “at Ford Field and Cobo Center” in
Detroit for the FIRST Robotics World Championship. The event “has turned robot-building into a team sport in high
schools across Michigan,” and this week’s event “and spotlight on Detroit underscores the growing popularity of an
extracurricular activity seen by many potential employers as a critical way to expose students to careers in science,
technology, engineering and math.” The FIRST program “has created a pipeline of young talent that companies like
DTE, General Motors Co. and Magna Seating have been tapping in recent years for engineering, problem-solving,
teamwork and communications skills.”

Omaha-Area Coding Camp Seeks To Inspire Girls To Pursue STEM.
The Omaha (NE) World-Herald (4/21) reported that on Saturday, ACI Worldwide hosted its fourth annual Coding for
Girls Camp for Omaha-area middle school girls. In remarks to “a room full of 17 young girls,” ACI Worldwide senior
vice president Shelly Ahlers “talked about her experiences as a woman in a technological career” and “discussed
how her computer science experience landed her a job at ACI right out of college.” ACI Worldwide senior recruiter
Sampy Gajre “said she hopes that coding camps can start to change those numbers by inspiring young girls to see
themselves as coders and future technological leaders.” Gajre explained, “We hope to catch them early on, before
they build any stereotypes about (science, technology, engineering and math-related) fields.”

Summer Course Aims To Address Iowa’s Construction Workforce Shortage.
The AP (4/22) reports the Home Builders Association is hoping to mitigate the impact of Iowa’s construction worker
shortage by “reviving what used to be an annual activity in Iowa City Community School District: building a house
with students.” HBA partnered “with Kirkwood Community College to offer a summer course where students help
construct a house,” and “HBA members have also committed to funding the cost for students in ICCSD who want to
take the class and get the college credit.” Participating students “will shadow McCreedy Ruth Construction while
building a group home with Reach for Your Potential, a nonprofit that provides homes for adults with disabilities.”
ICCSD board member Phil Hemingway, “who pushed for the program,” said that a similar program that ended over
funding concerns “was considered a model program for home-building in high schools across the state.” Amid an
agricultural worker shortage, he successfully advocated for agricultural education courses that will allow students to
participate in FFA.

North Dakota State University “Cyber-Range” Class Profiled.
The AP (4/21) profiled Terry Traylor, “a major in the U.S. Marine Corps” who teaches “at North Dakota State
University in Fargo as an unpaid volunteer with the NDSU Institute for Cyber Security Education and Research.”
Traylor is “excited to bring some of the skills honed in the military to an academic setting where he works with
associate professor Jeremy Straub to blend knowledge and know how.” He explained, “Normally to get this type of
training you have to go to one of the military’s post-graduate schools.” The AP says Traylor’s classroom is not
typical, “it’s a cyber-range, a place where students can attack computer networks and fend off attacks from hackers
in a controlled environment.” A growing number of American universities, including Metropolitan State University,
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“are building these cyber-rangers.” MSU is the first university in Minnesota to offer a cyber-range, and it “is also
developing MN Cyber, a place where professionals can get top-level cybersecurity training.”

Higher Education Expert: Workforce Needs More Graduates With Communications Skills, Not
STEM Skills.
In a piece for the Washington Post (4/20, Selingo), higher education author Jeffrey J. Selingo acknowledged the need
for college graduates with degrees in “software programming or artificial intelligence, or anything to do with the
STEM fields (science, technology, engineering and math).” While those “skills are still desired by employers,”
Selingo wrote, “a skill far more in demand is the ability to communicate.” A LinkedIn analysis, for example, “found a
shortage of 1.4 million people with communications skills compared with a deficit of 472,000 with software
development skills.” Still, Selingo argued, the American “education system – especially beginning in middle and high
schools when teaching to the test tends to crowd out the project-based and play-based learning of elementary
schools – rarely emphasizes development of the soft skills.”

AP Analysis: Mississippi Task Force To Determine Purpose Of Standardized Testing.
An AP (4/22) analysis says “a new testing task force that Mississippi state Superintendent Carey Wright announced
last week” will determine “how many and what kinds of tests students are taking at the state and district levels,
recommend ways to ‘streamline’ testing and recommend best practices.” The AP says that state “leaders might do
well to first question what those tests are supposed to accomplish,” like “how a school or district is doing corporately,
how a student is doing,” or something else. A recent Mississippi First study found “students in some low-performing
schools may spend so much time getting ready for high-stakes state tests that teachers don’t teach new material for
a significant portion of the school year.” Meanwhile, state Rep. Tom Miles is leading efforts to replace standardized
high school tests with the ACT exam, which opponents say would not “measure what Mississippi students are
required to learn, especially in history and biology.”

Arizona Teachers To Go On Strike Next Week.
The Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports Arizona educators voted late Thursday to
go on strike next week. They are demanding a 20 percent pay raise and an increase in state education funding. The
New York Times (4/20, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) says that “the spread of the protests to Arizona from
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky, all Republican-dominated states with weak public sector unions, signaled the
depth of frustration from teachers and parents over years of education budget cuts.” The Times adds “the vote in
Arizona followed weeks of protest across the state and promises from the governor to raise salaries.”

Study: No Link Between Arizona District Administrative Spending, Teacher Pay.
The Arizona Daily Star (4/22) reports that as Arizona state policymakers consider responding to teacher protests,
“some conservatives and their allies have pointed to bloated administration costs as a reason teachers in Arizona
have among the worst pay in the nation.” However, “an Arizona Center for Investigative Reporting analysis of school
district spending data compiled by the Arizona Auditor General’s Office shows no correlation between how much a
school district spends on administration and how it pays its teachers.”

Data Show Largest Level Of Teacher Dissension Since 1993.
The Wall Street Journal (4/22, Gillers, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports that the US is seeing the greatest
level of teacher protest since 1993, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics data on large work stoppages. While
strikes have often taken place over the years, most have been at the local or school district level; this year’s massive
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state-level teacher strikes are unusual. So far, there have been major actions in Arizona, Kentucky, Oklahoma, and
West Virginia.

Oklahoma Education Association President Calls Walkout A Victory.
The Oklahoman (4/22) reports that Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest announced on April 12
that “her organization was calling for an end to a teacher walkout,” which began nearly two weeks earlier “to
advocate for more education funding.” She “claimed a victory” but “struggled to answer media questions about why
the walkout had lasted as long as it did and why the organization was giving in now.” State lawmakers accused OEA
“of moving the goalposts on its demands and extending the walkout too long,” and some educators “responded to
their call for an end by dropping their membership.” Priest, however, maintained that 300 new members signed up in
the last month. “While there are various views on how successful the walkout was, the past few weeks represented a
heightened level of advocacy from teachers,” the Oklahoman says, adding that the “moment embodied both the
power and limitations a teachers union can have in attempting to corral a grassroots movement.”

Alaska’s Displaced Teacher System Draws Criticism.
The AP (4/21) reported on Alaska’s so-called “pink slip season,” when teachers are laid off – a decision that
“attracts most of the attention when education loyalists argue for funding” – or involuntarily transferred, or
“‘displaced.” Affected teachers are “generally are the latest hired, said Tim Parker, president of the National
Education Association-Alaska Chapter,” meaning they “could get lost in the ‘last-hired-first fired’ criteria,”
according to critics. The method for reassigning displaced teachers “occurs in tight budget years, after dozens of pink
slips were sent out and student needs shift.” Parker “said the bid process for acquiring a teacher might pit one
principal against another principal who both want the same teacher, so using the term ‘bid’ to describe the process
isn’t inaccurate.” Yet, the AP says, it is unclear what “kind of bargaining they do to get the credentialed teacher they
want.” Teachers who have been displaced multiple times also expressed to the AP the uncertainties, frustrations,
and lack of clarity in the process.

Colorado State Lawmakers Weigh Bill To Punish Teachers Who Go On Strike.
On its website, KMGH-TV Denver (4/22) reports that ahead of a planned teacher walkout, Colorado state senators
introduced a bill that would prohibit such strikes “by authorizing school districts to seek an injunction from district
court.” Teachers who fail to comply could be held in contempt of court, fined, and imprisoned for “up to six months in
county jail.” Additionally, the measure would direct “school districts to fire teachers on the spot without a proper
hearing if they’re found in contempt of court and also bans public school teachers from getting paid ‘for any day
which the public school teacher participates in a strike.’” Colorado is currently “underfunding schools by more than
$800 million each year, and the teacher shortage and education budget shortage are hitting rural schools hardest.”
While some additional funds have been allocated to pay down the figure, Democratic state lawmakers “have argued
it’s not enough.”

FROM NASSP
Teacher Quality and Student Activities Position Statements Open for Comments
The NASSP Board of Directors has stated its intent to adopt the position statements on Teacher Quality
and the Importance and Accessibility of Student Activities. Following a 30-day public comment period, the
board will give final approval to the position statement at its July 2018 meeting. Comments or
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recommendations should be sent to NASSP Director of Advocacy Amanda Karhuse
at karhusea@nassp.org by April 26, 2018.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
DeVos Meets With DOD Officials To Discuss School Choice For Military Children.
Education Week (4/20) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “met with Pentagon officials Thursday to talk
about...extending school choice to the children of military personnel.” The piece says that Impact Aid districts are
concerned that “the Trump administration is planning to put its muscle behind a bill sponsored by Rep. Jim Banks, RInd., and Sens. Ben Sasse, R-Neb., and Tim Scott, R-S.C.” However, DeVos “has not endorsed the bill publicly, and
she did not discuss it or any other specific proposals in the meeting. Instead, they talked about school choice for
military personnel more generally, a department official said.”
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports DeVos “is broadly supportive of school choice for military
families and in particular has backed the notion of providing them with education savings accounts, which families
can use to help pay for private school tuition, tutoring services, online courses and more.” The piece reports the
Banks bill “would do just that, drawing on dollars through the Impact Aid program as a funding stream. But DeVos
hasn’t publicly endorsed that specific proposal. And while she met with Department of Defense officials this week –
stoking concerns that she’s hoping to garner support for such a plan – specific legislation wasn’t discussed at the
meeting, an Education Department official told Morning Education.”

Spellings Addresses State Of Leadership, Bipartisanship In Education Reform.
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports on an interview with UNC President and former Education
Secretary Margaret Spellings, who said she thinks there is a “leadership vacuum” in the education reform
movement. The piece quotes Spellings saying, “I’m just observing that when we make progress and when we’re
coming together and doing bipartisan things, there’s a cast of characters across the political spectrum that work
together and put some skin in the game and their necks on the line or whatever metaphor you want to use and we
move the needle. So, in my case, during the No Child Left Behind era, that’s Michael Bloomberg and Jeb Bush and
George W. Bush and [former North Carolina] Gov. [Jim] Hunt and Michelle Rhee and Joel Klein and Kevin Johnson
and Wendy Kopp — a cast of characters that was pretty significant, and I’m hard-pressed to name who those folks
are now.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Syracuse University Expels Fraternity Over Racist Video.
On the CBS Weekend News (4/21, story 6, 0:20, Morgan), DeMarco Morgan reported Syracuse University
“permanently expelled” the Tau Theta Tau fraternity Saturday “over an offensive video” that shows members
“acting out a racist, homophobic, and anti-Semitic oath.” Morgan added that while the students “said it was a joke,”
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the school’s chancellor criticized the response as “‘disgusting’ and increased the punishment...from suspension to
expulsion.”
The AP (4/22) reports that while the fraternity members say the video was “satire,” the “controversy is
continuing with the emergence of more video simulating a sexual assault of a disabled person. Chancellor Kent
Syverud called the latest video clip of crude behavior at Theta Tau ‘appalling and disgusting’ in a statement
Sunday.”
Fraternity Apologizes For Leaked Racist Video, Says Offensive Assertions Meant To Mock Conservatives. The
Washington Post (4/20, Selk) reports leaders of the Tau Theta Tau chapter at Syracuse University on Friday
“apologized for a leaked video in which a member swore an oath ‘to always have hatred in my heart for’ black,
Hispanic and Jewish people – each referred to with unprintable slurs,” but they also insisted the oath “was not
serious” and was rather “a satirical roast of its own members – in particular of ‘a conservative Republican’ in the
frat.”

Temple University Suspends Frat After Multiple Reports Of Sexual Assault, Substance Abuse.
ABC News (4/21, Osborne) reports Temple University in Philadelphia “suspended fraternity Alpha Epsilon Pi on
Friday after ‘multiple credible reports’ of sexual assaults, underage drinking and drug use.” ABC News says “at
least two reports of sexual assaults have been lodged against the fraternity.”

Eastern Mennonite University Offers Bachelor’s Aviation Program.
The AP (4/21) reports that Eastern Mennonite University is offering a new program at its Lancaster campus
comprising “a bachelor’s degree in leadership and organizational management with the option of having an aviation
concentration.” Students “will earn private and commercial pilot licenses with an instrument rating plus a flightinstructor certificate, and get an internship.” The AP reports the program “comes as the nation nears a dire shortage
of commercial pilots, predicted to hit in the 2021.”
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Monday, April 23, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Students Stage Walkouts On Columbine
Anniversary To Protest Against Gun Violence.
The Washington Post (4/20, Lang, Heim, Rozsa) reports
“several hundred students left their schools Friday morning
and staged a vigil outside the White House” as part of
nationwide walkouts “calling for an end to gun violence on
the 19th anniversary of the school shooting in Columbine,
Colo., an event that marked the start of an era of deadly
school rampages.” The Post adds the walkouts “signaled
the resolve of students who continue to demand action on
gun control measures and to remember victims of school
shootings, including the 17 killed at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High in Florida.” However, the Post says “the
events Friday were more muted, missing some of the
adrenaline and exuberance that had propelled hundreds of
thousands of students through the previous protests.”
NBC Nightly News’ (4/20, story 5, 1:55, Holt) Gabe Gutierrez said “from Atlanta to Philadelphia to Chicago,”
students engaged in “another wave of powerful protests,” which the Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hobbs, Brody,
Subscription Publication) says also included demonstrations in New York City.
The New York Times (4/20, Times, Subscription Publication) says that the rallies were “the third nationally
organized student protest in the two months” since the Parkland shooting, but on the CBS Evening News (4/20, story
5, 2:05, Glor), Jericka Duncan acknowledged Florida and Vermont are the only states that “strengthened gun
legislation” since February, and “at the federal level, not much has changed.”
Meanwhile, ABC World News Tonight’s (4/20, story 4, 1:35, Muir) Steve Osunsami reported “students at Forest
High School in Central Florida were just about to join their peers across the country walking out of school to protest
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gun violence, when the issue hit home. Just after 8:30 a.m. police say that 19-year-old Sky Bouche, who didn’t
attend classes here, managed to get into the main building with a gun and opened fire on a 17-year-old student.”
Osunsami added “police report that the student who was shot did not suffer any life-threatening wounds.” The
Washington Post (4/20, Wootson) reports Sheriff Billy Woods “said the shooter – a 19-year-old who was not a
student – was taken into custody and “offered no resistance” to responding officers. Investigators haven’t released
the man’s identity or given details about his suspected motive.”
Broward Deputies To Hold “No Confidence” Vote In Sheriff Next Week Over Parkland Shooting. The South
Florida Sun Sentinel (4/20, O'Matz) reports “upset with Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel, members of a union of
rank-and-file deputies will vote electronically over the next week on whether they have faith in his leadership.”
According to the Sun Sentinel, “the so-called ‘no confidence’ vote, slated to begin tonight, is a first for the office.”
After Parkland, Gun Control Advocates Embrace Voter Registration In Bid To Enact Policy Changes. The
Washington Post (4/21, Zezima) reports “the massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in February
sparked a renewed interest in gun control,” and leaders of the movement are now “hoping the momentum from the
March for Our Lives movement will lead to a more enduring next phase: getting young people to the voting booth in
November, an effort to change not just policy in Washington, but the people who set it.” The Post says groups
nationwide have begun “hosting voter drives at high schools and colleges, including during widespread school
walkouts on Friday, the anniversary of the 1999 massacre at Colorado’s Columbine High School.”
Texas Sixth-Grader Struck, Killed By Car During Gun Violence Walkout. The Dallas Morning News (4/22,
Branham) reports an 11-year-old Texas sixth-grader “was hit by a car and killed when he attempted to walk across a
highway” after leaving school “during national student walkouts Friday.” The student “was struck while leaving
Parkland Middle School in El Paso during the walkout, but he was not participating in it, Ysleta Independent School
District Superintendent Xavier De La Torre said at a news conference.”
El Paso (TX) Times (4/21, Borunda) reports that De La Torre “said the boy was with a group of about 12 to 15
students who used the National School Walkout as a way to leave Parkland Middle to go to a park.”

Texas School Apologizes After Students Asked To Identify Benefits Of Slavery.
The AP (4/21) reports Great Hearts Monte Vista, a charter school San Antonio, “apologized after a teacher asked
students in an eighth grade American history class to list the positive and negative aspects of slavery.” According to
the AP, the teacher “who distributed the worksheet titled ‘The Life of Slaves: A Balanced View’ was placed on leave
and the school said it would audit the textbook associated with the lesson, said Aaron Kindel, the superintendent of
Great Hearts Texas, which operates 28 public charter schools in Texas and Arizona.” In a statement, Kindel said,
“To be clear, there is no debate about slavery. It is immoral and a crime against humanity.” The AP adds that “Scott
Overland, a spokesman for Pearson, which published the textbook, said the company didn’t create and doesn’t
endorse the worksheet assigned to the students, KENS-TV reported.”

Commentary Urges Retired STEM Professionals To Go Into Teaching.
In an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal (4/22, Subscription Publication), Marc Freedman, founder and CEO of
Encore.org and chairman of the Generation to Generation campaign, writes about Now Teach, a program started by
British business columnist Lucy Kellaway, who retired to go into teaching math. In the US, Hollywood film executive
Sherry Lansing has founded the EnCorps STEM Teachers Program, which recruits experienced STEM professionals
to teach in California schools. Freedman praises the concept of STEM professionals teaching.

Ohio Program Encourages Teachers To Help Students Learn To Avoid Opioid Abuse.
The Washington Post (4/20, Schaaff) reports a “controversial” Ohio plan “is taking the fight against the opioid
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epidemic into the classroom with a new style of drug-abuse-prevention education.” The plan “features lessons that
begin in kindergarten. Instead of relying on scare tactics about drug use or campaigns that recite facts about drugs’
toll on the body, teachers are encouraged to discuss real-life situations and ways to deal with them and to build the
social and emotional skills that experts say can reduce the risk of substance abuse.”

FIRST World Championship Highlights Robotics Program’s Growing Popularity In Michigan.
Under the headline “The Robots Are Coming – Really,” Crain’s Detroit Business (4/22, Livengood) reports “more
than 35,000 students, parents and team coaches” will convene Wednesday “at Ford Field and Cobo Center” in
Detroit for the FIRST Robotics World Championship. The event “has turned robot-building into a team sport in high
schools across Michigan,” and this week’s event “and spotlight on Detroit underscores the growing popularity of an
extracurricular activity seen by many potential employers as a critical way to expose students to careers in science,
technology, engineering and math.” The FIRST program “has created a pipeline of young talent that companies like
DTE, General Motors Co. and Magna Seating have been tapping in recent years for engineering, problem-solving,
teamwork and communications skills.”

Omaha-Area Coding Camp Seeks To Inspire Girls To Pursue STEM.
The Omaha (NE) World-Herald (4/21) reported that on Saturday, ACI Worldwide hosted its fourth annual Coding for
Girls Camp for Omaha-area middle school girls. In remarks to “a room full of 17 young girls,” ACI Worldwide senior
vice president Shelly Ahlers “talked about her experiences as a woman in a technological career” and “discussed
how her computer science experience landed her a job at ACI right out of college.” ACI Worldwide senior recruiter
Sampy Gajre “said she hopes that coding camps can start to change those numbers by inspiring young girls to see
themselves as coders and future technological leaders.” Gajre explained, “We hope to catch them early on, before
they build any stereotypes about (science, technology, engineering and math-related) fields.”

Summer Course Aims To Address Iowa’s Construction Workforce Shortage.
The AP (4/22) reports the Home Builders Association is hoping to mitigate the impact of Iowa’s construction worker
shortage by “reviving what used to be an annual activity in Iowa City Community School District: building a house
with students.” HBA partnered “with Kirkwood Community College to offer a summer course where students help
construct a house,” and “HBA members have also committed to funding the cost for students in ICCSD who want to
take the class and get the college credit.” Participating students “will shadow McCreedy Ruth Construction while
building a group home with Reach for Your Potential, a nonprofit that provides homes for adults with disabilities.”
ICCSD board member Phil Hemingway, “who pushed for the program,” said that a similar program that ended over
funding concerns “was considered a model program for home-building in high schools across the state.” Amid an
agricultural worker shortage, he successfully advocated for agricultural education courses that will allow students to
participate in FFA.

North Dakota State University “Cyber-Range” Class Profiled.
The AP (4/21) profiled Terry Traylor, “a major in the U.S. Marine Corps” who teaches “at North Dakota State
University in Fargo as an unpaid volunteer with the NDSU Institute for Cyber Security Education and Research.”
Traylor is “excited to bring some of the skills honed in the military to an academic setting where he works with
associate professor Jeremy Straub to blend knowledge and know how.” He explained, “Normally to get this type of
training you have to go to one of the military’s post-graduate schools.” The AP says Traylor’s classroom is not
typical, “it’s a cyber-range, a place where students can attack computer networks and fend off attacks from hackers
in a controlled environment.” A growing number of American universities, including Metropolitan State University,
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“are building these cyber-rangers.” MSU is the first university in Minnesota to offer a cyber-range, and it “is also
developing MN Cyber, a place where professionals can get top-level cybersecurity training.”

Higher Education Expert: Workforce Needs More Graduates With Communications Skills, Not
STEM Skills.
In a piece for the Washington Post (4/20, Selingo), higher education author Jeffrey J. Selingo acknowledged the need
for college graduates with degrees in “software programming or artificial intelligence, or anything to do with the
STEM fields (science, technology, engineering and math).” While those “skills are still desired by employers,”
Selingo wrote, “a skill far more in demand is the ability to communicate.” A LinkedIn analysis, for example, “found a
shortage of 1.4 million people with communications skills compared with a deficit of 472,000 with software
development skills.” Still, Selingo argued, the American “education system – especially beginning in middle and high
schools when teaching to the test tends to crowd out the project-based and play-based learning of elementary
schools – rarely emphasizes development of the soft skills.”

AP Analysis: Mississippi Task Force To Determine Purpose Of Standardized Testing.
An AP (4/22) analysis says “a new testing task force that Mississippi state Superintendent Carey Wright announced
last week” will determine “how many and what kinds of tests students are taking at the state and district levels,
recommend ways to ‘streamline’ testing and recommend best practices.” The AP says that state “leaders might do
well to first question what those tests are supposed to accomplish,” like “how a school or district is doing corporately,
how a student is doing,” or something else. A recent Mississippi First study found “students in some low-performing
schools may spend so much time getting ready for high-stakes state tests that teachers don’t teach new material for
a significant portion of the school year.” Meanwhile, state Rep. Tom Miles is leading efforts to replace standardized
high school tests with the ACT exam, which opponents say would not “measure what Mississippi students are
required to learn, especially in history and biology.”

Arizona Teachers To Go On Strike Next Week.
The Wall Street Journal (4/20, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports Arizona educators voted late Thursday to
go on strike next week. They are demanding a 20 percent pay raise and an increase in state education funding. The
New York Times (4/20, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) says that “the spread of the protests to Arizona from
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky, all Republican-dominated states with weak public sector unions, signaled the
depth of frustration from teachers and parents over years of education budget cuts.” The Times adds “the vote in
Arizona followed weeks of protest across the state and promises from the governor to raise salaries.”

Study: No Link Between Arizona District Administrative Spending, Teacher Pay.
The Arizona Daily Star (4/22) reports that as Arizona state policymakers consider responding to teacher protests,
“some conservatives and their allies have pointed to bloated administration costs as a reason teachers in Arizona
have among the worst pay in the nation.” However, “an Arizona Center for Investigative Reporting analysis of school
district spending data compiled by the Arizona Auditor General’s Office shows no correlation between how much a
school district spends on administration and how it pays its teachers.”

Data Show Largest Level Of Teacher Dissension Since 1993.
The Wall Street Journal (4/22, Gillers, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports that the US is seeing the greatest
level of teacher protest since 1993, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics data on large work stoppages. While
strikes have often taken place over the years, most have been at the local or school district level; this year’s massive
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state-level teacher strikes are unusual. So far, there have been major actions in Arizona, Kentucky, Oklahoma, and
West Virginia.

Oklahoma Education Association President Calls Walkout A Victory.
The Oklahoman (4/22) reports that Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest announced on April 12
that “her organization was calling for an end to a teacher walkout,” which began nearly two weeks earlier “to
advocate for more education funding.” She “claimed a victory” but “struggled to answer media questions about why
the walkout had lasted as long as it did and why the organization was giving in now.” State lawmakers accused OEA
“of moving the goalposts on its demands and extending the walkout too long,” and some educators “responded to
their call for an end by dropping their membership.” Priest, however, maintained that 300 new members signed up in
the last month. “While there are various views on how successful the walkout was, the past few weeks represented a
heightened level of advocacy from teachers,” the Oklahoman says, adding that the “moment embodied both the
power and limitations a teachers union can have in attempting to corral a grassroots movement.”

Alaska’s Displaced Teacher System Draws Criticism.
The AP (4/21) reported on Alaska’s so-called “pink slip season,” when teachers are laid off – a decision that
“attracts most of the attention when education loyalists argue for funding” – or involuntarily transferred, or
“‘displaced.” Affected teachers are “generally are the latest hired, said Tim Parker, president of the National
Education Association-Alaska Chapter,” meaning they “could get lost in the ‘last-hired-first fired’ criteria,”
according to critics. The method for reassigning displaced teachers “occurs in tight budget years, after dozens of pink
slips were sent out and student needs shift.” Parker “said the bid process for acquiring a teacher might pit one
principal against another principal who both want the same teacher, so using the term ‘bid’ to describe the process
isn’t inaccurate.” Yet, the AP says, it is unclear what “kind of bargaining they do to get the credentialed teacher they
want.” Teachers who have been displaced multiple times also expressed to the AP the uncertainties, frustrations,
and lack of clarity in the process.

Colorado State Lawmakers Weigh Bill To Punish Teachers Who Go On Strike.
On its website, KMGH-TV Denver (4/22) reports that ahead of a planned teacher walkout, Colorado state senators
introduced a bill that would prohibit such strikes “by authorizing school districts to seek an injunction from district
court.” Teachers who fail to comply could be held in contempt of court, fined, and imprisoned for “up to six months in
county jail.” Additionally, the measure would direct “school districts to fire teachers on the spot without a proper
hearing if they’re found in contempt of court and also bans public school teachers from getting paid ‘for any day
which the public school teacher participates in a strike.’” Colorado is currently “underfunding schools by more than
$800 million each year, and the teacher shortage and education budget shortage are hitting rural schools hardest.”
While some additional funds have been allocated to pay down the figure, Democratic state lawmakers “have argued
it’s not enough.”

FROM NASSP
Teacher Quality and Student Activities Position Statements Open for Comments
The NASSP Board of Directors has stated its intent to adopt the position statements on Teacher Quality
and the Importance and Accessibility of Student Activities. Following a 30-day public comment period, the
board will give final approval to the position statement at its July 2018 meeting. Comments or
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recommendations should be sent to NASSP Director of Advocacy Amanda Karhuse
at karhusea@nassp.org by April 26, 2018.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
DeVos Meets With DOD Officials To Discuss School Choice For Military Children.
Education Week (4/20) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos “met with Pentagon officials Thursday to talk
about...extending school choice to the children of military personnel.” The piece says that Impact Aid districts are
concerned that “the Trump administration is planning to put its muscle behind a bill sponsored by Rep. Jim Banks, RInd., and Sens. Ben Sasse, R-Neb., and Tim Scott, R-S.C.” However, DeVos “has not endorsed the bill publicly, and
she did not discuss it or any other specific proposals in the meeting. Instead, they talked about school choice for
military personnel more generally, a department official said.”
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports DeVos “is broadly supportive of school choice for military
families and in particular has backed the notion of providing them with education savings accounts, which families
can use to help pay for private school tuition, tutoring services, online courses and more.” The piece reports the
Banks bill “would do just that, drawing on dollars through the Impact Aid program as a funding stream. But DeVos
hasn’t publicly endorsed that specific proposal. And while she met with Department of Defense officials this week –
stoking concerns that she’s hoping to garner support for such a plan – specific legislation wasn’t discussed at the
meeting, an Education Department official told Morning Education.”

Spellings Addresses State Of Leadership, Bipartisanship In Education Reform.
Politico Morning Education (4/20, Leonor) reports on an interview with UNC President and former Education
Secretary Margaret Spellings, who said she thinks there is a “leadership vacuum” in the education reform
movement. The piece quotes Spellings saying, “I’m just observing that when we make progress and when we’re
coming together and doing bipartisan things, there’s a cast of characters across the political spectrum that work
together and put some skin in the game and their necks on the line or whatever metaphor you want to use and we
move the needle. So, in my case, during the No Child Left Behind era, that’s Michael Bloomberg and Jeb Bush and
George W. Bush and [former North Carolina] Gov. [Jim] Hunt and Michelle Rhee and Joel Klein and Kevin Johnson
and Wendy Kopp — a cast of characters that was pretty significant, and I’m hard-pressed to name who those folks
are now.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Syracuse University Expels Fraternity Over Racist Video.
On the CBS Weekend News (4/21, story 6, 0:20, Morgan), DeMarco Morgan reported Syracuse University
“permanently expelled” the Tau Theta Tau fraternity Saturday “over an offensive video” that shows members
“acting out a racist, homophobic, and anti-Semitic oath.” Morgan added that while the students “said it was a joke,”
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the school’s chancellor criticized the response as “‘disgusting’ and increased the punishment...from suspension to
expulsion.”
The AP (4/22) reports that while the fraternity members say the video was “satire,” the “controversy is
continuing with the emergence of more video simulating a sexual assault of a disabled person. Chancellor Kent
Syverud called the latest video clip of crude behavior at Theta Tau ‘appalling and disgusting’ in a statement
Sunday.”
Fraternity Apologizes For Leaked Racist Video, Says Offensive Assertions Meant To Mock Conservatives. The
Washington Post (4/20, Selk) reports leaders of the Tau Theta Tau chapter at Syracuse University on Friday
“apologized for a leaked video in which a member swore an oath ‘to always have hatred in my heart for’ black,
Hispanic and Jewish people – each referred to with unprintable slurs,” but they also insisted the oath “was not
serious” and was rather “a satirical roast of its own members – in particular of ‘a conservative Republican’ in the
frat.”

Temple University Suspends Frat After Multiple Reports Of Sexual Assault, Substance Abuse.
ABC News (4/21, Osborne) reports Temple University in Philadelphia “suspended fraternity Alpha Epsilon Pi on
Friday after ‘multiple credible reports’ of sexual assaults, underage drinking and drug use.” ABC News says “at
least two reports of sexual assaults have been lodged against the fraternity.”

Eastern Mennonite University Offers Bachelor’s Aviation Program.
The AP (4/21) reports that Eastern Mennonite University is offering a new program at its Lancaster campus
comprising “a bachelor’s degree in leadership and organizational management with the option of having an aviation
concentration.” Students “will earn private and commercial pilot licenses with an instrument rating plus a flightinstructor certificate, and get an internship.” The AP reports the program “comes as the nation nears a dire shortage
of commercial pilots, predicted to hit in the 2021.”
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 23 Mar 2018 06:16:58 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Students vote on proposed gun laws; More LGBTQ representation in film; Nylon important for Mars landing
To: "Louriz H.Soto" <louri.soto@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hot Off the Press
March 23, 2018
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 23 Mar 2018 06:11:05 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Students vote on proposed gun laws; More LGBTQ representation in film; Nylon important for Mars landing
To: "Traci Burns" <traci.burns@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 23 Mar 2018 06:10:33 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Students vote on proposed gun laws; More LGBTQ representation in film; Nylon important for Mars landing
To: "teresa naggs" <teresa.naggs@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Newsela Daily" <info@newsela.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 23 Mar 2018 05:17:13 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Students vote on proposed gun laws; More LGBTQ representation in film; Nylon important for Mars landing
To: "Rosemary Carrasco" <rosemary.carrasco@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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From: "Sharla Autry" <Sharla.Autry@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sent Date: Thu, 18 Jan 2018 13:27:46 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Superheroes Vocabulary Test Week 2
"Cindy Henderson" <Cindy.Henderson@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Paula Spencer" <Paula.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Michael Stokum"
To:
<Michael.Stokum@CarlsbadSchools.net>, "Nancy Johnson" <Nancy.Johnson@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Superheroes spelling and vocabularyWeek2.docx (19.87k)

I finished fixing this week’s vocabulary test if you want to use it.
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Tue, 3 Apr 2018 16:06:56 -0600 (MDT)
Teacher Strikes Have Shut Down Hundreds of Schools in Oklahoma and Kentucky
<lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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AASA Store

Subscribe to RSS Feed

Superintendents on Twitter

AASA Job Bulletin

April 3, 2018

Teacher Strikes Have Shut Down Hundreds of Schools in Oklahoma and
Kentucky
April 2, Vox
Thousands of public school teachers rallied outside state capitols in Oklahoma
and Kentucky on Monday, shutting down schools to protest low teacher pay and
benefit cuts. vox.com
Schools and Parents Fight a Juul E-Cigarette Epidemic
April 2, The Wall Street Journal
As illicit Juul use sweeps through high schools and middle schools, administrators
and parents struggle to stem teens' access to the vaping device, which delivers a
powerful dose of nicotine. wsj.com
Four-Day School Weeks, A Nationwide Symptom of Tight Budgets, Lead to
More Youth Crime, Study Finds
April 2, Chalkbeat
A new study points to an unintended, but perhaps unsurprising, consequence of
cutting the school week: a spike in juvenile crime. chalkbeat.org
Laptops, Chromebooks or Tablets? Deciding What's Best for the Nation's
Schools
March 28, Hechinger Report
Following Google and Apple's big edtech announcements last week, technology
directors at school districts around the country share different rationales for their
top picks. hechingerreport.org

Webinar Series for Aspiring Women Leaders Pt. 1: Navigating Pathways to
the Superintendency
April 3, AASA
Hear from the courageous women leaders who have broken through the barriers
and taken over the helm of our nation's school systems in a free webinar on
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AASA Magazine: Civility in the Classroom &
Community
AASA's April issue of School Administrator examines
the essential role for educators in orchestrating civil
discourse. Articles address a leadership framework
for building on common expectations and beliefs;
training students on civic enlightenment; and
districtwide curricula to help students and teachers
spot "fake news." Also, a guest commentary on
infusing kindness among middle schoolers and a
school district's use of social media analytics. Read
more.

Attend the 2018 AASA Legislative Advocacy
Conference, July 10-12, in Washington D.C.
May 1-3, 2018 - Orange Frog Public Workshop

Thursday, April 4, 2018, at 2 p.m. EDT. Learn about their successes, challenges
and lessons learned, while navigating pathways to the superintendency.
knowledgecenter.webex.com
Free Google Wi-Fi Transforms Rural School Buses into Rolling
Classrooms
April 2, USA Today
Google announced the expansion of its "Rolling Study Halls" program to help
reclaim 1.5 million hours of time that thousands of students would otherwise be
spending just sitting on buses riding to and from school. usatoday.com
Three AASA Members Named 2018 Leaders to Learn From
April 1, AASA
Three AASA members who serve as superintendents in Kentucky, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania have been named 2018 Leaders to Learn From by Education
Week.
aasa.org
Inside the $29M DonorsChoose Gift That's Making Teachers Very Happy
March 28, EdSurge
Cryptocurrency and finance company Ripple donated $29 million to fund every
project on education crowdfunding site DonorsChoose. The amount will cover
70,000 books, 15,000 art supplies and 6,200 pieces of lab equipment.
edsurge.com

Be a Part of the Urban Superintendents Academy
(Now Accepting Applicants!)
Applications Open: Be a Part of AASA's National
Superintendent Certification Program®
Take the Survey: AASA Policy Team Needs Your
Help
2019 National Conference on Education Call for
Proposals Now Open
[WEBINAR: 4/12 at 2 p.m. ET] Supporting the
Whole Child: A Superintendents' Roundtable
Support Our Nation's Public Schools: Adopt the "I
Love Public Education" Resolution in Your District
The Wallace Foundation Releases The Final
Episode In Its First-Ever Podcast Series:
The Principle Pipeline

Sudden Cardiac Arrest (SCA) can happen at any time. Find out how ZOLL AEDs
with real-time CPR feedback can help save lives. Learn more and receive a free
first aid kit. Learn more.

Fed Up with School Spending Cuts, Oklahoma Teachers Walk Out
April 2, The Washington Post
Craig McVay, superintendent, El Reno Public Schools, Okla., said he left it up to
teachers to decide whether they want to walk out. washingtonpost.com
Female Superintendents Juggle Home and Family — Plus a District
March 27, Herald & Review
"You have to be a visionary, I think, to be in this position," said DeAnn Heck,
superintendent, Central A&M Community Unit School District 21, Ill. heraldreview.com
Broward Schools Superintendent Walks with Parkland Students in March
for Our Lives
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Periodically, AASA will inform its members and
constituents of beneficial services directly or will

March 24, Miami Herald
Though there are several marches in Broward County, Fla., on Saturday, March
24, Broward County Schools Superintendent Robert Runcie said he wanted to
support his students in Washington. miamiherald.com

allow selected other entities to provide pertinent
messages that have been carefully screened by
AASA. If you do not wish to receive information from
outside organizations that have been approved by
AASA, please click do not release my e-mail
address.

Follow Us On Twitter:
@SPudelski | @Noellerson | @AASAHQ | @AASADan | @AASATotalChild
1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314 | 703-528-0700 | info@aasa.org

E-mail Editor

Manage Your Subscriptions

Unsubscribe Now

1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NASSP Principals Update" <PrincipalUpdate@nassp.bulletinmedia.com>
Tue, 3 Apr 2018 05:32:16 -0600 (MDT)
Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As Protests Gain Momentum
<eric.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Eric Spencer

Tuesday, April 3, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As
Protests Gain Momentum.
All three networks reported last night on teacher strikes in
several states, a movement they cast as gaining
momentum. Bloomberg News (4/2, Eidelson), for examples,
says the teacher strikes are “spreading fast across the
country, with no clear endgame in sight.” The CBS Evening
News (4/2, story 6, 2:10, Glor) reported that “hundreds of
schools were closed today in Oklahoma and Kentucky” as
“thousands of teachers walked out of classrooms to rally in
state capitals. They are demanding higher pay and
increased funding for students.” CBS noted that the strikes
“follow a growing trend of teacher walkouts across the
country.”
NBC Nightly News (4/2, lead story, 2:35, Holt), which
led its broadcast with the story, called it “a widening teachers’ movement that is pulling back the curtain on what we
really spend on classroom learning in this country and on the people who teach our kids. Today, it was Oklahoma,
where tens of thousands of teachers walked out on strike and walked to the state capitol in protest. ... We saw it in
West Virginia, and most recently in Arizona.”
ABC World News Tonight (4/2, story 2, 2:05, Llamas) similarly called it “the latest in a wave of protests
sweeping across the country, led by teachers who say the future of public education is at stake.” ABC’s Clayton
Sandell said Oklahoma teachers, “along with educators in West Virginia, Arizona and Kentucky, are riding a growing
wave of anger over deep education cuts made by Republican-led legislatures.” The AP (4/2, Murphy, Schreiner)
likewise reported that “thousands of Oklahoma educators walked out of classrooms in the latest evidence of teacher
rebellion in some Republican-led states.” Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin “signed legislation last week granting teachers
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pay raises of about $6,100,” but “some educators — who haven’t seen a pay increase in 10 years — say that isn’t
good enough and walked out.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/2) reports, “The state Capitol in Kentucky filled with teachers protesting pension
changes and demanding generous school funding Monday, and thousands of Oklahoma educators walked out of
classrooms in the latest evidence of teacher rebellion in some Republican-led states.”
Reuters (4/2) reports teachers in the two states “walked off the job on Monday to protest cuts in pay, pensions
and benefits, as discontent over years of sluggish spending on public education spilled over in two more U.S. states
and threatened to spread.” Reuters notes that the walkouts “come a month after teachers in West Virginia staged a
series of strikes for nearly two weeks before winning a pay raise. Last week teachers in Arizona also rallied for more
educational funding.”
The New York Times (4/2, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports that the “wave of strikes in red states,
mainly organized by ordinary teachers on Facebook, has caught lawmakers and sometimes the teachers’ own labor
unions flat-footed.” The “next red state domino to fall,” the Times says, “could be Arizona. On March 28, thousands
of teachers gathered in Phoenix to demand a 20 percent pay raise and more funding for schools. As the movement
has gained momentum, it has also grown more ambitious.”
The Oklahoman (4/2, Willert) reports that “about 200 school districts across Oklahoma closed Monday for the
walkout, according to Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest,” who said may of those schools would
remain closed until “our children get what they deserve for public education.” According to the Tulsa (OK) World
(4/2, Hardiman), Tulsa-area districts announced “they would shut down again Tuesday in support of the teacher
walkout.” Oklahoma City Public Schools also are closed Tuesday.
The Washington Post (4/2, Balingit) says the Oklahoma teacher walkout “is part of a wave of protests from
educators furious over stagnant wages and cuts to education funding.”
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2, McDonogh) reports “thousands of teachers flooded Kentucky’s
Capitol on Monday in a noisy, boisterous display of their displeasure with a last-minute pension bill and broader
concerns about legislative support for public education.” The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/2, Blackford) says that
“what started as a rally appeared to turn into a broader electoral referendum on majority Republican lawmakers who
last week attached a revised pension plan to a sewage bill without public input.” USA Today (4/2, White, Novelly,
Bacon) reports teachers in Kentucky “also oppose financing proposals for privately run, publicly financed charter
schools.”
The Hill (4/2, Wilson) reports that the “walkouts, sick-outs and strikes are the first major actions since the end of
the recession, when state budgets were squeezed across the country, making raises untenable.”
The AP (4/2) runs a sidebar briefly profiling several Oklahoma teachers “who moonlight to make ends meet,
sometimes working more than 40 hours extra per week.”
Also reporting are NPR (4/2, Neuman), Yahoo! News (4/2, Staff), Business Insider (4/2), NBC News (4/2), the
Tulsa (OK) World (4/2), the Enid (OK) News & Eagle (4/2), the Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2), the Joplin (MO)
Globe (4/2), the Tulsa (OK) World (4/2), ABC News (4/2, Hutchinson), the Springfield (MO) News-Leader (4/2), the
Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2), the Oklahoman (4/2), the Huffington Post (4/2, Jamieson), the Huffington Post
(4/2, Waldron), and the Norman (OK) Transcript (4/2).
Labor Experts: Teacher Walkouts Show Women’s Political Power. USA Today (4/2, Dastagir) reports that as
“angry teachers” across the country “are in revolt,” the “protests show more than the power of collective
organizing, political scientists and labor experts say. They show the power of women.” Noting that over three
quarters of public school teachers are women, the article reports political scientists say “the discontent driving this
wave of strikes...is part of a broader resurgence in women’s civic engagement.”
Unions Taking Back Seat To Grassroots Teachers Groups. NPR (4/2, Lombardo) reports that while teachers
unions in the states being impacted by teacher walkouts and protests support the movement, and while the Kentucky
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Education Association is leading protests in that states, “in many other states, grassroots teachers groups...have
taken the lead — often using social media to organize. Arizona Educators United, a grassroots group similar to
Oklahoma Teachers United, has taken the helm in that state. The union affiliate, the Arizona Education Association,
has offered its full support of protest efforts.”
Commentary: Teacher Protests Direct Result Of Red-State Austerity Measures. In a piece for the Washington
Post (4/2), Paul Waldman writes that the teacher protests “might be more properly understood as a revolt among
teachers in states governed by Republicans, although it’s almost never framed that way in the news media. But
that’s exactly what it is. What we’re seeing is an indictment of the Republican model of taxation, spending and
governance.” Waldman describes the impact that funding cuts have had on schools in West Virginia, Oklahoma,
Kentucky, and Arizona, saying privation in schools and the teacher strikes are “a direct and predictable result of the
Republican model of governing, which dictates low taxes and social services — like schools — that are as minimally
funded as possible.”

Amazon To Invest $50 Million Into CS Education.
THE Journal (4/2, Nagel) reports that as part of the new Amazon Future Engineer (AFE) Pathway, the company “is
committing $50 million to computer science education in the United States with new programs supporting high school
and early undergraduate students, including financial aid to help schools bring AP CS courses to their students.” In
addition, the AE Pathway “will support schools and individual students needing access to Advanced Placement
courses in CS.” THE Journal adds that “for the AP courses, Amazon’s AWS Educate is partnering with Edhesive to
provide access to the AP CS Java and AP CS Principles courses.”

Wyoming State DOE To Develop Statewide Computer Science Standards.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (4/2) reports Wyoming passed legislation this winter mandating that new
computer science standards be developed, approved, and “integrated into kindergarten through 12th-grade
curriculums in schools statewide” by the 2022-23 school year. To accomplish this, the state Department of Education
launched a new initiative dubbed Boot Up Wyoming 2022 to “analyze the costs districts will face to offer computer
science programming, ensure teachers are trained to teach the subject and develop state standards.” Meanwhile, the
state DOE’s Professional Teaching Standards Board is offering “four pathways to educators and districts to obtain
computer science certifications,” and all public school districts “are eligible for a one-year grant through the
Wyoming Educational Trust Fund for Innovative Education, which will give priority to districts showing creation or
improvement of computer science programs and developments.”

Massachusetts District Receives Grant To Expand Computer Science Curriculum.
Wicked Local (MA) (4/2) reports the nonprofit American Student Assistance granted $125,000 to Hopedale Public
Schools to expand the district’s computer science course offerings. In February, Project Lead the Way granted
$20,000 to the Massachusetts district “to create elective courses in computer science for high school students.” The
latest funding will allow HPS “to create similar classes for middle school students” focused on “topics like computer
coding and algorithm design, according to a press release.” HPS superintendent Karen Crebase said teachers
“hope the mandated classes – among the four ‘Explore’ classes students take – will introduce students to science,
technology, engineering, art and math, or STEAM, subjects and build their interest even earlier than in their high
school years.” The article notes ASA “works to support education through creating strategies, philanthropic
programs and partnerships,” and Project Lead the Way is “a nonprofit that makes science, technology, engineering
and math curriculum.”
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New York Middle School Robotics Team Profiled.
The Utica (NY) Observer Dispatch (4/2) profiles the “Aqua Challengers,” a robotics team at Gregory B. Jarvis Middle
School in New York. The middle school students have “been working together since October in preparation for last
month’s FIRST Lego League competition at SUNY Polytechnic,” where they “won the regional title.” The team is
now preparing for the FIRST Lego League championships, to take place in Detroit in late April. This year’s
“challenge was hydro dynamics,” so the Aqua Challengers built and programmed a “a device that records usage for
each water outlet in a home” that “would allow residents to monitor water use with a goal to conserve.” Jarvis math
teacher and Aqua Challengers co-adviser Ryan Biamonte “said the competition teaches 21st century skills.”

Study Examines Average Classroom Time Lost To Mississippi Assessments.
The Jackson (MS) Clarion Ledger (4/2) reports the education policy group Mississippi First released a report on
Monday that found “although students on average spent roughly eight hours taking state-mandated exams, the
number of district tests students took varied greatly.” Angela Bass, a co-author of the report, “said how schools use
data from district-mandated tests matters when discussing whether students are over-tested.” When the state
transitioned “to the controversial Common Core testing consortium known as PARCC during the 2015 school year,
students in one D-rated school district spent 50 hours taking district-mandated tests in preparation,” while “students
enrolled in a similar-sized, A-rated school system spent six hours on standardized tests required by their district.”
The Clarion Ledger says the report is “a tentative step toward filling” Mississippi’s lack of “data on how much
instructional time the average student loses from standardized testing.”

Study: For-Profit Charter School Enrollment May Boost Math Proficiency.
Education Week’s (4/2, Prothero) “Charters & Choice” blog says Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ “overnight
rise from Michigan philanthropist on a mission to spread school choice to the country’s top ed job” has increased
scrutiny of “her favored policies.” For example, “recent research has found that some types of for-profit charter
operators, mainly those that educate students online, can have a pretty adverse effect on how students perform
academically.” The University of Michigan Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy researchers found otherwise.
Specifically, the researchers found enrollment at Michigan schools operated by the National Heritage Foundation,
“the fourth largest for-profit charter operator in the country,” for one year “gave students a moderate academic boost
in math, and had no statistically significant effect on student reading scores.” Additionally, “students who benefited
the most” were “blue-collar and middle-income white and Asian students living in towns and suburban areas.”

FROM NASSP
Think Globally, Act Locally
Schools and students worldwide are invited to participate in the NASSP Student Leadership Initiative:
Global Citizenship. This initiative brings NASSP and its student programs—the National Honor Society,
National Junior Honor Society, National Elementary Honor Society, and National Student
Council—together for the first time to encourage all students to think globally and act locally. Students are
sharing their work by posting on social media with #MakingGlobalChange. The initiative’s website
showcases these posts in real time. The website also serves as a gateway to a database of project and
activity ideas. Check it out!
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EDUCATION POLICY
OCR Concludes Discrimination Probe Into Cedar Rapids District.
The Cedar Rapids (IA) Gazette (4/2) reports that ED’s Office for Civil Rights has ended
“a four-year federal civil rights investigation into the Cedar Rapids school
district...finding insufficient or no evidence of the district discriminating against AfricanAmerican students.” OCR “opened the investigation in 2014 after receiving three
related complaints that black students at Washington High School were subjected to
harsher punishment than their white peers.” A letter from ED “describes the
investigators’ conclusions, ‘the preponderance of the evidence does not establish a
violation’ of civil rights law.”
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, IA (4/2) reports, “New documents reveal a fight between
students is essentially what led to” the investigation, which “cleared the district.” The
original complaint “argued the district did not respond to complaints of bullying from two
black students the same way it investigated bullying claims from white students.”
However, the investigation concluded that “in this case that there was no clear bully but,
instead two feuding groups of students who were both at fault.”

Judge Allows Grand Canyon Havasupai Tribal School Lawsuit To
Proceed.
The Arizona Republic (4/2, Woods) reports US District Judge Steven P. Logan refused
to dismiss a lawsuit by members of the Havasupai Tribe alleging that the Bureau of
Indian Education “dismally failed” to provide education for student at Havasupai
Elementary School, which is located on the floor of the Grand Canyon. The government
acknowledged the school’s failures but argued “that exposure to trauma does not
qualify as a disability that caused them to be denied services.” Attorneys for the
plaintiffs “contend that Logan’s ruling is the first time a federal court has recognized
that the government may be responsible for managing the educational impacts of
childhood trauma suffered by Native American children.” Logan’s order “acknowledged
that trauma and adversity can limit ‘major life activities’...protected under Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act.” The judge “also acknowledged that Havasupai Elementary’s
constant lack of teachers may be directly related to its failure to identify children with
special-educational needs.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
NCES Data Show More US Schools Allowing Cellphones.
The AP (4/2, Thompson) reports that according to recent National Center for Education Statistics data, the number of
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public K-12 schools that prohibit cellphones has declined from 90% in 2009-10 to 66% in 2015-16, “as administrators
bow to parents’ wishes to keep tabs on their kids and teachers find ways to work them into lessons. ... Among high
schools, the shift over the same period was especially striking — dropping from 80 percent with bans to 35 percent.”
As families press to be able to stay connected to their children, “teachers also are taking advantage of the
technology at a time when many districts are spending millions of dollars to give students access to tablets or laptop
computers and their countless academic apps and programs.”

Google Expanding School Bus Wi-Fi Program.
USA Today (4/2, Hughes) reports Google is giving free Chromebooks and outfitting school buses with Wi-Fi systems
in “rural school districts in a dozen states to transform school buses into rolling classrooms. Google officials
announced the expansion of their ‘Rolling Study Halls’ program on Monday at a school district on the plains east of
Denver.” The plan is intended to “help reclaim 1.5 million hours of time the thousands of students would otherwise
be spending just sitting on buses riding to and from school.”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
Study Finds Most States’ Diploma Requirements Fall Short Of College Admissions Standards.
Education Week (4/2, Gewertz) reports the Center for American Progress released an analysis on Monday examining
“how states’ requirements for a standard diploma match up with the admissions criteria at their respective state
universities.” CAP “found that in most states, in at least one subject area, students must exceed their state’s high
school graduation requirements in order to cross the threshold of the public four-year institutions in their state.” Most
state diploma requirements failed to “meet admissions criteria for the state’s public universities,” resulting in a
“preparation gap” that “can form a barrier to college when students find that the diploma requirements they
completed fall short of the ones their state colleges and universities expect for admission.” Many state diploma
requirements also let students “decide which core courses to take in order to fulfill graduation requirements,”
meaning “they could finish high school with a relatively weak lineup of classes, or courses that don’t match well with
their postsecondary goals.” Education Week says in light “of a series of graduation-rate scandals,” the CAP analysis
“is a call to keep expectations high, and make sure all students get what they need to meet them.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Commentary Calls On Colleges To Take The Lead In Preventing Campus Sexual Assault.
In a piece for The Conversation (US) (4/2), Krista Millay, community impact director at the Women’s Foundation of
Southern Arizona, and Martha Gilliland, the former chancellor of the University of Missouri-Kansas City, write that
efforts by Congress and the National Science Foundation to fight campus sexual assault “do not go far enough to
eliminate the problem. That goal falls to college and university leaders who have the will to rid their campuses of the
long-standing problem of sexual harassment and sexual assault.” The writers call for colleges “to lead the way,”
saying the “roadmap to success lies in the tenets of the mission of colleges and universities: research the problems,
use the findings to educate others and engage communities to make change.”

Study: Most College STEM Instruction Still Delivered Through Traditional Lecture.
Inside Higher Ed (4/2) reports that despite the notion that STEM “professors are retooling their courses to focus on
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active learning” and that “the flipped classroom has made the traditional lecture obsolete,” a new study published in
Science finds that “the lecture remains dominant – in 55 percent of the classrooms, class time was spent on
‘conventional lecturing.’” Meanwhile, “27 percent of classes were based on lecturing but also had some
interactivity, such as students answering multiple-choice questions during class via clickers. Only 18 percent of
classes could be classified as emphasizing ‘a student-centered style heavy on group work and discussions.’”

MONDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Teachers Go On Strike In Kentucky, Threaten Strikes In Oklahoma.
• ED Approves Mississippi ESSA Plan, Won’t Require Accountability System Overhaul.
• Baylor Paid Ousted Football Coach $15 Million After Sex Scandal.
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Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As Protests Gain Momentum
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If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Jana Smith

Tuesday, April 3, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Teachers Walk Out In Oklahoma, Kentucky As
Protests Gain Momentum.
All three networks reported last night on teacher strikes in
several states, a movement they cast as gaining
momentum. Bloomberg News (4/2, Eidelson), for examples,
says the teacher strikes are “spreading fast across the
country, with no clear endgame in sight.” The CBS Evening
News (4/2, story 6, 2:10, Glor) reported that “hundreds of
schools were closed today in Oklahoma and Kentucky” as
“thousands of teachers walked out of classrooms to rally in
state capitals. They are demanding higher pay and
increased funding for students.” CBS noted that the strikes
“follow a growing trend of teacher walkouts across the
country.”
NBC Nightly News (4/2, lead story, 2:35, Holt), which
led its broadcast with the story, called it “a widening teachers’ movement that is pulling back the curtain on what we
really spend on classroom learning in this country and on the people who teach our kids. Today, it was Oklahoma,
where tens of thousands of teachers walked out on strike and walked to the state capitol in protest. ... We saw it in
West Virginia, and most recently in Arizona.”
ABC World News Tonight (4/2, story 2, 2:05, Llamas) similarly called it “the latest in a wave of protests
sweeping across the country, led by teachers who say the future of public education is at stake.” ABC’s Clayton
Sandell said Oklahoma teachers, “along with educators in West Virginia, Arizona and Kentucky, are riding a growing
wave of anger over deep education cuts made by Republican-led legislatures.” The AP (4/2, Murphy, Schreiner)
likewise reported that “thousands of Oklahoma educators walked out of classrooms in the latest evidence of teacher
rebellion in some Republican-led states.” Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin “signed legislation last week granting teachers
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pay raises of about $6,100,” but “some educators — who haven’t seen a pay increase in 10 years — say that isn’t
good enough and walked out.”
In a separate article, the AP (4/2) reports, “The state Capitol in Kentucky filled with teachers protesting pension
changes and demanding generous school funding Monday, and thousands of Oklahoma educators walked out of
classrooms in the latest evidence of teacher rebellion in some Republican-led states.”
Reuters (4/2) reports teachers in the two states “walked off the job on Monday to protest cuts in pay, pensions
and benefits, as discontent over years of sluggish spending on public education spilled over in two more U.S. states
and threatened to spread.” Reuters notes that the walkouts “come a month after teachers in West Virginia staged a
series of strikes for nearly two weeks before winning a pay raise. Last week teachers in Arizona also rallied for more
educational funding.”
The New York Times (4/2, Goldstein, Subscription Publication) reports that the “wave of strikes in red states,
mainly organized by ordinary teachers on Facebook, has caught lawmakers and sometimes the teachers’ own labor
unions flat-footed.” The “next red state domino to fall,” the Times says, “could be Arizona. On March 28, thousands
of teachers gathered in Phoenix to demand a 20 percent pay raise and more funding for schools. As the movement
has gained momentum, it has also grown more ambitious.”
The Oklahoman (4/2, Willert) reports that “about 200 school districts across Oklahoma closed Monday for the
walkout, according to Oklahoma Education Association President Alicia Priest,” who said may of those schools would
remain closed until “our children get what they deserve for public education.” According to the Tulsa (OK) World
(4/2, Hardiman), Tulsa-area districts announced “they would shut down again Tuesday in support of the teacher
walkout.” Oklahoma City Public Schools also are closed Tuesday.
The Washington Post (4/2, Balingit) says the Oklahoma teacher walkout “is part of a wave of protests from
educators furious over stagnant wages and cuts to education funding.”
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2, McDonogh) reports “thousands of teachers flooded Kentucky’s
Capitol on Monday in a noisy, boisterous display of their displeasure with a last-minute pension bill and broader
concerns about legislative support for public education.” The Lexington (KY) Herald-Leader (4/2, Blackford) says that
“what started as a rally appeared to turn into a broader electoral referendum on majority Republican lawmakers who
last week attached a revised pension plan to a sewage bill without public input.” USA Today (4/2, White, Novelly,
Bacon) reports teachers in Kentucky “also oppose financing proposals for privately run, publicly financed charter
schools.”
The Hill (4/2, Wilson) reports that the “walkouts, sick-outs and strikes are the first major actions since the end of
the recession, when state budgets were squeezed across the country, making raises untenable.”
The AP (4/2) runs a sidebar briefly profiling several Oklahoma teachers “who moonlight to make ends meet,
sometimes working more than 40 hours extra per week.”
Also reporting are NPR (4/2, Neuman), Yahoo! News (4/2, Staff), Business Insider (4/2), NBC News (4/2), the
Tulsa (OK) World (4/2), the Enid (OK) News & Eagle (4/2), the Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2), the Joplin (MO)
Globe (4/2), the Tulsa (OK) World (4/2), ABC News (4/2, Hutchinson), the Springfield (MO) News-Leader (4/2), the
Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (4/2), the Oklahoman (4/2), the Huffington Post (4/2, Jamieson), the Huffington Post
(4/2, Waldron), and the Norman (OK) Transcript (4/2).
Labor Experts: Teacher Walkouts Show Women’s Political Power. USA Today (4/2, Dastagir) reports that as
“angry teachers” across the country “are in revolt,” the “protests show more than the power of collective
organizing, political scientists and labor experts say. They show the power of women.” Noting that over three
quarters of public school teachers are women, the article reports political scientists say “the discontent driving this
wave of strikes...is part of a broader resurgence in women’s civic engagement.”
Unions Taking Back Seat To Grassroots Teachers Groups. NPR (4/2, Lombardo) reports that while teachers
unions in the states being impacted by teacher walkouts and protests support the movement, and while the Kentucky
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Education Association is leading protests in that states, “in many other states, grassroots teachers groups...have
taken the lead — often using social media to organize. Arizona Educators United, a grassroots group similar to
Oklahoma Teachers United, has taken the helm in that state. The union affiliate, the Arizona Education Association,
has offered its full support of protest efforts.”
Commentary: Teacher Protests Direct Result Of Red-State Austerity Measures. In a piece for the Washington
Post (4/2), Paul Waldman writes that the teacher protests “might be more properly understood as a revolt among
teachers in states governed by Republicans, although it’s almost never framed that way in the news media. But
that’s exactly what it is. What we’re seeing is an indictment of the Republican model of taxation, spending and
governance.” Waldman describes the impact that funding cuts have had on schools in West Virginia, Oklahoma,
Kentucky, and Arizona, saying privation in schools and the teacher strikes are “a direct and predictable result of the
Republican model of governing, which dictates low taxes and social services — like schools — that are as minimally
funded as possible.”

Amazon To Invest $50 Million Into CS Education.
THE Journal (4/2, Nagel) reports that as part of the new Amazon Future Engineer (AFE) Pathway, the company “is
committing $50 million to computer science education in the United States with new programs supporting high school
and early undergraduate students, including financial aid to help schools bring AP CS courses to their students.” In
addition, the AE Pathway “will support schools and individual students needing access to Advanced Placement
courses in CS.” THE Journal adds that “for the AP courses, Amazon’s AWS Educate is partnering with Edhesive to
provide access to the AP CS Java and AP CS Principles courses.”

Wyoming State DOE To Develop Statewide Computer Science Standards.
The Jackson Hole (WY) News & Guide (4/2) reports Wyoming passed legislation this winter mandating that new
computer science standards be developed, approved, and “integrated into kindergarten through 12th-grade
curriculums in schools statewide” by the 2022-23 school year. To accomplish this, the state Department of Education
launched a new initiative dubbed Boot Up Wyoming 2022 to “analyze the costs districts will face to offer computer
science programming, ensure teachers are trained to teach the subject and develop state standards.” Meanwhile, the
state DOE’s Professional Teaching Standards Board is offering “four pathways to educators and districts to obtain
computer science certifications,” and all public school districts “are eligible for a one-year grant through the
Wyoming Educational Trust Fund for Innovative Education, which will give priority to districts showing creation or
improvement of computer science programs and developments.”

Massachusetts District Receives Grant To Expand Computer Science Curriculum.
Wicked Local (MA) (4/2) reports the nonprofit American Student Assistance granted $125,000 to Hopedale Public
Schools to expand the district’s computer science course offerings. In February, Project Lead the Way granted
$20,000 to the Massachusetts district “to create elective courses in computer science for high school students.” The
latest funding will allow HPS “to create similar classes for middle school students” focused on “topics like computer
coding and algorithm design, according to a press release.” HPS superintendent Karen Crebase said teachers
“hope the mandated classes – among the four ‘Explore’ classes students take – will introduce students to science,
technology, engineering, art and math, or STEAM, subjects and build their interest even earlier than in their high
school years.” The article notes ASA “works to support education through creating strategies, philanthropic
programs and partnerships,” and Project Lead the Way is “a nonprofit that makes science, technology, engineering
and math curriculum.”
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New York Middle School Robotics Team Profiled.
The Utica (NY) Observer Dispatch (4/2) profiles the “Aqua Challengers,” a robotics team at Gregory B. Jarvis Middle
School in New York. The middle school students have “been working together since October in preparation for last
month’s FIRST Lego League competition at SUNY Polytechnic,” where they “won the regional title.” The team is
now preparing for the FIRST Lego League championships, to take place in Detroit in late April. This year’s
“challenge was hydro dynamics,” so the Aqua Challengers built and programmed a “a device that records usage for
each water outlet in a home” that “would allow residents to monitor water use with a goal to conserve.” Jarvis math
teacher and Aqua Challengers co-adviser Ryan Biamonte “said the competition teaches 21st century skills.”

Study Examines Average Classroom Time Lost To Mississippi Assessments.
The Jackson (MS) Clarion Ledger (4/2) reports the education policy group Mississippi First released a report on
Monday that found “although students on average spent roughly eight hours taking state-mandated exams, the
number of district tests students took varied greatly.” Angela Bass, a co-author of the report, “said how schools use
data from district-mandated tests matters when discussing whether students are over-tested.” When the state
transitioned “to the controversial Common Core testing consortium known as PARCC during the 2015 school year,
students in one D-rated school district spent 50 hours taking district-mandated tests in preparation,” while “students
enrolled in a similar-sized, A-rated school system spent six hours on standardized tests required by their district.”
The Clarion Ledger says the report is “a tentative step toward filling” Mississippi’s lack of “data on how much
instructional time the average student loses from standardized testing.”

Study: For-Profit Charter School Enrollment May Boost Math Proficiency.
Education Week’s (4/2, Prothero) “Charters & Choice” blog says Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ “overnight
rise from Michigan philanthropist on a mission to spread school choice to the country’s top ed job” has increased
scrutiny of “her favored policies.” For example, “recent research has found that some types of for-profit charter
operators, mainly those that educate students online, can have a pretty adverse effect on how students perform
academically.” The University of Michigan Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy researchers found otherwise.
Specifically, the researchers found enrollment at Michigan schools operated by the National Heritage Foundation,
“the fourth largest for-profit charter operator in the country,” for one year “gave students a moderate academic boost
in math, and had no statistically significant effect on student reading scores.” Additionally, “students who benefited
the most” were “blue-collar and middle-income white and Asian students living in towns and suburban areas.”

FROM NASSP
Think Globally, Act Locally
Schools and students worldwide are invited to participate in the NASSP Student Leadership Initiative:
Global Citizenship. This initiative brings NASSP and its student programs—the National Honor Society,
National Junior Honor Society, National Elementary Honor Society, and National Student
Council—together for the first time to encourage all students to think globally and act locally. Students are
sharing their work by posting on social media with #MakingGlobalChange. The initiative’s website
showcases these posts in real time. The website also serves as a gateway to a database of project and
activity ideas. Check it out!
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EDUCATION POLICY
OCR Concludes Discrimination Probe Into Cedar Rapids District.
The Cedar Rapids (IA) Gazette (4/2) reports that ED’s Office for Civil Rights has ended
“a four-year federal civil rights investigation into the Cedar Rapids school
district...finding insufficient or no evidence of the district discriminating against AfricanAmerican students.” OCR “opened the investigation in 2014 after receiving three
related complaints that black students at Washington High School were subjected to
harsher punishment than their white peers.” A letter from ED “describes the
investigators’ conclusions, ‘the preponderance of the evidence does not establish a
violation’ of civil rights law.”
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, IA (4/2) reports, “New documents reveal a fight between
students is essentially what led to” the investigation, which “cleared the district.” The
original complaint “argued the district did not respond to complaints of bullying from two
black students the same way it investigated bullying claims from white students.”
However, the investigation concluded that “in this case that there was no clear bully but,
instead two feuding groups of students who were both at fault.”

Judge Allows Grand Canyon Havasupai Tribal School Lawsuit To
Proceed.
The Arizona Republic (4/2, Woods) reports US District Judge Steven P. Logan refused
to dismiss a lawsuit by members of the Havasupai Tribe alleging that the Bureau of
Indian Education “dismally failed” to provide education for student at Havasupai
Elementary School, which is located on the floor of the Grand Canyon. The government
acknowledged the school’s failures but argued “that exposure to trauma does not
qualify as a disability that caused them to be denied services.” Attorneys for the
plaintiffs “contend that Logan’s ruling is the first time a federal court has recognized
that the government may be responsible for managing the educational impacts of
childhood trauma suffered by Native American children.” Logan’s order “acknowledged
that trauma and adversity can limit ‘major life activities’...protected under Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act.” The judge “also acknowledged that Havasupai Elementary’s
constant lack of teachers may be directly related to its failure to identify children with
special-educational needs.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
NCES Data Show More US Schools Allowing Cellphones.
The AP (4/2, Thompson) reports that according to recent National Center for Education Statistics data, the number of
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public K-12 schools that prohibit cellphones has declined from 90% in 2009-10 to 66% in 2015-16, “as administrators
bow to parents’ wishes to keep tabs on their kids and teachers find ways to work them into lessons. ... Among high
schools, the shift over the same period was especially striking — dropping from 80 percent with bans to 35 percent.”
As families press to be able to stay connected to their children, “teachers also are taking advantage of the
technology at a time when many districts are spending millions of dollars to give students access to tablets or laptop
computers and their countless academic apps and programs.”

Google Expanding School Bus Wi-Fi Program.
USA Today (4/2, Hughes) reports Google is giving free Chromebooks and outfitting school buses with Wi-Fi systems
in “rural school districts in a dozen states to transform school buses into rolling classrooms. Google officials
announced the expansion of their ‘Rolling Study Halls’ program on Monday at a school district on the plains east of
Denver.” The plan is intended to “help reclaim 1.5 million hours of time the thousands of students would otherwise
be spending just sitting on buses riding to and from school.”

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
Study Finds Most States’ Diploma Requirements Fall Short Of College Admissions Standards.
Education Week (4/2, Gewertz) reports the Center for American Progress released an analysis on Monday examining
“how states’ requirements for a standard diploma match up with the admissions criteria at their respective state
universities.” CAP “found that in most states, in at least one subject area, students must exceed their state’s high
school graduation requirements in order to cross the threshold of the public four-year institutions in their state.” Most
state diploma requirements failed to “meet admissions criteria for the state’s public universities,” resulting in a
“preparation gap” that “can form a barrier to college when students find that the diploma requirements they
completed fall short of the ones their state colleges and universities expect for admission.” Many state diploma
requirements also let students “decide which core courses to take in order to fulfill graduation requirements,”
meaning “they could finish high school with a relatively weak lineup of classes, or courses that don’t match well with
their postsecondary goals.” Education Week says in light “of a series of graduation-rate scandals,” the CAP analysis
“is a call to keep expectations high, and make sure all students get what they need to meet them.”

HIGHER EDUCATION
Commentary Calls On Colleges To Take The Lead In Preventing Campus Sexual Assault.
In a piece for The Conversation (US) (4/2), Krista Millay, community impact director at the Women’s Foundation of
Southern Arizona, and Martha Gilliland, the former chancellor of the University of Missouri-Kansas City, write that
efforts by Congress and the National Science Foundation to fight campus sexual assault “do not go far enough to
eliminate the problem. That goal falls to college and university leaders who have the will to rid their campuses of the
long-standing problem of sexual harassment and sexual assault.” The writers call for colleges “to lead the way,”
saying the “roadmap to success lies in the tenets of the mission of colleges and universities: research the problems,
use the findings to educate others and engage communities to make change.”

Study: Most College STEM Instruction Still Delivered Through Traditional Lecture.
Inside Higher Ed (4/2) reports that despite the notion that STEM “professors are retooling their courses to focus on
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active learning” and that “the flipped classroom has made the traditional lecture obsolete,” a new study published in
Science finds that “the lecture remains dominant – in 55 percent of the classrooms, class time was spent on
‘conventional lecturing.’” Meanwhile, “27 percent of classes were based on lecturing but also had some
interactivity, such as students answering multiple-choice questions during class via clickers. Only 18 percent of
classes could be classified as emphasizing ‘a student-centered style heavy on group work and discussions.’”

MONDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Teachers Go On Strike In Kentucky, Threaten Strikes In Oklahoma.
• ED Approves Mississippi ESSA Plan, Won’t Require Accountability System Overhaul.
• Baylor Paid Ousted Football Coach $15 Million After Sex Scandal.
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Subject:
To:

"Twitter" <info@twitter.com>
Mon, 19 Feb 2018 14:35:25 -0700 (MST)
"Teens for Gun Reform protest in front of White House" Moment
"Coach A" <ron.arrington@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

What’s happening

Teens for Gun Reform protest in front of White House
TicToc by Bloomberg â‹…
3 hours ago
Students staged a lie-in in front of the White House in honor of
the victims of school shootings. This is happening n...
Go to Moment

GCU Baseball and 2 others shared
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GCU walks off on No. 7 TCU in extras
GCU walks off on No. 7 TCU in extras
PHOENIX - After a wild, back-and-forth 12th inning, the Lopes
erased a two-run deficit and scored three runs to walk ...
Read more at GCU walks off on No. 7 TCU in extras

How Black Panther changes the future of the Marvel
Cinematic Universe
Movies â‹…
1 hour ago
?? WARNING! SPOILERS AHEAD! ?? Marvel's latest film might
set a different course for the MCU going forward.
Go to Moment
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KOAT.com shared

23 passengers removed from cruise ship after series of
brawls
KOAT
Authorities have removed 23 passengers from a Carnival Cruise
Line ship in Australia after multiple fights
Read more at KOAT

KOAT.com shared
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Wardrobe issues causes Olympic stress for French skaters
KOAT
“I felt it right away and I prayed. That’s about what I could do.”
Read more at KOAT

KOAT.com shared
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Ohio girls help bring birthday parties to homeless kids
KOAT
The sisters are collecting birthday supplies and donating them to
Brightening Birthdays, a program run by Volunteers ...
Read more at KOAT

Settings | Help | Unsubscribe
We sent this email to @arrington_ron
Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco,
CA 94103
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From:

"Nicole Regalado, CREDO Action" <act@credoaction.com>

Sent Date:

Wed, 4 Apr 2018 07:14:42 -0600 (MDT)

Subject:

Tell The NY Times to stop humanizing violent white extremists (sign now)

To:

"Landreth Patrice" <patrice.landreth@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Tell The New York Times: Stop humanizing violent white extremists
The petition to The New York Times reads:
“Stop humanizing violent white extremists, defaming Black people murdered by police and perpetuating anti-Muslim bias.”
Add your name:

Dear Landreth,
Mark Anthony Condit killed two Black men, injured four other people and terrorized Austin, Texas for 19 days.
The New York Times called him a quiet, kind loner and devout Christian.1
White extremist violence has been on the rise since Donald Trump took office, and his racist administration is refusing to do anything about it.2 By humanizing white killers, The New York
Times is using its platform and credibility to reinforce the racism that is both driving this crisis and sweeping it under the rug. This needs to stop now.
Tell The New York Times: Stop humanizing violent white extremists. Click here to sign the petition.
This is not the first time The New York Times has sanitized and sanctioned violent white extremism. It described Stephen Paddock, who killed 58 people at a concert in Las Vegas, as a shy man who led a “highly
unconventional life” and “dabbled in real estate.” 3 It also called white nationalist Dylann Roof, who brutally gunned down nine Black church goers in South Carolina, a “silent young man” from a “broken home.” 4
In contrast, The New York Times has helped perpetuate the collective criminalization of Black people by defaming and dehumanizing Black men and children killed by police. It called Trayvon Martin, an
unarmed Black teenager murdered by a racist in Florida, a “gangster” with “questionable character.” 5 It included Alton Sterling’s criminal record in its coverage of his murder, which had nothing to do with why two police
officers in Louisiana shot him to death at a convenience store where he was selling CDs.6 In its coverage of the Missouri police murder of Mike Brown, the New York Times described him as “no angel.” 7
The Times has even gone so far as to publish stories about the “hidden grieving process” of police who murder Black people, further diminishing these crimes and sanctioning police violence against communities of color.
The New York Times is also guilty of contributing to the media’s anti-Muslim bias. A recent report found that when a perpetrator is Muslim, traditional media outlets will give the story 4.5 times more media coverage
than when a perpetrator is not Muslim. 9 A non-Muslim perpetrator would need to kill at least 7 more people to get the same amount of media attention. 10 This bias in reporting means that the public is bombarded with
stories perpetuating the myth that Muslims are dangerous. Meanwhile, when traditional media outlets like The New York Times cover stories about white violence, they do not vilify these murderers. They humanize white
people who terrorize and kill people of color. The New York Times can do better, but it won’t unless we demand it.
Tell The New York Times: Stop humanizing violent white extremists. Click here to sign the petition.
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Recently, a Louisiana court decided not to charge the two police officers who killed Alton Sterling even though their heinous crime was captured on video. 11 As long as major media outlets like The New York Times
continue to stoke the public’s empathy for white murderers while dehumanizing Black victims and perpetuating anti-Muslim bias, we can expect more verdicts like this one and the crisis of violent white
extremism to get worse.
The New York Times knows that it has a problem but doesn’t seem prepared to act. It recently published a piece acknowledging that it wrongly painted the Austin bomber as a victim and degraded Black people killed
by police in the past. 12 But it stopped short of committing to changing the way it covers these stories, which is why we must keep pushing.
Tell The New York Times: Stop humanizing violent white extremists. Click the link below to sign the petition.
https://act.credoaction.com/sign/nytimes_whiteextremism?t=8&akid=27946%2E12772310%2EutI-O0.
Thanks for speaking out,
Nicole Regalado, Campaign Manager
CREDO Action from Working Assets
Add your name:
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Rita Dorado" <Rita.Dorado@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 27 Apr 2018 12:06:21 -0600 (MDT)
test
"Kasey Graziano" <Kasey.Graziano@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Ch 21 test modified2018.docx (26.17k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Gavin Ramirez (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 26 Feb 2018 14:25:54 -0700 (MST)
The Indian Removal Act
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:The Indian Removal Act.pdf (114.69k)

gavin.ramirez@carlsbadschools.net has attached the following document:

The Indian Removal Act

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Anglie Acosta (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 09:27:29 -0700 (MST)
The Indian Removal Act\
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:The Indian Removal Act\.pdf (31.01k)

angelie.acosta@carlsbadnmschools.com has attached the following document:

The Indian Removal Act\

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From: "The Washington Post" <email@washingtonpost.com>
Sent Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2018 09:58:04 -0700 (MST)
Subject: The Post Most: ‘I am not a crisis actor’: Florida teens fire back at right-wing conspiracy theorists
To: <ingris.campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Democracy Dies in Darkness

="" width="302"
style="display: block; maxwidth: 302px; width: 100%; ms-interpolation-mode:
bicubic; height: auto;">
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‘I am not a crisis actor’: Florida teens
fire back at right-wing conspiracy
theorists
Parkland, Fla., students who survived last week's school have become a target of
right-wing smears after calling for gun control.
By Travis M. Andrews • Read more »

He was flashing gang signs on Facebook. It got
him killed by MS-13.
A leader in the violent Salvadoran gang testified about
ordering a group murder.
By Rachel Weiner • Read more »

This single cartoon about school shootings is
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breaking people’s hearts
The cartoon portrays a young girl reaching out to hold the
hand of Aaron Feis, a victim of last week's shooting.
By Samantha Schmidt • Read more »

A lawmaker’s aide called school-shooting
survivors crisis actors. Within hours, he was
fired.
Benjamin Kelly, a Republican Florida aide, had said
David Hogg and Emma Gonzalez “are not students here
but actors that travel to various crisis when they
happen.”
By Marwa Eltagouri • Read more »

The Plum Line • Opinion

A blue wave? How Trump is helping Democrats
win in unlikely places.
Democrats just flipped another seat deep in Trump
country. Here's why this is happening.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT
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Man who died in Yellowstone fall was hunting
for treasure millionaire says he buried
At least four people have died searching for a chest of
gold and jewels hidden by an eccentric millionaire.
By Derek Hawkins • Read more »

Opinion

For an innocent man, Trump sure does act
guilty
He may be the victim of a “witch hunt,” but he sure is
jumpy around the subject of Russia.
By David Von Drehle • Read more »

Billy Graham, charismatic evangelist with
worldwide following, dies at 99
His evangelical “crusades” made him one of the most
influential religious figures of his time.
By Bart Barnes • Read more »
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Right Turn • Opinion

Voters are running out of patience
Voters want Republicans to get things done.
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »

Trump, citing ‘evil massacre’ in Florida, starts
talking about gun control
The president has yet to cross the NRA, but has privately
discussed ideas that could put him at odds with the gunrights group.
By Jenna Johnson • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics

Pence was set to meet with
North Korean officials
during the Olympics before
last-minute cancellation
The vice president’s office promoted
his trip as an effort to combat what it
said was North Korea’s effort to use the
Winter Games for propaganda
purposes.
By Ashley Parker • Read more »
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Trump suggests supporters should pressure Sessions to investigate
Obama’s inaction on Russian meddling
Analysis | Sarah Sanders offered a very bad defense of Trump’s
response to Russia
Abbas, Haley exchange strong criticism over Middle East at U.N.
Security Council
Analysis | Romney faces complicated path as he begins run for Senate
seat

Also Popular in Opinions

Why India is being really
rude to Justin Trudeau
The answer stretches back to the
1980s.
By Shivam Vij • Read more »

How to fix Facebook: Make users pay for it
India is paying the price for its obsession with billionaires
Trump’s unhinged Russia tweetstorm boomerangs back on Republicans
Stopping the next mass shooter

Also Popular in Local
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First came UberPool. Now
there’s an even cheaper
option, but it requires
some extra effort.
Uber says the new service, aimed at
commuters, will be up to 50 percent
cheaper than UberPool.
By Faiz Siddiqui • Read more »

Analysis | How an aging Billy Graham approached his own death
D.C. Public Schools leader to resign after skirting school assignment
rules
A passenger says she complained about period pains — and was forced
off her flight
Florida students chanting ‘We want change’ walk out of schools to
protest gun violence

ADVERTISEMENT

Also Popular in Sports
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Lindsey Vonn breaks down
in tears after final Olympic
downhill race
In what is expected to be her last
Olympics, the ski racer wept as she
talked about her late grandfather. She
has one more race to go.
By Cindy Boren • Read more »

Alina Zagitova tops Russian teammate Evgenia Medvedeva’s worldrecord short program score
Perspective | Olympic bronze doesn’t begin to tell the story of Lindsey
Vonn, the greatest female ski racer of all time
It’s Alina Zagitova and Evgenia Medvedeva, then everybody else in
Olympic short program
Mark Cuban ’embarrassed’ by allegations of ‘corrosive’ Mavericks
workplace culture

Also Popular in National

Newsweek publishes
exposé about itself after
staff firings
Several Newsweek staffers reportedly
threatened to quit if the piece wasn't
published.
By Samantha Schmidt • Read

more »
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‘I would rather not be alone.’ Behind their anger, Florida students are
still teens struggling with trauma.
A man claimed his wife had been lost at sea. The FBI charged him with
murder.
Trump accuser keeps telling her story, hoping someone will finally listen
Watch the adorable, first-ever video of a newborn dumbo octopus

Also Popular in World

Donald Trump Jr. says he admires India’s poor people because they
‘smile’
Analysis | Turkey and Iran face off in a new battle in Syria
Venezuela launches the ‘petro,’ its cryptocurrency
Analysis | Germany won’t become the ‘leader of the free world’ after
all, and the Germans don’t mind
At least 200 dead in Syrian government airstrikes as the war ramps up

Also Popular in Business

Analysis | Using the best data possible, we set out to find the middle of
nowhere
25 GOP senators urge Trump to restart TPP trade talks, a deal he called
a ‘disaster’
The next five years will shape sea level rise for the next 300, study says
Analysis | New Pennsylvania congressional map erases 1,100 miles of
district borders
‘A nightmare’: Banker tells tale of Latvian corruption
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Also Popular in Technology

Why the White House wants to create a commercial space czar to
oversee SpaceX and others
Review | You don’t have to feel guilty about sharing your TV log-in
Getting a new iPhone battery is often a frustrating, weeks-long process
In our eyes, Google’s software sees heart attack risk
Why social media appeals after mass shootings have done little to
change gun laws

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: A DNA test and a long-kept family secret
Analysis | A dating site for Trump supporters used a sex offender as its
model. It has a few other issues, too.
Perspective | 9 ways millennials are changing the way we eat
Rep. Matt Gaetz wants you to know who he is, and his plan is working
Perspective | Don’t let a cramped, messy kitchen keep you from culinary
bliss

Also Popular in Entertainment

Analysis | ‘Black Panther’ is king. But villain Killmonger just took over
the bad-guy throne.
‘Black Panther’ is so huge, it just had the biggest Monday take. Ever.
Obama paintings bring huge crowds, excitement to National Portrait
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Gallery
Review | Can anyone figure out what’s happening in Ned Beauman’s
new comic novel?
Review | Six concerts in search of a composer: D.C. fetes Bernstein
centennial

Share The Post Most:
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Facebook

Trouble reading? Click here to view in your browser.
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From: "The Washington Post" <email@washingtonpost.com>
Sent Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2018 09:51:11 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: The Post Most: ‘No credible sightings’ of Waffle House shooting suspect as manhunt continues, police say
To: <ingris.campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Democracy Dies in Darkness

="" width="302" style="border: 0; display: block; maxwidth: 302px; width: 100%; -ms-interpolation-mode:
bicubic; height: auto;">
Most popular right now
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‘No credible sightings’ of Waffle House shooting suspect as manhunt continues,
police say
A deadly shooting rampage that began early Sunday in Nashville triggered a frantic search for the suspected gunman, Travis Reinking.
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »

In travel ban case, Supreme Court considers ‘the president’ vs. ‘this president’
The justices will consider presidential authority to keep nation safe and constitutional protections against religious
discrimination
By Robert Barnes • Read more »

Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, gives birth to a boy, fifth in line to the British crown
Prince William was at her side, and the duchess and child are doing well, said the palace.
By Karla Adam • Read more »

White House officials urge Democrats to reconsider opposition to Pompeo ahead of Monday
committee vote
Senior officials made pitches on morning television ahead of what could be an unfavorable report for President
Trump’s pick for secretary of state.
By John Wagner • Read more »
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Why are tens of thousands of Americans still driving around with explosive devices in their
cars?
A decade after the largest safety recall in U.S. history began, an estimated 60,000 vehicles equipped with deadly
Takata air bags remain on the road.
By Ashley Halsey III • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

Morning Mix

Canadian dies in ‘lynching’ in Peruvian Amazon, accused of killing an indigenous shaman
Sebastian Woodroffe traveled to Peru to experiment with ayahuasca, a hallucinogenic potion used by indigenous
shamans in spiritual exercises.
By Samantha Schmidt • Read more »

The Plum Line • Opinion

GOP candidates are now mimicking Trump’s authoritarianism. That’s ominous.
This could get uglier.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »
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Post Nation

James Shaw Jr. on why he rushed the Waffle House shooter: ‘He was going to have to work to
kill me’
"I kind of made up my mind, that if it was going to come down to it, he was going to have to work to kill me,” Shaw
said.
By Herman Wong • Read more »

Opinion

Is this when America was great?
A new memorial and museum offer a clear narrative from slavery to the recent arrest of two black men at a
Starbucks.
By Fred Hiatt • Read more »

John Oliver wants to educate Trump, so he bought ads on Sean Hannity’s show
In which a cowboy explains basic concepts to the president on Fox News.
By Avi Selk • Read more »
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Also Popular in Politics

Michael Cohen, once at pinnacle of Trump’s world, now
poses threat to it
The outcome of a criminal investigation into the president’s longtime lawyer could
determine the fate of both men, who have relied heavily on each other for years.
By Michael Kranish • Read more »

Analysis | Kanye West’s embrace of a black Trump supporter not well-received
Analysis | Why Russia is openly violating sanctions against North Korea
‘Nowhere near close’: The bond between Trump and Giuliani is less than it appears
Analysis | Trump’s complaint that it will take 9 years to get all his nominations approved

Also Popular in Opinions
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It’s becoming clear that Trump won’t run in 2020
This emperor is running short on clothes.
By Joe Scarborough • Read more »

Five myths about recycling
Cartoons: Trump dangles a piano over Mueller’s head, and Hannity is exposed
Saving net neutrality, one house at a time
America is still unprepared for a Russian attack on our elections

Also Popular in Local

Metro’s Silver Line ushers in a new age for Reston, leaving
residents divided
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Some fear thedevelopment will ruin town’s character, others say it will fulfill its vision.
By Lori Aratani • Read more »

A woman flying back from France brought an apple through Customs. It cost her $500.
Perspective | Professor: A disturbing story about the influence of the Koch network in higher education
I thought grit would bring me success. It almost killed me.
‘You were the reason’: Barbara and George Bush’s love story remembered at her funeral

ADVERTISEMENT
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Also Popular in Sports
Early Lead

White Sox pitcher Danny Farquhar in ‘fight of his life’ after
procedure to relieve brain swelling
The pitcher, a father of three, collapsed in the dugout during a game Friday night.
By Cindy Boren • Read more »
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McKayla Maroney says she spoke of Nassar abuse to USA Gymnastics coach in 2011
British TV chef Matt Campbell dies after collapsing during the warmest London Marathon on record
Analysis | NBA playoffs: Lance Stephenson got to LeBron James, but the Cavaliers got the win
Perspective | Wizards reach their breaking point against Raptors. Then they get it together.

Also Popular in National
Speaking of Science

3.6 million-year-old footprints suggest early human
ancestors were excellent walkers
Scientists are solving the mystery of bipedalism, one step at a time.
By Joel Achenbach • Read more »

Korean Air ‘rage’ sisters to resign. Company chairman, their father, apologizes ‘to everyone.’
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Police responding to dying student’s 911 call stayed in their patrol car, body cam videos show
Syracuse fraternity: Second video shows mock sexual assault of disabled person
The Yellowstone supervolcano is a disaster waiting to happen

Also Popular in World

What will the royal baby be called? In Britain, the correct answer is worth real money.
Armenia’s prime minister resigns amid large-scale protests
Recent developments surrounding the South China Sea
Frustrated at visa holdup, Russians give up on American vacations
North Korea says it will suspend nuclear and missile tests, shut down test site

Also Popular in Business

Perspective | How to live it up without going broke before you die
Korean Air heiresses to resign as smuggle probe widens
Analysis | These economists say a $1 trillion deficit is just a good start
Analysis | Trump proposal could mean healthy people save on insurance while others get priced out
Lobbyist connected to Pruitt’s condo rental helped broker meeting with him last year

Also Popular in Technology

AT&T and Verizon are again being investigated for collusion. Here’s what happened the first time.
Google is launching an Android chat service to replace SMS
Analysis | 6 things to know about Labo, Nintendo’s quirky cardboard video game accessory kit
AT&T and Verizon are under federal investigation for potential collusion
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Facebook’s privacy changes look different for Europeans and Americans

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: The birds and the bees in the Internet age
‘She has a design background’: Melania Trump prepares to host first state dinner
Perspective | She created a document to warn women of sexual harassers. It’s haunted her ever since.
Why you should always have some bread in your freezer
Avicii, struggling with health and fame, tried to walk away from it all two years before he died

Also Popular in Entertainment

Holocaust Museum rethinks FDR’s World War II refugee legacy
Review | The charms of Harry Potter work on Broadway — but read the books first
Janet Jackson is extending her State of the World Tour
5 things to know as William and Kate have 3rd child
Review | ‘Caddyshack’: A comic masterpiece with 18 plot holes

Share The Post Most:
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From: "The Washington Post" <email@washingtonpost.com>
Sent Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018 09:50:15 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: The Post Most: ‘You’re a mother’: Laura Ingraham faces boycott for taunting Parkland teen over college rejections
To: <ingris.campos@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Democracy Dies in Darkness

="" width="302"
style="display: block; maxwidth: 302px; width: 100%; ms-interpolation-mode:
bicubic; height: auto;">
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‘You’re a mother’: Laura Ingraham
faces boycott for taunting Parkland teen
over college rejections
Parkland shooting survivor David Hogg called for advertisers to boycott Ingraham's
Fox News show.
By Allyson Chiu • Read more »

The Fix • Analysis

We finally got an answer about whether Trump
knew about the Stormy Daniels payment
Michael Cohen's lawyer denies Trump knew about the
arrangement. But experts say that undermines it.
By Aaron Blake • Read more »
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The vegans came to protest his restaurant. So
this chef carved a deer leg in the window.
The group of animal rights activists were incensed that
the Toronto restaurant claimed to offer ethical meat. The
chef said it was hurting his business.
By Eli Rosenberg • Read more »

Trump targets Amazon in morning Twitter
attack
"Unlike others, [Amazon pays] little or no taxes to state &
local governments,” the president tweeted Thursday.
(Amazon does collect taxes in states that charge a sales
tax.)
By Abha Bhattarai • Read more »

Opinion

We may know why Paul Manafort has kept
quiet. But his bet is still risky.
Reports that the president’s lawyer discussed a pardon
for Manafort don’t help his odds that much.
By Harry Litman • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT
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She coached her team to the NCAA
tournament. Then she quit, for her daughter.
Head coach Joanne Boyle led the University of Virginia
women’s basketball team to the NCAA tournament last
week, a feat the Cavaliers had not accomplished since
2010. Then, she stunned everyone by ann...
By Maria Sacchetti • Read more »

Trump taps his doctor to replace Shulkin at VA,
choosing personal chemistry over traditional
qualifications
The president announced the move on Twitter, calling his
nominee, Rear Adm. Ronny L. Jackson, “highly
respected.”
By Lisa Rein • Read more »

Family of boy in viral police hug photo dies
after SUV plunges off cliff. He’s still missing.
Officials search for three missing children after SUV
veers off cliff, killing five family members.
By Marwa Eltagouri • Read more »
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The Plum Line • Opinion

The Trump effect: A lot of veterans are running
as Democrats
And millennials are moving toward the Democratic Party.
Big changes are happening.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »

North Korea’s swankiest ride: Kim Jong Un’s
tricked-out armored family train
For the Kim family, foreign travel has meant Bordeaux,
lobster and slow-rolling extravagance.
By Kyle Swenson • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics
PowerPost • Analysis

Speaker Ryan exiting
soon? ‘Ludicrous,’ says
predecessor Boehner
Two men who know Ryan — John
Boehner and Eric Cantor — say the
speaker is too valuable to the House
GOP and an early departure would
cause others to quit.
By Paul Kane • Read more »
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Stormy Daniels’s lawyer pushes to depose Trump and says Americans
have been told ‘a bucket of lies’
Analysis | Here’s who actually attended the March for Our Lives. (No, it
wasn’t mostly young people.)
Analysis | Mueller just drew his most direct line to date between the
Trump campaign and Russia
As Stormy Daniels tells her story, six conservative Americans debate
whether Trump is a role model

Also Popular in Opinions

Two big cheating scandals
plague our politics
The courts are likely the last line of
defense against both gerrymandering
and adding a citizenship component to
the census.
By E.J. Dionne Jr. • Read more »

My law degree wasn’t meant for money laundering. But boy, it would
make it easy.
George Will’s 2018 Opening Day Quiz
Another shoe just dropped in the Mueller probe
How to understand the Marvel Cinematic Universe in seven movies or
less
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Also Popular in Local

Johan van Hulst, Dutch
schoolteacher who saved
hundreds of Jewish
children during Holocaust,
dies at 107
He was credited with saving the children
by smuggling them to safe houses. He
later became a politician.
By Ellie Silverman • Read more »

Two people shot after verbal dispute at National Harbor restaurant
Howard University fires six employees after investigation into
misappropriated funding
D.C.-area forecast: Springlike warmth blossoms today but temperatures
slip back Easter weekend
Analysis | Your sugar bomb may get extra scrutiny at the airport: TSA
agents ask some travelers to remove snacks from carry-ons
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Also Popular in Sports

‘I straight wanted to die’:
Michael Phelps wants
USOC to help athletes
cope with depression
The swimmer estimates that perhaps 90
percent of Olympic athletes struggle to
some degree after competing in the
Games.
By Cindy Boren • Read more »

Perspective | A healthy Ryan Zimmerman sat out Nationals’ exhibition
season, and it surely didn’t go unnoticed
Nationals could have sold high on Michael A. Taylor but instead bet on
an upward trend
Perspective | Enjoy the ride, because these Nationals may be as good as
they’re going to get
Bryce Harper is about to step into the storm that’s been brewing his
entire life

Also Popular in National

Trump sons unload on Jeb
Bush
A reported comment by Jeb Bush
provoked Trump's sons into declarations
of love for their father and a jab at Bush.
By Samantha Schmidt • Read

more »
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The Parkland shooting suspect has fans, and they’re sending him letters
and money
The orchestra’s horns were so loud they wrecked the violist’s hearing
— and his career
Utah’s ‘free-range parenting’ law said to be first in the nation
‘A second-rate bean’: Houston’s new bean sculpture scorned in
Chicago

Also Popular in World

Fire rips through Venezuela detention center, killing at least 68
How Slovakia stood up to a journalist’s murder and kicked out its prime
minister
Trump proposal would penalize immigrants who use tax credits and other
benefits
Analysis | China’s failing satellite is just one example of a massive
space debris problem
Russian ex-spy, daughter may have come into contact with nerve agent
at their front door, investigators say

Also Popular in Business

Republicans consider ‘balanced-budget amendment’ after adding more
than $1 trillion to the deficit
It could be the biggest change to movies since sound. If anyone will pay
for it.
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Why Saudi Arabia is trying to launch an utterly massive new solar project
Analysis | The courts say the Parkland kids’ agenda is largely
compatible with the Second Amendment
EPA staffers get talking points playing down human role in climate
change

Also Popular in Technology

Apple updates the iPad for schools, but the price remains the same
The FCC wants to slap restrictions on some Chinese-made wireless gear
It’ll be harder to ditch your ‘bloated’ cable package if AT&T merges
with Time Warner, Dish says
Why Uber is selling its Southeast Asia business to a local rival
On the Money: Robots predict how you’ll spend your points

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Analysis | Here’s how to download all your data from Facebook. It might
be a wake-up call.
Carolyn Hax: Keeping others’ pain at arm’s length
ABC’s ‘Roseanne’ premiere was the highest-rated sitcom episode in
years
Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Carless sister drives her to distraction
Decluttering a basement to make room for work, games and relaxation

Also Popular in Entertainment
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No pass needed to African American Museum on four Wednesdays in
April
Review | New York City Ballet: After the fall
12 things to do in the D.C. area this weekend
Review | What is Sean Penn thinking? His debut novel is a mess, again.
Review | An ‘Alabama Story’ that has national relevance
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A fake photo of Emma González went
viral on the far right, where Parkland
teens are villains
The reaction to the March for Our Lives is exposing the starkly different ways the
nation sees the Parkland students.
By Alex Horton • Read more »

The Fix • Analysis

Trump’s silence on Stormy Daniels is
deafening
Trump called his 2016 female accusers “liars” and can't
be bothered to stick to talking points. So why hasn't he
said or tweeted anything about Daniels?
By Aaron Blake • Read more »
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‘Mr. Santorum, CPR doesn’t work if all the
blood is on the ground.’
The former senator suggested that learning CPR was a
better way for young people to take action in response to
a mass shooting, rather than protesting gun violence and
asking “someone else to solve their problem.”
By Meagan Flynn • Read more »

Stormy Daniels, Donald Trump and ‘Shark
Week’: ‘He made me sit and watch’
A long-shot idea possibly scribbled on a bar napkin
became ratings gold for the Discovery Network.
By Kyle Swenson • Read more »

Post Partisan • Opinion

Steven Mnuchin’s deeply worrying gaffe
The Trump administration seems determined to mine
new levels of incompetence.
By James Downie • Read more »
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Monkey Cage • Analysis

Despite porn stars and Playboy models, white
evangelicals aren’t rejecting Trump. This is
why.
For Trump supporters, making America great again
means making America Christian again.
By Andrew L. Whitehead • Read more »

Trump administration expels 60 Russian
officers, shuts Seattle consulate in response to
attack on former spy in Britain
Twelve Russian diplomats at the United Nations and 48
at the Russian Embassy in Washington face expulsion
over the nerve-agent attack on Sergei Skripal and his
daughter Yulia.
By Philip Rucker • Read more »

Rep. Steve King’s campaign ties Parkland’s
Emma González to ‘communist’ Cuba
King, called one of the “least effective members of
Congress” by the Des Moines Register, is known for his
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inflammatory comments.
By Samantha Schmidt •

Read more »

Former Cambridge Analytica workers say firm
sent foreigners to advise U.S. campaigns
The 2014 effort came as executives were cautioned by
an attorney to abide by U.S. legal limits on non-citizen
involvement in elections.
By Craig Timberg • Read more »

Act Four • Opinion

The most radical part of Anderson Cooper’s
interview with Stormy Daniels
Stephanie Clifford may work in the adult film industry. But
Anderson Cooper treated her profession like just another
job.
By Alyssa Rosenberg • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics
Politics • Analysis

There are now multiple
legal questions
surrounding attempts to
hide alleged Trump
relationships
The Karen McDougal situation raises a
whole other set of questions.
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By Philip Bump • Read more »

Analysis | The Daily 202: How the marches for gun control are like the
protests against Vietnam
Unlike those in the resistance, certain career officials’ stars have risen
under Trump
Why Republicans are now bragging about their investments in education
Supreme Court rule: (Other) justices shouldn’t conduct independent
research

Also Popular in Opinions

Raging, isolated Trump
can’t bluff his way out this
time
Trump faces Stormy Daniels and other
female accusers, just as his legal team
is collapsing in the face of the
intensifying Mueller probe.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »

The truth about medical bankruptcies
There’s another huge threat to the Internet. And the public doesn’t
seem to care.
The Fed just sent Congress a message
The march of the hope-mongers
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Also Popular in Local

The story behind 11-yearold Naomi Wadler and her
March for Our Lives
speech
The youngest of the rally speakers
urged nation not to forget the black
female victims of gun violence.
By Fenit Nirappil • Read more »

D.C.-area forecast: Cool today, but 60-degree weather is on the horizon
‘Never again!’ Students demand action against gun violence in
nation’s capital
Off-duty firefighter trainee accused of drunken driving at 126 mph and
ramming state trooper’s car
The 6 most memorable speeches at the March for Our Lives in D.C.

ADVERTISEMENT
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Also Popular in Sports
Sports • Perspective

The NCAA tournament is
great — except for the
actual basketball. Here’s
how to fix that.
Ten-minute quarters, 24-second shot
clock and other ways to improve the
college game to make it more
watchable.
By Tim Bontemps • Read more »

Grayson Allen gave his haters one last chance to hate before his Duke
career ended
Kansas beats Duke and its Elite Eight demons with an overtime classic
Why would the Nationals choose an eight-man bullpen over a fully
stocked bench?
Dave Martinez is making the Nationals chill out. Will that help them win,
too?

Also Popular in National

Stormy Daniels says
threats kept her quiet
about alleged Trump affair
until now
Adult film actress tells “60 Minutes”
that she took $130,000 in hush money
to keep her family safe.
By Emma Brown • Read more »
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NRA host taunts Parkland teens: ‘No one would know your names’ if
classmates were still alive
Parents burned and beat their teen daughter after she said no to
‘arranged’ marriage, police say
High school students are marching 50 miles to Paul Ryan’s home town
to call him out on guns
A boy was decapitated on a waterslide. The park knew the ride could kill
people, officials say.

Also Popular in World

Deadly fire in Russian shopping mall kills 64, many of them children
France’s Jewish leaders raise the alarm over brutal murder of Holocaust
survivor
Stop and search? This poor community in Rio says yes, please.
The Latest: Russian ambassador: US expulsions ruining ties
Analysis | The return of John Bolton paves the way for more war

Also Popular in Business

Remington, the oldest U.S. gunmaker, files for bankruptcy amid declining
sales
Trump says sanctions are hurting the North Korean economy. But in
some ways it appears stable.
A ‘gray divorce’ can devastate your retirement plans. Here’s how.
The Humane Society’s sexual harassment scandal just won’t end
D.C. tech team with Facebook and Google DNA seeks to create datapage 9 of 11
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driven deals company

Also Popular in Technology

Self-taught rocket scientist blasts off into California sky
Lawmakers hope to use Facebook’s ‘oil spill’ privacy mishap to usher
in sweeping new laws
China appeals for cooperation as it warns of ‘trade war’
Facebook questioned about pulling Android call, text data
What Facebook’s privacy policy allows may surprise you

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: The pounds came off and the pressure was
put on
Perspective | I didn’t understand male privilege until I became a stay-athome dad
Perspective | ‘Turn around, drop ’em’ was memorable, but the Stormy
Daniels story is really about intimidation
Michael Avenatti, the adrenaline-fueled lawyer taking on President
Trump
Perspective | Emma González and the wordless act that moved a nation

Also Popular in Entertainment

Obama Presidential Center faces pushback from Jackson Park residents
Analysis | ‘Isle of Dogs’ cultural appropriation debate marks a major
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shift in how we watch movies
When Daryl Hannah, Neil Young and the son of Willie Nelson made a
Netflix movie in three days
Review | It takes only 6 minutes to be fully convinced of the immense
power of virtual reality
Review | Awaiting ‘Hamilton,’ the Kennedy Center offers a concert ‘In
the Heights’
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Castro rule in Cuba ends as Miguel Diaz-Canel confirmed in leadership change
Cuba’s National Assembly announced the result of a 603-1 vote that marked the end of nearly six decades of rule under Fidel Castro and his brother Raúl.
By Anthony Faiola • Read more »

Grade Point

After calling Barbara Bush an ‘amazing racist,’ a professor taunts critics: ‘I will never be fired’
Angry critics demanded that the university fire Randa Jarrar. She said she was protected by tenure.
By Cleve R. Wootson Jr. • Read more »

‘She has nerves of steel’: The story of the pilot who calmly landed the Southwest Airlines flight
“I got another day of my life because of that lady and the co-pilot,” Alfred Tumlinson said. “What do you want to
know about [her] other than she’s an angel?”
By Faiz Siddiqui • Read more »

’There’s too many men’; What happens when women are outnumbered on a massive scale
China and India have 70 million more men than women. The consequences are far-reaching.
By Simon Denyer • Read more »

Trump attorney Michael Cohen withdraws libel lawsuits over Russia dossier
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The actions against BuzzFeed and the political research firm Fusion GPS would have required Cohen to divulge his
activities before the 2016 election.
By Rosalind S. Helderman • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

The Plum Line • Opinion

Republicans are actively interfering in the Mueller probe to protect Trump
Let's call this what it is.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »

Checkpoint

She wore a dinosaur puppet during a military oath. It got her and a colonel removed from the
job.
Three members of the Tennessee Air National Guard were punished after last week's re-enlistment ceremony.
By Marwa Eltagouri • Read more »
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PowerPost • Analysis

McConnell, the Senate’s decider, discovers the limits of his control
His fragile majority allows just one senator to derail the most routine action. And that means he may not be able to
suppress a bill protecting special counsel Robert S. Mueller III.
By Paul Kane • Read more »

Morning Mix

Syracuse suspends engineering fraternity for ‘racist, anti-Semitic, homophobic’ video
“I am appalled and shaken by this and deeply concerned for all members of our community,” said the university's
president.
By Samantha Schmidt • Read more »

Republicans fear political risk in Senate races as House moves to extend tax cuts
Senate GOP campaign strategists warn McConnell against a vote that could help red-state Democrats.
By Erica Werner • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics
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PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: Barbara Bush and Donald Trump responded
very differently to the AIDS epidemic
Compare her clinic visit to his treatment of Roy Cohn.
By James Hohmann • Read more »

Kobach helped lead Trump’s election panel. A judge just found him in contempt in a voter ID case
‘People don’t realize’: Trump and the historical facts he wants you to know
Ex-Playboy model who alleged Trump affair reaches settlement with Enquirer publisher
Analysis | Hang on: Can a Democrat actually win a U.S. Senate race in Texas?

Also Popular in Opinions
Right Turn

President Trump has a Scott Pruitt problem. Enter Mick
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Mulvaney.
"Mick the Knife" might get EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt out of the way for Trump.
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »

Nikki Haley’s ‘confusion’ sheds light on the Trump-Russia mystery
Calling the police on black people isn’t a Starbucks problem. It’s an America problem.
Leaders worldwide are falling for a ‘deadly illusion’
Trump’s rage at Mueller is increasingly delusional. But it’s even worse than that.

Also Popular in Local
Retropolis

‘One last time’: Barbara Bush had already faced a death
more painful than her own
In 1953, Barbara Bush “held our precious girl” as her 3-year-old daughter, Robin, died
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of leukemia. Now the former first lady has died too.
By Steve Hendrix • Read more »

Why you’ve never heard of the six Chinese men who survived the Titanic
Police chiefs implore Congress not to pass concealed-carry reciprocity gun law
While extremely rare, here’s why it’s possible to get sucked out of an airplane
Virginia House Republicans block Metro tax hikes, which means a bigger drain on funds for roads
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Also Popular in Sports
Early Lead

‘Get off her back’: LeBron James defends TNT reporter
who asked him about Erin Popovich’s death
The interview, conducted on the court right after James had led his Cavaliers to a playoff
win over the Pacers, did not sit well with many viewers.
By Des Bieler • Read more »
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‘I’m not even mad, I’m impressed’: Redskins fan is sent signed photo of Dan Snyder
Analysis | NBA playoffs: Rockets shoot past Timberwolves; Donovan Mitchell carries Utah
NFL schedule 2018: Rams-Chiefs head to Mexico City; NFL moves up prime-time kickoffs
‘Super agents’ rep 75 percent of NFL players. It’s a competitive fight to sign the rest.

Also Popular in National
Morning Mix

Pittsburgh police are preparing riot gear for ‘large scale
protest’ if Trump fires Mueller
Pittsburgh authorities clarified that they do not have any knowledge of President Trump's
“decision-making process.”
By Samantha Schmidt • Read more »

A 4-year-old had been growling at preschool — so this naturopath says she gave him rabid dog saliva
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Tennessee lawmakers punish Memphis for removing statue of Confederate and KKK leader
Alleged bitcoin heist mastermind reportedly escapes from Iceland prison, goes to airport and flies away
‘Nerves of steel’: She calmly landed the Southwest flight, just as you’d expect of a former fighter pilot

Also Popular in World

An 8-year-old girl’s gang rape and murder trigger new outrage over India’s rape culture
Queen Elizabeth II loses her last corgi, Willow, marking the end of a scrappy canine dynasty
Lawmakers worry about securing U.S. goals in Syria as Trump looks for the exit
Video shows belt-wielding assailant screaming ‘Jew’ as he attacks two people on a Berlin street
Erdogan calls for early elections in Turkey, citing need to overcome ‘uncertainties’

Also Popular in Business

Global warming has changed the Great Barrier Reef ‘forever,’ scientists say
What’s inside made-in-China electronics should worry federal customers, study says
JPMorgan Chase to open consumer bank branches in D.C. area, hire 700
The Senate just voted to kill a policy warning auto lenders about discrimination against minority borrowers
Science hinted that cancer patients could take less of a $148,000-a-year drug. Its maker tripled the price of a pill.

Also Popular in Technology

Review | Electric scooters might revolutionize urban transport — if it wasn’t for stupid humans
AT&T’s CEO is about to defend the biggest merger of his career
Thousands of apps in Google Play Store may be illegally tracking children, study finds
Time Warner CEO calls the government’s case against AT&T ‘ridiculous’
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Analysis | How Apple’s strategy is hobbling the HomePod

Also Popular in Lifestyle

What would Prince want? Two years later, his estate is a mess and his legacy unclear.
Perspective | Carolyn Hax: She extended an invitation. Her guest extended it waaaaay further.
A David Copperfield trick allegedly injured a participant. Its secret was just exposed in court.
Is Sean Hannity a journalist or not? Here’s why it matters.
Perspective | Ask Amy: Neighbors need curtains, or others might go blind

Also Popular in Entertainment

Review | ‘Civilizations’ is the most ambitious story about art ever told on television
Perspective | Finally, a comic novel gets a Pulitzer Prize. It’s about time.
Perspective | Comey gamely endures TV’s gantlet but caves on the right to call Trump orange
Review | The messy, brilliant life of Pablo Neruda
‘Deadpool 2’ trailer offers one of the best superhero meta-punchlines ever
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Kushner’s overseas contacts raise
concerns as foreign officials seek
leverage
Foreign officials have discussed ways to manipulate the president’s son-in-law and
senior adviser via his business arrangements, U.S. officials say.
By Shane Harris, Carol D. Leonnig, Greg Jaffe and Josh Dawsey •
Read more »

PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: Hope Hicks’s evasiveness
highlights how far Trump is pushing the
envelope on executive privilege
Experts say POTUS is going further than his
predecessors, and Congress is letting him get away with
it.
By James Hohmann • Read more »
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Right Turn • Opinion

Jared Kushner has been humiliated. Will
Trump now throw him under the bus?
The president's son-in-law is, in effect, demoted.
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »

We studied thousands of anonymous posts
about the Parkland attack — and found a
conspiracy in the making
Less than an hour after the shooting, online communities
devised a plan to bend the public narrative.
By Craig Timberg • Read more »

The Fix • Analysis

The most ominous line in the new Jared
Kushner story
Four countries discussed how to manipulate Kushner in
the White House. But how close did they get?
By Aaron Blake • Read more »
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Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf tipped off
immigrants about ICE raid and isn’t sorry she
did
"I definitely consider myself part of the resistance,” she
said.
By Meagan Flynn • Read more »

$5,000 for a ‘decent chair’ for Ben Carson?
Here are some less-pricey options.
“$5000 will not even buy a decent chair,” a HUD official
allegedly said regarding a $5,000 limit for redecorating
Secretary Ben Carson's office.
By Samantha Schmidt • Read more »

The Plum Line • Opinion

Shocker: Democrats’ predictions about the
GOP tax cut are coming true
How could they have been so prescient? It's a real
mystery.
By Paul Waldman • Read more »
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Opinion

Trump isn’t hiring enough friends and family
The dishonest haters keep claiming nepotism and
cronyism are bad.
By Dana Milbank • Read more »

Two stowaway teens hid in a plane’s landing
gear — and fell to their death during takeoff
The two teenagers fell nearly 1,000 feet on Latam
Airlines flight XL1438 from Guayaquil, Eduador, to New
York.
By Alex Horton • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics
Fact Checker • Analysis

The tall tale of President
Trump’s Cincinnati
‘success’
The president has a habit of telling tales
based on a kernel of truth. His history
with Cincinnati is no different.
By Meg Kelly • Read more »
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In Russia probe, Hope Hicks refuses to answer questions about Trump
administration
Trump said he would charge a gunman. Here’s what he’s actually done
in the face of danger.
Analysis | Georgia Republicans are crossing an ethically murky line by
threatening Delta over its NRA boycott
Security clearances downgraded for Kushner and other White House
officials

Also Popular in Opinions

The crown prince of Saudi
Arabia is giving his
country shock therapy
Mohammed bin Salman says the wave
of reforms are needed to modernize the
kingdom.
By David Ignatius • Read more »

Are Republicans finally sweating about guns?
The Missouri governor’s scandal is a cautionary tale
Democrats shouldn’t let 1994 guide them on guns
Trump’s bag of tricks won’t work on Mueller

Also Popular in Local
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North Pole surges above
freezing in the dead of
winter, stunning scientists
Arctic temperatures are warmer than
ever recorded in February.
By Jason Samenow • Read more »

Rev. Billy Graham is having a memorial viewing at the U.S. Capitol. Is
that appropriate for a religious leader?
Secret probe points to widespread enrollment fraud at acclaimed D.C.
high school
‘I’m never going to be the same’: Students set to return to shattered
Florida school
They’ve lived in tents in the woods for 15 years. On Wednesday, they
will be gone.
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Also Popular in Sports

Pizza Hut scores NFL pizza
sponsorship deal after
Papa John’s bows out
Papa John's, which had blamed the
league's anthem protests for sagging
sales last season, will continue to have
a relationship with 22 NFL teams.
By Cindy Boren • Read more »

‘We’re celebrating it how we want to celebrate it:’ Kevin Durant on the
Warriors’ D.C. trip
Wizards build big early lead, hold on for dear life to beat Bucks in
Milwaukee
Trea Turner is working to become a difference-maker for the Nationals
again
Obama: NCAA’s basketball farm system ‘not a sustainable way of
doing business’

Also Popular in National

An alien cyberattack? As if
we didn’t have enough to
worry about.
A pair of astrophysicists warn aliens
could hack the planet.
By Derek Hawkins • Read more »
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106 million people watched ‘M.A.S.H.’ finale 35 years ago. No scripted
show since has come close.
Medical journal’s buttocks photos show up in tabloids. Patients not
amused.
Justice Dept. to target opioid manufacturers, distributors in new push to
curb deadly epidemic
ICE begins deportation raids in Northern California, as federal officials
blame Oakland mayor

Also Popular in World

Analysis | The inescapable anti-Semitism of Western nationalists
Africa’s real Wakanda and the struggle to stay uncolonized
German village votes to keep bell inscribed with ‘Everything for the
Fatherland, Adolf Hitler’
Cyber chief says Trump has given him no new authority to strike at
Russian interference threat
China detains relatives of U.S. reporters in apparent punishment for
Xinjiang coverage

Also Popular in Business

Report: No progress for African Americans on homeownership,
unemployment and incarceration in 50 years
A Georgia Republican’s threat to Delta: Stop boycotting the NRA, or you
won’t get your tax break
Amazon is buying smart-doorbell maker Ring
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Here’s what it’s like to ride in Waymo’s self-driving van
Perspective | Study: Standing desks could be harmful to your productivity
. . . and your health

Also Popular in Technology

Inside the huge, low-profile alliance fighting to save the FCC’s net
neutrality rules
One in four teens are sexting, a new study shows. Relax, researchers
say, it’s mostly normal.
Review | Google’s first camera isn’t an evil all-seeing eye. Yet.
After 2016 rocket explosion, Elon Musk’s SpaceX looked seriously at
sabotage
In a blow to AT&T, federal judges have rejected ‘the loophole that
could’ve swallowed the Internet’

Also Popular in Lifestyle

CNN vs. Fox: Why these two cable networks can’t stop talking about
each other
Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Approach your square peg from the right
angle
Perspective | Love-struck hero or creepy harasser? Suddenly we’re
seeing our favorite rom-coms in a new light.
Perspective | The Oscars always get it wrong. Here are the real best
pictures of the past 42 years.
Analysis | Blake Shelton had a rough time on ‘The Voice’ premiere.
This might explain why.
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Also Popular in Entertainment

Review | Packed with 9/11 hindsight, ‘The Looming Tower’ looms a lot
Perspective | ‘A Wrinkle in Time’: Let’s hope the movie is better than
the book
Review | Everything you ever wanted to know about poetry (but were
afraid to ask)
Review | Peter Carey’s new novel is a strange ride through Australia’s
racist past — and present
Perspective | These cartoons poke fun of Trump for claiming he’d
charge a gunman unarmed
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MS-13 is ‘taking over the school,’ one
teen warned before she was killed
Amid Trump’s MS-13 crackdown, educators confront a sobering question: What to
do when the gang is in their classrooms?
By Michael E. Miller • Read more »

Outlook • Perspective

The military keeps encountering UFOs. Why
doesn’t the Pentagon care?
We have no idea what’s behind these weird incidents
because we’re not investigating.
By Christopher Mellon • Read more »

Gunman was treated at veterans facility before
he killed three workers there, officials say
page 2 of 7
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The confrontation began when a man showed up at the
veterans home in the morning with a rifle and exchanged
gunfire with a sheriff's deputy, before crashing an
employee farewell party and taking a number of
hostages.
By Eli Rosenberg • Read more »

PowerPost • Analysis

The GOP’s messages don’t seem to be
working in Pennsylvania. Is that a warning
sign?
Even if Republicans hold on to a House seat in a special
election, a narrow win would raise concerns about
November.
By Paul Kane • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

Daylight saving time starts this weekend.
Here’s how things would change if we got rid
of it.
At 2 a.m. Sunday, clocks spring forward one hour.
By Justin Grieser • Read more »
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Politics • Perspective

Trump promised this kind of presidency —
unpredictable, ad hoc and impulsive
On trade and North Korea, the instinct-driven president
raises the stakes on himself.
By Dan Balz • Read more »

She said she killed her son and hid him in a
manure pile. The truth is more sinister, police
say.
A Colorado family drama over a 700-acre ranch turned
deadly, police say.
By Kyle Swenson • Read more »

Opinion

I would’ve aborted a fetus with Down
syndome. Women need that right.
You can call me selfish, or worse, but I am in good
company.
By Ruth Marcus • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT
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In a personal letter, Trump invited Putin to the
2013 Miss Universe pageant
It is unclear whether the note was delivered to the
Russian president — and if so, whether Putin
responded.
By Shane Harris • Read more »

Opinion

I covered steel 26 years ago. Trump’s solution
didn’t work then and won’t now.
The problem isn’t imports. It’s technology. It’s always
technology.
By Dana Milbank • Read more »

Opinion

Why I could no longer serve this president
I could no longer work as an ambassador under a
president whose values did not mesh with my own.
By John D. Feeley • Read more »
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Opinion

I don’t care if Trump had an affair. I care about
the hush money.
Whether Trump had an affair isn’t the issue; it’s
whether he dissembled his past from the American
people.
By Colbert I. King • Read more »

A top U.S. diplomat in Latin America leaves in
protest, swelling an exodus
John Feeley, who resigned as ambassador to Panama,
has come to symbolize a string of departing disillusioned
diplomats.
By Joshua Partlow • Read more »

In Trump’s decision on North Korea, the world
glimpses a president who is his own diplomat,
negotiator and strategist
‘The art of the teaser’: Trump’s stunning
announcement that he’ll meet with Kim Jong Un set
diplomats. and his own White House staff, scrambling to
react.
By David Nakamura • Read more »

Spy poisoning is latest in string of suspicious
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cases in UK
Britain offers wealthy Russians many attractions: the
great city of London, the bucolic countryside, exclusive
schools, and a global financial hub. But for some former
spies and other foes of President Vladimir Putin, it has
become lethal.
By Gregory Katz | AP • Read more »

Politics • Analysis

New evidence the Stormy Daniels payment
may have violated election law
An NBC report makes it appear certain that a law was
broken.
By Philip Bump • Read more »
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The Fix • Analysis

Mueller just drew his most direct line to
date between the Trump campaign and
Russia
The filing says an aide of Paul Manafort and Rick Gates was tied to Russian
intelligence “and had such ties in 2016.”
By Aaron Blake • Read more »

The Plum Line • Opinion

Another shoe just dropped in the Mueller probe
And it could make it harder for Trump to shut down the
investigation.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »
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Kim-Xi meeting presents a new challenge for
Trump on North Korea
Kim Jong Un’s diplomatic debut highlighted his ties to
China. Where does that leave the United States?
By Emily Rauhala • Read more »

Utah’s ‘free-range parenting’ law said to be
first in the nation
The bill redefines child neglect to exclude children of
“sufficient age” walking to and from school, parks and
shops.
By Meagan Flynn • Read more »

Opinion

The shame of it all
The sleazy saga of the porn star and the president puts
the there’s-no-such-thing-as-bad-publicity theory to the
test.
By Kathleen Parker • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT
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Want to impeach the president? This billionaire
is on the case.
Tom Steyer, the man behind the anti-Trump ads, says
he’s battling for ‘the soul of America.’
By Monica Hesse • Read more »

Manafort associate had Russian intelligence
ties during 2016 campaign, prosecutors say
The allegations underscore special counsel Robert S.
Mueller III’s interest in Paul Manafort and his deputy,
Rick Gates.
By Spencer S. Hsu • Read more »

Trump proposal would penalize immigrants
who use tax credits and other benefits
A broad expansion of the “public charge” rule could
further reduce legal immigration to the United States.
By Nick Miroff • Read more »
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Opinion

A debt crisis is on the horizon
If lawmakers don’t act now when the nation is
prospering, when will they?
By Michael J. Boskin • Read more »

Her son, facing murder charges, is being called
an ‘alt-right killer.’ This mother blames
herself.
A Virginia woman is facing a reckoning after police said
her son killed his girlfriend’s parents, just days after they
accused him of being an “outspoken Neo-Nazi.”
By Justin Jouvenal • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics

Trump privately presses
for military to pay for
border wall
The president has told Speaker Paul
Ryan that the military should finance it
after Congress provided only $1.6
billion.
By Josh Dawsey • Read more »
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Analysis | This GOP congressman just demonstrated what a headache
retirements will be for Republicans in 2018
Analysis | Here’s who actually attended the March for Our Lives. (No, it
wasn’t mostly young people.)
A new epithet emerges for Parkland teens calling for more gun control:
Nazis
Analysis | The Energy 202: EPA chief fires back on flight costs as
#BootPruitt campaign revs up

Also Popular in Opinions

Hating tipping is easy.
Fixing it is almost
impossible.
The conundrum of restaurant
economics, American-style.
By Charles Lane • Read more »

The enfant terrible enters the White House
It’s not the job of Cabinet officials to be a ‘check’ on the president
For John Bolton, Russia is part of a new ‘axis of evil’
Shock poll: Majority of Americans don’t see Trump tax cuts in
paychecks
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Also Popular in Local

D.C.-area forecast:
Temperatures try to reach
60 today, with light
showers possible; 70
tomorrow?
If we reach 60 today, it would be the first
time this March.
By Dan Stillman • Read more »

Bird scooters roll out in D.C. and its executive wants to ‘Save Our
Sidewalks’
Ex-Trump campaign chair Paul Manafort escalates challenge to Mueller
indictment
A swim in the Potomac? The river’s remarkable recovery makes that a
possibility, report says.
Appeals court rules against D.C. residents in fight over noise from
National Airport

ADVERTISEMENT
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Also Popular in Sports
Nationals/MLB • Perspective

Enjoy the ride, because
these Nationals may be as
good as they’re going to
get
The Nats enter a new season with the
potential for a historic campaign. Don’t
be scared. Embrace the expectations.
By Thomas Boswell • Read more »

Ball tampering plot: Smith, Warner banned for 12 months
NFL owners unanimously approve new catch rule, ending a decade of
confusion
Analysis | Redskins need a running back — and this NFL draft offers
plenty of options
Sean Doolittle and Eireann Dolan may be baseball’s most ‘woke’
couple

Also Popular in National

Archaeologists discover 81
ancient settlements in the
Amazon
A growing body of research suggests
that the “pristine” rain forest was
actually carefully managed by
indigenous people for hundreds of
years.
By Sarah Kaplan • Read more »
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For military veterans suffering from PTSD, are service dogs good
therapy?
Remains found in shallow Calif. grave believed to be those of missing
Macedonian model, police say
‘Sandpapergate’ cheating scandal rocks Australian cricket: ‘It beggars
belief,’ says prime minister
Stormy Daniels asks court to order deposition of Trump and his lawyer
Michael Cohen

Also Popular in World

Analysis | China’s official release on Kim Jong Un’s visit, annotated
Cambridge Analytica’s Alexander Nix: Bond villain, tech genius or
hustler?
‘He knows he is done’: Veterans Affairs chief lies low amid rumors he’ll
be ousted
Ethiopia chooses new leader from protest hit region in break from past
Analysis | Egypt’s farcical election and the long Arab winter

Also Popular in Business

Perspective | Why the costs could go way up to ship anything
Shell — yes, that Shell — just outlined a radical scenario for what it
would take to halt climate change
Analysis | The courts say the Parkland kids’ agenda is largely
compatible with the Second Amendment
Perspective | Trump doesn’t have to start a trade war to upend the
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global system
Analysis | Redlining was banned 50 years ago. It’s still hurting minorities
today.

Also Popular in Technology

Apple updates the iPad for schools, but the price remains the same
The FCC wants to slap restrictions on some Chinese-made wireless gear
Facebook’s discussions with Congress signal Mark Zuckerberg will
testify amid data-privacy scandal
Equifax names Mark Begor as its CEO
Tesla: Crash was worsened by missing freeway barrier shield

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Carless sister drives her to distraction
Perspective | Parents berate their kids in school conferences, and a
teacher cringes
Perspective | The sliming of Parkland students shows the spreading stain
of media polarization
Analysis | Who bit Beyoncé? A guide to the most bizarre celebrity
mystery of 2018.
A fake photo of Emma González went viral on the far right, where
Parkland teens are villains

Also Popular in Entertainment
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Review | What is Sean Penn thinking? His debut novel is a mess, again.
Analysis | Here are seven Marvel Studios heroes who could be the next
team of Avengers
Perspective | In its final season, ‘The Americans’ asks the eternal
question: Can this marriage be saved?
Review | An ‘Alabama Story’ that has national relevance
Review | ‘Translations’ is a deep dive into Ireland’s love of language
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Mueller seeks to question Trump about
Flynn and Comey departures
The special counsel’s interest indicates an intensifying focus on possible efforts by
the president or others to obstruct the probe.
By Carol D. Leonnig • Read more »

Female journalist goes undercover at posh
‘men only’ London fundraiser, reports
widespread groping
While the dinner was black-tie only, it was “BLACK sexy
shoes, black underwear” and “short tight black dresses”
for the hostesses, the Financial Times found.
By Fred Barbash • Read more »

Politics • Analysis

Your guide to the anti-FBI conspiracy theories
rippling through conservative media
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The memo. The text messages. The dossier.
By Philip Bump • Read more »

Trump asked the acting FBI director how he
voted during Oval Office meeting
Andrew McCabe found the president’s question
‘disturbing,’ according to officials.
By Ellen Nakashima • Read more »

How an Arizona couple’s innocent bath-time
photos of their kids set off a 10-year legal saga
"What you may think are the most beautiful innocent
pictures of your children may be seen as something
completely different and completely perverted,” Lisa
Demaree said.
By Derek Hawkins • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT
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Right Turn • Opinion

One by one, Mueller is reaching into Trump’s
inner circle
Mueller has a bevy of witnesses.
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »

Opinion

China’s breathtaking transformation into a
scientific superpower
The best response to this technological competition —
reinvigorate America’s own technological base.
By Robert J. Samuelson • Read more »

Paramedics said her 6-year-old had common
flu symptoms and left, she claims. Now her
daughter is dead.
A young girl from North Carolina is among at least 30
children to have died of the flu this year, according to the
CDC.
By Marwa Eltagouri • Read more »

‘Big positive surprise’ coming from Trump tax
plan, CEOs say
Economists are lowballing how much growth will come
from Trump's tax cuts, some business leaders say.
By Heather Long • Read more »
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Video shows Park Police fired nine shots into
Bijan Ghaisar’s Jeep at close range, killing
him
Fairfax police chief releases the video of the fatal killing
of Bijan Ghaisar, even as the FBI remains silent on its
investigation into the shooting by Park Police officers.
By Tom Jackman • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics

Schumer has rescinded
offer to Trump on border
wall funding
The Senate minority leader is facing
criticism from lawmakers and advocates
angry that he agreed to reopen the
federal government without a deal to
protect “dreamers.”
By Ed O'Keefe • Read more »

Analysis | Yet again, Trump’s border wall is blocking an immigration
deal on ‘dreamers’
Analysis | ‘You get a do-over here’: Evangelical leaders’ apparent
double-standard on the alleged Trump-Daniels affair
Analysis | It’s looking more and more like Jeff Sessions is doing
Trump’s political dirty work
George Papadopoulos is the ‘John Dean’ of the Russia investigation,
his fiancee says
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Also Popular in Opinions

How Andrew McCabe
voted was none of
Trump’s business
It was a stomach-churning question,
given the need for the FBI to remain
independent and unpoliticized.
By Ruth Marcus • Read more »

Trump exemplifies the Ugly American. Davos will accept him anyway.
Here are some totally groundless opinions about the Oscar nominees
Winning equal pay won’t be easy for actresses. Mo’Nique’s Netflix
boycott shows why.
The U.S. alliance with Turkey just lunged toward the breaking point

Also Popular in Local

A fierce flu season
pummels Washington
region
A surge in reported cases in D.C.,
Maryland and Virginia echoes a national
trend.
By Rachel Chason • Read more »
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The last U.S. slave ship was burned to hide its horrors. A storm may
have unearthed it.
Two ex-staffers plead guilty in release of explicit images of U.S. House
member, husband
Woman says Missouri’s strict abortion regulations violate her religion:
the Satanic Temple
Two students dead, 12 other people wounded in Kentucky high school
shooting

ADVERTISEMENT

Also Popular in Sports

U.S. Olympian Maame
Biney’s short-track
speedskating journey, from
Ghana to PyeongChang
The 17-year-old from Reston, Va., is the
first African-American woman to qualify
for the Olympics in speedskating. And
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she promises to be one of the most
improbable and unforgettable members
of Team USA.
By Rick Maese • Read more »

Analysis | ‘You’re hastening the hell you wish to avoid’: Controversial
tennis player’s parting shot at Australian Open
Trash-talking, crotch-grabbing Baker Mayfield says he isn’t the next
Johnny Manziel
A mystery man helped Tom Brady find a secret weapon for the cut on his
passing hand
A flurry of exchanges, protests: What’s next for Koreas?

Also Popular in National

Grumpy Cat owner
awarded over $700,000 in
lawsuit. Cat still won’t
smile.
The lucrative cat was at the center of a
an intellectual property dispute that
raged on since 2015 between Grumpy
Cat Limited and the Grenade beverage
company.
By Travis M. Andrews • Read

more »
Border Patrol agents were filmed dumping water left for migrants. Then
came a ‘suspicious’ arrest.
CNN’s Don Lemon says Trump rhetoric responsible for threats against
network
Tammy Duckworth will be the Senate’s first new mom, but she already
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has a record of blazing trails
Before police rescued their 13 children, the two parents had a history of
strange behavior, family and neighbors say

Also Popular in World

Afraid of a major conflict? The German military is currently unavailable.
Female journalists covering Pence in Israel forced to stand behind male
colleagues
Islamic State attacks Save the Children charity in Afghanistan
Watch Indonesian troops drink blood from headless snakes for Secretary
Mattis
‘Flood of the century’ fears rise in Paris along with the Seine

Also Popular in Business

‘America first is not America alone’: Trump aims to reset global opinion
about him in Davos
Analysis | In Davos, a #MeToo moment gets unexpectedly emotional
Storm waves moved this 620-ton boulder, scientists say — a stunning
testament to the ocean’s power
Facebook thought it was more powerful than a nation-state. Then that
became a liability
A Tesla owner’s excuse for his DUI: The car was driving

Also Popular in Technology
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AT&T wants Congress to draft a net neutrality law. Here’s why that’s a
big deal.
Google for the first time outspent every other company to influence
Washington in 2017
Analysis | Apple’s HomePod is finally coming. Here’s how it stacks up
against Amazon and Google.
The Latest: Melania Trump will not go to Davos with US team
Congressional Democrats call on Facebook, Twitter to urgently
investigate and combat Russian bots and trolls

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Oh, pish posh, he’s not gay. He just likes to
watch gay porn.
Perspective | 10 things in your home you never clean — but should
Perspective | Why do my kids act like angels at school and like wild
things at home?
Analysis | Oscar nominations 2018: ‘The Shape of Water’ leads with
13; ‘Get Out’ nominated for best picture
Bill Cosby’s standup act just isn’t the same since he was accused of
sexual monstrosities

Also Popular in Entertainment

Perspective | How the world’s cartoonists are viewing the dawn of
Trump’s Year Two
Review | Does living forever sound ideal? These 5 new books will
change your mind.
Review | Kahn’s final ‘Hamlet’ at Shakespeare Theatre is off-key
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Perspective | Ursula K. Le Guin didn’t want to be called a ‘genius’
The Latest: Keillor pushes back against expanded allegations
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Niagara Falls is coated in ice — and
absolutely jaw-dropping
Tourists brave the frigid weather to see the stunning sight at Niagara Falls.
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »

Devin Nunes, targeting Mueller and the FBI,
alarms Democrats and some Republicans with
his tactics
The Trump loyalist and House Intelligence Committee
chair has prompted rare public warnings to tone down his
attacks on federal law enforcement.
By Karoun Demirjian • Read more »

Opinion

This new year, tell Trump: Enough
The point of the new year is to meet the emergency this
presidency has created.
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By E.J. Dionne Jr. •

Read more »

How a small bird managed to take over a Delta
flight
A small bird flew out of the cold Detroit sky and into the
cockpit of a southbound jetliner. Then nothing went as
planned.
By Avi Selk • Read more »

U.S. oil production booms as new year begins
Shale oil drilling has erased memories of long gas lines
in the 1970s.
By Thomas Heath • Read more »
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The Fix • Analysis

Winners and losers from 2017, the year in
politics
An unprecedented year. An unprecedented new political
reality.
By Aaron Blake • Read more »

He delivered their babies and examined their
bodies. Now patients are suing after learning
he used a fake name and stolen Social Security
numbers for credentials.
A class-action lawsuit claims Pr. George’s Hospital
Center should have known “Dr. Akoda” was not who he
said he was.
By Lynh Bui • Read more »

How the Trump era is changing the federal
bureaucracy
An exodus of civil servants, a lack of political appointees
and anticipation of budget cuts have contributed to a
diminished federal workforce.
By Lisa Rein • Read more »

Monkey Cage • Analysis

It sure looks as if Kirsten Gillibrand is running
for president
Here's the evidence.
By Sean McElwee •
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Read more »

Marijuana is legal in California Jan. 1. But you
won’t be able to buy it everywhere.
An edgy industry is now mired in regulations — like
many other businesses in the state.
By Katie Zezima • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics
Fact Checker • Analysis

In a 30-minute interview,
President Trump made 24
false or misleading claims
Here's a roundup of misleading claims
made by the president in his interview,
many of which we've fact-checked
before.
By Glenn Kessler • Read more »

Ticket prices go up for Trump’s ‘very glam’ New Year’s Eve bash at
Mar-a-Lago
Time at Mar-a-Lago is a respite for Trump — and a headache for his
staff
Mike Pence’s Colorado neighbors troll him with a ‘Make America Gay
Again’ banner
Graham urges Trump to clarify Iran strategy
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Also Popular in Opinions

Welcome to 2018. Is this a
turning point?
1918 changed the world. Will 2018 do
the same?
By Editorial Board • Read more »

The Trump administration’s disturbing fight to stop teenagers from
getting abortions
How to be more human in 2018? Try less.
Readers choose the 2017 quote of the year
From Irma to ‘Star Wars,’ 2017 was a big year for nuns

Also Popular in Local

A new way emerges to
cover college tuition. But is
it a better way?
Called an income share agreement, it
involves graduates repaying part of what
they earn.
By Danielle Douglas-Gabriel • Read

more »
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D.C.-area forecast: It’s frigid for the entire first week of 2018
Fact-checking ‘The Crown’: Did the Duke of Windsor plot with Hitler to
betray Britain?
Two men charged with murder in ‘horrific’ quadruple homicide case in
New York
Eastern U.S. braces for the most frigid start to new year in decades:
Here’s how cold

ADVERTISEMENT

Also Popular in Sports
Sports • Perspective

The polarizing and
unending Kirk Cousins
debate gets fresh fuel with
season finale stinker
With supporters and detractors focused
on the fringes, it’s easy to overlook the
complex middleground of the
quarterback’s contract conundrum.
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By Jerry Brewer • Read more »

He’s a 62-pound star. On Monday, the Rose Bowl becomes this dog’s
stage.
Perspective | 27 things I hated about Washington’s season-ending loss
to the Giants
Why the Nationals’ trajectory could pivot in 2018
Scott Frost’s whirlwind month as coach for both UCF and Nebraska
mercifully ending with Peach Bowl

Also Popular in National

Five Colorado officers
shot, one fatally, in
‘ambush-style attack,’
sheriff says
The gunman fired at least 100 rounds
from a rifle, Douglas County Sheriff
Tony Spurlock said.
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »

Trump welcomes new year with party, tweets
A Houston hotel guest’s weapons raised fears of another Las Vegas.
Police say don’t worry.
Several days of unusually cold weather could be deadly for the Deep
South
A Twitter user claims to have made the ‘swatting’ call that led police to
kill a man
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Also Popular in World

Iran says 10 people have been killed in nationwide protests
Costa Rica seeks cause of plane crash that killed 10 from US
Perspective | 17 photo stories from 2017
Iran’s president urges protesters to avoid violence as unrest grips the
country
Q&A: What’s happening with Iran’s ongoing protests?

Also Popular in Business

Analysis | Why trailer parks are all over rural America, but not Iowa
Perspective | The Dow nears 25,000, the ‘death tax’ lives and other
2017 surprises
The most influential movie company you’ve never heard of
Perspective | Have a drinking problem? Here’s a tool for finding effective
treatment.
Stock markets wrap up best year since 2013 as investors shrug off bad
news

Also Popular in Technology

Cheap Amazon shipping leaves the Postal Service ‘dumber and poorer,
’ Trump says
Analysis | Could Apple’s battery program encourage people to upgrade
less often?
The highs and lows of the wild year of Bitcoin
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Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Closing the gap on a long-distance
relationship
These are the 10 recipes our readers loved most this year
Guy Fieri is pulling the plug on perhaps the most mocked restaurant in
America
Perspective | Here’s proof that not everything was terrible on the
Internet in 2017
Your guide to 2018 movies — minus the superheroes, sequels, spinoffs
and reboots

Also Popular in Entertainment

The Latest: Times Square New Year ‘a beautiful experience’
Despite divisiveness, ‘Star Wars: The Last Jedi’ is now the highestgrossing film of 2017
Perspective | The year in cartoons: Drawing 2017 from inauguration to
investigation
TV highlights: ‘The Bachelor’ premieres on ABC
Indian movie star Rajinikanth joins politics in Tamil Nadu
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NRA host taunts Parkland teens: ‘No
one would know your names’ if
classmates were still alive
Colion Noir has said the Parkland teens are pawns of a larger effort to destroy
Second Amendment rights.
By Cleve R. Wootson Jr. • Read more »

In a burst of tweets, Trump insists that he’s
happy with his legal team
President Trump ran through a litany of topics in a series
of tweets early Sunday, bouncing from an attack by a
gunman in France to his plans for a border wall to his
personal legal team.
By Jenna Johnson • Read more »

On eve of ‘60 Minutes’ interview, Stormy
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Daniels says working in porn helped prepare
her for public scrutiny
Daniels says she misses “time with friends” as the
media pursues her allegations of an affair with President
Trump.
By Emma Brown • Read more »

American family of four were killed by gas
inhalation, Mexican officials say
The family was expected to return home to Creston,
Iowa, on Thursday.
By Marwa Eltagouri • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

How Trumpism has come to define the
Republican Party
The president has used legislation and unilateral actions
to push ahead with a vision often at odds with GOP
orthodoxy.
By Ashley Parker • Read more »
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In another blow to Trump’s efforts to combat
Russia probe, diGenova will no longer join
legal team
A lawyer who President Trump said last week would
come on board to help handle his response to special
counsel Robert S. Mueller III’s Russia probe will no
longer be joining the legal team. The lawyer...
By Josh Dawsey • Read more »

A boy was decapitated on a waterslide. The
park knew the ride could kill people, officials
say.
A water park and a former employee have been indicted
in the death of 10-year-old Caleb Schwab, who was
decapitated while riding the Verrückt waterslide in 2016.
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »

‘Never again!’ Students demand action
against gun violence in nation’s capital
Huge crowds gathered in Washington and other cities to
protest the mass shooting in Parkland, Fla., and the
everyday gunfire that scars kids’ lives.
By Peter Jamison • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT
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Trump friend says president told him to expect
one or two more major personnel changes
While in Florida this weekend, Trump has told associates
that he plans to oust his veterans affairs secretary.
By John Wagner • Read more »

Why Paul McCartney marched: ‘One of my
best friends was killed in gun violence’
"One of my best friends was killed in gun violence right
around here,” Paul McCartney told CNN, referring to
slain Beatles band mate John Lennon.
By Alex Horton • Read more »

Opinion

Andrew McCabe: Not in my worst nightmares
did I dream my FBI career would end this way
Young people, don’t let the way I was treated dissuade
you from public service.
By Andrew McCabe • Read more »
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T-minus one week until China’s space lab
crashes to Earth. Here’s what it will look like.
Parts of the craft may break off in a storm of superheated
plasma, but chunks more than 200 pounds may make it
to earth.
By Cleve R. Wootson Jr. • Read more »

CBS’s Dana Jacobson asks a question Florida
State’s Leonard Hamilton won’t answer
The Florida State coach's befuddling decisions during the
game's closing moments allowed the Wolverines to
survive a near meltdown to advance to the Final Four.
By Tim Bontemps • Read more »

A deputy in Houston shot and killed an
unarmed black man — days after Stephon
Clark’s death
The woman that recorded the last moments of Danny
Ray Thomas’s life thought it would end differently. “He
about to get Tased,” a woman says in the video,
laughing. A police SUV’s lights flash near an apparent
altercation involving Thomas and another man on a
Houston street. Thomas is in white, his pants around his
ankles. […]
By Alex Horton • Read more »
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A father gets 60 years in prison for trying to
sell his daughter for sex. She was 4.
Andrew James Turley, 30, caught the attention of police
after posting a Craigslist advertisement titled “Play with
Daddie's Little Girl."
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »

Opinion

The second-most dangerous American
New national security adviser John Bolton favors war
against North Korea and Iran.
By George F. Will • Read more »
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PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: Pennsylvania special
election shows GOP still hasn’t found a
winning midterms message
New red flags for Republicans as Democrat Conor Lamb clings to a narrow lead in a
race that remains too close to call.
By James Hohmann • Read more »

Gun-trained teacher accidentally discharges
firearm in Calif. classroom, injuring student
One student was reportedly treated for injuries that were
not life-threatening.
By Fred Barbash • Read more »
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House election too close to call with
candidates separated by couple hundred votes
Conor Lamb’s campaign gave Democrats a shot in this
slice of Trump country in southwest Pennsylvania. Both
parties focused on the race as a harbinger for the
midterms.
By David Weigel • Read more »

‘Students have just had enough:’ Walkouts
begin across the nation one month after
Florida shooting
Students at thousands of schools across the country plan
to walk out of class at 10 a.m. Wednesday to protest gun
violence and to mark one month since a mass shooting
in Florida.
By Joe Heim • Read more »

The Fix • Analysis

Winners and losers from the Pennsylvania
special election
It's not officially over, but the winner is kind of beside the
point. Democrats clearly kept their momentum.
By Aaron Blake • Read more »
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The Plum Line • Opinion

Three big takeaways from Trump’s humiliating
Pennsylvania failure
Democrat Conor Lamb appears poised to win deep in
Trump country. That bodes very badly for Republicans.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »

Republicans see Pa. contest as a ‘wake-up
call’ as Conor Lamb clings to a narrow lead
Democrats are declaring victory in the special election in
a district Trump won by almost 20 points.
By David Weigel • Read more »

Opinion

A Mueller report may never see the light of day
There are substantial legal barriers to a release.
By Nelson W. Cunningham • Read more »
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Right Turn • Opinion

The Pennsylvania race proves it: Trump is a
weight around the GOP’s neck
Republicans' nightmare comes to life -- in Trump country,
no less.
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »

Britain to expel 23 Russian diplomats after exspy poisoning
Theresa May outlined retaliatory mesures for the
chemical attack.
By William Booth • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics

‘It was a different mindset’: How Trump soured
on Tillerson as his top
diplomat
The president dumps his secretary of
state via Twitter, ending a 14-month
relationship defined by mutual animosity
and frustration.
By Ashley Parker • Read more »
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HUD Secretary Carson’s wife weighed in on redecorating effort, new
emails show
Democrats distance themselves from Hillary Clinton’s ‘backward’ claim
Intel panel Republicans seem to back away from finding that Russia was
not trying to help Trump
Trump ousts Tillerson, will replace him as secretary of state with CIA
chief Pompeo

Also Popular in Opinions

Alex Jones is a menace to
society. I’m suing him.
Conspiracist sites such as Jones's
InfoWars distorted the truth about me
and about Charlottesville.
By Brennan Gilmore • Read

more »

Just stop, Hillary. Please.
What a Democrat succeeding in Trump country would mean for
November
Rex Tillerson’s firing was necessary to national security
Trump’s presidency is becoming ‘The Purge’
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Also Popular in Local

United flight attendant
made a woman put her
puppy in an overhead bin.
He died.
Airline policy says pets can travel in the
cabin as long as their kennel or carrier
will fit under the seat in front of the
passenger, but witnesses say the family
was told it wouldn't be allowed to fly
unless its puppy was put in the
overhead bin.
By Martine Powers • Read more »

Students are walking out of school after the Parkland shooting. Here’s
what that looks like.
Joy Behar publicly apologizes for calling Pence’s Christianity a ‘mental
illness’
March For Our Lives gets permits for anti-gun violence rally along D.C.
streets, parks
D.C.-area forecast: Staying cold and breezy as winter holds on tight

ADVERTISEMENT
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Also Popular in Sports
Fancy Stats • Analysis

The three best bets to win
the 2018 NCAA tournament
History says the 2018 NCAA
tournament title will come from a list of
18 teams, but three of those are the
safest selections for your bracket pool.
By Mike Hume • Read more »

Redskins’ unsteady relationship with Kirk Cousins reaches an inevitable
conclusion
Analysis | Oklahoma may have snuck in the March Madness bracket, but
it could stick around
NFL free agency news and rumors: Carlos Hyde goes to Browns from
49ers, who then sign Jerick McKinnon
Virginia’s De’Andre Hunter to miss NCAA tournament because of
broken wrist

Also Popular in National

Fox News sued by parents
of Seth Rich, slain DNC
staffer, over conspiracy
theory about his death
"The pain and anguish that comes from
seeing your murdered son’s life and
legacy treated as a mere political
football is beyond comprehension,” the
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parents said.
By Meagan Flynn • Read more »

Stephen Hawking’s secret to surviving his terrible condition? A sense of
humor.
ICE spokesman resigns, citing fabrications by agency chief, Sessions
about California immigrant arrests
For Xavier Becerra, California’s attorney general, the fight with Trump is
personal
White nationalist leader Matthew Heimbach arrested on domestic battery
charges

Also Popular in World

Perhaps tired of winning, the United States falls in World Happiness
rankings — again
Shucks, Finns: Finland tops 2018 global happiness index
Analysis | With Tillerson gone, it’s truly Trump’s world now
At the State Department, diplomats prepare for a dramatic shift in style
‘The Taliban is in the city’: Secretive raids with U.S. forces launched to
stop Kabul attacks

Also Popular in Business

Scott Pruitt’s $25,000 soundproof phone booth? It actually cost more
like $43,000.
The real reason the U.S. spends twice as much on health care as other
wealthy countries
Former Equifax executive charged with insider trading before data
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breach made public
Trump orders larger tariffs to punish China for stealing trade secrets
Zinke: Oil and gas exploration off the Pacific coast might not happen

Also Popular in Technology

Melania Trump will meet with tech giants including Facebook and Google
to talk cyberbullying
Trump blocks Broadcom’s $117 billion bid for Qualcomm out of national
security concerns, a highly unusual move
London Mayor Sadiq Khan says big tech companies and regulators have
failed us all
Apple’s latest acquisition will let it distribute magazines like the Atlantic
and Bon Appétit
Edmunds: These 6 new SUVs are worth the wait

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Telling your ex’s fiance about her cheating
isn’t your best idea ever
She saw anti-immigration politicians as hypocrites. So she launched
‘resistance genealogy.’
The 2016 election inspired her to run for Congress — as an
unapologetic Trump supporter
Perspective | Ask Amy: Brother won’t fly to Israel, opts for guilt trip,
instead
Analysis | ‘This Is Us’ just aired its finale. Let’s look back on Season
2’s biggest cries.
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Also Popular in Entertainment

Guards at National Gallery of Art complain of hostile environment
Perspective | Rendering ‘Rexit’: Here’s how cartoons are skewering
Trump’s firing of Tillerson
Report: Claire Foy paid less than co-star on ‘The Crown’
Perspective | One of the world’s greatest sculptors warns America about
the NRA
Families of 2 Austin package bomb victims knew each other
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She said she killed her son and hid him
in a manure pile. The truth is more
sinister, police say.
A Colorado family drama over a 700-acre ranch turned deadly, police say.
By Kyle Swenson • Read more »

Opinion

Why I could no longer serve this president
I could no longer work as an ambassador under a
president whose values did not mesh with my own.
By John D. Feeley • Read more »

Opinion
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Stormy Daniels beat Trump at his own game
The president can’t give his standard blanket denial,
because the porn star has released the nondisclosure
agreement in the case.
By Eugene Robinson • Read more »

After a worried Howard student emailed her
president about housing, he replied about her
‘tone’
Howard students sounded off online and at a campus
protest on Thursday, voicing concerns about housing and
other issues.
By Sarah Larimer • Read more »

Trump accepts invitation to meet with North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un
Kim has also committed to stopping nuclear and missile
testing, even during joint military drills in South Korea
next month, Seoul’s national security adviser told
reporters in Washington.
By Anna Fifield • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT
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‘It’s killing the agency’: Ugly power struggle
paralyzes Trump’s plan to fix veterans’ care
Overhauling Veterans Affairs was among the president’s
campaign promises. A standoff between Secretary David
Shulkin and his senior staff threatens to derail that.
By Lisa Rein • Read more »

PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: Trump launches a rescue
mission to save GOP seat in Pennsylvania
special election
Kellyanne Conway stumps for struggling candidate Rick
Saccone in Pittsburgh. The president visits on Saturday.
By James Hohmann • Read more »

The Fix • Analysis

Three theories about Obama TV, possibly
coming to Netflix
What are the former president and first lady up to?
By Callum Borchers • Read more »
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The Plum Line • Opinion

The White House stonewalls on another big
Trump scandal
Will Republicans demand answers to basic questions
about the Rob Porter fiasco?
By Greg Sargent • Read more »

State Department warns of ‘security threat’ in
Playa del Carmen, popular resort city in Mexico
The alert comes two weeks after a ferry explosion injured
26 in the popular spring break destination.
By Amy B Wang • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics
The Fix • Analysis

Rex Tillerson said talking
to Kim Jong Un wouldn’t
be ‘realistic’ or prudent
yet. Hours later, Trump
said he’d do it.
Yet more proof of Trump's seat-of-hispants presidency.
By Aaron Blake • Read more »
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Analysis | The Finance 202: Stocks most vulnerable to Trump tariffs
shrug, so far
‘I have to see you again’: How Trump’s alleged affair with a porn star
spilled into public view
Trump called Gary Cohn a ‘globalist.’ Here’s why some people find
that offensive.
Analysis | DNC vice chair Keith Ellison and Louis Farrakhan: ‘No
relationship’?

Also Popular in Opinions

Trump is Wile E. Coyote
Tough talk and weak policies have
transformed America into something of
a hapless cartoon villain on foreign
policy.
By David Ignatius • Read more »

When will we stop killing humans with Down syndrome?
If you think Twitter is a mess in America, it’s even worse for the rest of
the world
Impeachment might not be the wisest course
A rarity for the NRA: Defeat
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Also Popular in Local

Daylight saving time starts
this weekend. Here’s how
things would change if we
got rid of it.
At 2 a.m. Sunday, the clocks spring
forward one hour.
By Justin Grieser • Read more »

Analysis | Betsy DeVos used Shutterstock picture to attack U.S. schools.
Teachers aren’t having it.
D.C.-area forecast: Gusty breezes today, a nicer Saturday — and the
potential for a winter storm starting late Sunday
Joy Behar called Mike Pence’s faith a ‘mental illness.’ Then she called
to apologize.
Nursing home forced employee to get a flu shot despite her religious
objections, Justice Department suit says

ADVERTISEMENT
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Also Popular in Sports
Sports • Analysis

March Madness winners
and losers: Updated NCAA
tournament bracket
projection
Friday's games will have a big effect on
the NCAA tournament bubble. Check
here for updates.
By Patrick Stevens • Read more »

The myth of the lonely gamer playing in solitude is dead
A young rugby player ate a slug on a ‘mate’s’ dare. Now he’s
paralyzed.
Michael Porter Jr. and Missouri just became the biggest mystery of
March Madness
Stoneman Douglas QB hid with recruiters as shots flew, then committed
to their school

Also Popular in National

Taylor Hickson, an up-andcoming actress, was
disfigured on a movie set.
Now she’s suing.
While filming a scene in which she
pounds a pane of glass, the glass broke
and she fell, sustaining severe cuts to
her face.
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By Travis M. Andrews • Read

more »
The otter seemed ‘cute’ — until it leaped on her kayak and lunged at
her face
2,000 frozen eggs and embryos possibly ‘compromised’ after fertility
clinic temperature malfunction
Dramatic video shows Border Patrol agents pulling woman away from
her screaming children
Trump administration warns Idaho against its rebel insurance plans

Also Popular in World

Trump’s bellicosity secures a diplomatic coup — for now
Japanese towns struggle to deal with an influx of new arrivals: wild boars
Analysis | Kim Jong Un wants to be seen as Donald Trump’s equal. A
meeting would do that.
Trump’s North Korea gambit blindsides U.S. diplomats
U.S. allies see Trump’s steel tariffs as an insult

Also Popular in Business

The economy added 313,000 jobs in February, beating expectations —
but wage growth stalled
Martin Shkreli to be sentenced Friday, faces more than a decade in
prison
As Trump imposes tariffs, allies sign on to free-trade pact — without
U.S.
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Analysis | McDonald’s flipped its logo to ‘celebrate’ women. Then
came the backlash.
Trump imposes tariffs on steel and aluminum, but offers relief to allies

Also Popular in Technology

Inside Trump’s private meeting with the video-game industry — and its
critics
Perspective | They survived a school shooting only to wage battle in
some of the nastiest corners of the Internet
Why billionaires keep pouring money into the space industry
Microsoft’s changing its Windows 10 S operating system into ‘S mode’
Amazon makes changes to stop Alexa from randomly laughing at users

Also Popular in Lifestyle

‘The Big Lebowski’ is 20. We reached out to the critics who panned it to
see what they think now.
Perspective | Ask Amy: Daughter buys a street bike and hides it from
worried mom
Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Social upheaval, or two birthdays and a
wedding
Analysis | ‘The Bachelor’ finale fallout continues: 3 takeaways from
Arie’s defensive press tour
Analysis | ‘The Bachelor’ tries to do damage control after disastrous
finale, but only makes things worse
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Also Popular in Entertainment

How actresses who are just starting out get pressured into ‘creepy’
nude scenes
Kristen Wiig will star in ‘Wonder Woman’ sequel as the Cheetah, Patty
Jenkins confirms
Review | Why Darwin grew that iconic beard and other tales of the
Victorian era
Why Woolly Mammoth Theatre’s new leader is a trailblazing choice
Review | Agatha Christie’s life rivaled the immortal mysteries she
created
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Starbucks CEO apologizes after employee calls police on black men waiting at a
table
No charges were filed against the men, who were held for eight hours and threatened with trespassing charges.
By Alex Horton • Read more »

Trump assails Comey in tweetstorm, suggests ex-FBI director deserves ‘jail’
The president unleashed fury ahead of the release of Comey’s damaging tell-all book on Tuesday.
By Josh Dawsey • Read more »

SNL: Robert DeNiro shows up as Mueller and grills Ben Stiller’s Cohen, ‘Meet the Parents’style
“Saturday Night Live” mounted quite the unexpected parody, featuring Trump's personal attorney.
By Elahe Izadi • Read more »

‘Big price to pay’: Inside Trump’s decision to bomb Syria
Even with Trump’s jubilant response to the strikes, several advisers close to the president said they had no
indication there was a long-term strategy for the region.
By Philip Rucker • Read more »
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ADVERTISEMENT

The Intersect • Analysis

‘They have broken Trump’: Alex Jones and the Trump Internet’s fractured response to the
Syria strikes
“I just feel like I just had my best girlfriend break up with me,” said Alex Jones in a live stream following the Syria
strikes
By Abby Ohlheiser • Read more »

The Fix • Analysis

Trump’s approval rating is back near first-100-day levels
But more than half still disapprove of the president.
By Emily Guskin • Read more »

Book Party • Review

In his new book, James Comey calls for ‘ethical leadership.’ But does he live up to it?
Review of "A Higher Loyalty: Truth, Lies, and Leadership" by James B. Comey
By Carlos Lozada • Read more »
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Opinion

Trump is drowning in scandal. He can’t focus on Syria.
He’s still calling his enemies names when he should be doing his job as commander in chief.
By Max Boot • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

To Your Health

Thousands of pounds of prepackaged salad mixes may have been tainted with E. coli, officials
say
A Pennsylvania company is recalling 8,757 pounds of ready-to-eat salad mixes that contain romaine lettuce
following an E. coli outbreak that has sickened dozens of people.
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »
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Perspective

Reflections of a dementia specialist: I want to stop working before I embarrass myself
Watching as others are diminished by age has led me to develop an “occupational living will.”
By Kirk R. Daffner • Read more »

Outlook • Perspective

You’re losing a major tax deduction this year. Stop complaining about it.
Trump’s law has one very progressive element.
By Dalton Conley • Read more »

Inspired Life

Doctors told her she might not live to her wedding — but this bride refused to move up the date
Michael and Laurin Bank were married, as planned, on March 24.
By Lindsey Bever • Read more »

Kentucky governor claims that children were sexually assaulted, used drugs while teachers
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protested
Gov. Matt Bevin (R) did not provide any evidence that crimes against children were committed as the result of
teacher protests.
By Alex Horton • Read more »

Analysis

Michael Cohen’s visiting Prague would be a huge development in the Russia investigation
...If it's true.
By Philip Bump • Read more »

President Trump declares victory as Pentagon details U.S.-led strikes in Syria
A senior Pentagon official told reporters that the Syrian government still retains a “residual” chemical capability after
the attack.
By Carol Morello • Read more »

Congress should ‘forcefully respond’ if Trump fires Mueller, 245 former DOJ officials say
Former Department of Justice employees signed a statement defending special counsel Robert S. Mueller III and
Deputy Attorney General Rod J. Rosenstein.
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »
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Right Turn • Opinion

The ‘stable genius’ isn’t even
functioning as president
Trump is off his rocker.
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »

Powerball says one ticket holder won the $570
million jackpot, one of the largest in history
Another ticket sold in Florida won the Mega Millions
jackpot Friday.
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »

White House adviser Stephen Miller calls
Bannon an ‘angry, vindictive person’ over
comments in Wolff book
page 2 of 7
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The White House continued its efforts to try to discredit a
new book that paints Trump as unfit for office.
By David Nakamura • Read more »

The Fix • Analysis

Here are the people closest to Trump who
might doubt his mental fitness
The president tweeted about his mental prowess on
Saturday, but there is a shortlist of people near Trump's
inner circle who have voiced doubts.
By Avi Selk • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

‘Learn his name first’: The politicizing of
military widows is touching a nerve
By circulating photos of those who are grieving and
adding a political message, as President Trump and
others have done, important context is stripped, some
say.
By Alex Horton • Read more »
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In Latin America, John Kelly trained for a job
serving Trump
Kelly’s final military assignment bridged his late-career
transformation from four-star general to field marshal of
the White House.
By Nick Miroff • Read more »

Right Turn • Opinion

Distinguished person of the week: One man
wouldn’t join in Trump’s skulduggery
Who stood tall?
By Jennifer Rubin •

Read more »

Trump boasts that he’s a ‘very stable genius’
amid questions over his mental fitness
In an early-morning tweetstorm after questions of his
mental fitness in a new book, the president said he is a
“very stable genius.” During a short and wide-ranging
news briefing at Camp David, Trump referred to the
author as a “fraud.”
By David Nakamura • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT
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The 2018 midterms are fast approaching. First
up: Primary fights for both parties’ future.
The most wide-open primary season in decades comes
long before voters decide in November who will control
the House, the Senate and 36 governor’s seats.
By David Weigel • Read more »

Opinion

The Trump Recession is coming
Democrats score their wins when Republican presidents
stumble into late-term economic woes.
By David Von Drehle • Read more »

In rare showing, Google arrives at CES to
battle Alexa and Siri
LAS VEGAS — More than 3,900 companies are on hand
to show off their latest technologies at CES this week,
but there’s one giant name that stands out from the
pack: Google. This is the first time in several years that
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the Mountain View, Calif. titan has had a big, stand-alone
booth at the show […]
By Hayley Tsukayama • Read more »

Behind Iran’s protests, anger over lost life
savings and tightfisted budgets
Fiscal austerity, personal losses and frustration over the
economy help drive unrest.
By Erin Cunningham • Read more »

The Post's View • Opinion

Sessions’s unwise move on marijuana may
backfire
The decision to rescind a policy easing federal
enforcement will spur calls for Congress to finally change
the law.
By Editorial Board • Read more »

Answer Sheet • Analysis

A school sought 50 men to stand in for absent
fathers at ‘Breakfast with Dads’ — nearly 600
showed up
"The look of awe — even disbelief — in students’ eyes
as they made their way through the crowd of 'Dads' was
astonishing."
By Valerie Strauss • Read more »
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As the eastern U.S. freezes, a heat wave is
melting asphalt in southern Australia
Temperatures in several parts of Australia hovered in the
triple digits.
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »

Discovering the magic of Edinburgh
The Scottish capital is imbued with the spirit of Harry
Potter.
By Tom Shroder • Read more »
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The White House struggles to silence
talk of Trump’s mental fitness
Trump’s advisers react with ‘outrage and disgust’ to questions about Trump’s
acuity raised by insider accounts in ‘Fire and Fury’ book.
By Philip Rucker • Read more »

Who is Alabama quarterback Tua Tagovailoa
and why wasn’t he playing all season?
The freshman from Hawaii came through when it
mattered and gives Nick Saban a nice quarterback
controversy.
By Cindy Boren • Read more »

PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: Trump systematically alienates
the Latino diaspora – from El Salvador to
page 2 of 11
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Puerto Rico and Mexico
The president’s nativism may cost Senate seats in
Arizona and Nevada, as well as several House seats
across the Sunbelt. But the bigger problem is the longterm damage to the GOP.
By James Hohmann • Read more »

Fact Checker • Analysis

What you need to know about Christopher
Steele, the FBI and the Trump ‘dossier’
Confused about the latest twists in the saga of the Trump
dossier? This guide will put key information into context.
By Glenn Kessler • Read more »

PostPartisan • Opinion

Ivanka Trump, stop the ‘you go, girl’ Oprah
cheerleading. You’re complicit.
How dare she.
By Ruth Marcus •

Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT
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The Fix • Analysis

6 burning questions Robert Mueller will want to
ask President Trump
The president is in negotiations to talk to Mueller's team.
Here's what might be on the agenda.
By Aaron Blake • Read more »

The Plum Line • Opinion

Why are Trump’s lawyers nervous? Because
Mueller wants to interview Trump about
obstruction.
This is a minefield for Trump.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »

Trump-appointed regulators reject plan to
rescue coal and nuclear plants
Plan would have boosted coal and nuclear power over
natural gas and renewable energy
By Steven Mufson • Read more »
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Her ‘perfect child’ was now schizophrenic
and homeless. Could she find him on one of
the year’s coldest days?
Kerry McBride had to try, so she bundled up and set out
to look for her son
By Terrence McCoy • Read more »

Kentucky House speaker lashes out in
resignation speech after sexual harassment
settlement
Republican Rep. Jeff Hoover stepped down as House
speaker, but will hang on to his legislative seat.
By Derek Hawkins • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics

Talk of Oprah running for
president captivates
Democrats
The clamor demonstrated that the party
lacks a front-runner or someone who
could easily unite the key coalitions of
women, minorities and working-class
voters.
By Robert Costa • Read more »
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Analysis | Why ‘executive time’ is a particularly bleak scoop about
President Trump
Analysis | Trump revives criticism of national anthem protests, but critics
wonder: Does he know the song?
Interior puts science grants through political review
Perspective | It’s easier to wave away ‘Trumpism’ if you ignore the
xenophobia that got him elected

Also Popular in Opinions

Trump on the stand: The
greatest political and legal
peril he’s ever faced
A defense lawyer's nightmare: Trump
under oath
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »

Trump thinks rising stock prices mean his presidency is awesome. He’s
wrong.
Get a grip, people. Oprah should not run for president.
The anti-vaccine movement shows why Facebook is broken
It’s on Republicans to stop a shutdown

Also Popular in Local
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After a hazing death, a
judge bans a fraternity
from Pennsylvania
Four years after a 19-year-old freshman
died, a fraternity is sentenced.
By Susan Svrluga • Read more »

D.C.-area forecast: Icy and slick this morning before the long-awaited
thaw begins
Trump isn’t big on reading. Teddy Roosevelt consumed whole books
before breakfast.
‘We will lose practically everything’: Salvadorans devastated by TPS
decision
Can a Democrat newly famous for losing turn defeat into political gold?

ADVERTISEMENT

Also Popular in Sports
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Colleges • Perspective

Tua Tagovailoa wins
national title for Alabama,
but Jalen Hurts remains a
winner, too
Nick Saban deserves credit for changing
quarterbacks, and he also deserves
credit for how both players handled
themselves.
By Barry Svrluga • Read more »

National championship game: Alabama beats Georgia for title on
overtime TD pass
Alabama rallies past Georgia in overtime to win College Football Playoff
championship game
Perspective | The one aspect of the Kirk Cousins situation on which we
can all agree
Perspective | The Lakers had a chance to stand up to LaVar Ball and
defend Luke Walton. They chose not to.

Also Popular in National

‘It’s just realistic’: In
show’s reboot,
‘Roseanne’ will be a
Trump supporter
Roseanne, Disney, TCA, TrumpThe
character's political views mirror those
of her creator, Roseanne Barr.
By Travis M. Andrews • Read

more »
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Teen behind London acid attacks begs court for mercy: ‘I really didn’t
appreciate the damage’
Court to weigh if one parent has the right to use frozen embryos if the
other objects
Ivanka Trump praises Golden Globes speech that ignited ‘Oprah 2020’
speculation
Vermont newspaper editor fired after controversial tweets about gender

Also Popular in World

Talk to the cardboard cutout: Thai prime minister won’t be taking any
more questions
Analysis | Trump heaps more misery on vulnerable immigrants
200,000 Salvadorans may be forced to leave the U.S. as Trump ends
immigration protection
A year after ISIS left, a battered Libyan city struggles to resurrect itself
This Marine tried to stop misogyny in the military. Now he’ll take on the
Pentagon from outside.

Also Popular in Business

Perspective | Early or late: One senior says ignore the conventional
wisdom of waiting to take Social Security. Take it at 62.
Perspective | Bitcoin is teaching libertarians everything they don’t know
about economics
H&M apologizes for showing black child wearing a ‘monkey in the
jungle’ sweatshirt
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Analysis | Kansas lawmaker says African Americans are more
susceptible to drug abuse because of ‘character makeup’ and
‘genetics.’
Farmers voted for Trump. Now he’s trying to assure them they made the
right call.

Also Popular in Technology

The mystery behind the fate of a top-secret satellite comes at the height
of one of Elon Musk’s biggest rivalries
Apple faces a shareholder backlash over what the iPhone may be doing
to our kids
Microsoft pauses AMD updates for Spectre and Meltdown after
consumer issues
Intel’s CEO says no attacks from major flaws but urges people to update
their computers
In rare showing, Google arrives at CES to battle Alexa and Siri

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Build the wall? But we’re family!
Oprah could run. Oprah could win. Is America going insane or coming to
its senses?
Nicole Kidman didn’t thank her kids she has with Tom Cruise. It’s not
the first time.
WikiLeaks shared the full ‘Fire and Fury’ book online. Here’s why that
may be a problem.
Oprah for president in 2020? Here’s everything you need to know.
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Also Popular in Entertainment

Review | What was it like to live in a world both more formal and more
brutal than our own?
Review | Golden Globes: A watchable revolution, with Oprah leading the
way
Perspective | How cartoonists are skewering Trump’s ‘stable genius’
and ‘like, really smart’ tweets
Transcript of letter from ‘Fire and Fury’ publisher
LeBron James, Diddy join criticism of H&M over sweater ad
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Trade war escalates as China says it will impose tariffs on 128 U.S. exports,
including pork and fruit
The Chinese government said the tariffs would effectively serve as retaliation for restrictions Trump announced last month.
By Damian Paletta • Read more »

PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: Trump’s DACA tweetstorm speaks volumes about his presidency
He doesn’t think through the second-order consequences of his decisions.
By James Hohmann • Read more »

Trump proposed Putin visit White House in March 20 phone call, Kremlin says
Amid growing tensions, no further preparations for a possible meeting have been made since Trump made the offer,
a Kremlin aide said.
By Anton Troianovski • Read more »

The Plum Line • Opinion

Trump’s latest unhinged tweetstorm is worse than it appears
Let's take Trump's latest rant seriously.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »
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Post Nation

Sacramento sheriff’s vehicle hits woman during Stephon Clark protest and drives away, video
shows
The incident was captured on video and sparked anger at what appears to be police fleeing the scene.
By Alex Horton • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

Right Turn • Opinion

The worst Cabinet ever gets worse
The Trump administration's ethical cesspool isn't solely attributable to the transition.
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »

Post Nation

SUV carrying family appears to have been intentionally driven off California cliff, police say
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Investigators said a felony may have been committed, though they did not elaborate further.
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »

Review

NBC’s live ‘Superstar’ rose up from its own chaos and found salvation in the end
It started slow and was plagued by too many commercials, but Brandon Victor Dixon’s performance of the title
number was unforgettable.
By Hank Stuever • Read more »

Winnie Madikizela-Mandela, South Africa’s ‘Mother of the Nation,’ dies at 81
She was the former wife of Nelson Mandela and one of the country’s most polarizing figures.
By Stephanie Hanes • Read more »

PostEverything • Perspective

The worst member of Trump’s Cabinet: A bracketology
The competition is fierce, but one person does emerge victorious.
By Daniel W. Drezner • Read more »
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Also Popular in Politics

‘Tired of the wait game’: White House stabilizers gone,
Trump calling his own shots
Trump is defiant and singularly directing his administration, making hasty decisions and
bringing on advisers expected to encourage his instincts.
By Philip Rucker • Read more »

Analysis | The White House releases a photo of its interns, and the Internet asks: Why so few people of color?
Justice in the #MeToo era is not nearly as swift for federal employees
Shulkin says he did not leave office willingly, setting up fight over his successor
From Mueller to Stormy to ‘emoluments,’ Trump’s business is under siege
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Also Popular in Opinions

Trump may not intend to start a war. But he sure could
bumble into one.
The president has set up two big, high-risk decision points for May: on Iran and on North
Korea.
By Jackson Diehl • Read more »

America is hanging up on China’s telecom industry
People are saying education reform hasn’t worked. Don’t believe them.
This Trump legal defeat may force Trump to decide: His presidency or his businesses?
Trump still believes he’s an island

Also Popular in Local
Grade Point
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‘A disaster about to happen:’ A student who bought rifles
and showed odd behavior is arrested
Wenliang Sun, an international student from China, will be deported because of an
unrelated visa violation, officials say.
By Kristine Phillips • Read more »

‘Jesus Christ Superstar’: Why Jews, Christians and even its composer hated it at first
New York City pasted by heaviest April snow since 1982
D.C.-area forecast: Cold rain and a few flakes early today. Unsettled the rest of the week.
Metro Inc. Is it too late for a Washington transit branding reboot?

ADVERTISEMENT
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Also Popular in Sports
Early Lead

An ‘angry and disgusted’ Charles Barkley unloads on
Trump and his supporters
The Hall of Famer cites “this turmoil every single day — the tweeting, the hiring and
firing” as the source of his disgust.
By Cindy Boren • Read more »
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Yankees’ home opener postponed after Bronx is bombed by snow
At the top of her game, Katie Ledecky wades into pool of potential endorsements
‘The scariest thing I ever experienced’ in basketball: Steve Kerr on Patrick McCaw’s back injury
Who is Notre Dame’s Arike Ogunbowale, who twice hit the shot of a lifetime in the women’s Final Four?

Also Popular in National
Morning Mix

Steven Bochco: The old cop shows left us satisfied. ‘Hill
Street Blues’ left us heartbroken.
Bochco died of cancer Sunday. He was 74. His police show paved the way for today's
multi-episode binge-worthy dramas.
By Fred Barbash • Read more »

Iowa tries another end run around the Affordable Care Act
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Mega Millions $521 million jackpot has a winning ticket, sold in New Jersey
A shark bumped a Hawaii man off a stand-up paddleboard, then attacked
Signs of progress emerge as Sacramento protests over Stephon Clark’s killing remain tense

Also Popular in World

Kim Jong Un applauds South Korean pop stars in newest sign of diplomatic warming
Gaza toll reaches 18, Israel rejects excessive force claims
Costa Rican voters back ruling-party candidate in resounding snub to foes of same-sex marriage
Trump proposed Putin visit Washington in March 20 phone call, Kremlin says
Analysis | For Israel, there’s little political cost to killing Palestinians

Also Popular in Business

Airbnb for cars is here. And the rental car giants are not happy.
Its back to the wall, ESPN is trying something it never has before
FirstEnergy unit that runs power plants files for bankruptcy
Analysis | The richest Americans get a $33,000 tax break under the GOP tax law. The poorest get $40.
‘Maybe someone dies’: Facebook VP justified bullying, terrorism as costs of network’s ‘growth’

Also Popular in Technology

China raises tariffs on US pork, fruit in trade dispute
Zuckerberg’s congressional survival guide: Tips from experts
Tesla says vehicle in deadly crash was on Autopilot
AP analysis: Blacks largely left out among high-paying jobs
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Trump administration asks Supreme Court to end email case

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Parents at odds over posting pix of kids
David Hogg rejects Laura Ingraham’s apology: ‘A bully is a bully’
Bill Cosby is being retried for sexual assault. Here’s everything you need to know about the case.
Perspective | ‘When did it all begin to fall apart?’ A son’s addiction, and a mother’s guilt
Perspective | Hunger may increase as the pounds decrease. Here are tactics to tame it.

Also Popular in Entertainment

Perspective | How London sometimes outshines the lights of Broadway
Review | HBO documentary about MLK’s final years shows an exhausted, conflicted hero
Review | Kubrick wanted 90 tons of sand dyed gray for ‘2001’ — and that was just the start
Smithsonian leader vows to highlight women — but not with their own museum
TV highlights: ‘The Crossing’ premieres on ABC
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Trump administration imposes sweeping new sanctions on Russian elite
The measures target senior Russian politicians, companies and business leaders in a move that is expected to draw a sharp response from Moscow.
By John Hudson • Read more »

Early Lead

Conor McGregor arrested after rampage at UFC event
"I don’t think anybody is going to be huge Conor McGregor fans after this,” Dana White said.
By Matt Bonesteel • Read more »

Why Trump went after Bezos: Two billionaires across a cultural divide
Advisers say the president sees Amazon and The Post as his adversaries.
By Marc Fisher • Read more »

Opinion

Why I’m suing for my right to flip off the president
The suppression of free speech is spreading through the private sector.
By Juli Briskman • Read more »

Right Turn • Opinion
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Michael Cohen’s view from under the bus: Trump denies knowing about Stormy Daniels
payment
If true, it begs the question: What else did Cohen handle for Trump?
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: Koch network growing frustrated with the GOP’s 2018 agenda
The billionaire industrialists mull a strategy shift.
By James Hohmann • Read more »

China threatens to hit back as Trump seeks additional tariffs on $100 billion of Chinese goods
Moves escalate a growing trade conflict between the world’s two largest economies.
By Damian Paletta • Read more »
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Opinion

Departing Trump officials leave a damning image
Creative cruelty is this president’s management style.
By Michael Gerson • Read more »

Energy and Environment

Scott Pruitt’s job in jeopardy amid expanding ethics issues
President Trump, while resisting calls from many top advisers to oust the EPA chief, has complained privately about
him for days, White House advisers said.
By Juliet Eilperin • Read more »

Opinion

There’s only one way to guarantee we’ll see Mueller’s report
Take away the GOP’s majority in Congress to ensure we will learn the special counsel’s findings.
By Eugene Robinson • Read more »
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Also Popular in Politics
The Fix • Analysis

Did Scott Pruitt falsely deny knowledge of his aides’ pay
raises?
Pruitt repeatedly denied he knew about the raises. That doesn't seem to be the whole
truth.
By Aaron Blake • Read more »

Trump says he didn’t know his attorney paid $130,000 to porn star Stormy Daniels
Perspective | Trump administration plans major overhaul of civil service system, but no specifics yet
Analysis | The Health 202: How a fringe idea to solve the opioid crisis turned mainstream
A rambling Trump tosses out the script — literally — in W. Va.

Also Popular in Opinions
The Plum Line
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Deep inside Foxlandia, Trump always wins
Trump says in a radio interview that his Real Approval Rating is 58 or 59 percent.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »

Trump is right: China’s a trade cheat
How Trump is transforming himself into the greatest president ever
The YouTube shooter fits the most important narrative of all
Americans, it’s time for some extreme vetting

Also Popular in Local
Capital Weather Gang

D.C.-area forecast: Quick warmth today, then a quick light
and wet snow possible tomorrow morning
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D.C. weather at peak “roller coaster.” Dress for spring today, bundle up tomorrow!
By A. Camden Walker • Read more »

Analysis | Ted Kennedy spoke of a family curse after Chappaquiddick. He had good reason.
Potomac Yard Metro station is over budget and behind schedule
A woman’s hanging at a mansion was a suicide, police decided. A civil jury says they’re wrong.
Via offers cheap, shared rides — but only in certain parts of the city

ADVERTISEMENT
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Also Popular in Sports

Trea Turner’s ejection exposes the perils of the Nationals’
short bench
Does Washington need to add another player to improve its depth?
By Chelsea Janes • Read more »
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Jordan Spieth’s birdie binge has him 2 up at Masters; Tiger Woods seven shots back
How did Sergio Garcia shoot a 13 at the Masters? ‘You saw it. I don’t think I need to describe it’
Masters 2018 live updates: Jordan Spieth leads, how to watch
Ryan Zimmerman knows some will blame rocky start on his spring training choices

Also Popular in National
Morning Mix

50 years after Long Island woman vanished, police find her
remains in a basement
Police found the bones of Louise Pietrewicz buried seven feet under the home of her
former boyfriend.
By Samantha Schmidt • Read more »

In reaction to Trump, millions of Americans are joining protests and getting political
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The CDC researcher who mysteriously vanished in February has been found dead
A Georgia city proclaimed April as Confederate History Month. Then came the n-word.
He thought something was wrong with the raccoon. Then it stood on its hind legs.

Also Popular in World

For Trump and his generals, ‘victory’ has different meanings
How Trump risked a trade war with China and alienated U.S. allies in less than 30 days
Analysis | China vows ‘any measure’ to fight Trump on trade, but holds off on wider retaliation
Gaza protesters set tires ablaze amid renewed border confrontation with Israel
Disgraced former South Korean president gets 24 years in prison on corruption charges

Also Popular in Business

Kentucky legislators send tax cuts for wealthy, tax hikes for the other 95 percent to governor’s desk
Analysis | In a U.S.-China trade war, who has more to lose?
U.S. economy added 103,000 jobs in March; unemployment rate stays at 4.1 percent
Activists raid nuclear submarine base with hammers and ‘baby bottles of their own blood’
Analysis | They voted for Donald Trump. Now soybean farmers could get slammed by the trade war he started.

Also Popular in Technology

Facebook: ‘Malicious actors’ used its tools to discover identities and collect data on a massive global scale
Perspective | What if we paid for Facebook — instead of letting it spy on us for free?
5 key themes emerging from AT&T’s landmark antitrust trial
Trump’s tariffs on China could hike the price of your next TV
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Apple is said to be developing screens that let you control your phone without tapping or swiping

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Life is about the journey. He chooses to take it on a motorcycle.
Trump won’t attend White House correspondents’ dinner, again. But Sarah Huckabee Sanders will be there.
Kevin Williamson loses Atlantic job after controversy over abortion rhetoric
How a black college dance troupe landed a decades-old Fleetwood Mac song on the Billboard charts
What really happened at Chappaquiddick? A new movie explores the truth we’ll never know.

Also Popular in Entertainment

Former NASA scientist to lead National Air and Space Museum
RIP: How Isao Takahata’s haunting war masterpiece changed animation
Review | ‘The train was moving mournful slow’: Exhibit shows haunting photos of Bobby Kennedy’s final journey
Review | ‘Far Cry 5’ marries lightweight political commentary with serious fun
In Zimbabwe, Mugabe’s exit drama is already playing on stage
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Trump attorney Cohen is being investigated for possible bank fraud, campaign
finance violations
FBI agents raided Michael Cohen’s Manhattan office, home and hotel room as part of the investigation, seizing records about his clients and personal finances.
By Carol D. Leonnig • Read more »

Opinion

Michael Cohen is in serious legal jeopardy
This could induce him to cooperate in the Russia investigation, which means trouble for Trump.
By Randall D. Eliason • Read more »

Right Turn • Opinion

Trump melts down after Cohen raid — and only hurts himself
Trump loses control — of himself and of his legal fate.
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »

‘A bomb on Trump’s front porch’: FBI’s Cohen raids hit home for the president
Trump’s lawyer is the keeper of his secrets, from his business deals to his personal affairs.
By Philip Rucker • Read more »
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White House homeland security adviser Tom Bossert resigns
His resignation is the latest in sweeping changes of the president’s national security team.
By Josh Dawsey • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

Opinion

Firing missiles into Syria may be cathartic — but catharsis isn’t foreign policy
America’s ability to influence events in Syria is vanishingly small.
By George F. Will • Read more »

The Fix • Analysis

Trump’s tirade after the Michael Cohen raid, annotated
When it comes to what Trump might do in the Mueller probe, all bets are off again.
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By Aaron Blake • Read more »

The Plum Line • Opinion

Trump just confirmed he might fire Mueller. Republicans might be fine with that.
A timeline of all the times Republicans have refused to act to protect the special counsel's investigation.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »

Analysis

To search Michael Cohen’s home and office, the FBI had to clear a higher-than-normal bar
A look at the likely process behind an exceptional warrant.
By Philip Bump • Read more »

Regional tensions soar in Syria as Trump threatens to strike and Iranians die in an attack
Iran says four of its military personnel died in a strike that Russia and Syria blamed on Israel.
By Liz Sly • Read more »
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Also Popular in Politics
The Fix

Fox News host slams incorrect reports saying graphic
showed network is least trusted
The graphic doesn't show that Fox News is the least trusted news network.
By Herman Wong • Read more »

Analysis | The Daily 202: Why Mark Zuckerberg is embracing more regulation of political ads on Facebook
Taking to Twitter, Trump says attorney-client privilege is ‘dead’ after FBI raid targeting his lawyer
Analysis | Trump’s reaction to the Michael Cohen raid suggests a new level of desperation
Key Senate Republicans warn White House against pursuing spending cuts

Also Popular in Opinions
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Trump has performed a medical miracle on the Republican
Party
The president has de-spined the GOP, which now lives and dies by its basee.
By Richard Cohen • Read more »

Scott Pruitt’s big day at Disneyland
Facebook makes the Snowden affair look quaint
American politics are radicalizing. The damage will last generations.
Zuckerberg’s testimony will reveal Trump’s dissembling on Russia

Also Popular in Local
Virginia Politics

He scored a political upset that shocked Washington. But is
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it Rep. Dave Brat’s turn for a shock?
Facing a “blue wave,” Brat, who ousted House Majority Leader Eric Cantor in 2014, is
seeking a third term.
By Paul Schwartzman • Read more »

Police: Woman was sexually assaulted aboard moving Metro Red Line train
The preacher who used Christianity to revive the Ku Klux Klan
Top officials at Backpage.com indicted after classifieds site taken offline
Howard University reveals that fired employees misappropriated $369,000

ADVERTISEMENT
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Also Popular in Sports
Early Lead

Conor McGregor finally responds to his arrest — with a
cryptic emoji
The UFC fighter's bizarre bus attack might not preclude another big fight.
By Cindy Boren • Read more »
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D.C. United majority owner Erick Thohir agrees to sell stake in club
Max Scherzer’s latest masterpiece helps Nationals end skid against Braves
‘Oblivious’ Royals manager didn’t notice his pitcher’s no-hitter, almost made call to the bullpen
What did Joe Paterno really know about the Sandusky scandal at Penn State?

Also Popular in National
Morning Mix

‘Bullies on the left’: Laura Ingraham returns with promise
to fight ‘Stalinist’ forces
The conservative Fox News host returned after a battle with students that led to a
number of advertisers dropping her show.
By Allyson Chiu • Read more »

An 85,000-year-old finger fossil may challenge theories about how early humans migrated from Africa
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Student accuses 3 Michigan State basketball players of raping her in 2015
‘Dreamers’ in Arizona are no longer eligible for in-state tuition, court rules
The allure of the AR-15: ‘I know I don’t need it,’ says one recent buyer, but that’s not the point

Also Popular in World

Warning of ‘repercussions,’ Trump company lawyers seek Panama president’s help
Facing trade war with U.S., China’s Xi renews vow to open markets, import more
Her surgery was supposed to be routine. Instead, this Russian woman was ‘embalmed alive.’
Daughter of poisoned Russian former spy released from British hospital
A Palestinian protester was shot by an Israeli sniper. One celebrating soldier called it a ‘legendary clip.’

Also Popular in Business

Analysis | Why America’s return to $1 trillion deficits is a big problem for you
For Mark Zuckerberg, protecting Facebook means stepping into the spotlight
14 years of Mark Zuckerberg saying sorry, not sorry
The craft beer industry’s buzz is wearing off
Why Trump’s online store collects sales tax in three states — while Amazon does for 45 states

Also Popular in Technology

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg to Capitol Hill: ‘It was my mistake, and I’m sorry.’
Analysis | How big could Facebook’s fine theoretically get? Here’s a hint: There are four commas, and counting.
Read Mark Zuckerberg’s testimony to Congress, annotated
Why Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak is joining the #DeleteFacebook movement
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Zuckerberg will face the harsh spotlight of Congress. Here’s what to expect.

Also Popular in Lifestyle

One of America’s least-favorite candies is suddenly its most sought after. Here’s why.
Dennis Kucinich was mocked in his presidential bids. Turns out he was the future of politics.
Former ‘Cosby Show’ actress protests topless at Bill Cosby’s sexual assault retrial
Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Life advice for a more restorative you
Perspective | PTA culture and the working mother

Also Popular in Entertainment

What happened with ‘Hamilton’: How the blockbuster strained Kennedy Center
Ingraham returns to work, complains about censorship
There’s royalty, and there’s royalty, American style
Review | Hungarian cellist is upstaged by a centuries-old Strad
‘Solo: A Star Wars Story’ trailer tries to reassure us that the troubled movie turned out okay
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Trump lawyer seeks to block insider
book on White House
The latest legal action after Trump denounced his former chief strategist Stephen
Bannon for comments in the book: ‘When he was fired, he not only lost his job, he
lost his mind.”
By Josh Dawsey • Read more »

PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: Trump’s break with Bannon
over Wolff book shows the limits of loyalty
Takeaways from a terrible day for Breitbart News and a
great day for the GOP establishment.
By James Hohmann • Read more »

Historic ‘bomb cyclone’ unleashes blizzard
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conditions from coastal Virginia to New
England. Frigid air to follow.
Snowfall rates of 3 inches per hour and winds of 50 to 80
mph are hammering the coast.
By Jason Samenow • Read more »

Islamic State declares war on rival Hamas with
video execution
The long-simmering rivalry has erupted in the open and
could further destabilize the fragile Gaza Strip.
By Loveday Morris • Read more »

Sessions is rescinding Obama-era directive for
feds to back off marijuana enforcement in
states with legal pot
Trump’s attorney general has been a vocal critic of
marijuana legalization.
By Matt Zapotosky • Read more »
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Opinion

We’re rushing toward the breaking point
Not even Mueller has a button on his desk he can press
to get us out of this without scars.
By E.J. Dionne Jr. • Read more »

Two dying memoirists wrote bestsellers about
their final days. Then their spouses fell in love.
Her husband wrote “When Breath Becomes Air.” His
wife wrote “The Bright Hour.” Now they are a couple.
By Nora Krug • Read more »

Right Turn • Opinion

Michael Wolff’s book leaves breadcrumbs for
Mueller to investigate
Did Wolff find evidence of obstruction of justice?
By Jennifer Rubin • Read more »
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How Mega Millions changed the game so
everyone gets rich — except you
You're not going to win. *Checks jackpot.* Well, maybe
just one ticket.
By Alex Horton • Read more »

Answer Sheet • Perspective

When a first-grader’s wrong answer was better
than the right one
Tweets tell the amusing story.
By Valerie Strauss • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics

Trump abolishes
controversial commission
studying alleged voter
fraud
The White House blames states that
have provided little voter data and a
series of expensive lawsuits seeking to
curb the panel’s work.
By John Wagner • Read more »
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Analysis | Michael Wolff’s unbelievable — sometimes literally — tell-all
about the Trump administration
Analysis | Trump’s explanation for shutting down his voter fraud
commission is just as untrue and partisan
Inside the tumultuous relationship of Donald Trump and Steve Bannon
Analysis | New Trump book: Bannon’s ‘treasonous’ claim, Ivanka’s
presidential ambitions and Melania’s first-lady concerns

Also Popular in Opinions

A considered response to
Trump’s critics: Your
momma
Suck it up, you snot-faced phlegmwads.
By Dana Milbank • Read more »

Unlike Obama, Trump will not be silent on Iran
America needs a balanced-budget amendment
What’s surprising and what isn’t in the new Trump tell-all
I read decades of Woody Allen’s private notes. He’s obsessed with
teenage girls.
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Also Popular in Local

Virginia officials prepare
for rare tie-breaking lottery
that could determine
political control of
legislature
A random drawing will decide the winner
Thursday, but another recount is likely,
leaving the GOP enough time to choose
the speaker while it holds a majority.
By Laura Vozzella • Read more »

D.C.-area forecast: Snow exits, strong winds sweep in — and Arctic cold
returns with a vengeance
‘Bomb cyclone’ blasting East Coast before polar vortex uncorks
tremendous cold late this week
Historical photos of unparalleled polar vortex outbreaks in D.C.
Perspective | My shadow son: A stranger insisted he was my child for
more than a decade
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Also Popular in Sports

American Indian high
school basketball star Mya
Fourstar pursues dream of
playing college basketball
She scored 50 points as an eighthgrader, and Mya Fourstar’s name
spread across Montana. But making it to
college basketball – and off the
reservation she calls home – won’t be
easy.
By Jesse Dougherty • Read

more »
Josh Norman says cracks in Redskins defense’s chemistry were evident
off the field
Perspective | ‘Goodbye, Redskins’: One fan attempts a trial separation
from his favorite NFL team
Analysis | NFL wild-card playoff picks and Super Bowl odds: Jaguars and
Saints win easily
Open: USMNT camp next week. Closed: Half of StubHub Center for
friendly.

Also Popular in National

Michael Wolff’s Trump
book: The latest in a career
of controversy
Wolff is a mash-up of old-school New
York media and the Dot Com world.
By Kyle Swenson • Read more »
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The strangest star in the sky finally has an explanation for its flicker
‘Raw water’ is the latest health craze. Here’s why drinking it may be a
bad idea.
Steve Bannon, calling Trump a ‘great man,’ says he still supports him
in first comments after eruption
The cancer death rate has dropped again. Here’s why.

Also Popular in World

Tens of thousands of people have protested in Iran. Here’s why.
NSA’s top talent is leaving because of low pay, slumping morale and
unpopular reorganization
The New Year’s Eve photo that shook Brazil
Iceland is trying to close the gender pay gap by publicly shaming
companies
The Latest: Top Iran prosecutor blames CIA for protests

Also Popular in Business

The Dow Jones industrial average tops 25,000 for first time, continuing
its history-making rise
Account error has Capital One customers seeing double
Analysis | America’s forgotten towns: Can they be saved or should
people just leave?
Gene therapy for inherited blindness sets precedent: $850,000 price tag
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High-stakes budget talks begin as deadline approaches

Also Popular in Technology

Bitcoin got a big boost in 2017. Here are 5 other cryptocurrencies to
watch in 2018.
Get Started: IRS warns that tax season brings security risks
Google discovers ‘serious’ flaws in Intel and other chips
Markets Right Now: Tech stocks gain on first day of 2018
Sprint names Michel Combes president and financial chief

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: When your spouse thinks ur a bad dad
A British chef said she ‘spiked’ a vegan’s meal. Then she lost her job.
How to keep your house running smoothly, month by month
Perspective | Powerful yet addicted to power: Why the New York Times
is in the hot seat so often
Perspective | Four habits that will create resilient kids who can weather
life’s challenges

Also Popular in Entertainment

Perspective | How cartoons are skewering Trump’s taunts of a bigger
nuclear button
Turmoil continues even after New York City Ballet chief hands in
resignation
page 10 of 11
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Review | The literary tastemaker who helped bring Joseph Conrad and
E.M. Forster to light
Style Invitational Week 1261: Post mortems — our annual obit poetry
contest
Review | If you hate office life, you’ll love — and laugh at — this novel
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Trump sought release of classified
Russia memo, putting him at odds with
Justice Department
The president’s action is his latest effort to influence a probe that is out of his
control.
By Ashley Parker • Read more »

‘A whole new level of gross’: Photos of raw
pork being carted into store spark
investigation
The widely shared Facebook post has also resulted in
the firing of two of the meat vendor's employees.
By Amy B Wang • Read more »

She championed the idea that freezing your
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eggs would free your career. But things didn’t
quite work out.
Bridgette Adams became famous for freezing her eggs.
Then, she tried to use them
By Ariana Eunjung Cha • Read more »

Arts and Entertainment • Analysis

Why Sturgill Simpson’s surprise SNL cameo
with Chris Stapleton was a big deal
"Tonight we’ve got some extra Kentucky in NYC,"
musical guest Stapleton tweeted before the show,
sending fans into a frenzy about the collaboration.
By Emily Yahr • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

Hackers are making U.S. ATMs spit out cash
like slot machines
Hackers in other countries have hit dozens of ATMs
— in one case making off with $13 million in cash in
three hours.
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By Avi Selk •

Read more »

It could soon be a crime to blame Poland for
Nazi atrocities, and Israel is appalled
Nazis murdered hundreds of thousands of Jews in
occupied Poland, and while many Poles bravely resisted,
others did not.
By Ruth Eglash • Read more »

Hold tight or splurge? Booming retirement
accounts are making that a tough question.
More are tapping into eye-popping retirement balances,
but fears remain that Americans are not saving enough.
By Todd C. Frankel • Read more »

The flu can kill tens of millions of people. In
1918, that’s exactly what it did.
One hundred years ago, the virulent Spanish flu left 50 to
100 million people dead. A pandemic of that magnitude
could happen again.
By Ashley Halsey III • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT
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Air Force One’s new refrigerators will cost
taxpayers $24 million
The presidential plane needs to be able to store meals
for an extended period of time without having to restock
while abroad, the Air Force said.
By Amy B Wang • Read more »

Outlook • Review

Fox News host’s hyperbolic take on the ‘war’
between Trump and the press
Howard Kurtz offers some surprising defenses of the
White House in his flawed but engaging book.
By Margaret Sullivan • Read more »

Here’s what you should know about the flu
season this year
Should you still get a flu shot, why is this year so bad,
and when should you or your child go to the doctor?
By Lena H. Sun • Read more »
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How a Dunkin’ Donuts bag full of cash led to
the downfall of a Florida mayor
Joy Cooper was implicated by a former attorney and
lobbyist who pleaded guilty in another corruption
scheme.
By Cleve R. Wootson Jr. • Read more »

Russian protesters urge boycott of presidential
vote even as opposition leader Navalny is
arrested
Thousands came out as Alexei Navalny, who branded
the protest a “voters’ strike,” mustered supporters.
By Anton Troianovski • Read more »

‘Anything could happen’: Amid newsroom
clashes, Los Angeles Times becomes its own
story
A legendary newspaper faces questions about its future.
By Paul Farhi • Read more »

The Fix • Analysis

Trump says he rejects feminism because he is
‘for everyone’
In an interview with Piers Morgan, the president painted
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feminism as anti-male.
By Eugene Scott • Read more »

‘Any exposure is good exposure’: At porn
expo, a Trump-size spotlight on two industry
stars
The presence of actresses Jessica Drake and Stormy
Daniels added extra frisson to the Adult Entertainment
Expo in Las Vegas.
By Frances Stead Sellers • Read more »
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Trump threatens foreign aid to Honduras as he continues focus on ‘caravan’ of
migrants
The prospect of cutting off foreign aid added a new dimension to threats from the president that had centered largely on NAFTA.
By Seung Min Kim • Read more »

Opinion

Jill McCabe: The president attacked my reputation. It’s time to set the record straight.
There was no connection between my campaign and my husband’s role at the FBI.
By Jill McCabe • Read more »

Opinion

Trump is hoping you’re too stupid to notice
He’s petrified of losing support over his failure to fulfill various pledges.
By Eugene Robinson • Read more »

WorldViews

Jewish people have a right to their ‘own land,’ Saudi crown prince says as he seeks ally
against Iran
After decades of threatening rhetoric, Saudi officials appear increasingly willing to strike a carefully conciliatory tone
toward Israel.
By Rick Noack • Read more »
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Trump said Sinclair ‘is far superior to CNN.’ What we know about the conservative media giant.
Sinclair may not be as well known as Fox News or CNN, but critics say it injects conservative politics into its local
news stations around the country.
By Eli Rosenberg • Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

Wonkblog

The hidden crisis on college campuses: 36 percent of students don’t have enough to eat
A first-of-its-kind survey finds one-third of college students regularly skip meals and lack stable housing.
By Caitlin Dewey • Read more »

PostEverything • Perspective

‘Roseanne’ was about a white family, but it was for all working people. Not anymore.
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The magic of the show was that its transcended race and geography. Making Roseanne a Trump supporter kills that.
By C. Nicole Mason • Read more »

PostEverything • Perspective

Welcome to the branding presidency
Donald Trump is acting unhinged as president because that is all he can do as president until the midterms.
By Daniel W. Drezner • Read more »

To Your Health

In case you missed the ‘condom-snorting challenge’ — and didn’t know it’s a bad idea
It gained increased attention in 2013 when a YouTube video circulated online showing a young woman sucking a
condom up her nose.
By Lindsey Bever • Read more »

The Fix • Analysis

A new study suggests fake news might have won Donald Trump the 2016 election
The research finds demographics alone didn't explain 2012 Obama voters who didn't vote for Hillary Clinton; so did
fake news.
By Aaron Blake • Read more »
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Also Popular in Politics
PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: MLK’s final speech – delivered 50 years ago
today – was full of timely and timeless teachings
Martin Luther King Jr. talked about much more than ‘the mountaintop’ on the night
before he died.
By James Hohmann • Read more »

Analysis | A guide to President Trump’s latest round of fact-challenged tweets
Analysis | The Daily 202: Trump’s DACA tweetstorm speaks volumes about his presidency
Analysis | The only information Trump supports is information that makes him look good
Will Democrats’ Pennsylvania playbook work elsewhere? This Indiana primary could tell the tale.
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Also Popular in Opinions

My foolproof plan to put President Trump in Amazon’s
pocket
Here’s an itemized proposal to purchase the administration at a cheap price.
By Dana Milbank • Read more »

A swamp monster is running the EPA
How Trump’s latest reckless gamble could hurt Trump country
Would you trust America?
Trump’s latest unhinged tweetstorm is worse than it appears

Also Popular in Local
Answer Sheet • Analysis
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Teachers have had it. Why they’re revolting against low
pay and inadequate school funding.
In several states across the country, teachers are closing down schools in protest.
By Valerie Strauss • Read more »

From Stanford to Harvard, this teen applied to 20 colleges — and got full rides to all of them
This dad has been bringing his daughter’s stuffed turtle to work for 18 years. And she just found out.
D.C.-area forecast: Cloudy and cool with showers today, thunder possible Wednesday
Woman says support for Trump led to a beating in downtown D.C.

ADVERTISEMENT
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Also Popular in Sports

Villanova beats Michigan to cap NCAA tournament of
surprises with a dominant show
The Wildcats steadily pulled away from the Wolverines to cap a dominant tournament
run.
By Chuck Culpepper • Read more »
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Perspective | It’s Villanova’s world, and college basketball should be glad to be living in it
Nats improve to 4-0 as Bryce Harper blasts his third home run
Watch ‘One Shining Moment,’ from UMBC getting its wish to Sister Jean to Donte DiVincenzo and Villanova
Donte DiVincenzo, Villanova’s sixth man, was second to none in NCAA title game

Also Popular in National
Post Nation

He helped design a record-breaking waterslide — and was
just arrested after it decapitated a boy
Jeff Henry, Verrukt, waterslide, John Schooley
By Cleve R. Wootson Jr. • Read more »

Ariz. woman survives police shooting, but Supreme Court says the officer is immune from her lawsuit
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‘Affluenza’ drunk driver who killed four now free after serving two years
SUV carrying family appears to have been intentionally driven off California cliff, police say
EPA to roll back car emissions standards, handing automakers a big win

Also Popular in World

That caravan of migrants Trump was tweeting about? Mexico stopped it.
Netanyahu scraps U.N. deal to resettle African asylum seekers
Trump administration, seeking to speed deportations, to impose quotas on immigration judges
Analysis | Trump tweets and Mexico’s presidential hopefuls fire back
Russian bots are tweeting their support of embattled Fox News host Laura Ingraham

Also Popular in Business

Americans tell Interior to take a hike over proposed national park fee increase
How Washington is undermining the stock market’s highest-flying sector
This is the worst financial mistake a grandparent can make
Trade war escalates as China says it will impose tariffs on 128 U.S. exports, including pork and fruit
Analysis | A top White House adviser’s risky move: He gave stock advice

Also Popular in Technology

Everything you need to know about Fortnite and why it’s so popular
The nation’s biggest conservative broadcaster is putting words in its anchors’ mouths. Critics blame the FCC.
Spotify is set to go public, but its unusual approach comes with some risks
FirstEnergy unit that runs power plants files for bankruptcy
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Data breach hits Saks Fifth Avenue, Lord & Taylor stores

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Choosing a therapist can be overwhelming
A powerful gay activist, a rural conservative town and a civil rights debate that won’t end
Fox News stands by Laura Ingraham, rails against ‘intimidation efforts’ of advertiser pullout
An updating, infuriating list of all the April Fools’ pranks on the Internet in 2018
Perspective | Ask Amy: Mom says she is surrounded by disrespect

Also Popular in Entertainment

Review | ‘Last O.G.’ has a lot of the talent and some of the laughs, but it still comes up short
Review | Berryville, Va.: The publishing world’s best-kept secret
Review | HBO documentary about MLK’s final years shows an exhausted, conflicted hero
Review | Kubrick wanted 90 tons of sand dyed gray for ‘2001’ — and that was just the start
Review | The most exciting novel about trees you’ll ever read
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Trump urges Justice Department to
‘act’ on Comey, suggests Huma Abedin
should face jail time
Trump attacked the former FBI director and a former aide to Hillary Clinton in a
morning tweet.
By David Nakamura • Read more »

PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: Trump’s true priorities revealed
in holiday news dumps
The tax bill wasn’t the only Christmas gift that the
president gave billionaires and big business. Here are 10
important stories you might have missed while on
vacation.
By James Hohmann • Read more »
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First, this town lost its Macy’s. Then Sears.
Now, all eyes were on J.C. Penney.
In Hermitage, Pa., the “retail apocalypse” became a
reality close to home.
By Jessica Contrera • Read more »

Iran protests and death toll grow as tension
rises
Overnight clashes leave nine people dead as unrest
enters its sixth day.
By Erin Cunningham • Read more »

Iowa went big for Trump, but there are signs its
voters are souring on the president
The changing attitudes are a mystery both parties are
eager to figure out before the 2018 midterms.
By David Weigel • Read more »
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The Plum Line • Opinion

How bad is the Republican coverup on Trump
and Russia? We may soon find out.
House intelligence committee Democrats may issue a
minority report detailing the investigation's failure.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »

‘She was so good to that boy’: Disbelief after
‘picturesque’ family is massacred on New
Year’s Eve
The New Jersey family was large, loving — even
“picturesque,” according to those who knew them
before the shooting.
By Eli Rosenberg • Read more »

Carrie Underwood warns fans she ‘might look
a bit different’ after ‘gruesome’ injury
The country star's accident was worse than initially
reported. She fell on stairs outside her home in
November.
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By Emily Yahr •

Read more »

Monkey Cage • Analysis

Why North Korea succeeded at getting nuclear
weapons — when Iraq and Libya failed
These 3 factors made the difference.
By Malfrid Braut-Hegghammer • Read more »

Erik Wemple • Opinion

New NYT scoop on Russia raises questions
about old NYT story on Russia
Top editor says key paragraph 'pretty much stands up.'
By Erik Wemple • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics
Monkey Cage • Analysis

It sure looks as if Kirsten
Gillibrand is running for
president
Here's the evidence.
By Sean McElwee • Read more »
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How the Trump era is changing the federal bureaucracy
‘If we don’t run, then we won’t achieve.’ Why a record number of
women are eyeing a run for governor.
Analysis | White voters are moving to the South — and making it more
Democratic
Analysis | Winners and losers from 2017, the year in politics

Also Popular in Opinions

‘I, Tonya’ and you, too
A biopic about ice skater Tonya Harding
challenges the way we draw
conclusions and assign guilt.
By Michael Gerson • Read more »

What exactly is our Iran policy now?
We need to change the way we talk about North Korea
What would Dionne Warwick say if Trump called her and said, ‘Hey,
girlfriend…’?
The protesters in Iran need real help from Washington

ADVERTISEMENT
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Also Popular in Local

1968’s chaos: The
assassinations, riots and
protests that defined our
world
With 2018 marking the 50th anniversary
of that extraordinary year, thousands of
historians descend on Washington to
consider 1968’s meaning and global
context
By Michael S. Rosenwald • Read

more »
Perspective | Little Bro teaches this family some life lessons
Clues to how a young man went from ‘classic teenage boy’ to accused
Islamic State sympathizer
How a small bird managed to take over a Delta flight
He delivered their babies and examined their bodies. Now patients are
suing after learning he used a fake name and stolen Social Security
numbers for credentials.
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Also Popular in Sports

College Football Playoff:
Fueled by perceived
slights, Alabama
dismantles Clemson
Crimson Tide will face Georgia in the
College Football Playoff national
championship game.
By Barry Svrluga • Read more »

Analysis | Examining the Redskins’ top quarterback options if Kirk
Cousins leaves
Perspective | The Redskins have an identity. It isn’t a good one.
What about UCF? Scott Frost says ‘conscious effort’ kept his team out
of College Football Playoff
Analysis | Power ranking the NFL playoff teams — Patriots, Vikings and
Steelers lead the way

Also Popular in National

U.S. companies see
opportunity in exodus from
storm-ravaged Puerto Rico
South Dakota’s a lot colder, and work
at a turkey plant is “not always pretty.”
But for Gretchen Velez, it seemed like a
chance she had to take.
By Chico Harlan • Read more »
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Wrecked And Retching: Obscure Vomiting Illness Linked To Long-Term
Pot Use
California rolls its own recreational pot sales out for 2018
Suspect identified in Colorado shooting that killed sheriff’s deputy and
injured four other officers
Several days of unusually cold weather could be deadly for the Deep
South

Also Popular in World

Death toll rises as Iran protests rattle the government
‘No more!’ Trump tweets to Pakistan, accusing it of ‘lies & deceit’
Why Turkey’s president was among thousands in Konya paying homage
to Rumi
This African migrant dreamed of reaching Europe. A phone call changed
everything.
North Korean leader says he has ‘nuclear button’ but won’t use it
unless threatened

Also Popular in Business

Pharma, under attack for drug prices, started an industry war
Analysis | The science of keeping your New Year’s resolution
U.S. oil production booms as new year begins
Perspective | The Dow nears 25,000, the ‘death tax’ lives and other
2017 surprises
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The most consequential environmental stories of 2017

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Holding the line when a friend crosses it
Perspective | Here’s proof that not everything was terrible on the
Internet in 2017
Analysis | From Mariah Carey’s hot tea to Maria Menounos’s wedding,
what you missed on New Year’s Eve
Analysis | Breaking down Jay-Z’s ‘Family Feud,’ the star-studded
music video featuring Beyoncé
Your guide to 2018 movies — minus the superheroes, sequels, spinoffs
and reboots

Also Popular in Entertainment

The Latest: Times Square New Year ‘a beautiful experience’
Despite divisiveness, ‘Star Wars: The Last Jedi’ is now the highestgrossing film of 2017
Perspective | The year in cartoons: Drawing 2017 from inauguration to
investigation
TV highlights: ‘LA to Vegas’ premieres on Fox
Guy Fieri’s Times Square restaurant closes for good
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On Parenting • Perspective
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Yes, Duchess Kate looked flawless after giving birth. No, this isn’t normal.
The duchess heads home looking beautiful and rested. The rest of us who gave birth know what's up.
By Amy Joyce • Read more »

Retropolis

‘I thought I was done’: George H.W. Bush faced death at 20 during WWII
The oldest living president barely survived being shot down over the Pacific as a Navy aviator.
By Rachel Siegel • Read more »

Opinion

We know an awful lot about Manafort and Russia. Trump can’t make it disappear.
Robert S. Mueller III’s filings and other documents suggest a pattern of collusion, money laundering and coverup.
By David Ignatius • Read more »

Three Mexican film students were killed, their bodies dissolved in acid, authorities say
The disappearance of the three film students more than a month ago sparked protests across Mexico and the
international filmmaking industry.
By Samantha Schmidt • Read more »
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ADVERTISEMENT

Morning Mix

NRA supporters are blowing up Yeti coolers. Yeti says it’s all a big mistake.
Yeti says the NRA inaccurately told members the company was distancing itself from the organization.
By Meagan Flynn • Read more »

Post Nation

Waffle House shooting suspect Travis Reinking arrested, refusing to answer questions, police
say
Police spent nearly 36 hours searching for the gunman they said killed four people in a Nashville Waffle House.
By Katie Zezima • Read more »

Gridlock

‘Tase me, and you’ll see what happens,’ an American Airlines passenger said. Police did — 10
times.
A tour de force of plane drama grounded American Airlines Flight 2446 in Miami.
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By Avi Selk • Read more »

WorldViews

A pregnant woman tripped a 4-year-old boy on purpose. The Internet went crazy.
A nasty moment, caught on video, has set China's social media ablaze.
By Amanda Erickson • Read more »

Opinion

Tax cuts were supposed to save the GOP from Trump. Oops.
Voters were meant to be distracted by all that extra pocket money. They weren’t.
By Catherine Rampell • Read more »

PowerPost • Analysis

The Daily 202: VA nominee’s struggles are a consequence of Trump’s vetting failures
Ronny Jackson’s confirmation hearing has been postponed pending a congressional review of new revelations.
By James Hohmann • Read more »
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To Your Health

Veteran receives penis and scrotum transplant in surgery doctors say is a medical first
An Afghanistan war veteran who had his genitals blown off by a roadside bomb has become the recipient of one of
the world's first transplants of its kind.
By Eli Rosenberg • Read more »

Also Popular in Politics
PowerPost

Senate panel narrowly endorses Mike Pompeo for secretary
of state after Trump intervenes with key Republican
Trump’s supporters were determined to have Pompeo enter office without the mark of
being the first secretary of state in almost a century to fail a committee vote.
By Karoun Demirjian • Read more »
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Analysis | For better or worse, Ronny Jackson perfectly encapsulates Trump’s staffing system
White House press secretary pressed to explain what Trump meant by a ‘breeding concept’
White House stands by embattled nominee to lead Veterans Affairs
Analysis | Maxine Waters’s cringeworthy explanation for her 180 on James Comey

Also Popular in Opinions
The Plum Line

Trump’s historic unpopularity is a big, important story
We should talk more about it.
By Greg Sargent • Read more »
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ICE has become Trump’s personal bullying squad
John Bolton’s new deputy is a hawk with sharp elbows, just like him
Trump golfed instead of going to Barbara Bush’s funeral. That was a good thing.
Kanye West, alt-right darling

ADVERTISEMENT

Also Popular in Local

No reprimand for D.C. lawmaker who donated to event
where Farrakhan denounced Jews, council chair says
Calls for censure for Trayon White lack a majority
By Fenit Nirappil • Read more »
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Analysis | Is it anti-Semitic for President Trump to call Chuck Todd ‘sleepy eyes’?
As ride hailing booms in D.C., it’s not just eating into the taxi market — it’s increasing vehicle trips
Honor student who carried concealed, loaded gun saw himself as a ‘protector’ against mass shooters
Maryland to become second state to ban sale of puppies in stores. But the store owners are pushing back.

Also Popular in Sports
D.C. Sports Bog • Perspective

Well, the Caps sucked me in again. I should know better,
but I guess I don’t.
Hope springs eternal, is also stupid.
By Dan Steinberg • Read more »
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Analysis | 2018 NFL mock draft: Patriots trade up, but not for a quarterback
Perspective | Alex Ovechkin delivers in the clutch, and ‘a huge opportunity’ awaits
Analysis | Capitals-Blue Jackets Game 6: Washington wins series; Pittsburgh, Sidney Crosby next
Analysis | NBA playoffs: Jazz boots Thunder to the brink in testy win; Rockets’ 50-point quarter fuels rout

Also Popular in National
Morning Mix

Monkey loses selfie copyright case. Maybe monkey should
sue PETA, appeals court suggests.
"Indeed, if any such relationship exists, PETA appears to have failed to live up to the title
of 'friend,'" the court wrote.
By Meagan Flynn • Read more »
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Uranus has a familiar odor, scientists say, and earthlings wouldn’t like it
For the second time in six months, Tennessee community experiences a mass shooting
Canadian dies in ‘lynching’ in Peruvian Amazon, accused of killing an indigenous shaman
Source of E. coli-contaminated romaine lettuce still a mystery, FDA says

Also Popular in World

Behind bloody Gaza clashes, economic misery and piles of debt
Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, gives birth to a boy, fifth in line to the British crown
Suspect in Toronto van rampage charged with 10 murder counts
Toronto police say 10 dead, 15 injured after van struck pedestrians in Toronto; driver in custody
Analysis | The shadow war between Israel and Iran takes center stage

Also Popular in Business

A woman was tackled by officers at an Alabama Waffle House. Police are defending the arrest.
How merchants use Facebook to flood Amazon with fake reviews
Pruitt to unveil controversial ‘transparency’ rule limiting what research EPA can use
One of the most worrisome predictions about climate change may be coming true
Bernie Sanders to announce plan to guarantee every American a job

Also Popular in Technology

Facebook finally explains why it bans some content, in 27 pages
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AT&T and Verizon are again being investigated for collusion. Here’s what happened the first time.
Facebook’s hand-picked watchdogs gave it high marks for privacy even as the tech giant lost control of users’ data
Google parent Alphabet’s profits bounce to an all-time high
Academic says suspended Cambridge Analytica CEO lied

Also Popular in Lifestyle

Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Talking to your daughter about gender and generalizations
John Oliver wants to educate Trump, so he bought ads on Sean Hannity’s show
Here’s what guests will see at the White House state dinner for France
Analysis | A step-by-step guide to how Kanye West became a hero of the pro-Trump Internet
Perspective | When a ‘natural’ mother considers plastic surgery

Also Popular in Entertainment

Review | Jake Tapper’s new thriller blows the lid off corruption in Washington
Everything that’s happened leading up to ‘Avengers: Infinity War’
Analysis | Who will replace Chris Evans as Captain America? ‘Avengers: Infinity War’ might have the answer.
Review | Total witch hunt! ‘The Crucible’ gets a blazing revival at Olney
How the new ‘Nancy’ creator is handling divided fans and sudden fame
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"GoFundMe Stories" <messages@gofundme.com>
Mon, 22 Jan 2018 09:10:42 -0700 (MST)
The TIME'S UP Initiative: Powerful Hollywood Women Unveil Anti-Harassment Action Plan
<yolanda.pirtle@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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The TIME'S UP Initiative: Powerful Hollywood Women Unveil Anti-Harassment Action Plan
Shonda Rhimes and Reese Witherspoon are among the 300 actresses and insiders behind Time’s Up, an initiative for legal protections for workers nationwide.
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Read More
$18,784,312 raised by 18575 people
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Year 2017 - Thanking our Community
This year was difficult. But you helped make it better. People like you all over the globe stepped up to help their neighbors, their communities, and strangers half a world away. This is what humankind can
do when we unite to make a difference.
Watch Video

In the News

Dana is a 17-year-old girl who was recently diagnosed with a very rare and inoperable brain tumor known as DIPG. She
was 31 weeks pregnant when she received her diagnosed. Since the day Dana was...
Read more

A group of Belen High School students will represent New Mexico in Washington, D.C. as they present their research at the
renowned Smithsonian Museum before it is launched up to the International S…
Read more

(Scroll down for English version)Venezuela está viviendo una crisis humanitaria que está afectando a una parte muy grande
de la población en todo el país.Nosotros somos una organización sin fines...
Read more
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Vineyard Elite" <brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Sun, 21 Jan 2018 23:33:43 -0700 (MST)
The World's Easiest Wine Opener: Making life more enjoyable.
<brenda.galindo@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

The World's Easiest Wine Opener: Making life more enjoyable.

SHOP Now!
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From: "FSD C-U Spotlight" <admin@e.foodservicedirector.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2018 08:01:19 -0700 (MST)
Subject: These vegan dishes are buzzing on campus
To: <deborah.beard@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

VIEW IN BROWSER

January 19, 2018

6 vegan dishes creating a
buzz on campus
College operators share students’ favorite vegan offerings.

READ MORE
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MENU STRATEGIES

The fastest-growing flavors in C&U
These flavors reflect a group of diners with more adventurous taste
buds and health-conscious thinking.

NEWS

Stanford Dining workers asked to
remove protest stickers
Staff wore the stickers to protest what they claim are untenable
working conditions.

FSD MAGAZINE |
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– Online subscription assistance:
onlinesupport@winsightmedia.com
– Editorial inquiries: Lindsay Holley
– Advertising inquiries: Bill Anderson

All of the releases provided are protected by copyright and
other applicable laws, treaties, conventions. All
reproduction, other than for an individual user's reference,
is prohibited without prior written consent.

To ensure delivery, please add
admin@e.foodservicedirector.com to your address book,
safe sender or whitelist.

To view our privacy policy, click here
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From: "FSD C-U Spotlight" <admin@e.foodservicedirector.com>
Sent Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2018 08:01:19 -0700 (MST)
Subject: These vegan dishes are buzzing on campus
To: <kennie.ryan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

VIEW IN BROWSER

January 19, 2018

6 vegan dishes creating a
buzz on campus
College operators share students’ favorite vegan offerings.

READ MORE
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MENU STRATEGIES

The fastest-growing flavors in C&U
These flavors reflect a group of diners with more adventurous taste
buds and health-conscious thinking.

NEWS

Stanford Dining workers asked to
remove protest stickers
Staff wore the stickers to protest what they claim are untenable
working conditions.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Men Need Hair" <men.need.hair@costmeticsdatabase.com>
Fri, 5 Jan 2018 10:22:42 -0700 (MST)
This is the one hair treatment you need
<todd.florez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

of any fast food and most sit down restaurants -- plus only2.70. hate chicken is best chicken. so evil of them to help people like that! they didn't have prior cnn permission! - the left who said chick-fil-a is evil because they?re christian? people who are (truly) full of hatred. those people are commonly known as "liberals". it's in the link. cucks! i've been on a diet for the past four months and lost 40 lbs. 30 more to go. when i get there, i'll celebrate with a deluxe spicy chicken and waffle fries. just one this time. fantatsic people and food. libs hate them. i remember in california when they orchestrated a gay "makeout protest" in the parking lot of chick-fil-a. chick-fil-a even went out in hurricane waters to help stranded people in houston yet leftists will tell you christians are just as "evil" and "violent" as islam. just visited one that opened in my town, wow!

You don't need a million pills to get your old hair back. Just one treatment.
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Tue, 1 May 2018 06:01:37 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

K-12

Higher Ed

General Interest

Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox. Learn more or sign up at htt
ps://titleix.today/

K-12
This 2nd Grade Class Did An LGBTQ Lesson That Broke
Twitter
Kids that age already have a sense of their gender identity. Some
kids are gender non-conforming and are already learning at home,
in the media, and at school that there’s something wrong with who
they are.
ï»¿
Hundreds Of Students Walk Out Of Lincoln-Sudbury High
School To Protest Handling Of Sexual Assault Allegations
The students, who have criticized the school’s handling of the
alleged assault, streamed out of the building and walked to the
athletic fields behind the school where they held a moment of
silence and gave speeches.
Government Dismisses Sarasota School Discrimination
Complaint
A federal agency rules that a Booker High School assistant
principal’s case against principal Rachel Shelley and
superintendent Todd Bowden was inconclusive.
Students At Grant High School Posted A List Of “Sexual
Predators In The Hallways” In Girls’ Bathrooms Last Week
Last week, students at Grant High School anonymously taped up
posters accusing five boys of sexual assault and inviting
classmates to add more names to the list of "sexual predators in the
hallways."
page 1 of 4
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Federal Judge Allows Lawsuit To Proceed Involving Laurel
School Softball Coach Charged With Rape
A federal judge on Friday gave the go-ahead to a lawsuit filed by a
former Laurel School softball coach whose rape case was
dismissed after a court determined a Shaker Heights police
detective lied under oath at trial.

Higher Ed
UC Berkeley Student Barred From Graduation For Title IX
Violation, Files Petition
A UC Berkeley student filed a petition in court against the campus
and the UC Board of Regents after being prevented from walking at
graduation over an alleged Title IX violation, claiming a “failed
system” and a lack of due process.
AKA At The Center Of Prostitution Ring Investigation At HBCU
Identified
The campus of Fort Valley State University is in crisis after charges
of sexual misconduct involving members of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc. and a former school administrator.
4th Man, A Tulane ROTC Student, Booked In Rape Of 2 Women
A Tulane University senior was booked on rape charges Monday
(April 30), in connection with the assault of two women who
reported to police they were raped by a group of men earlier this
month, according to New Orleans police and Tulane officials.
Former UA Coach Craig Carter Pleads Guilty To Stalking,
Harassment
On Monday, April 30, Carter was sentenced to three years in
prison, which will be served at the same time as any
sentence handed down from a separate trial earlier this year.
Coker College Soccer Player Accused Of Rape After Campus
Party
The woman was taken to the hospital where a sexual assault
examination was completed. Lopez was arrested and charged with
criminal sexual assault first degree and kidnapping.

General Interest
Tom Brokaw’s Being Accused Of Sexual Harassment. He Says
He’s Been “Ambushed.”
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Former NBC correspondent Linda Vester and another woman say
Brokaw sexually harassed them in the 1990s. He vehemently
denies the claims.
Sex And Shame: What Incels And Jihadists Have In Common
The sense of shame from not being able to perform a culturally
approved sex role may be a key to understanding his murderous
rage. It may also be another thread connecting him to other violent
actors whose ideology is different from his own, yet whose actions
are similar.
Meehan Resigns, Vows To Repay $39K Harassment Settlement
Rep. Patrick Meehan resigned from Congress on Friday but vowed
to repay taxpayers tens of thousands of dollars he used to settle a
sexual harassment claim.
Saying OK To Sex? There’s An App For That
Apps such as uConsent allow potential sexual partners to tell each
other what level of physical intimacy they are comfortable with and
record their eventual agreement so there is no misunderstanding.
Human Resource Managers At Nike Ignored Complaints From
Women Employees For Years
They reported male supervisors who called them vulgar names and
discussed their bodies, and even one who threw his keys at a
subordinate and called her a “stupid bitch.” The women said the
complaints to human resources didn’t change anything.

TIXT is published by ATIXA and
ï»¿
edited by Anna Oppenheim, Esq.

Questions, comments, or concerns? Contact our team at TIXT@atixa.org

Title IX Today | 1109 Lancaster Ave, Berwyn, PA 19312
Unsubscribe lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by tixt@atixa.org in collaboration with
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 06:00:42 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

K-12

Higher Ed

General Interest

Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox. Learn more or sign up at htt
ps://titleix.today/

K-12
Cariños, Chancellor Sued For Sexual Harassment
A former Cariños Charter School staff member filed a lawsuit
against the school and her former bosses, Vernon Jaramillo and
Bernice Life, March 22, after she was allegedly fired for reporting
sexual harassment against herself and a 12-year-old student.
Badminton’s ‘Girls Only’ Sign Prompts Question: Who Is
Title IX For?
While Tile IX protects female athletes by stating, “no person shall,
on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under education
programs receiving federal financial assistance,” South Athletic
Director Amy Cardarelle said, “it doesn’t work in reverse.”
Ex-Buford High Coach And Teacher Charged With Sex Crime
Elliott was a teacher and football coach at Buford High School.
There were two female victims, both students in Elliott’s classes.
Both incidents occurred on Buford High School property during the
current school year.
Student Sex Assault Cases Going Unreported By Cherry Creek
School District
Since 2016, FOX31 Problem Solvers found at least 30 incidents wh
ere Cherry Creek students reported being raped, sodomized,
groped, fondled and touched inappropriately by other students
while at school. That number does not take into account alleged
sex assaults on multiple students by Cherry Creek staff within that
page 1 of 4
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same time frame.
Parents Sue Coach Over Undisclosed Sex Assault Allegations
In February of this year, after the lawsuit was filed, Amateur Athletic
Union banned Butler, and the Junior Volleyball Association issued
an indefinite suspension.

Higher Ed
Title IX Investigation Opened After Pro-Marriage Student
Received Rape Threat
A Title IX investigation was opened at a Catholic school after a
student received a rape threat there after he promoted traditional
marriage on campus, with the school encouraging students to
attend protests directed at that student.
ASU Uses Mandatory Reporting To Fight Sexual Misconduct
On Campus
On Monday, March 26, the University Senate approved a proposal
to require all professors to include Title IX and mandatory reporter
notices in their syllabi. This notices will be standard across syllabi,
similar to requirements to include policies regarding academic
integrity and resources for students with disabilities.
Local Title IX Coordinators Discuss Their Programs
Stephens College, Columbia College, and MU all have robust
training programs for faculty, staff, students, and counselors. With
each school being unique, their Title IX coordinators are able to
provide individual insight about how they address enforcement on
their respective campuses.
Man Arrested In Sexual Assault Of Minor At FSCJ
A man has been arrested in the sexual assault of a boy at the
Downtown campus of Florida State College of Jacksonville,
according to police. The incident was reported to have happened in
a bathroom at the college's downtown campus on West State
Street, according to a Sheriff's Office incident report.
President Smith Responds To O4S Demands; Is It Enough?
Over 130 students of various gender identities attended a meeting
following the rally on the night of March 18, where the O4S core
team and other members planned further actions.

General Interest
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ABA Women's Commission Updates Manual About Preventing
And Addressing Sex Harassment
“Our goal today is to make sure that our workplaces are
environments free of harassing behavior and that, to the extent that
such behavior does take place, it will be expeditiously and
appropriately addressed without retaliation to the victim. This
manual will help make that aspiration a reality.”
If You Fire Someone For Sexual Harassment, What Do You Say
If You’re Called For A Reference?
Does a former employer have any duty to disclose allegations of
sexual misconduct to a reference checker? If not, how can serial
harassers be stopped? What sort of due diligence must a
prospective employer do to determine the truth of allegations of
sexual harassment?
Ithaca Police Officer's Discrimination, Retaliation Lawsuit
Moves Forward
Officer Sarah Crews is one day closer to having a day in court after
a judge ruled primarily in favor of discrimination claims the officer
made while working as an openly gay and gender non-conforming
officer at the Ithaca Police Department.
VII Before IX: Continuing Saga In Harassment Claim
Preemption
A recent decision by the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District
of Texas, part of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, reaffirmed a
growing circuit split regarding whether Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 preempts concurrent claims raised under Title IX of the
Education Amendments Act of 1972.
Canceled Deals And Pulped Books, As The Publishing
Industry Confronts Sexual Harassment
As allegations of sexual harassment sweep through the publishing
industry — resulting in canceled book deals, boycotts by
bookstores and expulsions from writers’ conferences —
publishers, agents and editors are grappling with how to tackle the
issue.

TIXT is published by ATIXA and
ï»¿
edited by Anna Oppenheim, Esq.
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2018 06:00:43 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <Therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

K-12

Higher Ed

General Interest

Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox. Learn more or sign up at htt
ps://titleix.today/

K-12
Cariños, Chancellor Sued For Sexual Harassment
A former Cariños Charter School staff member filed a lawsuit
against the school and her former bosses, Vernon Jaramillo and
Bernice Life, March 22, after she was allegedly fired for reporting
sexual harassment against herself and a 12-year-old student.
Badminton’s ‘Girls Only’ Sign Prompts Question: Who Is
Title IX For?
While Tile IX protects female athletes by stating, “no person shall,
on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under education
programs receiving federal financial assistance,” South Athletic
Director Amy Cardarelle said, “it doesn’t work in reverse.”
Ex-Buford High Coach And Teacher Charged With Sex Crime
Elliott was a teacher and football coach at Buford High School.
There were two female victims, both students in Elliott’s classes.
Both incidents occurred on Buford High School property during the
current school year.
Student Sex Assault Cases Going Unreported By Cherry Creek
School District
Since 2016, FOX31 Problem Solvers found at least 30 incidents wh
ere Cherry Creek students reported being raped, sodomized,
groped, fondled and touched inappropriately by other students
while at school. That number does not take into account alleged
sex assaults on multiple students by Cherry Creek staff within that
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same time frame.
Parents Sue Coach Over Undisclosed Sex Assault Allegations
In February of this year, after the lawsuit was filed, Amateur Athletic
Union banned Butler, and the Junior Volleyball Association issued
an indefinite suspension.

Higher Ed
Title IX Investigation Opened After Pro-Marriage Student
Received Rape Threat
A Title IX investigation was opened at a Catholic school after a
student received a rape threat there after he promoted traditional
marriage on campus, with the school encouraging students to
attend protests directed at that student.
ASU Uses Mandatory Reporting To Fight Sexual Misconduct
On Campus
On Monday, March 26, the University Senate approved a proposal
to require all professors to include Title IX and mandatory reporter
notices in their syllabi. This notices will be standard across syllabi,
similar to requirements to include policies regarding academic
integrity and resources for students with disabilities.
Local Title IX Coordinators Discuss Their Programs
Stephens College, Columbia College, and MU all have robust
training programs for faculty, staff, students, and counselors. With
each school being unique, their Title IX coordinators are able to
provide individual insight about how they address enforcement on
their respective campuses.
Man Arrested In Sexual Assault Of Minor At FSCJ
A man has been arrested in the sexual assault of a boy at the
Downtown campus of Florida State College of Jacksonville,
according to police. The incident was reported to have happened in
a bathroom at the college's downtown campus on West State
Street, according to a Sheriff's Office incident report.
President Smith Responds To O4S Demands; Is It Enough?
Over 130 students of various gender identities attended a meeting
following the rally on the night of March 18, where the O4S core
team and other members planned further actions.

General Interest
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ABA Women's Commission Updates Manual About Preventing
And Addressing Sex Harassment
“Our goal today is to make sure that our workplaces are
environments free of harassing behavior and that, to the extent that
such behavior does take place, it will be expeditiously and
appropriately addressed without retaliation to the victim. This
manual will help make that aspiration a reality.”
If You Fire Someone For Sexual Harassment, What Do You Say
If You’re Called For A Reference?
Does a former employer have any duty to disclose allegations of
sexual misconduct to a reference checker? If not, how can serial
harassers be stopped? What sort of due diligence must a
prospective employer do to determine the truth of allegations of
sexual harassment?
Ithaca Police Officer's Discrimination, Retaliation Lawsuit
Moves Forward
Officer Sarah Crews is one day closer to having a day in court after
a judge ruled primarily in favor of discrimination claims the officer
made while working as an openly gay and gender non-conforming
officer at the Ithaca Police Department.
VII Before IX: Continuing Saga In Harassment Claim
Preemption
A recent decision by the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District
of Texas, part of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, reaffirmed a
growing circuit split regarding whether Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 preempts concurrent claims raised under Title IX of the
Education Amendments Act of 1972.
Canceled Deals And Pulped Books, As The Publishing
Industry Confronts Sexual Harassment
As allegations of sexual harassment sweep through the publishing
industry — resulting in canceled book deals, boycotts by
bookstores and expulsions from writers’ conferences —
publishers, agents and editors are grappling with how to tackle the
issue.
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 06:00:53 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <Therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox. Learn more or sign up at htt
ps://titleix.today/

K-12
Sex Crimes Against Children Far Outnumber Adult-Victim
Cases In South Carolina
The 2,086 cases involving children reflect an increase of almost 18
percent from the year before, according to records. The state has
seen an increase in sexual assault cases involving children over the
past decade while national trends reflect significant decreases.
Student Accused Of Sexual Assault On Student With Special
Needs At Charlotte Middle School
The father said the student sexually assaulted his daughter when
the teacher stepped out of the classroom. He said the teacher's
aide was in the back of the room, but apparently didn't see what
was happening, and it wasn't until the teacher returned the attack
was stopped.
Male Dancer Sues Over Ban On Boys In Dance Competition
The Pacific Legal Foundation has filed a complaint on behalf of a
15-year-old student at Dakota Valley High School in North Sioux
City, South Dakota. It’s because he is being denied permission by
the South Dakota High School Activities Association to participate
in competitions in the state “solely because he is a boy.”
Man’s Suicide Unearths Decades-Old Sex Abuse Revelations
A cellphone video made by a man before he died by suicide last
month has given voice to at least five other men, all of whom say
they were sexually abused decades ago by Ward, confirming
publicly whispers that had long quietly existed.
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Former Stratford Teacher’s Aide Gets 18 Months In Sex Case
“This involved repeated instances of sexual conduct between you
and this young man,” Superior Court Judge Robert Devlin told a
disheveled Kyle Damato-Kushel as she stood before him. “This
kind of conduct really harms students. The quality of teachers has a
high impact on one’s success and your obligation was to be an
example of good.”

Higher Ed
Campus Free Speech Is Threatened. But How Much?
The number of students agreeing with the statement “The climate
on my campus prevents some people from saying things they
believe because others might find them offensive” increased
between 2016 and 2017.
UMass Bars Faculty From Dating Students
Consensual sexual relationships between University of
Massachusetts faculty and students or postdoctoral researchers will
be barred for the first time under a new policy.
Gender-Separated 4-H Rodeo Events Remain In Pending
Review
ï»¿
South Dakota 4-H Rodeo media contact Casey Cowan said that
aside from having the 4-H name attached to the program and
receiving some technical assistance from SDSU Extension, 4-H
rodeo is independently funded.
UC Davis Adds 2 Women's Teams To Meet Title IX Standards
As Campus Demographics Change
The additions were necessary to meet Title IX requirements, as the
campus has a high ratio of women to men among its undergrad
student body. The university requested community input near the
end of 2017 and received feedback that helped its athletics
department make the decision.
Behavior At Campus Safety Protest Was Unacceptable,
Changes Required
I was frustrated when the calls of women to have a moment of
silence were rejected by men who demanded we chant something
instead. My frustration turned to disgust when the chant these men
selected was “Hey hey DFM / Make our campus fun again.”
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Art Exhibit Closes Early Amid Sexual Harassment Claims
Against Photographer
A large retrospective celebrating the photographer Nicholas Nixon
has come down 10 days early, amid sexual harassment allegations
against the artist.
RNC Fundraiser Resigns After Report Of $1.6 Million Playmate
Payoff
The departure followed reports on Friday afternoon that in 2017,
President Donald Trump’s attorney Michael Cohen had negotiated
a $1.6 million payment on Broidy’s behalf to a Playboy Playmate
who said that Broidy had impregnated her.
Bill Cosby Accuser Tells Jury: ‘I Could Not Fight Him Off’
This time, Mr. Cosby’s defense team has taken a more aggressive
stance toward Ms. Constand, describing her as a “con artist” who
engaged in a consensual encounter and then concocted a story of
assault so as to score a big payday.
Sexual Harassment Is Rampant In Congress. 1,308 Former
Staff Members Are Demanding Change.
More than 1,300 former congressional staff wrote to Senate leaders
Thursday urging them to pass legislation addressing sexual
harassment on Capitol Hill.
ï»¿
New York City Council Enacts Package Of Bills To Combat
Sexual Harassment
On Wednesday April 11, 2018, the New York City Council enacted
a package of eleven bills, collectively titled the Stop Sexual
Harassment in NYC Act (the “Act”). The Act awaits final signature
from the Mayor.
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 06:00:26 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

K-12

Higher Ed

General Interest

Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox.

K-12
Boulder Valley, St. Vrain School Districts Under Title IX
Investigation
The Boulder Valley and St. Vrain Valley school districts each are
the subject of ongoing Title IX investigations by the U.S.
Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights, over allegations
of sexual violence and bullying, respectively.
Level Playing Field: University of the Pacific Athletes Host
Sports Clinics for Girls
University of the Pacific opened its fields and gymnasium to 140
area girls Saturday to celebrate the 32nd annual National Girls and
Women in Sports Day.
Ex-High School Teacher Charged With Sex Assault on Student
A former high school teacher and track coach in Connecticut has
been charged with having an inappropriate sexual relationship with
a student.

Higher Ed
Rape Reports Climb at N.J. Colleges: See the Stats for Each
Campus
There were 138 reported rapes at New Jersey's four-year colleges
and universities in 2016 -- a 24 percent increase over the previous
year -- as many schools stepped up efforts to encourage students
to report sexual assaults on campus.
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Expelled Student Sues College for Reinstatement
A former Dartmouth student has filed a lawsuit against the College,
alleging that he was unfairly expelled last year after what he claims
was a biased disciplinary proceeding that violated his Title IX rights.
The suit was filed on Jan. 12 in the U.S. District Court of New
Hampshire.
How J-School Professors Should Talk About Sexual
Harassment, Abuse in Class
The recent revelations about powerful men who have used their
authority to abuse women and other men have drawn attention yet
again to sexual violence and harassment.
Notre Dame Settles Sex Discrimination Lawsuit With Former
Student
The University of Notre Dame settled a federal lawsuit with a former
student who claimed the university discriminated against him on the
basis of his sex. Filed in April 2017 in the Northern Indiana District
of U.S. Court, the student, a then senior in Mendoza College of
Business referred to as "John Doe," says he was unfairly expelled
three weeks before graduation for unproven "dating violence"
allegations. By doing this, the lawsuit argues that Notre Dame
violated Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and that he
was denied due process.
A False Accusation and Unfair Investigation Derailed This
Student Athlete's Life
In 2014, a white female student at the University of Findlay accused
two black athletes of sexually assaulting her. The university
expelled the two men—a basketball player and a football
player—24 hours later, without bothering to interview witnesses
who would have contradicted the accusation. According to the two
men's lawsuit against Findlay, investigators didn't even interview
the young woman.

General Interest
Kate Upton Accuses Guess Co-Founder of Sexual Harassment
Paul Marciano co-founded Guess in 1981. He served as the
company’s CEO until 2015, when he stepped down to become its
executive chairman and chief creative officer. On Wednesday night
Kate Upton, who has starred in numerous Guess campaigns,
accused Marciano of sexual harassment.
As F.B.I. Took a Year to Pursue the Nassar Case, Dozens Say
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They Were Molested
For more than a year, an F.B.I. inquiry into allegations that
Lawrence G. Nassar, a respected sports doctor, had molested
three elite teenage gymnasts followed a plodding pace as it moved
back and forth among agents in three cities. The accumulating
information included instructional videos of the doctor’s unusual
treatment methods, showing his ungloved hands working about the
private areas of girls lying facedown on tables.
Niyo: Nassar Case A Plea For Overdue Reform in Sports
It’s a different courtroom now, different voices trembling with
demands for justice. But as the toll continues to climb this week,
both in sheer numbers and in immeasurable emotional damage —
this time in an Eaton County courtroom where dozens more victims
of convicted pedophile Larry Nassar are detailing years of sexual
abuse at another sentencing hearing — so, too, does the
awareness. That’s what makes this such an important moment.
It’s a chance to educate young athletes and their families about the
lessons we all should draw from the Nassar case, and the
countless others before it that’ve been largely ignored. It’s also a
chance to make our own demands.
Artist Emma Sulkowicz Wore Asterisks—and Little Else—to
Protest Chuck Close at the Met (and Picasso at MoMA)
Emma Sulkowicz, an artist best known for lugging a mattress
around Columbia University in protest of the school’s handling of
rape allegations, is making headlines again. On Tuesday,
Sulkowicz, accompanied by photographer Sangsuk Sylvia Kang,
staged a series of performative protests in New York at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art, and a
Second Avenue subway station.
Most Female Physicians Report Sexual Harassment at Job
Seventy one percent of female physicians and 25% of male
physicians report having been sexually harassed in training or
medical practice in a recent Medscape poll. Those numbers, as of
July 26, translate into 50% of all physicians saying they've been the
target of sexual harassment. Of this group, 32% said it affected
their career advancement.
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Tue, 27 Mar 2018 06:00:45 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <Therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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General Interest

Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox. Learn more or sign up at htt
ps://titleix.today/

K-12
Want Better Sex Ed? Talk To These Teenagers
You’ve probably heard about the amazing students from
Stoneman Douglas High School, who’ve been raising their voices
for gun control and saying #NeverAgain. Did you know there is a
similar movement of teens and young adults pushing for better,
more consent-based sex ed in schools?
A Coach Admitted To A Sex Crime On Tape. But When The
Victim Died, He Walked Free.
Emilie Morris got her high school cross-country coach to admit to
sex crimes on tape. But when she unexpectedly died at age 35, the
case she’d fought to bring against him died, too.
HS Football Player Charged With Sexually Assaulting Mentally
Disabled Teammate Given No Jail Time
In October 2015, high school football player in Dietrich, Idaho,
named John R.K. Howard trapped another teammate with mental
disabilities in the locker room after practice and, along with two
other teens, sodomized him with a wire hanger. The victim, who is
black, reported the assault as a culmination of long-standing racist
harassment from Howard and others on the team.
Hundreds Walk Out Of McClatchy High To Protest Handling Of
Gang Rape And Sex Harassment Cases
Hundreds of students walked out of classes Wednesday morning at
McClatchy High School to protest how school administrators have
dealt with sexual harassment claims at the Sacramento school,
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including a case involving an alleged gang rape at an off-campus
party.
Title IX Had Huge Impact At Libertyville High School
Girls interscholastic athletes didn't come quickly at Libertyville High
School. But one thing for sure, there was plenty of interest among
girls for athletics throughout LHS's 100 years.

Higher Ed
DACC Designates A Third Of Campus Restrooms As Gender
Neutral
Danville Area Community College recently converted about a third
of the restrooms on campus into gender-neutral ones and posted
signs on and near the doors to designate them as such.
‘What It Means to Be a Woman Is Not Static’: How Women’s
Colleges Are Handling Transgender Applicants
So far, more than a dozen have published admissions policies for
transgender students. Many will now consider applicants if they
self-identify as women.
UNC Comp Sci Department Works To Close Gender Gap
According to the nonprofit organization Girls Who Code, just 24
percent of computer scientists today are women, and only 4 percent
of female first-year students are enrolled in computing courses. At
UNC, women make up nearly 30 percent of the computer science
major, up from 15 percent when the Department of Computer
Science began addressing the gender gap about four years ago.
Women’s Basketball Does Have A Media Problem, And Jason
Lisk Helps Prove It
There are great stories in women’s basketball, but national media
fails to do the legwork on it in part because it’s a male-dominated
industry.
San Jose State Football Players Absorb Lesson At Gender
Event
The entire San Jose State football team was in the audience at an
event on gender, sport and society sponsored by their university’s
Institute for the Study of Sport, Society and Social Change. Head
coach Brent Brennan was behind the participation. “Did we make it
optional?” he asked. “No.”
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Trans Women and Femmes Are Shouting #MeToo — But Are
You Listening?
When I first wrote the essay below about #MeToo last October, the
movement was still in its early stages. The New York Times had
outed Harvey Weinstein as a serial sexual abuser just three weeks
prior. In that short span, millions of women and femmes —
cisgender and transgender — cried out on social media to bring
awareness to the exhaustive scope of sexual harassment and
assault. But some of their voices were heard more clearly than
others, and in the wave of outrage that followed, cisgender women
received a vastly greater amount of attention than their trans peers.
Andy Savage, Tenn. Megachurch Pastor, Resigns Following
Sexual Assault Investigation
A pastor accused of sexually assaulting a teenage girl 20 years ago
has resigned from his ministerial post at a Tennessee megachurch,
CBS News affiliate WREG-TV reports. Andy Savage announced
his resignation Tuesday after the Highpoint Church concluded their
investigation.
She Wanted A Hollywood Career. Her Agent Wanted Sex.
The Hollywood structure creates a catch-22 for women who say
gatekeepers exploit power imbalances to demand sex, and prevent
reports of sexual assault.
#MeToo Called For An Overhaul. Are Workplaces Really
Changing?
Five months after allegations against Harvey Weinstein led to the
mass baring of past secrets, the focus is turning to the future.
Government is stepping up efforts: In Washington, the House of
Representatives is preparing to train every worker, down to the
most junior intern, and state legislators across the country are
proposing ambitious new laws. Corporate boards and investors
from Wall Street to Silicon Valley are going on the offensive,
probing for problems to avoid being surprised.
Are USA Gymnastics And Michigan State Liable For Larry
Nassar's Actions? It's Complicated
While Nassar will never again enjoy freedom, the legal implications
of his crimes go far beyond him or the prison walls that detain him.
To that end, should the institutions that employed Nassar be held
civilly liable?
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Mon, 9 Apr 2018 06:00:33 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <Therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox. Learn more or sign up at htt
ps://titleix.today/

K-12
Another Cherry Creek Elementary School Sex Assault
Goes Unreported
A growing chorus of Cherry Creek Schools parents, upset about the
way the district deals with allegations of sexual assault, are calling
for change. Many are demanding the district to fire or change
leadership. Others are stepping forward with stories of abuse of
their kids at school.
District Investigates Sexual Harassment Complaint Against
Fayetteville Superintendent
The School District is investigating a sexual harassment complaint
against Superintendent Matthew Wendt by a district employee,
according to an attorney representing the School Board.
Without Warning System, Schools Often ‘Pass The Trash’ —
And Expose Kids To Danger
The Department of Education has only commissioned one study to
examine the pervasiveness of educator sexual abuse. Charol
Shakeshaft, now a professor at Virginia Commonwealth University,
was the lead author on that 2004 report. She analyzed surveys of
K-12 students conducted by the American Association of University
Women.
Omaha Middle School Teacher Arrested For Sexual Assault
A teacher at Morton Middle School is on administrative leave,
pending the results of an investigation after she was booked at
Douglas County Corrections for electronic enticement under 16
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years of age and first-degree sexual assault of a child.
Texas Supreme Court Rejects Sexual Harassment Case
Involving School Employees
The Texas Supreme Court says a female coach who accused
another woman of making objectifying and lurid comments at work
can't sue for sexual harassment, partly because there were no
signs of sexual desire and the court did not believe the lawsuit
amounted to the gender-based discrimination that was being
alleged.

Higher Ed
UW Student Employees Demand End To Sexual Harassment
And Discrimination At University
Hundreds of student employees at the University of Washington
attended contract negotiations Wednesday to press the university
to respond to demands for greater equity and an end to sexual
harassment.
Filmmaker Saul Levine Leaves MassArt Following Dispute
Over Artwork
Longtime professor Saul Levine, whom scholar P. Adams Sitney cal
led “one of the most underrated filmmakers in the American avantgarde cinema,” claims he is being pushed out of the
Massachusetts College of Art and Design after administrators
accused him of “harming students” by showing his film Notes After
Long Silence, 1989, to his senior thesis class.
Court Upholds Conviction Of Man Who Sexually Assaulted
UWF Student
The First District Court of Appeals has upheld the conviction of
Dylan Robinson, who is serving 25 years in prison for the sexual
assault of a University of West Florida student.
CSU Softball Team Holds Sit-In To Protest Inequality
The Colorado State softball team staged a sit-in at the Indoor
Practice Facility at 3 p.m. Friday to protest inequality in practice
facilities among teams at the University. The team’s main focus is
the lack of equality between men’s and women’s sports at CSU.
Half Of College Students Aren't Sure Protecting Free Speech Is
Important. That's Bad News
ï»¿
When about 30% of college students favor censorship, it should
be a cause for alarm — especially because that's up from 22% two
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years ago. Moreover, 53% of students believe "promoting an
inclusive society" is a higher priority than protecting free speech
rights.

General Interest
Evolution May Explain Online Harassment. Here’s How.
Online bullying may be a product of evolution. According to a new
behavioral study from Yale University's Human Cooperation Lab,
getting along online is not as rewarding as attacking others.
Sexual Harassment, Misconduct Prevalent But Largely
Unreported At Colorado Capitol, New Report Finds
An independent review of the climate at the Colorado General
Assembly determined that sexual harassment and misconduct are
widespread and rarely reported and urged state lawmakers to
strengthen their policies to hold members accountable.
Bob Dylan Sings About Gay Love
“If you look at the history of pop music, love songs have
predominantly come from one heterosexual perspective,” said Tom
Murphy, a co-producer of “Universal Love.” “If we view music as
something that brings people together, shouldn’t these popular
songs be open to everyone?”
Women Say Richard Meier’s Conduct Was Widely Known Yet
Went Unchecked
After a report last month by The New York Times detailing a pattern
of sexual misconduct by Mr. Meier, more women have come
forward to share their own upsetting encounters with him. But in
recounting such experiences, these women said they had also
been disturbed by a sense of helplessness that pervaded the firm.
Mr. Meier’s behavior was common knowledge, they said, but no
one seemed to have the power to stop it.
'It Doesn't Seem Fair To Me': Ultimate Players Strike For
Gender Equality
The boycotting players don’t want just a couple of women
scattered through the league’s 23 teams. They want something
much closer to 50/50 – perhaps through each AUDL club
supporting a women’s team, or perhaps through mixed-gender
teams.
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Tue, 1 May 2018 06:01:45 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <Therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox. Learn more or sign up at htt
ps://titleix.today/

K-12
This 2nd Grade Class Did An LGBTQ Lesson That Broke
Twitter
Kids that age already have a sense of their gender identity. Some
kids are gender non-conforming and are already learning at home,
in the media, and at school that there’s something wrong with who
they are.
ï»¿
Hundreds Of Students Walk Out Of Lincoln-Sudbury High
School To Protest Handling Of Sexual Assault Allegations
The students, who have criticized the school’s handling of the
alleged assault, streamed out of the building and walked to the
athletic fields behind the school where they held a moment of
silence and gave speeches.
Government Dismisses Sarasota School Discrimination
Complaint
A federal agency rules that a Booker High School assistant
principal’s case against principal Rachel Shelley and
superintendent Todd Bowden was inconclusive.
Students At Grant High School Posted A List Of “Sexual
Predators In The Hallways” In Girls’ Bathrooms Last Week
Last week, students at Grant High School anonymously taped up
posters accusing five boys of sexual assault and inviting
classmates to add more names to the list of "sexual predators in the
hallways."
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Federal Judge Allows Lawsuit To Proceed Involving Laurel
School Softball Coach Charged With Rape
A federal judge on Friday gave the go-ahead to a lawsuit filed by a
former Laurel School softball coach whose rape case was
dismissed after a court determined a Shaker Heights police
detective lied under oath at trial.

Higher Ed
UC Berkeley Student Barred From Graduation For Title IX
Violation, Files Petition
A UC Berkeley student filed a petition in court against the campus
and the UC Board of Regents after being prevented from walking at
graduation over an alleged Title IX violation, claiming a “failed
system” and a lack of due process.
AKA At The Center Of Prostitution Ring Investigation At HBCU
Identified
The campus of Fort Valley State University is in crisis after charges
of sexual misconduct involving members of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc. and a former school administrator.
4th Man, A Tulane ROTC Student, Booked In Rape Of 2 Women
A Tulane University senior was booked on rape charges Monday
(April 30), in connection with the assault of two women who
reported to police they were raped by a group of men earlier this
month, according to New Orleans police and Tulane officials.
Former UA Coach Craig Carter Pleads Guilty To Stalking,
Harassment
On Monday, April 30, Carter was sentenced to three years in
prison, which will be served at the same time as any
sentence handed down from a separate trial earlier this year.
Coker College Soccer Player Accused Of Rape After Campus
Party
The woman was taken to the hospital where a sexual assault
examination was completed. Lopez was arrested and charged with
criminal sexual assault first degree and kidnapping.

General Interest
Tom Brokaw’s Being Accused Of Sexual Harassment. He Says
He’s Been “Ambushed.”
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Former NBC correspondent Linda Vester and another woman say
Brokaw sexually harassed them in the 1990s. He vehemently
denies the claims.
Sex And Shame: What Incels And Jihadists Have In Common
The sense of shame from not being able to perform a culturally
approved sex role may be a key to understanding his murderous
rage. It may also be another thread connecting him to other violent
actors whose ideology is different from his own, yet whose actions
are similar.
Meehan Resigns, Vows To Repay $39K Harassment Settlement
Rep. Patrick Meehan resigned from Congress on Friday but vowed
to repay taxpayers tens of thousands of dollars he used to settle a
sexual harassment claim.
Saying OK To Sex? There’s An App For That
Apps such as uConsent allow potential sexual partners to tell each
other what level of physical intimacy they are comfortable with and
record their eventual agreement so there is no misunderstanding.
Human Resource Managers At Nike Ignored Complaints From
Women Employees For Years
They reported male supervisors who called them vulgar names and
discussed their bodies, and even one who threw his keys at a
subordinate and called her a “stupid bitch.” The women said the
complaints to human resources didn’t change anything.
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Mon, 9 Apr 2018 06:00:32 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox. Learn more or sign up at htt
ps://titleix.today/

K-12
Another Cherry Creek Elementary School Sex Assault
Goes Unreported
A growing chorus of Cherry Creek Schools parents, upset about the
way the district deals with allegations of sexual assault, are calling
for change. Many are demanding the district to fire or change
leadership. Others are stepping forward with stories of abuse of
their kids at school.
District Investigates Sexual Harassment Complaint Against
Fayetteville Superintendent
The School District is investigating a sexual harassment complaint
against Superintendent Matthew Wendt by a district employee,
according to an attorney representing the School Board.
Without Warning System, Schools Often ‘Pass The Trash’ —
And Expose Kids To Danger
The Department of Education has only commissioned one study to
examine the pervasiveness of educator sexual abuse. Charol
Shakeshaft, now a professor at Virginia Commonwealth University,
was the lead author on that 2004 report. She analyzed surveys of
K-12 students conducted by the American Association of University
Women.
Omaha Middle School Teacher Arrested For Sexual Assault
A teacher at Morton Middle School is on administrative leave,
pending the results of an investigation after she was booked at
Douglas County Corrections for electronic enticement under 16
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years of age and first-degree sexual assault of a child.
Texas Supreme Court Rejects Sexual Harassment Case
Involving School Employees
The Texas Supreme Court says a female coach who accused
another woman of making objectifying and lurid comments at work
can't sue for sexual harassment, partly because there were no
signs of sexual desire and the court did not believe the lawsuit
amounted to the gender-based discrimination that was being
alleged.

Higher Ed
UW Student Employees Demand End To Sexual Harassment
And Discrimination At University
Hundreds of student employees at the University of Washington
attended contract negotiations Wednesday to press the university
to respond to demands for greater equity and an end to sexual
harassment.
Filmmaker Saul Levine Leaves MassArt Following Dispute
Over Artwork
Longtime professor Saul Levine, whom scholar P. Adams Sitney cal
led “one of the most underrated filmmakers in the American avantgarde cinema,” claims he is being pushed out of the
Massachusetts College of Art and Design after administrators
accused him of “harming students” by showing his film Notes After
Long Silence, 1989, to his senior thesis class.
Court Upholds Conviction Of Man Who Sexually Assaulted
UWF Student
The First District Court of Appeals has upheld the conviction of
Dylan Robinson, who is serving 25 years in prison for the sexual
assault of a University of West Florida student.
CSU Softball Team Holds Sit-In To Protest Inequality
The Colorado State softball team staged a sit-in at the Indoor
Practice Facility at 3 p.m. Friday to protest inequality in practice
facilities among teams at the University. The team’s main focus is
the lack of equality between men’s and women’s sports at CSU.
Half Of College Students Aren't Sure Protecting Free Speech Is
Important. That's Bad News
ï»¿
When about 30% of college students favor censorship, it should
be a cause for alarm — especially because that's up from 22% two
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years ago. Moreover, 53% of students believe "promoting an
inclusive society" is a higher priority than protecting free speech
rights.

General Interest
Evolution May Explain Online Harassment. Here’s How.
Online bullying may be a product of evolution. According to a new
behavioral study from Yale University's Human Cooperation Lab,
getting along online is not as rewarding as attacking others.
Sexual Harassment, Misconduct Prevalent But Largely
Unreported At Colorado Capitol, New Report Finds
An independent review of the climate at the Colorado General
Assembly determined that sexual harassment and misconduct are
widespread and rarely reported and urged state lawmakers to
strengthen their policies to hold members accountable.
Bob Dylan Sings About Gay Love
“If you look at the history of pop music, love songs have
predominantly come from one heterosexual perspective,” said Tom
Murphy, a co-producer of “Universal Love.” “If we view music as
something that brings people together, shouldn’t these popular
songs be open to everyone?”
Women Say Richard Meier’s Conduct Was Widely Known Yet
Went Unchecked
After a report last month by The New York Times detailing a pattern
of sexual misconduct by Mr. Meier, more women have come
forward to share their own upsetting encounters with him. But in
recounting such experiences, these women said they had also
been disturbed by a sense of helplessness that pervaded the firm.
Mr. Meier’s behavior was common knowledge, they said, but no
one seemed to have the power to stop it.
'It Doesn't Seem Fair To Me': Ultimate Players Strike For
Gender Equality
The boycotting players don’t want just a couple of women
scattered through the league’s 23 teams. They want something
much closer to 50/50 – perhaps through each AUDL club
supporting a women’s team, or perhaps through mixed-gender
teams.
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 06:00:52 -0600 (MDT)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox. Learn more or sign up at htt
ps://titleix.today/

K-12
Sex Crimes Against Children Far Outnumber Adult-Victim
Cases In South Carolina
The 2,086 cases involving children reflect an increase of almost 18
percent from the year before, according to records. The state has
seen an increase in sexual assault cases involving children over the
past decade while national trends reflect significant decreases.
Student Accused Of Sexual Assault On Student With Special
Needs At Charlotte Middle School
The father said the student sexually assaulted his daughter when
the teacher stepped out of the classroom. He said the teacher's
aide was in the back of the room, but apparently didn't see what
was happening, and it wasn't until the teacher returned the attack
was stopped.
Male Dancer Sues Over Ban On Boys In Dance Competition
The Pacific Legal Foundation has filed a complaint on behalf of a
15-year-old student at Dakota Valley High School in North Sioux
City, South Dakota. It’s because he is being denied permission by
the South Dakota High School Activities Association to participate
in competitions in the state “solely because he is a boy.”
Man’s Suicide Unearths Decades-Old Sex Abuse Revelations
A cellphone video made by a man before he died by suicide last
month has given voice to at least five other men, all of whom say
they were sexually abused decades ago by Ward, confirming
publicly whispers that had long quietly existed.
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Former Stratford Teacher’s Aide Gets 18 Months In Sex Case
“This involved repeated instances of sexual conduct between you
and this young man,” Superior Court Judge Robert Devlin told a
disheveled Kyle Damato-Kushel as she stood before him. “This
kind of conduct really harms students. The quality of teachers has a
high impact on one’s success and your obligation was to be an
example of good.”

Higher Ed
Campus Free Speech Is Threatened. But How Much?
The number of students agreeing with the statement “The climate
on my campus prevents some people from saying things they
believe because others might find them offensive” increased
between 2016 and 2017.
UMass Bars Faculty From Dating Students
Consensual sexual relationships between University of
Massachusetts faculty and students or postdoctoral researchers will
be barred for the first time under a new policy.
Gender-Separated 4-H Rodeo Events Remain In Pending
Review
ï»¿
South Dakota 4-H Rodeo media contact Casey Cowan said that
aside from having the 4-H name attached to the program and
receiving some technical assistance from SDSU Extension, 4-H
rodeo is independently funded.
UC Davis Adds 2 Women's Teams To Meet Title IX Standards
As Campus Demographics Change
The additions were necessary to meet Title IX requirements, as the
campus has a high ratio of women to men among its undergrad
student body. The university requested community input near the
end of 2017 and received feedback that helped its athletics
department make the decision.
Behavior At Campus Safety Protest Was Unacceptable,
Changes Required
I was frustrated when the calls of women to have a moment of
silence were rejected by men who demanded we chant something
instead. My frustration turned to disgust when the chant these men
selected was “Hey hey DFM / Make our campus fun again.”
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General Interest
Art Exhibit Closes Early Amid Sexual Harassment Claims
Against Photographer
A large retrospective celebrating the photographer Nicholas Nixon
has come down 10 days early, amid sexual harassment allegations
against the artist.
RNC Fundraiser Resigns After Report Of $1.6 Million Playmate
Payoff
The departure followed reports on Friday afternoon that in 2017,
President Donald Trump’s attorney Michael Cohen had negotiated
a $1.6 million payment on Broidy’s behalf to a Playboy Playmate
who said that Broidy had impregnated her.
Bill Cosby Accuser Tells Jury: ‘I Could Not Fight Him Off’
This time, Mr. Cosby’s defense team has taken a more aggressive
stance toward Ms. Constand, describing her as a “con artist” who
engaged in a consensual encounter and then concocted a story of
assault so as to score a big payday.
Sexual Harassment Is Rampant In Congress. 1,308 Former
Staff Members Are Demanding Change.
More than 1,300 former congressional staff wrote to Senate leaders
Thursday urging them to pass legislation addressing sexual
harassment on Capitol Hill.
ï»¿
New York City Council Enacts Package Of Bills To Combat
Sexual Harassment
On Wednesday April 11, 2018, the New York City Council enacted
a package of eleven bills, collectively titled the Stop Sexual
Harassment in NYC Act (the “Act”). The Act awaits final signature
from the Mayor.
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From: "Title IX Today" <tixt@atixa.org>
Sent Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 06:00:27 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Title IX Today
To: <Therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox.

K-12
Boulder Valley, St. Vrain School Districts Under Title IX
Investigation
The Boulder Valley and St. Vrain Valley school districts each are
the subject of ongoing Title IX investigations by the U.S.
Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights, over allegations
of sexual violence and bullying, respectively.
Level Playing Field: University of the Pacific Athletes Host
Sports Clinics for Girls
University of the Pacific opened its fields and gymnasium to 140
area girls Saturday to celebrate the 32nd annual National Girls and
Women in Sports Day.
Ex-High School Teacher Charged With Sex Assault on Student
A former high school teacher and track coach in Connecticut has
been charged with having an inappropriate sexual relationship with
a student.

Higher Ed
Rape Reports Climb at N.J. Colleges: See the Stats for Each
Campus
There were 138 reported rapes at New Jersey's four-year colleges
and universities in 2016 -- a 24 percent increase over the previous
year -- as many schools stepped up efforts to encourage students
to report sexual assaults on campus.
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Expelled Student Sues College for Reinstatement
A former Dartmouth student has filed a lawsuit against the College,
alleging that he was unfairly expelled last year after what he claims
was a biased disciplinary proceeding that violated his Title IX rights.
The suit was filed on Jan. 12 in the U.S. District Court of New
Hampshire.
How J-School Professors Should Talk About Sexual
Harassment, Abuse in Class
The recent revelations about powerful men who have used their
authority to abuse women and other men have drawn attention yet
again to sexual violence and harassment.
Notre Dame Settles Sex Discrimination Lawsuit With Former
Student
The University of Notre Dame settled a federal lawsuit with a former
student who claimed the university discriminated against him on the
basis of his sex. Filed in April 2017 in the Northern Indiana District
of U.S. Court, the student, a then senior in Mendoza College of
Business referred to as "John Doe," says he was unfairly expelled
three weeks before graduation for unproven "dating violence"
allegations. By doing this, the lawsuit argues that Notre Dame
violated Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and that he
was denied due process.
A False Accusation and Unfair Investigation Derailed This
Student Athlete's Life
In 2014, a white female student at the University of Findlay accused
two black athletes of sexually assaulting her. The university
expelled the two men—a basketball player and a football
player—24 hours later, without bothering to interview witnesses
who would have contradicted the accusation. According to the two
men's lawsuit against Findlay, investigators didn't even interview
the young woman.

General Interest
Kate Upton Accuses Guess Co-Founder of Sexual Harassment
Paul Marciano co-founded Guess in 1981. He served as the
company’s CEO until 2015, when he stepped down to become its
executive chairman and chief creative officer. On Wednesday night
Kate Upton, who has starred in numerous Guess campaigns,
accused Marciano of sexual harassment.
As F.B.I. Took a Year to Pursue the Nassar Case, Dozens Say
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They Were Molested
For more than a year, an F.B.I. inquiry into allegations that
Lawrence G. Nassar, a respected sports doctor, had molested
three elite teenage gymnasts followed a plodding pace as it moved
back and forth among agents in three cities. The accumulating
information included instructional videos of the doctor’s unusual
treatment methods, showing his ungloved hands working about the
private areas of girls lying facedown on tables.
Niyo: Nassar Case A Plea For Overdue Reform in Sports
It’s a different courtroom now, different voices trembling with
demands for justice. But as the toll continues to climb this week,
both in sheer numbers and in immeasurable emotional damage —
this time in an Eaton County courtroom where dozens more victims
of convicted pedophile Larry Nassar are detailing years of sexual
abuse at another sentencing hearing — so, too, does the
awareness. That’s what makes this such an important moment.
It’s a chance to educate young athletes and their families about the
lessons we all should draw from the Nassar case, and the
countless others before it that’ve been largely ignored. It’s also a
chance to make our own demands.
Artist Emma Sulkowicz Wore Asterisks—and Little Else—to
Protest Chuck Close at the Met (and Picasso at MoMA)
Emma Sulkowicz, an artist best known for lugging a mattress
around Columbia University in protest of the school’s handling of
rape allegations, is making headlines again. On Tuesday,
Sulkowicz, accompanied by photographer Sangsuk Sylvia Kang,
staged a series of performative protests in New York at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art, and a
Second Avenue subway station.
Most Female Physicians Report Sexual Harassment at Job
Seventy one percent of female physicians and 25% of male
physicians report having been sexually harassed in training or
medical practice in a recent Medscape poll. Those numbers, as of
July 26, translate into 50% of all physicians saying they've been the
target of sexual harassment. Of this group, 32% said it affected
their career advancement.
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Subject: Title IX Today
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Welcome to ATIXA's Title IX Today! We're delivering a daily dose of
Title IX and ATIXA news to your inbox. Learn more or sign up at htt
ps://titleix.today/

K-12
Want Better Sex Ed? Talk To These Teenagers
You’ve probably heard about the amazing students from
Stoneman Douglas High School, who’ve been raising their voices
for gun control and saying #NeverAgain. Did you know there is a
similar movement of teens and young adults pushing for better,
more consent-based sex ed in schools?
A Coach Admitted To A Sex Crime On Tape. But When The
Victim Died, He Walked Free.
Emilie Morris got her high school cross-country coach to admit to
sex crimes on tape. But when she unexpectedly died at age 35, the
case she’d fought to bring against him died, too.
HS Football Player Charged With Sexually Assaulting Mentally
Disabled Teammate Given No Jail Time
In October 2015, high school football player in Dietrich, Idaho,
named John R.K. Howard trapped another teammate with mental
disabilities in the locker room after practice and, along with two
other teens, sodomized him with a wire hanger. The victim, who is
black, reported the assault as a culmination of long-standing racist
harassment from Howard and others on the team.
Hundreds Walk Out Of McClatchy High To Protest Handling Of
Gang Rape And Sex Harassment Cases
Hundreds of students walked out of classes Wednesday morning at
McClatchy High School to protest how school administrators have
dealt with sexual harassment claims at the Sacramento school,
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including a case involving an alleged gang rape at an off-campus
party.
Title IX Had Huge Impact At Libertyville High School
Girls interscholastic athletes didn't come quickly at Libertyville High
School. But one thing for sure, there was plenty of interest among
girls for athletics throughout LHS's 100 years.

Higher Ed
DACC Designates A Third Of Campus Restrooms As Gender
Neutral
Danville Area Community College recently converted about a third
of the restrooms on campus into gender-neutral ones and posted
signs on and near the doors to designate them as such.
‘What It Means to Be a Woman Is Not Static’: How Women’s
Colleges Are Handling Transgender Applicants
So far, more than a dozen have published admissions policies for
transgender students. Many will now consider applicants if they
self-identify as women.
UNC Comp Sci Department Works To Close Gender Gap
According to the nonprofit organization Girls Who Code, just 24
percent of computer scientists today are women, and only 4 percent
of female first-year students are enrolled in computing courses. At
UNC, women make up nearly 30 percent of the computer science
major, up from 15 percent when the Department of Computer
Science began addressing the gender gap about four years ago.
Women’s Basketball Does Have A Media Problem, And Jason
Lisk Helps Prove It
There are great stories in women’s basketball, but national media
fails to do the legwork on it in part because it’s a male-dominated
industry.
San Jose State Football Players Absorb Lesson At Gender
Event
The entire San Jose State football team was in the audience at an
event on gender, sport and society sponsored by their university’s
Institute for the Study of Sport, Society and Social Change. Head
coach Brent Brennan was behind the participation. “Did we make it
optional?” he asked. “No.”
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General Interest
Trans Women and Femmes Are Shouting #MeToo — But Are
You Listening?
When I first wrote the essay below about #MeToo last October, the
movement was still in its early stages. The New York Times had
outed Harvey Weinstein as a serial sexual abuser just three weeks
prior. In that short span, millions of women and femmes —
cisgender and transgender — cried out on social media to bring
awareness to the exhaustive scope of sexual harassment and
assault. But some of their voices were heard more clearly than
others, and in the wave of outrage that followed, cisgender women
received a vastly greater amount of attention than their trans peers.
Andy Savage, Tenn. Megachurch Pastor, Resigns Following
Sexual Assault Investigation
A pastor accused of sexually assaulting a teenage girl 20 years ago
has resigned from his ministerial post at a Tennessee megachurch,
CBS News affiliate WREG-TV reports. Andy Savage announced
his resignation Tuesday after the Highpoint Church concluded their
investigation.
She Wanted A Hollywood Career. Her Agent Wanted Sex.
The Hollywood structure creates a catch-22 for women who say
gatekeepers exploit power imbalances to demand sex, and prevent
reports of sexual assault.
#MeToo Called For An Overhaul. Are Workplaces Really
Changing?
Five months after allegations against Harvey Weinstein led to the
mass baring of past secrets, the focus is turning to the future.
Government is stepping up efforts: In Washington, the House of
Representatives is preparing to train every worker, down to the
most junior intern, and state legislators across the country are
proposing ambitious new laws. Corporate boards and investors
from Wall Street to Silicon Valley are going on the offensive,
probing for problems to avoid being surprised.
Are USA Gymnastics And Michigan State Liable For Larry
Nassar's Actions? It's Complicated
While Nassar will never again enjoy freedom, the legal implications
of his crimes go far beyond him or the prison walls that detain him.
To that end, should the institutions that employed Nassar be held
civilly liable?
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Tools of the Trade: April 11, 2018 - Issue 1186
TITLE IX

CSU SOFTBALL PROTESTS
On Friday afternoon, the Colorado State University softball team staged a sit-in
during the football team's spring practice to protest unequal treatment between
men's and women's teams at the school.

Read more...
COMPANY NEWS

SPORTS EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS
In keeping with its ongoing mission to provide sports equipment solutions to
coaches, athletic programs, and facility directors, GARED created its Space
Jam™ Traveling Tournament Basketball Systems.

Read more...
STUDENT-ATHLETE WELFARE

FIGHTING OPIOID ABUSE
During the spring sports season, New York state is starting an initiative to have
teachers and coaches educate young people about substance abuse, including
misusing prescription drugs.

Read more...
COMPANY NEWS

GET CUSTOMIZED EQUIPMENT DESIGNED TO
LAST
Jaypro Sports has been trusted for decades as a leading authority for
institutional sports equipment.The company believes its ability to recognize
market trends and meet the demands of athletic programs has always been a
key to their success.

Read more...
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CONCUSSIONS

BILL ENCOURAGES HIRING ATS
In Iowa, a new bill to address concussions offers an incentive for school
districts to have an athletic trainer at sporting events.

Read more...

COMMON SENSE APPROACH TO HOW TO CLEAN
GYM EQUIPMENT
Gym cleaning supplies make claims: “disinfects”, “sanitizes”, “kills germs”,
and more. But what do these terms really mean? Which is best?

Read more...
LEADERSHIP

GW SELECTS VOGEL
A former student-athlete, coach, and development officer at George
Washington University, Tanya Vogel has been hired as the school's Director of
Athletics and Recreation.

Read more...

TITAN TURF: 13.5 YEAR AVERAGE LIFECYCLE
A-Turf continues to be the pacesetter in developing trends in the industry. It
started back in 2002 when A-Turf touted the ShockPad. With hundreds of fields
in play, their average field life span is an industry-leading 13.5 years.

Read more...
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"markg@momentummedia.com" <markg@momentummedia.com>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 06:18:52 -0600 (MDT)
Tools of the Trade: Protests at EMU
<Greg.haston@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Trouble reading this email? View it in your browser.

Tools of the Trade: April 23, 2018 - Issue 1194

FINANCES

PROTESTS AT EMU
In reaction to the school's decision to cut four sports teams, Eastern Michigan
University student-athletes and faculty organized a protest, arguing that the cost
savings would be counter-productive.

Read more...
FACILITIES

COMPROMISE REACHED
A look at how a high school that was hoping to construct new athletics fields
settled disagreements with neighboring residents who had concerns about
lights, noise, and traffic.

Read more...
HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

ATHLETES PITCH IN
In Lynchburg, Va., student-athletes have been volunteering with cleanup efforts
following a tornado that hit last week.

Read more...
SPORTS MEDICINE

RETHINKING RECOVERY
With an increased focus on the risks of osteoarthritis (OA), an athletic trainer
discusses the benefits of taking a conservative approach to rehab and using
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patient-related outcome measures.

Read more...

IRON NECK IS CHANGING THE WAY ATHLETES
TRAIN
Doc Kreis, veteran college strength coach and founder of the CSCCa, talks
about the success he has had training with the Iron Neck.

Read more...
LEADERSHIP

BUCKNELL HIRES TRUAX
Currently the Deputy Director of Athletics at Loyola University Chicago,
Jermaine Truax has been selected as Director of Athletics and Recreation at
Bucknell University.

Read more...

NEW VIDEO DISPLAY BENEFITS OREGON HIGH
SCHOOL
Oregon City High School is soon to welcome a digital video display for their
Pioneer Stadium. The Daktronics display will be the first in Oregon High School
history to have full video capabilities, and Oregon City will fundraise by utilizing
Daktronics’ Sports Marketing plans.

Read more...
PRODUCT FOCUS:

VOLLEYBALL NETS & EQUIPMENT
Set the tone for volleyball success by providing your coaches and players with
a court and equipment they can be proud of. For the latest and greatest in
volleyball equipment offerings, check out these respected manufacturers.

See More
See More Products
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"Carlsbad Current-Argus" <noreply@reply.currentargus.com>
Sat, 17 Mar 2018 10:00:59 -0600 (MDT)
Top News Exclusively for e-Newspaper Subscribers!
<lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Daily Top 5

Saturday, March 17, 2018
Hi, Lorie. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Let the games begin: Students participate in first Carlsbad Games

The event was a collaboration between the schools' physical education teachers,
staff and administration.
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restaurants plan St. Paddy's
Day celebration
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"Carlsbad Current-Argus" <noreply@reply.currentargus.com>
Fri, 16 Mar 2018 10:01:41 -0600 (MDT)
Top News Exclusively for e-Newspaper Subscribers!
<lorie.mitchell@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Daily Top 5

Friday, March 16, 2018
Hi, Lorie. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Loving council tables water service request for 30 RVs

The water service request is the second largest presented to the council in the last
month.
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<yolanda.pirtle@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Daily Top 5

Saturday, March 17, 2018
Hi, Yolanda. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Let the games begin: Students participate in first Carlsbad Games

The event was a collaboration between the schools' physical education teachers,
staff and administration.
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Top News Exclusively for e-Newspaper Subscribers!
<renee.laird@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Daily Top 5

Friday, March 16, 2018
Hi, Raul. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Loving council tables water service request for 30 RVs

The water service request is the second largest presented to the council in the last
month.
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Daily Top 5

Friday, March 16, 2018
Hi, Chool. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Loving council tables water service request for 30 RVs

The water service request is the second largest presented to the council in the last
month.
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Daily Top 5

Saturday, March 17, 2018
Hi, Carlsbad+Municipal+S. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Let the games begin: Students participate in first Carlsbad Games

The event was a collaboration between the schools' physical education teachers,
staff and administration.
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Daily Top 5

Friday, March 16, 2018
Hi, Carlsbad+Municipal+S. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Loving council tables water service request for 30 RVs

The water service request is the second largest presented to the council in the last
month.
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Daily Top 5

Saturday, March 17, 2018
Hi, Raul. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Let the games begin: Students participate in first Carlsbad Games

The event was a collaboration between the schools' physical education teachers,
staff and administration.
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Top News Exclusively for e-Newspaper Subscribers!
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Daily Top 5

Friday, March 16, 2018
Hi, Alyssa. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Loving council tables water service request for 30 RVs

The water service request is the second largest presented to the council in the last
month.
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Daily Top 5

Saturday, March 17, 2018
Hi, Alyssa. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Let the games begin: Students participate in first Carlsbad Games

The event was a collaboration between the schools' physical education teachers,
staff and administration.
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Daily Top 5

Friday, March 16, 2018
Hi, Yolanda. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Loving council tables water service request for 30 RVs

The water service request is the second largest presented to the council in the last
month.
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Daily Top 5

Friday, March 16, 2018
Hi, Valued Customer. Here’s your Daily Top 5!
Loving council tables water service request for 30 RVs

The water service request is the second largest presented to the council in the last
month.
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Trim Your Waistline With Forskolin
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The Rapid Belly Melt For Every Body Type, With FREE Tryal pack!

Get Your FREE BOTTLE Today!
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"Twitter" <info@twitter.com>
Thu, 11 Jan 2018 18:32:39 -0700 (MST)
"Trump cancels UK trip because he fears protests, reports say" Moment
"Therese Rodriguez" <therese.rodriguez@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

What’s happening

Trump cancels UK trip because he fears protests, reports
say
World news â‹…
26 minutes ago
According to several news outlets, President Trump has
abandoned plans for a trip to the United Kingdom to celebrate ...
Go to Moment
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The ripple effect of using mental health to denigrate Trump
Social action â‹…
9 minutes ago
Throughout his presidency, Trump has said and done things to
cause critics to question his mental acuity. However, as...
Go to Moment

Dion Waiters elects for season-ending ankle surgery
NBA â‹…
2 hours ago
According to Yahoo Sports' Shams Charania, Waiters has
effectively put an end to his season by opting for the surgery...
Go to Moment
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A homeless man in Paris shares what life is like on the
streets
News â‹…
2 hours ago
Christian Page (@Pagechris75) began documenting his daily
life living on the streets of Paris.
Go to Moment
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Le'Veon Bell threatens to retire if he's franchise-tagged
again
NFL â‹…
1 hour ago
The Steelers running back says that he's willing to sit out a year
or leave football behind if Pittsburgh uses the fr...
Go to Moment

The Verge Awards at #CES 2018
The Verge â‹…
2 hours ago
The year's tech trends often start and grow from the show floor
at CES. From Best Robot, to Google winning Most in Sh...
Go to Moment

Settings | Help | Unsubscribe
We sent this email to @thereserod
Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco,
CA 94103
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Trump To Stress School Safety As Top Priority In Meeting With Governors
<jana.smith@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
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Good morning Jana Smith

Monday, February 26, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Los Angeles Education Community Debates
School Safety Search Policies.
The Los Angeles Times (2/24, Netburn) reports that as the
nation remains gripped by the debate over school safety
sparked by the Parkland massacre, “in Los Angeles, the
debate over safety also has extended in another direction”
as students and educators debate “the current system for
searching students for weapons” Some say the practice “is
unfair, while others believe it makes campuses safer and
want even more safety measures.”

Idaho Senate Committee Approves State
Standards Including Climate Change.
The New York Times (2/23, Albeck-Ripka, Subscription
Publication) reports on Thursday, the Idaho State Senate
education committee approved “standards that included sections on human-caused climate change.” Last year, “all
mentions of human-caused climate change” had been removed from the standards, and “the House education
committee voted to gut the supporting content.” Then, on Thursday, Senate committee approved the state education
department’s “revised standards in full, including the supporting content.” They will now take effect because they
were not rejected by both chambers.

King University Encourages Girls To Study STEM.
The AP (2/24) reported King University’s Women in STEM organization hosted an event Saturday to introduce
elementary and middle school students to chemistry, math, and genetics “in a fun atmosphere, with King students
running the daylong event.” Wendy Trayner, STEM adviser and math professor at the Tennessee university,
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commented, “We wanted to encourage more girls to study these fields, to enjoy them, to look at something they may
want to do,” as females “are drastically under-represented nationally” in STEM fields. More than 70 students from
both Tennessee and Virginia attended the event.

South Dakota Chemistry Professor Uses Pyrotechnics To Boost Interest In Engineering,
Science.
The AP (2/24) reported that on Thursday as part of the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology’s Engineering
and Science Day, chemistry professor Justin Meyer led “captivating demonstrations with pyrotechnics to encourage
young students to pursue degrees in science and engineering.” Meyer “said science classes aren’t all unpredictable
demonstrations and pyrotechnics,” but that such demos can show students what is possible. Jade Herman, a special
projects coordinator for Mines President James Rankin’s office, helped organize the event. Herman “said attending
Engineering and Science Day is what inspired her to seek an undergraduate degree from the college.”

NJ News Analyzes Why Top Schools Sank In Latest New Jersey Rankings.
NJ News (2/25) examines why, under New Jersey’s new school accountability system released last month, Westfield
Senior High School scored 63.1 on a scale of 0-100, “placing it in the 66th percentile.” While “there is nothing
seriously wrong with a high school that consistently ranks on Newsweek’s list of the best high schools in the entire
county,” it sank in the state rating because more than half of its students opted out of the state’s “controversial
PARCC” math exam. A federal law change “mandates counting thousands of students who skipped their annual
state exams as if they had flunked them,” and under New Jersey’s new accountability system, “federal proficiency
rates in English and math” account for roughly “a third of a high school’s overall state rating.” Subsequently, New
Jersey schools like “Westfield, with its pricey school taxes and impressive SAT scores” but low state exam
participation rates, are left with “little chance to rank among the state’s best.”

West Virginia Teachers Strike To Protest Low Pay.
The New York Times (2/23, Hauser, Subscription Publication) reports that “public school teachers and employees in
West Virginia staged a walkout on Friday,” calling for pay increases. It was organized by the American Federation of
Teachers-West Virginia, the West Virginia Education Association and the West Virginia School Service Personnel
Association. The NEA says that West Virginia’s average teacher salary was $45,622 “48th in the country.” The
state has 680 public schools and 19,488 classroom teachers. The immediate reason for the strike was Gov. James C.
Justice’s approval of “legislation on Wednesday that would provide teachers and school service personnel a 2
percent raise starting in July.”
The CBS Evening News (2/23, story 9, 0:30, Glor) provided similar coverage in a brief report.

WSJournal: Teachers Union Holds Power In New Jersey.
The Wall Street Journal (2/23, Subscription Publication) editorializes that the dismissal of Paula White, assistant
commissioner of New Jersey’s Department of Education, hours after her approval by the state school board reveals
Gov. Phil Murphy is the puppet of the state teachers union. The Journal says that while White should have been
praised for her moderate positions, she is not extreme enough for the union.

Dallas District Superintendent Says Teacher Effectiveness System Financially Unsustainable.
The Dallas Morning News (2/24, Smith, Writer) reported that in remarks Thursday to the Texas Commission of Public
School Finance, Stanford University economist Eric Hanushek, a director at the Texas Schools Project headquartered
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at the University of Texas-Dallas, “heaped praise” on the Dallas Independent School District “for leveraging its
teacher effectiveness system to help its most needy schools.” Just minutes after the “renowned educational
economist told state lawmakers that Dallas ISD’s work on teacher effectiveness could put Texas ‘at the top of the
world’ if replicated statewide, DISD Superintendent Michael Hinojosa delivered a dampening dose of reality.”
Hinojosa said the teacher evaluation and merit pay systems at the core of the Teacher Excellence System are
unsustainable, “as DISD struggles to balance its innovations with looming budget woes, he said.” Hinonjosa also
asked the state lawmakers to reconsider a proposal that would provide “public school districts with innovative
evaluation systems a pool of additional resources from which to draw.”

P-TECH Brooklyn Leader Stresses Necessity Of Developing Teachers Locally.
In a piece for the Seventy Four (2/25, Davis), P-TECH Brooklyn founding principal Rashid Ferrod Davis says “the
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, including what became known as the Fair Housing Act,” yielded changes of
“particular importance to education advocates because we are keenly aware of just how profoundly zip code affects
a student’s access to a quality education.” Notably, Davis writes, “we know the dearth of African-American male
educators in the classroom can have negative consequences for students, particularly for young men of color.” Davis
stresses that the issue of education is a local one, as “teachers must be able to relate to the cultural realities of their
students and help them thrive.” Cultivating local talent and helping a student become a teacher may be “a long
game,” Davis adds, “but it pays incredible dividends for students, educators, and communities.”

FROM NASSP
NASSP’s Building Ranks and the PSEL Standards
Attend a webinar to help you capitalize on your strengths and identify the levers that have the greatest
direct effect on the culture and status of learning and teaching. Using NASSP’s new framework, Building
Ranks, learn more about how you can put the Professional Standards for Educational Leaders into
practice at your school. The webinar, “ Professional Standards of Educational Leadership in Practice:
NASSP’s Building Ranks,” will be held on Wednesday, February 28, from 3:30–4:30 p.m. (ET).
Register today!

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Trump To Stress School Safety As Top Priority In Meeting With Governors.
Brief remarks by the President during a White House reception for the nation’s governors sparked a handful of print
and online reports late last night. The AP (2/25, Superville) reports Trump said “the deadly mass shooting at a
Florida high school is the top issue he wants to discuss with the nation’s governors,” who “are in Washington for
their annual winter meeting.” Hosting “the governors for an annual black-tie ball,” Trump called them “very, very
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special people,” and said of today’s meetings, “We’ll be talking about Parkland and the horrible event that took
place last week. ... That will be one of the subjects. We’ll make it first on our list.”
Fox News (2/25, Chamberlain) said “Trump’s session with the governors will be the latest in which he solicits
ideas for stopping gun violence at schools as the White House works to finalize an expected legislative proposal.”
CBS News (2/25) reported on its website that Trump has “signaled several avenues on gun reforms that he would
consider, including supporting bipartisan legislation on more stringent background checks and raising the age limit of
those who can purchase high-capacity weapons.” He has also “called on the Justice Department to explore
regulations that would ban ‘bump stock’ devices.”
The Hill (2/25, Manchester) says the President “singled out Florida Gov. Rick Scott...for his work after the
shooting, which occurred at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School.” Said Trump, “I want to thank Governor Rick
Scott of Florida. Rick, please stand up. You’re doing a great job. Really great job.” The President “used the rest of
his address to the nation’s governors on Sunday to tout the economy and the Republican-backed tax reform bill.”
Trump: States Should Decide Whether To Arm Teachers. President Trump on Saturday tweeted, “Armed Educators
(and trusted people who work within a school) love our students and will protect them. Very smart people. Must be
firearms adept & have annual training. Should get yearly bonus. Shootings will not happen again – a big & very
inexpensive deterrent. Up to States.” While the network newscasts dedicated more than 11 minutes to the shooting,
brief reporting on Trump’s tweet portrayed the remarks as a revision to his proposal to arm teachers in a manner that
reduces the likelihood of federal action.
Typical of the tone of the reporting was the AP (2/24, Superville), which says Trump “appeared Saturday to
begin refining his proposals for combatting school violence.” The AP adds that although the President had raised
“expectations [that he] would propose federal legislation on arming teachers,” his tweet Saturday indicates “that no
longer appeared to be the case.” Politico (2/24, Griffiths) similarly reports Trump added “a new twist to [the] proposal
the president has repeatedly and controversially floated in the wake of the recent mass school shooting in Parkland,
Florida.”
More Corporate Sponsors Cut Ties With NRA, Prompting Condemnation By Organization. ABC World News
Tonight’s (2/24, story 4, 2:25, Llamas) Stephanie Ramos reported the “backlash against the NRA is growing,” as
Delta and United Airlines on Saturday joined “more than a dozen major corporations now dumping discounts for NRA
members” while “an online petition demanding Amazon remove the gun advocate’s channel from its streaming
service has more than 45,000 signatures in less than 24 hours.” USA Today (2/24, Stanglin) also reports “a
Change.org petition calling on 25 companies to break ties with the NRA had received almost 7,000 signatures by
Saturday morning.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/24, Fuhrmans, Subscription Publication) attributes the expanding corporate response
to the #BoycottNRA campaign, which is currently among the top hashtags trending on Twitter, and the New York
Times (2/24, Fortin, Subscription Publication), in a piece highlighting the corporate defections, reports “many” of the
companies that cut ties with the NRA “said they did it in response to consumer complaints.”
Parkland Student Blasts NRA. The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (2/25) reports, “In fierce appearances on Sunday
morning programs, Stoneman Douglas High School student David Hogg thanked his ‘disgusting’ detractors and
called out the ‘completely broken’ NRA.” Hogg has been attacked as a “crisis actor” in social media, and “on
CNN’s ‘Reliable Sources,’ he thanked those critics for ‘great advertising.’ ... Hogg also lambasted the NRA and
national spokeswoman Dana Loesch.”
In Days After Parkland Shooting, Wave Of Threats, Arrests, False Alarms. The New York Times (2/25, Bosman,
Subscription Publication) reports that in the wake of the Parkland shooting, there has been “a surge of violent
threats, tips and false alarms aimed at schools” that has “inundated school districts and police departments.” The
article lists a number of such instances and says, “Experts said that the sharp increase in threats and false alarms in
the days since the Florida shooting reflects the unusually intense public conversation and media coverage that have
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unfolded since that attack. In the tense days that have followed, the experts said, teenagers are borrowing the
language of school shootings to provoke or cause turmoil. And anxious school employees are on high alert, watchful
for any sign of a potential shooter and quick to summon the police over behavior that, in a different moment, might
have been overlooked.”
Colleges, Universities Say Applicants Will Not Be Penalized Over Peaceful Protests Following Florida Shooting.

Reuters (2/24, Cherelus) reports “dozens of U.S. colleges and universities, including at least three Ivy League
schools, have said their application processes will not consider disciplinary action taken against high school students
who protest last week’s massacre at a Florida school.” According to Reuters, the promises came after “many”
school districts “threatened to suspend high school students who take part in nationwide gun control walkouts and
other demonstrations called by survivors of the mass shooting that killed 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School in Parkland.”

ESSA Contains Provision Requiring States To Report School-Level Per-Student Funding.
The Seventy Four (2/25) reports that in the perennial debate over public school funding, “the way districts distribute
money down to the school that report to them – and whether those dollars are distributed fairly,” has been difficult for
the public to ascertain. However, when Congress passed ESSA, “they included a little-noticed, bipartisan provision
that requires states to report per-pupil spending at the school level.” Advocates and researchers predict the change,
scheduled to take effect for the 2018-19 school year, “is likely to expose disparities in the way some districts divide
resources among their schools.”

School Leadership Advocacy Groups Call For Continued Funding For Federal Leadership
Programs.
Education Week (2/23) reports that Title II, Part A, teacher professional development, the Supporting Effective
Educator Development grant program, and the School Leader Recruitment and Support grant program all face cuts or
elimination under President Trump’s budget plan “for the second year in a row.” The article reports National
Association of Secondary School Principals Spokesman Bob Farrace said that “the proposed cuts show the
administration’s ‘disregard’ for what it takes to develop good school leaders and what the research says about the
important role that school leaders play in student success.” The piece reports that NASSP, the National Association
of Elementary School Principals, the American Federation of School Administrators, New Leaders, ASCD, and
Learning Forward released a statement saying “the administration’s proposed budget puts the nation’s students
and future at risk.”

ADVERTISER SUPPLIED CONTENT
Cultivating A Growth Mindset.
A growth mindset is the belief that one can overcome any obstacle if they are willing to work hard. Using simple
techniques, educators can cultivate a growth mindset in students helping to close achievement gaps.

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
Utah Ranked Among Top States For AP Exam
Performance.
The AP (2/25) reports the nonprofit College Board revealed
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67 percent of the 40,755 Utah high school students who
took Advanced Placement exams last year earned college
credit. In that respect, Utah “trails only New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Connecticut and South Dakota.” The state
also ranked 12 among states “with the highest percentage
of public high school graduates scoring a 3 or higher on an
AP exam.” State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Sydnee Dickson said high school students who earn college
credit are more likely to pursue a post-secondary education
than their peers.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Atlanta Journal-Constitution Analyzes Decline Of HBCUs.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (2/24, Rankin) analyzed America’s 101 accredited historically black colleges and
universities (HBCUs) and “found the usual stars in the HBCU firmament – but also some troubled institutions that
have struggled for years.” Five decades ago, “90 percent of all black college students went to black colleges,” but
today, “90 percent of black students are at mostly white schools.” Some college finance experts believe that in the
next 20 years, dozens of HBCUs will close, as many are currently struggling with unsustainable enrollment drops.
The Journal-Constitution examined some of the issues currently faced by HBCUs, such as poor financial decisions,
reduced state funding, financial aid changes, and increased competition from other institutions. Georgia State
University, for example, has vigorously recruited “first-generation college students with low family incomes,” and it
“graduated more black students in 2017 than any institution in the nation.” Meanwhile, many HBCU administrators
are “trying to figure out what will work to help” their institutions succeed.
In a piece for the Baltimore Sun (2/23), The Education Trust president and chief executive and former Education
Secretary John B. King Jr. wrote that since the first HBCU was founded in 1837, they “have understood that a quality
education can give people the knowledge, skills and tools to reach their promise and to challenge the structural
barriers created by institutional racism.” He noted The Education Trust’s most recent report, titled “A Look at Black
Student Success,” found “that, when compared with colleges serving similar students,” HBCUs were more
“successful in helping students graduate.” While more black students are enrolling in college “than ever before,”
King added, “not enough of these students graduate.” To close the college completion gap for black students, King
recommended “improving graduation rates at institutions where black students are more likely to attend, including
HBCUs; changing enrollment patterns so that selective institutions enroll more black students; and increasing the
supports that students receive in college so that they can persist through graduation day.”

Higher Ed Bill Includes Several Narrower Provisions.
The Wall Street Journal (2/23, Korn, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports on the PROSPER bill by Rep.
Virginia Foxx (R-NC) a broad higher-education bill that also includes measures to prevent universities from acting
against students who join single-sex organizations, and to allow religious schools to prohibit same-sex relationships,
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and also allow schools to wait for action by law enforcement before ruling on sexual-assault cases.

NYTimes Analysis: Yale Trial Will Be Rare Instance Of Campus Rape Allegation Aired In Court.
The New York Times (2/25, Wang, Subscription Publication) reports that when Saifullah Khan, 25, “stands trial in
New Haven this week, accused of raping a fellow Yale student on Halloween of 2015, he will join the ranks of a small,
unusual group: men who are accused of sexual assault on campus, and who then hear those accusations aired in a
court of law.” According to the Times, “experts and victim advocates agree that the number” of campus rape cases
that go to trial “is vanishingly small.” The Justice Department “estimates that between 4 percent and 20 percent of
female college students who are raped report the attack to law enforcement,” and “of reported cases, only a fraction
lead to arrests, let alone a trial.” The Yale incident “might seem like a perfect case to test the fiercely debated
question of whether college rape accusations are best handled by internal university panels or by law enforcement.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• West Virginia Teachers Strike Thursday Shuttering All Public Schools.
• Trump Touts Proposal To Arm “Gun-Adept Teachers” With Military Experience.
• Education Department Releases Records On Higher Ed Accrediting Agencies.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

February 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Trump To Stress School Safety As Top Priority In Meeting With
Governors.
Brief remarks by the President during a White House reception for the nation’s
governors sparked a handful of print and online reports late last night. The AP (2/25,
Superville) reports Trump said “the deadly mass shooting at a Florida high school is the
top issue he wants to discuss with the nation’s governors,” who “are in Washington for
their annual winter meeting.” Hosting “the governors for an annual black-tie ball,”
Trump called them “very, very special people,” and said of today’s meetings, “We’ll
be talking about Parkland and the horrible event that took place last week. ... That will be
one of the subjects. We’ll make it first on our list.”
Fox News (2/25, Chamberlain) said “Trump’s session with the governors will be
the latest in which he solicits ideas for stopping gun violence at schools as the White
House works to finalize an expected legislative proposal.” CBS News (2/25) reported on
its website that Trump has “signaled several avenues on gun reforms that he would
consider, including supporting bipartisan legislation on more stringent background
checks and raising the age limit of those who can purchase high-capacity weapons.” He
has also “called on the Justice Department to explore regulations that would ban ‘bump
stock’ devices.”
The Hill (2/25, Manchester) says the President “singled out Florida Gov. Rick
Scott...for his work after the shooting, which occurred at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School.” Said Trump, “I want to thank Governor Rick Scott of Florida. Rick, please
stand up. You’re doing a great job. Really great job.” The President “used the rest of
his address to the nation’s governors on Sunday to tout the economy and the
Republican-backed tax reform bill.” Trump: States Should Decide Whether To Arm
Teachers. President Trump on Saturday tweeted, “Armed Educators (and trusted
people who work within a school) love our students and will protect them. Very smart
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people. Must be firearms adept & have annual training. Should get yearly bonus.
Shootings will not happen again – a big & very inexpensive deterrent. Up to States.”
While the network newscasts dedicated more than 11 minutes to the shooting, brief
reporting on Trump’s tweet portrayed the remarks as a revision to his proposal to arm
teachers in a manner that reduces the likelihood of federal action.
Typical of the tone of the reporting was the AP (2/24, Superville), which says Trump “appeared Saturday to
begin refining his proposals for combatting school violence.” The AP adds that although the President had raised
“expectations [that he] would propose federal legislation on arming teachers,” his tweet Saturday indicates “that no
longer appeared to be the case.” Politico (2/24, Griffiths) similarly reports Trump added “a new twist to [the] proposal
the president has repeatedly and controversially floated in the wake of the recent mass school shooting in Parkland,
Florida.”
More Corporate Sponsors Cut Ties With NRA, Prompting Condemnation By Organization. ABC
World News Tonight’s (2/24, story 4, 2:25, Llamas) Stephanie Ramos reported the “backlash against the NRA is
growing,” as Delta and United Airlines on Saturday joined “more than a dozen major corporations now dumping
discounts for NRA members” while “an online petition demanding Amazon remove the gun advocate’s channel from
its streaming service has more than 45,000 signatures in less than 24 hours.” USA Today (2/24, Stanglin) also
reports “a Change.org petition calling on 25 companies to break ties with the NRA had received almost 7,000
signatures by Saturday morning.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/24, Fuhrmans, Subscription Publication) attributes the expanding corporate response
to the #BoycottNRA campaign, which is currently among the top hashtags trending on Twitter, and the New York
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Times (2/24, Fortin, Subscription Publication), in a piece highlighting the corporate defections, reports “many” of the
companies that cut ties with the NRA “said they did it in response to consumer complaints.”
Parkland Student Blasts NRA. The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (2/25) reports, “In fierce appearances on Sunday
morning programs, Stoneman Douglas High School student David Hogg thanked his ‘disgusting’ detractors and
called out the ‘completely broken’ NRA.” Hogg has been attacked as a “crisis actor” in social media, and “on
CNN’s ‘Reliable Sources,’ he thanked those critics for ‘great advertising.’ ... Hogg also lambasted the NRA and
national spokeswoman Dana Loesch.”
In Days After Parkland Shooting, Wave Of Threats, Arrests, False Alarms. The New York Times
(2/25, Bosman, Subscription Publication) reports that in the wake of the Parkland shooting, there has been “a surge
of violent threats, tips and false alarms aimed at schools” that has “inundated school districts and police
departments.” The article lists a number of such instances and says, “Experts said that the sharp increase in threats
and false alarms in the days since the Florida shooting reflects the unusually intense public conversation and media
coverage that have unfolded since that attack. In the tense days that have followed, the experts said, teenagers are
borrowing the language of school shootings to provoke or cause turmoil. And anxious school employees are on high
alert, watchful for any sign of a potential shooter and quick to summon the police over behavior that, in a different
moment, might have been overlooked.”

Colleges, Universities Say Applicants Will Not Be Penalized Over Peaceful Protests Following
Florida Shooting. Reuters (2/24, Cherelus) reports “dozens of U.S. colleges and universities, including at least
three Ivy League schools, have said their application processes will not consider disciplinary action taken against high
school students who protest last week’s massacre at a Florida school.” According to Reuters, the promises came
after “many” school districts “threatened to suspend high school students who take part in nationwide gun control
walkouts and other demonstrations called by survivors of the mass shooting that killed 17 people at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland.”

POLITICS & POLICY
ESSA Contains Provision Requiring States To Report School-Level Per-Student Funding.
The Seventy Four (2/25) reports that in the perennial debate over public school funding, “the way districts distribute
money down to the school that report to them – and whether those dollars are distributed fairly,” has been difficult for
the public to ascertain. However, when Congress passed ESSA, “they included a little-noticed, bipartisan provision
that requires states to report per-pupil spending at the school level.” Advocates and researchers predict the change,
scheduled to take effect for the 2018-19 school year, “is likely to expose disparities in the way some districts divide
resources among their schools.”

School Leadership Advocacy Groups Call For Continued Funding For Federal Leadership
Programs.
Education Week (2/23) reports that Title II, Part A, teacher professional development, the Supporting Effective
Educator Development grant program, and the School Leader Recruitment and Support grant program all face cuts or
elimination under President Trump’s budget plan “for the second year in a row.” The article reports National
Association of Secondary School Principals Spokesman Bob Farrace said that “the proposed cuts show the
administration’s ‘disregard’ for what it takes to develop good school leaders and what the research says about the
important role that school leaders play in student success.” The piece reports that NASSP, the National Association
of Elementary School Principals, the American Federation of School Administrators, New Leaders, ASCD, and
Learning Forward released a statement saying “the administration’s proposed budget puts the nation’s students
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and future at risk.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Idaho Senate Committee Approves State Standards Including Climate Change.
The New York Times (2/23, Albeck-Ripka, Subscription Publication) reports on Thursday, the Idaho State Senate
education committee approved “standards that included sections on human-caused climate change.” Last year, “all
mentions of human-caused climate change” had been removed from the standards, and “the House education
committee voted to gut the supporting content.” Then, on Thursday, Senate committee approved the state education
department’s “revised standards in full, including the supporting content.” They will now take effect because they
were not rejected by both chambers.

King University Encourages Girls To Study STEM.
The AP (2/24) reported King University’s Women in STEM organization hosted an event Saturday to introduce
elementary and middle school students to chemistry, math, and genetics “in a fun atmosphere, with King students
running the daylong event.” Wendy Trayner, STEM adviser and math professor at the Tennessee university,
commented, “We wanted to encourage more girls to study these fields, to enjoy them, to look at something they may
want to do,” as females “are drastically under-represented nationally” in STEM fields. More than 70 students from
both Tennessee and Virginia attended the event.

South Dakota Chemistry Professor Uses Pyrotechnics To Boost Interest In Engineering,
Science.
The AP (2/24) reported that on Thursday as part of the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology’s Engineering
and Science Day, chemistry professor Justin Meyer led “captivating demonstrations with pyrotechnics to encourage
young students to pursue degrees in science and engineering.” Meyer “said science classes aren’t all unpredictable
demonstrations and pyrotechnics,” but that such demos can show students what is possible. Jade Herman, a special
projects coordinator for Mines President James Rankin’s office, helped organize the event. Herman “said attending
Engineering and Science Day is what inspired her to seek an undergraduate degree from the college.”

NJ News Analyzes Why Top Schools Sank In Latest New Jersey Rankings.
NJ News (2/25) examines why, under New Jersey’s new school accountability system released last month, Westfield
Senior High School scored 63.1 on a scale of 0-100, “placing it in the 66th percentile.” While “there is nothing
seriously wrong with a high school that consistently ranks on Newsweek’s list of the best high schools in the entire
county,” it sank in the state rating because more than half of its students opted out of the state’s “controversial
PARCC” math exam. A federal law change “mandates counting thousands of students who skipped their annual
state exams as if they had flunked them,” and under New Jersey’s new accountability system, “federal proficiency
rates in English and math” account for roughly “a third of a high school’s overall state rating.” Subsequently, New
Jersey schools like “Westfield, with its pricey school taxes and impressive SAT scores” but low state exam
participation rates, are left with “little chance to rank among the state’s best.”

West Virginia Teachers Strike To Protest Low Pay.
The New York Times (2/23, Hauser, Subscription Publication) reports that “public school teachers and employees in
West Virginia staged a walkout on Friday,” calling for pay increases. It was organized by the American Federation of
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Teachers-West Virginia, the West Virginia Education Association and the West Virginia School Service Personnel
Association. The NEA says that West Virginia’s average teacher salary was $45,622 “48th in the country.” The
state has 680 public schools and 19,488 classroom teachers. The immediate reason for the strike was Gov. James C.
Justice’s approval of “legislation on Wednesday that would provide teachers and school service personnel a 2
percent raise starting in July.”
The CBS Evening News (2/23, story 9, 0:30, Glor) provided similar coverage in a brief report.

WSJournal: Teachers Union Holds Power In New Jersey.
The Wall Street Journal (2/23, Subscription Publication) editorializes that the dismissal of Paula White, assistant
commissioner of New Jersey’s Department of Education, hours after her approval by the state school board reveals
Gov. Phil Murphy is the puppet of the state teachers union. The Journal says that while White should have been
praised for her moderate positions, she is not extreme enough for the union.

Dallas District Superintendent Says Teacher Effectiveness System Financially Unsustainable.
The Dallas Morning News (2/24, Smith, Writer) reported that in remarks Thursday to the Texas Commission of Public
School Finance, Stanford University economist Eric Hanushek, a director at the Texas Schools Project headquartered
at the University of Texas-Dallas, “heaped praise” on the Dallas Independent School District “for leveraging its
teacher effectiveness system to help its most needy schools.” Just minutes after the “renowned educational
economist told state lawmakers that Dallas ISD’s work on teacher effectiveness could put Texas ‘at the top of the
world’ if replicated statewide, DISD Superintendent Michael Hinojosa delivered a dampening dose of reality.”
Hinojosa said the teacher evaluation and merit pay systems at the core of the Teacher Excellence System are
unsustainable, “as DISD struggles to balance its innovations with looming budget woes, he said.” Hinonjosa also
asked the state lawmakers to reconsider a proposal that would provide “public school districts with innovative
evaluation systems a pool of additional resources from which to draw.”

P-TECH Brooklyn Leader Stresses Necessity Of Developing Teachers Locally.
In a piece for the Seventy Four (2/25, Davis), P-TECH Brooklyn founding principal Rashid Ferrod Davis says “the
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, including what became known as the Fair Housing Act,” yielded changes of
“particular importance to education advocates because we are keenly aware of just how profoundly zip code affects
a student’s access to a quality education.” Notably, Davis writes, “we know the dearth of African-American male
educators in the classroom can have negative consequences for students, particularly for young men of color.” Davis
stresses that the issue of education is a local one, as “teachers must be able to relate to the cultural realities of their
students and help them thrive.” Cultivating local talent and helping a student become a teacher may be “a long
game,” Davis adds, “but it pays incredible dividends for students, educators, and communities.”

OPERATIONS
DC Mayor Faces “Education Crisis,” But Has No Challenger In Reelection Bid.
The Washington Post (2/24, Nirappil) reports DC Mayor Muriel E. Bowser is facing an “education crisis” which it
characterizes as “the stuff of nightmares for a big city mayor in an election year.” Last week, she removed Schools
Chancellor Antwan Wilson “after he violated his own policies to place his daughter in a sought-after school with a
wait list of more than 600 families.” Still, the Post adds, “with no credible challenger and the filing deadline less than
a month away, Bowser seems insulated from voter backlash at the polls.”
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St. Paul District Superintendent Shifts Priorities In Draft Strategic Plan.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (2/24) reported St. Paul Public Schools Superintendent Joe Gothard told the school
board last week that his strategic plan for the district will “focus on teaching and learning.” Former district
Superintendent Valeria Silva’s strategic plan seven years ago “emphasized neighborhood schools as a key to
boosting student achievement,” yielding “a sweeping reorganization of the state’s second-largest district.”
Gothard’s strategic plan “moves much of the focus to student-level instruction and is built on six long-term goals or
outcomes,” with a particular emphasis placed on helping “students who struggle the most.” When Gothard became
the district leader in July, he and his leadership team developed the draft priorities after the consultancy firm
Greenway Strategy Group found a “stubborn achievement gap between white and minority students” as well as
“student flight to charter schools and other districts through open enrollment.”

Oklahoma Superintendents Laud Four-Day School Week.
The AP (2/25) reports 91 of Oklahoma’s 513 public school districts “have a four-day school week, something that
has become synonymous with education in Oklahoma.” State funding cuts led many of those districts to adopt the
approach as a means to reduce expenses without terminating staff, according to superintendents in a Tulsa World
survey. Some respondents said the approach has also become a valuable teacher recruitment and retention tool, and
that “the longer class times that come with a four-day week have allowed teachers to get deeper into their
curriculum.” Some superintendents cautioned that “the impact on academic performance is unclear, crediting the
change in state testing for obscuring the true impact on students.” Nonetheless, “most agree that it would be awfully
unpopular to go back.” The four-day week has not been universally supported, however, and Gov. Mary Fallin “has
advocated for five-day weeks and said the prevalence of four-day school has made it difficult to recruit businesses to
Oklahoma.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Utah Ranked Among Top States For AP Exam Performance.
The AP (2/25) reports the nonprofit College Board revealed 67 percent of the 40,755 Utah high school students who
took Advanced Placement exams last year earned college credit. In that respect, Utah “trails only New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Connecticut and South Dakota.” The state also ranked 12 among states “with the highest percentage of
public high school graduates scoring a 3 or higher on an AP exam.” State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Sydnee Dickson said high school students who earn college credit are more likely to pursue a post-secondary
education than their peers.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Oklahoma Students Protest Proposed State Education Cuts.
The AP (2/24) reported that on Friday, hundreds of Bartlesville High School students “symbolically cut class to
protest proposed state education funding cuts.” The Oklahoma students gathered on the football field for a 22-minute
demonstration – “one minute for each million that would be cut.” In a bid “to balance the budget for the current fiscal
year,” Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin is expected to approve $44.7 million in cuts proposed by state lawmakers “after
they failed to approve a package of tax increases that would have included a pay raise for teachers.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
Los Angeles Education Community Debates School Safety Search Policies.
The Los Angeles Times (2/24, Netburn) reports that as the nation remains gripped by the debate over school safety
sparked by the Parkland massacre, “in Los Angeles, the debate over safety also has extended in another direction”
as students and educators debate “the current system for searching students for weapons” Some say the practice
“is unfair, while others believe it makes campuses safer and want even more safety measures.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Virginia Parents Remain Concerned About District’s Restraint, Seclusion Practices.
The Loudoun (VA) Times-Mirror (2/25, Collazo) reports that on Thursday, Loudoun County Public Schools in Virginia
“hosted a forum on its restraint and seclusion tactics for students with special needs in an attempt to educate parents
and assuage concerns.” The district has already held two informational sessions on the matter, but “parents still
expressed anger, confusion and concern” at the gathering. LCPS “Director of Special Education Suzanne Jimenez
gave an hour-long presentation on guidelines for restraint and seclusion set by the Virginia Department of Education
and informed parents on how to get involved with the school system.” She said the district “follows all VDOE
guidelines on restraint and seclusion,” but uses so-called “Positive Behavior Interventions” based on the Mandt
System prior to implementing those practices. Still, some “parents accused Jimenez of not answering questions and
said their experience did not mirror the advertised guidelines.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Trump Touts Proposal To Arm “Gun-Adept Teachers” With Military Experience.
• DeVos Calls For Greater School Choice For Military Families.
• West Virginia Teachers Strike Thursday Shuttering All Public Schools.
• Minnesota Schools, Firms Look To Environmental Design Measures To Prevent Crime.
• Colorado Voters May Decide On New Funding Measure.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

February 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Trump To Stress School Safety As Top Priority In Meeting With
Governors.
Brief remarks by the President during a White House reception for the nation’s
governors sparked a handful of print and online reports late last night. The AP (2/25,
Superville) reports Trump said “the deadly mass shooting at a Florida high school is the
top issue he wants to discuss with the nation’s governors,” who “are in Washington for
their annual winter meeting.” Hosting “the governors for an annual black-tie ball,”
Trump called them “very, very special people,” and said of today’s meetings, “We’ll
be talking about Parkland and the horrible event that took place last week. ... That will be
one of the subjects. We’ll make it first on our list.”
Fox News (2/25, Chamberlain) said “Trump’s session with the governors will be
the latest in which he solicits ideas for stopping gun violence at schools as the White
House works to finalize an expected legislative proposal.” CBS News (2/25) reported on
its website that Trump has “signaled several avenues on gun reforms that he would
consider, including supporting bipartisan legislation on more stringent background
checks and raising the age limit of those who can purchase high-capacity weapons.” He
has also “called on the Justice Department to explore regulations that would ban ‘bump
stock’ devices.”
The Hill (2/25, Manchester) says the President “singled out Florida Gov. Rick
Scott...for his work after the shooting, which occurred at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School.” Said Trump, “I want to thank Governor Rick Scott of Florida. Rick, please
stand up. You’re doing a great job. Really great job.” The President “used the rest of
his address to the nation’s governors on Sunday to tout the economy and the
Republican-backed tax reform bill.” Trump: States Should Decide Whether To Arm
Teachers. President Trump on Saturday tweeted, “Armed Educators (and trusted
people who work within a school) love our students and will protect them. Very smart
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people. Must be firearms adept & have annual training. Should get yearly bonus.
Shootings will not happen again – a big & very inexpensive deterrent. Up to States.”
While the network newscasts dedicated more than 11 minutes to the shooting, brief
reporting on Trump’s tweet portrayed the remarks as a revision to his proposal to arm
teachers in a manner that reduces the likelihood of federal action.
Typical of the tone of the reporting was the AP (2/24, Superville), which says Trump “appeared Saturday to
begin refining his proposals for combatting school violence.” The AP adds that although the President had raised
“expectations [that he] would propose federal legislation on arming teachers,” his tweet Saturday indicates “that no
longer appeared to be the case.” Politico (2/24, Griffiths) similarly reports Trump added “a new twist to [the] proposal
the president has repeatedly and controversially floated in the wake of the recent mass school shooting in Parkland,
Florida.”
More Corporate Sponsors Cut Ties With NRA, Prompting Condemnation By Organization. ABC
World News Tonight’s (2/24, story 4, 2:25, Llamas) Stephanie Ramos reported the “backlash against the NRA is
growing,” as Delta and United Airlines on Saturday joined “more than a dozen major corporations now dumping
discounts for NRA members” while “an online petition demanding Amazon remove the gun advocate’s channel from
its streaming service has more than 45,000 signatures in less than 24 hours.” USA Today (2/24, Stanglin) also
reports “a Change.org petition calling on 25 companies to break ties with the NRA had received almost 7,000
signatures by Saturday morning.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/24, Fuhrmans, Subscription Publication) attributes the expanding corporate response
to the #BoycottNRA campaign, which is currently among the top hashtags trending on Twitter, and the New York
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Times (2/24, Fortin, Subscription Publication), in a piece highlighting the corporate defections, reports “many” of the
companies that cut ties with the NRA “said they did it in response to consumer complaints.”
Parkland Student Blasts NRA. The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (2/25) reports, “In fierce appearances on Sunday
morning programs, Stoneman Douglas High School student David Hogg thanked his ‘disgusting’ detractors and
called out the ‘completely broken’ NRA.” Hogg has been attacked as a “crisis actor” in social media, and “on
CNN’s ‘Reliable Sources,’ he thanked those critics for ‘great advertising.’ ... Hogg also lambasted the NRA and
national spokeswoman Dana Loesch.”
In Days After Parkland Shooting, Wave Of Threats, Arrests, False Alarms. The New York Times
(2/25, Bosman, Subscription Publication) reports that in the wake of the Parkland shooting, there has been “a surge
of violent threats, tips and false alarms aimed at schools” that has “inundated school districts and police
departments.” The article lists a number of such instances and says, “Experts said that the sharp increase in threats
and false alarms in the days since the Florida shooting reflects the unusually intense public conversation and media
coverage that have unfolded since that attack. In the tense days that have followed, the experts said, teenagers are
borrowing the language of school shootings to provoke or cause turmoil. And anxious school employees are on high
alert, watchful for any sign of a potential shooter and quick to summon the police over behavior that, in a different
moment, might have been overlooked.”

Colleges, Universities Say Applicants Will Not Be Penalized Over Peaceful Protests Following
Florida Shooting. Reuters (2/24, Cherelus) reports “dozens of U.S. colleges and universities, including at least
three Ivy League schools, have said their application processes will not consider disciplinary action taken against high
school students who protest last week’s massacre at a Florida school.” According to Reuters, the promises came
after “many” school districts “threatened to suspend high school students who take part in nationwide gun control
walkouts and other demonstrations called by survivors of the mass shooting that killed 17 people at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland.”

POLITICS & POLICY
ESSA Contains Provision Requiring States To Report School-Level Per-Student Funding.
The Seventy Four (2/25) reports that in the perennial debate over public school funding, “the way districts distribute
money down to the school that report to them – and whether those dollars are distributed fairly,” has been difficult for
the public to ascertain. However, when Congress passed ESSA, “they included a little-noticed, bipartisan provision
that requires states to report per-pupil spending at the school level.” Advocates and researchers predict the change,
scheduled to take effect for the 2018-19 school year, “is likely to expose disparities in the way some districts divide
resources among their schools.”

School Leadership Advocacy Groups Call For Continued Funding For Federal Leadership
Programs.
Education Week (2/23) reports that Title II, Part A, teacher professional development, the Supporting Effective
Educator Development grant program, and the School Leader Recruitment and Support grant program all face cuts or
elimination under President Trump’s budget plan “for the second year in a row.” The article reports National
Association of Secondary School Principals Spokesman Bob Farrace said that “the proposed cuts show the
administration’s ‘disregard’ for what it takes to develop good school leaders and what the research says about the
important role that school leaders play in student success.” The piece reports that NASSP, the National Association
of Elementary School Principals, the American Federation of School Administrators, New Leaders, ASCD, and
Learning Forward released a statement saying “the administration’s proposed budget puts the nation’s students
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and future at risk.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Idaho Senate Committee Approves State Standards Including Climate Change.
The New York Times (2/23, Albeck-Ripka, Subscription Publication) reports on Thursday, the Idaho State Senate
education committee approved “standards that included sections on human-caused climate change.” Last year, “all
mentions of human-caused climate change” had been removed from the standards, and “the House education
committee voted to gut the supporting content.” Then, on Thursday, Senate committee approved the state education
department’s “revised standards in full, including the supporting content.” They will now take effect because they
were not rejected by both chambers.

King University Encourages Girls To Study STEM.
The AP (2/24) reported King University’s Women in STEM organization hosted an event Saturday to introduce
elementary and middle school students to chemistry, math, and genetics “in a fun atmosphere, with King students
running the daylong event.” Wendy Trayner, STEM adviser and math professor at the Tennessee university,
commented, “We wanted to encourage more girls to study these fields, to enjoy them, to look at something they may
want to do,” as females “are drastically under-represented nationally” in STEM fields. More than 70 students from
both Tennessee and Virginia attended the event.

South Dakota Chemistry Professor Uses Pyrotechnics To Boost Interest In Engineering,
Science.
The AP (2/24) reported that on Thursday as part of the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology’s Engineering
and Science Day, chemistry professor Justin Meyer led “captivating demonstrations with pyrotechnics to encourage
young students to pursue degrees in science and engineering.” Meyer “said science classes aren’t all unpredictable
demonstrations and pyrotechnics,” but that such demos can show students what is possible. Jade Herman, a special
projects coordinator for Mines President James Rankin’s office, helped organize the event. Herman “said attending
Engineering and Science Day is what inspired her to seek an undergraduate degree from the college.”

NJ News Analyzes Why Top Schools Sank In Latest New Jersey Rankings.
NJ News (2/25) examines why, under New Jersey’s new school accountability system released last month, Westfield
Senior High School scored 63.1 on a scale of 0-100, “placing it in the 66th percentile.” While “there is nothing
seriously wrong with a high school that consistently ranks on Newsweek’s list of the best high schools in the entire
county,” it sank in the state rating because more than half of its students opted out of the state’s “controversial
PARCC” math exam. A federal law change “mandates counting thousands of students who skipped their annual
state exams as if they had flunked them,” and under New Jersey’s new accountability system, “federal proficiency
rates in English and math” account for roughly “a third of a high school’s overall state rating.” Subsequently, New
Jersey schools like “Westfield, with its pricey school taxes and impressive SAT scores” but low state exam
participation rates, are left with “little chance to rank among the state’s best.”

West Virginia Teachers Strike To Protest Low Pay.
The New York Times (2/23, Hauser, Subscription Publication) reports that “public school teachers and employees in
West Virginia staged a walkout on Friday,” calling for pay increases. It was organized by the American Federation of
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Teachers-West Virginia, the West Virginia Education Association and the West Virginia School Service Personnel
Association. The NEA says that West Virginia’s average teacher salary was $45,622 “48th in the country.” The
state has 680 public schools and 19,488 classroom teachers. The immediate reason for the strike was Gov. James C.
Justice’s approval of “legislation on Wednesday that would provide teachers and school service personnel a 2
percent raise starting in July.”
The CBS Evening News (2/23, story 9, 0:30, Glor) provided similar coverage in a brief report.

WSJournal: Teachers Union Holds Power In New Jersey.
The Wall Street Journal (2/23, Subscription Publication) editorializes that the dismissal of Paula White, assistant
commissioner of New Jersey’s Department of Education, hours after her approval by the state school board reveals
Gov. Phil Murphy is the puppet of the state teachers union. The Journal says that while White should have been
praised for her moderate positions, she is not extreme enough for the union.

Dallas District Superintendent Says Teacher Effectiveness System Financially Unsustainable.
The Dallas Morning News (2/24, Smith, Writer) reported that in remarks Thursday to the Texas Commission of Public
School Finance, Stanford University economist Eric Hanushek, a director at the Texas Schools Project headquartered
at the University of Texas-Dallas, “heaped praise” on the Dallas Independent School District “for leveraging its
teacher effectiveness system to help its most needy schools.” Just minutes after the “renowned educational
economist told state lawmakers that Dallas ISD’s work on teacher effectiveness could put Texas ‘at the top of the
world’ if replicated statewide, DISD Superintendent Michael Hinojosa delivered a dampening dose of reality.”
Hinojosa said the teacher evaluation and merit pay systems at the core of the Teacher Excellence System are
unsustainable, “as DISD struggles to balance its innovations with looming budget woes, he said.” Hinonjosa also
asked the state lawmakers to reconsider a proposal that would provide “public school districts with innovative
evaluation systems a pool of additional resources from which to draw.”

P-TECH Brooklyn Leader Stresses Necessity Of Developing Teachers Locally.
In a piece for the Seventy Four (2/25, Davis), P-TECH Brooklyn founding principal Rashid Ferrod Davis says “the
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, including what became known as the Fair Housing Act,” yielded changes of
“particular importance to education advocates because we are keenly aware of just how profoundly zip code affects
a student’s access to a quality education.” Notably, Davis writes, “we know the dearth of African-American male
educators in the classroom can have negative consequences for students, particularly for young men of color.” Davis
stresses that the issue of education is a local one, as “teachers must be able to relate to the cultural realities of their
students and help them thrive.” Cultivating local talent and helping a student become a teacher may be “a long
game,” Davis adds, “but it pays incredible dividends for students, educators, and communities.”

OPERATIONS
DC Mayor Faces “Education Crisis,” But Has No Challenger In Reelection Bid.
The Washington Post (2/24, Nirappil) reports DC Mayor Muriel E. Bowser is facing an “education crisis” which it
characterizes as “the stuff of nightmares for a big city mayor in an election year.” Last week, she removed Schools
Chancellor Antwan Wilson “after he violated his own policies to place his daughter in a sought-after school with a
wait list of more than 600 families.” Still, the Post adds, “with no credible challenger and the filing deadline less than
a month away, Bowser seems insulated from voter backlash at the polls.”
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St. Paul District Superintendent Shifts Priorities In Draft Strategic Plan.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (2/24) reported St. Paul Public Schools Superintendent Joe Gothard told the school
board last week that his strategic plan for the district will “focus on teaching and learning.” Former district
Superintendent Valeria Silva’s strategic plan seven years ago “emphasized neighborhood schools as a key to
boosting student achievement,” yielding “a sweeping reorganization of the state’s second-largest district.”
Gothard’s strategic plan “moves much of the focus to student-level instruction and is built on six long-term goals or
outcomes,” with a particular emphasis placed on helping “students who struggle the most.” When Gothard became
the district leader in July, he and his leadership team developed the draft priorities after the consultancy firm
Greenway Strategy Group found a “stubborn achievement gap between white and minority students” as well as
“student flight to charter schools and other districts through open enrollment.”

Oklahoma Superintendents Laud Four-Day School Week.
The AP (2/25) reports 91 of Oklahoma’s 513 public school districts “have a four-day school week, something that
has become synonymous with education in Oklahoma.” State funding cuts led many of those districts to adopt the
approach as a means to reduce expenses without terminating staff, according to superintendents in a Tulsa World
survey. Some respondents said the approach has also become a valuable teacher recruitment and retention tool, and
that “the longer class times that come with a four-day week have allowed teachers to get deeper into their
curriculum.” Some superintendents cautioned that “the impact on academic performance is unclear, crediting the
change in state testing for obscuring the true impact on students.” Nonetheless, “most agree that it would be awfully
unpopular to go back.” The four-day week has not been universally supported, however, and Gov. Mary Fallin “has
advocated for five-day weeks and said the prevalence of four-day school has made it difficult to recruit businesses to
Oklahoma.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Utah Ranked Among Top States For AP Exam Performance.
The AP (2/25) reports the nonprofit College Board revealed 67 percent of the 40,755 Utah high school students who
took Advanced Placement exams last year earned college credit. In that respect, Utah “trails only New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Connecticut and South Dakota.” The state also ranked 12 among states “with the highest percentage of
public high school graduates scoring a 3 or higher on an AP exam.” State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Sydnee Dickson said high school students who earn college credit are more likely to pursue a post-secondary
education than their peers.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Oklahoma Students Protest Proposed State Education Cuts.
The AP (2/24) reported that on Friday, hundreds of Bartlesville High School students “symbolically cut class to
protest proposed state education funding cuts.” The Oklahoma students gathered on the football field for a 22-minute
demonstration – “one minute for each million that would be cut.” In a bid “to balance the budget for the current fiscal
year,” Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin is expected to approve $44.7 million in cuts proposed by state lawmakers “after
they failed to approve a package of tax increases that would have included a pay raise for teachers.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
Los Angeles Education Community Debates School Safety Search Policies.
The Los Angeles Times (2/24, Netburn) reports that as the nation remains gripped by the debate over school safety
sparked by the Parkland massacre, “in Los Angeles, the debate over safety also has extended in another direction”
as students and educators debate “the current system for searching students for weapons” Some say the practice
“is unfair, while others believe it makes campuses safer and want even more safety measures.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Virginia Parents Remain Concerned About District’s Restraint, Seclusion Practices.
The Loudoun (VA) Times-Mirror (2/25, Collazo) reports that on Thursday, Loudoun County Public Schools in Virginia
“hosted a forum on its restraint and seclusion tactics for students with special needs in an attempt to educate parents
and assuage concerns.” The district has already held two informational sessions on the matter, but “parents still
expressed anger, confusion and concern” at the gathering. LCPS “Director of Special Education Suzanne Jimenez
gave an hour-long presentation on guidelines for restraint and seclusion set by the Virginia Department of Education
and informed parents on how to get involved with the school system.” She said the district “follows all VDOE
guidelines on restraint and seclusion,” but uses so-called “Positive Behavior Interventions” based on the Mandt
System prior to implementing those practices. Still, some “parents accused Jimenez of not answering questions and
said their experience did not mirror the advertised guidelines.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Trump Touts Proposal To Arm “Gun-Adept Teachers” With Military Experience.
• DeVos Calls For Greater School Choice For Military Families.
• West Virginia Teachers Strike Thursday Shuttering All Public Schools.
• Minnesota Schools, Firms Look To Environmental Design Measures To Prevent Crime.
• Colorado Voters May Decide On New Funding Measure.
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Good morning David Shoup

February 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Trump To Stress School Safety As Top Priority In Meeting With
Governors.
Brief remarks by the President during a White House reception for the nation’s
governors sparked a handful of print and online reports late last night. The AP (2/25,
Superville) reports Trump said “the deadly mass shooting at a Florida high school is the
top issue he wants to discuss with the nation’s governors,” who “are in Washington for
their annual winter meeting.” Hosting “the governors for an annual black-tie ball,”
Trump called them “very, very special people,” and said of today’s meetings, “We’ll
be talking about Parkland and the horrible event that took place last week. ... That will be
one of the subjects. We’ll make it first on our list.”
Fox News (2/25, Chamberlain) said “Trump’s session with the governors will be
the latest in which he solicits ideas for stopping gun violence at schools as the White
House works to finalize an expected legislative proposal.” CBS News (2/25) reported on
its website that Trump has “signaled several avenues on gun reforms that he would
consider, including supporting bipartisan legislation on more stringent background
checks and raising the age limit of those who can purchase high-capacity weapons.” He
has also “called on the Justice Department to explore regulations that would ban ‘bump
stock’ devices.”
The Hill (2/25, Manchester) says the President “singled out Florida Gov. Rick
Scott...for his work after the shooting, which occurred at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School.” Said Trump, “I want to thank Governor Rick Scott of Florida. Rick, please
stand up. You’re doing a great job. Really great job.” The President “used the rest of
his address to the nation’s governors on Sunday to tout the economy and the
Republican-backed tax reform bill.” Trump: States Should Decide Whether To Arm
Teachers. President Trump on Saturday tweeted, “Armed Educators (and trusted
people who work within a school) love our students and will protect them. Very smart
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people. Must be firearms adept & have annual training. Should get yearly bonus.
Shootings will not happen again – a big & very inexpensive deterrent. Up to States.”
While the network newscasts dedicated more than 11 minutes to the shooting, brief
reporting on Trump’s tweet portrayed the remarks as a revision to his proposal to arm
teachers in a manner that reduces the likelihood of federal action.
Typical of the tone of the reporting was the AP (2/24, Superville), which says Trump “appeared Saturday to
begin refining his proposals for combatting school violence.” The AP adds that although the President had raised
“expectations [that he] would propose federal legislation on arming teachers,” his tweet Saturday indicates “that no
longer appeared to be the case.” Politico (2/24, Griffiths) similarly reports Trump added “a new twist to [the] proposal
the president has repeatedly and controversially floated in the wake of the recent mass school shooting in Parkland,
Florida.”
More Corporate Sponsors Cut Ties With NRA, Prompting Condemnation By Organization. ABC
World News Tonight’s (2/24, story 4, 2:25, Llamas) Stephanie Ramos reported the “backlash against the NRA is
growing,” as Delta and United Airlines on Saturday joined “more than a dozen major corporations now dumping
discounts for NRA members” while “an online petition demanding Amazon remove the gun advocate’s channel from
its streaming service has more than 45,000 signatures in less than 24 hours.” USA Today (2/24, Stanglin) also
reports “a Change.org petition calling on 25 companies to break ties with the NRA had received almost 7,000
signatures by Saturday morning.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/24, Fuhrmans, Subscription Publication) attributes the expanding corporate response
to the #BoycottNRA campaign, which is currently among the top hashtags trending on Twitter, and the New York
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Times (2/24, Fortin, Subscription Publication), in a piece highlighting the corporate defections, reports “many” of the
companies that cut ties with the NRA “said they did it in response to consumer complaints.”
Parkland Student Blasts NRA. The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (2/25) reports, “In fierce appearances on Sunday
morning programs, Stoneman Douglas High School student David Hogg thanked his ‘disgusting’ detractors and
called out the ‘completely broken’ NRA.” Hogg has been attacked as a “crisis actor” in social media, and “on
CNN’s ‘Reliable Sources,’ he thanked those critics for ‘great advertising.’ ... Hogg also lambasted the NRA and
national spokeswoman Dana Loesch.”
In Days After Parkland Shooting, Wave Of Threats, Arrests, False Alarms. The New York Times
(2/25, Bosman, Subscription Publication) reports that in the wake of the Parkland shooting, there has been “a surge
of violent threats, tips and false alarms aimed at schools” that has “inundated school districts and police
departments.” The article lists a number of such instances and says, “Experts said that the sharp increase in threats
and false alarms in the days since the Florida shooting reflects the unusually intense public conversation and media
coverage that have unfolded since that attack. In the tense days that have followed, the experts said, teenagers are
borrowing the language of school shootings to provoke or cause turmoil. And anxious school employees are on high
alert, watchful for any sign of a potential shooter and quick to summon the police over behavior that, in a different
moment, might have been overlooked.”

Colleges, Universities Say Applicants Will Not Be Penalized Over Peaceful Protests Following
Florida Shooting. Reuters (2/24, Cherelus) reports “dozens of U.S. colleges and universities, including at least
three Ivy League schools, have said their application processes will not consider disciplinary action taken against high
school students who protest last week’s massacre at a Florida school.” According to Reuters, the promises came
after “many” school districts “threatened to suspend high school students who take part in nationwide gun control
walkouts and other demonstrations called by survivors of the mass shooting that killed 17 people at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland.”

POLITICS & POLICY
ESSA Contains Provision Requiring States To Report School-Level Per-Student Funding.
The Seventy Four (2/25) reports that in the perennial debate over public school funding, “the way districts distribute
money down to the school that report to them – and whether those dollars are distributed fairly,” has been difficult for
the public to ascertain. However, when Congress passed ESSA, “they included a little-noticed, bipartisan provision
that requires states to report per-pupil spending at the school level.” Advocates and researchers predict the change,
scheduled to take effect for the 2018-19 school year, “is likely to expose disparities in the way some districts divide
resources among their schools.”

School Leadership Advocacy Groups Call For Continued Funding For Federal Leadership
Programs.
Education Week (2/23) reports that Title II, Part A, teacher professional development, the Supporting Effective
Educator Development grant program, and the School Leader Recruitment and Support grant program all face cuts or
elimination under President Trump’s budget plan “for the second year in a row.” The article reports National
Association of Secondary School Principals Spokesman Bob Farrace said that “the proposed cuts show the
administration’s ‘disregard’ for what it takes to develop good school leaders and what the research says about the
important role that school leaders play in student success.” The piece reports that NASSP, the National Association
of Elementary School Principals, the American Federation of School Administrators, New Leaders, ASCD, and
Learning Forward released a statement saying “the administration’s proposed budget puts the nation’s students
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and future at risk.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Idaho Senate Committee Approves State Standards Including Climate Change.
The New York Times (2/23, Albeck-Ripka, Subscription Publication) reports on Thursday, the Idaho State Senate
education committee approved “standards that included sections on human-caused climate change.” Last year, “all
mentions of human-caused climate change” had been removed from the standards, and “the House education
committee voted to gut the supporting content.” Then, on Thursday, Senate committee approved the state education
department’s “revised standards in full, including the supporting content.” They will now take effect because they
were not rejected by both chambers.

King University Encourages Girls To Study STEM.
The AP (2/24) reported King University’s Women in STEM organization hosted an event Saturday to introduce
elementary and middle school students to chemistry, math, and genetics “in a fun atmosphere, with King students
running the daylong event.” Wendy Trayner, STEM adviser and math professor at the Tennessee university,
commented, “We wanted to encourage more girls to study these fields, to enjoy them, to look at something they may
want to do,” as females “are drastically under-represented nationally” in STEM fields. More than 70 students from
both Tennessee and Virginia attended the event.

South Dakota Chemistry Professor Uses Pyrotechnics To Boost Interest In Engineering,
Science.
The AP (2/24) reported that on Thursday as part of the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology’s Engineering
and Science Day, chemistry professor Justin Meyer led “captivating demonstrations with pyrotechnics to encourage
young students to pursue degrees in science and engineering.” Meyer “said science classes aren’t all unpredictable
demonstrations and pyrotechnics,” but that such demos can show students what is possible. Jade Herman, a special
projects coordinator for Mines President James Rankin’s office, helped organize the event. Herman “said attending
Engineering and Science Day is what inspired her to seek an undergraduate degree from the college.”

NJ News Analyzes Why Top Schools Sank In Latest New Jersey Rankings.
NJ News (2/25) examines why, under New Jersey’s new school accountability system released last month, Westfield
Senior High School scored 63.1 on a scale of 0-100, “placing it in the 66th percentile.” While “there is nothing
seriously wrong with a high school that consistently ranks on Newsweek’s list of the best high schools in the entire
county,” it sank in the state rating because more than half of its students opted out of the state’s “controversial
PARCC” math exam. A federal law change “mandates counting thousands of students who skipped their annual
state exams as if they had flunked them,” and under New Jersey’s new accountability system, “federal proficiency
rates in English and math” account for roughly “a third of a high school’s overall state rating.” Subsequently, New
Jersey schools like “Westfield, with its pricey school taxes and impressive SAT scores” but low state exam
participation rates, are left with “little chance to rank among the state’s best.”

West Virginia Teachers Strike To Protest Low Pay.
The New York Times (2/23, Hauser, Subscription Publication) reports that “public school teachers and employees in
West Virginia staged a walkout on Friday,” calling for pay increases. It was organized by the American Federation of
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Teachers-West Virginia, the West Virginia Education Association and the West Virginia School Service Personnel
Association. The NEA says that West Virginia’s average teacher salary was $45,622 “48th in the country.” The
state has 680 public schools and 19,488 classroom teachers. The immediate reason for the strike was Gov. James C.
Justice’s approval of “legislation on Wednesday that would provide teachers and school service personnel a 2
percent raise starting in July.”
The CBS Evening News (2/23, story 9, 0:30, Glor) provided similar coverage in a brief report.

WSJournal: Teachers Union Holds Power In New Jersey.
The Wall Street Journal (2/23, Subscription Publication) editorializes that the dismissal of Paula White, assistant
commissioner of New Jersey’s Department of Education, hours after her approval by the state school board reveals
Gov. Phil Murphy is the puppet of the state teachers union. The Journal says that while White should have been
praised for her moderate positions, she is not extreme enough for the union.

Dallas District Superintendent Says Teacher Effectiveness System Financially Unsustainable.
The Dallas Morning News (2/24, Smith, Writer) reported that in remarks Thursday to the Texas Commission of Public
School Finance, Stanford University economist Eric Hanushek, a director at the Texas Schools Project headquartered
at the University of Texas-Dallas, “heaped praise” on the Dallas Independent School District “for leveraging its
teacher effectiveness system to help its most needy schools.” Just minutes after the “renowned educational
economist told state lawmakers that Dallas ISD’s work on teacher effectiveness could put Texas ‘at the top of the
world’ if replicated statewide, DISD Superintendent Michael Hinojosa delivered a dampening dose of reality.”
Hinojosa said the teacher evaluation and merit pay systems at the core of the Teacher Excellence System are
unsustainable, “as DISD struggles to balance its innovations with looming budget woes, he said.” Hinonjosa also
asked the state lawmakers to reconsider a proposal that would provide “public school districts with innovative
evaluation systems a pool of additional resources from which to draw.”

P-TECH Brooklyn Leader Stresses Necessity Of Developing Teachers Locally.
In a piece for the Seventy Four (2/25, Davis), P-TECH Brooklyn founding principal Rashid Ferrod Davis says “the
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, including what became known as the Fair Housing Act,” yielded changes of
“particular importance to education advocates because we are keenly aware of just how profoundly zip code affects
a student’s access to a quality education.” Notably, Davis writes, “we know the dearth of African-American male
educators in the classroom can have negative consequences for students, particularly for young men of color.” Davis
stresses that the issue of education is a local one, as “teachers must be able to relate to the cultural realities of their
students and help them thrive.” Cultivating local talent and helping a student become a teacher may be “a long
game,” Davis adds, “but it pays incredible dividends for students, educators, and communities.”

OPERATIONS
DC Mayor Faces “Education Crisis,” But Has No Challenger In Reelection Bid.
The Washington Post (2/24, Nirappil) reports DC Mayor Muriel E. Bowser is facing an “education crisis” which it
characterizes as “the stuff of nightmares for a big city mayor in an election year.” Last week, she removed Schools
Chancellor Antwan Wilson “after he violated his own policies to place his daughter in a sought-after school with a
wait list of more than 600 families.” Still, the Post adds, “with no credible challenger and the filing deadline less than
a month away, Bowser seems insulated from voter backlash at the polls.”
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St. Paul District Superintendent Shifts Priorities In Draft Strategic Plan.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (2/24) reported St. Paul Public Schools Superintendent Joe Gothard told the school
board last week that his strategic plan for the district will “focus on teaching and learning.” Former district
Superintendent Valeria Silva’s strategic plan seven years ago “emphasized neighborhood schools as a key to
boosting student achievement,” yielding “a sweeping reorganization of the state’s second-largest district.”
Gothard’s strategic plan “moves much of the focus to student-level instruction and is built on six long-term goals or
outcomes,” with a particular emphasis placed on helping “students who struggle the most.” When Gothard became
the district leader in July, he and his leadership team developed the draft priorities after the consultancy firm
Greenway Strategy Group found a “stubborn achievement gap between white and minority students” as well as
“student flight to charter schools and other districts through open enrollment.”

Oklahoma Superintendents Laud Four-Day School Week.
The AP (2/25) reports 91 of Oklahoma’s 513 public school districts “have a four-day school week, something that
has become synonymous with education in Oklahoma.” State funding cuts led many of those districts to adopt the
approach as a means to reduce expenses without terminating staff, according to superintendents in a Tulsa World
survey. Some respondents said the approach has also become a valuable teacher recruitment and retention tool, and
that “the longer class times that come with a four-day week have allowed teachers to get deeper into their
curriculum.” Some superintendents cautioned that “the impact on academic performance is unclear, crediting the
change in state testing for obscuring the true impact on students.” Nonetheless, “most agree that it would be awfully
unpopular to go back.” The four-day week has not been universally supported, however, and Gov. Mary Fallin “has
advocated for five-day weeks and said the prevalence of four-day school has made it difficult to recruit businesses to
Oklahoma.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Utah Ranked Among Top States For AP Exam Performance.
The AP (2/25) reports the nonprofit College Board revealed 67 percent of the 40,755 Utah high school students who
took Advanced Placement exams last year earned college credit. In that respect, Utah “trails only New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Connecticut and South Dakota.” The state also ranked 12 among states “with the highest percentage of
public high school graduates scoring a 3 or higher on an AP exam.” State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Sydnee Dickson said high school students who earn college credit are more likely to pursue a post-secondary
education than their peers.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Oklahoma Students Protest Proposed State Education Cuts.
The AP (2/24) reported that on Friday, hundreds of Bartlesville High School students “symbolically cut class to
protest proposed state education funding cuts.” The Oklahoma students gathered on the football field for a 22-minute
demonstration – “one minute for each million that would be cut.” In a bid “to balance the budget for the current fiscal
year,” Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin is expected to approve $44.7 million in cuts proposed by state lawmakers “after
they failed to approve a package of tax increases that would have included a pay raise for teachers.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
Los Angeles Education Community Debates School Safety Search Policies.
The Los Angeles Times (2/24, Netburn) reports that as the nation remains gripped by the debate over school safety
sparked by the Parkland massacre, “in Los Angeles, the debate over safety also has extended in another direction”
as students and educators debate “the current system for searching students for weapons” Some say the practice
“is unfair, while others believe it makes campuses safer and want even more safety measures.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Virginia Parents Remain Concerned About District’s Restraint, Seclusion Practices.
The Loudoun (VA) Times-Mirror (2/25, Collazo) reports that on Thursday, Loudoun County Public Schools in Virginia
“hosted a forum on its restraint and seclusion tactics for students with special needs in an attempt to educate parents
and assuage concerns.” The district has already held two informational sessions on the matter, but “parents still
expressed anger, confusion and concern” at the gathering. LCPS “Director of Special Education Suzanne Jimenez
gave an hour-long presentation on guidelines for restraint and seclusion set by the Virginia Department of Education
and informed parents on how to get involved with the school system.” She said the district “follows all VDOE
guidelines on restraint and seclusion,” but uses so-called “Positive Behavior Interventions” based on the Mandt
System prior to implementing those practices. Still, some “parents accused Jimenez of not answering questions and
said their experience did not mirror the advertised guidelines.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Trump Touts Proposal To Arm “Gun-Adept Teachers” With Military Experience.
• DeVos Calls For Greater School Choice For Military Families.
• West Virginia Teachers Strike Thursday Shuttering All Public Schools.
• Minnesota Schools, Firms Look To Environmental Design Measures To Prevent Crime.
• Colorado Voters May Decide On New Funding Measure.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

February 26, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Trump To Stress School Safety As Top Priority In Meeting With
Governors.
Brief remarks by the President during a White House reception for the nation’s
governors sparked a handful of print and online reports late last night. The AP (2/25,
Superville) reports Trump said “the deadly mass shooting at a Florida high school is the
top issue he wants to discuss with the nation’s governors,” who “are in Washington for
their annual winter meeting.” Hosting “the governors for an annual black-tie ball,”
Trump called them “very, very special people,” and said of today’s meetings, “We’ll
be talking about Parkland and the horrible event that took place last week. ... That will be
one of the subjects. We’ll make it first on our list.”
Fox News (2/25, Chamberlain) said “Trump’s session with the governors will be
the latest in which he solicits ideas for stopping gun violence at schools as the White
House works to finalize an expected legislative proposal.” CBS News (2/25) reported on
its website that Trump has “signaled several avenues on gun reforms that he would
consider, including supporting bipartisan legislation on more stringent background
checks and raising the age limit of those who can purchase high-capacity weapons.” He
has also “called on the Justice Department to explore regulations that would ban ‘bump
stock’ devices.”
The Hill (2/25, Manchester) says the President “singled out Florida Gov. Rick
Scott...for his work after the shooting, which occurred at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School.” Said Trump, “I want to thank Governor Rick Scott of Florida. Rick, please
stand up. You’re doing a great job. Really great job.” The President “used the rest of
his address to the nation’s governors on Sunday to tout the economy and the
Republican-backed tax reform bill.” Trump: States Should Decide Whether To Arm
Teachers. President Trump on Saturday tweeted, “Armed Educators (and trusted
people who work within a school) love our students and will protect them. Very smart
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people. Must be firearms adept & have annual training. Should get yearly bonus.
Shootings will not happen again – a big & very inexpensive deterrent. Up to States.”
While the network newscasts dedicated more than 11 minutes to the shooting, brief
reporting on Trump’s tweet portrayed the remarks as a revision to his proposal to arm
teachers in a manner that reduces the likelihood of federal action.
Typical of the tone of the reporting was the AP (2/24, Superville), which says Trump “appeared Saturday to
begin refining his proposals for combatting school violence.” The AP adds that although the President had raised
“expectations [that he] would propose federal legislation on arming teachers,” his tweet Saturday indicates “that no
longer appeared to be the case.” Politico (2/24, Griffiths) similarly reports Trump added “a new twist to [the] proposal
the president has repeatedly and controversially floated in the wake of the recent mass school shooting in Parkland,
Florida.”
More Corporate Sponsors Cut Ties With NRA, Prompting Condemnation By Organization. ABC
World News Tonight’s (2/24, story 4, 2:25, Llamas) Stephanie Ramos reported the “backlash against the NRA is
growing,” as Delta and United Airlines on Saturday joined “more than a dozen major corporations now dumping
discounts for NRA members” while “an online petition demanding Amazon remove the gun advocate’s channel from
its streaming service has more than 45,000 signatures in less than 24 hours.” USA Today (2/24, Stanglin) also
reports “a Change.org petition calling on 25 companies to break ties with the NRA had received almost 7,000
signatures by Saturday morning.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/24, Fuhrmans, Subscription Publication) attributes the expanding corporate response
to the #BoycottNRA campaign, which is currently among the top hashtags trending on Twitter, and the New York
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Times (2/24, Fortin, Subscription Publication), in a piece highlighting the corporate defections, reports “many” of the
companies that cut ties with the NRA “said they did it in response to consumer complaints.”
Parkland Student Blasts NRA. The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (2/25) reports, “In fierce appearances on Sunday
morning programs, Stoneman Douglas High School student David Hogg thanked his ‘disgusting’ detractors and
called out the ‘completely broken’ NRA.” Hogg has been attacked as a “crisis actor” in social media, and “on
CNN’s ‘Reliable Sources,’ he thanked those critics for ‘great advertising.’ ... Hogg also lambasted the NRA and
national spokeswoman Dana Loesch.”
In Days After Parkland Shooting, Wave Of Threats, Arrests, False Alarms. The New York Times
(2/25, Bosman, Subscription Publication) reports that in the wake of the Parkland shooting, there has been “a surge
of violent threats, tips and false alarms aimed at schools” that has “inundated school districts and police
departments.” The article lists a number of such instances and says, “Experts said that the sharp increase in threats
and false alarms in the days since the Florida shooting reflects the unusually intense public conversation and media
coverage that have unfolded since that attack. In the tense days that have followed, the experts said, teenagers are
borrowing the language of school shootings to provoke or cause turmoil. And anxious school employees are on high
alert, watchful for any sign of a potential shooter and quick to summon the police over behavior that, in a different
moment, might have been overlooked.”

Colleges, Universities Say Applicants Will Not Be Penalized Over Peaceful Protests Following
Florida Shooting. Reuters (2/24, Cherelus) reports “dozens of U.S. colleges and universities, including at least
three Ivy League schools, have said their application processes will not consider disciplinary action taken against high
school students who protest last week’s massacre at a Florida school.” According to Reuters, the promises came
after “many” school districts “threatened to suspend high school students who take part in nationwide gun control
walkouts and other demonstrations called by survivors of the mass shooting that killed 17 people at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland.”

POLITICS & POLICY
ESSA Contains Provision Requiring States To Report School-Level Per-Student Funding.
The Seventy Four (2/25) reports that in the perennial debate over public school funding, “the way districts distribute
money down to the school that report to them – and whether those dollars are distributed fairly,” has been difficult for
the public to ascertain. However, when Congress passed ESSA, “they included a little-noticed, bipartisan provision
that requires states to report per-pupil spending at the school level.” Advocates and researchers predict the change,
scheduled to take effect for the 2018-19 school year, “is likely to expose disparities in the way some districts divide
resources among their schools.”

School Leadership Advocacy Groups Call For Continued Funding For Federal Leadership
Programs.
Education Week (2/23) reports that Title II, Part A, teacher professional development, the Supporting Effective
Educator Development grant program, and the School Leader Recruitment and Support grant program all face cuts or
elimination under President Trump’s budget plan “for the second year in a row.” The article reports National
Association of Secondary School Principals Spokesman Bob Farrace said that “the proposed cuts show the
administration’s ‘disregard’ for what it takes to develop good school leaders and what the research says about the
important role that school leaders play in student success.” The piece reports that NASSP, the National Association
of Elementary School Principals, the American Federation of School Administrators, New Leaders, ASCD, and
Learning Forward released a statement saying “the administration’s proposed budget puts the nation’s students
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and future at risk.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Idaho Senate Committee Approves State Standards Including Climate Change.
The New York Times (2/23, Albeck-Ripka, Subscription Publication) reports on Thursday, the Idaho State Senate
education committee approved “standards that included sections on human-caused climate change.” Last year, “all
mentions of human-caused climate change” had been removed from the standards, and “the House education
committee voted to gut the supporting content.” Then, on Thursday, Senate committee approved the state education
department’s “revised standards in full, including the supporting content.” They will now take effect because they
were not rejected by both chambers.

King University Encourages Girls To Study STEM.
The AP (2/24) reported King University’s Women in STEM organization hosted an event Saturday to introduce
elementary and middle school students to chemistry, math, and genetics “in a fun atmosphere, with King students
running the daylong event.” Wendy Trayner, STEM adviser and math professor at the Tennessee university,
commented, “We wanted to encourage more girls to study these fields, to enjoy them, to look at something they may
want to do,” as females “are drastically under-represented nationally” in STEM fields. More than 70 students from
both Tennessee and Virginia attended the event.

South Dakota Chemistry Professor Uses Pyrotechnics To Boost Interest In Engineering,
Science.
The AP (2/24) reported that on Thursday as part of the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology’s Engineering
and Science Day, chemistry professor Justin Meyer led “captivating demonstrations with pyrotechnics to encourage
young students to pursue degrees in science and engineering.” Meyer “said science classes aren’t all unpredictable
demonstrations and pyrotechnics,” but that such demos can show students what is possible. Jade Herman, a special
projects coordinator for Mines President James Rankin’s office, helped organize the event. Herman “said attending
Engineering and Science Day is what inspired her to seek an undergraduate degree from the college.”

NJ News Analyzes Why Top Schools Sank In Latest New Jersey Rankings.
NJ News (2/25) examines why, under New Jersey’s new school accountability system released last month, Westfield
Senior High School scored 63.1 on a scale of 0-100, “placing it in the 66th percentile.” While “there is nothing
seriously wrong with a high school that consistently ranks on Newsweek’s list of the best high schools in the entire
county,” it sank in the state rating because more than half of its students opted out of the state’s “controversial
PARCC” math exam. A federal law change “mandates counting thousands of students who skipped their annual
state exams as if they had flunked them,” and under New Jersey’s new accountability system, “federal proficiency
rates in English and math” account for roughly “a third of a high school’s overall state rating.” Subsequently, New
Jersey schools like “Westfield, with its pricey school taxes and impressive SAT scores” but low state exam
participation rates, are left with “little chance to rank among the state’s best.”

West Virginia Teachers Strike To Protest Low Pay.
The New York Times (2/23, Hauser, Subscription Publication) reports that “public school teachers and employees in
West Virginia staged a walkout on Friday,” calling for pay increases. It was organized by the American Federation of
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Teachers-West Virginia, the West Virginia Education Association and the West Virginia School Service Personnel
Association. The NEA says that West Virginia’s average teacher salary was $45,622 “48th in the country.” The
state has 680 public schools and 19,488 classroom teachers. The immediate reason for the strike was Gov. James C.
Justice’s approval of “legislation on Wednesday that would provide teachers and school service personnel a 2
percent raise starting in July.”
The CBS Evening News (2/23, story 9, 0:30, Glor) provided similar coverage in a brief report.

WSJournal: Teachers Union Holds Power In New Jersey.
The Wall Street Journal (2/23, Subscription Publication) editorializes that the dismissal of Paula White, assistant
commissioner of New Jersey’s Department of Education, hours after her approval by the state school board reveals
Gov. Phil Murphy is the puppet of the state teachers union. The Journal says that while White should have been
praised for her moderate positions, she is not extreme enough for the union.

Dallas District Superintendent Says Teacher Effectiveness System Financially Unsustainable.
The Dallas Morning News (2/24, Smith, Writer) reported that in remarks Thursday to the Texas Commission of Public
School Finance, Stanford University economist Eric Hanushek, a director at the Texas Schools Project headquartered
at the University of Texas-Dallas, “heaped praise” on the Dallas Independent School District “for leveraging its
teacher effectiveness system to help its most needy schools.” Just minutes after the “renowned educational
economist told state lawmakers that Dallas ISD’s work on teacher effectiveness could put Texas ‘at the top of the
world’ if replicated statewide, DISD Superintendent Michael Hinojosa delivered a dampening dose of reality.”
Hinojosa said the teacher evaluation and merit pay systems at the core of the Teacher Excellence System are
unsustainable, “as DISD struggles to balance its innovations with looming budget woes, he said.” Hinonjosa also
asked the state lawmakers to reconsider a proposal that would provide “public school districts with innovative
evaluation systems a pool of additional resources from which to draw.”

P-TECH Brooklyn Leader Stresses Necessity Of Developing Teachers Locally.
In a piece for the Seventy Four (2/25, Davis), P-TECH Brooklyn founding principal Rashid Ferrod Davis says “the
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, including what became known as the Fair Housing Act,” yielded changes of
“particular importance to education advocates because we are keenly aware of just how profoundly zip code affects
a student’s access to a quality education.” Notably, Davis writes, “we know the dearth of African-American male
educators in the classroom can have negative consequences for students, particularly for young men of color.” Davis
stresses that the issue of education is a local one, as “teachers must be able to relate to the cultural realities of their
students and help them thrive.” Cultivating local talent and helping a student become a teacher may be “a long
game,” Davis adds, “but it pays incredible dividends for students, educators, and communities.”

OPERATIONS
DC Mayor Faces “Education Crisis,” But Has No Challenger In Reelection Bid.
The Washington Post (2/24, Nirappil) reports DC Mayor Muriel E. Bowser is facing an “education crisis” which it
characterizes as “the stuff of nightmares for a big city mayor in an election year.” Last week, she removed Schools
Chancellor Antwan Wilson “after he violated his own policies to place his daughter in a sought-after school with a
wait list of more than 600 families.” Still, the Post adds, “with no credible challenger and the filing deadline less than
a month away, Bowser seems insulated from voter backlash at the polls.”
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St. Paul District Superintendent Shifts Priorities In Draft Strategic Plan.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (2/24) reported St. Paul Public Schools Superintendent Joe Gothard told the school
board last week that his strategic plan for the district will “focus on teaching and learning.” Former district
Superintendent Valeria Silva’s strategic plan seven years ago “emphasized neighborhood schools as a key to
boosting student achievement,” yielding “a sweeping reorganization of the state’s second-largest district.”
Gothard’s strategic plan “moves much of the focus to student-level instruction and is built on six long-term goals or
outcomes,” with a particular emphasis placed on helping “students who struggle the most.” When Gothard became
the district leader in July, he and his leadership team developed the draft priorities after the consultancy firm
Greenway Strategy Group found a “stubborn achievement gap between white and minority students” as well as
“student flight to charter schools and other districts through open enrollment.”

Oklahoma Superintendents Laud Four-Day School Week.
The AP (2/25) reports 91 of Oklahoma’s 513 public school districts “have a four-day school week, something that
has become synonymous with education in Oklahoma.” State funding cuts led many of those districts to adopt the
approach as a means to reduce expenses without terminating staff, according to superintendents in a Tulsa World
survey. Some respondents said the approach has also become a valuable teacher recruitment and retention tool, and
that “the longer class times that come with a four-day week have allowed teachers to get deeper into their
curriculum.” Some superintendents cautioned that “the impact on academic performance is unclear, crediting the
change in state testing for obscuring the true impact on students.” Nonetheless, “most agree that it would be awfully
unpopular to go back.” The four-day week has not been universally supported, however, and Gov. Mary Fallin “has
advocated for five-day weeks and said the prevalence of four-day school has made it difficult to recruit businesses to
Oklahoma.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Utah Ranked Among Top States For AP Exam Performance.
The AP (2/25) reports the nonprofit College Board revealed 67 percent of the 40,755 Utah high school students who
took Advanced Placement exams last year earned college credit. In that respect, Utah “trails only New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Connecticut and South Dakota.” The state also ranked 12 among states “with the highest percentage of
public high school graduates scoring a 3 or higher on an AP exam.” State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Sydnee Dickson said high school students who earn college credit are more likely to pursue a post-secondary
education than their peers.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Oklahoma Students Protest Proposed State Education Cuts.
The AP (2/24) reported that on Friday, hundreds of Bartlesville High School students “symbolically cut class to
protest proposed state education funding cuts.” The Oklahoma students gathered on the football field for a 22-minute
demonstration – “one minute for each million that would be cut.” In a bid “to balance the budget for the current fiscal
year,” Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin is expected to approve $44.7 million in cuts proposed by state lawmakers “after
they failed to approve a package of tax increases that would have included a pay raise for teachers.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
Los Angeles Education Community Debates School Safety Search Policies.
The Los Angeles Times (2/24, Netburn) reports that as the nation remains gripped by the debate over school safety
sparked by the Parkland massacre, “in Los Angeles, the debate over safety also has extended in another direction”
as students and educators debate “the current system for searching students for weapons” Some say the practice
“is unfair, while others believe it makes campuses safer and want even more safety measures.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Virginia Parents Remain Concerned About District’s Restraint, Seclusion Practices.
The Loudoun (VA) Times-Mirror (2/25, Collazo) reports that on Thursday, Loudoun County Public Schools in Virginia
“hosted a forum on its restraint and seclusion tactics for students with special needs in an attempt to educate parents
and assuage concerns.” The district has already held two informational sessions on the matter, but “parents still
expressed anger, confusion and concern” at the gathering. LCPS “Director of Special Education Suzanne Jimenez
gave an hour-long presentation on guidelines for restraint and seclusion set by the Virginia Department of Education
and informed parents on how to get involved with the school system.” She said the district “follows all VDOE
guidelines on restraint and seclusion,” but uses so-called “Positive Behavior Interventions” based on the Mandt
System prior to implementing those practices. Still, some “parents accused Jimenez of not answering questions and
said their experience did not mirror the advertised guidelines.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Trump Touts Proposal To Arm “Gun-Adept Teachers” With Military Experience.
• DeVos Calls For Greater School Choice For Military Families.
• West Virginia Teachers Strike Thursday Shuttering All Public Schools.
• Minnesota Schools, Firms Look To Environmental Design Measures To Prevent Crime.
• Colorado Voters May Decide On New Funding Measure.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Monday, February 26, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Los Angeles Education Community Debates
School Safety Search Policies.
The Los Angeles Times (2/24, Netburn) reports that as the
nation remains gripped by the debate over school safety
sparked by the Parkland massacre, “in Los Angeles, the
debate over safety also has extended in another direction”
as students and educators debate “the current system for
searching students for weapons” Some say the practice “is
unfair, while others believe it makes campuses safer and
want even more safety measures.”

Idaho Senate Committee Approves State
Standards Including Climate Change.
The New York Times (2/23, Albeck-Ripka, Subscription
Publication) reports on Thursday, the Idaho State Senate
education committee approved “standards that included sections on human-caused climate change.” Last year, “all
mentions of human-caused climate change” had been removed from the standards, and “the House education
committee voted to gut the supporting content.” Then, on Thursday, Senate committee approved the state education
department’s “revised standards in full, including the supporting content.” They will now take effect because they
were not rejected by both chambers.

King University Encourages Girls To Study STEM.
The AP (2/24) reported King University’s Women in STEM organization hosted an event Saturday to introduce
elementary and middle school students to chemistry, math, and genetics “in a fun atmosphere, with King students
running the daylong event.” Wendy Trayner, STEM adviser and math professor at the Tennessee university,
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commented, “We wanted to encourage more girls to study these fields, to enjoy them, to look at something they may
want to do,” as females “are drastically under-represented nationally” in STEM fields. More than 70 students from
both Tennessee and Virginia attended the event.

South Dakota Chemistry Professor Uses Pyrotechnics To Boost Interest In Engineering,
Science.
The AP (2/24) reported that on Thursday as part of the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology’s Engineering
and Science Day, chemistry professor Justin Meyer led “captivating demonstrations with pyrotechnics to encourage
young students to pursue degrees in science and engineering.” Meyer “said science classes aren’t all unpredictable
demonstrations and pyrotechnics,” but that such demos can show students what is possible. Jade Herman, a special
projects coordinator for Mines President James Rankin’s office, helped organize the event. Herman “said attending
Engineering and Science Day is what inspired her to seek an undergraduate degree from the college.”

NJ News Analyzes Why Top Schools Sank In Latest New Jersey Rankings.
NJ News (2/25) examines why, under New Jersey’s new school accountability system released last month, Westfield
Senior High School scored 63.1 on a scale of 0-100, “placing it in the 66th percentile.” While “there is nothing
seriously wrong with a high school that consistently ranks on Newsweek’s list of the best high schools in the entire
county,” it sank in the state rating because more than half of its students opted out of the state’s “controversial
PARCC” math exam. A federal law change “mandates counting thousands of students who skipped their annual
state exams as if they had flunked them,” and under New Jersey’s new accountability system, “federal proficiency
rates in English and math” account for roughly “a third of a high school’s overall state rating.” Subsequently, New
Jersey schools like “Westfield, with its pricey school taxes and impressive SAT scores” but low state exam
participation rates, are left with “little chance to rank among the state’s best.”

West Virginia Teachers Strike To Protest Low Pay.
The New York Times (2/23, Hauser, Subscription Publication) reports that “public school teachers and employees in
West Virginia staged a walkout on Friday,” calling for pay increases. It was organized by the American Federation of
Teachers-West Virginia, the West Virginia Education Association and the West Virginia School Service Personnel
Association. The NEA says that West Virginia’s average teacher salary was $45,622 “48th in the country.” The
state has 680 public schools and 19,488 classroom teachers. The immediate reason for the strike was Gov. James C.
Justice’s approval of “legislation on Wednesday that would provide teachers and school service personnel a 2
percent raise starting in July.”
The CBS Evening News (2/23, story 9, 0:30, Glor) provided similar coverage in a brief report.

WSJournal: Teachers Union Holds Power In New Jersey.
The Wall Street Journal (2/23, Subscription Publication) editorializes that the dismissal of Paula White, assistant
commissioner of New Jersey’s Department of Education, hours after her approval by the state school board reveals
Gov. Phil Murphy is the puppet of the state teachers union. The Journal says that while White should have been
praised for her moderate positions, she is not extreme enough for the union.

Dallas District Superintendent Says Teacher Effectiveness System Financially Unsustainable.
The Dallas Morning News (2/24, Smith, Writer) reported that in remarks Thursday to the Texas Commission of Public
School Finance, Stanford University economist Eric Hanushek, a director at the Texas Schools Project headquartered
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at the University of Texas-Dallas, “heaped praise” on the Dallas Independent School District “for leveraging its
teacher effectiveness system to help its most needy schools.” Just minutes after the “renowned educational
economist told state lawmakers that Dallas ISD’s work on teacher effectiveness could put Texas ‘at the top of the
world’ if replicated statewide, DISD Superintendent Michael Hinojosa delivered a dampening dose of reality.”
Hinojosa said the teacher evaluation and merit pay systems at the core of the Teacher Excellence System are
unsustainable, “as DISD struggles to balance its innovations with looming budget woes, he said.” Hinonjosa also
asked the state lawmakers to reconsider a proposal that would provide “public school districts with innovative
evaluation systems a pool of additional resources from which to draw.”

P-TECH Brooklyn Leader Stresses Necessity Of Developing Teachers Locally.
In a piece for the Seventy Four (2/25, Davis), P-TECH Brooklyn founding principal Rashid Ferrod Davis says “the
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, including what became known as the Fair Housing Act,” yielded changes of
“particular importance to education advocates because we are keenly aware of just how profoundly zip code affects
a student’s access to a quality education.” Notably, Davis writes, “we know the dearth of African-American male
educators in the classroom can have negative consequences for students, particularly for young men of color.” Davis
stresses that the issue of education is a local one, as “teachers must be able to relate to the cultural realities of their
students and help them thrive.” Cultivating local talent and helping a student become a teacher may be “a long
game,” Davis adds, “but it pays incredible dividends for students, educators, and communities.”

FROM NASSP
NASSP’s Building Ranks and the PSEL Standards
Attend a webinar to help you capitalize on your strengths and identify the levers that have the greatest
direct effect on the culture and status of learning and teaching. Using NASSP’s new framework, Building
Ranks, learn more about how you can put the Professional Standards for Educational Leaders into
practice at your school. The webinar, “ Professional Standards of Educational Leadership in Practice:
NASSP’s Building Ranks,” will be held on Wednesday, February 28, from 3:30–4:30 p.m. (ET).
Register today!

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Trump To Stress School Safety As Top Priority In Meeting With Governors.
Brief remarks by the President during a White House reception for the nation’s governors sparked a handful of print
and online reports late last night. The AP (2/25, Superville) reports Trump said “the deadly mass shooting at a
Florida high school is the top issue he wants to discuss with the nation’s governors,” who “are in Washington for
their annual winter meeting.” Hosting “the governors for an annual black-tie ball,” Trump called them “very, very
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special people,” and said of today’s meetings, “We’ll be talking about Parkland and the horrible event that took
place last week. ... That will be one of the subjects. We’ll make it first on our list.”
Fox News (2/25, Chamberlain) said “Trump’s session with the governors will be the latest in which he solicits
ideas for stopping gun violence at schools as the White House works to finalize an expected legislative proposal.”
CBS News (2/25) reported on its website that Trump has “signaled several avenues on gun reforms that he would
consider, including supporting bipartisan legislation on more stringent background checks and raising the age limit of
those who can purchase high-capacity weapons.” He has also “called on the Justice Department to explore
regulations that would ban ‘bump stock’ devices.”
The Hill (2/25, Manchester) says the President “singled out Florida Gov. Rick Scott...for his work after the
shooting, which occurred at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School.” Said Trump, “I want to thank Governor Rick
Scott of Florida. Rick, please stand up. You’re doing a great job. Really great job.” The President “used the rest of
his address to the nation’s governors on Sunday to tout the economy and the Republican-backed tax reform bill.”
Trump: States Should Decide Whether To Arm Teachers. President Trump on Saturday tweeted, “Armed Educators
(and trusted people who work within a school) love our students and will protect them. Very smart people. Must be
firearms adept & have annual training. Should get yearly bonus. Shootings will not happen again – a big & very
inexpensive deterrent. Up to States.” While the network newscasts dedicated more than 11 minutes to the shooting,
brief reporting on Trump’s tweet portrayed the remarks as a revision to his proposal to arm teachers in a manner that
reduces the likelihood of federal action.
Typical of the tone of the reporting was the AP (2/24, Superville), which says Trump “appeared Saturday to
begin refining his proposals for combatting school violence.” The AP adds that although the President had raised
“expectations [that he] would propose federal legislation on arming teachers,” his tweet Saturday indicates “that no
longer appeared to be the case.” Politico (2/24, Griffiths) similarly reports Trump added “a new twist to [the] proposal
the president has repeatedly and controversially floated in the wake of the recent mass school shooting in Parkland,
Florida.”
More Corporate Sponsors Cut Ties With NRA, Prompting Condemnation By Organization. ABC World News
Tonight’s (2/24, story 4, 2:25, Llamas) Stephanie Ramos reported the “backlash against the NRA is growing,” as
Delta and United Airlines on Saturday joined “more than a dozen major corporations now dumping discounts for NRA
members” while “an online petition demanding Amazon remove the gun advocate’s channel from its streaming
service has more than 45,000 signatures in less than 24 hours.” USA Today (2/24, Stanglin) also reports “a
Change.org petition calling on 25 companies to break ties with the NRA had received almost 7,000 signatures by
Saturday morning.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/24, Fuhrmans, Subscription Publication) attributes the expanding corporate response
to the #BoycottNRA campaign, which is currently among the top hashtags trending on Twitter, and the New York
Times (2/24, Fortin, Subscription Publication), in a piece highlighting the corporate defections, reports “many” of the
companies that cut ties with the NRA “said they did it in response to consumer complaints.”
Parkland Student Blasts NRA. The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (2/25) reports, “In fierce appearances on Sunday
morning programs, Stoneman Douglas High School student David Hogg thanked his ‘disgusting’ detractors and
called out the ‘completely broken’ NRA.” Hogg has been attacked as a “crisis actor” in social media, and “on
CNN’s ‘Reliable Sources,’ he thanked those critics for ‘great advertising.’ ... Hogg also lambasted the NRA and
national spokeswoman Dana Loesch.”
In Days After Parkland Shooting, Wave Of Threats, Arrests, False Alarms. The New York Times (2/25, Bosman,
Subscription Publication) reports that in the wake of the Parkland shooting, there has been “a surge of violent
threats, tips and false alarms aimed at schools” that has “inundated school districts and police departments.” The
article lists a number of such instances and says, “Experts said that the sharp increase in threats and false alarms in
the days since the Florida shooting reflects the unusually intense public conversation and media coverage that have
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unfolded since that attack. In the tense days that have followed, the experts said, teenagers are borrowing the
language of school shootings to provoke or cause turmoil. And anxious school employees are on high alert, watchful
for any sign of a potential shooter and quick to summon the police over behavior that, in a different moment, might
have been overlooked.”
Colleges, Universities Say Applicants Will Not Be Penalized Over Peaceful Protests Following Florida Shooting.

Reuters (2/24, Cherelus) reports “dozens of U.S. colleges and universities, including at least three Ivy League
schools, have said their application processes will not consider disciplinary action taken against high school students
who protest last week’s massacre at a Florida school.” According to Reuters, the promises came after “many”
school districts “threatened to suspend high school students who take part in nationwide gun control walkouts and
other demonstrations called by survivors of the mass shooting that killed 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School in Parkland.”

ESSA Contains Provision Requiring States To Report School-Level Per-Student Funding.
The Seventy Four (2/25) reports that in the perennial debate over public school funding, “the way districts distribute
money down to the school that report to them – and whether those dollars are distributed fairly,” has been difficult for
the public to ascertain. However, when Congress passed ESSA, “they included a little-noticed, bipartisan provision
that requires states to report per-pupil spending at the school level.” Advocates and researchers predict the change,
scheduled to take effect for the 2018-19 school year, “is likely to expose disparities in the way some districts divide
resources among their schools.”

School Leadership Advocacy Groups Call For Continued Funding For Federal Leadership
Programs.
Education Week (2/23) reports that Title II, Part A, teacher professional development, the Supporting Effective
Educator Development grant program, and the School Leader Recruitment and Support grant program all face cuts or
elimination under President Trump’s budget plan “for the second year in a row.” The article reports National
Association of Secondary School Principals Spokesman Bob Farrace said that “the proposed cuts show the
administration’s ‘disregard’ for what it takes to develop good school leaders and what the research says about the
important role that school leaders play in student success.” The piece reports that NASSP, the National Association
of Elementary School Principals, the American Federation of School Administrators, New Leaders, ASCD, and
Learning Forward released a statement saying “the administration’s proposed budget puts the nation’s students
and future at risk.”

ADVERTISER SUPPLIED CONTENT
Cultivating A Growth Mindset.
A growth mindset is the belief that one can overcome any obstacle if they are willing to work hard. Using simple
techniques, educators can cultivate a growth mindset in students helping to close achievement gaps.

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS
Utah Ranked Among Top States For AP Exam
Performance.
The AP (2/25) reports the nonprofit College Board revealed
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67 percent of the 40,755 Utah high school students who
took Advanced Placement exams last year earned college
credit. In that respect, Utah “trails only New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Connecticut and South Dakota.” The state
also ranked 12 among states “with the highest percentage
of public high school graduates scoring a 3 or higher on an
AP exam.” State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Sydnee Dickson said high school students who earn college
credit are more likely to pursue a post-secondary education
than their peers.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Atlanta Journal-Constitution Analyzes Decline Of HBCUs.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (2/24, Rankin) analyzed America’s 101 accredited historically black colleges and
universities (HBCUs) and “found the usual stars in the HBCU firmament – but also some troubled institutions that
have struggled for years.” Five decades ago, “90 percent of all black college students went to black colleges,” but
today, “90 percent of black students are at mostly white schools.” Some college finance experts believe that in the
next 20 years, dozens of HBCUs will close, as many are currently struggling with unsustainable enrollment drops.
The Journal-Constitution examined some of the issues currently faced by HBCUs, such as poor financial decisions,
reduced state funding, financial aid changes, and increased competition from other institutions. Georgia State
University, for example, has vigorously recruited “first-generation college students with low family incomes,” and it
“graduated more black students in 2017 than any institution in the nation.” Meanwhile, many HBCU administrators
are “trying to figure out what will work to help” their institutions succeed.
In a piece for the Baltimore Sun (2/23), The Education Trust president and chief executive and former Education
Secretary John B. King Jr. wrote that since the first HBCU was founded in 1837, they “have understood that a quality
education can give people the knowledge, skills and tools to reach their promise and to challenge the structural
barriers created by institutional racism.” He noted The Education Trust’s most recent report, titled “A Look at Black
Student Success,” found “that, when compared with colleges serving similar students,” HBCUs were more
“successful in helping students graduate.” While more black students are enrolling in college “than ever before,”
King added, “not enough of these students graduate.” To close the college completion gap for black students, King
recommended “improving graduation rates at institutions where black students are more likely to attend, including
HBCUs; changing enrollment patterns so that selective institutions enroll more black students; and increasing the
supports that students receive in college so that they can persist through graduation day.”

Higher Ed Bill Includes Several Narrower Provisions.
The Wall Street Journal (2/23, Korn, Hackman, Subscription Publication) reports on the PROSPER bill by Rep.
Virginia Foxx (R-NC) a broad higher-education bill that also includes measures to prevent universities from acting
against students who join single-sex organizations, and to allow religious schools to prohibit same-sex relationships,
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and also allow schools to wait for action by law enforcement before ruling on sexual-assault cases.

NYTimes Analysis: Yale Trial Will Be Rare Instance Of Campus Rape Allegation Aired In Court.
The New York Times (2/25, Wang, Subscription Publication) reports that when Saifullah Khan, 25, “stands trial in
New Haven this week, accused of raping a fellow Yale student on Halloween of 2015, he will join the ranks of a small,
unusual group: men who are accused of sexual assault on campus, and who then hear those accusations aired in a
court of law.” According to the Times, “experts and victim advocates agree that the number” of campus rape cases
that go to trial “is vanishingly small.” The Justice Department “estimates that between 4 percent and 20 percent of
female college students who are raped report the attack to law enforcement,” and “of reported cases, only a fraction
lead to arrests, let alone a trial.” The Yale incident “might seem like a perfect case to test the fiercely debated
question of whether college rape accusations are best handled by internal university panels or by law enforcement.”

FRIDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• West Virginia Teachers Strike Thursday Shuttering All Public Schools.
• Trump Touts Proposal To Arm “Gun-Adept Teachers” With Military Experience.
• Education Department Releases Records On Higher Ed Accrediting Agencies.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Joleen Lopez" <Joleen.Lopez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 15 Feb 2018 11:52:50 -0700 (MST)
U.S. History Work
"audreyyy9900@gmail.com" <audreyyy9900@gmail.com>

Attachments:Bill of Rights Chart.docx (22.59k) Study Guide.docx (19.72k) Illustration Chart - Bill of Rights.docx (43.39k) Bill of Rights Textbook Questions.docx (21.51k)

Hello Audrey!!!!
I hope you are improving and doing well. We miss having you in our U.S. History class! :)
Below is a list of assignments which I have attached to this e-mail for you to complete for U.S. History:
1)Bill of Rights Textbook Questions
2)Bill of Rights Illustration Chart - directions are on the handout and you may use clipart for your pictures! :)
3)Government Study Guide
Earlier in the year, I checked out a textbook to you ... hopefully, you have this available for you to use. If not, I attached an information sheet with notes for assignment #1. For your
study guide, you can use your textbook as well or your U.S. History notebook. If your notebook is still here in my classroom, we can make arrangements for it to be picked up. If you
have any questions over your assignments, PLEASE do not hesitate to e-mail me back and let me know. You may submit all your completed assignments through e-mail when they
are finished. When you are finished with these assignments, I will make arrangements for you to make-up your Government Test.
I hope you get better soon!
Smiles! :)
Mrs. Joleen Lopez
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Microsoft Outlook" <MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Sun, 11 Feb 2018 10:11:26 -0700 (MST)
Undeliverable: Carlsbad Municipal Schools - RFP 2017-2018-5 Wireless Access Points
<Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points FINAL.pdf (267.38k)

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups:
josh@comnet.us (josh@comnet.us)

The server has tried to deliver this message, without success, and has stopped trying. Please try sending this message again. If the problem continues, contact your helpdesk.

Diagnostic information for administrators:
Generating server: MAIL2013.carlsbad.k12.nm.us
Total retry attempts: 2599
josh@comnet.us
Remote Server returned '550 4.4.7 QUEUE.Expired; message expired'
Original message headers:
Received: from Exch2013-2.carlsbad.k12.nm.us (10.168.1.166) by
MAIL2013.carlsbad.k12.nm.us (10.168.1.41) with Microsoft SMTP Server (TLS) id
15.0.1365.1; Fri, 9 Feb 2018 10:11:35 -0700
Received: from Exch2013-2.carlsbad.k12.nm.us (10.168.1.166) by
Exch2013-2.carlsbad.k12.nm.us (10.168.1.166) with Microsoft SMTP Server (TLS)
id 15.0.1365.1; Fri, 9 Feb 2018 10:11:34 -0700
Received: from Exch2013-2.carlsbad.k12.nm.us ([fe80::615f:b10f:795e:d80]) by
Exch2013-2.carlsbad.k12.nm.us ([fe80::615f:b10f:795e:d80%12]) with mapi id
15.00.1365.000; Fri, 9 Feb 2018 10:11:34 -0700
From: Chenyu Liu <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
To: "josh@comnet.us" <josh@comnet.us>
CC: Crystal Hernandez <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Subject: Carlsbad Municipal Schools - RFP 2017-2018-5 Wireless Access Points
Thread-Topic: Carlsbad Municipal Schools - RFP 2017-2018-5 Wireless Access
Points
Thread-Index: AdOhyPZQZhkVEF/zRkO4G6Ek/L1FkQ==
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 17:11:34 +0000
Message-ID: <7979a32f8d01453696ccbb2d4108610d@Exch2013-2.carlsbad.k12.nm.us>
Accept-Language: en-US
Content-Language: en-US
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator:
x-ms-exchange-transport-fromentityheader: Hosted
x-originating-ip: [10.168.1.168]
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;
boundary="_004_7979a32f8d01453696ccbb2d4108610dExch20132carlsbadk12nmu_"
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Return-Path: Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Rafael Espinoza (via Google Docs)" <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
Mon, 12 Feb 2018 14:22:37 -0700 (MST)
Untitled document
<allison.frazier@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Attachments:Untitled document.pdf (54.41k)

rafael.espinoza@carlsbadnmschools.com has attached the following document:

Untitled document

howdy

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Wed, 28 Mar 2018 14:57:33 -0600 (MDT)
Updated Bid for Fresh Produce
"Veronica Patrick" <Veronica.Patrick@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Bid 2017-2018-FS-05-Fresh Produce.docx (251.73k)

Thank you very much Veronica. Good eye.
Alex
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NMSDA" <newmexicospeechanddebate@gmail.com>
Sat, 3 Mar 2018 10:52:48 -0700 (MST)
Updated Legislation and Judges
"NMSDA Members" <nmsda-members@googlegroups.com>

Attachments:2018 NM District Congress Packet.pdf (630.8k) 2018 NM District Congress Packet.docx (542.71k)

Well it already happened. Here is an updated Congress Packet that includes two more bills from Los Alamos.
While I have your attention, please start forwarding this link to everyone you know!!
http://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c044dabac2fabf94-2018
In one week from now, I would like to see this judge sign up completely filled.
Thanks!
---You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "NMSDA Members" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to nmsda-members+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/nmsda-members/4a95809c-f48a-4f12-a23b-bea83a0c5b8f%40googlegroups.com.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Mon, 23 Apr 2018 09:46:16 -0600 (MDT)
Updated RFP - Related Service
"Crystal Hernandez" <Crystal.Hernandez@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:RFP 2017-2018-6 - Contract Related Services.docx (290.54k)

Use this one for review.
Chenyu Alex Liu, MBA
Director of Finance
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
P: 575-234-3300 Ext. 1016
C: 505-410-7400
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Joanna May" <Joanna.May@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 15 Feb 2018 12:12:53 -0700 (MST)
US Hist
"Marta Donaghe" <Marta.Donaghe@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:US History Curriculum Map.docx (161.78k) USHistStandards.docx (32.87k)
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Marta Donaghe" <Marta.Donaghe@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 16 Feb 2018 23:58:01 -0700 (MST)
US History Curriculum
"Eric Spencer" <Eric.Spencer@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CECHS US HISTORY SYLLABUS.docx (30.01k) CECHS US HISTORY PACING GUIDE.docx (16.93k) CECHS US HISTORY 2018 CURRIC MAP.docx (85.87k)

I am getting this in under the wire!!! You said by today...and it will be time stamped for today! Yea me!
Have a terrific three day weekend. I hope you get to truly enjoy at least one day without ANY school work connected to it.
I really appreciate all you do for the school district but more so for CECHS and for your staff. You are a terrific principal! Thank you for that.
-Marta
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Twitter" <info@twitter.com>
Wed, 7 Mar 2018 20:10:29 -0700 (MST)
Vicki Chavez Tweeted: RT @Chavez1919: Marlene Padrone, Deming High principal, sharing words of wisdom with our Spanish Spelling Bee participants. …
"NMAESP" <markbarela@nmaesp.org>

7

Your Highlights
Vicki Chavez
@VickiChavezNM
RT @Chavez1919: Marlene Padrone, Deming High principal,
sharing words of wisdom with our Spanish Spelling Bee
participants. https://t.co/nL…

Education Week
@educationweek
.@PoliticsK12: Betsy DeVos in Florida: Arming Well-Trained
Staff Should Be Option for Schools #edpolitics

Betsy DeVos in Florida: Arming Well-Trained Staff
Should Be Option for Schools
U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos traveled to
Parkland, Fla., Wednesday to meet with st... more
blogs.edweek.org

2

8

Cara Malone
@MaloneCara
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10

RT @gcouros: Your Best “Classroom Management” Strategy
georgecouros.ca/blog/archives/…

Politics K-12
@PoliticsK12
Another unhappy reaction to the @BetsyDeVosED visit to
Marjory Stoneman Douglas from a student.
twitter.com/AgCI3Cu2/statu…
1

3

4

NAESP
@NAESP
Are you a transpersonal leader? The transpersonal leader is
robust and radical yet caring, authentic and ethical, seeking
sustainable and continued performance enhancement for the
organization they are involved in leading. via @SkipPrichard
bit.ly/2oNdyly
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1

6

NASSP Retweeted

JoAnn Bartoletti
@BartolettiNASSP
Glad to see Virginia Dept of Ed @VDOE_News consulting
@NASSP walkout protest guidance to develop policies that
preserve both student safety and rights of free expression.
@VaPrincipals sovanow.com/index.php?/new…
2

5

See more on Twitter

Settings | Help | Unsubscribe
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We sent this email to @NMAESP
Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco,
CA 94103
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NASSP Principals Update" <PrincipalUpdate@nassp.bulletinmedia.com>
Fri, 16 Mar 2018 05:36:27 -0600 (MDT)
Video Footage Shows Officer Standing Outside Parkland School
<eric.spencer@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning Eric Spencer

Friday, March 16, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Video Footage Shows Officer Standing Outside
Parkland School.
The Washington Post (3/15, Berman) says new video
footage of the Parkland, Florida high school shooting
released Thursday by the Broward County Sheriff’s Office
showed officer Scot Peterson “standing outside a school
building while the massacre unfolded inside.” Peterson,
whose “behavior during and after” the shooting was
criticized by Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel after
Peterson failed to rush into the building to confront the
gunman, “has defended his response to the shooting by
arguing that he believed the gunfire was coming from
outside, rather than inside, a school building.” The New
York Times (3/15, Mazzei, Subscription Publication)
provides similar coverage.
NBC Nightly News (3/15, story 4, 2:10, Holt) said that Peterson “is seen running, getting into a golf cart.” The
report showed a student saying, “That was his job to go into the building when there is a shooting. That’s what
angered me, that he wasn’t there doing his job.” ABC World News Tonight (3/15, story 6, 0:30, Muir) said the video
showed Peterson “outside the school for 27 minutes as 17 people were being shot and killed.”
Parkland Shooter Investigation Offers Opportunity To Explore Question Of “Why.” In a 2,200-word article, the
Washington Post (3/15, Wan, Berman) says the fact that the suspected shooter in the Parkland, Florida school
shooting remains alive presents “an unusual opportunity” for investigators to answer the question that “nags at
survivors and families”: Why? The article provides background on the investigation into the 2012 shootings in a
movie theater in Aurora, Colorado, and cites the views of others who have probed the motivations behind
perpetrators of mass shootings.
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Nickelodeon Shows Parkland Students Sign Of Support During PAW Patrol Airing.
USA Today (3/14, Roark) reported, “From 10 a.m. until 10:17 a.m. Nickelodeon” broadcast the text, “In support of
kids leading the way today, Nickelodeon will be off the air until 17 minutes past the hour.” The station paused its
programming in recognition of a nationwide student walkout aimed at promoting gun reform in the wake of the
shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. USA Today highlighted how Tennessee mother Kelly Bradshaw
Ballard posted to Facebook, “Way to go, Nickelodeon!!” after seeing the message while “watching Paw Patrol with
her son.”

AP: Push For Tighter Gun Laws Faces Uphill Battle In States.
The AP (3/15, Foley) reports that the push for tighter gun laws “faces an uphill climb in a majority of states, an
Associated Press review of gun legislation found.” The AP “survey of bill activity in state legislatures before and
after” the Florida school shooting “suggests that votes like the one in Florida, where Republican lawmakers defied
the National Rifle Association to pass new gun regulations, are unlikely to be repeated in many other states, at least
not this year.”

Student Walkouts Spark Little Reaction From Trump, Other Conservatives.
Education Week (3/15) reports that on the day of the nationwide student walkouts inspired by the Parkland massacre,
President Trump, “known for sharing his thoughts on a wide range of subjects on social media, never acknowledged
the walkouts.” The walkouts “were noted by many celebrities and Democrats...but they went largely
unacknowledged by conservative leaders.” An ED spokesperson is quoted saying Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
“gives a lot of credit to the students who are raising their voices and demanding change. She hears them, and their
input will be valuable as she convenes the Federal Commission on School Safety and works to find solutions to
keeping all students safe at school.”
New York Governor To Schools Chief: Don’t Punish Students For Walkouts. The Hill (3/15, Manchester) reports
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said Thursday that students should not be disciplined for taking part in the walkouts.
The Hill quotes Cuomo saying, in a letter to state Commissioner Maryellen Elia, “In the last 24 hours, there have
been several reports of New York State schools disciplining students and faculty for participating in yesterday’s
historic events to stop gun violence. In at least one disturbing incident, it was reported that the school physically
blocked the exits to prevent students from demonstrating.”

Over 100 Maryland, DC Schools Call On Congress To Support Gun Reform Measures, Reject
Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/15) reports that over 100 “schools in Maryland and the Washington Area,” including St. Andrew’s
Episcopal School in Potomac, which is attended by President Trump’s son Barron, “on Wednesday signed an open
letter calling on [Trump] and Congress to support gun control measures and to reject arming teachers.”
Education Week (3/15) reports that St. Andrew’s and “dozens of other Maryland private schools” called on
“the president, Congress, and state policymakers to improve background checks, especially for automatic weapons
and strengthen mental health measures. And they don’t want to see the schools arm teachers with guns. The heads
of school called that move—which has been embraced by Trump and U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos—’antithetical to our profession as educators,’ wrote St. Andrew’s head, Robert Kosasky and more than 100
other heads of school in an open letter.”

Wisconsin Governor Proposes $100 Million School-Safety Plan.
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The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (3/15, Marley) reports that Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker “issued a $100 million plan
Thursday to improve school safety,” one “day after high school students around the nation skipped class to demand
gun restrictions.” Walker, up for reelection this fall, “said his proposal – to be taken up in special session – has the
backing of his fellow Republicans who control the Legislature.” In a statement, Walker said, “No child, parent, or
teacher should ever have to feel unsafe in school. This package of bills focuses on ways we can help schools be
safe, just like we did at the federal level ensuring that every airport and airplane were safe after 9/11.”
The Hill (3/15, Anapol) reported that Walker’s “proposal would create a state school safety office to help
schools and law enforcement develop school safety plans and would provide $100 million in taxpayer grants to
improve building security, training and school resource officers in schools.” The Republican “is also proposing that
teachers and school officials be required under law to report threats of school violence, in keeping with guidelines for
reporting suspected child abuse, and to report bullying incidents to parents within 48 hours.” The AP (3/15) also
covers this story.

Pennsylvania Governor Launches School Safety Task Force.
The AP (3/15) reports Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf’s administration “is asking for public input to help a new task
force that the governor and auditor general are heading up to explore ways to make Pennsylvania schools safer and
more secure.” Wolf “on Thursday announced he and Democratic Auditor General Eugene DePasquale will co-chair
the School Safety Task Force” which will “collect concerns about safety and ideas about policy changes; see if
additional funding will help; and measure the effectiveness of student support, physical and mental health programs
and information sharing.” WHYY-TV Philadelphia (3/15) also covers this story.

Alabama House Committee Advances Bill Allowing Teachers To Carry Guns.
The Hill (3/15, Savransky) reports that the Alabama House Public Safety and Homeland Security Committee has
passed a bill “that would let certain teachers carry or have access to guns at school.” Under the bill, which now
advances to the full house, “parents and members of the public would not be aware of which teachers were allowed
to carry firearms.”

Congress Demands Investigation Of DoDEA
Child Sex Assault.
The AP (3/15) reports that in the wake of an ED article
about “sexual assault among children on US military bases,
” members of Congress “[demanded] the Defense and
Justice departments explain how they will solve the
problem.” Meanwhile, members of the House Armed
Services Committee “said it had begun its own examination
of the issue. And a top Democrat on the committee said she
would call a hearing within six months.” The AP reports that
its investigation “revealed that reports of sexual violence
among kids on U.S. military bases at home and abroad
often die on the desks of prosecutors, even when an
attacker confesses.”

Federal Data Point To Significant Decline In Student Bullying.
U.S. News & World Report (3/15) reports that according to new federal data, “the percentage of students reporting
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that they’ve been bullied has dropped by more than a third since 2007. ... The new figures say that 20.8 percent of
students reported being bullied in 2015, continuing a downward trend that dates back to 2007, when 31.7 percent of
students reported being bullied.”

Missouri Robotics Team Advances To World Championship.
The Benton County (MO) Enterprise (3/15) says a Missouri 4-H Robotics team called the “Synthesizers” placed
second in the qualification rounds at the Inaugural FIRST Heartland Regional Robotics Tournament in Kansas City,
Missouri. The team also “received an award for being the highest seeded rookie at the event,” and will advance to
the World Championships in Houston in April.

Female African-American Astronaut Launches Initiative To Encourage Agricultural Science.
The Huffington Post (3/15, Pittman) says Dr. Mae Jemison, “the first African-American woman in space,” is
collaborating with National 4-H Council CEO Jennifer Sirangelo on an initiative “to encourage kids of all ages and
backgrounds to pursue agricultural science.” Jemison said that she and Sirangelo have “set out to change” the idea
that agricultural science “can sound intimidating.”

Survey: Helping Children With Homework Does Little To Boost Test Scores.
The Deseret (UT) News (3/15) reports that according to a “recent global survey” conducted by the London-based
Varkey Foundation, students “whose parents help a lot with their homework may not perform any better on
standardized tests than those who do it all by themselves.” The survey “found one-quarter of parents worldwide
spend seven or more hours a week helping their children with homework.” The article breaks down some of the data
by country, and reports that “analysts rarely found a correlation between increased parental involvement and better
test scores, which raises a question: Should parents be helping with homework at all, and if so, what is the optimal
amount of involvement?”

Denver Teachers’ Strike Becomes Less Imminent.
Chalkbeat (3/15, Asmar) reports that “the prospect of a strike” by Denver’s teachers’ union “is less imminent” than
before, even though the union and Denver school district “failed to reach a deal on an overhaul of the district’s payfor-performance system.” This is partly because district officials “agreed to the union’s request to extend the current
pay-for-performance agreement” until January 2019, “making teacher pay raises more likely.” Chalkbeat adds that
nonetheless, “the union did not take the threat of a strike completely off the table.”

Arizona Teachers’ Movement Protests Low Pay, Teacher Shortage.
USA Today (3/15, Castle) reports that “thousands of Arizona teachers and education advocates” participated last
week in a movement called #RedForEd, “wearing red to protest the low pay they say has contributed to a shortage of
qualified teachers in the state.” The article says the movement came “in response to West Virginia teachers striking
for higher pay,” and provides data on how Arizona teacher salaries compare to other states.

FROM NASSP
Create a Culture That Ensures Success for English Learners
Available for purchase! What School Leaders Need to Know About English Learners, a book co-published
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by TESOL and NASSP, offers school leaders the foundation, ideas, and strategies to improve outcomes
for English-language learners and create rich multicultural and multilingual school environments. Click
here to learn more and purchase the book.
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EDUCATION POLICY
Puerto Rico, Indianapolis, Other Districts Express Interest In ESSA Funding Pilot.
Education Week (3/15) reports, “Indianapolis, Puerto Rico, and three other school districts have applied to join the
Every Student Succeeds Act’s weighted student-funding pilot” in which “districts can combine federal, state, and
local dollars into a single funding stream tied to individual students.” Students with special needs “would carry with
them more money than other students.” The program is intended to provide “equitable funding for all student groups,
” but “the Trump administration is particularly excited about the pilot because it could in theory help school districts
develop public school choice programs.”

School Choice Plays Role At Texas Polls.
The Austin (TX) American Statesman (3/15, Subscription Publication) reports the debate over school choice “played
out at polls across the state this month and will continue in runoff contests on May 22.” The piece reports that public
school teachers opposed to school choice and backers of the policy “ended the March 2 Texas House primaries in a
draw. Both sides are now focused on at least five GOP runoffs for Texas House seats in districts from San Antonio to
North Texas.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Southeast Asian Refugee Group Opposes Connecticut Senate Bill.
NBC News (3/16, Fuchs) reports on its website about opposition from the Southeast Asia Resource Action Center
(SEARAC), an organization founded “to aid refugees from southeast Asia,” to Connecticut’s SB 359, which “calls
for prohibiting the disaggregation of data unless required by federal law or done across the entire student
population.” SEARAC Executive Director Quyen Dinh said in a written testimony, “Collecting data by ethnicity allows
our students to be seen at the K-12 level so that interventions by policy makers and educators can be tailored to stop
these inequities from growing.” The article provides further background on the proposed bill.

Baltimore Officials To Vote On Technology Contract.
WBAL-TV Baltimore (3/15) says Baltimore County school officials will vote Tuesday night “for a second time” on a
$140 million contract “designed to keep technology in the classroom.” The vote was originally scheduled a few
weeks ago, but was “put on hold.” The article provides differing viewpoints on the contract.

Startup Raises Venture Capital To Create Own Operating System.
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The Wall Street Journal (3/15, Davis, Subscription Publication) reports on the startup Kiddom Inc., whose founder,
Ahsan Rizvi, was formerly with the US Overseas Private Investment Corp (OPIC) and is currently seeking to solicit
teacher buy-in for his program, along with the venture capital he has already raised. The school is also trying to
respond to the call by some investors for public school districts to have their own operating system by gathering and
analyzing its own data measuring student progress.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Cooper Union Aims To Provide Tuition-Free Education In 10 Years.
The New York Times (3/15, Chen, Subscription Publication) reports that “the Cooper Union for the Advancement of
Science and Art announced Thursday that it hoped to make the college tuition-free again for all undergraduates in 10
years.” The board of trustees approved a plan Wednesday under which “Cooper Union would begin increasing
tuition scholarships in two years, and aim to provide full tuition in 10.”

Rubio Proposes Changing Higher Education Act To Weaken Confucius Institutes, Foreign Gifts.
Inside Higher Ed (3/15, Redden) says Sen. Marco Rubio “has proposed adding provisions to a forthcoming
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act that would make colleges’ eligibility for some federal funding conditional
upon the closure” of their Confucius Institutes. Rubio “also proposed introducing language” to the Act “that would
require colleges to report any foreign gift of $50,000 or more to the secretary of education, and require them to count
in-kind gifts and services from foreign donors toward that threshold.”

Ten Percent Of Members Of Congress Cary Student Loan Debt.
The Roll Call (DC) (3/15) reports that according to Roll Call’s Wealth of Congress project, “one in 10 lawmakers” in
Congress “still hold student loan debt, either personally or for a family member. Fifty-three members listed a
combined $1.8 million in student loans on their financial disclosures.” The piece quotes Rep. Darren Soto (D-FL)
saying, “I still owe $75,000 and understand the great responsibility of repayment. I value education and believe
having the ability to attend a top law school was an essential part of my success.”

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• High School Students Across Nation Demonstrate In Support Of Gun Control.
• House Passes School Safety Bill 407-10.
• Louisiana Seeks To Help Teachers Access “Essential” OERs.
• California Governor’s Community College Funding Proposal Comes Under Scrutiny.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Friday, March 16, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
Video Footage Shows Officer Standing Outside
Parkland School.
The Washington Post (3/15, Berman) says new video
footage of the Parkland, Florida high school shooting
released Thursday by the Broward County Sheriff’s Office
showed officer Scot Peterson “standing outside a school
building while the massacre unfolded inside.” Peterson,
whose “behavior during and after” the shooting was
criticized by Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel after
Peterson failed to rush into the building to confront the
gunman, “has defended his response to the shooting by
arguing that he believed the gunfire was coming from
outside, rather than inside, a school building.” The New
York Times (3/15, Mazzei, Subscription Publication)
provides similar coverage.
NBC Nightly News (3/15, story 4, 2:10, Holt) said that Peterson “is seen running, getting into a golf cart.” The
report showed a student saying, “That was his job to go into the building when there is a shooting. That’s what
angered me, that he wasn’t there doing his job.” ABC World News Tonight (3/15, story 6, 0:30, Muir) said the video
showed Peterson “outside the school for 27 minutes as 17 people were being shot and killed.”
Parkland Shooter Investigation Offers Opportunity To Explore Question Of “Why.” In a 2,200-word article, the
Washington Post (3/15, Wan, Berman) says the fact that the suspected shooter in the Parkland, Florida school
shooting remains alive presents “an unusual opportunity” for investigators to answer the question that “nags at
survivors and families”: Why? The article provides background on the investigation into the 2012 shootings in a
movie theater in Aurora, Colorado, and cites the views of others who have probed the motivations behind
perpetrators of mass shootings.
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Nickelodeon Shows Parkland Students Sign Of Support During PAW Patrol Airing.
USA Today (3/14, Roark) reported, “From 10 a.m. until 10:17 a.m. Nickelodeon” broadcast the text, “In support of
kids leading the way today, Nickelodeon will be off the air until 17 minutes past the hour.” The station paused its
programming in recognition of a nationwide student walkout aimed at promoting gun reform in the wake of the
shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. USA Today highlighted how Tennessee mother Kelly Bradshaw
Ballard posted to Facebook, “Way to go, Nickelodeon!!” after seeing the message while “watching Paw Patrol with
her son.”

AP: Push For Tighter Gun Laws Faces Uphill Battle In States.
The AP (3/15, Foley) reports that the push for tighter gun laws “faces an uphill climb in a majority of states, an
Associated Press review of gun legislation found.” The AP “survey of bill activity in state legislatures before and
after” the Florida school shooting “suggests that votes like the one in Florida, where Republican lawmakers defied
the National Rifle Association to pass new gun regulations, are unlikely to be repeated in many other states, at least
not this year.”

Student Walkouts Spark Little Reaction From Trump, Other Conservatives.
Education Week (3/15) reports that on the day of the nationwide student walkouts inspired by the Parkland massacre,
President Trump, “known for sharing his thoughts on a wide range of subjects on social media, never acknowledged
the walkouts.” The walkouts “were noted by many celebrities and Democrats...but they went largely
unacknowledged by conservative leaders.” An ED spokesperson is quoted saying Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
“gives a lot of credit to the students who are raising their voices and demanding change. She hears them, and their
input will be valuable as she convenes the Federal Commission on School Safety and works to find solutions to
keeping all students safe at school.”
New York Governor To Schools Chief: Don’t Punish Students For Walkouts. The Hill (3/15, Manchester) reports
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said Thursday that students should not be disciplined for taking part in the walkouts.
The Hill quotes Cuomo saying, in a letter to state Commissioner Maryellen Elia, “In the last 24 hours, there have
been several reports of New York State schools disciplining students and faculty for participating in yesterday’s
historic events to stop gun violence. In at least one disturbing incident, it was reported that the school physically
blocked the exits to prevent students from demonstrating.”

Over 100 Maryland, DC Schools Call On Congress To Support Gun Reform Measures, Reject
Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/15) reports that over 100 “schools in Maryland and the Washington Area,” including St. Andrew’s
Episcopal School in Potomac, which is attended by President Trump’s son Barron, “on Wednesday signed an open
letter calling on [Trump] and Congress to support gun control measures and to reject arming teachers.”
Education Week (3/15) reports that St. Andrew’s and “dozens of other Maryland private schools” called on
“the president, Congress, and state policymakers to improve background checks, especially for automatic weapons
and strengthen mental health measures. And they don’t want to see the schools arm teachers with guns. The heads
of school called that move—which has been embraced by Trump and U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos—’antithetical to our profession as educators,’ wrote St. Andrew’s head, Robert Kosasky and more than 100
other heads of school in an open letter.”

Wisconsin Governor Proposes $100 Million School-Safety Plan.
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The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (3/15, Marley) reports that Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker “issued a $100 million plan
Thursday to improve school safety,” one “day after high school students around the nation skipped class to demand
gun restrictions.” Walker, up for reelection this fall, “said his proposal – to be taken up in special session – has the
backing of his fellow Republicans who control the Legislature.” In a statement, Walker said, “No child, parent, or
teacher should ever have to feel unsafe in school. This package of bills focuses on ways we can help schools be
safe, just like we did at the federal level ensuring that every airport and airplane were safe after 9/11.”
The Hill (3/15, Anapol) reported that Walker’s “proposal would create a state school safety office to help
schools and law enforcement develop school safety plans and would provide $100 million in taxpayer grants to
improve building security, training and school resource officers in schools.” The Republican “is also proposing that
teachers and school officials be required under law to report threats of school violence, in keeping with guidelines for
reporting suspected child abuse, and to report bullying incidents to parents within 48 hours.” The AP (3/15) also
covers this story.

Pennsylvania Governor Launches School Safety Task Force.
The AP (3/15) reports Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf’s administration “is asking for public input to help a new task
force that the governor and auditor general are heading up to explore ways to make Pennsylvania schools safer and
more secure.” Wolf “on Thursday announced he and Democratic Auditor General Eugene DePasquale will co-chair
the School Safety Task Force” which will “collect concerns about safety and ideas about policy changes; see if
additional funding will help; and measure the effectiveness of student support, physical and mental health programs
and information sharing.” WHYY-TV Philadelphia (3/15) also covers this story.

Alabama House Committee Advances Bill Allowing Teachers To Carry Guns.
The Hill (3/15, Savransky) reports that the Alabama House Public Safety and Homeland Security Committee has
passed a bill “that would let certain teachers carry or have access to guns at school.” Under the bill, which now
advances to the full house, “parents and members of the public would not be aware of which teachers were allowed
to carry firearms.”

Congress Demands Investigation Of DoDEA
Child Sex Assault.
The AP (3/15) reports that in the wake of an ED article
about “sexual assault among children on US military bases,
” members of Congress “[demanded] the Defense and
Justice departments explain how they will solve the
problem.” Meanwhile, members of the House Armed
Services Committee “said it had begun its own examination
of the issue. And a top Democrat on the committee said she
would call a hearing within six months.” The AP reports that
its investigation “revealed that reports of sexual violence
among kids on U.S. military bases at home and abroad
often die on the desks of prosecutors, even when an
attacker confesses.”

Federal Data Point To Significant Decline In Student Bullying.
U.S. News & World Report (3/15) reports that according to new federal data, “the percentage of students reporting
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that they’ve been bullied has dropped by more than a third since 2007. ... The new figures say that 20.8 percent of
students reported being bullied in 2015, continuing a downward trend that dates back to 2007, when 31.7 percent of
students reported being bullied.”

Missouri Robotics Team Advances To World Championship.
The Benton County (MO) Enterprise (3/15) says a Missouri 4-H Robotics team called the “Synthesizers” placed
second in the qualification rounds at the Inaugural FIRST Heartland Regional Robotics Tournament in Kansas City,
Missouri. The team also “received an award for being the highest seeded rookie at the event,” and will advance to
the World Championships in Houston in April.

Female African-American Astronaut Launches Initiative To Encourage Agricultural Science.
The Huffington Post (3/15, Pittman) says Dr. Mae Jemison, “the first African-American woman in space,” is
collaborating with National 4-H Council CEO Jennifer Sirangelo on an initiative “to encourage kids of all ages and
backgrounds to pursue agricultural science.” Jemison said that she and Sirangelo have “set out to change” the idea
that agricultural science “can sound intimidating.”

Survey: Helping Children With Homework Does Little To Boost Test Scores.
The Deseret (UT) News (3/15) reports that according to a “recent global survey” conducted by the London-based
Varkey Foundation, students “whose parents help a lot with their homework may not perform any better on
standardized tests than those who do it all by themselves.” The survey “found one-quarter of parents worldwide
spend seven or more hours a week helping their children with homework.” The article breaks down some of the data
by country, and reports that “analysts rarely found a correlation between increased parental involvement and better
test scores, which raises a question: Should parents be helping with homework at all, and if so, what is the optimal
amount of involvement?”

Denver Teachers’ Strike Becomes Less Imminent.
Chalkbeat (3/15, Asmar) reports that “the prospect of a strike” by Denver’s teachers’ union “is less imminent” than
before, even though the union and Denver school district “failed to reach a deal on an overhaul of the district’s payfor-performance system.” This is partly because district officials “agreed to the union’s request to extend the current
pay-for-performance agreement” until January 2019, “making teacher pay raises more likely.” Chalkbeat adds that
nonetheless, “the union did not take the threat of a strike completely off the table.”

Arizona Teachers’ Movement Protests Low Pay, Teacher Shortage.
USA Today (3/15, Castle) reports that “thousands of Arizona teachers and education advocates” participated last
week in a movement called #RedForEd, “wearing red to protest the low pay they say has contributed to a shortage of
qualified teachers in the state.” The article says the movement came “in response to West Virginia teachers striking
for higher pay,” and provides data on how Arizona teacher salaries compare to other states.

FROM NASSP
Create a Culture That Ensures Success for English Learners
Available for purchase! What School Leaders Need to Know About English Learners, a book co-published
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by TESOL and NASSP, offers school leaders the foundation, ideas, and strategies to improve outcomes
for English-language learners and create rich multicultural and multilingual school environments. Click
here to learn more and purchase the book.

Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
Puerto Rico, Indianapolis, Other Districts Express Interest In ESSA Funding Pilot.
Education Week (3/15) reports, “Indianapolis, Puerto Rico, and three other school districts have applied to join the
Every Student Succeeds Act’s weighted student-funding pilot” in which “districts can combine federal, state, and
local dollars into a single funding stream tied to individual students.” Students with special needs “would carry with
them more money than other students.” The program is intended to provide “equitable funding for all student groups,
” but “the Trump administration is particularly excited about the pilot because it could in theory help school districts
develop public school choice programs.”

School Choice Plays Role At Texas Polls.
The Austin (TX) American Statesman (3/15, Subscription Publication) reports the debate over school choice “played
out at polls across the state this month and will continue in runoff contests on May 22.” The piece reports that public
school teachers opposed to school choice and backers of the policy “ended the March 2 Texas House primaries in a
draw. Both sides are now focused on at least five GOP runoffs for Texas House seats in districts from San Antonio to
North Texas.”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Southeast Asian Refugee Group Opposes Connecticut Senate Bill.
NBC News (3/16, Fuchs) reports on its website about opposition from the Southeast Asia Resource Action Center
(SEARAC), an organization founded “to aid refugees from southeast Asia,” to Connecticut’s SB 359, which “calls
for prohibiting the disaggregation of data unless required by federal law or done across the entire student
population.” SEARAC Executive Director Quyen Dinh said in a written testimony, “Collecting data by ethnicity allows
our students to be seen at the K-12 level so that interventions by policy makers and educators can be tailored to stop
these inequities from growing.” The article provides further background on the proposed bill.

Baltimore Officials To Vote On Technology Contract.
WBAL-TV Baltimore (3/15) says Baltimore County school officials will vote Tuesday night “for a second time” on a
$140 million contract “designed to keep technology in the classroom.” The vote was originally scheduled a few
weeks ago, but was “put on hold.” The article provides differing viewpoints on the contract.

Startup Raises Venture Capital To Create Own Operating System.
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The Wall Street Journal (3/15, Davis, Subscription Publication) reports on the startup Kiddom Inc., whose founder,
Ahsan Rizvi, was formerly with the US Overseas Private Investment Corp (OPIC) and is currently seeking to solicit
teacher buy-in for his program, along with the venture capital he has already raised. The school is also trying to
respond to the call by some investors for public school districts to have their own operating system by gathering and
analyzing its own data measuring student progress.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Cooper Union Aims To Provide Tuition-Free Education In 10 Years.
The New York Times (3/15, Chen, Subscription Publication) reports that “the Cooper Union for the Advancement of
Science and Art announced Thursday that it hoped to make the college tuition-free again for all undergraduates in 10
years.” The board of trustees approved a plan Wednesday under which “Cooper Union would begin increasing
tuition scholarships in two years, and aim to provide full tuition in 10.”

Rubio Proposes Changing Higher Education Act To Weaken Confucius Institutes, Foreign Gifts.
Inside Higher Ed (3/15, Redden) says Sen. Marco Rubio “has proposed adding provisions to a forthcoming
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act that would make colleges’ eligibility for some federal funding conditional
upon the closure” of their Confucius Institutes. Rubio “also proposed introducing language” to the Act “that would
require colleges to report any foreign gift of $50,000 or more to the secretary of education, and require them to count
in-kind gifts and services from foreign donors toward that threshold.”

Ten Percent Of Members Of Congress Cary Student Loan Debt.
The Roll Call (DC) (3/15) reports that according to Roll Call’s Wealth of Congress project, “one in 10 lawmakers” in
Congress “still hold student loan debt, either personally or for a family member. Fifty-three members listed a
combined $1.8 million in student loans on their financial disclosures.” The piece quotes Rep. Darren Soto (D-FL)
saying, “I still owe $75,000 and understand the great responsibility of repayment. I value education and believe
having the ability to attend a top law school was an essential part of my success.”

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• High School Students Across Nation Demonstrate In Support Of Gun Control.
• House Passes School Safety Bill 407-10.
• Louisiana Seeks To Help Teachers Access “Essential” OERs.
• California Governor’s Community College Funding Proposal Comes Under Scrutiny.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

February 28, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress,
Trump To Unveil School Safety Proposals This
Week.
Media coverage of the aftermath of the deadly school
shooting in Parkland, Florida casts Republicans as unwilling
to move forward with gun control legislation despite strong
pressure from student activists and public opinion in
general. With legislative avenues seemingly stalled on
Capitol Hill, Politico (2/27, Lima) reports, “White House
press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said Tuesday
the...administration will reveal which policy proposals it
supports on school safety by the end of the week,” but
already “mentioned two measures the White House
supports, including the ‘Fix NICS’ bill spearheaded by”
Senate Majority Whip John Cornyn. The Hill (2/27, Fabian)
reports Sanders also “sought to push back on speculation that [President] Trump is backing away” from proposals to
“to raise the age limit to buy the type of high-powered rifle used in the Parkland...shooting,” telling reporters, “The
president still supports raising the age limit to 21 for the purchase of certain firearms.” Under the headline “Congress
Looks For More Clarity From Trump As It Weighs Response To Florida School Shootings,” however, the Washington
Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis) illustrates lawmakers’ confusion about Trump’s stances by reporting that Sen. Pat
Roberts “believes” the President “has backed off his call on raising the minimum age for rifle purchases.”
At any rate, Reuters (2/27, Cornwell, Cowan) points out, House GOP leaders “said on Tuesday that they would
not raise the minimum age for gun buyers, in a sign that one of...Trump’s proposals likely will not get far on Capitol
Hill.” Presidential counselor Kellyanne Conway reiterated on Fox News’ Special Report (2/27) that Trump “supports
increasing the age perhaps for possession of some firearms. He certainly supports fixing NICS, the background
checks. He has also talked about mental health. He’s talked about how he wants to make it more difficult for people
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who shouldn’t have firearms to have them, but easier for those who should and should be allowed to carry them
under the Second Amendment to do so. ... It’s a complex issue. ... But this is a President, like he did on immigration,
on energy policy, on taxes, he is bringing both parties and both chambers into the White House or he is going to them
and he is working the phones and he is talking to them about what’s possible. In the end, Congress will need to act
and the President will sign into law something that is reasonable, common sense that gets us closer to keeping
school children safe.”
Another Politico (2/27, Schor, Woellert) story indicates “lawmakers from both parties, including some of the
Democrats’ strongest gun-control advocates, are planning to meet with...Trump Wednesday.” Politico adds that
Cornyn and his “Fix NICS” co-sponsor Sen. Chris Murphy “are both expected to attend,” as are Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, “chief author of legislation banning assault weapons and other control bills,” and Sen. Joe Manchin, “who
crafted a background-check expansion plan with Sen. Pat Toomey.” The Washington Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis)
reports that “in advance of the bipartisan gun summit at the White House on Wednesday, lawmakers are searching
for signals from the administration,” though “there is also an open question in Congress over how much Trump will
actually affect the debate, with some Senate leaders pushing for more guidance from the president given his
continuing focus on the shootings, while other top senators are skeptical that any guidance from the mercurial
president – such as during the stalemate on immigration – will ultimately matter much.”
For now, the AP (2/27, Mascaro, Daly) reports, Speaker Ryan “showed little interest Tuesday in some of the
stricter gun proposals being floated by...Trump or bipartisan coalitions in Congress,” and “Senate Republicans
pushed” the Fix NICS bill, “a more modest measure to boost the existing background check system with new
penalties and incentives.” ABC World News Tonight (2/27, story 6, 1:50, Muir) said reported, “Florida students on
Capitol Hill are pressing lawmakers to act on guns, but...their calls are falling flat.” Speaker Ryan was shown saying,
“We shouldn’t be banning guns for law-abiding citizens. We should be focusing on making sure that citizens who
should not get guns in the first place don’t get those guns.” ABC added that Fix NICS is “stalled in the Senate and
likely would not have stopped the Florida shooter.” ABC added that “as recently as Saturday, the President has
called to raise the minimum age to purchase rifles,” but “there is no legislation in the works.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/27, Bender, Subscription Publication) reports that legislators from both parties are
looking for some indication from Trump as to what kinds of gun control measures he is likely to support. Meanwhile,
Trump has invited members of Congress who represent Parkland, Florida and Newtown, Connecticut – both the sites
of deadly school shootings – to the White House on Wednesday.
Florida House, Senate Committees Approve Bills To Arm Teachers. The AP (2/27, Kennedy,
Farrington, Anderson) reports “family members of people killed in a South Florida school shooting gave emotional
testimony Tuesday during a legislative hearing to discuss passing a bill that would allow for armed teachers and raise
the age limit to buy rifles.” A House committee “approved the bill that would raise the minimum age to buy rifles from
18 to 21 and creates a three-day waiting period for all gun purchase.” The measure “would also create a program
that allows teachers who receive law enforcement training and are deputized by the local sheriff’s office to carry
concealed weapons in the classroom if also approved by the school district.”
The Miami Herald (2/27, Bousquet) reports a Florida Senate approved a similar – but not identical – measure.
Whereas the House bill would “train teachers to carry guns in class under the direction of local law enforcement – if
superintendents or the school board approve,” the Senate Appropriations Committee would require “that both the
sheriff and school district officials in a county agree to the program before it can be adopted.” The South Florida Sun
Sentinel (2/27, Sweeney, Fleshler) notes “Gov. Rick Scott doesn’t support the part of the plan that would allow
teachers to carry firearms, though he has not said whether its inclusion would mean a veto.” The New York Times
(2/27, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) points out that “it was unclear” whether Scott “would accept a proposal
from lawmakers to arm school personnel other than teachers, such as athletic coaches who sometimes double as
security monitors. He declined to clarify his position in a news conference in the Miami suburb of Doral on Tuesday.”
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The Washington Post (2/28, Strauss) also reports.

Michigan House Bill To Allow Gun Training For Teachers Who Volunteer For It. The Detroit Free
Press (2/27, Gray) reports that a bill “being developed” by two Republicans in the Michigan House would allow
teachers to be armed. State Rep. Jim Runestad “will schedule hearings this spring on a bill that he’s drafting that will
allow school districts to provide access to guns in locked, undisclosed locations in school buildings to teachers who
volunteer and who are trained in firearm use.” The teachers “would have to go through 80 hours of training on how
to shoot a gun, gun safety, how to engage with an active shooter and tactics to de-escalate a dangerous situation.”
The guns “would be hidden in locked compartments that would only be accessible through the thumbprint of
approved school employees.”
Alabama Legislature Considers Armed Volunteers In Schools. Alabama Live (2/27) reports that under
a bill being considered in the Alabama legislature, “any trained school employee or citizen volunteer could join an
armed security force in Alabama schools.” The bill would expand on a local ordinance under which “school principals
can request a volunteer armed security force.” The AP (2/27) also covers this story.
Mississippi Legislators Propose Letting Teachers Carry Guns. The AP (2/27) reports that a proposal in
the Mississippi state Senate would “give schools the options of arming teachers in an effort to prevent future school
shootings.” The legislation “would let school boards set up safety programs that would include letting teachers and
other school employees with special training carry concealed guns.”
Bevin, Abbott Weigh In On Trump Proposal To Arm Certain Teachers. Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin,
asked on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (2/27) about the President’s suggestion that some teachers be armed in the
schools, said, “I think on a voluntary basis, purely volitional, I think it’s a very good idea and worthy of being
considered. I think teachers who are willing should go through an extensive training far above and beyond what it
takes to be a conceal carry gun owner. Should go through a battery of psychiatric tests to ensure they are mentally
able. ... But it shouldn’t just be teachers, it should be available to administrators. Custodians, coaches, anyone inside
that school on a voluntary basis, I think we would be foolish not to consider that as a possibility.”
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott said on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (2/27), “It is important to understand that not one
size fits all when it comes to the approach to address this issue. Texas is maybe different than Washington State.
Even parts of Texas are different than other parts of Texas but in Texas we do have a robust program of allowing but
not requiring teachers to be authorized to carry guns in schools. Not just teachers, it could be coaches or
administrators or others. That is called our School Marshall program. Where people, persons who work in schools,
will be authorized to carry. Sometimes it will be notified in front of a school, when a school puts up a billboard saying
that teachers are armed. Don’t harm any kid on this campus. Other times it is more concealed.”
USA Today (2/27) editorializes that “few educators have any desire to wield firearms or be responsible for going
into combat with heavily armed intruders. Even police officers with years of training still have doubts – and make
mistakes – during critical moments at crime scenes.” Jerome R. Corsi, “author of Killing the Deep State: The Fight to
Save President Trump,” writes in USA Today (2/27) that “arming all teachers and school staff is no solution in
situations where teachers and staff feel fully committed to dealing with educational issues,” but “in cases where
teachers and school staff are predisposed to be comfortable with concealed carry, as could well be the case with
military veterans or retired law enforcement who make education their second career, allowing them the right to carry
weapons provides the possibility of a near instant response. A would-be school shooter can be neutralized before
schoolchildren are senselessly murdered.”
Cruz Neighbor Says She “Begged” Police To Take Action, Was Told Cruz Was No “Immediate
Threat.” The Washington Times (2/27, Persons) reports “a former neighbor of Nikolas Cruz...said she ‘begged’
police to act regarding his disturbing behavior and threatening social media posts, CNN reported Tuesday.” Joelle
Guarino told CNN her son “showed her multiple posts on social media from Mr. Cruz, including one of an AR-15 and
another about shooting up a school.” Guarino said that at her request, “a police officer came to her home” and told
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her “there was nothing he could do.” Said Guarino, “I begged him, and he basically told me that it was not an
immediate threat. He couldn’t do anything, is what he told me.”
The Washington Post (2/27) editorializes that “it is not quite right to say that...Cruz...fell through the cracks. The
truth is even more unsettling,” as “many people” had been “alerted to Mr. Cruz’s troubling behavior,” including
“school officials, police, state social services workers and friends” who “sought to intervene and help.” To the Post,
“their failure underscores just how difficult it is to deal with mental illness.” At any rate, “the law enforcement
agencies that interacted with this suspect – or should have, as was the case with the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
which completely botched a detailed tip — must...face a reckoning,” but “when all those reviews are completed, this
much will remain true: There will always be an element of human error and unpredictability in these difficult cases.”
The Post concludes that “that is why an additional reform is so logical: banning weapons of war.”

Teachers, Counselors Hoped Alternative School Would Address Cruz’s Mental Health Issues.
USA Today (2/27, Murphy, Perez) reports “teachers and counselors at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
hoped a transfer to an alternative school would provide mental health services for...Cruz after his behavior and
discipline problems increased in 2016.” Broward County Superintendent Robert Runcie “said Cruz’s situation at
Douglas had deteriorated so much so that his counselors and teachers decided to refer him out of the school in early
2017,” hoping “he would return to Cross Creek School, an alternative program with smaller classes and a more
comprehensive offering of mental health services.” Said Runcie, “He declined. ... When a kid turns 18, we can’t
force an adult to receive those services.”
Hurricane-Proof Glass Windows May Have Prevented Additional Carnage. NBC Nightly News (2/27,
story 3, 1:50, Holt) reported that it “has learned shooting suspect Nicolas Cruz may have had more plans to unleash
more carnage inside his former high school. At the time he dropped his AR-15, he still had five fully loaded
magazines, one marked with a swastika.” The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 3, 1:20, Glor) also reported “more
people could have been injured or killed.” Cruz “began firing in the first and second floors of the freshman building,
he continued to make his way up. And that is where investigators believe he planned on using a third-floor stairwell as
a vantage point to shoot at students. Sources say Cruz attempted to create a sniper’s nest by shooting out a glass
window, firing 16 rounds into the glass,” but “the hurricane-proof glass appeared to have stopped it from shattering.”
Marjory Stoneman Douglas Students Return To School Today. The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 4,
2:25, Glor) reported students were to “return to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School” this morning “for the first
time since the shooting. They will have a half day of classes tomorrow.” CBS (Diaz) added “grief counselors will be
in every classroom that’s missing a student who passed away.” The Miami Herald (2/27, Herrera) and Washington
Post (2/27, Balingit), among other news outlets, also report on the students’ return to school.

Texas Civil Rights Groups Criticize Plans To Punish Student Protesters. The AP (2/27) reports the
civil rights advocacy groups Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights Project, and Texas Appleseed “have warned a
Houston-area school district superintendent that his threat to punish students who disrupt classes to protest current
gun laws may violate their constitutional free-speech rights.” The groups “sent a letter to Needville school district
Superintendent Curtis Rhodes that expressed their concern over Rhodes’ threat. Texas ACLU staff attorney Kali
Cohn said school administrators can’t censor political speech nor punish students more harshly for missing school to
participate in political protest than they would for any other unexcused absence.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers To Return To Class Thursday.
The Washington Post (2/27, Larimer) reports West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice announced a deal to end a statewide
teachers strike on Tuesday. The deal, which includes a 5% raise, clears the way for teachers to return to the
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classroom on Thursday, “with Wednesday serving as a ‘cooling off day.’” The strike impacted over 277,000
students and shuttered schools in all 55 of the state’s counties, and was “sparked by concerns about pay and
benefits.”
Reuters (2/27) reports the deal to end the four-day strike came “after thousands of teachers and their backers
descended on the state capitol in Charleston demanding better benefits and a hike in wages now near the bottom
among U.S. teachers.” The strike began “on Thursday after Justice signed legislation to give teachers and state
police a 2 percent raise.”
The Seventy Four (2/27, Fay) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos weighed in on the strike earlier in the
day, “saying that good teachers ‘deserve better pay’ but students should not miss school due to adult
disagreements. In a series of tweets, she also called on ‘both sides’ to negotiate a compromise soon.” Also
reporting are NBC News (2/28), Newsweek (2/27, Swaak), and USA Today (2/27, Bacon).

Graduation Rates Among Disadvantaged Students In New Mexico Rise.
The Ruidoso (NM) News (2/27) reports that New Mexico’s “high school graduation rate remains at an all-time high”
of 71 percent. In addition, “since 2011, graduation rates have improved significantly for the state’s Hispanic, AfricanAmerican, disabled, and low-income students.” Gov. Susana Martinez said when she announced the achievements
on Friday, “New Mexico’s students continue to show that when we hold them to high standards, they rise to the
occasion.”

Michigan’s Career Pathways Alliance Raises Controversy.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (2/27, VanHulle) reports the Career Pathways Alliance in Michigan which seeks to “unite
business leaders and educators around ways to increase Michigan’s talent pool” by “recruiting new career-tech
teachers directly from the private sector.” The state, particularly through a House bill that “would allow career-tech
teachers to teach with no requirement that they obtain a teaching credential within a set number of years,” is also
aiming to address a teacher shortage, but the Michigan Education Association, which represents teachers, “views
the bill as ‘a dilution of the teaching profession.’”

Teachers Voice Frustration Ahead Of Next Court Case Against Teachers’ Unions.
Education Week (2/27, Will) reports teachers Ryan Yohn, Bruce Aster, and Brian Miller spoke to reporters at the
Center for Individual Rights on Tuesday to express their “frustration at feeling voiceless and powerless under the
union’s current structure” and discuss Yohn v. California Teachers Association, a “case that could potentially
hammer teachers’ unions.” The gathering came just a day after Supreme Court justices heard arguments in the
Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) case, which “charges that
public-employee unions in 22 states shouldn’t be allowed to charge ‘agency’ or ‘fair-share’ fees to workers who
choose not to join but who are still represented in collective bargaining.” Education Week says the Yohn case,
“which is currently on hold pending a decision in Janus,” goes “one step further,” arguing that “teachers should
have to affirmatively opt into the union – not opt out.”

Indiana Lawmakers Revive Proposal To Let Districts Hire More Unlicensed Teachers.
Chalkbeat (2/27, Cavazos) reports Indiana lawmakers “revived” on Tuesday “a controversial proposal to allow
district schools to hire up to 10 percent unlicensed teachers,” as the legislators “said they wanted to address
teaching shortages by allowing traditional public schools to have similar flexibility in hiring as charter schools.”
Republican Rep. Bob Behning, chairman of the House Education Committee, reintroduced the measure through an
amendment to Senate Bill 387, which “now also includes provisions to allow districts to give certain teachers extra
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pay and change teacher pay scales.”

Opinion: NES Basic Skills Exams Reinforce Structures Of Social Stratification.
Dr. Nicholas D. Hartlep, an assistant professor and coordinator of the Early Childhood and Elementary School
Programs in the School of Urban Education at Metropolitan State University, and Dr. René Antrop-González, the
school’s dean, write an op-ed in Diverse Education (2/27) arguing the NES Basic Skills tests “reinforce manmade
structures of social stratification that consist of exalting the worldviews of Whites, English-dominant speakers and
economically privileged Christians at the top of the social order.” The authors lament the fact that the “successful
completion of college-level courses does not exempt [students] from having to take the NES Basic Skills exams for
entry or teacher licensure,” and argue the “arduous” process of applying for extended time on the NES tests for
non-native English speakers is “nothing more than a modern day ‘poll tax’ comprised of having to navigate hurdles
that pre-service teachers from privileged identities are not asked and expected to jump over.”

Idaho Lawmakers Question Loan Forgiveness Bill For Rural Teachers.
The AP (2/27) reports “a handful of Idaho lawmakers say they have too many objections to a proposal” that would
grant “$3,000 in student loan forgiveness a year for four years” to “up to 500 eligible teachers who work in rural
schools.” The House Education Committee sent HB 504 to the full House on Tuesday to be amended, “citing
concerns about taking money out of the general fund to pay for loans.”

Report: States Need Better Data Collection To Address Teacher Shortages.
Arizona Public Media (2/27, O'Gara) reports the National Council on Teacher Quality believes a number of states,
including Arizona “aren’t doing enough to collect and connect data – in particular, data on teacher preparation
programs,” and that doing so could help to address issues with “teacher recruitment and retainment.” The council
recently published a report that “asks if a state collects and maintains public data about its teacher preparation
programs, whether and to what extent that data is matched to school district hiring needs, and if the state offers
guidance on high-need certification areas.” Without sufficient data in that regard, the council contends, “there are big
gaps in the information needed to guide state-level policy decisions, and districts are deprived of a ‘powerful lever’
to incentivize certification in certain subjects.”

OPERATIONS
Public Advocate Blasts New York’s Renewal Program.
The New York Post (2/27, Algar) reports that New York City Public Advocate Letitia James “ripped” Mayor Bill de
Blasio’s Renewal school program at a City Council hearing on Tuesday, saying, “The Renewal schools program
was announced with great fanfare in November of 2014...And three and a half years and hundreds of millions of
dollars later it is hard to argue that this program has been a success.” However, James also “blasted the
Department of Education for opting to close teetering Renewal schools instead of plying them with additional
resources.” The article adds that “nine original Renewals have been already been shuttered and another eight have
been proposed for closure.”

Investigation Of Enrollment Fraud In DC School Becomes Public.
The Washington Post (2/27, Jamison, Strauss, Stein) reports that, according to informed government officials, an
investigation by Washington, DC officials has uncovered “signs of widespread enrollment fraud” at the Duke
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Ellington School of the Arts, “one of the city’s most revered public schools.” The Post says “it is unclear how far the
investigation has progressed since” it was originally shared at a meeting “attended by representatives from the DC
Office of the State Superintendent of Education...and the office of the DC attorney general” in December. However,
Mayor Muriel Bowser and State Superintendent of Education Hanseul Kang “called a news conference about” the
investigation on Tuesday after the Post “published a version of” the report presented in December.

DC District, Former Chancellor Sign Separation Agreement.
The Washington Post (2/27, Stein) reports former DC Public Schools chancellor Antwan Wilson “will receive six
months of pay when he severs ties with the city next week, according to a separation agreement signed Monday.”
Wilson “was forced to resign from his position leading the public school system last week amid revelations that he
violated school lottery system rules when he transferred his daughter to a high-performing school,” and he has since
been on administrative leave. His contract will officially terminate on March 7. The Post notes that under the terms of
the agreement, “Wilson did not admit wrongdoing.” Still, his “resignation was swift and unexpected, and sent
another jolt through a beleaguered school system already engulfed in a graduation scandal.” It also “delivers a
political blow” to Mayor Muriel Bowser, who faces re-election this year and “whose selection of Wilson, an outsider,
was one of the most important and high-profile appointments of her tenure.”

Dallas District Gathers High School Students For Gun Violence Forum.
The Dallas Morning News (2/27, Smith, Writer) reports Dallas Independent School District held a student forum on
Tuesday focused on mass violence. In the wake of the Parkland shooting, roughly 200 high school students
“gathered to add their voices to the chorus, sharing their experiences and opinions on how to make their schools and
communities safer.” Urban Specialists chief executive Omar Jahwar, the forum moderator, “tasked the students with
offering their own solutions to solve the school shooting crisis, and help those who are being affected by gun
violence.” He also requested that they “take an active role in being involved in the larger, national movement on
student safety and gun control.” Referring to the murder of a DISD senior on Saturday, the Morning News says the
gun violence issue “isn’t an abstract for DISD students, whether its a numb acceptance of the frequency of school
shootings, or something more local – and more tragic.”

Maryland State Officials Urge District To Prove Efforts Remedying Diploma Scandal.
The Washington Post (2/27, George) reports that on Tuesday, Maryland state Superintendent Karen B. Salmon
“called on Prince George’s County to prove it is fixing problems uncovered in a diploma scandal and took the
unusual step of assigning a state employee full time to monitor those efforts for the next year.” The recommended
actions “drew unanimous support from the Maryland State Board of Education a month after Prince George’s
leaders appeared before the panel.” Under the plan, “the state will seek periodic written reports on the county’s
progress in fixing what went wrong and request an outside audit afterward to ensure problems are resolved.” State
BOE president Andrew Smarick “said the panel was alarmed by findings of a state-ordered investigation, conducted
last fall after allegations of graduation rate fraud in the state’s second-largest school system.” He stressed that the
state of Maryland “needs to be confident that the district’s graduates have earned their diplomas.”

More Than One Out Of 10 Oklahoma Students “Chronically Absent,” Report Finds.
Citing “the annual ImpactTulsa report,” which was released on Tuesday, the Tulsa (OK) World (2/27, Overall)
reports that “more than one out of 10 Oklahoma students are ‘chronically absent,’” meaning they miss “more than
a tenth of the school year, leading to lower test scores and higher dropout rates.” The report concludes chronic
absence “is an early warning indicator for both low achievement and dropping out of high school,” and “calls for
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efforts to ‘target student populations with chronic absenteeism and support teachers and districts with resources they
need to influence change directly with students.’”

Florida County Contracts Outside Company To Potentially Operate Struggling Schools.
The Tampa (FL) Tribune (2/27, Wright) reports in its “Gradebook” blog that Florida’s Pinellas County School Board
on Tuesday “voted 7-0...to hire Learning Sciences International to operate Fairmount Park and Lakewood
elementary schools and Azalea Middle School starting in August, if their students don’t do well enough on state tests
this spring.” The agreement, part of a broader trend in districts throughout the state, “is the result of a controversial
new state law, known by its bill name HB 7069,” which “requires that any public school with three consecutive
grades below a C to choose one of three ‘turnaround’ options.” These include “reassigning students to another
school, closing the school and reopening it as a charter, or contracting with an outside entity to operate the school.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (2/26, Brasch) reports a spokesman for the ACT said Monday that 220 tests taken at
Lassiter High School in Marietta on Jan. 6 are missing in the FedEx system. ACT spokesman Ed Colby said, “It’s a
terrible situation. It’s a very unfortunate situation for these students. We’re doing everything we can to locate that
package.” He said students, facing college application deadlines, took the test against on Saturday for free. Colby
also said students were refunded for their tests. A FedEx spokesman also told the AJC: “FedEx understands how
important these test results are to the students and their families. We are conducting a thorough search for this
shipment and continue to work very closely with ACT on this matter.”
WSB-TV Atlanta (GA) Atlanta (2/26) and International Business Times (2/27, Madappa) also cover this story.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Report Finds Ohio Among Top States For Equitable Distribution Of School Funds.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (2/27, Gilchrist) says a national report released Tuesday by the nonprofit policy group
The Education Trust found that Ohio “does better than almost all other states in directing school funding to poor and
minority students.” Ohio Office of Budget and Management Spokesman John Charlton said, “A lot of the things that
the Kasich administration has tried to do ... is to direct funds to areas of the most need.” The article provides further
detail on the report’s analysis.

Report: In Most States, Poorest Districts Receive Less Funding Than Wealthier Districts.
U.S. News & World Report (2/27) reports The Education Trust released a report Tuesday that “shine[s] a spotlight on
funding gaps that plague the country’s public education system.” While those funding gaps “vary significantly” from
state to state, the poorest districts in more than half of states “do not receive funding to address their students’
increased needs,” with Illinois, Missouri, New York, and Alabama ranked “among the worst.” The “silver lining,”
however, “is that the situation seems to be improving, albeit slightly,” according to The Education Trust’s previous
examination in 2015. The trend could even “continue given the number of states rethinking their school funding
formulas in an attempt to make their education finance systems more equitable, especially for school districts that
serve lots of students in need of extra supports, such as poor students, students with disabilities and those learning
English.”
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Kentucky State Lawmakers Say Budget Proposal Includes Additional Education Funding
Revenue Sources.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (2/27) reports Kentucky state House Democratic Whip Dennis Keene and state
Rep. Kelly Flood “said they were among a group of Democrats given an advance briefing late Tuesday afternoon on
the budget plan of the majority Republicans” that “they were told House Republicans will propose to come up with
additional money through a 50-cent increase in Kentucky’s 60-cent per pack cigarette tax and a new tax of 25 cents
per dosage of opioid drugs.” The revenue from those tax increases, according to the two state lawmakers, “would
allow the budget to increase funding for the main public school program known as Support Education Excellence in
Kentucky as well as restore at least some of the cut that Gov. Matt Bevin’s proposed budget would have made in
funding to school districts for student transportation.” According to Keene, however, “It’s not all crystal clear. ... The
briefing lasted about an hour and we weren’t given anything in writing.”

Colorado Grass-Roots Movement Seeks Ballot Initiative On New Funding Formula.
The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (2/27) reports a local Colorado branch of “the bipartisan grass-roots movement Great
Schools Thriving Communities launched its petition drive to place Initiative 93,” aimed at replacing “the 1994
education funding formula often maligned as unfair and outdated,” before voters this year. Thus far, “171 of the
state’s 178 superintendents are behind the initiative, with the seven holdouts mostly from rural districts.” If “placed
on the ballot for potential voter approval” and passed by a 55 percent margin, it “would amend the state constitution
to increase taxes $1.6 billion annually, with that money placed into a Public Education Fund and earmarked for
preschool through high school education.” The initiative is “designed to work in conjunction with” a bill that “would
amend the state constitution to create a new school funding distribution formula – if and when money become
available.” The Chieftain notes the new funding formula emphasizes “full-day kindergarten, special education,
English language learners and gift/talented students.”

Iowa State Governor Receives Education Funding Bill.
The AP (2/27) reports Iowa’s Republican-controlled state Senate voted Monday in favor of “a bill that will provide a 1
percent increase, or about $32 million in new spending, toward Iowa’s roughly $3.2 billion education budget” for the
next school year. The measure was sent to Gov. Kim Reynolds, as the Republican-controlled state House already
“approved the same legislation earlier this month.” A separate bill to include an additional $14 million in one-time
funds “was approved in a separate bill,” and it, too, “heads to Reynolds.” Some teachers warned “the funding
boost won’t be enough to cover rising costs and will force budget cuts,” although Republican state lawmakers “say
they’re prioritizing education amid ongoing budget constraints.” The AP notes that for weeks, state lawmakers
“were at odds,” especially on the issue of “whether to include additional money for transportation and per-pupil
inequity spending.” Some educators warned the education funding measure

SAFETY & SECURITY
Researchers: School Shootings Have Been Declining Since Early 1990s.
The Washington Times (2/27, Boyer) reports that “despite the horror of the high school massacre in Florida, US
schools overall are safer today than they were in the early 1990s, and there is not an epidemic of such shootings, a
new academic study is reporting.” According to “researchers at Northeastern University...mass school shootings are
extremely rare,” and “shootings involving students have been declining since the 1990s.” Back then, say the
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researchers, “four times as many children were killed in schools.” The Times adds “the researchers used data
collected by USA Today, the FBI’s Supplementary Homicide Report, Congressional Research Service, Gun Violence
Archive, Stanford Geospatial Center and Stanford Libraries, Mother Jones, Everytown for Gun Safety, and a New
York City Police Department report on active shooters.”

School Security Sees Widespread Changes Since Columbine.
USA Today (2/27, Toppo) reports on the changes to school security in districts across the country in the wake of the
Columbine massacre, noting that schools now require such measures as keycard entry, video surveillance, and other
measures. In 1999, “just 19% of schools said they used security cameras to monitor buildings. By the 2013-14
school year, 75% had the devices up and running.”

Baltimore Sun School Security Investigation Yields Mixed Results.
The Baltimore Sun (2/27) reports that Baltimore Sun Media Group reporters were sent to 18 Baltimore-area schools
on Monday “to experience security protocols in the wake of the Parkland” massacre. “Local journalists went to
elementary, middle and high schools in the city and surrounding counties Monday to determine whether the systems’
protocols match the reality.” A number of schools “allowed a reporter inside without requiring verbal identification
before entering. Some schools did not ask for a driver’s license at the front desk. A few had unlocked front doors.”

Secret Service School Shootings Study Discussed.
Jeff Daniels writes in The Conversation (US) (2/27, Daniels) that “what often gets overlooked in the conversation” on
preventing school shootings “is research on the subject that has already been done,” including a major study from
the Secret Service. Daniels says, “Following the publication of the Secret Service study on school shootings, my
research on averted school shootings found that schools that prevented a shooting had done some of the things
recommended by the Secret Service. The case in Florida shows that many of these recommendations were followed
and people spoke up when they saw something wrong. The issue is whether authorities need more power to
intervene once they have been made aware of a potential threat, or whether they just need to do a better job with the
power they already have.”

Anti-Government Militia Calls On Members To Defend Schools.
The Washington Post (2/27, Eltagouri) reports Stewart Rhodes, “leader of an extremist anti-government group” the
Oath Keepers, “ has a solution to stop school shootings: Send every school in the country a former police officer or
military veteran, armed with an assault rifle, to defend students.” Rhodes is “calling on the tens of thousands of
members of his far-right militia group to work unpaid, rotating shifts at schools at all levels, including colleges.”

Indianapolis Student Brings Legal Challenge To District Over Bathroom Use.
USA Today (2/27, Hussein, Star) reports that a high school junior in the Evansville Vanderburgh School Corp. in
Indiana who “is noted as female on his birth certificate but identifies as male” is saying that “he is being unlawfully
discriminated against after a request to use the bathroom of his choosing was denied by school officials.” The article
says the complaint follows a federal appeals court ruling last May “in favor of a transgender student who challenged
a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage,” and the suicide of an Evansville student whose
family “said he was a target of bullying because of his sexual identity.”
The Indianapolis Star (2/27) reports the district “is facing a legal challenge to its policy on transgender students’
use of bathrooms,” noting that the complaint “comes after a federal appeals court in May ruled in favor of a
transgender student who challenged a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage.”
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Commentary: Teaching Social And Emotional Learning Can Prevent School Bullying.
In a piece for U.S. News & World Report (2/27), Ulrich Boser, senior fellow at the Center for American Progress,
writes that “a growing body of research shows that schools can prevent bullying” by “helping students develop
social-emotional skills.” However, this “can be challenging for some schools. For one, school leaders are under
significant pressure to improve academic progress, and so many schools neglect the social and emotional side of
learning. Plus, social-emotional skills may seem a little vague, and so educators do not get much guidance on what to
teach or even how to teach it.”

New Jersey Students Protest Teacher’s Suspension Over School Safety Comments.
The Hill (2/27, Thomsen) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog that hundreds of students on Tuesday walked out of
Cherry Hill East High School in Camden County, New Jersey “to protest the suspension of” AP history teacher
Timothy Locke “over comments he made sharing concerns about the possibility of a school shooting.” In addition,
students held a protest in the school auditorium on Tuesday and 500 have signed a petition supporting the teacher.

New York’s Gov. Cuomo, Sen. DeFrancisco Debate School Spending.
The New York Post (2/27, Conley) reports Sen. John DeFrancisco, “GOP gubernatorial hopeful” for New York,
“blasted Gov. Cuomo on Tuesday, saying he failed to release most of $2 billion in school funding, some of which
could be used for safety measures.” In response, Cuomo’s administration explained the funds, which “voters
approved through a bond act nearly four years ago,” can only be made available to schools after they apply for the
money. “The state regularly processes applications and only has 10 outstanding before the review board that Cuomo
controls, his office said,” and “both sides agree only $400 million has been spent.”

Melania Trump Launches Initiative To Promote Well-Being Of US Children.
The San Jose (CA) Mercury News (2/27, Ross) reports first lady Melania Trump on Monday gave “a speech on
kindness, compassion and positive social media habits that may or may not be consequential to her husband’s
administration and to her own legacy.” The speech was part of Mrs. Trump’s announcement of “an initiative to
promote ‘the well-being’ of America’s children – an effort that she says will involve ‘promoting values such as
encouragement, kindness, compassion, and respect in our children.’” The article also speculates as to the
motivation behind the first lady’s speech.

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Trump Floats Improved Mental Health Care, Says He May Have Confronted Parkland Shooter Unarmed.
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Expected To Continue Tuesday.
• Philly Introduces Philadelphia Board Of Education Nominees.
• Author Discusses New Book On Impact Of Technology On Children.
• Utah Lawmakers Considering Plans To Equalize School Funding.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

February 28, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress,
Trump To Unveil School Safety Proposals This
Week.
Media coverage of the aftermath of the deadly school
shooting in Parkland, Florida casts Republicans as unwilling
to move forward with gun control legislation despite strong
pressure from student activists and public opinion in
general. With legislative avenues seemingly stalled on
Capitol Hill, Politico (2/27, Lima) reports, “White House
press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said Tuesday
the...administration will reveal which policy proposals it
supports on school safety by the end of the week,” but
already “mentioned two measures the White House
supports, including the ‘Fix NICS’ bill spearheaded by”
Senate Majority Whip John Cornyn. The Hill (2/27, Fabian)
reports Sanders also “sought to push back on speculation that [President] Trump is backing away” from proposals to
“to raise the age limit to buy the type of high-powered rifle used in the Parkland...shooting,” telling reporters, “The
president still supports raising the age limit to 21 for the purchase of certain firearms.” Under the headline “Congress
Looks For More Clarity From Trump As It Weighs Response To Florida School Shootings,” however, the Washington
Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis) illustrates lawmakers’ confusion about Trump’s stances by reporting that Sen. Pat
Roberts “believes” the President “has backed off his call on raising the minimum age for rifle purchases.”
At any rate, Reuters (2/27, Cornwell, Cowan) points out, House GOP leaders “said on Tuesday that they would
not raise the minimum age for gun buyers, in a sign that one of...Trump’s proposals likely will not get far on Capitol
Hill.” Presidential counselor Kellyanne Conway reiterated on Fox News’ Special Report (2/27) that Trump “supports
increasing the age perhaps for possession of some firearms. He certainly supports fixing NICS, the background
checks. He has also talked about mental health. He’s talked about how he wants to make it more difficult for people
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who shouldn’t have firearms to have them, but easier for those who should and should be allowed to carry them
under the Second Amendment to do so. ... It’s a complex issue. ... But this is a President, like he did on immigration,
on energy policy, on taxes, he is bringing both parties and both chambers into the White House or he is going to them
and he is working the phones and he is talking to them about what’s possible. In the end, Congress will need to act
and the President will sign into law something that is reasonable, common sense that gets us closer to keeping
school children safe.”
Another Politico (2/27, Schor, Woellert) story indicates “lawmakers from both parties, including some of the
Democrats’ strongest gun-control advocates, are planning to meet with...Trump Wednesday.” Politico adds that
Cornyn and his “Fix NICS” co-sponsor Sen. Chris Murphy “are both expected to attend,” as are Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, “chief author of legislation banning assault weapons and other control bills,” and Sen. Joe Manchin, “who
crafted a background-check expansion plan with Sen. Pat Toomey.” The Washington Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis)
reports that “in advance of the bipartisan gun summit at the White House on Wednesday, lawmakers are searching
for signals from the administration,” though “there is also an open question in Congress over how much Trump will
actually affect the debate, with some Senate leaders pushing for more guidance from the president given his
continuing focus on the shootings, while other top senators are skeptical that any guidance from the mercurial
president – such as during the stalemate on immigration – will ultimately matter much.”
For now, the AP (2/27, Mascaro, Daly) reports, Speaker Ryan “showed little interest Tuesday in some of the
stricter gun proposals being floated by...Trump or bipartisan coalitions in Congress,” and “Senate Republicans
pushed” the Fix NICS bill, “a more modest measure to boost the existing background check system with new
penalties and incentives.” ABC World News Tonight (2/27, story 6, 1:50, Muir) said reported, “Florida students on
Capitol Hill are pressing lawmakers to act on guns, but...their calls are falling flat.” Speaker Ryan was shown saying,
“We shouldn’t be banning guns for law-abiding citizens. We should be focusing on making sure that citizens who
should not get guns in the first place don’t get those guns.” ABC added that Fix NICS is “stalled in the Senate and
likely would not have stopped the Florida shooter.” ABC added that “as recently as Saturday, the President has
called to raise the minimum age to purchase rifles,” but “there is no legislation in the works.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/27, Bender, Subscription Publication) reports that legislators from both parties are
looking for some indication from Trump as to what kinds of gun control measures he is likely to support. Meanwhile,
Trump has invited members of Congress who represent Parkland, Florida and Newtown, Connecticut – both the sites
of deadly school shootings – to the White House on Wednesday.
Florida House, Senate Committees Approve Bills To Arm Teachers. The AP (2/27, Kennedy,
Farrington, Anderson) reports “family members of people killed in a South Florida school shooting gave emotional
testimony Tuesday during a legislative hearing to discuss passing a bill that would allow for armed teachers and raise
the age limit to buy rifles.” A House committee “approved the bill that would raise the minimum age to buy rifles from
18 to 21 and creates a three-day waiting period for all gun purchase.” The measure “would also create a program
that allows teachers who receive law enforcement training and are deputized by the local sheriff’s office to carry
concealed weapons in the classroom if also approved by the school district.”
The Miami Herald (2/27, Bousquet) reports a Florida Senate approved a similar – but not identical – measure.
Whereas the House bill would “train teachers to carry guns in class under the direction of local law enforcement – if
superintendents or the school board approve,” the Senate Appropriations Committee would require “that both the
sheriff and school district officials in a county agree to the program before it can be adopted.” The South Florida Sun
Sentinel (2/27, Sweeney, Fleshler) notes “Gov. Rick Scott doesn’t support the part of the plan that would allow
teachers to carry firearms, though he has not said whether its inclusion would mean a veto.” The New York Times
(2/27, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) points out that “it was unclear” whether Scott “would accept a proposal
from lawmakers to arm school personnel other than teachers, such as athletic coaches who sometimes double as
security monitors. He declined to clarify his position in a news conference in the Miami suburb of Doral on Tuesday.”
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The Washington Post (2/28, Strauss) also reports.

Michigan House Bill To Allow Gun Training For Teachers Who Volunteer For It. The Detroit Free
Press (2/27, Gray) reports that a bill “being developed” by two Republicans in the Michigan House would allow
teachers to be armed. State Rep. Jim Runestad “will schedule hearings this spring on a bill that he’s drafting that will
allow school districts to provide access to guns in locked, undisclosed locations in school buildings to teachers who
volunteer and who are trained in firearm use.” The teachers “would have to go through 80 hours of training on how
to shoot a gun, gun safety, how to engage with an active shooter and tactics to de-escalate a dangerous situation.”
The guns “would be hidden in locked compartments that would only be accessible through the thumbprint of
approved school employees.”
Alabama Legislature Considers Armed Volunteers In Schools. Alabama Live (2/27) reports that under
a bill being considered in the Alabama legislature, “any trained school employee or citizen volunteer could join an
armed security force in Alabama schools.” The bill would expand on a local ordinance under which “school principals
can request a volunteer armed security force.” The AP (2/27) also covers this story.
Mississippi Legislators Propose Letting Teachers Carry Guns. The AP (2/27) reports that a proposal in
the Mississippi state Senate would “give schools the options of arming teachers in an effort to prevent future school
shootings.” The legislation “would let school boards set up safety programs that would include letting teachers and
other school employees with special training carry concealed guns.”
Bevin, Abbott Weigh In On Trump Proposal To Arm Certain Teachers. Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin,
asked on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (2/27) about the President’s suggestion that some teachers be armed in the
schools, said, “I think on a voluntary basis, purely volitional, I think it’s a very good idea and worthy of being
considered. I think teachers who are willing should go through an extensive training far above and beyond what it
takes to be a conceal carry gun owner. Should go through a battery of psychiatric tests to ensure they are mentally
able. ... But it shouldn’t just be teachers, it should be available to administrators. Custodians, coaches, anyone inside
that school on a voluntary basis, I think we would be foolish not to consider that as a possibility.”
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott said on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (2/27), “It is important to understand that not one
size fits all when it comes to the approach to address this issue. Texas is maybe different than Washington State.
Even parts of Texas are different than other parts of Texas but in Texas we do have a robust program of allowing but
not requiring teachers to be authorized to carry guns in schools. Not just teachers, it could be coaches or
administrators or others. That is called our School Marshall program. Where people, persons who work in schools,
will be authorized to carry. Sometimes it will be notified in front of a school, when a school puts up a billboard saying
that teachers are armed. Don’t harm any kid on this campus. Other times it is more concealed.”
USA Today (2/27) editorializes that “few educators have any desire to wield firearms or be responsible for going
into combat with heavily armed intruders. Even police officers with years of training still have doubts – and make
mistakes – during critical moments at crime scenes.” Jerome R. Corsi, “author of Killing the Deep State: The Fight to
Save President Trump,” writes in USA Today (2/27) that “arming all teachers and school staff is no solution in
situations where teachers and staff feel fully committed to dealing with educational issues,” but “in cases where
teachers and school staff are predisposed to be comfortable with concealed carry, as could well be the case with
military veterans or retired law enforcement who make education their second career, allowing them the right to carry
weapons provides the possibility of a near instant response. A would-be school shooter can be neutralized before
schoolchildren are senselessly murdered.”
Cruz Neighbor Says She “Begged” Police To Take Action, Was Told Cruz Was No “Immediate
Threat.” The Washington Times (2/27, Persons) reports “a former neighbor of Nikolas Cruz...said she ‘begged’
police to act regarding his disturbing behavior and threatening social media posts, CNN reported Tuesday.” Joelle
Guarino told CNN her son “showed her multiple posts on social media from Mr. Cruz, including one of an AR-15 and
another about shooting up a school.” Guarino said that at her request, “a police officer came to her home” and told
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her “there was nothing he could do.” Said Guarino, “I begged him, and he basically told me that it was not an
immediate threat. He couldn’t do anything, is what he told me.”
The Washington Post (2/27) editorializes that “it is not quite right to say that...Cruz...fell through the cracks. The
truth is even more unsettling,” as “many people” had been “alerted to Mr. Cruz’s troubling behavior,” including
“school officials, police, state social services workers and friends” who “sought to intervene and help.” To the Post,
“their failure underscores just how difficult it is to deal with mental illness.” At any rate, “the law enforcement
agencies that interacted with this suspect – or should have, as was the case with the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
which completely botched a detailed tip — must...face a reckoning,” but “when all those reviews are completed, this
much will remain true: There will always be an element of human error and unpredictability in these difficult cases.”
The Post concludes that “that is why an additional reform is so logical: banning weapons of war.”

Teachers, Counselors Hoped Alternative School Would Address Cruz’s Mental Health Issues.
USA Today (2/27, Murphy, Perez) reports “teachers and counselors at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
hoped a transfer to an alternative school would provide mental health services for...Cruz after his behavior and
discipline problems increased in 2016.” Broward County Superintendent Robert Runcie “said Cruz’s situation at
Douglas had deteriorated so much so that his counselors and teachers decided to refer him out of the school in early
2017,” hoping “he would return to Cross Creek School, an alternative program with smaller classes and a more
comprehensive offering of mental health services.” Said Runcie, “He declined. ... When a kid turns 18, we can’t
force an adult to receive those services.”
Hurricane-Proof Glass Windows May Have Prevented Additional Carnage. NBC Nightly News (2/27,
story 3, 1:50, Holt) reported that it “has learned shooting suspect Nicolas Cruz may have had more plans to unleash
more carnage inside his former high school. At the time he dropped his AR-15, he still had five fully loaded
magazines, one marked with a swastika.” The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 3, 1:20, Glor) also reported “more
people could have been injured or killed.” Cruz “began firing in the first and second floors of the freshman building,
he continued to make his way up. And that is where investigators believe he planned on using a third-floor stairwell as
a vantage point to shoot at students. Sources say Cruz attempted to create a sniper’s nest by shooting out a glass
window, firing 16 rounds into the glass,” but “the hurricane-proof glass appeared to have stopped it from shattering.”
Marjory Stoneman Douglas Students Return To School Today. The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 4,
2:25, Glor) reported students were to “return to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School” this morning “for the first
time since the shooting. They will have a half day of classes tomorrow.” CBS (Diaz) added “grief counselors will be
in every classroom that’s missing a student who passed away.” The Miami Herald (2/27, Herrera) and Washington
Post (2/27, Balingit), among other news outlets, also report on the students’ return to school.

Texas Civil Rights Groups Criticize Plans To Punish Student Protesters. The AP (2/27) reports the
civil rights advocacy groups Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights Project, and Texas Appleseed “have warned a
Houston-area school district superintendent that his threat to punish students who disrupt classes to protest current
gun laws may violate their constitutional free-speech rights.” The groups “sent a letter to Needville school district
Superintendent Curtis Rhodes that expressed their concern over Rhodes’ threat. Texas ACLU staff attorney Kali
Cohn said school administrators can’t censor political speech nor punish students more harshly for missing school to
participate in political protest than they would for any other unexcused absence.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers To Return To Class Thursday.
The Washington Post (2/27, Larimer) reports West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice announced a deal to end a statewide
teachers strike on Tuesday. The deal, which includes a 5% raise, clears the way for teachers to return to the
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classroom on Thursday, “with Wednesday serving as a ‘cooling off day.’” The strike impacted over 277,000
students and shuttered schools in all 55 of the state’s counties, and was “sparked by concerns about pay and
benefits.”
Reuters (2/27) reports the deal to end the four-day strike came “after thousands of teachers and their backers
descended on the state capitol in Charleston demanding better benefits and a hike in wages now near the bottom
among U.S. teachers.” The strike began “on Thursday after Justice signed legislation to give teachers and state
police a 2 percent raise.”
The Seventy Four (2/27, Fay) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos weighed in on the strike earlier in the
day, “saying that good teachers ‘deserve better pay’ but students should not miss school due to adult
disagreements. In a series of tweets, she also called on ‘both sides’ to negotiate a compromise soon.” Also
reporting are NBC News (2/28), Newsweek (2/27, Swaak), and USA Today (2/27, Bacon).

Graduation Rates Among Disadvantaged Students In New Mexico Rise.
The Ruidoso (NM) News (2/27) reports that New Mexico’s “high school graduation rate remains at an all-time high”
of 71 percent. In addition, “since 2011, graduation rates have improved significantly for the state’s Hispanic, AfricanAmerican, disabled, and low-income students.” Gov. Susana Martinez said when she announced the achievements
on Friday, “New Mexico’s students continue to show that when we hold them to high standards, they rise to the
occasion.”

Michigan’s Career Pathways Alliance Raises Controversy.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (2/27, VanHulle) reports the Career Pathways Alliance in Michigan which seeks to “unite
business leaders and educators around ways to increase Michigan’s talent pool” by “recruiting new career-tech
teachers directly from the private sector.” The state, particularly through a House bill that “would allow career-tech
teachers to teach with no requirement that they obtain a teaching credential within a set number of years,” is also
aiming to address a teacher shortage, but the Michigan Education Association, which represents teachers, “views
the bill as ‘a dilution of the teaching profession.’”

Teachers Voice Frustration Ahead Of Next Court Case Against Teachers’ Unions.
Education Week (2/27, Will) reports teachers Ryan Yohn, Bruce Aster, and Brian Miller spoke to reporters at the
Center for Individual Rights on Tuesday to express their “frustration at feeling voiceless and powerless under the
union’s current structure” and discuss Yohn v. California Teachers Association, a “case that could potentially
hammer teachers’ unions.” The gathering came just a day after Supreme Court justices heard arguments in the
Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) case, which “charges that
public-employee unions in 22 states shouldn’t be allowed to charge ‘agency’ or ‘fair-share’ fees to workers who
choose not to join but who are still represented in collective bargaining.” Education Week says the Yohn case,
“which is currently on hold pending a decision in Janus,” goes “one step further,” arguing that “teachers should
have to affirmatively opt into the union – not opt out.”

Indiana Lawmakers Revive Proposal To Let Districts Hire More Unlicensed Teachers.
Chalkbeat (2/27, Cavazos) reports Indiana lawmakers “revived” on Tuesday “a controversial proposal to allow
district schools to hire up to 10 percent unlicensed teachers,” as the legislators “said they wanted to address
teaching shortages by allowing traditional public schools to have similar flexibility in hiring as charter schools.”
Republican Rep. Bob Behning, chairman of the House Education Committee, reintroduced the measure through an
amendment to Senate Bill 387, which “now also includes provisions to allow districts to give certain teachers extra
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pay and change teacher pay scales.”

Opinion: NES Basic Skills Exams Reinforce Structures Of Social Stratification.
Dr. Nicholas D. Hartlep, an assistant professor and coordinator of the Early Childhood and Elementary School
Programs in the School of Urban Education at Metropolitan State University, and Dr. René Antrop-González, the
school’s dean, write an op-ed in Diverse Education (2/27) arguing the NES Basic Skills tests “reinforce manmade
structures of social stratification that consist of exalting the worldviews of Whites, English-dominant speakers and
economically privileged Christians at the top of the social order.” The authors lament the fact that the “successful
completion of college-level courses does not exempt [students] from having to take the NES Basic Skills exams for
entry or teacher licensure,” and argue the “arduous” process of applying for extended time on the NES tests for
non-native English speakers is “nothing more than a modern day ‘poll tax’ comprised of having to navigate hurdles
that pre-service teachers from privileged identities are not asked and expected to jump over.”

Idaho Lawmakers Question Loan Forgiveness Bill For Rural Teachers.
The AP (2/27) reports “a handful of Idaho lawmakers say they have too many objections to a proposal” that would
grant “$3,000 in student loan forgiveness a year for four years” to “up to 500 eligible teachers who work in rural
schools.” The House Education Committee sent HB 504 to the full House on Tuesday to be amended, “citing
concerns about taking money out of the general fund to pay for loans.”

Report: States Need Better Data Collection To Address Teacher Shortages.
Arizona Public Media (2/27, O'Gara) reports the National Council on Teacher Quality believes a number of states,
including Arizona “aren’t doing enough to collect and connect data – in particular, data on teacher preparation
programs,” and that doing so could help to address issues with “teacher recruitment and retainment.” The council
recently published a report that “asks if a state collects and maintains public data about its teacher preparation
programs, whether and to what extent that data is matched to school district hiring needs, and if the state offers
guidance on high-need certification areas.” Without sufficient data in that regard, the council contends, “there are big
gaps in the information needed to guide state-level policy decisions, and districts are deprived of a ‘powerful lever’
to incentivize certification in certain subjects.”

OPERATIONS
Public Advocate Blasts New York’s Renewal Program.
The New York Post (2/27, Algar) reports that New York City Public Advocate Letitia James “ripped” Mayor Bill de
Blasio’s Renewal school program at a City Council hearing on Tuesday, saying, “The Renewal schools program
was announced with great fanfare in November of 2014...And three and a half years and hundreds of millions of
dollars later it is hard to argue that this program has been a success.” However, James also “blasted the
Department of Education for opting to close teetering Renewal schools instead of plying them with additional
resources.” The article adds that “nine original Renewals have been already been shuttered and another eight have
been proposed for closure.”

Investigation Of Enrollment Fraud In DC School Becomes Public.
The Washington Post (2/27, Jamison, Strauss, Stein) reports that, according to informed government officials, an
investigation by Washington, DC officials has uncovered “signs of widespread enrollment fraud” at the Duke
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Ellington School of the Arts, “one of the city’s most revered public schools.” The Post says “it is unclear how far the
investigation has progressed since” it was originally shared at a meeting “attended by representatives from the DC
Office of the State Superintendent of Education...and the office of the DC attorney general” in December. However,
Mayor Muriel Bowser and State Superintendent of Education Hanseul Kang “called a news conference about” the
investigation on Tuesday after the Post “published a version of” the report presented in December.

DC District, Former Chancellor Sign Separation Agreement.
The Washington Post (2/27, Stein) reports former DC Public Schools chancellor Antwan Wilson “will receive six
months of pay when he severs ties with the city next week, according to a separation agreement signed Monday.”
Wilson “was forced to resign from his position leading the public school system last week amid revelations that he
violated school lottery system rules when he transferred his daughter to a high-performing school,” and he has since
been on administrative leave. His contract will officially terminate on March 7. The Post notes that under the terms of
the agreement, “Wilson did not admit wrongdoing.” Still, his “resignation was swift and unexpected, and sent
another jolt through a beleaguered school system already engulfed in a graduation scandal.” It also “delivers a
political blow” to Mayor Muriel Bowser, who faces re-election this year and “whose selection of Wilson, an outsider,
was one of the most important and high-profile appointments of her tenure.”

Dallas District Gathers High School Students For Gun Violence Forum.
The Dallas Morning News (2/27, Smith, Writer) reports Dallas Independent School District held a student forum on
Tuesday focused on mass violence. In the wake of the Parkland shooting, roughly 200 high school students
“gathered to add their voices to the chorus, sharing their experiences and opinions on how to make their schools and
communities safer.” Urban Specialists chief executive Omar Jahwar, the forum moderator, “tasked the students with
offering their own solutions to solve the school shooting crisis, and help those who are being affected by gun
violence.” He also requested that they “take an active role in being involved in the larger, national movement on
student safety and gun control.” Referring to the murder of a DISD senior on Saturday, the Morning News says the
gun violence issue “isn’t an abstract for DISD students, whether its a numb acceptance of the frequency of school
shootings, or something more local – and more tragic.”

Maryland State Officials Urge District To Prove Efforts Remedying Diploma Scandal.
The Washington Post (2/27, George) reports that on Tuesday, Maryland state Superintendent Karen B. Salmon
“called on Prince George’s County to prove it is fixing problems uncovered in a diploma scandal and took the
unusual step of assigning a state employee full time to monitor those efforts for the next year.” The recommended
actions “drew unanimous support from the Maryland State Board of Education a month after Prince George’s
leaders appeared before the panel.” Under the plan, “the state will seek periodic written reports on the county’s
progress in fixing what went wrong and request an outside audit afterward to ensure problems are resolved.” State
BOE president Andrew Smarick “said the panel was alarmed by findings of a state-ordered investigation, conducted
last fall after allegations of graduation rate fraud in the state’s second-largest school system.” He stressed that the
state of Maryland “needs to be confident that the district’s graduates have earned their diplomas.”

More Than One Out Of 10 Oklahoma Students “Chronically Absent,” Report Finds.
Citing “the annual ImpactTulsa report,” which was released on Tuesday, the Tulsa (OK) World (2/27, Overall)
reports that “more than one out of 10 Oklahoma students are ‘chronically absent,’” meaning they miss “more than
a tenth of the school year, leading to lower test scores and higher dropout rates.” The report concludes chronic
absence “is an early warning indicator for both low achievement and dropping out of high school,” and “calls for
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efforts to ‘target student populations with chronic absenteeism and support teachers and districts with resources they
need to influence change directly with students.’”

Florida County Contracts Outside Company To Potentially Operate Struggling Schools.
The Tampa (FL) Tribune (2/27, Wright) reports in its “Gradebook” blog that Florida’s Pinellas County School Board
on Tuesday “voted 7-0...to hire Learning Sciences International to operate Fairmount Park and Lakewood
elementary schools and Azalea Middle School starting in August, if their students don’t do well enough on state tests
this spring.” The agreement, part of a broader trend in districts throughout the state, “is the result of a controversial
new state law, known by its bill name HB 7069,” which “requires that any public school with three consecutive
grades below a C to choose one of three ‘turnaround’ options.” These include “reassigning students to another
school, closing the school and reopening it as a charter, or contracting with an outside entity to operate the school.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (2/26, Brasch) reports a spokesman for the ACT said Monday that 220 tests taken at
Lassiter High School in Marietta on Jan. 6 are missing in the FedEx system. ACT spokesman Ed Colby said, “It’s a
terrible situation. It’s a very unfortunate situation for these students. We’re doing everything we can to locate that
package.” He said students, facing college application deadlines, took the test against on Saturday for free. Colby
also said students were refunded for their tests. A FedEx spokesman also told the AJC: “FedEx understands how
important these test results are to the students and their families. We are conducting a thorough search for this
shipment and continue to work very closely with ACT on this matter.”
WSB-TV Atlanta (GA) Atlanta (2/26) and International Business Times (2/27, Madappa) also cover this story.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Report Finds Ohio Among Top States For Equitable Distribution Of School Funds.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (2/27, Gilchrist) says a national report released Tuesday by the nonprofit policy group
The Education Trust found that Ohio “does better than almost all other states in directing school funding to poor and
minority students.” Ohio Office of Budget and Management Spokesman John Charlton said, “A lot of the things that
the Kasich administration has tried to do ... is to direct funds to areas of the most need.” The article provides further
detail on the report’s analysis.

Report: In Most States, Poorest Districts Receive Less Funding Than Wealthier Districts.
U.S. News & World Report (2/27) reports The Education Trust released a report Tuesday that “shine[s] a spotlight on
funding gaps that plague the country’s public education system.” While those funding gaps “vary significantly” from
state to state, the poorest districts in more than half of states “do not receive funding to address their students’
increased needs,” with Illinois, Missouri, New York, and Alabama ranked “among the worst.” The “silver lining,”
however, “is that the situation seems to be improving, albeit slightly,” according to The Education Trust’s previous
examination in 2015. The trend could even “continue given the number of states rethinking their school funding
formulas in an attempt to make their education finance systems more equitable, especially for school districts that
serve lots of students in need of extra supports, such as poor students, students with disabilities and those learning
English.”
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Kentucky State Lawmakers Say Budget Proposal Includes Additional Education Funding
Revenue Sources.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (2/27) reports Kentucky state House Democratic Whip Dennis Keene and state
Rep. Kelly Flood “said they were among a group of Democrats given an advance briefing late Tuesday afternoon on
the budget plan of the majority Republicans” that “they were told House Republicans will propose to come up with
additional money through a 50-cent increase in Kentucky’s 60-cent per pack cigarette tax and a new tax of 25 cents
per dosage of opioid drugs.” The revenue from those tax increases, according to the two state lawmakers, “would
allow the budget to increase funding for the main public school program known as Support Education Excellence in
Kentucky as well as restore at least some of the cut that Gov. Matt Bevin’s proposed budget would have made in
funding to school districts for student transportation.” According to Keene, however, “It’s not all crystal clear. ... The
briefing lasted about an hour and we weren’t given anything in writing.”

Colorado Grass-Roots Movement Seeks Ballot Initiative On New Funding Formula.
The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (2/27) reports a local Colorado branch of “the bipartisan grass-roots movement Great
Schools Thriving Communities launched its petition drive to place Initiative 93,” aimed at replacing “the 1994
education funding formula often maligned as unfair and outdated,” before voters this year. Thus far, “171 of the
state’s 178 superintendents are behind the initiative, with the seven holdouts mostly from rural districts.” If “placed
on the ballot for potential voter approval” and passed by a 55 percent margin, it “would amend the state constitution
to increase taxes $1.6 billion annually, with that money placed into a Public Education Fund and earmarked for
preschool through high school education.” The initiative is “designed to work in conjunction with” a bill that “would
amend the state constitution to create a new school funding distribution formula – if and when money become
available.” The Chieftain notes the new funding formula emphasizes “full-day kindergarten, special education,
English language learners and gift/talented students.”

Iowa State Governor Receives Education Funding Bill.
The AP (2/27) reports Iowa’s Republican-controlled state Senate voted Monday in favor of “a bill that will provide a 1
percent increase, or about $32 million in new spending, toward Iowa’s roughly $3.2 billion education budget” for the
next school year. The measure was sent to Gov. Kim Reynolds, as the Republican-controlled state House already
“approved the same legislation earlier this month.” A separate bill to include an additional $14 million in one-time
funds “was approved in a separate bill,” and it, too, “heads to Reynolds.” Some teachers warned “the funding
boost won’t be enough to cover rising costs and will force budget cuts,” although Republican state lawmakers “say
they’re prioritizing education amid ongoing budget constraints.” The AP notes that for weeks, state lawmakers
“were at odds,” especially on the issue of “whether to include additional money for transportation and per-pupil
inequity spending.” Some educators warned the education funding measure

SAFETY & SECURITY
Researchers: School Shootings Have Been Declining Since Early 1990s.
The Washington Times (2/27, Boyer) reports that “despite the horror of the high school massacre in Florida, US
schools overall are safer today than they were in the early 1990s, and there is not an epidemic of such shootings, a
new academic study is reporting.” According to “researchers at Northeastern University...mass school shootings are
extremely rare,” and “shootings involving students have been declining since the 1990s.” Back then, say the
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researchers, “four times as many children were killed in schools.” The Times adds “the researchers used data
collected by USA Today, the FBI’s Supplementary Homicide Report, Congressional Research Service, Gun Violence
Archive, Stanford Geospatial Center and Stanford Libraries, Mother Jones, Everytown for Gun Safety, and a New
York City Police Department report on active shooters.”

School Security Sees Widespread Changes Since Columbine.
USA Today (2/27, Toppo) reports on the changes to school security in districts across the country in the wake of the
Columbine massacre, noting that schools now require such measures as keycard entry, video surveillance, and other
measures. In 1999, “just 19% of schools said they used security cameras to monitor buildings. By the 2013-14
school year, 75% had the devices up and running.”

Baltimore Sun School Security Investigation Yields Mixed Results.
The Baltimore Sun (2/27) reports that Baltimore Sun Media Group reporters were sent to 18 Baltimore-area schools
on Monday “to experience security protocols in the wake of the Parkland” massacre. “Local journalists went to
elementary, middle and high schools in the city and surrounding counties Monday to determine whether the systems’
protocols match the reality.” A number of schools “allowed a reporter inside without requiring verbal identification
before entering. Some schools did not ask for a driver’s license at the front desk. A few had unlocked front doors.”

Secret Service School Shootings Study Discussed.
Jeff Daniels writes in The Conversation (US) (2/27, Daniels) that “what often gets overlooked in the conversation” on
preventing school shootings “is research on the subject that has already been done,” including a major study from
the Secret Service. Daniels says, “Following the publication of the Secret Service study on school shootings, my
research on averted school shootings found that schools that prevented a shooting had done some of the things
recommended by the Secret Service. The case in Florida shows that many of these recommendations were followed
and people spoke up when they saw something wrong. The issue is whether authorities need more power to
intervene once they have been made aware of a potential threat, or whether they just need to do a better job with the
power they already have.”

Anti-Government Militia Calls On Members To Defend Schools.
The Washington Post (2/27, Eltagouri) reports Stewart Rhodes, “leader of an extremist anti-government group” the
Oath Keepers, “ has a solution to stop school shootings: Send every school in the country a former police officer or
military veteran, armed with an assault rifle, to defend students.” Rhodes is “calling on the tens of thousands of
members of his far-right militia group to work unpaid, rotating shifts at schools at all levels, including colleges.”

Indianapolis Student Brings Legal Challenge To District Over Bathroom Use.
USA Today (2/27, Hussein, Star) reports that a high school junior in the Evansville Vanderburgh School Corp. in
Indiana who “is noted as female on his birth certificate but identifies as male” is saying that “he is being unlawfully
discriminated against after a request to use the bathroom of his choosing was denied by school officials.” The article
says the complaint follows a federal appeals court ruling last May “in favor of a transgender student who challenged
a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage,” and the suicide of an Evansville student whose
family “said he was a target of bullying because of his sexual identity.”
The Indianapolis Star (2/27) reports the district “is facing a legal challenge to its policy on transgender students’
use of bathrooms,” noting that the complaint “comes after a federal appeals court in May ruled in favor of a
transgender student who challenged a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage.”
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Commentary: Teaching Social And Emotional Learning Can Prevent School Bullying.
In a piece for U.S. News & World Report (2/27), Ulrich Boser, senior fellow at the Center for American Progress,
writes that “a growing body of research shows that schools can prevent bullying” by “helping students develop
social-emotional skills.” However, this “can be challenging for some schools. For one, school leaders are under
significant pressure to improve academic progress, and so many schools neglect the social and emotional side of
learning. Plus, social-emotional skills may seem a little vague, and so educators do not get much guidance on what to
teach or even how to teach it.”

New Jersey Students Protest Teacher’s Suspension Over School Safety Comments.
The Hill (2/27, Thomsen) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog that hundreds of students on Tuesday walked out of
Cherry Hill East High School in Camden County, New Jersey “to protest the suspension of” AP history teacher
Timothy Locke “over comments he made sharing concerns about the possibility of a school shooting.” In addition,
students held a protest in the school auditorium on Tuesday and 500 have signed a petition supporting the teacher.

New York’s Gov. Cuomo, Sen. DeFrancisco Debate School Spending.
The New York Post (2/27, Conley) reports Sen. John DeFrancisco, “GOP gubernatorial hopeful” for New York,
“blasted Gov. Cuomo on Tuesday, saying he failed to release most of $2 billion in school funding, some of which
could be used for safety measures.” In response, Cuomo’s administration explained the funds, which “voters
approved through a bond act nearly four years ago,” can only be made available to schools after they apply for the
money. “The state regularly processes applications and only has 10 outstanding before the review board that Cuomo
controls, his office said,” and “both sides agree only $400 million has been spent.”

Melania Trump Launches Initiative To Promote Well-Being Of US Children.
The San Jose (CA) Mercury News (2/27, Ross) reports first lady Melania Trump on Monday gave “a speech on
kindness, compassion and positive social media habits that may or may not be consequential to her husband’s
administration and to her own legacy.” The speech was part of Mrs. Trump’s announcement of “an initiative to
promote ‘the well-being’ of America’s children – an effort that she says will involve ‘promoting values such as
encouragement, kindness, compassion, and respect in our children.’” The article also speculates as to the
motivation behind the first lady’s speech.

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Trump Floats Improved Mental Health Care, Says He May Have Confronted Parkland Shooter Unarmed.
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Expected To Continue Tuesday.
• Philly Introduces Philadelphia Board Of Education Nominees.
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• Utah Lawmakers Considering Plans To Equalize School Funding.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

February 28, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress,
Trump To Unveil School Safety Proposals This
Week.
Media coverage of the aftermath of the deadly school
shooting in Parkland, Florida casts Republicans as unwilling
to move forward with gun control legislation despite strong
pressure from student activists and public opinion in
general. With legislative avenues seemingly stalled on
Capitol Hill, Politico (2/27, Lima) reports, “White House
press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said Tuesday
the...administration will reveal which policy proposals it
supports on school safety by the end of the week,” but
already “mentioned two measures the White House
supports, including the ‘Fix NICS’ bill spearheaded by”
Senate Majority Whip John Cornyn. The Hill (2/27, Fabian)
reports Sanders also “sought to push back on speculation that [President] Trump is backing away” from proposals to
“to raise the age limit to buy the type of high-powered rifle used in the Parkland...shooting,” telling reporters, “The
president still supports raising the age limit to 21 for the purchase of certain firearms.” Under the headline “Congress
Looks For More Clarity From Trump As It Weighs Response To Florida School Shootings,” however, the Washington
Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis) illustrates lawmakers’ confusion about Trump’s stances by reporting that Sen. Pat
Roberts “believes” the President “has backed off his call on raising the minimum age for rifle purchases.”
At any rate, Reuters (2/27, Cornwell, Cowan) points out, House GOP leaders “said on Tuesday that they would
not raise the minimum age for gun buyers, in a sign that one of...Trump’s proposals likely will not get far on Capitol
Hill.” Presidential counselor Kellyanne Conway reiterated on Fox News’ Special Report (2/27) that Trump “supports
increasing the age perhaps for possession of some firearms. He certainly supports fixing NICS, the background
checks. He has also talked about mental health. He’s talked about how he wants to make it more difficult for people
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who shouldn’t have firearms to have them, but easier for those who should and should be allowed to carry them
under the Second Amendment to do so. ... It’s a complex issue. ... But this is a President, like he did on immigration,
on energy policy, on taxes, he is bringing both parties and both chambers into the White House or he is going to them
and he is working the phones and he is talking to them about what’s possible. In the end, Congress will need to act
and the President will sign into law something that is reasonable, common sense that gets us closer to keeping
school children safe.”
Another Politico (2/27, Schor, Woellert) story indicates “lawmakers from both parties, including some of the
Democrats’ strongest gun-control advocates, are planning to meet with...Trump Wednesday.” Politico adds that
Cornyn and his “Fix NICS” co-sponsor Sen. Chris Murphy “are both expected to attend,” as are Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, “chief author of legislation banning assault weapons and other control bills,” and Sen. Joe Manchin, “who
crafted a background-check expansion plan with Sen. Pat Toomey.” The Washington Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis)
reports that “in advance of the bipartisan gun summit at the White House on Wednesday, lawmakers are searching
for signals from the administration,” though “there is also an open question in Congress over how much Trump will
actually affect the debate, with some Senate leaders pushing for more guidance from the president given his
continuing focus on the shootings, while other top senators are skeptical that any guidance from the mercurial
president – such as during the stalemate on immigration – will ultimately matter much.”
For now, the AP (2/27, Mascaro, Daly) reports, Speaker Ryan “showed little interest Tuesday in some of the
stricter gun proposals being floated by...Trump or bipartisan coalitions in Congress,” and “Senate Republicans
pushed” the Fix NICS bill, “a more modest measure to boost the existing background check system with new
penalties and incentives.” ABC World News Tonight (2/27, story 6, 1:50, Muir) said reported, “Florida students on
Capitol Hill are pressing lawmakers to act on guns, but...their calls are falling flat.” Speaker Ryan was shown saying,
“We shouldn’t be banning guns for law-abiding citizens. We should be focusing on making sure that citizens who
should not get guns in the first place don’t get those guns.” ABC added that Fix NICS is “stalled in the Senate and
likely would not have stopped the Florida shooter.” ABC added that “as recently as Saturday, the President has
called to raise the minimum age to purchase rifles,” but “there is no legislation in the works.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/27, Bender, Subscription Publication) reports that legislators from both parties are
looking for some indication from Trump as to what kinds of gun control measures he is likely to support. Meanwhile,
Trump has invited members of Congress who represent Parkland, Florida and Newtown, Connecticut – both the sites
of deadly school shootings – to the White House on Wednesday.
Florida House, Senate Committees Approve Bills To Arm Teachers. The AP (2/27, Kennedy,
Farrington, Anderson) reports “family members of people killed in a South Florida school shooting gave emotional
testimony Tuesday during a legislative hearing to discuss passing a bill that would allow for armed teachers and raise
the age limit to buy rifles.” A House committee “approved the bill that would raise the minimum age to buy rifles from
18 to 21 and creates a three-day waiting period for all gun purchase.” The measure “would also create a program
that allows teachers who receive law enforcement training and are deputized by the local sheriff’s office to carry
concealed weapons in the classroom if also approved by the school district.”
The Miami Herald (2/27, Bousquet) reports a Florida Senate approved a similar – but not identical – measure.
Whereas the House bill would “train teachers to carry guns in class under the direction of local law enforcement – if
superintendents or the school board approve,” the Senate Appropriations Committee would require “that both the
sheriff and school district officials in a county agree to the program before it can be adopted.” The South Florida Sun
Sentinel (2/27, Sweeney, Fleshler) notes “Gov. Rick Scott doesn’t support the part of the plan that would allow
teachers to carry firearms, though he has not said whether its inclusion would mean a veto.” The New York Times
(2/27, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) points out that “it was unclear” whether Scott “would accept a proposal
from lawmakers to arm school personnel other than teachers, such as athletic coaches who sometimes double as
security monitors. He declined to clarify his position in a news conference in the Miami suburb of Doral on Tuesday.”
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The Washington Post (2/28, Strauss) also reports.

Michigan House Bill To Allow Gun Training For Teachers Who Volunteer For It. The Detroit Free
Press (2/27, Gray) reports that a bill “being developed” by two Republicans in the Michigan House would allow
teachers to be armed. State Rep. Jim Runestad “will schedule hearings this spring on a bill that he’s drafting that will
allow school districts to provide access to guns in locked, undisclosed locations in school buildings to teachers who
volunteer and who are trained in firearm use.” The teachers “would have to go through 80 hours of training on how
to shoot a gun, gun safety, how to engage with an active shooter and tactics to de-escalate a dangerous situation.”
The guns “would be hidden in locked compartments that would only be accessible through the thumbprint of
approved school employees.”
Alabama Legislature Considers Armed Volunteers In Schools. Alabama Live (2/27) reports that under
a bill being considered in the Alabama legislature, “any trained school employee or citizen volunteer could join an
armed security force in Alabama schools.” The bill would expand on a local ordinance under which “school principals
can request a volunteer armed security force.” The AP (2/27) also covers this story.
Mississippi Legislators Propose Letting Teachers Carry Guns. The AP (2/27) reports that a proposal in
the Mississippi state Senate would “give schools the options of arming teachers in an effort to prevent future school
shootings.” The legislation “would let school boards set up safety programs that would include letting teachers and
other school employees with special training carry concealed guns.”
Bevin, Abbott Weigh In On Trump Proposal To Arm Certain Teachers. Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin,
asked on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (2/27) about the President’s suggestion that some teachers be armed in the
schools, said, “I think on a voluntary basis, purely volitional, I think it’s a very good idea and worthy of being
considered. I think teachers who are willing should go through an extensive training far above and beyond what it
takes to be a conceal carry gun owner. Should go through a battery of psychiatric tests to ensure they are mentally
able. ... But it shouldn’t just be teachers, it should be available to administrators. Custodians, coaches, anyone inside
that school on a voluntary basis, I think we would be foolish not to consider that as a possibility.”
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott said on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (2/27), “It is important to understand that not one
size fits all when it comes to the approach to address this issue. Texas is maybe different than Washington State.
Even parts of Texas are different than other parts of Texas but in Texas we do have a robust program of allowing but
not requiring teachers to be authorized to carry guns in schools. Not just teachers, it could be coaches or
administrators or others. That is called our School Marshall program. Where people, persons who work in schools,
will be authorized to carry. Sometimes it will be notified in front of a school, when a school puts up a billboard saying
that teachers are armed. Don’t harm any kid on this campus. Other times it is more concealed.”
USA Today (2/27) editorializes that “few educators have any desire to wield firearms or be responsible for going
into combat with heavily armed intruders. Even police officers with years of training still have doubts – and make
mistakes – during critical moments at crime scenes.” Jerome R. Corsi, “author of Killing the Deep State: The Fight to
Save President Trump,” writes in USA Today (2/27) that “arming all teachers and school staff is no solution in
situations where teachers and staff feel fully committed to dealing with educational issues,” but “in cases where
teachers and school staff are predisposed to be comfortable with concealed carry, as could well be the case with
military veterans or retired law enforcement who make education their second career, allowing them the right to carry
weapons provides the possibility of a near instant response. A would-be school shooter can be neutralized before
schoolchildren are senselessly murdered.”
Cruz Neighbor Says She “Begged” Police To Take Action, Was Told Cruz Was No “Immediate
Threat.” The Washington Times (2/27, Persons) reports “a former neighbor of Nikolas Cruz...said she ‘begged’
police to act regarding his disturbing behavior and threatening social media posts, CNN reported Tuesday.” Joelle
Guarino told CNN her son “showed her multiple posts on social media from Mr. Cruz, including one of an AR-15 and
another about shooting up a school.” Guarino said that at her request, “a police officer came to her home” and told
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her “there was nothing he could do.” Said Guarino, “I begged him, and he basically told me that it was not an
immediate threat. He couldn’t do anything, is what he told me.”
The Washington Post (2/27) editorializes that “it is not quite right to say that...Cruz...fell through the cracks. The
truth is even more unsettling,” as “many people” had been “alerted to Mr. Cruz’s troubling behavior,” including
“school officials, police, state social services workers and friends” who “sought to intervene and help.” To the Post,
“their failure underscores just how difficult it is to deal with mental illness.” At any rate, “the law enforcement
agencies that interacted with this suspect – or should have, as was the case with the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
which completely botched a detailed tip — must...face a reckoning,” but “when all those reviews are completed, this
much will remain true: There will always be an element of human error and unpredictability in these difficult cases.”
The Post concludes that “that is why an additional reform is so logical: banning weapons of war.”

Teachers, Counselors Hoped Alternative School Would Address Cruz’s Mental Health Issues.
USA Today (2/27, Murphy, Perez) reports “teachers and counselors at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
hoped a transfer to an alternative school would provide mental health services for...Cruz after his behavior and
discipline problems increased in 2016.” Broward County Superintendent Robert Runcie “said Cruz’s situation at
Douglas had deteriorated so much so that his counselors and teachers decided to refer him out of the school in early
2017,” hoping “he would return to Cross Creek School, an alternative program with smaller classes and a more
comprehensive offering of mental health services.” Said Runcie, “He declined. ... When a kid turns 18, we can’t
force an adult to receive those services.”
Hurricane-Proof Glass Windows May Have Prevented Additional Carnage. NBC Nightly News (2/27,
story 3, 1:50, Holt) reported that it “has learned shooting suspect Nicolas Cruz may have had more plans to unleash
more carnage inside his former high school. At the time he dropped his AR-15, he still had five fully loaded
magazines, one marked with a swastika.” The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 3, 1:20, Glor) also reported “more
people could have been injured or killed.” Cruz “began firing in the first and second floors of the freshman building,
he continued to make his way up. And that is where investigators believe he planned on using a third-floor stairwell as
a vantage point to shoot at students. Sources say Cruz attempted to create a sniper’s nest by shooting out a glass
window, firing 16 rounds into the glass,” but “the hurricane-proof glass appeared to have stopped it from shattering.”
Marjory Stoneman Douglas Students Return To School Today. The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 4,
2:25, Glor) reported students were to “return to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School” this morning “for the first
time since the shooting. They will have a half day of classes tomorrow.” CBS (Diaz) added “grief counselors will be
in every classroom that’s missing a student who passed away.” The Miami Herald (2/27, Herrera) and Washington
Post (2/27, Balingit), among other news outlets, also report on the students’ return to school.

Texas Civil Rights Groups Criticize Plans To Punish Student Protesters. The AP (2/27) reports the
civil rights advocacy groups Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights Project, and Texas Appleseed “have warned a
Houston-area school district superintendent that his threat to punish students who disrupt classes to protest current
gun laws may violate their constitutional free-speech rights.” The groups “sent a letter to Needville school district
Superintendent Curtis Rhodes that expressed their concern over Rhodes’ threat. Texas ACLU staff attorney Kali
Cohn said school administrators can’t censor political speech nor punish students more harshly for missing school to
participate in political protest than they would for any other unexcused absence.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers To Return To Class Thursday.
The Washington Post (2/27, Larimer) reports West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice announced a deal to end a statewide
teachers strike on Tuesday. The deal, which includes a 5% raise, clears the way for teachers to return to the
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classroom on Thursday, “with Wednesday serving as a ‘cooling off day.’” The strike impacted over 277,000
students and shuttered schools in all 55 of the state’s counties, and was “sparked by concerns about pay and
benefits.”
Reuters (2/27) reports the deal to end the four-day strike came “after thousands of teachers and their backers
descended on the state capitol in Charleston demanding better benefits and a hike in wages now near the bottom
among U.S. teachers.” The strike began “on Thursday after Justice signed legislation to give teachers and state
police a 2 percent raise.”
The Seventy Four (2/27, Fay) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos weighed in on the strike earlier in the
day, “saying that good teachers ‘deserve better pay’ but students should not miss school due to adult
disagreements. In a series of tweets, she also called on ‘both sides’ to negotiate a compromise soon.” Also
reporting are NBC News (2/28), Newsweek (2/27, Swaak), and USA Today (2/27, Bacon).

Graduation Rates Among Disadvantaged Students In New Mexico Rise.
The Ruidoso (NM) News (2/27) reports that New Mexico’s “high school graduation rate remains at an all-time high”
of 71 percent. In addition, “since 2011, graduation rates have improved significantly for the state’s Hispanic, AfricanAmerican, disabled, and low-income students.” Gov. Susana Martinez said when she announced the achievements
on Friday, “New Mexico’s students continue to show that when we hold them to high standards, they rise to the
occasion.”

Michigan’s Career Pathways Alliance Raises Controversy.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (2/27, VanHulle) reports the Career Pathways Alliance in Michigan which seeks to “unite
business leaders and educators around ways to increase Michigan’s talent pool” by “recruiting new career-tech
teachers directly from the private sector.” The state, particularly through a House bill that “would allow career-tech
teachers to teach with no requirement that they obtain a teaching credential within a set number of years,” is also
aiming to address a teacher shortage, but the Michigan Education Association, which represents teachers, “views
the bill as ‘a dilution of the teaching profession.’”

Teachers Voice Frustration Ahead Of Next Court Case Against Teachers’ Unions.
Education Week (2/27, Will) reports teachers Ryan Yohn, Bruce Aster, and Brian Miller spoke to reporters at the
Center for Individual Rights on Tuesday to express their “frustration at feeling voiceless and powerless under the
union’s current structure” and discuss Yohn v. California Teachers Association, a “case that could potentially
hammer teachers’ unions.” The gathering came just a day after Supreme Court justices heard arguments in the
Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) case, which “charges that
public-employee unions in 22 states shouldn’t be allowed to charge ‘agency’ or ‘fair-share’ fees to workers who
choose not to join but who are still represented in collective bargaining.” Education Week says the Yohn case,
“which is currently on hold pending a decision in Janus,” goes “one step further,” arguing that “teachers should
have to affirmatively opt into the union – not opt out.”

Indiana Lawmakers Revive Proposal To Let Districts Hire More Unlicensed Teachers.
Chalkbeat (2/27, Cavazos) reports Indiana lawmakers “revived” on Tuesday “a controversial proposal to allow
district schools to hire up to 10 percent unlicensed teachers,” as the legislators “said they wanted to address
teaching shortages by allowing traditional public schools to have similar flexibility in hiring as charter schools.”
Republican Rep. Bob Behning, chairman of the House Education Committee, reintroduced the measure through an
amendment to Senate Bill 387, which “now also includes provisions to allow districts to give certain teachers extra
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pay and change teacher pay scales.”

Opinion: NES Basic Skills Exams Reinforce Structures Of Social Stratification.
Dr. Nicholas D. Hartlep, an assistant professor and coordinator of the Early Childhood and Elementary School
Programs in the School of Urban Education at Metropolitan State University, and Dr. René Antrop-González, the
school’s dean, write an op-ed in Diverse Education (2/27) arguing the NES Basic Skills tests “reinforce manmade
structures of social stratification that consist of exalting the worldviews of Whites, English-dominant speakers and
economically privileged Christians at the top of the social order.” The authors lament the fact that the “successful
completion of college-level courses does not exempt [students] from having to take the NES Basic Skills exams for
entry or teacher licensure,” and argue the “arduous” process of applying for extended time on the NES tests for
non-native English speakers is “nothing more than a modern day ‘poll tax’ comprised of having to navigate hurdles
that pre-service teachers from privileged identities are not asked and expected to jump over.”

Idaho Lawmakers Question Loan Forgiveness Bill For Rural Teachers.
The AP (2/27) reports “a handful of Idaho lawmakers say they have too many objections to a proposal” that would
grant “$3,000 in student loan forgiveness a year for four years” to “up to 500 eligible teachers who work in rural
schools.” The House Education Committee sent HB 504 to the full House on Tuesday to be amended, “citing
concerns about taking money out of the general fund to pay for loans.”

Report: States Need Better Data Collection To Address Teacher Shortages.
Arizona Public Media (2/27, O'Gara) reports the National Council on Teacher Quality believes a number of states,
including Arizona “aren’t doing enough to collect and connect data – in particular, data on teacher preparation
programs,” and that doing so could help to address issues with “teacher recruitment and retainment.” The council
recently published a report that “asks if a state collects and maintains public data about its teacher preparation
programs, whether and to what extent that data is matched to school district hiring needs, and if the state offers
guidance on high-need certification areas.” Without sufficient data in that regard, the council contends, “there are big
gaps in the information needed to guide state-level policy decisions, and districts are deprived of a ‘powerful lever’
to incentivize certification in certain subjects.”

OPERATIONS
Public Advocate Blasts New York’s Renewal Program.
The New York Post (2/27, Algar) reports that New York City Public Advocate Letitia James “ripped” Mayor Bill de
Blasio’s Renewal school program at a City Council hearing on Tuesday, saying, “The Renewal schools program
was announced with great fanfare in November of 2014...And three and a half years and hundreds of millions of
dollars later it is hard to argue that this program has been a success.” However, James also “blasted the
Department of Education for opting to close teetering Renewal schools instead of plying them with additional
resources.” The article adds that “nine original Renewals have been already been shuttered and another eight have
been proposed for closure.”

Investigation Of Enrollment Fraud In DC School Becomes Public.
The Washington Post (2/27, Jamison, Strauss, Stein) reports that, according to informed government officials, an
investigation by Washington, DC officials has uncovered “signs of widespread enrollment fraud” at the Duke
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Ellington School of the Arts, “one of the city’s most revered public schools.” The Post says “it is unclear how far the
investigation has progressed since” it was originally shared at a meeting “attended by representatives from the DC
Office of the State Superintendent of Education...and the office of the DC attorney general” in December. However,
Mayor Muriel Bowser and State Superintendent of Education Hanseul Kang “called a news conference about” the
investigation on Tuesday after the Post “published a version of” the report presented in December.

DC District, Former Chancellor Sign Separation Agreement.
The Washington Post (2/27, Stein) reports former DC Public Schools chancellor Antwan Wilson “will receive six
months of pay when he severs ties with the city next week, according to a separation agreement signed Monday.”
Wilson “was forced to resign from his position leading the public school system last week amid revelations that he
violated school lottery system rules when he transferred his daughter to a high-performing school,” and he has since
been on administrative leave. His contract will officially terminate on March 7. The Post notes that under the terms of
the agreement, “Wilson did not admit wrongdoing.” Still, his “resignation was swift and unexpected, and sent
another jolt through a beleaguered school system already engulfed in a graduation scandal.” It also “delivers a
political blow” to Mayor Muriel Bowser, who faces re-election this year and “whose selection of Wilson, an outsider,
was one of the most important and high-profile appointments of her tenure.”

Dallas District Gathers High School Students For Gun Violence Forum.
The Dallas Morning News (2/27, Smith, Writer) reports Dallas Independent School District held a student forum on
Tuesday focused on mass violence. In the wake of the Parkland shooting, roughly 200 high school students
“gathered to add their voices to the chorus, sharing their experiences and opinions on how to make their schools and
communities safer.” Urban Specialists chief executive Omar Jahwar, the forum moderator, “tasked the students with
offering their own solutions to solve the school shooting crisis, and help those who are being affected by gun
violence.” He also requested that they “take an active role in being involved in the larger, national movement on
student safety and gun control.” Referring to the murder of a DISD senior on Saturday, the Morning News says the
gun violence issue “isn’t an abstract for DISD students, whether its a numb acceptance of the frequency of school
shootings, or something more local – and more tragic.”

Maryland State Officials Urge District To Prove Efforts Remedying Diploma Scandal.
The Washington Post (2/27, George) reports that on Tuesday, Maryland state Superintendent Karen B. Salmon
“called on Prince George’s County to prove it is fixing problems uncovered in a diploma scandal and took the
unusual step of assigning a state employee full time to monitor those efforts for the next year.” The recommended
actions “drew unanimous support from the Maryland State Board of Education a month after Prince George’s
leaders appeared before the panel.” Under the plan, “the state will seek periodic written reports on the county’s
progress in fixing what went wrong and request an outside audit afterward to ensure problems are resolved.” State
BOE president Andrew Smarick “said the panel was alarmed by findings of a state-ordered investigation, conducted
last fall after allegations of graduation rate fraud in the state’s second-largest school system.” He stressed that the
state of Maryland “needs to be confident that the district’s graduates have earned their diplomas.”

More Than One Out Of 10 Oklahoma Students “Chronically Absent,” Report Finds.
Citing “the annual ImpactTulsa report,” which was released on Tuesday, the Tulsa (OK) World (2/27, Overall)
reports that “more than one out of 10 Oklahoma students are ‘chronically absent,’” meaning they miss “more than
a tenth of the school year, leading to lower test scores and higher dropout rates.” The report concludes chronic
absence “is an early warning indicator for both low achievement and dropping out of high school,” and “calls for
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efforts to ‘target student populations with chronic absenteeism and support teachers and districts with resources they
need to influence change directly with students.’”

Florida County Contracts Outside Company To Potentially Operate Struggling Schools.
The Tampa (FL) Tribune (2/27, Wright) reports in its “Gradebook” blog that Florida’s Pinellas County School Board
on Tuesday “voted 7-0...to hire Learning Sciences International to operate Fairmount Park and Lakewood
elementary schools and Azalea Middle School starting in August, if their students don’t do well enough on state tests
this spring.” The agreement, part of a broader trend in districts throughout the state, “is the result of a controversial
new state law, known by its bill name HB 7069,” which “requires that any public school with three consecutive
grades below a C to choose one of three ‘turnaround’ options.” These include “reassigning students to another
school, closing the school and reopening it as a charter, or contracting with an outside entity to operate the school.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (2/26, Brasch) reports a spokesman for the ACT said Monday that 220 tests taken at
Lassiter High School in Marietta on Jan. 6 are missing in the FedEx system. ACT spokesman Ed Colby said, “It’s a
terrible situation. It’s a very unfortunate situation for these students. We’re doing everything we can to locate that
package.” He said students, facing college application deadlines, took the test against on Saturday for free. Colby
also said students were refunded for their tests. A FedEx spokesman also told the AJC: “FedEx understands how
important these test results are to the students and their families. We are conducting a thorough search for this
shipment and continue to work very closely with ACT on this matter.”
WSB-TV Atlanta (GA) Atlanta (2/26) and International Business Times (2/27, Madappa) also cover this story.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Report Finds Ohio Among Top States For Equitable Distribution Of School Funds.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (2/27, Gilchrist) says a national report released Tuesday by the nonprofit policy group
The Education Trust found that Ohio “does better than almost all other states in directing school funding to poor and
minority students.” Ohio Office of Budget and Management Spokesman John Charlton said, “A lot of the things that
the Kasich administration has tried to do ... is to direct funds to areas of the most need.” The article provides further
detail on the report’s analysis.

Report: In Most States, Poorest Districts Receive Less Funding Than Wealthier Districts.
U.S. News & World Report (2/27) reports The Education Trust released a report Tuesday that “shine[s] a spotlight on
funding gaps that plague the country’s public education system.” While those funding gaps “vary significantly” from
state to state, the poorest districts in more than half of states “do not receive funding to address their students’
increased needs,” with Illinois, Missouri, New York, and Alabama ranked “among the worst.” The “silver lining,”
however, “is that the situation seems to be improving, albeit slightly,” according to The Education Trust’s previous
examination in 2015. The trend could even “continue given the number of states rethinking their school funding
formulas in an attempt to make their education finance systems more equitable, especially for school districts that
serve lots of students in need of extra supports, such as poor students, students with disabilities and those learning
English.”
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Kentucky State Lawmakers Say Budget Proposal Includes Additional Education Funding
Revenue Sources.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (2/27) reports Kentucky state House Democratic Whip Dennis Keene and state
Rep. Kelly Flood “said they were among a group of Democrats given an advance briefing late Tuesday afternoon on
the budget plan of the majority Republicans” that “they were told House Republicans will propose to come up with
additional money through a 50-cent increase in Kentucky’s 60-cent per pack cigarette tax and a new tax of 25 cents
per dosage of opioid drugs.” The revenue from those tax increases, according to the two state lawmakers, “would
allow the budget to increase funding for the main public school program known as Support Education Excellence in
Kentucky as well as restore at least some of the cut that Gov. Matt Bevin’s proposed budget would have made in
funding to school districts for student transportation.” According to Keene, however, “It’s not all crystal clear. ... The
briefing lasted about an hour and we weren’t given anything in writing.”

Colorado Grass-Roots Movement Seeks Ballot Initiative On New Funding Formula.
The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (2/27) reports a local Colorado branch of “the bipartisan grass-roots movement Great
Schools Thriving Communities launched its petition drive to place Initiative 93,” aimed at replacing “the 1994
education funding formula often maligned as unfair and outdated,” before voters this year. Thus far, “171 of the
state’s 178 superintendents are behind the initiative, with the seven holdouts mostly from rural districts.” If “placed
on the ballot for potential voter approval” and passed by a 55 percent margin, it “would amend the state constitution
to increase taxes $1.6 billion annually, with that money placed into a Public Education Fund and earmarked for
preschool through high school education.” The initiative is “designed to work in conjunction with” a bill that “would
amend the state constitution to create a new school funding distribution formula – if and when money become
available.” The Chieftain notes the new funding formula emphasizes “full-day kindergarten, special education,
English language learners and gift/talented students.”

Iowa State Governor Receives Education Funding Bill.
The AP (2/27) reports Iowa’s Republican-controlled state Senate voted Monday in favor of “a bill that will provide a 1
percent increase, or about $32 million in new spending, toward Iowa’s roughly $3.2 billion education budget” for the
next school year. The measure was sent to Gov. Kim Reynolds, as the Republican-controlled state House already
“approved the same legislation earlier this month.” A separate bill to include an additional $14 million in one-time
funds “was approved in a separate bill,” and it, too, “heads to Reynolds.” Some teachers warned “the funding
boost won’t be enough to cover rising costs and will force budget cuts,” although Republican state lawmakers “say
they’re prioritizing education amid ongoing budget constraints.” The AP notes that for weeks, state lawmakers
“were at odds,” especially on the issue of “whether to include additional money for transportation and per-pupil
inequity spending.” Some educators warned the education funding measure

SAFETY & SECURITY
Researchers: School Shootings Have Been Declining Since Early 1990s.
The Washington Times (2/27, Boyer) reports that “despite the horror of the high school massacre in Florida, US
schools overall are safer today than they were in the early 1990s, and there is not an epidemic of such shootings, a
new academic study is reporting.” According to “researchers at Northeastern University...mass school shootings are
extremely rare,” and “shootings involving students have been declining since the 1990s.” Back then, say the
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researchers, “four times as many children were killed in schools.” The Times adds “the researchers used data
collected by USA Today, the FBI’s Supplementary Homicide Report, Congressional Research Service, Gun Violence
Archive, Stanford Geospatial Center and Stanford Libraries, Mother Jones, Everytown for Gun Safety, and a New
York City Police Department report on active shooters.”

School Security Sees Widespread Changes Since Columbine.
USA Today (2/27, Toppo) reports on the changes to school security in districts across the country in the wake of the
Columbine massacre, noting that schools now require such measures as keycard entry, video surveillance, and other
measures. In 1999, “just 19% of schools said they used security cameras to monitor buildings. By the 2013-14
school year, 75% had the devices up and running.”

Baltimore Sun School Security Investigation Yields Mixed Results.
The Baltimore Sun (2/27) reports that Baltimore Sun Media Group reporters were sent to 18 Baltimore-area schools
on Monday “to experience security protocols in the wake of the Parkland” massacre. “Local journalists went to
elementary, middle and high schools in the city and surrounding counties Monday to determine whether the systems’
protocols match the reality.” A number of schools “allowed a reporter inside without requiring verbal identification
before entering. Some schools did not ask for a driver’s license at the front desk. A few had unlocked front doors.”

Secret Service School Shootings Study Discussed.
Jeff Daniels writes in The Conversation (US) (2/27, Daniels) that “what often gets overlooked in the conversation” on
preventing school shootings “is research on the subject that has already been done,” including a major study from
the Secret Service. Daniels says, “Following the publication of the Secret Service study on school shootings, my
research on averted school shootings found that schools that prevented a shooting had done some of the things
recommended by the Secret Service. The case in Florida shows that many of these recommendations were followed
and people spoke up when they saw something wrong. The issue is whether authorities need more power to
intervene once they have been made aware of a potential threat, or whether they just need to do a better job with the
power they already have.”

Anti-Government Militia Calls On Members To Defend Schools.
The Washington Post (2/27, Eltagouri) reports Stewart Rhodes, “leader of an extremist anti-government group” the
Oath Keepers, “ has a solution to stop school shootings: Send every school in the country a former police officer or
military veteran, armed with an assault rifle, to defend students.” Rhodes is “calling on the tens of thousands of
members of his far-right militia group to work unpaid, rotating shifts at schools at all levels, including colleges.”

Indianapolis Student Brings Legal Challenge To District Over Bathroom Use.
USA Today (2/27, Hussein, Star) reports that a high school junior in the Evansville Vanderburgh School Corp. in
Indiana who “is noted as female on his birth certificate but identifies as male” is saying that “he is being unlawfully
discriminated against after a request to use the bathroom of his choosing was denied by school officials.” The article
says the complaint follows a federal appeals court ruling last May “in favor of a transgender student who challenged
a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage,” and the suicide of an Evansville student whose
family “said he was a target of bullying because of his sexual identity.”
The Indianapolis Star (2/27) reports the district “is facing a legal challenge to its policy on transgender students’
use of bathrooms,” noting that the complaint “comes after a federal appeals court in May ruled in favor of a
transgender student who challenged a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage.”
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Commentary: Teaching Social And Emotional Learning Can Prevent School Bullying.
In a piece for U.S. News & World Report (2/27), Ulrich Boser, senior fellow at the Center for American Progress,
writes that “a growing body of research shows that schools can prevent bullying” by “helping students develop
social-emotional skills.” However, this “can be challenging for some schools. For one, school leaders are under
significant pressure to improve academic progress, and so many schools neglect the social and emotional side of
learning. Plus, social-emotional skills may seem a little vague, and so educators do not get much guidance on what to
teach or even how to teach it.”

New Jersey Students Protest Teacher’s Suspension Over School Safety Comments.
The Hill (2/27, Thomsen) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog that hundreds of students on Tuesday walked out of
Cherry Hill East High School in Camden County, New Jersey “to protest the suspension of” AP history teacher
Timothy Locke “over comments he made sharing concerns about the possibility of a school shooting.” In addition,
students held a protest in the school auditorium on Tuesday and 500 have signed a petition supporting the teacher.

New York’s Gov. Cuomo, Sen. DeFrancisco Debate School Spending.
The New York Post (2/27, Conley) reports Sen. John DeFrancisco, “GOP gubernatorial hopeful” for New York,
“blasted Gov. Cuomo on Tuesday, saying he failed to release most of $2 billion in school funding, some of which
could be used for safety measures.” In response, Cuomo’s administration explained the funds, which “voters
approved through a bond act nearly four years ago,” can only be made available to schools after they apply for the
money. “The state regularly processes applications and only has 10 outstanding before the review board that Cuomo
controls, his office said,” and “both sides agree only $400 million has been spent.”

Melania Trump Launches Initiative To Promote Well-Being Of US Children.
The San Jose (CA) Mercury News (2/27, Ross) reports first lady Melania Trump on Monday gave “a speech on
kindness, compassion and positive social media habits that may or may not be consequential to her husband’s
administration and to her own legacy.” The speech was part of Mrs. Trump’s announcement of “an initiative to
promote ‘the well-being’ of America’s children – an effort that she says will involve ‘promoting values such as
encouragement, kindness, compassion, and respect in our children.’” The article also speculates as to the
motivation behind the first lady’s speech.

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• Trump Floats Improved Mental Health Care, Says He May Have Confronted Parkland Shooter Unarmed.
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Expected To Continue Tuesday.
• Philly Introduces Philadelphia Board Of Education Nominees.
• Author Discusses New Book On Impact Of Technology On Children.
• Utah Lawmakers Considering Plans To Equalize School Funding.
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Good morning David Shoup

February 28, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
As Gun Debate Appears To Stall In Congress,
Trump To Unveil School Safety Proposals This
Week.
Media coverage of the aftermath of the deadly school
shooting in Parkland, Florida casts Republicans as unwilling
to move forward with gun control legislation despite strong
pressure from student activists and public opinion in
general. With legislative avenues seemingly stalled on
Capitol Hill, Politico (2/27, Lima) reports, “White House
press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said Tuesday
the...administration will reveal which policy proposals it
supports on school safety by the end of the week,” but
already “mentioned two measures the White House
supports, including the ‘Fix NICS’ bill spearheaded by”
Senate Majority Whip John Cornyn. The Hill (2/27, Fabian)
reports Sanders also “sought to push back on speculation that [President] Trump is backing away” from proposals to
“to raise the age limit to buy the type of high-powered rifle used in the Parkland...shooting,” telling reporters, “The
president still supports raising the age limit to 21 for the purchase of certain firearms.” Under the headline “Congress
Looks For More Clarity From Trump As It Weighs Response To Florida School Shootings,” however, the Washington
Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis) illustrates lawmakers’ confusion about Trump’s stances by reporting that Sen. Pat
Roberts “believes” the President “has backed off his call on raising the minimum age for rifle purchases.”
At any rate, Reuters (2/27, Cornwell, Cowan) points out, House GOP leaders “said on Tuesday that they would
not raise the minimum age for gun buyers, in a sign that one of...Trump’s proposals likely will not get far on Capitol
Hill.” Presidential counselor Kellyanne Conway reiterated on Fox News’ Special Report (2/27) that Trump “supports
increasing the age perhaps for possession of some firearms. He certainly supports fixing NICS, the background
checks. He has also talked about mental health. He’s talked about how he wants to make it more difficult for people
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who shouldn’t have firearms to have them, but easier for those who should and should be allowed to carry them
under the Second Amendment to do so. ... It’s a complex issue. ... But this is a President, like he did on immigration,
on energy policy, on taxes, he is bringing both parties and both chambers into the White House or he is going to them
and he is working the phones and he is talking to them about what’s possible. In the end, Congress will need to act
and the President will sign into law something that is reasonable, common sense that gets us closer to keeping
school children safe.”
Another Politico (2/27, Schor, Woellert) story indicates “lawmakers from both parties, including some of the
Democrats’ strongest gun-control advocates, are planning to meet with...Trump Wednesday.” Politico adds that
Cornyn and his “Fix NICS” co-sponsor Sen. Chris Murphy “are both expected to attend,” as are Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, “chief author of legislation banning assault weapons and other control bills,” and Sen. Joe Manchin, “who
crafted a background-check expansion plan with Sen. Pat Toomey.” The Washington Post (2/27, Kim, DeBonis)
reports that “in advance of the bipartisan gun summit at the White House on Wednesday, lawmakers are searching
for signals from the administration,” though “there is also an open question in Congress over how much Trump will
actually affect the debate, with some Senate leaders pushing for more guidance from the president given his
continuing focus on the shootings, while other top senators are skeptical that any guidance from the mercurial
president – such as during the stalemate on immigration – will ultimately matter much.”
For now, the AP (2/27, Mascaro, Daly) reports, Speaker Ryan “showed little interest Tuesday in some of the
stricter gun proposals being floated by...Trump or bipartisan coalitions in Congress,” and “Senate Republicans
pushed” the Fix NICS bill, “a more modest measure to boost the existing background check system with new
penalties and incentives.” ABC World News Tonight (2/27, story 6, 1:50, Muir) said reported, “Florida students on
Capitol Hill are pressing lawmakers to act on guns, but...their calls are falling flat.” Speaker Ryan was shown saying,
“We shouldn’t be banning guns for law-abiding citizens. We should be focusing on making sure that citizens who
should not get guns in the first place don’t get those guns.” ABC added that Fix NICS is “stalled in the Senate and
likely would not have stopped the Florida shooter.” ABC added that “as recently as Saturday, the President has
called to raise the minimum age to purchase rifles,” but “there is no legislation in the works.”
The Wall Street Journal (2/27, Bender, Subscription Publication) reports that legislators from both parties are
looking for some indication from Trump as to what kinds of gun control measures he is likely to support. Meanwhile,
Trump has invited members of Congress who represent Parkland, Florida and Newtown, Connecticut – both the sites
of deadly school shootings – to the White House on Wednesday.
Florida House, Senate Committees Approve Bills To Arm Teachers. The AP (2/27, Kennedy,
Farrington, Anderson) reports “family members of people killed in a South Florida school shooting gave emotional
testimony Tuesday during a legislative hearing to discuss passing a bill that would allow for armed teachers and raise
the age limit to buy rifles.” A House committee “approved the bill that would raise the minimum age to buy rifles from
18 to 21 and creates a three-day waiting period for all gun purchase.” The measure “would also create a program
that allows teachers who receive law enforcement training and are deputized by the local sheriff’s office to carry
concealed weapons in the classroom if also approved by the school district.”
The Miami Herald (2/27, Bousquet) reports a Florida Senate approved a similar – but not identical – measure.
Whereas the House bill would “train teachers to carry guns in class under the direction of local law enforcement – if
superintendents or the school board approve,” the Senate Appropriations Committee would require “that both the
sheriff and school district officials in a county agree to the program before it can be adopted.” The South Florida Sun
Sentinel (2/27, Sweeney, Fleshler) notes “Gov. Rick Scott doesn’t support the part of the plan that would allow
teachers to carry firearms, though he has not said whether its inclusion would mean a veto.” The New York Times
(2/27, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) points out that “it was unclear” whether Scott “would accept a proposal
from lawmakers to arm school personnel other than teachers, such as athletic coaches who sometimes double as
security monitors. He declined to clarify his position in a news conference in the Miami suburb of Doral on Tuesday.”
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The Washington Post (2/28, Strauss) also reports.

Michigan House Bill To Allow Gun Training For Teachers Who Volunteer For It. The Detroit Free
Press (2/27, Gray) reports that a bill “being developed” by two Republicans in the Michigan House would allow
teachers to be armed. State Rep. Jim Runestad “will schedule hearings this spring on a bill that he’s drafting that will
allow school districts to provide access to guns in locked, undisclosed locations in school buildings to teachers who
volunteer and who are trained in firearm use.” The teachers “would have to go through 80 hours of training on how
to shoot a gun, gun safety, how to engage with an active shooter and tactics to de-escalate a dangerous situation.”
The guns “would be hidden in locked compartments that would only be accessible through the thumbprint of
approved school employees.”
Alabama Legislature Considers Armed Volunteers In Schools. Alabama Live (2/27) reports that under
a bill being considered in the Alabama legislature, “any trained school employee or citizen volunteer could join an
armed security force in Alabama schools.” The bill would expand on a local ordinance under which “school principals
can request a volunteer armed security force.” The AP (2/27) also covers this story.
Mississippi Legislators Propose Letting Teachers Carry Guns. The AP (2/27) reports that a proposal in
the Mississippi state Senate would “give schools the options of arming teachers in an effort to prevent future school
shootings.” The legislation “would let school boards set up safety programs that would include letting teachers and
other school employees with special training carry concealed guns.”
Bevin, Abbott Weigh In On Trump Proposal To Arm Certain Teachers. Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin,
asked on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (2/27) about the President’s suggestion that some teachers be armed in the
schools, said, “I think on a voluntary basis, purely volitional, I think it’s a very good idea and worthy of being
considered. I think teachers who are willing should go through an extensive training far above and beyond what it
takes to be a conceal carry gun owner. Should go through a battery of psychiatric tests to ensure they are mentally
able. ... But it shouldn’t just be teachers, it should be available to administrators. Custodians, coaches, anyone inside
that school on a voluntary basis, I think we would be foolish not to consider that as a possibility.”
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott said on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (2/27), “It is important to understand that not one
size fits all when it comes to the approach to address this issue. Texas is maybe different than Washington State.
Even parts of Texas are different than other parts of Texas but in Texas we do have a robust program of allowing but
not requiring teachers to be authorized to carry guns in schools. Not just teachers, it could be coaches or
administrators or others. That is called our School Marshall program. Where people, persons who work in schools,
will be authorized to carry. Sometimes it will be notified in front of a school, when a school puts up a billboard saying
that teachers are armed. Don’t harm any kid on this campus. Other times it is more concealed.”
USA Today (2/27) editorializes that “few educators have any desire to wield firearms or be responsible for going
into combat with heavily armed intruders. Even police officers with years of training still have doubts – and make
mistakes – during critical moments at crime scenes.” Jerome R. Corsi, “author of Killing the Deep State: The Fight to
Save President Trump,” writes in USA Today (2/27) that “arming all teachers and school staff is no solution in
situations where teachers and staff feel fully committed to dealing with educational issues,” but “in cases where
teachers and school staff are predisposed to be comfortable with concealed carry, as could well be the case with
military veterans or retired law enforcement who make education their second career, allowing them the right to carry
weapons provides the possibility of a near instant response. A would-be school shooter can be neutralized before
schoolchildren are senselessly murdered.”
Cruz Neighbor Says She “Begged” Police To Take Action, Was Told Cruz Was No “Immediate
Threat.” The Washington Times (2/27, Persons) reports “a former neighbor of Nikolas Cruz...said she ‘begged’
police to act regarding his disturbing behavior and threatening social media posts, CNN reported Tuesday.” Joelle
Guarino told CNN her son “showed her multiple posts on social media from Mr. Cruz, including one of an AR-15 and
another about shooting up a school.” Guarino said that at her request, “a police officer came to her home” and told
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her “there was nothing he could do.” Said Guarino, “I begged him, and he basically told me that it was not an
immediate threat. He couldn’t do anything, is what he told me.”
The Washington Post (2/27) editorializes that “it is not quite right to say that...Cruz...fell through the cracks. The
truth is even more unsettling,” as “many people” had been “alerted to Mr. Cruz’s troubling behavior,” including
“school officials, police, state social services workers and friends” who “sought to intervene and help.” To the Post,
“their failure underscores just how difficult it is to deal with mental illness.” At any rate, “the law enforcement
agencies that interacted with this suspect – or should have, as was the case with the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
which completely botched a detailed tip — must...face a reckoning,” but “when all those reviews are completed, this
much will remain true: There will always be an element of human error and unpredictability in these difficult cases.”
The Post concludes that “that is why an additional reform is so logical: banning weapons of war.”

Teachers, Counselors Hoped Alternative School Would Address Cruz’s Mental Health Issues.
USA Today (2/27, Murphy, Perez) reports “teachers and counselors at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
hoped a transfer to an alternative school would provide mental health services for...Cruz after his behavior and
discipline problems increased in 2016.” Broward County Superintendent Robert Runcie “said Cruz’s situation at
Douglas had deteriorated so much so that his counselors and teachers decided to refer him out of the school in early
2017,” hoping “he would return to Cross Creek School, an alternative program with smaller classes and a more
comprehensive offering of mental health services.” Said Runcie, “He declined. ... When a kid turns 18, we can’t
force an adult to receive those services.”
Hurricane-Proof Glass Windows May Have Prevented Additional Carnage. NBC Nightly News (2/27,
story 3, 1:50, Holt) reported that it “has learned shooting suspect Nicolas Cruz may have had more plans to unleash
more carnage inside his former high school. At the time he dropped his AR-15, he still had five fully loaded
magazines, one marked with a swastika.” The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 3, 1:20, Glor) also reported “more
people could have been injured or killed.” Cruz “began firing in the first and second floors of the freshman building,
he continued to make his way up. And that is where investigators believe he planned on using a third-floor stairwell as
a vantage point to shoot at students. Sources say Cruz attempted to create a sniper’s nest by shooting out a glass
window, firing 16 rounds into the glass,” but “the hurricane-proof glass appeared to have stopped it from shattering.”
Marjory Stoneman Douglas Students Return To School Today. The CBS Evening News (2/27, story 4,
2:25, Glor) reported students were to “return to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School” this morning “for the first
time since the shooting. They will have a half day of classes tomorrow.” CBS (Diaz) added “grief counselors will be
in every classroom that’s missing a student who passed away.” The Miami Herald (2/27, Herrera) and Washington
Post (2/27, Balingit), among other news outlets, also report on the students’ return to school.

Texas Civil Rights Groups Criticize Plans To Punish Student Protesters. The AP (2/27) reports the
civil rights advocacy groups Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights Project, and Texas Appleseed “have warned a
Houston-area school district superintendent that his threat to punish students who disrupt classes to protest current
gun laws may violate their constitutional free-speech rights.” The groups “sent a letter to Needville school district
Superintendent Curtis Rhodes that expressed their concern over Rhodes’ threat. Texas ACLU staff attorney Kali
Cohn said school administrators can’t censor political speech nor punish students more harshly for missing school to
participate in political protest than they would for any other unexcused absence.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
West Virginia Governor Announces Deal; Teachers To Return To Class Thursday.
The Washington Post (2/27, Larimer) reports West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice announced a deal to end a statewide
teachers strike on Tuesday. The deal, which includes a 5% raise, clears the way for teachers to return to the
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classroom on Thursday, “with Wednesday serving as a ‘cooling off day.’” The strike impacted over 277,000
students and shuttered schools in all 55 of the state’s counties, and was “sparked by concerns about pay and
benefits.”
Reuters (2/27) reports the deal to end the four-day strike came “after thousands of teachers and their backers
descended on the state capitol in Charleston demanding better benefits and a hike in wages now near the bottom
among U.S. teachers.” The strike began “on Thursday after Justice signed legislation to give teachers and state
police a 2 percent raise.”
The Seventy Four (2/27, Fay) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos weighed in on the strike earlier in the
day, “saying that good teachers ‘deserve better pay’ but students should not miss school due to adult
disagreements. In a series of tweets, she also called on ‘both sides’ to negotiate a compromise soon.” Also
reporting are NBC News (2/28), Newsweek (2/27, Swaak), and USA Today (2/27, Bacon).

Graduation Rates Among Disadvantaged Students In New Mexico Rise.
The Ruidoso (NM) News (2/27) reports that New Mexico’s “high school graduation rate remains at an all-time high”
of 71 percent. In addition, “since 2011, graduation rates have improved significantly for the state’s Hispanic, AfricanAmerican, disabled, and low-income students.” Gov. Susana Martinez said when she announced the achievements
on Friday, “New Mexico’s students continue to show that when we hold them to high standards, they rise to the
occasion.”

Michigan’s Career Pathways Alliance Raises Controversy.
Bridge Magazine (MI) (2/27, VanHulle) reports the Career Pathways Alliance in Michigan which seeks to “unite
business leaders and educators around ways to increase Michigan’s talent pool” by “recruiting new career-tech
teachers directly from the private sector.” The state, particularly through a House bill that “would allow career-tech
teachers to teach with no requirement that they obtain a teaching credential within a set number of years,” is also
aiming to address a teacher shortage, but the Michigan Education Association, which represents teachers, “views
the bill as ‘a dilution of the teaching profession.’”

Teachers Voice Frustration Ahead Of Next Court Case Against Teachers’ Unions.
Education Week (2/27, Will) reports teachers Ryan Yohn, Bruce Aster, and Brian Miller spoke to reporters at the
Center for Individual Rights on Tuesday to express their “frustration at feeling voiceless and powerless under the
union’s current structure” and discuss Yohn v. California Teachers Association, a “case that could potentially
hammer teachers’ unions.” The gathering came just a day after Supreme Court justices heard arguments in the
Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) case, which “charges that
public-employee unions in 22 states shouldn’t be allowed to charge ‘agency’ or ‘fair-share’ fees to workers who
choose not to join but who are still represented in collective bargaining.” Education Week says the Yohn case,
“which is currently on hold pending a decision in Janus,” goes “one step further,” arguing that “teachers should
have to affirmatively opt into the union – not opt out.”

Indiana Lawmakers Revive Proposal To Let Districts Hire More Unlicensed Teachers.
Chalkbeat (2/27, Cavazos) reports Indiana lawmakers “revived” on Tuesday “a controversial proposal to allow
district schools to hire up to 10 percent unlicensed teachers,” as the legislators “said they wanted to address
teaching shortages by allowing traditional public schools to have similar flexibility in hiring as charter schools.”
Republican Rep. Bob Behning, chairman of the House Education Committee, reintroduced the measure through an
amendment to Senate Bill 387, which “now also includes provisions to allow districts to give certain teachers extra
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pay and change teacher pay scales.”

Opinion: NES Basic Skills Exams Reinforce Structures Of Social Stratification.
Dr. Nicholas D. Hartlep, an assistant professor and coordinator of the Early Childhood and Elementary School
Programs in the School of Urban Education at Metropolitan State University, and Dr. René Antrop-González, the
school’s dean, write an op-ed in Diverse Education (2/27) arguing the NES Basic Skills tests “reinforce manmade
structures of social stratification that consist of exalting the worldviews of Whites, English-dominant speakers and
economically privileged Christians at the top of the social order.” The authors lament the fact that the “successful
completion of college-level courses does not exempt [students] from having to take the NES Basic Skills exams for
entry or teacher licensure,” and argue the “arduous” process of applying for extended time on the NES tests for
non-native English speakers is “nothing more than a modern day ‘poll tax’ comprised of having to navigate hurdles
that pre-service teachers from privileged identities are not asked and expected to jump over.”

Idaho Lawmakers Question Loan Forgiveness Bill For Rural Teachers.
The AP (2/27) reports “a handful of Idaho lawmakers say they have too many objections to a proposal” that would
grant “$3,000 in student loan forgiveness a year for four years” to “up to 500 eligible teachers who work in rural
schools.” The House Education Committee sent HB 504 to the full House on Tuesday to be amended, “citing
concerns about taking money out of the general fund to pay for loans.”

Report: States Need Better Data Collection To Address Teacher Shortages.
Arizona Public Media (2/27, O'Gara) reports the National Council on Teacher Quality believes a number of states,
including Arizona “aren’t doing enough to collect and connect data – in particular, data on teacher preparation
programs,” and that doing so could help to address issues with “teacher recruitment and retainment.” The council
recently published a report that “asks if a state collects and maintains public data about its teacher preparation
programs, whether and to what extent that data is matched to school district hiring needs, and if the state offers
guidance on high-need certification areas.” Without sufficient data in that regard, the council contends, “there are big
gaps in the information needed to guide state-level policy decisions, and districts are deprived of a ‘powerful lever’
to incentivize certification in certain subjects.”

OPERATIONS
Public Advocate Blasts New York’s Renewal Program.
The New York Post (2/27, Algar) reports that New York City Public Advocate Letitia James “ripped” Mayor Bill de
Blasio’s Renewal school program at a City Council hearing on Tuesday, saying, “The Renewal schools program
was announced with great fanfare in November of 2014...And three and a half years and hundreds of millions of
dollars later it is hard to argue that this program has been a success.” However, James also “blasted the
Department of Education for opting to close teetering Renewal schools instead of plying them with additional
resources.” The article adds that “nine original Renewals have been already been shuttered and another eight have
been proposed for closure.”

Investigation Of Enrollment Fraud In DC School Becomes Public.
The Washington Post (2/27, Jamison, Strauss, Stein) reports that, according to informed government officials, an
investigation by Washington, DC officials has uncovered “signs of widespread enrollment fraud” at the Duke
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Ellington School of the Arts, “one of the city’s most revered public schools.” The Post says “it is unclear how far the
investigation has progressed since” it was originally shared at a meeting “attended by representatives from the DC
Office of the State Superintendent of Education...and the office of the DC attorney general” in December. However,
Mayor Muriel Bowser and State Superintendent of Education Hanseul Kang “called a news conference about” the
investigation on Tuesday after the Post “published a version of” the report presented in December.

DC District, Former Chancellor Sign Separation Agreement.
The Washington Post (2/27, Stein) reports former DC Public Schools chancellor Antwan Wilson “will receive six
months of pay when he severs ties with the city next week, according to a separation agreement signed Monday.”
Wilson “was forced to resign from his position leading the public school system last week amid revelations that he
violated school lottery system rules when he transferred his daughter to a high-performing school,” and he has since
been on administrative leave. His contract will officially terminate on March 7. The Post notes that under the terms of
the agreement, “Wilson did not admit wrongdoing.” Still, his “resignation was swift and unexpected, and sent
another jolt through a beleaguered school system already engulfed in a graduation scandal.” It also “delivers a
political blow” to Mayor Muriel Bowser, who faces re-election this year and “whose selection of Wilson, an outsider,
was one of the most important and high-profile appointments of her tenure.”

Dallas District Gathers High School Students For Gun Violence Forum.
The Dallas Morning News (2/27, Smith, Writer) reports Dallas Independent School District held a student forum on
Tuesday focused on mass violence. In the wake of the Parkland shooting, roughly 200 high school students
“gathered to add their voices to the chorus, sharing their experiences and opinions on how to make their schools and
communities safer.” Urban Specialists chief executive Omar Jahwar, the forum moderator, “tasked the students with
offering their own solutions to solve the school shooting crisis, and help those who are being affected by gun
violence.” He also requested that they “take an active role in being involved in the larger, national movement on
student safety and gun control.” Referring to the murder of a DISD senior on Saturday, the Morning News says the
gun violence issue “isn’t an abstract for DISD students, whether its a numb acceptance of the frequency of school
shootings, or something more local – and more tragic.”

Maryland State Officials Urge District To Prove Efforts Remedying Diploma Scandal.
The Washington Post (2/27, George) reports that on Tuesday, Maryland state Superintendent Karen B. Salmon
“called on Prince George’s County to prove it is fixing problems uncovered in a diploma scandal and took the
unusual step of assigning a state employee full time to monitor those efforts for the next year.” The recommended
actions “drew unanimous support from the Maryland State Board of Education a month after Prince George’s
leaders appeared before the panel.” Under the plan, “the state will seek periodic written reports on the county’s
progress in fixing what went wrong and request an outside audit afterward to ensure problems are resolved.” State
BOE president Andrew Smarick “said the panel was alarmed by findings of a state-ordered investigation, conducted
last fall after allegations of graduation rate fraud in the state’s second-largest school system.” He stressed that the
state of Maryland “needs to be confident that the district’s graduates have earned their diplomas.”

More Than One Out Of 10 Oklahoma Students “Chronically Absent,” Report Finds.
Citing “the annual ImpactTulsa report,” which was released on Tuesday, the Tulsa (OK) World (2/27, Overall)
reports that “more than one out of 10 Oklahoma students are ‘chronically absent,’” meaning they miss “more than
a tenth of the school year, leading to lower test scores and higher dropout rates.” The report concludes chronic
absence “is an early warning indicator for both low achievement and dropping out of high school,” and “calls for
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efforts to ‘target student populations with chronic absenteeism and support teachers and districts with resources they
need to influence change directly with students.’”

Florida County Contracts Outside Company To Potentially Operate Struggling Schools.
The Tampa (FL) Tribune (2/27, Wright) reports in its “Gradebook” blog that Florida’s Pinellas County School Board
on Tuesday “voted 7-0...to hire Learning Sciences International to operate Fairmount Park and Lakewood
elementary schools and Azalea Middle School starting in August, if their students don’t do well enough on state tests
this spring.” The agreement, part of a broader trend in districts throughout the state, “is the result of a controversial
new state law, known by its bill name HB 7069,” which “requires that any public school with three consecutive
grades below a C to choose one of three ‘turnaround’ options.” These include “reassigning students to another
school, closing the school and reopening it as a charter, or contracting with an outside entity to operate the school.”

COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
Metro Atlanta Students Forced To Retake ACT After 220 Tests Lost In FedEx System.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (2/26, Brasch) reports a spokesman for the ACT said Monday that 220 tests taken at
Lassiter High School in Marietta on Jan. 6 are missing in the FedEx system. ACT spokesman Ed Colby said, “It’s a
terrible situation. It’s a very unfortunate situation for these students. We’re doing everything we can to locate that
package.” He said students, facing college application deadlines, took the test against on Saturday for free. Colby
also said students were refunded for their tests. A FedEx spokesman also told the AJC: “FedEx understands how
important these test results are to the students and their families. We are conducting a thorough search for this
shipment and continue to work very closely with ACT on this matter.”
WSB-TV Atlanta (GA) Atlanta (2/26) and International Business Times (2/27, Madappa) also cover this story.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Report Finds Ohio Among Top States For Equitable Distribution Of School Funds.
The Columbus (OH) Dispatch (2/27, Gilchrist) says a national report released Tuesday by the nonprofit policy group
The Education Trust found that Ohio “does better than almost all other states in directing school funding to poor and
minority students.” Ohio Office of Budget and Management Spokesman John Charlton said, “A lot of the things that
the Kasich administration has tried to do ... is to direct funds to areas of the most need.” The article provides further
detail on the report’s analysis.

Report: In Most States, Poorest Districts Receive Less Funding Than Wealthier Districts.
U.S. News & World Report (2/27) reports The Education Trust released a report Tuesday that “shine[s] a spotlight on
funding gaps that plague the country’s public education system.” While those funding gaps “vary significantly” from
state to state, the poorest districts in more than half of states “do not receive funding to address their students’
increased needs,” with Illinois, Missouri, New York, and Alabama ranked “among the worst.” The “silver lining,”
however, “is that the situation seems to be improving, albeit slightly,” according to The Education Trust’s previous
examination in 2015. The trend could even “continue given the number of states rethinking their school funding
formulas in an attempt to make their education finance systems more equitable, especially for school districts that
serve lots of students in need of extra supports, such as poor students, students with disabilities and those learning
English.”
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Kentucky State Lawmakers Say Budget Proposal Includes Additional Education Funding
Revenue Sources.
The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (2/27) reports Kentucky state House Democratic Whip Dennis Keene and state
Rep. Kelly Flood “said they were among a group of Democrats given an advance briefing late Tuesday afternoon on
the budget plan of the majority Republicans” that “they were told House Republicans will propose to come up with
additional money through a 50-cent increase in Kentucky’s 60-cent per pack cigarette tax and a new tax of 25 cents
per dosage of opioid drugs.” The revenue from those tax increases, according to the two state lawmakers, “would
allow the budget to increase funding for the main public school program known as Support Education Excellence in
Kentucky as well as restore at least some of the cut that Gov. Matt Bevin’s proposed budget would have made in
funding to school districts for student transportation.” According to Keene, however, “It’s not all crystal clear. ... The
briefing lasted about an hour and we weren’t given anything in writing.”

Colorado Grass-Roots Movement Seeks Ballot Initiative On New Funding Formula.
The Pueblo (CO) Chieftain (2/27) reports a local Colorado branch of “the bipartisan grass-roots movement Great
Schools Thriving Communities launched its petition drive to place Initiative 93,” aimed at replacing “the 1994
education funding formula often maligned as unfair and outdated,” before voters this year. Thus far, “171 of the
state’s 178 superintendents are behind the initiative, with the seven holdouts mostly from rural districts.” If “placed
on the ballot for potential voter approval” and passed by a 55 percent margin, it “would amend the state constitution
to increase taxes $1.6 billion annually, with that money placed into a Public Education Fund and earmarked for
preschool through high school education.” The initiative is “designed to work in conjunction with” a bill that “would
amend the state constitution to create a new school funding distribution formula – if and when money become
available.” The Chieftain notes the new funding formula emphasizes “full-day kindergarten, special education,
English language learners and gift/talented students.”

Iowa State Governor Receives Education Funding Bill.
The AP (2/27) reports Iowa’s Republican-controlled state Senate voted Monday in favor of “a bill that will provide a 1
percent increase, or about $32 million in new spending, toward Iowa’s roughly $3.2 billion education budget” for the
next school year. The measure was sent to Gov. Kim Reynolds, as the Republican-controlled state House already
“approved the same legislation earlier this month.” A separate bill to include an additional $14 million in one-time
funds “was approved in a separate bill,” and it, too, “heads to Reynolds.” Some teachers warned “the funding
boost won’t be enough to cover rising costs and will force budget cuts,” although Republican state lawmakers “say
they’re prioritizing education amid ongoing budget constraints.” The AP notes that for weeks, state lawmakers
“were at odds,” especially on the issue of “whether to include additional money for transportation and per-pupil
inequity spending.” Some educators warned the education funding measure

SAFETY & SECURITY
Researchers: School Shootings Have Been Declining Since Early 1990s.
The Washington Times (2/27, Boyer) reports that “despite the horror of the high school massacre in Florida, US
schools overall are safer today than they were in the early 1990s, and there is not an epidemic of such shootings, a
new academic study is reporting.” According to “researchers at Northeastern University...mass school shootings are
extremely rare,” and “shootings involving students have been declining since the 1990s.” Back then, say the
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researchers, “four times as many children were killed in schools.” The Times adds “the researchers used data
collected by USA Today, the FBI’s Supplementary Homicide Report, Congressional Research Service, Gun Violence
Archive, Stanford Geospatial Center and Stanford Libraries, Mother Jones, Everytown for Gun Safety, and a New
York City Police Department report on active shooters.”

School Security Sees Widespread Changes Since Columbine.
USA Today (2/27, Toppo) reports on the changes to school security in districts across the country in the wake of the
Columbine massacre, noting that schools now require such measures as keycard entry, video surveillance, and other
measures. In 1999, “just 19% of schools said they used security cameras to monitor buildings. By the 2013-14
school year, 75% had the devices up and running.”

Baltimore Sun School Security Investigation Yields Mixed Results.
The Baltimore Sun (2/27) reports that Baltimore Sun Media Group reporters were sent to 18 Baltimore-area schools
on Monday “to experience security protocols in the wake of the Parkland” massacre. “Local journalists went to
elementary, middle and high schools in the city and surrounding counties Monday to determine whether the systems’
protocols match the reality.” A number of schools “allowed a reporter inside without requiring verbal identification
before entering. Some schools did not ask for a driver’s license at the front desk. A few had unlocked front doors.”

Secret Service School Shootings Study Discussed.
Jeff Daniels writes in The Conversation (US) (2/27, Daniels) that “what often gets overlooked in the conversation” on
preventing school shootings “is research on the subject that has already been done,” including a major study from
the Secret Service. Daniels says, “Following the publication of the Secret Service study on school shootings, my
research on averted school shootings found that schools that prevented a shooting had done some of the things
recommended by the Secret Service. The case in Florida shows that many of these recommendations were followed
and people spoke up when they saw something wrong. The issue is whether authorities need more power to
intervene once they have been made aware of a potential threat, or whether they just need to do a better job with the
power they already have.”

Anti-Government Militia Calls On Members To Defend Schools.
The Washington Post (2/27, Eltagouri) reports Stewart Rhodes, “leader of an extremist anti-government group” the
Oath Keepers, “ has a solution to stop school shootings: Send every school in the country a former police officer or
military veteran, armed with an assault rifle, to defend students.” Rhodes is “calling on the tens of thousands of
members of his far-right militia group to work unpaid, rotating shifts at schools at all levels, including colleges.”

Indianapolis Student Brings Legal Challenge To District Over Bathroom Use.
USA Today (2/27, Hussein, Star) reports that a high school junior in the Evansville Vanderburgh School Corp. in
Indiana who “is noted as female on his birth certificate but identifies as male” is saying that “he is being unlawfully
discriminated against after a request to use the bathroom of his choosing was denied by school officials.” The article
says the complaint follows a federal appeals court ruling last May “in favor of a transgender student who challenged
a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage,” and the suicide of an Evansville student whose
family “said he was a target of bullying because of his sexual identity.”
The Indianapolis Star (2/27) reports the district “is facing a legal challenge to its policy on transgender students’
use of bathrooms,” noting that the complaint “comes after a federal appeals court in May ruled in favor of a
transgender student who challenged a Wisconsin school district’s policy limiting his bathroom usage.”
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Commentary: Teaching Social And Emotional Learning Can Prevent School Bullying.
In a piece for U.S. News & World Report (2/27), Ulrich Boser, senior fellow at the Center for American Progress,
writes that “a growing body of research shows that schools can prevent bullying” by “helping students develop
social-emotional skills.” However, this “can be challenging for some schools. For one, school leaders are under
significant pressure to improve academic progress, and so many schools neglect the social and emotional side of
learning. Plus, social-emotional skills may seem a little vague, and so educators do not get much guidance on what to
teach or even how to teach it.”

New Jersey Students Protest Teacher’s Suspension Over School Safety Comments.
The Hill (2/27, Thomsen) reports in its “Briefing Room” blog that hundreds of students on Tuesday walked out of
Cherry Hill East High School in Camden County, New Jersey “to protest the suspension of” AP history teacher
Timothy Locke “over comments he made sharing concerns about the possibility of a school shooting.” In addition,
students held a protest in the school auditorium on Tuesday and 500 have signed a petition supporting the teacher.

New York’s Gov. Cuomo, Sen. DeFrancisco Debate School Spending.
The New York Post (2/27, Conley) reports Sen. John DeFrancisco, “GOP gubernatorial hopeful” for New York,
“blasted Gov. Cuomo on Tuesday, saying he failed to release most of $2 billion in school funding, some of which
could be used for safety measures.” In response, Cuomo’s administration explained the funds, which “voters
approved through a bond act nearly four years ago,” can only be made available to schools after they apply for the
money. “The state regularly processes applications and only has 10 outstanding before the review board that Cuomo
controls, his office said,” and “both sides agree only $400 million has been spent.”

Melania Trump Launches Initiative To Promote Well-Being Of US Children.
The San Jose (CA) Mercury News (2/27, Ross) reports first lady Melania Trump on Monday gave “a speech on
kindness, compassion and positive social media habits that may or may not be consequential to her husband’s
administration and to her own legacy.” The speech was part of Mrs. Trump’s announcement of “an initiative to
promote ‘the well-being’ of America’s children – an effort that she says will involve ‘promoting values such as
encouragement, kindness, compassion, and respect in our children.’” The article also speculates as to the
motivation behind the first lady’s speech.
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Good morning Greg Rodriguez

March 13, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DOJ Unveils School Safety Proposals.
USA Today (3/13, Icsman) reports DOJ “announced Monday its plans to prioritize giving grants to local and state law
enforcement agencies that plan to hire more officers in an attempt to improve school safety.” Attorney General
Sessions said in a statement, “No child should have to fear going to school or walking the streets of their
neighborhood. ... Today, I am directing the Department of Justice to take a number of new steps that will help make
schools and the American people safer from the threat of gun violence.” Sessions “will also encourage each state to
make sure local law enforcement is reporting to state-run databases that the FBI accesses during background
checks. Right now, reporting that information is voluntary on the part of states.”
The Washington Times (3/12, Mordock) says Sessions’ “proposals include holding federal agencies
accountable for failing to update the National Instant Criminal Background Check System; ordering the FBI to identify
states that are not reporting arrests to state databases and more aggressive prosecution of individuals who lie on gun
applications.” Said Sessions, in a letter to FBI Director Wray, “It is essential that relevant mental health
determinations by state and local officers are accessible to the NICS system. ... We cannot allow an individual who is
prohibited from possessing firearms to pass a background check simply because the information was not made
available to you.” Sessions also “sent a letter to US Attorneys across the country demanding ‘swift and aggressive’
prosecution of people who lie on their firearm applications.”
Politico (3/12, Gerstein) reports DOJ is also “offering up to $1 million in emergency grant funding to Broward
County and other jurisdictions that responded to the shooting at the high school in Parkland, Florida, last month.”
The Washington Examiner (3/13, Cohen) reports DOJ also” reiterated that it has submitted a proposed
regulation to the Office of Management and Budget that would ‘effectively ban the manufacture, sale or possession’
of bump stocks – an announcement made Saturday.” However, says the Washington Post (3/12, Horwitz), “neither
the Justice Department initiatives nor Trump’s plan contain significant proposals to change gun laws. Instead,
Sessions’s actions enhance existing programs and call for more aggressively enforcing current law.”
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POLITICS & POLICY
NASBE, CCSSO Say States Are Exceeding ESSA’s Requirements.
In commentary for the Seventy Four (3/12), Kristen J. Amundson, president and CEO of the National Association of
State Boards of Education, and Carissa Miller, interim executive director of the Council of Chief State School Officers,
write about the work their organizations have done with states in drafting their ESSA plans, saying that the states are
taking advantage of the law’s flexibility and requirement that states “move from a compliance mentality, asking only
what the law allows, to asking what will improve schools for all kids.” The writers say states are “not only meeting
ESSA requirements but, in many cases, moving beyond them to realize a better vision of education for all students.”

Indiana State DOE Report Examines School Voucher Program.
The AP (3/12) reports the Indiana state Department of Education released a report that found state spending on the
school voucher program increased “to $153 million for the 2017-18 academic year and helped more than 35,000
students attend private secular and religious schools.” The report found participation in the program increased by 3.4
percent in the current school year, and that “the number of students who are using vouchers and have never
attended an Indiana public school” reached a record high. It also “estimated financial losses for public school districts
based on the number of students living within district boundaries who attend voucher schools.” Fort Wayne
Community Schools “saw the highest financial hit, more than $20 million, among Indiana public schools.” FWCS
school board president Julie Hollingsworth lamented that “it is easy to see that public school districts are being asked
to do more with fewer resources.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
The Press of Atlantic City (NJ) (3/12) reports that last week, the New Jersey state Department of Education released
guidance detailing its plans to replace the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers, or
PARCC, which “has been criticized by many educators and school districts since its implementation four years ago
as overly burdensome.” In a March 6 memo, acting state Education Commissioner Lamont Repollet confirmed the
assessment will be administered this year because it is logistically too late to shift to another exam, but added that the
state DOE will form an advisory group and meet with stakeholders from every county to devise a plan. The New
Jersey Education Association was “pleased with the content of the memo,” with president Marie Blistan saying that
NJEA officials “are glad to know that PARCC’s days are numbered,” as “it was a poorly planned, poorly executed
fiasco that undermined real teaching and learning in New Jersey’s classrooms.”
In an editorial, North Jersey (NJ) Media Group (3/12) cautions that “it’s a little more complicated” than what
Gov. Phil Murphy portrayed when he vowed to “promptly jettison” PARCC after taking office. New Jersey cannot
“just decide to drop standardized student assessments entirely; laws require that it have some form of testing to
evaluate how students are being served,” NJMG says. It that former Gov. Chris Christie’s administration had a
“desire to denigrate public schools, and the PARCC exams, with far lower passing rates than predecessor tests
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under the guise of raising the academic bar,” but his successor, Murphy, “brings a different, more supportive
perspective.” While Murphy’s reevaluation may end “without major changes,” NJMG says it imagines PARCC’s
replacement “will be a more reasonable assessment of student performance.” Yet, NJMG cautions, “that can’t just
mean making it easier.”

Washington Arts Commission Brings Art Program To Local Elementary School.
The Skagit Valley (WA) Herald (3/12) reports the Mount Vernon Arts Commission in Washington recently brought its
“Meet the Masters” program to Jefferson Elementary School. For the last two months, the program “has been held
after school locally once a week.” The Arts Commission financed the program’s “curricula, which includes art
supplies so students can re-create the work of famous artists.” The “Meet the Masters” program “has existed since
the mid-1980s, according to its website,” but it was introduced to the Arts Commission by Mount Vernon Mayor Jill
Boudreau, whose own children “participated in the program when the family was living in California.”

Michigan Elementary School Hosts Expo To Introduce STEM To Young Students.
The Midland (MI) Daily News (3/12) reports Central Park Elementary School in Michigan hosted the Great Lakes Bay
Region FIRST LEGO League Jr. Expo on Saturday, granting more than 100 students on 17 teams “the chance to
explore STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) concepts with a challenge called ‘Aqua Adventure.’”
Each team received a trophy and all students were awarded medals. Bob Lipscomb, the IT project manager at
Nexteer Automotive, which sponsored Saturday’s event, explained that not a competition, as “FIRST LEGO League
Jr. is geared toward K-3 students, and aims to build interest in STEM and get young students ‘exposed to a very
simple programming concept.’”

Indiana State Lawmaker Abandons Plan To Let Schools Hire Unlicensed Teachers.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports that on Monday, three days before the end of Indiana’s state legislative session,
state Sen. Andy Zay said “he plans to strip out the language that would have allowed schools to hire unlicensed
teachers to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching positions.” Zay explained that “even without the unlicensed teacher
language, there are still tools in the bill available to schools looking to address the teacher shortage.” The provision
was controversial, and state teacher agencies, including the Indiana Federation of Teachers, argued “that salary
increases for all teachers would be more effective in addressing pipeline concerns than extra pay for a few select
classes of teachers.” The search “for creative solutions to the teaching shortage has been a priority of the
department and Jennifer McCormick, the state superintendent of public instruction.”

Minneapolis Public Schools, Teachers Union Reach Tentative Contract Agreement.
Minneapolis Public Schools superintendent Ed Graff sent a letter to district staff and obtained by the Minneapolis Star
Tribune (3/11) revealing that the negotiators for the district and Minneapolis Federation of Teachers “broke a
deadlock that followed numerous talks over 10 months” and reached a tentative contract agreement. In the letter,
Graff said “that he is pleased the district found a way to honor teachers with the realities of building a financially
sustainable future for the district.” The MFT’s executive board will review the tentative deal on Tuesday and publicly
reveal the details if its teachers approve it in a vote scheduled for March 29 and 30. The Tribune notes MPS “is
wrestling with a $33 million budget deficit for the 2018-19 school year and decreasing enrollment,” while MFT “is
pushing for pay raises, smaller class sizes and a $15 minimum wage for all employees.”

Tulsa Teachers Protest In Anticipation Of Possible Statewide Walkout.
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The Tulsa (OK) World (3/12) reports Tulsa Public Schools, the second-largest district in Oklahoma, protested Monday
“to ‘work the contract,’ an effort to not work beyond the seven hours and 50 minutes required of them by their
contract.” The “teachers’ unified front” was aimed at building momentum for a statewide teacher walkout that the
Oklahoma Education Association threatened last week “if the Oklahoma Legislature doesn’t fund a teacher pay raise
and increase common education funding by April 1.” In a Facebook post, TPS superintendent Deborah Gist said if
the OEA calls for the walkout, it “will be extraordinarily difficult for our teachers – they are deeply committed to your
children and want only what is best for them academically, personally, and socially.” She added, “Your teachers are
taking this job action because your children matter, and they deserve a well-funded public education system where
their teachers can afford to stay long enough to see them graduate.”

Transgender Teachers Discuss Efforts To Combat Bullying, Facilitate Gender Diversity
Awareness.
NPR’s (3/12) “NPR Ed” said as gender diversity awareness grows, “schools in particular have been a battleground
for gender rights.” Citing interviews with 15 individuals and a “survey of dozens more trans and gendernonconforming educators around the country,” NPR says that teachers “are becoming more visible, more active,
more organized.” Many trans teachers told NPR that “they were bullied as students, and they feel that their work in
the classroom can be, quite literally, a matter of life and death.” They recalled having few role models in their youth –
“largely in the 1980s and 1990s” – and that school in particular “was not always an accepting space.” Those
teachers are now “marching, writing lesson plans, changing the signs on bathroom doors and, alongside their
students, pushing colleagues and school administrators and elected officials to improve awareness of gender
issues.”

OPERATIONS
West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
USA Today (3/12, Cerbin) reports that after West Virginia Secretary of Education and the Arts Gayle Manchin “called
politics on a bill that would terminate her department,” Gov. Jim Justice fired her. In a Monday statement, Manchin,
the state’s former first lady, wrote, “In an obvious rush to score partisan points, the Republican state legislature
passed dangerous and destructive legislation to eliminate the Office of Education and the Arts on a mostly party-line
vote.” Justice subsequently released a statement accusing Manchin of introducing politics to the issue and
disregarding instructions from his chief of staff to refrain from commenting on the issue.
The Charleston (WV) Gazette-Mail (3/12) reports Justice fired Manchin after she “sent out a news release in
which she offered to ‘resign to remove any political pressure.’” In Justice’s statement, he said, “She was told that
we accepted her resignation, she refused, and we terminated her.” After being informed of the governor’s decision,
Manchin “said her earlier offer to resign was contingent on being able to ‘sit down and work out how we can resolve
this in a responsible, compassionate way if he wanted to dissolve the Cabinet.’”
The AP (3/12) reports that under the bill, the department’s agencies, which “include Culture and History, Public
Broadcasting, the Center for Professional Development, the Library Commission, Rehabilitation Services and
Volunteer West Virginia,” would “either be absorbed by other departments or continue as separate agencies within
the executive branch.” The Huntington (WV) Herald-Dispatch (3/12) also covers this story.

Researchers Examine How Principals Influence Student Achievement.
Education Week (3/12, Allensworth) guest columnist Elaine Allensworth, the Lewis-Sebring Director of the University
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of Chicago Consortium on School Research, and Holly Hart, the survey director at the consortium, outlined their
mixed-methods study of Chicago Public Schools aimed at determining “firsthand what principals in schools with
improving learning gains were doing that principals in schools without improving learning gains were not.” The
researchers found “principals primarily influenced student learning by fostering strong learning climates in their
schools,” and that “teacher leadership was a critical mechanism through which principals achieved this.”
Additionally, Allensworth and Hart write, they “found other principal-led aspects of school organization that are
associated with improving schools--such as teachers’ professional development, program alignment, and
engagement with parents--matter for student achievement to the extent that they facilitate a strong school climate,”
which they define as a “safe, supportive” environment with “high, consistent, and clear expectations for students.”
The authors note their research was supported by an ED Institute of Education Sciences grant awarded to the
University of Chicago.

DCPS To Operate All-Girl School Revoked Of Charter.
The Washington Post (3/12, Stein) reports Excel Academy Public Charter School “will finish this semester as a
charter school and reopen as a D.C. Public Schools campus at the start of the academic year.” In January, the DC
Public Charter School Board voted to strip Excel, “the city’s only all-girls public school,” of its charter, “saying that
students were lagging behind their peers and that the school was showing scant evidence of improvement.” The Post
says it remains “unclear how many administrators and teachers will remain through the transition,” but its roughly
700 students “will be allowed to re-enroll.” Monica Hopkins-Maxwell, the executive director of the American Civil
Liberties Union’s DC chapter, “said the inclusion of an all-girls campus in the traditional school system does not
change the organization’s stance on publicly funded single-gender schools.” The Post notes after DCPS opened the
all-male Ron Brown College Preparatory High School in 2016, the ACLU “slammed the city for operating a singlegender school.”

Virginia District Superintendent To Merge Cabinet Positions.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/12) reports Richmond Public Schools superintendent Jason Kamras said
Monday that he plans to merge three administrative cabinet positions, “cutting the total number of Cabinet posts from
nine to six” and resulting “in an annual savings of $207,000, he said.” In a recent interview, Kamras explained,
“There’s a deficit of trust right now in the city. Part of what I hope to do is to rebuild that trust by showing that we can
be good stewards of money.” Last month, Richmond School Board members unanimously voted “to waive School
Board policy related to the posting of job vacancies for Cabinet-level jobs.” Kamras “is not retaining the Cabinet he
inherited,” but “new members have not yet been publicly identified and have not taken over their roles; the current
members continue to serve in their posts.”

Brooks: School Improvements Achieved Through Great Principals.
New York Times (3/12, Brooks, Subscription Publication) columnist David Brooks says marked improvements in
Chicago Public Schools’ graduation rates, two- and four-year college enrollment, and national test scores “are proof
that demography is not destiny, that bad things happening in a neighborhood do not have to determine student
outcomes.” Brooks notes CPS has “a tradition of excellent leadership from school heads, from Arne Duncan to
Janice Jackson, and the obsessive, energetic drive of Mayor Rahm Emanuel,” who, after a 2012 strike, helped lead
an effort to “put special emphasis on one thing: principals.” According to Brooks, “structural change and increasing
teacher quality don’t get you very far without a strong principal.” Successful principals, Brooks concludes, share
“character traits they embody and spread: energy, trustworthiness, honesty, optimism, determination.”
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Local SEIU Members To Vote On Potential Los Angeles School Strike.
City News Service (CA) (3/12) reports that members of the Service Employees International Union Local 99 began
voting Monday on whether or not to authorize a strike at the Los Angeles Unified School District. The union expects
voting to continue through March 23, and “union officials said if the workers authorize a strike, a walkout could
potentially occur during the current school year.” The vote comes in the middle of contract talks between the district
and union workers, who fill roles including “district cafeteria workers, custodians, bus drivers, [and] special education
assistants.” The article notes that LAUSD chief labor negotiator Najeeb Khoury “said the district values the union as
a ‘labor partner’ and has ‘engaged in economically responsible bargaining, which means we must make proposals
that take into account our structural deficit.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York State Officials Discuss Forthcoming Changes To Education Spending Disclosure.
Chalkbeat (3/12, Disare) reports the New York state Board of Regents convened Monday to discuss forthcoming
changes to how the state reports education spending. New York “publicly reports how much money flows from the
state to each district,” but under federal law, districts must “explain how they take that money and divide it among
individual schools.” Advocates are hoping the change “will create greater transparency,” but some at Monday’s
meeting expressed concern that it “would become an administrative burden on schools.” Several state Regents also
“raised concerns” that “reported funds will only include federal, state and local money,” excluding “nongovernmental sources of funding, particularly in New York City where parent-teacher associations can raise
extraordinary sums of additional money.” Others cautioned “that while these changes will expose funding disparities,
they will not force districts to make changes to funding distribution.”

Utah State Lawmakers Pass Compromise Tax Hike Bill To Full Chamber Debate.
The Salt Lake (UT) Tribune (3/8, Wood) reported that in a 12-1 vote on late Wednesday, the Utah state House
Political Subdivisions Committee passed HJR20, which “would place a non-binding question on the November ballot,
letting voters indicate their support for a gas tax increase of 10 cents per gallon.” The bill, the result of a state
legislative compromise, would put the gas tax question before voters instead of the Our Schools Now ballot initiative,
“which is aimed at getting voter approval to enact an income and sales tax hike to boost annual school funding by
more than $700 million.” The Tribune wrote, “If the first public debate in the Utah Legislature was any indication,” the
legislative compromise “appears poised for passage in the waning hours of the 2018 session.” In fact, Wednesday’s
vote was preceded by “unanimously supportive testimony by members of the public.”

Express-News Decries Texas State Legislature For Inactivity On Public School Finance Reform.
A San Antonio Express-News (3/12) editorial laments that Texas leaders have “little to show by the way of public
school finance reform as we approach the second anniversary of a Texas Supreme Court ruling that found the system
deeply flawed but constitutional.” The Express-News says it “expected state leaders to get moving quickly on
improving the antiquated public school finance system after the May 2016 ruling,” but state lawmakers instead “spent
more time debating the merits of a bathroom bill than it did tackling the decades-old problem.” The Express-News
says since 2006, “more than 685 tax ratification elections have been held among the 1,018 Texas public school
districts that impose a property tax,” reflecting how the “foot dragging” has forced a growing number of districts “to
seek tax increases to balance their budgets.” Meanwhile, the “state’s share of public school funding has slowly
dwindled over the last decade,” and “it is expected to keep going lower.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
DeVos Touts Administration’s School Safety Plan On Morning Shows.
Politico (3/12, Emma) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos appeared on NBC’s “Today” to promote “the
Trump administration’s plan to arm school staff, but said a gun in every classroom wouldn’t be ‘appropriate.’”
Asked by co-anchor Savannah Guthrie “what percentage of teachers should be armed,” DeVos replied, “I don’t
have a percentage. It should only be those capable and qualified and only in places where it’s appropriate.” Asked
whether every classroom should have an armed adult, DeVos replied, “I don’t think that would be appropriate and I
don’t think anybody would agree that would be. ... The point is that schools should have this tool if they choose to
use the tool. … Nobody should be mandated to do it.”
Asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) why the school safety proposal does not include raising the age to by
“assault-style” weapons from 18 to 21 since the President specifically said he supported it, DeVos said, “The plan is
a first step in a more lengthy process. And the proposals that the President has put forward really encompass a lot of
things that are supported on a broad bipartisan basis.” Asked again why it is not included int he proposal given the
President professed support, DeVos said, “Everything is on the table. And the commission that is being formed that I
will lead, is looking at this issue, along with a number of other issues. The point being that we have to get much
broader than just talking about guns and a gun issue, where camps go into their corners.”
DeVos was asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) about the idea of arming teachers. Asked, “What percentage
of teachers at schools would need to be armed in your mind to be effective,” DeVos said, “I don’t have a
percentage. It should be those who are capable and qualified and only in place where’s it’s appropriate.” Asked if
there would be an armed teacher in every classroom, DeVos said, “I don’t think that would be appropriate. And I
don’t think anybody would agree that would be.” DeVos added, “This is an issue that is best decided by local
communities and by states. It is not going to be appropriate in every location. But it is going to be appropriate in some
places, like Texas has determined and Polk County, Florida has determined.”
Asked on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (3/12) if the ultimate goal is to “harden the schools,” DeVos said, “That’s
one of the opportunities we have and one of the responsibilities we have, frankly. We have many other venues in our
country that are kept safe and schools have to be a part of that equation as well. And, every state and every
community is going to do this slightly differently, but we are going to advance ways in which schools can be made
safer for students and which works for each community and for each state.” DeVos added that “there are pieces of
legislation before Congress today that can take significant steps in the right direction. Background checks, the Stop
Violence Act. They have broad bipartisan support. And the President wants to see Congress act now, take these
steps today and then let’s look at what we can do as next steps beyond that.”
The Hill (3/12, Shelbourne) reports DeVos said on Today “that she does not think teachers should carry assaultstyle weapons as part of the Trump administration’s push to harden schools.” The Hill quotes DeVos saying, “I
don’t think assault weapons in schools, carried by any school personnel, is the appropriate thing. But again this is an
issue that I think is best decided at the local level by communities and by states.” Newsweek (3/12, Difazio) also
covers this story.

School Safety Commission Will Weigh Repealing Obama School Discipline Rules.
The Washington Times (3/12, Boyer) reports that “Trump’s new federal commission on school safety will consider
repealing an Obama administration policy that discourages expelling or suspending unruly students due to concerns
that such disciplinary actions unfairly target minorities.” The Obama-era directive “advised school districts that
disciplinary policies could constitute ‘unlawful discrimination’ under federal civil rights law if they resulted in a
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‘disproportionate and unjustified effect on students of a particular race.’”
USA Today (3/12, Toppo) reports the Trump Administration’s school safety plan includes “the announcement of
a new Federal Commission on School Safety, led by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos. It will consider, among other
issues, repealing the Obama administration’s ‘Rethink School Discipline’ policies.” The announcement sparked
concern among “school safety, civil rights and teachers’ advocates,” who “say protecting schools from outside
gunmen is an entirely different job from the day-to-day effort to manage school discipline so it doesn’t discriminate
against minority and disabled students.”
The Wall Street Journal (3/12, Subscription Publication) reports DeVos’ history of opposing federal gun control
and of criticizing school discipline policies as lenient could foreshadow how she will move forward in leading the
school safety panel. The Journal notes that under DeVos, ED has appeared to be moving toward reversing the
Obama-era discipline policies.
In a separate article, the Washington Times (3/12, Persons) reports that DeVos said on Fox News Monday
morning that the commission “will take a look at increasing the age requirement to purchase all firearms.” The Times
quotes DeVos saying, “Everything is on the table, and part of the job of this commission will be to study that and see
if that is advanced ultimately as a recommendation in next steps.”

Congress Proposes Contrasting School Safety Bills.
Education Week (3/12) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, congressional Republicans “want to focus
on school-safety initiatives, not gun control.” The House and Senate are both pushing bills called the Students,
Teachers and Officers Preventing (STOP) School Violence Act that are broadly similar, but there are “a few key
areas where the bills aren’t the same.” The article contrasts the two plans.
ABC News (3/12, Phelps) reports President Trump is “set to endorse formally” the STOP School Violence Act
and the “FIX NICS Bill, which calls for making improvements to the nation’s background check system.”

Students Around Country Planning Walkout Wednesday, Again On April 20.
The Albuquerque (NM) Journal (3/12) reports students across the country are expected to walk out of classes on
March 14 and April 20 “in response to school shootings. The walkouts, which aim to honor the victims of the Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School and Columbine High School massacres, are stirring some controversy and confusion
at a local level.” The paper relates the debate over how administrators should address “keeping students safe while
not quashing their First Amendment rights.”
The Houston Chronicle (3/12, Lewis) reports on lingering controversy in Fort Bend County, Texas, where
students “are still finalizing plans to honor the 17 students and teachers gunned down at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School on Valentine’s Day in a way that won’t cross the line that their superintendent drew last month when he
made national headlines for threatening to suspend students who walk out of class in protest of gun violence.” Local
students “say they understand the firm stance — called unconstitutional by some civil rights groups — that
Superintendent Curtis Rhodes took.” However, “three civil rights organizations, the Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights
Project and Texas Appleseed, sent a letter saying his comments raised constitutional problems.” Also reporting are
WRC-TV Washington Washington (3/12), Philly (PA) (3/12), the Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/12), the San Francisco
Chronicle (3/12), and Chalkbeat (3/12).

WPost Analysis Examines Armed Staff In Ohio Schools.
The Washington Post (3/12, Heim) reports from Riverside, OH that 32 safes were installed last summer “spread out
among the four elementary schools, the two middle schools, the high school and the administration building of the
Mad River Local Schools district...on the outskirts of Dayton,” and on August 14, “the first day of school for the
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district’s 3,900 students, each safe contained the centerpiece of the district’s new security plan: a semiautomatic
pistol and a removable magazine loaded with bullets.” The weapons, “paid for with money from the district’s
operating budget, are for teachers and staffers who have volunteered and trained to be part of the school’s response
team if a shooter enters a building.” The Post adds that “in 10 states, schools allow teachers and staff members to
be armed, with administrators’ permission,” and that “after the shooting that took 17 lives at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Florida last month, pressure is increasing to expand that approach.”

Teachers Report Feeling “Hyper-Aware” Of Possibility Of Threats After Parkland.
NBC News (3/12) reports that Sylvania, Ohio high school teacher Dan Greenberg says “he’s hyper-aware of the
possibility of more school shootings” in a way that he was not before the Parkland massacre. The attack “has left an
indelible uneasiness among teachers and students across the country — and a determination to bring a sense of
safety back to the classroom.”

Iowa District Debates Training Students To Fight Back.
The Hechinger Report (3/12) reports that administrators in Ames, Iowa have revisited how they are preparing for
potential active shooter attacks, and that the debate is centered on whether to train students “to fight back” in such a
scenario. The district already puts staff through ALICE Training, which “stands for alert, lockdown, inform, counter
and evacuate.’ The ‘C’ in this acronym, for ‘counter,’ is controversial, because it means training people to fight
back if a person with a gun enters their classroom.” The article notes that ED “has supported teaching adults the
fight method, but not students.”

FBI: Over 100 School Threats In Louisiana Since Parkland Shootings.
The AP (3/11) reports the FBI and Louisiana state police said on Monday that in the month since the Parkland
massacre, “authorities have investigated at least 106 threats of violence in or near schools in Louisiana.” This report
came “as the University of New Orleans was reopening its campus following the arrest of a suspect in one such
threat.”

Parents, Officials Express Concerns About Indiana Bullying Prevention System.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports on “large discrepancies” in Indiana state data on school bullying which “officials
and parents worried” that schools are failing to report many bullying incidents to the state as required by a five-yearold law. “Last academic year, Indiana schools reported more than 4,500 instances of bullying — a number parents
say barely scratches the surface, and officials acknowledge is likely inaccurate.”

Family Of Alabama School Shooting Victim Calls For Reform.
The AP (3/11, Moench) reports that Shenise Abercrombie, the aunt of Courtlin Arrington, who was “killed by a fellow
student at an Alabama high school last week is calling for school safety reform and action against gun violence. ...
Abercrombie said her family wants to work with the city to make Birmingham schools safer. She suggested more
security officers and increased searches at school entrances.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
NJ Senate President Proposes Funding For Special-Education Programs.
Philly (PA) (3/12) reports that New Jersey state Senate President Stephen Sweeney (D-Gloucester) is seeking “to
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devote the bulk of a proposed education funding increase next year to special education.” The article notes that
under Sweeney’s plan, state funds going towards special-education costs would be “paid for by a corporate-tax”
increase. However, it’s unclear if Gov. Phil Murphy (D-NJ) will endorse the plan. John Donahue, executive director of
the New Jersey Association of School Business Officials, said, “I have been asked, if the state could provide school
districts with additional support, where would you put it? My answer is special education.” He added, “Every district
has this problem.” He noted that districts typically spend around 22% of their budget on special education, an
increase from around 13% for the 2006-2007 school year.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

March 13, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DOJ Unveils School Safety Proposals.
USA Today (3/13, Icsman) reports DOJ “announced Monday its plans to prioritize giving grants to local and state law
enforcement agencies that plan to hire more officers in an attempt to improve school safety.” Attorney General
Sessions said in a statement, “No child should have to fear going to school or walking the streets of their
neighborhood. ... Today, I am directing the Department of Justice to take a number of new steps that will help make
schools and the American people safer from the threat of gun violence.” Sessions “will also encourage each state to
make sure local law enforcement is reporting to state-run databases that the FBI accesses during background
checks. Right now, reporting that information is voluntary on the part of states.”
The Washington Times (3/12, Mordock) says Sessions’ “proposals include holding federal agencies
accountable for failing to update the National Instant Criminal Background Check System; ordering the FBI to identify
states that are not reporting arrests to state databases and more aggressive prosecution of individuals who lie on gun
applications.” Said Sessions, in a letter to FBI Director Wray, “It is essential that relevant mental health
determinations by state and local officers are accessible to the NICS system. ... We cannot allow an individual who is
prohibited from possessing firearms to pass a background check simply because the information was not made
available to you.” Sessions also “sent a letter to US Attorneys across the country demanding ‘swift and aggressive’
prosecution of people who lie on their firearm applications.”
Politico (3/12, Gerstein) reports DOJ is also “offering up to $1 million in emergency grant funding to Broward
County and other jurisdictions that responded to the shooting at the high school in Parkland, Florida, last month.”
The Washington Examiner (3/13, Cohen) reports DOJ also” reiterated that it has submitted a proposed
regulation to the Office of Management and Budget that would ‘effectively ban the manufacture, sale or possession’
of bump stocks – an announcement made Saturday.” However, says the Washington Post (3/12, Horwitz), “neither
the Justice Department initiatives nor Trump’s plan contain significant proposals to change gun laws. Instead,
Sessions’s actions enhance existing programs and call for more aggressively enforcing current law.”
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POLITICS & POLICY
NASBE, CCSSO Say States Are Exceeding ESSA’s Requirements.
In commentary for the Seventy Four (3/12), Kristen J. Amundson, president and CEO of the National Association of
State Boards of Education, and Carissa Miller, interim executive director of the Council of Chief State School Officers,
write about the work their organizations have done with states in drafting their ESSA plans, saying that the states are
taking advantage of the law’s flexibility and requirement that states “move from a compliance mentality, asking only
what the law allows, to asking what will improve schools for all kids.” The writers say states are “not only meeting
ESSA requirements but, in many cases, moving beyond them to realize a better vision of education for all students.”

Indiana State DOE Report Examines School Voucher Program.
The AP (3/12) reports the Indiana state Department of Education released a report that found state spending on the
school voucher program increased “to $153 million for the 2017-18 academic year and helped more than 35,000
students attend private secular and religious schools.” The report found participation in the program increased by 3.4
percent in the current school year, and that “the number of students who are using vouchers and have never
attended an Indiana public school” reached a record high. It also “estimated financial losses for public school districts
based on the number of students living within district boundaries who attend voucher schools.” Fort Wayne
Community Schools “saw the highest financial hit, more than $20 million, among Indiana public schools.” FWCS
school board president Julie Hollingsworth lamented that “it is easy to see that public school districts are being asked
to do more with fewer resources.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
The Press of Atlantic City (NJ) (3/12) reports that last week, the New Jersey state Department of Education released
guidance detailing its plans to replace the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers, or
PARCC, which “has been criticized by many educators and school districts since its implementation four years ago
as overly burdensome.” In a March 6 memo, acting state Education Commissioner Lamont Repollet confirmed the
assessment will be administered this year because it is logistically too late to shift to another exam, but added that the
state DOE will form an advisory group and meet with stakeholders from every county to devise a plan. The New
Jersey Education Association was “pleased with the content of the memo,” with president Marie Blistan saying that
NJEA officials “are glad to know that PARCC’s days are numbered,” as “it was a poorly planned, poorly executed
fiasco that undermined real teaching and learning in New Jersey’s classrooms.”
In an editorial, North Jersey (NJ) Media Group (3/12) cautions that “it’s a little more complicated” than what
Gov. Phil Murphy portrayed when he vowed to “promptly jettison” PARCC after taking office. New Jersey cannot
“just decide to drop standardized student assessments entirely; laws require that it have some form of testing to
evaluate how students are being served,” NJMG says. It that former Gov. Chris Christie’s administration had a
“desire to denigrate public schools, and the PARCC exams, with far lower passing rates than predecessor tests
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under the guise of raising the academic bar,” but his successor, Murphy, “brings a different, more supportive
perspective.” While Murphy’s reevaluation may end “without major changes,” NJMG says it imagines PARCC’s
replacement “will be a more reasonable assessment of student performance.” Yet, NJMG cautions, “that can’t just
mean making it easier.”

Washington Arts Commission Brings Art Program To Local Elementary School.
The Skagit Valley (WA) Herald (3/12) reports the Mount Vernon Arts Commission in Washington recently brought its
“Meet the Masters” program to Jefferson Elementary School. For the last two months, the program “has been held
after school locally once a week.” The Arts Commission financed the program’s “curricula, which includes art
supplies so students can re-create the work of famous artists.” The “Meet the Masters” program “has existed since
the mid-1980s, according to its website,” but it was introduced to the Arts Commission by Mount Vernon Mayor Jill
Boudreau, whose own children “participated in the program when the family was living in California.”

Michigan Elementary School Hosts Expo To Introduce STEM To Young Students.
The Midland (MI) Daily News (3/12) reports Central Park Elementary School in Michigan hosted the Great Lakes Bay
Region FIRST LEGO League Jr. Expo on Saturday, granting more than 100 students on 17 teams “the chance to
explore STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) concepts with a challenge called ‘Aqua Adventure.’”
Each team received a trophy and all students were awarded medals. Bob Lipscomb, the IT project manager at
Nexteer Automotive, which sponsored Saturday’s event, explained that not a competition, as “FIRST LEGO League
Jr. is geared toward K-3 students, and aims to build interest in STEM and get young students ‘exposed to a very
simple programming concept.’”

Indiana State Lawmaker Abandons Plan To Let Schools Hire Unlicensed Teachers.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports that on Monday, three days before the end of Indiana’s state legislative session,
state Sen. Andy Zay said “he plans to strip out the language that would have allowed schools to hire unlicensed
teachers to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching positions.” Zay explained that “even without the unlicensed teacher
language, there are still tools in the bill available to schools looking to address the teacher shortage.” The provision
was controversial, and state teacher agencies, including the Indiana Federation of Teachers, argued “that salary
increases for all teachers would be more effective in addressing pipeline concerns than extra pay for a few select
classes of teachers.” The search “for creative solutions to the teaching shortage has been a priority of the
department and Jennifer McCormick, the state superintendent of public instruction.”

Minneapolis Public Schools, Teachers Union Reach Tentative Contract Agreement.
Minneapolis Public Schools superintendent Ed Graff sent a letter to district staff and obtained by the Minneapolis Star
Tribune (3/11) revealing that the negotiators for the district and Minneapolis Federation of Teachers “broke a
deadlock that followed numerous talks over 10 months” and reached a tentative contract agreement. In the letter,
Graff said “that he is pleased the district found a way to honor teachers with the realities of building a financially
sustainable future for the district.” The MFT’s executive board will review the tentative deal on Tuesday and publicly
reveal the details if its teachers approve it in a vote scheduled for March 29 and 30. The Tribune notes MPS “is
wrestling with a $33 million budget deficit for the 2018-19 school year and decreasing enrollment,” while MFT “is
pushing for pay raises, smaller class sizes and a $15 minimum wage for all employees.”

Tulsa Teachers Protest In Anticipation Of Possible Statewide Walkout.
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The Tulsa (OK) World (3/12) reports Tulsa Public Schools, the second-largest district in Oklahoma, protested Monday
“to ‘work the contract,’ an effort to not work beyond the seven hours and 50 minutes required of them by their
contract.” The “teachers’ unified front” was aimed at building momentum for a statewide teacher walkout that the
Oklahoma Education Association threatened last week “if the Oklahoma Legislature doesn’t fund a teacher pay raise
and increase common education funding by April 1.” In a Facebook post, TPS superintendent Deborah Gist said if
the OEA calls for the walkout, it “will be extraordinarily difficult for our teachers – they are deeply committed to your
children and want only what is best for them academically, personally, and socially.” She added, “Your teachers are
taking this job action because your children matter, and they deserve a well-funded public education system where
their teachers can afford to stay long enough to see them graduate.”

Transgender Teachers Discuss Efforts To Combat Bullying, Facilitate Gender Diversity
Awareness.
NPR’s (3/12) “NPR Ed” said as gender diversity awareness grows, “schools in particular have been a battleground
for gender rights.” Citing interviews with 15 individuals and a “survey of dozens more trans and gendernonconforming educators around the country,” NPR says that teachers “are becoming more visible, more active,
more organized.” Many trans teachers told NPR that “they were bullied as students, and they feel that their work in
the classroom can be, quite literally, a matter of life and death.” They recalled having few role models in their youth –
“largely in the 1980s and 1990s” – and that school in particular “was not always an accepting space.” Those
teachers are now “marching, writing lesson plans, changing the signs on bathroom doors and, alongside their
students, pushing colleagues and school administrators and elected officials to improve awareness of gender
issues.”

OPERATIONS
West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
USA Today (3/12, Cerbin) reports that after West Virginia Secretary of Education and the Arts Gayle Manchin “called
politics on a bill that would terminate her department,” Gov. Jim Justice fired her. In a Monday statement, Manchin,
the state’s former first lady, wrote, “In an obvious rush to score partisan points, the Republican state legislature
passed dangerous and destructive legislation to eliminate the Office of Education and the Arts on a mostly party-line
vote.” Justice subsequently released a statement accusing Manchin of introducing politics to the issue and
disregarding instructions from his chief of staff to refrain from commenting on the issue.
The Charleston (WV) Gazette-Mail (3/12) reports Justice fired Manchin after she “sent out a news release in
which she offered to ‘resign to remove any political pressure.’” In Justice’s statement, he said, “She was told that
we accepted her resignation, she refused, and we terminated her.” After being informed of the governor’s decision,
Manchin “said her earlier offer to resign was contingent on being able to ‘sit down and work out how we can resolve
this in a responsible, compassionate way if he wanted to dissolve the Cabinet.’”
The AP (3/12) reports that under the bill, the department’s agencies, which “include Culture and History, Public
Broadcasting, the Center for Professional Development, the Library Commission, Rehabilitation Services and
Volunteer West Virginia,” would “either be absorbed by other departments or continue as separate agencies within
the executive branch.” The Huntington (WV) Herald-Dispatch (3/12) also covers this story.

Researchers Examine How Principals Influence Student Achievement.
Education Week (3/12, Allensworth) guest columnist Elaine Allensworth, the Lewis-Sebring Director of the University
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of Chicago Consortium on School Research, and Holly Hart, the survey director at the consortium, outlined their
mixed-methods study of Chicago Public Schools aimed at determining “firsthand what principals in schools with
improving learning gains were doing that principals in schools without improving learning gains were not.” The
researchers found “principals primarily influenced student learning by fostering strong learning climates in their
schools,” and that “teacher leadership was a critical mechanism through which principals achieved this.”
Additionally, Allensworth and Hart write, they “found other principal-led aspects of school organization that are
associated with improving schools--such as teachers’ professional development, program alignment, and
engagement with parents--matter for student achievement to the extent that they facilitate a strong school climate,”
which they define as a “safe, supportive” environment with “high, consistent, and clear expectations for students.”
The authors note their research was supported by an ED Institute of Education Sciences grant awarded to the
University of Chicago.

DCPS To Operate All-Girl School Revoked Of Charter.
The Washington Post (3/12, Stein) reports Excel Academy Public Charter School “will finish this semester as a
charter school and reopen as a D.C. Public Schools campus at the start of the academic year.” In January, the DC
Public Charter School Board voted to strip Excel, “the city’s only all-girls public school,” of its charter, “saying that
students were lagging behind their peers and that the school was showing scant evidence of improvement.” The Post
says it remains “unclear how many administrators and teachers will remain through the transition,” but its roughly
700 students “will be allowed to re-enroll.” Monica Hopkins-Maxwell, the executive director of the American Civil
Liberties Union’s DC chapter, “said the inclusion of an all-girls campus in the traditional school system does not
change the organization’s stance on publicly funded single-gender schools.” The Post notes after DCPS opened the
all-male Ron Brown College Preparatory High School in 2016, the ACLU “slammed the city for operating a singlegender school.”

Virginia District Superintendent To Merge Cabinet Positions.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/12) reports Richmond Public Schools superintendent Jason Kamras said
Monday that he plans to merge three administrative cabinet positions, “cutting the total number of Cabinet posts from
nine to six” and resulting “in an annual savings of $207,000, he said.” In a recent interview, Kamras explained,
“There’s a deficit of trust right now in the city. Part of what I hope to do is to rebuild that trust by showing that we can
be good stewards of money.” Last month, Richmond School Board members unanimously voted “to waive School
Board policy related to the posting of job vacancies for Cabinet-level jobs.” Kamras “is not retaining the Cabinet he
inherited,” but “new members have not yet been publicly identified and have not taken over their roles; the current
members continue to serve in their posts.”

Brooks: School Improvements Achieved Through Great Principals.
New York Times (3/12, Brooks, Subscription Publication) columnist David Brooks says marked improvements in
Chicago Public Schools’ graduation rates, two- and four-year college enrollment, and national test scores “are proof
that demography is not destiny, that bad things happening in a neighborhood do not have to determine student
outcomes.” Brooks notes CPS has “a tradition of excellent leadership from school heads, from Arne Duncan to
Janice Jackson, and the obsessive, energetic drive of Mayor Rahm Emanuel,” who, after a 2012 strike, helped lead
an effort to “put special emphasis on one thing: principals.” According to Brooks, “structural change and increasing
teacher quality don’t get you very far without a strong principal.” Successful principals, Brooks concludes, share
“character traits they embody and spread: energy, trustworthiness, honesty, optimism, determination.”
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Local SEIU Members To Vote On Potential Los Angeles School Strike.
City News Service (CA) (3/12) reports that members of the Service Employees International Union Local 99 began
voting Monday on whether or not to authorize a strike at the Los Angeles Unified School District. The union expects
voting to continue through March 23, and “union officials said if the workers authorize a strike, a walkout could
potentially occur during the current school year.” The vote comes in the middle of contract talks between the district
and union workers, who fill roles including “district cafeteria workers, custodians, bus drivers, [and] special education
assistants.” The article notes that LAUSD chief labor negotiator Najeeb Khoury “said the district values the union as
a ‘labor partner’ and has ‘engaged in economically responsible bargaining, which means we must make proposals
that take into account our structural deficit.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York State Officials Discuss Forthcoming Changes To Education Spending Disclosure.
Chalkbeat (3/12, Disare) reports the New York state Board of Regents convened Monday to discuss forthcoming
changes to how the state reports education spending. New York “publicly reports how much money flows from the
state to each district,” but under federal law, districts must “explain how they take that money and divide it among
individual schools.” Advocates are hoping the change “will create greater transparency,” but some at Monday’s
meeting expressed concern that it “would become an administrative burden on schools.” Several state Regents also
“raised concerns” that “reported funds will only include federal, state and local money,” excluding “nongovernmental sources of funding, particularly in New York City where parent-teacher associations can raise
extraordinary sums of additional money.” Others cautioned “that while these changes will expose funding disparities,
they will not force districts to make changes to funding distribution.”

Utah State Lawmakers Pass Compromise Tax Hike Bill To Full Chamber Debate.
The Salt Lake (UT) Tribune (3/8, Wood) reported that in a 12-1 vote on late Wednesday, the Utah state House
Political Subdivisions Committee passed HJR20, which “would place a non-binding question on the November ballot,
letting voters indicate their support for a gas tax increase of 10 cents per gallon.” The bill, the result of a state
legislative compromise, would put the gas tax question before voters instead of the Our Schools Now ballot initiative,
“which is aimed at getting voter approval to enact an income and sales tax hike to boost annual school funding by
more than $700 million.” The Tribune wrote, “If the first public debate in the Utah Legislature was any indication,” the
legislative compromise “appears poised for passage in the waning hours of the 2018 session.” In fact, Wednesday’s
vote was preceded by “unanimously supportive testimony by members of the public.”

Express-News Decries Texas State Legislature For Inactivity On Public School Finance Reform.
A San Antonio Express-News (3/12) editorial laments that Texas leaders have “little to show by the way of public
school finance reform as we approach the second anniversary of a Texas Supreme Court ruling that found the system
deeply flawed but constitutional.” The Express-News says it “expected state leaders to get moving quickly on
improving the antiquated public school finance system after the May 2016 ruling,” but state lawmakers instead “spent
more time debating the merits of a bathroom bill than it did tackling the decades-old problem.” The Express-News
says since 2006, “more than 685 tax ratification elections have been held among the 1,018 Texas public school
districts that impose a property tax,” reflecting how the “foot dragging” has forced a growing number of districts “to
seek tax increases to balance their budgets.” Meanwhile, the “state’s share of public school funding has slowly
dwindled over the last decade,” and “it is expected to keep going lower.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
DeVos Touts Administration’s School Safety Plan On Morning Shows.
Politico (3/12, Emma) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos appeared on NBC’s “Today” to promote “the
Trump administration’s plan to arm school staff, but said a gun in every classroom wouldn’t be ‘appropriate.’”
Asked by co-anchor Savannah Guthrie “what percentage of teachers should be armed,” DeVos replied, “I don’t
have a percentage. It should only be those capable and qualified and only in places where it’s appropriate.” Asked
whether every classroom should have an armed adult, DeVos replied, “I don’t think that would be appropriate and I
don’t think anybody would agree that would be. ... The point is that schools should have this tool if they choose to
use the tool. … Nobody should be mandated to do it.”
Asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) why the school safety proposal does not include raising the age to by
“assault-style” weapons from 18 to 21 since the President specifically said he supported it, DeVos said, “The plan is
a first step in a more lengthy process. And the proposals that the President has put forward really encompass a lot of
things that are supported on a broad bipartisan basis.” Asked again why it is not included int he proposal given the
President professed support, DeVos said, “Everything is on the table. And the commission that is being formed that I
will lead, is looking at this issue, along with a number of other issues. The point being that we have to get much
broader than just talking about guns and a gun issue, where camps go into their corners.”
DeVos was asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) about the idea of arming teachers. Asked, “What percentage
of teachers at schools would need to be armed in your mind to be effective,” DeVos said, “I don’t have a
percentage. It should be those who are capable and qualified and only in place where’s it’s appropriate.” Asked if
there would be an armed teacher in every classroom, DeVos said, “I don’t think that would be appropriate. And I
don’t think anybody would agree that would be.” DeVos added, “This is an issue that is best decided by local
communities and by states. It is not going to be appropriate in every location. But it is going to be appropriate in some
places, like Texas has determined and Polk County, Florida has determined.”
Asked on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (3/12) if the ultimate goal is to “harden the schools,” DeVos said, “That’s
one of the opportunities we have and one of the responsibilities we have, frankly. We have many other venues in our
country that are kept safe and schools have to be a part of that equation as well. And, every state and every
community is going to do this slightly differently, but we are going to advance ways in which schools can be made
safer for students and which works for each community and for each state.” DeVos added that “there are pieces of
legislation before Congress today that can take significant steps in the right direction. Background checks, the Stop
Violence Act. They have broad bipartisan support. And the President wants to see Congress act now, take these
steps today and then let’s look at what we can do as next steps beyond that.”
The Hill (3/12, Shelbourne) reports DeVos said on Today “that she does not think teachers should carry assaultstyle weapons as part of the Trump administration’s push to harden schools.” The Hill quotes DeVos saying, “I
don’t think assault weapons in schools, carried by any school personnel, is the appropriate thing. But again this is an
issue that I think is best decided at the local level by communities and by states.” Newsweek (3/12, Difazio) also
covers this story.

School Safety Commission Will Weigh Repealing Obama School Discipline Rules.
The Washington Times (3/12, Boyer) reports that “Trump’s new federal commission on school safety will consider
repealing an Obama administration policy that discourages expelling or suspending unruly students due to concerns
that such disciplinary actions unfairly target minorities.” The Obama-era directive “advised school districts that
disciplinary policies could constitute ‘unlawful discrimination’ under federal civil rights law if they resulted in a
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‘disproportionate and unjustified effect on students of a particular race.’”
USA Today (3/12, Toppo) reports the Trump Administration’s school safety plan includes “the announcement of
a new Federal Commission on School Safety, led by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos. It will consider, among other
issues, repealing the Obama administration’s ‘Rethink School Discipline’ policies.” The announcement sparked
concern among “school safety, civil rights and teachers’ advocates,” who “say protecting schools from outside
gunmen is an entirely different job from the day-to-day effort to manage school discipline so it doesn’t discriminate
against minority and disabled students.”
The Wall Street Journal (3/12, Subscription Publication) reports DeVos’ history of opposing federal gun control
and of criticizing school discipline policies as lenient could foreshadow how she will move forward in leading the
school safety panel. The Journal notes that under DeVos, ED has appeared to be moving toward reversing the
Obama-era discipline policies.
In a separate article, the Washington Times (3/12, Persons) reports that DeVos said on Fox News Monday
morning that the commission “will take a look at increasing the age requirement to purchase all firearms.” The Times
quotes DeVos saying, “Everything is on the table, and part of the job of this commission will be to study that and see
if that is advanced ultimately as a recommendation in next steps.”

Congress Proposes Contrasting School Safety Bills.
Education Week (3/12) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, congressional Republicans “want to focus
on school-safety initiatives, not gun control.” The House and Senate are both pushing bills called the Students,
Teachers and Officers Preventing (STOP) School Violence Act that are broadly similar, but there are “a few key
areas where the bills aren’t the same.” The article contrasts the two plans.
ABC News (3/12, Phelps) reports President Trump is “set to endorse formally” the STOP School Violence Act
and the “FIX NICS Bill, which calls for making improvements to the nation’s background check system.”

Students Around Country Planning Walkout Wednesday, Again On April 20.
The Albuquerque (NM) Journal (3/12) reports students across the country are expected to walk out of classes on
March 14 and April 20 “in response to school shootings. The walkouts, which aim to honor the victims of the Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School and Columbine High School massacres, are stirring some controversy and confusion
at a local level.” The paper relates the debate over how administrators should address “keeping students safe while
not quashing their First Amendment rights.”
The Houston Chronicle (3/12, Lewis) reports on lingering controversy in Fort Bend County, Texas, where
students “are still finalizing plans to honor the 17 students and teachers gunned down at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School on Valentine’s Day in a way that won’t cross the line that their superintendent drew last month when he
made national headlines for threatening to suspend students who walk out of class in protest of gun violence.” Local
students “say they understand the firm stance — called unconstitutional by some civil rights groups — that
Superintendent Curtis Rhodes took.” However, “three civil rights organizations, the Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights
Project and Texas Appleseed, sent a letter saying his comments raised constitutional problems.” Also reporting are
WRC-TV Washington Washington (3/12), Philly (PA) (3/12), the Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/12), the San Francisco
Chronicle (3/12), and Chalkbeat (3/12).

WPost Analysis Examines Armed Staff In Ohio Schools.
The Washington Post (3/12, Heim) reports from Riverside, OH that 32 safes were installed last summer “spread out
among the four elementary schools, the two middle schools, the high school and the administration building of the
Mad River Local Schools district...on the outskirts of Dayton,” and on August 14, “the first day of school for the
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district’s 3,900 students, each safe contained the centerpiece of the district’s new security plan: a semiautomatic
pistol and a removable magazine loaded with bullets.” The weapons, “paid for with money from the district’s
operating budget, are for teachers and staffers who have volunteered and trained to be part of the school’s response
team if a shooter enters a building.” The Post adds that “in 10 states, schools allow teachers and staff members to
be armed, with administrators’ permission,” and that “after the shooting that took 17 lives at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Florida last month, pressure is increasing to expand that approach.”

Teachers Report Feeling “Hyper-Aware” Of Possibility Of Threats After Parkland.
NBC News (3/12) reports that Sylvania, Ohio high school teacher Dan Greenberg says “he’s hyper-aware of the
possibility of more school shootings” in a way that he was not before the Parkland massacre. The attack “has left an
indelible uneasiness among teachers and students across the country — and a determination to bring a sense of
safety back to the classroom.”

Iowa District Debates Training Students To Fight Back.
The Hechinger Report (3/12) reports that administrators in Ames, Iowa have revisited how they are preparing for
potential active shooter attacks, and that the debate is centered on whether to train students “to fight back” in such a
scenario. The district already puts staff through ALICE Training, which “stands for alert, lockdown, inform, counter
and evacuate.’ The ‘C’ in this acronym, for ‘counter,’ is controversial, because it means training people to fight
back if a person with a gun enters their classroom.” The article notes that ED “has supported teaching adults the
fight method, but not students.”

FBI: Over 100 School Threats In Louisiana Since Parkland Shootings.
The AP (3/11) reports the FBI and Louisiana state police said on Monday that in the month since the Parkland
massacre, “authorities have investigated at least 106 threats of violence in or near schools in Louisiana.” This report
came “as the University of New Orleans was reopening its campus following the arrest of a suspect in one such
threat.”

Parents, Officials Express Concerns About Indiana Bullying Prevention System.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports on “large discrepancies” in Indiana state data on school bullying which “officials
and parents worried” that schools are failing to report many bullying incidents to the state as required by a five-yearold law. “Last academic year, Indiana schools reported more than 4,500 instances of bullying — a number parents
say barely scratches the surface, and officials acknowledge is likely inaccurate.”

Family Of Alabama School Shooting Victim Calls For Reform.
The AP (3/11, Moench) reports that Shenise Abercrombie, the aunt of Courtlin Arrington, who was “killed by a fellow
student at an Alabama high school last week is calling for school safety reform and action against gun violence. ...
Abercrombie said her family wants to work with the city to make Birmingham schools safer. She suggested more
security officers and increased searches at school entrances.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
NJ Senate President Proposes Funding For Special-Education Programs.
Philly (PA) (3/12) reports that New Jersey state Senate President Stephen Sweeney (D-Gloucester) is seeking “to
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devote the bulk of a proposed education funding increase next year to special education.” The article notes that
under Sweeney’s plan, state funds going towards special-education costs would be “paid for by a corporate-tax”
increase. However, it’s unclear if Gov. Phil Murphy (D-NJ) will endorse the plan. John Donahue, executive director of
the New Jersey Association of School Business Officials, said, “I have been asked, if the state could provide school
districts with additional support, where would you put it? My answer is special education.” He added, “Every district
has this problem.” He noted that districts typically spend around 22% of their budget on special education, an
increase from around 13% for the 2006-2007 school year.

MONDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVos To Chair School Safety Panel As Trump Releases School Safety Plan.
• DeVos Makes Case For School Choice.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

March 13, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DOJ Unveils School Safety Proposals.
USA Today (3/13, Icsman) reports DOJ “announced Monday its plans to prioritize giving grants to local and state law
enforcement agencies that plan to hire more officers in an attempt to improve school safety.” Attorney General
Sessions said in a statement, “No child should have to fear going to school or walking the streets of their
neighborhood. ... Today, I am directing the Department of Justice to take a number of new steps that will help make
schools and the American people safer from the threat of gun violence.” Sessions “will also encourage each state to
make sure local law enforcement is reporting to state-run databases that the FBI accesses during background
checks. Right now, reporting that information is voluntary on the part of states.”
The Washington Times (3/12, Mordock) says Sessions’ “proposals include holding federal agencies
accountable for failing to update the National Instant Criminal Background Check System; ordering the FBI to identify
states that are not reporting arrests to state databases and more aggressive prosecution of individuals who lie on gun
applications.” Said Sessions, in a letter to FBI Director Wray, “It is essential that relevant mental health
determinations by state and local officers are accessible to the NICS system. ... We cannot allow an individual who is
prohibited from possessing firearms to pass a background check simply because the information was not made
available to you.” Sessions also “sent a letter to US Attorneys across the country demanding ‘swift and aggressive’
prosecution of people who lie on their firearm applications.”
Politico (3/12, Gerstein) reports DOJ is also “offering up to $1 million in emergency grant funding to Broward
County and other jurisdictions that responded to the shooting at the high school in Parkland, Florida, last month.”
The Washington Examiner (3/13, Cohen) reports DOJ also” reiterated that it has submitted a proposed
regulation to the Office of Management and Budget that would ‘effectively ban the manufacture, sale or possession’
of bump stocks – an announcement made Saturday.” However, says the Washington Post (3/12, Horwitz), “neither
the Justice Department initiatives nor Trump’s plan contain significant proposals to change gun laws. Instead,
Sessions’s actions enhance existing programs and call for more aggressively enforcing current law.”
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POLITICS & POLICY
NASBE, CCSSO Say States Are Exceeding ESSA’s Requirements.
In commentary for the Seventy Four (3/12), Kristen J. Amundson, president and CEO of the National Association of
State Boards of Education, and Carissa Miller, interim executive director of the Council of Chief State School Officers,
write about the work their organizations have done with states in drafting their ESSA plans, saying that the states are
taking advantage of the law’s flexibility and requirement that states “move from a compliance mentality, asking only
what the law allows, to asking what will improve schools for all kids.” The writers say states are “not only meeting
ESSA requirements but, in many cases, moving beyond them to realize a better vision of education for all students.”

Indiana State DOE Report Examines School Voucher Program.
The AP (3/12) reports the Indiana state Department of Education released a report that found state spending on the
school voucher program increased “to $153 million for the 2017-18 academic year and helped more than 35,000
students attend private secular and religious schools.” The report found participation in the program increased by 3.4
percent in the current school year, and that “the number of students who are using vouchers and have never
attended an Indiana public school” reached a record high. It also “estimated financial losses for public school districts
based on the number of students living within district boundaries who attend voucher schools.” Fort Wayne
Community Schools “saw the highest financial hit, more than $20 million, among Indiana public schools.” FWCS
school board president Julie Hollingsworth lamented that “it is easy to see that public school districts are being asked
to do more with fewer resources.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
The Press of Atlantic City (NJ) (3/12) reports that last week, the New Jersey state Department of Education released
guidance detailing its plans to replace the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers, or
PARCC, which “has been criticized by many educators and school districts since its implementation four years ago
as overly burdensome.” In a March 6 memo, acting state Education Commissioner Lamont Repollet confirmed the
assessment will be administered this year because it is logistically too late to shift to another exam, but added that the
state DOE will form an advisory group and meet with stakeholders from every county to devise a plan. The New
Jersey Education Association was “pleased with the content of the memo,” with president Marie Blistan saying that
NJEA officials “are glad to know that PARCC’s days are numbered,” as “it was a poorly planned, poorly executed
fiasco that undermined real teaching and learning in New Jersey’s classrooms.”
In an editorial, North Jersey (NJ) Media Group (3/12) cautions that “it’s a little more complicated” than what
Gov. Phil Murphy portrayed when he vowed to “promptly jettison” PARCC after taking office. New Jersey cannot
“just decide to drop standardized student assessments entirely; laws require that it have some form of testing to
evaluate how students are being served,” NJMG says. It that former Gov. Chris Christie’s administration had a
“desire to denigrate public schools, and the PARCC exams, with far lower passing rates than predecessor tests
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under the guise of raising the academic bar,” but his successor, Murphy, “brings a different, more supportive
perspective.” While Murphy’s reevaluation may end “without major changes,” NJMG says it imagines PARCC’s
replacement “will be a more reasonable assessment of student performance.” Yet, NJMG cautions, “that can’t just
mean making it easier.”

Washington Arts Commission Brings Art Program To Local Elementary School.
The Skagit Valley (WA) Herald (3/12) reports the Mount Vernon Arts Commission in Washington recently brought its
“Meet the Masters” program to Jefferson Elementary School. For the last two months, the program “has been held
after school locally once a week.” The Arts Commission financed the program’s “curricula, which includes art
supplies so students can re-create the work of famous artists.” The “Meet the Masters” program “has existed since
the mid-1980s, according to its website,” but it was introduced to the Arts Commission by Mount Vernon Mayor Jill
Boudreau, whose own children “participated in the program when the family was living in California.”

Michigan Elementary School Hosts Expo To Introduce STEM To Young Students.
The Midland (MI) Daily News (3/12) reports Central Park Elementary School in Michigan hosted the Great Lakes Bay
Region FIRST LEGO League Jr. Expo on Saturday, granting more than 100 students on 17 teams “the chance to
explore STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) concepts with a challenge called ‘Aqua Adventure.’”
Each team received a trophy and all students were awarded medals. Bob Lipscomb, the IT project manager at
Nexteer Automotive, which sponsored Saturday’s event, explained that not a competition, as “FIRST LEGO League
Jr. is geared toward K-3 students, and aims to build interest in STEM and get young students ‘exposed to a very
simple programming concept.’”

Indiana State Lawmaker Abandons Plan To Let Schools Hire Unlicensed Teachers.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports that on Monday, three days before the end of Indiana’s state legislative session,
state Sen. Andy Zay said “he plans to strip out the language that would have allowed schools to hire unlicensed
teachers to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching positions.” Zay explained that “even without the unlicensed teacher
language, there are still tools in the bill available to schools looking to address the teacher shortage.” The provision
was controversial, and state teacher agencies, including the Indiana Federation of Teachers, argued “that salary
increases for all teachers would be more effective in addressing pipeline concerns than extra pay for a few select
classes of teachers.” The search “for creative solutions to the teaching shortage has been a priority of the
department and Jennifer McCormick, the state superintendent of public instruction.”

Minneapolis Public Schools, Teachers Union Reach Tentative Contract Agreement.
Minneapolis Public Schools superintendent Ed Graff sent a letter to district staff and obtained by the Minneapolis Star
Tribune (3/11) revealing that the negotiators for the district and Minneapolis Federation of Teachers “broke a
deadlock that followed numerous talks over 10 months” and reached a tentative contract agreement. In the letter,
Graff said “that he is pleased the district found a way to honor teachers with the realities of building a financially
sustainable future for the district.” The MFT’s executive board will review the tentative deal on Tuesday and publicly
reveal the details if its teachers approve it in a vote scheduled for March 29 and 30. The Tribune notes MPS “is
wrestling with a $33 million budget deficit for the 2018-19 school year and decreasing enrollment,” while MFT “is
pushing for pay raises, smaller class sizes and a $15 minimum wage for all employees.”

Tulsa Teachers Protest In Anticipation Of Possible Statewide Walkout.
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The Tulsa (OK) World (3/12) reports Tulsa Public Schools, the second-largest district in Oklahoma, protested Monday
“to ‘work the contract,’ an effort to not work beyond the seven hours and 50 minutes required of them by their
contract.” The “teachers’ unified front” was aimed at building momentum for a statewide teacher walkout that the
Oklahoma Education Association threatened last week “if the Oklahoma Legislature doesn’t fund a teacher pay raise
and increase common education funding by April 1.” In a Facebook post, TPS superintendent Deborah Gist said if
the OEA calls for the walkout, it “will be extraordinarily difficult for our teachers – they are deeply committed to your
children and want only what is best for them academically, personally, and socially.” She added, “Your teachers are
taking this job action because your children matter, and they deserve a well-funded public education system where
their teachers can afford to stay long enough to see them graduate.”

Transgender Teachers Discuss Efforts To Combat Bullying, Facilitate Gender Diversity
Awareness.
NPR’s (3/12) “NPR Ed” said as gender diversity awareness grows, “schools in particular have been a battleground
for gender rights.” Citing interviews with 15 individuals and a “survey of dozens more trans and gendernonconforming educators around the country,” NPR says that teachers “are becoming more visible, more active,
more organized.” Many trans teachers told NPR that “they were bullied as students, and they feel that their work in
the classroom can be, quite literally, a matter of life and death.” They recalled having few role models in their youth –
“largely in the 1980s and 1990s” – and that school in particular “was not always an accepting space.” Those
teachers are now “marching, writing lesson plans, changing the signs on bathroom doors and, alongside their
students, pushing colleagues and school administrators and elected officials to improve awareness of gender
issues.”

OPERATIONS
West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
USA Today (3/12, Cerbin) reports that after West Virginia Secretary of Education and the Arts Gayle Manchin “called
politics on a bill that would terminate her department,” Gov. Jim Justice fired her. In a Monday statement, Manchin,
the state’s former first lady, wrote, “In an obvious rush to score partisan points, the Republican state legislature
passed dangerous and destructive legislation to eliminate the Office of Education and the Arts on a mostly party-line
vote.” Justice subsequently released a statement accusing Manchin of introducing politics to the issue and
disregarding instructions from his chief of staff to refrain from commenting on the issue.
The Charleston (WV) Gazette-Mail (3/12) reports Justice fired Manchin after she “sent out a news release in
which she offered to ‘resign to remove any political pressure.’” In Justice’s statement, he said, “She was told that
we accepted her resignation, she refused, and we terminated her.” After being informed of the governor’s decision,
Manchin “said her earlier offer to resign was contingent on being able to ‘sit down and work out how we can resolve
this in a responsible, compassionate way if he wanted to dissolve the Cabinet.’”
The AP (3/12) reports that under the bill, the department’s agencies, which “include Culture and History, Public
Broadcasting, the Center for Professional Development, the Library Commission, Rehabilitation Services and
Volunteer West Virginia,” would “either be absorbed by other departments or continue as separate agencies within
the executive branch.” The Huntington (WV) Herald-Dispatch (3/12) also covers this story.

Researchers Examine How Principals Influence Student Achievement.
Education Week (3/12, Allensworth) guest columnist Elaine Allensworth, the Lewis-Sebring Director of the University
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of Chicago Consortium on School Research, and Holly Hart, the survey director at the consortium, outlined their
mixed-methods study of Chicago Public Schools aimed at determining “firsthand what principals in schools with
improving learning gains were doing that principals in schools without improving learning gains were not.” The
researchers found “principals primarily influenced student learning by fostering strong learning climates in their
schools,” and that “teacher leadership was a critical mechanism through which principals achieved this.”
Additionally, Allensworth and Hart write, they “found other principal-led aspects of school organization that are
associated with improving schools--such as teachers’ professional development, program alignment, and
engagement with parents--matter for student achievement to the extent that they facilitate a strong school climate,”
which they define as a “safe, supportive” environment with “high, consistent, and clear expectations for students.”
The authors note their research was supported by an ED Institute of Education Sciences grant awarded to the
University of Chicago.

DCPS To Operate All-Girl School Revoked Of Charter.
The Washington Post (3/12, Stein) reports Excel Academy Public Charter School “will finish this semester as a
charter school and reopen as a D.C. Public Schools campus at the start of the academic year.” In January, the DC
Public Charter School Board voted to strip Excel, “the city’s only all-girls public school,” of its charter, “saying that
students were lagging behind their peers and that the school was showing scant evidence of improvement.” The Post
says it remains “unclear how many administrators and teachers will remain through the transition,” but its roughly
700 students “will be allowed to re-enroll.” Monica Hopkins-Maxwell, the executive director of the American Civil
Liberties Union’s DC chapter, “said the inclusion of an all-girls campus in the traditional school system does not
change the organization’s stance on publicly funded single-gender schools.” The Post notes after DCPS opened the
all-male Ron Brown College Preparatory High School in 2016, the ACLU “slammed the city for operating a singlegender school.”

Virginia District Superintendent To Merge Cabinet Positions.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/12) reports Richmond Public Schools superintendent Jason Kamras said
Monday that he plans to merge three administrative cabinet positions, “cutting the total number of Cabinet posts from
nine to six” and resulting “in an annual savings of $207,000, he said.” In a recent interview, Kamras explained,
“There’s a deficit of trust right now in the city. Part of what I hope to do is to rebuild that trust by showing that we can
be good stewards of money.” Last month, Richmond School Board members unanimously voted “to waive School
Board policy related to the posting of job vacancies for Cabinet-level jobs.” Kamras “is not retaining the Cabinet he
inherited,” but “new members have not yet been publicly identified and have not taken over their roles; the current
members continue to serve in their posts.”

Brooks: School Improvements Achieved Through Great Principals.
New York Times (3/12, Brooks, Subscription Publication) columnist David Brooks says marked improvements in
Chicago Public Schools’ graduation rates, two- and four-year college enrollment, and national test scores “are proof
that demography is not destiny, that bad things happening in a neighborhood do not have to determine student
outcomes.” Brooks notes CPS has “a tradition of excellent leadership from school heads, from Arne Duncan to
Janice Jackson, and the obsessive, energetic drive of Mayor Rahm Emanuel,” who, after a 2012 strike, helped lead
an effort to “put special emphasis on one thing: principals.” According to Brooks, “structural change and increasing
teacher quality don’t get you very far without a strong principal.” Successful principals, Brooks concludes, share
“character traits they embody and spread: energy, trustworthiness, honesty, optimism, determination.”
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Local SEIU Members To Vote On Potential Los Angeles School Strike.
City News Service (CA) (3/12) reports that members of the Service Employees International Union Local 99 began
voting Monday on whether or not to authorize a strike at the Los Angeles Unified School District. The union expects
voting to continue through March 23, and “union officials said if the workers authorize a strike, a walkout could
potentially occur during the current school year.” The vote comes in the middle of contract talks between the district
and union workers, who fill roles including “district cafeteria workers, custodians, bus drivers, [and] special education
assistants.” The article notes that LAUSD chief labor negotiator Najeeb Khoury “said the district values the union as
a ‘labor partner’ and has ‘engaged in economically responsible bargaining, which means we must make proposals
that take into account our structural deficit.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York State Officials Discuss Forthcoming Changes To Education Spending Disclosure.
Chalkbeat (3/12, Disare) reports the New York state Board of Regents convened Monday to discuss forthcoming
changes to how the state reports education spending. New York “publicly reports how much money flows from the
state to each district,” but under federal law, districts must “explain how they take that money and divide it among
individual schools.” Advocates are hoping the change “will create greater transparency,” but some at Monday’s
meeting expressed concern that it “would become an administrative burden on schools.” Several state Regents also
“raised concerns” that “reported funds will only include federal, state and local money,” excluding “nongovernmental sources of funding, particularly in New York City where parent-teacher associations can raise
extraordinary sums of additional money.” Others cautioned “that while these changes will expose funding disparities,
they will not force districts to make changes to funding distribution.”

Utah State Lawmakers Pass Compromise Tax Hike Bill To Full Chamber Debate.
The Salt Lake (UT) Tribune (3/8, Wood) reported that in a 12-1 vote on late Wednesday, the Utah state House
Political Subdivisions Committee passed HJR20, which “would place a non-binding question on the November ballot,
letting voters indicate their support for a gas tax increase of 10 cents per gallon.” The bill, the result of a state
legislative compromise, would put the gas tax question before voters instead of the Our Schools Now ballot initiative,
“which is aimed at getting voter approval to enact an income and sales tax hike to boost annual school funding by
more than $700 million.” The Tribune wrote, “If the first public debate in the Utah Legislature was any indication,” the
legislative compromise “appears poised for passage in the waning hours of the 2018 session.” In fact, Wednesday’s
vote was preceded by “unanimously supportive testimony by members of the public.”

Express-News Decries Texas State Legislature For Inactivity On Public School Finance Reform.
A San Antonio Express-News (3/12) editorial laments that Texas leaders have “little to show by the way of public
school finance reform as we approach the second anniversary of a Texas Supreme Court ruling that found the system
deeply flawed but constitutional.” The Express-News says it “expected state leaders to get moving quickly on
improving the antiquated public school finance system after the May 2016 ruling,” but state lawmakers instead “spent
more time debating the merits of a bathroom bill than it did tackling the decades-old problem.” The Express-News
says since 2006, “more than 685 tax ratification elections have been held among the 1,018 Texas public school
districts that impose a property tax,” reflecting how the “foot dragging” has forced a growing number of districts “to
seek tax increases to balance their budgets.” Meanwhile, the “state’s share of public school funding has slowly
dwindled over the last decade,” and “it is expected to keep going lower.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
DeVos Touts Administration’s School Safety Plan On Morning Shows.
Politico (3/12, Emma) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos appeared on NBC’s “Today” to promote “the
Trump administration’s plan to arm school staff, but said a gun in every classroom wouldn’t be ‘appropriate.’”
Asked by co-anchor Savannah Guthrie “what percentage of teachers should be armed,” DeVos replied, “I don’t
have a percentage. It should only be those capable and qualified and only in places where it’s appropriate.” Asked
whether every classroom should have an armed adult, DeVos replied, “I don’t think that would be appropriate and I
don’t think anybody would agree that would be. ... The point is that schools should have this tool if they choose to
use the tool. … Nobody should be mandated to do it.”
Asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) why the school safety proposal does not include raising the age to by
“assault-style” weapons from 18 to 21 since the President specifically said he supported it, DeVos said, “The plan is
a first step in a more lengthy process. And the proposals that the President has put forward really encompass a lot of
things that are supported on a broad bipartisan basis.” Asked again why it is not included int he proposal given the
President professed support, DeVos said, “Everything is on the table. And the commission that is being formed that I
will lead, is looking at this issue, along with a number of other issues. The point being that we have to get much
broader than just talking about guns and a gun issue, where camps go into their corners.”
DeVos was asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) about the idea of arming teachers. Asked, “What percentage
of teachers at schools would need to be armed in your mind to be effective,” DeVos said, “I don’t have a
percentage. It should be those who are capable and qualified and only in place where’s it’s appropriate.” Asked if
there would be an armed teacher in every classroom, DeVos said, “I don’t think that would be appropriate. And I
don’t think anybody would agree that would be.” DeVos added, “This is an issue that is best decided by local
communities and by states. It is not going to be appropriate in every location. But it is going to be appropriate in some
places, like Texas has determined and Polk County, Florida has determined.”
Asked on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (3/12) if the ultimate goal is to “harden the schools,” DeVos said, “That’s
one of the opportunities we have and one of the responsibilities we have, frankly. We have many other venues in our
country that are kept safe and schools have to be a part of that equation as well. And, every state and every
community is going to do this slightly differently, but we are going to advance ways in which schools can be made
safer for students and which works for each community and for each state.” DeVos added that “there are pieces of
legislation before Congress today that can take significant steps in the right direction. Background checks, the Stop
Violence Act. They have broad bipartisan support. And the President wants to see Congress act now, take these
steps today and then let’s look at what we can do as next steps beyond that.”
The Hill (3/12, Shelbourne) reports DeVos said on Today “that she does not think teachers should carry assaultstyle weapons as part of the Trump administration’s push to harden schools.” The Hill quotes DeVos saying, “I
don’t think assault weapons in schools, carried by any school personnel, is the appropriate thing. But again this is an
issue that I think is best decided at the local level by communities and by states.” Newsweek (3/12, Difazio) also
covers this story.

School Safety Commission Will Weigh Repealing Obama School Discipline Rules.
The Washington Times (3/12, Boyer) reports that “Trump’s new federal commission on school safety will consider
repealing an Obama administration policy that discourages expelling or suspending unruly students due to concerns
that such disciplinary actions unfairly target minorities.” The Obama-era directive “advised school districts that
disciplinary policies could constitute ‘unlawful discrimination’ under federal civil rights law if they resulted in a
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‘disproportionate and unjustified effect on students of a particular race.’”
USA Today (3/12, Toppo) reports the Trump Administration’s school safety plan includes “the announcement of
a new Federal Commission on School Safety, led by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos. It will consider, among other
issues, repealing the Obama administration’s ‘Rethink School Discipline’ policies.” The announcement sparked
concern among “school safety, civil rights and teachers’ advocates,” who “say protecting schools from outside
gunmen is an entirely different job from the day-to-day effort to manage school discipline so it doesn’t discriminate
against minority and disabled students.”
The Wall Street Journal (3/12, Subscription Publication) reports DeVos’ history of opposing federal gun control
and of criticizing school discipline policies as lenient could foreshadow how she will move forward in leading the
school safety panel. The Journal notes that under DeVos, ED has appeared to be moving toward reversing the
Obama-era discipline policies.
In a separate article, the Washington Times (3/12, Persons) reports that DeVos said on Fox News Monday
morning that the commission “will take a look at increasing the age requirement to purchase all firearms.” The Times
quotes DeVos saying, “Everything is on the table, and part of the job of this commission will be to study that and see
if that is advanced ultimately as a recommendation in next steps.”

Congress Proposes Contrasting School Safety Bills.
Education Week (3/12) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, congressional Republicans “want to focus
on school-safety initiatives, not gun control.” The House and Senate are both pushing bills called the Students,
Teachers and Officers Preventing (STOP) School Violence Act that are broadly similar, but there are “a few key
areas where the bills aren’t the same.” The article contrasts the two plans.
ABC News (3/12, Phelps) reports President Trump is “set to endorse formally” the STOP School Violence Act
and the “FIX NICS Bill, which calls for making improvements to the nation’s background check system.”

Students Around Country Planning Walkout Wednesday, Again On April 20.
The Albuquerque (NM) Journal (3/12) reports students across the country are expected to walk out of classes on
March 14 and April 20 “in response to school shootings. The walkouts, which aim to honor the victims of the Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School and Columbine High School massacres, are stirring some controversy and confusion
at a local level.” The paper relates the debate over how administrators should address “keeping students safe while
not quashing their First Amendment rights.”
The Houston Chronicle (3/12, Lewis) reports on lingering controversy in Fort Bend County, Texas, where
students “are still finalizing plans to honor the 17 students and teachers gunned down at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School on Valentine’s Day in a way that won’t cross the line that their superintendent drew last month when he
made national headlines for threatening to suspend students who walk out of class in protest of gun violence.” Local
students “say they understand the firm stance — called unconstitutional by some civil rights groups — that
Superintendent Curtis Rhodes took.” However, “three civil rights organizations, the Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights
Project and Texas Appleseed, sent a letter saying his comments raised constitutional problems.” Also reporting are
WRC-TV Washington Washington (3/12), Philly (PA) (3/12), the Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/12), the San Francisco
Chronicle (3/12), and Chalkbeat (3/12).

WPost Analysis Examines Armed Staff In Ohio Schools.
The Washington Post (3/12, Heim) reports from Riverside, OH that 32 safes were installed last summer “spread out
among the four elementary schools, the two middle schools, the high school and the administration building of the
Mad River Local Schools district...on the outskirts of Dayton,” and on August 14, “the first day of school for the
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district’s 3,900 students, each safe contained the centerpiece of the district’s new security plan: a semiautomatic
pistol and a removable magazine loaded with bullets.” The weapons, “paid for with money from the district’s
operating budget, are for teachers and staffers who have volunteered and trained to be part of the school’s response
team if a shooter enters a building.” The Post adds that “in 10 states, schools allow teachers and staff members to
be armed, with administrators’ permission,” and that “after the shooting that took 17 lives at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Florida last month, pressure is increasing to expand that approach.”

Teachers Report Feeling “Hyper-Aware” Of Possibility Of Threats After Parkland.
NBC News (3/12) reports that Sylvania, Ohio high school teacher Dan Greenberg says “he’s hyper-aware of the
possibility of more school shootings” in a way that he was not before the Parkland massacre. The attack “has left an
indelible uneasiness among teachers and students across the country — and a determination to bring a sense of
safety back to the classroom.”

Iowa District Debates Training Students To Fight Back.
The Hechinger Report (3/12) reports that administrators in Ames, Iowa have revisited how they are preparing for
potential active shooter attacks, and that the debate is centered on whether to train students “to fight back” in such a
scenario. The district already puts staff through ALICE Training, which “stands for alert, lockdown, inform, counter
and evacuate.’ The ‘C’ in this acronym, for ‘counter,’ is controversial, because it means training people to fight
back if a person with a gun enters their classroom.” The article notes that ED “has supported teaching adults the
fight method, but not students.”

FBI: Over 100 School Threats In Louisiana Since Parkland Shootings.
The AP (3/11) reports the FBI and Louisiana state police said on Monday that in the month since the Parkland
massacre, “authorities have investigated at least 106 threats of violence in or near schools in Louisiana.” This report
came “as the University of New Orleans was reopening its campus following the arrest of a suspect in one such
threat.”

Parents, Officials Express Concerns About Indiana Bullying Prevention System.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports on “large discrepancies” in Indiana state data on school bullying which “officials
and parents worried” that schools are failing to report many bullying incidents to the state as required by a five-yearold law. “Last academic year, Indiana schools reported more than 4,500 instances of bullying — a number parents
say barely scratches the surface, and officials acknowledge is likely inaccurate.”

Family Of Alabama School Shooting Victim Calls For Reform.
The AP (3/11, Moench) reports that Shenise Abercrombie, the aunt of Courtlin Arrington, who was “killed by a fellow
student at an Alabama high school last week is calling for school safety reform and action against gun violence. ...
Abercrombie said her family wants to work with the city to make Birmingham schools safer. She suggested more
security officers and increased searches at school entrances.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
NJ Senate President Proposes Funding For Special-Education Programs.
Philly (PA) (3/12) reports that New Jersey state Senate President Stephen Sweeney (D-Gloucester) is seeking “to
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devote the bulk of a proposed education funding increase next year to special education.” The article notes that
under Sweeney’s plan, state funds going towards special-education costs would be “paid for by a corporate-tax”
increase. However, it’s unclear if Gov. Phil Murphy (D-NJ) will endorse the plan. John Donahue, executive director of
the New Jersey Association of School Business Officials, said, “I have been asked, if the state could provide school
districts with additional support, where would you put it? My answer is special education.” He added, “Every district
has this problem.” He noted that districts typically spend around 22% of their budget on special education, an
increase from around 13% for the 2006-2007 school year.

MONDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• DeVos To Chair School Safety Panel As Trump Releases School Safety Plan.
• DeVos Makes Case For School Choice.
• Oklahoma Braces For Possible State-Wide Teacher Walkout.
• WPost A1: DC School Scandals Show Focus On Data Sidelined Education.
• Alaska Elementary School Experiments With “Screen-Free” Week.
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Good morning David Shoup

March 13, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
DOJ Unveils School Safety Proposals.
USA Today (3/13, Icsman) reports DOJ “announced Monday its plans to prioritize giving grants to local and state law
enforcement agencies that plan to hire more officers in an attempt to improve school safety.” Attorney General
Sessions said in a statement, “No child should have to fear going to school or walking the streets of their
neighborhood. ... Today, I am directing the Department of Justice to take a number of new steps that will help make
schools and the American people safer from the threat of gun violence.” Sessions “will also encourage each state to
make sure local law enforcement is reporting to state-run databases that the FBI accesses during background
checks. Right now, reporting that information is voluntary on the part of states.”
The Washington Times (3/12, Mordock) says Sessions’ “proposals include holding federal agencies
accountable for failing to update the National Instant Criminal Background Check System; ordering the FBI to identify
states that are not reporting arrests to state databases and more aggressive prosecution of individuals who lie on gun
applications.” Said Sessions, in a letter to FBI Director Wray, “It is essential that relevant mental health
determinations by state and local officers are accessible to the NICS system. ... We cannot allow an individual who is
prohibited from possessing firearms to pass a background check simply because the information was not made
available to you.” Sessions also “sent a letter to US Attorneys across the country demanding ‘swift and aggressive’
prosecution of people who lie on their firearm applications.”
Politico (3/12, Gerstein) reports DOJ is also “offering up to $1 million in emergency grant funding to Broward
County and other jurisdictions that responded to the shooting at the high school in Parkland, Florida, last month.”
The Washington Examiner (3/13, Cohen) reports DOJ also” reiterated that it has submitted a proposed
regulation to the Office of Management and Budget that would ‘effectively ban the manufacture, sale or possession’
of bump stocks – an announcement made Saturday.” However, says the Washington Post (3/12, Horwitz), “neither
the Justice Department initiatives nor Trump’s plan contain significant proposals to change gun laws. Instead,
Sessions’s actions enhance existing programs and call for more aggressively enforcing current law.”
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POLITICS & POLICY
NASBE, CCSSO Say States Are Exceeding ESSA’s Requirements.
In commentary for the Seventy Four (3/12), Kristen J. Amundson, president and CEO of the National Association of
State Boards of Education, and Carissa Miller, interim executive director of the Council of Chief State School Officers,
write about the work their organizations have done with states in drafting their ESSA plans, saying that the states are
taking advantage of the law’s flexibility and requirement that states “move from a compliance mentality, asking only
what the law allows, to asking what will improve schools for all kids.” The writers say states are “not only meeting
ESSA requirements but, in many cases, moving beyond them to realize a better vision of education for all students.”

Indiana State DOE Report Examines School Voucher Program.
The AP (3/12) reports the Indiana state Department of Education released a report that found state spending on the
school voucher program increased “to $153 million for the 2017-18 academic year and helped more than 35,000
students attend private secular and religious schools.” The report found participation in the program increased by 3.4
percent in the current school year, and that “the number of students who are using vouchers and have never
attended an Indiana public school” reached a record high. It also “estimated financial losses for public school districts
based on the number of students living within district boundaries who attend voucher schools.” Fort Wayne
Community Schools “saw the highest financial hit, more than $20 million, among Indiana public schools.” FWCS
school board president Julie Hollingsworth lamented that “it is easy to see that public school districts are being asked
to do more with fewer resources.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
New Jersey Launches Plan To Replace PARCC Assessment.
The Press of Atlantic City (NJ) (3/12) reports that last week, the New Jersey state Department of Education released
guidance detailing its plans to replace the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers, or
PARCC, which “has been criticized by many educators and school districts since its implementation four years ago
as overly burdensome.” In a March 6 memo, acting state Education Commissioner Lamont Repollet confirmed the
assessment will be administered this year because it is logistically too late to shift to another exam, but added that the
state DOE will form an advisory group and meet with stakeholders from every county to devise a plan. The New
Jersey Education Association was “pleased with the content of the memo,” with president Marie Blistan saying that
NJEA officials “are glad to know that PARCC’s days are numbered,” as “it was a poorly planned, poorly executed
fiasco that undermined real teaching and learning in New Jersey’s classrooms.”
In an editorial, North Jersey (NJ) Media Group (3/12) cautions that “it’s a little more complicated” than what
Gov. Phil Murphy portrayed when he vowed to “promptly jettison” PARCC after taking office. New Jersey cannot
“just decide to drop standardized student assessments entirely; laws require that it have some form of testing to
evaluate how students are being served,” NJMG says. It that former Gov. Chris Christie’s administration had a
“desire to denigrate public schools, and the PARCC exams, with far lower passing rates than predecessor tests
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under the guise of raising the academic bar,” but his successor, Murphy, “brings a different, more supportive
perspective.” While Murphy’s reevaluation may end “without major changes,” NJMG says it imagines PARCC’s
replacement “will be a more reasonable assessment of student performance.” Yet, NJMG cautions, “that can’t just
mean making it easier.”

Washington Arts Commission Brings Art Program To Local Elementary School.
The Skagit Valley (WA) Herald (3/12) reports the Mount Vernon Arts Commission in Washington recently brought its
“Meet the Masters” program to Jefferson Elementary School. For the last two months, the program “has been held
after school locally once a week.” The Arts Commission financed the program’s “curricula, which includes art
supplies so students can re-create the work of famous artists.” The “Meet the Masters” program “has existed since
the mid-1980s, according to its website,” but it was introduced to the Arts Commission by Mount Vernon Mayor Jill
Boudreau, whose own children “participated in the program when the family was living in California.”

Michigan Elementary School Hosts Expo To Introduce STEM To Young Students.
The Midland (MI) Daily News (3/12) reports Central Park Elementary School in Michigan hosted the Great Lakes Bay
Region FIRST LEGO League Jr. Expo on Saturday, granting more than 100 students on 17 teams “the chance to
explore STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) concepts with a challenge called ‘Aqua Adventure.’”
Each team received a trophy and all students were awarded medals. Bob Lipscomb, the IT project manager at
Nexteer Automotive, which sponsored Saturday’s event, explained that not a competition, as “FIRST LEGO League
Jr. is geared toward K-3 students, and aims to build interest in STEM and get young students ‘exposed to a very
simple programming concept.’”

Indiana State Lawmaker Abandons Plan To Let Schools Hire Unlicensed Teachers.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports that on Monday, three days before the end of Indiana’s state legislative session,
state Sen. Andy Zay said “he plans to strip out the language that would have allowed schools to hire unlicensed
teachers to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching positions.” Zay explained that “even without the unlicensed teacher
language, there are still tools in the bill available to schools looking to address the teacher shortage.” The provision
was controversial, and state teacher agencies, including the Indiana Federation of Teachers, argued “that salary
increases for all teachers would be more effective in addressing pipeline concerns than extra pay for a few select
classes of teachers.” The search “for creative solutions to the teaching shortage has been a priority of the
department and Jennifer McCormick, the state superintendent of public instruction.”

Minneapolis Public Schools, Teachers Union Reach Tentative Contract Agreement.
Minneapolis Public Schools superintendent Ed Graff sent a letter to district staff and obtained by the Minneapolis Star
Tribune (3/11) revealing that the negotiators for the district and Minneapolis Federation of Teachers “broke a
deadlock that followed numerous talks over 10 months” and reached a tentative contract agreement. In the letter,
Graff said “that he is pleased the district found a way to honor teachers with the realities of building a financially
sustainable future for the district.” The MFT’s executive board will review the tentative deal on Tuesday and publicly
reveal the details if its teachers approve it in a vote scheduled for March 29 and 30. The Tribune notes MPS “is
wrestling with a $33 million budget deficit for the 2018-19 school year and decreasing enrollment,” while MFT “is
pushing for pay raises, smaller class sizes and a $15 minimum wage for all employees.”

Tulsa Teachers Protest In Anticipation Of Possible Statewide Walkout.
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The Tulsa (OK) World (3/12) reports Tulsa Public Schools, the second-largest district in Oklahoma, protested Monday
“to ‘work the contract,’ an effort to not work beyond the seven hours and 50 minutes required of them by their
contract.” The “teachers’ unified front” was aimed at building momentum for a statewide teacher walkout that the
Oklahoma Education Association threatened last week “if the Oklahoma Legislature doesn’t fund a teacher pay raise
and increase common education funding by April 1.” In a Facebook post, TPS superintendent Deborah Gist said if
the OEA calls for the walkout, it “will be extraordinarily difficult for our teachers – they are deeply committed to your
children and want only what is best for them academically, personally, and socially.” She added, “Your teachers are
taking this job action because your children matter, and they deserve a well-funded public education system where
their teachers can afford to stay long enough to see them graduate.”

Transgender Teachers Discuss Efforts To Combat Bullying, Facilitate Gender Diversity
Awareness.
NPR’s (3/12) “NPR Ed” said as gender diversity awareness grows, “schools in particular have been a battleground
for gender rights.” Citing interviews with 15 individuals and a “survey of dozens more trans and gendernonconforming educators around the country,” NPR says that teachers “are becoming more visible, more active,
more organized.” Many trans teachers told NPR that “they were bullied as students, and they feel that their work in
the classroom can be, quite literally, a matter of life and death.” They recalled having few role models in their youth –
“largely in the 1980s and 1990s” – and that school in particular “was not always an accepting space.” Those
teachers are now “marching, writing lesson plans, changing the signs on bathroom doors and, alongside their
students, pushing colleagues and school administrators and elected officials to improve awareness of gender
issues.”

OPERATIONS
West Virginia Governor Fires Education And The Arts Secretary.
USA Today (3/12, Cerbin) reports that after West Virginia Secretary of Education and the Arts Gayle Manchin “called
politics on a bill that would terminate her department,” Gov. Jim Justice fired her. In a Monday statement, Manchin,
the state’s former first lady, wrote, “In an obvious rush to score partisan points, the Republican state legislature
passed dangerous and destructive legislation to eliminate the Office of Education and the Arts on a mostly party-line
vote.” Justice subsequently released a statement accusing Manchin of introducing politics to the issue and
disregarding instructions from his chief of staff to refrain from commenting on the issue.
The Charleston (WV) Gazette-Mail (3/12) reports Justice fired Manchin after she “sent out a news release in
which she offered to ‘resign to remove any political pressure.’” In Justice’s statement, he said, “She was told that
we accepted her resignation, she refused, and we terminated her.” After being informed of the governor’s decision,
Manchin “said her earlier offer to resign was contingent on being able to ‘sit down and work out how we can resolve
this in a responsible, compassionate way if he wanted to dissolve the Cabinet.’”
The AP (3/12) reports that under the bill, the department’s agencies, which “include Culture and History, Public
Broadcasting, the Center for Professional Development, the Library Commission, Rehabilitation Services and
Volunteer West Virginia,” would “either be absorbed by other departments or continue as separate agencies within
the executive branch.” The Huntington (WV) Herald-Dispatch (3/12) also covers this story.

Researchers Examine How Principals Influence Student Achievement.
Education Week (3/12, Allensworth) guest columnist Elaine Allensworth, the Lewis-Sebring Director of the University
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of Chicago Consortium on School Research, and Holly Hart, the survey director at the consortium, outlined their
mixed-methods study of Chicago Public Schools aimed at determining “firsthand what principals in schools with
improving learning gains were doing that principals in schools without improving learning gains were not.” The
researchers found “principals primarily influenced student learning by fostering strong learning climates in their
schools,” and that “teacher leadership was a critical mechanism through which principals achieved this.”
Additionally, Allensworth and Hart write, they “found other principal-led aspects of school organization that are
associated with improving schools--such as teachers’ professional development, program alignment, and
engagement with parents--matter for student achievement to the extent that they facilitate a strong school climate,”
which they define as a “safe, supportive” environment with “high, consistent, and clear expectations for students.”
The authors note their research was supported by an ED Institute of Education Sciences grant awarded to the
University of Chicago.

DCPS To Operate All-Girl School Revoked Of Charter.
The Washington Post (3/12, Stein) reports Excel Academy Public Charter School “will finish this semester as a
charter school and reopen as a D.C. Public Schools campus at the start of the academic year.” In January, the DC
Public Charter School Board voted to strip Excel, “the city’s only all-girls public school,” of its charter, “saying that
students were lagging behind their peers and that the school was showing scant evidence of improvement.” The Post
says it remains “unclear how many administrators and teachers will remain through the transition,” but its roughly
700 students “will be allowed to re-enroll.” Monica Hopkins-Maxwell, the executive director of the American Civil
Liberties Union’s DC chapter, “said the inclusion of an all-girls campus in the traditional school system does not
change the organization’s stance on publicly funded single-gender schools.” The Post notes after DCPS opened the
all-male Ron Brown College Preparatory High School in 2016, the ACLU “slammed the city for operating a singlegender school.”

Virginia District Superintendent To Merge Cabinet Positions.
The Richmond (VA) Times-Dispatch (3/12) reports Richmond Public Schools superintendent Jason Kamras said
Monday that he plans to merge three administrative cabinet positions, “cutting the total number of Cabinet posts from
nine to six” and resulting “in an annual savings of $207,000, he said.” In a recent interview, Kamras explained,
“There’s a deficit of trust right now in the city. Part of what I hope to do is to rebuild that trust by showing that we can
be good stewards of money.” Last month, Richmond School Board members unanimously voted “to waive School
Board policy related to the posting of job vacancies for Cabinet-level jobs.” Kamras “is not retaining the Cabinet he
inherited,” but “new members have not yet been publicly identified and have not taken over their roles; the current
members continue to serve in their posts.”

Brooks: School Improvements Achieved Through Great Principals.
New York Times (3/12, Brooks, Subscription Publication) columnist David Brooks says marked improvements in
Chicago Public Schools’ graduation rates, two- and four-year college enrollment, and national test scores “are proof
that demography is not destiny, that bad things happening in a neighborhood do not have to determine student
outcomes.” Brooks notes CPS has “a tradition of excellent leadership from school heads, from Arne Duncan to
Janice Jackson, and the obsessive, energetic drive of Mayor Rahm Emanuel,” who, after a 2012 strike, helped lead
an effort to “put special emphasis on one thing: principals.” According to Brooks, “structural change and increasing
teacher quality don’t get you very far without a strong principal.” Successful principals, Brooks concludes, share
“character traits they embody and spread: energy, trustworthiness, honesty, optimism, determination.”
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Local SEIU Members To Vote On Potential Los Angeles School Strike.
City News Service (CA) (3/12) reports that members of the Service Employees International Union Local 99 began
voting Monday on whether or not to authorize a strike at the Los Angeles Unified School District. The union expects
voting to continue through March 23, and “union officials said if the workers authorize a strike, a walkout could
potentially occur during the current school year.” The vote comes in the middle of contract talks between the district
and union workers, who fill roles including “district cafeteria workers, custodians, bus drivers, [and] special education
assistants.” The article notes that LAUSD chief labor negotiator Najeeb Khoury “said the district values the union as
a ‘labor partner’ and has ‘engaged in economically responsible bargaining, which means we must make proposals
that take into account our structural deficit.”

SCHOOL FINANCE
New York State Officials Discuss Forthcoming Changes To Education Spending Disclosure.
Chalkbeat (3/12, Disare) reports the New York state Board of Regents convened Monday to discuss forthcoming
changes to how the state reports education spending. New York “publicly reports how much money flows from the
state to each district,” but under federal law, districts must “explain how they take that money and divide it among
individual schools.” Advocates are hoping the change “will create greater transparency,” but some at Monday’s
meeting expressed concern that it “would become an administrative burden on schools.” Several state Regents also
“raised concerns” that “reported funds will only include federal, state and local money,” excluding “nongovernmental sources of funding, particularly in New York City where parent-teacher associations can raise
extraordinary sums of additional money.” Others cautioned “that while these changes will expose funding disparities,
they will not force districts to make changes to funding distribution.”

Utah State Lawmakers Pass Compromise Tax Hike Bill To Full Chamber Debate.
The Salt Lake (UT) Tribune (3/8, Wood) reported that in a 12-1 vote on late Wednesday, the Utah state House
Political Subdivisions Committee passed HJR20, which “would place a non-binding question on the November ballot,
letting voters indicate their support for a gas tax increase of 10 cents per gallon.” The bill, the result of a state
legislative compromise, would put the gas tax question before voters instead of the Our Schools Now ballot initiative,
“which is aimed at getting voter approval to enact an income and sales tax hike to boost annual school funding by
more than $700 million.” The Tribune wrote, “If the first public debate in the Utah Legislature was any indication,” the
legislative compromise “appears poised for passage in the waning hours of the 2018 session.” In fact, Wednesday’s
vote was preceded by “unanimously supportive testimony by members of the public.”

Express-News Decries Texas State Legislature For Inactivity On Public School Finance Reform.
A San Antonio Express-News (3/12) editorial laments that Texas leaders have “little to show by the way of public
school finance reform as we approach the second anniversary of a Texas Supreme Court ruling that found the system
deeply flawed but constitutional.” The Express-News says it “expected state leaders to get moving quickly on
improving the antiquated public school finance system after the May 2016 ruling,” but state lawmakers instead “spent
more time debating the merits of a bathroom bill than it did tackling the decades-old problem.” The Express-News
says since 2006, “more than 685 tax ratification elections have been held among the 1,018 Texas public school
districts that impose a property tax,” reflecting how the “foot dragging” has forced a growing number of districts “to
seek tax increases to balance their budgets.” Meanwhile, the “state’s share of public school funding has slowly
dwindled over the last decade,” and “it is expected to keep going lower.”
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SAFETY & SECURITY
DeVos Touts Administration’s School Safety Plan On Morning Shows.
Politico (3/12, Emma) reports Education Secretary Betsy DeVos appeared on NBC’s “Today” to promote “the
Trump administration’s plan to arm school staff, but said a gun in every classroom wouldn’t be ‘appropriate.’”
Asked by co-anchor Savannah Guthrie “what percentage of teachers should be armed,” DeVos replied, “I don’t
have a percentage. It should only be those capable and qualified and only in places where it’s appropriate.” Asked
whether every classroom should have an armed adult, DeVos replied, “I don’t think that would be appropriate and I
don’t think anybody would agree that would be. ... The point is that schools should have this tool if they choose to
use the tool. … Nobody should be mandated to do it.”
Asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) why the school safety proposal does not include raising the age to by
“assault-style” weapons from 18 to 21 since the President specifically said he supported it, DeVos said, “The plan is
a first step in a more lengthy process. And the proposals that the President has put forward really encompass a lot of
things that are supported on a broad bipartisan basis.” Asked again why it is not included int he proposal given the
President professed support, DeVos said, “Everything is on the table. And the commission that is being formed that I
will lead, is looking at this issue, along with a number of other issues. The point being that we have to get much
broader than just talking about guns and a gun issue, where camps go into their corners.”
DeVos was asked on NBC’s Today Show (3/12) about the idea of arming teachers. Asked, “What percentage
of teachers at schools would need to be armed in your mind to be effective,” DeVos said, “I don’t have a
percentage. It should be those who are capable and qualified and only in place where’s it’s appropriate.” Asked if
there would be an armed teacher in every classroom, DeVos said, “I don’t think that would be appropriate. And I
don’t think anybody would agree that would be.” DeVos added, “This is an issue that is best decided by local
communities and by states. It is not going to be appropriate in every location. But it is going to be appropriate in some
places, like Texas has determined and Polk County, Florida has determined.”
Asked on Fox News’ Fox & Friends (3/12) if the ultimate goal is to “harden the schools,” DeVos said, “That’s
one of the opportunities we have and one of the responsibilities we have, frankly. We have many other venues in our
country that are kept safe and schools have to be a part of that equation as well. And, every state and every
community is going to do this slightly differently, but we are going to advance ways in which schools can be made
safer for students and which works for each community and for each state.” DeVos added that “there are pieces of
legislation before Congress today that can take significant steps in the right direction. Background checks, the Stop
Violence Act. They have broad bipartisan support. And the President wants to see Congress act now, take these
steps today and then let’s look at what we can do as next steps beyond that.”
The Hill (3/12, Shelbourne) reports DeVos said on Today “that she does not think teachers should carry assaultstyle weapons as part of the Trump administration’s push to harden schools.” The Hill quotes DeVos saying, “I
don’t think assault weapons in schools, carried by any school personnel, is the appropriate thing. But again this is an
issue that I think is best decided at the local level by communities and by states.” Newsweek (3/12, Difazio) also
covers this story.

School Safety Commission Will Weigh Repealing Obama School Discipline Rules.
The Washington Times (3/12, Boyer) reports that “Trump’s new federal commission on school safety will consider
repealing an Obama administration policy that discourages expelling or suspending unruly students due to concerns
that such disciplinary actions unfairly target minorities.” The Obama-era directive “advised school districts that
disciplinary policies could constitute ‘unlawful discrimination’ under federal civil rights law if they resulted in a
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‘disproportionate and unjustified effect on students of a particular race.’”
USA Today (3/12, Toppo) reports the Trump Administration’s school safety plan includes “the announcement of
a new Federal Commission on School Safety, led by Education Secretary Betsy DeVos. It will consider, among other
issues, repealing the Obama administration’s ‘Rethink School Discipline’ policies.” The announcement sparked
concern among “school safety, civil rights and teachers’ advocates,” who “say protecting schools from outside
gunmen is an entirely different job from the day-to-day effort to manage school discipline so it doesn’t discriminate
against minority and disabled students.”
The Wall Street Journal (3/12, Subscription Publication) reports DeVos’ history of opposing federal gun control
and of criticizing school discipline policies as lenient could foreshadow how she will move forward in leading the
school safety panel. The Journal notes that under DeVos, ED has appeared to be moving toward reversing the
Obama-era discipline policies.
In a separate article, the Washington Times (3/12, Persons) reports that DeVos said on Fox News Monday
morning that the commission “will take a look at increasing the age requirement to purchase all firearms.” The Times
quotes DeVos saying, “Everything is on the table, and part of the job of this commission will be to study that and see
if that is advanced ultimately as a recommendation in next steps.”

Congress Proposes Contrasting School Safety Bills.
Education Week (3/12) reports that in the wake of the Parkland massacre, congressional Republicans “want to focus
on school-safety initiatives, not gun control.” The House and Senate are both pushing bills called the Students,
Teachers and Officers Preventing (STOP) School Violence Act that are broadly similar, but there are “a few key
areas where the bills aren’t the same.” The article contrasts the two plans.
ABC News (3/12, Phelps) reports President Trump is “set to endorse formally” the STOP School Violence Act
and the “FIX NICS Bill, which calls for making improvements to the nation’s background check system.”

Students Around Country Planning Walkout Wednesday, Again On April 20.
The Albuquerque (NM) Journal (3/12) reports students across the country are expected to walk out of classes on
March 14 and April 20 “in response to school shootings. The walkouts, which aim to honor the victims of the Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School and Columbine High School massacres, are stirring some controversy and confusion
at a local level.” The paper relates the debate over how administrators should address “keeping students safe while
not quashing their First Amendment rights.”
The Houston Chronicle (3/12, Lewis) reports on lingering controversy in Fort Bend County, Texas, where
students “are still finalizing plans to honor the 17 students and teachers gunned down at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School on Valentine’s Day in a way that won’t cross the line that their superintendent drew last month when he
made national headlines for threatening to suspend students who walk out of class in protest of gun violence.” Local
students “say they understand the firm stance — called unconstitutional by some civil rights groups — that
Superintendent Curtis Rhodes took.” However, “three civil rights organizations, the Texas ACLU, Texas Civil Rights
Project and Texas Appleseed, sent a letter saying his comments raised constitutional problems.” Also reporting are
WRC-TV Washington Washington (3/12), Philly (PA) (3/12), the Omaha (NE) World-Herald (3/12), the San Francisco
Chronicle (3/12), and Chalkbeat (3/12).

WPost Analysis Examines Armed Staff In Ohio Schools.
The Washington Post (3/12, Heim) reports from Riverside, OH that 32 safes were installed last summer “spread out
among the four elementary schools, the two middle schools, the high school and the administration building of the
Mad River Local Schools district...on the outskirts of Dayton,” and on August 14, “the first day of school for the
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district’s 3,900 students, each safe contained the centerpiece of the district’s new security plan: a semiautomatic
pistol and a removable magazine loaded with bullets.” The weapons, “paid for with money from the district’s
operating budget, are for teachers and staffers who have volunteered and trained to be part of the school’s response
team if a shooter enters a building.” The Post adds that “in 10 states, schools allow teachers and staff members to
be armed, with administrators’ permission,” and that “after the shooting that took 17 lives at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Florida last month, pressure is increasing to expand that approach.”

Teachers Report Feeling “Hyper-Aware” Of Possibility Of Threats After Parkland.
NBC News (3/12) reports that Sylvania, Ohio high school teacher Dan Greenberg says “he’s hyper-aware of the
possibility of more school shootings” in a way that he was not before the Parkland massacre. The attack “has left an
indelible uneasiness among teachers and students across the country — and a determination to bring a sense of
safety back to the classroom.”

Iowa District Debates Training Students To Fight Back.
The Hechinger Report (3/12) reports that administrators in Ames, Iowa have revisited how they are preparing for
potential active shooter attacks, and that the debate is centered on whether to train students “to fight back” in such a
scenario. The district already puts staff through ALICE Training, which “stands for alert, lockdown, inform, counter
and evacuate.’ The ‘C’ in this acronym, for ‘counter,’ is controversial, because it means training people to fight
back if a person with a gun enters their classroom.” The article notes that ED “has supported teaching adults the
fight method, but not students.”

FBI: Over 100 School Threats In Louisiana Since Parkland Shootings.
The AP (3/11) reports the FBI and Louisiana state police said on Monday that in the month since the Parkland
massacre, “authorities have investigated at least 106 threats of violence in or near schools in Louisiana.” This report
came “as the University of New Orleans was reopening its campus following the arrest of a suspect in one such
threat.”

Parents, Officials Express Concerns About Indiana Bullying Prevention System.
The Indianapolis Star (3/12) reports on “large discrepancies” in Indiana state data on school bullying which “officials
and parents worried” that schools are failing to report many bullying incidents to the state as required by a five-yearold law. “Last academic year, Indiana schools reported more than 4,500 instances of bullying — a number parents
say barely scratches the surface, and officials acknowledge is likely inaccurate.”

Family Of Alabama School Shooting Victim Calls For Reform.
The AP (3/11, Moench) reports that Shenise Abercrombie, the aunt of Courtlin Arrington, who was “killed by a fellow
student at an Alabama high school last week is calling for school safety reform and action against gun violence. ...
Abercrombie said her family wants to work with the city to make Birmingham schools safer. She suggested more
security officers and increased searches at school entrances.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
NJ Senate President Proposes Funding For Special-Education Programs.
Philly (PA) (3/12) reports that New Jersey state Senate President Stephen Sweeney (D-Gloucester) is seeking “to
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devote the bulk of a proposed education funding increase next year to special education.” The article notes that
under Sweeney’s plan, state funds going towards special-education costs would be “paid for by a corporate-tax”
increase. However, it’s unclear if Gov. Phil Murphy (D-NJ) will endorse the plan. John Donahue, executive director of
the New Jersey Association of School Business Officials, said, “I have been asked, if the state could provide school
districts with additional support, where would you put it? My answer is special education.” He added, “Every district
has this problem.” He noted that districts typically spend around 22% of their budget on special education, an
increase from around 13% for the 2006-2007 school year.
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Good morning Eric Spencer

Wednesday, March 7, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
West Virginia Teachers End Strike, Other States
Could Strike.
ABC World News Tonight (3/6, story 12, 0:10, Muir) reported that
“cheers rang at the state capital” in West Virginia on Tuesday
after “lawmakers agreed to a five percent raise for teachers and
all state employees.” The state’s teachers are now ending “their
nine-day walkout.”
The CBS Evening News (3/6, story 8, 0:45, Glor) reported,
“Most public schools will be open in West Virginia tomorrow.”
CBS’ Meg Oliver said the deal includes a pay increase “for all
state employees, not just striking teachers,” and added “this
strike has motivated other teachers across the country to follow
suit. Oklahoma teachers could strike as early as next month.” On
NBC Nightly News’ (3/6, story 6, 1:45, Holt), Ron Allen said,
“It’s being called the biggest pay raise ever in West Virginia, five percent.”
The Washington Post (3/6, Larimer) reports Gov. Jim Justice “proclaimed a new day for education in his state,”
quoting him saying, “We will move forward. No more looking back. West Virginia renews its investment in education
and our precious children today.” The Post reports the deal ends “a nine-day strike by educators that swept across
all of West Virginia’s 55 counties and left more than 277,000 public-school students out of school. Teachers — and
all state workers — would get a 5 percent raise.” Districts immediately announced plans to reopen schools, and
American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “described a sense of relief and joy.”
The AP (3/6) reports legislators will seek to pay for the raise by cutting “state spending by $20 million, taking
funds from general services and Medicaid, Senate Finance Committee Chairman Craig Blair said.” In a subsequent
article, the AP (3/6) reports “lawmakers acted swiftly Tuesday after Gov. Jim Justice and Republican leaders
tentatively agreed to end the state’s nine-day teachers’ walkout by giving 5 percent raises not just to teachers, but
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to all state workers.” Both chambers voted unanimously to pass the bill.
Bloomberg News (3/6, Eidelson) reports the “fury among low-paid teachers that triggered a wildcat teachers’
strike in West Virginia...may be spreading.” The piece notes that the Oklahoma Education Association “said it will
shut down schools within months if its demands aren’t met, and some teachers said they may strike even if a deal is
reached.” According to Heidi Shierholz, “who served as chief economist for the US Department of Labor during the
Obama administration,” teachers across the country “are benefiting from a tailwind these days thanks to a tightening
private-sector labor market, which brings stronger state revenue as well as alternative job opportunities.” CNN (3/6)
also covers this story.

Tulsa School District Leaders Support Statewide Teachers Strike.
The Washington Post (3/6, Strauss) reports a coalition of Oklahoma teachers, union and school district leaders, and
activists have been organizing a public teacher strike “to push for better classroom conditions and higher pay.”
Notably, the Tulsa schools superintendent and the presidents of the School board and the PTA council “joined the
heads of the teachers union to pledge support for a Tulsa Board of Education resolution that supports ‘any steps
necessary to improve conditions for our teachers — including a districtwide suspension of classes.”

Arizona Teachers Plan Wednesday Protest Over Low Pay.
The Arizona Republic (3/6) reports thousands of public school teachers and their supporters in Arizona, emboldened
“by the efforts of the West Virginia teachers who started a nine-day strike across all 55 of the state’s school districts,
” are planning “to wear red to work Wednesday in protest of the low pay they say has exacerbated the state’s
critical shortage of qualified teachers.” Meanwhile, music teacher Noah Karvelis, one of the protest organizers,
“created a closed Facebook group over the weekend called Arizona Teachers United to mobilize teachers’ support
for the protest.” As of Tuesday evening, more than 11,000 people joined the group. The Republic notes that last
year, the state legislature approved a one percent pay increase and “an infusion of cash from a ballot measure.”
Still, “many teachers have been unsatisfied by the state’s efforts and have said they don’t do enough to address
the flood of qualified educators leaving Arizona’s classrooms.”
The AP (3/6) reports Arizona Education Association president Joe Thomas “said he’s seen increasing interest
in a teacher strike,” and “suggested to Karvelis recently that a group action like wearing red would be a good way to
gauge teachers’ sentiments and the potential willingness for a statewide job action.” Social studies teacher Dylan
Wegela, a moderator for Arizona Teachers United, said while teachers are hoping to avoid a strike, “I’m hesitant to
say it’s out of the realm of possibility, but the organization needs to be there and there needs to be support for it.”
The AP notes “Arizona teacher pay is among the lowest in the nation,” and educators “in another low-teacher pay
state, Oklahoma, are also organizing for possible job action.”

Indiana Bill Would Let School Leaders Hire Unlicensed Teachers To Fill Shortages.
The Indianapolis Star (3/6, Herron) reports Indiana lawmakers have proposed using unlicensed teachers to fill public
school classrooms. Public schools can currently only hire teachers who have met the state’s licensing requirements,
which usually requires a “college teacher preparation program, student teaching and licensing exams in content and
pedagogy, the actual practice of teaching.” A Senate bill would “give new flexibility to Indiana’s public schools in
their hiring practices, allowing for schools to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching staff with unlicensed teachers.”
According to the Star, the decision to hire unlicensed teachers would be made by the superintendent and local school
boards.

Working Paper Suggests Prospective Teachers Dissuaded By Evaluation Reforms.
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Education Week’s (3/6, Will) “Teacher Beat” blog reports on a working paper that suggested teacher-evaluation
reforms have the “unintended consequence” of dissuading prospective teachers, including “some from selective
universities, an indication that high-quality would-be teachers might be among those being deterred.” The
researchers found “the new teacher labor supply fell more than 20 percent” between 2007 and 2016 – the very
same years during which “states across the country beefed up their teacher-evaluation systems, in part due to
incentives from the Obama administration’s Race to the Top grant competition.” Brown University education and
economics assistant professor Matthew Kraft, a co-author of the paper, said reforms are not meant to dissuade
prospective teachers, but it “looks as if it did have that negative overall effect.” Kraft explained many believe the
reforms are aimed primarily at “dismissing low-performing teachers, and that’s a harsh working environment to
enter,” when in fact “‘very few teachers were dismissed under this system,’ but the perception is still there.”

Supreme Court Hears Oral Arguments In Key Union Fees Case.
In what Education Week (3/7) calls the “latest showdown over public-employee unions,” the Supreme Court on Feb.
26 heard oral arguments in the case Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
Council 31 (AFSCME). The courtroom “was packed,” with Education Secretary Betsy DeVos in attendance. On
behalf of AFSCME, attorney David Frederick defended a 1977 case that authorized “public unions to charge fees for
collective bargaining-related services to those workers who decline to join the union.” Justices Neil Gorsuch and
Clarence Thomas are expected to side with Justices Samuel Alito and Anthony Kennedy, who “aggressively – and at
times angrily – questioned lawyers for the state of Illinois and for AFSCME.” Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. similarly
“made comments sympathetic to the side of Mark Janus.” Meanwhile, Justices Sonia Sotomayor, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Stephen Breyer, and Elena Kagan – the “liberal bloc” – “were just as aggressive in questioning the
lawyers arguing for overruling the 1977 decision.”

Teachers Balance Student Interest, Ethics In “Cyber Hygiene” Curriculum.
Education Week (3/7, Schwartz) reports a growing number of schools are “teaching what is being dubbed ‘cyber
hygiene,’ the basic cybersecurity habits that will keep students safe online at home and on their school networks.”
One district, Louisiana’s Bossier Parish, uses “the CyberPatriot program, a national competition for middle and high
school students run by the Air Force Association,” and “also offers cyber literacy and cyber science electives, taught
with National Integrated Cyber Education Research Center curriculum materials.” Educators are challenged on how
to “present lessons on cybersecurity habits in ways that engage, rather than overwhelm, students and resonate with
their daily experiences, educators and advocates say.” Teachers also maintain that “there’s a need to remind
students of the ethical choices that come with making decisions about how they use technology.” I-SAFE chief
strategy officer Jonathan King said schools must take security precautions, and anything teachers “can do to help
mitigate irregular use on their infrastructure helps them in the long run.”

Report Shows Decline In Proficiency Among Michigan Third-Graders.
The Detroit Free Press (3/6, Higgins) reports an analysis of Michigan public student achievement by the Education
Trust-Midwest “raises concerns about big declines in proficiency among third-graders — struggles that are impacting
kids across all demographic areas, including higher-income students and white students.” The report compared
Michigan’s performance with 11 states that use a similar standardized exam based on the Common Core Standards.
The findings indicate Michigan saw the largest decline in third-grade English language proficiency for the 11 states
that had annual data from 2014 to 2016. Michigan was also the “only state that saw a decline in third-grade math
from 2014 to 2016.” The Detroit News (3/6) also covers this story.
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DC Students Worried About Not Graduating Due To
Tightened Attendance Enforcement.
The Washington Post (3/6, A1, Stein) reports in a front-page story
that a recent investigation found nearly a third of graduates from
DC’s public schools last year missed too many classes or
improperly took makeup classes, “undermining the validity of
hundreds of diplomas.” In response, school administrators
“tightened enforcement of long-ignored attendance rules,
meaning seniors with too many absences will not be allowed to
graduate.” These students want city leaders to realize that it is
they who “stand to face the steepest consequences over the
graduation scandal and the stricter enforcement of standards for
receiving a diploma.”

Quinnipiac Poll: Majority Of Americans Oppose Teachers Carrying Guns.
The New York Post (3/6, Fredericks) reports that according to a Quinnipiac University poll, “a majority of American
voters don’t want teachers packing heat in the classroom – but they overwhelmingly support staffing schools with
armed security guards.” The survey “showed that by 58 percent to 40 percent, voters oppose allowing teachers and
school officials to carry guns on school grounds,” but by “82 percent to 14 percent” they support “having armed
security officers in schools.”

WPost Analysis: Student Gun Control Advocate Foreshadows New Generation Of Latino Youth.
The Washington Post (3/1, Morales) reports on the youth protest movement that has emerged in the wake of the
Florida school shooting, calling it “the strongest voice for changing laws about automatic assault weapons since the
Columbine massacre of 1999.” The Post says that Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student Emma González,
who has taken a leadership role in the movement, “stands out as an emblematic challenge to the old ways of CubanAmerican voting preferences in Florida,” and “portends a new generation of Latino youth who have the potential to
be major political players through their ability to straddle different constituencies and mold a coherent message for
change.”

Florida House Debates School Safety Measures.
The AP (3/6, Farrington, Spencer, Fineout) reports the Florida state House on Tuesday debated “a proposal to arm
some teachers and school employees,” noting that the legislation also “would put some restrictions on rifle sales,
provide new mental health programs for schools and improve communication between school districts, law
enforcement and state agencies.” The AP says “students’ anger at the availability of guns, access to weapons by
the mentally ill and school safety spurred lawmakers to act.” A number of Democrats balked at “language from the
bill that would create a program to arm some teachers and school employees who have undergone law enforcement
training.”
The Tallahassee (FL) Democrat (3/6, Call) reports that all told, the chamber spent “nearly seven hours Tuesday
debating a school safety plan that would arm some school employees.” Noting that students from Florida State and
Florida A&M “held a die-in at the Capitol Rotunda to call for stricter gun-control measures,” the paper reports that the
legislation being debated “faces criticism from both sides of the gun-control debate. Those in favor of stricter
measures lament its lack of a ban on semi-automatic weapons, expanded background checks and proposals to close
the gun show loophole on background checks and waiting periods. The National Rifle Association views the proposal
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as a do-nothing, unnecessary infringement on Second Amendment rights.”
The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (3/6) reports, “Democratic attempts to eliminate arming of public school staff and
establish a memorial for Pulse nightclub victims were voted down Tuesday, as the Florida House spent hours in an
emotional debate over the $400 million school-safety bill prompted by the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School.” Republicans “rejected an amendment to remove the ‘guardian’ program from the bill to
allow some school employees to carry weapons.”

New Mexico Governor Backs School Security Bill.
The AP (3/6) reports the office of New Mexico Gov. Susana Martinez says she will sign a bill “that would set aside up
to $10 million over four years for bolstering security at schools around New Mexico.” The funding “would go to
projects such as perimeter fencing, intercom systems and restricting campus access.”

South Carolina Law Enforcement Chief Rejects Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/6) reports South Carolina State Law Enforcement Division Chief Mark Keel, testifying before a state
Senate panel on Tuesday, said “arming the state’s teachers ‘is not the answer’ to making schools safer.” Keel
said “he feels teachers should be focused on teaching, not weapons training. Keel also says he feels the presence of
school resource officers is the best way to keep students safe.”

Alabama Governor Announces School Security Task Force.
The AP (3/6) reports Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey “announced Tuesday that she is creating a school safety council to
make recommendations on securing schools.” Ivey said the panel “will seek to make sure that schools have an
updated security response plan and training as well as plans for sharing information about potential threats.”

Minnesota Legislature Moving Toward Adopting School Safety Measures.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (3/6) reports on rising momentum in the Minnesota legislature “for changes to school
safety and gun laws in the wake of the Feb. 14 shooting at a Florida high school that left 17 dead.” Gov. Mark Dayton
(D), who said last week, “I’m willing to consider anything and everything,” is to release a school safety plan on
Wednesday. On Tuesday, a state House panel discussed legislation “that would allow schools to use for the first time
a routine maintenance fund for safety upgrades, including secure entrances, security cameras and communications
devices.”

FROM NASSP
The Prudential Spirit of Community Awards Winners Announced!
Created in 1995 by Prudential and NASSP, The Prudential Spirit of Community Awards program honors
middle level and high school students for outstanding service to others at the local, state, and national
level. This year, an independent judging panel selected 102 State Honorees and 10 Distinguished
Finalists. The honorees will convene in Washington, D.C., at the end of April for four days of national
recognition events. During the trip, 10 students will be named National Honorees. See the winners and
read the amazing stories of their outstanding volunteer service.
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Connect with NASSP:

EDUCATION POLICY
House To Debate School Safety Bill Next Week.
House Majority Leader McCarthy said Tuesday that the House will debate legislation
next week “aimed at preventing violence at schools,” Reuters (3/6) reports. McCarthy
“did not outline any other bills the chamber might consider that are urged by gun control
groups, such as raising the minimum age for buying semi-automatic rifles or banning
them altogether.” House Minority Whip Hoyer “said the House floor should be opened
to a wide-ranging debate on gun measures,” and argued that alongside the school
safety bill, “We ought to put additional protections, not just for students, but people in
theaters, nightclubs, shopping malls and churches alike.” In addition, Hoyer “called for
votes on assault weapon restrictions, broader gun-sale background checks and banning
‘bump stocks.’”
Kathleen Parker writes in the Washington Post (3/6, Parker) that in the wake of the
Florida school shooting, state legislators “cobbled together a bill that likely wouldn’t do
much good.” Parker details what she views as problems with the measure and notes
that “in Washington, everyone passes through some level of security during the course
of a day. Such is life in a target zone.” Parker argues that “schools should be treated as
target zones, too, and security starts at the door.” The AP (3/6, Daly) also covers this
story.
Alexander Calls For ESSA Amendments For School Counselors, Safety
Technology. Education Week (3/6) reports Senate HELP Chairman Lamar Alexander

said Tuesday he “wants to change the main federal education law to allow schools to
hire more counselors, make infrastructure improvements, and fund violence-prevention
programs.” Alexander’s School Safety and Mental Health Service Improvement Act
“would change Title IV, which gets $400 billion in the fiscal 2018 federal budget, in order
to let schools pay for new safety technology, ‘physical security,’ and training school
personnel to help them recognize and defuse threats of violence. And his proposal
would also change Title II to make it easier for the $2 billion program for educator
professional development to fund school counselors. Both Title II and Title IV are part of
the Every Student Succeeds Act—Title IV was created when ESSA became law in
2015.”

DeVos Under Pressure To End Obama’s School Discipline Directive.
The Washington Times (3/6, Richardson) reports there is increasing pressure on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos to
end “the Obama administration’s lenient school-discipline directive, which critics say backfired tragically with last
month’s high school shooting in Parkland, Florida.” The policies, which were “embraced at the outset by the
Broward County Public Schools, have been blamed for allowing shooting suspect Nikolas Cruz to avoid being
arrested or taken into custody despite committing offenses such as assault and carrying bullets to Marjory Stoneman
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Douglas High School.” In a letter to DeVos Monday, Sen. Marco Rubio wrote, “The overarching goals of the 2014
directive to mitigate the school-to-prison pipeline, reduce suspensions and expulsions, and to prevent racially biased
discipline are laudable and should be explored. ... However, any policy seeking to achieve these goals requires basic
common sense and an understanding that failure to report troubled students, like Cruz, to law enforcement can have
dangerous repercussions.” U.S. News & World Report (3/6) also covers this story.

Banks Urges School Choice For Military Families.
In an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal (3/6, Subscription Publication), Rep. Jim Banks makes a case for the
Education Savings Accounts for Military Families Act, legislation he will introduce Wednesday would allow militarydependent children to use funds allocated to the Federal Impact Aid program to pay for private-school tuition, among
other educational expenses. Banks writes that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and several members of Congress
support the idea.

DeVos CCSSO Comments Counter States’ ESSA Plan PR Campaign.
Education Week (3/6) reports that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ criticism of states’ ESSA plans at a
conference of the Council of Chief State Schools Officers on Monday came “on the heels of education think tanks
that have described the plans in terms such as ‘ineffective,’ and ‘uninteresting,’ as well as a chorus of civil rights
groups that have blasted the plans for failing to set a strict framework to assure progress for minority students, those
with disabilities, and English-learners.” States have pushed back with a “sleek public relations campaign to highlight
some of the innovation tucked into states’ plans.” However, DeVos “seemed to scoff at the PR effort in her speech
to the CCSSO on Monday. ‘Even the best plan is short on the meaningful solutions that the law encourages,’ she
said to a visibly stunned audience. ‘Even the best plan doesn’t take full advantage of the law’s built-in flexibility.
And launching a PR push to defend these plans doesn’t change that. It misses the point.’”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Google’s Influence On Modern Classroom Explored.
Education Week’s (3/6, Lynch) “Education Futures: Emerging Trends in K-12” blog reports on ways Google has
“made a lasting effort to take over the modern classroom with its variety and cost efficiency.” Google devices are
less expensive than other manufacturers, offering school districts the cheaper Chromebook instead of more
expensive laptops. Students can also use the Google Docs platform to conveniently share documents. The Google
Admin panel also “allows educators to be more involved in what their students are doing on their Chromebooks.”

Rural Schools Consider Online AP Classes To Boost College Readiness, But Experts Urge
Caution.
The Hechinger Report (3/6, Mader) reports on how online AP classes mixed with in-person learning can help
students in rural parts of the country get access to similar classes as students in more affluent areas. A lack of
teachers, right budgets, and “dwindling enrollment numbers” make it difficult for schools to offer electives offered in
many suburban and urban schools. As a result, rural students “often lag their peers in advances courses, and also in
college and completion.” Moreover, the lack of AP classes “may increase the financial burden on college-bound rural
students.” But as more rural schools turn to virtual programs, “there’s little evidence that online learning is equal to
or can exceed outcomes from traditional in-person instruction,” and dome of the “more time intensive virtual
programs have shown poor outcomes.”
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HIGHER EDUCATION
ED OIG Expresses Concern Over House Republican Higher Education Bill.
The Washington Post (3/6, Douglas-Gabriel) reports that the Education Department’s inspector general is
expressing concerns over “provisions in the House Republican higher education bill that would repeal regulations
holding colleges and universities accountable for the use of federal student aid.” In a report released Monday, the IG
said, “Eliminating various accountability provisions without a proven substitute would increase the risks to students
and taxpayers,” and “could result in higher costs to offer credit through loans due to excessive borrowing, could
increase defaults, and increase the use of [income-driven repayment plans] and loan discharges that could negatively
impact the long-term viability of the programs.”
Inside Higher Ed (3/6) reports the IG concluded that though “some federal higher ed accountability measures
have been ineffective, they should be preserved and strengthened, not scrapped.” The report’s findings run counter
to “the approach Republican lawmakers would take to accountability for colleges and universities in House legislation
and a Senate GOP white paper. And it appears to give ammunition to critics who argue that a reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act must maintain existing protections, especially those targeting for-profit colleges.”

HBCU Graduates Have Helped Diversify STEM Workforce.
Diverse Education (3/6) reports that historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) have “long served as
institutions of choice for many high-performing” historically underrepresented students, “especially those seeking
research training in preparation for graduate STEM degrees.” The National Science Foundation has reported “STEM
Ph.D.-holders from underrepresented groups primarily earn their bachelor’s degrees from HBCUs.” Data from a
recent NIH report show the “the number of African-Americans enrolled in STEM Ph.D. programs grew from 587 in
1985 to 2,373 in 2014,” which presents a “proportional change from 2.4 percent to 7.4 percent.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Continues.
• DeVos Pushes State Schools Chiefs To Improve Innovation, Better Serve Students.
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Good morning Jana Smith

Wednesday, March 7, 2018

NATIONAL EDUCATION TRENDS
West Virginia Teachers End Strike, Other States
Could Strike.
ABC World News Tonight (3/6, story 12, 0:10, Muir) reported that
“cheers rang at the state capital” in West Virginia on Tuesday
after “lawmakers agreed to a five percent raise for teachers and
all state employees.” The state’s teachers are now ending “their
nine-day walkout.”
The CBS Evening News (3/6, story 8, 0:45, Glor) reported,
“Most public schools will be open in West Virginia tomorrow.”
CBS’ Meg Oliver said the deal includes a pay increase “for all
state employees, not just striking teachers,” and added “this
strike has motivated other teachers across the country to follow
suit. Oklahoma teachers could strike as early as next month.” On
NBC Nightly News’ (3/6, story 6, 1:45, Holt), Ron Allen said,
“It’s being called the biggest pay raise ever in West Virginia, five percent.”
The Washington Post (3/6, Larimer) reports Gov. Jim Justice “proclaimed a new day for education in his state,”
quoting him saying, “We will move forward. No more looking back. West Virginia renews its investment in education
and our precious children today.” The Post reports the deal ends “a nine-day strike by educators that swept across
all of West Virginia’s 55 counties and left more than 277,000 public-school students out of school. Teachers — and
all state workers — would get a 5 percent raise.” Districts immediately announced plans to reopen schools, and
American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten “described a sense of relief and joy.”
The AP (3/6) reports legislators will seek to pay for the raise by cutting “state spending by $20 million, taking
funds from general services and Medicaid, Senate Finance Committee Chairman Craig Blair said.” In a subsequent
article, the AP (3/6) reports “lawmakers acted swiftly Tuesday after Gov. Jim Justice and Republican leaders
tentatively agreed to end the state’s nine-day teachers’ walkout by giving 5 percent raises not just to teachers, but
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to all state workers.” Both chambers voted unanimously to pass the bill.
Bloomberg News (3/6, Eidelson) reports the “fury among low-paid teachers that triggered a wildcat teachers’
strike in West Virginia...may be spreading.” The piece notes that the Oklahoma Education Association “said it will
shut down schools within months if its demands aren’t met, and some teachers said they may strike even if a deal is
reached.” According to Heidi Shierholz, “who served as chief economist for the US Department of Labor during the
Obama administration,” teachers across the country “are benefiting from a tailwind these days thanks to a tightening
private-sector labor market, which brings stronger state revenue as well as alternative job opportunities.” CNN (3/6)
also covers this story.

Tulsa School District Leaders Support Statewide Teachers Strike.
The Washington Post (3/6, Strauss) reports a coalition of Oklahoma teachers, union and school district leaders, and
activists have been organizing a public teacher strike “to push for better classroom conditions and higher pay.”
Notably, the Tulsa schools superintendent and the presidents of the School board and the PTA council “joined the
heads of the teachers union to pledge support for a Tulsa Board of Education resolution that supports ‘any steps
necessary to improve conditions for our teachers — including a districtwide suspension of classes.”

Arizona Teachers Plan Wednesday Protest Over Low Pay.
The Arizona Republic (3/6) reports thousands of public school teachers and their supporters in Arizona, emboldened
“by the efforts of the West Virginia teachers who started a nine-day strike across all 55 of the state’s school districts,
” are planning “to wear red to work Wednesday in protest of the low pay they say has exacerbated the state’s
critical shortage of qualified teachers.” Meanwhile, music teacher Noah Karvelis, one of the protest organizers,
“created a closed Facebook group over the weekend called Arizona Teachers United to mobilize teachers’ support
for the protest.” As of Tuesday evening, more than 11,000 people joined the group. The Republic notes that last
year, the state legislature approved a one percent pay increase and “an infusion of cash from a ballot measure.”
Still, “many teachers have been unsatisfied by the state’s efforts and have said they don’t do enough to address
the flood of qualified educators leaving Arizona’s classrooms.”
The AP (3/6) reports Arizona Education Association president Joe Thomas “said he’s seen increasing interest
in a teacher strike,” and “suggested to Karvelis recently that a group action like wearing red would be a good way to
gauge teachers’ sentiments and the potential willingness for a statewide job action.” Social studies teacher Dylan
Wegela, a moderator for Arizona Teachers United, said while teachers are hoping to avoid a strike, “I’m hesitant to
say it’s out of the realm of possibility, but the organization needs to be there and there needs to be support for it.”
The AP notes “Arizona teacher pay is among the lowest in the nation,” and educators “in another low-teacher pay
state, Oklahoma, are also organizing for possible job action.”

Indiana Bill Would Let School Leaders Hire Unlicensed Teachers To Fill Shortages.
The Indianapolis Star (3/6, Herron) reports Indiana lawmakers have proposed using unlicensed teachers to fill public
school classrooms. Public schools can currently only hire teachers who have met the state’s licensing requirements,
which usually requires a “college teacher preparation program, student teaching and licensing exams in content and
pedagogy, the actual practice of teaching.” A Senate bill would “give new flexibility to Indiana’s public schools in
their hiring practices, allowing for schools to fill up to 10 percent of their teaching staff with unlicensed teachers.”
According to the Star, the decision to hire unlicensed teachers would be made by the superintendent and local school
boards.

Working Paper Suggests Prospective Teachers Dissuaded By Evaluation Reforms.
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Education Week’s (3/6, Will) “Teacher Beat” blog reports on a working paper that suggested teacher-evaluation
reforms have the “unintended consequence” of dissuading prospective teachers, including “some from selective
universities, an indication that high-quality would-be teachers might be among those being deterred.” The
researchers found “the new teacher labor supply fell more than 20 percent” between 2007 and 2016 – the very
same years during which “states across the country beefed up their teacher-evaluation systems, in part due to
incentives from the Obama administration’s Race to the Top grant competition.” Brown University education and
economics assistant professor Matthew Kraft, a co-author of the paper, said reforms are not meant to dissuade
prospective teachers, but it “looks as if it did have that negative overall effect.” Kraft explained many believe the
reforms are aimed primarily at “dismissing low-performing teachers, and that’s a harsh working environment to
enter,” when in fact “‘very few teachers were dismissed under this system,’ but the perception is still there.”

Supreme Court Hears Oral Arguments In Key Union Fees Case.
In what Education Week (3/7) calls the “latest showdown over public-employee unions,” the Supreme Court on Feb.
26 heard oral arguments in the case Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
Council 31 (AFSCME). The courtroom “was packed,” with Education Secretary Betsy DeVos in attendance. On
behalf of AFSCME, attorney David Frederick defended a 1977 case that authorized “public unions to charge fees for
collective bargaining-related services to those workers who decline to join the union.” Justices Neil Gorsuch and
Clarence Thomas are expected to side with Justices Samuel Alito and Anthony Kennedy, who “aggressively – and at
times angrily – questioned lawyers for the state of Illinois and for AFSCME.” Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. similarly
“made comments sympathetic to the side of Mark Janus.” Meanwhile, Justices Sonia Sotomayor, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Stephen Breyer, and Elena Kagan – the “liberal bloc” – “were just as aggressive in questioning the
lawyers arguing for overruling the 1977 decision.”

Teachers Balance Student Interest, Ethics In “Cyber Hygiene” Curriculum.
Education Week (3/7, Schwartz) reports a growing number of schools are “teaching what is being dubbed ‘cyber
hygiene,’ the basic cybersecurity habits that will keep students safe online at home and on their school networks.”
One district, Louisiana’s Bossier Parish, uses “the CyberPatriot program, a national competition for middle and high
school students run by the Air Force Association,” and “also offers cyber literacy and cyber science electives, taught
with National Integrated Cyber Education Research Center curriculum materials.” Educators are challenged on how
to “present lessons on cybersecurity habits in ways that engage, rather than overwhelm, students and resonate with
their daily experiences, educators and advocates say.” Teachers also maintain that “there’s a need to remind
students of the ethical choices that come with making decisions about how they use technology.” I-SAFE chief
strategy officer Jonathan King said schools must take security precautions, and anything teachers “can do to help
mitigate irregular use on their infrastructure helps them in the long run.”

Report Shows Decline In Proficiency Among Michigan Third-Graders.
The Detroit Free Press (3/6, Higgins) reports an analysis of Michigan public student achievement by the Education
Trust-Midwest “raises concerns about big declines in proficiency among third-graders — struggles that are impacting
kids across all demographic areas, including higher-income students and white students.” The report compared
Michigan’s performance with 11 states that use a similar standardized exam based on the Common Core Standards.
The findings indicate Michigan saw the largest decline in third-grade English language proficiency for the 11 states
that had annual data from 2014 to 2016. Michigan was also the “only state that saw a decline in third-grade math
from 2014 to 2016.” The Detroit News (3/6) also covers this story.
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DC Students Worried About Not Graduating Due To
Tightened Attendance Enforcement.
The Washington Post (3/6, A1, Stein) reports in a front-page story
that a recent investigation found nearly a third of graduates from
DC’s public schools last year missed too many classes or
improperly took makeup classes, “undermining the validity of
hundreds of diplomas.” In response, school administrators
“tightened enforcement of long-ignored attendance rules,
meaning seniors with too many absences will not be allowed to
graduate.” These students want city leaders to realize that it is
they who “stand to face the steepest consequences over the
graduation scandal and the stricter enforcement of standards for
receiving a diploma.”

Quinnipiac Poll: Majority Of Americans Oppose Teachers Carrying Guns.
The New York Post (3/6, Fredericks) reports that according to a Quinnipiac University poll, “a majority of American
voters don’t want teachers packing heat in the classroom – but they overwhelmingly support staffing schools with
armed security guards.” The survey “showed that by 58 percent to 40 percent, voters oppose allowing teachers and
school officials to carry guns on school grounds,” but by “82 percent to 14 percent” they support “having armed
security officers in schools.”

WPost Analysis: Student Gun Control Advocate Foreshadows New Generation Of Latino Youth.
The Washington Post (3/1, Morales) reports on the youth protest movement that has emerged in the wake of the
Florida school shooting, calling it “the strongest voice for changing laws about automatic assault weapons since the
Columbine massacre of 1999.” The Post says that Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student Emma González,
who has taken a leadership role in the movement, “stands out as an emblematic challenge to the old ways of CubanAmerican voting preferences in Florida,” and “portends a new generation of Latino youth who have the potential to
be major political players through their ability to straddle different constituencies and mold a coherent message for
change.”

Florida House Debates School Safety Measures.
The AP (3/6, Farrington, Spencer, Fineout) reports the Florida state House on Tuesday debated “a proposal to arm
some teachers and school employees,” noting that the legislation also “would put some restrictions on rifle sales,
provide new mental health programs for schools and improve communication between school districts, law
enforcement and state agencies.” The AP says “students’ anger at the availability of guns, access to weapons by
the mentally ill and school safety spurred lawmakers to act.” A number of Democrats balked at “language from the
bill that would create a program to arm some teachers and school employees who have undergone law enforcement
training.”
The Tallahassee (FL) Democrat (3/6, Call) reports that all told, the chamber spent “nearly seven hours Tuesday
debating a school safety plan that would arm some school employees.” Noting that students from Florida State and
Florida A&M “held a die-in at the Capitol Rotunda to call for stricter gun-control measures,” the paper reports that the
legislation being debated “faces criticism from both sides of the gun-control debate. Those in favor of stricter
measures lament its lack of a ban on semi-automatic weapons, expanded background checks and proposals to close
the gun show loophole on background checks and waiting periods. The National Rifle Association views the proposal
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as a do-nothing, unnecessary infringement on Second Amendment rights.”
The Orlando (FL) Sentinel (3/6) reports, “Democratic attempts to eliminate arming of public school staff and
establish a memorial for Pulse nightclub victims were voted down Tuesday, as the Florida House spent hours in an
emotional debate over the $400 million school-safety bill prompted by the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School.” Republicans “rejected an amendment to remove the ‘guardian’ program from the bill to
allow some school employees to carry weapons.”

New Mexico Governor Backs School Security Bill.
The AP (3/6) reports the office of New Mexico Gov. Susana Martinez says she will sign a bill “that would set aside up
to $10 million over four years for bolstering security at schools around New Mexico.” The funding “would go to
projects such as perimeter fencing, intercom systems and restricting campus access.”

South Carolina Law Enforcement Chief Rejects Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/6) reports South Carolina State Law Enforcement Division Chief Mark Keel, testifying before a state
Senate panel on Tuesday, said “arming the state’s teachers ‘is not the answer’ to making schools safer.” Keel
said “he feels teachers should be focused on teaching, not weapons training. Keel also says he feels the presence of
school resource officers is the best way to keep students safe.”

Alabama Governor Announces School Security Task Force.
The AP (3/6) reports Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey “announced Tuesday that she is creating a school safety council to
make recommendations on securing schools.” Ivey said the panel “will seek to make sure that schools have an
updated security response plan and training as well as plans for sharing information about potential threats.”

Minnesota Legislature Moving Toward Adopting School Safety Measures.
The Minneapolis Star Tribune (3/6) reports on rising momentum in the Minnesota legislature “for changes to school
safety and gun laws in the wake of the Feb. 14 shooting at a Florida high school that left 17 dead.” Gov. Mark Dayton
(D), who said last week, “I’m willing to consider anything and everything,” is to release a school safety plan on
Wednesday. On Tuesday, a state House panel discussed legislation “that would allow schools to use for the first time
a routine maintenance fund for safety upgrades, including secure entrances, security cameras and communications
devices.”

FROM NASSP
The Prudential Spirit of Community Awards Winners Announced!
Created in 1995 by Prudential and NASSP, The Prudential Spirit of Community Awards program honors
middle level and high school students for outstanding service to others at the local, state, and national
level. This year, an independent judging panel selected 102 State Honorees and 10 Distinguished
Finalists. The honorees will convene in Washington, D.C., at the end of April for four days of national
recognition events. During the trip, 10 students will be named National Honorees. See the winners and
read the amazing stories of their outstanding volunteer service.
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EDUCATION POLICY
House To Debate School Safety Bill Next Week.
House Majority Leader McCarthy said Tuesday that the House will debate legislation
next week “aimed at preventing violence at schools,” Reuters (3/6) reports. McCarthy
“did not outline any other bills the chamber might consider that are urged by gun control
groups, such as raising the minimum age for buying semi-automatic rifles or banning
them altogether.” House Minority Whip Hoyer “said the House floor should be opened
to a wide-ranging debate on gun measures,” and argued that alongside the school
safety bill, “We ought to put additional protections, not just for students, but people in
theaters, nightclubs, shopping malls and churches alike.” In addition, Hoyer “called for
votes on assault weapon restrictions, broader gun-sale background checks and banning
‘bump stocks.’”
Kathleen Parker writes in the Washington Post (3/6, Parker) that in the wake of the
Florida school shooting, state legislators “cobbled together a bill that likely wouldn’t do
much good.” Parker details what she views as problems with the measure and notes
that “in Washington, everyone passes through some level of security during the course
of a day. Such is life in a target zone.” Parker argues that “schools should be treated as
target zones, too, and security starts at the door.” The AP (3/6, Daly) also covers this
story.
Alexander Calls For ESSA Amendments For School Counselors, Safety
Technology. Education Week (3/6) reports Senate HELP Chairman Lamar Alexander

said Tuesday he “wants to change the main federal education law to allow schools to
hire more counselors, make infrastructure improvements, and fund violence-prevention
programs.” Alexander’s School Safety and Mental Health Service Improvement Act
“would change Title IV, which gets $400 billion in the fiscal 2018 federal budget, in order
to let schools pay for new safety technology, ‘physical security,’ and training school
personnel to help them recognize and defuse threats of violence. And his proposal
would also change Title II to make it easier for the $2 billion program for educator
professional development to fund school counselors. Both Title II and Title IV are part of
the Every Student Succeeds Act—Title IV was created when ESSA became law in
2015.”

DeVos Under Pressure To End Obama’s School Discipline Directive.
The Washington Times (3/6, Richardson) reports there is increasing pressure on Education Secretary Betsy DeVos to
end “the Obama administration’s lenient school-discipline directive, which critics say backfired tragically with last
month’s high school shooting in Parkland, Florida.” The policies, which were “embraced at the outset by the
Broward County Public Schools, have been blamed for allowing shooting suspect Nikolas Cruz to avoid being
arrested or taken into custody despite committing offenses such as assault and carrying bullets to Marjory Stoneman
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Douglas High School.” In a letter to DeVos Monday, Sen. Marco Rubio wrote, “The overarching goals of the 2014
directive to mitigate the school-to-prison pipeline, reduce suspensions and expulsions, and to prevent racially biased
discipline are laudable and should be explored. ... However, any policy seeking to achieve these goals requires basic
common sense and an understanding that failure to report troubled students, like Cruz, to law enforcement can have
dangerous repercussions.” U.S. News & World Report (3/6) also covers this story.

Banks Urges School Choice For Military Families.
In an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal (3/6, Subscription Publication), Rep. Jim Banks makes a case for the
Education Savings Accounts for Military Families Act, legislation he will introduce Wednesday would allow militarydependent children to use funds allocated to the Federal Impact Aid program to pay for private-school tuition, among
other educational expenses. Banks writes that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos and several members of Congress
support the idea.

DeVos CCSSO Comments Counter States’ ESSA Plan PR Campaign.
Education Week (3/6) reports that Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’ criticism of states’ ESSA plans at a
conference of the Council of Chief State Schools Officers on Monday came “on the heels of education think tanks
that have described the plans in terms such as ‘ineffective,’ and ‘uninteresting,’ as well as a chorus of civil rights
groups that have blasted the plans for failing to set a strict framework to assure progress for minority students, those
with disabilities, and English-learners.” States have pushed back with a “sleek public relations campaign to highlight
some of the innovation tucked into states’ plans.” However, DeVos “seemed to scoff at the PR effort in her speech
to the CCSSO on Monday. ‘Even the best plan is short on the meaningful solutions that the law encourages,’ she
said to a visibly stunned audience. ‘Even the best plan doesn’t take full advantage of the law’s built-in flexibility.
And launching a PR push to defend these plans doesn’t change that. It misses the point.’”

DIGITAL LEARNING
Google’s Influence On Modern Classroom Explored.
Education Week’s (3/6, Lynch) “Education Futures: Emerging Trends in K-12” blog reports on ways Google has
“made a lasting effort to take over the modern classroom with its variety and cost efficiency.” Google devices are
less expensive than other manufacturers, offering school districts the cheaper Chromebook instead of more
expensive laptops. Students can also use the Google Docs platform to conveniently share documents. The Google
Admin panel also “allows educators to be more involved in what their students are doing on their Chromebooks.”

Rural Schools Consider Online AP Classes To Boost College Readiness, But Experts Urge
Caution.
The Hechinger Report (3/6, Mader) reports on how online AP classes mixed with in-person learning can help
students in rural parts of the country get access to similar classes as students in more affluent areas. A lack of
teachers, right budgets, and “dwindling enrollment numbers” make it difficult for schools to offer electives offered in
many suburban and urban schools. As a result, rural students “often lag their peers in advances courses, and also in
college and completion.” Moreover, the lack of AP classes “may increase the financial burden on college-bound rural
students.” But as more rural schools turn to virtual programs, “there’s little evidence that online learning is equal to
or can exceed outcomes from traditional in-person instruction,” and dome of the “more time intensive virtual
programs have shown poor outcomes.”
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HIGHER EDUCATION
ED OIG Expresses Concern Over House Republican Higher Education Bill.
The Washington Post (3/6, Douglas-Gabriel) reports that the Education Department’s inspector general is
expressing concerns over “provisions in the House Republican higher education bill that would repeal regulations
holding colleges and universities accountable for the use of federal student aid.” In a report released Monday, the IG
said, “Eliminating various accountability provisions without a proven substitute would increase the risks to students
and taxpayers,” and “could result in higher costs to offer credit through loans due to excessive borrowing, could
increase defaults, and increase the use of [income-driven repayment plans] and loan discharges that could negatively
impact the long-term viability of the programs.”
Inside Higher Ed (3/6) reports the IG concluded that though “some federal higher ed accountability measures
have been ineffective, they should be preserved and strengthened, not scrapped.” The report’s findings run counter
to “the approach Republican lawmakers would take to accountability for colleges and universities in House legislation
and a Senate GOP white paper. And it appears to give ammunition to critics who argue that a reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act must maintain existing protections, especially those targeting for-profit colleges.”

HBCU Graduates Have Helped Diversify STEM Workforce.
Diverse Education (3/6) reports that historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) have “long served as
institutions of choice for many high-performing” historically underrepresented students, “especially those seeking
research training in preparation for graduate STEM degrees.” The National Science Foundation has reported “STEM
Ph.D.-holders from underrepresented groups primarily earn their bachelor’s degrees from HBCUs.” Data from a
recent NIH report show the “the number of African-Americans enrolled in STEM Ph.D. programs grew from 587 in
1985 to 2,373 in 2014,” which presents a “proportional change from 2.4 percent to 7.4 percent.”

TUESDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• West Virginia Teacher Strike Continues.
• DeVos Pushes State Schools Chiefs To Improve Innovation, Better Serve Students.
• Accreditor Green-Lights Purdue’s Purchase Of Kaplan University.
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From:

"Heidi Hess, CREDO Action" <act@credoaction.com>

Sent Date:

Tue, 23 Jan 2018 11:53:54 -0700 (MST)

Subject:

When we said #ImmigrantsAreWelcomeHere, we meant it. Did Democrats?

To:

"Landreth Patrice" <patrice.landreth@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Tell Democrats: No compromise with Trump’s racism
Tell Senate Democrats:
"Use the Feb. 8 government funding deadline to enact a clean DREAM Act and protect Dreamers without a single compromise to Republicans’ racist anti-immigrant agenda."
Add your name:

Dear Landreth,
Sen. Chuck Schumer is the worst negotiator in Washington – even worse than Donald Trump. Unfortunately he is also the leader of Senate Democrats.
Yesterday, Sen. Schumer caved to the white supremacist base of Trump’s Republican Party and led the Senate Democrats to a total surrender – during the heat of the the Trump shutdown
– that did nothing to protect Dreamers.1 As a result of Sen. Schumer’s sellout on the Senate floor, 33 Democrats gave away all their leverage and helped embolden the nativist extremists
who run Trump’s racist regime.
We now have until Feb. 8 to force the entire Senate Democratic caucus to come together with one goal: using the next government funding deadline to protect Dreamers without
compromising one bit with Republicans’ racist anti-immigrant agenda.
Tell Senate Democrats: Find your spines and use your power. No compromises with Trump’s racism. Click here to sign the petition.
Schumer is justifying his appalling decision by saying he got a promise from Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell – a serial liar and unrepentant bigot – for a vote on a bipartisan bill to make permanent the Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program. But we know that even a career compromiser like Schumer would never have agreed to a deal if he thought he’d be alone – moderate, cowardly Democrats had his back.
That means that – despite months of passionate and intense organizing from our allies in the immigrants rights and progressive movements, and after a weekend when millions again took to the streets for women’s
marches to protest Trump’s dangerous agenda – 33 Democrats, in a misguided attempt to protect themselves electorally, decided to sacrifice Dreamers. Their craven calculus puts more immigrant families at risk of
separation and exposes even more Dreamers to Trump’s racist deportation force. It also lays the groundwork for a DACA compromise that would include unacceptable capitulation to the extreme anti-immigrant wing of the
Republican Party.
Yesterday, 16 Democrats said no to Schumer’s deal. 2 Right now, we need to put massive pressure on the Democrats who caved to make sure they stand with the Democrats who showed their solidarity with
Dreamers when the next deadline arrives. Can you add your name today?
Tell Senate Democrats: Find your spines and use your power. No compromises with Trump’s racism. Click here to sign the petition.
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A year ago, and again this weekend, we were marching in the streets, rushing to the airports and gathering in our local communities to stand up and speak out against Trump. When we said #NoBanNoWall and
#ImmigrantsAreWelcomeHere, we meant it. And we thought Democrats, who were desperately trying to claim the mantle of the resistance, meant it as well.
But last week, Schumer offered to give Trump all the funding he needs to build his racist border wall. 3 And the current compromise in the Senate, from Sens. Dick Durbin and Lindsey Graham, is rumored to not only fund
border security and interior enforcement, but also help Republicans advance racist right-wing immigration reforms that would prevent immigrants from reuniting with their families and keep Black and Brown people out of the
country.4
Democrats cannot to give an inch when it comes to enabling Trump’s dangerous racism. Click here to sign the petition.
Some Democrats, and even some progressives, seem to think that the wall is no big deal, or that it’s OK to give in a little to Trump and Republicans in order to save Dreamers. But we cannot ever forget that Trump’s
entire campaign – from calling Mexicans rapists to promising to build the wall – was a public expression of a white supremacist fantasy. That ugly fantasy has seeds in Trump’s challenge to President Obama’s
citizenship and Republicans’ refusal to acknowledge the legitimacy of the first Black president.
That white supremacy fuels Trump’s immigration agenda, which aims to make America whiter by walling off Black and Brown people from “shithole countries” in detention centers and at the borders. It drives the inhumane
racism of Trump advisors, from Steve Bannon to Stephen Miller to Jeff Sessions, who see whiteness and white privilege under such threat that they are willing to use any means necessary to maintain white majorities and
white power.
We can never accept, normalize or legitimize even a shred of this white supremacist fantasy. And right now, time is of the essence. If Sen. Schumer and the Democrats who voted with him this week do not face
massive pressure from the progressive community, they will continue to compromise. Democrats’ inability to do anything but surrender will be a fatal sign of weakness to Trump and congressional Republicans who
will look for even more opportunities to spiral our country further into racist xenophobia.
Click the link below to tell Democrats to use the Feb. 8 government funding deadline to protect Dreamers without a single compromise to Republicans’ racist anti-immigrant agenda:
https://act.credoaction.com/sign/Democrats_Backbone?t=9&akid=26955%2E12772310%2EsiOR3o
Thanks for everything you do,
Murshed, Nicole, Brandy, Carly, Elizabeth, Heidi, Jordan, Josh, Kaili, Mark, Mark and the rest of the CREDO team
CREDO Action from Working Assets
Add your name:

References:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Will Drabold, "'They folded immediately': Progressives fume at Dems over deal to reopen government," Mic, Jan. 22, 2018.
Melanie Schmitz, "These 16 Democrats voted against reopening the government without protections for DREAMers," ThinkProgress, Jan. 22, 2018.
Bob Bryan, "SCHUMER: I put 'the wall' on the table in my meeting with Trump, but he backed out of the deal," Business Insider, Jan. 20, 2018.
Jim Newell, "The Dreamer Deal That Wasn’t ," Slate, Jan. 11, 2018.
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From: "ThinkCERCA" <hello@thinkcerca.com>
Sent Date: Sun, 28 Jan 2018 14:47:41 -0700 (MST)
Subject: Why Personalized Learning Is Important
To: <lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

ThinkCERCA email not rendering correctly? View this email as a web page here.

Explore Lesson Library >

The State of
Personalized
Learning
Register for Webinar

Here's what's new:
Upcoming Webinar: Join us next Tuesday, January 30th, for an exciting
webinar on The State of Personalized Learning with special guests Jennie
Magiera and Carolyn Sawyer! We're going to discuss the emerging research
and trends behind the buzzphrase on every educator's mind.
Grading and Feedback Month: Alas, we've reached the end of Grading
and Feedback Month. Throughout January, we discussed everything from
methods to rubrics to time management strategies, and we want to thank
everyone for giving us your feedback on feedback! For our last question-ofthe-week, we'd love to hear your success stories. Describe a time when
you gave students feedback on their writing and saw a positive impact.
What did you do? How did your students change?
Here are some responses to last week's question that asked what language
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you use to communicate meaningful feedback:
Jill Rhoades (Asst. Principal): Specific praise!
Michelle Fernandez (Grade 5 Teacher): I call out the specific skills
students display as well as those they need to work on more using the
"sandwich," where you start with a positive aspect, then add one thing
they should work on, then end with another positive reinforcement.
Daniel Ang (Grade 10 Teacher): Many times I would write things like,
"You included a clear introduction and claim. Next time, be sure to
include at least X pieces of evidence from the text to support your
claim." Or I would tell my students, "You included a clear claim and
examples from the text. Next time, show reasoning by explaining your
argument in your own words." I always start by pointing out what they
did correctly, and then follow with a gentle suggestion for next time.
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Why Personalized Learning Is Important
Based on interests, skills, and needs, students engage in relevant material
and instruction that challenges them appropriately.
By Kelli Marshall | Read this post on our blog
“When the teacher is directing the learning, the teacher tends to be the hardestworking person in the classroom”¹. Of the 400 pages of material that Barbara A.
Bray and Kathleen A. McClaskey provide in their two books on personalized
learning – How to Personalize Learning and Make Learning Personal — this
statement speaks to me the loudest.
As a longtime educator, I admit I am the one often doing all the work in and
outside the classroom: preparing lesson plans, delivering content, creating
assignments, grading, monitoring work, etc. And I am not alone. Many teachers
plan and execute their lessons and assignments professionally, successfully, and
even energetically. But sometimes, there aren’t enough hours in the day or week
to ensure that each student gets the personalized instruction they need to move
to the next level.
Personalized learning – in which instructional environments are tailored to the
individual needs, skills, and interests of each student – somewhat inverts the
traditional teacher/student hierarchy. It gives students choices about how to learn
based on their interests, abilities, and teacher recommendations. For example,
as the Rodel Foundation of Delaware summarizes, with personalized learning,
students
Master concepts based on their needs
Work at their own pace
Learn through various methods
When it comes to personalized learning, teachers are arguably more important
than ever, the Brookings Institution points out, especially in preparing students to
navigate our digital world successfully and to understand the importance of
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media literacy in their education and personal lives:
Teachers can be the guides that shape educational experiences for
their students, helping them engage with learning tools that will
enrich and support deeper learning, including different types of
technology. Teachers also can use technology platforms to support
data-driven learning like never before, personalizing learning to
students’ interests, passions, strengths, and needs.
– Anne Olson, "Personalized learning: The importance of teachers in
a technology-driven world," The Brookings Institution

Read More
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Armbands Against the War
Grade 3-5 | Social Studies | CERCA Set: Nonverbal Communication

View Lesson
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Your Brain on Movies
Grades 6-8 | Science | CERCA Set: Video Games

View Lesson

Football's Concussion Crisis, Explained
Grades 9-10 | ELA | CERCA Set: Sports and Society
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CCSS.RI.9-10.8

View Lesson

Missouri Players Show the Power of Unity Through
Boycott
Grade 11-12 | ELA | CERCA Set: Modern Protest
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View Lesson

The Social Impact Challenge is Back!
Use it to launch a Project-Based Learning Initiative with your class. Submissions
due March 2, 2018.

Join the Challenge

Need Help?
Visit our Support Center for advice on how to assign lessons to individual
students or an entire class, directions for resetting student passwords, and
details on tracking student achievement data.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"FER Fortnightly" <ferfortnightly@fer-email.com>
Wed, 31 Jan 2018 02:30:41 -0700 (MST)
Winholt Names CEO, Market Moves In Canada, Tax Bill And Energy Star Updates
<lyman.graham@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

JANUARY 31, 2018

REGULATORY
Tax Reform Bill Has Pros And Cons For Foodservice
Write-offs change, and entertainment is no longer deductible

Energy Star News
Current updates and pending certifications

Tip Pooling Proposal Meets Outcry
Thousands protest online
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ECONOMIC—BY ROBIN ASHTON
Pentallect Sees “Bumpy Road” For High-End Independents, Small Chains
A market correction is due

Metal Prices Continue To Rise
Stainless up 9.2% in December

Technomic Revises 2018 Forecast
3.6% nominal growth seen for all bars and restaurants

INDUSTRY
Winholt Elevates Dominick Scarfogliero To Top Post
25-year company veteran named president/CEO

In Memoriam: MAFSI Past-President Jim Flood
Arizona rep who gave much to the association

People On The Move:
AutoQuotes, Bettcher, Nor-Lake and chains slot senior roles
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Local FCSI Chapter Donates $20,000
Northeast chapter raises funds for local food charity, education

ISO 9001:2015 Certification For Prince Castle, Welbilt
Standard recognizes effective quality management

Canada’s Cara Adds 106-Unit Steakhouse Chain
A trend toward market consolidation continues

Red Robin Tests Delivery-Only Concept
A pause on new openings in 2018

FER Fortnightly, published biweekly by FER Media LLC (publishers of Foodservice Equipment Reports),
covers key regulatory, economic and general foodservice industry news with a special emphasis on issues impacting the equipment and supplies
industry.
Follow @FERtweets
Have a news tip? Announcing a new job appointment or a development deal?
Questions or comments on the newsletter? Send it to us at jashton@fermag.com
This issue's content compiled and written by Robin Ashton, publisher, and Jan Sellers Ashton, news editor.
This issue edited by Jan Sellers Ashton.
This email was sent by FER Media LLC, 2906 Central St., Suite 175, Evanston IL 60201.
To unsubscribe, please use this link.

© Copyright 1996-2018. Foodservice Equipment Reports. All rights reserved.
| FER Privacy Policy |
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Chenyu Liu" <Chenyu.Liu@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Thu, 15 Feb 2018 09:39:27 -0700 (MST)
Wireless Access Points - Revise
"Ursulita Vigil" <Ursulita.Vigil@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:Revise Carlsbad RFP 2017-2018-05 Wireless Access Points PDF.pdf (1.02 MB)

Hi Ursulita,
Attached the revised version from Gabe. Please let me know what you think.
Thanks a lot.
Alex
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"National Connection Daily" <NationalConnectionDaily@nsba.bulletinmedia.com>
Fri, 16 Mar 2018 05:35:27 -0600 (MDT)
Wisconsin Governor Proposes $100 Million School-Safety Plan
<david.shoup@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

If you are unable to see the message or images below, click here to view

Good morning David Shoup

March 16, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Video Footage Shows Officer Standing Outside Parkland School.
The Washington Post (3/15, Berman) says new video footage of the Parkland, Florida
high school shooting released Thursday by the Broward County Sheriff’s Office showed
officer Scot Peterson “standing outside a school building while the massacre unfolded
inside.” Peterson, whose “behavior during and after” the shooting was criticized by
Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel after Peterson failed to rush into the building to
confront the gunman, “has defended his response to the shooting by arguing that he
believed the gunfire was coming from outside, rather than inside, a school building.” The
New York Times (3/15, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) provides similar coverage.
NBC Nightly News (3/15, story 4, 2:10, Holt) said that Peterson “is seen running,
getting into a golf cart.” The report showed a student saying, “That was his job to go
into the building when there is a shooting. That’s what angered me, that he wasn’t
there doing his job.” ABC World News Tonight (3/15, story 6, 0:30, Muir) said the video
showed Peterson “outside the school for 27 minutes as 17 people were being shot and
killed.”

Parkland Shooter Investigation Offers Opportunity To Explore Question
Of “Why.” In a 2,200-word article, the Washington Post (3/15, Wan, Berman) says the
fact that the suspected shooter in the Parkland, Florida school shooting remains alive
presents “an unusual opportunity” for investigators to answer the question that “nags at
survivors and families”: Why? The article provides background on the investigation into
the 2012 shootings in a movie theater in Aurora, Colorado, and cites the views of others
who have probed the motivations behind perpetrators of mass shootings.
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POLITICS & POLICY
Puerto Rico, Indianapolis, Other Districts Express Interest In ESSA Funding Pilot.
Education Week (3/15) reports, “Indianapolis, Puerto Rico, and three other school districts have applied to join the
Every Student Succeeds Act’s weighted student-funding pilot” in which “districts can combine federal, state, and
local dollars into a single funding stream tied to individual students.” Students with special needs “would carry with
them more money than other students.” The program is intended to provide “equitable funding for all student groups,
” but “the Trump administration is particularly excited about the pilot because it could in theory help school districts
develop public school choice programs.”

School Choice Plays Role At Texas Polls.
The Austin (TX) American Statesman (3/15, Subscription Publication) reports the debate over school choice “played
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out at polls across the state this month and will continue in runoff contests on May 22.” The piece reports that public
school teachers opposed to school choice and backers of the policy “ended the March 2 Texas House primaries in a
draw. Both sides are now focused on at least five GOP runoffs for Texas House seats in districts from San Antonio to
North Texas.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Survey: Helping Children With Homework Does Little To Boost Test Scores.
The Deseret (UT) News (3/15) reports that according to a “recent global survey” conducted by the London-based
Varkey Foundation, students “whose parents help a lot with their homework may not perform any better on
standardized tests than those who do it all by themselves.” The survey “found one-quarter of parents worldwide
spend seven or more hours a week helping their children with homework.” The article breaks down some of the data
by country, and reports that “analysts rarely found a correlation between increased parental involvement and better
test scores, which raises a question: Should parents be helping with homework at all, and if so, what is the optimal
amount of involvement?”

Missouri Robotics Team Advances To World Championship.
The Benton County (MO) Enterprise (3/15) says a Missouri 4-H Robotics team called the “Synthesizers” placed
second in the qualification rounds at the Inaugural FIRST Heartland Regional Robotics Tournament in Kansas City,
Missouri. The team also “received an award for being the highest seeded rookie at the event,” and will advance to
the World Championships in Houston in April.

Female African-American Astronaut Launches Initiative To Encourage Agricultural Science.
The Huffington Post (3/15, Pittman) says Dr. Mae Jemison, “the first African-American woman in space,” is
collaborating with National 4-H Council CEO Jennifer Sirangelo on an initiative “to encourage kids of all ages and
backgrounds to pursue agricultural science.” Jemison said that she and Sirangelo have “set out to change” the idea
that agricultural science “can sound intimidating.”

Denver Teachers’ Strike Becomes Less Imminent.
Chalkbeat (3/15, Asmar) reports that “the prospect of a strike” by Denver’s teachers’ union “is less imminent” than
before, even though the union and Denver school district “failed to reach a deal on an overhaul of the district’s payfor-performance system.” This is partly because district officials “agreed to the union’s request to extend the current
pay-for-performance agreement” until January 2019, “making teacher pay raises more likely.” Chalkbeat adds that
nonetheless, “the union did not take the threat of a strike completely off the table.”

Arizona Teachers’ Movement Protests Low Pay, Teacher Shortage.
USA Today (3/15, Castle) reports that “thousands of Arizona teachers and education advocates” participated last
week in a movement called #RedForEd, “wearing red to protest the low pay they say has contributed to a shortage of
qualified teachers in the state.” The article says the movement came “in response to West Virginia teachers striking
for higher pay,” and provides data on how Arizona teacher salaries compare to other states.

OPERATIONS
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New York City Audit Finds Educators Allowed Homeless Students To Miss School.
Chalkbeat (3/15, Zimmerman) says a “scathing audit” issued Thursday by New York Comptroller Scott Stringer
found “education officials have allowed many of New York City’s homeless students to miss large swaths of school
without required intervention from city personnel.” The article names two other “key findings” from the audit: that “in
92 percent of the cases examined, the education department had not reached out after a student living in a shelter
failed to show up for school,” and that the “staffers who oversee students in shelters have average caseloads of
nearly 300 students.”

Maryland Senate Considers Bills On School Construction.
The Hagerstown (MD) Herald-Mail Media (3/15, Baker) says the Maryland Senate budgeting committee considered
this week two proposals meant to “streamline the process for school construction.” One of the bills was heard
Tuesday in the Senate Budget and Taxation Committee; the other is “set to be heard Thursday.”

Fariña Says She “Loved” Her Job.
Education Week (3/15, Superville) reports that outgoing New York City Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña told the
paper: “Everyone thought I was crazy when I un-retired to take this job... . The reality is that I have loved it, and I
have loved it because I know that I have made a difference in the lives of children in this city.” Fariña also said in the
interview, “This is the best job I’ve ever had,” and she “discussed ways that districts can improve English-learner
education.”

Maryland District Bans Confederate Flag, Swastika.
The AP (3/15) reports that the Carroll County, Maryland Board of Education “has implemented a policy banning the
Confederate battle flag and swastikas from all schools and school-sponsored events” after having “reviewed the
policy on displaying symbols of ‘hatred and intolerance’ Wednesday, and it went into effect Thursday.”

After Ousting Superintendent, Flint Board Names Former Emergency Manager.
MLive (MI) (3/14) reports the school board in Flint, Michigan has named Gregory Weatherspoon, the “former
emergency manager for Highland Park and Muskegon Heights schools,” as the interim superintendent for Flint
Community Schools. The move came the day after the board placed Superintendent Bilal Tawwab on administrative
leave. The AP (3/15) also covers this story.

DIGITAL LEARNING
Southeast Asian Refugee Group Opposes Connecticut Studen Data Bill.
NBC News (3/16, Fuchs) reports on its website about opposition from the Southeast Asia Resource Action Center
(SEARAC), an organization founded “to aid refugees from southeast Asia,” to Connecticut’s SB 359, which “calls
for prohibiting the disaggregation of data unless required by federal law or done across the entire student
population.” SEARAC Executive Director Quyen Dinh said in a written testimony, “Collecting data by ethnicity allows
our students to be seen at the K-12 level so that interventions by policy makers and educators can be tailored to stop
these inequities from growing.” The article provides further background on the proposed bill.

Baltimore Officials To Vote On Technology Contract.
page 4 of 8
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WBAL-TV Baltimore (3/15) says Baltimore County school officials will vote Tuesday night “for a second time” on a
$140 million contract “designed to keep technology in the classroom.” The vote was originally scheduled a few
weeks ago, but was “put on hold.” The article provides differing viewpoints on the contract.

Startup Raises Venture Capital To Create Own Operating System.
The Wall Street Journal (3/15, Davis, Subscription Publication) reports on the startup Kiddom Inc., whose founder,
Ahsan Rizvi, was formerly with the US Overseas Private Investment Corp (OPIC) and is currently seeking to solicit
teacher buy-in for his program, along with the venture capital he has already raised. The school is also trying to
respond to the call by some investors for public school districts to have their own operating system by gathering and
analyzing its own data measuring student progress.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Attorney: Philadelphia Citizens Must Fight For Adequate Education Funding.
Public Interest Law Center attorney Dan Urevick-Ackelsberg argues in a Philly (PA) (3/15) op-ed that “in education,
money matters.” Urevick-Ackelsberg cites examples of the “devastation” brought to Philadelphia as a result of
underfunding for education, and asserts that “only Philadelphians can save Philadelphia” from state lawmakers who
argue in favor of efficiencies and state responsibilities. Philadelphians should “hold on to the recent gains” they have
acquired in tax increases, which the author says “will not provide the growth that Philadelphia students deserve,” but
“will at least ensure that the recent gains we have made are preserved.”

Oklahoma Rep. Says Land Officer Revenue Can Be Used To Fund Teacher Bonuses.
The Enid (OK) News & Eagle (3/15, Stecklein) reports that Oklahoma Rep. Tom Gann is arguing that “it would be
possible to give teachers annual bonuses using interest generated by a multibillion-dollar trust that’s managed by the
state’s Commissioners of the Land Office.” The article provides further detail on Gann’s position.

Maryland Senate Passes Budget With $200 Million Education Boost.
The Washington Post (3/15, Chason, Wiggins) reports a $44.5 billion budget bill cleared the Maryland Senate on
Thursday with a provision “that allocates $200 million in new education funding, using additional tax revenue that
state residents are expected to pay as a result of changes in the federal tax code.” The bill “restored more than $110
million that was cut by Hogan, including $10 million for school safety grants, $5 million for violence-prevention
initiatives and more than $20 million for providers serving the elderly and children in foster care.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Wisconsin Governor Proposes $100 Million School-Safety Plan.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (3/15, Marley) reports that Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker “issued a $100 million plan
Thursday to improve school safety,” one “day after high school students around the nation skipped class to demand
gun restrictions.” Walker, up for reelection this fall, “said his proposal – to be taken up in special session – has the
backing of his fellow Republicans who control the Legislature.” In a statement, Walker said, “No child, parent, or
teacher should ever have to feel unsafe in school. This package of bills focuses on ways we can help schools be
safe, just like we did at the federal level ensuring that every airport and airplane were safe after 9/11.”
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The Hill (3/15, Anapol) reported that Walker’s “proposal would create a state school safety office to help
schools and law enforcement develop school safety plans and would provide $100 million in taxpayer grants to
improve building security, training and school resource officers in schools.” The Republican “is also proposing that
teachers and school officials be required under law to report threats of school violence, in keeping with guidelines for
reporting suspected child abuse, and to report bullying incidents to parents within 48 hours.” The AP (3/15) also
covers this story.

Student Walkouts Spark Little Reaction From Trump, Other Conservatives.
Education Week (3/15) reports that on the day of the nationwide student walkouts inspired by the Parkland massacre,
President Trump, “known for sharing his thoughts on a wide range of subjects on social media, never acknowledged
the walkouts.” The walkouts “were noted by many celebrities and Democrats...but they went largely
unacknowledged by conservative leaders.” An ED spokesperson is quoted saying Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
“gives a lot of credit to the students who are raising their voices and demanding change. She hears them, and their
input will be valuable as she convenes the Federal Commission on School Safety and works to find solutions to
keeping all students safe at school.”
New York Governor To Schools Chief: Don’t Punish Students For Walkouts. The Hill (3/15,
Manchester) reports New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said Thursday that students should not be disciplined for taking
part in the walkouts. The Hill quotes Cuomo saying, in a letter to state Commissioner Maryellen Elia, “In the last 24
hours, there have been several reports of New York State schools disciplining students and faculty for participating in
yesterday’s historic events to stop gun violence. In at least one disturbing incident, it was reported that the school
physically blocked the exits to prevent students from demonstrating.”

Nickelodeon Shows Parkland Students Sign Of Support During PAW Patrol Airing.
USA Today (3/14, Roark) reported, “From 10 a.m. until 10:17 a.m. Nickelodeon” broadcast the text, “In support of
kids leading the way today, Nickelodeon will be off the air until 17 minutes past the hour.” The station paused its
programming in recognition of a nationwide student walkout aimed at promoting gun reform in the wake of the
shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. USA Today highlighted how Tennessee mother Kelly Bradshaw
Ballard posted to Facebook, “Way to go, Nickelodeon!!” after seeing the message while “watching Paw Patrol with
her son.”

AP: Push For Tighter Gun Laws Faces Uphill Battle In States.
The AP (3/15, Foley) reports that the push for tighter gun laws “faces an uphill climb in a majority of states, an
Associated Press review of gun legislation found.” The AP “survey of bill activity in state legislatures before and
after” the Florida school shooting “suggests that votes like the one in Florida, where Republican lawmakers defied
the National Rifle Association to pass new gun regulations, are unlikely to be repeated in many other states, at least
not this year.”

Over 100 Maryland, DC Schools Call On Congress To Support Gun Reform Measures, Reject
Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/15) reports that over 100 “schools in Maryland and the Washington Area,” including St. Andrew’s
Episcopal School in Potomac, which is attended by President Trump’s son Barron, “on Wednesday signed an open
letter calling on [Trump] and Congress to support gun control measures and to reject arming teachers.”
Education Week (3/15) reports that St. Andrew’s and “dozens of other Maryland private schools” called on
“the president, Congress, and state policymakers to improve background checks, especially for automatic weapons
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and strengthen mental health measures. And they don’t want to see the schools arm teachers with guns. The heads
of school called that move—which has been embraced by Trump and U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos—’antithetical to our profession as educators,’ wrote St. Andrew’s head, Robert Kosasky and more than 100
other heads of school in an open letter.”

Pennsylvania Governor Launches School Safety Task Force.
The AP (3/15) reports Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf’s administration “is asking for public input to help a new task
force that the governor and auditor general are heading up to explore ways to make Pennsylvania schools safer and
more secure.” Wolf “on Thursday announced he and Democratic Auditor General Eugene DePasquale will co-chair
the School Safety Task Force” which will “collect concerns about safety and ideas about policy changes; see if
additional funding will help; and measure the effectiveness of student support, physical and mental health programs
and information sharing.” WHYY-TV Philadelphia (3/15) also covers this story.

Alabama House Committee Advances Bill Allowing Teachers To Carry Guns.
The Hill (3/15, Savransky) reports that the Alabama House Public Safety and Homeland Security Committee has
passed a bill “that would let certain teachers carry or have access to guns at school.” Under the bill, which now
advances to the full house, “parents and members of the public would not be aware of which teachers were allowed
to carry firearms.”

Congress Demands Investigation Of DoDEA Child Sex Assault.
The AP (3/15) reports that in the wake of an ED article about “sexual assault among children on US military bases,”
members of Congress “[demanded] the Defense and Justice departments explain how they will solve the problem.”
Meanwhile, members of the House Armed Services Committee “said it had begun its own examination of the issue.
And a top Democrat on the committee said she would call a hearing within six months.” The AP reports that its
investigation “revealed that reports of sexual violence among kids on U.S. military bases at home and abroad often
die on the desks of prosecutors, even when an attacker confesses.”

Federal Data Point To Significant Decline In Student Bullying.
U.S. News & World Report (3/15) reports that according to new federal data, “the percentage of students reporting
that they’ve been bullied has dropped by more than a third since 2007. ... The new figures say that 20.8 percent of
students reported being bullied in 2015, continuing a downward trend that dates back to 2007, when 31.7 percent of
students reported being bullied.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Parents Of Students From Portland Disabilities School Seek Voice With Lawmakers.
The Oregonian (3/15, Barnes) reports on a school “for students with significant disabilities” which the Portland
school district “decided to oust” in November “from its building so that a larger program for gifted students can have
the space.” The article describes the efforts by distraught parents from the school to have a say in the decision.

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• High School Students Across Nation Demonstrate In Support Of Gun Control.
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• Senate Committee Approves New Institute Of Education Services Director.
• Indiana Senate Passes “Watered Down” Measure On Teacher Licensing Laws.
• West Virginia Governor Names Interim Secretary For Department Of Education And Arts.
• Louisiana Seeks To Help Teachers Access “Essential” OERs.
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Good morning Cindy Romero

March 16, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Video Footage Shows Officer Standing Outside Parkland School.
The Washington Post (3/15, Berman) says new video footage of the Parkland, Florida
high school shooting released Thursday by the Broward County Sheriff’s Office showed
officer Scot Peterson “standing outside a school building while the massacre unfolded
inside.” Peterson, whose “behavior during and after” the shooting was criticized by
Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel after Peterson failed to rush into the building to
confront the gunman, “has defended his response to the shooting by arguing that he
believed the gunfire was coming from outside, rather than inside, a school building.” The
New York Times (3/15, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) provides similar coverage.
NBC Nightly News (3/15, story 4, 2:10, Holt) said that Peterson “is seen running,
getting into a golf cart.” The report showed a student saying, “That was his job to go
into the building when there is a shooting. That’s what angered me, that he wasn’t
there doing his job.” ABC World News Tonight (3/15, story 6, 0:30, Muir) said the video
showed Peterson “outside the school for 27 minutes as 17 people were being shot and
killed.”

Parkland Shooter Investigation Offers Opportunity To Explore Question
Of “Why.” In a 2,200-word article, the Washington Post (3/15, Wan, Berman) says the
fact that the suspected shooter in the Parkland, Florida school shooting remains alive
presents “an unusual opportunity” for investigators to answer the question that “nags at
survivors and families”: Why? The article provides background on the investigation into
the 2012 shootings in a movie theater in Aurora, Colorado, and cites the views of others
who have probed the motivations behind perpetrators of mass shootings.
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POLITICS & POLICY
Puerto Rico, Indianapolis, Other Districts Express Interest In ESSA Funding Pilot.
Education Week (3/15) reports, “Indianapolis, Puerto Rico, and three other school districts have applied to join the
Every Student Succeeds Act’s weighted student-funding pilot” in which “districts can combine federal, state, and
local dollars into a single funding stream tied to individual students.” Students with special needs “would carry with
them more money than other students.” The program is intended to provide “equitable funding for all student groups,
” but “the Trump administration is particularly excited about the pilot because it could in theory help school districts
develop public school choice programs.”

School Choice Plays Role At Texas Polls.
The Austin (TX) American Statesman (3/15, Subscription Publication) reports the debate over school choice “played
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out at polls across the state this month and will continue in runoff contests on May 22.” The piece reports that public
school teachers opposed to school choice and backers of the policy “ended the March 2 Texas House primaries in a
draw. Both sides are now focused on at least five GOP runoffs for Texas House seats in districts from San Antonio to
North Texas.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Survey: Helping Children With Homework Does Little To Boost Test Scores.
The Deseret (UT) News (3/15) reports that according to a “recent global survey” conducted by the London-based
Varkey Foundation, students “whose parents help a lot with their homework may not perform any better on
standardized tests than those who do it all by themselves.” The survey “found one-quarter of parents worldwide
spend seven or more hours a week helping their children with homework.” The article breaks down some of the data
by country, and reports that “analysts rarely found a correlation between increased parental involvement and better
test scores, which raises a question: Should parents be helping with homework at all, and if so, what is the optimal
amount of involvement?”

Missouri Robotics Team Advances To World Championship.
The Benton County (MO) Enterprise (3/15) says a Missouri 4-H Robotics team called the “Synthesizers” placed
second in the qualification rounds at the Inaugural FIRST Heartland Regional Robotics Tournament in Kansas City,
Missouri. The team also “received an award for being the highest seeded rookie at the event,” and will advance to
the World Championships in Houston in April.

Female African-American Astronaut Launches Initiative To Encourage Agricultural Science.
The Huffington Post (3/15, Pittman) says Dr. Mae Jemison, “the first African-American woman in space,” is
collaborating with National 4-H Council CEO Jennifer Sirangelo on an initiative “to encourage kids of all ages and
backgrounds to pursue agricultural science.” Jemison said that she and Sirangelo have “set out to change” the idea
that agricultural science “can sound intimidating.”

Denver Teachers’ Strike Becomes Less Imminent.
Chalkbeat (3/15, Asmar) reports that “the prospect of a strike” by Denver’s teachers’ union “is less imminent” than
before, even though the union and Denver school district “failed to reach a deal on an overhaul of the district’s payfor-performance system.” This is partly because district officials “agreed to the union’s request to extend the current
pay-for-performance agreement” until January 2019, “making teacher pay raises more likely.” Chalkbeat adds that
nonetheless, “the union did not take the threat of a strike completely off the table.”

Arizona Teachers’ Movement Protests Low Pay, Teacher Shortage.
USA Today (3/15, Castle) reports that “thousands of Arizona teachers and education advocates” participated last
week in a movement called #RedForEd, “wearing red to protest the low pay they say has contributed to a shortage of
qualified teachers in the state.” The article says the movement came “in response to West Virginia teachers striking
for higher pay,” and provides data on how Arizona teacher salaries compare to other states.

OPERATIONS
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New York City Audit Finds Educators Allowed Homeless Students To Miss School.
Chalkbeat (3/15, Zimmerman) says a “scathing audit” issued Thursday by New York Comptroller Scott Stringer
found “education officials have allowed many of New York City’s homeless students to miss large swaths of school
without required intervention from city personnel.” The article names two other “key findings” from the audit: that “in
92 percent of the cases examined, the education department had not reached out after a student living in a shelter
failed to show up for school,” and that the “staffers who oversee students in shelters have average caseloads of
nearly 300 students.”

Maryland Senate Considers Bills On School Construction.
The Hagerstown (MD) Herald-Mail Media (3/15, Baker) says the Maryland Senate budgeting committee considered
this week two proposals meant to “streamline the process for school construction.” One of the bills was heard
Tuesday in the Senate Budget and Taxation Committee; the other is “set to be heard Thursday.”

Fariña Says She “Loved” Her Job.
Education Week (3/15, Superville) reports that outgoing New York City Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña told the
paper: “Everyone thought I was crazy when I un-retired to take this job... . The reality is that I have loved it, and I
have loved it because I know that I have made a difference in the lives of children in this city.” Fariña also said in the
interview, “This is the best job I’ve ever had,” and she “discussed ways that districts can improve English-learner
education.”

Maryland District Bans Confederate Flag, Swastika.
The AP (3/15) reports that the Carroll County, Maryland Board of Education “has implemented a policy banning the
Confederate battle flag and swastikas from all schools and school-sponsored events” after having “reviewed the
policy on displaying symbols of ‘hatred and intolerance’ Wednesday, and it went into effect Thursday.”

After Ousting Superintendent, Flint Board Names Former Emergency Manager.
MLive (MI) (3/14) reports the school board in Flint, Michigan has named Gregory Weatherspoon, the “former
emergency manager for Highland Park and Muskegon Heights schools,” as the interim superintendent for Flint
Community Schools. The move came the day after the board placed Superintendent Bilal Tawwab on administrative
leave. The AP (3/15) also covers this story.

DIGITAL LEARNING
Southeast Asian Refugee Group Opposes Connecticut Studen Data Bill.
NBC News (3/16, Fuchs) reports on its website about opposition from the Southeast Asia Resource Action Center
(SEARAC), an organization founded “to aid refugees from southeast Asia,” to Connecticut’s SB 359, which “calls
for prohibiting the disaggregation of data unless required by federal law or done across the entire student
population.” SEARAC Executive Director Quyen Dinh said in a written testimony, “Collecting data by ethnicity allows
our students to be seen at the K-12 level so that interventions by policy makers and educators can be tailored to stop
these inequities from growing.” The article provides further background on the proposed bill.

Baltimore Officials To Vote On Technology Contract.
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WBAL-TV Baltimore (3/15) says Baltimore County school officials will vote Tuesday night “for a second time” on a
$140 million contract “designed to keep technology in the classroom.” The vote was originally scheduled a few
weeks ago, but was “put on hold.” The article provides differing viewpoints on the contract.

Startup Raises Venture Capital To Create Own Operating System.
The Wall Street Journal (3/15, Davis, Subscription Publication) reports on the startup Kiddom Inc., whose founder,
Ahsan Rizvi, was formerly with the US Overseas Private Investment Corp (OPIC) and is currently seeking to solicit
teacher buy-in for his program, along with the venture capital he has already raised. The school is also trying to
respond to the call by some investors for public school districts to have their own operating system by gathering and
analyzing its own data measuring student progress.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Attorney: Philadelphia Citizens Must Fight For Adequate Education Funding.
Public Interest Law Center attorney Dan Urevick-Ackelsberg argues in a Philly (PA) (3/15) op-ed that “in education,
money matters.” Urevick-Ackelsberg cites examples of the “devastation” brought to Philadelphia as a result of
underfunding for education, and asserts that “only Philadelphians can save Philadelphia” from state lawmakers who
argue in favor of efficiencies and state responsibilities. Philadelphians should “hold on to the recent gains” they have
acquired in tax increases, which the author says “will not provide the growth that Philadelphia students deserve,” but
“will at least ensure that the recent gains we have made are preserved.”

Oklahoma Rep. Says Land Officer Revenue Can Be Used To Fund Teacher Bonuses.
The Enid (OK) News & Eagle (3/15, Stecklein) reports that Oklahoma Rep. Tom Gann is arguing that “it would be
possible to give teachers annual bonuses using interest generated by a multibillion-dollar trust that’s managed by the
state’s Commissioners of the Land Office.” The article provides further detail on Gann’s position.

Maryland Senate Passes Budget With $200 Million Education Boost.
The Washington Post (3/15, Chason, Wiggins) reports a $44.5 billion budget bill cleared the Maryland Senate on
Thursday with a provision “that allocates $200 million in new education funding, using additional tax revenue that
state residents are expected to pay as a result of changes in the federal tax code.” The bill “restored more than $110
million that was cut by Hogan, including $10 million for school safety grants, $5 million for violence-prevention
initiatives and more than $20 million for providers serving the elderly and children in foster care.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Wisconsin Governor Proposes $100 Million School-Safety Plan.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (3/15, Marley) reports that Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker “issued a $100 million plan
Thursday to improve school safety,” one “day after high school students around the nation skipped class to demand
gun restrictions.” Walker, up for reelection this fall, “said his proposal – to be taken up in special session – has the
backing of his fellow Republicans who control the Legislature.” In a statement, Walker said, “No child, parent, or
teacher should ever have to feel unsafe in school. This package of bills focuses on ways we can help schools be
safe, just like we did at the federal level ensuring that every airport and airplane were safe after 9/11.”
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The Hill (3/15, Anapol) reported that Walker’s “proposal would create a state school safety office to help
schools and law enforcement develop school safety plans and would provide $100 million in taxpayer grants to
improve building security, training and school resource officers in schools.” The Republican “is also proposing that
teachers and school officials be required under law to report threats of school violence, in keeping with guidelines for
reporting suspected child abuse, and to report bullying incidents to parents within 48 hours.” The AP (3/15) also
covers this story.

Student Walkouts Spark Little Reaction From Trump, Other Conservatives.
Education Week (3/15) reports that on the day of the nationwide student walkouts inspired by the Parkland massacre,
President Trump, “known for sharing his thoughts on a wide range of subjects on social media, never acknowledged
the walkouts.” The walkouts “were noted by many celebrities and Democrats...but they went largely
unacknowledged by conservative leaders.” An ED spokesperson is quoted saying Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
“gives a lot of credit to the students who are raising their voices and demanding change. She hears them, and their
input will be valuable as she convenes the Federal Commission on School Safety and works to find solutions to
keeping all students safe at school.”
New York Governor To Schools Chief: Don’t Punish Students For Walkouts. The Hill (3/15,
Manchester) reports New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said Thursday that students should not be disciplined for taking
part in the walkouts. The Hill quotes Cuomo saying, in a letter to state Commissioner Maryellen Elia, “In the last 24
hours, there have been several reports of New York State schools disciplining students and faculty for participating in
yesterday’s historic events to stop gun violence. In at least one disturbing incident, it was reported that the school
physically blocked the exits to prevent students from demonstrating.”

Nickelodeon Shows Parkland Students Sign Of Support During PAW Patrol Airing.
USA Today (3/14, Roark) reported, “From 10 a.m. until 10:17 a.m. Nickelodeon” broadcast the text, “In support of
kids leading the way today, Nickelodeon will be off the air until 17 minutes past the hour.” The station paused its
programming in recognition of a nationwide student walkout aimed at promoting gun reform in the wake of the
shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. USA Today highlighted how Tennessee mother Kelly Bradshaw
Ballard posted to Facebook, “Way to go, Nickelodeon!!” after seeing the message while “watching Paw Patrol with
her son.”

AP: Push For Tighter Gun Laws Faces Uphill Battle In States.
The AP (3/15, Foley) reports that the push for tighter gun laws “faces an uphill climb in a majority of states, an
Associated Press review of gun legislation found.” The AP “survey of bill activity in state legislatures before and
after” the Florida school shooting “suggests that votes like the one in Florida, where Republican lawmakers defied
the National Rifle Association to pass new gun regulations, are unlikely to be repeated in many other states, at least
not this year.”

Over 100 Maryland, DC Schools Call On Congress To Support Gun Reform Measures, Reject
Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/15) reports that over 100 “schools in Maryland and the Washington Area,” including St. Andrew’s
Episcopal School in Potomac, which is attended by President Trump’s son Barron, “on Wednesday signed an open
letter calling on [Trump] and Congress to support gun control measures and to reject arming teachers.”
Education Week (3/15) reports that St. Andrew’s and “dozens of other Maryland private schools” called on
“the president, Congress, and state policymakers to improve background checks, especially for automatic weapons
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and strengthen mental health measures. And they don’t want to see the schools arm teachers with guns. The heads
of school called that move—which has been embraced by Trump and U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos—’antithetical to our profession as educators,’ wrote St. Andrew’s head, Robert Kosasky and more than 100
other heads of school in an open letter.”

Pennsylvania Governor Launches School Safety Task Force.
The AP (3/15) reports Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf’s administration “is asking for public input to help a new task
force that the governor and auditor general are heading up to explore ways to make Pennsylvania schools safer and
more secure.” Wolf “on Thursday announced he and Democratic Auditor General Eugene DePasquale will co-chair
the School Safety Task Force” which will “collect concerns about safety and ideas about policy changes; see if
additional funding will help; and measure the effectiveness of student support, physical and mental health programs
and information sharing.” WHYY-TV Philadelphia (3/15) also covers this story.

Alabama House Committee Advances Bill Allowing Teachers To Carry Guns.
The Hill (3/15, Savransky) reports that the Alabama House Public Safety and Homeland Security Committee has
passed a bill “that would let certain teachers carry or have access to guns at school.” Under the bill, which now
advances to the full house, “parents and members of the public would not be aware of which teachers were allowed
to carry firearms.”

Congress Demands Investigation Of DoDEA Child Sex Assault.
The AP (3/15) reports that in the wake of an ED article about “sexual assault among children on US military bases,”
members of Congress “[demanded] the Defense and Justice departments explain how they will solve the problem.”
Meanwhile, members of the House Armed Services Committee “said it had begun its own examination of the issue.
And a top Democrat on the committee said she would call a hearing within six months.” The AP reports that its
investigation “revealed that reports of sexual violence among kids on U.S. military bases at home and abroad often
die on the desks of prosecutors, even when an attacker confesses.”

Federal Data Point To Significant Decline In Student Bullying.
U.S. News & World Report (3/15) reports that according to new federal data, “the percentage of students reporting
that they’ve been bullied has dropped by more than a third since 2007. ... The new figures say that 20.8 percent of
students reported being bullied in 2015, continuing a downward trend that dates back to 2007, when 31.7 percent of
students reported being bullied.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Parents Of Students From Portland Disabilities School Seek Voice With Lawmakers.
The Oregonian (3/15, Barnes) reports on a school “for students with significant disabilities” which the Portland
school district “decided to oust” in November “from its building so that a larger program for gifted students can have
the space.” The article describes the efforts by distraught parents from the school to have a say in the decision.

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• High School Students Across Nation Demonstrate In Support Of Gun Control.
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• Senate Committee Approves New Institute Of Education Services Director.
• Indiana Senate Passes “Watered Down” Measure On Teacher Licensing Laws.
• West Virginia Governor Names Interim Secretary For Department Of Education And Arts.
• Louisiana Seeks To Help Teachers Access “Essential” OERs.
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Good morning Ron Singleton

March 16, 2018

LEADING THE NEWS
Video Footage Shows Officer Standing Outside Parkland School.
The Washington Post (3/15, Berman) says new video footage of the Parkland, Florida
high school shooting released Thursday by the Broward County Sheriff’s Office showed
officer Scot Peterson “standing outside a school building while the massacre unfolded
inside.” Peterson, whose “behavior during and after” the shooting was criticized by
Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel after Peterson failed to rush into the building to
confront the gunman, “has defended his response to the shooting by arguing that he
believed the gunfire was coming from outside, rather than inside, a school building.” The
New York Times (3/15, Mazzei, Subscription Publication) provides similar coverage.
NBC Nightly News (3/15, story 4, 2:10, Holt) said that Peterson “is seen running,
getting into a golf cart.” The report showed a student saying, “That was his job to go
into the building when there is a shooting. That’s what angered me, that he wasn’t
there doing his job.” ABC World News Tonight (3/15, story 6, 0:30, Muir) said the video
showed Peterson “outside the school for 27 minutes as 17 people were being shot and
killed.”

Parkland Shooter Investigation Offers Opportunity To Explore Question
Of “Why.” In a 2,200-word article, the Washington Post (3/15, Wan, Berman) says the
fact that the suspected shooter in the Parkland, Florida school shooting remains alive
presents “an unusual opportunity” for investigators to answer the question that “nags at
survivors and families”: Why? The article provides background on the investigation into
the 2012 shootings in a movie theater in Aurora, Colorado, and cites the views of others
who have probed the motivations behind perpetrators of mass shootings.
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POLITICS & POLICY
Puerto Rico, Indianapolis, Other Districts Express Interest In ESSA Funding Pilot.
Education Week (3/15) reports, “Indianapolis, Puerto Rico, and three other school districts have applied to join the
Every Student Succeeds Act’s weighted student-funding pilot” in which “districts can combine federal, state, and
local dollars into a single funding stream tied to individual students.” Students with special needs “would carry with
them more money than other students.” The program is intended to provide “equitable funding for all student groups,
” but “the Trump administration is particularly excited about the pilot because it could in theory help school districts
develop public school choice programs.”

School Choice Plays Role At Texas Polls.
The Austin (TX) American Statesman (3/15, Subscription Publication) reports the debate over school choice “played
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out at polls across the state this month and will continue in runoff contests on May 22.” The piece reports that public
school teachers opposed to school choice and backers of the policy “ended the March 2 Texas House primaries in a
draw. Both sides are now focused on at least five GOP runoffs for Texas House seats in districts from San Antonio to
North Texas.”

TEACHING & LEARNING
Survey: Helping Children With Homework Does Little To Boost Test Scores.
The Deseret (UT) News (3/15) reports that according to a “recent global survey” conducted by the London-based
Varkey Foundation, students “whose parents help a lot with their homework may not perform any better on
standardized tests than those who do it all by themselves.” The survey “found one-quarter of parents worldwide
spend seven or more hours a week helping their children with homework.” The article breaks down some of the data
by country, and reports that “analysts rarely found a correlation between increased parental involvement and better
test scores, which raises a question: Should parents be helping with homework at all, and if so, what is the optimal
amount of involvement?”

Missouri Robotics Team Advances To World Championship.
The Benton County (MO) Enterprise (3/15) says a Missouri 4-H Robotics team called the “Synthesizers” placed
second in the qualification rounds at the Inaugural FIRST Heartland Regional Robotics Tournament in Kansas City,
Missouri. The team also “received an award for being the highest seeded rookie at the event,” and will advance to
the World Championships in Houston in April.

Female African-American Astronaut Launches Initiative To Encourage Agricultural Science.
The Huffington Post (3/15, Pittman) says Dr. Mae Jemison, “the first African-American woman in space,” is
collaborating with National 4-H Council CEO Jennifer Sirangelo on an initiative “to encourage kids of all ages and
backgrounds to pursue agricultural science.” Jemison said that she and Sirangelo have “set out to change” the idea
that agricultural science “can sound intimidating.”

Denver Teachers’ Strike Becomes Less Imminent.
Chalkbeat (3/15, Asmar) reports that “the prospect of a strike” by Denver’s teachers’ union “is less imminent” than
before, even though the union and Denver school district “failed to reach a deal on an overhaul of the district’s payfor-performance system.” This is partly because district officials “agreed to the union’s request to extend the current
pay-for-performance agreement” until January 2019, “making teacher pay raises more likely.” Chalkbeat adds that
nonetheless, “the union did not take the threat of a strike completely off the table.”

Arizona Teachers’ Movement Protests Low Pay, Teacher Shortage.
USA Today (3/15, Castle) reports that “thousands of Arizona teachers and education advocates” participated last
week in a movement called #RedForEd, “wearing red to protest the low pay they say has contributed to a shortage of
qualified teachers in the state.” The article says the movement came “in response to West Virginia teachers striking
for higher pay,” and provides data on how Arizona teacher salaries compare to other states.

OPERATIONS
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New York City Audit Finds Educators Allowed Homeless Students To Miss School.
Chalkbeat (3/15, Zimmerman) says a “scathing audit” issued Thursday by New York Comptroller Scott Stringer
found “education officials have allowed many of New York City’s homeless students to miss large swaths of school
without required intervention from city personnel.” The article names two other “key findings” from the audit: that “in
92 percent of the cases examined, the education department had not reached out after a student living in a shelter
failed to show up for school,” and that the “staffers who oversee students in shelters have average caseloads of
nearly 300 students.”

Maryland Senate Considers Bills On School Construction.
The Hagerstown (MD) Herald-Mail Media (3/15, Baker) says the Maryland Senate budgeting committee considered
this week two proposals meant to “streamline the process for school construction.” One of the bills was heard
Tuesday in the Senate Budget and Taxation Committee; the other is “set to be heard Thursday.”

Fariña Says She “Loved” Her Job.
Education Week (3/15, Superville) reports that outgoing New York City Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña told the
paper: “Everyone thought I was crazy when I un-retired to take this job... . The reality is that I have loved it, and I
have loved it because I know that I have made a difference in the lives of children in this city.” Fariña also said in the
interview, “This is the best job I’ve ever had,” and she “discussed ways that districts can improve English-learner
education.”

Maryland District Bans Confederate Flag, Swastika.
The AP (3/15) reports that the Carroll County, Maryland Board of Education “has implemented a policy banning the
Confederate battle flag and swastikas from all schools and school-sponsored events” after having “reviewed the
policy on displaying symbols of ‘hatred and intolerance’ Wednesday, and it went into effect Thursday.”

After Ousting Superintendent, Flint Board Names Former Emergency Manager.
MLive (MI) (3/14) reports the school board in Flint, Michigan has named Gregory Weatherspoon, the “former
emergency manager for Highland Park and Muskegon Heights schools,” as the interim superintendent for Flint
Community Schools. The move came the day after the board placed Superintendent Bilal Tawwab on administrative
leave. The AP (3/15) also covers this story.

DIGITAL LEARNING
Southeast Asian Refugee Group Opposes Connecticut Studen Data Bill.
NBC News (3/16, Fuchs) reports on its website about opposition from the Southeast Asia Resource Action Center
(SEARAC), an organization founded “to aid refugees from southeast Asia,” to Connecticut’s SB 359, which “calls
for prohibiting the disaggregation of data unless required by federal law or done across the entire student
population.” SEARAC Executive Director Quyen Dinh said in a written testimony, “Collecting data by ethnicity allows
our students to be seen at the K-12 level so that interventions by policy makers and educators can be tailored to stop
these inequities from growing.” The article provides further background on the proposed bill.

Baltimore Officials To Vote On Technology Contract.
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WBAL-TV Baltimore (3/15) says Baltimore County school officials will vote Tuesday night “for a second time” on a
$140 million contract “designed to keep technology in the classroom.” The vote was originally scheduled a few
weeks ago, but was “put on hold.” The article provides differing viewpoints on the contract.

Startup Raises Venture Capital To Create Own Operating System.
The Wall Street Journal (3/15, Davis, Subscription Publication) reports on the startup Kiddom Inc., whose founder,
Ahsan Rizvi, was formerly with the US Overseas Private Investment Corp (OPIC) and is currently seeking to solicit
teacher buy-in for his program, along with the venture capital he has already raised. The school is also trying to
respond to the call by some investors for public school districts to have their own operating system by gathering and
analyzing its own data measuring student progress.

SCHOOL FINANCE
Attorney: Philadelphia Citizens Must Fight For Adequate Education Funding.
Public Interest Law Center attorney Dan Urevick-Ackelsberg argues in a Philly (PA) (3/15) op-ed that “in education,
money matters.” Urevick-Ackelsberg cites examples of the “devastation” brought to Philadelphia as a result of
underfunding for education, and asserts that “only Philadelphians can save Philadelphia” from state lawmakers who
argue in favor of efficiencies and state responsibilities. Philadelphians should “hold on to the recent gains” they have
acquired in tax increases, which the author says “will not provide the growth that Philadelphia students deserve,” but
“will at least ensure that the recent gains we have made are preserved.”

Oklahoma Rep. Says Land Officer Revenue Can Be Used To Fund Teacher Bonuses.
The Enid (OK) News & Eagle (3/15, Stecklein) reports that Oklahoma Rep. Tom Gann is arguing that “it would be
possible to give teachers annual bonuses using interest generated by a multibillion-dollar trust that’s managed by the
state’s Commissioners of the Land Office.” The article provides further detail on Gann’s position.

Maryland Senate Passes Budget With $200 Million Education Boost.
The Washington Post (3/15, Chason, Wiggins) reports a $44.5 billion budget bill cleared the Maryland Senate on
Thursday with a provision “that allocates $200 million in new education funding, using additional tax revenue that
state residents are expected to pay as a result of changes in the federal tax code.” The bill “restored more than $110
million that was cut by Hogan, including $10 million for school safety grants, $5 million for violence-prevention
initiatives and more than $20 million for providers serving the elderly and children in foster care.”

SAFETY & SECURITY
Wisconsin Governor Proposes $100 Million School-Safety Plan.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (3/15, Marley) reports that Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker “issued a $100 million plan
Thursday to improve school safety,” one “day after high school students around the nation skipped class to demand
gun restrictions.” Walker, up for reelection this fall, “said his proposal – to be taken up in special session – has the
backing of his fellow Republicans who control the Legislature.” In a statement, Walker said, “No child, parent, or
teacher should ever have to feel unsafe in school. This package of bills focuses on ways we can help schools be
safe, just like we did at the federal level ensuring that every airport and airplane were safe after 9/11.”
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The Hill (3/15, Anapol) reported that Walker’s “proposal would create a state school safety office to help
schools and law enforcement develop school safety plans and would provide $100 million in taxpayer grants to
improve building security, training and school resource officers in schools.” The Republican “is also proposing that
teachers and school officials be required under law to report threats of school violence, in keeping with guidelines for
reporting suspected child abuse, and to report bullying incidents to parents within 48 hours.” The AP (3/15) also
covers this story.

Student Walkouts Spark Little Reaction From Trump, Other Conservatives.
Education Week (3/15) reports that on the day of the nationwide student walkouts inspired by the Parkland massacre,
President Trump, “known for sharing his thoughts on a wide range of subjects on social media, never acknowledged
the walkouts.” The walkouts “were noted by many celebrities and Democrats...but they went largely
unacknowledged by conservative leaders.” An ED spokesperson is quoted saying Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
“gives a lot of credit to the students who are raising their voices and demanding change. She hears them, and their
input will be valuable as she convenes the Federal Commission on School Safety and works to find solutions to
keeping all students safe at school.”
New York Governor To Schools Chief: Don’t Punish Students For Walkouts. The Hill (3/15,
Manchester) reports New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said Thursday that students should not be disciplined for taking
part in the walkouts. The Hill quotes Cuomo saying, in a letter to state Commissioner Maryellen Elia, “In the last 24
hours, there have been several reports of New York State schools disciplining students and faculty for participating in
yesterday’s historic events to stop gun violence. In at least one disturbing incident, it was reported that the school
physically blocked the exits to prevent students from demonstrating.”

Nickelodeon Shows Parkland Students Sign Of Support During PAW Patrol Airing.
USA Today (3/14, Roark) reported, “From 10 a.m. until 10:17 a.m. Nickelodeon” broadcast the text, “In support of
kids leading the way today, Nickelodeon will be off the air until 17 minutes past the hour.” The station paused its
programming in recognition of a nationwide student walkout aimed at promoting gun reform in the wake of the
shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. USA Today highlighted how Tennessee mother Kelly Bradshaw
Ballard posted to Facebook, “Way to go, Nickelodeon!!” after seeing the message while “watching Paw Patrol with
her son.”

AP: Push For Tighter Gun Laws Faces Uphill Battle In States.
The AP (3/15, Foley) reports that the push for tighter gun laws “faces an uphill climb in a majority of states, an
Associated Press review of gun legislation found.” The AP “survey of bill activity in state legislatures before and
after” the Florida school shooting “suggests that votes like the one in Florida, where Republican lawmakers defied
the National Rifle Association to pass new gun regulations, are unlikely to be repeated in many other states, at least
not this year.”

Over 100 Maryland, DC Schools Call On Congress To Support Gun Reform Measures, Reject
Arming Teachers.
The AP (3/15) reports that over 100 “schools in Maryland and the Washington Area,” including St. Andrew’s
Episcopal School in Potomac, which is attended by President Trump’s son Barron, “on Wednesday signed an open
letter calling on [Trump] and Congress to support gun control measures and to reject arming teachers.”
Education Week (3/15) reports that St. Andrew’s and “dozens of other Maryland private schools” called on
“the president, Congress, and state policymakers to improve background checks, especially for automatic weapons
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and strengthen mental health measures. And they don’t want to see the schools arm teachers with guns. The heads
of school called that move—which has been embraced by Trump and U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos—’antithetical to our profession as educators,’ wrote St. Andrew’s head, Robert Kosasky and more than 100
other heads of school in an open letter.”

Pennsylvania Governor Launches School Safety Task Force.
The AP (3/15) reports Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf’s administration “is asking for public input to help a new task
force that the governor and auditor general are heading up to explore ways to make Pennsylvania schools safer and
more secure.” Wolf “on Thursday announced he and Democratic Auditor General Eugene DePasquale will co-chair
the School Safety Task Force” which will “collect concerns about safety and ideas about policy changes; see if
additional funding will help; and measure the effectiveness of student support, physical and mental health programs
and information sharing.” WHYY-TV Philadelphia (3/15) also covers this story.

Alabama House Committee Advances Bill Allowing Teachers To Carry Guns.
The Hill (3/15, Savransky) reports that the Alabama House Public Safety and Homeland Security Committee has
passed a bill “that would let certain teachers carry or have access to guns at school.” Under the bill, which now
advances to the full house, “parents and members of the public would not be aware of which teachers were allowed
to carry firearms.”

Congress Demands Investigation Of DoDEA Child Sex Assault.
The AP (3/15) reports that in the wake of an ED article about “sexual assault among children on US military bases,”
members of Congress “[demanded] the Defense and Justice departments explain how they will solve the problem.”
Meanwhile, members of the House Armed Services Committee “said it had begun its own examination of the issue.
And a top Democrat on the committee said she would call a hearing within six months.” The AP reports that its
investigation “revealed that reports of sexual violence among kids on U.S. military bases at home and abroad often
die on the desks of prosecutors, even when an attacker confesses.”

Federal Data Point To Significant Decline In Student Bullying.
U.S. News & World Report (3/15) reports that according to new federal data, “the percentage of students reporting
that they’ve been bullied has dropped by more than a third since 2007. ... The new figures say that 20.8 percent of
students reported being bullied in 2015, continuing a downward trend that dates back to 2007, when 31.7 percent of
students reported being bullied.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
Parents Of Students From Portland Disabilities School Seek Voice With Lawmakers.
The Oregonian (3/15, Barnes) reports on a school “for students with significant disabilities” which the Portland
school district “decided to oust” in November “from its building so that a larger program for gifted students can have
the space.” The article describes the efforts by distraught parents from the school to have a say in the decision.

THURSDAY'S LEAD STORIES
• High School Students Across Nation Demonstrate In Support Of Gun Control.
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• Senate Committee Approves New Institute Of Education Services Director.
• Indiana Senate Passes “Watered Down” Measure On Teacher Licensing Laws.
• West Virginia Governor Names Interim Secretary For Department Of Education And Arts.
• Louisiana Seeks To Help Teachers Access “Essential” OERs.
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"Marta Donaghe" <Marta.Donaghe@CarlsbadSchools.net>
Fri, 16 Feb 2018 23:59:47 -0700 (MST)
World and US Curriculum stuff
"Joanna May" <Joanna.May@CarlsbadSchools.net>

Attachments:CECHS WORLD HISTORY SYLLABUS.docx (29.98k) CECHS WORLD HISTORY PACING GUIDE.docx (17.02k) CECHS WORLD HISTORY 2018 CURRIC MAP.docx
(63.96k) CECHS US HISTORY SYLLABUS.docx (30.01k) CECHS US HISTORY PACING GUIDE.docx (16.93k) CECHS US HISTORY 2018 CURRIC MAP.docx (85.87k)

Thought you might want a copy of the paperwork I sent to Mr. Spencer!
Have a great weekend!
-Marta
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"NIH Health" <nih.health@mybsjperks.com>
Mon, 29 Jan 2018 11:46:55 -0700 (MST)
You don't have to live with low-t
<christina.byers@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Christina.byers - I was thinking that you can come over at 8. This will be your card number #1909233806438574

Monday, January 29, 2018
Men's Edition

Low-T Is Becoming Prevalent In Young And Old

There over 30-million american men suffering Low-T. We explore the best
solution to get your levels back up. (From NIHP News in Health)
Read More
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that makes it even "worse" because now i am, at any given time, running the same
dungeon/level three or four times in a row to make sure i have a bunch of spares. and i am
still going to have

Exit-Messages HASS Software Design: 4382 New Holland Rd, Mohnton, PA 19450
some buzzwords and hoping something sticks: "police brutality", "insutional racism", etc. this kneeling s is almost as pathetic the women's
march with their ridiculous hats. you know we're living in a great time when people protest the most mundane and even fantastical "issues".
get a ing
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From:
Sent Date:
Subject:
To:

"The NCHERM Group" <ncherm1@ncherm.org>
Mon, 5 Mar 2018 07:03:46 -0700 (MST)
Your Bi-Weekly Newsletter from The NCHERM Group
<lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

Hi, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in The NCHERM Group. Don't
forget to add ncherm1@ncherm.org to your address book so we'll be sure to land in your inbox!
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.

Systems-level Solutions for Safer Schools and Campuses

Monday, March 5, 2018
Explore the 2018 January-March Promotion for ATIXA New Membership
ATIXA announces new incentives towards new membership!
Purchase a new Individual, Institutional, or Super Member level of membership and receive the
following promotional items:
A hard copy of The ATIXA Playbook: Best Practices for the
Post-Regulatory Era.
Choose any three of the forthcoming ATIXA 20 Minutes to
Trained modules.
As a reminder, the following substantial benefits apply to ATIXA
Individual Membership:
Access to the best source materials and training on Title IX
Access to multiple Communities of Practice, including Investigator, Advocate and Prevention,
K-12, Student, and ADA/504
Title IX Legal Updates
An active and pertinent professional listserv
The ability to access individual Community of Practice listservs
Weekly newsletters
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The ATIXA VAWA Brochure Template
ATIXA Tip of the Week
Access to all versions of the ATIXA One Policy, One Process Model
Clery Act Annual Security Report Template Language to Comply with VAWA Section 304
15% member discounts on many ATIXA events, products, and services
15% member discounts on ATIXA Protocols and Resources
Access to the OCR Investigation Finding Letter Database
Access to Partner and Sponsor organization resources and discounts
Access to the most comprehensive online Title IX resource library available
Membership roster access
Additionally, ATIXA Institutional Membership allows for an unlimited number of Individual
memberships at the campus level.
ATIXA Super Members have access to products and services valued at over $10,000 if purchased
on an "a la carte" basis, for one low annual fee, and will have access to special events, bonus
content, and enhanced direct access to the ATIXA "brain trust" of the nation's foremost Title IX
experts. ATIXA Super Members get the following additional benefits:
Two complimentary registrations to the ATIXA Annual Conference
MaxStack: A Database for Title IX Case Documentation from ATIXA & Maxient (must be a
current Maxient client to utilize)
The ATIXA 250-page "Investigation In a Box" Kit
250 Tokens for Online Trainings through the Continuing Certification Credits (CCC) Program
Unlimited access to the ATIXA Mandated Reporter Online Training for Employees
Super Member socials at the ATIXA Annual Conference and other four-day Certification
Events
Networking opportunities in person with The NCHERM Group Partners
Two annual Q&A based webinars with The NCHERM Group Partners
All certification event training materials
For any additional information and/or to discuss this promotional offer in detail, contact Ryan
McDavis, Executive Director, at (610) 993-0229, ext. 1009.

January-March Promotion Available for Final-Eyes Clients
The NCHERM Group announces new incentives towards subscribing to Final-Eyes Off-Site
Investigation Services!
You've been trained to investigate civil rights violations. You have experience investigating sexual
misconduct complaints. You've been through every detail, twice. Yet, some cases still leave you
feeling uneasy. Have you asked every question? Is there anything you're missing? This flat-fee, offsite support and review service is offered at two levels and priced based on your investigation report
volume. Final-Eyes is the reassurance you need when there is zero margin for error on campus
sexual misconduct cases. Have the confidence that one of the nation's foremost experts on Title IX
has laid final eyes on your findings, sanctions, and/or remedies and thinks you are on the right track.
Final-Eyes Includes:
Initial investigation report review (Standard Level)
Phone/email consultation with the Coordinator/Investigators to roadmap and investigation
from inception (Plus Level)
Consultation with the Coordinator on gatekeeping decisions (Plus Level)
Light support for investigators during the investigation as needed (Plus Level)
Second-round review of revised reports (Plus Level)
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Purchase Final-Eyes service by March 31 and receive the following promotional items:
A hard copy of The ATIXA Playbook: Best Practices for the Post-Regulatory Era.
Complimentary upgrade from Standard to Plus Level of Final-Eyes services.
For any additional information and/or to discuss this promotional offer in detail, contact Ryan
McDavis, Vice President for Client and Member Relations, at (610) 993-0229, ext. 1009.

Check Out the 2018 January-March Promotion for NaBITA Campus Memberships
NaBITA announces new incentives toward becoming a member at the Enhanced or Charter
level!*
NaBITA Enhanced members receive the following benefits:
Weekly member newsletter featuring a Tip of the Week
and Resource Spotlight
Access to the NaBITA Listserv
One free registration to the Annual NaBITA
Conference and 20% discount for all other attendees from
your campus
10% discounted registration to Certification Trainings and
Online Trainings
Access to the NaBITA Membership List
Access to the Member Resource Materials
Two free NaBITA Online Trainings
Access to the NaBITA Ask the Experts Consultation
Upgrade to an Enhanced Campus Membership prior to March 31, 2018 and receive additional
promotional items:
1-hour long consultation call/webinar/Skype session with NaBITA Executive Director,
Brian Van Brunt ($350 value). Brian has offered classes in counseling theory, ethics,
program evaluation, statistics, and sociology for both graduate and undergraduate students.
He is frequently an invited keynote speaker and has offered training to law enforcement,
homeland security, FBI, college faculty, and staff. He developed the Structured Interview for
Violence Risk Assessment ( SIVRA-35) and lead the charge on developing The CARE Team
Manual.
Upgrade to a Charter Campus Membership prior to March 31, 2018 and receive an additional
promotional item *:
All four NaBITA Conduct Videos ($419 value). The NCHERM Group's Online Trainings now
offers a series of easy-to-use video training tools to help Behavioral Intervention Team
members and conduct officials hone their skills. Each video offers a brief vignette lasting just a
few minutes, in which a student and administrator talk about an incident. Supplemental
materials include a transcript of the video, leader's guide, and set of questions and answers
for use in training and discussion applications, plus a set of key takeaways from each case.
Download the Membership Registration Form to join NaBITA and begin using your Campus
Membership benefits today.
This promotion applies only to Enhanced/Charter Level members, including any upgrades from the Individual, Case
Manager, or Standard membership levels. This promotion does not apply to renewing Enhanced/Charter members.
* The Charter level of Membership includes two-years of Enhanced level benefits for $2,200.
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For any additional information or to discuss this promotional offer in detail, contact Ryan McDavis,
Vice President for Client and Member Relations at (610) 993-0229, ext. 1009.

Learn More About Our On-Site Training - Protests and Student Activism
The last of the Millennials to make their way through
college are social justice activists. They want to leave their
mark, and aren't bashful about making demands,
occupying buildings and harnessing social media to effect
social change. Bringing down a dean or a president is
symbolic, and they are as interested in symbolic change as
in actual change. The issues important to them are
inclusion, diversity, race, sexual violence, sexual
harassment, climate, inequality, historical reckoning, and more. Administrators can't be tone deaf
today, or you'll soon have their treadmarks on your back.
This session will examine topics including student lists of demands, the faculty/staff role in
encouraging student protests, and protest management itself. Special attention will be paid to
managing the media cycle and ways to invite conversation about organizational change that can
either provoke a crisis or defuse the potential for traumatic confrontation
For more information, please contact Kate Halligan at 610-579-3725 or kate@ncherm.org.

Spotlight on our Consultants: Gentry McCreary, Ph.D.
Dr. Gentry McCreary's unique experiences as both a scholar and
practitioner allow him to serve as a valuable resource for campuses and
inter/national fraternal organizations grappling with hazing, risk
management and substance abuse problems. He has worked for over
fourteen years in higher education in the areas of Title IX, student
conduct and fraternity/sorority life and has devoted a significant amount
of scholarly attention to hazing, brotherhood, sisterhood and moral
development. His award-winning research examines the relationships between hazing and moral
development, and he is a frequently sought-out expert on hazing prevention.
To book a consultation, please contact Megan Birster, Director of Marketing Outreach & Business
Development, at (610) 993-0229, ext. 1015.

Upcoming Events from The NCHERM Group
ATIXA Civil Rights Investigator Training & Certification Course Level One
May 22 & 23, 2018 in Saint Bonaventure, NY
June 20 & 21, 2018 in Des Plaines, IL
July 9 & 10, 2018 in Spokane, WA
July 19 & 20, 2018 in Galloway, NJ
July 26 & 27, 2018 in Boulder, CO
ATIXA Civil Rights Investigator Training & Certification Course Level Two
May 17 & 18, 2018 in Salisbury, NC
June 28 & 29, 2018 in Berkeley, CA
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August 21 & 22, 2018 in Sturtevant, WI
October 22 & 23, 2018 in Seattle, WA
ATIXA Civil Rights Investigator Training & Certification Course Level Three
September 20 & 21, 2018 in Detroit, MI
September 24 & 25, 2018 in San Jose, CA
ATIXA Civil Rights Investigator Training & Certification Course Level Four
March 28 & 29, 2018 in Oklahoma City, OK
June 25 & 26, 2018 in Rochester, NY
July 25 & 26, 2018 in San Francisco, CA
August 1 & 2, 2018 in Baltimore, MD
504 Coordinator Training & Certification Course
April 9, 2018 in Fayetteville, AR
June 11, 2018 in Portland, OR
Student Conduct Hearing Board Panel Training
March 8 & 9, 2018 in Greenville, NC
NaBITA Case Management & Intervention Certification Course
April 24 & 25, 2018 in Memphis, TN
September 26 & 27, 2018 in Norco, CA
NaBITA BIT Best Practices Certification Course
May 21, 22 & 23, 2018 in Columbus, OH
July 17, 18 & 19, 2018 in Stevens Point, WI
NaBITA BIT Foundations Certification Course
June 14 & 15, 2018 in West Barnstable, MA
August 20 & 21, 2018 in Pasadena, CA
NaBITA Advanced Violence Risk Assessment Certification Course
April 30 & May 1, 2018 in Denver, CO

Featured Memberships, Products, and Services Available from The NCHERM
Group
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The NCHERM Group in the News
A Student Is Being Investigated for Breaking Into His School. His Explanation: He Was
Sleepwalking.
Hanover High School Among At Least 10 Virginia Schools Where Police Investigated Recent Social
Media Threats
Norfolk 7th-Grader Charged With Threatening School Shooting, Police Investigate Similar Incidents
in Area
Association Helps Schools See Warning Signs for Gun Violence
Should Someone Charged With Domestic Violence Be Allowed to Own A Gun?

Copyright © 2018 The NCHERM Group, LLC. All rights reserved.

STAY CONNECTED:

The NCHERM Group, 1109 Lancaster Avenue, Berwyn, PA 19312
SafeUnsubscribe™lavern.shan@carlsbad.k12.nm.us
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Sent by ncherm1@ncherm.org in collaboration with
Try it free today
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From:
Sent Date:
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Central Park in New York saw about eight inches of snow on Thursday. Officials fear the worst is ahead as bone-chilling cold moves in. Andres Kudacki for The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

An inner look at the Russia inquiry
• Don’t let Jeff Sessions recuse himself. That was President Trump’s instruction to the top White House lawyer in March, shortly before the attorney general removed himself from the
investigation, according to two people with knowledge of the matter.
The unsuccessful lobbying effort was one of several previously unreported episodes that the special counsel, Robert Mueller, has learned about. Central to his inquiry is whether the president
obstructed justice and whether there was collusion between his campaign and Russia.
• Ty Cobb, the White House lawyer dealing with the special counsel’s investigation, declined to comment.

Abandoning Bannon
• Stephen Bannon has lost the support of some of his most important backers — including the family of the hedge fund magnate Robert Mercer — after Mr. Bannon made provocative comments
about President Trump and his family to the author of a new book.
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Mr. Trump’s legal threats to block the work prompted its publisher to move up its release date to today.
• We also profile Michael Wolff, the author of the book and “ a prime piranha in the Manhattan media pond.”

After the blizzard, the big freeze
• There will be subzero wind chills in the Northeast in the next couple of days after a storm with hurricane-strength winds socked the region. In New York City, it could feel like minus 20 degrees
tonight and Saturday night. (The forecast for the summit of Mount Washington in New Hampshire is minus 95.)
More than 4,000 flights were grounded on Thursday, and hundreds have been canceled today.
• What was it like in New York? Watch our video.

A threat to legal marijuana
• The Trump administration has freed prosecutors to aggressively enforce federal laws against the drug in states that have decriminalized it. The reaction in California, where recreational cannabis
became legal on Monday, was not mellow.
The move highlights confusion over the legality of marijuana where state and federal law conflict. Have a question? Ask us.
• In Congress, lawmakers from both parties who view the issue as a state decision oppose the Justice Department’s new policy.

A doctor with a phone and a mission
• More than 200,000 people seek addiction treatment on the phone or online every month. Their pleas for help are a valuable commodity, Dr. Alan Goodwin, a psychologist in Palm Beach, Fla.,
recently discovered.
Our story retraces his monthslong mission to understand the ethically murky business of customer acquisition in the treatment world.
• It’s the final part of our series on the industry of addiction treatment.

Korea talks set for next week
• The high-level negotiations between North and South Korea will be the first in more than two years. They will be held in the border village of Panmunjom.

“The Daily”: Power struggle in Iran
• The country’s president may have ignited the current wave of protests.
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Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• The Trump administration plans to allow new offshore oil and gas drilling in nearly all U.S. coastal waters.
• Economists predict that the U.S. economy added 198,000 jobs last month and that unemployment held steady at 4.1 percent. Here’s what else to expect from today’s Labor Department report.
• Iranian hackers have moved from defacing websites to cyberespionage campaigns. They still feel they’re underpaid.
• U.S. stocks were up on Thursday, and the Dow broke 25,000 for the first time. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Follow these New Year’s resolutions for better health .
• With two security flaws affecting almost all computers, here’s what you can do to protect yourself.
• Bake the ultimate make-ahead treat: cinnamon rolls.

Noteworthy
• Partisan writing you shouldn’t miss.
Writers from across the political spectrum discuss the clash between President Trump and his former chief strategist, Stephen Bannon.
• Republican wins in Virginia.
The House of Delegates remains under Republican control after a slip of paper was drawn from a bowl to determine the winner of a tied race.
• In memoriam
Brendan Byrne, the governor of New Jersey from 1974 to 1982, won passage of the state’s first income tax and helped lure professional sports teams to the Meadowlands. He also helped bring
casinos to Atlantic City. He was 93.
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• New admissions policy at the Met
Citing financial necessity, the Metropolitan Museum of Art will soon charge $25 to out-of-state visitors.
Our chief art critics aren’t fans of the change .
• Ready for the weekend
The Golden Globe Awards are Sunday. We spoke to the comedian Seth Meyers, a first-time host, about Hollywood’s first major awards show since a wave of sexual misconduct scandals.
The Times has started a book club with “PBS NewsHour.” To discuss “ Sing, Unburied, Sing,” by Jesmyn Ward, please join our Facebook group.
We also have nine other books to recommend, and 10 TV shows we’re looking forward to this month.
And the N.F.L. playoffs begin this weekend. Here are our predictions for the wild-card games.
• Best of late-night TV
The hottest topic on comedy television was a book: “Fire and Fury: Inside the Trump White House.”
• Quotation of the day
“A correction would be healthy. The longer we go without one, the greater the risk this will end badly.”
— James Stack, a market historian, who says the bull market in stocks will eventually end.

Back Story
Construction of the Golden Gate Bridge began on this day in 1933, more than 60 years after it was first proposed. Calls for a major thoroughfare connecting San Francisco to Marin County, to the
north, began after the city’s population increased tenfold during the Gold Rush.
Before the bridge was painted in its iconic “ international orange,” architects considered a U.S. Navy proposal for a striped design to make the structure more visible to ships and airplanes.
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A San Francisco treat.
Jim Wilson/The New York Times

The distinct reddish-orange hue was chosen to complement the bridge’s natural surroundings: the hills, the fog and the San Francisco Bay.
The city hired the engineer Joseph Strauss to build the 1.7-mile-long bridge, the longest and tallest of its kind at the time.
The bridge opened four years later to great fanfare. The Times called it “one of the greatest engineering structures of man,” and Mr. Strauss penned a poem, “ The Mighty Task Is Done,” for the
occasion.
“The bridge is a triumphant structure, a testimony to the creativity of mankind,” the historian Kevin Starr wrote in 2010, offering “enduring proof that human beings can alter the planet with
reverence.”
Inyoung Kang contributed reporting.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays at 6 a.m. Eastern and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
If photographs appear out of order, please download the updated New York Times app from iTunes or Google Play.
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John Bolton, named by President Trump as national security adviser, wrote last month that a pre-emptive strike could be a “perfectly legitimate” response to the threat of North Korea.

Sam Hodgson for The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

White House wheel keeps on turnin’
• If President Trump wanted a national security adviser who matched his blunt, confrontational approach to the world, he found him. Meet John Bolton.
Mr. Trump dumped Lt. Gen. H. R. McMaster on Thursday in favor of Mr. Bolton, who has called for military action against North Korea and has said the Iran nuclear deal is a “massive strategic
blunder.” He doesn’t like the U.N., either.
The shake-up creates one of the most hawkish national security teams of any White House in years.
• Separately, John Dowd resigned on Thursday as Mr. Trump’s lead lawyer for the special counsel investigation. The two men disagreed over the president’s desire to be questioned by
investigators.

China strikes back on tariffs
• Beijing announced today that it would impose tariffs on $3 billion worth of American-produced goods, hours after President Trump imposed tariffs on as much as $60 billion worth of Chinese
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goods.
The prospect of a trade war sent U.S. stocks lower on Thursday. Shares in Asia fell more than 4 percent today, and European stocks are down.
• The Trump administration’s stiff tariffs on steel and aluminum begin today, but it granted brief exemptions to some allies and said it might impose import quotas.

Not the budget the president asked for
• The Senate passed a $1.3 trillion spending bill early this morning that will keep the federal government open through September. Funding would otherwise have expired tonight.
The measure provides big increases to military and domestic programs and rebuffs the Trump administration’s efforts to sharply scale back the scope of government. Here’s a breakdown of
what’s in the deal .
• The House approved the bill Thursday afternoon, less than 24 hours after the 2,232-page plan had been unveiled.

They’ve tuned in. Will they turn out?
• More than 800 student-led demonstrations are planned this weekend to call for an end to gun violence. Here’s a map of scheduled protests across the U.S. and around the world.
Whether the young activists inspired by March for Our Lives will become a disruptive force depends in large part on whether they stay organized and register to vote.
• Separately, the 16-year-old girl who was shot at a school in Maryland on Tuesday will be removed from life support, her parents said.

“The Daily”: Racism’s punishing reach
• A landmark 30-year study is debunking long-held theories about racial and class inequalities.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.
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Tens of thousands of protesters took to the streets across France on Thursday, as civil servants and railway workers demonstrated against President Emmanuel Macron’s policies.
Philippe Huguen/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images

For more on Thursday’s protests, click here.

Business
• The much-awaited antitrust trial involving AT&T’s proposed merger with Time Warner began on Thursday with starkly different visions of a future media landscape.
• Citigroup is setting restrictions on the sale of firearms by its business customers. It’s the first Wall Street bank to take a stance on gun control.
• Martin Shkreli went to prison for fraud, and so far Elizabeth Holmes of Theranos has not. Our business columnist asks if that’s fair .

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• We have answers to questions about preparing a “green funeral.”
• Movie-themed vacations are surprisingly easy to plan.
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• Recipe of the day: End the week with the perfect snack, chips and creamy queso.

What We’re Reading
Our journalists recommend these great pieces:
• “After Alabama decided this week to become the third state to legalize execution by nitrogen gas, I pulled up this astonishing and comprehensive article, which lays out various execution
methods that some states can use.” [ The Marshall Project]
“And I listened again to the inaugural episode of one of my favorite podcasts. The riveting episode “Cruel and Unusual” examines nitrogen gas’s antecedent, the lethal injection, and makes a
case, of sorts, for the integrity of the firing squad.” [ Radiolab’s “More Perfect” ]
— Jan Hoffman, health and behavior reporter
• “A group of freelance theater critics, all once affiliated with print publications, banded together to publish online reviews of Broadway and Off Broadway shows.” [ New York Stage Review]
— Michael Paulson, theater reporter

Noteworthy
• The last days of the Las Vegas gunman
Using surveillance footage, we pieced together the final week in the life of Stephen Paddock, who killed 58 people in October. He plays video poker, laughs with hotel employees and hauls bag
after bag of weapons to his suite.
• The Biggest Apple
New York City’s population reached a record high of over 8.6 million last year, according to census data.
• Quiz time!
Did you keep up with this week’s news? Test yourself.
• Top of the charts
Two of this week’s best-seller lists have debuts at No. 1: Clive Cussler and Graham Brown’s thriller “The Rising Sea” in
2016 presidential election, “Russian Roulette,” in hardcover nonfiction.
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hardcover fiction, and Michael Isikoff and David Corn’s look at the

And “A Brief History of Time” returns to our paperback nonfiction list in the top spot. Its author, Stephen Hawking, died last week.
• Ready for the weekend
At the movies, our critics liked “ Isle of Dogs,” directed by Wes Anderson, and “ Pacific Rim Uprising,” starring John Boyega.
We recommend 10 new books, and TV offerings based on your available viewing time.
If you’re in New York City, here are 14 pop, rock and jazz concerts to check out, 23 art exhibitions and seven things to do with kids.
And “Frozen” has arrived on Broadway. The stage musical adaptation of the animated blockbuster is beautiful, our theater critic writes, but a bit confusing.
• Best of late-night TV
Trevor Noah addressed this week’s war of words between President Trump and former Vice President Joe Biden: “Personally I have no idea who would win this fight. I mean, Biden seems
scrappy, but if 70 years of McDonald’s couldn’t take Trump down, I don’t know what can.”
• Quotation of the day
“People in the U.S. and China have for years said the wolf is coming, the wolf is coming, but the wolf hasn’t come. This time, the wolf is coming.”
— Shi Yinhong, a professor at Renmin University in Beijing, warning that leaders have been slow to realize the gravity of a brewing trade battle.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
It’s a shortcut used the world over — and even beyond, having been uttered at least once during a space mission.
On this day in 1839, The Boston Morning Post published “O.K.” for the first known time, using the abbreviation next to the words “all correct.” (It’s not written “okay,” The Times stylebook
says.)
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It’s all correct.
Frank Duenzl/Picture-Alliance, via Associated Press

There have been many theories about its origin, but the most likely is that O.K. was an abbreviation for the deliberately misspelled “orl korrect” (all correct), and the expression gained prominence
in the mid-19th century.
Allen Walker Read, a longtime English professor at Columbia University, debunked some theories in the 1960s, including that the term had come from Andrew Jackson’s poor spelling, from a
Native American word or from an Army biscuit.
Today, O.K. is “an Americanism adopted by virtually every language, and one of the first words spoken on the moon,” the Times obituary of Mr. Read noted in 2002.
The professor didn’t “appreciate having ‘O.K.’ overshadow the hundreds of other etymologies he divined,” it continued. He also tracked early uses of Dixie, Podunk and the “almighty dollar.”
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In the 1920s, Mr. Read hitchhiked through western Iowa hunting down the word “blizzard.”
“A man called Lightnin’ Ellis had first used the word for a snowstorm in 1870,” he learned. “Within 10 years, it had spread throughout the Midwest.”
Charles McDermid contributed reporting.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
Sign up here to get it by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning. To receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights, sign up here.
Check out our full range of free newsletters here.
What would you like to see here? Contact us at briefing@nytimes.com.
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North Koreans displayed the Korean Unification Flag before the opening ceremony of the Winter Olympics today in Pyeongchang, South Korea. Follow our live briefing for the latest. James Hill for The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

Breaking: Shutdown ends, hours after it began
• The federal government shut down at midnight but reopened less than six hours later after the House followed the Senate in approving a far-reaching budget deal.
Washington’s second shutdown in three weeks came after Senator Rand Paul of Kentucky held up the vote to protest budget deficits that would balloon under the agreement.
“I want people to feel uncomfortable,” Mr. Paul, a Republican, said late Thursday. “I want them to have to answer people at home who said, ‘How come you were against President Obama’s
deficits and then how come you’re for Republican deficits?’ ”
• Republicans have promised an end to fiscal recklessness, but the deal would introduce $300 billion in additional spending over the next two years.

Markets enter “correction” territory
• Stocks fell in Asia and Europe today after another drastic drop on Wall Street.
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The Standard & Poor’s 500-stock index is down more than 10 percent from its peak last month, a trend that’s more severe than a few days of bearish trading. We looked at Thursday’s decline .
You’ve probably heard in the past week that the stock market isn’t the same thing as the economy. That’s true. And

wild market swings don’t affect most Americans .

But a sustained sell-off could still hurt the economy.
• Here are the latest numbers from the U.S. and around the world.

The Olympics are here
• The opening ceremony of the Winter Games is underway in Pyeongchang, South Korea. Follow our live briefing for the latest.
Dozens of Russian athletes won’t be there, after losing an appeal today to be reinstated after a doping ban.
But the sister of North Korea’s leader is. Persuading the North to attend the Olympics — rather than threaten them with nuclear tests — took months of behind-the-scenes diplomacy.
• You can find all our Olympics coverage here. Just want results? We’ve got those, too .

In a storm he was hired to calm
• John Kelly, the White House chief of staff, has had a tough week.
President Trump is even said to have complained to Reince Priebus, the man he pushed out to hire Mr. Kelly.
Mr. Kelly has recently drawn unwelcome attention for his initial support of Rob Porter, the staff secretary who resigned this week after his two ex-wives accused him of abuse.
• White House officials said on Thursday that they regretted how they had handled the accusations against Mr. Porter. Officials did not say when they first learned of the episodes, but people
close to the White House said that top aides, including Mr. Kelly, had known since late fall.

“The Daily”: Hurricane Maria’s toll
• The government said the storm had killed 64 people, but hundreds of bodies showed up at morgues.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• President Trump is expected to talk next week about his plan to rebuild American infrastructure. A dispiriting trip from the Newark airport to Penn Station in Manhattan shows how much needs
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to be done, our columnist writes.
• Cryptocurrencies on campus: Several universities have added classes about the technology that drives virtual currencies like Bitcoin.
• The New York Times Company said it added 157,000 net digital-only subscriptions in the fourth quarter, pushing overall subscription revenue to more than $1 billion for 2017.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Looking to gain strength and stay healthy? Lift weights and eat more protein, especially if you’re over 40.
• Want to understand Snapchat? Here’s our guide .
• Pick a recipe (or eight) to celebrate the Lunar New Year.

Noteworthy
• War in Syria escalates
Our correspondents report: “Since the rout of the Islamic State last year, and steady government advances against other insurgent groups, a misperception has grown abroad that the Syrian war is
winding down. Instead, the carnage is reaching a new peak.”
• The state of the internet
What you’re doing now, reading words on a screen, is going out of fashion.
Our technology writers are trying to catalog the currents shaping the internet. The defining narrative of the moment: the exploding reach of audio and video.
• Dogs of New York
Downtown poodles. Uptown pit bulls. A Xoloitzcuintli on the block.
To understand New York City real estate, follow Fido.
• The week in good news
It isn’t all bad out there .
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• Quiz time!
Did you keep up with this week’s news? Test yourself.
• Ready for the weekend
Our movie critics say go to “ Black Panther” and skip “ Fifty Shades Freed.” We also review “ The 15:17 to Paris,” in which the American tourists who helped thwart a train attack in 2015 play
themselves. Clint Eastwood directs.
Here are TV recommendations if you’re not watching the Olympics, and a review of “ Queer Eye,” Netflix’s revival of the makeover show.
We have 12 new book recommendations, as well as discussion questions for “Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage Murders and the Birth of the F.B.I.,” the February selection for our new book
club.
Peter Hujar’s photographs, at the Morgan Library & Museum, captured downtown Manhattan’s golden age before the emergence of AIDS. Our art critic has a review.
And we spoke to Jimmy Buffett, the beach bum musician-turned-businessman who has a new Broadway musical, “Escape to Margaritaville.”
• Best of late-night TV
After reports that the White House had ignored accusations of abuse by a former aide, Stephen Colbert asked, “Is the Trump administration so desperate for people who are even mildly competent
that they’re willing to overlook anything?
• Quotation of the day
“For the vast majority of Americans, fluctuations in the stock market have relatively little effect on their wealth, or well-being, for that matter.”
— Edward Wolff, an economist at New York University who published new research on the topic.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
“Alligator Found in Uptown Sewer.” It’s a story that would have spread quickly online, had there been an internet.
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On this day in 1935, as recorded in The Times, a teenager looked down a manhole while shoveling snow in East Harlem and saw an eight-foot alligator.

Probably not coming to a sewer near you.
Scott McIntyre for The New York Times

The story ignited the public’s imagination and spawned what Anna Quindlen, the author who was then a Times reporter, called “the most durable urban myth in the history of cities, reptiles or
waste disposal.”
A Manhattan historian became so entranced with the idea that he has long observed Feb. 9 as Alligators in the Sewers Day. “I want it to be true,” he told us last year .
Big beasts have been found in sewers around the world. In Sydney, it took six people to drag a 55-pound snapping turtle from a drain in 2000, and in China, a cow was pulled from a sewer pipe in
Guangxi Province.
The New York alligator is still a puzzle. The theory at the time was that it had fallen off a boat in the Harlem River.
John T. Flaherty, the former chief of design in the Bureau of Sewers, had a trademark reply to constant questions:
“No, Virginia, there are no alligators in the New York City sewer system.”
Charles McDermid contributed reporting.
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Refugees from Syria at a camp on the Greek island of Lesbos. Thousands of asylum seekers live in limbo on the island, unwilling to return to the war-torn countries they fled and unable to move forward to Europe. Mauricio Lima for The New York
Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

Russia hits back
• With the dispute over the attack on a former Russian spy in Britain, tensions between Moscow and the West are at their highest in decades.
On Thursday, the Kremlin announced that it would expel 60 American diplomats and close the U.S. Consulate in St. Petersburg, after the U.S., European countries and others announced
coordinated expulsions of Russian diplomats.
President Trump didn’t address the expulsions, but the White House said in a statement, “Russia’s response was not unanticipated, and the United States will deal with it.”
• The daughter of the former spy, who was also poisoned with a nerve agent, is no longer in critical condition.

A tabloid tale and the White House
• David Pecker, the publisher of The National Enquirer, and President Trump are old friends.
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Mr. Pecker showcased that connection during a dinner at the White House last year, as he was seeking to expand his business interests into Saudi Arabia.
The tabloid publisher’s relationship with the Saudis, enhanced by the White House visit, is a previously untold chapter in the long, symbiotic relationship between the president and the publisher.
• Mr. Pecker has long used his media empire to protect Mr. Trump’s image, including suppressing the story of an alleged affair with a Playboy model. We looked at that and other examples.

Rolling back auto emissions rules
• Car manufacturers are set to receive a gift from an unusual source: the Environmental Protection Agency.
The head of the agency, Scott Pruitt, has sent the White House a draft of a plan to weaken fuel efficiency standards. The E.P.A. is expected to frame the initiative as eliminating a regulatory
burden, resulting in more affordable vehicles.
• Our reporters note: “The move — which undercuts one of former President Barack Obama’s signature efforts to fight climate change — would also propel the Trump administration toward a
courtroom clash with California, which has vowed to stick with the stricter rules even if Washington rolls back federal standards.”

Greece’s island of despair
• It has been two years since the European Union struck a deal with Turkey in an effort to cut the flow of asylum seekers across the Aegean. Many were fleeing wars in Afghanistan, Iraq and
Syria.
But thousands of migrants remain on the Greek island of Lesbos, unwilling to return home and unable to move toward the opportunity they hoped to find in Europe.
• We visited some refugee camps, which one resident, who has experienced war, described as “a very dangerous place.”

“The Daily”: Linda Brown’s landmark case
• The order to desegregate schools started with a young girl.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• Silicon Valley’s relationship with the White House is shifting as tech companies find some common ground.
The relationship isn’t entirely rosy, however, as President Trump criticized Amazon on Thursday, saying the online retailer doesn’t pay enough taxes. We checked the facts.
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• ABC realized after President Trump’s victory in 2016 that it was leaving some viewers behind. The return of “Roseanne” is part of the network’s strategy to get them back .
• Tesla looked like the future. Now some are asking if it has one.
The electric-car maker announced a recall of 123,000 vehicles on Thursday, and its credit rating was downgraded this week.
• The Fox News host Laura Ingraham apologized for taunting a survivor of the school shooting in Parkland, Fla. The student, David Hogg, had called for a boycott by advertisers.
• U.S. stocks were up on Thursday. Most global markets, including those in the U.S., are closed today for Good Friday.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Here’s why driving less may not save much on your auto insurance.
• Use these tips to throw a healthy and relaxed dinner party.
• Recipe of the day: End the week with a quick, delicious dinner of pan-roasted salmon with jalapeño.

What We’re Reading
Our journalists recommend these great pieces:
“I just joined The Times, but I have to give a shout-out to my former colleague at the veterans site I co-founded a few years ago.
Ever wonder what happened to Paul Bremer, the fall guy for the Iraq War? He traded in his nation-building skills for ski poles. For the 15th anniversary of the invasion of Iraq, Aaron Gell tracked
him down him at the Okemo Mountain Resort, where he’s an instructor.” [ Task & Purpose]
— Lauren Katzenberg, editor, At War
“This is a dazzling look at Tiffany Haddish, a rising star and a brilliant comedian coming into her own. And she has a killer Beyoncé anecdote.” [ GQ]
— Jenna Wortham, staff writer, Times Magazine

Noteworthy
• A new trial for “Serial” figure
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Adnan Syed, whose case was chronicled in the first season of the hit podcast “Serial,” should be granted a new trial, an appeals panel ruled on Thursday.
Mr. Syed was convicted in 2000 of the first-degree murder and kidnapping of his former girlfriend.
• Not to worry
The threat from an abandoned Chinese space station that is scheduled to crash back to Earth this weekend is almost nonexistent.
The risk is “significantly smaller than being hit by lightning,” one analyst said.

What goes up must come down: The liftoff of Tiangong-1, China’s first space station, in 2011.
Lintao Zhang/Getty Images

• Quiz time!
Did you keep up with this week’s news? Test yourself.
• Ready for the weekend
At the movies, our critic reviewed Steven Spielberg’s “ Ready Player One,” an adaptation of the 2011 best seller about a virtual video-game reality.
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John Legend will play the title role in a live concert version of “Jesus Christ Superstar” airing Sunday on NBC. The lead performers spoke to us about their roles.
We recommend 12 new books and, if you’re in New York City, the best pop, rock and jazz concerts, art exhibitions and things to do with kids.
Finally, if you’re cooking this weekend, we have recipes for Passover and Easter.
• Best of late-night TV
The comedy hosts were unimpressed after President Trump nominated his personal physician to run the Department of Veterans Affairs.
• Quotation of the day
“The truth is, us kids, we just want to be the voice for the people we lost, or for people who don’t think they have a voice. I am prioritizing this over college right now, I am prioritizing people’s
lives over my education.”
— Samantha Fuentes, who was wounded in the school shooting last month in Parkland, Fla., on whether to go to college in the fall or continue fighting for gun-safety laws.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
Last weekend, young people across the U.S. seized the nation’s attention with the March for Our Lives, vowing that their grief about school shootings and their frustration with inaction would
power a new generation of activism.
It wasn’t the first time students turned into activists and demanded attention.
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Schoolchildren were arrested for protesting racial discrimination in Birmingham, Ala., in 1963.
Bill Hudson/Associated Press

On May 2, 1963, teenagers and children marched in Birmingham, Ala., against segregation. The police arrested many of them for parading without a permit and sent them to jail. Officers also
turned fire hoses on the protesting children. It didn’t deter them. The marches, known as the Birmingham Children’s Crusade , continued for days.
The children-led protests in 1963 were part of the Birmingham Campaign, a series of civil rights protests led by the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. The children’s protest helped turn the nation’s
attention to Jim Crow laws and segregation in the South and served as a turning point of the movement.
A month later, President John F. Kennedy called for a bill that would later become the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
“Can you imagine?” one of the protesters from 1963 told NPR last week, “here we are in 2018, and we’re still reliving some of this stuff.”
Claire Moses contributed reporting.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
Sign up here to get it by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning. To receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights, sign up here.
Check out our full range of free newsletters here.
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President Trump at a meeting at the White House on Thursday. When Mr. Trump heard that Haitians were among those who would benefit from a proposed deal on immigration, he asked, “Why do we want people from Haiti here?”
Tom Brenner/The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

A vulgar insult to immigrants
• President Trump provoked outrage around the world on Thursday after complaining about Haitians and Africans and asking why the U.S. should accept immigrants from “shithole countries. ”
It was the latest example of the president’s penchant for racially tinged remarks. The comments, which the White House did not deny, came during a meeting about giving legal status to
immigrants brought to the U.S. as children.
Mr. Trump said more people should be admitted from places like Norway, where his profanity was denounced early today.
• Many news outlets took the rare step of using the expletive. Phil Corbett, the standards editor at The Times, said: “It seemed pretty clear to all of us that we should quote the language directly,
not paraphrase it.”

The White House’s busy day (and night)
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• President Trump announced on Twitter late Thursday that he had canceled a trip to London because of the cost and “off location” of the new U.S. Embassy. He had been expected to face
protests in the British capital.
The news came after a day in which the administration said it would let states require able-bodied Medicaid recipients to work or participate in other “community engagement activities.”
A justification for the change to one of the nation’s largest social insurance programs for low-income people is that it would make them healthier. There is not strong evidence for that contention.
• And Mr. Trump has again decided to stop short of reimposing strict sanctions on Iran. Two people briefed on his decision said he was expected to give Congress and European allies a deadline
to improve the deal.

Pivotal test for surveillance
• The House voted on Thursday to extend the National Security Agency’s warrantless surveillance program for six years with minimal changes.
The legislation must still go through the Senate, but passing the House was the major hurdle.
• The law was enacted in 2008 to legalize a version of a once-secret warrantless surveillance program created after the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, 2001.

Putting friends and family first
• In an interview with The Times, Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s chief executive, discussed the sweeping changes the social media giant is making to prioritize content from people that its two
billion users know.
The shift, which will de-emphasize content from publishers and brands, is the most significant overhaul to the News Feed in years.
• “We want to make sure that our products are not just fun, but are good for people,” Mr. Zuckerberg said. “We need to refocus the system.”

A former ISIS recruiter wants out
• A 33-year-old woman from France has spent the last five years in Syria, where she eventually became a prominent propagandist and recruiter for the militant group.
Now, she wants to go home.
• Our correspondent in Paris writes: “The quandary her case poses is an increasingly common one for France and other European countries: What should they do when citizens who are former
Islamic State fighters or supporters want to return?”

“The Daily”: An expletive from the president
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• President Trump’s disparagement of Haitians and Africans raises a key question: Who should be allowed in?
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• A bumpy day for Walmart: The largest private employer in the U.S. cited the new tax bill in announcing wage increases, bonuses and expanded benefits to its hourly workers. But it’s also
closing 63 Sam’s Club stores.
• Morgan Stanley investigated accusations of harassment by one of its executives, the former congressman Harold Ford Jr., and found no proof. Then it fired him anyway.
• What’s $27 billion to Wall Street? Investment banks used to mint money by trading bonds, currencies and other complex securities. But that business is in decline, a trend that is reshaping the
industry.
• U.S. stocks were up on Thursday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Want to be happy? Think like an old person.
• Before booking with a charter airline, check its safety record.
• Recipe of the day: Celebrate Friday with Sam Sifton’s oven-roasted chicken shawarma.

Noteworthy
• Partisan writing you shouldn’t miss
Writers from across the political spectrum discuss Congress’s vote to extend the N.S.A.’s spying program.
• The week in good news
It isn’t all bad out there .
• Quiz time!
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Did you keep up with this week’s news? Test yourself.
• Ready for the weekend
At the movies, our critics review “ The Commuter,” starring Liam Neeson, and “ Paddington 2,” starring the bear from deepest, darkest Peru.
Our TV critic was unimpressed by “ Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams ,” Amazon’s sci-fi anthology, but we have some other streaming ideas.
We recommend 11 new books, and round up the best theater, art and music offerings in the New York area.
Finally, we visited “ Murder Is Her Hobby,” an exhibition at the Smithsonian in Washington of 19 miniature crime scenes created as training tools for police investigators.
• Best of late-night TV
The comedy hosts had a hard time, for once, making light about one of President Trump’s comments.
• Quotation of the day
“Villagers will always say they had no intention of killing the elephants, the poison was intended for wild pigs.”
— Suwarno, director of Animals Indonesia, a conservation group, referring to cases involving farmers fed up with elephants that maraud their plantations.

Back Story
“Hello. I’m Johnny Cash.”
With those words, Mr. Cash kicked off a concert at a state prison in California that revitalized his music career and fortified his outlaw persona. Recorded 50 years ago on Saturday, “At Folsom
Prison” remains a landmark in American music.
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Johnny Cash performed for inmates at Folsom State Prison in California in 1968.
Dan Poush/Associated Press

Entertaining inmates — while taunting their guards — was tame compared with the other exploits of the Man in Black.
In 1965, Mr. Cash accidentally started a forest fire in Southern California that burned hundreds of acres and devastated a population of endangered condors. (Mr. Cash told a judge, “I don’t care
about your damn yellow buzzards.”) Later in life, he was attacked by an ostrich and almost died.
In a dispute with his label in the 1980s, Mr. Cash released a parody called “Chicken in Black.” He called the track “intentionally atrocious,” but it was the most successful thing he’d done in
years. (There’s also a video.)
Mr. Cash, who died in 2003, was a Morse Code expert in the Air Force who eavesdropped on Soviet chatter. He was also an ordained minister and wrote a novel, “ Man in White,” about the
Apostle Paul.
As Mr. Cash told The Times in a 1969 interview, “Ain’t nothin’ too weird for me.”
Charles McDermid contributed reporting.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays at 6 a.m. Eastern and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
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James Shaw Jr., left, disarmed the gunman who killed four people at a Waffle House in Nashville over the weekend. “If it was going to come down to it, he was going to have to work to kill me,” Mr. Shaw said at a news conference on
Sunday. The gunman is thought to still be at large. Wade Payne/The Tennessean, via Associated Press

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

Losing a foothold in the middle class
• Working for a state or local government — as a teacher, firefighter, bus driver or nurse, for instance — used to provide a relatively comfortable living. Now, many government workers take
second jobs to make ends meet.
With the U.S. population having grown, public sector employees now account for the smallest share of the civilian work force since 1967.
Some say a diminished public sector is vital to economic growth. Others say it’s a threat to health and safety. Regardless, it has led to a decline in middle-class job opportunities.
• “We always made it work,” said a former health department worker in Oklahoma. “But if you’re going to choose to be a public servant, you have to have in mind that you will live in a small
home and drive a sometimes unreliable vehicle.”

Pressing mute on the K-pop barrage
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• For decades, South Korea has used powerful speakers to blare bubble-gum pop music and propaganda into North Korea.
It turned them off today, days before the South Korean president, Moon Jae-in, is to meet with Kim Jong-un of North Korea.
The meeting, as well as one planned between Mr. Kim and President Trump, is causing some concern in China, which fears losing influence over Pyongyang.
For his part, Mr. Trump rejected the idea that he had made too many concessions before meeting with the North Korean leader.
• Mr. Kim announced over the weekend that his country no longer needed nuclear or missile tests and would close a nuclear test site. But North Korea has a long history of not abiding by
promises.

Trump hosts first state visit
• President Emmanuel Macron of France is among few European leaders to have developed a good rapport with President Trump.
Facing unrest at home, the French leader arrives in Washington today, but it’s unclear what he’s gotten from the relationship beyond the first state visit of Mr. Trump’s presidency.
He has tried unsuccessfully to sway Mr. Trump on climate change, the Iran nuclear deal and tariffs that would hurt some European allies. We look at the two leaders’ relationship .
• The French public has a negative view of the American president, leaving a government spokesman to say, “The goal is not to have affectionate relations, but to establish some sort of personal
connection.”

The cost of Europe’s migration policy
• The tide of migrants that arrived on the Continent three years ago fueled angry populism and political upheaval.
As a result, the European Union has started outsourcing some of its border management to countries from which the migrants are fleeing, hoping to stop them before they cross the Mediterranean
Sea.
The approach is working — the number of migrants has more than halved since 2016 — but many campaigners for migrants’ rights say the moral cost is high, particularly as some of the
countries have dubious human rights records.
• From Africa, our correspondent reports on Sudan’s Rapid Support Forces , a state security apparatus whose leaders are accused of war crimes and whose officers have recently been accused of
torturing migrants.

“The Daily”: A Syrian voice
• A man who was in Douma at the time of the suspected chemical attack by Syrian government forces tells his story.
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Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• Want to avoid American tariffs? The circuitous routes that cargo ships take, called transshipments, are a popular option.
The shipments, which are legal in most cases, are likely to be a major part of any trade negotiations between China and the U.S.
• Zelle, a service to instantly send money to friends and acquaintances, is some banks’ answer to the popular app Venmo.
But the speed and ubiquity that make Zelle so useful for customers also make it irresistible to thieves.
• Some of the biggest tech companies will report their earnings this week. It’s one of the headlines to watch.
• U.S. stocks were down on Friday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• We answered some questions about the E. coli outbreak linked to romaine lettuce.
• Here’s how to help a resistant colleague.
• Recipe of the day: Celebrate spring with a recipe for pappardelle with pancetta and fresh peas.

Over the Weekend
• Four former U.S. presidents were among the nearly 8,000 people who attended the public viewing and private funeral for the former first lady Barbara Bush.
• Travis Reinking, the naked gunman who killed four people at a Waffle House in Nashville on Sunday, had been arrested near the White House last summer, the police said.
• A suicide attack in Kabul, Afghanistan, killed at least 57 people who were waiting to register to vote.
The attack raised concerns that violence would undermine the country’s long-delayed parliamentary elections.
• President Daniel Ortega of Nicaragua vowed to reverse a social security overhaul that prompted days of protests in which up to two dozen people died.
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• Earth Day was Sunday. We looked back at some of the 1970s-era environmental disasters that led to new protections but that are now under threat.
• “A Quiet Place,” the nearly dialogue-free horror film, returned to the top spot at the box office, with total domestic earnings of $132 million.

Noteworthy
• Making clean energy mainstream
The global wind turbine industry has transformed from a collection of small companies in Denmark to corporations pulling off enormous feats of engineering. We take you inside a factory where
rotor blades as big as jumbo jets are made.
• Raising the bar for Broadway magic
With a staggering $68 million budget, “Harry Potter and the Cursed Child” opened Sunday night at the Lyric Theater.
Read our review, which says “ ‘Cursed Child’ becomes the new gold standard for fantasy franchise entertainment on Broadway.”
• Quotation of the day
“There’s no way I could make it without a second job, unless I lived in a box, and maybe had a moped.”
— Eldon Johnson, 40, an Oklahoma state employee who cares for children with cerebral palsy and autism eight hours a day, and then works overnight at a better-paying private mental health
center.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.
• What we’re reading
Steven Erlanger, our chief diplomatic correspondent in Europe, recommends this article in Carnegie Europe: “Emmanuel Macron, all of 40, comes to Washington for President Trump’s first state
visit. With trade, Iran, Syria, Jerusalem, Russia and climate change all on the agenda, there is a lot at stake for the young French president, famous for jollying along his elders. Pierre Vimont,
France’s former ambassador to Washington, explains.”
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Outside St. Mary’s Hospital in London. Catherine, the Duchess of Cambridge, was admitted to the hospital this morning in the early stages of labor, Kensington Palace said. Catherine and her husband, Prince William, announced in
September that they were expecting their third child.
Henry Nicholls/Reuters

For more on the royal baby, click here.

Back Story
“Here we are in front of the elephants.”
It’s a phrase that you probably don’t recognize, but it helped start a platform that you probably do: YouTube.
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Who can forget? With the help of some elephants, YouTube got its start today in 2005.
Jawed, via YouTube

Thirteen years ago today, one of the video-sharing site’s co-founders, Jawed Karim, published its first clip: a brief video of himself at the San Diego Zoo.
YouTube now has over a billion users who consume a billion hours of video each day. With five billion views, the music video for “ Despacito” is the most-watched video on YouTube. ( Here’s a
full list.)
People can watch Tom Cruise jump off Oprah Winfrey’s couch on repeat; laugh at a baby biting his brother’s finger ; and relive the world’s introduction to the singer Susan Boyle .
YouTube, now owned by Google, was dreamed up by Mr. Karim and two other former PayPal employees. They were initially depressed by YouTube’s content: “There’s not that many videos
I’d want to watch,” one lamented.
The trip to the zoo was one of those videos.
“The cool thing about these guys is they have really, really, really long trunks and that’s cool,” Mr. Karim says in the 19-second video, which has more than 48 million views. “And that’s pretty
much all there is to say.”
Remy Tumin wrote today’s Back Story.
_____
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At Coney Island in the summer of 1978. This photograph was one of thousands of long-forgotten pictures of life in New York City's parks that were recently rediscovered. A selection will go on display at the Arsenal Gallery in Central Park
on Thursday. Paul Hosefros

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

Lessons from Libya
• As it prepares for a meeting with North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong-un, the Trump administration sees a model for peacefully ending a hostile dictatorial state’s nuclear program:
Libya 15 years ago.

the disarming of

Mr. Kim, however, is likely to draw a different lesson: The Libyan leader who agreed to disarm, Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi, was ousted and killed.
South Korea announced on Sunday that Mr. Kim had agreed to abandon his nuclear weapons if the U.S. promised not to invade his country. But John Bolton, President Trump’s new national
security adviser, noted that Pyongyang has promised that before.
• Mr. Trump has vowed to end nuclear programs in both North Korea and Iran. Our Interpreter columnist argues that his different approaches to the two countries could muddle America’s global
role.
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Where living and dying is “the same thing”
• Saber al-Gerim is one of thousands of young Gazans who have joined a protest that few, if any, think can actually achieve its stated goal: a return for families to the homes they left behind in
1948, in what is now Israel.
Our correspondent spoke with Mr. Gerim about what motivated him to join the demonstration at the fence separating Gaza and Israel, during which 46 people have died over the past five weeks.
The protests have not altered Israel’s longtime blockade of the territory and its two million residents. They are meant to build to a climax on May 15, Israel’s 70th anniversary and the day
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians were expelled or fled.
• Secretary of State Mike Pompeo arrived in Israel on Sunday. He didn’t mention the protests — or meet with Palestinian leaders — keeping the visit focused on Iran instead.

When is a heart not worth fixing?
• “Please don’t let me die. I promise, I won’t ever do it again.”
That’s the promise of Jerika Whitefield, one of a growing number of people who developed a heart infection from injecting drugs.
• With methamphetamine use resurgent and the opioid crisis in the U.S. showing no signs of abating, doctors are facing the ethically fraught question of whether costly surgery is well spent on
drug users whose addiction goes untreated.

In Ohio race, it’s left versus left
• The Democratic primary for governor next week pits Richard Cordray, a onetime director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, against Dennis Kucinich, a former congressman and
presidential candidate.
Both men are progressive, and the race offers a look at what type of candidate can speak to the Democrats’ base in a Midwestern bellwether state.
• The contest also serves as an early proxy for supporters of Senators Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders, two possible presidential candidates in 2020.

“The Daily”: Divided by war
• A peace treaty between North and South Korea could bring reunions for the thousands of families who have been separated for more than six decades.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.
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Coordinated bombings in Kabul, Afghanistan, this morning killed or wounded dozens of people, including emergency workers and journalists who had reached the site of the first explosion, officials said.
Omar Sobhani/Reuters

For more on today’s attack, click here.

Business
• U.S. allies are bracing for the end of temporary exemptions from steel and aluminum tariffs.
• Sprint and T-Mobile have reached a deal to merge, betting that regulators will finally allow the American wireless market to shrink to three players.
We explain how such a merger might affect your cellphone bill.
• As Amazon looks for a second headquarters, it’s trying to avoid the problems associated with its hometown, Seattle: soaring housing costs and paralyzing traffic.
• Closing arguments in the AT&T-Time Warner merger case are among the headlines to watch this week.
• U.S. stocks were mixed on Friday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
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Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Help someone with cancer through imaginative caregiving.
• Spot and overcome your hidden weaknesses.
• Recipe of the day: Asparagus with brown butter goes with just about any main course.

Over the Weekend
• More than 150 migrants, part of a caravan that headed north through Mexico from the border with Guatemala, have reached the frontier with the U.S. and hope to seek asylum.
• Thousands turned out for a vigil for the 10 people killed by the driver of a van in Toronto last week.
• Dr. Ronny Jackson, who withdrew from consideration for secretary of veterans affairs, is unlikely to return to his role as the president’s doctor .
• The Australian government pledged hundreds of millions of dollars to try to rescue the Great Barrier Reef.
• The comedian Michelle Wolf drew criticism from Trump administration figures and some journalists for jokes she made at the annual White House Correspondents’ Association dinner.
• “Avengers: Infinity Wars” earned $630 million, the biggest global movie opening of all time. The Marvel film’s domestic take, $250 million, placed it behind only “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens,” when adjusted for inflation.

Noteworthy
• Detroit’s revival
For 36 years, the city has been under some sort of oversight from state and federal authorities. A vote this afternoon is expected to end the intense scrutiny of its budget, after the city emerges from
bankruptcy.
On a visit last week, we found further signs of recovery. “What brought me back? Economic indicators,” said one Detroiter who had moved away.
• Staring down Bill Cosby
The prosecutor Kristen Gibbons Feden delivered a fiery closing argument last week in the entertainer’s sexual assault retrial.
“I’m a very loud person, and I don’t like seeing people get picked on,” she said in
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her first interview since the jury returned a guilty verdict.

• Scenes unseen: the summer of ’78
Six months ago, a conservancy official came across two cardboard boxes that had been sitting around for decades.
Inside were 2,924 color slides, pictures taken in parks across New York City’s five boroughs. Here are a selection of those images, unseen for 40 years.
• Quotation of the day
“We’ve literally had some continue using drugs while in the hospital. That’s like trying to do a liver transplant on someone who’s drinking a fifth of vodka on the stretcher.”
— Dr. Thomas Pollard, a cardiothoracic surgeon in Knoxville, Tenn., on the difficulties of treating patients who develop a dangerous heart infection from injecting drugs like meth and opioids.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.
• What we’re reading
Jenna Wortham, a staff writer on our Magazine, recommends this piece in Elle: “The Netflix documentary series ‘Wild, Wild Country’ is ostensibly a show about a controversial guru and
disastrous utopia in 1980s Oregon. But the true star is his personal secretary, Ma Anand Sheela: driven, hilarious, dangerous. This essay by the writer Tanaïs dissects the strange satisfaction of
seeing her rage unfurl onscreen.”

Back Story
Natural wonder, honeymoon site and tourist attraction in two countries.
By the time Niagara Falls was established as a New York State park on this day in 1885, it was already popular.
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Nik Wallenda crossed Niagara Falls on a high wire in 2012.
Mark Blinch/Reuters

A French priest is credited with telling the world about the waterfalls in the late 1600s.
The region later became a place of escape for slaves fleeing the American South. (The Niagara Falls Underground Railroad Heritage Center opens this weekend.)
In the 1800s, tourists and honeymooners began to come in large numbers, with an 1851 report of up to 100,000 seasonal visitors.
Daredevils helped make it popular. People walked on cables across it and went over the edge in barrels — including Anna Edson Taylor, the first recorded person to go over the falls and live.
Eventually such stunts were banned as too perilous.
Just how dangerous Niagara can be is evident in this 1954 video showing the collapse of a section of American Falls.
But despite an increase in kitschy attractions, perhaps not much has changed since a traveler in 1889 wrote: “One might, I imagine, spend two months here and not grow tired of the ever-varying
beauty; but he would get tired of the ever-monotonous crowd.”
Sarah Anderson wrote today’s Back Story.
_____
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At Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta on Sunday. The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was co-pastor of the church in the 1960s. Today's federal holiday honors the civil rights leader. David Goldman/Associated Press

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

Trying to keep the lights on
• With government funding set to expire by the end of the week, Congress would need to pass a stopgap spending measure to avoid a shutdown on Saturday.
As part of that effort, Democrats are pushing to protect hundreds of thousands of immigrants who came to the U.S. illegally as children.
Republicans say they want to address the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program that protects those immigrants, but to do so separately from government funding.
• President Trump declared on Sunday that DACA was “probably dead,” but the debate has been overshadowed by questions about his views on race.

“I’m not a racist”
• President Trump offered that reassurance on Sunday, after three days of global uproar over vulgar remarks he is said to have made during a White House meeting on immigration.
Republican lawmakers at the meeting, which included a discussion about immigrants from Haiti and from African countries, remember his comments differently.
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• The day before Martin Luther King’s Birthday , our reporters spoke with African-Americans at churches across the U.S. “There’s not a lot of honesty in the country now about who we are
and where we are,” one activist said.

U.S. plans for a war it doesn’t want
• Defense Secretary Jim Mattis and Gen. Joseph Dunford Jr., the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, have argued forcefully to address North Korea’s nuclear ambitions with diplomacy.
But recent military exercises suggest Washington is preparing for the last resort.
American anxiety about North Korea was underscored over the weekend when a cellphone alert in Hawaii warned of an incoming ballistic missile, a false alarm that set off about 40 minutes of
panic. “Someone clicked the wrong thing on the computer,” a state emergency official said.
• We looked back at an incident in 1983 that illustrates how an error can lead to the brink of war.

Iranians seek accountability
• After the most serious antigovernment demonstrations in Iran in nearly a decade, many are casting doubt on the official explanations for the deaths of some protesters.
The government said on Sunday that nearly 4,000 had been arrested during the unrest, and that 25 people had died, of which two killed themselves and one was a “terrorist” who died in clashes
with security forces.
President Hassan Rouhani, who has defended the right of peaceful protest, appeared to support those who doubt the official accounts.
• That willingness of Iranians to repudiate the judiciary is unusual, our correspondent in Tehran reports.

“The Daily”
• Our podcast team is off for the holiday. “The Daily” will return Tuesday.

Business
• U.S. companies are increasingly hiring people they once turned away, including those with criminal records or who were unemployed for long periods.
• The Detroit auto show has a lot to celebrate, but tougher times might be ahead.
• The Sundance Film Festival will open without Harvey Weinstein, one of the headlines to watch this week.
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• U.S. markets are closed today for Martin Luther King’s Birthday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Protect your technology this year.
• Travel destinations that help you get healthier.
• Recipe of the day: Begin the week with Thai red curry noodles.

Over the Weekend
• The death toll rose to 20 after mudslides in Montecito, Calif., and more rain is on the way.
• President Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority said Israel had killed the Oslo Accords and criticized the Trump administration for its handling of the Mideast conflict.
• Mark Wahlberg and his talent agency will donate $2 million to a group fighting pay inequity, after an outcry over his fees for “All the Money in the World.”
• Women in Saudi Arabia were allowed to attend a soccer game at a public stadium for the first time.
• In the N.F.L., the Minnesota Vikings scored a 61-yard touchdown on the final play of the game to stun the New Orleans Saints.
Here’s the rest of the weekend’s playoff results .
• Venus Williams was one of three top American women who lost in the first round of the Australian Open today.
• “Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle” was No. 1 at the North American box office for the second week, earning $27 million.

Noteworthy
• A not-quite-as-promised land
Some asylum seekers are discovering that Canada is not necessarily the liberal refuge they had hoped.
• In memoriam
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Keith Jackson was ABC’s voice of college football, punctuating exciting plays with a good ol’ boy touch: “Whoa, Nellie!” He was 89.
• A monarch’s memories
Queen Elizabeth II, long reluctant to be interviewed, reflected on her 1953 coronation in a new documentary.
“You can’t look down to read the speech,” she said of her crown. “If you did, your neck would break.”
• Everyone is getting hilariously rich
And you’re not .
• The Times, in other words
Here’s a look at some of our most popular stories at the moment, and an image of today’s front page .
• Quotation of the day
“I’ve been involved in the civil rights movement since my college days, and I’m not sure I’ve ever been more confused than I am right now.”
— Sterling Tucker, 94, a Washington civil rights leader, who, like many other African-Americans, said he was struggling to understand what was happening in a country that just had a black
president.

Back Story
The headquarters for the U.S. military have always stood out.
The Pentagon building was already in use when it was dedicated 75 years ago today, at the height of World War II.
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The Pentagon under construction in 1941.
Associated Press

Built across the Potomac River from Washington in less than two years, the Pentagon was home to 22,000 workers by the end of 1942.
It remains one of the world’s largest office buildings, with more than six million square feet of floor space.
The distinctive design came from the shape of the first proposed site, which was hemmed in by streets on five sides. When President Franklin Roosevelt decided on a different location, the shape
stayed, but the sides were made even.
The first architectural reviews were not glowing, but they improved over time.
“Called too big, too barren and too expensive when it was completed for $83 million in 1943, the Pentagon is a thriving, functional success in 1968,” The Times wrote for the 25th anniversary of
the building, which it extolled as a place of community:
“Everyman, or Littleman, triumphed over all. Thousands of secretaries and office workers have turned the Pentagon into a cluttered, cosy, home-away-from-home.”
Sarah Anderson contributed reporting.
_____
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Notre Dame won the N.C.A.A. women's basketball championship on Sunday after Arike Ogunbowale, center, scored a three-point shot with 0.1 seconds left. She made a similar last-second shot two days before, to lift the Fighting Irish over
Connecticut. Tony Dejak/Associated Press

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

In the gun debate, a moment or a movement?
• A week after student-led marches around the U.S. called for gun control, both sides in the debate think they are being underestimated.
“It’ll go away,” a 77-year-old gun owner in Virginia said of the protests. “Like all the other times.”
Forty miles away, a high school student had a different take: “They’re looking for us to get bored. We’re not going to get bored.”
The young activists are hoping to drive real change in this fall’s midterm elections and beyond, but that would hinge on reversing years of below-average voter turnout for their age group.
• In an essay for The Times Magazine, a lifelong gun owner wrestles with the changes to gun laws that he says must come, and with his fears of what such changes might destroy.

Political power backfires for Kushners
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• Twelve years ago, Charles Kushner was making wallets at a prison camp in Alabama.
So it felt like redemption when the real estate baron’s son Jared was named President Trump’s senior adviser.
But being at the pinnacle of American political power has turned out to be a wellspring of trouble for the Kushners. Their access to the president has brought criminal and regulatory inquiries, and
their business empire’s deals are scrutinized for hints of federal influence.
• In a recent interview, Charles Kushner had an invitation for investigators: “Go knock yourselves out for the next 10 years,” he said. “We didn’t do anything wrong.”

Vaping in schools: “It’s our demon”
• Officials across the U.S. are struggling to control the use of e-cigarettes among students.
The devices are so easily concealed that it’s possible to vape in class.
• E-cigarettes are widely considered safer than traditional ones, but health officials fear that vaping is creating a new generation of nicotine addicts.

Unraveling a police state
• The Morning Briefing doesn’t mention Uzbekistan very often, but the Central Asian nation has recently been a source of (relatively) good news, bucking a global trend toward authoritarian rule.
Eighteen months after the death of its longtime dictator, Uzbekistan’s new leadership has been trying to open up one of the world’s most repressive countries by releasing political prisoners and
allowing some freedom of expression.
• “The ice is melting in this country,” a confidant of the new president told our correspondent.

“The Daily”: The prison problem
• There’s a highly personal battle inside the White House about overhauling the penal system.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• China announced tariffs as high as 25 percent on 128 American-made products today. The move is intended to pressure the Trump administration into backing down from a simmering trade
war.
• Anchors at local TV news stations across the U.S. made identical comments last month about media bias. The script came from the stations’ owner , Sinclair Broadcast Group.
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• In the tight U.S. labor market, positions in out-of-the-way places like poultry plants and lumber mills can be tough to fill. But that presents an opportunity for refugees.
• Speaking of jobs, the March employment report is among the headlines to watch this week.
• U.S. stocks were closed on Good Friday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Improve public health through proper sneezing etiquette.
• Readers wrote to us about whether they’re leaving their children an inheritance and how their decisions have affected their finances and family.
• Recipe of the day: Start the week with vegetarian tortilla soup flavored with chipotles in adobo.

What We’re Reading
Our journalists recommend these great pieces:
• “Step by step, this interactive piece gently leads you into the story of a mother whose life was devastated by a gun attack.
“Somehow, it manages to be as lovely, even whimsical, as it is devastating.” [ WeTransfer/Five Dials]
— Sarah Lyall, writer at large
• “Do you remember last year, when an airport in Portugal unveiled a bronze bust of Cristiano Ronaldo, which was widely mocked?
“A sports site interviewed the sculptor about the experience, and it is an unsettling and at points touching reminder that the social media world is also the real world.” [ B/R Football, via Twitter]
— Max Fisher, The Interpreter columnist

Over the Weekend
• On Easter Sunday, Pope Francis urged reconciliation in the Middle East and pressed for “the fruits of dialogue” in Asia.
• A public relations battle has erupted after violence along Israel’s border with Gaza left 15 Palestinians dead.
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• President Trump blamed Democrats and Mexico for a “dangerous” flow of immigrants , and vowed “NO MORE DACA DEAL.” He also threatened to walk away from the North American
Free Trade Agreement.
• A Chinese space station the size of a school bus re-entered Earth’s atmosphere, scattering over the southern Pacific Ocean.
• North Korea’s leader , Kim Jong-un, greeted South Korea’s most popular girl band , Red Velvet, at a concert in Pyongyang.
• Steven Spielberg successfully returned to his crowd-pleasing roots, as “Ready Player One” earned $53.2 million and the top spot at the North American box office.

Noteworthy
• Redemption of a lost prodigy
As a child, Saul Chandler was a promising violinist, playing at Carnegie Hall before the age of 11. But at 16, he had a nervous breakdown and left the world of classical music.
Fifty years later, he has found refuge at a boatyard in the Bronx. His story was one our most popular this weekend.
• In memoriam
Johan van Hulst helped save as many as 600 children from a Nazi concentration camp. He died at 107.
Steven Bochco, a celebrated TV writer and producer, created boundary-pushing dramas like “Hill Street Blues,” “L.A. Law” and “NYPD Blue.” He was 74.
• Notre Dame 2, Buzzer 0
Two days after Arike Ogunbowale hit a last-second shot to beat Connecticut, she did it again on Sunday, giving Notre Dame its second N.C.A.A. women’s basketball title. The Fighting Irish beat
Mississippi State, 61-58.
The men’s championship game, between Michigan and Villanova, is tonight. Here’s how the teams match up .
• Quotation of the day
“No, you’re not. No, you’re not. No, you’re not. No, you’re not.”
— Mike Stanton, father of the New York Yankees slugger Giancarlo Stanton, recalling what he told his wife at the time, Jacinta Garay, when she wanted to name their son Fidel.
• The Times, in other words
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Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
The annual White House Easter Egg Roll is scheduled to take place today on the South Lawn.
The tradition dates from 1878, when Rutherford B. Hayes was president, though some accounts suggest that informal egg-rolling parties began under Abraham Lincoln.

The White House Easter Egg Roll in 1929.
Library of Congress

The first lady, Melania Trump, will host guests who won a public lottery in February. In the signature event, children guide the eggs across the lawn with a wooden spoon. There will be live music
and other activities, including a reading nook staffed by White House figures like Kellyanne Conway, the president’s counselor, and Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the press secretary. New this year:
bowling.
The elaborate and labor-intensive Egg Roll is among the most daunting social events a presidential staff has to plan, The Times noted last year.
Guests receive souvenir wooden eggs as they leave, a tradition that began when Nancy Reagan was first lady. This year, the commemorative eggs were made from birch by a company in Maine,
and they’re also available online.
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The White House says that more than 21,000 guests attended last year. That was down from about 37,000 in recent years. They expect 30,000 today.
Karen Zraick contributed reporting.
_____
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James Comey, right, the former F.B.I. director, told George Stephanopoulos of ABC News, “The challenge of this president is that he will stain everyone around him.”

Ralph Alswang/ABC News

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

James Comey tells us how he really feels
• The former F.B.I. director staged an intensely personal attack against President Trump on Sunday night, saying in an ABC News interview that Mr. Trump was a serial liar who “is morally unfit
to be president.”
Here are five highlights from his appearance on “20/20,” as well as annotated excerpts.
Mr. Comey, who was fired by Mr. Trump last year and is on a publicity tour for his tell-all memoir, cautioned against calls for impeachment. He said the American public was “duty bound” to
vote Mr. Trump out of office.
(We also reviewed Mr. Comey’s book , “A Higher Loyalty,” which is set to be released on Tuesday.)
• It’s unclear where all of this is going to lead , but it’s almost certainly not over. Mr. Trump has called Mr. Comey a “slimeball” twice in recent days, and has said on Twitter that “when
someone attacks me, I always attack back...except 100x more.”
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Sanctions to follow airstrikes
• Washington plans to impose new sanctions on Moscow today, punishing it for having helped the Syrian government use what are believed to be chemical weapons.
The move follows American-led attacks against the government of President Bashar al-Assad of Syria over the weekend. Here are seven takeaways from the strikes, which were conducted with
Britain and France.
• The airstrikes, which hit three targets, were intended to keep the West from being dragged further into Syria’s seven-year war. But they didn’t alter the overall dynamics of the conflict .

A new legal threat with long arms
• President Trump has more than Robert Mueller to worry about.
We look at the U.S. attorney’s office for the Southern District of New York , known for its impartiality, and the threat it poses to Mr. Trump.
• Today, a federal judge is to consider a request by Michael Cohen, Mr. Trump’s personal lawyer, that investigators be blocked from reviewing materials they gathered when searching his office
and hotel room.

Pensions leave states in a pinch
• An eye surgeon who served as president of a public university in Oregon receives the state’s largest government pension: $76,111. Per month.
Many states and cities are still hurting from the 2008 financial crisis, which hammered pension funds and tax revenues. But it didn’t reduce the amounts they owe retirees .
• As a result, local residents are paying more taxes but getting scantier services.

Corruption in South Africa: “They eat money”
• Since apartheid ended in 1994, tens of billions of dollars in public funds — intended to develop the economy and improve the lives of black South Africans — have been siphoned off by the
African National Congress, the very organization that had promised an equal and just nation.
Our correspondents write about a fraudulent dairy project that is emblematic of South Africa’s corruption and entrenched inequalities.
• “We managed to bring democracy, which is not working for us now. It’s working for individuals,” one South African said, laughing. “I cannot cry. When I’m crying, it’s just the same. It’s
better I must laugh.”

“The Daily”: California vs. the E.P.A.
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• A battle is brewing over auto emissions and fuel efficiency.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• With Dropbox and Spotify successfully going public, tech investors are confident that a bonanza of initial public offerings lies ahead.
• More than 200 million eggs were recalled in the U.S. after an outbreak of salmonella.
• AT&T and Time Warner executives will testify in the Justice Department’s suit to block the companies’ merger. It’s one of the headlines to watch this week .
• U.S. stocks were down on Friday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Tips to travel light while still dressing well.
• Here’s what to expect from a quality home inspection.
• Recipe of the day: Start the week with pasta with mint, basil and fresh mozzarella.

Over the Weekend
• Barbara Bush, the seriously ill wife and mother of presidents, has decided to stop seeking medical treatment to prolong her life, a spokesman said. She is 92.
• A prominent civil rights lawyer, David Buckel, died after setting himself on fire in a park in Brooklyn. In a letter, he said he wanted to make a statement about protecting the environment.
• Thousands of Hungarians took to the streets, calling for Prime Minister Viktor Orban to step down just a week after he was elected to a third consecutive term.
• The chief executive of Starbucks apologized after a video of two black men being arrested in a Philadelphia branch on suspicion of trespassing quickly drew outrage.
• The N.B.A. and N.H.L. playoffs are underway. Here are the latest scores from the court and the ice.
• Beyoncé set a new standard with her performance at the Coachella festival in California, according to our pop music critic. Read his review.
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• “Rampage,” an adventure film based on a video game and starring Dwayne Johnson, earned $34.5 million and the top spot at the North American box office.

Noteworthy
• How profiteers coax women into surgery
A growing alliance of law firms, marketers, finance companies and doctors makes money by encouraging women to have their vaginal mesh implants removed, sometimes unnecessarily.
The procedure makes the women more lucrative plaintiffs in lawsuits against medical device manufacturers.
• America’s threadbare schools
As teacher protests spread in recent months, we invited educators to show us the conditions that a decade of budget cuts wrought in their schools.
We heard from 4,200 teachers. Here’s a selection of what they said .
• In memoriam
Milos Forman challenged Hollywood with a subversive touch, directing the Oscar-winning “One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest” and “Amadeus.” He was 86.
Jean Marzollo sent millions of children searching through elaborate photo collages in her “I Spy” rhyming picture books. She was 75.
• What we’re reading
Recommended by Prashant Rao, our deputy Europe business editor: “Sports Illustrated had a strong hold on me when I was a young basketball fan. Its fall from relevance has been startling, and
sad. This article in The Ringer takes us through the magazine’s difficult, and worrying, future.”
• Quotation of the day
“It used to be legs, limbs and hair coming at you, but now it’s legs and limbs.”
— Travis d’Arnaud , the New York Mets catcher, on his teammate Jacob deGrom, the gangly, 190-pound flame-throwing pitcher who lopped off his trademark long locks over the winter.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.
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Back Story
Hollywood has the Oscars, journalism has the Pulitzers.
There will be no red carpet or ball gowns, but newsrooms around the U.S. will gather this afternoon for the announcement of the Pulitzer Prizes, which honor the best journalism and arts of the
previous year.

Joseph Pulitzer, in an undated photograph. His name will be on many journalists’ minds today.
Associated Press

Established in 1917, the prizes are given in 21 categories, which include breaking news photography, fiction and editorial writing. (Here’s a look at how The Times selects the work it puts forward
for consideration.)
The top prize, which wins a gold medal, is the public service award. Previous winners include The Arkansas Gazette’s coverage of school integration, The Boston Globe’s exposé of sexual abuse
by priests and The Times’s reporting of the aftermath of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.
The awards were created by Joseph Pulitzer, publisher of The St. Louis Post-Dispatch and The New York World, at the turn of the 20th century as an “ incentive to excellence.” Hawkish, with an
eye for rooting out public abuses, Pulitzer is widely regarded as one of the founders of modern American journalism.
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“It’s my duty to see that they get the truth,” he once said, “so that they may be wisely guided by its light.”
Remy Tumin contributed reporting.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
Sign up here to get it by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning. To receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights, sign up here.
Check out our full range of free newsletters here.
What would you like to see here? Contact us at briefing@nytimes.com.
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Gazing through the border fence into the U.S. from Tijuana, Mexico. For the photographer, John Moore, the immigration debate extends well beyond the physical border — a line where fear and hope collide to shape American politics.

John

Moore/Getty Images

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

The Stormy Daniels interview
• “That’s a beautiful little girl, it would be a shame if something happened to her mom.”
In a “60 Minutes” interview broadcast on Sunday, the pornographic film star said that she and her daughter were approached in Las Vegas in 2011 by a man who told her: “Leave Trump alone.
Forget the story.”
The actress, whose real name is Stephanie Clifford, told Anderson Cooper that the threat was behind her decision to strike a $130,000 deal for her silence about an alleged affair with Donald
Trump. She is now suing to get out of that agreement.
• Our profile of Ms. Clifford was one of our most popular articles over the weekend.

Marches could echo in midterm elections
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• The rallies protesting gun violence drew hundreds of thousands around the U.S. and the world over the weekend, and Democratic and Republican leaders say the issue could play a major role in
voting in November.
Opinion polls show wide support for gun control. Republicans are fighting to maintain their appeal with the party’s dwindling moderate wing in the suburbs, but the gun debate also poses
problems for some Democrats, who will be defending Senate seats in strongly conservative states.
The March for Our Lives demonstrations were led by young people but they had the financial backing and organizational muscle of adults. Here are photographs from the protests.
• While we’re on the subject of guns, Remington, one of the oldest firearm manufacturers in the U.S., filed for bankruptcy protection on Sunday.

A defense team of one
• As President Trump faces the important decision of whether to be interviewed in the special counsel’s investigation, his personal legal team has essentially been reduced to one: Jay Sekulow.
Top lawyers in New York and Washington have repeatedly spurned overtures to take over the defense of Mr. Trump, who has publicly contradicted his advisers at times.
The president has a different view: “Many lawyers and top law firms want to represent me in the Russia case,” he said on Twitter.
Mr. Sekulow said on Sunday that Mr. Trump would not be hiring two lawyers who were announced only last week as additions to the team.
• Separately, we looked at how a top fund-raiser for Mr. Trump’s presidential campaign later marketed his connections to politicians and governments around the world, including to some with
unsavory records.

Where hope and fear collide
• The photographer John Moore has spent nearly a decade along the U.S.-Mexico border, covering the story of immigration from all sides.
He captures images of the landscape, with its natural and manufactured lines of defense. He also takes intimate portraits of migrants and border officers.
• Here are 17 of his photographs.

“The Daily”: Chicago’s daily threat
• Students on the city’s South Side joined protests spurred by the Florida school shooting, but they also felt frustration. Why hadn’t gun violence in their community earned the same outrage?
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
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• Amazon now collects sales tax in every state that has one, but some cities are missing out.
• Apple, hoping for more original programming, has struck deals with Steven Spielberg and other Hollywood names. But the company is in alien territory.
• S.U.V.s will be in the spotlight at the New York auto show, one of the headlines to watch this week.
• U.S. stocks were down on Friday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Explore how to age with meaning and happiness.
• Change your bad habit by replacing it with something different.
• Recipe of the day: Embrace a meatless Monday with stir-fried peppers, eggplant and tofu.

What We’re Reading
“ Caroline Wyatt has been a superb reporter for the BBC on topics ranging from defense to religion. Here she describes, in both charming and painful detail, her continuing war against multiple
sclerosis.” [ BBC]
— Steven Erlanger, chief diplomatic correspondent
“This ambitious article analyzes the oldest (and to me, most important) form of human communication: storytelling. And it nearly forensically describes how stories affect people, offering the
prospect of using narrative to help address fundamental issues like climate change and building community.” [ Stanford Social Innovation Review]
— Meagan Lopez, global digital business director

Over the Weekend
• The U.S. carried out its first drone strike against Qaeda militants in southern Libya, signaling a possible expansion of the American counterterrorism campaign in North Africa.
• At least 64 people were killed in a fire at a shopping mall in Siberia.
• Carles Puigdemont, the former leader of Catalonia wanted in Spain on rebellion charges, was detained in Germany on an international arrest warrant.
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• Qantas Airways completed its first nonstop flight from Australia to Britain, covering about 9,000 miles in just over 17 hours.
• Do you believe? The No. 11-seeded Loyola of Chicago, inspired by the team’s 98-year-old chaplain, Sister Jean, will join Kansas, Michigan and Villanova in the Final Four of the N.C.A.A.
men’s basketball tournament.
On the women’s side, two No. 1 seeds, Louisville and Mississippi State, reached the Final Four. The other two teams will be decided tonight.
• “Pacific Rim Uprising” unseated “Black Panther” at the top of the North American box office.

Noteworthy
• An “Angels” that soars
“Sometimes, just when you need it most, a play courses into your system like a transfusion of new blood.”
A London-born revival of Tony Kushner’s “Angels in America” pulses with spirit, our chief theater critic writes.
• Quotation of the day
“He is looking for the guy who can say, ‘I know how to handle Mueller. I know you think he is bad, and we’ll take care of it.’ Problem is, you can’t find that lawyer, because no one will be able
to do that.”
— Roger Cossack, a longtime legal analyst, on President Trump’s struggles to find and keep lawyers.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
Last week, the Library of Congress in Washington announced its annual additions to the National Recording Registry, which honors significant pieces of American history and culture. (Here’s the
list.)
We’d like to look at one: the original 1930 recording of “ Lamento Borincano,” by Canario y Su Grupo.
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Sugar cane farmers in Puerto Rico in the 1930s.
Hansel Mieth/The LIFE Picture Collection, via Getty Images

Known as an unofficial anthem of Puerto Rico, “Lamento Borincano” was composed by Rafael Hernández, one of the island’s most renowned and prolific songwriters (although he wrote it while
living in New York City).
The title refers to Borinquen, a derivation of Puerto Rico’s indigenous name.
The song reflects the plight of Puerto Rican farmers during the Great Depression. They faced not only the threat of hurricanes but also the economic changes brought after 1917, when Puerto
Ricans were granted U.S. citizenship, leading to a wave of emigration.
The lyrics tell of a farmer who is “loco de contento” (crazy with happiness) at the prospect of selling his produce in town. But he arrives to find the town empty. With no one to buy anything, he
returns to his farm demoralized. The song ends:
Borinquen, the land of Eden
The one that when singing, the great Gautier
He called the pearl of the seas.
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Now that you die
With your regrets
Let me sing to you too.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
Sign up here to get it by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning. To receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights, sign up here.
Check out our full range of free newsletters here.
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"Christine Turpen" <christine.turpen@academymortgage.com>
Wed, 4 Apr 2018 09:51:04 -0600 (MDT)
Your Notice of Value
<carmella.burt@carlsbad.k12.nm.us>

MAC418-1454835

Arthur
The annual Notices of Value are coming out from your local County Assessor’s office. A notice of value is what the county considers the value you of your property. They will base your taxes for this
year on this valuation. Look at the identifying information and make sure that it’s correct. If there are errors, you’ll need to contact your county tax assessor’s office. A protest of value or
exemptions need to be into the county by the 4/30/18, 5 pm deadline.
The head of family exemption. A New Mexico resident who is either married, widow or widower, a single person, or the head of a household furnishing more than ½ of the cost of support an any related
person; is entitled to this tax exemption of $2,000 off the taxable value. If you don’t see the $2,000 credit then on the back of the valuation you can apply for it by checking the box and sending in the
form. You only need to apply once to receive this exemption each year that you own the property. Only one exemption is allowed per household.
If you’re a Veteran make sure that you have your Veteran Tax exemption. For Veterans who served a minimum of 90 consecutive active duty days, were honorable discharged, and are legal residents in
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New Mexico, qualifies for a $4,000 reduction in the taxable value of their real property. This benefit is also available to non-remarried spouses of veterans who would have otherwise qualified for this
benefit. You’ll need to provide a tax waiver certificate issued by the NM Veteran Services Dept. They can be reached at 1-866-433-8387.
Does the increase in value look reasonable based on what homes are selling for in your area? If you disagree with the valuation, you can contest the value that the county determined. You will need to
complete a form online or in person. You’ll also need to provide them with a list of comparable properties that sold in your neighborhood area for 2017, a 2017 appraisal if you have that, and any
supporting documentation for your protest. Check your county website for a complete list and their process.
As always, if there’s anything that I can assist you with please don’t hesitate to give me a call.

Christine Turpen
Loan Officer | NMLS# 219567
(505) 219-3248
(505) 235-0688
christine.turpen@academymortgage.com
academymortgage.com/ChristineTurpen
6733 Academy Road NE | Albuquerque, NM 87106
LO State Lic#: NM 219567
Corp State Lic#: NM: 01451
NMLS# 3113 | An Equal Housing Lender
Unsubscribe here.
Copyright © 2018 Academy Mortgage
null, null null
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The National Memorial for Peace and Justice, opening today in Montgomery, Ala., remembers the thousands of victims of lynchings. It was inspired by the Holocaust Memorial in Berlin and the Apartheid Museum in Johannesburg. Audra
Melton for The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

A map for a minefield
• President Trump’s hard-line immigration agenda has faced numerous legal challenges, but two court developments this week indicate a path forward.
On Tuesday, a judge gave the president 90 days to provide a stronger legal justification for shutting down the program known as DACA, which protects young immigrants from deportation.
And on Wednesday, the Supreme Court strongly signaled that the administration’s third attempt to ban travel from a list of predominantly Muslim countries would be approved. Our reporter
annotated excerpts from the arguments.
• Mr. Trump also got some good news on Wednesday from Kanye West. The predictably unpredictable rapper praised the president in a string of tweets, asserting that the two shared “dragon
energy.”

Pruitt to speak, Cohen to remain silent
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• Scott Pruitt, who leads the Environmental Protection Agency, is to face two congressional panels today, and he’ll most likely have a daylong grilling on accusations of ethics violations and
lavish spending.
An E.P.A. document indicates that he may blame his staff for many of the decisions that have put a cloud over his tenure. Here’s what else to expect from his appearance in Congress.
• Separately, Michael Cohen plans to plead the Fifth. In a court filing on Wednesday, President Trump’s personal lawyer said he would invoke his right against self-incrimination in a lawsuit
filed by the pornographic film star Stephanie Clifford.

New allegations about Dr. Ronny Jackson
• The White House physician, who is President Trump’s pick to lead the Veterans Affairs Department, is said to have given a colleague “a large supply” of the prescription opioid Percocet and
“wrecked a government vehicle” after a going-away party.
The new details are included in a document distributed by Democrats on the Senate Veterans’ Affairs Committee who are threatening to derail Dr. Jackson’s nomination.
• On Wednesday, the White House ratcheted up its defense of Dr. Jackson, who told reporters at the White House, “I have not wrecked a car. I can tell you that,” adding, “we’re still moving
ahead as planned.”

“We found the needle in the haystack”
• The Golden State Killer committed a series of sadistic rapes and murders that terrorized California in the 1970s and ’80s. The crimes went unsolved for decades.
On Wednesday, the authorities announced that they had finally made an arrest in the case, in a suburb of Sacramento, less than a half-hour drive from where the spree began.
DNA evidence led to a former police officer, Joseph James DeAngelo, 72, who has been charged with six counts of murder.
• The case went cold in 1986, when the crimes appeared to end. But national interest was reignited this year with the publication of a book by the crime writer Michelle McNamara, who died in
2016. Her husband, the comedian Patton Oswalt, helped see the project through.

A lynching’s long shadow
• Elwood Higginbotham was killed by a mob in Mississippi in 1935. More than 80 years later, the Equal Justice Initiative, a legal-aid group that is re-examining the lynching era, is leading an
inquiry into his death.
The investigation could offer his family a chance to confront the past, part of a larger reckoning that is “increasingly urgent for a country that has yet to achieve the equality many thought would
follow the civil rights movement,” a piece in this week’s Times Magazine argues.
• The nation’s first memorial to lynching victims opens today in Montgomery, Ala. Our reporter takes you inside what he calls a unique American experience.
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Take our survey
We’d like to know how useful you find the Morning Briefing, and how we might do better. Taking this short survey would help us.

“The Daily”: Trump’s travel ban
• In considering the restrictions, the justices focused on one question: Should the president’s authority have anything to do with his personal beliefs?
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

President Emmanuel Macron of France was greeted on Wednesday by a three-minute standing ovation in Congress, where he delivered a speech that was an implicit rebuke of President Trump’s “America First” approach.
Eric Thayer for The New York Times

For more on Mr. Macron’s speech, click here.

Business
• Many Americans are just beginning to climb out of the recession. Yet policymakers are debating whether the economy is close to overheating.
• Is it really you? Mark Zuckerberg has vowed to clean up Facebook, but the company has failed to stop even Zuckerberg impersonators from swindling people.
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• Our technology columnist has a message for the workers of Silicon Valley: It’s time to organize .
• U.S. stocks were mixed on Wednesday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Three gadgets that are worth buying.
• Here are tools to protect your data from advertisers.
• Recipe of the day: These minty grasshopper brownies go well with ice cream.

Noteworthy
• Inside the N.F.L. protest meeting
About 30 of the league’s owners, players and executives met in the fall to discuss President Trump’s repeated criticism of players who knelt in protest during the national anthem. Here are some
of the most candid comments, obtained by The Times.
Separately, the N.F.L. Draft begins tonight. Unusually, we don’t know who’ll be picked first, but here’s what else to expect .
• Bill Cosby jury begins deliberations
After 12 days of testimony, a verdict could come as soon as today in the retrial of the entertainer, who is accused of drugging and sexually assaulting a woman.
His first trial ended in a hung jury last June; our timeline traces how the case has unfolded.
• A tell-all best seller
“A Higher Loyalty,” the memoir by the former F.B.I. director James Comey, shot to No. 1 on both our hardcover nonfiction and our combined print and e-book nonfiction best-seller lists this
week.
Find all of our best-seller lists here.
• Best of late-night TV
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Trevor Noah pondered lawmakers’ stance on Dr. Ronny Jackson : “It is funny how they don’t want Jackson running Veterans Affairs, but they don’t care if he stays on as the president’s
physician.”
• Quotation of the day
“There are the drunk Waffle Houses, the late-night Waffle Houses, Waffle House as a house of freaks, but there’s also this kind of nurturing, idealistic vision of Waffle House.”
— John Edge, a University of Mississippi scholar of Southern culture, on a chain that has dealt in the past with a deadly shooting, a cutlery-based racial incident and a parking-lot birth.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.
• What we’re reading
Jenna Wortham, a staff writer for the Times Magazine, recommends this piece from Slate, the transcript of a conversation among four black thinkers after two black men were arrested at a
Philadelphia Starbucks. She sees it as “a deeply important — if not depressing — discussion of what it means to be rendered both hypervisible and invisible as a black person in America.”

A wax likeness of the first lady, Melania Trump, was unveiled on Wednesday at Madame Tussauds in Manhattan, next to one of President Trump. (That’s the real Sean Spicer, the former White House press secretary.)
Amy Lombard for The New York Times
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For more on the unveiling, click here.

Back Story
“It’s a dictatorship at the door and a democracy on the dance floor.”
That’s what Andy Warhol said was the key to success for Studio 54, the famously wild New York City nightclub that opened its doors on this day in 1977.

Steve Rubell, left, and Ian Schrager owned Studio 54 in the late 1970s.
Associated Press

Donald and Ivana Trump were among the first guests — but they arrived early. It would be hours before things turned into a hedonistic dance party.
“All of us knew that night that we weren’t at the opening of a discothèque but the opening of something historical,” said Robin Leach, who went on to host “Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous.”
His comments were included in the book “The Last Party: Studio 54, Disco, and the Culture of the Night,” by Anthony Haden-Guest.
The owners of Studio 54, Steve Rubell and Ian Schrager, came to be known as the “first pashas of disco.”
But by 1979, the owners had been charged with tax evasion for skimming from club receipts. After serving time in prison, they went on to open hotels and clubs.
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Mr. Rubell died in 1989, and Mr. Schrager was pardoned by President Barack Obama just before he left office.
Karen Zraick wrote today’s Back Story.
_____
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More than 15,000 pages of Islamic State documents retrieved by Times journalists from Iraq help explain how the group stayed in power for so long. Tony Cenicola/The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

The ISIS files
• During five trips to Iraq, Times journalists scoured former offices of the Islamic State, gathering more than 15,000 pages of documents abandoned by the militants as their “caliphate” crumbled.
We’ve just published the results of our yearlong investigation. It shows that ISIS, known for its brutality, was also effective at wielding power through paperwork. Here’s a closer look at some of
the documents we collected, including tax collection forms, religious edicts and the will of a suicide bomber.
We also have a new audio series, “Caliphate,” which follows our reporter Rukmini Callimachi as she covers the Islamic State and the fall of Mosul, Iraq. Listen to a preview here.
• Separately, President Trump wants to bring home the 2,000 U.S. troops in Syria. He dropped plans for an immediate withdrawal, but instructed military commanders to wrap up the mission
within a few months.

All’s fair in love and trade war
• The latest dispute between the U.S. and China has been defined by reciprocity, with each side announcing matching tariffs.
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But if things continue to escalate, Beijing will have less room to maneuver and could resort to more unconventional measures, our senior economics correspondent writes.
For now, the White House is trying to calm fears of a possible trade war. Administration officials hinted on Wednesday that tariffs outlined earlier in the week might never go into effect, but
reiterated that China must stop what President Trump calls unfair trading practices.
• Here’s how the showdown could affect U.S. manufacturers.

Inside an immigrant caravan
• Our correspondent in Mexico spoke with some of the Central American migrants cited by President Trump to justify sending troops to the southern border. (The caravans have also excited the
conservative news media.)
The group of more than 1,000 people, mostly women and children, is fleeing violence and poverty, but its members face an uncertain future. “Who wants to leave their country, the comfort of their
home, their families?” one asked.
• White House officials confirmed plans on Wednesday to mobilize the National Guard to the border with Mexico, but gave few details about timing, the number of troops or their mission there.

Brazilian politics upended
• The country’s top court ruled today that former President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva can be sent to prison while he appeals his conviction on corruption and money laundering charges.
Mr. da Silva, 72, who was president from 2003 to 2011, was sentenced last year to almost 10 years in prison. His chosen successor, Dilma Rousseff, was removed from office in 2016.
• Mr. da Silva is the front-runner in the presidential election in October, and the court’s decision raises questions about the legitimacy of the vote.

“The Daily”: Pro-Trump, but fearing his tariffs
• Farmers worry that the president’s plans to penalize Chinese trade practices will hurt them.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• Facebook said that the data of up to 87 million users may have been improperly shared with a political consulting firm, far more than an earlier estimate of 50 million.
The company’s chief executive, Mark Zuckerberg, is scheduled to testify to Congress next week. Here’s a guide to our coverage of the Cambridge Analytica story.
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• Thousands of Google employees are urging their chief executive to end the company’s involvement in a Pentagon program to improve the targeting of drone strikes.
• “You can’t be serious!” That was the response of Sinclair Broadcast Group’s chairman to criticism of a script about media bias that dozens of TV anchors at its stations were instructed to read
out.
• The former Fox News host Bill O’Reilly and his lawyers worked hard to silence the women who accused him of sexual harassment. Now a judge has made the settlements public.
• U.S. stocks were up on Wednesday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Flying somewhere? Take advantage of the changes at airports.
• How to respond when a colleague is harassing women.
• Recipe of the day: Take a break from the usual stir fry, with braised eggplant, pork and mushrooms.

What We’re Reading
Our journalists recommend these great pieces:
• Cambridge Analytica’s parent company apparently helped Rodrigo Duterte win the Philippine presidential election, our former Europe Morning Briefing writer, Patrick Boehler, noted on
Twitter. [South China Morning Post]
• “As a onetime employee of Blockbuster Video, I was tickled to learn that a video store in Bend, Ore., is still operating under the name of the chain.
“It’s the last one in the lower 48 states (there are six others in Alaska), and how they continue to do business is fascinating.” [ GeekWire]
— Michael Roston, senior staff editor, Science

Noteworthy
• Putting out a yearbook after a school shooting
After the deadly attack at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High in February, the staff of the Aerie, the school’s yearbook, had to decide how to honor the 17 people who died.
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“This has to be remembered for the rest of our lives,” one of the yearbook’s editors told our reporter.
• Best sellers, via the Oval Office
Presidents past, present and future are represented on the latest hardcover nonfiction best-seller list.
It includes a collection of Obama-era photographs, an inside account of the Trump White House, a book about the meaning of faith by former President Jimmy Carter, and an open letter to
whoever becomes the first female president.
• Are you a teacher?
We want to hear from you. Tell us what you think about the protests over pay and benefits, and what conditions are like at your school.
• Best of late-night TV
Mike Myers — in the form of his “Austin Powers” character Dr. Evil — told Jimmy Fallon that the wall between the U.S. and Mexico was actually his idea. Except, “I wanted it to be a moat,
filled with spiky blowfish.”
• Quotation of the day
“Tariffs are seen as a direct slap in the face, and it will be very difficult for the Chinese government to sit back and take those blows without retaliating.”
— Eswar Prasad, a professor of international trade at Cornell University, on the risk of a full-blown trade war between the U.S. and China.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
We begin today with a shimmy, or maybe the turkey trot. Perhaps the bunny hug is more your style.
Arthur Murray, an immigrant baker’s son who brought ballroom dancing into people’s living rooms, was born this week in 1895. His mission, he said, was to use dance to “bring ease for
universal heartache, loneliness and desolation.”
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Doing the Charleston: Arthur Murray, pictured with Ann Pennington in 1938, taught the world to dance.
Associated Press

As a tall, gangly boy from the Bronx, he discovered in high school that he had a flair for dancing and threw himself into the ballroom dance craze of the early 20th century.
He worked in an architecture firm by day and taught lessons by night. He eventually turned the lessons into a lucrative mail order magazine business and dance studio franchises around the world.
Mr. Murray’s unique method was influenced by his time in design — clearly drawn diagrams of footprints instructed students how and where to move their feet.
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He also took advantage of regular radio programming, and he had a weekly variety TV program, “The Arthur Murray Party.” That way, anyone could dance with Mr. Murray, anywhere.
For Mr. Murray, who died in 1991, a bad dancer never blames his partner.
“To find fault with your partner’s dancing,” he once said, “is the best way of advertising the fact that you are just learning to dance.”
Remy Tumin contributed reporting.
_____
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Students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School at a meeting with President Trump in the White House on Wednesday. Tom Brenner/The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

“How many children have to get shot?”
• Those were the words of the father of a student killed last week at a Florida high school as he pressed President Trump to act. “It should have been one school shooting, and we should have fixed
it,” he added during a White House visit on Wednesday.
Mr. Trump said that arming educators could be a solution to gun violence. Here are 11 dramatic exchanges about gun control on Wednesday.
In Florida, Senator Marco Rubio and a spokeswoman for the National Rifle Association were repeatedly booed during a nationally televised forum at which they refused to back new gun control
measures.
And student protesters at the Florida Capitol confronted lawmakers, who responded that gun-related legislation could be introduced by Friday.
• Polls show strong support for action on gun control and immigration. That sentiment is not, however, shared by the Republicans who control the government, our chief Washington
correspondent says.
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Patrolling far from the border
• Border Patrol officers are working on private property and setting up checkpoints up to 100 miles from the frontier, part of an aggressive crackdown on illegal immigration.
The government isn’t required to obtain a warrant before searching people or property at ports of entry. Within what the Justice Department has defined as a “reasonable distance,” officers can
search people suspected of violating immigration law or smuggling drugs.
• But many residents and travelers say that authority amounts to an invasion of privacy.

Ivanka at the Games
• When Kim Jong-un’s sister attended the Winter Olympics two weeks ago, the South Korean news media called her “North Korea’s Ivanka.”
They’re about to get the real one.
Ivanka Trump will attend the closing ceremony at the Games this weekend, a visit that administration officials say could smooth some of the tensions from Vice President Mike Pence’s trip.
• For its part, North Korea announced today that it would send a high-level delegation, another sign that the two Koreas are trying to improve ties.

A pastor to millions
• The Rev. Billy Graham was America’s best-known Christian evangelist for more than 60 years, using satellites to transmit sermons worldwide. He died Wednesday at 99.
A counselor to presidents, Mr. Graham at times filled the role of national clergyman, offering prayers after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks and preaching in New Orleans after Hurricane
Katrina.
Our video explains how Mr. Graham capitalized on modern communication technologies to give his ministry a global reach.
• He will lie in repose Monday and Tuesday in Charlotte, N.C., and his funeral will be on March 2.

A fault line that runs through Poland
• The European Union has bestowed huge sums on Poland, but the country’s nationalist government has repeatedly bitten the hand that feeds it, with Warsaw accused of undermining democratic
values.
Poland will define whether the union’s long effort to integrate the former Soviet bloc succeeds or fails, and the stakes for Europe, many believe, far outweigh those of Britain’s exit.
• Speaking of Brexit, Britain’s government suggested on Wednesday that the transition period could be longer than two years, a time frame that disappointed hard-line supporters of withdrawal.
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“The Daily”: Students protest gun violence
• Demands for restrictions have followed one mass shooting after another, but little has changed. This time, survivors are leading the charge.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• The U.S. economy is ready for higher interest rates, officials at the Federal Reserve say.
• Ford Motor ousted the head of its North American operations over what it called “inappropriate behavior.”
• Conversational A.I. systems can be improved by letting them talk to people online, researchers say. But people can be a bad influence.

Minh Uong/The New York Times

• Alexa, Amazon’s voice assistant , has a shot at becoming the third great consumer computing platform of the decade, our tech columnist writes.
• U.S. stocks were down on Wednesday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.
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Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• “Natural” sounds great on a food label, but it doesn’t always mean what you think .
• Want to get away? Here are 10 affordable European trips.
• Recipe of the day: Pasta with bacon, cheese, lemon and pine nuts satisfies many tastes.

Noteworthy
• Americans win hockey gold
The U.S. women beat Canada today in a shootout, 3-2, to capture their first Olympic gold in ice hockey in 20 years. The two countries have dominated the event since women’s hockey was
introduced at the Games in 1998.
On the slopes, Mikaela Shiffrin won silver in the Alpine combined event; Lindsey Vonn finished without a medal.
Here are the rest of today’s results from Pyeongchang, South Korea. Find all our coverage here.
• Bomb attack at U.S. embassy
A man threw an explosive device onto the grounds of the embassy in Montenegro, but killed only himself, the State Department said.
• On second thought
Nearly 70 percent of Americans link human activity to climate change. We spoke to six doubters about what changed their views.
If you want more climate-related news, sign up for our new email newsletter, Climate Fwd:
• A bed in the clouds
Our writer recently spent a luxurious night in One57, one of New York City’s newest, tallest and most resented buildings.
• Best of late-night TV
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Jimmy Kimmel had a message for conspiracy theorists who say the students in Parkland, Fla., are actors: “Your brain is not functioning, and I’m worried about you.”
• Quotation of the day
“It doesn’t matter what a pistolero you are, or think you are. You don’t need to be in school in charge of protecting children.”
— Joel Myrick, a former assistant principal who survived a school shooting, on efforts to arm teachers.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Temperatures as high as 78 turned the Bryant Park skating rink in Manhattan slushy on Wednesday. But the forecast today is cold, gray and wet.
Julia Gillard for The New York Times

Back Story
It’s easy to spot members of the Dutch delegation at the Winter Olympics because they travel on orange bicycles, 132 of which were shipped to South Korea.
The bikes are helping athletes feel at home. In the Netherlands, bicycles outnumber people, 22.5 million to 18 million.
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Bikes outnumber people in the Netherlands.
Ilvy Njiokiktjien for The New York Times

But the Netherlands wasn’t always a cyclist’s haven . In the 1950s and ’60s, as people started buying more cars, two-wheelers started to be pushed off the road.
Literally. Bicycle deaths, like traffic deaths as a whole, increased.
In 1971, about 3,300 people died in traffic accidents, including 400 children. Activist groups sprang up. Stop de Kindermoord (Stop the Child Murder) was among the most prominent.
The number of traffic deaths has dropped since then. In 2016, the Netherlands saw 629 traffic deaths, about a third of which were bike deaths. Twelve were children.
Part of the success story: the country’s bike lanes, a network measuring about 22,000 miles.
Claire Moses contributed reporting.
_____
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A student-led protest at Santa Monica High School in California on Wednesday. “We all want a good community and we all want to make a change,” said a student at a walkout in Chicago.

Jenna Schoenefeld for The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

Missions in Africa continued, quietly
• Two months after four U.S. soldiers were killed in Niger, a group of Green Berets and local forces killed 11 Islamic State militants in a previously undisclosed battle.
No American or Nigerien forces were harmed in the fight in December. But it indicates that the deadly Oct. 4 ambush was not an isolated episode in the West African nation, where the U.S. is
building a major drone base.
• Wednesday’s news follows the revelation last week that the U.S. carried out four airstrikes in Libya between September and January that Africa Command failed to disclose at the time.

A map for Trump country
• A razor-thin victory in a special House election in Pennsylvania has given Democrats hope for this fall’s elections in districts that voted heavily for Donald Trump.
The winner, Conor Lamb, presented himself as independent-minded, vowing early that he would not support Nancy Pelosi to lead the House Democrats. His approach could become a template for
moderate Democrats seeking seats in conservative-leaning areas.
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• Speaking to voters, our reporter learned that, while anti-Trump motivation is abundant, candidates still matter in close races.

Out of class, into the streets
• Thousands of students walked out of schools across the U.S. on Wednesday as part of a coordinated protest calling for gun control.
The walkouts generally lasted for 17 minutes, one for every victim in last month’s school shooting in Parkland, Fla. Here are photos from around the country.
• Although the protests commanded attention on TV and social media, it was clear that many students did not participate, especially in rural and conservative areas where gun control is not
popular.

Expelling Russians is the easy part
• Britain wants the support of its allies in taking action against Moscow after a nerve-agent attack against a former spy.
But Prime Minister Theresa May — who expelled 23 Russian diplomats on Wednesday — leads a country whose position in the world has weakened, and it’s uncertain how much help she’ll
get.
She does have the backing of Nikki Haley, the U.S. ambassador to the U.N., who called the poisoning “an atrocious crime” during an emergency session of the Security Council.
• As part of Britain’s retaliatory measures , no ministers or royals will attend the World Cup in Russia this summer.

Easter Island is eroding
• The remote Pacific island is critically vulnerable to rising sea levels.
Two Times journalists traveled 2,200 miles off the coast of Chile to see how the ocean is erasing famous ancient monuments.
• Archaeologists fear losing clues to one of the island’s great mysteries: What caused the collapse of the civilization that built the statues?

“The Daily”: “The Gunshine State”
• Florida is a gun-friendly place, and proposed restrictions have often been blocked. What changed after the Parkland shooting?
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
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• The Senate, in a rare show of bipartisanship, voted to ease some rules imposed after the 2008 financial crisis.
But Republicans in the House are expected to push for a much more expansive rollback of the 2010 Dodd-Frank Act.
• From cable to the White House: Larry Kudlow, a CNBC television pundit, will become President Trump’s top economic adviser , replacing Gary Cohn.
• Elizabeth Holmes, once a favorite of Silicon Valley, has been charged with fraud. She had captivated investors and the public with her company, Theranos, which promised that a simple blood
test could detect a range of illnesses, from diabetes to cancer.
• There will be no more Toys “R” Us kids . The retail chain is closing its U.S. stores.
• U.S. stocks were down on Wednesday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Protect a laptop after it’s been stolen .
• For heart disease patients, think exercise, not weight loss.
• Recipe of the day: Chicken and rice is a glorious one-pot weeknight meal.

Noteworthy
• Stephen Hawking taught us how to live
“Whether or not he overturned the universe, he did overturn our imaginations.” One of our science reporters appraised the extraordinary life of the English cosmologist, who died on Wednesday.
Here’s a brief history of Dr. Hawking’s work, six cultural moments he inspired and some of his most memorable quotations.
• Cyberattack with a deadly goal
In August, the hacking of a petrochemical company with a plant in Saudi Arabia was intended not just to destroy data or force a shutdown, investigators say.
It was also meant to sabotage the firm’s operations and cause an explosion.
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• Is your bracket ready?
The N.C.A.A. men’s basketball tournament begins today.
We looked at the best and worst on the court, the myths of March Madness and the 98-year-old nun who is in the huddle with Loyola University-Chicago.

Sister Jean Dolores-Schmidt has served as team chaplain for Loyola University-Chicago’s basketball program since 1994.
Alyssa Schukar for The New York Times

• Mayor watched a dance recital. Now he’s the ex-mayor.
The mayor of Tehran resigned after attending a celebration where six girls danced and threw rose petals in honor of a female saint.
Women are not allowed to dance in public in Iran — and girls older than 9 are regarded as women by clerics.
• Best of late-night TV
Samantha Bee reveled in Conor Lamb’s victory in Pennsylvania: “You know, I’m really enjoying this radical new Democratic strategy called ‘trying.’ ”
• Quotation of the day
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“We have grown up watching more tragedies occur and continuously asking: Why? Why does this keep happening?”
— Kaylee Tyner, a 16-year-old who joined a gun-violence walkout at Columbine High School in Colorado, where 13 people were killed in 1999.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
“The Godfather,” which opened in New York on this day in 1972, was “one of the most brutal and moving chronicles of American life ever designed within the limits of popular entertainment,”
the Times film critic Vincent Canby wrote.

Marlon Brando won — but didn’t accept — an Academy Award for his role in “The Godfather.”
Paramount Pictures

The adaptation of Mario Puzo’s best-selling 1969 novel was directed by a young Francis Ford Coppola. He was selected after numerous other directors turned down the job, and in part for his
Italian heritage.
The saga of the Corleones, an organized crime family in New York in the 1940s and ’50s, “The Godfather” became an almost-instant classic. It was the top-earning film of 1972 and remains one
of the highest-grossing (and most critically acclaimed) movies of all time.
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Nominated for 10 Academy Awards in 1973, “The Godfather” won three, including best picture and best actor for Marlon Brando, who played Vito Corleone, the family’s aging patriarch. Brando
famously declined to accept the award as a protest of Hollywood’s portrayal of Native Americans.
“The Godfather” was “a superb Hollywood movie,” Canby wrote in 1972, “scaring the delighted hell out of us while cautioning that crime doesn’t (or, at least, shouldn’t) pay.”
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Making signs in Alabama this month for a rally to celebrate the anniversary of the Women's March. Opinions have differed about how best to harness the activism the march inspired. Melissa Golden for The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

A lose-lose situation?
• A government shutdown, which could come at the end of this week, would bring unknown consequences for lawmakers in both parties. We clarify what’s at stake .
Some Democrats insist that any bill to fund the government must also protect the 800,000 young immigrants known as Dreamers. But 10 Democratic senators are up for re-election this fall in states
with little sympathy for undocumented immigrants.
Republicans face their own uncertainties: “To believe that you can successfully blame Democrats for a shutdown over the DACA debate is naïve,” said Senator Lindsey Graham, Republican of
South Carolina, referring to the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program, which protects Dreamers.
• The debate has been complicated by President Trump’s inflammatory remarks last week about immigrants from Haiti and Africa. Describing talks with African officials, a former U.S.
ambassador said, “The appropriate word to describe their reactions to the president’s comments is fury.”

A bipartisan push to cut bank rules
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• The most significant attempt yet to loosen regulations imposed after the 2008 financial crisis is being led by the Trump administration and Republican lawmakers — with the help of some
Senate Democrats.
Allowing hundreds of smaller banks to avoid certain federal oversight, the bill would revise the 2010 Dodd-Frank Act, which President Trump has called “a disaster.”
• The legislation — which critics, including Senator Elizabeth Warren, say goes too far — is expected to go to the Senate floor in the coming month.

Women’s March 2.0
• As the anniversary of the demonstrations that drew hundreds of thousands approaches, a rift has developed between two groups trying to continue the activism the movement inspired.
On one side, Women’s March Inc., which organized the event in Washington and spent much of the past year coordinating protests.
On the other, the organization March On, which says that winning elections should be the primary goal.
• “We can march and take to the streets and yell about all the stuff we want to change, but unless we’re getting people elected to office who are going to make those changes, we’re not really
doing anything,” a March On board member said.

California siblings found in chains
• A 17-year-old girl held captive by her parents escaped from her home near Los Angeles on Sunday and called the police, who rescued 12 of her brothers and sisters, some shackled to their beds.
The officers did not immediately realize that seven of the 13 siblings were adults because they were emaciated. They range in age from 2 to 29.
• The parents were arrested on nine counts each of torture and child endangerment.

New alphabet makes a mark
• The language of Kazakhstan is written in a version of Cyrillic, a legacy of Soviet rule. But the country is moving to a script based on the Latin alphabet.
The challenge: writing down a tongue that has no alphabet of its own. The solution, according to the country’s first and only president, Nursultan Nazarbayev, is lots and lots of apostrophes.
(The Republic of Kazakhstan, for example, will be written Qazaqstan Respy’bli’kasy.)
• In a country where almost nobody challenges the president publicly, the apostrophe plan has been criticized from all sides. The script “makes your eyes hurt,” one professor said.

“The Daily”: What motivates South Korea?
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• Why is Seoul trying so hard to get North Korea to participate in the Winter Olympics?
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• The recent raids on 7-Eleven stores show the price of employing workers illegally, the Trump administration says.
But the message is felt more by workers than by their employers.
• Alexa, earn your keep. Many people use digital assistants to get the weather forecast or listen to music. That’s a long way from the digital home that tech giants envisioned.
• U.S. markets were closed for Martin Luther King’s Birthday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Magnesium, found in leafy green vegetables, might help you sleep.
• Here are four tips for working from home.
• Recipe of the day: If you’re a fan of French cooking, try Mark Bittman’s chicken with vinegar.

Noteworthy
• And you thought today’s news was busy
Fifty years ago, the world was in a tumult and seemed to be at a crossroads.
We looked back at 1968 and imagined the flurry of news alerts that would have sent smartphones vibrating (had they existed).
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• In defense of Aziz Ansari
A Times Op-Ed says that an essay accusing the actor and comedian of sexually inappropriate conduct is “arguably the worst thing that has happened to the #MeToo movement.”
• In memoriam
Dolores O’Riordan , the lead singer of the Irish band the Cranberries, lent an unmistakable sound to their alternative rock hits in the 1990s, including “Linger” and “Zombie.” She was 46.
• Best of late-night TV
“[Expletive]-hole”? “[Expletive]-house”? Who cares?
• Quotation of the day
“The reality is, he made a fairly simple mistake, and no one wants to ruin someone’s life because he made a simple mistake. If his identity was out there, he’d be a pariah.”
— Richard Rapoza, of the Hawaii Emergency Management Agency, on an employee who set off a false alarm about an incoming missile.
• The Times, in other words
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Here’s an image of today’s front page , and a link to the crossword puzzles.

Miners in the small southern African kingdom of Lesotho have unearthed one of the largest diamonds ever found, a glittering giant weighing 910 carats, or 6.4 ounces, and probably worth tens of millions of dollars.
Reuters

Back Story
The event 80 years ago today would be, The Times announced at the time, the first swing concert at Carnegie Hall in New York City. Benny Goodman, the jazz clarinetist, would perform.
“The event will be decisive in the history of swing,” a Times writer declared. “What will it sound like in this strange milieu of righteousness and uplift, and what will be its effect on swing?”
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Benny Goodman, the jazz clarinetist, performing in 1982 at Carnegie Hall, where he first performed in 1938.
Renee Perez/Associated Press

Fans of swing expressed concerned that exposure to New York’s elite would eventually rob the grass-roots genre of its “elusiveness, its absolute freedom from technique or rules.”
Those fears were dispelled by Mr. Goodman’s success in captivating the crowd.
Carnegie Hall “had never seen an audience that behaved this way: listeners who not only listened but swayed to the music, made sounds and seemed ready to break into some kind of hysterical
dance,” The Times reported.
Our critic found the music liberating in a dark era of totalitarian ideologies. “It is not so much a doctrine set to music as it is a revolt against doctrine.”
“If the individual has his unhampered say in music, he may manage to have it in other fields,” he wrote. “Dictators should be suspicious of swing.”
Patrick Boehler contributed reporting.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays at 6 a.m. Eastern and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
If photographs appear out of order, please download the updated New York Times app from iTunes or Google Play.
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South Koreans in Seoul watching a speech by Kim Jong-un, the North Korean leader. “Above all, we must ease the acute military tensions between the North and the South,” he said.

Jung Yeon-Je/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

A Korean overture
• South Korea has proposed high-level talks with North Korea next week, after the North’s leader, Kim Jong-un, called for negotiations to ease military tensions and to discuss his country’s
participation in the Winter Olympics, which will be hosted by the South next month.
In his New Year’s Day speech, Mr. Kim said the North was capable of striking the mainland U.S. with a nuclear missile. “I have a nuclear button on the desk in my office,” he said.
• In an analysis, our correspondents say the comments represent “a canny new strategy to initiate direct talks with South Korea in the hope of driving a wedge into its seven-decade alliance with
the United States.”

Protests boil over in Iran
• The largest demonstrations in the country since 2009 entered a sixth day today, with at least 21 killed and 450 arrested.
The protesters are voicing discontent with the pace of political and economic change, even though many sanctions against Iran have been lifted.
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• The weak economy particularly affects the young. Officially, youth unemployment is near 20 percent, but experts say it’s closer to 40 percent.

New year, new confidence
• A wave of optimism in American businesses is bringing investment in new plants, equipment and factory upgrades that could create jobs — and perhaps raise wages.
Initially inspired by the Trump administration’s regulatory pullback, executives are also encouraged by continued economic growth.
• “The notion that deregulation unleashes growth is virtually impossible to find in the data,” said a onetime economic adviser to former Vice President Joe Biden. “What does matter is this idea
that confidence matters. If their expectations about the future are positive, then it does make a difference.”

Addiction Inc.
• Millions of people in the U.S. have fallen victim to painkiller abuse, alcoholism, the rise of meth and the revival of heroin. As a result, entrepreneurs are sweeping in.
Today, we begin a multipart series about the industry of addiction treatment, which is haphazardly regulated, poorly understood and expanding at a rapid clip.
• In the first installment, we look at one of the biggest addiction-treatment companies in the country, and how the death of a patient nearly brought it down.

A note from our new publisher
• Addressing readers of The Times, A. G. Sulzberger explains his approach to the job in a period when “misinformation is rising and trust in the media is declining.” Read his comments here.
• He’ll also be answering readers’ questions. Submit yours.

“The Daily”: How the Russia inquiry began
• A low-level adviser to the Trump campaign lets something slip over drinks.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• Rupert Murdoch’s decision to sell most of 21st Century Fox to Disney has many wondering what the future holds for him and two sons.
• Our DealBook columnist, Andrew Ross Sorkin, looks at the biggest deals of 2017, and the year’s big winners.
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• Fungi could play a role in improving laundry detergents and, by extension, in reducing energy use.
• U.S. markets were closed on New Year’s Day. Here’s a snapshot of global markets.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Forget willpower. Here’s how to keep your resolutions.
• Start the new year by relaxing and centering yourself.
• Recipe of the day: For a meatless meal, try pan-roasted cauliflower with garlic, parsley and rosemary.

Over the Weekend
• Five law enforcement officers were shot — one fatally — by a man who had barricaded himself in a Denver suburb.
• Peter Martins, who shaped the New York City Ballet for more than three decades, announced his retirement. He denied accusations of sexual harassment and of physical and verbal abuse.
• In college football, Alabama will face Georgia in the national championship game in Atlanta on Monday.
In the semifinals, the Crimson Tide defeated the Clemson Tigers in the Sugar Bowl, and the Bulldogs beat the Oklahoma Sooners at the Rose Bowl.
• The three most popular movies at theaters in North America in 2017 — “Star Wars: The Last Jedi,” “Beauty and the Beast” and “Wonder Woman” —
That hasn’t happened in at least 37 years.
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were driven by female characters.

One year after a live-television debacle, Mariah Carey redeemed herself in a performance on New Year’s Eve in Times Square. “Oh, I’m feeling a lot better than last year, when I had to get my own police escort to walk away,” Ms. Carey
said.
Alba Vigaray/European Pressphoto Agency

Noteworthy
• Our bloopers in 360
We begin the year with an ending: our final daily 360 video.
We’ve made 435 videos in 426 days. Here are some of the moments that didn’t make the cut .
• In memoriam
Sue Grafton, a best-selling mystery writer, was primarily known for her so-called alphabet novels, starting with “A Is for Alibi” in 1982 and ending in August with “Y Is for Yesterday.” She was
77.
Recy Taylor was abducted and raped by six white men in Alabama in 1944, a crime that became an early catalyst for the civil rights movement. The case never went to trial, but renewed attention
decades later prompted an apology in 2011 to Mrs. Taylor by the Alabama Legislature. She was 97.
• Quotation of the day
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“If you want to catch a cat you have to stay up all night — that’s just the name of the game.”
— Jennifer Petruska, a resident of Santa Rosa, Calif., and a self-described insomniac, who spends her nights tracking and trapping pet cats who went into hiding during recent wildfires.

Back Story
We begin today on a high kick.
The Rockettes closed their annual holiday season run on Monday, their 85th year at Radio City Music Hall in New York. But their famous kicklines are only a part of the storied history of one of
New York’s cultural cornerstones.

The Rockettes in 1940.
Associated Press

Opened on Dec. 27, 1932, Radio City was “the largest temple of entertainment of its kind in the world,” The Times (somewhat breathlessly) proclaimed.
It was part of John D. Rockefeller Jr.’s plan to revive New York after the Great Depression: by building a “ city within a city” that would provide jobs for New Yorkers and convert a
neighborhood known as “the speakeasy belt” into a commercial hub.
Rockefeller teamed up with the Radio Corporation of America to develop the 6,200-seat theater, and the building’s design became a beacon of the Art Deco form.
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The theater has hosted events like the MTV Video Music Awards and more than 700 movie premieres, including “To Kill a Mockingbird,” starring Gregory Peck, a former Radio City usher.
Mayor-elect John O’Brien declared the music hall “the greatest achievement of the theatrical world,” marking “a new era in the history of New York.”
Remy Tumin contributed reporting.
_____
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Chloe Kim, 17, outsoared her rivals to win the gold medal in the snowboard halfpipe at the Winter Olympics today. “This whole experience has been insane,” she later said.

Chang W. Lee/The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

Budget and political statement
• President Trump has proposed steep cuts to domestic programs and large increases in military spending as part of a $4.4 trillion budget proposal that he sent to Congress on Monday.
Although it has little chance of being enacted as written, the plan would add $7 trillion to the deficit over the next 10 years. Republicans have traditionally embraced balanced budgets.
“I probably could have made it balance,” Mr. Trump’s budget director, Mick Mulvaney, said, but “it would have taken funny numbers to do it.”

We outlined the administration’s proposal .

• The White House also unveiled its infrastructure plan on Monday. It aims to turn $200 billion in federal dollars into $1.5 trillion in overall spending.

A revolving door at the White House
• “The doors at the White House have been swinging a lot lately. A deputy chief of staff moved on. A speechwriter resigned. The associate attorney general stepped down. The chief of staff
offered to quit. And that was just Friday.”
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Amid continuing questions about the departure of Rob Porter, the White House staff secretary, Peter Baker reports on the turnover rate for President Trump’s staff: At 34 percent, it’s the highest
in decades.
Mr. Porter didn’t have permanent security clearance. That has renewed attention on other aides who haven’t secured top-level clearance, including Jared Kushner, the president’s son-in-law and
senior adviser.
• Separately, our Washington investigations editor, Mark Mazzetti, and other Times journalists will be on a panel discussing the Russia investigation today at 7 p.m. Eastern. You can watch it
here live, and find answers to readers’ questions .

“Hangry” on the halfpipe
• Maybe she didn’t need that breakfast sandwich after all.
Chloe Kim, a 17-year-old American snowboarder, won the gold medal in women’s halfpipe today in Pyeongchang after lamenting on Twitter that she hadn’t finished a snack. We looked at how
she achieved a nearly perfect score.
Here are today’s results from the Winter Olympics . You can find all of our coverage here.
• They have been praised as human olive branches, and criticized as spearheads of a North Korean propaganda campaign. Meet the North Korean cheerleading squad.

One wall fell, but others still stand
• The Berlin Wall, which once divided Germany and the world, has now been gone for longer than the 28 years, 2 months and 26 days it stood.
Although there are few obvious signs that Berlin was once a divided city, our bureau chief reports that the walls between West and East still remain in the minds of some Germans.
• “German unity is still a work in progress,” said Thomas Krüger, who served as East Berlin’s last mayor.

“The Daily”: Democrats’ identity crisis
• Nancy Pelosi took the House floor for eight hours to protest a spending bill that she now says she wanted to pass. What’s the risk for the party?
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.
(Monday’s Morning Briefing inadvertently included a link to an older episode of The Daily. You can find the Russia doping episode here.)

Business
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• A female executive at the investment firm run by Steven Cohen, the billionaire investor, said in a lawsuit that the company was a testosterone-fueled “boys’ club” in which women were
discriminated against.
• New York’s attorney general has sued the Weinstein Company, delaying a sale, to ensure that victims of abuse are compensated. Our DealBook columnist looks at how the tactic could
backfire.
• Bill and Melinda Gates published the annual update for their foundation today. They remain optimistic about the world’s progress and addressed how President Trump’s policies haves
affected their philanthropic work.
• China’s plan to become the world’s leader inartificial intelligence could challenge the U.S. lead in the technology.
• U.S. stocks were up on Monday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Don’t work harder to get ahead: Work smarter.
• Want a more perfect union? Act (within limits) like you’re single .
• Happy Mardi Gras! Celebrate with classic recipes, like crawfish étouffée.

Noteworthy
• Partisan writing you shouldn’t miss
Writers from across the political spectrum discuss the rising budget deficit.
• Paint and politics
The Obamas’ official portraits were unveiled at the National Portrait Gallery in Washington on Monday.
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Former President Barack Obama unveiled his official portrait on Monday with the help of its painter, Kehinde Wiley. The portrait of Michelle Obama was painted by Amy Sherald.
Gabriella Demczuk for The New York Times

The paintings, which are a striking departure from those of the Obamas’ predecessors, address the politics of race in subtly savvy ways, our art critic writes.
• A personal memory maker?
Electric pulses to the brain help subjects store memory, scientists have found. But the road to perfecting recall remains daunting.
• One down, 51 to go
The Times’s much-envied new travel columnist, Jada Yuan, has begun a yearlong tour of every destination on our 52 Places to Go list.
Here’s her first dispatch , from New Orleans.
• Best of late-night TV
Several of the comedy hosts are taking the week off, so our roundup is, too. It will return next week.
• Quotation of the day
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“Technology is not neutral. The choices that get made in building technology then have social ramifications.”
— Mehran Sahami, a professor at Stanford University who is helping to develop a course on ethics in computer science.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
As the end of a particularly bad flu season approaches in many parts of the world, you’ve probably been hearing “achoo!” a lot.
But cultures respond to sneezes differently, and there’s little consensus on how some of those norms developed.

“Cok yasa,” as they say in Turkey.
Getty Images

While it’s generally unnecessary in Japan and parts of China to comment, many countries use a version of “God bless you.”
The sneezer’s welfare is the main concern. Germans say “gesundheit” (health), while Turks say “cok yasa” (may you live long).
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Sometimes the response is dictated by the number of sneezes. In parts of Latin America, the first sneeze is met with “health,” the second with “money” and the third with “love.” The Dutch wish
you “health” for your first two sneezes before the third brings a “good weather tomorrow.”
Health-based wishes seem self-explanatory, but the origin of “God bless you” is uncertain.
The most popular theory is that Pope Gregory I started it by blessing a person with the plague. But it’s probably not true.
Academics believe saying “bless you” to a sneezer can be traced back even earlier — some say to 77 A.D., others to Greek mythology.
Anna Schaverien contributed reporting.
_____
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The Taj Mahal is undergoing its first deep cleaning since it was built in the 17th century. Pollution in India has turned parts of its marble facade yellow and black. Atul Loke for The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

With a blink, shutdown ends
• It’s over, three days after it began.
The federal government reopened Monday night after Senate Democrats agreed to a short-term spending bill without addressing the fate of young undocumented immigrants known as Dreamers.
The vote exposed a rift between moderate Democrats who are up for re-election this year in states President Trump won and their more liberal counterparts. Here’s how every senator voted .
Tucked into the measure that will fund the government through Feb. 8: $31 billion more in tax cuts.
• Immigration activists were furious, but our chief Washington correspondent notes the quandary that Democrats faced: “While the Dreamers may be a highly sympathetic group, using them as
a rationale for shuttering the federal government was not playing well.”

Bacon, jeans and beer
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• Talks to rework the North American Free Trade Agreement, which President Trump has called a “disaster,” resume this week.
With the future of the 24-year-old pact uncertain, we looked at three products that Nafta has shaped.
• Separately on Monday, the U.S. slapped steep tariffs on washing machines and solar energy cells and panels, the first major step to erect the kind of trade barriers that Mr. Trump has said are
necessary to protect American manufacturers.

Walking a fine line in Syria
• Turkey is waging an all-out assault against Syrian Kurds, American allies against the Islamic State. Turkey considers them terrorists and a threat to its territorial sovereignty.
The offensive, carried out over the protests of the U.S. but apparently with the assent of Russia, demonstrates how much leverage Washington has lost in Syria, where the American focus has been
on vanquishing Islamist militants.
• Now that ISIS is in retreat, the White House is trying to maintain relations with the Kurdish fighters without further alienating the Turks. Here’s background information on the conflict .

Developing: Major quake off Alaska
• A magnitude 8.2 earthquake struck 170 miles off the southern coast early today, prompting a tsunami warning.
There were no immediate reports of damage.
• A strong quake also struck off the southern coast of the Indonesian island of Java, rocking buildings in the capital, Jakarta.

Mike Pence clarifies embassy timeline
• The vice president said on Monday that the U.S. Embassy in Israel would transfer to Jerusalem from Tel Aviv before the end of 2019.
His statement, made to the Israeli Parliament during a trip to the Holy Land, followed President Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital last month.
• The decision overturned decades of American policy and international consensus on the status of the holy city.

Pennsylvania map is ruled unlawful
• In the latest decision striking down political maps that unduly favor one party, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania said on Monday that Republican-nominated districts “clearly, plainly and
palpably” violated the state’s Constitution .
A new map must be submitted by next month, the court said.
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• We looked at the ruling’s implications for Pennsylvania’s electoral future.

“The Daily”: Trump’s border wall
• Why have congressional Democrats suggested they would fund the wall if Republicans protect the Dreamers?
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• The World Economic Forum’s annual meeting in Davos, Switzerland, begins today. There’s a sense of optimism as populist movements wane. (There’s also plenty of snow.)
The conversation is already dominated by one topic: What will President Trump say? You can find all of our Davos coverage here.
• Elon Musk has agreed to stay on as Tesla’s chief executive for the next decade , with his pay tied to $50 billion increases in the company’s valuation. Otherwise, he makes zero.
• Six weeks after firing the former congressman Harold Ford Jr. for unspecified misconduct, Morgan Stanley clarified that the misconduct was not sexual in nature.
• One of our tech columnists asks: Is a healthier Facebook like … Instagram?

Glenn Harvey
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• U.S. stocks were up on Monday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• The best trick to increase productivity? Just get started.
• How to maintain friendships.
• Recipe of the day: Make the best broccoli and Cheddar soup you’ve ever had.

Noteworthy
• Partisan writing you shouldn’t miss
Writers from across the political spectrum discuss the end of the government shutdown.
• In memoriam
Naomi Parker Fraley was the long-unrecognized inspiration for Rosie the Riveter, a bit of 1940s popular culture who became a feminist touchstone in the late 20th century. She was 96.
• And the nominees are …
Nominations for the 90th Academy Awards will be announced today at the strangely specific time of 8:22 a.m. Eastern. Here’s what to watch for , and our movie critics’ take .
The Oscars ceremony is March 4.
• A new coach in New York
The Giants, who lost 13 games this season for the first time in the team’s 92-year history, named Pat Shurmur as head coach.
He was formerly the offensive coordinator with the Minnesota Vikings.
• You asked. Our new publisher answered.
A. G. Sulzberger responded to questions from readers about his role and the future of The Times.
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• Best of late-night TV
The shutdown ended, but Seth Meyers wasn’t exactly rejoicing .
• Quotation of the day
“People normally do not throw a bachelor party without a bachelor.”
— Justice Clarence Thomas, writing the majority opinion in a Supreme Court ruling that the police were entitled to arrest late-night partygoers at what some had claimed was a bachelor party.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
“Remember the Maine!” was a rallying cry of the Spanish-American War. Many North Americans surely remember the Alamo. But has the U.S.S. Pueblo been forgotten?
On this day in 1968, the Pueblo, a Navy intelligence ship, was attacked and seized by North Korean patrol boats. Its 83 crew members were taken to Pyongyang and charged as spies, drawing a
tense Cold War standoff.

The crew of the U.S.S. Pueblo was captured by North Korea in 1968.
Bettmann, via Getty Images
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A Times editorial called the attack “humiliating,” and a prisoner drama — marked by fraught negotiations, forced confessions and propaganda ploys — dragged on for 11 months. Here’s more
about the Pueblo incident.
The Americans told of beatings, torture and deprivation, but they still found ways to get back at their captors. They slipped outrageous puns into self-written confessions, such as this one by the
ship’s commander , and surreptitiously raised their middle fingers in films and photographs. (The sailors said it was the Hawaiian good luck salute.)
In the end, Washington reluctantly apologized, and the Pueblo crew was home in time for Christmas. The Pueblo itself is still in Pyongyang, where it’s a tourist attraction at the Victorious War
Museum.
Charles McDermid contributed reporting.
_____
Correction: Monday’s briefing misidentified the title that will be at stake for the Philadelphia Eagles when they play on Feb. 4. The team is seeking its first Super Bowl title, not its first N.F.L.
title.
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays at 6 a.m. Eastern and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
If photographs appear out of order, please download the updated New York Times app from iTunes or Google Play.
What would you like to see here? Contact us at briefing@nytimes.com.
You can get the briefing delivered to your inbox Sunday through Friday. We have four global editions, timed for the Americas, Europe, Asia and Australia, and an Evening Briefing on weeknights.
Check out our full range of free newsletters here.
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Ice floating along the banks of the Hudson River near the George Washington Bridge in Fort Lee, N.J., on Tuesday. The cold weather in North America, which has been blamed for a handful of deaths, is expected to continue at least into the
weekend. Julio Cortez/Associated Press

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

“I too have a Nuclear Button”
• President Trump again raised the prospect of nuclear war with North Korea, boasting on Twitter on Tuesday that he commands a “much bigger” arsenal than does Kim Jong-un, the North’s
leader, who claimed to “have a nuclear button on the desk in my office.”
(To be clear, no one has a button.)
• Pyongyang reopened a hotline with South Korea today, restoring a channel for direct dialogue and signaling a possible thaw in relations.

The spark behind Iran’s protests
• Our correspondent in Tehran reports that an effort by President Hassan Rouhani to tap popular resentment worked. Perhaps too well.
The president, a moderate, revealed last month that billions of dollars were going to the country’s elite. The budget he leaked also proposed ending cash subsidies for millions of citizens and
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increasing fuel prices.
The result: deadly demonstrations against the entire political establishment. Iranian state media, seeking to to calm nerves, broadcast images of pro-government demonstrations today.
• President Trump has supported the antigovernment demonstrations, but the unrest complicates a decision on the future of the Iran nuclear deal.

Longtime senator to “hang up the gloves”
• Orrin Hatch of Utah — the Senate’s longest-serving Republican —

will retire at the end of the year, rebuffing President Trump’s request that he seek re-election.

The announcement opens the door for Mitt Romney, a critic of the president’s, to run for the seat. (By Tuesday evening, Mr. Romney had updated his Twitter profile to change his location to
Holladay, Utah, from Massachusetts.)
• The Senate returns today, just weeks before a possible government shutdown. Newly emboldened Democrats have a list of demands, including the protection of young undocumented
immigrants.

In pursuit of liquid gold
• In the second part of our series examining the industry of addiction treatment, we look at the lucrative business of urine testing.
It has long been a way for clinics to ensure that former drug users are staying clean. But with the opioid crisis and the expanded availability of insurance under the Affordable Care Act, urinalysis
costs have soared.
• We also examined why the U.S. spends so much on health care. Said one Harvard physician: “The U.S. just isn’t that different from other developed countries in how much health care we use.
It is very different in how much we pay for it.”

“The Daily”: Shifting dynamics on North Korea
• If North Korea and South Korea talk, where does that leave the U.S.?
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• The “Today” show on NBC will have two women as its main hosts for the first time. Hoda Kotb will join Savannah Guthrie to replace Matt Lauer, who was fired over allegations of
inappropriate sexual behavior.
Separately, Vice Media placed its president and its chief digital officer on leave after accusations of sexual harassment.
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And the University of Arizona fired its football coach, Rich Rodriguez, after an investigation into misconduct.
• China’s largest shipping company has poured billions into buying seaports around the world. But the site of its latest big foreign investment is more than 1,600 miles from the ocean:
Kazakhstan.
• Researchers in Finland have developed artificial intelligence that can generate images of celebrity look-alikes — and another system that tests how believable they are.
• U.S. stocks were up on Tuesday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• We’ve long known that dietary fiber is good for us. New research explains why.
• How smart a traveler are you?
• Recipe of the day: Craving noodles? Try them with chicken, ginger and mushrooms.

Noteworthy
• The case for the subway
It built New York City. Now, a writer for The Times Magazine says, it must be rebuilt if the city is to survive, regardless of the cost.
• A crimp in colleges’ revenue
Many U.S. universities that had put the 2008 recession behind them are making new rounds of budget cuts, in large part because they have fewer international students, who generally pay more in
tuition.
Changing conditions abroad and tougher immigration policies in the U.S. have contributed to the decline, college administrators say.
• In memoriam
Thomas Monson, the president of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, enlarged the ranks of female missionaries but rebuffed demands to ordain women as priests. The Mormon leader
also refused to alter the church’s position on same-sex marriage. He was 90.
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John Portman, an architect and developer, revolutionized hotel designs with soaring futuristic atriums and transformed cityscapes around the world. He was 93.
Rick Hall, a music producer, turned small-town Alabama into a crucible of soul, country, pop and rock with his studio in Muscle Shoals. He was 85.
• Best of late-night TV
Back from vacation, Stephen Colbert returned to one of his favorite targets: President Trump.
• Quotation of the day
“I was an amateur boxer in my youth, and I’ve brought that fighting spirit with me to Washington. But every good fighter knows when to hang up the gloves. And for me, that time is soon
approaching.”
— Senator Orrin Hatch, Republican of Utah, who announced he would not seek an eighth term.

Back Story
“Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Linus, Lucy … how can I ever forget them?”
Those were Charles M. Schulz’s parting words in the final daily “Peanuts” comic strip , which ran 18 years ago today.
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Charles M. Schulz, drawing Charlie Brown in 1966.
Associated Press

They recalled a slightly less sentimental line from the strip’s debut, nearly 50 years earlier, in which a carefree Charlie Brown strolls by a pair of children.
“Good ol’ Charlie Brown,” one says. “How I hate him!”
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That juxtaposition of earnestness and wry humor made “Peanuts” a pop-culture mainstay for half a century, appearing in 75 countries and 21 languages at its peak.
Mr. Schulz insisted on producing every aspect of the comic, making himself inseparable from his characters.
“I want it to be my words in everything I do,” he told The Times in 1967. “I’ve thought of it — hiring someone to help. Sometimes I think it would be nice. But then — what would be the
point?”
When colon cancer forced Mr. Schulz to end the daily strip in 2000, at age 77, The Times invoked a dismal Charlie Brown, mourning the end of the baseball season: “There’s a dreariness in the
air that depresses me.”
Mr. Schulz died a month later, but all 17,897 “Peanuts” strips were anthologized over the next two decades.
Dan Sanchez contributed reporting.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays at 6 a.m. Eastern and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
If photographs appear out of order, please download the updated New York Times app from iTunes or Google Play.
What would you like to see here? Contact us at briefing@nytimes.com.
You can get the briefing delivered to your inbox Sunday through Friday. We have four global editions, timed for the Americas, Europe, Asia and Australia, and an Evening Briefing on weeknights.
Check out our full range of free newsletters here.
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A stock indicator showing the Nikkei 225 in Tokyo today. The market sell-off in the U.S. ricocheted across the world. Shizuo Kambayashi/Associated Press

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

As markets drop, take the long view
• That’s the advice of Neil Irwin, one of our economics correspondents, after the Dow fell 1,175 points on Monday, its largest single-day point decline ever. Here are four takeaways from the selloff.
He reports that the slump returned the market roughly to its level in mid-December, less than two months ago, and that it seems more worrisome than it is.
Still.
The drop continued today in Asia and Europe, and futures markets indicate that the U.S. could be in for another rough day.
Our DealBook columnist, Andrew Ross Sorkin, attributes the turmoil to investors’ belief that President Trump’s policies to stoke growth are going to work, but so much so that they’ll overheat
the economy.
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Mr. Trump took credit for rising stocks at least 25 times in January alone, and indexes remain well above where they were when he was elected. He didn’t mention the recent decline during a
speech about the economy on Monday.
• Here are the latest numbers from the U.S. and around the world.

Don’t talk to Mueller, Trump is advised
• President Trump has said that he is eager to speak with Robert Mueller, the special counsel in the investigation into Russian election interference.
But Mr. Trump’s lawyers have advised him against doing so, according to four people briefed on the matter. The lawyers are concerned that the president could end up being charged with lying to
investigators.
• Mr. Trump is expected to decide in the coming weeks whether to speak with prosecutors. Refusing would open the possibility of a subpoena and a court fight.

Next hurdle for Democrats’ memo: Trump
• A classified document rebutting Republican claims that the F.B.I. and the Justice Department abused their powers is now at the White House for review.
The House Intelligence Committee voted on Monday to make the document public. President Trump has five days to say if he will try to block its release.
• The Times has asked a surveillance court to unseal secret documents related to the wiretapping of Carter Page, the onetime Trump campaign adviser at the center of the dispute.

Seen as unfit, a lawyer agrees
• Navy Lt. Alaric Piette, 39, is the only remaining member of the defense team for Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, a Saudi man accused of orchestrating the bombing of the U.S. destroyer Cole in 2000.
The other defense lawyers at a military tribunal at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, all quit. Mr. Piette, who has just six years’ experience, admits he’ s unqualified to take the case alone.
• But leaving his client with no one, he says, would be worse.

Olympians as you’ve never seen them
• The Winter Games begin this week in Pyeongchang, South Korea, and The Times is using augmented reality technology to cover them.
As a preview, we introduce you to four athletes in action. You can view them in 3-D, and walk around them as if they were in your living room.
• To start experimenting, here’s what you’ll need . And bookmark this link for all of our Olympics coverage.
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“The Daily”: Spying on Americans
• The Republican push to release a classified memo has brought new attention to efforts to balance national security and civil liberties.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.
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The pro-democracy activists, from left, Joshua Wong, Alex Chow and Nathan Law in Hong Kong today. The three, who had been jailed for their roles in enormous protests in the city in 2014, had their sentences thrown out by Hong Kong’s
highest court.
Vincent Yu/Associated Press

Business
• Silicon Valley technologists are challenging the negative effects of services provided by Facebook and Google, companies they helped build.
• Virtual currencies have experienced a swift reversal of fortune over the last month, as deep flaws in the industry become clearer.
• Saudi Arabia is shifting from oil to renewables. Riyadh plans to build a $300 million solar farm that would generate enough electricity to power 200,000 homes.
• Newsweek fired two top editors and a reporter who had covered the company’s financial and legal troubles.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• You don’t have to be wealthy to hire a financial planner.
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• Here’s why hangovers may get worse with age.
• Recipe of the day: A quinoa and white bean soup doesn’t need meat to taste hearty.

Noteworthy
• Partisan writing you shouldn’t miss
Writers from across the political spectrum discuss the Republican memo alleging abuses at the F.B.I. and Justice Department.
• The mutant taking over Europe
The marbled crayfish is one of the most remarkable species known to science.
It didn’t exist until about 25 years ago. But a single mutation created it, and the creature can clone itself. The species has now spread across much of Europe and gained a toehold on other
continents.
• SpaceX hopes for a milestone
The company founded by Elon Musk plans to test its Falcon Heavy rocket today. If successful, it would be the most powerful rocket in operation.
The launch is set for 1:10 p.m. Eastern. You can watch it here.
• Best of late-night TV
Watching footage from Philadelphia after the Super Bowl, Stephen Colbert observed, “Now, it’s hard to tell from that, but that was a screaming inferno of joy.”
• Quotation of the day
“If you claim the rise, you own the fall.”
— Jay Carney, an Obama administration press secretary, explaining the risks for presidents who tie their political fortunes to the financial markets.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
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“Oh, what a flight.”
The Times’s headline about the 1988 N.B.A. All-Star festivities said it all. The weekend belonged to Michael Jordan of the Chicago Bulls, widely considered the greatest basketball player of all
time. He cemented his place in slam dunk history 30 years ago today.

Michael Jordan during All-Star weekend in Chicago in 1988.
John Swart/Associated Press

In the final round of the slam dunk contest, in which judges award competitors’ creativity, Jordan faced Dominique Wilkins of the Atlanta Hawks.
In one of his final dunks, Jordan dribbled from the far end of the court and leapt from the foul line, 15 feet from the basket. Back arched, legs trailing behind him, Jordan sailed through the air with
one hand pushing the ball toward the basket. The judges awarded him a perfect score.
The overall win could easily have gone to Wilkins, but Jordan was performing in front of a hometown crowd in Chicago, which “surely had some influence on the slam dunk judges, and
galvanized his All-Star teammates, to say nothing of their considerable effect on The Flying Machine himself,” The Times reported.
The next day, Jordan would go on to score 40 points in the All-Star Game.
“This was,” Jordan said, “a picture-perfect weekend.”
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Remy Tumin contributed reporting.
_____
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The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. outside a courthouse in Montgomery, Ala., in 1956. He was being tried on charges of organizing an illegal boycott of city bus lines. The civil rights leader was assassinated 50 years ago today, in Memphis.
George Tames/The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

President Trump reverts to Candidate Trump
• He’s been in office 14 months, but President Trump is increasingly falling back on the hard-edge isolationism that fueled his “America First” campaign. On Tuesday, he said he wanted “to get
out” of Syria.
He also said he planned to deploy the National Guard to the border with Mexico, to confront what the White House calls the growing threat of illegal immigration and crime.
Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the White House press secretary, didn’t say how many troops would be sent, nor when. Mr. Trump has spoken before about using the military to police the border, only
to have his aides walk back the remarks.
• Immigration rights campaigners said the announcement was a political ploy. Mr. Trump has been criticized by some conservative supporters for signing a trillion-dollar-plus spending measure
that didn’t fund the border wall he promised.
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YouTube shooting suspect is identified
• The woman who shot and wounded three people at the company’s headquarters in San Bruno, Calif., before killing herself on Tuesday has been identified by the police as Nasim Najafi
Aghdam.
Ms. Aghdam, who was in her late 30s, was active on YouTube, where she had posted videos including music parodies and workouts.
She had criticized YouTube for measures that decreased the number of views of her videos, some of which contained what the site’s staff said were inappropriate scenes. YouTube had removed all
of her channels by Tuesday night.
• Here’s what else we know about the shooting.

Horrors in a private jail
• A mentally ill man on suicide watch hanged himself. Gang members were allowed to beat other prisoners. Inmates whose cries for medical attention were ignored resorted to setting fires in their
cells.
These are just some of the details that have emerged during a trial in Mississippi that has provided a rare glimpse into the world of privately operated prisons.
• The case comes as the number of inmates in private facilities is increasing and as the Trump administration hints that it will expand their use.

Remembering King, 50 years later
• For the 50th anniversary of the assassination of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. today, we look back at the civil rights leader and the battles that outlived him: workers’ rights, a sprawling
protest movement, persistent segregation and poverty.
“All the issues that he raised toward the end of his life are as contemporary now as they were then,” a historian who has written several books about Dr. King said.
Here’s the Times front page the day after Dr. King was shot, and his obituary.
• We also spoke to black pastors around the U.S. about their calls for action in a climate that has shifted drastically since the civil rights era.

“The Daily”: Hard line on immigration
• President Trump’s approach to securing the border evolved over 72 hours.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.
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Business
• China struck back at the U.S. today with proposed tariffs on American goods including soybeans, cars and chemicals. The move came just hours after the Trump administration detailed $50
billion in tariffs on Chinese products.
• Amazon is the latest in a long line of companies that President Trump has denounced on Twitter, contributing to a drop in the online retailer’s stock.
We checked the facts behind some of his criticisms.
• Tesla said output of its first mass-market electric car, the Model 3, was up to 2,000 a week. But that’s still short of its goal.
• How do you say “Oops” in Swedish ? The New York Stock Exchange welcomed the Sweden-based company Spotify on its first day of trading by flying a Swiss flag out front.
The streaming music service ended the day with a valuation of $26.5 billion.
• Morgan Stanley has fired a star financial adviser who had been accused by multiple former wives and girlfriends of physical abuse and stalking.
The Times reported the accusations against the broker, Douglas Greenberg, last week.
• U.S. stocks were up on Tuesday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Save your relationship — outsource chores.
• Make a luxury trip to Paris affordable with these tips.
• Recipe of the day: Try a dinner of Swedish (not Swiss) meatballs, mashed potatoes and a little lingonberry jam.

What We’re Reading
Our journalists recommend these great pieces:
• “Though not the dominant force in technology that it was in the mid-20th century, IBM continues to employ hundreds of thousands worldwide.
“This investigative piece shows the ways many of those workers are made to feel unwelcome, or forced out, late in their careers.
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“Once past 55, one former employee said, ‘You have to prepare for losing your job and burning through every cent you’ve saved just to get to retirement.’ ” [

ProPublica/Mother Jones]

— Kevin McKenna, deputy business editor
• “ ‘The Road Not Taken,’ a poem widely seen as a celebration of unorthodox choices, has been called ‘the most misread poem in America.’
“This animated video by the magazine that first published the poem in 1915 helps us reconsider what Robert Frost meant about taking ‘the one less traveled by.’ ” [ The Atlantic]
— Jennifer Jett, senior staff editor, Hong Kong

Noteworthy
• Oaxaca on the Gowanus
Our critic tried out Claro, in Brooklyn, a restaurant that pays tribute to a rich branch of Mexican cuisine with house-ground masa and riveting moles.
• When it’s always sweater weather
For nearly 20 years, Samuel Barsky has been knitting sweaters depicting familiar sights. More recently, he has posted photographs of himself in front of landmarks while wearing matching
knitwear.
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In 2014, Samuel Barsky visited Stonehenge in England. He had a sweater ready.
Sam Barsky

• Best of late-night TV
Several of the comedy hosts discussed President Trump’s tweets about Amazon and the Postal Service : “This is when I appreciate Twitter: It used to be, if you wanted to hear a 71-year-old man
whining about the post office, you had to go to the post office,” Seth Meyers said.
• Quotation of the day
“The one thing that would be dishonorable for us is to bring all this attention to the assassination of Dr. King and not have a resurrection of the efforts and the unfinished business dealing with
systemic racism, systemic poverty.”
— The Rev. Dr. William Barber II, a North Carolina pastor whose sermons and outreach efforts often address civil rights.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.
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Today’s briefing has been a little grim, so we leave you with this, a view of the cherry blossoms from Mount Yoshino, Japan, on Tuesday.
Carl Court/Getty Images

Back Story
Each week, The Times’s crossword column, Wordplay, highlights the answer to one of the most difficult clues from the previous week’s puzzles.
This week’s word: Niobe.
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“Niobe” (1881) by Henry Thomas Schafer.
Getty Images

The Greek mythological character Niobe was the subject of a tough clue from the March 28 crossword puzzle: “ ‘Like ___, all tears’: Hamlet.” The word has appeared in Times crosswords 139
times.
Niobe is most closely associated with tears, as noted in Shakespeare’s “Hamlet”:
A little month, or ere those shoes were old
With which she followed my poor father’s body,
Like Niobe, all tears. Why she, even she —
O God, a beast that wants discourse of reason
Would have mourned longer! — married with my uncle
The story of Niobe’s tears began at a ceremony held to honor the Titan Leto, mother of the twin gods Apollo and Artemis. In a fit of arrogance, Niobe bragged that she was superior to Leto
because she had more children (either 12 or 14, depending on the version of the myth).
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When the twins heard this, they came to earth and killed all of Niobe’s children. In anguish, she ran to Mount Sipylus to beg the gods to end her pain. Zeus felt sorry for her and turned her into a
rock, so she would feel no more.
Even as a rock, however, Niobe’s tears continued to flow, and the stream that pours from the real Weeping Rock in Manisa, Turkey, symbolizes a mother’s eternal mourning.
Deb Amlen contributed reporting.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
Sign up here to get it by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning. To receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights, sign up here.
Check out our full range of free newsletters here.
What would you like to see here? Contact us at briefing@nytimes.com.
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President Trump and the first lady, Melania Trump, welcomed President Emmanuel Macron of France and his wife, Brigitte Macron, to the White House for a state dinner on Tuesday. Tom Brenner/The New York Times

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

V.A. nominee comes under fire
• The confirmation hearing for Dr. Ronny Jackson, the White House physician and President Trump’s pick to lead the Veterans Affairs Department, was supposed to take place today.
Instead, it’s been postponed indefinitely, to give a Senate committee time to investigate accusations that Dr. Jackson oversaw a hostile work environment, improperly dispensed prescription
medication and possibly drank on the job.
After hinting on Tuesday that Dr. Jackson might withdraw, Mr. Trump later defended him against “ugly” abuse by politicians.
• The president has had less-kind things to say about his attorney general, Jeff Sessions, calling him “weak,” “disgraceful” and an “idiot.” That hasn’t kept Mr. Sessions from
pushing his boss’s agenda .

“I like him a lot”
• They may have their disagreements, but President Trump and President Emmanuel Macron of France certainly seem to enjoy each other’s company.
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diligently

The two men — holding hands, kissing cheeks, brushing shoulders — bordered on the intimate on Tuesday, the second day of the French leader’s visit to Washington.
(Their body language was much talked about, but so was Melania Trump’s white hat .)
Here’s the guest list for their state dinner, at which Mr. Trump offered a toast: “May our friendship grow even deeper, may our kinship grow even stronger and may our sacred liberty never die.”
• Earlier in the day, Mr. Trump signaled that he was open to negotiating a new deal to constrain Iran’s nuclear efforts. He left unclear whether he would pull out of the current agreement by his
self-imposed deadline of May 12.

The police officer who didn’t shoot
• Constable Ken Lam, the first officer to confront the suspect in the deadly van attack in Toronto on Monday, offered a textbook example of how to defuse a situation, policing experts said. He
started by turning off his car’s siren.
The Times stitched together video recordings from a number of bystanders to analyze the high-stress confrontation, step by step.
• The suspect, Alek Minassian, 25, posted a hostile message toward women on Facebook moments before the rampage, writing of an “incel rebellion.” We explain the term, which is shorthand
for “involuntary celibates.”

A citizen one day, illegal immigrant the next
• After World War II, Britain invited thousands of people from its colonies in the Caribbean to help rebuild the nation, granting them automatic right of entry.
The law has since changed, and Britain imposed tough requirements in 2012 for people to prove their legal status. An estimated 50,000 to 500,000 of the Caribbean migrants — known as the
“Windrush Generation” — have been caught up in the subsequent crackdown.
Some have been detained. At least one man was denied cancer treatment because he could not prove to his doctors that he was in the country legally.
• Prime Minister Theresa May has apologized and pledged to grant citizenship to the migrants. But black Britons say the scandal highlights lingering racism in government institutions.

Republicans notch a win in Arizona
• Debbie Lesko, a former state senator, fended off a strong Democratic challenge to win a special congressional election on Tuesday.
She may have been helped by robocalls from President Trump and fund-raisers hosted by Republican leaders.
• The party has lost support in every special election since Mr. Trump became president. We explain the forces behind the voting shifts.
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Legal victory for “Dreamers”
• The Trump administration suffered its biggest setback yet in its attempt to end a program that shields some undocumented young adults from deportation.
A federal judge ruled on Tuesday that protections for the young immigrants, known as “Dreamers,” must stay in place and that the government must resume accepting applications.
• The ruling was the third in recent months against the Trump administration’s rollback of the program, called Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, or DACA.

“The Daily”: Scrutiny of Ronny Jackson
• The confirmation of President Trump’s personal doctor as Veterans Affairs secretary came to an abrupt halt.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• Amazon is trying a new delivery spot: your car. People in dozens of cities across the U.S. can now get their order sent to their vehicles’ trunks .
• The Food and Drug Administration is cracking down on the sales of e-cigarettes to minors, especially the popular vaping brand Juul.
• Finland captured global attention with its trial of a universal basic income, handing out cash, no strings attached. Now, the experiment is ending.
• In the corridors of American power, it can be as easy to find a man named John as it is to find a woman. Here’s our updated and expanded Glass Ceiling Index .
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• U.S. stocks were down on Tuesday, falling for the fourth straight day. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• These apps help you enjoy Paris, even if you don’t speak French .
• Using a standing desk may benefit your brain.
• Recipe of the day: Aim for big flavor with chicken thighs, mango, rum and cashews.

Noteworthy
• In memoriam
Bob Dorough, a singer, pianist and composer, was well known for his jazz. But he achieved greater fame with “Schoolhouse Rock!,” an educational cartoon series with infectious songs like
“Conjunction Junction” and “My Hero, Zero.” He was 94.
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• Noma 2.0: A user’s manual
When the rule-defying restaurant opened in Copenhagen in 2003, it created a movement and a style of cuisine. It closed last year for a reimagining but reopened in February.
Our critic explains what it’s like to eat at Noma’s second incarnation .
• Speaking of second acts …
The new season of “The Handmaid’s Tale” arrives on Hulu today. As the series moves past Margaret Atwood’s novel, it feels, as it should, like the end of the world,

our chief TV critic writes.

• Best of late-night TV
Conan O’Brien noted : “When President Emmanuel Macron greeted President Trump, he kissed Trump on both cheeks. Then out of habit, Michael Cohen showed up and handed Macron
$130,000.”
• Quotation of the day
“I would rather believe a woman who has given birth to a baby and still insists that she is a virgin than Kim Jong-un.”
— Kim Chang-guk, 73, who joined other older citizens in the South Korean capital one recent weekend to protest the inter-Korean summit meeting.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.
• What we’re reading
Michael Roston, a senior staff editor on our Science desk, recommends this piece from The Chicago Tribune: “A man is accused of filing a change of address request for UPS’s Atlanta
headquarters, shifting deliveries to his one-bedroom apartment on Chicago’s North Side. Thousands of pieces of mail showed up — and so, eventually, did U.S. postal inspectors.”

Back Story
Before Michael Jordan, another of the world’s most famous basketball players came from Wilmington, N.C.: Meadowlark Lemon.
Lemon, who is thought to have been born on this day in 1932, never played in the N.B.A. That’s because when he joined the Harlem Globetrotters in 1954, their mix of comedy and basketball
legerdemain was the biggest draw in the game. (Check out some of his signature moves.)
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Meadowlark Lemon, third from the left in the front row, and the Harlem Globetrotters in 1976.
Hulton Archive/Getty Images

The team played thousands of exhibition games around the world for millions of fans — and even helped America fight Communist propaganda during the Cold War.
The Globetrotters were founded in Chicago in 1926 — they didn’t play a game in Harlem until 1968. Lemon led the team to the height of its fame in the 1970s. Their roster wasn’t just filled with
court jesters, either. They could play.
The Globetrotters have been credited with integrating the N.B.A. by beating the all-white Minneapolis Lakers in 1948 and 1949. The next year, the Globetrotters’ Nat Clifton, called Sweetwater,
became the first black player to sign a contract with the league.
Lemon, who died in 2015, wrote in his memoir about the Globetrotters: “They had done more for the perception of black people and for the perception of America than almost anything you could
think of.”
Robb Todd wrote today’s Back Story.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
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President Xi Jinping of China, center left, welcomed the North Korean leader, Kim Jong-un, to Beijing on Monday. It was Mr. Kim's first meeting with another head of state. North Korea’s Central News Agency, via Agence France-Presse — Getty Images

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

Kim’s secret visit to Beijing
• Kim Jong-un, the North Korean leader, made a surprise trip this week to meet with President Xi Jinping of China, Mr. Kim’s first trip abroad since taking power in 2011.
Mr. Kim is preparing for summit meetings with U.S. and South Korean leaders, and the visit suggests that he values or needs China’s approval — and possibly advice — before the talks.
New satellite images suggest that North Korea is expanding its nuclear production capabilities, which could complicate President Trump’s efforts to persuade Pyongyang to give up its weapons.
• The U.S. and South Korea are to announce a bilateral trade agreement today. It’s the type of deal that Mr. Trump says benefits American workers, but it may have more to do with geopolitical
realities.

Count us out of census plan, states say
• Fearing an undercount, at least a dozen states signaled on Tuesday that they would sue to block the Trump administration from adding a question about citizenship to the 2020 census.
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Opponents say the question would dissuade noncitizens, and even legal immigrants, from answering. The Trump administration says it’s needed for accurate estimates of voter numbers.
The Constitution requires that all residents of the U.S. be counted, whether or not they’re citizens.
• Here’s why an accurate count is important.

A twist in Cambridge Analytica case
• Christopher Wylie was “like a pink-haired, nose-ringed oracle sent from the future to explain data” when he testified before British lawmakers on Tuesday, our correspondent writes.
Mr. Wylie, the 28-year-old whistle-blower and co-founder of the political data firm Cambridge Analytica, described how personal information about 50 million Facebook users was harvested.
He also said that his firm had received help from at least one employee of the defense contractor Palantir Technologies. Palantir was co-founded by Peter Thiel, a Facebook board member and
supporter of President Trump.
• Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s chief executive, is said to have agreed to testify in at least one congressional hearing over the social network’s handling of user data.

No charges, again, for officers
• It’s the latest example of how rarely law enforcement officers are prosecuted for violence against suspects.
A pair of white police officers in Baton Rouge, La., will not be prosecuted by the state authorities over the fatal shooting of a black man, Alton Sterling, almost two years ago. Last year, the Justice
Department also declined to bring charges in the case.
• Separately on Tuesday, hundreds of demonstrators filled Sacramento City Hall to protest the death of Stephon Clark, an unarmed black man who was fatally shot by two officers last week.

“The Daily”: A divisive nominee
• John Bolton, President Trump’s choice for national security adviser, was portrayed during a 2005 Senate confirmation hearing as a threat to U.S. interests.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

Business
• Last week, we wrote about a major study of income inequality, focusing on how black boys and white boys raised in wealthy families fare as adults.
Here are income mobility charts for other groups, and a tool to make your own comparisons.
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• Uber says it won’t renew its permit to test self-driving cars in California until the end of an investigation into how one of its autonomous vehicles killed a woman in Arizona.
Arizona’s governor ordered the company to suspend tests there.
• The fashion giant H&M has a problem: $4.3 billion worth of unsold clothes.
• U.S. markets fell on Tuesday, led by tech stocks. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• Determine whether your sickness is contagious.
• Here’s how to decide if you should tell your boss about your mental illness.
• Recipe of the day: Bake a lemon tart with a filling that’s somewhere between a custard and a pudding.

What We’re Reading
Our journalists recommend these great pieces:
“Facebook’s data laxity, piggybacked on the general theme of fake news, has turned my field — social media — into the topic of the moment. This piece offers a look from the ground up at
what exactly social media is, by going inside one of my favorite platforms, Reddit.” [ The New Yorker]
— Nancy Wartik, Reader Center
“Adam Roberts died in January 2016 where he felt most alive: on the ski slopes of the Pacific Northwest. He was buried in an avalanche, an end that friends and even family felt he had courted.
This is a story about skiing, and about a gifted and charismatic athlete who had a shot at professional status — but it’s really about ‘the blast zone of mental illness,’ which radiates out into so
many lives.” [ Outside]
— John Schwartz, climate change reporter

Noteworthy
• New lessons from King’s death
The 50th anniversary of the assassination of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is next week. An exhibition at the National Civil Rights Museum in Memphis compares contemporary events with
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the demonstrations he led.
We’d also like to hear what his assassination means to you.
• A former justice speaks
In an Op-Ed, the retired Supreme Court justice John Paul Stevens argues that the Second Amendment needs to be repealed.
• Tasty, whatever the category
It’s hard to say what kind of food Chez Ma Tante in Brooklyn serves, apart from the consistently good kind, our restaurant critic writes.
• “Roseanne” is back
The ’90s sitcom returned to ABC on Tuesday, and the reboot “has the potential to do something a little deeper and more ambitious than your average nostalgia-fest,” our chief TV critic writes.
We spoke with Roseanne Barr, who, like her character on the show, supports President Trump.
If you prefer a dash of espionage, we also reviewed tonight’s premiere of the final season of “The Americans.”
• Best of late-night TV
Trevor Noah was worried about a comment by John Bolton, President Trump’s nominee for national security adviser: “ ‘The earlier you strike, the more damage you can do:’ I think that’s a
horrible strategy for keeping peace in the world. Although it is a great strategy for tackling an all-you-can-eat buffet.”
• Quotation of the day
“I no longer have a family. The ruling regime is guilty. Every bureaucrat dreams of stealing like Putin. Every state functionary treats people like garbage.”
— Igor Vostrikov, whose wife, three children and sister were among dozens who died in a fire at a mall in Siberia.
• The Times, in other words
A technical glitch prevented us from including an image of today’s front page, but you can find a list of its contents here, and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
Each week, The Times’s crossword column, Wordplay, highlights the answer to one of the most difficult clues from the previous week’s puzzles.
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This week’s word: torii.

A familiar sight in Japan, the torii was less well-known to Times crossword solvers.
Ko Sasaki for The New York Times

Torii (pronounced TOR-ee-ee) are familiar as a symbol of Japan, but many solvers were unsure of the word when it appeared in the March 20 puzzle with the clue “Traditional Japanese gate.” It
has appeared 63 times in Times crosswords.
The gates, which have a traditional shape and structure, are closely related to the Shinto religion. Typically located at the entrance of shrines or in spots that hold special religious significance, they
signal a transition from the profane world to the sacred. By walking through the torii, one has entered the world of the Kami, or Shinto gods.
The earliest documentation of the torii in Japan dates to 922, during the Heian period.
The structure of the torii varies, but the most important parts are the pillars (hashira), the lintel placed on the two pillars (kasagi) and a tie-beam that keeps the structure together (nuki).
For the easier puzzles at the beginning of the week, the word might appear with the clue: “Shinto temple gateway” or “Shinto gateway.”
Later in the week, it might be referred to as: “Shinto shrine entrance,” “Traditional Japantown feature,” “Decorative gateway in Japan” or “Japanese portal.”
Deb Amlen contributed reporting.
_____
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Correction: A picture with the Tuesday Morning Briefing was published in error. The photograph, released by The Associated Press, misidentified the woman in the image. It showed another
student, not Linda Brown.
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
Sign up here to get it by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning. To receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights, sign up here.
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“People have the mistaken impression that mathematics is just equations. In fact, equations are just the boring part of mathematics.” Stephen Hawking, the physicist and best-selling author, died today at 76.

Frederick M. Brown/Getty Images

Good morning.
Here’s what you need to know:

The team that Trump wants
• Rex Tillerson and President Trump never really saw eye to eye.
During his 405-day tenure as secretary of state, Mr. Tillerson had favored remaining in the Paris climate accord, preserving the Iran nuclear deal, and undertaking negotiations to resolve the North
Korean nuclear crisis. Those positions put him at odds with the president, on whom Mr. Tillerson was considered a restraining influence.
On Tuesday, Mr. Tillerson learned from Twitter that he had been replaced by Mike Pompeo, the C.I.A. director, who more closely aligns with the president’s “America First” worldview .
• Looking for a pattern in the many staff changes? Don’t, our chief White House correspondent recommends. “I like conflict,” Mr. Trump said.

Torture debate is renewed
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• President Trump’s nominee for C.I.A. director is Gina Haspel, a veteran officer who once oversaw a secret prison where brutal interrogation techniques were used after the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks.
Lawmakers, human rights activists and others eventually condemned the methods as torture, but the program had defenders, including Mr. Trump, who vowed during his campaign to bring back
waterboarding.
Now the agency’s deputy director, Ms. Haspel will probably face questions about the program during her confirmation hearings.
• “It’s going to be the first chance for senators to have someone intimately involved in the program in front of them to answer questions,” a former C.I.A. lawyer said. “I think they’ll take full
advantage of that opportunity.”

A mind that roamed the cosmos
• Stephen Hawking, the Cambridge University physicist who pondered the origin of the universe from a wheelchair, died today at his home in England. He was 76.
“Not since Albert Einstein has a scientist so captured the public imagination and endeared himself to tens of millions of people around the world,” said a physics professor at the City University of
New York.
In 1963, Dr. Hawking learned that he had Lou Gehrig’s disease and was given a few years to live, but he went on to become a world expert in gravity and the properties of black holes.
• His 1988 book “A Brief History of Time: From the Big Bang to Black Holes” sold more than 10 million copies and, according to The Times review, made the Big Bang “almost
understandable.”

Pennsylvania race is too close to call
• A few hundred votes separate the candidates in a special House election in a Pittsburgh-area district on Tuesday that Donald Trump won by nearly 20 percentage points.
A Democrat, Conor Lamb, was clinging to a 579-vote lead over Rick Saccone, a Republican. But a few thousand absentee ballots had not yet been counted.
• A winner probably won’t be declared until later today at the earliest. Here are the results so far.

An unapologetic Kremlin
• From President Vladimir Putin’s perspective, Russia is under constant threat from enemies within and outside its borders.
Britain’s allegation that Moscow was responsible for the nerve-agent attack on a former Russian agent last week will be used to bolster that view. Russia’s foreign minister dismissed the claim on
Tuesday as “nonsense.”
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For Mr. Putin, who is cruising to certain victory in Sunday’s presidential election, “This is all about demonstrating that Russia not only has capacity to act but the will to act, too,” one expert said.
• Novichok, the chemical used in the attack, is believed to be far more lethal than sarin or VX, and there was no sign of it ever being used. Until now.

“The Daily”: A delicate time for a firing
• Rex Tillerson’s dismissal as secretary of state comes just as President Trump prepares to meet the North Korean leader, Kim Jong-un.
Listen on a computer, an iOS device or an Android device.

President Trump inspected prototypes of the wall to be built between the U.S. and Mexico during a visit to San Diego on Tuesday.
Doug Mills/The New York Times

For more about Mr. Trump’s first trip to California as president, click here.

Business
• The White House’s effort to protect American companies from China is expected to escalate as the Trump administration prepares tariffs on billions of dollars of Chinese products for the
alleged theft of intellectual property.
• Richard Meier, the celebrated architect who designed the Getty Center in Los Angeles, took a six-month leave of absence from his firm after five women accused him of sexual harassment.
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• United Airlines apologized after a dog died on a flight during which it was stored in a passenger’s overhead compartment.
• U.S. stocks were down on Tuesday. Here’s a snapshot of global markets today.

Smarter Living
Tips, both new and old, for a more fulfilling life.
• It’s tax time! Here’s guidance for filing your return.
• Check-in time hours away? Ditch those bags.
• Recipe of the day: Do some throwback cooking with spaghetti primavera.

Noteworthy
• How young is too young for protest?
A coordinated protest against gun violence at U.S. schools has administrators making special plans for students who may not be old enough to handle the subject. Here’s what we know about
today’s walkout .
On Tuesday, a Florida prosecutor said he would seek the death penalty against the suspect in last month’s school shooting that left 17 people dead.
• Myths about American health care
Analysts are fond of describing the system as wasteful, but in a new international comparison, the U.S. looks a lot more like its peers than researchers expected.
• Today’s number: 53.1
That’s the percentage of fresh fruit eaten in the U.S. in 2016 that was imported, up from 23 percent in 1975, according to the Department of Agriculture.
• Best of late-night TV
After President Trump said he made the decision to fire Secretary of State Rex Tillerson “by myself,” Jimmy Fallon said, “Trump brags about firing people the same way a toddler brags about
using the bathroom alone for the first time.”
• Quotation of the day
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“You may get a tweet.”
— John Kelly, the White House chief of staff, warning Secretary of State Rex Tillerson last week that change was afoot.
• The Times, in other words
Here’s an image of today’s front page , and links to our Opinion content and crossword puzzles.

Back Story
The reaction to our collaboration last week with The Times’s crossword column, Wordplay, was overwhelmingly positive, so we’re doing it again.
Each week, Wordplay’s editor, Deb Amlen, highlights the answer to one of the most difficult clues from the previous week.

Here comes the sun.
Hussein Malla/Associated Press

This week’s word: aubade.
It was the answer to a clue in last Friday’s crossword : “Poem greeting the dawn.” (It might also be clued as “Morning music,” “Morning song” or “Sunrise song.”)
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An aubade (pronounced o-BAHD) can also be a musical composition about the morning.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the word was first used in 1678 and was adopted by the French from the Spanish word “alba,” meaning sunrise.
An example is John Donne’s “ The Sun Rising,” which, if nothing else, suggests that the English poet was not a morning person.
With that, we wish you a wonderful start to your day.
_____
Your Morning Briefing is published weekdays and updated all morning. Browse past briefings here.
Sign up here to get it by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning. To receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights, sign up here.
Check out our full range of free newsletters here.
What would you like to see here? Contact us at briefing@nytimes.com.
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Forward it to your friends, and let them know they can sign up here.
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Here are the week’s top stories, and a look ahead.
Jung Yeon-Je/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images
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1. The White House is busy planning for President Trump’s potential meeting with Kim Jong-un of North Korea. The idea is so risky — and seemingly far-fetched — that some of Mr. Trump’s
aides believe it will never happen. Above, a news broadcast in Seoul, South Korea.
Here’s what we know about Mr. Kim, the enigmatic 34-year-old dictator. And we have the back story of how two South Korean envoys brought Mr. Kim’s invitation to Washington. They were
shocked when Mr. Trump accepted.
Did you keep up with the headlines this week? Test your knowledge with our news quiz. And here’s the front page of our Sunday paper.
____
Whitten Sabbatini for The New York Times
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2. Midwestern farmers are worried that they could be hurt as other countries retaliate against the U.S. for imposing steep tariffs on steel and aluminum. Above, Eldon Gould, who exports
soybeans and corn, with a baby hog on his farm in Illinois.
Mr. Trump ordered the tariffs on Thursday despite protests from key allies — including his top economic adviser, Gary Cohn, who resigned.
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Our Op-Ed columnist Paul Krugman, who won a Nobel Prize for his research on trade, is taking questions from readers on the subject. Ask yours here.
____
Mark Wallheiser/Associated Press

3. Less than a month after the Parkland shooting, Gov. Rick Scott of Florida signed firearm restrictions into law, above, breaking with the N.R.A. in a state known for gun rights. The legislation is
called the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Public Safety Act.
In Washington, the House is set to vote this week on the STOP School Violence Act, a bill that would authorize $50 million annually for safety improvements, including violence prevention
training and developing a system for anonymous reports about threats.
____
Aijaz Rahi/Associated Press
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4. China’s legislature voted to abolish presidential term limits on Sunday, allowing Xi Jinping, above, to rule indefinitely.
Elsewhere in Beijing, our correspondent talked to artists using their work to protest the demolition of neighborhoods inhabited by poor migrants from rural areas. Their paintings, photos, songs and
poetry are an unusual show of dissent — and some have already been censored.
____
Eric Piermont/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images
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5. “Why did they leave us there to face our deaths?” A French cement company is facing accusations that it paid ISIS and put employees at risk to preserve business in war-torn Syria. Above,
Bruno Lafont, the former C.E.O. of Lafarge, in 2015.
Near Damascus, government forces advanced on the rebel-held enclave of Eastern Ghouta, where civilians are hiding underground to escape airstrikes.
Our Moscow bureau chief writes that nearly two and a half years after Russia intervened in Syria to prop up the government, Vladimir Putin finds himself stuck there.
____
Dan Kitwood/Getty Images
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6. Britain’s foreign secretary called Russia “a malign force around the world,” and vowed to retaliate if investigators find that Moscow was behind the apparent poisoning of a former spy and
his daughter in southern England.
Sergei Skripal, who once worked as a double agent for Britain, and his 33-year-old daughter, Yulia, were found unconscious on a bench. Above, investigators at the scene. The police say they were
poisoned with a nerve agent difficult to produce outside a government lab.
Russia’s foreign minister called the accusation “pure propaganda and the whipping up of hysteria.”
____
Tom Jamieson for The New York Times
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7. Elsewhere in Britain, educators are trying to make playgrounds more dangerous. Yes, you read that right.
In a dramatic turnaround after decades of increasing safety measures, risk is now en vogue among childhood development experts. They say it helps build resilience and grit.
Some schools are bringing in loose two-by-fours, reinstating sandboxes and leaving out the scissors and sharp-edged tape dispensers.
It’s all under adult supervision, of course. “They normally only cut themselves once,” said one educator at a school in Shoeburyness, above.
____
NBC
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8. “Saturday Night Live” parodied the season finale of “The Bachelor,” but with a twist: It was the special counsel Robert Mueller, played by Kate McKinnon, breaking up with a contestant
played by Cecily Strong, above.
As Mueller, McKinnon has some disappointing news for Strong regarding the investigation into contacts between the Trump campaign and Russia.
“The reality is that, I don’t think that I can give you everything that you want right now,” she says. “And I think that you sense that.”
____
Roz Kelly/Michael Ochs Archives, via Getty Images
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9. Since 1851, obituaries in The New York Times have been dominated by white men. On International Women’s Day, we introduced a new series, Overlooked, in an effort to change that.
It begins with the stories of 15 extraordinary women who never got Times obituaries, including Diane Arbus, the photographer pictured above; Ida B. Wells, the anti-lynching activist; and
Charlotte Brontë, the author.
Our editor discussed how the project was born, and another explained why most obituaries we publish are still of white men. Do you have a suggestion for an “Overlooked” obit ?
____
Ryan McGinley for The New York Times
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10. Finally, let’s look toward the future. In the Times Magazine music issue, we write about 25 songs that show where music is going.
Sure, you could read it in print. But the digital presentation may be even better — each song plays as you scroll through the article. Above, Cardi B, whose song “Bodak Yellow” was in first
place.
Have a great week.
____
Your Weekend Briefing is published Sundays at 6 a.m. Eastern.
You can sign up here to get our Morning Briefings by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning, or to receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights.
Browse our full range of Times newsletters here.
What did you like? What do you want to see here? Let us know at briefing@nytimes.com.
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Erin Schaff for The New York Times
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1. The federal government shut down after lawmakers failed to reach a deal on a spending bill, and Democrats and Republicans blamed each other. They’ll be back on Capitol Hill on Sunday for
talks on restarting the flow of funds, at least temporarily. Above, a quiet corridor there.
President Trump accused Democrats of playing “shutdown politics” by insisting on protection for the “Dreamers,” young undocumented immigrants brought to the U.S. as children, as part of a
deal. Because of the shutdown, Mr. Trump wasn’t able to attend a soiree at Mar-a-Lago to celebrate his first year in office.
A continued shutdown would furlough hundreds of thousands of federal workers, affecting a wide range of government programs. But critical services like air traffic control and the Postal Service
would remain open. Here’s a breakdown by agency .
____
Osman Orsal/Reuters
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2. Turkey began a bombing campaign against American-backed Kurdish militias in northern Syria. Above, the view from the Turkish border. Meanwhile, Syria’s government is trying to reboot
the country’s decimated tourism industry.
In Afghanistan on Sunday, officials declared an overnight attack on Kabul’s largest hotel to be over, saying 160 people, including 41 foreigners, had been rescued. Five civilians died, as well as
four assailants.
And in Washington, Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said the U.S. military was moving away from a focus on fighting terrorism to counter Russia and China’s growing military might.
____
Sara Stathas for The New York Times
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3. Women around the country took to the streets on the anniversary of the Women’s March on Washington. Above, a scene from Milwaukee.
At a sister protest in Rome, the actress and director Asia Argento, one of the first women to publicly accuse Harvey Weinstein of sexual assault, received a hero’s welcome.
Our senior correspondent for gender issues says the march has become a movement — and looks at what’s coming next for it.
____
Matthew Dae Smith/Lansing State Journal, via Associated Press
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4. The Olympic gold medalist Aly Raisman was among more than 120 gymnasts who asked to speak at the sentencing of Larry Nassar, the former doctor for the national team, about sexual abuse
they experienced at his hands. We published Ms. Raisman’s powerful remarks in their entirety.
“My dream,” she said, “is that one day everyone will know what the words ‘me, too’ signify, but they will be educated and able to protect themselves from predators like Larry so that they will
never, ever, ever have to say the words ‘me, too.’”
More women are expected to make statements in court this week.
____
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5. An American is suspected of having helped Beijing to identify C.I.A. informants who were later killed or imprisoned. The man, Jerry Chun Shing Lee, above, who left the agency in 2007, was
apprehended at Kennedy Airport.
We broke the story about the dismantling of American spy operations in China in May. It’s being called one of the worst U.S. intelligence failures in years.
Did you keep up with the headlines this week? Test your knowledge with our news quiz.
____
Elaine Thompson/Associated Press
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6. Amazon announced a shortlist of 20 cities from the 238 that submitted bids to host its second headquarters. Above, its first one, in Seattle.
The e-commerce giant says the move will bring 50,000 high-paying jobs, and the process has garnered the kind of enthusiasm usually reserved for bids to host the Olympics. This video shows the
most bizarre bids.
____
Fox Searchlight
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7. Oscar nominations are due out on Tuesday. Our critic-at-large says “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri” might be this year’s “La La Land,” and he’s not happy about it. Above,
Frances McDormand in “Three Billboards.”
And James Franco could very well be nominated for best actor, despite claims of sexual misconduct against him detailed in a Los Angeles Times article. The ceremony is March 4.
____
Bill Sikes/Associated Press
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8. Yet again, the Patriots are favored to reach the Super Bowl.
There must be some way to beat New England, right? Our sports desk tried to find one.
And our Smarter Living team put together a list of five cheap(ish) things to help you host a Super Bowl party. The game is Feb. 4.
____
NBC
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9. On “Saturday Night Live,” hosted by Jessica Chastain, a game show parody asked of President Trump’s actions, “Does it even matter anymore?”
And Kate McKinnon, above with the “Weekend Update” co-anchor Colin Jost, added Robert Mueller, the special counsel investigating Russian meddling in the 2016 election, to her long list of
impressions.
____
Guillaume Souvant/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images
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10. Finally, Dolores O’Riordan, the lead singer of the beloved Irish rock band the Cranberries, died in London at 46. Her death prompted an outpouring from readers about what she meant to
them.
“Ms. O’Riordan always looked so small behind those big guitars,” our writer noted in this appreciation. “But with fragility there was fierceness, one of our own, the joy of an outsider owning it
for herself, and for all of us.”
Have a great week.
____
Your Weekend Briefing is published Sundays at 6 a.m. Eastern.
And don’t miss Your Morning Briefing, weekdays at 6 a.m. Eastern, and Your Evening Briefing, weeknights at 6 p.m. Eastern.
Want to look back? You can browse past Morning and Evening Briefings.
If photographs appear out of order, please download the updated New York Times app from iTunes or Google Play.
What did you like? What do you want to see here? Let us know at briefing@nytimes.com.
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Syrian Civil Defense White Helmets, via Associated Press
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1. In Syria, medical and rescue groups confirmed that dozens of people in a rebel stronghold had choked to death in a suspected chemical attack. Above, a video image of toddlers being treated
afterward.
The groups blamed President Bashar al-Assad’s government for the Saturday assault on Douma, a suburb east of the capital. Rescue workers reported finding at least 42 people dead.
The Syrian state news media denied that chemical weapons had been used. Foreign governments expressed alarm at the attack, with the British Foreign Office saying that if the reports were true,
“it is further proof of Assad’s brutality.”
____
Ivor Prickett for The New York Times
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2. We published “The ISIS Files,” a yearlong investigation into documents we found in abandoned Islamic State offices in Iraq. The documents show how the fighters wielded power through two
complementary tools: brutality and bureaucracy.
We also have a new audio series, “Caliphate,” which follows our reporter Rukmini Callimachi as she covered the fall of Mosul. Listen to a preview here.
President Trump said that he wanted to withdraw American troops fighting the remnants of ISIS in Syria. But he dropped his demand after pushback from the Pentagon.
____
Khalil Hamra/Associated Press
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3. Palestinian demonstrators and Israeli soldiers faced off along the Gaza border for the second Friday in a row, as part of a mass demonstration against Israel’s blockade of the coastal enclave.
Nine Palestinians were killed by Israeli forces. Above, a demonstrator in front of smoke from burning tires.
Our Jerusalem bureau chief writes that despite the deaths, Palestinians seem energized about sustaining a generally nonviolent form of protest that has put their long-running conflict with Israel
back on the international agenda.
“This is not a battle that protesters are coming to with guns,” said the head of a Palestinian rights group in Washington. “The protesters paid with their lives to get people to question whether these
policies are justifiable.”
____
Daniel Acker/Bloomberg
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4. American farmers are angry.
The escalating trade conflict with China could be particularly devastating to rural economies, especially for pig farmers and soybean and corn growers. (Above, harvesting corn in Illinois.)
Carmakers, Boeing and medical device and drug manufacturers could also be hit hard.
The tariffs have not yet gone into effect, but the tensions pummeled stocks on Friday. The administration is engaging in back-channel talks with the Chinese to try to resolve their differences.
Did you keep up with the headlines this week? Test your knowledge with our news quiz. Here’s the front page of our Sunday paper, and our crossword puzzles.
____
Tom Brenner/The New York Times
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5. Scott Pruitt, above, the administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, has been under fire for his spending on things like office furniture and first-class air travel. All the while,
President Trump has stood by him, saying Mr. Pruitt has done a great job rolling back regulations.
But legal experts and White House officials say that Mr. Pruitt hasn’t always followed procedure, leading to poorly crafted legal efforts that risk being struck down in court.
Elsewhere in Washington, Mr. Trump’s national security adviser, Lt. Gen. H.R. McMaster, handed off his duties to John Bolton. It was a bittersweet farewell. For more on the biggest stories in
politics this week, check out our roundup.
____
Loren Elliott/Reuters
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6. Texas became the first state to deploy National Guard troops to the southern border after President Trump announced he would order the military there. Some 250 Texas National Guard
personnel will be sent down. Above, the border near McAllen, Tex.
Also on Friday, Mr. Trump issued a memorandum directing his administration to move quickly to end “catch and release.” That refers to a practice in which immigrants who give themselves up to
Border Patrol are released from detention while waiting for their cases to be processed.
We had reporters in McAllen, where local charities try to help arriving migrants, and with the caravan of Central Americans traveling through Mexico that made headlines this week.
____
Lalo de Almeida for The New York Times
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7. Former President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva of Brazil surrendered on Saturday to begin a 12-year prison term for corruption.
Mr. da Silva, a leading candidate in the presidential election scheduled for October, charged that the prosecution was an effort to thwart his political vision. The country’s political left now finds
itself without an obvious standard-bearer.
____
Jeff Roberson/Associated Press
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8. Facebook’s chief executive, Mark Zuckerberg, above, is set to testify on Capitol Hill starting on Tuesday. The company hired a team of experts to prepare him for the appearance.
The goal? To apologize for Facebook’s missteps and reassure lawmakers that the company has a plan to protect users’ privacy and stop foreign powers from using Facebook to meddle in
American elections.
Elsewhere in Silicon Valley, a fatal shooting at YouTube’s headquarters highlighted the security risks of the tech industry’s open campuses. The attacker, Nasim Najafi Aghdam, was both
admired and mocked for videos that she posted — and was apparently angry that she was making little money from them.
____
via Reuters
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9. For nearly three weeks, Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, the 32-year-old heir to the Saudi throne, has been crisscrossing the U.S., meeting with titans of Washington, Wall Street and
Hollywood. Above, Prince Mohammed, right, touring Google with one of its co-founders, Sergey Brin.
He’s trying to change perceptions of the opaque, conservative kingdom and court investors to support what he has described as a transformative economic agenda.
The trip ends this weekend in Texas, where the prince will meet with oil executives and the former presidents George W. Bush and George Bush.
____
Photographs by Associated Press and Getty Images
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10. Did you know that N.F.L. cheerleaders are subject to strict rules regarding their activity off the field?
The rules, which govern things like social media activity, dress and personal hygiene, are fueling another P.R. headache for the league, after a cheerleader for the New Orleans Saints filed a
complaint that alleges unfair treatment.
Our gender columnist writes that a feminist awakening may be emerging in cheerleading, as criticism of the rules grows.
____
Will Heath/NBC
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11. “Saturday Night Live” was hosted by Chadwick Boseman, above right, who appeared in the “Black Jeopardy” sketch as his character from the film “Black Panther.”
Mr. Boseman’s character, the king of a fictional African nation, experienced a bit of culture shock as a contestant, saying that of course he would help the police pursue criminals, since law
enforcement officials “are only here to protect us.”
The game show host played by Kenan Thompson responded incredulously: “I’m thinking you haven’t spent much time in America.”
____
George Tames/The New York Times
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12. Finally, 50 years after he was assassinated, the battles that the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. fought live on. (Above, Dr. King outside a courthouse in Montgomery, Ala., in 1956.) The Times
was the only publication that had a reporter with Dr. King when he was shot. We looked at his life and his legacy.
Hungry for more? Check out this collection of our best weekend reads. It includes articles on a teenage science enthusiast, the politics of a buzz cut on a woman and an imaginary visit to Wakanda.
And here are the titles on the New York Times best-seller list. Michael Isikoff and David Corn’s investigation into the 2016 presidential campaign, “Russian Roulette,” spent a third week at No. 1
on the hardcover nonfiction list.
Have a great week.
____
Your Weekend Briefing is published Sundays at 6 a.m. Eastern.
You can sign up here to get our Morning Briefings by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning, or to receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights.
Browse our full range of Times newsletters here.
What did you like? What do you want to see here? Let us know at briefing@nytimes.com.
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1. It was an extraordinary court proceeding.
More than 150 women and girls spoke out about sexual abuse by Larry Nassar, who was once lauded as a must-see doctor for America’s best gymnasts. Here are excerpts from their testimony,
delivered over seven days in a Michigan courtroom.
Dr. Nassar was sentenced to 40 to 175 years in prison, on top of a 60-year sentence on separate child pornography charges. Now the focus is turning to Michigan State University and U.S.A.
Gymnastics, which employed him for years.
The disturbing questions at hand: Who knew what, when, and how did the abuse go unpunished for so long? Above, a protest at Michigan State, where critics say the university failed to conduct a
truly independent investigation. Here’s a guide to our coverage of the case.
____
Tom Brenner/The New York Times
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2. President Trump went to the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, where he invited the financial elite to invest in what he called a resurgent United States. “America First does not
mean America alone,” he said in a closely watched speech.
A rough consensus emerged over his two-day visit that his administration had shown itself to be more pragmatic than advertised. Many were inclined to view the president’s most extreme
positions as just aggressive bargaining postures. Here’s our full coverage of the forum.
Did you keep up with the headlines this week? Test your knowledge with our news quiz.
____
Gabriella Demczuk for The New York Times
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3. Lawmakers agreed on a deal to fund the government — but only through Feb. 8. Talks continue on an immigration deal.
But our Washington correspondents say Capitol Hill is absorbed with concern that President Trump’s time in office has pushed an already dysfunctional Congress into a near-permanent state of
gridlock.
The president will deliver his State of the Union address on Tuesday.
____
Doug Mills/The New York Times
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4. We reported that President Trump ordered the firing of Robert Mueller, above, the special counsel overseeing the Russia investigation. But he ultimately backed down after the White House’s
top lawyer threatened to resign over the directive.
Mr. Trump denied the report, calling it “fake news.” Senate Democrats said they would redouble their efforts to protect Mr. Mueller from being fired.
____
Ryan Hermens/The Paducah Sun, via Associated Press
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5. A school shooting in small-town Kentucky was the 11th shooting on school property this year. And it was only Jan. 23.
Two 15-year-old students, a boy and a girl, were killed. The suspect is also a 15-year-old student. Many of the emergency workers who responded have children who attend the school, or went
there themselves. Above, a vigil for the victims.
Researchers and gun control advocates say that since 2013, they have logged school shootings at a rate of about one a week.
____
Andrew Quilty for The New York Times
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6. A bomb placed in an ambulance set off a huge explosion on Saturday on a busy street in Kabul, Afghanistan, above, killing at least 95 people and injuring dozens of others. The Taliban claimed
responsibility.
And we were following the fighting in northern Syria, where Turkey attacked U.S.-backed Kurdish militias. Those groups are critical in the battle against the Islamic State, but Turkey contends
that they are also terrorists. Here’s a primer on the complicated situation there.
____
Odd Anderson/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images
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7. The arrival of voice-controlled assistants in cars has raised new concerns about security and privacy. Hacks could include annoying pranks like a honking horn, or more serious breaches such as
remotely unlocking a home’s doors for a robbery.
In other auto news, our correspondent in Frankfurt illustrates how far German carmakers went to skew research on the damaging effects of diesel emissions.
The automakers financed an experiment in which 10 monkeys squatted in airtight chambers, watching cartoons for entertainment as they inhaled fumes from a rigged diesel Volkswagen Beetle.
Above, a storage facility at Volkswagen’s headquarters.
____
Chad Batka for The New York Times
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8. The Philadelphia Eagles face off against the New England Patriots in the Super Bowl on Feb. 4.
We caught up with Malcolm Jenkins, the Eagles’ star safety , above, whose raised fist during the national anthem before games in October and November became one of the enduring images of
this most political of N.F.L. seasons.
After the league agreed to invest $89 million in social causes in December, he ended his protests — but not his work off the field for criminal justice reform and racial equality.
____
NBC
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9. Will Ferrell, above, a “Saturday Night Live” alumnus and host of the latest episode, brought back his impression of former President George W. Bush, reminding viewers who might compare
him favorably with President Trump, “I was really bad.”
“Don’t forget, we’re still in two different wars that I started,” Mr. Ferrell said. “What has two thumbs and created ISIS? This guy.”
____
Kerry Hayes/Fox Searchlight Pictures, via Associated Press
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10. Finally, the 2018 Academy Award nominations were announced, and “The Shape of Water,” above, led the pack. See the full list of nominees and cast your vote here.
The Grammy Awards are Sunday at 7:30 p.m. Will the show have a #MeToo moment? Women are dramatically underrepresented in the music industry. A new study found that of the 899
nominees for the last six ceremonies, just 9 percent were women. We’ll have live coverage here.
For more on pop music, consider signing up for our weekly newsletter, Louder.
Have a great week.
____
Your Weekend Briefing is published Sundays at 6 a.m. Eastern.
Don’t miss Your Morning Briefing, weekdays at 6 a.m. Eastern. We have global editions timed for Europe, Asia and Australia. In the Americas, we also offer an Evening Briefing, weeknights at 6
p.m. Eastern.
Want to look back? You can browse past Morning and Evening Briefings.
If photographs appear out of order, please download the updated New York Times app from iTunes or Google Play.
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What did you like? What do you want to see here? Let us know at briefing@nytimes.com.
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1. On April 22, 1970, millions of people throughout the country demonstrated on the inaugural Earth Day, calling for clean air, water and land. They were spurred by severe pollution and
environmental disasters. And that year, in a bipartisan effort, the Environmental Protection Agency was created.
But now environmental rules are under threat as the Trump administration looks to roll back federal regulations. And the head of the E.P.A., Scott Pruitt, above, is under scrutiny for allegations of
unchecked spending and ethics lapses, including his interactions with lobbyists.
Our investigative reporters found that many of the pitfalls he has encountered in Washington have echoes in his past.
Did you keep up with the headlines this week? Test your knowledge with our news quiz. Here’s the front page of our Sunday paper, and our crossword puzzles.
_____
Tara Todras-Whitehill for The New York Times
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2. We visited the newest front line in America’s global shadow war: a half-finished drone base in a barren stretch of Niger.
When it’s completed in the coming months, it will be used to monitor or strike extremists in West and North Africa, regions where most Americans have no idea the country is fighting.
The mission in Niger is expected to come under scrutiny in a long-awaited Defense Department investigation into the deadly Oct. 4 ambush that killed four American soldiers.
____
Jeon Heon-Kyun/EPA, via Shutterstock
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3. As Kim Jong-un, the leader of North Korea, above right, prepares for a landmark meeting with President Trump, he has seized the diplomatic high ground. He’s made conciliatory gestures on
nuclear testing and American troops that have buoyed hopes in South Korea and won praise from Mr. Trump.
But Mr. Kim’s moves are also unsettling officials in the U.S., Japan and China. Some suspect he is merely posturing in advance of the meeting, as well as before a separate one with South
Korea’s president. Others worry that his gestures could put Mr. Trump on the defensive in the grinding negotiations over the future of North Korea’s nuclear weapons.
____
Pool photo by David J. Phillip
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4. Four of the five living former American presidents gathered at a Houston church on Saturday to remember Barbara Bush, the former first lady, who died on Tuesday at the age of 92. (Read our
obituary here.)
The current first lady, Melania Trump, went on behalf of the White House. Her predecessors Michelle Obama, Hillary Clinton and of course Laura Bush also attended.
On Friday, thousands of mourners paid tribute at a public viewing. “She’s kind of America’s grandma,” said Houston’s police chief, Art Acevedo. “Barbara Bush is about as close to Texas
royalty as you can come.”
____
Jeenah Moon for The New York Times
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5. We reported that there’s a strong possibility that President Trump’s longtime lawyer, Michael Cohen, above left, could end up cooperating with federal officials who are investigating him for
activity that could relate to work he did for Mr. Trump.
And James Comey, the former F.B.I. director, talked to Michael Barbaro, host of our podcast “The Daily,” about the memos he kept on his interactions with Mr. Trump, and his new book, “A
Higher Loyalty.”
For more on another head-spinning week in Washington, check out our roundup of the biggest stories in American politics.
____
Keith Holloway/National Transportation Safety Board, via Getty Images
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6. Tens of thousands of feet above the earth, the passengers clasped hands with strangers, prayed together and got ready to die.
That was the scene aboard Southwest Airlines Flight 1380 from New York to Dallas on Tuesday after an engine exploded in midair. Shrapnel blew out a window, sucking Jennifer Riordan, a Wells
Fargo executive from Albuquerque, partly out of the plane. She died from her injuries.
But the pilot, Tammie Jo Shults, a veteran Navy pilot, was able to pull off a smooth emergency landing, displaying what one passenger would later call “nerves of steel.” Above, investigators
inspected the plane.
On Friday, the maker of the engine that failed on the Southwest flight issued new guidelines that call for more frequent and thorough inspections of its engine fan blades.
____
Loren Elliott/Reuters
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7. For months, members of Congress have been demanding answers about how many immigrant families are being split up when they arrive at the southwest border. Above, an apprehension near
McAllen, Tex.
Now we know: More than 700 children have been taken from adults claiming to be their parents since October, including more than 100 children under the age of 4, according to federal data
obtained by The Times.
Lawmakers were asking, in part, because the Trump administration has said it was considering taking children from their parents as a way to deter migrants from coming to the U.S. Homeland
Security officials say no such policy is currently in effect.
We also reported that some immigrants with old deportation orders are being arrested when they show up for green card interviews about their marriages to American citizens.
____
Adam Dean for The New York Times
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8. Our Interpreter columnists went to Sri Lanka to investigate the role of Facebook content in mob attacks against the minority Muslim population there earlier this year, which led the
government to impose a nationwide state of emergency. A mob stormed the house above, setting a fire and killing a man inside.
Many users spread misinformation and hate speech on the site, and even used it to plan attacks. But Facebook ignored repeated warnings of the potential for violence, even from the government.
It’s a pattern that’s been repeated in other developing countries around the world, with deadly outcomes.
“There needs to be some kind of engagement with countries like Sri Lanka by big companies who look at us only as markets,” one Sri Lankan official said. “We’re a society, we’re not just a
market.”
____
Ramon Espinosa/Associated Press
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9. For the first time in decades, Cubans have a president whose last name is not Castro.
Miguel Díaz-Canel Bermúdez, above left, a longtime Communist Party stalwart, took the reins from Raúl Castro in a modest ceremony in the National Assembly. Here’s what we know about Mr.
Díaz-Canel.
Our correspondent in Havana saw little fanfare to mark the transition. The Cubans he spoke to were doubtful that a new leader would change much, and a sense of apathy pervaded the capital.
____
Caitlin O'Hara for The New York Times
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10. Arizona educators voted in favor of a statewide walkout, as teacher protests over low pay and school budget cuts continue to sweep across the country. Above, a rally in Phoenix earlier this
month.
We got thousands of responses to our callout asking teachers to describe those cuts. Educators sent us photos of decrepit classrooms and 25-year-old textbooks.
And lots of other readers wrote in asking how they can help. There’s plenty you can do, even if you have only a few dollars to spare. Here are some ideas.
____
Charlie Gates for The New York Times
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11. Finally, a deep dive into corruption in South Africa, the actor Antonio Banderas, above, as Picasso and San Francisco’s big seismic gamble. We have those stories and more of our signature
journalism in this collection of 11 of our best weekend reads.
For more suggestions on what to watch and read, may we suggest our list of eight Netflix originals worth your time, our music critics’ latest playlist (don’t miss Prince’s rendition of “Nothing
Compares 2 U”) or a glance at The New York Times Best Sellers.
Have a great week.
____
Your Weekend Briefing is published Sundays at 6 a.m. Eastern.
You can sign up here to get our Morning Briefings by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning, or to receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights.
Browse our full range of Times newsletters here.
What did you like? What do you want to see here? Let us know at briefing@nytimes.com.
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1. The “mass shooting generation” is speaking out.
The teenagers who survived last week’s school shooting in Parkland, Fla., were born into a world reshaped by the 1999 attack at Columbine High School in Colorado. They grew up practicing
active shooter drills — and wondering whether it could happen at their schools.
This week, of course, it did. And many students responded not by grieving silently, but with loud calls for gun control measures. Above, a vigil at the school.
The 19-year-old suspect, Nikolas Cruz, had exhibited “every single known red flag” before the attack, and the F.B.I. failed to act on a tip last month that Mr. Cruz was a threat. Here are brief
portraits of the 14 students and three staff members who were killed.
____
Zayid Ballesteros/U.S. Army
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2. We did a deep dive into the attack in Niger in October that left four American soldiers dead.
Few Americans — even senior members of Congress — know much about the 800 U.S. troops there. They were supposed to be training and advising Nigerien soldiers, four of whom were also
killed in the attack. Above, a training exercise last year.
Interviews with current and former officials, service members and witnesses point to intelligence failures and strategic miscalculations that left the soldiers in hostile territory with no backup.
More broadly, their deaths have reignited a longstanding argument in Washington over the sprawling and often opaque war against jihadist groups that began after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
____
Doug Mills/The New York Times
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3. More than a dozen Russians and three companies were charged with interfering in the 2016 elections, underscoring the conclusion that Russia is engaged in a virtual war against the U.S.
It was the first indictment in connection with election meddling secured by the special counsel in the Russia investigation, Robert Mueller, above. President Trump claimed personal vindication,
writing on Twitter that there was “no collusion!”
Prosecutors said that Facebook and Instagram were the most frequently used tools for Russian operations that aimed to sow political discord.
____
Tasos Katopodis/Getty Images
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4. The Senate blocked three measures — including one backed by President Trump — to resolve the fate of the young people known as Dreamers.
What will happen now is unclear. The program that was protecting an estimated 690,000 people from deportation was rescinded by Mr. Trump, and it will expire on March 5. Above, a protest in
Washington last month.
Congress is in recess this week, and immigrant rights advocates are turning their attention to the legal arena. Two federal courts have blocked the administration from ending the program, but the
White House wants those rulings overturned.
The Supreme Court convened a closed-door conference on Friday to discuss whether to take up the issue immediately.
____
Pool photo by Gianluigi Guercia
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5. Cyril Ramaphosa, above, took over as president of South Africa. He had been deputy president and is one of the richest men on the continent.
He succeeds Jacob Zuma, who resigned after nearly nine years as president. Mr. Zuma, once known as a charismatic anti-apartheid hero, had come to symbolize the corruption that flourished
during his time in office.
____
Mauricio Lima for The New York Times
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6. Our correspondent on the ground in northern Syria met some of the fighters for the Syrian Democratic Forces. The American-backed group, which includes Kurds and Arabs, drove the Islamic
State out of a large section of northeastern Syria.
“We’re very proud,” said Shervan Derwish, above. “We did something for our people, and for the world.”
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson was in Turkey, where he met with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to discuss the diplomatic crisis between their countries over Turkey’s military operations
against Kurdish forces in Syria.
____
Tony Cenicola/The New York Times
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7. What does “natural” mean, exactly? The term is on more and more products these days, from fruit juice to shampoo to baby wipes.
The problem, consumer groups say, is that there is no legal or regulatory definition of what “natural” is . That has spurred hundreds of lawsuits.
The debate echoes the tussling over the term “organic” in the 1990s. (The Department of Agriculture did eventually create a definition and certification process.)
And we haven’t even gotten to “healthy” yet.
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____
Hilary Swift for The New York Times

8. There’s just a week to go in the Winter Olympics.
We caught up with Tara Lipinski and Johnny Weir, the NBC figure skating analysts who have all but upstaged the athletes with their very-big-night-out attire. They took us through some of the
outfits in the 22 suitcases they took to Pyeongchang, South Korea.
Here’s the full Olympic medals table, results and schedule. And you can sign up here for direct messages from our sports editor at the Games.
____
Karsten Moran for The New York Times
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9. Flynn the bichon frisé was crowned Best in Show at the 142nd Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show in New York.
The jovial 5-year-old cut a striking figure in the ring: His powder-puff fur was painstakingly coifed, and he trotted across the floor with a light, jaunty step.
Speaking of pups, we’re ringing in the Year of the Dog, which began Friday. Our friends in Cooking have a wide selection of recipes to celebrate the Lunar New Year.
____
Gene J. Puskar/Associated Press
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10. Finally, did you keep up with the headlines last week? Test your knowledge with our news quiz.
And a friendly reminder: It’s not all bad out there. In this roundup of uplifting stories, we have the snowboarder Chloe Kim’s “hangry” tweets, a postal stamp featuring Mr. Rogers, above, and an
easy way to make kids happier and healthier.
Have a great week.
____
Your Weekend Briefing is published Sundays at 6 a.m. Eastern.
You can sign up here to get our Morning Briefings by email in the Australian, Asian, European or American morning, or to receive an Evening Briefing on U.S. weeknights.
Browse our full range of Times newsletters here.
What did you like? What do you want to see here? Let us know at briefing@nytimes.com.
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